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Ice Spring Craters.

The hiatoric Lake BoDneville, whioh

was the Urgest of the lakee of the Great

Basin, was fed ohlefly by the snowa of

the Waeatoh and Uiatah moantaiua. Its

oatobment basin embraced about five de>

greea of latitnde and three of loneitode,

ooDtainlng about 54,000 square miles, or

the fourth part of the area of the Great

Basing This region of Utah has been

made a aubjeot of speoial study of late

years by the U. S. Geological Survey,

and many facts of great scientiflo inter-

est have been developed.

Of the various volcanic districts of

Utah, that which is the most interesting

in this connection oooupies the eastern

portion of the Sevier Desert In the vicin-

ity of the towns of Holden, Fillmore,

Corn Creek, Kemosh and Beseret. Near-

est to Fillmore is the loe Spring lava

field, with its cluster of craters. The

lavas of this locality are the most recent

within the Bonneville area, and their

phenomena are typical of aub-aerlal

eruptions. The craters are grouped

closely together. There have been at

least twelve successive eruptions through

as many independent venta within a ra-

dios of 1500 feet, and none' of these

eruptions appears to have been large.

One of the largest of the Scoria hitla

is the Crescent, shown in the accom-

panying engravings. It ia a crater

fragment showing nearly one-half of the

original circle. It rises 250 feet above

the eastern base, and the entire crater

appears to have had a diameter of 2200

feet. One end of the Crescent is buried
lOH SPRING OEATERS; THE ORESCENT AS SEEN FROM THE MITER.

MITER,
'i

.' [ ^, TERRACE.

SPBINQ CRATERS; BIRD'S-EYE VIEW FROM THE WEST.

I beneath a lava crater, the Miter.

I

The other ia cut off by a stream

i of lava flowing from the same.

The Miter, also shown in the

engraving, Is perhaps the most

recent of the craters. Its rim Is

nearly circular, with a diameter

of 950 feet. Its highest side, on

the east, rises 275 feet above the

central depression. Its history

has involved at least two over-

flows. After it had reached about

its present size, the lava rose with-

in it, breached its north side,

and discharged.

The discharge was followed by

explosive eruptions and the

breach was repaired.

Batween the Miter and the

Crescent, stands a low cone re-

sembling the Miter in form, but

only 400 feet in diameter.

The Terrace crater lies just

south of the Miter, with an lrreg>

alar outline and an extreme

length of 1100 feet; width, 700

feet. The depth of the orater be-

low its general rim is 260 feet.

The name of the loe Spring lava

beds is derived from what may be

regarded as a natural ice-house,

existing in one of the deeper hol-

lows of the flelds. It is In a natu-

ral pit among the lava blooks, and

60 sheltered by an overhanging

ledge that it never receives the

direct raya of the ann.
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Providence Mining District,

SUaated on Providence MoDDtain, haa been sub-

divided, and is now known respectively as the

Trojan, the Gold Bait and the Arrow Mining

Districts.

Providence Mountain haa been previously de-

scribed In article No. 5 of this series. That

portion of the range known as Providence

Mountain contains a lorgltudinal extent of

about 20 miles, and is compoged of many varie-

ties of rock. Toe hanging-wall of the mineral

belt which courses N, 25 degrees east, through

the easterly flanks of the main rangp, is a por-

pbyritic granite. This mineralized belt is trace-

able for a distance of more than four milep,

and^contains 17 full locations of mining claims.

with 12 others that are not en the belt proper,

according to the District Recorder's book ot

records.
The Trojan District

Is the most important of the three. The Bo-
nanza King's Mill & Mining Company's prop-

erty consists of the Bonanza King, Bonanza
King North, Orient and the Rittler, Its his-

tory in brief is as follows: lo 1880 twoprospect-

ors from Ivanpah discovered the Bonanza
King, and sold it to the noted mine operators

and capitalists, Messrs. Osborne and Drew, who
opened the mine, proved its value, and in 1SS2
resold it to San Francisco and New York capi-

talists for tbe sum of §200,000. Systematic

work of development was commenced and a 10-

stamp mill erected. From date of purchase to

date of suspension in 1S86, on account of the

burning of the mil), the mine was in bonaDz<i,

having paid in dividends a snm in excess of

$200,000. Notwithstanding tbe large amount
of ore in sight in the mine at that date, tbe

owners decided, on account of the low price of

silver then rnling, not to rebuild tbe mill, and
their mine has lain idle since.

Tbe developments in the Bonanza King propbr
consist of a main working shaft, 650 feet deep
(vertical), with a network of drifts and cross-

cuts exposing large bodies of high-grade ore.

The Orient and the Booanza King North adjoin

and have been developed and worked through
tbe Bonanza King's main shaft. Tbe buildings

and surface improvements are on tbe Orient
ground.
The old Cashier lies on the southerly extrem-

ity of the belt referred to. It is a well-defined

vein showing spots of silver copper glance that

assays from 100 to 400 ounces per ton. It is

developed by two small shafts; the owner is L.

Walcott.
The Trojan Mine

Contains surface deposits of low-grade ore in

the form of segregated pookets or bunches
varying from 1 to 50 tons each; ore values in

silver, 40 ounces per ton. Notwithstanding
the low grade of the ore and low price of sil-

ver, this mine has been profitably worked to a
considerable extent. The owners are Turner &
Dwyre,

The Mineral Faint Mine

Has been developed by two levels which have
each been extended into the mountain for a dis*

tance of 300 feet. Tbe ore extracted has been
assorted by hand pickiug and the better class
shipped to Kingman and Ivanpah for sate and
rednction. Ore values are from 150 to 500
ounces silver per ton. Tbe second olass is worth
from 40 to 50 ounces per ton, which still re-

mains on tbe dump; owners, J. B. Cook and
others.

The Mozart

Has been developed by two short tunnels and
two shafts, 50 and 90 feet respectively. The
ore that has been atopad from tbe mine has
been shipped to Kingman and yielded 150
onnoes silver per ton. The owners are J. B.
Cook and others.

The Lucknow has been developed by an adit
level 200 feet long, driven across the country
rock into the lode; ore values 40 onnces per ton;
the mine is owned by J. B. Cook and others.
The Red Leg has a shaft 40 feet deep on

a 20-inch vein; assays run from 15 to 300 ounces
per ton; owners, Gorman & Dwyre.
The Bell McGilvray mine is developed by a

shaft 75 feet deep and one of 50 feet; also two
tunnels respectively 150 and 300 feet in length.
Of the ore extracted, 100 tons milled yielded
125 ounces silver per ton; 200 tons on the dump
assay 60 ounces silver per ton. The owners are
Gorman & Dwyre.
TheBonanza Prince and Bonanza Queen are

adjoining olaims—test shipments of average ore
yielded SO ounces silver per ton; owner, C. C.
Quinn.
The Pitman mine has been developed by a

75-foot vertical shaft, sunk in the country to
strike an inclined lode at a depth of 500 feet;
crosscuts and levels are to be run each 100 feet.
The vein on the surface shows a width of four
feet of 75-onnce ore; owners, E. Hahn and
others.

The Perseverance Company's property con-
sists of the Perseverance mine, the Buster and
Perseverance North. Oa the Perseverance
the main working shaft has reached a vertical
depth of 250 feet. The vein in the bottom is

four feet wide. It is the intention of the own-
ers to thoroughly develop the mine before mill-

ing any ore. A five stamp mill has been erect-

ed on tbe property, which is owned in Penn-

sylvania.

The General Custer is a gold mine developed

by a shaft 30 feet deep. The grade of ore is §20

per ton and the claim is owned by C. C Qainn.

The remaining locations on ihe belt have been

but little dtveloped and only enough work has

been done to keep up the yearly assessments to

hold the claim.

The Gold Belt Mining District,

Segregated from tbe Providence district, is on

the northerly flank of Providence mountain.

The gold bearing rock lies in streaks, pookets

and bands inclosed in a calcareous bait which

forms the gangue of tbe vein. These mines

have been but little developed—not enough to

prove their extent or value.

The district was formed in 1886 and de

tached from the Providence on the discovery

of its gold-bearing character by Messrs. Wett
and S^eidel. Of the many locations In this

new district, the following are the best devel

oped and the most prominent :

The Toughnut
Has been developed by two shafts, each 60 feet

deep, from which considerable ore has been ex-

tracted and shipped for rednction, after having

been hand-picked and assorted to values rang

Ing from S150 to S200 per ton. The second'

class ore that remains In sight in the mine and

on the dump ranges in values from §60 to $80

per ton in gold. This appears to be about the

average value of tbe ores In tbe mine, with

rich pockets and bunches. Tbe property

owned by Messrs. Wett & Domingo.
The Toughnut extension shows some good

ore in the croppinge, with but little work of

development.
The Greyhound

Is situated on tbe dividing ridge, but included

in the Gold Bait District. The product is sil-

ver, with values of 50 ounces per ton. It is

developed by two tunnels of 100 feet each. The
ore occurs in irregular streaks and bunches.
Tbe mine is owned by Wett & D3mingo.
The Salazir mine is in the vicinity of the

Toughnut. The vein is small and carries ores

of both sold and silver. Salections have paid

in mill $100 per ton. The mine is owned by
Salszar and Cordovo. The Madison mine, in

the same locality, has not been sufficiently de-

veloped to prove its value.

There occur in this district quite a number
of springs of considerable strength, which are
known as the Summit, Nos. 1, 2 and 3 ; the
Cornfield, the Small Spring, and the Vorbogo.

Arrow District

Forms the third subdivision of the old Provi-
dence District. It covers the entire southerly
portion of tbe Providence Mountain range from
east to west, and from north to south that por-
tion that lies between the Vorhogo pass on the
north to the Granite pass on tbe south, em
bracing a considerable extent of country. This
district was formed in 1878. Gold is tbe pre
dominating metal.

The mine first located is known as the Do-
mingo. It has been worked in a desultory
manner by Mexicans to a depth of 40 feet.

Arastras have been used for reducing the ore
and extracting the metallic product. At that
depth the ore became base and unfit for the
arastra, and work was discontinued.

Other Prospects.

La Prieta was discovered in 1885. This
mine has been developed by a number of shoal
shafts, the deepest being 50 feet; vein 12
inches; ore assorted to values of $135 and
shipped to reduction works. The owner is

J. N. Domingo.
The Golden Qaeen has a shaft 60 feet deep:

adit 40 feet; vein 10 inches; ore values $90 per
ton. Joyce & Kean are the owners.
The Hidden Hill mine has but little work of

developments. The owner is P. N. Kean.
The Tip Top is developed by pita 40 feet

in length and open cuts carrying 12 feet of
backs. The ore from this mine has been
packed nine miles to water and worked in
arastras, yielding an average of $50 per ton.
The owner Is Richard Gorman.
The Rad Cloud has a vein from two to three

feet thick. The ores ranee in value from $8 to
$20 per ton. Owner, P. N. Kean.
The Pass mine is a small vein running from

$8 to $50 per ton in gold. Owner, Richard
Gorman.
Northerly and westerly from our standpoint,

an extensive elevated mountain range is seen,
its lava-capped summit forming a table-land
apparently without a break as far as the eye
can reach. Easterly, a broad and extensive
valley lies at our feet, through which passes the
Atlantic & Pacific railroad. The valley shows
every evidence of intense volcanic activity at
no remote period, geologically speaking. Mud
cones of greater or less dimensions dot the
plain. We descend into the valley easterly and
at a distance of 20 miles reach Fenner Station
on the A, & P. R. R., whero we are hospitably
entertained by Messrs. D. 0. Earle & Co. and
genial "Bob" Hunter.

( T'o be Continued
)

It 18 announced that the first of Penning-
ton's air ships, built for the Mount Carmel
Aeronautic Navigation Company, will start
about January 1st from Mount Carmel for New
York, via Chicago and St. Louie. Possibly
the date may be postponed to April 1st, owing
to circumstances beyond control, and which no
gift of prescience could have foreieen.

Development of the Soutli.

It is, of course, true that the South is devel-

oping in an industrial way very rapidly, proba-

bly more rapidly just at present than any other

section of the country; but we believe that some

allowance must be made for the published ac-

counts of new enterprises coming from that

quarter. Tbe Manufacturtra* Record, of Bilti-

more, whioh confines Its operations almost en-

tirely to the South, gives far more attention to

the collection of information regarding the for-

mation of new manufacturing enterprises than

any other paper we know of, bsing, in fact, de-

voted mainly to this work. It bss correspond-

ents at all points through the South, who send

in accounts of new enterprfses, and it is evident

that these correspondents do not assure them-

selves in every instance that a proposed factory

or other enterprise is to be a bona fide thing,

but simply send in an account of everything

talked of, and a new account at every stage of

its progress, provided there is any progress.

Then, too, there is considerable evidence that

men who are interested in real estate|take pains

to have it announced that a company with a

very large capital stock has been formed, and

will build immense factories in the town where
this real estate is located, often stating that this

concern is to move from some northern or east-

ern town. Every such report that people can

be made to believe, helps in obtaining high prices

for lots, and hence tbe incentive for the inven-

tion and oircnlation of tbe reports.

It is well-nigh impossible for any newspaper

to sift and ascertain the|full particulars regard-

ing each and every one of these matters, and
the only thing that can be done is for those

interested to go through the sifting process be-

fore becoming involved in anyway. Attention
has been called to tbe fact that a single issue

of the paper named recently contained notices

of the formation of companies for various in-

dustrial purposes in the South, representing a

capital of $10,000,000. It is a weekly paper,

and it is easy to see that, if all these were bona
fide, there would soon be no room left there for

agricultural operations.

We repeat that it is true the South is ad-

vancing rapidly in these matters; but to those

who might be inclined to think, from the pre-

ponderance of manufacturing news from that

quarter, that the rest of the country was soon

to be rendered of secondary importance in

manufacturing matters, we would suggest going

a little slow toward snob a oonclnsiou.

The State Ownership of Railways in

France.—When the network of State railways

was created in France, it was intended to serve

as an example of economical management and
efficient working for the great companies,

Whether those expectations have been realized

may be judged from the results obtained in

1889. By purchases of lines originally, and
subsequent extensions, the State network now
forms a total of about 1650 miles. Their oost

was about 800 millions, and the receipts last

year exceeded the working expenses by 8,258,-

697f. The net revenue on capital was conse-

quently a little over one per cent, and as the

purchase-money was raised by the Treasury at

four per cent, including the sinking fund, the

aotnal loss on the year was nearly 24 millions.

The proportion of working expenses to receipts

was 76^ per cent, while those of the great com-
panies ranged from 44 to 55 per cent. It must
be admitted that all the great trunk lines be-

long to tbe companies, but they have also a

number of secondary lines, worked at 80 or 90
per cent, or at a loss, tbe construction of which
was imposed on them. The companies, how-
ever, pay a large sum to the State in tbe form
of stamps on their shares and debentures, taxes

on transfers, and dividends, etc. , while the

State lines yield nothing. The experiment
can scarcely be considered a success.

—

London
Railway News.

Curves and CableGrips.—The Consolidated

Piedmont Cable Company of Alameda was made
defendant in a snit in equity filed in the United
States Court last week. The complainant cor-

poration, the Pacific Cable Railroad Company
of this city, alleges an infringement of certaio

patent rights by the defendant. It claims that

Andrew S, HalUdis invented a tramway for

curves and cable grips and obtained a patent

for them. In June, 1886, he transferred all his

rights and interests in them to the Pacific Cable

Railway Company, After the issuance of the

letters patent, it is asserted the Piedmont com-

pany made and need and is now using an in-

fringement of the patent. The complainant

desires such damages as the court may deem
proper, demands a delivery of all apparatus in-

fringing the patent, and wants an injunction

against its further use by the defendant.

NiTRO Glycerine Aesoreent.—Towle Bros,

have out 12,600,000 feet of lumber this year. The
pulp-mill will start up soon on material from
2000 cords of tamarack and fir. Tbe firm has

just placed in the pulp-mill a plant to convert
sawdust into dry pulp for the use of giant pow.
der manufacturers, says the Truckee Republi-

can. The sawdust is ground very fine between
millstones and is bolted like flour. It is used
as an absorbent of nitro-glycerine in the manu-
facture of giant powder and other explosives.

Its production is a new industry on this coast,

and much of it has even been brought from
Norway. Towle Bros, utilize the dust from
their sawmills and also from the planing-mill

for making this new material.

Black-listing Men.

The Supreme Court of tbe State of Texas
has recently decided a case which has an im-
portant bearing on the matter of *'blaok-Usting"

men by railroad companies. A man named
Bebee, who was formerly employed by the
Missouri Pacific railroad, was discharged for

alleged incompetency, and at the same time
was black-listed, so that he could not obtain
employment on any of the roads of Texas. He
brought suit for damages and was defeated iu

the lower court, but on appeal to the higher
court was awarded $10,000 damages.
Where a man has been employed by a rail-

road company and has clearly shown that he
is incompetent, and therefore liable to cause
loss of life and property, it would certainly be
a good thing if, by some means, other roads
could be spared tbe trouble and responsibility
of also making a trial of him to again demon-
strate bis incompetency, especially as this de-
monstration is liable to cause loss of property
by the road, and of the lives of fellow-employes
or passengers. Black-listing, if it were only
employed in the case of men who were clearly
and indisputably incompetent for railroad serv-
ice, would accomplish this object and would
result in substantial justice being done. Bat
as it has been oarried on, it has resulted in a
great deal of injustice and undeserved hard-
ship. Men who have offended the officers of
roads in some way for which they were not in
the least to blame, have in many oases, by the
operation of the black-list, been prevented
from obtaining positions by which they oould
obtain an honest living. We suppose that
where a man has shown clearly that he is men-
tally or physically unfitted for service on a
road, and that It is therefore dangerous to em-
ploy him on one, the courts would uphold the
roads in protecting themselves against him; but
It is a good thing that it has been by this de-
cision shown that the black-list if used at all

must be used with great care, and for good and
sufficient reasons, not on account of the whims
of any one, nor his personal spites.

The Mancifacture of Rubies.—What is the
use of exploring unknown and dangerous coun-
tries for rabies, when the secret of their artifi-

cial production has been discovered ? This was
the question which the Academy of Sciences
discussed on the report of MM. Fremyand Ver-
neuil, who for some time past have been making
chemical experiments iu the manufacture of
these stones. More valuable than mere theory
was the fact that the two chemists exhibited
some hundreds of specimens of the glittering
red crystals they had succeeded in producing.
The rubies were admitted by all to be much su-
perior to anything hitherto manufactured. No
iittle danger, however, attends the process.
The chemicals have to be fused at a beat so in-

tense that M, Verneull during the course of the
experiments nearly lost his sight. While manu-
facturing rubies the two chemists found that at
a certain stage of the operations crystals of tbe
color of sapphires were produced, but tbe hue
hitherto obtained has not been equal to the tint
of the real gem.

—

Pall Mali Gazette.

Heinrich Sculiemann, the famous arobxol-
ogist, died at Bsrlin on Dec. 25th. He
amassed a considerable fortune in commercial
pursuits and was able to devote much time to
the study of tbe classics. In 1863 he retired
from business with the intention of exploring
the Troad, but deferred the work until 1870,
when he songht the historic ground which,
largely through his effortp, has yielded treas-
ures of incalculable value to arcbseology and to
modern knowledge of that fabled land. Hespent
the seasons of 1871-8 in excavating the plain
of Hissadik, which he has ever since main-
tained to be the site of ancient Troy. This ex-
ploration has been his chief but not his only
work. He published many volumes containing
the result of bis researches, and elaborate
arguments based upon them.

More than half the railway track in the
world is on this continent, and nearly half of
the whole is in the United States. This pro-
portion may or may not be kept up, as Asia
and Africa are beginning to shorten their long
distances by using steam horses on the iron
track. In the past four years 40,000 miles of
track have been laid in America, and in the
Uoited States 30,000 miles of this, while all

the rest of the world built only 24,000. Rail-
roads in Europe cost an average of $115,000
per mile. Here the average oost is $60,000,
and this is about the rate elsewhere. Rates of
'are are, however, lower in Europe than here,
the denser population and lighter expense for

rnnning the roads more than offsetting the dif-

ference In their original cost,

AccoRitiNG to recent news from Brazil, there
are now 60 steamers plying on the Amazon,
nearly all of them belonging to British capital-
ists; and it is stated that this commeroial flaet

will be greatly enlarced before the end of an
other year through British enterprise. Many
of these steamers are of heavy tonnage and are
more stancbly built than those that ply on the
Mississippi. They carry on business with tho
towns iflong the banks of the Amazon, and
some of them traverse its main afflaents, the
Rio Negro and Rio Madeira, while others go so
far up toward its navigable headwaters that
there is now a probability of its soon be-
coming a highway for Peruvians bound for
Europe.
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Proposed State Irrigation Service.

A little more thao a year ago, Mr. A. J.

i'illabury, one of the editora of the Talare

H<Qis(€r, ooDC«ived the Idea that iDaaraaoh aa

the IrcigatioD districts beiog formed under the

Wright law were feeling their way along elowly

and painfally over Aa untried road, an aBsoci*

atiOQ of diitrict otHoera ought to bo formed by

meaoa of which an interchange of experiences

might be bad which would ba decidedly help-

ful. The matter was talked up io the Register

and other papera, and tinallv the Board of Di<

reotora of Tulare Irigatloo Dlatriot sent out in-

vitationa to other dlatricta for a meeting at

,Tulare. The meeting waaheldon the 12th and
l.'Uh of September laat and waa very sacoeaeful.

It waa there decided that a permanent assooi'

atloD ahould be formed, and a committee waa
appointed to perfect a plan for organization,

but only a aort of provisional form of goTorn*

ment hae tbua far been effected.

Mr. Pillsbnry waa made secretary of thie

proviaional form of aaaoolation, and has main*

talood quite an active oorreapondence with dta-

trlott and prominent frienda of the district

ayatem ever ainoe, and with the result that the

•nbjeot baa so grown upon him that, in bia

judgment, no form of aesooiation lesa oompre*
benaive than his draft of a bill provides for will

pruve adequate to the needs of the district

syatem of irrigation In California. This draft

will be submitted to the next meeting of the

asaociation, to be held at Sacramento January
Sth, and after undergoing such changes as are

deemed advisable, will doubtless be presented

to the Legislature.

The theory upon which this draft is founded
ia that irrigation is the paramount Interest in

California; that the State cannot become great-

ly populous without it, but oan sustain a tre*

roendouB population when all of its waters shall

have been pot to economical and iatelligent

nee; that the district system of irrigation is the

only system whioh can enable irrigating neigh>

borhoods to command capital for aonstrnctiog

needed irrigation works, or compel a frugal use

of the waters of this State, and that the district

system will in time supersede all other systems.

The State has conferred very great powers
upon these irrigation districts, including the

power to create bonded iodebtedDese, a power
that is very likely to lead communities into ex-

travagances, especially if there should chance
to be a bit of a boom on anywhere, and very
likely also to prompt sharpers to enter upon
scbemea of a swlndliog nature. There is cer*

taialy no lack of opportunity for extravagance
and speculation, and a most rigid system of an-

pervision is imperatively demanded; yet,

strange to say, the State exercises no super-

vision whatever outside of the judiciary, which
oan do nothing of its own volition and so must
be an inadequate protection.

It is proposed in the draft as printed below
that the State shall delegate this supervisory

power to the associated dietriots themselves,

and certainly nobody can be more deeply inter*

ested in maintaining the faith and credit of all

the districts. It is made the duty of the asso-

ciation to examine into the conduct of every
distriot and publish reports of their condition.

This alone will have a most salutary effect, but
as the association is forbidden to negotiate the
bonds of any district until its acts have been
approved by a civil engineer and an attorney,

to be selected by the association, it will be
nearly impossible for any district to market its

bonds without such approval, for capitalists

will soon come to require it before oonsidering
purchases of bonds.
Tbe financial aid asked from the State is not

great. Indeed it is muoh less than other in-

terests are getting. It is only asked that the

secretary's office shall be maintained and the
printing be done at: public charge, which will

cost no more than ^5000 a year at the outside.

This is much cheaper than the State could dls-

oharge its duty of supervision for by any other
method.

Of course there are other services besides
that of supervision of districts, which it is ex-

pected that the aseociatioa will perform. It is

expected that it will develop a market for

irrigation district bonds, hold annual conven-
tions wherein the experiences of irrigators from
all portions of the State will be compared and
important recommendations made as to methods,
and, by a system of correspondence and issue,

and of bulletins, keep all the districts informed
as to methods of procedure adopted here and
there. In this way tbe best heads among the
directors of all the districts will, by their ad-
vice and example, be able to shape the work
for the districts throughout the State. In fact

there seems tn be no limit to the good results

which might flow from associated action among
all the irrigation districts of California, prop-
erly empowered and aided by the State.

The Proposed Law,
Mr, Pillsbnry submits the following draft of

a bill wholly upon bis own individual responsi-

bility, and not as an official act of the asso-

ciation with whioh he Is connected.
The People of the State of Cilifornia, repre-

sented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as fol-

lows :

Section 1. It shall be lawful for five or
more irrigation districts organized under and by
virtue of an Act entitled "An Act to provide
for the organization and governmeot of irriga-

tion [districts, "J approved March 7, 1887, to
unite in forming a State Association of Irriga-
tion IDlsfcriots to which all [irrigation distrlota

organized or to be organized under and by
virtue of said Act shall be entitled to member-
ship upon terms of equality. Such association

when formed shall ba a State Institution.

Stc. *2. The State Association of Irrigation

Districts shall have power and it shall bo its

duty to inquire into the acts and Inspect the

works of all irrigation districts organized or

to be organized under the laws of this State,

and its authorized agents shall not be denied
access to the books and archives of any of said

districts. Said asaooiation shall have power
to make, ordain and establish and put into ex-

ecution such by-laws, ordinances, roles and
regulations as shall be necessary for the good
goveroment of said association; provided that

said by-laws, ordinancee, rules and regulations

shall not be iooODsistent with the laws or Con-
stitution of this State or of the United States.

Said association shall have power to contract

and be contracted with, to sue and be sued,

and its purpose shall be to promote the devel-

opment of the distriot system of Irrigation in

California by securing the co-operation of the

irrigation districts of the State in a united
effort to that end. Said association shall have
power to act as special agent for any irrigation

district athliated therewith, and when duly
authorized so to act by such district may do
any of the acts whioh such district itself may
do, but said aesooiation shall have no power to

bind any district without such special authority
except as hereia provided.

Sec. 3. The State Aasooiation of Irrigation

Districts shall meet in open session in October of

each year upon such day and at such place as
shall have been determined at the preceding an-

nual meeting, and each district belonging to such
association shall be entitled to one vote in the
meetings of snch association and shall designate
some number of its board of directors to repre-
sent such distriot at snch meetings. Provision
shall be made at such meetings for considera-
tion and discussion of matters important to the
development of irrigation in Oalifornia and in-

dustries dependent thereon; and it shall be the
duty of said association to use all snitable
means to cotleot and diffuse such information as
is calculated to aid in the development of irri-

gation and the district system thereof in this

State, and shall make such recommendations
and suggestions as experience and good policy
shall dictate.

Sec. 4. The officers of said association shall

consist of a board of five trustees, to be selected
from among its accredited representatives, in

whom shall vest the general prudential and
financial affairs of said association, and whose
duty it shall be to execute its by-laws, ordi-
nances, rules, regulations and recommenda-
tions. There shall also be a president and
vice-president of said association, who shall be
members of the board of trustees and ex-officio

president and vice-president thereof; and a
secretary and treasurer who shall not be members
of said board. The president and two trustees
shall, at the first meeting of this association

held subsequent to the approval of this Act, be
elected to hold office until the second annual
meeting of said association, and the vice-presi-

dent and one trustee shall be elected to hold
office until the first annual meeting held subse-
quent to the approval of this Act; and there-
after the terms of office of all trustees shall be
two years, but all shall hold office until their
successors have been elected and have qualified.

If from any oause a vacancy shall occur in said
board, it shall be filled by the remaining mem-
bers until the next annual meeting of the asso-
ciation. The secretary and treasurer shall be
appointfld by the board of trustees and shall
hold office for two years unless removed for
good cause shown.

Sec. 5, For its maintenance said association
shall have power, at its annual meetings, to
levy an assessment upon the taxable property
of all irrigation districts belonging thereto not
to exceed one cent upon each $100 of assessed
valuation of property in suoh districts, and it

shall be the duty of the boards of directors of
such districts to include the same in their next
regular tax levy, to ooUect the same with its

other taxes and pay it over to the treasurer of
the association on or before the first day of
March of each year. The by-laws of said asso-
ciation may also provide for the pavment by
each district of an admission fee of $50, before
being entitled to membership therein. The
association shall have the power to negotiate
the sale of bonds of any district belonging
thereto, when specially authorized so to do,
and at a price not lower than a minimum price
to be prescribed by the board of directors of
said district, but before undertaking to nego-
tiate the sale of such bonds, the legality of
such bonds must be affirmed by an attorney to
be selected by the board of trustees of said
association, and the proposed works -must be
approved by a civil engineer to be selected by
said trustees. The expense of such affirmation
and approval shall be borne by the district
offering bonds for sale, and for its services in
selling said bonds the association shall be en-
titled to receive a commission not exceeding
one per centum upon the face value of said
bonds BO sold, but from which said commission
there shall be deducted the expense of affirma-
tion and approval above referred to, whereupon
the residue shall be paid to the treasurer of said
association and become a part of the general
fund thereof.

Sec. 6. It shall be the duty o£ the secretary
of said association to attend all meetings of the
association and of the board of trustees, and to
make and preserve a record of such meetings;
to eonduoli the oorrespondeqes of the aRsoclation

and of the board of trustees and preserve a rec-

ord of tbe same: to collect statistics and other
information showing the actual condition and
progress of irrigation in thia State and else-

where; to keep all accounts of the association

and of the board of trustees; to visit each irri-

gation distriot in the State and prepare and
cause to be published a report touching the

area, character of soil and productions of said

district, together with the nature and cost of

irrigation works, quantity of water utilized,

Bource of water supply, system of distribution,

and tuch other matters as the board of trustees

or association shall require, or shall seem to be
of public concern. He shall correspond with
investors and fiuanoial agencies, and use all

proper means to develop and maintain a ready
market for irrigation distriot bonds. He shall

collect books, papers and pamphlets relating to

irrigation and forms of production dependent
thereon, and preserve the same. Under direc-

tion of the association and the board of trus-

tees, he shall prepare for publication such re-

ports as are required by law or the association

or trustees; and by means of the iasuanoe of

periodical bulletins, he shall keep the irrigation

districts belonging to the association constantly
advised concerning all occurrences touching
tbetr interests. He shall appoint, subject to

the approval of the board of trustees, a compe-
tent person as clerk and shall be responsible for

tbe acts of said clerk. He shall maintain an
office in the city of San Francisco at an expense
for rent, stationery and incidentals, not exceed-
ing $500 per annum, and said office shall be
open daily, except Sundays and legal holidays,

from nine o'clock a. m. to four o'clock f. m.
He shall be paid for his services as secretary

the sum of $200 per month, and hU actual

traveling expenses not to exceed S50O during
any one year. His clerk shall be paid a salary

(as Buoh clerk) of $50 per month, each to be
paid as other State offioere are paid. Said ex-

penditures herein provided for are to date from
the day upon which a copy of the by-laws of

said association, together with a certificate of

organization, signed by the president and secre-

tary thereof, is filed in the office of Secretary of

State, and are to be paid out of the general

fund in the State treasury.

Sec, 7. All printing required to be done by
this Act shall be done by the State Printer.

An Irrigation Convention.

A fession of the State Association of Irriga-

tion Districts of California is hereby called to

meet at S-ioramento, Oalifornia (in such hall of

meeting as shall hereafter be determined upon,
duo notice whereof will be given), upon Thurs-
day, Jan. 8, 1891, at 10 o'clock a. m.
The purposes of said meeting will be to per-

fect the organization of said State Association
of Irrigation Districts; to agree upon and for-

mulate nuch amendments to the irrigation laws
of this State as shall be deemed needful and ex-

pedient; to use all proper means to secure their

enactment by the Legislature and approval by
the Governor; and to consider such other mat-
ters as the assooiatioQ shall be pleased to con*

sider.

lu the deliberations of such associationeach ir-

rigation district which shallhave become a mem-
ber thereof, shall be entitled to one vote, and the

board of directors of such district should des-

ignate, by resolution, one of their number who
shall be empowered to cast the vote of such dis-

trict, and a copy of such resolution under seal

of said district shall constitute the credentials

required. It is earnestly hoped that every
irrigation district in Oalifornia will be au-

thoritatively represented at such meeting,
for it is believed that it will be productive of

most important results. It will not be objec-

tionable to have more than one member of dis-

triot boards of directors as well aa other dis-

trict officers present, and doubtless they will

be asked to take part in the diecnssions (but

not in the balloting), and it would be well, too,

for each distriot to extend to known friends of

the district system a cordial invitation to be

present with full privileges as to debate.

The dispatching of business would be muoh
facilitated if persona having amendments to

the law to be proposed would reduce them, as

nearly as may be, to proper form before pres-

entation. Districts whioh have not already

joined the association will be given an oppor-

tunity to join when the association meets.

J. W, Nance, President.

A. J. PiLLSBURY, Secretary.

Advices from Ohio report a diminishing sup-

ply of natural gas at important manufacturing

centers. It can hardly be said that the wells

are failing, but the fact is patent that the vol-

ume now available is muoh lesa than a year

since. In other localities the same conditions

have been encountered, but the wells were fonnd

to have become choked by deposits from the

gas, and to have flowed as freely as ever when
the obatructions were removed. The manu-
facturers of Columbus have taken no chances on

this contingency, however, but have turned to

other fuel. In the cities of Toledo, Dayton,

Springfield and Urbana, heavy consumers have

been notified by the gas oompanies to use other

fuel, as domestic consumers only will hereafter

be supplied. Coal-miners and coal-carrying rail-

roads are of course taking much comfort from

this condition of affairs.

Ancient Chinese Drawings.—la colleotions

centuries old, to be seen in China and Japan,

are specimens of the most remarkable draw-

ings in the world—pictures of all kinds drawn

with the thumb nail.

England as Well as AmerJca Suffers

Through Lack of Money.

England secured its gigantic commercial in-
fluences as much by wise financiering as through
the activity or enterprise of its merchants. It
bad a large, ample metallic and paper currency
which It loaufd and diffused throughout the
world. Thifi yielded a hundred-fold return. Of
late yearp, England's currency, like our own,
has become contracted through the growth of
wealth and the necessary absorption of money.
While heretofore she was able to supply for-
eign requirements, she is now hardly able to
attend to home wants. It is not that there is

lees money, but that the growing interests of a
vast people have so spread out that a great deal
larger ratio of currency is rtquisite. The re-
sult being reflected is that in order to meet the
home requirements, capital has to be withdrawn
from foreign enterprises, commerce and invoRt-
ments that have heretofore been found profit-
able.

While England is to-day sufferi^o from tack
of a liberal currency, so is the United States
suffering from a greatly contracted one. A
pound sterling could practically go all over
England in 24 hours, but in oar country it

takes over a week to pass from one end to the
other.

To-day all the financiers of the country are
anxiously watching the money market, fearful
that the recent stringency of the market will
be repeated with possibly more direful results.
We do not fear any further immediate trouble
in the Wall-street world, as danger pointed out
clearly is seldom encountered. If financial
troubles are to ensue, we believe that Wall
street wilt be left behind and a visit paid to
the mercantile interests.

This country—one and all, great and small

—

uses money. There is little gained by its beiug
contracted, and no reason why it should stay
so, except that our Government representa-
Hves lack the ability and intelligence of Chase,
Hamilton, or Webster.
The currency of the people can be increased

in divers ways, and there is no question which
Oongress can study with greater benefit to our
P°ople than by what way it is to be done.

—

Financial Record.

The Utilization of Niagara.—From infor-

mation furnished by the Cataract Construction
Co., it appears that at a consuttntion of the en-
gineers of the company, held in London, it was
decided, in starting the tnnnel from the lower
river, that thf> portal should be so located as to
have its floor 20 feet below the average water
level, the only part of the tunnel month show-
ing above watT being the arched roof of nine
feet radius. From thip opening fhe tunnel will
be carried on au up-grade of 0.4% (4 feet per
1000), makiog the floor slope less than tbe hy-
draulic gradient required to enable a tunnel of

400 square feet pection to deliver the water re-

quired to give 120,000 horse-power with a head
of 140 feet. The expected theoretical advan-
tage to be gained by treating the tnnnel is a
full running pipe wap, we believe, carefully dis-

cussed and anticipated by the partlti'l sub-
mergence of the floor of the tunn<>l by the
water of the lower river for abont 5000 feet of

its length, and the possible total submergence
or filling from above by an adjustable regulator
at or near the discharge mouth of the tunnel.
The required hydraulic slope thpt may event-
uallv be wanted is perhaps 0.7% (7 feet per
1000), or what will give a mean velocity of cur-

rent of about 2S feet per second—a speed no
greater than already exists in some parts of the
Niagara river below the falls. It will doubtless
be some years before the capacity of the tunnel
will be taxed to its utmost, and until that time
comes the tunnel will be a stone-walled water-
way with an arched roof above the water. Ac-
cess can be had to all parts of its length, the
current due to the slope being such as will per-
mit examination upon days when the fewest
mills are running.

SoEMARiNE TelegbapjHS.—The international
bureau of telegraph administrations has made
an interesting report on the extent to which
submarine telegraphy has grown. The sub-

marine system of the world, says the report,

embodies 120,079 nautical miles of cable, of

which various Government administrations own
and operate 12,524 miles, while the remainder
is in the hands of private companies. The
total cost of thene cables is estimated to be

$200,000,000. The Eietern Telegraph Co.,

which owns the cable between England and
India, operates 21,S60 miles, with a Far East
extension of 12,958 miles more, Africa is oom-
pletely surrounded by submarine cables, with
an occasional branch to the ooast, the last link

having been finished to Cape Town only last

year. To encircle the Dark Continent, 17,000
miles of cable was required, and a dozen or

more companies, backed and aided by the Brit-

ish, French, Spanish and Portuguese Govern*
mente, participated in the work. The North
Atlantic is spanned by 11 cables, all laid since

1S70, and footing up an aggregate of over

30, 000 miles between North America and
Europe.

In the Mexican State of Sioaloa, where Amer-
ican capital has been largely invested, there are

in operation three cotton mills and three sugar

mills, and in the city of Mazatlan is a well-

equipped iron foundry which is now turning

out mining machinery said to be equal to im-

ported^
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CALIFORNIA-

Amador.
Stopped Milling —Amador Ledger, Dec. 27:

Tlie McKenzie mill, running on Clinton Peak rock,

has been compelled to suspend operations in con-

sequence of the late rains having made hauling im-

practicable. It is expected that the new litigation

in regard to the Amador gold-mill will stop the use

of a portion of the mill for crushing the Doyle rock.

Plymouth.—There are no contracts for wood
and timbers being let at the mines so far as we can

hear, which makes it look as if the mines would run

on a very light scale next year.

SUTTEK Ckeek.—At the Lincoln, operations have

been resumed under the supervision of Mrs. Slew-

art, who is an excellent financial manager. Every-

thing at the North Star and Rose mines is moving
along as usual.

Calaveras.
Stickle.— ,']/c'//«/ti/« Ecfio, Dec. 25: Levels are

being run north and south on the 6oo-foot station

in 'the Stickle mine. It is reported that 20 men
have been laid off at the Union mine at Copperopo-

lis.

Central Hill Mines.—Calaveras Prospect,

Dec. 27: There is quite a boom on Central Hill at

present. The Union Shaft gravel mine there hai

about 20 men emploved. A new 8-stamp mill is be-

ing constructed under the managpment of Mr. Mor-
rill. The mill will be com dieted as s ion as possi-

ble. The B-nson mine is looking better. Rich

gravel has been found there lately. The Cassinelli

mine is looking well. A small quantity of gravel

was washed last week, and it paid better than was
expected. The Agostini and SpinoUa claim is lying

idle at present, but will be s'arted up in the spring.

The gravel claim formerly owned by SpinoUa &
Ellis is being worked by C. W. Getchell. Several

men have been cle;tring a road and ground on which

to put a hoisting engine and pumping outfit, and

as soon as the weather will permit in the spring, a

shaft will be sunk to the ledge, with a view to pros-

pecting the channel. The claim is on the famous
blue lead and is undoubtedly rich.

El Dorado.
Crushing Commenced.— Georgetown G<izef/,

Dec. 27: We were over to the Van mine, a half

mile north of town, on Tuesday afternoon, to see the

Huntington mill work. It had been running steadily

since it first started Monday morning, without a
mishap— just 35 days since they broke ground. We
were cordially received by Supt. P. P. Tischer and
C. S. Hersey, the millwright and amalgamator. The
rail! works snioolh'y, with little noise and without a

jar. The sieves are about 40 mesh and the dis-

charge simply perfect. The mill is fed by a Hendy
feeder. The upper silver plates cover a space 4x12
feet and the lower ones 2x12 feet. At the foot of

the wide plates is a neatly finished dug-out trough,
with a two or three inch drop, and below the lower
plates another trough. The mill is now reducing iS

tons of the soft ore in 24 hours, which will undoubt-
edly be increased to 24 tons, as not a particle of sold
or quick passes beyond the lower plates, more than
twenty careful pan tests having been made, while
pan tests of the pulp as it flows from the mill invari-

ably show traces of fine gold. It is the plan of the
amalgamator to retain nearly all the gold in the bat-

tery. We were permitted to make these tests to our
entire satisfaction. While the ore on the dump
never fails to show a good pay prospect, and not a
particle passes beyond the plates, it is a matter of
much satisfaction to all who are interested in secur-

ing an economicaf method of saving the fine gold of
our mines that such a method has finally been estab-
lished in our midst, t^^uick is used sparingly in the
battery, a very little being added every half hour.
Undoubtedly this is the most perfect gold-saving
mill and plate arrangement that has ever operated m
this district. Much credit is due to the skill of Mr.
Hersey for the perfect manner in which the plant
has been built. So perfectly adjusted is all the ma-
chinery that only 15 Inches of water is required to
run the mill and shaft pump. Six hundred leet of
pipe conveys the water to a Pelton wheel under 130
feet pressure. The shaft is 55 feet in depth, 5x10 in

the clear, being timbered in two compartments, and
worked by two shifts of three men, two at the wind-
lass. At 60 feet a crosscut will be made. At present
the mill is fed with ore from the surface. Should
the test prove satisfactory, more batteries will be
added and hoisting works put up.
Notes.—Georgetown Gazette. Dec. 27; Every-

thing is running smoothly at the Taylor mine with a
prospect of a good winter's run. The mill and
hoisting works at the Van mine are expected to start
up this week. The works are now under cover.
The pump started up yesterday and work of sinking
resumed to-day. The Lone Jack Co. is preparing
to commence work in that mine soon. At present
they are putting in new machinery in the hoist, and
making preparations to sink. Hugh Nichols is to
be their foreman. Sirahl's slate quarry and works
at Kelsey are running in good shape, under a force
of 15 men. Mr. Dobbas, of the city meat market,
brought up some fine samples of roofing slate from
there last week, which is superior to any we have yet
seen. It is said that the quality of the Kelsey slate
is better than that of the Chili Bar quarry. When
we see this fine roofing slate, and know how easily
and cheaply it can be obtained, we wonder why it is

not more universally used. Who will be the first to
put on a slate roof in Georgetown?

Nevada.
The Harmony.— nWttfj, Dec 27: It is said

that the strike in the Harmony gravel mine is devel-
oping richer than ever and that the clean-up from
gravel worked exceeded expectations.
The Idaho Company to Prospect.—The

Idaho Company will soon place a water-power plant
on the shaft on the croppings north of what has
heretofore been considered the lode line and which
is now supposed to indicate the true line of the Eu-
reka Idaho Maryland lode. The shaft is on the
ground recently acquired from the Maryland com-
pany, is 40 feel in depth, and shows a strong vein.
It is to be given depth and this theory confirmed or
proven lalse. It is likely, however, that the theory
will hold good and much valuable quartz be found
Specimens from the Empire.—In the 1500

level of the Empire mine very rich rock has been
found in the ledge. One piece extracted is worth
$1000 and that extracted altogether will foot up
several thousand dollars. Pretty good for the oldest

working mine in the district!

Onondaga Mining Company,—The annual
meeting of this company was held Tuesday and di-

rectors and officers elected as follows: Geo. Fletch-

er, Pres.
; Jno. F. Kidder, Vicepres.; E. H. Brown,

M. L. Elliott and J. B. Wright, the latter of Sacra-

mento. Thomas T- Mitchell is Treasurer and Sec-
retary and M. L. Elliott is Superintendent. An as-

sessment of one cent per share was levied.

Manhattan.—The new chute of ore cut in the

Manhattan mine recently has increased in size and
somewhat deteriorated in quality.

Empire Mine.—Grass Valley Union, Dec 27
Rumors tan high on Wednesday concerning the

Empire mine. A specimen " streak" was struck in

the 1500 level and all the forenoon a large amount
of gold specimens was taken from the level. Sev-

eral rumors were to the effect that $1700 were taken
out in specimens during the forenoon, but Mr.
Starr, superintendent of the mine, informs our scribe

that the amount did not reach that figure. Mr.
Starr also informs us that the ledge where they are

now working on the 1500 is a large one and very
valuable.

Placer.

Mayflower.— Placer Herald, Dec. 27: F. Chap-
pellet, president of the Mayflower Mining Co., says
that the MnyfliDwer mine is in good shape and yield-

ing lots of lucre.

The Golden Rw^Y^.—Rcpublicatt, Dec. 28: C.
F. Hoffman, superintendent of the Hogshack and
Red Point mines, was in Auburn list Friday and
showed a handful of coarse gold that was taken out
of the gravel where the upraise from the lower Hogs-
back tunnel cut through the rimrock into the chan-
nel. The gold is in the form of small nuggels, and
in that respect diflfers from that taken out at Red
Point, which is in the form of scales. The differ-

ence in the character of the gold tends to confirm
the opinion, based upon the trend of the rimrock
and other facts, that the channel struck at Hogs-
back is not the one encountered at Red Point. All
the surveys that have been made indicate that there
are at least two channels down that divide. The
bottom of the channel has not been reached at
Hogsback, but the inequalities of the bedrock are
being followed by a drift, and it is expected that the
trough will be found soon. The finding of coarse
gold in the gravel along the rim and above the bot-
tom indicates that the channel is very rich and will
yield big returns. Twenty-two men are now at work
in the Hogsback tunnel. At Red Point about 60
men are employed and the mine is yielding be-
tween $4000 and $6000 a month. In 1889 the
Red Point gravel yielded $3 a carload, and the total
yield for the year was $65,000. For 1890, up to
December, the mine produced $54,000, the value of
the gravel per carload being $2.50. Under favora-
ble conditions $2.30 per carload will pay expenses,
all over that being profit, but the Red Point channel
narrowed down and ran into a hole, which increased
the cost of working and taking out the gravel.
Waier impeded the work and the miners were
obliged to throw the gravel up two platforms to get
it out. The irregularity of the bedrock prevented
the laying of tracks for ore cars, and wheelbarrows
had to be used in place of cars. The extra expense
wiped out the margin of profit, and, ahhough the
mine paid expenses, the stockholders got no divi-
dends. Supt. Hoffman reports that the channel is

widening and he hopes to make the mine a dividend-
paying property next year. The French company
that owns the Red Point and Hogsback mines has
spent a great deal of money but has received no
dividends yet. The Red Point frequently has yield-
ed a great deal more than enough to pay expenses,
but the surplus has been applied to development
work and the extension of the tunnel.

San Diego.
Mines Around ]\i\.iah. —Sentinel, Dec. 26:

Tee Owens mine, as was announced last week, has
changed hands, Hugh R. Hildreth, of San Diego,
one of the directors of the First National Bank, is
principal owner and general manager. William
Goodwin has been chosen foreman of the mine and
W. J. Holmes foreman of the mill. Their new hoist
is on the ground and being put in place. The
boiler will arrive next week and be put down as soon
as possible. The machinery is being overhauled and
put in good shape for a long run. The work of
bailing out the water will commence as soon as the
tank arrives, and when finished a force of men will
be put to work taking out ore for the mill and thor-
oughly developing the mine. The Owens has been
one of the best paying properties in the camp, and
now that it is in the hands of competent men.
backed by capital, it will begin to turn out the
bullion as of yore. Mr. Hildreth is one of the prin-
cipal owners of the 4th of fujy mine situated only
200 yards from the main street of Julian. They have
already applied for a patent and as soon as the
Owens is pumped out and in working order the
small hoist will be moved to the 4th of July and the
work^ of development commenced in good earnest.
At present the shalt on this mine is only 50 feet
deep and already water has been struck. The ledge
is one of the largest in the camp and some very flat-
tering assays have been obtained from ore out of the
bottom of the shaft.

Cincinnati Belle. — Superintendent Wilkins
was in from the Gold King this week and informed
us that the Cincinnati B-lle would start up again
next week. It will be remembered that this is the
minp out of which so much specimen ore was taken
by W. L. Fredericks. It has been idle now for some
time, owing to bad roads for getting in material,
but now that the new grade is finished and raachin-
ery and supplies can be got to the property it will
again be worked and the rich ore milled at the
Gold King mill iu Banner, now nearing completion
IHE Big Tunnel.—Through the courtesy of

Waldo Waterman we had the privilege of examining
the Blue Hill tunnel last week. It is now into the
mountain a distance of nearly 400 feet. Several
ledges have already been cut and when we were
there the face of the tunnel was showing some fine-
looking quartz. Six hundred feet has yet to be run
before the contract is completed. The tunnel is a
fine piece of work and a credit to the contractors
who are making good pay as they go along.
Lone Oak.—a. J. Burnett is still sinking on the

Lone Oak. with flattering success.
Black Eagle.-The Black Eagle M.Co.this week

filed articles of incorporation,capital stock. $500,000

This, it will be remembered, is the new strike on
the Mesa Grande.
Fraction.—Good reports come from the Frac-

tion mine, owned by MacDonald and Waterman.
They are taking out good ore.

Stiasca.

Flat Ckeek.—Redding Free Press, Dec. 27:

George Smith sold a mine on Flat Creek—the prop-

erty of Mr. Longfeld—this week, to the reduction

works below town. These works, we understand,

will be removed to the mine purchased. Flat Creek
ia rich in gold quartz, some of the finest specimens
coming from that section. The trouble has been in

working the quartz, the fineness of the gold causing

it to escape, but under the dry process it is thought
that it can be saved.

Rich Spot.—John Tiffin says that he made a

good stake for Christmas in the following manner:
He had given away his prospecting pans, but wish-

ing to do a little prospecting, gave an acquaintance

25 cents for a pan. He asked if it was a lucky pan,

and was told that it was. So he went to his old

stamping ground in the Lower Springs district, and
while prospecting a short distance from Miller's

house, got $50 in gold'and quartz from a single pan
of dirt. These rich spots are not all discovered yet.

Coal.—The recent discovery of valuable coal in

this county seems to create consid Table comment
and it is to be hoped that capital will become inter-

ested and another profitable industry added to those

already established, After coal mining will come
discoveries of natural gas and coal oil.

Strike.—A correspondent writing from Delta
says: "A rich strike was made recently on Chace
gulch, a tributary of Dog creek. The ledge crops
out a foot or two above the ground for looo feet

down the mountain side. The ledge is rich in free

milling gold, and was discovered and located by Asa
Elson and Thomas O. Roberts."

Sierra.

Tramway.—Mountain Messenger, Dec. 27: We
understand that the tramway at the Mountain mine
is working finely. A gentleman nam*=^d Bernhardt
is out from New York to examine the Red Chief
mine, near Forest City. Mr. Turner has bought the

quartz property, formerly owned by A. W. Crowell,
at Nigger Canyon.

Trlnitv.

New K\\'e.k.—Journal, Dec. 27: J. A. McLeod
of New River is in town this week and says times
are rather quiet in New River this winter. The fol-

lowing mines are being operated: The Mountain
Boomer, Hard Tack, Sherwood, Excelsior, Uncle
Sam and Ridgeway. Considerable work is being
done on leases. On the Ridgeway they have raised

160 feet from the tunnel and are now running a
level to tap the ledge. Ore is being taken out and
development work being done on the other mines.
Two mills are running. There are about 60 men in

camp and some sickness prevails. No snow in the
camp at present.

Canyon Creek.—On our visit to Canyon Creek
last Saturday we learned that Grigsby, Shock &
Shattuck were making a good run on very good-
looking ore. They have not made a clean-up yet,

but the battery and plates show very well, and the
clean-up when made will no doubt prove satisfac-

tory. Their ledge is looking better than ever and
we think the Buck's Ranch mine is sure to turn out
well. At the Chloride mine there is not sufficient

water with which to run the mill and it is not likely

to increase very much till about February.
Supt. Appointed.—}. R. Flagg has been ap-

pointed Superintendent of the Taylor Flat mine.
Mr. Flagg is a practical miner of many years' exper-
ience, and very few can handle a mine to better ad-
vantage than he.

Tuolumne.
Cosmopolite Mine.— f/«/c'//-Z)t'W(:\r<7/, Dec. 27:

Messrs. Stanley, Pool and Shaw have driven a tun-
nel into new ground on the Cosmopolite mines at

Groveland and now have a very promising prospect
in the face of the tunnel. The quartz will be worked
in a mill, after it has been carelully soned and the
pockets or specimens picked out and worked up in a
hand crusher. This is a vein that our old-timers
say never broke any one and never failed to pay any
one who worked it, so the owners look for a golden
harvest soon. The vein yields pockets, never large,

but the miner's tradition says plenty of them.
\tiCO^vov.KTE.\).— Independent, Dec. 27; Otto

Kanig returned from San Francisco this week.
During his absence he has succeeded in incorporat-
ing the Chlorinda Consolidated Mining Co., the
property of which is situated about a mile above
Parro.'s Ferry nn the Stanislaus river, formerly
known as the McKenny and Kanig quartz mine.
Half of the capital stock will be sold, and the pro-

ceeds devoted to developing the property. About
60C0 shares have already been sold, most of the buy.
ers liivng in San Francisco.

NEVADA.

Washoe District.

Hale & Norcross.—Virginia Enterprise, Dec.

27: On the 800 level the west crosscut is still in

vein porphyry. The east crosscut on the 900 level

has passed out of low-gfade quartz into porphyry.
The west opposite the east crosscut was advanced 20
feet; total length, 40 feet. This crosscut has passed
through some rich ore. The face is now in hard
quartz and porphyry.
Exchequer.—East crosscut, 150 feet south of

north line, 500 level, is out 354 feet; face in clay and
porphyry and stringers of quartz.

Savage.—The winze from the track floor on the

1300 level still continues in good ore. A good deal

of exploring work is being done and ore is being
mined on the 300, 400, 500, 600, 750 and 1300 lev-

els. Are sending weekly to the Mexican mill about
520 tons of ore, averaging $16,25 ^ ton.

Silver Hill.—160 level: Northeast drift from
winze is out 530 feet; face in porphyry. 334 level:

Northwest drift is out 735 feet; face in hard por-
phyry.
Con. New York.—The north drift on the 850

level is out from No. i west crosscut 473 feet; face

in porphyry. The north drift on the iioo level is in

from the shaft 360 feet; face in quartz and porphyry.
Andes,—During the past week north drift, 420

level, was advanced 15 feet; the face in porphyry
and clay. South drift, 420 level, was extended 19
feet; formation, clay and porphyry.

Seg. Belcher.—The 850 raise is in a mixture of]
quartz and porphyry that gives low assays.

|

Justice.—The north drift, 822 level, is out 130

feet and is in hard rock. The west drift, 822 level,

is out 142 feet; face in low-grade quartz. There has
been no work done on the 370 level since last re-

port. Are shipping to the mill an average of 180
tons of ore assaying $20.50 a ton.
Overman.— Good progress is making in the raise

and drift on the 100 level.

Utah,—The north lateral drift from the main
west drift from the shaft has been extended 50 feet;

total length, 128 feet, in a porphyry, clay and quartz
formation.
Challenge Con.—The joint north drift on the

300 level has developed a two-foot streak of fair ore.
Crown Point.— The new northwest drift on the

500 level still continues m soft and favorable mate-
rial. Are extracting from the 1800 stope about 15
tons of ore per day that assays from $18 to $20 per
ton.

Belcher.—West crosscut No. i on the 290 level

is being pushed for the west wall. The south drift

on the same level continues to cut bunches and
streaks of ore. The raise on this level is still in a
mixture of clay and quartz, About 250 tons of ore
a week are being sent to the Vivian mill; average as-

say, $18.50 a ton.

Con. Cal. & Va.—Ore continues to be extracted
from the 1200, 1300, 1500, 1600 and 1650 levels. A
considerable amount of exploration work is also be-
ing done in the mine. About the usual number of
tons of ore will be sent to the river mills this week.
The average assay value will be about the same as
last week.
Alta.—The slopes are yielding the usual quality

of ore, and the mill is crushing about 315 tons of $18
rock, as per battery samples, and are doing proi-
pecting work.
Yellow Jacket.—Doing extensive prospecting

throughout the mine and milling about 60 tons of
$18 ore daily.

Imperial.—On the upper levels the old slopes
are being overhauled and some fair milling ore
found.
Ophir.—The south drift from the west drift on

the 1300 level is still in quartz that gives low assays.
Union Con.—No. 2 crosccut from ihenorth lat-

eral drii ton the 1465 level is bi ing advanced in a
soft and favorable porphyry formation.
Sierra Nevaua.—The northwest drift from the

630 shaft station is making good headway in a por-
phyry formation.
Mexican.—East crosscut No. i from the main

north lateral drift continues in a porphyry formation
showing some clay.

Kentuck.—Still repairing and retimbering the
main shaft.

Occidental Con.—Have discontinued extrac-
tion of ore for the present on the 350, 400 and 450
levels and are now engaged in timbering and repair-
ing tracks and chute.=. The south drift from the
bottom of No. 5 incline on the 650 level, is in 64
feet, showing low grade ore. Milled during the
week 285 tons of ore of the average value of $16.10
per ton.

Potosi.—The face of the north lateral drift on
the 1200 level is in ore of a fair grade. The south
lateral drift from the Chollar incline, 1300 level, is

still in porphyry.
West Comstocic—Are making a road from the

lower tunnel to connect with the Ophir grade, and
when completed, will commence to ship ore to Tay-
lor's mill. Silver City, there being a large ^quantity of
high-grade ore on hand.
Chollar.— Extracted and sent to the mill the

past week 542 tons of ore. Average battery assay,
$18.31 a ton.

Mascot.— In running a cut on the ground have
come to a fine looking ledge of quartz giving some
good assays.

Belmont District.

Rich Ore.—Belmont Courier. Dec. 25: Green
Aldrich has made a rich strike in his mine, situated
about I J4 miles east of Belmont. The ore is very
rich in silver, assaying all the way from $800 to

$1500 to the ton. ' He has now 1%. tons of this class
of ore in sacks. The indications are that he has
encountered a body of good ore, and if it holds out,
there will be at least one Belmonter who will be
able to take in the World's Fair at Chicago.

Cortez District.

The Cortez M\n^.—People's Advocate. Dec.
27: The Cortez mining property is the most valu-
able, all things considered, in the State. While
the mines are situated about three-quarters of a
mile in Eureka county, the mill, assay office, black-
Smith shop, ihree large stables, store and hotel are
some 1400 feet in Lander county. There are 30
men constantly employed about the premises in,this
county, and probably 75 in the mines. The em-
ployment is steady, lasting as long as the work is

faithfully performed and the employed desires his
position. It is conceded that the monthly profit of
the Cortez plant is in the neighborhood of $30,000,
and everything is done on a cash basis.

Ellswortti District.

Copper.—Belmont Courier, Dec. 27: Some rich
silver and copper ore was hauled recently from Ells-
worth to the Ledlie reduction works. Good ore is

known to exist in that part of Nye county.

Bureta District.

Ore Shipments. — Eureka Sentinel, Dec. 27;
During the week the Eureka and Palisade Railroad
Co. shipped 215 tons of ore to the Salt Lake City
smelters. The following lots of ore were received at
the Eureka Con. reduction works for treatment dur-
ing the week: From the Dunderberg mine, 25 tons;
Silver Nugget, s% tons; Summit, 36 tons; Belmont,
10 tons; Williamsburg, 14 tons; Hamburg, 65}^
tons; White Pine, 17% tons; Silver West, 28 tons;
Wide West, 25 tons; Woodchopper, 4K tons; Phe-
nix, 5BJ^ tons; Seventy-six. 2% tons; Reveille, 4
tons; Lord Byron, 22j-^ tons; J. W, Lambert, ^%
tons.

Jefferson District.
Silver Ores.—Belmont Courier, Dec. 27: The

miners of Jefferson district, who have had several
tons of silver ore worked at the Ledlie works, are
well pleased with the result of the crushing. Some
of the ore proved to be quite rich.

Lewie District.

Consolidated.—Virginia Enterprise, Dec. 27;
All the raining claims on the main lode of Lewis
have been consolidated. Lewis is 14 miles south of
Battle Mountain, in the Toyabe mountains. The .

camp once had a population of 400. The lode is

about 10 feet wide, assays from $15 to $175 and
crops out for over a mile. The mines in Lewis can-
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yon were discovered in 187::, The cause of the col-

lapse is plain when we learn that only $60,000 was
ever spent in developnieot work, while $500,000
was expended 'in building reduction works. Had
the order of expenditure been reversed, all would no
doubt have prospered.

Tybo District.

Leaching.—Belmont Courier, Dec 27: The
Tybo mill w.is running this week on ore from the

Dimick mine. The leaching works are running sat-

isfactorily,

Pabranasat Lake District.

WOKK COMMENCEI).— Pioche Record, Dec. 25:

Mr. George S. lJ,irbcr, mentioned last week as hav-

ing taken a six months' bond and lease on (he Mai-

back mine in Pahranagat Lake district, went down
to that place during the week to begin wo.rk on the

prcyperty. Several loads of mining supplies left town
during the week also, and work will be pushed vig-

orously. Nine men will be employed for the present.

ARIZONA.

Mining Notks. — Courier, Dec. 25: Messrs.
Helm & Cover have gone to the Tiger. Big doings
in Copper Basin, just over the divide from Prescott,

Mr. Williams, superintendent for Phelps, Dodge &
Co., is erecting a roaster, leaching plant, etc. New
Senator mill, belonging to same company, is ready
to go. Mine said to be a big fellow and rich in gold.

F'rof. James Douglas, who got the company to in-

vest here, is making us another visit. He sent a
man north Saturday last to look up a deposit of

lime. An electric plant, for placer mining is en
route to Peeples Valley. Phelps, Dodge & Co. will

send two carloads of Arizona ore, at their own ex-
pense, to the World's Fair.

Gila IJend Items.—The river, after several days
of high water, became fordable to-day. Col. B. B.

Barney has contracted with Eugene Caruthers for a
ferry, to facilitate work under the new Citrus canal.

A heavy hailstorm fell between here and Black Gap,
19 miles south, last Saturday. Frank D. Welcome
is rushing freight through to Gunsight mine for the
Silver Girt Co. Peter Hargraves, while detained
south of the river by high water, made a trip to Gun-
sight and was astonished at the immense ore re-

serves there. He returned to his ranch on Enter-
prise canal, 16 miles north of here, to-day.

IDAHO.

Another Mining "D^m..—Avalanche, Dec. 29:

A deal was consummated this week between Mrs.

A. J, Sands, of Caldwell, and M. F. Leech of

Boulder, Colo.; John Longraaid and H. Stevenson
of Silt Lake City, Utah, by which the three gentle-

men become the owners of the Stormy Hill and War
EUigle properties. They have already made arrange-

ments for working the property. Simon Harris has
been engaged as foreman, with orders to put on a
double shift of men to re-timber the Stormy Hill

shaft and sink the same as rapidly as practicable to

the depth of 500 feet. A small hoist engine will be

moved to the shatt at once, which will be used until

spring, when a new shaft -house will be erected and
a more complete equipment supplied. The War
Eagle and Stormy Hill properties adjoin each other

on the same ledge. The War Eagle was worked a
number of years ago by a New York company, to a
depth of 800 feet, and yielded about half a million

dollars. It was worked north from the shaft to that

depth for 150 feel, to the north boundary of the

claim, and south on one of the lower levels nearly

630 feet, crossing in that distance a porphyry dyke,
through and adjoining which very rich ore was
opened up, and but very little sloping done. The
Stormy Hill, which lies to the south of the War Ea-
gle, has a shaft on it now 190 feet deep. This shaft

is only 15 feet from the War Eagle south line and
will be made the main working shaft of the two
mines. Levels will be run from this shaft north into

War Eagle ground, to connect with the old work.

The Stormy Hill shaft has been in good pay ground
almost from the surface and in the bottom of the

shaft assays high. This properly lies about 1000
feel east and parallel with the great Poorman lode.

It has been considered a most promising properly,

but has been tied up for a number of years on ac-

count of business complications and the decease of

Mr, A. S, Sands, the former owner. It has now
passed into the hands of practical and experienced

miners and business men, and promises to add to

the production of the camp, and we believe from our

own personal knowledge of the mines, will prove a

big paying investment for the new operators.

The New Discoveries North ofthe De La-
mar,—Some ten days ago specimens of quartz very

rich in horn silver were brought to town and a big

story circulated concerning a rich find made by two
brothers named Wallneger,three or four miles north of

De Lamar. We made no mention of ihis last week
for the reason that such reports are often like bum-
ble-bees, biggest when first hatched. In fact, we
took the precaution to send a man there who reported

that the story was exaggerated. Since then three

prospectors, Messrs, Walter Stanley, Dave Farmer
and Herb. Inman, have been at work near where the

first find was made, and have made a location. They
report that they have found a very rich ledge, more
than two feet in width, which will run nearly $1000
to the ton. They say there is no doubt about their

having a true and well defined vein of ore. They
brought some very rich specimens of ore in with

them. The ore is a hard gray quartz with thick

seams of horn silver running through it. Their lo-

cation IS a few hundred feet north of the location

made by the twin brothers, and they think on the

same lode. The ore is identical in character. They
say that where the twins found their ore the ledge

had broken over and that they had been working
above it, and that is the reason of the contradictory

reports coming here. They also say that the ledge

is located where no one but a tenderfoot would have
thought of prospecting. It is only a few feet from a
trail which has been traveled by miners and cow-
boys for many years. The season is now so far

gone that no cabin can be built or suppjies procured
for the men for the winter, consequently but little

more will be known of the find until spring.

Flint Redivivus.—The reconstruction of the

big mill at I^Iint is now about completed and
the battery stamps will next week waken the echoes
of that canyon, which has heard no louder noise

than the tinkle of a cow-bell or the bark of Bogle's

dog " Kaiser " for nearly four years. When the

rollers stopped crushing ore, four years ago, they

were about 700 tons ahead of the concentrators then

used to save the mineral, and the lailure of the
rollers to crush fine enough left this amount of un-
worked ore in the mill. Careful sampling and assays
show.this ore to be worth over S4S P^-'r ton. Il will

all now be run through the bitteries and over light

bumper concentrators, which it is thought will save
a greater portion ol its value. When this ia done, if

it is found that the tailings still retain value, roasters
and pans will be put in and they will be rework<'d.

In addition to the 700 tons now in the mill, some 400
tons o( ore are Iwing hiuird from the properly pur-
chased by Mr. I,eech last year. The latter is high
grade ore, slightly base, and will be worked, if prac-
ticable, in the same manner. Should this enterpiise
prove successful, the Flint district will become a big
camp. There is no doubt about the ore b^ing there
to keep more than one big mill running until worn
out, and the ore is high grade, Its slightly refractory

character is the only drawback. With William
ijuayle's, Judge Lynam's and other properties at

Cottonwood, and the several mines of the old Flint

company, and Mr, l..eech"s mines at Flint, the out-
put of rich ore can be made very large, and it is

hoped that this experiment will prevent them re-

niaining idle, waiting for a railroad and smelter.

LOWER CALIFORNIA.

Notes from Alamo.—/.aiwr Californian, Dec.
18; No special developments have been made in

Alamo during the past week. More strangers than
usual are in town and one or two deals are rumored.
The mills now running are the Princesa, Aurora,
Col. Lane's and the Montezuma. The Princesa
mine is surprising everybody with its richness and
promise. A new vein, or rather spur, was found
within the limits of the Princesa's ground last week.
The new find is about 10 inches wide and very rich.

The Ulises is not far behind the Princesa. Its ore
is not so rich, but there is a great quantity in sight.

It is worked night and day, while its neighbor, the
Indian, employs only a day shift. The taller is a
small ledge, but rich, and its limits are abundant
in stringers and spurs of great richness. The Au-
rora hoisting works are ready for the machinery
which is now being put in, and another whistle will

soon be added to the chorus. President Russell is

running things alone for awhile, Mr. Rhodes hav-
ing returned to Los Angeles to spend Christmas.
The Scorpion mine, which was bought a few weeks
ago by a Los Angeles syndicate, will be started up
at once under the management of Frank Phelps,
who has engaged a number of men to work. The
ore will be milled by the Manzanita Co., which is

thought to be interested in the mine. The Rainbow
looks promising under the management of F. D.
Mason. W. T. Vaughan, the merchant, is inter-

ested in the f<ainbow. This mine lately milled 150
tons of high-grade ore in the El Paso mill. C. W,
Steward still plugs away at the Arabella, although
almost everybody has abandoned Toniasa mountain
as dubious. The Tarantula is worked occasionally
by the owners. Several prospectors have started
out since the last rain and more are ready when the
rainy season fairly sets in. The general opinion is

that rich mineral ground will be found to the south.
Judge Zazuela and C. D. Lozano have a placer
scheme which they will start this week. They will

put in a string of sluice-boxes in a gulch at the foot
of the Hogback range thattdivides Alamo from Mexi-
can gulch. The Sheldon Bros, milled a lot of ore
last week from the Sunrise which ran S40 per ton.
They have shifts now at work and are going right
ahead. The Telemaco will start up this week.
The El Paso mill started up Sunday on custom ore.

J. Hendershot is taking out ore from the A. H,
Butler which runs $40 per ton.

A Rich Silver Mine.—Tiajuana is at present
considerably worked up over the prospect of the
working of a silver mine which lies about 15 miles
directly south of that place. The mine is not a new
one, but the present development of high-grade ore
is unexpected. Some years ago the mine was first

talked of, but no paying ore was struck and but
little work was done on it. Two years later a promi-
nent mine-owner and prospector from Colorado
came here and thought the mine was a good one.
He secured a bond on it for $50,000 and it is under-
stood paid something on this, but died before hav-
ing a chance to develop the property. Since then
tlie claims have been in litigation in the Mexican
courts and some of the natives of that country, liv-

ing at Tia Juana, have secured a half interest in it.

Some little time ago the American who owns the
other half interest came here, a man by the name
of Smith, and has since then been making careful
investigations. He claims wonderful things for his
mine. A few days ago he showed a piece of ruby
silver, nearly as large as a half-bushel basket, which
would run over $ro, 000 a ton, and other specimens
have also been taken from the mine which run over
$200 a ton. Mr. Smith says that there is a large
body of this high-grade ore in sight and that there
are now 5000 sacks of it ready for shipment which
will run over $1000 to the ton. Mr, Smith is now
considering the project of erecting smelting and re-

duction works at Tia Juana, where it is said the
Mexicans interested insist they shall be located.
Alamo ^kvis.—Lower CaU/oniia/i, Dec, 25:

The camp was never on a more solid basis than
now. All the leading mines have been equipped for
winter and the rainy season will have to be much
heavier thah usual to retard operations. The Aurora
hoisting works and ore dump are almost finished
and are very conveniently arranged. The non-arri-
val of the Aurora's hoisting machinery and boiler,

which are now in Ensenada, have necessitated shut-
ting down the mine and it will not be started up
until after the holidays. The Princesa has been
compelled to lie idle for almost a week, on account
of the capers of the expert blacksmith. The rock in

the Princesa is very hard and a blacksmith must un-
derstand his business to keep the drills in order.
The Ulises, Indian and San David are being regu-
larly worked and all look favorable. Robert Math-
eson and Jack Lee returned last week from Valla-
dares, where they report the prospects as very good,
but not such as to encourage any immigration. They
will return shortly. H. S. Sherard is taking hold of
the Butler mines and will see what they are worth.
The Scorpion is being worked under Frank Phelps.
Basilio Padilla, the discoverer of Mexican gulch, is

placering there. All the placer men want rain,
but olherwise the present weather suits everybody.
Col. Lane is getting all the custom ore he can han-
dle. The El Paso is also running on custom rock.
The Princesa mill is steadily grinding. J. M. Al-
bright has gone to San Francisco after a s-inch

Cameron pump to be used on the Montezuma mine,
work on which has been stopped on account of
water. The shaft on the Montezuma is 40 (eet deep
and some of the ore that has been taken out is very
fine, that from the level on the west side being es-

pecially rich and showing free gold. After the pump
arrives the shaft will be dL-epened to 90 feet. A day
shift of ten men has been working the Montezuma
and they kept the mill supplied with ore.

NEW MEXICO.

PiNOs Altos.—Rio Grande Republican, Dec. 27:
T. Kouault returned this week from a visit to tlie

mining property near Pioos Alios in which he is in-

terested. We understand that Mr. Rouault and
Prof. Carrera are loading about seven cars per week
with the product of their mine and as soon as more
teams cxw be had will quadruple the shipment.
Judging from the number of capitalists in town, we
will have a mining or a land boom. We predict

both, on the ground that our lands and mines are
both rich, and well worth having.

Rich Lead Ore,—The southern portion of the

Organ Mountain Mining District is attracting con-
siderable interest on account of the Herd Bros,

striking a big body of ore in the Modoc mine, which
will run sixty per cent in lead and not less than ten

ounces in silver.

Develoi'MENTS.—Silver City Enterprise, Dec.
25: It can be truly said that the Good Luck
mine at Lone Mountain has been from its discovery

to date one of the most phenomenal of the many
promising prospects ever discnvered or opened in

this rich mineral-bearing area. The proposition has
not only been a paying one from its very inception,

but every shovelful of ore has not only been tinged
with a dividend but has shown in the footings a tan-

gible result in dividends which have stimulated the

owners, Beall & Brockman, to extend developments;
in fact the entire camp is solid in mining and finan-

cial circles as one ofthe most inviting silver fields on
the continent,

Shakespeare.—Shakespeare is still on the go.

The company owning the Atwood mine is erecting

a mill on their property, and wdl soon have a large

force of miners at work. They will soon begin bor-

ing for water and expect to get sutlicient for all uses

without much trouble. The Humboldt Co. has
been having some trouble, but the matter appears to

be settled and the mill is running right along. At
the present writing there are between 50 and 75 men
at work in and about the camp, with splendid pros-

pects of a large increase in the near future. At Pyr-

amid the Viola Co. is working some 30 men and
taking out very good looking ore. They do not in-

tend to start their twenty-stamp mill until they can
do so on their own ore. The Last Chance has been
leased by Roberts & Leahy and Mr. Bradford, and
though not doing much at this time it is understood
they will start up soon. Gold Hill is once mor" in

the dumps. The lo-stsmp mill is again closed and
it is uncertain when it will start up again, though
the statement has been made that alter the first of

the year there will be a new departure and that

finances will be forthcoming with which to demon-
strate whether there is anything to be made out of

it or not.

OREGON.

Prosperous Camps.—Baker City Bedrock, Dec.

27: Reports from Cornucopia indicate that that

camp is in a more prosperous condition than ever

known before since its discovery. Extensive mining
development work is going on and high grade bodies

of ore are being uncovered. Sparta camp has taken

on a mining activity that is simply wonderful, and
all things indicate that Sparta will make her mark in

the near future as a bullion-producer.

Greenhorn District.— G. W. Chenowith, a

raine-owner in the Greenhorn district, gives a glow-
ing account of the mines in that section and is of the

firm opinion that next year will work an era of pro-

gress in mines and mining in this county which will

be nothing less than a veritable revolution. He re-

ports development work progressing nicely and the

various properties showing up well,

UTAH

Deep Creek Ore.—Salt Lake Tribune, Dec. 29:

H. J. Faust and Sam Gilson have a splendid display

of Deep Creek ores on exhibition at the office of the

Salt Lake Abstract, Guaranty & I'rust Co. They
represent a large scope of mineral-bearing country,

and include the Clifton district, the Kinsley, Dolly

Varden, White Horse, Furber, Cherry Creek, Duck
Creek, Pleasant Valley and Fish Spring districts.

The collection will be added to as received. The
ores are all rich, and only await the advent of a rail-

road to be turned into the channels ol trade.

Silver Moon.—A reporter called on the presi-

dent of the Tintic Mining and Milling Co. this

morning and was shown three millruns on Silver

Moon ore that are very encouraging. The first from

13,524 pounds of ore went 4 per cent lead, 86.3

ounces silver and ,13 ounces gold. The second lot,

14,450 pounds, gave 8 per cent lead, 67 ounces sil-

ver and ,13 ounces gold; while the third lot, con-

sisting of 16,235 pounds, assayed i8 ounces in silver

and , 10 ounces gold. The last lot was sent in as an

experiment, and consisted of low grade that had
been thrown over the dump. These tesis were
made from ore from virgin ground and were taken

from the grass roots. The company will put two

shifts of men at work immediately. They have a

fine piece of property and will ship from the start.

Park City Notes.—About 1300 men are em-
ployed in the different mines and mills in the Park,

and the average daily pay of each is $3 25. Smith
Ehrenger has just completed a large amount of as-

sessment work on the Dohlberg group for i8go.

Ihe Crescent Co, is holding on to its concentrates

for a better market. There are 650 tons stored at

the concentrator. The Woodside is being worked
in both the old and new workings. In the old work-

ings a drift is being run on the vein and ore is being

taken out. A drift from the shaft is being run to

intercept this one and it is now in 500 feet. The
outlook at the Woodside is splendid.

The Silver Moon Bought.—Salt Lake Tvib-

zf^t',.Dec. 27: The Silver Moon mine has been pur-

chased by the Tintic M. and M. Company. The
price paid was $58,000. This with the other mines

the company has will give them an ample opportu-

nity of spending some money and making some, A
recent test was made of ore taken from the fifty-foot

shaft and was very satisfactory. On 16.235 pounds
of argentiferous iron ore the following result was ob-
tained: Silver. 18.4, gold, no. On 14,160 pounds:
Silver, 67 ounces, 8 per cent lead, 13-100 ounces
gold. On 13.524 pounds ore: 86 ounces silver, 3J<
per cent lead, and 13-100 ounces gold.
A Big Deal.—a big mining deal is on the tapis

in this city. It is being kept quiet just now. but will
be a corker when it is let loose.

Okk and Bullion.— McCornick &Co. yesterday
received, Hanauer bullion, $6800; silver and lead
ores, $5450. total, $12,250.
GoLn Bar from Bingham.—T. A. Snell, man-

ager Stewart No, 2 at Bmgham, brought in a gold
bar yesterday worth from $500 to $600. He says
there is $150,000 in gold ore blocked out and ready
to break down and ship, and also that the mine has
lots of ore that will run Irom an ounce and a half in
gold to five ounces and ten ounces in silver.

WASHINGTON.

The Eagle,—Colville NeiOi, Dec. 25: The pas-
senger on the Spokane Falls & Northern will notice
evidences at Chewelah of the untold riches lying
underneath the ground in this section, and especial-
ly around that particular point. He will notice
trains or wagons loaded with ore that will run high
in silver patiently awaiting turns at the box cars on
the siding, which are being rapidly filled with ore
for shipment to Tacoma and other points. Most of
this ore comes from the Eagle mine, which is one of
the richest and the best developed mines in that
district. Regarding this property, a gentleman in

this city received a private letter from Supt. Harris,
in which he says: -'We are sinking a new shaft
250 feet deep, double compartments with cases, and
adding new hoisting works. The company has ex-
pended about $45,000 under the grass roots, and
everything found has proved that the deeper we go
the richer the properly becomes. We have just
completed a new lodging-house, and are furnishing
the miners with beds and bed sets with spring mat-
tresses. From present indications the Eagle will

rank well with the best paying mines in the coun-
try."

The Wellington.—W. H. Kearney left yester-
day to put a force of men at work on the Welling-
ton, a chloride of silver property on Mineral Hill in
the Summit district. The prospect is only four
miles from the Daisy and carries a like character of
ore as this well-known properly. Kearney hopes
to make such developments during the winter as will
demonstrate the property to be one of considerable
value.

The Crown Point,— Oscar Runnels is having
development work done on this property which lies

in the Trail Creek country. Assays made of the
ore run as high as $250 in gold and silver.

Old Dominion continues to look very promising.
The ore found in the tunnel is of the same rich class
as that above in the shafts and drifts. The tunnel
will strike the main shaft 400 feet below the old
works. In a few days the tunnel will be completed,
and in the language of Supt. Kearney, " the mine
will rival the Comstock,

"

Dead Medicine.—John Keough was in town
Tuesday and said he had just finished with the as-
sessment work on this property. The ore is iron
and galena. The tunnel is in about 40 feet and
only a few feet farther must be gone before the main
ledge is reached. The tunnel will strike the shaft
250 feet below the surface.

The Daisy.-The upper tunnel of this property
IS 120 feel, from which a shaft is sunk 64 feet, and
a raise to the surface made. The Robinson or mid-
dle tunnel is 230 feet, which connects with the bot-
tom of shaft. The lower level is 384 feet long,
from which a raise is made of 130 feet to the bot-
tom of the old shaft. The lower tunnel cuts the
ledge for 150 feet. The main shaft will be 265 feet

deep. Over 540 tons of ore have been shipped from
a i20-feet stope. There is now ready for stoping
130 feet, which will yield about 750 tons of good
shipping ore.

North Extension of Daisy.—This promising
prospect is owned by Joe Horton. A run in has
been made of about 25 feet and a 3-fool vein struck,
though its position shows it not to be the main
ledge which is of the same character and pitch as
the Daisy, The ore taken from the vein assays 30
ounces in silver.

Silver Wave,—The shaft on this property is at
present about 100 feet down. The ore is galena,
and the more work is done the more extensive be-
comes the amount of ore.

The Bonanza.—Shipping goes regularly on from
this property. Cars are left at the siding near the
property. "The ore goes to Kansas City.
New Strike.—"This property is located on the

north fork of Kettle river, and is owned by a Seal-
tie stock company. R. A. Brown, superintendent,
was down Tuesday purchasing the last load of sup-
plies for the winter. He is working a full force,

and by spring will have the mine in a condition to

ship an abundance of high-grade silver ore. Supt.
Brown says he will probably be down in March with
about $1000 worth of furs. He is buying for a New
York firm.

Ledge Matter.—Okanogan Outlook, Dec. 27:
Billy Hunt and Bob Hargrove are doing some de-
velopment work on the Eureka on Mineral hill.

While doing assessment work on the Orphan .Boy
last week a fine chute of ore was encountered in the
face of the tunnel. James Malone, who was doing
the work, notified his partner, Mr. C. F. Grismer, of

Tacoma, of the strike, and it is likely further pros-
pecting will be done. The law compelling miners and
prospectors to do $100 worth of work annually," in or-

der to hold mining claims is being pretty generally
complied with in this district, this year. Those who
are in a posiiion to know say that there are few,if any
claims, where the indications would seem to justify.

where the proper and required work has not been
done, and the claim-jumper will doubtless find his

business largely curtailed daring the coming winter.

Ed. Harvey and H. F. Miller finished assessment
work on the Green Horn last Wednesday for Mr,
Hinds, In running an open cut about six feet deep
across thp surlace of the ledge they uncovered a pay
streak two feet and a half thick of splendid looking
ore, and taking into consideration that the width of

the ledge as exposed by this crosscut is over 22 feet,

it must be admuted that the top showing is an un-
usually good one, and the general conditions of the
formation and character of Ihe ledge matter would
seem to indicate a true fissure vein and a permanent
ore chute.
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The Origin or Iron.

The following very iDtereetlng diaoasaioD on

the history and origin of iron wae recently

published in the London Mechamcal World:

In treating of the origin of iron, we are not
dealing with a complex mineral or other sab-

stance which has been evolved out of simpler

compoands, and ultimately from its elements,

but with an element itself, if we except the

impurities which are inseparable from commer-
cial iron. All the same, we hope to show that

throughout its geological as well as its metal-

lurgical history, iron has passed through proc*

esseas of evolution which, if not exactly analo-

gous to that which obtains in plants or ani-

mals, is not neoessarily devoid of eolentific in*

terest.

The latter stages in the production of malle*

able iron, the rolling-mill, the forge, the pud-
ding furnace and the blast furnace, are well

known and understood by readers of this jour-

nal. It is when the ore is reached and the

geological history of iron baa to be traced tha^

the real difficulty begins.

Before dismissing the metallurgioal side of

the question, a word ia due to the curioas

change which advancing knowledge has worked
on the locale of iron manufacturing in our own
country. One of the greatest steps in this on-

ward march was the substitution of coal for

charcoal in the smelting of the ore. The re-

sult of this discovery was that instead of cod-

tinaing to be carried on in the wooden districts

of the southeast of England, iron manufactur-
ing was transferred to tiie coal-bearing districts

of the country, where it has remained ever

since.

Passing from the metallurgical side of the
question, the first thing that haa to be con-

sidered on the geological side is the iron, or

ironstones. Iron is not only the most useful of

materials, but, under one form or another, the
most widely distributed.

In all geological formations, it is found both
in sedimentary and igneous dcposita. It ia also

found in plants and animals, as well as in water,
both sea and fresh. It is only, however, when
the proportion of iron exceeds 16 per cent or

thereabout that the material ia considered an
ore of iron, or ironstone. In the great bulk of

orea the metal exists in chemical union with
sulphur, oxcgen or carbonic acid, and while
Nordeuejold describes the occurrence of metal-
lic or nacive iron in some volcanic deposits in

Greenland, the presence of metallic iron, when
found in the earth, is usually attributed to me-
teoric sources.

Iron ores are found as sedimentary deposits,

and also as masses and veins. The British de-

posits, so far as at present worked, belong to

the carboniferous age, with the exception of the
extensive clay-band deposit of Cleveland,
which belongs to a later period, and all are in-

cluded under the division sedimentary or de-

posited by water. The deposits known as

masses are met with in Scandinavia, Styria and
other parts of the Continent, and there are alao

many examplea of this sort in the United
States. Masses along with veins or lodes are
considered due to the action of heat, and arO'

termed igneous as opposed to sedimentary, and
they have been ejected from below instead of

laid down from above. Putting all Iron deposits
under the broad classification of sedimentary
and igneous, Attention will first be directed to
the former of the two.
Sedimentary deposits having been laid down

by water, it follows that the water must have
obtained its supply from previously existing
ferruginous rocka. That many of the plutonic
rocks contain iron oompounda may be easily
proved by examining the exposed sections of
the trap rocks, whloh are scattered up and
down the country. While a fresh fraotnre of
those rocks shows the interior to be dull gray
or black, the weathered surfaces are often found
to be of a rich brown color. This is dne to the
action of rain and atmospheric agencies wash-
ing out the soluble constituents, each as lime,
potaab, etc, setting free the oxide of iron,
which gives the charaoteristio coloring to the
exposed or weathered surfaces. The probabil-
ity, therefore, is that the sedimentary deposits
of iron ore have been derived from the denuda-
tion of earlier rocks. The silica of these ear-
lier rooks wonld be then deposited in one place
to form saudatone, aluminium-silicate, in an-
other place to form clay or shale, while the
Iron, in accordance with its specific gravity,
would also be deposited by itself in beda of
greater or leaser magnitude, according to the
time the process went on, Theee beds would
subsequently become subjected to the pressure
of overlying strata, and according as they
would be affected by other phenomena, such aa
heat, infiltration, etc., some of the oharaoter-
Istios would be stamped upon the deposits
which are known to distinguish them to-day.

It will now be noticed that this theory of the
formation of sedimentary beds allows of the
two classes of dopo3it«—so far as farther inves-
tigation is concerned—being merged into one,
and that is the igneous.

To affirm that all the world's iron haa been
derived from igoeona rock ie to say that, in
one way or another, it has been ejeoted from
the earth's interior, or from eome source deep
down in the earth's crust. Though ciroum-
Btances prevent this from beiog openly demon-
strated, there is strong oiroumstantial evidence

which points to this conclusion, some of which
will be briefly noticed.

From several independent observations and
calculations, it has been found that the specific

gravity of the earth as a whole is about 5.5,

while the average of rocks at the surface is

rather under half this amount. Some have ar-

gued that the increased specific gravity is ob-

tained by excess of pressure, but this view is

not generally accepted. From the abundance
of iron oompounda in the crust, and its appar-

ent derivation from the igneons rocka, together

with the suitability of its specific gravity (7.70)

for balancing up the deficiency in the surface

rocks, it has been argued that an immense
store of metallic iron exists in the earth at a

certain depth not exactly determined.

The action of the dipping needle, which is

always aocentnated by an approach to the polar

regions, where, presumably, the sc-oalled crust

of the earth Is thinner, haa also been cited as

supporting the theory of an internal mass of

iron. In the excellent papers by Prof. Rucker
on "Underground Mountains," which appeared
recently in one of the popular monthlies, allu-

sion was made to the action of deep igneous

rocks on the dipping needle as exhibited on the

Thames valley. This action was ascribed to

the metalliferous nature of these rocks, and aa

theee rocks must have come from below, they
may be fairly held aa supporting the theory of

an internal mass. It might further be pointed
out that in the meteorites which occasionally

visit our planet, a comaaon constitnent is met-
allic iron, often so pure as to admit of its tak-

ing on a brilliant polish. Seeing, then, that
metallic iron exists in some extra-terrestrial

sphere, which gives rise to our meteoric visit-

ants, there ia snrely no reason why It should
not exist in this state on the earth, and seeing
it ia not found at or near the surface in this

condition (metallic or native), the only other
place it can be is deeper dowc, or, in point of

fact, in an internal mass.
Assuming that some evidence has now been

adduced to indicate where the world's real iron
store exists, a difficulty ia encountered in fol-

lowing its passage from the metallic condition
to its various forms of combination as fonnd by
man. Knowing the readiness of iron to com-
bine with oxygen, sulphnr and other elements,
about as much as one can do is to imagine vary-
ing degrees of temperature and pressure, to-

gether with eruptive action, and a long draft i

on the bank of time to account for the various
forms of ores and stones in whioh iron is now
found.
The subject may be farther pnrsued and the

question aaked, "Whence haa the earth all this
iron?" Sseing that iron forma such a large
proportion of the earth's mass, the answer to
this involves the question of the origin of the
globe itself.

Hypothesis has been said to be the life of in-
vestigation, and so it is now affirmed by the
highest authorities that the earth, and conse-
quently its iron, at one time formed part of the
sun. In using the term sun it ia understood
that not only is the sun nucleus meant, but also
the deep covering of incandescent vapors which
surround it, and which, for convenience, may
here be termed its atmosphere.
The labors of Kirchhoff and Bunsen, with the

apectroBoope, have revealed in the sun no fewer
than 25 elemente, all of whioh are known among
things terrestrial, and there ia every reason to
believe that the remaining elements either ex-
isted at a former period, or exist now, in the
sun. Among the metals discovered in the sun's
atmosphere is iron, and, in consequence of the
enormous heat, it, along with the other metals,
is in a state of vapor.

Not only is the presence of iron unmistakably
made out, but its poaition among other metals
ia just where it might be expected, having re-
spect to gravity and the atomic weights which
these metals are known to poaseas on the earth.
The atudy of other metals in the sun, aa re-
vealed by the spectroscope, goes far to support
the hypothesis of the earth's solar system, but
is beyond the scope of the present paper.
The subject of iron must ever be an impor-

tant one in a country whose prosperity depends
BO much upon it, and the various metamor-
phoses through whioh it passes before it can
form a part of a mechanical structure, should
be of interest to every one who wishes for the
continuance of our commercial prosperity.

SeiENTiFie Progress.

The Language of Monkeys.

A Gkeat Feat in Metal Woeking, accord-
ing to the American Manufacturer, was recent-
ly accomplished at the Superior mill in AUe-
gheny, Pa. The feat consists of rolling a strip
of steel for a spring six inches wide, one-quar-
ter of an inch thick and 310 feet long. This
work was succeasfuUy performed and the spring
properly tempered at the first effort. That es-
tablishment has since received a large order for
such springs, which are designed to enter
into the couatruction of a new oar motor for
which a great demand is anticipated. The or-
der had previously been tendered to all the
large English and continental works of Europe,
none of which would undertake to do it.

An Impkoved Bunsen Burner.—Oarl Meias-
ner, Leipzig, says the Qas World, makes a
new patent form of Bunsen burner. The tube
of it can be screwed up or down. When it is
well down, nothing goaa up except gas from a
conical nozzle. When it la high up, a good deal
of air goes up with the gas; and thus the fi*me
can be regulated. The aperture at the top Is
not round, as usual, hut star-shaped; and thus
thefiimeoanbe lowered to a very small size
without striking back,

Prof. R. L. Garner, honorary curator of the
Smithsonian Institute of Washington, is en-

gaged in a very interesting inquiry in regard
to the language of monkeys. Bo they have a
langnsge, and can it be interpreted so as to be
understood by man? He describes his object
and method of inquiry as follows:

"My purpose in the experiments I am mak-
ing is to obtain an analysis of the language of
monkeys that will enable me to make out some
sort of rude vocabulary of their tongue. This
accomplished, I am sure that I can establish
communication by words with them, so as to
effeot an interchange of ideas. In fact, I oan
see no reason why a man and a monkey should
not eventually converse together, the one requis-
ite being that the man shall be acquainted with
the monkey's speech. The latter is exceedingly
simple, and the key to it once obtained, most
easily learned. It can hardly be expected of

the monkey that he shall acquire hnman lan-
guage.

"It is with a view to getting hold of this key
to the simian tongue that I am taking advan-
tage of every opportunity to procnre records on
phonograph cylinders of sounds lettered by
monkeys. I find on all sides a most cordial
sympathy with the inqniryl am making in this
new line of scientific investigation. The idea
is entirely original with myself, but my belief

is that the study of the languages of the lower
animals is a field that will before very long at-

tract an army of workers.
"Already I can make a capuchin monkey

underatand two words wherever I may meet
him. One of these words is 'milk ' and is ut-

tered by all of them, so far as I have been able
to discover, in preciaely the same way. On
approaching any atrange capuchin for the first

time I salute him with the term, which invari-
ably procures his attention and good-will. The
word in question, however, belongs only to that
one species. For you must understand that
different varieties of monkeys employ vastly
different languages, the speech of one variety
being as little known to another as is the case
among tribes of men. So far as I can find oat,
none of the lower animals has a range of more
than ten or twelve vooal sounds, but these, be-
ing simply interjectiona), may be so modified
by enunciation as to make nouni and verbs.
Apparently the monkey has forty or fifty words
effectively at his command,
" I find that I oan oommunioate to the capu-

chin the fact that I am in pain, and oan make a
sick oapuohin understand my sympathies with
his suffering. It Is almost imposaible to give
in printed letters illustrations of the vocal
sounds of monkeys, inasmuch aa they are near-
ly all vowela. It can be said, however, that
the sounds are strikingly like those uttered by
human beings as the expressions of similar emo-
tions. The Tocal organs in the lower animals
are comparatively rudimentary, but develop-
ment follows use and effort. All the words
that a monkey needs he haa at his command.
Incidentally to the modern advancement of the
human race, thousands of words have been add-
ed to our own speech which were not needed
by our early progenitors. You will find cer-
tain tribes of men described by the Greek
writer Strabo who * had no language, but
shrieked like wild beasts,' only uttering very
few sounds.

"As for paleeMithic man of hnndreds of

thousands of years ago, there are many scien-

tific authorities who assert that he was actual-
ly a dumb creature—as dumb, that is to say, as
the monkey is now. It is readily observed
that those animals which have been associated
with man for many generations are capable of
producing many more vocal sounds than others
of like species which have not enjoyed the
same advantage. For example, the domestic
oat is decidedly superior in this respeot to any
other beast of the feline genus. The reason for

this is found in the change of environment and
association with multiplied ideas, increased
wants, etc.

"Low down in the scale of animal creation
you discover that signs are altogether em-
ployed as a means of communication. This Is

exemplified by insects, fish and reptiles. Among
other things, they readily understand any
threat of attack made by their own species. I
myself have noticed that common red ants
make use among themselves of signs which
they readily interpret.

" I am unable to say with any degree of cer-

tainty what variety of monkey is the most in-

telligent, but I am inclined to think—though
this belief, founded upon observation, is great-
ly at variance with the popular idea—that the
moat intelligent specimens are found among
the smaller species and generally among those
with tails instead of otherwise. My study of

the chimpanzee disposes me to surmise that its

intelligence leas closely resembles that of man
than is the case with aome of the smaller mon-
keys.
" It was only recently that the Idea of using

the phonograph to obtain records of monkey
vooal sounds for atudy occurred to me. Through
its aid I hope to be able within a year to go a
long way toward making out a vocabulary or
simian language, whloh will serve as a begin-
ning in establishing intercommunication. Yon
must not imagine that I propose to demonstrate
the possibility of converting the monkey into a

man. The monkey will always remain a mon-

key, but it may be that, by long-continned
breeding and educating, a race of monkeys
very far superior to any at present existing can
be produced. When a means of conversing
with the monkey has been secured, it will be
time enongh to think of the intelleotaal and
moral development of our arboreal oonsins."

A Peep at the Secrets of Life,—One of
the most interesting objects for examination
under the miorosoope is Vali$neria apiralU
(the grass which grows In aquariums) when
prepared to show cyclosis or circulation of the-
protoplasm. Prof. Lockwood in the Microscope^
says: " I think that, to the amateur at least,

a hint how to observe the circulation of this
favorite plant to the best advantage must be
aooeptable. I have never seen it better dis-

played than when under the exoellent manipu-
lation of Mr. F. W, Bevoe of the New York
Microscopioal Society. Having selected a bit

of leaf, not too mature, he shaves off one side
with a sharp knife, althongh a razor is better.

It is then put on a slide, the shaven aide up.
A drop or two of clean water and a cover
glaas of medium thickness, with good illumin-
ation, follows, Mr. Devoe using a prism illumin-
ator. Begin the examination with a six-tenths
inch objective, and continue up to a sixth or a
tenth. The result will be a vision of startling
clearness. The vivid individuality of eachbio-
plasmic molecule, and the mystic, almost sol-

emn movement of this pellucid stream of infin-

ities of life, form a sensational picture of which
the beholder never tires."

An Inter,esting Experiment with a Lubri-
cant,—The f'xperlment referred to was under-
taken by G. W, Bissell for the purpose of de-
termining the variation of the ooeffioient of
friction of a lubricant, the rate of feed of the
same to the journal being varied and all other
conditions constant. The temperature was
maintained constant by circulation of water
through the brasses of the Thurston railroad-
lubricant testing machine, which was used in
the experiments. Teats were made with loads
of 2000, 3000 and 4000 pounds on the journal,
corresponding to about 70, 105 and 140 poundb
per aquare inch. The results indicate that with
low rates of feed the effect of pressure on the
coefficient of friction is practically nilf whioh
would tend to prove that under such condi-
tions lubricating rubbing surfaces follow the
laws of solid or "immediate " friction; but at
the rate at which this state of affairs begins to
be apparent, the augmentation of the co-
efficient is dangerous to the continuance of the
smooth running of the journal. It is unsafe to
reduce the rate of feed below .003 c. c. per
square inch of projected area of journal per
minnte.

Plants as REAGENTS.—From the results
given it appears that by means of beer yeast it

is possible to recognize the presence of 0.0005
grm. of phoaphate in one liter of water, whioh
correaponda to 5-10,000,OOOths of the weight
of the liquid. But agricultural plants are also
reagents of an extreme delicacy and accuracy.
The author gives as an example the sugar cane,
the dominant food of which is calcium phos*
phate. With the complete manure the oane
gives a harvest of 57,000 kilos, per hectare. If
we omit the phoaphate, the yield ia only 15,000
kilos. Hence 600 kiloa. anperphosphate,

, con-
taining 90 kilos, phosphoric acid, determine an
excess of crop of 42,000 kilos, per hectare,
which represents 70 times the weight of the
phoaphate and 466 times the weight of the
phosphoric acid. If referred to the 4,000,000
kilos of vegetable soil covering the surface of a
hectare, the phosphate represents less than
1-6.000 part of the weight of the soil and the
phosphoric acid less than one forty thousandth.
The author, George Ville, hopes to fix the limits
of this method.

An Automatic Electrometer. —The Me-
teorological Observatory of the Massachusetts
Agricultural College has recently received a
delicate apparatus for keeping a continuous
record of electric potential of the atmosphere.
It consists of an automatic electrometer, the
ordinary water-drop apparatus for picking up
the air potential, and a photographic register-
ing apparatus. This consists of a cylinder op-
erated by clockwork and carrying the sensi-
tive paper on which a spot of light is focused
from the mirror of the electrometer. The ar-
rangement enables a perfectly continuous rec-
ord of the potential variations in the atmos-
phere to be kept.

The Wonders of Nature.—Certain worms
similar to the tubifex multiply by producing
new parts. There is one form, known by the
quaint name of Nais, which will develop in the
midst of ita own body a second head, and jast
in front of the new head a second tail. Thus
there come to be, as it were, two worms joined
together; the front one has the old head and a
new tail, the hind one a new head and the old
tail. By and by the companions separate, and
the parent body is thus transformed itto two
complete animals.

Another Elevated Astronomical Station.
An important astronomical expedition haa just
been sent out by Prof. Pickering from the Har-
vard Astronomical Observatory. The party
will go to Peru to observe and photograph the
stars and determine their relative brightness.
A new station will be founded near Arequlpa,
Pern, about SOOO feet above the sea level,
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Useful 1nformatio>.

Wire Naius fkou Stkbl Plate.—A PitU-

barg iron and nail maaafaotoriDf; coDcero has

fitted Dp an attaohmeot to it« ateol-plate uail-

mill, by which it la claimed wire naila can
easily be made. Hitherto this haa been re<

garded as impossible, bat a reporter o( the

Wt^tfrn Manufaeiurtr, who witnessed the op-

eration of the new device, was enlightened as

to the process, and thas desoribes It : One of

the long row of nail plate machines, oat of

scores now standing idle, has been titted with
the new arrangement. The self-feeder haa been
removed, and Vtx its place le substituted an or*

dinary wire-nail machine feed, operating from
the left side. The bed-plate, gripping and
heading dies remain as in the old machine, bat
from the olamp at the back is attached an ar-

rangemeot for catting and pointing the wire,

similar to the manner in which this prooesa is

done tn regular wire-nail machines. It is said

the adapted machine turns out perfectly formed
naila at the rate of 250 a mlouto; that the head-
ing die performs Its work better than that of

the regular wire-nail maohine. The heading
arrangement of the latter works from above,

and faahiona the heada with a quick blow. The
heading die of the transformed nail-plate ma-
ohine works from the right-hand side, and
works the beads with a more gradual motion.
The nails are eeemingly thoroughly well made,
well pointed, and with large bead, and with-

out any Indication of aplitting. By ohaogiog
the apace block, 4, 6, 8 and lOpenny alzes can
be made. The alteration of the plate-nail ma-
ohine to the wire-nail producing form la qnite

simple and can be done in 30 minutes, and ita

capacity for wire naila la said to be from 40 to

50 per cent greater than the ordinary wire-nail

machine.

A Russian Fire-Proof Paste. — Still

another prooesa for fire-proofing oombaatlble
materiala ia reported aa having made ita appear-

ance, this time In Russia. The medium ia de-

scribed as a paste, the invention of a poor
school-teacher, and la said to hare been tested

recently with moat gratifying results by the

Moscow Imperial Sooiety of Agrioulture. A
flhanty was built entirely of straw, and after

being covered with the paste, was subj acted to

a hot fire, when the straw merely changed from
a yellow to a reddish-brown color without ignit-

ing or even crackiog. The Imperial Society

haa, it is stated, decided to introduce the use of

thia new invention throughout the empire, con-

sidering that it will prove of the highest value
in villages where the bouses are, as a rule,

thatched with straw, and where firea once
started, frequently make a clean sweep of the

place. The cost of the preparation is spoken
of as being very small, and should this young-
est-born protector against the fiames prove to

be all that is claimed for it, it will deservedly
take rank as a most uaefnl invention, but the
experience of Americans with the dozens of ao-

called fire-proofiog liquids and processes for

tire-proofing wood which have been advertised

and hawked about within the last generation or

two does tend to make them rather akeptioal

about the trne Inwardness of such testa as that
described.

—

Fire and Wattr,

problem. A conciliatory board, consisting of
24 members, is to be appointed and afterward
kept up by election. The members are to be
one-half selected by the employing Interest and
the other half by the employed. A long code
of rules for procedure has been drawn up and
the chances are that if perfected, thia scheme
will reanlt in a still more extensive "conrt " of

a permanent kind founded under acts of Par-
liament, Tbip, at last, looks like some light

on a problem that must soon be dealt with in
some way there and elsewhere.

2hop Hotes.

New Style of Fly-Wbebls.—A novel fly-

wheel of large dimensions, wbioh differs mate-
rially in constrnction from those ordinarily in

use, has been designed by Messrs. Manneamann,
to guard against the terrible danger of burst-

ing, to which accident oast-iron fly-wheels are

only too sabjoot when worked at a high speed.

Thia wheel, which is in operation at the Man-
nesmann Tube Co, 's works, in connection with
their process for making seamless tubes, oon-

sists of a cast-iron hub, to which are securely
bolted two disks of steel plates, about 20 feet

io diameter. Round the periphery of the
wheel thus formed, about TO tons of No. 5
gauge wire are wound, under a tenaionof about
50 poundf, thus binding the whole aeourety to-

gether. There can be no comparison between
the reaietance of a wheel ao constructed to the
oentrifagal force and that nffdred to this force

by a oast-iron one. This fly-wheel of 20 feet

diameter and weighing 70 tone, revolves 240
times per minute, therefore the periphery of

the wheel has a speed of 2. 85 miles per minute,
or nearly three times the speed of the Flying
Dutchman. It works on the main shaft from
which the tubs mill le driven by means of hel-

ical toothed steel wheels.

—

SpeeiaUiea.

Winding Wire Springs.—In winding an
open spring of wire all that can be oaloulated

on its reflex force after being **Bhat," or com-
pressed, are the elements of material of the

wire, temper of the wire, size of the wire and
diameter of the coil. These calculations are

easily made, or so nearly that any error may be
easily rectified, if theeprlog should not prove
yielding enough, by stretohiog its coils apart.

But a close spring is a different matter. In
this there should be more than a closeness of

coil; it ia requisite that the closing'Up inclina-

tion of the coil should be greater than the
opening resistance, In order to get the greatest

power from the spring. This condition may be
obtained by holding the winding wire back
toward the winding end, even if the leader is

'* off" from the open end, if the wire is strong

enough to sustain the tension, as the reanlt

will be an apparently open-wound spring, that
is, a closely coiled spring aa soon aa the end is

released. To Increaae the intensity of a

spiral spring (close wound) the wire should be
twisted in the winding, the direction of the
twist being againet the line of the pull on the
wire,

—

Scitnti/ic American.

Keepixg Walls Dry,—In a recent issue of

the London Architect, W. L. Dearborn ex-

plains Sylvester's process for keeping walls

dry. It consists in using two washes or solu-

tions for covering the anrface of the walls—one
composed of castile soap and water and one of

alum and water. The proportions are three-

quarters of a pound of soap to one gallon of

water, and half a ponnd of alum to four gallons

of water, both substances to be perfectly die-

solved in water before being *ased. The walla

should be perfectly clean and dry, and the tem-
perature of the hot air not above 50 degrees

Fahr. when the oompoaitions are applied. The
first, or aoap waab, ehonld be laid on when
boiling hot, with a flat brush, taking care to

form a froth on the brickwork. This wash
should remain 24 honra so as to become dry

and hard before the second, or alum wash, is

applied, which should be done in the same
manner as the first. The temperature of this

wash when applied may be 60 or 70 degrees

Fahr., and this also should remain 24 hours
before a second coat of the soap wash iapnt on.

These coata are to be applied alternately until

the walla are made impervioua to water. The
alum and aoap thus combined form an insol-

able compound, filling the pores of the masonry,
and entirely preventing the water from enter-

ing the walla.

A Fireman's Electric Hand Lamp ia being
introduced in England. The battery and lamp
are contained in a copper caee similar to a fire-

man'a ordinary lamp and fitted with a handle

for convenience in carrying. Very powerful
parabolic reflectors are provided, and the lamp,

which has a duration of from two to three

hoars, after which it can be easily recharged,

forms an important adjunct to the outfit of the

fire brigade. The lamp is also anitable for

use in mines, gaa works, gunpowder and chem-
ical factories. The advantages claimed for it

are portability, facility in charging, capability

of resting the battery when the light is not re-

quired, and extreme safety.

The Labor Problem in England. — The
London Chamber of Commerce has proceeded

la an extensive way to deal with the labor

Increasing the Weight of Tools.—A few
years ago there was considerable argument in

favor of largely increasing the weight of ma-
ohine tools, but little seems to have come of

thia argument. It is safe to say that nine out
of ten maohine tools on the market today are
lighter than they should be for the best econ-
omy, but builders will go on building light,

weak tools because they will sell. When it

comes to putting $50 more stock in a lathe, for

example, the question of getting paid for the ex-

tra stock is, in tbeee times of cloae competition,
a very Important one. When purchasers are will-

ing to pay for heavy tooh they will find build-

ers willing to make them. But the demand
muet precede the supply. When it comes to
getting hard work out of a machine tool, ten
per cent extra cost does not amount to much,
but when it is a question of selling a tool that
costs ten per cent more than another, it is up-
hill bnainess. The manufacturers of machine
tools must look at the commercial side of the
matter, to the exclusion of other consider-
ations.

—

American Machinist,

sal-soda. Lather the hands well with brown
soap, and then fill the bands with white or any
fine aand, and wash thoroughly in the borax
water for five minutes or more. Beginning be-
fore the hands have become horny, once a day
(at night), with one*foarth the chemicals, the
smith's hands can always be kept in good, pli-

able ooodltioD, and joint oracko avoided.

ELECTRieiTY.

How TO Clean Gummt Machinery,—The
simplest and most effioacions method of thor-
oughly cleaning the various parta of machinery
that have become gummed and dirty by the
use of fat oils, for labricating purposes, is by
using a strong soda lye. For eaoh 1000 parte
by weight of water take about 10 or 15 parts by
weight of caustic soda or 100 parta ordinary
soda. Let the solution boil and enter the parts
to be cleaned; either boil them in this lye or
let them steep in it for some time. All the dirt
and oil reain ia completely dissolved thereby,
and it remains only to rinse and dry the parts.
The action of the lye is such that it enters into
combination with the oil and forms soap, which
ia readily soluble in water. In order to pre-
vent the hardening of the lubricant on the ma-
chinery parte, it is only necessary to add about
one-third kerosene. An occasional lubricating
with kerosene alone is to be recommended.

—

Glaigow JSngineer.

To Avoid Callous Hands in the Shop,—A
writer in one of our exchanges says: The cal-
lonsnesB of the hands of iron-workers may be
avoided very easily. Take the average water
pail, twelve quarts, fill with soft water five
hours before quitting time, noon and night;
add two ounoes of borax, two ounces of

A SiNtiULAK Use of ELECTRiciry,—Perhaps
one of the queerest applications of electricity

to the useful arts is its employment In the hiv-
ing of bees when they swarm. Toe old-fash-
ioned way of accomplishing this intereating
feat of domeatic economy war, if not absolute-
ly dangerona, quite annoying and provoking.
A German eoientist, of a practical disposition,

conceived the notion of utilizing the electric

force to stupefy, without iojuring, the bees for

a short period. The plan was found to work
like a charm. It was first tried upon bees that
had gathered upon treee. Whether the clos-

ter was large or small, the reanlt was perfect.

The bees fell upon the ground in a trancp,
which admitted of aafe handling. The next
stage tn the experiment was to capture the
bees when they were about to awarm. By
introducing the euds of tn^o conducting wires
into a fully occupied honeycomb, and tarnlng
on a mild current for an instant, the insects
were rendered inactive for about 30 minutes.
Bee-raising and the production of honey are
yearly becoming a greater industry in this

country. Parties interested in the bueiness
should teet the German method of hiving bees
by electricity. They may apply too strong a
current and lose their bees, but they will gain
in ecience, which amelioratea all small dieaaters

in thia progreaslve age.

How AN Electric Oar is Moved.—The dy-
namo which generates the current does to by
the revolution of a coil of wire near the poles of

a magnet, the force which revolves the coil be-

ing derived from the engine. The current then
passes over the wires, down the trolley wbioh
aurmounts each car, to a small motor. This
motor has an armature oonslating of coils of

wire traversed by an electrical current, which
is attracted in succession to the poles of the
stationary coils called the field magnets, through
which the current also flowp, files aronnd, and
transmits its motion, by means of cogwheels,
to the axle of the car. The driver of the car,

by the use of a lever turns the current into the
motor beneath the car or diverts It to the rails

at will. In the conduit aystem the current
paaaes along the wire, with which connection
is made into the motor on the car, and then out
through the wheels to the rails, and then back
to the central dynamo.

Wire and Electricitv.—Electrioally heated
flatirons are now m&de which are very service-

able. The fiatiron is of the usual form, but
made hollow. The interior contains a lot of

coiled wires, through which the electrical cur*

rent passes and heats the wires red hot. The
latter are arranged between protecting sheets

of mica and asbestos. You turn a switch, and
the flatiron at once heats up ready for use.

The street wires supply the electrical current.

In the same way all kinds of domestic utensils

may be heated, such as cake-bakerp, meat*
broilere, coffee-pots, etc. Electrical platters

for keeping food waim when on the table may
be had. Electrical heaters for warming apart-

ments are also made. There is, indeed, no end
to the useful applications of wire and elec<

trioity.

Local Interests Improved by Electricity.
Electricity is doing more for the coantry
towns, says the Pittsburg Dispatch^ than all

other agencies combined. It ia lighting villages

that would otherwise be groping In the dark,

for gaa corporationa do not settle in Each places.

The game ia not big enough. Bat the greatest

thing electricity ia doing for the small towna is

the running of the street oars. Thia has given

them a forward impetus that baa been of Im*

menae benefic to all of their buaineas intereata.

A great deal of the vim and push seen in Weat-
ern Pennaylvania towna is due to electricity.

Electricity Victoriocs. — The Paris Gas
Company ie said to be the first of the impor-

tant European gas companies that shows a vis-

ible decline diatinctly due to the Increaae of

electric lighting. The decrease for August and

September of the present year, aa compared

with the same moutha last year, ia respectively

eight and six per cent.

Making Metallic Wheels by Electricity.

A patent hae been granted to the Bettendorf

Brothers, of Davenport, Iowa, for an improve-

ment in the manufacture of metallic wheels, by

which the spokes are welded to the hub and

tires by means of an electric current passed

through the parts during the welding operation.

Felling Trees by Electricity. —In the for-

ests of Galioia an electrical tree-feller has been

introduced with succeae. The saw la actuated

by an electric motor, to which the current is

conveyed by conducting wires from the nearest

generating station.

The Telephone Patent.—The English tele-

phone monopoly has come to an end, as

the Eoglish patents expired Dec. 9fch, The

Bell patents in this country have still three

years to ran.

SOOD HEjMTH,

Elkctrkt rROSTKATiON.— " Eleotrlc proBtra.
tion " may be called a new disease. It tronbUe
workers under electric light. Savere oases are
reported from Creusot, France, where an elec-
tric furnace ia used for quickly heating metals.
The light exceeds lOO.OOOcandle power, and
the men suffer from It and not from the heat.
After one or two hours the workers have a pain-
fal sensation in the throat, face and temples,
the skin becomes copper red, and an eye irrita-
tion begins that lasts 4S hours, the discharge of
tears being copious. After five days the skin
peels off. D^rk-oolored glasses somewhat mit-
igate the effects of this tremendous light, but
not entirely. Ptr contra to the above, it Is said
that electric-light men are never troubled with
rheumatism, says a local paper. The stiff-

jointed portion of humanity hover around the
dynamos in the Brush Light Company's works
just the aame as consampttves seek a slaughter-
house for the blood of a freshly-killed bullock.
"Why, people would be hanging aronnd oiir

dynamos all day if we permitted It," aald Super-
intendent L'kw. The disoQsaion upon the sub-
ject of electricity as a curative agent in certain
chronic oases, notably rheumatism, has excited
mach interest amoog eleotriclane and classes of
workmen engaged in handling heavily charged
wires. Numerous oases are olted in different
parts of the coontry to prove that men engaged
in these employments are free from all rheu-
matic and neuralgic troubles.

Cream as a Core.—Very few houeekeepers
know the value of cream aa food, and its

superiority over butter or any other solid fat
by permitting the gastric juice to mix with it

in the moat perfect manner, and in this way
aiding and hastening digestion. It is most In-
valuable in the case of invalids, for it serves as
nutriment in the most readily available form.
It is also superior to batter, because it contains
more volatile oils than butter made from it.

Persons consumptively inclined, those with fee-
ble digestion, aged persons, and those inclined
to chilliness and cold extremities, are especially
benefited by a liberal use of sweet cream. No
other article of food or medicine will give such
satisfactory results. It ia far better than ood-
liver oil, and is an antidote against ooneump-
tion and a nutritions food for any one at all

times. It would probably be need very freely
were it not for the impression that it is an ex-
pensive luxury, and for this reason we restrict
ourselves in the uee of cream, and use butter,
a still more expensive luxury, lavishly. The
impreaaion seems to be that the legitimate end
of oream is to make butter, while, in faot, but-
ter-making is the least useful purpose for which
milk is employed.

A Rival for Dr Koch.—A telegram of De-
cember 25ih (>tate8 that a consumption oure in-

troduced by Dr. Shirley of Detroit, is attract-

ing much attention among phyaiciana. Dr. la-
galls of Chicago haa inoculated several patients
with it. In a recent interview he said no imme-
diate effects are noticed in thia treatment, but
Dr. Shirley haa dismissed several of his Ddtrolt
patients apparently cured after four months.
The remedy consists of hypodermic injections

of a solution of chloride of gold and soda, or a
solution of iodine. These drugs have long been
used for consumption, but never in this way
before. The cure is a blood oure and of course
it takes some weeks to have any effect. The
remedy ia injected much as the Kooh lymph ia,

but its nature and effaot are very different. It

is an alterative and does not, like lymph, at-

tack and destroy the disease tisane. Its effect

is to ohange the natritlon of the tissue and not
destroy it. It is therefore much milder than
lymph, and its use is attended with no languor.

Electricity for a Felon.—The capabili-

ties of electricity aa a remedial agent have just

received a new illastration. A man with an
aggravated case of bone felon on the thumb
consulted a physician, and was told that sev-

eral months would elapse before he could use
his hand. Io his dilemma, he sought the ad-
vice of a physician who had done some excel-

lent work by means of electricity. The physi-

cian operated on the diseased member with an
eleotrio battery, and the pain, which bad op to

that time baen intense, ceased. In four days
the patient was at work again. The operation
was a pronounced success, and a perfect cure

was soon effected.

A New Disinfectant,^A London cotem-
porary says: *'Sinoe we have learned to be
terrified by the ubiquitous microbe, means for

combating him have multiplied and flourished.

The latest disinfectant is oalled * lysol,' and ap-

pears to be our old friend carbolic acid emulsi-

fied, and thereby made more active. The
emulsifying agent is an ordinary fat or resin

soap, but the peculiarity of manufacture lies In

the fact that the tar acid is incorporated with
the soap at the moment of saponification. The
customary proofs of tifioacy are forthcoming,
and duly chronicled in the Gsrman edition of

the proocediogs of the British Association,

which have recently been issued at Bremen."

The Lymph Not Dangerous.—Dr. Koob, in

a recent conversation with the municipal au-

thoritlea of Berlin, denied that his lymph was
in the smallest degree dangerous to life, pro-

viding it was employed in reasonable quantities

by skillful phyaiciane.
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Passing Events.

There are indications of a revival of interest

in the mining region of the northweatern part of

thiB State, where there xb plenty of anriferoua

gravel as yet untouched. The surface placers

are pretty well worked oat in these days, but

deposits suitable for drifting and hydrauliokiog

are yet to be had. In faot, it looks as if bine

gravel in extensive deposits will yet be mined.

The rain of this week was of great bece&t to

the State and appears to have been pretty

general.

An electric road is shortly to be built in this

city, another at Oakland, and the plant for an-

other has arrived at Sacramento. In the East-

ern cities these roads are quite common, al'

though there 1b a general desire for a successful

system which will do away with the overhead

wires.

With this number of the Press we commence

a new volume, and it is a good time for our

friends to suggest to others that they shall be*

come snbBorlbers to the oldest mining paper in

the United States.

A State Mine Convention la being held at

Oheyenne, Wyoming, and a display of minerals

is being made.

Mineral Zone or Lode.

A very important mining suit is now in prog-

ress in Los Angeles, entitled Doe vs. the Water-

loo Mining Co., or in reality, the Oriental and

Ked Cloud mines vs. the Silver King, in Calico

district, San Bernardino Co. The suit involves

the question of lode or mineralized zone as op-

posed to separate veins. A zone or mineral body

exists in which are numbers of lodes or veins,

and the suit Is to determine whether these are

separate and subject to separate location, or

whether they simply form parts of one mineral

zone. The occurrence Is at the contact of a

volcanic tufa and a trachyte or a liparite. The

character of the ore is a heavy spar, carrying

chlorides and bromides of silver and occurring

in numerous fissures in a limited zone.

Both mines are being worked. The side line

of the Silver King claim runs through the belt

lengthwise, so that the Oregon No. 2 claim has

within its surface boundaries one or more of the

veins of the system.

The suit baa been on trial about six or seven

weeks. The lawyers are Mesick and Perkins

for Mr. Doe and W. F. Herron and A. H.

Ricketts for the Silver King (defend-

ante). The mining experts for the plaintiffs

are Messrs. Lonia Janin, Francis Reed and

Wm. Edwards. Those for the defendants are

Wm. Hayes Hammond, Wm. Irelan Jr. and

Ross E. Browne. The case is a very Important

one, as it considers the lode question in a simi-

lar way to the famous Eureka*Richmond case,

although the formation is different.

As in that case the principal inquiry is to as-

certain the character of the zone, in order to

determine whether it ia to be treated as con-

stituting one lode, or as embracing several

lodes, as that term is used under the Acts of

Congress of 1S66 and 1S72, under which the

parties have acquired whatever rights they

In Judge Field's decision In the Eareka case

he held "that the Acts of Congress were not

drawn by geologists or for geologists; they

were not framed in the interest of science, and

consequently with scientific accuracy in the

use of terms. They were framed for the pro-

tection of miners on the claims in which they

had located and developed, and should receive

such a construction as will carry out this pur-

pose. The use of the terms vein and lode in

connection with each other in the Act of 1866,

and their use in connection with the term ledge

in the Act of 1S72, would seem to indicate that

it was the object of the legislator to avoid any

limitation on the application of the Acts, which

a scientific definition of any one of these terms

might impose.

"It is difficult to give any definition of the

term as understood and used In the Acts of

Congress which will not be snbject to criticism.

A fiasure in the earth's crust—an opening in its

rocks and strata made by some force of nature,

in which the mineral is deposited, would seem

to be essential to the definition of a lode in the

judgment of geologists. But to the practical

miner, the fissure and its walla are only of im-

portance as indicating the boundaries within

which he may look for and reasonably expect

to find the ore he seeks. A continuous body of

mineralized rock lying within any other well-

defined boundaries on the earth's surface and

under it, would equally constitute, in his eyes,

a lode. We are of opinion, therefore, that the

term as used in the Acts of Congress is appli-

cable to any zone or belt of mineralized rock

lying within boundaries clearly separating it

from the neighboring rook. It Includes, to use

the language cited by counsel, all deposits of

mineral matter found through a mineralized

zone or belt coming from the same source, im-

pressed with the same forms and appearing to

have been created by the same processes."

In the Eureka decision quoted, .Judge Field,

after referring to the opinions of experts, says

that these gentlemen carried in their minds the

scientific definition of the term lode as given

by geologists—a fissure in the earth's crust

filled with mineral matter—and disregarded the

broader though less scientific definition of the

miner, who applies the term to all zones or

lodes of metal-bearing rock lying within clear-

ly marked boundaries. It was his opinion that

the Acts of Congress used the term in the
sense in which the miners understand It.

In the oaee now in progress in Los Angeles,

involving title to valuable property, one side is

trying to prove to the court that the ore is on a

single mineral-bearing zone in which there are

numbers of lodes or ledges all belonging to the

same deposit, while the other side is endeavor-

ing to demonstrate that eaoh of the ledges or

lodes is a separate and distinct one having no

special relation to the zone as a whole. The

decision will be watched with interest. Num-

bers of drawings, seotions and plans of the

mines have been made to demonstrate to the

court the points involved. At the conclusion

of the case we shall present to our readers

such detailB as will be of general Interest to the

mining community.

Undeveloped Resources,

The. natural resources of the State of Califor-

nia are great and exceptionally varied, The

mineral domain is extensive and embraoeB a

large number of aubstances of economic value.

The agricultural and horticnltnral features are

excelled by no other section of the Union, Yet

there is room for development of these re-

sources in all directions.

In whatever county one may go there are

pointed out opportunities for Investment, and

those familiar with the locality can show where

only capital is needed to develop some natural

resource. In fact, many of us do not realize

the value of things familiar to us, and our local

capital does not seek, but needs to be sought.

We need a class of capitalists here who are

investors rather than lenders of money. Men
who start new enterprises and need capital are

unable to find men to invest money in them,

although with suitable security cash can be ob-

tained. In other and larger centers of popula-

tion, npon a proper showing, money can be ob-

tained for direct investment in an enterprise,

the capitalist depending upon legitimate profits

rather than upon cent per cent interest.

As population increases in California and new

men come among us, our undeveloped resources

will be recognized and utilized as in other parts

of the Union, Capital seems to center too much

in the cities and remain in the cities. It seems

difficult to attract it to any distance. Yet all

the interior counties afford abundant opportu-

nity for legitimate Investment. It is to be re-

gretted that our capitalists do not go further

afield and assist to a greater extent in opening

the material resources of the State.

African Gold Mines.

In another column will be found a memO'

randum of the terms and conditions upon which

persons are permitted to prospect for minerals

and metals in Mashonaland, Africa. This is

new country now being opened up. It lies

some distance north of Ktmberley, but is only

about 300 miles from the east coast of Africa.

The British South Africa Co. is a company

chartered by the Eugliah Government. The

quartz reefs found are to foe operated by the

prospector on joint account with the company,

but the company claims no rights in respect to

gold found in placer mines. It will be noticed

that a certain amonnt of work mnst be done in

the quartz olaims, a 30-foot shaft being neces-

sary within four months of registration. This

rule Ib to insure development and prevent

ground from lying idle.

From a private letter from Kimberley to the

editor of the Press, It is learned that fairly

good reports are coming in from the front.

There are now some 600 or 700 men in Mash-

onaland. Quartz reefs are known to exist and

will be thoroughly tested; and if placer dig-

gings are Btruok there will be a *'rnsfa."

Maieklng, the starting-point for the new
mining region of Mashonaland, Is 100 miles

north of the terminus of the railway, which is

now at Vrybnrg. The latter town Is about 150

milea north of Kimberley, which itself is 647

miles from Cape Town. The distances from

Mafeking are given In the notice in another

column. The name of the secretary of the

company is also given, and miners on the

Pacific Coast who have an eye on African gold-

fields may write to him for further information.

The Lead Trust.—It is said on Wall street

that the recent large trauBactions in the Lead
Trust have been accompanied by a large in-

crease in the number of transfers on the books,

indicating that much of the stock purchased

has been taken up and paid for by investors in

anticipation of a favorable statement and divi-

dend, which it IB believed will be made in

February,

The San Francisco Cancer Remedy.

It Is a Cure and not a Mere Extirpation.

The world-wide excitement attending the

recent discovery of the Berlin oonsnmptlon

cure seems to have awakened a new and most

active interest In the claim which for three or

our years has been made that a well-known prac-

titioner in this city, Dr, O. A. Cook, has dis-

covered a cure for cancer. It has long^been

fully believed by all who have made any effort

to examine into the facta oonneoted with this

alleged cure that It la a reaUiyf that it is a

genuine cure and not a mere extirpation—a root-

ing or cutting out.

Physicians of all countries, and numerons

nnednoated ''specialists," as they are pleased

to call themselves, have from time immemorial

cut out oanoera or drawn them out by means of

"plasters;" sometimes, indeed, in very mild or

doubtful cases of this malady snob practition-

ers may have dissipated or "scattered" can-

cerous tumora by outward applloations without

the aid of either knife or plaster. Cases of a

similar nature are on record in medical books,

where what were supposed to be cancers have

gradually disappeared from the ayatem without

any special treatment. Such "cures," however,

have been attributed to the action of nature

operating on nnnaually healthy [systemB, when
the patient has followed a careful system of

diet, etc. Nature often works wonders In dis-

integrating and driving from the system

foreign bodies, or broken-down tiasnea and even

fragments of bone—and thua, for ages, cancers

have sometimes thought to have been * 'cared."

Bat until our attention was oalled to the

practice of this San Franoisoo apeolalist, the

writer has never heard of anything which could

be considered a "specifio" for oanoer. So

much interest is just now being taken in regard

to this matter, that we feel It is due to the

public to give some information as to

The Character and Method of the New
Treatment.

This new treatment has no need for the

knife, and only in a few exceptional and mild

cases Is anything like a "plaster" used. Even
when the latter la used it ia not compounded
with the severe caustics usually employed, but

neverthelesB does Its work in a manner equally

effective and with very little torture to the

patient. Bat, in all oases, what are denomi-

nated "specifics" are employed,which act gently

and without giving pain. In fact, the action

of the specifics assuages the pains whioh always

accompany the growing tumor immediate-

ly upon their application. They moreover

destroy the offensive odors which are nearly

always attendant upon advanced oases. No
minerals of any kind are employed In any part

of the curative process. Every particle of the

several unctions and other oompounds is either

vegetable or animal.

This "cure" was not an accidental discovery,

but consists of an elaborate treatment which

has been evolved only after long yeara of care-

ful study and experiment. Starting Bome 20

years ago from, a mere germ, whioh was obtain-

ed for coin, the remedy has been worked until

It has now assamed a well -perfected specifio for

this most dreaded of all maladies with which
the human race is a£Qicted.

The Kemedy Is Simple as Well as Bfflcient.

Different from the idea of Dr. Koch, whose
consumption remedy proceeds with violent and
often dangerous action from the extremes or

periphery of the body—the skin—through hypo-

dermic injection under the skin, the constitu-

tional portion of this cancer treatment is almply

an alterative of pleasant and quite attractive

taste introduced into the stomach — the

fountain-head of nutrition, and thence,

through physical movements, modifies and
oontrols all the vital machinery of the

system—absorption and nutrition—and in a

way 80 vigoroua and beneficent that morbid
actions are forestalled and phyBiologlcal ones

so energetically and triumphantly substituted

that, .with the aid of ^the outward applica-

tions and the active endosmose action

set up by use of the battery, every cancerous

germ is not only disintegrated and dissipated,

but is fully and effectually driven from the sys-

tem, The evidence that this ia so is foand in

the important fact that not one single instance

of a return of any oanoeroua trouble has been

reported or discovered, even after many yeara

of waiting. Scores of patients now in this city,

many of whom have been operated upon by our

best snrgeons, and who have been pronounced
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again alUlot«d and all of whom have been

pronoanoed andoabtodly Baffering [from the

malady, bare been treated, pronounced onred,

and have never In any single oaae been snb-

jeoted to a return. Thia may be regarded

as evldenoe, beyond all qneetion, of the

reality of the oure I Eridenoe of thli ohar-

aoter baa never yet failed to gatisfy every per-

son who has taken the trouble to look into it.

Many phyitolans of etandlng are among those

who have taken the trouble to Investigate, and

all have expressed themselves as perfectly satis-

fied that the facta are precisely as have been

stated, but only two or three physicians have

had the courage to poblicly stand op to their

convictions becanse of the fearful persecution

which they have met and are sure to meet with

from the ruling majority of the San Francisco

faculty. Why this ig so we leave for those

medical gentlemen most interested in ignoring

and guppregsing an important truth to gay

' There are at thig time IS patients now under

treatment for cancer, all of whom are doing

well and will soon be discharged as cured.

Tbla Asserted Bemedy Is Entitled to Be-
spectfal Consideration and Investlga-

cion

By the medical faculty, because it Ig a reason-

able and apparent truth of importance to medi-

cal science and to humanity everywhere. The

practitioner has repeatedly offered to treat any

patients in a reasonable stage of atllictlon,

who may be gnbmitted by any recognized

body of local pbysiciang. It Is well known that

the treatment is exceedingly mild and abso-

lutely without danger. After years of waiting

for our own health conservators to come for-

ward and comply with so reasonable a request,

the appeal has now been made to a city 3000

miles away.

ComDared With Koch's Bemedy.

That this remedy will be found preferable to

that of Koch, which it is claimed has already

been shown to be of some value in mild cases

of cancer (lupus) as well as for consumption,

is fully shown from the fact of its effective ac-

tion in quite extreme cases, and with all classes

of oanoer—lupus, scirrhue, and especially with

that peculiarly dangerous character of this

malady which attacks female internal organs.

In the latter case it is, if anything, more ef-

fective than in any other form of the malady.

Such cases, when treated by this remedy, if

taken in anything like the early stage, or about

the time when a surgeon would suggest the use

of the knife ag the " only remedy," yield moat

readily and kindly, without any danger what-

ever of hemorrhage. Indeed, all natural hem-

orrhage in such oases la at once stopped, while

the cancerous growth comes away gradnally

and without any suffering by the patient. In

nearly all treatment, except in extreme cases,

the patient is not confined even to the house

—

not even for a day. We know of what we are

writing, from personal observation, in a great

number of cases. The writer has never paid

any attention to any case which hag not been

authoritatively pronounced cancer by some one

or more of the most prominent pbysiciang of

the city.

The mode of treatment differs in toto from

Koch's remedy and is all the more worthy of

attention because it Is analogous to the action

of the usual remedies employed and In direct

line with the practice which physicians all over

the world have employed for thousanda of years

in the general treatment of diseases.

It should be stated that the preliminary act

in treating either tumor or cancer by thia

method Is by accelerating the passage of cer-

tain unguents through the akin by hand-rnb-

biug and by electrioal action. Electricity alone

appears to be of but little account; but aa an

aid to the endosmosis action induced by simple

rubbing, it is found of much aervioe, and ex-

cept in extreme cases, induces a more or leea

rapid dissolution of tumor or oanoer, while the

constitutional action of the remedies taken into

the stomach oauses an especially rapid excretion

from the body of the diseased or broken-down

tigsue.

It la often the case that the physician is un-

able to gay whether an apparent tumor is be-

nign or malignant. With thia remedy it makea

no difference whether it ia one or the other.

The external applicationa and alterative rem-

edies may be safely and effeotively applied in

either cage.

Just How Remedies Cure

Will perhaps remain forever in the regions of

the unknowable. Mankind may differ or even
quarrel as bitterly as they are able as to opin-

ions, but experience ig the grand "boss" at last

and subjugated by facts, opposition must rest

in assent and silence. No crime against prog-
ress ig so great as prejudiced, angry and per-
sistent war against oalm and analytical investi-

gation. The latter is that which has been
sought by the writer and his friends during the
four-years' war which he has been oompelled to

wage against the projudicad and persistent op-

position of the medical faculty of this city,

against the efforts at progress which a few
humble but earnest citizens have been endeav-
oring to make.

Before closing this article, wc wish to make a

statement in refutation of charges which we
understand have been urged to break the force

of the articles which have heretofore appeared
in these columns in reference to the matter of

this cure. It has been charged that they were
mere advertisements and paid for as such. We
desire to say once for all that neither the writer

nor any one connected with either of our publi-

cations has ever received, either directly or in-

directly, one dollar or In any way the value of

a dollar in payment for anything whioh has

been written or printed, during the last four

years or any other time, in regard to the matter
under discussion. Whatever we have done or

written has been purely in the Interest of hu-

manity and for the furtherance of medioal

eoienoe,

Mineral and Barren Belts.

In a paper by Theo. B. Comstock on the

Geology and Vein Structure of Southwestern
Colorado is an engraving, herewith reproduced,

showing the orographic featurea of Southern
Colorado and the boundariea of mineral zonea

and barren belts (approximately). The district

considered is that portion of Colorado known
aa the " San Juan Country. " In a previous

number of the Press we gave a plate showing
the orographic features of that State in a gener-

alized manner.

In the Central San Juan area one of the

moat striking features in the distribution of the

metalliferous tractg is their isolation from

each other, and yet there ig nothing in the

geography or geognosy of our whole region

which, from a onrsory view, would explain

thig result. In only one instance ig there a

sudden change in topography at the edge of a

mineral belt, but there are many similar topo-

graphic and geological breaks, which seem to

have bad little or no effect upon the vein

courses. It is not meant that the topography

Is not closely related to vein distribution in

minor features, for this is very evident; only

the great geographical landmarks, like many
of the higher peaks, do not form the barriers

between fruitful and barren areas.

The exception noted is the present Conti-

nental Divide. Oddly enough, this almost

completely geparateg the mining country from

the Eastern unproductive territory. Approx-
mately following the general trends of this

watershed is the line of janction between the

Central Highland and three sides of the " Bluff

Oonntry " (see plate). Up to this ridge line

from. the west the veins run abruptly, but,

practically, they do not cross it. The hydro-

graphic basin of the Rio Grande ig of the most

peculiar type in every way.

The engraving gives a clear idea of the geo-

logical atracture of the region and of the adja-

cent country upon the east and west, with a

plan of the radiating mineral zones of the Cen-

tral San Juan area.

OBOGBAPBIO PBATUBBS OF SODTHEBN COLORADO,

Henbt 0. Lee died at his home in Oakland

on Monday last, and was buried on Wednesday

afternoon. He had been confined to hia home

aince the latter part of November, and for

Bome montha previoua had not been in good

health. Mr. Lee has been employed with the

Mining and Scientific Pbess Patent Agency

for the past nine years, his special work being

that of preliminary examinationa, in which

branch he waa quite expert. Mr. Lee endeared

himself to hia associates by his genial manner

and uniform good nature, always maintained

even in the face of ill-health and adverae oir-

cnmstancea.

Sdit has been commenced at Grass Valley

by S. P. Dorsey to compel Andre Ohavanne to

convey to plaintiff an undivided half interest

in the Independence mining claim, adjoining

the Maryland on the east.
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An Encyclopedia of Useful Technicel
Knowledge.

A G^real Labor, Time, and Muiitii Saver for Practical Men.

Price $2.00.
Free of Post\ge to any Address In the World.

r xx !£:

knglish and AmericanMechanic

An Every-Day Hand Booiv for tub Worrbuop
AND THE FaCTORV.

Containing several thousand Receipts, Rules and Tables

Indispensable to the Mechanic, the Artlaan and the Man-
ufacturer. By B. Frank Van Cleve. A New, Revised,

Enlarged and Improved Edition. Edited by Emory Ed-

wards, M. E , Author of "The Practicil Steam Entrineer's

Guide," "A Catechism of the Marine Steam Engine," etc.,

etc. niu3trated by SG encravings. One volume, 500

pages, 12mo, closely printed; the matter covering an

extremely wide range of useful technical Information for

all claBses of mechanics and other pracbical men.

^^^ Price $2.00. free of postage to any addi-ess

in the world.

^Ji^^ A circular of 24 pages, sliowing the full

Table of Contents of this valuable book, will be sent

free and free ofpostage to any one in any part of

the world who will furnish us ivith his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
Industrial Publishers, Booksellers & Impoktees,
810 Walnat St , Fhilad«jjphin, Pa.,U. S. A.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
UANDFAOlXrKBHS OF.

,

A NEW BOOK ON ASSAYING.

Tins BEST IN THE ENGLISH LANG UA GE.

IV LEADS AIjL. OrHEESI

RECENTLY PUBLISHED.

THE ASSAYERS' MANUAL.
An Abridged Treatise on the Docimastic Examination

of Ores, and Furnace and other Artificial Products. By
Bruno Kkrl, Profes'^or in the Royal School of Mines; Mem-
ber of the Royal Technical Commission for the Industries,

and of the Iniperiol Patent office, Berlin. Translated from
the German by William T. Brannt, Editor of " The
Techno Chemical Receipt Book," etc. Second American
Edition. Edited with extensive additions by F. Lynwood
Garrison, Member of the Am. Institute of Mining Engin-

eers, Iron and Steel Institute, Verein Deutscher Eisen-

huttenleute, etc. Illustrated by S7 Engravinga, Three
hundred and fifty-four pages, Svo. cloth, price .$3.00.

By mml, free ofpostage, to an>/ address in the world.

AbsEiact of Contents: General Division.—I. Mechan-
ical Manipulations; II. Chemical Operations; III, Assay
Furnaces; IV, Aes9y Vessels; V, Balances and Weights;
VI, Tools and Implements; Vil, Assay Reagents. Special

Division.—I, Lead; II, Copper; III, Sliver; IV, Gold; V,
Platinum; VI, Nickel; VII, Cobalt; VIII, Zinc: IX, Cad-
mium; X, Tin; XI, Bismuth; XII, Mercury; XIII, Anti-

mony; XIV, Arsenio; XV, Uranium; XVI, Tuncsten;
XVII, Chromium; XVUI, Manganese; XIS, Sulphur;
XX, Fuel; Appendix; Index.

tr^ A circular of S pages, quarto, giving the full

Table of Contents of this important Bovic, as well as a
new List of Leading Books on Metal Mining, Metallurgy,
Mineralfigy, Assaying, Chemical Aiuilysis, etc., sent free
to any one in any part of the world who will apply.

i^ The above m- any of our Books sent by mail, free

of postage, at the pitblication^ price, to any address in
the loorld.

gr Our nexo and revised Catalogue of Practical and
Scientific Books, SG pages, 8oo, and our other Cata-
logues, the whole cooering every branch of Science
applied to the Arts, sent free and free of postage to any
one in any part of the world who mlljurnish ^(S with his

address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
Industrial Pdblishbrs, Booksellers and Importers,
8 1 Walnut St., flilladelphla. Pa., D. S. A.

GREAT REDUCTION!

BATTERY~SGREENS.
Best and Cheapest in America.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Miila, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Mln
Ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass.
Zioc and other metals punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (finej.

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
ai & H^Z First St., Saa Francleoo, Cal.

JOHN W. QUICK. Proprietor.

WINCHESTER HOUSE.
San Francisco, Gal,41 Third Street,

This Fireproof Brick Building is centrally located, in
the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from the
Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat and
Railroad OfliceB.

Laundry Free for the use of Families.
HOT AND COIiD HATHS FRIQE.

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And Upward.

Kooms with or without Board,

Free Coach to the Hou8i>.

Applies liquid pigment; by a
Jet of air. Highest awards
''ranklin and American In-
atilutes aa a legitimate art
tool. Successfully used by
large numbers of the beat
ciayon, lolt and ivater-color
portrait artiats, and by tech-
nical draughtEiuen. Saves 75

^ -ner cent of time in shading.
Deacriptlve" pamphlet sent_l'ree. It points out one way to

earn a living. Addresd AIR BRUSH M'P'G CO.,
9 fiaasau Street, Kockford, Illinois.

DEWE? A CO., PATENT AGENTS, aaC
Markot Sb.,SftQ Fraoclego, Blevatjt, 12 Froub

UP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.
True to pattern and superior In strentrtta, toaarbness and durability to Oast or WrouBht

Iron In any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORGINGS.

ALSO Steel Rods, from } to S inch diameter and Flats trom 1 to S inch. Angles, Tees, Chanaele and other shape
Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
STXlFIi BAILS from 12 to 46 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled

Beams, Angle, ChoDnel, and T iron. Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron ForgUigg of all kinds. Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST FBICK PAID FOB SOBAP IRON AND STBEI..

ig" Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC ROLLING HILL CO., 202 Market St., San Francisco.

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINOKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES, Proprietors.

[ESTABLISHED IN 1865.)

19A.XX X"37a.3a.ojliaioo.

-MANUFACniRBKfl OP—

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILEBS.-
Propeller Engines, either High Pressure or Compound,
Steto or Side-wheel Ehiglnes.

MINING MACHINERY.—Hoisting Engines and

Works, Cages, Ora Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-
pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.—Batteries for Dry or Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Fumaces, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, eto.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.—Flour

Mill Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINESiBOILERS
OF ALL KINDS,

Eltber for nse on Steamboats or for nee on Land.

Water Pipe, Pump or Air Colnmia, Kah
Tanks for Salmon Canneriei

OF BVBRT DBSORimOH.
Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at very moaerfete rates.

AGENTS FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THH

X>ea.x3.^ Steaxxx I*ULjaa.t>.
SPECIALTIES

:

Corliss Engines and Tastln Ore PulTerlzers. DBANB STBAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the LleweUyn Peed Water Pnrlfler and Heater.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manulaoture Three Kinds ol Powder, which are acknowledged hy all the Great Chemists ol the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the Market.

or Different Strenerths aa Required.
NOBBL-S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE," which contains 94 per cent of Nltro-OIycerlne, and

aELATlNE-DTNAMITE, Stronger than Aynamlte and even Sale In Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
ta?SJ5^??'*-*'A^fwv'^^?^ CLEARING. IB Irom three to four times stronger than ordinary Blast

BANDMANX, NIELSEN & CO.,
GENERAL AQBNTS, SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

OAFS and FUSE for Sale.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical Works.
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and IndnstriaJ Chemist, Assayer

and Geologist,

718 MONTGOMERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

H,ffS!,'n°L'iL' ""o""' ??.""'"'»° ""'i value o( any mining property on

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.
Pioneer Minins OfQce of the Northwest

Coset.
HaTJQg the largest pBrmanent brick aeaay furnaces, chem-

ical laboratory and mining office on the Northwest Coast,
with a collection of about 4C00 samples of the ores of Alaska,
British Columbia, Oregon and the Northweet Territories;
and having made personal examinations of nearly every
mining camp on the Pacific Slope, from Oalifoniia to
Alaska, I am prepared to do any class of legitimate and
honest mining work, such aa EXAMINING, ENGINEER-
ING, SAMPLING AND REPOKTING ON THE VALUE
OF ALL fiONERAL, COAL AND FIRE-CLAY PROP-
ERTIES, BIHLDING STONES. EARTHS, ASSAYS
AND ANALYSIS OF ORES, WATERS, CHECK,
SAMPLES OP ORE, POLPS, 'ORGANIC ANALYSIS"
WORK, and in fact any work connected with the office of a
iirst-clasa mining jteologist and chemist. Any jtiformatjou
mining men may d«aire to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL RESOURCES of the entire Pacific Northwest
will be honestly given. Address I>r.'WillisXL XSvereCte,
ConsiUfcing Mining Geologist and Chemist, 1318 E Street,
Tacoma, Wash.

A. S. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 CAI.IFOBNIA STREET,
Kooms 30 and 81, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Designers and Construutors of Gold and Silver Mills

Hoistioji: and Pumping Worlis, Tramways, and every-
thing pertaining to the iillning and Reduction of Ores.

Bewick, Moreing & Hooper,

MINING ENGINEERS,
608 California Street, San FranclBco, Oa

Suiloil^ House, Laurence, Pountney Hill,

1.0ND0N, K. C.
Lealce's Buildings, Johannesburg,

SOUTH AFRICA.
Report on mines and undertalce management of mining

properties.

RICHARD R. HAWKINS,
MINING ENGINEER.

LATE ASSISTANT GEOLOGIST U. S. GEOLOGICAL
Survey. General Manager La Velera (Limitada), via

Torres and La Barranca, Sonora, Mexico.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Oivil and Mining Engineer,

MtNING EXPERT AHO GEOLOGIST.

Address " Business Box A," office of this paper, San

Francisco.

ROSS B. BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

No. 807 SAN80HB St., San FaAHOisoo.

Irop apd fAachipe hh
CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,

WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS.

No. 119 Beale St., - - San Francisco.
BOILDBRa OP

Steam EoKlnes, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging
Machines, Rock Crushers, Cable Railway Macbinery,
E^Iitborp Air Brake Co.'b Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakes. POSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Ram ElevatorB, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E. HenrickBOn's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches.

Machines of all kinds Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,
IBXm "Fa'FC .A. I'OXJTO-DH.Tr,

Manufacturers of

CASTINGS OP EVERY DESCRIPTION
127, 129 and 131 Beale Street,

Between Mission and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO.
GAS WORK A SPECIALTY.

QUARTZ SCREENS
A specialty. Round, ^lot
Or burred slot holes. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo-
geneous Steel, Cast Steel or
American planished Iron,

Zinc, Copper or Brass Soreens for all purposes. Coll-
fomla Perforating Screen Co., 145 i 147 Beale St, S. F.

The Best Mining District
On the Pacific Cuast 1

GRASS VALLEY, OAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER pubUshed in the district is

Daily and Weelily edition. Gives ail the Mining News.
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining Supplies will
find THE TIDINGS the best medium for directlv reach-
ing the owners or managers of mines. Investors in
mines wiii find it to their advantage to subscribe.
Many mines are in successfnl operation, and new

enterprises are being instituted and many others arc in
contemplation.

DAILY, S6.0O a year; WEEKLY, S2.60, in advance.

„ „ „ ,
fl. S. SPAULDING, Publisher.

T. C. HOCKING, Editor.

DEWEY A CO., PATENT AQBNTS, 220
UarketSt, ban Francisco. Elevator, 12 Front lit.
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AMALCAMATINC MACHINERY.

stamp Mills for Wet or Dry Crushing.

Huntington Centrifugal Quartz Mill. Drying

Cylinder*. Amalgamating Pans, Settlers,

Agitators and Concenlralors. Retorts, Bul-

lion and Ingot Moulds, Conneyors. Elevators,

Bruckners and Ho«eirs Improved Wliltes

Roasting Furnaces, Etc.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

IMPROVED CORLISS va\^°eVV^Im ENGINES. ^ BOILERS

Blake, Dodge and Comet Crushers. Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls. Hartz Plunger

and Collom Jigs. Frue Vanner & Embrey

Concentralors, Evans', Calumet, Collom's

and Rjttenger's Slime Tables. Trommels,

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. OreSam>

pie Grinders and Heberle Mills.

HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL
. . . AND SECTIONAI

:i[isffi:ipmcivED mTmM.W!K ex.i^sii]^@
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks.

Ore CARS, Water & Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Compressors,
Rock Drilis, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

VIULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

General Offices and Works:

Pumping Engines
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Caiena&, Copper Ores,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.

DDAUPU nCCIOCC- NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER, COLO., 13 I B Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
DnWHOn UrriOCO. 7 w. Seoonn south St. LONDON, ENC, 23 Bucklereburyj E. C. CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. II

Oalle de Juarez. LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG, TRANSVAAL, South Africa.

HELENA, MONTANA, Room 28, Merdiants' National Bank Balldlng, No. Nortli Main St.

SOLE WESTERN AGENTS FOB TYLER WIRE WORKS DOUBLE ORIMPBD MINING CLOTHS.

JAMES LBFPBKS
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wheels are desired for all purposes where limited quantities of water aod
high heads are utilized, aod are gruaranteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. BeiDg placed on horizontal shaft, the power Is transmitted
direct to shafting by belts, dispenelng with gearing.

Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted In
capacity to suit any particular case.

Further information can be obtained of this form of- construction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and In Iron Olobe Cases, free o^ cost,

by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES
Springfield, Ohio,

LEPFE3L & OO.,
or 110 Liberty St., New York

FRASER tt CHALMERS, General Aeenta,
Oblcaso, 111., and Denver, CoL

PARKB St LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Oal.

N. W. SPAULDING
Manufacturers of

SPAULDINQ'S

Inserted Tootli

AND

CHISEL BIT

VULCAN IRON WORKS
135-145 FREMONT STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

nvnizsrinsTGi- 3yi:^^cH:iisrEE,"5r.
GOLD AND SIJLVBK MILLS, UOCK BRKAKEBS, PANS AND SETTLERS, ROASTING

FURNACES, CORNISH ROLLS, PUMPING AND HOISTING MACHINERY.

fUetalllirgy and Ore3.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Montgomery St., San Francuoo.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highest Fricea Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Solphorets.

— nuiurAoniitiiu op

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.

ALSO UANOPAOTOkKIUI OF

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Ohamberlin PatenL

=

Saws.
vTJLO-i^nsr

SAW MILLS AND MAOHINBEY
Of all kinds made to order. Send for Desoriptlve Cata

loirne. 17 and 10 Fremont St.. San Franolaoo

RIX k FIRTH,
225 and 227 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

Compressed Air and Water Power

Machinery.

For Conveying ,

Ore, Wood, "^

&c., &c. „. _

CHEAPEST FORI OF TRiNSPOETATION

NO ROAD NEEDED

No Possibility of Load Slipping

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..
IMPOKTKRS AND DRALBRS IN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS, AND PHYSICAL. SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

6S & 65 First St., cor. Mlsston.San Francisco.

^y.—^ We would call the attention of^ ^^=?s
Assayera, Chomiata, Mining Com- '^^?^^^^^-^/
panies, Milling Companies, Pros- ^BftTTERSEy^
pectora, eto,, to our full stock of ^--—-:=J^

Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, Soorl-
flers, etc, including, also, a full etodc of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these sup*

piles slnot the flirst discovery of mines on the
PaciBc Coast, we feel confident from our experi.

enoe we can well suit the demand for tnese
goods, both as to cjuality and price.

Agents for the Morgan Craclble Co.,
Battersea, England. Also for £. G. Dennis-
ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly relia-

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taken
at his lowest prices, Our IlIuBtrated Catalogue and As-
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR A OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works,
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET,

Near First and Market Streets, S. F.

C. A. LUOKBARDT, Manager. ESTAsuBHaD 1880.

Ores worked by any FrooeBS.

Ores Sampled,

Assaying in all its Branches,

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, eto,

Working Tests (practical) Made.

Flans and SpecificationB furnished for tbe

moat suitable Frocess for Working Ores,

Special attention paid to £zaminationa

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished,

a A. LUOKHARDT & OO..
(Formerly Huhn tn Luokhardt*

BUnlns Enslneers and MetaUorvlata

.

Spans 150 to 2000 Fflet.

KNIGHT'S WATER WHEEL,
For Mills, Pumping and Hoisting.

OVER 300 IN USB.
All estlmateB guaranteed. Send for Circular.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope,

Duplex Rope, Tarred Manila Rope,Hay Rope, Whale Line,

etc, etc.

Extra sizes and lengths made to order on short notice.

611 & 613 IBVont St.. San Francigco. Cal

Superior Wood and Metal Engrav-
ing, Elleotrotrping and Stereotnilng
*done at tbe offioe of thlB paper.Engraving.SrS

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay Oflace, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed

of In tbe Open Market to tbe Higbeat Bidder.

WATER TANKS i WINE TANKS 1

CALIFORNIA WINE COOPERAGE CO.
FUtDA BROS., Proprietors,

SO to 40 Spear St, San Franolaoo.

ALL KItlDS OP CASKS, TANKS, Etc.

fVSHip, Miming, and Water Taneb a Specialty.*^

Cl^AYTOiV^
IMPROVED

AIR COMPRESSORS
For catalogues. ESTIMATES, Etc., Address, J

Clayton Air Compressor Works
OF BROOKLYN. N V.

43 PEY ST., NE>y YORK.
n AMi-aMAM^-AMM are requeated to be sure and notify ns

rHflTlTlflfklPrNi when thiB paper la not taken from
A VUblUUUiVf U tijeir otfice. If not stopped promptly

through ovenlght or other roiehap). do us the favor ng
rite ftgnfai.

j1
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Local Markets.

San Francisco, Dec. 31, 1890.

General trade is stagnant. Minufacturers, mer-

chants and business men in general are engaged

more in their annual settlements than in anything

else. Tbis will occupy their attention well up to the

middle of January. From a thorough canvass of the

different industrial interests in Ibis city we can safe-

ly affirm that the outlook for 1891 is of the most flat-

tering character. A? a rule, interior merchants have

smaller accounts than for years. There are few if

any idle laborers, as the weather has admitted of

outdoor work in all parts of the State. A larger fall

or winter acreage has been seeded to grain than ever

before, and it only requires light but well-distributed

spring rains to produce heavy crops. The prospects

for fruits, and as for that, all farm products are of

the best. Among manufacturers the outlook is said

to be promising. Coal promises to be cheap, while

more work is expected. The mining industry, it is

claimed by many, will show renewed life. Nearly

all the old camps are renewing their youthful vigor

and life. The money market is easier. Long-time

loans are more readily negotiated and at a shading

in interest. The disbursements from now on will be

very heavy.
MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market has been

quiet at S2@83 cts.

SILVER—Mint purchases under the new law be-

gan August 13. The range of prices and quantity

thus purchased to date have been as follows:

Hange, Ouaces.

AuffUSt ?l 13.30toSl 20.25 3,309,000

September 1 19.50 to 113 00 3,137,500

October " 1 13 95 to 1 04 90 3,520,000

November 1 06.70 to 97.10 4,052,000

December 1 02.S0 to 1 09.00 3,890,000

Total public purcbaaes .18,268,500

Private purchases 2,508,974

Total 20.777,474

Amount required by law 20,758,100

The market has been more or less inactive, causing

quotations to be nominal. The Mint will resume

purchases on Friday of this week. It is claimed that

prices will rule higher. Interest now centers in

Congressional legislation. Bimetallists are making

a vigorous effort to pass a free-coinage bill, but at

this writing no one dares predict that success will

crown their efforts, for there is nothing so uncertain

as the action of Congress on any important measure.

If this Congress fails to pass a free-coinage bill,

there can be no doubt but the next one will come to

the rescue of the country and pass one.

QUICKSILVER—Receipts the past week aggre-

gate 174 flasks. The demand is quiet. The market

favors buyers,
LIME—Receipts the past week aggregate 3090

bbls. The call is slower, yet for the season it is ex-

ceptionally good.
ANTIMONY—Some shading is reported being

made to large buyers.

LEAD—The market shows a fair degree of stead-

iness, as if bottom prices have been touched.

BORAX—Receipts the past week aggregate 220

ctls. and exports by rail 320 ctls. to Chicago. The
market is steady, with a shade firmer tone. The
East, it is claimed, will soon increase its purchases.

IRON—Imports the past week aggregate 100

tons from Oregon. The market is quiet, with prices

barely steady. Eastern advices report many South-

ern furnaces out of blast, but owing to the stringen-

cy of the money market, other companies were un-

able to take advantage of the situation. Cash pur-

chases can be placed low, but time purchases can-

not be placed except at probably higher figures.

English advices are favorable to better prices after

the turn of the year. Many furnaces have gone
out of blast.

COPPER—The market is unsettled. New York
mail advices report as follows: Lake Superior min-
ing companies have decided upon 15c ^ lb. as their

price to the home trade for early 1891 deliveries.

Quotations equivalent to i4J^c here have been
made in the foreign markets to attract export busi-

ness, and rumor has it that 14c would very probably

be accepted, A line of about 1,000.000 lbs. Tamar-
ack is said to have been sold for export at about 14c.

For other varieties of copper, prices are, as yet,

rather uncertain, there being little business. About
I3^@I4C for Arizona and 13c for common casting

brands would appear to be near the mark.
COAL—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows: Comox, 4300 tons; Nanaimo, 3432; Seattle,

2300; Departure Bay, 3423; Tacoma, 4000; Coos
Bay, 1350; Liverpool, 2517; overland, 60; Kobe,
4400. Total, 25,782 tons. The market, although
not quoted lower, is shaping itself for lower prices

soon. Coast collieries are shipping more freely,

while English coal will soon come to hand in mote
liberal quantities. In a fortnight, Australian coal

will begin to arrive. In the meantime the weather,
although cold, is not severe, and does not necessi-

tate as large fires as usually obtain at tbis season.
To offset this, more steam coal is being used, owing
to clear weather admitting of more outdoor work.

Coal and Coke.

SPOT PROM YARD -PER TON.
Welliiij,'toD §12 00

Grota 14 00
Carbon Hill 9 00
Nanaimo 11 00
Oilman 10 00
Seattle 30 00
C009 Bay 7 00
Cannel 14 00
Eyg, hard 16 00

Cumberland, In sacke 19 60

do. bulk 18 0(1

Wallseud 13 00@U 00

TO LOAD—PBR TOS.
Australian S 7 75@
LiverpoolSt'm. 8 60@
Scotch Splint. . S B0@ 9 00
Cardiff 8 60@
Lehigh Lump.. 16 50@17 00
Cuhiberland bk 13 50@
Egg, bard 15 00@

Cote—English.

To load $12 00@13 00
Spot, in balk. . 16 00@18 00

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

r>0 Alpha Con Siic

100 Audes 60c
100 Belcher 1.30
100 Be8t&BoIcher 1.90

300 Eodie 70e
y.O Bullion 2.25

50 ChalleugeCon 1.4U

50 Chollar 2.00
285 O0DOal& V 2.10

100 Grown Point 1.05

300 Exchequer 45o
60 Gould & OutC9rtH...X.25

Wednesday. December 31, 9:30 a. m.
100 Grand Prize i5c
50 Kc-utnck 75c
150 MesicaQ 2 10
100 Mouo 45c
100 Ophir 2,60
50 Overman 1.55

2itii Potosi 4.80'/i4.S5
inO -SiivaKt- 1.40
lUO See Belcher SOo
100 Union Con 1.50
100 Yellow Jacket 1.65

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
COMFILBD B7ERT THUBBDAT FROM AnVKRTISBMENra IN THK MINING AND SCIHNTIFIO PRBSS AND OTHBR S. F. JODRNALS

ASSESSMENTS.
Company. Location. No. Am't. Lbvibd.

Atlantic Con M Co Nevada.. 7.

ConlideQce Silver M Co Nevada.. 17..

Con New- York M Co Nevada.. 4.,

Con Imperial M Co Nevada. .30..

Con St Gothard M Co CaUfornja.. 2..

Contra Estaca Con Mes M Co..Mexico., 1..

Crown Point M Co Nevada . . 53.

.

Exchequer M Co Nevada. .30.

.

Gray Eagle M Co California.. 21..

Head Centre & Tranquility M Co..Anz..ll..
Inyo Marble Co Califorma..ll..

Leieb Gravel M Co California. .
2.

.

Northwestern G& 8M Co..Br Columbia 1...

Potosi M Co Nevada. .35.

.

Riverside M& M Go 1..

Teirakoff M Co California. . 5.

.

Utah Con M Co Nevada. .11.

.

25..Nov 19

75. .Nov 17... .Dec 22.

15.. Nov 12.... Dec 17

5.. Dec 13.... Jan S.

10. .Dec 9....Jan 15.

50. .Dec 15.. ..Feb 14.

50, .Dec 3 Jan 7.

25. .Dec 9. ...Jan 15.

3. .Dec 20., ..Jan 26.,

5,,Dec 11.., Jan 16.

10. .Dec 16.. ..Jan 30.

5.,Nov 22 Jan 3.

5. .Nov 12. ...Dec 19.

50. .Dec 16.,..Jan 20.

10. .Dec ll....Jan 12.

..Dec 6 Jan

Dblinq't. Salb.
Dec 29... .Jan 19,

..Jan 12

. .Jan 6

..Feb 9,

..Feb 7
. .Apr 4,

..Jan 28,

..Feb 5

.Feb 16

SEORBTARY. PLACB op BaBINBSS,
.D M Kent 330 Pine St
.AS Groth 414 California SB
.OE Elliott 309 Montgomery St

.C L McCoy 331 Pine St

.T Wetzel 320 Sansome St
,
George Gale 309 N ontgomery St
. James Newlands 331 Pine St
. C E Elliott 309 Montgomery St
AW Barrows 303 California St

25..

Feb 9..J"W Pew 310 Pine St
..Feb 20..G WLuce 132 California St
..Jan 24. .E E Fall 320 Sansome St
..Jan 17..FEonacina 438 California St
,,Feb 10..CE Elliott 309 Montgomery St
. , Feb 2. .J StadtSeld 309 Montgomery St
..Feb 9..W J Gurnett 3US Pine fct

. .Feb 9. .A H Fish Nevada BlockDec 9....Jan 19,

MBBTINQS TO BE HELD.
Namk or Company. Looatjon. Seobetart OppioB in SL P. BIbkting Date

Bullion M Co Nevada..RK Grayson ..327 Pine St Annual Jan 3

Brunsmck Con G M Co NeAada..J Stadtfeldt 309 Montgomery St Annual .Jan 8

Con St Gothard G M Co California..Tbeo Wetzler 32u Sansome St Annual Jan 10

Guascuran & Cal M & M Co Mexico.. Edward Oliver „.2(>Mmt St Annual .Jan 5

Lone Star Q & G M Co California.. A W Blundell 2814 CaUfornia St Annual Jan 17

Middle Creek M Co California. .H D Hawks 313 Pine St Annual Jan 13

Shasta Iron Co California. .0 B Morgan 508 California St Annual Jan 13

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHliJ THREE MONTHS.
Name of Company. Location. Seobetajry. OrnoE im 8. F. Amount. Payable

Candelaria Confl M Co New Mexico. . G Gale 309 Montgomery St 25 Dec 3

Commonwealth M Co Nevada..R B Grayson 331 Pine St 20 Nov 20

Eureka Cona M Co Nevada..H P Euah SOB Pine St 25 Aug 5

Pacific Coast Borax Co California. .A H Clough 230 Montgomery St 1 00 Jan lU

San Francisco Metal Market.

wholesale.
Wednesday, December 31, 1890.

Antimony ; — (* 20

Borax—Refined, in carload lots 8@ —
Powdered ' 8@ —
Concentrated " " " 7i@ —
All grades jobbing at an advance.

Copper—
Bolt 23 @ -
Sheathing 23 @ —
Ingot, jobbing 18 @ —
do, wholesale 16 @ —
Fire Box Sheets 23 ft* 25

Lead—Pig 5-;@ —
Bar 6i@ 65
Sheet 7A@ -
Pipe 6i@ —
Shot, discount 10/^ on 500 bags Drop, W bag. 1 SO (S —
Buck.^bag 2 10 @ —
Chilled, do 2 20 @ —

Q0ICKSILVEB—Bytheflaak 52 00 @53 00

Flasks, new — @ —
Flasks, old 4t ® 55

Chrome Iron Ore, ^'i ton 10 CO (3

Steel-English, lb 16 @ 20
Canton tool 9 @ 9
Black Diamond tool 9 @ 9

Pick and Hammer 8 ot 10

Machinery 4@ 5

Toe Calk 44® —
TiNpLATE—B. v.. steel grade. 14x20, to arrive. 6 37-i^ 6 50

B. v., steel grade, 14x20, spot 6 37i@ —
Charcoal, 14x20 6 50 ((» —
do roofing, 14x20 6 00 @ —
do, do, 20x28 13 00 @ -
Pig tin, spot, ^ ib., nominal 22 @ 22*

Iron—Bar, base , 3 @ 3i
Norway, base 43@ H

Spot. To Load.
Iron—Glengarnock ton 34 00 @ 30 @ —
Eglinton, ton ....34 00@ 30 fe

—

American Soft, No. 1, ton.. @32 00 30 @ —
Oregon Pig,ton @33 00 — @ —
Piiget Sound 34 00 @ — @ -
Bar Iron (base price) ^Ib.,, — @ — -@ —
Clay Lane White ^28 00 20 @ —
Shotta, No. 1 34 00 @35 00 32S@ —
Langloau 34 00 @ 30 @ —
Thoincliffe 34 00 @ 30 @ —
Gartsherrie 34 00 (* 30 @ —
Barrow 34 00 @ 30 @ —
Thomas 33 00 @ — @ —
CargoBeet 30 00 @ 26 ^ —

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telesraph.
New York, December 31.—The foUowioK are ihe clos-

iiig priceB the past
SUver Ir

week:
Silver in

London. New York Copper. Lead. Tin.
rhursday
Friday . .

.

..474 1 02}
Saturday. ...471 1 02:1

Monday.. ...47-S 1 1/1} 14 75 4 12i 19 80
Tuesday. ...47* 1 02i 14 76 4 16 19 70
Wednesday

Trade Is stagoant. It now looks as if there will be no
material change in the situation until well into January.
The money market promises to be very easy after the
turn of the year.

Mining Share Market.

Comslock mining shares the past week were
strong and higher on Friday, but began to set back
on Saturday. On Monday afternoon and yesterday
(Tuesday) morning the lowest prices touched. The
manipulation appears to be in Potosi and Bullion so
as to get in other slocks preparatory to an up move.
The lowest prices since 1886 were touched the past
week by the following stocks: Con, Virginia. Ophir,
Union, Mexican, Sierra Nevada, Crown Point,
Challenge Yellow Jacket, Hale & Norcross, and
Aha, and yet there are many who are expecting
these stocks to sell for less money. There can be
no doubt that everything is being done to depress
the market, and at the same time not lose stock.
This always obtains before a decided up move in
prices. Judging the future by the past, the market
should do very much better soon, although many do
not look for much before the spring months. This
opinion is doubtless formed from the fact that up
moves for several years past have been in the spring
and in the fall. It may be that the deal this year
will be over before spring.

Is it not about time that a grand jury investigates
the charges so persistently made against Comstock
mine managers, for not complying with the laws of
the State of. California? Such an investigation
wouldproveof the greatest possible benefit to the
mining industry on this coast.
The milling charges, including transportation,

on the Comslock are $7 a ton, with a rebate of $2
a ton, which makes the charges virtually $S a ton.
So far there has not been any freezing weather on

the Comslock to give an excuse for shutting down
mills.

News from the Comstock mines reports they are
skirting the ledge on ihe Potosi south drift running
toward Bullion, and, as usual, the character of the
ore changes daily. Some ore has been cut going
over $100 a ton, while at other places it goes down
to almost nothing. They have run lengthwise of
the ledge for a distance of over 30 feet. While
many are watching with interest the work going on
in Potosi, the better informed miners think the

"true business" is in some other mine. Time
alone can prove if this is correct. In Savage, they

are still sinking in ore going from $30 up to over

$50 a ton. It looks as if they are uncovering a valu-

able body of ore, which, unless spirited away, will

give good returns to stockholders. In Hale and
Norcross, they are preparing to prospect more ac-

tively to the west the 1300 and 1400 foot levels.

Miners think favorably of the outlook. The super-
intendent of Con. Virginia still ignores the 1400-
foot level. By those who should know; it is claimed
that there is rich ore on this level. Why not run
for it ? No further news is given from the northwest
drift in Best and Belcher, which was being run to

tap the continuation of the rich ore found in Con.
Virginia.

In Alpha and Exchequer, active and important
work is being done, as there is also in Con, Impe-
rial, Challenge and Confidence. In the latter two,
with the opening up of the 300-foot level, a body
of rich ore will be uncovered, that, if milled honest-
ly, will admit of dividends being paid. Important
secret work is being done in Yellow Jacket and
Crown Point.

- FrOm outside mining districts the news is becom-
ing more interesting, in the Bodie district, the
Standard mine reports a strike of high-grade ore
running over $100 a ton. In Bodie, all advices are
of the most encouraging character. Important
work Is being done in Bulwer and Mono. In the
Quijoloa district, it now looks as if more will be
done soon to put the mines on a paying basis.

From the Tuscarora districts our advices are con-
firmatory of more rich ore being discovered in some
of the mines. The work being done in Belle Isle

on the 450-foot level is closely watched.
Probably one of the most important events that

has lately taken place in the mining share market,

was the serving to-day of a notice by M. W, Fox,

through his attorney, W. T, Baggett, on Mr. Levy,

president of the Savage Mining Co., requesting,

as owner of 19K feet of the old Bowers and Rogers
title to the Savage ground, that an accounting or ad-

justment be made of all biTllion taken out of the

mine. The Bowers and Rogers title was confirmed

by the courts in a suit brought by the Savage Min-
ing Co. against the Bowers and Rogers claimanls.

After the decision in favor of the claimants against

the company, the Savage Mining Company bought
all the claimants' interests excepting the above igj^

feet. It is only reasonable to suppose that Mr. Fox
will also take steps to prevent the company confis-

cating to the mill ring much of the rich tailings, and
will also insist upon the mine's being managed differ-

ently. These changes will result in great benefit to

the mining industry.

Table of Lowest and ffighest Sales in

S. F. Stock Exchange.

Name of

Company.

Wekk
Ending
Deo. U.

Wekk
Ending
Dec. 18.

.75 1.06

.60 .75

.55 .80
1.25 1.70
1.85 2.40
1.45 1.90
.60 90
.15 .20

1.00 1.25
2.55 3.1U
1.45 l.S
1 95 2.80
3.80 4.10
.15 .20
.25 ..35

1.10 1 50
.10 .15

!46 ".is
.15 .20

1 15 1.60
1.15 1..^5

.15 .20
85 .90
.75 1.10
.15 .20
.40 ....

2 10 2.66

".iii ".SO
.40 .EO

.65 .70

2.65 3.50
I 60 2.00
3.70 6.12
.15 .20

.15 .20

1.50 1.65
.75 l.IO

1.40 1.90
.16 .20

.15 .. .

1.50 2.00
.35 .55

1.65 2.10

Week
Ending
Dec. 24.

Week
Ending
Dec. 31.

Alpha .90

80
.SO

1.70
2.20
l.fS
.85
.20

1.25
3.(15

1.80
2.35
4.00

20
.30

1.50
.20

50

"M
.20

1.50
1.40
.16

1.05
1.05

.25

.rs

2,45
.25

.70

.50

.85
3.40
1.85
3.80
.25

.10

1.50
1.05
1.80
.20
.20

1.90
.60

2.05

1.05
.90

.85

1.90
2.45
2.10
.90

2!6ii

3.2l'

2.15
3.05
4.70

'.40

1 70

"7'

.25

1.80
1.75
.20

1.15
1.25

2!75

'^90

.60

.95

3.60
2 05
6.50

".ib
1.95
1.10
2.10
.25

i'.ii

.70
2.20

.75

.60

.55

1.25
1.90
1.55
.56
.15

.75
2.60
1.50
2.05
4.90
.15

.30
1.10

'lio
.16

1.15
1.15
.15
.85
.85

.20

.40

2.10

'!70

"75
2.66
1.70
3.95
.10
10

1.65
.80

1.46
.20

i;55
.35

1 70

.90

.70

.70
1.45
2.10
2.10
.60

".SO
2,70
1.60
2.40
5.25

".35

1.20

".m

ilso
1.45

'!66

1.05

2:35

".75

!85
2.90
1.80
4,80

i'.75

.90
1.56
.25

i!c5
.45

1.80

.75 .95

.65 .75

.60 .65
1.20 1.50
1 80 2.15
2.05 2.40
.60 .70

".ii> "95
2.15 2 60
1.35 1.60
1.93 2.25
4.75 4.80
.15 .20
.30 .40

l.iJO 1.15
.15 ....

lio "56
.20 ....

1.20 1.35
1.10 1.35
.15 ....

.80 .95

.75 1.00

".ih ".45

2.05 2.35
15 .20

.75 ....

"65 "76
2.50 2.90
1.45 1.80
4.65 6.37

'.'is
'.".'.

1.45 1.60
.76 .90

1.40 1.65
20 ....

.10 ....

1.40 1.60
.40 .45

1.60 1.80

Best & Belcher. ....

Bullion

Commonwealth. . .

.

Con. Vft. &OaL....

^on. Imperial

Urow'o Point

Eureka Con.

Grand Prize
Gould & Curry
Hale & Norcross...

Lady Wash
Mono

Nortli Belle Isle. .

.

Nev. Queen

Ophir

Potosi
Peerless

Sierra Nevada
Silver HiU
Scorpion
Union Con
Utah
Yellow Jacket

The Mayor of Oakland has signed the ordi-

nanoe appropriating $20,000 for the initiation

of the ereat work of dredging and boalevarding
Lake Merritt,

List Of U. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors.

Reported by Dewey & Co., Pioneer. Patent
Solicitors for Pacific Coast.

FOR THE WEEK ENDING DEC. 23, 189O.
443,172. — Baling Press—Geo. B. Allen, San

Leandro, Cal.

443.130.—Bill File—Fay Buller, Oakland, Cal.

443.315-

—

Window Shade and Screen Fix-
ture—1 homas Chope, S. F,

443,204.—Device for Inducing Full Res-
piration—C, C. Davis, Los Angeles, Cal.

443.394-—Lawn-Sprinkler—R. Franken, Po-
mona, Cal.

443,445.—Seaming Machine.—M, Jensen, As-
toria, Or.

443,178.—Fruit-Picker's Knife—T. B. Jor-
dan, Los Angeles, Cal.

443.367-—Wave Motor — L. M. .Lloyd, San
Buenaventura, Cal.

443.397-—Hat-Box—A. C. Mack. Portland, Or,
443,458,

—

Canal-Digging Machine— McMul-
len, Wood & Krusi, S, F.

443,168. — Propulsion of Vessels — John
Schroeder, S. F,

443.151- — Water-Wheel — L. M. Sharps,
Lake View, Or.

443,171.—Concentrator—James Tulloch, An-
gels Camp, Cal,

The following brief list by telegraph, for Dec. 31,
will appear more complete on receipt of mail advices:
California.—George F. Atkinson, San Francis-

co, pincushion; Edward L. Craig, San Francisco,
apparatus for grading and separating ores; George
S. Eastman, San Francisco, wind engine; John
Farnham, San Francisco, sea water storage tank;
Cofran L Hall, assignor of one-half to P. Cahill,
San Francisco, elevator-valve mechanism; Emil
Heinrich, assignor of one-half to C.J, Grossman,
Sacramento, combined match-box and cigar-punch;
Alexander McDonald, Franklin, straw dump attach-
ment for combined harvester; John H, Miller, San
Jose, ore concentrator; John P, Smale, Pasadena,
extension ladder; John M. Vance, Eureka, machine
for pointing fence pickets; Daniel C. Wilds, Los
Angeles, lawn sprinkler; Daniel C. Wilcus, petroleum
burner; John A. Wilt, Eureka, street sweeper;
Frank J. Woods, Los Angeles, pneumatic door check
and spring; Thomas Cope, San Francisco, combined
adjustable window screw and shade fixture.

Oregon.—John Dugan, Shedds, clevis; William
Rowland, Albany, device for ejecting medical pow-
ders; Thomas C. Wilkin, Independence, needle for
grain binders.

Washington.—James Clark, Tacoma, device for
protecting piles or other timbers; Charles P. Tatro,
assignor to M. A. Latham, Spokane Falls, pessary.
Arizona.—James Colquhon, Clifton, disintegrat-

ing slag,

Idaho.—William A, Fleming, assignor of one-half
to J, Q. Moxley, Lewiston, bicycle,

NoTR.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnished
by Dowcy & Co , in tbe shorteet time possible (by m»il
or telegraphic order). Atmrican and Foreign patenlia
obtained, and general patent business for Paolfio Coaafc
inventora transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
rates, and in tbe eliortest posaiblo time.

Our Agents.

OtJR FaniNDS can do much In old of our paper and the
cause of practical knowledge and solenco, hy aasleting
Affents In their labors of canvasalng, by lending tholr In-
Quenoe and encouraging favors. We intend to send none
but worthy men.

H. Kbllbt—Modoc and Laeaen Cos.
Gio, WiLSOH—Socramento Co.
J. P, QuiNKiTK—Snn Franciaco,
J. C. HOAG—Sao Francisco.
M. E. DOLAN—San Franciaco.
Samitkl Clifp—Creston, CaJ.
J. H. Crosbmam—San Bernardino Co.
Mark T, Sickal—Contra Costa Co.
F, W. Knapp—Amador Co.
Gborgb Evans- Santa Clara Co,
Mrs. M. E. Dudlbt—Ventura Co,
Andrew Rbid—Monterey Co,
B. P. Bklt—Shaata Co.
FaANR S. CoAPiN—Coluaa Co.
Hblbn B King—San Bemto Co.
Wm, M. Hillbart—Oregon.
Wm. Holdbe—Oregon.
R, 0. Huston—Montana.
H, O. Parsons—Nevada.
JouN Simpson—Ore^'OD.

Attention, Kouthern California
JVliners.

WORKS FOR SALE.
The Works are situated at Daggett, Cal., in the

Calico Mining District, and on the side-track of the
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad. They contain a first-

class 50-horse power engine and 45-barse power
boiler, with Ore Crusher and other machinery. Mill
Scales, Assaying Outfit, etc., all nearly new. Also
upon the premises an office building and a comfort-
able dwelling-house (portable). The above can be
had at a bargain. Apply to W. M. SMITH, 526
Jones St., San Francisco.

Complimentary Samples.

Persons receiving this paper marked are re-
quested to examine its contents, terms of anb-
Bcription, and give it their own patronage, and,
as far as practicable, aid in circulating the
journal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
the cause it faithfully serves. Subscription
rate, $3.00 a year. Extra copies mailed for 10
oents, if ordered soon enough. If already a
anbsoriber, please show tbe paper to otbera.

Theee is talk of organizing a mining stock
exchange at San Diego.

OFFICE OP THE PACIFIC COAST BORAX CO.
San Francisco, December Slat. ISM. At a meeting

of the Board ( f Directora of the above named Company
held this day, a dividend (No. 1) of One Dollar ($1.00) per
abare was declared, payable SATURDAY. January 10th,
1S9I, at the office of the Coccpany, No, 230 Montgomery
Street. Rooms 11 and 12. Transfer books close January
5, 1891, at 3 o'clock p. m. ALTON H, CLOUGH,

Seoretary,
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Silver-Plated Amalgam Plates.

The greatly iDoreutDg demand for these

plates by gold miners has demonstrated their

aperlority over all other metboda for saving

lEold in qaartz or placer mioing, partloaUrly

fine or float gold. These plates are in great de*

mand in all the Paoifio Coast niinlrg region,

from Alaska to Sonth America, the Rooky
Mountain miolog Stat<>Band Australia.

The Ban K/anoiBco Piating Works, 65S and

6o5 Mission St., San Franoisoo, of whloh Mr.

K. (i. Deonlvton is proprietor, are oonstantly

filling orders for them, sending out a great

many thousands of tqaare feet every year to

gold miners all over tne world. The plates for

all the large 120 stamp mills in Alaska were
made at the San Franoieoo Platiog Works.
Mr. Uenniston is the pioneer in thi* line of

basiness, having established his works 2'S years

ago. Mr. Deoniston says he has received

every first premium awarded for silver-plated

plates at the fairs held on the Paoifio Coast,

having received 15 silver medals in all.

The reputation of his plates is worldwide,
he having been sucoessfol In competition with

all others. Only the beat Lake Superior cop'

per and rtfined silver aroused in their manU'
facture. They are made of any siza, plain or

corrngated.
The great snccess of Mr. Denniston's plates

la dae to his thorough knowledge of the bnsl*

neaa and possession of the best facilities;

also, to adhering atrlokly to agreement In depos*

iting full weight of silver on every order.

The work done at the San FranciBoo Plating

Works consists of gold, silver, platina, nickel,

braes, copper and bronze plating on every de-

scription of metal work. The work is Brat-

class, and done at lowest possible prices.

Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Presi

Patent Agency.

OlTB U. S. AND FOREIUN PATENT AOENCTS
presents many and important advantages sa a

Home Agency over all others, by reason of long
establishment, great experience, thorough sys-

tem, intimate acquaintance with the subjects of

inventions in our own community, and our
most e::tensive law and reference library, con*
taining official American and foreign reports,

files of Bcientifio and mechanical publications,

etc. All worthy inventions patented through
our Agency will have the benefit of an illustra

tion or a descriptioa in the Mining and Scien-
riFio Press,* We transact every branch of

Patent business, and obtain Patents in all conn
tries which grant protection to inventors. The
large majority of U. S. and Foreign Patents
issued to inventors on the Pacific Ooast have
been obtained through oar Agency. We can
give the best and moat reliable advice as to the

patentability of new inventions. Our prices

are as low as any first-class agensies in the

Eastern States, while oar advantages for Pacific

Coast inventors are far superior. Advice and
Oircnlars free.

'^ DEWEY & CO., Patent Agents,

220 Market St., Elevator, 12 Front St., S. F.
Telephone No. 658,

a. t, dbwbt, w. b, ewee. geo. h. strong,

TRAFTON'S

Gold Saving Device
Patented June 17, 1890.

THE BRITISH

SOUTH AFRICA COMPANY.

MEMORANDUM
Of tlio Tevui* and Couditions apuii which

PerHUiii* are F«rniltt«(l tu ProBpect for

Minerals aud Metals In Bfashoualaiid.

Prospecting Llcenseu.

1. Any person may take out a license on Muding
himself In writinj; to obey thu I-rfiws of the Company
and to ftsslst in the defeuce iind maintenance of Liiw
and Order if called upoii to do no by the Company

—

such licunse to bear a stamp of the value of one shil-

ling.

Rterbt of ProBpectlntr Holders to Peg Ofl"

Claima.

2. Every license-holder Is free to pCR oft" one
Alluvial claim aud ten quartz reel claima in block.
When the claims bave been marked ofl' the same
shall bo registered and the llceuse-holder shall re-

ceive a ceriii'ieatc of regiBtration—such certiflcato to
boar a stamp of tlio value of half a crown.

Size of Olalms.

s. Alluvial claims arc in extent 150 feet by 150 feet.

< iuartz reefclaims are in extent iriO ieet in the direction
of the reef and UK) feet broad. The claimholder may
follow the reef in all Its dips, spurs, angles and vari-
ations.

Terms on wbicb Quartz Reef OlalniB may
be Held.

4. Every roKlBtered quartz reef claim is to be held
by the prosjMJctor on joint account in equal shares
with the Company, and every transfer, nypotheca-
tion or Hen of his interest in such claims is subject
to Ihe rights of the Company.

RoRlstratlon of Alluvial Olaims.

5. Certificates of registration of au alluvial claim
or portion of claim in any alluvial digging are to be
covered by a stamp of CI for each month for which
such claim or portion of claim is registered, payable
in advance; the Company, however, claim no rights
in respect to gold won from alluvial claims.

Discoveries of Alluvial Diggings.

ii. The Discoverer of an alluvial digging, distant
not less than ten miles from any known alluvial dig-
ging, shall have the right to peg out two alluvial
claims In addition to his other rights.

Work to be Done on Claims

7. Every digger shall, within four months from
the registration of the block of claims, under penalty
of forieituie of his claim license, sink upon his block
of quartz reef claims either a shaft of a depth of so
feet In the reefer a shaft ot at least 30 feet outside
the reef with a cross-cut through the reef.

Certificate of Icepectlon.

8. So soon as the claimholder has done the re-
quired amount of work and has given evidence that
he has opened up a payable reel, he shall receive an
Inspection Certificate to tlie effect that the required
worK has been done—such Certificate to bear a stamp
of the value of 15 shillings.

Payment of Claim ijicense.

9. Prior to flotation the claimholder shall pay no
license. After notation the license shall be at the
rate of lOs (ten shillings) per claim per month.

Flotation

10. On claims being ascertained to be payable, the
Company have the right to float them into either a
joint stock company or into a syndicate. The Com-
pany shall therefore within a reasonable time either
make a proposal or decline to do so. If the proposal
is accepted by the Claimholder he shall on flotation
be entitled to half the vendor's Ecrip in the shares of
the Company so floated. If the Claimholder is not
satisfied with the Company's proposals, he has the
light within one year to prove to the Company that
he is in a position to float on better terms, and he
shall, on the flotation of the claims, give the Com-
pany half the vendor's scrip.

Pesglns Out of Additional Claims-

12. Any claimholder shall be at liberty to peg out
a fresh block of ten (10) claima.

(i.) When he shall have given notice of abandon-
ment of his existing block often claims.

(ii.) When he has received hia Inspection Certifi-
cate from the Mining Commissioner.
But no claimholder who has acquired his claim or

claims as a prospector shall be the registered claim-
holder of more than two blocks of claims of ten
clauns each.

Agreement.

13. An agreement, binding prospectors to abide
by the Laws of the Company under penalty of
forfeiture of rights. Is to be signed by all the pros-
pectors either at Kimberley or Tuli.

By order.

F. RUTHERFOORD HARRIS,
Secretary.

ITINERARY OF ROUTE.
MAFEKING—100 miles north of terminus of railway,
which is now at Vryburg. The latter town is about
150 miles north of Kimberley. Kimberley is 647
miles from Capetown,

DISTANCE FROM IMAPEKING ARODT
RAMOUTSA—Telegraph Station 80 miles
PALLA CAMP—Telegraph Station, Junction
of Notwana and Crocodile Rivers 200 "

ELEBE—On the Lotsani River 280 "
MACL0UT3IE CAMP AND POST — Tele-
graph Station, Macloutsie River. 320 "

TULI CAMP AND POST—TelegraphStation,
Tuli and Shashi Rivers 370 "

VICTORIA CAMP AND POST — 35 miles
north of the Lunde River 600 "

CHARTER CAMP AND POST—Near Mount
Wedza 750 "

FORT SALISBURY—Six miles south of Mt.
Hampden 800 "

ANEW DEVICE TO BE USED ON TABLES FOR
Gravel Mills and Undercurrents to Hydraulic

Claims. When used in quartz mills it is equal to
silvered plates. It is simple and economical in its

construction and practical in its operation. Send for

circulars. CHAS. TRAFTON,
Yankee Jim's, Cal.

/I33e33liiept flotice3.

GRANGER'S ROLLER STAMP MILl
Beats them all. Worka dry ores. Stakes even gran-

olatlon. No dead work, hence minimuin wear.
A. P. GEAN&ER, Denver, Colo.

GRANGER'S DRY ORE SEPARATOR
The very best. Uses no water. No freezinfr up.

Saves haulins waste. Saves liigli percentage. Send
for circulars.

A. P. GRANGER, Denver, Colo.

GRAY BAQLB MINING COMPANY.-L^>.
cation of prinoipal place of liuslness, San Francisco.

California. Lovtttlnu of works. Phicir (.'ounty, Ciilif.tniiii.

Notico 1b liiTuby tfivi^Ht ttitit at n lucutiiik' of tho liourd iif

Dlrt'ftora, held ou tlio 20tli day of Uecciiiliur, 1S1,H?, an aesest*-
iiieut. No. 21. of Tlirt't) (3) Cent* jut eharu. wlis lovitd upon
the Cniiital Htock of the Coriiratiou, payahlo iiumeiliutuly
lu {'iiiti'il tititU-u Cold Coin to thuSfcrvtiiry. at the oDico of
t)iu Cuiiir>iLDy, Itotiiu U. No. 303 CaUfomla Street, Siiu
FrancfrtC'i, Caltforula.
Anj- ritoik uiKiu which this nnj)u8»<iuout hIuiII remiiiti un-

paid on the 2t>th duy of .fuuuary, IS'Jl, uill bo detinuiR'Ut,
uuil udvortisi'd fur t>ale at public uuctioti; tmd uolcaa pny-
nieut ia iii;idu befur^.', will ht* lioia on MnND.VY. thu 10th
day of Ki-hruttiy, IS'Jl, to pay thu deliu'pient assoitsiueut,
tOKuthor with cuuUi of odvurtliou^ and uxpcUBuu of sale,

By order of tho Board of Directors.
A. W. BAitltuWS. Secretary pro t«m.

Otlico, Room 11. No. 303 California Strc«t, San PrauoiBco.
Callforuia.

INYO MARBLE OOMPANY.-LOCATION
of priuoipal place ot buttiucss, San Francisco, Califor-

nia. Trticutlon of wnrks, Kculcr, Inyo Couiitp, California.
Notice h huruby (jivoit, that at a uieetlng of the Board of

Dirt'ctora held on tlie I6th day of Doct-uibur, JSIK). an assess-
aieut (No. 11), of Ten Ceuta por 8haru ^vu.s levied upon the
capital stock of thy Coiporatlon, payable immediately lu
liiiit«d States ^old cniij, to the Secretarj' at the ollico of the
Company, 132 Oaliforiiia iStroet, San FrautiHco, California.
Any (itock upon whloh this ufi-scssment shall romaiu unpaid

OD the 30tb day uf January, IS'.H, ^111 be dclin'iueut, and
advertiiU'd for sale at jiuhllc auction: and unless payment ia

made before, will be sold ou FRIDAY, thu 20th day of
February, 1891, to pay the delinituent assuHsmeDt, together
with costs of advurtislu^; and uxpuusus ot sale.
By order of the Iloaid of Directors,

G. W. LUCE, Secretary.
Olti ce, 132 Ouliforoia Street, San Francisco, California

The German Savings and Loan Society,

58G California Street.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

For tlio half-year endiDf,' December 31, 181)0, a dividend
hasbeOD declared at the rate ot five and forty-lmndiedthtj
(B 40 100) per cent per annum on Term Depoeits, and
(our and ooe-half (-ij) per cent per annum on Ordinary
DepoBlta. Payable on and after FRIDAY, January
1891. GEO. TOURNEY, Secretary,

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION
532 California Street, Corner Webb;

Branch, 1700 Market Street, Corner PoLk.

For the half-year ending with 3l8t December, 1S90, a
dividend has been declared at the rate of Qve and four-
tenths (5 4-10) per cent per annum on Term Deposits and
(our and one-half (4J) per cent per annum on Ordinary
Deposits, free of taxes, payable on and after Friday, 2d
January, 1801. LOVELL WHITE, Cashier.

UNION IRON WORKS,
8AOKAMENTO, OAL.

ROOT, NEILSON & OO..
MAMUFAOTURBRH OP

Steam Engines, Boilers,
ADD ALL KINDS OP

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
FlourlDfc Mills, Saw Mills and Quartz Mills Uachlneri

oonstnioted, fitted up and repaired.

Front St., bet. N & O Sta., Sacramento, Oal

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, Mining, and Commission,
420 MontKomery St.. S. F.

Ships under advances to smelting worlcs in Boston
N'ow York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one years' experience in Shipping; Ores and

Alanaginf? Mines.
Solicits Consignments of Copper Produce and Manage-

ment of Mining Matters.
All business conducted on Cash Basis.

Purchase and shipment of Mining Supplies A Spkcialty.
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Business Manager ot UNION COPPER MINE, Oopper-

opolis, Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co., Cal.

tt A BICIID EARTH,** being devoted to Geology as
^*- Applied to Mining. By STEPHEN BAKTON. In

this work the author addresses himFelf to intelligent Miners
who have, to some eitdnt at least, frimlliarized them-
selves with the accepted theories of elementary geology.
He has grouped together numerouB observed facts tending
to disprove the Igneous theory, and to eatabb'sh the propo-
Bition that below the action and influence of the atmosphere
all fissures grow narrower \vith dtpth— that raetal-bearing
veins are produced by causes acting near the aiu-face; and
that the realm of successful miuing never penetrates the
earth one mile. PRICE §2.00, J. C. WAUD, General
Tkfient, 64 Main Street, Visalia.

ATTENTION, MINERS I

A FIRST-CLASS

UnionRockBreaker
2500 MISSION ST.. SAN FBANOISOO

JAMES M. HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. 530 California Street,

Telephone No. 1746. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A GOLD-MILL SUPERINTENDENT
Ot long experience, assayer and practical chemist, desires

an engagement, particularly in a mill where gold and
amalgam Is wasted. The hest of references given. Ad-
dress E. W., 1278 Tenth Avenue, East Oakland,

COPPER MINE FOB SALE. — A FINE
Copper Mine in Arizona- ore from 16 to 35 per cent;

plenty of wood and water; 20 miles from, a railroad,

vein opened up for 1500 feet; ledge wide and strong.

Good cnance for investment. For particulars address
R. R. B., Box A, Mining and Scientific Press office.

WANTED-TO BUY A SECOND-HAND TEN-STAMP
Quartz Mill. Address, with price, terms, condition of

Mill, L. H. MONTANYE, Secretary Golden City Mining
Co., Albany, Oregon, December 15, 1890,

AND-

Ore Dressing Machinery.
By C. G. WAMVOKU LOOK.

CONTKNTS.— Motive power —Transmission of Power.
Quarrjlnt: — Proapeftiny, Shalt-sinitinp, Uonl-cuttln^r,
eumping, and VuntiUtiiij: Machinery— LiKlilinir—HauI-
ine anil Hoi6,tlnf,' Tranai'ort -Roducing-Drusning—Mib*
ct-IIaiieouH.

I'rico $21.00. CircularH anUCatiiloguos on application.

E. & F. N. SPON. Publishers,
IS CortUndt St.. New York.

Testing and Working Silver Ores

A VALUABLE BOOK
All illustrated work of 114 pa^'cs, for uiiiiers and ]iro^-

pcctors, by Clias. II. Aaron. Mr. Aaron lias managed
t(^ (rive many useful hints and sugt^'stioiis, free from
all toi-hniealitius, and in miith a atylo as to hu easily
uoinprchondcd. It is vvrittoii for the (iiinur. with no
cheriiicAl symliols or inutallnrfiieal tctOiniimlltios to con-
fust- tliOHu who aro not eliuini«ts or niotulliirgista. The
folluwiiiy summary of the contt-nts of the work will givu
iiii idea uf its scopL*.

Under the Iicailing of the flr>itchapter, "Testing Ores
for Silver,' wo tind paragraphs on oro formation, test for
sil\cr, with heat and water, acid or blow pipe. In speak-
ing of tustinj,' for a process, the extent and richness of
ore is considered, amcltin;; ores, selecting and working
Biimples, appliances for testing, roasting, etc. Under
the head of "Working Ores" the author describes Aiiron's
procces, has something to say of superheated Ktcain, pre-
paration of dichloriOc of copper and protochloridc of cop-
per, use of copper and iron, quantity ot chemicals, car-
bonate of linio, chloride ores, amalgam, Patchun's pro-
cess, etc. He also deacrihes the methods of working
roasted ores, trontment of base metalB, stirring, hcat^of
furnace, want of sulphur, etc. Under the head ol
"Lcacliin;:r Processes" are the titles Smelting, Mexican
pnK.'es.s,(,'hiIean process, Krochnkc's process, etc. Under
"Pulverizing Machines" are described the arastra ano its

construction and operation, stamp batteries, screens,
Crocker's trip-lianmier battery, Paul's imlvcrining barrel,
Kendall's battery, Noice's pulverizer, a cheap rock
b^c.^ker, etc.

In speaking of amalgamators the author describes a
cheap amalgamator, grindint; the ore, directions for mak-
ing a barrel, preventing mechanical wear, use of (juick-

silver, copper in bars, Freiberg barrel, cheap barrel
trough, barrel on rollers, Aaron's amalgamator, scpar-
tor, etc.

He describes an improvised retort, roasting furnace,
furnace tools and furnace building. Amon^ the miscella-
neous mention may bo found Aaron's leachuig apparatus,
witli two or three diCferentj arrangements, a small mill,

sampling tailings, and settling tanks, dicliloride of cop-
per, etc. Mr. Aaron is a practical miner, of long working
experience on this coast.

Price, post free, §2.00. Sold by Dkwby & Co., Publish-
era, 220 Market St.

TH£ FIONEEB COMMICBCIAL SCHOOL.

o

IiIFB SCHOLARSHIPS, 976.
No Vacations. Dat and Evbnino &38SI0M8.

Ladles admitted into all Departmonts.

Address: T. A. ROBINSON, M. A.. PresldeDt.
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LAND
WORTH LOOKING AFTER

AND

Likely to Double
in Price Soon.

PINE VINEYARD
CHOICE FRUIT
RARE RAISIN
AND ALFALFA I
EXAMINE TBIS RARE CHANCE.

A well-cultivated farm of 160 acres, with

miles of fencing and cross fencing, good im-

provements, 7-room, two-story, hard-fin-

ished house, nearly new, plenty shade

trees, large barn, blacksmith shop,

milk house, grain house and other

outbuildings; 7 acres of bear-

ing orchard; 20 acres of al-

falfa; large flowing arte-

sian well of splendid
'

water, and first-class

surface wells of wa-

ter; pleasantly lo-

cated 7 miles

ftom Tulare

City; is of-

fered for

sale
rating

less than J

cost for im-

provements by

the owner, who
is engaged in other

business. The land

is offered for $20 to $25

per acre, on easy terms.

The readers of this journal

are assured that this chance is

worth looking after. Parties in

San Francisco who know the property

can be referred to. Some adjoining land

can be secured at favorable rates if desired.

For sale in sub-divisions of 40 acres or

more if desired. Address E. M. Dewey,
Porterville, or A. T. Dewey, 220 Market
St., S. F.

tdlicatiopal.

OF

ASSAYING AND CHEMISTRY,
RoomB 46 & 47, 1 628 Montffomery St.

2d Floor Montfomery Bl'k. ) San FranCiHOO,
AlBO, Eveuine Classee, 7 to 10 o'clock.

JOHN T. EVANS, M. A., Principal.

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
24 POST ST.. S. F.

FOB SBVENTT-FIVE DOI.I.ABS THIS
College liiBtructa In Siiorthand, Type Writing, Boot-

lieeplQg, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the £d-
glisn branohee, and everything pertaining to husineBS,

lor elx (all monthe. We have sixteen teachers, and give

Individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school bae

Its graduates in every part of the Slate.

ilflrSBND FOR ClROULAB.

0, 8. HAJLEY. Secretary.
B. P. HBALD, President.

School of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Surveying, Architecture, Drawing and Aeaaying,

723 MARKET ST., SAN FKANOISCO, OAL.
And 1 70M Second St., Portland, Or.

A. VAN DEK NAILLEN, President.

AsBaying of Ores, $26; Bullion and Chlorination ABSay.

S26; Blowpipe Assay. @10. Full course of assaying, S60.

ESTABLISHED 1864. tS" Send for circular.

rill

xxx:x3Nrs,
(Successor to Heins & William,)

Manufacturer of Leather and Fulled Ravrhide BELT-
ING, Bope, I.ace and Pamp Ijeather, Bto.
134 MAIN ST, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For Dformation coDcernlnp this proceBS for the re-

duction of Ores coutaiDing precious luetals, and terms
of license, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROCESS
Part City, Utah.

CO.

INVENTORS, TAKE NOTICE I

L. petersonTmodel maker,
258 Market St. , N. R cor. Front (up stairs), San Francslco

Ib:perimeiital machinerj- and all kinds of models. Tin
and braaswork. All communicationB strictly confiden-
tial.

LIDGERWOODMFG.GO.,
MANUFACTDIIEES OF-

HOISTING ENGINES
3VEX]Nrx?>r«:3r

300 Styles am Sizes,

Jt-»U Jrl.X>0!S£:!S

Over 6600 in Use,

96 Liberty St., New Yorh.
34 & 36 West Alonroe St., Chicago.
197 to 203 Congress St.. Boston.

1 to 7 N. First St., Fortland,Oregon

PARKE & LACY CO., Agts,
San Francisco, Cal.

Send for Catalogue.

RIFE'S HYDRAULIC ENGINE(orRam)
PATENTED FEB. S, 1SS7.

For Supplylns n'aler to Small Towds, Factories, Steam DIUIs,
OairlcN, Stoclc ITurdN, Residences, etc., and for Xrri.

eation. Railroad Tanbii, £tc.
Consttuoted upon a, new and improved principle greatly inoreasini; the capacity and

avoidmBoxtremeiconouBMon that his hi-vetofore pvoired deelriictive to all common Hy-
draulic Kama, mating this i,BPEOIALLY adapted to Rnihoad water supply and irrigation.

FOR INFORMATION ON IRRIGATION, ADDRES S

OROTILIiE, Butte Connty, California
Write for Illustrated Catalogue.

Rife's Hyclranlic Engine Manntactnring Company,
CAPITAL, STOCK, $50,000.

W. A. RIFE, President. B. L. GEEIDER, Sec. and Treas
KOANOKE. VA.

(Successor to M. M. Cook & Son) MANUFACTURER OF

PERFECTED

DOUBLE

Attached to each Mill

is an effective

Automatic Ore

Feeder.

Railroad Flat, Cal., May 15tb, ISSD.

MESSRS. TATUM & BOWEN, San Francisco—Gentlemen: I have bad many inquiries in regard to the
performance of your oscillating Stamp Quartz Mill, to ail of which I have made substantially the following
answer:

Tbatit will crush and discharge through a No. 30 mesh wire screen, 6 tons of average quartz per 24
hours; that, compared with the common stamps, the power required to do the same amount of work is

considerably less—the slipping motiob of the stamps reducing the ore much faster than the drop alone can;
that the discharge is good, and as to amalgamating and saving gold, my experience with it is that it is just
about the same as the ordinary battery.

To the above I shall add that the new Automatic Feed attached is a perfect success. It can, in a
moment and without stopping, be adjusted to feed just as "high" or "low" as desired, and can be
depeudpd upon to supply the stamps Avith ore exactly as they need it. This is important, as it saves feeding
by hand, which cannot be considered at the present day. or the purchase of a high-priced feeder.

Considered as a convenient Mill for prospecting, or for a small mine, it Jills the bill.

Tours truly, [Signed] JAS. S. REYNOLDS,
Supt. New York Mine, Railroad Flat.

The Mills as we make them now are Far Superior to the one at the New York Mine.

TATUM & BOWEN,
34 and 36 FREMONT ST.. SAN FRANOISOO, OAL.,

AND PORTLAND, ORBOON.

MANUFACTURERS OF MINING AND SAW MILL MACHINERY.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
MANnPACTURBRS OP

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Hanafactore of Cement, Fertilizers, Faint

and all other nnrposes for which grinding or pulverizing is reauired.

Send [or Catalogue and Price List to

PRISBBB -LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Rock Drilling and Air Compressing

Machinery

For TUNNELS. QUARRIES, MINES, RAILROADS
And Wherever Ore and Bock are to be Drilled and Blasted.

ta- SEND FOR NEW CATALOGBE OF 1889. -^ii

RAND DRILL CO.,
23 Park Place, New York, U. S. A.

AAT-iisr-ft^isrs'
For Removine and Preventing Scale,

Corrosion and Pitting in Bteani Boilers.

IPOV^IDEDR,

PeerlP93 Piaton and Valve Rod Steam
Packing. •

PcLrless Plumbago Sheet, Superior to h

ITsiduriau."
[

Peerless Rainbow Sheet, will not^arden I

under Steam.
Peerless Rainhow Manhole and Hauil
hole Gaskets.

Manhattan Square Plumbago Pisti h i

Packing.
Gould's Oombination Steam or Water
Packing.

Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, or .tuy other article wauttid iu iin Kugine Ruoiii
Sendforcu-«ulBMalidre(erMiOBBtoJ*C.WJUirANS, 2tt0 FRKNONT STREET* SAN FRANCievCO.CAJb.'
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
-IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTDRERa OP-

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
fcJNGINBS, BOILBKS, STEAM PUMPS,

AIR OOMPRBSSORS, ROOK DRILLS.

WALL'S ORUSHING ROLLS,

CONCENTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER W^HEBLS,

ROCK BREAKERS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Mttchine Taking Pulp from lO Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

OBNTKIPUGAL PUMPS

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG BDGBRS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

Crx:]>a'3E:xi..A.Xj .^.ozii^^rs x^oxi

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
r"r\1\/fT3r\TTTMr4 ** enginks.
\J\Ji3l±ir\JVJ ±\1J, 0215 HORSE POWER, TTTMTOT? '86 ENGINES,

Ut-fJ.1l ±yj±\i, 4ggo HORSE POWER.

SALES DUBINQ LAST POUR MONTHS;
•J -»• -a-XH ±JXi.j:\,lJy 4500 HORSE POWER.

Ox-AUd Tot«,l, 309 :Bxi.el>xes, ..A.gBxreBA.tlxi.e 13.0"7B ZXoxrse IB-o-otrerr.

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS! justinian mire. Agent,

521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco

~DBAI.BR UJ—

Assayers' and Mining Material

—MAMUFACTURKR OP—
IN QUARTZ, QKAVBL, OH PLACER MINES. MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER

Our pUtea are guaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the beai in weight of Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
ver and durability. Old Minmg Plates Replated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSANDS
OF ORDERS PILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, ^«>»t *<" HOSKINS'

68, 70 & 72 First St., San Francisco, Cal. HYDRO-CAKBON ASSAY FURNACES
tS" SEND FOR CIR0DLAR3.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD

IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL AND PLACER MINING.
PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.

Only Refined Silver and Best Copuer used. Over 3000 Orders filled. Fifteen Medals Awarded, Old Mining Plates can be
Replated, Old Plates Bonght, or Oold Separated,

These Plates can also be purchased of JOHN TATIjOR & CO., Corner First and Mission Sts

I
San Francisco Gold, Silver and Nickel Plating Works, 653 & 655 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal., E. G. Denniston, Prop'r.

Our Plates have been used for 30 years. They have proved the best. We adhere strictly to contract In welsht of Silver and
OoDDsr. SEND F )B OlBOnLAB.

HOSKIN'S PATENT BLOW-PIPE AND ASSAY FURNACES.

Chemists, Assayers, Metallurgists, Xn
. gineers, Jewelers, Dentists, Etc.

NO DTJST! NO ASHES!

Porlatile! Practical! AntoiaHc! Ecoiomlcal

Will do ff>r every thing that a Coal Furnace'orlGaa
Furnace will, and WITHOUT A BLOWKR.

Sendlfor Price Liet^nd Deacriptive Circular to

WM. HOSKINS & CO.. BOOM 51,
81 S. CL.AHK ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

ADAMANTINE SHOES & DIES
FOR STAMP MILLS.

These SHOES and DIES are in extensive use in all the mining States and
Territories of Nortli and South America. Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper
than any others. Orders solicited, subject to above ^^———--
conditions. ^H*^^^—SrANUFACTUBED BY— ^HK't

CHROME STEEL WORKS, Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent,
220 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Special attention slven to tfaelpurchase of Mine and Mill Supplies,

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Soperior to all Otbers for Quartz Mills, Smelters, k.

Not Affected br Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils, Every Belt Onaranteed. Try It. Send
for Circular and Samples,

27 TO 33. CALIFORNIA STREET, - - - SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Pair, 1884.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

MEDART PATENT WEOUGHT RIM PULIEY
=/ For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washington~

Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Best Balanced Pulley in the World. Also Manufacturers of

PAT. OCT. 26, 1881. SHAFTING, HANGERS AND APPUBTBNANOBS.
4^ Sum) FOR CiRCUliABfi tXJ) PaiOB LlST.*eft

NOS. laS and 181 FBBUONT STBBBT SAN FRANOISOO, OAL
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PROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Beet Ore Concentrator in the market, having double

the Capacity and doing its work ae close as the plain Belt

machine, while its concentrations are clean. It is need in

a number of Mills, the most notable of which is the

Alaska M. & M. Go's Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Frnes

are taking the Pulp from 120 Stamps, crushing 350 tons

per day, and is giving entire satisfaction as against 48

plain Belt Machines, taking the Pulp from the other 120

Stamps.

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, 1, o. b.

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

For Pamphlets, Testimonials and further information

apply at office

Protected by Patents December 22, 1874; September 2,

1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20, 1883;

September IS, 1883; July 24, 188S. Patents applied for. j

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE CO.. Room 15, No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Thb Montana Cohpant (Limited), London, October 8, 1S85.
Drar Sms :—Having teeted three ot your Frue TaDners id a com-

petitive trial with other similar machines (Triumph), we have aatielied

ourselvea ot the superiority of your Vanuers, as is evidenced by the
fact of our having ordered 20 more of your machinen for immediate
delivery. Yours truly, THE MOMTANA COMPANY (Limited),

N. B.—Sioce the above was written the 20 Vannere, having been
started, gave such satisfaction that ii additional Frues and more
stamps hare been purchased. ADAMS & CARTER.

IPOI?, s^^x I OSIDS^A^IP

RISDON IRON & LOCOMOTIVE WORKS,
THE FOLLOWING CHOICE LOT OF

PUMPING, HOISTING AND QUARTZ MILL MACHINERY,
— COMPRISING THB ENTIRE PLANT OF

AND INCLUDING

2 HAMILTON CORLISS ENGINES, lO'^sSO", first-clasa condition.

2 TUBULAR BOILERS, 52-'''xl6 feet, complete.

1 TUBULAR BOILER, 40"xl4 feet, complete.

1 LOCOMOTIVE BOILER, 5-ft. furnace, shell 28" dia., 9 feet long.

1 9x10 DOUBLE CYLINDER VERTICAL HOISa; jsithjpdicator, C^le^^Cage

and Cars.

FULL SET PUMPING GEARS, Bob and Connections, Pumps, Column Pipe, &c. Lot

of Steel Rails.

1 20-STAMP GOLD MILL.
8 FRUE CONCENTRATORS.
4 CHALLENGE FEEDERS.
1 BLAKE ROCK BREAKER.
ORE BIN GATES, RETORTS, MELTING FURNACES, ASSAYING OUTFIT.

5 STEAM PUMPS, 4000 FEET WATER PIPE.

ALL BUILDINGS, including Residence, Office, large lot Mining Tools, Complete
Blacksmith Outfit.

Will sell all or a part cheap. Everything nearly as good as new.

ALSO 12 FRUE CONCENTRATORS AT OUR WORKS. LOW PRICE. FIRST-CLASS ORDER.

RISDON IRON & LOCOMOTIVE WORKS,
ii SoxxsJiTDlo w Horso I^o-wor XXolstixi^ Tl^T'liixns.

\:^M

/ / / / / /

These Hoisting Whims are built en-
tirely of Iron and Steel, mounted on a
heavy base plate, and, consequently,
are very durable and cannot be atteeted
by extremes of either cold or heat or
climatic influences.

The hoisting drum is completely under the control of the.peraoh in
charge of the hoisting or lowering through the shaft of the mine.

As the drum is entirely independent from the driving gears, the opera-
tions of hoisting, dumping bucket and lowering can be performed with the
horse in constant motion, a feature not possessed by any other horse hoist in
the market, and one that greatly increases their capacity by avoiding the
loss of time due to stopping and starting the horse.

They are very light and compact, and can be packed for transportation
by mules. Their cost of erection is very slight; two men, in half a day,
being able to put one in place, ready for work.

With each Whim, working drawings are furnished, showing in detail the
proper construction of Gallows Frame and foundation for Hoisting Whim.

We carry in stock the following sizes:

No. 1.—Capacity with One Horse and SlDg:le I^ine, SOO ponnds, 75
Feet per Minute. '

No. S,—Capacity with One Horse and Single liiue, 600 pounds,
135 Feet per Minute,

Weight of machine, 1200 pounds. Total shipping weight, including
Sweep, Levers and Sheaves, 1400 pounds.

ROCK AND ORE CARS.

NOS. 39 TO 51 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO . CAL.

H xj IV T7 1 nxr ro i\r.
MANUrACTURBR OF

CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ MILLS,
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Wlacliinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Sliingie Macliines.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

1
Ceatrlfugral Boiler Quarts.Mlll. 2X3 I'ljEt.iaT srrxixixz'r. s.A.K>r x*xi..iaL3Nrcxscc>, cajl,.
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San Bernardino County Silver Mills.

The Ranover mUt, a representation of whioh

Ib given In the acoooipanyioj; oat, 1b sitaatedon

the edge of the desert sonth of

Calloo mouDtain, In Calico dis-

triot, San Bernardino ooanty, this

State. It is the property of J. S.

Doe of San Francisco, who la

known ae the *' mining king" of

Oalioo district, he being the pos*

aesior of 32 mining claims, most

of them being covered by U. S,

Patent, and many of them vain-

able properties.

The mill in whioh the ore from

all Mr. Doe*8 mtnee Is crnabed ia

a 20*8tamp one, equipped with all

modern appliances. The Boss

amalgamating process is nsed.

The cost of reduction of the ore is

only $3.50 per ton, althongh coal

from Gallup, coating $9 per ton,

ia used for generating steam.

When the Silver Valley L»nd

& Water Co. has completed its

ditch, water for power can be pro-

cared at nominal expense, whioh

will materially reduce the ex-

pense of ore^crushing at this

point. The mill has been prind*

pally supplied with ore from the

Red Cloud, Mammoth, Sil-

ver Monument, Garfield

and Occidental mines.

Its capacity is 60 tons per

day.

The Waterloo Mills,

- shown In the engraving,

are the property of the Oro

Grande M, Co. of Mil-

waukee, and are situated

one mile and a half north

of Daggett,San Bsrnardino

oounty. C. M. Sanger is

the manager of the oom-

pany and Emil Sanger the

Buperintendent. The 60-

stamp mill Is new and has

all modern applianoea for

handling silver ore cheap-

ly. The 15-stamp mill was

the first one erected by the

company for reducing the

rich ores of these numer-

oua mlnea. Their princi-

pal mine ia the Silver King,

and an important lawanit

ia now pending In Los An-

geles for a portion of this

claim, J. S.Doe, the owner

of the RuDOver mill, being

the other contestant in the

Bait, which was referred to

in the Pbess last week.

The Oro Grande Co. is working in these two

mills the ores from the Waterloo mine, which

are transported to the mill on a narrow-gange

road six miles in length.

By using the Boaa oontinnons process they

mill these ores for @1 per ton. Gallup coal

ooata $8.75 per ton by contract. The atamps

of the large mill weigh 850 pounds each, and

crash 3 tons to the stamp in 24 hoars. There

are 9 grinding pans, 2 amalgamating pans, I

cleanup pan and 12 settlers. The bailding ia

lighted by eleotricity, and steam is used as the

motive-power.

Report of the Debris Commission.

This document has, as we are informed, been

BO far advanced toward completion that it

nor do we apprehend there will be strong dis-

sent to it in any other quarter. So capable are

the members of this Commlaaion known to be,

and so disintereeted have they shown them-

THE RUNOVBR MILL, OALICO MINING DISTRICT.

THE WATERLOO MILLS OP THE OBO GRANDE MINING OO,

awaits now only some revision at the hands of

the Commission when it will be forwarded to

the War Department at Washington, an event

that it is expected will occur about the end of

the present month. As to the purport of this

report, we are of course not advised, nor will

this be generally known until the report itself

shall in due oourae of events be given to the

public.

Whatever the finding of the Commission,

should any definite oonolusiona be reached by

it, we think we can answer for it that the same

will prove aatisfaotory to the hydraulic miners.

selves, that all the parties concerned in this

issue repoae in them the utmost oonfidenoe.

Whether or not there may follow entire com-

pliance with their recommendations, should

they have any to make, certain it ia no one

will preanme to question their ability or im-

peach their integrity. That their report,

whatever it may be, will prove helpful in the

solution of this vexed queation we verily be-

lieve. We await its appearance.

The Copper Queen Co., Arizona, have just

put up over $70,000 for the Neptune^group.

The NeJF Geological Map.

The preliminary geological, mioeralogioal

and topographical map of the State of California,

prepared by Wm. Irelan, Jr.,

State Miaeralogiat, haa just been

iaaued by the Mining Bareaa. It

is artistically a fine work and of

royal proportions, having been

projected on a scale of 12 miles to

the inch. While thia map, aa ita

name implies, ia but the basis of

something more extended to be

worked out hereafter, it is never-

theless wonderfully full, consid-

ering the short time allowed for

gathering and collating the data

of which it is composed.

We find here, ae a ground

work, the topography of the en-

tire State, delineated in a general

way; the prinoipal moantains

with their culminating peaks, to-

gether with many of the subor-

dinate ranges, isolated buttes and

volcanic cones; the rivers and

larger creeks, the bays and inlets;

l&kes, lagnnas, sinks, salines and

other deep-lying desert depres-

slona are all accurately laid down
here. The entire coast' line of

the State is faithfully depicted,

the outlyingiialande being

aho shown. The towns,

cities and mining camps;

the tule, salt and marsh

lands; the railroads, built

and projected; the base

lines and lines of latitude

and longitude with such

portions of the public do-

main aa remain unex-

plored, also such as have

been surveyed, sectionized

and subdivided, are each in

its proper place exhibited.

In short, every notable ob-

ject, locality and physical

oharaoteriatio of California

aeems to have found a

place on this great land

chart.

The several rook forma-

tions that go to make up

the crust of the earth, also

the auriferous gravels and

quartz lodea are deaignated

by difi'erent colore, where-

by their sites and compara-

tive extent can be readily

seen and distinguished. In

the '^margin is placed a ta-

ble'' ahowing the altitudes

of.I'mountain ' peaks and

passes as^well as of many
other points of special interest. In anotheJ

table all the more valuable metals and minerals

are represented by figures, which, besides indi-

cating the localities of their occurrence, denote

their relative importance, gold being numbered

1, silver 2, etc. A list is given of all the Mexi-

can and Spanish grants issued in California.

There are other features of this map calcu-

lated to greatly enhance its utility, but to

which we oannot at this time give more ex-

tended notice. When theTmanner of diepoaing

of this map shall have been fully determined

upon, we will advise the pablio of the fact.
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Ezcheqaer Mining District.

From Fenner afcation to Gofif, on the line of

the A. & P. R, B. (distant 12 milee), we enter

the soQthweaterly border of the above-named

distriot, which Is north of the railroad and in

the northerly extension of the Pah-Ufce range

of mountains. It embraces an area of 402
square miles. The formation is lime, porphyry
trap and secondary granite. This district,

though extensive and rich in mineral wealth,

has been but little prospected, owing to a
Boarcity of water—there being but three Bpring.<

of note in this extensive area. Two of these
are near the Cashier oimp, and the other,
known as the Piute Spring, ia situated in the
extreme northeasterly portion of the district.

The prinolpal mines of the district occur in

the vicinity of Cashier camp, saven miles by
road northeasterly from G-iff station.

The Exchequer mine has beea developed by
two shafts, one of 40 and the other of 30 feet.

The gaugne of the veio is quartz varying from
one to six feet in width. The ores are chlorides
of silver; values from 50 to 150 ounces per ton.
The vein in depth is a well-deflaed quartz,
white, but barren of ore.

The Di-aadnaught has an 8 foot ledge and a
50.foot shaft. The grade of the ore exposed
variea from ona to 600 ounces of silver per ton.
This mine, like the Exchequer, ia barren in
depth so far as tested. Tha remaining three
looations are undeveloped.
The northerly serins of the parallel veins con-

sist of the Canter No. 1, the most easterly;
thence westerly on the same vein, the Bermuda,
Anchor and Center West e:sten8ion, none of
which have any developments of note.
Of the southerly vein of the series, the Oish-

ier is the best developed. There are three
shafts of 10, 75 and 150 feet respectively.
Lateral drifts are being driven on the vein be-
tween the shafts on the 70.foot level for work-
ing and ventilation purposes, and preparations
are being made for sinking No. 1 or E»st shaft
to the 200-foot level. From these workings,
two carloads of ore have been extracted and
shipped to San Francisco, which yielded $100
per ton. One quarter of the value was gold
and the remainder silver. The ores of these
mines to all appearances go to the deep and
the prospects are encouraging for a good
mine.
The remaining locations are known as the

Cashier Extension B»st, Occidental, Parse
verance and Phceaix. The Cishier proper is

the central claim, and W. K. Aldersley, Con-
sulting Eigineer of the Waterloo mines of Cal
ico, is the leading spirit of the enterprise.

The VontrlgBer Mines
Are situated nine miles north of G;ff Station
and comprise a blanket or surface deposit of
the ores of copper, carrying both gold and
silver. The oroppinga show a width of 60 by
200 feet in length. Developments consist of
numerous pits and three small shafts. The ore
obtained runs from 5 to 40 per cent in copper
carbonates and oxides—the latter predomiuat
ing. The silver values vary from 2 to 10
ounces; the gold averages $6 per ton. A ship-
ment of selected ores has been made to San
Francisoo, yielding a small prodt over expenses
Water is hauled from Homer station, a distance
of 10 miles, to supply the camp.

The Sacramento Mining District
Corners on the northwest at Homer station on
the A. & P. R. R, Its dimensions are 144
square miles. The easterly boundary line is 12
miles from the Colorado river at a point oppo-
site the Needles. This distriot promises to be
an important gold-producer. The veins are ofmammoth proportions and well-defined ganaue
quartz, carrying free milling gold ore. The
principal mine is known as the Ibex.
We retrace our steps and return via Homer

OfOffi and Fanner to Dinby and prepare for a
visit to the celebrated old woman of Old Wo-
man's mountain in which ia situated the

Scanlon Mining District.
To avoid repetition, the reader is referred to

the MiNiKQ AND Scientific Press of Aug 9thwhich contains Article No. 5 of this series inwhich IS a description of the Old Woman's
mountain and its mineral features. Oa thesummit of the range there are two figures
standing in bold relief against the horizon that
bear a strong resemblance to the female form
dressed in modern costume.
The axis of the range is granite, through

which courses diagonally a belt in whioh apowerful vein of quartz and baryta occurs
carrying the ores of lead and silver in the form
of carbonates, galena, brittle silver, and ohlo-
rides of ailver. Valuea vary from 20 to 60 per
cent of lead and from 10 to 65 ounoea of ailver
per ton. The vein ia strong, well defined and
traceable for a distance of more than 6000 feet.Ihe Buckeye lias been considerably developed
by shafts and drifts; the Keystoneis adjoining;
and others are the Hawkeye, Silver Wave, and
Ihompson. These claims are situated on what
IS known as Carbonate Hill. Their course is
northerly and southerly and their streneth
from 30 to 50 feet. Froi this vein in an east-
erly direction on Mineral Hill in the granite
proper, an extensive group of small silver-bear-

ing veins occurs, carrying high-grade ores.

Their locations are as follows: Big Chief, Old
Lady, Silver Clifiv Morning Star, Golden E>gle,
Silver Top, Stella, May Qaeen, Silver Leaf,
Hunter, Little Giant, West Eod, and May-
flower. The Hunter has a 200 foot tunnel
showing high-grade ore. The Little Giant has
a 10 foot out, the Mayflower a 50-foot shaft.

The developments, though insignificant, give
promise of great future values. Robert Hunt-
er is the moving spirit of the mines of the
Scanlon distriot.

Rsturning to Dinby, we take a southeasterly
direction, leaving the Old Woman and her
mountain on our left hand in a northerly direc-

tion, and at a distance of 25 miles at the south-
erly extremity of the mountain we reach the
bed of what waa at one time a saline lake of

conaiderable extent, judging from ita basin-
shaped formation and an intensely saline de-
posit found in its center of about three miles
in circumference. This deposit is known as

Crystal Salt,

A vety appropriate name, as aside from its

beautiful, clear, transparent, crystalline struc-
ture, it ia verv near chemically pure chloride
of sodium. Near the center of the bed a shaft
has been sunk 60 feet. This crystallized prod-
uct returned, by analysis at the California
State Mining Bureau's laboratory, 97 per cent
pure salt. Water was encountered at a depth
of 33 feet, which, en evaporation by the san'e
rays, returns a pure saline powder suitable for
table use or for any other purpose for which
salt is used. This ealt has been mined, hauled
to Danby on the A. & P. R R., and shipped to
Arizona and Mexico for curing beef, salting
stock, and for culinary purposes. W. H. Drew
of Sin Bernardino is the owner.

( 7*0 be Continued.

)

A New Mining District.

Mapping the Death Valley Region.

As a result of the expedition to explore

Death valley and the contiguous country,

many new species of mammals are being re-

ceived by Prof. Merriam of the Agricultural

Department, and the work has only just com-
menced. This exploration has nothing to do
with the Geological Survey, so that all the
stories about searching for lost mines and fab-
ulous treasures of precious minerals are abso-
lutely without foundation, as the object sought
for is simply to trace out the life zones and
embody the result of the observations in an
elaborate report with maps that will be of great
benefit to this and future generations. Twenty
thousand square miUe of territory will be sur-
veyed this season, taking in parts of Kern,
Inyo, Tulare and San Bernardino counties In
California, and a small corner of Nye county.

For Reducing Ore.

Nev.

A new mining district has juat been formed,
to be known as the Soda Creek mining district.

It is situated on the headwaters of Little Kern,
about 40 miles northeast of Porterville, and in-

cludes the Tale ranch 14 miles from Spring-
ville. John M. Nelson has been elected re-

corder. The boundaries commence at the south-
west corner of S action 33, Township 20 South,
Range 31 Eist, and runs a northeast course to
the summii

; thence northerly on the summit on
the dividing range of the waters of Kern and
Tale, passing the waters of Mountaineer, Al-
pine, Soda creek and L ttle Kern, taking the
divide between Big and Little Kern to the
month of Little Kern; thence west on the
Standard line to the place of beginning.
The district is well watered and well timber-

ed. There is about a full township of the min-
eral deposit, mostly iron and limestone bases.
The ore as yet developed ia low grade, but
evenly distributed and free from rebellious
ores. The aurfaoe ore is of low milling grade
going from $2 50 to $i per ton.

Eight or ten parties have made looations,
among whom are Dr. Todd Martin and others
of Tulare, Crowley B.-others of Visalia, Garner
and others of Red Bluff, and the Gllliams of
Porterville, Dr. Hathaway of San Luis Obispo
and several others of Tule river and elsewhere.
There is two feet of snow on the ground, the

altitude being about 9000 feet, the trail not
being very safe for travel without a guide. Mr
Nelson and others are trying by aubacriptions
to raise a fund to make a good trail, in antici-
pation of the amount of business likely to be
passing between Porterville and the mines of
the district the coming spring. The immense
quantity of paying milling ores lying about the
surface is a pretty satisfactory indication that
there is an immense body of rich ore lying
under and near the surface whioh will, with
plenty of timber and water at hand, promise tomake a distriot of great importance in the min
ing world.—JlfonocAe Tidings.

Hunting for Coal.

The high price of coal in the San Francisoo
market at the present time has evidently agi.
tated the work of discovering ooal deposits in
California. At all events, prospectors have
gone to work in a dozen localities recently.
Two companlea have been organized to nros-pect for coal in San Mateo county, where small
deposits have been known for several years

It has been learned that at Carmelito, inMonterey county a coal chute with a capacity
of 250 tons will be erected. The chief enei-neer of the California and Nevada road, with aoorpa of assistants, is at present engaged inmaking a survey for a railway to the coalmines. Coal of excellent quality is said to e|l
iet m the mine. The latest reports fromCovelo. near Uklah, state that there in"longer any doubt of the evidences or extent ofthe coal deposits in the neighborhood of Round
iHii°i^'-°,™""'°r°

°'"""5'- The deposit" it
' -~ Coaat"'"Th''"' '7 ^°' '-"""^ "" ""« P*-Ooaat. The coal vein in Mendocino
cifio

county IS known to extend north for nearly 60miles into Trinity and Humboldt counties
'^

f"many places the vein has been found to be 20
to 30 feet thick More than two-thirds of thisnew coal-field belongs to the United State

kv T„r™n ''^"'R o^'^d °° tbe Round Vat
nral.«^ h

^'««™.''0''. "'hiot Is now being ap-&"'"'
'^_Va"S '"PPo'^'od "y Presi'den't

Death valley forms a small part of the terri-
tory laid out for the season's operations, and it

will ba completely covered during the winter
months, so that the distressing heat of summer
nuy be avoided. When the temperatnre be-
comes intolerable on the sandy wastes of the
desert, Prof. Merriam's men will rise to the
higher altitudes of the parallel mountain
ranges on each aide of the valley, all a terra
incognita so far as things agricultural are con-
cerned, including Mt. Whitney, the highest
peak in the United States.

When they have gone over the gronnd thor-
oughly and made the necessary experiments,
they will issue maps, showing the different
life zones in colors, with another aeries of maps
showing the special species and groups of
speoies, also in oolors, so that when it is

proved that a country is habitable and the
ground susceptible to profitable cultivation,
farmers will be able to turn to these mapa and
trace out just where they oan raise certain
things without being put to the expense of
coatly agricultural experiments. The causes
which led to the distribution of animal life

serve to indicate the distribution of crops, and
Prof. Merriam will be able to tell with great
accuracy what will thrive at certain altitudes,
on certain elopes, under certain conditions.
His purpose is to map all of the Western
United States in this manner.
With reference to this particular section,

the professor says that owners of comparatively
small farms can locate their lands so as to take
in two or three distinct life zones, giving them
opportunities to harvest various crops at al-

most all seasons of the year. Prof. Merriam
will leave for California about March 1st, in
time to join his two parties of explorers when
they have come together in Daath valley, pre.
paratory to going to the mountains. Ooe party
haa already entered the unknown country from
Nevada, and the other should leave a point in
San Barnardino county in a day or two, work-
ing northward.
This expedition will ba by far the best ever

fitted out by the Government for a similar pur-
pose. In its personnel it is unequaled, men
composing it standing promiueut in their vari-
ous branches of science. Vernon Bailey, the
second in oommaud, haa been chief Geld natu-
raliat of the United States for four or five
years, with a large and valuable experience in

the Weat, both the summer and winter. He ia

accounted the best collector of mammals in the
world, and one of the very best field natural-
ists anywhere. He was assistant to Prof.
Merriam in the biological snivey of Arizona
two years ago and was with him in Idaho and
Nevada last season. Like his chief, he ia not
content with sitting in an office in Washington,
but must be in the field, where the work in-
volves great hardship and much privation, be-
sides ardnons labor.

T. S. Palmer of California, and one of the
best all-round men in the service, is the man in
charge of one party, and Prof. Merriam relies
upon him for much of the success of the expe-
dition. He is assisted by E. W. Nelson, who
spent five years in Alaska and published a
quarto report of his travels, which include a
aledge journey of 3000 milea alone«rith hia doga
and a native guide. During this journey he
ruined his health and was forced to live in Cali-
fornia,

Dr. A. K. Fiaher of New York will be the
practical man of the outfit, being an expert at
trapping animala, afaooting and snaring birds
and preparing skins. Besides, there will be a
botanist of note, and instrnments will be car-
ried to make accurate topographical surveys
and measure altitudes. Prof. Hinton, Chief of
the Irrigation Department, is trying to arrange
hia affairs to join the party, and if he succeeds
he will be a valuable acquisition. No effort
will he made to look for gold or silver, aa it ia

purely an agricultural, not a mineral, project.—Chrcmicle.

The lonely-looking structure on the south
bank of the channel below the Crown mills has
been a puzzle to many persons who have ob-

served it. That shed is the nucleus of what
may be a great manufacturing enterprise in the
near future. It is a place where J. R, Mcffit
is perfecting his invention for reducing refrac-
tory and other ores.

The machinery for the purpose, whioh is
nealy perfect, is very curious yet very eimole
in principle. The first device might be called
a triple furnace. It consiata of two cylinders,
one inside the other, and over the furnace
proper. In the inner cylinder the ores are
placed after being reduced almost to a powder
by a crusher. The inner surface of this has
ridges a couple of inches apart and about half
an inch wide. The outer cylinder is filled with
wood, and when both are filled they are
tightly closed so that no vapor oan escape. Fire
is then raised in the furnace and the heat is
raised by a pressure blower, whioh maintains It
in the proper degree to char the wood in the
outer cylinder and fuse the ores in the inner
chamber. While this process is going on, the
inner cylinder with the ore is made to revolve,
while air is introduced into it from without!
The ore being lifted by the ridges falls from
them when near the top, when by the burning
of the oxygen of the air the heat is raised to
the fuaion point and the ores reduced to ashes.
When thus reduced the ashes are forced into

a tank of water where they are held in solution
and drained off while not a particle of the
metal is lost. In a report of the Superintendent
of the Mint in San Francisco some years ago it
waa eetimated that gold and silver worth $85,-
000 had been carried up the smokestack and
wasted in one year by the draft required in the
ordinary process of fusing those metals. All of
Mr. Moffit's processes being performed under
pressure, no vapor escapes. In the process of
redaction the metal is necessarily reduced to
particles so minute that an idea of their light-
ness may be gained from gold leaf, which,
though a breath may blow it away, is not so
light as the infinitesimal particles to which hie
process reduces the metal.
o From the tank where the precious metal is
precipitated, it is transferred to an amal-
gamator where it is gathered by means of
quicksilver, the process of which is familiar to
those who know aught of mining and Its kin-
dred industries.

By the Moffit process a vast amount of ore
that will not now pay to work oan be made
profitable. Hitherto, very low-grade and re-
fractory ores have been unprofitable by reason
of the waate which thia proceas saves. It is
quite »B well adapted to rich ores because the
process is as ready as any other, while saving
so muob of the product.
Mr. Moffit is not a novice or a apeoulator in

these matters. He i an experienced miner and
metallurgist, and has been almost the only suc-
cessful prosecutor of river mining on the Tuol-
umne, where he has lived many years. He Is
the owner of valuable property in Tuolumne
county, and is the builder of what is known as
Moffit's bridge, on the Yosemite road. He has
conducted his mining operations there on a
large acale. He constructed a dam 36 feet high
and carried the water over his mining property
through a flume 900 feet long. He had invested
a large amount of capital and had gotten down
to pay-dirt, where he was taking out $1000 a
day, when a freahet of unusual suddenness and
volume came down and washed away his work.
Last year he returned to the work nndieconr-

aged and put in a permanent dam which no
freshet can injure, and next season will resume
operations.

His inventions, which are protected by pat-
ents isaned in 1885 and 1890, will be ready to
ba put into the mines unring the coming year.
Ho is not seeking to sell territorial or manu-
facturing rights or any share in his invention!-.
It is his intention to establish a manufactory in
Stockton, make the machines and let them out
to miners on a royalty. Though very little
public mention has been made of the inven-
tions, mining experts seem to have learned of
them, and Mr. Mcffit has numerous visitors, all
of whom are highly pleased with them and
have high expectationg of them.
The introduction of the Moffit machines into

the mines of California means a vast increase
in their productiveness and a proportionate in-
crease of the wealth of the State. The estab-
lishment of shops for their manufacture in
Stockton will add another and a very important
feature to the mannfaotnring industries of the
city.

—

Stockton Indfpendent

Harrison,

-

To Dio FOE Peteolecm.—A lease for 9362
acres of land lying in the Mattaly valley, near
Eureka, Cal., comprising portions of the ranges
of J. Chambers, 0. Freeze, C. A. Johnson, C.
A. Miner, J. Walker, D. Zinani and C. Miner,
was filed for record recently. The lease ia

given for 50 years, and the leaaeea, C. A. Bar-
rowa and Irving Foulks of Ventura, agree to
develop the petroleujn supposed to be abundant
in that section. One well Is to be sunk within
three years, and others to follow. The lessors
are to have ten per cent of the net proceeds of
the oil. Provision Is made in the event of dis-
covery of other minerals.

Ieon Moldees' Union.— This organization
has elected offioers for the ensuing six months,
as follows

; President, Joseph F. Valentine-
vice-president, George H. Lubbert; recording'
secretary, Richard Barnett; treasurer, Thomas
Healy; inductor, Charles McLaughlin; door-
keeoer, F. Herlitz; Executive Committee-E.
R. Harper, Joseph Barnes, James Ferguson
Wro. Potter, Thos. Dixon; Auditing Commit-
tee—J. D, ONeil, J. de Suooa, A. McDer-
mott.

Ledges containing gold and silver have been
found in the mountains between Glen Ellen
and Napa Valley. After the experience of
finding gold in the coast range at Los Burros,
Monterey county, it may he that good claims

I

will be developed at the new finds in Sonoma
I
county.
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Wild Flowers.

(By hltsa LiLUN Huwaho, of S&oU Cruz.).

The great mass of wild flowers form the un-

OOMldered trifles of oar flelds and plains. They

owe no thanka to man, for he does not care to

perpetuate them, neither have thej fear of

him, lor they do not, u a olaes, Infringe upon

his domaio. A few may please him by their

brilUanoy of coloring, as they grow in niasees

and blend harmoniously with some pleating

Undsoape; their patches and bands of blue and

white and their long stretches of gold and

orange may compel attention and even admira-

tion. A few may please the casual observer

by the beauty or peculiarity of their forms, as

lo the case of the rose, the lily, the dicentn,

and the lady slipper.

A few have become general favorites on ac-

count of their extreme delicacy of form and

color, as the baby blue eyes and the lily bell.

But it remains a melancholy fact that the

popular expresBion is a cynical smile and a

aappressed murmur of weeds, when the subject

la broached.
Well, there are weeds and weeds. A few

of our flowers have become social outcasts, and

lift their dainty cups rather sauoity, without

receiving an admiring glance, except from some

misguided botanist, or maybe a sentimental

but unsophisticated young lady, who la in-

formed with a covert smile that she may have

a whole county full, and welcome, if she will

only pick them out. The bind weed, red sor-

rel, and the so-called yellow heliotrope may
serve to point a moral and arouse a smile at

the expense of an enthusiast.

Weeds? And how different they really are

from weode. The real weed is as much of an

aristocrat as wheat or corn, and usually gets

the same amount of cultivation. He Uvea by

his wita, but gets the best the land affords. Of

course we do not mean the timid one that

peeps up along the wayside, or in neglected

fence cornerB, or takes unto itself a bit of waste

land, to be cast out the tirst time the soil is

turned by the plow. We mean the kind

that tries to take the whole farm, wants to

grow In the mellowest soil, overshadows the

young crop above ground, and sends out mill*

ions of little roots to choke It off underground.

The flowers are inconspicuous, that it may not

waste Its substanoe in show. Its seeds are

produced in countless numbers, and of course

they are ripened and scattered before the crop

1b ready to be gathered. These seeds are fur-

nished with quaint devices for preservation

and dissemination, as burrs to catch the coats

of passing animale; little hooks to anchor them-

selves to the ground or other weeds; twisted

awns with bristles, to cling to the ground;

down, that will float them far and wide on the

breeze; and lastly a bitter or nauseous taate,

or a gummy coat, to discourage the browsing

propensity of animals. Whatever plan man
or beast contrives against them, they try to

meet It in time with a cunning device for de-

fense, 80 after a long and relentless war, oar

most troublesome weeds are developed.

Their vitality has furaiahed subject for epi-

gram and moral in all ages, and the longer they

have contended against man, the more exasper

ating they are. For it is a well-known fact

that the strong, aggressive weeds of older settled

oonntries overtop and thin out the weeds of new
countries whioh have not been compelled to

fight for their lives. So weeds are as much the

result of selection as the giant pansies, rainbow

rosea and Japanese chrysanthemums of the hor-

ticulturiat. Then our flowers being the results

of modifying circumBtanoes and conditions

through a long course of years, whatever serves

as a distinguishing mark In our cultivated as

well as our wild species is the sign to tell the

story of their lives to him who reads.

But there are always two aidea to a story,

and if the thistle and the cactus could tell of

their wronga, no doubt the story would recon*

oile UB to their prickly skins. If, aa I said, imi>

tatioD is the sincerest flattery, what intelligence

we must grant some of the wild flowers of our

hot, dusty plains and hillsides. There grows

the Mexican poppy, with spines and needles

that wonld ontatick a Canada thistle, and with

the same dnsty, white downed leaves as Its thia-

tie neighbor. A casual observer wonld readily

mistake It, and it ie only when the glory of its

delicate white blossoms are unfolded that the

cheat is discovered. Who and what was the

enemy against whioh the cunning flower fairy

firat armed itself? That Its defense is secure,

the rash investigator can mournfully testify.

There must have been a wonderfully omni-

vorous beaet of the fleld prowling these plains

in those old days, or it must have been a much
starved one, for this poppy is not the only plant

which has here thrice armed itself. A species

of wild sage has adopted the same livery, and

pashes ont its onrious long blue corollas with its

almon pink anthers, from a bristling circle of

priokles that would do honor to any thistle.

Blue is the bee-color fortunately, and I am sure

no other creature would willingly face the out-

post for the sake of the treasured honey.

The mentzelia is a co-realdent of these ad>

vanoed thinkers, and is almost converted to

their ways; it is not quite so dusty, not so

prickly and muoh more showy than Its neigh-

bors. Protection is their motto, for on thoae

wide stretchea of dry country, the race ia to

the one who will not be eaten, and to the one

who will not be killed by thirst; so the object

of their little lives is to store up their moisture,

to hide themselves ond to be unpalatable when
Eonnd.

Bat oar most beautiful wild flowers are foand

in our fields and in the borders of our forests,

as the popularity of our oreamcups, nemophilas,
gilias and lupines shows. Our lllybells, too,

are a revelation in themselves, and an open
hillside with yellow caloohortus, -lobDuy jump-
upa and pink mallows is a feast for all eyes.

But the snowy Ulybell Is onr poem; in color,

in form and in manner of growth it appeals to

US, and though usually called by an uneuphoni-
ouB name (harebell), it is atlll the one treasure

of our fields most valued. It varies in color

from a deep, dull crimson to a clear white,
tinged with pink and green, and the pretty
balls hang in oluaters of from three to ten on
their slender stems. Then its cousins of all

colors, the golden lilybell or Oiogenea' Lantern,
the many-colored Mariposa lily, the white
clustered variety with its long leavep, and the
pale-lavender variety, are almost as interesting

as itself, and furnish many a suggestive page
for the paragtapher, the sketoher and the poet.

In fact, the lily family is well represented in

onr State, and our fields can vie with our gar-

dens In presenting this most graceful flower.
The tiger-lily, the white Washington lily and
some smaller varieties remind us in a dignified

way that Dame Nature is still in the race with
man for hortlooltural honors. The eagerness

cant in size, but even the least has a right to

its name.
In one case I saw in a widely advertised col-

lection of wild Howera, a flower-cluster nearly
three inches long, bright scarlet in color, ta-

bsled with the name burr-olover. Of cooree
one does not wish to be too particular, but the
line must be drawn somewhere, and a reason-

able amount of accuracy is not to be despised.

Many of onr baautiful and tffectlve plants
have no common English namee, and it is so easy
to pretix U7i7(i to some familiar name and bo

band it down—a delasion and a enare to all bo-

tanioally inclined students. Most of onr native

flowers probably have Spanish names and musi.
oal ones, too, given by the people who have
lived with them, have seen, with a poetic eye,

their many charms, and have had many tender
aesooiattons connected with them. These names
we should preserve as far as possible, for they
are usually pointed, piotureeque, and perpetuate
the traditions of the soil. Our madrono and
maozanita are good examples of this class of

names, and they seem to be popular; others, as

cbicolote, yerba baena, and yerba santa, are

fully as pleasant to the ear.

Leaving aside these flowers as denizens of the

field and of the wood, and viewing them In the

OUR STATE FLOWER, THE CALIFORNIA POPPY — Bschscholtzia Callfornlca.

with which pionio-goers storm the preservea of

the tiger-lily is a lasting tribute to its beauty
and grace. But—alas I the cows are jnat aa

fond of it, and only what they cannnt reach is

left for the human flower-lover. We respect

the craft of the thistle now, and wish for

armor for the lily.

Xn onr hasty survey, we can pay only a pass-

ing tribute to the beautiful members of the pea
tribe which flourish among us. In richness of

color and In variety they are surpassed by few
other flowers, and as it ia always a pleasure to

see a well-known face in a crowd, so we are

glad to come across the familiar butterfly petals

in a wilderness of new plants. The lupines,

yellow, white and all shades of blue and purple,

with oocaslonally a pink stranger, the clovers,

the vetches, thermopsis and a host of kindred
with most unsocial names, are among the gems
which brighten our fertile land.

On the subject of names let me present a
brief plea. One is debarred, of course, from
speaking of the scientific names; they are set-

tled, and aa far as one can judge, well settled.

But the local names, the home names, are in-

sufficient and so loosely applied that it is aimply
exasperating to try to verify manv of them.
There are a number of pretty names afloat whioh
are applied to many flowera, as blue bells, wild
pansy and wild forget-me-not, and there seems to

be no particular flower that can prove its claims
to the name. For instance, the name wild helio-

trope is given to several widely varying plant",

and there is a true heliotrope, rather inaignifi-

sacrilegious light of transplanting, our query is-.

"Whioh of these are suitable for cultivation ?"

This queation has been answered for us in a

great measure, for in many catalogues of East-

ern growers our flowers are well represented.

Among them are the California poppy in its

yellow and gold and its developed cardinal

ooueln, the nemophila, in all shades and sizes,

the llmnanthes and the Mexican poppy, which
has recently become a favorite, while the Bom-
neya Coulterif, with its great crepc'like white

blossoms, has won a lasting reputation for

itself.

The tiger lily, the azalea, the rhododendron,

where It will bear tranaplanting, the spires, the

clematis and the scarlet gooseberry, under the

ambiguous name of ooral plant, have already

enriched our gardena, and where one can with-

draw himself from the worship of varying forms

of our common garden flowers, he will find these

moat charming companiona. They give a wild,

saucy air to a garden, but it must be acknowl-

edged that they look aa if they felt degraded

and longed to escape.

The salmon berry, with its red flowers and

luscious-looking fruit, seems to be ohallenging

one to a feast worthy of the gods; maybe the

gods could eat them, but at present they are

rather sour for the human palate. Culture

ought to do something for them.

In our forests grow trees and shruba that

would lend themselves favorably to artistic

gardening, as the chinquapin, with its gold-

lined leaves, the California nutmeg or yew, and

even our common buckeye with heavy blue-
green foliage, would prove invaluable if prop-
erly managed. The madrono, the tree-like
maozanita and the laurel have already been
tried and have been heartily approved. They
belong to our clioiate and can be disposed of in
landecape gardening with aa muoh graoe and
relief as the foreign treee.

For a long time it was the style to adore wild
flowers, but a careful observer could see that
all who adored tbtm chose the largest and
brightest or those mobt easily obtained; the
true flower lover then as now guarded his treas-
ures with a somewhat jealous eye.
The popularity our flowera enjoy in other

places may be only another proof of the old
proverb, *'A prophet ia not without honor,"
but the interest shown in the recent field flower
contest amoog the pupils of our county proves
that we do not need to hear from abroad before
learning to vahie nar home treasures.

Our State Flower.

We give on this page a portrait of our
new State Flower as adopted at the last meet-

ing of the State Floral Society.

The announcement of this action has been

followed by approving comment in the

public preaa, and In such conversation as has

come to our ears. This flower of the whole
year and the whole State, and in its typical
speoies, only of the State, ia by common con-
sent orowned aa the queen flower of California.
Our engraving has a botanical rather than an

artistic cast,. Perhaps at another time we
may present a prettier picture, but just now It

seems desirable that our distant readers should
know just what sort of a flower haa been given
the scepter in California, and this can be best
shown by the botanist's heartlesa method of
analysia. Fig, I shows the full bloom, the
style of the leaf and stem, also the pointed
seed-pod, which Fig. 2 shows as opened when
still green, and Frg. 3 presents the pod as it

naturally opens when dry and mature. Fig, 4
la the upper part of the seed-pod before open-
ing. Fig. 5 ia a seed magnified and Fig, 6 is a
sectinn of the same, showing the germ, while
Fig. 7 shows the germ more highly magnified.
Fig. 8 shows how the stamens are attached to
the petals of the corolla, and FJg. 9 is a cross-

aection of the unripe seed-pod.
In conneotion with the engraving which will

introduce onr State flower to thoae who do not
know it, we cannot do better than reproduce
the closing paragraphs of Miss Pratt's esaay,
read at the November meeting of the Floral
Society, which welt portraya some of the char.
acteristicB of the flower that entitle it to the
distinction it has received:

In choosing a floral emblem for a State, it is

desirable that the flower should be a native,
and not only widely distributed but strikiug,
so that everybody may thoroughly know it,

and that it will be among the first to attract
the attention of the children and so connected
with their earliest memories, but that it should
be beautiful, easily represented in paintings,
oarvings or architectural designs; and for this
State it aeema apeclally desirable that the
flower should be golden in color. All these re-

quirementa thia little blossom fully satisfies.

The typioal flower la found only within our
borders, though varieties occur aa far north aa
Washington and southeast to Texas—about 10
in all, varying in manner of growth, color or
both; but the Eeohsoholtzia, as we know It, is

never found outside of our State. One has
only to watoh the children coming home from a
trip to the country to see which flower they
love best. It ia one of their greatest delights
to pick a whole armful, and the quantities the
florists gather and bring to the city show that
the older people fully appreciate their choice.
No other California wild flower Is so widely
known or ao highly prized aa this, and surely
no other haa been painted so many times.

Both flower and foliage are well adapted for

carving or decorating onr buildings or bannerp,
and who can describe its color ? All the golden
emblems of the State combined seem to be
needed to give thia wonderfully glistening,

brilliant, intense coloring, whioh after all can
never be represented, and, like so many other
wonders, people must come here and see to

fully appreciate.

Statistics compiled by the Railway Age
shnw the construction during 1890 to be about
6080 miles, as against 5200 last year. Over
2000 miles of road nnder construction are in

the Southern States and over 1000 in the South-
western Sfcatee. The North western ahow 1057
mileF, f^ue largely to active building onerations

of the Northern Pacific and the great Northern
roads.

Fifteen hundred employes at the Pullman
Works who work by the piece in the car-shopa

have been notified of a new scale of wages, to

take effect on the first of the year, amounting
to a reduction of about ten per cent. Two hun-
dred blacksmitha have quit work, pending arbi-

tration with the company. The other employes
seem inclined to accept the scale quietly.

The property of the Benton Consolidated M.
Co. was sold on Saturday last by the sheriff

under an execution on judgment in favor of the

Alta M. Co, The nropertv was bid in by the

nlalntiff at $9666.70. Under the law the

Benton Company can redeem the property

within six months.
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The loUowing ia mostly coudeosed from journals published

Id the interior, m proximity to the mines mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.

Amador.
Pioneer.—Amador Ledger, Jan. 3: For the last

three weeks prospecting operations have been car-

ried on at the Pioneer claim, which adjoins the Ken-

nedy on the south. The old shaft, 70 feet deep, has

been cleaned out, and drifts run north and south.

About 60 tons ' of quartz has accumulated on the

dump. In the north drift the ledge is four feet wide

and in the south drift, from one to two feet in width.

The ore is reported to be of fair quality. The ledge

matter in ihe North Star has again been struck and

the hopes of the stockholders are once more in the

ascendent. The Amador mill, running on ore from

the Doyle claim, has come to a standstill. A clean-

up has been made, but the exact amount obtained

we have not been able to learn.

Plymouth.—The Plymouth Consolidated is

working along as usual. The New London mill

keeps crushing away. The mine keeps digging out

enough quartz to supply the mill; how it yields I am
not informed, but very likely the ore is low grade.

The War Eagle mine, operated by George Lamb &
Co., is drifting and report says that they are taking

out some pretty good rock. There is a good deal of

assessment work being done, which helps to keep a

little life in the town.

Volcano.—We learn that Mr. Fink has sold his

claim, situated two miles east of town, to a company

from San Franci-^co, the purchase price being

$20,000, Machinery is now being erected on

Antone Reale's claim in Forty-nine flat; a dozen or

more men are employed there.

Calaveras.

G01.-D,—Mountain Eclio, Jan. i: A piece of

gold weighing less than a pound was picked up in

the road near Chinatown last Monday. Owing to

the breaking of the Union Water Co.'s ditch in the

mountains the Uiica mill has been closed several

days during the week, but was started up again last

Tuesday. We are informed that the Bruner mine,

located near Albany Flat, about two miles from this

town, has been bonded to a San Francisco company,

and that the company will proceed at once to de-

velop the property.
Mariposa.

Guiding Star.—Union Democrat, Jan. 3: A
visit was lately made by Dr. Gould and Messrs.

Stanley, Lindlpy and Blanding to the Guiding Star

Mine, in Mariposa county. The ores tak^n from

the several openings on the mine show well in free

gold. The vein is of good size, the formation is

slate, and all the indications point to permanency.

The owners have given Messts. Gould, Blanding

and Stanley a bond on the mine. They think well

of the prospect for a profitable mine.

Nevada.
The Omaha.—Grass Valley Union. Dec. 31:

Since the addition of eight new stamps to the Oma-
ha mill, making 28 in all, a great deal of quirtz is

being reduced. Of the full head of stamps 18 are

running on ore taken out by the regular force of

miners and eight on the rock of the tributers. There
is plenty of fine rock in the Omaha, and the average

yield per ton for the past year has been higher than

that of any other mine in the district.

Banner.—Nevada Transcript^ Dec. 30: J. E,

Brown, manager of the Nevada City water works,

who has for several months past been in San Fran-

Cisco, will come back hece as soon as he is able and
resume the work of reopening the rich old Banner
quartz mine, which enterprise has been temporarily

interrupted by his ill health.

Gkeased the Ore. — Transcript, Dec. 27:

Wm. Berry, working on tribute at the Gold Tunnel
mine in this township, recently took out a crushing
of such ore as ordinarily yields $45 to the ton. He
sent it to mill, and the crushing yielded only about
half as much bullion as it should under favorable

circumstances. An investigation showed that some
malicious person or persons had "greased" the

ore before it was hauled away from the mine, and
a large part of the gold had been washed away in

the amalgamating process.

The Original Empire —Grass Valley Tele-

graph, Dec. 26: The owners of the Empire mine
have reasons to be glad this Christmas-time, for

never, in the history of that famous old mine, has
such rich ore come from its depths. This morning
the miners ran on to specimen rock in the 1500
level and they were taking out specimens up to

about noon. What they did this afternoon we have
not been informed. One piece of quartz alone,

taken Irom the mine this morning, is valued at
$tooo, and it is stated the whole amount reached
will foot up into the thousands. The Empire is the
oldest worked quartz mine in the county,

Plumaa
Gravel.—Cor. Greenville 5z///fjf/«, Jan. 3: Mr.

Swiggert, who is in charge of the Slate Creek mine,
beiween here and Spanish Rmcb, has a full crew of
men at work and the tunnel is being pushed along
rapidly. Gravel is expected pretty soon. The Hun-
garian Hill boys are running a tunrel. They are in

a good deposit of gravel.

San Bernardlao.
Tin.—Inyo Independent, Jan. 2: O. L Mairs of

Independence took a trip irom Bakersfield to the
tin mines in San Bernardino county, not far from
Riverside. He says a very large amount of capital
has already been invested in developing the mines,
Extensive buildings are erected, the best of ma^
chinery is there, good roads are made, and what is

of most importance, the mines are well developed.
He was assured that there are large bodies of tin
ore in sight richer than the ore of the mines in Eng-
land. Everything indicates mines of great extent
and value.

San Diego.
The Helvetia.—Julian 5cM//«e;, Jan. 2: Since

Mr. Havermale has taken charge a ten stamp quartz
mill has been erected and is now in running order
and being run on ore from the High Peak mine,
which he is also prospecting. He has two 40 horse
power boilers, hoisting machinery, two engines, a 10
horse power for the hoist and a twenty horse power
for the mill. All the machinery is inclosed in good
buildings. He has built a retort, assay office, black-
smith shop, two 10,000 gallon water tanks, a resi-

denceand office, boarding and bunk houses and a

barn. The new shaft is down over a hundred feet.

Largtt bodies of ore are known to exist in the old

works, and Mr. Havermale is rushing the work of

getting to it. He is also spending considerable mon-

ey in prospecting the High Peak mine, which he will

purchase provided it proves satisfactory, He has

twenty-six men on his pay roll, and pay days are as

regular as clock-work. When the mine is properly

opened he will employ 60 or 70 men.

Snasta.

Dog Creek.—Shasta Democrat, Dec. 31: Joe
McCourt, a miner on Dog creek, was in town last

Saturday. He gave us a good account of the min-

ing developments in that camp. There are in all 30
claims located, all of which prospect more or less.

Considerable development work has been done on
several of them in the shape of shafts and tunnel?,

which have encountered pay chutes of good ore. A
recent discovery on the head of Chase gnlch by Asa
Elson and T. O. Roberts is said to be great, the

croppings of which yield hand-mortar rock. Mr.
McCourt showed us specimens of gold telluride ore

taken from one of the mines that is very rich. The
showing in this camp indicates that a number of big

bullion-producing mines will be developed there the

coming summer. We are informed that the Brown
Bear Co. of Deadwood is negotiating for a group of

claims there, and if this company should take hold

the camp will boom.
Found \i:.— Courier^ Jan. 3: David Pesenti,

who some time ago sold mining property to Dr. Gar-
lick, recently purchased a " prospect" from another

person, on a two-foot ledge on surface, situated on
a hill above Dry creek, north of town. David is a

worker from the start and strong as Goliath of old,

and set to work developing his claim. He has run
a tunnel in, which taps the ledge 30 feet below the

croppings, and finds the ore at that depth looking
fine, and the wall rock well defined. The ore as-

says $87.90 gold and $2.40 silver. The owner has
run a 30-foot crosscut on the ledge, and named the

claim the Live Oak.
Siskiyou.

Quartz.—Yreka Journal, Dec. 31: Messrs.
Lawson & Fahl, who have been working a newly
discovered quartz ledge on Old Craggy mountain,
in the Humbug creek district, had a cleanup last

Thursday of a quantity of quartz crushed, and were
very well satisfied with the yield. They will con-
tinue the work of opening the claim in a systematic
manner, and secure another batch of rich quartz for

crushing when the roads are good for easy hauling,
or sufficient snow is afforded for good sleighing.

The Spencer mine at Humbug still continues to im-
prove in extent and richness, as work on the ledge
progresses. This ledge is destined from indications
at present to become one of the richest paying
mines on the coast. Lee, Lash & Co., continue to
find an extensive deposit of blue gravel in their

claim on Greenhorn creek, about a mile south of
Yreka, having traced it a distance of over 40 feet, at

80 feet below the surface, and varying from 5
to 7 feet thick. They are now sinking the pump
shaft 4 feet deeper, so as to drain the gravel to bet-
ter advantage, and have also f;et up hoisting ma-
chinery, which can be worked By the engine pump-
ing out the water. The blue gravel wherever found
in the county has proven exceedingly rich, and is

an underlying strata existing throughout all North-
ern California and a large portion of SouthTn Ore-
gon. A carload of quartz has been shipped to San
Francisco from the Spencer mine on Humbug, via
Yreka, as an experiment, to ascertain how much
better it will pay by more scientific working in that
city. Should the experiment prove profitable, it

might be the means of an extensive business for the
railroad company, which ought to make a low
freight rate |lor mineral ore, as the Central Pacific
granted the silver miners of the State of Nevada.
There are numerous quartz-mills in this county,
from which the finest gold escagps, but could be
saved if we only had chlorinatioo works to reduce
the sulphurets and gold to a liquid state. Several
lots have been sent to San Francisco that paid very
rich, it being impossible to save the finest gold on
the quartz-mill plates, especially at ledges where the
influence of quicksilver is neutralized by arsenic,
soda and alkalines in the mine.

Tuolumne.
NOTES.-'Cor. Union Democrat, Jan. 3: The

App mine, situated at Quartz Mountain, on the
mother lode, is, so we are informed, paying well.
The last run yielded $33 per ton, with a large quan-
tity of rock equal in richness in sight. The Dutch
mine, an extension of the App on the north, is also
looking well, some of the rock being rich enough to
pay working it in a hand mortar. The npw ten-
stamp mill on the Hyde mill is near completion.
Some very rich rock showing heavy coarse gold,
taken from the pocket lately found in the Cosmo-
polite mine, near Gmveland, was brought to So-
nora a few days ago. The parties having the lease
on the mine from Mrs. Dorsey are confident of good
and lasting profits. Machinery for the new shaft
on the Buchanan mine passed through town last
week. At the Golden Gate mine an experimental
test is being made with a Gamier concentrator. If
the result is satisfactory, it will be accepted. The
Kanaka mine and mill are now in condition for
work. The mill will start as soon as sufficient wa-
ter is obtained and this will be very soon, for our
winter, rains have come. The Badger mine in this
county, situated nine mile=; west of Sonora, is being
energetically worked. The San Francisco parties
who have a bond on the mine are reopening the old
shaft, and at a depth of 170 feet have found very
rich rock going into the hundreds of dollars per ton.
The vein at this depth is five feet in width. The
north and ^outh extension of the mine also show
well. The Badger mine was worked years ago with
profit to the owners. The ore below became heavily
sulphureted and for want at that time of some
practical, economical mode of treating the sulphur-
ets, the mine was abandoned. The want no longer
exists, for sulphuret ores are now worked to a high
percentage of assay value by simple methods at
small cost per ton.

NEVADA.

Eureka District.
The Diamond.—Eureka Sentinel, Jan. 3: Sev-

eral loads of ore have been shipped from the new
tunnel. The main tunnel is still being driven
ahead and does not deviate to the right or to the
left. The bunches and stringers of ore that have

been encountered are encouraging, but there has

not been sufficient prospecting done to determine

their extent.

The Wide West.—Major Kinney has for some
time been carrying on prospecting work at the

Wide West. He has finally concluded to suspend

operations there until spring. Accordingly the men
were knocked off during the week.

Ore Shipments.—During the week the Eureka
and Palisade Railroad Co. shipped 95 tons of ore to

the Salt Lake City smelters.

Wasboe District.

Occidental.—Virginia Enterprise^ Jan. 3; The
work of repairing the track and timbering is pro-

gressing with all possible dispatch. The south drift

from the bottom of No. 5 winze on the 650 level is

in 74 feet, and continues in low-grade ore. Milled

during the month of November 1440 tons of ore of

the average value of $20.45 P^^ *°°» ^f^^™ which was
produced in bullion and concentrates a total of

$25,879.
Silver Hill.—On the 160 level the northeast

drift from the winze continues in porphyry.

Con. New York.—On the 850 level the north

drift from No. i crosscut is still being advanced in a
porphyry formation. On the iioo level the north

drift is passing into a mixture of quartz and por-

phyry.
OPHtR.—Some milling ore is still bemg obtained

from the west drift, 122 feet below the 1300 level.

Mexican.—East crosscut No. i on the 1465 level

is still in very hard rock.

Alta.—The mill is still kept running to its full

capacity, crushing about 300 tons of $i8 ore. The
usual amount of prospecting work is being done.

Yellow Jacket.—Are extracting and milling

about 300 tons of $18 ore a week. A good deal of

exploring work is being done.

Chollar.—Are sinking a winze on the 750 level

to connect with the 850 level. Extracted and sent

to the mill the past week 545 tons of ore; average

battery assay, $21.65 ^ '0°-

Exchequer.—East crosscut, 150 feet south of

north line, 500 level, is out 366 feet; face in clay and
porphyry. East crosscut near the south line, 600
level is out 210 feet; formation, quartz, porphyry

and clay. South lateral drift, 600 level, is out 625
feet, face in quartz and clay.

Alpha.—The east crosscut, 70 feet north of shaft,

600 level, is out 240 feet. Face in black porphyry,

PoTOSi.—The south drift from the main incline

on the 1230 level is in 185 feet; face in quartz giving

fair assays. The south drift on the 1300 level was
advanced 33 leet; total length, 458 feet.

Andes.—During the past week north drift, 420
level, was advanced 15 feet through a formation of

porphyry and clay. South drift, from main west

drift. 420 level, was extended 10 feet; formation,

clay and porphyry.

Con. Cal. & Va.—Ore continues to be extracted

from the 1200. 1300, 1500, 1600 and 1650 levels. A
considerable amount of exploration work is al-^D be-

ing done in the mine. About the usual number of

tons of ore will be sent to the Eureka mill, and aver-

age's a little over $18 a ton.

Union Con.—No. 2 crosscut from the north lat-

eral dri't on the 1465 level is being advanced in a

soft and favorable porphyry formation.

Sierra Nevada.—The northwest drift from the

630 shaft station is making good headway in a por-

phvry formation.

Hale & Norcross.— On the 800 level the west

crosscut was advanced 20 feet, making a total of 1:05

feet, face in porphyry and seams of quartz. On the

900 level the west crosscut over north boundary was
advanced 15 feet in hard quartz giving low assays.

This crosscut is now extended 70 feel; face snows
some water. On the iioo the north drift was ad-

vanced 15 feet, making its total 230 feet; face con-

tinues in hard porphyry. The northeast crosscut 00
this level was advanced 20 feet, making its total 200
feet. We have saved 11 cars of ore from this cross-

cut during the week.

Savage.—During the week we have hoisted 639
cars of ore from the 300. 400. 500, 600, 750, and
1300 levels. Shipped to the Mexican mill 5.1:3^ tons;

ore milled, 620 tons; average battery assay, $16.

We have bullion on hand amounting to $27,692.10.

The winze station in the ore body from the track

floor, 1300 level, is down 30 feet and continues in

ore of good quality. We have finished the station

for a hoisting engine at the top of the winze. The
engine hoist is in place and we expect to have it

running in a few days.

Seg. Belcher.—The south drift from Belcher

shaft, 600 level, is now out 20 feet from Belcher

south line, face in porphyry.

Jt;STiCE.—The north drift, 822 level, is out 171

feet and is in hard rock. The north winze, 622 level,

was sunk 10 feet the past week and is' now down a

total depth of 18 feet; bottom in good milling ore.

Shipped 160 tons of ore; battery assays, $22.46.

Kentuck.—The week has been occupied in tim-

bering the tank station on the 167 level and grading

down the east drift on the 1000 level to correspond

with the Crown Point drift on the same level.

Crown Point.—Are extracting from the 1800

stope from 8 to 10 tons of ore per day that assays

from $18 to $20 per tou.

Confidence and Challenge.—The joint Con-
fidence and Challenge north drift on the 300-foot

level is now in 130 feet, 20 feet having been made
during the week. The face still shows two feet of

fair ore. The joint Confidence and Challenge raise

from the 750 level is up 106 feet. The top is in

quartz having no value. Work on the main north

drift on I loo-foot level has been suspended for the

present, and from its north end a west crosscut has

been commenced, which is in 28 feet The face of

this crosicut shows quartz having no value.

West COMSTOCK.—Good headway is making in

the construction of the road leading from the lower

tunnel to the Ophir grade.

Utah.—The north lateral drift is still being ad-

vanced in a formation consisting oi quartz, day and
porphyry.
Overman.—Extracted 424 tons and 1600 pounds

of ore. Shipped to the Brunswick mill 443 tons and
1900 pounds,of ore. Battery assays average $16 55
per ton.

Con. Imperial.—West crosscut No. 2 on the

1000-foot level is now out 248 feet. The face is in

quartz having no value. A great deal of work is

being done on the other levels of the mine in follow-

ing up and taking out small streaks of ore.

Belcher.^West crosscut No. i from the shaft is

out 461 feet, having been advanced 11 feet during

the week; face in quartz and porphyry. The south

drift from crosscut No. 3 has been advanced 20 feet

during the week, making a total distance of 58 feet;

face in quartz and porphyry showing spots of ore.

Work in the crosscut on the 1400 level has been dis-

continued and a raise started from this level to con-
nect with the winze from the 1300. The raise is up
10 feet; face in quartz giving low assays.

Best & Belcher.—800 level: West crospcut No.
2 has been extended 14 feet; total length, 396 feet;

formation, porphyry, with streaks of quartz. 1200
level: At a point in upraise No. x, 100 feet above
this level, started a west crosscut No. i and extend-
ed it 25 feet; formation, hard porphyry.
Gould & Curry.— Northwest drift extended 15

feet through old filling of fair quality of ore; total

length, 175 feet. 400.—West crosscut No. 3 ex-
tended 25 teet; total, 85 feet; face in clay, porphyry
and quartz showing some value.

Hot Creek District.

Silver.—Belmont Courier, Dec. 27: Messrs.
Merrilt and Wager are extracting good silver ore
from their, mine in Hot Creek district which is

shipped to Salt Lake City for reduction. The An-
derson Brothers have discovered some rich silver ore

in their mine in Hot Creek district. They will de-
velop the new find shortly.

Spanlsb Belt District
Quicksilver,—Belmont Courier, Dec. 27: Will-

iam McCann is engaged in developing a quicksilver
mine at Spanish B;lt, Nye county. Some of the
samples of ore are very heavy and carry cinnabar
in good quantities.

Ploche District.

Railroad and Mines. — Salt Lake Tribune^
Dec. 30: Mr. W. S. Godbe, president of the Pioche
Con. Mining and Reduction Co., relumed yesterday
morning from an extended business trip East. It was
learned from him that owing to the temporary sus-
pension of the railroad extension from Milford,
matters in Pioche cannot be pushed with the same
energy or on the same scale as they otherwise would
have been in that somewhat remote but attractive

district. Work, however, on the principal mines
will continue and additional ore resources be shown
up, so as to be ready for shipping in large quantities

as soon as the road gets there. The company can
smelt a portion of its ores at Pioche to advantage
and make money, but a moderate profit does not
seem to satisfy this mammoth concern when, with
railroad communication and the facilities that wilt

then follow, an income commensurate with the mag-
nitude of the property may be secured. In answer
to an inquiry as to the prospect for the early com-
pletion of the road to Pioche, Mr. Godbe said that
the grading of the main line of railroad from Millord
to Pioche has been completed at a cost scarcely less

than and probably exceeding a million dollars. A
few miles of track have also been laid from Milford,
but owing to the urgent need of men and rolling-

stock on the mountain division of the Union Pacific

road a short time ago, this important work had been
suspended. Its resumption, however, at an early

day may be looked for with confidence, as it is hard-
ly reasonable to believe that the great amount cf

traffic resulting from this extension will be neglected
or lost sight of, especially alter so large a sum has
been expended toward the attainment of this object
and when so little more is needed to secure it. In
view, therefore, of the early completion of this road,
the trustees o( his company believe it is better to do
the best possible with present facilities and make
preparation for adequate expansion simultaneously
with the advent of the locomotive.

ARIZONA.

Harqua Hala. — Phoenix Gazette, Dec. 30:
From Harqua Hala we have received the following
communication: Hubbard Sc Co. are building roads
and grading for their large reduction works. The
machinery to the amount of 500 tons is now being
unloaded at Sentinel. Lehi and Rosmer have
opened up three fine bodies of ore in their mmes.
C. H. Gray and George L. Davis have done the an-
nual assessment work on two fine gold properties
with gratifying results. Quinn & Co., besides
opening up some fine properties of their own, are
doing annual assessment work on three gold prop-
erties for Kinney and Flaherty of Phcenix. A San
Francisco company has purchased the Socorro mine
and is working a force of men on the same pre-
paratory to erecting a lo-stamp mill. Harrington
& Co. are doing anuual assessment work on two
properties that prospect well in gold. The Harqua
Hala Consolidated G. M. Co. is taking out ore
from its numerous properties to run through Harris
mill for the gratification of an English company
which is negotiating for the purchase of this prop-
erty. A large body of rich ore has been uncovered
in the Seelig mine, owned by Seelig & Co. of Phoe-
nix. The Sadie Wentworth mine shows a large
body of rich ore. This mine is owned by Fred
Wentworth & Co. Both mines are on the same
mineral belt as the great Bonanza mines, and only
a short distance therefrom. We look for a lively

camp here this winter.

Around Vrzscott.— Courier. Jan. 2: Supt.
Helm is about ready to commence hoisting ore out
of the Tiger. W. M. Claypool. manager of the
Prescott ore works, tells us that he is shipping one
car of concentrates for J. I. Roberts, of Walker dis-

trict; a lot of gold ore for Frank McCabe, of Big
Bug; concentrates for the Crowned King, in all

about five carloads. The last shipment of White
Spar ore yielded about 250 ozs, silver to the ton.
Chas. M. Clark, who yesterday returned from a
two-months' trip to Chicago, Kansas City and
Denver, while in the latter city bought machinery
for the Silver Belt mine. We are indebted to W.
A. Linn for the following concerning mines owned
by Frank McCabe and others, in Big Bug district:

The Gladstone, a large, strong vein, is opened by
a tunnel commencing at the surface and extending
along the vein a distance of 135 feet, gaining a
depth of 70 feet at face of tunnel; also a shaft 40
feet below level of tunnel, showing the same quality
and character of ore as is found above. The vein
has a uniform width of fully five' feet, containing but
little or no waste at any place yet exposed, with up-
ward of 200 tons of ore now on the dump, which,
from careful and frequent samples and assays,
should yield, at a low estimate, 540,000. Weckler
& Snapp, owners of several ledges in Hassayampa
district, are sinking deeper in their Mountain Star,
which they think is really better than their White
Spar Mine. Quartz Mountain mine is in prime con-
dition. There is in it a large chimney of very rich
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gold ore. Frank McCabe of I3ig Bug district was

at the PrescotI ore works recently with ore from

the Gladstone mine which sampled $(^6 per ton in

gold. Fred Little, John S. Jones and other miners

are opening promising veins east and west of Mc-

Cabe's mines. Talk is that work will soon be re-

sumed in Groom Creek district. Lynx Creek hy-

draulic miners are sending a great deal of worked-

out gravel down the stream. Farmers are already

talking of having some of their land covered by

slickens. Kd I. Johnson and Mr. Waterman claim

to have a very rich gold ledge near Walnut Grove.

A l.irge copper ledge was recently found in the

Mazatsal mountains, in this county, we think. The

ore carries some gold. The Copper Queen Co.

has just put up over $70,000 for the Neptune

group. Mr. Parish is shipping fine ore *rom the

Phoenix mine.
HArKBERKV.—Mohave Miner, Jan. 3: Ike Con-

key was down from Hackberry this week and reports

that the old Hackberry dump is doing well for Con-

key & Young. Steve Henkle and Dan'l McGlone

have a lease on the Tuckaho. The mine is looking

well. C. H. Park, superintendent of the Queen Bee,

was in Kingman Thursday. The connection has

been made in the shaft and drift, and the mine has

lots of good ore in sight. Mr. Park is not saiisfied

with the present depth of the shaft and will sink it

100 feet deeper. The assessment work was done on

more claims this year than in any year in the history

of mining here. In comparison with other years

fewer locations were made on the first of the year.

Miners are beginning to realize the value of doing

assessment work on thei-- claims. There is but very

little ore in sight, and teamsters and sampUng works

are experiencmg a dull season. Gilliland, Darden &
Co. , lesses on the Empire mine, made another strike

of rich ore. The pay streak is two feet wide.

Steve Smith's claim on Surrum's Peak is looking

fine. The pay streak is widening out and carries

considerable native silver.

BEITISH COLUMBIA.

A Two-Foot Ledge on Anderson Creek.—
Nelson Miner, Jan. 2: On the head of Anderson

creek, about three miles due east from Nelson, J. P.

Lamotte and his partners are working on a claim

named the Cub. They have a two-foot ledge, the

pay streak varying in width. A tunnel is being run

in on the ledge, and it is now in 25 (eet. Work will

be continued all winter.

Peacock and Gray Copper.—Jim Fox, one of

the owners of the Dandy, report? the shaft on that

property down about 40 feet, with three feet of ore,

fine peacock and gray copper, in the bottom of the

shaft. Little trouble is now had in handling the

water, and Mr. Fox is more than sanguine that the

Dindv will yet be one of the big mines of the Toad
Mountain district.

Trail Creek.—The incline phaft on the Lily

May is down 30 feet, showing a three-foot ledge of

cube galena. Five men are at work on the Le Roi,

and the same number on Springer's claim. Perdue

& Stewart are sinking a shaft on the Zilor, a claim

that is believed to be second to none in the camp.

About 40 men are wintering in the district.

KiCH Ore.-While the Blue Bsll is the only prop-

erty on the east side of Kootenay lake developed

into a mine, good ore is brought in for assay from

several claims in that district. Bryan, the assayer

at Ainsworth. reports that the richest ore he assays

comes from over there—the ore being free milling

and carrying ruby silver.

Will Wait Until Spring.—Owing to the diffi

culty of getting in machinery, the work of sinking a

shaft on the Little Donald will not be commenced
until spring. The owners of the Krao, another Hot
Springs properly, have also decided to await spring

before starting up its machinery. It is reported that

the latter mine will be stocked.

Working Three Shifts.—At the Skyline, in

the Hot Springs district, work was resumed on the

two-compartment shaft now that the steam hoist

and pump are in position. Three shifts are run,

with Tom McGovern and Alec McLeod as foremen

in charge and Dr. LaBau and Joe Petty as en-

gineer?. The shaft is down nearly 100 feet.

The Silver Ring Tunnel.—The tunnel on the

Silver King was in 316 feet on Sunday last. A foot

of rich-looking ore is now in sight on the floor of

the tunnel. The rock continues hard.

COLORADO.

Drexel Tunnel.—Colorado Mining Gazette,

Dec. 27: The Drexel tunnel has been commenced
and will be pushed into Saxon mountain as rapidly

as possible. The object is to intersect and develop

the Pickwick group of mines. The length of the

tunnel will be about 1300 feet. The Pickwick vein

will be tapped at a point about iioo feet perpen-

dicular. This tunnel will pass through a number of

other well-known mines and will be a good avenue

through which to work them. A vein of stamp-mill

dirt has been opened up in the heading of the lower

tunnel on the Ohio Gulch M. Co.'s property, 30
inches in thickness. In the heading of the upper

tunnel on Ohio mountain, a vein of solid galena, as

yet but one inch in thickness and carrying yellow

copper, has been exposed. As explorations pro-

gress, this property improves. The Centennial has

9 vein of ore 4 feet thick, 18 inches of which is good
smelting ore and the remainder concentrating ma-
terial, in the 500-foot level. About 70 tons of

smelting ore was shipped from this property last

month. Fif.een tons of concentrating material is

produced by the Senator mine daily. A wagon-road
is now being built from Dumont to the workings.

When finished it is the intention of the parties to

put up a concentrating mill at the place above

named. The shaft on the Baltimore mine is now
down about 480 feet and is still being sunk. Upon
the north wall side a vein of ore about 3 inches in

thickness has been opened up of an apparent high

grade. The indications are that the ore vein will

continue to open as depth is gained until it is of

such a size that the record of this property will stand

among the leading producers of Clear Creek county.

The St.- Joe.—Aspen Times, Jan, 3: The first

of the year has witnessed the resumption of work on
f] the St. Joe and Mineral Farm. Yesterday a large

force of men was set to work in the mine by Man-
ager Mike Murphy. For some time he has been
getting ready to start up, but a great deal of pre-

liminary work was necessary. It has been some
. time since the property was worked and it had got-

tn out of repair, and the incline had filled up with

water for about ::o feet. It was only yesterday that

men were set to work in the bottom. The new
company that has taken hold of this property has
made calculations to develop it on a gigantic scale.

They will sink the Incline down and prove up the

ore bodies that are exposed in the upper levels.

Their lease requires them to do at least 400 shifts a

month and this will necessitate the steady employ-
ment of 18 men. Developments in this property will

be eagerly watched by all mining men, for on it will

depend the value of a large area.

The Edison No. 2.—The developments in the

lease on the middle section o( the Edison, known as

the Edison No. 2. have been going forward steadily

since the ore body was struck there, and the show-
ing made is most satisfactory. The lease has been
paying expenses lor some time, but no effort has been
made to take out anything in excess of the needs of

the pay roll. It is expected, however, that a large

production will be m.ide during January and suc-

ceeding months. One of (he lessees informs the

Times that the development work done since the

discovery of the ore body has blocked out mineral to

the estimated value of $70,000.

IDAHO.

The Strike in the Venus.—Wood River

Times, Jan. 3: The ore-vein cut in the lower work-

ings of the Venus mine, a couple of weeks ago, still

holds out, and now shows a width of three feet, car-

rying rich streaks of sulphurels of silver, iron and
gray copper. As the Venus is famous for the high

grade of its ore, there can be no doubt but that

what is already in sight will yield a large amount
of money when extracted and sold.

The Red Cloud.—The third monthly dividend

of the Red Cloud Mining Co. was declared at Pitts-

burg, Pa., where the principal office of the company
is located, the 15th inst. It was of $10,000. This
makes the third consecutive monthly dividend of

$10,000 declared 'and paid by this company, and,

if rumor is correct, its ore bodies promise to pay
several more.
The Daly's Monthly Dividend.—The Daly

Mining Co. has declared its regular monthly divi-

dend for November. It is of the usual amount

—

$37,500—making a total of $450,000 per annum.
No business pays as large profits as a properly con-

ducted mine.
Silver Mines of Murray.—Murray Sun, Jan.

3; On Saturday a Sun reporter, in company with a

gentleman friend, took a trip to some of the claims

on Upper Prichard creek. Proceeding up the north-

west branch about one-third of a mile, the discovery

tunnel of the Paragon was reached. The face is in

about 34 feet Irom the p'ace where ground was first

broken, and is at least 25 feet underground. There
is at least two feet of solid galena—shipping ore

—

and all of four feet of concentrating ore besides.

The ledge is over six feel wide. The concentrating

ore is a dolomite formation, with stringers of galena

and silver thickly running through it. Both foot and
hanging-walls are of slate. Under the hanging is a

soft gouge of rich ore and on the footwall another

gouge is found, making the ledge a very easy one
to work. A slip or seam divides the shipping from

the concentrating ore, so that there will not be the

least difficulty in assorting the two grades. This

ledge cuts the formation squarely across, and from
every evidence is a true fissure vein. On the dump
there are about 25 tons of shipping and about two
tons of concentrating ore. Another tunnel has
been started 25 feet above the creek, and the owners
calculate that by running in 150 feet they will tap

the ledge at a depth of 130 feet. There are several

extensions of this ledge owned by different parties.

Messrs. Stevens Bros, and Sims own the Huntche
on the east, and Kincannon and Warren own the

one still farther east, the St. John. On the west,

Messrs. Cook, Tlbbals, Sheehy and Tilden have lo-

cated the Joe Cook claim, while Warren and Kin-
cannon have put their stakes on the Old Pipe lode.

These are all on the same ledge as the Paragon.

The latter was located some six weeks since by
Chas. W. Tilden, and his partners are County
Auditor Tibbals and his deputy John P. Sheehy.
The next claim was the Birton, now being worked
under bond of Col. J, M. Haskell, a mining man
of many years experience on the Pacific Coast
States and Territories. Under the guidance of Col.

Haskell the party climbed the hill to the Barton tun-

nel. Its moutb is about 90 feet from the bed of the

creek. The face is 140 feel. Mr. Haskell calcu-

lates that he will have to run 575 feet in order to

tap the ledge at a depth of 362 feet below the dis-

covery. The formation through which he is run-

ning is quartzite.

struclion trains are now less than 20 miles lo the
south of these claims, but track-laying is said to be
progressing slowly on account of the scarcity of
labor.

The Emma NKVADA.—/nter-Mountain. Dec.
31: A mining deal has been consummated in the

past few days which places the control of the Emma
Nevada mine in the hands of John Heleban and a
party of gentlemen in this city. A carload of ere
from this mine was recently treated at the Parrot
smelter and yielded 79 4 ounces in silver and .94
in gold to the ton. Tbe ore is of a fine milling char-
acter, and contains sufficient gold to pay all ex-

penses if the company had the means at hand to

treat the ore. The work this winter will be confined
to development, as the company intends to fully

ascertain the extent and quality of the ore bodies
before erecting works. Preparations for sinking
the shaft to the 200-foot level are almost complete,
and work will soon be commenced. Further than
the shipment of an occasional carload of ore to pay
operatmg expenses, (he company will not extract

any ore. Last week George Long and A. Wilmott
visited the mine and were quite favorably impressed
with it. They reported the lead seven feet wide at

the 50-foot level, and took away some very rich

specimens of horn silver ore. A tunnel is being
driven on the south lead and above the level of the

shaft, and is now 200 feet. The pay streak is about
eight inches wide and a sample taken from the ore

by the gentlemen named, assayed 1549 ounces of

silver and $6 in gold to the ton. The shipments of

ore made during the past few months to this city

show it to be of a high grade, running from $ioo
to $200 per ton. After the lead is tapped on the

200-foot level a bright future is predicted for the

property.

EAsr Granite.—Every day develops new and
important facts relative to this new and,enterprising
company. They have every reason to feel jubilant

over the results of the past week's work. In a

stope on the crosscut at 50 feet down the shalt, a
vein of about 18 inches of ore that will assay high

in silver is exposed, while in the bottom of the

shaft numerous stringers are being passed through,

indicating the presence of a big lead on the

property.

NEW MEXICO.

Pinos Altos. —Silver City Enterprise, Jan. 3:

The Pacific mine No. i is shipping 30 tons of ore

per day to the mill located above the city. The ore

is milling well and the mine is in excellent condition

for workmg. Eight teams with trail wagon are em-

ployed in transporting the ore from the mine to the

mill. The Arizona mine, lying immediately east of

Pacific No. 2, is among the oldest locations in the

Pinos Altos gold region, the location covering

three veins, all gold bearing, and with proper de-

velopments can be made paying propositions. A
tunnel has bean driven on the vein a distance of

nearly 300 feet, and it is believed that 30 or 40 feet

farther the tunnel will reach a point where the east

and|west veins will unite on toeir dip. The pro-

prietor, Mr. John McDonald, has for the past 20

years been working the property with a moderate

degree of success, and the developments now in

progress will open up the mine in excellent shape.

The skill employed in the opening of the Alpha and
Omega mine, belonging to Huston & Thomas, west

of Pinos Altos, is meeting with unprecedented suc-

cess, The Messrs. Carrera & Doheny since the in-

ception of their management have uncovered lead

riches which hitherto have had an existence possi-

bly only in the imagination of the owners. The
daily tonnage keeps a dozen or more ox teams em-

ployed.

OREGON.

closing of the week is coincident with the close of
the month and the year. The twelvemonth has ex-
hibiied great prosperity in Ibis mining region, as is

shown in the Wells, Fargo & Co. annual report.
The week just closed has shown fair production and
the receipts in this city have been good. The re-

ceipts of the minerals in this city for the week end-
ing the 31st, inclusive, were valued at $155,083 in

total, of which $43,941 was in ore and $111,142 was
in bullion. For the previous week the receipts were
to the amount of $186,240 in the aggregate, of
which $114,910 was in bullion and $71,330 was in

ore. The product of the Ontario for the week was
in ore sales, $15,655.66; and slags, $1579.12; a total

of $17,234 78. Ihe Horn Silver report shows well
for the year. Its slock was not sold or quoted in

New York last week, a rare omission. Fine bar re-

ceipts in this city for the week were to the amount of
$18,858; bullion, $28,677; copper matte, $13,000;
gold bullion, $4000; silver bars, $24,295; selected
lead, $3978. Ore receipts during the week in this

city were lo the value of $16,606 by Wells, Fargo &
Co.; $19,350 by McCornick & Co.; $7985 by T. R.
Jones & Co.
Ore and Bullion,— Salt Lake Tribune, Dec.

30: Wells, Fargo & Co. yesterday received bullion,

$7375. ore, $6976; total, $14,351. McCornick & Co.
received yesterday Hanauer bullion, $4750; silver

and lead ores, $5400; total, $10,150. A two-car lot

of high-grade ore from Star district, the result of

James Lavelle's efforts in opening up the old Buck-
horn, has just reached this city.

Star District.— Mr, W. S. Martin, who has
just returned from Star district, reports many im-
provements in the mining industry of that section.

Mr. M. has just completed the clearing of debris

from an old location that has stood for 18 years un-
touched, and reports the finding of a good vein of
40-ounce milling ore. Mr. Martin is too experi-

enced a miner and loo well acquainted with some of

the "dog taxes" at present connected with the

handling of smelting ores to become excited over his

find. He said his being a siiicious camp, the call

for iron, lime and lead makes the smelling charge on
quartz ores, such as his, reach the neighborhood of

$26 per ton.

Rich at Delano.— I. J, Siarbuck has struck it

rich in a mining claim at Delano, out on the Cen-
tral Pacific railway. He has on his I. Jay S. claim

18 inches of vein on which at a depth of 18 inches

below the surface the top of the vein was broken off

and assays an average of 200 ounces silver. The
sample brought in is certainly a fine piece of ore.

Yesterday he sent a man to begin work on it, and
will employ more men as soon as needed.

WASHINGTON.

One Thousand Tons.—Colville A//«tfr, Jan. 2:

E. E. McArihur, a well-known contractor and
teamster of Deep Creek Falls, is in the city with

his teams and is making preparations to immediate-

ly begin work upon a contract to deliver 500 tons

of Daisy ore on board the cars of the Spokane &
Northern railway. Mr. McArihur is not pleased

with the long route, along the Columbia and Col-

ville rivers, over which he will have to haul his ore,

a distance of fully 40 miles, while the distance

straight through is scarcely 20 miles. His opinion

is that a wagon-road can be constructed through

the country from the Daisy mine to Colville, over

an easy grade, at a cost not to exceed $1000; and
he says that if the Daisy Co. will double his con-

tract, making it 1000 tons, he will build the road at

once. The distance will be enough shorter to save

far more time than it will require to make the cut-

off. The building of this road will prove of incal-

culable benefit to Colville. It will open the way to the

entire Summit mining district, rich in the most valu-

able deposits of mineral.

r

MONTANA.

Boulder Notes.—Age, Dec. 31: The Boulder
sampling works sent a car of ore to East Helena the

past week and is loading another car for the same
place. J. J. Holmes is putting in the winter devel-

oping a quartz lode in Peters gulch below Comet.
He has a tunnel in 40 feet and expects soon to strike

the lead. The Bigfoot M. Co. is to be reorganized
early next month and considerable development work
is likely to be done on the Bigfoot mine early in the

spring. All work on the Ida mine in the Willow
Springs district has been suspended for the winter
except some contract work which is being done by
Peter Mack, the foreman. The shaft is down to

water level, 200 feet. In the spring Messrs. Harris
& Beattie will put on pumps and steam machinery
and sink 100 feet and then crosscut to the lead.

There are two veins on the surface of the property
something over 100 feet apart. At the present
depth of the shaft they have approached within

15 or 20 feet of each other, and it is thought that

the crosscut from the 300-foot level will strike the

vein at least 50 feet below the junction of the two.

After striking the vein with the crosscut, drifting will

be done and this will decide whether the owners
have a mine or only a prospect. It is to be hoped
that the former will prove to be the case. Such a
result would cause an immense development of min-
ing properties in that district,

Sweet Grass Hills.— Montana Mining Re-
view, Jan. 3: Reports from the Sweet Grass Hills

indicate that considerable development and repre-

sentation work is still going on in that section. The
Jumbo, a copper property, located on East Butte,

near Corral creek, is said to be making the best

showing yet made in the Hills, and it is the inten-

tion of the owners to continue development work on
this property all winter. The Great Northern con-

SpARTA.—Cor. Bedrock Democrat, Dec. 31: The
melting snows are furnishing free water sufficient

for " Rocker diggins'," and quite a good many min-

ers are taking advantage of it. Work on the princi-

pal mines here continues with renewed activity since

the recent rich strikes in Del Monte. Oro Dell,|Gray

Eagle and Little Archie, and as we have always pre-

dicted, Sparta will take the lead in 1891 as the

largest bullion-producer in Eastern Oregon. It is

our intention in this article to show that we mean
business in this camp, as the record of work done

will prove. The figures given are absolutely cor-

rect: Gray Eagle and Union mines, owned by

Clough & Read, have pushed their main tunnel 700

feet; two incline shafts sunk from tunnel level, 200

feet; Arkansaw Belle has done tunnel work, 430 feet;

Marrotte mine (Little Archie) tunnel 100 feet, and

winze No. i, 42 feet; winze No. 2, 90 feet; Na-

poleon (Marrotte group) tunnel, 192 feet; Windsor

(Marrotte group) shaft 20 feet; Del Monte shaft will

by Dec. 27th be 200 feet; Gold Ridge, incline shaft,

from 150-loot level in 5 feet of ore, 50 feet; Hidden

Treasure shaft, 32 feet; Gold Hill tunnel on ledge,

75 feet; Silver Queen tunnel on ledge, 72 feet; Free

Thinker shaft, 20 feet; Tom Paine shaft, 30 feet;

Mogue Chief, owned by Sparks of Baker City, tun-

nel, 60 feet; Atlantic and Pacific shaft, 60 feet;

Golden Gate, below loo-foot level, 40 feet; Wiese,

Buckland and Mix, tunnel, 400 feet; Wild Irishman

tunnel, 400 feet; Blue Gulch, C. C. Read, tunnel,

100 feet; Blue Gulch, Detroit Co., shaft, 60 feet;

Ainsworth group, E. E. Clough, tunnel, 65 feet;

OUie Woodman, shaft, 62 feet; Bill Arble mmes,

shaft and tunnels, 118 feet; Oro Dell, winze froin

tunnel level, 60 feet; Belle of Kansas (Oro Dell

group) shaft, 21 feet; total, 3899. I am satisfied

that at least 250 feet of shaft and tunnel work have

been done on prospects that I have overiooked; yet

the above is not a bad showing for " Poor old

Sparta."

OTAH.

Gold.— Salt Lake Exchange Journal^ Dec. 31:

Mr T. A. Snell, manager of the Stewart No. 2 mine

in Carr Fork Gulch, Bingham, is in the city this

morning with a bar of gold bullion that is 900 fine

and worth all the way from $500 to $600. He now

has $150 000 worth of gold ore blocked out ready to

break down and ship, and believes that the mine

contains an inexhaustible supply of ore running

from an ounce and a half to five ounces in gold and

ten ounces in silver. Mr. Snell has only had charge

of this property six months, but he is doing wonders

with it. Bingham is a great camp and is coming to

the front with rapid strides.

REVIEW.—Salt Lake Tribtine, Jan. 2: The

Please Remit.

The beginning of a new year is a good time to

settle up the debts of the old ones. We are obliged

to remind those who owe the Press on subscrip-

tion account, that it will be a great convenience to

us if they will soon remit what is due. Those who
can also pay in advance will also do us timely and
well-appreciate'i favor. We are doing our be.':t to

present a very valuable paper, representing carefully,

earnestly and conscientiously the welfare of its in-

telligent readers and the best interests of the arts,

sciences and mining and mechanical industries of

the Pacific States.

To do this we deprive ourselves of some of the

most lucrative lines of patronage available to the

average newspaper.

By paying as promptly as possible, friends, you
will greatly encourage us in our sincere efforts to fa-

vor you and the best interests of your calling.

Powder —It Is reported that the pool among
the local powder com.paDieB is at an end, owlog

to the withdrawal of the Oalifornla Powder
Works. On Wednesday, this company, throngh

John Bermingham, Preeident. and John F.

Lohae, Secretary, gave notice that it wonld

withdraw. Ab a result-; the companiea will do

bnsinesB independently in the future, and, al-

though prices of powder are low, they are now
apt to go Btill lower, owing to prospective com-

petition. The Giant, Safety Nitro, Oalifornia,

Vigorit and Vulcan companiee were in the

pool, and aome of the concerns have been closed

down under aubaiuy. These will start again

now in all probability. It has been expected

that thia breakup would happen, as the Oali-

fornia Company was not fully eatisfied with

the arrangement which has existed.

Successful Patent Solicitors.

As Dewey & Co, have been in the patent soliciting busl-

esB on thie Coast now for so many years, the firm's name
Ifl a wellknowD one. Another reason for its popularity

is that a great proportion of the Pacific Coast patents

issued by the Government have been procured through

their agency. They are, therefore, well and thoroughly

posted on the needs of the progreasive induBtrial classea

of this Coast. They are the best posted firm on what

has been done in all branches of industry, and are able

to judge of what is new and jjatentable. In this they

have a great advantage, which is of practical dollar and

cent value to their clients. That this is understood and

appreciated, is evidenced by the number of patents

lOTued through thehr Soikntifio Press Patent Agency (S.

I F.) from "eeK to week and year to ye»T.
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n]ECHA|siieAL Progress

A New Metallurgical Process.

Aluminium for Ten Cents a Poand.

The new Kentucky process, by which it is

said alaminium can be produoed for ten centa a

poand, is dsBoribed as foUowe by the Savannah

Morning News:
Kentucky has & new company, just organized

at Newport with $250,000 capital, to manu-

fftoture aluminium by a new patented prooees

at a nominal cost. It involves the use of cal-

cium fluoride for a flux and a little calcium

carbonate in a jacketed furnace. It requires

about 36 hours to make the first slab. By an-

other process, in which copper ores and old

scrap, mixed with alumina clay and flaoride of

calcium for a flax and a carbonate of lime and

cake are smelted together, as in the first proc-

ess, aluminium can be produced at 12 cents per

pound. Condensed vapor comes out In the

shape of slabs called aluminium bronze. This

bronze is re-heated in an oven to a cherry heat

without flame and plunged into a cold bath of

strong salt water and glycerine, and this ra,)id

process of heating and cooling ia repeated 10

or 15 times. The re-heating causes the alumin-

ium to melt the copper, and it comes out like

beads of sweat. After the slabs are cooled in

the bath, the aluminium drops are chilled and

cannot get back into the copper, which is

struck with a hammer, causing the alaminium

to drop. Next the drops are gathered and

melted into ingots.

A New Substitute for Steel.

This company will also manufacture a new
metal known as tchmied barrenguas, meaning

*' a good welding metal." It is an alaminium

alloy composite. It cuts as easily as tio, yet

by tempering can be made to cut glass.

It makes fine horseshoes. It has a test-

ed tensile strength of 200,706 pounds to the

eqaare inch, and wilt stand an elongation of 52

per cent. This metal will do away with malle-

able iron and steel castings. It is made of

refuse and can ba produced for nine cents per

pound. Should this process prove a suocess, it

is certainly one of the most important discov-

eries of recent years.

A New Electric Welding Macliine.

The proQ9B8 of welding by electricity has

now become fully removed from the domain of

speculation and mystery, and may be intro-

duced into even the very small workshops of

all our cities and towns. Thus through the

aid of scientific investigation, the flying sparks

of the village blacksmith shop may readily be

replaced by the effective action of one of the

most powerful 9nd subtle agents of nature,

brought under ^he moat quiet control of even

a blacksmith's boy helper.

The weld is made without smoke or noise,

and with bat a trifling amount of manual labor,

loetead of the old method of heating two irons

in a forge and hammering them together with

many and heavy blows, the new method simply

fuses them together with a little pressure.

Heretofore the appliance for such work has

been quite cumbersome and expensive; but
quite recently the Electric Welding Oo. of

Biston, Mass., haedevised a new, more simple

and Inexpensive machine, which it has been
perfecting for several months, and one which
is within the reach and means of all. It is

adapted to miscellaneous work, and ia ex-

pected to prove of apeoial advantage to metal-

workers who have a large variety of work, and
whose annual product will not warrant their

purohasing the larger welding plants which the
Welding Co. has been furnishing. The new
plants are being built of three distinct types, iu

all covering a range of from five square inches

to one-eighth eqaare inch section. They are

famished with a variety of interchangeable

clamps. The welders cau be run by any com-
petent employe, and the simplicity of their

construction and adaptability to a great variety

of welding is expected to lead to much wider
use of electric welding by machinists and others

who do more or less welding, and desire suoh a

machine constantly at hand ready for use.

The company installs the plants, adapting the
olamps to suoh work as may be presented, and
instructs those who maybe placed permanently
in charge of the machines, after which there is

said to be little likelihood of trouble from in-

experience. The welders do not require spe-

cial attention, and render unnecessary the use
of the forge for any kind of ordinary shop
welding.

Increasing Uses of Autminium. — Mr,
C^wles of the L')ckport Company, in referring

to the increasing uses for aluminium recently,

said: At 50 cents per pound, aluminium will

compete with copper at 17 cents, for measured
by volnme the first la 3.56 times that of the
other. The electrical conductivity of alumin-
inm 98 fine is 75 per cent that of copper. It

would therefore take about one-third more area
to do the same work, but it is then much
lighter. For motors for electric oars, a reduc-
tion of 45 per cent in weight can be secared by
naing the new metal. The coating and lasting

qaalities of alaminium far surpass those of tin,

and aluminium would cover three times as

much surface, pound for pound. Tin would
have to sell for 16 cents per pound to compete.
Nickel, 5t 70 cents per pound, would no longer

be used for plated ware or coinage, as alumin-

ium is much better and cleaner in both cases.

Mr. Cowlea says that the prioe of aluminium

will naturally fall lower and lower as the plants

for making it increase and the market adapts

itself to the absorption of larger quantities of

the new metal. He expects to see it sell for

from $200 to ^300 per ton, and at these figures

it will be the cheapest metal in use next to iron

and ateel. ^
The Largest Stationary Engine in the

world ia at the Friedensville zinc mines, six

miles south of AUentown, Pd. Daring the past

few months It has pumped dry, by underground

drainage, nearly every ore pit, spring and small

stream within a radius of five miles. The en-

gine is known as the *' President," is of 5000

horse-power and is run by 16 boilers. At each

revolution of Its ponderous wheels a small

atream is thrown out, the number of gallons

raised every minate being 17,500. The driving

wheels are 35 feet in diameter and weigh 40

tons each. The sweep-rod is 40 feet long. The

cylinder is 110 inches in diameter, while the

piston-rod is IS inches in diameter and makes a

10 foot stroke. The engine has a ballast-box

capable of holding 60 tons, and to feed the

boilers, 28 tons of coal are required daily. On
the engine Is the largest nut in the world. It

is hexagonal in shape and weighs 1600 pounds.

To tighten or loosen this nut, 20 men are re-

qaired, while the wrench that fits it is 20 feet

long. From the end of the walking-beam of

the engine to the bottom of the shaft, the dis-

tance is 300 feet. The masonry on which the

engine rests is 108 feet deep, some of the

foundation atones weighing ti?e tons. The en-

gine operates four pumps, three of which are

30 inches in diameter and the fourth 22 inches.

Iron Trade Reviiw.

SsiENTiFie Procbress,

The Export and the Carrying Trades.—
UoqueBtiODably our export trade in machinery,

implements, vehicles and hardware Is increaa-

Ing, but it is equally true that it is very much
leas than it would have been had our Govern-
ment encouraged such trade as do the Govern-
ments of the manufacturing countries of E irope.

The last official reports of exports and Imports

*'ahow that during the fiscal year ending Jane
30, 1893, our foreign trade reached the highest

figures in the history of the country, the enor-

mous sum of $1,649 192 014." Everything else

has reached the highest figures also, and of the

exports, a very large proportion waa produced
from the soil.

The American Wood Carving Machine,
which is in reality an embossing machine

—

pressing any desired figure or form of wood en-

graving into a plain wood sarface—has paased

its experimental stage and is now in use with
large and practical reaults. This machine pro-

duces perfect imitations of hand carvings in all

de&igns, on any length, width and thickness of

stock. It is simple in construction, occupies

only 2x4 feet floor space, and ia noiseless, auto-

matic in action and free from dust or dirt. It

cannot get out of order. It will perfectly fiaish

from 1000 to 2000 Hneal feet in ten hours, and
from 1000 to 2000 pieces of paneling per day.

Dry Lubricants — The use of dry lubri-

cants for bearings in places where oils and
grease are obj actionable, or where contact with
fire may occur, ia bacoming better understood,
and graphite iu one form or another is now in

general use. lb has been employed on various
kinds of machinery with uniform success.

Mica also, in a dry, pulverizsd state, baa given
satisfactory results in many cases. Sslf-labri*

eating bearings, consisting of metal shells filled

with compounds of graphite or mica, have also

been operated with complete satisfaction.

Experiments lately made on the strength of

bent pipes have shown the strain on the inside
of the angles, due to efi'ortB of the pipes to

straighten themselves under pressure. In one
experiment where a copper pipe of 6.f inch bore
and three-sixteenths of an inch thick was em-
ployed, the angle was 90 degrees, and the legs

16 inches long from the center. At a pressure
of 912 pounds to an inch, the deflection of the
pipe was nearly tbrec'eighths of an inch, show-
ing 'an enormous strain on the inner aide in

addition to the preasure.

The Largest Producer of ateel raila in the
world is the Illinois Steel Company, which was
formed about a year ago by the consolidation
of four steel-rail mills. By reason of their
ownership of ore mines and transportation lines
on the lakes, and their nearnesa to the Western
market, this company has been able to occupy
a prominent position in the rail trade.

Forged Oar-wheels are to be made by a
new process by a Pittsbarg firm, according to
press accounts. The wheels are to be forged
from ingots of open*hearth steel. A series of
dies under steam hammers will gradually de-
velop the perfect wheel. The flrat experiments
are reported as satisfactory and a plant for man-
ufacture is promised at an early date.

Mining by Machinery.—The old-fashioned
way of mining coal with the pick and shovel is

rapidly becoming a thing of the past. The min-
ing machine is constantly making headway,
and it will not ba very long until it will have
entirely superseded the old method.

About 1300 men find employment in the dif-
ferent mines and mills in Park City (Utah), and
the average dally pay to each is 53 25,

A Substitute tor ihe Potato.

Albert Meyer, a chemist, while In conversa-

tion, recently, with the editor of the St. Paul

Qlohe, spoke quite entbuelastioally of a new
tuberiferoua plant which he thought would do

exceedingly well if introduced in the North-

western States. He aaid:

A few years ago a scientist discovered in Ja-

pan a plant resembling the potato, and sent

samples of It to Berlin and Paris to be experi-

mented on. These experiments have been de-

cided aacceases, and the new potato haa been

extenaively Introduced in Berlin and Paris, ea*

pecially in hotels and reatanranta. A number
of farmers in our vicinity, with whom I con-

versed on the snbjaot, are willing to experiment

on the plant next season. The Royal Prnssian

Society of Berlin has taken pains to make ex-

periments with the plant. The soientifio name
of this plant is Stackys tuherifera, but as to

their form they might be called pine cones.

Stachya affinis is another name, and lately they

have given it the name SlacJiya Sieholdii. The
cultivation ia the same as the potato, and there

have been fonnd over 100 knolls in one hill;

some say as many as 300, but this is probably

exaggerated. They are, of coarse, not as large

as our common potato. According to the Oar-

den Flora, the organ of the society, the analy-

sis of the fruit ia:

Water TS.33

Protein 1 f»0

Amide 16"

Fat 0.18

Carbon hydrate (Priocipi galactan) .16 67

Celluloae 0.7:1

Ashss 103

There is neither etaroh nor angar, but galac-

tan, a aabstance between both. Stackys affinis

or tnberifera is an agreeable tasting vegetable

when boiled in salt water and served with but-

ter and parsley sauce. Some people like them
seethed in oil, but that is merely a matter of

taste. Prepared like pommee de ten-e friies

(potatoes out In small allces and fried in butter),

they are claimed to be a deliciona dish. The
taste ia at first like that of a sweet potato, but

one will soon feel a very fine piquant taste.

They do not need to be peeled, but are only

washed clean in water, which is another bless-

ing to the housekeeper. They are kept in the

ground as late as possible, and preserved

packed in sand In the cellar daring the winter

months.
Exposed to the air, they will shrink and lose

their nice, white mother-of-pearl-like color.

The plant is winter-hardy, and thrives in any

soil. Frost does not hurt them, and to have

them always fresh, they are left in the ground

and dug as wanted. In our climate it Is best

to keep them in a ditch or In sand In the cellar.

W. Pdrring, Inspector of the Royal Botanical

Girden in Bsrlin, informs me that the produc-

tion is very large, and that there are many en-

thuBiaats in favor of the new plant in that city,

which propheeies for the plant a great future.

The expectations of high prices and large yields

will induce a good many farmers to make a

trial with the new plant. I have already quite

a number of orders for seed.

ohangea in Individual personal equatlona may
be detected, as well as the differenoea that may
exist between observers. The Inatrument,
therefore, furnishes an nnvarying standard for

accurate observation.

Personal Equations.

A Machine that Corrects Errors that Hu-
manity Can't Help But Make.

The St. Paul Pioneer Pnss states that Carle-

ton CoUege Observatory has just secured a

curious Instrument invented by a scientist at

Washington and called a "personal equation

machine."
The objsct of the instrument Is to harmonize

the observationa of difi'erent persona who are

working together, at different timea or at the

same time. Astronomers well know that no

two persons see exactly alike, by which is

meant, for example, no two persons will say

that a star passes a wire in a telescope at ex-

actly the same instant. One will record ita

apparent passage slow on true time, while an-

other will almost uniformly put its time fast.

Observers nnconsciouBly form a habit of seeing

objects fast or slow on true time, and the bet-

ter the observers are the more steady this error

is as compared with true time. This error the

astronomer calls the peraonal equation of the

observer. In amonnt the peraonal equation

varies from 0.02 of a second of time to some-

thing more than half a second for different ob-

servers, either fast or slow on true time. Such

errors as these cannot ba tolerated at all in as-

tronomical observations for fundamental or

original work of a nice kind, but must be in

some way eliminated before final reduction

can be attempted.
To acoompliab this, in one way, an ingenious

machine has been constructed which sets in mo-

tion an artificial star, quite like the appearance

of a real star in the telescope. As this artificial

a^ar paaaea wires in the machine, the observer

records his observations, and the inatrument

automatically records the exact time of the real

passage of the atar over the aame wirea. Now
both records are made by the electric carrent,

and consequently are perfectly true. These

records are taken automatically in ink or by an

Instrument called a chronometer, and henoe

their differences can be meaanred with the ut-

most acoaraoy, and in this way the errors of

tlie observer on true time are aatiafaotorlly

known.
The machine ia in use every night that ob-

servers work either together or singly, so that

An Interesting Discovery.—Many things
have been aiacovered wnioh tend to show the
exiatence at aome period of the world's history
of a race of men posseased of a knowledge and
executive ability equal to that claimed by the
most advanced of our nineteenth-century civili-

zation. One of the latest of these is that made
In an Illinois township recently, which goes to

show that the aborigines, or a race of men that
inhabited this continent before its discovery by
Columbus, were well up in the industrial arts

and acquainted with the natural reaoarces of

the country. The report says that the diaoov-

ery was made in Jackson county of an old

smelting furnace, supposed to have been uaed
by some race of people that once Inhabited this

country long bafore its discovery by the white
men. It is located in the weat part of the
county, and was diaoovered by a mere acci-

dent. Several of these old furnaces have been
discovered in the vicinity, and they are a great
curioelty. This particular one is built in a ra-

vine, and it inclines upward as ita mouth leavei
the almoat abrupt aides of the ravine, and oon-
tianes in this direction for some 20 feet, then
declines until it empties into the opposite side

of the ridge, with a charger built of antique
marble. Further aearoh has brought to light

other evidences of this industrious people, such
as pieces of iron and lead ore, aink-holes, slag-

piles, etc.; in fact there is every evidence that
at this place there onoe existed a prosperous
find thrifty mining camp, Great interest is

manifested in the disooveries, and other devel-
opments are expected which will reveal new
and valuable information.

The Path of Storms.—A method ia now on
trial at the meteorological office at Stockholm
which seems likely to throw some light on a
Bubjeot which hitherto has been attended with
much uncertainty, namely, the determination
of the path taken by storms. From the tele-

graphic weather reports, tables of the density
of the atmosphere have been constructed, and
other data have been collected which have
been embodied in special charts. These charts
are found to give a more reliable clew to the
movements and origin of cyclones than the
usual method of the comparison of the ieobars
and isotherms alone. The latesii inveatlga-

tioQS show that storma move in the direction
of the warmeat and dampest air, parallel to the
lines of equal density, leaving the rarer air to

the right hand. M. Faye, member of the
French Academy of Science, thinks that it ia

feaaible to predict atorma twelve hours in ad-
vance of their oomlog by the sounds which the
changing atmospherio conditions produce and
which the telephone will transmit.

Tanning by Electricitt.— M. Munz, pro-
fessor at the Institute Agronomique, has pub-
lished a favorable report on the Worms and
BUe process of tanning by electricity. All the
hides so t<inned had, says M. Munz, the appear-
ance of hides tanned by the ordinary process.
Tests with acetic acid showed that the hidea
were thoroughly well tanned after a maximnm
of four days in the vats. Farther chemical
tests showed that the tannin was as well com-
bined with the leather as in the ordinary
method. We may mention in this connection
that a large firm of tanners in Paris is sending
out with every consignment of hidea a certain
proportion of electrically tanned ones, intimat-
ing that any of the electrically-tanned aklns
which are not found up to the mark will be im-
mediately exchanged for some tanned by the
ordinary process. No electrically-tanned skins
have as yet been retnrned.

A Circular Eainbow.—A correspondent of

the London Times says that on Sept. 30th he
and his party saw a rainbow which formed a
complete circle, visible for nearly half an hoar
dorlng their ascent of the Finsteraarhorn.
*' There were," he says, *' heavy olonds lying
some 4000 feet below, on the Aar glaciers, and
it was on these that the beautiful, brilliantly

colored ring lay. A secondary circle was also
vlaible. We were near the summit of the peak
when we first observed it, and from that point
the face of the mountain on the Grlmsel side

is almoat perpendicular."

Natural Core.—The Seattle (Washington)
Pres8 in ita notes from Alaska says that a re-

markable discovery has recently been made
near Oonalaska—coal transformed into coke
solely by the forces of nature. The locality has
been taken up by the steamship company. So
positively assured is the company of the extent
of the deposit that it has undertaken to supply
the local demand, in addition to furnishing
daring future seasons fuel, not only for Its own
eteamera, but also for those in the Government
service.

Madagascak Mines.—A complete plant of
hydraulic mining machinery is being made by
Kaonl Chartery of the City Iron Works, this

city, for shipment to Madagascar. A gentle-
man from that distant coantry came here and
visited Nevada and Placer counties to Investi-

gate the methods of placer, drift and quart);

mining. The plant ordered here will be ship*

ped shortly to Mevatana, Madagascar, and com-
petent men to operate it will go from here at
the same time.
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QsEFUL Informatio.n.

Pitting and Wrinkuno of Varsish.—
VarnUh is very lUble to pit If aagftr of lead

hits been need &a a drier; alao when it has not

beeo given time to rlpeo, which aboold act be

lest than four months. A painter, fiading bis

varoiah will not Bow freely, is sometimes
tempted to mix with it some other kind of var-

nish, in which case, looking at the sensitiveness

of varnish to exterior influences, it Is not sur*

prising that pitting should ensue. Varnish at

tne bottom of a barrel very freqaently contains
sediment, and If this lower portion is used
when the varnish has stood long, one must not
be surprised at pitting. A damp floor in sum-
mer weather will at times occasion pitting, ow-
ing to the exhalation of the moisture; also a

sudden chill. Wrinkling is almost an uofailtng

result when varnish retains its hnmidity too

long. If applied too thickly, certain portions

of the surface are apt to overflow, hence
wrinkling. Tougbneis is a good quality in it-

self, but accompanied by slow drying, wrinkling
is apt to present itself; therefore it must be
s^en that the varnish has the requisite staying
qualities.

—

Painters' Magazine.

An Important Marine Invention.—A new
oanding apparatus has been invented In En*
gland for which several advantages are claimed.

The machine is intended to serve not only as a

reliable means of sounding, but also as a eub-

marioe sentry, giving warning when any par-

ticular depth of water is reached. The appa-

ratus comprises a winch with indicators, etc.,

and a wooden sinker, the latter being the
essence of the invention. Practically, this sinker

is a wooden kite reversed, and ia so adjusted in

weight and shape that it sinks when towed
through water, and always remains at any
given depth without any regard to the change
of speed of the ship. The depth being arranged
at that which will be perfectly safe, whenever
bottom is reached at that depth the machine
may be so arranged as to antomatically sound
a steam whistle or bell or give notice to the
pilot in some other way that the ship is ap-

proaching dangerous water. The invention, it

is said, has been eabjeoted to prolonged tests

and proven to be perfectly practical and re-

liable.

Railwat Brake Shoes of compressed leather

is the novel proposal of a company in New
Sooth Wales. Waste leather scraps are steeped

in a solution and subjected to hydraulic pres-

sure to mold them into any desired shape. A
report of Mr. D. H. Neale, Government Engi-

neer of Railways, describes comparative tests

of leatber brake shoes with iron. The leather

shoes weigh 4^ tt:>3. againat 21^ lbs. for iron, and
wear tbiee times as long. The coefficient of

friction is said to be considerably greater, so

that 40 lt>3. air pressure is as effective as 70
ll'i. with iron brake shoes. If a practical brake
shoe of leather or fiber were pat on the market,
its use ought to be made obligatory on elevated

railways at least to stop the dangerous shower
of iron particles, which injures so many eyes.

Compressed paper has been talked of for this

purpose, but has not succeeded in establishing

itself in general use.

grease or retain the flavor of food previously
cooked, and may be constantly kept at a Que
polish.

A Device to catoh those who are compelled
to jump from windows at fires has been in-

vented by Alfred Horley of Albany, N. Y. It

consists of a large cushion provided with springs

of long-range action, which save the unfor-

tunate from injury by the rebound. This is

mounted on a convenient running gear. The
casbion can descend nearly three feet, and to

prevent injuries from the rebound, air-cushions

are applied as in door checks, which bring it

gradually to a state of rest. This seems a most
decided improvement over the old-fashioned

net.

How Glass Cloth Is Made.—The thread

is drawn out of a molten bar of glass, by means
of a rapidly revolving wheel, at the rate of 200
yards a minate; the weaving is done by looms
aa with silk. The coloring is applied with min-
erals, while the glass la In a state of fusion, be-

fore spinning, and the most beautiful shades

are easily prodnced. The chief difficulty in the

manafacture of glass cloth seems to be in the

manipulation of the threads, which are so fine

that a bunch containing 250 ia not so thick aa

an average knitting-needle.

Chinese Tallow or Talc, so abundant in

Lsadville mines, is said to be self-lubricating,

and possesses many other advantages adapting

it to that purpose. A prominent railroad man
offers $20 a ton for all the talc that can be pro-

cured. Should the experiments already made
be corroborated by extended teatp, an import-

ant addition to the mining reBOnrces of Col-

orado Is assured, as talc is abundant not only

in Leadville but throughout the State.

Electric Canal Propclsion will yet be-

come almoat or quite universal. The following
from Engineerhig refers to oanal propulsion by
means of storage batteries operating upon or-

dinary propellers, A more ready and con-
venient way would seem to be the employment
of the trolley system, as the wires could be
readily placed overhead and need never be In

the way of tratHc. The Engineer says: Pro-
pulsion by electricity Is effectually demon-
strated at the Edinburgh Exhibition. The site

ii skirted by the Union Oanal, and four
launches are running on the oanal. Tbedimeu-
aions are, 40 feet long, 6 feet 6 inches beam,
and the draught of water is 2 feet 1 Inch. They
each oarry 40 passengers. The electrical (quip-
ment is similar to that used on the Thames
lannohes. The charging plant consists of a 25-

horse power engine and an Immisch dynamo,
and the switch arrangement is suitable for

charging all the four launches at the same time.
The recharging is done during the night and
the launch can run from 10 to 12 hours. The
motors are capable of an output of about 3^
brake horse-power, working up to 800 revolu-
tions per minute, and the speed with the maxi-
mum load on board ia six miles an hour. The
propellers are coupled direct to the motor shafts.

A ball-bearing thrust block is attached to the
motor's bed and is oonatrncted in combination
with the plain bearing of the motor. Thia is

the ifiventlon of the Measrs, Immisch, and has
been patented by them. The steering, starting,

and reversing gear ia so arranged that one man
has the launch entirely under control. These,
so far as we can learn, are the first electrlo

launches which have been worked commercially
in Scotland,

Tinting Incandescent Lamp Bulbs.—The
iuoandeeoent electric light may be greatly im-
proved and made much more effective by giv-

ing the bulbs a tint of some kind. This can be
quite readily done in the following manner:
Prepare the glass by thoroughly washing in

soap and water and drying. Then dip in bath
(made by beating up the whites of two eggs in

1^ pints of water, and filtering) and hangup to

dry. Dissolve the aniline color in photograph-
er's common collodion. Red or blue aniline

will form clear solutions, while the green solu-

tion will require filtering. Yellow aniline

forms a handsome color, but the surface of the
glasa presents a frosted appearance after the
application, Violet and purple colors may be
obtained by oomblning red and blue in differ-

ent quantities. When the solution is ready,
dip the prepared glass bulbs therein, hang up
to dry, and finally paaa a current to the bulb
for half an hour, that the heat thus generated
may harden the collodion. The preparation
can easily be removed by alcohol or sulphuric
ether, but is not effected by water. Experience
has shown that the best results are obtained by
not using too muoh aniline. Make the color

light rather than deep, and apply two or three
coats.

Low Prices of Electrical Apparatus.—
The Edison Electrical Company, in order to in-

duce a moie general introduction of electrical

appliances into the industries of the country,

has given notice of a general reduction in price

of electrical apparatus by a very large percent-

age—in some casea fully 50 per cent. There
baa no donbt been a very large profit in euch
manufacture heretofore. During the time in

which the Brush Electrical Company practical

ly controlled such manufacture, It ia said the
profits of the company were fully 300 per cent

on its dynamos and most of its other manufao-
turea. Competition has since greatly reduced
such profits, and the Edison Company has been
the chief factor in auoh reduction. That com-
pany has now taken another long step in the

same direction, and all other companies must
follow suit or lose buBinese. The eleotrioal in-

dustry has become one of, the leading ones of

the day, and any material reduotlon will un-

doubtedly give it a greatly increased rapidity of

growth. Of course electric lighting and power
will be included in the reduction.

EOOD HEj^LTH.

Prevention of Consumption.

The health department of the olty of Provi-
dence has Issued the following circular:

Consumption causes more deaths than any
other disease the human race is subject to.

Nevertheless It Is to a very large extent pre-
ventable. It is, though not generally known,

contagious disease. Consumption, or pul-

monary tuberoulosie, is In every case caused by
disease germs whloh grow in the lungs in

enormous numbers. When a person ia sick

with this disease, these germs are coughed up
in great quantities In the expectoration, and
when this becomes dry and crumbles, or is

trodden to dust, the getms fioat about in the
air aod are liable to be breathed into the lungs
of any one. If the lungs of the person who
does breathe them are poorly developed, or if

the constitution is feeble, the germs are very
sure to grow and cause the disease. Unfor-
tnnately, we do not know how to kill them
when they are once in the air-pasaages. The
best that can be done Is to build up the system
and strengthen the lungs by the use of cod
liver oil, good food, and fresh air.

Much, moreover, can be done to prevent
the spread of the disease by destroying the
germs as completely aa possible in every case,

(1) No person with consumption should ever

apit on the fioor or in the street. If hand-
kerchiefs or bits of cloth are employed, they
should at once be disinfected or burned. A
good plan is to use a small wide-mouthed bottle

with a rubber stopper. . The contents should
be thrown into the fire and the bottle and
stopper thoroughly soalded with boiling hot
water every day.

(2) The dishes used by a oonsumptive should
be at once scalded, and the unwashed under-

wear and bed-olothing should be thoroughly
boiled aa soon aa possible.

(3) When a person with consumption has
diarrhea, the . dlechargea from the bowels
should be at ODce disinfected, as at this time

they contain the disease germs, A good way
is to add a half-teacnpfnl of fresh chloride of

lime, or fill up the ohamber veeeel with boiling

water.

(4) No one with consumption should sleep in

the same room with another person, and the

room occupied by a oonsumptive should be

thoroughly cleansed aa often as posBible.

(5) No mother with consumption should

nurse an infant, and children ought never to be

taken care of by a consumptive person,

—

Boston M. andS, Journal.

Brain Workers and Athletics. — Life la

puzzled over the careers of the late Cardinal New-
man and John Bayle O'Reilly. The former was a

frail, slight man of infirm constitution, bat
despite this he lived to a very advanced age;

the latter was a man of splendid physique, who
kept his systf^m in training by physical exer-

cise, atbletio sports, and followed all the sug-

gestions of modern phyBical culture. Yet he

died in the prime of life. Shall we not, then,

live quiet, ascetic lives, ignoring the body and
cultivating the spirit? Or shall we cultivate

both body and mind ? The latter course ia the

one so much commended to-day; yet it ia not a

sure passport to longevity, as many casea

prove. In fact, the brain-worker is better if

he lives a regular, temperate life, and pays no
attention to the development of his muscles.

A little walk, some fresh air, and sound sleep

are all he needs. Some people, to be sure, can

be athletes and do brainwork also, but it is not

the rule. A sound mind should have a sound

body, but it does not need herculean muscles.

The best athletic work is done by growing

boys and adolescents, who have an extra sup

ply of vitality. When they have matured, and
undertaken the responsible work of life, they

speedily drop out of the championship; and the

lesson we would draw from the opposite cases

brought up by Life is that atbletica are not

needed by bralnworkers, and will, if carried to

excess, shorten life rather than lengthen it.

—

Medical Record.

Enqijmeef^ing J]otes.

The Bessemer Invention.—The beat idea of

the value of .the Bessemer invention may be

formed from the simple fact when Bessemer
begin experimenting, Bteel sold in England at

from $250 to $300 a gross ton. He soon made
a better steel at a cost of @30 a ton.

Cooking Utensils of all kinds are now made
of wrought steel. These utensils thus made are

of exoellent quality, fine style and good finish,

and are practically unbreakable—that is, when
used with reasonable oare. They do not absorb

Electric Railways in the Vicinity of
Boston.—There ia quite a spirited movement
afoot for the couBtructicn of an eleotric street

railway between Eramingham, Maes., Welles-
ley, and Natick, and it Is more than likely Bucb
a road will be built ere long. The storage bat-

tery oars on the Beverly & Danvers street rail-

way are so great a succesa that the company ia

seeking authority to run over more territory.

Telegraph Lines are subject to a great va-

riety of pests. In Rio, for example, there is an
orchid that Incrusts the wire and causes leak-

age. In Japan, the large web of a spider, drip

ping with rain or dew, freqaently interrupts

the traffic; while in Norway a large species of

woodpecker raises havoc with the poles.

Liverpool is building Its first overhead eleo-

trio railway. The line will be 5£ miles long
when completed and the columns have been
erected for over one mile. The line will be
worked by electrlo locomotives,

—

London Elec-

trical Engineer,

To Tell the Approach of Death —Dr.
Chlappoli states thac he has frequently noticed

in patients, apparently very far irom death, an

extraordinary opening of the eyelide, ao much
ao as to give the eyes the appearance of pro-

truding from their orbits, which he considers

an invariable sign that death* will occur within

24 hours. In some cases, when only one eye is

"wide open while the other remains normal,

death will not follow quite so rapidly, but will

take place inside of 72 hourp, there not being

the slightest chance for recovery after these

symptoms set in, however remote final disso

lation may seem to be, Chlappoli says he Is

utterly at a loss for an explanation of this

death symptom, but ascribes It to a diseased

state of the sympathetic neive.

Nutritive Properties of Cream. — The
fact is not so well known aa it deserves to be

that cream constitutes an admirable nutriment

for invalids. It is superior to butter, contain-

ing more volatile oils. Persona predisposed to

oonaumption, aged persons, or those inclined to

cold extremities and feeble digestion, are espe-

cially benefited by a liberal uae of sweet cream.

It is far better than cod-liver oil, and besides

being excellent for medioal properties, it Is a

highly nutritioua food,

A New System of Tunneling.

Those who are familUr with tunneling opera-
tions and subway and aewer conatruction la
towna are wtU aware of the importance of pre-
venting subsidences of the surface after the
completion of the work. The most frequent
cause of subsidence is that, to admit ot the
usual system of timbering, ground beyond the
limits of the permanent brickwork Is disturbed
or removed. As It is seldom replaced by pack-
ing as solid as the original ground, settlement
ensues sooner or later, A new method of tun-
neliog has been Invented by Messrs. Jennings
& Stannard, 94 Victoria street, Westminster,
London, which obviates this fruitful Eource of
trouble and expense, as by Its use no ground
outside the actual eeotion of the sabnay need
be disturbed. The eyetem in question com-
prises a series of steel bars, which are placed
side by side within the excavation, ao aa to
form a complete temporary lining and support
to the roof. Within this series of bars the per-
manent brick arch of the tunnel is built. The
system has been adopted in the construction of
the new relief tunnel of the Great Northern
Railway at King'a Gross.

The bars used in this work are 10 feet long,
6 inches wide, and 2 inches thick, and are pro-
vided at their edges with longitudinal grooves,
by means of whioh each Is linked to the next
one in such a way as to admit of separate longi-
tudinal motion, and yet to prevent lateral sepa-
ration. The bars are Inserted and supported
in the same manner as ordinary tunnel bars,

the ground being excavated only the exact sec-

tion of the tunnel, plus the trifftog thickness
of the bars. After the brickwork has been
built within them, the bars are separately
pushed forward by screw jacks, as the ground
is excavated for the succeeding length. The
bars are provided with longitudinal tubular
cavities, through which grouting or other fill-

ing material may be introduced from time to
time, to fill the space left vacant by the ad-
vancing bars between the top of the lining arch
and the earth above and around, and this pre-

vents any Bobaidence.

With regard to economy, it is said that at
the King's Gross tunnel, experience has shown
that, besides a great saving of time, there has
been a reduction, aa compared with the ordl*

nary method, of about 50 per oent in the oost
of all the work effeoted by the new method.
The invention will unquestionably facilitate the
conatruction of tunnels, subways, and sewers,
in oases where it is necessary to support the
superincumbent earth and to prevent aubse-
qaent subaldeuce of the surface. The system
marks a aolid advance in the conatruotlon of

tunnels, and refiecta oredit on its inventors.

Wind VS. Steam.

In current oalculation as to the oheapenlng
of power wherewith to turn the armatures of

dynamos for the generation of electricity, the
utilization of the power of the air In motion
is Ignored. Some years ago Sir William
Thompson, the great English electrician, pre-

dicted that windmills would be used ultimately

for charging storage batteries, and that power
has been utilized thus in some localities. The
multitude of windmills used for pumping water
is enormous. The windmills can be used with
equal success for operating light dynamos and
charging the cells of storage batteries.

Wind, of course, is an intermittent power.
Its force Is calculated for an average duration
of eight hours out of 24. In the Northwest
the average would be much longer than that,

aa there are very few calm days In the year.

The windmill of the present day is a very sa-

perior affair to the old canvas sail. It is light,

strong and automatic, answering the varying
direction of the wind. It ia made of wooden
slats, and the rudder keeps the disc to the
wind. After the disc ia set up, the only ex-

pense is oiling and occasional repairs. The ex-

pense, in fact, la a mere bagatelle to steam-
power.
Wind-power is the cheapest on earth. It

can be used in many cities with ease to charge

all the batteries necessary to light every honse

in the place, aod furnish power where needed.

The subject is worthy of public attention.

With the growth of the use of accumulators,

the wind-power must come in as the chief

agent for charging the cells. Its convenience

and cheapness recommends it. Nobody can
monopolize the wind. It is free to all.

Utilize the Brooks.—Says the American
Contract Journal: In the rivers rolling to the

sea are millions of horse-power daily running

to waste. We do not appreciate the brook and
river because they are so near and have been
there so long. Had they commenced flowing

but to day, we would have hastened to harneas

them.

A French Engineer propoaea to pen op the

tide-water at Havre, and, by running turbines

from this 16-foot rise and fall of the water

level, to create and transmit to Paris 42,000

electrical horse-power. The Bay of Fundy
may yet be harnessed down to the factories of

New England.

Pumping Natoral Gas Wells,—Successful

experiments have been made in pumping nat-

ural gas wella to fnorease the flow.
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Passing Events.

The Legielatnre baa convened at Sacramento,

and, having pretty well finished with its ap-

pointmentB to office, will soon be at work on

bills. Already a nnmber have been introduced

and many more are to follow. We shall, as

nsaal, have something to say concerning those

meaaares which interest our special olass of

readers.

The trouble with the Sioux Indians still con-

tinues, and as we write (Thursday) it is be-

lieved a battle is in progress.

The n, S. Senate is still coneldering the free

coinage of silver, but little progress is made. It

is unfortunate that silver should be mixed up

in political questions as it seems to be, for the

subject is not disoassed on its merits as would

otherwise be the case.

The U. S. Debris Commissioners, who have

been investigating the question of the mining

debris with its relation to the navigable rivers

of the State, have completed their report and

will forward it to the War Department this

month.

The Utioa mine, at Angels, Calaveras county,

seems unfortunate in the matter of accidents.

Last year 13 men were killed by a cave in the

mine, and on Monday of this week 10 men

were killed by the breaking of the wire cable

attached to the cage.

Mining improvements in Pima county, Ari-

zona, were never progressing more rapidly or

more favorable than at present.

The Apex Law and tlie Square Location.

Next to the determination and settlement of

land titles, the ownership of mining claims has

bsen in California the moat fruitful source of

litigation, the greater portion of thia litigation

having grown oat of the question of side lines

or its equivalent. So generally has this been

the case that a very radical change in the statute

governing in thia respect would seem to be de-

manded. Under the law aa it now atands the

claim owner may follow and work any lode

having its apex or croppings within his aurfftce

lines even though it extend in its downward

course outside those lines. There has come to

be developed a strong public sentiment in favor

of Bubstitating for thia law one providing for

square locations, and confining the rights of

claim owners within their surface boundaries.

In other words, it ia proposed to make our

mining laws conform in this respect with those

of all other civilized nations, bringing them at

the same time into harmony with our practice

as regards placer, coal, atone, agricultural and

all other land claims, the owners of which

have no right to go outside their surface lines

Within these lines they may go downward

without limit, but laterally not alhair'a breadth

over them. With a law like this the doubt

and obscurity that now invests thia species of

property would disappear, and all would be

rendered plain, fixed and certain. Instead of

having recourse to legal proceedings, involving

a necessity for lawyers, bailiffs, courts and

juries to settle disputes about ore bodies, the

services of an expert surveyor would suffice to

determine a question of thia kind at little cost

and in a very short time.

It might be thought that a law enacted ao

many years ago, and which has aince been the

subject of so muoh adjudication, would by this

time have become so well nnderstood that its

workings could give rise to but little contro

versy. But this ia a misappreheuBion. It has

been, as already remarked, a prolific source of

litigation. Scores of suits have grown out of

it, and they continue to multiply year by year.

The court calendars are crowded with them,

and not always have the findings of the various

courts been in harmony. The opinions of tbe

several judges have sometimes been in confiict,

leaving the law in such particular case unsettled

and doubtful. Even In the Supreme Court of

the United States, a minority have at times

dissented from the findings of their brothers on

the bench. And so this very nncertain law has

on occasion been rendered still more uncertain

by the acts of its ablest Interpreters.

If tbe judiciary, perplexed and In doubt, has

called to Its aid tbe learned geologist, tbe miu'

ing expert and others skilled in rook formations,

vein systems, slips, faults, dips, spurs and an-

gles, these specialists have not infrequently

been found so divided iu opinion that the judi

clal mind has, through these helps, been only

the more bewildered where it sought for guid

ance, and the judicial vision only the more ob-

scured where it sought for enlightenment. Tbe
truth of this statemdht ia well exemplified in

the manner in which we find these authorities

arrayed against each other in the suit now on

trial io Los Angeles, and to which some allu-

sion was made in these columns last week.

Here we have six profeesionals, all honest,

capable and experienced, pitted against each

other, three on a side, their testimony being,

presumably, entitled to equal weight. What
is the court and the jury to do in a case of this

kind? Of course find for the side on which
there seems a preponderance of evidence, which
ia hardly more than making an intelligent

guess or striking in tbe dark.

Now, clearly, much of this obscurity, per-

plexity and doubt would be obviated were the

plan of making square locations and restrict'

ing all within their surface limits adopted in

place of the present apex theory, which in all

theae legal contests constitutes the principal

element of uncertainty. To continue this apex
clause in the law governing mining locations

will be but to perpetuate these costly fends

and bequeath to coming generations a heritage

of enmity and strife.

The recommendations of the International

American Conference for the establishment of

an American Monetary Union, and the issue of

a common silver coin, have been adopted by all

tbe American Republics except Guatemala,
Uruguay and Paraguay, which have not yet

been heard from,

The Wet and Dry Seasons of Cali-

fornia.

For half of the year or more, the people of

California are apt to pay little attention to the

subject of meteorology. They meet and aalate

each other without making, aa at other timea,

any allusion to the condition or prospects of

the weather. The period during which the

weather causes such little concernment covers

what is here known as tbe dry season of the

year, extending usnally from about the middle

of April to the middle of November, daring

which the rainfall hardly ever exceeds an inch

or two, it sometimes amoantlng to less than a

ingle inoh.

But if, during these aeven months, we so dis-

miss this weather topic wholly from our thoughts,

it does none the less occupy them largely for the

other five montha of the year, which we desig-

nate the wet season. Any rain falling here be-

tween the end of May and the middle of Octo-

ber is generally deprecated, as causing more

harm than good. On the other hand, any

great delay in the commencement of the

wet season, or the occurrence of a pro-

tracted drought after its advent, is here

equally to be dreaded, becaase of its injnrioua

effects on moat of oar leading industries. Such

condition hurts alike the business of mining

and of farming, owing to the water supply be-

lug insufficient for their successful prosecution.

But while so much mischief inevitably comes

of a winter drought, any great auperabundance

of rain works at this season equal harm, the

flooded rivera sweeping away the miner's milla,

dams, ditches and other plant, and so saturat-

ing tbe ground with moisture that plowing and

seeding are delayed and the growing crops

more or less damaged, they being sometimes

wholly drowned out.

And thus tbe winter or wet term becomes in

California a season of constant anxiety and con-

jecture, every class thinking and talking aboat

it, because all are interested in the way It

shapes. About mid*autumn it is tbe wont of

the weather-wise among us to begin speculat-

ing as to tbe probable character of the coming

winter, these speculations being based on a va-

riety of facts or supposed facts, such aa the

movements of the wild fowl and other migra-

tory birds, the habit of the woodpecker and

the ground hog, tbe flow of the springs, eto.

Strangely enough, these weather prophets

never agree in their conclusions. Professing to

be guided by the same signs, they either see

these differently or put upon them a different

construction, about one-half of them every year

prognosticating a wet and the other half a dry

season. Going back only a few weeks, we find

these people thus divided in opinion,one let fore-

telling a wet and the other a dry winter,

neither of which predictions has thus far come

to pass, the weather having been marked by

neither extreme. Up till this time the winter

has in fact been an exceptionally favorable one.

We have everywhere had enough rain and no-

where too much. Tbe meteorological condi-

tions could hardly have suited as better had

they been prepared to order. Though a little

tardy, the rains, since they commenced, have

been well timed and plentiful, the grasa and

early-planted grain having been started into

vigoroua life, while plowing followed by ex-

tensive sowing has everywhere been made pos-

sible. Tbe flow of the rivers has been ao in-

creased as to improve navigation and afford

the miners an abundant supply of water, the

rise in the moantain streams having at the

same time been so alight as to greatly prolong

the working season of the river-bed miners.

But while tbe present has so far been a model

winter, being as yet not half over, there re-

mains, of course, a chance that a damaging

dronth or a damaging flood may occur before it

is ended. As far as it haa gone, it tends to dis-

credit the vaticinations of these weather or-

acles and to such extent impair confidence in

their ability to divine the future conditions and

movements of the meteorological elements.

There seems. In truth, to be no Infallible or even

tolerably safe rule whereby these tblngi can be

foretold.

As regards our summers, it is otherwise. It

takes not much of a prophet to foresee what

will be tbe general character of one of these.

The wet season over, we have for the next six

months little need for the signal service or that

part of the almanac that speaks of meteorolog-

ical changes, The rubber coat and the gam

boot are now relegated to the lumber-room.

Tbe umbrella, the possession of which could be-

fore be maintained only by the greatest vigl*

lance, may now be safely left In any exposed

place, no other article being bo little coveted

becaase no other is so little needed. The street-

sprinkler mast now work without intermission;

not here, as in most other countries, may he re-

main half the time idle. We dry oor green

fruits largely in the san and make salt in the

open air, and not, as elsewhere, in vata protect-

ed by eliding roofs that may easily be run over

them when the rain comes on. The farmer

stacka hia sacked grain In the field and there

leaves it till he cares to haul it away or the

near approach of the rainy season makes this

necessary.

The foregoing, while they include some of

the more notable, comprise but a small part of

the benefita incident to the calm, rainleaa sum-

mers of California; nor are our mild and open

winters without their advantages; outdoor work
during this season goes on with little inter-

ruption. Planting, plowing and aeeding are

everywhere Buooessfully proseouted, mining and

lumbering, except in the higher moantaina, re-

ceive no check, this being, in fact, with moat

of our leading induBtriea the most busy aeaaon

of the year.

Patents.

In tbe year 1S90, the U. S. Patent Office Is-

sued 26,292 patents, being over 2000 more than

any previous year In the history of the office.

Tbe total number of patents issued to Janaary

1, 1891, aggregates 443,986; designs, 20 438;

reissues, 11,136; trademarks registered, 18,774;

labels, 6402.

It will doubtless be a surprise to many to

learn that, notwithstanding the great number
of patenta already issued, the annual number
is on the increase, and was last year greater

.than ever before. But there is good reason for

this. Tbe great multiplication of mechanical

appliances in all the various branchea of human
industry calls for improvement in methods and

In details, and inventors are kept busy in all

directions. There are also many new branches,

such, for instance, as electrical appliances,

which offer fine fields for the inventor.

It is, moreover, now a well-reoognized fftot

that no improvement is too small or unimport-

ant to cover by patent. Every improvement

simplifying or increasing the efficiency of any

mechanical appliance adds so muoh to its value.

Therefore the man who improvea any well-

known and commonly-used article may reap as

much reward aa the person who devises an en-

tirely new thing, which must yet be introduced

Into public use.

The Pacific Coast is not behind the rest of

the country, in proportion to its inhabitants, in

the matter of inventions. In the last year S17

patents were issued to inventors in California,

Oregon, Washlogton, Nevada, and Arizona,

This is an evidence of our Industrial progress

and inventive talent. The majority of these

Pacific Ooast patents were obtained through the

Mining and Scientific Press Patent Agency

and very many of them are of considerable value

and Importance.

The Utica Mine Accident.

On Monday of this week, while ten men
\

were on the skip of the Utica mine, Angels,

Calaveras Co., the hoisting rope broke, drop-

ping them 450 feet to the bottom of the shaft,

killing them all. The cable has only been in

use three months, ia of steel. If inches in

diameter, and should carry many more tons

than were on the cage. It ia said there waa a

jar or shook before the rope broke, as if a steel

bar or other Implement had caught in the

timbers.

No details of the accident have been received

as yet, so the reasen why the safety clutch did
not catch is not explained. It Ib assumed, of

course, that such mining men as Hayward &
Hobart, the owners of the mine, would not
allow the cage to be operated witbouc a safety

appliance. However this may be, the cage
dropped to the bottom of the shaft, when the

rope broke, and all the men in the oage were
killed.

It was in this same mine that a number of

men were killed by a cave in December, 1889.

It had rained steadily for some weeks previous
to the accident and a number of men were eent

down to repair tbe timbers, when witbont any
warning the earth oruehed in on tbem and
killed them all. Four of the bodies were re-

covered only three weeks ago, and four are stiU

in the debris of the shaft.
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Terraced Overflow Basins.

AtnODK the many iatorestlog natoral pbe*

oomena that claim the attentioo of the Tialtor to

the YeltowBtooe Nfttlocal Park, the geyaera

and hot aprlogi rank first io general Interest^

Their ooveity and beanty attract oniTerBal ad-

mlratioD, while the vast qaaotities of hot

water that flow from the ground are ooDvtno-

log evldenoea of the aearDeaa of iDteroal heat.

Tbeae steaming foantains and boiling poola are

Dsnally sarronnded by snowy white borders of

mineral matter deposited by the hot waters.

At the Mammoth Hot Springs this oonsiats

of carbonate of lime that forms the fretted

rims of the pools and the beaatifnlly beaded

and ooraUlike deposits of the oones, and ooTers

large areas of ground about the eprings with a

sheet of white and glaring sinter. Not only

are the ooonrrence and the nature of these de-

posits snob aa make them of Interest to every

visitor, bat the problem of their origin has

proved to be one of the prominent features in

the Boientifio investigation of the hydrothermal

phenomena of the park, as it has been found

that Buoh deposits are very largely due to the

growth and life of a brilliant colored algous

vegetation, livlog in the bot waters.

Although the Yeltowatone Park aboands in

hot springs, caloareons hot waters are extreme-

ly rare and bat one looality is known where

such Bprings have formed deposits of travertine

or calcareous tufa to any considerable extent.

This is the Mammoth Hot Springs. At this

place the heated waters rising through mesozolo

limestone reach the surface heavily charged

with carbonate of lime in solution, which ia

deposited by the bot waters in the form of

travertine, affording an excellent opportunity

for a study of the formation of this mineral.

There are few places in the world where suoh

deposits equal those of the Mammoth Hot

usually irregular, wavy and acalloped. The
water rnna over the rims In tbio sheets and tit-

tle cascades, depositing travertine wherever it

flows and constantly building up the baaina un-

til the flow is oheoked by the Increased higbt

of the rfm. Yellow snlpharooated alg:e

threads are abundant on the bowl of the

spring and the rapid-flowing streams, but the

exquisite bines and greeos of the hottest basins

The Knowles Water-Works Pumping
Engine.

The accompanying Illustration represents one

of the latest and most improved componnd

condensing duplex water-worka pumping en*

ginea made by the Knowles Steam Pump
Works. Parke & Lacy Oo. of this city has juBt

sold one of these pnmps to Mr. H. Bloomfield,

KNOWLES' COMPOUND DUPLEX PUMPING ENGINE.

are due solely to the depths of water. The
bright lemon, red and green shadea of the cooler

pools are, however, entirely vegetable in their

nature, and due to the presence of algse lining

the basins and stripping their oater walls. In

a general view of the entire colleotion of these

basins, obtained from the edge of the terrace

above, the effect is that of a brilliant mosaio,

the colore occurring in well-defined areas out-

lined by the travertine rims. Looking at the

pools nearer by proves that these colors are not

engineer of this city, for the water works at

Lewiston, Idaho, the dimensions of which are

as follows: Two 12" diam. H. P. steam cylin*

ders; two 22" diam. H. P, steam cylinders;

two 12" diam. water plungers; all 13" stroke.

The water ends are made in two independent

castings, from very best charcoal iron, and are

fitted with hand-hole plates for easy access to

both suction and delivery valves.

The delivery from each water cylinder is

through an elbow into a ** Y," and on top of

TEBftAOED BASINS OF BLUB SPEINGS, MAMMOTd HOT SPiilNGS.

Springs in magnitude, and none exceed tbem in

beanty.

The terraced overflow baaina form the most

striking featnre of these springs. No descrip-

tion can do justice to their beauty,for neither the

delloate fretwork of their walls nor the frosted

surface of the glistening deposit nor the bril-

liant colors of the poola and rims can be de-

Boribed. The aooompanying engraving of the

Blue Springe, from a photograph by the U. S.

Geologioal Survey, shows a few of the many
baaina, of which each differs from the others.

The walls are bnilt up of pure white traver-

tine, the surface reaembling Imbrloated shells,

or a multitude of miniature baains, and often

eovered with a brightly-colored vegetable jelly

where the water la slightly cooled. These

basin walla vary in bight from a few inches to

Beyeral feet. Their ontline fa rarely oreBoentlo,

pare, but are produced by a nnmber of tinta,

minute differences in depth producing vari-

ations in color in the same basin. Large as is

the overflow from the Blue Springs, little

reaohea the edge of the terrace, the water sink-

ing into the porous deposit or flowing into holes

and fissures in the travertine floor.

The Union Iron Works, at Virginia City,

Nov., give steady employment to 10 or 12

workmen. The company makes a specialty of

mining and milling sopplies, and ia turning

out some excellent work. At present there is

comparatively little being done, but the plant

ia kept in rnnning order and regular repair

work is alwaya coming in. Such establish-

ments aa this are of decided advantage to min-

ing campi and shonld be liberally patronized

where opportunity offers,

this *' Y " is a large delivery air-cbamber fitted

with glass gauge to show the position of air

and water in the same. In the delivery pipe is

placed a heavy, strong check valve and also a

gate valve for closing off the discharge entirely

when desired. The snction to each water

cylinder ia taken through an elbow with eaay

bend, the two elbowa being connected by a

** Y," on top of which ia placed a large suction

air-chamber. The auction pipe is fitted with a

foot valve and strainer, also with a gate valve

to shut It off when desired.

The water plungers are made of hard iron

and work through gun-metal sleeves. The

valvea are of medium hard rubber, backed with

metal plates, and the valve aeata are of brass

fitted with brass bolta and springe.

The high and low preaanre steam cylinders

are steam-jacketed and covered with good non*

conducting material, over which Is placed a

handsome black-walnut lagging fastened with

brass bands. The piston rods in the steam
ends are of steel, one rod for each high-pressure

steam piston, and two rods for each low-press-

ure piston, passing through barrels cast on the

outeide of high eteam cylinders, alt three rods

taking hold on a common cross-head with
the piston rod from the water end, thus bring-

ing the stuffing-boxes all out in front of the

lagging where they are in sight at all times and
can be easily packed without removing lagging,

etc.

The steam end and water end are connected

by eight heavy, wrougbt-iron, polished tie-rods.

The valve motion ia very heavy and strong,

consisting of two wronght-iron rock ahafta

working in ad j aatable babbitted boxes, wrougbt-

Iron rocker arme and connections all made with

adjustments for taking up lost motion.

Each high-pressure ateam cheat is fitted with

a throttle valve and tbeae two tbrottlea are

connected to a **Y" to which Is fitted amain
throttle valve.

Thia pumping engine ia fitted with the latest

and moat Improved independent air pumps and
jet condensers, the air pump having 7" eteam

cylinders, 10" vacunm cylinder, 10" stroke. The
air.cylinder Is Hoed with a heavy composition

bushing; the air piston ia of composition fitted

with adjustable fibrous packing; the piston rod

of composition; the valve plate of composition,

and the valves of rubber, fitted with braaa

bolta and springs. The condeneer is of the latest

Improved cone pattern, fitted with vacuum
gauges, etc.

In the exbau8t<pipe from the low-pressure

steam cylinders to the air pump la placed one

of the latest improved feed-water heatera, which

is lagged with black walnut fastened with braas

bands to correspond with the lagging on the

main engine. The feed-pnmp takes Its supply

from the air-pump discharge, and forces the

water through the beater, furniabing hot feed-

water to the boilers.

The duty of the plant is 50 to 60 million foot

pounds and ita daily work cooeiata of pumping
1,500,000 gallons with a head eqnal to 240 feet,

lucladiog the suction and friction of the water

pipe. This pnmping engine throughout is

handsomely finished and in keeping with the

high class of machinery alwaya furnished by

the Parke & Lacy Co.

Academy of Sciencea.

The California Academy of Sciences held Its

annual meeting last Monday In the new build-

ing on Market street. Dr. H. W. Harknesa

presided. Reports were received from the

B^ard of Trnsteea. The treasurer reported dis-

bursements for the year amounting to $182,-

669 22; cash on hand, $1231.02. The librarian

reported 2694 books received during the past

year. Reports were also received from the

Caratora of Ornithology and Ichthyology. The
president made a brief summary of what the

society had accomplished during the year.

The Committee on Elections reported the
following o£GoerB elected to serve for the en-

suing year: President, H. W. Harkneae; first

vice-president, H. H. Behr; second vice>pieai-

dent, George Hewstoo; correspondiog secre-

tary, Frederick Gutzkow; recording secretary,

J. R. Soupham; treasurer, L. H. Foote; libra-

rian, Oarloa Troyer; director of museum, J. G.
Cioper; trnsteea, Charles F. Crocher, D, E.
Hayes, W. C. Barnett, Georee C. Perkins, E.
J. Molera, Irving M. Soott, John Taylor.

The committee also reported that an amend-
ment to the Constitution had been adopted
making two claasea of members, and those now
joining can only do ao aa annual membera with-

out the privilege of voting.

A discussion on this amendment took place.

Colonel Charles F. Crocker aaid that he was
very sorry that be had no opportunity to ex-

press his opinions prior to the election. This
amendment would prevent many from Joining

the association, and be did not believe It would
meet the views of either James Lick or Charles

Crocker If they were alive. He waa aorry that

the amendment was considered practically

settled,

I, E, Thayer said that there waa nothing on
the ticket to indicate what amendment was
voted on, and he did not believe it had been
adopted.
The secretary said that the amendment had

been properly advertised for 60 days in accord-

ance with the provision of the Constitution.

C. F. Crocker aaid that it waa Impossible to

determine which amendment was voted on at

the election, and aa it amended several articlea

of the Constitution, the amendmenta ahould

have been voted on separately.

After conalderable dl8onislon,the whole mat-

ter waa declared oat of order and the meeting

adjourned,
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A New and Splendid Companion to all

the Metal Industries.

Fully abreast of the latest Inventions and discoveries, as

well in the largest and coarsest as in the

stnallest and finest of metal work.

JTJST B,EA.ID"Z'.
Price, $2.50.

Free of Postage to any Address in the World.

n3c:E:

RECEIPTS and PROCESSES.

Being a collection of Chemical Formulas and Practical

Manipulations for the working of all the Metals and
Alloys, including the Decoration and Beautifying of

artio'leB manufactured therefrom, as well as their pres-

ervation. E lited from various sourcea bj' Wm. T. Brannt,

editor of "The Techno-Chemical Keceip^ Book" and
"The Metallic Alloys." lUustrated hy 63 engravings.

One volume, over 500 pages, 12mo, elegantly bound in

scarlet cloth, eilt, closely printed, containing a vast

amount of valuable matter on all the Metala and Alloys,

not to befoundinany other biok in the English language.

^^ Price $2.50, free of postage to any addres.:

in the world.
jggg- A circular of 24 pages, showing the full

Table of Contents of this valuable hook, loill he sent

free andfree ofpostage to any one in any part of
the world who will furnish us with his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
Industrial Publishkhe, Booksrllers and Importbes,
SlOWalnat Si., Ph-ladelphia.Fft., U.S.A.

Malleable Iron. All Slzee.

These Couplinga are the best in the world, moat pow-
erful and cheapest. They have a ball and socket joint,

right and left screw and work frclv. We use them ex-

tensively iQ our Tank Building Department.

WELLS, RUSSELL & CO
,

:ills, Cor. Mission & Fremont Sts., S. F.

GREAT REDUCTION!

BATTERY~~SOREENS.
Best and Cheapest in Aiuerica.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Milla, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Hin
log and Milling Machinery, Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other metala punched for all uses.

inveotor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No, 1 to 15 (fine).

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
21 & 2S3 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN W. QUICK. Proprietor.

CLAYTON
AIR COMPRESSORS

For 'Working
Rock Drills, Coal Cutters
Hoisting Engines and Water
Pumps in Mines and Tunnels.
Sinking Caissons, Etc., Etc.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 6,

Clayton Air Compressor Works,
43 DEY ST., NEW YORK.

The Best Mining District
On the Paciiic Cuast I

GRASS VALLEY, CAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPEtt publiahed in the district laTTHE TIX>I3XrCS-S,
Daily and Weekly edition. Gives all the Mining Newg.
Dealers in Mining Machioery and Mining Supplies will
find THE TIDINGS the best medium for directly reach-
ing the owners or managers of mioea. Investors in
mines will fiud it to their advantage to eubacribe.
Many mines are in successful operaiioo, aod new

enterprises are being instituted and many others are in
contemplation,
UAiLY, $6 00 a year; WEEKLY, S2 50, in advance.

H. S. SPaULDING, Publisher.
T. C. HOCKINQ. Editor.

Postinistfirs
-•"- ''-'"^-"-'-'"--'^°—''^^ "^

L when this paner is not taken from
' their office. If not stopped promptly

Ihrough ovenlKbb or other mishap), do us the fftTor ua

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
.UANnPAOTDBKRa OF

UP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.
True to pattern and superior In atrength, toughness and durability to uast or Wroaffht

Iron in any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Detcription.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORGINGS.

ALSO Steel Rods, from } to 3 inch diameter and Flats trom 1 to 8 Inch. Anglea, Tees, ChannelB and other ehape

Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths

ST£EIi RAILS from 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled

Beams, Angle, Channel, and T Iton, Bridge and Machine Bolta, Lag Screws, Nuts, WasherB, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Piatona, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and FrameB,
and Iron Forglngs of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STBXX.

jy Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC ROLLmo HUI CO.. 202 Market St., San FranclBco.

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES, Proprietors.

[ESTABUSHED IN 1856.]

JSc«.xx X"37A.Xa.C7lSOC>.

-HANUFACTUBBRS 0F~

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILBRS.-
Fropeller Engines, either High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

MINING MACHINERY.—Hoisting Engines and

Works, Cages, Ora Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines

and Pimips, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com'

pressors, Air Reoeivers, Air Pipes.

MILL. MACHINERY.—Batteries (or Dry or Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Furnaces, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.—Flour

Mill Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINESiBOILERS
OF ALL KINDS,

Either for uee on Steamboats or for nee on Land.

"Water Pipe, Pump or Air Coltumu, Fish
Tanks for Salmon Canneriea

OP EVBRT DRSORIPTION.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at v«ry mooeraee rate&

AGBKT8 FOR THB PACIFIC COAST POR THB

I>eA,n.e StGO-ixx X*i;u3a.-p.
SPECIALTIES

:

CorUgs Esglnea and Tnstln Ore PnlTerizerB. DEANB STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufaoturera of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purlfler and Heater.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manulaoture Throe Kinds ol Powder, which are acknowledged by all the Great Chemists ot the World as

The Safest, and Strongest High Explosives in the Market.

Of Different Strengrths as Required.
NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE," which contains 94 per cent of NItro-Glycerlne, and

GELATINE-DYNAMITE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Sale In Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPBOVED.
^?fr,^t^}:^?.tS^^-^'^^J'&^° CLEARING. Is trom three to tour times stronger than ordinary Blast

SfeS'anrm'^nT '^SlX'^llT^rZ\?;i?LZ^!^l^l'l^. ST^Jr^''
'"'™'^'= ^^"" ""

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
SBNERAL AGENTS, SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

OAFS and PUSE for Sale

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical Works.
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Industrial Chemist, Assayer

and Geologist,
'~^^-

718 MONTGOMERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

thfpi,!flfiL p£?i.'
° o""'

™°'ii1on »n<l value ol any mining property on

^X«r4ot&0?e?n°Sj! '^°^' " oris,/lu^r.ltLr,uln In

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.
Pioneer Mining Office of the Northwest

Coast.
Having the largest permanent brick assay furaacea, cbeiO'

jcal laboratory and mining office on tlie NortLweat Ooaat,
with a collection of about 4000 samples of the ores of Alaska,
British Columbia, Oregon and the Northwest Territories;
and having made personal examinations of nearly every
mining camp on the Pacific Slope, from California to
Alaska, I am prepared to do any class of legitimate and
honest mining work, such as EXAMINING, ENGINEER-
ING, SAMPLING AND REPORTING ON THE VALUE
OF ALL MINERAL, COAL AND FIRE-CLAY PROP-
ERTIES, BUILDING STONBB. EARTHS, ASSAYS
AND ANALYSIS OF ORES, "WATERS, CHECK,
SAMPLES OF ORE, P0LP3, "ORGANIC ANALYSIS"
WORK, and in fact any work connected with the office of a
first-claBs mining geologist and chemist. Any information
mining men may dpsire to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL RESOURCES of the entire Pacific Northwest
will be honestly given. Address Dr.WUllnCKvcrette,
Consulting Mining Geologist and Chemist, 1318 E Street,
Tacoma, Wash.

A. S. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 CAI.IFOBNIA STREET,
Rooms 30 and 31, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Deaigners and Conatmctors of Gold and Silver Milla
Hoisting and Pumping Worlts, Tramways, and every-
thing pertaining to the Mining and Reduction of Ores.

Bewick, Moreing & Hooper,

MINING ENGINEERS,
508 California Street, San Francleco, Oa

Suffolk House, Laurence, Pountney Hill,

LONDON, K. C.
Leake's Buildinga, Johanneaburg,

SOUTH A^FRICA.
Report on mlnea and undertake management of mining

properties.

RICHARD R. HAWKINS.
MINING ENGINEER.

LATE ASSISTANT GEOLOGIST U. S. GEOLOGICAL
Survey. General Manager La Vetera (Limltada), via

Torres and La Barranca, Sonora, Mexico.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Oivil and Mining Sng'ineer,

MINING EXPERT A»D GEOLOGIST.

Business Box A," office of this paper, SanAddress

Francisco,

ROSS E. BROWNE.
Mining and Hydraulic Elngrineer,

No. 307 9AHS0HB St., San Frajioisoo.

\m and (Aachi'iie hh
UNION IRON WORKS,

SAOBAMENTO. OAL.

ROOT, NEILSON & CO..
MAMUFA0TURBR8 OP

Steam Engines, Boilers,
AND ALL KINDS OP

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
e'lonrlng Mills, Saw Mills and Quartz Mills Machinery

constructed, fitted up and repaired.

F'ront St., bet. N & O Sts., Sacraznento, Oal.

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

ENGINEERS AND UACHINISTS.
No. 119 Beale St., - - San Francieco.

BDCiDBBa OF

Steam Engines, Saw Milla, Mining Machinery, Drcd^ng
Machines, Rock Crushers, Cable Railway Machinery,
EI litborp Air Brake Co. 'a Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cusbiona and Air Brakes. FOSITIYB
SAFETIE:3. Improved Ram Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E. Henrickeon's Patent Automatic
Safety Catcbes.

MacliineB of all kinda Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,
:EUA<JiTr /\ 3F»OTT3Xri3H.Tr,

Maoutacturera of

CASTINGS OP EVERY DESCRIPTION
127, 129 and 131 Beale Street,

Between Mieaion and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO.
GAS WORK A SPECIAI.Tr.

'l^^^'

QUARTZ SCREENS
A Specialty. Roand, slot
or burred slot holes. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo-
geneous Steel, C^t Steel or ^
American planished Iron,

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposea Call-
fomia Perforating Screen Co.. 145 & 147 Beale St, S. P.

Engraving
Superior Wood and Metal Engrav-
ing, Electrotyplng and Stereotyping
done at the office of this pauet.
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AMALGAMATING MACHINERY.

stamp Mills for Wet or Ory Crushing.

Huntington Centrifugal Quartz Mill. Or|rlng

Cylinders, Amalgamating Pans. Settlers,

Agitators and Concentrators. Retorts, Bul-

lion and Ingot Moulds, Conveyors. Elevators,

Bruckners and Howell's Improved White's

Roasting Furnaces, Etc.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY
IMPROVED CORLISS vA^^v^.^VilM ENGINES. ^

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.
' '

- I

Blake, Oodgeand Comet Crushers. Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls, Hartz Plunger

and Collom Jigs. Frue Vanner & Embrey
Concentrators, Evans*. Calumet, Collom's

and RIttenger's Slime Tables. Trommels,

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. OreSam*^ pie Grinders and Heberle Mills. f

Dr^ll f DO HORIZONTAL, VERTICALD \/ I U H KO ... AND SECTIONAI .

^movj^o mi^:mM,mK. ^tm.
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water & Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Compressors,
Rock Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC,

Sectional Machinery
FOR

MULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engmes
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Galena &, Copper Ores,

SLAC CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

Genera! Offices and Worlcs: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.

BRANCH OFFICES
Qalitt de Juarez

NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER, COLO., 1316 Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
7 W. Second South St. LONDON, ENC, 23 Bucklersbury, E. C. CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG, TRANSVAAL, South Africa.

HKLENA, MONTANA, Koom 28, Merchants' National Bank Bnlldlngr, No. Nortb Main St.

SOLE WESTERN AOENTS FOR TYLER WIRE WORKS DODBLE ORIMPBD MININQ OLOTHS.

JAMBS LEFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wheels are dealgDed for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
high heads are ntitized, and are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Being placed on horizontal ehaft, the power Is transmitted
direct to shafttog by belts, dispensing with gearing.

Estimates (umlshed on application (or wheels specially built and adapted in

capacity to suit any particular case.
Further Information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the

ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and In Iron Globe CaseSi free o' cost,
by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES
Spring^field, Ohio,

LBPPEL & CO.,
or 110 liberty St., Kew York

FRASEB A CHALMERS, Qeneral AeentB,
Ohlcago, 111., and Denver, OoL

PARKE ji LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, CaL

BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE
ANNUAL CAPACITY 800. ESTABLISHED 1831.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES!
Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately in standard gauges and templates. Like parts
o( different engines of same class perfectly interchangeable.

^

Broad and Narrow Gauge Ixjcomotives, Mine Ijocomotives by Steam or Compressed Air, Plantation ^s
Locomotives, Noiseless Motors for Street JSailways, Furnace Locomotives, etc.

BURNHAM, PARRY, WILLIAMS & CO., PROPRIETORS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

N. W. SPAULDING
oo]vi:i»-A.3xrTe'

Manufacturers of

SPAUIiDING'S

Inserted Tootli

AND

CHISEL BIT

01Rcm,AR

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MAOHINBRY
Of all kinds made to order. Send for I>esariptive Cata

logue. 17 and 10 Fremont St.. San Franolaos

WINCHESTER HOUSE.
41 Third Street, San Francisco, Cal.

This Fire-proof Brick Buildinj; |s centrally located, in

. tlie iieaitbiest part of the city, oniy a half blocli from the
Grand and Paiace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat and
Railroad Offices.

Laundry Free for the use of Families.

HOT AND COI.D BATHS FREE.

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And Upward.

Eooms with or without Board,

Free Coach to the Hoiue,

WANTED -TO BtTY A SECOND-HAJJD TEN-STAMP
Quartz Mill. Address, with price, terms, condition of

Mill, L. H. MONTANYE. Secretary Golleu City Mining
Co., Albany, Oregon, December 15, 3890,

A. J. VAN DRAKE,

Machinist and Mechanical
Engineer,

203 Fremont St., San Francisco.

SPUR AND BEVEL GEARS CUT TO ORDER.

And Experimental Machinery of All Kinds

Sliaftlng:, Pulleys and Boxes,
Enf^lneB anfl Boilers.

DRAWINGS, PLINS and SPECIFICATIONS made fo

new machinery.
Jobbine of every description promptly attended to.

PINE WORKUANSUIP UUAKANTEED.

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay Oflace, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed

of Id the Open Market to tbe Highest Bidder,

jMetalllirgy apd Ore^.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Snlphoreta.

— MANUPAtmrnnta op

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.
ALBO MANUFAOTURBRS OP

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
UDder CbamberliQ Patent

JOHN TAYLOR & CO.,
IHPORTBHB AND DBALBRH IN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS, AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 A 66 First St., cor. Mission. San Franclico.

^^^ We would call the attention of

Assayera, Chemiets, Mining Com-

'

panieB, Millings Compaoies, Pros-
pectors, eta, to onr full stock of __
Balances, Furnacea, Muiffies, Craciblea, Soori>
flers, etc, inoluding, also, a full Btock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged In furDiahing theae sup-

plies slnof the first discovery of mines on the
Pacific Coast, we feel confident from our experi-
ence wo can well suit the demand tor these
goods, both as to quality and price.
Agents for the Morgan Cracible Co.*

Battersea, England. Also for E. G. Dennis-
ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly relia-

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taken
at bis lowest prices. Our Illustrated Cataloeuo and As-
say Tables aent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR * GO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET,

Near Firat and Market Streets, S. F.

0. A. LnoEHARDT, Manager. Bstablishbd ISflB

Ores worked by any ProoesB.

Ores Sampled,

Assaying in all its Branches.

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Watera, eto.

Working Tests (practical) Made.

Plans and Specifications furnished for tbe

most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Special attention paid to Examinationa

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

O. A. LUCKHARDT A OO.,
(Formerly Huhn & Luokhardt,

AUnlnK Enslneers and MetallurfflBtB,

TRAFTON'S

Gold Saving Device.
Patented June^* 17, 1890.

ANEW DEVICE TO BE USED ON TABLES FOR
Gravel Mills and Undercurrents to Hydraulic

Claims. When used in quartz mills it is equal to

silvered plates. It is simple and economical in its

construction and practical in its operation. Send for

circulars. CHAS. TRAFTON,
Yankee Jim's, Cal.

Applies liquid pigment by a
jet of air. Highest awards
JTranklin and American In-
stitutes as n legitimate art
tool. Successfully used by
large numbers of tbe beat
crayon, ink and water-color
portrait artists, and by tecli-

uical draugbtsmen. Saves 7^
per cent of time in shading.

Descriptive pamphlet sentffree. It points out one way to

earn a living. Address AIR BRUSR MT'G CO.,
9 Nassau Street, Kockford, Illinois.

ATTENTION, MINERS!
A FIKST-CLASS

UnionRock Breaker
3600 MISSION ST„ SAN FBANOISCO
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H>RKE1 J^EPORTS.

Local Markets.

San Francisco, Jan. 8, 1891.

General trade begins to show an improvement.

The money market is growing easy under free dis-

bursements and only a fair demand. There is a

growing feelins of confidence, which is in strong

contrast to the feverish, unsettled feeling in January

of last year.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is quiet

but firm at 82 to 83 cents.

SILVER—Department purchases in this month

are as follows

:

Purchased Price paid
oDDcee. per ounce.
807,000 $1.0450 to S1.C525

Offered

Date ounces.

January 2 932,000

January 5 No report.

January 7 No report.

Press telegrams have failed to report only one

day's purchases of silver by the Department at

Washington, Whether the sales were given out or

not. we cannot tell until we receive particulars by

mail.

The United States Senate has put the Force bill to

one side and taken up the financial bill. From the

discussion of the latter, it is generally admitted that

a free-coinage silver bill will be passed by the Sen-

ate; but there is a diversity of opinion regarding the

probable course of the House. Even well-informed

persons differ. The Congressional elections last

fall may possibly cause some of the gold-bug Con-
gressmen to discover that their course is opposed to

the wishes of their constituents, and conforming to

the opinions of the latter, it is barely possible that

enough will vote for free coinage to pass the Senate

bill. If Congress passes a free-coinage bill, there

can be no doubt but the President will sign it.

Our English exchanges think that there will be no
silver legislation, and taking this view, they are

bears on the silver market and all securities whose
values are based upon that of silver.

New York telegrams quote silver at $1,04!^, In

this city, $1.04?^ is quoted at the MinL

QUICKSILVER—Receipts the past week aggre-

gate 488 flasks, and exports by sea 300 flasks to

Mexico. The market is easy, although a fair call

for the season is reported.

LIME—Receipts the past week aggregate 2177
bbls. The market is quiet, with a lessened demand
reported. Quotations are reported unchanged.

BORAX—Receipts the past week aggregate 220
ctls., and exports, 893 ctls. to Liverpool. The
market is steady under a fair demand from the East
and no selling pressure here.

LEAD—The market shows more strength, but no
change in quotations is reported. Advices from the

East report an increasing demand and a stronger
holding.

COPPER—The market is reported more or less

unsettled, although the feeling appears at the close

to be settling under the belief that better prices will

prevail at the East and abroad after the present
month. This opinion is largely based upon the
decreasing stocks, and no marked increase in the
output.

IRON—Imports the past week aggregate go tons
of Oregon. The market is essentially unchanged.
Importers and large holders think there will be an
increase in the consumption on this coast, which
will tend to keep the market fairly steady. European
and Eastern advices are about the same as reported
in our last week's issue.

COAL—Imports the past week aggregate as
follows: Tacoma, 10,250 tons; Seattle, 6no;
Nanaimo, 9960; Departure Bay, 1660; Nagaskai,
2476. Total, 30,455 tons. The market is weaker
for pot, with Seatile marked down $r a ton. Lower
prices are expected in other coast coals. Coast
collieries are crowding the market, selling all they
can before Australian coal begins to put in an
appearance. Continued mild weather is against
free consumption. Dealers and consumers only
buy in a hand-to-mouth way. For shipment, best
grades of Australian are said to be obtainable at
about $8.37^. As the grain harvest is in full blast
in Australia, ships are said to be firm in their views
for loading in the near future. With large grain
crops in this State, more ships will be turned this

way after May next.

San Francisco Metal Market.

WHOLBSAXK.
Thdrsdat, January 8, 1891.

Ant imony — @ 20
Borax—Reiinod, in carload lota ,...,.. S @ —
Powdered " " " 8 @
CoDCentrated " " " 7i@ —
All grades johljing at an advance.

COPPEE—
Bolt 23 @ —
Sheathin? 23 @ —
togot. jobbing 18 @ —
do, wholesale 16 @
Fire Box abeets 23 ft* 25

Lkajj—Pig 5g@ —
Bar-. tlita ei
Sheet 7y,@ _
Pipe 6f@ —
elhot, discount 10% on 500 bags Drop, ^ bag. I 80 (* —
Buck, ¥ba6 2 10 @ —
Ohilled, do 2 20 @ —

Quicksilver—By the flaak 52 00 (§53 00
fflaatrs, nld .... i- (a 55

Chrome Iron Ore, $* ton 10 ^0 (^
S TEKL—English, ft) 16 @ 20
Canton tool 9@ 9
Black Diamond tool 9@ 9
Pick and Hammer 8 @ 10
Machinery 4@ 5
Toe Calk 4i@ —

TINPLATE—B. v., steel grade, 14x20, to arrive. 6 37^^ 6 50
B. v., steel grade, 34x20, spot 6 37i@ —
Charcoal, 14x20 6 td'iOi —
do roofing, 14x20 6 00(®
do. do, 20x28 13 00 (i —
Fig tin, spot, ^ lb., nominal, "" "

Iron—Bar, base
Norway, base

Spot.
Iron—Glengarnock ton 34 00 ta

Eglinton. ton 34 00 (2 - -
American Soft, No, 1, ton.. @32 00
Oregon Pig, ton . — @33 00
Paget Sound 34 00 @
Clay Lane White — .< 28 00
Bhotts, No. 1 .34 00 "35 00
Langloan 34 00 @
Thomolifle 34 00 @
Oartaherrie 34 00 @
Barrow , 34 00 @

I Oargofleet , 30 00 @ ~

List of D. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

* Inventors.

Reported by Dewey & Oo., Pioneer Patent

Solicitors for Pacific Coast.

FOR THE WEEK ENDING DEC. 30, 1890.

443,739.—PiN-cuSHioN—G. F. Atkinson, S. F.

443897, — Protecting Piles — Janies Clark,

Tacoma, Wash.
443,898.—Disintegrating Slag— James Col-

quhoun, Clifton, A. T.

443,901

—

Separating and Grading Ores—
E. L. Craig, S. F.

443,650.—Clevis—John Duncan, Shedd's, Or.

443,641.

—

Wind Engine — Geo. S. Eastman,

S. F.

443,827.—Sea-Water Storage Tank— John
Farnham, S. F.

443,644.—Elevator Valve—C. I. Hall, S. F.

443,942. — Match-Box and Cigar PaNCH—
Emil Heinricb, Sacramento.

443,648 — Straw-Dump Attachment for
Harvesters—Alex. McDonald, Franklin, Cal.

443,836.—Concentrator —). H. Miller, San
Tpse, Cal.

443,545.—Device for Injecting Powders—
W. H. Rowland. Albany, Or.

443,800.—Extension Ladder.—J. P. Sraale,

Pasadena, Cal.

443,878.—Pessary—C. P. Tatro, Spokane Falls,

Wash.
443,806. — Machine for Pointing Fence

Pickets—J. M. Vance, Eureka, Cal.

443.734.—Lawn Sprinkler — D. C. V/ilgus,

Los Angeles, Cal.

443,808.—Petroleum Burner—D. C. Wilgus,

Los Angeles, Cal.

445,639.—Needle for Grain Binders—T. C.

Wilkin, Independence, Or.

443,558.—Street-Sweeper—J. A. Wilt, Eu-
reka, Cal.

443,702. — Pneumatic Door Check and
Spring—F. J, Wood, Los Angeles, Cal.

NOTB.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents fiurnleked

by Dewey &i Co., in the sbortesti time possible (by mall
or telegraphio order). American and Foreign patenb
obtained, and general patent business for Pacifio Coast
Inventors transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
rates, and In the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co. 's Scientific Press U. S. and For-

eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Propulsion of Ve^^els. — John Schroeder,

S. F., Cal., assignor of one-half to Luder Raschen,

same place. No. 443,168. Dated Dec. 23, i8go.
This improvement consists in the employment ol a
chamber or chambers formed beneath and in the
sides of the vessel, diverging and opening back-
wardly through said sides, and a column of air

forced through said passages to press upon the
body of water in which the vessel floats.

Ore Concentrator.—James Tulloch, Angel's

Camp, Cal. No. 443,171. Dated Dec. 23, 1890,
This concentrator relates to the class in which end-
less belts are used. The improvements consist in
the novel means for effecting the uphill travel of the
belt. This travel is an intermittent one and is au-
tomatic, depending upon the rocking of the belt-
carrying frame, which transmits power through a
peculiarly arranged pawl and ratchet to the head
drum of the belt.

Baling Press.—George Beamon Allen, San
Leandro, Cal. No. 443,172. Dated Dec. 23, 1890.

In this press there are two followers operating in
separate baling chambers, one at each end. The
followers are operated by a novel series of intermesh-
ing gears, actuated by the power lever and con-
nected with the followers by links. These connec-
tions force the followers out and draw them back
alternately. The power is even and steady, avoid-
ing friction in the baling chambers.

Elevator Valve Mechanism. — Cofran I.

Hall, S. F., Cal., assignor of fone-half to Patrick
Cahill, same place. No. 443,644. Dated Dec. 30,
1890. This invention relates to hydraulic elevators',
and is specially applicable to that class of elevators
in which a body of water, or other inelastic fluid, is
contained within a compression chamber, said fluid
being acted upon by an elastic medium under press-
ure, such as steam or air, in order to force it into
the cylinder to act upon the piston by which the
elevator cage is moved. The invention consists in
such improvements in the valves and the means for
actuating them as will prevent irregular movements
of the elevator, naturally caused by variations in the
pressure. It also consists in certain details of con-
struction.

Straw-Dump Attachment for Combined
Harvesters. — Alexander McDonald, Franklin,
Cal. No. 443.648. Dated Dec. 30, 1S90. This
mvention belongs to that class of devices to be at-
tached to the tail end of harvesters to catch the
straw. It consists of a wheeled frame having adump body, and carriers to receive and deliver the
straw to said body. It can be readily connected
with and disconnected from the traveling harvester.
Wind ENGINE.-George S. Eastman, S. F., Cal!

No. 443-641. Dated Dec. 30, 1890. This engine
consists of traveling chains, carrying adjustable
sails, whereby they are moved. The chains engage
sprocket-wheels and these turn a shaft from which
the power is taken. The whole is mounted on a
turntable, whereby it can move into and out of the
wind. The machine is intended for heavy work and
IS capable of developing great power.

The directors of the Denver Mining Es-ohange have decided to auapend all the listed
property that has not paid the second annual
listing asBesBment now doe and amoantine toW for each mine on the board. There were
20 minee notified that the dues were owine
but up to Jan. 5th only six had paid up. Se?l
erftl of the others asked for an extension of
time, which wai refused.

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
COMPILBI) BVERT THURSDAY PROM ADVKRTlSBMKNTft IN THE MINING AJTO SciHNTlFIO PEBHS AND OTHBR S. F. JoURKAtS

ASSESSMENTS.
Company. LOOATION. No. Am't. Lbvibd.

Dec 27,

25..Nov 19.

75.. Nov 17.
5..I>eo 13.

10.. Dec 9.

50.. Dec 15..

50.. Dec 3 Jan 7
10. .Jan 6....Peb 9.

25. .Dec 9 Jan 15,

Dec 20....Jan

Adelaide Copper Oo Nevada.. 2,

Atlaotic Con MOo Nevada.. 7..

Cootidence SDver M Co Nevada. .17..

Con Imperial M Co Nevada.. 30..

Con St Gothard M Co California.. 2.,

Contra Estaca Con Mex M Co . . Mexico . . 1 .

.

Crown Point M Co Nevada.. 53..

Del MoDte M Co Ntvada . . 4.

.

Exchequer M Co.... Nevada.. 30..

Gray Eagle M Co California.. 21.,

Hale& WorcrossM Co Nevada.. 97..

Head Centre & Tranquility M. Co . . Ariz . . 11 .

.

Inyo Marble Co California. .11..

Kentuck M Co Nevada. .23..

Leigh Gravel M Co California.. 2..

Northwestern G& S M Co.. Br Columbia 1..

Oak Con M Co California.. 7..

Potosi M Co Nevada., 35..

Quaker M Co California. .22.

.

itiverside M & M Oo L. 10..Dec 11,

Sierra Nevada S M Co Nevada. ,98. . 30. .Jan S

TeirakofEMCo Ca ifornia.. 5.. l..Dec e

Union Con S M Oo Nevada. .42.. 25. .Jan
Utah Con M Co Nevada.. 11..

Dblinq't.
,.Jan 31...

.Jan 29...

.Dec 22...

.Jan

Balb. Sbcrbtary. Placb of BaSlNBSS,
.Feb 28. WHH Graves 426 SanBome St
.Feb 19..DMKent 330 Pine St
.Jan 12..ASGroth 414 California St
Feb 9..CL McCoy 331 Pine St

Jan 15.. ..Feb 7..TWet2el 320 Sanaome St
Feb 14. ...Apr 4. .George Gale 309 Nontgoraery St

.Jan 28.. James Newlands 331 Pine Sb

.Mar 3, .J W Pew 310 Pine St
-Feb 5. .0 E Elliott 309 Montgomery St
Feb 16..AW Barrows 303 California St

50. .Jan 7.. ..Feb 11. ...Mar 4..A E Thompson 309 Montgomery St
5.. Dec 11... Jan 16....Feb 9..J W Pew 310 Pine St

10..Dec 16....Jan 30....Feb 20..G WLuce 132 California St
35.. Dec 29.... Feb 3....Feb 25..J WPew 310 Pine St

Nov 22 ^Jan 3....Jan 24..EEFall 320 Sanaome St
.Feb 9. .F Bonacina 438 California St
•Mar 2,.E JEyan 230 Montgomery St
.Feb 10..OE Elliott ....309 Montgomery St
.Feb 24..A Cheminant 328 Montgomery St

...Feb 2.. J Stadtfield 309 Montgomery St
.Feb 5.... Feb 24..E L Parker 309 Montgomery St
.Jan 8....Feb 9..W J Gurnett 308 Pine tit

Feb 10. . . .Mar 2..A W Barrows 303 CaUfornia St

5. .Nov 12. ...Jan 19..
4.. Dec 18. ...Feb 2.

50. .Dec 16.. ..Jan 20..
15,.Dec 27,...Feb 3.

~ " ,.Jan 12..

25. .Dec 9.... Jan 19. ...Feb 9..AHPiBh ...V.V.V.V. .Nevada Block

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
Name of Oompant. Looatton. Seobbxart Opfiok in S. F. Mektinq Date

Black Diamond Coal Co California. .G Staaoke 426 California St Annual Jan 15
CrescentM & M Co California. .J H Isham 310 Pine St Annual Jan 19
Crocker M Co Arizona..N T Measer 309 Montgomery St Annual Jan 19
Lone Star Q & GM Co California.. A W Blundell 2814 Califoruia St Annual Jau 37
Middle Creek M Co California..H D Hawka... 318 Pine Bt Annual Jan 13
Shaatalron Co California..O B Morgan 508 California Kt Annual Jan 13
Silver King M Co.... Arizona..Aug Waterman 309 Montgomery St Annual Jan 13

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Nasib op Oompany. Location. Seobetaby. Office in S. P. Amount. Payable

Candelaria Confl M Co New Mexico..G Gale 309 Montgomery St 25 Dec 3
Commonwealth M Co Nevada., H. B Grayson 331 Pine St 20 Nov 20
Eureka Cong M Co Nevada. .H P Biish 30fi Pine St 25 Aug 5
Pacific Ooaat Borax Co California..A H Clough 230 Montgomery St 1 00 Jan 10

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
New York, January 7.—The following are the cloa-

ing prices the past week:
Silver in Silver in

London. New York. Copper. Lead. Tin.

Thursday

,

Friday 48i
Saturday.... 484
Monday 473
Tuesday 48^
Wednesday.,48J

1 043
1 04J
1 04
1 04J
1 04i

14 60
14 50
14 60
14 76
14 75

4 20
4 20
4 25
4 40
4 374

20 20
20 20
20 25
20 15
20 15

Quicksilver Is barely steady. Borax is steady at firm
prices. Lead shows more activity at stronger prices.

Tin is slightly higher in sympathy with silver. Copper
is reported quiet, but with a steady firm tone.

Coal and Coke.

SPOT PROM YARD—PER TON.

WeUington $12 00
Greta
Carbon Hill 9 00
Nanaimo 11 00
Gilman 10 00

Seattle 9 00
Coos Bay 7 00
Cannel 14 00
Egg, hard 16 00
Cumberland, In sacks 19 60

do. bulk 18 00
Wallsend 13 00@14 00

TO LOAD—PER TON.
Australian $ 7 75@
Liverpool St'm. 8 60@
Scotch Splint.. 8 50@ 9 00
Cardiff 8 fiO@

Lehigh Lump.. 16 50@17 00
Cumberland bk 13 50@
Egg, hard 15 00@

Oo^e—EDgllsh.

To load $12 00@13 00
Spot, in bulk.. 16 00@18 00

Mining Share Market.

Comstock raining shares have been fairly active

under the leadership of Con. Virginia. The move-
ments in the latter have been erratic, giving color to

the report that Wm. Brown is buying. If Mr.
Brown and his friends should succeed—providing it

is their intention—in getting a controlHng interest or

minority representation in the board, the overhauling

of the management of the mine may follow. Jerry

Lynch has been an active buyer—partly directly,

but chiefly through others—of North End and Mid-
dle stocks. Who he is buying for is only conject-

ured, but it is claimed not to be on his own account.

While it looks as if a fight for the control of Con.
Virginia is being made, the managers of the other

mines are levying assessments, as will be seen by
reference to our assessment list. More assessments
are to follow. Of course an upward move in Con.
Virginia will enable the stock-gambling pool to make
an advance along the line in order to collect assess-

ments.
In outside mining shares, trading was fair in

Bodie, but toward the close it is dull, as are all other

outside stocks.

In October and November there were at work in

the Crown Point mine from 65 to 71 miners; in Con.
Imperial, 55 to 61; and in Belcher, 50 to 69. Id

December the number was as follows : Crown
Point, 16 to 17; Con. Imperial, from 25 to 30; Chal-

lenge, one-quarter less; Confidence, one-quarter less;

and Belcher, from 28 to sr. Putting more men to

work in the fhines before election and discharging

them after, looks as if the mines are run for political

purposes—stockholders footing the bill by paying
assessments. There was no increase in the number
of miners at work in either the North End or Middle
mines.
Toward the close of last year an expert overhauled

the records at Virginia City, for the purpose of ex-

amining the titles to the various claims or mines

lying to the west of the North End mines. This is

said to have been done in the interest of the man-
agers of the latter mines, and {together with the

upward move in the North End stocks) is taken as

evidence that a rich strike has been made in one or

more of the older worked mines. If patrons will

refer to files of the Mining and Scientific Press,

they will be able to learn in which mines it was
made.
From the Comstock mines our advices continue

to be of an encouraging character. In the south-

west drift in Con. Virginia, rich ore has been struck.

It is said to be the downward continuation of that

found on the 1200-foot level. In Ophir, favorable

work is being done, as there is also m the other

North End mines. Ore should soon be reported in

one or more of them. The strike in Con. Virginia

is toward Best and Belcher, which, with the favor-

able work in the latter mine, gives that stock its

strength. In Savage they are still sinking in ore av-

eraging about $40. Old miners are watching the

work in this mine and Hale and Norcross with

close attention. Their belief that something valuable

will be uncovered is strengthened by the unmerciful
manner in which the latter mine levies assessments.
In Chollar, important work is under way. In Hale
and Norcross, a large station has been cut out on
the 1400-foot level. Drifts and crosscuts will bfe run
on that level to intercept the downward continuation

of the rich ore found on the gso-foot level. The
work in Potosi and BulHon should soon be of a
more exciting nature. In Alpha, Exchequer, Con.
Imperial, Challenge, Confidence, Crown Point and
other Gold Hill mines, active and interesting pros-
pecting work is being done. Important results are
looked for at an early day in one or two of the
mines. The Alta mine is shut down temporarily.
From the outside mines the work under way in

the Quijotoa and Tuscarora districts is being
closely watched by experienced miners in those dis-

tricts. In the Bodies the work is far more im-
portant than official letters state.

The market opened this (Thursday) morning
strong at an advance, with Gould and Curry quite
active at higher prices. After the board, there was
active trading at slightly lower figures. The mar-
ket has a healthy look, as if much higher prices will

be seen before the end of the month.

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

S. P. Stock Exchange.

Name op

Company.

Alpha
Alta

,

Andes
Belcher

,

Best & Belcher. . ,

,

Bullion
,

Bodie Con
Bulwer
Oommouwealth . .

,

CoQ. Va. &C(il...
Challnnge

,

Chollar
CoDfidenne
Cod. Imperial....,
Caledonia
Orowo Point

,

Crocker
Del Monte ,

Eurena Con ,

Exchequer
Grand Prize
Gould & Curry
Hale & Nurcross.

.

Julia
,

JuBtice
Kentuck..,
Lady Waah
Mono

,

Mexican
Navajo

,

North Belle Isle.,

Nev, Queen
,

Occldenial
Ophir T
Overman .,

,

Potosi
,

Peerless
Peer.

.

.75 1

.50 ,

.65
1.25 1

1.85 2

1 45 1

.50

.15

1.00 1

2.55 3
1.45 1

1 95 2

3 80 4

.15

.25

1.10 1

.10

S. B. SM
Sierra Nevada..
Silver Hill. ...

Scorpion
XJDiou Con
Utah
YeUow Jacket...

" Collecting assesemeot.

Wekk
Ending
Dec. 18.

.15 .;

1 15 l.i

1.15 l.i

15 :

85 .1

.75 1.1

.15 .1

.70

.41)

61
2.65
I fiO

3.70
.15
.15

1.50 1

.75 1
1.40 1

.20

Wbek
Ending
Dec. 24.

1.25
1.90
1.55
.55

.15

.75
2.60
1.50
i.05
4.90
.15

.70

1.45
2.10
3.10

1.15
1.15
.15
.85

.85

.20

.40
2.10

75
2.65
1.70
3.95

10

10
55

10 80
90 1.45
20 .20

J.C()1.?5

55 .35

MOll 7u

Week
Ending
Deo. 31.

.95

.75

.65
1.50
2.1

2.40
.79

"hh
2 60
1 60

.40

.20

1.20
1.10
.15
.80

.75

2.05
15

75

65
2.50
1.45
4.55

1 45
75

Wekk
Ending
Jan. 8.

55 .65
.60 .85

1.20 1.35
1.95 2.25
2.00 2.'25

.70 .95

.25 ....
90 ....

2.25 3.10
1.30 1.50
1.85 2.00
4.75 5.00

10 .15
.30 .35

l.Oj n 65

1 25 1.45
1.15 1.35

.65
J, 30

70

2.t;5

"65
,

.35 .,

.65 .,

2.60 2.90
1 60

4.35 4.75
.15 ....
.'5 ....

1.40 1.65
.75 80

I.3U 1.60
.20 ....

.ID ....
1.35 1.65"

.41
I 65

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

TnURSDA
2'0 Alpha Cou 3 c.lO iii

150 Alta 60c 39U
250 Andes 80c 50
1-10 Belcher ].35(("'1.4i

i 330
200 Belle Irle 35ci 20n
300 Best &Bf]cher 'lA-' 3:0
300 Bodie 75c 350
6 Bullion 2,05@2.10 I'-O

200 Caledonia 35c ICO
350 Chollar 2.00 200
300 Commonwealth 85cl 300
700 ConUal& V...3.10@3.15 800
100 Crocker 1.15 600
770 Crown Point 1.60 200
S50 Exchequer 40c 200

Y. January 8. 9:30 a. m.
Gou d & Curry.l 6f(«'1.70

Hale&Nor.,..l 2Utal.lD
Kentucd 80.3

M'xican 2 40
Occidental 75c
Ophir 2 90@2.95
Overman 1.55^1.60
Potosi 4.60(^4.70
.Savage 1.55
Scorjiion 15c
SegBe'cher 80c
Sierra Nev...,1.70@1.75
Union Don 1.70(«1.75
Utah '_ 4fe
Yellow Jacket 1.70

Onr Agents. *

Our Fetsniw tan do much in aid of onr paper and the
«UBe of practical knowledge and eoience, by assisting
ARenta In their labors of caovasaing, by lending their In-
fluonoe and encouraging lavore. We intend to send none
but worthy men.

H. Kbllbt—tfodoc and Lassen Cos.
Gbo. WniSOK—Sacramento Co.
J. P. QuiNBTTE—San Francisco.
J. C. HOAG—San Pranclsco.
M. E. DoLAN—San Francisco.
J. H, Crobsmam—San Bernardino Co.
F. W. Knapp—Amador Co.
GsORGB Evans- Santa Clara Co.
Mrs. M. E. Dudlbt—Ventura Co.
W. W. WABSWORTH—Sutter and Yuba Cop.
Wilson McNickle—Fresno Co.
Andrew Bbid—Monterey Co.
Frank S. Chapin—Colusa Co.
Helen B King—San Benito Co.
Wm. M, Hillbart—Oregon.
Wm. Holdkr—Oregon.

"
*

H. G. Parsons—Sonoma Co.
John Simpson—Oregon.
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The Mining Companies' Financial

Standing.

The ioUowinK is the financial standing on the lirst

Monday of the present month of the mining com-
panies listed on the two exchanges in this city:

COMttKKK MIMW-SIVADA.
CftBh. Debt.

Alphft firt.SOl $
Alu ••2:..013

ADdcs U.W2
Belchor 18.084

Bctft ft Belcher '0.673

BullloD :i.«**3

CUedoola 4.113

ChallengeCoD "-lO^

CholUr 33,239

Cod. C*!. &. Vlnflnla b"67.286

CoDHdeoce c 570

Con. ImperbU M,435
Con. New York 9|17«

Crown Point d:iS,6GG

EMt Sierra Nevada 1.8*^1

Exchequer 3,978

Gould ft Curry '.001

Hale ft NorcroM
JulU *.i9*

Justice 7,034
Kontuck 1,0S2

Udy WaahioKton '8.833

Mexican ir.,3(H

Occidental g.2li,2fl6

Ophlr 13.107

Overmaa h54,S74
Potosl 48,647

Savage 6.874

Scorpion 1,756

Seir. Belcher ft Mides 125
Silver Hill 16,370

Sierra Nevada 1.380

Union Con 77

Utah 831

TL'HOARORA UlNBS -NEVADA.

Belle l8lo 22,990

Commonwealth 47,593

Del Moute 18 213

Found Treaauro 18 20
Grand Prize 8,100

Independence 2,197

Navijo 14,925

Nevada (;iieen 10 5fi8

North Belle la!o 7.fi42

North CommoL wealth r},793

CAJiDKLAHIA MISSB—SKVADA.

Holmee Ii43,ca3

BODIR HINBB— CALIFOKSIA.

BodieCon 24.083

Bulwer 'S.ee^

Mono 11.990

Standard 1.756

Syndicate 3,641

AllIZONA MINES.

Crocker ,
'S.SG^

Locomotive "502

Peer -4,258

Peerlcsa "6,497

Woldon 'y.UOa

* Mine expenses for December not included.

(a) Also 91-2,630.30, net proceeds of sals of conccn'

trates.

(b) Bullion valued at $47,737.30 on hand, with ebip-

menta to arrive.

(l') 81.506 to be collected on aasessmeDt. Due (or roy-

altv, ?1,040.
((I) Ballion valued at $3,665.71 on band, Sutro Tunnel

royaltv unknown.
(e) Also liability of 833,840, doe for royalty.

(li) Including $14,233 received lor concentrates.

(h) $8,794 due for royalty.

(k) 13,116 ounces of bullion as an offset.

Complimentary Samples.

PereonB reoeiving this paper marked are re-

qneated to ezamme its oontents, terms of aub-

Boription, and give It their own patronage, and,

as far as practicable, aid in circulating the

ioamal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in

the cause it faithfully serves. SnbscrlptioE

rate, $3.00 a year. Extra copies mailed for 10

cents, if ordered soon enough. If already »

aabsoriber, please ahow the paper to others

Easy Binder.

Dewey's patent elastic binder, for periodicals, music
and other printed sheets, is the handiest, best suid cheap-

est of all economical and practical file binders. News-
papers are quickly placed in It and held neatly, as in a
cloth-bound book. It is durable and so simple a child can

uae it. Price, size of Mining and Scientific Press, Rural

Press, Watchman, Fraternal Record, Masonic Record,
Harper's Weekly, and Scientific American, 75 cents; post

age, 10 cents. Postpaid to subscribers of this paper, 60

cents. Send for illustrated circular. Agents wanted.

Don't Fail to Write.

Should this paper be received by any Bubscriber who
does not want it, or beyond the time lie iTttends to pay
for it, let iiim not fail to write us direct to stop It. A
postal card (costing one cent only) will anflice. We will

not knowingly Bend the paper to any one who does not
wish it. but if it is contmued, through the failure of the
aubscriber to notify us to discontinue it, or some irre-

sponsible party requested to stop it, we shall positively

denaand payment for the time it is sent. Look oajiefullt
AT THE UlBBL ON YODR PAPF*

THE BRITISH

SOUTH AFRICA COMPANY.

MEMORANDUM
Of the Terma and Conditions upon whicli

PerKODB are P«rmlttecl to l*roap«ct for

Mlnerala and Metali In Maahonalancl.

ProspectlDS Licenses.

1. Any person may take out a license on bindlug
himself in writing to obey the Laws of the Company
aud to assist in the defence and maintenance of Law
and Order if called upon to do so by the Company-
such license to bear a stamp of the value of one shil-

ling.

Blsbc of Proepectlns Holders to Pesr Off
Claims.

2. Every license-holder Is free to peg off one
alluvial claim aud ten quartz reel claims in block.
When the claims have been marked off the bame
shall be registered and the license-holder shall re-
ceive a ceniJicate of registration—tiuch certificate to
bear a stamp of the value of half a crown.

Size of Olalms.

3. AUu\ial claims are in extent 150 feet by 150 feet.
Quartz reefclaims are in extent 150 leet in the direction
of the reef and 400 feet broad. The claimliolder may
follow the reef ia all its dips, spurs, angles and vari-
ations.

Terms on whlcb Quartz Reef Claims may
be Held.

4. Every registered quartz reef claim is to be held
by the prospector on joint account in equal shares
with the Company, and every transfer, hypotheca-
tion or lien of his interest in such claims is subject
to the rights of the Company.

Registration of Alluvial Olalms.

5. Certificates of registration of an alluvial claim
or portion of Claim in any alluvial digging are to be
covered by a stamp of £1 for each month for which
such claim or portion of claim is registered, payable
iu advance; the Company, however, claim no rights
in respect to gold won from alluvial claims.

Discoveries of Alluvial Olaslngs.

r>. The Discoverer of an alluvial digging, distant
not less than ten miles from any known alluvial dig-
ging, shall have the right to peg out two alluvial
claims in addition to his other righw.

'Work to be Done on Claims.

7. E^ery digger phall, within four months from
the registration of the block of claims, under penalty
of forfeituie of his claim license, sink upon his block
of quartz reef claims either a shaft of a depth of 30
feet in the reef or a shaft ot at least 30 feet outside
the reef with a cross-cut through the reef.

Certificate of Inepectlon.

8. So soon as the claimholder has done the re-
quired amount of work and has given evidence that
he has opened up a payable reef, he shall receive an
Inspection Certificate to the efi"ect that the required
work has been done—such Certificate to bear a stamp
of the value of 15 shillings.

Payment of Claim Jjlcenee.

9. Prior to flotation the claimholder shall pay no
license. After flotation the license shall be at the
rate of 10s (ten shillings) per claim per month.

Flotation

10. On claims being ascertained to be payable, the
Company have the right to float them into either a
joint stock company or into a syndicate. The Com-
pany shall therefore within a reasonable time either
make a proposal or decline to do so. If the proposal
ia accepted by the Claimholder he shall on flotation
be entitled to half the vendor's scrip in the shares of
the Company so floated. If the Claimholder is not
satisfied with the Company's proposals, he has the
light within one year to prove to the Company that
he is in a position to float on better terms, and he
shall, on the flotation of the claims, give the Com-
pany half the vendor's scrip.

Pesglng Out of Additional Olalms.

12. Any claimholder shall he at liberty to peg out
a fresh block of ten (10) claims.

(i.) When he shall have given notice of abandon-
ment of his existing block often claims.

(ii.) When he has received his Inspection Certifi-
cate from the Mining Commissioner.
But no claimholder who has acquired his claim or

claims as a prospector shall be the registered claim-
holder of more than two blocks of claims of ten
claims each.

Agreement.

13. An agreement, binding prospectors to abide
by the Laws of the Company under penalty of
forfeiture of rights, is to be signed by all the pros-
pectors either at Kimberley or Tuli.

/I3?e3spiept p\m.
GRAY BAQLB MINING COMPANY.-Lo-

cation of principal place of business, Sao Francisco,
Califnrtiia. Looiitiuit of works, Placi.T Coimty, Calltorula.

Notict! is hereby tflveu, tbut at a meeting of tlio Hoard of
Directors, ht-hl on tlie 20th day »if DecembtT, l^X', an ai^He^i^-

muut. No. '21, of Three 13) CentM per utmru. was levied mton
tbt) Capital Htock of thu Uon^ratiou, payable immediately
In I'liiti-d States Gold Coin to the Secretary, at the ottlce of
the Cotupany, Roam 11. No. 3i.3 California Sttput, San
FruiicifCo, Culiforula.
Any ritock U[>ou which this attse^.tiuuDt i^hall remufn un-

paid ou the 2t'>tb day of January, IS^I, win he deliui|ueDt,
and udvertiBed for f ale at public auction; and unleSH ray-
uieut id uiudo before, will be Hold cu MONDAY, the ICth
day of Februaiy, 1S31. to pay the deUuiiueut asKCSBUifUt,
togutlior nith coatn of advertUlng and expenses of sale,

By order of thu Hoard of Direutora
A- W. BAUROWS. Secret- ry pro tern.

Oilice, Room 11, No. 303 Oalifornla Street, San Fraucisco,
Oalifomia.

INYO MARBLE COMPANY.-LOCATION
of principal plai-e of businees, San Francisco, C*)ifor-

ulft. Location of works, Keeler, Inyo Oountv, Callforuiu.
Notice Is hereby given, that iit a meeting of the Board of

Directors held on the I6th day of December, IKOO, an asseas-
raent (No, 11), of Tun Cents per share wan levied upon the
capital stock of the Corpuratlon, payable immediately in
United States gold coin, to the Secretary at the oUice of the
Company, 132 Oalifornla Street, San Francisco. California.
Any stock upon which this as»e»smGnt nhall remain unpaid

on the 30tb day of January, 1891, will he delinquent, and
advertised for aalo at public auciion; aud unless paymeut is

made before. Hill be sold on FRIDAY, the 20th day of
February, 1891, to pay the delimtuent a^se-'snient, together
with costs of advertising and expeusea of tiale.

By order of the Boaid of Directors.
G. W. LUCE. Secretary.

OHlce, 132 Oalifomia Street, San Francisco, California

Attention, Southern California
Miners.

WORKS FOR SALE.
The Works are situated at Daggett, Cal., in the

Calico Mining District, and on the side-track of the

Atlantic and Pacific Railroad. They contain a first-

class 50-horse power engine and 45-horse power
boiler, with Ore Crusher and other machinery, Mill

Scales, Assaying Outfit, etc., all nearly new. Also

upon the premises an office iDuilding and a comfort-

able dwelling-house (portable). The above can be
had at a bargain. Apply to W. M. SMITH, 526
Jones St., San Francisco.

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, Mining, and Commission,
420 Montgomery St.. S. F.

Ships under advances to smelting works In Boston
New York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one years' experience in Shipping Ores and

Managing Mines.
Solicits Consignments of Copper Produce and Manage-

ment of Min'ng Matters.
All business conducted on Cash Basis.

Purchase and shipment of Mining Supplies a Sprcialtt.
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Business Manager of UNION COPPEa MINE, Copper-

opolis, Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co., Cal.

Books on Assaying.

Hv C. H. AARON.

Part I.—Gold and Silver Ores.—Price $1
Sbcond Edition.

This work itt written by au experienced metallurgis
who has devoted many years to asaaying and workJug pre-
cious ores on thu Paclhc side of the American Coutineat.
Ho writes whereof he knows from personal practice, aud iu
buch plain aud comprehensive terms that neither the scientist
nor the practical miner can mistake his meaning.
The work, like Mr. Aaron's former publications ("Testliig

aud Working Hllver Ores," "Leachiug Cold and Silver
Ores" I that have been "auccos.sfuUy popular" la written fn a
coudenxed form, which renders his iiifonuatlou more readily
available than that of more wordy and le^s coDsclentiouR
writers. The want of such a work has long been felt. It
will be very desirable iu the hands of many.

Table of Contents;

Preface; Introduction; Implements; Assay Balance; Ma
terials; The Assay Othce.; Preparation of the Ore; Weighing
the Charge; Mixing audCharglug; Assay Litharge; Systems
of the Oructblo Assay; Preliuiluar>' Assay; Dressing the
Crucible AtisayH; Examples of DreSHiug; The Meltiug in
Crucibles; HcorlHcation; Cupellatton; Weighing the Bead;
Purting; Calculuting the Assay; AAsay of Ore CootainJug
CoarBu Metal; Assay of Roasted Ore for Solubili^'; To
Assay a Cupel; Aasay hy Amalgamation; To Find the Value
of a Specimen; Tests for Ores; A Few Special Minerals;
Solubility of Metals; Substitutes and Expedients; Asf:iy
Tables.
The volume embraces 130 12mo. pages, with illustrations

well bound iu cloth; 1889. Price, SI, postpaid. Sold 1>

Dewev & Co., Publishers, No. 220 Alarket street, Sau
Francisco

Parts II and III.

Lead, Copper, Tin, Mercury, etc.

Price $1.75.

This hook is entitled "AsBayiug—Parts II and III," aud is

separate from Part I, aud treats of Gold and Silver Bulliou,
Lead, Copper, Tiu, Mercury, Zing. Nickel. Cobalt, etc.

Table of Contents:

Gold and Silver Eullioo; Apparatus; Melting BulliooJ
Assaying Bullion; Humid A^say of Silver; Manifi-
ulatioo. etc.; Lead Ores; Copper Ores; Volimietnc
Assays; Parkea' Process; Amalgamation; New Pro-
cess; Preparation of Potassium Zanthate; Electrolytic
Determination of Copper in Ores, etc.; Assaying of Tin
Ores; Assaying of Mercury Ores; Assaying of Zinc Ores;
Assaying of Zinc Ores, New Method; New Assay of Nickel
and Cobalt; Assay of Ohromiuui; Assay of Bismuth; Assay
of Arsenic; Assay of Antimony; Assay of Sulphur; ABeay of
Salt; Appendi.'K to Part I; Notes on Crucible Assays; Weigh-
ing by Oscillations; Appendix to Part III; The Assay of
Lead; The Assay of Copper.
There are 160 12mo. pages with illustrations in the volume

wbich is bound strongly in cloth. Price postpaid, $1.75
Sold hy Dewey & Co. PubUshers. No. 220 Market St.. S.F.

a A BICIII> EARTH.** being devoted to Geology as
^*- Applied to Mining. By STEPHEN BAKTON. In

this work the author addresses him<'elf to intelligent Miners
who have, to some extent at least, familiarized them-
selves with the accepted theories of elementary geology.
He baa grouped together numerous observed facta tending
to disprove the Igneous theory, and to establ'sh the propo-
sition that below the action and influence of the atmosphere
all fissures grow narrower with depth-that metal-bearing
veius are produced by causes actlpg near the surface; and
that the realm of successful mining never penetrates the
earth one mile. PRICE S2.00. J. C. WARD, General
Igent, 64 Main Street, Yisalia.

RUPTURE AND PILES.
We PoaiTlVKLY Cure all kinds of Rupture

and Rectal Diseases, no matter of bow long
standing, in from 30 to 60 days, without the
use of KNIFK, DRAWING BLOOD, or DETEN
TioN FROM BUSINESS. Xerms: No Cure,
no Paj; and no Pay unLll Cured.
If afflicted, come aud see us or send stamp for
pamphlet. Address:

PORTBEFIELD & LOSEY,
888 Market Strent. - San TTranntfler

MINING GEOLOGIST.

CHAS. P. BLACKBURN—MINING EXPERT
and practical economic mineralogist: will ex-

amine and report on the condition and value of any
mining property in the State; will undertake man-
agement and scientific development of mines; gold
and silver mines bought andsold; dealer in valuable
non-assessable mining shares; bargains guaranteed.
Address. Room 2, Boston Block, Seattle, or Mountain
View, King County, Wash.

By order.

P. aUTHERPOORD HARRIS,
Secretary.

ITIMBRARY OF ROrT£.
MAFEKING—100 miles north of terminus of railway,
which is now at Vryburg. The latter town Is about
150 miles north of ICimberley. Kimherley is 647
miles from Capetown.

DISTANCE PKOM BIAFEKING ABOUT
R A.MOUTSA—Telegraph Station 80 miles
PALLA CAMP—Telegraph Station. Junction

of Notwana and Crocodile Rivers 200 "
ELEBE—On the Lotsani River 280 "
MACLOUTSIE CAMP AND POST — Tele-
graph Station, Macloutsie River 320 "

TULI CAMP AN D POST—Telegraph Station,
Tuli and Shashi Rivers 370 "

VICTORIA CAMP AND POST — 36 miles
north of the Lunde River 600 "

CHARTER CAMP AND POST—Near Mount
Wedza 750 "

FORT S xLISBURY—Six miles south of Mt.
Hampden , 800 "

GRANGER'S ROLLER STAMP Mill
Beats them all. Workg dry ores. Makes pt en gran-

ulation. No dead work, bonce nilninmm wear.
A. P. GRANGER, Denver, Colo.

GRANGER'S DRY ORE SEPARATOR
The very best. Uses no water. No freezing up.

Saves hauling waste. Saves high percentage. "Send
for circulars.

A. P. GRANGER, Denver, Colo.

COPPER MINE FOR SALE. — A FINE
Copper Mine in Arizona- ore from 15 to 35 per cent;

plenty of wood and water; 20 miles from a railroad.
Vein opened up for 1500 feet; ledge wide and strong.
Good chance for investment. For particulars address
R. R. B.. Box A, Mining and Scientific Press office.

The German Savings and Loan Society,

5ZG California Street.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

For the half-year ending December 31, 1800, a dividend
h4B been declared at the rate of five and torty-hundiedths
(5 40 100) per cent per annum on Term Deposits, and
four and one-half (4J) per cent per annum on Ordinary
Deposits. Payable on and after FRIDAY, January 2,

1891. GEO. TOURNEY, Secretary.

Practical Treatise on Hydraulic Mining.

By AUG. J. BOWIE, Jr.

This new and important book is on the uee anr^ con-

struction of Ditches, Flumes, Dams, Pipes, Flow of Water
on Heavy Grades, methods of mining shallow and deep
placers, history and development of mines, records of

gold washing, mechanical appliances, such as nozzles,

hurdy-ffurdys, rockers, undercurrents, eta; also descrlbea

n.ethoas of blasting; tunnels and sluices; tai'ings and
dump; duty of miners' inch, etc. A very practical work
for gold miners and users of water Price, $5, post-paid
For sale by Dbwbt & Cm, Publishers. 2^0 Market St., San
PVanniBdo

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL CO,
MANDFAUTIJBBBS OF

IRRIGATING PUMPS
AND

Machinery of all Kinds.
-PACIFIC COAST AGENTS-

BABOOOK & WILOOX

Patent Water Tube Steam Boilers.
£Btlinates FurnlBhed on Application.

rSend for Catalogues.

OENTBIFUOAI. FUAIF FIRST and STEVENSON STS.. S. F.
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tdlicatioiial.

OF

ASSAYING AND CHEMISTRY,
RoomB46&47, > 628 Montgomery St.

2d Floor Montgomery Bl'k. f San PranoisCO,
AJ80, Eveaing ClaeseB, 7 to 10 o'clock.

JOHN T. EVANS, M. A., Principal.

School of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Surveying, Architecture, Drawing and Aeaaying,

723 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
And 110% Second St., Portland, Or.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President.

AsBaying of Ores, $25; Bullion and Chlorination Assay,

$25; Blowpipe Assay, SIO. Full course ol assaying, 850.

ESTABLISHED 1S64. tS" Send lor circular.

HEALDS
BUSINESS OOLLEGE,

34 POST ST.. S. F,

FOR SEVBNTT-FITE DOI.I.ABS THIS
College iDStructa Id Shorthand, Type Writing, Book-

keeping, Telegiaphy, Penmimahlp, Drawing, all the £-
gltan bruiohes, imd everything pertaining to bueineaa,

for six fall months. We have elxteen teAchers, and give
Individual inatruotlon to all our puplle. Our school has
Us graduates in every part of the Stale.

Jtf*3lHD FOa CiROniiAB.
B. P. HEALD. Prealdenl.

0. S. HALffT. Secretary.

JAMES M. HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. 530 California Street,

Teloplione No. 1748. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A GOLD-MILL SUPERINTENDENT
Of long experience, asaayer and practical chomist, desires
an engagement, t^articularly in a mill where gold and
amalgam Is wasted. The beat of references given. Ad>
dreas E. W., 1278 Tenth Avenue, East Oakland.

AND

Ore Dressing Machinery.
By C. G. WAMFORO I.O0K.

CONTEMTS.— Motive Power — Transmission of Power.

Quarryinff — Prospecting, Shaft-sinking, Coal-cutting,

PumpiDg, and Ventilating Machinery—Lighting—Haul-

ing and Hoisting Transport—Reducing—Dressing—Mis-

cellaneouB, ,, ,,

Price $21.00. Circulars and Catalogues on application,

E. & F. N. SPON, Publishers,

13 Cortlandt St., New York,

FRANCIS SMITH & CO.
Manufacturers of

Sheet Iron and Steel

130 fieale Street, San Francisco, Cal

Iron cut, punched and formed, for making pipe on

ground. All kinds of Tools supplied for making Pipe.

Estimates given. Are prepared (or coating all sizes of

Pipe with a composition ot Coal Tar and Asphaltum.

O. H. EVANS & CO.
(Successors to THOMSON Js EVANS),

110 and 112 Beale Street, S. F.

HACHINE WOKKS,

I

Steam Pumps, Steam Engines

and aU kinds of MACHINERY,

amm
IB

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
- MANDPACTDRBRS OP-

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,
FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Hanufaotnre of Cement, Fertilizers.'Paint

and all other nurposes for which grinding or pulverizing is reanired.

Send for Catalogue and Price List to

FRISBBB -LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Rock Drilling and Air Compressing

Machinery
For TUNNELS, QUARRIES, MINES, RAILROADS

And Wherever Ore and Rock are to be Drilled and Blasted.

4ar SEND FOB NEW CATALOGUE OP 1889. "^t

RAND DRILL CO.,
23 Park Place, New York, U. S. A.

L. C. MAKSHUTZ T. 0. CANTRELL.

NATIONAL IRON WORKS
N. W. Corner Main and Howard Sts., San Francisco,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Stationary and Compound Engines, Flour, Sugar, Saw

and Quartz Mill Machinery.

AMALGAMATING MACHINES. CASTINGS AND FORCINGS ^'I'i.ofrp'tl^n

AiL WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

NATIONAL ROCKER aUARTZ MILL.
KENDALL'S PATENT, AUGUST 24, 1886.

O.A.I».A.C3I"nr, Xa Toxxm i.TX 24 Hoiirs, 3 H. I*.

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL, Sole Manufacturers.
The Patentee and Manufacturers

cordially invite miners to critically

examine and pass judgment upon
this improved system ot milling

and amalgamating ores in the fol-

lowing particulars:

1. The cost is less than one-half of

stamps of same capacity.
2. The freight to mine is less than

one-half of stamps.
3. The cost of erecting is loss than

one-fourth of stamps.
4. The power to drive it is less than

one-half of stamps.
6. The wear is less than ono-quar-

ter of stamps.
6. There is no wear except on

shoes and dies.

7. In point of amalgamation it Is

superior to any other machine
in use.

8. In its simplicity of construction.

We challenge competition with

Stamps, Boll Pulverizers or and

other ore crushing maohinoa now
hoforo the publia

i®-Send for Circulars and Price List. MARSHUTZ Ss CANTRELL.

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

THE ABOVE CUT ILLUSTRATES THE IMPROVED FORM OF DOUBLE-JOINTED HY-
DKAUIiIC GIANTS which we manufacture. We guarantee purchasers of this form of Giants against all

costs, expenses or damages which may arise from any adverse suits or actions at law. We are further prepared to
furnish SiDg:le-Jointed Giants when required. Prices, discounts and Catalogues of our specialtio of Hy-
draulic Mining; Machinery sent on application.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39 to 51 Fremont St., San Francisco.

HOISTING ENGINES FOR MINES
1, 2, or 4 Drums, with Reversible Link

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.

MADB ONLY BY THB

LIDGERWOOD M'F'G CO..
96 Liberty St., New York.

S4 and 86 West Monroe St., Ohlcago.
197 to 203 GoneresB St, Boston.

1 to 7 N. First St., Portland, Oregon.

PARKE & LACY CO., Agts., San Francisco.
Send for Catalogue.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Saperior to all Otbers for Quartz Mills, Smelters, k.

Not AflFected by Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils. Every Belt Guaranteed. Try It. Send
for Circular and Samples.

-»

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET, - SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

(Succesaor to M. M. Cook & Son) MANUFACTUKER OF

-^IsTID HOSE,
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MPROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Best Ore CoDceotrator lo the market, haviog doable
the Capacity and doiog ita work as olose as the plain Belt
mmcbiiie, while Its coDcentratioos are clean. It is used in

a number of Mills, the most notable of whioh la the
Alaska M. & M. Go's Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Frnes
are taking the Palp from 120 Stamps, ornsbtng 350 tons

per day, and Is giving entire saCtefaction as against 48
plain Belt Machines, taking the Palp from the other 120
Stamps,

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f. o.b.

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

Protected by Patents December 22, 1S74; September 2,

1879; April 27. 1880; March 22, 1881; Febrnary 20, 1883;

September 18, 1883; July 24, 1888. Patents applied for.

For Pamphlets, TestimoniaLs and farther Information
apply at oQioe.

ADAIVIS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE CO., Room 15,

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machinei now
in Use.

Tbr Montama Compaky (Limited), London, October 8, 1886.
Dkar Sik8 :—Havlntr tcetod three of your Frue Vanners In a com-

petitive trial with other similar machines (Triumph), we have satisfieJ
tiuraolvoHof the Buporinrlty of your Vanners. ob is evidyoccii by the
fact of our haviiik: ordered 20 more of your machines for immediate
delivery. Youra truly, THE MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B.—Since tho above was written the 20 Vanners, havloK heen
started, tjave euch BatlBfactioii that ii additional Fruea add more
stamps have hcon purchiiaud. ADAMS & CARTER.

No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR wth IMPROVED RIFFLED BELT.
The competitive trials which have beon held between the

"Triumph" Ore Conceotratora, the '* Frue" Vanners and
other forms of oODcentratiDg devices, do act warrant the as-

sertion that the "Frae ' Vanner is the best ore concentrator in

the market. The fact that the "Frues" have improved (cor-

mgated) belts does not militate against the superiority of tho
"Triumphs;'* for, when desired, they (the •'Triumphs") can
be mounted with a superior belt known as the '* Blasdel "

Riffled.

Price " Triumph " Concentrators, with Im-

proved (Patented) Belt

Price " Triumph " Concentrators, with

Plain Belt

$650f.o.b. I^x^

$550 f. 0. b.

We are prepared to (,'uaraDtee the superiority of the " Triumph "

the " Frue " or any other form of Concentrator, for coin if need he.

Circulars and testimonial letters furniahod on application.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS.
39 to 51 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

d»-A-"n:Kr"nsx>.)
Both the "Triumph" Concentrator and "Blasdel" (riflled)

Belt are protected by incontestable letters patent, granted
by the Government of the United States.

OriRinal Empire Mill and Mining Compaov, "i

Principal Ortice, 401 Califurnia St., cor. Sanaome, S. P. >
Location of Worka, Grata Valley, Nevada Co., Cal. j

GHA9B Vallby, NkvadaCo., Cal,, Nov. 10, 1886.

Jotihua Bendy Machine Works, 30 to .'A Fremont St., S. F., Cat.:

Gentlrmbn—I am pleased to state, in reference to the " Triumph
Ore Concentrators, rthat four (!) of them were placed iu the mill of the
Orielnal Emipre Mill and Mining Company in April, 18S4, and a thorough
teat made of their practical opcr. tion; and their eftieiency havinR been
demonstrated, (our (4) more wore subactiuently introduced as the comple-
ment of tho Twenty (20) Stamp Mill, and the eight (8) have been and are
now running with entirely satisfactory results.
At the Ten (10) Stamp Mill of the North Star Mining Company. uiiHer

my supervision, four (4) are also in successful operation, and from my
observation of their practical workings, I am convmced that this form of
Concentrators is the equal, i( not Buperior to any otlic style of VanoerB
or concentrating devices. DAVID McKAY, J r.,

[Siened] Sup't North Star and Original Empire Mining Co.
N. B. When the stamping capacity of the two above named milla was in-

creased, more " Triumph ' Concentratora were purchased, and twenty-
eight (28) are now in constant successful operation.

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS! JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.

521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco

—DIALBR tN

—

Assayers' and MiniDg Material.

—HAMU7A0ITIRBB OF—
QBAVBL, OR PLACER MINES. MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SOPBRIOB COPPER

Oar plates are guaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the beei In weight of Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
ver and durability. Old Mining Plates Replated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSANDS
OF ORDERS FILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, ^en* '<» HOSKINS'

68, 70 & 72 First St., San Francisco, Cal. HYDRO-CARBON ASSAY FURHACES
tS" SEND FOB CIRCULAKS.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD

IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL AND PLACER MINING.
PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.

Only Refined Silver and Best Copner nsed, Over 3000 Orders filled. Fifteen Medals Awarded. Old Mining Plates can be
Replated. Old Plates Bought, or Gold Separated.

These Plates can also bo purchased of JOHN TA¥IjOK & CO.. Corner First and Mission Ste

San Francisco Gold, Silver and Nickel Plating Works, 653 & 655 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal., E. G. Denniston, Prop'r.
Our Plates have been uaed for 20 years. Tbey have proved the best.

Oopoer. SEND FJR OlROnLAB.
We adhere strictly to contract In weltrbt of Silver and

MANUFACTURER OF
3xr.

CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ MILLS,
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Machinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Sliingle Macliines.

SEND FOR CIRCULAE.
CenttrlfaEal Koller Quartz Mill. 313 X^XXlStO? St^FZlXIXja? S-A-INT X«Zt..^Jk.3>J'C3XSC30. «-? A -r..

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For aformatioD coDComing this procesB for the re-

duction of Ores containingr precious metals, and terms
of license, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROCESS CO.,
Park Olty. Utah.

INVENTORS. TAKE NOTICE I

L. petersonTmodel maker,
2&S Market St., N. E. cor. Front (up stairs), San Francslco
Experimental machinery' and all kinds of models. Tin

and brasswork. AW communications strictly confiden-

tial.

ADAMANTINE SHOES & DIES
FOR STAMP MILLS.

These SHOES and DIES are iu extensive use in all the mining States and
Territories of North and South America. Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper
than any others. Orders solicited, subject to above
conditions.

—MANTJPACTUBED BY—

CHROME steel WORKS, Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent,
1320 Fremout Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Special attention slven to thelpurcbaae of Mine ana Mill Supplies.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope,
Duplex Rope, Tarred Manila Rope,Hay Rope, Whale Line,
etc., etc

Extra sizes and teD£i;he made to order on short notice,

811 & 613 Front St., San ^'rancisco. Cal

COAL MINES OF THE WESTERN COAST.
A few copies of this work, the only one ever published

treating of Pacific Coast Coal Mining, have been ob-
tained, and are for sale at this office for S2.60 per copy.
It was written by W. A. Goodyear, Mining and Civil
Engineer, formerly of the California State Geolo^oal
Sarvey.
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPOETBRS AND MANUFACTURBES OF

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
ENGINES, BOILiBRS, STEAM PUMPS,

AIR COMPRESSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S CRUSHING ROL^^.S,

CONCENTRATORS, Pbx. ^i^JJ?^

TURBINE WATER WHEBLc, ,
-f -^ 'Sq-

ROOK BREAKERS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Taking Pulp from 10 Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG EDGERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

CrHJSrJEJEt..A.yiM .A.GrXSJNT'rS FOE*.

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
SALES DDRIN8 LAST FOUR MONTHS:

nOMPOTT'Nrri 44enginks, STANT>AT?r> 99 ENGINK8, TTTT^TOT? lee engines.
\JKJJll±SrKJ\Ji:*U, BaiS HORSE POWER. a ±JX1M lJXl.£hlJ, 4S00 HORSE POWER. U U J.N XV/XV, 4ae0 HORSE POWJ

Grr^axd. "Fota,!, 309 JEixislu-es, .A.ggx-esn'tlxxB X3.975 XXoxrse f*o-o«7-ex-.

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Gal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
Nos. 39 to 51 FREMONT STREET. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

HENDY" IMPROVED " OHALLBNGE " ORB FEEDER.
The best form of Feeder ever devised, and pronounced by reputable mining men to be fai

auperior to any form of " Roller " Feeder manufactured. We refer to the follow-
ing gentlemen who have furnished us with testimonial letters to the

above effect, which can be seen at our office, viz.:

N. W. Crookek, Snpt. Bunker Hill Gold Min-
ing Co., Amador City, Oal.

W. G. Roberts, Greenwood, El Dorado Co. , Cal.

D. 0. WiOKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal.
J. R. Tbegloan, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold

Mining Co. , Amador City, Cal.

WE ARE MANTJFACT0RERS OF THE

"CHALLENGE", "STANFORD", "TULLOCK,"& "ROLLER' FEEDERS,
And will furnish descriptive Catalogues and quote prices upon application.

'Wiisr.A.isrs' -A-jsTTi - insrcE.TJST-A.'rxoisr
For KemoviDg and Preveutiug Scale,

Corrosion and Pitting in Bteam Boilere.

Peerlpsa Piston und Valve Rod Steam
Packing.

Peerless Plumbago Sheet, Superior to
"Usidurian."

Peerless Rainbow Sheet, will not'.harden
under Steam.

VeerlesB Rainbow Manhole and Hand-
bole Gaskets.

Manhattan Square Plumbago Piston
Packine.

Gould's Combination Steam or Water
Packing.

I^OV^IDEDR,,

Beod for clroulura aud references to Jd
Magn

NAN«/2aO FkKMOKi- AXBKKTr»AN

Lubricating Compound and Cups.

1868.
Manufacture commenced a

Albany, Wew York.

1876.

Introduced by us on Pacific

Coast.

1889.

Cheap imitations having had

time to show that they are the

most expensive in the end, the

Sales of the Genuine Albany
Componnd are Larger than
ever before.

England, Belgium,

France,

And other Foreign Countries

are now Large Conanmers.

We are also Sole Agents for

the

Albany Cylinder Oils,

Albany Spindle Oils, Etc.

FOR SALE ONLY BY

TATUM & BOWEN,
Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast,

Dealers in Improved Woodworking Machinery,
Sawmill machinery, Engines, Boilers, Ironworking Machinery, Supplies, £tc.

Sole Agents for Hoe Chisel-Tooth Saw, Gardner Qovernor, Schultz
Leather Belting, Etc.

34 AND 36 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.
85 FRONT STREET, PORTLAND, OR.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at MechanicB' Fair, 1884.

Sole Licensed Mauufacturora of the

MEDART PATENT WROUGHT EIM PTJIXEY
For the States ol Callforoia, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaiio, Washington

Uontana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Li^'htest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Best Balanced Pulley in the World. Also Manufacturers of

SHAFTING. HANGERS AND APPURTBNANOBS.
17 Sand for CutcirLABfi ajid Pbiob LisT.^k

Mob. laQ and 181 FBBMONT STBBBT BAN FBANGISOO, OAL«

PAT. OCT. 25, 1881,
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The Garuier Ore Concen-

trator.

The aocompaoyiDf; eograviof;;

howB the Gamier ore conoentrAt-

or made by the Rtsdoa Iron Works

of this city.

The table hw a peoallar move-

meat, GorreapoodlDg to a '* batea."

The vertical shaft aeeD ia front

has an eooentrlo bearing at the

top, which gives a rotary move-

meat to the table and its frame at

that point. The table is support-

ed at the rear on the pivot etuda

seen at the side, and also by a slid-

ing bearing ia the center behind,

which permits a forward and

backward movemeat equal to the

throw of the eccentric in front,

bat no movement sidewise, so the

sand on'the table is first subjected

to a kind of circular batea move-

ment, which gradually changes to

a reciprocating one, as the ma-

terial moves from the front to the

rear end.

The machine Is started aad stopped Iwithoat

shock by means of the bevel friction wheels

seen la froat, the horizoatal shaft running all

I .-- P®- .-^

la a continaation in the northwest-

erly direction of the celebrated

Silver King mine, and aboat 4500

feet distant. The mine Is owned

by Waterman, Porter & Osborae.

The developments are largely

superficial, the deepest workings

uot exceeding 100 feet. The vein

is well defined and the ores rich.

The mine has been let to ohlorid-

era who have been working it in a

desultory manner.

TH£ GABNIER OBB CONOSNTBATOB.

the time. The rotary movement of the table ia

derived from the vertical abaft in front by

means of the cone pulleys and a band, as

shown. This band

ia adjusted up or

down, while the

machiae ia ia mo-

tion, BO as to reg-

ulate at pleasure

the movemeat of

the apron over the

rollers on which it

ia supported. The

belt-sbifter is ad-

justed and held by

the band-wheels on

the stem, and ev-

ery working part

of the machine is in plain view and accessible.

On the grounds of simplioity and absence of

detail, this oonoentrator has many olaima for

favor, and sapposing its functioas, due to the

peculiar movement before explained, to have

the advantages claimed, the machine will no

doubt meet with a wide aale, especially as the

prooeea of fine ooucentratlon seems to be in-

creaaing in favor, and aleo ia adaptatiou to the

requirements of preaent gold-mining industry

in California,

The Sue Mine.

The Sue mine, shown in the acoompaaying

Illustration, ia in Wall Street canyon, Oalico

district, San Bernardino county. As the en-

graving ahowa, the cliS of rooks, where it ia

situated, aeema almoat inacceseible. This lode

Basaltic Caves.

Oa the islet of Stafifa, off the

coast of Scotland, the geological

formation is peculiar. Regarded

in aeotiona, the rocks are of three

kinds, conglomerated tufa, form-

ing the basement; columnar baa-

alt, arranged in colonnades, which

form the walls and facades of the

chief caves, and amorphous bas-

alt overlying the columnar bas-

alt, but pierced here and there by

the ends of columns and by an-

gular blocks. The most remarkable feature

of the island ia Fingars cave, the entrance to

which is formed by columnar ranges on each

aide, aupportlng a lofty arch. The entrance

is 33 feet wide and 60 feet high, and the length

of the cave is 212 feet. The accompanying

engraving shows the entrance.

Two ranges of basaltic rooke are supported

on a lava-like mass beneath, and the nneqaal

hardneas of the materials combined with the

perfection of the columnar structure, has per-

mitted the carving out by the waves of the sea,

of one of the most piotaresqae pieces of natural

architecture in the world. These baaalta be-

long to the mioceae period.

The Spring Valley Mining and Irrigation Oo.

has been disincorporated.

SUB MINE. CAIiICO MINING DISTRICT. OAVB FORMED IN COLUMNAR BASALT.
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Bine Gravel in Siskiyou County.

Editors Press :—As there is quite an ex-

citement in regard to blue gravel at present in

miniug circleH, it may be of intereafcto the read-

ers of your valuable and widely circulated

paper to give a history of developmenta on the

blue lead in Cottonwood and vicinity. I have

advocated the theory for three years that

there waB a deposit of blue gravel extending

north from Butte county through Tehama,

Shasta, Trinity and Siskiyou countiee, Califpr-

nia; also extending into Jackson and Josephine

oonntiep, Oregon. This is supposed to be an

ancient river traversing the country from north

to south, but some of our scientific geologists

claim it a lake deposit or chain of lakes. It is

immaterial how it was formed as long as it

proves rich in gold. The first discovery made

of any importance was made about three years

ago by C. B. Jillaon, an old and snocessftil

blue-gravel miner of Sierra Co., Cal,

Mr. Jillaon had been up to Portland and

was on his way back, when he concluded to

stop over and take a look at this old placer

camp. After viewing the old diggings which

were worked in early dayp, he concluded that

there was an old river channel underlying the

sandstone formation. He proceeded to examine

it and see if the Klamath river cut it deep

enough so it could be opened.

One and a half miles below the town of

Henley, be found prospects and indications of

blue gravel, that led him to think that he had

found a second Bild mountain. After the ueual

vioib&ibudes incidental to a new departure of

mining in this district, where the majority of

the mining population ridiculed the idea of an

old channel, Mr. Jillson, being a man of en-

ergy and determination, was sure he was right

and went ahead. His son Oliver came up and

they went to work running tunnels to deter-

mine the extent of the gravel and see if it

would justify them in bringing water on the

ground for hydraulic purposes. The prospects

were flattering, and to-day {after expending

$25,000 on the properly) it is demonstrated

that they have one of the finest mining proper-

ties in the State.. The company owns one and

a half miles in length by 1500 feet in width,

six miles of ditch, 2000 feet of pipe, 350 feet

pressure, 150 feet dump. The claim is in fine

shape, and if this winter is favorable, they will

take out, at a low estimate, between $30,000

and $40,000. The beauty of their ground is

they have a million and a half of square yards

of paying gravel which will go 50 cents to the

square yard. The drift proposition is immense,

as it will take years to work it out. Messrs.

Jillson & Son are practical and Boienlifio miners,

full of energy and staying qualities. Mr. Jill-

son's wife and daughter left a comfortable home
to share the hardships of a miner's life. They
were always cheerful and willing to lend a

helping band and give cheering words of hope

when things looked darkest, and now they are

reaping their just reward.
The Black Jack Co. joins Jillaon & Co. on

the north, owning 160 acres The company are

principally railroad men, not one of them hav-

ing any practical knowledge of gravel mining.

They commenced shortly after Jillson & Co.,

and are deserving of credit for their pluck and
energy for having stayed with their mine
through many difificulttes. At present tbey

are getting some fine prospects. Their olaim
is a drifting proposition (in fact all of the loca-

tions are with the exception of Jillson & Co.).

They have run an incline shaft commencing on
the west rim dipping at an angle of 30°.

The shaft is down 160 feet at present and
still pitching. They had milling gravel all the

way, having two different lots worked here by
mill process. The gravel averaged S3 per ton.

Next spring the company intends putting in a

plant at the minp, and properly worked it will

pay a handsome profit.

The Nelson olaim of 160 acres joins the

Black Jaok on the north; no developments.
The Tom Paine Oo. (160 acres) joins the Nel-

son on the north; no developments.
The El Dorf do Go , 160 acres, joins the Tom

Paine on the north. This property Is owned
by Ashland, Oregon, parties. They have just

completed a bore of 166 feet 6 inch diameter,
going through sandstone, pipeclay and 13 feet

of blue gravel, getting some fine prospects
brought up by the sand pump. North of the
El Dorado Co., Burkhalter, Green, Mellet and
Hen have SO aores; no developments yet.

Seven miles north is the Soda Bar olaim,
owned by Wm. Smith, He has got some good
prospects but will require considerable work to

develop the olaim.
One mile north of Soda Bar, Henry and Camp-

bell have claims located. They have a shaft
down 80 feet, but the water got so strong they
had to quit until they can raiae capital to put
in machinery.
Wm. H, Hampton and other parties of Fort-

land, Oregon, have located claims east of Black
Jack, Neleon and Tom Paine claims. Mr,
Hampton, geologist, assayer, chemist and min-
ing engineer, thinks this a lake deposit and
therefore he is sanguine that It will pay very
wide^ henoe his locations east. He is at present
sinking a shaft and will continue It to bedrock.
South and just across the Klamath river

Wllburn & Co. have several hundred aores

located. They have prospected on the river,

have found bine gravel and got some prospects.

South of Wilhurn & Co. are several claims

located; no develonments yet. Green Horn
Gulch Co. in the vicinity of Yreka have struck

the same lead and it is paying handsomely.

Thus with the opening of the new year every-

thing looks bright for the future of blue gravel

here.

Several years ago I mined in Butte county in

the vicinity of Diamond City and Centerville,

on Big Butte creek. There is the aame deposit

of sandstone, cryatalUne, conglomerate, and

cemented blue gravel. After I came up here

and saw the formation and the prospects at the

Jillson olaim, I became convinced it was the

same. Future developments will prove wheth-

er I am right or not. R. A. G,

Henley, Jan. 1.

Gold Mining in the Older States.

Editors Press:—The writer of the article

entitled **Gold Mining in the Older States,"

published in your issue of December 13, 1890,

is laboring under a serious mistake when he

says that there is no gold here. The fact that

there are not larger returns of gold from the

States mentioned is due to oar inability to

economically extract it from the ores. There are

hundreds of veins and mass deposits of ore from

3 feet to 300 feet in thickness, carrying from 4

per cent to 20 per cent of sulphurets that will

average from $20 to $40 gold per ton of concen-

trates. These veins also carry from ^1 to $3
per ton free gold. Many of these veins are

mostly decomposed down to water-level, and
nearly all of them have been worked to that

depth. This work was mostly done by negroes

before the war, but all work stopped when the

free gold gave out. Since the war the gold-

fields of the Sonth have been invaded by an
army of so-called "California experts," each
one having a *' dead sure " process for working
our ores.

Large sums of money have indeed been in-

vested by our Eastern capitalists upon the mag-
nificent representations of these self-styled ex-

perts, and every dollar so invested has been
buried or expended by these charlatans in air-

ing their preteusionp. The people, however,
soon became tired of this, and a California (1)

expert of this olasa is now a rara avis in this

section. Intelligent and conservative minds,
however, took hold of the problem, and during
the past year there has been in operation on
one of our mines, yielding $4 aulphuret ores

(the concentrates runotng about $28 gold), a
process which nets the owners $75,000 per

year. The plant consists of a 40-Btamp mil',

concentrators and chlorinators. The concen-
trates are treated by chlorination for about
$3.50 per ton. This solves the problem of suc-

oeesfully working our low-grade ores, but we
are still on tbe lookout for even better. If you
know of anything better, your readers here
will be pleased to hear from you.
Such authorities as Genth, Hunt, Emmons,

Lieber and others who have made a special

study of our ore deposits agree that we have
an almost inexhaustible supply of the kind of

ore I have referred to. ASobscriber,
Kings Mountain N. G

The Accident at tlie Utica Mine.

Editors Press :—The Uticamine is operated

by two shafts, and the north shaft was the

Bc^ne of the recent accident. This shaft is of

two compartments with manway at sonth end.

The shaft from the 200-foot level to the bottom
Is partitioned. Twenty-five feet above the
bottom of the sump, in the compartment that
the ore skip travels in, a platform is built to
catch any rook that might fall from the skip
and prevent its faUing into the sump. The
shaft is 580 feet deep. The hoist is double,
each cable running on a separate drum, while
the ore and water is hoisted by self-dumping
skips.

At noon on Monday, Jan. 5th, the ore skip
was biUasted as usual with about a ton of ore,
to (qualiza the weight of the water ekip, and
one skip load of miners brought to the surface.
The skip was then lowered and brought to
within 80 feet of the surface, when the cable
parted on the drum. The skip with its load of
miners dropped to the platform before referred
to, struck the rock that had aocumulated, and
breaking loose irovo the guides, bounded through
into the water-skip aide of the shaft and drop-
ped into the water in the sump, which at that
time was about ten feet deep. The water rap-
idly accumulated, the ore skip preventing the
lowering of tbe water skip to the bottom of the
shaft.

A pump was hastily rigged and drfven by
compressed air. The water from the bottom
of the shaft was raised to the 530-foot level
and here held by a dam. A pipe from this
reservoir conveyed the water to the skip, and
it was then hoisted to the surface. By means
of grappling irons, three men and the half of
another victim were taken out. When the
water was sufficiently lowered to get at the
skip oontaining the dead miners, a chain was
fastened to the bail, then attached to the bot-
tom of the water skip and both skips hoisted
to the surface, when the bodies of five and
the remaining half of the body previously se-
cured were found in the skip, making 9 (nine)
miners kitted.

The names of the unfortunates were:

Dan Danielson, married.
Brice Carter, married.
Thomaa Kentzrich, marriod.
Wm. Caao. married.
David McCano, single.

Peter Tuship, single.

P. Cupieh, Bingle.

Sebastian Feraeso, single.

Juo. Demera, single.

The breaking cable was round, 1-^ inches in

diameter, steel wire, with a breaking strain of

42 tons and a working capacity of nine tons.

At tbe time of the accident the cable was car-

rying:
Lbs.

The skip, about SOO
One ton of ballast 2,000

Nine miners, about 1,700

Total 4,500

Or one-half of the working capacity of the

oable.

The break ooourred at a point on the cable

where, tbe cable having filled the druni, starts

back or laps over. Here the wires of the brok-

en oable are somewhat worn on two of the

strands; none of the wires are worn through and
tbe wires in all the other strands are apparent-

ly as when new. The worn strands first broke
square off and then the wires in the others

frayed out and snapped off at irregular dis-

tances. This cable had been in use but eight

months, while Its companion, on tbe water skip,

has been in use for 18 months and is to all ap-

pearance good as new. That part of the cable

that had been worn off would not reduce the
diameter of the oable to exceed an eighth of an
inch, thus leaving one inch of rope, which to

all appearanoe would have a carrying capacity

and breaking strain within a fraction of as mnoh
as the cable's capacity when new. No one who
in acquainted with the superintendent, Mr, C.

D, Lane, and jointownerwith Messrs, Hayward
& Hobart in the Utica, will suggest that the

cable was kept in use when known to be unsafe,

or that the accident is due to a desire to eoono-

mize and use the cable as long as possible.

If Mr, Lane is at fault in bis management, it

is in his never counting the cost when the lives

of tbe men or the success of the mine is at

stake. An old and experienced miner himself,

he enters into the fullest sympathy with those

in his employ and is tbe friend and companion
of every man under him. Notwithstanding
tbe sad loss of life at the Utica mine, there has
neven been, and la not now, one miner on tbe

Utioa force that has any feeling other than the
kindest for their whole-souled, kind-hearted
superintendent, CD. Line,

E. H, SCHAEFFLE.
Murphys. Cal , Jan. 8 1891

Mining in tlie Black Hills.

Everything now indicates that we are on the

eve of a period of prosperity which must con-

tinue for many years. The success of the re-

duction works will be the cause of the building

of many more like institution?. The success

recently attained in reducing the dry oree of

the Bald Mountain belt has given an impetus
to prospecting enterprises and development
work, which is rapidly tracing up this belt and
showing it to be much more extensive than
heretofore supposed. On the north end of this

belt the ore is found to dip toward the foot-

hills undor the limestone formation. To the

west, on the divide between Squaw oreek and
Spearfiah canyon, there has been but little pros-

pecting done, owing to tbe fact that the de-

posits lie deeper there than in many other parts

of^the belt. Biacoveries have been made, how-
ever, west of Spearfiah canyon. On the north<

east rich bodies of this ore have been found at

the head of Blaoktail creek and on the other
side of the divide near GTarden City, dipping
toward the east. On the south this belt con-
nects with the G-alena district.

Observant readers of our mining reports will

note a pleasantly monotonous uniformity in the
grades of ore reported, ranging from $10 to $40
per ton. There are some who fear that these
reports are written with a bias for working up
a boom, which is a very natural conclusion

after so many booms in different parts of the
Black Hills have each terminated to be a boom-
erang reacting against the permanent interests

of the country. We have aiofied to have these

statements moderate and under rather than
over the facts. The truth is, the public is a

little slow to realize the wonderful cbangea
which the new order of things will bring.

—

Deadicood Pioneer.

Nevada County Resources.—The Nevada
Transcript says : Nevada county is rich in

undeveloped resources. The well-beaten paths
of the mining prospector have covered a large

part of the surface, but nntold treasures of min-
eral wealth yet lie hidden in the bosom of the

mountain and foothill chaina. The production
of fruita has added luster to the star that shines

reeplendent " amid the grand galaxy of twink-
ling emblems that adorn the blue field of our
great American banner," but growers have
scarcely begun to appreciate the possibilitiea

that lie in this direction. The lumber industry
has hardly been tapped as yet. An Immense
water-power is going to waste, that some day
will be made to turn wheels of manufacturing
establishments and furnish employment to

thousands of workmen. Through continued
agitation and the nse of object-lessons, she will

in the oourse of a few years receive large acces-

sions of a desirable character to her population,
whose presence will hasten the development of

our vast and varied natural resources.

Selling Mines in New York.

A New York correspondent of the Union

Democrat says :

When an old Californian who knows every
inch of the dear old ground, who has mined in

every dietrict, fished in every mountain stream,
shot over aores of marsh and upland, finds him-
self anchored here, with long scope and can't

get the mud-hook up, strain as he may, it just

makes his bowels yearn to pick up a California
paper and read of big strikes and successful
mining all over tbe country, and especially do
the said bowels rumble retielliously when he
thinks of old Tuolumne. To have to stay here
and endure all this rattle, rushing, crowding
and struggle, when visions of the suooessful

and quiet life you fortunates enjoy far away
from this wear and tear, is decidedly rough. A
man who has never exchanged all that for this

rattle and bang oan't appreciate his good for-

tune in being spared the infliction of *'hlgb
oivilization," which consists in being obliged to

wear a stove-pipe hat, a high collar that saws
bis ears, and gloves—no soft hats and turn-down
collar, and to admit that you smoke a pipe on
the sly ia a confession to oause a loss of

Do you wonder that an old Californian retires

into a dark corner and relieves his pent-up
feelings by letting off a few cuss words ? You
would do it yourself. The time was when
New York had a good deal of business with
and faith in California. The daddies of the
present generation shipped goods and Invested
In mines, but tbe present atook is lamentably
ignorant of the geography ana resources of Cal-
ifornia. They know nothing of it; all they
know is Wall street. If you go to them about
a mine, they hold up their bands in holy horror
and begin to tell you of how much money
their daddies lost in minea, but never mention
how much they made on the yellow soap and
pickles they shipped or how much they made
out of some other mine. If a man loses a
dollar in a mine it is the biggest dollar that
ever waa, and they never cease to squeal over
it, but they go into Wall street and get cleaned
ont root and branch, but that is all right,

whereas the chances in mines are ten to one
over an investment in Wall street,

I have in my mind this moment two men to

whom I presented a legitimate mining propo-
sition and only asked them to put up a small
installment on a working bond, but they
couldn't think of such an investment—too much
risk and uncertainty. They had their legiti-

mate business and could not depart from it

—

the legitimate business being dealing In shares
in Wall street, I said :

" I'here are no panics

in mining, 'tis a legitimate business, and the
percentage of sncceae is many degrees above
even merchandizing and a buodred per cent
over Wall street." They declared mining to
be a fraud. I said :

'* Suppose that belief waa
universal and everybody quit it, where would
you fellows get your money to gamble on!
You don't want to do it, you want 'tother

fellow to do it for you. Well, wait and see

how you will oome out on your theory when
the next panic in Wall atreet knocks yon aky
high."

Sure enough, it was not many days before a
panic did oome, and it so happened these very
two men got it heavy. One dropped an even
$400,000 and the other over a million. It was
only a day or two since that I encountered one
of them in an elevated oar going home, and
could not resist rubbing it in a little. I said :

" How about legitimate business in Wall street

versus mining ?" He got up, parted his coat-

tails, and said: *'Juat kick me, will yon?
Why in sheol didn't you make me put a little

money Into that scheme ? Why, I have _^loat

enough to buy half a dozen mines." '* Oh yes,

of oonrie, but then that would not have been
your idea of legitimate business; you certainly

could not have lost your money more effeot-

nally."

No, it is of very little use to talk mines and
mining to these pig-heads. They fall back on
tradition of how muoh money somebody lost,

and talk of the wade of worthless mining stocks

they fell heir to from their daddies, but when
you ask how about the cords and cords of

worthless railroad shares and bonds tbey found
in the tin box, they are mum. It Is exasperat-

ing to try to talk to such narrow-minded, big-

oted foole. New York is no market for mines.

It matters little how good they may be, the

prejudice ia deep aeated and it is labor lost to

undertake to get a dollar toward this the beat

and aafeat business of the day. If one effort

in ten succeeds that one success covers all the
previous losaea, probably, and puts the individ-

ual ahead.
We fellows who have been there know all

this, bat we waste our lives and time here in

this kind of missionary work, and California

miners must fall back on home capital and
home enterprise. There is no help from this

qnarter. We have a country that is unrivaled,

and a business far ahead of Wall street, so let

us thank the Lord that we are not doomed to

live always in this cold-blooded, bigoted coun-
try. You fellows especially who live in your
pious little village should be thankful. You
are fr^ from panics, and a slump of ten per
cent on railroad stocks don't keep you awake
nights and walking the fioor. All the Cali-

fornians over this aide are fiat busted and try-

ing to beg or borrow money enough to get
back, and they don't have much snocess.

Every fellow that has a dollar to lend, finds

plenty of oustomers among his own friends.
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The only salvation for the baited Calirornift

commoDity reata !o the faint hope that the

railroads will get by the ears again and put

fares down to S'2.~>, and it would be ft strain to

raise that. Voar sympathies should go out,

too, to us fellows who are waiting to get the

money for whit wo have sold. To make a sale

of anything is diliioult enough; to get the

money after yon have sold, is a trial of patience

and endurance. These people can owe you

money and come nearer not paying it than any

community that I ever met. They are a

cheeky lot, yon bet.

MlNINU PKOSl-KfTTS AT NHVAIIA CiTY;—The
mining prospects in the Nevada district are con-

sidered very promising at the present time,

owing to the success attending the operations

in the Champion, Mountaineer and several

other quartz mincB. and of the recent strike of

P*y gravel in the Harmony mine on the ridge

north of Deer oreok. This gravel is giving a

profitable yield, and the channel is found to be

flflveral hundred feet in width, and as the com-

pany's looatton covers a mile in length on the

channel, there is every probability that a large

extent of pay ground will be opened op. The
stock in this mine could have been bought a

few months ago at 20 cents per share, but it

oannot now be had at less than $5 per share.

The strike In the Harmony has stimulated to

activity the owners of adjoining locations, and

the Fountain Head Co., the first location east

of the Harmony, Is making preparationa to

commence early operations by patting down an

incline to the gravel channel. Geo. G. Allan,

proprietor of the Nevada Foundry, who has

equipped many mines in the county, will fur-

nish the machinery for this mine. It is ex-

pected that tho present season will witness ex-

tensive prospecting along the same ridge, which

will give more activity to the mining business

than has been known in the district in many
years.— Groaa ValUij Union.

South African Gold.—A South African

diepatoh says that there is an enormous in-

orease in the output of gold at JobanDeBborg,

and that the field there promises to be the rich-

est in the world. The Mashonaland pros-

pectors report that in that remote part of Africa,

until recently almost unknown to Earopeaoe,

they have found evidence of former occupation

by a large mining population, as shown by the

remains of extensive alluvial workings and

shafts and excavations for small, rich leads, the

quartz from which has been ground on large

slabs of granite. The ronnd etonea used as

crushing rollers lie about in hundreds, partially

hidden by aocumulated soil and tropical under-

growth.
;

American Suips Still Lead.—There is a

store of comfort and hope for American build-

ers and owners of wooden sailing vessels in the

statement of the Hon. W. W. Paoe, United

States Commissioner of Navigation, who has

made a study of the subject, that the average

life of American built wooden sailing veasels is

IS^ years, while that of European-built iron sail-

ing vessels is only 18 years. These figures are sur-

prising, but they are vouched for as absolutely

correot. The reason is that the care and fidel*

ity with which American ships are built make
them excel in almost every reepect. He further

states that Amerlcan-bullt iron steamBhips last

fully one-half longer than similar vessels of

British build.

Local Coal KtuKiFTS.—Custom-houae statis-

tios ahow that during December 90,520,774

pounds of coal were brought to this city, a duty

of 75 cents being levied on each ton. William

Chipman, the chief weigher, states that there

is a heavy pressure at present on his aubordi-

natee. The entire regular force is busy, and

the 18 temporary aasiatant weighers have been

actively employed for the laat three weeks.

Some of them have been compelled to work at

night. The indications are that the import of

coal for thia month and February will be

greater than in Beoember.

Large Smelting Works to be Boilt.—
Washington, January 9th.—The Bureau of

American Republics ia informed that since the

passage of the McKinley bill, which placea a

heavy duty on ailver-bearing lead orea former-

ly brought from Mexico to the United States

for' reduction, a company haa been established

for the erection of large smelting works at San

Luis Potoai. with a capital of §4,000,000, fur-

nished by a New York eyndicite.

Smelting Imported Metals.—The Secre-

tary of the Treasury has issued a aeries of reg-

ulations to carry into effect Section 24 of the

Tariff Act, providing for the amelting and re-

fining of Imported metals in crude form in

bonded warehouaes. They provide generally

that smelting and refining metals may he done

in separate establishments under certain re-

striotiona.

A Mining Transaction.—Jamea E. Boland
haa sued J. E.. Norton, ^otherwise known as

Santiago R. Norton, to recover $7000 danjagea

for failure on the part of defendant to carry out

a certain contract relative to the development
of the Bonanza mine in Ariape district, Sonera.

Lynx Crelk, Arizona, hydraulic miners are

.sending a great deal of worked-out gravel down
the stream. Farmers are already talking

of having some of their land covered by slick-

The Governor and Hydraulic Mining.

Governor H. H. Markham, Ln hia inaugural

address to the Legislature, had the following

to say oonoerning the hydraulic-mining inter-

ests of California:

One important branch of our industries, that

of hydraulic mining, Is at a standstill, and will

never be revived unless vtgoroua steps be taken
by the General Government.

Congreaa and the courts have placed the

strong and powerful arm of the law upon this

industry and crushed it out of existeoce. I

need not repeat its history, for it is familiar to

all of you and to tho people of the State. No
relief could be expected from the General Gov-
ernment were the workings of theae mines bene-
ficial to the interests of this State alone. It

was from the goldfields of California, however,
that the millions were taken that aesisted this

nation so materially in her greatest financial

peri).

These same goldfields have yielded the enor-

mous amount of nearly a billion and a half of

the precious metal, thereby replenishing the

Treasury of the United States with that needed
medium of exchange. It is said that it will be
difficult, if not impossible, to devise means
whereby the gold can be extracted in paying
quantities without harm to the farm-owners in

the valleys or injury to the navigation of cer-

tain streams. If that be true, it should be
avoided. But I have such confidence In the
combined wisdom of 66,000,000 of people in

thia country that I feel safe in aaying that if an
earneat effort were made on the part of the
General Government for that purpose, the re-

sult would be accompanied with profit to the
whole oountry.
In my judgment, no induatry would more

richly repay a reasonable outlay on the part of

the Government than thia.

I suggest, therefore, that the subject be
thoroughly agitated, Congress memorialized
and oar Senators and Representatives urged
to take all necesaary steps to bring the matter
properly before Congreas at the earliest moment
posBtble. Congress properly expenda thousands
of dollara every year in experiments and
investigations which in the opinion of its

members will promote the public intereata of

the country. For instance, a special commit-
tee haa been created on Irrigation of arid

lands, and a liberal appropriation is annually
made for the purpose of atudying the aubject.

The most thoroughly qualified men of the age
are employed for thia work, and all the means
that science and ekill can evolve are brought
into requiaition in solving the problems. Many
other inatancea, familiar to all, of the liberal

action of the Government could be cited. Why
should not Congress treat thia qneetion in a

aimilar manner, and asaiat in a solution of the
difficulties surrounding the production of gold?
It is a matter of national interest, for this

metal is accepted by all men as a medium of

exchange. Within the borders of California,

millions upon millions of gold are locked up in

the bowels of the earth, awaiting the geniua
of man to devise some feasible method of

release, and I urge you to take the initiative

in obtaining the asalatance of the Federal Gov-
ernment.

Proposed Mining Bureau.—For the promo-
tion of mining matters in the Great Baain, says
the Salt Lake Tribune^ some gentlemen are
talking of incorporating a Mining Bureau, to be
made up of the solid men of thia city and in-

cluding others In Utah Territory and adjoining
States. The capital will be large enough to
handle good properties and for the develop-
ment of prospeotfl. The bureau ia to have its

own engineers and experts, and whenever a
property ia placed in their hands there will be
thorough examination and reports. On such
properties as are reported favorably the bureau
will engage to raiae funda and develop In the
interest of Inveatora. The promoters of thia

enterprise eay that there ia much money in the
East which la awaiting investments In good en-
terprises, and If such a bureau as here named
was established upon a solid basis and managed
by judicious and well-known businessmen, thia

money could be diverted to thia immediate
country to help develop the many mineral
lodea now lying dormant. They also say that
such a bureau would be the means of putting a

stop to the unloading of worthleas claims or
prospects upon a confiding public through mis-
repreaentations. These gentlemen believe this

plan will work gooij to this great mining coun
try and greatly assist in making this industry
more popular than It is now.

The lobsters spoken of aome time ago aa be-

ing planted in the Sound have been heard from.
The Kitsap Pioneer says: A former employe of
the United States Fish Commlesion steamer,
the Albatross, stated that he had recently
found some of the lobatera In the Bay of Utea-
lady, Boroea the Sound from where they were
planted, and that he found them In aeveral
other places, showing that they are rapidly
propagated. Several other persons have re-

ported finding lobsters at various points on the
Sound.

Gold Hill Mines.—The Virginia (Nev.)
Enterprise say a: The promise of good reaulta
from the pumping operations in Gold Hill la

really good. When deep mining was being
carried on In that section, things looked bright.

A drift was sent out from the 2200 level of the
Crown Point toward the Exchequer line, and

the miners were drowned ont by a flood of hot
water aa soon as they struck a strong body of

pay ore, and before that they had already com-
menced to explore a very promising looking

body of ore In the Bsloher mine. This makes
two bodies of ore in existence about which
there is no queation, excepting as to their ex-

tent. It Is proposed by means of the present

pumping operations to prospect the bodies of

ore diecovered so many years ago, and to this

extent they are working for a certainty.

The Blue Lead in Siskiyou Cuunty.

The Yreka (Siskiyou county) Journal says:

The Interest manifested in the last few months
in the "blue lead" which is supposed to run
through this county from north to south, and
which can be easily traced on the surface

throughout the entire oounty, has indnoed in-

vestigation into the history of the several

''dead river" channels which have been worked
in this State. Thia Inveatigation demonatrates
that every one of theae channels, wherever
found, has been rich In gold. The dead rivers

of California, so far as known, are on the west-

ern slope of the Sierra Nevada range, from 500
to 7000 feet above the level of the sea. The
most notable of these was known aa the Big
Blue lead, which was traced and worked from
Little Grizzly, In Sierra county, to Forest Hill,

in Placer county, a distance of 65 miles. The
elevation is 5000 feet above the level of the sea

at Little Grizzly, and 2800 feet at Forest Hill.

It is estimated by ecientific men that this river

was ten times as large as the present Saoramen-
to. A great many million dollara were taken
from the "Big Blue." A number of other chan-
nels have been worked ont, and a number more
are now being worked, all of which have been
and are very rich. The usual location of these

dead rivers ia about 30 milea weat of the Sierra

Nevada and parallel therewith. Same of theee

channels run under high mountains, which are

tunneled through. In other places they have
been raiaed above their early locations, and are

found, as above stated, at an elevation of 7000
feet above the sea.

There is no doubt, from all indications, that

one of these dead rivers ran through what is

now Siskiyou county—whether north or south
ia not yet known. It haa been anggeated by a

celebrated writer that thia might have been
the Columbia river, and that it extended
through the entire State, but as yet there is no
poeittve evidence that such is the case. Wher-
ever this channel haa been reached in this

county, it haa been rich, aa demonatrated at

and in the vicinity of Cottonwood, and north of

that place nearly to the Sisklyous, where Mr.
W. H. Smith has found the channel and good
prospects. What haa been and ia being done
in Cottonwood mining district, we need not de-

scribe in thia article, aa our readers are well in-

formed on that aubject. Suffice it to say that

mining men of experience and large capital are

investing heavily in that aection.

The probabilitiea that there ia a dead river

channel running within a mile of Yreka are so

strong that a number of our citizens are making
an organized effort to proapect it. These gen-

tlemen have secured locations along the line of

the channel for a distance of 2^ miles, and will

proceed without unnecesaary delay to give the

matter a fair teat. Thia, of course, will In-

volve an outlay of some money, and, as ia

usually the case, the men who are moving in

the matter are men of limited means, and will

expect aaaistance from all who are interested

in the development of Siskiyou county in gen-

eral and Yreka in particular. A corporation,

which will embrace in Ita business mining for

gold and coal, will be formed, and all who are

disposed to help in the enterprise will be given

an opportunity to do so. We earnestly hope

that our citizens will not be backward in this

matter. All must realize that if there ia a rich

channel In this valley, its development will be

of great Importance to our business Intereata.

If nothing ia developed, no one will feel the

losa of the little they subscribe to test it. It is

anticipated that within a few weeks at the

longest, boring with machinery will be oom-
menced.

Bullion Product.—The detailed aoount of

the bullion product of the Oon. Cal. & Virginia

mine for the -month of December wan as fol-

lows: Worked at the Eareka mill. 7040 tons

of ore. Bullion produced—G'>ld, S46. 054.75;

silver, 853,977-12; total. $100 031.87 YtpJd

in bullion per ton—Gold, $6 54.2; silver, ^7.66.7;

total, $14.20.9. Value of ore per ton aa per

battery aasay. $18.77.4. Additional bullion

from assay cffi 'e. Virginia City: From bar

granulatinns, $575,56; from flue dust, scraps,

fltc. S2S95.45; total, $3471.01. Total value,

$103,502,88.

The agitation in the matter of silver

purchases and free coinage during the past

IS months has greatly stimulated the min-

ing industry, and consequently good mining

properties have been In good demand. While

the price of silver has been aubject to fluctua-

tions, still the opinion is held by leading

financiers that a free-coinage bill will eventu-

ally carry the day.

The Paradise Valley M. & M. Oo.'s property

in Humboldt county. Nevada, haa been sold at

sheriff's sale for $19,740.44 to W. J. Bell, who
bid it in. ^^
The reduction works of the Eureka Con. M.

Co. have been closed down until the spring.

The California Legislature of 1891.

Senate.
Disl. Xame and Party. CouDty.
I— F. McGowan, R Humboldt and Del N'orte
2— R. H. Campbell, R. Trinity, Siskiyou and Shasta
3--M, H. Mead, D, Modoc, Lassen, Plumas and

Sierra.

4—C. L. Pond. R, died Nov. 29, 1890 Buite
5—E. M. Preston. R Nevada
6--J. H. Sewcll, D Mendocino and Lake
7—Thos. Fraser, R Placer and El Dorado
8— H. C. Wilson, D Tehama and Colusa
9— P. S- Sprague, R Yolo and Napa
10—J. W. Ragsdale, R Sonoma
11--G. J. Campbell, R Solano
12— D. A. Gitrom, D Yuba and Suiter
13— F. R. Dray, R Sacramenio
14 — E. C. Voorhii's. R Amador and Calaveras
15— F. C. De Long, R Marin and Contra Ccstra
16- Eli S. Dennison, R .Mameda
17—W. E. Darf^ie, R A'ameda
18—William Simpson, R Alameda
19-J. W. Welch. D San Francisco
2 George H. Williams, R San Francisco
21- -W. O. Banks, R San Francisco
22— Daniel H, Everett. R San Francisco
23—W. H. Williams, D San Francisco
24—J. H. Mahoney, R San Francisco

25-- fames E. Britt, D San Francisco
26—John T. Broderick. R San Francisco

27—John E. Hamill, D San Francisco
28—Thos. C. Mahler, R San Francisco
29— B. F. Langford. D San Joaquin
30—T. D. Harp, D. Merced, Stanislaus, Tuolumne
31--A. W. Crandalt, R Santa Clara
32—W. C. Bailey, R '. Santa Clara

33— J. D. Byrnes, R San Mateo, Santa Cruz
34--G. G. Goucher, D, Mariposa, Alpine, Mono,

Fresno.

35—Thomas Flint, Jr., R Monterey, San Benito
36—G. S. Berry, D Inyo, Tulare. Kern
37 — E. H. Heacock, R, Santa Barbara, Sin Luis

Obispo, Ventura.
38—R. B. Carpenter. R Los Angeles, Grange
39—J. F. McComas, R Los Angeles
40~H. M. Streeter, R, San Diego, San Bernardino

Aesembly.
I—George B. Robertson, D, . .Del Norte. Siskiyou
2—A. T. Bledsoe, R Humboldt
3—E. D. Kellogg, A Humboldt
4—T. W. H. Sbannahan, D Trinity, Shasta
5—J.T. Jones, R Modoc, Lassen
6—F. G. Hail, R Plumas, Sierra
7—James T, MotlocU, R Tehama
8—T. H. Barnard, R Butte

9—J. J. Smith, R Butte
10- H. P. Eakle, D Colusa
II —George Sturtavant, R Mendocino
12—James H. Renfroe, D Lake
13—H. P. Srabler, D Sutter, Yuba
14—Michael G^rver, D Nevada
15—Thos. Hocking. R Nevada
16—Dr. Noble Martin, R Placer
17 -W. E. B^ughman , R El Dorado
iS— [ud. C. Brusie, R Sacramento
19— Elwood B-uner, R Sacramento
2 J—Gillis Doty. D Sacramento
21— Reese Clark. R Yolo
22- Frank L. Coombs, R Napa
23— Frank J. Murphy, R Sonoma
24—J. D. Barnett, R Sonoma
25—H. L. Weston, R Sonoma
26—Charles Duvner, R Solano

27—J. C. Wolfskin, D Marin. Solano
28— Thomas H. Estey, R Marin
29 —James H, Drily, R San Francisco
30— Thomas J. Tully, R San Francisco

31—John Hays, R San Francisco
32—George E. Lewis, R San Francisco
33— F. L. Jones, R San Francisco
34—A. L. Lux, R San Francisco
35— William J. Dunn, D San Francisco

36—John P. Glynn, R San Francisco
37—M. W. Coffee, R San Francisco
38—A. T. Barnett, R San Francisco

39 Charles S. Arms, D San Francisco
40 -Thomas W. Dennis, R San Francisco
41-H. C. Dibble. R San Francisco
42—Louis A. Phillips, R , . .San Francisco
43—William C. Tennis, R San Francisco
44—George A. Wentwortb, R San Francisco

45 -Eugene F. Bert, R San Francisco
46—Lawrence Hoey, R San Francisco

47 —John T. Steltz. R San Francisco
.

48 —J. Windrow. R San Francisco
49--Alexander Gordon, R. San Mateo
5u—W. H. Galbraith, R Santa Cruz
51—Frank L. Fowler. R Alameda
52—Fred Bryant, R Alameda
53 -J. G. McCall, R Alameda
54—E, S. Culver, R Alameda
55 —E. G. Cram, R Alameda
56—A. Ames, R Alameda
57—G. E. Carter, R ' Contra Costa
58 —R. S. Johnson, R San Joaquin

59—J. L. Beecher, Jr., R San Joaquin
6j— E. A. Freeman. R Amador
6r—Alex. Brown, R Calaveras
62 —Frank T. Murray, D Tuolumne
63 -E. E. Dow. R Santa Clara
64—J . R. Low, R Santa Clara
65—George E. Herscy, R Santa Clara
66 —J. S. Alexander. R Stanislaus
67—T. H. Gould, D Merced and Mariposa
68 - C. G. Cargill, R San Benito

69 - C. F. Lacey, R Monterey
7o^B. R. Woodworth, R Fresno
71— W. S. Cunningham, D Tulare
72- F. E. Hunewill, R Alpine, Mono and Inyo

73 —Marcus Harloe, R San Luis Obispo
74—W. A. Hawiey, R Santa Barbara

75 -T. H. Rice, D Kern and Ventura
76— F. N. Marion, R Los Angeles
77- -J . R. Matthews, D Los Angeles
78—Guy A. Smith, R. Los Angeles and Orange
79— John C. Lynch, R San Bernardino
80—N. A. Young, R San Diego

Senate.

Republicans, 27; Democrats, 12; vacant, i.

Assembly.
Republicans, 63; Democrats, 16; American, i.

Totals-

Republicans, 90; Democrats, 28; American, i;

vacant, on account of death, i.
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The following Is mostly condensed from joumalfl published

ia the interior, in prorimfty to the minea mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.

Amador.
The Kennedy M\tiE.—Dii/>aic/i. Jan. lo: We

understand that the last month's cleanup at the Ken-

nedy mine amounted to over $27,000, which was an

increase of about $2000 over the previous month's

run.
Sutter Creek.—Amador Ledger, Jari. 10:

There are no new developments to report in the

mining situation. At the North Star a body of

water has been encountered within the last two

weeks, which is considered by mining men an ex-

cellent sign. Drifting at the Rose mine continues in

a southeasterly direction, wirh nothing new to re-

port. A slight change has taken place in the man-

agement of the Lincoln mine. Mrs. Stewart has

l^ed the property to the employes, which relieves

her of all care and anxiety. The men feel confident

of being able to make it pay. The Wildman is

keeping up its reputation as one of the best proper-

ties in the county. The 30 stamps are kept running

steadily. The ledge is very wide, and nearly all

pay rock. The ore seems to improve with depth,

and no doubt in the near future a new shaft will bs

sunk. At the North Siar, crosscntting is still going

on, and they only lack about 40 feet going south-

east to reach the point where the rich ore was struck

in the level above. Crosscutling is still in progress

at the Rose mine, and there is sufficient encourage-

ment to induce thera to continue. The Lincoln

mine is running along: steadily, with Charles Smith

in charge of the mill and Sieve Moyle foreman at the

mine. The Sutter mine is taking a temporary rest.

Again the Mahoney is to be started ere lone, ac-

cording to Dame Rumor. Mr. Valentine is making

arrangements for the construction of a large pipe to

connect the Amador canal and the mill, the iron for

which is said to be on the way.

Calaveras.

Rich Gravel.—Calaveras Chronich. Jan. 10:

Dave Lampson, of Railroad Flat, one of the owners

of the Lava Bed Gravel Mine, showed us nine

ounces of gold, the yield for two men's work for

fifty days. The gold is what would be called by

miners " coarse." The only water with which the

gravel was washed was that pumped into a large

tank from the mine. The gravel was put through

three or four sluice-boxes, the operation continuing

until the tank was emptied, then suspended until

the tank was refilled. The working shaft is about

one hundred feet in depth. No *' breasting " has

yet been done. The mine is one of the most promis-

ing gravel mining properties in the State. When
the mine is fully opened, suitable milling machinery

will be put up and the mine worked on a big scale,

Inyo.

TYiE CKn'?^.—\xi.yo Independent, Jan. 9: Min-

ing business in the county is not very lively at pres-

ent, but this is usual every winter. The Newtown
mine at Cerro Gordo is turning out a good deal of

ore; prospecting goes on in the Union, but no rich

strikes are yet reported. Very little is doing in the

Darwin district; Mr. McKenzie has a small force at

work in the Lucky |im but is not taking out much
ore. Shipments continue to be made from the De-
fiance and about 15 men are working there. Regu-
lar shipments are made from Modoc, most of the

ore at present being taken from the dumps. Mr.
Fitzgerald has about a dozen men at work in the

mice. It is reported that Mr. J. J. Gunn has re-

cently struck a good prospect in the Minnietia.

Pat Key is doing first rate at the White Hill and
has two carloads of fine ore ready for shipment.

Lee District has b=en regarded as one of the

most promising mining regions in the county. It

is somewhat isolated, however, and this has reta'ded

development. For some weeks past Mr. S. W,
Buck of Keeler has been doing some prospecting

there, and recently some rich ore was struck. A
sample lot was sent to Mr. James A. McKenzte of

Darwin for assay, and he gave the following as the

resuU, 1068.41 ounces of silver per ton. All Inyo
miners know how thoroughly reliable an assayer
Mr. McKenzie is. Mr. Buck says he has five tons

of ore similar to assay sample ready lor shipment.
The mine is called the True Blue, and was first lo-

cated by Charles E. McEvoy several years ago.
Very little work had been done upon the mine be-

. fore Mr. Buck began operations.

Mariposa.
Strike Near Coulterville.—Mariposa Ga~

sette, Jan. 10: A strike has been made in the Black
Bart mine. The mine is situated in an easterly di-

rection from Coulterville, and what is known as
Lovely Roger's gulch. Work was begun by the
present ownership in April, 1890, and the indica-

tions for good rock were most favorable from the
start. Other p-irties had heretofore prospecied ii

without any marked success. Since their begmning,
and up to the present strike, the mine had produced
something like $3000. In or about December last,

the mine had been sunk to the footwall and the
new vein was struck much richer than that which
they had been working up to this d-te. The last

strike was made on the footwall covering the hot.

torn of the seven-foot shaft. Wh-i-n first opened up.
the gold was found in a formation of porphyry and
iron, and then running into white talc; the gold
finally going directly to the footwall. The result of
the find, so far, foots up about $10,000, and this

sum was taken from 1400 pounds of rock. Th:
makes the output of the mine by the present owners
figure up to some $13,000. The good rock contin-
ues, and the indications are favorable for a much
larger yield in the immediate future.

Mill Busy.—Some good rock is now being taken
from ibe No. 9 mine. The mill is kept busy and it

may be that mining in that locality may again revive.

CRtJSHiNG.—Henry Boisse is said to be crushing
some very rich rock taken from his mine, near the
Black Bart. Having no mill of his own, he packed
his ore on burros over a trail to the Bruschi mill,

nearly five miles distant.

Nevada.
A Valuable 1>U^-e..~ Transcript, Jan. 7: Oscar

Newhouse, the owner of the Diamond D (Eagle
Bird) mine, has taken up his residence at the mine,
which will, in the future, be worked under his per-

sonal supervision. The property has developed
wonderfully under the management of Mr. New-

house, as it is said that there is now in sight enough

ore to keep the 30-sUmp mill running for the next

ten years. In the spring more stamps will be put

in, and the mine will then be in a position to pay a

steady dividend on a valuation of $2,000,000. The
best of it is, the same property was offered in Lon-

don some years ago, and refused, the imported ex-

pert, as usual, seeing nothing in it. The property

is not now for sale.

Reduction Works at Nevada City.—Grass
Valley Union, Jan. 7: Reduction works are to be

established at Nevada City by a San Francisco com-

Dany for treating refractory gold and silver ores

by what is known as the lead-bath smelting

process. The foundry building near the narrow-

gauge railroad depot ha^; been leased in which to

place the machinery. The capacity of the works

will be 24 tons a day.

The Harmony.—Nevada Tra?iscripi, Jan. 13:

A partial cleanup*made Sunday at the Harmony
mine gave $700 for the gravel taken out in six days

with four picks. Some of the gold was coarse.

Everything is working nicely. Twenty-four men are

employed by the company and the monthly running

expenses approximate $2000. The mine is a little

more than paying its way at present, although the

only income is from the gravel taken out in running

drifts. When the channel has been prospected and
breasting begins there will be fifty or more men at

work. The Harmony gives every indication of being

largely remunerative for years to come.
C0NS0LiD.A,TiNG Two PROPERTIES.—It IS an-

nounced that W. W, Stow has purchased from the

owner who now resides in Virginia City the Walcott

gravel claim, adjoining the,West Harmony, which is

owned by Messrs. Walrath and Isoard, and that the

two properties will be consolidated and worked as

one. Mr. Stow is said to have paid Walcott $6500
for the ground.
Cold Weather and Mining.—Grass Valley

Union, Jan. 13: The freezing weather that has pre-

vailed for some days past has had the effect of less-

ening the water supply of the ditches, and on Satur-

day the mining companies of this district were all

compelled to suspend milling operations and econ-

omize their water power for the purpose of using it

for pumping and hoisting, and some of them have
found it necessary to start up their steam machinery
as a supplementary power to do this work. The
main trouble in regard to the water is on the upper
portion of the South Yuba Canal, where there has
been severe freezing weather, which has frozen water
in the bottom of the canal, making anchor ice, and
in consequence the flow of water has been lessened

daily, which has prevented the supplying of the

mining reservoirs with the usual amount, and some
of the mines have been entirely deprived of water.

Within the last forty-eight hours the weather has
moderated somewhat, and it is likely that within the

next two or three days the usual quantity of water
will be available, and that all the stamps of the dis-

trict will again commence dropping;

San Diego.

Owens.—Julian Sentinel^ Jan. 9: Work on the

Owens mine is steadily progressing. The 300-

gallon bucket is working splendidly, and the water
is down to the 200-foot level. The shaft is 340 feet

deep, and it is calculated that it will take about two
weeks to get all the water out,

Shasta.
Rich Strike.—Redding Fret Press, Jan. 10:

Mr. Connor of the Skyblue mine informs us that a
miner, recently from Nevada State, named J.

Nugent, has opened up a rich prospect on Rock
creek. He has a tunnel 62 feet long, and a ledge
that he has traced 700 feet, which, being pros-
pected, shows rich rock along its length. The
ledge was capped over by an iron deposit, but un-
derneath shows up well. All the ore taken out so
far is good milling, and some of it is so rich that
good wages can be made with a hand mortar. Mr,
Nugent was " put on " to this deposit by Mr. Con-
nor, and is well pleased with his prospects. He is

a miner of experience and knows a good thing
when he sees it.

Sisfelyou.

Quartz.—Yreka Journal. Jan. 7: Myron Car-
rick and Archie Nichols continue to find very rich
specimens in their quartz ledge at Spring Gulch on
Yreka Flats, northwest of Yreka, with the ledge
about a foot thick in the bottom of their prospecting
shaft. The sptfcimens shown us contained about as
much gold as quartz, which they crush in a hand
mortar, realizing considerable money for current ex-
penses.

Blue Gravel.—The Lee, Lash & Co. blue grav-
el claim at Greenhorn, about a mile south of Yreka,
is uow being fixed up in good condition for more
advantageous working. Owing to the bedrock pitch-
ing, it is necessary to cut a drain to the pump shaft,
upon the completion of which a large force of men
can be put at work in drilling blue gravel for raising
to the surface by the steam hoisting apparatus now
in position. The men at work on the drain have
found several rich prospects in the black rock or ce-
ment covering the blue gravel deposit, indicating
that this formation may be lava run over the bed of
a stream from volcanic eruption in prehistoric ages.
Prospecting for blue grav'-l seems to be all the rage
just now in mining and efforts will be made to com-
mence boring with machinery in this vicinity and
throughout the entire watershed of the Klamath
river south of Siskiyou mountain, also of Rogue riv-
er in Oregon and the streams running westward into
Del Norte and Curry counties on each side of the
California and Oregon boundary line. A test of
this kind may prove that the bedrock in Yreka basin
covers blue grivel containing gold, as Yreka Flats
was the richest mining district on the coast in the
first: half of the "50 period, and the main attraction
for inducing immigration to this county, the popu-
lation of Yreka City at that time being fully 5000,
with very few women and children. The Boyle
quartz mine at head of Humbug has been shut down
for the winter in consequence of the snow and cold
weather, but in the spring a large force will be set at
work. The force at the Spencer mine, lower down,
has also been reduced until spring, when a large
force will be employed. Work on other quariz
claims and placer diggings along Humbug has also
been suspended to a great extent. This district,
when spring opens, will be one of the liveliest min-
ing camps in the State, furnishing more employment
for miners than any other district in the county.

Trinity.
Canyon Creek,—Trinity /tJttrwa/, Jan. lo: This

week we paid a flying visit to Canyon creek and

found about a foot of snow on the locations of the

Fisher Gulch Co. The mill was not running, as the

tnow and cold weather had shortened the water

supply. Last week advantage was taken of the little

water running to start up the miil and crush a few

tons of ore. The mill worked well and the amalgam
showed the rock to be of good grade. The ore-bin

is full of ore and there are about 100 tons of good
ore on the dump. The lower tunnel is being con-

tinued and the indications point to cutting the ledge

in a few feet more. As soon as water starts up, work
will be actively pushed on this property, and, from

all appearances, with good returns. Development
work is being carried on in the Bailey group of

mines and the property is looking well. All indica-

tions point to the development of one of the biggest

mines of the coast. Grigsby & Shattuck are running

the mill on the Buck's Ranch mine, taking out ore

and pushing things generally. The company have

already made one cleanup that was entirely satisfac-

tory. They are opening up a fine property.

NEVADA.

Washoe Dlecrict.

Con. Cal. & Va.—Virginia CAroniele, ]an. 10:

1200 level: Continue to extract some milling ore

•from above the line of drift running south of the

east crosscut No. i from the south drift from the

shaft station. 1300: Continue to extract some ore

from the point where the upraise carried up from

the end of the east crosscut from the south drift con-

nected with the fourth floor stopes. 1500 level:

From the drift run north from the drift run west

from the upraise carried up from the no th lateral

drift {43 teet above the sill floor of this level) at a point

20 feet in the drift, an upraise has been carried up

30 feet, and at this bight we find some ore of about

the average grade of our extraction. 1600: Con-
tinue to take out some ore along and above the line

of the drift run east through the old stopes on the

sill floor of this level; also from the stopes which we
are working southerly from that drift. At a point

200 feet south from the north line of the California

ground we have been working upward through the

old stopes for the last two months. At a point 44
feet above the sill floor of this level a south drift has

been advanced 24 feel, and from this south drift a

west drift has been advanced 15 feet. The top por-

tions, say two-thirds of the whole drifts, are in ore

of good quality. The bottom portions are in ore of

poor quality. Taken as a whole, the ore showing
in these two drifts gives an average assay value of

$30 per ton, 16$: Usual quantity of ore extracted

from the various openings on this level. There has

been extracted from all parts of the mine during the

week i6zo tons of ore which was shipped to the

Eureka mill. The average assay value of all of the

ore worked at that mill during the week {i6io tons)

was $18.50 per ton. Bullion shipped to Carson
Mint, assay value $36,411.25. Bullion shipped to

the office in San Francisco, assay value $3471.01.

Ophir.—The drift started north from the drift run

west from the winze 122 feet below the sill floor of

the 1300 level has been extended 26 feet; total 24
feet; continuing in quartz of very low assay value.

No ore has been extracted during the week.
Mexican.— East crosscut No. i, 1465 level,

started from the main north lateral drift at a point

opposite the west crosscut No. i has been extended

33 feet; total 265 feet; continuing in a prophyry for-

mation which has become somewhat sotter.

Union Con.— East crosscut No. 2, 1465 level,

started from the north lateral drift at a point 200
feet north from the south boundary line of the mine,

has been extended 29 feet; total 2131 feet; conlinU'

ing in porphyry which carries some clay and some
quartz.

Sierra Nevada.—Northwest drift from the

shaft station, 630 level, has been extended 55 feet;

total 284 feel; continuing in porphyjy formation

without any change.
Best & Belcher.—800 foot level: West cross-

cut No. 2 has been extended 12 feet; total, 408 feet,

Formation porphyry and quartz. 1200 level: At a

point in upraise No. i. 100 feet above this level

siarted a west crosscut No. i and extended it 14 feet;

total, 39 feet. Formation hard porphyry.
Belcher.—West crosscut No. i from the shaft is

out 491 feet, having been advanced 80 feet during

the week; face in soft porphyry and streaks of

quartz, with some water running from it. Are min-
ing from the fifth floor of the old 1300 raise and are

finding some streaks of fair grade ore.

Kentuck.— Finished grading on 1000 level and
resumed work in face of east crosscut, same level.

Face in porphyry and streaks of quariz.

Yellow Jacket.—Are shipping daily 60 tons of

ore, battery assay, $18. iB per ton, and doing exten-

sive prospecting work.
Justice.—The north drift, 822 level, is out 189

feet; face in hard rock. The 492 level south winze is

down 33 feet. The bottom is in fair grade ore.

Shipped to ihe mill during the week 194 tons of $ 16.-

59 rock, as per battery samples.

Utah.—Northwest lateral drift from the shaft,

725 level, has been extended 54 feet; total length,

234 feet. Face in porphyry and clay.

Savage.—During the week we have hoisted 739
cars of ore from the 300. 400, 500, 600, 750 and 1300
levels, and from the winze below 13C0 level. Ship-

ped to the Mexican mill 535?^ tons of ore; ore

milled, 545 tons; average battery assays, $i6 a ton.

The winze station in the ore body from the track

floor, 1300 level, is down 35 feet and continues in

ore of good quality.

Hale & Norcross.—On the iioo the north

drift was advanced 240 feel, and has reached north

boundary line. This drift followed the west bound-
ary of the vein. We will start crosscutingeast from
the face of this drift the coming week. The north-

east crosscut on this level was advanced a total dis-

tance of 228 feet; face of this crosscut has reached
the ea=it clay wall of the vein.

Chollar.—On the 750 level are sinking a winze

100 feet south of north line to connect with 850
level. It is down 6 feet in quartz assaying from $20
to $30 per ton. Extracted and sent to the mill

durmg the week 541 tons of ore, the average battery

assay of which was $21.40 per ton.

Potosi.—The south lateral drift from the Chollar

incline on the 1230 level is out 605 feet. In the face

there is a streak of quartz 3J^ feet wide assaying
from $12 to $25. The south lateral drift from the

Chollar incUne, 1300 level, is out n8o feet; face in

porphyry.
Con. New York.—The north drift on the 650

level is in 145 feet; face in porphyry. East crosscut

150 feet north of shaft, iioo level, is in 6i feet; face
in quartz and porphyry.

Silver Hill.—Northeast drift from the winze on
160 level is out 570 feet; face in porphyry. North-
west drift, 334 level, is out from shaft 780 feet; face

in hard porphyry.
Exchequer.—The east crosscut 150 feet south

of north line, 500 level, is out 380 feet; face in clay

and porphyry. East crosscut near the south line,

600 level, is out 227 feet; formation porphyry and
clay.

Alpha.—The east crosscut, 70 feet north of shaft,

600 level, is out 260 feet. Face in clay and por-
phyry.
Gould & Curry.— 200 level: Northwest drift is

out 175 feet. It has been stopped and at a point 70
feet northwest of cros'^cut No. 2 we started to put in

square sels in the old fill, with the idea of raising
through them. In cutting out for sills some new
ground was encountered, showing some spots of ore.
For last week extracted 20 tons of ore of fajr quality.

Overman.— Extracted 425 tons and 1200 pounds
of ore. Shipped to the Brunswick mill 433 tons and
1640 pounds of ore. Upraise from northwest drift

on the noo level has been extended 86 feet and
timbered. Have nine feet of ore in the face. On
1000 level southwest drift has been extended 88 feel;

formation, porphyry with seame of clay.

Alta.—Mine and mill closed down. Only watch-
men employed and over 50 men thrown out of em-
ployment.
Crown Point.—Are extracting from the 1800

slope from 8 to 10 tons of ore per day that assays
from $i8 to $20 per tou and storing it in the dump.
Andes.—Dunng the past week north drift, 420

level, was advanced 15 feet through a formation of
porphyry, quartz and clay.

Confidence and Challenge.—The joint Con-
fidence and Challenge north drift on the 300-foot
level is now in 146 feet, six feet having been made
during the week. The f^ce still shows two feet of
fair ore. The drift is now 10 feet in Confidence
ground.
Con, Imperial. — Considerable work is being

done on the upper levels in following up and taking
out small streaks of ore and overhauling the old
stopes.

Seg. Belcher.—The south drift from Belcher
shaft, 600 level, is now out 44 feel in Seg. Bel-

cher ground. Face in soft porphyry.

Tuacarora Dlatrlcc.

Del Mot<iTE.—TifneS'J?cvreu; Jan. 9: North
drift, first level, has been extended 14 feet without
material change.
Nevada Queen.—East drift on fourth level of

Commonwealth will prospect the vein close to the
line.

Navajo.—The stope below the 350-foot level is

getting deeper going north. The ore continues high
grade. Have broken about three tons of first-class

ore showing considerable native silver.

Belle Isle.—The stopes on the 350-foot level

continue to look very well. The grade of the ore is

improving. Sent to mill 40 tons of ore; battery as-

say value $375.70 per ton. West crosscut from the
'

450-foot level extended 27 feet; water flow is dimin-
ishing. Have started a joint- line crosscut to the
east, same level, progress 11 feet.

North Belle Isle.—The 500 stopes are without
material change. South intermediate line from No.
4 chute extended south six feet; still showing good
ore in the face. An upraise from the 500 has been
started opposite the vertical winze to give access lo
the stopes which have extended south beyond that
point. Sent to mill 20 tons of ore; assay value $146
per ton. Hoisted 129 cars of concentrating ore; es-

timated assay value $76 per ton. Concentrator
crushed 3C6 tons; estimated assay value, $14 54 per
ton.

Commonwealth.—Fourth level: Have started
joint crosscut at North Commonwealth line opposite
joint raise, which has reached the hanging-wall, ex-
posing some good ore. East crosscut extended 30
feet; rock hard; slight flow of water.

North Commonwealth.— Fourth level: Joint
raise has reached the hanging-wall, passing through
seams of good ore. Work suspended at this point
and joint crosscut started to cut the vein on the
level. West crosscut from No. i south drift, second
level, advanced 30 feet, cutting strata of fair-grade

ore. Intermediate drill extended south, opening
up good ore. Hoisted 63 cars of concentrating ore.
The different parts of the mine have all been caught
up and is now in good condition.

ARIZONA.

Ore Market.—Mohave Miner, Jan. 10: In re-

gard to the ore market for the ensuing year, the
Miner sent out inquiries to different sampling works,
and their replies show that to all appearances prices
and sampling charges will be considerably higher
than the past year, and especially so on extremely
high-grade dry ores. Indications show that instead
of paying 95 per c^nt of the silver value as hereto-
fore, the smelters will only pay from 90 to 93 per
cent, according to grade and character. Smelting
charges are apt to range higher, from $2 to $5 per
ton on lead as well as dry ores, excepting that ores
would get so scarce that the smelters would be com-
pelled to pay better prices in order to run their fur-

naces. The treatment on ores now is unreasonably
high, and will no doubt be reduced as soon as the
money market is somewhat relieved.

Flores.—John H. Campbell, Superintendent of
the Flores mine, intends to commence Ihe erection
of a ten-stamp mill on that property as soon as the
machinery can be got on the ground. The mine
has been opened up in good shape and large quan-
tities of high-grade ore have been extracted. The
ore body opened up in the south drift is six feet in

width and averages between $60 and $70 per ton.
To Mr. Campbell's energy and ability is due the
present satisfactory condition of this mine.
Notes.—Prescott Courier, Jan. 9: John Hartin

has been doing some work on a ledge near the Iron
Spring honse, a short distance west of Prescott, and
thinks said ledge worthy his consideration. The
rock is gold bearing. The road crosses the ledge
near D. Walker's place. It is large and well sup-
plied with gold. Charley Rose is working in a ledge
east of the Peck which is rich in silver. He found
float and croppings in the bed of the creek which
runs east from Bradshaw Basin. He is going to
ship several tons of it. Frank Alters has been look-
ing at the Yarnell lode, near Peeples Valley. He
says it is one of the largest ledges he ever laid eyes
on. The vein matter is spar, streaks of decomposed
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iron in it carrying much gold. It is thought that

the entire body of ore will yield from $io to $14 per
ton. The Fortuna mine, near Walnut Grove, is

yielding silver nuggets. Burleigh drills will, we are

told, soon be set at work at the Senator. Messrs.
Brown and Cochrane are examining properties in

the Bradsbaws. Lester Jackson, who has just

made a tour of Bradshaw. says they are taking gold
rock from the Crowned King thai will work $300 a
ton. The vein is opened in good shape. Miners
of Tip Top district are increasing their shipments of

ore to El Paso. The Congress continues to ship
large quantities of concentrates and high-grade sul

phureis. S. C. Moll's workmen were hoisting good
ore out of ibe Prince, which will soon be worked
at the Tuscumbia mill. A great many men are
working in the Boggs mine. Big Bug district. A
G. Dillon came here recently from Hillside district,

He left the " boys " taking out shipping ore. Wm,
A. Linn, who went to Cherry district to locate

claims, found the miners well satisfied. Some of
them are working ores in arastras. Lynx Creek
hydraulic miners are said to be taking out plenty of

gold. The diggings are eight miles east of PrescoH.
Smelter Wanted—Phoinix Harald, Jan, 8:

The necessity o( a smelting plant near this city has
long been apparent to the close observer of our min-
ing .iflairs, and to-day that necessity is becoming
imperative. A gentleman visiting Phctrnix a day or
two ago, superintendent of a large and rich mine in

the Bradshaw country, made the statement that he
could furnish ten carloads of ore daily for such a
plant, and his is but one of the important mines in

that region of country that would turn out five

to ten carloads per day for many years to come.
We have the lead ore, the lime and everything neces-

sary to the successful working of a smeller plant at

hand, and hundreds of thousands of tons of ore
now on the dump that cannot be shipped out of the

country to be worked, are waiting the coming of a
smelter near enough to them to save part of their

value to the miner.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Hot Springs District.—Nelson Miner, Jan. 3:

A shaft has been started on W. W, Sprague's Ten-
derfoot, and 2 shifts are engaged in the work of

sinking. Work will be resumed on the Old Timer
the coming week. The tunnel on the Early Bird is

in 30 feet, in ore all the way. This claim is situated

close to the lake shore about a mile above Alnsworth,
the ledge showing 4 feet of solid mineral. An ore-

shed has been built near the mouth of the tunnel,

where the first-class ore will be dumped so as to be
handy for shipment to the Revelstoke smelter in the

spring. Good progress Is being made in sinking
the Skyline working shaft. A. A. McKinnon is

doing some development work on the Crystal. A
new location called the Devil's Cash has been re-

corded by E. A. Bielenberg. It is on Woodbury
creek.

OOLOflADO.

The Last Dollar.—Aspen Times, Jan, 10:

The Last Dollar in Tourtelotte Park is one of the

mines of this district of which the public hears very

little. When Sam Bigelow staked it he named it

the Last Dollar, simply because he had expended
his last dollar for grub and the last of the grub had
been exhausted. The main working incline has
been sunk to the fifth level below the old level con-
necting with the bottom of the Justice shaft, and it

has shown ore nearly all the way down. At places

the contact has been lean, but there is a very good
showing in the bottom and it looks as though the

ore chute might be as large there as it is above.
This incline can be driven nearly 1000 feet in Last
Dollar ground, and the possibilities of development
are beyond computation. The ore body that the

leasers opened while working from the old shaft

through the tortuous workings, has proved to be of

enormous size. The leasers ran into it but never
had any idea bow large it was. Since the shaft was
sunk deeper and the new plan of development car-

ried out, this ore body has been opened to a hight

of nearly 70 feet. There proved to be practically

no hanging-wall, only ribs of lime separating the

strata of ore. The grade of the pay mineral is uni-

versally good, although there are immense quan-
tities of ore that will not now pay but that will

eventually become marketable. The mine is said to

have a capacity of 300 tons of ore per day that will

run from 12 to 20 ounces. The wall rock in every

direction runs well, and when this is mined the

slopes will be great caverns. The ore now produced
carries from 50 to 80 ounces silver, and much of it

is heavy in lead. Mr. Brown has the south end of

the property leased and is shipping considerable ore
from it that runs 60 ounces.
Silver Strikes.—Denver Republican, Jan. 3:

Some very rich strikes have been made in Carpenter
district of late which are attracting considerable at-

tention and causing quite an influx of miners and
prospectors to that section. Carpenter district is

situated on the west side of the Black range, eight

miles from Kingston. A majority of the producing
mines in the Hennon district are now in the hands
of companies and are being worked vigorously and
with paying results. Considerable stimulus has
been given to mining operations in Apache district,

of which the town of Chloride is the center, by some
rich strikes of late both in gold and silver. Former-
ly the mines were worked quite successfully, but
owing to the long distance to haul the ores to the

railroad, operations at one time were almost at a
standstill. These late discoveries of paying ore in

large quantities, together with a new concentrator in

course of construction, will give that camp new life

and energy. The Garfield mine here is taking out
some of the richest ore in the district. The mine is

under lease to George Robier and Stephen Marcy,
who have now in sight and on the dumps 3 carloads

of ore, which they will soon ship to Pueblo. The ore

runs up in the hundreds in gold, besides silver and
copper to more than pay the expenses of transporta-

tion and reduction. The Richmond Gold Mining
Company has the machinery for its new mill here on
the ground, the sheds and buildings almost complet-
ed, a^d by the 15th of January will have their new
plant in operation. They will treat their own ore,

mainly from the Mamie Richmond mine, and after-

ward buy ore to keep the mill running,
Leadville.—Georgetown Courier, Jan. 10:

The production of the Leadville mines during the

past year was a little over $11,000,000. In 1889 the

production was over $13,000,000. The body ot ore

opened up in the Comet over which there was so
much excitement some lime ago has opened up as
large as ever. The ore is being piled up awaiting
favorable silver legislation.

Mi.NEKAL.—A remarkable' piece of mineral was
blasted from the footwall of the famous Lamartine
mine a few days ago. The dimensions of the piece
are 7x11x4 feet. Its weight is about twenty ton^
and Its value not less than $4000. The block is

composed entirely of solid mineral, and if it could be
brought out whole would be one of the finest miner-
al specimens extant.
The TfNNEL of the Berthoud Pass C^nal Com-

pany will be in the neighborhood of a mite in length,
and 600 feel below the summit of the pass. The
tunnel will be6-J^ feet in highi. the Pacific end ten
feet wide and the Atlantic end 6 feet. One hundred
feet of the eastern end is completed, and work is

progressing with a single shift per day. It is not ex-
pected that it will be completed before the summer
of 1892.

DAKOTA.

Seaburv.—Deadwood Pioneer, Jan. 10: No
men are working on the Seabury just at present,
the force having been taken off some time ago.
When work was stopped, a large body of low-grade
ore was in sight, but it was deemed advisable to

shut down until some means of reducing it were in

operation. When the Iron Hill smelter starts up
again, the Seabury will furnish plenty of ore to
run il.

Richmond. — Machinists, under direction of
Supt. Havens, are overhauling the Richmond mill,

with a view to starting it up in the spring. This
will greatly benefit Galena, as there is a large
amount of milling ore on the dumps there that is

too low grade to pay the exfJfenses of shipping and
smelling.

Columbia.—A small force is working on the
Columbia location, which is situated near the town
of Carbonate. Indications on the ground are fav-

orable, although no ore has been found.
Northwestern.—Some parties have relocated

the famous Northwestern Co.'s ground, within the
town limits of Carbonate, and are doing work on it.

The First Ore.—Deadwood Pioneer^ Jan. 9;
The first ore shipment out of Deadwood by way of
the railroad was a car of Cora ore, and was sent out
by S. C. Fargo & Son, The ore was hauled by wag-
on from Galena, and averaged over $300 per ton.
Chlorination Works.—A gold brick is on ex-

hibition at the Deadwood National bank, weighing
445 ounces, the result of a ten days run at the chlor-
ination works. The brick is valued at $8900.
Everything is working nicely at the plant, and about
seventy tons of ore are being treated daily.

IDAHO.

Ore Shipments.—Wood River Times, Jan. 7:
The following statement of ore shipped from Hailey
during 189D is obtained from the books of the rail-

road company. By comparing the figures with
those for 1889 it will be seen that the output for last

year was over double that during the preceding
year :

Name of Mine. Pounds.
Idahoan 1,120,000
Red Elephant 942,ceo
Red Cloud 1,493,000
War Dance 549 500
Jay Gould 319 500
King of the West 296,500
Carrie Leonard 153,000
Nettie 184,000
Nay Aug 130,000
Camas 49,000
Croesus No. 2 concentrates 1,099.000
Odd lots of lease ore r, 175,000

Total for 1890 7,510.500
Total for 1889 3 698,625

Increase 3,812,375

A Group.—Idaho World, Jan. 9: Wm. Sweet
has a group of four mines at the head of Muddy, on
the Payette divide, that are located magnificently
for easy working. The mountain on the Payette
side is very steep, and the mines can be tapped at a
depth of 800 feet, Mr, Sweet will first sink a shaft
to the depth of about 300 feet, and if developments
then justify such a tunnel it will be run. The four
locations are on one vein, which carries pay ore
along the surface the entire distance, and the ledge
is large.

Coal.—David Falk, of Boise City, was over at
Horseshoe Bend the other day for the purpose of
forming a coal company to develop the coal mines
of that section, Pard Bowen has recently taken a
claim, and will sink 100 feet, Hon. R, H, Robb's
vein is showing up finely.

Tunnel.—Wm. Hagler and Fred Day went up
last Wednesday to finish the tunnel running to tap
the Silver King, which is located a short distance
north of the Washington. The tunnel is now in

about 50 feet.

MONTANA.

Will Thoroughly 'Deyei.op. -/nler-Mounfazn,
Jan. 7; Preparations have been made to thorough-
ly develop the True Fissure group of prospects a
few miles north of Livingston. The first contract,
which has been let, calls for an extension of the 60-
foot shaft to the ore body, which, from its dip, is

known to lie directly beneath the present workings.
Bought the Group.— Five claims on Camp

creek, contiguous to Butte, bonded last spring to

Angus McQueen, have been sold to a syndicate rep-
resented by Charles Chapin of Castle. The consid-
eration is not made public. It must be considerable,
however, as one of the properties transferred has
been worked at a profit all summer and fall.

The Anna C.'s Strike.—The recent strike in

the Anna C. at Castle is proving greater than first

reported. The tunnel has been advanced 10 feet

since the strike, exposing an ore body the full width
of the drift. The mine will be thoroughly exploited
in the present workings, after which a new tunnel
will be started 500 feet lower down the mountain,
through which the mine will be worked permanent-
ly. The Anna C, gives every promise of developing
a bonanza.

Bi -Metallic Extension,—PhilUpsburg Mail.
Jan. 9: Outside work has been going along nicely
in the past ten days. The shaft-house is being com-

pleted and the two 70-horse.power boilers are almost
in position ready for work. The pit for the engine
foundation is being excavated, and the .work on the
masonry foundation will be commenced to-day.
The plant will be in running order early next week,
when sinking will be pushed. The new shaft-house
with other buildings in this new camp of Com-
stock presents a neat and substantial appearance.
This company have let a contract for the chopping
and delivering of several hundred cords of firewood,
so that the supply of fuel will be assured for several
months to come.

LOWER CALIFORNIA.

ALAMO,~Cor. Lower Califomian, Jan. 8: There
are none but encouraging reports to send out this
week from Alamo. A few sorehead miners have left

the camp during the last week because they could
not get as high wages as they would like, but their
places are easily filled by other good miners and at
present there are no idle miners in the camp who
care to work. Since I wrote you last there have
been several important steps taken toward develop-
ing the mines not owned by the Princess Co. Of
these might be mentioned the work on the Tarantu-
la, which, in the hands of the wide-awade and
modern American, Mr. Mitchell, is handsomely
yielding up the yellow metal. Mr, Sherard is still

going ahead on the Butler mines and the work on
the Scorpion is driving ahead under the foremanship
of Mr, Phelps and an efficient force. The Princesa
Co. has received its compressor and boiler for the
steam drill which will be placed in the Indian mine,
where the rock is hard. Mr. Quick, who was for-

merly foreman on this mine, is in the same position
on the Scorpion, while Billy Lawry, late foreman on
the Princesa mine, has gone north to look for green-
er fields. The El Paso mill will crush the rock from
the Butler mines.

NEW MEXICO.

Elizabeth. ~ Philipsburjg Mail, Jan. 3: No
mine in Montana is attracting more attention at

present than the Elizabeth, and all are hoping that

she will develop favorably, as indications promise
now. At 472 leet in the shaft, where the crosscut

was commenced, the miners were driven out last

Saturday by water, and until the new Knowles
pump was put to work Sunday morning no further
underground work was done. It now transpires

that the long-looked- for lead has been struclt in the

Elizabeth. It is said that the vein which was
struck during the last week has a fine appearance
and has every indication of being rich, though noth-
ing definite as to its assay value can be ascertained,

as the officials of the company at this end are reti-

cent and will divulge nothing. The strike, how-
ever, has leaked out.

Mine Purchase.—Silver City Enterprise. Jan. 9:
Capt. Cooney returned from Socorro this week,
where he had been to purchase the old Cooney mine
and the Silver Fountain, formerly the property of
the Silver Hill Mining Co. The property was
bought in under a judgment executed for the pur-
chase price, $29,458.36, During the working days
of the property it produced $360,000 and paid a
dividend of $50,000, but when it failed to pay the

company refused to put up, and it has Iain idle for

several years. The Captain will resume operations

after a little.

The -Johnny Bull Mine at Stein's Pass

is developing at great depth more extensive and
richer bodies of ore than were ever encountered
nearer surface. First-class miners are now wanted
there at $3 a day. The ores of the Johnny Bull are

carbonates of copper with occasional pockets of

very rich carbonate of lead, and carbonates of iron,

carrying silver and gold. Prospecting work will be
carried down to a depth of 200 feet and crosscuts

driven at 150 feet to strike the mother vein.

The Flagler Works are soon to be enlarged

and put in shape for all kinds of ores. It is likely

that the ores of the Alpha and Omega, now being
shipped at the rate of one car per day, will be
treated there.

UTAH.

Mine Sale at Tintic.—Salt Lake Tribune,

Jan. 4: Matt and Pat Condon have been mining in

Tintic the past ten years. Few men have done
harder work or stuck closer to a mining camp than

these brothers have to Tintic, and few have had
more abiding faith in the final outcome of that min-

eral district. They still own some claims there,

one lying between the Mammoth and old Copper-
opolis, which prom.ses well. They did own a
group of claims joining the Centennial-Eureka

on its south end and extending over south

across the summit for nearly a mile. The group
consists of the Belcher, Lucky J ack, Rosa,

Pine, Red Rapper, Cane, Molliet and Contact.

Some time ago they agreed to give one-fourth inter-

est in each ot these eight claims to New York par-

ties if they would sink a shaft 700 feet deep or run

a tunnel in 700 feet, just as was deemed best. The
parties started in to sink a shaft on the Belcher and
put in some machinery for that purpose. In No-
vember last they took a bond on another one-fourth

interest in these claims for $23,000, and later they

got an option on the other one-half for $100.-

000, Yesterday they closed the contract and paid

the first $10,000 in cash. The new owners are to

go ahead and develop the property and pay a roy-

ally on all ore extracted until the mines are paid

for. The Condon Bros, thus get $123,000 for the

eight claims besides what they may receive in roy-

alties up till the final payments are made. Lying

as this property does on the Centennial-Eureka ex-

tension and running off toward the Mammoth, with

ore on the surface running 40 to 50 ounces silver,

it certainly promises well for becoming a great

mine. The vein crops out 200 feet wide and can

be traced out all of 4000 feet. Shafts have been

sunk at five different places to a depth of 18 to 20

feet, in each place exposing good ore.

Strike in the Kentucky.— Park Record: We
again have the pleasure of announcing a new dis-

covery of ore. From time to time items have ap-

peared in these columns regarding the progress of

work on the Kentucky claims, Nos. i and 2, under

lease to William O'Connell. After sinking to the

depth of about 70 feet the shaft cut a nice vein of

ore, carrying 82 ounces silver and 75 per cent lead.

The vein where cut shows about three inches of ore

and is widening out with each hour's work that is

being done. This is undoubtedly the same vein the
Creole is working to such good advantage at present.
This proves beyond a doubt th^t Treasure Hill was
rightly named, and that it is filled with the precious
metal. Mr. O'Connell will crowd work on his dis-
covery, and besides continuing the shaft will drift
both ways on the vein. The ore is of the same
general character found on that hill and the indica-
tions are that Mr. O'Connell is close on the trail of a
fortune.

Ore and Bullion Shipments.—The Ontario
mill shipped this week 32 bars of bullion, amounting
to 19.401.57 fine ounces silver. This week the
Crescent shippt-d 310,000 pounds of concentrates,
making the grand total for all the mines, 1,262,040
pounds. There were received and forwarded from
the Mackiniosh sampler for the week ending Jan-
uary lotb, the following lots of ore; Ontario, 172,-
830 pounds; Daly, 132,420; Woodside, 29.410;
Anchor, 444,920; May Flower jiggings, 12,360;
Nevada Northland, 160,100 pounds; total 952,040
pounds.
The Eagle's Nest Group.—The discovery

made by Mr. A, E. Hollenbeck and others below
town, is turning out immense. Quite a number of
assays have been secured from the property and all
show a high grade of ore. A sample assayed yester-
day showed 548 ounces of silver and 60.1 per cent
lead, with $17.36 in gold. There are ten claims in
the group and developments have commenced in
earnest. A shaft-house has been erected and a
force of men put to work to sink a shaft on the
ledge. All the vacant ground in the neighborhood
has been located and active developments begun.

Please Remit.

The beginning of a new year is a good time lo
settle up the debts of the old ones. We are obliged
to remind those who owe the Press on subscrip-
tion account, that it will be a great convenience to
us if they will soon remit what is due. Those who
can also pay in advance will also do us timely and
well-appreciate'i favor. We are doing our best to
present a very valuable paper, representing carefully,
earnestly and conscientiously the welfare of its in-
telligent readers and the best interests of the arts,
sciences and mining and mechanical ndus^ries of
the Pacific States.

To do this we deprive ourselves of some of the
most lucrative lines of patronage available to the
average newspaper.
By paying as promptly as possible, friends, you

will greatly encourage us in our sincere efforts to fa-
vor you and the best interests of your calling.

New Incorporations.

The 'ollowing companies have been incorporated,
and papers filed in the office of the Superior Court,
Department 10, San Francisco:

SiMONDS Saw Co., Jan. 10. Capital stock,
$50,000. Directors—John Simonds, Daniel Titus,
T. F. Haworth, E. H, Simonds and H. A, Sargent.

Paso Fruit Co., Jan. lo. Capital stock, $48,-
000. Directors—N. J. Bird, I. C. Quinn, G. B.
Warren, A. O. Alexander and A. J. Booth.

The Market St. Cable Railway Co. has filed

amended articles of incorporation to increase the
directorate and to construct certain extensions. Di-
rectors -Leland Stanford, Chas. F. Crocker, Tim-
othy Hopkins, N. T. Smith and J. L. Willcutt.
Chas. F. Crocker is vice-president and J. L. Will-
cult secretary of the board.

City R. R. Co., Jan. 10 (amended article).

Directors— Leiand Stanford, Charles F. Crocker,
Timothy Hopkins, N. T. Smith, W. V. Hunting-
ton, C. E. Green and J. L. Willcutt. Charles F.
Crocker is president and J. L. Willcutt secretary of
the board.

San Joaquin Valley Warehouse Co., Jan.
14. Capital slock, $500,000. Directors— Jacob
Eppinger, Barry Baldwin, H. Dutard, James Hogg,
B. Etilinger, Jas. W. Sperry, Richard D. Girvin,
all of S. v., and George and A. B. Sperry, S. S.
Boslwick and J. D. Peters of San Joaquin.

CoPTis M. Co., Jan. 14. Capital stock, $10,000,-
000. Location, Nevada. Directors—A. V. Lan-
caster, W. J. Hayes, H. M. Whitely, E. M, Hall
Jr. and J. H. O'Brien.

Napyas M. Co., Jan. 14. Capital stock, $10,-
000.000. Location. Nevada. Directors—A. V
Lancaster, W. J. Hayes, H. M. Whitely. E. M,
Hall Jr. and J. H. O'Brien.

* .

Our Agents*

Our Kribnus can do much In aid of our paper and the
-anse of practical knowledge and science, by assisting
Agents Id their labors o( canvafising, by lending their in-
fluenoe and encouraging favors. We Intend to send none
but worthy men.

H. Kellst—Wodoc and Lassen Cos.
Q?o. WiLSOH—Sacramento Co.
J. P. QuiNETTE —San Francisco.
i. C. HOAQ—»an FraDclBi;<j.

J. H. CRnssMAr—San Bernardino Co,
F. W, Knapp—Amador Co.
Gkorgb EVANB- S.nta Clara Co.
Mkb. M. K Dudlky—Ventura Co
W. U. WATiswORTH—Sutterand Yuba Cos,
Wilson McNicrle— Fregno Co.

Akdrew iiKrD—Monterey Co.
FR4NK S Uhapin—Colusa Co.
Helbn B King—San Benito Co.
Wm. M. Hilleart—Oregon.
Wm. Holdrr—OreETon.

H. G. Parsons— Central California.

Elmbe Jenkixs—Del ^orte Co.

H. C. HknkijE—Capay Valley.

Successful Patent Solicitors,

As Dewey & Co. have been in the patent soliciting busi-
ness on this Coast now for so many years, the firm's name
is a well-known one. Another reason for Its popularity
la that a great proportion of the Pacific Coast patents
issued by tlie Government have been procured through
their agency. They are, therefore, well and thorouglSy
posted on the needs of the progressive industrial classes

of this Coast. They are the best posted firm on what
has been done in all branches of industry, and are able
to judge of what is new and patentable. In this they
have a great advantage, which is of practical dollar and
cent value to their clients. That this is understood and
appreciated, is evidenced by the number ot patents
Issued through their Soientifio Prbbs Patent Asfenoy (S*

Ft) from "^eek to week Rnd year to year.
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IlQECHAjMieAL Progress

Delta Metal and Ancient Allot. Aooord-

ing to the Glaeer'a Annalen, delta metal Is a

very old alloy, having been known to the old

Egyptians. It waa first prepared, however, in

a Boientifio manner by Alexander Dick, a

German, in 1882. This metal is an alloy of

copper, iron and z!nc, resembling aichmetal

and Bterro-metal, which contain the same ele-

ments and are largely used for heavy gons.

The delta metal is prepared by taking advan-

tage of the fact that melted zinc will dissolve

about 9 per cent of its weight of iron. The

sataration point of the zinc depends upon the

temperature of metals during the process—the

higher the temperature the greater the amount

of iron absorbed. At a white heat nearly 20

per cent is taken up. The fluid alloy is then

mixed with an amount of copper or copper

and tin, which varies according to the purpose

for which the metal is intended. The oxides

present are removed by the addition of a

small quantity of manganese, usually in the

form of copper manganese alloy. This metal is

tough like wrought iron and has a golden

color; it can be drawn into wire and rolled

either hot or oold. At a dark red heat it is

easily welded and stamped, by which process

it is said to become 50 per cant stronger than

wrought iron. When melted it is very fluid

and can be easily oast, the castings being uni-

formly dense and showing a fine crystalline

fracture on being broken. The melting point

is 1.750° F„ and the specific gravity is 8.6. It

is said to be less affected by the air than

phosphor bronze, brass or red bronze. One of

its leading excellences is that it perfectly with-

atanda the action of salt water.

The Mantifactukb or Oatalan Ikon in

Fbanoe.—The industry, which barely 25 years

ago waa of considerable importance in the

Ariege district, is still carried on in all its

primitive style, with more or less prospect of

continued vitality. The workmen engaged in

it receive about the same wages as those paid

in other Industrial occupations in the same lo-

cality. The price of the Catalan iron ie not, as

a rule, higher than that of the wrought iron

now generally used; it is often less. It is only

exceptionally used for general work, because it

cannot be obtained in the various exact dimen-

sions of rolled bars, and also on account of its

hard steel-like nature, which makes it more
difficult to manipulate In working. A good
deal is made into bare, suitable for farrier's

work, which sell at something like 31 to 32

francs per 100 kilos. Many rough agricultural

tools, as plow-shares, coulters, mold-boards,

etc. , are made directly from the bloom {loupe

or masBt) as it comes from the forge. These
parts, being shaped under the large hammer,
are naturally not always so well finished as

those made under the small tilt-hammer from
modern rolled merchant iron, but they are

mostly 01 a presentable shape and find a ready
market, as many are convinced that the metal,

as it has special propertiea, must also be pos-

sessed of particular virtues. It certainly wears
better, on account of its hardness, than the or-

dinary forgings, and ie sold somewhat cheaper.

Amekican Oaks and Locomotives foe Foe-
BIGN Railways. — Two complete trains of

drawing-room cars have just been completed
for the Buenos Ayres & Eusenada Port Railway
Company by the Gilbert Car Manufacturing
Company of Troy, N. T, The whole of the

material is of the highest class, and the oars

are of handsome deaign and finish. The Gov-
ernment of New South Wales has placed with
the Baldwin Locomotive Works an order for 12
lO'wbeel passenger locomotives, somewhat simi-

lar to the engines of the same type built for

the Baltimore & Ohio, and now running very
successfully on that road. The Railroad Ga-
zette says limited weight—on account of the
bridges—makes it necessary to reduqe the di-

mensions somewhat, while the specification of

materials is altered to conform to the practice

of the New South Wales Government. The
engines will have screw-reversing gear. The
service for which they are intended is to haul
passenger trains weighing 144 gross tons at a

speed of 22 miles per hour up a grade of 176
feet per mile, or trains weighing 176 gross tons
at the same speed np grades of 130 feet per
mile, there being curves of 528 feet radius on
the 130-foot grades. In all important respects

the engines will conform to American practice.

These engines are to be built with the utmost
dispatch and shipped direct to Sydney by
steamer.

Cast-Ieon Tcnnels.—Two tunnels of cast

iron for an electric railway have been bailt in

London and put in operation for rapid transit.

They are three miles in length and lie be-

tween 40 and 60 feet below the surface of Lon-
don streets. The tunnels for the up and down
lines are formed of cast iron from beginning to

end, save where the stations are built, and
their diameter is 10 and 10^ feet. The tubes
are formed of rings 1 foot 7 inches long, made
in sections and bolted together. The tunnels
were driven by means of a short cylinder, a
trifle larger in its inner diameter than the ex-
terior diameter of the cast-iron tunnel lining.

This cylinder has a cutting edge, and is forced

forward by hydraulic jacks, butting a circular

way into which the lining plates are fitted.

The narrow space between the lining and the
soil was filled with lime cement forced in under
high pressure. In heir course the tunnels pass

beneath the bed of the Thames and through the

bed of an old water-course, where loose, wet

gravel offered some trying obstacles for the en-

gineers to overcome. The entire coat of the

line fully equipped was less than 33,750,000.

WiEE Belting.—The successful introduction

of late of steel wire, in a braided or woven

form, as belting for driving machinery of vari-

ous kinds, is a notable fact, and in respect to

which good judges express different opinions.

Metallic plates or bands, it is remarked, have

been used more or less for belting many years,

but however perfect their working may have

proved in some cases, they are almost beyond

hope of repair when trifling weakness begins

to show itself, and though braided or woven
belts of wire may bs more easily repaired, arid

if made of a comparatively firm wire would in

all probability hng a pulley over its entire

width more perfectly than could any band

made of plates or sheets, the fact still remains

that the absolutely unyielding nature of the

material of which the wire is made, at the

points of actual contact, is wholly different

from that of the slightly compressible leather

or rubber-covered canvas generally employed.

It is urged, therefore, that equally favorable

results could hardly be expected to attend the

use of wire fabric without the yielding material

being supplied in the shape of an elastic cover

fltted to "the pulley. This, however, introduces

in an impartial manner the element of wear,

and the pulley-covering would no doubt be

rapidly destroyed.

Meams Business.-—That the recent Govern-

ment armor-plate trials are considered of great

importance, is fully shown from the fact that

34 carloads of nickel ore were shipped from
Sudbury during the last week of October, their

destination being the Navy Yard, Washington,

I>. C- It is, of course, in the rough, just as it

came from the mines, and will have to be

smelted and then be kept in the yards until ar-

rangements are perfected for the separation of

the nickel from the baser metal with which it

is mixed. The nickel will be used for the

naval tests going on in this country, taking the

more extensive use of the nickel and alloy for

armor plate. As the quantity will be very

large, even after it has been reduced by the

smelting process, there will be enough metal to

last for some time.

SeiENTiFie Ffiogress.

Needle-Making an Oli> Industry.—The
Mnnicipal Couooit of Saint Omer, ia the north

of France, has decided to celebrate, next year,

the 400 ..h anniversary of the foundation of the

first needle factory in France by Chrietopher
Greening, an EngliBhman. The process of man-
ufacture was greatly improved by one of Green-
ing's succeasorB, a Frenchman named Jean
Grucz, who made a large fortune; and the rep-

utation of Saint Omer'a needles spread even
abroad, surviving in England until the last

century. The needle industry in France is at

present in a decaying condition, all fhe finer

sorts of needles sold in France being made in

England.

CoATiNO WITH Lead.—Philadelphia manu-
facturers have a process for coating all kinds of

metallic substances with lead, thereby making
them rust-proof. They exhibit a number of

articles coated with lead which have been ex-

posed to the weather and immersed in acids,

that do not show any change, either from the
action of the weather or the acids. Some shin-

gle nails, so treated, placed side by side with
galvanized nails and exposed for a long time,
show no appreciable change, while the galvan-
ized nails show signs of rust.

Railway Brakes.—An exchange very cor-

rectly says : There is a chance for some prac-

tical inventor to change to advantage the whole
idea of train braking. The brake should be ap-
plied to the rail and not to the wheels of the
train. Brakes applied to the wheels simply
permit the train to skid, and produce
fiat places on the wheels. Brakes ap*
plied to the rails would ease up the
momentum of the train in friction be-
tween it and something not within itself, which
is the thing most desirable.

The First Use of the Compound Engine
for marine purposes in this country was as long
ago as 1825. During that year Jamea P. AUain
of New York built compound engines for the
Henry Bokford, and soon afterward for several
other steamere—notably for the Sun, which
made the trip from New York to Albany in
12 hours 18 minutes, with steam at an initial

pressure of 100 pounds.

* 'Sometimes," writes a correspondent of a
trade paper, "I have had to make holes in
steel that was too hard to cut or file easily.
Then I make a mixture that will cut a hole,
1 mix one ounce of sulphate of copper, quar-
ter of an ounce of alum, half a teaspoonful of
powdered salt, a gill of vinegar and 20 drops
of nitric acid. This will make a hole."

Steel-Bar Test.—At a test of steel manu-
factured at Reading, Pa., the other day, a one-
inch bar broke at a strain of 233,833 pounds,
"being about 20,000 pounds in excess of the
highest record authoritatively known." The
test was made under the supervision of Gov-
ernment officers.

It is Said that an Australian photographer
aeouree excellent pictures at a distance of 16
miles,

Storing Electric Energy.

Very few people, except those who make it

a special atudy to keep np with scientific prog-

ress, know how electric energy is stored or

anything definite in regard to the principle or

construction of a storage battery, but the- whole

thing is very simple—in faot any person can

make a storage battery for himself. The New
York Tribune makes this matter very plain to

the most ordinary nnderstanding.

The Principle of Electric Storage;

A storage battery consists of a cell, usnally

of glass or rubber, filled with diluted sulphuric

acid, in which fiat lead plates are immersed.
Bat a storage battery does not store electricity,

as is commonly supposed by the uninitiated.

Electricity is not a ihingf but &form of energy,

and it is this electrical energy that is stored.

Falling water is one of the many familiar forms

of energy, but we cannot store a waterfall.

We can store its energy, however, by making
it wind up a spring or pump water—part of

itself, perhaps—into a reservoir, or compress

air, or lift a heavy weight. Then at some
future time this stored energy can be used to

do work. The wound-up spring, the water in

the reservoir, the compressed air or the lifted

weight may represent a part of the energy of

the waterfall, and either may be made to do
work. Here we have the energy of the water-

fall lifting a weight-^that is to say, separating

two things, the earth and the weight, that have
a strong mutual attraction. The weight, when
raised, is said to have energy by virtue of its

Dosition, and if allowed to fall it can do work
and reproduce the exact amount of energy ex-

pendea in raising it. For example, it could be
made to pump water back to the top of the

falls; then this water could fall again and raise

the weight. However, in doing this a little of

the energy ia lost or wasted each time by the

friotion of the machinery and the air, and pres-

ently our see-saw arrangement would come to

rest like any other see-saw or swing. So it is

with a storage battery. We can fill it with
electrical energy. If we allow a current of

electricity to flow through a storage battery,

the electrical energy separates certain elements

of the battery that have a strong chemical at-

traction for each other, and when these ele-

ments are allowed to "fall"—that is, resume
their former or natural state—the stored elec-

trical energy is reproduced in the shape of an
electric current. Just aa the falling water
raised the weight, and again the falling weight
raised the water, so the electric current sep-

arates the battery elements, and the battery
elements,{resuming their natural state,reproduce

the electric current. But here, too, as in the

other case, energy is lost or wasted each time
the change is made, and a state of rest is the

final result. For continuous motion or power,
we must have an endless source of energy.

Coal, wood and waterfalls represent some of

our reservoirs of stored energy.

How Any One Can Oonatruct a Storage
Battery.

The simplest form of storage battery

can be made by any one with a test tube
or a tumbler. Fill it about three-quarters full

of water; then pour in sulphuric acid slowly,

very slowly, not faster than a trickle, and at

the same time stir with a clean stick till the

solution is very acid to the taste. Mind you
never on any account pour the water into the

acid, for that would rapidly generate great heat

and might do serious harm. Now stand in the

tumbler or cell two flat pieces of sheet lead as

wide as the cell will permit and tall enough to

reach one or two inches above the surface of the

acid solution. Place two clean rubber bands
around one of the plates—one band near the

top and the other near the bottom. Then bind

the two plates together with two rubber bands
so that the two lead plates do not touch each

other anywhere. Connect one plate by means
of a copper wire to one pole of a battery or dy-

namo and the other plate in the same way to

the other pole of the battery or dynamo.
Finally, allow a small current to flow—about

one or two amperes. If the source of electric-

ity ia too powerful, place a resistance in circuit,

such as German silver wire or incandescent

lamps. When the current has been flowing for

about four or five hours it will be noticed that

one lead plate has become brown and the other

gray. Now disconnect the wires from the

source, and on touching the two ends of the

wires together a small spark will be noticed.

If the ends be kept together for a short time
the storage battery will discharge itself and
must then be recharged. After the first

charge the brown plate, which is called the

positive plate, must always be connected to

the positive pole of the dynamo or source for

the purposes of recharging. If the storage bat-

tery be charged and discharged a good many
times the capacity of the battery will be great-

ly increased—that Is, a greater discharge can
be obtained compared with the charge. This
process of charging and discharging is called

"forming," and until a storage battery is

" formed " it will return but a small proportion

of the current or energy used in charging. In
discharging the acid will become weak, but
in charging the strength of the acid ia wholly
restored.

Electeic Adhesion.—The question of the

reality of electrical adhesion and of making a

practical use of It in operating railroad trains

ia still under discussion among engineers, with
the odds in favor of the af&rmative. It la

claimed that adhesion is clearly manifested
even when the rails are covered with water or

oil. The advantages which it ia thought may
be derived therefrom are claimed to be mani-
fold. It would aeem to be a matter of ready
proof whether there is anything in it or not.

The philosophy of the principle, if It exists, is

thought to be in a alight heating and conse-

quent softening of the surfaces of both wheels
and rails. Ik is well known that even a weak
current of electricity produces a great heat
upon the surface of iron when passed over it.

Ancient Roman and Fompeiian Relics.

Some new disooveriea have been made at

Pompeii, near the Stabiana Gate, and a de-

scription is given of them. Ivature states that

three bodies were found, two being those of

men and the third that of a woman. Not far

from the resting-plaoe of these bodies was the
trunk of a tree, S metera in higbt and measur-
ing 40 centimeters in diameter. This tree, to-

gether with its fruits that were found with it,

has been examined by the professor of botany,
M. Pasquale, who finds in it a variety of LaU'
rus nohilis. By means of the fruits, since they
oome to maturity In the autumn, he concludea
that the eruption did not take place in August,
but in November.
The Roman city of Clasa was last mentioned

in 679, and even its site has long been forgot-

ten. Submarine ruins lately found indicate

that the island was sunk by some catastrophe.

The English News states that the commission
in charge of the improvement of the city of

Rome has unearthed great quantities of lead
water pipe, each plainly stamped with the name
of the owner of the house, the year of the
plumbing, the names of the consuls for that
year, and that of the reigning emperor. In
opening the 82 miles of new streets in that city,

material has been found sufficient to add to our
present knowledge a thousand details concern-
ing the baths, heating flues, water pipes and
house-sewer pipes, the organization of the po-
lice and fire brigades, eto.

Known Before.

From the excavations at Pompeii, instra*

ments have been found, both surgical and den-
tal, almost identical with our own. In others,

as in the works of Hippocrates and in the *' Sas-
ruta," a commentary on the '* Yajaa Veda" of

the Hindoos, full descriptions are given of

more than a hundred surgical instruments of

steel, of many kinds of bandages and the speci-

fications for a splint, like the patented bamboo
splint now used by the British army sur-

geons. Susruta also describes surgical opera-
tions which are claimed as glories of nineteenth-
century surgery. The surgical operation for

the stone, and the rhinoplaatic, or that which
consists in making an artificial noae from flesh

and skin taken from the patient's own forehead,
were fully known and practiced by the ancient
Hindoos; aud, finally, the antiseptic treat-

ment of wounds, one of the glories of modern
surgery, is proved to be a rediscovery. Hip-
pocrates, in his book on wounds, whioh is a
smalllmanual on this method of treatment, de-
aoribes it and calls It by the Greek word for

non-putrescible.

Modern Gunnery—Shells Thrown Fif-
teen Miles.—A very good idea may be formed
of the possibilities of modern gunnery from a
brief account of some experiments recently

made at S»ndy Hook, near New York. The
gun was a 30 foot cast steel rifle with a 12-

inch bore. The gun waa first loaded with 100
pounds of powder and a hollow shell. The
charge of powder waa gradually increased un-
til 250 pounds was used at a load. The gun
stood the heavy charges, but the report was
heard nearly 40 miles down the ooaet. The
gun was pointed out to sea and Corporal
McDonald was sent off shore In a small boat to

see how far It could throw the big shells. The
men in charge of the gun were warned by sig-

nals later to stop throwing shells into the
sea, as several vessels were approaching the
mouth of the harbor. Corporal McDonald
says the gun hurled the shells a distance of

nearly 15 miles.

Novelty in Ice Manufacture.—It is said that
among the new inventions seen at the recent
Mechanics' Fair at Boston, a method was shown
of making ice by simply dropping a few crystals

in water—the secret of whose composition ia

only known to the inventor. Not only is the
ice made in a remarkably short space of time,

but ice-cream is also manufactured and eaten
by those who stand and wait.

Nature's Processes,—The study of the
radiation of the fire-fly demonstrates that it ia

possible to produce light without heat other
than in the light itself; that this ia actually
effected by nature's processea and that these
are cheaper.

Incandescent Lamps placed near the ceiling

will cause it to blacken, contrary to general be-

lief. The blackening is due to a current of

hot air whioh deposits black particles on con-
tact with a cold surface.

Tenacity of Platinum.—It is said—but it

should be taken with some grains of allowance
—that platinum can now be drawn into wire
strands so fine that 27 twisted together can be
inserted into the hollow of a hair.
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EnQI]n1EEF^ING I^otes.

Restoration of Abandoned Canals,

The ralae and importance of oanali aa a

means of traneportation Is once more oomiog to

the front, after the long sleep to which each
OODveyanoe was relegated by the advent of the

railroad. Many old canals are now being again

broaght into use, and new ones aro being sag-

Seated or are in aotaal prooess of oonstruotion.

n ooDDootion with this revival of an old and
Almost obsolete mode of transportation, the

object of

Improvement in Oanal Propnlslon
Forme a moat important matter of coneldera*

Uon. It always happona that new dlsooveries

revive and awaken to new uBefolneee arts and
•genciea that are fast beooming obsolete. Thus
eleotrloiana are trying to chain the lightning to

tbe sleepy canal-boat. There oan be no ob-

jection to overhead wires in that case. The
water-power from lookaand overflowafurQiahes
power to drive the generator, and only a screw
propeller and an electric motor on tbe boat are

needed to complete the chain of mechaniem.
The points of weakness in this project are that

In the majority of oaoals propulsion by any
power that stirs op the water is not permissible

on acooant of the waehing-down of the banka,
and that the water-power woald not be eaffi-

olent In canala ranniog acro8a flat conntries

where canal ayBtems are moat feaaible. Kven
aoder the most favorable oircnmatancea, the

dry season woald be apt to cripple the plant.

Steam on Canals.

In the State oanala of New York, after a pro-

traoted trial, ateam canal boats have cooqaered
prejadice and become established aa indiapen-

lable. There are perhapa 100 aach boats al-

ready in service, and each le capable of towing
from three to five other boats. One of the
floeat of the steamboats—the John B. Dallas

—

Ib 96^ by 17^ feet. Her machinery conaista of

a 14 by 16 loch cylinder engine, fed from a
large boiler built to stand a pressure of 140
pounds to tbe equare inch. The oonanmption
of ooal from Buffalo to New York is about 45
tons, at $3 per ton for pea. She oan herself

carry 6100 buabela of grain, and can tow four

other boats of S300 baahels capacity each, mak-
ing the capacity of the fleet 39,300 baahels.

With two boats in tow, the John B. Dallas

makea the trip between Buffalo and New York
a trifle over aeven days, and with four boats

In tow she makea it in about 10^ days. Under
tbe old atyle of boating it requires six horses

or mules to bring two boats from Buffalo to

New York City in 13 or 14 days.

Inclined. Planes for Oanals,
An interesting paper WiB read at the recent

congress at Manchester, England, on canal
navigation, by M. Flamant, on a system of In*

olined planes, to supersede tbe nee of looks on
oanals. Inclined planes have been coming into

nae for thia parpose lately in which a water-
chamber receivea the boat, and the whole ia

drawn up the plane. The chamber has, how-
ever, been placed lengthwise to the track, and
tbns, if the boat ia of any length and the in-

cline at all steep, a large chamber Is required

to maintain the water level for the length of

the boat. By the system deaoribed by M.
Flamant, the water-chamber ia placed with its

length aoroaa the track, and the gradient of the

plane is flxed at one in two. It is proposed to

connect the ascending with the descending
boatohamber by chaine to eoooomizb power,

Tbe Mule Must Be Superseded.

In this day of steam, electricity and fast trans-

portation in general, the motive-power of the
old oanal—the male—cannot be considered aa a

thing to be continued. In disouasing the ques-

tion now being agitated in Eastern Pennsylvania
and New York in regard to the necessity for re-

modeling the motive-power employed by the
Waehington & Oumberland Canal Co., in view of

the rapidly increasing ooal and timber business

crowding upon their lines of transportation, the
America7t Manufacturer aaya: The motive-
power of the old canal—the mule—ia not to be
thonght of. Steam offera but few more ad-

vantages, becauae it takes up so great a per-

centage of the carrying capacity of the boat,

while the locka and the amount of help re-

quired atand in the way of using tuga. It was
finally suggested that electricity ahould be
uaed. The trolley system, by which small
screw propellers could be run by electricity,

wa3 looked upon as the best eolation of the
problem. By using electricity the weight of

machinery to be carried would be small, and
one man oonld control the motor and the steer-

ing apparatus without trouble. The plan is

under serious consideration, and will probably
^e given a thorough test. If it prove success-

ful It may result In the restoration of aban-
doned canals and induce capital to seek an in-

vestment in new ones between points where
heavy freights not requiring rapid transit are
shipped extensively,

A Portage Railway for Canal Boats.
Bat theprojecta of those who are laboring

for the restoration of the Chesapeake & Ohio
canal do not stop here. It is proposed to

build a portage railway from Waahington, D.
C, the terminus of the canal, to Annapolis, Md.,
on the Chesapeake bay, for the transportation
of the canal hoata, cargo and all. By this

means the boats could reach not only tidewater
bnt almost any port on the Atlantic. They
could be built on the plan of the lately devised

seagoing coal barges uaod in transporting coal
from Norfolk to New England cities. The
boats conld be loaded at the mines In the Cuoa-
berland coal region, and without rehandliog the
ooal conld be delivered at any seaport on the
Atlantic. The great objection to shipping coal
partly by boat and partly by rail Is the break-
age of the coal in handling. Thia scheme
would do away with that entirely, and Cum-
berland coal could be ahipped "all water" to
any port on the eaatern coast without handling
at all.

Tbe timber'and ooal freight! of the region tra-

veraed by the oanal have increased from com-
paratively nothing to thonaands of tons within
a few years, and tbe monthly reports of Cum-
berland coal shlpmenta show a regalar increase
that Is amazing. Aa yet nothing definite baa
been done In the project we have outlined, but
the slightest examination will show its great
posalbilities.

A FiRELES-s Locomotive kor JIinks —M. C.
RoUand, in Moos, Bulgium, has constructed a
fireless locomotive for use in mines. It la pro-

vided with a tank that holds 0.550 cubic meter.
The water Is heated to 205° 0. (or an absolute
tension of 16 atmoiphereo) by a boiler placed on
the surface,* it is snlficlent for a steady run of

three to four kilometers. The heating is

brought about by means of steam jeta, aa first

proposed by Mr. Bede, Belgium. The heat
thus stored up in the rather amall space grad-
ually evaporates the water required to run the

machinery. At a speed of two meters per aec-

ond, the locomotive works with six-horse

power, that of a horse being generally esti-

mated at from 0.9 to 1.0 m., so that the loco-

motive, working day and night uninterrupt-
edly, takes the place of from 12 to IS horses,

besides a good many laborers. The saving is

calculated to be $200 per horse dispensed with.
As a further advantage, this locomotive secures
better ventilation. The weight of the loco-

motive is 3000 kg.

Rise AND Progress OF Steam Navigation.
In 50 years steamuhipa m Great Britain have
increased in tonnage from 67,969 to 4.318,153
tons, while their proportion to the total regis-

tered tonnage of British ships baa increased
from 1 to 41 to 1 to 214. The first Ounardere
were only 207 feet long and 34 feet 4 inches

beam, while the first steamer which plied reg-

ularly between Liverpool and New York, the

R'jyal William, measured only 175 feet in

length. The steps by which the marine engine
haa developed have been, first, the screw pro-

peller, then the introduction of iron and steel

in the building of ships, then the increase of

steam pressure in the boiler, then the adop-
tion of surface condensation, followed by the
use of compound and duplicate expansion cyl-

inders, and a much larger inoreaae in boiler

pressure,- rendered possible by the use of mild
steel in the constrnotion of boilers, thus effect-

ing in all a reduction of 70 per cent in the con-

sumption of ooal and an inoreaae of 110 per cent
in speed.

Progress on the Hudson River Tdnnel.—
The Scientific American of Jan. 3d aays that
about 470 feet have been added to the Hadson-
river tnnnel since Nov. 1, 1S90, wbicb brings
the total completed length up to 2720 feet.

This indicates a progress at the rate of about
aeven feet per day. The work ia progressing
without interruption. By removing the inter-

mediate accumulating pump, and bringing the

power of the pump direct to the hydraulic
jacka, the Beach pneumatic abield ia advanced
the width of one of the rlnga in eight minutes,
a progreas formerly requiring from two to four
hours. Formerly, the great trouble was in

getting the shield ahead; at present the great
obstacle is in getting away the excavated silt

rapidly enough. A system of chutes is soon to

be tried, one under each opening in the shield

front, down which the silt will slide direct into

the waiting oars, instead of shoveling it by
hand aa heretofore. The company hopes to

record ten feet per day when these changes are
completed.

The Nicaragua Canal —It is reported that
work haa been commenced on the "moat for-

midable piece of excavation " on the entire line

of thia work. The piece of work referred to is

a solid rock cut about 13 miles from the Gulf
terminus. Avery large amount of dredging
has already been done in the lowland between
this point and the Gulf coast. Work on thia

great improvement will not be suffered to atop
(or a day on account of funds. If American
capitalists do not come forward promptly with
the money as fast as needed, Eaglish capitalists

atand ready to take their places—a condition
which neither our people nor our Government
ought to allow to occur. It will be a burning
ahame and a circumstance which will afford

endlesa International complications in the
future if such a neglect ahould be per-

mitted.

Proposed Toll-Road in Alaska.—Alaaka
miners are interested in the matter of a pro-
poaed trail or toll-road from the head of Lynn
oanal to the headwaters of the Yukon, to af-

ford a short-cut rente for sending supplies into

the interior,

Trials of three large ateamera show that
propellers of small diameter have in each case
proved the more economical and effective, both
increasing the speed and reducing the ooal con-
samptioD,

QSEFUL 1nF0RMATI0,\.

Apparatus for Preventing Fires in

Elevator Shafts.

Although elevators and their vertical abafta
are a modern necesaity not to be dispensed
with, yet it ia a well-known fact, based on
abundant experience, that a fire in a lower
compartment will lunge toward the elevator
abaft by the nearest possible route, and reach-
ing it, will go up with a howl, and In a very
few minutes no fire department can atop its

progress. A fi<^e seems to be almost endowed
with conscious intelligence by tbe way it

reaches for the elevator shaft soon after it la

started. This brings us to the problem, *' How
shall we maintain tbe elevator system and yet
escape the dlsaatrona possibilities that are a

constant menace too frequently realized ?

"

This problem has received the Intelligent at-

tention of a practical inventor, Abraham Mc*
Lingblln, of Pittsburg, Pa., and haa resulted
in the production of a means, the mechanioal
features of which embody every requisite con
ducive to success. The leading feature of the
invention consists in a hinged trap-door, that
normally ts turned vertically and stands close

to the shaft wall, being retained by a trip arm
catch that engages the top edge. Thia trip
arm can be dlapensed with^ and the cord that
lets the trap down may be made to retain it in
an elevated position, the said cord being ex-
tended down to various acoeadble points, and
may even extend into the oifice of the building.

An open slot extends to the middle of the trap-
door, in order that the rope will not Interfere

with ita descent. The door is formed with an
auxiliary bottom of sheet metal with an inter-

vening apace or chamber. Within this space
Is a V shaped formation, the angle of which ia

presented outwardly for a purposo hereinafter
.understood. Oloaely contiguoaa to the shaft ia

a atand pipe for water having a abort branch,
ao located aa to lead to a point opposite the
aforementioned V and the inturned nozzle.

When the valve in the branch ia opened, aa it

may be by pulling a cord which may extend to

all parts of the building, It daahea the water to

each side, where It escapes downward, through
perforations about tbe edge of tbe bottom
sheet, and thus drenches the walls of the shaft,

tending to extinguish the fire besides retarding
it. The water valve U preferably under inde-

pendent control by a pull cord, and the door is

under all ordinary circumstances entirely out
of the way, remaining so perhapa for years,

hut ready at any critical moment to ba closed,

should flames break out. For ao important an
office this device is remarkably simple, and
readily adapted to any elevator shaft already

constructed.— Thi Artisan.

Marston's Weighing Fork —Id is a good
plan to be syttdmatic in all things that are

ausceptible to system, and feeding stock is a

feature which is eminently worthy of syste-

matic methods. In thia direction it would be
well to have some ready device for weighing
hay aa it ia fed out. Such a device is now
offered in a "weighing fork," recently patented

by N. B. Mareton of Lebanon, N. H. - The
handle is in two sections, united by a hinge

joint. A rigid arm or spur secured to the

head section projects downwardly, and its tip

joined to acompresaion coil spring, whosa other

end is secured to the handle section. Pivoted

to tbe latter is a short arm, whose free end
moves along a curved index bar that ia marked
with the acale graduatlona. The ihort end of

the arm ia connected by a amall rod to the

rigid arm of the head aectlon. When a fork

full of hay la picked up, the head section ia de-

preeaed, assuming a somewhat angular relation

to the handle eeotion. Thia canaes a compres-

sion of the spring and a movement of the index

armt just according to the weight of the hay,thus

giving a very close approximation of the quan-

tity. The advantage and convenience of this

device is obvious, and it should come into very

general use.

To Benefit the Horses.—Ndxt to perpet-

ual motion, more time has been wasted by in-

ventive cranks on an apparatus for helping

horses to start heavy loads than on any other

apparent impossibility ; bnt a geniue haa at

last got a starting spring to work, secured a

patent, and produced a very striking working
model. His plan is to fix a friction drum on

eaoh axle, attached to a lever in such a manner
that when the horses begin to pull they exert

their power on the axles and set the vehicle in

motion very alowly. By the time it ia really

started, the play on the lever is exhausted and

the hauling ia done in the usual manner. For

starting loaded street vehicles, the device aeems

perfect. Of course It is applicable to start

oars or any other kind of road vehicles.

Tipping Cigars for Ignition.— A drug-

gist in St. Petersburg haa invented a method of

tipping cigars with a preparation so that they

are lighted, like a match, by rubbing against

any hard surface. A manufacturing company

ia said to have paid him 60,000 roubles for the

patent.

In Burning Coal, a certain amount of air

admitted to the furnace above the live coal ia

advantageons rather than otherwise, if the sup*

ply he regulated. The oxygen of the air, thus

introduced*, assists in the more effective com
buation of tbe gases.

SOOD HE:ALTH.

Washing Out tlie Stomach.

Daring Ihe past year, says the Scientific
American, several physicians lu New Yoik
have tried, with gratifying Buooeaa, a novel
treatment tor dyspepsia and cancer of the stom-
ach by washing out that organ. The proceae
is very aimple and not dangerous. A long,
flexible pipe ia passed down the throat until
one end is in the atomaob. Tbe upper end haa
a funnel attached, into which hot water la
poured until the stomach is filled. The weight
of the water In the pipe and funnel gives a by*
draulic pressure sufficient to distend the stom-
ach. The pipe has an aperture big enough to
bold a lead-pencil. After the stomach haa
been filled, the funnel end of tbe pipe ia turned
down until it ia lower than the bottom of tbe
stomach, and the stomach Is emptied aa a bar-
rel of any fluid ia emptied through a aipbon.
The procesa may be repeated aeveral timea.
The result ia that the undigested food and mu-
cus are washed out, and the hot water closes
the blood-vessels and reduces inflammation.
The relief Is immediate. The dyspeptic may
have his stomach waahed out before a meal, bo
that he can take a fresh start. After tbe lapse
of auffioient time for ordinary digestion, the
stomach may be washed out again. Thia proc-
ess has been in nae at the New York Hospital,
we are informed, for some time.

A phyaician of thia city has been trying thia

washing-out process for cancer In the atomaob,

but without any success whatever, A cruel

and useless bliatering process was also em-
ployed. Between the two, the patient is well-

nigh *' used up;" but she will get relief from
unneceasary torment, if not from the cancer

itself, by the mild treatment she ia now receiv-

ing from our San Francisco cancer specialist.

Oar Sickness and Eye Strain.—Consider-
able has been aaid of late in regard to "car
sickness." A medical practitioner recently
wrote in this conneotion aa followe: I ahould
like to call attention to car sickness in connec-
tion with eye strain. I have had eight or nine
casea of this kind, all of which were relieved
by glasses. One case wae that of a gentleman
who every journey had car sickness. While he
had tbe mydriatic in bis eyea be went to Wash-
ington and suffered no inconvenience whatever.
Sabaeqnently, after be had glaeses, he made a
trip to St. Paul without any of tbe former
trouble. Recently I have had two cases—one
that of a girl who could not ride a short dis-

tance in the atreet cars without vomiting. I
found a decided degree of byperopic astigma-
tism. With the mydriatic in her eyes, she rode
home without her usual trouble. A strange
thing with reference to eye strain is that^ it

often exints to an exceptional degree without
showiug any symptoms in the eye. Tbe patient
will often say that the eyes are perfectly good
and have never caused any irritation. The
reflexes Eeem to have settled in some other
place. This is an interesting pathological and
phyeiological question.

How to Escape Malaria.— •* You people
who aie afraid ot malaria—and it is a good
complaint to be afraid of—have some strange
ideas about the disease," said a physician.
*' Yon think that if you dimb a mountain and
build there, or that if you live on the slope of
a hill where the drainage ia perfect, you are
aafe. Then counting on thia, you sit around in
tbe evening air with no covering on your head,
or you sleep with a window so near the head
of your bed that a current of damp air blows
over you all night. Finest way in the world to
catch malaria. Personally, I believe that if I

had only two chances—one living in the center
of a salt marab and the other of living one mile
from the edge of the marsh on eloping ground

—

I ahould take the marsh every time. I admit,
however, that there are very many people who
do not agree with this opinion. But to come
back to oar first propoaition—cover your head
when you are oat of doors after dark, no mat-
ter bow mild tbe air aeema. Young girls who
at summer resorts rush from a hot ballroom to
open verandas, take their Uvea in their hands.
Most of them are so wildly reckless that it ia a
wonder they live through one aeaaon."

No Pdtrefaction in Deep-Sea Water,—
Dr. Regnard haa raised the queetion in one of

the medical journals aa to whether a corpse
which sinks to a very great depth is preserved
indefinitely or otherwise from putrefaction.
According to bla reaearobea, which have been
published at some length In the archives of tbe
Biological Society of Paris, putrefaction is not
found to take place in decomposable subatancee
submitted to a preasare of 900 to 700 atmos-
pheres; these figures corresponding to a depth
of 9000 or 7000 meters at sea. From these ex-
periments it must be concluded, according to

Dr. Regnard, that there is a total absence of

putrefaction in the greater depths of the sea.

Castings Under Pressure.—The whole art

of miking castings under pressure neede to be
more thoroughly studied. It is as yet only in

Its infancy. There is needed a casting machine
which will do in irrn and brass that which the
type-casting machine does in type metal, Here
is a chance for inventors.
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Gold; Americao Ships Still Lead; Local Coal Receipts;
Large Smelting Works to he Built; Smelting Imported
Metals; A Mining Transaction; The Governor and Hy-
draulic Mining; Proposed Mining Bureau; Gold Hill
Mines; The Blue Lead in Siskiyou County; Bullion
Product; The California Legislature of 1891, 35.
Castings Under Pressure, 39.

MINING SUMMARY—i'rom the various counties
of California, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Mon-
tana, NewMexico, Oreffou, Utah.Wyoming, 36-37
MINING STOCK MARKET.—Sales at the San
Francisco Stock Board, Notices of Meetings, Assess-
ments. Dividends, etc, 44.
MARKET REPORTS.—Local Markets, Eastern
Metal Markets, etc., 44.

Business Annonncements,

[NBW THIS ISBUB.]

Mining Machinery—Riedon Iron Works.
Situation Wanted—M. K., No. 100, this office.
Situation Wanted—Chemist, this office.

Books—H. C. Balrd & Co., Philadelphia.

tWSee Advertising Columns.

Passing Events.

Extreme cold weather in the higher monnt-
alQB has had an effect on mining operations in

some looalitieB. The water ditches became
frozen and the mbies of Grass Valley were
without power for some days, throwing miners

out of work.

In another colamn we print the remarks by
the Governor of the State on hydraulic min-
ing. It ie notable that this is the first time in

years that any official declaration in favor of

the industry has been made, indicating a

marked change in popular opinion on the

subject.

The passage by the 0. S. Senate of a simple

bill providing for the free coinage of silver la

the greatest victory the silver men have yet

had. It Is highly probable that the House will

ooncur in this action, thus settling the long*

contested question.

The latest dispatohes indicate that there is

no longer any fear of an Indian war and that

the rebellious Sioux will submit to the plans

of Gen. Miles.

BHU^BSBOBUfifiai

Bullion Products of 1890.

The annual statement of the prodnot of

precious metals in the United States and Mex-

ico for the year ending Dec. 31, 1890, has been

prepared by John J. Valentine, vice-president

and general manager of Wells, Fargo & Co.'s

Express. The report of precious metals pro-

duced in the States and Territories west of the

Missouri river (including British Columbia)

during 1890 shows. In the aggregate: Gold,

$32,156,916; silver, $62,930,831; copper, $20,-

569,092; lead, $11,509,571; total gross result,

$127,166,410. The "commercial" value at

which the several metals have been estimated

is: Silver, $1.04 per ounce; copper, 14 cents

per pound, and lead, $4.30 per hnndredweight.

As In former reports, allowance mnst be

made for probable variations from exact figures,

by reason of constantly increasing facilities for

transporting bullion, ores and base metals from

the mines outside of the express, and the diffi-

culty of getting entirely reliable data from

private sources. Especially is such the case in

the reports from Montana and Colorado, Sta-

tistics gathered in this way are liable to be ex-

aggerated, but, with some modifications on this

account, made herein, the final general results

reached, while only approximately correct,

may be accepted as the closest approximation

possible under the oircumstances. No bullion

or ooin was received by Wells, Fargo & Co.'b

Express from the West Coast of Mexico during

1890.

The total product of gold dust and bullion,

silver bullion and ores and base bullion received

by express, freight and other conveyances dur-

ing the year is as follows in the States and Ter-

ritories named:
States and Territoriea Total

California SHJSl.lU
Nevada 9,240,536

Oregon 1.036,000

Washington 279,000

Alaska 762,811

Idaho 13,824,500

Montana 34,814,95:.

Utah 12,259,175
Colorado 27,275,447

New Mexico 4 658,9S5

Arizona 7,597,34il

Dakota 3,045,560

Texas 249,423
British Columbia 361,555

Total $127,166,410

The gross yield for 1890, segregated, is ap-

proximately as follows:

Gold, 25.29 $32,166,918
Silver, 49.49 62,930,831

Copper, 16.17 20,569.092

Lead, 9.05 11,509,571

Total $127,166,410

The following table shows the total annual

products of gold, silver, copper and lead, in the

States and Territories west of the Missonri

river, for the 21 years from 1870 to 1890, in-

clusive.
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The dividends paid by Colorado mining com-
paniee during 1890, and wliioli were made pub-
lic, were: The Aepen Mining and Smelting
Co., $200,000; Calliope, S40,000; Little Chief
SIO.OOO; Little Eale. $30,000; Matohleae,
$100,000; May Mazeppa, $70,000; New Gne.
ton, $367,500; Oro, $95,000; Small Hooee,
$25,000; Yankee Girl, $215,000.

Preeions-Metal Production.

In the tables of bullion prodaot compiled by

Wells, Fargo & Oo.'s Express Co., which are

recognized as being approximately correot. Cal-

ifornia takes the fifth place this year. But

those States which lead her show their in-

orease mainly in the direction of copper and

lead, rather than in what are known generally

as the precious metals. Montana, which is far

ahead of others, makes her big figures largely

from her copper values. Oat of the $34,814,-

955 credited to that State by Wells, Fargo &
Co. , the Anaconda copper mine alone (belong-

ing largely to a San Francisco man) produced

$15,940,000, Colorado produced over $5,000,-

000 worth of lead, Utah produced $8,492,209 in

silver and $677,020 In gold, the balance of her

product being lead and copper,

Now in California we produce very little

lead, not very much silver and no very great

mount of copper, though last week 804,655

pounds of copper matte were shipped East from

San Francisco. Most of our product is in real-

ity a precious metal, gold, and if the hydraulic

miners were permitted to work, this product

would be about doubled.

The State of California in reality yielded a

larger mineral product than is credited to it,

but as it did not come in the form of " bullion "

—base or otherwise—it does not appear in the

tables referred to. Our product of quicksilver

alone was worth about a million and a half,

and no other State produces this. Then the

borax, of which no other State except Nevada
yields any, is of great value. Our mineral oils

run up into the millions in value. The chrome

ores shipped, the manganese, gypsum, and a

dozen other products of the miners* work are

not credited to the State in the returns, though

the lead and copper of other States swell the

value of their respective totals in mineral

products.

California still leads all other States in its

gold product, and such is the variety of its

other mineral prodncts, that were they all

counted, the figures would doubtless exceed the

value of those of the other States with the ex-

ception of Montana and Colorado.

Accurate Surveys Not Necessary.

In making a mining location, it is not neces-

sary to have a surveyor measure off the ground
and adopt his description of the location, as if

for patent proceedings. In fact, in the recent

decision of White vs. Lee, the Supreme Court
holds that locations made on such surveys

do not comply with the law. The court
says :

The men for whose information the bound-
aries are required to be marked wander over the
mountains with a very small outfit. They do
not take surveyors with them to ascertain
where the section lines run, and ordinarily it

will do them no good to be informed as to
quarter-sections or magnetic variations. To
say that a location thus made with reference to
legal subdivisions is sufficient would, in our
opinion, defeat the purposes of the require-
ment.

The proper mode to locate Is to mark the
claim in such a manner that any ordinary man,
without engineering knowledge, can learn its

boundaries from the notice and monuments. A
few men in a district starting on the detail

plan would compel every one else to employ a

surveyor to assist in locating the claim . This
decision is one of the very few from the courts

which simplify regulations for the mining com-
munity.

Roadbed Construction

Mountains.

in the

Free Coinage.

On last Wednesday the bimetallists In the

n. S. Senate gained a signal victory in passing

a purely free-coinage bill, which provides that

the unit of value in the United States shall be

the dollar, to be coined of standard silver 412J
grains or standard gold 25.8 grains. Although

the debate on the silver bill and the votes re-

corded in favor of all amendments to the origi-

nal bill indicated that a more liberal silver

bill would be passed, yet there was nothing in

the action of bimetallists which could be ac-

cepted as liable to lead to the above gratifying

result. The bill as passed will now go to the

House of Rspresentatives for action. Those
who have made the subject a close study

claim that the House will pass the bill as it

came from the Senate. This belief is grounded

upon private advices received from Washing-

ton, which claim that quite a number of Con-

gressmen will sink their individual opinions

and vote to remonetize silver in conformity

with the views of their constituents as ex-

pressed by the congressional elections held last

fall.

Silver Bullion Certificates.

The Stock and Bond Exchange of this city

now intends following the custom of the

New York Stock Exchange in listing "silver

bullion certificates." The California Safe De-

posit and Trust Company will store silver bars,

not less than .997 fine or weighing over 1300

ounces, assayed by the United States Mint or

the Selby Smelting and Lead Company, and

will issue a " silver bullion certificate " for each

bar, subject to a storage charge of two cents per

1000 ounces per day. By this means the public

will have a chance to speculate according to

their various financial and political views, and a

"silver bullion certificate " will be collateral

at our banks.

The Silver Law Test.—Secretary Windom
has written to Merrick and Moore, the gentle-

men who presented the silver brick at the

Philadelphia Mint and demanded its coinage,

that he can find no warrant in law for comply-

ing with their demand.

The rough nature of the Alps, with their

narrow, very sinuous and steep valleys, inclosed

by precipices and high mountains, make the

construction of railroads there very difficult.

To avoid the snows of high altitudes, long sum-
mit tunnels had to be made. The Mont Cenis

tunnel is 7.56 miles long, with 5260 feet of rock

above it; the Gothard tunnel it 9,3 miles long

and the rock above it is 5650 feet high; the

Arlberg tunnel is 6.35 miles long and the

mountain over it is 2300 feet above the tunnei
level.

On the Gothard railroad, the valley slopes

are in a continuous state of instability. Dur-
ing the winter months the ground is in a com-
paratively quiet state; it is covered with Im-
mense masses of snow and Ice which come down
into the main valley, sometimes as avalanches.

The dangers of the geological and climatic con-

ditions require a very careful location and con-

struction of the road. Each case had to be

studied separately and be treated individually;

numerous viaducts and bridges had to be built;

also galleries and strong archways to protect

the road from slides and avalanches; aqueducts
to lead torrential streams over the road;

tunnels to avoid the dangers of avalanches and
mountain slides.

The principles of construction of the road-

bed of the St. Gothard road are of interest to

engineers on this coast where there is so much
mountain railroading. The width of the single-

track road-bed, measured on a level with the

apper surface of the ties, is 13.8 feet in the

mountain divisions and 13.1 in the valley di-

visions. The embankments, usually made of

rooky material, have slopes of 1^:1; if no fer-

tile earth was obtainable, the slopes were cov-

ered with a layer of hand-laid rocks two feet

thick (see Figs. 7, 8a 86 and 9 of accompanying
cuts). When steeper slopes were necessary,

the slopes were made of rip-rap 1 : 1, up to a

bight of 65 feet (Fig. 10) and of dry masonry,

with a slope of | : 1, If the embankments were
not higher than 33 feet (Fig, 11). Retaining

walls of masonry In mortar were either built

with an outer slope of 1-5 : 1 or vertical; if

high, loose rooks were packed In back of them
(Figs. 12, 16, 18). Retaining walls with arches

and buttresses where the foundation was diffi-

cult and the ground was solid only in isolated

places. The buttresses having very little effect,

as they do not protrude very far beyond the

outer face of the wall, this kind of wall was
abandoned and used bat once near Arneberg
(Fig. 18).

Cats were made with either 1 : 1 or 1.5 : 1

slopes (Figs. 8 and 9) or vertical In solid rook;

in this case the lateral ditches were widened to

protect the road from falling rocka. In regions

of heavy snowfall, ditches from 6'—10' deep
and wide were dug. Retaining walls in outs

are mostly built of masonry in mortar, rarely

of dry masonry (Figs. 13, 14 and 15), Protec-

tion of the slopes against the river current was
either obtained by pavement with a slope of

1 .5 : 1, or by rip-rap with 1 : 1 slope. In front

of these are loose stones piled up to high-water
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DETAILS OF RAILROAD OONSTBUOTION IN MOUNTAINOUS BBQIONS.

mark, and with a berm 6 feet wide. (Figs. 17

and 17»

)

The tunnels on the valley divisions were

built for one track; In the monntaln divisions

for two tracks. The portals of the tunnels are

built in a very unpretentious manner; in loose,

sliding ground they were strengthened by

strong buttresses.

Culverts are mostly made of arohes In ma-

sonry , their bottom having a oontinnoas grade;

when very steep, the lower part is supported

by heavy buttresses. (Figs. 20 and 20^ .)

Where avalanches and torrents had to be

passed under, strong and capacious aqnedncts

were built. Viaducts were used to cross rivers

and on steep slopes where sustaining walls

woald be too expensive; the arches vary from

26' to 40' span. Larger viaducts were built of

iron girders with stone piers.

The iron bridges are of the niual European

construction. The track-ties are all creosoted.

The rails are of steel, 74 pounds per yard. The

gravel-bed is from 1.3' to 1,64' thick. The

stations are from 3 to 6 miles apart. The roll-

ing-stock consisted at the time of opening of

the road to commerce of 61 locomotives, 127

passenger cars, lighted by gas, and 538 freight

cars.

The road was built in several sections by

dififerent oontraotors, they being paid by the

unit of quantities. The bids were from 7 to 23

per cent below the company's estimate, and

still all the oontraotors—except L, Favre of the

great tunnel—made money.
<^

The lumber-mills of Joseph Enright In

Shasta county are to be connected with the

Oalifornia & Oregon Railroad at Anderson by

a broad-line system, 16 miles long. He is in

Sacramento buying rolIing-Btook.
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VALUABLE BOOKS ON

Painting, Yarnisliing, Etc.

A Practical Treatise on tlie Fabrication of
Volatile and Fat Varnishes, Lacquers,
Siccatives and Sealing Waxes. From the

Gerraaa of Erwin Andres, Manufacturer of VaroiBhes

and Lacquers. With additions on the Manufacture

and AppllCition of Varnishes, Stains for Wood,

Horn, Ivory, Bone and Leather. From the German
of Dr. Emil Winckler and Louis E Andes. Trans-

lated and edited by Wm. T. Brannt. Illustrated.

In one volume. 346 pages, 12mo. Price §2.50

A Complete Guide for Coach Painters.
Translated from the French of M Arlot, Coach

Painter, for 11 years foreman of paioting to M.

Eherler, Coachmalier, Paiis. By A. A. Fesquet,

Chemist and Eugineer. With an appendix on the

materials and the practice of Coach and Car Paint-

ing and Varnishing in the United States and Great

Britain. 12mo. Price S1.25.

A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture
of Colors for Painting. Comprising the Ori-

gin Definition and Claaaitication of Colors; the

Treatment of the Raw Material; the Best Formula
and the Newest Procea^es for the Preparation of

every description of Pigment, and the necessary Ap-

paratus and Directions for its Use; Driers; the Test-

ing, Application and Qualities of Paints, etc. By

M»l. Riffault, Vergnaua, Toussaint and M. F. Male-

pere. From the French by A. A. Fesquet. Si) en-

gravings. Svo. Pricd S7 GO.

A Praf^tical Manual of House - Painting,
Graining. Marbling and Sign Writing.
With Nine Colored Illustrations of Woods and

Marbles, etc. By E. A. Davidson. 12mo. Price §3.

Painter, Gilder and Varnisliers' Companion.
Containing ttules and Ueguiatioua in tveryihing re-

lating to the Arts of Paintibg, Gil-iuj;, VainiEhing,

yliSS-StaiDing, uraining, Marb lUiT, S tjn-Writing,

Oildiug on Glass and Coach Pai.itii'g and Varnish-

ing; Teats for the Detection of A-iulterations in

Oils, Colo rp, etc S xteenth edition, reviHtd, with

an appendix. Containing Chevreul'a Principles of

Harmony and Contrast of Colors, etc. 12dio. 356

page-*. Fries SI !>0.

Sign-Writing and Glass-Embossing. A com-

plete, practical Illustrated Manual of the Art. By
Jamea Callingham. 12mo. Prix's SI 50.

The Painters' Encyclopedia. Containing Defini-

tions of all Iraj-ortant Words in the Art of Painting,

with Details in Coacb, Carriage, Railway Car, House,

Sign and Ornamental Painting, including Graining,

Marbling, Siiaining, Varnishing, Polishing, Letter-

ing, Stenciling, Gilding, Bronzing, Scene Painting,

Porcelain Painting, Plain Painting, Distemper Paint-

ing, etc. By F. B. Gardner. 15S Illustrations.

Price S2.

Everybody's Paint Book. A Complete Gui-ie to

the Art of Painting, Designed for the Use of tbooe

who wish to do their own work. Practical Lessons

in Plain Painting, Varniahing, Polishing, Staining,

Paper Hanging, XCalsominrng, etc , as well an Direc-

tions for Renovating Furniture acd Hints on Artistic

Work fir Home Deco-ation, together with a Descrip-

tion of the Tools and Materials Ustd; Directions for

Mixing Paints, etc. 3S Illustrations. l2aio.. Price SI.

The Complete Carriage and Wogon Faintei-.

A Compendium of the Art of Painting Gairiages,

Wagoca and Sleigl.s, including" Lettering, Scr dliog.

Ornamenting, atrlping, VaruisDing and Coloring,

with Recipes for Mixing Colors. 73 Illustrations.

^12mo. Price SI.

Practical Graining. With Description of Colors

Employed and Tools Used. Illustrated by 47 Col-

ored Plates, representing the Various Woo'ls Used
in Interior Fiuiahing. By Wm. E. Wall, Grainer.

Svo. Price $2.50.

i^ The above or any of our Books S(^it hy mail, free

f postage, at the publication p^-ices, to any address in

the world.

tS" Our new mid revised Catalogue of Practical aiid

Scie7itifie Books, 87 pages, Svo, and our other Cata-

logues, the whole covering every branch of Scu-nce

applied to the Arts, sent free and free of postage to anij

one in any part of the world who willfurnish us with his

address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO..
Industrial PtJitusnEUS, Booksellers and Imi-orters,

S 1 O Vralnnt St., fliUadelphls, Fa., U. S. A.

GREAT REDUCTION!

BATTERT~~SOREENS.
Best and Cheapest in America.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass.
Zinc and other metals pxmched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (flnej.

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Worl(s,
%1 & S»3 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN W. QUICK, Proprietor.

RIX k FIRTH,
225 and 227 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

Compressed Air and Water Power
Machinery.

KNIGHT'S WATER WHEEL,
For Mills, Pumping and Hoisting.

OVER 300 IN USE.
All estimates soarauteed, Send for Olrcolar.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
UAKUPAOTUILBSS OF

1 Steel CasiB ^^ Steel Foni
UP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.

True to pattern and superior In strengtti, tougfhneas and durability to Oast or Wrouaht
Iron in any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA
CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL .

SOFT and DUCTILE
SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOIVIOTIVE AND MARINE FORGINGS.

ALSO Steel Rods, from i to S ioch diameter and Flats trom 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and othejr shape

Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tirea, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths

STEEI^ KAILS from 12 to 45 poimds per yard. ALSO, Bailroad and Alercliaiit Iron, Rolled

Beams, Angle, Channel, and T Iron, Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat

Spikes; Steamhoat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rode, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,

and Iron Forgtogs of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Speolalty.

HIGHEST FKICE PAID FOB SCRAP IRON AND STSEI*.

t^ Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC ROLLUfG HUL CO.. 202 Market St., San Francisco,

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES. Proprietors.

[ESTABLISHED IN 1855.)

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZBR.

—MANUFACTUR8RS OF—

MARINE ENGINES AND BOHjERS.-
Propeller Engines, either High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

MINING MACHINERY .-Hoisting Engines and

Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines

and Pumps, Water Buokets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL. MACHINERY.-Batteries for Dry or Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Furnaces, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc.

MISCELLANBOOS MACHINBRY.-FIout
Mill Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINESiBOILERS
OF ALL KINDS,

Either for UBe on Steamboats or for use on Land-

Water Pipe, Pomp or Air Colnnuu, Fish
Tanks for Salmon Canneries

OF BVBRT DBSCRIPTION.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at very moaerate ratea.

AOBNTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

Z>ea]3.e Steazso. X^ixuoLip.
SPECIALTIES

:

Corliss Engines and Tustln Ore Palverlzers. DBANB STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the LleweUyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Kinds of Powder, which are acknowledged by all the Great Chemlsta of the World aa

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the Marlcet.

OX.^LlK'a? 3E»0-V^3>E3H or I>-S-2Sr.A.lka[ITEJ,
Of Different Strengths as Required.

NOBBI.-S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE," which oontalna 94 per cent of Nltro-GIycerlne, and
aEtATINE-DTNAMITE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Safe In Handling.

JUDSON POWJDER IMPROVED.
FOB BAIIROADS AND LAND CIEABINQ. Is from three to four tlmea atronger than ordinary Blaatmg Powder, and Is used by all the RaUroads and Oravel Claims, as it breaks more groundf pulverizes better andaavea time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.»
QBNBBAL AGENTS, SAN PRANOISCO OAL.OAFS and FUSE for Sale.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Indnstrial Chemist, Assayer

and Geologist,

718 MONTGOMERY ST^^ - SAIV FRANCISCO.

ki,f?lYin" '^''"i ""J^" "?"«il"o'> and value of any mining property on
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irop apd jMachipe h\h
UNION IRON WORKS,

SAOBAMENTO. OAL.

ROOT, NBILSON & CO.,

Steam
bUNUFAOTDBBHB OF

Engines, Boilers,
AKD AIiL KINDS OP

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flouring Ullls, San UUla and Quartz Hills Uachinery

oonatruoted, fitted up and repaired,

Pront St., bet. N & o sts., Sacramento, Oal,

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

BNOINBERS AND MACHINISTS,
No, 119 BealeSt., - - San Francisco.

BDILDBRB OF

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging
Machines, Bock Crushers, Cable Railway Machinery,
EUlithorp Air Brake Co.'a Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakes. POSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Ram Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. B. Henrickson's Patent Automatio
Safety Catches.

Machines of all binds Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,
Manufacturers of

CASTINGS OP EVERY DESCRIPTION
I!97, 129 and 131 Benle Street,

Between Miaaion and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO.
GAS WORK A SPECXAI.TY.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.
Pioneer Mining Office of tbe Northwest

Coaet.
Having the largest permanent hrick assay furnacea, chem-

ical laboratory and mining oflice on tbe Nortbweat Coast,
with a coUectioQ of about JQOO samples of the ores of Alaska,
British Columbia, Oregou and the Nortbweat Territories;
and having made pursonal examinatious of nearly every
mining camp ou the Pacific Slope, from California to
Alaska, I am prepared to do any class of legltJmato and
honest mining work, such as EXAMINING, ENGINEER-
ING, SAMPLING AND RRPORTING ON THE VALUE
OF ALL MINERAL, COAL AND FIRE-CLAY PROP-
ERTIES, BUILDING STONES, EARTHS, ASSAYS
AND ANALYSIS! OF ORES, WATERS, CHECK,
SAMPLES OF ORE, PDLP3, "ORGANIC ANALYSIS''
WORK, and in fact any work connected with tlie oflice of a
tirst-class mining eeologist and chemist. Any iaformation
mining men may desire to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL RKSOURCES of the entire Pacific Northwest
will be honestly given. Address Ikr.WlUiiiE.KTerette,
Consulting Miulng Geologist and Chemist, 1318 E Street,
Tacoma, WaSh.

A. S. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 CALIFORNIA STREET,
Rooma SO and 81, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Deaignera and Constructors of Gold and Silver Mllla
Hoistint? and Pumping Works, Tramways, and every-
thing pertaining to the Mining and Reduction of Ores.

Bewick, Moreing & Hooper,

MINING ENGINEERS,
608 California Street, San Francisco, Oa

Suffolk House, Laurence, Pountney Hill,
LONDON, K. C.

Leake's Buildinge, Johanneshurg,
80CTH AFBICA.

Report on mines and undertake management of mining
properties.

RICHARD R. HAWKINS,
MINING ENGINEER.

LATE ASSISTANT GEOLOGIST U. S. GEOLOGICAL
Survey. General Manager La Velera (Limitada), via

Torres and La Barranca, Sonora, Mexico.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Oivil and Mining Sn^neer,

MtNINO EXPERT add GEOLOGIST.

AddresB

Francisco.

" BuBlneea Box A," office of this paper, Sao

ROSS E. BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engrineer,

No. 807 Sa^somb St., San Fkahoisoo.

MINING GEOLOGIST.

CHAS. P. BLAOKB0RN—MINING EXPERT
and practical economic mineralogist: will ex-

amine and report on the condition and value oi any
mining property in the State; will undertake man-
agement and scientific development of mines- gold
and silver mines bought and sold; dealer in yaluable
non-assessable mining shares; bargains guaranteed.
Address, Room 2, Boston Block, Seattle, or Mountain
View, King County, Wash.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For information concerning this proceaa for the re.

duotion of Ores containing precioua metala, and toima
of iicenae, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROCESS CO.
Park City, Utah,

'
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AMALGAMATING MACHINERY.

Stamp Mills for Wet or Dry Crushing.

Huntington Centrifugal Quartz Mill. Drying

Cylinders. Amalgamating Pans, Settlers,

Agitators and Concentrators. Retorts, Bul-

lion and Ingot Moulds, Conveyors. Elevators,

Bruckncrs and Howell's Improved White's

Roasting Furnaces, Etc.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

IMPROVED CORLISS vArv°E%VifM ENGINES. » BOILERS

Blake, Dodge and Comet Crushers. Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls, Harlz Plunger

and Collom Jigs. Frue Vanner & Emtirey

Concentrators, Evans'. Calumet, Collom's

and RIttonger's Slime Tattles. Trommels,

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. Ore Sam*

pie Grinders and Heberle Mills.

HORIZONTAL. VERTICAL
. . . AND SECTIONAI

xiiE^iE^Qiv^D m'J^mjskvm m'^M^wmw^
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, WATER& Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Compressors,
Rock Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
I'OR

MULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engmes
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Calena& Copper Ores,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

General Offices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.
DPIUPU nCEIPPQ. NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER, COLO., 13 16 Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
PnHHbn UrriOCO. 7 W. second south St. London, ENC, 23 BucXIersbury^ E. C. CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. II

Oalle de Juarai. LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG, TRANSVAAL, South Africa.

BIC1.ENA, MONTANA, Boom SS, Merchants' National Bank Bnllding, No. North Main St.

SOLE WESTERN AGENTS FOE TYLER WIRE WORKS DOUBLE ORIMPBD MINING CLOTHS.

JAMES LEFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wheels are designed (or all purposes where limited qDantlfctes of water and
high heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Being placed on horizontal Bbaft, the power Is transmitted
direct to shafting by belts, dispensing with gearing.

Estimates furalshcd on application for wheels specially built and adapted in

capacity to suit any particular case.
Further Inlormation can be obtained of this form of construction, aa well as the

ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penetocka and In Iron Olohe Cases, free o' cost,

by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES LBFPBL & OO.,
Springfield, Ohio, or 110 Liberty St., Hew York

ERASER & CHALMERS, General Agents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, CoL

PARKE Si LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

N. W. SPAtTLDING
s.Ars7^

Manufacturers of

n -^M
W SPAULDING'S

"W Inserted Tooth

CHISEL BIT

OIRCULAK

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of all kinds made to order. Send for Desorlptlve Cats

lotrue. 17 and 1 Fremont St.. San Frsnolaco

WINCHESTER HOUSE.
41 Third Street, San Francisco, Cal,

This Fire-proof Brick Building,' ia centrally located, in

the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from the
Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat and
Railroad Offices.

Laundry Free for the use of Families.
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And Upward.

Booms with or without Board,

Free Coach to the Honse.

CtAYi'OJV^
^*^

t AA n r> r\\/ c r\IMPROVED

AIR COMPRESSORS
For CATALOGIiES, ESTIMATES, Etc., Address, .

Clayton Air Compressor Works
OF BROOKLYN, NY.

43 PEY ST., NEW YORK.

LIDGERWOODMFG.GO
- MiNUFACIUKEKS OF -

HfitSTiNG ENGINES

300 Stiles aM Sizes, Over 6500 in Use,

OC Liberty St., New Xork.
^ 34 Si 3G West nionroe St,, Chicago.

1 9 7 to 2 03 CoagressSt., Boston.
1 to 7 N. First St., Portland,Oregon

PARKE & LACY CO.. Agts.
San Francisco, Cal.

Send for Catalofirue.

RIFE'S HYDRAULIC ENGINE(orRam)
PATENTED FEB. S, 18S7.

For Supplying: Water to SKninll Townn, Fnctories, Stenni AlillSi

DairleH, Stock IfardH, RcHidencvs, etc., and for Irri-

gation, Railroad Tanbii, Etc.

Coastriicted upon a now and improved principle ureafcly iucrcasiuK the capacity and
avoiding extreme coneaaaiou tbat liaa lii^retofore proved doslruotive to all common Hy^
draultc Kams, making this ESPEOIALLY adapted to Railroad water supply and irrigation,

FOR INFORMATION ONIKRIGATION, ADDRESS

OROTIXiIiE, Bntto County, California
Write for Illustrated Catalogue,

Rlfe's Hydranlic Engine Mannfactnring Company.
OAPITAL, STOCK, $50,000.

W. A. RIPE, Presideub. B. L. GREIDER, Sec. and Treas.

ROANOKE, VA.

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay Ofllce, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal,

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
of in the Open Market to the Higbeat Bidder.

ffletalliirg^ apd Ore^.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Sulphorets.

lUNUFAOTnRniJB OP

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.
A.LBO UANUFACTDKBiUI OP

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Chamberlin Patent

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..
lUPORTBElS AND DBALHR8 IN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEUICALS, AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 & 65 First St., oof. Mission, San Francisco.
/S»--::», We would call the attention ofy7*

,AesayerB, Chemists, Mining Com- C^^^^^^i^^?/
paniea, Milling Companies, Pros- ^MTERSEy
pectors, eta, to our full etock of ^tr—--=?
Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, Soorl-
fiersi etc., including, also, a full stock of
Cheinloals.
Having been engaged In furnishing these sup*

plies elnOE the first discovery of mines on the
Pacific Coast, we feel confident from our experi-
ence we can well suit the demand for theso
goods, both as to quality and price.
Agents for the Morgan Crnclble Co.*

Battersea, England. Also for £. G. Dennis-
ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly relia-

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taken
at his lowest prices. Our Illustrated Catalogue and As-
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR A OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET.

Near First and Market Streets, S. F.

C. A. LuoRHARDT, Manager. EstabiiIbhsd 1800

Ores worked by any ProoesB.

Ores Sampled.

AsBayiug in all its Branches,

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, eto.

Working Tests (practical) Made.

Plans and Specifications furnished for the

moat suitable Process for Working Ores,

Special attention paid to Examinations

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

O. A. LUOKHARDT St OO^
(Formerly Huhn & Luckhardt,

Mlnlne Ensrlneers and Metallurfirlsts

.

TRAFTON'S

Gold Saving Device.
Patented June ^^ 17, 1890,

ANEW DEVICE TO BE USED ON TABLES FOR
Gravel Mills and Undercurrents to Hydraulic

Claims When used in quartz mills it is equal to
silvered plates. It is simple and economical in its

construction and practical in its operation. Send for

circulars. CHA8. TRAFTON,
Yankee Jim's, Cal.

The Best Mining District
On ilie FacljGc Coast t

GRASS VALLEY, CAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the district Is

1*XZX3 X"XX3X3>£rOS,
Daily and Weekly edition. Gives all the Mining News.
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining Supplies will

find THE TIDINGS the best medium for directly reach-
ing the owners or managers of mines. Investors in

mines will find it to their advantage to subscribe.

Many mines are in successful operation, and new
enterprises are being instituted and many others are in

contemplation.
DAILY, S6.00 a year; WEEKLY, 32.60, in adoance.

H. S. SPAULDING, Publisher.

T. 0. HOCKING, Editor.

n AnJ-wMAMi-AMM aTB requestsd to be sure and notify us

ril^llMHKTnrK when thiB paper is not taken £rom
1 UUiUiUUbUJ W ttieir ogigQ If not stopped promptly
through oTerdght or otbei mlBhap), do us the favor us
rite again.
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Coal and Coke.

SPOT FROM YARD—PER TON.

WeUington §12 00
areta
Carbon Hill 9 00
Nanaimo

,
1100

Oilman 10 00
Seattle 9 00
CoD3 Bay 7 00
Cannel 14 00
Egg, hard 16 00
Cumberland, In sacks 19 60

do. bulk IS 00
Walisend 13 00@U 00

TO LOAD—PER TON.
Auatralian . . . .§ 7 75@

,

Liverpool St'm. S 60@
Scotch Splint. . 8 50@ 9 00
Cardiff S 50@
Lehigh Lump.. 16 50@17 00
Cumberland bk 13 50@— —
Egg, hard 16 00@

Cofce-EngUsh.

To load giia 00@13 00
Spot, in bulk.. 16 00(ai8 00

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
Naw York, January 14.—The following are the clos-

ing prices the past week:
Silver in Silver in

London. New York. Copper,
Thursday.. .48^
Friday 48^
Saturday.... 4Sj
Monday 4S^
Tuesday 48|
WedQefldav..484

1 04g
1 013
1 06
1 06.1

1 06S
1 05

14 60
14 60
14 60
14 60
14 60
14 flO

Lead.
4 50
4 50
4 50
4 52i
4 55

Tin.

20 10
20 00
20 00
20 00
20 20
20 IB

Borax is slightly easier. Lend has been steadily ad-
vancing under a Ireer demand. Copper shows a steadier
tone. Tin fluctuated slightly. The demand is alow.

Mining Decision.—The Regiocer aad Re-
ceiver at Redding have decided the eaeea of the
Santa Rosa Quartz Mine and the Grand Cen-
tral Quartz Mine vb. The State of California in

favor of the minea and against the State. The
minea are situated in Sea. 16, T, 31 N., R. 6
W., Shasta ooanty, ntar Igo. The Black
Prince mine is situated in the same section.

K. A. Btiicher, the mining attorney of San
Francisco^ represented the mineral claimants,

The State la allowed 30 days to appeal to the

Commissioner of the General Land Office.

List of D. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors.

The (oliowlng brief list by telegraph, for Jan. 114 will

appear more complete on receipt of mail advices:

tfr California—Clarence V. Greenamyer, bench clamp for

Eipe tongs and wrenches; also, adjustable pipe wrench;

ionel Heynemoll, cable street railway; Peter S. Jack-

son, lengthening metallic beams; Jose Jardine, steering

apparatus; Edward G. Kiog, compass attachment for

field glaases; Edward M. Knight, diter; Patrick Noble,

cablCj railway; GeorKe A. William, coffee-pot; all of San
Francisco. Daniel B. Baker, sadiron, San Jacinto; Dan-
iel M. Baldwin, seeding machine, Florence; Loris P.

Carl, tether pin, Perrie; Alfred Dudgen, knife sharpener,

Santa Barbara; Willis D. Eitel, train fare punch, San
Jose; John J. Cocer, whlftletree coupler, Los Angeles;

James Lyman, globe, San Jose; James R. Phelps, spread-

er for gaiting horses, Sacramento.
Oregon—Horace T. Curre, rail-cleaning and lubricat-

ing attachment for locomotive, Alblna; Albsrt M. Grubbs,

railway switch, Forest Grove.
Washington -- David H. MoFall, carpet-stretcher,

Ellensburg.

Note.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnished

by Dewey & Co , in tne shortest time possible (by mftil

or telegraphic order). American and Foreign patents

obtained, and general patent business for Pacific C: .ist

inventors transacted with perfect security, at reasonable

rates, and in the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press U. S. and For-

eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Fly-Books.—John S. Benn, S. F. No, 444,272-

Dated Jan, 6, i8gi. Ordinary fly-books for carry-

ing the artificial flies, used by fishermen, are com-
posed of leaves of parchment and of flannel. The
parchment leaves are usually arranged with two or

more transverse pockets into which the looped ends
of the snells or guts of the fly-hooks are tucked so

as to keep them in place, or else the fly-hooks them-
selves are tucked in these pockets, leaving the gut

ends projecting. In one case the patterns of the

flies are concealed and the hooks have to be with-

drawn for examination, and in the other case, where
the hooks project, they are apt to become entan-

gled. These fly-books are also often provided with

ordinary parchment envelopes with a single flap

bound in as leaves. Other forms of books are made,
most of them more or less bulky, since to carry any
considerable number of artificial flies, a large num-
ber of leaves must be used. Mr, Benn's new book
has removable pocketed leaves or envelopes of pe-

culiar construction so fitted in as to be readily exam-
ined and opened. The varieties of flies are readily

accessible, while at the same time a large number
can be carried in a small space. Each variety can
be kept separate in its separate receptacle, and by
indexing and numbering only the envelope desired

need be opened and examined. In this case a
book, a gross of flies, may be carried in small com-
pass, each variety|by itself, with no liability of being
mixed, A rubber or strap lifts up the whole bunch

•of envelopes for examination, when the selection

desired can be made. Many of our local anglers
pronounce this book of Mr. Benn's the most con-
venient one on the market.

Derrick.—Doctor F. Oliver, Oakland. No.

44^i3^7' Dated Jan. 6, iSgr, This hay-stacking

derrick is a simple and well-balanct^d device adapted
to be readily transported, and which, by reason of
its peculiar boom, is adapted to deposit the load
upon any part of the stack desired.

Screen.—Alexander A, Palm, Calico, San Ber-

nardino Co,, Cal. No. 444,252. Dated Jan. 6,

1891. This is a screen for coal or ore, of the kind
generally known as a grizzly. The relative arrange-
ment of the bars is peculiar, and is such that a piece
of material coming down the bar of an upper sec-

tion will find the opening in the next section di-

rectly in its path, so there is no danger of a piece
that can be screened passing down upon the bars
the whole length of the grizzly. The bars are
tapered, so the spaces between thera are wider at

the lower ends than the upper, which avoids clog-
ging or wedging and insures proper discharge.
This result is further insured by the tapering shape
in cross-section of the bars.

%F^KET JXEPORTS.

Local Markets.

San Francisco, Jan. 15, 1891.

The general situation among manufacturers and
merchants is about as heretofore reported. Crop
prospects are of the best. The only drawback to

the lavorable condition of affairs is the light deposit

of snow on the mountain ranges; but there is ample
time for a large fall before the rainy season has

passed. The local money market is steadily grow-

ing easier.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is quiet but

from firm 82K to 83 cts.

SILVER—Department purchases in this month
are as follows

Offered Purchaaed Price paid

Date ounces. ounces. per ounce.

January 2... .. 932,000 807,000 §1.0460 to S1.0626
January 5... . , 1,830,600 672,000 1 0650 to 1.0480

January 7 .

.

..1,356 000 628.000 1.0492 to 1 0529

January 9... . .1,026,000 764,000 1.0510 to 1.0624

January 12.. .. 683,800 283,000 1 0525 to 1.0700

January 14.

.

. . 918,000 465,000 1.0586 to 1.0620

Total 8,499,000

With only half of the month passed, nearly the

full quota of silver required to be purchased has been
secured. The market has exhibited more life at the

East, which is accepted by operators as indicating

that speculators are at work. The annual report of

Wells, Fargo & Co. gives the outturn on this coast

at over 2,000,000 ounces less in 1890 than it was in

1889. The San Francisco Stock and Bond Ex-
change has listed silver bullion as a speculative com-
modity, to be dealt in the same way as are other

securities listed by the Exchange. The passing by
the United States Senate of a pure, unadulterated
free-coinage bill has not, as yet, had any effect on
the market. This, no doubt, is due to fears enter-

tained that the House of Representatives will not
accept the Senate bill. It may be that the growing
favor of free coinage has possibly had the effect to

convert a sufficient number of gold-bug Congress-
men to bimetallism to give the latter a majority in

the House,

QUICKSILVER—Receipts the past week aggre-

gate 223 flasks. The market has sunk to still lower
figures. The demand is good for the season.

ANTIMONY—The marketis barely steady. The
East reports an easy lone.

BORAX—Receipts the past week aggregate 223
centals. The market is quiet but steady. Eastern
advices indicate a better consumptive demand in the

near future.

LIME—Receipts aggregate 2950 bbls. The de-

mand is only fair.

IRON—The market is quiet but steady. Eng-
lish advices report a stronger tone. At the East it

is claimed that concessions are easier to get from
first hands. This is said to be due to large pro-,

ducers crowding the smaller concerns into suspension
The Alabama furnacemen are likely to go out of

blast in the near future, which if done will lessen

production fully 120,000 tons a month.

COPPER—A shipment of 804,665 lbs. of matte
was made the past week to New York. The market
is barely steady. The Eastern markets report buyers
and sellers somewhat apart. Arizona ingots are ob-
tainable as low as 13^ to 13% cts,, and casting
brands at 12^ cts.

TIN—The market is barely steady for pig. Plate
is firm, with a fair inquiry. In New York, plate is

higher and active. English cables, report a strong
active market for plate for the United States, antici-

pating the duty which goes into effect on July ist.

COAL—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows: Seattle, 2907 tons; Coos Bay, 1575; Nanaimo,
3678; Departure Bay, 1227. Total,ig,337 tons. The
market is easy for coast. It is claimed that Seattle
is obtainable at $8, but this, too, fails to have con-
firmation. Dealers buy sparingly, under the im-
pression that lower prices will obtain soon. With
continued good crop prospects on this coast, more
tonnage will head this way,

San Francisco Metal Market.

WHOLBSAXB.
Thktrsday, January 15, 1891.

Antimony ~ @ 20
BoEAx—Kefinod, in carload lots ., 8@ —
Powdered " " " 8@ —
Concentrated " " " 7J@ —
All grades jobbing at an advance.

Copper—
Bolt 23 @ —
Sheathing 23 (a —
Ingot, jobbing 18 (a)

'

—
do, wholesale 16 @ —
Fire Bos Sheets U3 t* 25

Lead—Pig 52@ —
^^•- «!(& 6i
Sheet i!,@ _
Pipe 6i@ —
Shot, diacount 10% on 500 bags Drop, # bag. 1 80 W —
Buck, ^hag 2 10 @ —
Chilled, do 2 liO @ —

QciOKSiLVER—By the flask 51 00 @
Flaaka, old 4 <« 55

Cheome Iron Ore. ^ ton 10 uO ®
SteEL—English, Jb 16 @ 20
Canton tool 9@ 9
Black Diamond tool 9 (3 9
Pick and Hammer 8 @ 10
Machinery 4® 5
ToeCalk ' ' a@ _

TiNPLATE—B. v., steel grade, 14x20, to arrive. 6 375 .a 6 50
B. v., steel grade, 14x20, spot 6 37i@ —
Charcoal, 14x20 6 50 lo) —
do rooting, 14x20 G 00 ® —
do, do, 20x28 13 00 @ —
Pig tin, spot,^ lb., nominal 22 @ 22iIron—Bar, base 3@ 3*
Norway, base 4j@ sj

Spot. To Load.
lEON—Glengarnock ton 34 00 @ 30 @ —
Eglinton, ton 34 00 @ 30 ^ —
American Soft, No, 1, ton.. @32 00 33 @ —
Oregon Pig, tou @33 00 — @ —
Puget Sound 34 00 @ - @ -
Clay Lane White (328 00 26 to —
Shotts. No.l 34 00 Ca35 00 32i@ —
Langloan 34 00 @ 30 @ —
Thornoliffe 34 00 @ 3U W —
Gartsherrie 34 00 & 30 @ —
Barrow 34 OO @ 30 @ —
CarKofleet 30 00 @ — 26 «? —

The Mining Bureau Report.—We received
this week, too late for extended review, the re-
port of State Mlneralogiet Irelan. It will re-
oeiye attention in next week'a JPress.

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
COUFILBD BTBKT THCRSDAT FBOH ADVERTISBySNTS IN THB UlNINa AND SCIBKTIFIO PBBBS AND OTBBB S. F. JOUBMALS

ASSESSMENTS.
Company. Location. No. Am't. Lbvibd. Dbuwq't. Sale. Skorbtary. Place of Bdsinhss.

Adelaide Copper Co Nevada.. 2,. " ™ - — . —
Atlantic Oon M Oo Nevada.. 7..

Brunswick Con G M Co California .... 1

.

Con Imperial M Oo Nevada. .30..

OouStGothard M Co California.. 2..

Contra Estaoa Con Mex M Co . . Mexico . . 1 .

.

Crowu Point M Co Nevada. 53..

Del Monte M Co Ntvada.. 4..

Exchequer M Oo Nevada.. 30..
Gray Eagle M Co California.. 21..

Guadalupe M Co California . 3..

Hale & NorcroHS M Co Nevada.. 97..

Head Centre & Tranquility M Co. .Ariz.. 11..

Inyo Marble Co California. .11..

Kentuck M Oo Nevaaa..23..
Leigh Gravel M Co California.. 2,.

North Gould & Curry G & S M Co . Nevada . . 12

.

Northweatern G & 8 M Oo. .Er Columbia 1.

.

Oak Con M Co California. . 7..
Potosi M Uo Nevada. .35..
Quaker M Oo California.. 22..
Itiverside M & M Oo 1..
Sierra Nevida S M Co Nevada.. 98..
Teirakoff M Co.. ...Oa'ifornla.. 5..
Union Oon S M Co Nevada. .42..

Utah Con M Co Nevada. .11.

.

6. .Deo 27,...Jan 31.... Feb 28..W H H Graves 426 Sansome St
a5..Nov 19....Jan 29....Feb 19..DM Kent 330 Pine St

2. .Jan 9....l!eb 10. ...Mar 6..J Stadtfelt 309 Montgomery St
5.. Deo 13.... Jan 16.... Feb 9..0L McCoy 331 Pine St

10. .Dec 9. ...Jan 15.. ..Feb 7..TWetzel 320 Sansome St
50. .Dec 15.. ..Feb 14..,. Apr 4. .George Gale 309 Nontgomery St
50.. Dec 3 Jan 7.... Jan 28..James Newlanda 331 Pine St
10. .Jan fi....Feb 9. ...Mar 3..JWPt;w 310 Pire St
25. .Dec 9.... Jan 15... Feb 5..0EElliott 309 Montgomery St
3. .Dec 20.... Jan 26.... Feb 16. .A W Borrows 303 California St

" " .Mar 21. .H F Schetter 326 Clay St
Mitr 4. .A B Thompson 309 Montgomery St
Feb 9..J W Pew 310 Pine St
Feb 20..G WLuce 132 California St
Feb 25..J WPew 310 Pine St
Jau 24..EEFall 320 Sanaome St
Feb 28..CH Mason 331 Montgomery St

.Feb 9. .F Bouacina 438 California St

.Mar 2..E JRyan 230 Montgomery St
.Feb 10..OEElhott ....309 Montgomery St
.Feb 24..A Cheminant 328 Montgomery St

,
Feb 2. . J Stadtfield 309 Montgomery St
.Feb 24..E L Parker 309 Montgomery St
Fob 9..W JGurnett 3u8 Pine St
.Mar 2..AW Barrows 303 California 8t

. .Feb 9. .A H Pish Nevada Block

Jan 16..
Jan 7...
Dec 11...
Dec 16...
Dec 29..,

Feb 26..
Feb 11...,
Jan 16...
Jan 30...
Feb "

.Nov 22 Jan 3..
2i].. Jan 10.... Feb 11...

,,Jan 19..
..Feb 2..

..Jan 20..

,.Feb 3..

5..Nov 12
4..Dec 18,

50.. Dec Ifi.

IB.. Dec 27.

10.. Dec U...,JaD 12

30. .Jan 2.... Feb 5.

L.Dec 6... .Jan 8.

25. .Jan 5. ...Feb 10.
25. .Dec 9.. ..Jan 19,

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
Name of Company. Looatton. Skorbtaey OrFiOB in 8. V. Mbbtino Datb

Belcher S M Co Nevada. . C L Perkins 327 Pine St Annual Jan 27
Libolo Creek M Co L Osbom Annual Feb 2

CrescentM & MOo.,,.. California. .J H Isham 310 Pine St Annual Jau 19

Crocker M Co Arizona..N T Meeser 309 Montgomery Bt .Annual Jan 19
Del Monte M Co Nevada . . J W Pew 310 Pine St Annual Jan 28
Head Centre M Co Arizona.-J W Pew 310 Pine St Annual Jan 29
Lione Star Q & G M Co California.. A W Elundell .2814 Oaliforoia St Annual Jan 17

Quaker G M Oo California..A Oheninant 328 Montgomery St Annual Jan 24
North Oommodwealtb M Co Nevada.. J W Pew 310 Pine St Annual Jau 27

Northwestern G & S Oo F Eonacina 438 California St Annual Feb 2

Sierra Nevada M Co Nevada..E L Parker 309 Montgomery Ss Annual Jan 21
Sulphur Bank Quicksilver M Co ... Cal. . .T Wiutringham 306 California St Annual Jan 19
Utah Con MOo Nevada..A H Fish 309 Montgomery St Annual Jan 28

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS,
Name of Company. Location. Seobbtaby. Ob-fioe in S. F. Amount. Payable

CandeJaria Cons M Co New Mexico..G Gale 309 Montgomery St 25 Dec 3
Commonwealth M Co Nevada..R R Grayson 331 Pine St 20 Nov 20

Eureka Cons M Co Nevada..H P Bush 30li Piue St 25 Aug 5

Pacilic Coast Borax Co California..A H Olough 230 Montgomery St 1 00 Jan lU

Mining Share Market.

Mining shares the past week were quite active at

fluctuating but upward prices. The moves are differ-

ent from those made in former manipulations, which
give color to a well-grounded belief that a new gen-

eral is at the helm. The changes in the personnel

ot those who do the outward work have been so

quietly made as not to attract undue notice from the

few remaining outside dealers willing to be bled.

The action ol the market warrants the assertion that

prices will go still higher, so as to peddle out stocks

probably for assessment purposes. As yet the out-

side public is not over-sanguine, and when it buys it

is generally for a "chip." Until manipulators

get the confidence of the outsiders, so as to get them
loaded up, we can continue to look for an active

trading market. They may even resort to the old

dodge of showing up ore in one of the mines so as to

induce outsiders to buy stocks. The conditions are

favorable for unloading at a good profit. The work
in the mines is of a very important character and al-

most entirely prospecting. There is every indication

that silver will be remonetized by the present Con-
gresSjWhile the money markets of theworld are easing

up, and with cheaper money, speculations are

fostered.

Since the second day of the present month, Con.
Virginia and Gould and Curry more than doubled in

prices, although at the close they have receded from
their highest figures. Other slocks also sold at high-

er figures. By reference to the highest and lowest

prices for the week, this can be verified. Our list is

compiled from the official sales of the Board publish-

ed by Goldstein & Co.
It is reported in usually well-informed stock circles

that there has been some crooked work in the man-
agement of one or more of the Gold Hill mines.

Those who place credence in the report say that the

books and accounts in the offices are honestly kept,

but it is at the mines and mills where the leaks are

claimed to be done. Why do not the companies
conform to the laws of this Slate and give the lie to

these reports, provided the mines are honestly

worked, and the ore honestly milled?

News from the Comstock mines is that the strike

in Gould and Curry is Ukely to prove more valuable

than was at first supposed by well-informed miners.

The strike in Con. Virginia on the 1600-foot level

"way to the west" is of an important character,

and when further developed it is hkely that the bat-

tery assays of ore milled will show a decided increase.

In Savage, Hale and Norcross and Chollar, favor-

able results are confidently looked for from the act-

ive prospecting work now underway. In the Potosi

workings another improvement is reported toward

the Bullion line. Our advices from the Gold Hill

mines report important work, which is not even

hinted at in official letters from the superintendents.

Whether private letters to officials in tbis city con-

tain the information, we are not able to learn. In

Con. Imperial, Confidence and Challenge, high-

grade ore is being taken out or laid to one side for

future milling. This is probably done in order to

give a more plausible excuse for assessing the stock.

In Belcher, Seg. Belcher, Overman, Crown Point

and Yellow Jacket, the work is being watched with

deserved interest by the more prominent mining
men. From the outside mines, the news is confirm-

atory of what we have heretofore given. Confidence
is expressed that the spring months will witness a

very general revival in all outside districts.

The market opened this morning to lower figures,

but strengthened slightly after Call under an up
move in Savage. News received to-day reports con-

tinued improvement in the Savage winze, and that

in an east drift run from the winze they were in rich

ore. This indicates a large development in the

mine. From Hale and Norcross. private informa-

tion is also of an important character.

At the annual meeting of the Mining Stock Asso-

ciation the following officers were elected to serve

for the incoming year: Dr. W. H. Griswold, pres-

ident; Major Frank Mann, vice-president; John
Tingman, secretary; Col. Dean, treasurer. The at-

tendance was large, and considerable enthusiasm
was manifested at the prospective changes in mine
managements for the better.

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales In

S, F. Stock Exchange.

The oatpat of the Roslyn mine of Kittitas

ooanty, Wash., for 1890 was 450,669 tone,

against 238,431 tons in 1889. The payrolls for

many months called for $80,000 a month.

Nasie of

Company.

Wkbk
Ending
Deo, 24.

Week
Ending
Deo. 31.

Week
Ending
Jan. 8.

Week
Ending
Jan, 16.

Alpha .76
.60

.6)
1.25
1.90
1.55
.65
.16

.75

2.60
1.50
2.06
1.90
.15

.30

1.10

".m
.15

1.15
1.15

.15

.85

.85

.20

.10

2.10

"76

'!75

2.65
1.70
3.95
.10
10

1.66
.80

1.46
.20

i!55
.35

1 70
smen

.90

.73

.70

1.46
2.10
a.io
.60

".ii)

2.70
1.60
2.40
6.25

'!36

1.20

"ii:

i'M
1.45

"m
1.0b

2.35

"76

"M
2.90
1.80
4-80

i'.75

.90

1.55
.25

i!li5

.45
l.SO
t.

.75

.65

.60
1.20
1 80
2.05
.50

"M
2.16
1.35
1.91
4.75
.16

.30

1.00
.15

Im
.20

1.20
1.10
.15
.80

.75

".40

2.05
15
.75

':65

2.50
1.45
4.65

"is
1,45
.75

1.40
20
.10

1.40
.40

1.60

.95

.75

.66
1.6U
2.16
2.40
.70

"95

2 60
1,60
2,2i

4,80
,21)

,40

1.15

'166

i',35

1.35

".si
1.00

".45

2.35
.20

'Ito
2.90
1.80
6.37

i^eo
.90

1.65

i'.so

.45

1.80

.75
55
.60

1.20
1.95
2.00
.70
.25

90
2.26
1,30
1.85
4.76
.10

,30
1.0 J

.15

10

'!46

1.25
1.16
.16
.80

.70

.20

J.0
2.05

'!65

.35

.66
2.60
i.ro
4.35
.15

.15
1.40
.76

1.30
.20

.10

1.36
.35

1.50

.80

.65

.85

1.35
2.25
2.25
.96

i.'io

1,50
2,00
6.00
.15

.35
n,65

".45

i;45
1.35

"S5
.85

"65
2,30

"70

2!96
1 60
4.75

i:65
,80

1,60

i!65
,45

1 65

.80

.to

.80
1.35
^30
2 03
.75
.20

.70

3.10
1.55
1 90
5,00
,15

,35

1,60
.16

i'.k
.40

.20
1 60
1.20

"95
.80

.15

.60

2 30

"eo
.35

.75
2.95
1,55
4.60
.20

.20
1.65

.80

1.65

.20

.16

1.70
.40

1.65

95
Alta 75

95
Eolcher 1 95
Beat k Belcher 3.05

90
25

Commonwealth
Oon. Va. &OaL....

.80
4.80

OhoUar 2.30
5 62

Ooo. Imperial
OaleflODia
OrowD Point
CW)cker
Del Monte
Eureka Ooo

".25

.45

2.05
.25

"80
Grand Prize
Gould & Ourry
Hftle& Nororoaa...

3!30
1.80

1 10

95
Lady Waali
Mono

.20

.00

Navajo
North Belle Isle...
Nev. Queen

"66

Ophir 3.70

PeerloM
Peer

Sierra Nevada
Silver Hill...
3corpioo
Union Oon
Utah

1,90
.25

2!l6
" 86

YeUow Jaoliet
* CollectinK asses

2.46

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

400 Alpha Con SEc
100 Alta 60c
650 Belcher 1 .65fail .70

400 Best&Belcber :j.40

400 Bullion 2.15@2.20
425 Challenge Con 1.60
325 Chollar 2.10
1450 OonOal& V...3.76@3.90
100 Confidence 5.12i
50 Crocker 20

250 Crown Point 1.80
500 Exchequer 75c

1935 Gould & Ourry.2.35^2.50
770 HaleicNor... .1.60(^1.65
50 Justice 90c
350 Mexican 2.S0@2.25

Thursday. January 15, 9:30 A. M.
100 Nevada Queen 30o
100 North Belle Ide 50c
200 Occidental 80c
150 Ophir 3.05@3.10
200 Overman J. 80
200 Peer 15c
100 Potosi 4.40
375 Savage 2.20(2-2.25
100 Scomlon 15o
500 Seg Belcher 85@90c
600 Sierra Nev....l.70@1.75
200 Silver Hill 20c
400 Union Oon 1.75
5C0 Utah 7O0
250 YeUow Jacket. 2.10

CompHmentary Samples,

Persons reoeiving this paper marked are re-

qaested to examine its oontentB, terms of sub-
aoription, and give it their own patronage, and,
as far as practicable, aid in oironlating the

jonmal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in

the oaufie it faithfully serves. Subscription

rate, $3.00 ^ year. Extra copies mailed for 10
oents, if ordered soon enough. If already a
BnbBorlber, please show the paper to otben.

The £1 Dorado Bine Gravel Mining Oo.,

wbioh has been prospecting its claim in tba
blue gravel region, near Hornbrook, Siskiyou
county, Oal., has stopped the drill, having
found the bed of gravel for which it was
searcbing, and passed tbroagh it to the bed-
rook below. The bedrock was reached at a

depth of 160 feet from the surface of the
ground, and above this is a bed of blue gravel
25 feet thick.

As REOABDS milling on the Comatook, the
(aoilitiea are equal to all demands. There will

be no lack of water till next summer. The
freezing np of the wheels of the river mills is

the only thing that can occur to make any
trouble in milling, and that will not happen
unless we shall have a apell ot unusually aerere
weather,

i
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WM. H. TAYLOR, President. R. S. MOORE, Superintendent.

Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works,
S. E. CORNER HOWARD AND BEALE STS., SAN FRANCISCO.

MANDFACTDRERS OP ALL KINDS OF

Mining and Milling Machinery, Engines and Boilers,
SHEET-IRON WATER PIPE for Mining and Irrigation Purposes.

Exclusive Agents for the Pacific Coast of HEINE PATENT SAFETY BOILER, MACBETH STEEL PULLEY and
COMMON SENSE STEEL WHIM.

AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST OF

Bryan's Roller Quartz Mill.

WE HAVE ON HANS AND FOR SALE CHEAP

A 50 H. P. PUMPING PLANT, CONSISTING OF
One 10"x30" Corliss Engine; all pump gears; bob

irons; connecting rods
One (1 )

6" X 6" Plunger Pump.
One (1)4" X 6' Jack Head Pump.
One (1) 25 H. P. Fire Box Boiler.

One (1 ) 10" X 36" Retort and Furnace.
One (1) Complete Assay Outfit

One (1 ) Complete Outfit for a 2>^-ton capacity chlor-

ination Works.
Two (2) 6000-gallon Circular Tanks.
One ( 1 ) Amalgam Barrel.

One(l)Batea.
Three (3) Frue Concentrators.
One ( 1 ) 1 0" X 1 8" Slide Valve Engine.

Don't Fail to Write.

Should this paper be received by any subscrlbur who
doei DOb wont It, or bfi/ond Oie time he intends to pay
/or ft. let blm not fail to write ub direct to stop it. A
postal card (costiDg oue cent ouly) will suflice. Wu will

Dot koowiuifly aeod the paper to aoy one who does uot
wiab it. but If it is coDtmued, through the failure of the
Bubscriber to ootify us to discootlnue it, or some irre-

BpoDslble party requested to stop it, we shall positively
domand payment for the time it is sent. Look oabepully
AT TOE LABKL ON YOUIt VXPVt

/l3^e33Piept ^otice3.

GRAY EAGLE MINING COMPANY.-Lo-
cation of principal place of buslneBs, San Francisco,

Oalifonua. Locution of worlis. Placer County, California.
Notice is hereby given, that at a raeuting of the Board of

Directors, held on the 20th day of December, 1890, an asses);-

ment. No. 21, of Three (3) Cents per share, was levied upon
the Capital tjtoclc of the Corpratiou, payable immediately
In United States Gold Coin to the Secretary, at the office of
the Company, Room 11, No. 3:3 Califomia Street, San
Trancisco, CsUfomia.
Any stock upou which this assessment shall remain un-

paid on the 26th day of January, 1S91^ will be delinquent,
and advertised for sale at public auction; and unJess pay-
ment is made before, will be sold on MONDAY, the ICth
day of Februaiy, 1S91, to pay the delinquent assessment,
together with coats of advertising and expenses of sale.

By order of the Board of Directors.
A. W. BARROWS, Secret ry pro tem.

Office, Room 11, No. 303, Oahfornia Street, San Francisco,
Oallfomia.

INYO MABBLiE COMPANY.-LOCATION
of principal place of businees, San Prancisco, Califor-

nia. Location of works. Keeler, Inyo County, California.
Notice Is hereby giveu, that at a meeting of the Board of

Directors hold on the 16th day of December, 1S90, aa assess-
ment (No. 11), of Ten Cents per share was levied upon the
capital stock of the Coiporation, payablp immediately in
United States gold coin, to the Secretary at the office of the
Company, 132 California Street, San FranclHCO, California.
Any stock rpon whlrh this as.sessnieut shall remain unpaid

on the 30tb day of January, 1891, will be delinciuent, and
advertised for sale at public auction: and unless payment is

made before, will be sold on FRIDAY, the 20th day of
February, 1891, tn pay the delinciuent asse-sment, together
with costs of adveriising and expeuaea of sale.

By order of the Board of Directors.
G. W. LUCE. Secretary.

Otlj ce, 132 California Street, San Francisco, California

nyniimsra-
AND

I

Ore Dressing Machinery.
!

By C. G. WAMFOUD LOCK.
Contents.— Motive Power— Transmission of Power,

ijuarryln^ — Prospecting;, Shi(t«8hikiDg, Coal-cuftiEjr,

fumping, and Ventilating Macbioery—Lighting—Haul-
ing anu Hoisting Transport—Reducing— Dressing—Mis-
celJaneous.

Price $21.00. Circulars andCataloguea on applicatioo.

E. & F. N. SPON. Publishers.

12 Cortlandt St.. New Torh.

SITUATION WANTED.
A German employed 10 years in patio reduction

works in Mexino wishps to change his position by
taking charge of n mine and mill in a mild healthy
climate for the sake ot his family. Address letters

M. £, No. 100. this office.

CHEMIST.
Young man who is a competent mineralogist, as-

sayer and analytical chemist Is open to an engage-
ment; best references; can furnish small capital.

Address CHEMIST, this office.

Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press

Patent Agency.

Odr U. S. and Foreign Patent Agency
presents many and important advantages as a
Home Agency over all others, by reason of long
esfcablisbment, great experience, thorough sys-

tem, intimate acquaintance with the subjects of

inventions in our own community, and our
most extensive law and reference library, cou'

taining official American and foreign reports,

files of scientific and mechanical publications,

etc. All worthy inventions patented through
our Agency will have the benefit of an illustra-

tion or a description in the Mining and Sgien
TiFio Press. We transa.it every branch of

Patent basiness, and obtain Patents in all ooun>

tries which grant protection to inventors. The
large majority of IT. S. and Foreign Patents
issued to inventors on the Pacific Ooast have
been obtained through oar Agency. We can
give the best and most reliable advice as to the
patentability of new inventions. Our prices

are as low as any first-class agencies in the

Eastern States, while our advantages for Pacific

Coast inventors are far superior. Advice and
Oircalars free.

DEWEY & CO., Patent Agents,

220 Market St., Elevator, 12 Front St., S. F
Telephone No. 658.

A. T. DEWEY. W. B. EWEE. GEO. H. STRONG

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, Mining, and Commission,

420 Montsomery St., S. F.
Ships under advances to smelting works In Boston

New York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one years' experience in Shipping Ores and

Managing Mines.
Solicits Coueignments of Copper Produce and Manage-

ment of Min'ng Matters.
All business conducted on Cash Basis.

Purchase and shipment of Mining Supplies a Sprcialtt.
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Business Manager of UNION COPPER MINE, Coppor-

opolia, Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co., Cal.

Malleable Iron. All Sizes.
These Couplings are the best In the world, most pow-

erful and cheapest. They have a ball and socket joint,

right and left screw and work frenlv. We use them ex-
tensively in our Tank Building Department.

WELLS, RUSSELL & CO
,

Meclanlcs' Mills, Cor. Mission & Fremoil Sts., S, F,

MalfcM'fiCo.
FACTORY:

Cor. Jefferson & First Sts,, Oakland, Cal.

MANUPACTUEEBS OP

Applies liquid pigment by a
jet of air. EUgbest awards
Franklin and American In-
stitutes ae a legitimate art
tool. Successfully used by
large mimbers of the best
crayon, ink and water-color
portrait artists, and by tech-
nical draughtsmen. Saves 75
per cent of time In Bhading.

DescrlDtive pamphlet sentJIfree. It points out one way to

ilrn a living. Addresd ^IR BRUSa fiTF'G CO.,

9 Nassau Street, Rockford, Illinois.

INVENTORS, TAKE NOTIOB

I

L. petersonTmodel maker,
258 Market St. , N. E. cor. Front (up stairs), San Francslco

Experimental machinery and all kinds of models. Tin

and brasBWork. All communications strictly confiden-

tial

COPPER MINE FOB SALE. — A FINE
Copper Mine in Arizona- ore from 15 to 35 per cent;

plenty of wood and water; 20 miles irom a railroad.

Vein opr^ned up for 1600 feet; ledge wide and strong.

Good chance for investment. Forparliculars address

R R B , Box A, Mining and Scientific Press office.

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROOF
PAINTS,

Superior to anything of the kind in the market for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uuequaled for Submerged Timbers. Red and Brown
Paints for Roofs. Warehouses, Stables, Fences,

Etc. mixed Ready for Tse. Also,
Sheathing Paper, Portable Cal-

ifornia Mastic Roofing,
the Best in the

Market
for

AND UNEQUALED FOR

Toredo-Proof Pile

Covering.

This Company also Manufactures a tfallhine
Compound for

RENBERIRG BOOTS AND SHOES
WATERPROOF.

The same is a superior article for Preserving Harness
rendering it Impervious to Moisture and

keeping it always pliable and soft.

J9^ Send lor Samples and Prices. Salesroom,

310 CALIFORNIA ST., S. F., Cal.

The German Savings and Loan Society,

SZG California Street.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

For the half-year ending December 31, XS90, a dividend
has been declared at the rate of five andforty-hundiedths
(5 40 100) per cent per annum on Term Depoaita, and
four and one-half (4J) per cent per annum on Ordinary
Dcpoglt?. Payable on and alter FRIDAY, J^inuary 2,

1S91. GEO. TOURNEY, Secretary,
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Books on Assaying.

liY c. h7~aaron.

Pakt I.—Gold and Silver Ores—Price $1
ancoND ]!;i)rriON.

1h\n work Ik writtou liy an oxroricncuil mctallurgls

wbo ha« ilovotod iiiiiny yearn to an«ayiiiB and working pre-

cloiia oros on fclio Pucllio Hido of tbo Amorican OooWnent.

Ho writes whoroof hy knowH from iioraonul practice, autl in

Buoh plfvln und comprohcnHlvo fcurriiH thiit noitliur tho scieubist

nor tho practical niinor can miiitake hia nicaniuB.

Tlio work, like Mr. Auron's former publioationB ( Testing

and Working Silver OreH," "LoacJilng Gold and Silver

Ore»") tltiib havu boon "fliiccoHBfuUy popular" In written in a

oondenHod fomi. which ruiulorH his information moro readily

availuMu than tliat of moro wordy and Iomr conHciontiouB

wrItorB. IMio want of Biiob ii work baa long been felt. It

will be very dualrablo lu the haudw of many.

Table of Contents:
Profaco; Introduction; ImploinenbH; AflHay Balance; Ma

torialH: Tho AHHivy Oflicu; Propjiratiou of the Ore; Weighing
tboOharKu; Mixing and (JliarKiiiK;AHnay Litharge: Syati;mB

of tho Ornclltlu Aaeay; ProUminai7 AaBay: Dressing the

aruellilo AHHayw; lOxaniiilcH of DroBHing; The Molting in

OnioibloH; Hcorlllcatlon; Ciipcllation; Weighing tbe Bead;
Parting; Calculating tho Assay; Assay of Ore Containing
Ooarso Metal; Asnay of Roantod Ore for Solubility; To
Assay a Cupel; Aseayby Amalgamation; To Find tbe Value
of a ajioclmun; ToHtH for Oren: A Few Special Minerals;

Solubility of MotalH; SuluatltutOB and Expedients; Assay
Tables
The volumo uuibracoB 130 IZmo. pagoa, with illustrntiona

well hound in cloth; 1889. Price, Si, postpaid. SiJd b

Dkwkv & Oo,, Publishers, No. 220 Market street, S
Francisco

Parts II and III.

Lead, Copper, Tin, Mercury, etc.

Price $1.75.

This hook U entitled "AsHaying—Parts II and III," and is

BOparate from Part I, and treats of Gold and Silver Bullion,

Lead, Copper, Tin, Mercury, ZInu. Nickel, Cobalt, etc.

Table Of Contents:
Gold and Silver Bullion: ApjiaratuH; Molting Bullion

Assaying Bullion; Humid AsHay of Silver; Maui()

Illation, etc.; Lead Ores; Cojipur Ores; Volumetric
Aasays; Parkes' Process; Auialgamatiou; Now Pro-
cess; Preparation of PotaHsium Zanthato; Eloctrolytio

Determination of Copper in Ores, etc.; Aasaying of Tin
Ores; Asaayint; of Mercury Ores; Asaaylug of iiinc OrcHj

Aflsayingof Zinc Ores, New Mutliod; Now Assay of Nickel

and Cobalt; Assay of Cbromluiii; Assny of Bismuth; Assay
of AjBonlc; Assay of Antimony; Assay of Sulphur; Assay of

Salt; Appendix to Part I; Notus on Crucible Assays: Weigh-
ing by Oscillations- Appendix to Part III; Tbu Assay of

Lead; The Assay or Copper.
Tbero are KJO 12mo. pages \vith illustrations in thovolume

which Ib bound strongly In cloth. Price postpaid, .$1.75

Hold by Dbwev & Oo. PublisbHrs. No. 220 Market St., S.F.

Practical Hydraulics.

A Book for Civil Engineers, Miners, Mill-

men, Hydraulicians, Mining Engi-

neers, and Irrigators.

I5y p. M. Randall.

This now work is by one of tho niosfc oxpcrionced hy-
drauliciana of tlio country. It abounds with useful

tables for ready roforenco, in which the results of ah-

struso caleulationH are all [ilaccd in a form .so that one
can llnd what Iio wants in a moniont. For tho en(i;inoer

tho principles, fornnilio, uoulllcionts, etc., aro yiven; and
for those not familiar with hij^her mathematics, ex-

amples, rules, and tables aro prepared. Thus the needs
of tho sciontist and tho practical minor or millman are

each met. It is the most complete work on the subject

yet published, and is specially aijplicablo to tho Pacillc

Const.

Table of Contents.

Tho foUowin^r brief abstract of tho contents will glvo

an idea of tho hranchcs of tho subject treated:

General Plan; Disuuseioii of the Principles of Hydraul-
ics; llules Deduced from Formula] Obtained; Examples
and Calculations; Extensivf Tables for Ready Refer
ience; Fuiulamontal Laws of Hydraulics Demonstrated
and Expressed in Formuliu and Rules; Flow of Water
througli Openings; Weir CooHieionts; Triangular
Weirs; Flow of Wator Over Quadrant Weir (tabulated);

Application of Tables; Submerged Orifices; Flow
Through Orilleos in Thin Partitions; Tables and Appli-

cations; Miners' Inehos; Tables and Calculations; Flow
of Water Through Short Tubes and Compound Tubes;
Flow of Water Tbrough Pipes; Tables of Velocities and
Cubic Feet Flows for Oivori Fall per Mile and Diameter
of Pipe; Coenieieiit for Bend—Cicular and Angular;
Flow Through Noz/lea; Inverted Siphons; Flow of

Water in Open Channels; Extensive Tables; Rough and
Ready Notes; Hints for Speedy and Approximate Esti-

mates, etc.

Price, S2.00, post-paid. Sold by Dbwkv & Co.,Pub-
llehora, 220 Market St, San Francisco.

The Explorers' and Assayers'

Companion.

A Tlitrd JSditlou of selected portions of the
"Explorers', MiuerB*, and Metal-

lurgists* Couipauion."

A practical oxpositlou of the various departments of
OooloRy, Exploration, Mining, Engineering, Assaying,
and Metallurgy.

Prioo, $0.00 post-paid. Sold by Dmwby & Co., Publish-
ers, 220 Market St., San Francisco.

By J. S. PHILLIPS, M. E.

The work is divided into four parts—RocIts, Veins,
Testing and Assaying. TIio (jeological chapters are in-
tended to give minors a practical idea of tho various
formations. The chapters on mineral veins are derived
from long observation, and the section on exploration
baa boon carefully considered. All that relates to dis-
crimination and assay of niiuoralB has boon kept as free
from formuliu as possible. Tho work is written for
practical men, and all tho explanations and descriptions
are clear and to the point, it is so prepared that it is
useful to unoducated men as well as scientists.

JAMES M. HAVEW. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. S30 California Street,

Telephone No. 1746. SiN FRANCISCO, CAL.

California inventors

ftePiltstarilMBrScaMesital
itarThis Rssolvent IS NOT AN EXPERIMENT but a FACT, and it will do the work

oUimed for it at a LESS EXPENSE than any other boiler purge, AND IN NO MANNER
INJURE THE IRON. „ „, „ „ ,

CAaNKGin Brothers & Co., Propribtors op EoQAa Thomson Stbbl Worrh, \
PlTTHBDRGD, PA. WoRRS AT BRAUDOCK. Oct. 4, 1887. j

Wo use tho PittBhuryh " Boiler Scale Reaolvent," and are well Batiefieil with the results obtained. We have

tested nearlv all Compounds preseuted to us, and this one Is the only good thlnfi: we have ever nsed.

Oui' lecd-water is heated in Borryman Heatejs, bub owing to distance of heaters from boilers, we rarely exceed 150

degrees of heat in iced-water. , , j. .„ ., .. ^ ^
Our water is of the worst character, containing such bad impunties as Bnlphate of lime, carbonate of

Ume, mud, and everything that is bad. Very truly yours, WU. R. JONES, Gen. Supt.

No water in the United States produces scale in greater quantity or of a harder nature than

tho Monongahela River, containing SULPHATE and CARBONATE of lime, iron, MAGNESIA,

SILICATE, SULPHUR, ALUMINUM, etc. The following well-known manufacturers, who

are large steam users IN PITTSBURGH, and using the water from said river as boiler-feed for

all their boilers, USE THIS RESOLVENT in their steam plant, and to whom reference is hereby

made: Carnegie Brothers & Co,, Proprietors of the Edgar Thomson Steel Works; Dilworth.

Porter &Co.'s Spike Works; and Oliver and Robert's Wire Co. ; and many other firms in the

great manufacturing center WHERE THE RESOLVENT IS MADE. Reference is also given

to Robert MoMahon, Boiler Inspector for Alleghany Co., Penn., and to the following Railway

Companies who use it on their locomotives: Kansas City, Fort Scott & Gnlf Railroad; Centra

Iowa; Mexican Central; Delaware, Lackawanna & Western; Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern,

Terre Haute & Indianapolis; Mexican National; and Denver & Rio Grande Western.

Upon receipt of order, WITH THE PROMISE OP FAITHFULLY CARRYING OUT
THE PRINTED DIRECTIONS, we will furnish, FOR FIRST INTRODUCTION, a Barrel,

or Half Barrel, of the Resolvent, and the invoice will bear the following stamp:

( TO BE PAID FOR WHEN RESOLVENT \
\ PROVES ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY. /

FOR SALE ONLY BY

TATUM & BOWEN
Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast,

Dealers in Improved Wood-Working Machinery

Saw Mill Macliierr, Eiigiies, Boilers, Iron-Wortlii Maclilnery, Supplies, Etc.,

Sole Agents for Hoe Ohisel-Tooth Saw, Gardner Governor,
Schultz Leather Belting, Etc. , Etc.

34 & 36 Fremont St., San Francisco. 85 Front St., Portland, Or.

esril in want of Machinery of any description, write us for Descriptive Circulars and Prices.

HOSKIN'S PATENT BLOW-PIPE AND ASSAY FURNACES.

Chemists, Assayers, Metallurgists, £u
gineers, Jewelers, Dentists, Etc.

NO DUST ! NO ASHES

!

Will do for every thliif? that a Coal FurnaceJorlGaa
Furnacs will, and WITHOUT A BLOWER.

Send^for Price Liet and DOBCriptivo Circular to

WM. HOSKINS & CO., ROOM 51,
81 8. CLARK ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

•V^IIST-A-KTS' E>OVv7-IDEDR,.A.3SrTI - inSTCHTTST.A.'X'IOnsr
For Kemoving and Preventing Scale,

Corroaion and Pitting in Bteam Boilers.

Peerlpaa Piatou and Valve Itod Steam
Packing.

PL'orless Plumbago Sheet, Superior to
"Uaidurian."

Peerless Rainbow Sheet, will notlhardea
under Steam.

Peerless Kainbow Manhole and Hand
hole Gaskets.

Manhattan Square Plumbago Fieton
PackiDR.

Gould's Combination Steam or Water
Packing.

Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, or any other article ivautcd in an Engine Koom
Send for oirouIarB and references to J. C.WINANS*. 220 FREMONT MTBGKT. SAN FBANCISCO.CAI^.

Should couBuqi
DEWBY&CO.
Ameri oan

AND FoBKiON Patknt SOLiuiTOiis, for obtaining PatentB
and Oavottta, EatabllBhed iu I860. Their long experience as
iounjullata and lareo practice as Patent attorneys enables
fchem to olfor Paotflo Ooaat Inventors far bettor survloe than
they Oftu obtain elBowhere. Send for free olrculars of Infor-
mfttion. Otiloo o* tho Minin a an b Soibntifio Pekbs and
FAOU-ioRuuAL PuKHB No, 390 M»keb S., San^FianoiBOO.
Elevaboii ti Front Bt.

ADAMANTINE SHOES & DIES
FOR STAMP MILLS.

These SHOES and DIES are in extensive use in all tho mining States and
Territories of North and South America. Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper
than any others. Orders solicited, subject to above
conditions.

—MANUFACTURED BY—

CHROME STEEL WORKS, Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent,
220 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Csl.

lllHIillill
Special attention eiven to tbe'purchase of Mine and Mill Supplies.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Fair, 1884.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

MEDAKT PATENT WKOUGHT RIM PULLEY
For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and tho Territories of Idaho, Washington

Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Beat Balaooed Pulley in the World. Also Manufacturers of -

SHAFTING. HANG-ERS AND APPURTENANCES.
iS'SBND FOR ClROU&ARS >JID PRIOH LlST.-ffi*

NOB. 129 and 181 FRBMONT STBBtBT SAN FBANOISOO^ OAL,

PAT. OCT. 25, 1881,

tdlicatiooal.

THE PIONFFB COMMEBCIAI, SCHOOL.

LIFE SCHOLABSHIPS, «7S.
No Vaoatioms. Bat Am> Evbnins Shssiohs.

Ladlea admitted into alt Departments.

Address: T. A. ROBINSON. H. A, President.

HEALDS
BUSINESS OOLLEGE,

24 POST ST.. S. F.

FOK SBVBNTV-FITXI DOI.LABS THIS
Colle(]:e iQBtnicts tn Shorthand, Type Writing, Book-

fteeplng, telegraphy, Penmanahip, Drawing, all the Bd'
gUan branohes, and everythln^^ pertaining to buslnese,
tor bIx fnll months. We have sixteen teachers, and give
Individual instruction to alt our pnplls. Oar sehool has
Its graduates Id every part of the slate,
JVSbND for ClRODLAR,

B. P. HBAliD, President.
O. 8. HALET. SacrAlarv.

School of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
SurveyiDK. Architecture, Drawing and Aseayinf;,

723 MARKET ST., SAN FBANOISCO, CAL.
And 170J^ Second St., Portland, Or.

A. YAN DER NAILLBN, President.
Assaylnj; of Ores, $26; Bullion and Chlorination Assay,

§25; Blowpipe Assay. SIO. Full course of assaying, 850.
ESTABLISHED 1S64 IS" Send for circular.

OP

ASSAYING AND CHEMISTRY,
Rooms 46 & 47, ) 628 M0Dt(70Iuery St.

2d Floor Montgomery Bl'k.
f San Francisco,

Also, Evening Classes, 7 to 10 o'olocli.

JOHN T. EVANS, M. A., Principal.

WATER TANKS
CALIFORNIA WINE

WINE TANKS I

COOPERAGE CO.
FUIiDA BROS.» Proprietors,

80 to 40 Spear St., San Francisco.
ALL KINDS OF CASKS, TANKS, Etc.

i^SHiP, Mining, and Water Tanks a Specialty."^Ji

I^^&l'

QUARTZ SCREENS
A Specialty. Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo-
geneous Steel, Coat Steel or ^

American planished Iron,

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes. Call-

fornta Perforating: Scrooo Co., 145 & 147 Beale St, S. F,

Practical Treatise on Hydraulic Mining.

Br AUG. J. BOWIE, Ja.

This new and important book is on the use and con-
structioD of Ditches, Flumes, Dams, Pipes, Flow of Water
on Heavy Grades, methods of mining shallow and deep
placers, history and development of mines, records of

gold washing, mechanical appliances, such as nozzles,
hurdy-gnrdys, rockers, undercurrents, etc. ; also describes
methods of blasting; unnels and sluices; tailings and
dump; duty of miners' inch, etc. A very practical work
for gold miners and users of water Price, 36, poet-paid
For sale hy Dbwby & Co., Publishers, Z'fO Uarket St., Sao
FraDoiHco.

ATTENTION, MINERS
A PIEST-OLASS

UnionRock Breaker

2500 MISSION ST.. SAN FRANOISOO.

COAL MINES OF THE WESTERN COAST.
A few copies of this work, the only one ever published

treating of Pacific Coast Coal Mining, have been ob-
tained, and are for sale at this office for 82.50 per copy.
It was written by W, A. Goodyear, Mining and Civil
Engineer, . formerly of the California State Geological
Survey.

A GOLD-MILL SUPERINTENDENT
Of long experience, assayer and practical chemist, desires
an engagement, ).aTticularly in a mill whore gold and
amalgam Is waeted. Tho best of references given. Ad-
dress £L W., 1278 Tenth Avenue, East Oakland.
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTORBR8 OF

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
ENGINES, BOIIiBRS, STEAM PUMPS,

AIB COMPRESSORS, ROOK DRILLS.

WALL'S 0RD8HINO ROLLS,

CONCENTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROCK BREAKERS. DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE.

One Mftchine Taking Pulp from 10 Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, CILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG EDGERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

<5^E3?jmi ATi .A-OXSrOTTS X'Oft.

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
OOJVli OU JN U, S215 HOBSE POWER.

SALES D0RINQ LAST FOUR MONTHS;
Qf A "NIFk A T? T^ 99 engines,
(J±J^-i-^ U.a.-Clt±J, 4o00 HORSE POWKB.

Crx-«.3a.ea "Fota.!, 309 X:xx.sl2>.c9. .A.BSX-eBa.l^lJci-B X3.9'75 ^Xcsi^se X'o-fTfT-exr.

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Gal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W.

TTTN'TDR '"^ engines.O KJ ±S ±\J£\, 4360 HOBSE POWEK.

HTJi^rmiNrcSrT'o ivr.
MANUFACTURER OF

CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ MILLS,
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Macliinery of Every Description, Steam Engines and Shingle Macliines.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
Ce-trtfaeal Roller Quartz Mill. 2X3 T'lH.SST STHm:T s-A-jNT x•fL.l^L.3^a-c:;xsc30. c ati.

VULCAN IRON WORKS
135-145 FREMONT STREET,

S IN FRANCISCO, CAI,.

GOLD AND SILVER MILLS, BOCK BREAKERS, PANS AND SETTLERS, BOASTING
FOBNACES, CORNISH BOLLS, PUMPING AND HOISTING MACHINEBT.

VTJLC-^nsr "W"iK,E! :EioF:E^^^^^'^r.
(X*£t.'tezx.'tec3..

)

aj For Conveying

Ore, Wood,

&c., &c.

tHEAPtST FORK OF TfiiNSPORTATlON.

illj NO ROAD NEEDED,

£Br<> Possibility of Load Slipping
luiH _
Mill Spans 150 to 2000 Feet.

.EVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

ei'l Snperioi to all Otbers for Quartz Mills, Smelters, &g.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
MANOPACTURBBS OF

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Mannfactnre of Cement, Fertilizers, Paint

and all other Dniposes for which grinding or pulverizing is reanired.

Send for Catibinie and Price List to

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Rock Drilling and Air GomDressing

Machinery
For TUNNELS, QUARRIES, MINES, RAILROADS

And Wherever Ore and Eock are to be Drilled and Blasted.

tr SEND FOB NEW CATALOGUE OF 1889. "SS

SCO. lot Affected bv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils. Every Belt Gnaranteed. Try It. Send

for Circular and Samples,

7 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

EH'!
'-< DEWEY & CO. {^"^^AfS^i^^^oii'-} PATENT AGENTS.

RAND DRILL CO.,
23 Park Place, New York, U. S. A.

GRANGER'S ROLLER STAMP MILL
Beats tbem all. Works dry ores- Sfates etengran-

alatioQ. Xo dead work, htnce minimam wear.
A. P. GRANGER, Decvur, Colo.

GRANGER'S DRY ORE SEPARATOR
The very best. Uses no water. Xo freezing- up.

Saves hauling -waste. Saves high percentage. Send
for circalara. „„ ^ „

A, P. GRA2\GEE, Denver, Colo.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

CoDstantlj on hand a fall assortment of Manila Bope,
Duplex Rope, Tarred Uanlla Rope, Hay Rope, Whale Line,
etc., etc

Extra elzes ftnd lengths mftde to order on ehoit notice,

611 & 613 Front St, San Francisco, CaL
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PROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Beat Ore ConceDtrator in the market, having doable

the Capacity and doing its work as close as the plain Belt

machine, while its concentrations are clean. It is need in

a number of Mills, the most notable of which is the

Alaska M. & M. Go's Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Frues

are taking the Pulp from 120 Stamps, crushing 350 tons

per day, and is giving entire satisfaction as against 48

plain Belt Machines, taking the Palp from the other 120

Stamps.
^

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f. o. b.

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

For Pamphlets, Testimonials and farther information

pply at office.

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE

Protected by Patents December 22, 1874; September 2,

1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20, 1883;

September 18, 18S3; Jaly 24, 1888. Patents applied for.

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Thb Montawa CoftiPANT (Limited), LONDON. October 8, 1885.
Drab Sirs:—Having tested three of your Frue Vannera In a com-

petitive trial with other similar ma9hine8 (Triumph), we have satiaOed
ourselves of the superiority of your Vannera, as is evidenced by the
fact oJ: our havinjr ordered 20 more of your machineH (or immediate
delivery. Tours truly, THE MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B.—Since the above was written the 20 Vannere, having been
started, gave such satisfaction that 44 additional Frues and more
stamps havo been purchased, ADAMS & CARTER.

--S3S7T'"'^ ill

CO., Room 15, No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

JOSHUA HENDRY 'MACHINE WORKS;
aiTCOKPOBATED SEPTEMBER SS, 18S2J

Nos. 39 to 51 Fremont Street, San FrancisoOb OaL

Manafactiirers of NEW and Dealers in SECOND-HAHD BOILERS, ENGIHES, PUPS and MACHINERY

LUBRICATING COMPOUNDS and OILS of the Best Makes.

PIPE and PIPE FITTINGS.

Brass Goods and Fittings.

Steam Pumps of all MaRes,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.

MINING PUMPS.

BLOWERS AND EXHAUST FANS.

LEATHER and RUBBER

:be3 XjT I ivr Or.

Stationary, Portable, and Hoisting

ENGINES and BOILERS.

Shafting,

Pulleys,

Boxes,
Hangers.

Hydraulic Mining, Quartz, and Saw-Mill Machinery, Hydraulic Gravel
Elevators, Hydraulic Giants, "Triumph" Ore Concentrators,

Automatic Ore Feeders.

WOODWORKING

MACHINERY

—OOMPBISINQ

Band Saws, Stickers,

Planers, Shapers,

SHTNGLE MILLS, Etc.

COJlroUMi DUrJLEX I'UMP.

IMPROVED SINGLE AND DOUBLE CIRCULAR SAW-MILLS.,
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OP

"Eclipse Corliss" Engines, "Russell" Automatic Engines, "Climax" Band Saw-Mills, "Eaonomizer" Boilers and Engines , "Erie Engine Works"
Boilers and Engines, Trenton Iron Works Specialties of Wire Ropes, Oarlock's Elastic Spiral Packing, "Baker" Rotary Pressure

Blowers, Rotary and Centrifugal Pumps, Buffalo Duplex Steam Pumps, Exhaust Steam Injectors, Automatic Re-
Starting Injectors, Machinists' Tools of all Styles for all Work.

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS! JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent,

521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco

-DIALIR IN—

Assayers' and Mining Material.

IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL, OK PLACER MINES. MADE OP BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER —makotaotdrm of—

Our plates are guaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the besi In weight of Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTHI
ver and durability. Old Mining Plates Replated, Bought, or (Jold Separated. THOUSAMDS
OF ORDEES FILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, ^e"* *°' HOSKINS'

68, 70 & 72 First St., San Francisco, Cal. HTDKO-CABBOIT ASSAY FX1BNAC28I
m- SEND FOR CIRCDLAKS.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS! I

SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD.
IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL AND PLACER MINING. ij

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
Only Sefined Silver and Best Copner used, Over 3000 Orders filled. Fifteen Medals Awarded. Old Hining Plates can be

Replated, Old Plates Bonght, or Qold Separated.
These Plates can also be purcbiised of JOHN TAYLOR & CO., Corner First and Mission Sts

San Francisco Gold, Silver and Nickel Plating Works, 653 & 655 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal., E. G. Denniston, Prop'r

Our Plates have been used for 20 years. The; bave proved ttae best. We adliere etrlotly to contract Id welBbt of Sliver am
Copper. SBND FOB 01E0DU4.B.

BBaua^Ba^saa II
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The Boston & Montana Co.

(Written for the PKiwa by K. G. IIii«to.v.]

Thia oompaDy ia the resalt of a oonBoHdatioo

of the MountalD Copper Company's propertlee

vith those of Chas. X. Lirrabie, the owner of

the Moaotiia View mine. Siooe thia reorgan*

izatioD they have acquired new properties and

developed old ooei antil they have become ooe

of the strongest oompanieB operating in Batte,

And will in time prove a rival of the Anaconda.

Their properties at the time of the consoHda-

tion consieted of the Mountain View and Kiet

Colusa and one or two others of but little note.

Since that time they have acquired by pur*

ohase the Harris and Lloyd tnnnel properties,

consisting of three full olalms, and the West
Colnsa and ]the Clarke amelter, all desirable

propertyjand lying contiguous to their proper*

ties. Ksploratlons have been carried on with

noh vim and energy that they at the present

time have many years' supply of ore in sight

for a much larger plant than they are now oper-

ating. The Mountain View shaft ie 1000 feet

in depth, with stations at each 100 feet, croaa-

oats and levels run, opening up the ore body.

The Colusa is SOO feet. West Colusa 500 feet,

Lloyd &; Harris 400 feet in depth. With all

of these properties opened and all of the

preparatory work done, the company are in a

fine position to keep the shipments of copper

matte up to their present proportions for many
years. They are at present building amelting

works at Great Falls capable of handling 1000

tons daily, and have their oontraots made with

the Great Northern railway to transport that

amount for them. When thia is completed, it

will increase their output very largely, as at

the present time their reduction facilities will

only handle-about 450 tons daily. Their works

at Great Falls bring them convenient to the

Land Coulee coal-fields, and their power costs

them comparatively nothing. This will more

than stand ofif the expense of transportation,

. ..^f-^:-'ii<ii»tr

.

HOISTING WORKS ON THE MOUNTAIN VIEW, BOSTON AND MONTANA COMPANY.

and in building t^^ew reduction works every

advantage that oal^e taken to reduce the cost

of handling will be used. When complete, the

Boston & Montana Company's amelter at Great

Falls will be a model of ood^enlenoe for the

production of copper matte; it will inoreaae

their product to about 75.000,000 pounds of re-

fined copper per annum, and their silver to the

Ticinity of 1,000,000 onncea.

This estimate ia baaed on the statement from

the company's books of the product for the three

years previous to June 30, '90, which were as

follows :

Refined

Copper. Oz. Silver,
Product for year ending June

30, 1S88 8,815,087 None.
Product for year ending 'June
30.1889 2'1,20J,S44 152,993

Product for year ending June
30, 1890 26,014,120 284,642

UPPBS SMELTER OF THE BOSTON AND MONTANA MINES.

Talking thia for a baaia and the present price

of silver and copper, when their plant at Great

Falls ia oompleted and in operation, the B. &
M. Company's yearly product will approximate

$10,000,000. Thia may have the appearance of

applying the old adage of * 'counting obickena

before they are hatched,"but the only chances to

be takven in this eatimate are the ruling prices

of the red and white metala.

The ahafts on all of their properties are fur-

nished with the fineat enginea and hoiats that

have been erected In the camp, and are of suf-

ficient Biz3 to sink to the 2000*foot level should

that ever become a necessity.

Oae of the best indications that a mine is be-

ing operated with a handsome profit ia to see

their hoisting works and shaft'honaea (see en-

erivinge) in complete order and all the safety

appliances that oan be obtained in plaoe.

The employes of the Boston & Montana

Co. number nearly 1000 men in mines and re-

duction worka, and aa nearly all live In the

vicinity of Meadervllle^ they make a happy,

contented community.

Among their number they have the finest

baud in the State of Montana—all miners work-

ing with the company. It ie known aa the

Boston and Montana Band.

The superintendent, Thos. Conch, made
them a present of a fine large hospital building,

amply large for all demands likely to be made
upon it. Thia ia kept up by the uaual hospital

tax of one dollar per month deducted from

each employe, and a guarantee of care and

comfortable quarters when, through sickness

or accident, they may require it. The oflScera

the company are at present : Preaident, Jos.

W. Clarke, of Boston; Secretary and Treasurer,

Albert S. Blgelow ; General Manager, Thoa,

Couch, of Butte ; and the smooth manner the

B. & M. Go.'s works are carried along ia due to

their careful direction of affairs.

Thomas Couch, the general manager, on

[Continued on page 56.1
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We admit, unlodorsed, opinions of correspondents.—fios.

New Mexican Mines.

Editors Press :—I have sent you no report

from this camp for a long time, because there

was nothing of speoial moment to report

With the closing weeks of the old year, how-

ever, the camp has taken a new start and is

now progressing very rapidly indeed.

In November, Wm. Watson, one of the

owners of the property known as the "Old

Abe," made discovery of the lead. Mr. Wat-

son had worked upon the property for more

than ten years. Many discoveries of rich ore

had been made, but in none was there any

important lead or any paying quantity of ore.

Finally upon a grassy slope, near the *'OIi

Abe" galcb, right under the grass roots, he came

upon the apex of the true fissure quartz vein

for which he looked in vain ao many years.

At the surface it was abont 18 inches wide.

Mr, Watson instantly commenced sinking.

The lead steadily increased in width and prom-

ise. At a depth of 35 feet it had put 50 tons

of ore on the damp, and the owners leased

the Glass lO-stamp mill east of town. The
trial run cleaned up about 46 tons of rock

which contained some surface dirt and water.

The result was $33 50 per ton. The mill

started immediately after the cleanup on reg-

ular crushing work for an indefioite period.

At 80 feet of depth the lead shows five feet

of fine quartz ore, at least as rich as the first

mlllran, and produces ore at least as fast as

the old mill can crush it, The lead has now
been traced several hundred feet, apparently

maintains its valne so far as traced, and another

permanent producer has undoubtedly been add-

ed to the old resources of the camp. The prop*

erty is under the personal management of the

owners and will be worked for what there is in

it and for all it is worth. Batter still, a

large majority of the ownership is in the camp,
and the profits will consequently stay here for

investment.
In November, B. H, Dye, co-owner of the

Lidy Godiva, resumed work upon the 450 level,

drifting north on the No. 1 vein. On Christ-

mas eve he struck the south edge of the great

ore chute which is known to extend to the sur*

face. The ore is a very rich black-and-white

qaartz, of which there Is now between three

and four feet. Milling operations upon this

ore body will begin shortly, and still another

permanent producer will result from Dye's per-

sistent work,
B^th of these new producers lie upon **EiBt

Baxter " mountain. The ores of this section of

the mountain are quartz and the ores are found
in fissure veins and are of pxoeptionally high
grade. The ores of West Baxter are usually

porphyritio or granitoid, can hardly be called
" veins," and are of much lower average
grade.

The North Homestake, for the past four years
the property of James M. Sigafrio et al of

Tarrytown, N. Y., has been worked in a small

way to supply a mill of two five*foot Hunting-
ton centrifugal machines.
There has been a slow but steady develop-

ment until the Solitaire shaft on the property
has attained a depth of 960 feet, (By the way,
by several hundred feet the deepest work in

New Mexico.) At that depth 30,000 tons of

ore are in sight upon a very conservative esti-

mate. Upon this showing the property has
been sold to Chicago and New Mtxican parties
for §250,000. The purchasers will take pos-

session, it is understood, on the 156h inst. The
purchase was negotiated by John A. Miller,
Esq., of Silver City, N. M,, well known
in the mining world on account of his success-
ful operations at Like Valley, Pinos Altos,
Cooney, Carlisle and elsewhere, Mr. Miller is

personally interested in the purchase, and will,

it is understood, be for a time at least the man-
ager of the property.

Mr, Miller is a man of wide experience in
New Mexican mining, having betn a resident
of the Territory for 25 years. He is of abound-
ing energy and puab, and I risk nothing in
saying that the North Homestake property
under his management will be worked for all

it is worth. The purchasers oonteroplate very
large additions to the equipment of the mine;
the use of a much larger compressor plant than
that now in use; a new mill equal to at least a
hundred tons a day, and other additions to
their facilities for the rapid extraction and
economloal treatment of their ores.

All these developments have energized the
camp (very dull for the past two years) and the
good effects are already perceptible.
Developments proceed in the Jioarilla camp,

eight miles north of us, with very promising
results. That camp cannot, however, prosper
until the introduction of capital. Bolla Wells
la at work upon his Helen Roe mine in Nogal
district, 20 miles south. From the level being
run eaoii way from the 140-foot shaft at a depth
of 50 feet.'.nothing but ore is taken out, and
that of a very high grade.

^
Near Tres Rios, 35 miles south of us, very

rich silver ore has been found upon the Mes-
oalero Apaohe reservation, on which consider-
able quiet work Is being done. Petitions for
the rednotion of the reservation by the two
townships involved in the new mining discov-
eries, have been sent on to Washington. The

application will probably be successful, as they

will meet with no opposition from this domes-

tic and theronghly peaceable tribe of Indians.

The Mescaleros make no use of the portion

of the reservation desired for mining purposes,

and care for no parts of the reserve except

those used by them In farming and for the

grazing of their cattle. In faot, the most in-

fluential portion of this tribe desire to obtain

lands in severalty, abandon the reservation

system, and thus insure their own per-

manence in the country in which they re-

side and which has become dear to them. The
year 1891 will, I have no doubt, develop in tho

Tres Rios region a valuable silver camp, to

the great benefit of the surrounding country.

The silver ores so far exposed in the new
camp are of a grade which will stand the nec-

essary wagon transportation of 100 miles to

railwav, * * ^

White Oaks, N. M , Jan. 10. 1891,

Mines Around Daggett.

Editors Press :—We are having cold raw

winds but no snow in this vicinity. Recently

one-third interest was sold for $5000 in the

McSbane mine to the Birber Milling Co. of

Calico. A claim on Stockton hill, near King-

man, has also been sold to Robert Whiteside
of Los Angeles for $9000. Some mines down
here are progressing in development more than
ever before, especially those accessible to rail-

roads. We have, however, little confidence in

tenderfoot speculators who will not risk more
than $500 to test a mine. They prefer cheap
claims and seem to want such as can be han-
dled in the Stock Boards. We would like to

see some bona fide mining investors in this

part of the country who will pay for a good
mine when they pee it. S. P. Blade.

Daggett, San Bernardino Co.

Coast Coals.

J. W. Harrison furnishes the following

review of the looal coal market for the past

year

:

This has proved a very profitable year to all

engaged In this trade, especially to the owners
of the coast ooUlerieB, as the rnling figures for

the past six months have left them a very
handsome margin over the cost of production.
To evidence how marked have been the fiuctu-

ations during the year, spot cargoes of Aus-
tralian coal changed hands in January last at

$6.75 per ton, some oargoes of a similar grade
were sold last month at $11.50 per ton, and
only a limited quantity was procurable at that
figure. These exceptionally high figures were
not the result of any combination or trust
among the dealers—simply the demands ex-
ceeded the supplies. From May 15th to Sep-
tember 10th no coal was shipped from the
Wellington mine, and from August 25th to
November 10th no cargoes were loaded in Aus-
tralia. With these two principal sources of
supply cut oS, and at a season of the year
when most in demand, the Increase of values
can be readily explained. The labor troubles
having been amicably settled, shipments are
now coming forward freely and values are de-
clining^ Euglish and Australian cargoes being
o£Fered at lower rates for future delivery.
The following table of prices will show the

mouthly fluctuations of foreign coals for '* spot

"

oargoes—the average price being given for each
month :

Scotch West
Flint. Hartley.
©S 50 f9 no

'5

Australian English
Gao.

50 75January
February
March
Ap'il
Mfty

Juoe
July
August
Ssptember...
Octobe'
November.... II 50
December 11 00

7 12
7 50
7 50
7 62
7 S5
S 50
9 00
10 00

Steam.
$S 00
7 75
7 62
7 7R
7 75

7 75
8 00
8 37
9 25
10 00
11 25

10 50

8 00
8 (0
8 00
8 00
8 S.-V

8 75
9 50
10 50
11 50
10 50

S 50

S 50
S 50
8 50

S 50
8 50
9 00
9 75

11 00
11 75

11 00

The various sources from which we have de-
rived our sopplies are as follows :

1883. 1890.
British Columbia, 'one 417,904 i40 571
Australia 403,032 194J25
English and Welsh 32 890 33 145
Scotch 12 727 1,610
Eastern C^umberlaDd and An-

thracltp) 13,950 31,950
FranHin, Green River and Cedar

fli^'er 209,137 216,760
Oarb n HiU and South Prairie.. 163,3// 191,109
Mount Diablo and Coos Bay 87,600 74 210
Japau 1 3J0 13170

Totals 1,351,957 1,197^
To insure a correot statement of the con-

sumption of the State, I have included all the
arrivals at San Pedro, 70,954 tons, and San
Diego, 52,35S tons.

_
As the freight from foreign ports is the prin-

cipal factor in establishing coal values, it is a
query how our market will shape itself in 1S91.A seasonable rainfall, producing bountiful
crops, assures us a large influx of vessels that
will be principally coal-oarriers. This, of
course, signifies low-priced fuel, but the season
is not suflSoiently advanced as yet to hazird an
opinion. Notwithstanding we are now receiv-
ing 75 per cent of our ooal from our coast mines,
the local agents of the northern collieries
regulate their prices by the import cost of for-
eign grades.
The imports of foreign coke for the year

amount to 18,309 tons, as against 21,624 tons
last year.

San Bemardino County.

Its QJlnerai and Other Besources.

NUMBEK XXVr.

'Written for the Press hy JaiMKS H CuobtsiAN.]

Iron Mountain.

About ten miles in a southeasterly direction

from Crystal Salt, an elevated mountain peak

may be seen, the length of which is 12 miles

and the width four. The formation is dolo-

mite and porphyry. The name Iron Mountain

was suggested by the deep red iron oxides

which stain it, forming an iron hat of consider-

able extent, which can be plainly seen from a

long distance. This forms the gossan or cap
of a vein of copper ores of evident value, the

ores carrying on an average about 38 per cent
copper, 20 ounces silver and $75 gold.

Chuckawalla Springs
Are eight miles distant from Iron Monntain in

a northwesterly direction, and about 50 miles

east of Salton, a station on the Southern Fa-

oific railway In the desert regiohs. These
springs are located in San Diego county, not far

from the line of San Bernardino county. In
their vicinity is an important mineral district

in which lead'Silver ores and gold-bearing rock
occur in strong, well-defined veins.

Assays from the Nonpareil, one of the prin-

cipal and most promising mines, give 50 per

oent lead, 20 ounces silver and $75 gold per

ton. The vein, which is a contact between
porphyry and lime, is about four feet In

width.2
The foothills of the Colorado river range have

long been known to contain strong veins of

copper ore of high grade. Leaving the eastern

and northeastern portion of San Bernardino
county, we enter the desert region in the vicln*

ity of
Soda Lake.

A brief description of this Interesting region

cannot fail to be of interest. There is a tradi-

tion among the Piute Indians to the effect that

during the time of their forefathers, what is

now Soda Lake was at that time a vast sheet of

water 20 miles long and 8 wide, which must
have been fresh, as the legend says the waters
teemed with fish. It is situated 500 feet above
the level of the sea. There are times when this

great natural reservoir is filled to the brim, par-

ticularly when heavy cloudbursts occur on the

slopes of the neighboring mountains, and the

waters rash in torrents down into the basin.

Then the subterranean channel or ontlet is flash-

ed and found too small to carry off the flood. So
great is the pressure that the lake-bed becomes
a veritable geyser, spouting mud and water
violently. On the southwest side of the lake

is a considerable area covered by sand-dunes,

which region has been named in grim humor,
the Devil's Playground or Hell's Half Acre.

Daring the windstorms which frequent this

section, millions of tons of sand are shifted in

a great circle about 12 miles in diameter from
one side of the lake to the other, the central

portion of the area remaining seemingly undis-

turbed, covered by a snowu^hite crystalliza-

tion of soda, ^*
Along the west aide of the lake for a distance

of four miles, occur springs of pure water which
flow down to the lake's margin, where the

greedy sands s\tb\\ow up the streams. Th<

largest spring flows from a flssnre in the solid

blue limestone which forms the bedrock of the

region. The water from this spring flows about
18 miles before it is lost in the desert sand
There are numerous other springs on the south
east side of the lake.

Soda Lake station is situated abont 75 miles

east of Daggett on the line of the old emigrant
road from Salt Lake, Its mean temperature is

about 80 degrees. To the northward, a deep,

ragged canyon has been cut down into the lime-

stone. Passing through this canyon we come to

another dry basin, known as Crystal Lake.
In size its area is 60 miles, 12 long by 5 wide.
This basin is filled at times, though rarely, by
the overflow from the Mojave river.

Making onr way through another pass for a
distance of 12 miles, we reaoh the oonfluenoe of

the Mojave and Amargosa rivers, where a spur
of the Ivanatz mountains forms one of the
river banks. On the westerly slope of this

range occur the salt spring and Amargosa mine,
which were discovered by John A. Golden in

1849, while on his way from St. Louis, Mo.,
with an emigrant train. It was this same
train which divided at King's Springs in Ne*
vada. It was from this circnmstance that the
sensational stories arose which have recently

been published giving lengthy descriptions of

the terrible sufferiugs and ultimate death of a

hundred or more men, women and children in

Death valley while endeavoring to cross the
desert. The loss of life, though not near so

great as reported, occurred with that portion of

the train which Mr. Golden left. After leav-

ing the main train in Nevada, he started with
his own outfit for Los Aogeles, Oalifornia.

Traveling down the Amargosa river, he camped
one day at Salt Spring, and it was while here
that he made his way up the mountain-side and
found a piece of heavy black mineral. Not be-
ing familiar with It, but thinking it might pos-
sibly have value, he took it with him to camp,
eventnally taking it to Los Angeles, where he
showed it to a number of gentlemen, who at
once unhesitatingly pronounced it gold, covered
with a black oxide of iron. He was offered

$5000 to guide a party to hie discovery, to

which he consented, though it was with the
distinct understanding that should he fail to

show them hie treasure>trove, or Id the event
of his becoming lost on the desert, bis life

should pay the forfeit. Mr, Golden readily
consented, for he had every confidence in beiog
able to guide his party directly to the spot.
A party was promptly formed and left Los

Angeles to face the dangers of a reported un-
known and terrible desert in search of the
golden treasure. The hardy pioneer had no
difficulty In finding Salt Springs, and went into
camp at that place in high spirits; but bis satis-

faction at having reached his journey's end was
soon turned to consternation when he was un-
able to find the place at which he had discov-
ered the gold. He tried to keep the dreadful
fact from his companions for a time, but they
were after gold, and soon became ao impor-
tunate that he was obliged to confess his In-

ability to find the place again, though the while
earnestly protesting his good faith. His co-

partners felt themselves duped, and angrily re-

called the unfortunate man to the terms of the
contract, coolly informing him that if he had
any prayers to say it was time to commence.

In an agony of despair, though believing the
place must be near, he sank on the ground and
buried his face in hie hands. One of the party
approached and stood glaring at him, when
casually glancing on the ground at the doomed
man's feet, he saw a piece of mineral similar to
that exhibited by Mr. Golden in Los Angeles.
The mine was located, the party then returning
to Los Angeles, where Mr. Golden was paid his

$5000. A corporation known as the Salt
Springs Mining Company was formed, and in

1852 a flve-stamp mill was erected and kept
in operation continuously during the fol-

lowing winter seasons until January, 1864, at
which time the Piute Indiaup, who were on the
warpath, maesaored every one at the mine,
burned the mill aod sacked the camp.
After the burning of the mill, Mexicans se-

cured leases on the property and worked the
ore in arastras, realizing, it is said, fabulous
sums.
Undoubtedly the mine was of a pockety

character, as it was afterward abandoned for

years and relocated a number of times. In
ISSO, under the management of C. A. Luck-
hardt of San Francisco, the concern was reor-

ganized and listed on the New York Stook Ex-
change, where the stock sold as high as $15 a
share. But little work of development was
done at the mine and the entire scheme soon
fell through, the mine finally beooming the
property of J. B. Osborne of Diggett, the pres-
ent owner.
The water of Silt Springs contains about the

same percentage of chloride of sodium as that
of the sea. The altitude la SOO feet above sea
level, and it Is situated about 60 miles directly

northeast of Daggett. At 1 P. m. May 2, 1890,
the temperature was SS degrees in the shade.
The many stories of fabulous discoveries in

the desert regions are to a great extent apocry-
phal and have no foundation in faot. Every
mining district has its lost cabin; the deaert
region its Breyfogle, Lee, Gunsight, Pegleg,
and other fakes, on the rediscovery of which
both life and money to a considerable amount
have been lost without any good results.

My authority for the above version of the
Golden discovery and ultimate result is Mr. M,
Marsh, one of the earliest pioneers of our
State and county, and an inhabitant of tbe
desert regions for many years.

{To he Continued.)

The Mount Morgan gold mine, Australia,
paid dividends of $5,363,160 in 1889. This is

the greatest gold mine in the world. It was
bought a few years ago for $3115 and is now
valued at $73,000,000—in fact $90,000,000 have
been refuaed for the mine and works. The ma-
chinery and plant cost nearly $5,000,000. Dur-
ing the year ending November 30, 1889, 75,415
tons of raw ore returned 223,522 ounces of

gold, equal to 4 ounces 6 pennyweights 4 grains
per ton for the total ore raised.

The Pomona Progress says: The Calkins
Coal Mining Company has been incorporated
at Santa Barbara with a capital of $1,000,000.
The mines to be developed lie near to South
Riverside. The coal obtained from the Bonth
Hiveraide and Elsinorecoal belts is not marked
first-class, but it is found to improve in quality
as depth is attained.

Georoe Davis, a miner in the Manhattan
mine, Grass Valley, beooming faint from powder
fumes, fell off a ladder down the abaft a dia-
tance of 80 feet. His partner went at once to
his relief and found htm with his head in the
sump. He was quite severely injured, but
ia now making good progress toward re-
covery.

Gypsum.—The Santa Barbara Press says:
Fifteen men are constantly employed in the
gypsum mine in theOj>i, and the quality now
being removed ia superior to any product here-
tofore taken out. It is put in sacks at the
mine and hauled to Ventura for shipment to
San Francisco, where as high as $18 a ton is

paid for it.

The Committee on Library and Museum of
the iioard of Regents of the State Unlvereity
has asked for an appropriation of $5000 for the
purchase of soientifio books.

Five Shingle Mills at Chehalis, Wash.,
have been kept rnnning for months, taming
oat 400,000 shingles a day.
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fllineral Lauds.

propoeed Cbange Id Exlatlas Laws

The HouBo Committee od Mines and MininR

hu reported to the llouee, with amendmente,

the Seoatfl blU which paased the Seoato, Deo.

IS, 1890, »Dd waa aabmitted to the Hoaae next

day. It baa been In the handa ol the oommit-

tee aince that time. The following la the fall

text of the bin aa it paaaed the Senate:

Skctio.v 1. That aeotion twenty-three hun-

dred and twenty-four of the Reviaed Statutea

bo amended 00 aa to read:

**S¥.i\ 2:124. The minora of each mining

diatrict may make reeulatlona, not in ooufliot

with the laws of the United Statoa or with the

lawa of the State or Territory in which the

dlatriot ia aitoated, governing the location,

manner of recording amount of work neceaaary

to hold poaaeaaion of a mining claim, aubject

to the following rcquirementa: The location

maat be distinctly marked on the ground by

poata or monamenta, ao that ita boundaries can

bo readily traced. All recorda of mining olaima

hereafter made ahall contain the name or

namea of the locatora. the date of the location,

and auch a deacription of the claim or claima

located aa will identify the claim. On each

lode claim located after the tenth day of May,

eighteen hundred and aeventy-two, and until

payment of the purchase money and a certifi-

cate of entry has been issued therefor, not leas

than one hundred dollars' worth of labor shall

be performed or improvements made during

eaoh year. On all lode olaima located prior to

the tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and

aeventy-two, ten dollars' worth of labor shall

be performed or improvementa made during

eaob year for each one hundred feet in length

along the vein until payment of the purchase

money and a certificate of entry baa been is-

aned therefor; and for eaob twenty acres of

placer claims, and for each aubdivision thereof

less than twenty acres, ten dollars' worth of

labor shall be performed or improvements

made during each year until payment of the

purchaae money and a certificate of entry ahall

be issued therefor. But where several adjoin-

ing lode claims, not exceeding five, are owned

or held by the same person, aeaociation, or cor-

poration, and the sum of five hundred dollars

or more is expended in any;one year in good

faith for the development of all of the olaima

M owned or held, not exceeding five, there

Bball be no requirement for separate labor or

Improvements to be performed or made on the

aeveral claims ao owned or held during

aoh year. The year within which the

annual labor or improvements required

to be performed or made by this aeotion

shall commence at twelve o'clock meridian on

the first day of October of eaoh year: Provided,

That npon claims located previona to the first

day of March in any year, the annual labor or

improvementa ahall be performed or made on

snob claim for that year prior to twelve o'clock

meridian of the first day of October next sue-

ceeding; and upon claims located after the last

day of February and prior to twelve o'clock

meridian of the first day of October In any

year the annual labor or improvementa re-

qalred ahall be performed or made within one

year from twelve o'clock meridian of the first

day of the sncceeding October: And provided

further. That only one-half of the annual labor

or Improvementa required by this Act shall be

neoesaary to be performed or made prior to

twelve o'clock meridian of the firat day of Oc
tober, in the year eighteen hundred and ninety-

one, on claims npon which the annual labor or

improvements were performed or made in the

year eighteen hnndred and ninety; but after

the first day of October, In the year eighteen

hundred and ninety-one. the full amount of

labor or improvements required by this Act

shall be performed or made upon such claima

as in all other casea during each year prior to

twelve o'clock meridian of the first day of

Ootober. In case the first day of October falla

on Sunday or any holiday, the following secu-

lar day ahall be construed as the firat day of

Ootober within the meaning of this Act. When
the labor required by this Act ahall have been

performed or the improvementa made, an affi-

davit may be filed within thirty days after the

time limited for performing auch labor or mak-

ing auoh improvements with the recorder of

deeds 01 the county in which the claim or mine

is situated, particularly describing the labor

performed and improvements made, and the

value thereof, which affidavit ahall be prima

faoie evidence of the facta therein stated. And
upon a failure to comply with the conditions of

Ithis

Act in the performance of labor or making

I

of improvements, the claim or mine upon

I which such failure occurred ahall be open to

relocation in the same manner as if no location

of the same had ever been made: Provided,

i
That the original locators, their heirs, assigns

or legal representatives do not resume work

upon the claim after suoh failure and before

'such relocation, and continue the same with

tb'
' reasonable diligence until the required amount

(' lot labor shall have been performed or improve-

I

i^ 'ments made; but no relocation of a claim by a

person who has already located auch olaim and

,
failed to . comply with the conditions of this

'.'' Act in performing work or making improve-
''^^' menta shall be valid prior to such resumption
' and continuance of work upon such claim.

Upon the failure of any one of aeveral co-

owners to contribute his proportion of the

expenditures required hereby, the oo-own-

era who have performed the labor or made

the Improvement may, at the expiration of the

year, giv'e a nch delicquent co-owner persona

notice in writing', or notice by publication in

the newspaper published nearest the olaim, for

at leai t one*-- a week for ninety days, and if at

the expiration of ninety days after such notice

Id writing, or by publication, suoh delinquent

ahall fail or refuse to contribute his proportion

of the expeuditure required by this section, his

interest In the olaim shall become the property

of his co-ownera who have made the required

expendltnroa. A copy of auch notice, together

with an aflidavit thowing poraonal aervloe or

publication, as the case may be, of such no-

tice, when filed and recorded with the recorder

of deeds of the county in which such mining
claim is situated, shall be evidence of the ac-

quisition of title of such co-owners. Where a

person or company has or may run a tunnel for

the purpose and with the intent in good faith of

developing a lode or lodes owned by said person

or company, the money eo expended in running

said tunnel shall be taken and considered as

expend' d on said lode or lodes: Provided
further, that said lode claim or claims shall be

distinctly marked on the surface as provided

In this Act."
Sec. 5. That section twenty-three hundred

and thirty-seven of the Revised Statutes be

amended so as to read:
" Seo. 2337. Where non-mineral land rot

included in a lode claim ia uaed or occupied, or

la Intended in good faith to be used or occupied

by the proprietor of such vein or lode olaim for

mining or milling purposes, euch non-mineral sur-

face ground may be embraced and included in

an application for a patent for such vein or lode

claim, and the same may be patented therewith

or separately, anbjsct to the same preliminary

requirements aa to survey and notice as are

applicable to vein or lode claims; but no loca-

tion hereafter made of such non*mineral land

shall exceed ten acres, and payment for the

same must be made at the same rate as fixed by
this chapter for the so perficies of the lode claim.

The owner of a quartz-mill or reduction works,

not owning a mine in connection therewith,

may also receive a patent for his mill-site as

provided In this section."

Sec. 6. Amend section twenty-three hun-
dred and thirty-eight of the Revised Statutes

ao aa to read:

"Seo. 233S. Aa a condition of sale each

patent ahall reaorve the right of way through
or over any mining olaima for roads, ditches,

canals, cuts, tunnels, and other easements, for

the purpose of working other mines: Provided,

That any damages occasioned thereby shall be

assessed and paid in the manner provided by
the laws of the State or Territory in which such

mine is situated for assessments and payments
for land taken for public use under the right of

eminent domain. And the rights and ease-

ments heretofore reserved under the proviaiona

of this section (twenty-three hundred and
thirty-eight of the Revised Statute?) in patents

heretofore leaned ahali be regulated and made
available as herein prescribed,"

Sec. 7. That town-site entries may be

made by incorporated towns and cities on the

mineral lands of the United States, but no title

shall be acquired by such towns or cities to any
vein of gold, siivui*. uiua^b^r. ou]jper. or lead.

Or to any valid miuLng claim jr possession held

under (xiating law. When mineral veins are

possessed within the limits of an incorporated

town or city, and auoh poeseaaion is recognized

by local autnority or by the laws of the United
States, the title to town lots shall be aubj ]ct

to such recognized posseesion and the necessary

uae thereof, and when entry has been made or

patent issued for suoh town sitos to auoh Incor*

porated totvn or city, the possessor of such

mineral vein may enter and receive patent for

suoh mineral vein and surface ground recog-

nized by the local laws and statutes of the

United States not held or poaseaeed adversely

to the claimant for suoh mineral vein by other

than the said oity or town, or when It shall

appear that the claimant otherwise entitled to

such mineral vein has acquired title to such

surface ground from the said oity or town:
Provided, That no entry shall be made by such
mineral-vein claimant for surface ground where
the owner or occupier of the surface ground
shall have bad possession of the same before

the inception of the title of the mineral-vein

applicant, '

The Expenses of the Consolidated California

an<L Vii^ aii miae for the month of December
amounted to $84,899.07, including S35,200 for

reduction of oree, $33,222. 14 for (alariesand

wages and $13,371.17 for mine supplies. After
paying the le expersaa the company had a bal-

ance on hand of about $90,000, and the only
outstanding Indebtedne^a was about $25,000
due the Tunnel Company for royalty on ores

extracted, the tunnel company having pre

viously received $100,000 from the Consolidated

California and Virginia on account.

Natural Gas.—Natural gas has been dis-

covtrrd on the lindH of James Hunter and Jo-

seph Wilson, only three miles from this oity,

and in such a way aa to indicate the existence

of an inexhaustible body. The discovery was
made recently, accidentally, we are informed,

by the lighting of a match, when a body of gas

went o£f in a flame. The gas was Sowing on the

surface, and the finding of it was a great aur-

prise.— Vallejo Chronicle^

The project of sinking a gas well at Salinas

ia about to be resumed. The well ia now down
1050 feet. It has an elght-inoh bore.

A Buftalo Rancli in Calitornia.

Monterey county is to be the seat of a new
California induatry, in the ahape of a botTiilo

ranch, near the Carmel Miasion. There are

now in the stables at Dal Monto three fine

apeoimena of the American bison, a bull, a oow
and a calf, the last a progeny of the former two.

Last Sunday's Examiner had a two-column
article illustrated with the portraits of the

illustrious trio, which, with the exception

of a domesticated herd in Kansas, a small

band under Government protection in the

Yellowstone Park and a few held in captivity on

a ranch in Colorado, are the last representativea

of a distinctive and mighty American race, that

cm be saved from extinction now only by do-

mestication.

A seven-mile drive took the writer from Dal

Moote to Pebble Bsaoh, where the buffilo ranch

is to be located, where Winston, the owner, was
found busily at work arranging for their recep-

tion.

The ranch, which comprises about 100 acres,

ia located in the lee of Oypreea point, overlooks

Cirmel Bay, and slopes easily down to Pebble

Bjach. Water is brought from the Cwmel
river reservoir, and cypress and pine trees af-

ford ample shelter.
•' I boQght the cow of Redbreast, one of Sit-

ting Bull's warriors, about three years ago,"

explained Winston. " S^ie was captured duri n

the last buffalo hunt of the Sioux, in the fall of

1SS2, on the headwaters of the Big Cheypnne.

not far from Fort Pierre, on the Big bend of

the Missouri, in South Dakota. I am the first

white man who ever owned her. She ia now in

perfect form. You know a buffalo doesn't

mature until eight years of age. and Janie is

just past eight.

"The bull I captured myself on the 16th of

June, 18S6, 65 miles southwest of Jamestown,

N. D. He is the last buflfalo ever captured

alive in the Dakotas. I killed hla mother and

the calf was then so small that he didn't try

to get away, but lay bidden in the long grass.

I picked him up and carried him away.
»'The calf was born in Portland, Or., Oct. 1,

1S89, and is named the Duke of Portland. He
was the firat buffalo born west of the Rocky
mountains.

" These are the only buffalo on the coast and

I am aasured by Gen. Miles, Gen. P. E. Conner

and other military men that they are the finest

they have seen in captivity.
" Oh yea." he continued, "they stand captiv-

ity all right, and the climate agrees with them
admirably. They eat anything that cattle will,

and I am sure will thrive here.

'They know me, and I can do almost any-

thing with them; but they will not make up

with a stranger. The ball knows that I am not

afraid of him, and submits to my will, but

he can tell in an instant that a stranger

views him with distrust, and when you

glance at a tree or a convenient fence in case he

should get loose, he knows just as well as any

one that you are afraid of him, and immediately

lowers his head and charges.

'I am going to atop here on the ranch and
attend to the animals, which we shall have out

here In abont six weeks, I shall have an in-

olosure up there where you see the line of

posts, under the pines, of about eight acres

within the large field. The fence will be five

boards high, and I think buffalo-tight. In

order to make certain, however, I ahall put

ringa on the bull's horns, and a triangle chain

from the ring in his nose to the rings on hia

horns, which will keep bim from breaking it

down. I ahall seed the inoloaure to alfalfa

and go about raising buffalo just as I would

cattle.

"It will be a strange fact that here within

sound of the bella of Mount Carmel, and juat

where old Father Junipero Serra located the

pescadero, the buffalo ahould be saved from

becoming extinct by domestication.

"In addition to rearing the pure buffalo I

shall cross them with a herd of Galloways,

and also with the native cattle. The cross is

a successful one and has been carried down to

the aixteenth generation. The Galloways are

peculiarly adapted to this purpose; their coat

is jet black and long, and in appearance they

resemble the buffalo more than any other breed

of cattle, except that they are hornless.
" The hair of the Galloways is extremely

fine and the cross producea a superior buffalo

robe, equal to eealakln. Some that have been

obtained in Kansas have sold aa high as $280

"We shall kill the progeny for their hides,

and the beef will alao prove valuable. Buffalo

beef is the best in the world. Of course when

the animal rune wild it is strong and sinewy,

but when brought up in captivity and stall

fed it baa no pq ual."

—

Salinas Index,

Furnaces Closed Down.—The Independent

Galistogian of the 14th says: Two furnaces

have been in operation at the iEtna quicksilver

mine three or four months. The other day,

however, one was shut down and the present

week the other will also be shut down. About

a thousand flasks of quicksilver were obtained

during the season of operation. The furnaces

are shut down because there ia no more ore

mined and ready for them. It will be some

time before the fires will again be lighted.

Large Shipments of marble continue to be

made from the Inyo county marble quarry. A
great deal of machinery baa been added to the

mill at Verdi, and the mill ia kept steadily run-

ning to ita full capacity.

Hydraulic Mines and the Governor.

Ooe day last week Senators Fraser of £1

Dorado, Voorheee of Amador and Calaveras,

Preston of Nevada, Mead of Sierra, and Cimp-
bell of Solano, accompanied by Assemblymen
liail, Hocking, (iarver, Biughman, Brown,

HunnerviU, Robertson, Staanahan, Muoror,

M.irtin, Freeman and Gould, waited npon the

Qovernor and presented the following :

Governor JfaritAam.—As the representa-
tivea in the L3gislature from the mining conn-
ticF, and those representing mining interests,

irrespective of pirty affiliation, we have met
you this morning as the Chief Executive of this

State to tender you our hearty oongratulatione
and approval of the sentiments expressed In

your Inaugural address upon the mining indus-
tries of this State.

We congratulate ourselves and the thousands
of fellow-citizens engaged In raining upon hav*
ing iu the Executive Chair one who has been
brave enough to suggest the possibility of the
amicable adjastment of the diffarenoea between
the mining and valley countiea of this State,

whereby our mines and water ;,ditcbee, whioli

have been lying idle under the restraining or*

der of the law so long, may be revived.

We believe that the stopping of the hy-
draulic mines has been of incalculable damage
to the revenues of the State, and more espe-

cially to those residing in the mining counties

dependent npon that great industry for the sup-

port of themselves and families.

We believe that our mining Industries have
not received the recognition, the support or
the protection their Importance entitles them
to from those in authority.

As the representatives of that great industry
in the Legislature, we do not aek the enact-

ment of any law which would permit the de-

etruction or damage to the property of others

In the enjoyment of our own, but only that an
honest, earnest effort be made to the end that
hydraulic mining may be resumed under suoh
regulations and restrictions as will be to the
mutual benefit of all industries and employ-
ments, and to the injury of none.

We believe that the recommendation touch-

ing this subject, aa set forth in your inaugural

address, is the only proper course to pursue to

accomplish the desired result, and aa the direct

representatives of the people upon that im-
portant aubject in the Lagislature, we recog-

nize In you a firm friend and trust we shall

have your indorsement and approval of suoh
measures as may be presented to the Executive
for approval.

The Oregon Improvement Company.—The
businesa of the Oregon Improvement Company,
which had practically been at a standstill for

the last two months, will be conducted by a

syndicate of New York capitaliBts. About two
months ago the company's property was attach-

ed and a receiver appointed It includes the

steamers Willamette and Puebla, coal mines
at Seattle, large tracts of land in the North-

west, an extension of the Seattle &. Northern
railroad to Hamilton, the main line itself, and
the nnfialshed line of the Port Townsend &
Southern railroad. As soon as the receiver

took charge the steamers were tied up, work on
the extenaion of .one of the roads and the con-

struction of another was brought to a standstill,

and fully 1000 men were thrown out of employ-
ment. The coal mines were operated, however,
pending a final decision of the matter. An ar-

rangement has now been made by which a New
York syndicate takes charge of the company's
affairs. The former trouble haa been amioably
adjusted, the receiver's task ia at an end, and
the representatives of the company received

from him the business. The steamers, which
had been tied up, will be put on, and the rail-

road conatrnctlon, in which 1000 men were em-
ployed, will be resumed at once. The stock of

the concern jumped from $15 to $24 per share

in a few hours after the news arrived.

Eel River Coal —The San Francisco &
North Pacific Railway has juat concluded mak-
ing experiments with coal from theEsl river

mines. In Humboldt county. Two tons of the

fuel were placed on the engine tender at Tibur-

OD, and the quantity was sufGclent to feed the

engine all the way to Healdsburg. The man-
agers of the railroad express themselves as

highly pleased with the results of the experi-

ment. The coal burns well, and although a

ton of it doea not run an engine quite aa long a

distance as the same amount of Aastralian coal,

yet the Eel river fuel can be mined and laid

down in San Francisco at a much cheaper rate,

and when the Eel river mines are more fully de-

veloped there la every prospect of a revolution

in the local coal trade.

Times are lively in mining circles at Tintio,

Utah. The hills are tilled with prospectors

and a number of important " deals " have lately

been made.

The second flowing artesian well in New
Mexico was struck at Roswell, in Pecos valley,

last Saturday. The well is only 297 feet deep.

The old slag pile at the Tomltohi Valley

works and the Moffatt amelter in Gunnison,

Colo., are being worked over.

The Mingo smelter, Utah, Is running four

stacks and using up &bont 125 tone of ore per

day.
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The following la motrtly coudensed from journals publiBhed

the Interior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.

Amador.
CRUSHING.—Amador Ledger, Jan. 17: We un-

derstand a test crushing of ore from the Hardenburgh

mine at Middle Bar will bs made shortly at the mill

of the Amador gold mine. At the Gardner mine

the rock-breaker has been giving them considerable

trouble on account of frequent breakages. A ma-

chine of more improved pattern was received this

week, and things will move along at a much better

gait when it gets in position. The Zeile mine, which

has been running short-handed for two or three

months on account of repairing the shaft, will prob-

ably take on a full force next month. The McKenzie

mill at Irishtown will crush 15 or 20 tons of ore from

the small seams of rich rock encountered in the

tunnel on the Clinton Peak property for test pnr-

poses.

Bunker Hill.—The machmery for the new

Bunker Hill mine is being put in place very rapidly.

The pipe from the reservoir to the water-wheel has

been laid. Mr. Myers, the superintendent, expects

to have everything in running order by the first of

next month. Some fine paying ore is being taken

out of the tunnel near the mill. The new pumps at

the Cover are a grand success. They throw a

steady stream of 12 inches of water and will be able

to keep the mine clear by only running a few hours

a day. The electrical part of the plant runs very

smoothly and requires but little attention. They

have the lower pump in place, and will commence

to pump out that portion of the mine under water for

so many years, at once. After the dynamo is start-

ed and pumps running, no further attention is need-

ed, as it is supplied with a self-feeding oil device,

that oils bearings as needed. At the 300 level they

have struck a new pay chute of ore, which promises

to be a valuable ore body. A large force of men
will be immediately put to work in opening out the

lower levels and in sinking shaft deeper.

Calaveras.

Running.—A/o«v//'2i''^ 'Echo, Jan. 15: The Gold

Cliff mine is kept in motion day and night, likewise

the mill. The mine is yielding good returns. The
Lane& TuUoch mine and mill are running steadily,

and as near as we can ascertain, the property is

paving well.

Utica.—Since the accident on the sth inst., the

Utica mine has been closed down pending repairs.

Operations in the mill and mine will be resumed

some time during the coming week.

El Dorado.
The Van Mine.—Georgetown G(23c^/fi, Jan. 15:

The striking of rich ore in the Van mine on Tues-

day has created considerable interest. The ledge,

spur, stringer, whatever it may be, was reached by

a 32-foot crosscut from a 60-foot shaft, but the point

where the ledge was found is 80 feet below the sur-

face, the ground having been sluiced olT. Although

the milling lest of surface ore which has been go-

ing on for the past three weeks was highly satisfac-

tory and a spirit of buoyancy prevailed among the

crew, yet great anxiety was felt by all over the final

result of the crosscut. Up to this writing the ledge

had been penetrated about three feet, and the rich-

ness continues, every pan showing from a pay pros-

pect to 10 or 15 cents in free gold. The soft de-

composed quartz is similar to that above, and should

the ore already uncovered continue and carry its

richness, the Van will rank among the regular bull-

ion-producers in the State.

New Tunnel.—Mountain Democrat, Jan. 17:

The water in the Epiey shaft has been sufficiently

lowered to enable the putting of a force of men at

work driving the new tunnel south from the shaft.

The tunnel is now being driven from both ends,

on the lead. It is understood that on the com-
pletion of the tunnel, a mill will be erected at the

outlet and ore crushing begun.

True Mill.—The old True mill in Big Canyon,
we understand, is to be put in working trim at once.

When in order, it will be used jointly by the True
and Harmon companies for making prospect runs
of rock. Both companies are steadily developing,

have good rock, and will determine its value as they

proceed, by regular millruns as well as assays.

Josephine.—Georgetown Gacc/^'c, Jan. 15: Supt.

L. Evans came down from the Josephine mine Sun-
day. The mill has been re-covered, and a new car-

penter and smith's shop built. Parties were up ex-

amining the mine with the view of taking a contract

to push in the No. 5 tunnel. The Cock Robin mine
starts up this week, and the Rocky Gorge mine will

be ready for business in the spring. General activity

prevails among the mines of Volcanoville District.

Georgetown Divide.—The auriferous deposits
of this divide are well 4known for their character and
importance as bullion-producers in the past, and are
far from being exhausted, but give promise of still

important yield of the precious metal and an en-
couraging outlook to the financial future of this di-

vide. The developments in min ng, during the past
year, give great hope and expectations for a revival,

in the near future, of mining enttrprises that will

add much to the yield of bullion and general pros-
perity. While for the poor man mining on this di-

vide offers little beyond day wages, the field is an in-

viting one for capital properly directed, and the
writer confidently anticipates an early era in mining
that will give permanent prosperity to the North
Side.

Nevada.
W. Y. O. D. Mine.—Grass Valley t/szow, Jan. 15:

The stockholders of the W. Y. O. D. quartz mine
have every reason to be satisfied with the way in

which it is developing, as it is now on an excellent
basis, being out of debt and yielding a monthly
profit of from $1500 to $2000 over expenses. The
vein is of good size, the ground works easily, and
enough is opened to give a large amount of backs in

the slopes, while the drifts are being constantly
carried forward to open up new ground. The incline
shaft is down to the 7th level, which produces fine

milling ore, and the shaft is being carried down for
the 8th level, which will open up more new ground
that will undoubtedly largely increase the product
of the mine. The prospects are so encouraging
that the company contemplates at an early day to
increase the capacity of their works by putting in

heavier pumping and hoisting machinery, and the

erection of a ten-stamp mill. At present the

machinery is light, and the mill in use has but five

stamps. Were it not for these improvements the

company could commence dividends within a short

time, but it has been determined that it will be the

better policy to devote the profits for awhile to put

a plant on the mine that will enable the workings to

be sunk down to twice their present depth, and to

largely increase the working force and the general

operations. The W. Y. O. D. mine is an evidence

of what can be done by pluck and energy. Several

years ago six young men secured the location and
went to work upon the vein. They had no capital,

but they did have stout arms and willing minds, and
determined to open a mine with their own labor.

They christened their venture the W. Y. O. D. Co.,

which was an abbreviation of "work your own dig-

gings," and went to work with energy. They had
fair prospects at the start to encourage them, and
were not long in getting down a shaft several hun-
dred feet. As depth was attained expenses increased,

and the quartz taken out did not always yield a
profit, which was rather discouraging. A portion of

the stock was sold to raise money, and then assess-

ments followed. Some of the original members sold

out their interests at small prices, but others held

their faith, even through the greatest discourage-

ment, and stuck to the mine in the hope that "good
pay" would be struck by 'deeper and more system-
atic exploitation. Their confidence has not been
misplaced, and the more the mine has been opened
the better have been the results, until the W. Y. O.
D. is now solid on its feet and the best little mine
n this valuable and reliable mining district.

More Specimens FROM the Harterv.— rzi/-

ings, Jan. 15: Supt. Fowler brought to town to-

day another batch of rich specimens from the Har-
tery mine. The specimens were struck last night
and nearly a carload was extracted, the value of

which is esiimated from $3000 to $4000. The ledge
in the bottom drift from which the specimens were
taken is four feet in width. The Larimer mill is

kept running steadily from rock from the mine, all

of which pays well.

A Good Clean- Up.—Grass Valley Union, Jan.
18; The final clean-up of 56 loads (112 tons) of ore
from the Peabody mine was made at the Crown
Point mill yesterday, and the result was $30 to the
ton, independent of about $800 in specimens from
the same ore which were sent to San Francisco.
This ore was taken from the 225-foot level of the
mine, west, and was below any of the previous work-
ings of the mine, and where the ledge is showing
regular and of good size, and where the stopes will

furnish 100 feet of backs containing ore of the same
quality. The crushing is an excellent one, and
shows that the Peabody gives full promise lor the
future, and that with deeper exploitation it may be
expected to be a regular and profitable bullion-pro-
ducer.

Hartery Clean-Up.—The Hartery mine had a
clean-up of ore at the Larrimer mill yesterday, which
will realize about $i;ooo. It is the product of a three
weeks* run. The Hartery mine is looking well in its

lower drifts and stopps.

The Manhattan Shut T>o\\'ii.— Transcript,
Jan. 18: The effort to re-open the Manhattan mme
on Gold Flat has proved a failure. Considerable
work has been done there within the last few
months in cleaning out the old shaft and searching
for the conrinuation of the ore body which yielded
good results to former owners, but the develop-
ments were not of an encouraging character. The
machinery put on the claim by the last company
has been torn down and returned to the parlies
from whom it was obtained.
A Paying Mine.—About 100 men are regularly

employed at the Derbec drift mine and the opera-
tions are carried on at a profit to the stockholders,
thanks to Supt. Gallavoti's capable and honest
management. Paying gravel mines are good things
to have in a neighborhood. Nevada City has a
good prospect of soon possessing several.

Inyo.
Modoc Bullion Output.— /wfft?^:, Jan. 14:

The following is a statement of the metals obtained
from the ores mined and sold by Frank Fitzgerald
during the year ending Dec. 31, i8go, being the
combined product of the Modoc Consolidated mines
and those of Mr. Fitzgerald, as appears by returns
of ores from the Melrose and the Selby Smelting
and Lead Companies: Fine silver, 49,274 ounces,
at average price of $1,03 per oz.. $50,752.22; gold,
$1,941.22; lead, 281,434 1^5.. at average of $4-75 per
100, $13,368.11. Total, $66,061.55. Had the
mines been worked during the entire year the prod-
uct would have been at least $20,000 more, but for
various reasons no work was done during three
months of the summer. There are 30 men at work
on the Hill at present, and the outlook for the cur-
rent year is very promising.

Placer.
Doing Well.—Placer Herald, Jan. 17: H. T.

Power, superintendent of the Mayflower mine, near
Forest Hill, was in Auburn early in the week. He
reports the Mayflower and the Hidden Treasure
mines as both doing well, and working at present
about 70 men each.

Plumas.
At Gibsonville.— Cor. Plumas National, Jan.

17: The Thistle shaft is down 416 feet. They
have just finished retimbering 90 feet of the shaft.
They had to retimber on account of the ground
sliding and twisting the timbers. They will soon
be ready to comraerace sinking again. The con-
tractors. Messrs. Gillis and Phillips, have both gone
to San Francisco.

Shasta.
A Purchase.—Redding Dejnocrat, Jan. 16: The

Redding Reduction Works Co. has purchased a
mine on Spring creek, about four miles from Cop-
ley, and will move their plant to the mine. Henry
Dieble is now at the mine putting up a mill building
and boarding-house.
Encouraging.—Shasta Courier, Jan. 17: The

Quartz Hill and Old Diggings mines, old ones, new
ones, and new prospects, are, as a general thing,
showmg up in fine and encouraging shape. We
don't -puff" up every small strike or "Missouri
prospect "as a big thing and a mine, but record
sohd, or what appears to be, strikes or develop-
ments. It is a theory of some miners that white
flmt quartz ledges, of which there are thousands in
this county, are barren. Experience is demon-
stratmg to the contrary, as several such ledges in
Iron Mountain and Old Diggings districts are prov-
ing very rich in free gold and sulphurets.

Solid Quartz.—Chas. P. Summers, who is do-

ing work on the Dan Haskoll mine. Iron Moun-
tain, is now in an eight-foot wide ledge of almost

solid quartz, the only " flaws " in the formation be-

ing streaks and bunches of valuable ore, and such

flaws are certainly not objectionable. Summers
has just forwarded a lot of the ore to HaskoU's
order and it will be reduced in San Francisco.

Sierra.

t^ty^ K%\ic.C^%%.~Mou7ttain Messenger, Jan. 17:

The tramway at the Mountain mine is not a success,

the inventor having failed to make it work. The
mill has been shut down and all the men again dis-

charged. We are reliably informed that the com-
pany is fully satisfied with the character of the rock

thus far worked.
Slsfeiyou.

Quartz.—Yreka Journal, Jan. 14: Allen Davis
has discovered a valuable quartz ledge on Willow
Creek, in the mountains about a mile and a half west
of his place, which assays $30.02 to the ton accord-

ing to the test of Sam Bell, a brother of Judge Bell

of Shasta county. The ledge is 40 feet wide in

the 24-foot shaft sunk by Davis, and can be traced

from Guy's gulch near Orr's, a few miles south of

Yreka, starting a little east of north, and ranging
southwesterly into the dividing ridge between Shasta
and Scott valleys. Several other locations have been
made on the extensions both north and south of the

claim of Mr. Davis, and the prospects indicate that

extensive works will be erected to crush this quartz,

as such a mammoth ledge would pay well for milling

at even $2.50 a ton. Gold has always been found to

some extent on the east side of Yreka basin and
Scott valley, and we see no reason why it should
not exist in the range from Scarface to Trinity and
Scott mountains, as well as on the latter mountains.
In a few days, the record of claims taken up will be
filed in the Clerk's office and companies will be or-

ganized to commence operations on an extensive

sca'e. Mr. Davis has been prospecting this section

for five years past, and it was also prospected years

ago by our old friend, T. J, Sullivan of Sisson, and
Ab Edwards of Gazelle, though Davis asserts they were
not on the ledge that he has discovered. The pres-

ent cold weather has caused a suspension of mining
in several places, owing to the water supply freezing,

but in a short time we may anticipate storms and
milder weather to afford a good supply of water for

all kinds of mining and to furnish power for the

quartz-mills run by streams.

NEVADA.

Waslioe Distinct.

Con. Cal. & Va.—Virginia Chronicle, Jan. 17:

1300 level: Continue to extract some ore from the

point where the upraise carried up from the end of

the east crosscut from the south drift connected with

the fourth floor stopes. 1500 level; From the drift

run north from the drift run west from the upraise

carried up from the north lateral drift (43 feet above
the sill fljor of this level) at a po nt 20 feet in the

drift, an upraise has been carried up 30 feet. From
this upraise we have taken some ore about the aver-

age value of ore extraction. i6oo level ; Continue to

take out some ore along and above the line of the

drift run east through the old stopes on the sill floor

of this level; also from the stopes which we are work-

ing southerly from that drift. At a point 200 fete

south from the north fine of the California ground at

a point 44 feet above the sill floor of this level the

west drift from the south drift has been advanced 8

feet; total 23 feet. From this point are sloping the

ore. The average assay from this portion of the

mine is $30 per ton. There has been extracted from

all parts of the mine during the week 1214 1140-2000

tonslof ore which was shipped to the Eureka mill. The
avenge assay value of all the ore worked at that mill

during the week (1380 tons) was $18.10 per ton.

Sierra Nevada.—Northwest drift from the

shaft station, 630 level, has been extended 57 feet;

total 341 feet; continuing in porphyry formation.

Ophir.—The drift started north from the drift run
west from the winze 122 feet below the sill floor of

the 1300 level has been extended 25 feet; total 119
feet; continuing in quartz of very low assay value.

Union Con.— East crosscut No. 2, 1465 level,

started from the north lateral drift at a point 200
feet north from the south boundary line of the mine,

has been extended 22 feet; continuing in porphyry
which carries some clay and quartz.

Mexican.—East crosscut No, i, 1465 level,

started from the main north lateral drift at a point

opposite the west crosscut No. i, has been extended
39 "feet; total 304 feet; continuing in a porphyry for-

mation showing some clay.

Best & Belcher.—Boo foot level; West cross-

cut No. 2 has been extended 10 feet, passing through

hard quartz showing some value; total length 418
feet.

Chollar.—No work has been done in the raise

from the 850 to 650 levels, owing to repairs to cross-

cut 80 feet south of the north line. Extracted and
sent to the mill the past week 527 tons of ore; aver-

age battery assay, $22.16 a ion.

POTOSi.—East crosscut No. 3, 150 feet north of

winze, 1130 level, is out 66 feet; face in porphyry.

The winze is down 105 feet below the 1230 level.

The bottom is in clay, quartz and porphyry.

Alpha.—The east crosscut 70 feet north of shaft,

600 level, is out 283 feet, face in clay and porphyry.
Exchequer,—East crosscut near the south line,

600 level, is out 244 feet; formation porphyry and
clay. East crosscut on the north line is out 25 feet;

formation quartz, clay and porphyry.

Con. New York.—East crosscut 150 feet north

of shaft, iioo level, is out 70 feet; face in clay and
quartz.

Silver Hill,—Northeast drift from the winze on
160 level, is out 580 feet; face in porphyry. North-
west drift, 334 level, is out from shaft 800 feet; face

in hard porphyry.
Crown Point.—New northwest drift on 500

level extended 30 feet; total, 17S feet. The ground
is softer with a slight seepage of water.

Confidence-Challenge. —Thejoint Confidence
and Challenge north drift on the 300 level is now in

154 feet. The face shows 8 inches of fair ore. This
drift is now 23 feet in Confidence ground.
Occidental.—South drift from the bottom of

No. 5 winze 650 level, is in 84 feet; face in low grade
quartz. Work at 300 and 450 levels confined to re-

pairs.

Belcher.—The north drift from No. 2 crosscut
on 200 level is out 116 feet, having been advanced
28 feet during the week. The lace is clay and

porphyry. Will crosscut from it during the week.
The 400 level raise has been extended 14 feet, and is

up 37 feet on the slope. The top is in low grade
quartz. Are still running from the fifth floor of the
old 300 level raise on a streak of fair grade ore.

Andes.—The south drift on 420 level was extend-
ed 8 feet and work in the face suspended for the
present. From south drift on 430 level an east cross-
cut has been started and is now in 13 feet.

Seg. Belcher.—South drift from Belcher shaft,

600 level, is out 24 feet; total, 70 feet; face in soft
porphyry.
Gould & Curry.—400 level: At a point in west

crosscut No. 3, 41 feet from the northwest drift,

started and advanced a south drift 15 feet; formation
quartz showing some value.

Yellow Jacicet.—Doing the usual prospecting
work at the different levels and shipping 40 tons of
ore per day, the average battery assay of which is

$18 per ton.

Overman.—Extracted 363 tons and 1200 pounds
of ore. Car samples average $13.96 per ton.
Shipped to the Brunswick mill 400 tons of ore. Up-
raise from northwest drift on the 1100 level has
been extended 14 feet through ore of fair grade;
total length 100 feet.

Justice.—The 400 level south winze was sunk
eight feet; total depth, 41 feet. The bottom is in

fair milling ore. Shipped- to the mill during the
week 179 tons of ore. Average battery assay $22.28
per ton.

Kentuck.—The east crosscut on the 1000 level

was advanced 14 feet during the week and is now
out 212 feet east of the winze. It has reached what
looks like the east wall and has been stopped. Are
now repairing the raise from the 1000 level in the
west ledge and to raise and run north on the east
ledge.

Con. Imperial.—During the week have been
overhauling the old stopes and following up small
streaks of ore from the upper levels.

Utah.—Northwest lateral drift from the shaft,
\

725 level, has been extended 37 feet; total length,

271 feet, in a porphyry formation. In this north
lateral drift, at a point 250 feet in, west crosscut No.
1 has been started and advanced six feet.

Savage,—During the week we have hoisted 630
cars of ore from the 300, 400, 500, 600, 750 and 1300
levels, and from the winze below 1300 level. Ship-
ped to the Mexican mill 547^ tons of ore; ore
milled, 520 tons; average battery assays, ti6 a ton.
Have bullion on hand at the mill amounting to

$8610.30. The bullion yield of the mine for the
month of December, 1890. was $30,276,62. On the

300 level we started an east crosscut from the south-
east ore stope and advanced same 28 feet; face in

porphyry and quartz.

Hale & Norcross.—On the 1400 level the
north and south drifts from the station have been
opened and extended 55 and 30 feet respectively.

Both of these drifts are in quartz and porphyry.
Opposite the incline on this level we have started an
east crosscut No. 1 and advanced the same 25 feet.

The face is in porphyry and stringers of quartz.

Eureka District.

Rich Rock.—Eureka Sentinel, Jan. 17: Chet
Batchelder a few days ago assayed a piece of gold
ore from the Prospect Mountain- tunnel. It weighed
47.7 grammes and contained about $30. The assay v

value of the piece of ore was $578,746.77 per ton in

gold. The ore generally found on the west side of
Prospect Mountain contains a great deal more gold
than silver. This piece was of extraordinary rich-

ness. It is stated by good authority that a strike of
considerable importance has been made by the Eu-
reka Coij. Co. in their K K mine. It is said to be
extensive and of a high grade of ore.

Jumbo District.

Good Prospects.—Virginia Chronicle, Jan. 12:

Over in Jumbo district good prospects continue to
be reported. The Jumbosambo mine, owned by
Harry Summers and other Carson capitalists, is be-
ing properly developed under the able foreman,
Pine. He has a new shaft down 30 feet, with a very
promising vein of ore assaying from $15 to $20 per
ton.

Wlnnemucca District
Winnemucca Mountain.— 5//z'f?- Siate^ Jan.

17: The newly-discovered mine in Winnemucca 1 \

mountain, now being developed by Dr. T. C. Han- I
j

son, Joseph Alexander, C. D. Hanson and G, W. 1

1

Rose, and called the Gold Bug, is proving to be
quite a large vein, and if it hold<; out as it is at pres-
ent Winnemucca will come to the front as a mining
camp. At present the boys are in about 65 feet and
the vein in the face is over four feet wide and assays
from $12 to $30 in gold, with a small percentage in

silver. In a drift from the main incline they also
have a vein which at present is about 16 inches wide
that carries from $30 to $60 in silver. Winnemucca
mountain, like all of the mining camps in Nevada,
on account of the low price of silver, has not pro-
duced much bullion in the last 12 or 15 years, but
there is any quantity of good mines and a good field

for prospecting in the mountain, and when free coin-
age of silver shines upon this land hke the Star of
Bethlehem of old, Winnemucca will be one of the
foremost towns in the State.

Tuficarora District.
^

Del yio^-x:^.— Times-Review, Jan. 17: North l|
drift, ist level, advanced 12 feet, cutting through ) I

two feet of vein matter; sample from same $37,50
per ton.

Navajo,—The stopes below the 350-foot level are
still producing some very good ore. Everything in

and about the mine running smoothly.
Commonwealth.—First level: North drift from

west crosscut advanced to North Commonwealth
line, II feet, and joint raise put up 17 feet. Raise
from south drift put up 25 feet to hanging-wall.
Fourth level: East crosscut extended 32 feet in hard , if
rock; slight flow of water.

j
II

Belle Isle.—The 350 stopes are improving and '

ff
looking very well indeed, yielding a high grade

'

of ore which is stored in the mine. Hoisted 41 cars
of concentrating ore. West crosscut from the 450
level extended 13 feet; face in large blocky ground. A
drift has been started south on the vein cut two
weeks ago; progress 18 feet. Joint east crosscut,
same level, extended 14 feet, cutting considerable
vein matter giving low assays.
North Commonwealth.—First level: North

drift advanced II feet to line^ and joint raise now
up 17 feet; not yet through the vein. Will resume
work in north drift as soon as the raise reaches the
hanging-wall. Fourth level; North drift advanced
28 feet; the rock is softer and some water. Second
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level: West crosscut advanced 28 feci, reaching
vein exposing some fair-grade ore; slight How of

water. Have started drift toward Commonwealth
line. Hoisted 30 cars of ore; assay $350 per ton; 76
cars ore, estimated value, $2$ per ton.

North Beli.b Isle.— North drift from Belle Isle,

450 level, extended 15 feet; still showing very large

vein. Joint cast crosscut, same level, extended 14

feel, showing large quantity of vein matter giving

low assays. Upraise from the south drift. 500-

foot level, extended 11 feet in hard quartz showing
some good ore. This connection will soon be made
with the south slopes and the ore at that point will

be available. The 500 slopes are looking about the

same, the ore exiracted being stored in the chutes

below. Hoisted 60 cars concentrating ore. esti-

mated assay value $18 per ton. Concentrator

crushed 318 tons of ore, estimated assay value $15.-

09. giving 34 43 tons of wet concentrates, estimated

value $153. Several gangs of tribulers arc working
in the old 150 slopes.

ARIZONA.

SiLVKR Strikes at Richmond Basin.—^/Vifr
/W/, Jan. 10: Joe Brewster, who was in (rom Rich-

mond Bisin last Sunday, informed us that the recent

strike in the Bootj.ick mine is proving even richer

than was expected. Six or seven sacks of ore had
b:.'a taken out which will assay from $3 to $5 per

[^(jund in silver, and the bottom of the shaft had
-.ctrcely been cleaned up. The ledge at that depth

{56 feci) IS about (our feet wide and all pay ore,

averaging 100 ounces or more, and two feet of the

ledge, over 250 ounces; in the center is an inch

streak of almost pure antimonial silver. The find

has not been suHiciently prospected 10 reveal its

extent, but the general belief among miners at the

Bdfiin is that Sinds and Richards, the lucky owners,

have the mother ledge, which, it is said, can be

traced on the surface for a distance o( one mile and
a half. The Bioijack is only one of several very

promising prospects. Moyle and Deam have al-

most as good a showing in the Harrison & Morton
claim, and Moyl--* says he would not exchange their

claim for the Hooijack. At a depth of 35 feet they

have eight inches of ore that assays 600 ounces,

and the showing is excellent to take out consider-

able of it. Moyle is confident that, from the char-

acter of the ore, the lead is permanent. Kingdom
and Cobbledick, lessees on the Grub Stake of the

Mack Morris, have a fine showing—a sixinch

streak of ore that goes about 1000 ounces in silver.

Ikenberry and Decell, who have a sub-lease on
Mack Morris ground, are taking out ore and doing

well. Joe Brewster owns one ol the best claims in

the Basin, the Southern Star, which has already

produced considerable ore. The claim lies in a

gulch which drains the Bisin, and water was en-

countered in quantity to hinder work. By running
a tunnel to connect with the shaft and extending it

beyond, giving a length of 300 feet, with several

crosscuts, Mr. Brewster has thoroughly drained his

mine and opened it up well. The possibilities of

the Bisin mines for the coming season are great,

and it would occasion little surprise here if the work
now in progress would result in opening up some
of the richest silver mines in Arizona. Richmond
B^in is 13 miles north of Globe on the southwest-

ern slope of the Apache mountain, with a good
wagon-road all the way.

Silver King.— Florence Eutcrprise, Jan. 10

At the Silver King mine the usual unsettled condi-

tion of affairs exists, brought about by the near ap-

proach of the election of a new management. Supt,

Groves has continued work in the Bilk shaft for the

past year. Report says, if the present manage-
ment continues the Bilk shaft will be given up and
work renewed in the King shaft at the 400-foot

level. From here the work will be done toward the

South King. There are those who maintain that

the King will yet be as good as it ever was, but with

no ore in sight, one man can see as far into the

ground as another, and no farther. The mill is

still running on tailings, but another month will

finish them. The Mineral King M. & M. Co.'s

plant is up and ready for business. The plant is

of lo-ton capacity, all of first-grade workmanship.
The water supply comes from the mine. It is said

work will begin as soon as the coke arrives. The
mine is sunk to the depth of 400 feet. Several

crosscuts have been made. W. H. Lempker is

still working on the South Comstock and can show
as much work done on a claim as any man in Ari-

zona. There are several claims in the neighbor-

hood that are taking out good ore.

Reymert.—The Reymert will close down about

the last of next month for an indefinite period.

This action is not the result of a lack of profitable

ore, for the mine never looked more promising.

Supt. Strohn has just met with a great loss in the

burning of his lumber-mills at Sheboygan, Michi-

gan, which left him nearly $50,000 poorer in

pocket, and be will return to the States where his

presence is needed. Just when the mine will again

resume operations is not known. The mill and
mines of the Arizona G. & S. Mining Co. at the

Owl Heads, were attached last week to satisfy the

demand of A. Goldschraidt & Co., of Tucson, for

suppUes. It is stated that the total indebtedness

will reach nearly $t2,ooo. The mine has been
steady producer and regular bullion shipments have
been made from time to time, and the attachment
was quite a surprise to many people who know the

value of the property. A large portion of the in-

debtedness is owing to the employes in various

sums.
Gold Basin.—Mohave Miner, Jan. 17: Henry

Schafer is in from his Gold Basin mines. He in-

forms us that he has a ledge opened up to a depth
of 180 feet, which averages $65 in gold per ton.

The ledge is three feet in width. At the Etta and
Jonathan Mr. Cunimings has out a carload of his

rich ore ready for shipment. These two claims are

Mr. Cummings' little bank, from which he draws
his regular little "pile" whenever he feels so inclined.

Tunnel.—Wm. Frost and Wm. Morrison are

driving a tunnel to cut the vein on a claim they

have located near Antelope wash in Maynard dis-

trict. They have struck some very hard rock, but

expect to cut the vein in about 3o feet more, when
they look for rich ore. John Tillman, Ed Gilbert

and L. Kimerly left on a three months' prospecting

trip to the Santa Maria and Harqua Hala country

Tuesday. Mr. Gilbert is well acquainted with that

country and is in hopes of discovering the source

from whence the placer gold found in that country

(^mes.

The Gui.u Basin mill will probably start up the
tirst of February. A thorough sampling of the mine
showed an average ass:iy value of 515 per ton for a
width of 18 inches. It is claimed that the ore can
be mined and milled for $8 per ton, leaving a good
margin of profit for the owners. The probability is

thai the company will also purchase a mine of Judge
Schaefer, and with these two mines will be able to

make a success of their mill. The cold weather has
forced the lessees on the C. O. U. dumps to cease
work. We understand that about $30,000 have
been taken from the dumps in the last ten months.

BRITISH OOUUMBIA.

Trail Creek Ore Sampled.—Nelson Miner.
Jan. 10: Conflicting reports are heard as to the value
of the ores of Trail Creek camp. One report is that

the ore is too refractory for possible treatment; an-
other that it wilt piy il the quaniity said to be, is ac-
tually in sight. N. Hoover of Nelson has done as
n)uch as any other one m.in to test the merits of the

district. He and his partner have men at work on
the Lily May, and a shaft is now down over 30 feet,

with 3!/ feet of ore in the bottom. Some time ago
Mr. iioover sent an average sample of the ore to

the Northern Pacific Reduction Co. at Spokane
Falls, to ascertain il it could be shipped at a profit.

.\dvices from that company are in ef^'ect that the ore

contains -^Yi per cent copper, t% per cent lead, 8J^
per cent zinc, loi ounces silver, and $8 gold per ton.

For ore of like character the reduction company will

pay 90 per cent of the lead and 95 per cent of the
silver and gold, charging $20 per ton for treatment,

the orelo be delivered at Spokane, freight and duty
paid. At these figures the ore would net the owners
about $50 a ton, over and above mining, transporta-
tion, duty, and reduction charges.
An Eight-ThousandDollar SALE.-The own-

ers of the Grizzly Bear and Silver (Jue^n have effect-

ed a sale of these prospects to a representative ol the

Omaha smelting works. The terms of the sale are

conditioned on crown grants being obtained for the

ground. The Grizzly Bear has had considerable de-
velopment work done on it; the Silver Queen little

more than the amount required to obtain a crown
grant. Both are believed to be spurs or offshoots

of the Silver King ledge, the ore being of similar

character. Eight thousand dollars is the price.

COLORADO.

Closed Down.— Idaho Springs Gazette, Jan. 17:

On account of a shortness of water the Maltie mill

was compelled to close down. It is expected that

the weather of the past few days will increase the

supply sufficiently to enable the plant to start up in

a short time.

Smelter.—We have it from the most reliable au-
thority that the Omaha & Grant smelter will increase
its capacity to 700 tons per day. The Globe smelt-
ing works have increased their facilities so that they
can handle 500 tons daily. The capacity of the Ar-
go works has also been largely increased. All this

shows that they expect a largely increased output,
and ihe improvements will be the means of creating
better prices for ore all around.

DAKOTA.

Hester A.—Deadwood Pioneer, Jan. 17: A force

of men is at work on the Hester A., at Galena, un-
der the superintendency of John Gherkin, and a
good quality of ore is being taken out. The farther

tlie development progresses, the better the mine ap-
pears.

Richmond.—The mill belonging to the Richmond
company, at Galena, was all fixed preparatory to

starting up yesterday, but when the engine was
turned loose the driving rod broke, necessitating

shutting down. A new rod has been sent for to

Fremont, Neb., and as soon as this is received,

which will be in about ten days, the mill will be
started up. The ore all comes from the Richmond
mine, and a large enough body is in sight to keep
the mill running continuously. Some of the ore
recently struck will carry 600 to 800 ounces to the

ton.

IDAHO.

Gold Ore.—Wood River Times, Jan. 17: Her-
bert Hersley, of Soda Springs, whose company
owns a 40-stamp gold mill which crushes from 120
to 150 tons per day, which yields $5 per ton, says
that it costs one-half of this, or $2.50 per ton, to

mine and mill. The vein is quite large and the ore

soft. Instances where it costs less than $1 to mine
and mill abound in California. With this knowledge
of the cost of operations elsewhere it seems to us
that the parties interested in our Gold Belt should
be able to approximate it. To be sure they are not
supplied with the proper appliances to work at as
low cost as in California or even in Carriboo; but
the grade of ore is much higher here than it is there,

and this should more than offset the advantage de-
rived from the use of water-power for which a heavy
rental has to be paid.

From Lost River.—Ex-Sheriff Furey is in from
Lost river, The Big Copper Co. is working its

mines and smelter at Cliff with satisfactory results.

The smelter was blown in a week before Christmas,
and has been running uninterruptedly, and regular
shipments of bullion to the railroad have begun.
The smelter demonstrates that the ore is of much
better grade and carries a much higher percentage
of copper than was expected. About 100 men are
employed about the mines and smelter. The Grand
Prize mine, adjoining the Big Copper group, was
sold for $20,000 cash about one month ago. Milt.

Brown is the superintendent, and about 20 men are
employed. The company being amply provided
with funds, it will develop its mine, having test lots

of ore smelted occasionally, with the intention of

eventually putting in a smelter.

The Dollarhide Group.—Ketchum Keystone,

Jan. 17: Mr. A. Dollarhide is a large owner in the
Dollarhide group of mines, situated at Smoky,
and the present showing made by the property is

highly encouraging. They have run three tunnels
lengthwise of their vein, each one below its prede-
cessor, the lower one of which at its farthest point
in the mountain is about 400 feet below the surface

of the hill. In the lowest of these tunnels ore is

found for a dista;nce of 140 feet, and the chute or
chimney it is in is not connected with another chute
tapppd by the two tunnels above, and from which
all of their ore thus far shipped from the mine has

bet.-n taken; but it is thought 100 feet more of tunnel
will tap the original chute. Both of the upper tun-
nels yielded good ore, as did several upraises made
along their course. The walls are from 8 to 30 feet

apart and are both of hard black rock, probably
lime. The space between them is filled with gangue
and clay, more or less interspersed with ore, while
the ore seam proper is generally about a fool wide,
but varies from i to 3}^ feet. The clay in which
this is imbedded is so tough as to be difi'icult of re-

moval, but slacks readily on being exposed to the

sun, and has yielded by assay test as high as 135
ounces to the ton. Its average value is somewhere
between five and eight ounces. The ore seam is

mainly on the footwall, but the richest ore is found
on the hanging-wall.
De Lemah Bullion.- -Idaho -"/fi^/dwMi-, Jan. 17:

Sixteen bars of bullion, weighing in aggregate 35,740
ounces, were shipped from the Ue L^mar mine this

week. The assay value of these bars has not been
made public, but the fact is well known that the

shipments from that mill lun over $3 per ounce, and
it is safe to estimate the shipment, 30 days run of the

mill, at $80,000. The amount of high-grade ore

shipped in sacks is said to have slightly exceeded the

previous month, so that the last month of last year

has proven the best producer since the mill started.

At this rate there will be no necessity of drawing on
the reserve fund to pay for the construction of the

new $750,000 mill contemplated. Build it as rapid-

ly as they may, the current product of the mine will

pay for it.

The Last Clean UP of the Leonard mill, run-

ning on Phillips & Sullivan ore, has placed to the

credit of that mine nine bricks weighing loo pounds
each and assaying a little over $2 per ounce. This
is the last ore that will be crushed from that mine
until the roads are again open in the spring. The
development work now going on already assures

much bigger and more frequent shipments when
they begin again.

Cow Creek—Dave Farmer is now camped at

Cow Creek, with men working some of the claims

belonging to him and others in that new camp. All

reports that come from there indicate that region

will be a Mecca for miners and prospectors, next

summer. A number of the claims now slightly

prospected are showing up rich.

The Flint Mill is still producing rich concen-

trates, but not having been constructed for the pur-

pose for which it is now run, there have been a good
many delays and stoppages. Enough has been

done, however, to prove that the ores of the camp can
be cheaply and profitably worked into concentrates,

and with cheaply constructed concentrating mills to

work the large quantities of ores found in the camp,
it has a bright future in store.

LOWKR CALIFORNIA.

Alamo.—Cor. Lower Californian, Jan. 15: We
have had cold weather at Alamo for a week past,

making il necessary to huddle around the camp-fires

and fire-places. H. S. Sherard has a bond on the

Tarantula mine for six months from the owners,

Messrs. McCarthy & Martin, but the bond was given

with the understanding that Russell & Rhodes had a

previous agreement with the owners to work the

Tarantula, and if they wished to retain the mine the

bond was to be declared null and void, and Mr.

Sherard was to be recompensed for any expense in-

curred in working the mine. Upon the return of

Russell & Rhodes to camp they signified their de-

sire to take the property in accordance with

the agreement with McCarthy & Martin, and so

Mr. Sherard has severed his connection with the

Tarantula, after being recompensed by the owners.

In the 12 days that Mr. Sherard worked the Tarant-

ula he took out 47 tons of ore, some of which was
very rich. He is now working the Richmond, which
adjoins the Aurora. John W. Mitchell has his mill,

the Manzanita, and with the added improvements
which he is about to make, will soon have a busy

scene about his camp. Col. Lane & Sons will run

the Alamo mill and do their own amalgamating
hereafter. This mill was lately leased to Col. Lane's
former amalgamator, Messrs. Hjalworth, Sherard

and Chas. Hossack are putting some rock through

the El Paso mill from ihe Richmond gold mine.

MONTANA.

Butte and 'Qo^'vov^.—Intzr-Monniain, Jan. 16;

The smelters of the camp are all running to their

full capacity and their output of copper matte and
copper is weekly on the increase. The only trouble

experienced has been the inability of the many
smelters to reduce the amount of ore produced, thus

keeping some of the mines partially inactive. The
Butte and Boston people are adding daily to their al

ready great works, and the output of this company
bids fair to outdo any smelter in the camp if the im-
provements are added as rapidly in the future as

they have been in the past. The mines of this com-
pany are being opened up and in all of them the

most encouraging prospects are being met.

The Silver District.—As for the silver mines
of the camp, all are running and every stamp drop-

ping, and the usual shipments of bullion are regular-

ly made from each company. The underground de-

velopments in the Lexington are simply immense,

and the ore body on the 1500 continues as strong

as at the time it was first crosscut. Extra good ore

is being taken from the 11, 12 and 13 of the Alice,

while the Moulton Co. only waits the reports of the

developments as they progress in both the Alice

and the Lexington, that they themselves may be

tempted to sink below their present depths. The
Gray Rocks and the Belle of Butte continue to be

the main source of supply for the Silver Bow mill,

and from these mines there is taken some ot the

richest ores produced in the camp,
Zosel District.—Montana Mining Journal,

Jan. 17: Operations have commenced on the Bridge

street lode in Zosel district. It is the intention to

run a tunnel 150 feet for the purpose of tapping the

ledge at considerable depth.

Ore.—Considerable ore is being shipped to the

East Helena smelter from the sampling works at

Boulder, two carloads from that point being received

al the smeller during the past two weeks. It has

been reported and confirmed that the London mine
at Neihart has developed an ore chute 750 feet in

length, with every indication that it may extend the

full length of the claim. This property has the
" earmarks " of a great mine.
Bonded.— It is stated that Wm. Zosel has bond,

ed the Carbonate Extension mine, located near

Deer Lodge, to Chas. Meader of Butte and J. C.
Shaubut ol Deer Lodge. The bond is for $10,000
and runs for six months. Work on the properly
will be commenced at once.

On the Granite Lead.—Phillipsburg Maii,
Jan. 15: There appears to be great activity on the
line ol the great granite lead. The Bi-Metallic Co.
is sinking a 3-compariment shaft on the Fanny
Parnell, and it is understood to be its intention
to sink 500 feet before crosscutting. Farther west
on the Zeus, sinking is still in progress, and yet
farther west the Bi-MetaHic Extension people are
about ready to resume sinking and have machinery
almost ready to meve, having a capacity of 1000
feet. This company seems to have every confidence
of finding rich ore, as they intend to sink 500 feet

before crosscutting to the vein.

Mines oi- Marvsville.—Speaking of bonanzas,
what's the matter with the B;ild Butte ? At its pres-
ent rate of production it will soon make millionaires
of several Helena men. The last mill-run aggre-
gated $14,500, an average of $158 per ton. Pretty
big, isn't it, for a mine that was once abandoned as
played out? The papers are full of the Spotted
Horse and it seems strange they have so little lo say
of Ihe Bald Butte— a bigger bonanza and one lying
right at Helena's door. Its development ? It has
80 feel of levels on the 100 which expose an ore
chute fully eight feel wide. The footwall has never
been found yet, and the Lord only knows what will

be opened up by the time they reach il. The main
shaft is down about 150 feet and still going. It is

the intention, I believe, to crosscut on the 200. I

don't know anything about the company's dividends.
Another may be declared soon, or the profits may
be reserved for the purchase of the new 2o-stamp
mill, which I hear will be put in next spring. 1 do
know that the Bald Butte is a bonanza, however,
and one of the greatest in Montana.

OREGON.

Monthly Dividend.—Bedrock Democrat, Jan.
14: All thoughts of dull times were last Sunday
for a lime dispelled by Supt. Oliver of the Baisley-

Elkhorn mine who arrived in the city and, reining

up his roadsters in front of the First National Bank,
alighted and with some exertion carried within the
output of the Baisley-Elkhorn mine for the past 20
days—two gold bricks weighing something over 500
ounces and valued at a little over $8000. The bricks

by this time have been forwarded by the bank to

the United States mints for coinage, one to Boise

City, Idaho, and the other to San Francisco,

UTAH.

Mammoth.—Salt Lake Excharige Journal, Jan.
3: There is hardly a producer in Utah but that is

steadily increasing its dividends right along. From
every camp, almost, the ore output is doubled or
quadrupled. The Mammoth mine, in Tintic min-
ing district, is an illustration of what the mines of
Utah are doing for their shareholders. During the

past four years il has paid $720,000 in dividends as
follows; 1887, two dividends, $20,000; i888, five

dividends, $50,000; 1889, six dividends, $130,000;
1890, 14 dividends, $520,000. Total, $720,000.
This is a splendid showing, and the mine grows
richer as development work progresses. In this

property pure horn silver is found in large quanti-

ties, and gold ore, over half pure, is often encoun-
tered. Charlie Stebbins, the new superintendent
of the Mammoth, will have a chance now to bring
his large mining experience into full play, and by
Jan. I, 1892. we shall expect to chronicle a greL.ter

increase in its dividendsthan that noted above, as
Ihe Mammoth is as yet virgin soil.

Blind Requests.

It is surprising how thoughtless and careless some
persons are in remitting money lo newspapers, and
in making requests in regard to changing the ad-
dress of their papers. Almost every week some
" blind " requests and blunders reach us, resulting

from oversight and carelessness on the part of those
who send them.

It is a common thing for us to receive requests
like the following;

" Please change my paper to Blankville, as I have
gone there to live. Yours truly, John Smith. "

But as " John Smith " failed to give uS his former
or present address, we cannot make the change he
requests without searching over thousands of names
on our mail list—a work that would require a week
to accomplish; and as there are many John Smiths,
it would probably be unsuccessful in identifying the

one sought after, even if the search were made.
Some persons request us to send their paper to

such and such a place, not only without giving their

present address, but even without giving their

names. Of course, not knowing who the writer is,

nor where he receives his paper, we cannot make
the change he requests, and must wait until he
writes again to complain that his former request was
not attended to. But this was entirely his own fault-

If he had sent in his name and former or present

address, his request could and would have been
promptly attended to.

Sometimes persons remit money in letters, and
with similar carelessness neglect to give their address
or name. In such cases we cannot enter credit for

the money thus blindly sent us until we are snbse-

quently informed from whom it came by the person
who sent it and who complains thai he has not re-

ceived credit for his remittance. Of course, the de-

lay in crediting the money was caused by his own
carelessness.

It is the custom of printers to call all defective,

disconnected, mislocated and unintelligible manu-
script, or portions of it, "blind," and the term is

appropriately applicable to the kind of requests sent

us which we have cited above. They are " blind''

requests and cannot be attended to for the reasons

stated.

We hope, therefore, that all our friends will here-

after exercise a little tboughtfulness and care in this

matter, and whenever they remit money to us, or

desire us to change the address of their papers, we
beg them ahvays to state the fostoffice, county attd

State to which theirpaper is now sent, as -well as the

one to which they wish it sent, together wHk t/ieir

full name, and their requests can then he complied

•with. In short, we beg them to send us no more
" blind " requests.
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LQECHAjMieAL Progress

Friction and Lubrication of Journals.

Prof. John Goodman points out that the fric-

tion per square inch of a journal thoroughly

lubricated, and bo running upon an oil film, ib

within limitB , independent of the load. The lim-

it is imposed by the pressure which the oil film

will bear without being squeezed out and allow-

ing the meiale to come into actual contact with

each other. At low apaeda, however, the fric-

tion ifl greater than at high speeds, and it has

been found to decrease gradually till the surface

speed of 1000 feet per minute is attained, when

it varies very slightly, belDg. in fact, practi-

cally constant for a considerable range. This is

true, however, only for considerable loads per

square inch, such as 400 pounds, the area of the

journal being estimated by multiplying diame-

ter of shaft by length of bearing.

At loads under 60 pounds per square inch, ac-

cording to Goodman, the friction gradually de-

creases with a reduction of speed, but when the

intensity of the load is greater than this, the

friction increases when the speed falls belor; 50

feet per minute. With low speeds, a load great-

er than 60 pounds per square inch seems to

squeeze out the lubricant and to increase the

friction. The experiments elicited one interest-

ing fact well known in practice to railroad

engineers, namely, the effdct of slight side-

play in reducing the friction of a journal. A
journal with a slight side-play, and moving

from side to side, has greatly leas friction than

one in which the side-play is entirely taken up,

It is, of course, imposeible to allow any great

amount of side-play to the crank-shaft of a

steam engine, but still this fact proves how ad

visable it is to fit main brasses and connecting-

rod brasaea slightly easy, and explains the heat-

ing which is often caused by too good a job be-

ing made of the side fit.

A constant load must be less in intensity than

an intermittent one: thus a dead load such as is

usually allowed on railroad axles, should not

exceed 450 to 500 lbs. per square inch, while in

crank-pins, where the load Is intermittent, a

maximum of 2000 lbs, per square inch is often

applied without heating. Oq the gudgtonends,

where the sliding velocity of the surfaces is not

high, aa much as 5000 lbs. per tquare inch is al-

lowed. The load, however heavy, takes some

time to squeeze out the oil film, and so a heavy

load only momentarily applied and than revers-

ed does not get time to bring the metals into

actual contact, although a smaller load continu-

ously applied is quite able to do so. The whole

efficiency of the journal depends upon its sup-

port upon this lubricating film, and the friction

is caused, not by the contact of the metal sur-

faces, but by the continuous work of shearing

the oil film existing between those surfaces. It

Ib very intereeting to refiect that the efficient

working of our great engines depends on a

lubricating film of from 1-10,000 to 4-10,000 of

an inch thick, and furnishea one more illustra-

tion of the minute matters to be examined into

before we can be said to understand the simplest

actions of those great machines.

—

Ex.

Growth of the Structural Iron Trade.
The impression has baen created, by the rapid

increase in the number of large fireproof build-

ings in our leading cities, that the consumption

of iron and steel beams must have developed

at a tremendous rate. So far as we can learn,

that is not the case, the production being at the

rate of about 100,000 tons per annum, while it

was 90,000 tons two years since. As compared
with the consumption of barb-wire, tin-plate

or nails, this quantity is very moderate indeed,

It sinks into insignificance beside the demand
for rails or pig-iron for foundry purposes. It

has been urged that the consumption of beams
would increase enormously were the price lower.

In Germany, where the demand is far more
widespread, the beam • manufacturers have
adopted a simple method of introducing their

wares. The village builders have been accus-

tomed to follow certain rules based on experi-

ence for determining the dimensions of the

timber used for certain spans. The rolling-

mills get out books giving the exact equiva-
lents in strength of the different sizes of sticks

of timber so used, with the price of the steel

beam, delivered. Thus the small builder is

placed in the position to tell at a glance whether
it is cheaper for him to supplant wood with
steel. It is reported that the consumption for

small buildings has grown in an extraordinary
degree. Still, we question whether such a re-

sult could be reached in this country, because
the relative cost of timber and steel is quite
different. How it will be upon completion of

the increased capacity for manufacturing beams
now being provided, is another question. The
trade looks forward to a lowering in prices

when the additions to plant are completed.

—

Metal Worker.

A New Idea in the Manufacture of
Tubing.—A new idea has been worked out in

the manufacture of tubing In the construction
of a flexible tube for conveying gas, steam or
liqnlds under considerable pressure. This tube
has sufficient fiaxibillty for all practical pur-
poses, with the additional advantage of great
strength and durability, A triangular wire is

pressed between the coils of a round wire dur-
ing the process of constructing the tube with
sufficient force to spread them apart, so that
the contact surfaces are at all times under pres-

sare. The triangular wire serves two purposes;

one is to spread the coils apart, so that the

pressure will be exerted on the contact eur*

faces; the other is to fill the irregular shaped

spaces between the coils of the round wire, ad-

justing itself to the changing form of the spaces

caused by any given flexion.

What Molding Sand Should Be.—The

mold haa an important function to perform in

the process of casting. It must resist the pres-

sure of the liquid metal In every direction, and

at the same time give a free escape to the air

and gases generated In the mold while being

filled, and during solidification. It must give

to the casting a clean smooth surface, and allow

an easy separation from the sand. It must

neither act chemically upon the liquid metal

nor be affected by it at the high temperature at

which it is brought in contact with the sand.

The higher the temperature of the liquid metal,

the more difficult it is to comply with these

conditions, and the fewer are the substances

which can be used for this purpose. The
presence of three per cent metallic oxides in

molding sand impairs its refactory qualities.

Still more undesirable is the presence of lime,

one per cent of which will make sand undesir-

able for good castings. Lime present as a car-

bonate gives off its carbonic acid gas at the

temperature of liquid iron, causing the latter,

when in contact with the mold, to form bubbles

and air-passages which destroy the smoothness

of the surface. If present as caustic, it will

vitrify and adhere to the face of the castings.

The best molding sands are those that contain

the largest proportion of silica; from one to

three per cent magnesia; an entire absence of

lime with sufficient alumina to render the sand

cohesive and plastic. Sands of the above

description are seldom found in a natural state.

—h-on and Steel Manufacture.

The Beginning of Ironmaking in Ambe-
lOA —Mr. Darfee gives some interesting infor-

mation on the beginning of ironmaking in the

United States. In *' Bjrly Steps in Ironmak-
ing," he states that it is certain that at Lynn,
in the Province of Massachusetts Bay, was
cast, in the year 1645, the first piece of hollow-

ware made in America— '*a small iron pot

capable of containing about one quart." This

pioneer of all American-made casiings was in

existence in 1844, but recent efforts to ascer-

tain its whereabouts have been nnsuccessful.

The works at Lynn appear to have been pros-

perous for a number of years, but after a time
they became unpopular, owing to the flooding

of lands by the breakage of the dam and the
great destruction of timber for fuel. Rev.
Wm. Hubbard, writing in 1677. says that they
were "strenuously carried on for some time,

but at length, instead of drawing out bars of

iron for the country's use, there was hammered
out nothing but contentions and lawsuits."

After the establishment of this first successful

"furnace" and "foundry" at Lynn, works
for the manufacture of iron were erected in

other parts of New England, and thence the
business spread into New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania and Maryland. Daring the
French War (1755) there were a number of fur-

naces in operation at which " cannon, bombs
and bullets " were made in great quantity, and
many of these works furnished similar sup-
plies to the continental army during the Revo-
lution.

Ingenious Mechanical Device.—Some valu-
able improvements have been made in faceplate
jaws, so that, by providing recesses at each end
for nuts, the j^ws can be used on faceplates or
plates having T slots, being then, of course,
easily aiJjuetable to any position in the slot by
loosening the bolts. At the same time holes
are drilled and tapped in the body of jaw, by
which it can be attached to the plate in the old
way, if desired. The jaws are reversible on
the plate, the sliding jaws are reversible in the
blocks, and the screws are reversible both in
the blocks and of themselves, being squared for
the wrench at both ends. The sliding jaws
have parallel grooves the entire length, and the
bearings of the screws in them also extend the
complete length. It is found that four of these
jaws attached to the faceplate of a lathe, or to
the table of a boring-mill or drill press, etc.,
make an excellent substitute for the chuck, es-

pecially for the larger sizes of the latter, and to
which they are on many accounts preferable.
The jaws may be put on and taken off the plate
very easily, one man doing the work alone and
without the aid of any tackle.

—

Bo&ton Journal
of Commerce.

MiTis Metal has been found by Prof . Sil-
vanus Thompson to be far superior to ordinary
cast-iron, and not much inferior to wrought-
iron, for electro-magnets. Its great advantage
for the cheaper forms of dynamos and motors
is that it can be easily oast to the form required,
and the expensive forgings avoided that are
now necessary with wroughtiron.

Weight and Power.—It is said that Mr.
Maxim, the inventor of the "Maxim gun,"
claims to have constructed an engine of 500
horse-power, weighing only 1100 pounds, or 2.2
pounds per horse-power. Some of the larger
and most efficient engines have about 112
pounds dead weight per horse-power, including
water.

In a Test of Steel at the Carpenter Steel
Works at Keading, Pa., last week, an inch bar
broke at a strain of 233,833 pounds—20,000
pounds in excess of the best record heretofore
made.

SeiENTIFie FROQRESa

Can Plants See?

The candid observer must admit that many
plants act as if they had the faculty of seeing.

At any rate, they manage to find food and sup-

port by some special sense, which the unscien-

tific mind cannot name any better than to call

it sight. Mrs. King describes a very curious

instance of this habit of looking out for support

on the part of a creeping plant In India.
" My husband has broached a theory that I

cannot remember to have met with before,

namely, that creeping plants can see, or at any

rate have some faculty equaling sight. He
was sitting in the veranda with one foot up
against a large pillar, near to which grows a

kind of convolvulus. Its tendrils were leaning

over into the veranda, and to Robert's surprise

he presently noticed that they were visibly

turning toward his leg. He remained in the

same position, and in leas than an hour the

tendrils had laid themselves over his leg.

"This was in the early morning, and when
at breakfast he told me of this discovery, we
determined to make further experiments.

When we went out into the veranda the

tendrils bad turned their heads back to the

railing in disgust. We got a pole and leaned

it up against the pillar, quite 12 inches from

the nearest sprays of oonvolvulns.

"In ten minutes they had begun to curve

themselves in that direction, and acted exact-

ly as you might fancy a very slow snake would
do if he wished to reach anything. The upper

tendrils bent down and the side ones curved
themselves until they touched the pole, and in

a few hours were twisted quite round it.

" It was on the side away from the light,

and excepting the faculty of sight, we can

think of no other means by which the tendrils

could be aware that the pole had been placed

there. They had to turn away from the light

to reach it, and they set themselves in motion

viaibly within a few minutes of the pole's being

there."
.

Tanning by Electricity.

We recently gave, in these columns, an ac-

count of some experiments wherein It was claim-

ed that by the use of electricity, the time for

tanning leather was greatly shortened, whereby
an important economy in the process was se-

cured. The process, if we rightly recollect,

was of German origin.

More recently an agent of the inventor visited

New York with the view of introducing the

invention to our American tanners. As no one

seemed Inclined to take it up on the representa-

tions of what it had accomplished in Europe, It

was finally agreed to submit it to a test, nnder
the joint direction of Mr. J. S. Sohultz, and
the aeentat Newark. The test aa described by
the Shoe and Leather Reporter^ was conducted

as follows:

"Prepare two circular revolving vats. Into

each of the vats shall be placed a given quantity

of extract liquor, and the same number and
quantity In pounds of prepared sides. In short,

the conditions shall in all respects be equal. To
the one vat shall be added the electric current

and to the other there shall be no electric cur-

rent. After revolving these vats for a sufficient

time to tan the sides accompanied by elec-

tricity, they shall be taken out. If, on examina-

tion, the side in the vat which haa not had the

advantages of electricity should require more
time, such time shall be taken and credited to

the account of electricity."

The agent finding that this was the only

course left to him, agreed to the conditions, and
the experiment was tried at the factory of T.

P.Howell & Co., of Newark. The result was
exactly what Mr. Schultz had anticipated. It

was shown conclusively that the revolving vat

which was not subject to the electrical current,

tanned leather as fast and as well as the other.

To sum up the whole matter, the vats of the

tanners can be propelled by electricity or with-

out it; there is no harm done if it is used, nor

any good done if it isn't used. We have two
specimens of leather before us, says the Reporter,

one tanned electrically, the other not; the same
time was employed on the production of each;

the latter is fully aa well tanned aa the former

—if anything, a little better.

development we find a greater number of cells

in the body. Not only do the cells multiply in

number, but there is a division of labor among
them, and the more marked this differentiation

becomes, the higher stands the organism. In
man, some cells take upon themselves the duties

of digestion, others, that of elimination; some
are concerned in locomotion, others in cerebra-

tion; others reason from the facts thus recog-

nized. Communities of oella, engaged In the

performance of a certain duty or duties, con-

stitute an organ; and these, with their paths of

intercommunication, form our bodies. Health
is maintained only when each of these various

communities of workers does its duty fully.

If the pancreas falls to elaborate its proper se-

cretion, the food does not undergo the normal
digestive changes, and the liver, the'heart, the

lungs, the brain, and in short, the whole mass,

becomes diseased or out of health,

The Force of Vegetable Growth.—Numer-
ous are the evidences of the power of vegetable
life in overcoming obstacles in the way of its

growth. Grain dealers and warehousemen tell

of wheat and barley blades growing through
wooden fiooring, and some men declare that
grain will sprout and grow through a layer of

asphaltum. But one of the strongest evidences
of the strength of vegetable life is told in a late

Issue of the Stockton IndependtTd as follows :

There is to be seen at Russell's stables, in this

city, mushrooms which are pushing themselves
up through three inches of concrete and two
inches of bituminous rock covering, which was
laid hot and rolled smooth with heavy Iron

cylinders. In the rear portion of the stables,

where vehicles are kept, the concrete and
bituminous rock fiooring was laid over ground
which was at one time used aa a oorral. The
fioor was laid more than a year ago, and has
been dry and solid until last week, when mush-
rooms began to push through and finally break
the bituminous rook. Half a dozen mushrooms
have come up since the bumps were first

noticed in the fiooring, and as many more have
raised what look like large pustules in the
black surface. Mr. Russell says barley sprouts
came up through a portion of the fiooring last

spring, but he saw no mushroom growth there

until about a week ago.

Dissipating the Energy of a Tornado.—
Prof. H. A. Hazen, in Science, diacusses the

possibility of dissipating the energy of a tor-

nado by artificial means. He is of the opinion

that serious damage may be warded off from a

town or a village by an extensive forest to the

west and southwest. The electric tension

might also possibly be relieved by a properly

arranged network of wires and poles placed in

the direction of usual approach. "A tornado

is exactly the same as a waterspout at sea," he

says, "and if ships have broken up such a

spout from the concussion produced by the

firing of a cannon, there seems no reason why
the energy of a tornado may not be largely

diminished by the explosion of gunpowder or

dynamite."

All Forms are Cellulak.—All life is cellu-

lar; this is true of the lowest plant and of the

most highly developed animal. In the uni-

cellular organism all the functions of life must
be performed by the one cell; it must aborb,

digest and excrete. It must fecundate and re-

produce its species. As we ascend the scale of

Photography Applied to Surveying .

—

Surveyors are becoming more and more in-

debted to photography for the way in which it

facilitates and improves their work. Progress
is the order of the day. It is not long since

the engineer who used a camera to take occa-

sional or semi-oocaaional records of the progress

of his work was looked upon as putting on
airs. Now, however, the blue print and the
camera come in very handily, so much so that
it is not the engineer who uses them, but rather

the one who does not, who is the exception.
i

The engineer is not Ukely to dispense just now |

with his transit, but he who avails himself of
i

such help as photography can give him, espe- {

dally in such work as making close topograph- i

ical surveys, will have a very great advantage
over one who does not.

Singular Fact in Connection with Essen-
tial Oils.—The composition of all essential

oils is one and the same. There is no chemical
difference between them. Those of bergamot,
birch, chamomile, caraway, hops, juniper,

lemon, myrtle, nutmeg, orange, parsley, pep-

per, savin, thyme, tolu and valerian, all have
the same composition, expressed by the empir-
ical symbol CioHig. The widely differing prop-
erties of these oils are explained by chemists as

due to the different structure, or way in which
the atoms are arranged In the molecule, just as

the same number of bricks may be arranged to

form a house, church, store, or many other dif-

ferent buildings.

Star Space.—There is a photographic chart

of the heavens now in course of preparation at

the Paris Observatory on which It is calculated

that sixty-four millions of stars will be repre-

sented—every one in Its proper place in rela-

tion to all the others. In the nebulee of the
Lyre a photograph of only 4 by 5^ inches in

area haa been taken, which represents no less

than 4800 stars. All these luminous points are

BO distinctly shown in the photograph that they
may be counted by the naked eye. This is a
greater number of stars than can be counted in

the entire heavens by the unaided eye.

Sugar from Cotton-seed.—The latest re-

ported discovery in connection with cotton-

seed comes from Germany, where, it is said, a
process has been discovered for extracting

sugar from cot'ton-seed meal. The sugar is of

a very superior grade, but cannot be sold in

competition with the ordinary article. It is

said to be inclined to ferment or sour, and
hence, better in use for preserving fruits. It

is said to be fifteen times sweeter than cane
sugar and twenty times more so than sugar
made of beets.

Geologists have proven that the diamond
mines of South Africa are located in vents or

chimneys varying from 70 to 1500 feet in diam-
eter, a fact which proves that the king of gems
owes Its origin to subterranean heat.

A Luminous Crayon has recently been in-

vented to enable lecturers to draw on the black-

board when the room is darkened for the use of

the lantern.
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Health of the State.—From the oironUr
iuaed by the State Boird of Health for the

month of December, ISOO, jaat to hand. It is

learned that the number of deaths in the State
was U9S oat of an eatimated population of

744,1G'J. Of theee deathi, 160 are attributGd

to consumption, 140 to pneumonia, 2S to bron-

chitis, G3 to diphtheria, 3 to smallpox, 31 to

typhoid fever, S4 to heart diseases, 34 to can-

cer and 28 to alcoholism. The monthly per*

centage of deaths was l.ti? per thousand, or an
annual mortality of 20,04, which Is a higher
death rate than that of the preceding month,
ftnd the hi^heat death rate the State has had
ainoe January of last year, when influenza was
epidemic. The inoreased death rate, the re*

port says, was owing to the Increase and fatal-

ity of diseases of the respiratory organs, in-

clading diphtheria and croup. The three

deaths from smallpox all occnrrod in this oity.

In conolnding Us report, the State Board of

Health says: We desire this month to call the

Attention of every health otiicer to the neces-

sity of having all premiBe%oontaiulDg or having
contained oases of infectious disease properly
fumigated and disinfected under their super-

vision, and to discourage or, if possible, forbid

the holding of a public funeral in every case of

scarlet fever of diphtheria. Day by day we
are called npon to record cases of disease con-

tracted in this way, A general law should be

passed making it a peoal offense to fail to notify

the public, by some distinctive flag or notice,

of the presence of communicative disease, and
any one holding a public funeral where the

cause of death is infective should be severely

punished.

How to Avoid Chokino.—Death by the

clogging of the windpipe is an accident liable

to happen to huogry persona eating hastily or

to children, and calls for the greatest self-

control and presence of mind on the part of

those who are present. The substance which
causes the choking may either be at the top

of the throat, at the entrance to the gullet,

or lower down. If at the upper part of the
throat, prompt action will often remove it,

either by thrusting the finger and thumb into

the mouth and palling the obstruction away,
or, if It cannot be reached so as to pnll it

away, a piece of whalebone, a quill or even
a penholder—anything at hand—should be

seized and pushed down as a probang, so aa

to force the subatance down the gullet. Tick-

ling the back of the mouth with a feather, so

as to produce violent retching, will sometimes
dislodge it, or a sodden splashing of cold

water in the face, which causes involuntary
gasping. Should the patient become ineeuBible

before relief can be afforded, it must not be
assumed for certain thai death has taken
place, and such remedies as dashing cold

water in the face and on the chest and apply-

ing ammonia to the nostrils should be contin-

ned till medical aid arrive?.

—

Chicago Herald.

QsEFUL Information;.

Acidity of the Stomach.—This condition is

dne to germe, and the cure lies in getting rid

of the germs. Germs of fermentation in the

stomach produce, first, alcohol, then carbonic

acid, and then acetic acid. A person troubled

with this form of dyspepsia should be careful

to take only sach articles of food as do not

favor the development of germs, and thus

starve them out. Another thing to do is to

wash the germs out of the stomach by drinking

freely of hot water before meals. If food is

put into a stomach already sour, of course fer

mentation will be set up immediately. Some
persons notice that as soon aa they eat, their

stomachs become sour. The third important
thing to do is to stimulate the stomach to make
more gastric juice, which is a natural antisep

tic, and prevents fermentation, and also

hastens absorption. The glands may be stimu-

lated by applying hot fomentations to the stom'

ach for half an hour immediately after the

close of a meal, or, easier still, by wearing a

rubber bag filled with hot water directly over

the stomach for half an hour or an hour. Heat
ia a natural stimulant, and there are no possi-

ble ill effects from its nse in this way.

—

Good
Health.

Precautions Against Consomption.—In a

circular on precautions against consumption,
pnbllshed by the State Board of Health of

Pennsylvania, the following advice is given:

The duster, and especially that potent distribu-

tor of germs, the feather duster, shonld never

be used in a room habitually occupied by a

consumptive. The fioor, woodwork, and fur-

niture shonld be wiped with a damp cloth.

The patient's clothing should be kept by itself,

and thoroughly boiled when washed. It need
hardly be said that the room should be venti-

lated as thoroughly as is coneistent with the

maintenance of a proper temperature.

The Keely Motor Controversy.

The controversy oonoorning the Keely motor
has been more or less ventilated in the news*
papers lately, bat generally in a rather mislead-
ing way. The foUowiog are the actual facts
in the case, furnished from what appear to be
authoritative sources: Mrs. Clara Jessop Moore,
a wealthy lady of Fhlladelphia, has taken a
great Interest in Mr, Keely's experiments, not
because of any monetary interest in the com-
pany, but because of her belief that Mr. Keely's
work might prove to be of great scientific value.
For some time she has personally furnished all

the funds necessary for carrying on Mr. Keely's
experiments and supporting him and his family.
The stockholders of the Keely Motor Co.

desire financial results first and care nothing
for the scientific aspect of the case. They de-
sire Mr, Keely to continue to work away on
his " commercial engine," which has thus far
proved such an ignis fatuus, and abandon re-

searches Into the nature of his unknown force.
Mrs. Moore has made, therefore, the following
proposition to the company: That they shall

cease all interference with Mr, Keely and per-
mit him to pursue bis experiments under the
direction of Prof, Hertz of Bonn University,
Germany, who is among the foremost of liviog
physicists; Prof. Fitzgerald of Trinity College,
Dublin; Prof. Barker of the University of
Pennsylvania, and other noted scientists whom
Mrs. Moore has interested in Mr, Keely's work.
If they will do this until such time as Mr.
Keely'a work can be placed on a soand scien-
tific basis, Mrs, Moore agrees to furnish all

funds necessary for the experiments.
It is greatly to be hoped that the managers

of the Keely Motor Co. will have common sense
enough to accept this munificent offer; for there
is small hope of the commercial success of their
company unless the experiments which Mr.
Keely now blindly performs are placed on a
scientific and intelligible basis, provided this is

possible.
Anotber Statement.

Notwithstanding the above, the following is

another statement quite the reverse: Mrs.
Moore, who, since the capital of the Keely
Motor Oo. gave out, has been supplying fnnds
to the Inventor with which to perfect his inven-
tion, now proposes to retire from the concern,
and Keely will have to look around for some
other means of earning an honest living. It is

now 20 years since Keely announced to the
world the discovery of a new force, with which
he was going to revolutionize the whole system
of propulsion and locomotion, and even Mrs.
Moore cannot be blamed if her confidence be-
gins to move,

Keely's Rival.

The little town of Weeton, W. Va , claims to
have a mechanic who has invented a machine
which rivals the famous Keely motor. It is

claimed that a system of mechanism has been
discovered by him, whereby one man with a
H-inoh lever can create five-horse power. This
ia equivalent to raising 33,000 pounds five feet
high in one minute, or to raising 165,000
pounds one foot in one minute, or in the same
length of time to raising 1000 pounds 165 feet
high. It is equal in power to raising a one-
pound cannon-ball at 30 milea a minute, or
double the speed of a rifle-ball.

The machine is now on exhibition in a shop
at Weston, where, those who have seen it say,
it keeps a rip saw which requires five-horse
power in steady operation. The inventor
claima that the force can be applied instantly
to any object, making it useful for throwing
projectUea.

Elephant's Hide. — The tanning of ele-
phant's hide ia comparatively a new industry.
The method employed is practically the same as
in the tanning of cow hides, except that a
stronger combination of the tannic ingredients
is required, and a greater length of time, about
six months, la necessary to perform the work.
When the bide is taken out of the vat, it is

about 1^ Inches thick. Articles made of ele-
phant'a hide are expensive luxuries. A
small pocket-book made of elephant leather,
without any silver or gold ornamentation, costa
about $40. A small satchel made of the same
leather costa anywhere from $300 to $400.
Cigar cases, card c^sea and similar articles vary
from ^52 to $100. Floor ruga are also made out
of the leather. In finishing the hide no at-
tempt is made to glaze or polish it. Every-
thing is done to preserve Its natural color and
appearance. It ia a very endurable leather,
several years' wear having but little effect on
it. The scarcity of elephants and the great ex-
pense entailed in the tanning of their hides
precludes the poasibility of elephant leather
ever becoming a thing of popular and general

Intellectual Woek.—" It is not intellect-

ual work that injures the brain," says the

London ^osp'^aZ, "but emotional excitement.

Most men can stand the severest thought and
study of which their braina are capable, and
be none the worae for it, for neither thought
nor study interferes with the recuperative in

fluence of sleep. It is ambition, anxiety, and
disappointment, the hopes and fears, the loves

and hates of our lives, that wear out our nerv-

ous system and endanger the balance of the

brain."

found that a sprinkling of hops in the brine
when bacon and hams are put in pickle,

adds greatly to the flavor ot both, and enables
them to be kept for an indefinite period.

ELECTRieiTY.

A Eaileoad Safety Cak.—A new invention
ia that of a coUapeible railway car in which the
principle of aircnshions is applied to prevent
dangeroaa accident, in case of collisions. The
car will be in two oompartments, one larger
than the other and empty, so that when a col-
lision occurs the smaller section will be forced
into the larger, the air in which will act as a
cushion and relieve the ocoapled section of the
sadden shock.

A New Use for Hops.—A new use is re-
ported to have been discovered for English
hops—namely, for the curing of bacon. It is

liiNGIjMEEF^lNG I]OTES.

•Some Ancient £ngineerlDg Feats.

The hard meohaoioal training necessary for

an engineer of the present day disinclines him
to spend his scanty leisure in studies which can-

not be turned to account. The result Is that
he conscientiously believes bis art to be the
special flower and glory of the age—in which
he is not altogether wroog; but beyond that be
regards all earlier feats of engineering as un-
worthy of serioua discussion, and the public, as

ignorant, with less excuse, encourage this view.
It is waste of time to ask him how the bowl-

ders of Stonehenge were conveyed to their rest-

ing-place, how the walls of Fiesole or Mycene
were built. These marvels represent the pow-
er which lies in the brute force of multitudes,
and there's an end of the question. Engineer-
ing now is an art and a science, with which the
rude work of the savages has no sortof connection.
One must not inquire why he takes it for

granted that Stonehenge, for example, was
built by savages, where the brute multitude
came from, how they subsisted on Salisbury
Plain, or why It is necessary to assume that
they were unacquainted with meobaulca.

All that Is beyond dispute. If you cite rec-

ords of antiquity which tell of works he can-

not rival, that fact alone is proof that the rec-

ord is a lie; for how can it possibly be that
mere Greeks and Romana should have been able
to do what the builders of the Eiffel Tower and
the Forth Bridge cannot accomplish? We had
an amusing instance of this feeling lately. The
ingenious M. Eiffel and the artiaticM. Bartholdi
have been gravely pondering the Colossus of

Rhodes—measuring and weighing It as per de-

scription, and they oonolude that the thing was
simply impossible.

It could not have been set up, to begin with,
and when set up it could not have stood the
preesure of the wind. This is demonstrated by
all the rules of modern science, and he who
does not admit the demonstration must be pre-

pared to show that two and two do not maks
four. Those antique personages who professed

to have seen the Colossus were Tlctima of an
ocular delusion or flat story-tellers, and that
greater number who mentioned it incidentally,

aa we might mention the ruins of the Colos-

seum, were credulous gossips. The fact ia that

Messra. Eiffel and B^tholdi argue in the fashion

usual with engineers. Not all of them would
pretend that they know every law of nature
which applies In such a case. Bnt very few
would listen patiently if it were urged that the
ancients knew some laws with which they were
nnacquainted.
So it appears, however, to the disinterested

student, and we can bring forward evidence
enough. If it be true that the Colossus of

Rhodes is really proved 'Mmpossible," accord-

ing to the best modern authorities, this is a
good illustration to begin with, for Its existence

is as well authenticated as the temple at Delphi
and the statue of Olympian Zsus, or the Tower
of London for that matter, to one who has
never seen it. By some means ic waa set up,

and by adaptation of some natural laws it was
made to stand until an earthquake overthrew
It. One is embarrassed by the number and
variety of illustrations to the same effect which
crowd upon the mind. Since the Ooloaseum
has been mentioned, we may choose examples
of this class. Is M. Eiffel prepared to put an
awning over Trafalgar Square when the sun
ahines, and remove It promptly without the

aid of a central support or steam engines, or

even chains? The arch of the Colosseum is

certainly not less. This may seem a trifling

matter to the thoughtless, because they have
never considered it. Roman engineers covered

in that vast expanse with some woolen mate-

rial, and they worked the ponderous sheet eo

easily and smoothly that It was drawn and
withdrawn as the sky changed. The balk of

it must have weighed hundreds of tons, all de-

pending by ropea from the circumference. Bat
the anclenta thought so little of this feat that

they have left us only one trivial detail of the

method.
So Julius Caesar stretched an awniug above

the Forum Romanum and a great part of the

Via Sacra in the space of a Eiogle night. Have
any of our modern engineers pondered the con-

temporary descriptions of Alexander's dubar
tent before Babylon ? That, again, appears to

bave had no central support. It was upheld,

says Phylarcusj by eight piltara of solid gold.

Of the glorioua plenishing within we have not

to apeak, ainoe onr theme is meohanica.

Around the throne and the great courtiers stood

500 Macedonian guards; in a circle beyond
them 500 Persian guards; beyond these again,

lOOO archers. To' fix a tent which held 2000
soldiers on duty, with arms and accouterments,

surrounding, in successive circles, the most
gorgeous Oriental court that ever was, with
hundreds of satraps, conncilors, generals,

eunuchs, and slaves, would perplex a mechani-

cian of the nineteenth century. He will reply

that the story is false—must be because he

could not match it. Happily the awning of

the Colosseum stands beyond dispute, and
Alexander's tent Is a small matter compared
with that,

—

St. James's Gazette,

Danger Prom Underground Wires.

According to the views of some of our fore-
most electricians, says the Sanitary Plumber^
trouble la likely to result from the burying of
the electric conductors, if the high-tension cur-
rents are still employed. No iosulation has
yet been discovered that will remain for a long
time intact and perfect, and it is pointed out
that the ordinary iueulatiog materials are like-
ly to prove very short-lived when exposed to
the tlTacts of warmth and moisture in an under-
ground conduit. It is proved by the frequent
explosions that have occurred to be rendered
additionally destructive by the presence of
a large proportion of carbureted hydrogen.
We are told that the rapid decay and disinte-

gration of the insulation will enhance the
dangers liable to result from an accidental con-
tact of live and dead high-tension and low-
tension current conductors, and that the line-
men's perils will be aggravated greatly owing
to thla cause, and by reason of the confined
apace they will be compelled to work in, Gaa
that may escape into a conduit ia almost certain
to be ignited in short order, and the dangerous
explosions that have startled the city (New
York) are liable to increase in frequency.
Worse than this, however, is the warning ut-
tered by a leading electrical engineer, who
Cilia attention to the fact that the escaping cur-
rent of electricity is aa likely as not to find In a
water or gas main an avenue of escape, with
the result of unpleasantly surprising any one
touching branches of these conductors In turn-
ing on gaa or water.

It ia not our wish to pose aa alarmists, but
we quote pertinent facts that appeal to every
citizen. If these currents prove so tremen-
dously effective above ground, where they are,
practically speaking, out of every one's way,
what is to be said of their presence under our
feet and in close contact with metallic con-
ductors in constant use, that may poasiblv be-
come charged with their deadly energy? It
may be all very well to hurry the wires down
from the poles, but before placing them where
they may prove equally or even more danger-
ous, their location should be the subject of the
most careful attention.

New Uses for Electricity.

Electrical science, says Prof. Eliaba Gray,
haa made a greater advance in the last 20 yeara
than in all the 600 historic yeara preceding.
More ia diBcovered in one day now than in a
thousand yeara of the Middle Agea. We find
all sorts of work for electricity to do. We
make It carry our messages, drive our engine,
ring our doorbell, and scare the burglar; we
take it as a medicine, light onr gas with it, see
by it, hear from it, talk with it, and now we
are beginning to teach It to write.
We give the following aa among the latest

devices in this direction: A Frenchman haa
perfected a contrivance which acta at once aa a
mosquito-bar and extermiaator. It consiata of
fine copper wire woven so close as to exclude
the insects from the bed. At the top of the
canopy hangs a small electric lamp. This at-

tracts the mosquitoes to the netting, where
they are killed by a current from a weak pile

battery under the bed, which also supplies the
light.

A Riverside man has arranged an electric
frost alarm which will be a great convenience
to orange-growers. It consists of an accurate
dial thermometer, electrically connected with a
bell and switch in such a manner that it will
cause the bell to ring when any desired tem-
perature is reached.

The very latest Item in this direction is that
it is claimed that hogs should be killed by elec-

tricity, because the pasaap;e of the current not
only kills the pigs but kills trichlcie at the
same time. Whether this claim has any foun-
dation in fact, we cannot say; but it seems
plausible. If substantiated, the discoverer
should be canonized as a great benefactor of

the human race, and deserves of Cougreaa a
gold medal for a clear-cut solution of the inter-

national question raised by the American pig.

Electric Railways in Colorado.—Denver
has already 30 milea of electrical street road in
operation, employing an aggregate of 1150-

horse power of generator?, 5S motor cars, each
fitted with two Id-horse power motors and 60
trailers, traversing the oity and reaching out
in every direction to suburban points. The
old cable and horse-car companies are rapidly
adopting what is apparently to be the motive-
power of the future for all city and suburban
traffic. The West End line uses double truck
cars 40 feet long and of 2000 pounds weight,

fi^.ted with two 15 horse power Sprague motors,
this motor and overhead wires being in general
use on all the lines. The Colorado Springe
electrical main line, with branches, is 22 milea

long and runs to Colorado Oity, the former
capital of the State. The aggregate power of

the generators of this line is 280 horse, em-
ployiog IS motor cars and a like number of

trailers. Several new lines are in contem-
plation, and some in process of construction.

All the lines are working well. Colorado
leads the Union in this enterprise. San Fran-
cisco cables are doing well, but there ia talk

in some quartera of substituting electricity for

steam and cables.
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Passing Events,

BepresentatiTes of the bydranlic-minmg in-

terests have visited the Governor of the State

and oongratalated him on the sentiments ex-

pressed in hie message. Their address is print-

ed elsewhere in the Press. It would really

seem as if the time had come when Congrese
will be forced to give attention to the question

affeoting this class of mining.

Miners should note that Congress is again
amending the mining laws, and if there are
objections to the bill now pending (published
in another column), they should be made known
at onoe.

One of the local foundries—the Occidental-
has withdrawn from the Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation and has again employed union molders.
It is not expected that this action will make
any change in the status of the strike as far a
the other foundries are concerned.

The Mdlatos Mine Suit.—This matter has
been settled. Hobart and Hayward get back
$1,422,000 of the purchase money ($1,575,000)
and reclaim all the output of the mine since

the sale, in lieu of which they surrender the
Mulatos mine to the Aguayos, who still retain

$153,000, which oould not be reached by at-

tachment.

A discovery of opals has recently been made
near Moscow in the State of Washing-

ton, close to the Idaho line. A number of

the gems have been brought to thie city and

cut, showing a more brilliant play of colors

than those obtained from Mexico. They are

whiter and without the yellowish tinge of the

Mexican gems. Some of them appear to be

harlequin opals on which the patches of color

are made angular and variously tinted but

evenly distributed. Others show deep-green

flashes of color, like those called lechosos by
the Mexicans. One, a very large specimen,

has been examined by a very skillful lapidary,

and other competent parties, who are of opinion

that it was the largest and most valuable pre-

cious opal In the rough that has been brought

to this city.

The reoent find was made in a wheat-field

where men were digging a well, and at a depth

of four feet they came upon this deposit.

Specimens have been shown to ns by Melville

Attwood of this city, Speoimena of basalt

wacke, the Inclosing rock, or matrix of the

opal, came with the gems. Mr. Attwood
has prepared a section of the matrix for

microscopic examination by which he identi-

fied the substance.

No Bpecial work has been done on the claim

this winter, owing to the snow, so that the ex-

tent of the deposit is unknown. Some of the

gems are quite large and pure; and, in fact, all

of them are of very good quality and quite

handsome, excelling in beauty and luster those

from Mexico,

Most of the opals come from Hungary, Hon-
duras, Mexico and Queensland. Those from
Hungary are the finest and most valuable

The Honduras mines are little worked, and the

opals seldom reach the market. The opals of

Mexico are well known throughout the world,

although they do not rank in value or durabil-

ity with those from Hungary.
It Is not generally known that there are sev-

eral places in the United States where opals

have been found, most of them, however, small,

colorless, and of little value as gems. Mr. G.
F. Knuz, gem expert of Tiffany & Co.'s, New
York, in his recently published work on
"Gems and Precious Stones, " speaks of opal

showing a brilliant play of rainbow colors,

either of the noble or fine opal variety, having
been observed in the United States only, near
John Day river. Crook county, Oregon. The
spscimen found there is transparent, grayish-

white In color,with red, green and yellow flames.

The play of colors equals in beauty any Mex-
ican material, and it is the first opal found in

the United States that exhibits color.

Mr. Kunz says that this strikingly resembles
and has the absorptive properties of tabaaheer,

the variety of opal which is formed in the joints

of the bamboo and which is ussd In India for

medicinal purposes. " Undoubtedly," he says,
" better material of the same kind exists where
this^lis found."

A beautiful fire opal without any opalescence
occurs in a small vein about one-fourth inch
thick and two inches square from Washing-
ton Co., Ga. Common opal in small masses
of greenish and yellowish-white color, with
vitreous luster, are fonnd at Cornwall, Pa.,
also at Aguas Oalientea, Gibson Gulch, Idaho
Springs, Colo., of a brownish color.

Prof. Wm. P. Blake, in his catalogue of Cal-
ifornia minerals (1866), wrote of a rich white
variety of opal found at Mokelumne Hill, Cala-
veras Co., Gal., and on Stockton Hill, Chile
gulch, opals were found in a thin stratum of
red gravel at a depth of 345 feet. These stones
were thought to have a market value, but
really had none. A milky-white variety simi-
lar to these and without fire is found 30 miles

of Mt. Diablo, Contra Costa Co., also

of the Sierra at the Four

brown or gray color, according to the for-

eign Bubstances present. Hardness, 5.5—6 5;

specific gravity, 1.9—2.3.

The varieties of opal are distinguished ac-

cording to their color and other physical prop-

erties. Precious or noble opal, like the Wash-
ington, is generally white or colorless and ex-

hibits a rich play of colors—green, red, blue

and yellow of various shades. When large and
exhibiting its iridescence in perfection, it is a

very valuable gem. Fire opal is a transparent

opal colored hyacinth-red to honey and wine-

yellow by ferric oxide; occurs at Zimapan, in

Mexico. The common opal is of various col-

ors, but withont iridescence. The formation

of opals is dne to the solubility of amorphous
silica in water, especially in hot water, con-

taining carbonic acid, the silica being dissolved

out by spring-waters from decomposed silicates

and deposited under favorable circumstances In

a state more or less approaching to purity.

Suburban Railroads.

south

in the foothills

Creeks.

Nothing, however, with the opalescent luster
and fire of these Washington opals has, as far
as we are informed, been found before in the
United States. As to the extent of the de-
posit, that is yet to be determined.
Opal is a native amorphous hydrated silica,

the same mineral as quartz with the addition
of six or seven per cent of water. It is never
found in a crystallized form, occurring in
masses having » ooncholdal fracture. It has
a vitreous luster, sometimes inclining to res-
inous or pearly, and white, green, yellow-

Numerons franchises for street railroads

have recently been granted in this city and a

number of extensions and changes on old lines

have been arranged for. Means for rapid

transit of an improved order are in demand as

the suburban districts become more populous.

The Market-street cable system, including the

Geary and Turk street lines, has been granted

franchises of extension which will open up new
residence areas or at least offer rapid transit to

many blocks that do not now have it.

More attention is being turned to electricity

as a motive-power, especially for outside

suburban districts, as comparatively high speed

can be attained with these cars. In cities in

the Eist, especially the smaller ones, electric

cars are largely in vogue and many horse lines

are changing to electricity. Once outside a

crowded thoroughfare, the electric cars can

run quite rapidly. There is, however, much
objection to the overhead wires which seem to

be necessary to make these roads successful.

The storage.battery systems are not as success-

ful as hoped for, and where the wires have

been placed underground, great difficulty has

been experienced.

While several electric roads built in this

State were failures, there is no reason that

those of the future should be, since such a

large number of them are operating all right

elsewhere. All our cable roads here work sat-

isfactorily, but there are instances of failure

with these elsewhere. Lack of experience of

the construction in such cases was the probable

cause of failure.

The electric cars, even in such crowded

thoroughfares as exist in Boston for instance,

run in a perfectly satisfactory manner, and

some of the present horse-car lines in that city

will soon change to electricity, The oars can

run very slowly or very fast, as occasion de-

mands.

In some of our outside districts we might

well follow the example of the Pittsburg cable

roads, They have a cable running six miles an

hour iu the city proper, but on reaching the

suburbs they change to another cable running

12 miles an hour. Go this faster cable the cars

only stop at certain stations, say two blocks

apart, and one cannot well jump on or off

while the cars are in motion. But by the sys-

tem of two cables of different speeds, rapid

transit for suburban places Is attained.

As San Francisoo, Oakland, San Jose, Sacra-

mento and other cities of this vicinity grow,

better means must be provided for the quick

transportation of the inhabitants from place to

place. Los Angeles is well provided in the

matter of street transportation, its cable sys-

tem being very perfect and extended. San

Francisoo, too, has a fine system of street trans-

portation, but it needs outward extension,

Oakland needs several more street railroads,

and a few additional cable and electric roads

have been planned or are being completed. The

electric roads are more cheaply constructed

than the cable, and it is likely that numbers of

them will be built in this State in the future

to accommodate the citizens of suburban local-

ities. In time, probably, the overhead-wire

nuisance will be abolished and some other plan

of handling the electric current perfected.

Tlie Boston & Montana Co.

[Concluded from pagr, 49
)

whom the principal responsibility rests, is a
native of England and has followed mining
from childhood, first in the place of his birth,
then in the Lake Superior copper mines, then
in California—both gold and quioksilvor-and
from thence to the White Pine excitement,where
he was in charge of the Hidden Treasure mine.
After spending several years there, he emi-
grated to Utah, where he superintended several
mines, and in 1881 ho first visited Montana,
and being favorably impressed, he decided to
oast hie lot here and take the chances of be-
ing successful. For several years he followed
the examination and reporting on properties
for the benefit of foreign investors, and by his
fair and impartial judgment in this was quite
successful in placing a number of good proper-
ties. In 1887 he made a report of the proper-
ties now included jn the Boston and Montana
company's mines, and was invited to take the
management, which he consented to do. Sinc9
that time he has been indefatigable in his efforts

to place the company's properties and plants in
a proper shape to produce silver and copper at
a profit. Every mine the company is oper-
ating is directly under his personal supervision,
and with his life-long experience, he is familiar
with every detail that ho may come in contact
with. In his responsible position this enables
him to be completely mastsr of the situation
and capable of filling his important position
even in the most minute details.

Mr. Couch has, during the past year, pur-
chased and stocked one of the finest ranches in
ths State of Montana. His original investment
in this was about §50,000. This he has about
doubled by adding thoroughbred stock. This
property is on Sun river, a short distance
from Great Falls.

The Boston & Montana Company, although
only three years old, has alrsady a dividend
record that thsy may well be proud of. It
started with a capital stock of S2,500,000, and
now at the end of the third year they have
standing to their credit, notwithstanding the
fact that they have been making large addi-
tions to their permanent improvements, and
have been continually operating a large force
on development work, $1,300,000 in dividends.
What mine in the country can produce better
evidence of careful, shrewd, economical, pains-
taking management? Their large additional
plant will greatly increase the general magni-
tnde of the company's work, as 1000 tons of
ore to be mined and shipped, in addition to
what is already being mined, will mean a large

increase In the force all around; and the activ-

ity that will of a necessity come from this will

still further develop the capabilities of Butte
mines. The stockholders of this property are
showing their confidence in the continuity of

the mining interests of Butte by investing a
portion of their capital In local enterprises.

The Lowisohn Bros, of New York purchased
the J. M. Bowes lot, when the fire that came
near consuming the city of Butte, on the 30th
of September, 1889, originated, and now have
an elegant block well under way, to be five

stories in bight, and on its completion will

start a banking business. This all carries the
inference that the developments on their ex-
plorations have been eminently satisfactory,

and that it is their intention to bid for a por-
tion of the magnificent future ahead of the
" greatest mining camp on earth " in commer-
cial lines, and thus profit by the reinvestment
in Butte of a portion of the handsome dividends
derived from the stock of the Boston & Mon-
tana Consolidated Copper and Silver Mining
Company.

Tbe Old Dominion Copper Co., Arizona, pro-
duced 7,720,015 pounds of copper, the largest

amount ever turned out in one year. They
smelted 27,885 tons of ore and used 7880 tons of

limestone. The large compound Worthington
pump has been started, so they will now more
easily handle the water.

Judge Hawlet of the United States Circuit
Court has imposed a fine of $5000 on the Omega
Water and Mining Company for disobeying an
order of the court by washing debris into the

Sacramento river.

In the work of draining the Gold Hill mines

the, Dow pumps are raising to the Sutro tunnel
|

level 1000 gallons of water per day,

Frank Hammond was killed in the Occidental
mine, Virginia, Nev., on Wednesday. He wM
drilling where there was an nnexploded "hole"

I
the charge in which went off,
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Frame-Work for Cable Railways.

Mr. Patrick Noble. Sopt. of the Paoifio Roll-

iof; Mills. ba« jaat patented, throogh the Mi.s*

iNii AMD SciKNTiKU- PKESS Pftteot AKeooy, Ik

novel coDstmottoo of the yoket or frame-work

by which the rails and slot irons of cable rail*

ways are supported and anitfd. In the ao*

oompaoyiDg drawings. Fig. 1 is a perspective

view of a lectlon of the railway, showing the

invention; Fig. 2 is a transverse seotion; Fig. 3

U a plan view of the same in section; and Fig. 4

la a transverse seotion, showing a modi6cation.

In the constrnotion of cable railways, it is

ooBtomary to unite the lines of track npon

which the wheels travel and the parallel Irons

between which the slot is formed through

which the grip-shank passes from the carv, by

iron yokes made in various ways, said yokes

being strongly braced and stayed, so as to

maintain the tracks and slot-irons in their

relative positions. In the ordinary construc-

tion these yokes are quite expensive, and Mr.

Noble's Invention is intended to reduce the ex-

pense of this construction. Kaoh yoke is made

M follows: AA are two angle-iron bars made

of sufficient length, so that when set op verti-

cally they will extend from approximately the

level of the top of the slot-irons to the bottom

of the trench in which the cable-tube or tunnel

is formed. BB are slot-irons which are eecared

to these vertical aogle-irons by angle-pieces CC,

bolted to the aides of the slot-irons and also to

the vertical augle^irons A. The slot-irone

BB are also shown In the present case as being

made of angle*iron of suffiolent thickness to

give the necessary rigidity,

DD are the rails upon which the oars run,

and these are bolted or secured to the chairs E^

which ohalrs are in turn secured to the ends of

the horizontal bars F. Thcee bare ^ have their

inner ends adapted to support the lower edges

of the slot-iron and bolted to the vertical angle-

Iron bars A so that the two bars are united to-

gether. These frames are set transversely to

the line of the track, at short intervals, and

are solidly embedded in the concrete which

forms the continuous tube or channel in whloh

the rope or cable travels. For cheap constrnc-

tioD, these are all the parts that are employed,

and a continnons body of concrete O Is filled Into

the trench so that the vertically arranged an-

gle-irons A and the bars F, which connect these

irons with the ohaira upon whioh the track rests,

are entirely embedded iu the concrete. The
flanges of the angle-irons A^ whioh are parallel

with the line of the cable tube or tnnnel, are of

aaffiolent width so that a considerable quantity

of concrete surrounds them, and the transverse

flinges are of such width that a considerable

body of the oonorete lies between the first*

named flanges and the inner sides of the tube

or tnnnel, which is formed of the concrete.

This body of concrete is of sufficient thickness

to hold the vertical angle-irons A firmly in

place after the concrete is set, and the whole

forme a rigid and Immovable etrnoture which

is sufficient for all the traffic of oars.

To increase the strength of yoke, ohaira E,

which support the traoka, may be connected

with the lower part of the vertloal angle-irons

Af by diagonal bracea H^ which are firmly

riveted to both, and taken in oonneotlon with

the horizontal conneoting-bara F, they form a

strong triangular frame.

In order to still further strengthen the atrnc-

ture, the inventor shows one or two bars, /,

whioh extend horizontally between the np<

rights At to which they are strongly bolted or

riveted below the line of the bottom of the

concrete-tube or tunnel, so that when the oon-

orete is filled in around the stracture or frame-

work these irons are all embedded in the oon-

orete and form with It a solid and nnylelding

atraotnre, which is capable of resisting any

Btrain whioh la liable to come npon it. By thia

oonstruotlon Mr. Noble greatly cheapens the

road-bed and redooea the expense very mate-

rially, while producing a strong and permanent

way.

It is asserted that quite 32,000,000 was ex-

pended last year in making improvements on

the Anaoonda property in Montana. Notwith-

standing, the four men who have an interest

in the.mine had $3,500,000 to divide between

them. It la estimated that this year the earn-

ings will not fall short of $5,000,000.

The rolling-milia of the Judaon Iron Worka

at Oakland hare cloaed down for repalra.

THE LATE DAVID K&LAKAUA, KING OF HAWAII.

Death of the Hawaiian Sever ign.

On the afternoon of Thursday, Dec. 4th, the

U. S. warahip Charleston arrived in the Bay

of San Francisoo bearing David Kalakana,

King of Hawaii, as a visitor to California, and

on Thursday afternoon, Jan. 22d, the same ves-

sel deported, bearing his body to Honolnln.

He oame an invalid seeking recreation and

hoping to find also restoration. He was re-

ceived with marked hospitality, and, ao far as

hia strength allowed, accepted and enjoyed the

as the Kingdom of Hawaii. He was a little

over fifty-five years of age, having been born

November 16, 1S36, He waa a son of Kapaakea

and Keobokatole. February 12, 1874, he waa

elected king.

King Kalakana was brought more promt

nently before the people of the United Statea

by his visit to this coantry in 1876, when he

was well received by President Grant and by

citizens generally. The object of this visit waa

to promote friendly relations with the United

States and to secure the ratification of a Treaty

jfy^. a •

tion of Asiatic peoples occurred, and many sub-

jects of Portugal were also introduced. Ouriug
some years the Hawaiian kingdom developed

under King Kalakana'a administration. The
latter years of hia reign were less peaceful than
the earlier.

The State Mineralogi* t's Report.

The Tenth Annual Report of the State Min-
eralogist which has just been issued comprises
nearly 1000 pages. With it is published a

topographical and preliminary geological map
of the State. The several most important geo-

logical cbaraoterlstloB have been defined on this

map in colors, and many of the metalliferous

deposits indicated by symbols.

The report inclndea " Geology of the Mother
Lode Region," by Harold W. Fairbanks;
** Ancient River Beds of the Forest Hill Di-

vide," by Ross E.Browne; "Lead Smelting,"

by F. C. Von Petersdorff; '•Mining of Gold
Ores in California," by John Hays Hammond;
"Location of Mines," by R. P. Hammond Jr.;

" Introduction of Producer-Gas at the Marsac
Mill, Park City, Utah," by C. A. Stetefeldt;

"The Colorado Desert," by C. R. Oroutt;

"Qaicksllver Mines and Reduction Works,"
by J. B. Randol (a bulletin of the census);

"Gold Kxtraction by Potassium Cyanide," W.
D. Johnston.

In addition to these speolal articles, a ohapter

Is devoted to the mining interests of each

coanty of the State, this information baing de-

rived from notes by field assistants of the State

Mineralogist. There is quite a number of illus-

trations.

Thia report is the most complete one yet

issued by the Mining Bureau, and is supple-

mentary, to a certain extent, to that of last

year. The chapter by Ross E. Browne Is a

most valuable addition to the knowledge on the

inbjeot of anoient river beds, that gentleman
having had exceptional facilities for observa-

tion. Mr. Hammond's article on the mining of

gold ores is also a very valuable lone, the beat

on the subject which has yet been pnbliahed.

State Mineralogist Irelan can congratulate

himself on having given the mining public a

very useful volume.

The Mulatos Mine Purchase.

Editors Press:—The purchasers of the Mu-
latos mine were not lofiuenced by my report,

made to a different company a year and a half

previous, but ftoted on other advice. The ex-

amination waa made under written instructions

&a to the price asked for the property and other

matters, and even if my report had been differ-

ent from what it waa, its use, even nominally,

was not authorized In connection with a state of

affairs which did not exist when the report was

written, the; underground or main workings of

the mine baring caved from the surface down
to the bottom level some time before the prop-
erty was bought.
While the general results of the examination

seemed to warrant the belief that the property
waa very valuable, I did not feel called upon
to make positive estimates from data whloh
were often not encouraging, and whioh I did
not think sufficient, in view of the very great
extent of ground which it waa, in many in-

atanoea, only possible to sample in a superficial

manner.
The reeults of the sampling were not of a

kind to exoite snapiolon at the time that the
samples had been tampered with, although the
fact seems now to be proven to some extent at
least. Several of the small milling tests made
in San Francisco of a mixture of equal parts of

all the samples from extensive regions, showed
a grade of ore which would hardly pay to work;
and in other oaeea It was only by taking on
equal terms the high asaaya from comparatively
small areas that better general averages could
be obtained. I called attention to this fact in

my report.

The persona for whose account the examina-
tion waa made have not been harmed, and I
know that the recent purchasers were thor-

oughly cautioned against buying such a prop-
erty without closer investigation.

Alexis Janin
San Francisco, Jan. SI 1891

YOKES AND FRAME-WORK FOR CABLE RAILWAYS.

weloome extended to him as the representa-

tive of our neighbor nation in the Pacific, Bat

his malady waa evidently too deep-seated for

cure; he became worse instead of better, and

died on Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 20th.

The portrait npon this page gives a repre-

aentation of this dtatinguished personage. He
was the seventh ruler of what ia now known

of Reciprocity by the United Statea Senate, in

which he waa successful. In 1881 King Kala^

kaua undertook a tour of the world, for the

purpose of establishing pleasant relations with

foreign Governments and to secure their con-

sent to the emigration of their anbjeots to the

Hawaiian Islands. This aim waa also acoom-

piiahed, the reault being that a great Immigra-

MiNiNG Committees —The California Senate

Committee on Mines, Drainage and Mining

Debris ia as foUcwa: Voorbiea (chairman),

Fraser, Preston, R. H. Campbell, Mead, Dray,

Ostrom. The House Committee on Mines and

Miniug Intereata ia composed of Hale (chair-

man ), Lux, Hunewill, Freeman , Baughman,

Kellogg, Robertson, Martin, Garver.

Indicatioks of natural gas have been found

three miles from Tallejo, Solano oonnty.
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Mannfactore Of Soap and Candles

A New and Thoroughly Modern Book. The Most

Complete and Valuable in any Language.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE MANUFAC-
TURE OF SOAP AND CANDLES, based upon tbe Most
Recent Experiences in the Science and the Practice; com-

priaing the Ohemistry, the Raw Material', the Machinery

and Utenfiils, and Various Processes of Manufacture, in-

cluding a Great Variety of Formulas. Edited chiefly from

the German of Dr. 0. Deite, A. Englehardt, Dr. C. Schaed-

ler and others. With Additions and Lists of American
Patents relating to these subjects. By Wm. T. Erannt, one

of the Editors of " The Techno-Chemical Receipt Book.

Dlufltrated by 163 engravings, 8vo, 677 pages ^7.50

S^An illustrated circular showing the contents and
specimens of the engravings of this valuable boole, eight

pages, quarto, will be sent free to any on& in any part

of the world who willfurnish us toithhis address.

ALSO RECENTLY PUBLISHED
BKANNT.-A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON ANI-

MAL AND VEGETABLE FAT'4 AND OILS, comprising

both Fixed and Volatile Oils, etc., as well aa the Manu-
facture of Artificial Butter, Lubricants, including Mineral
Lubricatiog Oils, etc., and on Ozokerite, etc. By Wm. T.

Erannt. 244 engravings, 730 pages, Svo ST.SO

tS'An illustrated circular, eight pages, quarto, show-

ing the full table of contents of this book, sent free of

postage to any one addressing us.

CRE1V.—A Practical Treatise on Petroleum. By Beuj.

J Crew With an Appendix on the Oil Regions and the

Geology of Natural Gas. By Charles A. Ashburner, Geolo-

gist in charge Penosylvaoia Survey. Illustrated by 70 en-

gravings and two plates, 508 pages, Svo. Price 85.00

tS'An illustrated circular of this book, four pages,

quarto, sent free.

SS" The above or any of our Books sent by maU,free

of postage, at the publication prices, to any address in

the ioorld.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO..
Industrial Pobl'shbrs. Booksellers and Ijiiporters,

8i0 Walnat St., PhiladaJphla/Pa., I'.S. A.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
.
.UANUPAOrnRBSS OP..

GREAT REDUCTION!

BATTERY~~SGREENS.
Best and Cheapest In America.

Cast Steel Castlip ^ Steel Forpc
UP TO 2O,O00 LBS. WEIGHT.

Tme to pattern and superior In strength, toughness and durability to Oast or Wronght
Iron In any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

Irop apd jillacliipe Iffork^.

UNION IRON WORKS,
SACRAMENTO, OAL.

ROOT, NEILSON & CO.,
MANDFACrmiBKB OP

Steam Engines, Boilers,
AND ALL KINDS OP

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE F0RGIN68.

ALSO Steel Rods, from J to 8 inch diameter and Flats trom 1 to 8 Inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengthB
STEEL RAILS trom 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled

Beams, Angle, Chaonel, and T Iron, Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Waahera, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, ConnectiDg Bods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forgtaga of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

HIOHXISX PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STEEL.
49* Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC ROLLING HILL CO., 202 Market St., San Francisco.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
log and Milling Maehluery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass.
Zinc and other metals punched for all uses,

loventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from Mo. I to IE (fine).

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
21 & 223 First St.. San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN W, QUICK, Proprietor.

FRANCIS SMITH & GO.
Manufacturers of

Sheet Iron and Steel

FULTON IRON WORKS,

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flouring Mills, Saw Mills and Quartz Mills Machinery

constructed, fitted up and repaired.

Front St., bot. N & o Sts., Sacramento, Oal.

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,
No. 110 Beale St., - - San Francisco.

BUILDBRg OF

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging
Machines, Rock Crushers, Cable Railway Machinery,
Ellithorp Air Brake Co.'s Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakes. POSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Ram Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. £. Henrickson's Patent Automatio
Safety Catches.

Machines of all kinds Made and Repaired.
Orders fjollcited.

HINOKLBY, SPIERS &
[ESTABLISHED

HAYES, Proprietors.
IN 1865.1

130 Beale Street. San Francisco, C&l

Iron cut, punched and formed, for making pipe on
ground. AH kinds of Tools supplied for making Pipe.
Estimates given, Are prepared for coating all sizes of

Pipe with a composition o( Coal Tar and Asphaltum.

C. H. EVANS & OO.
(Successors to THOMSON & EVANS),

110 and lis Beale Street, 8. F.

MACHINE WOBKS,
Steam Pumps, Steam Engines

and bU kinds o( MACHINERY,

I^^^l

QUARTZ SCREENS
A specialty. Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Qen-

f
nine Russia Iron, Homo-
geneous Steel, Cast Steel or

,^ American planished Iron, -

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes. Cali-
fornia Pertoratinsf Screen Co., 145 & 147 Beale St, S. F.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope,
Duplex Rope, Tarred Manila Rope,Hay Rope, Whale Une,
etc, etc

Extra sizes and lengths made to order on short notice.

611 & 613 Front St., Sao Frandttjo, CaL

COAL MINES OF THE WESTERN COAST.
A few copies of this work, the only one ever published

treating of Pacific Coast Coal Mining, have been ob-
tained, and are for sale at this office for $2.60 per copy.
It was written by W. A. Goodyear, Mining and Civii
EDgioeer, . formerly of the California State Oeologloai
Sofvey.

-MANTTFACTURHRS OP—

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZBR.

MARINE ENGINES AND BOItiBRS.-
Propeller Engines, either High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel EDgioes,

MINING MACHINERY.—Hoisting Engines and

Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Em;lnes

and Pumps, Water Buckets, piimp Columns, Air Com-

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.—Batteries for Dry or Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Farnaces, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.-Flour
Mill Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and BoUers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,
z;uJtCE:^.A. DE'oxT3xrx>xi"5r,

Manufacturers ot

CASTINGS OP EVERY DESCRIPTION
lar, ISO and 131 Beale Street,

Between Mission and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO.
GAS WORK A SPECIAITY.

MINING Engineers.

ENGINESiBOILERS
OF ALL KINDS,

Either for use on Steamboats or for nse on Land.

Water Pipe, Frunp or Air Colnmiu, Ksh
Tanks for Salmon Canneriei

OF BVBRT DBSORIPTION.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at very moaerate rafies.

AQBHTB FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

^>ecixi.e Stecizia. I^ruaa.-p.
SPECL4LTIES

:

CorUgs Engines and Tnstln Ore Palverlzera. DEANS STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the UeweUyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Kinds ol Powder, which are acknowledged by all the Great Chemists of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the Market.

Of Different Strengths as Required.
NOBEL-S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE," which contains 94 per cent ot Nitro-Glyoerine, and

GELATINE-DYNAMITE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Safe in Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
hl?fo^f:^^^1^Sf>.t^^^^J^i^" P^^/y^^^*^- " "om'^ree to tour times stronger than ordinary Blast

K°S'in°d"ilr 'if2'LXrro?dLirBlast°l^TlwSr'in^d'rs ^T.^r"''
"^'''^'' """^ *""

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
GENERAL AGENTS, SAN PKANCISOO OAL.

OAFS and FUSE (or Sale

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.
Pioneer Mining Office of the Northwest

Coast.
Having tbe largest permanent brick astiay furnaces, cbem-

ical laboratory and mining office ou tbo Nortbwest Coast,
witb a collection of about JCOUaanaples of the ores of Alaska,
British Columbia, Oregon anil tbe Northwest Territories;
and having ma<le pcruonal examinations of nearly every
mining cump on the Pacific Slope, from California to
Alaska, I am prepared to do any clasa of legitimate and
honest mining work, such as EXAMINING, ENGINEER-
ING, SAMPLING AND REPORTING ON THE VALUE
OF ALL MINERAL, COAL AND FIRE-CLAY PROP-
ERTIES. BUILDI^G aTONKB, EARTHS, ASSAYS
AND ANALYSIS OF ORES, WATERS, CHECK.
SAMPLES OP ORE, PULPS, "ORGANIC ANALYSIS"
WOR K, and in fact any work connected witli tlie oilice of a
iirst-claas mining eeologist and chemist. Any Information
mining men may dfsire to know relative to the MINERAL
OK COAL REaomiCES of the entire Pacific Northwest
win be honestly given. Address Dr.WUlinE.Kverette,
Consulting fiiiLlug Geologist and Ohemiat, 1313 E Street,
Tacoma, Wash,

A. S. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 OAtlFOBNIA STBEET,
Rooms 30 i.nd SI, SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

Designers and Constructors of Gold and Silver Mills
Hoisting and Pumpinff WorlcB, Tramways, and cvery-
tliiog pertaining to the Mining and Reduction of Ores.

Bewick, Moreing & Hooper,

MINING ENGINEERS,
508 California Street, San Francisco, Ca

Suffolk House, Laurence, Pountney Hill,
LONDON, K. C.

Leake's Buildings, Johannesburg,
SOUTH AflilCA.

Report on mines and undertake management of mining
properties.

RIOHABD R. HAWKINS,
MINING ENGINEER.

LATE ASSISTANT GEOLOGIST U. S. GEOLOGICAL
Survey. General Manager La Velera (Limitada), via

Torres and La Barranca, Sonora, Mexico.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Oivil and Mining Engineer,

MINING EXPERT AMD GEOLOGIST.

Addreea "BuBlneaaBox A," office of this paper, San
Francisco.

I

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemica
^^^

HENRY G. HANKS,
Practical and Industrial Cliemist, Assayer

and Geologist,

718 MONTGOMERY SJ^ - SAN FRANCISCO.

lhfpaTmccS'°°RS^?S.'"''V°^°''"'T"°"°''"'y'^''l°S P'OPertT on

Works.

ROSS E. BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

No. 807 Sansohb St., San Frahoisoo.

MINING GEOLOQIST.

CHAS. F. BLAOKB0KN—MINING EXPERT
ana practical economic mineralogist- will ex-amine and report on the condition and value ol any

mining property in the State; will undertake man-
agement and scientific development of mines- gold
and silver mines bought and sold; dealer in valuable
non-assessable mining shares; bargains guaranteed.
Address, Room 2, Boston Block, Seattle, or Mountaitt^
View, King County, Wash. 'I
THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For information concerning thia process for the re-

duction of Ores containing precious metals, and terma
of licenee, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROCESS CO,
FarK Olty, Utah.
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AMALGAMATING MACHINERY.

stamp Mills tor Wet or Dry Crushing.

Huntington Centrlfugil Quartz Mill. Orjlng

Crilnders. Amalgamating Pans. Settlers,

Agitators and Concentralon. Retorts. Bul-

lion and Ingot Moulds, Convenors. Elevators,

Bruckners and Hovvell's Improved White's

Roasting Furnaces, Etc.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

IMPROVED CORLISS va\'v°eVV^Im ENGINES. ^ BOILERS

Blake, Dodgoand Comet Crushers, Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls, Hartz Plunger

and Collom Jigs. Frue Vanner & Embrey
Concentrators. Evans', Calumet, Collom's

and Rlttenger's Slime Tables. Trommels,

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. OreSam-
pie Grinders and Heberle Mills.

HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL
. . . AND SECTIONAL. . . .

xTis:lE^:Etf3i^mJ3^ si^mM.^m. mi^JLTi&^m
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water&Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Compressors,
Rock Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

\IULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engines
and Cornish

Pumping IVIachinery,

IIVIPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Calena&CopperOres,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

General Offices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.
NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER. COLO., 1316 Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,

7 W. Second South St. LONDON, ENC, 13 Tlireadaeedle St., E. C CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. II

LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG, TRANSVAAL, South Africa.

UELEtlA, MONTANA, Room 28, HerchantB' National Bank Boildlng, No. North Main St.

SOLE WESTERN AGENTS FOB TYLER WIRE WORKS DODBLB ORIMPBD MINING OLOTHS.

BRANCH OFFICES
Qalls de Juarez

JAMBS LEFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wheels are desired for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
hl^h heads are utilized, and are ^araoteed to give more power with less water than
auy other wheel made. Beiox placed on horizontal shaft, the power Is transmitted
direct to shafting by holts, dispensing with gearing.

Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted Id

capacity to suit any particular case.
Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the

ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and In Iron Globe Cases, free o^ cost,

by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES LBPPEL & OO.,
Springfield, Oliio, or 110 Liberty St., Hew York

FRASER ti CHALMERS, General Agents,
Chicaso, HI., and Denver, GoL

PARKE & LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, CaL

BALDWZIT LOCOMOTIVE
ANNUAL CAPACITY 800. ESTABLISHED 1831.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES!
Adapted to every variety ol service, and built accurately in standard gauges and templates. Lite parts
of different engines of same class perfectly interchangeable.

Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine Locomotives by Steam or Compressed Air, Plantation
Locomotives, Noiseless Motors for Street Railway.s, Furnace Locomotives, etc. — -^ - — ^

—

-^ ~ ^ ^_ ^

BURNHAM. WILLIAMS & CO.. PROPRIETORS, PHILADELPHIA. PA.

KROGH'S MINING HORSE-PORWE HOIST
la kntjwu to be the
Bent Horae-Puwer
Hoist now made.
It IB Btroug uud
durable.
The drum will

carry lOOO feet of
llvo -eighths steel

ropu. It cau be
used to run a
pump or blower,
iu conjunction
vAth )i o i B t i D (;.

Mauufactiireil by

F. W, Krogli
& Oo.,

51 BEALE ST.,
San Francisco.

mi

N. W. SPAULDINQ
Manufacturers of

SPAULDINQ'

S

Inserted Tootli

Aim

CHISEL BIT

OIBCnLAR

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of all kinds made to order. Send for Desoriptlve Cata

logne. 17 and 19 Vremont St.. Ssn Franolsoa

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay OflQce, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Consignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed

of in the Open MarJcet to the Highest Bidder.

fUetalliirgy apd Ore^.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Odd, Silver and
Lead Ores and Snlphurets.

HAlJDFAOTURHia OF

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.

ALSO UANUPAOTURItRii OP

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Chamborlin PatenL

JOHN TAYLOR & CO.,
IHPORTKRS AND DBALBRS IN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS, AND PHYSICAL. SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 & 65 First St., cor. AIlBslon.San Pranclsoo.
^y,.-^ We would call the attention of ^^-===5^

Assayers, Chemists, Mining Com- C^^i£;Si^5^
panies, Milling Companies, Proa- ^Pf^TERSEj
peotorfl, eto. , to our full stock of t:——-tr?
Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, Soori-
flers, etc., including, also, & full stock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these sup-

plies sinoi the first discovery of mines on the
Pacific Coast, we feel confident from oiu experi-
ence we can well suit the demand tor tnese
goods, both as to quality and price.

Agents for the Morgan Cracible Co.,
Battersea, England. Also for E. 6. Dennis-
ton's Silver Plated Amale;am Plates. The plates

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly relia-

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taken
at his lowest prices. Our Illustrated Catalogue and As*
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOB * OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET.

Near First and Market Streets, S. F.

C. A. LuoEHARDT, Manager. Ebtabushid 1809

Ores worked by any Prooess.

Ores Sampled,

Assaying in all its Branches,

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, etc.

Working Tests (practical) Made.

Plans and Specifications furnished for the

most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Special attention paid to Examinations

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

O. A. LUOKHARDT & 00^
(Formerly Huhn Si Luokbardt,

Mlnliur Bnslneers and MetaUorslBta

.

TRAFTON'S

Gold Saving Device.
PfltPTitpH TnT»A" 17 ISOnPatented Jun©^' 17, 1890.

ANEW DEVICE TO BE USED ON TABLES FOR
Gravel Mills and Undercurrents to Hydraulic

Claims. When used in quartz mills it is equal to
silvered plates. It is simple and economical in its

construction and practical in its operation. Send for

circulara. CHAS. TEIAFTON,
Yankee Jim's, Cal.

The Best Mining District
On the Pacific Coast I

GRASS VALLEY, OAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the district Is

a?'xzx: a7XX3X3>a~Grj5,
Daily and Weekly edition. Gives all the Mining News.
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining Supplies will

find THE TIDINGS the best medium for directly reach-
ing the owners or managers of mines. Investors in

mmes will find it to their advantage to subscribe.
Many mines are in successful operation, and new

enterprises are being instituted and many others arc in

contemplation.
DAILY, S6.00 a year; WEEKLY, 32.60, in advance.
*"

H. S. SPAULDINQ, Publisher.

T. C. HOCKING. Editor.

fl jtiw^vnAM^AMM are requested to be sure and notify us

rflRllflR!l1nrS ^ben thla paper is not taken from
i VUliUIUUIiUI U their office. If not stopped promptly
thxoush overdghb or other mishap), do us the favor ua
rite again.
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Il>f^KEi Reports.

Local Marlcets.

San Francisco, Jan. 22, 1891.

General trade is good (or the season. Some fears

are expressed regarding crops, owing to continued

dry weather. It is needless to say that apprehen-

sions are groundless, unless the weather next month
proves dry. The ground has moisture to a greater

depth than for years, and light rains are all that

are necessary to produce a large yield to the acre;

besides this, the acreage seeded to wheat and barley

is the largest on record. The light deposit of snow
on the mountain ranges may make a short season

in several mining districts, but the open winter has

admitted of more work so far this season than other-

wise could have been done, which off^eis any cur-

tailment in the work next fall for want of water in

those districts.

The money market is growing easier. Within

the next 45 days, or after assessment tax-day in

March, there will be more general ease than for

three years past.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market has held

steady at 82®83c.

SILVER—Department purchases in this month
are as follows

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
COMFILBD BVBBT THORBDAY FROM ADVKRTlSKMKNra IN THB MEJINO AND SCIENTIFIC PRBSS AMD OTHER S. F. JOORSALB-

Offered Purchased Price paid

Date ounces. ounces. per ounce.
... 932,000 807,000 S1.0450 to S1.0625

JftDuary 5 . ...1,S30,500 572,0PO 1 0550 to 1.04SO

anuary 7. ...1,356 000 6:;SOO0 1 0492 to 1 05-29

January 9.. ...1,026 000 754,000 1 0510 to 1.05iJ

January 12 ... S-'S.SOO 2^3,000 1 0525 to 1.070C

January 14, . .. 918,100 455 000 1.05!.5 to 1.062C

January 16 . . 7i9 200 315.000 1.U670 to 1.O60C

January 19 Dopu'Cha=.es m%de, sellera aaked too much.
January 21. ...1,019,000 326.000 1.0537 to 1.0532

Total 4,035.000

There have been lew purchases by the Mint in

this city. The counter prices have not varied to

any great extent from Department prices paid for

round parcels. While there appears to be no strong

selling pressure, yet the stock held in this city

said to be light, due to the small output of the

mines. The fact must not be lost sight of thai all

important work in the Comstock mines is to the

west, and that it is a well-established fact that the

ledge to the west of the old lode is gold-bearing

—

the percentage of gold running from 75 to 90 per

cent. This work is necessitated by reason of the

poor returns received rom the ore mined in other

parts of the mines. It will be quite a decided change
from silver to gold, but it is one that will have a
favorable influence on all the silver markets of the

world. Silver legislation by Congress is closely

watched. The attempt to legislate for party

purposes to the exclusion of silver and other legisla-

tion calculated to promote the welfare of the coun-
try, is severely condemned. It is feared by many
that monometallists, through partisan legislation,

will defeat action by this Congress of any bill calcu-

lated to improve for the better the present silver

law. It is now conceded that if the House of Rep-
resentatives does take action on the Senate free-

coinage silver bill, it will amend it to confine free

coinage to the output from American mines. This
will, no doubt, be acceptable to bimetallists in the

Senate. In view of the exaggerated fears expressed
by gold bugs, the following official statement {given

in millions) issued by the Treasury at the close of

iSgo, will prove of unusual interest;

General
stock.

Gold coin 8637.3
Silver dollars. SS7.9

Subaid'ry pilver 77.6
Gold certitict'a ... . 175 4

Silver rertifict'a. .. . o09.S

Silv. Tees, notes. .. 24.0

U. S. notes 346.6
Nat. bink notes. . . 177.2

CoMPAAT. Location. No. Am't. Lkvieb.

Adelaide Copper Co Nevada . . 2. . 6 .
.Dec 27.

Atlautic Con M Co Nevada . . 7 .

.

Brunswick Con G M Co California 1.

Con Imperial M Co Nevada. .30..

Con Kt Gothard M Co California. . 2.

.

Contra Estaca Con Mes M Co.. Mexico. . 1..

Crown Point M Co Nevada . . 53.

.

Del Monte M Co N-vada.. 4..

Evening Star M Co California.. 1.,

h scliei|uer M Co Nevada. .30.

.

Gray Eagle M Co California.. 21..

Guadalupe M Co California . 3..

Hale& WorcrossM Co Nevada.. 97..

Head Centre & Tranquility M Co. -Ariz.. 2..

Inyo Marble Co California.. 11..

Kentuck M Co Nevada.. 23..

Midas M Co California.. 1..

North Gould k Curry G & SM Co . Nevada . .12.

.

Northwestern G& S M (130,. Br Columbia 1..

Oak Con M Co California.. 7..

Onondaga M. Co California.. 1..

Potosi M Co Nevada . . 35.

.

Quaker M Co California.. 22..
Riverside M i M Co l--

Sierra Nevada S M Co Nevada. . 98.

.

TeirakofEM Co Ca ifornia.. 5..

Union Con S M Co Nevada. .42..

Utah Con M Co Nevada.

ASSESSMENTS.
Dblikq'i^ Sale. Skorbtart. Placb of Bobinbbs,
,.Jan 31....Feb 2S..W H H Graves 426 Sansome St

25..Novl9....Jan 29... .Feb 19..DMKent 330 Pine Sb
2. .Jan g-.-.l-eb 10.. ..Mar 6..J Stadtfelt 309 Montgomery St

5.. Dec 13....Jan 16.... Feb 9..0L McCoy 331 Pine St
iC.Dec 9 Jan 15.... Feb 7..T Wetzel 320 Sansome St
50. .Dec 15.. ..Feb 14. ...Apr 4. .George Gale 309 Noutgomery St
50.. Dec 3 Jan 7 Jan 28..James Newlanda 331 Pine St
10. .Jan 5... .Feb 9... .Mar 3..JWPew 310 Pine St
2(..Nov29....Jaul5....Feb 5..J J Sco\ilIe 309 Montgomery St
25. .Dec 9.. ..Jan 15.. ..Feb 5..CEElliott 309 Montgomery St
3. .Dec 20 Jan 26.. " " '

'" '*"
"" '

~

10. .Jan 16... .Feb 26.

50. .Jan 7. ...Feb 11.

5. .Jan 19... Feb 26.

30. .Dec 16 Jan

..Feb 16..AW Barrows 303 California St
,...Mar21..H F Schetter 326 Clay St
...Mar 4..A E Tbompaon 309 Montgomery St
...Mar 25.. J W Pew 310 Pine St

I.... Feb 20..GWLUC8 132 California St
.-..Dec 29....Feb 3. ...Feb 25..J WPew 310 Pine St
20..Janl3,...Feb23....Mar 23..AHa'sey 328 Montgomery St
20. .Jan 10.... Feb 11. ...Feb 28..C H Mason 331 Montgomery St"

. Jan 19.. ..Feb 9..FBonacina 438 Califoruia St
...Feb 2....Mar 2..E JKyan 230 Montgomery St
. Jan 24....Febll..T J Mitchell Grass Valley
..Jan 20... .Feb 10. .0 E Elliott 3(J9 Montgomery St

. . .Feb 3. . . .Feb 24. .A Cheminant 328 Montgomery St

..Jan 12... Feb 2..J Stadtfield 309 Montgomery St

...Feb 5.... Feb 24..E L Parker 309 Montgomery St
. .Jan 8. . . .Feb 9. .W J Giimett 3uS Pine fct

...Feb 10....afar 2..A W Barrows 303 California St

...Jan 19 Feb 9..AHFi8h Nevada Block

5. .Nov 12

4. .Dec 18.

I.. Dec 23..

50.. Dec Irt..

15.. Dec 27.

10. .Dec 11..

30.. Jan 2.

L.Dec 6..

25. .Jan 5.

25. .Dec 9.

MBETINQS TO BE HELD.
NAMB of COMPAIIT LOOATION. SEOREIART OFFICE IN S. F. MeKTTNG DAIE

Belcher S M ('o Nevada..CL Perkins 327 Pine St Annual Jan 27

Libolo Creek M Co L Osbom Annual Feb 2

Del Monte M Co Nevada.. J W Pew 310 Pine St Annual Jan 2S

Head Centre M Co Arizona..J W Pew 310 Pme St Annual Jan 29

North CommoaweaIthMCo....Nevada..J W Pew 310 Pine St Annual Jan 27

Northwestern G & S Co F Eonaciua 43S California St Annual Feb 2

Utah Con M Co Nevada..A H Fish 309 Montgomery St Annual Jan 28

LATEST DrVIBENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Name of Compaity. Location, Secbktakt. Office in S. F. Amotjnt. Payabli

Candelaria Oong MCo.... New Mexico.. G Gale 309 Montgomery St 25 Dec 3

Commonwealth M Co Nevada. .E. R Grayson 331 Pine St 20 Nov 20

Eureka Coua M Co Nevada..H P Bush 306 Pine St 25 Aug 5

PaciHc Coast Borax Co Califomia . .A H Clough 230 Montgomery St 1 00 Jan 10

Jackson M Co W R Drake 311 Pine St 10 Jan 19

In In circulation.
Treas. 1S91. 1890.

S226.2 S411.0 S375.7
320.4 67.6 61.4
18.9 68.6 647
31.3 144.0 122 9
1 5 308 2 282 9
2.1 21.8

3.1 343 4 340.0
3.3 173.9 192.7

Totals $2,136.2 r.3 S1.52S.9 §1 430.5

The amount of money in circulation increased
during 1890, $98,400,000. Gold shows a gratifying
increase, which should put to rest all fears that with
silver remonetized the supply of gold will be depleted
under large exporting.

QUICKSILVER—Receipts the past week ag-
gregate 474 flasks. The market is weak and in

buyers' favor. The Eastern market is reported
w^ic at a slight shading in prices.

LIME—Receipts the past week aggregate 3839
bbls. , and exports by sea 720 bbls. to Honolulu,
The market is steady, the output seemingly being
regulated by the demand.

ANTIMONY—New York advices report a stead-
ily sinking market Ours is lower, in sympathy.

BORAX—Receipts the past week aggregate 214
centals. The market is reported steady, with the
outlook favorable for a free demand,from the East
in the spring months.

IRON—Imports the past week [aggregate 500
tons of pig iron from Hull. Our market is barely
steady. English advices report the market inter-
fered with by the railroad strike in Scotland and
cold weather blockading traffic not only in Great
Britain but on the continent. At the East, a large
number of blasts have gone out, which lessens the
output. The market in consequence is strength-
ening.

COPPER—New York advices report large sales
for export account The price paid is not given,
but it is claimed to be below home quotations, by
from J^ to K cent. European advices report no
particular feature to the market, with nothing new
looked for until spring.

TIN—The market is dull for pig, but fairly active
for future delivery of plate. English advices report
very heavy shipments of plate to this country in
order to take advantage of the increased duties
which will go into effect July ist of this year.

LEAD—The market is strong, but no changes
are reported in quotations. A new lead trust has
been formed in the East which will have an impor-
tant bearing ou the future.

COKE—Imports the past week aggregate 894
tons from Swansea. The market is strong at full

figures.

COAL—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows: Departure Bay. 2022 tons; New York, 615;
Hull. 2373; Swansea, 900; Seattle, 6535; Nanaimo,"

3187; Tacoma, 4000; Coraox, 4100; Coos Bay, 750.

Total, 20,382 tons. The spot market is reported

firm at current quotations. Although imports are

free, stocks do not accumulate. Arrivals from Aus-

tralia will soon be in order, when a steady supply

from that source can be looked for. Freights at

Australian ports for this city are said to be lower.

San Fraoicisco Metal Market.

WHOLBSAXE.
Thdksdat, January 22. 1S91.

Aktimokt — @ 19
Borax—Kelincd, in carload !ota 8 @ —
Powdered " " " 8@ —
Concentrated " " " 7i@ —
All grades Jobbing at an advance.

GOPPEK—
Bolt 23 -
Sheathing 23 @ —
ingot, jobbing 18 (^ —
do. wholesale 17 Cg —
Fire Box aheeta 23 ft* 25

Lead—Pig 5a@ —
Bar tiff 6j

Sheet 7A@ —
Pipe 6j@ —
Shot, discount 10% on 500 bags Drop, ^ bag. 1 SO ^ —
Buck, ^bas 2 00 @ —
Chilled, do 2 20 @ —

QcnoKaLLVER—By the flask .51 00 @
PlaekB. old 4i S 55

Chrome Iron Ore, ^ ton 10 CO (3
Steel—English, lb 16 @ 20
Canton tool 9 @ 9
Black Diamond tool 9 @ 9
Pick and Hammer S & 10
Machinery 4@ 6
Toe Calk ^@ —

TnrPLATE—B. v.. steel grade. 14x20, to arrive. 6 37!^ 6 50
v., steel grade, ]4i20, apot 6 37-'

"
B.
Charcoal, 14x20 6 50 W
do roofing, 14x20 6 00 ("

do, do. 20x28 13 00 f
Pig tin, spot, ^ lb., nominal

IROX—Bar, base
Norway, base,

Spot.
Iron—Glengamock ton 34 00 &
Eglinton, ton ..,.34 00 @
American Soft, No, 1, ton.. @32 00
Oregon Pig. ton @33 00
Puget Sound 34 00 @
Chiy Lane White ig2S 00
Shotts, No. 1 34 00 Ctt35 00
Langloan .34 00 @
Thomoliffe 34 00 @
Gartsherrie 34 00 @i
Barrow 34 OO @
Oargofleet 30 00 @ —

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
New York, January 21.—The following are the clos-

g prices tlie past week:
Silver in Silver in
London. New York. Copper.

Thursday.. .4Si 1 05 14"60
Friday 48 1 05i 14 60
Saturday.,.. 4S 1 05§ 14 00
Monday 4S| 1 05| 14 60
Tuesday 4SJ 1 05^ 14 60
Wedne6dav..4S 1 05 14 6J

The market (or metala 18 fairly firm,

Lead.
4 621
4 57i
4 57J
4 60
4 50
4 40

Tin.
20 10
20 20
20 20
20 20
20 20
20 20

coneidering the

Cofee-Enellsh.

money panic we have just passed throuj^h. Copper is
barely steady. Lead for future delivery commands an
advance over spot. Tin is strong, particularly for plate.
Iron shows a stronger tone.

Coal and Coke.

SPOT FROM YARD -PER TON
I TO LOAD—PER TON

WeUington $12 00 Australian . .§ 7 75@
Gfeta iLiverpoolSfm. S 50@
Carbon Hill 9 OOlScotch Splint. . S 60@ 9 00
Nanaimo

, n OOiCardiff S 50@
Oilman 10 OOLeliish Lump.. 16 50@17 00
Seattle 9 00 Cumberland bk 13 50(g.
Coos Bay 7 OO'Egg, hard 15 00@
Cannel 14 oo
Egg, hard 16 00
Cumberland, In sacks 19 60|

«A°- ''""^ IS OOlToload §12 00@13 00
Wallsend 13 00@14 OOlSpot.in balk.. 16 00@1S 00

Successful Patent Solicitors.

As Dewey & Co. have been in the patent soliciting bust-
nesa on this Coast now for so many years, the firm's name
8 a well-knoivn one. Another reason for its popularity

J i,^
^^^ proportion ot the Pacific Coast patents

issued by the Government have been procured through
their agency. They are, therelore, well and thoroughly
posted on the needs of the progressive hidnstrial classes
ot this Coast. They are the best posted firm on what
has been done In all branches of industry, and ore able
to judge o( what is new and patentable. In this they
have a peat advantage, which is of practical dollar and
cent value to their oUents. That this is understood and
apprwdated, is evidenced by the number of patents
Issued through thehr Scihntifio Phkss Patent Aeencv (S
F.) from "eek to week Md yoai to ye«T.

List Of D. S. Patents for Pacific Coast
Inventors.

Reported by Dewey & Oo., PiOQeer FateDt
Solicitors for Pacific Coast.

FOR THE WEEK. ENDING JAN. 6. 189I.

444,272.— Fly-Book— f. S. Benn, S. F.

444,191.

—

Table—J. S. Borden, Valley Center,
Cal.

444.329-—HYDRANT—T. W. Brooks. S. F.

444,289.

—

Mail-Bag Fastenmng-O. P. Calla-
han, Spokane Falls, Wash.
444,229. — Compound for Coloring Broom-

COKN— R. M. Donovan. Poriland, Or.

444,097.—Sash Balance— S. N. Goldy. S. F.

444,352.—Game Puzzle—C. P. Harris. S. F.

444.098. — Joint for Suction-Pipes of
Dredger—W. P. Humphreys. S. F,

444.099. — Joint for Suction-Pipes of
Dredger—W." P. Humphreys. S. F.

444,115.-Injector Oil Burner for Boiler
Furnaces—J. H. Jones, S. F.

444,361.

—

Photo-Camera Shutter — G. F.

Kincaid, S. F.

444,003. — Collar Pad—F. M. Limbaugh,
Woodbridge. Cal.

444,367.—Derrick—D. F. Oliver, Oakland, Cal.

444,252.—Screen—A. A. Palm, Calico, Cal.

444,104.—Electric Arc Lamp—A. W. Reppy,
Oakland Pier. Cal.

444.057.—Piano Action—J. Rudolf, S. F.

444,224.—Anti-Friction Bearing—E. Stem-
pel, S. F.

for the week ending JAN. X3, 1891.

444,418.—Sad Iron—D. B. Baker, San Jacinto,
Cal.

444 573.—Seeding Machine—D. M. Baldwin,
Florence, Cal.

444,661.—Tether Pin— L. P. Carl, Perris, Cal.

444,694.— Rail-Cleaning Attachment for
LocOMOTVE—H. T. Currie, Allina, Or.

444.522.—Knife Sharpener—A. Dudden,
Santa Barbara, Cal.

444,576.

—

Train Fare Punch—W. D. Eitel,

San Jose, Cal.

444,777.~PiV0TEDJaw Wrench—C.V. Greena-
myer, S. F.

444,778.—Bench Clamp—C. V. Greenamyer,
S. F.

444,779.

—

Pipe Wrench—C. V, Greenamyer,
S. F.

444,633.—R, R. Switch—A. M. Gmbbs, Forrest

Grove, Or.

444.437.

—

Cable Railway—L. Heynemaun,
S. F.

444.578.-Lengthening Metallic Beam—P,

H. Jackson, S. F.

444,579.—Lengthening Metallic Beam—P.

H. Jackson, S. F.

444,580.—Steering Apparatus—J. B. Jardine,

S. F.

444,795.—Compass Attachment for Field
Glasses—E. G. King, S. F.

444.754.

—

Filter— E. M. Knight. S. F.

444,796.—Globe—J. Lyman, San Jose, Cal.

444,581.

—

Cable Railway— P. Noble, S. F,

444,570.

—

Spreader for Gaiting Horses—J.
R. Phelps, Sac'to., Cal.

444,543.-Pessary—E. W. Wagner, San Jose,

Cal.

444,572.—Coffee-Pot—G. a. Williams, S. F.

444,646.—Whiffletree Coupling—J. J. Koch-
er, Los Angeles, Cal.

444,503.—Carpet-Stretcher—D. H. McFalls,
EUensburg, Wash.
The following brief list hy telegraph, for Jan. 20, wil

appear more complete on receipt of mail advices;

California.-Henry BoMs, S. F., assignor to Bohls
Cigarette Machine Co., Lynchburg, Va., cigarette ma-
chine; Austin Cook and W. L. Harvey, assignors of
one-third to T. J. Parsons, S. F.. separator; Miles B.
Dodge, S. F., fuel-saving device; ilarcellus A. Gra-
ham, S. F., gas engine; Geo. W. Haines, Stockton,
traveling harvester; Loren H. Hill, Oakdale, assignor
of one-half to J. E. Hendrick, Germantown, grain-
separating mechanism for traveling harvesters; Oc-
tavius Morgan and J. Crowley, si^aling apparatus;
Chas. H.Voll, assignor of one-half to O. Fisher, en-
velope-fastener.
Washington—James W. Fisher, Palonse, assignor

of one-half to E. W. and E, A. Jones, gate.

NOTB.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnished
by Dewey & Co., in the shortest time possible (by mftil
or telegraphic order). American and Foreign patents
obtained, and general patent business for Pacific Coast
inventors transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
rates, and in the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press U. S. and For-

eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Steering Apparatus,—Joseph B. Jardine, At-

las Iron Works, S. F. No. 444,580. Dated Jan. 13,

1891. This is a steering apparatus for steering or
guiding moving vessels and vehicles, more especially
traction engines. The object of the invention is to
provide an effective steering apparatus, the motive
power of which may also strve to feed the boiler. A
compressing cylinder is coonecied with a pump op-
erated by the engiae, the discharge of this pump
being connected with the lower pan of the compress-
ing cylinder. On the front of the frame is mounted
a cylinder having pistons connected by a rod. This
steering cylinder is praciically a double one. the
chambers being formed in each end and lying be-
tween the pistons and cylinder heads. The middle
of the cylinder is open to provide for the connection
with the piston rod of the chains which operate the
steering-wheel. The pump is kept running with
such power as to maintain a certain pressure of air
in the upper portion of the pressure cylinder. This
pressure is sufficient to force the water through a
suitable pipe into the steering cylinder, it being ad-
mitted to either end as desired, and exhausted back
again into the tank. Thus the steering-wheel is

turned; but the pressure cylinder serves a second
purpose as follows: The pressure in said cylinder is

maintained at a higher point than the maximum
pressure in the boiler, so that the water from said
cylinder will flow into and feed the boiler through a
pipe provided for the purpose. Any excess of pres-
sure in the cylinder is reduced by the water ascend-
ing a pipe and overcoming a regulated pass valve so
that it proceeds into the tank again. Thus the
pres'^ure in the pressure cylinder can be nicely reg-
ulated both for steering and for feeding the boiler.

Spreader for Gaiting Horses.— James R,
Phelps, Sacramento. No. 444,570. Dated Jan. 13,

1891. This invention relates to a device which is

called a "spreader" for the purpose of giving horses
a proper gait and causing them to spread the hind
feet when traveling so as not to interfere or overreach.
This is an improvement on a former patent by the
same inventor. Continuous elastic arms are pivoted
orswiveled so as to turn in a suitable support upon
the back of the animal. These arms are bent in a
curve and the lower ends have attachments by which
straps may be connected with them. These straps
or continuations of them pass around the hind legs
of the animal, and the constant elastic pressure of
the arms pulling upon these straps tends to draw the
hind legs apart, which prevents "interference'" while
traveling.

Lengthening Metallic Beams and Girders.
Peter H. Jackson, S. F. No, 444,579. Dated Jan.
13, 189 1. This invention relates to a means for
lengthening iron and steel rolled and other metal
beams and girders, and strengthening the joint at
their abutting ends. It consists of a metallic band
or bands inclosing the meeting ends of girders where
single beams, or two or more, side by side, or super-
posed, are employed, and in connection with these
inclosing bands or cheek-pieces or filling pieces, and
means for tightening the same between the bands
and girders. This invention is especially adapted
to rolled beams, which are made in a single piece,
but of limited length, and it enables the inventor to
substitute this class of beams for what are termed
"box girders,'' which are built of iron plates riveted
together so as to make any desired length, but which
are subject to certain weaknesses on account of the
rivet holes and their peculiar construction.

CoFFEE-PoT.— Geo. A. Williams, S. F., assignor
of one-half to Frank Jones. No. 444.572. Dated
Jan. 13, 1891, This invention consists of a cylin-
drical outer chamber, a second cylindrical chamber
adapted to telescope within the outer one. in which
it fits snugly, a removable clamp for the inner
chamber adapted to secure within it a bottom of
fibrous flexible material and a spring so fi.ved with
relation to the two parts of the pot that the inner
portion may be held at any desired point by the
action of this spring. The coffee within the inner
vessel remains submerged in the water until the
extract has been made of sufficient strength, after
which the inner chamber may be raised up within
the outer one until the bottom is above the surface
of the water, and whatever of the e.xtract remains
will slowly filter through into the outer vessel,
where it remains a perfectly clear liquid ready to be
poured off through the spout and out of contact
with the coffee-grounds which are contained within
the inner vessel.

Lengthening Metallic Beams.—Peter H.
Jackson, S. F. No. 444.578. Dated Jan. 13, rSgi.'

The capacity of rolling-mills limits the length of
rolled beams and when beams are needed of greater
length to span large rooms or other spaces, either a
supporting column, pier or post must be used, or if

such a support be inadmissible, it is necessary to
build up what is known as a "plate" or "box girder"
at an increased cost over the rolled beams and with
a less reliable strength, on account of its being built
of a number of pieces and riveted together. It is

important when a number of beams or girders of
great length are employed that there should be as
httle deflection as possible, and this improved con-
struction is designed to increase the strength of the
girder at the point where the joint is made.

Seeding - Machine. — Daniel M, Baldwin,
Florence, Los Angeles Co. No. 444,573, Dated
Jan. 13, 1891. This invention relates to the class of
seeding-machines; and the object of the invention is

to provide a simple and accurately-operating device
fgr attachment to any form of seeding-machine.
By properly timing the rotation of any of the series
of drop-plates, the dropping of the seed can be
made to take place at any suitable intervals.

Filter. — Edward M. Knight, S. F. No.
444,754. Dated Jan. 13, 1891. This improvement
in fillers consists of a series of independent tanks,
a means for securing and supporting said tanks in
a series or battery, exterior bracing frames by which
the tanks are supported and connected together, and
a system of supply and discharge pipes whereby any
one or more of the series may be cut out and re-
moved or a new one introduced, and a system of
testing each individual filter independently for leak-
age without disturbing any of the others.

I
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Table of Lowest iind Highest Sales In

S. F. Siock Exchange.
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Sales at San Francisco Stock ELschange.

TllURM

no Ali>ha Con SOc
a» Alta CTc
100 Belcher I.!*

SO Rott Belcher. 2.41
lOO Eollc 8Sc
45< Bnllloii 1.93@1.00
50 Caledonia 40c
ISOChollar 1.10
AM Comruonwealtb 8Uc
400 ConCal* V 3.70
21 Confidence 5.0t

PAY. Juouary 22. 9'JO A. M.

200 l':;*st .S(.-rra Xt^Tada. 5c
15<1 Ktch- .juer 70c
I'W Goudk Cumr 2.50
100 NeTwla Queen SOc
50 Opbir 3. IS

100 Ovemiao 1.70
15' Potoal 4 50
100 Savage. 2.10
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Btining Share Market.

Mining shares ihe pasi week were, as a rule, dull

and heavy. There were a few rallies, but each was
followed by prices shading off sUlI more.

It is the generally expressed wish among those

who would like to operate, tbat such men as Col.

Macfcay, Gen, Hayward and Senator Fair ought to

give more personal attention to the peculiar system

of mining and milling ore now in vo^ue on the Com*
stock, with the view of having the wTongs com-
plained of righed, and to see that the work, infor-

mation and reports be made to conform to the laws

of this Stale. This, these gentlemen can now do,

for it looks as if their pressing business in other di-

rections has been so shaped as to allow them time to

look into the subject.

In outside stocks, trading was more active in the

Bodies, due to confirmed reports that the Standard
mill will soon commence crushing Bulwer ore. and
that the Bodie mill will begin crushing Mono ore.

The Tuscaroras were slightly more active under
good reports from the mines. TTie Quijotoas were
dull; they act as if the stock is well scattered.

M. W. Fox, as owner of 19 J^ feet of the Savage
ground, has commenced suit against the officers of

the company to compel an adjusting of accounts,

with a view of enforcing payment of his proportion

of all moneys paid in dividends, and also the refund-

ing of his proportion of moneys paid out in over-

chirges for milling or other expenses. Section 4 of

M. W. Fox's complaint against the company ac-

cuses the directors of " fraudulently contracting

with the lessees of the Rock Point mill and of paying

said mill S7 per ton for milling the ores when they

well knew that mills were crushing and milling ores

for $4 per ton and paying $9 per ton for coal to

generate steam-power, while the Rock Point mill

is run by water and should co5t less than $3.50 per

ton.'' Every director of the Comstock mine knows
only too well that 57 per ton is more than exorbitant

for "milling ores,

Reporu are current that a change in the system

of working the Comstock mines is under contempla-

tion. One well-informed party thinks tbat electric-

ity is to be used in pulverizing the ore. for he con-

tends that experiments with that object in view have
been thus far so successlal as to warrant its being

inaugurated on the Comstock.
Private news from the Comstocks is encouragiui;

and warrant"; better prices for stock. Reports of

one or two ore strikes are current among the better

informed. Official letters from the mines are of the

old, old character—everything discouraging when
the pool wants stock. Before February closes the

letters will probably be of a more encouraging char-

acter.

From the Tuscaroras. an important strike is re-

ported in the Dal Monte workings. From the

B »die mines, no advices further than given last

week are to hand.

Complimeiitary Samples.

Persona receiving thia paper marked are re*

qaeated to ezamlDe its contents, terms of sob-

Bcription, and give it their own patronage, and,

as far as practicable, aid in clrculatiog the

journal, and making its value more widely

known to othera, and extending its influence In

the cause it faithfnlly serves. Subacription

rate, $3.00 a year. Extra copies m^iiled for 10

cents, If ordered soon enough. If already •

snbsoriber, olease show tho n*rwr tn otb*»r«

Back Fflbs of the Misikb afd Scikktipic Prfss (ud

boond) can be had tor 93 per volume of six months. Pet

year (two volumes) tb. Inserted In Dewey's patent bind-

er, 60 cents additional per volume.

About Obtaininfif Patents.

Patents nrr, VIrtUKlly Conlracta

The PftHnl Law provide* th&t Id caae a paieat. which fa

Ibc «TMezice of ihv coQtmct, 1b not execatcd In oompliance

witb lh« rdiuircmeutji < f tbo l»w. It m«T Im uuiuUed Mut
rmdcreil void. Uroov It is of Ibe pvatest importanoo to

a^^rry iurvotor that hia patent or contract tw sVillfully and
accuratclj drafted, in ontcr that It may afford hl[ncoiDplt.-te

protect'uD for bia tnTeotiou durinf the life of fab patent

How t9 Prooare a Fat«nt.

To avoid all Deedlcoa delaj, howerer, and secuie patent*

at tho rarKvvt moment practieabli;. Inventors will do wvU to

fortrird a model, drawing or • ketch, with a plain, full and
cocnpreh^Qoive dncrlptlOQ of their Invention tBtatloc dlr-

tirictlj what the particular points of Improvi'ment are), with

$l3as a fir&t liMtarnii;Dt of feea. If tbo improvement a[>

ream to as to b; tiovvl and patentable, thr nrrrwinrr part^rs

for an appUca(l<m for a patent will t>e prepared lmmc*liat'-ly

and forw.irdiii to the luren'or for hia signatiirc When I

ri.<c«:i*cs the application and flnda it duly prepared, he u ill

earefuUjr «!{; and return the same plainly addrera«3d to u.-,

with postal money ordTT or ezpreaa receipt for our own ti^-.

The case will then b^ promptly filed by oa In the Pat«Dt

Ufflcr. and vicorou*ly p-o«ecuted to secure the 1x-«t patent

poMible. - [TfaU course Is the moat ex)>:^ditioa8 and »ati»-

fact ry, as 00 time ia lo«t in transmi ting correspondence

rula'iTo to the pn.-UiiUDary stepa] When the patent is

alowed. the invtntor will t>e duly Dodfled. and on sending

the final Govtrameut fee of $30 to us, we will order the

iMue of the ptteat, and f rward tbo came as soon aa it is

a^'cared from the Patt nt Office.

The paym^ntt arc thus ditide 1 and made ea«y. We make
no pretc-use of doio'j cheap work, iu order to entice caatoitj.

nor do wo afterward make additional charget to bring tlit.-

lilll up to a fair com't-nsation. We do our work honestly

and tboroiighly. and we never give up a case so Ijng ok there

is a chance of obtaining a x>alent. The Agency charge, in-

cluding drawings, rarely exce*^ $tO, and for this we do all

we C311 without appealing the case.

ModelH and Drawings.

Models arc now seldom re*^[uired by the CommissioQcr vt

Patents, and generally only in intricate ca£t:s. Ferf ct

drawing of practKal workiijg macliiues are more satisfactory

to Ih3 Patent Ollice thai the old combe some aystem of

storing up an immeoso bu'k of coun'less m dels.

Drawings or sketch's, sufficient to ii'nstrate the iDTenti-^u

clearly, with a dc^Hplion (hat will enable us to make a fall

set of iwifect drawicgi for t he Patent Office, is all tbat we
rcjaire. A model will answ r our purpose as well, h w
ever. In cases where the inventor can more easily furnish it.

Secare a Good Patent.

The value and even the validity of a patent oft n de-

I»ends on the char3ct<.r, clea'oess and sufficiency of its

drawings. There ari thousands of existing juitents iu

whifi the improTemeots are but partially or poorly Illus-

trated in Ihe drawings, "When an attempt is made to dis-

pose of such patents, the vagueuess and d<.fect8 of the

drawings oftea prejudlco capitalists and manufacturers

against the invention, while in reality it may be of great

ralue, and would meet with ready sale had it been skill-

fully, completely and artistically portrayed. In all cases

prepared by us. the drawings ar« made under oar personal

superTLsion. by skilled draftsmen in our constant employ,

and every precaution is taken to have the invention fully

and clearly shown by different view?, so that the improve-

ment will be reacily ondets'ood by the Examiners in the

Patent Office, and comprehended by the public when the

patent is granted.

Advantages to Inventors on tlie Pacific

Coast.

The 6rm of Dewsv & Co. has edited and pabllshed the

MisiiG .VXD SciEKTiFic Pkess continuously since 1860—

a period of 30 years. Few agents, who are still engaged in

the bosioess, have had so loog-extended practice in patent

soliciting. The members of the firm give personal attention

to thn applications intrusted to their care; and their

faaiiliarity with inventions and with local aSairs in the

Pacific States and Territories enables them to understand

the wants of inveotorB on this coast more readily and thor-

oughly as we believe, than any other agents in America.

Thus there is saved a great deal of tbetime which ordinarfly,

when distant agents are employed, is vas.ed in preliminary

writing back and forth.

This happy comLination of long bnsinefs experience to*

gether and wide connections has pUiced our firm in a posi-

tion unquestionably most fortunate for affording inventors

prompt and reliable advice, and the beat facilities for secur-

ing <heir full patent rights with safety and dispatch at

uniformly reasonable rates.

Every patentee of a worthy invention is guaranteed the

gratoitous publication of a clearly stated and correct de-

scriptioTi of his invention, in one or more of our infiuential

and reliable newspapers, affording iu£t the circulation best

calculated to widely inform thf class of readers especially

interested in the subject of his invention

Caveats.

A Caveat is a confidential commuulcation made to the

Patent Office, and is therefore filed nithin its secret archives.

The privilege secured under a caveat is that it entitles the

caveator to receive notice, for a period of one year, of any

a. plication for a patent subsequently filed, which ia ad-

judged to be novel and is likely to interfere with the inven-

tion described ia the caveat, and the caveator is then re-

quired, to complete hia application for a patent within tluee

months from the date of said notice. Caveat papers should

be very carefully prepared. Our fee for the service varies

from $10 to $20. The Government fee Is $10 additional

To enable us to prepare caveat papers, we require only a

sketch and description of the invention.

Sejected. Applications.

Inventors who have rejected cases (prepared either by

themselves or for them by other agents) and desire to ascer-

tain their prospects of success by further efforts, are invited

to avail themselves of our unrivaled facilities for securing

favorable results "We have been successful in eecaring

Letters Patent in many previously at>andoned cases. Our

terms are always reasonable.

Inventors doing bosineas with us will be notified of the

state of their application in the Patent Office whenever it is

possible for us to furnish such information.

DEWET A CO.,

Patent Solicitors, Office of Scizsiiric Pkess, 220 Market

St. Elevator entrance. No. 12 Front St.. S. F.

OE^. H. Sia«SQ. "W. B. BWBB. A. K BBWHT

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL CO,
MANnFAOTOEEBS OP

IRRIGATING PUMPS
A-SD

Machinery of all Kinds.
P.4tlFIC COAST AGENTS

BABOOOK & WILOOX

Patent Water Tube Steam Boilers.
lilatlmates IfDrlil.heU un Applicatioo.

trseod for Oaialogues.

OKKTRimOAI. PUMP. FIRST and STEVENSON STS.. S. F.

"RED CORD"

Manolactured from strictly first-class Flax and pure lubricants. Superior to all olbere for water »nd Bteam. Packs
with less friction and makes a tiehter joint thsn any other packioe made jy Imitations of inferior (ju»Ilty hav-
ing been put upon the market, we have been compelled to adopt the above trade-mark, and all of oor packfr;; will
now have a RED CORD running through the center its entire length. See that yoa get It and take no other. "Sold
by all Hardware dealers. Price, 60 cents per ponnd. W. T. T. SCHENCK, Sole Manufacturer, 228 and
224 Market Street. San Francisco. Oal.

Our Agents.

Our pRiBHue can do much In aid of onr paper and the
caose of practical knowledge snd science, by asststing
Agents In their labors of canvassing, by lending tbelr In-

fluence and encouraging favors- We intend to send none
bat worthy men.

H. Ebllbt—Vodoc and Lassen Cos.
Gbo. Wn^OK—Sacramento Co
J. P. QfisnrrTB—San Francisco.
J. C. HOAS—San Frandsco,
J. H. Crossuav—Sao Bernardino Co.
F. W. KsApp—Amador Co.
Gborob Evans- SiDta Clara Co.
Mrs. M. E. Dpdist—Ventura Co
W. L'. WAf>swoRTH—Sutter and Yuba Cos.
Wilson McNickle— Fresno Co.
Andbbw hgiD—Monterey Co.
Fr.\kk S. Chapis—Colosa Co.
Helbs B KiSG—Sin Benito Co.
Wm. M. HiLLBART—Oregon.
WiL HoldBE—Oregon.
H- Q- PaRSOBs—Central California.
Flmbb Jenkins—Del Norte Co.

H- C. Hbnkle—Capay Valley,

/l^3e33ineDt |iotice3.

Don't Fail to Write.

Should this paper be received by any eubecriber who
does not want it, or hryond the timt he inta\d9 to pay
for it, let him not fail to write us direct to ttop it. A
postal card (costing one cent only) vrii) a ffice. We will

not knowingly send the paper to any one who does not
wish it, but if it is contmaed, through the failure of the
subscriber to notify us to discontinue It, or some irre-

sponsible party requested to stop it, we shall positively
demand payment for the time it is sent. Look carefully
AT THE LABEL ON YOUE PAPK-fc

The iD.itrnment represeDted in the above cut is a
new and grand little inveDtioo, being desigtied to
save life and limb, and innumerable lawsuits, by
dolrgaway with the dangerous operation of digging
out wet and unexploded loads where Giant Powder
is used in miniog. The little instrument crimps the
cap onto the end of the fuse Firmly and * hao-
Intely Water-tight It is also used for cutting
the fuse. They are neatly gotten-up of the finest
cast steel, nickel plated. I'rice, $1.50 each.

N. W. MOODFY. Fresno. Cal.

WINCHESTER HOUSE.
44 Third Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Thia Fireproof Brifit Buildiop: is centrally located, in

the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from the
Grand and Palace HotelB, and close to all Steamboat and
Railroad OtBces.

Laundry Free for the use of Families,

HOT AND COLD BATHS FBEE.

terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And Upward.

Rooms with or withoat Board,

Free Coach to the Honw,

e RUPTURE AND PILES.
We PosiTlTELT Ct.'RE all kinds of Rnpturc

and Rectal Diseases, no matter of how Jong

r-i
1 standing, in from 30 to 60 days, without the

JtJ use of KNIFE, DE.vwrNG BLOOD, 'or r•ETE^•
vHT TION FEOM ErsiNE».~. lerms: 'So Care.

- f*^' no Pay; aod no Pny antll Cared.
If afflicted, come and see us or send sLamp for
namphlet. Address:

DBS- POBTBBPIE.LD & LOBBY,
ORR Markflt Strosit. - - S»n FranclBCo

GRAY EAGLE MINING COMPANY.—Lo-
cation of principal place of business. ?an Francisco,

California. Location of works. Placer County, California.
Notice is hereby given, tbat at a metiting of the Board of

Directors, held on the 20th day of December. IS90. an assess-
ment. No. 21, of Three (3) Cents per share, was levied upon
the Capital Stock of the Corpration, payable immediately
in United States Gold Coin to the Secret^-, at the office of
the Company, Room 11. No. 3i:3 Cahfomia Street, San
Francisco, California.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain un-

paid on the 26th day of January, ISJjl, will be delinquent,
and advertised for pale at public auction; and unless pay-
ment is made before, will be sold cu M(JN DAY. the 16th
day of February, 1S91, to pay the delinquent assessuieut.
together with co&ta of advertisiog and expenses of sale.
By order of the Board of Directors.

A- W. BARROWS, Secret-^ry pro tem.
Office, Room II, No. 303 Califoruia Street, Sao Frandsco,
California.

INYO MABBLE COMPANY LOCATION
o( principal place of businees, San Francisco, Cahfof

m'a. Location of worts. Keeler, Inyo County, California.
Notice is hereby h'iveD, that at a meetiog of the Board of

Directors held on the 16th day of December, Ie30. ao assess-
ment (Ko. Ill, of Ten Cents per share was levied upon the
capita! stock of tbe Corporation, payable immediat*;ly In
United States gold coin, to the Secretary at the office of the
Company, 132 California Street. San Francisco. Caifornia.
Any stock rpon which this assessment shall remain unpaid

on the 30th day of Januarj-, 1891. will be delin-iueot. and
advertised for sale at public auction; and unless iiaymenl is
made before, will be sold on FEtDAY, tbe 20th day of
February, 1891, to pay the delinquent asse^smeot. together
with costs of adven ising and expenses of sale.
By order of the Boai-d of Directors.

G. W. LUCE. Secretary.
Office, 132 California Street, San Frandsco, California

IMIIJNj-IISrGI-
AND

Ore Dressing fflacMnery.
By C. G. WAMFOBD LOCK.

COKTZSie.— Motive Power— Transmission of Power.
Quarrying — Prospecting, Shaft-sinking, Coal-cuttioK,
fmnping, and Ventilating Machinery—Lighting—Haul-
iog and Hoiiting Transport—Reducing— Dressing—Mie-
cellaneous.

Price $2L0O. Circulars and Catalogues on application.

E. & F. N. SPON, Publisherj,

12 Cortlandt St., New Yorb.

HORACE 0. RANLETT,

Ores, Mining, and Comiission,

420 Montgomery St.. S. F.
Shlpa under advances to smelting works In Boston

Kew York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one years' experience in Shipping Ores aod

Managing Mines.
Solicits Coueignmeots of Copper Produce and Manage-

ment of Min'ng Matters
All business conducted on Cash Banis.
Purchase and shipment of Minine: Supplies a SpbclaIiTY.
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Business Manager of U.nION COPPER ULNU, Copper-

opolis, Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co. , CaJ."

SITUATION "WANTED.
A German in charge of a patio redaction works in

Mexico for 10 years wish'^s to change his position on
account of tbe bad health of bis wife, and take

charge of a mine and mill in a mild , healthy climate.

Address letters M. g.. No. 100. this office.

WM. H. CONLY.

Lands, Mining and Commission,
124 SANSOME STREET,

RooniH 21 and 22,

Telephone No. 5057. SAN FRANCISCO.

ATTENTION, MINERS !

CHEMIST.
Yoong man wijo is a competent mineralogist, as-

sayer and analytical chemist is open to an engage-
ment; best references; can fumish small capitaL

Address CHEMIST, tlus office.

A FIRST-CLASS

UnionRock Breaker

2500 MISSION ST., SAN FBANCISOO.
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Books on Assaying.

By C. H. AARON.

Pakt I.—Gold and Silver Ores —Price $1
Second Edition.

This work is written by an experienced metallurgis

who has devoted many years to assaying and working pre-

cious ores on the Pacific side of the American Continent.

He writes whereof he knows from personal practice, and in

Buch plain and comprehensive terms that neither the scientist

nor the practical miner can mistake his meaning.

The work like Mr. Aaron's former pubucations ( Testmg

and Working Silver Ores," "Leaching Gold and Silver

Ores") that have been "successfully popular" is written in a

condensed form, which renders his information more readily

available than that of more wordy and le-'s conscientious

writers. The want of such a work has long been felt. It

will be very desirable in the hands of many.

Table of Contents:

Preface- Introduction; Implements; Assay Balance; Ma
terials- The Assay Office; Preparation of the Ore; Weighing

the Chaise; Muring and Charging; Assay Litharge: Systems

of the Crucible Assay; Preliminary Assay; Dressmg the

Crucible Assays; Examples of Dressing; The Meltmg in

Crucibles; Scorification; Cupellation; Weighing the Bead;

Parting; Calculating the Assay; Assay of Ore Coutaining

Coarse Metal; Assay of Roasted Ore for Solubility; , o

Assay a Cupel; Assay by Amalgamation; To Find the Value

of a Specimen; Tests for Ores; A Few Special Minerals;

Solubility of Metals; Substitutes and Expedients; Assay
Tables
The volume embraces 130 12mo. pages, with illustrations

well bound in cloth; 1SS9. Price, §1, postpaid. Sold b
Dewkv & Co., Publishers, No. 220 Market street, S
Francisco.

Parts II and III.

Lead, Copper, Tin, Merciiry, etc.

Price $1.75.

This book is entitled "Assaying—Parts II and HI," and is

separate from Part I. and treats of Gold and Silver Bulhon,

Lead, Copper, Tin, Mercury, Zinc. Nickel, Cobalt, etc.

Table of Contents:

Gold and Silver Bullion; Apparatus; Melting EuUiou
Assaying Bullion; Humid Assay of Silver; Maiiip

ulation, etc.; Lead Ores; Copper Ores; Volumetric

Assa^; Parkes* Process; Amalgamation; New Pro-

cess; Preparation of Potassium Zanthate; Electrolj'tic

Determination of Copper in Ores, etc.; Assaying of Tin

Ores; Assaying of Mercury Ores; Assaying of Zinc Ores;

Assaying of Zinc Ores, New Method; New Assay of Nickel

and Cobalt; Assay of Chromium; Assay of Bismuth; Assay
of Arsenic; Assay of Antimony; Assay of Sulphur; Assay of

Salt; Appendix to Part I; Notes on Crucible Assays; Weigh-
ing by Oscillations; Appendix to Part III; The Assay of

Lead; The Assay of Copper.
There are 160 12mo. pages with illustrations in the volume

which is bound strongly in cloth. Price postpaid, $1.75

Sold by Dewey & Co. PubHshprs, No. 220 Market St., S.F.

L. C. MARSHUT2 T. G. CANTRELL,

Practical Hydraulics.

A Book for Civil Engineers, Miners, Mill-

men, Hydraulicians, Mining Engi-

neers, and Inrigators.

By p. M. Randall.

This new work is by one of the most experienced hy-
dranlicians of the country. It abounds with useful

tables for ready reference, in which the results of ab-

struse calculations are all placed in a form so that one
can find what he wants in a moment For the engineer

the principles, formulaa, coefficients, etc., are given; and
for those not familiar with higher mathematics, ex-

amples, rules, and tables are prepared. Thus the needs

ol file scientist and the practical miner or millman are

each met. It is the most complete work on the subject

yet publ^hed, and is specially applicable to the Pacific

Coast.
Table of Contents.

The following brief abstract of the contents will give

an idea of the branches of the subject treated:

General Plan; Discussion of the Principles of Hydraul-
ics; Rules Deduced from Formulae Obtained; Examples
and Calculations; Extensive Tables for Ready Refer

ience; Fundamental Laws of Hydraulics Demonstrated
and Ebcpressed in FormulEB and Rules; Flow of Water
through Openings; Weir Coefficients; Triangular

Weirs; Flow of Water Over Quadrant Weir (tabulated);

Application of Tables; Submerged Orifices; Flow
Through Orifices in Thin Partitions; Tables and Appli-
cations; Miners' Inches; Tables and Calculations; Flow
of Water Through Short Tubes and Compound Tubes;
Flow of Water Through Pipes; Tables of Velocities and
Cubic Feet Flo\v8 for Given FaU per Mile and Diameter
of Pipe; Coefficient for Bend—JCicular and Angular;
Flow Through Nozzles; Inverted Siphons; Flow of

Water in Open Channels; Extensive Tables; Rough and
Beady Notes; Hints for Speedy and Approximate Esti-

mates, etc

Price, S2.00, post-paid. Sold by Dbwbt & Co., Pub-
llebers, 220 Market St, San Francisco.

Ttie Explorers' and Assayers'

Companion.

A Third Edition of selected portions of the
" Explorers', Miners', and Metal-

lurgists' Companion."

A practical exposition of the various departments of

Geolocy, Exploration, Mining, Engineering, Assaying,
and Metallurgy.

Price, $6.00 post-paid. Sold by Dswbt & Co., Publish-
ers, 220 Market St., Son Francisco.

Bt J. S. PHILLIPS. M. E.

The work is divided into four parts—Rocks, Veins,
Testing and Asaaj-ing. The geological chapters are in-

tended to give miners a practical idea of the various
formations. The chapters on mineral veins arc derived
from long observation, and the section on exploration
has been carefully considered. All that relates to dis-

crimination and assay of minerals has been kept as free

from formulcB as possible. The work is ^^Titten for

practical men, and all the explanations and descriptioos
are clear and to the point. It is so prepared that it Is

useful to uneducated men as well as scientists.

JAMES M. HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. 630 California Street,

Telerhono No. 1746 SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Should CODBQll
DEWEYiCO.
A ME Rl CANCalifornia Inventors

AND Foreign Patent Solicitoks, for obtaining Patents

and Caveats. Established in 1860. Theh long experience as

ioumaliata and large practice aa Patent attorneys enablea
them to offer Pacilio Coast Inventors far better survice than
they can obtain elsewhere. Send for (tee circnlars of Infor-

mation. Offloeof the Miking AND SoiKNTiric Press and
FAomo BnsLAL Pbsss No. 330 Muket 8., San.Prandaoc.
Elentor. 13 Front St

NATIONAL IRON WORKS
N. W. Corner Main and Howard Sts., San Francisco,

MANUFACTUKERS OF

Stationary and Compound Engines, Flour, Sugar, Saw

and Quartz Mill Machinery.

AMALGAMATING MACHINES. CASTINGS AND FORCINGS ^l^XTou
ALL WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

NATIONAL ROCKER aUARTZ MILL.
KENDALL'S PATENT. AUGUST 24, 1886.

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL, Sole Manufacturers.

The Patentee and Manufacturers

cordially in\'ite miners to critically

exancine and pass judgment upon

this improved system of milling

and amalgamating ores in the fol-

lowing particulars:

1. The cost is less than one-halt of
stamps of same capacity.

2. The (reipht to mine is less than
one-half of stamps.

3. The cost of erecting is less than
one-fourth of stamps.

4. The power to drive it is less than
one-half of stamps.

6. The wear is less than one-quar-
ter of stamps.

6. There is no wear except on
shoes and dies.

7. In point of amalgamation it is

superior to any other machine
in use.

8. In its simplicity of construction.

We challenge competition with

Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or and

other ore crushing machines now

before the publia

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELLi^Send for Circulars and Price List.

Rock Drilling and Air Gomoressing

Machinery
For TUNNELS, QUARRIES, MINES, RAILROADS

And Wherever Ore and Bock are to be Drilled and Blasted.

tS" SEND FOR NEW CATAX-OOUE OF 1889. -^Ji

RAND DRILL CO.,
23 Park Place, New York, U. S. A.

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

THE ABOVE CDT ILLUSTRATES THE IMPROVED FORM OF DOUBI-E-JOINTED HY-
DBAUI.IC GIANTS which we manufacture. Wo guarantee purchasers of this form of Giants against all

costs, expenses or damages which may arise from any adverse suits or actions at law. We are further prepared to
famish Singrle-Jolnted Giants when required. Prices, discounts and Catalogues of our specialtiei of Iiy-
draiLlic Mining: Machinery sent on application.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS. 39 to 51 Fremont St.. San Francisco.

A. J. VAN DRAKE,

Machinist and Mechanical
Engineer,

203 Fremont St., San Francisco.

"^^^u^

SPUR AND BEVEL GEARS CUT TO ORDER.

Z'eitoxxt 3VEoca.olei
And Experimental Machinery of All Kinds

Sliafting:, Pulleys and Boxes.
Kngines and Boilers.

DBAWINOS, FLANS and SPECIFICATIONS made lo

new machinery.
Jobbinc of every description promptly attended to.

FINE WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED.

tdlicatiojial

School of Practical, Civil, IMechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Surveying, Architecture, Drawing and Assaying,

723 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.
And 1 70>^ Second St., Portland, Or.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, Presiaent.
Assaying of Ores, $26; Bullion and Chlorination Assay,

$26; Blowpipe Aseav, $10. Full course of aseaying, 150.
ESTABLISHED ISW jO" Send for circular.

OF

ASSAYING AND CHEMISTRY.
Rooms 46 & 47. )628 MoDtfltomery St.

2d Floor Montgomery Bl'k. | San FranciBCO,
Also, Eveaint; Classes, 7 to 10 o'clock.

JOHN T. EVANS, M. A., Principal.

HEALDS
BUSINESS OOLLEaE,

24 POST ST.. S. F.

FOR SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS THIS
College Instructa In Shorthand, Typo Writing, Book-

teeping, Telegnraphy, Penmanehip, Drawing, all the En-
glish hrtnchos, and everything pertaining to buslaeBS,
for alx fall months. We have sixteen teachers, and give
Individual instruotlon to all our pnpUs. Oar school has
Us grftdnates In every part of the State.
JV^IND FOE CiROULAR.

B. p. HEALD, Prealdeat.
O. S. BALKY, SecreUrr.

DEWEY^ CO. {^^i,^vifo?f?2¥ri^i.^} PATENT AGENTS.

FACTORY:

Cor. Jefferson & First Sts., Oakland, Cal.

5IANUFACTUREES OF

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROOF
PAINTS,

Superior to anything of the kind in the market for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uuequaled for Submerged Timbers. Red and Brown
Paints for Roofs. Warehouses, Stables, Fences,

Etc.. mixed Ready for Use. Also.
Sheathing Paper, Portable Cal-

ifornia Mastic Roofing,
the Best in the

Market
for

:FL.A.3\rOXZ .^.3^X3 CJIT"Sr,

AND UNEQUALED FOR

Toredo-Proof Pile

Covering.

This Company also Manufactures a Mallliine
Compound for

RENDERING BOOTS AND SHOES
WATERPROOF.

The same is a superior article for Preserving Harness
rendering it Imperviou.s to Moisture and

keeping it always pliable and soft.

4®" Send lor Samples and Prices. Salesroom,

310 CALIFORNIA ST, S. F., Cal.

Books on Working Ores.

. By GuiD'o KusTEL, M. E.

Roasting of GotiO and Silver Of.ss (Second Edition) and
the Extraction of their Respective Metals without
Quicksilver. Cy Gnoo Kcbtkl, M. E. ISSO.

This rare book on the treatment of gold and silver ore
without quicksilver is liberallj^ illustrated and crammed
fullcf fact?. It inves short and concise descriptions of
various processes and apparatus employed in this countrj'
and in Eui'ope, and the why and wherefore. It contains 168
pa^ci, embracing Illustrations of furnaces, supplements
and tt orkinjf apparatus. It is a work of ^'reat merit, by
an author whose rfputation isunsur]^:issoi) in his specialty
Price, $3, coin, postage free. Sold by Dewbt & Co., Pub-
lishers. 220 MarRet St., San Francisco, Cal.

By C. H. Aaron.
Aaron's LRACHwa Gold and Sil%"er Ores, the most

complete hand-book on the subject extant; 164 pages
octavo. Illustrated bv 12 lithographic engravings and
four wood cuts. Fully indexed. Plainly written for
I'actical men. In cloth, S3. Sold by Dru-rt & Co., S. F

A GOLD-MILL SUPERINTENDENT
Of long experience, asaayer and practical chemist, desires
an engagement, particularly in a mill where gold and
amalgam la wasted. The beat of references given. Ad-
dress E. W., 1278 Tenth Avenue, Eaat Oakland,
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PROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Best Ore CoDcentrator io tha m&rket. having double
the Capacity and doiog iu work aB oloee as the plain Belt
DOftohine, white its cuocentrations are clean. It ia used in

a namber of Mills, the moat notable of which is the

Alaaka M. & M. Go's Milt, where 24 Improved Belt Frues

are taking the Pnip from 120 Stampa, crashing 350 tons

per day, and U g}viag entire satisfactloD as against 48

plain Belt Machines, taking the Palp froin the other 120

Stamps.

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f. o. b.

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

Protected by Patents December 22, 1874; September 2,

1S79; April 27. 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20, 1883;

September 18, 1883; July 24, 1888. Patents applied for.

For Pamphlets, TcHtimoabls and farther information

Pply at otiice.

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE CO., Room 15,

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now
in Use.

Thb Hontaha Compakt (Limited), London, October 8, 1886.
Drar SiKS :—HavlDp tested three of your Fro« V^nnere In a com-

petitive trial with other afmilar machines (TriumtiU), we have satUfled
ourselvee of the BU[»erii'rity of your Vanoers. &a is evidenced by the
fact of our havini: onlered 20 more of your machincfl for immediate
delivery. Youra truly, THE MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B.—Since the above was written the 20 Vanoers, having been
started, g&ve such satiufactioo that ii additioDal Frues and more
stamps have been purchiised. ADAMS & CARTER.

No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR with IMPROVED RIFFLED BELT.
The competitive triala which have been held between the

"Triumph" Ore Concentratora, the *' Froe" Vannera and
other forms of concentrating devices, do not warrant the as-

sertion that the "Frue * Vannor is the best ore concentrator in

the market. The fact that the "Frues" have improved (cor-

rnf^ted) belts does not militate againat the superiority of the

"Triumphs;" for, when desired, they (the "Triumphs") can

be mounted with a superior belt known as the ** Blasdel "

Riffled.

Price " Triumph " Concentrators, with Im- f-

proved (Patented) Belt • - $650f.o.b.

Price " Triumph " Concentrators, with

Plain Belt $650f.o. b.

J

We are prepared to guarantee the superloritr ot the ** Triumph "

the " Frue " or any other form of Concentrator, tor coin if ueod be.

Circulars and textimonlal letters fnrniahed on application.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
39 to 51 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Both the "Triamph" Concentrator and "Blasdel" (riffled)

Belt are protected by incontestable letters patent, granted
by the GoTemment of the United States.

Oricinal Empire Mill and UininK Company,
Priucipal Office, 401 CalilorDia St, cor. Sansome, S. F.

Location o( Works, Graes Valley, Nevada Co., Oil.

GEU38 Vallbt, Nevada Co., Cal., Nov. 10, ISSB.

Joshita Heiidy Machine WorkA, 30 to 51 Fremont St., S. F., Cal.:

Gbntlbmbk—1 am pleased to state, in reference to the "Triumph"
Ore Concentrators, 'that four (4) of them were placed in the mUl of the
Oricinal Emipre Mill and Mining' Company in April, iaS4, and a thorough
test made of their practical operation; and ^heir ttiiciency having been
demonstrated, four (4) more were subsequently introduced as the comple-
ment of the Twenty (20) Stamp Mill, and the eight (S) have been and are
now running with entirely satisfactory results.
At the Ten (10) Stamp Mill of the North Star Mining Company, under

my supervioion, four (4) are also in successful operation, and from my
observation of their practical workings, I am convinced that this form of
Concentrators is the equal, if not superior to any other style of Vanners
or concentrating devices. DA\1D McKAY, Jr.,

[SigoedJ Sup't North Star and Original Empire Mining Co.
N. B. When the stamping capacity of the two above named mills was in-

creased, more " Triumph " Concentratora were purchased, and twcntj--
eight (28) are now in constant successful operation.

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS! JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent,

521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco

—DlALBa IN

—

f&AJ\rxi^c3r Assayers' and Mining Material.

—MAHUTACrURBR OP—
IN QUAKTZ, GKAVEL, OB PLACER MINES. MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOB COPPER

Our plates are gnaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the be8£ in weight o( Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
ver aDd dnrability. Old Mining Plates Eeplated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSANDS
OF ORDERS FILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, ^e"* *» HOSKHrs"

68, 70 & 72 Firit St., San Francisco, Cal. HYDRO-CAEBOH ASSAY njUHACES
43- SEND FOK CIKCDLARS.

T3:TJisrmisrc3rTC^ i\r.
MANUFACTURER OP

LL8,CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Macliinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Macliines.

SEND FOR CIRODXiAE.

SX3 I'raisT fisTnasina? S.A.3Nr I'l^ja^-KTCIISaO, C3.AJLm.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD

IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL AND PLACER MINING.
PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.

Only Refined Silver and Best GopDer lued, Over 3000 Orders filled. Fifteen Medals Awarded. Old Mining Plates can be
Eeplated, Old Plates Eonght, or Gold Separated,

These Plates can also be purchased of JOHN TATLOR & CO., Comer First and Mission Sts

San Francisco Gold, Silver and Nickel Plating Works, 653 & 655 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal., E. G. Denniston, Prop'r.

Oar Plates have been used for 20 years. Tbey have proved tbe best. We adhere strictly to contract In weight of Sliver and
OoDoer. SKND FOB CIRCULAR.

GRANGER'S ROLLER STAMP Mill
Beats them all, "Worka dry ores. Makraeiengran-

olatiou. No dead work, hence minimnni wear.
A. P. GnA>'GEE, Denver, Colo.

GRANGER'S DRY ORE SEPARATOR
The very bePt. TJees no wnter. No freezing op.

i=^:ive3 hanlinp: waste. Saves liigli percentage. Send
for clrcQlars.

A. P. GRANGER. Denver. Colo.

INVENTORS. TAKE NOTICE I

u petersonTmodel maker,
258 Market St., N. R cor. Front (up Btalra), San Francalco

ExperimeDtal machinery and all kinds of models. Tin

and brasswork. All communicatlonB strictly confiden-

tial.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Pair, 1884.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

MEDAET PATENT WROUGHT BIM PULLEY
For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Terrltoriea of Idaho, WaahlnptOD

Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Beat Balanced Pulley in tbe World. Also Manufacturers of

SHAFTING. HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES.
gg'SvUD FOR CIR0OI.AR8 tXD PrIOB LlBT.*St

Nob. 129 ana 181 FBBMONT STREET SAN FRANOISOO. OAL.

PAT. OCT. 25, 1881.

Applies liquid pigment by a
jet of air. Highest awards
FranJdIn and American In-
stitutes as a legitimate art
tool. SuccessfuUr iised by
large numbers of the best
crayon, ink and water-color
portrait artists, and hy tech-
nical draughtsmen. Saves 75

__l>er cent of time in Bhading.
Descriptive pamphlet Eentflfree. It points out ooe way Uj
earn a living. Addresd AIR BRUSa ATF'G CO.
9 Nassau Street, Kockford, IlliDois.

COPPER MINE FOR SALE. — A FINE
Copper Mine in Arizons ; ore from 15 to 35 per cent;

plenty of wood and water; 20 miles from a railroad,'
Vein opened up for 1500 feet; ledge wide and strong.
Good chance for investment. For particulars address
R. E. B., Boi A, Mining and Scientific Press office.
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND MANXTPACTURKES OP

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
ENGINES, BOILERS, STEAM PUMPS,

AIB COMPRESSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S CRUSHING ROLLS,

CONCENTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROOK BREAKERS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Taking Pulp from lO Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG EDGERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

c5-:B3xr:E3Ft.a Ti .A.ozjsa'rrs x^oxt.

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
SALES DDRINO LAST FOUR MONTHS ;

nOMPOTTTJT^ 44 ENGINES, RTAlSrnAT?r> 99 ENGINES, TTTIMTOT? lee engines.
\J\JJll±jr\J\^ AM±J, 5215 HORSE POWER. K} XJ^±^ UX^I^lU, 4500 HORSE POWER. «J VJ iN XV^XV, 4260 HORSE POWER.

GrTra,xi.<3. I'ota.X, 309 Uit.s±xxGtst, .^ss^^S^'-'tl^^S X3.9'7S r^Zorse I'o-wei-.
21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Oal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
Nos. 39 to 51 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

"HENDY" IMPROVED "CHALLENGE" ORB FEEDER
The best form of Feeder ever devised, and prononnced by reputable mining men to be fai

aupenor to any form of "Roller" Feeder manufaotared. We refer to the follow-
ing gentlemen who have furnished us with testimonial letters to the

above effect, which can be seen at our office, viz.

IS. VV. Ceockek, Supt. Bunker Hill Gold Min-
ing Co., Amador City, Cal.

W.G. RoBEETS, Greenwood, El Dorado Co. , Cal.

D. C. WiCKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal.
J. K. Teegloan, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold

Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.

WE AEE MAinjFACTDEEES OF THE

CHALLENGE", "STANFORD", "TULLOCK,'& "ROLLER' FEEDERS,
And will famish descriptive Catalognea and quote prices upon application.

"^^7"i]sr-A-3srs'
For Removing and Preventing Scale,

Corrosion and Pitting in Steam Boilers.

Peerl^as PIfton and Valve Kod Steam
Packing.

Peerless Plumbago Sheet, Superior to
"Uaidurisn."

Peerles.'s Rainbow Sheet, will not harden
under Steam.

Veerless Rainbow Manhole and Hand-
hole Gashets.

Manhattan Square Plumbago Piston
Packing.

Gould's Combinatiou Steam or "Water
Packing.

Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, or any other

I>0\^riDEDR„

uittKui'iia jvDLi- 1- ncnon lueiai, or anv other nrliH.^ ^l•.,,^..^ ;,, .,„ ir, ^ r.
Send for circulara and references to JT.C. WINANS, 2180 FBBMONT STRKKTrSAN FBA^^

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
MANOPACTURERS OP

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Manufactnre of Cement, Fertilizers.'Paint

and all other nnrposes for which grinding or pulverizing is reanired.

Send for Catalog:ue and Price List to

FRISBEB -LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Superior to all Others for Qnartz Mills, Smelters, &c.

Not Affected hv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils. Every Belt Guaranteed. Try It. Send
lor Circular and Samples.

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

HOISTING ENGINES FOR MINES I

1,2, or 4 Drums, with Reversible Link

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.

MADE ONLY BT THB

LIDGERWOOD M'F'G CO..
98 Liberty St., New York.

34 and 30 West Monroe St., Chtcago,
197 to 203 ConereBB St., Boston.

1 to 7 N. First St., Portland, Oregon.

PARKE & LACY CO., Agts., San Francisco.
Send for Catalo^ae.

ADAMANTINE SHOES& DIES
FOR STAMP MILLS.

These SHOES and DIES are in extensive use in all the mining States and
Territories of North and South America. Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper
than any others. Orders solicited, subject to above
conditions.

—MAHTJFACnjBED BY—

CHROIVIE STEEL WORKS, Brool<lyn, N. Y.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent,
220 Fremoiit Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Special attention given to tbe.purchase of Mine and Mill Supplies,
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The Bear Valley Arch Dam.

Id 1SS3 work was oomtnenoed oa the Beftr i

Valley arch dam, id San Bernardino oonnty,

and the reservoir formed by the completed

truoture was filled in April, 1886. The profile

adopted ia eo thin that the dam cannot resist

the tbrast of the water by its weight, and It

owes, therefore, its stability solely to the carved

form of its base, which enables the wall to act as

ao arch. The dam was foanded entirely on rock,

and was ballt of ont granite laid in Portland

oement mortar. Its plan Is curved, the radius

of the down-stream face being 300 feet. The

length of the dam on top is about 450 feet.

The front face of the wall is vertical and the

back face battered.

There is only one other dam of this character

io the world, and that is the Z^Ia dam, built to

form a reservoir for supplying the city of Aix,

France, with water. This dam Is built of rab-

ble masonry and ciroalar in plan, the radius at

the orown being 158 feet. This dam is unable

to resist the thrust of water by Its weight alone,

and owes its stability solely to its acting as a

horizontal arch abutting against the sides of

the valley. The Zola dam was built in 1843

and Is still standing.

The Bear valley arob dam was designed by

Frank E. Brown, C. E., and has attracted great

attention from engineers by reason of its pe*

ouliar shape and the lightness of oonstruotion.

It was at first generally condemned as being

too light for the purpose, bat is now recog-

nized as a pieoe of bold, but eaccessful en-

gineering.

The granite from which the dam was built

was quarried near by and roughly squared by a THE BEAR VALLEY DAM FROM ABOVE.

hammer. For the most part these blooks weigh

less than one ton eaoh, there being a few larger

ones near the base. The blocks were laid in a

bed of mortar composed of one-part Portland

oement to three-parts of sharp sand. Their

ends were placed from one to three inches

apart, and the apaoe was filled with broken

stone and mortar throughly rammed.

The courses are very irregular, or rather

there are no oourses, the design being to have

the works thoroughly bonded In all direotions

with no continuous seams.

There is but one outlet, which ia located

near the bottom of the dam, and it oonsiats of

an arched opening passing through and closed

on the inside by a single oast-iron slide work-

ing is brass ways.

The waste weir Is located at one side of the

aolid rook. For allaying the fears of the peo-

ple in the valley below, a recommendation was
made by Prof. Geo. Davidson of this oity, to

cat the waste weir down at least ten feet below

its original level, which waa done.

The engravings given herewith (For the use of

which we are indebted to Mr. L. M. Holt of

the Orange Bdt) show the general features of

the Bear valley dam, with many of its details.

Mr. J. S. Black, the asalstant to Mr. Brown,

writes thus concerning the strength of the dam:
" As there is no known instanoe in which a

similar atruoture has ever been constructed, or

even attempted, in whioh the strains approach

to one-half this amount (referring to the

'strain-sheet' submitted by him), the ques-

tion arises, Is the dam safe ? To engineers this

is an Important question, apart from any con-

sideration of damage that might resnlt from a

rapture, because of the effect an affirmative

answer would have on all future praotioe In the

{Continued on Page 73.)
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Death Valley ana Surroundings,

The conaguration of Daath Valley reaembles

the letter "S." From Salt Springs on the

south to Swatosa Springs on the north end of

the valley, the distance is about 12 miles.

From these springs it extends in a northwest-

erly direction for several miles, running thence

northerly, finally taking a sweap around to the

southward. .,

About a mile and a half northeast from the

Silt Spring mines, sand-dunes have formed a

complete barrier across the former ooniiaenoe

of the Moiive and Amargosa rivers. From the

present mouth of the Amargosa river to the

Amargosa borax-fields the distance is 16 mil )s.

From the same point to McLean's ranch, the

distance is 15 miles.

The river-bed proper on its southerly coarse

consists mainly of bsda of gypsum, nitrous

earth, tufa-beds, sandstone and clay banks, all

containing more or less soda, with an occa-

sional deposit of gravel in the beds of water.

conraea. ,

From McLean's ranch throunh the canyon lor

a distance of 12 milea, about 100 inches (miners

measurement) of water fiowa on the surfaoe,sink-

Ing finally into the desert sand. McLaan s ranch

ia situated on the northerly slope of the hills

surrounding the borax-fields.

From the summit of Gave Sprinss, 30 miles

northwest of Garlic (see Article No, VII) to

Saratoga Springs in Daath Valley, the distance

is 13 miles, with an average desoent of 303

feet to the mile—a total of 3939 feet. Be-

tween Cave Springe and the mouth of Amar-

gosa river, a distance of IS miles, stretches a

waste of sand which shifts about in the fitful

gusts of wind or is driven before the blast of a

heavy storm,

Saratoga Spring, in all probability, ia the

outlet of some subterranean channel or reser-

voir, as its waters are filled with fish—of

what species, the Government expeditijn will

have an opportunity of determining. This

place is the resort of great numbers of duoks of

several varieties.

The apring's basin is about 12 feet in diam-

eter, nearly circular; its water flowe upward

with suet force that a bather cannot sink

deeper than his chin, though the feet find noth-

ing more substantial to rest upon than bubbling

quioksand. The water averages during the

day 92° F, and is slightly alkaline. The spring

overflows, forming a small running stream, in

which grows a dense mass of tules, flags and

aquatic plants. Horsefliea, gnats and mos-

quitoes are abundant—a torment alike to man
and beast. We are now in the vicinity of that

portion of Uncle Sam's territory (Death Valley)

about which so many sensational stories have

been published that the Department of Agri-

culture of our Government has organized an ex-

pedition to explore these regions for the osten-

sible purpose of ol)taining some knowledge of

its flora and fauna. It is reported that the ex-

pedition will consist of two parties—one under

Vernon Bailey and the other under Prof, T. S,

Palmer, These parties start at opposite points,

approaching each other and meeting eventually

in Death Valley,

Every schoolboy in the country is aware

that Daath Valley is about the last place on

earth that one would seleot as a suitable locality

to carry on agricultural pursuits. It is to be

hoped, however, that the knowledge gained by
these learned gentlemen of the expedition will

be of such a character as will prove beneficial

to the commonwealth in a practical way.

The fauna of the valley is confined to but a

few species, and to any but the bug-hunter

is uninteresting and of but little value, con-

siating of an occasional jack-rabbit, rattle,

snakes, horned toads, lizards, and insects all of

well-known species; but this is not the olaaa of

fauna aought for to supply the table of the

hon vivant or even that of the hungry pros-

pector or pot-hunter.

The springs and other sources of water sup-

ply, however, are of vast importance to the

desert traveler, and it should be a portion of

the work of the expedition to build monuments
at these important places and to erect guide-

boarda in order to properly direct the wander-

ing traveler to these sources of the aqueous

fluid, ahowing their direction and indicating

the diatance. It is all-important, too, that the

geologist and mineralogist should accompany
the botanist and naturalist, as it is possible

there is no portion of the public domain of the

United States where valuable mineral deposits

ooour in greater abundance or possess greater

prospective value than the desert regions.

Without these adjuncts the expedition will

prove a failure and of no benefit. Painted
pictures and colored maps are not what our
people want. We want something practical

and solid. Prof. Whitney published volumes
on the geology of California, but forgot all

about its mines and mineral resources. What
this isolated section requires is fuel and water;
with these two important adjuncts, the desert

region would become one of the most pro-

ductive mining sections in the United States.

Water can be easily obtained by artesian wells

from subterranean channela as well as from
springs when properly developed.

The development of aubterranean water is too

great an undertaking tor individual capital, but

is it not within the province of the General

Government to do this very thing ! Such a

course will not only promote our mining indus-

try but will reclaim what is now a barren un-

productive desert. In that event it would ba not

only a profitable field for the miner but the

agriculturist as well.

The mountain country around Death valley

lies in the form of a triengle.
, I

The Funeral range, whose greatest elevation

is 6754 feet, lies on the east with ita lava-

covered oreat extending in an easterly direction

for 10 miles and 30 miles westerly to the belted

range with a width of 25 milea to the edge of

Death Valley. The center of thia massive out-

burst of molten rock is denoted by numerous

low-angled coniferous vents bordering the val-

ley on the weat. The Panamint range, of

which Teleecope ia the dominant peak, rising

to an elevation of 11,047 feet, forme a striking

feature and can be seen for long distances. On
the northerly bordera Chloride Cliff mountain

rises boldly with its noticeable white capping;

on the south the Black Butte, an isolated peak,

is seen overshadowing thia "Valley of Daath."

Thia bntte, notwithstanding ita forbidding ap,

pearance, contains several fine springs of pure

water, li milea distant from the edge of

the valley. The valley varies from

8 to 15 miles in width and is 40 miles long.

It lies within that area bounded by the mer-

idian 116° 30', and 117 west longitude and par-

allel 35° 45" and 36° 30' north latitude. On the

south branch, valleys extend sontheastwardly

and southwestwardly; the former known as the

Amargosa valley, which baa a length of 25

milea; the latter. Long valley, 12 milea long.

It has been reported and is generally believed

that a portion of Death Valley lies below the

level of the sea, but this has never been authen-

ticated by any actual survey, and it ia a mat-

ter of considerable doubt which the new expe-

dition will determine. The line of the greateat

Mining eorporations.

A Proposed Act for tlie Protection of

Stockholders.

The following ia Senate Bill No. 155, intro-

duced by Mr. G. H. Campbell and referred to

the Committee on Mines, Drainage, and Mining

Debris:

An Act to amend an Act entitled
'

' An Act amenda-

tory of an Act entitled ' An Act for the better

protection of the stockholders in corporations

formed under the laws of the State of California,

for the purpose of carrying on and conducting the

business of mining,' " approved March 30, 1874,

in effect April 23, 1880.

Section 1. It shall be the duty of the sec-

retary of every corporation formed under the

laws of the State for the purpose of mining,

and the secretary of any other mining corpora-

tion doing business in this State, or of whioh

its shares of capital stock are bought and sold

in any stock exchange, to keep a complete set

of books showing all receipts and expenditures

of such corporations, the sources ot such re-

ceipts, and the object of such expenditures, and

also all transfers of stock.

All books and papers shall, at all times, dur-

ing business hours, be opened to the inspection

of any bona fide stockholder, and if any stock-

holder shall at any time so request, it shall be

the duty of the secretary to attend at the office

of said company at least one hour in the day,

out of regular business hours, and exhibit such

books and papars of the company as such stock-

holder may desire, who shall bo entitled to be

accompanied by an expert, and he shall also be

entitled to make copies or extracta from any

auch booka or papers. It shall be the duty of

the directors, on the second Monday of eaoh

and every month, to cause to be made an item-

ized account or balance sheet for the previous

month, embracing a full and complete state

ment of all disbursements and receipts, show

depression, however, lies on the eastern side
|
ing from what sources such receipts were de

of the valley, and extends northerly and

southerly for 15 miles. The lowest depression

is a little east of south from the mouth of Fur-

nace creek. The formation aurrounding the

valley ia composed of stratified sedimentary

rocks, sandstones and fosailiferous limestone.

The Free Coinage Bili.

The Free Coinage bill, which waa passed by

the Senate, ia substantially as follows:

An Act to provide for the free coinage of

gold and silver bullion and for other purposes.

That from and after the date of the passage of

this Act, the unit of value in the United States

shall be a dollar, and the same may be coined

of 412J grains of standard ailver or 25 8 10

grains of standard gold; and said coins shall be

a legal tender for all debts, public and private;

that hereafter any owner of silver or gold bull-

ion may deposit the same at any Mint of the

United States to be formed into standard dol-

lars or bars for his benefit and without charge,

but it shall be lawful to refuse any deposit of

less value than $100, or any bullion so base as

to be unsuitable for the operations of the Mint.
Sec. 2. The provision of Section 3 of "An

Act to authorize the coinage of a standard ail-

ver dollar, and to restore its legal-tender char-

acter," whioh became a law February 28, 1878,

is hereby made applicable to the coinage in

thia Act provided for.

Sec. 3. That the certificatea provided for in

the second section of this Act shall be of de-

nominations not leas than $1 nor more than
$100, and such certificates shall be redeemable
in coin of standard value, A sufficient sum to

carry out the provisions of thia Act is hereby
appropriated out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated. So much of an
Act of July 14, 1890, entitled: "An Act direct-

ing the purchase of ailver bullion and the issue

of Treasury notes, and for other purposes," as

requires the purchase of 4,500,000 ounces of sil-

ver bullion per month, be and the same is here-

by repealed.

Sec. 4. The certificates provided for in this

Act and all silver and gold certificates already
issued shall be receivable for all taxes and dues
to the United States of every description and
shall be a legal tender for the payment of all

debts, public and private.

Sec, 5. The owners of bullion deposited for

coinage shall have the option to receive coin or
ita equivalent in certificates provided for in
this Act, and sach bullion ahall be subsequent-
ly coined.

The first silver dollars bearing the date of
1891 were coined Monday in the Ucitsd States
Branch Mint in this city, and 50,000 will be
turned out every day hereafter until July next.
The monthly output for January will be
$785,000.

A NEW mining district baa been organized on
the headwaters of Little Kern river, Tulare
county, which is known as Soda Creek district.
The ores are of low grade, but free milling.
The country is well watered and timbered,
and at an altitude of 9000 feet above sea
level,

Tecstee W. R. Eckabt of the Mechanics'
Institute states that great interest is being
manifested in the freehand and mechanical
drawing classep, the former having at present
134 members enrolled and the latter 117.

rived, and for what and to whom auch diaburae-

menta or payments were made, and for what

object or purpose the same was made. Also,

all indebtedness or liabilities incurred or ex-

isting at the time, and for what the same were

incurred, and the balance of money, if any, on

hand. And it shall be the duty of the direct-

ors to cause to bo made a complete and accurate

survey of the mine, together with maps or dia

grams, ahowing such surveys; and such surveys

ahall be made just prior to each annual election,

and the maps or diagrams shall accompany the

annual report of the superintendent, and be

posted in the ofiSoe of the company for the in-

spection ot all stockholders. Such account or

balance sheet, survey, maps or diagrams, shall

be verified under oath by the president and

secretary, and posted in some conapicuous place

in the ofiioe of the company. It ahall be the

duty of the anperintendent, on the firat Mon-
day of each month, to file with the secretary

an itemized account, verified under oath, show-

ing all receipts and disbursements made by him
for the previous month, and for what said dia-

bursements were made. It shall also be the

duty of the superintendent to file with the sec-

retary a weekly statement, under oath, show-

ing the number of men employed under him, and

for what purpose, and the rate of wages paid to

each one. He shall attach to such account a

full and complete report, under oath, of the

work done in aaid mine, the amount of ore ex-

tracted, the oar sample assay value of the same,

from what part of the mine taken, the amount
sent to mill for reduction, the name of the mill,

the amount of bullion received, its percentage

of the car sample assay, the amount of bullion

shipped to the office ot the company or else-

where, and the amount, if any, retained by the

superintendent. It shall also be his duty to

forward to the offioe of the company a full

report, under oath, of all discoveries of ores or

mineral-bearing quartz made in said mine,

whether by boring, drifting, sinking, or other-

wise, together with the assay value thereof and

a copy of all surveys and maps or diagrams

made of the workings in the mine sines his last

report. All accounts, reports, surveys, maps,

or diagrams, and oorrespondenoe from the su-

perintendent shall be poated in aome conapicu-

ous place in the offioe ot aaid company and be

open to the inspection of all stockholders. In

case of the refusal or neglect of the anperin-

tendent to make and forward to the office of

the company the accounts, reports, surveys,

maps, or diagrams, provided for in this section,

or in case he shall, knowingly forward any false

or incomplete account, report, survey, map, or

diagram, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,

and it shall be the duty of the directors of such

corporation to remove, forthwith, the said

superintendent, and thereafter he shall not be

employed by any corporation existing under

the laws of this State, and no salary ahall be

paid him, and any stockholder ahall be entitled

to recover, in,any court of competent jurisdic-

tion, against said superintendent the sum of

one thousand dollars as liquidated damages.

Sec. 2. Any bona fide stockholder of a cor-

poration formed under the lawa of thia State

for the purpose of mining shall be entitled to

viait, accompanied by his expert, and examine

the mine or mines owned by such corporation and
every part thereof, at any time he may aee fit to

make auch visit and examination; and when auch

atockholder ahall make application to the presi-

dent of such corporation, he shall immediately

cause tha secretary thereof to issue and deliver

to such applicant an order, under the seal ot the

corporation, directed to the superintendent,

commanding him to show and exhibit such parts

of aaid mine or mines as the party named in aaid .

order may desire to visit and examine. It shall

be the duty of the superintendent, on receiving

such order, to furnish such stockholder every
facility for making a full and complete inspec-

tion of said mine or minea, and of the workinga
therein ; it shall be his duty also to accompany
said atockholder, either in person or to forniah

some person familiar with said mine or mines to

accompany him in his visit to and through
such mine or mines, and every part thereof. In
case of the failure or refnaal ot the superintend-

ent to obey such order, such stookholder
shall be entitled to recover in any court of

competent j urisdiction, against said corporation,

the sum ot one thousand dollars and traveling

expenaes to and from said mine aa liquidated

damages, together with costs of suit. In
caae of such refusal, it shall be the duty ot the
directors of snob corporation forthwith to re-

move the ofiicer so refusing, and thereafter he
shall not be employed directly or Indirectly

by auch corporation, and no aalary shall be paid
him. [Amendment, approved April 23, 1880 ;

Amendments 1880, 135 (Ban. Ed. 400); took ef-

fect from passage ; repealed conflicting Acta.]

Sec. 3. In case of the refusal or neglect of

the president to cause to be isaued by the aeo-

retary the order in the second (2d) section of

this Act mentioned, such atookholder ahall be
entitled to recover against aaid president the
sum of one thonaand dollara and costs, aa pro-

vided in the last section. In case of the fail-

ure or neglect of the directors to cause aaid

aurveys and maps or diagrams to be made, or to

remove the superintendent as provided in sec-

tion one, or to have the reports and accounts,

surveys, maps or diagrams made and posted,

as is provided in the firat section of this Act,
within ten days after the refusal or neglect of the
superintendent, they ahall be liable either aever-

ally or jointly to an action by any atockholder
in any court of oompetent jurisdiction, com-
plaining thereof tor each and every such refusal,

neglect or failure, and on proof ot such refusal,

neglect or failure, auch complaining stockholder
shall recover judgment for one thousand
($1000) dollars liquidated damages, with the
cost of suit, for each and every of such re-

fusals, failures or negiecta.

Sec. 4. Any bona fide stockholder of a cor-

poration formed under the laws of this State

for the purpose of mining may institute an ac-

tion in his own name, or in the name of tho
corporation, to recover any and all moneys or

property due to the corporation or to the stock-

holdera thereof, and the judgment obtained
therein shall inure to the benefit of the said

corporation or its stockholders, as the case may
be, subject to a lien on said judgment !n favor

of the plaintiff, for all suma of money expended
by him for costs of suit and attorney's fees paid

or agreed to be paid by plaintiff; provided^

said money expended, costs ot suit and attor-

ney's fees do not exceed fifty per cent of the

whole amount recovered.

Sec, 5, All Acta and parts ot Acta in con-

fliot with thia Act are hereby repealed.

Silk in California.

The fifth annual report of the Ladiea' Silk

Culture Society of California haa juat been
iaaued and ia a document of very great local

interest and importance, as it shows the accom-
plishment of many significant things. In the
introductive portion of his report as president,

Mr. W. B. Ewer points out clearly the amount
ot work which haa been done with the limited

funds intrusted to the board, and argues
strongly against a disposition to underrate the
accomplishment because, owing to the length

of time required to establish a silk station and
bring a mulberry grove np to the yield of large

quantities of leaves, there have not been large

results attained immediately. But Mr, Ewer
proceeds to show, and in tact does show inci-

dentally all through his argument, that there

has been a vast amount of valuable work done,
although the society has been constantly under
the cloud of insufficient means to realize its

plana and purposes. The items of this ahow-
ing we have not space to set forth and must
refer the atndent of the progreaa of silk-culture

efforta to the peruaal ot the report itself, Aa
it now atands, unleae Congreaa ahall take special

action and restore the item for the Pacific

Coast work to the appropriation bill, the
Ladies* Society will be thrown again upon ita

own reaources.' The injustice of such refusal

of Government aid is shown in this forcible

paragraph in the report:

"The women of this, our Golden State, joined

hands with their sisters in the E)st, and
through wise management and slow but sure
progress have demonstrated, beyond the possi-

bility of a doubt, that the United States can
produce silk of a quality not excelled by any
other nation on the globe. The efforts on both
sides of the continent have secured more or

less aid from the Government. Their united
efforts have reached results in ten years which
took the Government ot France fully one hun-
dred years of time, and more than ten, prob-
ably twenty, times the amount of money that
our own Government has expended. A careful

and candid observation of the progress which
has been mads on this coast, we are fully per-

suaded, will not suffer in any way by compari-
son with what has been done at the East, even
at a much larger expenditure, than has been
appropriated for the work in California, All
we ask is a slight advance on previous appro-
priations to carry out our work in tnll, as al-

ready outlined in this report. It is to be hoped
that Congreaa will aee the impropriety of with-
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hoIdiQK appropriations from the women of this

Stat« while cootiDaiDg them to their listen io

the Eut."
The report of the seoreUry, Mrs. L. K. Pratt,

ta alao a atroog ahowlng for the ellicAoy of the

aociety'a work. iDoideotally there ie given a

little glinipie at the deak of the aecretary,

which shows that it haa not been teaaatleaa.

We quote :

*'Karly lo the season I was instraoted to notify

prodaoera that the society would purchase
ooooona at prices heretofore paid, reoeiviog

them oDBtiHed and remitting amounts due with*

in 30 days thereafter. This stimulated corre-

spondence, upward of sOO letters having been
raoaived and answered during the year, 25

coantles being represented In the list of corre*

pondents. * * * I have personally super*

intended the weighing of all cocoons and report

600 pounde porohased, mostly in an unatitied

condition. The quantity would have been
largely In excess of the previous year but for

the lack of suitable balldlnga for Increased

work, and the disease so generally reported
among worms from seed laat distributed. I am
pleased to note the generally Improved qaaUty
aa compared with those of previous years from
the same locality. The amount disbursed for

the purchase of cocoons appended below haa

been paid out in sums varying from 73 45-100

dollars to 25 cents."

Bat though theae matters show work and
progress, we find in the report of the Experi-

mental Committee an achievement which seems
to be beyond parallel and of great local signifi-

cance.

**The experiment for 1S90 was begun at the

Piedmont station April 29th, and was made
with the seed of the moat select variety of eilk

worms, viz.: the jFriulanii prodnced at the sta-

tion the previous year under the careful euper-

vision of Prof, J, J. Rivers. The batching was
most sQcceaafnl, fully 97 per cent completing
the hatch by the fourth day, a result which we
believe is without precedent. There being a
aotiicient supply of the MuiticaulU, all were fed

on this variety until the third molting, when
they were separated into three divisions. First

division, conslstiog of the best specimens of

the first and second days hatch, were fed

entirely on MuUicauUs, until the time of spin*

oing. The second division, composed of those

a little less in size, were fed on the JU. Albi
and M. Bona from the third molt to the time
of spinning. The third division, comprising
about 1400, the least in size of all, were placed

in charge of a lady 81 years of age, and were
fed on M. Alii alternating with Nagasaki, with
the result that the second and third divisions

made a most remarkable growth, and although
a little later in spinning, their cocoons were so

nearly the same as to size, weight, etc., of those

first span, as to be indistlngniahable, if by ac-

cident they were exchanged.
"The res alt of the experimentf uUy establishes

the superiority of the M. Alba^ M. JRosa and
Nagtiaaki for later feeding, and I doubt not if

a portion of the most robust worms bad been
fed on theae varieties from the third molting,

those cocoons would have exoelled the others,

but want of room prevented the experiment.
"There were no signs of disease as viewed un-

der the microscope or otherwise, there being

less than 25 elaggiah worms in the whole brood,

which were destroyed, each one of the re-

mainder completing a cocoon within 35 days
from the time of hatiching.

"The result of the experiment provestb at

superiority of acclimated seed over that of im-

ported, in that about 97 per cent snccessfally

hatched, whereas SO per cent is a good average

from imported seed,

*'The silkworms from seed produced here were
much more vigorous and healthy than those

from imported seed; consequently, the loss sus-

tained by disease was very alight, whereas a

loss of 20 per cent must be counted on from
imported seed."

This record shows that California silkworm
eggs have an exceptionally high percentage of

life and strength and are vastly superior to the

imported. It aeems to revive again the hope
eojoyedascoreof years ago that California might
be the supply region of strong, healthy eggs for

the silk producers of less favored regions.

There Is certainly found in the report of the

society for the last year abundant evidence that

its work should not only be continued but
should be extended.

Notes Irom Calico.

A correspondent sends us the following notes

from CaHco, San Bernardino county :

" The 75 stamps of the Waterloo Mining Co.

are running day and night on ore from the

Waterloo and Silver King mine?. About 200
tons per day of silver ore are put through
these mills. There is enough ore in sight in

both mines to guarantee this output for some
time to come.
"The Runover Co. are running their 20-

stamp mill on ores from the Oriental No. 2,

Red Oloud, Mammoth, Silver Monument and
Occidental mines, and have all the ore they can

treat.

"The Langtry mine, situated about 2^ miles

northwest of the Waterloo mine, discovered by
the MoShane Bros,, has been sold to the Berber

Mining and Milling Co. Fifteen men are tak-

ing out ore and doing development work. This

mine shows every prospect of being a heavy
ore-producer In the near future.

" The Barber mill has been closed down for

repairs for the past three weeks, but will drop

the stamps again in about a week,"

Mineral Lauds.

Proposed Change In ExIbIIdk Laws
The House Committee on Mines and Mining

has reported to the House, with amendments,

the Senate bill which passed the Senate, Due.

18, 1S90, and was submitted to the House next

day. It has been in the bands of the commit-

tee since that time. The following is the fall

text of the bill as it passed the Senate:

Sectiun 1. That section twenty-three hun-
dred and twenty-foi;r of the Revised Statutes
be amended so as to read:

" Sko. 2324. The miners of each mining
district may make resulationr, not In oonflict

with the laws of the United States or with the
laws of the State or Territory in wbiob the
district is situated, governing the location,

manner of recording amount of work necessary
to hold poBseasion of a mining claim, subject
to the following requirements: The location

must be distinctly marked on the ground by
posts or monuments, so that Its boundaries oan
be readily traced. AH records of mining claims
hereafter made shall contain the name or
names of the locators, the date of the location,

and suoh a description of the claim or claims
^cated as will identify the claim. On each
TOde claim located after the tenth day of May,
eighteen hundred and seventy<two, and until

payment of the purchase money and a certifi-

cate of entry has been issued therefor, not less

than one hundred dollars' worth of labor shall

be performed or improvements made during
each year. On all lode claims located prior to

the tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and
seventy-two, ten dollars' worth of labor ahall

be performed or improvementa made dnring
each year for each one hundred feet in length
along the vein until payment of the purchase
money and a certificate of entry haa been is-

sued therefor; and for each twenty acres of

placer olalme, and for each subdivision thereof

less than twenty acres, ten dollars' worth of

labor shall be performed or improvements
made during each year until payment of the

purchase money and a certificate of entry ahall

be issued therefor. But where several adjoin-

ing lode claims, not exceeding five, are owned
or held by the same person, association, or cor-

poration, and the sum of five hundred dollars

or more is expended in any^one year in good
faith for the development of all of the claims

so owned or held, not exceeding five, there
shall be no requirement for separate labor or
improvements to be performed or made on the

several claims so owned or held during
such year. The year within which the
annual labor or improvements required
to be performed or made by this section

shall commence at twelve o'clock meridian on
the first day of October of each year: Provided,
That noon claims located previous to the first

day of March in any year, the annual labor or
improvements shall be performed or made on
such claim for that year prior to twelve o'clock

meridian of the first day of October next suc-

ceeding; and upon claims located after the last

day of February and prior to twelve o'clock

meridian of the first day of October In any
year the annual labor or improvements re-

quired shall be performed or made within one
year from twelve o'clock meridian of the first

day of the succeeding October: And provided
further^ That only one-half of the annual labor

or improvementa required by this Act shall be
necessary to be performed or made prior to

twelve o'clock meridian of the first day of Oc-
tober, in the year eighteen hundred and ninety-

one, on claims upon which the animal labor or
improvements were performed or made in the

year eighteen hundred and ninety; but after

the first day of October, In the year eighteen
hundred and ninety-one, the full amount of

labor or improvements required by this Act
shall be performed or made upon such claims
as in all other cases during eaoh year prior to

twelve o'clock meridian of the first day of

October. In case the first day of October falls

on Sunday or any holiday, the following secu-

lar day shall be construed as the first day of

October within the meaning of this Act, When
the labor required by this Act ahall have bef^n

performed or the improvements made, an affi-

davit may be filed witbin thirty days after the

time limited for performing euch labor or mak-
ing such improvements with the recorder of

deeds oi the county in which the claim or mine
is situated, particularly describing the labor

performed and improvementa made, and the
value thereof, which affidavit shall be prima
facie evidence of the facts therein stated. And
upon a failure to comply with the conditions of

this Act in the performance of labor or making
of improvements, the claim or mine upon
which such failure occurred shall be open to

relocation in the same manner as if no location

of the same had ever been made: Provided^
That the original locators, their heirs, assigns

gal representatives do not resume work
upon the claim after suoh failure and before

euch relocation, and continue the same with
reasooable diligence until the required amount
of labor ahall have been performed or improve-
ments made; but no relocation of a claim by a

person who has already located such claim and
failed to comply with the conditions of thia

Act in performing work or making improve-
menta shall be valid prior to such resumption
and continuance of work upon auch claim.

Upon the failure of any one of several co-

owners to contribute his proportion of the
expenditures required hereby, the co-own-
ers who have performed the labor ^or made

the improvement may, at the expiration of the
year, give such delitquent co-owner persona
notice in writing, or notice by publication in

the newspaper published nearest the claim, for

at least once a week for ninety days, and if at
the expiration of ninety days after such notice

in writing, or by publication, suoh delinquent
shall fail or refuse to contribute his proportion
of the expenditure required by this section, his

interest in the claim shall become the property
of his co-owners who have made the required
expenditures. A copy of such notice, together
with an affidavit showing personal service or

publication, as the oase may be, of such no-

tice, when filed and recorded with the recorder

of deeds of the county In which such mining
claim Is situated, ahall be evidence of the ac-

quisition of title of such co-owners. Where a

person or company has or may run a tunnel for

the purpose and with the intent in good faith of

developing a lode or lodes owned by said person

or company, the money so expended in running
said tunnel shall be taken and considered as

expended on said lode or lodes: Provided
further^ that said lode olalm or claims shall be

distinctly marked on the surfaoe as provided

In this Act."
Sec. 2. That section twenty-three hundred

and twenty-five of the Revised Statutes be so

amended as to read:

"Sec. 2325. A patent for any land claimed

and located for valuable deposits may be ob-

tained in the following manner: Any person,

association, or corporation authorized to locate

a claim under this chapter, having claimed and
located a piece of land for such purposes, who
has, or have, complied with the terms of thia

chapter, may file in the proper land office an

application for a patent, under oath, showing
such compliance, together with a plat and Geld

notes of the claim or claims in common, made
by or under the direction of the United States

Snrveyor<General, showing accurately the

boundaries of the claim or claims, which shall

be distinctly marked by monuments on the

ground, and shall post a oopy of suoh plat, to-

gether with a notice of such application for a

patent, in a conspicuous place on the land em-
braced in such plat previous to the filing of the

application for a patent, and shall file an affi-

davit of at least one person that such plat and
notice have been duly posted, and shall alao

file a oopy of the notice in such land office, and
shall thereupon be entitled to a patent for the

land in the manner following: The register of

the land office, upon the filing of saoh applica-

tion, plat, field-notes, notices and affidavits,

shall publish a notice that such application has

been made, for the period of sixty days, in a

newspaper to be by him deaignated as pub-

Hsbed nearest to euch claim; and he shall also

post such notice In his office for the same

period. The claimant at the time of filing this

application, or at any time thereafter within

the sixty days of publication, shall file

with the register a certificate of the

United States Sarveyor- General that five

hundred dollars' worth of labor has been ex-

pended or improvements made upon the claim

by himself or grantors; that the plat Is correct,

with auch further deacription by such reference

to natural objects or permanent monuments as

shall identify the claim, and furnish an accu-

rate description, to be incorporated in the patent.

At the expiration of the sixty days of publica-

tion the claimant shall file his affidavit, show-

ing that the plat and notice have been posted

in a conapicnous place on the claim during auch

period of publication. If no adverae claim shall

have been filed with the register and receiver

of the proper land office at the expiration of the

sixty days' publication it shall be assumed that

the applicant is entitled to a patent, and that

no adverse claim exists, and upon the payment

to the proper officer of five dollars per acre he

shall receive a certificate of entry; and there-

after no objection from third parties to the

issuance of a patent shall be heard except it be

shown that the applicant has failed to comply

with the terms of this chapter. But no more

than three thousand feet in length along the

vein or claims located prior to the tenth day of

May, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, and

not more than the extent of fifteen hundred feet

in length by six hundred feet in width located

after said date, shall be included in the same

application for a patent, and not more than

forty acres of placer ground shall be included

in the same application for a patent: Provided,

That when fractional claims are located or

sought to be patented between other existing

claims the end lines may be made to conform to

the lines of such adjoining claims."

Sec. 3. That section twenty-three hundred

and thirty-four of the Revised Statutes be

amended by adding thereto the following:

"And the surveyors appointed under the

provisions of this section shall have power to

administer oaths to their assistants."

Sec. 4. That section twenty-three hundred

and thirty-five of the Revised Statutes be

amended so as to read:

"Sec. 2335, All affidavits required to be made

under this chapter may be verified before any

officer authorized to administer oaths m any

State or Territory'of the United States or in the

District of Columbia having an official seal, and

all testimony and proofs may be taken before

any Buch officer, and when duly certihed by

the officer taking the same, attested by his seal

of office, shall have the same force and effect as if

taken before the register and receiver ot the

land office. In cases of contest as to the mm-
eral or agricultural character of land the

testimony and proofs may be taken, under such

regulations and notice as the Commissioner of

the General Land Othoe may prescribe: Pro-
tided. That the presence of rock In place bear-
ing gold, silver, cinnabar, or other valuable
metal, sball be regarded as prima facie evidence
that the land containing the same is mineral In
character."

Sec. 5, That section twenty-three hundred
and thirty-seven of the Revised Statutes be
amended so as to read:
"Seo. 2337. Where non-mineral land not

included in a lode claim is used or occupied, or
is intended in good faith to be used or occupied
by the proprietor of such vein or lode claim for
mining or nulling purpose?, such non-mineral sar-
face ground may be embraced and included in
an application for a patent for such vein or lode
claim, and the same may be patented therewith
or separately, subject to the same preliminary
requirements as to survey and notice as are
applicable to vein or lode claims; but no loca-
tion hereafter made of such non-mitoeral land
shall exceed ten acre?, and payment for the
same must be made at the same rate as fixed by
this chapter for the superficies of the lode claim.
The owner of a quartz-mill or reduction works,
not owning a mine in connection therewith,
may also receive a patent for his mill-site as
provided in this section."

Sec. 6. Amend section twenty-three hun-
dred and thirty-eight of the Revised Statutes
so as to read

:

" Sec. 233S. As a condition of sale each
patent shall reserve the right of way through
or over any mining claims for roads, ditohes,
canals, cuts, tunnels, and other easements, for
the purpose of working other mines: Provided,
That any damages occasioned thereby shall be
assessed and paid in the manner provided by
the laws of the State or Territory in which such
mine is situated for assessments and payments
for land taken for public use under the right of
eminent domain. And the rights and ease-
ments heretofore reserved under the provisions
of this section (twenty*three hundred and
thirty-eight of the Revised Statutes) in patents
heretofore iosued aball be regulated and made
available as herein presoribed."

Sec. 7. That town-site entries may be
made by incorporated towns and cities on the
mineral lands of the United States, but no title

shall be acquired by such towns or cities to any
vein of gold, silver, cinnabar, copper, or lead,

or to any valid mining claim or possession held
under existing law. When mineral veins are
possessed within the limits of an incorporated
town or city, and auch poesession ie recocnized
by local autnority or by the laws oi the United
States, the title to town lots shall be subject
to such recognized posseesion and the necessary
use thereof, and when entry has been made or
patent issued for such town sites to suoh incor-
porated town or city, the possessor of such
mineral vein may enter and receive patent for
such mineral vein and surface ground recog-
nized bv the local laws and statutes of the
United States not held or possessed adversely
to the claimant for such mineral vein by other
than the said city or town, or when it shall

appear that the claimant otherwise entitled to
such mineral vein baa acquired title to such
surface ground from the said city or town:
Provided, That no entry shall be made by saoh
mineral-vein claimant for surface ground where
the owner or occupier of the surface groood
shall have had possession of the same before
the inception of the title of the mineral-vein
applicant.

Fresno Coal.

The Fresno Expositor thus describes the ooal
mines in the county: The mines are near Coal-
inga, on the Hanford branch of the Southern
Pacific railroad, and in the foothills of the
Coast Range in the western portion of the
county. In a direct line they are about forty
miles from the oity of Fresno, by rail about
eighty-nine miles. Up to the present only
two companies have engaged in the work of
mining the ooal, namely, the San Joaquin Val-
ley Coal Company and the California Coal Min-
ing Company, "rhe latter has only made a be*
ginning, while the former's operations are on
quite an extensive soale. The coal is a lignite

cr highly bituminous shale of the same general
character as all coals hitherto found on the Pa-
oific Coast. There are three varieties of coal

in the vein, the upper and lower parts resem-
bling cannel coal and the middle more like

lignite. This coal approaches In analysis Coos
Bay ooal more than any other. There la

enough, coal in this county's coal region to last

for centuries. The vein is four feet thick and
the outcroppings can be traced for many miles
north and south. The stratum is well defined

and haa been found perfectly regular so far,

which makes it easier to work it and therefore

cheaper. The layer has a slope of 27° and is

mined overhead, a "lift" being 125 feet. The
mines are worked by tunnels run into the aides

of the hill, and are conducted by San Franoisoo

and Fresno capitalists.

J, G. Menocal, engineer in chief of the
Nicaragua Canal Co., writes to a friend in this

oity that on Jan. 3d they had 15 feet of water
at Greytown, and at the present rate of work-
ing would have 21 feet In 60 days. The
dredger is at work and the mole being ex-

tended.

Messrs. Scott, Eckart ajid Firth have
been appointed a committee of the Mechanics*
Institute to acknowledge to A. S. Hallidie the
great beneSts derived from his inventions of

cable-car appliances.
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IQlNljNiG SUMMAF^Y,

The loUowing Is mostly coudensed from joumalfl publiehed

in the interior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.

Amador.
Carrara Marble (Zo.~Ledser^ Jan. 24: A

party of capitalists, accompanied by an expert in

marble, paid a visit to the quarry located on Sutter

creek, four or five miles below Volcano. They were

very much pleased with the quarry, both as regards

the extent and quality of the deposit. The company
has not been fully organized yet. It is expected

that everything will be arranged so as to commence
active operations as soon as spring opens.

Miscellaneous. — George Thomas has been

working for some time on the White quartz mine, be-

tween Tackson and the Gate. A winze has been sunk

alongside the ledge to the depth of 80 feet. Quartz

of good quality is reported to have been taken out

of the bottom. Ten stamps of the mill of the Ama-
dor gold mine were started on ore from the Harden-

burgh mine at Middle Bar this week. It is the in-

tention to make a thorough test of the quality of the

ore, and the result will no doubt largely govern the

future operations at this mine. The Kennec'y is

probably the best gold-producer of Amador county

at the present time. The net yield last month is

said to be in the neighborhood ot $20,000.

Sutter Creek.—Cor. Amador Ledger, Jan. 24;

Once more the developments in the North Star have

raised the hopes of the stockholders. Gouge has

been encountered, which, in itself, is an excellent in

dication. Not only this, but within the last day or

two a vein of quartz has been struck which is very

rich, free gold being plainly visible. It is hoped

that this will lead to a permanent ore body. It is

confidently expected that the Mahoney will start up
before long. Fifty tons of iron is on its way, for

making several thousand feet of pipe to connect the

mill with the Amador canal. Some of the iron has

already arrived. It is rumored that the mill will

be started as soon as the connection is made, per-

haps for a time on surface rock. It is hoped that as

soon as the mine can be opened the rock for the

mill will come from the lower levels, and that the

Mahoney will take its place as one of the permanent
mines of the county.

Plymouth.—W. T. Jones has bonded the Bay
State mine from Hayward, Hobart and Poundstone,
The location of the mine is north of Plymouth,
and near Enterprise. It was known some years ago
as the McGuire mine. There is a fine ledge of low-

grade ore, that has paid on an average $3.50 per

ton with the commonest kind of an old-fashioned

quartz mill, no sulphurets being saved; but with the

latest improved machinery would go much higher,

and the sulphurets are known to be very rich and
easy to work. The mine is sunk at present less than
500 feet deep, and the ore is so abundant that it can
be mined and milled at a cost of $2 per ton. The
New London mill is shut down, and there is no time
stated when it will start up again. The mine is still

working with enough men to keep the water out and
prospected. The Pacific is running along with a
small crew of men prospecting for a big thing. The
Good Hope is getting out pay ore and sacking it

up preparatory to moving to the mill.

Calaveras.
The Tuttle Mine.—Calaveras Chronicle, Jan.

24: Last Saturday we visited the Tuttle gravel
mine in Chili gulch, about three miles from this

place, where prospecting operations have been going
on for the past six or eight months under the direc-
tion and superintendency of Geo. R. Tuttle, a gen-
tleman of large raining experience. In striking con-
trast to most mining ventures, we found no big de-
velopments on top. There is a modest water-power
hoist run by a six-foot Donnelly wheel, against which
the water plays under a 200-foot pressure, A fine
working shaft, framed with sawed timber and lined
with two-inch plank, 200 feet in depth, 3x4^4 feet in
the clear, with a ladder-way 2x3 feet, has been sunk.
This shaft will drain thoroughly the northern por-
tion of the channel. Drifts have been run east and
west, the explorations in the former extending 250
feet without reaching the rim rock, and the latter
over 40 feet, reaching what may prove to be the rim,
but which, there is reason to believe, is only a little

swell in the ledge to be followed by a depression,
hence not yet showing the western boundary of the
channel. Should it be revealed that the rise en-
countered is the western limit of the channel, the
gravel deposit would then show a breadth of about
300 feet. The mine comprises about a quarter of a
mile of new ground on the channel to the north line,
with 3500 feet of untouched ground to the southern
boundary. The drifts are in gravel from top to bot-
tom, the depth of the deposit being known to be
more than 12 feet in some places and prospecting
well throughout and will run from $a to $5 a car-
load. With this showing a mill is to be put up as
soon as the material can be laid upon the ground,
the grading for which has already been completed!
Lehigh Gravel.—Calaveras Prospect, Jan. 24:

Henry C. Richards, President of the Lehigh Gravel
mine, and V. E. Frost, the Superintendent, have
been in Murphy's the past week looking after the
extensive interests of the company. The Eho mine,
as it is generally called, has had many ups and
downs. The Lehigh Gravel M. Co. leased the
ground some time ago, and under the superinten-
dence of Mr. Wilson, made extensive explorations,
and did what no parties have done heretofore, suc-
ceeded in reaching the water, which is oretty good
evidence that the old Table mountain channel has
been struck. Mr. Frost has recently been appoint-
ed superintendent, and we learn that he intends to
prosecute the work with vigor. This ought to be a
good mine and we have the firmest faith that it will
so prove eventually. About 1875 it was held in the
London market at $1,000,000, and we should not be
surprised to see it bring that amount in the near
future. Vernon Wilson and Dave McDonald are at
work opening their mine opposite the tollgate at
Murphy s. They are working four men at present,
and have erected quite substantial hoisting works
This mme was worked several years ago on a small
scale and paid well, but lack 0I money for the proper
development caused its abandonment. The Lone
Star mine at West Point paid off last week and is
preparing to start in with renewed vigor to work
that extensive property. The Blazing Star in the
same district has started up again. Everything
points to a lively season at the Point this spring

J. H. Sterling is doing some extensive prospecting

about West Point. The Central Hill mine between

Murphy's and Douglas Flat is rushing now under

Mr. Buckminster's energetic management. The
Norfolk at Murphy's is running both mill and mine,

full handed.
Saltware.— iT^'««/L7;V; Edw, Jan. 22: The

Saltware mine, situated on Indian Creek, this county,

has been bonded to a San Francisco company and it

is said that a 20-stamp mill is soon to be erected.

The Dauphin Mine. — Calaveras Chronicle,

Jan. 24: The Dauphin mine, located above Jesus
Maria, is likely to prove a good investment. The
mine has been prospected off and on since 1851,

and a nice little " pocket " was struck by Chilenos,

who worked it in early days, from which they ex-

tracted the snug little sum of something like $45,000
in a very short time; and at various periods since,

good yields have been obtained. Recently, good
rock has been encountered in the prosecution of

prospecting operations, and in the event of a con-
tinuance of these very favorable developments a
mill will be put up at once. Mr. William Caldwell

of San Francisco is now the sole owner of this

property, and he feels highly elated over the devel-

opments. The mill plant is secured and ready to

be shipped as soon as a few weeks more prospect-

ing will have been done and the results warrant the
construction.

El Dorado.
A Big Property.—Georgetown Gazette, Jan. 22:

The lode is porphyritic-talc formation, known to ex-
tend for more than 4000 feet from the town to the
north, on which sluicing has been done at various
points at intervals since the 50's. The lode has an
average width of 20 feet. A shaft was sunk on we=;t

side, and after extending crosscut 32 feet a granite-
like fool-wall was cut when rich prospects were found,
and the ore has continued to increase in gold up to
the present face of the cut, which shows ig feet of
lode, and not yet cut through. The entire 19 feet

will mill at least $20 to the ton. It looks as if the
last three feet penetrated would mill $100 per ton.
The lode is cut at a point 80 feet below the surface.

A Huntington mill is reducing ore at the rate of 18
tons in 24 hours, and judging from the amount of
amalgam that accumulates at the point of discharge
(the mill retains most of thegolfi}a rich clean-up
will be made. Not a particle of free gold or quick
passes beyond the silver plates, and Mr. Hersey. the
amalgamator, takes pride in inviting expert panners
to detect the same. Supt. Tischer has seen many
good-paying mines but this beats them all, as every
evidence (the lode at this point being 'uncovered for

a distance of 500 feet) shows permanency of rich
milling ore. The management will soon decide up-
on a system of extensive works. The present is

merely a prospecting outfit.

Inyo.
Antimony.—.ff^r^/j/^r, Jan, 22: In doing the as-

sessment work on the antimony mine owned by Wm.
Hannigan, at Wild Rose, an immense body of fine
ore was recently uncovered. The Austin antimony
miners are said to think a 60-pound chunk of rich
metal pretty large. Mr. Hannigan says he has in
sight regular bolwders of it of 200 or 300 pounds
weight.

Strikes.—Inyo Index, Jan. 24: Glowing reports
of rich strikes in the White Hill district of the Inyo
mountains are coming in. There is enough silver-

lead in that section to enrich thousands.

Nevada.
The Brunswick Mm-s.,— Tranuript

, Jan. 24:
Assessment No. i of two cents a share has been
levied by the Brunswick M, Co. of New York, whose
quartz claim is located at Grass Valley. A circular
just issued by the vice-president explains the neces-
sity for the assessment. The development thus far
has been so satisfactory that an assessment was
deemed wise to provide funds for pushing the work
further so that sufficient accumulation of ore could
be obtained to keep the mill running after it has
been started.

A Good Move.—Nevada Co. Herald. Jan. 24:
Efforts are being made to induce the South Yuba
Canal Co. to bring water down the Washington
ridge. The representatives of the company will ex-
amine the route and soon decide whether the work
will be done or not. Should the water be brought
down that way it would encourage the opening of
mines all along the line from the Sugar Loaf to the
Central House. It would afford faciUties, also, for
irrigating and would probably result in the develop-
ment of a great deal of agricultural land.
Rich Quartz —Grass Valley Union, Jan. 27:

Several very rich specimens of quartz wtre exhibited
at Weissbein Bros.' bank yesterday, that came from
the Irish-American claim on New York Hill. The
gold was heavy and showed in hard quartz, which
also made a good showing of galena. The quartz
was taken out by tributers, who are now working the
ground. The Irish-American lies due north ot the
North Star mine (the Fahey claim intervening) and
adjoins the New Rocky Bar mine on the west. It
is on the rich quartz belt on the west side of Wolf
creek, which has produced millions of dollars.
Struck a Big Ledge.—Nevada Transcript,

Jan. 20: Leonard & Son have found a four-foot
ledge of gold-bearing ore on the hill half a mile
above Jones Bar on the South Yuba river. Several
years ago a quantity of wonderfully rich float quartz
was picked up in that vicinity, pieces of it being
worth at the rate of $20,000 a too, and various par-
ties have since been engaged at intervals in hunting
for the ledge the float came from. The Leonards
think they now have it. The course of the ledge
appears to be such that it crosses the river and
through the territory near the head of the G. V. R.
and T, Co. tunnel.

Placer.
Rock Creek.— Placer Herald, Jan. 24: Pike

Bell IS running his mill night and day at present,
crushing rock taken from his mine on the Beecher
place on Bald hill. W. S. Graham, M. T, Law-
rence and Bell will soon commence building a res-
ervoir on the Green Emigrant hill. The reservoir
IS meant to hold water for sluicing the rich surface
dLrt from the hill, and these gentlemen expect bie
returns for their outlay.

Santa Cruz.
Petroleum Mines.—Santa Cruz Smtiiiel, Jan-

24: The mining at the petroleum mines in the hills,
nine miles north of this city and three miles from
the sea, is abating in its product. These mines are
three in number, the Walrath, Cowell and Consoli-
dated Bitumen. They are near together, but some
distance apart via the roundabout roads by which

they are connected. It is estimated that their pres-

ent output is from 80 to 100 tons per day, and that

15 men in the mines and 30 men and 30 teams on
the road are employed, at an expense of $70,000 per
annum. A Sentinel representative visited the

mines and found mean roads to start with and roads

in a mean condition, muddy, narrow, rough and
steep. In some places the bitumen is on the sur-

face of the ground, in other places under the ground,
in others under rock, in oihers on top of the rock;

thin, thick, and in some instances oozing out in a
liquid form. The face indications of the mines
named lead to the conclusion that the bitumen de-

posits of this county are inexhaustible, and that so
long as they can be worked successfully they will be
a source of great revenue to this city and its im-
mediate vicinage. As these mines must be worked
in competition with San Luis Obispo and other

deposits, owned by men of push and twenty-dollar
pieces, we must have shorter roads, roads of lighter

grades, roads of solider bottoms in wet weather,
and cheaper shipping facilities generally. This is a
business proposition, brought to our doors by sharp
competition.

San Diego.
Owens.—Julian Sentinel, Jan. 23: The new

boiler for the Owens mines is being put in place
this week. The work of bailing out the mine is

progressing favorably, and it is thought in another
week the pump will be reached, when all will be
smooth sailing.

Strike.—A rich strike has been made in a Banner
mine the past week. We are not at liberty to give
names or particulars at present, but it is an l(l-

portant find and we will be glad to give further
notice as soon as we receive permission from in-

terested parties.

Shasta.
The Eureka Tellurium Ui^z.—Dernoerat,

Jan. 23: In company with Peter Scherer, treasurer
of the Eureka Tellurium M. Co. and superintend-
ent of the company's mine on Salt creek, we went
out to see this mine yesterday forenoon. We found
development work under full headway. The com-
pany is now driving a large working tunnel with a
Phcenix drill. The working plant consists of a fine
air-compressor engine of 30-horse power, which
drives the drill and ventilates the tunnel. The
power plant is located at the mouth of the tunnel,
and the boiler and engine are set on a concrete
foundation; the floor of the engine-room is all con-
crete. Everything about the plant is neat, bright
and clean. Going into the tunnel, we saw the drill

work. Monday, one shaft put in seven four-foot
holes and the blasts used up 15 pounds of powder.
From this, miners will understand that the company
is making rapid headway with the tunnel. The
rock through which the tunnel is driven is exceed-
ingly hard serpentine, consequently no limbers are
required. The tunnel is now in 280 feet, and ac-
cording to the survey, in 370 feet more the ore body
will be encountered quite a depth under the devel-
opment shaft on the hill. Recent developments in
the shaft and everything about this mining enter-
prise give assurance that the tunnel will open a
very rich mine.
Silver and Gold.—Floyd Vickers returned

from Igo last Monday and brought with him samples
of antmionial silver and gold ore recently en-
countered in the old Dayton mine. In doing the
assessment work, driving ahead on the prospect
tunnel, this new body of ore was struck. The vein
is about three feet wide and the ore will assay an
average of about $350 a ton. The owners are
greatly elated over this strike and feel confident they
will speedily develop a big mine, and calculate soon
to commence shipping ore to a smelter.
Coal.—Newt. Welsh of Millville was in town

yesterdajj, and informed us that a couple of Penn-
sylvania coal-miners, backed by a San Francisco
capitalist, are prospecting a coal vein on Coal
gulch, about 12 miles east of Millville, They have
sunk a shaft about 80 feet on the ground. They
say the shaft has passed through a vein of very good
steam coal, and are well satisfied with the prospects
of opening a good coal mine. Mr. Reed, mining
engineer and superintendent of development work
on the Central mine in Old Diggings district, is

running a new and lower tunnel on that mine. The
tunnel is in now about 80 feet.

New Quartz M}i.u~Detnocrat, Jan. 23: In
company with Fred Grotefend, we went out to Old
Diggings mining camp last Sunday to see the new
ten-stamp quartz mill that is almost completed by
Mr. Hart, owner of the Texas and Georgia mine.
The mill is erected on the river bank about a mile
north of the Walker Bros.* mill. Its present capacity
is ten stamps, so arranged that ten additional stamps
can be put in at any time, and this Mr. Hart intends
to do some time next summer. The machinery is

run by a 65-horse power engine planted on the east
side of the building, and the water is pumped from
the river to a tank holding 7500 gallons, situated on
the hill above the mill. Siit'ng in line with the
battery are four improved Frue concentrators.
Above the stamps is an ore bin that will hold 400
tons of ore, and above the bin is stationed a large
Dodge rock-crusher, which is run by a small engine,
but fed with steam from the main boiler. But to
us the most interesting feature about this mining en-
terprise is the bucket (cable ore tramway that was
just being finished while we were there. The tram-
way is calculated to deliver five tons of ore an hour.
It is a little less than a mile in length, or nearly two
miles of cable. The station at the mine is about 625
feet higher in altitude than at the mill. The engme
at the mill runs the whole plant. This is the first

cable tramway ever erected in this part of the State,
and taking it altogether is the most complete and
modern milling plant in this part of the State. The
tramway was finished last Sunday, and in a very few
days the mill will be finished and the whole plant
running.

Siskiyou.

Blue Gravel.—Yreka/oKr/;ffZ, Jan. 21: Geo.
W. Henderson, a mining expert from below, was in
this county last week and made a thorough examin-
ation of the blue gravel mines at Cottonwood creek,
also on Greenhorn creek and around Yreka. and
considers them rich, paying mines, such as cannot
fail to create a big mining boom for Siskiyou in the
near future. He firmly believes the blue gravel de-
posit, so extensively found in all our mining districts,
is much deeper in some of them than in others. Lee,
Lash & Co. are still cutting a tunnel into their blue
gravel claim at Greenhorn, and find the bedrock
pitching under a hill, requiring deeper drainage in

be in the bed of an ancient river or lake. As soon
as good drainage can be secured to the pump shaft,

to permit working, they intend putting on a large
force of men, and expect to realize an extensive haul
of gold-dust, as all the blue gravel so far tested has
paid exceedingly rich.

Hornbrook.—Clear frosty weather for the past
week, but not very cold, just ice enough to prevent
miners turning water in the ditches. Jillson & Co.
had five days and nights piping and had to clean up
in order to extend the race and flume. They were
not half through cleaning up when they were com-
pelled to turn the water out of the ditch. Just the
same they realized $350 from the five days work,
picking up $100 in coarse pieces on the bedrock.
This is undoubtedly one of the best mines in the
county, and next summer's cleanup will make advo-
cates to blue gravel and cause still more capital to
be invested in this end of the county. The Black
Jack continues to prospect well, the best prospect
ever found in the mine being found a few days ago
in their main tunnel. The mine will probably be
worked on an extensive scale the coming summer.
Gilham and Paine have a contract to sink a shaft on
the Portland Co. 's property, and are down 25 feet,

Conant and Fowler, who have a bond on the Amous
& Co. quartz property, are driving the main tunnel,
and the property, from present indications, is a good
one, the ledge being three feet, with $15 to $20 in
free gold and plenty of rich galena sulphurets.

Sierra.
Gold Dust, — Monntain Messenger, Jan. 24:

Hayes & Steelman cleaned up their flumes at Gold
Lake last week and as a result carried $35,000 worth
of gold dust to San Francisco. A section of the
Thistle shaft at Gibsonville had to be retimbered,
owing to a movement of the ground twisting it out
of shape.

Trinity.

Mills Running.—/t7«rw<7/, Jan. 24: We are in-

formed that the two quartz mills on Canyon creek
are now running on full time. The last rain-storm
was a warm one and it increased the wator supply
to quite an extent. We expect good reports Irom
the crushings done there.

Tuolumne.
Again Running.—Tuolumne Independent, Jan.

24: The Sonora Con., J. H. Neale, superintendent,
reports that the mill is again running after being
frozen up a week, owing to ice in the ditch. They
have been getting out good rock all the time.
The Dead Horse mine at Summersville is run-

ning again after being frozen up a week, the ice be-
ing '^o thick the mill could not run. A dozen or
more men were engaged in cutting ice out of the
ditch to get the water running.

1
order to take out the rich pay gravel, which seems to battery assay of which was$i5.7S per' ton. BulUon

NEVADA.

Waatioe Btscrlot.

Alta.—Virginia Enterprise, Ian. 24: The watch-
man reports that at 12 o'clock every night he
thinks he can hear the sound of pick, drill and blast
in the mine.
Gould & Curry.— 200 level: Upraise No. i, 70

feet from No. 2 crosscut, has been carried up g feet

through old quartz showing some value; total hight,

25 feet. 250 level: Work was resumed in west cross-
cut No. I and same was extended 15 feet through
old filling of fair quality; total length, 45 feet. 300
level: At a point in the southwest drift, 225 feet

from west crosscut No. i, started and extended
west crosscut No. 2 a distance of 30 feet ; total length,

52 feet; formation porphyry with streaks of clay.

Best & Belcher.— 800-foot level: West cross-
cut No. I has been extended 14 feet, passing through
hard quartz showing some value; total length 432
feet. 1200 level: West crosscut No. i has been
extended 16 feet through hard porphyry with small
seams of clay; total length, 20 feet.

Yellow Jacket.— Crosscutting on the 68n level

and doing the usual work of exploration. Shipping
40 tons of ore daily to the Brunswick mill, the aver-
age battery assay value of which is $18 per ton.
Justice.—The north drift, 822 level, is out 227

feet. The face is in hard porphyry. We have com-
menced sloping fair-grade ore from the bottom of
the 400 south winze. The stopes are yielding the
usual amount of milling ore. Shipped to the mill

the past week 191 tons and 485 pounds of ore. Aver-
age battery assay $23.81 per ton.
Con. Imperial.—Work is still being confined to

following up and taking out small streaks of ore
on the upper levels and overhauling the old stopes
of the mine.
Confidence-Challenge.—Thejoint Confidence

and Challenge raise from the 750 level is up 139 feet,

9 feet having been added; the top is in quartz of no
value. The joint Confidence and Challenge west
crosscut from main north drift on the iioo level is

in 93 feet, 25 feet having been added, the face show-
ing quartz of no value.

Seg. Belcher.—The 600 level, south drift, has
been extended 30 feet during the week, and is now
out 100 feel; the face is in soft porphyry.
Belcher.—Started a crosscut west from the south

drift from No. 3 crosscut, 200 level, and it is now
out 32 feet. It has passed through material com-
posed of clay and porphyry, and which is still in the
face. Started a west crosscut from the south drift
in the west ledge', 300 level, which is out 60 feet
and has passed through material composed of quartz
and porphyry. The 1400 raise has been extended
13 feet during the week, and is now up 50 feet
on the slope. The top is in low-grade quartz.
Crown Point.—The northwest crosscut on the

500 level was extended 23 feet during the week, and
is now out 128 feet. The face is in soft porphyry.
We are saving from six to eight cars of ore per day
from the 1300 level.

Overman.—Extracted 495 tons and 1200 pounds
of ore. Car samples average $15.17 per ton.
Shipped to the Brunswick mill 493 tons 1960 pounds
of ore.

Kentuck.—The west crosscut from the north
lateral drift, 950 level, was extended 15 feet during
the week through streaks of quartz and porphyry,
and has reached the footwall. Started an east
crosscut opposite it Jan. 20th. Have started a north
drift on the 1000 level in the east drift, which is out
10 feet; face is in low-grade quartz. Have started a
raise from the east crosscut opposite the north drift
opposite the 950 level. On this level have put in a
switch and set of timbers in west ledge, preparatory
to running north from the main east crosscut.
Savage.—Milled 520 tons of ore, the average
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on band, $14,106. llie winze below the 1300 level

is down 65 feel; the boltom is in pay ore. Doing

the usual amount of repairing work and bulkhcad-

iDg on the different levels.

Hale & Norcboss.—On the 1400 level the

north and south drifts from the station are now
opened and extended 90 .ind 50 feet respectively.

E^t crosscut No. i opposite the incline was ad-

vanced 25 feet; total lengih 50 feet; face in porphy-

ry. In the north drift, 60 feet from station, started

east crosscut No. a and west crosscut No. x.

These crosscuts were started opposite each othcr.and

are each advanced 10 feet in quartz and porphyry.

Chollak.— Extracted and sent to the mill the

last week 533 tons of ore, the battery assay of

which, as per battery samples, was $19.87 a ton.

ExcHEgUKR.— East crosscut, 150 feet south of

north line, 500 level, is out 4*0 feet; face in soft por-

phyry and clay. East crosscut near the south line,

600 level, is out 260 feet; face in clay and porphy-

ry. East crosscut on the north line, 600 level, is

out 36 feet; face in hard porphyry and quartz.

Ali'HA.—The south drift from east crosscut from

shaft. 6co level, is out 12 feet; face in quartz giving

fair assays.

.Silver Hill.—Northeast drift, 160 level, is out

from the winze 585 feet; face in porphyry. North-
west drift, 334 level, is out 820 feet; face in liard

porphyry.
WARD Combination. — East drift from shaft,

1800 level, is out 790 feet; face in porphyry.
Occidental.—The upraise started last year loo

feel south of No. 3, on the 550 level, and carried up
to the 500 and 450, has now reached a point where,

in a few days, it will connect with the 400 level.

This new upraise will greatly facilitate the working
of that portion of the mme. The south drift from

the bottom of 5 winze, 00 650 level, is in 93 feet;

face showing low-grade quartz.

Utah.—On the 725 level the northwest lateral

drilt from the main west drift from the shaft has

been extended 37 feet; total length 316 feet in a por-

phyry and clay formation. The west crosscut from

this north lateral drift has been extended 19 feet; to-

tal length 25 (eel. The face of the crosscut shows a

mixture of porphyry and quartz of very low assay

value.

Andes.—During the past week north drift, 420
level, was advanced 15 feet through a formation of

porphyry, quartz and clay. East crosscut from
south lateral drift is advanced 15 feet through a vein

formation.
HawthorBe District.

Mining Recorder.—Walker Lake BuUetin,

Jan. 21: An election for Mining Recorder of Haw-
thorne district was held at the Pamlico boarding-

house last Saturday. W. S. Cooke of the Central

mine was elected to serve for the ensuing year.

Ploche District.

Smelter.— Pioche Rtcord, Jan. 22: The furnace

at the smelter has been given a thorough overhaul-

ing and everything points to a long run.

Yuba.—The night shift at the Yuba mine has been
dispensed with and the full force is employed in

the day-time only, causing a considerable saving to

the company.
BuLLiONViLLE.—There is a rumor around town

that the Bullionville mine is likely to change hands,

San Francisco parlies having bonded a part of it and
are figuring for the balance.

Day Ore.—The Pioche Con. M. Co. recently

shipped 150 tons of Day ore to Salt Lake City for re-

duction. This was done under orders from head-

quarters to see what market value the ore had, if

any. The shipment was divided into three lots and
sent to as many different smelters. Two of the

smelters allowed for the lime contained, in addition

to the silver and returned a profit. This ore was
blown out and shipped without sorting, and the re-

sult indicates what we may look for when the rail-

road shall be completed, as 400,000 tons of similar

stuff are estimated to be exposed now. The Day
ore is worth in the market for fluxing, double the

value of the silver contained in it, and it is this fea-

ture which makes the property so valuable, no mine
similar to it being known of within 500 miles of us.

San ADtODlo District.

Assessment Work.— Belmont Cornier, Jan. 17:

Peter Rice and his son William have finished the

assessment work on some of the mines in San An-
tonio district.

Tuscarora District.

Navajo — Tuscarora Junes-Review, Jan, 23:

Slopes below the 350-foot level are not showing as

much first-grade ore as at last report.

Del Monte.—North drift, ist level, advanced
12 feet, cutting seams of ore assaying from $8 to $10
per ton.

Commonwealth.—First level: South drift from
west crosscut advanced 18 feet on seam of ore. Joint

raise up 34 feet, progress 17 feet, through low-grade
vein matter to hanging-wall. Fourth level: Eist
crosscut extended 33 feet; rock continues hard.

Belle Isle.—The slopes on the 350-foot level

continue to produce a high grade of ore. Nine cars

of very high-grade ore have been broken during the

week, and 42 cars of a good grade of concentrating
ore were hoisted. Joint east crosscut, 450-fool lev-

el, extended 13 feet, passing through the first paral-

lel vein, which gives some fair assays in spots.

South drift from west crosscut, same level, extended
20 feet without material change.
North Commonwealth.—First level: Joint

raise reached hanging-wall at 34 feet, progress 17
feet, vein matter cut low grade. Resumed work in

north drift on footwall, now in lo feet from joint

raise. Fourth level: North drift advanced 26 feet

without change. South drift from west crosscut,

second level, on vein 20 feet, ore occurring in bunch-
es; assay from same $84 per ton. Hoisted 19 cars

of ore, assay $331 per ton; 67 cars of ore, assay $29
per ton.

North Belle Isle.—A crosscut has been start-

ed east from the 400 north gangway opposite the

crosscut to the vertical winze, progress five feet, cut-

ting through 18 inches of good concentrating ore

and showing seams of good ore in the face. The
500 slopes are not looking as well as at last report.

Sixty-nine cars baby ore were broken. The upraise
from the south end, 500 level, extended five feet and
connected with the slopes. The concentrator crushed
300 tons, estimated assay value $15.08, giving 26.26
tons of wet concentrates, estimated assay value

$143. -4S-
Tybo District.

Looking Well.— Belmont Courier, Jan,

is looking splendid. .An important strike was made
in this mine recently, and the discoverers say that

the ore is of a good quaUty. This mine has been
relimbered, and it is now in tine condition for work-
ing. Undoubtedly the work of extracting ore will

soon be resumed. Mr. Mclz firmly believes that

Tybo will be a good mining camp in the near future.

ARIZONA.

Ceruat.—.Mohave A/Z/ie-r. Jan. 24: John Barry
is taking out a good deai of gold ore Irom ihe Ccr-
bat mine which will shortly run through his mill.

McLeish and Henson are taking out some unusually
rich ore on their new discovery two miles east of
Mineral Park. Their claim is near the old Baden-
Baden, and said by those who have seen it to be very

rich. Superintendent C. P. Park has let a contract

to Mr. Mitchell to sink 100 feet on the Queen Bee,
making a total depth of 170 feet when completed.
Mr. Mitchell Is working three shifts and making
about two feet a day. The Empire is looking way
up, in fact this property shows better for every day s

work put into it. Superintendent Thompson now
has a force of 16 men at work. The main shaft has
reached a depth of 150 feel, and is in good ore. The
mine will ship between four and five carloads of ore
next week, Superiniendeot Benjamin, of Denver,
has a large force of men at work on the Elkhart,

and expects the dally output to be from 20 to 25
tons of high-grade lead ore as soon as he can put
the mine in shape. The Rip Van Winkle tunnel
has cut the ledge, and in the drift, started at the in-

tersection, a fine body of high-grade ore has been
encountered. Work on this tunnel has been vigor-

ously prosecuted for the past year, and now Messrs.
Jamison and Sample are to be rewarded for their

faith and energy. The new tunnel taps the ledge

about 200 feel below the old works and thoroughly
drains it of water. Connection will be made with

the old works as soon as possible and then sloping
will be commenced in earnest. C. E. Sherman has
sold the Distaff mine at Chloride to the Denver M.
& M. Co., formerly the Denver Syndicate. The new
owners have gone to work on the property with a
will, and a contract to run the lower tunnel in 300
feet farther will be let in a few days. A hoist capa-
ble of sinking 1000 feet, now on the road, will be
erected shortly and the main shaft sunk 400 or 500
feet deeper.

COLORADO.

The Silver Crest.—Aspen Times, Jan. 24:
The property is being worked by a shaft. This was
not started until a short time ago. It is being sunk
in a sort of basin and at 40 feet some ore was found,
but the main vein is much deeper and the shaft will

be continued on down.
The Saddle Rock.—Manager Murphy of the

Saddle Rock has let a contract to sink the shaft on
that property 150 feet deeper and work will begin
to-day. The present depih is 450 feet. From this

level considerable ore was shipped, so there is almost
a certainty of finding mineral at a point 600 feet

down. The drift from the 450-foot station is also

being run under contract. It is now 115 feet into

the face. Yesterday the rock showed bunches of

ore as if the vein was not far ahead. It is expected
to strike the ore body from which shipments were
made in the go-fool winze.
The St. Joe.—The work on the St. Joe incline

is going forward without interruption. Since Man-
ager Murphy took hold, it has been sunk about 40
feet and is now down nearly 100 feet. It is in good
ground and looks as if it might be in the vicinity of

ore. However, the lessees are not expecting min
eral so soon and have made their arrangements to

go down 400 feet.

LOWER CALIFORNIA.

17:

Alamo.—Lower Californian, Jan. 24: Although
the Princesa mine has clost^d down temporarily, the
actual work going on in Alamo is greater than ever
before. The Princesa mine developed very hard
strata or dykes which cut the ore body into small
spurs, and while nobody doubts that the ore collects

into one large vein below the obstruction, it is clear

that drilling and working by hand is too expensive.
The mine was therefore closed down pending the
developments on the Indio, where the fine new air

compressor and steam drill will soon be at work.
A Burleigh will no doubt be put into the Princesa
later on. The Aurora, joining the Princesa on the
East, is almost ready to resume sinking, the big
boiler and hoist being in place. Russell &: Rhodes
have given orders to sink to a certain depth regard-
less of other developments so as to find out what
there really is. Much interest is manifested in their

operations, as theirs will soon be the deepest mine
in the most important lode in camp. The Indio and
Ulises are working day and night, and many chlori-

ders are working besides on various small sections

of both. Some of these contractors are getting out
rock running from $100 to $190 per ton. The shaft
on the Scorpion is being steadily sunk, and the vein
still holds good in width, and the rock seems to get
richer. It will easily run $100 per ton. The Scor-
pion mill is being put into excellent shape by Cap-
tain Selby. who has been engaged as superintendent
by Mr. Mitchell. It will soon be ready to run.

Frank D. Mason is doing good work on the Rain-
bow. The tunnel is in 200 feet, with a winze of 30
feet, and drifting has begun from thence into the
hill. The mine is perfectly dry and Mr. Mason will

shortly make another run of ore. J. O. Sheldon is

still at work on the Rattlesnake, and getting out
good rock. The Placer mine near by, is too full of

water for profitable working. Farther down the
gulch, N. Van Tassel is working two arasiras on
rock from his mine, and the rock runs as high as
$100, averaging about $30, Plenty of water is run-
ning in the creek and it seems as if a mill would pay.

IDAHO.

Queen of the West.—Elmore BulleH?i, Jan.
24: Pearson, Allexson and Adams are now sloping
in their Queen of the West mine, and daily extract-

ing large quantities of very rich ore, which is stored
in bins till spring. The ledge where sloping is be-
ing done is seven feet in width. These gentlemen
will endeavor to build a small mill at the mine dur-
ing the coming summer.
Elmoke.—Thursday, a drift was started at the

550-foot level of the Elmore shaft for what is known

stand-by about 200 feet below the level of the old

works, and it is estimated the big ledge will be
tapped within 60 days.

Warrens.-Welser Si^rutl.J^n.sy. This remark-
able little camp is situated in Idaho county, a short

distance over the Washington county line, and very

isolated, everytliing being taken in by pack-train,

causing all kinds of commodities to be held at very

high prices. '1 here are about 100 white men in the

camp, and about sooo Chinamen, who are working
on the old placer mines. A good many more whites
will arrive there next season. About 60 quartz
claims have been located.

The Mayflower is owned by King, Johnson,
Church and Gaskell, who have a five-stamp mill on
their claim. 1 he mill has been run steadily this

season until Ihe coming of winter closed operations;

the ore worked more than paying for all improve-
ments on the mine. A shaft 90 feet in depth is

lapped by a aoo-foot tunnel which runs for the

whole distance through ore.

The LrrrLE Giant is owned by George Riebold
and has so far proved to be the best paying mine in

the camp, it having been more thoroughly developed
than any and the ore being very rich, running from
$100 to $5000 a ton. A run of 13 ions of ore returned

$23,000. There is a five-stamp mill on the mine
and about 200 tons of ore was worked in it this

season.

The Knott is owned by Gov. Norman B.

Wiliey. Three tunnels have been run on the ledge,

the lower one being 90 feet below the upper one
and has been run in the vein for 400 feet. The mill

on Steamboat creek was moved to the rnouth of the

lower tunnel this season, and another loo-foot tun-

nel has biien contracted for. The ore runs from

$25 to $30 a ton.

The Keystone is owned by H, F. Randall.

Twenty tons of ore worked last season in an arastra

turned out $80 a ton.

Thr Washington worked 100 tons of $40 ore

in Willey's mill before it was moved from Steamboat
creek. The owners, Ockart, Warnhelm & Thomp-
son, have been sloping ore all summer.

MONTANA.

An Old District Heard From.—Montana
Mining Review, Jan. 20: The recent report of a
strike in the West Point mine, located in Wallace
district, about 20 miles east of Missoula, has been

confirmed, and work is being rapidly pushed on the

property. A shaft is being sunk on the vein, which

at 187 feet from the surface, is said to be entirely in

ore, consisting of black copper, gold, silver and lead,

valued at $38 a ton, the ore body improving in size

and richness as work progresses, the vein showing

19 inches of black copper ore. It is understood ihat

there are about 400 tons of ore on the dump that

will average fully $25 a ton. The district in which

this valuable property is located was discovered about

13 years ago, but its development has been retarded

owing to a lack of capital and faith in the country,

the value of which as a mineral region is only now
being demonstrated.

^ijTTE..—Inter-Mountain t Jan. 24: There has

been little or no change during the past week in the

material prosperity of the camp. The Anaconda
mine is working at its full capacity, as is also its sis-

ter, the St. Lawrence, that joins the former on the

east. Both mines are worked at every point and

the whole of both properties is in a most prosperous

condition. Since the resumption of these two big

mines the Chambers syndicate of mines have not

been as active, as will be seen from the number of

men employed. The mines of the syndicate are be

ing held in reserve for any emergency and for the

future enlargement of the company's already mam-
moth works. Some of the larger mines, chiefly the

Mountain View, have laid a portion of their forces

off during the past week, owing to the inability ol

the smelting plant to dispose of its ores. The ore

in this mine is beyond calculation, and is sufficient

to keep the whole of the smelters in active operation

for years. The Gagnon is employing more men in

its depths than ever before in the history of this

properly and the immense engine is performing its

work to the full satisfaction of all concerned. Of
the Nettie, the same may be said. This is one ol

the prominent mines of the Colorado Mining &
Smelting Company, Ore sufficient is being taken

from these properties to keep the large smelter in

full and active operation.

Flint Creek District.—Phillipsburg Mail.

Jan. 24: There seems to be no further doubt

that the Flint Creek mining district in general, and
Phillipsburg in particular, will experience a mining,

business and building boom the coming spring and
summer. Probably in no other raining district

the State is there as much activity among the poorer

class of prospectors as there is at present in the

Flint Creek district, nor is this activity confined

alone to the poor prospectors, but outside as well as

local capital is being freely and intelligently in

vested. Within the past month or so, two large

and well-backed mining companies have been or.

ganized, and are now engaged in the development

of their ground with the full confidence, respect and
good wishes of not only the purchasers of stock but

of every other person in the community.
East Granite.—The East Granite Co, is not

only enjoying an enviable local reputation, but its

fame seems to have extended far and wide. In the

east drift of the 70-fool crosscut, ore has been found,

and considerable of it too, that assays more than

100 ounces. The lead on this level is almost, if

not quite, four feet in width, and improving as

greater depth is attained.

The Bi-Metallic.— This company has been dO'

ing a great deal of prospecting, and in the past year

has started two new shafts— one on the Zeus,

about 3000 or 4000 feet west of the main working

shaft on the Blaine lode, and another on the Fanny
Parnell, which lies between the Zeus and the Blaine.

The Parnell shaft has three compartments, and very

heavy machinery is being placed in position, which

would indicate that the company intends to use it

for another working shaft.

NEW MEXICO.

No Idle Miners.—Silver City Enterprise, Jan.

24: There are no idle miners in Pinos Altos. Some
very rich ore has recently been encountered in the

Mammoth, E. J. Fender is working his prospect

just east of the Giant and is taking out some excel-

lent ore. There are now some 60 or 70 tons of bigh-

I

grade ore on the dumps of the Osborn group

Henry Metz informs us that the 2-G mine at Tybo as the Elmore big ledge. This drift will cut the old awaiting treatment. J. W, Clark, lessee of the

Golden Giant, is taking out splendid ore and in suf-
ficient quantity to pay a dividend on a capitalitation
of $50,000. He is now working in the north drift
of the first level, 160 feet from the surface. The
Pacific mill, which was shut down for nearly two
weeks on account of bad roads, is again running on
regular time. The mine Is producing its regular
output of from 30 to 40 tons per day. The Key has
been increasing its force of late. The 600-foot lev-

tl is showing better than ever before. The south
drift has been started at that depih and it is esti-

maied thnt within 100 feet the free gold streak which
was so rich on the 500-foot level will be struck. An
exposure of 150 leei on the Auston & Thomas
property shows a body of ore estimated at from 38
to 40 feet thick. The ore averages from 15 to 20
per cent lead and about $20 in silver. It is probably
the largest showing of ore for the work done in the
West.

0TAH.

Smelter.—Salt Lake Tribune. Jan. 23: A Trib-
une reporter was shown some letters yesterday re-

garding some mining transactions in which the
writer said he was in correspondence with some men
regarding the invesunent of a half-million dollars or
more in a smelting and refining plant. They are in-

vestigating the question of placing such a plant in

this valley, and the correspondence passing between
the writer of the above letter and the Eastern gen-
tlemen will, no doubt, result in bringing them to
look over the field. The working charges and extra
freights which the mines have to pay on ores sent
East lor reduction keep the margms so low as to
leave but little above working expenses. Large re-

duction and refining works here will aid some of these
properties to become prosperous and profitable
raining enterprises.

Smelters Will Enlarge.— It is understood
that the smelters below the city will enlarge their

plants to some extent this year. The Mingo has
been extending its capacity very much the past two
or three years, and is not yet through. The Han-
auer has also made additions and the Germania has
been undergoing great changes, which increase its

capacity.

Camp Crosscuts.—Park Record, Jan. 24: The
Glencoe now has four feet of good ore. It runs 43
ounces in silver and 30 odd per cent lead, Thurs-
day was pay-day at the Ontario and Daly mines and
m lis and at the tunnel. It was a late pay-day, hence
eagerly looked for. There is a fine deposit of alum
over on the Provo river that is attracting consider-
able attention just now. It was recently located by
a couple of Park City gentlemen. The Crescent
concentrator was closed down Wednesday of this

week, having finished all custom work on hand. It

will do no more work this season other than to sam-
ple Crescent first-class ore, which is now coming
down from the mine. Geo. Burton, manager of the
Lucky B 11, was down from the mine this week, and
from him we learn that the shaft 00 that property is

down about 75 feet. Two shifts are being worked
and everything is moving smoothly. The vein in
the New York group is looking better as it is drifted
on. It is composed of manganese and quartz and is

very encouraging in looks and general character.
The walls are very regular and give great strength
to the numerous indications of ore. The owners of
the Eagle's Nest are still prosecuting work on their

group below town with increasing faith. They claim
their property has been slindered and that the near
future will prove their faith well founded. The
Anchor management has decided to rebuild the
hoisting works destroyed by fire, and the contract
for the same has been let to Mr. E. A, Shear. The
sampling works are practically closed down, as none
of the mines are hauling but the Anchor, and will

not until it snows. The fact of the matter is the
weather is too awfully nice for the business of this

camp to be very lively. The sampler employes
were laid off on the i8th.

WASHINGTON.

Ledge Matter.— Okanogon Outlook, Jan. 23:
Tunnel No. 3 in the First Thought mine, commonly
called the Tonkins tunnel, is now in 330 feet, and
being driven ai the rate of three feet a day. The
contract was for 675 feet of a tunnel. Thus it will

be seen that nearly half of the work is completed,
while only a little over one-third of the stipulated
time has expired, John Wentworth is doing some
development work on the Independent mine in John
Arthur gulch. A tunnel has been run in to tap the
main ledge, which, after opening up several small
stringers of from two to eight inches in thickness at
different points in its progress, crosscut the ledge
no feet in and at a depth of 100 feet.

Silver Creek,—Sultan City Journal, Jan. 24:
The Sultan City pack train will leave on Monday
for Booth'? Camp at the lake. The trail is in very fair

condition with the exception of the portion between
Gunn's and Scott's. Work is still progressing at

the Silver Queen and Vandalia camps, and the boys
are enjoying nice weather. The heavy rains and
warm weather of the past week have reduced the

snow considerably in the mountains. If the weather
continues as it is, very little snow will remain at the
mines in another month. It is expected that the

spring work this year will open about the middle of

April. L^st year it was the last of June before any-
thing could be done at Silver Creek.

A Bill has been introduced in the Lagiala-

ture by Hawley of Santa Barbara requiring
that all artesian wella in this State eball imme-
diately, upon thoir completion, be capped or
furnished with each meohanical applianoe aa

will readily and effectively arreat and prevent
the flow of water from suoh well.

Successful Patent Solicitors,

Ab Dewey &; Co. have been in the patent soliciting busi-

ness on this Coast now for bo many years, the Orm'a name
is a well-known one. Another reason for Its popularity

la that a p-eat proportion of the Pacific Coaet patenta
issued by the Government have been procured through
their agency. They are, therefore, well and thoroughly
posted on the needs of the progressive industrial Glasses

of this Coast. They are the best posted 6rm on what
has been done in all branches ol industry, and are able

to judge of what is new and patentable. In thia they
have a great advantage, which is of practical dollar and
cent value to their clients. That thia ia onderstood and
appreciated, Is evidenced by the number of patents
Issued tlirougb thehr Soibnti?to Prbbs Patent Agency (S.

F.) from "'eek to week knd year to ye^r.
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IQECHAjMieAL Progress

Cold Saws in Shipbuilding.

A machine of recent introduction la what is

called a "cold Baw." This is aimply a species

of cironlar saw of fine steel, tempered some-

what hard, and about J inch in thickness at

the periphery; it Is ground slightly thinner at

iti center to olear itself easily in a deep cut. It

is made to revolve at a alow speed while it oats

through bars or plates of any section. This

machine is almost indispensable where neat

and accurate fitting is demanded.

There is not usually much neatness In the

Ironwork of a ship, and therefors shipbuilders

have not yet so largely availed themselves of

the help offered by this tool as some other

workers in iron and steel, such as bridge-

builders. A few shipbulldsrs have found how
it might be usefully employed, and doubtlesB

it will, ere long, come into general service in

all shipyards. It may be said that angle an-i

other sections can be cut more rapidly by the

shearing maohine, or by a hot saw (so-called

because it can only out metal that has bean

heated to redness). True enough, but such

bars cannot be cut with that accuracy to line

and smoothness of finish which the cold saw

gives. When a bar of angle iron has to be cut

askew, for instance, usually it is first roughly

oat off by the shears, and then it mast be

heated io a smith's fire, and, while hot, cut to

the exact bevel required by warm chisels, and

dressed by hammering, or by means of a *'hot"

saw it may be cut pretty accurately to line

while hot. Bat in both cases a rough end is

formed, and the expense of heating and dress-

ing, or sawing hot, must be considerably great-

er than If it had been done at once by the cold

saw.
For rough work that requires nothing better

than the anfiniahed ends left by shearing, the

saw is not necesEsary, and cannot thus compare
with shears for economy. It is slow in its ac-

tion, for it advances with its cut at the rate of

about one inch per minute; but it Is quick and
economical compared with heiting In a smith's

fire and the delay of cutting and trimming by
hand tools. And there are certain sections,

such as Z and channel sections, which shears

are hardly ever formed to cut. These, as well

as round and eqaare bars of large section, can
be cut beautifully by the cold saw. The bar

has simply to be placed on the table, so that

its line of severance lies truly in the path of

the saw. It is easily held fast by bolts in the
slots on surface of table, and then the saw ad-

vanoes through the work. This machine differs

from aa ordinary circular saw in thi3 respect,

that It is not the work that moves up to the

saW} but the saw is made to travel along the
table through the work. It is driven by a
worm-wheel and screw of some four or five feet

in length, along which it can be moved easily

by hand-screw gear or by self-acting feed gear.

This feed gear can be quickly and simply de-

tached when it is desiiei to run back the saw
quickly by hand.

These machines are made by various tool*

makers, without mnch difference in form. The
large screw ought to be of steel and very
smoothly chased, and the worm-wheel of some
specially hard bronze composition. Bandsaws
have also been ased for cutting metals cold,

but these are expensive, aod ciu scarcely yet
be said to be shipyard tools. Their place is

more strictly in the enginesring department.

—

£Jngineering.

Rolling Bolts and Threads.—At the Sim-
monds KoUing Machine Works, Fitchburg,
Mass., there is a process in operation for forg-

ing articles by rolling. The rolling work is

nearly all done between fiat bars working ver-
tically, and having the form cut into or raised
upon the face. Qaite a large business is done
in making track bolts by the process, the head
and threads being rolled hot. They have
worked oat the process of rolling threads with
great nicety, and continue to make as clean
and accurate, and of course much stronger
thread than if it were cut. It appears that
there are a great many articles used In car con-
strnction that may be made to advantage by
this process. They are making the pins for
standard brake rigging, and finish them almost
as accurately as if they were turned in a lathe.

This rolling process is muoh better adapted for
doing accurate work than any other, for the
thickness of any article is regulated by the dis*

tance the movable bars are kept apart, and
this distance can be regulated as closely as
ordinary callipers can be set. It is said that the
threads of the rolled track bolts are so strong
that they cannot be stripped by nsiog an ordi-
nary track wrench. It is thought that this
would be a good process for the making of fol-

lower bolts, cylinder-head studs, steam^ohest
bolts and all other kinds of bolts and studs that
are frequently broken by the tightening of nuts,
causing much delay and inconvenience.

were made on special orders sent in by con-

sumers unfavorable to the steel nail. It is

generally supposed that the wire nail is to

blame for the general depression of the nail

trade and the light demand^ but Wheeling
manufaoturers insist that suoh is not the case.

They say it is questionable whether the wire

nail is increasing its percentage of sales as

rapidly as the consuming capacity of the

country is increasing. The cut-nail men say

they met no opposition from the wire-nail

men, and that the depression in their bnsiness

is dae to the rapid increase in the prodaolng

capacity, and the oonseqaent overproduction.

Combined Tools and Handles.—There has

always been a difficulty in connection with

what are known as hand-tools, such as ham-
mers, picks, etc, in making an effaotive strong

joint between the tool and handle. While the

tool itself should be possessed of a definite

and sufficient weight, the handle should be as

light as compatible with strength, and for this

purpose wood is the material that has hitherto

been generally employed. Bat while this mate-

rial has advantages in its favor besides that of

a very general use from probably pre-hlstoric

times, there are disadvantages whloh are often

too evident ; these are want of strength, and
looseness in the joint with the tool. The in-

vention and introdoction of the Mannesmann
process for the production of tubes direct from

metal blocks has rendered the invention of a

tool combined with its handle possible. By
means of the Mannesmann prooess, tubes can be

produced having solid portions at one or more
points of their length. These tubularrods may
be made in any convenient lengths, with solid

portions at regular or irregular distances apart,

so that by catting through such solid portions

the rod can be divided up to a corresponding

number of blank* for tools. By cutting such
bars through at convenient points, each section

will consist of a hollow part, which may be

suitably shaped or bent to form the handle,

and the solid part, which can be shaped into

the tool-head by forging or stamping. Various
tools are so formed, and it is obvious that they
possess greater strength and durability than
tools of which the handles form a separate

piece,

A Pecoliar Puenomena in Welding.—
Iron is now plated with nickel by pressure be-

tween rolls at a welding heat, the nickel be-

ing recovered from the clippings and Ishear-

ings of the plates by the action of dilute sul-

phuric acid at a temperature of dS*" C. ; the iron

is dissolved and the nickel is obtained in the

form of thin sheets as it was melted upon the
iron. The operation is complete when the evo-

lution of hydrogen ceases—even fresh acid, at

the same temperature, has practically no effect.

But though the separation of the two metals
Is apparently perfectly made, a curious fact is

noted, namely, that when the residual nickel

is chemically examined it is found to differ

from its original composition, the amount of

iron present baing notably increased. For ex-
ample, in a nickel containing originally only
.09 per cent of iron, 2 per cent more was found
when it was recovered from the plate cuttings,

and, even by a long-continued treatment with
dilute acid, the iron could not be sensibly re-

duced. This peouliar behavior, it is believed,

points to the possibility of positive chemical
combination taking place between the metals,
and that alloys of iron and nickel are produced
iu the process of welding—it being a fact well
known to chemists and metallurgists that Iron,

with but even a small proportion of nickel,resists
the action of aoids much more effectively than
the pure metal.

The Nail Manufacture.—A correspondent
of the Amtrican ManufaciureVt in discussing
the nail situation in PennsyWania, says : Bar-
ing the past year there have been no improve-
ments in methods of manufacture introdnced,
and DO material changes have taken place. The
nse of pickled iron instead of the old scale iron
plates has become muoh more general and has
proven a great help to the business. Few iron
nails are now made. Probably 1000 kegs wonld
cover the entire prodaot for the year, and they

Electric Welding Machines are coming
rapidly into use. The company manufacturing
these machines at Lynn, Mass., has orders for
several months ahead of the capacity of the
possibility of the supply. The company has a
number of orders from the U. S. Government,
one of which is for two large machines for weld-
ing steel for the navy-yards at Brooklyn and
Norfolk. The machines will be of lOOhorse
power, and will be provided with accumulators
and compressors. A machine to weld 2-inoh
chain Is now being finished for the Charles-
town Navy-Yard. It will weld steel as well
as iron, and by the use of steel the tenacity of
the chains will be increased about one-third.
One of the welding machines is used by the
Government at the Watervliet Arsenal for
winding guns.

Metal jor Electro Magnets.—Speaking of
Mitis metal in his recent lectures on "Mag-
nets," Prof. SUvanus Thompson states that he
has found this metal far superior to ordinary
cast iron, and not much inferior to wrought
iron, for electro-magnets. It is well known
that the field magnets of dynamos and motors
are made to certain forms, mainly to avoid ex-
pensive forgings on the one hand or inferior
results with cast iron on the other. In most
cases a compromise is made by using good
wrought iron for the straight cores and cast
iron for the pole pieces, the latter involving
difficult work, if forged out of wrought iron.

A "Water ANNEAL."~It is now recom-
mended as a good method of annealing steel to
let it "soak" in the fire until red hot, as it
heats more evenly, then take it from the fire
and carry it to some dark place, allowing it to
cool in the air until the dull red is no longer
obvious in the dark, and finally cooling it off In
hot water. This process Js called the " water
anneal,"

SeiENTlFie PR.OQRES&

Wiiat Causes Expansion.

Why is it that all bodies expand when sub-

ject to an increase of temperature t and why is

it that some bodies expand more than others

nnder the same conditions? It Is well under-

stood that all matter consists of an agglomera-

tion of atoms and molecules, that these are sub-

ject to certain ohanges by the infiuence of

heat, and that such change is accompanied by
a change of volnme of the mass. Heat has been
demonstrated to be a mode of motion, and
from this we must conclude that all bodies

which contain heat are possessed of motion,

and the greater the temperature the greater

the motion. Those who have investigated the

subject to their satisfaction have found that

there is a temperature at which there is an
absence of all heat.

Heat and cold are but relative terms, and do
not refer to anything material, but are the re-

sults of more or less intense motion within the

mass. As all bodies are affected by heat in a

similar manner, but not to the same extent,

different bodies expand more or less under the

infiuence of an equal increase of temperature.

Solid bodies, or those whloh for convenienoe
are called solid (in reality no body is solid), ex-

pand the least. Liquids are affected to a

greater extent, while gases expand more than
either when subject to the same increase of

temperature. Air and most other gases appear
to follow a certain law in expanding and con-

tracting. This Ian may be stated thus:

Thevolume of a gas under constant pressnre, or

the pressure of a gas at constant volume, varies

as the absolute temperature. Absolute tem-
perature is understood to mean the temperature
reckoned from a point far below the zero of

any of the thermometers commonly In use.

This point is called the absolute zero of tem-
perature, or the temperature at which it is con*
sidered that no heat exists. If such is the case,

and none of the phenomena of heat are mani-
fest at this temperature, then wherever such
temperature is found there would bs no move-
ment whatever, everything would be—not dead
really, for heat would restore movement, but
in a far different condition, from what we are

accustomed to find them.
The absolute zero of temperature is 461* be-

low the zero of the Fahrenheit scale, or 273*

below the zero of the Centigrade scale—a tem-
perature at which all substances are devoid of

motion, for motion cannot exist without heat
—no motion, no heat. Cold and motionless in

the fullest sense of the words. The absolute
zaro of temperature has never beeu reached
by any phystoal research, but in laboratory ex-

periments a temperature of 373" F. has been
produced by expansion in liquefying air, oxy-
gen and nitrogen. This temperature is more
than four fifths the distance between the zero
of the Fahrenheit scale and that of the abso-

lute z9ro.

Were it possible to reduce the temperature
SS'' more, the liquefied air loould become a solid,

devoid of atomic motion, contracted, com-
pressed, an absence of all heat. From this con-

dition a slight addition of heat imparts move-
ment to the atom, which causes dilation of the
mass; it expands. More heat being added, the
velocity of movement Is increased and the vol-

nme of the mass grows greater. In the case of

a solidified gas, the increase of temperature
continues to produce expansion in the body un-
til the temperature of liquefaction is again
reached; but here a temperature due to both a

solid and liquid condition is maintained, while
the mass absorbs a given amount of heat and is

wholly changed into a liquid before any in-

crease in temperature is apparent, the surplus

heat being necessary to produce the work re-

quired to bring about a change of form, and
this beat is absorbed and becomes latent, until

the liquid again becomes solid, when the same
amount of heat that was absorbed is set free.

—

Gorrespondenee of the Manvfaciurers' Oazeite.

How Electricity is "Stored."—The en-

ergy which a current may at any instant be
said to possess is immediately transformed into

heat in the circuit, which will nnder ceriiain

conditions produce light; into chemical energy;

into motion, which may or may not produce
sound; or into magnetic and electrotonio con-

ditions. The last may either be permanent or

have the same evanescent existence as the orig-

inal cnrrent. When electricity is employed to

charge a storage battery, writes Prof, Samuel
Sheldon in Popular Science MoTiihly for Janu-
ary, only that part which is transformed into

chemical energy is used. The rest is dissipated.

The battery, then, instead of being a place

where electricity is laid away, is a place where
chemicals are left by the current, with the ex-

pectation that they will in turn produce a cur-

rent when called upon. This may seem a fine

distinction, but it is only apparently so. For
instance, the current might be produced by a
dynamo turned by Niagara water-power. The
chemical left by it might be zinc deposited from
a solution of zinc sulphate. This might be
transported, preserved, bonght and sold, and
finally be employed by some physicist to pro-

duce another cnrrent. Were the electricity it-

self stored in its original form, then the im-
aginative reader can best tell what would
become of it and how it must be handled.

Danger or Fire from the Use of Chlor-
ate OF Potash,—Attention has been drawn to

the danger of fire in the use of chlorate of pot-
ash, sugar and muriate of ammonia in the man-
ufacture of tablets. While it is generally
known that chlorate of potash, together with
organic matter, forms a powerful explosive, it

should be understood that, nnder certain condi-
tions, it is an agent In producing fire without
an explosion. Sugar alone requires a temper-
ature of 600° F., and if an accumulation of dust
or particles of the two ingredients named should
form a mixture on the steam pipes of a factory,

a fire might be caused. It is, therefore, urged
that the manufacture of the chlorate of potash
and muriate of ammonia tablets should be re-

stricted or prohibited as being dangerous to the
welfare of the community.

Influence of Light on Color.

Some years ago an Eoglish manufacturer of
carmine, who was aware of the superiority of
the French color, went to Lyons for the purpose
of Improving his process, and bargained with
the most celebrated manufacturer in that city
for the acquisition of his secret, for which he
was to pay $5000, He was shown all of the
process, and saw a most beautiful color pro-
duced, but he found not the least difference in
the French mode of fabrication and that which
had been constantly adopted by himself. He
minutely examined the water and the materials,
which were in every respect similar to his own,
and then, very much surprised, said; **I have
lost both my labor and my money, for the air

of Eogland does not permit us to make good
carmine,"

*' Stay ! " said the Frenchman, ** don't deceive
yourself; what kind of weather is it now ?

"

*'A bright, sunny day," replied the English-
man.
"And such are the days," said the French-

man, " on which I make my color; were I to
attempt to manufacture it on a dark and cloudy
day, my results would be the same as yours.
Let me advise yon, my friend, only to make
your carmine on bright, sunny days.''
The moral of this will apply quite as well to the

making of many other colors used in manufac-
tures and also in the fine arts, for it illustrates,
in a practical way, the chemical influence of
light upon certain coloring compounds or mix-
tures.

Poison-proof Animals.—Neither difference
of organization in animals nor in the constitu-
tion of the poisonous substance generally afford
any clew for interpreting an exceptional want
of effect, writes W. Earnhardt in Popular Sci-
ence Monthly, Unaccountable is the immunity
of rabbits against belladonna leaves {Atropa
belladonna, deadly night-shade). You may
feed them with belladonna for weeks without
observing the least toxio symptoms. The meat
of such animals, however, proves poisonous to
any one who eats it, producing the same symp-
toms as the plant. Pigeons and various other
berbivora are also to some degree safe from the
effects of this poison, while in warm-blooded
carnivora it causes paralysis and asphyxia. In
frogs the effect is a different one, consisting of
spasms. The meat of goats which had fed on
hemlock has sometimes occasioned poisonous
effects. Chickens are nearly hardy against
nux vomica and the extremely dangerons alka-
loid, strychnine, contained in it, while in the
smallest amount It is a fatal poison to rodents.
More remarkable yet in this respect is the im-
munity of Choloepus Hoffmann!, a kind of
sloth, living on the island of Ceylon, which,
when given ten grains of strychnine, was not
much affected. Pigeons are possessed of high
immunity from morphine, the chief alkaloid of
opium, as well as from belladonna. Eight
grains were required to kill a pigeon, not much
less than the mortal dose for a man. Cats are
extremely sensitive to fox-glove (Digitalit
purpurea), which on the contrary may be given
to rabbits and various birds In pretty large
doses,

PiNTCH Gas is a new illuminating gas coming
into use for lighting oars, etc. It is a distil-
lation from crude petroleum, and Is produced
by passing the oil through heated iron retorts.
The product, a permanent gas of great richness
and brilliancy, is then forced through water
seals which thoroughly purify it. Finally it is

stored in cylinders of unusual strength, where
it is subjected to a pressure of 150 pounds to
the square inch. These cylinders are placed
beneath the coaches and by means of an anto'
matio graduating valve, which insures uniform
pressure, the gas is condacted to the lamps above,
where it yields a light which is four times as
powerful as ordinary gas light.

Telegraph and Telephone Messages are
now sent over the long-distance telephone wires
at the same time that they are in use for tele-
phonic communication, without one interfering
with the other. This may give the country a
telegraphic system which will prove a success-
ful rival of the Western Union.

SoLPHUROus Aero is now being used to act
upon starch under pressure and at a high tem-
perature. The prodnot, after neutralization,
is Schumann's universal gum, which is soluble
and extremely adhesive, and closely resem-
bles gum arable, which is now very scarce and
dear.

A Pleasant Household Deodorizer is

made by pouring spirits of lavender over lumps
of bicarbonate of ammonia.
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Thk Patbolooical Effects or the Elec-
tric LiOBT.—Attention haa been drawn to tbe

adTiublllty of the adoption of early remedial

meaflorea by those who are eoffering from the

effects of a too long exposore to strong electric

light. The "tired" sensatioa in the optic

nerve, which such exposare caoses, and the

local inflammation which aocompaniea it. are

both doe to the fact that the lomlaoas waves
proceeding from a powerfol electric lamp are of

very great intensiCy. The general aymptome
induced In the eyes of people who have been
exposed to the glare of unprotected lamps for

too long a*tlme are : 1, transient irritability

of the retina; 2, local inflammation; 3. tears

and *' UaablDg " of light before the eye; 4, in*

cipient paratyols of the eye. Usually people

experience aenaationa which are analogoua to

those which are felt when particles of foreign

matter are present beneath the eyelid. In or-

der to prevent the sight being permanently in*

jared, it is neoeisary to adopt hygteolo shades,

though theee do not aot thoroughly in rednolng

the intenelty of the- luminous wavea. Rest
mast be sought and the pain relieved by the

application of cold-water compresaes. When
thu pain la almost unbearable—a calamity fre-

<iuently suffered by thoae who have been ex*

;M^ed for many hours a day to the glare of

werful lamps—a medical man may relieve it

, the injection of cocaine and atropine. The
1 rench call this peooUar malady "eleotrioal

Qoatroke."

—

Ex.

DiiMiTHKRiA IN CnbwiNr.GcM.—A contem-
porary thus calls attention to the posaible

Hpreading of diphtheria through ohewing-gnm:
"The practice of chewing gum has become
very wide spread. It is not a very elegant

habit; to many it ia positively repulsive; and
there are sources of danger, too, that should
not be overlooked. A case in point was re-

lated to ua a few days ago. Diphtheria broke
nut in a family in East Des Molnea. After the
ohild had recovered, the clothing and all the
exposed articles fully diainfeoted, the parents,

with tbe convalescent ohild, visited some rel*

atives in the country. The indispensable

chewlng*gam, like Satan, went also—in the

mouth of the little child. Prompted by gener-

osity, it allowed its country cousins, two chil-

dren, to chew also the gum previously chewed
by the visiting child. Ia three or four days,

without any other known source of infection

than the chewing gam, the two children were
simultaQeously stricken down with diphtheria

in a most serious form. It would be bard to

imagine a more suocessful mode of propagation
— distributing the disease. It would be a great

deal safer not to chew the stuff at aU, but if It

must be done to satisfy tbe demands of a weak
head and a depraved appetite, our advice is,

dou't * swap ' gum to chew anybody's else gum,
nor allow anybody else to chew yours."

HiguPressube Boilers. —The fear of high-

boiler pressures that existed only a few years
since in the minde not only of the pnblie, but
also of many engineers, ia rapidly disappearing

before the reaulta of modern practice; and It is

furthermore asserted that thu st&tiatica of boiler

explosions in England and France prove that
the low-pressure boiler explosiona have been
the more frequent aud more dlsabtrooe. Sev-
eral reasona have been given for this, but the

following would seem to be the most ooncla-
aive: The law requires that every new boiler

and every old one, after it has undergone ex*

tensive repalrr, shall not be sent out of the

(hop or be put Into servioe until It has been
tested to double the effective pressure under
which it will be worked. Ahtavy boiler which
ia to work with a pressure of 120 pounds to the

inch muat be able to carry from 240 to 300
ponnda presaure, which oorreaponds to a
temperature of from 397 to 416 degreea F.

These are conditions that will rarely be at-

tained, even with tbe most careless attendance;
while it la comparatively easy to rupture a low-

pressure boiler, since the test pressure may not
exceed 45 or GO pounds at the most, aud this

correaponda to a temperature of from 274 to

292 degtces F., these pressures being regarded
as the absolnte above the vacuum, as that is

the basis npon which the foreign boilers are

tested. It will readily be seen tbat the latter

temperatures are readily reached, even with
slow fires. Forthermore, high-pressare boilers

require more perfect constraotion, on aoconnt
of the very weakness that they have a tendency
to develop. The sheets In contact with the

water and steam radiate an amount of heat
that is quite intolerable to the attendante, and
they must, therefore, be covered with non-
conducting mater[ala and air spacep, and this

involves constant care and attention. Their
advantage is so apparent, from the sucoese at-

tending their use, that the whole tendency of

modero steam-engine practice is toward higher

preasurea and the use of engines with a high
rate of expansion, whether they are nsed with
or without a condenaer.

—

Safety-Valve,

Useful InforjviatiOjN.

Wash Silk.s and Ramie.—The class of goods
known as "wash silks" contain^ in reality, but
very little of the product of the silkworm. Like
mcst inexpenaive oriental silka, wash eilks con-
sist largely of ramie fiber. This superior vege-
table fiber has long been used In the makeup of

silk goods. It is about as tine as the product
of tbe silkworm, and Is finer and stronger than
flax. Ramie Is often mixed, carded and s[iun

with silk flo38 and waste. Pongee ailka are

oommculy composed of this mixed material.

Waah silks often conaist of a woof of one ma-
terial and a web of the other. They are always
calendered—that Ia, passed over hot rollers to

give them a glaoo silken finish. This makes
them more attractive on the shop counters, but
oausf.s them to apot with water until this finish

has been removed by apongirg. The improve-
ments made of late years In the manufacture
of ramie have materially affected the cost of

low-priced silks, and bid fair in time to make
sach *' silks" as cheap aa cotton, especially

when the scperlcr wear of the former is taken
into account. There is no reason why ramie
should not be sold under its own name. It has
virtues of its own apart from silk, one of which
is that it can be washed, and it certainly ia

not improved by mixing with silk. An effort

is now being made to eatablish ramie onltnre

in this Htate, for which our climate and soil

afford especial advantages. It will grow almost
anywhere in the State, even on our poorest or

wornout wheat-landa. It is said that even a

moderate amount of alkakl is no hindrance to

Its growth or qnallty.

GrTRATivE Use of Ciiakcoal.—Charcoal is

valuable as fuel, but it has other ases which
make it one of the moat serviceable of artlclea.

When laid fiat, while cold, on a burn, it causea
the pain toi abate; by leaving it on for an hour
the burn seems almost healed when the wound
is superficial. Tainted meat, surrounded with
it, ia sweetened. Strewn over heaps of decern-

poaed pelts or over dead animals, charcoal pre'

vents unpleasant odora. Foul water ia purified

by It. It is a great disinfectant, and sweetens
offensive air if placed in shallow traya around
apartmenta. It ia so very porous that it ab-

sorbs and oondensea gases rapidly. One cable

inch of fresh charcoal will absorb nearly 100
inches of gaseous ammonia. Charcoal forms an
excellent poultice for malignant wounds and
sorea. In cases of what ia called proud flesh,

it ia invaluable. It gives no disagreeable odor,

corrodes no metal, hurts no texture, injures no
color, is a simple and safe sweetener and disin-

fectant. A teaspoonfnl of charcoal in half a

glass of water often relieves sick headache. It

absorbs the gases and relieves the distended
stomach, preaeing against the nerves which ex-

tend from the stomach to the head.

Recdperative Power.—The ready recovery

from wounda and the succesa of grave surgical

operationa during our Civil War, under cir-

cumstances which were, on the whole, less ad-

vantageous than those which attend the con-

duct of war in Europe, prove that the Amer-
ican body haa more recuperative power than
that of the European.

In a Faint.—The common practice of rais-

ing fainting persona to sitting or upright posi-

tion is often sufficient to destroy the spark of

life which remaioa. It is much better to keep
such persons in tbe prone position while restor-

atives and local means are adopted to enable
them, if possible, to regain consblousneBS.

Football Casualties.—The Loudon Lajicet

furnishes this list of football casualtieB from all

over the world during the last season : Deaths,

13; fractures of legs, 15; of arms, 4; of collar-

bones, 11; serious injuries to spine, 5; to nose,

I; to knee, 1; to ankle, 1; to oheek, 1.

Foaming in Boilers.—When boilers are new
and first used, they are liable to foam. In con*

sequence of grease or oil left in them during
their maunfaoture. The simplest remedy for

this ia to put from one-half to one pound com-
mon washing soda in the boiler when first filled

with water. After steam has been raised and
the soda haa neutralized the oil and grease,

draw the fires, and when the pressure of steam
has been reduced to not exceeding five pounds,
blow oat the boiler, then fill with fresh water,

adding a very small quantity of soda to neutral-

ize any grease remaining within the boiler. The
general cause of boilers foaming is nsing the

steam faster than the fires are generating it, as

any boiler can be canaed to foam by drawing
the steam from it faster than It is being gener-

ated. The remedy in this case is to close the

throttle so as to reduce the quantity of steam
discharged in proportion to the amount being
produced, increase the fire ao as to make more
steam, and the quantity available for service

will be in accordance, without danger of foam-
ing.— -S'a/fiy Valve.

Waste of Steau.—Every stroke an engine

makes above itsnormal speed is a wasteof steam,

and if tbe engine be large, a vast waste of fnel

takea place; on the other hand, a loss in speed
reduces the production of the whole factory in

direct proportion to that reduction of speed,

the loBS of one revolution in twenty reducing

the capacity of every machine five per cent. A
variation of one revolution in five in a throt-

tling engine is common, and in most cases Is

unavoidable. There are some engineers who
still thick that this class of engine can compete
with tbe automatic out off engine, but it Is,

nevertheless, a remarkable fact that they take
every precaution to avoid throttling In the pass-

ages. Happily these relics of a bygone age are

becoming fewer in number. If the practice of

estimating the efficiency of a steam engine by
its consumption of steam were more common in

this country than it is at present, we should
hear very little of "throttling." The present
practice of estimating the efficiency by the coal

consumption (involving as it does the efficiency

of both the engine and the boiler), is fair

neither to the maker of one nor the other.

Fire Proof SnnTTEKS.—A useful invention

has been brought to notice—namely, a device

for opening and closing fire-proof shutters from
the outside with water pressure from the hose,

and their easy operation from the ladder, under
tbe management of the fire department. The
mechanism provided for opening and closing the

shntters from the inside without raising the

windows, is a feature of epacial convenience

and protection to the oooupanta of a building.

This device. It Is stated, can readily and inex-

pensively be applied to the ordinary ahnttera in

use,

White Pitch is a new article coming into

use for Ehip-bullders and others. It is designed

to supersede the usual laborious, expensive and
inadequate method of treating decks by work-
ing putty Into the seama with a knife. The
peculiarity of this white pitch ip, as claimed,

that it is the only material of white color yet

introduced that can be run into deck seams
in a hot state like ordinary pitch.

It ia also said to be especially suitable for hot

climates, aa it will stand the son's heat and not

melt out of the seama.

A Startling Admission.—"What becomes

of all the stale candy ?" was asked a well-

known confectioner. "It is made up Into

fresh candy." There la not an ounce of waste

about confectionery. You like chocolate cara-

mels? Well, they contain more scraps than

any other candy. They are especially adapted

for this on account of their dark color. They
were first made by a confectioner who received

the inspiration from his great stock of stale

sweets.

The Lumber Out of the northern coast for

1S90 13 set down as follows :

Feet.

Puget Sound Mills (14) 779,330,012

Gray's Harbor (7 mills) 117,50n,u00

wmat)a Harbor (2 mills) SS.OOO.ooo

Columbia River (7 mills) 87,00ii,[W0

Between Kalama and Tacoma (11 mills).. 93,000.000

All othera (16 mills) 108,000.000

Grand total..

Hartley's Process.—A small plant for re-

ducing the rebellious ores of Meadow Lake dis-

trict has been put up by Mr, Hartley at Cisco,

and will be run as soon as a thaw releases suffi-

cient water. The prooess is Hartley's inven-

tion, and it is said that no trace of gold is left

In the tailings.

—

Placer Sepuhliean,

The Steam Cylinder.—A good deal of re-

cent discussion brings out prominently once
more how little the wisest really know about
the behavior of steam in the cylinder of a steam
engine. Just now the dlicnsEion as to the util-

ity of the steam jacket is in the front, and the

confilctlng testimony and opinions are anything
but reassuring. The unprejudiced engineer ia

likely to conclude, from all this disonesion,

that there are oaaes where the steam jacket re-

presents economy; also that there are cases

where it brings about the reverse. Bat just

what brings about this diffetence no one is wise

enough to tell. What is needed is further

knowledge of the law governing the condensa-
tion of steam In the cylinder of a steam engine;

how it is affected by different conditions, etc.

Then from this as a standpoint, figures can be
made to apply to steam jacketing. Until a

good deal more ia learned about condensation

of ateam, the doctors will disagree aa to the

value of any means tending to prevent it.

—

American Machinist,

Beautiful Effects may be imparted to

water-color drawings by causing gold to shine

through some of the transparent colore. This

ia done by attaching gold leaf with mucilage to

shaded parts, the gold leaf being taken up and

pressed down with cotton wool. Aa leaf gold

will not receive water colors regularly, it should

be first stroked over with some water or ox

gall.

Sword Scabbards are now made bo that

when the sword is withdrawn the upper part

of the scabbard contracts to one-half its length,

and conaequently is much more convenient dur-

ing the period of action. When the sword is

returned to the scabbard, it resumes its usual

form.

A Mining Company's Claim.—An action has

been brought in the United States Circuit

Court by the Waterloo Mining Company to re-

cover §462,000 from John S. Doe and Bartlett

Doe. The complaint seta forth that In Febru-

ary, 1S89, the defendants took 30,000 tons of

ore, valued at S30 a ton, from the Silver King

and Quartz Mining Claim, and $162,000 worth

of ore from the Monmouth and Red Cloud tun-

nels, both of which properties belonged to

plaintiff. Also, that since the 10th inst., the

defendants have taken $60,000 worth of ore

from these same properties.

The Sonthem Pacific Co., after test trips to

see whether wood or coal was cheaper for

running their locomotives over the mountain

division, find tbat there is a slight advantage in

favor of coal.

E'LECTPjeiTY,

The Science of Electric Welding.

A paper of ooneiderable length, and very
comprehensive in its exposition of the science
of electric welding, was read by Hermann
L'^Tiip before the general meeting of the Ameri-
cau lostitutiou of Electrical Eogineers at Bos-
ton, May 21, 1890. From it, as reported by
the Ekctrical World, the following extracts are
gathered:
Among the latest achievements in electro-

technics stands prominently Prof. Thomson's
electric welding procees. The broad underly-
ing prinoipie has often been dcEcribed and ez*
hibited. The evolution of a new process and
its reduction to practice for commercial pur-
poses, eapeoially if the leading elements of its

working aie ncvel In themselves, must neces-

sarily open a vast field for inveatigation. Such
is the case with elSitr'c welding; and with a
view of showing the commercial apparatus of
tO'day, it will be necessary for me to state the
electrical and mechanical requirements that led

to Its construction.

The reason for which machines have been in-

vented has been for the purpose of reproducing
faithfully and constantly a set of oonditiona
necessary to obtain a certain result. When the
conditions in any case are few and the prcduct
simple, generally one design of machine will be
Boffiotent. With an inoreaaed number of con-

ditions, however, the complexity of the appara-
tus increases rapidly and demands. In many
caseB, subdivision into different proceaaes to be
executed by separate machinery. What con-
stitutes skill, in a workingmsn, for instance,

is the ability co-ordinately to reproduce a num-
ber of operations or movements; to be, In other

words, a perfect machine, or to produce the
aan:e result even If other conditions than those
previoualy contemplated should arise.

To secure uniform resnlta in the practice of a
difficult operati^on, there are two ways poBsible:

1. To employ skilled help for the complex
portion of the work alone.

2. To substitute for the more complex por-

tion of the operation one more readily con- '

trolled.

The ordinary welding procesa requires the
greatest skill at the hands of the blaoken^ith

for heating the metals to the pioper tempera-
ture and at the right spot, whi'e preventing the

accumulation of cinder or scale. While skill

may be successful with metals of high melting

points and low conductivity for heat, easily

fusible metals and especially good conductors

laffld all attempts aa long aa an exterior heat-

ing source is employed,
The electric welding process has not only

made it poasible tbat operators not particularly

skilled In tbe art of blacksmithiug can produce

good substantial welde, but has created an art

equally adaptable to all metals and combina-

tions of metals.

The following are all the metals, alloys and
combinations so far actually welded with suc-

cess by the Thomson procesa:

Metals.

Wrought Iron, cast iron, malleable iron,

wrought copper, cast copper, lead, tin, zino,

antimony, cobalt, nickel, bismuth, aluminum,
silver, platinum, gold (pure), manganese, mag-
neaium.

Alloys.

Various grades of tool steel, various grades of

mild steel, steel castings, chrome steel, musehet
steel, stubs steel, crescent steel, Bessemer steel,

cast brasp, gun metal, brass composition, fuse

metal, type metal, solder metal, German silver,

aluminum alloyed with iron, aluminum brass,

aluminum bronze, phosphor bronze, silicon

broEze, coin silver, various grades of gold,

Oombinatloos,

Copper to brass, copper to wrought iron,

copper to German silver, copper to gold, cop-

per to silver, brass to wrought iron, brass to

ca3t Iron, tin to zinc, tin to brass, brass to Ger-

man silver, brass to tin, brass to mild ateel,

wrought iron to cast iron, wrought iron to

mild steel, wrought iron to tool steel, gold to

German silver, gold to silver, gold to plati-

num, silver to platinum, wrought iron to

muaahet steel, wrought iron to stub steel,

wrought iron to crescent steel, wrought iron to

cast braas, wrought iron to German silver,

wrought iron to nickel, tin to lead.

But Prof. Thomson was not satisfied with

this progress made above ordinary welding; he

early recognized the importance of a machine

in which all conditions for succeesful operations

are mechanically controlled to produce uniform

results, work rapidly and require little or no

attendance.
Such machines, now known as automatic

welding machines, have proved to be of special

importance in connection with easily fusible

metale, enabling the successful welding of

aluminum, silicon and aluminum bronze, which

require even with the electric process a consid-

erable skill. The machines are very simple in

the construction n and operation, and require

less skill than is requisite in ordinary welding

operations.

A NEW mining district has been formed on

the Eaat Fork of the Walker river, Nev., in-

cluding the recently diacovered or evolved

placer diggings.

Shasta, Shasta Co., wants a custom quartz

mill and redaction worka.
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Passing Events.

It wiU be a matter of Bnrprise to other com-

mnnitiea to know that a California Legialatnre

has amended a bill before it so as to practically

prohibit the constraction of electrio roads oper-

ated by the overhead wire syetem. As this

aystem is the only one thus far practically

operative, it is a virtaal prohibition of electric

roads la cities of the first class. The amend-

ment is not conclusive, however, and the more

liberal members may yet see the miitake that

has been made.

The explosion in the Mammoth ooal mine,

Pennsylvania, by which 151 men lost their

lives this week, was one of the most disastroni

accidents in the history of American coal min-

ing. Naked lamps were used, as the mine was

not considered dangerous, bat this terrible dis-

aster will donbtlesB result in more stringent

measures being taken in the collieries of the

district for the protection of the miners.

The continued dry weather this winter is not

good for the best interests of the State. Not
only do the agriculturists suffer, bat now that

water-power is so largely used in mining, It Is

probable the miners will suffer from a scant

supply next season.

A Pacific Cable.—Senator Mitchell has in-

troduced a bill to incorporate the Pacific Oable

Company, with a capital of ^.000,000, to oper-

ate a oable between San Franolsco, Hawaii,

Panama, Samoa and Japan, The majority of

the directors must be citizens of the United

States. The Secretary of the Treasury is au-

thorized to pay to the company an annual sub-

sidy of $200,000 for 15 years.

By an explosion in the Mammoth shaft of the

H, C. Frioke Coke Co.'s mine, Scottdale, Fa.,

on Tuesday last, 151 miners were killed and

Beveral others injured.

The State Mining Burean.

A Well-Managed Institution and Much
Good Work Done.

If, in his search after fossils, the skillfal

paleontologist come upon any bit of animal re-

mains, however ancient or however unique, he

will be able to reconstruct the creature to which

they belong, describing its size, habits and ap-

pearance with wonderful accuracy. The frag-

ment inspected may consist of only a single

bone, and yet our man of science will tell yon,

with much exactness, the style of animal of

which it originally formed a part, and this

even though such animal were of strange and

monstrous form, and belonged to a race extinct

long ago.

In like manner would the archaeologist, visit-

ing our public librariea or rummaging through

the crypts and lumber-rooma of the Oapitol,

conclude, from some fragments of maps, field-

notes and odd volumes there found, that there

bad once been a geological survey of this State

planned and partially completed. Studying

the character of these remains, our arohisologist

would arrive at the further conclusion that this

survey had been projected, and, so far as car-

ried out, prosecuted on a grand, costly and oom-

prehensive scale, all which speculations and

conclusions would be entirely correct, for the

people of California, now many years ago,

really did undertake and carry through its pre-

liminary stages a work of that kind—a law

having about that time been enacted by the

Legislature making provision for the same. In

pursuance of this law. Prof. J. D. Whitney, a

most oapable man, was selected to take charge

of this work, which, when it had been in prog-

ress for two or three years, was arrested

through failure of the Legislature to make
further provision for its sapport. Of this

failure it is enough here to say it worked every

way to the prejudice of California, hurting

alike her good name and the material Interests

of the State.

Liter on, it began to dawn on the popniar

mind that a great mistake had been made in

thus permitting the Whitney Survey to be pre-

maturely strangled to death. Looking abroad,

it was perceived that -almost every other coun-

try in the civilized world had made provision

for having its geology and its mineral resources

examined and reported upon in an official way.
States making no pretensions to a large min-

eral wealth, and several of them not half the
size of some California counties, had yet

thought it worth while to give careful attention

to such slender resources in this line as they
happened to possess. Some of these sover-

eignties, though they had little else than gran-

ite and marble to boast of, kept, nevertheless,

a learned geologist all the while in the field,

and from whom an elaborate report was yearly

exacted.

Seeing all this, and noticing how strongly it

contrasted with conditions at home, our people
finally determined that another eff"ort should
be made to create the office of State Geologist
or something that would serve in its stead. In
accordance with this determination, the Legis-
lature at its session in ISSO passed an Act cre-

ating the office of State Mineralogist, and at
the same time an institution known as the
State Mining Bureau, to be superintended by
that official, for the sapport of all of which very
scanty provision was made. In remarking on
the insufficient outfit of the Bureau, a city

dally makes the statement that it consisted of

no more than " a microscope and a table," to
which, however, should have been added a
chair of the cheap wooden sort.

Thus equipped and provided for, the first

State Mineralogist, Henry G. Hanks, com-
menoed business, opening up in the third story
of a dilapidated building on Pine street. The
establishment became peripatetic from the
start, the endeavor to realize always a lower
rent having compelled its frequent removal from
one rookery to another. In these removals,
effected at first with a wheelbarrow and later
on with an express wagon, we have the earliest
conception of " California on Wheels I"

But despite these adverse beginnings, the In-
stitution kept on its feet and grew apace.
Hanks was a hard worker, and besides dis-
charging the duties pertaining to his official

position, managed to get through with much
else, a good deal of it mere drudgery, his single
assistant acting the while as janitor, messenger,
aesayer, librarian, etc. What rendered thej

task of both the more arduous was the fact that

neither of these men had then learned, nor have

they since learned, the art of shirking any duty

imposed upon them or of slighting any work

given them to perform.

Picking up where he could, or acquiring

through donations made by indivldnals, or by

means of exchanges effected with similar instl-

tutions elsewhere, the first State Mineralogist

gradually accumulated a very respectable min-

eral cabinet, which, through recourse to like

methods, has since been kept growing by his

successor, Wm. Irelan Jr., present incumbent

of the office. Meantiqae, California, mainly

through the exertions of the Mining Bureau,

succeeded in having her mineral and other

more Important sources of wealth fitly reprO'

sented at the Paris and afterward at the New
Orleans Exposition, and at neither of which

would the State, but for these exertions, have

been able to make anything like a creditable

display, or perhaps any display whatever.

Tracing down the history of the Mining Bu<

reau, we find it adding to its mineral collection

and Its art treasures year by year, the objects

of its oare having been at the same time greatly

multiplied and the sphere of its usefulness

much extended. Besides the many benefits it

has conferred on our several mining Industries,

aiding them in all their departments and

branches, the Bureau has been of no little

service to onr agrlcnltaral, corameroial and

manufacturing pursuits. There is not, in fact,

an Interest or calling in the State but what has

been greatly helped by it in either a direct or

an Indirect manner.

While acoomplishing so much good, this in-

stitution has virtually cost the State nothing.

It is calculated by competent judges that the

collection of mineral specimens, curiosities and

articles of virtu gathered up and now on exhi-

bition in the museum of the Bureau poBseasea

an intrinsic or oommercial value equal to all

the money that has been appropriated for the

uses of this institution since it was founded;

in other words, this magnificent collection

stands a free gift to the commonwealth of Cali-

fornia I

Has any other arm of the publio service done

better than this ? We think not; nor do we be-

lieve any other can show a better financial

record. The State Mineralogist has been able

to account satisfaotorily for every dollar that

has passed through his hands or been intrusted

to his care. The Bureau has been in nothing

delinquent, nor has it been besmirched with

any scandal whatever. Its history is a clean

one, creditable alike to the State and the men
who have been responsible for its management,

in view of all which it is to be hoped that

the Legislature will feel warranted in voting

this Institation such allowance as will enable It

to contlnae the geological sarvey already be-

gan and suffice to maintain It in its present

state of efficiency. To compel now, through

an Insufficient appropriation, an abandonment

of that work, or to otherwise cripple the aseful-

ness of the Bureau, would prove very disap-

pointing to its many friends, both at home and

abroad. We will not, however, insult the in-

telligence of the Legislature by presupposing

it oapable of pursuing a policy so short-sighted

and illiberal. Consulting alike the desire of

the miners and the Interests of the State at

large, we believe our law-makers now in session

at the capital will, before they adjourn, make
ample provision for the support of this highly

popniar and well>deservlng Institution,

Mining-Law Changes.

We republish this week the text of the Min-
eral Land bill now pending in Congress, add-

ing those sections which were omitted in the

Pbes3 in the previous publication. Some
amendments to the text have been made by the

House Committee, but these have not yet been

acted upon.

It will be noted that where there are five ad-

joining claims owned or held by the same per-

son, the assessment work done on one will

answer for all, provided @500 is expended.

The month in which assessment work shall

be completed Is also changed from January to

October, so as to avoid the necessity of begin-

ning the work in mountainous regions in mid-

winter. There Is also a very radical change in

that matter of date. Under the new bill it is

provided that half the work must be done &e-

1

/ore October Ist, and the other half may be

done after that date. This Is to prevent the
|

present plan of not doing any work at all until

the morning of the day when the time is np.

It is also provided, in cases of contest as to

the mineral or agricultaral character of the

land, that the presence of rook in place bear-

ing gold, silver, oinnabar, or other valuable

metal, shall be regarded as prima-faoie evidence

that the land containing the same Is mineral in

character. So far, so good, but this should go

further, and require the affidavit of a deputy
mineral land surveyor or other expert. The
trouble now is that the proof required is

negative, that is, the agricultural claimant says,

as far as he knows, there is no mineral, and un-

less there is some one to disprove this and show
there is mineral, the land goes to the agricultaral

claimant. In this way much valuable mineral

land has been illegally withdrawn from the

public domain, where a simple examination

would often show the presence of mineral.

The bill has not yet become a law, and there

may be many changes in the text before it does.

Kleciric Roads.

Under the present lawB of California, there

is no warrant for large cities granting franchise

for electric railroads, and the matter was
brought to the attention of the present Legisla-

ture in order that a saitable amendment could

be made permitting the legal construction of

these roads. Several have been projected In

Oakland and other cities; but the councils or

supervisors would not grant the franchise. In
both San Franoisoo and Oakland the mayors
have vetoed electrio road franchises for legal

reasons.

Strange to say, the Legislature is not in-

oUned to pass the necessary laws permitting the

oonstruction of these roads. It reconsidered a

bill drawn in the interest of these roads, and
amended it so that only those operated from
an nndergroand conduit or by storage battery

could be permitted, thus shutting out the over-

head wire system, the only one of practical

value. There are as yet no practically sao-

cessful underground or storage system electrio

roads.

This action of the Legislature has brought
out many wild statements concerning electrio

roads, and the uninformed reader might imagine
the cable and all other street-oar systems
doomed to give way to eleotrlolty.

A perfected storage system might excel all

others, but in the light of our present knowl-
edge of electricity as a motive power, there are

still many diffionlties to be overcome. The
overhead system has many disadvantages. The
poles are unsightly; the wires break; the damp
weather affects the power, and the gearing

under the oar is noisy. It has still to be proven,

too, that they are run any cheaper than the
cable, though the first cost of construction la

admittedly muoh less.

The cities of New York, Ohioago, Cleveland,

St. Louis, Detroit, Washington and Philadel-

phia are increasing their oable system, bat not
their electrical ones. The Mayor of Detroit,

in his recent message, declares that the electric

road is not the coming motive-power for street

cars In large cities, and this, too, after triala in

that place. Broadway, New York, is being
equipped with a cable plant; and all the roadi
in Washington will soon be run by cable.

But there are plenty of overhead wire elec-

tric roads running in the United States and
doing as they were intended to. For suburban
roads and small cities and towns where the
overhead wires are less objeotionable than In

finely built streets of large cities, the electrio
road serves its purpose well enough. There ia

no reason to prevent their construction except
the dififigurement of the street through which
they pass. But as long as telephone, electrio
light and telegraph wires remain on high poles
in the streets, the wires for the roads should
also be permitted.

It is probable that in many places the cheap-
ly built electric roads will pay in small oities
where an expensive cable road will not, and
this being the case, there should be no law to
prevent their construction. If the people are
willing to permit the wires and poles to be put
up, and the capitalists are willing to build the
roads, the law Is a stupid one that prohibits it.
There is no denying that there are many of
these roads in operation, but whether paying
or not is the business of the owners. If they
accommodate the public and afford means for
people getting out of the crowded districts of
oities, they answer their purpose. In view of
what is being done elsewhere, California will
be the laughing-stock of the country if its
Legislature permits a law on the statnte-books
prohibiting the conatrnction of overhead eleo-
trie railroads.
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Tbe Bear Valley Dam.

{Continwd from page 6"J )

oonatrnotion of ftrest dimi. Probably mftny

eogiDears will answer in the oe^atlve; it ie eaiy

and safe to do so, and tbe penoo ao anaweriDg

baa tbe cheap lattafaotioo of knowing he can

always insist that he is right nntil some one

bnilds a dam in which the strains are greater.

*' While I woold hesitate to recommend tbe

ooDstraotion of its ooanterpart under anything

less than tbe pressing necessity under whiob

tbia was bailt (when there was only so much
money to be bad, and it was a qnestioD of dam
or no dam), yet I share the opinion of Mr.

Brown, the designing engineer, in believing It

to be safe under all normal conditions, and in

case of an earthquake, somewhat safer than a

straight gravity dam with r factor of two

against overtarning.

*' In support of this opinion I submit tbe fol-

lowing facts:

** First—and above all—the dam ia there,

and has stood there for seven years under every

oonoeivable natural strain exoept earthquake,

and as yet a close InspectioD shows no sign of

weakness in any part. The waste weir has

been dammed up and tbe water has been raised

to a depth of 44 feet above the top of tbe foun-

dation. During storms, large waves have

washed over the top and fallen 60 feet to the

rooks below. Ice has been formed every win-

ter to a thioknees of over three feet, with a

conformation of channel above the dam that

would seem designed to make the Ice pressure

peculiarly trying; and lastly, 14 feet of snow

baa lain upon the ice at one time, and yet, as

far as can be judged by appearances, the dam is

In as good a condition as when It was first

bnilfe.

"Second—Tbe strains are all oomprebenslve,

THE PROPOSED NEW BBAB VALLEY DAM.

An engraving ia also given herewith showing

the proposed new Bear Valley dam, to be built

about 100 yards below that we have described

in order to enlarge tbe capacity of the original

reservoir. The new dam Is called a 120-foot

one beoauae it will raise the level of the water

to 120 feet above the old datum plane, from

which all the levels in the valley were taken.

elusive of the foundations below the natural

surface of tbe ground, will be 133 feet.

The old dam is 60 feet high from the bed-

rock, and was located on the best site available

for a dam of that hight, but above that level

the sides of the oanyoa are not so steep at the

site of the old dam as they are a little farther

down stream. Hence, it so happens that the

Corporation Limited has been organized In Lon-
don, and the necessary capital has been se*

cured. The work of railroad construction la

now going on actively In every direction. A
number of mining engineers have been set at

work examining mining properties in different

parts of Peru, and this branch of the industry is

being pushed. Petroleum-fields have been dis-

EVT! SE5E5=5S:S=
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GROSS SECTION OF THE DAM. ELEVATION AND GROUND PLAN OF THE BBAB VALLEY DAM.

and, by reason of the very ' unknown internal

strains,' which the engineers of tbe Quaker

Bridge dam feared to induoe by throwing their

dam into the curved form, every particular

oubio foot of the mass, exoept one Immediately

on the oonvez face, will be found to be pressed

on all six faces instead of two, a condition

which will greatly add to Its strength. If

pressed equally on all six faces, snob a cube

would be in the condition of rooks under great

mountains, and would practically be indestruct-

ible by any pressure however great."

In the piotare of tbe lower face of tbe old dam,

found on another page of this paper, the water

will be seen flowing over a measuring weir

oloee to where the lower man is standing. The

crest of this weir is just at the level of the

datum plane, and, as tbe new dam will be built

lower down the canyon, about 150 feet from

the old one, It will start 3 feet below the

datum. This will make it 128 feet from bed-

rock to tbe water-line. Above the water-Une

will be a wave parapet 3 feet thick and 5 feet

high; therefore the total hight of the dam, ex-

new 120-foot dam can be built on a new site a

little lower down and entirely Independent of

the old one, and still cost probably $75,000 less

than it would if an attempt were made to

utilize the old dam by making it a part of the

new one on the old site.

( To he Continued. )

Peruvian Mines.

.Z.^J*M1K ; ..„ .

Mr. W. R. Qaimby of this city learns from

G-raoe & Co. that the money has been raised to

go on with the work in Peru. ThR Peruvian

^ d^Jl^JiASx p

MAP OF BEAR VALLEY RHSBBVOIB, SHOWING GOVERNMENT SECTION LINES,

covered and are being worked. Immigration

has not yet begun, but preparations are going

on in Europe to secure immigrants.

The wealth of Pern ia proverbial, though of

late years the oountry has not been very pros-

perous. The organization of this company to

bnild railroads and develop mines will be a

very important factor In the future of the coun-

try. There are many known mining properties

in Pern that ought to pay handsomely if sys-

tematically worked by modern methods.

Coal and Irox Miners,—A dispatch from
Pittsburg, Pa., says: The minora of the

United States have just completed plans for

the greatest industrial battle ever inaugurated

in America. The conflict between the miners

and mine-owners will take place on the first of

May, The entire national organization of

miners, comprising 150,000 men, will be di-

rectly Involved In a demand for eight hours a

day. At a convention of the American Fed-
eration of Labor, held in Detroit several weeks
ago, it was decided to back the miners for

eight hours a day next May, The utterances

of the officers of the United Mine Workers on
the subject leave no doubt that the miners will

make a fight. An Immense strike fund is being

made ready for the miners, and when the latter

go out they will have at their back for im-

mediate use nearly $1,000,000. This fund will

be swelled from time to time at tbe rate of

$50,000 a week,
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The iiew Metal of the Present, no longo- ''The

Metal of the FiUarc."

Xxmmnmf
RECENTLY PUBLISHBD.

AX-UMINIUM.—Its History, Occurrence, Proper-

ties, Metallurgy and Applications, including its

Alloys. By Joseph W. Richards, M. A., A. C, In-

structor in Metallurgy at the Lehigh University. Sec-

ond edition, revised and greatly enlarged. Illustrated

by 28 engravings and two diagrams. 511 pages. Svo.

Price $5.00, by mail, free ofpostage to any address in

tlie world.
CONTENTS.—Chapter L History of Aluminium.

II. Occurrenceof Aluminium in Nature. III. Physi-

cal Properties of Aluminium. IV. Chemical Proper-

ties of Aluminium. V. Properties and Preparation

ofAluminium Compounds. VI. Preparation of Alum-
inium Compounds for Reduction. VII. The Manu-
facture of Sodium, VIII. The Reduction of Alumin-
ium Compounds from the Standpoint of Thermal
Chemistry. IX. Reduction of Aluminium Com-
pounds by means of Potassium or Sodium. X, Re-
duction of Aluminium Compounds by means of
Potassium or Sodium (Continued). XI. Reduction
of Aluminium Compounds by the Use of Electricty.

XII, Reduction of Aluminium Compounds by otiier

means than Sodium or Electricity. XIII. Working
in Aluminium. XIV. Alloys of Aluminium. XV.
Aluminium-Copper Alloys. XVI. Aluminium-Iron

Alloys. XVII. Analysis of Aluminium and Alumin-
ium Alloys. Index.

. „ „ ,

,

CSr A circular of i pages, ito, snowing the full Tabic

of Contents of this thoroughly revised and recast treatise,

shoicing, the state of the industry up to 1890, and which

has played tyi important part m the rapid development

of this New Metal, loill be sent frae, andjree of postage,

to any one in any part of the world who will furnish its

zoitk his address.

tS" Our new and revised Catalogtie of Practical and
Scientific Books, &7 pages, Svo, and our other Catalogxtes,

tJie whole covering every branch of Science applied to the

Arts, sent free arid free of postage to any one in any
part of the world who will furnish us with his address,

HENRY CAREY BABRD & CO.,
Industrial Pubmshers, Eoi>khei,leks & Importehs,
810 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

GREAT REDUCTION!

BATTERY~~SCREENS.
Best and Cheapest In America.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screeoa, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Mlu
Ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass.
Zinc and other metals punohed for all uses.

Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrarted Slot Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (fine).

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
31 & 323 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN W. QUICK, Proprietor.

N. W. SPAULDINQ
Manufaoturere of

SPAULDING'S

Inserted Tootb
AND

CHISEL BIT

OIBCDLAR

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of all kinds made to order. Send for Desorlptlve Catft

losme 17 and 19 Fremont St., San Franolioe

I^^^'

QUARTZ SCREENS
A specialty. Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Gen-

,
uine Russia Iron, Homo-
geneous Steel, Cast Steel or

.^^ American planished Iron.

Zinc, Copper or Brasa Soreena for all purposes. Cali-
fornia Perforating Screen Co., 145 & 147 Beale St., S. F,

WM. H. OONLY,

Lands, Mining and Commission,
124 SANSOME STREET,

Booms 21 and 23,

Telephone No. 5057. SAN FRANCISCO.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Conatantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope,
Duplex Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay Rope, Whale Line,
etc, etc

Extra elzeB and lengths made to order on short notice,

611 & 613 Front St.. San Francisco. Cal.

COAL MINES OF THE WESTERN COAST.
A few copies of this work, the only one ever published

treating of Pacific Coast Coal Mining, have been ob-
tained, and are (or sale at this office for S2.50 per copy.
It was written by W. A. Goodyear, Mining and Civil
Baglueer, formerly of the OaUfonil& State Geolodoal
Sofvey,

.MANtrPACTURKHfl OP..

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,

and MHKI hlll'll'j]

UP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.
True to pattern and superior In etrenath, toughness and durability to Oast or Wrousrht

Iron In any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORGINGS.

ALSO Steel Rode, from i to 3 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Tees, ChannelB and other shape

Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths

STEEL RAILS from 12 to 46 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled

Beams, Angle, Channel, and T ij^on, Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, PiBtons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forglnga of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST FRICB PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STEEL,

t^ Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC BOLUNG KILL CO., 202 Market St., San FianciMO.

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINOKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES, Proprietors.

[ESTABLISHED IN 1855.]

J9£t,xi. X'x'xtiXioliSioo.

-MANOFACTURERS OP

—

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILBRS.-
Propeller Engines, either High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Enginca.

MINING MACHINERY.—Hoisting Engines and

Works, Cages, Oro Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.-Batteries for Dry or Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Furnaces, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, eto.

MISOBLLANBGUS MACHINERY.—Flour

Mill Machinery, Saw Mill Eugines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINES^BOILERS
OF ALL KINDS,

Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

Water Pipe, Pump or Air Colnnms, Fish
Tanks for Salmon Canneries

OF BVBRT DBfiORIPTIOH.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at very moaerate ratea

AGBNT8 FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

I>e£ixie Stoa,3ac]L X^'u.xxx'p.
SPECLiLTIES

:

OorllsB Engines and Xnatln Ore Pnlverlzers. DBANB STBAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Porlfler and Heater.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manulaoture Three KindB ot Powder, which are acknowledged by all the Great Chemists of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the Market.

Of Different Strengths as Bequlred.
NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE," which contains 94 per cent of Nltro-QIycerlne, and

OELATINE-DTNAMITE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Sale in Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
k!?S;^^*^?St.?A^'f,'?K^#^?" CLEARING. Is from three to lour times stronger than ordinary Blast

'^iS^^Vi:^'±T 'l?is'LXrretrar?lla'st^r?o;Sr'L'i'?^s a'??r'^i~
•™'-"^- "="« -"

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
QENERAL AGENTS, SAN FBANOISCO CAL.

OAFS and FUSE for Sale

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical Works
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Indnstrial Chemist, Assayer

and Geologist,

718 MONTGOMERY ST^^ - SAN FRANCISCO.

thfTS rJ.°i»' °V"° ?S.'""V°';
"'"' ™'"" "' "°y "^In'nK property on

Ifop apd ^achipe h^.

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS.
No. 119 Beale St., - - San Francisco.

BDILDBRB OF

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging
Machines, Rock Crushers, Cable Railway Machinery,
Ellithorp Air Brake Co.'s Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakes. POSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Ram Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E. Henrickson's Patent Automatio
Safety Catches.

Machines of all kinda Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,
^iTj:R:Bs:is..A. I'oxTKrun.-sr,

Manufacturers o(

CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
137, 129 a>.d 131 Beale street.

Between Mission and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO.
GAS WORK A SPECIALTY.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.

Pioneer Mining Office of the Northwest
Coaet.

Having the largest pBrmanent brick assay furnaces, chem-
ical laboratory and mining office on the Northwest Const,
with a collection of about 4C00 samples of the ores of Alaska,
British Columbia, Oregon and tho Northwest Territories;
and having made personal cxaminutlons of nearly every
mining camp on the Pacific Slope, from California to
Alaska, I am prepared to do any class of legitimate and
honest miuing work, such as EXAMINING, ENGINEER-
ING, SAMPLING AND REPOltTING UN THE VALUE
OF ALL MINERAL, COAL AND FIRE-CLAY PROP-
ERTIES, BUILDING STONES, EARTHS, ASSAYS
AND ANALYSIS OF ORES, WATERS, CHECK,
SAMPLES OF ORE, PDLPS, ORGANIC ANALYSIS''
WORK, and in fact auy work couuectcd witli the ohlce of a
hrst-class mining geologist and chemist. Any Information
mining men may desire to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL REaOURCES of the entire Pacitic Northwest
will be honestly given. Address Dr.'WMliii£.Kverette.
Consulting RiiGing Geologist and Chemist, 1318 E Street,
Tacoma, Wash,

A.S. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 CALIFOBNIA STREET,
Rooms 80 and 31, SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

Designers and Constructors of Gold and Silver Milia
HoistiLg and Pumping Works, Tramways, and every,
thing pertaining; to the Mining and ReducCioa of Ores.

Bewick, Moreing & Hooper,

MINING ENGINEERS,
608 Oallfornla Street, San Francisco, Oa

SuffoUi House, Laurence, Pouutnoy Hill,
LONDON, K. C.

Leake's Buildings, Johannesburg:,
SOUTH AFRICA.

Report on miaes aod undertake manatfemeut ot mining
properties

RICHARD R. HAWKINS,
MINING ENGINEER.

LATE ASSISTANT GEOLOGIST U. S. GEOLOGICAL
Survey. General Manager La Velera (Limltada), via

Torres and La Barranca, Sonora, Mexico.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Oivil and Mining Bng-ineer,

MINING EXPERT and GEOLOGIST.

BusInosB Box A,'' office of this paper, SanAddress

Francisco.

ROSS E. BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

No. 807 Sansomb St., Sah Framoisoo.

MINING GEOLOGIST.

CHAS. P. BLACKBURN—MINING EXPERT
and practical economic mineralogist; will ex-

amine and report on the condition and value ot any
mining property in the State; will undertake man-
agement and scientific development of mines; gold
and silver mines bought and sold; dealer in valuable
non-assessable mining shares; bargains guaranteed.
Address, Room 2, Boston Bloclc, Seattle, or Mountain
View, King County, Wash.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For information concerning: this process for tiie re-

duction of Ores containing: precious metals, and terms
of license, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROCESS CO.,
Park Olty, Utah.

JAMES M. HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. 530 California Street,

Telephone No. 1746, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

INVENTORS, TAKE NOTICE 1

L, petersonTmodel maker,
268 Market St., N. E. cor. Front (up stairs), San Prancsico
Experimental machinery and all kinds of models. Tin

and brasswork. All eommunleatlons slrictiy oonfiden-
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AMALCAMATINC MACHINERY.

stamp Mills for Wet or Dry Crushing.

Huntington Centrifugal Quartz Mill. Drying

Cylinders. Amalgamating Pans. Settlers,

Agitators and Concentrators. Retorts, Bul-

lion and Ingot Moulds. Conveyors. Elevators,

Bruciiners and Howell's Improved While's

Roasting Furnaces. Etc.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

IMPROVED CORLISS va^v^e'sV^I^ ENGINES. oX* BOILERS

Blaice, Dodge and Comet Crushers, Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls. Harti Plunger

and Collom Jigs. Frue Vanner & Embrey
Concentrators, Evans', Calumet, Collom's

and Rittenger's Slime Tables. Trommels,

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. Ore Sam*
pie Grinders and Heberle Mills.

HORIZONTAL. VERTICAL
. . . AND SECTIONAL

iXJMCiP^Etcivso m'^tm.ikWK m'TJkwsiwm
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water&Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Compressors,
'Rocit Drilis, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

VIULE-BAGK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engines
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Calena&. Copper Ores,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

f^etalllifgy apd Ofeg.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Snlphurets.

— HAinrpAOTDRiiia op

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.
ALSO HAMUPACTDRKRS OP

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
UoOer ChamberliD Patent

General Offices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.
DDAUPU nrriPFC- "^^ YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER. COLO., 1316 ElEhteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
Dnnnun UrriUCJ, 7 ,^_ second south St. LONDON, ENC, 43 Threadneedle St., E. C CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

Galle de Juarez. LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG. TRANSVAAL, South Africa.

HELENA, MONTANA, Room 28, Merchants' National Bank Bnllding, No. Nortb Main St.

aOLE WESTERN AGENTS FOB TYLEB WIRE WOEK8 DOOBLB CRIMPED MINING CLOTHS.

JAMBS LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wheels are designed for all purpoaea where limited quantitlea of water and
hiph heads arc utilized, and are g^uaraDtced to give more power with lesa water than
any other wheel made. Beinc placed on horizontal shaft, the power Ib transmittecl
direct to ehaftlnp by belts, diepenabag with gearing.

Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in

capacity to suit ftny particular case.
Further Information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the

ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and In Iron Globe Cases, free o^ cost,

by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES
Springfield, Ohio,

LEFFEL & CO..
or 110 Liberty St., New York

FBASEB St CHALMERS, General Agents,
Chicago, III., and Denver, OoL

PARKE 3t LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

School of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Surveyint;. Architecture, Drawing' and Assaying,

723 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
And 170)4 Second St., Portland, Or.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President.

Assaying of Ores, $26; Bullion and Chlorination Assay,

926; Blowpipe Assay, §10. Full course of assaying, 850.

ESTABLISHED 1864. £3" Send for circular.

OP

ASSAYING AND CHEMISTRY,
Rooms 46 & 47. 1 628 Montaromery 8t.

2d Floor Montgomery Bl'k. ) San Francisco,
Also, Eveoing Classee, 7 to 10 o'clock.

JOHN T. EVANS, M. A, Principal.

wmtu
BUSINESS OOLLiEaB,

24 POST ST.. 8. P.

FOR SEVENTY-FIVE DOI.i:.AB8 THIS
Collotco Instructs In Shorthand, Typo Writing, Book-

keeping, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the En-
gllsn branches, and everything pertaining to business,

for six full months. We have sixteen teachers, and give

Individual iostmotlon to all our pupils. Onr school hae
its graduates in every part of the Sule,
jirSun) FOR OibouijAB.

E. P. HBALD, Freeldent
0. S. BALKY, Seorekary.

For Kemoving and Preventing Scale,

Corrosion and Pitting in Bteam Boilers.

I'O^ArnDEIl,

PeerlPBS FistoD and Valve Rod Steam
Packing.

I'tn'rlesa Plumbago Sheet, Superior to
" Usidurian."

Peerless Rainbow Sheet, will not^barden
under Steam.

Peerless Rainbow Manhole and Hand-
bole GasketB.

Manhattan Square Plumbago Piston
Packing.

Gould's Combination Steam or Water
Packing.

Magnolia Autl-Friction Metal, or any other article wanted in an Engine Room
end for circulars and r<-ferencea to Jf.C. WINANS. 220 fBEMONT NTBEET. SAN FRANCl»t;O.CAI<

Books on Working Ores.

By Guido Kustel, M. E.

RoASTiNO OF Gold and Silvkr Ores (Second Edition)and
the Extraction of their RcspcL'tive Metals without
Quicksilver. By Giiroo Kustbl, M. E. ISSO.

This rare book on the treatment of i^old and silver ore

witliout quicksilver is liberally illustrated and crammed
fuUcf f.'\ct3. It ifives sliort and conci-<e descriptions o(

various processes and apparatus employed in this country
and in Europe, and the why and wherefore. It contains 150
pai.'e3, eutbracing illustrations of furnaces, supplements
and Morkinjr apparatus. It is a work of ^'reat iiierit, by
an author whose re putation is unsurpnssed in his specialty

PRia:, $3, coin, postage free. Sold by Dbwey & Co., Pub-
lishers, 220 UarKct St., San Francisco, Cal.

By C. H. A^ON.
Aaron's LRAcnind Gold ano Silver Orbs, the most

complete hand-book on the subject extant; 164 pa^es
octavo. Illustrated by 12 lithographic engravings and
four wood cuts. Fxilly indexed. Plainly written for
•practical men. In cloth, S3. Sold by Dbwky & Co., S- F

THE PIONEER COMMEBCIAI. SCHOOI..

o

I.IFE SCHOLARSHIPS, $75.

No Vacations. Day and Evbhina SHSSioua.

Ladies admitted into aU DepartmODts.

Address: T. A. ROBINSON. M. A. President,

'dlQlClVlll0-do1iB at the%
Superior Wood and Metal Engrav-
ing, Electrotyplng and Stereotyping
done at the offloe ot this paper.

The Explorers' and Assayers'

I

Companion.

A Third Edition of selected portions of the
"Explorers', Miners', and Metal-

I

lurgifits' Companion."

I
A practical exposition of the various departments of

I Geology, Exploration, Mining, Enfrineering, Assaying,
I and Metallurgy.
' Price, S6.00 post-paid. Sold by Dbwe;\' & Co., Publish-

ers, 220 Market St., San Francisco.

Bv J. S. PHILLIPS, M. E.

The work is divided into four parts—Rocks, Veins,

Testing and Assaying. The peologlcal chapters are in-

tended to give miners a practical idea of the various

formations. The chapters on mineral veins are derived

from long observation, and the section on exploration

has been carefully considered. All that relates to dis-

crimination and assay of minerals has been kept as free

from formula) as possible. The work is written for

practical men, and all the explanations and descriptions

are clear and to the point. It is so prepared that it Is

useful to uneducated men as well as scientists.

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay OflQce, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BU|,LION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL AnENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Consignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed

of In the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..
IUP0RTHR8 ANP DBALKK8 tN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS. AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 & 65 First St., cor. Mission, San Franclfloo.
Ay.-*^ We would call the attention ot ^5:;==:=:;;^

Assayers, Chemists, Mining Com- C^M-C-^!!?/

panics. Milling Companies, Pros- NSf^^TEf^S^'
pectors, etc, to our full stock of \r-—rc?
Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, Soorl-
flers, etc., including, also, a full stock ot
Chemicals.
Having been engaged In furnishing these sup-

plies slnot the first discovery of mines on the
Pacifio Coast, we feet confident from our experi-
ence we can well suit the demand for these
goods, both as to quality and price.

Agents for the Morg:an Craoible Co.,^^^ Batteraea, England. Also for £. O. DeDnlo*
ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly rella*

blc, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taken
at his lowest prices. Our Illustrated Catalogue and As*
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR * OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET,

Near First and Market Streets, S. F.

C. A. LuoRHAHDT, Manager. Estasu'SBbd 1809

Ores worked by any FrooeBS.

Ores Sampled,

Assaying in all its Branches.

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters^ eto.

Working Tests (practical) Made.

Plans and Specifications furnished for the

most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Special attention paid to Examinations

Mines; Flans and Reports furnished,

O. A. LUOKHARDT & OO^
(Formerly Huhn & Luokhardt,

UlnlDff Bncclneers and Metallurslsts

TRAFTON'S

Gold Saving Device.
Patented June^^ 17, 1S90.

ANEW DEVICE TO BE USED ON TABLES FOR
Gravel Mills and Undercurrents to Hydraulic

Claims When used in quartz mills it is equal to

silvered plates. It is simple and economical in its

construction and practical in its operation. Send for

Circulara. CHAS. TRAFTON,
Yankee Jim's, Cal.

The Best Mining District
On tbe Pacific Coast I

GRASS VALLEY, OAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the district is

Daily and Weekly edition. Gives all the Mining News.
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining Supplies will

find THE TIDINGS the best medium for directly reach-

ing the owners or managers of mines. Investors in

mines ^vill find it to their advantage to subscribe.

Many mines are in successful operation, and new
enterprises are being instituted and many others are in

contemplation.
DAILY, $6.00 a year; WEEKLY, S2.60, in advance.

H. S. SPAULDING, Publisher.

T. C. HOCKING, Editor.

n^MivMAHl-nwH are requested to be sure and notify ua

rflRTITIni^lnrS when this paner is not taken from
i U01U1UUI>UI U

tijgij. ofliog If not stopped promptly
through oTsndgbb or other mfBhap), do ub the favoi w
rltoftgaln.
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il^Af^KH IIePORTS.

Local Markets.

San Fkancisco, Jan. 29, 1891.

Continued dry weather has an unfavorable in-

fluence on general trade; with a generous, well-dis-

tributed rainfall confidence would be felt that we
will have large crops; this would cause a revival in all

trades and industries. The raoney market is quite

easy, but until after the first Monday in March capi-

talists will be shy in putting out funds unless bor-

rowers pay taxes on the sums loaned to them. The
action of biraetallists in the U. S. Senate in side-

tracking partisan legislation inspires a more hopeful

feeling that legislation for the country's good will be

attended to, and no extra session of Congress be

called.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is quiet

but firm at 82@83C. Imports are not heavy.

SILVER—Department purchases in this month
are as follows:

PurchasedOffered

Date ounces.

January 2 932,000

January 5 1,330,500

January 7 1,356 000

January 9 1,026.000

January 12.... 5S3,800

January U...- 918,000

January 16 . . . 749,200

ounces.
807,000
572,000
628.000
754,000
233,000
455.000
315,000

JanuarV 19 no puichages made, sellers asked too much.
January 21. . ..1,019,000 326,000 1.0537 to 1.0532

Price paid
per ounce.

$1.0460 to $1.0625
1 0550 to 1.04S0
1.0492 to ; 0529
1 0510 to 1.0524

1 0525 to 1.0700
1.0585 to 1.0820
1.0570 to 1.

Total 4,038.000

On last Friday the Department at Washington
announced that the 4,500,000 ounces for the month
had been bought, and that no more pnrchases would

be made until February 2d. This is taken as evi-

dence that nearly i^oo.ooo ounces were bought in

small parcels over the counter. The leaders of the

biraetallists in the U. S. Senate made another of

their surprises for monometallists, by sidetracking

partisan legislation and bringing up legitimate busi-

ness. The former legislation was attempted by op-

posers of silver, so as to keep this Congress from
passing a free-coinage bill. It now looks as if bi-

raetallists in the House of Representatives will force

the committee to which was referred the Senate free-

coinage bill to report at an early day. With per-

sons who have given close attention to the action of

Congress in legislating on silver, there does not ap-

pear any doubt but the House of Representatives

will pass the Senate bill, with an amendment, re-

stricting free coinage to the product of the mines in

this country. They also say that this amendment
will be accepted by the Senate and the bill be signed

by the President. While this is the opinion of the

better informed, yet the silver market does not re-

spond; this probably is due to the belief in England
and Germany that no further silver legislation will

be secured at this Congress, and acting upon this

impression, dealers in the metal appear to be sellers

rather than buyers.

QUICKSILVER—Receipts the past week aggre-

gate 377 flasks. The raarket is easy under free sup-

plies and only a fair demand. Eastern and Euro-
pean raarkets are reported easy.

ANTIMONY — A large shipment aggregating

8764 lbs, was made the past week by sea to New
York. The local market is easy. The production
continues-in excess of the demand.

LIME—Receipts the past week aggregate 3837
bbls. The market continues steady with a good de-

mand ruling for the season.

LEAD—The raarket is steady. At the East an
easier tone is reported. Consuraers are said to be
holding off, confining their purchases as much as
possible. The stock held is reported to be in ex-

cess of that held at this time in 1890.

TIN—Imports the past week aggregate 15,381
boxes of plate from Liverpool. The market is stiflf

for plate, both spot and to arrive. The consumption
this year will be very heavy, but the imports will

also be large. Pig tin is dull and easy.

COKE—Imports the past week aggregate 1216
tons from Glasgow. Experiments are being made
near Tacoma, Washington, with the output of a new
coal raine to see if good coke cannot be turned out.

The first experiraent is said to have been successful.

IRON—Imports the past week were quite free, ag-
gregating as follows: From Cardiff, 250 toos, Glas-
gow, 600; and Liverpool, 552; total, 1402 tons.

Notwithstanding the large importation, it had no
effect on the market, as it had been provided for.

The consumption is reported to be largely in excess
of this tirae last year. With rains the consumption
would be enlarged still more. Eastern advices are
still conflicting, but the general tenor appears to be
that bottom prices have been touched. They also
concur in stating that with brighter prospects for

crops the demand would be better,

COPPER—The market is quiet but steady. At
the East and also abroad the markets appear to be
shaping for stronger if not higher prices in the
spring months. The consumption at home and
abroad is said to be larger than the output of the
mines.
COAL—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows: Coos Bay, 1800 tons; Seattle, 13,513; Taco-
ma, 7600; Departure Bay, 3000; Nanaimo, 4388,
Liverpool, 815; New York, 265; Newcastle (N. S, W.)
2348; Kobe. 2800; total, 38,205 tons. This is the
largest single week's importation for over a year past.
Included in the imports was the first cargo from
Australia received for several months. This will be
followed by regular importations of Australian. The
raarket for all kinds has an easy tone. It is clairaed

that for spot or near-by imports concessions are ob-
tainable. We are unable to get reliable close figures

for Australia loading, but our quotations answer for

all practical purposes. With rains at an early day
in this State, there can be no doubt but free charter-
ing will be raade of coal vessels for this port, for

next season's wheat shipment.

Don't Fail to Write.

Should thia paper be received by auy aubacriber who
does not want it, or beyond the time he intends to pay
for it, let him not fail to write us direct to stop it. A
poatal card (coating one cent only) will aiiftice. We will
not knowingly aend the paper to any oue who does not
wlah it, but if it is contmued, through the failure of the
Bubsoriber to notify ua to diacontlnue It, or some Irre-
Bpouaible party reiiuested to atop it, we shall positively
demand payment for the time it 13 sent. Look oabepully
AT THE LABEL ON VOUK FAPKA

Mining Bureau Contributions.

There have been contribated to the Mineral

Cabinet and the Muaeam of the State Miaing
Bureau, ainoe those last reported by the Press,

the following mineral specimena. articleSf etc.:

Amethyst Crystals.—Guanajuato, Mexico; Will-

iamsburg Scientific Society.

Antimony ore, (Stibnite) —Ambrose mine, near

Hollister, San Benito Co., Cal. ; W. L. Watts.
Gold quartz, showing free gold—Aurora mine,

Alamo, Santa Clara District, Lower California,

Mexico; M. Rhodes.
Silver ore—Dana mine. Calico, San Bernardino

Co.. Cal.; J. H. Reid.

Gypsum—var.; Alabaster, San Joaquin Ranch.
Orange Co., Cal.; J. Irvine.

Silver ore {assay 663 oz. silver)—Kirkland raine,

Newcastle, Placer Co., Cal. Molybdenite in gran-

ite, Hazel Crsek, Shasta Co., Cal.; J. Williams.

Chromic Iron,—Near Woodland, Yolo Co., Cal,;

"Quartz Johnson."
Selenide of Mercury. —Orange Co, , Cal,

; J.

Irvine.

Placer Gold.—Spring Valley, Humboldt Co. Cal.;

L. F. Dunn.
Gold in Ceragyerite (Chloride of Silver). --Mam-

moth mine, rich in both silver and gold; Tintic,

Utah; Mrs. H. H. Day.
Barite, Gangue of the Selenide of Mercury.
Limestone.—Hydraulic, thought to be suitable

for the manufacture of cement. From the ranch of
Wm. Clark, seven miles east of Madrone, Santa
Clara Co,, Cal.; Wm. Clark.

Asbestos. "Silicate, etc., variety known as blue as-

bestus. Orange River, South Africa; Robert H.
Jones.

Building Stone {Trachytic Tufa),—Tehema Co.,
Cal.; J. A. Heslewood.
Tourmaline.—Green, Auburn, Maine; Williaras-

burg Scientific Society.
Gold quartz.—Summit mine. Sunny Hill district,

between Ono and Bully Choop, Shasta Co., Cal.;

Jewett Scranton.
Silver ore.—Centennial mine, Eureka, Utah; Mrs.

H. H. Day.
Gold quartz,—Good Hope mine, Pinacate district,

San Diego Co.; A. H. Griswold.
Glossularite.—On quartz with quartz crystals; Te-

hachipi, Kern Co., Cal.; Miss C. Emery.

Some of the above mineral speoimena are de-

serving special notice either beoaase of their
riohness or rarity. The selenide of mercury
mentioned is the first well-aathenticated find

of this metal that has yet ooourred in Califor-

nia, this constitating, in fact, a new variety of

the ore, It being at the same time exceedingly
rich in quicksilver. Not often is gold foand in

solid horn silver as exemplified in the piece of

ore from the Mammoth mine, Tintio district,

Utah, which carries thia metal at the rate of

37000 per ton.

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
COMPILBD KVERY TODEISDAT FROM AdVERTISRMBNTS IN TOB MlNINO AND SOIBNTIFIO PrBSS AKD OTHER S. F. JOITRMALB

Company.

' vada.. 4.,

Adelaide Copper Oo Nevada,
Atlautic Con M Co Nevada.
Erunawick Con G M Oo Califoruia .

.

ChalleDRe Con M Co Nevada..
Con Tmi>erlal M Co Nevada.,
Oou StGotliard M Co: California.,
Contra Estaca Cod Mex M Co.. Mexico.,
Del Moute M Co N--
Evening Stnr M Co Califoroia..
Hscheiiiier M Co Nevada.. 30..

Gray Eagle M Co ..California.. 31..

Gu idalupe M Co . California 3 .

.

riiile &, Norcros3 M Co Nevada.. 97..
Head Centre & Tranquility M Co., Ariz.. 2.,

Inyo Marble Co California . , 11 .

.

Kentuck M. Oo Nevaua.,23..
Midas M Cn .....California.. 1..
Nortb Gould & Curry G& S M Co. Nevada. .12.

.

Noriliweatarn G& S M Co. .Er Columbia 1..
Oak Con M Co California.. 7..
Ououdaga fll Go California.. 1..

Potosi M Co Nevada. .35..

Quaker M Co California. .22.

.

hiverside M Ji M Oo 1 .

.

Sierra Nevida S M Oj Nevada.. 93..
Teirakoff M L'o Ca ifornia.. 5..
TTnion ConS M Co Nevada. .42..
Utah Con M: Co Nevada, ,11..

ASSESSMENTS.
LocATroN. No. Am't. Levied. Delinq't. Sale. Sboretart.

..Dec 27.... Jan 31.
25..Nov 19....Jan 29.
2. .Jan 9....tebl0,.

50. ..ran 23 Feb 27.
5. .Deo 13.... Jan 16.

Place of BuaiNBBs.
Feb 28. \V H H Graves 426 Hansome St

...Feb 19. .DM Kent 330 Pine St

..Mar 6..JStadtfelt 309 Montgomery 8t

...Mar 13..OL McCoy 331 Pine St
Feb 9..0LMcOoy 331 Pine St

10.. Dec 9, ...Jan 15 Feb 7..TWetzel 320 Sanflorue St
50..Dec 15.... Feb 14.... Apr 4..Gporge Gale 309 Nontgoraery Bt
10. .Jan n....Feb 9. ...Mar 3. .J W Pew 310 Pine St
2-..Nov29....Janl5....Feb 5..J J Sco\-ille 309 Montgomery St
*"= Dec 9.. ..Jan 15. ...Feb 5..CEElliott 309 Montgomery St

Jan 26 ...Feb 16.A W Barrows 303 California St
..Feb 26... Mar2l..H P Scbettet 326 Clay St
.Feb 11....Mar 4..A B Tbompaon 309 Montgomery St
Feb 26.. ..Mar 25. .JW Pew 310 Pine St
.Jan 30.... Feb 20..G W Luce 132 California St
..Feb 3. ...Feb 25..JWPew 310 Pine St
..Feb 23....Mar 23..AHasey 228 Montgomery St
..Feb 11....Feb 28.. C H Mason 331 Montgomery St
Jan 19.. ..Feb 9..FBonacina 438 California St
.Feb 2. ...Mar S.EJRyan 230 Montgomery St
Jan 24....Febll..T J Mitcbell Grass Valley
.Jan 20.. ..Feb 10..OEElUott 309 Montgomery St
,.Peb 3. ...Feb 24..A Cbeminant 32S Montgomery St
.Jan 12... Feb 2..J Studtaeld 309 Montgomery St
,.Feb 5.. ..Feb 24. .E L Parker.... 309 Montgomery St
. J' n 8. , . . Feb 9 . . \V J Gurnett 3U8 Pine 8t
..Feb 10, ...Mar 2..AWBarrows 303 California St
..Jan 19.... Feb 9.,AHFi8b Nevada Block

3.. Dec
10..Jan 16..
50.. Jan 7..
5. .Jan 19 .

10.. Dec IB..

35. .Dec 29.

20. .Jan 13.,

2i)..Jan 10.
5.. Nov 12 .

4.. Dec 18..
1.. Dec 23..

50. .Dec 1«.,.

15. .Dec 27..
10,. Dec 11...

30.. Jan 2..
L.Dec 6..,

25.. Jan 5..

25.. Dec 9..

Mbkting • Date
.Annual Feb 2
.Annual Feb 10
.Annual Feb 10

. . Annual Feb 2

MBBTINQS TO BE HELD.
Name ov Pompant. Looation. Seoretart Ofpiok in S. F.

< ibolo Creek M Co L Osbom
Holmes M Co Nevada..C E Elliott 309 Montgomery St
Lucky Hill Cons M Co E D Black Baldwin Hotel,
N ortbw.steru G & S Co F Bonaciua 438 California St ^„
West Constock M Oo Nevada,.T W Nowlin 230 Montgomery St Anmal ..'.".".Feb 7

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Name of Comtant. Location. Seubetaby. Office in S. F. Amount. Payable

Oandelaria Cons M Go New Me.\ico..G Gale 309 Montgomery St 25....', Dec 3
OommonweaUb M Co Nevada..K R Grayson 331 Pine St 20 Nov 20
Eureka Cons M Co Nevada..H P Bush 30fi Pine 3t 25!.'.'!!,'.'.".'.'.. ..Aug 5
Pacific Coast Borax Co Oalifomia..A H Clough 230 Montgomery St 1 00 ".'.,', ...'.',*.'.'." Jan 10
Jackson M Co W R Drake 311 Pine St 10 '.

! Jan 19

Mining Share MarJiet.

San Francisco Metal Market.

WHOLESALE.
Thcksdat, January 29, 181

Antimony — @Borax—Reflnod, in carload lota 8 @
Powdered " " " g @
Concentrated " " " 7j@
All grades jobbing at an advance.

Copper—
Bolt 23 @
Sheathing

, 23 M
Ingot, jobbing ig ftd

do, wholesale 17 @
Fire Bos Sheets 23 frt

Lead —Pig 53(3
Bar ejl
Sheet 7IS
Pipe ej®
Shot, discount 10% on 500 baga Drop, ^ bag. 1 80 (*
Buck, ^bag 2 00 @
Chilled, do 2 20 @

QuiOKSiLVER—By the flask 51 OO @-
Flasks, old 4 , Js

Chrome Iron Ore, ^ ton 10 CO ®-
SrEEL—English, tt) 16 &
Canton tool 9 (^

Black Diamond tool
Pick and Hammer
Machinery

, ^
Toe Calk .".'..'.".""'

4Jfa
TiNPLATE—E. v., steel grade. 14i20, to arrive. 6 50 (&
B. v., steel grade, 14x20, spot 6 50 @
Charcoal, 14x20 6 50 ftf

do roofing, 14x20 6 00 <a>

do. do, 20x28 13 00 @
Pig tin, spot, ^ lb., nominal — g»

Iron—Bar. base 3@
Norway, base 43®

Spot. ~ -
IRON—Glengarnock ton 34 00 @
Eglinton, ton 34 00 @
American Soft, No, 1, ton.. @32 00
Oregon Pig, ton @33 00
Puget Sound 34 00 @
Clay Lane White @28 00
Shotts, No. 1 34 00 @35 00
Langloan 34 00 @
Thorncliffe 34 00 @
Gartsherrie 34 00 @
Barrow 34 oo @
Cargofleet 30 00 @ —

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
New York, January 2S.—The following are the cbs-

iny prices the past "week:
Silver in Silver in
London. New York,

Xhuraday.. .47§ i OSJ
Friday 47| 1 03
Saturday..,. 47 5-lG 1 034
Monday 47g
Tuesday 47|
Wedne6dav..473

1 03g
1 04
1 033

Copper.
14 60
14 50
14 50
14 50
14 40
14 40

Lead,
4 371
4 35
4 35

4 S5
4 35
4 32J

Tin.

20 20
20 15

20 16

20 10
20 10
20 05

Money continues to prow easier. Iron lags but has a
heakhytone. Copper ie firmly held by the lake com-
paniea, but outside aelins: is below 14i ctB. Tin at the
decline attracts more attention. Lead Is quiet.

Coal and Coke.

spot prom yard -per ton
Welliugrton §12 oo
Greta
Carbon Hill 9 oo
Nanaimo 1100
Oilman

! 10 oo
Seattle 9 oo
Coos Bay 7 oo
Cannel 14 qq
Egg, hard itj OO
Cumberland, In sacks 19 60

do. bulk 18 00
WollaeDd 13 00@U 00

TO LOAD—PER TON,
Australian g 7 75@
Liverpool St'm. S 50@
Scotch Splint.. S 60@ 9 00
Cardiff s 60@
Lehigh Lump.. 16 60@17 00
Cumberland bk 13 60@
Egg, hard 15 00@

Cofce-EnBlIsh.

To load §13 00@13 00
Spot, in bulk,. 16 00@13 00

The mining share raarket the past week was dull

but firm. There were a few short-lived small spurts
in two stocks at a time, which evidently were made to

warn outside operators, not to sell short. The
manipulation of the market confirms our previous
assertion that another general is in command, but it

remains to be seen if he can make the market suflfi-

cientiy attractive to unload on the public at a good
round profit. That the conditions are favorable for

a bull campaign, cannot be denied, but the confi-

dence of the public has been wofully betrayed, and
it may be that in working the mines and in the mill-

ing of ores, the laws of this State must be conformed
to before the moneyed public can be induced to buy
stock for an investment.

The conditions for an active bull campaign can be
briefly stated as follows: There is a general grow-
ing ease in the money centers on this coast and at

the East, and easy money markets invariably pro-
mote speculation. More favorable silver legislation, if

not free coinage, is among the certainties, which can
be used as a lever to promote speculation in mining
shares. The mines were never before so well

opened up for thorough systematic exploring work.
From Caledonia on the south to Utah on the north,

the mines are controlled in such a way that work
can be done harraonionsly through one and all.

Connections from one end of the lode to the other
can be made now within a short time, and that too
on several different levels. This was never before

possible. With these connections the best of venti-

lation can be secured, and also the best of facilities

for escape by miners in the event of accident, besides

which the various mines can be and will be drained
in time to a greater depth than ever before. This
has been Col. Mackay's idea, for both he and Gen.
Hayward have always been firm believers in deep
mining on the Comstock. Heretofore the conditions
were against it, but now all obstacles are removed.
To the west, extensive deadwork has been done,
and rich ore found in several of the mines. When
the ore was discovered, the Mining and Scientific
Press warned outside dealers that it would take
time and money to develop it. Our assertion has
proven correct. We again state that the work
mapped out on the Comstock will require time to

carry out and cost considerable money; consequently
assessments must be expected by stockholders. If

the prices for stocks are down when assessed, then
they are a good buy; but if up, they are a good sell.

This is the history of the past, and it is safe to affirm

that it will prove correct in the future.

It is accepted as a favorable sign of the times
when such experienced mining magnates as ex-

Senator Fair, Col. Mackay and Gen. Hayward be-

gin to give personal attention to the workings of the

Comstock mines. Under their supervision it is safe

to affirm that all official reports will conform to the
laws governing mining companies incorporated ia

this State. Changes will be made in working the

mines and in milling the ores. Charges for milling

and transporting ores will be reduced. It even may
be that the minmg companies will eventually own
the mills, if by so doing all suspicions of collusion

be allayed in milling the ore. The above charges

will be in the interest of stockholders and would re-

dound to the credit 01 those who bring them about.

If nothing intervenes, on February 15th the ore

royalty contract or agreement entered into by repre-

sentatives of the various mining companies on the

Comstock lode with the Comstock Tunnel Co. will

be ratified by the former at special meetings to be
called for that purpose. The charges for royalty

were published in the Mining and Scientific
Press of December 13, 1890. With the ratifying

of this agreement and all royalty arrearage paid,

new work will, it is claimed, be inaugurated by the

tunnel company.
The market opened this (Thursday) morning

active and higher for the Comstocks, and dull but

strong for the outside stocks. The news from
Virginia City is confirmatory of previously received

and published advices by this paper, that active

preparations are under way to open up the west

ledge, which is chiefly gold-bearing, and that a de-

cided showing of ore in one or more mines is

among the certainties in the near future. The more
active work is being done in the Middle and G(jjd

Hill group of mines. The middle group of mines
is considered to commence with Best and Belcher

and includes all the mines up to Bullion. The Gold
Hill group of mines commences with Bullion and in^

eludes all mines up to Caledonia.

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

S. P. Stock Exchange.

Name of

Company.

Alpha
Alia
Andes
Belcher
Beat & Belcher. . .

.

BiUlioD
,

Boclie Con
Bulwer
Oomiuomvealth. .

.

Odd. Va. iOftl
Challt,Dge
Cholliir
Couliilence
Con. Imperial
Caledoula
Crown Point
Crocker
Del Monte
Eureka Oou
Exchequer
Grand Prize
Gould & Curry. . .

.

Hale £t Norcross..
Julia
Justice
Koutucit
Lady Wash
Mono
Mexican
Navajo
North Belle Isle..
Nev. Queen
Occidental
Ophir
Overman
Potoai
Peerless
Peer
Savage
S. B. .tM
Sierra Nevada
Silver Hill
Scorpion
TTnion Con
Utah
Yellow Jacket.

Wkkk
Ending
Jan. 8.

75
55
60 .86

1.20 1.35
1.95 2.25
.00 2.26
.70 .95
.25

Webs
Endino
Jan. 15.

90
25 3.10
30 1.50

1.85 2.00
4.75 5.00

10

30 .35
1.00 «1

.15 .

1.25 1.45
1.15 1.35

.65

.60 2.90
l.fO 1 60
4.35 4.76

15
15

1.40 1.65
75

1.30 1
20
.10

1.65

.10

.80
1.35 1.95

. 3.05
2 05 2.30

75 .Oil

20
70

3.10 4

1.65 1.85
30

5 00 5.6;"
.25

WEHh
Endin<^
Jan 22.

.35 .45

1.60 2.05
15 .25

4. CO
.40

1 60 3.30
1.20 "

20
40

1.65
10
10

3.00
75

3.35 2.95
1.35 1

95 1. 10
.80 .95
,15 .20
50 .60

2 30 2

.60

.35

.75 .90
2.95 3.70
I 55 2.16
4.60 4.86

20
20

1.55 2.15"
1.10

1.65 1,90
.20 .25
.15 .. .

1.70 2.10
85

.95

.70

.85

1.55 1.75
2.20 "

a.lO 2.45
75 .95
25

3.60 4.30
" " l.SO
2.10 2.40
5.12

Week
Endino
Jan. 29,

.65 .60

.80 .85
1.60 1 73
i 40 2 Oil

1.93

55
2.20

20

3.10
1.75
4.40 •5,25

.20
2,05 2.65

85
1.70 1.S5
.20 .25

i!75 2;66
70 .75

* Assessment added.
liso l^oslllos 2.'45|2'00 2!20

85
25
80 ..

3.70 4 ,

1.45 1 ;

2.10 i.

5.00 6.;

.20 .1

.40 .1

1.70 1,1

,10 .1

.15 .,,

3.10 ..,

70 .i

.95

2.45
1.40

2 CO
1,53

.95 ..,,

.75 .85

.20 ....

.60 ....

2.45 2.60

,45 ,60

.55

.80 . , ,

.

3.15 3.40
1.70 2.31
4.50 5.00
,15 ....

,15 ....
2.10 2.20
80 1.00

1,05 1.80
25

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

500 Alpha Con
100 Alta eoe
300 Andes snc
200 Belcher.... "

"

1300 BestiiBelclier.2.86@3.i5
251 BulUon 2.15
500 Caledonia 70@75c
270 CJhatlenge Con 1 61)

250 Ohollar 2.20
1360 Con Oal k V...4.60@4 86
200 Con. Imperial 25c
5.0 Crocker 10c
CO Crown Point..l.85@1.9
75 Eureka Con. 3.00

100 Exchequer 75r
950 Goudfit Curry.2.56@2.60

TuuBSDAV. January 29. 9:30 A. M.

200 Halo& Nor.. ..1.45(011.50
2 Justice. 1.00
5O0 Kt-ntnck 35c
250 Lady Washington. . . .2, c
5't Mexican 2 60
100 Occidental 8fc
270 Ophir 3.3^c«3.40
1000 Overman 2.20Ca2.35
900 Savage 2.20
lOO Scori'ion 15c
100 SegBel&MidesCou.l 05

1000 Sierra Nevada 1.85
100 Silver Hill 25c
650 Union Con 2,10
100 Utah 80c
400 Yellow Jacket 2 . 25

Oar Agents,

Oira FRIBND8 oan do much in aid ol onr paper and ehe
canse of practical knowledge and science, by asststlog
Agents In their labors of canvaasing, by lending their in-
Huenoe and encouragring; favors. We intend to send none
but worthy men.

H. Kkllrt—Vfodoc and Lassen Cos.
Oio. WiLSOK—Sacramento Co.
J. P. QuiNETTB—San Francisco.
J. C. HOAQ—San Franclflcu.
J. H. Crobbmak—San BernardlDO Co.
F. W. Knapp—Amador Co.
Gborqb Evanb- Sinta Clara Co.
Mrb. M. E. DtroLBT—Ventura Co.
W. U. Waosworth—Sutter and Yuba Cos.
Wilson McNicklk—Fresno Co.
Andrew Beid—Monterey Co.
Frank S. Cuapin—Colusa Co.
Helen B King—San Benito Co.
Wm. U. Hilleary—Oregon.
Wm. Holder—Oregon,
H. a. Parsonb—Central California,
Elmer Jenki.vb—Del Norte Co.
H. C. Hbkklb—Capay Valley.

A New HampliDg mill ia being ballt at Tintio,

Utah.

Tub Grand Bronze Medal was awarded by the 25tbl
Industrial Exhibition of the Mechanics' Institute of this
city on the Schenck Swinging Hoao Keel. This reel la
one of the most ingenious and perfect of recent Inven-
tlonB, and was made with a special view to simplicity of
construction, service, durability, reliability, and perfect
utilization of the water pressure. The reel has made an
excellent record for itself, and has been placed in nearly all
tbelaigebuildingslately erected on thia coast. The archi-
tects appreciate their superiority for inside lire protec-
tion, and have specified them in nearly every prominent
building now beiny erected or In contemplallon. No
more perfect and reliable svstem of inside flro protection
oan bo secured. W. T. Y, Schenck, 222 and 224 Market
street, San Franolfico, is the inventor and manufacturer.
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List of D. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors.

Reported by Dewey & Co.. Pioneer Patent

aollcltora for Paclflo Ooaet.

FOR WKf^K ENDING JAN. 30. 1891.

445.036—CrOARE-rTEMACHINK—H. Bohls.S. F.

445,133.—Sefahator—Cook & Parsons, S. F.

444,976.— Fuel-Saving Device—M. B. UodRc,

s. y.

445.053.—Gate— j. W. Fisher. P.ilouse, Wash.
445.110.—Gas Engine—M. A. Graham, S F.

444 936.—Harvester -G. W. Haines, Slock-

too. Cat.

445.U2.—Grain Separator for Harvesters
—L, H. Hill. Ojkdale, Cal,

444.91a.—Faucet—Meany & Bodie, Santa Bar-

bara. CaL
444,93a. -Envelope Fastener—C. H. Voll,

S. F.

444.991. -Signaling Apparatus — Morgan &
Crowley, !-os AnRtlis, Cal.

Th« followioft hrii'f list by tcegrmph for Jan. 27, will

Uppear moro coniploto on receipt ot mall advlcca:

CftUfornlfc—B'-iirv Albert, CresceDt City, awlcnor of

f ^o-tbinU to T. K.- Ua)e«, ot PftMUenn, can-UbcIioc
rjiixL-blnc; George F. AudruwM, RiverBlde, oxteui:>it>lu treo

prop; h-tuU E. Baker, Sao Francldco. type-writiuK uia-

ctilDo; Stephen 3. Ulack. rftH&doDk, at^rlcultural luiule-

uientd for irrlKatlon; Miltou Debar, Sau Jose, Invalids'

bathing appliauoo; Johu E. FOHtor, Fernilnle. barncHs;

William S. Uane, 3«n FranciBOo.coln wrapper; Jlunr.v O.

Hoppar, San FranclBco. revurue m'vomwut attachniuDt

for typo-wrltl'ig luachlne; Edward M. Knl^bt, San Kran-

cUco, Alter; Joseph P. nUkhv, aa^iyn-jr of one-half to

H. A. D»vl" and F Wilson. Oakland, sash balanrc; WU-
llam A. Todd, S»n Franciaco. horgt-Bhtw; William B.

Wall, M. I. JonoB, Tuslin, and A. D. Bitihop. OrauRO,
fumiKatliiL' trees" and other i lanta; HulI W, Whitnuy,

«»n Framisco.typu writioK mauhiou; Fred W. Wood iftaii

1. Fuw'cr, Lis Amiek't, Knard for Btreet-rnil^ay cars.

WaMbiii);:on-Ol<'0 F. Pehrg8..n, Tacoma, (uluiog paper

ah; Nttihan A. Whoekr, Alpowa, calendar.

NoTB. - Copies of U. S. and Korelfm pateota furolehed

y Dewey & Co., in the shortest time possible (hv mall

r teletfraphlo order). Aiuericao and Forei^ patontt

htained, and noneral patent bualnefle for Pacific Coaet

nvontor* transacted with perfect eeourlty, at reasonable

ratti9, and in the e><ortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained ihroush

Dewey & Co. "s Scientific Press U. S. and For

ign Patent Agency, the (ollowing are worthy of

pecial mention;

Separator.—Austin Cook and Wm. L. Har-

ney, S, F., assignor of one-third to T. J. Parsons.

^o. 445.133- Dated Jan. 20, 1891. The invention

elates to the general class of harvesting machines,

ind is especially adapted and intended for the sep-

iration of wild oats from cultivated oats or any
)ther grain or material.

Traveling Harvester.— Geo. W, Haines,

Stockton, No. 444,936. Dated Jan. 20, 1891.

The patent covers a number of details of construe-

ion in traveling harvesters which improve.and sim-

>Hfy the machines.

Envelope Fastener.— Chas. H. VoU, S. F., as-

ignor of one-half to Oscar Fischer. No. 444,932.

Dated Jan. 20, 1891. The object of this invention

s to provide a simple and effective fastener for en-

elopes to be so adapted and applied that they can-

lol by any possibility be opened without mutilation.

The fastener consists of a strip of bendable metal

(ne end of which is passed into the envelope and the

Iher lies without it and crosses the point of the free

ly, said inner end having a die integral therewith

,nd said outer end having an integral eyelet on the

ame side as the die, said eyelet passing through

be fly and underlying flaps of the envelope, and
dapted to be flanged within the envelope by con-

act with the die.

Gas Engine.— Marcellus A. Graham, S. F. No.

45,110. Dated Jan. 20, 1891. This patent covers

ertain improvements in the details of construction

f explosive or gas engines. To operate this engine

be inventor employs an explosive gas or a vapor

fhich is produced by mixing the proper proportion

f atmospheric air with the vapor of naphtha, ben-

ine, or other volatile hydrocarbon, and this vapor

'i ; drawn into the cylinder by a down-stroke of the

I iston, whi;:h acts as a pump, drawing the vapor

-ora the source of supply through a suitable valve

1 the cylinder, and when the piston returns on its

p-stvoke the valve is closed and the vapor com-

ressed in the upper part of the cylinder, so that

fhen the piston commences its down-stroke again

le upper part of the cylinder is charged with com-

ressed explosive gas and this is then ignited by an

lectrical sparker or ignitor operating within the

ylinder; and the explosion gives the piston such an

npulse that it will comolete the present stroke and
le following one, in which it again acts as a pump
3 fill the cylinder with the explosive material, and

36 explosion taking place at the next stroke gives

; sufficient impulse to continue its motion. This

Tegular power is properly stored and distributed

y means of fly-wheels. The novel feature of the

ivention is the direct application of the governor

:em or spindle to the main valve, admitting the

BapoT to the engine without the use of a supple-

lental valve of any kind, and by this means the

wentor avoids considerable spaces and passages

rithin which the vapor would remain between the

tBurce
of supply and the engine.

Foel-Saving Device.—Miles B. Dodge, S. F.

lo. 444,976. Dated Jan. 20, 1891. This is an

nproved apparatus to be used in connection with

team engines and boiler furnaces for the purpose

f economizing the fuel used under the boiler. The
bject of the invention is to introduce air into the

irnace for the purpose of combustion at a high

•mperalure and to utilize the exhaust steam of the

ngine and that waste heat from the boiler furnace

accessfuUy for the purpose of raising the tempera-

ire of the air, at the same time employing the air-

last which is thus being heated as a means for con-

ensing the steam which exhausts from the engine.

Train-Fare Punch.—Willis D. Eitel, San Jose.

lo. 444,576. Dated Jan. 13. 1891. This invention

ilates to a device which is called a train-fare punch,

which is adapted for the use of conductors for ihe

purpose of indicatmg the amount of money received

for tickets sold on the tniin. It consists of a
casing containing a train of gearing, reciprocating
racks by which the gears and connecting indi-

cators are wound, said racks being actuated by
the ticket, with gauges to limit the movement, to-

gether with certain details of construction.
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Complimentary Samples.

Pereona reoeiTtng this paper marked are re*

qaested to examine its oontents, torma of sub*

aorlptioD, and give It their own patronage, and,
aa far as practicable, aid in oiroulating the

i'oumal, and making ita value more widely
;nown to others, aod extending Ite influence In

the cause it faithfully serves. Subscription

rate, $3.00 a year. Extra ooples mailed for 10

oents, if ordered soon enough. If already a

nbacrtber, plea«A show the paper to otbera.

TuE new ten-stamp mill on the Texas k
Georgia mine, at Old Diggings, Shasta Co.,

will soon be ready for work. There ia at the

mill a rope tramway from the ore dump.

The Amerioan Belle M. Co. intend putting
op a oopper plant at Darango, Mexico, for

treating the ores from that mine.

For Sale for Want of Use.

One horizontal reversible engine, 8x12; one hoist-

ing drum, 30x30, with V friction and excentric; one
gear, 4 feet x 4 inches face; one jack 4-inch head
pump; one steel boiler, 36 inches x 12 feet; stack
with fronts, wood grate bars; safety rod<;, pump and
heater, etc.; being hoisting works complete. Has
been little used. The same can be seen at Glencoe,
Calaveras Co., Cal. For further particulars, apply
to J. H. Gillispy, 1914 Stockton St., San Francisco.

A GOLD-MILL SUPERINTENDENT
Of long experience, asaayer and practical chemist, desires
an eogai^enienf, ,.Biticularly in a mill where ^old aod
amalgam Is wanted The beat of refcrcnceH given. Ad*
dresa E. W., 1278 Tenth Avenue, Eaet Oakland.

SITUATION WANTED.
A German iu charge of a patio reduction works in

Mexico for 10 years wishps to change his position on
account of the bad health of his wife, and take
charge of a mine and mill in a mild, healthy climate.
Address letters M. K., No. 100. this oilice.

CHEMIST.
Young man who Is a competent mineralogist, as-

sayer and analytical chemist is open to an engage
ment- best references; can furnish small capital.

Address CHEMIST, this otlice.

AND

Ore Dressing MacMnery.
By C. G. WAMFORD LOOK.

CoNTEKTK.— Motive Powor — Transmlaeion of Power,
(^uarrvlni; — Prospeotin^;, Shaft-ttinkioK, Coal-cuttuiir,
Puui|)ing, and N'untiUtini; Machlnury—LIvrhliiii:— llaul-

ine and Holfitintj TrauBport —Heducing— Drcsalng—Mia*
cellanoouii.

Price $21.00. Circulars and Catalogues on application.

E. & F. N. SPON. Publishers.

12 Cortlandt St.. New York.

Testing and Working Silver C res

A VALUABLE BOOK
An illutstrated work of 114 pages, for niinonj and proe-

poctors, by ChaM. H. Aaron. Mr. Aaron has managed
to give many useful hints and 6u;,'gestion3, free from
all technicalities, and in such a stylo as to be easily

comprehended. It is written for the luiner, with no
chemical synihols or metallurgical tcchnicalitiee to con-
fuse those who are not chemists or niotallurgists. The
following summary of the contents of the work will give
an idea of its sco|)c.

Under the heading of the first chapter, "Testing Ores
(or Silver,' we find paragraphs on ore formation, test for

silver, with heat and water, acid or blow pipe. In fpvak-
ing of testing for a process, the extent and richness of

ore is considered, smelting ores, selecting and working
samples, appliances tor testing, roasting, etc. Under
the head of "Working Ores" the author describes Aaron's
jtrocess, has something to say of superheated steam, pre-

paration of dichloridc of coppci aiidprotochloride of cop-
per, use of copper and iron, quantity of clicniieals, car-

bonate of lime, chloride ores, amalgam, Patchen's pro-

cess, etc. Ho also dewribes the methods Of working
roasted ores, treatment ot base metals, stirring, hcat'of
furnace, want of sulphur, etc. Under the head ol

"Leaching ProcesHes" are the titles Smelting, Mexican
proceas, Chilean process, Kroubnke's process, etc. Under
"Pulverizing Machines" are described the arastra antj its

construction and operation, stamp battcrie)^, screens,

Crocker's trip-hammer battery, Paul's pulvurizing barrel,

Kendall's battery. Noire's pulverizer, a cheap rock
breaker, etc.

In speaking of amalgamators the author describes a
cheap amal^iamator, grindinj,' the ore, directions for mak-
ing a barrel, preventing mechanical wear, use of quick-
silver, copper in bars, Frpibcrg barrel, cheap liarrel

trough, barrel on rollers, Aaron's amalgamator, separ-
tor, etc.

He describes an improvised retort, roasting furnace,
furnace tools and furnace building. Among the ndscflla-

nenus mention may be found Aaron's leaching apparatus,
with two or three different, arrangements, a small mill,

sampling tailings, and settling tanks, dicbloride of cop-

per, etc. Mr. Aaron is a practical miner, of long working
experience on this coast.

Price, post free, §2.00. Sold by Dewkv & Co., Publish-
ers. 220 Market St.

s^i^m¥£^sm>,^m:i

It Has No Eanal.

Can Be Fnt On

by Any One.

Positively

Fire Proof.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOILERS, STEAM PIPES, COLD STORAGE, and all places reqairiog

non-Bent Conducting: Material.

C. B. JOHNSON & CO., 59 Clay St.. San Francisco.

SEND FOR

PRICES

SEND FOR
SAMPLES.

Fine Zincographing

a specialty

220 ^|§.^l\et (Street

hm P^ANsiieo.

Engravingsmade from photographs, drawings and orlgina deaigna, for newspaper, book, card and job printing.

Engraved prints enlarged or reduced, cheaply and quickly. Also copies of manuscript, legal documents, wills,

contracts, signatures, portraits, buildings, machinery and printed documents reproduced with accuracy. Photo-

graphs, etereoscopio views, etc duplicated, enlarged or reduced. Slides for magic lanterns made from photographs,

lithographs, and steel or wood gravings, eta Satisfaction guaranteed. Agents wanted in aU cities and in all

towns. Address, for further information, Dbwby Emoravino Co., 220 Market St., San Francisco.

FACrORY:

Cor. Jefferson & First SU., Oakland Cal.

MANUr.VCTl'KBBH OF

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROOF
PAINTS,

Superior to auytliiug of the kiud in the niHrkyt for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uuequaltd for Submerged Timbers. Red aud Brown
PaintK for Roof«. Warehouses, Stables, Fences,

Etc.. mixed Keady for Tsc. Also,
Sheatbiug Paper. Portable Cal-

ifornia Maetic Rooting,
* the Best in the

Mtirliet

for

AND UNEQUALEIl FOR

Toredo-Proof Pile

Covering.

This Company also Maniifa' lures a \'aliliiiie

Compound (or

RENDERING BOOT.'S AND SHOES
WATERPROOF,

The same is a superior article for Pi-eserviiiK Hwrntss
rende ing it Impervious tn Moi^turc aud

beeping it always pliable and suit.

e^ Send lor Samples and Prices. Halesroom,

310 CALIFORNIA Sr , S. F., Cal.

Malleable Iron- Alt Sizes.

These Couplings arc the best in the world, moat pow-
erful and cheapest. They have a ball and socket joint,

right and left screw and work froflv. We use them ex-

tensively in our Tank Building Department.

WELLS, RUSSELL & CO ,

Meclaiics' Mills, Cor. Mission & Fremont Sis., S. F,

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, Mining, and Commission,

420 MontBOmery St., S. F.

Ships under advances to emclting works In Boston
New York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one years' experience in Shipping OrsB and

Managing Mines.
Solicits Cousignmentg of Copper Produce and Manage-

ment of Mln'og Matters.
All business conducted on Cash Basis.

Purchase and shipment ot Mining SuppHes A Spbcialty.
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Business Manager of UcJION COPPER MINE, Copper-

opolia, Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co., Cal.

The instrument represented in the above cut is a
new and grand little invention, being designe(J to
save life and limb, and innumerable Iaw.suits, by
doing away with the dangerous operation of digging
out wet and unexploded loads where Giant Powder
Is used in mining. The little Instrument crimps the
cap onto the end of the fuse Firmly and a tiso-
Intely Water-tigrlit It is also used for cutting
the fuse. They are neatly gotten-up of the JSnest
cast steel, nickel plated. Vrice, $1.50 each.

N . W. MOODEY. Fresno, Cal.

California Inventors
Should oonemiT
DEWEY4C0.
A ME R I OAN

AND FoBEioN Patent Soliottors, for obtaining Patenta
and Caveats. Established In 1860. Their long experience aa
journalists and large practice as Patent attomeye enables
them to offer Pacitio Coast Inventors far better aurvice than
thef can obtain elsewhere. Send for free ciroulara of Infor-
mation. Office ot the SIintn o ann Soi entifio Press and
Paoitic KtiRAL Press No. 330 vr»kAt 8., 8an PrandBoo.

COPPER MINE FOB SALE. — A FINE
Copper Mine in Arizona- ore from 15 to 35 per cent;

plenty of wood and water: 20 miles from a railroad.
Vein op.ned up for 1500 feet; ledge wide and strong.
Good chance for investment. For particulars address
K. R. B., Box A, Mining and Scientific Press office,
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND MANTJPAOTURKRS OP

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
ENGINES, BOILERS, STEAM PUMPS,

AIR COMPRESSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S CRUSHING ROLLS,

CONCENTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROOK BREAKERS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Taking Pulp from 10 Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

OBNTBIPUGAL PUMPS

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG EDGERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

C3r:E3>J:EI^A T.i .A.C3rJSSTS^i:e X^OXl

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
SALES DURING LAST POUR MONTHS:

rTiTV/TTJOTTMr* 44 engines, ST A 'Nrri A T? r> 99 ENGINES, TTTMTriT? 166 engines,
KjKJiyLir^JtJlSlJ, 6215 HORSE POWER. O J.J^±^ XJ.t^.X\lU, 4500 HORSE POWER. O U iN XVyXV, 4260 HORSE POWER.

Grxmsid 1}cfta,l, 309 £:zi.elxi.es, -A.ss^^S^^'^i-^'^S X3.975 ZZox-e^e I'o-w&rn,
21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Gal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W.

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
ROCK DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING.

MINING AND QUARRYING

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

LEVIATHAN C_OTTON BELTING.

Snperior to all Others for Quartz Mills, Smelters, &c.

Not Affected bv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils. Every Belt Guaranteed, Try It, Send
ior Circular and Samples,

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET, - - SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

HOSKIN'S PATENT BLOW-PIPE AND ASSAY FURNACES.
FOR

Chemists, Assayers, Metallnrgists, En-
gineers, Jewelers, Dentists, Etc.

NO DUST! NO ASHES!

Will do for every thine: that a Coal Furnace orlGag
Furnace will, and WITHOUT A BLOWER.

-^*^-S^i^^ Sendjor Price List and Deacriptive Circular to

WM. HOSKINS & CO.. si s^gg^R^i st , CHICAGO, ILL

ADAMANTINE SHOES & DIES
FOR STAMP MILLS.

TerSSsfeh^Sffih^^^rlS;^"^^^^^^^^^
than any othtrs. Orders solicited, subject to above

^i-i-ci uutn^uenper

conditions.
—MAKUFACTtrRED BY—

CHROME STEEL WORKS, Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent,
220 Fremout Street, San Francisco, Cal.

iiiiiai
Special attention arlven to the;purohaae of Mine anil Mill Supplies,

VULCAN IRON WORKS
135-145 FREMONT STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GOLD AND SILVER MILLS, BOCK BREAKERS, PANS AND SEXXLERS, BOASTING
FDBNACES, CORNISH ROLLS, PDUPING AND HOISTING MACHINEBT.

For Conveying

Ore, Wood,
~'

"

\

CHEAPEST FORM OF TRANSPORTATION,

NO ROAD NEEDED.

No Possibility of Load Slipping^

Spans 150 to 2O0O Feet.

LIDGERWOODMFG.GO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF -

HOIStlNiG ENGINES

300 Styles aM Sizes, Over 7000 in Use.

^ 96 Liberty St., New Tort.
^ 34 & 36 West AXonroeSt..Cbicago.

197 to 203 CoDgressSt., Boston.
1 to 7 N. First St., Fortland.Oregon

PARKE & LACY CO.. Agts.
San Francisco, Gal.

Send for Catalogue.

RIFE'S HYDRAULIC ENGINE(orRam)
PATENTED FEB. S, 1S87.

For Sapplylne: W^atcr to Small TownH, FMCtorics, Steam ffllllBv

nairlen, Stoctc ITarilH, RcHidenccH, etc, »nd for Irrt.
sration. Railroad Tanks, Etc.

Conatructed uiion a new aud improved principle greatly increasini; the capacity and
a»oulin|^ extreme concuadou that has liHtetofore proved dea'ructive to all ccamon Hy
drauliQ ilams, makii)g tbis KtiFECIALLY adapted to Bailroad water supply aud irrigatioii>

FOR INFORMATION ONIliRIGATION.ADDRESS

OROVII'I^E, Bntto County, CaUrornia
Write for Illustrated Catalogue.

Rlfe's Bydranlic Engine Mannfactnrins Company.
CAPITAL STOCK. $50,000.

W. A. RIFE, President. B. L. GRKIItEK, Slc. aud'Treas
BOANOKE, VA.
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WM. H. TAYLOR. President R. S. MOORE, Superintendent.^^^ — — rv. o. j)avj<jKi!i, csuperintenaent.

Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works,
S. E. CORNER HOWARD AND BEALE STS., SAN FRANCISCO.

MANDFACTOKERS OF ALL KINDS OF

Mining and Milling Machinery, Engines and Boilers,
SHEET-IRON WATER PIPE for Mining and Irrigation Purposes.

Exclusive Agents for the Pacific Coast of HEINE PATENT SAFETY BOILER, MACBETH STEEL PULLEY and
common sense STEEL WHIM.

AGENTS FOB THE PACIFIO COAST OF

Bryan's Roller Quartz Mill.

WE HAVE ON HAND AND FOR SALE CHEAP

A 50 H. P. PUMPING PLANT, CONSISTING OF
One lO'xSO" Corliss Engine; all pump gears; bob

irons; connecting rods.

One (1 ) 6" X 6" Plunger Pump.
One (1)4" X 6' Jack Head Pump.
One (1) 25 H. P. Fire Box Boiler.

One (1) 10" X 36" Retort and Furnace.
One (1) Complete Assay Outfit

One (i ) Complete Outfit for a 2>^-ton capacity chlor-
ination Works.

Two (2) 6000-gallon Circular Tanks.
One ( 1 ) Amalgam Barrel.

One (1) Batea.
Three (3) Frue Concentrators.
One (1) 10" X 18" Slide Valve Engine.

IF"- .A.. HXJ ixro^i ]xrc3pT?o isr.
MANUFACTURER OF -

CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ MILLS,
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Machinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Machines.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

C«^trfrneal Boiler Qaartz Mill. aX3 X'XXV.St'X' JS»a?HOT!T »-A.TO- X'X«..A.3>XCXSCO, C-A.3C<.

RIX k FIRTH.
225 and 227 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

Compressed Air and Water Power
Machinery.

KNIGHT'S WATER WHEEL,
For Mills, Pumping and Hoisting.

OVER SCO IN USE.
All estimatea ^naranteed. Send for Clrcnlar.

Back Filbs of the MiNiNa amd Soibhtipio Prkss (un

bound) can be had tor $3 per volume of six months. Per

year (two volumes) $G. Inserted in Dewey'a patont bind-

er, GO cents addltlooftl per volume.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
MANUPACTDRBBS OF

Centrifugal Roller Steel MlUs,
FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Mannfacture of Cement, Fertilizers.'Paint

and all other nurposes for which grinding or pnlverizing is reouired.

Send for Catalo);rue and Price List to

PRISBBB - LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Pair, 1884.

Sole LiceDsed Manufacturers of the

MEDART PATENT WROUGHT RIM PUIXEY
For the States of CEjiforoia, Orep:on and Nevada, and the Terrltoriee of Idaho, Washington

Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lighteat, Strongest, Cheapest and
Beat Balanced Pulley In the World. Also Manufacturers of

SHAFTING, HANGERS AND APPURTBNANOES.
t^SnSD FOR ClBoniiARB AKD PRIOH UST.*^

Noe. 199 and 181 PRBMONT 8TRBBT «AN PRANOISOO, OAL.

PAT. Out. 26, 1£81,

GRANGER'S ROLLER STAMP MILl
BeatB them all. Works dry orc3. Makpse-vcn graii-

latiou. No deod work, liniico niinimam wear.
A. P. GRANGER, Denver, Colo.

GRANGER'S DRY ORE SEPARATOR
The very best. Uaea no water. No rreezlng- up.

Bavea haiillnK waste. Saves high percentage. Send
Cor circulars.

A. P. GRANGER. Denver, Colo.

ATTENTION, MINERS
A FIRST-CLASS •

UnionRockBreaker

2600 MISSION ST„ SAN FBANOISOO.

WATER TANKS. WINE TANKS!
CALIFORNIA WINE COOPERAGE CO.

FULDA BROS., FroprletOTS,
30 to 40 Spear St., San Frandaoo.

ALL KINDS OF CASKS, TANKS, Etc.

i^SHip, MiNiNO, and Watbr Takes a Specialty.*^

WINCHESTER HOUSE,
41 Third Street, San Francisco, Gal.

This Fireproof Brlclt Buildlnp: ia centrally located, in
the healthieab part of the city, only a half block from the
Grand and Palace Hotela, and closB to all Steamboat and
Railroad Offices.

Laundry Free for the use of Fanulies,

HOT AND COIiD BATHS FR££.

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
Aad Upward.

Rooms with or without Board.

Free Coach to the Hotup,

Appliea liquid pigment by a
jet of air. Hightsfc awards
Fraukliu and American Iii-
Btitutes OS a, legitimate art
tool. SuccBEsfuUy used by
large aumbers of the best
crayoa, ink aud ivater-color
portrait artists, and by tech-
nical draughtsmen. Saves 75
per cent of time In Bhading

Descriptive pamphlet sentVfree. It points out one way to
earn a living. Addresd AIR £IIUSH. M'F'G 00.
9 Nassau Street, Kockford, lUinois.
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PROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Best Ore Concentrator in the market, having donble

the Capacity and doing its work as close as the plain Belt

machine, while its concentrations are clean. It is need in

a number of Mills, the most notable of which is the

Alaska M. & M. Go's Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Frues

are taking the Pulp from 120 Stamps, crushing 350 tons

per day, and is giving entire sacisfaction as against 48

plain Belt Machines, taking the Pulp from the other 120

Stamps.
^

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f. o. b. r

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

f3t^_

Protected by Patents December 22, 1874; September 2,

1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20, 1883;

September 18, 1883; July 24, 1888. Patents applied for.

For Pamphlets, Testimonials and farther information Onl Qi. r* "-
apply at office.

^^^ S*^e Libru,

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE CO.^fm^

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

In Use.

Thb Montana Company (Limited), London, October 8, 1885.

Dbar Sibs :—Having tested three of your Frue Vanners in a com-
petitive trial witli other simiiar machines (Triumph), we liave aatiafled

ourselves of tlie superiority of your Vannera, as ie evidenced by the
fact of our having ordered 20 more of your machinen for immediate
delivery. Tours truly, THE MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B.—Since the above was written the 20 Tanners, having been
started, gave such satisfaction that li additional Frues and more
stamps have been purchased. ADAMS & CARTER.

132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

STEAM VERSUS MULES-MAMMOTH AND PRACTICAL HAULING,
THE ACCOMPANYING CUT

Is from a photograph taken while at

work.

It is Cheaper and More
ExDeditious.

One Traction Engine will do the
work of 60 mulea.

Beat's Traction Enpines have been
in practical use for over twn years,

hauling coal, lumber, gravel and
grain, one of which is now hauling
cane in th^ Sandwich Islands. -

It will do the work of

100 Horses.

Plowing reduced to a minimum
cost, and from 35 to i5 acres plowed
each day at an expanse of 60 cents

to 60 cents an acre.

Three aizes built, 30, 40 and 50-

horse power, and

24 Best Traction Engines

at Work Now.

It haula the Gang Plow and Har-
row, propels the Best Combined
Steam Harvester and muves along;

majestically with a train of wagons
loaded with grain tor the warehouse.

GOLD MEDAL
Awarded the Best Traction Eogin
by the State Agricultural Society a"
Sacramento, 1890.

BEST'S TRACTION ENGINE HAULING GRAVEL IN SACRAMENTO.

BEST'S TRACTION ENGINE
IS "THE BOSS OF THE ROAD" AND "THE MONARCH OP THE FIELD."

Sexi.c3. fox- C}±-r<stXla,i'is. .A-cLcLrrGSist:

PHOP.J.TOB ^o^P^^TH. -p^ ^ -^-j—I—rp-T- -CD-cpcanp SANLEANDRO
AGRICULTURAL WORKS. * -^ f^ * ^" I 1^ I I 1 l^ I P^J3 I

, Alameda Oo . c«., u. s. a.

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS! JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent,

521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco

-DBALBR IN-

Assayers' and Mining Material.

—MANTJFACnjRBH OP—IN Q0ARTZ, GRAVEL, OH PLACER MINES. MADE OP BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER

Onr plates are guaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the besi in weight of Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND Wink CLUIn
ver and dnrability. Old Mining Platea Replated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSAJSDS
OF ORDERS FILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PUTING WORKS, ^«"* *°' HOSKINS'

68, 70 & 72 First St., San Francisco, Cal. HYDRO-CARBON ASSAY nTRNACES^ SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD

IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL AND PLACER MINING.
PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.

Only Refined Silver and Best Copner nsed. Over 3000 Orders filled, Fifteen Medals Awarded, Old Mining Plates can be

Replated. Old Plates Bought, or Oold Separated,
These Plates can also be purchased of JOHN TATLOR & CO., Corner f'irat and mission St8

San Francisco Gold, Silver and Nickel Plating Works, 653 & 655 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal., E. G. Oenniston, Prop'r.

Our Plates bave been used for 20 years. They have proved the best. We adhere strictly to cootract In welBht of Sliver and
Copper. SBND FOR OIBOULAR.
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The aooompaDyiof; eogravlDg shows ft Gates

ore- breaker with revolving screeD and return

elevator. This plant ia designed to break the

material very fine and to size It so it will all paea

a oerfcaia mesh screea. With this plant it ia

practicable to break eo that everything will

pass a three*eightha inoh screen. The great ad-

vantage of having prodaot thus prepared for

tanip*millB, rolls or other rednolng machinery,

ia at once apparent. It la also perfectly

adapted to preparing certain ores for roasting

and other processea requiring an even product;

for finishing material for concrete, top dreae-

ing, roofing, terra ootta, etc.

The practice in breaking material fine has

heretofore been to redaoe the size of the dia-

charge opening of the breaker to the amallest

opening poaeible without allowing the ornahing

snrfaoes to touch, then feeding the breaker

only such quantities of material as will not use

enough of the breaking surfaces to require

power enough to stall the machine or overheat

-the JGurnala. It is well known to those famil-

^r with stoue and ore breaking that the power

quired and strain on the machine increase in

-Q inverse ratio aa the discharge opening Is de-

reaaed. In this plant advantage haa been

:aken of this fact, eo aa to produce a maximum
amount of fine material with a minimum
tmount of power, wear, etc.

The diaobarge opening Is large enough bo

hat the machine works easily when the entire

rushing surfaces are acting on the material.

?he material passes into the screen, which haa

lerforationa to take oat the size required, the

esldne or re j actions, as they are named, pass-

Dg oat at the end of the screen and being rap-

ily returned by the elevator into one of the

peninga of the breaker.

The new material la fed into the two remain-

ig openinga, and an occaeional piece into the

peniog with the rejections. The amount of

GATES OBB-BBBAKBR FOR FINE MATERIAL.

rejectiona returning being macb greater than

the product which goea through the perfora-

tions in the screen, the aide of the breaker into

which they return Is kept full, and thus they

are rebroken by contact with themselvea as

well as with the breaking enrfaoeB in passing

through the machine again, and In time become

small enough to pass the perforations. The feed-

ing of the new material is soon regulated to the

amount of rejections returning, and the break-

er is then doing all the work possible.

When desirable to ttsp work, the rejections

will be broken down to small quantity in a few

moments after feeding is diecoDttnued. The

gate is then put in the npper spout and the re-

maining material caught in the spout. This

leaves the machine free to be started, and when
under full headway the gate is drawn, letting

the material therein into the breaker, and the

feeding commences as before.

It must be understood that the above de-

scribed plant is especially recommended where

a very small or even product is desired. If not

smaller than 4* Inch and some spalls are not ob-

jectionable, the Boreen and elevator are not

needed with this breaker np to and inolading

Siz9 3, as the product from the breaker will be

finer and more even than that obtained from

any other machine. The Pelton Water Wheel

Co. are agents for the Gates crushers for the

Pacific Coast.

The Cruiser Baltimore.

The cruieer Baltimore is one of the class of

noarmored cruisers of the "new navy"
of the United States, She ia 335 feet

long, 43 feet 6 inches beam, 19 feet 6

inches draft and 4400 tons displacement.

The propelling power of the vessel con-

sists of two horizontal, direct-actlng, triple-

expansion screw engines, and boilers capable of

developing 10,750 horse power when making

110 revolutions of the ecrewa per minute. The
two high-pressure cylinders are each 42 inches

diameter, Intermediates 60 inches, and the two

lowpreasurea 94 inches, having a piston stroke

of 42 inches. The main steam valves are

double-ported slides working on hard caat-iron

aeats.

The screw propellers are made of manganese

bronze, having three blades each 14 feet 6

inches in diameter, set to a mean pitch of 20

feet with a variable pitch of 18 feet 6 inches

and 21 feet 6 inches. The starboard propeller

Is right'banded and the other left-handed. She

has fonr Frenoh breech-loadiog gunB,six eix-inob

breech'Ioading rlfied guns, eight six-ponnder

rapid-firing guns, and two gatlings. She is

also fitted with five torpedo tabes.

The Baltimore is one of the series of ships

built on the English drawings, and was built

by Messrs. Cramp & Sons of Philadelphia. The

accompanying engraving, made direct from a

photograph, shows the general appearance of

the cruiser.

A LARGE body of water was suddenly lib-

erated in a coal mine at Janesville, Pa. , on Wed-
nesday, and 18 men were drowned. The work-

ing Is situated immediately under the old

workings known as No. S, worked out some

five years ago and filled with water, The

cause of the disaster was due to the drilling of

a hole through a pillar, which liberated an Im-

mense body of water confined In the old work-

ings, flooding the new workings and drowning

all the men in that portion of the mine.

The manager of the '* National Mineral Min-

ing Co." has been convicted by a police court

jury of setting up and managing a lottery,

which maequerades under the title of a mining

company. This was a test case. Chief Crowley

says that If the scheme is discontinued no other

arrests will be made, but if the managers insist

on resuming business^ he will cause the arrest

of the whole crowd.

A Company called the California is to wojrk

the Pittsburg mine, near the head of Squir-

rel Creek, Nevada Co. Work will be com-

menced shortly on the prospect.
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We admit, unindorsed, opiuioos of correspondents.—Eds.

Gravel in British Columbia.

The Middle Creek Gold Mines.

Editors Pkess:—The Middle Creek Gold

Mining Co. was incorporated in Jan, 1S90. Its

property ia Bitaated on the first north fork of

the Stickeen river in British Columbia, and

consists of 1440 acres of land that is mostly

gravel, In trenches from 50 to 150 feet high, in

which can be found gold in every place where

it has been prospected. The company has an

abundant water supply at a nominal cost with

fall of upward of 300 feet, and a dump below

without limit. The climate is cold in winter,

bat hydraulicking can be carried on from April

till October, the long days of 20 hours of day-

light in July being especially favorable. There
can be found near by plenty of fish and game.

There is no debris question there to interfere

with operations, and a property so situated here

with regard to dump, fall, water supply, body
of gravel and privilege of working would be of

immense value.

The directors of the crmpany are: Chas. P.

Harris, Pres.; Caesar Bertheao, Vice-Pres.;

Harry D. Hiwk, Sec. ; Gee. W. Paterson. Sap^.

;

Rudolph JordiE, Martin Bicon and Cbas. J.

Chapman,
The following is the report of Acting Super-

intendent George W. Peterson to the directors

of the Middle Greek Gold Mining Campaoy:
OentliTnen:—A partial report dated Ojt. 27,

1890, was submitted to you by Mark Shepard,
enperintendent, which omitted some items of

detail which might be of interest to yonr stock-

holders and of some importance in determining

future action.

Mr. Shepard was taken sick on the 5:h of

September and left the property in my charge;

hence I beg leave to aobmit the foUowing to

you as a report supplemental to that made by
Mr. Shepard already referred to:

We left here on the Ist of April, 1S90, and
arrived at Fort Wrangle on the 2S;b. We were
delayed here awaiting tiansportattoo until

May 22 i, on which day we started by the

Stickeen river on the steamer Alaskan, expect-

ing to arrive at head of navigation in five dftys,

instead of which we were 15 daye, owing to low
stage of water, thereby losing ten days of valu-

able time.

At Telegraph Station we were also delayed
several days awaiting arrival of pack-train,
during which time we built a trail nearly 12
miles so as to transport our supplies. On the
arrival of such pack-train from Dcese lake, and
the completion of the trail, oar supplies were
pat on the company's ground aa rapidly as pos-
sible. It being June 11th before we arrived
at our destination, we found the country had
been in such condition that we could have
worked at least sis weeks before bad we been
on the groaod, as vegetation was rank and
flowers in full bloom,

Vte at once surveyed a ditch, built a camp,
and began active work, as shown by repart of
Superintendent Shepard.

After spending several days in surveying our
ditch, all our work was obliterated by a forest
fire which destroyed all the marks and pegs,
also making a loss of time in resnrveyine.
After the above deUya aggregating a loss of 33
days, all matters connected with the working
of the claim ran as smoothly as we coald wish,
with escaption of our ditch break, of which
hereafter.

The digging of oar ditch and fitting the pipe
and other attendant necessary preparation?,
fully occopied all our time until August 24':h,

when we Brst let the water through the ditch
and began washing. After piping five days
(days and night?) a break occurred in the hill,

carrying away 150 feet of our ditch, including
our penstock at the pipe head, which necessi-
tated a change of ditch penstock, pipe line and
general workings, making a delay of 14 days.
The landslide was caused by percolation

from the ditch which extended downward,
softening the whole hillside at that point for
hundreds of feet. On the beginning again of
our washing, we found many bowlders in the
gravel too heavy and too large to handle with-
out powder or derrick, and as we bad neither,
we found ourselves at great dieadvantage.
We found also that if we coutinaed washing

for a few days longer, no cleanup could be
made on account of bowlders and inability to
getto bedrock in so short a time, hence I
decided to spend the few remaining days in
preparation for another year, and in prospect-
ing our ground that I might be able to state
the probabilities for future guidance from per-
sonal experience. At that time we were short-
handed and found it difQcult to get men, as
the distance from Fort Wrangle, 200 milea, waa
too great. We had alao to prepare winter
quarters for the men who will winter on the
company's property. On the date of my leav-
ing the claim, Oot. lOtb, the property was In
charge of three men who had ample provisions
on hand to last until next Jane, and who will
begin working as early as possible, at least 40
days before your superintendent can get there
from here.

Aq acting superintendent and a stockholder,
having quite an interest at stake, I prospected
the company's property and examined into the
water rights and supply thoroughly and con-
Bcieotionsly, and it gives me satisfaction to be

able to report the reaults. I found our title to

be undiaputed and beyond question, that such

water ia at least 2000 inches at lowest atage

and continues the entire season. I found plenty

of timber on our ground for all purposes. On
prospecting I found gold in every pan from the

top of our cuts to the bedrock, in some in-

stances such prospects being exceedingly favor-

able, and all being moat satisfactory and prom-

ising to hydraulic miners. In the spring com-

ing we will begin working in a hillside where

we will soon have a face or bank of gravel at

least 100 feet high, which hlght increases as

we advanoe.
The gravel at this place prospects exceeding-

ly well, and with a run of a aeaaon there ia not

the slighteat doubt of the company paying a

dividend.

The amount of gravel in sight on the claim

cannot be washed away in many (say 50} years

in seasons of six montba each, by any known
process with our water supply. In regard to

the past season, taking into consideration the

loss of time aa before mentioned, the fire, the

distance and all inconveniences attending the

equipping and opening of a mine situated in an
nnofeaed country 2000 milea or mor£ away,
we could hardly in reason have expected a

dividend the first year, or that the pronerty

could have been put on a paying basis. Yet I

am confident that had I been able to get a run
of 40 days, I could have cleaned op more than
enough to have returned to the company all its

expenditures. After an exparience of several

months on the premises, I feel that the Middle
Greek G. M. Co. can be oongratalated on hav-
ing a very valuable mining property.

Oro Blaico District, Arizona.

Editoks Pkess :—I very seldom see anything

in the papers about this portion ^f Arizona,

which is, however, certainly coming to the

front as a bullion-producing section.

For the last aeven or eight years thia portion
of Pima county has bad a black eye given to it

by a number of old *' chromes *' who do their

prospecting in their cabins and denounce all

properties outside of their own locations,

which generally prove themselves of a wild-
cat character when aubmitted to a proper ex-
amination.

Up to within the laat two years a very small
amount of prospecting has been done, and to

those who have ventured to*day belongs the
honor of bringing Oro Blanco district at least

to the front. The Yellow Jacket mine, which
has been idle for the last 12 vears. and which
was sold Bome time ago to a New York party,
has now in full operation a new 20-Btamp Boss
process mill, which is kept running day and
night.

The main shaft Is now down 250 feet and
crosscuts from wall to wall abow a ledge of

from 40 to 60 feet, nearly all of which ia pay
ore for the new mill. The drifts show up finer

ore in all parts of the mine than waa ever ex-
pected by the former ownera.
Are there any more claims or mines on this

lode or mineral-bearing belt? Well, I ahould
remark ! Thia mineral belt is traceable along
the surface for seven or eight miles, and in a

number of different locations can be found im-
mense deposits of higher-grade ores than are
milled by the Yellow Jacket Co.
Space will not permit me to describe the

various claims on thia lode outside of the Yel-
low Jacket mine, but I shall in my next letter
describe to your readers mineral-bearing prop-
erties on this lode that will, no doubt, attract
the attention of capitalists looking daily for a
good chance to successfully invest their money.
There are now pending several mining sales

on this lode, which, if consummated, will
prove to the "Chronic Kicker" of Oro Blanco
mining district that he better be placed in a
crematory alive than to try to again denounce
the only resource of this country from which
comen his frijoles and came spco. I. C. U.

Telloio Jacket Camp Oro Blanco. Pima Co ,

Arizona

Miyi>-G I^- THE Future.—When there occur
a few failures in mining operations, the faint-
hearted at once commence to decry the indus-
try and to predict its final abandonment in the
section in which they live. It has been ao in
Nevada county several times. Bat only a few
years elapse before a revival sets in, and the
former croakers become more enthusiastic than
the ones who succeeded in opening good prop-
erties. The principal industry in mining coun-
ties has been, is now, and will continue to be
mining for a century to come. While agricul-
ture and horticulture will be carried on to some
extent, and profitably, too, the main reliance
will be mining. There are possibilities not
dreamed of yet all over the foothill counties.
Mining makes a market for the farmers and
gives buaioess to the towns. It produces a cir-
culating medium that the world needs and must
have. It makes a section of the State prosper-
ous that would otherwise be very thinly popu-
lated. It gives patronage to iron-workeri,
transportation companies, mechanics, and in
fact to all lines of business. Hence it should
be encouraged by all citizens. OfiBcials, high
and low, should favor it, and legislative bodies
should listen to its demands. A district should
be set apart so mining can have a Congressman
to represent it in the National Legislature. We
hope to see the present Legislature so apportion
the State that this desideratum may be reached.
—Nevada Herald,

Mines and Mineral Deposits on the

"Eastern Slope."

Base Ores, Auriferous Gravels, Etc.

Editors Press:—Along the easterly slope of

the Sierra Nevada, extending from the head-

waters of Walker river on the north to the

headwatera of Owena river on the south, a dis-

tance of 60 miles, valuable mineral depoaits

occur almost continuously. These deposits are

of various kinda, including amall gold bearing

veina and mixed gold and ailver bearing lodes,

some of them of great magnitude, besides a

large area of placer ground. This metalUferoua

belt was run over and hastily prospected soon

after the discovery of the Comstock lode, nu-
merous mining claims having at that time been

taken up along it. Slight examination disclos-

ing that the ores here did not belong to the
Comstock Bchool, the type the prospectors were
then in quest of, a majority of the otalms taken
up were soon after abandoned, the most of them
before anything had been done upon them.
On a few of the more promising, however,

exploratory work was commenced, this work
on several having afterward been prosecuted to

definite results. Among these,

Tbe Dunderberff Mine,

Located in the Jordan or Castle Peak Blstricb,

stands conspicuous, the ledge here having been
opened up by a tunnel nearly 600 feet in length.

This ledge, which traveraea the mountain-side

in a northerly and southerly direction, can be

traced bv ita outcrop for a distance of several

milea. The strength of thia lode and the regu-

larity with which it holds to its course, togeth-

er with the charaoter of Its contents and of the

inclosing formations, establish that it occu-

pica a true fissure. It occurs between walls of

alate and porphyry, standing from 60 to 100
feet apart, the gangue matter consisting mainly
of quartz, quartzlte, talcose slate, and porphyry.

The tnnnel, run in from the eiNst, intersects

the footwall of the lode at a depth of 355 feet

below the oroppinga, the lode at this point

pitohing to the west at an angle of about 75
degrees. From the tunnel a drift has been ex-

tended north 200 feet and another south 100
feet. These drifts, carried in along the foot-

wall, disclose here a streak of highly sulphur-

eted quartz from three to ten feet in thickness.

From the report of Mr. Henry Griswold, an

experienced and competent miner, who had
charge of this property for some time, the fol-

lowing facta in regard to it are derived: In
the north drift mentioned, an ore chimney
nearly 100 feet in length hae been developed.

The ore extracted from thia chimney daily, for

a period of six months, showed an average

value In gold and ailver of $55 86 per ton of

2000 pounda. Samples of the highly sulphnr-

eted ores taken from 40 different points above
the present levels yielded an average of $64.28
gold and $5S.42 ailver per too, the quantity of

this class of ore developed in the mine being

estimated at 12.900 tons, exclusive of much
lower-grade milling ore.

The reason assigned for discontinuing opera-

tions here is the want at that time of a process

adapted to the successful treatment of this

class of ore, the most of which, though rloh in

the precious metals, Is extremely base, these

metala being combined with arsenic, iron, sul-

phur, antimony, etc. With the improved met-
allurgical methods since introduced. It is

believed this ore could be successfully aud
profitably worked, it being under this convic-

tion that parties having ample means are about
taking hold of this mine with a view to devel-

oping it more fully and working the ore on a

large scale, for both which there exist here the

best facilities. The ledge can be exploited to

great depths by means of adits driven in from
the easterly face of the mountain, wood of the

best quality, whether for lumber or fuel, also

water, being abundant on the ground. This

entire slope of the Sierra is in fact well

timbered, streams of water, large and amall,

coursing down its side at short intervals. In

this respect no mining district in the State is

better situated.

Nor is the Banderberg the only promising
mine along this belt. There are others equally

promising and perhaps equally valuable, this

property having been here more fully described,

simply because more and better work has been
done upon it than on any other. Whether or

not there is enough in this region to justify

many and large investments of capital, certain

it is there ia enough to invite careful examina-
tion on the part of those contemplating vent-

ures in that direction.

The Placer Ground
Mentioned consists mainly of heavy deposits of

auriferous gravel, adapted to be worked only

by the hydraulic process, most of the shallow

diggings, ravines and gulches having been
worked out by hand-slniolng and rocker-wash-

ing long ago. The conditions for hydraalic
gravel-washiug are here of the best kind, both
gravel and water being plentiful, the latter

capable of being applied uoder any desired

head, with everywhere ample fall for ranning
off tailings. A great deal of this placer ground
ha^ been taken up and is now held in large

tracts by companies, some of which contem-
plate outfitting their claims with plant and io-

augurating here large hydraulic operations the

coming spring, and it is not improbable that the

lower slopes and foothills of the Sierra at this

point will eventually become the sites of numer-
OUR other e^^e^Dri8eB of thia kind.

Jan. 25, 1891, He.nry Pegboot. '

Gravel Mining in Plumas.

An Undeveloped Industry.

A correspondent of the Plumas National

writes as follows:

Gravel mining in this oonnty ia comparatively
an undeveloped induatry. It is true that gravel
has been washed since the earliest days, but
when the vast group of ancient river beds, a
majority of which are still undisturbed, is con-
sidered, it ia at once apparent that this special
branch of mining is as yet scarce begun.
Gravel mining in the early days was confined

exclusively to shallow banks, river bars, and
the atill lighter deposits in the creeka and
gulchea, composed the balk of mining operations
in those days. The facilitiea and present modes
were unknown. Bat as time progressed and
the shallow *' diggings " became exhausted, the
necessity of opening deeper mines presented it-

self. Appliances of a suitable character were
invented, and the hydraulic pipes were brought
into use. This mode of mining, however, could
be applied only on channels that were situated
sufficiently low to allow of water being brought
in ditohea higher up, thus affording fall, or
pressure, to the water conveyed through pipes
from the ditches and reservoirs into the mine.
Channels thus favorably situated were not over-
plentiful, yet the induatry developed into great
prominence and contributed largely to the gold
yield for many years. It is nat, however, of
this kind of mining that I would speak in this

article, but of the existing untouched and an-
developed river channels that lie higher up and
beyond the availability of working by the
hydraulic process. And even were they less

unfavorably situated, a majority of them could
not be profitably mined by this mode, owing to

the lava caps that cover them and the heav^
deposits of pipeolay that overlie the deposits
of gold-bearing gravel. This gravel being the
heavier material, underlies all other deposits
and IB contained entirely within and directly on
the bottom of the channel.
The age, or possibly the different ages, in

which these channels were formed, is conject-
ure, and in the writer's opinion, it- Is needless
for practical purposes to spend time in comput*
ing or theorizing on the ages or epochs to which
they belong. This is for the scientist, whose
occupation is lo confined. For the practical

miner, or the capitalist, who may invest a por-

tion of hia wealth in opening these channels, it

is sufficient to know that they exist, and when
developed, the investment will yield a hundred
fold. The only practicable way to open theae
rock-rimmed mines is bv running tunnels
through the rims, at a sufficient depth to tap
the bottom of the channel, and then get at the
gravel deposits. This once accomplished, the
rest is easy. Through thia mode the upper
stratnms of clay and lava, which are barren of

gold, are left unmolested, while the gravel is

"breasted " out.

It occurs to me at this point that the im-
mense bodies of clay may contain vast qnanti<'

ties of that rare metal, aluminum. Should it

be proven that thia clay contains thia mineral
—and we read that it ia found in all clays

—

what an immense Indoetry would spring up.
The cost of obtaining the clay would be very
slight. Investigation might prove of great
value. Aside from the clay deposits, the un-
derlying gravel would yield most satisfactory

returns, while the two in conjanction would
form the greatest and richest mine of which
man could possibly conceive. As yet, the pos-

sibility of developing such a mine la uninvesti-

gated. Capital and scientific research would,
in all probability, discover just the kind of

mine mentioned. Thia clay ia in a perfectly

pure state, and in quantities unlimited, la
this particular section, water for motive-power
is not only plentiful but available.

The old channel system is an extensive one.

Within a radina of half a dozen milea twice as

many clearly defined channels are found. A
few are intact for many miles In extent; others
are more or less broken from convulsiona and
eroaions. Those lying low have been worked
extensively by hydraulicking and have yielded
vast amounts of gold. The larger and more
extensive chaanels, which are generally situ-

ated on the higher elevations, ridges and di-

vides, seem the more favored locations, and
being higher than the surrounding country, and
with precipitous sides, afford excellent sites

for tunnels. It seems to the observing mind
strange that with all the natural advantages
at hand that man could reasonably wish, these

river-beds have not long since been explored,
but euch is the case, and no one, not even the

fossilized miner with whom thia country is

burdened, can say there are no mines in these

channels, for as yet, with few exceptions, na-

ture's constructions are unmarred by man. A
few attempts have been made by so-called

large companies to open mines in this section,

btit with disastrous result, These companies
were formed in the East, of Eastern capitalists,

headed by adventurers with far more cheek
than practical knowledge. A corps of officers

was also sent from the East, whose combined
knowledge of mines, when simmered down^
would not equal that of a Ohinaman, and the

number of officers sometimes outnumbered the

working men. Thns the money was equan*

dered, while development work was a second
ary consideration. It requires only a limited

number of men to run a tunnel—six at the

moat when three shifts are run—with a practi-

cal miner as foreman. If the money that has

been thrown away by adventurous persons and

that paid to high-salaried officers had been
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jodiclotuty ipeot, many pAylog rnloe* would

b« in operatiOQ here to-day. The a4veDt of

•Qcb ft oomoaoy in a mioing Motion la gener-

ally hailed' with delight by the people, be-

oftoae times are made better, but It were far

better for the section if such companUa bad

stayed ftway, for when the reaction comes, at

it InvftrUbly does, times are left io far worse

ooodltion than before; besides, the country geta

what is technically called ft
*' black eye," a set-

back from which it takes a long time to re-

oover.

Qalta a nnmber of enterprisins companies

ftre at present engaged in rnnnloK tunnels for

drift mlDAs, and with v^ry tlitteriog prospects

ftbeftd. By the 1st of March next this seotioo

win be awakened to the fact that such mines

truly exist here, and the awakening will be the

beginniDg of lively times, which will be per-

manent. A great deal of ptteutlon is juat now
directed to this section. The surface diggings

bftve yielded many millions. The source from

whiob sprang this yield Is now being consid-

ered, hunted fnr and foood.

Bntte's Mineral Record.

A most complete resume of mining operations

in Butte dariog the year past appears in the

Jftficr. The appended summary gives a clear

idea of the maguitade of the iodostry in the

great camp:
Value of the Total Output,

The following figures show the total value of

the copper, silver and gold produced from the

mines of Butte alone during the year:

AD^kcoDda ilfi,i>4o,(m<i

BostoD ftnd Montana ' •- ^ '^•.' '^'

Butte anJ Boston l,584.""i

Alice 1. loo.coo

Karrot l,47o,Kin

Colorado ftod Montana l.*i.'>o « (•

Butte Reduction 1.000 cwii

Bulater 20« Ouu

Uoultoo, Lexington and Blue Bird bullion

Bhipp«d by express l.f-OO 00'

Total .$27,270,000

Dividends Paid.

From this output of $27,279,000, dividends

have beon paid by the several oompaniea aggre-

gfttiog $6,176,000, divided ae follows:

Anaconda *3 8'0 0"0

Boston aod Montana til2 5lii.>

Butte and Boston 30<',0uo

Parrot IOO.O'jO

Butte Reduction 200.noo

Colorado ^nd Uontana 400 OOu

Alice IW. 00

Moulton - 50,000

Bsnniater 24,00i»

Blue Bird (throe mouths' ran) 30 000

ToUl §8,170,000

Number of Men Bmployed.
The number of men employed and the com*

panieB employing them is accurately given in

this statement:

Anaconda 1

,

Boston and Montana
Butte and Bostcn
Parrot
Blue Bird
AllCO. ..

Colurado and Montana
Lexlng^ton
Butte Reduction Worka
Moulton
oieogarry - •-

iJinoiater

Lf^'ifat'tt Gambet^a
Oermanla
Ooldemith
Winnie Healey
Volunteer
Valley
Mary Ann
Clear Grit
Homestftke
Shonbar
Betsy Daht
Others combined

mi

Ml ^,

i
p\i'-

illy
ii'

iOD!i
',

Dtry,>-

lent
i>

isb,
tli^.

ToUl.

iota f
(joinbii;-

ly

'^'*

Underground Workers at Bntte.

The Bntte (Montana) iTU^ivMountain says:

Fevp people bave an adequate idea of the army
of men daily engaged in the mines of Butte.

In order to furniBh what may serve as a baaie

from which to fignre in this important compu-

tation, the following figures are given. Only a

few of the more important mines are named,

but they will suffice to show in a measnre the

multitude of the men who are oontributing to

the upbuilding of BattP:

MISB. NO. MRS. «ISE. NO. MRN.

Anaconda 400 Moulton VI

St, Lawrence. 250 Hiaiojj Star ^'i

Mountain View >-0 Glensar^y 6'i

Mountain Con 400 ^ortb Stft' 12

East Colua\ 70 Blue Wiug 4(i

West Colusa 40, Lexington !>o

Lewiaaoba new shaft 40 Leasing Walkerville 1.'.')

Gambetta 40lGagnoo iw
Silver Bow 120jOrisinal 24

Harris & Lloj d 100 Ophir l.'i

Ramfldell Parrot oOlShonbar 20

Shakespeare Parrot .... Vulcan fj"

Brickerleaae - 30 Mary Ann 14

Parrot 120;.Si;ai- West 12

Parrot new abaft 12 Nettie i:('^

ClearGrit 14, West Nettie,

LeasTS, Burlin^on
The Sullivan in Park cin-

Bife'h Ore 15 L

Wodoc 151
Jim 4 yon J

3reen Mountain 30 Clint'^n ''

East Gray Rock TO Mulville'a lease in Colum-
West Gray Rock 12; hia Garden
Belle o( Butte .-. lOjTom H*ney '

Black Rock 35 Burliogton ^

Daniel QuUp 16 Blue Hird '

Uoose 50.L'ttle Darling

WaguaCharta lOO Champion and vicinity,

Alice l"Ol

A State Weather Si<rvice.

We believe no aubjeot now before the Legia-

lature will commend itself more foroibly to th<i

agricultural prodncera of this State than the

eatabllehment of a State Weather Service upon

the plan embodied in a bill introduced in the

AisembW by Mr. Robertson of Siekiyoo. We
have really made K^eat progress during recent

years In an understanding of our peoaliar

olimatei, thanks to the Signal Service officers

and other earnest students of local meteorology,

aod it ia now feasible to greatly extend ench
observations and render their results more
available at an exceedingly low cost. We be*

lieve there is no proposition now before the

Legislature by which so much oan be realized

at so small cost.

The proposition' is to organize and equip a

State Weather Service, and, as might be ex-

pected, Sergt. Birwicfe, of Sacramento, is lead-

ing in the f^ffsrt and ready to assume Its extra

reBponsibilicles and duties without cost to the

State. Secretary Smith, of the State Board of

Agriculture, is ready to assume the direction

of the service, tn addition to duties already

covered by his salary. The leault is, that the

service can be had for the pay of a clerk and
the cost of necessary stationery—eaob of these

items being placed at -SlOU per month—and the

cost of inatrumeots, which are furnished to

voluntary observers, taking from them per-

sonal bonds therefor. Thus the service can be

realized for very small expenditure of poMlc
money, and is in faot what is oalled, a " Vol-

untary Weather Ssrvice." Such a service is

rendered practicable, beoause the United States

Signal Service co-operates with the State or-

ganizations and furnisbes blanks, postage, in-

•*traction*book», etc., free of cost to the

State.

California is late In organizing snob a service,

and yet we know that Lieut. Finley is right

when be says: " No other State in the Union
is more in need of a formal organization for

meteorological work than is California. She
has immense interests to h'j berefited by the

work of puch a service." New York began in

April, 18S9, and has published a report of 122
pages deeply interesting and important, and
the whole coat of the Rervice which Is thus

epitomized was but $1737.34. Other States

that have established local Weather Bareaas
are Alabama, Arkanp^s, Colorado, Bakot*, Illi-

nois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louis-

iana, Michigan, Minnesota, Mtpijiseippi, MIs-
Bonri, Nebraska, New Jersey, Nevada, North
OaroUna, Ohio, Oregon, PeonsylvaDla, South
Carolina, Tennessee and Texas. By the bill of

Mr. Robertson it is now proposed to extend
the roster by adding California, The bill pro-

vides that the service shall be supervised by
the Director of the State Agricultural Society,

The central station to be at Sacramento, with a
chief, an assistant and a sub-director, the first

to be the secretary of the State Agricultural

Society, the second an officer of the National
service who may be detailed for that purpose,

and the third to be the Superintendent of Pub-
lic Instruction.

There are to be three volunteer stations in

each county, and all Ceaohers in public schools,

if required by the county superintendents, who
are to be county snb-direotors, are to make and
note daily observations and forward them. A
weekly weather and crop bulletin ia to be

iasned from the State printing office, from April
to October, and each month a weather and crop
review published, and annually the chief di-

rector is to publleb, with the report of the
State Agricultural Society, a review of the
year's work.

This is in outline the proposition which ia

now before our Legislature, and one the en-

actment of which we believe onr agriculturists

should insist upon. List summer, Serg't Bar-
wick began a voluntary service, securing his

local observers in part throngh invitation pub-
lished in the Ritbal and other journals. He
suoceeded so well that be received especial

oommendation from Gen, Greely, Chief of the

U. S. Signal Service, who has Instructed

Serg't Barwlok to make requisition for as much
extra supplies, such as blank forms, franked
envelopee, etc., as may be needed for an In-

crease in the weel^ly crop service for the coming
season. Serg't Berwick is now waiting before

making such requisition for supplies until he
knows the outcome of the bill, now before our
Legislature, for if this bill becomes a law, he
will require much greater soppUea than be
couM possibly use otherwise.

We have, then, the opportunity to enjoy more
than ever before the beneEbs of the U. S.

Service; we have a chance to produce a crop of

trained weather observers and meteorological
students; to bring the subject right into the

schools, where it belongs; to inform onreelves

upon crop prospects and to be warned of threat-

ening weather conditions; to make better

known throughout the world our glorious

olimate—all for a sum which is merely nominal
in onmparison with the benefits to be derived.

We can hardly see how a legislator oan have
a doubt upon the wisdom of the proposed legls

lation, and we expect to see it speedily realized

Magnesia Coverings.

The great need of economy in manufaotnres
of every kind and in the employment of steam-

power for whatever purpose has been one of

the problems whioh engineers have studied ever

since the introduction of steam as a motive-

power. One of the greatest sources of leakage

and loss of heat, and hence of waste, is evap-

oration. Wherever a steam pipe Is exposed to

the atmosphere, it at once givea up its heat,

and wherever cool surfaces are exposed they

absorb heat. It has, therefore, been one of the

problems of the age to invent a material which
should be a perfect non-conductor and wbloh
should withstand excessive heat or extreme
cold without beooming itself a transmitter of

either, or yet su£fering under one oonditton or

the other.

As may be supposed, many such substances

have been tried with more or less success. One
of the most prominent is the magnesia sentional

covering which is recommenced by the Bureau
of Steam Euglneeriog in the Navy Department,
Prof. John M. Ordway in bis report to the

Boston Manufacturers' Mutual Fire Insorance
Company, and thousands of other steam-users

in this country. This light, oleanly and
reliable material is the result of an intimate
combinatioo of asbestos, carbonate of magnesia
and fiber. It is made in regular lengths for

pipes and in sectional blocks for boiler cover-

ing, while specially molded pieces are prepared
for all standard sizes of elbows, pipe joints,

valve-boxes and other machine parts. It Is

readily attached to any steam pipe, being for

this purpose made in lengths of about three

feet each, canvas covered and supplied with
two iron straps or bands for firmly holding the

sections together. For boilers the blocks are

made in sizes 3xlS and 6x36 inches, varying in

thickness from I to 1^ inches. The blocks can
be fitted at any time, whether the boiler is hot

or cold, and when required the covering is sup-

plied in a plastic condition, so that it oan be

put on with a trowel. The special advantages

of magnesia seotlnoal covering may be summed
up as follows : Ease of application or removal,

infuelbility, absolutely non-conducting proper-

ties, and 80 a matchless covering for a steam
boiler or a refrigerator; durability—it will last

20 years without being tonohed or becoming
impaired—and its power of absorption, locat-

ing immediately any leak in the pipe or other

covered vessel. The sole agents of the mag-
nesia covf^rings for the Pacific Coast are C. B.
Johnson & Co. of 59 Clay street, San Francisoo.

A large stnck of the material is always kept
on hand. There are hundreds of places in the

city where the coverings are in use, which
testify better than any nnmber of written

testimonials could do to the services rendered
and to the great economy resalting from their

Rock-Breakers and Crushers

Australia.

for

The Numbek, of Telephones now under

rental by the- BrU Telephone Go. is 478.725, an

inoiease of 38,885 over the same time last year.

The headquarters of the Mountain division

and of the U^^ah division of the Uoion Pacific

will move to Ogden from Salt Lake City this

month, as General Superintendent Bancroft
feels it for the road's best Interest for the head>
qnarters of the road to be loca*'ed where two of

its divisions—the Central Pacific and Rio
Grande—have a common terminal.

Parke & Licy Company of this city shipped
nn the steamer ** Monowai," which nailed

Thursday for Australia, four No. 6 Gates
crashers, each having a capacity of 1440 tons
per day, or an aggregate capacity of 5760 tons

per day. These breakers are made by the
Gates Iron Works of Chicago, for which Parke
& Lacy Co. is ap<tnt, and th(>yare for nse at the
quarries of the New South Wales Government.
The same steamer also took four smaller break-
ers of the same make having a total capacity of

2000 tour per day. These are to be used by the
Broken Hill Proprietary Co., which operates
probably the largest lead-silver mine or mines
In the world to-day.

In addition to the above, Parke & Lacy Co.
shipped three Dodge rock-breakers for other
mining enterprises, having an aggregate capac-
ity of 900 tons per day, making in all a ship-

ment of 11 rock-breakers capable of crushing
8660 tons and weighing, ready for shipment,
135 tons.

These orders have been the reRult of many
years of hard work on the part of Parke & Lacy
Co., being virtually a question of superiority of

American manufactures over those of foreign

countries, and it is certainly gratifying tn all to

note the triamph of the former. Parke & Lacy
Co. received a cable last week from their

branch house in Sydney ordering four more No,
6 Gates cruehera, presumably for the Broken
Hill Proprietary Co, Thp«e will be shipped
by sailing vessel from New York early in Feb-
ruary.

Lower California Mikinq.—The San Do-
mingo mine, owned by Americans, is situated

only a short distance back in the Interior and
at present is furnishing work for 30 men, most-
ly Mexicans. In the last month, Capt. O'Con-
nell has brought over to Cedros T»l«»nd two out-

puts of boIUon amonnting to $9600. At San
Domingo the mining company is running at

present only a five-stamp mill, although a ten-

stamp mill ia about ready for use on the
gronnd. Forty miles back in the interior are

the San Miguel arastras, owned a'flo by Ameri-
cans, whose headquarters are in New York.

—

San Diego Sun.

The smelters of Colorado have formed a

combine against the ore-producers of that State,

and bave them at their mercy. This has been

done in retaliation for the enforcement of the

lead tariff law which prohibits the importation

of Mexican ores. The ore-producers are now
considering the advisability of erecting smelters

of their own.

Forms of Atmospheric Disturbance.

NUMBER I.

EoiToRd Pkkss:—In view of the many in-

quiries received at this office relative to the use
and significance of technical meteorological
terms, and for information as to the character
of the various forms of atmospheric disturb-

ances recognized by the science of meteorology,
it has been deemed advisable to prepare for pub-
lication, through the Pres:^, a series of circulars

or bulletlos whioh will britfiy but yet compre-
henslvely furnish the desired data. It is be-

lieved that this plan will serve to instruct the
public on an Important subject and aisist in

making the daily weather forecast of more
practical value. The first circular will treat of

The Cyclone.

About 50 years ago Piddington of Calcutta,
Eist India, first applied the term cyclone to all

circular atorma of whatever area. The earliest

published account of storms whem the curving
of the wlndo is recognized was by Captain Long-
ford in 1698, In a paper on the West India
hurricanes, which he called "whirlwinds."
The term cyclone oomes from the Greek cycles,
which signifies, among other things, the coil of

a snake. Its appUoation to the most important
of all meteorological disturbances is not intend-
ed to affirm that the area described by the
storm is a true circle, bnt rather expresslog
sufficiently the tendency of the air to a circular
motion. The word is now accepted by the
leading meteorologists of the world as properly
distingoisbing a certain class of storms. The
cyclone is a br^ad disturbance having a diaro-
etpr of from 300 to 500 miles, and sometimes
1000 miles. It is a vast eddy in the atmosphere
and moves along in that medium very much as
the eddies in a stream of water. The air does
not have an actual circular motion at any place
within the storm area, but only a tendency to
spli-al movement.
Bat even this tendency is nnt revealed by re-

ports from a single station. It is necessary to
obtain observations from the entire area of dis-

turbance, whicb, when plotted on a chart, dis-

closes the general movement of the air grad-
ually inward toward the center, where it rises

to the upper olond region and flows outward on
all sides. This motion of the air gives rise to
westerly winds south of the cyclonic center,
southerly winds on the east, easterly winds on
the north, and northerly winds on the west.
At the center of the area there ia a calm space
10 or 15 miles in diameter, known as the **eye
of the storm." This is a very dangerous part
of the oyolone for veeeels to encounter, as they
become motionless and are then suddenly
caught at a disadvantage by the rear of the
storm. The barometer is lowest at the center
and inoreases outward to the circumference.
The form of the cyclonic area is eicber circular

or elliptioal, generally the latter. The direc-
tion of progressive movement Is from west to
east under the infiuenoe of the rotation of the
earth, and while not directly visible is apparent
in the passing changes of the weather. The
rate of movement is on the average about 30
miles per hour, being most rapid in winter,
with a maximum of 50 mile?, and least rapid In
summer, with a minimum of about ten miles.

The four quadrants of a cyclone have distinct

and invariable characteristics as follows : In
the northeast quadrant, great humidity, high
winds, precipitation, and heavy clouds, espe*
cially in the southern portion. In the south-
east quadrant, the maximum of beat and mois-
ture, the region of all classes of local storms,
especially the tornado. In the southwest
quadrant, clearing weather, with dashes of rain

in the eastern portion, falling temperature and
dimloiehlog humidity. In the northwest
quadrant, the minimum of heat and mois-
ture, general absence of oloads and brisk, cold
winds. Some cyclones may preserve their

identity in passing entirely around the earth,

but the generality only make abont one-third

of that distanoe and then disappear in the gen-
eral circulation of the atmosphere,

John P. Finley,
Lieutenant U. S. Signal Corps, in charge.

Deep Comstock: Mining.—Ab f\ reiult of the
frequent meetings between J. W. Maokay, J,

L. Flood, Alvioza Hayward, W. S. Hobart, 8.

L. Jones and otherg, who control the north and
middle groups of Comatock mines, deep mining
is to be resumed along the entire lode, afttr a
lapse of five years. The pnmping operations

in the Crown Point incline are slowly reducing
the water in the Gold Hill and south-end
mine?, and it is only a question of time before

mining will be resumed in the lower levels of

these mines. The decision which culminated
on Tuesday in an agreement to the eff-ct that

deep mining will be resumed in the middle and
north-end mines, completes the general plan.

The initial step to be taken will be the placing

of Cornish pumps in the oomblnation shaft, to

pomp out the water nntil the hydraulic pumps
can be recoverf>d and set to work. Later, the
pnmps at the C. and C. shaft will be started.

A plan has been arranged for the drainage of

the entire lode, and it will be carried out with
all necessary dispatch. The action thus de-

cided upon will tend to enconrage those who
believe that in the lower levels there are re-

serves of ore yet to be uncovered which may
equal in importance the bonanzas of the past.

In addition to the drainage operations, the
question of a reduction in milling and trans-

portation charges Is being considered, and a

plan to accomplish this object will most prob-

ably be adopted.
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The toUowing la moitl? ootidensed Irom joumalB published

In the Interior, In proiimitj to the mines mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.

Amador.

Sutter Creek,—Amador Zft/^cr, Jan, 28: TUe

sensation at the Rose mine reported in my last has

about subsided. The water that broke in from the

old shaft is all taken out and work^has been resumed

There is no change ' " '' '^'
'"

^ ''
note. There is but little

quartz in sight, but what little there is has free gold

visible to the naked eye and they hope it will lead to

something permanent. The Sutter mine is still idle,

but according to reports will start under a new re-

eime in the spring. Making pipe for the Mahoney

mine is under fuU headway. The iron is arriving as

fast as they can make it. It will take about six

weeks to make it all, when the work of digging ditch

and laying pipe will be in order. Some men are now

at work repairing and getting the mill in order, fix-

in? the tail-race, adjusting water-pipes inside the

mill fixing up the batteries, etc. Altogether, it be-

gins" to look hke business. The Lincoln is ri,nning

along in about the usual way and is said to be pay-

ing. The sulphuret works are running full blast

^^^^°"
El Dorado.

Toll House.—El Dorado /?£/«^/:caff, Jan. 29:

The owners of the Toll House mine are nearly

ready to start a lo-stamp mill at work on gravel

from their mine. The machinery from a mill for-

merly in use on the ground has been moved to the

vicinity of the shaft and put in complete order for

work. Everything is contrived to handle the gravel

with great economy, the machinery being SiV-

dumpine and self-feeding. Some fine-looking gravtl

has been obtained from the mine. We understand

the company contemplates sinking another shaft

farther west in order to reach some parts of the

channel that cannot be drained through the present

shaft. ^ „ T
On THE Divide.— Georgetown Gazette, Jan. 29:

Being a visitor to Georgetown occasionally, I now

give you a few notes of various localities of El Do-

rado county, notably the Georgetown divide. Hav-

ing heard a good deal about the Van mine, my curi-

osity was excited to see it. I was very much sur-

prised to see a well-developed mine, also a mill run-

ning in full blast, crushing and grinding what they

call porphyry, but what scientists know to be de-

composed quartz. There is a very large body of this

quartz and from the easy way it is handled pays all

expenses of running the mill (a Huntington) and

prospecting the mine. When I was there it was

supposed they had struck the ledge in face of cross-

cut from the shaft, as they were hoisting some very

rich ore. As I came over to Placerville I noticed

the Taylor mine hammering away as usual, working

a full force; also the Lone jack mine, which is once

more at work under its old superintendent, Mr.

Lawrence. They have got the new Cunningham
machine for hoisting ore and it is claimed to be the

"boss," both for economy and power. I also visit-

ed the Alharabra mine, back of the Dalmatia, where

J. M. Bryan, the superintendent, has got everything

in apple-pie order, ready to commence crushing.

Hehasbeenatworkwith aforce of men for seven

weeks cleaning out the tunnel and shaft, also put-

ting up new machinery. For the short time they

have been at work they have made things take on a

different shape. As soon as the mine justifies it

the company intend putting up larger works. There

are quite a number of equally as good mines around,

and all that is required is a little energy, backed up
with some capital, to make them good paying prop-

erties.
Inyo.

Cerro Gordo.—Inyo Independent, Jan. 30:

Good reports come from Cerro Gordo. There

are better prospects now than at any timF; since the

present management took charge of the mine?. One
six-horse team is kept busy hauling ore down from

the hill to Keeler.
Modoc.

Mining Tunnels,—Adin Argus, Jan. 29: There

are two tunneling companies at work pushing lun-

nels into the heart of Hayden Hill, 15 miles south of

Adin. The first company formed consists of C. J.

McCoy, A. Greigg. B. F. Siudley, C. A. Higgins

and Dan McClane. They began their tunnel on the

south side of the hill and are working northward,

we are told. The other company is composed of

Messrs. Shanklin & Hornlein of Grasshopper valley,

N. Bieber, and another gentleman whose name we
did not learn. This company began their tunnel on
the north side and expect to run it in a south-

easterly direction for a distance of 3000 feet. Each
company is confident of success and it is to be hoped
they will find what they seek. No one can deny but

that there are millions of dollars in the mountain
if it is properly worked. Ten years ago the mines
of Hayden Hill produced large quantities of bullion

and times generally were flourishing in Big Val-

ley on account of their success. During the past

few years, for want of capital, bu., little ore has been
taken out and business there has been almost sus-

pended. The companies above named are com-
posed of moneyed men and there is no doubt but

that they will prospect until they find all the profit-

able leads.
Nevada.

The Holdsworth ChXms.^Transcript, Jan.

29; Jackson Lake in this county is as the bird flies,

less than 20 miles in a north by east direction from
Nevada City, although by the wagon-road it is

about twice as far; and from Emigrant Gap on the

Central Pacific railroad it is 16 miles by the

usual course of travel. The lake has an altitude of

about 6000 feet above sea level. Its out-of-the-way

situation readers it but little known to the public, as
comparatively few persons find their way there un-
less called by business. There are two men, how-
ever, who take intense interest in that part of the

county. They are old prospector Holdsworth and
his son, who have for a number of years endured
the rigors of the severe climate there and submitted

to being practically cut off from association with the

rest of the world in the hope that they will eventual-

ly reap an independent fortune as a remuneration
for their present abstinence from the luxuries of

life. They have carefully and laboriously exploited

the country thereabout with tunnels and shafts,

and have come to the conclusion that it is the foun-

tain-head of most if not all the gold mines that Ue

between there and the Sacramento valley. They

have made locations on six monstrous quartz ledges

with well-defined croppings and all so situated that

they can be worked by one tunnel that will give

i5oofeetof backs, and they have christened these

ledges respectively the West Feint. Golden Gate,

Golden Drop, Big Mountain, Red Top, and Red

Top Extension. Scores of miUing tests and assays

have been made at this city and elsewhere of ore

from the various deposits, and it is found to carry

gold, platinum and nickel. In gold they say the

lowest return has been $20 a ton by milling. Two
tons crushed last year at the Rocky Glen mill at

Granitevi.le gave S55 a ton, and it is contended that

even then not more than half of the precious metf 1

pounded out was saved. Capitalists went up there

last fall and negotiated for the consolidated claims

at the price of $150,000 spot cash. But when they

sent the papers up to be signed the Holdsworths

found that a bond was what the capitalists were

really fishing for. The papers are still unsigned.

An Iron Mining Co. —Nevada Transcript, Jan.

There is a probability that a prominent iron

tiooofeet. The old lead averaged $18 a carload. 1 during the week and reached the hanging-wall,

The new'red gravel averages only $5 so far, but as passing through qtiartz of low grade contairiing pay.
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mining company having smelting and other exten-

sive works in Ogden and San Francisco, will

shortly begin operations at this city. The com-

pany has this week through M. H. Brewer of San

Franci?co made eight locations along the rich and

extensive deposits of iron ore situated on the

northerly side of Deer creek, beginning at a point

about two aud a half miles below town and con-

tinuing to within a mile of Newtown, which latter

place lies west from here. Negotiations for the

property of Mrs. Hawke, forming the present east-

ern boundary of the company's claims, are now
pending and likely to be consummated. The new
locations are known as the Flora, San Francisco,

Hidden Treasure, Iron Duke, Iron King, Lily,

Monarch and Annie. The work of prospecting the

property will be commenced without unnecessary

delay, and it is expected that the erection of a

smelter will immediately follow the favorable develop-

ments which are confidently anticipated because of

what has heretofore been demonstrated as to the

extent and value of the deposits.

A New Gravel MmE,— Transcri/>t, Jan. 26:

The Ogden brothers, experienced gravel miners,

are engaged in developing the Gaylord & Bryant

drift mine a quarter of a mile in a northerly

direction from where the San Juan road

crosses Rock Creek. The tunnel is in 180 feet

and is evidently on the rim of a clearly defined

channel, but it has been most of the way
since starting in gravel (supposed to be from a

break out of the main lead) which carries coarse

gold. Various gravel miners contend that this

mine is on the same channel as the Harmony, and
that said channel instead of passing down through

the Manzanita ground goes by way of the Nebraska
and traverses the upper portion of Selby Flat, to the

north of the Manzanita.
Mine Bonded.— Grass Valley Union, Jan. 31:

The Washington mine, which is northeast of the

Idaho mine and on the west side of Wolf cref k, has

been bonded bv David Bryant from Herman Uphoff
the owner. The Washington was a popular pros-

pect some years ago, and it is believed will make a

good mine if properly opened up.

Ormonde,—Cor. Trajiscript, Feb. 3: There is

considerable work going on at this place outside of

the Washington Mining Co. Geo. W. Starr and
Chas. Stokes of Grass Valley have a fine-looking

property in the old Rodda ledge and its southern

extension. The parties have already spent con-

siderable money on the property in the way of pur-

chase, annual work, etc. I am reliably informed
that it is their intention to early in the spring re-

sume sinking the old shaft which is now down 30
feet carrying a ledge six or seven feet in width and
showing well in free gold and sulphurets. M. D.
Cooley, superintendent of the German mine, is

working five men all told. He has about 200 feet

to run yet before striking his ledge. Henry Koh-
ler of Washington is the owner of a fine-looking

ledge close by the German, and running parallel

with it on the west. Bright and early on New
Year's morning two different parties relocated the

Ocean Star quartz mine, which means more grub for

some of the legal fraternity. Capt. D. S. Donohue
has been at work till quite recently on his Uncle
Sara ledge located near the mouth of Canyon creek.

This property is one of the finest prospects as far as
developed in this section. The White Brothers are
developing a property on the north side of the

creek from the Uncle Sam, which prospects qaite

rich in free gold, and several other parties are pros-
pecting near by.

Placer.

Reopening.—Placer Republican, Jan. 28: L.
Remler, Dan Russell and Al. Ingram of Forest
Hill have bonded the old Home Stake quartz mine
in Volcano Canyon and are opening up the old tun-

nel which was run a distance of 630 feet years ago,
but which was allowed to cave in and fill up. 1 he
ledge is about six inches thick, but the quartz assays
from $50 to Sioo a ton, and there is great confidence
that it will prove a good property. Mr. Remler has
lived at Forest Hill 30 years, but this is the first time
he has ever invested in a mine.

The Paragon Mine.— " Considerin' everything,
Abraham Breece and Judson Wheeler are prob'ly
the two luckiest miners that ever struck Placer coun-
ty," said an old resident of Forest Hill the other
day. " They got the Paragon cheap, and in ten or
twelve years have cleaned up pretty well on to three-
quarters of a million in clear money." The old Par-
agon claim at Bath always has paid since 1857, both
as a hydraulic and drift mine. The tunnel has not
been worked on "scientific" mining principles. It

wanders around under the mountain following the
lead of the channel, and only gravel that paid has
been taken out. The under lead, which is' the one
that has been worked and proved so rich since about
1880, has been worked to within about 20 feet of
the May Flower ground, and when that remaining
distance of 20 feet was worked out, old miners
thought the gold-producing days of the Paragon
would be over. But not so. Six or seven weeks
ago the miners under the direction of Supt. W. H.
Grenell were set to work prospecting a favorable
spot about half-way into the tunnel, and the result is

the discovery of a new and distinct channel running
at nearly right angles with the old blue lead across
the whole width of the Paragon claim. The old lead
contained blue gravel and runs nearly north and
south. The new channel is above the old one, con-
tains red gravel and runs east and west. The dis-

tance across tlie claim In the latter direction is about

Mr. Grenell has worked across it a distance of 185

feet and has not yet determined the full width, and

as it costs only $2.25 to mine and mill the gravel,

the new channel may well be considered somewhat

of a bonanza in itself. At present 27 men are work-

ing in the mine, but the force is to be increased.

Sbaeta.

New Location.— Cbwner, Jan. 31: James Dow
has undoubtedly struck it in a new location a few

miles north of town. It is a six-foot ledge on the

croppings, shows up on the surface for 60 or 70

yards, and prospects well in free gold and sul-

phurets.

Texas and Georgia.—Shasta Co. Democrat,

Jan. 29: The new Texas and Georgia lo-stamp

mill and bucket tramway is now running like clock-

work. Last Saturday the capacity of the tramway

was timed, and in one hour it delivered 13 tons of

ore at the mill.

Lost Confidence.—Last week James Salla of

the Lost Confidence mine, Iron mountain, shipped

33,000 ounces of bullion, the cleanup from a month's

run . The Lost Confidence is gaining the reputation

of being one of the chief bullion-producing mines of

the State.

The Gladstone Mine on Kline gulch is one of

the big bullion-producers of the State. Twenty

stamps are in continual operation, producing about

$tooo a day, and yet this mine is in its very infancy.

In addition to a complete milling plant, Supt. Clark

has put in a dynamo plant and now lights the mill

and all the buildings with an electric light, and in a

few days the whole interior works of the mine will be

lighted with an incandescent light. Everything

about the premises is neat and inviting and the ac-

commodations for the miners, 75 in number, are

equal to any hotel in the county.

A Comparison.—Mr. Chas. Gruss, who mined

in Deadwood last year and is quite well known here,

a few days ago returned from an extended visit to

Plumas countv, and in a few days will go to Dead-

wood. In speaking of mines and comparing the

mines of Trinity and Shasta with those of Plumas,

he says the litter county's mines, which will produce

ore that will mill an average of $3 to $s a ton, are

considered big mining properties and are operated

on a big scale, while in Shasta and Trinity counties,

mines that will produce ore that will not mill an av-

erage of $10 or more are considered unprofitable.

He says there is a world of ore in Shasta and Trin-

ity that will mill an average of $5, but in Plumas

they would be developed into big paying properties.

But most all the gold ore in Plumas is free milling

and is reduced by water-power, and to that extent

Plumas has a slight advantage over Shasta. The
miners of Plumas utilize their natural water-power,

while in Shasta the water-powers are not harnessed

and put to use operating mining plants. Mr. Gruss

is an experienced, practical miner. He believes

Shasta county's mineral resources are second to none

in the State, and if the miners of Shasta would take

a few observations as to how low-grade ore is

worked profitably in Plumas and apply those practi-

cal methods here, Shasta county 's mining enterprises

would boom.
Sierra.

Sierra Cn^.—Moitntain Messenger, Jan. 29:

The Young America Co. has struck a pay chute

in No. 4 tunnel. The width of the ledge is not yet

known, as they had not got either hanging or foot-

wall. The company will soon be able to dispense

with the tramway and dump the ore from the cars

into the mill. The Berger mine is running only one

battery, owing to want of water. The ledge where

the men are now working is very wet. The Phoenix

Co. has been sinking a shaft on the ledge, with fine

prospects. Mr. A. C. Busch, who fnow owns the

whole property, has given an order for lumber for a

new mill which will be erected just as soon as it can

possibly be done. The Colombo mine is running

and looks very well. This promises to be a good

property. Al Smith and Frank Stewart are sinking

a shaft at Charcoal Ranch for a gravel channel.

Slsfclyou.

The Blue Lead.—Yreka. /onmal, Jan. 28: The
Yreka Blue Gravel Mining Co. has been incor-

porated, the principal object of the company being

to prospect the channel which is supposed to run

near the town. For this purpose subscription lists

will be circulated in a few days. If a sufficient

amount is subscribed, certificates of stock will be is-

sued to the subscribers and work commenced. All

money paid for stock will be used in the actual ex-

penses of prospecting, and if nothing is developed,

and there is any money left, it will be returned pro

rata to the subscribers. No assessments will be

levied, unless rich developments in prospecting

should warrant large expenditures in the future, in

which case the stcck will undoubtedly be worth

more than its par value. There can be very little

doubt, from all indications, that the channel, which

is now generally conceded passes through this

county, will prove a paying one, there being no

reason why it should not pay as well in this vicinity

as in the Cottonwood district, where it has been

prospected for six or seven miles. The surface in-

dications are exactly the same. If the channel

should prove to be rich, the result would be of in-

calculable benefit to the business interests of Yreka

and the county generally.

TrJnitv.

Tapped li.—Journal. Jan. 31: Fisher Gulch

Mining Co. on Canyon Creek has tapped the ledge

on the Chloride location with the tunnel that they

have been running for some time. At last accounts

the tunnel had not been run through the ledge, so

nothing definite is yet known regarding the quahty

of the ore. The mill on this property has been

running regular during the daytime for about ten

days, but the la^t few cold nights have caused the

water to slack off so the mi 1 has been shut down

for the present.

NEVADA.

Wasnoe District.

Yellow Jacket.—Virginia £«^£r/me, Jan. 31:

Shipping 40 tons daily of ore worth $18 a ton, as

per battery assays.

Justice.—The south drift from No. i winze,

490 level, was advanced 16 feet the last week; total

distance, 92 feet; face in fair-grade ore. Shipped

183 tons of ore worth as per battery samples $17.90.

Kentuck.—The west crosscut from the north

lateral drift, on the 950 level, was advanced 8 feet

Started a raise in the lateral drift opposite the cross-

cuts in quartz giving low assays. The raise in the
east ledge on the 1000 level is up seven feet, and
the top is in quartz containing occasional spots of
ore. Have also started a raise in the west ledge,

which is up seven feet in low-grade quartz.

Crown Point.—The northwest drift on the 500
level has been advanced 27 feet since the last report,

and is now out a total distance of 155 feet. The
face is in porphyry and quartz giving low' assays.

Will start a west drift from it during the coming
week.
Con. Imperial.—Work s still being confined to

following up and taking out small streaks of ore

on the upper levels and overhauling the old slopes

of the mine.
Belcher.—Have stopped the west crosscut from

the south drift from No. 3 crosscut 300 level, and
started an east crosscut opposite it. The west cross-

cut from the south drift in the west ledge, 300 level,

has been advanced 40 feet, and is now out 100 feet.

Have stopped it temporarily, and started an east

crosscut opposite it. The 1400 raise has been ad-
vanced 15 feet, and is now up 65 feet. The top is

in low-grade quartz. It is expected to connect with
the 1300 winze in a very few feet.

Overman.—Extracted 382 tons and 800 pounds
of ore. Shipped to the Brunswick mill 390 tons of

ore. Battery assays average $14.17 per ton. Upraise
from the northwest drift on the 1100 level has been
extended 9 feet, passing through ore; total length,

124 feet,

Confidence-Challenge. — The joint Confi-

dence and Challenge west crosscut from north drift

on the iioo level is out 113 feet. The face shows
quartz having no value.

Seg. Belcher.—The 600 level, south drift, has
been extended 29 feet during the week, and is now
out 129 feet; the face is in soft porphyry.
Savage.— Milled 570 tons of ore, the average

battery assay of which was $15 per ton. Bullion on
hand, $19,777. On the 300 level east crosscut was
advanced 27 feet; total length, 55 feet; face in por-

phyry. On the 1300 level we resumed work in the

north upraise, which is now advanced 75 feet; the

top is in ore—old fillings.

Hale & Norcross.—The west crosscut on the

800 level was extended 25 feet; total, 300. This
drift has reached the west wall of the ledge at the

end of the north drift on our north boundary line,

and opposite the above-mentioned crosscut we have
started an east crosscut and advanced same 10 feel

in quartz and porphyry.

Chollar.—Winze 80 feet south of north line,

750 level, is down 43 feet, bottom in quartz yielding

low assays. Station from the incline, 1300 level, is

in 10 feet. Repairs to the head main incline are

nearly completed. Extracted and sent to the mill

the last week 546 tons of ore, the battery assay

of which was $17.54 a ton.

PoTOSi. —East crosscut from winze, 1130 level, is

out 135 feet. In the face are bunches of quartz

yielding assays from $6 to $20 a tori.

Exchequer.— East crosscut, 150 feet south of

north line, 500 level, is out 440 feet; face in porphy-
ry. East crosscut near the south line, 600 level, is

out 276 feet; face in clay, quartz and porphyry.

East crosscut on the north line, 600 level, is out

50 feet; face in clay and quartz.

Alpha.—The south drift from east crosscut from
shaft, 6co level, is out 26 feet; face in quartz giving

fair assays.

Silver Hill.—Northeast drift, 160 level, is out
from the winze 610 feet; face in porphyry. North-/

west drift, 334 level, is out from shaft 835 feet; face"

in porphyry.
New York,—East crosscut 100 feet north of

shaft, 4100 level, is out 34 feet; face in clay and
quartz. East crosscut 200 feet north of shaft, iioo
level, is out 32 feet; face in porphyry. East crosscut

260 feet north of shaft, iioo level, is out seven feet;

face in clay and porphyry.
Ward COiMBiNATiON. — East drift from shaft,

1800 level, is out 805 feet; face in porphyry.
Andes.—During the past week north drift, 420

level, was advanced 16 feet in a formation of quartz

and porphyry. East crosscut from south drilt on

420 level was advanced 10 feel; face in clay and por-

phyry.

Gould & Curry.—200 level: In norihwest drift,

at a point 125 feet north of west crosscut No. 2,

started west crosscut No. 2 and advanced same 15

feet, passing through quartz showing some value.

250 level: West crosscut No. i has been extended

25 feet; formation porphyry with streaks of quartz;

total length, 60 feet.

Best & Belcher.— 800-foot level: West cross-

cut No. 2 has been extended 16 feet, through por-

phyry, clay and quartz; total length, 448 feet. 1200

level; West crosscut No. i has been extended 18

feet through porphyry, clay and quartz; total length,

89 feet.

Occidental.—During the week the work in the

mine has been confined to repairing and retirabering

the main tunnel on the 550 level.

Utah.— On the 725 level the northwest lateral

drift from the main west drift from the shaft has

been extended 37 feet; total length, 369 feet, in a

porphyry and clay formation.

Highland District.

The Mendha.—Pioche Record, Jan. 29: At

the Mendha mine, HighlandDistrict, work on the

new hoisting shaft goes steadily ahead and it has

now attained a depth of nearly 300 feet. A great

deal of work is connected with it, however, and a

month will probably elapse before the lower work-
ings are tapped, when the output of ore can, if

necessary, easily be doubled. In the other work-

ings, the mine looks as well as ever, and new ore is

being uncovered every week.

Jackrabbit District.

Day Mine.-Pioche y?£-c(7ri/, Jan. 29: The new
ore find in the Day mine mentioned by us two weeks
ago, has developed into a magnificent thing itself,

and the end is not yet. The strike was made
above the old working tunnel level on the west side

of it and about 700 feet from its mouth. The ore

has been drifted on for a distance of 75 feet, and
raised on for the same distance, and the work is

still going on. The walls range from 4 to 18 feet

apart and will average 10 feet. The ore differs

both in appearance and analysis from the average

ore of the mine, containing 8 to 10 per cent silica,

and will average 40 oz. in silver per ion when
knocked out and no sorting. Picked samples range

from 60 oz. to 600 02s, per ton in silver. In the
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tuDDel also, which is going in wcsi of the main
working tunnel and paraUel with it* good ore wiis

struck six days ago. In character it strongly re-

sembles that of the new strike, the vein being as

wide as three Teet, with an average of la inches.

The ore here runs at about 35 ozs. silver per ton.

This tunnel is rtinning toward the new strike and
will pass in under it, but is yet 500 feet distant.

The management is highly pleased over the outlook.

Tuscarora District.

Del Montk.—Tuscarora Times-Review, Jan. 30:
Firstlevel: Nonb crosscut advanced, cutting streaJcs

of low-grade ore.

Navajo.—Slopes below the 350-foot level are

looking belter and producing a good grade of ore.

Commonwealth.—Fourth level: East crosscut

advinced 38 feet; west crosscut being repaired.

North Commonwealth.—Through combina-
tion shaft—First level : Slopes produced 15 cars
of first class ore assaying $378 per tun, and 70 cars
second class assaying $36 per ton.

Belle Isle.—Stopes on the 350 foot level con-
tinue to look very good indeed. A crosscut has
been made through the tedge at the south end of the

intermediate, showing some rich ore on the west
wall with a large mass of concentrating ore. Work
has been resumed in the face of the west crosscut, pro-

gress 3 feel» face looks very encouraging. Sent 232
tons to concentrator, estimated assay value $34.43,
giving ao.15 tons wet concentrates, estimated assay
value $351.61.
North Belle Isle.—East crosscut, 400 level,

extended 20 feeL North drift from Belle Isle 450
extended 12 feet, vein large, showing bunches of

good ore. Joint east crosscut, same level, ex-

tended 15 feel and suspended. The 500 slopes
have improved since last report. South inter-

mediate from No, 4 chute extended 10 feet, total 19
feet south of the vertical winze, the face shows six

inches of solid ore. Have resumed work in No. 4
upraise. 600 level, progress 9 feel, in hard quartz.

Concentrator crushed 232 tons Belle Isle ore, assay
value 534.43, yielding 20.15 tons concenliates,

assay value $251.61.

ARIZONA.

Gunsight Camp.—Tucson Citizen, Jan. 30:
Mining progress in Arizona has never been more
rapid nor more encouraging than during the past

year. In all parts of its domain new propenies
are being opened and old ones reopened. This is

due to various causes. Favorable legislation has
given it an impetus, but not in all probability such a
one as have improvements -in mining machinery.
Old mines have worked under the constant dis-

advantage of rude and clumsy machinery, bearing
the comparison to the present mining apparatus that

all modern improved machinery does to its predeces-

sors. Improvements in mining machinery have
fully kept pace with others, and mines once worked
at a loss are now made to bring good and profitable

returns. The Gunsight mine, 125 miles southwest
of Tucson, is one of the pioneer mines of Arizona.

The Spaniards worked it, and (or the last 35 years

Americans have been in possession of it. Its teams
have thronged the road to Gila Bend, its railroad

outlet, and its enormous output has been bewilder-

ing. Something like a million dollars have been
expended on this camp, but only at times has it

been profitable. The ore, which is a good-grade
silver, has been worked with the old style cannon-
ball process mill, which extracted but a share of the

real value cf the ores. Different companies have
been in management of it, but the machinery was
so utterly inefBcient that the enormous outlay

on the property brought poor returns, and its great

dumps of ore piled high were never worked. Grad-
ually its large force of workmen was reduced, until

but 12 or 15 men were employed, milling the best of

the ore. Now the old regime is at an end, and
Gunsight will again take its place as a prominent,

and this time a profitable camp. A party in from
there states that it has been placed under the super-

intendency of J. C. Rankin, a practical mining
man, who will work ihe ores on the dump and some
of extra value lately uncovered in one of the old

shafts, by a new and profitable process, which will

extract almost their full value. The mill will be of

a 20-stamp capacity, and is now being put in. The
scarcity of water is at present something of a hin-

drance to the working, but will soon be remedied
by cleaning out the wells. The work of rebuilding,

renovating and removing debris will be pushed with

all speed. Ihe camp is to be worked for profit,

and it is a matter of congratulation that the old

mine is no longer to be almost deserted, but will

teem with life and business.

Fkom TableMountain.—Tucson Star, Jan, 30:

Capt. J. D. Burgess is in from his Table Mountain
camp, Pinal county, and reports everything rushing

at the Mammoth. Louis Ezekiels is delivering lum-
ber sawed in the Santa Cataiinas to the Mammoth
Co., for use in the mine. A number of men are

doing prospecting and development work in the

McGarrish and Bunker Hill districts; much rich ore

is being taken out at Stringerville for shipment.

The Table Mountain mines are developing finely

and great bodies of copper ore rich in gold are

bsing shown. Rumors of nearly consummated
sales of several mines in the vicinity of the Mam-
moth are prevalent, and as the mines are known to

be good ones, a boom is looked for in the near

future.

OOLOaADO.

MixsELL Mill.—Idaho Springs iWw^-, Jan. 29:

There is a great demand on the Mixsell mill at pres-

ent. Mixsell says he could run 50 stamps steady

if the mill was supplied with thai many. The
Casino mine produced from last May to January i,

over 240 tons of ore valued at $14,600. In that time

700 feet of drifting was done. The Treasure Vault,

which is under the management of Foulk Williams,

made a shipment of two lots of ore to Chamberiain
& Co.'s sampling works this week. The handsome
return of 27 ounces gold per ton was obtained from
the first lot. The second lot gave returns of ten

ounces per ton. A. A, Hoskin has just let a con-

tract to drive a crosscut tunnel to reach the Tarbet
lode in Squirrel gulch. This property is now owned
by Evan Davis of Wisconsin, who will push the tun-

nel to the lode as rapidly as possible. It will tap the

vein at 600 feet from the surface.

The Deep Shaft.—Aspen Times, Jan. 31: The
level that has been run from the Deep Shaft into the

Enterprise ground has struck the contact. It was

reported that a good body of ore had been opened,
but this is denied. The contact is found to be very
wet and a large volume of water has been (lowing
out through the level. It is thought, however, that
the contact will soon drain out.
The Asi'EN.— Fhe Aspen mine is now employing

275 men. The output has been increased a little

and is now nearly up to the old figures, the weekly
shipments footing up to 900 tons.

Smelter at Grand Junction.— II. K. Dever-
eux came up Saturday from Grand Junction. lie
reports that arrangements have been made to con-
nect the Tintic district in Utah with the kio Grande
Western road. This, in his opinion, means that a
smeller will be built at Grand Junction. He met
General Palmer at Glenwood and that gentleman
told him that works would be established at the
point indicated in a very short time.

Thk Edison No. 2.—The lessees of the Edison
No. a held a meetmg last nighl. The resignation
of Manager Thomas Kerwin was accepted and
James Warner was elected to the position. The
mine is now looking much better than ever before.
No ore is being shipped except what is taken out in

running drifts. The ore body holds out well and
stoping ground is being prepared. There is a good
five-foot vein of ore in the mine and the lessees will

reap a rich reward.

DAKOTA.

Chlorl'^ation Works. — Deadwood Pioneer,

Jan. 28: The new barrel for the chlorination works,
ordered by Harris Franklin while in Chicago, will

be four, and not five tons, as heretofore published.
It is expected here about March 20th, and will in-

crease the capacity of the works to 70 tons per day.
Shipments of ore from the Golden Reward to the
works still continue.

D. & D. Smelter.—Bids for furnishing lumber
for the new D. & D, smelter were opened yesterd.iy,

and the contract was awarded to Col. W. M. Pratt,

his bid being the lowest. Work on the foundation
is progressing nicely,

Caledonia.— Richard B'ackstone has been ap-
pointed superintendent of the Caledonia, and he
will take charge of the property, together with the
De Smel and the B. H. & Ft. P, R. R. It is ru-

mored that he will shortly resign his position as
superintendent of the railroad.

RtCHMOND Mill. — The Richmond mill at

Galena started up Monday, and is now running in

full blast. A partial cleanup was made yesterday,
and the result was highly satisfactory to Supt.
Havens, All the ore is coming from the Richmond
mine, and is looking better than it ever has be-
fore.

MONTANA.

The Elizabeth.—Phillipsburg Mail, Jan, 27:
There has been considerable excitement about this

property both here and in Helena and St. Louis for

some time past, and particularly for the past week
or so. The immediate cause seems 10 have been
a report telegraphed to St. Louis by Supt. Wier an-
nouncing 15 inches of ore in the east drift of the

norih crosscut. While this of course is true, it ap-
pears that the ore is of low quality and nothing to

go wild over; but there is no doubt in the world but
that ore of good grade and plenty of it will yet be
found in the south vein, between their present work-
ings and their eastern end lines.

Hatta.—This company is still sinking, and the

shaft is now about 320 feet in depth and the new
hoist is handling the water in good shape, but more
water is expected as depth is attained. Supt. Hol-
land came up from the mine the other day and says
that they now have about 700 or 800 tons of ore on
the dump, but not of very high grade. The shaft

at present seems to be in the vein and the ore is

daily increasing in value. They now have from 8

inches to one foot of gray copper that assays well.

A Lesson in Mining.—vV^'/cw;, Jan. 29; The
Golden Leaf M. Co. which owns the old Empire
property, some four miles west of Marysville, is

teaching all the mining companies of the State a
lesson in cheap raining. The property of this com-
pany is not advantageously situated. The 60-stamp
mill is nearly a mile from the mine, with which it is

connected by a tramway. All the machinery at both
the mine and mill is run by steam; water is scarce

and cannot be freely used, and the site is four miles

from a railroad, over a mountain road with very

steep grades. The work of mining and milling is

done by 50 men. During the month of December
the expenses of the mill and mine (and everything
used was accounted for} were $7100. Four thou-

sand tons of ore were milled, the average assay of

the ore being $3,70; the assays of the tailings showed
$r.2o, leaving the value of the metal (gold) extracted

at $2.50. So the gross product of the mine was
$10,000. In addition to this there was 3000 tons of

ore in the bins of the mine and mill, and the work-
ings of the mine were in much better condition than
they were in tne beginning of the month. This
shows that Mr. J. Henry Longmaid, the man-
ager of the company, thoroughly understands his

business, and that he has an able corps of assist-

ants and good workmen. Mr, Longmaid sets them
all a good example, for he does what is ordinarily

the work of four persons. He is manager, superin-
tendent, assayer, bookkeeper, and timekeeper. The
company will not permit a saloon on the place, and
neither is there a gambling house, yet Mr. Long-
maid says that he has many applications for work
from men who know these facts, which he is unable
to grant. The plant, outside the mine, is worth
about S20o,ooo, and if this property can return a
profit under such circumstances, with the same in-

dustry, energy and economy, nearly every mine and
mill and smelter in Montana ought to make money.

IDAHO.

DeLamar.—Idaho Statesman, Feb. i : Be-
sides the world-renowned DeLamar mine, .several
other rich mines will be opened up and worked with
large crews of men early in the spring. Under the
careful guidance of Dr. Munson, superintendent,
and J. M, Healy, foreman of the main workings, a
Statesnian representative went through the mine.
At a depth of some 400 feet from the surface one
comes upon a vein of ore 80 feet in thickness, which
is very rich in both silver and gold. As fast as the
work of developing the different drifts and tunnels
is completed, substantial frames are put irTplace to
prevent accidents from caving walls, which gives an

air of solidity to the whole works. Everything is done
to secure the safety of the men and the most rapid
handling of the ore. About 200 feet above the
hoist works and carpenter shops is located ihe
mouth of the upper tunnel and works. Here is

also the Anchor shaft, named after its discoverer,
H. C. Anchor, who is foreman of this division. It

is here that several nuggets of almost pure silver

have been discovered, one weighing something over
26 pounds and valued at $8 per pound. The men
working in this department average two sacks of
high-grade ore per day, each sack valued at $40.
Thus wc see that no one can even estimate the
fabulous wealth represented by this (the DeLamar)
group of mines. To facilitate the rapid handling of

ore in the lower tunnels, Capt, DeLamar intends
placing on the upper levels powerful electrical hoists,

a part of the machinery for which is on the ground.
BRtGHTER Pkosi'ECTS.—Salt Lake Tribune, Jan.

29: Frank Willis, who is down from Custer coun-
ty, Idaho, says that the mining prospects in thit
county are much brighter than a year ago. The
mines that are being operated are looking better
than usual and more ore is being opened up. Just
as he was leaving home there was a rumor that a
good strike of ore had been made in the Post Boy in

the tunnel on which work has been progressing the

past year. The Post Boy is on the Ramshorn hill

and on the same mineral belt as the Ramshorn, Sky-
lark and several other mines which have been pro-
ducing so largely the past 10 years. The winter has
been very pleasant on Salmon river so far.

Stokmy HxiA..^Avalanche, Jan. 31: Mr.
Longmead returned from Salt Lake and Mr. H.
Stephenson from Baker City, during the week.
They found on their return that work had been pro-
gressing favorably on the Stormy Hill shaft which
is now down 260 feet. The ledge has widened
slightly, and Mr, Harris the foreman was able to

show them some rich samples of ore taken from the
bottom. When the shaft is down 300 feet they will

begin running drifts both north and south. The
mine now looks so promising that it quite assures
the building of a mill on the mountain to wo-k the
ore taken out. This mill will be built in South
Sinker gulch, near where the Lightning creek road
crosses, where the owners have secured a site and
located water rights.

Trade Dollar.—The winze which was sunk to

connect tunnels i and 2 on the Trade Dollar is now
down to level of No. 2. The face of No. 2 level is

still 270 feet south of this winze but is being pushed
by a double shift to a connection with winze, the
ore growing better as the tunnel is advanced. In
the face of No. i tunnel which is now 128 feet

north of the winze, the ledge has two streaks of ore,

one four and the other three inches wide, of high
grade.
Black Jack.- -The manager of the Black Jack

is still working the Rind drill on the ledge recently

struck. The drift is now run south of the tunnti

60 feet. The ledge at this point is four feet wide,
ten inches of which is very rich and the balance
good milling quartz.

NEW MBXIOO.

MOGOLLONS.— Silver City Enterprise, Jan. 30:
Geo. Rowe & Co., lessees of the Consolidated claim,

which lies to the south of the Mountain Key upon
the same vein, are working four men. The shaft is

down over 100 feet. Sufficient high-grade ore to

pay expenses is being taken out and shipped. A
big boom may be looked for throughout this entire

camp when spring opens. The Confidence Co.
are driving the main level on the Confidence ahead
and are now in 670 feet from the opening at the

gulch. Work has been suspended on the old loca-

tion shaft at a depth of 90 feet below the main level, a
total depth of 215 feet. The shaft shows fully six

feet of milling ore worth from $28 to $45 per ton
and which will probably average $32 to $35 in a mill.

Captain Frank Vingo, superintendent of the

Mogollon Consolidated Mining Co., is pushing
business on the Little Fanny, Everything about
the mine is being put in shape for a long and good
paying millrun. A few men are taking ore from
the old Sheridan mine which will be run at the mill.

The Last Chance Co, have most of the machinery
for their 20-stamp mill on the ground. The grad-

ing of the millsite is completed and the framing of

timbers is rapidly progressing.

Pyramid Pickups.— Western Liberal, Jan. 30:
A number of additional hands have been put to

work during the past week. The fame of the old

camp is being spread, and miners looking for work
are coming in almost daily. Messrs. Lincoln and
Butnuh are developing their properly; it was former-

ly known as the Henrietta, and has produced some
good ore. The ore was shipped to Freiberg, Ger-
many, and after paying all expenses, netted the

company a handsome sum. Some good ore is be-

ing extracted from the stopes on the loo-foot level

in the Viola, The lost lead, or rather the one which
had never been really found, has been caught in the

east crosscut of the south drift on the loo level. The
superintendent and all hands are highly elated over

the prospect of a big mine. The vein is as yet small,

but is widening every foot it is penetrated. The ore

is a high grade of sulphuret, and closely resembles

that of the Bob Lee, which is sufficient guarantee of

its excellence.

OREGON.

Oregon Marble and Lime.—Bedrock De?no-

crat. Jan. 29 : Mr. W, L. Peak, manager of the

Oregon Marble & Lime Co., called yesterday.

The base of operations of this company is four and
one-half miles west of Huntington in the Burnt

river canyon, the railroad running within a few rods

of the company's works, thus enabling the company
to place their product on the cars at a very trifling

cost. The capacity of the works is one hundred
and fifty barrels of lime per day and two carloads of

lime rock per day. The company employs about

twenty men and will increase that number shortly.

Mr. Peak tells us that his company finds a splendid

market tor their lime as far east as Wood River and
west throughout Oregon and Washington, their

lime being the equal of any on the market. The
lime rock is used as flux for smelting purposes and a

ready purchaser for all the company can supply is

found in the Oregon Iron & Steel Co., whose works

are located at Oswego, Oregon. Mr. Peak is n"ow

busily engaged enlarging the present plant of the

company, building kilns, etc, in anticipation of a

heavy run the present year. The company is com-

postd of a number of very wealthy gentlemen,
among them William Ladd, banker of Portland,
Thos. Rourke, of the First National bank of Pendle-
ton, and Sutton & Beebe, ship-chandlers of Port-
land.

UTAB.

Deep Creek Interest.—Salt Lake Tribune,
Jan. 30: The Deep creek intere-st still keeps up
among prospectors and mining men. Properties are
being secured by investors, while quite a number of
small syndicates have been out prospecting and
making locations. One incident shows the interest
and confidence that men in this city have in the
Deep creek mines. A week or so ago town lots at
Clifton, a prospective mining town for that one dis-
trict, were put on the market at $25 each, after
which the price was raised and this week 27 lots have
been sold at prices ranging from $50 to $200 per lot
The value of the 20 or 30 mining districts out in that
country depends greatly upon the early building of
a railway thither. The low-grade ores, in which the
country chiefly abounds, cannot be mined and mar-
keted to profit without a railway, but there is such a
feeling of confidence that the road will soon be con-
structed as to have doubled the values of the mines
and prospects in the estimation of their owners and
would-be purchasers. Mr. Bacon is expected back
in two or three days, and he ought to bring good
news regarding the railway. There is fair prospect
of some gold mills going into the Deep creek coun-
try before long, even if the railway does not begin
to materialize soon.

New Strike in Cottonwood.—McVicker made
an assay yesterday of some ore sent from Little Cot-
tonwood, which went 55 per cent lead and 94 ounces
silver. It is claimed to be from a new strike in the
vicinity of the Emma mine.
Stanley and Congo.—The Stanley mine. Big

Cottonwood, has about loo tons of ore on the dump
ready 10 send to market when the roads open in the
spring. The Congo is also getting out ore. These
two properties are doing well and their stocks are
both rising in value in the Exchange.
The Wall Mill at Ophir.—Col. Wall came

in from Ophir yesterday. He has his mill in com-
plete order and would have it running but the
weather is so cold there that the water-power is in
too solid lumps for his purposes. He hopes to get
started soon.

Strike in the Turk.—The Turk mine, which
only began genuine development lately, and which
is at the head of Dragon hollow, Tintic, appears lo
be in luck. Only a few days ago they made a strike

on good ore and now, in continuing their work,
have gotten on to even better ore. The Turk was
owned by persons who did little work on it until Dr.
Chamberlain got hold of the property last fall and
has been developing it. Later a company was or-
ganized among some gentlemen in this city, and
work has been going on finely ever since. The last

ore struck is reported to be gray carbonates and to
run very high in silver. The company has an op-
tion on the Martha Washington and June Rose,
near Silvi-r City, of which the former is already a
shipper of good ore.

The Snow Will Hinder.—Salt Lake Tribune^
Feb. i: The storm will probably cause some of
the mines to stop chipping ore, while in others it

opens the way for hauling from the mines. Both
the Ontario and Ddy had to suspend ore hauling
the past two or three weeks because there was not
enough snow for sledding in, and too much for

wheels, but the late fall of snow has made the
roads all right for the bobs, and ore hauling has
been resumed. Ores are coming in pretty regularly
now, and the smelters are getting about enough
to keep their slacks running. The usual amount
of Nevada ores coming in.

Hanaoer Smelters.—The Hanauer smelters
keep their furnaces running, and have a good stock
of ore on hand.
Assaying Jackson Ore.—Hodges was busy

making assays yesterday, among which was 15 tons
of Jackson ore from Eureka, Nevada.
Concentrates Received.-Creole concentrates

to the amount of 45 tons was assayed yesterday. It

ran, 40 percent lead, 34 ounces silver and one-
tenth ounce gold. This was concentrated at the
Crescent mill and it went to Denver,
Dry Ores.—a large portion of the ores coming

in are of the dry kind, such as the local smelters do
not care to reduce. This suggests an opening in

this valley for a custom mill for treating such ores
as carry but Httle or no lead. There is much of this

class that could be reduced better in a mill than by
smelting,

WASHINGTON.

The Standard Outlook.—Ruby Miner, Jan.
29: Phil Perkins and W. S. Wiggins are making
a great showing on their Standard mine just north
of town. Sinking on a ledge at a distance of 25
feet there is now in sight a 4-foot body of ore, of

which 2 feet is mineral which will average 100
ounces of silver and about 30 per cent lead per ton.

Specimens go away up, but they don't go anything
on that. It is the large body of high-grade
mineral which now pleases the fortunate owners,
Phil Perkins says that after exploring the ledge at
its present position he will immediately run in a
tunnel to tap it 100 feet deeper.

More Placer Talk.—Benjamin Hall spent a
couple of days in camp last week and returned Sun-
day to the Similikameen where he is engaged in
mining, Mr. Hall is enthusiastic over the placer
grounds of the Similikameen, and his good judg-
ment in mining affairs makes his views interesting.

Said he :
" With a diving suit I could bring up

$5000 gold in two weeks from the bed of the river.

There are numerous pot-holes where men with an
ordinary shovel have scooped up from $50 to $100 a
day and this too where a strong current swept
away a large part of the gold before it could be
lifted to the top. The scoop shovel can only be
used in shallow water where, of course, the current is

swiftest, but with a diving apparatus a man could
go into deeper waters where the largest deposits
exist. I do not understand where that gold
comes from. The river is crossed by ledges which
on one bank are a porphyry and on the other a
pebbly or modern formation, and while carrying
gold scarcely account for the large quantities which
are known to be deposited in the river." Mr. Hall
reports that the ditch which is to carry water to
Bob Allison's placer grounds, some two miles from
the river, is about completed.
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rQECHAi^ieAL Progress

Cast Iron vs. Wrought Steel Columns.

In eearohing for information as to the relative

advantages of cast iron oolumnB overthoae made

of steel, we have had communioated to na the

six lucid and forcible reaaons which follow,

showing why cast iron is to be preferred: 1.

Economy. Cist columns are much less expen-

Bire than steel columns required to carry the

same load. 2. Speed of delivery. Cast col-

umna can be entirely supplied by all foundries.

Much less time Is required for manufacture of

oast iron columns than for the riveted steel

work. 3. Adaptability. A cast iron column

can be made of any shape desired. Connections

can be arranged for attaching other parts of the

constrnotlon much more readily and satisfac-

torily than can be done in the use of steel ool-

nmus. 4. Value as scrap. In case buildings

erected are to be reconstructed or demolished,

the oast Iron as scrap has a much higher value

than the steel. 5. Corrosion ia much lejs

rapid, and much less destructive to cast iron

than to steel. Oast iron may be exposed for

years and show very little loss from rust. Steel

after an exposure of a few months will deterio-

rate very rapidly, the whole surface of the metal

peeling off repeatedly in scales, while anything

is left. 6. Cast iron columns have been well

tested by use during a very long period. Steel

colamns are still an experiment. What time

will do with large structures supported by

riveted work and liable to rapid corrosion re-

mains to be seen.

To the strong and impressive reasons, above

specified, we are able to add the personal

knowledge of some experts that, in several of

the lofty buildings in Chicago, cast columns

were furniahed at 35 per cent to 51 per cent

leaa than estimated for steel columns—a verdict

of experience which apeaka with a very loud

emphasis on tbe question of relative cost. The
same authorities tell ua that they have often

found the sustainlog capacity of cast columns

as much as 100 per ceut greater than that of

steel columns for same load and use. Positive

facts like these are ramparts of certainty, alien

to all the proceBsea of theoretic aaanmption, and
they greatly strengthen tbe position occupied

by the advocates of cast iron columns. It

should be distinctly and fully understood, how-
ever, that the decided superiority claimed for

cast iron columns over the customary riveted

work of steel has no reference whatever to ten-

sile property, or power to resist the strain of

drawing apart, but relates to power to resist

the oruahing strain of superincumbent weight,

a column's capacity to hold up against presBure

without giving way being its sopreme standard

of excellence. So far as our inquiries have ex-

tended, we have not found any record or any
recollection of cast Iron columns breaking by
pressure from over>we]gbt. The absence of

BQoh an event from a wide range of experience

poaaeasea a significance which requires no com-
ment. Amoog the other advantages claimed
for cast Iron is greater safety in case of fire, aa

the liability of the riveted steel article to

warp, curve and yield nnder the influence of

severe heat is a defect in any upright aupport
loaded with a heavy mass.
In regard to comparative tendency to corro-

sion, there is really no dispute, as even Carnegie,
Phippa & Co., in an article in their own book
on struccural steel, state that the liability of

rnst or oxidization is greater in steel than in
oast iron.

Ooe competent authority expresses the opinion
that '* the great and effective arguments in
riveted wrought columns are that rolling pro-
duces sound, uniform material which can be in-

spected easily, while cast iron is liable to hid-
den defects which the average architect cannot
discover, and consequently never feels safe

about." Thia authority telle us, finally, that
" if cast iron is good enough, and can be pro-
duced sound enough, for locomotive cylinder?.
It certainly will regain its lost ground for build-
ing purpoaes, when the makers wake up."

—

In-
duttrial World, Ohieago.

A New Method of Alloying Iron and
Steel WITH Aluminum. — Our attention has
recently been drawn to an invention which
promises to come to the front as a new and im-
portant agent in tbe manufacture of iron and
ateel, and which has special Interest to all iron-
founders, inasmuch as it increases the fluidity
of the iron, aecnring better metal and thor-
oughly preventing blow-holea and faulty oast-
ings. The wonderful improvement iron and
steel undergoes when a small quantity of alu-
minum is mixed with it in a molten state has
long been known; but the great coat of the ma
terial, its easy volatilization, and the conse-
quent impossibility of using it with any kind of
blast, have so far stood in the way of general'
izUg its employment in furnaces on a large
scale. Its use has, therefore, been mainly con-
fined to manual mixing In crucibles, but the re-

sult is not always satiafaotory, the iron fre
quently becoming atreaky and showing undis-
solved needles of aluminum. The present in-
vention seems to remove these serious objec-
tions and to open up an entirely new era for
the employment of aluminum on a large scale,
inasmuch as the expensive commercial alu-
minum will no longer be used, but a cheap flux
very rich in alumina and easy of reduction in
a blast furnace. This flux, when brought into
a fusing state in the presence of molten iron
or steel, gives off metallic aluminum gases or

vapors having a atrong affinity for the metal,

and the iron in this state absorbs these gases

in statuo nasGendi, thus forming not a mere me-

chanical alloy, aa in the old process, but a new

and perfect metallio compound of great

tenacity. Mr. T. Freeman, F. G, S., of 200

Phoenix street, London, has been deputed by

the patentee to make the neceasary arrange-

menta for the introduction of thia new system.

—Colliery Chiardiant London,

The Wonders of Science multiply. Some
prove fakes, some are harneased as everlasting

verities. One ia announced in Switzerland,

Dr. Mandruft, of Geneva, claims to have in-

vented a machine, described as a simple device;

a solid sphere of copper, 40 centimeters in

diameter—about 16 Inches—contained within

a sphere of zinc 50 centimeters in diameter.

The two spheres revolve in opposite directions

at a rate of 500 revolutions a minute, and the

apace between is kept filled with steam at a

pressure of six atmospheres. It is said that

from a half horse-power of motive force an elec-

tric current is developed sufficient to run 500

incandescent lampa. As ten lamps are reck-

oned to a horse-power, this means 50-horBe

power in electricity. Until further verifications

are received this discovery must be taken with

several grains of allowance. In the above con-

neotion we find the following: Another mar-

vel is announced in the shape of a photograph-

ing phonograph. M. Leon Esquille, aMsxlcan,

is said to have perfected a marvelous invention

in electricity and photography. By speaking

into a photophone transmitter, which consists

of a highly polished diaphragm, refleotlng a

ray of light, thia ray of light Is aet into vibra-

tions, and a photograph ia made of it on a

traveling band of sensitized paper. If the

image of this photographic tracing Is projected

by means of an electric arc or oxyhydrogen light

apon a selenium receiver, the original speech is

then heard. What next?

VPiNDiNG Wire Springs.—In winding an
open spring of wire, all that can he calculated

on its reflex force after being " shut," or com-
pressed, are tbe elements of material of tbe

wire, temper of the wire, size of the wire and
diameter of the coil. These calculations are

easily made, or so nearly that any error may be

easily rectified, if the spring should not prove
yielding enough, by stretching its coils apart.

Bat a close spring is a different matter. In
this there should be more than a closeness of

ooil;itis|requlaite that the cloilng-up inclination

of the coll should be greater than the opening
resistance, in order to get the greatest power
from the spring. This condition may be ob-

tained by holding the winding wire back
toward the winding end, even If the leader is

" off " from the open end, if the wire is strong
enough to sustain the tension, as the result will

be an apparently open-wound spring, that is, a
olosely coiled spring aa soon as the end is releas-

ed. To increase the intensity of a spiral spring

(close wound) the wire should be twisted in the
winding, the dlreotlon of the twist being against
the line of the pull on the wire.

—

Scientific

American.

Imtrotements in Steam Hammers. — In
Chemnitz, the great tool-making center of Ger-
many, there have been made some improve-
ments in steam hammers that are worthy of

notice and in keeping with the tendenoiea of

other steam machinery of our day. The ham-
mers have two cylinders and two piston-heads
of different area, that operate on the principle
of a differential engine; the steam, aoting first

in tbe same cylinder to raise the hammer, ia

then exhausted into the large cylinder, to make
the down or working stroke. Heretofore
steam hammers have been wasteful machines,
the steam being used without expansion and
the *' clearance" In short strokes being lost.

The differential plan seems a good one, if there
are also arrangements to use Initial steam both
above and below the pistons when required.

—

Industry.

Uniting Alttmindm to Glass.—A Cincin-
nati expert, it Is said, has succeeded in uniting
aluminum with glass. If this be true
and can be praotically done, it promises
to make a great revolution, especially in the
construction of incandescent electric-light
globee. It has been the study of aoientiets for
years to find a metal which would unite with
glias in which the oontraotion and expansion
were equal, and so far nothing has been found
available except platinum, the cost of which is

enormona and the supply limited. It is there-
fore with a great deal of interest that the de-
velopment of these experiments will be
watched, and it is to be hoped that something
has at last been found which will in every
sense of the word "fill a long-felt want."

A Hint for a Foreman.—One of the good
points that should be seen in a foreman is the
ability to look ahead and see what Is coming
and have all the difficulties provided for as fast
as they appear. It Is something like a man
laboring under a heavy-loaded wheelbarrow;
you can help him about as much by knocking
out the little trigs and obstruotions that are
likely to come before the wheel, so as to make
it all smooth work for him, as you can by seiz-
ing hold of one arm of the barrow and ruahing
recklessly over everything by main strength.

Soldering Aldminiitm.—It is costly work
to solder aluminium, for the parts mus* be
sweat full of gold first before the solder can be
made to take hold.

SeiENTiFie Progress

The Obliquity of Planetary Orbits.

In an article in a recent number of Na-
ture, the opinion la expressed that **the

only plausible hypothesis to explain the inclina-

tions of the axis of planets upon their orbits"

is that at some time they have been struck by
oomets. A correspondent of the Scientific Amer-
ican, in commenting upon that theory, aaya:

*'The writer, no doubt, infers this from the

ring theory of Laplace. If the sun, at the time

of the formation of a planet, were a perfect

sphere, it is difficult to see how the planet

could be formed, by natural causes, in any
other way than as a ring. But was the sun a

sphere? It seems to me much more probable

that, during its nebulous state and during the

generation of the planets, the sun was an irreg-

ular mass of vapor, some parts being more dis-

tant from the center than others. Such higher

parts, situated toward Its equator, but not nee-

esaarily in it, would have a greater velocity

than the general surface, and thus would be

oompelled by centrifugal force to separate, one
after another, from the main body, to become
planets.

"If this be so, they were thrown off, not in

rings, but in masses, the largest ones first, aa on
the separation of each one the eun would become
more regular In form and the protuberances
smaller. These bodies, thus torn from the

main body, would not be likely to assume revo-

lution on axes exactly perpendicular to their

orbital motion, and I would thus account for

the obliquity of their orbits. In the meantime
the parts of the sun toward its poles, having leas

rotary velocity than the equatorial parts, would
fall more rapidly toward the center, and thus
contribute to its spherical form.

**There is no sign anywhere of ring planetary

formation, unlesa in the case of the rings of Sat-

urn, and perhaps that of the asteroids, which
may be fragments of a broken ring. But we
see that in neither of these cases was a globe

the result."

In reply to its correspondent, the editor of

the last-mentioned journal aays:

This theory ia fully as plausible as the one
advanced by Leotard in the article on "The
End of the World," in our issue of Oct. 4. Yet
both, being of accidental natnre, do not accord
with the uniformity of axial and orbital incli-

nation of every individual body forming the

solar system, the only exception being the sys-

tem of minor planets, which seem to be the re-

mains of an accident to some large planet orig-

inally occupying a normal plaoe in our system.
The axial positions and orbital relations of all

the bodies of the aolar system, from the sun to

the remotest planet, seem to be due to the
slight perturbations from the irregular flight of

comet9, meteors, and of interplanetary gravita-

tion through the vast myriads of years that

have elapsed since the dawn of their

individualities.

Artificial Musk is a recent chemical

achievement, a process for its production hav-

ing recently been patented in Germany. It ap-

pears in crystals of a yellowish-white color and
of a strong musk odor. For perfumery purposes

the crystala should he dissolved in alcohol,

with the addition of a trace of ammonia or car-

bonate of ammonia. Thia aolution, which may
be compared to tincture of musk, surpasses the

latter in the intensity and penetrating power
of its odor. The product to be used in perfum-

ery must previously be diluted in a homeo-
pathic manner. Tbe following are the rather

loose details of the mannfactura of tbe article,

which have been deposited in the German Pat-

ent Office: •* Boil in a reflux condenser toluol or

toluene, C7 Hg with one of the following halo-

gen oompounds of butyl, viz., chloride, bro-

mide, or iodide of butyl, along with chloride

or bromide of alnmlDilm. The resulting product

falls back into the water in the still, where it

is decomposed and distilled in a current of

water vapor. The parts which distill between
170° and 200" are collected separately and
treated with a mixture of nitric and fuming
sulphuric acid. The product obtained from

this process la washed in water and redistilled

In alcohol, from whioh the 'artificial mnak'
crystallizes out." The patent rights for France

and abroad have been disposed of to a syndicate

of manufacturing perfumers. There ia no doubt
that the trade in natural musk, so far as the

perfumery branch is concerned, is threatened

with a very aerioua crisis. The nae of muak in

medicine is very restricted, the article being

now only employed In certain cases of typhus.

This may be regarded as another of the tri-

umphs of synthetical chemistry.

A Newly Discovered Profertt in Cotton-

seed Oil.—According to the Scientific Amer-
ican, Philip Helbig and Hermann Bertling of

Baltimore have discovered a new property of

cotton-aeed oil, which aeems likely to extend

its usefulheas considerably. One gallon of

pure cotton-seed oil being placed in a suitable

iron vessel, 20 pounds of lead are melted and

slowly poured into the oil, which at the same
time is thoroughly stirred. The lead separates

in globules, and when the oil ia poured off,

after cooling, there is found to be about 17

pounda only of the lead, the balance having

been absorbed by the oil. The lead is again

melted, and the operation repeated to the fifth

pouring, the amount of lead absorbed being less

at each suooeeding pouring, but the total

amount absorbed being about ten pounds. Thai
oil thus charged with the lead is then used as '

a paint, and applied in the ordinary way to

metallic aurfacea, which it is desired to pro-

tect from oxidation or corrosion. It is said to

adhere closely and become very hard. Other
metals are said to be similarly absorbed by
cotton-seed oil, but it Is not thought that any
other oil possesses the same property.

Singular Electric Effect —A peculiar and
instructive accident occurred recently at a fire

in Lynn, Mass. The eleotrio station took fire

while the steam engine was running and driv-

ing a large dynamo whioh sustained the eleo-

trio l^hts of that city. The wires were soon
out on, and the engine thus suddenly relieved

of its work in beeping up a powerful electric

current. The 700horse power engine imme-
diately commenced running wild, with such
speed aa to at onoe burst a large fly-wheel into

pieoes, doing much damage. This ocourrenoe
affords an exoellent illustration of the principle

of the transformation of energy. The power of

the engine, instead of being transformed into

electricity, was suddenly changed into cen-
trifugal force which manifested Itself in the
wrecking of the fly-wheel.

An Anti-Friction Screw Nut.—An anti-

friction aorew nut has been Invented in which
the bearing pressure falls on steel balls rolling

in grooves in the nut and the threads of the
screw. In the oase of vertical screws, the
balls ** circulate" by falling from the top to

the bottom of the nut and make regular
*' trips." Considering the abrasive wear in

case of much pressure, and the oompUoation,
we think theae may safely be set against the
friction In a well-made square thread nut of the

common kind. Ball bearings are a question-
able expedient in any case, so are roller hear-

ings of all kinds, where there la any oonaider-

able pressure, and any complete obliteration of

the whole system would be no loss In the me-
chanic arts, except for grindstones,

—

Industry.

Two Important Ltterart Finds.— The
London Times of Jan. ISDh announces that the
authorities of the British Museum have discov-

ered among the ooUeotlon of papyrus rolls ac-

quired recently in Egypt the text of Aristotle's

treatise on the constitution of Athenp, from
whioh numerous writers of antiquity have
quoted, but which hitherto has been known
only in detached fragments. The discovery is

moat unprecedented in the history of claaalcal

learning. The Times adda that there Is no
doubt of the genuineness of the manuscript.
Another recent and important discovery is a
poem of the sixteenth century, whioh treats of

the same subject as Shakespeare's "King
Lear." It has been published by the Academy
of Sciences of Cracow.

<l

Cheaper Aluminum. — Mr. Eagene H.
Oowles, president of the Cowlea Electric Smelt-
ing & Aluminum Co. of Lockport, N. Y., haa
stated to a reporter of the Sun that their new
prooeaa of electric reduction of pure aluminum
directly from tbe ore has reached such a stage

as to enable them to produce metal, 98 per oent
pure, at a cost of $1,25 per pound. It is pro-
posed to utilize the entire Lockport plant for

the production of aluminum by the new proc-
ess, and the capacity of the works is estimated
at from one-half to three-fourths ton per day.
Tbe production of aluminum In alloys of Iron
and copper will be abandoned at these works.

Chain Motors in Mines.—One of the latest

motors designed for coal mines obviates the dis-

advantagea of the exceesive weight of the loco-

motive needed to gain suffiolent friction on atlff

inclinea, by having a oontinnoua chain gear.

The chain la fixed at each end of the gallery,

and passes around the aprocket-wheel of the
electrio motor on the locomotive, thus hauling
the train of trucks along. This arrangement
haa been found far more practical In special

cases than the simple locomotive for hauling.

—

Electrical Engineer.

Cheap Pig Iron.—The Manufacturers' Rec-
ord has m its possession a report made by one
of the leading members of the British Iron 9c

Steel Institute, an expert of the hJgheat stand-

ing, on an Iron property in the South, which,
he says, is more valuable than tbe Cornwall
property of Pennsylvania or any of the Like
Superior ore properties. This report aaya that

the ore can be mined for .SO cents a ton, and
that pig Iron can be made at that point for $7
a ton.

Infinitesimal Measurements.—Prof, Rog-
era, it la said, has succeeded in measuring
changes in length in a bar of metal caused by
changes of temperature, to the millionth part
of an inch. The experiments were carried on
at Waterville, Me., In the laboratory of Colby
IJaiverslty, and the principle employed was by
the employment of light, the wave lengths of

whioh were measured.

Iodine, hitherto known in nature only In

combination with other elementa, is now found
in a free state in the water of Woodhall Spa,
near Lincoln, E3g. The water Is colored a de-
cided brown by the Iodine.

Orris Root, from which all violet perfumes
are derived, is devoid of odor when dug, and
haa to be dried in order to develop its qualities.
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Useful Information.

BtTRSTiNO or Grindstones —Tha baratlog

of ftrioditooes la eo oommou an occarreDce thkt

U la A matter of larpriio th«t do attempt has

been made to learn the cause, and It Is ouly

recently that any one haa ventored to express

Ao opinion. The Investigations of Mr. MoXlece,
proprietor of a aaw factory in Philadelphia,

after witnessing many aocidenta from the burst-

ing of the grindstones, bring him to tbe cobolu-

aion that it is due to tbe square holes out through
the center, as every stone that he has seen

which burst bad a equare hole, while none hav-

ing roand boles ever burst, and many stones

that were worn down have been examined, and
In all oases cracks were found in the corners.

It la evident that tbe stone, working loose on
the shaft, bounds more or less from side to side,

and eventually tbe stone cracks from tbe re-

peated blows. The square bole is not a neces-

sity, and buyers of grhndstoues should refuse

to purchase any with other than a round bole

through tbe center. Tbe stone can be secured
on a roand shaft just as firmly as it oan on a

square one, by the use of a side washer and
keys. Many persons are injured every year by
stones bursting, and if, as appears, the result Is

due to the use of square holes, it is little leas

than criminal to have such stones and ewk men
to work on them.

The Skalskin Buffalo, made by crossing

polled Aberdeen cattle on tbe wild stock, is

said to have a fine, glossy for, as beautiful as
that of the seal, and much thicker. The bump
on tbe buffalo almost entirely disappears on
tnis cross, and with It tbe shaggy mane for

which buffaloes have always been noted. There
are now twelve of these seal buffaloes, and the
oross promises to become a Bucoeseful and valu-
able breed. They lose their wild traits and
become as easily domesticated as are our com'
mon cattle under like oircumBtaaces. The
Hudson's Biy Fur Company ia giviug up busi-

ness because furs are no longer to be bad, and
the sealskin buffalo, many of which show fur
marked like a tiger, will doubtless become a
valuable product in northern climes, where the
winters are too cold for the common breeds of
cattle to aucoeod. The above oroselng will no
doubt yield a greatly improved fur—if fur it

can be called—but it will probably be a long
time before it is reoogDi7,sd as a *' Bealskln."

ELEGTPjeiTY.

One Cent Postage.—A cotemporary says:

A good deal ia eaid of tbe advantages that
would result to poor people by reducing letter

postage to one cent. It appears to us that the
advantage is more apparent than it would be
real. The great bulk of letters that go through
the malls are from business bonseB. While
plain John Smith wonid perhaps eave 50 cents
'a year, bis employers might save $200. It ap-
pears to OB that, If the Grovernment gets too
much revenue from its postal service, it would
be better to improve that service, charging two
cents for carrying a letter, at least for some
years to come.

2iH0P EOTES.

Ancient Chinese Miners in India.—An in-

teresting discovery has been made on the Harn-
balli gold mine in the Mysore, says the Indian
Engineer. While sinkiog the main shaft, tbe
workmen broke into an old ahaft, dug perhaps
a thousand years or more ago. There were
found mining implements of various kinds need
by the ancient workers. It ie Buppoaed the
workings were made by Cbioese, of whose pres-

ence in Mysore there is nnmistakable evidence.
The tools found are said to be very like those
used by the Chinese and unlike anything known
to be used by Hindns,

ExPEN.srvE Dog Flesh.—A Pittsburg dis-

patch of Jan. 22d says that Count Noble, the
famous Eoglieb setter, by Noia and Count Win-
dom, is dead. His owner, B. F. Wilson, had
several times been offered $10,000 for him.
The next most precious bit of dog flesh, which
has recently been announced, is about leaving
England for America. The noble animal is

the St. Bernard, Sir Belvidere, sold by T. H.
Green to E, B. Sears of Boston for S6500.
This dog has not as yet left a prize untaken.

A New "Spelling."—The word "gauge,"
so much naed in engineering and technical lit'

erature generally, will hereafter be spelled
'* gage " Id the columns of thia journal, follow-
ing the authority of the Century Dictionary
and the usage of tbe Century Magazine. We
advise all our readers to go and do likewise.

Engineering News.

Oleic Acid.—An acid which seems to have a
peculiar solvent action upon the oxides, and
yet leaves the metallic surfaces intact, is oleic,

and when combined with finely powdered
Venetian red and oleaning fluids, it leaves
nothing to be desired in cleaning and polishing
brass.

The Large Fishing Bank recently discov-
ered In tbe Pacific ocean, a short distance off

shore from Point Loma, San Diego, is proving
of great value. Some fine catches of white-
fish and rock cod have recently been made
there.

It requires about three eeconds to transmit
an electrical eignal through the Atlantic cable.

Sweden has a machine that makes 1,000,000
boxes of matches dally.

Frictional Electricity.

The boy who desires to experiment a little in

frictional electricity can obtain considerable ex-

perience and dead loads of fun, with so simple
an electrical outfit as one chair, four tumblers,
a smaller hoy and a house cat. Place the tum-
blers on the ground, the cbair-lega in tbe
tumblers, set the boy on tbe chair and let him
hold the oat. This pari must not be omitted;
It is the moat important part of tbe whole ex-
periment, and if the boy does not hold
tbe oat be will be sure to oome up to tbe
soratoh.

See that tbe bands are dry and clean; stroke
the cat carefully from head toward tail, then
remove the hands and apply again for another
stroke, taking oare not to rub the wrong way.
After making a dozen strokes, a person apply*

ing the knuckles to either the boy or the q%X,

will receive a smart discharge of electricity.

The flesh of the boy acts somewhat like a

L^yden jar, and high-pressure electricity is

Btored up toaooneiderable extent,

A sharp sound accompanies tbe discharge,

which feels like the pricking of a pin, both
where it strikes the hand and where it leaves

body of boy or cat. When 'ready to terminate
the experiment, make lereral elaborate passes
over the cat, work up a powerfnl storage of

electricity, then apply the knuckles aaddeuly
to pussy's nose. The experiment terminates
very suddenly at this point: Pussy decidedly
objects to this part of the proceeding and the
boy objects to further holding the cat.

Electricity in Voting and Counting,—The
plan of Totiog la assemblies by means of the
electric current, and thua avoiding the time
loat In making divisions, has been before the
French Chamber of Depotiee, and a report on
the subject has been presented by M. Montaut.
In that report the advisability Ib recommended
of employing a machine which would Indicate

not only the total votes, the *' ayes " and the
"noes," but also the number of voluntary
absentiona from voting, as diatinot from tbe
number of absentees. Such an apparatus has
been devised by M. Le Goazion. On every
desk in front of a member is placed a small box
fitted with two handles, which the member
works when registering his vote. Tbe right
handle registers his ** aye " and the left his
" no," and both moved simultaneously indicate
bis abaention from voting. The results are
printed by means of electro-magnets in a re-

ceiver, and are visible at a glance, Proviaion
ia made for a member to recall and correct hla

vote during the time allowed for tbe purpose.
An electrical device haa alao been in operation
for aome time in Waahington, which was made
in Austria and which is called a tabulating ma-
chine. It is used In the Census office, to aid in

tabulating census statistlcF.

A Magnetic Lift.—A party had on exhi-
bition at tbe late Pittsburg Exposition an elec-

tro-magnet designed for lifting pig iron from
the pig bed in the cast house, which had a lift-

ing capacity of 7200 pounds. In shape it some-
what resembled a bell with nearly vertical

sides, standing abont 20 Inchea in bight, and
measuring about 24 inches across the bottom.
The thickness of tbe aldea of the bell, if It may
be termed aaofa, is abont three inches, and
within the bell and being flush with it at the
bottom was a large coll forming a powerfnl
electro-magnet. The coil is made a magnet by
the passage of a current of electricity through
it. The magnet, which ia attached to a crane,
can be raiaed and lowered. The load can be
dropped by simply abutting off the current.

The Westinghouse Electric Cab —The
recently-introduced Westinghouse car, with its

smooth and comparatively noiaelesa running,
has created quite a favorable Impression in
electrical circles. The performance of these
cars on tbe line latest Installed, that at G-reen-

burg, Penn., ia a confirmation of the creditable
record first made by them. In covering a dis-

tance of two and one-half milea the cars had to

climb no less than eight bills, the majority of
which had gradea of 10 per cent. In addition
to the hills the line had a large number of
ouTves, all short ones, and two of a radius of

50 feet. In apite of these obataclea tbe opera-
tion of the car ia reported as being eaay and
amooth and thoroughly satisfactory in every
respect,

A Convenient Attachment.—A brougham
recently built by an Engliah firm "adapts"
electricity in rather an ingenious way. It is

fitted with electric light sufficient for reading
or writing. Opposite the aeat Is an Ivory plate,
on which are several buttons properly lettered:
"Left," "Right," "Stop," "GoOn,""Home,"
and BO on. On the dashboard, in the coach-
man's view, is a case lettered to correspond, so
that when a knob is pressed he ^underBtands at
once what is expected of faim. One button
brings out the word " Speak," in which case he
will pnt the speaking-tube In position and re-

ceive orders.

How to Use Glue.

All the glue as received from the factory re-

qutres the addition of water before U will melt
properly, and every addition of water (while

the glue ia freah made) will, up to a certain

point, increase the adhesiveness and elasticity,

and it is the duty of every man who uses glue
to find out JQSt where the point lies, as it Is

possible to melt glue and have It so thick that

after it is dry, or set, it will be so brittle as

not to adhere to tbe wood. Some glue wilt

bear more water than others, but all will bear
more than usaally falls to their share, and that,

too, with a greater increase in the quality of

the work. For glue to be properly effective it

should penetrate the porea of the wood, and
the more a body of glue penetrates the wood,
the more substantial the joint will remain.
Glue that takes the longest co dry is to be pre-

ferred to that which dries quickly, the alow-
drying glues being always the strongest, other
things being equal. For general use no method
gives such good resnits as the following :

Break the glue up small, put into an iron

kettle, cover the glue with water and allow it

to soak 12 hours; after soaking, boil until done.
Then pour it Into an air-tight box; leave tbe
cover off until cold, then cover up tight. As
glue is required, cut a portion and melt in the

usual way, Expoee no more of the made glue

to the atmosphere for any length of time than
ia necessary, aa the atmosphere is very de-

structive to made glue. Never beat made glue
in a pot that is subjected to the direct heat of

the fire or lamp. Ail such methods of beating
glue cannot be condemned in terms too

severe. Do not use thick glue for joints or

veneering. In all oases work it well into the

wood in a aimilar manner to what painters do
with paint. Glue both surfaces of your work,
excepting in case of veneering. Never glue
upon hot wood or use hot coals to veneer with,

aa the hot wood will abaorb all the water in

the glne too suddenly and leave only a very
little residue, with no adhesive power in it.

Hardening Iron.—Oil hardening aeems to

be one of the best ways of handling heavy
work. The tank into which hot gun steel ia

plunged contains 1200 barrels of oil. When
the oil takes fire, shut down the cover just as

you would a tank on a small scale. Experi-

ments are being made in hardening heavy work
by a process that ia made use of in France, A
metallic liquid is used that will absorb the heat

at a great rate without generating steam or

vapor to keep it from coming in contact with

the steel, or giving off fumes that are poison-

ous. Among the old suggestlonB that were
offered a hnndred years ago, in regard to hard-

ening steel, was one wbioh said: "Heat your
steel and plunge it into wine into which the

rcot of- blue lilies haa been soaked, and it will

be made very bard. If bean water ia used in-

atead, It will be made as aoft as lead,"

Steam Boilep, I]otes

Shop Hands.— A shop where all hands
seemed to regard each other as men would be

an interesting place to visit, but we do not ex-

pect to find anything of its kind this side of

the next world. If a man gets hurt and is laid

up for three months, the boys will take right

hold and patch up a goodly sum to help him
along, but if he cuts off a finger or smashes his

thnmb, they will all take a look at it and go

back to work saying, "good enough for him,
always into something that didn't concern

him," " can't mind his business, and had to

fool around that saw," or " aerved the cuss bis

lesson that time; guess the boss won't run on to

my job again." And all hands settle down to

making life unpleasant for some other poor chap

who would gladly meet half-way in good
fellowship bis comrade toilers.

Hard and Soft Emery Wheels,—Hard,

close-grain emery wheels do not cut so rapidly

as soft, loose ones, from the fact that the parti-

cles in the hard stone are more compact, and
the edges wear slightly before breaking, while in

the soft wheel tbe cement wears first, and more
rapidly, presenting new cntting edges to the

work, which, when but slightly worn, will pull

out of the wheel on account of this increased

friction surface, fresh, sharp edges replacing

them. This is proved by tbe fact that the fast-

est-cutting wheels are the softeat.

The Serve Ribbed Boiler Tube.

The Engineer^ of New York, has this to say
about the Serve ribbed boiler tube that haa
recently been tested In England:
"The Serve boiler tobe, ao called from its in-

ventor, has ribs projecting internally for its en-
tire length, and it ia intended to increase tbe
evaporating power of the boiler by augmenting
the internal surface exposed, and its conduct-
ivity. This seems fallacioue, for the capacity
of the tube la bounded by its external surface
and it can give no more than oan be radiated
by a given surface in a given time. Otberwiie
Boch tubes are objectionable, by reason of tbe
impossibility of oleaning them, and by cinders
or small coal getting between the ribs and chok-
ing the tobea."

Commenting on the above, tbe Boston Journal
of Commerce says:

We would like to Ic quire bow mnch radiation
from tubes has to do with making eteam In a
boiler? How much a tube will radiate has
little to do with the matter. Water in a boiler
ia heated by convection and the heat given It by
radiation from the tubes isn'£ worth consider-
ing, ao the capacity of a boiler tube ia not
bounded by the amount of radiation. Nor ie

the idea of the Serve tube fallacious, for the
water being heated by convection, it is the in-

ternal surface exposed and the conductivity of

tbe metal that is to be considered. The exter-
nal surface of the tube will give more heat to
the water where the tubes project, simply be-
cause its internal surface gives it more heat.
So long as the rihs keep the same temperature
aa the water, the water is taking the heat.
With steel ribs this will be for a less distance
than with copper, for instance, that would
conduct heat to the external enrface more rap-
Idly. Any one oan see a demonstration of the
truth of thia by watching the water boil in a
kettle with abort projectiona upon its bottom
to reat upon. The water will boil first over
these projections and continue to boil there
after it has ceased everywhere elae in the pot.

The Future qt the Steam Engine.—In a re-

cent laaue ot ihe North American Reviewt Prof.
R, H, Thurston, of Cornell University, an au-
thority on the aubjeot of steam engines, ex-
presses it as hia opinion that this invention ia

capable of vast Improvement, and that it haa
not yet begun to exhaust its inherent powers.
On the basis of greater developments in the
application of inventions to the steam engine,
Professor Thurston predicts that the next gen-
eration will see it consuming one pound of fuel

per hour for a single horse-power; that ahipa of

20,000 tons will he driven at tbe rate of 40
miles per hour; that the American continent
can be spanned by flying trains in two days,
and that transportation between the cities of

tbe Atlantic and those of Pacific coaata will be
BO cheap that tbe general average of living

will be vastly improved upon what exiats

to-day.

Steam Engineering.—One of our contem-
poraries rightly observes that radical changes in

tbe science of steam engineering have not been
numerous iu the last quarter of a century, but
Improvements in the details of construction and
operation have been many and of high utility.

How important tbie progress has been in its

economical resnits is indicated by a statement
recently made that railway trains in England
are now driven at an average speed of 14 per

cent higher than 20 years ago, with a little

more than half tbe quantity of coal.

Heating Surfaces.— Ic has been found by
experimenc that nothing is gained by having a
higher ratio than 36 to 1 of beating to grate

surface. Up to a ratio of 45 to X there is no
appreciable loss but no gain, and above this

there ia a clear loss.

Trains Moved by Electricity, running
nnder the Thames and connecting parts of Lon-
don—moving at a speed of 25 miles an hour

—

rather pute us to Bhame In the matter of rapid
transit. Yet we laugh at the slowness of our
English friends in adopting the use of elec-

tricity.

A New Method of Developing Mines.—
The Industrial Mining Co. haa been incorpo-

rated with headquarters at Jackson, The
directors are William Moon, Joseph Mood,
James Moon, G-eorge McCounell, W, E. Law-
rence, W. H. Griswold, and Kichard Moon.
It proposea to develop the mines of Amador
county on the co-operative plan. The value of

shares is $12 each, $1 payable on the iaenance

of certificate of atock, and the balance in

monthly installments of one dollar. When
the full price is paid the holder of the paid-op

stock becomes a member during the life of the

incorporation, and ia not liable for any further

payments. Only a limited number of sharea

can ba held by one party. The money is to be

used for labor in developing the mines, and

members are to have the preference aa em-

ployes. The plan is being canvassed in Chicago

and other places, and encouraging reports of

the prospects of placing a large block of the

stock in the Eaetern money centers are being

received.

—

Amador Ledger

>

Golden Fruit fron Golden Soil.

Smartflville, Yuba county, sent 25,000
oranKea as its contribution to the exhibits of

theN-irth^rn Citrus Fiir at Marysville, and
carried off several prizes, Thia old mining
camp, which has yet a great store of gold to be
taken from its gravel channels, Is also capable

of competing, by it9 golden fruit grown on
the snrfaoe of the mines, with famous orange-

growing dlatricta of Southern California.

The old idea that mines of gold and silver

were only found in regions fit for nothing else,

was exploded when we began to realize the

capabilitieB of the soil of this Golden State. It is

trne that most mining regions are not attractive

in their surroundings, and few are fruitful in

aught but mineral wealth. Bat in the gold-

producing counties of this State the miner can

be farmer, and the farmer miner as well. The
surface of the Boil may be cultivated for fruit

and cereals, and under the golden grains

may be found. In numerous places both mining
and farming are carried on upon the same
"claim" or ranch.

Smartsville waa one of tbe famons hydraulic

mining camps, but its glories departed when
that branch of mining was stopped by tbe

courts. There are many acres of auriferous

gravel still nnworked la its vicinity, and in due
time, when a plan is devised to permit these

deposits to be again worked, the old camp will

see a revival. Meantime the frttib-growers are

busy in their vocation, and the auriferous soil

returns a golden yield in another form.
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Passing Events.

The annouDcemeot that deep mining will

again be resamed along the whole line of the

Gomstook lode will be received with gratifioa-

tion by all who have abiding faith In the riches

of that wonderful vein. The lower levels have

been abandoned for five years, bat they will

now be drained and men set at work prospect-

ing for ore bodies. Active operations will be

commenced at once, and all the pumps set at

work. Some hundreds of additional men will

find employment on the Gometock as soon as

the lower levels become accessible.

It looks now as if San Francisco alone will be

unable to do as it pleases in the matter of elec-

tric roads. The cities of the second and third

class will doubtless be permitted by the Legis-

lature to have overhead-wire railroads if they

wish them, but it seems San Francisco will not

unless the representatives at Sacramento

change their minds by Monday next.

Gonsiderable prospecting for coal is now
going on all over the coast. The scarcity of

good coal in Gallfornia is greatly to be regretted,

but even that of inferior quality pays very well

for local consumption , so that the owner of a

ooal mine generally has a good thing of It.

Deep Mining on the Comstock.

About five years ago the lower levels of the

Comstock mines were abandoned and allowed

to fill with water, but it is realized now that

this never should have been done. The men

who control the south end and Gold Hill mines

began to drain the lower levels of their claims

some months ago through the Grown Point in-

cline. Now the men who control the middle

and north end mines have decided also to do

some deep mining again themselves.

This announcement has been hailed with joy

on the Gomstock, for it means renewed life to

that famous mining region. The great Gombi-

nation shaft, owned by the Ghollar, Potosi,

Savage and Hale and Norcross Mining Compa-

nies, was the last of the deep shafts on the

Gomstock to shut down when deep mining was

abandoned. It was shut down early in 1886,

and great gloom immediately fell upon Virginia

City and Gold Hill, and upon the mining and

stock interests generally. Thousands of men

were thrown out of employment and the stock

market fell to very low prices. Mr. Alonzo

Hayward, one of the mining magnates who

control the middle and north end mines. Bays :

"The first step we shall take will be to start

Cornish pnmps in the Combination shaft and

lower the water until we can recover the hy-

dranlic dumps and set them going. This will

drain the lower levels of all the middle mines,

and also help drain the Gold Hill and north end

mines. When this work has got well under

way you may learn that the pumps at the G. &
0. shaft are to be started. We have, in fact, a

plan for the dr:iinage of the whole lode and are

going to carry it out. We are encouraged in

this matter by recent discoveries of ore which

have been made in the mines."

This means a resumption of deep mining

along the whole lode, and will result in the

employment of many more men. When the

hydraulic pumps in the Combination shaft are

reached, they will be set at work, and then the

pumps at the 0. and C. shaft will be started up.

When the lower levels become accessible, pros-

pecting operations will at once commence. It

is probable that expenses will be reduced in

other directions so as to prosecute the deep

mining. There are thousands who have faith

in rich ore in the lower levels, and who have

never abandoned that faith even while work

was stopped, The old Gomstook has seen hard

times in the past few years, but may again re-

trieve itself. There are 49 different mining cor-

porations on the Gomstook, and since their in*

corporation the combined number have levied

assessments to the amount of 1^77,920,385, and

have deolared dividends to the amount of

$120,558,780, leaving a balance in favor of the

mines of $42,638,395 over and above the assess-

ments. Over §520,000.000 of gold and silver

has been taken out of the Gomstock in the last

30 years.

Copper.

The California product of copper amounted
last year to about 2,000,000 pounds, a quantity

that It is calculated will be more than doubled

the present year. The only mine in the State

that Is making any considerable output of this

metal is the Union, at Copperopolis, lately re-

stored to a productive condition, and which is

now being actively and profitably worked.
" The value of copper during this year will

depend mainly upon the extent of the supplies

received from the United States." So say
James Lewis & Sons of Liverpool, the anthori-

ties on copper itatistios, proving that the

United States, and not Chile, control the cop-

per market. No reason is seen why the con-

sumption of copper during 1891 should be less

than in 1890. In fact, it appears likely to

prove greater with the constantly increasing

use of electricity for lighting, motive-power,
telephonic and telegraphic purposes, a proba-
ble increased consumption of sulphate of cop
per, and an improved demand from India. It is

thought that about 50,000 tons more copper will

be required in England and France during 1891.
Last year the increased production from the

United States was 17,000 tons of copper, 6000
from Lake Superior, 1600 from Arizona, 8000
from Montana and 400 from other States, but
the consumption Increased 20,000 tons. Allow-
ing, therefore, for an increased consumption
in the United States, chiefly in the form of

copper for electrical purposes (especially for

motive.power, railways, etc.), there seems but

little probability of suffioient copper coming

from this country to provide for the estimated

foreign deficiency of 40,000 tons, and maintain

English and French stocks at their normal level

of 50,000 tons.

The statistics of 1890 show a decreased im-

port into England and France, and English

production, as compared with 1889, of 1069

tons, and an increased consumption in, and ex-

ports from, England and France of 28,864 tons.

English consumption shows an increase of only

411 tons, but the exports from England an in-

crease of 14,120 tons, of which 11,063 tona were

of English copper to France, while French con

sumption has increased to the great extent of

25,396 tons. Whereas the imports from the

United States to England and France show a

decrease of nearly 10,000 tons, that from Japan

shows an increase of 8,000 tons, and from Spain

and Portugal 1500 tons. From the Cape there

is a decrease of 1500 tons, and from Qaebrada

an increase of 1000 tons. With these excep-

tions, there has been but little change in the

quantities received from the different oonntrles.

It is estimated that the inoreased production

of sulphate of copper absorbed fully 15,000 tons

more copper in IS90 than in 1889. The total

copper production of the world for 1890 is esti-

mated at 282,000 tons, against 265,000 in 1889

and 260,000 tons in 1888.

Borax.

The quantity of this salt manufactured on

the Pacific Coast last year—all in California

and Nevada—amounted to 600O short tons (12,-

000,000 pounds). The borax industry, which

for many years suffered severely by reason of ex-

cessive loeal competition, has, for the past year

or two, proved more remunerative; the several

producing companies having come to work

more in harmony. As a result the market has

been kept at paying prices, which may be

quoted at seven cents per pound for concen-

trated and eight cents per pound for powdered

and refined, these being wholesale rates.

California and Nevada are the only States

which produce this salt, and they are also the

only counties on the western continent that

produce it to any considerable quantity. The

beds have been worked for about 30 years, and

at one time the business was so overdone as to

bring disaster to the investors. The remote-

ness and desert cbaraoter of the region where

the crude material occurs and where its manu-

facture is carried on, cause the work to be car-

ried on at somewhat heavy expense.

For some years there has not been much
profit in the fields owing to depression in prices.

At one time, years ago, borax was sold for 35

cents a pound, and now it is seven

cents. In May, 1887, it was down to five

cents, and in 1886 even lower than that.

Competition with the foreign article, and com-

petition between themselves, caused the com-

panies to lose money.

Affairs are better now, however, and there ia

an increase of production shown. Baok in

1879 the production was only 1,500,000 pounds;

in 1886 it was 9,778,290 pounds, and the past

year about 12,000,000 pounds.

John Kelly, the well-known mining super-

intendent and stock operator, died of consump-

tion in this city on Thursday. He was origi-

nally a miner in the early days of the Gom-

stook, and made quite a fortune in the palmy

days of Grown Point and Belcher. This he lost

and went to work in the Belcher again, but

subsequently retrieved his fortunes. He was

at one time superintendent of the Lady Bryan.

Of late he has been at Bodle, and was for some

time superintendent of the Bodie Con., Mono

and Bulwer Oon. mine. He is reported to have

left an ample fortune for his wife and two chil-

dren.

The Mechanics' Institute Nominating Gom>

mlttee have reported the names of Irwin 0.

Stump, George E. Dorr, Samuel J. Hendy,

Oscar Lewis, M. A. Dorn and Andrew Wilkie

for presentation to the members at the next

election of directors.

Work has been commenced on the new

electric road of the San Francisco Syndicate

and Trust Co. This will be the first eleotrio

road in San Francisco, and will be two and one-

half miles long.

The owners of a mine on White river, Tu-

lare county, crushed 12 tons of rook last week,

and got $1000 worth of gold.

The Bear Valley Dam.

[Continued from Last Week )

The new dam will be 15 feet thick on top at

the water-line, and will carry a heavy wall act-

ing as a wave parapet on the upper edge, and

a heavy iron railing on the lower edge, and be-

tween these there will be a wagon-road. The

back of the dam, or the side next the water,

will be vertical from top to bottom, and the

face, or lower side, will be built in the form of

steps or terraces. These steps will have a uni-

form raise of ten feet, and each one will have

an offset proportioned to the depth of the water

above it^ and just suffioient to prevent any

tensile strains in the masonry when the reser-

voir is full of water. 1

The copy of the strain-sheet which la heie f

presented (Fig. 3) shows the exaot dimensions

of the dam from the water-line down to the
'

level of the datum plane, and it also shows the

direction, theoretical point of application, in-

tensity and resultant of all the forces acting on

the dam, and shows the maximum strain in the

whole structure when the reservoir is level fnli

of water to be less than 12 tons per square foot.

It also shows that the average pressure on the

whole base will be less than six tons per square

foot, and that there will be no tensile strains

in any part of the dam.

Fig. 4 shows the ground plan and the cross-

section of the dam taken through the middle of

the gate-well. As will be seen from this cut,

the gate-well is a cylindrical chamber extend-

ing from the top of the dam to a point a little

below the level of the datum plane. lb will be

built into the back of the dam, as shown on the

ground plan, and will be 18 feet in diameter in-

aide. It will have three inlets at the bottom,

four more 40 feet higher, and three more 40

feet higher still, or SO feet from the bottom.

The outlets will consist of three oast-Iron pipes,

36 inches in diameter, laid on parallel lines and

extending from the gate well out through the

body of the dam. The inner ends of these

pipes will be closed by massive gates worked

by screws and rods extending up to the top of

the dam, and operated in a gate-house which

will cover the mouth of the well. These three

outlet pipes will be capable of discharging

about 75,000 miner's inches of water.

Fig. 1 ia an enlarged plan of the well and

outlet and inlet pipes, and Fig. 2 is a cross-sec-

tion through the bottom of the well, showing

the gates and lower inlet pipes; as will be seen,

these inlet pipes are elbows with their months

turned upward. The mouths of these pipes will

be fitted with bronze rings to prevent corro-

sion, and whenever it becomes necessary to re-

pair the main gates the inlets will be closed

with cast-iron caps having gaskets under them,

and the well will then be drained. Workmen
can then go down and repair or remove the

gates without difficulty.

The caps will be lowered by chains, as shown

in Fig. 2, and will be provided with guides to

steer them into position. When not in use they

will be hauled up and stored in the gate-house.

When the inlets are once capped and the well

drained the pressure on the caps will -be so

great that no ordinary appliance would lift

them off again until the well is filled ; for in-

stance, when the reservoir is full and the well

empty it would take a twenty-four ton lift to

raise the cap from one of the lower openings.

To obviate this difficulty each cap is provided

with an auxiliary valve, to which the lifting

chain ia attached. The first effort to remove

the caps will open these valves and allow the

well to fill with water, after which the caps

will come off easily. Fig. 2 shows one of the

caps suspended by its chain over the opening.

The dam will be 80 feet through at the bot-

tom, and built of solid granite masonry laid in

Portland cement mortar. It will be built on

the solid rock, and the foundations will be out

in steps, as shown in Fig. 2, so as to give the

masonry the beat possible hold on the rock and

avoid any long-continued seams in any direc-

tion. The topa of the steps on the outer face

will be finished with a cut granite coping IS

inches thick. These coping stones will average

about 5 by 7 foot on top, and will be laid with

close joints not exceeding ^ inch apart, and

they will be joined together with oast-iron

dowels having swelled heads.

After the stones are placed in position, the

holes in which the dowels are set will be filled

with melted sulphur, eo that no stone can be

removed without breaking it in pieoea. Great
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o«re will be exerclsQd In eeleotlof; these ooptng

stooet, And only the choice atones of the

whole qaarry will be used for this parpoie.

The dam will be balkfc in the form of a carve

or horizootftl arch, with the convex side ap<

stream, as shown in Fig. 4. The crooked lines

in the fiftnre are oootonr lines joining all points

of eqaal hights, and their relative altitudes are

given In figores. A little study of these Lines

will show that the dam can be bnilt on this

they will be eqolpped with a fall complement

of air-drills and hoisting and loading rigs. The

qaarrles will be connected with the dam by

railways carrying oars propelled by electric

motors. At the dam the rooks and other ma-

terials will be bandied by a new system of

hoisting apparatas.

This will consist of four large steel cables

spanning the galoh like the main cables to a

suspension bridge. These cables will be drawn

across the canyon the whole

length of the main cable. Two
windlng'drams will be required

for each trolley—one to raise

the load and one to move it

along the cable.

These four rigs will each be

capable of raising and moving

a block of stone weighing ten

tons, at a speed of 45 feet per

i Body of DAm
j [I'll'

I !
• '

PtB. 1-PLAN OP GATE WELL.

^f*

site, with the carvatnre shown, with less ma-

terial than it could If it were built straight or

with any other oarvatnre. The curved form

will add greatly to the resisting power of the

dam, especially during an earthquake. It is

believed that when the dam is constrncted as

proposed, and the reservoir is fall of water,

It will be in a mach better condition to safely

resist a heavy earthquake shook than will any

large building in California, and that it will be

fnlly equal in security to any similar straotare

in the world.

Quarries will be opened on either side of the

oanyon within one-foarth mile of the dam, and

up tight and parallel, and so spaced as to cover

the entire work. The cables will hang free

from end to end, and each one will carry a

small oar or trolley, which will be free to roll

along the cable from one side of the oanyon to

the other.

These trolleys will be rigged with hoisting

pulleys under the main cable and a double

block running to the load to be moved. These

pulleys will be so strung that the load oan be

picked up to any desired hlght, the brake of

the hoisting-drum set, and then the trolley,

carrying its load with it, without either raising

or lowering, will h;> free to move back and forth

]Trn^7
iWSP

minnte, and oan pick It np
from any part of the work and

set it down vertically over any

other part.

They will be set np high

enoDgh at firet to bnlld the

dam to 80 feet; by that time

they will be worn, and will

then be replaced with new
ones high enough ap to finish

the work.

By this arrangement the

slow-going derrioka will be dis-

pensed with, and there will be

no gnys nor booms swinging

roand in the way to oh-

stmot the work; and there

will be no moving of der-

ricks with its attendant de-

lay and danger.

The tracks from the qnar-

ries will rnn nnder the main

#r
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cables, so that heavy rocks may be taken by

the trolleys direct from the oars to their per-

manent poBitlon in the dam.

The mortar and concrete will be mixed by a

rotating machine located nnder one of the main

cables. This machine will discharge into iron

kibbles, and these will be lifted by the trolleys

and conveyed directly to the mason's hand.

The cement, sand, broken stone and gravel

will be stored in bins discharging into a hop-

per above the mixing machine. The hopper

will be kept charged with the various mate-

rials in the right proportion. When a batch

of cement is required, the hopper will be emp-

tied into the mixer; the right quantity of

o' water will be admitted, the machine will mix
'°' and empty its charge, and in from four to six

minatee from the time the order was given the

q_ trolley will have a batoh of fresh conorete at

the mason's elbow.

( To be Continued.

)
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BATTERY~SCREENS,
Best and Cheapest in America.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
log and Mlllinp; Machlnerj'. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass.
Zinc and other metals punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining- Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (finej.

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
91 & 2^3 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN W. QUICK, Proprietor.

N. W. SPAULDING

Manufacturers of

SPAULDING'S

j>r Inserted Tootb
AND

CHISEL BIT
CmCULAB

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of all kinds made to order. Send for Descriptive Catti

lotnie. 17 and 19 Fremont St.. San Franolsoe

QUARTZ SCREENS
A specialty. Round, slot
Or burred slot holes. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo-
geneous Steel, Cast Steel or

'

American planished Iron.

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens (or all purposes.
fornia Perforatinjr Screen Co.. 145 & 147 Beale St,

Cali-

S. P.

WM. H. OONLY,

Lands, Mining and Commission,
124 SANSOME STREET,

Rooms 21 and 22,

Telephone No. 5057. SAN FRANCISCO.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope,
Duplex Rope, Tarred Manila Rope,Hay Rope, Whale Line,
etc, etc.

Extra sizes and lengths made to order on short notice,

611 & 613 Front St., San Franoisco. Cal.

DEWEY & OO., PATENT AGENTS, 230
Uarket St, San Frudsoo. Saevator, la Front St

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
UnrFAOTURBIlS OF

i 'J steel Fori"

UP TO 20,000 LBS. WBI&HT.
True to pattern and superior In atreuBth, toughness and durability to Oast or Wrontrbt

Iron In any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOOS STEEL,
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE F0RGING8.

ALSO Steel Rods, from J to 3 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 Inch. Angles, Tees, Channela and other shape
Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths

STEEL RAIIjS from 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and merchant Iron, Rolled

Beams, Angle, Channel, and T Iron, Bridge and Machine Boltfl, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranlts, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forglnga of all Idnds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

HI6HBST PRICE PAID FOB SCRAP IRON AND STBGL.

tM" Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalognaes. Address

PACIFIC BOILING MILI CO., 202 Market St„ San rranclsco.

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES. Proprietors.

[ESTABUSHED IN 1865.J

TTJSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

—MANUFACTimRRfl OF—

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-
Propeller Engines, either High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

MINING MAOHINERY.-Holatlng Eaglnes and

Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Eneines

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Colmnna, Air Com-
pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.—Batteries for Dry or Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Furnaces, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Broakera, Fur-

naces (or Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, eto.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.-Flour

Mill Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINE81BOILERS
OF ALL KINDS,

Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

Water Pipe, Pomp or Air Colniniu, Fish
Tanks for Salmon Canneries

OF BVBRY DBSORtPTION.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at v«ry moaerate rates.

AGENTS FOR THB PAOIPIC 00A8T FOR THB

13^ei,ixe SteA.zx3L I*XMji3a.%>.
SPECIALTIES

:

OorllBS Engines and Tnstln Ore Fnlverlzers. DJIANB STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Peed Water Purifier and Heater.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Kinds ol Powder, which ore acknowledged by all the Great Chemists o( the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the Marl(et.

Of Different Strengths as Required.
NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE," which contains 94 per cent of Nitro-Olyoerlne, and

GELATINE-DYNAMITE, Stronger than Drnamlte and even Sale in Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
,w S,^^^S;?S^".f,,^'fw^^^?" CLEARING. Is Irom three to four times stronger than ordinary Blast

SetCe'in^d-^m'^nr 'iSlXTZtZ\?;7^f,Sl^?^^i;l'l^, STrLr"''
^"'™"^'' "'^'^^

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
SBNBKAL AQBNTS, SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

CAPS and FUSE for Sale

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemica
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Indnstrial Chemist, Assayer

and Geologist,

718 MONTGOMERY Sl^ - SAN FRANCISCO.

.kf^Yi'i' 'A^'^ "H.""'
c?"""""" and value of any mkilng property on

A.^vlS^.S'Sl- .f*',"^""^" °^° "> ""i"- InstruotlSns given™Assaying and Prootloal Chemistry

,

b « lu

orks.

Irop apd lillachiiie hjh
CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,

WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENGINKEBS AND MACHINISTS,

No. 119 Beale St., - - San Francisco.
BUII/DBRB OF

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging
Machines, Bock Crushers, Cable Railway Machinery,
Ellithorp Air Brake Co.'s Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakes. FOSITIYE
SAFETIES. Improved Ram Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E, Henricksoo's Patent Automatlo
Safety Catches.

- machines of all kinds Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

UNION IRON WORKS,
SACRAMENTO, OAL.

ROOT. NBILSON & GO.,
UAVUFAOTURBRB OP

Steam Engines, Boilers,
ABIB ALL KINDS OF

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
PIourlDg MlllB, Saw Mills and Quartz Mills Machinery

oonstruoted, fitted up and repaired.

Front St., hot. N & o sts., Sacramento. Oal.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,
:EiTm.:EijB^A^ i'oxj3xrx>n.-5r.

Manulacturera of

CASTINGS OP EVERY DESCRIPTION
127, 129 and 131 Beale Street,

Between Mission and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO.
GAS WORK A SPECIALTY.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.

Pioneer Mining Office of the Northiwest
Goaet.

Having the largest permanent brick assay furnaces, chem-
ical laboratory and mining office on the Northwest Ooaat,
with a coUectiun of about 4CUU samples of the ores of Alaska,
British Columbia, Oregon and the Northwest Tetritoriea;
aud having made personal examioutlous of nearly every
miuiug cump on the Pacific Slope, from California to
AJaska, I am prepared to do any class of legitimate and
liouest mluing work, such as EXAMINING, ENGINEERr
ING, SAMPLING AND REPOKl'ING VN THE VALUE
UP ALL MINERAIj, OOAL AND MRE-CLaY PROP-
ERTIES, BtnLDIJsG ST0NE8. EARTHS, ASSAYS
AND ANALYSIS OF ORES, WATERS, CHECK,
SAMPLiW OF ORE, PDLP3, "ORGANIO ANALYSIS"
WOKlv, and in fact any work connected with the office of a
lirat-class mining eeologist and cliemist. Any information
mining meu may d^'sire to know reUtivo to the MINERAL
OR COAL RBbOtTRCES of the entire Pacific Northwest
wltl be honestly given. Address JDr.WIlUii £. ASverette*
Consulting Alining Geologist and Cbemist, 1318 E Street,
Tacoma, Wash.

A. S. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 CALIFORNIA STREET,
Rooms 30 and 81, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Designers and Constructors of Gold and Silver Uilis

Hoislieg and Pumping Works, Tramways, and every-
tliing pertaining to the Mining and Reduction of Ores.

Bewick, Morelng & Hooper,

MINING ENGINEERS,
508 California Street, San FranclBco, Oa

Suffolk House, Laurence, Pountney Hill,

LONDON, ID. C.
Leake's Buildings, Johannesburg,

SOCTa .AFRICA.
Report on mines and undertake management of mining

properties.

RICHARD R. HAWKINS.
MINING ENGINEER.

LATE ASSISTANT GEOLOGIST U. S. GEOLOGICAL
Survey. General Manager La Velera (Limitada), via

Torres and La Barranca, Sonora, Mexico.

W. A. GOODYEAR.
Oivil aad Mining: En^neer,

MTNING EXPERT AND GEOLOGIST.

Business Box At" office of this paper, SaoAddress

Francisco,

ROSS B. BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

No. 807 Sahsohb St., San Frahoisoo.

MINING GEOLOGIST.

CHA8. F. BLACKBURN—MIMNQ EXPERT
and practical economic mineralogist; will ex-

amine and report on the condition and value ol any
mining property in the State; will undertake man-
agement and scientific development of mines; gold
and silver mines bought and sold; dealer in valuable
non-assessable mining shares; bargains guaranteed.
Address. Room 2, Boston Biock, Seattle, or Mountain
View, King County, Wash.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For information concerning this process for the re- j

i

duction of Ores cootaining precious raetals, and terms '

of license, apply to

THE RUSSELL PEOCBSS CO.,
Park Otty, Utah.
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AMALGAMATING MACHINERY.

stamp Mills for Wet or Dry Crushing,

luntington Centrifugal Quartz Mill. Drjing

;Tllnder«. Amalgamating Pans, Settlers,

iqltators and Concentrators. Retorts. Bui-

1 and Ingot Moulds. Conveyors. Elevators,

ci^ners and HoweU's Improved White's

<>ting Furnaces. Etc.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

MPRovEo CORLISS vA\^°.'sVilM ENGINES. « BOILERS

Blake, Dodge and Comet Crushers, Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Roils. Hartz Plunger

and Coilom Jigs. Frue Vanncr & Embrey

Concentrators. Evans', Calumet, Coilom's

and RIttenger's Slime Tables. TrommelSi

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. Ore Sam-
ple Grinders and Heberle Mills.

HORIZONTAL. VERTICAL
. . . AND SECTIONAI

xukx^s^ovso s^E:ikiMC ST'i^sa^s
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water & Ore

BUCKETS,

Ur Compressors,
Rock Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

AINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

DULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION. m

General Offices and Works

r

Pumping Engmes
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Calena&CopperOres,

SLAG GARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.

BRANCH OFFICES
lalle de Juarez

NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER. COLO.. 1316 Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
7 W. Second South St. LONDON, ENC, 43 Threadneedle St., E. c. CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURC. TRANSVAAL, South Africa.
HEI.I:nA, MONTANA, Koom 28, MeTohants' National Bank Bnlldlng, No. Nortb Main St.

SOIiB WESTERN AQENT3 FOB TYLER WIRE WORKS DOUBLE CRIMPED MINING OLOTHS.

JAMBS LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wheels are desired for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
high heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Bein^ placed on horizontal shaft, the power Is transmitted
direct to shaftlne by belts, dispensing with gearing.

Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted In

capacity to suit any particular case.
Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the

ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocka and In Iron Globe Cases, free o' cost,

by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES LEFFEL & OO.,
Springfield, Ohio, or 110 Liberty St., Hew York

FBASER Si CHALMERS, General Agents,
Chlcaero, m., and Denver, CoL

PARKE & LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

BALDWZIT LOCOMOTIVE TVORISS.
ANNUAL CAPACITY 1000. ESTABLISHED 1831.

OCOMOTIVE ENGINES!
daplcd to every vflriety of service, and built accurately in standard gauges and templates. Like parts
1 different engines of same class perfectly Interchangeaole.

Broad and Narrow Gaage Txicomotivea, Mine Locomotives by Steam or Compressed Air, Plantation
ocomotives, Noiseless Motors for Street Railways, Furnace Locomotives, etc.

3URNHAM,WILLIAMS & CO., Proprietors, Philadelphia, Pa.

tdlicatiooal.

chool of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Surveyintr, Architecture, Drawing and Assaying,

28 MARKET ST., SAN FBANCISCO.CAL.
And no% Second St., Portland, Or.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President.

Assaying of Ores, $26; Bullion and Chlorination Assay,
26; Blowpipe Assay, £^10. Full course of aseaying, tSO.

ESTABLISHED 1864 t^ Send for circular.

op

SlSsaying and chemistry,
Rooms 46 & 47, 1328 MODtKomery St.

i Floor Montgomery Bl'k. f San FrBDClaco,
Also, Evening Classes, 7 to 10 o'clock.

JOHN T. EVANS, M. A., Principal.

F'

BUSINESS OOLLiEGE,
24 POST ST.. 8. F.

lOK SEVENTY-FIVE DOI^IiABS THIS
__ College Instracte In Shorthand, Type Writing, Book-
:eeplng. Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the £n-
llan branches, and everything pertaining to business,

or six loll months. We have sixteen teachers, and give

individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has

lis graduates In every part of the Stale.

MTSnn) Foa Ciroulab.
B. P. HEALD. FreeldeDt.

O. 8. HALET. Secretary.

cc .OEWET & CO.S,^aiS;:$lkSPatent Agents.

Books on Working Ores.

By Guido Kustel, M. E.

Roasting op Gold and Silver Qf.es (Second Edition) and
the Extraction of their Resp'ective Metals without
Qaicksilver. By Gdido Kustbl, M. E. 1880.

This rare book on the treatment of gold and silver ore
witliout quicksilver is liberally illustrated and crammed
fullof factj. It irives short and conci-*e descriptions of
various processes and apparatus employed in tiiis country
and in Europe, and thewhy and wherefore. It contains 156
jjatjci, ebibracing Illustrations of furnaces, supplements
and w orkinjr apparatus. It is a work of great merit, by
an autlior whose re putation is unsuri'nssed in his specialty
pRicr, S3, coin, postage ffce. Sold bv Drwev & Co., Pub-
lishers, 220 KarKet St., San Francisco, Cal.

By C. H. Aaron.
Aaron's LBAceaa GoLn and Silver Orrs, the most

complete hand-book on the subject extant; 164 pages
octavo. Illustrated by 12 lithographio engravings and
four wood cuts. Fully indexed. Plainly written for
^'actical men. In cloth, 33. Sold by Dbwrt & Co., S. F

The Explorers' and Assayers'

Companion.

A Third Edition of selected portions of the
" Explorers', Miners', and Metal-

lurgists' Companion."

A practical exposition of the various departments of

Geology, Exploration, Mining, Engineering, Assaying,
and Metallurgy.

Price, S6.00 post-paid. Sold by Dkwby & Co., Publish-
ers, 220 Market St., San Francisco.

By J. S. PHILLIPS. M. E.

The work is divided into four parts—Rocks, Veins,

Testing and Assaying. The geological chapters are in-

tended to give miners a practical idea of the various
formations. The chapters on mineral veins are derived

from long observation, and the section on exploration
has been carefully considered. All that relates to dis-

crimination and assay of minerals has been kept as free

from formula as possible. The work is written for

practical men, and all the explanations and descriptions

are clear and to the point. It is so prepared that it is

useful to uneducated men as well as scientists.

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay Oflace, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
of in tbe Open Market to the HigcbeBt Bidder.

^etalllirgy apd Ore^.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Kont^mery St., San Francisco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highert Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Solphoreti.

..HANnyACTDKlRB OP..

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.
ALSO UANrPACrnRKIU OP

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Chamberlto Patent

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..
IMPORTKKS AND DRALIiaS IN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS. AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 & 66 First St., cor. Mission, San Francisco.

^y-^ We would call the attention of ^j:::^:—:—i^g;^
' ' Assayers, ChemtstB, Mining Com- C^^^^^/

panics. Milling Companies, Pros- ^MTERS^'
pectors, etc., to our full stock of \r——tsJ
Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, Soori*
fiers, etc., including, also, a full stock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these sup-

plies slnoi the first discovery of mines on the
Pacific Coast, we feel confident from our experi-
ence we can well suit the demand for these
goods, both as to quality and price.

Agents for the Morg:an Craclble Co.*
Battersca, England. Also for K. O. Dennis-
ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates

of this well-known manufacturer are tlioroughly relia-

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Ordeis taken
at his lowest prices. Our Illustrated Catalogue and As<
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR A OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET.

Near First and MaAet Streets, S. F.

C. A. Ldokha&i>t, Manager. EstaBi^'SBid 1808

Ores worked by any FrooeBB.

Orea Sampled,

Assaying in all its Branches.

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, eta.

Working Tests (practical) Made.

Plans and Specifications furnished for tbe

most suitable Process for Working Ores,

Special attention paid to Examinations

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished,

O. A. LUOKHARDT & OO^
(Formerly Huhn & Luokhardt,

Afllnlns Ensrlneera and MetallorfflBta

The Best Mining District
On the Pacific Cuast t

GRASS VALLEY, OAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the district is

Daily and Weekly edition. Gives all the Mining News.
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining Supplies will

find THE TIDINGS the best medium for directly reach-
ing the owners or managers of mines. Investors in

mines will find it to their advantage to subscribe.
Many mines are in successful operation, and new

enterprises are being instituted and many others are in

contemplation.
DAILY, 36 00 a year; WEEKLY, 32.60, in advance.

H. S. SPAULDING, Publisher,
T. C. HOCKING, Editor.

WINCHESTER HOUSE,
44 Third Street, San Francisco, Gal.

This Fire-proof Brick Building is centrally located, in

the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from the
Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat and
Railroad Offices.

Laundry Free for the use of Families.

HOT AND COLD BATHS FBX^E.

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And Upward.

Rooms with or without Board,

Free Coach to the Honsp,

Applies liquid pigment by a
jet of air. Highest awards
Franklin and American In-
Btitutcs as a legitimate art
tool. SuccesBfully used by
large numbers of the beet
crayon, ink and water-color
portrait artists, and by tech-
nical draughtsmen. Saves 75
per cent of time fn shading.

Descriptive pamphlet sent free. It points out one way to
earn a living. Addresd ArB BRUSH MT'G CO
9 Nassau Street, Rockford, Illinois,

^ntfVVf^llinrv Superior Wood an

tngraving.s*/2it»„«
Superior Wood and Metal Engrav-
ing, Bleotrotyplng and Stereotvpine
done at the office of this paper.
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IQarkei -Reports.

Local Markets.

San Francisco, Feb. 5, 1891.

General trade the past week was fair. The
weather is closely watched, and when fears of a dry

season are allayed there will be a return of confi-

dence and a general expansion of trade. With a

rainfall last Sunday, followed by another last night,

and indications pointing to a continuance, it is only

reasonable to suppose that there will be no grounds

for fear of a poor crop and mining season. The
acreage seeded to grain is the largest in the history of

State, which, with the increased acreage devoted to

fruit, will call into Ufa many languishing industries.

Thefliocal money market is fairly easy.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is well

supplied. Holders are not forcing sales. The mar-

ket is quoted at 82@83 cts.

SILVER—Mint purchases in this month are re-

ported as follows:
OfEered Purchased Price paid

Date. ounces. ouncea per oun' e.

February 4 1,132,000 478,000 §1.0260 to §1.0275

The free offering of silver is an unmistakable evi-

dence that the general public does not believa this

Congress will pass a free coinage bill ; and even if one
is passed, the President will veto it. English advices

report this the prevailing opinion abroad. Many
large operators on the bull side in 1890 were badly

hurt financially, and therefore do not propose load-

ing up with either silver or securities whose market
values are based on the price of silver. Bimetallists

at Washington are waging a sturdy fight against the

monometallists. Representative Bartine, Irom Ne-
vada, is making a fine record in favor of remonetiz-

ing, as is also Hon. Francis G. Newlands. It now
looks as if the battle is won, and the Senate free-

coinage bill be passed by the lower house as soon
as the Coinage Committee reports on the bill. The
stock of silver in this city is not large, and the prod-

uct of the mines on this coast appears to be less

than at this time in last year.

QUICKSILVER—Receipts the past week aggre-

gate 420 flasks, and exports by sea 60 flasks to Mex-
ico. Within a few days heavy purchases have been
made by the Comstock mills, one of which bought
about 500 flasks. The market is considered low at

present quotations.

BORAX—Eastern advices report an offish de-

mand, but prices are maintained at previous quota-
tions. With us the output is being regulated to

meet the demand, which keeps the market steady.

LIME—Receipts the past week aggregate 3854
bbls., and exports by sea 725 bbls. to Honolulu,
There is a steady demand at unchanged quotations.

LEAD—The market is barely steady. Some
large holders are reported as not offering freely,

believing that better prices will obtain later on.
Eastern advices report consumers confining their

purchases to immediate requirements.

TIN—During the past week, 500 boxes of plate

were received overland. There appears to be a
weaker feeling in the local market for both pig and
plate. The quantity of the latter on the way is

largely in excess of any former season, and as it is

likely that the consumption will be less than it was
in last year, importers are said to be inclined to

shade prices in order to place consignments. The
East reports heavy purchases and importation. This
is done to take advantage of the present duty, for

on and after July ist the higher tariff will go into
effect. When silver goes up it is not at all unlikely
that tin will also advance abroad.

COPPER—The market is essentially unchanged.
Eastern and foreign advices report a feeling of un-
certainty regarding the future, and until that is re-

moved, business must be expected to drag. With
the certainty of a large grain crop at the East, there
will be a revival in the demand for copper. London
cables to the /roK Age of Jan. 28th report more
buyers in the market, with a stronger and healthier

tone existing.

IRON—The market for spot is lower. The de-

mand is fair. The Eastern markets report buyers
offish and concessions obtainable. The London
market is dull, but confidence is expressed that

higher prices will obtain by spring, owing to the
light stocks in Connal's stores and light supplies in

makers' hands.

COAL—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows: Nanaimo, 1344 tons; Departure Bay, 6100;
Seattle, 10,500; Tacoma, 2000; Philadelphia, 300.
Total, 20,244 tons. Although quotations are re-

ported unchanged, yet it is said that concessions are
obtainable for spot or near-by shipments. Buyers
confine their purchases as much as possible, under
the belief that lower prices must rule soon. Up-
coast collieries are crowding this market to take
advantage of present prices. Wheat crop prospects
never looked more promising for a large average
yield to the acre, and as the acreage is very great,

there will be a large surplus for export. This will

draw ships here for outward loading, which will re-

duce coal freights from Australia to this port.

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
Nbw York, February 5.—The following are the cloe-

ing prices the past week:
Silver in Silver in

London. New York. Copper. Lead. Tin.
Thursday.. .47i 1 OSg 14 40 4 35 20 10
Friday 463 1 02 14 40 4 35 20 05
Saturday.... 46i 1 02 14 40 4 33 20 00
Monday 46^ 1 OIJ 14 30 4 40 19 S5
Tuesday 46J 1 02 14 40 4 35 20 00
Wedne8dav..46| 1 02J 14 40 4 40 20 00

Quicks'lver still favors buyers. Antimony ia slightly
higher. Lead is slow. Tin ia ateadier with a slightly
firmer tone. Copper continues unsettled. There have
been few sales by outside holders. With crop prospects
improved Che demaDd nill inoieaae for all metals.

Don't Fail to Write.

Should this paper be received by any subscriber who
does not want it, or beyojid the lime lie itUaids to pay
for it, let him not fail to write us direct to stop it. A
postal card (costing one cent only) will suffice. We will
not knowingly send the paper to aay oue who does not
wish it, but if it is continued, through the failure of the
subscriber to notify ua to discontinue It, or some irre-
roonsible party requested to atop it, we shall positively
demand payment for the time it is sent. Look, cakkpully
AT THE LABEL, ON VO0R PAPK&

List of U. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors.

Reported by Dewey & Co., Pioneer Patent
Solicitors for Pacific Coast.

FOR WEEK ENDING JAN. 27, 189I.

445,418.—Can-Labeling Machine—Henry Al-

bert, Crescent City, Cal.

445,151.

—

Tree Prop—G. F. Andrews, River-

side, Cal.

445.152. — Typewriting Machine— L. E.

Baker, S. F.

445,510.—Irrigating Implement—S. S. Black,

Pasadena, Cal.

445,327.—Invalid's Bath—M. DeBarr, San
Jose, Cal.

445.428.—Harness—J. E. Foster, Ferndale, Cal.

445,445,—Coin Wrapper—W. S. Gage, S. F.

445,176.— Electric Arc Lamp—J, A. Hayes,

Carson, Nev,
445,406.—Typewriter Attachment—H. O.

Hooper. S. F.

445,223.

—

Filler—E. M. Knight, S. F.

445,224.

—

Filter—E. M. Knight, S. F.

445, 376.—Sash Balance—J. P. Magney, Oak-
land, Cal.

445,432.—Vapor Bath—O. Pehrsson, Tacoma,
Wash.
44S.385.—Banjo—W. A. Todd, S. F.

445,342.- -Fumigating Trees, Etc. — Wall,

Jones & Bishop, Orange, Cal.

445,484.—Calendar—N. A. Wheeler, Alpowa,
Wash.

445. 2T3. — Typewriting Machine — R. W.
Whitney. S. F.

445,236. — Guard for Cars—Wood & Fowler,

Los Angeles, Cal.

The following brief list by telegraph, for Feb, 3,

will appear more complete on receipt of mail advices

:

California.—Charles W. Babcock, Crescent City,

shingle or shake machine ; George B. Baer, Clover-

dale, separating cross head tie wires; Hiram B.

Cook, San Francisco, striking bag ; Lewis A. Gates,

San Francisco, assignor of one-half to H. J. Postel,

Sacramento, adjustable letter device; Peter Hearst,

San Francisco, stove top; John H. Holloway, Santa
Barbara, water closet; James T. Fish, San Fran-
cisco, fruit-pitting machine; George F. Kinkead.

San Francisco, pneumatic bells; Emil Sundberg.

assignor to Sundberg Brothers, San Francisco,

clothes hanger; William Teneyck, Oakland, self-

closing gas burner; William Weldon, San Fran-

cisco, vaginal atomizer.

Note.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnished
by Dewey & Co., in the shortest time possible (by mail
or telegraphic order). American and Foreign patents
Obtained, and general patent bosiness for Paoiflo Coast
Inventors transacted with perfect security, at reagonabU
rates, and in the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press U. S. and For-

eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Can-Labeling Machine.—Henry Albert, Cres-

cent City, assignor of one-third to Thos. R. Hayes

of Pasadena, Cal. No. 445,418. Dated Jan. 27,

1S91. This machine has a runway for the cans. A
reciprocating can-puller and paste car operate in this

runway. The can-puller in its movement toward
the cans rises to a plane above them, and then drops
down upon and engages the foremost can. This
can is relieved by a suitable controlling device, and
the can-puUer rolls it along in the runway. In its

course it passes over and picks up the topmost label

of the pile, which said pile is confined in a box, and
the top label is supplied with paste by the paste-

roller which passes over it. The labeled can is

discharged at the end of the stroke, and the can-
puller and paste-roUer repeat the operation. Suit-

able locks hold the paste pile, and are operated by
the passing can-puller frame, to relieve only the
topmost label while holding the remainder of the
pile. The label pile is kept constantly fed up to t e
level of the runway.

Track-Harness.—John E. Foster, Ferndale,

Humboldt Co., Cal. No. 445,428. Dated Jan.

27, 1891. This is 3 harness especially adapted for

use on the track with a light sulky. The object is

to provide a track-harness without the use of breech-
ing, breast-strap or traces, at the same time pro-
viding for a perfect hold-back, and a strong and
tight connection with the shafts of the vehicle which
will give the horse perfect freedom.

Coin Wrapper.—W. S. Gage, S. F. No.

44.5,445. Dated Jan. 27, 1891. This wrapper for

holding coin in rolls consists in a strip of suitable
material to be wound about the roll of coins, and
provided with flexible tongues projecting from each
side, and adapted to be bent down over and upon
each end of the roll. For convenience coins are
frequently wrapped in rolls, each roll containing any
desirable or given number of the same denomination.
This facilitates both the counting and handling of
the coin. The object of the invention is to provide
a simple and effective wrapper which can be easily
applied and removed, and which will hold the
coins perfectly. It is adapted for wrapping coins
of all denominations.

Goal and Coke.

SPOT PROM YARD—PER TON-
Wellin^on §12 00
Greta
Carbon Hill 9 OO
Nanaimo li 00
Gllman \ 9 00
Seattle 9 00
Cooa Bay 7
Canoel u 00
Egg, hard ic 00
Cumberland, In sacks 19 60

do. bulk IS 00
Wallaend 13 00@14 00

TO LOAD—PER TON.
Australian ....§ 7 75@
Liverpool St'm. 8 50@
Scotch Splint.. 8 60@ 9 00
Cardiff 8 B0@
Lehigh Lump. . 16 50@17 OO
Cumberland bk 13 50@
Egg, hard 15 00@

Cote-English.
To load ?12 00@13 00
Spot, in bulk.. 16 00@1S 00

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY
COUPILSD BVBRT THURSDAY FROM Aj)YERTIBBUBNT8 IN THB MlNINQ AND SCIENTIFIC PRBBS AND OTBBB S. F. JoURHj

ASSESSMENTS.
Location. No. Am't. Lbvihd. DBLroQ'r. Salb. Sborbtary. Plaob of BnaiNasal

The Merced Express says: The Southern
Pacific Railroad Oo. are maklDg arrangements
to gravel the entire roadbed of the San Joaquin
valley. The gravel will be prooured at Hern-
don.

Company.
Adelaide Copper Co Nevada..
AtlaoticOon IVl Oo Nevada.. 7..
EruDBwick Con G M Oo California,. 1..

ChalleDRe Con M Co Nevada.. 8..
Con Imperial M Oo Nevada. .30..
Onu St Gothard M Co California.. 2..
Contra EstacaConMex M Co..Jtfexico, .1..
Del Monte M Co Nevada., i..

Gould &. Cmrry M Co Nevada.. 66..
Gray Eagle M Co California.. 22,.
Guadalupe M Co Califorma . 3..
Hale & NorcrosaM Co Nevada.. 97..
Head Centre & Tranquility M Co.. Ariz.. 2..
IdlewildGMCo California.. 1..
Inyo Marble Co California.. 11..
Kentuck M Oo Nevada. .23,

.

Midas M Co California.. 1..
NorthGouldi Curry G&3M Co. Nevada.. 12.
Northweatern G& S M Co..Br Columbia 1,.
Oak Con M Co California.. 7..
Onondaga M Co California.. 1..
Potosi M Co Nevada. ,35..
Quaker M Co California.. 22.

.

Sierra Nev.ida S M Co Nevada.. 98..
Teirakoff M fo Oaifornia.. 5..
Union Oon S M Oo Nevada. .42..

Utah Con M Co Nevada,
Telegraph Drift M Co California.

,

'141
..Dec 27.... Jan 31.... Feb 28..W H H Graves 4*26 Sanaome 8t

25. .Nov 19....Mar 2 Mar 21..D M Kent 330 Pine 8t
2. .Jan 9.,..lieb 10, ...Mar 6..J Stadtfelt 309 Montgomery St

50..Jan 23 Feb 27....Mar 18..0L McCoy 331 Pine St
5. .Dec 13.. ..Jan 16. ...Feb 9..0LMcCDy 331 Pine St

10. .Dec 9 Jan 15... .Feb 7..TWetzel 320SanBomeSt
50. .Dec 15 Feb 14.... Apr 4. .George Gale 309 Nontgoraery St
10. .Jan 5. ...Feb 9. ...Mar 3..JWPcw 310 Pine St
30..Feb 3....Mar n... " •

'
"

3. .Feb 5 Mar 9...
10. .Jan 16.. ..Feb 26...

50.. Jan 7... .Feb 11...
5. .Jan 19... Feb 26...

10. .Jan 29. ...Mar 2....

..Dec 16....Jam 30,.
35.. Dec 29.

20.. Jan 13..

20. .Jan 10..
5..Nov 12 ..

4..Dec 18...

1.. Dec 23...
50. .Dec 1^...

15. .Dec 27...

30..Jan 2..,

L.Dec 6...
25. .Jan 5.

Mar 3.,

.Apr 7..AKDurbrow 309 Montgomery St

.Mar 30 . .A W Barrowa 303 California St
, .Mar 21. .H F Schetter 326 Clay St
.Mar 4..A B Thompson 309 Montgomery 8t
.Mar 25.. J W Pew 310 Pine St
Mar 21..E F Stone 300 Fine Bt
.Feb 20, .GW Luce 132 California St

..Feb 3....Feb 25.. J W Pew 310 Pine St
.Feb 23....Mar 23..AHa'sey 328 Montgomery St
..Feb 11. ...Feb 28..C H Mason 331 Montgomery St
.Jan 19. . . .Feb 9. .F Bonaciua 438 California St
.Feb 2.... Mar 2..E JRyan 230 Montgomery St
Jan 24..,.Feb 11..T J Mitchell Grass Valley
Jan 20.. . .Feb 10. .0 E Elliott 309 Montgomery St
.Feb 3....Feb 24..ACheminant 328 Montgomery St
.Feb 5. ...Feb 24..ELParker ...309 Montgomery St
J_Bn 8.... Feb 9..W J Gurnett 3U8 Pine 8t
Feb 10. . . .Mar 2. .A W Barrows 303 CaUEornia 8t

Dec 9. ...Jan 19. ...Feb 9..AHFi8h Nevada Block
2. .1-7 of 1 mill. .Jan 29. .Mar 4. .Mar 25. .F It Wehe Downievllle

MEETINGS TO BE HBIiD.
Name of Company. Looatton. Skoebtajit Office in S. P Meeting Datb

Holmes M Co Nevada.. E Elliott 309 Montgomery St Annual Feb 10
Lucky Hill Cons M Co E D Black Baldwin Hotel Annual Feb 10
NatoinaM& W Oo Califomia..D H Ward 503 California St Annual Feb 16
Watt Blue Gravel Co California..G A Berton 328 Montgomery St Annual Feb 20
West Constock M Oo Nevada..T W Nowlin 230 Montgomery St Aiu.ual Feb 7

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Name of Oompant, Location. Seoketaht. Office in S. F. Amount. Fatablit

Candelaria Confl M Co New Mexico,.G Gale 309 Montgomery St 25 Dec 3
Commonwealth M Co Nevada..RR Grayson 331 Pine St 20 Nov 20
Eureka Cons M Co Nevada..H P Bush 30(i Pme St 25 Aug 6
Pacific Coast Borax Co Califomia. .A H Clough 230 Montgomery St 1 00 Feb W
JackFon M Co W R Drake 311 Pine St 10 Jan 19

San Francisco Metal Market.

WHOLBSAIiB.

TnDR3DAT, February 5, 1891.

Antimony ~@ ^^

Borax—Refined, in carload lota 8@ —
Powdered " " " 8@ —
Concentrated " " " 7i@ —
All grades jobbing at an advance.

COPPEB.—
Bolt 23 @ —
Sheathing 23 @ —
Ingot, jobbing 18 @ —
do, wholesale 17 @ —
Fire Box Sheets 23 W 25

Lead —Pig 5|@ —
Bar Bi^ C

Sheet 7i@ -
Pipe 63@ -
Shot, discount 10% on 500 bags Drop. ^ bag. 1 80 (1* -
Buck, ^bag 2 00 @ -
OhlUed, do 2 20 @ -

QniOKSlLVER-By the flasb 51 00 @-
Flaaka, old 4i (a

Chiiome Iron Ore, ^ ton 10 CO @-
Steel-English, lb ,... 16 (

Canton tool 9 (

Black Diamond tool 9 (

Pick and Hammer
Machinery 4 (_

Toe Calk H&
Tinplate— E. v., steel grade. 14x20, to arrive. 6 50 G5p

B. v., steel grade, 14x20, spot 6 37 @
Charcoal. 14x20 6 50 (a

do roofing, 14x20 6 00 @
do, do. 20x28 13 00 @
Pig tin, spot. ^ B)., nominal

Iron—Bar, base
Norway, base

Spot.
[RON—Glengarnock ton 32 00 @
Eglinton.ton 32 00 &
American Soft. No. 1, ton.. <a30 00

Oregon Pig, ton @31 00

Puget Sound 32 00 @
Oluy Lane White (g26 00

Bhotts, No. 1 32 00 Ca33 00

Langloan 32 00 @
Thorucliffe 32 00 @
Gartsherrie 32 00 @
Barrow 32 00 @
Cargolieet 28 00 (ec —

Mining Sliare Market.

Comstock raining shares have held to strong

prices throughout the week. The action o( the mar-

ket denotes a healthy tone, notwithstanding a lack

of confidence with outside dealers. It will be diffi-

cult to restore confidence, and until this is done the

moneyed public will fight shy. There are many
habitual dealers, but they operate only for fair terms

and never for an investment. Then again, there

are some miners of days gone by who hold stocks,

and have done so for years, under the impression

that some time in the future they will become rich

on their investments. But new moneyed blood is

bard to get interested. The manipulators for a

bull market have been forced to take considerable

stock the past week. In their movements they are

gradually bringing up the entire line. The daily

papers in this city, and also in Virginia City, are

pronounced bulls, as are the street points, which is

contrary to all previous up moves. In outside stocks

the Tuscaroras show more activity at slightly higher

prices. The Bodies are slow but strong. The Qui-

jotoas are dull.

There appears to be a well-grounded belief among
the better informed, now that Col. Mackay's atten-

tion has been drawn to the alleged abuses {made

public through the press and otherwise) in the min-

ing and milling of Comstock ore, that he is quietly

devoting much time to a thorough investigation of

the present status on the lode. It is the generally

expressed desire among capitalists and business men
in general that the colonel will insist that all work

in the mines which he is supposed to control be done

according to law, so that no cause for suspicion of

unfair dealings will exist. Not only is this wish ex-

pressed, but many go so far as to suggest that the

ore-producing mines lease the mills in order to re-

move all grounds for belief of collusion between the

mill and mine managements in the extracting and
milling of ore. Probably this latter course will

prove, in the end, the more beneficial to sharehold-

ers in the mines.

News from the Comstock mines is of a more en-

couraging character. Never before was so much
exploiting work done as is under way now. This is

not confined to any mine in particular, for all the

mine superintendents report active, energetic work.

The most assuring work is to the west, where from

fair to very rich ore has been found in several of the

mines and as many different levels. So far as has

been made public, the west ledge, which is gold-

bearing, is narrow. In Con. Virginia higher grade

ore is being taken out, and it would not surprise the

better informed if the company resumes tiie pay-

ments of dividends at an early day, with a strong

probability of a larger dividend being declared be-

fore the close of the year than since the bonanza
days. But then this was indicated by the Mining
AND Scientific Press at the time the stock mar-
ket was low and greatly depressed. Gould and
Curry is looking remarkably well, as are Potosi,
Yellow Jacket and two or three other mines. The
work going on in Savage and also in Hale and
Norcross deserves close watching, as does that in

Challenge, Confidence and Con. Imperial.
From the outside mines our advices confirm the

improvement in Del Monte, but it is a question what
mine owns the new strike. From Belle Isle impor-
tant advices come to hand. From the other Tus-
carora mines the information is of the best. In the
Bodies, very active prospecting work is being done.
A rich strike is likely to be made any day. Bulwer
is extracting ore for crushing.
The Comstock milling companies are buying large

quantities of quicksilver. One company lately bought
15 tons. This speaks well for renewed life in that
district.

New Incorporations.

The following companies have been incorporated,

and papers filed in the office of the Superior Court,

Department 10, San Francisco :

National Development Co., Jan. 31. Cap-
ital stock, $150,000. Directors—J. Morizio. H. G.
Phillips. A. Ruef, N. Vidivers, G. H. Francoer and
T. T. Ryer.

Argonaut Mutual Building and Loan
Ass'n, Jan. 31. Capital stock, $t, 000,000. Di-
rectors—G. W. Dixon, A. L. Lengfeld, W. Fulton,
A. Wenzelburger, R. G. Meyer, S. Bauman and B.
R. Lurin.

Howard & Wilson Colony Co., Jan. 31. Lo-
cation, Fresno and Merced counties. Capital stock,
$25,000. Directors—G. H. Howard, F. M. Pick-
ering, H. M. Wilson, W. G. Wilson and L. C.
Worthington.
Fireproof Building Covering Co., Jan. 31.

Capital stock, $1,000,000. Directors—H. Broug-
ham, J. Creighton, J. Winslow, W. H. Chapman
and L. H. Anderson.
Gualala River R. R. Co.. Feb. 4. Capital

stock, $500,000. Directors—W. B. Haywood, F.
Haywood, S. H. Harmon, C. L. Dingley, Jr,,
and H. A. Powell. The object of the company is

to construct a railroad from Bowen's Landing, in
Mendocino, southward through Gualala and along
the Gualala river, through Mendocino and Sonoma
counties to Cazadero, with branch lines to Point
Arena, to the source of Pepperwood creek, to
the source of Gualala creek, to Pile creek, and along
Buckeye creek and the Wheaifield fork of the
Gualala river. The estimated length of the road,
with branches, is 103 miles, and the gauge five feet

eight inches.

American Gas Machine Co., Feb. i (Oakland).
Capital stock, $50,000. Directors—W. A. Harrub,
W. A. Kenney, W. A. Jacobs. W. B. Hamilton and
W. B. Wightman.
H. S. Crocker & Co.. Jan. 17. Object, to

conduct a stationery, lithographing and book-
printing business. Capital stock, $750,000.
Directors—H. S. Crocker, C. H. Crocker, H. J.
Crocker, A. C, Forsyth and W. A. Swinerton.
Realty Investment Association, Jan . 21.

Capital stock, $100,000. Directors—J. W. Farren
Jr., F. H. Kellduff. G, D. Clark, F. W. Doyle
and W. P. Sulhvan Jr.

Complimentary Samples.

PersonB reoeiving this paper marked are re*
qtieated to examine its contents, terms of eub-
Boription, and give it their own patronage, and,
as far as practicable, aid in oiroalating the
journal, and making its valae more widely
known to others, and extending its inflnenoe in
the cause it faithfnlly serves. Subscription
rate, $3.00 a year. Extra copies mailed for 10
oente, if ordered soon enough. If already a
Bnbsorlber, please show the paper to otberi.

For Sale for Want of Use.

One horizontal reversible engine, 8x12; one hoist-
ing drum, 30x30, with V friction and excentric; one
gear, 4 feet X 4 inches face; one jack 4-inch head
pump; one steel boiler, 36 inches x 12 feet; stack
with fronts, wood grate bars; safety rods, pump and
heater, etc.; being hoisting works complete. Has
been little used. The same can be seen at Glencoe,
Calaveras Co., Cal. For further particulars, apply
to J. H. Gillispy, 1914 Stockton St., San Francisco,
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Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

S. F. Stock Exchange.
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PAOIFIO COAST WEATHER FOR THE WEEK.
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Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

Til U RSI

100 AlU 65o
1000 Andes 1.20

ISO Bolcbur 1.90

450 BellolBle 60c
650 Rent ft Butcher S.W
SOOBodie 95c
200 Bonanza 30c

400 Bullion 2.40

250 Biilwer 3Cc

100 Caledonia 65c
250 Challenge Con 1 75

lOOChollar 2.35

100 Commonwoalth 80c

770 Con Cal& V...B,12i"5D5
100 Con. Imperial 25c
300 Con. New York 20c

50 Crown Point 2.05

23S0 QouM k Curry.3.00(ff3.05

DAY. February 5, 9:30 A. m.

600 Grand Frizo 20c
850 Hal-& Nor 1.^5

50 Justice 1.10

550 Kentuck 45c
200 Lady Washington... .2(c

400 Me.tican 2 90
400 Nevada (hieeo 30c
100 Norlh Belle lale 60c
50 Occidental 1.00

3'iO Ophir 3.8'(''3.35

100 Overman 2.10
35 Potoai 5.25

210 Savage 2.15

2.W ScorriOD 2rc

200 SegBelt M C.l.OOl." 1.05

310 Sierra Nevada 2.40
440 Union Con 2.40

520 YeUowJucket.2. 65(92. 70

Oar Agents.

Our FaiBNDs oui do much In aid of oar paper ftnd the
etkUBB of practical knowledge and solenco, ny assiBttng

Agents In their labors of caovoasin^, by lending their ln<

Buenco and oncouragrlng favors. We lutond to send non«
but worthy men.

Quo. WiLBOK—Sacrameoto Co.
J. C. HOAG—San FranciscG.
J. H. CROtiauAH—San Bernardino Co.
F, W. Knapp—Amador Co.
GBOaoB Evans- Sinta Clara Co.
Mrs. M. E. Dudlby—Ventura Co.

W. U. WARSwoRTn—Sutter and Yuba Cos.
Wilson McNickle—Fresno Co.
Andrkw Bkid—Monterey Co.
M. S. Priub—Alameda Co
Wm. M. HiLLRart—Oregon.
Wm. Holdkb—Orefron.
EiiMBB Jbnrins—Del Norte Co.
H. C. Hbnklb—Capay Valley.

The Daisy mine on the Bammit of Hogback
moantain near the Colambia river in Stevens
ooanty, Washington, has been sold to New
York capitallatB. A full force of minere will

be pat at work immediately.

/1^3B33lDept |lotiGe3.

The Mining Companies'

Standing.

Financial

Debt.

13,180
35,194

3 178

18,741

FlS,678

9.408
tie, 124

1,870

2,232

3,688

The following is the financial standing on the first

Monday of the present month of the mining com-

panies listed on the two exchanges in this city:

C0M8T0CK M1KE3-NEVADA.

Cash.

Alpha 811,762

Alta 14,770

Andes 11.^16

Belcher -. '13,034

Beet & Belcher 373

Bullion 750

Caledonia 2,867

Challenge Con
ChoUar
Con. Cal. &. Virginia a*35,751

Confidence
Con. Imperial
Con. New York 9.245

Crown Point 8.271

East Sierra Nevada 046

Exchequer 24,0?4

Gould & Curry 1.266

Hale &. NorcroBS
Julia :

3.309

Justice 5,228

Kentuck .1.919

Ladv Washington 7,717

Mexican • • - 10.012

Occidental • 1^,664

Ophir 8.0S7

Overman 47,114

Potosi
Savage
Scorpion 1.205

Set:. Belcher & Midea
Silver Hill 16.370

Sierra Nevada - -

Union Con
Utah 1B,206

TUBOABOBA MINES -NEVADA.

Belle Isle

Commonwealth 11,583

Del Monte
Found Treasure 13 20

Grand Prise ,

Independence 2,197

Navajo
Nevada Queen
North Belle Isle

North Commoiiwealth 2,10E

CANDBLARIA MINES—NEVADA.

Holmes q35,14£

BODIB MINES— CALIFORNli.

Bodie Con 26.857 ......

Bulwer 1.740

Mono 12.078

Standard. . . . i 3,139

Syndicate 3,443

ARIZONA MINES.

Crocker 1.989

Locomotive 1.185

Peer 3.274

Peerless 4,215

Weldon 4,498

" Mine expenses for January not included.

t Bullion on hand not Includpd.

(a) Bullion on hand valued at 5120,087.60; further ship-

meats to arrive.

(d) Due bv other companies, §12,800

(f) Also SS3,840 due Sutro Tunnel Companv. There is

a balance ot $53,922.60 uncollected on assessment No. 97,

(g) Bullion in transit; amount unknown.

Back Filbb of the MiiiiNa am» Soibmtifio Prhss (on

bound) oan be had for 83 per volume of six months. Per

year (two volumes) 85- Inserted In Dewey's patent bind'

er, 60 cents additional per volume.

19,639

5,384

Dl6,129
20,013
12,185

GRAY BAGLB MINING OOMPANY.-Lo-
cation of principal place of business, San Francisco,

California. Locution of works. Placer County, California.
Notice Ifl hereby given, that at a meeting of the Board of

Directors, held on the 4th day of February, 1891, an aseess-
ment. No. 22, of Three (3) Cents per share, was levied upon
the Capital Stock of the Corporation, payable immediately
in United States Gold Coin to the Secretary, at the office of
the Company, Room 11, No. 303 Oaltfomia Street, San
Francisco, Caufomia.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain un-

paid on the 9th day of March, 1S91, will be delinquent,
and advertised for sale at public auction: and unless pay-
ment ia made before, «ill be sold on MONDAY, the 30th
day of March, 1S91, to pay the delinquent assessment,
together with costs of advertising and expenaea of aale.

By order of the Board of Directors
A. W. BARROWS, Secretary pro tern.

Office, Room 11, No. 303 California Street, San FranciBco,
California.

IDI"VIIDE]SriD IsTOTICE-
OPFICE OF THE PACIFIC COAST

Borax Company, San Francisco, January 31, 1891.
At a meeting of the Board of Directors ot the above-
named Company, held this day, a Dividend (No. 2) of
One Dollar (81-00) per share was declared, payable
TUESDAY, February 10, 1891, at the office of the
Company, No. 230 Montgomery Streetf Rooms 11 and 12.

Transfer books close February 5, 1891, at 3 o'clock p. m.

ALTON H. CLOUQH, Secretary.

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, Mining, and Commission,

420 MontKomery St.. S. F.
Ships under advances to smelting works in Boston

New York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one years' experience in Shipping Ores and

Managing Mines.
Solicits Consignments of Copper Produce and Manage-

ment of Min'ng Matters.
All business conducted on Cash Basis.

Purchase and shipment of Mining Supplies A Spboialty.
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Business Manager of UNION COPPER MINE, Copper-

opolis, Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co., Cal.

ATTENTION, MINERS
A PIBST-OLjSSS

UnionRockBreaker
2500 MISSION ST„ SAN FBANOISOO.

RUPTURE AND PILES.
We Positively Cure all kinds of r„upture

and Rectal Diseases, no matter of how long
standing, in from 30 to 60 days, without the
use of KNIFE, DRAWING BLOOD, or DETEH
TION FROM BUSINESS. Tenus: No Cure,
no Part and no Pay until Cored,
If afflicted, come and see us or send stamp for
pamphlet. Address:

DRS. PORTBBFiaLD & LOSBY,
888 Market Street, - - San FranclROo

JAMES M. HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,

ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,
No. 530 California Street,

Teloplione No. 1746. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

CHEMIST.
Young man who is a competent mineralogist, ag-

sayer and analytical chemist is open to an engage-
ment- best reierences; can furnish small capital.

Address CHEMIST, this office.

i

'/Aining and

Scientifii; Press'

Pacific ,

-'
IJural Press'

N°220/V\arketSn
TAKE ELEVATOR H". 12 FRONT ST.

8AN FRANCISCO TOOL CO,
MANOFAOTUBBBS OP

IRRIGATING PUMPS
AND

Machinery of all Kinds.
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

BABOOOK & WILOOX

Patent Water Tube Steam Boilers.
Hetlmates Furnished on Application.

crSend for Oatalosues.

OENTRIFUOAI. PITlWP. FIRST and STEVENSON STS.. S. F.

BOILER WORKS

HAMILTON & LEACH.
Kaiu and Folsom Sts.,

SiN FRANCISCO, - CALIFORNIA.

FRANCIS SMITH & CO. C. H. EVANS & CO
MaDufacturers ot

Sheet Iron and Steel

ALL SIZES.

130 Beale Street. San Francisco, Gal

Iron cut, piinched and formed, for making pipe oc
ground. All kinds of Tools supplied for making Pipe.

Estimates given. Are prepared for coating all sizes of

Pipe with a composition ol Coal Tar and Asphaltum.

GRANGER'S ROLLER STAMP MILl
Beats them all. "Works dry ores. Makes e^ en gran-

ulation. No dead work, hence minimum wear.
A. P. GRANGER, Denver, Colo.

GRANGER'S DRY ORE SEPARATOR
The very best. Uses no water. No freezing up,

Saves haulloff waste. Saves high percentage. Send
for circulars. , ^

A. P. GEAiTGER, Denver. Colo.

T)An4^mnn4^Arn are requested to be aiire and notify ub

rOHiniilSlGrS when this paper la not taken from
I UailUUOlUiU

theirofflce. If not stopped promptly
(through oversight or other mishaps) d> us the tovor to

write again.

(Successors to THOMSON & EVANS),

110 and 112 Beale Street, S. F.

UACHINE WORKS,
Steam Pumps, Steam Engines

and all kinds ot MACHINERY,

•a

A GOLD-MILL SUPERINTENDENT
Of locg experience, assayer and practical chemist, desires
an engagement, particularly in a mill where gold and
amalgam is wasted. The best of references given Ad-
dress E. W., 1278 Tenth Avenue, East Oakland.

'

SITUATION "WANTED.
A German in charge of a patio reduction worbs In

Mexico for 10 years wishes to change hia position on
account of the bad health of his wife, and take
charge of a mine and mill in a mild, healthy climate
Address letters M. K., No. lOu, this office.
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JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
Not. 39 to 51 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

'HENDY- IMPROVED " OHALLENOB " OHB FEEDEB
The best form of Feeder ever devisodt and pronounced by repntablfc mining men to be fai

amperior to any form of " Roller " feeder mannfftctare/JI, We refer to the follow-
ing gentlemen who have farniahed na with testimonial letters to the

above effect, which can be seen at onr office, viz.:

6r, W. OfiOCKKTi, Snpt. Bunker Hill Gold Min-
ing Ck>., Amador City, Cal.

W. G. EoBKRTS, Greenwood, El Dorado Co., Cal.

I). C.WiC'KfMM, Taylor Mine, OreenwfKx!, Cal.

J. K. Tbe/;/>oa.v, 8npt. South Spring Hill Gold
Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.

WK AfiK MAMCr?A0T17fiKftJi Of THK

"CHALLENGE", "STANFORD", "TULLOCK,"& "ROLLER' FEEDERS,
And will fnmiah deacriptive Catalognee and qnote pricen upon application.

AND-

—

Ore Dressing Machinery.
By C. O. WAMFOKO JLOCK.

CosTBHTft.— Motive power — Tranamiaeion of Power,
''.^rryln^ — Pro9pe<rtin^, Shaft-sinkiojf, Coal-cn^fcloff,

Pampiag, Ami Veotilatinjf Machinery—LlKhtio^—Hftal*
in(( ftod HoiatingTransport-Eedacing— llressinff—Mi»»
eel Ianeons.

Prif* $21,00, Circulars and Catalojfaes on application.

E. & F. N. SPON, Publishers,

12 Cortlandt St., Mew Tork.

AMERICAN MINING AND STOCK CODE

"KELLOGRAPH."
IndlBpensable to tibe Mtnln^ Profession and

Uaeful Id all Buslneas Transactions.
A Complete 3yf»t*m of Trarismittin^ Ttlejfraphic Mes-

9a((es by Cofie Cipher Words In a tejfible, Secret and
Kconotnlc Manner.

OVER 35,000 WORDS AND SENTENCES
Snbject to tranarriiaiition Tinder Infinite comitUcatlon by
the nae of over 70,WjO '*de wordg.
No danger of jniblidty in telesfraphlnif loatterji con-

cemlnK operation or oale of rnlniuiif property. T>je work
Btrlttly alphabetical and clatwifiefl. T>(e handiest work
ever pnhliBhed for rnlninff C4>erat6rs.

PRICK, $5. Forwarded postpaid on receipt of price hy

DEWEY & CO.,
220 MARKET STREBr, 8AN FKANCISCO

The Instrument rtpresfiTitecl In tlifi aUrt-e cut 1r a
new and grand little Invention, bein^deslsfned U>
fiave life and tlmt», and innnrnftrftbJe lawKoIt«. hy
doing away with the danj^f-roTis or»eTfttion of dljjtflnK
oat wet and unexplodfid loarls where 'Hant Powder
Is naed In rnlnins;. Tlie Uttle InKtrnment crimp« the
cap onto the end ofthefnse Firmly anrt /%htto-
Intwly W»t.«r-t.lsrht It l« alw» n.v:d for flatting
the fnsie, Thfiy are neatly gotten-np of the finest
caat steel, nickel plated, Frico, $l.co each.

N . W. MOODKY, Preano, Oal.

tNVBNTORS, TAKE NOTICE I

L. PETERSOnTmODEL MAKER,
26% Market St., N. K. mr. ftuM. (up ntalraj, Kan FrAricntco

Kxperimeiital maehlnery and all kindti rjf roodela. Ttn
and hraBgwork, AH coromunications tst/ricti/y cfrnfldan'

1 VUIUIUUIUIQ their »fflofl. If not irt4-.T>p«d uicmiMv
thrOTUtb oTenlKfal r^r otb«> uilohaDli do a* tbe favoT lui

fflallifi MTi Co.
FACTOftY;

Cor. Jefforgon ft firtt Sta., Oakland, Cal.

MAyrrfACnrBBiw oif

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROOF
PAINTS,

SnpertOT to ftnyU.iM(;of the kind In the market /or

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uneqnaled for HnhroerKe'l TirriberR. feed and Brown
Points for P^x.ft Warehoi]«ei». HtahJea, Kencea,

Etc. . ml -xt-A P^a/ly for Tse, A Iao,
Sheathing Paper. Portable Cal-

jfomla Maetic Roofing,
the Beflt In the

Market
for

AitbVltEtlVM.Rff fcOR

Toredo-Proof Pile

Covering.

This Comj.any also Mannfafrturcs a Malthlne
CoTQponnd for

EEBDERIHG BOOTS AHD SHOES
WATERPROOF.

The same In a. suDerior article Im J-reservlriK Harness
jeoa^tini! it Imperrlona t». Mo1«rire and

Kccjilng U always pliable and w/ft.

*»- ftenfl lor 8am pie?: an-l I-rifxa. Salesrwm

,

310 CALIFORNIA ST., S. F., Cal.

COAL MINES OF THE WESTERN COAST.

talnwl, «n<l «« lor aalo at thl« offlOT h„ iiMi p,, cmy

8«rv»r
" t""'"™!* 8l»t« o<K,lo»io.i

U C. JCAESHCTZ T. u. CAimeaju.

NATIONAL IRON WORKS
N. W. Corner Main and Howard Sta., San Franciaco,

-,v»A.>ri,fACT(;kKf.<» Of-

Stationary and Compound Engines, Flour, Sugar, Saw

and Quartz Mill Maclimery.

AMALGAMATING MACHINES
AI^L WORK mflVM Mil) O'.ABA.VfKKO,

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING

CASTINGS AND FORCINGS l.'LX'uL

ENGINES.

NATIONAL ROCKER aUARTZ MILL
KE^I>ALL-.y PATENT. AUG-TJST ^. l^i*;.

0-A.I»-A-0IT"5r, X2 Toix«* laa £2-1 Xlovtriw. 3 3BE- I».

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL, Sole Manufacturer?.

y<-*^

e:tArr.lr>« arxl p--

D-ijs Impr/yve'; -

an'l ar/tfkJfpk/iUUlinK vr'.^

P/vinff p«Mt4':»lan:

1. T>»« cost )• 1«M t^AT. ^.f.^nair 4|
!tU//jpit of UMiMi ea(*/ity.

2. rVfe fre^ft/t to mto« fm I«m tba*

3. T>.e •
.- .^ ,*«* tr<«

M. «
*. Tb'. , ..« >/>M trd«

lyrf.-.'.i. .' -. '.j*!f.im.

I. Ttr*: war i« iesw Utart f/wt^fttt^
Iter c/f K«*r»p«.

«, TV^ere i* oo o-ji/ *.i->.-.* -.•

nb'^e^ »fx) :

7. In p'/ifrt 'A

iT'Send for Clrcolara and Pnc« List.

-.''^ -.'.v <./,,:'. •....v.;^.-'..'..',r, flilb

f/Ui«t ofe rtnAhii>{( rr<aet<lo«t w/v

MAaSHDT^ & CAMTHBLI*

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

THK AP/;VK CUT liJJJ-fniATKH TUK tMPfUtVKtf trffHM OF tXfVHi^K'.SOlS'i Klf MY-
IfKA VSAC (itASTH which we rr.af.n/a'Arir'i. We (fuarante': p-'jc^ha^ter* '/f thU f'/i7/< <,! (/iM^u a.yai/>r« all

cofftA, expcmi«e<i '/r flarriatfeq which may arlM tf/ift any a/lverie frnlt* or t/Mt/t^ at law. We are tuttiiet t/tvpvt^i U/
forni^ih Hlntetft-JulnUni Olanta -»h«n re/jiire^l, PrICM, dliK/Aibt« arMJ Cat*l/>f(7ie« of (mr «p«eia)ti«< of By-
draalle Mlnlnf^ Ma^^hinarj' <»erjt on appli^Atton.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS. 39 to 51 Fremont St.. San Francisco.

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
ROCK DRILLING, AIR COMPRESSING,

MINING AND QUARRYING

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. 8. A.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
MANUFACTUBKHS OF

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRr,

For Amal«;amatU)ii or Concentratixm, and for Mann&ctnre of Cement, FeirtUizen.'Palnt

and all other unrpowfi for which grinding or pulveruing i« reooired.

fj.^rt'1 for f.'ftUI v.:-j<i »f,'l I'fi'.'. I.irt t'.

FRISBBB - LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 RBOADWAY. NEW YORK.

DEWEY & CO. ;^'^^^^'kS>'^^^'i."I?rbll'' 1 PATENT AGENTS.
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PROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
On Ceaecaoalar in tba aazket, hariac dmbU

d 4a^ in ««ck M «laM tka pUa B^
wVU te LiiLiihirim an deM. b k and ib

ol MOK tk« BOM aatihto af wiitk k tbe

M. ft M. Ca'« Mm. whtn » laprored B«M Fno
ItePaip fna 130 S*w|ia, eraUie SSO Hh

iia ii ci*iiw <atim MiiAriUiw aa gii—r 4S
MmUm*. takiit th* Pidp fna Ik* oth*r ISO

Price

Price

Fbr

•( iRiproted Belt Fnie Vamer. S825. t. o. b.

of Plain Belt Frue Vanner. $575. I. o. b.

PwpUato, TcatnwBUi lad tartbcr iafa

at ofioe.

Protected by Pmcdu I>eoemt>er 22, 1 !;74; September 2,

1879; Apifl 27, ISSO; March 22, 13S1; Febmarj 20. 1883;

Septenber 18, 1883; Jaly 24, ISiSS. Patent* applied for.

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Tmm UanAMA Ooktavt (LImltod), Lokkv. Octets 8. IsaL
Due Sna :—Hsitag tated tkne of jonr Fnie "-irm la a eoa-

peMHre Mil wltt <«h«r ifciiii i attj—ffiiompH). »« !»»» aajej
comlfMot tbe opHtocitT at jmrTaaaen, la li eiidcaeel tu- the
act of ov hartae ofdcied 9B won at yan "'^^-^ *tt iniiMrtUfc

Ten* «i^. THE IKOtUSA OOMPAST (Uadted).

S. &—SiMe (beabora wm nriltea the M Viaacra, harinx tnn
•tuted. gan iBlfe ntiEtaetioa that 14 aadHionJ Pnat ud i

eUBqia ba«« been pcidtitet^. ADAMS k CABTEK.

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE CO.. Room 15. No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Gal.

"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR with IMPROVED RIFFLED BELT.
n* eonatMT* tiiala whiek bare beta beld betweea the

^Trnaph^ Ore CoMCBtnKin. the Prae' Vaaaen (ad
odMr luiaa a< tM>i«iali aUa< derie**, do a** wsnaat the ••-

*Ktioa that the "Fra*'' Taaaer • the bc*t ore ooaoentntot ia

Ih* BMtkat. Tlw fast that th* "F i at** have baptored (cor-

ca^itod) bete doe* aot ilitat* *g|iiaat the aaperiority of -.:

•ttimmf^;' for, whea derind, they (the "Triaaipfa*'') c>^

be amastcd with a wipetiaii belt kaoem a* the " Blasdel
"

Rii&ed.

Price " Triomph * Coneentraton, with In-

prored Patented BeJt - - - $650 1 o. b.

PhM " Triamph ~ Concentraton, with

Kajn Belt - * • $550 1 o. b.

We a«« ptcfand to foaiaata* tbe gaptriortty <4 tbe " Ttirapb ~ oiirr

lM*7k«a*oraaj o4Wr foes cf Odnccatnter, loeoolB if aeedba.

draolari lad t«ef)a»nehl Mua loaabed oo mi'*i'rtiioa.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
39 to 51 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Both the "Triomph CoDcentra.tor and "BUsdel" (riffled)

Belt are protected by incontestable letters pfttent, granled
by tbe GoTenunent of tiie Uoited States.

Oriffiaftl Empire Mm uxl kCnifif: Oompanv, \

PriBC^aJ Office, 401 Okllform* St.. cor. Suisome, S. F.
LocatioB of Works, Gntt, TkDeT, Ncr^cU Ca. CkL j

GsASS Vaujt, Nktasa Oo.. Cal.. Kor. 10, ISSi.

Jotkua Bendg Maekint Werk$^ S9to SI Fremont St, S. F., CaL:
GwsTVBta—l am jAtshaed to stete, in refereooe to Uie >* Tnmnph"

Ore OoDoaBtrftton. -thu taar (4) of tbem were placH io tbe mU! of Ibe
Otieiiul Bkaipre Mm cod Mxamg Oompftay in April, 18S4. ud a tboroneli
test nade ot th&x pnetical operitsoo; asd ihest effioeocr faavi^ been
deoMmstiatod, foor (4) more wes« fiDbsfrqiwotly introduced ae Uie comple-
meat a< tbe Tventy (30) Staa^ Um, and tbe eagtat (Sj hare been and an
mam naniag witfa eotirelr aatae^ctorv tesolts.

At tbe Teo (10) Sbaiep MiU o( tbe Xorth Star Mining OMnpany. under
my soperrinaa. four (4) are also in soooes^ol operatioD, and ttxxn my
obsen-ati&D <rf tbalr practical workii^s, I am coDnnced that this torm of
OnoeotTators is tlie eqnaJ, if not st^erior to any other eiyit of Vaonen
or ooDeeotratin^ devices. DAVID McKAT, Jr.,

[Siened] ^p*t North Star and Ori^nal Empire Mining Co.
X. B. When tbe efcunping^capactty of the two above named mills was in-

creaaed, more ** Triomph " Ooooeotraton wore pnrcbased, and tveoty-
eifbt i2s) are now in ooDstutt snooeaafnl operation.

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS! justihiucim,.,...

MHlffl mLCmTED PLM
521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco

F"or f3JSJ\rilsrC3r Assayers' and Micin^ Material.

—aaxuFAunjuaa of—IN QDABTZ. QSAVSL, OB PLACES LICTES. ilADE OF BEST SOFT T.ATTTa SUPBHIOB COPPBB

Our pUtea are guaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the bee. in weight of Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
ver and dorability. 0!d Mining Plates Beplated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSAJiDS
OF ORDEP-S FILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY. GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PUTING V^ORKS, ^8®"* ^"^ HOSKUrS

68, 70 & 72 First St., San Francisco. Cal. HYDEO-CAEBOH ASSAY FmRHACM
^SeSB FOE CIECrLAES.

- IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD

IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL AND PLACER MINING.
PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.

Only Eefined SflTer and Best Copi>er nsei Over 3000 Orders filled. Fifteen Medak Awarded. Old Mining Plates can t>e

Replated. Old Plates Bonglit, or Gold Separated,
Tz.ex P'.Atos :in slsi i< ptlr^hie&d :; JOH>' TATI.OR & CO., Comer jFirst and Mission Stg

San Francisco Gold, Silver and Nickel Plating Works, 653 & 655 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal., E. G. Dennlston, Prop'r.

Ou-r Plates have be^n naed for 20 years. They have proved the beet. We adhere strictly to contract in welffbt of Silver and
CODoer. SKND FJH CIEOHUAR.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING, ^o^^ting engines for mines
Vs.

Snperior to all Others for Qaartz Mills, Smelters, k.

Hot Affected bv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils. Every Belt Guaranteed. Tij It. Send
for Circular and Samples.

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET, - - - SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

^wrtT-A-isrs' .AJSTTI - IlsrCPtTTST-A-TIOlSr
For K«ROTic.e ^ - -

' ' --' ~

CoiroaioDaQ^ : . ~

ac-:*-!, ;!

^^O'^^IDEE,,

J

Send for drooiaa and nier&ncea to#aC»

ODder Strain.
Veejt«3B Raiobaw Manbote and Ha- 1

boieGaduta.
Manhattan Senate Flnmbaco Pifno:
FaefeiiML,

Gam^Tfl OomWnatiop
Pa£kte«.

Magnolia Aoti-'FricUoD Metal, or any other artide yax.:- i jl a.a Lueitie Room
.wuiAStt, XM wKKM^m mimsBt, sax FeAarciACo.cAi^

cr Water

1,2, or 4 Drums, with Reversible Link

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.

MAI>K OSXT ET THE

LIDGERWOOD M'F'G CO..
96 Liberty St., New York.

34 and 86 West Monroe St, Chicago. .

1S7 to 203 ConBress St., Boston.
1 to 7 N. First St., Portland, Oregon.

PARKE & LACY CO., Agts., San Francisco.
Send for Catalogue.

"RED
'K/ --/

A^
MAJTOFACTCKKD FROM STRICTLY FIEST-CLASS FLAX AND PURE LCBRICAXIS. HAS NO .SUPRRIOR

(or all Hjdraolic Wort, "r'vr CiUco Watir Works Co., Calico, Cal., De<i. 16, 1S90.

W T. Y. ScHCfcx—r>ear Sir tWe [find rvoar *' Bed-Cord " Square Flax Packiog the •* Bum." Yocrs trnly,
J. R. LAKE. Secretary.

~ The red cord rona the entire length. Pot up in bores of 20 leet, or coils of 60 to SO lb§. For sale by all

dealen. W. T. T. SCHEXCK, Sole Hanniactorer, 222 and 224 Market Street, San Francisco, CaU
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTUBKBS OF

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MAGHINEEY.
HNGINES, BOILERS, STEAM PUMPS,

AIB COMPRESSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S CRUSHING ROLLS,

CONCENTRATORS, PULVERIZERS, -

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROCK BREAKERS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Taking Pulp from 10 Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS;

ROTARY PUMPS. GANG BDGBBS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

<3rJSKJnSIt..A.lM .A.<3r:jESXaTI3 X<OX<.

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
rr^A/TTJOTyMTi ** engines,
\J\JlXLjr\JU XN U, 6215 HORSE POWER.

SALES DURING CAST FOUR MONTHS:
STANDARD, «5oo'Io"I's°e'?S^web. JUNIOR,

Grm.xic3. 1?ota,X, 309 X3xi.gdlzi.e>is, jA.sS^^S^''*l3^S 13.97S ZXozrise X'o-c^ex-.

166 ENGINES,
4260 HOKSE POWER.

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S, W.
it SoiiJsiTolo " Horso I^o'wer T^7"l3.ixxxs-

^^^m

TOssxTT-i^ xxEsnxr

These Hoisting Whims are built en-
tirely of Iron and Steel, mounted on a
heavy base plate, and, consequently,
are very durable and cannot be attected
b^ extremes of either cold or heat or
-Climatic influences.

The hoisting drum is completeiy under the control of the person in
charge of the hoisting or lowering tbrough the shaft of the mine.

As tie drum is entirely independent from the driving gears, the opera-
tions of hoisting, dumping bucket and lowering can be performed with the
horse in constant motion, a feature not possessed by any other horse hoist in
the market, and one that greatly increases their capacity by avoiding- the
loss of time due to stopping and starting the horse.

They are very light and compact, and can be packed for transportation
by mules. Their cost of erection is very slight; two men, in half a day,
being able to put one in place, ready for work.

With each Whim, working drawings are furnished, showing in detail the
proper construction of Gallows Frame and foundation for Hoisting Whim.

We carry in stock the following sizes:

M'o* 1*—Capacity irlth One Horse and Single Itlnsi 800 pounds, 7S
Feet per Minute*

No. £•—Capacity with One Horse and Single Iiine» 500 ponndBi
ISS Feet per Minute.

Weight oi machine, 1200 pounds. Total shipping weight, including
Sweep, Levers and Sheaves, 1400 pounds.

ROCK AND ORE CARS.

]V£.^oxxinNr:E3 ^wo
NOS. 39 TO 51 FREMONT STBBET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

MANUFACTUKBR OF
3xr,

LLS,CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Macliinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Machines.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Ce-'trifnesI Boiler Quartz Mill, ax3 x*xx«.sa^ laim.iEi'Xi'Xf S.A.3\r :E•X<..A.3^3-C?XS>C;C>. C3.A.Xj,

PAT. QOt. 26, 1881.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Fair, 1884.

CiJUOO? c«3 3MCX3S3SZ3,
Sole Licenaed Manufacturers of the

MEDART PATENT WROirGHT RIM PULLEY
For the States of California, Oref^on and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, WashlDgton

Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Best Balanced Pulley in the World. Also Manufacturers of

SHAFTING, HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES.
i^SBND FOR ClRODIiARS i^XB PRIOB LIST."^

129 and ISl FREMONT STREET, - - - SA.N FRANOISCO, CAL.

ADAMANTINE SHOES & DIES
FOR STAMP MILLS.

These SHOKS and DIES are in extensive use in all the mining States and
Territories of North and South America. Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper
than anyothtrs. Orders soUcited, subject to above
conditions.

—MAKUFACTUEED BY—

CHROME STEEL WORKS, Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent,
230 Fremout Street, San Francisoo, Cal,

Speolal attention slven to the pvirchaae of Mine and Mill Supplies.

IT HAS NO EQUAL

Can Be Pnt On

by Any One,

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adopted by the

Navy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOII^ERS, STEAM PIPES, COI-D STORAGE, and all places requiring

2«OD-Heat Conducting Mitterial.

69 CLfl.Y STREET C. B. JOHNSON & CO., SAN FRANCISCO.

Ji
(Successor to Heins & William),

Mannfactnrer of Leather and Fulled Rawhide

BELTING
ROPE, LACE AND PUMP LEATHER,

ETC., ETC.

134 MAIN ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAl.
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A Smeltine: Plant.

We illastrAte herewith ft complete smeltlDg

plant of 100 tODB* daily capacity, embodying alt

the details of Brat-olaia Bmeltlog works, as em-

ployed for Urge minea or oaetom work. Two
Urge water-jacket fornaces with toleecope

stacks, are employed; the dnst and fames p:\e8

into a stone or brick condensing flue throogh

oODDQotiona under the charging floor. One

Urge Baker blower is ased (driven from the

eDglne-shaft direct) which sappHee the blast

for both fnrnaoes.

A Urge Blake crasher, sltaated ab3va the

charging floor, crushes the ore and flaxes as well

as the matte and slag which la foand neces-

sary to be again passed through the faroacea.

The slag and matte are raised to the crasher

floor by meaos of a aelf-dumplDg skit (traveling

on thejooline shown In the cen*^er of the cat)

extending to the top of the crasher floor, and ie

operated by a small friction hotat, treated on

the charging floor and to' the left of the inoliDe

ways. An elevator is also provided for the

parpoae of gaining access to the chirging floor,

or transferring barrels, tools, product, etc.

,

from one floor to another. This is shown in the

out to the right of the first fornace, near the

engine. On the main or chargiu;^ floor will be

seen thesoales used in weighiog the ore, flaxes

Bnd fuel before beitig charged into the furnaces.

The entire plant is driven by one large anto-

mattc cat-off engine, the ateam for which is

supplied by two boilers. These boilers are eet

independently, each being of soffioient capac-

ity to run the engine; It Is considered beat to

have one in reserve, as In case of accident to

steam connections, cleaning or repairs, no time

is lost by stoppage of farnaoes.

A water-supply tank is situated in the rear

of the engine-room, as*shown, from which the

water is snpplied to the jaoketa. In a separate

PAVANT B0TTB, LAKE BONNEVILLE REGION, FROM THE SOUTH.

COMPLETE WORKING PLANT WITH PACIFIC WATER JACKET SMELTERS.

building at the side of the worka will

be observed the long roasting furnaces

in which rebellioua ores, or such as

contain large quantities of sulphur,

zinc, antimony, etc., undergo a prelim-

inary roasting before gojug to the

amelterc. The method of arrangement

here shown la not arbitrary, as the

ground selected for the site often re*

quires changes. This arrangement

of plant is one designed by the Pa-

cific Iron Works of this city, but they

can arrange differently to meet the re-

quirements of any site.

The Pacific water-jacket smelter

for lead orea, made by the same firm

and used in this smelting plant, is 11-

luatrated on page 105. It Is a pattern

In general use in the large custom

smelting worka in the United States.

It embraces all the valuable features

that 20 years' experience in smelting

can suggest, and Is entitled to be

oonaidered one of the moat improved

types of smelters made.

The jackets are made of the best

fire-box flange iron, in four sections,

and are constructed in such a manner

that DO rivets are exposed to the fire.

The tuyeres are made a part of the

jacket and. sarroonded by water in act-

ive circulation. Hand-boles are pro-

vided for removing any sediment that

may collect, and are farnished with

plates and crabs,

{Oontinved on page 105.)
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SOF^F(ESPOfJDE]MCE.

We admit, uDindorsed, opinions of correspondents.—fios.

American Enterprises and EnglJsli

Capital.

Editors Press:—Aq editorial in the London

Financial News of December 23i last, on a cer-

tain paokin^ concern, ie likely to be read with

confliderable interest among promoting men.

1 do not wish to aay anything for or against

the enterprise in questioo, as I know little of

its affairs, but rather the inference drawn that

investtra should beware of American indus-

tries. Now the plain truth of the matter is,

Eoglish investors are all right and American

industriea are all right. The trouble is the two

do not always come together, and for this, I

think, parties on the other side are to blame

rather than people here. Eoglish promoters

are too difficult to deal with; they hedge them-

Belvea about with a perfect jangle of impossible

conditions; they must have bonds and options;

they must have ooeana of time; they must be

privileged to take up a thing and drop it 20 times

more If it auita them, and the Amp»-ioan owner

mast preserve hla temper unrufflad all the

while and be always ready to bob up with the

aerenest and moat complaoant of smiles. What
is the result? The owuera of first-clasa Ameri-

can properties refuse to deal on such a basis,

and promoters and others are relegated to in-

fjrior enterprises that are generally itching to

he sold out to aomebody; and thtg is the reason

I may aay so much valuelesg stuff from all over

the world ia damped into England. When the

owner of a great industry here is approached on

hshalf of Eoglishmen, he generally laugha at

the idea of selling; gradually he may yield to

the insinuating allurements of the agent- He
takes the latter through his eatablishment and

shows him all that ia to be seen; ia very free

and lavish, in fact, on all points neceaaary to

convey a comprehensive idea of the buainesa.

The agent ia able to write home the exteut of

the works, the number of h^juds employed, the

price, the approximate profita—enough, in one

word, to enable any one with sense enough to

aaek shelter in a rainstorm, whether such a

property would be desirable or not. Generally

he receivea no such anawer, but is curtly in-

formed the matter cannot be entertained in any

suoh shape, and they {the principaU) will pay

no attention to anything that ia not first firmly

aecared by bond, option or contraot of some

kind. The agent returns to the owner and ex-

plains matters; but the latter has hia own way
of doing buaineas, and demands that a certain

Bam be put up aa a guarantee of good faith be-

fore he opens a book or makes a statement. He
apguea very truly the London promoter runa no

risk, as in case the showing is not found satis-

fictory or up to requirements previously stipu-

lated, the deposit money is to be returned to

him. Beyond thie, the owner, independent and

probably far richer than his London corre-

spondents, cannot be budged, and the conse-

quence la the negotiations end in smoke; and

fctie agent, after several such experiences, is

finally forced to take up some shaky institu-

tion which is only too willing to dance attend-

ance on the whims and vagar4ea of London
promoters for the pleasure of being foiated at

last on the market. This I am convinced is

the root of the evil complained of, and unless

promoters are willing to put up something to

get hold of a property that is notoriously good,

or one on which they have baen reasonably in-

formed, they will continue to be imposed on by
tbiaga that inevitably wind up by bringing dis-

aster on the public and discredit on themselves.
Vespucius,

San Frariciseo, Feb, 7, 1891.

Digging Out Gophers.

Editors Press:—To many who are not fully

familiar with the habits of the gopher tribe, 1

would offer the suggestion that no better time

than the present is fitted for exterminating

them.

There are many ways for disposing of them;

with myself after considerable experimenting

the cheapest and quickest way to my notion is

to dig them out of the loll.

This may seem to many people to be a hard
and tedious way of eradicating the gopher, but

if once tried it will be found a quick, pleasant

aad positive way for getting rid of them.
The gopher doea not bury deep in the eoil

as many people auppose, but follows along

from 4 to 15 inches below the surface, eeU

dom exceeding 12 inohea, UDlesa in near proxi-

mity to their domicile.

The gopher builds for itself a home in such a

way that it once in the feolnsion of its neat it

is safe from all water influenoes, building aa it

does neir to the surface of the ground, and
oovering its nest carefully with sticks laid In

such a way that a thorough drainage ia assured.

Always does the gopher dig down Into the

earth to*^ the depth of 15 or more inches for a

full drainago of all water that would fall

naturally—the earth below absorbing the water.

My plan in digging the gopher out is to fol-

low the hole till two holes are found run-

ning in opposite directions. At this point

leave the first and look for a second go-

pher home; do the same with this one, and

BO continue till the rodent of the first hole has

dumped more earth. Thia will show in which

direction it is working, and by carefully fol-

lowing on this plan extinction is assured.

In and near the month of March is the

gophers' breeding-time, and from one to a

dozen of these pests may be found in a single

hole. S. H Reno.

Fruit Vale, Alameda Co., Feb. S, '91,

Notes from Sonora.

Editors Press :~The company of which I

wrote in my last communloatlon as working at

the Slerrita, near this place, has recently pur-

chased in the Altar district a five-stamp mill,

which they have taken down and are now re-

moving to its new location near the mines. It

is to be erected on the old millaite occupied

by Magruder & Fiaher's mill several years ago.

X understand that from these mines, daring the

past 14 months, nearly 8100,000 worth of ore

haa been shipped and a large dump of good
average-grade milling ore is ready for the

mill.

Mr. Henry Martin of London, Euglaod, a

gentleman largely interested in mining proper-

ties in thia State, haa been here since early in

December last looking after his interests, and
it is reported that he is aboat to bring out some
new companies in London on his return.

There ia talk of a smelter to be erected near

here by San Francleoo people, and it ia hoped
that the project will be carried out. There ia

room here without doubt, and a very profit'

able business can be built up very quickly. The
McKinley bill has prohibited the eale in the

United States of the lead ores of this country,

and In other Statea the erection of reduction

works for custom ores is well advanopd.

notably so along the Mexican Central R. R...

where others are proposed
About 20 miles east of Qaerobabi Station, on

S:)nora R,, R., ia a mine and mill situated at a

high altitude. The mine is old and has been
much worked by Mexicans. The ore ia silver

and much of it rich and adapted for shipping.

The mill is five stamps and was largely brought
from Sinrquipe, on the Sonora river, by its

owners, Rtordon, Frederick and Shea, who for-

merly worked the San Augustine mine near

that place. The San Augustine mines were
originally called Las Guijas, and, singularly

enough, its owners, after working it out,

moved to another Las Guijas, the old name of

the present property. The working average
of their ore is said to be in the neighborhood of

$100 per ton. It haa to be roasted before
amalgamation, after which process a very small
percentage is ieft in the tailings.

The St. Helena mill, at Dalic^as, has not yet
started, I am told, but will very soon.
The Oro Negro Company, near Arizpe, is said

to be very succesafnl. It is under the con-
trol of Measri. Gage, Dnrkee & Kirk of

Tombstone fame. Their consumption of salt

in roasting is heavy and famishes transporta-
tion work to a vast number of burro owners
and freight wagons.
The Nacosari country In which this property

is situated ia a good country for proapaotora.
Formerly the Apache waa the almost sole occu-
pant. A mine of very great fame and an-
tiquity is Bome 30 miles eaat of Oro Negro; its

name is Churunubabi, and is now being worked
by Mr. P. W. Smith and several others. Mr.
Smith is a man well known In Tombstone, and
in fact all over Arizona, Mexico and the
frontier as one of the pioneers.

Freight businesa ie inoreasing rapidly on the
Sonora railroad. Orangea and ore are going out
and machinery and gooda are coming back to
the country. From this date to May the cli-

mate is fine, and those who desire to look at
mines can find no better time in the year to
visit Sonora. Already there are many experts
and capitalists coming, and if free coinage of
silver takes place, there is bound to be a boom
in mining here. " i^MERiCANO,

BermosiUo, Mexico, Jan. 27, 1891.

Shasta County Coal.

A Rich Silver Strike.—Last week we re-
ferred to a rumor that a rich strike had been
made by A. P. Sayre, in one of his mines in the
Patterson District, and about eight milesnorth of
Bridgeport. We are glad at being able to say that
thia week the report has been confirmed, Mr.
S lyre having made a rioh strike in his
Homestake tunnel, which he haa been
running from Silverado canyon. All who
have visited the Homestake agree as
to its being a rich strike, there being
at last accounts from the mine at least three
feet of rioh silver ore in sight. W. A. Irwin,
late superintendent of the Bodle Con., laid over
at Sweetwater, on hia way to San Franciaoo,
and examined the new strike, which he con-
aidera a valuable one, and he is atill there watch-
ing the proapeot. Thia ia an encouraging strike,
aa it ahowa a permanent ledge, Sayre having pre-
viously taken out good ore in the upper workings,
and will strengthen the faith our people have
in the *' oominp out " of thq Patterson District.— Bridgeport Chronicle Union.

The latest addition to the maseum of the

State Mining Bureau haa been contributed by

Oscar Schulze in the ahape of a specimen of

fine lignite coal from Section 12, Township 33,

Range 2 weat, 25 miles northeast of Redding.

The analysis of the coal ahowa up well, and as

the vein ia said to be easily accessible by a

short line from Redding, the California coal

problem aeems nearer solution than at any
previous period. The analyais gives the fol-

lowing figures :

Water 9 .50

Volatile carbonaceous matter 37.50

Fixed carbon 46.25

Ash.... 6.75

100.00

The great trouble with all the California coal

deposits is that the seams or veins are thin

and of limited area, except in the Mount Diablo

fi aid, which haa been nearly worked out. In

many of the coal basins so far located the veins

do not exceed one or two feet in thickness, and
when they do there is such an admixture of

slate as to render the product almost worthless

on the market. Another difficulty has been
that most of the coal deposits lie at a consider-

able difltanoe from existing lines of railroad.

In 1874 a coal-bed 12 feet in thickness waa
exposed in Shaata county, not more than a mile

and a half from the looatioa of the present find,

The deposit did not consist, however, of solid

coal, but of alternate layers of coal nnd elate,

the thickest coal seam being only 22 inches.

Previous to the present discovery numerous
coal oroppings had been exposed in this part of

Shasta coanty, but none of them justified work
ing on commercial principles.

In Shasta county generally the ooal deposits

lie in the foothills, where the volcanic materials

which cap the mountain apura and ridgea are

generally underlaid by a body of coal-bearing

atrata of recent origin. These strata consist of

soft and unaltered ahalea and eandatonea, and
they are spread out uuconformably over the up-

turned edges of the metamorphic gold bearing
slates which form so large a portion of the mass
of the Sierra. Their general position is not far

from horizontal, and the aggregate thickness nf

the coal-bearing strata is not more than 150
feet. They belong to the geological period

whioh immediately preceded the commence-
ment of volcanic activity in the Shasta re-

gion.

The new mine ia aaid to prospect well, And
the Bpecimen of coal sent to the Mining Bu-
reau la of superior quality. The eeam ia 20 feet

in width.

Prospecting the Comstock.

Tns Virginia Enterprise aays : The field of

prospeoting work open the Comstock lode ia

yearly getting down to narrower limits, and

the queatlon now agitating the mining world ia

the redemption of mineral ground below the

water-line. There is no limit to the country

In that direction. The other way, it is bounded
by the grass roots.

As matters stand, the Yellow Jacket aeriea

ia engaged in prospeoting an interesting block

of mineral country between the 600 and 900
levels, with every prospect of opening out

enough ore to run the Brunswick mill of 76
stamps for a few aeasona. The outlook in Over-

man is very promising for the continuance of

the ext'-actlon of pay ore. The Belcher and
Crown Point are opening out ore to run on in

their lower levels. Potosi is liable to show up
milling ore at any day, ChoUar ia running
ateadily upon milling ore. Sav%ge has ore, and
in conjunotion with Hale and Norcroas is open-

ing out more ore on a lower level than formerly

operated. Tbeie two mlnee have a block of

ground 500 feet in depth to the water-line that

has been but little prospected. G-ould and
Curry has every prospect to produce ore this

season. Con. C>ltfornia and Virginia has a big

block of ground between the 1200 and 1500
levels that haa not been prospected, and the

company la also opening another block between
the 1650 and the water level, whioh is about
the 1900. The starting up of the Uaion means
the thorongh prospeoting of a vast section of

mineral country between the Union shaft on
the east and the west wall of the Coroatrok

and between the Hendricks, Scorpion and Eist
Sierra Nevada ground on the north, includiog

the Sierra Nevada ground proper, to the Ophfr
ground on the south, and from the surface to

the water level. The finding of an extensive

body of ore in the section of country bounded
as above desoribed would inaugurate a boom on
the Comstock of magnificent proportions. The
country described lies within the walls of the

Csmstock ledge, and that's the place to look

for ore.

The Miner's Hospital.—Hunewell has in-
troduced a bill asking for an appropriation of
$100,000 to purchase a site and erect buildings
for a State Asylum and hospital for indigent
and aged miners. Thia is a bedrock proposition,
for, next to the soldier veteran who stood in
front of the guns, the nation ia indebted to the
old minera who produced the bullion that paid
the expenses of the war.—5acmme?iio Neioa.

Deteotion of Organic Matter in the At
MOSPHERE —Mr. A. H.Smee closes a glass fun-

nel by drawing out its neck to a fine point,

places it in a stand, and fills It with ice. He
allowa the aqueous vapor that condenses from
the atmosphere on the outside to drop into a
veaael, and measures the quantity thus ac-

cumulated in a given time and determines the
ammonia by one of the usnal methoda. By
this means, called *' distillation by cold," sub-
stances that are decomposed by high tempera-
ture can be condensed. The perfume of Sow-
ers, for example, can be distilled by placing

them under a bell-jar with the funnel.

Hydraulic Mining.

The oondition of affairs in the old hydraulic

mining towns is becoming deplorable. Busi-

ness is almoat paralyzed, there is very little

money in circulation, and sooresof families who

were onoe possessed of good properties find it

difficult to provide themselves with the neces-

saries of existence. In moat of the hydraulic
diatricts the quality of the rugged ground and
the high alticade preclude the possibility of

doing maoh iu the way of agriculture, and the
people are left without any means of livelihood

whatever. The gold is so widely scattered

through the ground that drift mining is out of

the queation, and the future presents a very
blank prospect unless some method is devised
by which hydraulicking may be resumed. The
miners are living on patient and hopeful.

They are becoming poorer every year and
every moment, but there are thousands of them
firm in the conviction that they have rights

which must be reoognized aoon, and they abide

in the belief that they will get justice. The
hope that juet now buoys them n^s that the
report of the Government Commission, which
it is expected will be made public this month,
may contain something in favor of the minera
and possibly some suggestions for the relief of

the hydraulic mining interest. If that report
fails him, the miner has no resource to fall

back upon except the almoat hopeless minority
interest of a handfal of State legislators and
one or two Congressmen in hia behalf.

In his first meaaage, Governor Markham has
not forgotten hia pledges to the miners, and he
deolarea without hesitation that Congress should
be invoked to assist in the solution of the
problem, because the continued production of

gold is a subject of national importance. That
ia true. It id not the miner alone who ia in-

terested in the resumption of hydraulicking.
It is his immediate concern, but of more mo-
ment atill ia the direct interest of sixty-aix

milliOD people in maintaining an undiminished
eupply of the great medium of exchange for

the public use.

The Ecene of the controversy over hydraulic
mining ia but a small portion of the area of the
country. About one-half of that portion has
had ita righta upheld at the expense nj>t only
of the other half, but of the whole United
States. It has been permitted to become a

local question becausb the whole eixty-stx

million of our people did not realize that they
were interested in the outcome. This waa very
clearly a mistake, and it ia now the duty of our
Congressmen, particularly those from the min-
ing districts, to put thia subject before CongreBB
so forcibly and with suoh untiring industry
that "the combined wisdom of alxty-alx

million of people," as embodied in the Govern-
ment at Washington, shall afford relief not

only to the Iong*Buffering miners of California,

but ^o every one in the oonntry.

—

Placer ^e*
publican.

The Astronomical Society.

The largest and most active scientific soci-

ety on the Pacific Coast is the Aatronomical

Society of the Pacific, the 55 membera added

at the last meeting bringing the memberahip up

to 400. Ibis recognized as a ** live" society,

and applications for memberahip come from all

parts of the world. It is probable, moreover,
that the society will rapidly increase from this

time on, as the by*laws have been amended by
the addition of a new section authorizing

groups of members of the society, outside of

San Francisco, to form sections, each of which
shall elect its own officers and adopt its own
rules of government. None but members of

the society phall be eligible to membership In

sections. Under the provisions of this amend-
ment, the members of a section formed at Cbl*

OBgo were elected members of the society, and
the Chicago section was then recognized.
The directors adopted a seal, and resolved

that, beginning with this year, all moneys re-

ceived for life memberships shall be invested

in a separate fund, only the interest from which
shall be used in defraying the expenses of the

society.

Messrs, Schaeherle and Burokhalterwere ap-

pointed a Committee on Medals for 1891. As
the next meeting will be the annual meeting,
committees were appointed to audit the treas-

urer's accounts and to nominate officers and ao

executive committee. After the directors'

meeting the society meeting waa held, at

which the followiog papers were read: "The
CarUton College Observatory," by the di-

rector, Prof. W, W. Payne; " The August
Meteors," by W. H. S. Monck, Dublin, Ire*

land; "Corrections to Watson's Theoretical
Astronomy," by W. W. Campbell, Ann Arbor,
Mich.; "Notes on Dirk Transits of Jupiter's
Sitellites," by John Tebbutt. Windsor, N. S.

W.; "Motions of the Nebulas in the Line of

Sight,'* by James E. Keeler, Lick Observatory.

There is considerable uneasiness among
mining m^^n on account of the proposition bs'

fore the Legislature to tax patented mlnicg
claims in Nevada.

The nitrate output of Chili is to be regu-
lated, and the companies will shut down for

five months of each year.

Murphy & Semple struck a pocket near
Ciulterville, recently, from which they took '

$11,000 in fine gold.
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Amalgamation at the Gomstook Lode.

A Bl8torlcal Sketch of MUUog Operations
at Waaboe and an Account of tbe

Treatment of TalUQge.

NUMBBR r.

fBy A. D. BODun, Jr. ReftJ )*«f'irfl the American lii-

•tltute bf UlnloK KfiK'tocam J

1. Early WorklDgs of Placere.

lo Mfty, 1850, tbe first gold from the Oom-

Bfcook lode was diioovercd in the aandt near

the Ciraon river. It had been washed down

by natural aReDcior^ through Gold oanyoo, from

the decoraposed rock of the ledge above. Within

a few weeki thepreciouB metal was traced more
than three miles Id shallow deposits along tbe

bed of the canyon from the river to the Devil's

Qate—a narrow, rooky oleft, notable to the

t«amstera of a later day ohltfly as the place

where ** Uncle Jimmy Fair " oolteoted hifi|h

tolti, and could not reduce the rates because

"this was all he had for the education of his

poor childrrn."

From 1S50 to 1857 a flaotaatinf; band of

miners, whose number varied from 20 to 200,

washed the Gold canyon placers with rockers

and loDK-toms, making from $4 to $5 a day

each Dotil the last*named year, when the de>

posits were In great measure exhansted. The
chief settlement of these miners was at John-

town. Daring only a third of the year was the

water supply suQicient for their work. Tbe re-

mainder of the time they utilized in desultory

prospecting of the bills, and in occasional

forays for supplies among the Mormons in Car-

son vallev.

In 1S57 the Grosoh brothers discovered tbe

Oomstook lode at some point, now unknown,

in Gold Hill, but their discovery perished with

them. Eirly In 1858, the "Pioneer Quartz

Company," having located several of the email

surface veins around Silver City (whose con*

neotioD with the main lode has never been

definitely shown), built an arrastra and worked

some of their ore, but the returns were so small

that thoy soon abandoned this buaineas. The
following winter, James Finney and his part*

ners found gold in place in crumbling surface

rook at Gold Hill, located claims there and
worked tbe auriferous material in rockers with

good'reaulte. Other claims were speedily taken

up, and in the spring of 1859 half a dozen

arrattras were in profitable operation. In tbe

following summer arraatraa were in use also at

the new discoveries In Virginia City, tbe number
at Gold HlU was largely increased, and a few

were started down on the Caraon river.

II The Discovery of the Washoe Process.

Up to tbia time tbe miners bad sought for

gold only, with no thoughts of any other metal

than that which the California mines were

yielding. Bat tbe aaaaya made iu June, 1S59,

by Melville Attwood,Bhowed that the Comstook
lode was a rich auriferous silver deposit, and
the treatment of silver aulpharets became an

important question. Samples of the ores were

sent to be tested In tbe varioua metallurgical

works ol California, and eome of theae samples

oame into poaaeBeton of Almarin B, Paul, an

able and energetic millman of Nevada City.

Paul was fully posted on all tbe details of gold-

milling, as practiced in Oalifornia, and had read

variona worfca on the metallurgy of silver. It

occurred to him to treat the aulpburets with

tbe chemicala of the patio proeeaa in the pans

then uaed to aome extent in the gold-mills, and
the reautta of his teste, made in the autumn of

1859, convinced him that this treatment could

be applied with aucceaa to the Comatock ores.

With characteristic energy he organized the

Washoe G^ld and Silver Mining Company, No.

1, and on May 25, 1860, began work on a mill-

aite near the Devll'a Gate, in Gold canyon. On
June 7th he ordered hia machinery at the

Miners' Foundry, San Franoisco, his enthusiasm

and confidence being undisturbed by the gen-

eral distrust and even ridicule with which hia

plana bad been received. On June 12bh, he

signed contracts to work several thousand tons

of ore from the Gold Hill claims (at $30 per

ton), the oontracts being made conditional on

the completion of hia mill within 60 days from

ctate—a condition which only a bold man would
accept In those times, when material for con*

strnction was so far away and transportation

was so difficult and uncertain. On August 11th,

jaat within the limits of hia contracts, the 24

Htampa of hie Pioneer mill commenced to drop.

Three hours later, Charles S. Coover and Dr.
£. B. Harria, who had been inspired to rivalry

by Paul's example, adt in motion the machinery
of tbe little eight ttimp mill which they bad
built near by In Gold Hill.

Paul crushed the ore dry in hia batteries,

and amalgamated it in Koox pana, which were
4 feet in diameter by 14 inchee deep, and held

charges of about 300 pounds each. The light

iron mnller, revolving 12 or 13 timea per mm-
ute, did not grind, but served merely to stir

the pulp for the purpoae of effdctlng a distri*

button of the quicksilver throughout the mass.

Copper plates were faatened in tbe pans in

ordar to hasten tbe reduction of the silver. A
part of the amalgam adhered to these plants

and waa scraped off twice a day. The rest was
drawn off at intervals through a diacbarge-bole.

Each charge waa treated with 40 pounds of

quicksilver, a pint of salt and a few ounces of

oopper filings or copper sulphate. The pans
were set on brick furnaoea and heated by wood-
firea, and the water used waa warmed by the

located wherever there waa any available water
exhaust from the eogines. At a later date, in

place of the brick furuacep, iron atovea were
used, with circular flaea, through which the
heat and smoke were led beneath tbe pana.
Then PanI luggeited steamabambere fitted to
the pan-bottoma, a anggeation adopted and per*
footed by Howlaod,
Thus Paul invented the Wachoe Prooess.

With due acknowledgment of what others had
done, to him should be given tbe credit of be-

ing tbe first to work out, and apply suooeasfolly

on a largo scale, tbe method of treating silver-

ores by pan-amalgamation.

III. The BuUdlns of Mills.

Paal'e firet mill-runs, and also those of

Coover and Harris, gave satisfactory reaulta,

and increased materially tbe mining rush and
excitement wbiob had now set In. Olalms
were taken up all over the country in the
neighborhood of the lode, and mill-sites were
Qdite a number of mills were built in 1860,
PauPa company (the Washoe Gold and Silver
Mining Company, No. 1) at once putting up a
large eatablishment at Gold Hill. In 1S61 there
were already 76 mllla erected for the purpose of

treating Comatock ore, with 1153 etamps and
an estimated daily oruahing-oapaoity of 1200
tone; and 20 more were planned or in procesa
of cooatrnotion. There were also 40 or 50 ar-

rastraa and several patio-yarda. The mills lined

Saven-Mile, Six-Mile and Gold Canyona, from
Virginia City to tbe Caraon river, and the Car-
son river, from above Empire to below Dayton;
and several were placed more than a dozen
milea away, at Ophir and Franktown, on the
borders of Waaboe Lake. The mlll-boildiog
mania kept pace with the mining excitement
which culminated in 1863, and waa followed by a
atock'panicin 1864, although the bullion*pro-
duotion of the lode oontinued to increaae. In
tbia time aome 700 mining companies had been
incorporated to operate on tbe Comatock; but
of these only a hundred posaeaaed proapeoted
mines, and only 14 had paid dividends. Tbe
number of mills built approximated about 150,
the exact figures being unobtainable, on ac-

count of the indefinlteneas and variance of the
published atatiatice. Their capacity was always
in advance of tbe ore supply. Many were
erected for mines which never produced any-
thing except litigation andaaaesaments. A large
number were baatily and poorly built, and, aa
rapid improvomemts in machinery and oon-
struction were made, soon became antiquated;
but some, notably tbe Ophir and the Gould and
Carry, were erected in a moat gorgeously ex-
pensive manner. Tbe majority were pecuniary
failures from tbe start; but, in tha more fortunate
caaee, where there was a constant supply of

rich ore, with charges varying from $20 to $30
per ton, large profits were obtained.
The firat publiabed Hat of Waaboe Mills,

with full details, so far aa I know waa that
given in the Mining and Scientific Press of
Sept. 29, 1866, and thia ia avowedly in-

complete, it being atated that there were "a
few amall mllli, running irregularly, not enum-
erated." Tbe total number given ia consider-
ably less than that contained in the *• Surveyor-
General'a Report," for 1865, wherR eighty milla
are mentioned. The Report of J. Rosa Browne,
United States Commtasioner of Mining Statia-

t'ca, under date of March 5, 1868, states
( pp.

324 328) that there were in Storey, Lyon,
Ormaby and Waaboe countlea, in 1867, 122
mills with 1921 stamps. The same report ( pp.
352 360) glvea a detailed Hat of the milla in tbe
same counties which were crushing ore from
the Cimstock lode in 1866. Here, the numbers
are 77 milla and 1462 utamps. According to

thia laat list, there were seven mills with 40 to
SO stamps each, two mills with 30 stamps each,
20 mills with 20 to 25 atampa each, 39 mills

with 9 to IS atampa each, six mills with eight
stamps each, three mills with five stamps each.
The aeven largeat milla mentioned were tbe

following:

1. The Imperial mill, 44 stampH, at Lower
Gold Hill, built in 1860. I have alwaya under-
stood that thia waa the aecond mill erected by
Almarin 6. Paul, who, iudiffareut publicationp,

is aaid to have put in 48 and 64 atampa. The
mill came Into the posaeasion of the Imperial
Mining Company and ran for many yeara.

2. The Gould and Curry mill, 80 stamps, at
the junction of Six-Mile and S^ven Mile Can-
yona, on the site occupied later by tbe Omega
Tailinga mill, waa built in 1861 by the Gould
and Curry Mining Company, Its costly con-
struction and brief career have been described
frequently.

3. Tbe Ophir reduction-works, 72 stamps,
with furnaoea, barrela, patio-yarda, etc., erected
in 1S61 at Ophir City, in Washoe valley, by tbe
Opbif Mining Cjmpany, rivaled tbe Gould and
Curry mill In expense of bailding and shortness
of existence.

4. The Rock Point mill waa built in 1861 on
the Carson river, near Dayton. It had 40
stamps, which were increased to 56 in 1864. It

belonged to the Imparial Mining Company and
had a succesaFul career until the building of the
Virginia & Truokee railroad diverted ita sup-
pliea to more aoceaaihle establiabmenta.

5. The Mexican mill, 44 atampa, on tbe
Caraon river, at Empire City, was built in 1862
and was quite noted in early days. It was
owned originally by private parties and em-
ployed educated metallurgists. Here experi-

menta were made and proceaaea tried which
aided essentially in the development of silver-

amalgamation at the Comatock. In 1868 the
mill was bought by tbe Yellow Jacket Mining
Company. Subsequently it passed Into the

hands of the "bonanza firm." It was running
at last aooonnts.

6. The Washoe reduction-worka, better

known as Dill's mill, 60 stamps, were built in

1863 at Franktown, in Washoe valley, by Cap-
tain J. B. Dili, after the general model of the

Ophir reduotlon*workB, and ran aa a cuatom-
mill. They were destroyed by fire in Deoem-
ber, 1S66, but rebuilt tbe next year and main-
tained a precarious exfatenoe until June, 1871,
when they were again burned down.

7. The Morgan mill, afterward known as

the Yellow Jacket, on the Caraon river, at Em*
pire City, was built as a cuntom mill, with 20
stamps, by James Morgan in 1864. It was anld

to the Yellow Jacket Mining Company in 1865,

and enlarged to 40 atamo", 20 of which weighed
1050 pounds each. In 1871, it patsad into the
handa of the Nevada Mill Compiiny and worked
orea for thia company until 1875, when it was
purobaaed by tbe Pacific Mill Company, whioh
still owna and operates it.

17. MUMns ComblQatlons.

A new era in the mill bnsinesa may be dated
from tbe advent, in 1864, of William Sharon
aa agent, in Virginia City, of tbe Bank of Cali-

fornia. Sharon waa a ahrewd financier and
keen apeculator, waa backed by William Ril>
aton, manager of the parent bank in Sin Fran-
oisco, and had an enthusiastic faith in the
Comstock lode. When be arrived, although
stocks were low and mining depreaeed, be
unhesitatingly loaned money to mining com-
panies and mill'Ownera at much lower ratea

than had previoualy prevailed. The rate of in-

tereat bad been from 3 to 5 per cent per month.
Sharon aeked 2 per cent and aoon had put out
large sums at tbia figure.

Worked'Out minea and idle mills being worse
than valueleas aa aecurities, and no new bonan-
zaa oomiug to light, while asseesmenta contin-

ued frequent, tbe bank seemed before long to

be on the point of sustaining heavy loasea, and
many of Its atockholdera became frightened.

Bat Sharon poaaeaaed the confidence of those

holdiog tbe largeat interests In the bank, and
with their aid continued to carry out the plana

he had formed. He ard his friends, known
popularly as the *'Bank Ring," secured control

of the principal mines, buying the abarea at

low figures, and by able stock manipulation not
only guarded againab loss but made very large

profits. The next atep was to acquire mills

and form a milling company under the corpor-

ate name of the Union Mining and Milling

Company. The mills were obtained, first by
foreclosing mortgages and then by a sort of

'*freezing-out " proceas. Tbe number of these

eatablisbmenta in Waaboe bad been steadily de-

creasing since 1863, but the capacity of those

standing bad been enlarged, ao that competition
wssaharp and milling-chargea were falling. In

1865, when tbe effecta of Sharon'a plans com-
menced to be felt (and these plana ioolnded a

bnalness-like working of tbe minee), the prioe

of cruBhing fell from $25 and $22 per ton to $17
and $18. Thia year, according to tbe state-

ments oF Samuel Bowles, in tbe Springfield

Republican, there were 77 quartz-mills, with
1019 stamps, working Comstock ore, capable of

cruabiog daily about 1850 tons, but rnnning at

only two'tbirda capacity. Of these mills, 22

were connected with mines and 55 were doing

cuatom-work. The troubles of the cnstom-mille

were soon greatly Increased by the refusal of tbe

mines controlled by Sharon and his associates

to give them ores at any price; and thus many
mill-ownerp were obliged to sell their proper-

ties to tbe Union Mill Company (or to join It)

on such terms as tbia company would allow.

Tbe Uoion Mining and Milling Company was
formally incorporated in 1867, after seven mills

bad been taken by forecloBure by the bank.

Theae aeven milla were at once transferred

to the new company, whereupon the price of

milling asked by outsiders fell to $15, and
then to $10 per ton. Within a couple of yeara

more, the company had acqoired "onward
of 30 milla" (Mining and Scientific Press,
Aug. 24, 1869), and for a time bad almoat a

monopoly of tbe milling baainess at the Corn-

stock. Posaeasing ample capital and doing a

profitable buaineaa, it made many improve.

ments in the conatruction of milla, and in 1871,

built the largeat end beat eatablishment of the

kind in Waaboe*—the Eureka mill, on the

Caraon river, with 60 stamps of 940 pounds

each, and 24 Improved pane. Tb^ motive-

power waa furniahed by a 52-inch Le£fel- turbine

placed with ita ahsfc horizontal—the firat time,

it waa aaid, this had ever been done.

Sharon aimed at complete aovereignty over

the Comstock, but the kingdom waa too large

and tbe foi tunes of the various mines were too

fluctuating for him to be able to hold every-

thing againat hia rivals. Not being a miner,

he bad to depend on others for infrrmatlon con-

cerning the interior conditiona of the minea,

and could not alwaya be sure of the correctneas

of the information thus derived. Hfl openly

acouaed Jones of deceiving him in 1871, oon-

cerning the Crown Point mine, and a bitter

controversy ensued. He aUo had a public dls-

cuasion with John Maokey as to whether thia

gentleman had not induced one of Sharon'a ex-

perts to give deceptive reports, and la aaid to

have declared that he would *' have John pack-

ing hia dinner-pail yet"—a prophecy unfulfilled

at laat accounta.

The firat formidable oompetltor to come into

•The old Gnuld and r-urrv mill had 80 stamps, the

Ophir reduction works had 72, and Dall'a mill had 60;

t'uh none of theqe were 90 well equipped or had the ca-

pacity of the Eureka, and the first two had been de-

Bttoyed aC this date.

general notice waa the Nevada Mill Company,
formed by Alvicza Hayward of S*n Francisco
and John P. Jones of Gold Hill, who, in 1871,
wrested from Sharon tbe control of 'the Crown
Point mine and diverted large aopplies of rrch
orea to the milla which they acquired. This
mill company controlled by purcbaae and lease
aa many as 15 milla at one period. Among
these, the moat noted were the Morgan, the
Mexican and the Brnuawink. The original
Brunawick mill, built in 1863, was an eight-
stamp eatabllabment. P«aaing Into Sharon's
hands, it was rebuilt and improved. Aa re-
modeled In 1871 by the Nevada Mill Company,
it bad 56 stamps of 850 pounds, 26 Horn pans
with aettlore, etc, and vied with the Eureka
mill in excellence of conatruction. Its last runs
were for account of the bonanza firm.
Jones and Hayward did not secure many

Comatock mines. When tbe Crown Point
bouanzi was exhausted, their controlling ioflu.

eoce waa diverted to other diatricta, and their
moat important milla were taken over by the
next company to be nnmed.

In 1869, Jamea G. Fair and John W. Maokey
of Virginia City had eeoured control of the
Hale and Nororoaa mine, tbf>n In bonanza, and
associated themaelvea with James C. Flood and
William O'Brien of San Francisco. Theae aaso-
ciatee formed tbe Pacific Milt Company and
purchased several milla. They next gained
possession of the Savage and the BalUon mlne^;
but they obtained no ore from tbe latter, and
only low-grade material from tbe former; and
before long the Hale and NorcroBs ore body
was exhausted. While in search ff new prop-
erties, in 1871, they acquired the Virginia Con-
solidated (afterward divided into the Cilifornia
and the Consolidated Virginia mineF^) where
the Big Bonanza was developed in 1873. The
history of the bonanza firm ia well known. The
Pacific Mill Company built the famous CdusoII-
dated Virginia and California mills, the most
noted quartz mills in the world, ao'l acquired
a aunremaoy surpassing that of the Union Min-
ing & Milling Company.

V. Various Amalgamation Processes Tried.
Paul's results in 1860 were accepted by the

great majority of miners aa fully proving the
suffioiency of bis procesa. Bat the largest

companies, the Ophir and tbe Gould and Carry,
with exaggerated ideas of the richneaa of their
orea, and under the influence of oonaervative
ideas, preferred to adopt methoda which had
the advantage of greater age.

In 1860, the Maldonado Brothers, who were
Mexloana, put up extenaive yards in Virginia
City to work the ores of the Mexican mine by
tbe patio process. Their example waa followed
by a few others, among them tbe Ophir Com-
pany, which tried thia method at ita large
e.stablishment at Waaboe valley. The patio
proeeaa ia alow, imperfect and expenaive.
Brought into competition at tbe C3m8tock with
other methods, it proved a failure and was
aoon abandoned.
The *' Freiberg prooeas," aa It was commonly

called—chIoridlzing,roaBtiog and amalgamation
in barrels—was adopted at tbe Ophir works
and at Capt. Bill's mill, both in Waaboe val-
ley, at the Mexican mill in Empire, and at the
Central mill in Virginia City. Kuatel & Co.,
and Sutro & Co., in their Dayton milla, roaat-

ed their orea and then amalgamated iu pans,
Roaating waa very expenaive at the Comatock.
Partly on account of tbe cost, and partly from
tbe desire to g'-t bullion returns aa epeedily aa
poasible, the Freiberg proeeaa waa given up.
Ball alone retained it to the end; but bis mill
received only the riobest grades of ores, which
could afford to pay high transportation rates

and a milling charge of $45 per ton; and these
ores became very rare.

The Gould and Curry mill adopted the
Veatch prooess, whioh waa about the aame aa
the last, except that eteam tuba were aubati-
tated for barrels. Tbe Central mill used tbia

proceas in the beginning. In neither mill waa
tbe method a financial succeaa. The Gould
and Curry mill ohanged to pan-amalgamation,
and tbe Central made trial of the Frelbarg
process.

About 1866, a smelting furnace waa built

near Galena, In Waaboe Valley, and run fitfully

for a year or two.
Electrical and other methods, most of them

fearfully and wonderfully concpived, have bad
brief triala at tbe Comstock. Bat all yielded

to the Washoe process, which, working rapidly
and neatly, and being so well adapted to local

conditiona, aoon was in universal use at the lode.

{To be Oontinued,)

Sulphides.—The 1100 ounces of aulphldea
shipped to tbe Selby Smulting Worka from the

Holmes mine netted $775 above all expenses,

Tbe sulphides came from 75 tone of refuae ore

from the Holmes waate dumps, treated by the
leaching proeeaa aa an experiment. The suc-

cess attending the firet trial has encouraged
the Holmes people ao much that worka having
the capacity for treating 100 tons of ore per day
are to be erected. There are fully 400,000 tone

of refuse ore on tbe dumps, aa well as immense
quantities of low-grade ore in the mine that
can ba worked at a profit. It coata $3 per ton
to mine the ore and but 15 centa per ton to

leach it.

A BLOCK of marble weighing 27,000 pounds
waa shipped from the loyo quarry last Thurs-
day for tbe Milla bnildiog in Sin Francisco.

The muaeum of tbe Scate Mining Bareau in

this city waa visited by over 26,000 people

laat year.
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The following Is mostly coudensed from joumalfl pubUahed

in the interior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.

Amador.
Clinton Consolidated. -/.^(/^i-r, Feb. 7: Par-

ties representing this company were in Jackson early

this week, and paid to Eli Gardner, from whom they

bonded the property they are operating on near

Clinton, the sum of $7500. Gardner thereupon gave

them a full deed, taking a mortgage upon the prop-

erty to secure the balance of the purchase price,

amounting to $13,000, which is payable on or before

the first of June next. The closing of this sale indi-

cates that the company are saiisfied with the pros-

pects of the mine, as indicated by several months'

experience in crushing the rock. The company fur-

nishes employment to about 50 men. It is, in fact,

one of the most important mining enterprises of the

county.

GOVER.—A rich chute of ore was struck on the

600-foot level of the Gover mine, the 28th ultimo.

It was found by cutting back into the footwall about

three feet from the east vein they had been wor'^iing.

They have cut into it some 10 feet and it shows an

even grade of ore the whole distance. It is consid-

ered one of the most important developments made

in the mine £ince its reopening, and ought to place

the Gover among the leading dividend mines of the

county. ...
Bunker Hill.—Have their new hoisting works

in successful operation. A. Knight's water-wheel is

stationed at the mill 900 feet from the hoist, where,

by a separate pipe line, water is brought to it as pow-

er. From here by endless cable the power gener-

ated by the wheel is transmitted to. a friction gear

hoist at their new shaft. This hoisting machinery

is capable of going to a depth of 1500 feet. This is

a most important undertaking by these people, and

the shaft will develop a large portion of their claim

never before prospected.

Reaves Mine.— Mill shut down and as soon as

the new Eastern stockholders arrive preparations

will be made to sink a shaft. Have a large well-

defined ledge in sight, and in winze sank on vein

ore was nearly double the v^lue of the surface rock.

From Sutter Creek.— Developments at the

Rose mine are taking on more of a permanent as-

pect than at any time. Machinery is being moved

on to it from a mine in El Dorado county, that has

been abandoned there by Hayward. There is abun-

dance of rock in sight, of very low grade. Hayward

and Hobart are backing the enterprise with plenty

of money, and operations are bound to continue for

some time to come. The Belmont mine, formerly

the Sutter Creek, is fairly organized, and operations

are to start forthwith, J. H.Tibbetts still has the

management, and is going to lay in a supply of tim-

bers, laggin, etc., right away.

Calaveras.

Custom. MIL.L..— Chronicle, Feb. 7: M. D. L.

Wickham & Son, of West Point, have constructed

a s-siamp custom mill on Bear Creek. The mill

will be ready to run in a few days. There are al-

ready some 50 tons of rock at the mill waiting to be

crushed. The mill will be run by water-power.

Quartz.—Mountain Echo, Feb. 5: We under-

stand that as soon as spring opens there will be a

general revival of the q lartz-mining industry in this

locality, and that several of the mines that have been

closed down for the past year or more will be re-

opened. That there are valuable mining claims in

this vicinity, lacking only the means to develop

them, no person familiar with this mining district

can deny. We look forward with a hope of seeing

much work being done on these different lodes,

some of which are now bonded to men who mean
business. Foremost among these is the Brunner

mine, which, we are informed, will be reopened

shortly.

Mining Notes.—The work of running levels on
the 600-foot station in the Stickle mine is going

ahead steadily. The Gold Cliff mine is running
full-handed. The mill is kept in motion day and
night, and on the whole, the management is satis-

fied with prospects of this mine. Work is going on
steadily at the Lane & Tu'loch mine, and the mill

is running the (uU complement of stamps day and
night. The Utica mine is again running in full

force as of yore. The chlorine works are kept in

operation constantly.

El Dorado.

Van.— Georgetown Gazette, Feb. 4: J. W. Conan,
who has been here since Saturday looking after his

interest in the Van mine, accompanied by Supt.

P. P. Tischer, left for San Francisco yesterday,

for the purpose of securing hoisting works,

mill, pump, etc., for the mine. With the exception

of keeping the water out of the mine with the pres-

ent pump, work has been suspended until the

machinery arrives. A good deal of talk has been
going on. relating to some differences existing be-

tween Newland and Conan, and it looks probable

that some litigation may follow.

Nuggets.—Mountain Democrat. Feb. 7: Daichy,

the long-haired man, has a rich channel in his mine,

and is taking out some fine gold nuggets. Last
Sunday on my way to Grizzly Flat, I saw the Ohio
mill was running eight stamps, and was informed

the mine was paying well.

Mono.
Benton News.—Inyo Register., Feb, 7: En-

couraging reports come from up in the Benton sec-

tion in regard to the mines thereabout. The ore

in the mines being worked on Blind Springs Hill is

generally of better character than ever before taken

out. The Borrasco and Cornucopia are both being
worked, the latter mine producing some good grade
ore. Hoskins is working several men, and has
enough ore in sight in his claim to justify an in-

crease in working force which he is about to make.
Parties working in Montgomery district have lately

uncovered a four-inch ledge carrying an inch of in-

credibly rich ore, assays of this seam giving 13,000
ounces silver per ton. If this holds out in any
quantity, its fortunate possessors will realize a
fortune. The Montgomery section has produced
small pockets of as rich ore as any region in the

world, perhaps, and this news indicates that its days
of production are by no means over. Blind Springs

Hill, and in fact that whole section, carries mineral

enough, without doubt, to make it one of the most
notable mining sections in the West, the only

trouble being that the country was in the past ages

apparently formed by building it of all the odds and

ends of almost every rock known to geology. In

consequence of the mixed and mingled character of

the country rock, the ore is found in pockets. Its

richness, however, is uniform, and this pocket work
ultimately pays good returns. A governmental

policy which will encourage silver production will,

without doubt, inspire Benton with energy enough
to again make it a large producer,

Mariposa.
Coulterville.— Gare^/f, Feb. 7: Chas. Suther-

land has returned from the city and will sink the

main shaft on his mine near town 100 feet deeper.

The owners of the Black Bart mine were in town
this morning, making arrangements for a more sys-

tematic working of their mine. A big find was made
on Quartz mountain a few days ago. The owners
are very reticent as to the amount ot gold taken out,

but it is known that* as high as $100 a ton was
taken out. Joe Metta has also struck a pocket near

the Martin & Walling mine which has made him
exceedingly happy. Joe Cuneo and his partner

have also struck a pocket on their mine near Spring

gulch, about five miles north of Coulterville, yielding

some $500 or $6do, with a fine prospect of doing
better as they go down with the shaft. John De-
martino has bought the interest of his partner, C. S.

Benn, in the Southern Cross, Mountain View and
Sweetwater mines, Mr. Benn having a call to go to

Granada, Central America, to superintend some
mines for a party of San Francisco capitalists.

Nevada.
The Extraction Works. — Grass Valley

Union, Feb. 6: J. W. Higginbottom, manager of

the extraction works, wa<; in town yesterday for the

first time in a number of weeks. He informed a
representative of the Union that the favorable win-
ter had been of great advantage in forwarding the

work of construction, as it had permitted the getting
of all the buildings under cover, and that no bin
drance could now come to the setting up of the ma-
chinery, whatever may be the weather conditions
during the spring months. All of the machinery
has been received with the exception of the Krom
rolls for crushing, which have been manufactured in

New York and are now ready for shipment. A
Bruckner furnace is now being set up, and stone
foundations are being laid on which to set the tanks,

which are large structures. The entire plant of the
extraction works is being put up in the best manner
and of sufficient capacity to handle the concentrates
and ores that will be furnished by the several miU'
ing districts of this and adjoining counties.
W. Y. O. D. yim^.— Tidings, Feb. 3: The

owners of the W. Y. O. D. mine will soon com-
mence improvements on their mine which will place
it among the best fitted-up mines in the district.

The ledge both in the shaft and in the drifts is look-
ing well, and the owners are confident of having one
of the best paying mines in this district. So con-
fident are they that a survey is now being made for

a pipe-line to convey water to the mine to be used
as power. The pipe will be 12 inches in diameter
and will be connected with the Empire pipe, near
the Empire mill. Four water-wheels will be put in

and a new ten-stamp mill, with all the latest im-
provements, including concentrators, etc., will be
erected. The owners are now negotiating for the
purchase of the new mill. It is estimated that these
improvements will cost $15,000, and most of this

money is now on hand to pay the expenses. The
W. Y. O. D. is sure to come to the front as a gold-
producer, and there are no more deserving miners
in this country than the energetic and hard-working
young men who have made the W. Y. O. D. what
ic is to-day by their indefaiigable endeavors.
Another Dividend.—The Idaho mine has not

lost its grip yet by any means, as is shown by the
manner in which dividends are regularly declared.
Monday evening. Dividend No. 250 of $2 per share,
affRfegating $6200, was ordered paid to the stock-
holders of this famous mine.
Empire Mine.— Grass Valley Uition, Feb. 4:

The old Empire mine is showing belter at the pres-
ent time than it has done for years previously, as the
recent finding of a good pay shoot on the 15th level
is found to extend down to the 17th level, and is

holding its strength below that level. The ore is all

of high grade and is giving excellent returns.
This shoot is south of the shaft and goes into the
slate formation, where it is not disturbed by any ap-
pearance of granite, which has at times broken up
the vein to the north of the shaft. There is now
every indication that the Empire is entering upon a
new era ot very profitable production which will last

for a long time, as the company has a large extent
of ground, and the deepest workings are showing
the ledge to be regular in place and of good size.
'1 here are four distinct pay shoots in the Empire,
all of which produce high-grade ore, and the quartz
between the shoots is of fair miUing quality.

* The
full he^d of 40 stamps of the Empire mill are now
kept constantly going, 25 of which are run on the
ore from the pay shoots and the others on tribute
and inferior rock. Supt. Starr is making a decided
success of the Empire, which has been worked now
longer than any other quartz mine in the State, as
it commenced making a record in the year 1851.
The Centennial Mine.— Htf^ff^j, Feb. 5: An-

other Grass Valley mine soon to be started is the
Centennial mine, which was one of the earliest
worked quartz claims in this district. In 1855 it

was known as the John Judd claim and was profit-
ably worked by that gentleman. A change in own-
ership took place in 1859, and a company named
the Wide Awake bought the ground and erect-
ed machinery. This company worked the mine to
a depth of 300 feet on the incline, the quartz paying
a handsome profit. According to Bean's history of
Nevada county, which is good authority, a crushing
of 400 tons of ore yielded $26,000, f qual to an aver-
age of $65 per ton. Not much work was done upon
the mine from 1861 until 1876, in which year the
ground was purchased by John Trenberth & Co.,
who organized a company and rechristened the mine
the Centennial. Mr, Trenberth, as superintendent,
worked the mine successfully for four years, taking
out in all about $200, 000,from which yield a number
of handsome dividends were declared. The lowest
depth as yet attained upon the ledge is 600 feet,
measuring on the incline, and the mine has pro-
duced in all, to its different owners, over half a
million dollars in bullion. The property is now en-
tirely owned by Mr. H. Silvester, who has bonded it
to Mr. A. W. Stoddart for a term of two years
More Specimens.—Grass Valley Union, Feb. 8:

Yesterday afternoon some very rich specimen ore

was taken from the-Hartery mine and quite a lot of

it was brought to town and placed in the Citizens'

Bank. The general average of the ore at the Har-

tery is good and the specimens are found nearly ev-

^ry day. A bar of gold, amounting to about $3000,

was also brought to town, it being the result of a

cleanup made to-day.
Placer.

Eclipse.—Placer Republican, Feb, 4: Fulweiler

& Tabor, attorneys for the Eclipse Mining Co..

have still further complicated the network of litiga-

tion in which the mine is involvfd by filing liens on
the property for attorney's fees to the amount of

$750. The Cedar Creek Co. has given a contract

to T. Bailey to run a prospecting tunnel in the Oak
and Cedar drift mine at Dutch Flat. Mr. Bailey

has begun work with a small force of men, and as

soon as sufficient headway has been made he will

work two shifts.

Valley View.— Placer Herald^ Feb 7: The
old Whiskey Diggins quartz mine, now known as

the Valley View, which has recently been put in

shape, and on which a Huntington mill has been
erected, has made one or two runs, we understand,

and the result is very satisfactory to the new own-
ers. The margin of yield over and above the cost

of mining and milling is said to leave a handsome
profit to the investors.

Siskiyou.
Quartz and Gravel.—Yxekd^Jotimal, Feb. 4:

James Ironsides, who is interested in a quartz ledge

on Cherry creek, Deadwood mountain, between

Yreka and McAdams creek, has found a quantity of

tellurium, similar to platinum, a very valuable metal,

and sure indication of rich gold deposits wherever

it is found. The ledge at present working is about
five or six inches wide, but as the work of sinking

down on it progresses, the ledge shows gradual

widening, with prospects of proving a wide and
valuable lode when thoroughly developed. The
river miners on the Klamath are still working their

claim, with prospects of not being obliged to pull

out all winter, owing to tHe absence of rain and
snowstorms to raise the stream. Not much work is

being done this week, as all the Chinese companies
and Chinese hands have knocked off to celebrate

Chinese New Year. We hear that some very rich

strikes have been found in the Salmon river district,

near the Black Bear mine, one of which, the richest

of all, having been accidentally discovered by a

lady while out walking with some friends. The
miners at Oro Fino and Quartz Valley are anxiously

awaiting rain and snow to furnish water, not having
been able to start work yet in their claims, in con-

sequence of no water in the ditches. Several good
quartz ledges have also been found lately in these

two districts, which are now being worked by the

discoverers in developing them. Jillson & Co., at

Cottonwood, have completed arrangements so as to

commence drifting on the blue lead in their cliim,

and expect to take out blue gravel on an extensive

scale during the coming spring, with certainly of

rich reward, as all the blue gravel, thus far pros-

pected, has paid exceedingly rich. A new ledge of

quartz was discovered last week at the head of

Greenhorn creek, between the north fork and the

main creek, by parties from Cherry creek, whose
names we have been unable to learn at present.

The ledge has every appearance of being permanent
and prospects exceedingly rich, a piece of the quartz

of the size of a man's fist yielding $3 on being

pounded up in a hand mortar.

Big Hopes.—Siskiyou Telegram, Feb. 7: The
owners of Lash & Co. 's mine on Lee's place, on
Greenhorn, still have big hopes for a bonanza.

Some days ago the bedrock took a jump for the hill,

necessitating the digging of a bedrock vein four feet

deep and 80 feet long. Big pay is expected when
they are able to proceed with the work again.

Tuolumne.
Still On Deck.— Union-Democrat, Feb. 7:

" Played out,'' " gone in," *' no more gold there."

These expressions greeted one on every hand a

month ago whenever the Bonanza mine was brought
into discussion. She now bobs up smilingly and
says "ain't you fooling," and shakes her golden

treasures from her earthy bed to the tune of $14,000
and promises faithfully to send another shower ere

the scorching summer sun bpats down on her sur-

face. It is plainly evident that the Bonanza, intends

to keep up her reputation, and her practical and en-

ergetic workers are going to assist her in doing so.

The recent strike in this mine is encouraging both lo

the owners and to Sonora,
The Bonanza Strike.—Tuolumne Independent,

Feb. 7: The reports of an immense strike in the Bo-

nanza mine, in town, h^ve been greatly exaggerated.

For a month past they have been getting very fair

prospects from $50 up, and a week or 10 days ago
they got a pocket of about $10,000, This was all

crushed last Friday and Saturday and will clean up
between $12,000 and $13,000, the gold assaying $18

to the ounce. There is no indication of a pocket at

present. They are making g. crosscut west to strike

the west crossing. The expense of running the

mine since striking the last big pocket his been
about $30,000, so it will take considerable more than

this last find to make the boys even,

NEVADA.

Washoe Dlscrlct.

Con. Cal. h Va.—Virginia Chronicle, Feb; 7:

iioo level; Making good progress in cutting out

the shaft station, which will be completed the com-
ing week. 1200 level; Continue to extract some
milling ore from above the line of drift run south

from the east crosscut No. i from the south drift

from the shaft station. 1300 level; Continue to ex-

tract some ore from the point where the upraise car-

ried up from the end of the east crosscut from the

south drift connected with the fourth floor stopes.

The east crosscut from the shaft station (Con. Va.

)

has been extended 40 feet; total length, 65 feet, con-

tinuing in porphyry. 1500 level; The ore which is

exposed in the opening 43 feet above the sill floor of

this level now shows a width cf nine feet on the

eighth floor and continues of good quality. 1600
level: Continue to take out some ore along and
above the line of the drift run east through the old

stopes on the sill floor of this level, also from the

stopes which we are running southerly from that

drift. Continue to stope out ore at a point 200 feet

south from the north line of the California ground
and 44 feet above the sill floor of this level. The
quality of the ore has improved and will show an
average^assay value of $33.50 per ton, 1650 level;

Have^continued to extract the usual quantity of ore

from the various openings. From the bottom of

winze No. 2 sunk from the south drift on the east

side of the vein down to the south drift on the 1750
level we are now working upward in forming a sec-

ond compartment to the winze. No. 3 was started

and has been sunk eight feet through the timbers of

old ground which contained milling ore. There has
been extracted from all parts of the mine during the

week 156B tons of ore which was shipped to the Eu-
reka mill. The average assay value of all the ore

worked at that mill during the week (1575 tons) was
$22.50 per ton. Bullion shipped to the Carson
Mint, assay value, $59,501.04,
Ophir.— Upraise started from the west end, of the

drift run north from the drift run west from the

winze, 122 feet below the sill floor of the 1300 level,

has been carried up eight feet. From the top of this

upraise a west crosscut has been advanced 14 feet in

quartz of low assay value.

Mexican.—East crosscut No. i, 1465 level, start-

ed from the north lateral drift at a point opposite
west crosscut No. i has been extended 27 feet; total

length, 402 feet, passing through a softer porphyry
formation.
Union Con.—The east crosscut No. 2, 1465 lev-

el, started from the north lateral drift at a point 200
feet north from the south boundary line of the mine,
has been extended 29 feet; total, 545 feet, continuing
in a formation of porphyry and clay.

Yellow Tacket.—Shipping 50 tons of ore daily,

assaying $18 per ton, battery assays. We are doing
extensive prospecting work.

Justice.—The north drift, 322 level, has been ad-
vanced 22 feet during the week and is now out a to-

tal distance of 271 feet; face in hard rock. The
south drift from No. 1 winze, 490 level, was ad-
vanced 21 feet the last week; total distance, 113 feet;

face in fair-grade ore. Shipped 153 tons of ore
worth, as per battery samples, $17.07.
Kentock,—The 250 raise was continued 5 feet

during the week and then stopped, pending the
completion of the connection between the 950 winze
and 1000 raise. The raise in the east ledge on the
1000 level has not been advanced, as it will be nec-
essary to bring in air there before going farther.

We are now engaged on that work. The 1000
raise in the west ledge was advanced 7 feet during
the week, making its hight 14 feet. It will connect
in a few feet with the bottom of the 950 winze.
Started a north drift from the bottom of this raise,

which is in 14 feet from the main east crosscut. The
face is in quartz, with spots of ore in it.

Crown Point,—The northwest drift on the 500
level has been stopped, and at a point 120 feet in

we have started a west drift, which is out 18 feet,

1 he face of the drift is composed of quartz and por-
phyry.
Con, Imperial.—Work is still being confined to

following up and taking out small streaks of ore
on the upper level and overhauling the old stopes
of the mine.

Seg. Belcher.—The 600 level, south drift, has
been extended 26 feet during the week, and is now
out 155 feet; the face is in soft porphyry.
Overman,—Have extracted 385 tons and 1200

pounds of ore. Shipped to the Brunswick mill 387
tons of ore. Battery assays average $14.75 P^r ton.
Upraise from the northwest drift on the iioo level

has been extended 12 feet, passing through ore; total

length, 153 feet. Upraise from south drift has been
extended 16 feet; total length from the track on the
slope, 113 feet; formation, quartz, carrying ore of a
fair grade. Incline upraise on eighth floor of 1200
stope has been advanced 21 feet through quartz of a
low grade; total length 34 feet. On 1000 level south-
west drift has been advanced 25 feet through por-
phyry; total length 167 feet. On the 850 level south
drift has been advanced 28 feet through porphyry;
total length, 332 feet.

Confidence-Challenge.—The north drift on
the 300 level is in 172 feel. The face shows quartz
having no value. This drift is 41 feet in Confidence
ground. The east crosscut from this drift is out 28
feet. The face shows clay. This crosscut has been
stopped for the present. The joint Confidence
and Challenge raise from the 750 level is up 154
feet. The top shows quartz having no value. The
Confidence and Challenge west crosscut from the
north drift on the iioo level is out 139 feet. The
face shows quartz having no value.

Savage.—Milled 530 tons of ore, the average
battery assay of which was $r4.8o per ton. Bullion on
hand, $25,188.40. The north upraise from the 300
level is carried up 87 feet; top in low-grade ore. On
the 400 level the intermediate east drift was ex-

tended 20 feet; total, 40 feet. On the 500 levfl No. 2
a north upraise is advanced 30 feet, following the
ore. The north stopes from this level are connected
with the same floor north on the 400 level. On the

1300 level east drift was extended 19 feet; total, 126
feet. At a point in the winze 75 feet below the

1300 level are cutting out a station for an intermedi-
ate levtl and are extracting ore.

Hale & Norcross.—There is no change in the
formation in any of the drifts since last report. We
have men on repairs in the main shaft and wherever
necessary on the different levels.

Andes.— During the past week north drift, 420
level, was extended 16 feet through a formation of
quartz and porphyry. East crosscut from south drift

on 420 level was advanced 10 feet; face in clay and
porphyry.
Chollar.—Winze 80 feet south of north line,

750 level, is down 55 feet, bottom in clay and
quartz. The station from 1400 level is in 17 feet.

Repairs to the head incline are nearly completed.
Extracted and sent to the mill the past week 542
tons of ore, the battery assays of which are $16.05
a ton.

POTOSi.—The winze is down 24 feet below the
1300 level; bottom in porphyry. The north lateral

drift, 1300 level, is out 237 feet; face in porphyry.
East crosscut from winze, 1130 level, is out ^50 feet.

It has passed through 12 feet of quartz yielding low
assays.

Exchequer.—The east crosscut near the south
line, 600 level, is out 291 feet; face in porphyry.
East crosscut on the north line, 600 level, is out 65
feet; face in clay and quartz.
Ward Combination.—The east drift from shaft,

1800 level, is out 820 feet; face in hard porphyry.
Silver Hill.—Northeast drift, from the winze

on 160 level, is out 625 feet; face in bard porphyry.
Utah.—Northwest lateral drift from the main

west drift from the shaft, has been extended 35 feet;

total length, 494 feet, in a porphyry and clay
formation.

New York.—East crosscut 100 feet north of

shaft, 1000 level, is out 52 feet; face in clay and
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quartz. East crosscut 200 feet north of shaft, iioo

level, is out 19 feci; (ace id porphyry. liasl crosscut

300 feet north of shaft, iioo level, is out ten feet;

face in clay and porphyry.
Occidental.— During the week the work in the

mine has been conhutrd to repairing and retimbering

the main tunnel to the 550 level.

SiEKRA Nevada. — Northwest drift from the

shaft station, 630 level, has been extended 45 feet;

total 451 feet; lace in hard porphyry.

Jett District,

Senator.—Belmont Courier, Feb. 4; Thomas
WarburtoD was at Jett. Nye county, last week and
Inspected his mines which are located in that dis-

trict. Me informs us that the Senator mine is look-

ing splendid. The ledge goes down almost perpen-

dicularly and it has already been followed a distance

of 100 feet, and the vein is widening as depth is at-

tained. Mr. Warburton brought to Belmont a few

pounds of ore cxtract«!d from the Senator lode and
had some of it assayed. Following is the result of

the assay: Silver, perton, goj-i ounces; gold, $3.35;

lead, 43 per cent. It is well known that rich ore

exists in that portion of the Toiyabe mountains,

and whenever the American Congress decides to

pass a Free-Coinage bill, the owners of mines in

that locality will undoubtedly resume work on their

properties.

ARIZONA.

Walker District.— Prescoli Conrier, Feb. 6:

N. L. Griftin IS running the Dixie mill on gold ore

that was once thouRhi to be n. g. He makes this

ore pay about $8 a ton. Me took out $200 the first

four days. Will crush richer ore as soon as he gets

rid of the "waste" dump. A number of Frenchmen

arc mining good silver ore out of the Amulet. They
have a lease.

Big Bua District.—Jack Owens has just taken

a wagon-load of supplies to his mine in the above

district. He told a friend that he had considerable

ore that will mill between $400 and $500 a ton, gold.

Other men say it will pay much belter, but Jack is

modest. Frank McCabe is shipping gold ore from

his Gladstone mine. J. F. Blandy, M. E.,

arrived from Big Bug recently. From bim

we learn that the railroad is finished as far as Big

Bug creek. It will not lake the company long to

send it to the Hackberry mine, and may be, farther.

Two mills are being run in Hassayampa district,

namely, the Senator and Rapid TransiL John Mc-
Donald, John Sugden. P. A. Craigue and other

miners are working hard, with good success in the

Slate Creek portion of the district. R. W. Groom,
who has been mining in this county since 1864. has

developed a group of mines near Wickenburg, which

are well thought of. Mike Ryan, Tom Roach, John

Holmes and others are raising shipping ore out of

the Turkey Creek district mines. In Bradshaw, the

Tiger and Crowned King are producing plenty of

ore. Tip Top district miners ship from $10,000 to

$25,000 worth of silver ore each month. We judge

that Castle Creek miners are doing well, because

some of them who recently went down to the capital

were relieved of "rolls." Wagons with shipping ore

are en route to the Prescott ore wo'ks from the Hill-

side country. Mines near Skull valley are panning

out well. Mines near Cordes Station, Black Canyon

road, are furnishing shipping ore. Water is not as

plentiful as owners of hydraulic mines would have it,

but they continue to harvest gold.

C O D.—Mohave Miner, Feb. 7: Steve Tyler

was down from the C O D mine with a carload of

ore from his lease. This ore was extracted by two

men in a month and will run over $100 per ton.

This is a pretty good month's work and is a fair

sample of returns to many chloriders operating in

Mohave county. The Rip Van Winkle tunnel cut a

great many small stringers of rich ore, and the

drift is now being run on ore rich in native and

ruby silver, and considerable ore is being placed on

the dump. The drift will soon be under the main

ore body and then a number of men will be placed

at work sloping. Work on the Last Resort mine

near Mineral Park is progressing and much rich ore

is being extracted. The streak of ore runs about^four

inches in width and yields about 2000 dollars to the

ton in gold and silver. The south drift of the

Indian Boy is in two feet of solid ore of a high grade.

The ore is heavy lead carrying a good deal of gold

and silver. Sloping will be commenced next week

and the output of the mine will be increased to

about two carloads of ore per week. The ore

chute is about 80 feet in length and about 2 feet

in width of solid ore. The ledge is the largest of

any in the county, the crosscuts having encountered

no walls.

Some Fine Onyx.—Phcenix Herald, Feb. 6:

Crowds gathered in front of Barnard's saloon to-day

to see the wagon-load of onyx brought in from

Woodson, Holmes & Barnard's recently-discovered

mine at the head of Cave creek, about 50 miles

south of Adjutant-General O'Neill's famous deposit,

J. B. Brasweirbrought in the load, which comprised

two "large slab's, one 5K feet long, 12 inches wide

and 14 inches thick. The two weighed 1700 pounds.

A broad, green surface on the oval piece indicated

that the genuine onyx had been found. It was so

declared by Mr. Braswell's brother, an expert from

Tennessee quarries. The owners have three claims

located, embracing 20 acres each, out of which crops

for 600 yards a ledge calculated to be 40 feel across.

It dips into ihe mountain at an angle of 30 degrees.

Charles Coon is fitting up polishmg machinery and

will manufacture commercial onyx as ordered from

this ledge. A new road for six miles is needed to

reach this property. Geo. W. Barnard will contrib-

ute liberally in onyx toward the expense of building

it. Eight years ago Mr. Haydon surveyed an easy

road grade through these claims. From Cave

creek across Agua Fria is the only bad part of the

route. Thence to Prescott, taking in the Senator

and other mines, there is not a single mountain to

be crossed. The onyx claims of Woodson, Holmes

& Barnard alone may induce railroad building just

to reach those undoubtedly valuable deposits.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Not Exaggerated.— Nelson Miner, Feb. 3:

The reports from the Silver King are in no way
exaggerated. The tunnel is in solid ore, that from

the east wall assaying from $200 to $600 to the ton

in silver. The face of the tunnel was sampled and

gave a return of over $100 to the ton. There is no

question but that the ore-body through which the

crosscut from the shaft, as Ihe shaft is now not more
tluui 50 feet distant from the face of the tunnel
The crosscut was over 45 (eet in length, with neither
wall in sight, and the miners who put in the last

shift unreservedly state that the ore blown out by
the last shot was as good if not better than that

previously taken out. The ore from the crosscut
was shipped without sorting this fall, and if every
man in the country is not a blanked liar, its value in

silver and copper was $414 to the ton.

COLORADO.

The Mollie Gibson.—.^spen Times, Feb. 6:

The Mollie Gibson bonanza is increasing in import-
ance as work progresses. The rich ore body on the

fourth level is described as a wonder. It is from
five to seven feet thick and grows with each day's
development. Ten tons of the first-class ore

sampled at Taylor &. Brunton's yesterday returned
2200 ounces per ton. This includes all of the

high-grade, the original plan of dividing it into two
classes has been abandoned. The second-class ore
runs about 700 ounces per ton, and there is a Urge
ciuanlity of this. Parties interested in the property
begin to assert that it is destined to eclipse the

Aspen. The value of the property does not depend
entirely upon this rich chute in the fourth level, as

the property would be a bonanza without it. Some
weeks ago a body of good ore was opened in the

third level south of the incline. During the past
two or three days, this level has developed a large

body of galena ore that rnns high in silver. This
chute is spoken of as being one of the most import-
ant features of the mine. The ore is rich enoJgh
to be very profitable, and is in such large quantity
that it will furnish a heavy tonnage.
The Rock Creek Country.-TheSilver Crown

has at last struck the contact through the big cross*

cut tunnel at a depth of 525 teet. Blue lime has
been encountered carrying considerable gray cop-
per and of the same character as that found in

seams on passing through the porphyry footwall,

which gave assay returns of 800 ounces silver.

William Newman is pushing work on the Cale-
donia and High Tower crosscut tunnel and is now
in a depth of 115 feet. Considerable mineral is

being found, though shaken up and out of place.

It is estimated that another 100 feet will cut the con-
tact carrying the rich mineral found in the old work-
ings of the Acme and Leviathan which gave assays
of 5000 ounces silver. The Hecla is another
valuable group and embraces the Hecla, Calumet,
Aspen, i8go. Log Cabin, and Big Four claims. It

is owned by O. H. Schen, J. E. Chaney and others,

and is being worked by a crosscut tunnel now in a
distance of 200 feet, and it will be necessary to

drift 200 feet farther to cut the big contact that

swings across the gulch to the north, opposite New-
man mountain on Breese hill. Indications point to

a busy and prosperous season for Avalanche, NeW'
man mountain and vicinity, and good paying mines
are things to be expected in the near future.

IDAHO.

Big Muddy.— World, Feb. 7: Wm. Sweet has
got in timbers and is otherwise prepared for car-

rying on work uninterruptedly on one of the group of

mines at the head of Big Muddy. Mr. Sweet has
begun the work of sinking a shaft. He will go to

the depth of two or three hundred feel, and with
this development he will determine whether it will

be good policy to tap the mines at great depth from
Payette side. If th^*. mine continues down as it is at

the surface, a tunnel will be run to tap the ledge at

the depth of 800 or 1000 feet. The Elmira Co.
at Banner, has turned out 170,000 ounces of silver

in the last 170 days. Their mill is a ten-stamp.

Queen of the Hills.—Salt Lake Tribuite,

Feb. 5: Fulton Haight, superintendent of the

Queen of the Hills mine, Bellevue, Idaho, is in the

city. Regarding the Queen of the Hills, he says

they are employing 30 men in doing development
work chiefly. Drihing is being done on the vein at

a point 400 feet below the Lusk, or working tunnel.

About 400 feet of drifting has been done on the

vein at that depth, besides many crosscuts to ex-

plore the country. The mine is looking well. The
Minnie Moore is being worked by leasers, some 15
or 20 men being engaged, and they are doing well.

Water in the mine has risen above the 500-foot

level. "I learn," said Mr. Haight, "that the Modoc
is looking {fine, and ore is being extracted and
shipped." On the Michigan the vein is being
drifted upon at the 366-foot level and is looking
very promising, there being considerable iron in

the vein. The Hillside is a new mine near the

Modoc, and it is being worked by leasers who are

taking out ore that runs about 100 ounces silver

and 60 to 70 per cent lead. There are two or three

promising prospects at the head of the Minnie
Moore gulch which are being developed by their

owners. Several other good prospects about
Bellevue promise to develop into mines soon. Mr.
Haight said he knew but little of the mines in other
parts of Wood River, but he understood that the
Red Elephant, being worked by Colonel Byran, and
the Red Cloud were doing nicely, and that the

Idaho Democrat, being worked by J, O. Swift, is

promising well. "How about the raise in freights?"

asked the reporter; "how is it going to a fifed that

country?" "The raise amounts to nearly $5 per ton
in the way of increased freight and other charges,

and this is enough to injure the country very much,
if it does not cause the shutting down of the mines."

MONTANA.

Eight Hours.— Butte Inter-Mouniaiji, Feb. 4;

The miners ot this camp are still interested in the
8-hour proposition and it siill forms a popular topic

of conversation with them. From the first they
have been disposed to treat the subject in a most
conservative manner, and that disposition is still to

be seen in the manner of their discussions. There
is no thought of forcing the new measure, but hope
seems to be that its wisdom may be acknowledgedi
and so much of a concession made without anything
like agitation. Since the Legislature has been or-

ganized they have been hoping that a law may be
passed granting them at least a measure of relief,

but the steps to bring that about have been so
quietly taken that really little is known regarding
their action outside of the order. The practice with
the Anaconda Co. is to work the men ten
hours on day shift and nine hours at night. On

tunnel is now running is the same as that in the Saturday nights they are given one hour as sort of

partial holiday, In a general way this plan is fol-

lowed by most of the big companies, some of them
giving more and some less of the Saturday night.

The Saturday day shift in most of the mines is re-

membered with the gift of an hour or at least with
some extra time. It is understood that the presi-

dents of the Butte and Granite Miners' Unions are

in Helena looking after the matter of legislation,

and thiit they hope to obtain some relief before the

winter is out. Another matter that is being dis-

cussed among these hardy underground workers is

making the office of mining inspector elective.

This measure has many friends and will doubtless

be brought forward for consideralion before spring.

The Boston & Montana.—The forces em-
ployed in the mines of the Boston & Montana Co.
have been reduced during the past week to some
extent. These mines have been developed to such
an extent that it is stated the Mountain View alone
has ore sufficient in sight capable of keeping the

present hoisting plant busy for a period of ten years

without interruption or further development. All

now depends on the completion of the large

smelter at Great Falls, when work on all of these

great mines will resume on a basis never before ex-

perienced in the history of this camp.
The Emma Nevada was visited during the

past week by President Brophy, accompanied by
Meisrs. Largey and Hellehan. The main tunnel is in

200 feet, and on the pay chute a distance of 80 feet.

They report a high grade of chloride ore, several

samples of which are on exhibition at the office of

Rickards & Lewis, West Granite street. It assays

1000 ounces in silver and $18 in gold. The lead

from which this rich ore comes runs from 4 to

18 inches in width. The north ledge which
is worked from the bottom of the 50-foot shaft runs in

the bed of the creek and is from six to eight feet in

width. From it several cars of rock have been

shipped to this city for reduction. The level from

the bottom of the 58-foot shaft is in 132 feet, 98 feet

of which is in pay ore.

UTAH.

A Forty-Thousand-Dollar Sale.—Salt Lake
Tribune, Feb. 7: George S. Smith and wife have

sold to John A. Van Pelt the Extension and other

mining claims in West Mountain mining district for

$40,000. The deed went on record yesterday.

TiNTic and the U. p. Group.—John F.

Stringer has returned from a visit to Tintic, where

he took a look at the Union Pacific group and the

Iron Duke. In the Union Pacific group a tunnel is

being run in on the Young Miner claim, and has

reached a distance of about 80 feet, getting to a

depth of about 50 feet below the surface. The ore

found there assayed 25 per cent lead and about 60

ounces silver. Ihis is in porphyry, but there are in-

dications that limestone is not far off. This is be-

lieved from the fact that in the tunnel there are

cracks crossing in which the sides are coated with

lime crystals. The company has a carload of ore

in the bin which will run about $80 a ton. The
Iron Duke is improving as work pushes ahead, and
the streak of ore is widening until the pay is now
two feet wide and assays about $50 per ton. Mr.

Stringer said he had to sleep in an orehouse one
night because there was no other accommodation in

Silver City which had not been taken, but this state

of affairs will not last more than ten days longer,

because the hotel building by Condon Bros, will

be open by that time, which willcertainly be an im-

portant event for that portion of Tintic district

At Camp Floyd. -Salt Lake Journal, Feb. 7
From Mr. R. L. Scannell, secretary of the Mercur
Gold Mining and Milling Co., whose works and
mines are located in the Camp Floyd mining dis-

trict, we learn that it is the intention of the com-
pany to start their mill in a week or two, or as soon

as the weather will permit. The character of the

ore in this mine is red oxide of mercury, and yields,

on an average, assays of from $20 to $37 in gold to

the ton. The magnitude and wealth of this prop-

erty can be somewhat appreciated by the statement

that the extent of the ore body has not yet been de-

termined. The shaft is down some distance in

solid ore, several drifts have been made without

reaching the limit, and the miners are now working

n a tunnel, that is in a distance of 300 feet, all the

way in solid ore. Thus it can be seen that, al-

though the ore is low grade, it is an enormous
proposition, especially when it is remembered that,

besides the gold, quite a large per cent of quicksilver

will be saved in the reduction of the ore. There are

now a thousand tons of ore at the dump at the mine,

and the ore-bins at the mill are full. The milling is

novel and exhibits some new features in ore re-

duction.

WASHINGTON.

Conconully.—Okanogan Outlook, Feb. 7: The
coming season promises to be one of much greater

activity than any yet experienced in the camp, and

the mild, open winter we are having will have the

effect of commencing operations about two months

earlier than last season. A change for the better is

already noticeable in the number of sales of raining

and other properties recently made, and on all sides

active preparations are being made for the employ-

ment oi increased development forces and the open-

ing of new mines. Jack Waters sold one of his

Lime Belt prospects to Geo. Pfunder this week. F.

S. Hinds and Geo. Cooper started a new drift on

the Okanogan Belle this week. Henry Lawrence

and Wm. Hunt went up on Mineral Hill the first of

the week to commence work on the Mohawk. Ben

Gubser has been working in the tunnel on the Trade

Dollar claim, just above town, for the past two

weeks and is taking out some very good-looking ore.

Geo. Pfunder is said to have secured a bond on

some valuable mining property in the Wanacut
Lake district. Wm. O'Niell visited Palmer mount-

ain this week and reports that miners and prospect-

ors are hopeful and confident of a season of activity

in mining operations in that district, and not a few

are getting in shape for a big season's work. While

on the mountain he visited the Leadville mine, on

which John Judge, the owner, is doing some devel-

opment work. A shaft is being sunk on the vein

and is now down 20 feet. The ledge thus exposed

has increased in width from two feet at the sur-

face to four feet at the bottom of the shaft. Some

of the richest gold ore ever found in the camp has

been taken out of this shaft, and the mine is consid-

ered one of the best properties in the district.

List of D. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors.

Beported by Dewey & Oo., Pioneer Patent
Solicitors for Pacific Coast.

lOK WEEK ending I'EIl. 3, 1891.

445,742.—SiiiNGi-E AND Shake Machine —
Chas. W. Babcock. Crescent Ciiy, Cal.

445.828.—Skpakating Cross Head Tie-Wihes
—G, B. Bier, Cloverdale, Cal.

445-7't7. —Striking Bag—H. B. Cook, S. F.

445 750'—Lettering Device — L. A. Gates,
S. F.

445,729.—Stove Top—Peter Haerst. S. F,

445,892.—Water-Closet — J. M. Holloway,
inta Barb.ira. Cal.

445'753—F"kuit-Pitter—James T. Ish, S. F,

445.837.—Pneumatic Bell — G, F. Kincaid,
S. F.

44S.730'—Ax-Helve Fastener—H. M. Mar-
tin, Tacoma, Wash.
445,818.—SHEAVE-Thomas O'Neill, S. F.

445,910.—Elastic Fender for Vessels—G. O.
Stein, Pioche, Nev.

445,866.— Clothes-Hanger—E, Sundberg, Ku-
reka, Cal.

445,612.—Self-Closing Gas Burner—W. Ten
Eyck. Oakland, Cal.

445.579—Vaginal Atomizer—W. E. Weldon,
S. F.

18,930.—Trademark~R. D. Hume, S. F.

The followiDg briot list by te'egraph for Feb. 10, will
appear more comploto on receipt of mall advicoa:
Calirornia.— Liiwis M. Clement, Oakland, cable street

railway; Julia W Craip, San Francisco, clmir; Peter H.
Jackson, San Fraticisco, lens for iliumiDatiiig tile:

Ammi M Jewell, San Fiaiici9co, baring macbine; Edwin
McUonald, WiiloWB, thraahinR maehine; Jainea F. Waite,
Saa Francisco (aesinuor of hall to William Hoilis), brake
f r cabe-car.
NoTK. —Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnished

by Dewey & Co., in the shortest time possible (by mall
or tolegraphio order). American and Foreign patents
oblaioed, and general patent business for PaciSo Coast
inventors transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
rates, and In the sbortest nossible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co. 's Scientific Press- U. S. and For-

eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Striking-Bag.— Hiram B. Cook, S. F. No.

445,747. Dated Feb. 3, 1891. Striking or exercis-

ing bags are usually made with an outside case of
leather and either filled and comparatively heavy or

with an inner rubber bag having a pipe or tube by
which the bag may be inflated so as to fill the ex-

terior case, making either a heavy or a light bag
which is suspended by a coid from the ceiling in

such a position that the operator can strike the bag,
causing it to swing, and as it returns or rebounds to

strike it ag^in, and in this manner use it for exercis-

ing purposes. The exterior cases as usually con-
structed are made of seven or eight segments, the

edges of which are stitched together and they are

provided with a loop or strap stitched upon one side

to which a cord is attached so that they may be
suspended from the ceiling. ' A swivel hook forms
the connection between the upper end of the sus-

pending strap and a hook or eyebolt which is

screwed into the ceiling, the swivel necessarily hang-
ing some distance below the fixed hook and swing-
ing as the bag swings. By this construction, when
the bag is struck the swivel swings up against the

ceiling, making considerab'e noise and in time wear-

ing the ceiling out, besides which the eye-bolt very

soon becomes loose and a new hole has to be made
for it. The strap to which the cord is attached be-

ing secured at only one or two points, pulls the bag
out of shape and is also soon torn loose from the

bag by the violent wrenches upon it, and when the

seams in the bag become ripped, as they soon do,

it is very difficult to repair them. In Mr. Cook's in-

vention the bdg is made preferably in four sections

and these sections have their edges cut so as to abut
squarely against each other and they are then sewed
together by an over-and-over seam which leaves the

edges abutting squarely so that both outside and
inside of the bag are perfectly smooth. This pre-

vents the rapid wearing out of the interior rubber
bag when one is used and presents a smooth surface

upon the exterior lor the hands to strike against.

Each section has a strap riveted into the end of the

section and a re-enforce of leather is stitched down
over them. These suspending straps pass out
through slots in this re-enforcing piece and the ends
are all brought together centrally and firmly secured

to the suspending cord. By this construction each
of the sections has an equal strain brought upon it

and each section is equally secured and suspended,

and when used with the rubber bag they form a
space between them within which the tube for inflat-

ing the rubber bag is safely protected. The eye-bolt

to which the upper end of the suspending cord is

attached has its shank extending vertically through

a fixed countersunk plate with a nut or head upon
the inner end whereby the eye is allowed to turn

freely. The point of motion is thus brought close

to the ceiling and no swivel is necessary. There is

no noise caused by the swinging of a swivel against

the ceiling. The big arid cord move together, and
as there is no weight of iron at the upper end of the

rope to swing with the bag, the motion of the latter

is made more smooth and even and the life of all the

parts is greatly extended.

Stove-Top.—Peter Haerst, S. F. No. 445,729.

Dated Feb. 3, 1891. This improvement in stoves

consists in a rotary disk or plate through which the

holes are made for the utensils which are used upon
the top of the stove—this plate being capable of

revolution around a vertical axis so as to bring either

of the holes to the front or rear to change the

position of the utensils with relation to the fire. It

also consists in a means for closing either of the

holes temporarily from beneath while a utensil is

being removed so as to prevent the escape of smoke
and products of combustion.

Shingle or Shake Machine.—Chas. W. Bab-

cock, Crescent City. No. 445,742. Dated Feb. 3,

1891. The object of this invention is to provide a
machine for operating upon two boltS| one on each

side of the machine.
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IQECHA^JieAL Progress

The Demand lor Power.

StatiaticB show that four-fiftha of the

total horae-power of the steam enginea now

in operation has been produced in tbe

last 25 yeara. A.lthoagh the inoreaae has

been considerable in thia abort time,

it ia not to be wondered at if a little thonght la

given to some o£ the oonditiona that have made

it possible, principally the larger extent of

country that haa been opened up during thia

time and the increaaed faoilitiea for doing buHi-

neaa that have been introduced. As the effi.

cienoy of enginea and boilers haa been in-

creased, the coat of operating them haa been

reduced to Buch an extent as to make them

available in many placea where a more expen-

sive motor power would leave no margin for

profit, and conaequently no oocaalon for the

opening of a buaineaa. The facilities for doing

bnaineaa have been increaaed in even greater

proportion in the same length of time, and

that of itself haa called for increaaed power for

the development of natural reaouroea and the

producta of the manufacturer. There will al-

ways be a large demand for all things which are

or may be made useful, and any improvement

that will cheapen the coat will be the means of

creating an increased demand as it ia brought

within the reach of a greater number.

Many thinga that were formerly made by

hand are now manufactured by machinery,

and the operation of machinery requires power.

As natural aourcea of power are not alwaya

oonveniently located, tranaformera of power are

found more oonvenitnb and far more reliable,

BO that by their uae the factory can be located

in any desirable position and the power
brought to the factory. This haa been found

the cheapest and moat reliable method, (or

where the power Ib under control it can be re-

lied on at all timea, but the same cannot be

said of the natural powers, for they have a

faculty of falling below the reqairementa just

at the time when the use for tuem ia greateat.

Thia haa been shown in tho uae of water power

for milling purposes. Moat of the leading

mills have introduced engines and boilers, even

when located near aome of the best water-

powera.
Competition and an inoreaae of buaineaa has

made the use of reliable power an absolote

neceasity, and steam has been the ouly thing

available. In aome cases it haa been found

that steam, when uaed in connection with a

high'duty engine, was, taken altogether, the

oheapaat aource of power, and the speotaole

haa been witneaaed of a mill fitted with water-

power machinery, built over a race through

which an abundant aupply of water was run-

ning; to waate, while the mill was being oper-

ated by flteam.

The Use of Electricity.

Then the introduction of eleotrio lighting and
the use of the electric current for the produc-

tion of power, has created an increaaed de-

mand for ateam engines; and the fact atill re-

maina that the cheapest and moat convenient

method of producing electricity (when water-

power ia not available for that purpose) ia by
the use of the steam engine. The rapidly-

increaaing uae of electricity for power purpoaes

only increasea the demand for ateam enginea of

larger aize and greater power, and the electric

motor being cheaper, more convenient and leas

troublesome than small engines, is being intrO'

dnced in many placea where it would be im-
possible to establish a aatiafaotory ateam plant.

Then every electric motor put to service will

require for every horse-power that it develops

very nearly two-horse power of steam engine to

operate it, so that from present appearances

there is little probability that the demand for

ateam enginea will perceptibly decrease; but on
the contrary, another 25 years will probably

show as great an increase over the present as

the laat 25 years have ahown. Even though
aome of the wonderful methods of producing
electricity, that have been heralded lately,

should be made practical, the steam engine
would atill be in demand.

—

Staiionary Engi-

neer.

Forging Steel by Htdkaolic Power.—
Hydraulic forging presses are now in operation
all over Europe, and are effecting a complete
revolution in the working of large maeaes of

steel. What used to be considered wonderful
resulta in tbe forging of iron by means of the
Naamyth hammer, are now quite put in the
Bhade by the hydraulic forging preasea of im-
menae power produced at the G-oodman-atreet
Ecgineering Works in Leeds, whence was pro-

vided, not very long ago, the firat large forging
preaa that ever was made, and which is now in

full work at the armor-plate manufactory in

Shef&^ld, of Messrs. John Brown & C^. It is

of 4000 tone, and is worked by 2000 horae-

power pumping engines, and commanded by
power-traveling oranea capable of lifting 150
tons. At the works of Herr Krnpp, and at

those of Schneider & Co., in France, similar

preasea are now at work, and one haa been
erected at the Terni worka in Italy, whence the
forging of guns and armor-plates ia largely car-

ried on, A 4000 ton press, ordered by a Cha-
tillon company, has been delivered, and is now
in course of erection by the Laeds firm. As
showing how widely the use of hydraulic
power is being adopted, because of its vast
oapabilitv, it may be mentioned that Tannett,
Walker & Co., of Leeds, are putting down for

the Midland Railway Co., at their goods ata-

tions in Birmingham and Leeds (both of which

are andergoing large extensions), a hydraulic

plant whereby more facility than heretofore

will be obtained to deal with the immenaely

increasing traffic.

—

London Iron.

Hammering is a wonderful process. It is an

ingenious and simple means of exerting a great

force in any direction, and without it many
arts would ceaae; but it ia carried too far in

Ironforging. Hammering ia suitable only in

cases where the work is to be done " quick,"

and thia does not apply to the heavy forgings of

our time, and to no forginga, if we oould em-

ploy presses instead. A steel-making firm in

England ia abont to put down a preas of enor-

mous capacity. The tool-makers have to

make certain parts on the ground, because they

cannot be transported. One piece weighs 85

tona. Cammel, at Sheffield, has a press of

45,000 tona capacity that has been in use about

four years doing good work. In hammering
heavy masses, the Inertia of the piece prevents

any effect on the anvil side, and also penetra-

tion on the top side, unless the hammer is

heavier than the work.

—

Industry.

Sheet Iron Mounting for Blue Prints,—
A well-known Eiscern manutacCnring company
ia using in ita shop thin sheet iron as a mount-
ing for blue prints, and it ia proving very Batis-

factory. It ia cold rolled, has a smooth aor-

faoe, and is cut into two different sizes for blue

prints used in the shop. It is practically inde-

structible, Quite light, and inexpeneive. The
iron is fiist varniahed on both aides

with Bhellao varniah, then the blue print

ia put on with a paate composed of ordinary

starch, after which the face of the print ia var-

nished with the Bhellao. The chief draftsman
Bays he experimented with a good many kinda

of paste before finding a satisfactory one, and
that starch is the only thing found that would
answer. He also found that, unless the iron is

previously varniahed, it oxidizes under the

print and apoils the linea.

The Mannesman Process.—Our contempo-
raiy, Industryy of this city, comments aa fol-

lows on the Mannesman prooess of rolling

tubes: This prooeaa, unleaB a good deal

changed, will, in our opinion, prove more inter-

esting than useful. The enormona resistance

offered by the blank In its paeBage through the
rolls may be overcome by storing up power in

wire-bound fiy-wheels, but how are the rolls,

gearing and framing to endure under the
strains ? Not only haa the roll gearing to

withstand abnormal atrain, bat must be yield-

ing in two planes. The ordinary prooesaea of

rolling metal, hot and cold, with parallel rolls,

taxes the endurance of bearings, gearing and
framing to their ntmost; and to double thia and
at the same time increase the speed to 300 rev-

olutions per minute, ia going beyond a practical

limit.

English or American Steel?—English acis-

sois are atill called for by ladies, but tailors and
others using scissors in their dally work have
long since ceased to look for the Sheffield

mark. This is very Bignlficant, and the fact

that an English tailor inslata on American-made
shears is a great slur upon us, as the very best
article ia needed in cutting out garments. Ten
years ago English scisaora brought double an
noparently aimilar article of American make.
Now the moat ooatly shears in these days are

of American manufacture, and every year a

greater quantity of them is being imported. It

is the boast of an American house that they
ship shears regularly to Sheffield, and by so

doing discount the oft-repeated atory and fable

abr)ut "shipping coals to Newcastle,"

—

Lon-
don Machinery.

Electricity in Pressing Metals.—Some
experiments have been made in heating metal
to a plastic state by electricity and then press-
ing it into shape with dies. Good results are
claimed, but we doubt if the heating will not
cost a great deal more than by direct fire.

Gen. B. C. and R. A. Tilghman, of Phlladel-
phia, made some time ago experimentB to de-
termine whether anrplus metal could not be re-

moved by rendering it plastic with a current
passed through an abrading wheel, operating
like an emery-wheel. The result», bo far as
we know, have not passed beyond Measra.
Tilghman'a laboratory.

SeiENTiFie Progress.

The Sciseophone,

An iDBtrument to Detect Internal Flaws in

Metal.

We have already in a previous issue

made brief allusion to this invention and to

its usefnlness. We now give a fuller deacrip-

tiou of the instrument, its mode of use and
several crucial teats which have recently been
made to prove its reliability. We quote from
London Iron as follows :

The importance, both in mechanical and civil

engineering oonstraction, of having metal free

from internal flaws has always been recognized,

and 80 has the difficulty of detecting them. We
appear, however, to be approaching a solution

of this difficulty by means of the sciseophone,

which ia the invention of Capt. de Place of

Paris. This apparatus conaists of a amall pnen-
matio tapper worked by the hand, and with
which the piece of steel or iron to be teated is

tapped all over. Connected with the tapper Is

a telephone with a microphone interposed in

the circuit. Two operators are required, one
to apply the tapper and the other to listen

through the telephone to the sounds produced.
These operators, who are in electrical oommu-
nidtition, are in separate apartments, so that the

direct sounds of the taps may not disturb the

listener, whose province it ia to detect flaws.

In applying the system, one operator places the
telephone to his ear, and so long as the sounds
produced by the taps are normal, he does noth-
ing. Directly a false sound—which is very dis-

tinct from the normal sound—is heard, he in-

stantly slgnala for the spot to be marked. By
thia means he is able not only to detect a flaw
but to looalize it.

Under the auspices of the Southeastern Hall-

way Company, a demonstration of the aolaeo-

phone was given on Wedneaday by Capt. de

Place at the Charing Cross Hotel, in the pres-

ence of several members of the Ordnance Com-
mittee and other government offioials. Mr.
Stirling, the company's locomotive superintend-
ent, had previously had several samples of

steel, wrought iron, and oast iron prepared
with hidden flaws known only to himself. The
first sample teated was a portion of a railway
carriage axle, whioh Capt. de Place pronounced
to be bad metal throughout, and which Mr,
Stirling said he knew it to be. Other samples,

consisting of bars of wrought and cant iron, one
inch square, were tested, and the fliws local-

ized by means of the apparatus. On breaking
some of the bars, the internal flawe—the local-

ities of which were known to Mr, Stirling by
hia private mark—were found to have been oor-

reotly localized by Capt. de Place, We must,

however, record the fact that other bars were
broken at points where the apparatus indicated

a flaw, but where the metal was found to be

perfectly Bound. Some allowance should, per-

haps, be made for Capt. de Place being subject

to the disturbing influence of visitors. How-
ever this may be, the system does not aa yet

appear to be practically reliable, although we
do not despair of its ingenioua Inventor being
able to make it so.

Case Hardening.—Prof. Elihu Thompson
has recently devised a method of caae-harden-
ing iron or steel by means of the heat produced
by the paaaage of an electric current. The
proceas consists easentially in heating the ob-
ject electrically and then applying to it a sur-
rounding envelop;—either gaseous, fluid or
solid— for the purpose of changing or pre-
serving the quality of the metal in accordance
with the desired use of the material.

A Practical Way.—A Worcester (Mass.)
mechanic gives the following method of harden-
ing any tool, which he haa employed for some
years: Forge the tool into shape, then melt in
a dieh sufficient babbitt metal to cover the
end of the tool as far as it ia wished to harden
it. Thrust the tool into the metal and let it

cool. Thia will render any tool muoh harder
than when cooled in oil or tempered by any
other process.

Quality, efficiency and adaptability are
vital considerations in selecting machinery.

for many industrial purposes, but ita disagree-

able odor is very muoh in the way of its exten-

sive employment. Quite lately a method has
been devised for removing the odor which is

said to accomplish its object. To effect thia, it

is first to be shaken up with one per cent of

corrosive sublimate, this operation being re-

peated several times, after longer or shorter
intervals. In this way certain anlphureta are
produced, which cause the salt of the mercury
to turn black. The liquid is then to ba dis-

tilled, and that which paaaea over will have a
much less disagreeable smell, If one-third of

its bulk of the oil of almonds be added, the re-

sult is very satisfactory. The sulphide, under
these circumatances, emits a pleasant odor,

somewhat like that of ether.

The Science of Meteorology is by no
means an exact science as yet, but there is a

steady gain toward exactness. Many prob-

lems which seemed insoluble a few yeara ago

have been eatiafaotoriiy answered, and many
more are being studied with favorable pros-

pects of being determined before very long. As
observation stations are multiplied and more
data for oalcnlatlons furnished, the chances of

securing better reaulta will be increased, and
the predictions will be of more and more value.

We are taught, says a cotemporary, that the

wind bloweth where it llsteth, and whence it

comes or whither it goes no man knoweth; but
the weather bureau has undertaken to find out

not only whence the wind cornea but why it

comes and when it may be looked for. To ac-

complish this must require the patiient labor

and incesaant obaervation and study of yeare,

and we should rather be grateful for 'what has

been accomplished than diapleasad because per-

fection haa not been attained. If any one will

keep tally on the weather predictions for two
or three montha, he will be eurprieed to find

that the bureau is right a great many more timoB

than wrong, and that there is certainly some-

thing of value in tbe system which it haa

adopted and ia trying to make more nearly per-

fect.

Interior Temperature of the Earth,—
It is common to assume that the temperature of

the earth toward the center increases one degree

for every 60 feet In depth. This, however, is

far from being universally the case. It does

not hold good in California, nor in the Sierra

Nevada mountains. At Virginia, Nevada, in

the Comstook mines, the temperature in some
caaea increaaed one degree for each 20 feet np
to 1000 feet in depth, or for 2500 feet, one de-

gree for each 30,5 feet— twice as fast as the

rule first named. At Manchester, England, in

a shaft 2500 feet deep, the temperature ia only
75°. In a copper mine at Cornwall, 2100 feet

deep, the temperature ia 88°. Subtracting 42*

for the surface temperature, this makes in the

first case a change of one degree in 65 feet, and
in the second, one degree in 45 6 feet, from

which it may be Inferred there ia no nniformity

in the matter, consequently no rule.

Removing Odoe of Sulphide of Carbon.—
Sulphide of carbon ia an important enbstance

Drugs and Fruit in Common Coal.

Very few people have any idea of the almoat
numberless products of common coal, and least

of all that essence of fruita, drugs, and even
wines are found in the ordinary, every-day fuel

of the time. Yet Buch is the fact; coal baa
many uses beyond the mere giving of heat and
light. These last have only been discovered
of late years, although pit coal haa been known
hundreds of years. Even illuminating gas was
unknown a century ago, petroleum has been in

use scarcely 40 years, and it is hardly more
than 50 aince some one diacovered that stone
coal was infiammable. Nearly all other prod-
ucts derived from eoft ooal have been discov-

ered and applied in the interest of science or of

fraud within the laat 25 years. Some of them
seem almost magical.

Besides heat and light, there are obtained
from ordinary coal the means of producing over
400 shades of colors, among the chief of which
are aaffron, violet-blue and Indigo, There are

also obtained a great variety of perfumes—cin-

namon, bitter almonde, queen of the meadows,
clover, wintergreen, anise, camphor, thymrl {a

new French odor), vanaline and heliotropine.

Among tbe explosive agents whose discovery
has been caused by the war spirit of the last

few years in Europe are two, oalled dinltroven-
zine or belllte and pitratea.

To medicine, coal has given hypnone, sali-

cylio acid, naphthol, phenol antipyrlne—the

last a remedy for *' L% Grippe." Banzine and
naphthaline are powerful insecticides.

There have been found in it ammoniacal salts

useful as fertilizers, tannin, saccharin (a sub-
stitute for sugar), the flavor of currant, raep*

berry and pepper, pyrogallic aoid and hydro*
quinone, uaed in photography, and various sub-
atancea familiar or unfamiliar, such as tareain,

aaphaltum, lubricating oils, varnish, and the
bitter taste of baer. By means of aome of

these we can have wine without the juice of

the grape, beer without malt, preserves with-
out either fruit or sugar, perfumes without
fljwera, and coloring matter without the veg-
etable or animal aubstancea from which they
have hitherto been chiefly derived. So it will

be Been that coal la an exceedingly versatile

commodity.

—

£Jx.

Changes in the Terrestrial Axls,—At the

autumn meeting of the International Confer-
ence on Digree Measurement lately held at

Freiburg, It was reported that a series of simul-

taneous observations carried on at Berlin, Stras-

burg and Prague, showed that a decrease in

latitude was in progress, at least in middle
Europe, and a similar phenomenon had been
noted in other placea in Europe. This implied
an alteration in the direction of tbe earth's

axia ; that ia, the polea and equator, latitude

and longitude, are not, as usually assumed,
practically fixed data. The amount of ascer-

tained decreaae of latitude at the pnd of the

six months' period from August, 1889, to Feb-
ruary, 1890, waa half a second. It was stated

at the conference that the Berlin obaervationa

for the half year ending last August showed an
increase of latitude amounting to 0.4, or two-
flfths of a second. The flactuation of the axis

is thus due to a minute oscillation, probably
owing to aome changes in the internal mass of

our planet, and not to be confounded with the
precession of the equinoxes.

Controlling Sex in Butterflies,—A sug.

gestive article as to the poasibility of control-

ling sexea in butterflies has beenoommnnlcated
to the American Naturalist by Mrs. Mary
Treat, and from the resulta of numerous experi-

ments she finds occasion to believe that the

larvae to which the freshest and most tempting
food was supplied in unlimited quantity nearly
always developed Into female butterflies, while
those for which the supply of food was limited,

almost as uniformly proved to be males. Dr.
Packard is, however, inclined to think that the

sex of thia insect, as well aa that of all animals
from eggs, Ib determined at or about the time
of conception, or, at least, early in the em-
bryonic condition. In the honey-bee, especial-

ly, it has been proved that the sex ia decided
at the time the egg leavea the oviduct. The
sex in man, according to Koelliker, becoolea

flxed toward the end of the second month of

f6&tal life.

Plate Glass,—There are at least aix plate-

^lass manufacturing companies In the United
States whioh have an annual product of nearly
12,000,000 feet. Thia exceeds the entire pro-

duction of Europe fifteen yeara ago.

Danish Experiments with armor plates have
confirmed the result arrived at by the United
States experts at Annapolis,
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OOD i[EJ^LTH.u

Tbe San Francisco Cancer Care.

The feftrfally rapid iooreue of cano«r Id all

parte of the world, and od tbo Paoifio Coait id

partloalar, seema jait at thin time, in ocooec-

tloD with the world-famoai German oare for

coDBQmptioD, to be oallio^ more than OBual at-

tention to the alleged core tor oaocer whiah has

been kept before the people of thla oity and
St«t« for aome three or (our yeara paat.

Oo and See for YouraeLveB.
The apeoiallit in tjueation works with open

doors, and miy be fouod every week-day at 2*24

Poat street, where any physician or other Inoi*

vidaal personally Interested is Invited to call

between the hoars of 10 and 12 a. m. Daring
this time they can wilnesa the mudu and man-
ner of treatment, examine and converse with
patients, and have at the same time free access
to all the remedies. These latter are perfectly
harmless In character, and none of them oon*
tain any caustic, poison or mineral. The regu-
lar faculty, as a general rule, makes use of

minerals more or leas policnous in character In

their efforts to treat caucer otherwise than
with the knife. It is

A Sad Oommeotary on the HeallDs Art,

And on the humanity of our physicians, that so
lew of that profeeaiun will take any pains to
Inform themselves in regard to this matter
wblob is of such ^reat importance to the health
and lives of our people.

The piteous and despairing wails that daily

go up from hundreds of safiering cancer beds
in this city alone are calling loudly oo the peo-
ple of San Francisco to take some energetic
step to secure a thorough and eearchtng investi-

gation into the truth or falsity of this alleged

remedy. We hold that the array of evidence,
positive in its character, is more than safficient

for the purpose of a positive inetruction to oar
city or State Board of Health to Inquire into the
matter and report whether it is true or fal^B.

If true, the fact should be made known c£B-

cially; if false, that fact should be made known
so thit the growing excitement in Sao Fran-
cisco should be allayed at once.

Several physioianB and many citizens not
heretofore interested in this inquiry are now
looking into the matter with mnch interest.

There are upward of 20 patients now under
treatment, nearly all of whom have come from
physicians of repute who- have pronounced
their cases cancer. All are apparently doing
well. Of the entire number, not more than
two or three are considered in any .danger.
Two or three of those doing well have been
pronounced typical cases of ecirrhna by several

of our city physicians and others, several of

whom are watching these particular cases with
special interest.

Why do our leading doctors devote eo much
time to experimenting with the secret conaump-
tloD cure which cornea from Berlin, the curative
virtue of which has not been thus far proven
in a single case, while scores of cases of positive

cure of a far worse malady than consumption
can be shown in our own city of San Francisco,

which are altogether ignored by these very
same pbyeicians. Is it because the former
comes from a protege of royalty—from an im-
perial palace, while the other has been born of

a humble searcher fnr truth in a plebeian San
Francisco dwelling ?

Both are secret remedies. The one has
already secured a princely fortune in gold, even
before a single cure is known to nave been
effected, in addition to which imperial honors
have been showered upon him without etint.

If time shall prove that his discovery la what
it is represented to be, he has not been over-

paid for what he haa done for humanity.
Our own specialist is simply waiting for the

same medical investigation which has been ac-

corded to the Berlin specialist. Something in

the way of compensation will of course be ex-

pected before the remedies will be given to the

world. That compensation will be secured as

soon as medical evidence Is obtained that

\ the remedies are what they are claimed to be;

until then, nothing is expected.
Prof. Tyndall in a recent letter on the subject

of canoer-curlng, writes: *'I would give a

great deal to know something fundamentally
true regarding the various phases of the terrible

malady to which yon refer. Some, indeed,

amoDg those near and dear to myseU have been
subjected to the surgeon's knife with a view to

its extirpation. . . . This I do know of a

oertainty, that there are scores of scientific

men, of the profoundeat knowledge and the

soundest judgment, who would willingly risk

their Uvea in thn attempt to extirpate cancer.

The scientific joarnala of the world are open
to him. These are the tribunals to which his

claims oDght to be referred." This is precisely

what has been done in San Francisco. Failing

to interest the medical profession when we first

began to inquire into Dr. Cook's treatment,
we were forced to place the matter before the
public in a aeries of articles in the Mtn^ing akd
Scientific Peess. These articles and caaea

have been produced in pamphlet form and
have been widely circulated, with the result of

drawing a large amount of attention to the

I
subject, both that of professional and noo-
professional readers, of those who have been
afflicted with the direful malady, or of thoae
whoae frlenda have been given over to a linger-

ing and torturing death.

Oar ohallenge to the medical profession baa

been so far disregarded, and oor appeal for a
skilled and scientific Investigation haa been
denied. We hope for better reanlts in the
fatnre. In the meantime we asaert that it hai
now become esaentiiilly the people'a qaebtioo.
and to them we now appeal. Surgoona are
powerleat, and can do nothing but cut away
the growth, to have it return with tenfold viru-
lenoe, and then resort to morphine to deaden
pain. Thia ia the Alpha and Omega of the
profesaion la ita treatment of oancer.

A SkNSIULK Hl^T KKOM A PRACTICAL tODRCK.
The valoe to the mechanic of goo-i periodicale
and papera pertaining to the business in which
he la engaged, is often underrated by him, and
he is apt to consider that he is none the worse
for a lack of knowledge about the experience,
opinions and work of others. This, says the
Matter Mechanic, is a most serious mistake on
his part, aod one which in the end will be aui-

ctdal to his beat iotereata. One great reason
why so much progress haa been made In recent
years liea in the faot that the ease with which
men can give the results of their labors and ex*
perieoce to their contemporaries, or leave them
to posterity, haa resulted in a much greater
diffuaion of knowledge. In the mechanical
field this circulation of knowledge haa en-
larged and is still enlarging the circle of men
who are well posted and fully alive to all that
is going OD. How then can a man neglect
those very means of advancement by which
others are proereaaing ! Ik matters not
whether he be a fireman, engineer, maohiniat,
foreman, master mechanic, or superintendent
of motive-power, or whether his natural abili-

ties be great or small, if he wishes to advance
with the rest of the world, he must know what
it is doing, and this knowledge most be derived
from the pages of papers devoted to mechan>
ioal affairs. There are many young men who
would be glad to get snch reading, but who
may not be able to pay for it, and there are
others without any desire for it who would
wake up to a realization of the possibilities in
life before them if their viewe were enlarged.
For these reasons a man ia to be highly com-
mended for potting into the hands of those in
his employ good engineering and mechanical
j onrnale, but he is not true to his own interests

if he himself neglects to read them.

The Annealing of Tools.—Some tools, such
aa circnlar cutters, tiles, etc., after they are
forged into the shape required, must have teeth
cut into them. Bsfore this can be sacceasfnl-
ly accompliehed, a preliminary process la nec-
essary. Hammering or forging the steel into
the shape required will have hardened the
steel to such an extei^t as to make the cnt*
ting of teeth Into it impossible or difficult.

It must, consequently, be annealed. This
process ia a double one. The steel must be
reheated as carefully as before, and afterward
cooled as slowly as possible. Many tools are
only required to be hardened on a small part
of their surface, and It ia important that the
unbardened parts should possess the maximum
amount of toughneas with the minimum
amount of brittleneaa that can be attained.
These tools can also be annealed after they are
forged. The process of annealing, or slow
cooling, leaves the steel cross-grained, gives it

its maximum of ductility, and causes it, in

faot, to approach the properties of lead.— The
Ironmonger {London).

Shop Dust.—Operatives in wood-working
establishments are neceeaarily aubjected to the
nnpleaaant and unwholesome effects of dust,
and in planing^milla and similar establishments
it seema to be impossible to escape this
onisance. Modern shops are supplied with ma-
chines for carrying away much of the duet and
shavings made by wood-working machinery,
but even in the beat-equipped shopa the work-
ers are obliged to inhale more dust than ia

wholesome. Planiug-mill, sawmill and furni-
ture factory operatives, and in fact all men who
work in wood, have a peculiar appearance that
is the result of inhaling wood dust. An ob-
server would never mistake an old planing mill
operator for a worker in a machine shop. Each
bears in hia face and general appearance the
marks of bis occnpation.

The Foreman of a shop can only form an
opinion of what any one can do by the work
he has done; if be ia careless the work will
show it, and show him up to his diaadvantage.
The workman who thinks ia the one who can
be depended upon, but the non-thidker is

"cheap help," and as such must take the
chances. The workman who thinks of what he
ia doing, and of how to do it to the best ad-
vantage, is not the one who is always "getting
no show." nor la he always complaining of hard
timea. The boy or man who does all he can, as
well as he can, will very soon get better work,
for it is to the foreman's interest to have each
workman work on the beat job he is capable of
doing.

The Largest Casting Evee Made. — A
telegram from the E*8t, dated Bethlehem^ Pa.,
Jan. Slst, says: Eagineer-in-Chief M*^lville
andLientenanta McElwell and Perry, United
States Navy, witnessed the pouring of 75.000
pounds of casting for the manufacture of Gov-
ernment armor and plates at the Bethlehem
Iron Company's ordnance works this after-
noon. The casting la the largest ever made.

Useful 1nformatio>.

An Artificial Earthquake.

The oltizeni of S^n Francisco, as if the
natural throes of Mother Earth were not of

sufiioiently frequent occurruuce to satisfy their

taste for each paatime, were treated to quite a
large artificial ahake by the explosion of a
large quantity of giant powder in the bowels
of one of the Potrero bills. The aenaation ia

described aa quite aatiafaotory; but the fol-

lowing commuulcatiun to the last Issue of our
cotemporary Industry of this oity, shows that
we have been quicu outdone by the recent ex-

plosion of SO quarts of nitro- glycerine in the
bottom of an oil well near Cleveland, Ohio,
1'21S feet below the surface.

Tne correspondent says that a result of the
explosion has been the formation of a chamber
at the bottom of the well about "as large as a
kitchen," whatever that may be.

After the well was charged with the ex-

plosive, what ia then oalled a **go-devil," a
piece of iron the diameter of the well, and
IS inches in length, was carefully let down up-
on the glycerin*-, which was then exploded.
The correspondent describes the explosion as

follows: It was distinctly heard and felt, and
resembled what one would judge to be an im-
mense explosion about lour miles a nay.
Considerable time elapsed after the explosion,
enough for us to think that there woold be no
visible signs on the surface, and for some of the
parties present to begin to gee nearer the well
on account of the lapse of time; but finally an
immense volume of black foaming water and
oil came from the mouth of the caalng, gradu*
ally increasing in hignt and breadth until it

reached about twenty feet, when it began to
spread, and the center of the black column, as

it were, began to rise higher and higher until

it attained a bight of at least 100 feet to 120
feet, emitting water, orade oil, lime rock,

parts of the canisters which contained the
glycerine, the "go-devil" in innumerable
small pieces, the largest of which was not
more than two inches and poiiahed like a piece

of silver. The effect of thia sbotver of mlesiles

was something very interesting and quite
pretty, mingled with the different colors uf oil

and water. The firing of the well was a grand
succese, as we have a volume of gas ranging in

pressure from ten to fifty pounds, according to

the amount used for lighting the boose, cook*
ing, heating furnace, and eo forth. The oil

pumped from the well is quite strong and highly
volatile. It emita considerable gas, giving
every assurance of a continoed supply.

Ferroid, a New Artificial Stone.—Mr.
Herman Poole deacribea la tbe Journal of the
Association of Engineering Societies a new arti-

ficial stone, which is a compound, partly chemi-
cal and partly mechanical, of iron, sulphur and
silicon, with more or lees foreign matter. It is

mainly a supersaturated solution of Iron in the

sulphur with the silica acting aa a binder and
hardener. In normal color is a dark slate vary-
ing somewhat with the manner in which it is

dressed, but the color can be somewhat modified
by the introduction of pigments. Sacceasfol

imitations of various colored brick and sand-
stone have been made. It is about the faardneas

of ordinary biuestone and can be worked by the

usual etone*catting tools, turned in a lathe or
planed. The tensile strength is from 650 to

1200 pounds per square inch and under com-
pression it endures from 9000 to 12,000 pounds.
Its specific gravity is about 2.6. It melts at

about .300° Fahr. very slowly. It does not de-

teriorace under exposure to the weather. Aa It

can be melted and molded. It is applicable to a

great variety of nsae to which atone cannot be
put, and particularly so for large castings, Euch
as pipes for sewage, etc. Architectural forms
can be very conveniently made from it in posi-

tion if needed. For culverts and bridge founda-
tions, the perfect smoothness, of which the sur-

face is susceptible, is advantageous in lessening

water friction.

Strikes.—Those who believe strikes are of

modern origin are likely to be disabused by a

recent article in the Pall Mall Oazette. Ac-
cording to accounts, strikes were extensively

indulged in in Egypt 3000 years ago. It appears
that workmen in those times were paid at the
beginning of the month, and their " blue Mon-
day" lasted well into the month. Then they bad
a habit of striking to obtain tbR means of living.

In the building of temples, King Pharaoh him*
self was sometimes appealed to, the workmen
refusing to return to work until be had given his

decision. These men appear to have been quite

as obstinate as men of modern times, and gen-

erally made a "compromise," much as ia done
in these days. They appear to have had the

habit of throwing down their tools on slight

provocation, and asaembliog together to talk

over their grievances. Sometimes efforts were
made to prevent them leaving the buildinga up-

on which they were at work, but these efforts

do not appear to have been incceasful.

Smokeless Powder.—At the conclualon of

the recent military maneuvers at Bordeaux,
France, Gen. Ferron, commander of the
Eighteenth Army Corps, Issued an order of the

day in which he says that the usecf the smoke-
less powder will make no change in defeneive

tactics, but will render offensive tactics more
difficult. It is also proposed to use smoke balls

to counteract the action of the smokeless
powder.

ELECTRieirr,

Need of Electrical Education.

Slnoe we have elected that electricity ia to be
our servant and shall be made to give os light
and power, we ought to make some effort to
gain AD understandmg of its nature. The pros-
pective purchaser of an electric-lighting plant
often aeks the question, ** Will I have to hire a
man specially to take charge of my lighting
machine?" Generally the answer will be,
'*0h, QO; your engineer can easily look after
the dynamo in connection with his engine;"
and 80 the engineer ia liable to ba called upon
almost without notice to operate an electric-
lighting machine, and while in moat cases he
will have no trouble, and will probably get
along in some way (applying as beat he can the
rather meager information given him by the
electrical expert who erects the plant), still the
man who has some knowledge of the apparatua
will get much better work out of it and give
far better patiafaotion both to bla employer and
himself. Further than thia, he is likely to
avoid many difficulties and dangers with the
electrical plant, which another, not so well
posted, will be very apt to fall into.

A mechanic haa a piece of work to do in

aome factory where there ia an electric-lighting

or motor plant. He knows nothing abonc the
subject of electricity, and eboold bis work be
around the conducting wiree or any part of the
apparatuB itaelf, be fears to handle them, or if

he be brave enough to go at the work, doea it

very gingerly, not knowing whether he la dam-
aging anything or not, and rnnning the riak of
icjury to himself at any moment. In moat
ca^es he will send for an electrician, but vill
often find to his chagrin that there was no dan-
ger, and that the work might have been done
without harm either to the electrical plant or
himself.

Thia being the aituatlon, we think all will
agree with the suggestion that every firet-claea

mechanic and engineer should have some knowl-
edge of electrical matters. He need not neces-
sarily be an electrical engineer, but should have
a &nffiaient understanding of the subject to
save him from danger and utter heipleaeness
should he ever ba called upon to do work in

connection with an electrical installation. Ap-
preciating the importance of the subject, we
shall endeavor from time to time to give, in
this column, some simple items which we trnst
will be of interest and valne to our readers.

—

Western Machinist.

Electrical Furnaces.—It seems not an-
likely (hat electricity will be applied to smelt-
ing farnaoes in the neiNr future. An electrical

furnace haa been patented in England which ia

said to have given excellent reaulta in the series

of tests to which it has been subjected. The
electrodes are blocks of carbon secured in metal
cases, and placed opposite to each other in the
walls of the furnace. The metal caaea containing
the oarbona are kept cool by circulating water
around them, and the carbons tbemaelves are

capable of automatic adjustment to compensate
for wear. Provieion is made In the furnace for

the escape of gaa and for the introduction of

the charge, and the electromotive force of the
current can be varied according to the varying
reaiatance of the charge.

Splicing Electric-Light Carbons. — The
electiic-lighting company oi Concord, N. H,,
ia uaing a device by means of which, it is stated,

a caving of 30 per cent is effected in the coat of

arc-lamp carbons. The trimmers bring to the
atatioo all the short pieces of carbon collected

en their daily rounds. These are sorted and
matched together, to form a carbon about eight
inches in length. These pieces are placed in a
machine which forms a dowel on one piece and
a socket in the other, and they are cemented
at the joints. The cement with which they
are joined is heat proof and is a good conductor,
so toat there is no change In light indicated
when the joint ia reached. The apliced oar-

boos are used only in the lower holder, Car-
bona thus joined have been used by the com-
pany for over a year, and the process is con-
sidered entirely successful.

Electricity for operating surface railways
has oome to stay, if ic can only be used properly,

and this remaioa with the electric companies
to settle. If there is no other way to compass
the end sought than the uae of the polea and
overhead wire—a constant menace to life

—

then we ought to wait patiently till something
better ia devised. Such an arrangement is a

mechanical monatroBity and aeeoia to be born
of the desire to do things cheaply.

—

American
Machinist.

Electricity vs. Gas.—The Paria gas com-
pany isaaid to be the firat of the important Euro-
pean works of the kind to really show a visible

decline directly due to the iocreaae in electric

lighting. The deoreaee for Augnat and Sep-
tember, aa compared with the same months of

1SS9, ia eight and six; percent respectively.

America ia not only furniahing Europe with
all lis electrio machines, and lighting Paris by
electricity, but has recently sold $300,000
worth of dynamos and lamps with which to

light up the London station of the Midland
railway of England.

It is estim^tpd that electric lighting In Paris

in 1891 and 1S92 will require a mottve-power
equal to at least 32, 000-borae power.
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Passing Events.

Affairs in the Legtslatare relating to electrlo

roada have changed in the past week. In-

flaenced by pubUc opinion, the memberB have

experienced a change of feeling and the billB

have been ho amended as to permit overhead

wires or any other eyetem in any city in the

State.

The ratiSoation of the agreement between

the mining oompauieH on the Comstock and

the Tunnel Company, by which royalties on ore

are materially reduced, is a very important

ohange for the better. It is stated that other

expenses of the mines will also be redaced, and

this, in connection with the resnmption of

deep mining, should bring this famous mining

section to the front again and show some

profit.

The hydraulicminlng interests are receiving

more attention at the hands of the Legislature

this year than for years past. Several meas-

nrea favoring a resumption of work on these

mines have been introduced. It Is pretty oer-

taia that the Government will be asked to pass

such laws as will permit the working of the

auriferous ground in the hydraulic mines.

All the plants in the Connelleville coke re-

gion, Fa,, have closed down and 16,000 ooke<

workers and miners are out on strike.

The Mining Industry in California,

Mining has done a great deal for the State of

California, but the State of California has done

very little for mining. What little it has done

for the indastry has been begrudged. It en-

tablished a State Geological Survey, ran it a

few years, and stopped it before the results of

the work were all published, or all the work
was done. It established a State Mining

Bureau, kept it along at a starvation rate some

years, gave it one decent appropriation, and

now talks of stopping it on account of the ex-

pense. Meantime there are several Bureaus de>

voted to the advancement of agriculture, viti-

culture, horticulture, appropriations for district

agricultural fairs, etc., while the one instltn-

tion devoted to the mining interests is threat-

ened with extermination by misguided legisla-

tors seized with an economical fit.

The mining community of this State has no

general or local organization, no unions, no

fairs or traveling shows. It has never banded

together for political preferment, and has

never received political oonsideration. Its

members work along at their prospects and

mines, attending to their own bnainess, paying

their own way, and asking no aid from the

State to call attention to its prodnots. Its in>

terests have been summarily taken in hand by

the Legislatures, Federal and State courts, to

the great loss of individuals and the general

detriment of the Industry.

The sole and single thing done by the State

for the advantage of the mining industry has

been the establishment and maintenance of the

Mining Bureau and its muaenm, and it makes

any one interested in California mines impa-

tient, to say the least, when a project la sprung

to abolish it, especially that it has now reached

a position where it can be of great advantage

and use.

If it oould be shown that the State Miner-

alogist was incompetent or asing his position

for his own enrichment, or that the aseistants

were unfitted for their work, or that money
was being Equandered, or that the report was a

useless compilation, the maps wrong, the min-

eral collections being lessened, there was no de-

mand for the report, and that the whole Bureau

was a useless piece of political machinery, then

It might be proper to consider its abolition.

But none of these things are assettad or charged;

it seems to be the idea to abolish it on general

principles, as a measure of economy.

If the Bureau had never done anything else

than prodnce its last report, this would be suffi-

cient answer to its detractors. This report is

not only in demand from all parts of this State,

but from all parts of the United States. Other

mining States are about to establish similar

institations to the one we talk of giving up.

"Never in any other country," says John S.

Hittell in the February CVniury, "did a prov-

ince repay new masters more liberally for their

trouble in its acquisition, nor any other con*

qnered territory ever receive greater benefit

from conquest. The most notable instances in

history of triumphant invasions rewarded with

large sums of preoions metal were those of

Babylonia by Cyrus; Persia, Alexander; Mex-
ico, Cortez; and Pern, Pizarro—all populous

empires with wealth aooamulated through cen-

turies of prosperity. Yet not one of them

yielded to its conquerors, within a generation,

so much treasure as did desolate California to

the Americans."

And it is still yielding this treasure. It is

not gold alone which our soil yields—and we
produce more of that than any country in the

United States—but silver, copper, lead, iron,

quicksilver, borax, ohrome, manganese, pe-

troleum,[asphalt, salt, platinum, mica, asbestos,

ocher, mineral paint, pumlcestone, slate, sand-

stone, granite, marble, rock soap, gypsumi

soapstone, snlphur, lignite, bituminous rock,

kaolin, natural gae, mineral waters, cement,

lithographic stone, tin, tellurium, soda and a

dozen other mineral substances, all of economic

value and all worked.

It is absurd to say that a mining industry,

based on such a variety of products, and so

profitable withal, should not have a State in-

stitution devoted exclusively to its interests.

A museum of the products should oontinne to

be maintained and an annual report of progress

should be made.

If the miners had a class organization, as

mechanics and agriculturists have, a vigorous

protest would have been entered at the first

whisper about the abolition of the Bureau.

But as stated, there is no society or organiza-

tion maintained by the mining comiqunity.

This Legislature is the first one in years where

the representatives from the mining districts

have been able to force their interests to con-

sideration, and it seems strange, therefore, that

it should be the one to bring up'the question of

the abolition of the Bureau.

If the institution is not properly and satis-

factorily conducted, let it be investigated by

all means, and the fault, if there |be any,

remedied. But we have heard no charges to

this effect, and the Legislature will do itself no

credit in discussing the abolition of the Cali-

fornia State Mining Barean.

Tunnel Royalty.

In the Mining and Scientific Press of Dec.

13, 1890, it was annonnced that the Comstock

mining companies had arrived at an under-

standing with the Comstock Tunnel Co. regard-

ing the royalty on all ore milled, the agree-

ment to be ratified this month. This ratifica-

tion has just taken place. The prices of the

new royalties we published at the date above

referred to. The royalty la to be four per cent

npon the 'gold value on battery assays, provid-

ed the royalty does not exceed $2 per ton; or,

in other words, on all ores running $50 per ton

down, four per cent is to be paid, and all over

$50, the royalty is $2 per ton.

The previous rate of royalty had been $1 per

ton on ores grading below $40 per ton. When
the average of the ore fell to $14 and $16 per

ton, this rate combined to make the working

of such a class of ores unprofitable. On ores

averaging $14 per ton, the royalty will now be

only 56 cents per ton instead of $1, and on $10

ores the rate will be 40 cents, etc.

The mining companies have been this week
signing the new contracts with the Tunnel Co.,

and partial payments have been made on the

back royalties.

This is a very important step in reducing the

mining expenses on the lode. If the companies

will now turn their attention to pruning down
some of their expenses of office management,

aside from the actual mining departments, it

win be another good step. Milling matters

should then be looked Into carefully, and the

companies would begin to make some money.

As it is now, according to the assessor's re-

port, in the caee of most of the companies, the

expression, " cost of production above yield,"

is altogether too frequent. The Virginia En'

terprit has proven by statistics that for every

dollar invested in the Comstock $7 has been

taken out, and in view of the coming deep

mining there are still great possibilities in this

wonderful lode. It cannot be said, however,

that the public has any degree of over-

confidence in the way milling affairs are con-

ducted. It is pretty certain that when the

prospecting again commences in the old lower

levels so long abandoned, public attention will

be turned in that direction a great deal more

than is the case at present. If the manage-

ments take advantage of the opportunity to

correct certain alleged abuses, it wonld be

better for the companies, the lode and the

public. Reductions in expenses are promised,

but they should not stop at tunnel royalty bat

be continued wherever possible.

RiTER Impbovemens.—The report of the

board appointed to make an examination of the

Sacramento river has been received by the War
Department. The recommendations of the

board may be summarized as follows : First

—

The permanent yearly appropriation of not to

exceed $25,000 for the improvement and con-

servation of the channels and banks by use of

a sna^-boat and crew on Sacramento river above

Sacramento. Second—A specific appropriation

of $275,000 for the closure of Jacob slough and

the east bank of the Sacramento above the city

of Sacramento. Third—A specific appropria-

tion of $300,000 for the treatment of the Yuba
river near and above Marysville. Fourth—

A

specific annual appropriation of $20,000 for the

improvement of the navigable ohannel of

Feather river.

Chas. Butters of the Butters ore-milling

works, Kennett, Shasta Co., has gone to Dela-

goa bay, Africa, to erect an extensive chlorina-

tion plant for an English mining Co. Mr, But-

ters has been very successful in handling

rebellious gold ores.

Hydraulic Mining.

The mining men in the House at Sacramento
succeeded in getting all reference to mining de-

bris cat out of Clark's proposed oongresiional

memorial, praying for $1,000,000 to promote

the navigability of the Sacramento river. As
finally passed by the House, the evils which

brought about the shoaling are charged to " the

neglect by the National Government of its

rivers and other causes." The words " mining

debris " do not appear in the document.

Following is a copy of a Joint resolution

which has been introduced on the subject of

bydranlio mining:

Whereas. There is on the western slope of
the Sierra Nevada mountains, in the State of
Oallfornia, an area of land comprising thousands
of square miles, which embraces rloh deposits
of gold-bearing gravel, many of which deposits
have been remuneratively operated \ and,
whereas, the gold in a large portion of said de-
posits can only be obtained at a profit under
the system known as bydranlio mining, which
system has been perpetually enjoined by the
State and Federal courts because of the alleged
injury to navigation and to alluvial lands tribu-
tary to the watershed of said mining region by
the deposit of debris ; and, whereas, the State
and nation have urgent need of an Increase in
the oiroulating medium, which, through the
suppression of hydraulic mining in the region
referred to in the foregoing, has been decreased
to the extent of $8,000,000 in gold annually,
the counties affected in the meantime losing
50,000 in population and millions in assessed
valuation ; and, whereas, his Excellency, the
Governor, In his inaugural address, suggests
that the subject be thoroughly agitated. Con-
gress memorialized and our Senators and Rep-
resentatives urged to take all neoRSsary steps
to bring the matter properly before Congress at
the earliest possible moment ; therefore, be it

Re&olvedf That our Senators and Bepresenta-
tives in Congress be and they are hereby re-

quested to exert themselves to the utmost to
secure the enaotment by Congress of such laws
as will enable the profitable working of the
auriferous gravel deposits of this State, and in
such a manner that the property of others will

not be injured nor the navigability of rivers im-
paired.

Resolved^ That our Senators and Representa-
tives be and they are hereby requested to se-

cure appropriations from the National Treasury
for the oonstruotion of works under the direc-
tion or instruction of a National Commission to
accomplieh the desired end, and whereby the
debris now in the mountain streams tributary
to the valley rivers of the State will be re-
claimed and prevented from becoming a source
of destruction to said rivers and a source of loss

to owners of lands bordering thereon.

Patent Decibion.—An interesting patent

suit was decided in the Circuit Court Tuesday.

The parties to the case were Edward Morton
et al. vs. the California Automatic Can Com-
pany, The 6\iit was instituted some time ago

by the complainants to recover damages for an

infringement on a patent. Judge Sawyer has

ordered that a decree for the complainants

should bs entered declaring the validity of the

claimants* patents and holding that they

had been infringed. To the master in chancery

was referred the final decision of the case as to

the amount of damages and the profits made by
the infringements;

The California Academy of Sciences has pe-

titioned the Superior Court for permission to

mortgage its property on Market street near

Fourth street to the Lick Trustees for $100,000,

The money is needed to complete the building

now in coarse of erection on the lot. There is i

money still due to the society from the Lick
fund, but until the amount is clearly estab-

lished, the Lick Trustees decline to advance
any, unless it is in the shape of a loan. The
new building cost a great deal more than was
originally expected,

Klamath River.—The bill to repeal the

Act declaring the Klamath river a navigable

stream was passed in the Legislature this

week. There are two or three miles of navi-

gable water at the mouth which the cannery

people use occasionally, and for this reason the

miners above have been prevented from hy-

draulicing to any extent,

California Po\yi>ER -Works.—At the annual
meeting of the stockholders of the California

Powder Works the following named were
elected Trustees: John Bermingham (President),

J. G. Kittle, M. A. de Laveaga, B. H. Baird

and B. Peyton. John F. Lohse was re-elected

Secretary and Treasurer.

Joseph Hogan, of Butte, has been appointed

State Mining Inepector of Montana.
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Prospecting in Alaska.

Oonsiderable proipeotiog is now being done

11 ftlong the Alaskan Coftst down to the Brit

lab ColambU bonndary. The IndUns often re-

port knowing of gold mines, bat do not work

thorn themselves, nor do they point them oak to

white men. The monntsln raogea of the In-

terlor have been rery little explored; there are

DO roads, few trails, no settlements, and scaroe<

ly anything, comparatively, is known of most of

the region. Up at Doaglas Island, Juneau,

along the Yukon and thereabout, mining

and prospecting are being carried on. Some of

the men remain there in winter and others

oome to this oity during the oold season, re-

turning in the spring.

The mining possibilities of the Territory are

very great. Its extended area Is such there

are immense unexplored and nnprospeoted

traote. Kloh placer and quartz mines are

known and worked and there mast be plenty of

others to be found. The laok of facility of

travel from point to point Is, however, a great

drawback. Nearly all transportation is by

water. There are water-courses in all direc-

tions, but as soon aa one leaves them, there are

dense and pathless forests, swamps, bogs, eto.,

to contend with. Great tracts are covered

with beda of moss over whioh it 1b difficult to

pasB. The mountain regions are devoid of set-

tlements or good trails, so that altogether pros-

pecting there is rather more difficult than in

most placee.

Notwithstanding the obataoles, however,

there are numbers of prospectors and miners at

work In the Territory, The possibility of find-

ing placer ground is a great attraction for old

miners, who realize the advantage pf that

class of mining over quartz. The placers so far

found are pretty rich, but their distances from

oenters of population and the short season for

mining are detrimental. It is no country for

poor men to go to, aa expenses are high and

there is little opportunity of working for wages.

Men with any means, however, with a desire

for mining adventure, will find a good field in

Alaska. _______

El Dorado Slate.

The slate quarries of El Dorado county

shipped last year 1,013,960 pounds, an in-

crease of 100 per cent over the previous year.

This record of the slate companies is a promis-

ing one and shows that they are steadily ad- .

vaneing. The quarries now have orders for 15

carloads on band. There are two quarries in

active operation, the Ohili Bar and the Califor-

nia, one on each side of the American river.

We had a conversation this week with

Edward Bind, Superintendent of the Oalifornia

Slate Co., who says they have more orders

than they can at present fill. The vein is a

gooci one, but is not properly opened, owing to

lack of capital. The quarry la opened in

benches, and three galleries are running now.

. The company has an incline road and its own

water-power. Most of the product is used for

roofing purposes.

About $10,000 worth of slate was sold last

year, but this season more money will be

raised and a larger force of men will be put at

work. Two years ago It was difficult to find

sale for the slate, but now the demand exceeds

what the quarry can produce without the

investment of more capital. The quarry is

three miles from PlaoervUle, and 14 men are

at work in it. The alate is good tough material

superior to that for similar purposes brought

from the Eastern States.

Pavant Butte.

Pavant Butte, whioh stands 10 miles north

from the Ice Springs lava-fields, and 17 miles

by road from Fillmore, is an aonte peak about

800 feet high. It is the tallest of all the vol-

canic bills in the Lake Bonneville region, and is a

conoplouous landmark. In general form it is

that of a cratered oone, but the crater is open

at the south, and the olrollng crest baa an

acute culmination at the north. The engraving

shows the general features of this ourions toI-

canlo oone.

Its material is a voloanio tuff; that is to say,

tt consists of light lapilll cemented into a co-

herent mass. Scattered through the mass are

occasional bowlders of basalt, whioh must have

Blaok Sand Mines.

Some of the black sand mining oompantes near

Crescent City, Dal Norte Co., are meetiog with

good prospect) in their ocean beach mines. The

sand for several miles up and down the coast

from that place, yields both gold and platinum;

very little if any capital has been put into this

branch of mining, which if more properly de-

veloped would employ numbers of men.

The ocean beach sand mines near Lompcc on

the eoathern coast are profitably worked by

BOTeral companies. The beaches are worked

during certain periods by small companies or

by individuals. The same is the case at a few

A Smelting Plant.

{Continued from pige 07.)

A boiler*iron foundation and ourb is provided,

inside of which the buMjn crucible is made,

which prevents any lose should the oruoible

crack or have a tendenoy to leak. The lead

well, connecting by syphon-tap. Is located out-

side of curb, and Is also Inclosed. Two slag-

spouts are provided for the discharge of slag

(one at each end of the furnace), which can be

easily detached and replaced when burned out.

The superstructure of brickwork is supported

by four heavy iron columns, carrying a deck

plate made of wronght>iron channel beams well

other points along the coast; but by far the secured with bolts and wrought-iron plates.

most extensive deposits of auriferous black sand I The brickwork is securely bound by wroaghk-

iron bolts and heavy cast-iron corner plates,

thus preventing a tendency to crack. The top

of the brickwork is cappsd by a heavy cast-iron

plate, to whioh is fastened the feed*hopper.

The dust and fumes pass into the main con-

deniing'chamber through the eqnare pipe at the

rear of furnace, as ehown in out,

A galvanized wind or "bustle" pipe sur-

rounds the furnace and receives the blast from

the blower and distributes it through the tuyere

pipes.

A telescope stack with hood Is suspended

from proper supports above the furnace, which

can be raised or lowered as occasion requires,

and is for theporposeof taklog off obnoxious

fumes should they find their way through the

charge into the feed-hopper. The furnaoe is

. famished complete with all pipes and fittings

^,^^1 - neoeeaary to sapply and discharge the water

for cooling the jackets.

PAOIFIO WATER JACKET SMBLTEB

A Leaching Plant.—The president of the

Holmes Mining Co. of iNevada, in his annnal

report stated that the experimental test of the

leaching works recently erected had been such

an assured snooess that the leaching plant

would soon be increased to a capacity for treat-

ing 100 tons of ore per day, whicb would enable

low-grade ores to be profitably worked, and

would permit of dividends being paid.

i

Montana Copper. — Of the 122.950,000

pounds of copper produced in Montana during

1890, the Anaconda company is credited with

64,046,312; Parrot, 9,000,000; Clark's Colusa

and the Boston and Montana, 26,822,804; Butte

Reduction Works. 3,300.000; Colorado Smelt-

ing and Mining Company, 21,071,122; Butte

and Boston, 5,357,723, and all other sonrces of

oopper supply in the State, 3,351,539 pounds.

reaohed their position by ejection from the

vent.

Geologists learn by oonatant and cumulative

evidence that an eruption took place here while

LakeBonneville was at its highest stage, and

beneath a body of water 350 feet deep. The

resultant cone was built not only to the surface

of the water, but 450 feet higher. Eruption

ceased with the fall of the water and has not

since been resumed.

The surface of the plain for a short distance

in all directions from the oone ie composed of

debris from it. Beyond this southward out-

crops the white marl, and beneath the white

marl a field of lava.

Appreciative **G. H. B." of Tuscarora,

Nevada, writes :
*' I very much appreciate

your valuable paper, the Mining and Soien-

TrFic Press, I consider that if I did not read

more than the * Health * column I would be

fully rewarded for the subscription price."

The January pay-rolls of the Cometook mines

aggregated $180,848.

are in Del Norte and Humboldt counties, on

the ocean beaches. At Gold Bluffs the deposits

extend back several miles. In the early days

the depoeita paid handsomely. There are diffi-

culties, however, in working the deposits back

from the beach. Capital is needed to outfit the

claims, and there is very little capital invested

in mines in that region. The largest known

deposit has not been worked In some years.

There is room for improvement in the methods

of working the black aanda of the ocean beachea,

aa under present conditions there is consider-

able loaa of gold.
^

Three miners were rescued from the Susque-

hanna coal mine, Pa., after being impriaoned

i^ the flooded mine for five days. They were

crouched in a little hole on the top of a croea-

heading, with the water nearly touching their

feet,
^

There are aeven ahipa carrying 9000 tons of

niter from Chill on the way to this port. The

local powder companies will not sell any except

at a large advance.

The Keystonn Boiler Works.

The Keystone Boiler Works (Hamilton k
Leacb), on the corner of Folsom and Main
atreets, in this city, filled oontracta last year
for all parte of the coast. Among others, four
lumber companies have been supplied with 15
boilers as follows: Nine, each 54 inobea iu
diameter and 16 feet long, built of steel, with
uptakes, steel tubes, grates and bars complete
for the Ballingham Biy Company. The Sierra
Lumber Co. was furnished with two ateel boil-

ers, each 4$ inchea in diameter and 16 feet

long. The Towle Brothers' Lumber Oo. has
alao reoeived two boilers, each 42 Inches in di-

ameter and 13 feet long. Two boilers were
supplied to a lumber company in Amador coun-
ty, each boiler being 42 inches in diameter and
14 feet long, and two more to the Tulare Gas
Co. In this city the stock of 15 boilers set up
in the works of the California Electric Light
Company, two boilers for the Baldwin Elec-
tric Light Works, and the fine boilers in the
Chronicle building, can be seen in daily use, and
the different engineers in charge all recommend
the work highly.

Among stationary boilers bnilt during the
year by the works in this city are: One 64
inches in diameter and 16 feet loog in the
Keyes building on Stockton and O'Farrell

streets; one 54 Inches diameter and 16 feet

long for the Golden Gate distillery; one for

the Electric Improvement Co., on the corner of

Davis and Vallejo streets, 72 inches in diam-
eter and 16 feet long, aud one for the Union
Club, 48 inches diameter and 14 feet long. They
have recently finished a marine boiler for the
whaler Belvidere, and others of a similar type
were made last year. These works have been
very successful, as the above record shows.
Wrought iron tanks of all kind?, salmon-can-
nery plant and every kind of stationary

wrought-iron work is undertaken, and nothing
leaves the works till it has been tested and
shown to be all that the speoifications require.

New Incorporations.

The following companies have been incorporated,

and papers filed in the office of the Superior Court,

Department lo, San Francisco:

Joseph Winterbukn Co., Feb. 5. Object, to

conduct a general printing and electrotyping busi-

ness. Capital stock, $35,000. Directors—Joseph
Winterburn, Geo. F. Winterburn, Wm. Hoff-
Schneider, Wm. Hoffschneider Jr. and Theodore
Trautner.
Arcadia Hotel Co., Feb. 5, Object, to con-

duct a hotel in Santa Monica, Los Angeles Co.
Capital stock, $roo,ooo. Directors— H. I. Kow-
alski, E. Lastreto. S. Ephraine, W. M. Fitzmaurice

and C. Levy.
Fairbanks Supply Co., Feb. 6. Object, to

deal in warehouse and railway supplies. Capital

stock, $60,000, Directors—H. L. Hutchinson, L.
H. Parker, Wm. Rennie and W. C. Allis.

Eagleson-Hawkins Co., Feb. 6. Object, to

deal in furnishing goods. Capital stock, $200,000.
Directors -R. Eigleson, J. G. Eagleson, W. L
Hawkins, W. E. Hawkins, F, H. McConneil. J.

McCulloeh and E. B. Holdan.
New York M. AND Prospecting Co., Feb. 9.

Capital slock, $too,ooo. Directors— E. H. Cooke,
B. E. Stall, J. P. O'Brien, C. H. Wall and R. G.
Falk.

St. Paul M. and Prospecting Co., Feb. g.

Oapital stock, $100,000. Directors—E. H. Cooke,

B. E. Stall, J. P. O'Brien, C. H. Wall and R. G.
Falk.
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A NEW AMERICAN BOOK
— ON —

MinerahpUineMil Mining

A PRACTICAL MANUAL OF MINERALS, MINES,
AND MINING; comprfsing eu^r^tstions aatothelocalitiea

and associations of all the useful Minerals, full description

of the moat effective methods for both the qualitative and
quantitative analyses of tach of these minerals, and
hints upon the various operations of mining, including

architecture and construction. By Prof H. S. Osborn.

LL.D., author of -'The Metallurgy of Iron and SteeL"
Illustrated by 171 eneravinKS. In one volume, Svo, 367

pages. Price $h 00, by mail, free of postage, to ami
address in the wortd,
CONTENiS.—Part I. Minikg, Mineralogy, and Eco-

nomic Treatment ano History of the Usbfol Minerals.

Mining, Miaeralocy, Preliminary Principles and Prepara-

tions, Economic Treatment and History of the Useful

Minerals, Gold, Silver, Copper, Nickel. Iron, Tin, Zinc,

Lead, Manganese, Platinum, Iridium, Mercury, Antimocy,
Bismuth, Chromium, Cobalt, Corundum and Emery,
Pumice Stone, Infusorial Earth, Grindstones, Buhr-
stones, the Diamond.
Part II. Mining Work and Architkctore, inclubinq

Vaeioos Soggrstions, witu Description of Associated

Apparatds and MACHiNEaT. Mining Construction and
Mtchinery. [This part compriMS 90 pages, illustrated

by 165 engraviiigs, with details too full to be comprised
within the limits of this adverlisem-ent.]

Appendix. Sinking Artesian Wells, Uil and Gas Wells.

Index.

An ilbistrated Circular, 4 pages^ 4io, giving the

full Table of Contents of this volume, will he sent

free of postage to any one in any part of the world

who will apply by letter.

jasB^ The above or any of our Books sent by mail,

free ofpostage, at the publication price, to any ad-

dress in the world.
7^" Our New Revised Descriptive Catalogue of

Practical and Scientific Books, HI pages, Svo, and
our other catalogues and circulars, the whole cover-

ing all of the branches of Science applied to the

Arts, sent free, and free of postage, to any one in

any part of the world who will furnish his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
Industrial Puelisheks, Booksellers & I-MPORters,
SIO Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

GREAT REDUCTION

!

battery"~soreens.
Best and Cheapest in America.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screena, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
Ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass.

Zinc and other metals punched for all uses.

Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (finej.

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
ai & 223 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN W. QUICK, Proprietor.

N. W. SPAULDINQ
s.^A7\r oo]vi:i»-A.ia"y

Manulacfcurers of

SPAULDING'S

Inserted Tootli

Ann

CHISEL BIT
CIRCOLAR

Saws.
8AW MILLS AND MAOHINBET
Of all kinds made to order. Send for Descriptive Cata

Immn 17 nnd 1 O ProTOnnt fit... flan' Franolsoe

QUARTZ SCREENS
A specialty. Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo-
geneous Steel, Cast Steel or
American planished Iioq,

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes. Cali-
fornia Perforatinir Screen Co., 145 & 147 Beale St, S. F.

WM. H. OONLY,

Lands, Mining and Commission,
124 SANSOME STREET,

Rooms 21 and 22,

Telephone No. 5057. SAN FEANCISCO.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope,
Duplex Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay Rope, Whale Line,

etc, etc.

ElKtra sizes ftnd lengths mftde to order on short notice,

611 & 613 Front St. San Erancieco. Cal.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
.UANUFAOTtJRKRS OF..

UP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.
True to pattern and superior In strengcth. toughnesB and durability to Oast or WrouBht

Iron In any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL .

SOFT and DUCTILE,
SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.

ALSO Steel Rods, from J to 3 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 Inch. Angles, Tees, ChannelB and other a^Lape

Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires. Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths

STEEL RAIIiS from 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled

Beams, Angle, Cliannel, and T Iron. Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat

Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,

and Iron Forgtngs of all kinds. Iron and Steel Bridge and Koof Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STBEIa

tr Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC KOLLINa SOLL CO., 202 Market St., San Francisco.

are requested to be sure and notify ub

I

when this paper is not taken tcora
' their office. If not stopped promptly

Ihroagb oTetaigbt or other mlabap), do as the favoi lus
Itekgkln.

Postmasters;

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINOKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES, Proprietors.

[ESTABUSHED IN 1855.)

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZBR.

—MANUFACTDRBR8 OP

—

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILER8.-
Propeller Engines, either High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

MINING MACHINERY.—Hoisting Engines and

Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Care, Pumping Engines

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL. MACHINERY.—Batteries for Dry or Wet

Crushhig, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Furnaces, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc.

MISCELLANEOUS MAOHINERY.-Flour
Mill Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINES^BOILERS
OF ALL KINDS,

Either for use on Steamboats or for nse on Land.

Water Pipe, Ptunp or Air Colnmiu, Fish
Tanks for Salmon Canneries

OP BVBRT DB80RIPTI0N.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at very moaerate rates.

AQBNT8 FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

X>ea.i3.e Stea.zi3. I*i3TTn.-p.
SPECIALTIES

:

Corliss Engines and Tnstln Ore Pulverizers. DE&NB STEAM PUMP.
AgrentB and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Uanulaoture Three Ejnds of Powder, which.are acknowledged by all the Great Chemiets of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in tlie IVIarl<et.

Of Different Strengths as Required.

NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE," which contains 9* per cent of Nltro-OIycerlne, and

GELATINE-DYNAMITE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Safe in Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
FOR RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING. Is from three to four thnes stronger than ordinary Blast
ing Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it hreaks more ground, pulverizes hetter and
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN &. CO.,
OAFS and FUSE for Sale. GENEBAL AGENTS, SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical Works.
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Indnstrial Gbemist, Assayer

and Geologist,

718 MONTGOMERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

itVWlll report on the condition and value of any mining property on
the Faolflc Coast. Rare Chemicals made to order. Instruatioos given In
ABSftyUig ftnd Praotloal Chemistry.

Irop apd ^achipe Itfork^.

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

IGNGINE£RS AND UACBINISTS,
No. 119 Beale St., - • San Francisco.

BDILDEaB OF

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging
Machines, Rock Crushers, Oahle Railway Machinery,
ElUthorp Air Brake Co.'s Patent Steam and Hj'draullc
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakes. POSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Bam Elevfttors, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E, Henrickson's Patent Automatlo
Safety Catches.

Machines of all kinds Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

UNION IRON WORKS,
SAOBAMENTO, CAL.

ROOT, NBILSON & OO.,
MANU7A0TDRBRB OF

Steam Engmes, Boilers,
ADD ALL KINDS 0?

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flourhig Mills, Saw Mills and Quartz Mills Machinery

oonstruoted, fitted up and repaired.

Front St.. het. N & O Sts., Sacramento, Oal,

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

Manufacturer8 o[

CASTINGS OP EVERY DBSCBIPTIQN
1^7, IS9 a"d 131 Beale Street,

Bet^veen UieeioD aod Boward, SAN FRANCISCO.
GAS WOKK A 8PECIAI,T¥.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.

Pioneer Mining; OfB.ce of the Northv^eat
Coast.

Having the largest j)ermau*n^ hriok assay fiu-Daceg, chem-
ical lahomtory and njin'cg oDice on the Noithwest Coast,
with a collection of about 4C01) saiuplea of the ores of Alaska,
British Columbia, Oregon and the Northwest Territories;

and haviug made personal examinations of oearly every
mioiug camp on the Pacific Slope, from California to
Alaska, I am prepared to do ony c'aas of legitimate and
houeat mining work, such (la EXAMINING, liNGlNEER-
ING, SAMPLING AND REPORTING ON THE VALUE
OF ALL MINERAL, COAL AND FIRE-CLAY PROP-
ERTIES, BUILDING STONR8, EARTHS, ASSAYS
A!SD ANALYSIS OF ORES, WATERS. CHECK,
SAMPLES OF ORE, P0LP3, "ORGANIO ANALYSIS"
WORK, and in fact any work courected with the office of a
lirst-class mining geoloe^at and chemist. Any iuforiration
miuing men may df-H-re to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL REaOURCES of the entire Pacific Northwest
will behoDfstly given. Address Dr.WUllHK.KTerette,
Consulting Miilng Geologist and Oheniist, I3I8 E Street,

Tacoma, Wash.

A, a. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 CALIFOKNIA STREET,
Kooms 30 and 31, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Designers and Cocstructore of Gold and Silver Millq

Hoisting and Pumping Worits, Tramways, and every,
tiling pertaining to tlie Mining and Reduction of Ores.

Bewick, Moreing & Hooper,

MINING ENGINEERS,
608 California Street, San FraDciBCO, Oa

Suffolk House, Laurence, Pountney Hill,

roNroN, K. c.
Leake's Buildin(,^s, Johannesburg,

SOUTH AFRICA.
Report on mines and undertake managemeDt of miolDg

properties.

RICHARD R. HAWKINS,
MINING ENGINEER.

LATE ASSISTANT GEOLOGIST U. 3. GEOLOGICAL
Survey. General Manager La Vetera (Limitada), via

Torres and La Barranca, Sonora, Mexico.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Oivil and Mining Engineer,

mNING EXPERT ajjd GEOLOGIST.

BusLneas Box A," o£Bce of this paper, SanAddress

Francisco,

ROSS B. BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

No. 807 Sanbohb St., San Frakoisoo.

MINING GEOLOGIST.

CHAS. F. BLACKBURN—MINING EXPERT
and practical economic mineralogist: will ex-

amine and report on the condition and value ot any
mining property in the State; vnM undertake man-
agement and scientific development of mines; gold
and silver mines bought and sold; dealer in valuable
non-assessable mining shares; bargains guaranteed.
Address. Room 2, Boston Block, Seattle, or Mountain
View, King County, Wash.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For information concerning this process for the re>

duction of Ores containing precious metals, and termi
of license, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROCESS CO.,
Park Olty, Utah.
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AMALGAMATING MACHINERY,

stamp Mills for Wet or Dry Crushing.

Huntington Centrifugal Quart£ Mill. Drying

CYllnders. Amalgamallng Pans, Settlers,

Agitators and Concentrators. Retorts, Bul-

lion and Ingot Moulds. Conveyors. Elevators,

Bruckners and Howell's Improved White's

Roasting Furnaces, Etc.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

IMPROVED CORLISS va\~v°.IV^Im ENGINES. -S^ BOILERS

Blake, Dodge and Comet Crushers. Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls. Hartz Plunger

and Collom Jigs. Frue Vanner & Embrey

Concentrators. Evans', Calumet, Collom's

and Rlltenger's Slime Tables. Trommels,

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. OreSam*
pic Grinders and Heberle Mills.

HORIZONTAL. VERTICAL
. . . AND SECTIONAL. . . .

XlVIiiPI^OiVl^Xl ^l[^E>M.Tm S^iltJIKS^S
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water & Ore

BUCKETS,

•Air Compressors,
Rock Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

\IULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engmes
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Galena& Copper Ores,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

General Offices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.
nPAUPU nPFIPF^' NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER. COLO., 13 16 Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
Pnnwun UrriUtO, j ^_ second south St. London, ENC, 43 Threadneedle St., E. C. CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

Oalle de Juarez. LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG. TRANSVAAL, South Africa.
BBLENA, MONTANA, Boom 28, MerchantB' National Bank BalldlDg, No. North Main St.

aOLR -WESTERN AGENTS FOR TYLER WIRE WORKS DOOBLB ORIMPBD MINING OLOTHS.

JAMES LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These WheclB are designed for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
high beads are utilized, and are (Tuaranteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Beiue: placed on horizontal ebaft, the power is tranemitted
direct to shafting by belts, dispensing' with gearing.

Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted !
capacity to suit any particular case.

Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, aa well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and In Iron Globe Cases, free of cost,

by applylug to the manufacturers.

JAMES LEFPEL & OO.,
Springfield, Ohio, or 110 Liberty St,, Hew York

ERASER Ji CHALMERS, General Agents,
Ohicaeo, 111., and Denver. CoL

PARKE St LAOY. General Agents, San Francisco, Gal.

WATER TANKS, WINE TANKS 1

CALIFORNIA WINE COOPERAGE CO.
FULDA BROS., Proprietors,

30 to 40 Spear St., San Francisco.

ALL KINDS OF CASKS, TANKS, Etc.

t^Svav, MiMiNQ, and Water Tah&b a Specialty.*^

AIR COMPRESSORS
Fob CATALOGUES, ESTJMATES, Etc., Address, .

Clayton Air Compressor Works

'

OF BROOKLYN. NY.

I

43 DEY ST., NEW YORK.

GRANGER'S ROLLER STAMP MILl
Beats them all. Works dry ores. UlakPScT en gran-

ulation. No dead work, hence mtnimnm wear,
A. P. GEAXGER, Denver, Colo.

GRANGER'S DRY ORE SEPARATOR
The very beat. Uses no -water. No freezinET up.

Saves hauling waste. Saves hl^h percentage. Send
foe circalare.

A. P. GRAilGEE. Denver. Colo.

are requested to be amre and notify ub
when this paper is not taken from
their of&ce. If not stopped promptly

(through oversight or other mishaps) d) us the favor to'

write again.

Postmasters

LIDGERWOODMFG.GO.,
- MASUFAOTUKEKS OF -

HOISTING ENGINES

300 styles and sizes, Over 7000 In Use,

9G Liberty St., New York.
34 & 36 West IVlonroe St., Chicago.
197 to303CoogreHHSt.. Boston.

1 to 7 N. FirstSt., Portland,Oregon

PARKE & LACY CO., Agts.
San FranclscOf Cal>

Send for Catalogue.

HOSKIN'S PATENT BLOW-PIPE AND ASSAY FURNACES.

Chemists, Assayers, Uetallurgists, £n-

gineers, Jewelers, Dentists, Etc,

NO DUST ! NO ASHES

!

I Prartiral I

WM. HOSKINS & CO., 8, e^SSrs^K^'sT.

Will do for every thlnp that a Coal Furnace orlGas
Furnace will, and WITHOUT A BLOWER.

Send^for Price Liat and Descriptive Circular to

CHICAGO, ILL.

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay Office, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignmeut, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

fffetalllirgy apd Ore^.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Qold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Snlphorets.

UANUPAfTTORBRB OF

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc, Etc.

ALSO UA^'UFAOTlmBiU 01'

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Uhamberlin Patent.

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..
IMPORTXH^ AND OKALBKtl IN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS. AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHKMICAL APPAItATUS,

63 & 65 FIrat St., cor. M:isiilon,San Franolsoo.

K^yrs^ We would call the attention of -=r- —~
>r f^ « *^l 1„*„ ir;_!_,. rt ^^^^^j^^Assayers, Cbemiets, Uining Com-

'

panies, Milling Companies, Pros-
pectors, eta, to our full stock of

Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, Soorl-

fiers, etc., including, also, a full stock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these sup*

plies slnoi the first discovery of mines on the
Pacific Coast, we feel confident from our experi-

ence we can well suit the demand for these
goods, both as to quality and price.

Agents for the MorfjanjCruclble Co.,^^^ Bftttersea, England. Also fof E. G. Dennis*
ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly relia-

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taken
at bis lowest prices. Our Illustrated Catalogue and As-
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR H OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET,

Near First and Ma.k?*' Streets, S. F.

C. A. LnoKHARST, Manager. Estabi.'8Bbd 1808

Ores worked by any ProoesB.

Ores Sampled,

Aseayiug in all its Branches.

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Watera, eto.

Working Tests (practical) Made,

Plans and Specifications furnished for* the

most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Special attention paid to Examinations

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

C. A. LUOKHARDT & OO^
(Formerly Huhn ft Luckhardt,

MIqIdgt Enfflneers and Metallurcrlsts

The Best Mining District
On the Pacific Ouast 1

GRASS VALLEY, CAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the district la

Daily and Weekly edition. Gives all the Mining News,
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining Supplies will

find THE TIDINGS the best medium for directly reach-
ing the owners or managers of mines. Investors in

mines will find it to their advantage to subscribe.
Many mines are in succeHSfuT operation, and new

enterprises are being instituted and many others are in

contemplation.
DAH,Y, S6 00 a year; WEEKLY, S2.60, in advance.

H. S. SPAULDINQ, Publisher.

T. C. HOCKING, Editor.

WINCHESTER HOUSE,
41 Third Street, - San Francisco, Cal,

This Fire-proof Bricli Building: is centrally located, in

the lieaitbiest part of the city, only a half block from the
Grand and Palace HotelB, and close to at! Steamboat and
Railroad Omcea.

Laundry Free for the use of PamilieB.

HOT AND COI.I> BATHS FBE£.

rerms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And Upward.

Rooms with or without Board,

Free Coach to the Honge,

ApplieH liquid pigment by a
jet of air. Highest awards
Fraukliu and American In-
stitutes as a legitimate art
tool. Successfully used by
large uumbers of the beet
crayon, ink and water-color
portrait artists, and by tech-
nical draughtsmen. Saves 75
per cent of time in shading.

DeBcriptiveicPamphlet aeut free. It points out one way to
earn a living. Address AIR BEUSH M'FG CO.
9 Nassau Street, Eookford, Illinois.

Engraving.
Superior Wood and Metal Engrav-
ing, EleotrotFping and Stereotyping
done at the oMoe o( thla papei.
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Local Markets.

San Francisco, Feb. 12, 1891,

The weather continues the absorbing topic, and
will be throughout the present month. With a gen-

erous, well-distributed rainfall, business in all lines

will revive. The deposit of snow on the mountain

raDges is very light, and unless large deposits are

made in this month and March, the supply of water

for mining purposes will be light in many localities;

but then river mining can be done to much belter

advantage.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is barely

steady at 82 to 8^ cis.

SILVER—Department purchases in this month
are reported as follows:

"" '---' Price paid
per ounce.

.^10260 toS1.0&75
1 09H0 to 1 0225
1 0(-P5 to l.OUO
1 OIKO to 1.0100

Offered

Date. ounces.

F.b. 4 1,132.000

Feb. 6 1057 000

Feb. 9 7SS000
Feb 11 823,000

Purchased
oun es.

47S,000
5U7 000
150,000
414,000

Total purchase to date. . .1,549,000

Pending the action of Congress on the Free-Coin-

age bill, the markets at home and also abroad are

heavy. The monometallists at the East are leaving

nothing undone to defeat silver legislation. While
it cannot be denied that some of the gold bugs are

honest in their views, yet it is equally self-evident

that many of them are actuated by self-interest in

their desire to defeat bimetallism. With silver a
commodity, speculation in farm products, and also

in all securities having silver for their basis of value,

becomes more profitable to the moneyed few. On
this coast, where the farming and mining industries

" are largely dependent upon the price of silver, there

is no leading commercial paper to advocate bimetal-

lism,wbich naturally creates the belief at the East that

we are indifferent to the remonetizing of silver. It is

hard to predict the legislation by this Con-
gress, but it is quite certain that the next Congress
will pass a free-coinage bill, and if it is vetoed it

will be passed over the President's veto. There is

little silver offered for sale in our market—that is,

not much compared with former years. The out-

put of the mines appears to be less.

QUICKSILVER— Receipts the past week aggre-
gate 282 flasks, and exports by sea 10 flasks. The
market is lower, due to the unfavorable effect of the

McKinley tariff, and also to more selling competi-
tion. Outside~^ines sell at the best obtainable fig-

ures, even if a cent below asking prices for standard
brands.

BORAX—Exports by sea the past week aggregate
811,523 lbs. of borates to New York. The market
is reported steady, with an improving inquiry from
the East.

COPPER—Exports by sea the past week aggre-
gate as follows: To New York, 1600 lbs. copper
cement, and 870,200 lbs. copper matte. Compared
with the first two months in 1890, the output of the

mines on this coast this year shows an increase.

The home consumption is larger. The Eastern and
European markets are reported by telegraph as hav-
ing a steadier, firmer tone, with belter prices looked
for later on.

LEAD—The smelter at Tacoma, Washington,
is turning out about 750 pigs every five days, which,
being marketed in this city, has created lower prices.

Canners and other large consumers are confining
their purchases in order to buy as cheap as possible.

TIN—The market shows more strength. Can-
ners are taking more. English advices report a
barely steady market for Straits, but a continued
free shipment of pig to America. The consumption
on this coast promises to be large this year.

IRON—The market is barely steady for spot.

With rain a better demand would set in. The sup-
ply here and to arrive is large. To sell, concessions
are necessary.

LIME—Receipts the past week aggregate 3482
bbls., and exports by sea 100 bbls. to Kahului and
300 bbls. to Honolulu. The market is steady at

current quotations.

COAL — Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows : Departure Bay, 4020 tons; Esquimalt, 1840;
Tacoma, 6000; Newcastle, N. S. W., 1066; Coos
Bay, 350; Seattle, 10,348; Nanaimo, 873; Comox,
4100. Total, 28.647 tons. The market shows con-
tinued weakoess, with concessions obtainable, al-

though no lower quotations are made public. Aus-
tralian from ships' sides is obtainable — below $9 a
ton. With southerly winds, Australian vessels will

soon come in, as will also the English vessels about
due. These arrivals would break the market. Coast
colliers' outputs continue large, and with more for-
eign to draw from, prices must give way. Dealers
buy sparingly. A noteworthy event of 1890 was the
quiet opening of a bituminous coal mine in this

State near Carmelo Bay in Monterey county. The
deposit is said to average about five feet wide. The
grade is good, comparing favorably with Welling-
ton. For steam purposes it is well adapted. It is

the only bituminous coal mine, outside of British
Columbia, on this coast.

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegrapli.-
New York, Februiry 12.—The following are the clos-

ing paces the past week:
Silver in Silver in

Ijoudon. New York. Copper,
rhuraday.. .46g
Friday 46g
Saturday 46
Monday 48
Tuesday 46^
Wednesday. .46J:

1 02}
1 0\),

1 OOJ
li-li
1 OlJ
1 on

14 25
14 25
14 25
14 25
14 25
14 25

Lead.
4 40
4 40
4 35
4 35

4 32^
1,^

Tin.

20 00
20 CO
20 10
20 05
20 05
20 10

Copper is steady, with outside holders tleati'.ne up.
Tin ia strong; Straiti, S20.10. Canners may be interested
to know the edge is off the tiuplate boom for the
moment. Cash buyers may pick up a small line of spot
stock here and there at a little coDcession from the prices
asked for the future. Quicksilver ia moderate at 67@6Sc.
Borax at last prices is firm. The recent supplies have
been well absorbed.

A

The total bullion output of the Comatoak
lode daring the year 1S90, acoordiag to etate*

ments filed with the aasessor of Storey county,
Nav., aggregated $3 915 212, a^ compared with
a prodaotion of $5>145,681 in 1SS9.

Mining Share Market.

Mining shares the past week were depressed by
the manipulators, who withdrew active bidding in

order to take in all the stocks tbey could at lower

prices. Heretofore the market has acted as if the

moves were made to sell stock, but the recent decline

puts a different front on the situation, for as soon as

outsiders began to be attracted by the strength of

the market, bear reports were set afloat. No encour-

aging news was allowed to be put out by the inside

bureau of special information, but on the contrary,

discouraging news was circulated by the bureau. To
still further depress stocks, the quarterly reports of

the ore-producing mines were made public one
month earlier than usual. This was doubtless done
owing to the supposed sworn statements being un-
usually bad. It looks if those who buy stocks for

cash and will not be frightened if a small decline

should take place, will make money on the invest-

ment before thirty days pass by, provided they are

content with a fair profit. This opinion is based
on work of a very important character being done
in several of the mines, which cannot be kept
secret much longer.

In outside stocks the Tuscaroras showed aslrong
tone at a slight decline, as if insiders were buy-
ing. The Quijotoas appear to be blackboarded.
The Bodies made quite an upward move under
the leadership of Bodie, which doubled up, but then
fell back much easier. There are plenty of bull

points out on the stock. Eureka holds very strong
with the slock apparently scarce.

The market opened this (Thursday) morning fairly

steady, with light trading. After the regular session

the middle stocks, under Hale and Norcross leader-

ship, scored a slight advance; the other stocks had
a firm tone, particularly the Union and Sierra

Nevada group. For the Alta group there has been
and continues to be strong buying. The Bodies
were higher after the board this morning.

Private but thoroughly reliable news from the
Comstock mines is of a very important character,

but inside news is still of a bearish character. Offi-

cial letters received to-day from the Gold Hill
mines are remarkable for the absence of any favor-

able news, which is entirely different from reliable

private advices. The official letter from Savage
reports active work under way, but fails to report
about the ore found en the levels they are now
working on. The official letter from Hale and
Norcross reports being in ore on all the various
levels, but this we outlined two weeks ago. Run-
ning west, they ought soon to report being in very
rich ore, unless the mine managers suppress the
news so as to keep control of the mine at the an-
nual election in ne.xt month. If the brokers refuse

to give proxies for slocks in their name, then those
now in control will be forced to enter the market as
buyers of the slock so as to retain possession of the

mine. In Union and Sierra Nevada several levels

are ready for active prospecting work. From Con.
Virginia, Ophir and Gould and Curry, favorable
news comes to hand. Everything points to more
active and exciting times in the near future. From
the outside mines our advices report very rich ore
on the 350-foot level in Belle Isle. The ledge is

about three feet wide. They have followed it for a
distance of about 300 feet. They are still running
to tap the downward continuation on the 450-foot
level. From the other Tuscarora mines, the news
is uniformly good. From the Bodies, our advices
are confirmatory of those published last week. All
indications point to close proximity to a rich find in
Bodie. Bulwer is extracting ore for miliing.

San Francisco Metal Market.

WHOLBSAXS.
TuuR-^DAS, February 12, 1S91.

iNTIMOKY . ,
_ (^ 19

Borax—Refined, in carload 'ota 8@ —
Powdered " " " S @ —
Concentrated " " " 7l@ —
AU grades jobbing at an advance.

Copper—
Bolt 23 @ -
Sheathing 23 @ —
lugot, joobing IS (cc —
do, wholesale 17 @ —
Fire Bus Sheets 23 w 25

LEU5—Pig - @ 5
Bar 6i(a 64
Sheet. 7S@ -
Pipe 65@ —
Shot, dJHcouQt 10% oD 500 bags DroD. 16 I»m{. ) SO C<^

-
Buck.^bafe , 2 00 @ -
Ohilled, do 2 20 @ -

QaiCKMlLVEji—By thedask ^8 50 (^49 00
Planks, nlrl i ^n 55

Chrome Iron Ore, ^ ton 10 ^Q &
S^KEL-Enghsh, lb 16 (a 20
Canton tool 9@ 9
Black Diamond tool.. 9@ 9
Pick and Haminer S @ 10
Machinery 4@ 5
Toe Calk 4i@ —

rrspLATE—B. v., steel grade, 14x20, to arrive. 6 50 ® —
B. v., steel grade, 14j20, spot 6 37 @ —
nbarcoal, 14x20 6 50 t^ —
do roofing, 14x20 6 00@ —
do. do, 20s28 13 00

"

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
Compiled kvert Thursday from Advhrtiskmknts in thb Mining and Scientific Press and other S. F. Jourmalb

ASSESSMENTS.
CoMPiKT. Location. No. Am't. Levied. Dkiinq't. Sale.

Pig tin, spot, ^ lb..

Iron—Bar, base
Norway, base

Spot.
I RON—Glengarnock ton 31 00 @
Eglinton, ton 29 00^- -
American Soft. No. 1, ton .. @32 00
Oregon Pig. ton - — @30 00
Puget Sound 30 01 @
Cl.iy Lane White 26 00 :a

abotts. No. 1 32 00 fd
Langloan 30 00 @
Thorncliffe 30 00 @
Gartsherrie 30 00 C*
Barrow 30 00 @
Oargodeet 30 00 (j* —

<ft> 22

3 @ 3^
45@ 5j
To Load.
28 @ -
27 Ca -
3D @ —
30 @i —
30 @ -
24 @ -
29 @ -
26 @ —
2i @ —
;n @ —
26 @ —
26 @ -

Goal and Coke.

SPOT FROM YARD - PER TON TO LOAD—PER TON
Wellin^on §12 00 Australian S 7 00@ 7 50
Greta Liverpool St'na. S 50@
Carbon Hill 9 00 Scotch Splint.. S 50@ 9 00
Nanaimo n 00 Cardiff S 50@ — —
Oilman 9 00!Lehiirh Lump.. 16 50@17 00
Seattle 9 0O|Cumberland bk 13 50(S
Coos Bay 7 COEyg, hard 15 00@
Oannel 14 00
Egg, hard 16 00
Cumberland, In eacke 19 60

do. hulk 18 or

Wallsend 13 00@14 00

Cofce-Engllah.

To load SI2 00@13 00
Spot, in bulk.. 16 00@18 00

SITXJ-A-TI03Sr "^^T-A-lSrXEJD-

BY A COMPETENT SUNING AND MECHANICAL
Engineer, a position as Superintendent of a Coal

Mine, near good 6cbool; 2u yeard experience; can invest
some capital if desired. Address B. E.. Box A, this office

Adelaide Copper Co Nevada,
Atlantic Con M Co Nevada.. /..
Brunswick Con G M Co California.. 1..
Challenfie Con M Co Nevada.. 8..
Contra Estaca Con Mes M Co..Mesico. . 1..
Del Monte M Co N.vada.. 4..
Gould & Gurry M Co Nevada.. 66,.
Gray Eagle M Co Oalifomia . . 22 .

.

Guidalupe M Co California . 3.

.

Hale& horcrosaM Co Nevada.. 97..
Head Centre fi: Tranquility M Co. .Ariz.. 2..
lulewild G M Co California.. 1,.
Inyo Marble Co California.. 11..
Kentucb M Co Nevaua..23.,
Martin White M Co Nevada.. 25..
Middlt! Creek M Co...Britidh Coluujbia.. - ..

Midas M Co California.. 1..
North Gould 4 Curry G & S M Co . Nevada. .12.

.

Oik Con MCo California.. 1..
Quaker M Co California.
Sierra Nevada S M Cj Nevada.
Telegraph Drift MCo California.,
True Coua M Co California.
Union Con S M Co Nevada,

.Dec 27..

..Nov 19..

,.Jau 9..

Jan 31. ...Feb 28.
.Mar 2 Mar 21,

eb 10 Mar

Secretary, Place of Bdsinhbs.W H H Graves 426 Sansome St
.DM Kent 330 Pine St
J Stadtfelt 309 Montgomery St

25
2, _ _ _ _

50.. J an 23 Feb 27....Mar 18..CL McCoy ^1 Pine St
50., Dec 15 Feb 14.. ..Apr 4. .George Gale 309 Nontgomery St
10. .Jan 5....F&b 9. ...Mar 3..JWPew 310 Pine St
30. .Feb 3. ...Mar 11. ...Apr 7..AKDurbrow 309 Montgomery St

.Mar 30..A W Barrows 303 California St
. Mar2l..H FSchetter 326 Clay St
.Mar 4.,AB Thompson 309 Monl-gomery St

...Mar 25..J W Pew SlOPioe St
..Mar 21..E F Stone 300 Pine 8t
.Feb 20..G WLuce 132 CaUfomia St

.Feb 3.... Feb 35..J WPew 31U Pine St
-Mar 6.... Mar 30., A B Cooper 325 Montgomery St

3. .Feb 5 Mar 9..,

10. .Jan 16.. ..Feb 28..
50. .Jan 7.. ..Feb 11..
6..Jbn 19 ., Feb 26..

10. .Jan 29. ...Mar
10.. Dec 16.... Jan 30.,
35. .Dec 23..

-Feb
50. .Jan 29.... Mar 10.... Apr 2..HD Hawks 318 Pine St
20..Janl3....Feb23....Mar 23..AHasey 323 Montgomery St
2J..Jan 10.... Feb 11. ...Feb 28..C H Mason 331 Montgomery St
4.. Dec 18....Feb 2 Mar 2..E J Ryan 230 Montgomery St

15. .Dec 27. ...Feb 3....Feb 24..A Cheminant 328 Montgumery St
98.. 30..Jan 2.... Feb 5....F(^b 24..E L Parker 309 Montgomery St
2 1-7 of 1 mill..Jan 29.. Mar 4..Mar 25.. F R Wehe Dowuievjlle
10.. l;ii..Dec 13.... Jan 31.... Mar 23..JO Bates 434 California St
.42.. 25. Jan 5.... Feb 10....Mar 2..AWBarroW8 303 California St

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
Name of Oompans. Location. 8kcretajiy Office in 8. F Meetino Date

NatomaM&W Co CaUfomia..D B Ward 503 Califomia St Annual Feb 16
Watt Blue Gravel Co California..G A Berton 328 Montgomery St Annual Feb 20

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Name of Company. Location. Secretary. Office in S. F Amount. Patabdw.

Oandelaria Oona M Co New Mesnco-.G Gale 309 Montgomery St 25 Dec 3*

Commonwealth M Co Nevada..R R Grayson 331 Pine St 20 Nov 20
Ciampion MCo T Wetzel 320 Sansome St 15 Feb 16
Pacific Coast Borax Co California..A H Clough 230 Montgomery St 1 OO Feb lU
Jackson MCo W R Drake 311 Pine 3t 10 Jan 19

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange,

Thursday,
50 Alpha Con 80c; 400
450 Andes 1.00@1.05i 500
300 Belcher 1.^5 lOJ
100 Belle Isle 4rc 4'l0

140 Best&Be!cher.2.40@2.45* 131
5'0 Bodie ;i.2o: 2
lOU Bulwer 35c 400
ion (ihallengeCon 1 35^ £0
100 Chollar 1.95' lOO
200 Con Cal & V 4.45; 200
ICO Con. New York 15c' 250
450 Gou'd & Curry.2.15(*2.20i 50

, February 12. 9:30 A. M.

Exchequer 60@65c
Btil-'k Nor 1.95
Justice 95c
Ktutuck 35c
Mexican 2.35o2 40
Mono 65c
N. Commonwealth... 50c
Ophir 3.2ft

Overman 1.80
Savage 1.85
Bieria Nevada 2.10
Yellow Jacket 2.30

Our Agents.

Our Friends can do much In aid ol our paper aod the
i»nse of practical knowledge and solence, by assisting

Agents in their labors of caovassing, by lending their in*

iluence and encouraging favors. We intend to send none
but worthy men.

Obo. Wilsoh—Sacramento Co.
J. C. HOAG—San Francisco.
J. H. Crosbmak—San Bernardino Co,
F, W. Kkapp—Amador Co.
George Evans- S^inta Clara Co.
Mrs. M. E. Dddlby—Ventura Co,

W. U. WadsWORTH—Sutter and Yuba Cob.
Andrew Keid—Monterey Co.
M. S. Priue—AUmeda Co
E. H. Scoaefple—Calaveras and Tuiilunuie Cos.

F. B. LOGAK—Solano Co.

A. S COOLEY—Tehama Co.

Samuel Cliff—Creston, Cal.

JouN Simpson—Oregon.
Wm. M. Hilleary—Ortgon.
Wm. Holder—Oregon.
Elmbe Jenkins-Del Norte Co.

H. C. Henkle—Capay Valley.

Don't Fail to Write.

Should this paper be received hy any subBCriber who
does not want it, or betiond the time }ie intends to pay
Jor it, let him not fail to write ua direct to stop it. A
postal card (costing one cent only) will euilice. We will

not knowingly send the paper to any one wlio does not
wish it, but if it is contmued, through the failure of the
subscriber to notify us to discontinue It, or some irre-

sponsible party retiuested to stop it, we shall positively
demand payment for the time it is sent. Look oabefully
AT THE LABEL ON YODR P-AFHb

A COMJSdON SENSE CALENDAR.
The calendars that come in the fall are as numerous as

the flowers that bloom in the spring. Uany farther re*

semble the flowers in that they come without beinff sent
for, and fade after a very brief existence.
The most sensible and business-liite Calendar that we

have seen comes to us from N. W. Ayer & Son, News-
paper Advertising Agents, Philadelphia, and beats their
" Keeping everlasting at it" imprint. It is so large and
clear that its dates can be easily distintruisned a^roes an
otiiLO, and is printed in a manner to reconcile tlie most
fastidious to its company for a year. It is sent to any
address, postpaid, on receipt of 25 cents.

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

S. F. Sioek Exchange.

Alpha
Alta
Andes
Belcher
Beat & Belcher. .

.

Bullion
Bodie Con
Bulwer
Commonwealth .

.

Coo. Vtt. & CaL..
Challenge
Chollar
Couhdence
Con. Imperial
Caledonia
Crowu Point
Crocker
Del Monte
Enre a Con,....

,

Exchequer
Grand Prize
Cjould & Curry
Hale & ISorcross.
Julia
.Justice

Kcutuok
I.ady Wash
Mono
Mexican
Navajo
North Belle Isle..
Ncv. Queen......

,

Occideu al
Ophir
Overman

,

Potosi
Peerless
Peer

.65

2.20 2.35
.20

.40

.26

.80 .85
3.10 3.45
1.75 1.83

21

.20

„ 2.05 2.66
., B. Ji M 85
Sierra Nevada 1.70 1.85
SilverHill 20 .25
.Scorpion,

,

Union Con 1.75 2.lni

Utah
Yellow Jacket 2 00 2.20

' As-sessraent added
t Increased to 110,000 shares.

Week
Ending
Jan. 22."

.SO .95

.60 ,70

.80 .85

1.65 1.75
2.20
.10

.76

.25

ieo 4.311

.60 l.SO
2.10 2.40
5.12
.20 .25

.40
1.65 1.85

3.10 3.75
75 .86

2.3a 2.95

Week
Endin(.
Jan. 29.

.86

1.75
2.6t>

2.25

4 1:

1.70
2.16

2.60
1.55

Week
Ending
Feb. 5.

1.80

.10

10
.00

.76

.SO
2.40
1.45
.20

1.00

25 i

.90

.65
1.20
1.90
3
2.40

5.12
1.76
2.45

.75

2.05

2,60
25
45

2.00
4.96

2.05 2.30
1.00

1.85 "2.35
.25 .

.23 .

2.00 S

75
2 25 2.70

Week
Ending
Feb. 12.

.70

.lO

.95

.45
2.30
1 90
95
30
80

4.26
1.35
1 85
6 00

3. to
65
20

2.00
1.50

20

90
40
20

25
.75

3.10
1 SO
4,30

15

1.20
1.9C
3.20
2.40
1.70
.45

6!25
1.75
2.35
5.60
.25

.70
2.05

3.00
2.05
.25

1.20
.45

.25

.60

.30

1.06
3.90
2.15
6.25

1.75 2.25
80 1.05
15 2.40
20 .26

16 .20
2.15 2.40
70 .85

!.75

Complimentary Samples.

Persons reoeiving this paper marked are re"

quested to ezamine its contents, terms of sub*
aoription, and give it their own patronage, and,
as far as practicable, aid in circulating the
joarnal, and making its valae more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
the cause it faithfnlly serves. Subscription
rate, $3.00 a year. Extra copies mailed for 10
oents, if ordered soon enough. If already a
subaoriber, please show the paper to others

"Alining and
'") Scientifif, Press

L j

Pacific . :-..jr

\_ j

Pvural Press"

""^ S0fFRANCISCO,CAL.

CALIFORNIA VIGORIT POWDER COMPANY
OFPIOB, £08 CALIFORNIA STREET, SAN FKANCIBOO.

Manufacturers of Nitro-Glycerine ("Dynamite" or "Giant") Blasting Powders.

ALSO VIGORIT "LOW" POWDER FOR EARTH AND WOOD.

ABe prepared to supply purchasers In quantities to suit. Contracts made for future
delivery and prices Quoted on application.
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For Sale for Want of Use.

One horizontal reversible engine, 8xia; one hoist-

ing drum. 30x30. with V friction and excentric; on<»

gear, 4 feel x 4 inches face; one jack 4-tnch heat]

pump: one siet-I boiler, 36 inches x I3 feel: slack

with fronts, wood grate bars; safety rod<i. pump and
heater, etc.: l>eing boistinK works complete. Has
been Httle used. The same can be seen at Glencoc,

Calaveras Co., Cal. For further particulars, apply

to J. H. Gillispy, 1914 Stockton Si., San Francisco.

/l33e3Slii6pt flotice^.

GBAY BAGLE MINING OOMPANY.-Lo-
ntloD ot prlndpkl place of boslneee, 9hD Franciaco,

(Mlfonila. Locution of workB, Platx-r County, Cnlifomlo.
Notice la bt-rcliy tfiroii, that at a metiUng of tbo Board of

I>irvct4^>n(, lictil on tTio 4th day of Fubruory. 1S91. un ut««M-
mcut. No 21', of TLrco (3| Conta iwr »b&re. was levied upon
the Capita) Htock of tbu Corporation, payalile iuiiui-<Iliit«ly

Id UniU.-d Htalva Cold Colu to tbo Bvcrutury, ut tliu oUicu of

tbu Comptuiy. Koum It, No. 3C3 California Stri'et, Sau
PraocUcii, CvUronila.
Any Htock ii|Mju wtilcb thfa oMoviRioDt nhall rematu un-

paid oo tliu 'JUi day uf Marcli. IS^t, will be dvliu<iucut,

and advurt)84.-d I<>t ealt.- at pu))llc nuotlou; uud uolufifl pay-

lueot is iiia<k- Iwfoix'. will lif HOld ou M(>^DAY, the 30tb

day of March, l^'Jl, to pay tin.' deliD<|U«Dt aiuvatiment,

totfctlier with a>»l» of adTiTtUIiit; aud t-xpuuBUM of oalo.

By order of tlit* liloard of UirectorB.

A. W. ItAliKOW.S, Socretiry pro tern.

Office, Room II. No. 303 Cttllforulft Strt-et, Sou FruuclBco.

OallfoniU.

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, MiDiDg, and GominissioD,

420 Montgomery St., S. F.

Shtpe under advances to emcltlng works in Boston
Kfiw York, Bftltimure aud Liverpool.
Twenty-one yoara' experience in Shipping Ores and

Uaoa^luK Minea
Sollciti) Couei^'fiments ot Copper Produce and Manage-

ment of Min'ng Uattcrs.

AH business conducted on Caah Boaie.

Porchase and Bhipment of Mining Supplies a Spkcialtt.

Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Buelneaa Mauager of UNION COPPER MINE, Copper-

Opolis, Cal.; NKWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co., Cal.

31 <!^^

A-ISTTI - IlSrCR,XJSTA.TI01>Cr
For RfuioTlotc aud Prereutlui; Bcalif,

I ' TTodou and Plttlne lu Stoflu Boilers.

r<.rl'r«< I'l tou and Valv« It'id Sluaiu
r>

I liutubttKo 8bi.-«t, Ktip.-ilur U)
I .1. Ill .11."

I
. . K.iiiiiiciw 8hc«t, Hill uut harden
:..kr .-^t.-tm

. rU'.-v-'> KiilttlMiw MauboUi aud lliilid-

'i-'iui-k.a .

'1 tiiliikttRu Bijuaru I'lunihaKo I Utnu
i'ackiuk'.

Gould'H Couibloation Sttani or Water
Packtoe.

MatfuoHn Autf-Frictlou Mflal, or !iuy other artlcK- "lutti u .u. 1l„ij I:

8cudforcir*;uIaf«*uarLUrtu«itoJ.C'.^VlNAKM.««0 FRKMONT «TRK»;T. WAN rKASfflH* 4».C'A I,

The inBtrument represented in thp above cut is a
new anil grand little invention, being designed to
nave life and limb, and innumerable lawsuits, by
doing away with tho dangeroiiR operation of digging
out wet and uncxploded loads where Giant Powder
is used in mining. The little Instrument crimps the
cap onto the end of the fuse Firmly and * hgn-
lately Water-tlffht It is also used for cutting
the fuse. They are neatly gotten-up of the finest

cast steel, nickel plated. J'rice, $1.50 each.

N. W. MOODBT, Fresno, Cal.

IT HAS NO EQUAL

Can Be Fat On

by Any One.

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adopted by the

Navy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOILERS, STKAM 1>IPKS, COI.n STOBAGB and Hll places reuuirjne

>ou-Heat Coiitliicting: Mnterlal.

69 CLiY STREET, 0. B. JOHNSON & CO., S4N FRANCISCO.

ADAMANTINE SHOES & DIES
FOR STAMP MILLS.

These SHOKS and DIES are in extensive iise in all the mining States and
Territories of North and South America. Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper
than any others. Orders solicited, subject to above
conditions.

—MANTJFACTUBED BY—

CHROME STEEL WORKS, Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent,
220 Fretnout Street, San Frauolsco, Cal,

Special attention fitlven to the purchase of Mine and Mill Supplies.

JAMES M. HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. 630 California Street,

Telephone No. 1746, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

CHEMIST.
YouDg man who is a competent mineralogist, as-

sayer and analytical chemist is open to an engage-
ment- best relerences; can furnish small capital.

Address CHEMIST, this office.

A GOLD-MILL SUPERINTENDENT
Of long experience, aaaayer and practical chemist, desires

an engagement, t^articularly in a mill where gold and
amalgam le wasted. The best ot r^iferences given. Ad-
dress E. W.. 1278 Tenth Avenue, East Oakland.

AND

Ore Dressing Machinery.
By C. G. WAMFOBD LOOK.

Contents — Motive Power — TransmisBion of Power.
Quarrylnp: — Prospecting, Shaft-sinking^, Coal-cuttintr,
Pumping^, and Ventilating Machinery—Liphtinc—Haul-
ing and Hoibting Transport—Reducing— Dressing—Mis-
cellaneoufl.

Price $21.00. Circulars and Catalogues on application.

E. & F. N. SPON, Publishers,

12 CoTtlandt St., New York.

Malteable Iron- All Sizes.

Those Couplliik's arc the beat In tho world, most pow-
erful B' d clu'ttpcM'. 1 hoy have a ball and ttouktt joint,

nu'lit Biid luft Hcrcw niid work fro 'Iv. We uae them cx-

t nslvidv ii our Tank Biiildin^; Di'p»rtment.

WELLS, RUSSELL & CO ,

Meclianlcs' Mills, Cor. Mission & Freiont Sis.. S. F,

RIX 86 FIRTH,
225 and 227 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

Compressed Air and Water Power
Machinery.

KNIGHT'S WATER WHEEL,
For Mills, Pumping and Hoisting.

OVER SOO IN DSB.
All estimates grnaranteed. Send for Circnlar.

ATTENTION, MINERS
A FIRST-CLASS

Union Rock Breaker
2500 MISSION ST„ SAN FKANOISOO

STEAM VERSUS MULES-MAMMOTH AND PRACTICAL HAULING,
THE ACCOMPANYING CUT
Is from a photograph taken while at

work.

It is Cheaper and More
DxDeditious.

Ono Traction Engine will do the
work of 1(J0 mules.

Best's Traction Engines have been
in practical usa for ovor twn years,
hauling' coal, lumber, travel and
urain, one of which is now hauling
cane in the Sindwich Islands.

It will do the work of

100 Horfies.

Plowing reduced to a minimum
cost, and from S5 to 46 acres plowed
eich day at an expense of 50 cents
to 60 cents an acre.

Three sizes built, SO, 40 and 60-
horue power, and

24 Best Traction Engines
at Work Now.

It hauls the Gang Plow and Har-
row, propels the Best Combined
Steam Harvester and moves along
majestically with a train of wagons
loaded with grain for tho warehouse.

GOLD MEDAL
Awarded the Best Traction Engine
by the State Agricultural Society at
Sacramento, 1890.

BEST'S TRACTION ENGINE HAULING GRAVEL IN SACRAMENTO.

BEST'S TRACTION ENGINE
* IS "THE BOSS OF THE ROAD" AND "THE MONARCH OP THE FIELD."

SexLtH for Olx-otxlArs. .A.€3.c3.rreetmz

'"°D*N.Er b°eW t^ a Tsn—I
—err. Tzsin.an^ saimleandro

AGRICULTURAL WORKS. Alameda Co., Cal,, U. S. A.
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPOBTBRS AND MANUFACTUBffiBS OP

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
ENGINES, BOILERS, STEAM P0MPS,

AIR COMPRESSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S CRUSHING ROLLS,

CONCENTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROCK BREAKERS. DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Taking Palp from 10 Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, GILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG EDQERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

Gr^iJTEiJg*. A T .^k.GrXSIXra^'S IPOfL

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
SALES DUHINQ LAST FOUK MONTHS: "

ST A'NrnAT?rj ^^ engines,
tJ-L-t^-i-^ J-/.a.jn»J_», 4500 HOSSE POWER.

C3rzra,xica. To-tal, 309 Xlxxslxies. .A-ss^^S^'-'tl-^'^S XS.SVS 3E3Ccn-is© I'o-c^t-©!-.

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Gal. • 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W
pt/^TVyr"poTT"NrT^ ** engines,
\JKJJX±£r »_/ l_l XM Uf B315 HOKSE POWER. TTTTVJTOT? '66 engines,

<J U i.N X\JX\>, 4260 HORSE POWER.

Mliie MTi Co.
FACTORY:

Cor. Jefferson & First Sts., Oakland, Gal.

MANTIFACTUREBS OP

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROOF
PAINTS,

Superior to anything of the kind in the market for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uuequaled for Submerged Timbers. Red and Brown
Paints for Roofs. Warehouses, Stables, Fences,

Etc., mixed Ready for Tse. Also,
Sheathing Paper, Portable Cal-

ifornia Mastic Roofing,
the Best in the

Market
for

AND TJNEQUALED FOR

Toredo-Proof Pile

Covering.

This Company also Manufactures a Malthine
Compound for

RENDERING BOOTS AND SHOES
WATERPROOF,

The same is a superior article for Preserving Harness
rendering it Impervious to Moisture and

keeping it always pliable and soft.

-esr Send tor Samples and Prices. Salesroom,

310 CALIFORNIA ST., S. F., Cal.

D.BWET at oo., PATBNT aqb«ts, aao
J HMkec^St., Sen FiancUoo. Slevatorr 19 FroDt St

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Soperior to all Others for Quartz Mills, Smelters, &c.

Not Affected bv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils. Every Belt Guaranteed, Try It. Send

for Circular and Samples.

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET,

eft? 00-,
- SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A. J. VAN DRAKE,

Machinist and Mechanical
Engineer,

203 Fremont St., San Francisco.

SPUR AND BEVEL GEARS CUT TO ORDER.

And Bxperlmental Machinery of All Kinds.

Sliaftlng:, Pulleys and Boxes.
ISngrines and Boilers.

DRAWINGS, PL4.NS and SPECIFICATIONS made lor
new machinery.
Jobbing of every description promptly attended to.

FINE WORKMANSHIP WUARANTEED.

RIFE'S HYDRAULIC ENGINE(orRam)
PATENTED FEB. 8, 18S7.

For Sapplyinsr TVater to Small Toimi*^ Factories, Steam Mills,
Vairies, StocU Xards, Residences, etc., and for Irri-

gratioa. Railroad Tanks, £tc.

Constructed upon a new and improved principle greatly increasing tbe capacity and
avoidinir estreQie.concuseion that has bricetofore proved ties ructive to all common Hy-

ing this EapEOIALLY adapted to Railxoad water supply and irrigation.

FOR INFORMATION ONIRRIGATION, ADDRESS

OROTIIiljK, Batte County, California.
Writo for Illustrated Catalogue.

Rife's Hydraulic Engine Maiinfactnring Company.
UAPITAL, STOCK 850,000.

BIPE. President. E. L. GEEIDER, Sec. and Treas.

ROANOKE, VA.

PERFECT PULLEYS
te| PirBt Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Fair, 1884.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

BTEDART PATENT WROUGHT RIM PUIIEY—/ For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the TerriCories of Idaho, WaahingtoDy Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Best Balanced Pulley in the World. Also Manufacturera of

PAT. OCT. 25, 1881, SHAFTING, HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES.
t^Smni von CiRODLARP AMD Priob Lirt.'^

Noa 199^and 131 FSBMONT STHEET, - _ - ^ SAN PRANCISCO. OAU

{ddcatiooal.

School of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
SurveyinR:, Architecture, Drawing and Aseayinp,

723 MARKET ST., SAN FRANOISCO, OAL.
And 1 703^ Second St., Portland, Or.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President.
Assaying of Ores, @25; Bullion and Chlorination Assay,

S2B: Blowpipe Assay, $10. Full course of assaying;, 860.
T^^n.. .^r rr..^.,.^ ,..-,

jO" Scud (or circular.ESTABLISHED 1S64

OP

ASSAYING AND CHEMISTRY,
Rooms 46 & 47, 1628 Mo^t(^ome^y St.

2d Floor Montgomery Bl'k. ) San Francisco,
Also, Evening Classes, 7 to 10 o'clooii.

JOHN T. EVANS, M. A., Principal.

THE PIONEER COMMERCIAI. SCHOOI,.

o

LIFE SCHOI,ARSHIPS, «7S.
No Vacations. Day and Eybnina Sbsbioiib.

Ladles Ikdmltted Into all Departments.

Address: T. A. ROBINSON, M. A., President.

HEALDS
BUSINESS COLLEGE,

24 POST ST.. 8. F.

FOB 8EVBNTY-FIVB DOJuI.ABS THIfi
College InstructB In Shorthand, Type Writing, Book-

tteeplng, Telegraphy, Penmwiahip, Drawing, all the En-
glish branches, and everything pfartalning to boalnees,
for alx fall montiha. We have alxteen teachera, and give
Indlvldaal insfcruotion to all oar puplla. Oar school faftS

Its graduates In every part of the State.
AVSbhd for dBcrmAB.

E. P. HBALD, Frealdenl.
n. S. HALET. Secretary.

AMERICAN MINING AND STOCK CODE

"KELLOGRAPH, M

Indispensable to the Mining Profession and
Useful in all Business Transactions.

A Complete System of Transmitting Telegraphic Mes-
sages by Code Cipher Words in a Legible, Secret and
Economic Manner.

OVER 35,000 WORDS AND SENTENCES
Subject to tranemission under infinite complication by
the U3e of over 70,000 code words.
No danger of publicity in telegraphing matters con-

cerning operation or eale of mining property. The work
strictly alphabetical and clasBifled. The handiest work
ever published for mining operators.
PRICE, ?5. Forwarded postpaid on receipt of price by

DEWEY & CO.,
220 MARKET STREETT, SAN FRANCISCO

Back FiiiEs of the MraiKo a»d Soibktipio Prrss (un
bound) can be had for $3 per volume of eix montfaa. Per
year (two volumes) 85. Inserted in Dewey's patent bind-
er, 60 centa additional per volume.
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"W7M. H. TAYLOR, President. K. S. MOORE. Superintendent.

Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works,
S. E. CORNER HOWARD AND BEALE STS.. SAN FRANCISCO.

, MANDPACTDRBRS OP ALL KINDS OP

Mining and Milling Machinery, Engines and Boilers,
SHEET-IRON WATER PIPE for Mining and Irrigation Purposes.

Exclusive Agents for the Pacific Coa^t of HEINE PATENT SAFETY BOILER, MACBETH STEEL PULLEY and
COMMON SENSE STEEL WHIM.

AGENTS FOB THE PACIFIC COAST OF

Bryan's Roller Quartz Mill.

WE HAVE ON HAND AND FOR SALE CHEAP

A 50 H. P. PUMPING PLANT, CONSISTING OF
One 10"x30" Corliss Engine; all pump gears; bob

irons; connecting rods.

One (1 ) 6" X 6
" Plunger Pump.

One (1 )
4" X 6' Jack Head Pump.

One (1) 25 H. P. Fire Box Boiler.

One (1) 10" X 36" Retort and Furnace.
One (1) Complete Assay Outfit.

One (1 ) Complete Outfit for a 2 ;<-ton capacity chlor-
ination Works.

Two (2) 600r^-gallon Circular Tanks.
One (

I ) Amalgam Barrel.

One(l)Batea.
Three (3) Frue Concentrators.
Onejl) 10" X 18" Slide Valve Engine.

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS! JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent,

521 & 523 Market St., San Franciico

—DBALBHT IN—

r'or t&JSJ\rXlsrC3r CStOXL-ID! Assayers' and Miniog Material,

-MANUFACTURER OP—IN QDARTZ, GRAVEL, OR PLACER MINES. MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SOPBBIOR COPPER

ua.^r n.:EST>tjc}:Eii> i»h.icjus.
Our plates are guaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the besii in weight of Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

ver and durability. Old Mining Plates Replated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSAl'IDS
OF ORDERS FILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, Agent tor HOSKINS'

68, 70 & 72 Pint St., San Francisco, Cal. HTDRO-CARBON ASSAY FURNACES
esr SEND FOR CIRCULAKS.

RAND DRILL COMPANY
ROCK DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING.

MINING AND QUARRYING

VULCAN IRON WORKS
135-145 FREMONT STREET,

S iN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GOI.D AND SILVER MILLS, BOCK BREAKERS, PANS AND SETTLERS, ROASTING
FURNACES, CORNISH ROLLS, PUMPING AND HOISTING MACHINERY.

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
. — MANDFAOTUEBBS OF

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and ior Mannfacture of Cement, Fertilizers, Faint

and all other nurposes for which grinding or pulverizing is reanired.

Send lor Catalotnie and Price List to

FRISBBB -LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

For Conveying

Ore, Wood,

&o., &c.

CHEAPEST FORM OF Tfi4HSF0RrAT10:i

NO ROAD NEEDED.

No Possibility of Load Slipping,

Spans 150 to 2O0O Feet.

COAL MINES OF THE WESTERN COAST.

A few copies of thia work, the only one ever publiahed

treating of Pacific Coast Coal Mining, have been ob-

tained, and are for sale at this office for 32.50 per copy.

It wae written by W. A. Goodyear. Mining and Civil

Engineer, tornierly of the Caltfornia State OeologicaJ

Survey.

[NVENTORS, TAKE NOTICE I

L. petersonTmodel maker,
258 Market St. , N. E. cor. Front (up stairs), San Francaico
Expermientftl machinery and all kinds of models. Tin

and brasswork, AH communleations strictly confiden-
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MPROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Best Ore Oonceatrator in the market, having double

the Capacity and doing its work as close as the plain Belt
machine, nhile its concentrations are clean. It is ased in

a number of Mills, the. most notable of which is the

Alaska M. & M. Go's Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Frues
are taking the Pnlp from 120 Stamps, crushing 350 tons

per day, and is giving entire satisfaction as against 48
plain Belt Machines, taking the Pnlp from the other 120
Stamps,

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f, o. b.

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

For Pamphlets, Testimonials and farther information
apply at of&ce.

Protected by Patents December 22» 1874; September 2

1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20, I883';

September 18, 1883; July 24, 1888. Patents applied for!

' r ,* —

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now
In Use.

Thb Montaha Company (Umited), London, October 8, 1885.
Drar Sirs:—Having tested three of your Frue Vanners in a com-

petitive trial with other similar machines (Triumph), we have satisfied
oxirselvea ol the superiority of your Vanners, as is evidenced by the
lact of our havmgr ordered 20 more of your machines for immediate
dehvery. Yours truly, THE MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B.—Since the above was written the 20 Vanners, having been
started, gave such satiafaction that ii additional Frues and more
stamps have been purchased. ADAMS & CARTEEt,

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE COr, "om 15, No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
(INOORPOEATED SEPTEMBER SB, 1883.)

Nos. 39 to 51 Fremont Street, San FrandsoOb OaL

fflanufacturers of NEW and Dealers in SECOND-HAND BOILERS, ENGINES, PUMPS and MACHINERY

Steam Pumps of all Makes.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS,

MINING PUMPS.

BLOWERS AND EXHAUST FANS.

LEATHER and RUBBER

:iSE3 Xj T? I 3Nr C3r-

Stationary, Portable, and Hoisting

ENGINES and BOILERS.

Shafting,

Pulleys,

Boxes, '

Hangers.

LUBRICATING COMPOUNDS and OILS of the Best Makes.

PIPE and PIPE FITTINGS.

Brass Goods_ancl Fittings.
Hydraulic Mining, Quartz, and Saw-Mill Machinery, Hydraulic Gravel

Elevators, Hydraulic Giants, " Triumph " Ore Concentrators,
Automatic Ore Feeders.

MACHINERY

—-COMPWSINa^

Band Saws, Stickers,

Planers, Shapers,

SHINGLE MILLS, Etc.

COMPOUND DUPLliX I'UMP.

IMPROVED SINGLE AND DOUBLE CIRCULAR SAW-MILLS.
AGENTS FOR THB SALE OP

'Eclipse Corliss" Engines, "Ruseell" Automatic Engines, "Climax" Band Saw-Mills, "Ejonomizer" Boilers and Engines , " Erie Engine Works

"

Boilers and Engines, Trenton Iron Works Specialties of Wire Hopes, Oarlock's Elastic Spiral Packing, "Baker" Rotary Pressure
Blowers, Rotary and Centrifugal Pumps, Buffalo Duplex Steam Pumps, Exhaust Steam Injectors, Automatic Re-

Starting Injectors, Machinists' Tools of all Styles for all Work-

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
'

SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD
IN QUARTZ. GRAVEL AND PLACER MINING.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
Only Refined SUver and Best Ctfpner used. Over 3000 Orders filled. Fifteen Medals Awarded, Old Mining Plates can be

Replated, Old Plates Bought, or Gold Separated,
These Plates can also be purchased of JOHN TAVJLOR & OO., Corner First and Mission Sts

San Francitco Gold, Silver and Nickel Plating Works, 653 & 655 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal., E. G. Denniston, Prop'r.

Our Plates have been used for 20 yeara. They have proved the best. We adhere strictly to contract In welsbt of Silver and
OoDDer. SKND P R CISOULAR.

IF*. -A-,
MANUFACTUBEB OF

LL8,CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Mactiinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Macliines.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
CeKtrlfngal BoUer Quartz MUl. ai3 jprnsi" sirnjxi'xsi' S.^.3Xr X*Zl..A.39aOXSOO. CA.XJ
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The Yosemite National Park.

[Written for the Prbss.]

The aooompanying map will indicate to Bome

extent the area and resonroes of the recently

created Yosemite National Park. It will be

seen to embrace nearly 42 townships, making

about 1500 square miles, or 960,000 acres—less

36,111 acres comprised in the Yosemite grant,

which, with aH bona Jide mlries, are exempt

from the provisiona of the Act. The principal

purpose In reeerviog this magnificent domain

was to protect the Yosemite Valley itself and

its great watershed from spoliation, and con-

lerve, while increaeing, the manifold attrac-

tions of that marvelous locality.

It is to the State Geological Survey, under

Prof. J. D. Whitney, that we are indebted for

the first outlining of the scenic wonders of this

wildly picturesque region. Until then, and

long subsequent thereto, it was only indiffsF'

ently known to the ocoaeional hunter and irre-

pressible prospector ; but, as time rolled on,

the abundance and variety of its snooulent

grasses attracted the sheep'herder and his

myriad flocks, who, in ungrateful return

for the free pasturage thae accorded him, not

only turned those beautiful mountain gardens

into dusty deserts, but devastated immense

areas of its primeval forests with devouring

fire. Oa the very last occasion that I pulled

myself up, by the Anderson rope, to the sum-

mit of the ** Hilf Dome " from that central and

lofty standpoint, I counted no less than nineteen

forest comuming fires burning in nearly every

direction. Bat now, thank God, the California

delegation, and Congress—yes, and the Presl-

dent of the United States for approving the

Act, the hands of the deepoiler and vandal are

from henceforth to be legally paralyzed.

It may be pertinent in this connection to say

that not only do the forests and lofty peaks of

the Sierras attract moisture, but Nature util-

izes the rain and snow-distilling clouds through-

out these vast solitudes, by building there her

great reservoirs of snow, with which to supply

the thirsty earth with life-giving madefaotion

during our dry and lengthy summers, and to

make the springs and streams that run among

the hills jubilant with unoeasing songs of glad-

ness, throughout the year ; and the mighty

forests, throwing their protecting arms of

shadow over and around them, guard the

precious treasures from untimely liquefaction.

This beneficent and timely provision alone

should be sufficient to merit the eternal grati-

tude, not only of our own people, bat of the

lovers of the beautiful and the admirers of the

sublime and marvelous In every civilized land,

that Congress has created the Yosemite Nation-

al Park and the Sequoian National Parks.

But when it Is remembered, in connection

with the noble Sequoias, that in Miocene times

and the Tertiary period there were, according

to Prof. J. G. Lemmon, the gifted and indus-

trious botanist of the State Board of Forestry,*

over 20 different species of this remarkable

genus, as proven by fossil data from various

parts of the world, yet now there are only two

living species left, the big tree and the red-

wood, and those found only in California,

is not this fact of Itself a sufficient jastlfication

for reserving and preserving all of the Sequoias

*See Third Biennial Tleporft ol the CaHfornia State

Board of Forestry for 1889-1890, pages 157, 158.

{ConUnued on page 131.)
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We admit, unindoraed, opinions of correspondents.—£ds.

Mines ArouBd Angels.

[From Oar Own Correspoodent-l

Editors Peess :—The minea of the camp are

on the mother lode, its forks and mineralized

bodies near to the lode. The Madison, G-old

Cliff, Stickle, Bennett, Lindsay and Pioneer

follow in succesHion on the main mother lode;

the Suffolk G. M, Co.'s veins, parallel to the

north; then the Excelsior and El Dorado fill in

and are paralleled in turn by the Fletcher and

Crystal. Following these on the east come the

Stickle, Utica and Lightner, while to the north

of all these mines lies the Aogela Qaartz M.
Co. property. It will be seen that the section

haa four parallel deposits or veins, each about

600 feet distant from each other and all In or

adjoining the town of Angels.

The Madison.

This mine is now owned by A. J. & T. M.
Lane. They have run a drift from the sarfaee

400 feet on the center vein, stoping out from 20

to 27 feet in width. As the three veins are all

within 100 feet of space, and the entire width

ia mineralized, it might be called a vein of 100

feet in width, the vein-matter in quartz and

talc slate averaging, from the 400-foot drift,

S2.50 a ton, thonsh some months have shown

an average of $2.80. In addition to the free

gold, the ore carries an average of 20 per cent

of snlphurets that average in value $55 a ton.

The mine haa a complete ten-atamp mill with

water-power; the daily capacity of the mill is

30 tone. This mine has paid its way from the

start, and when equipped with 40 to 80 stamps

will oome to the front as a bullion-producer; as

it is, the property is a very nice thing to own.

Adjoining ia

The Gold Cliff.

This mine ia being worked noder bond and
leaae by Messrs. C. D. Lane, W. E, Shopman
and Woodson Garrard, with Mr. Woodson
Garrard as superintendent. Previoua to the

present owner's posseaaioo, various methods by
different parties had been tried on the ores;

one after another was discarded, and finally

the old-fashioned stamps were set to

dropping, but they failed to make the

mine profitable. Then, when others had
failed, the present leasees took hold and
Mr. Woodson Garrard soon had it a paying
property and has steadily added to the net

profits. The vein is now 60 feet in width of

talc slate and quartz of an average value of

SI.50 a ton. The ores carry two per cent of

sulphurets assaying §55 to the ton. The mill

U of 20 stamps with water for power, and
crnshea 60 tons of ore a day at an average cost

for mining and milHng of 65 centa a ton. Mr.
Garrard baa every reason to be proud of h'

snccesB, aud the other lessees to congratulate

themselves on their gnod fortune. The Stickle

& Bannett, Lindaey, Excelsior, El Dorado and
Pioneer are each awaiting capital to take hold

and turn their hidden values into golden twen-
ties.

The Suffolk G. M. Co.

Mr. C. B. Smythe is superintendent and
joint owner of the mine." The ores of this prop-

erty differ from those of the other mines in

this section. Tellurium, copper pyrites and
various combinations are encountered, which
promise to make this in time a valuable prop-

erty. At present, pending the settlement of

an estate, the property is idle.

The Angels Quartz M. Co.

J. V. Coleman, owner— G. H. Fox, superin-

tendent. This property contains within ite

side lines the extensions of all the mines in the
camp, save the Pioneer and Suffolk, Almost the
entire width has been crosscut at various
depths, and ore encountered that has convinced
the superintendent that if snffieient stamps
were forniahed, the entire width of the prop-
erty could be worked to a profit. The mine is

closed for the present, awaiting the erection of

a large mill the comiog spring.

The UtIca.

This property dates back to the early days of

qnartzmining. The surface ore was worked
from time to time by arraatra process at Irregn-
lar Intervals, Senator Fair working the mine
out (?) Finally the property oame Into the
hands of Mr. C. D. Lane and some miners asso-

ciated with him. Under Mr. Lane, the old
mine began to grow, until satisfied that they
bad sufficient in sight to attract capital,

when the attention of Messrs. Hayward & Ho-
bart was called to the mine. Mr, Hayward
inspected the property in person, and after

sinking 550 feet, bonght two-thirds of the
mine, Mr. C. D. Lane retaining hia one-third
and being continued in charge as superintend-
ent. From the time of purchase until the
present there has been a oontinuous effort made
to put the property on the best posatble basis.

First two abafts, eaob of 550 feet in depth,
were put down and the vein crosscut and devel-
oped; then the mill was increased to 60 stamps,
and two miles of pipe put in to connect with
the mine's private ditch. A sawmill for fram-
Ing timbers was added and a large air-com-
pressor, auffioient to drive 12 drills, put in. It

seemed aa thongh the limit had been reached,
but the owners continued and added the Stiokle
mine with its 20-8taaip mtU to the Utica, and
pat that shaft down 600 feet. Then to com

piete the plant, the Union Water Co.'s entire

system of reservoirs and ditches was added. In

addition, the Angela Chlorination Worka were

purchased and their capacity doubled. With
thia was added the mansion for the saperin-

tendent's offices, shops, stables and every de-

tail requisite In the working of a large mine on

a succeBsfnlbasis. The company is not given

to publishing bulletins of its buslnesa, and in

consequence it is not an easy matter to make a

correct estimate of cost of plant, value of ore,

and profit enjoyed. It may, however, be safely

estimated that the plant represents an invest-

ment of nearly half a million dollars. The
vein is from 17 to 35 feet in width, of an aver-

age value of §4 a ton, which ore is mined and
milled at a coat not to exceed ^2.25 a ton; that

the 60-stamp mill—which Is a model in every

way—crushes 3 tons to the stamp every 24
hours, giving a net profit on 180 tons at Si -75

a ton, of S305 a day from the Utica
mill alone. Once the Stickle is Ifally equipped.

It can be counted on to do equally aa well, or

awell the proceeds to ^610 a day from the mine
alone, independent of the revenue derived

from the sale of water to all of the other minea
and for irrigation. The chlorination works
contributes its proportion in addition, I have
thuB tried to show, not how mnch the owners
are making from their investment, but what
can be made in working a §4 vein on bnaineaB

principles^ with the necessary capital and com-
petent management. The affable saperintend-

ent, Mr. C. D. Lane, ia the aame " Charley
Lane " that he has always been, and it will take
more than a Utica to make him otherwise, lo
his work he has been ably asaiated by the prac-

tical men that he has called to his aid. Under
Mr. Joo. Reavep, the mill moves with the regu-
larity of a clock pendulum. Next to the high
degree of perfection that has been attained in

the antomatic plan of the mill, the most notice-

able feature is the absence of unnecessary men.
I have at no time seen more than three men in

the entire mill. The vim and push that char-

acterized the miners and everything connected
with the mine, together with the evidence of a

close attention to details, is traceable directly

to the mine foreman, Mr, 0. A. Lillie, Not only
his eye but hia person is everywhere at one
time; quick, energetic, watchful and competent,
be has proven himself the right man in the
right place. While he may be equaled, I havs
met no mine foreman that could excel him.
Over the home of the superintendent, hia

estimable wife presides, extendiog a kindly hos
pitality to all who are so favored as to be her
guests. Of a well-known mining family (the

Garrarda), ahe enjoys the enviable diBtinction

of being called "as good a miner as her hua
band," In consequence, she ** dips *' into the
*' faults" in mining withont a "break,"
** shoot "-ing off many a witty "shaft" aa she
"picks"her way along the "track "and "setts"
her opinion bsfore the listener with a "selvage"
that "caps" the "apex" of the " vein " and
"lodes" the hearer with a fund of information
that is only equaled when with "ca(l)m"-nesa
she " drops " into the mill and " amalgamates "

her remarks, " tapp(lt)"'ing the floor with her
"shoe," that you may the more " quick "-ly

"die"-gest the " ooncentrafced " remarks that
are so dealt out to you by one who is an excep-
tional helpmate and most charming hosteBS.

Utica Chlorination Works.

These works sra the property of the Utica
mine, and are in charge of Mr. T. N. Smith,
under whose management they have been re-

constrncted, their capacity doubled and the
plant made aa complete, and as good reaulta

obtained aa in any chlorination works on the
coast. With the two furnaces the capacity of

the works will be 6 tons of concentrated anl-

phnrets a day ; $20 a ton is charged for treat-

ment and about 10 per cent deducted for loss.

The Union Water Co 'a Ditch

Is now the property of Messrs. Hayward &
Hobart. This water system ia one of, if not the
oldest, in the county. The source of supply is

the Bear river and the nortli fork of the Stanis-
lans river; added to this are reservoirs that
catch the waters from the melting snows and
hold them until they are carried over the moun-
tains to the mines and gardens 30 milea below.
The minea conanme about all of the present
water supply in dry seasons. It is the inten-
tion of the owners to increase the storage capac-
ity, enlarge the ditch and make the property
second to none. The ditch has before it a great
future not alone in the snpply of water to the
various mines, but to it and from it must come
the future prosperity of all this foothill section
from Murphys to Copperopolis,
In this belt are thousands of acrea on which

the orange, fig, olive, peach, apple, pear and
vine can be grown to the greatest degree of
perfection and profit, on lands that can now be
bought for an equal number in dollars that sim-
ilar land in every particular now commands an
equal number of hundreds of dollars in other
looalitiea. In thia one branch the State today
owes her greatest measnre of prosperity from
the fact that these old mining ditches have
caused the foothilla to become golden in their
wealth of fruits, watered by the ditches of the
enjoined and auppressed hydraulic mining In-
dustry.

Altavllle. Foundry and Machine Shops.
No small degree of the profits attending

mining in the Angels mines is due to the fact
that at Altavllle, which may be said to be an
extension of Angels, Mr. B. D. Damoreat haa
erected and equipped a complete foundry and
machine shop, farniahing ^a large part of the

caatings reqnired in the operation of the mines
and mills, and making all the necessary repair-

ing. That this convenience is appreciated ia

evidenced by the large amount of work that is

constantly turned ont from the ahopa.

Angels haa the mines, water, climate and
every requisite to successful mining. In time

capital will take hold of the numerous ledges

now idle, but known to be equally as good as

those being worked, and then Angels will come
to the front and take the position she is des-

tined to fill as "the beat mining town on the

coast." E. H. SCHAEFFLE.
Murphys, Cal.

What Is an Anti-Cj clone?

Lieatenant Flnley haa isaued a bulletin ex-

plaining the use of the term "anti-cyclone" in

meteorology. A former bulletin dealt with the

cyclone. The later bnlletin reads:

The employment of the term anti«cyclone for

meteorologtoal purposes naturally follows the

use of the word cyclone. The prefix anti indi-

cates the existence of a circulatory system in

the air directly contrary to that which prevails

in the cyclone. As the oircnlation of the air

currents differ widely from those of the cyclone,

so also are the accessory phenomena of an op-

poflite nature. The anti-cyclone ia an area of

high barometer in which the atmospherio press-

ure is decidedly above the normal. The high-

est pressure ia at the center and dimlnisheB

thence outward to the circumference. The cir-

culation of the air ia spitally outward from

the center. The air does not attaiiiva circular

motion anywhere within the area, and the ten-

dency to a spiral movement is only disclosed

when the whole disturbance ia charted and ob*

aetvations from every quarter are available.

The olroulation of the air in an anti-cyclone

gives rise to westerly winds on the north side

of the center, northerly winds on the east side,

easterly winds on the south side, and aoutberly

winds on the west side. The four quadranta of

an anti-oyolone are dlstinguLshed as follows:

In the N. E. quadrant, clear, oold, dry weather,

with winds of moderate force; in the S. E.

quadrant, a cold wave, with the lowest tern*

peratures, clear, dry air and high winds; in the

S. W. quadrant, fair, cool, pleasant weather,

with gentle winds and haze; in the N. W.
quadrant, increasing temperature, increasing

humidity, cloud formation and threatening

weather.
The front of an anti-oyclone is the extreme

rear of a cyclone, and the extreme rear of an

anti-cyolone is the front of a cyclone. The air

moves downward and outward in an anti-oy-

clone and inward and upward in a cyotone.

The air which £ows outward from the top of a

cyclone is cold and dry because deprived of its

heat and moisture in the development of rain

or snow. This air deacends toward the earth's

surface and gives rise to the formation of the

anti-cyclone. There is always an anti-cyclone

between two cyclones, both of which are feed-

ing the former and maintaining its identity.

The cold weather of an anti-oyclone is partly

dne to the doBoent of cold air from above, the

horizontal flow of oold air from the northern

regions and the effect of radiation, which is

greatly augmented by the absence of vapor and

clouds. The area of the anti-oyclone is fre-

quently greater than that of the cyclone and

its form less regular. Anti-cyclone is synony-

mous with clear, cool weather, moderate winds

and a cold wave; and cyclones with cloudy

weather, rain or anew, high winds and warm
wave. The word " high " on the weather map
indicates the area of an anti-cyclone, and the

word "low "the area of a cyclone. Both dis-

turbances are beneficial and necessary to the

prosperity of mankind.

The Emma Mine is getting in fine shape,

and now has lots of ore in sight, A few days

ago workmen uncovered another body of very

fine ore at a point 200 feet below the surface,

in the southeaatern portion of the mine, and

which ia believed to be a continuation of the

ore atruck last summer. The rich ore ia two

feet wide, while there is a large amount of

good, concentrating ore. The first claas is be-

ing taken out ready to send down to the smelt-

ers, while the second clasa is being piled up
ready for concentrating in the spring. Sup't

Wallace aays the mine looks better than it has

for a number of years; In fact, is looking fine,

and that they will be able to ship a great deal

of ore. Jnat here comes an Important ques-

tion. The old tramway is so worn out that it

will require new ties, new rails, and, in fact,

almost rebuilding entirely to make it anawer

the purpose of bringing down ore and taking

np supplies. Last month the Emma Co. sent

down 30 tens of ore by teams at considerable

cost of fixing the wagon-road, but now it is

proposed to ask aid from the county in rebuild-

ing the wagon-road ao it can be used at all

seasons.

—

Salt Lahe Tribune.

The Nicabagca Canal,—Ex-Senator War-
ner Miller of New York, President of the

Nicaragua Canal Construction Co., has ao-

cepted by telegraph the invitation lately ex-

tended to him to visit San Francisco to address

our citizena on the interoceanic canal. The
following organizationa joined in extending

him the invitation : The Chamber of Com-
merce of San Franciaoo, the Board of Trade of

San Francisco, the California Academy of

Sciences, the Geographical Society of the Pa«

cific, the MechanicB* Inatitute of San Francisco,

the Prodace Exohange_of^San Francisco.

Gold Placers in Nevada.

The Placer Mines of White Pine County.
We are in receipt of the report of the Sur-

veyor-General and State Land Register of

Nevada for the years 1889-90, with the compli-

ments of J. E, Jonea, State Land Begiater. It

ia a valuable book of 200 pages. Concern-

ing the placer mines of White Pine county, we
extract the following from the report

:

In White Pine county the Osceola Gravel
Mining Company owns very extensive and val-

uable properties. This company has been op-

erating at Oaceola for several years. Ichas ex-

pended a large sum of money in bringing water
a distance of 18^ miles to its mines, and from
information at hand the mines are yielding a
fair profit on the capital invested. The output
of this company's mines for the years 1SS9 and
1890 was $40,000 in value. The gold ia often

found in large nuggeta containing more or leas

quartz, and ia also found in very small pieces

or scales. The new and long ditoh of the com-
pany was completed too late to be of any avail

this season, but a plentiful supply of water Is

assured for the future. About 35 men are em-
ployed by the ooropany from four to six months
of the year. James H, Marriott is the snperio-
tendent.
The bills above this company's mines are cov-

ered with quartz veins, showing good pros-

pects, and would prove to be good paying
mines if the owners were able to properly de-

velop them.
There are quite a number of placer mines in

the district worked with rocker, alnice box
and dry-waah machines that have in the years
1889-90 cleaned up a total of about $10,000.
Almost any of the side gulches will pay from

$1 upward per day to the m^in by the dry wash
process during the dry months of the year. It

is certain that better timea are in store for the
camp of Odoeola,

Robinson Placers-

At Ely, in Robinson district, the Robinson
Consolidated Gold Placer Mining Company
owna some very valuable property, comprising
8000 feet by 600 feet of placer ground. The
prospects of this company's property are very
bright. Three shafts have been sunk in differ-

ent portions of its ground, which has demon-
atrated the fact that there Is at leaat 35 feet of

good pay gravel from the surface to bedrock.
One test containing 300 pounds of pay dirt

yielded $5 in gold. Owing to a scarcity of

water, this property Is now lying idle. It Is

expected, however, that a sufficient snpply will

be obtained from the drainage of the quartz
mines in the immediate vicinity which will en-
able the company to prosecute ita operations
snccesafnlly. The gold product of this district

for the year 1890 was $14 000.

Process for Refractoby Ores,—The Lon-
don Financial Times gives the following de-
scription of a new patent for the reduction of

refractory ores, which la being used by the
Gold Ores Reduction Company of England,
with aatiafactory reaulta: **The prinolpal
features of this process appear to be its sim-
plicity and inexpenaivenesB. There is nothing
complicated about the method by which the re-

duction of refractory gold ore is obtained. The
ore, having been ground to powder, ia trana-
ferred into a furnace, where it la subjected to a
thorough roasting by hot air, with the result
that a complete oxidation of the intractable
sulphurets and arsenical ores takes place, the
gold being freed by these artificial means. The
next step ia to pass the ore—now in the condi-
tion of a fine rouge-like product—to the amal-
gamators, where the powder is ground with
water until the gold has fiown to its natural
amalgam, when it is drawn off and is ready for

retort distillation in the laboratory. A fur-

nace, it ia stated, can be erected for £200, and,
aa a rule, from such materials as are to be
found in the neighborhood of any mine, while
the cost of treating a ton of ore amounts to

something like 7a. 6d. only. The ore from the
Mount Torrens mine, treated by the ordinary
process, ia said to yield but 5 dwts. of gold to

the ton, whereas by thia company's process the
result i3, roughly, one ounce of gold and two
ounces of silver per ton—an astonishing differ-

ence in the yield."

California Invjests.—A California pool,

composed of J. C. Daran, Chaa, N. Fish and
Juo. McComb Jr., have begun operations in

Okanogan county. Through their representa-
tive, Geo. Pfnnder, they have just purchased
the Yukon and Elgin minea In Eneaa district.

Both of these are prime properties, the Yukon
showing a aix-foot lead carrying gold and sil-

ver. The Yokon has had considerable work
done on it, one tunnel having been run in 40
feet on the vein and showing IS inches of soft

carbonates. The Elgin haa a five-foot vein,

carrying gold and silver. The syndicate will

make other investmenta here, but will not be-

gin development operationa until spring.

—

Ruby
( Wash ) Miner.

The long tunnel In the Bear Valley and
Alessandro pipe-line waa completed Tuesday.
It is 2300 feet long. Six mllea of the two-foot
steel pipe-line are in. There are four more miles
to lay.

Last tear at thia time the rain gauges at

Mattole, Humboldt county, registered 90
inches. This year they only mark 17.24
inches.
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Amalgamation at the Gomstook Lode.

A Historical Stcetcb of MllUtw OperaclODB
at Wasboe and an Accoant of the

Treatment of TalllDffe.

SUMiiKR II.

(By A. D. lIODOrs, Jk. Rm'1 before the Amorlcan lu*

8tltat«if Mlnlnt; En^'lneent J

VI Mecbanlcal Improvements
PauI's Pioneer mill, lo haetily pUooed and

built, waa nktarklly very impurfeot. Id tbe

truotares whiob followed Ir, great meubaoioal

Improvemeata were rapidly Aod cootiauoasly

mad«. The tamp, which early in the '60*8

oroahed only I ton per day, In 1S7S was oraah*

tng 4 toDB dally through No. 5 slotted Boreen.

lo bis necood mill, Paul need the Howland
rotary battery; but this cootrivanoe found only

very limited accuptauoe at tho ComBtocfe.

Steaoi-Bt^mps were trltd once at Silver City,

but were adjudged a f^iUure after a very short run.

The Dltimate Comatook verdict baa been in

favor of 850 to 900 pound atamps, dropping
about 100 tiraeaa minute, oraihing wet through

a elotted Ruaaia-iron screen and working on a

very aolid foundation. The latest mille have
mortar-blooka 16 feet long.

The pan received more attention than any
other part of tbe mil), and numberleas patterns

were invented and tested. It received a variety

of dimeosiooa and proportiona, waa used to do
all the oruabing, none of the oraahing, only a

part of the oruabing; was employed to eSeot the

complete prooeea of amalgamation, or waa aup*

plemented with settlers, agitatora,oonceDtrators,

etc. It had flat bottoms, and curved bottoms;

and the winga, mullera, shoes, and dies, in

short, all itB component parts, were varied in

ahape, in acoordanoe with mathematloal theo-

rlea of personal idiosynoraslea. To desoribe each

style of pan made and tried in practical work
would demand large space. Some idea

may be obtained of the diversity of opin-

ion among mill-men concerning tbe constrnction

and proper work of the pan from tbe following

list of the amalgamating apparatus In ase at the

Comatock in 1866:

la the 62 mille, deaoribed in the Mining axd
Scientific Pre.sh of Sept. 29, 1866, there were

(besides 25 roastiog fumaoea and 61 barrels) 10

rook 'breakers, 1280 stamps, 1032 pans and

tabs, 227 settlers, 44 agitators and 2 concen*

tratora.

The 1032 pana and tabs were thus clasaified:

83 tuba, 13 grinding pana, 337 Knox pans, 226

Wheeler pana, 188 Hepburn pans, 66 Varney
pana, 24 Wakelee pans, 56 *' plain" pana and
39 pans not apecifled.

According to tbe beat Comstock practice of

the present day, the milla are given full atamp-

capacity, and only a comparatively small

amount of grinding la done in the pans. The
pan-conatrnction ia aolid and simple. The bot-

tom is flat and tbe muller ia plain, with ample
spaces between it and the pan-sides and pan-

cone to allow free circulation of the pulp.

The wings are shaped like inverted plow-

Bbarea, and the angle of draft for the shoes and
dies has been determined with more or less ex*

actneas for tbe nsaal speed, bat variations with*

in moderate limita are allowed. Tbe nsual pan*

diameter la 5 feet, and the usual pan-charge is

aboat 1^ tone of ore. The gearing underneath

U plain and open. The shaft ii often made
with a downward taper for ease in babbiting,

and the bearing is at least IS inchea long. The
palp is generally quite thick, and the mnller-

speed rapid—90 revolutions per minute for a

5-foot pan. The settlers have preferably in-

clined bottoms, are about 8 feet in diameter

and make 15 revolutions per minute. A couple

of agitators are used in each mil), but with flne

grinding and careful running of the settlers,

they are not absolutely necessary. It is advis-

able, however, to have them.

Vn. Deflciency of Metallurelcal Knowl-
edflce.

While with muoh ingenuity and thought

the meohanical details of the Comatock milla

were elaborated and brought to a high degree

of perfection, the chemistry of the Washoe
process received inadequate attention. The

list of educated metallnrgiats who have been

employed at the lode is exceedingly small. Of

those who have held important positions. I can

now recall only three: Lonia Janln, Guide

Kustel and Melville Attwood. Kastel and Att-

wood left Washoe about tbe time of the

practical abandonment of the *' Freiberg proc-

ess," KaatePs influence there being afterward

limited to whatever may have resulted from

his writingsr Janin remained for years, and

his work (with the assiatance of his brothers)

prodnoed important effects.

In explanation of tbe scarcity of metallurgical

talent, It may be well to reoall certain customs

and conditions which have prevailed.

Mining operations at the Comstock have

alwaye been conducted simply as a basis for

stock-speculations. The mass of the share-

holders never inquired into the details of the

mining-work. As to milling, it is a question if

the majority ever gave a serious thought to it.

They knew, in an indefinite sort of way, that

it was a profitable buaineaa which was a per*

qniaite of the management. They felt power-

less to get this plum away from the mill-

companies, and *' let the matter slide " aa some-

thing too small for them to bother with. With
atook liable to jump up hundreds of dollars per

share, they oared little about mill-profits of only

a few dollars per ton. The business of the

miUe, they considered, whenever they thought

aoykhiDg about it, waa to rush through as
muoh material aa poBsible In order to pile up
dividends and bu)) the atock-market. The
average stockholder never intended to hold hla

stocke long. He bought with the expectation
of realizing a fortune by aelling out In a month
or BO. Alt this made matters comparatively
easy for the mjll-oompaniea, whiob were close

oorporationa and never Bold a share of their
stock to tho general public. Tbe mill, within
certain limita, could make any terms it pleased
with the mine, when the mill-owners formed
the mine-dlreotory.

The milla were popularly suppoied to guarin-
tee a yield of 65 per cent of the preoiouB
metal, but the precise form of guarantee haa
never been made public. Exaotly what per-

centage they extracted, has never been dlsoov-

ered. No one ever knew it, neither the super-
intendent of the milt, nor the manager of the
mine, nor any other pereon. Figures have been
given, but these were merely approximatloua at

the best.* There ntver waa time enough to
sample oarefnlly and assay properly tho
mine-products. Suoh a procedure, moreover, if

accepted as a rule, would have interfered
materially with atook^manipolatlona.

After Sharon's system had been adopted,
none of the milla, and only a few of tbe mines,
had an assay-ofiBce. It grew to ba a custom
that there should be a single assay-establish-

ment for all the mines and mills controlled by
each "ring." Great pains were taken to con-
ceal, from all except tbe favored few, the
results of such assays as were made. It is a
well-known fact that, in tbe earlier yearp, worth-
less material waa often mined and milled.

This mmt have been done to a very large ex-
tent; for the tailings of many mills where part
of the ore worked was certainly rlob, were
found afterward to average only a couple of

dollars per ton.

A peculiar custom which existed at Washoe
may be mentioned here, although it does not
bear directly on the subject under considera*
tion; Reclamations on bullion which had been
melted and assayed In a custom-assay ofiBoe

were paid by the assayer. It may beneoeaaary
to explain that the bulk of the bnlllon-

produot was purchaaed by a few partiea who
paid in full (to responsible persone) on delivery
of the bullion. The bars were stamped with
their assay-valnes {i. e. the eilver reckoned at

Si. 29 and the gold at $20.67 per fine ounce),

and were sold at a discount therefrom (cal-

culated in per oent) which was made to cover
charges, depreciation in price of silver, etc.

If, for example, a bar was stamped with a

value of $20,000, and sold on this basla, and
the puruhaaer subaequently decided the true
aaeay-value to be only $19,500, be made a "re-

clamation " of (about) $500, which waa paid,

not by the seller, but by the aaaayer. The
cuetom-asaayer, therefore, was careful not to

ocer-stamp a bar. This system bad its value
for the buyer, but by what prooeaaof reasoning
the bullion-producer could find in it any advan-
tage to himself, it is difGoult to underatand.
The aystem of mill returns haa been muoh

critiotaed of late yeara. To abow how it orig*

inated, a brief account of the naual mill proceaa
is necessary.

The ore is raised from the mine in cars, the
weight of whose contents is known with more
or less exaotnesB, and transported to the mill.

Here, after the larger pieces have been reduced
to a suitable aize by rock-breakers, it Is crushed
with water under stamps. The stamped mate-
rial is run into a series of tanks inside the mill

and settled, the number of ,tanks varying with
the size of the mill. The finest and most clayey
particles of ore, called *' slimes," are carried

by the current through the tanks,
where only a part is caught, while a consider-

able amount, in proportions dependent on the

character of the ore, the fineneas of oruehing,

and the settling oapaoity of the mill, escapes

in suspension in tbe water to the outside

of the building. The coarser and heavier
material, which collects In the tanks, and
is usually called " sand," is removed to the pan-
fioor. where. In the best-conducted establish-

ments, it is sampled for asaay. It is then amal-
gamated in the pans, whence it is discharged
into settlers, where the pulp ia thinned with
additional water, and the amalgam and quick-

silver are separated out and caught. The
earthy residues, now known as *' tailinga,"t

after passing through agitators for the collec-

tion of any amalgam and quicksilver which
may have escaped from tbe settlers, are

washed through sluices to the outside of the
mill.

The mills work the ore at a given charge
per ton crushed, and return the bullion which
is extracted.

In former years the mlllman was unable to

work the " slimes " and " tailings " at a profit,

and they were allowed to go to waste. Hence.
as a matter of fact, the mine received only the

bullion obtained from the "sand." When, at

a later period, it was found profitable to rework
the tailings, and still later to work the slimes

—

a matter of gradual development—no ohEiDge

was made In the system of retnrna. The mine
was still credited only with the results of treat-

fMore exactly, "pan*taiIiD{?9." The shorter term,
" fcaiUnga," is often uged aa including Blitnes, pan-
tailinga and concentratea, all the ore reeiduea, in brief)

paeaing outside of the mill, as in the word " tailines-

inill." It ia used, almost of necessity, with hoth aignifl*

cations in this article, but the exact meaning in each
case can be understood from the context.

•At least one mill haa extracted 114 per cent ot the
gold contained in the ore. See " Report of tbe United
States Commissioner of MlniDg Statistics " (dated Novem-
ber 24, 1866), p. 80. Other similar instanoes were not
UDknowD, but were not usually put into print.

iug the sand; the sllmea and tailings were con*

aidered Ithe perquisite of the mill. In other
words, that which waa caught inside the build-

ing belonged to the mine; whatever waa caught
outaide belonged to the mill.

Under anch conditiona as those above men-
tioned—mining conducted simply as a gamble—
the great mass of etockholdera (anxioua to real

i/.e audden fortunes) demanding that every
effort should be made to inorease production
without regard to ooat, and caring little how
much metal waa wasted by rapid treatment, if

only dividends could be increased temporarily,
with no exact knowledge of the amounts of gold
and silver in the ores, and with mills receiving

a fixed rate per ton whether tbe material waa
rtoh or poor, and sure of supplies whatever the
yield might be—under such oondltlona it nat-

urally came to pass that the main object of the

miltman was to work tbe ore as rapidly and
cheaply aa possible, and that close amalgamation
was secondary in Importance. Hence it was
that, while all the machinery waa improved
and brought to a high state of effiolenoy, the
chemistry of the process received comparatively
little attention.

The Gold Hill surface ores first worked by
Paul contained more gold than silver. Muoh
of tbe gold was free, and much of the silver

was apparently in the state of a simple sul-

phide, which is reducible by quicksilver alone,

the action being hastened by contact with iron

under the favorable conditiona existing in the
pans. It Is very possible that Paul might have
obtained as good results without his chemloals
aa he did with them. However this may be,

certain mlltmen found that they could get a

high yield without any chemicals {%b happened
to Kustel when treating the Ophir surface ore),

and others were unable to extract a satisfactory

peroentage either with or without them. There
has always been a popular impression that all

the ores from the lode have substantially the

same chemical composition. Oonoerning the

constitution of these ores, we know surprisingly

little. A few analyses have been published,

but these have been of spectmena rather than
samples. We do know, however, from milling

experience, that important differences exist be-

tween the materials extracted from different

spots on this huge vein, which haa been opened
for a length of four miles, and to an extreme
depth of about two-thirds of a mile.

The early millmen, deficient in metallurgical

knowledge, and ignorant of what sort of ma-
terial they were treating, worked on blindlv,

as best they could. When they fell Into diffi-

culties, a host of process-venders sprang up to

confuse them. AH aorta of substances were
tried, nearly all of them of no possible virtue,

and all tested by most unsatisfactory methods.
As the quaoks pretended to be soientific men,
science soon fell into diarepute among the

workers, who were unable to distinguish be*

tween the genuine and the false article, and tbe
" practical " men, after tbe failure of nnmber-
lesa "proceaaes," settled down to the reaulta of

their individual experiencea. Bluestone and
salt, either separately or jointly, always had
their adherents, although for many yeara they

were used in such homeopathic doses (in order

not to *'baBe"1: the bullion, against which
there was a strong prejudice) that no appreci-

able effect could be produced, But the amalga-

mator who happened to ,make a good run when
using one of these reagents was apt to remain
thereafter a sturdy believer in the merits of

the particular chemical employed. As eaoh

millman backed hla belief with statements of

percentages extracted— or supposed to be

extracted—there waa for a long time

a confused complication of ideas con-

cerning the values of theae obemicala, which
continued until the experiments with tailings,

made in 1867 and 1868, by the Janin brothers,

solved the problem beyond dispute. Even
then, the atamp-mills did not adopt the Intel-

ligent use of blneatone and salt until about

1875, some five yeaK-s after tbe successful in-

troduction of the method at the Meadow Val-

ley mill, near Pioohe. Before this date, the

Washoe mills, after employing various chemi-

cals in most irrational ways, had gradually

come to use merely what was deemed essential

for keeping the quicksilver clean.

VIII. Early Attempts to Work FanTalliDga.

The slimes often assayed as high as the orig-

inal ore; but for years they were run to waste,

as no one knew how to work them with profit.

The pan tailings, holding considerable amal*

gam, were treated more or lesa Buccessfally

from about the year 1864. The usual treat-

ment oonaisted of concentration on blanket

sluices, followed by amalgamation in pans. The
blanket sluices were shallow troughs, with sides

an inch or two high, covered with coarse blan-

kets, and set at a small inclination—6 to 12

inches in 12 feet. Two or more troughs were

placed side by side; or, in the improved form,

one wide blanket table was divided into several

narrow, longitudinal compartments by parallel

strips of wood. The stream of tailings from

the mill, with an additional supply of water,

was allowed to flow . over the blankets, which

caught and retained the heavier particles of

ore and the amalgam and quickailver, while the

lighter and poorer material was washed away.

The operation was aided by a man with a

broom, who lightly swept the sluices, keeping

the material evenly distributed and exposed to

the action of the current. Two or three times

a day the blankets were removed and washed
out in tanks. A later and less laborious method
was to leave the blankets in place, and with

{That is, to redUQ9 fifiB QueneBS of the bullion

.

the aid of large amounts of clear water, to
sweep the ooocentratea into the tanks through
conneoting troughs placed at the lower ends of
the sluloea and covered over except when in use.
There waa no particular prooess of amalga-

mating the concentrates, but the prooednre was
aimilar to that employed for the ore. The
richneaa of the concentrates consisted largely
of amalgam, which fact made their snoceBsfnl
treatment an easy matter.
The land in the main canyona leading from

Virginia City to the Caraon river waa divided
up into Bmall properties which originally
were taken up aa separate millsites. Many ol'

the mills were located In these narrow canyons,
close to the water-courasB. Owing to the
amallnesa ot tbe sites, these mills, as a rule,

could have only short lines of sluices, and when
the treatment of blanket tailinga was found
profitable, the owners of land commenced to
pick up the material discharged from the mill
sluices above them for re-concentration In the
same manner. This was done by successive
landowners, tbe residues being enriched by
freah snppliea from the quarts mills inter-
spersed at Intervals, until finally there were
almost continuous series of blanket sluices lin-

ing Seven*Mile, Six-Mile and Gold canyons.
Many of the small owners put up little amal-
gamating works, consisting of a pan or two, or
an arastra, or, in a few instances, of a barrel,
using small water wheels as motors. Others
merely collected concentrates and sold them.
The yield of blanket tailings, in 1867, waa

from SIS to $25 per ton and aggregated over
$150,000. The cost of treatment was light,

especially for the small operators who did all

the work themselves and had their material de-
livered to them for nothing. These increased
and prospered until the gradual decrease in
value of the tailings and confllcta with the
water company in time drove many out of the
business.

The troubles with the water company arose
from the inauffioienoy of the natural supply of
water. To remedy thia. water cempaoiea
(ifterward consolidated into one, the Virginia
and Gold Hill Water Company) collected all

the available supplies in the district and brought
in additional quantities from outside sources,
distributing and selling the water at high rates.
The water company claimed that it sold to
mills (and sluices) only the use of the water.
Acting on this theory, the company caught np
the water when diecfaarged from the sluices of
purchasers, and carried It in flumes around the
property of those who refused te pay for it.

The small slutoeowners claimed that it was
impossible to distinguish between the natural
and the artificial supply, and that, moreover,
all watera once in a creek were free for tbe nae
of the riparian ownera. Many refused to pay
and tore down the company's flumea. The dis-
pute lasted for years and was attended with
violent acta and even bloodahed. The victory
finally remained substantially with the water
company, which built a small dam near Silver
City and led the water and tailings joming
down the creek (or the larger part of them)
through a long line of flames to the Wood-
worth mill, which waa located on the Ctrson
river, at the mouth of Baney canyon. Here
the tailinga were paaaed over a blanket table,

1700 feet long and 19 feet wide, divided Into
compartments each 19 inches wide by 130 feet
long. This waa, undoubtedly, tbe largeat
etruoture of the kind ever built.

After the use of the blanket sluicea had been
well established, reservoirs for impounding the
slimes and tailings were built here and there.
Most of those in the canyons were neces-
sarily small, but those *on the flats below
the ravinea were large. The Imponnding of
these materials did not occur on an extensive
scale until the prooess for working them had
been brought to a point where anccess seemed
certain. How this process waa developed will
now be told.

(To be Continutd.)

Reworking Old Cinder Piles. — The re-

working of the cinder-piles of the old-time
Boonton (N. J.) farnace haa of late been at-

tracting some little attention. The old slag or
cinder is not being worked over for the iron it

contains, but ia being made uae of in large

quantities in the manufacture of a mineral paint.

The Boonton furnace from which the cinder
came was one of tbe earliest blast furnaces In

this country, having been in successful oper-

ation before and during the Revolution, and
turned out large quantities of munitions of war
in that period. The value of the cinder aa a

source of iron ia shown from the fact that lOOO
tons a week are being supplied to one furnace
for reworking. The visible anpply Is said to be
not less than 300,000 tone in one place. Moat
of the cinder-pilea from the old furnaces In

Weatern Pennsylvania were reworked between
1860 and 1870 during the period of high prices

tor iron ore then prevailing, and it Is now re-

ported that some of these whloh were over-

looked or considered worthless in those days
are now being overhauled and made to give np
the iron which in the earlier days was allowed

to run to waste.

The Taooma smelter ia a great success, and
slnoe last September has been sending down to

thia city 750 bars of bullion every five days.

Each batch of bullion ia worth about $18,000.

The average yield from 6355 tons of Cons.
California and Virginia ore in January waa
$15.64 per ton. The average assay Value of the

battery samples was $19,34,
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The foUowiQg Is mostly condensed from joumala published

in the Interior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.

Amador.
Kennedy,—Z.^t:?£Br, Feb. 14: This grand mine,

unquestionably at the head of the bullion-producers

of Amador county, is moving along at a prosperous

gait, under the able management of J. F. Parks, to

whose judgment in its management is mainly due

the fact that it stands to-day on such a solid and

satisfactory basis. The north shaft has been sunk

to the 1300-foot level, and the work of sinking the

sump is now in progress. Much trouble is encoun-

tered on account of the volume of water; sinking

does not average a foot a day owing to this draw-

back, notwithstanding the improved appliances for

handling the water which have recently been put in.

The mill is kept running to its full capacity. The
rich ore is obtained from a number of small veins,

which, mixed with the main ledge met with in the

south end of the claim, while of low grade, is

still of a paying quality, bringing the average up to a

veryflattering figure. The sulphurets works are not

running at present, as the production hardly keeps

pace with the rate of reduction. The works are able

to reduce about two tons per day, while the output

averages about I J4 tons. The sulphurets are prob-

ably the richest on the lode, running up to $150 per

ton. The mine and mill give employment to from

90 to 100 men.
Hardenbueg.—The crushing of rock from this

mine at the mill of the Amador gold mine is com-
pleted. We are not able to give the exact result,

but rumor says the yield was sulTiciently satisfactory

to induce those interested in the property to spend
considerable more money in the effort to place it

on a paying basis.

Miscellaneous.—A portion of the Zeila mill is

engaged in crushing rock from the Pioneer mine,

which adjoins the Kennedy on the south. The ore

is taken from a depth of 70 feet, and should it prove

unprofitable, it will be by no means conclusive. Pay

ore was not reached in the Kennedy until a depth

of something like 900 feet was attained. The North

Star has levied assessment No. 24 of two cents per

share.
Calaveras.

The Mauna Mink.— Ckronic/e, Feb. 14: This

mine, which is the south extension of the Dauphin
mine, is situated in the Jesus Maria district, and is

owned by B. K. and D. M. Mauna. Three shafts

have been sunk at different places on the vein, in all

of which good ore was found. No. i shaft on the

south is down 38 feet, with a three-foot ledge in the

bottom; No. 2, or middle shaft, has "reached the

depth of 60 feet. The ore taken from the bottom of

this shaft assayed as high as $250 to the ton.

Shaft No, 3 had reached the depth of 40 feet, when
it had to be abandoned owing to the lack of facilities

for handling the flow of water that was encountered,

A tunnel has now been started from the creek to tap

the middle shaft. The developments as far as made,
tend to show that the Mauna mine will prove a

valuable piece of property.

El Dorado.
RtCH Strikle in the Alhambra,—El Dorado

Republican, Feb. 12: Years ago^the Alhambra mine,

in Kelsey mining district, was worked on a small

scale, but the ore being very rich, a large amount of

gold was taken out. Some of the owntrs not being
practical miners, the thought of curtailing their divi-

dends in order to create a fund for development
work never occurred to them. The result was that

their slopes were exhausted and money all gone.
The mine then lay idle for a number of years and
the timbers decaying, allowed the mine to cave in,

closing it entirely. In that condition it had to wait

for the coming of capital and enterprise to bring it

to life again. Two months ago John M. Bryan and
Sanford Hydorn bonded this property, and immedi-
ately commenced operations to open up the mine.

They have sunk and substantially timbered a shaft

through the old works, and last week struck the
ledge at the bottom o* the old level. They have
sunk a few feet on the ledge and drifted a few feet

each way on the vein, and are now taking out ore,

showing more gold than quartz. This shaft is 70
feel deep, and they will sink it to too feet and then
drift each way, north and south, on the ledge,

when we expect to report the richest ore dump-pile
that has been known in the county for many years.
They have another shaft 700 feet south of the old
works, on the same ledge, 54 feet deep, from which
they are now taking rich ore. They have two whims,
one at each shaft, for hoisting ore. Messrs. Bryan
& Hydorn are feeling happy over their good fortune.

The Jackson claim, situated in Kelsey mining dis-

trict, has been located, abandoned and relocated
many times in years past. A few months ago the
Jackson Brothers ot Sacramento located tbe ground
and have sunk a shaft 30 (eet deep on it in a body
of porphyritic matter, with seams of quarts running
through it. The fine material taken out prospects
rich in free gold of a fine nature, the quartz seams
are well sprinkled with free gold plainly visible to
the naked eye. From indications it is believed that
this vein of material is over So feet wide. Its present
outlook is certainly very promising.

Inyo.
Mining Revival.— //Zi/ear, Feb. 11 : The cheer-

ful report reaches Independence that operations on
an extensive scale will soon be inaugurated in the
old Montezuma mine, which is in the foothills of the
Inyo range, about six miles south of Alvord on the
Carson & Colorado railroad. The ore is chiefly

silver lead carrying some gold and giving reguhr
assays of fair grade. Owing to a peculiar combina-
tion of metals in the ore smelting was made difficult

under the old working, and the burning of the Elna
furnace some years ago resulted in shutting down-
the mine. It is said a large number of men will be
engaged to work in the mine; that a five-stamp mill
will be erected to concentrate the ore and shipments
be made to Selby & Co., who are said to be largely
interested in the venture.

Nevada.
Daisy Hill Mine.— Grass Valley Union^ Feb.

11: Some tributers at work in the Daisy Hill mine
have just made an important discovery. They follow-

ed a stringer that came in on the footwall of the
vein, and after running on it some distance it

opened out as a vein from 18 to 24 inches, being

strong and well defined and prospecting freely in

gold. Some pieces taken from the vein were brought

to town yesterday which showed well in free, coarse

gold, and the quartz was of excellent appearance.

This find may prove an important one, as showing
that the true vein has been found. The Daisy Hill

formerly prospected well near the surface, and con-

siderable money was expended in putting up steam
hoisting and pumping works, and in sinking a shaft

and running drifts, but the work was not attended

with profit and operations were suspended and the

machinery removed. The mine had been idle for

years, until the tribute work spoken of was com-
menced. The mine is now owned by E, F. Morse.

California.—Grass Valley U?iioti, Feb, 14:

The California M, Co., incorporated to work the

Pittsburg mine on Deadman's Flat, has sold suffi-

cient of its stock set aside for a working capital to

warrant the commencement of operations, and about

the first of March will commence setting up hoisting

and pumping machinery. The first work will be to

clear out the old shaft and after that contracts will

be let for sinking and drifting.

Orange.
The Eagle Mine.—Orange County Herald,

Feb. 14: By invitation of Dr, C. G. Garrison the

writer went last Wednesday with that gentleman, E.

O. Davies and Surveyor Leslie to the mining camp in

Rowell's Canyon near the head of the Santiago.

We reached the mining camp about 9 o'clock and
found that Dr. Garrison and son have not only a
good showing of gold and silver, biit what is more
important, a fine "ledge" of pure water. They
had been driven out of the shaft in the Eagle mine
when they had gone down 70 feet. The water rose

to the top of the shaft and is running over in a good-
sized stream. Nothing daunted, they went down the

steep hillside a few hundred yards and started a tun-

nel in to drain the mine. They had only gone in a
few feet when water again began to appear and it is

increasing as they advance. They will probably
have a big flow before they reach a point beneath
the shaft. They have another shaft on the same
ledge which is full of water. Their mining prop-
erties are good and promise rich results in precious
metals, but in our opinion their water claims are

more valuable still.

Sbasta.
Star City.—Shasta Courier, Feb. 14: Twenty

odd years ago a mining camp was established on
the McCIoud and Pit river divide, and called Star
City. It is situated ten miles southwest of Bartle,

and according to its location on the map, in Shasta
county, and about one mile from the Siskiyou line.

The camp at one time bad many locators, but the
ore, silver quartz in large ledge contains a great
amount ot sulphurets not easy to work, and the
camp was abandoned by all except an old Yreka
miner by the name of Stout, who has staid with his
claim for 11 years, working in summer and fall in

the mine, and usually coming out in winter and
laboring elsewhere for wages to get supplies. The
last number of the McCloud River Pioneer has this:
" We understand that there will probably be con-
siderable work done around in Star City and Grizzly
Peak country just over the southern county line this

coming summer. Stout is in the mountain 1300
feet at Star City and thinks he is close to the ledge,
and expects to tap it in a rich place. We hope
something of the kind will be done in this line, for

a rich strike means quartz-mills, and the merry
music of the falling stamps always denotes a pros-
perity that is not found in any other community."
New Strike.—Redding Free Press, Feb. 14: A

new strike has been made in tunnel No. 3 of the
Texas and Georgia mine. A sample of rock lies on
the counter at the Bank of Shasta Co. rich in free
gnld and sulphurets. The ledge is six feet wide.
This mme promises to be one of the best in Shasta
county. B. Conroy, Judge Simonds and a gentle-
man from Delta, acting in the capacity of viewers
of the new road from the railroad to J. B, Cham-
pion's mill, visited that section this week. From
Mr. Conroy we learn that the road is about seven
miles long—as fine a mountain road as can be
found anywhere and with an easy grade. Within
the past four months Mr, Champion has changed a
quiet spot among the mountains into a hive of in-
dustry. A fine ten-stamp mill has been erected and
is now in first-class running order on good-paying
ore. A ditch three miles in length furnishes the
water for power, and should the water give out
every arrangement has been made for the employ-
ment of steam. A tramway 4000 feet long connects
the mine and mill, and the ore is dumped into a bin
and fed by a seU-feeder into the battery. There is

an abundance of ore both in the mine and on the
dump. Some 30 men are employed in various ca-
pacities—getting out ore. timbering, running drifts,
etc. Other locations owned by the company are
being prospected. Mr. Conroy says that he has
not seen anything in the county like the systematic
working of this mine and mill, and every arrange-
ment goes to show that Mr. Champion is a miner
well acquainted with his business.
Got the Ore.—Shasta Courier, Feb. 14: A

quartz ledge that crops out strong a few hundred
yards from the town limits, and on the east bank of
Middle creek, on the lands of A, Dobrowsky, has
been prospected by "Missouri pot-hole" shafts and
abandoned before a hole was made deep enough to
bury a cat. Recently James Sutherland, late super-
intendent of the Niagara mine, French Gulch, and
the Early Brothers took hold of the claim and put in
earnest and substantial licks. The quartz taken out
has been hauled to the Gem mill below town, re-
duced, and found to pay well. The indications now
are that the mine is going to prove permanent and
valuable, and that enterprise and well-directed indus-
try will be rewarded.
Placer Mining.—The fact that this placer

mining season is a failure makes a very perceptible
difference in business matters in Shasta county, as in
the aggregate, the placer miners, although not mak-
mg big strikes, usually put a large amount of money
in circulation. The last year's mint report of placer
gold-dust from this county was $110,000, This year
it will be but a small drop in the mint report. Stop-
ping hydraulic mining on Cottonwood and Clear
creek knocked this county out of considerable coin
annually.

Iron yioistf^-XKi^,—Democrat, Feb, 11 : For
months a sale of this mountain bonanza to an east-
ern mining syndicate has been pending, and at
last we have pretty reliable information that the
sale Is an absolute certainty, and all- that now
remains to be done is passing the deed for the money.
For some months the deed has lam in escrow iri

'

the Bank of Shasta county, while representatives

of the syndicate have been examining the mine and
testing the ore. A. S. T. McCoy and Fred Grote-

fend, through a Mr. Bryant, negotiated the sale.

Mr, Bryant will arrive here in a day or so, perhaps
on this evening's train, when, we understand, the

sale will be closed. In connection with this big

transaction we hear much talk about a large smelt-

ing works to be erected on the river in the vicinity

of Copley, also a railroad from Copley to the mine.

At any rate it is a fact that within the past week the

new company has had men surveying around the

old Kies place one mile below Copley and doing
other field work, which, taking into consideration

the magnitude of the mineral deposits at

Iron Mountain, and the large amount of capital

behind the new enterprise, strongly indicates the

erection of a smelter and a railroad to the mine.
This is the best piece of news we have been able to

give the readers of the Deniocratin. years. The con-
summation of this sale means untold prosperity and
wealth to Shasta county.

PlumaB.
Crescent,—Greenville Bulletin, Feb. 11: The

Crescent mine is running in its usual quiet way with

about 50 men on the payroll, and from the amount
of wood coming in it will continue to run for some
time to come, which means prosperity for this pleas-

ant little town.

Sierra.

Around Sierra City.—Mountain Messenger

^

Feb. 14: The Sierra Buttes M. Co, has leased a
portion of the water of Packer Lake to Mr. Berger,

to be used in running bis lo-stamp quartz-mill.

The Young America mill has been shut down for a

month for repairs, on account of some of the

shafting needing straightening. The above mill

has been running almost continuously for more
than five years, R. Forbes still has a force of men
at work on his new race and wheel-pit. ^Ifhen the

wheel is in place, he will have much more power
than before. The Sierra Buttes Co. have ordered
lumber for rebuilding the mill at No. 7 tunnel and
repairing their flume, preparatory for resumption of

work in the spring. Sinking has been resumed at

the Thistle shaft, down, at latest advices, 434 feet.

It is expected that the shaft will now be put down to

bedrock without difficulty. A. C. Busch will soon
erect a lo-stamp mill at the Phcenix ledge, above
Sierra City.

Gravel.—The owners of the Telegraph Mining
Claim, of Fir Cap, are raising a shaft expecting to

find pay gravel. They think the old Fir Cap chan-
nel psssed over the ledge upon which they have
been running, at about the point they have now
reached. If they can find the old channel they will

find it very rich, no doubt. The quartz in which
they have run for many feet is very fair milling rock,

Siskiyou.
Prospecting.—Yreka Journal, Feb. 10: Frank

H, Hall, consulting engineer and mining expert of

San Francisco, is now in our county prospecting an
old river channel north of Etna, which he has traced

from Callahan "s at the head of Scott valley, clear

down to the canyon of Scott river, and thence to

Scott bar, a distance of at least 40 miles. This chan-
nel is believed to average 300 feet in width and is

probably loo feet deep, extending along the west

side of the valley and close by the town of Etna,
through the Quartz Valley, Oro Fino, Pinery and
Mugginsville districts, the present prospecting opera-

tions being carried on near Mugginsville, It is be-

lieved that the prospecting now in progress will de-

velop the certain existence of this channel, to create

a boom in Siskiyou mining never before excelled in

any section of the Golden West. Mr. Hall has also

been prospecting to some extent in the Salmon river

section, and believes there is a grand future for Sis-

kiyou in quartz and placer mining, and that the

richest gold deposits are deeper down than any min-
ing yet carried on in the county. Lee, Lash & Co.,

having completed a drain to the pump shaft sunk
deeper down, at their blue gravel claim on Green-

horn creek, about a mile south of Yreka, are now
working a large force, realizing about $16 a day to

the hand. They have an immense body of blue

gravel varying from one to six feet in depth, with

bedrock pitching westward under a hill, indicating

that the hill is a slide into the old channel from the

high range of mountains which extend from the Sis-

kiyou range at the Oregon boundary throughout this

entire neighboThood to Salmon river on our southern

border, and to the New river district in Trinity

county,

NEVADA.

Waeboe Dtscrlct.

Yellow Jacket.—V'xx^vax^ Enterprise, Feb. 14:

Shipping 45 tons daily of ore worth $19 a ton, as

per battery samples. East crosscut No, i on the

800 level is in six feet in fair grade ore. East cross-

cut No. 2, same level, has not yet reached the vein.

Seg. Belcher.—The 600 level, south drift, has

been extended to the south line; total distance, 164
feet. Have started an east crosscut from near the

south line, which is out 16 feet; face in soft porphyry.

Kentuck.—Have completed the airway in the

raise on the 1000 level, east ledge, and advanced
the raise 7 feet. It is now up 21 feet above the

track floor. The top is in low-grade quartz, with

stringers of pay in it. The 1000 raise in the west

ledge was connected with the bottom of the 950
winze. The north drift on this level in the west

ledge is advanced II feet, and is out 25 feet from

the main east crosscut. The face is in low-grade

quartz containing spots of ore.

Justice.—The north drift, on the 822 level, is in

299 feet. The face is in bard rock. The south drift

from No, 2 winze, 490 level, is out 135 feet. The
face is in fair grade ore. Shipped to the mill during

the week 116 tons 880 pounds of ore. Average bat-

tery assay $18.50 per ton.

Belcher.—The raise from the 200 south drift is

up a total distance of 54 feet, having advanced 16

feet during the week. The top is in a mixture of

clay, quartz and porphyry. Started No. 3 west cross-

cut from the south drift in the west ledge, 300-foot

level, which is out to-day 40 feet. It has passed
through and the face is still in a mixture of low-

grade quartz and porphyry. The 1400 east cross-

cut is out 36 feet. The face is in porphyry and
quartz giving low assays.

Con Imperial.—The work of following up and
taking out small streaks of ore on the upper levels

and overhauling the old slopes of the mine is slill

being carried on._

Crown Point.—The west drift on the 500 level

is out 42 feet. The face is in porphyry, Are mak-
ing some necessary repairs on the 600 level and con-
tinue to extract a little ore from the 1300 stope.

Overman.—Have extracted 352 tons of ore.

Car samples average $13.85. Shipped to Bruns-
wick mill 380 tons of ore; battery samples average

$15-77 per ton. On the 1200 level, upraise on north-
east drift has been extended 18 feet through quartz.
Total length, 52 feet.

Confidence-Challenge.—The north drift on
the 300 level is in 18 r feet, g feet having been made
during the week. The face shows quartz having no
value. This drift is 50 feet in Confidence ground.
The joint Confidence and Challenge raise from the

750 level is up 163 feet, having been advanced 9 feet

during the week. The top shows quartz having no
value. The joint Challenge and Confidence west
crosscut from the north drift on the 1100 level, is out
155 feet. The face shows quartz having no value.

Hale & Norcross.—On the 800 level the east
crosscut started opposite west crosscut on our north
boundary is advanced 45 feet; face in quartz
carrying seams of low-grade ore. On the iioo
level the east crosscut on our north boundary line

was advanced 30 feet; total, igo feet; this crosscut is

passing through a solid body of quartz of a grade
too low to pay. No. 2 west crosscut started from
the south lateral drift 55 feet south from the 1400
station is extended 60 feet; 80 feet north from No. 1

west crosscut on this level we have started No. 3
west crosscut and extended it 20 feet; face in quarz
carrying bunches of fair-grade ore. No. 2 east cross-
cut started 60 feet north of the 1400 station is ex-
tended 85 feet; 25 feet made during the week.
Eighty feet north of this crosscut we have started
No. 3 east crosscut, which is advanced 20 feet.

Savage.—During the week we have hoisted 6io>
carloads of ore from the 400, 500, 750 and 1300'
levels and from the winze below the 1300 leveL
Milled 610 tons of ore, the average battery assay
of which was $14,60 a ton; bullion on hand on Feb-
ruary account, $6824. The north upraise from the
300 level is carried up 95 feet; top in low-grade ore.
On the 400 level the intermediate east drift was ex-
tended 32 feet; total, 72 ieet. This drift discloses,

nothing yet of practical value.

Chollar.—Winze 80 feet south of north line,

750 level, is down 71 feet, bottom in clay and
quartz. The east drift from the incline station, 1400
level, is out 30 feet; face in porphyry. Sent to the
mill the past week 544 tons of ore worth $19,02 a
ton as per battery assays.

Potosi.—No work was done in the winze the
past week. The east crosscut south of incline, 1230
level, is out 130 feet; face in porphyry. South lat-

eral drift from Chollar incline, 1300 level, is out 636.

feet; face in porphyry.
Exchequer. — East crosscut near the south

line, 600 level, is out 304 feet; face in porphyry
and clay. East crosscut on the north line, 600 level,

is out 87 feet; face in hard porphyry and clay.

Alpha.—South drift from crosscut east of shaft,

600 level, is out 51 feet; face in quartz, yielding fair

assays.

Utah,—On the 725 level the northwest lateral

drift from the main west drift from the shaft has
been extended 14 feet; total length, 418 feet. Near
the face of this drift, or 150 feet northwesterly from
west crosscut No, i, west crosscut No. 2 has been
started and advanced 36 feet in a porphyry and clay
formation.

Occidental.—During the week the whole force
has been engaged in repairing and retimbering the
main tunnel on the 550 level, which is about com-
pleted, and prospecting at several new points will

be commenced during the coming week.
Andes.— East crosscut from south drift on 420

level was advanced 18 feet; face in clay and por-
phyry.

Hawtbome District.

Pamlico Items,—Walker Lake Bulletin, Feb.
11: A correspondent writes as follows from Haw-
thorne District: A rich strike was made in the
Western Belle mine, owned by Hank Taylor and
Joe Gilman, on the 6th of February. The discov-
ery was made on the 6th day of this month by Hank
Taylor. Col, Curtis is superintending operations.
The ledge is two feet wide and averages $100. The
Lapanta, the best mine in the district, is looking
well. J, Warner has lately taken a lease, and his.

prospects of making a slake are good. Other mines
here are looking well. The lessees of the Gravel
mine are in high spirits, and say they will come out
all right in the spring. Rattlesnake John (better
known as High Water O'Brien) owns the Moon-
shine, He says the gold is very coarse and a good
ways apart. He is sinking and expects pay when
be strikes the water level. The Mountain King is

being worked by C. Blair and Badger Bill, and the
prospects are good. The Pamlico lessees are mak-
ing a living, and the lessees of the Striker mine have
no growl coming.

Floclie District.

Drafted.—Pioche Record, Feb, 14; The min-
ing company drafted a number of men at their out-
side mines this week. At the Half Moon 13 men
were laid off, and about half the force at the
Mendha. The anticipated closing down of the fur-

nace is supposed to account for the action.

ARIZONA.

To Start,—Prescott Courier, Feb. 13: The
company that recently purchased the Catoctin from
its old owners have given orders for work to start
right away. Paul Johns, one of our best men and
miners, will be in charge. Teams with tools, pro-
visions, etc., are en route to the mine, which is

in Hassayampa district, some 14 miles southwest
from Prescott.

Gold,—John Hartin of this town is a well-pleased
individual. A short time ago he and J. J. Fisher,
member of the House from this county, became
possessed of small gold-bearing croppings, near
D. Walker's, about seven miles west of Prescott,
They commenced sinking upon the small develop-
ment, which has kept growing, as it were, until it is

over seven feet thick, at a depth of 35 feet. The
ore is rich in gold; Hartin says it is free milling.
The entire ledge has sampled about $20 in gold to
the ton. Some pieces of ore show a great deal of
gold. A sample of the richest proved that it would
mill over $200 a ton. The owners are among our
best citizens, and it affords the Courier pleasure to
say that while they are not "stuck up," they feel

their gold, not their oats. Wm, Ronald returned
home recently from Eureka district. He examined
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the Hillside, ParnL-ll, and oihcr veins, and thinks

well of ihcm. He likes the section so well thai he

ioteods settling OD it. Miners of CisUe Creek and
Tip Top arc takinj^ out ore with their usual vim.

Til' Top. —Cor. .Arizona Juumat-Miner, Feb. ii:

Placer mines on 1-ower Humbug have Iain idle all

winter for want ol water, Henry Wager is working

on the Fiasm mine, near the Old Silver Museum,
x% miles east of Tip Top postoffice. Quite a force

ol men is at work building a good road into Upper
Tip Top. to afford facilities for the increasing chlo-

nding work m that locality. Humbug, at t'urley's

camp, contains pknty of water for power or any
other ordinary purpose, and more men are at work
here than usual. Messrs. Sinclair, Yokum, Thomp-
son, Champie. Farley and Kay. besides a half dozen

strangers, are taking out what seems to be fine

chlonding ore, running from $135 to $400 per ton.

Ten teams went north over the New Bradshaw road

last Sunday to bring concentrates from the Crowned
King. This IS about the first regular introduction

to business since the road was completed.

BRITISH OOLDMBIA.

The Lake Country.— Nelson Miners Feb. 7:

Ihe people of Kootenay Lake country should

have no hesitancy in inviting outside capitalists,

miners and business men to lake a hand in develop-

ing the resources of ils several districts. Mining

cannot successfully be carried on in British Colum-

bia without reduction works, and reduction works

without the production of luel; neither can be car-

ried on without timber, much of it manufactured.

Along with reduction works and sawmills and hoist-

ing works will come foundries and machine shops,

possibly not extensive plants but large enouRh to give

employment to a hundred or so skilled and unskilled

workmen. Have we the foundation on which to

upbuild these industries? The question can now
have but one answer. The Blue Bell at Hendryx is

pronounced a mine by thoroughly competent raining

men; the surface indications of mines in Hot Springs

district cannot be disputed; the fact that thousands

of tons of ore are exposed in Toad Mountain district

is the best evidence that can be presented as to its

merits; that Goat River has claims thai prospect

well has been demonstrated by actual work; and,

although not in the Lake country, Trail Creek dis-

trict promises to be second in importance to but few

in the province. Additional evidence is the fact

that the country has produced and shipped ore and

gold dust and bullion in the aggregate a sum equal

to the sum expended in ore extraction and develop-

ment work.
PROSI'ECTING ON THE NORTH SIDE OF THE

Kootenay.—A party left Nelson to-day (or the

head of Grohman creek, to prospect the large

ledges that are there exposed. The formation is

granite, the ledge mailer quartz carrying galena.

The district is on the north side of the Kootenay,

and not more than four miles distant from Nelson.

COLORADO.

Sampson.—Silverton Miner, Feb. 6: The Samp-

son, we learn, is about to pass into the hands of a

Welsh syndicate now in process of organization un-

der the direction of Chas. E. Jones and L. W,
Morgan. This is the most gratifying piece of news

we have heard this winter, and if the gentlemen

mean business there is a bright season in prospect

for Cement creek. The Sampson in operation

means hundreds of prospects being worked by pros-

peciors and the uncovering of more new mines. The

Samp=on is a large gold-bearing vein of mammoth
proportions. Being opened for hundreds of feet in

the way o( literal drifts along the vein, showing vast

bodies of free-milling quartz, the mine is in shape to

employ 100 men, and hardly a limit can be placed

on the output. Being fitted wiih a powerful wire

rope tramway which works on the gravity system,

the ore can be delivered automatically under the

stamps in the company's mill at a cost not to exceed

25 cents per ton. The capacity of the tramway is

150 tons and the capacity of the mill—25 stamps of

850 pounds each-75 to 100 tons daily. The lowest

grade ore that ever went through this mill averaged

$11 per ton. while the average of the whole product

is in excess of $18 per ton. With such a layout as

this we do not see what is to prevent this mine from

becoming a profitable investment, unless it should

be afflicted with incompetent management.

Chamber.— Preparations were made ibis week

to cut out the large chamber in the North Star cross-

cut, which is to be used as a machinery room for the

big shaft which is to be sunk this year. Ihe ma-

chinery is to consist of a large hoisting and pump-

ing plant driven by two large dynamos of 100 horse-

power, the electricity to be generated by Pelton

wheels at the mouth of the tunnel, The chamber

will be 50x30 feet, 35 feet over the shaft and slopmg

off to IS feet at the low end. The excavation will be

done by contract and the cavity substantially lim-

bered. The chamber will be nearly 2400 feet from

the mouth of the crosscut.

The Iowa.—Aspen Times^ Feb. 11: the Con-

tinental Divide Mining Investment Co. has taken

an 800-foot contract of the Iowa and Smuggler

Mountain Mining Co. to do 800 feet of work on the

Iowa mine. Some of the work will be done by

drifting from the Bushwacker workings and the

balance will be done in the old workings of the

Iowa. „ -T^, . .

The Highland Chief Co.—This is a new

mining company and is the owner of the Pyramid

lode claim located nearly a mile south of the Little

Annie mine on the main blue and short lime con-

tact. The company also owns a portion of the

Highland Chief lode and has an i8-montbs lease

and option on the Malchless and Lackawanna Boy

claims. Pay ore was found in the grass roots on

the Highland Chief, but it proved to be a slop-over

from the apex and lodged in the blue lime. A
shaft was sunk into solid blue lime, then a drift run

east to catch the contact next to the dolomite.

George Besser, who is the foreman for the com-

pany thinks that he now has the vein in place, and

expects to be shipping ore in a short time by sink-

The Wilmington.—Wheeler and Nugent, who

have been running a tunnel from west to east on

the Climax group, have gone through the porphyry

and-so feet of fine blue lime and cut into dolomite.

There was found no mineral in the contact; drifting

has been started to see if it will open into an ore

chute. Some people are of the opinion that the

dolomite encountered is only a narrow band and

that there is more blue lime and the main ore con-
tact is east. The projectors of this enterprise are
somewhat weary.

DAKOTA.

Carbonatk.—E>eadwood Pioneer, Feb. la: At
the Iron Hill some very rich sulpburets have been
struck in one of the exploring drifts, a chunk of

which we were shown is very fine and easy enough
seen to be the pure metal. It is said that they have
several large ore bodies of both smelting and dry
ore already explored, and the approximate amount
which they have in sight gives them enough
mixed with the ores of their other mines to

run the reduction plani almost indefinitely. This
company Is in the business for making money, and
will compete (or the custom ores ot the country.
When needed, other stacks, or even a chlorination
plant, will be added to the 20-stamp silver null.

The Albe is working four men, and has been taking
out some very fine chloride of silver ore, of which
we were shown some very fine specimens on their

ore dump. They are timbering the lower part of

the shaft. When this is finished, the work of ex-

tracting ore will commence and prospecting; will

also be continued. The Transit is looking im-
mense. The ore is what is called dry, and is lo-

cated in the shales, lies nearly Hat with a dip ot

about ten degrees toward the northwest. The ore
body is exposed for a distance of 75 feet by several

open cuts, and varies from four feet to eight feet in

thickness in the thickest part. The Red Rock sliil

continues to look well, and the owners are piling

ore on the dump. Ihe U. S. Grant folks are get-

ling out a lot of good ore on their property.
Little Ellen.—Work on this property is pro-

gressing, and some fine pink and blue quartz has
been encountered,
Who-Ha.—The Who-Ha mine at Ruby Basin

now shows an excellent body of ore, and develop-

ments on it only serve to increase the body. The
claim is owned by George Hopkins and Dr. Collins,

let a contract for 150 feet of work on his George-
town mining property, and has also given a tease

on part of it.

Lone Muuntain. —Silver City Enterprise^ Feb.
12: The Good Luck mine, belonging to Brockman
& Beall, has within the past week assumed a new
appearance. The walls have become regular and
even, and Ihe trend and dip in the vicinity of the
ore-chute first discovered have become more defi-

nite. The body of first class ore now in sight is

fully three feet in width and assays more than $200
per ton average v»lue. Alongside this is a large
body of lower-grade ore which can be milled at a
profit on the ground.

Pisos .-\ltu.s.—At the Alpha and Omega, better
known as the Huson and Thomas mines, the lessees,

Professors Carrera and Doheny, have uncovered
bodies of ore of greater magnitude than ever found
so near the surface in any of the great mining dis-

tricts of Colorado. The ore averages over 20 ounces
per Ion in silver and $2 to $4 per ton in gold, with
12 to 16 per cent lead. Tfiere is now on the dump
at the mine 1000 tons of ore. Before the smelter
combination went into tfTect, the ore was reiurning
from $25010 $400 per car profit, but the raise in

smelting charges has been so great, and present
prices of smelling so exorbitant, that the owners
and lessees are now considering the feasibility of

starling a smelter at Silver City.

More Stamps. —Silver City Enterprise; Feb. 12:

The Mountain Key M. Co. have about completed
the erection of an additional five stamps in their

mill, which gives them a 15-stamp mill. This was
rendered necessary by the accumulation of ore re-

serves in the mine. While development work has
been extensively engaged in, the lo-stamp mill has
been unable to reduce the ore in reserve in the

slopes. With 50 per cent increase in milling facili

ties a large increase in production and net profits

will be the repult,

List of U. S. Patents for Paoillo Coast

Inventors.

Reported by Dewey A Oo., Pioneer Patent
Sollcltore for PaclQc Coast.

for week ending l-eu. 10, 189i.

446,316.— Divider Attachment for Mowers
Mark Anthony, S. V.

446.221.—Cahle Railway—L. M. Clement,
O.ikUnd. Cal.

446,249.—Chair—Julia W. Craig. S. F.
446,227.—Streetcar Fender and Brakb-~

Geo. T. Hall. Moravia, Cal.

446, 350-— Lenses for Illuminating Tiles—
P. H. Jackson. S. F.

446,352 -Boring Machine—A. M. Jewell, S. F.

446.353.- Boring Machine—A. M. Jewell, S. F.
446,234.—Thrashing Machine—E. McDonald.

Willows, Cal.

446.305.—Brake for Cable Cars—J. F.
Waite, S. F.

446.240. — Car Coupling—G. W. Weller, Baker
City, Or.

446,275.—Air.signaling Ai-paratus—G. B.
Williams, Portland, Or.

The (ollowing brief list by telcgTapb, (or Pel). 18, will

appeiir more complete on receipt of mftil advices:

Californifi-atiortre B. Baor, CloverdBle, mailing' ma-
ohlQe; Stephen S. Uluck, dSHiLfiior of one-lialf to E. A.
(Jochrane, Pa«ftdena, akato; WiMitim H. Bunie, Lob An-
geles, carbon (or uluclric lampH; Wllliim M. Crain, Santa
Ytie/,, wiinlmill; Kdwhi Duaamoro, Uoroiiado, vcneer-
cuttiiig maubiiie; JuBeph W. Fawkea. Sr., and .J. W.
Fawkep, Jr., Baibank. card-oxhibitmt,' device; Richard
K Jtffery. Orase Valley, vehicle wbeej; Latoiio A. John-
BOii, San Francisco, fisii net; William A. Judge, Santa

rbara, index; Ezra W. Keeler, Sau Pranciaco, pano-

L.OWKR CALIFORNIA.

Alamo.—Lower Califomian, Feb. 12: The hoist-

ing works of the San David are almost completed.
The big hoisting engine at the Telemaco will be
moved down on the San David soon. A large pump
will be set at work then, as the location of the mine
is favorable for catching all the waste water in camp
not already caught by the Montezuma. Another
great place for water is the section of the Gold Tree
where Gastelum made his stake. It has been tem-
porarily abandoned but it is too rich to lie idle long.

This matter of too much water is a strong drawback
to Alamo's rapid development. Kelley, late night

boss at the Princesa, has taken a contract to sink

an additional 100 feet on the Ulises. He has a force

of men at work. The Aurora mine and mill are

working night and day and the ore is very rich.

Sinking is steadily advancing, as well as drifting.

The El Paso, Alamo and Scorpion mills are work-
ing. Among the mines being worked are the Auro-
ra. Indio, Ulises, San David, El Paso, Gold Tree,
Scorpion, Tarantula, Montezuma, Arabella, Gen.
Torres, Van Tassel and Rattlesnake. Placering is

going on in many places and Wescott and partners,

in Mexican gulch, have built a flume and are almost
ready to hydraulic. J. B. Blethen is expected this

week to settle the affairs of the Montezuma Co.

MONTANA.

Mines of Neihart.— Butte Miner, Feb. 16;

Ed. Berghe and Gus Damm are rejoicing over one
of the best strikes made on Carpenter creek for

many a long day, says the Helena Herald. In their

Flansburg lode at a deplh of 72 feet, they started a
drift, and in going about six feet encountered four

feet of galena and carbonates. Fisher and Walley
have struck a fine body of galena and sulpburets in

their Raven lode on Snow lead. It is understood
that Armington & Siicht are now in Barker fixing

up the old smelter, preparatory to "blowing in"
next week.
Bonued.—The Despatch mine, located just west

of the Valley claim and south of the Star West, has
been bonded by George and William Fariin to East-
ern parties lor $50,000 in case the bond is taken up
within six months, and $75,000 provided it stands
one year. Work on the property will be commenced
at once under the supervision of J. H. Maloney of

the firm of Cobban & Co. The parties who have
bonded the Despatch are also figuring on the Valley
claim, and no doubt both will be producing in

time if there is anything there to be produced.
Bald Mountain District.—PhillipsburgiWflrV,

Feb. 11; About 20 miles in a southwesterly direc-

tion from Phillipsburg lies the above-named mining
district. It is just inside the northern line of Silver

Bow county, but owing to the contour of the coun-
try this is the only available outlet, although, of

course, all locations must be recorded in Silver Bow
county. The formation of the country is lime and
porphyry, and the veins all take an easterly and
westerly course and dip to the south. Frazer and
Carpp have the best developed property in this sec-

tion at present, and the names of their claims are

the Monarch, Sun and Forest Pine, and there is no
doubt but that if these claims were close to some or-

ganized district one or more large companies would
be at work on them. Adjoining the above claims
Henry Maloney & Co. have what from present devel-

opments would appear to be not only the best in

the Bald Mountain country, but a first-class pro-

ducing mine. A couple of carloads of high-grade
ore have already been shipped from this claim, and
the deepest shaft is only a little over 80 feet, and
some very rich specimens of gray copper ore are on
exhibition in this ciiy from it.

NEW MEXICO.

Coovi'sVKAVilTRUS.— Southwest Sentinel, Feb.
14: The El Paso Smelting Co. is now working
three claims—the Monte Cristo, Othello and Desde-
mona. In driving a tunnel a large cave was struck,

which has been explored for a length of 75 feet. It

is from 30 to 40 feet wide. A very large quantity
of fine ore has been found in it. A sample of 25
pounds has been tested and gave returns of 50 per
cent lead. The tunnel is being driven ahead over
the cave. Cook & Paynter have been jigging, and
will soon have several cars of concentrates to ship.

Tell & Poe are shipping regularly at the rate of

, 1, , r TK
^'''^'''^' dividends may now be

,„^ deUveriLg clay to 3ewer.pipo prcsaos; Andrew O.
looked for. The new stamps will probably be started

| PhUlipa, San francis.o, B^fa-bod; William T.y Schenck.
next week. .. ^ .

. . .. _

Alhahbra Camp.—There is a rumor, probably
well founded, that the Black Hawk mine will be
worked with a full force of men as in days of old.

This is one of the mines of Grant county which has
contributed great quantities of native silver to swell

the output of the precious metal. The Alhambra
mine in the camp of the same name is "in bonan-
za." The new shaft is still in the rich ore chute

encountered months ago, and is paying a handsome
profit over and above cost of sinking. This is some-
thing that but few mines do, to pay a profit on de-

velopment work.

OREGON.

The Baisley-Elkhorn.— Bedrock Democrat,

Feb. 9: A smile will beam over the countenances
of the Portland stockholders of the Baisley-Elkhorn

Mining Co., operating in Baker county, when the

January output of gold bullion is received by them
at the head office, and they will be more than ever

convinced of the necessity of a large reduction

plant on their property. Yesterday there arrived at

the First National Bank, of this city, the January
output of the Baisley-Elkhorn mine, $15,000, or two
gold bricks weighing 79 pounds, the result of two
Huntington mills. The output will be expressed at

once to the U. S. mint for coinage. Mr. Oliver,

superintendent of the company, when in this city a

few days ago, made a guess that $12,000 would be

the amount for January, and its being exceeded by

$3000 is a matter of no little gratification. With a

dozen or more mines in Baker county yielding as

handsomely as the Baisley-Elkhorn there would be

prosperity on every hand and dull times would be

something unheard of. But that time will come
just as soon as practical miners take hold of the hun-

dreds of promising mines in this section. There
has been altogether too much talk and too little

work.

UTAH.

Silver Reef.—Salt Lake Tribune^ Feb.' 11:

Knowing that Mr. Judd was interested in mining in

Silver f^eef. the reporter asked regarding that old

silver-sandstone district. He says the prospects are

brighter at Silver Reef than they have been for many
years. In the old Stormy K-ing mine, owned by

the Christy Co., the developments have been extend-

ing northward from the new shaft into new country,

and it now shows up as well as it ever did in that

property. Woolley, Lund & Judd have been run-

ning the Barbee & Walker mill in which they worked

1000 tons of ore averaging about 18 ounces silver to

the ton. They have also been running the Christy

mill part of the time. The ores crushed were raised

by chloriders, who have been doing well, in fact, as

well as ever miners did in that camp. About 40

miners are working in the district. Mr. Judd' is of

the opinion if the mines there, now belonging to

three companies, were thrown into a corporation,

that mining could be carried on to large extent, to

good profit, and that Silver Reef would become a

better district than it ever has been.

Strike at Stewart No. 2.—Out at the Stew

art No. 2, Bingham, a strike was made two or three

days ago on ore that assays about $100 in gold, and

this rich chute is eight feet wide. It is honeycombed

quartz and located about 400 feet below the surface.

The Gipsy Blaik.—Cheering news comes from

the Gipsy Blair mine at the head of Big Cottonwood,

Late developments are bringing out the property,

The shaft is down loo feet, from which a drift at

the bottom has been run 70 feet and this has cut a

chuie of ore 16 inches wide, which runs very high in

silver. Previous assays of ore from other places on

the vein ran from 200 to nearly 500 ounces, but ore

from the late strike has not been assayed, although

it looks as if it will run well in metal. Five persons

are employed this winter on development work, and

it is proposed to put on a large force in the spring.

The late strike pleased Mrs. Vandebarker'so well that

she organized a party, consisting of herself, Wm.
Wedlake and Robert Knows, to come down and

bring the news. They put on their snowshoes on

Tuesday and boldly pushed out over the snow,

which is about 15 feet deep at the head of the can-

yon, but gets thinner all the way down. At one

place their movements started a slide, but they were

not caught in it. At other places they ghded over

the snow where there were big cracks, and had to

move with caution to prevent starting slides, and at

one time the lady lost one of her snowshoes and it

was recovered with difficulty. But they reached this

city in safety yesterday, well tired out from their

Sao Francisco, liose reel; Sionev B. Wbitceide, Sao
Francisco, mailing mathiue; Heury N. Williams, San
Francidoo compound (or pavli g, rooting and building
purposes; William Wrifcbt. New York, asBlgnor to
Wrl^iht's Denver and San Krancieco Electric Light Com-
pany of Colorado, battery conipouud.
Oregon—Lizzie Graham, Portland, lioor-washlng ma-

cblne; John H, Krouee, Portland, wiring attichmeut for
baling presses; John B. Walker, Corvalliu, railway rail
johit.

NoTB.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnished
by Dewey & Co., in the ehorteat time possible (by mall
or tolegrapbio order). American ond Foreign patentt
obtained, and general patent bualnesB (or Pacific Coast
Inventors transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
rates, and la the shortest possible time,

about four carloads a week, J. A. Hinton has just perilous journey down the canyon

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co. 's Scientific Press U. S. and For-

eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Adjustable Lettering Device.—Lewis A.

Gates, S. F., assignor of one-half to Henry J.

Postel. Sacramento. No. 445,750. Dated Feb. 3,

1891. This "adjustable lettering device '' consists

of a framework having a series of horizontal parallel

wires, and in connection therewith of letters,

figures or characters having flexible extensions or
spurs, which are bent over so as to engage the wires
and hold the letters or characters at any desired
point. The letters may be placed upon the wires at

any desired point so as to form signs or other ad-
vertising or ornamental work. They are easily

removed by simply compressing the wires upon
which any letter is hooked toward each other,

when they may be unhooked and taken off, and
their positions changed or other letters substituted.

By this construction and style of letter any change
of sign may be had, the frames being always useful

for any sign that it may be desired to make.

Fruit-Pitting Machine.—James T. Ish, S. F.

No. 445,753. Dated Feb. 3, 1891. The object of

this invention is to provide a machine of this class

in which both the flesh of the fruit and its pit are

cut through and the latter removed. The fruit is

placed in spring holders of an arm which, swinging
upwardly, delivers it between traveling opposing
cups, the cushion -holders of which retain it. The
fruit is then brought into contact with the stationary

knife, and a revolving knife coming up behind it

at that instant, both the flesh and the pit are cut.

into halves. These pass on each side of and in

contact with a directing plate and curve around its

end branches. Then when opposite the nippers,

their peculiar action extracts the severed pits.

Brake FOR Cable Cars.—James F. Waite, S.

P., assignor of one-half to Wm. Hollis. No. 446,-

305. Dated Ftb. 10, 1891. The object of this in-

vention is to provide a simple and effective brake, of

that class in which the slot irons are acted upon as

a frictional resistance or contact. The invention

consists in the novel brake and means for hanging
and operating it.

Lens for Illuminating Tiles — Peter H.

Jackson, S. F, No. 446,350. Dated Feb. 10, 1891.

This invention relates to the class of lenses to be

used in cement, concrete, or other plastic material,

when applied to illuminating tiles for sidewalks,

floors, roofs and the like, lor illuminating apart-

ments beneath. The invention consists in the novel

lens and in said lens in connection with the sur-

rounding material in which it is imbedded.

Boring Machine.—Ammi M. Jewell, S. F.

No. 446,352. Dated Feb. 10, 1891. This inven-

tion relates to the general class of boring machines,

and particularly to a machine for boring the stiles

of doors, blinds and sashes. The object is to pro-

vide a suitable machine for boring holes in such
stiles, whereby they are adapted to receive dowel
pins, which are also let into holes in the rails of the

doors, blinds and sashes, whereby these articles are

put together by dowels instead of mortises and
tenons.

Boring Machine.—Ammi M. Jewell, S. F. No.

446,353. Dated Feb. 10, i8gr. This is a machine

for boring the holes in both ends of the rails of

doors, blinds and sashes to receive dowel pins,

whereby said rails are connected with the stiles in-

stead of by the usual mortises and tenons.
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JjQECHAjMieAL Progress

Abrasive Cutting.

At a recent meeting of the Technical Society

of the Paoifio OoaHt, the principal feature of the

evening waa an eseay on the subject of

•'Abrasive Catting in the Mechanical Arte,"

written by John Richards, and» in hia absence,

read by Otto von Grsldem. The eaaay waa in

part aa follows :

"Catting is divided into two olaases, direct

and abrasive. The direct procesa la by means

of edges, applicable to soft material, and abra-

sive applicable to hard material.
*' Abrasive catting is performed by means of

wet stones, sand, emery, glass, corundum, cro-

CUB, rouge, and in some cases by soft Iron alone.

Chief among these methods is that of wet stones

or common grindstones, which form a more im-

portant part of converting implements than ib

commonly sapposed,
" The principal development of wet-stone

grinding, that is, gauge grinding, has been in

the large saw and tool factories. I do not mean
hand-grinding. That is simple enough, but

gauge grinding has been the subject of a great

amount of ingenious effort by highly skilled

mechanics, who have not carried their knowl-

edge beyond the works where it waa applied.
'* There ia bat little dry grinding done in this

country, and so far as known only on stones

brought here from England. It may have been

noticed that the shanks of tools brought from

Eagland, chisels for example, are ground cross-

wiae and are very rough. This is done on small

atones driven at high speed, called ' shank

stones.'
*' Abrasive cutting by heat consists in apply-

ing smooth disks of steel or iron, driven at high

speed, to piecea to be cut; the heat developed

by friction being sufficient to melt the metal in

contact with the wheel, or, what is more prob-

able, softening it to a plastic state, so it is rub-

bed away by the wheel.

*\Grrinding ia a process of accuracy. In

metal working the operation of cutting haa a

limit of accuracy at 1-1000 part of an inch in

coarse work, and 1 200 part of an inch in fine

work. All accurate and all polished surfaces

are finished by abrasive operation."

The " Cold Saw " Method.—The Iron Age
comments upon this as follows: That the gen-

eral adoption of the " cold-saw " method of cut-

ting metals will depend wholly and primarily

upon the character of the machine introduced

for doiug the work. Is a foregone conclusion.

That this method, which in reality employs a

thin milting cutter of comparatively large di-

ameter, is well adapted to meet every require-

ment satisfactorily, is beyond diapute. The
introduction of the machine and its displace-

ment of the rapidly-revolving saw now used

will depend upon two things—the method of

mounttog and of driving the saw. The con-

trolling factora are Identical with those govern

ing the construction of the ordinary milling

machine, of which this is only a modification.

Rigidity is the first and most important re-

quirement. There must be sQ:£cient strength

to prevent absolutely any yielding, since the

smallest degree of elasticity would be fatal to

good results. The driving gear should be cor-

respondingly powerful. These qualities ob-

tained, the adoption of the cold saw will follow

speedily. The machine of this description

possesses great advantages when compared
with the one now employed. This is particu-

larly apparent in the character of the work
done by both. The old machine can only be
used on rough work; the cold saw can be used
for fitting where great accuracy is demanded,
as in bridge and ship building establishments
especially, and it ia here that its vast superior-

ity ia most manifest. In addition, it requires

less power to be operated, the wear and tear

item is much reduced, and these points, to-

gether with the greater accuracy mentioned,
more than counterbalance its slower catting
speed. These tools are used somewhat exten-
sively in England, and their adoption here de-

pends, aa mentioned, solely upon good design
and construction.

thousands of times in succession without be-

coming overheated. The inventor is Louis

Gathmann of Chicago. The chief novel feature

is the use of liquefied carbonic acid gas, deliv-

ered automatically along the entire length of

the bore at the instant of disoharge, not only as

an absorbent of the heat generated, but as a

"cooler " after the charge has left the gun. By
another device, pneumatic pressure ia produced

with powder. Should the invention prove a

succeas, Gathmann expects that the exiating

systems of coast defense would be revolution-

ized, _^_
Aluminum Steel Akmor Plates.—Some

interesting experiments, says the American

Manufacturer^ are being made at the works of

the Carbon Iron Co., in Pittsburg, by which it

is expected that the possibility of making

armor plates of aluminum steel may be de-

monstrated. The fact that a small percent-

age of aluminum in steel increases ita strength

is well known, and with this in view, the ex-

periments mentioned above have been under-

taken. The company ia now engaged on a

government contract for cruiser plates, and by
introducing about one-fourth of one per cent of

aluminum into this steel, some satisfactory re-

sults have been obtained. An ultimate strength

of 105.000 pounds haa been reached, and the

metal showed remarkable tonghneas and duo-

tility. With an ordinary steel plate, when a

tensile strength of about 100,000 pounds waa
obtained, the amount of carbon would neces-

sarily be about three-quarters of one per cent,

which would render the steel too brittle for

armament. The high price of aluminam is the

present drawback to its extensive use, bat it is

thought that by another year the price of a

grade of aluminum pare enough for the par>

pose can be manufactured for leas than a dollar

a pound, which will place it more within the

reach of steel-makers. The present experi-

ments at the Carbon Iron Works will be con-

tinued for some time, until it is established

whether the project is entirely feasible.

Improved Jointing of Iron Surfaces.—It

is foand that a permanent and satiafaotory

joint can be effected between rough caat-iron

surfaces by the use of mineral asbestos mixed
with sufficient white lead to make a very stiff

putty; this, It is ascertained, will realat any
amount of heat, and is so unaffected by steam
or water as to be serviceable for mending or

closing oraoks in cast-iron retorts employed in

the distillation of oil and gas from can-

nel coal. The heat being applied to the bot-

tom of retorts and the temperature of the iron

maintained at a bright-red heat, after a time
the bottom of the retort would give way, the

larger p3rtion of the crack being downward
toward the fire. The method employed was to

prepare the mixture and place it on top of a

brick, then put the brick on a bar of Iron or

a shovel, and press the cement upward to fill

the crack in the iron, holding it np for some
time until it had penetrated the cavity and be-

come somewhat set, necessarily, during this

operation, the lid being removed from the re-

tort, so that no pressure of gas or oil should
force the cement outward until set. The nae

of asbestos in this way possesses various ad-

vantages, not the least of which is that the
substance cannot burn.

SeiENTlFie Fr.0(3RESS.

A Wonderful Allot.—A copper aluminum
alloy, saya the Engineer^ has lately been
tested at Chalais, in the department of aerial

navigation, with some surprising results.

Nearly pure aluminum and ordinary copper
conducting wire were alloyed and rolled

into sheets 1 mm. thick, and from these, strips

were cut 5 mm, wide. The results of the
various percentages in the alloy on trial showed
that the addition of only two per cent of cop-

per increases the tensile strength of aluminum
from about 37,000 to nearly 44,000 pounda per
square inch, and the addition of six percent of

copper more than doubles this tensile strength.

It will be also noted that an alloy can be made
having double the strength of pure aluminum
that is less than one-twentieth heavier than the
pure metal. As the Engineer remarks, ex-
periments on BO small a scale are no guarantee
that an alloy of equal qualities could be made
on a commercial scale, and further experiment
is necessary to the general behavior of this al

loy; but It ia interesting.

A New Dynamite Gun.—The United States

Government baa authorized a test at Fort Sher
idan on a new gun 9^ feet long, which is said

to be capable of throwing dynamite or other

high explosive shells a distance of five miles

Water Meters and Power Meters.—It

was a long time before water meters became
universal, but they got around at last, and how
easy it is to tell when water is going to waste
or a ball-valve needs packing, and so with gas.

The least leak about the building ia shown at

once in the meter, but with the power that is

being supplied to a machine shop, nothing ia

ever done but to guess at it. This is a mistake,
as a meter for this purpose is easily made by
attaching a counter in the driving pulley that
will record, not the number of times that the
pulley revolves, but the amount of unbalanced
force that the pulley has been subjected to at
every tarn. In the meter, the intensity of this

driving strain governs the amount that the
counter shall count at every revolution of the
shaft, which must show like the meter for gas
or water, where power ia going to waste, or
more is bought and paid for than has ever been
used.

—

Boston Jour, of Commerce.

A Cylindrical Steel Car.—The question
of substituting iron for wood in car construc-
tion is constantly coming more and more to the
front. So far only a few express and mail
cars have been constructed of Iron; but a com-
pany has recently been organized in Chicago
for building steel cars, which bids fair to be-
come a success. Suoh cars will be much
stronger than wood, quite free from doubling
up or splintering in a collision, and absolutely
fireproof. They should come into general use.

The Range and penetrating power of mod-
ern rifled guns is tremendous. The 10-lnch
rifle which the Miantonomah now carries at
the Navy-Yard will pierce 21 inches of iron at
a distance of 1000 yards. The 6-inch Ameri-
can rifle will drive its projectile through 10^
inches of wrought iron at 1000 yards. The
8-inch rifle will pierce 16,3 inches of iron at the
same distance. The 12-inch rifle will penetrate
28 inches of iron at the aame distance.

Gold is very seotile—that is, it can be cut
and shaved with a knife, like a piece of wood
or horn, while pyrites and other worthless miu'
erals will crumble under the knife-blade like a
lamp of sugar.

Origin and Cause of the Gulf Stream—
W, S. Howard, who was for three years on the

United States Coast Survey steamer Blake,

says that for two years the gulf stream waa
observed and traced, and it was definitely as-

certained to originate at a place between Fowey
Rooks, a ledge in the Atlantic, off the south

extremity of Florida, and Gun Key, on the

Bahama ooaat. The steamer was anchored at

this point, and the study of the gulf stream was

begun there. The stream was found to vary

daily in velocity, the difference being equal to

2^ knots per hour. The current waa affected

by the moon, and the greatest strength of the

current was a day or two after the declination

of the moon. The steamer anchored at 26

stations to observe the gulf stream, and upward
of 1500 observations were taken. With other

apparatus two meters were used at once by

which the velocity of the surface and the sub-

surface waa simultaneously noted. The surface

current runs with much greater velocity than

the sub-surface. The true axis or beginning of

the stream is \\\ miles east of Fowey Rocks
Light-house. Here the strongest surface cur-

rent found was SJ knots per hour, and the

weakest 3J, an average of 3 6 knots. At the

axis there is a depth of 498 fathoma of water.

The soundings brought to light no explanation

of the mysterious origin of the stream. The
deductions from the observations are that the

trade winds and Mlssiasippi river may both be

dismissed as probable creators of the current,

and that the velocity of the current is posi-

tively controlled by the declination of the

moon.

Theories at Fault as to Coal Composition

AND Action.—It is now asserted that the at-

tempt that has been made by certain German
chemista of prominence to connect the physical

phenomenon of coking with the chemical com-

position of bituminous coal—especially with

reference to the richness of the coal in what is

called disposable hydrogen, or that proportion

of it which is in excesa of the quantity required

to form water with the oxygen present—does

not correspond with observed results, nor,

again, does the richness of a sample of coke in

carbon determine its coking qualities, the fact

being that two specimens of coal, of practically

identical carbon composition, are often found to

behave very differently in the retorts of coke

ovens. It ia therefore argued that, if the

property of coking does not reside either in the

surplus hydrogen or the fixed carbon, it is cer-

tainly not to be found in the contenta of the

coal in oxygen, which gives no indication what-

ever of the physical behavior of the coal under

heat. Some coking coals coke without much
swelling, while others swell considerably in the

proceas; in either case, the coal must undergo

a stage of fusion. In which it becomes a thick,

semi-fluid mass, through which the gas escapes;

but why one kind of coal should swell consider-

ably, while another variety of similar composi-

tion does not, Is admitted to be a problem not

apparently capable of solution from any of the

chemical data usually preserved in analyses of

coala.

The Researches of Eminent Bacteriolo-

gists and the aiscusaions lately held regarding

the causation and prevention of tuberculosis

and other diseases have invested with profound

interest the question of the relations of the dis-

eases of lower animals to those of man. At the

International Congresa of Hygiene and Demog-
raphy, to be held in London next August, a

section will devote special attention to the in-

fectious, contagious, parasitic and other dis-

eases communicable from animals to man, and

vice versa; the methods of the propagation of

diseases affecting mankind by means of animals

and animal products; the infection of meat,

milk and other comestibles, and the restric-

tions to be placed on the sale of infected food

and the movement of infected animals. A
number of the high authorities in the medical,

veterinary and agricultural world are expected

to participate and throw light on investigations

that are of great importance to the welfare of

mankind. ^^—~
Further Proof.—It has long been held

that the diamond Is identical with pure car-

bon. Further proof of this has recently been

adduced by some experiments on the diamond

by Mr. A. Krause, who burnt some splinters

in a current of oxygen, the products of com-

bustion being absorbed by ammonia, and the

ammoniacal solution decomposed with pure

sodium hydroxide. A comparison of the

crystals obtained on evaporation with those of

pure sodium carbonate showed that they had

the same percentage of water of crystallization,

and that they were identical in crystalline

form, optical properties, melting point, elec-

trical conductivity, and solubility in water. Ac-

cording to the Journal of the Chemical Society,

the author concludes that the diamond must be

chemically identical with carbon, since not

only is the atomic weight the same, but on

oxidation they both yield exactly the same

product,

PAMEOTANO, A SOBSTITOTE FOR QuiNINE.—
Dujardin-Beaumetz haa, according to the Medi-

cal Press and Circular^ recently called atten-

tion to the antiperiodic properties of an ex-

tract obtained from the root of a shrub called

pambutano. The aqueous decoction of the

root has been largely and saocessfally used in

the treatment of malarial fevers; it haa been
beneficial in a number of cases in which the

symptoms did not yield to quinine. The isola-

tion of an alkaloid has not hitherto been effeot*

ed, but the plant contains various fatty bodies

and essential oils in addition to a special kind
of tannin. All the active properties of the

root are extracted by maceration in alcohol at

60°. The writer in the Press and Circular

adds that, while the high value of quinine as a

febrifuge and antiperiodic is incontestable, the

faults and failures of the old favorite declare

themselves from time to time, and hence the

discovery of other vegetable products which
have similar powers is not without importance,

since some of these may and do succeed when
quinine has proved ineffeotual.

Frost Resisting Power of Stones.—Ex-
periments on the frost-resiating power of natur-

al and artificial building stones have been made
by Mr. Sauschinger, as stated in the Jonrnal|of

the Society of Chemical Industry, with 21 dif-

ferent kinds of natural building stones, three to

six test pieces of each being used. Their tensile

strength, dry and wet, their capacity for ab-

sorbing water, their alteration in volume, ten-

sile strength and behavior toward water after

freezing and thawing 25 times, and their speci-

fic gravity, were determined. Out of this num-
ber of samples, ranging from limestone to sand-

stone, only six were found to resist repeated

freezing, viz., one of dolorite, one of diorlte

and four sandstones. Four other samples were
found to resist freezing fairly, but not absolute-

ly; but of 41 samples of artificial stone similarly

tested, only three were found thoroughly un-

affected, while eight proved fairly resistant.

The Toxic Principle of Insect Powder,—
The active principle of pyrethrum flowers is

aaid to be an acid (pyrethrotoxio acid) soluble

in alcohol, amylic alcohol, ether, and chloro-

form, which may be isolated by means of ether,

after having been converted into an alkaline

salt and decomposed by tartaric add In aqueous
aolutlon. When this acid was hypodermioally
injected Into animals, it was observed that the

poison produced ita effects in two distinct

stages. In the first there was an excitement
more or lees pronounced, proportional to the
quantity administered; in the aecond there waa
a complete prostration, accompanied alwaya
by paralysis of the lower extremities, which
might disappear after a time, or be the precur-

sor of a fatal Issue, the respiration and circula-

tion being effected only in the latter case.

Another Photographic Discovery.—Ac-
cording to the Vienna correspondent of the

Daily Chronicle, an interesting discovery in

photography Is said to have been made by Herr
Dombrzynski, of the Lamburg Polytechnio

Academy, who claims to have succeeded In

photographing by electro^magnetlsm. In a re-

port on his discovery, addressed to the Vienna
Academy of Science, Herr Dombrzynski ex-

plained the means by which he succeeded in

obtaining photographic effects by electro-mag-

netic nndulations.

An Alloy, the electrical resistance of which
diminishes with increase of temperature, has
recently been discovered by Edward Weston.
It ia compoaed of copper, manganese and
nickel. Another alloy, due to the same inves-

tigator, the resistance of which is practically

independent of the temperature, consists of 70
parts of copper combined with 30 of ferro-man-

ganese. .

Speed of Shot and Meteors.^The singular

fact is demonstrated that, while the most rapid

cannon shots scarcely attain a velocity of 600
meters a second—over 1500 miles per hour

—

meteorites are known to penetrate the air with

a velocity of 40,000 or even 60,000 meters per

second, a velocity which raises the air at once

to a temperature of from 4000 to 6000 de-

grees C.

Latent Heat.—The phenomenon of latent

heat was first inqnired into by Dr. Black, of

Scotland, nearly 130 years ago. His attention

was directed to the subject by obaervlng that

a mixture of ice and water, though absorbing a

measurable amount M heat, did not rise in

temperature until all the ice had disappeared.

A Stretched Platinum Wire, when heated

to incandescence and traversed by an intermit-

tent current of electricity, vibrates and be-

comes subdivided in a series of waves,
having well-marked neutral segments and
nodes.

Bacteria and Phosphorescence.—A French
savant has discovered that the phosphorescence
in Crustacea ia owing to the preaence of bac-

teria in the muscle—in other words, disease.

The Moon.—Ptof. E. S, Holden, of the

Lick Observatory, has a paper on "The
Moon " in the February double number of the

Youth''s Companion.

Bees and Wasps.—About 4500 apecles of

wild bees are known, of wasps 1100, of which
170 and 16 respectively live in Great Britain.

In the six-inch rifled gun the projectile is

making 250 revolutions per second at the

moment of leaving the mnxzle.
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QsEFUL Information.

The World's Money.

Mr. Ledoh, the Direotor of the Mint, has
prepared for tho Llouie Committee on Coinage
% seriea of iotorcating tables showing the gold

and silver estimated, and officially reported to

be In oiroalation aa money throughout the

world, and the epeole holdings of thu leading

Earopean banks. The moat comprehensive
table la the following:

ArraouHiTs amuunt or flOu> and ULVBit honry in

TIIR WORLD.

Oouotry. Ooltl. Silver.

United SUtes $702,018,869 1432,071,346
Uoitod Kingdom 650,000,000 10O.00O,Oti0

France 000,000,000 700,000,000
U«nnftDy 600,000,000 146,000,000
Belgtum fl5,oo;',ooo r>:>,f oo.ooo

lUly 140.000,000 00.000,000
Swit eerland 15,000,000 1 .i.OOu.OliO

Oreooe 2,000.000 4,000,000
Spklo 100,000.000 1-2.0,000,000

PorlUKftl 40.000,000 10,000,000

Auittrlft-Huogary . 40.000,000 90,000,000
N«tbtTlaiids S&.000,000 U:>,00 ',000

Scanaiiiftvlan Onion 83.000,000 lo,<:oo,ooo

KuM«la 100,000,000 00 UOO.OOO
Turkov 60,000.000 4r.,000,OuO

AtutrallA 100,000.000 7.000,000

EKypt 100,000,000 IS.OOO.OOO

Mexico &,OOO,O0O- f>0,000.000
Central America r.OO.OOO

South America 46,000,000 25,000,000
Jupan 90,000,000 .^0,000,000

iDdia 900 COO.OOU

China 7iO,i)00,00O

The Straits ... 100.0;)0,OtXi

Canada 16.000 000 r..ooo,ooo

Cuba, Haytt, etc 20,000,000 ?,owi,000

Totals $3,727,018,809 $3,820,671,346

The silver money la olaaeified by Direotor

Leech, in the following table, Into that which
Ib full legal tender and that which is tender for

bnt limited amounts:
Full legal

tender.

United Kingdom
France 1650,000,000

Germany 102,000,000

Bolciuni 43,400,000

Italy 25,800,000

Switzerland 11,400,ooO

Greece 1,800,000

Spain 90,000,000

Portugal
Aufltrla Hungary 90,000,000

Netherlands 61,800.000

Scandinavian Union
Russia 22,000.000

Turltey
Au&tralla
K(fypt
Mexico 50.000,000

Centra i America 50O,n0O

Soutii America 25,000,000

Japan 50,000,0lJ0

Inilia 900,000.000

China 700,000,000

The Straits 100,000 000
Canada
Cuba, Ilaytl, etc 1,200 000

Limited
tender,

$100,000,000
50,000,000
4S,000,000
fi,Ct)0,(00

34,'J'l0,0O0

3.0O0.110O

2,'iO0,000

35,000.000

10,000,000

'

3V20I1 000
10,0(10,000

38,0(10,100

4.^,000,000

7,000.000
15,000,000

J,000,000
80U,OtiO

Totals $2,929,900,000 $403,600,000

The total atook of fall legal tender eilver

ooin in Earope la given at $1,101,400,000.

The Utilization of Pine Leaves for the

manufactare ot bagging, matting, etc., has be-

come an industry of recognized Importance, and
in North Carolina a company has for some time

been In operation for thaa producing matting

and bagging, with a daily capacity of 2000

yards, the material being in every respect

equal to jute, as well as cheaper. The process
.

appears to be a simple one. The leaves of the

long-leaf pine are gathered In a maaa, and, on

being weighed, are thrown into a large vat,

whereby they are boiled in alkali at a low tem-

perature for about 12 hours; then, after betug

thoroaghly soaked in the same vats, they are

taken by a continuous automatic process

through the rubbing, wringing, carding, dry-

ing, re carding, drawing, roving, winding and

weighing machines, In the latter of which the

substance becomes an excellent article of bag-

ging, and, after going through a calendering

apparatus, is ready for use and the market.

After leaving the wringer, the process of manu-
faoture is very nearly identical with that of

cotton goods, Aa a material for apholatering

purpoaea and for carpet lining, it is found well

adapted. It appears that for every foot of pine

timber there is one pound of green leaves; nor

1b the tree at all injured by this treatment.

Thongh capable of being worked up success-

fully into the other fabrics above named, the

principal use of the leaves thus far has been

for the manufacture of bagging.

—

Americari

Economist.

To PREVENT the paint on iron or wood from

scaling off when exposed to the weather, first

thoroughly wash the parts to be painted and

then brush over the surface with hot linseed

oil. By following this method, eapecially with

iron articlea, no scaling of the paint will occur.

In oases where the articles to b6_ painted are

small and can be readily heated, it is better to

heat them and plunge them into the oil. The
thin liquid oil when hot enters into the pores

of the metal, absorbs the moistuie, and the

paint then applied so firmly adheres that frost,

rain or air cannot effect a separation.

—

Phila.

Record.

" African Bass " is the name given to a

fiber obtained in the colony of Lagos from the

bamboo palm. In appearance it is etitf and
wiry, varying in color from dark brown to

light red, end dependent for its shades on

duration of soaking. It is most readily ob-

tained in lengths of from three to four feet, be-

yond which length it is inconvenient to pack

and diilioult to procure without injury to the
tree. In diameter it varies from one sixteenth
to one-thirtieth of an inch, tho latter of which
may be accepted as the limit of fineness to be
admitted in a oommercial sample for the
European market. It Is said to be used msinly
in the manufactare of hard brushes for various
domestic and manufacturing purposes. The
demand appears to be very large, and the price
is exceedingly satisfactory. The source of its

supply in Lagos alone may be said to be prac-
tically inexhaustible.

How TO Decide tub "All-Wool" Ques-
tion.—A Hre test (or wool is recommended by
tho Lancet. After separating the warp ftom
the wool, hold each to a fiime. No threads
can be traced in the ash of wool, which barns
to a shapeless mass or ceases to blaza if re-

moved from the fire bufore combustion is com-
plete. Cotton, however, continues to burn
steadily, and the shape of the thread Is re-

tained in the ash. Try it.

TypeSettinu Machines.—It Is estimated
that $10,000,000 has been spent in tl^ last 20
years on inventions for new type-setting ma-
chines, and the prediction is made by many
that it is now only a question of a abort time
when, for ordinary and straightforward work,
the machines will be In general use.

Enolands Beef Supply.—England is more
dependent every year on Imports of beef from
the United States. More than three-fifths of

the 500,000 cattle imported annually come from
this country, the remainder from Canada.

E'LECTRieiTY.

An Electric Power Hammer has been de-
vised whloh represents a radically new appli-
cation of electro-magnetic principles. In gen-
eral design the hammer la quite similar to the
steam hammer, with its vertical cylinder
mounted upon an arched frame, and the rising
and falling piston by which the hammer-head
is carried. The novelty of the apparatus Ilea

in the aubatitution of electro-magnetic power
for ateam by a alight and very simple modifica-
tion of the meohaniam. The piaton is of mag*
netio material, and the cylinder is composed of

a series of coils through each of whloh an elec*

trio current may be passed separately. The
apparatus is virtually an immense electro-mag-
net, the cylinder being the coil and the piston
answering to the core. The passage of an elec>

trie current through the colls forming the
apper part of the cylioder, raises the piston
into the magoetio field thus created. By cat-
ting off the current and slmnltaneously trans-
ferring it to the lower colls of the cylinder, the
piston is released and its descent ia accelerated
by the magnetic attraction created below. As
a magnetic field can be created in any of the
seriea of coils, the blow may readily be short-
ened or lengthened as desired. The current is

controlled by levers and connections identical

with those used on an ordinary steam hammer.
The absence of the ateam pipe is the only feat-

ure distinguishing the machine from the oom-
mon ateam hammer.

Electrical Engineering. — The indaoe-
ments oSercid by the profession of electrical

engineering are drawing each year an increasing
number of young men into technical atady of

the enbject. Eleotrioal industry haa two widely
different phases, practical and technical. Fif-

teen years ago ao little waa known of the prac-
tical application of electricity that a quick,
inventive mind, with no more technical training
than might be gained by the experience of a
telegraph cffioe, oould etrlke out In new lines

of progress with every prospect of success.
To-day good work cannot be done without
studying and profiting by the results of that 15
years of marvelous development, He who
starts to-day with the training that would have
meant success then, will probably meet dismal
failure now. Therefore, in taklog up the study
of electrical engineering, the more careful and
thorough work yon do, the better the ohanoe
in the future. Do not ba deluded into the idea
that you should ** learn practical electricity in

the workahop." "Xou can learninore that will

be of service to you by a year's careful work
in a good laboratory than in five years in an
eleptrical manufactory. Do not expect to leave
the laboratory with' an intimate knowledge of

any electrical system; you will not have it, but
you will have acquired what is of vaatly greater
value, that firm grasp of the general principles
that will enable you to seize the details of any
eyatem with a rapidity that will surpriae you.

The Electrical Tooth Drawer.—The elec-

trical instrument Invented for avoiding the pain
iucldent to the extraction of teeth consists of

adjustable prongs, carrying buttons and con-
nected with an electrical battery. The buttons
are placed on the face, over the nerves leading
from the teeth to the brain, and a circuit is es-

tablished the moment the extracting instru-

ment touches the tooth.

Welding Sheets bt Electricity.—C. L,

Ooffin of Detroit has patented a device for weld'
ing sheets by electricity. The two sheets of metal
to be welded are placed on a suitable inaalated
table with the edges to be welded opposite each
other, and are so clamped by means of two
clamps, to each of which one pole of the dyna
mo or electric generator ia connected. A onr-

rent thus passes through the plates and their
opposite edges beoome heated. This heat is,

however, iotenstfied by a roller being rolled
along these edges, which is also connected to
one of the poles of the generator, so shunting
part of the current. In order that the heat
shall be still more intensified, the roller can be
so oonstructed that It can be continually
slightly withdrawn from the plates to be welded
and then brought in oontaot again^ that form-
ing a voltaic aro.

l!jNGI]\IEEI^lNG I]OTES,

Railroads in South America.

The TrauB-Andine railway, which waa under-
taken a good many years ago, will probably be
completed next year, forming the first railway
across the continent of South America. 01 the
entire distance of 871 miles from Buenos Ayres
on the Atlantic to Valparaiso en the Pacific

Coast, only about 100 miles remain to be con-
structed, but this is the most formidable por-
tion, crossing the Andes at an elevation of 13,-

000 feet above the level of the aea and involv-

ing heavy grades and long tunnels.
This road, through mnch of its course, passes

over a very level and fertile country, and has
what is probably the longest straight line of

track In the world. Over this part of the track
tho looomotlve runs, without a curve, 211
miles. Moreover, in this diacance there is not
a single bridge and no opening larger than an
ordinary culvert, no cut greater than one meter
in depth, and no fill of a bight exceeding one
meter. There is almost an entire absence of

wood on the plain across which the western
end of the road is located. This has led to the
extensive use of metallic ties, which will be
employed on nearly the entire road.

Railroad building in South America aeema to

have taken a new impetua during the laat few
yeare, which will no doubt be much increased
by the deliberations of the Pan-American Con-
gress.

Naval Enuineertng.—G. Pionlngton, 0. E,,

of Cbester, EogUud, says Industry, has been
writing some intereating essays on the dy-
namics of ship propulsion, and has had the

temerity to make hia propositions nnderstand-
able by people not skilled in complex formulae.

It is often asked why the force required to part

the water at a ship's bow is not given back by
the react on or refiux at her stern. This, aa

Mr, Pinnington explaiDS, in simple terme, is

because the ship la moving ahead. Supposing
the resiatanoe to movement to be equal to a

head of 16 feet, a velocity of 32 feet per aeoond,

then reflux action would not do any good when
flowing ahead at this rate. From this it fol-

lows that the form of a ship's stern should be
modified to anit her speed. Again Industry
aaks: If passenger ships progress from 10,000

to 20,000 horse power in four years, what will

take place in the future? The City of Paris,

Oity of New York, Teutonic and Majestic
range from 17,000 to 20.000 horse power and
burn from 300 to 400 tons of coal a day, or

about one ton per mile. One reflection In this

matter is that if development go on at this rate

it will plant more flrmly than ever the ateam-

ship-building interest in Great Britain. There
is no stopping place, it seems. The art is ou-

mutative, and the start gained there gives the
industry an enormous advantage. Some one
has been dividing the tons and horse-power of

war vessels into their cost, and finds that in

Eagland it is $150 per ton and the same per

horse'power. In France it ia $232 per ton and
$280 per horse-power. In Ruafda the cost per

ton is $436, and in this country $335 per horse-

power.

The Pennington AibShip, — After some
careful calculations on the Pennington air ship,

from the figures given as to its size, weight,

etc., the Engineering and Mining Journal comes
to the conclusion that its promoters have

evolved some new laws, logic and prcceasea of

which the engineering world is ignorant, or

else they are destined to have their hopes of

aerial navigation shattered as igncminioualy as

did their illuatrious predeceaaor, Darius Green,

and throws out a mild bint that the whole

thing is a gigantic hoax, palmed off on a gen-

erous and auaceptible public by some over-

zealoua newspaper reporter. As the new comet

in the firmament of science has not yet been

discovered by the anxious and watchful astron-

omers at St. Louis, Chicago or New York, and
since according to calculations it should have

oome into view, we are inclined to believe in

the hoax theory.

—

Ex,

Ship Railway Around" The Dalles,—The
U. S. Ssnate, it seemp, has passed a bill appro-

priating $2,800,000 to build a "ship railway "#

around The Dalles, on the Columbia River. In

the House, Mr. Hermann thought $2,000,000

would do, Induttry thinks that the Govern-

ment is hardly prepared to go into ship rail-

ways just yet. When a few have been made
eucceasful by private enterprise, it will be soon

enough for the Government to make an at-

tempt of the kind; besides, they bad better

finish the canal and aluioes at the Cascades,

and dredge out the estuary of the Columbia
river before beginning at The Dalles,

Movement for a Canal at Niagara Falls.

In the House on Jan. 22d a joint resolution

was offered memorializing Congress in favor of

the construction of a oanal in New York at
Niagara Fall», the passage of the Payne bill for
that purpose being urged in the interest of
oommerotal and agrioaltural intereats West,
and the military and industrial interests of the
whole country.

SOOD HEcALTH.

Poison in Hat Bands —Eoaraeled bat-bands
shoald not be worn during the hot summer
months. "A good many sore faces," said a
well-known phyaioian to a Now York iSun re-
porter, *' are caused every summer by poiaonoas
sweat-bands in bats. Some men alwaya insist
on buying Darby bats with enameled aweat-
bands, and if they wear them during the sum-
mer months a mild aort of blood poisoning is

apt to result. Aa a man's head always per-
spires very freely under the sweat band of his
hat, the poison in the enameling composition ia

aoftened and releaaed, bnt its unpleasant effects
are seldom noticeable there. The very fact
that the perspiration ia constantly coming out
of thoae particular porea prevents the poison
from going in. But as each little bead of per-
spiration rolls down his face, it Is charged with
the poison, and if it happens to run over a little

pimple, or a place where he has scratched hia
face, or cut it with a razor, the result will
probably be unpleasant. A dozen tiny pimples
will appear, and no matter bow many * blood*
purifiers' he doses himself with, his face will
be dotted with little sores until he buys a hat
with a good sweat-band. Straw hata are ael-

dom made up with the enameled Bweat<banda,
and that fact ia another reason why every man
should wear them in the aummer. Of course
this warning does not apply to all hats with
enameled aweat-banda. Some of them are per-
fectly harmless, bnt aa it ia impoaeible to tell

which are good and which are bad without a
chemical analysis, and aa a chemical analyaia
would spoil the hat, enameled sweat-bands are
good things to avoid in hot weather."

The Cure of Lockjaw.—Not long ago a
German pbyeiclan seeking itght on that terrible

disease, lockjiw, found that inoculations with
the blood and other fiaids of the body of a vic-

tim failed to produce this malady; bnt when
fiaida were used which had been squeezed from
the wound, or scraped from its immediate vi-

cinity, which had caused lockjaw, then the
disease was invariably produced. This, of
course, would indicate that the direct cause

—

the specific poiaon of lockjaw—remaina near its

point of entrance, and that local treatment is

Imperative. Dr. Pavilini accepts this theory,
and raoommends Bubcutaneoua it^jectlons of car-

bolic acid in the treatment of the disease. He
cites the case of a boy, 15 years old, who was
attacked with lockjaw in a severe form after

being wounded on the foot. The usual reme-
dies were at first applied without any eff-'ot.

On the fourth day a one-per-cent solution of

carbolic acid was Injected near the seat of the
injury. Similar injections were repeated every
three hours during the first four days. Im-
provement began on the second day. Recovery
finally took place. The injections, gradually
decreased in frequency, were kept up until the
twenty-seventh day. Another case of recovery
under the same treatment has been reported,

TooTii-PuLLiNG IN China.—The report of

the physician in charge of the Nin^po Mission-
ary Hospital for the past year containa, ob*
serves the London Times, some interesting ob-
aervations on tooth-drawing in China. Dr.
D^ily remarke that Chinese teeth are much
more easily extracted than thoae of Europeans.
The native dentists are said to possess a
wonderful powder, which is rubbed on the gum
over the affected tooth; after an interval of

about five minutes, the patient Is told to sneeze,
whereupon the tooth falls out. Dr. Djily has
offered $100 to any one performing the opera-
tion in this way in hia preaence, on condition
that he i allowed to choose the tooth and ex-

amine the mouth before and afterward. So
far, no one will consent to perform the opera-

tion on these conditions.

Disbelievers in Vaccination for amallpox
ahouln consider the statements juat made* to

the French Aoademy of Medicine by Dr.
Brouardel, While Germany loaea only 110
persons per annum from smallpox, France ac-

tually loaea 14,000, to be accounted for by the
rigid way in which vaccination ia enforced in

Germany and by the careloeenesa of the French-
men. In 1365, when vacoinatlon was not oblig-

atory in Prussia, the mortality was 27 per
100,000 inhabitants. After vaccination waa
enforced, the mortality fell in 1874 to 3 60 per

100,000 and in 1886 to 0.040. At the present
timp, the mortality from this cause in France
ia43 per 100,000.

How TO Take Care of the Brain.—The
brain stands the mo6t abuse of any organ in

the body. Its best tonic and stimulant is sno-

cesB. The worst and moat depresaing thing to

It ia failure. The most injurious effects oome
by uaiDg stimulants in early life. Young peo-

ple should never use liquors, tea or coffee. The
latter two may not exactly do harm, but they
are oondnclve of no good. They act mostly
on the brain and injure its growth very mate-
rially. Abundance of sleep is neceaeary. Eight
hoars is not more than encugh. Sleep la the

time of relatively lowered expenditure and
increased repair.
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Passing Events.

The Committee of the Hoase of Representa-

tiveB that has la charge the Senate Free-

Coinage bill vote on the bill on Friday, and

will probably report it baok some day next

week, but whether in time for passage, if it be

amended, at this session of Congress, is a dis-

puted question.

There ii quite a material "drop" in the

prioea of both ooal and iron this week. Coal

has been held pretty high for some months and

the redaction of $2 a ton is qaite important for

manafaoturing interests. It is thought there

will Btill be further reductions in both these

important staples.

The mining men won another victory this

week in the Assembly when they passed a bill

providing that snlts brought by any of the

valley counties against miners or mining cor-

porations shall not be tried in the county

by which the suit Is bionght. The vote was

50 to 10.

The country Is called upon to mourn the loss

of two more of [its prominent men. General

Sherman and Admiral Porter, both of great

prominence in the Civil War and identified

with the history of the country.

The Young America South Mining Company
of Tusoarora, Nev,, has disincorporated and re-

incorporated as the Ooptis Mining Company,

under which name It will henceforward be

*'oalIed" at the San Francisco Stock Board.

Mining and the World's Fair.

It is hardly probable that any of the Pacific

Coast States or Territories will be honored or

recognized by the selection of one of their reai>

dents for the chief of the mining division at

the coming World's Fair at Chicago. Mining,

in the eyes of most Bastern people, means some,

thing connected with ooal and iron, and the

gold, silver, copper and lead mining interests

ate of secondary consideration. This being

the case, it Is a foregone conclusion that an

Eastern man will be ohosen head of that depart-

ment and most of his assistants will come from

the Pennsylvania ooal and Iron regions. Very

likely some New York man will be selected as

chief for presumed executive abilities and some

alight connection with the mining interests,

It is the way.these things usually are done and

we can scarcely expect anything different this

time.

The representatives from the Pacific Coast

win soaroely be able to overcome the prejudices

In the direction named, bnt they should concen-

trate their energies in insisting that each of

the Faoifio mining States and Territories shall

have proper representation In the mining divi-

sion, BO that, aside from the general oommit-

tees, there will be at least one man from each

section whose business it Is to see that the

mining interests of his region have proper rec-

ognition and representation. If this course is

not pursued, the precious-metal Interests will

be entirely overshadowed by those of coal and

iron.

As many of these offices are salaried, they

will be in great demand, and there Is natural

fear that they will be filled by the class of peo-

ple who generally run after such things instead

of by men fitted by experience and knowledge

to do Bome good to the interests in question.

The ooal and iron Interests of the country

are of great magnitude and in a position where

there is no chance of their being ignored; bnt

those of the precious metals and minor miner-

als are apt to be set too far in the background

unless those identified with them take precau-

tions and care.

It is greatly to be hoped that there will be

no political preference In the leleotlon of a

chief of the department of mines and no desire

to put some one in from a certain State simply

because he is from that State. It needs a man
of good executive ability and who Is familiar

with the whole mining industry of the coun-

try, not a single section alone. Some one

should be chosen who has visited the various

mining centers of the United Statep, has

knowledge of the different conditions, and can

give due recognition to each.

Probably no man In the United States has

had better opportunities for observation of the

mining industry In general than Dr. David T.

Day, Chief of the Division of Mining Statis-

tics and Technology of the U. S. Geological

Survey. His annnal report entitled '* Mineral

Eesources of the United States," embracing all

mineral substances except gold and silver, is

one of the most useful and praotical works is-

sued by the Government. In its preparation

he has many assistants skilled in the various

branches whose work he supervises, and he
also, in the course of this work, has visited all

the important mining centers in the United
States, both in the East and West. Dr. Day la

an enthusiast in his work, young, energetic

and active, and would be just the man to act

as Chief of the Mining Division of the World'a
Fair. He is at the head of the mineral divis-

ion of the 11th census, and has managed the

immense business of that work with marked
ability. If a man like this could be chosen,

there would be no canse of complaint from any
section, since his experience is such that he has
appreciation of all the varied interests of the

whole country and would not take a narrow
view of the subject in any particular. Some
^uch man as this ought to have the place.

Then the Pacific Coast States would receive

due recognition, and those in the subordinate
positions would be men with some knowledge
of the mining industry.

Diamond Drill Prospecting.

In the colony of 'Ylotorla there are 15 dia-

mond drills, the property of the Government,

and worked at Government expense, employed

in different parts of the mining regions. Five

of these drills are used for prospecting for coal

and the other ten are engaged in prospecting

for gold at Clnnea, Ballarat, Common, War-
renheip, Coghills Creek, Lanristou, Lllliour

and Windermere for alluvial and at Woods
Point, Stawell and Sandhurst for quartz. The

total number of feet bored during the last

three months for gold is 6329, for coal 3700,

amounting in the aggregate to 10,029 feet. In

addition to the number of feet bored by dia-

mond drills, 1112 feet were bored in search

of gold with Tiffin and hand-augers on con-

tract.

As to the results of the diamond-drill work,

at Cluntfs, the last bore is proving the deepen-

ing of the ground to the eastward. At Ballar-

at, it has proved ground sufficiently deep to

show that there must be In the vioinlty a deep

lead the true position of which will be found

before the drill is removed. At LansellSi no

reef has been found, bat warm water, showing

existence of some lode or fissure at great depth.

Experiment is being made to ascertain If the

water contains gold or other metals or miner-

als in solution. At Coghills creek the laat

bore showa deepening ground to the eastward,

In which direction boring will be continued to

ascertain if the main lead exists in that direc-

tion.

At Lanriston the last bores proved satisfac-

tory. Thenorthern extension of the lead proved

in a former series at Boggy Creek Boring is now
in progress to prove the extension of two leadi

toward a junction with another. At Lillicur

the position of deep gronnd with wash has been

satisfactorily proved. At Windermere the deep

ground has been proved, with wash ; boring

will be continued to see if this la the deepest

ground in the locality.

In the coal prospecting, three seams of coal

were struck at Kornmburra and an Immense

bed of lignite was found at Morwell.

The Government also paid subsidies during

the last quarter to the amount of £16,475 to

mining companies, prospecting associations and

co-operative parties' who were prospecting

ground where good would be done to others in

case of finds.

It will be seen by these statements that the

colony of Victoria greatly encourages Its min-

ing indostry. Very complete and useful reports

of operations are published. Koads are built,

investigations are made, prospecting is done

in new regions and all possible public aids to

miners given. The mining Induatry la aided

out of the public funds. They even encourage

hydraulic mining which we have stopped here.

It will be remembered that not very long
since the Walnut Grove storage-reservoir dam
broke in Arizona, and 14 lives were loat. The
heirs of the dead persona whose property was
swept away by the flood brought suit against
the water company, and the suit has just been
decided in favor of the company.

Proxies in Mining Elections.

The Act to regulate the giving of proxies, in-

troduced by Assemblyman Bert, has been favor-

ably reported by the Committee on Municipal

Corporations and passed the second reading,

It la intended to do away with the evils at'

tending the present proxy system in mining

company elections.

The proposed law provides that all elections

mnat be by ballot, and every stockholder shatl

have the right to vote in person or by proxy

the number ()f shares owned by him. The
proxy must be in writing, duly execnted and

acknowledged by the bona fide owner of the

stock at the time of such election, whether the

same shall, at the time of said election, ataud

on the books of the corporation in hla name or

the name of some other peraon. Said bona fide

stockholders may vote for each director or

cumulate the shares and give one candidate as

many votes as the number of directors.

Every person acting at an election in person

or by proxy mast be a member thereof, or a

bona fide stockholder, at the time of the elec-

tion, and must make affidavit to this fact be-

fore the chairman of the meeting, who is author-

ized to administer such oath, and no proxy

shall be valid at any election nnleaa It be the

proxy of a bona tide owner of capital stock at

the time of such election, and said proxy must

contain the number of shares and the number
of the certificate represented therein, and must

be executed before a notary public or other

officer authorized to administer an oath, by the

owner of said stock, who shall make affidavit

that he is Buch owner of said shares. Brokers

or persons holding stock as security, or offioera

of corporations or other persona in whose name
stock is Issued for business conveniencea or

otherwise, are not bona fide owners in the

sense in which the words are used In thia sec-

tion. And brokers, or peraons, or others lo

holding such shares or certificates of stock in

their poseeasion or security, or otherwise, must

give to the owner of said shares of stock the

numbers of said certificate or certificates upon
demand of said owners, Any vote or election

had other than in accordance with the pro-

visions of this article, is voidable at the in-

stance of any stockholder or member and may
be set aside by petition to the Superior Court

of the county where the same was held.

Every person voting stock, or in any way
violating the provisions of these seotiona, or

any person making, or procuring to be made,

any false entry in the books of such corpora-

tions, contrary to the provisions of this sec-

tion, shall be punished by a fine of not lesa

than $1000, or more than $2000, and by impris-

onment in the county jail for one year, or by

both fine and imprlaonment.

If this Act becomes a law, the brokers can-

not use or lend the stock In their hands for

proxy purposes at elections. Only bona*fide

owners can vote, and people owning no stock

cannot use the stock of others. This same
measure brought opposition at previous sessions

of the Legislature, but the brokers now realize

that the people who have been using the stocks

of others in elections have not done any good

to the stock business, but have rather created

loss of confidence. The measure will apply to

all corporations.

Gold Mining in Victoria.

The yield of gold in the colony of Victoria

for the last quarter was 141,251 ounoea, and
showed an Increase from quartz and a decrease

from alluvial washings. The quantity of quartz

crushed in the various mining districts during

the past quarter was 196,119 tons, which yield-

ed 89,545 ounces of gold, or an average of 9

dwt. 3 gr. Ballarat district cruahed the great-

est quantity, where 75,200 tons yielded 29,120

ounces, The highest average was in Gippsland

district, where 8118 tons gave a return of 6119

ounces of 15 dwt. 1 gr. per ton. There were

also 6388 tons of quartz tailings treated, yield-

ing 423 ounces, and 1406 tons of pyrites oper-

ated on for a return of 3558 ounces. The
waste dust reported as having been sluiced

during the quarter was 194,369 tons, which

yielded 15,546 ounces of gold, an average of

1 dwt. 14 gr. per ton. There were also 5056

tons of cement crushed, yielding 576 ounces of

2 dwt, 6 gr. per ton.

There were 24,196 gold miners employed

throughout Victoria during the past quarter,

which was 393 more than the number at work
the previous quarter. In quartz mining, 12,396

men were engaged, and 11,800 In alluvial—the

number of Europeans being 20,893 and 3303

Chinese. Compared with last quarter's (June)

returns, there was an increase of 418 in the

former class and a decrease of 25 in the latter.

The following showa the number of minera

employed In each district on the 30th Sep-

tember last : Ballarat, 6129 ; Sandhurst, 4333

;

Maryborough, 3836; Caitlemsine, 3286; Beech-

worth, 3202; Gippsland, 1707; and Ararat,

1703. The average value of gold produced per

miner was the highest in the Ballarat district,

namely, £35 6b. 5d., while for the whole of

the colony the average rate per miner employed

amounted to £24 13s, 5d.

Although the yield of gold for the quarter Is

less than that for the previous quarter, atill

there is an Increase of £2307 in the amount
paid in dividends during the former period as

compared with the latter. The total sum dis-

bursed during the quarter amounted to £126,531

15b. 4d, Of the several dietricts, Sandhurst has

the largest number of dividend-payers.

At the close of the quarter there were 918

steam engines employed in connection with

quartz mining, having an aggregate horse-

power of 20,689, while 199 were employed in

alluvial mining, having an aggregate horse-

power of 6347. For quartz crushing 5880

stamp-heads were employed, and 152 crushing

cement. The value of the whole of the ma-
chinery used In gold mining throughout the

colony was estimated at £1,841,442, being

£1,569,786 for quartz and £271,656 for allavial.
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The mftoblnery ased in eoob diatrlot wu valaed

u foUowB : Saodbarat, iloOl.lSl ; quartz,

£492.G11 ; aUavial, 1'8570. BalUrat, i;399,SS4;

qaurtz, £293,086 ; aUovlal. i: 106 798. Caatle.

malne, r2:U.613 ; qaartz, £'212.022; alluvia),

£19,591. Beeohworth, £210.512; quartz, £107,-

248; alluTial, £43.204. Maryboroagb, £20U,-

154 ; quartz, £13S,7S0; alluvial, £07 374. GIpps-

land. £153.401; quartz, £137,647; alluvial,

£15.754. Ararat, £138,097; quartz, £128.392;

AUavUi, £10,305.

"Faults" in the Great Basin.

In the district of the Great Biain the ohar-

Aoteristlo geologloal atruoture of mountain
rangea ia one in which faulta play an important

part. Foldings of atrata are not wanting, but

the greater featurea of relief appear to have
been wrought by the diaplaoement of oro-

graphic blocka along linea of faults. Some-
timea a mountain range oonaista of a great

block of atrata cat off along one aide of a pro-

found fault, and inclined in the oppoeite direc-

tion nntil it deacenda beneath tbe plain conati-

tuted by the alluvial depoaits of the adjacent

valley. More frequently there are other faalta

The Yoaemite National Park.

{Continurd from pttje 113 )

from apoliation and possible extinction 7 Then,
In order more fully to realize how well

Congress baa deserved in reaerving and pre-

serving these uoequaled soenlo repoaitoriea from

apoliation and vandaliBm, let me merely out-

line aome of the principal featurea of the

Yoaemite National Park. Bsyond question, it

haa more wildly sublime aoenery, withiu the

same area, than can be found in any other sec-

tion of the Sierra Nevada mountains, I have

crosaed the great chain, personally, in over 20

different places, from Mt, Shasta to Mt. Whit-

ney {both of which I have climbed) and spent

montha at a time in searching for scenic treaa-

urea among them, therefore, ahoald know
whereof I write. Prof. Wm. H. Brewer, first

asststaut of tbe State Geological Survey, under

Prof. J. D. Whitney, baa frequently enunciated

similar conviatlona. No description, even when
aooompanied with illustrations, can do it even

approximate justice. Ita baautiful and sublime

features must be seen to be feelingly appreci-

ated; and even then, worda would be impotent

to fittingly define ita muttitudiooua charms.

ered by private ownership, no revenue, to meet

incidental expenaep, would be poasible from

that aource, aa provided by the Acts paaaed.

Thia should engage the attention of friends to

the meaenre before Congress adjourns.

ALTITUDBS on aUMK OP TUK UOUVTAINS I.N TUK VOUHUITB
!(ATIOMAL PAKK.

Feet.
Mt. RItter, Sierra Nevada Range 13.|30
" L>ol|, " 13,104
" Du'ia, '* 13,(H;»

Black Mountain, " I3.n"i>

Mt. McCluro, * laO'i
" Florenoo, " 12,8si^
" Conocss, " 12,600
•* WarreD, " Vl.-ifA

Mitmrots, '• ia,2r.i»

ited MounlolD, Meroed Group 11,6*0
Oroy *' '• ll,5.'.4

Clark or Gothic Peak " 11,612
Etho Peak, Cathedral Group U^^l
Oathudral, " 10,0^0
Mt, Huffmao, Hoffmsn " lu,747

H.

An Improved i!'ase-C<ip Fastener.

The device ahown In the illustration, which

has been patented by Mr. N. W. Moodey of

Fresno, Fresno county, Cal,, is especially de-

signed as an improved implement for faBteniog

the caps on fuse employed in exploding giant

powder. The pliers are formed of two similar

parts, connected by the pivotal rivet, each part

TRODGH PRODUCED BY FAULTING, NEAR MOUTH OP LITTLE COTTONWOOD CANYON, UTAH.

within the range trending parallel to its length

and having throws on the same side with the

throw of the greater fault at the base. Lines

of faulting may Bometimes be traced upon the

displacement of ao recent d&te that the atmoa-

ground by meana of low cliffs or scarps due to the

pherio processes of aonlptare have not yet re-

stored the ordinary forms of topographic detail.

A prominent fault is continnoualy traced by

its Bcarp past Dry Cottonwood, Little Cotton-

wood and Big Cottonwood oreeka, all of which

iaaue from the Wasatch range within a diatance

of ten miles. In the vicinity of the atreams,

and in the intervals between them, the surface

diaturbancea are complicated, and for a distance

of about five miles there run oppoaing acarps,

between which a block has been depreased.

The depreased block, traversing tbe lateral

morainea, haa carried down segments of these,

leaving the distal portions aa a pair of outlying

btlls.

Tbe northern lateral moraine of Little Cot-

tonwood, being broad and flat, exhibits a con-

spiouous trench where orosaed by the depressed

block, as shown in the engraving herewith.

The walla of this trench are among the freshest

of the fault scarps, being bare of vegetation

along their upper courses, and in places too

steep to be climbed. On the side nearest the

mountain their hight ia from 40 to 00 feet.

Here again it is evident that the total displace-

ment was accomplished by a series of efforts,

for between the two moraines tbe phenomena
of the depressed blook appear in the alluvial

plain of Little Cottonwood creek, and the

greatest soarp on the plain has a hight of only

20 feet.

As well "attempt to measure a rainbow with

a two-foot rule," as to try to paint any of ita

majestic and storm-defying crags and peaks; its

mountain-crowned domes and rock-ribbed

canyons ; its isolated spires or jutting needles ;

its cloud-draped beds of eternal enow ; its

ancient morainea and living glaoiera ; its thou-

sands-of-years-ago glaoier-poUahed floora and

ridgea; ita maltiform and placid tree-margined

lakes ; its vast stretchea of primeval forests ; its

granite aolitudes dotted with grassy and flower-

carpeted meadows ; and all of these in storm or

in sunshine, in winter as well as In summer, then

could we/eeZ but never describe them.

One of the many charms of thia magnificent

domain is that while feasting both eye and

mind, one inhales tbe pine-laden breath of its

fragrant atmosphere, and drinks hearty

draughts of its life-giving ozone, so that experi-

ence teaches him that, apparently, he haa at

last found the real fountain of perpetual

youth and the elixir of life ; while the spirit

becomes aa buoyant and aa free as the

eagle he sees circling ao nnheedingly and ao

defiantly among the beetling oliffa above and

around him. If those who (eel that life's lamp

ia burning low would forego the crowded

city and seek these health-reatoring retreata,

they would find that a new supply of the oil of

life oould here be found, and a new lease of

health and renewed strength would be made

out to them, and possibly add to their years of

enjoyment and of uaefnlness.

Aa all bona fide entries are excluded from

tbe provisions of eaoh Aot creating these National

Parka, and as nearly every hotel site within

their boundariea ia already taken up and oov-

having a oheek with notohee, at tbe sides of

whioh are cutting edges for ouyting tbe fuse.

The curved jaws beyond the che^k pieces,

when closed, form a circular aperture, around

which the j aws are beveled, one jaw having a

tongue which fits in a groove in the other jaw.

MOODEY'S FUSE -CAP FASTENER.

The pliers are employed for contracting the

end of tbe cap on the fuse firmly and absolute-

ly water-tight, thus avoiding the dangerous

operation of digging out wet and unexploded

loads. Miners who have used implements of

this class will appreciate the improvement in

the one designed by Mr. Moodey. The instru-

ment crimps the cap on the end of the fuse

firmly. The fuse-outter is simple and effioient.

This implement Is neatly gotten up of the fin-

est cast eteel and nlokel plated. It is small
and light but strong and well adapted for ita

purpose.

Uses and Value of Mica.

Editors Press:—I write to make inquiry in
regard to isinglass, wishing to know its value
per pound, If of value at all. In my claim I
can get heavy blocks of it, from six inches
fquare to two and three feet, and even more.
I wish to sell either the product or the mine.
SuRanvHk, Latsen Co. B. P. Perkooy.
These same questions have been several timea

answered in the Press. Mioa (of which a pop-
ular name is Isinglaes) is of little value on this

coast, if any. We have made repeated inquiry
and never found any one desirous of purchas-
ing even the very beet material. There is a
great difference in the mineral, some of it be-
ing white and clear and in large sheets, and
some being colored, stained or spotted, and be-
ing found In small pieces.

North Carolina produces 60 per cent of the
mica yield of the United States. The other
regions are in New Hampshire, New Mexico,
Virginia and Dakota. Laat year this country
produced 4S,000 pounds of sheet mioa, worth
$70,000, a very considerable decrease from
70,500 pounds, worth $142,250, the year before.
The mica imported to the United States from
India last year was worth $57,541, the largest
amount ever before imported.

These imports have gradually Increased fiem
an ineignifieant proportion until In 1889 they
more than equaled the domestic product.

In 1883-84, the scarcity of large sheets of
mioa compelled stove-mannfacturers to change
their patterns and substitute smaller sizes.

Large sheets are not so plentiful as email ones.
As an instanoe of this change, it is stated that
one stove-manufacturer who in 1884 bought
$30,000 worth of mica now only buya J50QO
worth a year. The increased use of furnaces
instead of fire place heaters has also lessened
the use of mioa. Meanwhile a demand has
sprung up for the mineral for use in the con-
struction of dynamos. Strips of mica of vari.
ous dimensions, but usually one inch wide and
eight inohes long, are made part of the insula-
tory material in building up the armatures.
But this new use baa had little effect upon do-
mestic mica. The Imported mica has proved
more eatisfactory thai the usual grade nf do-
mestic material. *

The conaomptlon of ground mfca waste is

increasing staadily, particularly as an addition
to lubricants, and it is believed that this fea-

tore, which concerns about 90 per cent of the
product of the mines, will add great-
ly to the stability of the industry. The
beat quality of waste is used for
decorative purposes; the secood quality is

used without grinding for steam aod water
valve seats. The rest is sold for mixing with
fertilizsrs. Some poor grades are used in mak-
ing axle grease. The price of the waste is $10
to $15 per ton, acoordiog to quality. The
former higher prices for mica do not now ob-
tain, it running form $1 tol$4 per pound, pre-

pared for market.

The reason there ia no market for it in Cali-

fornia is that none of the class of manufactur-
ers using it are represented here. The stove*

makers buy the North Carolina material, which
comes in commercial sizes, in boxes ready for

use, and they use very few pounds a year.

They prefer to buy it ready cut in standard
sizes rather than to buy sheets or blocks mined
here and not prepared for use. There is plenty

of very good mioa in various parts of Cilifor-

nia, but no one haa yet gone into the buainess

of mining, splitting and cutting It ready for

market. There ia also a good deal whioh is In-

ferior in quality and color. There is not at

present any encouragement to mine the sub-

stance in this State, for there ia no local mar-
ket, and in the Eist the channels of trade

are controlled by owners of mines which are de-

veloped and equipped to supply standard sizea

in any quantity.

There are two firms In Riohmond, Virginia,

who grind the waste. Traylor & Hargrove
grind vjdO tons a year and tbe Kichmond Lubri-

cating Co. grind 200 tons. S. W. Blalook,

Ledger postoffioe, North Carolina, is an exten-

sive dealer in mica. Eugene Munsell & Oo.
of New York nse quantities In stove mannfao-
ture. Theae are the only persons in the busi-
nees whose names we have been able to obtain.
No one in this city, aa far aa we oan learn^ ia

purchasing the sabstance,
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VALUABLE BOOKS FOB

SHEET METAL WORKERS.
The Sheet Qfetal Worker's Inetrnctor /or

Zinc, Sheet Iron, Copper and Tin Plate Workers, and
others; Geometrical Problems; Practical and Simple
Rules for describing the various Patterns. By Reuben
H. Warn, Tin Plate Worker. With Boiler Making,
Mensuration ofSurfaces and Solids, Rules for Calcu-

lating the Weights of Different Figures of Iron and
Steel, etc. EltHsorately illustrated. 8vo $3.00

A Practical Workshop Companion for Tin,

Sheet Iron and Copper Plate Workers. Containing
Rules for describing various kinds of Patterns used

by Tin, Sheet Iron and Copper Plate Workers; Practi-

cal Geometry; Mensuration of Surfaces and Solids;

Tables ofAreas and Circumferences oi Circles; Japans,

Varnishes. Lacquers, Cements, Compositions, etc. By
Leroy J. Blinn. 100 illustrations. 12mo $2.60

Galvanized Iron Cornice Worker's Manual.
Containing instructions in laying out the different

Miters, and making Patterns of all kinds of Plain and
Circular Work. Also Tables of Weights. Areas, and
Circumferences of Circles. By Chas. A. Vaile. Illus-

trated by 21 plates. 4to $5.00
^" The above or any of our Books sent by mail free of

postage, at the publication prices, to any address in *he

toorld.
,

«y Our large catalogue of Practical ana Scien-

tific Books, 87 pages, 8vo, and our other catalogues and
circulars, the whole covering every branch of Science

as applied to the Arts, sent free, and free of postage, to

any one in any part of the loorld who loiil fttrmsk us
with his address

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
Industrial Phblisherb, Booksellers and Importers,

8 10 Walnut St., Philadelphia* Pa., V. S. A.

AND

Ore Dressing MacMnery.
By C. G. WAlklFOBD 1.0CK.

CONTEKTa.— Motive Power— Tranamiasion of Power.

Quarrying — Prospecting, ShaU-sinkiag, Coa!-cuttiog,

FumpiDg, and Ventilating Machinery—Lightiag—Haul-
ing and HoiatlngTraDsport—Reducing— Dressing—Mis-

cellaneous.
Price ?21.00. Circulars and Catalogues on application.

E. & F. N. SPON, Publishers,

12 CoTtlandt St., New York.

GREAT REDUCTION!

BATTERY~~SCREENS.
Best and Cheapest in America.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
Ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Braes.
Zinc and other metola punched for all uses.

Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a speoiatty, from No. 1 to 16 (finej.

Orders promptly attended to,

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
SI & ass First St., San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN W. QUICK, Proprietor.

N. W. SPAULDING
Manufacturers of

SPAULDINQ'S

Inserted Tootb
AND

CHISEL BIT
cntCDLAR

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MAOHINBEY
Of all kinds made to order. Send lor Descriptive Cata
lotme 17 and 10 Fremont St.. San Franoiioa

AMERICAN MINING AND STOCK CODE

" KELLOGRAPH."
Indispensable to the Mining Profession and

Useful in all Business Transactions.
A Complete System of Transmitting Telegraphic Mes-

sages by Code Cipher Words in a Legible, Secret and
Economic Manner.

OVER 35,000 WORDS AND SENTENCES
Subject to tranemission under infinite complication by
the use of over 70,000 code words.
No danger of publicity in telegraphing matters con-

cerning operation or sale of mining property. The work
strictly alphabetical and claeaified. The handiest work
ever published for mining operators.
PRICE, $5. Forwarded postpaid on receipt of price by

DEWEY & CO.,
220 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

WM. H. OONLY.

Lands, Mining and Commission,
124 SANSOME STREET,

Rooms 31 and 32,

Telephone No. 5057. SAN FRANCISCO.

tNVBNTORS. TAKE NOTICE I

L. petersonTmodel maker,
268 Market St, N. K cor. Front (up stairs), San Francalco
ErperimeDtal machinery and all kinds of models. Tin

and brasswork. All eommunlcatlons strictly eonfiden-

tkU,

..UANn?AOTnRSRS OF.,

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,

and MHm hlini'}]

UP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT,
Tme to pattern and superior In strenetli, tonsbnesB and durability to OaBt or WrouBbt

Iron In any position or for any aervlce.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORGINGS.

ALSO Steel Roda, from J to 3 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to S inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lenfths
STEEL BAILS from 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Mercliant Iron, Rolled

Beams, Angle, Channel, and T iron, Bridge and Machine BoitB, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forglngs of all kinds. Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STBEI..

ly Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC SOILINO KILX CO., 202 Market St., San FranciBco.

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINOKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES. Proprietors.

[ESTABLISHED IN 1856.]

S«t.3a. X*X'A.KLOlfiiOO.

-MAHUPACTURBRfl OF—

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZEB.

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-
Propeller Engines, either High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-whool Engines.

MINING MAOHINERT.—Hoisting Engines and

Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.—Batteries for Dry oi Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Farnaoos, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, eta

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.—Flour

Mill Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINES^BOILERS
OF ALL KINDS,

Either for use on Steamboats or for nae on Land.

Water Pipe, Fimip or Air Colnnmi, Fish
Tanks for Salmon Canneriea

OF BVKRY DBaORIPTION.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attCDded to and at very moaerate rates.

AGBNTS FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

!:^eci,i3.e Steazxi. I*vlzx3lt£>.
SPECIALTIES

:

CorllsB Bngflnes and Tnstln Ore PalTerlEers. DBANE STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Pnrlfler and Heater.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical Works.
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Industrial Chemist, Assayer

and Geologist,

718 MONTGOMERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

iC^Will report on the condition and value of any mining property on
the Pacific Coast. Rare Chemicals made to order. Instruotloos fflven tn
Asaayine and PraoMoal Chemlfltry

^^rxisr-A.isrs' -A^nSTTI - Il>TCE.TJST-A.'XIOISr
For Removing and Preventing Scale,

Corrosion and Pitting in Steam Boilers,

I=»0"V^i:>E3R,

PeerlFss Piston and Valve Rod Steam
Packing.

' IV.-rlesa Plumbago Sheet, Saperior to
-) " Usidurian."
Peerless Raiubow Sheet, will not'harden
under Steam.

Peerless Kainbow Manhole and Hand-
hole Gaskets.

Manhattan Square Flumhago Fistou
Packing.

Gould's Combination Steam or Water
Packing.

. Magnolia Antl-FrictiOQ MetaL or any other article -nanted in an Engine Room
Send for cu-culare and references to J.C. WINANS, £80 FBEHOKT STREET, SASf FBANCISCO.CAl/.

cqal mines of the western coast.
fTf.^^"^'

^op'es of this work, the onlv one ever published

flTn**''^
°* Paciac Coast Coal Mining, have been ob-

!j»*"ed, and are for sale at this office for SX50 per copy" WU8 written by W. A. Goodyear, Mining and Ci^il
fi-ngineer, lormerly of the Callfoniia Stote GeologlQal
Bofvey.

TlAn4-VMnn^Aifn are requested to be sure and notify us

rllSTnillSTnrS when this paper is not taken from
I UUIiUlUUkViU

theiroffice. If not stopped promptly
[through overflight or other mishaps) di ub the favor to

write attain.

DEWEY £s OO., PATENT AGENTS, 220
Uarkec.St, San Fraodsoo. Elevator.tia Front St

Irop apd ^achipe toork^.

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

GNGIN£ERS AND MACHINISTS,
No. 119 Beale St., - - San Francisco.

BUILDBRS OF

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging
Machines, Rock Crushers, Cable Railway Biachlnery,

EUlithorp Air Brake Co.'s Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakes. FOSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Ram Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E. Henrickson'a Patent Automatic
Safety Catches.

Macliines of all kinds Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

UNION IRON WORKS,
SAOBAMEMTO, OAL.

ROOT, NEILSON & OO.,
HAiniFAOTUKBRS OP

Steam Engines, Boilers,
AXJ> ALL BINDS OF

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flouring Mills, Saw Mills and Quartz Mills Machinery

oonstruoted, fitted up and repaired.

Front St.. bet. N & O Sts., Sacramento, Oal.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,
lETTOFt-nTf-A. x*o-crsa°x>zi-3r,

Manufacturera of

CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
IHT, 129 and 131 Besle Street,

Between MiBSion and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO.
GAS WORK A SPECIAI,TY.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OPFICE.

Pioneer Mining Office of the Northwest
Coast.

Having the largest permaDent hrick assay furnaces, chem-
ical laboratory and mining office on the Northwest Ooa^st'-

with a collection of about 4000 samples of the ores of Alaska,
IJdtidh Columbia, Oregon and tbu Northweflt Territories,

and having made personal t-xuminutlons of nearly every
nuQtng camp on the Pacific Slope, from California to
Alaska, I am prepared to do any class of legitimate and
honest nilulug work, such as EXAMINING, ENGINEER.
ING, SAMPLING AND REPORTING ON THE VALUE
OF ALL MINERAL, COAIj AND FIRE-CLAY PROP-
ERTIES. BUILDING STONES, EARTHS, ASSAYS
AND ANALYSIS OF ORES, WATERS, CHECK,
SAMPLES OF ORE, POLPS. "ORGANIC ANALYSIS''
WORK, and in fact any work connected with the office of a
Urst-dass mining geologist and chemist. Any Infurmatlon
mining men may dfsire to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL RESOURCES of the entu-e Pacific Northwest
wiU he honestly given. Address l>r.WUllaE. ISverette.
Consulting Mining Geologist and Chemist, 1318 E Street,
Tacoma, Wash.

A. S. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 CALIFORNIA STB£EX,
Rooms 80 and 81, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Designers and Constructors of Gold and Silver Mills

Hoisting and Pumping Works, Tramways, and every-
thing pertaining to the Mining and Reduction of Ores.

Bewick, Moreing & Hooper,

MINING ENGINEERS,
608 Oallfornla Street. San Francisco, Ga

Suffolk House, Laurence, Pountnej Hill,

LONDON, K. C.
Leake's Buildings, Johannesburg,

SOUTH AFUICA.
Report on mines and undertake management of mining

propertieB.

RICHARD R. HAWKINS,
MINING ENGINEER.

LATE ASSISTANT GEOLOGIST D. S. GEOLOGICAL
Survey. General Manager La Velera (Limitada), via

Torres and La Barranca, Sonora, Mexico.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Oivil and Mining Engineer,

mNINQ EXPERT AMD GEOLOGIST.

BuBlnesa Box A," office of this paper, SanAddreaa

Francisco.

ROSS E. BROWNE.
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

No. 307 Sanbohb St., San Fbakoisoo.

The instrument represented in the atiove cut is a
new and grand little invention, being designed to
save life and limb, and innumerable lawsuits, by
doing away with the dangerous operation of digging
out wet and unexploded loads where Giant Powder
IS used in mining. The little Instrument crimps the
cap onto the end of the fuse Firmly and Abso-
lutely Water-tight It is also used for cutting
the fhse. They are neatly gotten-up of the finest
cast steel, nickel plated. Price, $1.50 each.

N
. W. MOODBY, Fresno, Cal.

Baob Piles of the Mmrao An Soiektipio Prkss (ud
bound) can be had for $3 per volume of six months. Per
year (two volumes) S6. Inserted In Dewey's patent bind-
er, fiO cents additional per volome.
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AMALCAMATINC MACHINERY.

Stimp Mills lor Wet or Dry Crushing.

Huntington Cenlrllugal Quariz Mill. Drying

Cylinders. Amalgamating Pans. Settlors,

Agitators and Concentrators. Retorts. Bul-

lion and Ingot Moulds. Conveyors. Elevators,

Bruckners and Hoivell's Improved While's

Roasting Furnaces, Etc.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

iMPRovEp CORLISS va\~v°e'sV^I». ENGINES. % BOILERS

Blake, Dodgoand Comet Crushers, Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls, Hartz Plunger

and CoH'om Jigs. Frue Vanner & Embrey

Concentrators, Evans', Catumot, Collom's

and Rittenger's Sllme Tables. Trommels,

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. Ore Sam-

ple Grinders and Heberle Mills.

HORIZONTAL. VERTICAL
. . . AND SECTIONAL

:i[jyEi»i^oirESi3i si^^iLTm s'FM.imm^
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water & Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Compressors,
Rock Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL ANO

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

WULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engines
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Galena& Copper Ores,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

Genera! Offices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.

RQAUPU nFPiOF<S- NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER. COLO., 13 I 6 Eighteentll St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
Pnnnun UrriUCJ. 7 w_ Second South St. LONDON, ENC, W Threatjneedle St., E. C CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

Oalla de Juarez. LIMA, PERU, Soutli America. JOHANNESBURG, TRANSVAAL, South Africa.

HKI-ENA, MONTANA, Boom 28, Merchants' National Bank Bnllding, No. Nortb Main St.

SOLE WESTERN AGENTS FOR TYLER WIRE WORKS DOUBLE ORIMPBD MINING CLOTHS.

JAMBS LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wbecle are deeigned for all purposea where limited quantities of water and
hifirh heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Beinc: placed on horizontal shaft, the power Is transmitted
direct to shafting by belts, dispensing with gearing.

Elstimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in

capacity to suit any particular case.
Further information can be obtained of this form of coDstruction, as well ag the

ordinary Yertlca) Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and In Iron Globe Cases, free a' cost,

by appl3riug to the manufacturers.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.,
Springfield, Ohio, or 110 Liberty St., New Tork

ERASER & CHALMERS, General Agents,
Ohicaso, 111., and Denver. OoL

PARKE St LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, CaL

BALDWZIT LOCOMOTIVE
ANNUAL OAPAOITY 1000. ESTABLISHED 1831.

OCOMOTIVE ENGINES!
.daplfid to every variety of service, and built accurately in standard gauges and templates. Like parts
I different engines ofsame class perfectly interchangeable.

Broad and Narrow Gauge Ixtcomotlves, Mine Locomotives by Steam or Compressed Air, Plantation
ocomotives, Noiseless Motora for Street Kailwayg, Furnace Locomotives, etc,

3URNHAM,WILLIAMS & CO., Proprietors, Philadelphia, Pa.

CLAYTON
ilR COMPRESSORS

For Working
;ock Drills, Coal Cutters,
foisting Engines and Water
-umps in Mines and Tunnels,
Sinking Caissons, Etc., Etc.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 6.

Clayton Air Compressor Works,
43 DEY ST., NEW YORK.

QUARTZ SCREENS
A specialty. Round, slot
Or burred slot holes. Gen-

. uioe Russia Iron, Homo-
geneous Steel, Cast Steel or
American planished Iron,

Inc, Copper or Btsbs Sorecna for all purposes. Call-

tmia Perforating Screen Co.» 146 & 147 Beale St., S. F.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Soperior to all Others for Qnartz Mills, Smelters, &g.

Hot Affected bv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils. Every Belt Guaranteed. Try It, Send

ior Circnlar and Samples,

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET, - - SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

IAM^vMAM^AMn ^^^ rsquested to be sure and notify ub
' nRT lllflMr.rK ^l^en thlB paper Ib not taken from
VUltlUUUlUlU their office. If not etopped promptly

ifough ovenlglit or other mishap), do us the favor Lub
teaguo.

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay OflQce, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled. Assayed, and Disposed

of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder,

f^etalllirgy and Qre^.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Hontgomery St., San Francisco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY

And Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Snlphnrets.

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Eic.
ALSO UAhUPACTURBKll Of

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Chamberlin Patent

JOHN TAYLOR & CO.,
IMPOKTRRS AND DBALBRS IH

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS. AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 & 65 First St., cor. Aflssion.San Franclsoo.
We would call the attention of -r -

^BBayerB, ChcmietB, Mining Com- C^^L^-g^?/
panies, Milling' Comimniea, Proa- Nbk\teRS^7
pectora, eto., to our full stock of T:r--^f-=?

Balances, Furnaces, MutBes, Cruoiblea, Soorl*
flora, etc., iuoludlog, alao, a full stock of
Cbomlcate.
Having been engaged In furnishing these sup-

plieB slnoi the first discovery of mines on the
Pacific Coast, we feel confident from our oxperi-
enoo we can well suit the demand for tneae
goods, both as to quality and price.

Agents for the Morgan Crucible Co.,
Battersca, England. Also for K. O. Dennlft*
ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly relia-

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Ordeis taken
at hla lowest pricoa. Our Illustrated Catalogue and As-
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR A OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET,

Near FIratandUa,,kc^ Streets, S. F.

0. A. Ldokhardt, Manager. Estabu'&hbd 1800

Ores worked by any Prooesa.

Ores Sampled,

ABsaying in all its Branches,

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, eto,

Working Teats (practical) Made,

Plans and Specifications furnished for the

most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Special attention paid to Examinations

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

C. A. LUOKHARDT A OO^
(Formerly Huhn St Luokhardt,

Mlnlniir Ecfflneers and MetallarflrlBts

The Best Mining District
On the Pacific Cuast I

GRASS VALLEY, CAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the district is

Daily and Weekly edition. Qivea all the Mining News.
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining Supplies will

find THE TIDINGS the best medium for directly reach-

ing the owners or managers of mines. Investors in

mines will find it to their advantage to BUbscribe.

Many mines are in successful operation, and new
enterprises are being instituted and many others are in

contemplation.
DAILY, SO 00 a year; WEEKLY, ?2.60, in advance.

H. S. 3PAULDING, Publisher.

T. C. HOCKING, Editor.

WINCHESTER HOUSE.
44 Third Street, San Francisco, Cal,

This Fireproof Brick Building ia centrally located, in

the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from the
Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat and
Railroad Offices.

Laundry Free for the use of Familiee,

HOT AND COI'D RATHS FRFF.

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And Upward.

Rooms with or without Board,

Free Coach to the Honsr,

"FZX X3 ..A.XX1. ^XIXTS XX
Applies liquid pigment by a
jet of air. Highest awards
Franklin and dmerican In-
atitutes as a legitimate art
tool. SiicoeBafnlly used by
large numbera of the beet
crayon, ink and water-color
portrait artists, and by tech-
nical draughtsmen. Saves 75— per cent of time in shading.

Deacriptivetfpamphlet sent free. It points out one way to
earn a living. Addresd AIR BRUS B. MT'G CO,
9 Nassau Street, Rockford, Illinois.

Engraving.SM
Superior Wood and Metal Engrav*
ing, Eleotcotyplng and Btereotrplng
done at the offloe of this pftpei.
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niARKFI I^EPORTS.

Local Markets.

San Francisco, Feb. 19, 1891.

Rains the past week in ihe agricultural districts,

and large snow deposits on the mountain ranges, are

what all have been anxiously loiking for, and now

that the rain has come, every branch of trade is feel-

ing its revivi'ytnK effect. Business is picking up
remarkably fast. This is not confined to any one

line, but all feel it alike. Even manufacturers are

reported unusually well supplied with orders Money
is easy, with a much easier tone looked for after next

week. Some money is being sent away or else hidden,

in order lo avoid being assessed. The decline in

coal and also in ir jn is in fivor of iron-workers. A
still further reduction is prices is likely to occur in

the near future.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is dull at

about 79 cents.

QUICKSILVER—Receipts the past week ag-

gregate 254 flisks, and exports by sea 125 flasks to

Mexico. L^st month, 220 950 pounds were sent

overland. Tbe market contmues weak, with more
or less cutting in prices reported.

SILVER—Department purchases in this month
are reported as follows:

^^ .., -r.— n J Price paidOEEeied

Date. ounces.

Feb. 4 1,132,000

Feb. 6 1,057 000

Feb. 9 78S 000

peb 11 a23,0U0

Feb.l3
Feb.18

ounces.
475.0I1O

51(7 000
150.000
414,0L)0

67
1
,100

1^4,000

per ounce.
SI 0260 to SI. 0275
1 09S0 to 1 0225
1 01.95 to 1.0100

1 0180 to 1.0190

1.UU79 to 1.0090
.9Sb75 to .9360

Total purchase to dute, . .2,344 000

The market has been gradually settling under
strong selling at the East and also abroad. The
selling pressure has been brought about by a grow-

ing conviction that this Congress will not pass a

more favorable silver bill. There is a feeling in this

city that mining-stock manipulators are - secretly

working against bimetallism, owing to their being

able, with silver as a commodity, to manipulate the

stock market to a much better advantage. The
Pacific Rural Press of the current week con-

tains the following, which deserves careful reading,

if not preserving for future reference:

In answer to an inquiry the writer will state that

farmers are as much if not more interested in hav-

ing silver remonetizcd than are mine-owners. From
1S68 to 1878 the price of wheat averaged at the port

of New York $1.32^1 a bushel, while from 1885 to

i888 the average was 87 9-10 cts per bushel. To
illustrate still further the following table is given of

the average pricrs at the port of New York:

1S6S tc 1875. 1SS5 to 18&S.

Corn, bushels S 77i S 50 3-5

Wlu-at, bushel 1 32i S7 9-10

Oot'Oii, lb IS^ 10

B .tter, lb 25 16

Uiietse, lb 13§ 09

The price of silver from i868 to 1875 continued at

par $t. 295^ per ounce, but from 1885 to 1888 the

average price went below 80 cts an ounce. When
the United States began in last year to purchase

4,500,000 ounces of silver per month, the price of

silver advanced to over $1 an ounce, and the price of

wheat at the port of New York to over $1.05 per

bushel. Corn fetched more money, as did cotton,

butter and cheese. Without going into details and
giving exact figures we will stale that with free coin-

age of silver, while mineowners would be benefited

about 30 per cent over to-day's prices, farmers would
be benefited 25 per cent in the increased price of

farm products. While mine-owners on their 52,000,-

000 ounces output of silver would get an increase

of $15,600,000 per year, farmers on wheat alone

would get an increase of fully $100,000,000 on their

outturn of 400,000,000 bushels of wheat, while on
corn a much larger sum would be realized, as they

would also on cotton and dairy products.

New York telegrams came through to-day quoting

si.ver at 99 cents.

BORAX—Receipts the past week aggregate 213
ctls, and exports by sea 265 ells to New York, and
1573 ctls borates to Liverpool. Last month there

were sent by rail to the East, 9337 ctls. The mar-
ket is steady, with a firm tone.

LIME— Receipts the past week aggregate

3522 bbls. The market is steady.

ANTIMONY—In sympathy with lower prices at

the East, concessions are obtainable here on asking
prices.

LEAD—The market has a steadier tone. Can-
ners and other large consumers appear more dis-

posed to take hold at present prices.

TIN—Imports the past week aggregate 2404
ingots from Australia. The market lor both plate

and pig appears to be firmer. London cables to

Feb. II, report an advance in plate, with makers
sold four months ahead.

IRON—Oregon still sends us small supplies—50
tons came to hand the past week. The consump-
tion on this coast is in excess of any former year. In
Oregon and Washington nearly all that is turned
out is taken by foundrymen in those two States. In
this State the foreign stock is not large, having been
drawn on quite freely within the past 30 days.

COKE—Imports the past week aggregate 258
tons from Antwerp. The slock here is light, while

the demand is free, which causes a strong market.

COAL—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows: From Glasgow, 2012 tons; Liverpool, 3050;
Departure Bay, 3145; Seattle, 1990; Tacoma, 4000;
Coos Bay, 750; Nanairao, 2158. Total, 17,105 tons.

Prices from the yard and ships' sides have been re-

duced, with a weak tone at the decline, owing to tbe
fact that fully 15 cargoes of foreign coals are due,
while the coast collieries are still sending us heavy
supplies. Dealers and large consumers are not buy-
ing heavily, yet the yard stocks are increasing.

COPPER—There was sent East by railroad in

last month, 78,100 lbs. of copper cement. It looks
as if a combination is forming abroad for a bull

campaign. This opinion is grounded upon the well-

established fact that a pool has been buying copper
companies' stock, and in order to do so more suc-

cessfully, the market for copper has been depressed.
The consumption abroad is still ahead of the pro-

(Juction.

Mining Share Market.

Outside of a short-lived spurt in Savage
on Friday of last week, the mining share market
has dragged, with a decided falling off in transac-

tions since Monday. Four assessments the past

week, with more to follow, are enough to dampen
the ardor of the most pronounced bull. These
assessments, with several more, we have persist-

ently slated, could be expected by stockholders.

It IS reasonable to conclude that after all are

levied we can look for much better prices. This
opinion is grounded upon well-established pre-

cedents that manipulators never pay assessments

—

It is the outsiders who do so. It is also a well-

established fact that the public have very few
stocks, so that it can be salely asserted that one
or more pools are well loaded up, and to sell their

holdings to the public so as to collect assessments,
me market must be made ac ive and attractive by
lively fluctuations at advancing prices. The pub-
lic always get in when there are lively moves at

high prices, but never when the market is low
and dragging. Whenever the powers that be are
disposed, ore strikes that now count for nothing
will be made to do service in advancing prices and
drawing in outsiders to unload stocks on.
The action against the trustees of the Hale and

Norcross Mining Co. bids fair to throw much
official light on the peculiar milling and mining
system in vogue on the Comstock lode. Although
the public has been led to believe, through pub-
lished statements, that many wrongs have been
perpetrated against stockholders in several of the
mines, few persons will be prepared to look for as
startling developments as may be made public when
Ine suit comes to trial.

The Virginia City Enterprise is publishing infor-

mation r.-garding prospective work on the Comstock
lode which is confirmatory of that given by the
Mining and Scientific Press as far back as in

1889. Not a statement has been made by the Press
but has proven correct, as will also the assertion
made by us over a year ago that rich ore was run
into in one of the Gold Hill mines. This ore not
only assays high, but is much wider than any run
into in ihe other workings on the lode. When we
gave the news it was stated that time would be re-

quired lo develop the new lind in order to extract
the ore advantageously.

Private news from the Comstock mines continues
of the most encouraging character. If it was not
that public confidence in the honesty of the manage-
ment of the mines is below zero, there would be, on
the present showing in the mines, a stock boom not
witnessed since 1878-79. The only way in which
public confidence can be secured is for mine mana-
gers to conform to the laws of this State, requiring
that full detailed weekly statements of all work done
in the mines, the milling of ore and bullion returns,
be made under oath, and placed on file in the re-

spective companies' offices in this city, for the inspec-
tion of stockholders. If this be done, it is quite
safe to affirm that several mining companies would
be paying dividends instead of levying assessments.
In Hale and Norcross, better ore is being run into.

In Savage, they have got into ore on the 950-foot
level, which assays over $^o a ton. It is over 15 feet

wide. This is the continuation of the find reported
by us on the 900-foot level in Hale and Norcross.
The two companies will run for the ore on or about
the iioo-foot level. It is said that, owing to the
Savage Co. returning such low milling assays, steps
w 11 be taken to stop milling, as was done in Hale
and Norcross, until a different condition of aff.iirs

obtains. In Con. Virginia, our advices are uni-
formly good. A dividend appearsto be assured in

the near future. The work under way in the vari-

ous group ol mines is important and deserves close
watching.

It is among the possib lities that this year will wit-
ness new and iniportant work inaugurated by the
Comstock Tunnel Co.

San Francisco Metal Market.

W HOLESAX,il.

Thursday, FelDr«aryl9, 1891.
irWIMONY — (* 19
Borax—Refined, in carload lota 8@ —
Powdered " " " 8 (« —
Concentrated " " " 7^ —
AU grades jolabmg at an advance.

COPPEK—
Bolt 23 @ -
Sheathing 23 @ —
Xngot, jobbing 18 (p) —
do, wholesale 17 (g —
Fire Bos Sheets ^3 TO 25

Lead—Pig _@ 5
Ear ti (2 61
Sheet 7A@ —
pipe 6f@ —
Shot, discount 10% on 500 baga I>rop. ^ bag. 1 80 (a) -
Buck, ^bag 2 00 @ —
Ohilled, do 2 20 @ —

Qdioksilver—By tbe flask 48 50 {Vr49 00
B"lasb3, old 45(5, 65

Chrome Iron Oee, ^ ton 10 00 yr
Steel—English, lb 16 @ 20
Canton tool 9@ 9
Black Diamond tool 9 @ 9
Pick and Hammer 8 @ 10
Machinery 4@ 5
Toe Calk 4Ji3 —

Tinplate—E. v., steel grade, 14jt20, to arrive. 6 50 @( —
B. v., steel grade, 14x20, spot 6 37 @ —
Oharcoal, 14i20 6 50 (tt —
do roofing, 14x20 6 00@ —
do, do, 20x28 13 00 @ —
Pig tin, spot, ^ ft) — (ce 22

J32 00
>30 00

Iron—Bar, base,
Norway, base

Spot.
Iron—Glengarnock ton 31 00 @-
Eglinton, ton 29 00 @
American Soft, No. 1, ton .

.

Oregon Pig, ton
Puget Sound 30 00 @
Clay Lane White 26 00 ®
Shotts, No. 1 32 00 @
Langloan 30 00 @
Thornolilfe 30 00 @
Gartaherrie 30 00 @
Barrow 30 00 @
Cargodeet 30 OO @ —

3 c
45@
To Load.
28 @ -
27 fe -
30 @ —
30 @ —
30 @ ~
24 (& —
29 @ —
26 @ —

26 @ -

New Silver Bill.—Hon. FranciB G. New-
lands, a member of the National Silver Conven-
tion, has drawn up a eilver bill whioh containB
many features of the late Secretary Windom'a
amended bill, or, rather, the main Doints of hia
bill, with amendments, he suggested by way of
a compromise. It is quite certain that Mr.
Newlande' bill would disarm criticism from a
large class of mono-metallista, and it is equally
evident that it would be signed by the Presi-
dent,

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
COMPILBD BVBRT THURSDAY PROM ABVBRTISHMBNIS IN THB MiNIMO AND SCIKNTIFIO PRB88 AND OTflBE S. F. J0DRHAL8

ASSESSMENTS.
Location. No. Am't. Levied. Dblinq't. Sale. Secretary. Place of BuBmHsa,Company.

Adelaide Copper Co Nevada
Atlantic Con M Co Nevada,. 7..

Eelcher M Co Nevada,. 41..

Best & Belcher M Co Nevada.. 48..

Brunswick Con G M Oo California . . 1 .

.

Califoruia State Co Calilornia.. 6..

ChallenRe Con M Co Nevada. . 8.

.

Confidence S M Co Nevada. .18.

.

Contra EetacaCon Mex M Co.. Mexico,. 1,,

Crocker M Co Arizona., 10..

Del Monte M Co Nevada.. 4.,

Gould & Curry M Co Ne vada . . 66 .

.

Gray Eagle M Co California,. 22,.
Guadalupe M Co California . 3.

.

Hale& Norcross M Co Nevada.. 97..

Head Centre fi: Tranquility M Co. .Ariz.. 2,.

Idlevrild G M Co California. . 1.

.

Kentuck M Co Nevaaa..23..
Martin White M Co Nevada. .25.

.

Middle Creek M Co... British Columbia.. — ..

Midas M Co California. . 1.

.

North Goulda Curry G& S M Oo. Nevada. .12.

Northwestern M Co. .British Columbia.. 2..

Oak Con M Co California.. 7..

Quaker M Co California.. 22..

lavage M Co Nevada.. 75..

Sierra Nevada S M Co Nevada.
Telegraph Drift M Co California.
True Cous M Co California.. 10,

Union Con S M Co Nevada,

6.. Dec 27.... Jan 31,...Feb 28..W H H Graves 426 Saneome 8t
.Nov 19..

50., Feb 17..

25. .Feb 17..

2.. Jan 9.

30.. Feb 2.,

.Jan 5.... Feb
30.. Feb 3. ...Mar 11.,

3. .Feb 5 Mar 9..

10. .Jan 16. ...Feb 26.

SO. .Jan 7... .Feb 11..
5., Jan 19... Feb 26..

10. .Jan 29. ...Mar 2..

35, .Dec 29, ...Feb 3..

50.. Feb 2....Mar 6...,

50. .Jan 29. ...Mar 10...

20. .Jan 13. ...Feb 23...

20, .Jan 10. ...Feb U...
7. -Feb 10. ...Mar 16..

..Mar 2 Mar 21..D M Kent 330 Pine St
.Mar 24. , . . Apr 13. . L Perkina 331 Pine St
.Mar 25 Apr 15..L Osborn 309 Montgomery St

...>eb 10,...Mar 6..J Stadtfelt 309 Montgomery St
,.,Mar 16., ..Apr 20.. J O Henescom 9 Mission St

.Jan 23 Feb 27,,,.Mar 18.. O L McCoy 331 Pine St
75.. Feb 16....Mar 19.,,. Apr 9..A 8 Groth 414 California St
50. .Dec 15 Feb 14... .Apr 4. .George Gale 309 Nontgomery St
10.. Feb 16.,,. Mar 20 Apr 13..N T Messer 309 Montgomery Bt

" " ..Mar 3..JWPew 310 Pine St
..Apr 7..AK Durbrow 309 Montgomery St
..Mar 30..A W Barrows 303 California St
,. Mar21..HF Schetter 326 Clay St
,.Mar 4. .A B Thompson 309 Mon^gome^y St
..Mar 25..J W Pew 310 Pine St

• Mar 21..E F Stone 30D Pine 86
..Feb 25..J WPew 310 Pine St
.Mar 30..A B Cooper 325 Montgomery St
.Apr 2..HD Hawks 318 Pine St
.Mar 23. ,A Hasey 328 Montgomery St
..Feb 28..C H Mason 331 Montgomery St
Apr 6..T Bonanceria 438 California 8t

Dec IS.,,. Feb 2....Mar 2..E J Kyan 230 Montgomery St
,

Dec 27. ...Feb 3....Feb 24. .A Cheminant 328 Montgomery St
E0.,Febl3....Mar 18,,,.Apr 7..EE Holmes 309 Montgomery St

. 30. .Jan 2, ...Feb 5... .Feb 24..E L Parker 309 Montgomery St
l-7of lmill..Jan29..Mar 4..Mar 25..F R Wehe DownievlUe

:ji..Dec 13.,,. Jan 31, ...Mar 28..JCEates 434 California St
42.. 25. .Jan 5.,. .Feb 10... .Mar 2..AWBarrow6 303 California St

MEETINQS TO BE HBJLB.
Namji of Company. Looation. Sboretary OrproE in S. F Meeting Date

Hale 4; Norcross M Co Nevada..A B Thompson.. ...... .....309 Montgomery St Annual .....Mar 11

Indian Creek L & M Oo California.. 8 C Mills 419 California St Annual Mar 5
Watt Blue Gravel Co California..G ABerton..... 328 Montgomery St Annual Feb 20

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Namb op Company. Location. Seobjetaky. Opfiob in S, F. Amount. Payable

Candeiaria Cons M Co New Mexico. -G Gale 309 Montgomery 8t 25 Dec 3
Commonwealth M Co Nevada, .R R Grayson 331 Pine St 20 Nov 20

Cnampion M Co T Wetzel .320 Sansome St 15 Feb 16

Pacific Coast Borax Co California. .A H Clough 230 Montgomery St 1 00 Feb 10

Jackson M Co W-R Drake 311 Pine St 10 Jan 19

New Incorporations.

The foUowiog companies have been incorporated,

and papers filed in the office of the Superior Court,

Department 10, San Francisco:

Pacific Telephone Attachment Record
Co., Feb. 16. Object, dealing in telephonic at-

tachments and in inventions and patent rights

concerning telephone belongings. Capital stock,

$100,000. Directors—Henry Wadsworlb, Wm. B.

Wilshire, H. G. Phillips, H. F. Dugan and L. L.

Broi^iwell.

Alta Building and Loan Association, Feb.

9. Capital stock, $3,000,000. Directors—L. Lan-

der, L. C. Meyer, A, H. Breed. J. R. McMindo, R.

A. Vance and J. C. Moore.
Amekican Balance Slide-Valve Co., Feb. 10.

Capital stock, $to,ooo. Directors—H. McKerrow,
W, J. Thomas, J. T, Wilson, E. D. Brown, N. E,

Flint, O. E. Alger and L H. Parks.

Felicia Vine and Orchard Co., Feb, 11.

Capital stock, $60,000. Directors — Bernhard

Schwartz, H. Nathan, W. Cohen, L. Nathan and
David Davis.

C. C. Brock Co., Feb. 11. Object, to buy, sell

and charter steam and sailing vessels. Capital

stock, $100,000. Directors—Johanna M., Claus C,
John C. and Peter C. Brock.

Pyramid M. & M. Co., Feb, 13, Capital stock.

$i,oQo,coo. Directors — J, W. Hoagkin, Chas.

Meily, M, Levy. H. Garthwaite, C. W, Hodg-
kin.

Monarch Oil and Gas Co., Feb. 13. Loca-

tion, Los Angeles. Capital stock. $250,000. Di-

rectors—F. D. Lamberman, A. K. Fraser, C. G.

Compion, J. F. Holbrook and C. E. Ford.

Historical Society of Southern Cali-

fornia, Feb. 13. Location, Los Angeles. Di-

rt-ctors-Geo. Builer, E. Griffin, A. B. ^Stephens,

J. M. Guinn and E. Baxier.
" Justiti/E Home," Feb. 13. Object, "to join

in an association together for the purpose of culti-

vating the higher mental, moral, physical and
spiritual growth and possibilities of each and
every member of the association. To provide for

the effecting and carrying out of the above pur-

poses by establishing a home and common dwell-

ing-place. " Directors—Mrs. Sarah R. Stevens,

Mrs. Julia Schlesinger, Mrs. Sarah B, Whitehead,

Mrs. Maryetta Weir; Dr. M. A. Hunter, the Ust-

named residing at Justitiae Home, in Santa Clara

county. There is no capital slock. Mrs. Stevens

is president and Dr. Hunter secretary,

Stanislaus River G. M. Co., Feb. 16.

ital stock, $2,000,000. Directors—E. G.,

and A. E. Knapp, W. B, Sharp and J. S.

son.

South San Francisco Land and Improve-
ment Co., Feb. 17. Object, to erect abattoirs

and stock-yards at South San Francisco and in

San Mateo Co, Capital stock, $2,000,000. Di-

rectors—Gustavus F, Smith, Nelson Morris, Ed-

ward J. Martyn of Chicago, Peter E. Her of

Baden, San Maieo Co., Henry Muller, E. R,

Lilienthal and C. W. Smith of San Francisco,

Cap-
S. A.
Jame-

Goal and Coke.

BPOT FROM YARD—PER TON
Welliug^ton SIO 00
Qreta ,

Carbon Hill 8 00
Naaaimo 10 00
Oilman 3 00
Seattle 8 00
C0O8 Bay 7 00
Cannel 11 00
Egg, hard 16 00
Cumberland, In sacks 16 00

do, bulk U or

Waltaerid 9 Ol-

TO LOAD—PKR TON.
Australian § 7 00@ 7 50
Liverpool St'm , 8 50@
Scotch Splint,

,

8 60@ 9 00
Cardiff 8 50@
Lehig'hLump,. 16 B0@17 00
Cumberland bk 13 60@— -
Egg, hard 15 00@

Cofee-EngUsh.

To load 812 00@13 00
Spoi, in bulk . . 16 00@18 00

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales il

S. P. Slock Exchange.

Name or

Company.

l.tO
a. 40
1.95
.85

.25

.80
;j.7o

1.45

5.00
20
40

1.70
.10

.15

3.10
70

2.45
1.40

Alpha
Alca
Andes.
Belcher
BtHt & Belcher. .

.

Bullion ,,........
Bodie Con
Bulwer
Commonwealth ,

.

Con.Va. &Oal...
OballAQge
ClioUar
Confidence
Cou. Imperial,.,.
Oaledouia
Crowa Point
Crocker
Del Monte
Eureha Con,
Exchei|aer
Grand Prize
Goidda Curry..,
Hale & Norcross.
Julia
Justice
Kentuck
Lady Wash
Mono
Mexican
Navajo
North Belle Isle.
Nev. Queen
Occidental
Ophir
Overman
Potosi
Peerless
Peer
Savage
8. B. icM
Sierra Nevada..

.

Silver Hill
Scorpion
Union Con
Utah
Yellow Jacket,.,

* Assessment added.
i- Increased to 110.000

Wekk
Endin'
J an. 29.

60
2.45

.45

.25

.80
3.15
1,70
4.[0

Wekk
Enhtng
Feb. 5.

.85 .90
fiO .65
.SO 1.20
,70 I.9U
.85 3.20
15 2.40M
.30 .45
,75 ....

.60 5.12

.50 1.75

.2'! 2.45

2.85
1 60

2.8r

.45 .50

.21) .25

.85 l.Oh

.35 3.9C'

2.30
1.00

2.S

shares.

Wkks
Ending
Feb. 12.

.70

.0

.95
1 45
ii.30

I 90
.95

.30

.80
4.25
1.35
1 85
5 00
.20

.60

1.70
.15
.;io

3.(0
.m
.20

,00

1.2(1

1.9C
3.20
2,'10

1.7ii

2,35
1,9»
l.iO
.35

4.4.^ 4,80
1.3-1 1.40
1.95 'l.ih

4,C

15
.50

1.55
10

.50

.25

.75

3.10
1 80
4.30

15

3.15

70
2. 2 J

2.25
1.05
2.40
.25

.20
2.40
,85

2.75

Wher
Ending
Feb. 19.

81

1.00

.u

.20
2 10

1.95

.20

,55

1.8J

2 35
1.5
.20

1.00
411

^ .75
2.;)5 2.55
.25 ....

1.75 1.90
4.25 4 60

10 15

1,85 2.75

2.10 2130

.25 2.35

.70 .75

2 10 2.40

I

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
New York, February 19.—The following are the clos-

ing prices the past week:
Silver in Silver in

London. New York. Copper. Lead. Tin.

Thursday.. .46i 1 OlJ 14 25 4 30 20 00

Friday,.,...
46"

1 OOi 14 25 4 37i 19 85

Saturday,... 46 100 14 25 4 35 19 90

Monday..... 45i 99J 14 25 4 30 19 85

Tuesday 443 97i 14 25 4 30 19 80

Wednesday. .443 97^ 14 25 4 30 19 90

Quicksilver is lower, and weak at the decline. Borax
continues fitm, with stocks well cleaned up. The iron

output is being restricted. Lead is steadier, while tin is

firmer. Copper is barely steady, Consuniers do net

anticipate their requirements, which causes holders

wishlntj to close out consignments to shade the market

so as to place the parcel.

W. W. Alexander, mining engineer, sailed

on Feb. 13th, on the City of Sydney, for Mex-

ico, taking with him a stamp-mill and concen-

tratore built for him by the Union Iron Works,

He was accompanied by a staff of aasiatantB

and intends to develop the rioh gold mines In

the Baranco del Oro, Tepic, Mexico.

Nicaragua has a eenaation at present in the

old mines of Princapulka, where it is suppoaed

the Aztecs found their gold.

Thursday,
100 Alpha Cod 80c 40O
lUO Aadea .1.05 400
370 Belcher 1.40v«1.50 175
300 Belle iBle .7Cc 110
270 Best fit Belcher. 2.6U 250
200 Eullion 2.0C 50
100 Buhver 5Cc 1015
50 Ohalleuge Con 135 300
220 Chollar 2.15@2.20 150
200 Commonwealth 75c ItlO

450 ConCalit V...4,95@5,00 600
100 Crown Point 1.65

,
February 19, 9:30 a. m.

Gould t Curry. 2,15
HaleiL Nor 2.25
Kentuck. 40c
Mexican 2 ,50
Occidtntal SOc
Potoai 4.45
Savage 2,25@2,30
Sierra Nevada 2.30,a2.35
Union Con 2.30
irtah 75c
Yellow Jacket. 2.25(ffi2. 30

Complimentary Samples.

Persons receiving this paper marked are re-

quested to examine its contents, terms of sub-
scription, and give it their own patronage, and,
as far as practicable, aid in circulating the
journal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
the cause it faithfully serves. Subscription
rate, J3.00 a year. Extra copies mailed for 10
oents, if ordered soon enough. If already »
eabsoriber, please show tbe paper to othera.

Don't Fail to Write.

Should this paper be received by any aubacriber who
does not want it, or heyond tJie time he inleiids to pay
for it, let him not fail to write uh direct to atop It A
postal card (coating one cent only) will stffice. We will
not knowingly send the paper to any one who does not
wish it, bat if it ia continued, through the failure of the
BUbBCriber to notify ua to discontinue It, or some irre-
aponsible party requested to atop it, we ahali positively
demand payment for the time it is sent. Look CAiiEFULLV
A.T THE T.ABEL ON YOUR PAFKB,
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Onr Agents,

Ode Famne oui do mach Id kid of our pftper aod the
Mnnn of practical kaowledge uid aotenoe. oy uBlstlnK
Ac«ots Id tholr Ubon of caDvuaLoK, by laoding khelr la-

ftnanoe ftod eoooaraglDK tevon. we hitoad to aend bod*
bat worthy mon.

Obo. WtUWK—SMTftmoDtoOO,
3, 0. HOAO—Sad Prftoctoco.

J. H. Ckomiham—Sfto Beniardlao Co.
P. W. KxAff—Amador Co.
OWftOi EVANH- StDU Clara Co.
MNa. M. E. UuDLVT—Ventura Co
W. V. WiDflWORTa—Sutter ftod Yuba Coa.

AXDIinr UviD—Uooteruy Co.
II. 8- PRIMR—AltlDtida Co
K H. ScuAirrLB—Calavenu and Tuolunitiu Cos.

r. K LooAM—^lano Co.

A. B COOLIIY—Tehama Co.

flAMDBL CLirr—Crestoii, Cal.

Join SiHrnojf—Oruyoii.
Wh. M. Uilliart—Ore^'OD.
Wm. HoLDia— OroKon.
EuiaB JKNHi.ta—Del Norte Co.

H. C. Bkmklk—Capay Valley.

For Sale for Want of Use.

One horizontal reversible engine, 8x12; one hoist-

ing drum, 30x30, with V friction and excentric; one
gear, 4 feet x 4 inches face; one jack 4-inch h«fad

pump; one sled boiler, 36 inches x 12 feet; stack
with fronts, wood ^rate bars; safety rod*;, pump and
beater, etc.; being hoisting works complete. Has
been little used. The same can be seen at Glencoe,
Calaveras Co., Cal. For further particulars, apply
to J. H. Gillispy, 1914 Stockton St., San Francisco.

/l33e3SiDept flotice^.

GRAY EAGLE MINING COMPANY.-Lo-
cation of prinoipil place of businees, Sao FrandBOO,

Oallfomia. Locution of worka. Placer County, Oalifomla.
Notice IB hereby giveD, that at a meeting of the Board uf

Dlrecton*, held on tne 4tb clay of Februarj'. 1891, an assess-
aifnt. No, 22. of Three (31 Cents per share, wan levied upon
the Capital Stock of the Corporation, payable immediately
Id riiitud SlateB Gold Coio to the Secretary, at the oUice of
the Conipaoy. Room 11, No. 3i)3 California Street, Sao
FtaDcInco, California.

Any Htock upou M'bich tb(a assessment shall remain un-
paid on the 9th day of March, 1S91, will be delinttueDt,
and advertlBed for sale at public auction; an'l unless pay-
ment Is made before, \rill lie sold oil MONDAY, tho 30th
dw of March, lii9l. to pay thu dc'lio(|uent assessment,
together with costs of advortisiug and expenses of sale.

By order of tho Boani of Directors.
A. W. BARROWS. Secretary pro tern.

Office, Room U, No. 303 California Street, San jFrancieco,
Oalifornia.

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, Mining, and Commission,

420 Montsomery St.. S. F.

Sblpe under advances to emeltlo^' works In Boston
New York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one years' exporieoce in Shipping Orea and

Uanaeint^ Minea
Solicits Consignments of Copper Produce and Manage-

ment of Mln'ng Matters.
All business conducted on Cash Basis.
Purchase andshipment of Mining Supplies a Specialty,
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Business Manager of UlSION COPPER MINK, Copper-

opolie, Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co., Cal.

Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press

Patent Agency.

Ottr U. S. and Foreign Patent Agency
presentB many and important advantages 38 >
Home Agency over all others, by reason of long
Batabliehment, great experience, thorough sys-
tem, intimate acquaintance with the sabjects of

inventions in our own community, and our
1
moat estensive law and reference library, con-
taining oflScial American and foreign reports,
Bles of scientific and mechanical publications,
etc. All worthy inventions patented through
our Agency will have the benefit of an illustra-
tion or a description in the Mining and Scien-
npic Press. 1 We transact every branch of
Patent business, and obtain Patents in all coun-
tries which grant protection to inventors. The
large majority of U, S. and Foreign Patents
isaned to inventors on the Pacific Coast have
been obtained through our Agency. We can
give the beat and most reliable advice as to the
patentability of new inventions. Our prices
are as low as any first-class agenoies in the
Eastern States, while our advantages for Pacific
Coast Inventors are far superior. Advice and
Oiroulars free.

« DEWEY & CO., Patent Agents,
220 Market St., Elevator, 12 Front St., S, F.

Telephone No. 658.

4, T. DEWEY, W, B. BWEB, GEO. H. STRONG,

Engraving.
SuperiorWood and Metal Engrav
Ins, Bleotrotyplttfir and Btereotppliig
iom at the offiof at tbli papar.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
Nos. 39 to 51 FREMONT STREET. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

HENDY" IMPROVED "OHALLENGE" QBE FEEDER.
The best form of Feeder ever devised, and pronounced by reputable mining men to be fai

superior to any form of "Roller" Feeder manufactured. We refer to the follow-

ing gentlemen who have furnished us with testimonial letters to the
above eflFect, which can be seen at our office, viz.:

6i, W. Crooker, Supt. Bunker Hill Gold Min-
ing Co., Amador City, Cal.

W, G. Roberts, Greenwood, El Dorado Co., Cal.

D. O.WiCKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal.

J. R. Tregloan, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold
Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

"CHALLENGE", "STANFORD", "TULLOCK,"& "ROLLER' FEEDERS,
And will furnish descriptive Catalogues and quote prices upon application.

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL CO,
MANUFAOTURERS OP

IRRIGATING PUMPS
AND

Machinery of all Kinds.
PACIFIC COAST AGEITTS

BABOOOK & WILOOX

Patent Water Tube Steam .Boilers.
Estimates Furnished on Application.

'Send for Oataloguea.

OENTRIFUOAI. PUMP. FIRST and STEVENSON STS.. S. F.

IT HAS NO EQUAL.

Can Be Fnt On

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adopted by the

by Any One, ^^C^EB^^^HBBEH^^hBME^^ Navy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOII.FK9, STEAM PIPES, COtD STOKAGE. and all places requiring

Aon-Hest Conducting Material.

59 OLAY STREET, O. B. JOHNSON & GO., SaN PBANCISCO.

RUPTURE AND PILES.
We Positively Cure all ktnda of Rupture

and Kectal Dieeases, no matter of how loag
staiidJQg, in from 30 to 60 days, without the
line of KNIFE, DRATVINQ BLOOD, or DETEN-
TION FROM BUSINESS. Terms; JVo Care,
no Par; »nd no Pay nntll Cared.
If afflicted, come and see ub or seud stamp for
Damphlet. Addiesa:

DRS. POBTBBFiaLD & LOSBY,
889 Market Street, - - S«n FraoctHOo

A GOLD-MILL SUPERINTENDENT
Of lODg experience, aaaayer and practical chemist, desires

an engagement, (.articularly in a mill where gold and
amalgam )b wasted. The best of references given. Ad-
dress E. W., 1278 Tenth Avenue, East Oakland.

0. H. EVANS & 00.
(Succeasors to THOMSON & EVANS),

110 and IIX Beale Street, 8. F.

MACHINE WORKS,

III
Steam Pumps, Steam Engines

and uU kinds of MACHINERT.

CHEMIST.
Young man who is a competent mineralogist, as-

sayer and analytical cliemist is open to an engage-
ment* best references; can furnish small capital.

Addiess CHEMIST, this office.

tdlicational.

School of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and
MINING ENGINEERING,

Surveyiuj;, Architecture, Drawinp and Asgayiiic,

723 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.
And 170}^ Second St., Portland, Or.

A. VAN DEI! NAILLKN, PrcBlUcnl.
Assaylnc of OruB, S2S; Bullion anj Chlorinatinn Arasv,

$26; Blowpipe Atway. 310. 1^11 course of aasavinir. 150.
E-iTABLISHKU ISM ^ Solid for circular.

•ria.0 XS-VT'A.n.ei Sloliool
OF

ASSAYING AND CHEMISTRY,
RoomBl6&47, 1628 MontBomerv 8t.

2J Floor Montgomery Bl'k.
| 8an FranctSOO,

Also, EvoDlnK ClasBee, 7 to 10 o'clock.
JOHN T. EVANS, M. A., Principal.

BUSINESS OOLLEQE,
24 POST ST.. 8. P,

FOB 8BVKNTT-FITE DOLLARS THIS
College Inetructe In Shorthand, Type Writing, Book-

seeping, Telegraphy, Pcnmaneblp, Drawing, all the En-
<ll8h branches, and everything pertaining to bnelnees,
tor six tcdl months. We have sixteen teachers, and give
Individual instruction to all our pupils. Onr school baa
its graduates In every part of tho State.
JVSlND FOR OiRoniiAa.

E. P HXALD, PrsBldenI,
0. 8. HAIJCV, Seoretarv.

MiiiitfriCo.
FACTORY:

Cor. Jefferson & First Sts,, Oakland, Cal,

BrANTJPACTUREES OP

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROOF
PAINTS,

Superior to anything of the Idnd In the market for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uuequaled for Submerged Timbers. Red and Brown
Paints for Koofs. Warehouses, Stables, Fences,

Etc., mixed Ready for Use. Also,
Sheathing Paper. Portable Cal-

ifornia Mastic Roofing,
the Best in the

Market
for

AND UNEQTJALED FOR

Teredo-Proof Pile

Covering.

This Company also Manufactures a Malthine
Compound for

RENDERINa BOOTS AXD SHOES
WATERPROOF.

The same is a superior article for Preserving Harness
rendering it Impervious to Moisture and

keeping it always pliable and soft.

-9®* Send for Samples and Prices. Salesroom,

310 CALIFORNIA ST., S. F., Cal.

FRANCIS SMITH & CO.
Maoufacturere of

Sheet Iron and Steel

130 fieale Street. San FranciBco, Cal

Iron cut, punched and formed, for making pipe ob
ground. All kinds of Tools supplied for making Pipe.
Estimates given. Are prepared for coating all sizes ol
Pipe with a composition ot Coal Tar and Asphaltum.

JAMES M. HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. 530 California Street,
Telephone No. 1746. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SITTJ.A.TI03Sr VT-.A.l^TEXy.

BY A COMPETENT MINING AND MECHANICAL
Engineer, a position as Superintendent of a Coal

Mine, near good school; 2(J years experience; can invest
some capital If desired. Address 6. £., Box A, this office. -
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STEAM VERSUS MULES-MAMMOTH AND PRACTICAL HAULING.
^ THE ACCOMPANYING CUT

Ib from a photograph taken while at
work.

It is Cheaper and Kore
Exneditious.

One TractioD Engine will do the
work of 100 mulea.

Beet'B Traction EnKloeB have been
D practical use for over two years,
hauling coal, lumber, gravel and
grain, one of which is now hauling
cane lo the Suidwich IslandB.

It will do the work of

100 Horses,

Plowing reduced to a minimum
ost, and from 85 to 45 acres plowed
each day at an expeoBe of 50 cents
to 60 cents an acre.

Three Bizee built, 30, 40 and 60-

horse power, and

24 Best Traction Engines

at Work Now.

Ithaulethe Gang Plow and Har-
row, propels the Best Combined
Steam Harvester and moves along
majestically with a train of wagons
loaded with grain for the warehouse.

GOLD MEDAL
Awarded the Best Traction Engine
by the State Agricultural Society at
Sacramento, 1890.

BESTS TRACTION ENGINE HAULING GRAVEL" IN SACRAMENTO.

BEST'S TRACTION ENGINE
IS "THE BOSS OF

PEOPaiBTOB OP THE
DANIEL BEST

GRiCULTURAL WORKS.

nxj]xnciivrc3rTo isr,
MANDFACTUKER OP

CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ MILLS,
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Macliinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Sliingle Macliines.

SEND FOR CIROtTLAB.
Ce^trlfngal Roller Quartz Mill. 2X3 IF"IHfii"I" SSTH-mST et.A.3\r x•zl.J£^I^a'oxsco. c!.a.Xj. .y

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Fair, 1884.

oXjiOO? eft? ikcsjsiss:.
Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

MEDART PATENT WROUGHT EIM PULLEY
For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washingtoc

Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Best Balanced Pulley in the World. Also Manufacturers of

SHAFTING, HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES.
US' Sbnd for CiKouLABs >jio Priob LiaT.*sa

Nob. ISQIand 131 FBEMONT STREET, - - - SAN PBANCISCO, CAL

,1881.

SQXT.^Zl.S: -E^T^-AJl I».A.O]^Iia-C3-.
MANUFACTURED FROM STRICTLY FIRST-CLASS FLAX AND PURE LDBRICANTS. HAS NO SUPERIOR

for all Hydraulic Work. Calico Watbr Works Co., Calico, Cal., Deo. 16, 1S90.
W. T. T. SCHESCK—Dear Sir: We find your '* Red-Cord " Square Flax Packing the " Boea." Tours truly,

J. R. LANE, Secretary.
The red cord runs the entire length. Put up in boxes of 20 feet, or coilg of 60 to SO Ihg. For sale by all

dealers. W. T. T. SCHENCK, Sole M.tnufacturer, 222 and 224 Market Street, San Francisco. Cal.

ADAMANTINE SHOES & DIES
FOR STAMP MILLS.

These SHOES aad DIES are in extensive use in all the mining States and
Territories of North and South America. Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper
than any others. Orders solicited, subject to above
conditions.

—aiANUFACTUKED BY—

CHROME STEEL WORKS, Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent,
220 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal,

lliSlliiSI
Special attention elven to thelpurcbase of Mine no MllUSuppllea.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Kinds of Powder, which are acknowledged by all the Great Chemiats of the World ae

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the Market.

Of Different Strengths as Bequlred.

NOBEIj'S explosive gelatine," which contains 94 per cent of Nitro-Olycerlne, uid

OELATINE-DYNASnTE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Safe In Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
FOB BAIIiROADS AND LAND CLEARING. Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blaet

ing Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better Rnd i

eaves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
GAPS and FUSE for Sale GENERAL AGENTS, SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

CALIFORNIA VIGORIT POWDER COMPANY
OPFIOB, 208 CALIFORNIA STBEBT, SAN FRANCISCO.

Manufadurers of Nitro-Glycerine ("Dynamite" or "Giant") Blasting Powders.

ALSO VIGORIT "LOW" POWDER FOR EARTH AND WOOD.

Are prepared to supply purchasers In quantities to suit. Contracts made for future
delivery and prices Quoted on application.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For information concerning this process for the re-

duction of Ores containing precious metals, and terms

of license, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROCESS CO.,
FarlE Olty, Utab.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope,
DupleicKope, Tarred Manila Rope,Hay Rope, Whale LlnOi
etc, etc

Sxtra sizes ftnd lengths made to order on short notioe*

611 & 613 Front St., San FrandBco, foL

THE ROAD" AND "THE MONARCH OF THE FIELD.
Sexxd for dr-o-u.la,rs. .A.c3.diTess

SANLEANDRO !

Alameda Co., Cal., U. S. A. I
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IMPROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Heat Ore CoDceatrator in the market, haviog double

the Capaoity and doing its work as close aa the plain Belt

machine, while its concentrations are clean. It is used in

» number of Mills, the most notable of which is the

Alaska M. & M. Go's Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Frues

are taking the Falp from 120 Stamps, crushing 350 tons

per day, and is giving entire satisfaction as against 48

plain Belt Machines, taking the Palp from the other 120

Stamps.

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f. o. b. |

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.—— ^-^

For Pamphlets, Testimonials and farther information

apply at office.

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE CO.. Room 15.

Protected by Patents December 22, 1874; September 2,

1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20, 1883;

September IS, 1883; Jnly 24, 1888. Patents applied for.

There re Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Tub Moktaha Compaut (Limited), London. October S, 1886.
Urar Sirs :—Having tested threw of your Fruo Vanners in a com

putltlve trial with other almilar tuacliUicB (Triumph), we have aatisfled
ouraetvee of the euperiority of your VaoDors, aa ia evidonceil by the
fact of our havlner ordered 20 more of your machlnen for immediate
delivery. Youra truly. THE MONTANA COMPANY (Umitcd).

N. B.—Sl»ec the above was written the 20 Vanners, havinc been
started, ^ve auch aatisfaution tliat i4 additional Fniea and more
atampB have been purchased. ADAMS &, CARTEK.

No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR with IMPROVED RIFFLED BELT.
The oompetitive trials which have beon held between the

"Triumph" Ore Concentrators, the ** Frae" Vanners and

other forms of concentratinf; devices, do not warrant the as*

sertionthat the *'BVue ' Vanner is the beet ore oonceotrator in

the market. The fact that the "Frues" have improved (oor-

rofjated] belts does not militate against the snoeriority of the

"Triumphs;" for, when desired, they (Che "Triumphs") can

be mounted with a superior belt known as the *' Blasdel "

Riffled.

Price " Triumph " Concentrators, with Im-

proved (Patented) Belt • - - $650 f.o.

Price " Triumph " Concentrators, with

Plain Belt $550 f. o.

We are prepared to jjOiarautoe the superiority of the " Triumph "

the *' Fi \ 'r any other form of Concentrator, for coin if need be.

Clrc.e ^. Dii testimonial iettera furnished on application.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,

39 to 51 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Both the "Triumph" CoDcentrator and "Blaedel" (riffled)

Belt are protected by inconteBtable lettere patent, granted
by the Government of the United States.

Original Empire Mill and Mining Compan)', \

Principal Office, 401 California So., cor. SanBome, S F. [

Location of Works, Oraes Valley, Nevada Co., Cal. )

Grasb Vallbt, Nevada Co., Cal., Nov. 10, 1886.

Joshua Hendy Machine Works, 39 to 51 Fremont St., S. F., Cal.:

GESTbRMBN—1 am pleased to state, in reference tu the " Triumph"
Ore Concentrators, 'that four (4) of them were placeH lu the mUl of the
Oriuinal Elmipre Mill and Mining Company in April, 1SS4, and a thorough
test made of their practical oper.:>tion; and tiheir efficiency having been

; demonstrated, four (4) more were subsequently introduced as the comple-
ment of the Twenty (20) Stam|) Mill, and the eight (8) have been and are
DOW runninj,' with entirely satisfactory results.

At the Ten (10) Stamp Mill of the North Star Mminp Company, un-'er

my supervinion, four (4) are also in successful operation, and from my
observation of their practical workings, I am convmced that this form of
Concentrators is the equal, if not superior to anj' other style of VauDers
or concentrating devices. DAVID McKAY, Jr.,

[Signed] Sup't North Star and Original Empire Mining Co.
N. B. When the stamping capacity of the two above named mills was in-

creased, more " Triumph " Concentrators were purchased, and twenty-
eight (23) are now in constant Bucce^sful operation.

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
ROCK DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING,

MINING AND QUARRYING

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

FRISBEE-LUGOP MILL CO.,
MANUFAOTUEERS OF

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Manufacture of Cement, Fertilizers, Paint

and all other Dnrposes for which grinding or pulverizing is reauired.

Send for Catalo^e and Price List to

FRISBEB -LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

HOISTING ENGINES FOR MINES
1,2, or 4 Drums, with Reversible Link

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.

MADE ONLY BY TDB

LIDGERWOOD M'F'G CO..
96 Liberty St., New York.

S4 and 86 ^eet Monroe St., Chicago.
1G7 to 203 Congress St., Boston.

1 to 7 N. First St., Portland, Oregon.

PARKE & LACY CO., Agts., San Francisco.
Send for Catalogne.

ATTENTION, MINERS !

A PIBST-CLASS

UnionRockBreaker

8600 MISSION ST„ SAN PBANOISOO.

GRANGER'S ROLLER STAMP MILl
33oat6 them all. Works dry ores. Wakes ct en gran-

ulation. No dCQd work, hence minimara wear.
A. P. GRANGER, Denver, Colo.

GRANGER'S DRY ORE SEPARATOR
ThQ verT best. TJseB no 17816?. No freezing' up.

Saves hQullDff waste. Saves high percentage. Send
for clrcnlars.

A. P. GRANGER, Denver, Colo.

L. C. MARSHUTZ T. G. CANTRELL.

NATIONAL IRON WORKS
N. W. Corner Main and Howard Sts., San Francisco,

-MANTJFACTUREES OF-

Stationary and Compound Engines, Flour, Sugar. Saw
and Quartz Mill Machinery.

AMALGAMATING MACHINES. CASTINGS AND FORGINGS ^LZlZu
ALL WOEK TESTED AND GUARANTEED.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

NATIONAL ROCKER aUARTZ MILL.
KENDALL'S PATENT, AUGUST 24, 1886.

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL, Sole Manufacturers.

The Patentee and Manufacturer

cordially invite miners to critically

examine and pass judgment upon

this improved eystem of milling

and amalgamating ores in the fol-

lowing particulars:

1. The coat is less than one-half of
stamps of same capacity.

2. The freight to mine is less than
one-half of stamps.

3. The coat of erecting is less than
one-fourth of stamps.

4. Tbe power to drive itis less than
one-half of stamps.

5. The wear ia leas than one-quar-
ter of stamps.

There is no wear except on
shoes and dies.

7. In point of amalgamation it Is

superior to any other machine
in use.

8. In its simplicity of construction,

Ijl-" We challenge competition with

Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or and

other ore crushing machines now
before the publia

iS"Send for OlrcularB and Price List MARSHUTZ & OANTRBLL.

5^. 6.

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

THE ABOVE OUT ILLUSTRATES THE IMPKOVED FORM OF DOUBi:,E-JOINTJE}D HT-
DRAULIC GIANTS which we manufacture. We guarantee purchasers of this form of Giants against all

costs expenses or damases which may arise from any adverse suits or actions at law. We are further prepared to

furnish' Single-Jointed Giants when required. Prices, discounts and Catalogues of our specialtie of By^
dranllc Mining Machinery sent on application.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39 to 51 Fremont St., San Francisco.
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
-IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURBBS OF-

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
ENGINES, BOILERS, STEAM PUMPS.

AIR COMPRESSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S CRUSHING ROLLS,

CONCENTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROCK BREAKERS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Taking Pulp trova 10 Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING. PACKING. OILS, LUBRICATORS.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG EDGERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

GrX3:Krx:fi..A.Xjr .^Cruxa'^ria FOfc

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
SALES DUBINQ LAST POUR MONTHS:

nOMPOTT'Nm 44 BN6INKS, STA 'Nrri A T?r> 99 engines, TTTMTnT? 166 ENGINES.
\J\Jjy±jr\J\J AMU, 6215 HORSE POWER. fj ±Ji.±^ ±Jja.£\iJJ, 4500 HORSE POWER. U W ±M XV^XV, 4260 HORSE POWER,

CrTra,n.t3L "Fota,!, 309 X3xi.glxies, .A.gs^ee^'tlxiB X3,875 XXoxrise Z'o'cvex-.

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Gal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S W.

DOW STEAM PUMP WORkC
OFFICE AND WORKS, 114 AND 116 BEALE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO,

MANUFACTORBRS OP

Independent 'Air Pump and

Condenser,
SINGLE OR DUPLEX, ISSi 1 FOR STATIONARY ENGINES OR STEAM PUMPS.

For Every Possible Duty. s ^,
POWER PUMPING MACHINERY,

SPEED OOVERNOKS,

Balance Valves and Pressure
Regulators,

FOR STEAM PUMPS. ETC., ETC.

DOW'8 IMPROVED STEAM PUMPS,

Mining Pumps,

IRRIGATION POMPS,

Artesian Well Engines,

Xito.. X3to.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS! justiniancaire. Agent,

521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco,

—DBALBK m—

Assayers' and Mining Material.

—HANUFAin'UHHU OF

—

IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL, OB PLACER MINES. MADE OP BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER

Our plates are gnaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the besi In weight of Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
ver and dnrability. Old Mining Platea Replated, Bonght, or Gold Separated. THOUSAl^DS
OF ORDERS FILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, ^»>'* ^'^ HOSKIKS'

68, 70 & 72 First St., San Francisco, Cal.
- SEND FOR CIRCDLAKS.

EYSRO-CAKBON ASSAY FURKACES

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD

IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL AND PLACER MINING.
PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.

Only Refined Silver and Beat Copoer used. Over 3000 Orders filled. Fifteen Medals Awarded, Old Mining Plates can be

Replated. Old Plates Bonght, or Gold Separated,
These Plates can also be parcbased of JOHX TATLOR & CO., Corner First and Mission Sts

San Francisco Gold, Silver and Nickel Plating Works, 653 & 655 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal., E. G. Denniston, Prop'r.

Oar Plates have been used for 20 years. Tbey bave proved tbe best. We adhere strictly to contract Id welebt of Silver aod
Copper. SHND PJR OIBOULAR.
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The Electric Hoist.

Oae of the reoeat appHoations of electricity

for geDeral-power parpoaes la the electric holsti

which la ehown In the aocompsDyiDg illustra-

tion. In this particnlar field horaea hare been

aappUnted by ateam, which in tarn is now sup-

planted by eleotrioity, there being the same

advantages in this piece of apparatus which are

foand in the stationary motor for ordinary

power purpoaea. The electric hoiet manufao-

tared by the Thomaon'Houston Motor Com-

pany la simple in construction; it is compact,

eaay to maaipalate, and does the work re-

qnlred quickly and well.

The motor ia of the same class as employed

for stationary work, with the exception that it

laaerlea wound, the apeed being regulated by a

rheoatat placed underneath the drum and con-

trolled by a handle at the operator's right hand.

The friction olutoh is controlled by a slight

motion of a lever held in the left hand of the

operator, and is so well adjusted that the

heaviest loads can be raised, lowered or held

without the use of the brake. The brake con-

efsta of an iron strap lined with wood and en-

circling the drum for more than three-fourths

of its circumference. It can be applied by a

simple pressure of the foot. The pinions and

gears are made of alternate dlsoa of ateel and

rawhide, and run comparatively without noise,

ELECTRIC HOIST FOR MINING WORK.

mlsaion ia necessary. Electricity has proved

iteelf thoroughly fitted to perform this trans-

mission. Where steam-power is need, a oon-

centration of steam plant and distribution of

and metallurgical work has received the atten-

tion of its most progressive engineers, with the

result that the company is now prepared to

furniah motor and power apparatus for hoisting,

Portable Ore-Breaker.

The Gates rock and ore breaker, now a very

popular machine for mining and other work

where ore or rook is to be broken, is arranged

in a variety of ways so as to suit special pur-

poaea. One of these is the breaker in portable

form, shown in the cut, for street or other work

where it la necessary to move often. With it ia

an elevator and a eoreen for separating daatand

dirt from broken stone when required. The

elevator or screen or both can be readily de-

tached, for when it ia not desired to separate

the dust and dirt from the broken atone, the

screen will not be required.

The wagon or framework ia made of beat

seasoned oak ao as to stand atrain. This ma-

chine is very naeful inroad-building, and under

certain conditions could be utilized in small

mining camps, as, for instance, where many
arastras are in use. A portable engine and a

crusher would largely help In adding to the

capacity of araatras.

'

The Spring Hill Disaster.—The Mayor of

Spriag Hill, N. S., has issued an appeal to the

public of the cities and towna throughout

Canada and the United Statea asking for aid in

behalf of the widows and children of those

killed in the mine disaster. The total number

dead is now known to be 120. It is evident

THE GATES PORTABLE ROCK-BREABHR WITH ELEVATOR AND SCREEN.

while the use of carbon brnahes reduces the

wear on the commutator to a minimum.

The mining induatry presents a large field for

the introduction of electrio-power, and one to

which the ayatem is peculiarly adapted. Where

water-power is available, some means of trans-

electricity is recommended by the best engi-

neers.

The Thomson-Houston Motor Company has

been quick to perceive the needs of auch oasea

and adapt its apparatua to them. The qneation

of proper electrical-power apparatua for mining

haulage, drilling, ventilating, pumping, etc.,

and will furnish plans and eatimates for special

work.

The earliest known coins were laaned by the

Greeks in the seventh centary 6. C.

much aufferlng will reaalt unless the response

to the appeal ia hearty and prompt. Not one

of the men who could probably throw light

upon the cause of the explosion ia left to tell

the tale. Not only are the collieries idle, bat

all business in town la at a standstill.
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We admit, unindorsed, opinions of correspondents.—£103.

The Keltz Mine, Tuolumne Co.

[F/om Our Own Correspondent.]

Editoks Press :—While traveling through

TaoluQQDe county ia the intereat of the Press,

I vieited the KqUz mine. The property has

frequently been referred to, and as the mine is

now in a very promising condition, I think

your readers will be interested in a abort re-

port biaed on a peraonal inspection by your

oorreapondent.

The K'iltz mine ia aituated on the east bank

of the Honth fork of the Stanialaue river and ia

about ten milea north of Soulbyaville, Tuolumne

Co., Oal.

The strike of the vein ia almost north and

south and at this point almost parallels the

river. The property consiata of three full loca-

tions eaoh of 600 feet in width by 1500 feet in

length, aggregating 600 by 4500 feet on the

vein.

The vain ia inoloaed in metamorphlo slate

walls and is accompanied by a mineralizing

dyke of porphyry. The width of the vein ia

from two to five feet with a dip of 55 degreea

east.

The quartz ia brittle, white, with a ribbon

sbruoture carrying free gold, galena and a fair

per cent of aulpbureta.

The situation of the mine is everything that

oould be desired for economical development

and future working. The north extension

reaohea down to the river's bank; from thia, the

north end, a drift can be run for 4500 feet on

the vein and a back 2000 feet on the dip of the

vein to and at the south end, on an average

of 1500 feet on the 4500 foot of the vein.

Thus far all of the work has been confined to

the center location, which ia about 800 feet

above the river. The present work oonsista of

two tunnels which are beiog driven to out the

Floyd shoot. Thia shoot crops 1750 feet above

the river. The vein is very strong and proapeota

across the two to eight feet of vein from $11 to

$L5 a ton throughout the 140 feet that the

shoot haa been opened. The lower tunnel is now
in 650 feet and is being driven ahead on the

vein which is here two to four fact in width.

The tunnel has about 100 feet to go to cut the

Floyd shoot, which it will tap 625 feet on the

dip of the vein. The upper tunnel ia 500 feet

vertically or 625 on the dip, above the lower

tunnel, and is now in 150 feet. Thia tunnel

was run at an angle of 5° eaatand has just inter-

sected the Floyd shoot at its north end. The
vein is here opening up in a very satisfactory

manner, showing not only the strength that is

evident in the lower workinga* but a larger per

oent of free gold gathered and aalpburets with
a amall per oent of zinoblende. The superin-

tendent ia very conservative and will not ad*

mit that the high-grade ore extracted at this

point ia the average of the vein until the shoot

has been run to a greater distance. Everything
indicates that a richer grade of ore fills the

vein at this depth than on the surface and that

when the lower tunnel reaches the shoot (625
feet deep) a atill higher grade of ore will be
encountered.
North of the present tunnel, 400 feet, is a

abaft that waa put down 400 feet on the vein,

which here averaged three to four feet in width
of ore that has milled from 85 to $54 a ton.

The preaent plant consiata of a lO-stamp mill

with allver platea and canvas tables for concen-
trating. While this has anawered the purpose
in the past, the mill should be improved by the
addition of rock-breakers and concentrators to

reduce expenses and increase returns. The
mill, ventilating fans and shops obtain power
from Knight water-wheelp, which are here
driven by a very small amount of water, owing
to the 550 feet of pressure. This can be in-

creased to 900 feet at the present location of

the mill ; or by moving the mill to the river's

edge, 1700 feet of preeenre can be obtained from
the ditch, or the free water of the river can be
utilized. The entire property ia heavily tim-
bered with monaroha of the cedar, fir, yellow
and sugar pine in quantity far more than 8u£G-
cient for the moat extensive workings of the
mine for all time.

By reaaon of the exceedingly favorable situa-

tion of the mine, the great water preaaure, size

of vein, oharaoter of rook and manner in wfaioh
the mine ia operated, the ore, with the present
plant, can be mined and milled at a coat not
to exceed $3.50 a ton, and once the capacity of
the mill la doubled, and necessary Improve-
ments added, this will be reduced to $2.50 a
ton.

The mine is beiog developed under bond by
an English mining ayndioate, with Mr. W.
Shavwood, who ia well known aa the superiu'
tendent of the famous Soulbya mine, in charge.
In thia property the Eoglish investors have
adopted the methods of the moat auocesaful
California mining operatora in firat proving the
mine. They, with the people of Tuolumne
oounty, are to be oongratnlated on the success
that has crowned their efforts in the develop-
ment of the Keltz, which, by reason of its

strong vein, milling value and length of ahoots,
is destined to prove a second SonlbyB.

E. H. ScHAEFFLE. Ex. U. S. M. E.
Murphys, Cal, Feb. 16, *91.

Mines of Washington.

OpenlDS Up an Important Mineral Country
In the Pacific Northwest.

Editors Press :—It la the purpoae of this

letter to inform the readers of the Press in re

gard to the mineral resources of Washington

—

a State whioh haa hitherto been regarded aa a

lumber region and especially noted for its tall

fira and mammoth oedare. Its coal veina have
also been known abroad to some extent, par-

ticularly in San Francisco, where the mines are

chiefly owned and where a ready and lucrative

market has been found for the product of the

miaes. It is the obj Bct of thia communication
to speak principally of the gold, silver, lead

and oopper districts, leaving the coal and iron,

for another time,

Puget Sound Precious Metals.

The country west of the Cascade mountains,

or better known as Paget Sound, has always
been regarded by minora and prospectors aa

diffiaolt of accees and very hard to proapect in

by reaaon of the denae undergrowth of bnshes
and moss. During the excitement attending

the Frazier river stampede quite a number of

Californians attempted to prospect in the

vicinity of Mount Baker, but the effort waa
attended with indifferent results. The Cascades
were as a sealed book to the Californians of that

day, as they have been to nearly every one else

up to laat year, when persiitenteffort aucoeeded,

and there ia no longer question as to the ex-

istence of gold, silver and lead in piying quan-
tities in the Cascades, extending from Old
Mount Si to Mount Baker, a diatanoe of over a

hundred milea.

The New Districts.

The region above mentioned is divided up
into five mining dlstrlota, aa follows : Silver

Creek, Snoqualmie, Monte Cristo, Sultan and
Cascade, The ore in all these dietrlcts

presents the aame characteriatios, and
the assays are from 20 to 100 ounces
silver, from a trace to $20 in gold, and
from 30 to 50 per oent lead. In some instances

it runs higher, but the above may be consid-

ered a fair average. The country rock ia granite,

porphyry and alate, and the ledges, which are

nuraerona, are from 4 to 20 feet wide and well
defined.

Silver Creefi: District.

Thia district is located on Silver creek, one
of the prinoipal branches of the North Fork of

the Skykomieh river, in Snohomish county. It

is the source of three other considerable streams
—the Sultan, ^Vallace and Sauk, the latter

flowing noithweaterly and emptying into the
Skagit. This district is distant from Ssattle

about 90 milea, and is reached by way of Saat-

tle to Snohomiah by the Seattle, Lake Shore
& Eiistern railroad 31 milea; from Snohomish
to Sultan City 17 miles by wagon-road or river,

thence by trail to Mineral City. This trail will

probably be widened to acoomoTodate wagon
transportation this spring, aa the rapid settle-

ment of the country and increased travel demand
better facilities. Engineers are now in the
field making preliminary aurveya for a railroad
to connect the minea with the Saattle, Lake
Shore & Eastern, and this branch will probably
be built thia season. Work ia being proaecuted
on the Jasperson, National, Vandalia and SilTcr
Lake group with very gratifying reaulta, and
considerable ore is accumulating on the dumpa,
but no stoping baa yet been done on any of the
propertiea mentioned. The ore thua far extracted
has been from the working tunnels. Abont 300
locations have been made in Silver oreek dis-

trict and the site of Mineral Oity laid ont.

This will probably be the principal mining
camp and trading-point for this district and
Monte Cristo, which lies to the east of it.

Companies are forming with sufficient capital

to develop many of the ledges, and prospecting
parties are being organized for further explora-
tions. The indications are that Silver creek
will be the scene of great activity thia season.

Monte Oristo District.

Thia district waa organized laat summer, and
adjoina Silver creek on the eaat and north.
Important dlecoverlea of ailver-lead orea were
made early in the aeason in the Silver L^ke
group, and California capital haa been inter-

ested in their development. Two tunnela have
been run and are now in from 100 to 150 feet,

showing large veina of rich ore carrying a larger
percentage of gold than any yet found in the
Cascades. Considerable ore has been taken
out, but no ahipments will be made until trans-
portation facilities are secured. Thia diatriot,

like Silver oreek, offera great Inducementa to
the capitalist, miner and prospeotor. About
30 locations have been made in Monte Cristo,
and there is a wide and attractive field for
prospeotore.

Sultan Blver Placers,
Sultan river, which has its source in Silver

Creek district, is being prospected for gold,
with good reaults, A company formed for the
purpose of turning the river from ita natural
bed, haa been at work for some time past and
conaiderable work haa been accomplished. The
company anticipates completing the work thia
season. There ia an abundance of water during
the entire year, and hydraulic mining can be
carried on sucoeaafuUy.

Oascade District.

Thia district, which takes ita name fromCaa-
oade creek, one of the principal branches of
Skagit river, waa organized last summer after
the discovery of the Boston mine was made. A

alide in the canyon exposed a large body of

galena carrying from 50 to 100 ouncea of silver.

Helena (Montana) parties made peraonal e^
amination of thia property soon after ita die

covery and bonded it for $150,000. The sale

has ainoe been oonaummated and preparationa

are being made to work it on an extensiTe

scale. From 50 to 100 looationa have been
made in this district, many of them very prom-
ising prospects. Cascade diatriot can be reached
from Seattle byway of the Seattle, Lake Shore
& Eistern railroad to Sedro, thence to Hamil-
ton by the Seattle & Northern. From Hamil-
ton there ia a wagon-road along the Skagit
river to the mouth of Caaoade oreek, abont 25
milea, thence by trail to the minea. Skagit
river is navigable to thia point by small boats

for several montbs in the year, but the greater

portion of the transportation ia by wagon and
pack animals.

Snoaualmle District.

Prospeoting has been carried on vary suc-

cessfully in this district during the past season,

and many new ledges discovered. The ore

carries gold, allver and lead. The district ia

about 60 miles east of Seattle and ia acoeaeible

by the Snoqualmie branch of the Seattle, Like
Shore & Eastern, which will be extended into

and beyond the diatrict this year.

The Advantages.
These mining diatriota possess many ad-

vantages over thoae of the interior. The coun-

try in which they are located la heaviljf tim-

bered with excellent fir, cedar and hemlock,

They are bnfe a abort diatanoe from tidewater,

with whioh they will soon be oj>nneoted by
rail. Coal of superior coking quality can be

obtained in unlimited quantities within a few

miles of the gold and silver minea. Water ia

also abundant the year round. Smelting and
reduotlon works can be built on tidewater at

Seattle, where theoreaof Alaska, together with

those of Coe^r d'Alene, can be combined and

worked with those of Washington.

Mlnlnff Bureau.

Seattle, whioh la the natural center of thia

extenaive mineral country, has been slow to ap-

preciate the advantages to be reaped by the

opening of these tributary mines and the erec-

tion of sampling-mills, smelters and reduction

works. Within the past month, however, there

appears to have been an awakening and the

Chamber of Commerce is calling to ita asaiatanoe

parliea familiar with the minea for the purpose

of gaining all the information possible, and a

Mining Bureau will be organized and in auc-

ceaafnl operation by March Ist. Samples of

ore will be collected from all the raining dia

tricta and cabinets arranged In rooms set apart

for mineral display. A. N. H.
Seattle, Wash., Ftb. SO, 1891,

The Union Mine, Copperopolis.

[From Our Own Correspondent.]

Copper Smelting In Calaveras County.

Editors Press:—At the time of my visit the

genial superintendent. Mr. G. McM, Roas, for-

merly on the Comatock, was extremely busy

and through press of duty oonld not give me

the attention he wished, and for want of time

I could not accept hia kind invitation to re-

main until the following day and then inspect

the mine and plant. The readers of the Press

all have in their back nnmberi a complete de-

scription of the Union mine, and in oonaequenoe

it ia only necessary to state what the preaent

plant conaiatfl of and the methoda at thia time

employed.
In the mine the ore ia coming from the No.

1, 2, 4, 5, and between 7, 8 and 9 levele.

Tke ore bodies run up to 22 feet in width, or

an average of 10 feet of vein matter. A large

new body of ore has just been opened between

the 4th and 5th level, and north of No. 1 shaft.

The preaent output ia 60 tona of ore a day.

The old Keystone shaft is being cleared out and

retimbered.

By reference to former letters by myself. It

will be seen that the ores from the Union mine

run from 10 to 15 per cent in copper. All ore

from 10 per cent up ia amelted; that below ia

roaated, leached and converted into copper

cement. The orea of the mine are eapecially

adapted to this proceaa. The ores aa they

come from the mine are dumped into ohutea

and taken thence by tram cars to the roasting

floors and amelter, about a half mile distant.

The orea suitable for smelting are treated by

the Orford Copper Smelter Co., who have

here a plant whioh haa been under the charge

of Mr. S. 0. Lake of the Orford Co. of New
York. At present the furnace is just being re-

lined. The capacity of the smelter is ten

tons of ore a day, making 450 tona of oopper

matte per month, equal to 400,000 to 450,000

pounds of fine oopper.

This smelter differs from other copper

smelters in this: The furnace is dry—not
jacketed—built of solid brick with iron base,

which acts as an air-chamber in the distribu-

tion of the blast. The blast is discharged from

the fan directly into the air chamber. The
furnace ia reotangolar, llj feet long in the

clear, 4^ feet between tuyerea, 7 feet from bot-

tom to feeding door. The furnace works with-

out the use of crucibles, diacharging directly

into siphon-pot, where mechanical separation

takes place, the metal flowing from one end of

the pot, the slag from the other. Separation

ia then completed.
The slag will not assay, on the average, over

5 to 8-10 of"i per cent in oopper, while the
metal will assay from 45% to 60% of oopper.
The metal after leaving the aiphon pot is spilled

on to the cast-iron platea in thin sheets to
facilitate the breaking up of the copper for

sacking. The metal is then sacked and ship-

ped to the Orford Copper Worka, N. Y., where
it ia converted into pure copper.

Since my laat visit the smelter haa been put
in operation and the roasting and leaohing
plant materially increased. Already great
piles of smelting ore stretch out in every di-

rection, reminding one of the burning onlm-
banka ^in the coal regions of Pennsylvania.
From these reserves the company in time will

have an immense revenue from their oopper
cement alone. The property Is now, aa in

the past, managed by Col. Horace D, Band-
lett, the well-known copper king.

E. H. SCHAEFFLE

Com Stock Ore Extraction.

The following aworn statements of the ore

and bullion product of Storey county, Nevada,

mines have been flled in the Aaaeasor'a office :

Belcher— Produced 3250 tone of ore, yield-

ing bnllion valued at $i5 741. Coat of extract-

ion, transportation and reduction, S62,6S2;
coat of production above yield, $16 941 ; cost

per ton, $19 28.

Consolidated California and Virginia—
Produced 21,340 tons of ore yielding $275,496
in bullion. Cast of extraction, $178,101; trans-
onrtation and reduction, $114 160; total coat,

$292,261. Coat of production above yield,

$14 765; yield per ton. $13 70.

Chollar—Produced 6765 tons of ore, yield-
ine $84,520 in bnllloa. Cost of extraction,

$63 116; tranaportation and reduction, $47,355;
total coat, $110,470. Coat of nroduction above
yield, $25 950; yield per ton, $16 33,

Consolidated Imperial — Produced II 35
tons of ore, yielding $15,041 in bullion. Coat
of extraction, $34 713; tran-^rnrtatioo, $1135-
reduction, $6810; total c"6t. $42 658; coat of
production above yield, $27,617; yield per ton
$13 25
Challenge Consolidated — Pcoduced 125

tona of ore, vielding $1643 in bullion. Cost of
extraction. $14 840; transportation, $125; re-

duction, $753; total coPt, $15 718; coat of pro-
duction above yield, $14,075; yield per ton,
$13 15.

Confidence—Produced 72 tona of ore, yield-
ing $882 in bullion. Coat of extraction, $10,-
337; trAriarortation, $72; reduction, $432; total
coat. $10,841; cost of production above yield,

$9959; yield per ton, $12 25.

Crown Point—Produced 3787 tona of ore,
yielding bullion valued at $34,571. Cost of ex-
traction, transportation and reduction, $56,-
650; coat of production above yield, $21,079;
yi Id per ton, $14.70.

Justice—Produosd 2399 tons of ore, yield-
ing $41,478 in bullion. Coat of extraction,
transportation and reduction, $48,606; ooat of

production above yield, $7128; yield per too,
$20.

Monte Cristo—Producad 358 tons of ore,
vielding bullion valued at $2408. Coat of ex-
traction, $1432; transportation, $268; reduc-
tioD, $1432; total ooat, $3132; coat of produc-
tion above yield, $724; yield per ton, $8.74.
Overman—Produced 5150 tons of ore, yield-

ing $68,110 in bullion. Cost of extraction,
$33,398; transportation, $5159; reduction, $30,-
901; total cost, $74,458; coat of production
above yield, $6348; yield per ton, $14.46.
Occidental— Produced 4257 tona of ore,

yielding $78,273 in bullion. Cost of extraction,
$45,900; reduction, $30,056; total coat, $73.-
956; yield above cost of production, $4317;
yield per ton, $17.37.
Savage—Produced 9622 tons of ore, yield-

ing bullion valued at $130,058. Cost of ex-
traction, $74,924; transportation and reduction,
$67,354; total cost, $142,278; coat of production
above yield, $12,220; yield per ton, $14.79,
Yellow Jacket—Produced 4849 tona of ore,

yielding $64,218 in bullion. Cost of extraction,
$56,156; transportation, $4849; reduction,
$29,097; total cost, $90,103; cost of production
above yield, $35,885; yield per too, $18.60.
The number of tona aggregated 63,109, whioh

yielded bullion valued at $842,439. The cost
of production totals $1,022,884, and oost of
production above the yield, $180,445.

California's Parks.—The effort of Califor-
nia State officials to have the Yoaemite and
Sequoia Parka of California policed by troopa
of the regular army have prevailed. General
Gibbon's recommendation for a detail of Cap-
tain Wood'a company of the Fourth Cavalry
and Captain Borst's company of the same regi-
ment for this duty has been approved by the
Sacretary of War. These two companies are
now at the Presidio. The former is booked for
Yoaemite Park and the latter for Sequoia.
May Ist Is the time set for taking up their
station in theee parks. Should any emergency
arise in the meantime, requiring the presence
of troopa, General Gibbon has been authorized
to call upon troops H and E at Forts Walla
Walla and Vancouver Barraoka, respectively.

There Is a movement on foot for the estab-
lishment of a mining bureau In Seattle in con-
nection with the Chamber of Commerce. The
purpose of the Bureau is to furniah information
regarding the different mining diatriota on
Puget Sound and in Eastern Waahington, and
also to ooUeot samples of gold, silver, lead,
oopper, iron, ooal, aebeatos, etc., for exhibition.
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Amalgamation at the Comstock Lode.

A Blstorlcal Sketch of MUUdk Operations
at WaBboe and an Accoant of the

Treatment of Tallica?.

NUMHKR^If.

{By A. D. IIoDorB, Ja. Roa'l befort) the Aiiiericaii lu-

iitltut« I'f Mlniii); Kn^'invvrit ]

IX. Discovery of the Talllnfsa Process-

Id 1S62-63 LodLb Jania was metallurgist of

the MezioAD mill at Empire City, where the
ores were worked by wet stampiDe and amalga*
matioD ID the batteries and io Mitohell't) Borew
amalgamators. The taitiogs were dried, rosBted
Id reverberatory forDaoes^ aod amalgamated la

barrels. Raw amalgamation in barrels was al>

10 tried— with partial sQccess. Id 1SG4, Janin
was called to the old Gould and Carry mill.

This eatablisbmeDt had made a failure with the
Veatch prooese, which was thrown out that
year, wet crnsblog and pan amalgamation
being substituted. The mill had a large

amount of tailings on band, including slimep,

whioh assayed as high as $1.10 per ton, and
blanket conoontratione. The richest slimes
were hauled to Franktown and amalgamated in

Dili's mill by the barrel process, Janin put
ap experimental pans and worked the remain-
ing taltiogB in various ways, generally trying

to imitate the patio process. Experiments
were Also made in patio-yards, but these were
a oomplete failure, while those carried out in

pans were attended with a fair meaenre of sue-

ceae. They all iudioated strongly the utility of

blnestone and salt, but the full appreciation of

these reagents was delayed by the difficulty of

diapoeing, without very heavy discounts, of the

base bnllion produced. Binkers were afraid of

it, and everybody was trying to get fine bullion.

In ISGG the Gould and Curry Co., built the

Reservoir mill, a short distance below its large

quartz-mill, for the purpose of working its

talliage. This was the first mill built ex-

pressly for the treatment of tailings, with the

posilble exception of one or two crude minia-

ture establishments of sluice-owners in Six-

Mile canyon. It had 14 flat-bottomed pans, and
was operated by the G-onld and Garry until

that company went out of the milling business

and, in 1S70, sold it to Parke and Bowie, who
enlarged it and named it the Railroad Mill.

Janin seems to have been confident of success

as early as 1S66, when he, with Charles Bonner
and Ira S. Parke, built a large reservoir in Six-

Mile canyon, a short distance below the Reser-
voir mill, to collect the tailings and slimes from
both Six- Mile and Seven-Mile canyons. With-
in a year about 100.000 tons were collected,

assaying from $8 to $24 per ton ; and in Sep-
tember, 1867t Janin commenced to work the
material in the Canyon TaiUngB-mill, which he
had built near by for this purpoae. The first

runs were most encouraging, bat a freshet in

the following December swept away about half

of the contents of the reservoir ; and as the

flood carried off the greater part of the rich

slimes, from the treatment of which large

profits were expected, the result was dis-

heartening, although by no means disastrous.

The posseBsion of a mill of his own enabled
Janin to push his researches (which with the

aid of subordinates, he had kept up constantly)

with more independenoe than before. He
tried various ohemicals bat always obtained

the best results with sulphate of copper and
salt, although these reagents produced a poorer

amalgam, and, with the apparatus then used,

the quicksilver was foaled and llts consnmp.
tion was large. Up to this time the usual

method was to grind the pulp in small flat-bot-

tomed pans, then thin it, and diacharge it

without settlers. Increasing the size of the

pans and using settlers remedied in great

measure the flooring and loss of quicksilver.

Especial trouble was found in treating slimes

which, when amalgamated fresh from the reser-

voira, would remain in lamps in the pans, rob-

bing the quicksilver and refusing to yield up the

precious metals. But this difficulty was over-

come by drying the slimes, the lumps then read-

ily dissolving in the pans. The ever-varying

quantity of gold and silver in the batches

worked, and the presence of amalgam caught
with the tailings, augmented the troubles

encountered in the experiments, by introducing

an element of uncertainty as to the aotual

results obtained. Furthermore, the ores from
the different mines did not work alike, the

percentages of bullion-yield varying greatly

under precisely the same conditions of treat

ment, Fartlcnlar difficulty was found with
the Ohollar-Potosi slimes which, notwithstand-

ing an excess of bluestone, produced only fine

bullion. This result was attributed by some
persons to decompoaition of the bluestone by
the oxide of manganese which was present in

the ore. Others have thought that probably

the injurious agent was an alkali or alkaline

earth.
Henry Janin, having become financially

Interested with Louis, visited Washoe
in 1863; and the two brothers (aided

later by Alexis Janin) made a sys-

tematic, extensive and costly aeries of ex-

periments, which thoroughly demonstrated the

efficacy of blnestone and salt. Henry Janin

oame to the conclusion thit dichloride of cop-

per was the active reagent in the reduction of

Bulphnrets of silver, and thought its direct aae
' in the pans would be greatly superior to the use

of Bait and blnestone. He obtained a patent

for this prooeee; but the brothers never did

more than experiment with the methods, con-

fining themselves to the question of the proper
proportions of copper sulphate and aalt. This
question they solved to their satisfaction; and
when they accepted the fact that base bullion
was a necessity, and ceased trying to make fine

bollion, their success was complete. They pro-
ceeded to secure slimes and tailings from all

sources and to engage extensively in the bnsi
nesB. They had apparently a fortune In their
grasp. But it was imposeible to keep their
process seoret; and when the ore supply from
the mines became scarce and concentrated In

the bands of a few mlllmen (as before described)
all the mills began to save th^ir tailings and
slimes and to wurk them up for themselves.
Moreover, other taillnga-milU were bailt, and
the competition became keen.

X. Development of tbe TalllnirB Business

At the end of 1865 or the beginning of 1S66,
J. R Andrews & Co. built Urge reservoiiB
the flats at Dayton, and caught tbe tailings

coming down Gold oanyon. The amount col-

lected here in 1860 was estimated at 400,000
tonp, apsaying from $15 to S30, Qjlte a large
quantity was much richer, one resbrvoir, which
was afterward purchased by Birdsall &, Co., as-

Baying about $60. The mill here, a small en-

tabliebmeut, originally built in 1864 to work
ore, and known later as the Diyton reservoir
mill, was purchased and started in the fall of

1866 by E. Wertheman and Dr. Briarly, who
sold out to Louis Janin and Leon Baldwin,
This firm altered it, and put in five McCone
pans, each holding 4000 to 5000 pounds of tail-

ings to the charge, and treating four or five

charges daily. Baldwin sold his interest to
Janin, who, in 1871, tore down the old build-
ing and erected a new structure on the same-
site. The mill worked a part of the tailings
collected in the Dayton reeervoire; but the
main portion of theae passed into the poasesslon
of Birdsall & Co., and the Dayton reservoir
mill finally was obliged to close down.
About 1867, Janin and Parke started a large

reservoir on the banks of the Carson river, three
miles from the mouth of Six-Mile canyon, the
flow of water and tailings in this oanyon being
caught up and led in a ditch to the reservoir.

At one time (about 1869) the oontenta of this

reservoir were estimated at 200,000 tons. The
quality was much poorer than that of the mate-
rial impouaded at sites nearer the stamp.mllls.
The average SBsay value was only $7 or $8,
according to samples taken in 1875; but much
poor material and even waete (brought down
in seasons of abundant water) had been al-

lowed to run in. No attempt to work the
tailings here was made on a large scale until
1870, when the Carson Valley Tailings Com-
pany put up a mill with ten large Parke
pans, holding eight tons to the charge. It was
generally understood that the profits of the
company were meager.

In 1869, Augustine of Silver City put ap a
mill with four large pans, on American Flat, to
work the tailings from a reservoir below the
old Bay State mill. This tailings-mill ran
irregularly, and with results whioh were appar
ently unaatisfaotory.

D. B, Avery had an establlBhment in Washoe
valley called the Baok Action (if I remember
aright), whioh worked tailings on a small scale,

It was built in 1866, and then had eight aras
tras. Concerning this mill, I have only Bcant
information. I imagine that It was not a great
pecuniary success.

In Six-Mile canyon there were a nnmber of
mills, some of them curious little home-made
affairs which worked blanket concentrates
principally. Bsssett'a mill, originally built
with 16 stamps, was using a barrel process for
tailings in 1865, but was credited with six pans
in the statiaticB of 1866, Jennings, Proctor,
Evans and one or two others had establish-

ments which ran more or less intermittently.
Jennings, I think, outlasted the others.

The Atlanta mill, at Johntown, in Gold oan-
yon, erected in 1S65 with ten stamps, was
owned by W. Hill & Co., who altered it to a
tailings-mill. In 1871 two large Parke pans,
eight feet in diameter, were put in. The own-
ers worked tailings for a number of years from
a reservoir near by.

Kot far from the last mill was the Keystone,
built in 1865 with five stamps, and changed
subsequently to work tailings. It was owned
by Rulison and Lykens, who afterward moved
it nearer Dayton. It was operated whenever
pay material could be obtained.
CoDcerning the mill of Birdsall &i Co. (after-

ward the Lyon Mining & Milling Co.). which
waa built originally for crushing ore, detailed
Information will be given In a sabBcquent part
of this article.

Beaides tbe tailings-mills above mentioned,
quite a nnmber of stamp-mills engaged In the
tailings businesa when supplies of ore from the
mines were unobtainable—as the Woodworth
mill, on the Carson river at the foot of Daney
oanyon, where large amounts were treated.

The result of the Increase In the nnmber of
mills working tailings was that in time rich
tailings were not to be bought; even low-grade
material was very difficult to get at paying
prices, and tbe Janins were gradually forced
out of tbe business. When they had retired

there were only two large tailings companies in

successful operation at the'Oomstock—Parke &
Bowie in Six-Mile canyon, and the Lyon M. and
M. Co. at Diyton.

Ira S. Parke and David Bowie owned two
mills—the Riilroad mill, formerly called the
R3eervoir mill, which they had hooght from the
Gould and Curry company in 1870; and the
Canyon mill, wh'ch they purchased from Jania

about 1872, enlarging it and changing the name
to Express mill. Parke was a good millwright
and an able and energetic worker, who had
learned the tailings buelnesi from the Janins.
Tbe firm secured large reserves of tailing*, and
operated for several years, apparently with
great encoess. They did not, however, appre-
ciate the importance of close assaying and of

obemlcat studies, but songht only for improve-
ments in mechanical details. They had no as-

Bay office connected with their mllle—In this
respect, however, merely following the naual
ComBtook castom—and were content to work
withont any exaot knowledge of the values of

tbe material whioh they treated, values which
were varying constantly. Hence they had only
hazy ideas of the accuraoy of their work, and
were liable to make (and did make) costly
mistakes.

Parke was constantly changing the size and
form of his pans and settler?, and seemed to
have a mania for large pans. He undoubtedly
introduced several improvements, bnt eventual-
ly overdid tbe thing. He increased the size of

the pans to 6, 8 and 10 tons per charge, and In

this bis example was followed very generally.
The extreme dimensions reached were 12 feet

diameter by 8 feet bight. Increasing the
size was found beneficial to a certain extent,
bat the largest pans were complete failures.

He then began to Increase the number of mul-
lers in each pan. He invented a 2-muller pan
which was 11 feet long, 5h feet wide and 5 feet
deep, held 5 ton charges and was provided
with 2 settlers. At first the mnllers ran in
opposite directions, later in the same direction.

He bad a 6 muller pan, also in the shape of a
trough, but with very small mnllers. He
built 3-maller and 4-muller pans. No one, so
far as I know, copied these multiple-mnller
pans, nor was It easy to find out the exact re-

sults obtained with them, owing to the loose

manner in which all the experimentB were
made. It was plain, however, that large motive-
power was demanded, and that the construc-
tion was expensive.

In 1^874 quioksilver had risen in price from
60 centa to (at least) $1.30 per pound, and the
price of silver bad fallen greatly. This added
essentially to the troubles of the tailings mills,

which were then struggling with low-grade
material, and proved fatal to Parke and Bowie,
who accordingly failed. In fact all the tailings

mills in Washoe, except the Lyon mill, closed
down this year, some temporarily, others per-

manently; and none (with the exception noted)
made any long rnns thereafter. The Express
and Railroad mills were sold. Ira Parke ran
them subsequently for aooount of hia creditors,

but he died before long. His plaoe was taken
by his brother, Frank Parke, who a few years
after died In the Bame manner as Ira—being
ran over by the steam cars. The success of the
mills during these last years was very limited.

The best arranged, best equipped and most
suocessfully conducted taiiinga mill ever

operated was the Lyon mill at Dayton. This
was built in 1865 by Birdsall and Carpenter to

crush ore. Carpenter soon sold his interest

to Birdsall, who was invited by Sharon to join

the Union Mill Company, but deolined. The
mill then found it impossible to obtain ade-

quate ore-supplies, althoagh its charges for

hauling and working were as low as $8 per ton;

and for several years it ran Intermittently and
without much profit.

When the treatment of tailingB began to at-

tract attention, George Langtry, a most ener-

getk) and able millwright, indnced Birdsall to

undertake this branch of the business. Bird-

sail owned land adjoining the Andrews prop-

erty at the mouth of Gold canyon, and here

Langtry pat up ooncentratlng apparatus, re-

ceiving in return a small interest in the mill,

of which he was soon after made superin-

tendent. When the Janins perfected their

process, Langtry found out the details and
copied them with success. In 1869 the com-

pany purchased the rich Andrews reservoir,

added 20 pans to the mill and worked on a

very large scale, at one time amalgamating 250

tons daily. But in order to keep np this rate

of treatment, it was found neceasary to work
the slimes "green" from the reservoir, and the

company gave up this wasteful procedure and

reduced the daily amount treated to about 150

tons.

George Langtry was, all things considered,

the best tailings-mill man of Washoe. He dif-

fered from the ordinary "practical" man In

many respects, perhaps in none more remark-

ably than by recognizing and acknowledging the

fact that his want of chemical knowledge was a

BeriouB deficiency. To remedy this defioienoy.he

sought always to have a capable mf'tallurgist

connected with the establishment. Under hia

management, and the aubsequent guidance of

hie pupil, the Lyon mill achieved a sucoeaa un-

paralleled in the history of tailinga-mille.

From 1869 to 1878, notwithstanding the decline

in the value of the material worked and of the

silver produced, and in spite of the great increase

in the price of quicksilver, the mill steadily yield-

ed large dividends. The company had a work-

ing capital sufficient for the purchase of large

amoanta of rich slimes and tailings whenever

such came into the market. The mechanical

skill and great executive ability of Langtry,

supplemented by the chemical knowle(^ge of

his asslBtants, were sufficient to overcome each

new difficulty in amalgamation as it arose,

and enabled the mill to run on low-grade ma-

terial which no other establishment could treat

with profit. Thus, when the price of sulphate

of copper was raised to an excessive hlght (it

touched 24 or 26 centa per pound), the com-

pany's cfficera were found competent to put up
and run acid chambers and bluestone works
with anoh Buccess that the mill obtained its
own supplies at low figures, and large revenues
were derived from sales to others. When the
discount on base bollion reached 27 per cent
In 1874, a process for refining tim bullion was
promptly devised, whereby not only were fine
silver and fine doree bars turned out, reducing
the discounts, but also, through the recovery
of the copper previously lost, In the place of
additional expenses, additional profits ensued.
This process. It may be noted, solving the diffi-
colty which BO long delayed the financial ano-
cess of the Janin brothers, rendered their
method practically oomplete. Moreover, as no
one else ever succeeded In refining bullion so
rich in copper, other mills sent their product
to tbe Dayton refinery, to the financial advan-
tage of the Lyon mill.

Langtry died In harnesB in 1875, but so long
as his methods prevailed the mill was operated
with financial success, and although the tail-
ings treated sank in assay value to about $5
per ton, it was found possible to earn and pay
continuous dividends. But when his papil
resigned in 1878, and a new management im-
bued with radically different ideas was estab-
lished, dividends became painfully rare.
In 1877 the bonaoza firm built their large

tailings mill on the site of the old Gould and
Curry mill. It was the last auocessfnl mill of
the kind erected at the Oomstook, and was ap-
propriately named the Omega, It had a daily
capacity of about 170 tons and ran a number of
years on sHmes and tailings from the Consoli-
dated Virginia and Cilifornla ores. It was pro-
vided with a couple of long-cylinder furnaces
for drying the slimeB, and with a refinery, bnilt
in 1878 after the plans of the one at Dayton. It
was operated succeBsfuUy, I am told, until it
exhausted Its sapplies.
Early in the eighties a small mill was built

by Conrad Wiegand and others, east of Vir-
ginia City, near the railroad tunnel. It was
erected after my departure from Washoe, and
I have no detailed information concerning it.
The intention was to work the tailings of the
old Lynch reservoir, which were anpposed to
be very rich. These tailings had been offered
previonaly to tbe Lyon mill, which sampled and
assayed them, finding the material to average
only about §6, if I remember correctly. The
Lyon mill gave its assay results to the owners,
who refused to believe the figures. Conrad
Wiegand, the well-known aseayer, made some
assays, obtaining much higher results, and put
abont all the capital he had into the company
which bnilt the mill. I have been told by a
person who was connected with the eBtabliah-
ment that the millruns verified the Lyon mill
assays, and that the mill was a oomplete fail-
ure from the start. Thia failure is anpposed
to have been one of the principal oaneea of poor
Wiegand'B tragio detftb.

( To be Continued.
)

Manufacturing Establishments Increase.
Aooording to J. H. Gllmore, special agent for
the collection of cenaus returna in this city re-
lating to manufactures, the work here will be
completed In a very short time. Strict secrecy
is maintained by him aa to the atatiatica con-
tained In the schedules, the last of which will
be in within two weeks. Four thousand two
hundred schednles have already been forwarded
to the Census Bureau in Washington. Before
being forwarded all the details called for were
carefully looked up and the retarns well scan-
ned. Although Agent Gllmore and bis dep-
uties will not furnish any information, it has
been gathered from the returns for the tenth
census and the returns already filed during this
census that there were over 1300 more manu-
factories in this city in 1890 than existed in
1880—a very notable increase.

The Electrical Adhesion Qctestion,—
The reality of electrical adhesion and of mak-
ing a practical ase of it in operating railroad
trains isBtill under diaoaseion among engineers,
with the odds in favor of the affirmative. It
is claimed that adhesion is clearly manlfeBted
even when the rails are covered with water or
oil. The advantages which it is thought may be
derived therefrom are claimed to be manifold.
It would seem to be a matter of ready proof
whether there is anything in it or not. The
philosophy of the principle, if it exists, ia

thought to be in a slight heating and conse-
quent softening of the surfaces of both wheels
and rails. It is well known that even a weak
current of electricity producea a great heat
upon the aarface of iron when paeaed over it.

The Senate has paBsed a bill which requires
that every corporation doing business in this
State is to pay mechanics and laborers employed
the wagea earned by and due them weekly (or
monthly) on euch day in each week (or month)
as shall be selected by said corporation. A
violation of tbe Act shall entitle each of the said
mechanics and laborers to a Hen on all tbe prop-
erty of the corporation for the amoant of their
wages, which Hen shall take preference over all

other liens, exoept duly recorded mortgages
and deeds of truet.

The Northern Pacifio Smelting Works, four
miles from the city of Sookane Falls, have been
completed arM are rendy to start. The capac-
ity is from 150 to 200 tons per day.

The demand in the East for Utah aBphaltnm
ia very great, and the company has been unable
to obtain oars enough to meet the demand.
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in the Interior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.

CALIFORNIA..

Amador.
Rich STRiKE.-'-Ledger, Feb. 20: S. W. BriRht

has had t>vo or three men working on his claim in

the slaughter-house field for some time. They have

sunk a shaft 40 feet deep, besides running a tunnel

into the side hill. It has always been lookefl upon

as a very promising prospect, the ore body being

large and yielding a good prospect. On Wednesday

night, however, they struck quartz of an immensely

rich character. Mr. Bright showed us a specimen

weighing about two pounds, which is plentifully

sprinkled with coarse gold. Such ore would sur-

render many hundreds of dollars to the ton. There

is said to be a well-defined ledge from 6 to i6 feet

wide, a large portion of it showing more or less free

gold. The general character of the rock, outside of

the free gold, is very similar to the 2eile ore. It is

not of a pocketty nature, as it carries a heavy per-

centage of sulphurets. The claim is known as the

Bell Wether mine, and is not more than half a mile

east of Jackson.
Belmont Mine.—The newly-organized company

is now under good headway. One thousand feet of

steel T rail has arrived at the mine and will be laid

in the open cut and the company's lo-stamp mill

started on surface ore. On the 160,-foot level work

will be carried on in a northeasterly direction.

Miscellaneous.—The crushing of the ore from

the Pioneer mine, at the Zeile mill, did not pan out

well. The yield fell below a paying figure. The

owners, however, are not much disappointed at the

result, as it was merely surface rock, and pay-ore

was not met with in the Kennedy mine adjoining

until 800 or 900 feet was reached. The Zeile is run-

ning to its full capacity again. During the long

spell of partial suspension of the mill, owing to re-

pairs to the shaft, the sulphuret works cleaned up

the entire pile of sulphurets which had accumulated.

It is reported that the mill of the Amador gold mine

will be used for a test crushing of ore from the De-

witt tunnel in Hunt's gulch.

A New Mill.—Amador Dispaichy Feb. 21: Re-

cent tests of rock from the old Casco, or Harden-

bergh mine, have proven very satisfactory to the

owners, and we understand that Mr. J. B. White is

up from San Francisco for the purpose of making

the necessary arrangements for putting up a 10 or

20 stamp mill on the premises as soon as possible.

Butte.

The Golden Gate Dam. —Oroville Mercury,

Feb. 20: It gives us pleasure to chronicle the fact

that the great dam of the Golden Gate mine stood

as firm as the rocks adjoining it during the very high

water of the past few days. Being in the main
Feather, at a point where the accumulated waters

come rushing from all the old branches of the Feath-

er and from a thousand tributaries that drain hun-

dreds of miles of the Sierras, many people feared

disastrous consequences. Col. McLaughlin never for

a moment lost faith in his work. Now, as the flood

has gone on to the sea and the dam remains, the

work can truthfully be pronounced the best ever

done in California mining, as never before has a

dam on the Feather withstood the floods of winter.

Those who saw the river at the mine on Sunday
afternoon and Monday morning, say it was a grand

sight. The vast body of the river came surging

down the canyon and rolled over the dam upon the

rocks below, producing the splashing foam and
thunder of Niagara. When the waters subsided,

it was gratifying to see the dam firm in its place and
without injury.

El Dorado.
Electktcity and Mining.—Moi/niain Demo-

crat, Feb. 21: Wm. Husband, of the Delroatia

mine, Kelsey, was in town during the week. Mr.

Husband but seldom gets in to see us these days,

as he is in charge of the electrical works on the mine,

and the continued successful working of this mine
requires his constant attention. But few of our

citizens realize that this mine is the most successful

enterprise in our county, and that it is demonstrat-

ing the worth of El Dorado county mines, if judi-

ciously managed.
Pacific.—The Pacfic management are doing a

large amount of work on the various claims under
their control, and are bound to find and open out

the mineral bodies in their extensive holdings, and
the indications are that the work will be justified by
the developments.
Kelsey.—Georgetown Gazette, Feb. 19; Several

of our placer miners made early preparations to

work their claims, but owing to the mild winter they

are still idle.

Georgetown.—No matter what the impression

is abroad, miners hereabouts are confident that this

is soon to become a lively mining camp. A number
of the right sort of men are already looking into

some of our propositions with much favor, and ac-

tive development of two more properties in this dis-

trict is already assured to soon begin.

French Creek.—El Dorado /^epulilimn.'Feh. ig:

Turnboo Brothers and M. D. Brandon have been
opening their mine. They have run a tunnel which
tapped the ledge about 50 feet from the top, the

work showing a 20-foot ledge.

Calaveras.
Around Murphys. — Cor. Calaveras Prospect,

Feb. 2i: Mining operations in this region are be-

ing pursued systematically, and to all appearances
everything is in a fair state of development. Thus
far this season, but little outside prospecting has
been done. The argument of "slate vs. lime'' is

one frequently heard and is one of consideration.

Most old miners of experience afiirm that the pros-

pecting must be done out of the limestone belt,

either above or below or good and defined ledges.
Limestone possesses some good quartz, but in ir-

regular masses without walls or absolute system.
The region of Forrester's ranch and beyond, east of
this place, is virtually in its incipiency in the pros-

pecting line. Years ago some flatteringly rich rock
was found there and strange to say but little work
has ever been done to discover the fountain head of

the pay ore. James Taylor, a prospector of years,

found at one time some splendid ore as far up
nearly as Avery, but claims he could never find the

lode. The Stanislaus district is still maintaining
its celebrity as a mineral belt, and several good dis-

coveries have lately been made there. Taylor &
Sibels mine, found a short time ago, gives great

promise, and it is expected good reports will follow.

Eho Placer mine is in new bands at present, and
under the direction of Mr. Frost, who is pursuing

the work upon the property in an energetic way.

Carley Bros, at Old French Camp are " on the

track " of a pocket, several of these splendid
" mining objects " having been found there in years

past, and being in the belt of the famous John Gam-
ble mine from which $16,000 were extracted in a

short time. Will Carley had on exhibition last Sun-

day a handful of beautiful specimens of pocket

quartz filled with large chispas, that made one's

eyes dazzle with their richness and splendor. The
only trick is to find the gold by the tubful.

West Point.—Cor. Calaveras Chronicle, Feb.

21: The town has been in a state of apathy for

some time, but at present the outlook is much
brighter. Business has been dull since the holidays.

Owing to the " Jack-in-the-box " system of paying
men that some of the mines hereabout have adopt-

ed, money is very scarce, and many miners, rather

tban take 60 or 75 cents on a dollar for their pay,

have quit the mines and gone to prospecting. At
no time for years have there been so many prospect-

ors hunting for paying leads. In the spring there

will undoubtedly be some good cleanups by the pros-

pectors. The Bleeding Steer mine is looming up
again and has a big crew of wood-choppers at work.
Capt. Tibee of the Smith mine is putting up new
hoisting works and machinery on his property. The
knowing ones say the Captain has a good thing, .

Inyo.
MoDOCK Mines.—Independent, Feb. 20: Mr.

Frank Fitzgerald reports that the value of ore sold

from the Modock mines during January was $4470,
The three 8-hour shifts are driving a tunnel to cut a
body of ore in the Argus shaft. A new prospect in

the Black Warrior mine is turning out one ton of

high-grade ore per day. Mr. P'itzgerald has 22 men
employed at present. There is a postoflfice at the

camp and mails are delivered regularly; a large and
comfortable reading-room is provided and well sup-
plied with newspapers and other reading matter.

There is abundance of good water and every facility

afforded for the men to be clean and comfortable.
Redding Canyon.—J^e^isfer, Feb. 19: The

Hill & Anderson claims in Redding Canyon are

said to be developing in most satisfactory shape.
In the Georgia the ledge has widened to eight inches
of high-grade ore, with a downward pitch. The
work in the Enterprise shows a chimney estimated
to contain 100 tons of rock of which the lowest
assays exceed $100, and it is believed the ore to

smelt to, if not above this figure.

Mono.
Patterson Mining District.—C/irovicIe- Un-

ion. Feb. 14: Patterson to the fronti The Home-
stake mine, owned by A. P. Sayre, has a three-foot
ledge of good ore. Mr, Sayre has some 50 tons of

$60 ore on the dump, and ij^ tons, that will mill

$1000, which he will ship to San Francisco. Some
time ago he shipped 3000 pounds, which netted him
over $4.00, but the present strike is much richer, and
is 50 feet lower down, in the tunnel run south from
the bottom of Silverado Canyon. It is a good
feature in this mine that it is in the bottom of a can-
yon and nearly 2000 feet from the top of the moun-
tain in which the Kentuck is situated and is sup-
posed to be on the same ledge. This is better than
to find a mine on top of a ridge, which is too often
a surface lode, like a wedge. Thomas C. Sharp is

taking out ore from the old workings of the Thor-
oughbrace mine for a run in the Monte Cristo mill.

John H. Sheeban is working three men in the lower
tunnel of the Kentuck to tap three bodies of ore
above. Some of these are very rich, going into the
thousands. It is all virgin ground. The Monte
Cristo has started up again after a short shut-down.
It looks better now than ever. R. T. Soren-
son will soon commence work on the Theodore,
which is on the same ledge as the Thoroughbrace.
As a whole, the prospects of this district were never
so flattering as now. The discovery in the Home-
stake of richer ore in the lower tunnel is convincing
as to the existence of permanent and defined
mineral-bearing ledges in that section of Mono
county.

Nevada.
Struck Rich Graveu— Transcript, Feb, 20:

For three ytars past Dan Cole, H. F, Briggs, Wm.
Byingion, A. Busch, Geo. Gale and other prominent
citizens of Sierra county have been prospecting the
Golden Giant and other drift claims on the ridge a
mile above Nigger Tent. Day before yesterday they
struck, in a tunnel which they have put in about 1500
feet, gravel that pays $4 a carload. They have the
ridge located for a distance of about two miles. San
Juan and Bloomfield parties are prospecting on the
same ridge and this side of the Golden Giant. They
are running a tunnel to strike gravel they found last

year by sinking.

North Star.— TMzngs, Feb. 20: Work in the
main shaft has been continued with great activity
during the past six months. In the three months
(Sept., Oct. and Nov), the shaft was sunk yy feet,

attaining an increased depth of 124 feet from June to
December, working ten-hour shifts with power drills.

Sinking will be resumed immediately on contract.
Many changes have also been made to facilitate

deeper mining and perfect the line of pumps in use.
At the 1400, 1700 and 2000 levels, 16, 12 and 10-
inch plungers have been placed. New 12-inch
column pipe has been laid from the 1400 to the
1700 and new 8xro inch rods connected from the
1400 station to the 2000 station. A 16-inch plunger
at the 500 and an 8-inch lift at the 2100 completes
the system of five pumps used at the North Star
mine. The very favorable winter has made the
many improvements possible without any stoppage
to the mill or diminution of quartz supply. Con-
nections will shortly be made in the 2000 stope and
drifting commenced on the 2100 level. In the 1900
level a large body of ore is being opened, stoping
continuing in the 1600, 1700 and 1800 levels. The
year 1891, so auspiciously opened, promises well for
a large and profitable output.

Shasta.
Good Quartz.—Redding .F/'ffi Press, Feb. 21:

Harrison, Lyons and Meeks have struck good quartz
in Quartz hill. They have a tunnel about 120 feet
long, and come into a horse of broken formation.
The quartz prospects well. They will go through
the ledge which is thought to be at least 20 feet
wide. Fred Grotefend visited the Texas & Georgia
and Calumet mines this week and was delighted

with what he saw. Fred thinks that the Old Dig-

gings is the coming camp. The recent develop-

ments in the Texas & Georgia place that mine in

the front ranks of mines in this county, and the rich

vein discovered still shows up well. At the Calumet
Mr. Paul has 25 arastras going day and night; there

is an abundance of ore and everything is going

along satisfactorily.

Sierra.

Struck Pay.—Mozmtain Messeriger, Feb. 21:

George Gale was in town Thursday, and reports

that he has found good pay gravel in the Golden
Giant claim, located on the ridge below the Moun-
tain House. The company has been running a tun-

nel for the past two years or so, and last year put

in an air compressor and machinery. This find

insures that the channel follows the ridge down to

Yuba county and renders certain the value of a large

number of claims. The gravel was found in an up-
raise about 170 feet perpendicularly above the main
tunnel. Not enough work has yet been done at the

top to determine the exact lay of the lead. The
gravel and gold both show it to be high on the rim.

Prospecting is being pushed to secure data upon
which to push the main tunnel into the channel.

Tulare
Mineral King.—Tulare Times, Feb. 19: There

is a prospect of work being resumed in the Mineral

King mining district soon. An English company
has relocated a number of claims there for the pur
pose of developing them, and it is to be hoped that

a big bonanza will be uncovered there. There is no
doubt but what the veins of this district contain both
silver and gold in paying quantities, but the trouble

is the ores have proven to be very rebellious.

Yuba.
SmartsviJ-LE.—Grass Valley Tidings, Feb. 19:

Smartsville, in Yuba and just over the border of

Nevada county, is now one of the liveliest camps in

the State. The late citrus fair at Marysville did

much to advertise the capabilities of this old raining

camp, where thousands of dollars have been ex'

tracted from Mother Earth. A great many par-

ties have ordered small numbers of orange and
lemon trees for planting, and soon the gardens of

the miners will be as rich with the golden fruit as the

mines are with the real simon-pure material. Three
mines are at present being successfully worked in

the vicinity of Smartsville. The Deer Creek mine,

of which H. B. Wbeaton is superintendent, is look-

ing well and dividends are regularly declared to the

stockholders. The Blue Point is also one of the pay-

ing mines of Smartsville district. At the Ayer mine
drifting is being pushed as rapidly as possible. A
shaft has been sunk to a depth of 72 feel. Fifty

men are employed at regular wages. W. J. Stewart

is the superintendent and Will Grant of Rough and
Ready foreman. This mine is owned principally

by J, C. Ayer & Co., of sarsaparilla fame. The
company have in contemplation extensive improve-

ments, which if completed will enable the mine to

be worked successfully for many years Arastras

are used at all the mines, they having been found
more serviceable than stamp-mills for crushing the

cement. The pebbles are not crushed but simply

ground, the gold adhering to the outside. Each
mine has three arastras, with a capacity of about 70
tons in 24 hours. The arastras are kept running

night and day, being charged about every two and
one-half hours. A charge is about a ton of gravel

or cement. Bowlders are very plentiful, constituting

about 65 per cent of the gravel. Pelton wheels are

used to run the arastras. The Ayer mine was
formerly the property of the Excehior Co. If the

contemplated improvements are made by the Ayei;

Co., Smartsville will have a boom, both in the min-

ing and fruit-raising industries.

NEVADA.

Waehoe DlBtrict.

Justice.—Virginia Enterprise, Feb. 21: The
north drift on the 822 level is out 328 feet. The
face is in hard ground. The south drift from No. i

winze, 490 level, is out 139 feet. The face is in fair-

grade ore. Shipped to the mill during the week 190

tons. Average battery assay $17.27 per ton.

Kentuck.—Have advanced raise in the east

ledge, 1000 level, 7 feet; total hight, 28 feet; top is

all quartz of low grade on the average, but contain-

ing spots of ore. The north drift on this level was
advanced 15 feet, making its total length from the

east crosscut 400 feet; face in a mixture of porphyry

and low-grade quartz. Started north drift from raise

in the west ledge on this level on the second floor,

which is now out nine feet; face in quartz contain-

ing stringers of ore, some of which we are able to

save for pay.

Savage,—During the week we have hoisted 596
carloads of ore from the 400, 500, 750, and 1300

levels. Shipped to the Mexican mill 512 tons and
milled 590 tons of ore, the average battery assay of

which was $14.10 a ton; bullion on hand amounting
to about $12,665.40. No. I east crosscut from the

southeast drift, 1300 level, from the Savage shaft,

was advanced 17 feet; total, 168 feet. Last Thurs-

day night quite an unexpected heavy flow of hot

water broke in from the face of this drift, which has

temporarily interrupted work in its face. At a point

in the winze, 75 feet below the 1300 level, we have

finished the station for the intermediate level and
have started north and south drifts therefrom.

Both drifts are in quartz showing bunches of good
ore.

Yellow Jacket.—Shipping 40 tons daily of ore

worth $19 a ton, as per battery samples, to the

Brunswick mill and doing extensive prospecting

work throughout the mine.

Benton.—$79,000 in the treasury.

Confidence.—The joint Confidence and Chal-

lenge west crosscut from north drift on the iioo
level is out 179 feet, 24 feet having been added dur-

ing the week, the face showing porphyry.
Challenge.—East crosscut from the 300 level

is out 50 feet, 13 feet having been added during the

week; face in quartz of no value.

Con Imperial.—The work of following up and
taking out small streaks of ore on the upper levels

and overhauling the old stopes of the mine is still

being carried on.

Overman.— Extracted 422 tons and 800 pounds
of ore. Car samples average $14.23, Shipped to

the Brunswick mill 427 tons of ore; battery samples
average $15.31 per ton. On the iioo level the in-

cline upraise from the northwest drift has been ex-

tended 17 feet through porphyry and quartz; total

length, 164 feet. Incline upraise from south drift

has been extended 14 feet through ore of a fair

grade. Total length, 179 feet. On the 1200 level

upraise on northeast drift has been connected with
the IIOO level.

Crown Point.—The west drift on the 500 level

has been advanced 25 feet since last report, making
its total length 67 fee^. The face is in soft porphyry
with little water seeping from it. The repairs on
the 600 level are progressing rapidly. Are still ex-
tracting a few cars of ore per day from the 1300
stopes.

Belcher.—No. 3 west crosscut, 300 level, west
ledge, is out a total distance of jy feet, having been
advanced 37 feet since last report. The face is in

porphyry and low-grade quartz. The 1400 level

east crosscut is advanced 21 feet and is out a total

distance of 57 feet. The face is in quartz assaying
from $2 to $5 a ton.

Seg, Belcher.—The east crosscut from the south
lateral drift on the 600 level is out a distance of 47
feet, having been advanced 31 feet during the week.
The face is in a mixture of porphvry and clay.

Hale & Norcross,—On the 900 level the west
crosscut on our north boundary line was advanced
25 feet, making its total distance 210 feet. The face
of this drift has reached the west clay wall of the
vein and has been discontinued. On the 1100 level

the east crosscut on our north boundary line was
advanced 20 feet; the face is in low-grade quartz
mixed with porphyry. No. i west crosscut, started
60 feet north from the 1400 level station, was ad-
vanced 105 feet, having been extended 20 feet since
last report. No. 2 west crosscut started from the
south lateral drift 55 feet south from the station is

extended 85 feet, having been advanced 20 feet dur-
ing the week. No. i west crosscut is advanced 45
feet. This crosscut continues in quartz giving low
assays. No. 2 east crosscut started 60 feet north of

the 1400 level station was extended 15 feet, making
its total length 100 feet. No. 3 east crosscut is ad-
vanced 40 feet. In the south lateral drift at a point

75 feet south of No. 2 west crosscut we have started
No, 4 east crosscut and advanced the same 10 feet.

All these crosscuts are passing through favorable
looking vein material, but disclose nothing yet of
practical value. We are repairing the main incline
below the station on the 1400 and are putting waste
and ore chutes below the station for this level.

Sierra Nevada,—630 level: The northwest
drift has been extended 36 feet; total length, 557
feet; formation, porphyry.
Occidental.—At a point in No, 3 upraise 40

feet below the track floor of the 45b level, have start-

ed a south lateral drift in ore of good quality. The
south drift from the bottom of No. 5 winze is show-
ing some quartz with bunches of fair ore.

Chollar.—Winze 80 feet south of north line,

750 level, is down 80 feet, bottom in clay, quartz
and porphyry. Are opening a station in the main
incline on the 1100 level. Sent to mill the past week
550 tons of ore, the value of which averaged $18.42
a ton, as per battery samples.

Potosi,—East crosscut from winze, Q3P level, is

out 78 feet in porphyry streaked with quartz. East
crosscut 330 feet south of Chollar incline, 1230 level,

is out 157 feet; face in porphyry and streaks of
quartz. South lateral drift, 1300 level, is out 66y
(eet; face in clay and porphyry,
Ward Combination.—East drift from the 1800

station is out 825 feet; formation clay and porphyry.
Alpha & Exchequer,—No work done the past

week on account of repairs to shaft.

Silver Hill,—Are opening out the 50 level.

Utah.—On the 725 level the northwest lateral

drift from the main west drift from the shaft has
been extended 10 feet; total length, 428 feet. West
crosscut No. 2, 150 feet northwesterly from west
crosscut No. i, has been extended 40 feet, total

length, 75 feet, passing through vein porphyry, clay

and fine lines of quartz. Face of crosscut is in west
country formation.

Andes,—During the past week north drift, 420
level, was advanced 15 feet in a formation of quartz
and porphyry. Work in east crosscut has been sus-

pended for the present. Have cleared out and tim-

bered north winze from 350 level and started sinking
the winze to connect with the main north drift on
420 level,

Gould & Curry.-200 level: Winze No, i has
been sunk 8 feet; total, 14 feet. We have extracted

from this level during the week 35 cars of ore of fair

quality. 250 level: South drift from upraise No. i

has been extended 31 feet, passing through quartz
and porphyry. West crosscut No. i from upraise
has been advanced 30 feet through quartz and por-
phyry; total length, 80 feet. 300 level: Incline up-
raise No, I has been carried up 23 feet; total, 120
feet. Face in porphyry and bunches of quartz.

Best & Belcher.—1200 level: West crosscut
No. I has been advanced 17 feet through porphyry,
clay and bunches of quartz; total length, 125 feet.

Potosi District,

Richmond.— SzVi'fir State, Feb. 20: Wm. Far-
rell, of the Richmond mine, Potosi District, Osborne
Range, paid our office a visit this morning. He re-

ports the mine looking exceedingly well, with plenty
of average grade ore in sight.

OOLOKADO.

High Grade Ores.—Denver News, Feb, 19:

The mine-owners are confronted with a very com-
plex and serious question at present, involving the
disposition of their high grade ores. It must not be
assumed that the ore cannot be sold, but all sales,
made for a long time were at a sacrifice. In truth

the smelters don't want the ore that runs from $75
to S500 per con, and it would make the face ol a
smelter-owner turn while to speak of selling him ore
that is worth {5000 to $15,000 a ton. There is not
a little of this ore being mined in Colorado to-day
and nine-tenths of it is to-day stored in the ore-

houses. This is especially true of the mines in the

Silverton and Ouray district. There is so much
fluctuation in the price of silver and so much danger
of loss in the treatment of high grade ores that the

smelters in many cases will not bid on them, except
at such figures as the mine-owners would not listen

to. They remember the two carloads of Yankee
Boy ore, worth $40,000 each, that stood on the side-

track in the switch yards for weeks before any one
would dare to bid. The sale of such ores is now
causing the mining men no little worry. The pros-

pects of free coinage appear very blue and it begins
to look, unless the measure passes, there will be no
relief for the miners, and some ot the mines will

have to close.

Aspen Notes,— Z/wej, Feb 21; Carl Wulstien has

I
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leased ibe Rip Van Winkle on Richmond hill, ad-

joioiDg the Phoenix, just south of Queen's gulch. B.

Clark Wheeler has sold his interest in the lease and
bond on the Gem mine to Mrs. Cora E. Russell, who
is the pioneer woman of Pitkin county. Ibe lease

runs until July 14, iSqs. Cora E, Russell has sold

her i-i6th interest in the lease and bond on the

Wilmington, Picnic and Idlewild of the Climax

group to B. Clark Wheeler. Toney Nugent has a

sixteenth and Wheeler the balance. Nugent is

superintendent and head drill pounder with three

helpers, at a salary of s^oo- Wheeler is manager

and paymaster with a salary of $75. John Thor-

rene is pushing work on the Austin lease. Two men
are employed on the Aspen Con. tunnel. Sup't

Besser of the Highland Chief M. Co. reports that

he has caught the contact on the Lackawanna Boy,

and that the ore is rapidly improving on the Chief;

40-ounce assays are obtained. The company is

preparing to patent its Pyramid claim.

Lkadville Mines.—Cor. Denver .Vt-wj, Feb. 19:

The mining industry in this section has shown
marked activity dunog the past few weeks. The
Moyer started up last Kriday, running two shifts,

with a force of about 140 men. This properly is a

regular shipper, and is producing some good ore.

William S. Patrick is shipping some first-class ore

from the Slipper Rock hill. The shipments will

aggregate ne;*rly 100 tons per month. Prospect

work on the Manning lease is progressing favorably.

The returns are very encouraging. The McGarey
lease on the Ore City is shipping regularly. The
ore is improving in quality and quantity. After a

long siege of prospect work a small streak of rich

ore was encountered last week at the Satellite. The
streak is being followed, but as yel has shown no
signE of widening. .\ large body of ore was recently

s^truck in an upraise at the La Plata on Rock hill.

An old winze has been timbered, down which the

ore will be lowered and taken to the surface, through

the old La Plata shaft, This property, until re-

cently, has failed to pay expenses, but under the

management of Philip Aragall is rapidly coming to

the front. The Redhead, adjoining the La Plata

and under the same management, is shipping about

25 tons of good lead ore per day. The Blind Tom
lease is producing some very rich ore, which is being

sacked and placed in ore sheds. This property is

now working two shifts, and will begin shipping in

a few days. Leadville parties interested in raining

properly near Granite returned from there last night

and report a curious state of affairs existing at the

Mayflower. The properly is being worked by Den-
ver parties under bond. Six men are employed
underground to each shift. The shaft is down
about no feet. Drifts in either direction are being

run in on a fine streak of rich gold ore, which is

sorted and sacked. Were this property backed by

the requisite amount of brains and capital it would

undoubtedly prove to be one of the most valu-

able of recent gold discoveries in this section. The
Dunkin No. 2 is shipping regularly a large amount
of low-grade iron ore. Some fine ore is being taken

out at the Foster lease on the Dome. Prospect

work is progressing rapidly, and the returns are

very favorable. Mr. M. Hurly, working the Baby
shaft in the Stone, under a lease, is shipping reg-

ularly. Connections will be made with the Baby
and another shaft farther down the hill in a few

days in order to facilitate the hoisting of ore. Con-
siderable deadworkis going on at the Big Chief in

clearing away the debris of the fire in that property

some time ago. The Elk is shipping something

over 100 tons of ore regularly. The bodies from

which this is taken seem to be almost inexhaustible.

DAKOTA.

D. & D. Smelter.—Deadwood Pioneer, Feb. 21:

The work on the new smelter will hereafter be

pushed with the utmost vigor. The death of Mr.

Miller left Prof. Carpenter somewhat doubtful of the

company's intentions, but on Messrs. Swift's arrival

they directed him to proceed with the work as rapidly

as possible. One-half of the smeller,of 125 tons capa-

city is expected to be completed by June i, and the

other 125-ton building will be added before the first

of next year. The machinery was to have been

shipped on the 20th of this month, but the building

was not far enough advanced to receive it, and Prof.

Cirpenter ordered the shipment postponed for a few

weeks.
Another Tin-Mill.— Col. O. O. Taylor, of St.

Paul, who has acquired title to a number of valuable

Nigger Hill tin claims, has decided to erect a mill

and concentrator, and has already purchased a por-

tion and contracted for the remainder. The colonel

al^o owns a miilsite, wiih water right and plenty of

good timber. He has had considerable experience

in tin-mines and has no hesitation in saying that

the Niggtr Hill claims are the richest he ever saw in

any country. This enterprise will be watched with

a deep interest andits success will lead to the es-

tablishment of other and larger works.

Tornado.—Shipments of ore are being daily

made from the Tornado, at Ruby, and the mine is

looking splendid.

Mark Twain.—This property is at the head of

Nevada gulch, and is owned by E. May, of Lead.

Recent developments on the property have un-

covered a large body of ore that will pay to ship,

and shipments are now being made to Omaha.
Trojan.—The ore in this mine is of a high grade,

and a large body is in sighr. Shipments are now
being made, and the quantity is only limited by the

railroad facilities.

IDAHO.

Trade Dollar.—Idaho Avalanche, Feb. 20:

The tunnel No. 2 on the Trade Dollar is still pro-

gressmg favorably and in rich ore. The ledge at

the present face is 18 inches wide and rich, yielding

considerable fine specimen ore. The face of the

tunnel is still 235 feet away from the winze which it

is running to meet. When they are connected the

ground will be in fine shape for sloping the rich

chimney cut in tunnel No. i. The Idaho Pitis-

burp Company is now sloping out ore on the ledge

on which it has been drifting and has again started

the Rand drilf on the face of the crosscut tunnel

which will be pushed farther into the mountain with

the expectation of cutting other ledges. The pay

streafc in the lode where the sloping is being don"

is about ten inches wide with 600 feet of backs, all

virgin ground above.

The De Lamar Deal. --Idaho Avalanche, Feb.

21: The contract for the sale of an interest in the

De Lamar property being now a matter of record,
.Avalanche is prepared to give its readers a correct
synopsis of (he terms and conditions of the biggest

deal made in Idaho mining property for a long time
past. Told as briclly as practicable, (he contract is

as follows: Captain De Lamar turns over his entire

property, consisting of alt his mming claims, mill,

milUile, water rights, ore on hand and not in tran-

sit on day of transfer, all buildings, timbers and sup-
plies on band May 14, 1891, to the pro*

moters of an English stock company, the transfer to

be made on ihe I4ih day of May, at a nominal price

of $3,000,coo, in consideration of which the buyers
agree to pay him not less than $500,000 or more
than $750,000 in cash for their interest and to stock

the mine In Great Britain at $2,500,000, $400,000
working capital. Of this $400,000 working capital,

$250,000 is to be paid in cash by the promoters and
the balance, $150,000. in stock subscriptions at par
value. Then Captain De Lamar is to receive bal-

ance of amount to be paid him in stock at cost value

sufiicient to make his tolal payments $1,750,000.
But by paying Captain De Lamar $io,ooo within

30 days from date of contract, the promoters have
the privilege of fixing the capital stock at only $2,-

000,000 and the working capital at $225,000, in

which event $175,000 must be paid into the treas-

ury in cash and the balance of $50,000 raised from
stock subscriptions, Da Lamar still receiving the

same amounts in cash and the same amount in stock

at cost as in the first-named proposition. Either

of the above propositions boiled down means that

the promoters purchase at the rate of $2,000,000
for the whole, either one-fourth or three-eighths of

the property. Captain De Lamar still retaining the

larger interest and control and receiving either

$500,000 or $750,000 in cash, according to which-
ever proposition the promoters may choose to

take. The contract is signed by Henry Bralenober
of Helena, Montana, for the purchasers, and we are

informed that the English capitalists investing are

the same who brought out the Elkhorn mine of

Montana, in London, the slock of which is now
75 per cent above par. It is understood that the

English capitalists interested in this deal propose to

take all the stock not going to De Lamar, them-
selves, and that it will not be put on the market at

par.

LOWER CALIFORNIA,

Alamo.—Laiuer Califomian, Feb. 19: The In-

dian mine is being developed faster than any mine
in Alamo. The Burleigh steam drill is the cause of

this. Shots are touched off continually, sometimes
as many as eight a day. This means a great activ-

ity. The Ulises mine is going ahead pretty lively,

sinking. Water is plentiful, but not enough to stop
work. The Aurora is being worked night and day,
sinking and drifting. The body of ore has come in

in both places, and some of it richer than ever. D.
W. Church is foreman of the El Paso and work is

progressing very favorably on the mine. The Gold
Tree mine has been opened by the Princesa Co. and
fine ore is in sight. The mine is being pumped out.

The San David is almost ready to begin active work.

MONTANA.

Shonbar.— Butte jl/Zwi-r', Feb. 19: Developments
in the Shonbar company's ground, which lies just
south of the city and adjoins the Bannister ground
on the east, are progressing rapidly and are expos-
ing some fine ore. This ore will assay from 300 to
1000 ounces in silver, from one to three ounces in
gold per ton, and from two to five per cent copper.
The property is at present looking remarkably well

and will no doubt become a rival in production to

the great Vulcan or Bannister, adjoining it on the
west.

Bannister.-With reference to the Bannister,

the company declared on Wednesday, the nth, its

sixth dividend of $6000, payable on the 25th at the
office of the company at Helena, making $36,000
P^id since last August, The workings of the mine
are looking fine and the ore bodies promise as large
returns in future as they have in the past.

The Bi-Metallic—Phillipsburg Mail^ Feb. 19,-

During the past few days the Bi-Melallic company
have been contemplating putting on a large force of

men, excavating for the additional 50 stamps which
they are to erect alongside of the present mill, but
the disagreeable weather has so far prevented them
from beginning operations. This addition to the
milling capacity will mean the employment of a
larger number of men at the mine and mil], to say
nothing of those who will be required in its construc-
tion. Of course this is an assurance of greater pros-
perity for Flint Creek district, and means a great
deal to Phillipsburg. Certainly not less than 50 or
60 hands will be steadily employed in operating the
new mill, furnishing fuel, etc., and in a short lime
the Bi-Metallic will be a marvel in its productive-
ness and dividend-paying qualifications.

A Big Deal.—Butte A//«(;r, Feb. 12: The big
mining deal which has been pending in the city

during the last month, mention of which has been
made exclusively by the Mifier on several occasions,
assumed formidable shape yesterday, and the trans-
fer is now as good as consummated. The mines to
change ownership are the Amy and Silversmith,
owned by a company and located just northwest of
the Moulton; the Goldsmith, owned by George
Tong exclusively; the Millside, owned by Frank
Carey et al.; Little Annie, owned by Clayton Rams-
dell of Deer Lodge; Tully, owned by John Connell
and D. J. Hennessy; Sooner, owned by E, A.
Nichols and Charles S. Warren, and the Silver
Safe, owned by Patsy Clark and others. All of
these claims are situated northwest of the Moulton,
and have long been considered among the ^est
silver-producers in the camp. The purchaser^ are
an English syndicate represented by A. E. Barton
of this city and the price agreed upon is $800,000
in cash. The deeds for the transfer of the property
have all been made out in the name of Frank P.
Carey, signed by the claim-owners and placed in

escrow in the First National bank, where they will

remain until the money is paid, which will be inside
of 90 days. The syndicate has already examined
the property thoroughly and is perfectly satisfied
with it, but Captain Plummer of the Elkhorn Co.
will arrive in a few days to make another examina-
tion. It is the intention of the syndicate to put in

additional machinery and sink four shafts for the
thorough development of the property, which, when
opened up, cannot fail to prove a bonanza to the
syndicate and of inestimable benefit to Walkerville

and Butte. The purchase gives the company 9000
contiguous feet along one of Ihe best silver veins

in the camp, which is ample room to work the

ground on an extensive scale and extract there-

from millions of dollars. In the past the Amy and
Silversmith has produced a vast amount of silver

and gold, the dividends alone being $249,000. It is

developed to a depth of 500 feet, and up to a short

time ago was under lease to several Butte men, who
worked it at a profit until fire destroyed the

hoisting works. The Goldsmith is also a heavy
producer, is developed to a depth of 400 feet, and
for years has been worked continuously by its

owner, George Tong. The other properties have
not been developed to' any great extent, but

they are known 10 be good and with a little work
will become paying propositions of no small pro-

portions. As soon as the money is paid over the

work of improvement will be commenced and pros-

ecuted with vigor, and in addition to the large num-
ber of men now employed in and about the camp,
hundreds more will find work through the enterprise

of the company. In connection with this sale it is

said that the syndicate is casting about for a suitable

site on which to erect a mill and smelter (or the re-

duction of its ores, and that Butte will be the favored

spot.

NEW MEXIUO.

Pings Altos.—Silver City Enterprise, Feb. 20 :

The Aztec Co., of Pinos Alios last week let a con-

tract to Messrs. Guthrie and Herson, two ex-

perienced miners, to run a tunnel 600 feet starting

from the Aztec camp and designed to cut the Klep-
tomania lode at a depth of 470 feet. Work was
started on Wednesday the nth ultimo and will be
prosecuted vigorously. Two ^hifts are at work, and
the force will be increased as requirements may
demand. When completed, ore will be brought from

the tunnel instead ol through the shafts, making a

great saving on cost of extraction. The company
will have great reserve of ore above the tunnel level,

and with less cost in mining and transportation to

the mill ought soon to pay dividends. Frank Bis-

bee has a carload of rich ore ready for shipment

from the Monarch mine at Lone Mountain. It is

expected that the ore wlil run 250 ounces in silver

per ton. W. H, Newcomb is shipping five cars of

iron ore per week to Socorro. Trouiman and Smith

are shipping 50 cars of iron ore per month to El

Paso. The ore is being taken from the Newcomb
claims by an arrangement between the two parties.

The Silver Mining company of Lake Valley last

Friday paid a dividend of 10 per cent on the capital

stock of the company. If we remember rightly this

is ,the third dividend in 12 months. A big strike

was made in the Mammoth mine on last Friday

morning, in the bottom of the shaft ai a depth of

220 feet. The rich ore when first struck was 18

inches in width but has since spread to two feet.

From general appearances the ore will pay hand-

somely to ship to the smelter without concentration.

Concentrator.—Chloride Black Range, Feb.

21: Supt. H. W. Russell of the Silver Monument
mine has received instructions to go ahead with the

construction of a concentrator for the mine. The
erection of the mill will be commenced as soon as

lumber can be procured. The wagon-road from the

mill has been completed, ore-hauling to the mill

commenced to-day, and all that prevents the start-

ing of the mill is the cold weather. Last week a

streak of ore one foot wide was struck in the shaft

of the U. S. Treasury mine that gave returns of 37
ounces gold and 255 ounces silver to the ton. The
shaft is down 125 feet, everything hoisted from it is

sacked for shipment, and the rich vein of ore above

mentioned increases in dimensions as depth is

gained, The new Blake crusher for the Chloride

M, and Reduction Co.'s mill arrived last Saturday,

has been placed in position ready for business, and

will be set in motion just as soon as the weather

moderates sufficiently to allow the mill to start up.

The crusher is an excellent piece of machinery and

has a capacity of 60 tons every 24 hours. The ore

dumps of the St Cloud group of mines are over-

crowded with many hundreds of tons of ore, and

there are also vast quantities of ore in sight in the

mines. Those who some months ago wondered

where the ore was coming irom to supply a 50-ton

concentrator will soon be wondering where all the

ore does come from,

OREGON.

Mineral.—Cor. Bedrock Democrat, Feb. 20:

Snow has fallen quite a depth in the camp and

snow-shoes are in demand. Mineralites are in the

best of spirits and the camp looks well. The Black

Maria is working about ten men at present. Messrs.

Noble, Kertoof and Murray are driving a 400- foot

tunnel to tap the Little Chief. M, Duffy is working

a small force on the Black Hawk. There are three

men at work on the Transit, a valuable property

owned by Wing & Soramer, The Transit is a two-

foot vein and gives an average assay of 140 ounces

in silver to the ton. With the opening of spring

development work on hundreds of locations will be

vigorously prosecuted and the camp will present a

lively appearance.

UTAH.

The Tintic Sale.—Salt Lake Tribune, Feb. 19:

Yesterday the Tribune told of the taking up of the

bond on the Cleveland and Lancaster mines, Tintic.

It is understood the price paid by Captain Ryan &

Co was some $2000. These claims are about one-

half mile from Silver City, on the trail from that

town to Mammoth.
Good from Deep Cre^ek.-The Tribune is m

receipt of a letter from the Deep Creek country.

The writer says there is more mineral around Deep

Creek in a radius of 50 miles than in any other farm-

ing valley in the United States, and which will

average proportionately of high grade. Then there

are thousands of acres of as fine soil as lays out

doors, and which will all be tilled in the course of a

few years. .. ,r- . i. j
Copper from Bingham,—McVicker had in

hands a fine sample of copper ore from a claim

owned by Jack McNally, and which will run about

00 per cent copper. As the assay was not com-

pleted, the amount of other metals was not known.

This claim is on main Bingham near the old Hazel-

grove mill above the town, and the ore was pro-

nounced by McVicker as being very good,

A Smelter.—Salt Lake '^-'—- ^"'Tribune, Feb. 10: P.

A. H. Franklin is authority for the statement that
in all probability a foreign syndicate of capitaUsis
will erect a smelter in this city which will cost $1,000,-
000. An expert representative from Europe is now
en route here for the purpose of looking over the
grounds. The institution will have a capacity of
2000 tons of ore per day, and will be such sis to
handle and take care of everything that may come
here, A.l processes will be used and the necessity
of Utah, Montana, Idaho and Nevada ores being
shipped to Denver and Oniaha will be obviated.
The new corporation has learotd of the projected
line lo Deep Creek, and the building of that road, or
Ihe assurance that it will be built, will influence
them to a greater or lesser extent.

Bonan/.a Flat.— Park A\rord. Feb. 21: The
section of country known as Bonanza Flat is going
to be more active next summer than ever before.
The sale of the Pioneer group is a wedge that will
split wide open the popular fallacy which seems to
possess the Salt Lake papers, hotel men and citizens

in general, that all the rich ground on the great
mineral bell is owned by the Ontario, Daly and
Anchor companies. For years the story went

—

and it was firmly believed— that the Ontario and
Daly embraced the entire vein; but the discovery
and rich developments in the Anchor exploded the
theory, and it was at once assumed that such an
immense body of ore could not be very extensive
and must stop within the Anchor lines. It does
not seem to enter the heads of these people that
the Ontario, Daly and Anchor are composed of
more than one vein, and that while those proper-
ties are near the center, the mineral zone extends
over into the Cotlonwcods, with a width of not
less than t^o miles. Its course is nearly east and
west, which gives Bonanza Flat four or five rich
veins. All that is needed lo demonstrate this fact is

a few thousand dollars expended on the ground of
Smith Ehenger, Parish Sc McLaughlin 'sWestOntario,
H. Hitschman's Black Diamond and Nimrod, the
Dolberg group or the Kennedy group. This ground
is all patented and each group has enough develop-
ments to show that each is a big mine in itself. The
great trouble is there has been a desperate attempt
made by ihe big companies for years to corral that
whcle section of country, but the prospectors have
been too much for them and are slill holding on.
Once outside capital makes a big strike, the whole
matter will change. The ore is there; the ground is

there; it is patented and can be obtained on reason-
able terms. The entering wedge is the Pioneer
group, and in a few years' time it will make Bo-
nanza Flat as active as Ontario Hill is to-day.

The North End Tintic- Salt Lake Tribune,
Feb. 22: The North End group at Eureka, Tintic,

is looming up in good shape since the strike report-
ed in the Yorkville tunntl last week. Johnny Davis
has struck some fine ore still farther north after sink-
ing only six leet. Specimens of it will run 60 ounces.
Mining men look for great developments in the
North End this coming season.

Ore in the Glencoe.—Supt. Curtis of the
Glencoe mine received a telephonic message from
Park City yestPiday saying that there was three
feet of ore in the face of the drift, and the mine
is improving, and hence promising lo become a
big property.

Mammoth Switch Mill.— Truman Schenck
goes to Tintic to-day lo commence work on the
sampling-mill to be erected near the Mammoth
switch. Now that the location is agreed upon,
the building and machinery will soon he in posi-
tion and the works running.

WASHINGTON.

Where Mining Is Done.—Seattle /'n-n-T'/ww,
Feb. 11: There are eight counties in Washington
in which mining operations are carried on to greater

or less extent. They areas follows: King, Kittitas,

Skagit, Snohomish, Stephens, Okanogan, Pierce and
Lewis. To these might be added Whatcom, which
is again assuming importance as a coat-producer.
In six of the counties above named—King, Kittitas,

Skagit, Snohomish, Stephens and Okanogan—pre-
cious metals exist, and mines of gold, silver, copper
and l*;ad are being opened up on an extensive scale.

The government reports up to within the past year
have merely mentioned Washington as a mineral-
producing section, and have credited it with the
production of $too,ooo in gold taken from the placer
mines, but silver seems to have had no place on
the records. The opening of the mines for precious
metals may properly dale from the year 1891, and
the outlook for this year is very flattering.

Kittitas Development.—The Ellensburg Im-
provement Co., having received subscriptions to the
amount of $200,000, iire erecting a small blast fur.

nace for the purpose of testing the iron ores of Kit-
titas county. This furnace is to be followed by one
of larger capacity, together with rolling-mills, nail

and bolt works, car works and other iron manufac-
tories. The citizens of this enterprising place have
not waited for outside capital to aid them in this im-
portant work, but have taken hold with a degree of

energy that is certainly commendable. They say
Ellensburgh is surrounded by an iron country more
extended than that surrounding Birmingham, and
there is nothing to prevent it becoming a city of

25,000 or 30,000, and one of the greatest iron cen-
ters in the United Slates. They hope to have their

first furnace in operation in about 60 days.

Around Spokane ¥MA^s.—Northicest Tribune,
Feb. 21: The Blue Bird mine on Biacklail mountain,

'

in the Pend d'Oreille district, is assaying 400 ounces
of silver to the ton. The Webber claim, in the same
district, is making a fine showing. Pigment has been
found in large quantities in Horse canyon, near El-

lensburg, and a company has been organized for the

purpose of manufacturing it into paint. One of the

largest iron discoveries ever made in the Northwest
is in the Iron Mountain district, Kittitas county. It

is a veritable mountain of iron ore; thousands of

tons of iron can be taken out with little trouble and
expense. A. D. Wheeler, on his return to Kootenai
Lake, B. C, will begin extensive operations on the

Kootenai Chief mine, property of the Ainsworths.

This mine is the south extension of the famous Blue

Belle, and is considered equally as extensive and
valuable. It is now established beyond doubt that

the Morning mine will change hands. The only

delay there will be, if any, will be. the time required

for a satisfactory distribution of the shares of the

property among the individual members of the pur-

chasing syndicate, and for the adjustment of the

minor details of the deal.
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LQechajmisal Progress

The Evulution of MacMnery.

Although the Societe Cockerill was eatab-

lished by an Englishman, with Englieh methods,

it ia now in many respects different from the

Engliah works. It la an example of what can

be developed within an immense works without

going outside to find oat what other people are

doing. A? in the Darwinian theory, the evo-

lution of animals depends upon the environ-

ment, BO upon the environment depends the

evolution of machinery. The environment in

America is an intoxicating atmosphere to begin

with, a temperament in the people which leads

them to ransack the world for the beat things

and the most modern, high wages tending to

canae the subatitation of brains for muscle and

machinery for both, and high interest tending

to economy of capital.

In Bslgium we have the exact opposite. A
more sedative climate, a conservative temper-

ament, a love of home products, and a dlaiki-

clination to travel, low wages and low interest.

The result ie, in America, machinery ia built

light, oheap and for high speeds. It is not

built with an especial view to lasting a life-

time, because it Is known that long before it is

worn out it is useless in a workshop, because

there have been built other machines which are

BO much better that it pays to throw it out.

In Bslgium, machinery is heavy, expensive and
moves slowly.

Eor instance, in America we long ago

learned that the blast-furnace blowing engine,

erected about 12 or 15 years ago by the

Thomas Iron Co., at a cost great enough to

have built a good-aizad complete furnace plant,

was, although a good engine, an engineering

monstrosity, and we now favor the engines of

Mackintosh, Hemphill & Co., and the Weimer
Machine Co., which are mucli cheaper for the

same amonnt of blast. But in Belgium I saw a

new blowing engine being built for a blast

furnace in France, whioh, I think, is a greater

monstrosity than the old one in Hokendauqua.
It has more ca^t iron in it, and I think occu-

pies about double the ground area which I saw
(about three years ago) occupied bv an old hor-

izontal slow-speed engine at the Eliza furnaces

(Lioghlin & Co.) in Pittsburg. If that Belgian

engine was in Pittsburg the money it would
bring aa sorap iron would probably' build a

Hemphill engine to do the same work, Another
example of the evolution under this environ-

ment is the greater use of human labor aa com-
pared with horse or machine power. The
women drawing the little carta of coal Instead

of horses, locomotives, or wire-rope traction,

for iostanoe. Also, hand riveting is still ex-

clusively uaed in boiler work instead of ma*
chine riveting.

—

Ex.

Shot and Burnt Iron.

This Is a class of iron that fonndrymen dis-

like to have anything to do with, oo account
of its mixing in and contaminating other irons.

Shot iron will sometimes cause hard epots in

casting; It also causes them to crack, and very
often 500 or 600 would make a 6000 heat of

Boft iron so hard that half of the castinge would
be condemned. Shops that can use nothing
but very soft iron in their castings generally
have trouble to get rid of shot iron; there are
some shops that will not bother with it at all;

they will pick out all the iron they can from
the cinder and let the reat go, and it has been
a question whether they were not as well off aa
those who paid help to aoreen the cinders, and
use the shot iron at the expense of making bad
castings. Holders have tried in many ways
to nse Bhot iron so as not to spoil good soft

iron, and about the best plan is to make a sepa>

rate heat of It, or melt it at the last of a heat
for coarse work, or pour it into " piga," whioh
can then be used to mix in with good pigs in

fature heata; but in any form it should be used
with caution. Burnt iron, in aome respeota, ia

like shot iron« ao far as making bad work la

concerned. Burnt iron makes more slag than
any other iron and causes a cupola to choke
quicker. There are degrees In burnt iron; aome
are worse to deal with than others, but with
shot iron it is all about alike. Burnt iron
should be used in small quantities only at a
time, anleaa a lot of saah weights are to be
made; then a heat can be made of nothing but
burnt iron, and the cupola run until the ladles
and cupola are all choked, if one deaires to do
BO. In melting ordinary mixtures of iron, such
aa that used for common castings, there ia sel-

jAom trouble caused from the different kinds of
lorap or pig not giving the quality wanted,
when iriiot or burnt iron ia left out, and the
melter charges the iron and fuel as it should be
done.

—

Glasgow Engineer.

out but few sparks. Nitric acid will produce

a black spot on steel; the darker the spot the

harder the steel. Iron, on the contrary, re-

mains bright if touched with nitric acid. Good
steel in ita soft state has a curved fracture and
a uniform gray luster; in its hard state, a dull,

silvery, uniform white. Cracks, threads, or

sparkling particles denote bad quality. G-ood

steel will not bear a white heat without falling

to piecea, and will crumble under the hammer
at a bright red heat; while at a middling heat

it may be drawn out under the hammer to a

fine point.

—

Glasgow Enquirer.

The Testing of Iron and Steel.—If a
fracture of iron givea long, ailky fibers of a
leaden hue, the fibers cohering and twiating to-

gether before breaking, it may be oonaidered a
tough, soft iron. A medium, even grain mixed
with fibers ia a good sign. A short, blackish
fiber indicates badly refined iron. A very fine

grain denotes a hard, steely iron, apt to be cold-

short and hard to work with the file. Coarae
grain with brilliant cryatallized fracture and
yellow or brown spots, denotes a brittle iron,

oold-short, working easily when heated. This
Iron welda easily. Cracks on the edges of bars
are a algn of hot-short iron. Good iron ia read-

ily heated soft under the hammer, and throws

On the Crystallization of Iron.

At a recent meeting of the South Stafford-

shire Institute of Iron and Steel Works' Mana*
gera, held at Dudley, Mr. Thomas Morria, E,
G. S., of Warrington, contributed a paper on
"The Crystallization of Iron," in the course of

which he said that the term crystallization,

'vhen applied to iron, waa generally uaed to

signify that the structure or composition of the

iron had aaanmed a new form while it had been
in nse. Accepting that postulate, and procaed-
ing therefrom, he said that during his time

—

over 46 years—at the puddling furnace, inven-
tive geniuses by the score had come forward to
assist the puddler to produce fibrous iron and
discover reasons for crystallization occurringaa it

did, in the first or new-born stage of wrought
or puddled iron, and in all ita aubaequent
workings into the merchant iron of com-
merce. His experienoe was that, with one
or two exceptions, merchant iron, when work
was commenced upon it, either by forging, or
amithing, or turning, or punching, or bending,
did not, when it left thoae workmen, contain
the aame virtue as regards being fibroua as it

did when they first took hold of it.

Engineers and others, ever since Cort in-

vented the pnddling prooeaa and iron came into
general uae, had held ideas that all iron work,
when doing duty, was Bubject to singular and
important changes in its structure, and be-
came crystallized, assigning various reasons,
auch aa vibration, heat, percussion, magnetism,
frost or extreme cold, etc. The civil engineera
50 years ago held very diverse views on the sub-
ject—aome that cryatatlization was greatest in

those parts of an axle where the vibration
waa greateat ; others, in thoae parts of machin-
ery where concuaaion was most severe, and
others, at those parts where, in the course of

manufacturing process, the hammering or
forging was heaviest.
His own belief was that the change in the

nature of iron was due to (1) the effect of oxy-
gen during the puddling process and overheat-
ing in subsequent workings ; (2) compreasion,
and (3) puddled iron produced from orea con-
taining a large percentage of silica. Dealing
with the first cauae, he aaid that when iron
during the puddling process is coming to the
nature of wrought iron, it ia extremely sensi-
tive, and his opinion was that by overheating
when in this state, an exoesa of oxygen is ob-
tained, which ia the principal cause of the iron
subsequently becoming crystalline, Compres-
sion is a prolific cauae of this granulation or
crystallization. This ia especially observable
in chains passing over a pulley, giving it a sort
of hammer hardening, which tends to convert
fiber into grain. The primary cause of crystal'
lization is the excess of aitioious ores or from
"cinder pig," from which merchant iron ia

produced.
It ia as impossible to produce the same quantity

of iron from eillcions ores, or cinder, aa ia pro-
duced from the hematite ores, aa it waa for the
old alohemiata to find the atone they dreamed of
which was to convert all baae metals into gold.
Hence, for the consumer of iron to expect the
same quality from different diatricta ia a mia-
take, unleas the native ore is diaoarded by the
pig maker and othera imported. Nearly all
iron manufacturing districts have their own
specialties, and the manufacturer, by judi-
ciously mixing the piga for the pnddling pro-
ceaa, and by good puddling, attains for his pur-
pose, and produces for his customer, the suit-
able common crown iron of commerce.
In process of time, that very iron becomes bo

much scrap, and ia bought up for working in-
to ahafts and other uses and forgings ; but what
fibers^ were developed in the first and second
workings by the ironmaster, are lost in its
third working, and become crystalline, and if
breakage should occur, it would invariably take
place in that part of the forging where such
scrap had located itaelf, not becauae it had be.
come crystallized through vibration while
doing duty, but because it was ao at the com-
mencement.

It was through this rather unreliable material
that the neceaaity of high-claas crank and other
shaft manufacturers starting to build up their
forgings with fresh, reliable iron, arose. For-
merly, the extra coat of the latter deterred the
erecting engineer from ordering it, and at times
the unscrupulous maker from using it for tern-
porary gain ; and in caae of breakdown of their
work, their pet •* vibration " had to bear upon
Ita broad shoulders the atripea thoae alnners
were so justly entitled to.— Wettern Machinist.

SeiENTiFie Pfiocbress.

The Artificial Production of Rain.

The question aa to whether rain can be pro-

duced by artificial means is to be tested by the
United States Government. On the motion of

Senator C. B, Farwell, of Illinois, a clause was
added to the Appropriation Bill, which provides
that, under direction of the Forestry Division

of the Department of Agriculture, ^2000 ahall

be expended in experiments having for their

object the artificial production of rainfall by
the explosion of dynamite. But Senator Far-
well does not intend to limit himaeU to this

small sum, and will, if necessary, contribute

from his own pooket auch sum as may be neoes-

eary to complete the trial to his satisfaction.

In a communication from Senator Farwell
the following theories are advanced :

'* My
theory in regard to producing rain by explo-
aivea is baaed partly upon the fact that after

all the great battles fought during the century,
heavy rainfalls have occurred. This ia histori-

cal and undisputed. Senator Stanford, one of

the builders of the Central Pacific Kailway,
informed me lately that he was compelled to

do a great deal of blasting through a part of

the country where rain had never been known
to fall In any uaefnl quantities, and where it

has never rained since, and that during the

period of the blasting, whioh was nearly a year,

it rained every day. I feel almost convinoed
that rain can be produced in this way. The
dynamite could be exploded on the ground or

up in the air, and I think I would prefer the
latter. The experiment should be made in

eastern Iowa, Colorado, or in western Kansas,
somewhere along the railway, and my own
idea would be to commence early in the morn*
ing and explode continuously for seven or eight
hours."
While this scheme doea not give a very great

promise of success, it would be interesting to

see the experiment tried and even partial snc-

ceaa would be of great value. If the farmers
of Colorado and western Kansas could get a
shower once a week by sending up torpedoes
every day, the result would be well worth the

trouble, and there is plenty of reason to sup-
pose that such artificial showers, by fostering

the growth of vegetation, would in time pro-

duce the oonditiooa which lead to regular nat-

ural ahowers, and the consequent permanent
eatablishment of fertility throughout the region

to which the process is to be applied.

John Bichakds, president of the Technical
Society of the Pacific Coaat, read a paper at the
last monthly meeting on *• Abrasive Catting in
the Mechanical Arts."

To Drill a three-fourtha inch hole through
Bessemer steel at the rate of one-fourth inoh per
minute requirea one-fifth horae-power.

The Modern View of Electric Currents.

The electrician who knows the theoretioal

part of his science only as he studied it five or

ten years ago, finds his knowledge sadly at

fault when he is confronted with the theoriea

and ideaa of today. Not that any great and
radical changes have revolutionized electrical

theory in these last few years, but there have
been great additions to our knowledge of certain

occult phenomena, and theory has advanced
correapondingly. We were accustomed to look

at the electric current as something that flowed

in or along a wire, and too many students grew
to think of it almost aa a fiuid. To those wont
to depend slavishly on the set theoriea it is

rather a rude shock to realize that in very many
oases we should pay far leas attention to elec-

trical diaturbancea in the conductor than to the

extraordinarv pulsations of energy that sur-

round it. We must to-day think of a wire car-

rying a current not aa a tube in which a certain

myaterloua Haw ia taking place, but aa a mere
linear nucleua along and around which there ia

aceaaeleaa fiow of energy capable of producing
tremendouB effects even far away from the wire.

We must think of the conductor not as a thin

line of wire, but as the center of a far-reaching

electro-dynamic disturbance. To take an ex-

treme caae, an alternating current of very short

period, capable of producing enormons induc-

tive effects and transferring immense mechani-

cal power, might penetrate the accompanying
conductor hardly more than akin deep. What
would go on within the wire we might almost
neglect—it would be only as we neared and
paaaed its aurface that electrical energy would
manifest itself. And further, it is a surprise to

realize that electro-magnetic induction has sud-

denly fallen into line with other forms of radi-

ant energy—that the light and warmth of a

summer's aun differ from the solar waves of in-

duction that produce magnetic atormsonly in

degree—that a gaa fiame is just as truly an ex-

hibition of eleotro-magnetic energy as an elec-

tric light. But all this, which may sound bo

revolutionary, is not new; it has gradually been
unfolded during fifteen years of splendid theo-

retical investigation, and has waited, aa the law
of gravitation waited more than two centuries

ago, for the connecting link of experiment to

bind firmly together brilliant hypotheais and
recoadlte mathematica.

—

Electrical World.

ing to Dr. E. Dubole, it ia contained in the
epithelial oell of the digestive tube, and the
emission of the light depends on the molting
of the digestive tube. Mr. Mace, on the con*
trary, contends that the luminous matter is a
glandular excretion, and that these glanda
{glandes p7-eanaUs) are situated on the last two
eegmenta of the animal. Mr. J. Gazagnaire
has aatiafied himaelf that the luminous matter
is secreted from glands situated on the sternal
and epiaternal plates. Upon pressure these
glands secrete a yellowish, viscous substance,
having a peculiar odor and which ia highly phoa-
phoreacent. Ia a more recent article {Mem.dela
SocZool. de France, v.iii, 1S90), Mr. Gazagnaire
revlewa all previous obaervationa on luminous
Gsophilids, and finds that, so far as the Euro-
pean fauna ia concerned, luminoua specimene
were found only between the end of September
and beginning of November. The luminosity
appears, therefore, only at a certain epoch in
the life history of these iMyriapods. Farther,
in all more carefully recorded cases, luminous
specimens were never found singly, but always
in pairs or in companiea of three or more speci-

mens. The few and fragmentary observationa
that have hitherto been made on the mode of
reproduction in these animals seem to prove
that the fecundation of the female takea plaoe
in autumn, or just at the time when the Inmi-
nous specimene are found, and Mr. Gazagnaire
is thus fully justified in connecting the appear-
ance of luminosity with the excitement caused
by sexual instinct. In Algiers, Mr. Gazagnaire
obaerved luminous specimens of Orya barbariea
in the month of April, and he concludes that in
other coantries and in consequence of altered
climatic conditions the period of luminosity
probably differs from that obaerved in Europe.—Instct Life.

Knots in Diamonds.—In cutting a diamond
sometimes a knot is discovered. These are lit-

tle substances as mach harder than the diamond
itaelf as you can imagine. They are to the
stone, the same as a knot in a pine board.
When a diamond with these characteristics Is

discovered it has the same effect on the polisher
that the striking of a nail has upon a carpenter
when sawing a board. It takes months and
months to poHah knotty stones, and I have
known a year's work to be put in one of them;
of course, not of conatant labor, but to be
picked up at odd times when there was nothing
else to do. The polisher has also to guard
against chipping the stone, for it should be un-
derstood, the diamond has a grain the eame as
a piece of wood, and the least carelessness
might result in knocking off a third of ita

weight. While disasters of this kind are not
infrequent, they are seldom the result of inex-
perience or laxity on the part of the workmen.
When a polisher takes a stone, one of the first

things he does la to find out the direction of its

grain, ao aa not to cut agalnat it.

II

Phosphokescekt Centipedes,—That there

are luminous Myrlapode haa been known for

many yeara, aa also the fact that they occur

only among the family OeopJdlidce of the

Chilopod Myriapoda. Both sexes are luminoua,

sometimes quite intenaely so, and the luminos-

ity spreads out over the whole ventral anrface

of the animal. If one of these Geophilids is

taken np, the luminous matter communicates
to the hand of the observer or to anything else

with which the specimen comes in contact.

There is considerable dispute regarding the

origin of this phosphoreaoent matter. Aocord-

MicROSCOPicAL Society. — At the annaal
meeting of the San Franolsoo Microscopical
Society a proposition to reduce the price of
membership was unanimously voted down.
After tranaacting the routine business, the fol-

lowing officers were elected for the ensuing
year : President, E. J. Wickaon; Vice-Presi-
dent, Dr. J. M. Selfridge; Recording Secre-
tary. Wm. E. Loy; Corresponding Secretary,
A. H. Breckenfeld; Treaaurer, Chaa. C. Riedy.
The society ia endeavoring to secure larger
rooms and feels very sanguine of suocesa. The
finances are in good oondltlon and the affaira of
the society are prospering. Many additions to
the library and apparatus have been made since
organization. The growth of the society has
been alow, yet ita membership has steadily in-

creased.

A New Non-Fusible Bullet.—A bullet haa
just been patented, the baae of which, as well
as the body, ia covered by an alloy non-fusible
at any temperature which it is possible to gen-
erate in a gun barrel. The necessity for auoha
bullet has been caused by the introduction \>f

nitrated or amokeleea powder, which generatea
auch intense heat that the base or head of the
bullet ia melted and conaequently made ragged.
Accuracy of aim la thus much impaired. The
tendency of late, in the desire to secure in-

creased accuracy, has been to diminish the size

of the bore and reaort to compresaed powders
and cased bullets, and the new bullet comes In
moat opportunely and enables the latest im-
provements to be utilized.

The Meldometkb ia the name given to a new
and simple instrument for observing the be-

havior of bodies at high temperatures. It fits

the stage of a microscope and consists of a plat-

inum strip between two clampa. An electric

current heata the atrip, and material laid on it

ie soon heated up, the temperature being regu-
lated by a carbon resistance controlled by the
operator. Qaartz ia easily melted by thia

method, which also posseaaes the property of

being applicable to the examination of sub-
limates during and after their formation.

Spontaneous Combustion in Silk —A new
ocean danger is pointed out by silk Importers.
It appears that dyed sponge silk, known tech-
nically In the trade as French silk, ia, under
certain conditions, exceedingly prone to com-
bustion and is well known among the steamship
companies as dangerona freight.

Scientists are still in donbt what canaea fire

to burn blue when salt is thrown on it. Cop-
per, chlorine and carbonic acid are each said to
be at the bottom of the mystery.
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The New York Cancer Hospital on the ployed by the ** innumerable 'cMcerdootorB,'"

„ „ . - ,, or the aaeleaa butohery of kolfe-wielding
San Francisco Cancer Cure.

An Open Letter to ttid Managers.

Bome two montha since & request was sent to

the manftgers of the New York National Can*

oer Hospital asking them to send to this city

two or three patients, for trial treatment,

atllioted with typical cases of cancer In as

muiy of Ita various forms. The request was

made of that institution mainly because its

original promoter was the widow of one of

San Francisco's most honored and respected

oitlzeni. General Halleck. That lady died

from cancer; but just before her death she

laid the plana for foandlcg that iDstttution,

gave $^0,000 in oaeh, and left in her will

property valued at about $150,000. a large

portion of which has already been realized

and transmitted thither by her exeoutor. Col.

G. W. Grannis, The lady died before the

hospital was built, and often daring the last

days of her life, as we are told by Col. Gran-

nis, she expressed the wish that the managers

of the hospital, whoever they might be, when
they came to take upon themselvee such man-

agement, should make the cause of cancer a

ipeoial study and also make epeolal cfforta to

nek a remedy.
It waa for this reason that Ccl. Grannis and

some of hia frlendp, the writer among the num-

ber, thought it ao more than right that that

inatitution be memorialized to lend ita iaflucnce

in the manner proposed, to make a thorough

investigation into the value of the alleged

remedy for that disease which, to all appear-

ances, has been aucoessfally employed for several

years In this city.

Col. Grannis recently received a reply to his

letter from Henry C. Ooe, M. D., the attend-

ing surgeon of the hospital and Secretary of the

Board of Managerr, as follows :

G. W. Grannis, Esq,— '^\\ DEAR SlR : An
apology IS due to you lor the long delay in replying

to your favor of Dec. 27lh, addressed to Mr. Par-

sons. It has received careful consideration from

the Board of Managers and was referred by them to

the Medical Board, by whom I am instructed to re-

ply as follows : After a careful review of the various

reports of the San Francisco Doctor Cook's cases,

the Medical Board are unanimously of the opinion

that it would be unwise to send patients there for

treatment, as it would open the doors to other can-

cer-curers who are constantly urging [their claims

upon us. While we are always ready to accept and

to try any remedy for cancer which is presented

openly and in a scientific spirit, we are not willing

lo submit our patients to any experiments the prog-

ress of which we cannot watch ourselves.

So far as we can see, in not a single case of "cure"'

by Mrs. Cook's treatment was the tumor examined

microscopically (i) and the diagnosis of cancer thus

confirmed—the only sure means of diagnosis.

Moreover, the party only claims good results in the

ncipient stage of cancer. (2) These are just the

cases in which complete removal by the knife

promises a permanent cure—of which I have two

examples in my own family (my own mother being

one). (3)
. J .

I may add, my dear sir, m order to convince you

that we are not illiberal in this matter, that we have

taken the pains to find out through medical friends

inj San Francisco, Mrs. Cook's manner of treat-

ment, {4} and we can see little difference between

her method and those of the innumerable "cancer

doctors "who flood the country with their pamph-

lets. Thanking you for your interest in the hospi-

tal, and for your valuable services in its behalf, I re-

main, very truly yours,
Henry C.CoE. M. D.,

Attending Surgeon and Secretary of the Board of

Managers.
New York, Ian. 26.

Comments on the Above.

(1) In regard to this matter, we would call at-

tention to the well-known fact that when in case

of oancer the nipple in the breast Is largely

retracted and drawn in, every surgeon will say

it is a reliable diagnostic sign of acirrhna. Of

course it is not so abaolutely reliable as a mlcro-

acopio test. In Mre. Dr. Cook's patients, this

condition has often been reached and been sno-

ceaafnlly treated. The retracted nipple has also

been accompanied by the usual indurationa.wlth

adhesion of and dimpling of the akin over the

tumor. Moreover, before reaorting to Dr.

Cook, a number of snob patients have been

pronounced by leading medical men to be suffer*

iDg from Bcirrhua oancer. Some of her casea

have even reached the ulcerative stage. In

oases which had not reached this stagf, but

which manifested all the other indicaticns,

would any aurgeon in any hotpltal think of

alioing and probing the tumor to obtain dia-

eased tiasue for microscopic examination ? No;

he would Bay, as haa been aaid and teatified to

by some of Dr. Cook's patients: "The doctor

said that when he had taken my breast off he

could tell if it were really cancer."

Mrs. Cook'a rule ia, not to wait a moment,

bat to attack at once, with her alterative medi-

cine and absorbent salve, the deadly malady.

In how many caaep, we aolemnly aek Dr. Henry

C. Coe, has the microscope been used in the

past by the mutilating surgeon ? Is it the rule

among surgeona to use it? In what proportion

of caaes operated on do surgeons make sure of

the tumor being malignant with that instru-

ment? We assert that if the microscope be

the "only aure means of diagnosis," it will en-

tail a waiting on the part of moat patienta

whloh must end in but one way.

Dr. Oook would never permit a breast to be

Bliced and probed in experimental barbarity.

An unbroken surface on the akin haa been

oHe of her great feats in her line of treat-

ment, which is very different from that em-

urgeonB.
(2) Dr. Coe has been altogether misinformed In

this regard if we understand what he means by
** incipient stage." We believe the faculty

will admit that when a case has ao tar ad-

vanced that there ia a most marked retraction

of the nipple and the surgeon is ready to put
his knife into the breaet, it has then quite

paased its "Incipient stage," and then ia the

most immediate danger that the virus will begin

to pervade other parts or organs of the system,
if it has not already done so, through the

medium of the lymphatic glands. Vet it ia

juat such oases that Dr. Cook most willingly

undertakes to onre, and succeeds In nine oases

out of ten. Even beyond that, she has treated

sucoesafully quite a number of casea when
under the full conditions above named, and
even after the patients have been first operated
on and the cancer haa agaiu made its appear*

anoe. Ooe such case from the city of VVaeh*

ington was present at the meeting whloh Ool.

Grannis attended. We submit that snob oases

are not In the "incipient stage,"

We are prepared to furnish the fullest

evidence that Dr. Cook baa curtd a number of

auch advanced cases, not extirpated hut diesl*

pated the oancera by simple local outward ap-

plications, accompanied, aa tbey alwaya must
be, by inward alterative remedies. In such
oases the ekin is not even abraded, and no pain
given whatever. Cm any of the innumerable
"oancer doctors," oreven regular praotitioners,

lay claim to such BucceBS ?

At the riak of being tedious, we will name
two oases now under treatment.

Three or four weeks eince several prominent
ladies and gentlemen of this oity (one of the

former holding graduation diplomas from each
of the three medical achoola) met in the parlors

of Dr. Cook to Inform themselves more thor-

oughly by peraonal conversation with her
patienta in regard to her alleged cure. While
at that meeting, a lady and her hueband came
in from the city of Seattle, Waahington, and
aeked for an examination. The doctor alluded

to and Dr. Cook made an examination and pro-

nonnoed it an unmistakable case of aoirrhue;

the patient then remarked that three leading
physicians in Seattle had also pronounced it

soirrhue. The visiting ladies present then pro-

posed that one of their number should take the

patient to a prominent San Franolaoo pbyaioian

a few blocka avtay and get his opinion. The
suggestion waa acted upon and the case again
pronounced unmistakably solrrhu?. It was
then determined by those present to make this

a teat case. To make it still atronger, the

writer called upon another prominent phyBician

—one of the oldest and most reliable in the
city. At our riquest, he visited Dr. Cook, ex-

amined the patient carefully, witneeaed the
treatment, examined her remediea, and then
gave hlB attention to another among aeveral

patienta who happened to be preaent, and pro-

nounced each of them typical ijidisputabU casea

o/scirrhua. Both of these cases are doing well

and yielding kindly to the action of the rem<
edies which are being need. Of course they are

not yet cured, hut they will be. When the re-

sult Is reached we shall report it in these col-

umns, whether favorable or otherwiee. We
trust our readera will be kind enough to watch
for it,

(3) Dr. Coe, it seem?, would operate on cases

that are " in the incipient stage." Why do so ?

He apparently acknowledges that Dr. Cook
may cure such caaea. We know she doe?, and
we have never heard of such a case undertaken
by her which she has not cured when the
patient haa remained with her and followed her

directions. If Dr. Coe will aend an expert

here where the witneases live we will give him
abundant proof of all the facta herein atated.

Why maim and destroy a woman's breast with
the knife where the tronble can be easily re-

moved without breaking the akin ? Soch caaes

may be cancer, they may be merely benign
tumor, but they are cured all the same. Why
then use the knife? When the knife or plas-

ters are used, the books, and surgeona aa well,

tell us that the malady returns in nineteen caaes

out of twenty. Why ? Mainly because the

extirpation ia not followed by proper alterative.

conatitutional mediclnea. The doctora don't

believe In it. Dr, Cook doee. She alwaya
uaes it, and oould not effect permanent cures

without it. Not one of all the many oases

which she haa treated and pronounced cured has

ever returned, Thia we claim to be the climax

of proof that she haa a positive apecific.

(4) Here Dr. Coe is again wide of the mark.
He has found out no suoh thing. To our certain

knowledge he has never written to a single
*' medical friend " in this city who knowa any-

thing about Dr. Cook'a " manner of treatment."

We have vialted all in this city who do know
anything about her treatment, and no one of

tkem has received any communication from Dr,

Coe. The fact Ir, Dr. Coe haa been imposed
upon by some "medical friend" who assumta
to know, but who has never visited Dr. Cook
and knows no more about her treatment than
does Dr. Coe himself. Will Dr. Coe be so

kind ap| to fnrnieh ua with the names of his

"medical friends" in thla oity who have fur-

niahed him thia information, as we have already

requested him to do in a' private letter?

The commcn'y received opinion of Dr. Oook's

treatment among medical men in this city is as

wide of the mark aa the north and south polcB

are apart. The tronble ia, medical men refuse

to inform themselves aa to the truth of thia

matter, though often asked to do so. Dr.

Oook'i doors are always open to any honest in-

vestigator and her remedies are also open to in-

speotlon.

Dr. Oook Employs no Arsenic or Other
Poleons as the Regular Phyelclans and
Other "Cancer Doctors" Alwaya Do.

It ia the common report that Dr. Oook em-

ploys areenic or other oaaetic mineral in the

way they are generally uaed by the " regular

faculty " and the "innumerable ' cancer doc-

tors ' who flood the country with their pam-

phlets." True, Dr. Oook foimerly used a mild

form of plaster to aid her remedies, but only

in exceptional cases. During the last few yearp,

however, by reason of improved remedies, she

has been able to dispense with them altogether.

Several of our more liberal physicians who are

indifferent to the anathemas of the faculty,

have, from time to time, investigated and be-

oome satisfied that her methods and remedies

are eminently worthy of official investigation,

but the ruling majority refuse to look Into the

matter at all. On the contrary, they shelter

themselves in a stolid agnostioiam, while many
even allow themselvea to drop into the reeort

of all bigots—personal abuse. These are the

reasons why the icqniriea from New York have

not been correctly replied to by the " medical

friends " in thia city. Aa already aaid, Dc.

Cook usea nothing but the mildeat remedies,

such only aa are derived from the vegetable

kingdom. Her remediea are open to chemical

teatf, and every dootor knows that minerala

can readily he detected in any preparation.

That she haa cured large numbers of oaBea

which have been pronounced cancer by the

most reputable phyeiciana of this or any other

city is suBceptible of the moat positive proof.

Her treatment ia for the cure of cancer—not

for extirpation, as ia the treatment of the reg-

ular faculty and other "innumerable oancer

doctora."

Why Do San Francisco PhyaicianB lenore
Thla Cure

And why do they refuse to inveatigate a mat-

ter of ao much aeemiog importance which liee

at their very doors, while they rush by acorea

to experiment with the secret remedy from

Berlin? Thia is a conundrum which we ac-

knowledge being nnable to answer in a way

aatiafaotory even to ouraelveB. We have asked

quite a number of phyeiciana and otherp, and

have received auch anaweta aa the following:

lat. " Well, there ia more money in the prea-

ent mode of practice." 2d. " Phyeiciana must

live, you know." 3d. " It is a secret remedy."

4th. " We don't believe in it." 5th. Dr.

Cook ia a quack." etc, etc.

We prefer not to make any comments on the

two former anawers. In regard to the third,

we would reply, "So la Dr. Kooh'e." 4th.

Then why not make a alight effort to look into

it aa you are doing with the coneumptioo oure ?

5th. If a quack, she ia a very good quack, and

many lives would be saved and an immenae

amount of suffering avoided in thia city, if

every pbyaioian waa just such a quack.

There Is One Otlier Important Reason.

It is the preature brought to hear upon almoat

every one in the profeeaion who attempta to in-

quire into this question. Some three years ago

a friend of the writer, a young doctor In good

standing in hia profession, and a clinical teacher

in the Cooper Medical College, ventured

to look into thia matter long enough to

satisfy himself that there waa much in it. He
prepared a paper in regard to hia inveatigatlona

and attempted to read it at one of the monthly

meetings of the San Francisco Oity and County

Medioal Society. He waa aummarily ordered

to take hia seat, and no efforta of aeveral of his

medical friends could avail to obtain for him

permission to read hia communication. The

writer, who waa preaent at the meeting by in-

vitation of a medical friend, waa requeated to

leave the room. This ia one of the many meana

resorted to to supproaa the truth. Free apeech la

not allowed in the meetings of the San Fran-

oiaco Medioal Aasooiation, any more than it is

in autocratic Ruaaia.

The young physician alluded to, who de-

served better thinga at the handa of his medical

brethren, waa diamisaed on the following day

from the position which he had diligently and

faithfully filled in the Cooper Medioal College,

Theae facta are beyond dispute.

One or two of our other phyaiclana who have

been deairoua to inveatigate have been notified

that they muat cease all such inquiries or their

names will be dropped from the roll of the as.

Booiation.

The Malediction of the Profession.

That the practice of three years ago ia still in

force ia shown by the following recital, the

truth of which can be ahown. although for evi-

dent reaaona the name of the physician cannot

be given The occurrence took place some four

weeks ago. The reader of these linea will

please refer back to the mention m^de of a pa-

tient having been taken from Dr. Cook a rooma

to those of a physician near by, who reiterated

the diagnoBia of others that the case was one of

advanced Eclrrhus. A friend of that doctor

who had knowledge of the facta, and who la

one of high standing in thia oity, called upon

him a few daya ainoe, and in reference to that

patient remarked that ahe was getting along

finely and would soon be discharged aa cured.

The dootor still peraisted in hia assertion that

it waa a genuine case of acirrhna, and manifeat-

ed quite an interest in the manner of its treat-

ment. He waa asked by his friend to call and

see for himself the treatment followed and

notice the progress made toward what was un
mistakably soon to result in a thorough re

moval ot tbe malady. He in effect said that it

would not do for him to take any steps In that

direction, as it would result in bringing down
npon him the malediction of hia profeaaional

friends, or words to that effect.

These are hard sayings but Bolemn truths.

We appeal to all candid people if these thinga
are not a ahame and disgrace. It Is for thia

reason that some of our most influential citi-

zens, both male and female, are now inquiring
into the truth of what is reported in relation to

this whole matter, with a view, if found true,

to take auch public action or otherwise as will

place these things still more prominently before

the people.

The Mode of Treatment
Differs in toCo from any which has heretofore

come under our notfce. It la in perfect keep-

ing with the usual practice which physicians

all over the civilized world have employed for

thonsands of years In the general treatment of

dlaeasea. There is no pretense, as in Count
Mattee'e treatment, now ao prominent in

Europe, of a "vital tlectrlc principle," some-
thing akiD, perhapp, to Keely'a "etherio

vapor," which the Count claims to " infuse
"

Into his remediea to make them potent. Nor
is there any severe treatment with canatlc, aa

ia usual with all other praotitionera, regulars

and otherwise. The treatment Ib nsually en-

tirely painlesE—never anything like severely so.

" Specifics" are employed as unguents, aimply

aided in their penetrating power by the use of

a mild galvanic current aa a carrier. These, to

break down the diseased tieaue, while other
" apecifioa" are at the same time employed aa

alteratives to carry off the effete matter through
natural ohannela, the blood, etc. The treat-

ment asBuagea rather than induoea pain. Every
portioa of the several remediea employed,
whether unctions or alterativea, ia derived

either from the vegetable kingdom or from

milk. The remediea are alao varied according

to the locality and different oharaotera of

the malady, and all are employed in accordance

with general medical piactlce. Dr. Cook'a

practice differs from all others—in that she

cures while others aimply remove. We know
of no other treatment where more or leas do

not return. We have never known a single re*

turn in her practice.

A Reality or a Fraud.

The San Franoiaco oancer cure is a reality or

it ia a fraud. We boldly ataert the former, chal-

lenge an inquiry, and in the name of humanity

and juatioe call for an investigation. We don't

propose to atop thia controversy bo long as we
live, and are able to wield a pen or utter a

word, until aome proper and aoknowledged
authority haa investigated and pronounced

npon it.

What ia called for ia simply an inveatlgation

into the reality of these aaserted remediea by

the medical faculty of thia oity or aome other

locality. If there is nothing in them, that fact

can be readily arrived at. We hold that the

cumulative evidence adduced is more than anf-

fioient to warrant an icquiry. The object

sought is one of the highest importance which

can intereet any city or any people. It ia one

which meana life or death to not lesa than 600

people in this city alone, who are this day, and

every day In the year, scffering from the most

dreaded malady with which humanity ia t lliict-

ed. Fully twenty of these people are dying in

San Francisco every month. Ia it not the bua-

iness of our health oonaervatora to look into

anything whioh haa even the moat diatant proa*

pect of deliverance ?

Bat it ia a secret remedy and we muat not

tonoh it, aay our doctors, and when we eeaay to

get aome aid for an invcBtigation from a great

charitable inatitution in New York founded

by San Franoiaco benevolence, we are unexpeot*

edly thwarted in our efforta by aome '*medical

friends " in thia city, who know nothing about

it. Why interfere ? We hesitate to give the

reason uppermost in onr mind. What other

can be imagined ?

It is a aecret remedy— ao ia Koch's—and

whenever the faculty will take hold of thia aa

they have of that, and teat it aa thoroughly aa

they are doing that, if it provea a aucoesa, there

are thcaa who stand ready to pledge themselvea

that It ehall be given aa freely to the world as

Koch's will be given, if it shculd prove a suo-

cesB. What more can be asked for?

We have taken up the matter of the New
York letter becauee it was at our request that

Col. Grannis took an interest in it and wrote

to the president of the N. Y. Hospital. He
afterward requested the writer of theae linea

to write to the managing jhyaician, which he

did. He wrote a carefully prepared and kindly

letter asking for an inveatlgation. But so far

no notice has been taken of that communica-

tion. And now, ainoe the reply to Col. G;an*

nia haa found ita way into the public preaa of

this oity with editorial eommenta refieoting

somewhat severely upon Dr. Cook, we feel it

our duty to write this open letter in answer to

Dr. Coe, aa he haa evidently been misinformed

and misled by aome San Francisco physicians

in reaching his conclusion.

The comments of the Examiner^ in which

paper the letter appeared, we care nothing

about, aa they will produce no prejudicial ef-

fect upon the publio of- thia city, where that

paper and the present writer are both well

known. W. B, Ewer.

To Henby C. Cob. M. D., attending Surgeon

and Secretary of the Board of Managers of the

New York National Oancer Hoapital,
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Passing Events.

The coast experienced the worst Btorm of

the winter daring the past week, and one of

the worst we ever had here. The rainfall was

excessive* and while it waa welcomed in some

quarters, it did damage in others. In the

southern part of the State and in Arizona,

bridges have been washed away, railroads dam*

aged and some towns flooded. At San Fran-

oieco, a Teasel wai wrecked and IS livei lost,

and other craft were injared.

The Debris Commtesioners have at last made

their report pabllc, and a synopsis Is given in

another column. It will be necessary to wait

for more details tn order to understand its fall

bearing. However, the Commissioners suggest

the expenditure of certain aams on the

rivers, but as the session of Congress is so

nearly over, nothing will be done for the

present.

The Governor has signed the bill repealing

the Act declaring the Klamath river navi-

gable, so that the miners of that region can now
go on with their work with no fear of interrnp-

tion. A nnmber of other bills in the interest

of the miners are still pending.

Mechanics' Institute Trustees.—At the

eleotion of Trustees of the Mechanics' Institnte

on Tuesday, the following were declared

elected: George E. Dorn, Andrew Wilkie,

Irwin C. Stump, Oscar Lswis, Frank Dalton,

M, A. Dorn, S. J. Hendy, D. A. Maodonald,

John Mallon,

Chief of Mines.—Director-General Davis of

the World's Fair has stated that he had

definitely settled upon T. J. V. Skiff of Denver

as the chief of the mines and mining bureau.

Mr, Skiff Is a National CommisBioner. His

selection was made some weeks ago, bat the ap-

pointment was not made of&oial.

The Mining Interests and tlie Legis-

lature.

The bill repealing the Act declaring the

Klamath river navigable, which passed both

honees of the Legislature, has been signed by

the Governor, so that hydraulic mining may
again go ahead on the upper Klamath.

The bill, which provides that cities or coun-

ties which sue persons or corporations of other

counties must have the cases tried in other dis-

interested counties, passed the Assembly but

has not yet passed the Senate. It would be of

advantage to the hydraulic mining men to have

debris suits tried where there is no prejudice

Senator Campbell of Solano has a bill which

provides that all mining companies whose stock

is sold at a stock exchange must keep complete

books, showing all details of receipts and ex-

penditures and all transfers of stock. These

books are to be open to any shareholder. This

would only refer to mining companies listed

on itook exchanges.

The same Senator has another bill to protect

the small stockholder in mining companies and

prevent brokers using the stock in elections.

Senator Williams of this city has introduced

a bin in which it is declared unlawful for any

person, ffrm, corporation or association to buy
or sell, or to offer to buy or sell the, or any of

the shares of the capital stock of any corpora-

tion in any stock board, stock exchange or

stock market under the control of any associa-

tion.

Another bill by the same gentleman provides

thai! all contracts for the sale or sales made of

the capital stock of any corporation or associa-

tion, or any part thereof, on margin or to be

delivered at a future day, are hereby declared

to be unlawful.

The remainder of the bill describes in detail

the kind of contracts which shall be deemed
unlawful.

As will be eeeo, these last bills are aimed at

the mining-stock business in this city.

Basides two bills, a joint resolution was
passed by both houses asking Congress to ap-

point commissioners to come to California, ex-

amine our rivers and bydraulio mines and take

auoh action as would enable some of the

harmless hydraulic mines to resume oper*

ations.

Mines on Odd Sections.

The miners of a portion of Shasta county

hold a meeting on Saturday of this week to

coniider the subject of mining claims on odd
sections of land in the mineral belt. Miners

of Igo, Horsetown, Muletown, Texas Springs,

Centerville,Lower Springe, Shasta,Whiskytown,
Oak Bottom, Tower House, Flat Creek, Motion
Creek and Squaw Creek are to be present.

Mineral affidavits will be furnished and ac-

knowledged before Justice of the Peace and
Notary Public, without charge. Miners now
have this opportunity to protect themselves,

and unless they make a rally, and do so on
this occasion, the mineral lands will be, to a

certain extent, barred against them.

The mineral domain of the country is being

gradually narrowed, the railroad companies
and agricultural claimants taking possession of

much that should be left free to prospectors.

One main reason for this is that the miners do
not take the trouble to refute the affidavits

concerning the character of the land. If they
have no claims there they let it go, and then,

when a patent is granted, the mineral becomes
the property of the agricultural claimant.

It was never the intention of the Government
to let the railroad companies or individuals

have any of the mineral lands of the country.

These lands were declared free and open to

prospectors under certain restrictions. Bat
many thousands of acres have passed into the

hands of private parties—minerals and all. If

the miners of each region would band together
as the Shasta men propose to do, much of the

trouble could be averted, and the mineral lands

be kept for those for whom they were intended.

At Mare Island Navy Yard the last stone

has been put in place on one of the greatest

dry-docks in the world. The work has cost

nearly $3,000,000 and has been carried on un-
der the profeasional supervision of Engineer
Walcott, The dock has been in use for some time
and has received some of the largest warships
of England and France, which have accepted
its hospitalities for the purpose of cleaning and
repairs.

Tug-Boat Charges.

The events of the week, in oonneotion with

the storm and shipwreck on the coast, bring

into prominence the tug boats of the bay and

their methods of operation. It seems that

while they make a good deal of money out of

shipping when the ships are prosperous, they

are apt to make a great deal more when the

ships are in distress. This is a great commer-

cial community, having much to do with ship-

ping, and we have one of the finest harbors in

the world; but the harbor has got into disre-

pute with shipmasters and owners on account

of the excessive harbor charges of various

kinds, among which are included expenses of

tug-boats. These charges are less now that

there is competition, but there is still room for

great Improvement,

One custom which is a bad one is that of the

tug taking the ship's hawser instead of giving

its own hawser for towing. The boat, the

engine and the hawser are the three essentials

of a tug-boat, but when they engage to tow a

ship they do not furnish the hawser unless paid

extra for It,

This is all wrong. The tug ought to be com-

pelled to furnish all the necessary appliances

for towing, of which the hawser is one of the

most important. When a man hires a horse

and buggy ashore, he expects the traces to be

furnished with the outfit. The case is parallel

in hiring a tug-boat.

When the tug took hold of the Ill-fated Eliz-

abeth off Lime Point and began to tow, the

hawser (which in this case belonged to the

tug) broke. After some time it was again

passed to the ship, and when off Point Bonita

it again parted, the ship went adrift and struck

on the four-fathom bank of the bar, where she

lost her rudder and was subsequently wrecked

and 18 lives lost, including the captain.

Now what business has a tug-boat to have a

hawser which she can break under any circum-

stances ? It ought to be big and strong enough

to stand more strain than the tug could put on

it. If the tug can break it, she ought to be

liable for all damages resalting from the break-

ing.

One tug-boat captain refused to take the life-

boat in tow out to the distressed ship, and an-

other captain took the lifeboat in tow on the

return, started up quickly, capsized the boat,

by which means one man was drowned,

and then the tug went on her way without

assisting in an attempt to save the life of the

lifeboat captain.

This is not a very nice record for the tugs in

the Elizabeth case. Finally two got hold of

her, bat could not keep her off the rooks and

she was lost.

On the same day the Jessomene strnck on the

same shoal part of the bar in attempting to

leave the port after an unsuccessful attempt to

enter and brought up down near Point Reyes

in a dangerous position. For 36 hours she lay

there in sight of the lighthouse, signaling for a

tug, but no attention was paid to her signals

by the lighthouse men though word was sent by

a fisherman. Finally a tug did come and

demanded §12,000 from the captain to save his

ship. The captain offered $6000, but the tug

refused and the ship bad to pay the $12,000.

If this is not legalized highway robbery, it is

the next thing to it. Such a demand made,

under the circumstances, when the ship oaptain

could not refuse, ought not to be allowed by

the courts. It Is a disgrace to the community

that such things can be permitted. Double or

treble the usual prices for towing or many times

the cost might be charged, but such extortion

by a tug-boat should not be permitted.

These things are decidedly bad for the repu-

tation of the port and the community. The

ghoulish action of the men on the Marin county

shore In refusing to lend horses to the life-boat

men to haul their rocket apparatus to the

wreck; In refusing to send the saved men to

town in a wagon; in refusing to help search for

the bodies and in helping themselves to all they

could find, is no worse than the aotlon of the

tug men of this side of the bay, nnparalleled

as it would seem to be.

The government epent great sums and much
time in breaking up the wrecking gangs on the

Eastern coast, and has established life-saving

stations to help the distressed mariner. But

these instances here show man's inhumanity to

man In a strong light. The poor people of a

coast line may have some excuse in poverty for
.

robbing shipwrecked sailors, but there can be

no such excuse for the tug-boat owners, and

their actions are not much better than those of

the common wrecker. If a certain sum is not

paid them, far In excess of what is usually de-

manded, then the ship can sink for all they

care. It is trading on the necessities of a class

which is put a stop to In all other occupations

where it is possible. If there are authorities

who oan regulate these things, now is a very

good time to begin to regulate them. If the

State has jurisdiction, the Harbor Commission-

ers ought to take cognizance of these events

If not, the Government^officlala, who haul up
poor Jack if he mutinies, or take away the

license of a ferry captain for a collision, might

turn their attention to the actions of the tug-

boat men. If these things have grown up by

custom, it is time to stop the custom, which is a

bad one.

Heavy Coal Receipts.

The receipts of coal at this port for the past

week aggregated 71,052 tons—the largest quan-

tity on record in the same space of time. Of

this, 46,228 tons were from foreign sources,

27,175 tons from Australia, 16,834 tons from

Liverpool and 2219 tons from Glasgow. The
Pacific Coast coal amounted to 20,888 tons, and
that from Atlantic ports 3940 tons.

S>n Francisco is rapidly Increasing in im-

portance as a coal-distributing center and also

as a point for its consumption. The figures

given will, however, show how much we have

to depend upon foreign coals. Very little com-
paratively comes from Atlantic ports. A large

portion of what Is known as coast coal is really

foreign, oomlng as it does from British Col-

umbia.

L»st week the prices of coal dropped ma-
terially, and, under the heavy receipts, a still

further reduction in prices has occurred. It is

stated also that prices even lower than pub-
lished quotations^may be had by large buyers

who take coal from the ship's side.

The manufacturing interests are greatly bene-

fited by these liberal receipts of coal. One
great drawback to manufaoturing in this State

has been the exoesaive cost of coal as compared
with other centers. Bat as the commerce of

the port increases, and more steam and sailing

vessels come here, the coal receipts increase

and cost lessens. One vessel that came this

week had to sell her coal for less than it cost,

she having arrived on a low market.

Oar coast collieries also are Increasing their

outputs, and more mines- are being opened.

Many small veins of lignite have been found on

the ooast of late which furnish product for local

consumption, which is a great help to interior

towns.

Imprisoned in a Mine.

Five Hungarian miners were rescued alive

from the ill-fated slope No. 1 at Jeanesville,

Pa., after having been imprisoned IS days.

How they survived Is a miracle. Nothing like

it has been known or heard of in the Pennsyl-

vania fields. While two men were searching

in a breast of the east gangway, they came
across the five Hungarians huddled closely to-

gether and almost dead. They were so weak,
with but one exception, they could not be

moved. Doctors were at once sunvnoned, and
a large stock of blankets taken down. Careful

nursing will be given them, and every effort

put forth to save their lives. The searchers

say that their attention was attracted about 9

o'clock by a slight tapping on the wallp, and,

working in that direction, they finally came
upon the men. John Tomakuaky had been en
deavoring to make himself heard, and, in a faint

voice, informed them that he and the others

were almost dead from hunger and cold. It

was not long before the men were reached.

Tomakusky, when partially revived, said

the contents of their dinner-pails kept them
alive for six days. Then they lived on the oil

from their lamps and bottles. After that was
exhausted they drank dark, sulphurous water.

The 13 bodies of the men who were killed in

the mine have been found. These five miners
were those nnaooonnted for.

"Diamond" Joe Reynolds, the Chicago
millionaire who owned tho Congress mine, Ari-
zona, died on Saturday last. He had many
heavy mining investments near Prescott and
his death, is quite a loss to that section,
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Our Rivers.

The Army Board appointed to make a pre*

Umlnary examination of the Saeramento and

Feather rivers, and the Debria CommlflsioD of

eoRlneeri appointed to Investigate the debris

qaestion, as far as it affected our rivers, have

both made reports to the Sooretary of War,

and through him to Congress.

The first board snoimarizeB recommendations

M far aa they relate to appropriations as fol-

lows:

1. A permanent yearly appropriation, not
to exceed $*25,000, for the improvement and
conservation of channels and banks, by use of a
•nag'boat and orew, on the Sacramento river

above the city of Sacramento.
2. A upecific appropriation of $275,000 for

removal of obatructions in the Lower Saora-
mento, and $25,000 for the oloaure of Jacob's

loogh, on the eaet bank of the Sacramento,
above theolty of Sacramento.

3. A speoifio appropriation of $300,000 for

treatment of the Yuba near and above Marys-
vllle.

4. A specific annual expenditure of $20,000
for improvement of the navigable channel of

the Feather river.

5. In closing this report, the board desires

to say that a levee system, in great part al-

ready existln;;, needs to be projected and com-
pleted for the Feather river, in order to secure

the maximum improvement of which it ie

capable.

The Debris Commlasion's report is given in

brief elsewhere in this number of the Press.

They, too, aaggeet certain expenditnres to im-

prove the rivers.

However, Congress has done nothing and

will do nothing this year. One of our Repre-

eotatlves has telegraphed that onr rivers and

harbors will receive nothing at all at the hands

of this Congress.

Meantime some of the rivers, freed from con-

gressional control, are doing as they please, and

not being al^e to carry the storm waters com-

fortably, are carrying away bridges, washing

away land, destroying railroad embankments,

and doing whatever damage they conveniently

can. It seems very difficult for as to get Con-

gress to pay muoh attention to improving the

water-courses in the State of California, Prob'

ably the State is not of sufficient political im'

portanoe to warrant much expenditure in that

direction. The Government does not need to

heed the advice of its own engineers or the de-

sires of the inhabitants of this section.

Ventilating Quartz Mines.

In an investigation before the '* Ventilation

of Mines Board," Victoria, John Harvey, man-

ager of the New Cbnm United gold mine, de-

scribed the system of ventilating that mine to

the bottom of the 1900-foot shaft. The sketch

shows a section of the mine. ^ is a winze

sank on the eastern reef; B^ winze sunk straight

down in center of country to reef, then ander-

lay with eastern reef; C7, winze sunk on east

leg of reef; i>, winze sunk for prospecting and

ventilation of mine; E, winze or small stone

underlaying to west; F, winze now being sank;

Of saddle reef worked oat; H, reefs not worked;

P, pent-honse on shaft and cisterns on it for

BQpplying tanks with water. The mine Is oon-

neoted with New Cham Consolidated at No. 8.

The air comes in at this level, goes down the

winze and up through the shaft. The whole of

the shaft is apcast; nothing comes down the

shaft from the apper levels.

At this same investigation a patent ventilator

of the Victorian Atmospheric Refrigerating

Co. was examined and described. It is shown
in the accompanying out. The actual patent is

an injector fan. It Is actually a syphon system

for air instead of water or steam. The oironlar

motion Js given by the small foroe inserted

above the fan on the turbine wheel—a small

jet of water as big as a darning-needle will

drive one big enough for ventilating a room

As that rushes through it oauies a vacuum,

It should be, as the circular motion is imparted

to the machine below the ceiling, the vacuum

is caused by the air ruihing through the open

moath at right angles. The alr-plpe, presuming

it la used as an exhaust, would be attached im<

mediately below the machine, but in using it

Iaa
a ventilatorjfor driving the air in it would

be reversed. With reference to mines, it must

be done by exhaust, a main shaft or pipe car-

ried down the mine, and the machine working

above ontalde the mine, and branches taken

away olose home to the workings. It Is claimed

I

that 9000 feet per minute is obtained by a two-

foot machine. For deep mines a larger one

THE BEGAN VAPOR PUMPING OUTFIT.

REGAN VAPOR ENGINE IN LAUNCH.

would be necessary. It can be worked by

water or steam and la in use in a number of

places in Victorian gold fields.

The Regan Vapor Engine.

The Regan vapor engine is operated by means

of vapor, being drawn into the cylinder by the

suction of the piston and ignited by an electric

spark. The carbureter contains a small quan-

tity of gasoline; this carbureter is connected

with the engine by a pipe.' At eaoh revolution

of the flywheel a current of cool air is drawn

through the carbureter and into the cylinder.

In passing through the carbureter, it vaporizes

a quantity of the gasoline; this, when mixed

with more air drawn through the pipe and air-

valve, forms the oharge upon which the com-

bustion develops the power.

There is no Are, boiler, steam, ooal, ashes, or

anything of that kind, connected with the en*

gine. There being no steam used, licensed en-

gineers are not necessary when this engine is

need in boats. Neither does It take a skilled

engineer to run the engine, for owing to the

mechanical construction of the engine, the op-

eration is automatic and no attention is required

other than to keep the carbureter properly

supplied with oil.

These engines wilt also run with illuminating

gaa or natural gas. They are adapted for elec-

tric light plants or country houses, mills, shops

and hotels, and for all ordinary purposes for

which an engine Is used. The cut given here-

with shows a cheap and convenient pumping

plant for Irrigation, elevator work and house-

hold purposes. This outfit does away with the

necessity of belting or shafting, and the pump
is arranged so as to change the stroke to meet

any required elevation, or to throw the pump
ofif altogether and use the engine for power.

This is the latest improved form of the Regan

vapor engine.

The other engraving shows the engine applied

to a small launch. There is no delay in start-

ing to get up eteam, but the boat is ready for

use at any time and plenty of power is devel-

oped for the purpose of propulsion. The boat

engines are of vertical type. The Regan Vapor

Engine Co. of this city furnishes engines and

pumping outfits, launches, boat's, oanoea, etc.

The extensive olronlation and prominence

given to the State s horticultural and viticul-

tural interests by *' California on Wheels" have

caused the inception of a novel scheme which

will shortly be carried into effect. The plan,

which was conceived in this city, is to run a

well-fitted car through the towns of Oregon,

Washington, Montana, Idaho, aud the States

Vr =/
VENTIL.ATOR FOB EXHAUSTING AIR.

1900 Feet-Bottom of Shaft,

VENTILATING A DEEP MINE.

and Territories west of the Missouri, containing

samples of the muinfaotured products of our
SUte.

The Government Cummission and
Debris.

The Secretary of War has filed the report of the
Commiawion appointed by the Act of Congresa
in 18S8 to examine hydranltc mining in Califor-

nia and report upon the losses sustained by the
deposits of debris In streamp. The examina-
tion was begun In the spring of 1S89 and con-
cluded in the fall of last year. There is a full

description of hydraulic mining in the upper
and Sierra districts and a review of its progresa
and reeults, and the law suppressing the dump-
log of refuse matter is given. There are also

tabulated statements showing the depth of de-
posits of debris at different poiots as compiled
by the State authorities and others interested

in the controversy between the miners and
farmers.

The report Is signed by Lieutenant-Colonel

W. H. Banyuard and Major Thomas H. Han-
bury. The board caused an examination to be
made of the injured lands bordering on the

Feather, Yuba, Sacramento, American and
San Joaquin rivers and their tributaries, and
surveys were made of the channels of the Sao-
ramento and Feather rivers. Assistants were
sent into the field for the purpose of examining
the oanyons of the different rivers and their

tributaries into which debris was dumped, and
surveys were made of selected sites for debris

dams. The particular sections visited were
those which had been the scene of former min-
ing operations on a large scale or which repre-

sented typical mining dlstrlots.

The concluding remarks of the Commission
are as follows :

" The duty devolving upon
the board is to ascertain If some plan cannot be

devised whereby the present conflict between
the miners and farmers can be adjusted In or-

der that the hydraulic-mining industry oan
again be carried on without Injury to the farm-

ing interests and the navigation of rivers. It

is not apparent that any expression of opinion
or recommendation will have any effect In re-
habilitating the industry in the present legal
status of the question. Without some modlfi.
cation of the existing conditions, hydraulic min-
ing must cease. It cannot be carried ou with-
out violating the decrees of the courts,

*'If, however, by a reversal of the opinlan pf
the courts, or by other means, hydraulic min-
ing oan be permitted In whole or in part, or if

without such reversal, an expression of opinion
Is required as to the feasibility of impounding
mining debris, the board will state that the in-

vestigations and examinations made indicate
that in isolated oases it is possible to Impound
debris without Injury; also that locations exist
in the canyons of different mining streams in
the Sierra district where permanent stone dams,
properly oonstructed, will retain large quanti-
ties of material of a character formerlymined out,
and which has caused the destruction of farm-
ing lands and injured the navigation of rivers.

These dams, however, will not be effeotive in
impounding all the material delivered into the
oanyons from the mines. Being in streams and
in the pathway of freshets, portions of the
heavier material will be carried over the crests
of the dams, to eventually find a lodgment la
the river below. The finer sands and clays
cannot be effectually impounded by such bar-
riers, but will be carried off in suspension.
With the improved condition which it is de*
sired to give to navigable rivers, it is probable
that the greater part of this finer material can
be carried off without being productive of harm.
The construction of dams called for being en-
tirely in the interests of the miners, the cost
thereof should be borne by the individuals In-

terested in mining,
*' The navigation of rivers in the Sacramento

valley has been injured by the operations of
hydraulic mining. The Injury has been caused
by the deposition of vast quantities of mining
debris in beds. In addition, there are vast
deposits of material lying in the canyons and
In the plains below the foothills, portions of
which will be carried down during the floods,

and eventually lodge in these streams.
" It is proposed to improve the rivers, first, by

restraining debris now lodged in the canyons
of the Yuba and Bear, and in the plains below
by dams and other restraining works; seooud,
by contracting the widths of rivers by brash-
wing dams in their beds. The system of re-

straint will be oontinned until the rivers in
their Improved condition can carry the mate-
rial brought down.
" The estimates of these Improvemeuti are:

Feather river wing dams, $300,000; Sacramento
river wing dams, $300,000; dam on Yuba river

at Deguerre point from $300,000 to $640,000,
according to hight; dam on the Bear river at Van
Yiesens, $150,000; restriction works on the
Yuba below the foothills, $300,000, besides an
annual amount of $20,000 for maintaining nav-
igation on the Feather river, while the above
proposed works are in coarse of oonstruotion/'
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VALUAELE BODES ONMMAmmS
AND ASSAYING.

A Practical Manual of Minerals, Mines and
Mining. Comprising suggestions as to the localities

and associations of all the Useful Minerals; full de-

scriptions of the most effective methods of both the
qualitative and cjuantitative analyses of each of these
minerals, and hints upon the vaiious operations of
mining, including architecture and construction.

By Prof. H. S. Osborn, LL. D. Illustrated by 171 en-

gravings. Svo, 367 pages. Price $4.50
-6®* A descriptive circular gioing the full .table of

contents of the ahooe hook sent free to any one loho will

seiid his address.
A Treatise on Metalliferous Minerals and

Mininsr. By D. C. Davies. With 148 illustrations.

12mo, 432 pages. Price $5.00
Mine Drainage. By Stephen Michell. Svo, 277

engravings. Price $6.00
A Treatise on JBartliy and Other Minerals

and Mining:. By D. C. Davies. With 76 engravings.
12mo. Price $5.o0
The Prospector's Hand-Book. A Guide for

the Prospector and Traveler in search of Metal-bear-
ing or other valuable Minerals. Illustrated. 12mo.
Price ,

$1.50
Mineralogry Simplified. Easy Methods of Ide i-

tifying Minerals, including Ores, by means of the
Blow-pipe, by Flame Reactions, by the Spectroscope,
and by Humid Chemical Analysis, based on Von
Kobell's Tables for the Determination of Minerals,

etc. By Henry Erni, M. D. Illustrated. 12mo.
Price $3.00
TTndergrround Treasures; Hotv and Where

to Find Them. A Key for the Ready Determina-
tion of Minerals \vithin the United States, Bv James
Orton. Price $1.50
The Assavera' Manual. An Abridged Treatise

on the Docimastic Examination of Ores, and Furnace
and other Artificial Prod acts. By Bruno Kerl, Pro-
fessor in tte Royal School of Mines, Member of the
Royal Technical Commission for the I ndti stries, and of
the Imperial Paten t Olfice, Berlin. Translated from the
German by Wm. T. Brannt. Editor of " The Techno-
Chemical Receipt Book," etc. Second American
Edition, Edited with extensive additions by
F. Lynwood Garrison, Member of the Am. Institute

of Mining Engineers, Iron and Steel Institute, Verein
Deutscher Eisenhuttenleute, etc. Illustrated by S7
engravings. 354 pages, Svo, cloth. Price $3.00

j8®" a circular of S pages, qitarto, giving the full
Table of Contetits of this important Book, as well as a
new List of Leading Books on Metal Mining, Metallurgy,
Mineralogy, Assaying, Chemical Analysis, etc., sentfree
to any one in any part of the world who toill send, his

address.
JS^" The above or any of our Books sent by mail, free

ofpostage, at the publication prices, to any address i7i

the worlds
4®* Our New and Revised Catalogue of Practical

and Scientific Books, 87 pages. Svo, and our other Cata-
logues, the whole covenng every branch of Science ap-
plied to the Arts, sent free and free ofpostage to any one
in any part of the world who loill furnish his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
INDUSTKIAL FUBLIBHBllS, BOOESBLLBRS AND IMPORTERS,
SIO Walnut St., Philadelphia, Fa., U. S. A.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
.HANITFAOTURBBS OF..

A Move for Better Roads.
JUST READY.

iEsaays on Road Mablng: and Maintenance
and Road TiAWS, for which Prizes or Hooorablc
Mention were awarded throujrh the University of Peon-
sylvanla, by a Committee of Citizens of Philadelphia,
with a Synopsis of other contributions and a Review by
the Secretary, Lewis M. Haupt, A, M , C. E., Prof, of
Civil Engineering, Univer. of Pa. Also an Introduction
by William H. Rbawo, Chairman of Committee. Svo,
cloth. 319 pages. Price $3.00
'iSF By mail, at the publication price, free of postage

to any address in the world.
tS" A circular, U pages, Uto, giving the full Table of

Contents of this important volume, sent free of postage
to any one who willfurnish his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
IHDDSTRIAL POBLISHEaS, EOOESELLERS AND ImPOETBRS,
SIO Walnut St., Fhllade]pliia, Pa., V. S. A.

0X.AYTOjv^
IMPROVED

Fo« CATALOGUES, ESTIMATES, ETC., AD

Clayton Air Compressor Works
OF BROOKLYN, N V. .

43 PEY ST., NEW YORK.

GRANGER'S ROLLER STAMP MILL
Beats them all. "Works dryoros. jMakpseTcn grao-

ulation. Ko deQd work, heuce ininiumm wear.
A. P. GRAXGER, Denviii-, Colo.

GRANGER'S DRY ORE SEPARATOR
Th6 very best. Uses no water. No freezing np.

SaveB hanlinff waste. Saves high percentage. Send
for clrcalars.

A. P. GKAMGBR, Denver, Colo.

UP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT,
True to pattern and superior In strengrth, tousbness and durability to Oast or Wronsbt

Iron In any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Deicription.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORGINGS.

ALSO Steel Rode, from ^ to 3 inch diameter and Plats trom 1 to 8 Inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to slzo and lengths
STEEL BAILS Irom 12 to 46 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron* Rolled
Beams, Angle, Channel, and T iron, Bridge and Machine Bolta, Lag Screws, Nutfl, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and FrameBi
and Iron Forg^gs of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOB SCRAP IRON AND STfiEL.

t^ Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

FACmC KOLLme mill go., 202 Market St., San I'raiidsco.

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINOKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES. Proprietors.

[ESTABUSHED IN 1855.1

—MANUFACTURBitfl OF—

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-
Propeller Engines, either High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

MINING MAOHINERY.-Hoistlng Engines and

Worlds, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Colimms, Air Com-
pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.—Batteries (or Dry or Wet
Criishlng, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Fornaces, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, eto.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.—Flour

&Iill Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINES5BOILER8
OF ALL KINDS,

Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

Water Pipe, Pump or Air Colmmu, Fish
Tanks for Salmon Canneries

OF BVBKY DBSORIPTION.

Boiler Repairs Promptly atteDded to and at very moaerkte rates.

AQBKTS FOR THE PACIFIC COABT FOR THB

I>e^xi.e Steaxxi. Z>°uzxi'C3.
SPECIALTIES

:

Corliss Engrlnes and Xastln Ore Palverlzers. DEANB STEAM PUMP.
AerentB and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical Works.
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Industrial Gheinist, Assayer

and Geologist,

718 MONTGOMERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

WWlll report on the condition and value of any mining property on
the Pacific Coast. Rare Chemicals made to order. InstruotioDS Riven In
Aaaaylnff and Praotinal ChemiBtrv

GREAT REDUCTION

!

BATTERY~~SOREENS.
Best and Cheapest In America.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Sliot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds oj Min
IngandMillmf; Maciiinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass.
Zinc and otlier metals punched (or all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 16 (ane).

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
281 Si 223 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN -W. QPICK, Proprietor.

N. W. SPAULDING

Manufacturers of

SPAULDINQ'S

Inserted Tootli

AND

CHISEL BIT
CIBCULAB

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MAOHINBRY
Of all kinds made to order. Send for Descriptive Cata

logue, 17 and 10 Fremont St.t-San Vr*ncUo*

\m apd (tachipe hh
CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,

WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS.

No. llQBealeSt.. - - San FranclBCo.
BtJILDBRB OF

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging
Machloes, Rock Crushers, Cable Railway Machinery,
ElUthorp Air Brake Co.'s Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cuehions and Air Brakes. POSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Ram Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E. Henrickson'e Patent Automatic
Safety Catches.

Machines of all kinds Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

Manufacturers of

CASTINGS OP EVERY DESCRIPTION
137, 129 and 131 Beale Street,

Between Mission and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO.
GAS WOSK A gFECIAi:,TY.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.

Pioneer Mining Offlce of the Northwest
Coast.

Having the largest permanent brick assuy furnaces, chem-
ical laljoratory and mining ottico on the Northwest Ooaat;
with a coUectiuD of ubout ICOO samples of the ores of Alaska,
British Columbia, Oregou and tho Northwest Territories,
and having made personal examiDatious of nearly every
miuiug cuiup on the Pacific Slope, from California to
Alaska, I ivm prepared to do any clasa of legitimate and
honest mining work, such as EXAMINING, ENGINEER-
ING, SAMPLING AND REPORTING ON THE VALUE
OF ALL MINERAL, COAL AND FIRE-CLAY PROP-
ERTIES. BUILDING STONES, EARTHS, ASSAYS
AND ANALYSIS OF ORES, WATERS, CHECK.
SAMPLES OP ORE. PDLP3. "ORGANIC ANALYSIS"
WORK, and in fact any work contucted with the office of a
flrst-class mining geologist and chemiBt. Any Information
miniDg men may df>sire to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL RESOURCES of the entire Pftcitic Northwest
will be hontstly given. Address Or.IVUllsE.KTerette.
Consulting MiLing Geologist and ObemiBt, 1318 E Street,
Tacomu, Wash.

A. 3. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 0A]:,XFOBMJA STB££T,
Rooms 30 and SI, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,

Designers and Constructors of Gold and Silver Mills

HoistiLg and Pumping Worlis, Tramways, and every-
tiling pertaining to the Mining and KeductioQ of Ores.

Bewick, Moreing & Hooper,

MINING ENGINEERS,
608 California Street, San Francisco, Oa

Suffolk House, Laurence, Pountney Hill,
LONDON, K. C.

Leake's Buildings, Johannesburg,
SOUTH AFRICA.

Report on mines and undertake management of mining
properties.

RICHARD R. HAWKINS,
MINING ENGINEER.

LATE ASSISTAMT GEOLOGIST U. S. GEOLOGICAL
Survey. General Manager La Velera (Limitada), via

Torres and La Barranca, Sonora, Mexico.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Oivil and Minln&r Engii^eer,

UXNING EXPERT AMD GEOLOGIST.

Business Box A," office of this paper, SaoAddresB

FranciBco.

ROSS E. BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engrineer,

No. 807 Sanbohb St., San Felaxoisoo.

The iDstniment represented iu the above cut is a
new and grand little invention, being designed to
save life and limb, and innumerable lawsuits, by
doing away with the dangerous operation of digging
out wet and unexploded loads wnere Giant Powder
is used in mining. The little Instrument crimps the
cap onto the end of the fuse Firmly and Abao-
lutely Water-tight It is also used for cutting
the fuse. They are neatly gotten-up of the finest
cast steel, nickel plated. Price, $1.50 each.

N . W. MOODBY, Fresno. Cal.

WM. H. OONLY,

Lands, Mining and Commission,
124 SANSOMB STRBET,

Kooms SI and 22

»

Telephone No. 5057. SAN FRANCISCO.

lATENTB!n
I Scientific Press Patent Agency
/"°

A^ll^rf^kli:- 220 JBaKketSt.,S.F.
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AMALGAMATING MACHINERY.

Stam(> Hills for Wet or Dry Crushing,

luntington CentrKugai Qmrtz Mill. Drjlng

;ylinder«. Amalgamating Pans, Settlers,

igltators and Concentrators. Retorts, Bui-

ion and Ingot Moulds. Conveyors. Elevators.

Iruckners and Howell's Improved White's

koatting Furnaces, Etc.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

Blake. Dodge and Comet Crushers. Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls. Hartz Plunger

and Coltom ilgs. Frue Vanner & Embrey

Concentrators, Evans', Calumet, Collom's

and Rittengcr's Slime Tables. Trommels,

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. Ore Sam-

ple Grinders and Heberle Mills.

HORIZONTAL. VERTICAL
. . . AND SECTIONAIMPRovED CORLISS va^^v^eIVIIm ENGINES. » BOILERS

•tolstlng Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water & Ore

BUCKETS,

Ur Conn pressors,

Rock Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

IININC SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

HULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engines
and Cornisli

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Galena& Copper Ores,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

General Offices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.
RQAUPU nEEICPQ- NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER. COLO., I 3 I 6 Elgtiteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
DnHWbn UrriUCJ. 7 y,. second South St. LONDON, ENC, 43 Thieadneedle St., E. C. CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

lall* de Juarez. LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG, TRANSVAAL, South Africa.

H£I.ENA, UONTANA, Boom 28, Merchants' National Bank BDlIdlog, No. North Ualn St,

SOLE WESTERN AGENTS FOR TYLER WIRE 'WORKS DOUBLE ORIMPBD MINING CLOTHS.

JAMBS LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

Tbeae Wheels are designed for all purposes where limited qaantltlea of water and
high heads are titillzed, and are guaranteed to give more power with lesa water than
any other wheel made. Beiug placed on horizontal shaft, the power la transmitted
direct to shafting by helta, dlspenelng with gearing.

Eatimatea furnished on application for wheela specially built and adapted in

capacity to suit any particular case.

Further intormaticn can he ohtalned of this form of construction, aa well aa the
ordinary Vertical Turhlnes for Wooden Penatocka and in Iron Glohe Caaea, free o' cost,

by applyliig to the manufacturera.

JAMES LEFFBL & OO.,
Springfield, Ohio, or 110 Liberty St., Kew York.

FRASER ji CHALMERS, General AKents,
Ohlcaso, 111.) atid Denver. CoL

PARKE & LACy CO, General Aeents, San Francisco. Cal

RIX ^ FIRTH,
25 and 227 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

lompressed Air and Water Power
iVIaciiinery.

KNIGHT'S WATER WHEEL,
'or Mills, Pumping and Hoisting.

OVER 300 IN DSB.
UestltnateH jjnaranteed. Send forCircnlar.

WATER TANKS , WINE TANKS I

ALIFORNIA WINE COOPERAGE CO.
FUI.DA BKOS., Froprletors,

to 40 Spear St., San Francisco.

ALL KINDS OF CASKS, TANKS, Etc.

IVShip, Mihiho. and Watbr Taneb b Specialty.*^

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Saperior to all Others for Quartz Mills, Smelters, &c.

Not Affected by Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils, Every Belt Gnaranteed. Try It, Send

for Circnlar and Samples,

f
27 TO 33 CALiFORNIA STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

I^^^l

QUARTZ SCREENS
A Bpecialty. Round, alot

or burred slot holes. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo-,
geneous Steel, Cast Steel or
American planished )roD,

Zinc, Copper or Braes Screens for all purposea. Cali-

fornia Perforatine Screen Co., 145 & 147 Beale St, S. F.

DEWEY Ss
Market St.,

CO., PATENT AGENTS, 230
Sau Frftoclsoo. Elevator, 13 Front St

AMERICAN MINING AND STOCK CODE

"KELLOGRAPH."
Indispensable to tlie Mining Profession and

Useful in all Business Transactions.
A Complete System of Tranamitting Telegraphic Mes-

sages by Code Cipher Words in a Legible, Secret and
Economic Moaner.

OVER 35,000 WORDS AND SENTENCES
Subject to tranamission under infinite complication by
the use of over 70,000 code worda.
No danger of publicity in telegraphing matters con-

cerning operation or sale of mining property. The work
atrictly alphabetical and classiSed. The handiest work
ever pubhshed for mining operators.

PRICE, $5. Forwarded postpaid on receipt of price by

DEWEY & CO.,
220 MARKET STREEH". SAN FRANCISCO

^.TTENTION, MINERS
A FIRST-CLASS

[JiiionRockBreaker
Fox* JScb'lo C7j3e)a.T>-

500 MISSION ST„ SAN FBANOISOO.

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay OflQce, Ohenctical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed

of in the Open Market to the Higbeat Bidder.

ffletalliirgy and Ore^.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Montgomery St., San Francixco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highert Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Solphorets.

HAKUrKTnjRKIUS OF

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.
ALSO HANUFACTUKKIU OP

Standard Sliot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Chamberlin Patent.

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..
lUPOElTKRS AND DBALRRB IN

ASSAYERS' IMATERIALS, IMINE

AND IVIILL SUPPLIES,
ALSO CHEMICALS, AND PHYSICAL. SCHOOL AND

CHEMICAL APPARATUS.
63 & 65 First St., cor. Allsslon.Sau Francisco.

We would call the attention of
^Tr' Aesayere, Chemist6, Mining Com-*

paniea, Milling Companiea, Pros-
pectors, etc., to our full atock of

Balances, Furnacea, Mufflea, Cruciblea, Soorl-
fiera, etc., inotuding, also, a full etock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing theae sup-

plies slnoi the firet discovery of minea on the
Pacific Coast, we feel confident from our experi-
ence we can well auit the demand (or tbeee
goods, both aa to quality and price.

Agenta for the Morgran Crucible Co.,
Battersea, England. Also for £. G. Dennis-
ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Platea. The plate s

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly relia-

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taken
at his lowest prices. Our Illustrated Catalogue and As-
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR * OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET,

Near First and Ma.ke* StreetP, S. F.

C. A- Ldoekardt, Manager. E8TABi.'BBiD ISO

Ores worked by any ProoeBa.

Ores Sampled.

Aesaying in all its Branches,

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, eto.

Working Tests (practical) Made.

Flans and Specifications furnished for tb

most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Special attention paid to Examinations

Mines; Plane and Eeports famished,

O. A. LUOKHARDT dt CO.,
(Formerly Huhn Sc Luckhardt,

Mlnlnir Enslneers and Metallursrlsts

The Best Mining District
On tlie Faclflc Coast I

GRASS VALLEY. CAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the diatrlct ia

Daily and Weekly edition. Gives all the Mining News.
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mioiog Supplies will

find THE TIDINGS the best medium for directly reach-

ing the owners or managers of mines. Investora in

mines will find it to their advantage to subscribe.
Many mines are in successful operation, and new

enterprises are being instituted and many others are in

contemplation.
DAILY, 86 00 a year; WEEKLY, 82,60, in advance.

H. 8. SPAULDING, Publisher.

T. C. HOCKING, Editor.

WINCHESTER HOUSE,
11 Third Street, San Francisco, Cal,

This Fireproof Brick Building is centrally located, in

the healthiest part of the city, only a half hlock from the
Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat and
Railroad Offices,

Laundry Free for the use of FamilieB.

HOT AND COI-D BATHS FKEE.

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And Upward.

Booms with or without Board.

Free Coach to the HoTinf.

•rxzx: .xfi :^ziTJszx
Applies liquid pigment by a
jet of air. Highest awards
Frankliu and Amt^rican In-
stitutes aa a legitimate art
tool. Successfully used by
large numbers of the beet
crayOD, ink and water-color
portrait artists, and hy tech-
nical draughtsmen. Saves 75
per cent of time in shading.

Descriptivetfpamphlet sent free. It points out one way to
earn a living:. Address AIR BRUSH M'F'G CO.
9 Nassau Street, Rockford, Illinois.

tM«vv#*i«ik*«w Superior Wood ai

tngravmg.ss/irs^'K
Superior Wood and Metal Eograv
iag, Eleotxotyping and Stereotntlng
dODB at the (moe of this vapei.
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n^ARKEi -Reports.

Local Markets.

San Francisco, Feb. 26, i8gi.

Although general trade is reported light, yet there

is a confident feeling that 1891 will prove a more

prosperous year in all branches of business than

ever before enjoyed. The well-distributed rains in-

sure the different farm crops, while the heavy de-

posit of snow on the mountain ranges gives promise

of an abundant supply of water extending well into

the year for mining purposes. The various iron

manufacturing industries report free orders for

work. The money market after next week is ex-

pected to show more general ease.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is still re-

ported dull at about yB^c.

QUICKSILVER—Receipts the past week aggre-

gated only 56 flasks, and the exports by sea 10

flasks to Central America. The fall in prices and
buyers trying to get further concessions, undoubted-

ly cause large mine-owners to hold back supplies.

SILVER—Department purchases in this month
are reported as follows:

Oflidred Parchased Price paid

Date. o'lnces. ounces. per ouuce.

Feb i 1,13-2,000 478,000 SI 0260 to S1.0275

Feb 6 .1057 000 507.000 1 09S0 to 10225

Feb 9 .. . 78S000 150.000 10095 to 1.0100

Feb 11 823,000 414,000 1 OlSO to 1.0190

Feb 13 . . 671,000 1.0079 to 1.0090

FtblS ' 124,000 .93375 to .9860

Feb.20 S5I,0.0 .9890 to .9924

Feb 25 1,20S,000 608,000 .9797 to .9850

Total purchase to date. . .3,803 000

The purchases on yesterday supplying the monthly

requirement of 4,500.000 ounces indicates that 700,-

000 ounces were bought over the counter.

The silver market appears for the present to have

about touched bottom. It looks as if the speculat-

ors at the East have sent prices down so as to get

another short interest and also to buy up all float-

ing supplies. It is not at all unUkely but we will

witness better prices soon after Congress adjourns.

This opinion is grounded upon the general tenor of

the editorials on the subject in our English and
Eastern exchanges. The Indian demand in Lon-
don ought soon to set in quite active, and as that

country is expected to take more than in 1890, bet-

ter prices should obtain.

BORAX—The market shows more strength under

a freer demand from the East.

LIME—Receipts the past week aggregate 4068
bbls and exports by sea to Honolulu loio bbls.

The market is steady, with a good demand for the

season.

ANTIMONY—Exports by sea the past week ag-

gregated 4442 lbs to New York. The market is re-

ported firmer in sympathy with Eastern advices.

COPPER—Exports by sea the past week aggre-

gate 500 lbs, to New York. Eastern advices are con-

firmatory of an increased output in this country, but

a lessened output in other copper-mining countries.

They also state that the consumption abroad is still

making steady inroads into surplus stocks. The rev-

olution in Chili will probably reduce supplies from

that source.

TIN—Imports the past week aggregate 7870
boxes of plate from Liverpool. The market is

fairly active, • Eastern advices report a tin-plate

manufactory in operation at Chicago. The quality

of the plate turned out will cut a very important

figure in placing the product. English advices re-

port lower prices for plate for June dehvery, but up
to that month sellers are firm at full prices.

LEAD—There is nothing new to report. The
market is still more or less unsettled. At the East,

our advices report a dull market with large buyers

offish.

IRON—The market is fairly steady. While there

are liberal stocks of some kinds, there is barely

enough of other brands. The stocks, taken as a

whole, are not large. Eastern and European ad-

vices report steadier, firmer markets. With im-

proved crop prospects in this State we can reason-

ably look for freer shipments of iron to this port.

COAL—Imports the past week were the

largest in a single week in the history of this port.

They aggregate as follows: Liverpool, 16,834 tons.

Glasgow, 2219; Sydney, 2420; Newcastle, N. S. W,,
24,755; Baltimore, 2000; New York, 1920; Seattle,

4897; Departure Bay, 4413; Coos Bay, 1200; Nanai-
mo, 7978; Tacoma, 2400. Total, 71,286 tons;

The market is naturally unsettled and more or less

demoralized. To effect sales, buyers of round par-

cels can obtain concessions for delivery at ships'

sides in order to save expenses. It now looks as if

further reductions in prices from yard will soon be
in order. Continued favorable crop weather does
not tend to ircprove matters for the selling interest,

for more vessels will be offering to load for this port

in order to avail themselves of next season's wheat
trade.

COKE—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows: Antwerp, 170 tons; Newcastle (England),

613; Liverpool, 19; Glasgow, 630. Total, 1432
tons. While the market is reported easy, yet no
lower quotations are given out.

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
Nbw York, February 26.—The following are the clOB-

ng prices the past week:

Silver in Silver in

London. New York. Copper. Lead. Tin.

Thurailay . . .46 1-16 98} 14 25 4 30 19 90
Friday 45 1-16 984 14 25 4 35 19 85

Saturday.... 44§ 98J M 25 4 35 19 90
Monday ....448
Tuesday 44i mi 14 25 4 30 19 85
Wednesday. .44} m 14 26 4 30 19 86

The scarcity of Borax restricts the use of all kinds and
they are firm. Refined California is higher at 9J(£9tc;
powdered, 9^0; car lots, concentrated, SJa Quickailvet

is in moderate trade demand at 65@67c Lead is dull.

Iron showa a firmer tone. Copper is essentially un-
changed.

How Much We Eat,—It haa been calcalat-

ed, aooording to Prof. Proctor, that a man of

70 has consumed 20 wagon-loads, or SO tone of

food, solid and Uqnid.

Mining Share Market.

The Comstock mining shares were fairly active

the past week under slightly increased buying by

outsiders and more cross-orders by manipulators.

The latter appear to have fallen back on Con.

Virginia as the " king-pin" for the present upward

move. By advancing this stock, they expect to be

able to sell out the others to better advantage.

That Con. Virginia shares warrant higher prices

cannot be denied, for the grade of ore that is being

milled shows a steady increased value. Besides this,

those two stock mining experts, J. L. Flood and N.
T. Messer, visited Virginia City during the past two

weeks, and are very sanguine over the present show-

ing in the mine. A. W. Havens, a well-known office

mining man, who went with Messrs. Flood and
Messer, although rather reticent, is said to share

in their hopeful opinions. Best and Belcher and
Ophir moved up in sympathy with Con. Virginia,

but the rest of the market did very little. In outside

stocks there was some trading in the Bodies at de-

cUning prices. The Qnijotoas and Tuscaroras were

dull and heavy. The latter act as if the stock is

being picked up.

From the Comstock mines our advices report an
improvement in both Savage and Hale and Nor-
cross, with several levels being opened for future

work. In Ophir there is a steady improvement
toward the west. It now looks as if the dead and
other work that has been done, looking to opening
the i465-*oot level, will show up well before long, as

will also the work in Mexican on this level. Expe-
rienced miners are looking for something important

from Sierra Nevada on or about the 1300-foot level.

In Con. Virginia, active work is under way to more
fully develop, between levels, the rich ore found to

the west on the 900 and also 1200-foot levels. On
the i7So-foot level they appear to be developing the

ore on which they made a deal some years ago. In

Chollar, now that connection has been made with

the Potosi winze, more active exploring work can be

done to the west. There is a mysterious silence

about the work being done in Bullion, Exchequer,
Alpha, Challenge and Confidence. While it is

known that the work under way is of a very import-

ant character, yet everything appears to be done to

distract attention from the work. In Crown Point,

Yellow Jacket, Belcher and Seg. Belcher, there is

active prospecting and developing work under way.
News from the Alta group mines is being kept back,
probably for a purpose.
From the outside mines the news from the Bodies

and Tuscaroras is highly encouraging, but as usual,

official letters are more or less misleading.

San francisGo Metal Market.

waOLKSAXB.
THOR-^uAy, Febniary 26, 1891.

Antimony ~ ^ ^^
Borax—Refined, in carload lots 8@ —
Powdered " " " 8 @ —
Concentrated " " " . . .• 7i® —
All grades jobbing at an advance.

Copper—
Bolt 23 @ —
Sheathing 23
Xngot, jobbing 18
do, wholesale
Fire Box Sheets

Lead—Pig
Bar
Sheet
Pipe 6j(@ —
Shot, discount 10% on 500 bags Drop, ^ bag. 1 80 ® —
Buck, ^bag 2 00 @ —
Chilled, do 2 20 @ -

Quicksilver-Bytheflaak 48 50 (ai9 00

FlaflkB, old i5 io 55
Chrobie Iron Ore, ^ ton 10 00 (ft

Steel-English, lb 16 @ 20
Canton tool 9@ 9

Black Diamond tool 9® 9
Pick and Hammer .^ 8 ot 10
Machinery i @ 5
Toe Calk ... 4i@ -

TiNTLATE—B. v., ateel grade, I4i20, to arrive. 6 50 ^ —
E. v., steel grade, 14x20, spot 6 37 @ —
Charcoal, 14x20 6 50 ft? —
do roofing, 14x20 600@ —
do. do, 20x28 13 00 @ —
Pig tin, spot, ^ lb

Iron—Ear, base
Norway, base

Spot.
fRON—Glengamock ton 31 00 @
Eglinton, ton 29 00 @
American Soft, No. 1, ton.. @32 00
Oregon Pig, ton @30 00
Puget Sound 30 00 @
Clay Lane White 26 00 (a

Shotts, No. 1 32 00 C*
Langloan 30 00 @
ThomclifEe 30 00 @
Gartsherrie 30 00 @
Barrow 30 00 @
CarKofleet 30 00 @ —

17 @
23 ft*-@
6 (a

7i@

3@ SJ

To Load,
28@ -
27 (& -
33 @ -
30 @ —
30 @ -
24 (0 -

26 @ -

Coal and Coke.

SPOT FROM YARD-PER TON.

Wellington $10 00
Greta —
Carbon Hill S

Nanaimo 10 00
Oilman S
Seattle 8

Coos Bay 7 00
Cahnel 10 00
Egg-, hard 16 00
Cumberland, In sacks 16 00

do. bulk 14 00
Walleeod 9 00
Scotch Splint 10 00
Brymbo. 10 00

TO LOAD—PER TON-
Australian S 7 00@ 7 50
Liverpool St'm. 8 50@
Scotch Splint.. 8 60@ 9 00
Cardiff S 60@
Lehigh Lump., 16 50@17 OO
Cumberland bk 13 50@
E^g, hard 16 00@

Co^e-English.

To load S12 00@13 00
Spot, in bulk.. 16 00@18 00

Onr Agents.

Our Fbihnbs oan do much In aid of oor paper and the
cause of practical knowledge and science, oy aasistlng
Agents In their labors of canvaasing, by lending their in>
Qnenoe and encouraging tevors. We Intend to send none
but worthy men.

Gho. WniSos—Sacramento Co.
J. C. HOAG—San Prandsco.
J. H. Crossmam—San Bernardino Co,
F. W. Kkapp—Amador Co.
Geobqb Evans- Santa Clara Co.
Mrs. M. E. Donlby—Ventura Co
W. U, WadbWORTH- -Sutter and Yuba Cos.
Andrew Reu)—Monterey Co.
M. S. PRiMB—Alameda Co
E. H. SCHAEFPLE—CaLiveras and Tuolumne Cos.
F. B. LoGAK—Solano Co.
A. S CooLEY—Tehama Co.
Samuel Cliff—Creston, Cal.
John Sisipson—Oregon.
Wm. M, HiLLEARY—Oregon.
Wm. Holder—Oregon.
Elmkk Jenkiks—Del Norte Co.
H. C, Hbhki^—CapBy Valley.

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
COUPILSD BTBRT THUBSDAY* FKOM ADVSRTISBUBNTB IN THE UlNINQ AND SCIBNTIFIO FbBSS AND OTHSK S.

ASSESSMENTS.
Company,

Adelaide Copper Co Nevada .

.

Location. No. Am't. Levied.

. 7..

.41..

..48..

.
1..

. 6..

Atlantic Con M Co Nevada
Eelcher M Co Nevada.
Best & Belcher M Co Nevada,
Brunswick Con G M Co California

,

California State Co California
ChaUenaeCon M Co Nevada.. »..

Confidence S M Co Nevada. .18.

,

Contra Estaca Con Mex M Co..Mexico,. 1..

Con St Gothard M Co California.. 2..

Cosmopolitan M Co Nevada.. 6,

Crown Point G & S M Co Nevada.. 54.

Crocker M Co Arizona. . 10 .

.

Del Monte M Co Ntvada.. 4.,

Goulds Curry M Co Nevada.. 66.,

Gray Eagle M Co.... California, .22..

Guadalupe M Co California
Hale£ NorcrossM Co Nevada
Head Centre & Tranquility M Co.. Ariz,
Idlewild G M Co California,
Martin White M Co Nevada,
Middle Creek M Co . . . British Columbia

.

Midas M Co California

.

NorthGouldS Curry G&SM Co. Nevada.. 12,

Northwestern M Co, .British Columbia.. 2.

Oak Con M Co California.. 7
Savage M Co Nevada.. 75.

Telegraph Drift M Co Cahfomia.. 2.

True Coos M Co California. .10.

Union Con S M Co Nevada. .42..

Valley View M Co California.. 1..

..97.

1.

Dblinq't. Salb. Sborbtary. PiiACB OF BrsmsB
.Jan 31. ...Feb 28. .W H H Graves 426 Sansome t

.Mar 2 Mar 21 . .D M Kent 330 Pine i

Mar 24....Apr 13.. L Perkins.. 331 Pine t

Mar 25.... Apr 15..L Osborn 309 Montgomery t

*eb 10.,..Mar 6..J Stadtfelt 309 Montgomery t

Marie Apr 20.. J O Heneacom 9 Mission f-

Jan 23 Feb 27....Mar 18.. L McCoy 331 Pine f

75. .Feb 16. ...Mar 19. ...Apr 9..ABGrotb 414 California S

50..Dec 15.... Feb 14.. ..Apr 4. .George Gale 309 Nontgomery £
.Apr 23 . . J WetzeU 320 Sansome f

. Apr 29. .E Burria 240 Montgomery £

.Apr 16. .J Newlands .. 3bl Pine £
Apr 13..NT Messer 309 Montgomery 8
.Mar 3..J W Pew 310 Pine S
.Apr 7. .A K Durbrow 309 Montgomery 8
Mar 30. .A W Barrows 303 California S

. . Mar 21. .H F Schetter 326 Clay 8

.Mar 4..AE Tbompaon 309 Montgomery 8

.Mar 25.,JW Pew 310Pine8

.Mar 21.,EF Stone 3O0 Pine S
.Mar 30..A E Cooper 325 Montgomery 8

50.. Jan 29....Mar 10.... Apr 2..HD Hawks 318 Pine Si
20..Janl3....Feb23....Mar 23..AHa'5ey 328 Montgomery gJ

. 20.. Jan 10.... Feb 11..,. Feb 28..C H Mason 331 Montgomery Sl
7..FeblO....MarI6,.. Apr 6..T Bonauceria 433 California Sf
4. .Dec 18. ...Feb 2. ...Mar 2..EJKyan 230 Montgomery 8

E0..Febl3..,.Marl8....Apr 7..E B Holmes 309 Montgomery 8
1-7 of 1 miU. .Jan 29. .Mar 4. .Mar 25. .F R Wehe Downievilli

2J..Dec 13 Jan 31 Mar 28. .J C Bates 434 California 8
25. .Jan 5. ...Feb 10. ...Mar 2..AWBarrowa 303 California Stl

2., Feb 9. ...Mar 13. ...Apr 13..W J Gurnett SOSPiaef

..Dec 27..
25. .Nov 19...
50.. Feb 17...
25. .Feb 17...,

2. .Jan 9...
30.. Feb 2..

15. .Feb 12. ...Mar 31...
10. .Feb 24. ...Apr 7...
50. .Feb 19....Mar 26...

10. .Feb 16..., Mar 20....
10. .Jan 5... .Feb 9...,

30. .Feb 3. ...Mar 11...
3.. Feb 5 Mar 9...
10. .Jan 16... .Feb 26...

50. .Jan 7. ...Feb 11...

5. .Jan 19... Feb 26...

10.. Jan 29.. ..Mar 2...
'" .Feb 2....Mar 6..

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
Namb of Company. Location. Sboretabt Office in 8. P. Meeting Dash!

Haleft Norcross M Go Nevada..A B Thompson 309 Montgomery St Annual MarlJC
Inriian Creek L & M Co California.. S C Mills 419 California St Annual MarSa
Potosi M Co Nevada.. E Elliott 309 Montgomery St Annual

,
....MarLT

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Name of Company. Location. Seoeetaby. Offioe in S. F. Amount. Payabli

Gandelaria Cons M Co New Mesdco-.G Gale 309 Montgomery St 25 Dec 1 „
Commonwealth M Co Nevada..RK Grayson 331 Pine St 20 NoT2(.y
Champion M Co T Wetzel 320 Sansome St 15 Fehlttl
Pacific Coast Borax Co California. .A H Clough 230 Montgomery St 1 00 FeblOl
Jackson M Co. W R Drake 311 Pine Bt 10 Jan lii|

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

S. F. Stock Exchange.

Alpha
Aiia
Andes
Belclier
Beat & Belcher
BullIoD
Bodle Con
Eulwer
Commonwealth . .

.

Con. Va. SCal....
OhaUeuge
Chollar
Confidence
Con. Imperial
Caledouia
CrowQ Point
Crocker
Deiaionte
Eureka CoQ
Excheiiuer
Grand Prize
Gould H Curpy. . .

.

Hale & Norcrosa..
Julia
Justice
Kentuck
Lady Wash
Mono
Mexican
Navajo
North Belle Isle..

Nev. Queen
Occidental
Ophir
Overman
Potosi
Peerless
Peer.
Savage
S. B. &M
Sierra Nevada
Stiver Hill
Scorpion
Uniou Con
Utah
Yellow Jacket....

* Assessment added.
t Increased to 110,

Webk
Eni>ing
Feb. 5.

.80

1.70
2.85
2.15
.90

.30

.75
4.60
1.50
2.20
5.12
,20

.60
l.SO

.10
10

3.00
.75
.20

2.40
1.45
.20

1.00
.25
.20

.60
2.60
.25

.45

.20

.85

3.35
2.00
4.95

.25

.76
2.05

1.10

t*.40

.50

.26

l.OU
3.90
2 35

6.25

25

2,

1.00
•2.35

2.20
.80

2.70

shares.

Wekk
Ending
Feb. 12.

Ending
Feb. 19.

.90

.65
1."
1.90.
.20 2.35

2.40
1.71)

.45

5!25
1.76
ar36
6.50
.26

.70
!.06

1.20
.45

2.25
1.05

1.95
4.00
.15

.65 .80
1.06 1.40
1.40 1.45
2.65 3.06
2.00 2.15
1.20 1.30
.60 .60

.75 ....

4.85 6.76
1.35 1.40
.05 2.20

'.20 '.'.'.'.

.55 .65

1.50 1.65
.10 ....

.30 ....

3.00 ....

2.35
2.46

.75
2.55

.85

3.60
1.90
4.60
.16
15

2.75
.90

2.30

2.25
.70
10

Week
Bkding
Feb. 26.

2.00 2.20
2.15 2.30

15 ....

Newspaper Agents Wanted.

25 ....

80 .90

3.50 3.95
1.85 2.C5
4.45 4.85

10 .15

10 ....

2.15 2.35
.8i ....

.25 2.40

2.35 2.30 2.45
.75 .70 .75

2.40I2.I5 2.33

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

THunaDAT,
300 Alpha Con 80ci 100
460 Andes 1.251 100

150 Belcher 1.45^ 500
400 BestSi Belcher 2.85i 150

200 Bodie l.OSSl.lc! 200
4C0 Bullion 2.10[ 100

300 Eulwer 46ci 250
*50 ChaUeugeCon 1 85 110

350 Chollar 2.10

100 Commonwealtli 75c

1150 ConUalS V 6.00
40 Confidence 4 30

300 Crown Point 1.60
200 Gould & Ctinnr. 2.05
* Assessment delinquent.

, February 26, 9:30 A. M.

HaleSNor 2.10
Kentuck 40c
Lady Washington.... 25c
Mexican 2 50
North Belle Isle 55c
Occidental S5c
Ophir 3.75
Overman 1 95(^2.00
Potosi 4.75B4.80
Savage 2.10
Sierra Nevada 2.25
Silver Kin e 10c
Union Con 2.35S2 40
Utah 75c
TeUow Jacket. 2. 16^2,

Extra inducements will be ofiered iora
few active canvassers who will give theiri

whole attention (for a while at least) to s6-<

liciting subscriptions and advertisements!

for this journal and other first-class |Bopii-i

lar newspapers. Apply soon, or address
this office, giving address, age, experience!

and reference. Special inducements to oldl

agents.

Dewey & Co., Publishers,

No. 220 Market St.. S. F

No Fkee Ooinaoe.—The silver men h«vei
met defeat in the Hoase Ooiaage committee,
who declined to report the Senate Free Coinage}
bill adversely, with a reoommendation that .^
do not pass.

Two large new gold-fields have been diioov*

ered on Tamer river, Australia.

New Incorporations.

The foUowiDg companies have been incorporated,

and papers filed in the office of the Superior Court,

Department 10, San Francisco;

Metropolitan Railway Co., Feb. 24. Cap-
ital stock, $1,000,000. Directors—Clifton E. Mayne,
Henry A. Iddings, Nathan Crocker, George I.

Bailey, A. S. Culver, H. W. Snow, H. C. Barrow,

George H. Perry and Charles M. Hayley.

The cable railroad proposed will run as follows :

Commencing at the corner of Mason and Market
streets, along Mason to Eddy, thence to Hyde,
thence to O'Farrell, to Scott, to Fell, to Baker,

to Page, to Clayton, to Waller, to Cole, to SuIH-

van, to J, to Third avenue, to the San MiguerRanch
line, and along various streets throughout that

district.

Co-operative Building and Loan Com-
pany, Feb. 24. Capital stock, $2,000,000. Di-

rectors— Samuel Bloom, D. Levitsky, J. W.
Smith, J. F. Holling, W. W. Rednall, Geo. H.
I>ee and Joseph M. IDillon.

Don't Fail to Write.

Should this paper be received by any subscriber who
does not want it, or beyond the time }ie intends to pay
for it, let him not fail to write us direct to stop it. A
postal card (costing one cent only) will anffice. We will

not knowingly send the paper to any one who does not
wish it. but if it is continued, through the failure of the
subscriber to notify us to discontinue It, or some irre-

sponsible party requested to stop it, we shall positively

demand payment for the time it is sent. LOOK OAJtEFULLY
AT THE LABEL ON YOUK PAPEft '

Practical Treatise on Hydraulic Mitiing. i

By AUG. J. BOWIE, J«.

This new and important book is on the use and cod-
BtructioD of Ditches, Flumes, Dams, Pipes, Flow ol Water
on Heavy Grades, methods o( mining shallow and deep
placers, history and development of mines, records of

gold washing, mechanical appliances, such as nozzles,
hurdy-gurdys, rockers, undercurrents, etc; also describes
methods of blasting; unnels and sluices; tailings and
dump; duty of miners' inoh, eta A very practical work
for gold miners and users of water Price, 86, post-paid
For sale by Dbwbt & Co., Publishers, 2?0 Market St., Sao
FranolBco.

Successful Patent Solicitors. .'" If
As Dewey &Co. have been io the patent soliciting btul^l

nesB OD this Coast now for so many years, the firm's nanuH
Is a well-known one. Another reason for its popularity 1
la that a great proportion of the Pacific Coast patentwl
issued by the Government have been procured throughfl
their agency. They are, therefore, well and thorougmjiB
posted on the needs of the progressive industrial olaaflaar

of this Coast. They are the best posted firm on wllM^
has been done in all branches of industry, ami are aU^
to judge of what is new and patentable. In this they
have a great advantage, which is of practical dollar and
cent value to their clients- That this is tmderstood aad
appreciated, Is evidenced by the nmnber of patehts
Issued through thehr Soibntifio Prbss Patent Agency (8.

F.) from ™eeK to week and vnar tn year

Testing and Working Silver Ores
J

A VAIiUABLlC BOOK.
Ad illustrated work of 114 pages, for miners and proB-

peetora, by Chas. H, Aaron. Mr. Aaron has managed t

to pve raany useful hints and suggestions, free from t

all technicalities, and in such a style as to be easily I

comprehended. It is written for the miner, with no
chemical symbols or metallurgical technlcalitiea to con*
fuse those who are not chemists or metallurgists. ^6 I

following: summary of the contents of the work will glTB
an idea of its scope.
Under the heading of the first chapter, "Testing OreS-^

for Silver,' we find paragraphs on ore formation, test for I

silver, ^\'ith heat and water, acid or blow pipe. In speak- I

ing of testing for a process, the extent and richness Of i

ore is considered, smeltinif ores, selecting and working
)

samples, appliances for testing, roasting, etc. Under i

the head of "Working Ores" the author describes Aaron's '

process, has something to say of superheated steam, pre- <

paration of dichloridc of copper andprotochloride of cop- |

per, use of copper and iron, quantity of chemicals, cap I

bonate of lime, chloride ores, amalgam, Patchen's pro
cess, etc. He also describes the methods of working
roasted ores, treatment of base metals, stirring, heat o(

furnace, want of sulphur, etc. Under the head ot

"Leaching Processes" are the titles Smelting, Mexicao
process, Chilean process, Kroehnke's process, etc. Under
"Pulverizing Machines" are described the arastra and its I

construction and operation, stamp batteries, screenaj <

Crocker'strip-hammer battery, Paul's pulverizing barrel, I

Kendall's battery, Noice's pulverizer, a cheap rodt <

breaker, etc.

In speaking of amalgamators the author describes a
cheap amalgamator, grinding the ore, directions format
iog a barrel, preventing mechanical wear, use of quidcr I

silver, copper in bars, Freiberg barrel, cheap barrel (

trough, barrel on rollers, Aaron's amalgamator, separ- I

tor, etc.

He describes an improvised retort, roasting furnace,
furnace tools and furnace building. Among the miscella-
neous mention may be found Aaron's leaching apparatus,
with two or three differentj arrangements, a small mill,

sampling tailings, and settling tanks, dichloride of cop-
per, etc. Mr. Aaron is a practical miner, of long working
experience on this coast.

Price, post free, §2.00. Sold by DjffWET & Co., Publiflh-
ers, 220 Market St.
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iist of D. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors.

Atjported by Dewey & Co., Pioneer Patent
Sollcltora for Paclflc Ooast.

FOR WEEK EM>ING FEB. I7, iSgi.

446.70a.—Mailing Machine—G, B. Baer,

lovrrdale, Cal.

446.421.—Skate—S. S. Black. Pasadena, Cal.

446.660.— Carbon for Ki.ectric Lamps—W.
I. Buros, I^s Angeles, Cal.

446,630.—Windmill—W. M. Craig, Santa

Mt, Cal.

446.585 -VENEER-CUrrtNG MACHINE— E. DcDS-

lore, Coronado. Cal.

446,439.—Cari* exhibiting Device—J. W,
'.iwker. Sr. and Jr., Burbank, Cal.

446,44s —fLOOR-WASHING Machink — IJz/.ie

iraham, Portland, Or.

445_55g._VEHiCLE Wheel— R. E. Jeffrey,

irass Valley, Cal.

446,755.—Fish-net—L. A. Johnson, S. F.

446.756.—Index—W. A Judge, Santa Barbara,

al.

446,524.— Panoramic Device—E. W. Kecler,

. F.

446,600.—Wiring Attachment for Baling
'RESSES—J. H. Kruse, Portland, Or.

446.530.—Apparatus ior Delivering Ci~av

10 Presses—E. T. Mapel, .-Mameda, Cal.

446.603.—Sofa Bed—A. G. Phillips, S. F.

446,745.— Hose Reel—W. T. Y. Schenck, S. F.

446,763.—Railway Rail Joint—J. B. Walker,
Jorvallis, Or.

446,495.--Mailing Machine— S. B. Whiteside,

>. F.

446,654.—Compound for Paving, etc.—H. F.

Williams, S. F.

The following brief list by lelegrapb, for Feb, 24^

will appear more complete on receipt of mail advices:

California.—Josiah Bibcock, San Jose, positive

shuttle motion for looms; Otto A. Drewer, San Fran-

:i SCO, set trigger; Edgar W. Burnham, San Diego,

rnusic-lpaf turner; I. L. Murell, San Francisco, fire-

proof paint; John C. Miller, San Francisco, annun-
ciator and indicator system; John F. Millerich, San
Francisco, gate; James W. Perkins, San Jose, ma-
chine for making compound paper and jute twine;

Tohn F. Sweeny, San Francisco, perch for birdcage;

H. Sweet, Los Angeles, metallic railway tie and
chwr, and metallic roadbed draw and safety tie;

lidgar Thompson, San Francisco, assignor to Pa-

cific Engine Company of California, engine gov-

ernor; George C. Watriss and C. J. Knighin, San
Francisco, cable railway; John Weichhart, San
Francisco, machine for forming sheet metal lathing.

NoTK,—Copies of U. 3. and Foreign patenfa furnished
iy Dewey & Co , in tne shortest time [joBsible (by mRi]

)r telet-raphic order). Am'irican and Foreltrn patents
)htaincd, and general patent buainees (or Pacific Coast

>'ntor8 transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
vs, and in the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co. 's Scientific Press U. S. and For-

;ign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Panoramic Device.— Ezra W. Keeler, S. F.

No. 446,524. Dated Feb. 17, 1891. This arrange-

ment for panoramic or other views is designed to

give a continuous and constantly changing vista

jthrough an indefinite number of arcs of circles so

jconslructed that they may form parts of various fig-

jures, such as octagons, figures of eight, or other

jirregular forms for maintaining the same angle of

Uight upon the picture and an e.^act visual distance

from the beholder at all angles, and, in connection

with this device, the inventor employs a series of

cars, platforms, floats or movable supports, pecul

iarly constructed to contain the beholders and to be

propelled by any suitable mechanical device, to-

gether with other mechanical effects. Interior to

the arcs on the walls of the building, and corre

spending to them in curvature and at a sufficient

distance from the surfaces to give the proper visual

angle, is arranged the railway on which suitably dis-

posed cars or platforms are designed to travel.

The design of the device is to have the arcs of such
a curvature that each scene will be measurably sep-

arated from the adjacent ones while at the same
time all the scenes are in a manner continuous so

that sections of a country or views may be shown
one after the other and conveniently inspected by
passengers in the cars without fatigue. TJiis will

insure also the transportation of a great number of

people through the building without any unnecessary

delay or crowding.

Sofa-Bed.—Andrew G. Philhps, S. F. No,

446,603, Dated Feb. 17, 1891. This improvement

in sofa-beds or bed-lounges consists of the novel

locks for holding the hinged or swinging back in an
upright position, for use as a sofa or lounge, and
for releasing it so that it may be turned down to a
horizontal position for use as a bed. It further con-

sists in combination with said locks, of the swinging,

supporting bars of the back, their sliding connection
with the back and the gravity legs of said back,

which when extended are held securely by the ends
of the supporting bars. The object of this invention

is to cheapen the construction of this class of furni-

ture.

Wiring Attachment for Baling Presses.—

John H. Kruse, Portland, Or. No. 446,600.

Dated Feb. 17, i89t. This invention relates to the

class of devices for wiring bales of material within

the press, and it consists in certain novel arrange-

ments and constructions intended to provide a

simple and effective device of this class.

Easy Binder.

Dewey'e patent elastic binder, for periodicals, music
and other printed sheets, is the handiest, best and cheap-

est of all economical and practical file binders. News-
papers are quickly placed in it and held neatly, as in a

oloth-bouod book. It is durable and bo simple a child can

use it. Price, size of Mininy and Scientific Press, Rural

I
Press, Watchman, Fraternal Record, Masoaic Record,
Harper's Weekly, and Scientific American, 76 cents; post

£^fe, 10 cents. Postpaid to aubacribers of this paper, 60

cepta. Sepd toif illustrated circular. Amenta wE^ited,

Complimentary Samples.

Persona reoeiving this paper marked are re*

qaeated to examine its oontents, terms of sab-
Boription, and give it their own patronage, and,
as far as praoticablei aid in circulating the

i'ournal, &nd making its value more widely
:nown to others, and extending its influence In

the caase it faithfully serves. Subscription
rate, $3.00 a year. Extra copies mailed for 10
oents, If ordered soon enough. If already s

nbsarlher, pleasn hHow the paper to othnra

Books on Working Ores.

By Gumo KusTEL, M. E.

RoAKTiNO or Gold and Silvkr Oliw (Second Edition) and
the Extraction of tlieir Respective Metals u'iChout
Quicksilver. Uy Guido Kubtbl, M. E. 18S0.

This rare book on the treatment of fiold and silver ore
without quicksilver is liberally illustrated and crnnimed
fullof frtctj. It irivcs yhort and conci-'c descnptions of
various processes and apparatus employed in this country'
and in Europe, and the why and wherefore. Itcontains 158
pai<c3, embracing lllufitrations of furnaces, supplements
and workinj; npi-aratus. It is a work of ^reat merit, by
an author whose n putation is unsuriassed in his sjiecialty

Prick, $3, coin, postaye friie. Sold by Dkwkt dc Co., Pub-
lishers, 220 Market St.. San Francisco, Cal.

By C. H. Aaron.
Aaron's LBACinne Gold and Silver Orbs, the most

complete hand-book on the subject extant; 164 pages
octavo. Illustrated by 12 lithog:rapbio engravings and
four wood cuts. Fully indexed. Plainly written for
•practical men. In cloth, S3. Sold by Dbwbt & Co., S. F

The Explorers' and Assayers'

Companion.

A Tliird Edition of selected portions of the
"Explorers', Miners', and Metal-

lurgists' Companion."

A practical expositioo of the various departments of

Geology, E.Yploration, Kining, Enf^ineering, Assaying,
and Metallurgy.

Price, $6.00 post-paid. Sold by Dkwbt & Co., Publish-
ers, 220 Market St., San Francisco.

By J. S. PHILLIPS, M. E.

The work Is divided into four parts—Rocks, Veins,
Testing and Assaying. The geological chapters are in-

tended to give minors a practical idea of the various
formations. The chapters on mineral veins are derived
from long observation, and the section on exploration
has been carefully considered. All that relates to dis-

crimination and assay of minerals has been kept as free

from formulae as possible. The work is written for

practical men, and all the explanations and descriptions
are clear and to the point. It is so prepared that It Is

useful to uneducated men as well as scientists.

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, Mining, and Commission,

420 Mont&romery St., S. F.

Ships under advances to smelting works in Boston
New York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one years' experience in Shipping Ores and

Managing Mines.
Solicits Consignments of Copper Produce and Manage-

ment of Mln<ng Matters.
All business conducted on Cash Basis.

Purchase and shipment of Mining Supplies A Spkoialty.
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Busmess Manager of UNION COPPER MINB, Copper-

opolis, Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co., Cal.

TPt A -ivrT:> OOTJr*X*X3XrC3--
Malleable Iron. All Sizes.

These Couplings are the best In the world, most pow-
erful and cheapest. They have a ball and socket joint,

right and left screw and work freolv- We use them ex-

tensively in our Tank Building Department.

WELLS, RUSSELL & CO
,

leclanlcs' Mills, Cor. Mission & Fremont Sis.. S. f

.

SITXT-A-TIOKT \^7".A.IsrTEX>.

BY A COMPETENT MINING AND MECHANICAL
EQgineur, a position aa Superintendent of a Coal

Mine, near good school; 20 yeare experience; can invest

some capital if desired. Address B. E., Box A, tbis office.

^dlicational.

School of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Survoyintf, Architecture, Diawingand Aaeayini;,

723 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
And 1 70% Seoond St., Portland, Or.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President.
Assaying ut Ores, $26; Bullion and Chlorination Assay,

$26; Blowpipe Assay, 810. Full course of assttylntf, 150.
ESTABLISHED I8S1 iS" Send lor circular.

op

ASSAYING AND CHEMISTRY,
Rooms 46 & 47, )628 MontHomerv St.

2d Floor Montgomery Bl'k. f San Pranclsco,
Also, Evening Classes, 7 to 10 o'clock.

JOHN T. EVANS, M. A., Principal

HEALDS
BUSINESS OOLLEGE,

24 POST ST.. 8. P.
rjM>B SEVENTY-FIVE DOK.LABS THIS
r College Inetructe In Shorthand, Type Writing, Book-
keeping, Telegraphy, PenmuiBhlp, Drawing, all the En-
gllsn branohee, and everything pertaining to business,
for six fall months. We have sixteen tekchera, and give
Individual inatruotlon to all our pupUe. Our BGboot h*B
Its graduates In every pftrb of th» Sule.
IVBbND foe ClBOnitAB.

E. P. HBALD, FresldeDl.
a. 8. HALBT. Beorelary.

THE FIONEEK COMMERCIAL SOHOOIi.

LIFE SCHOLARSHIPS, $75.
No Vaoations. Day and Evbnihs Sbbbiomb.

Ladies admitted Into all Departments.

Address: T. A. ROBINSON. M. A., President.

/l^^e^spiept l^otice^.

GRAY BAQLB MINING COMPANY.—Lo-
cation of principal place of businees, &an Francisco,

California. Location of works, Placiir County, California
Notice ifl burehy given, that at a meeting of the Board of

Directors, held on the 4th day of February, 1891, an assefis-

ment. No. 22, of Three (3) Cents per share, was levied upon
the Capital Stock of the Corporatiou, payable immediately
in United Statea Gold Coin to the Secretary, at the oflice of
the Company, Room 11, No. 303 OaUfornia Street, San
Francisco, California.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain un-

paid on the 9th day of March, 1S91, will be delinquent,
and advertised for sale at public auction; and unless pay-
ment ia made before, will be sold on MO^"DAY, the 30th
day of March, 1S91, to pay the delinquent assessment,
together with coata of advertising and expenses of sale.

By order of the Board of Directors.
A. W. BARROWS, Secretsry pro tem.

Office, Room 11, No. 303 California Street, San Francisco,
California.

A GOLD-MILL SUPERINTENDENT
Of long experience, assayer and practical chemist, desires
an engagement, ,.articularly in a mill where gold and
amalgam Is wasted. The best of references given. Ad-
dress E. W., 1278 Tenth Avenue, East Oakland.

IsKXlSTXlsTG-
AND

Ore Dressing MacMnery.
By O. G. WAMFOBD LOCK.

CoNTRNTS.— Motive I'ower — Transmlasion of Power.
Quarrying — Prospecting:, Shalt-sinking, Coal-cuttlug,
fuuiping, and Ventilating Machinery— Llgliting—Haul-
ing an<J Uoiiting Transport —Reducing— DrcBslng—Mis-
cellaneouf.

Price $21.00. Circulars and Catalogues on application.

E. & F. N. SPON, Publishers.

2 CortUndt St., New York.

Miiiitfrito.
PACrORY:

Cor. Jefferson ft First Sts., Oakland, Cal,

MANUFACTVBER8 OF

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROOF
PAINTS,

Superior to anything of the kiDd in the market for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uuequaled for Submerged TiinberB. Red and Browu
Painta for Koofs. Warehouses, Stahles, Fences,

Etc., mixed Ready for r'se. Also,
Sheathing Paper. Portable Cal-

ifornia Mastic Roofing,
the Best in the

Market
for

AND UNEQUALED FOR

Teredo-Proof Pile

Covering.

This Company also Manufactures a Uallhine
Compound for

RENDERING BOOTS AND SHOES
WATERPROOF.

The same is a superior article for Preserving Harness
rendering it ImperviouH to Moisture and

keeping it always pliable and soft.

ijgp Send for Samples and Prices. "SaleBroom,

310 CALIFORNIA ST, S. F., Cal.

COAL MINES OF THE WESTERN COAST.
A few copies of this work, the only one ever published

treating of Pacific Coast Coal Mining, have been ob-
tained, and are for sale at this office for $2.60 per copy.
It was written by W. A. Goodyear, Mining and Ci^I
Engineer, formerly of the Callforoia State Oeologioal
Survey.

lifllH^L^,

ov-f*^'
or r^,j

"Mining and

') ScientjFie Press

I

Pacific . , 'J-

P\.ural Press"

KROGH'S MINING HORSE-POWER HOIST
Is known to be the
Best Horse-Power
Hoist now made. MffS
It is strong and "™™
durable.
The drum will

carry 1000 feet of
five -eighths steel

rope. It can be
used to run a
pump or blower,
in conjunction
with hoisting.
Manufactiu"ed by ^i

F.W. Krogr-
& Co.,

51 IBEAI>E ST.,
San Francisco.
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STEAM VERSUS MULES-MAMMOTH AND PRACTICAL HAULING,
THE ACCOMPANYING CUT

la from a photograph taken while at
work.

It is Cheaper and Slore

ExDeditious.

One Traction Engine will do the
work of 100 muleB.

Best's Traction Engines have been
in practical U3B for ovor tw.i years,

hauling coal, lumber, gravel and
grain, one of which is now hauliog
cane Id the Siindwich Islands.

It will do the work of

100 Horses.

Plowing reduced to a minimum
cost, and from S5 to 45 acres plowed
each day at an expense of 60 cents
to 60 cents an acre.

Three sizes built, 30, 40 and 50-

horse power, and

24 Best Traction Engines

at Worls Now.

It hauls the Gang Plow and Har-
row, propels the Best Combined
Steam Harvester and moves along
majestically with a train o( wagons
loaded with grain for the warehouse.

GOLD MEDAL
Awarded the Best Traction Engine
by the State Agricultural Society at
Sacramento, 1^0.

BEST'S TRACTION ENGINE HAULING GRAVEL IN SACRAMENTO.

BEST'S TRACTION ENGINE
IS " THE BOSS OF THE ROAD " AND " THE MONARCH OP THE FIELD."

l3ex\.cL foir Olx-ct-il^iTfii. .^^c3.c3x-os>si:
PROPBIBTOB OF THE

DANIEL BEST
GRICULTURAL WORKS. D^A^D^IEXi EIBST. SAN LEANDRO

Alameda Co.. Cal., U, S. A.

A. J. VAN DRAKE.

Machinist and Mechanical
Engineer,

203 Fremont St., San Francisco.

SPUR AND BEVEL GEARS CUT TO ORDER.

Fa.texit XkiXoca.els
And Experimental Machinery of All Kinds.

Shaftinp:, Pulleys and Boxes.
Engrliies and Boilers.

DRAWINGS, PLiNS and SPECIFICATIONS made lor

new machinery.
Jobbine: of every description promptly attended to.

PINE WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED.

HOSKIN'S PATENT BLOW-PIPE AND ASSAY FURNACES,

Chemists, Assayers, Metallurgists, En-

gineers, Jewelers, Dentists, Etc.

NO DUST ! NO ASHES

!

PortaWe! Practical! Antoiatic! Ecoioiical

Will do for every thing that a Coal Furnace or Gaa
Furnace will, and WITHOUT A BLOWER.

.j^'^^gBgC/ Send.for Price Liat and Deecriptive Circular to

WM. HOSKINS & CO.. si s^SE^h^St.. OHIOAGO, ILL.

LIDGERWOODMFG.GO.
- MANUFACTUKERS OF -

HOiSTlNGENGINES
1*011 3Vtm"I3>B"Gr I»"CTM»0(S>US

300 Styles anil Sizes. OrerTOOOliUse,
96 Liberty St., New York.

34 & 36 West Olonroe St., Chicago.
197 to303Congres8St.,Bosten.

1 to 7 N. FirstSt., Portland,Oregon

PARKE & LACY CO., Agts.
San Francisco, Cal.

Send for Catalogue.

DEWEY & CO. {^^°Ei^vl?SfxV/.o^i.^} PATENT AGENTS.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Kinds o( Powder, which are acltnowledged by all the Great Cbemiets of the World as

The Safest apd Strongest High Explosives in the Market.

Of Different Strengths ae Required.

NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE," which containe 94 per cent of Nitro-Olycerlne, and

GELATLNE-DYNAMTTE, Stron§:er than Dynamite and even Safe in HaDdllng.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
FOR RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING. Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blaet

ing Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ^ound, pulverizes better uid
saves time and money. It is aa dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely,

BANDMANX, NIELSEN & CO.,
GAPS and FUSB for Sale. QENEBAL AGBNTS, HAN FBANOISCO OAIi.

CALIFORNIA VIGORIT POWDER COMPANY
OFFICE, 208 OALIFOENIA STBEBT, SAN FRANCISCO.

Manufacturers of Nifro-Glycerine ("Dynamite" or "Giant") Blasting Powders.

ALSO VIGORIT "LOW" POWDER FOR EARTH AND WOOD.

Are prepared to supply purchasers In quantities to suit. Contracts made for future

delivery and prices Quoted on application.

IT HAS NO EQUAL

Can Be Put On

by Any One.

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adopted by the

Navy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOILER9, STEAM PIPES, COLD STORAGE, and all places requiring

j^on-Heat-Conducting: Material.

59 CLAY STREET, O. B. JOHNSON & CO., SAN FRANCISCO.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For information concerning this process for the re-

duction of Ores containing precious metals, and terms

of licenee, apply to

THE RUSSELL PEOCBSS CO.,
Parfc City, Utah.

Postmasters
are requested to be sure and notify ns
when this paper fs not taken from
their office. If not stopped promptly

(through Oversight or other mishaps) di us the favor to
write again.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope,
Duplex Rope, Tarred Manila Rope,Hay Rope, Whale Line,
etc. , etc.

Extra sizes and lengths made to order on short notice.

611 & 613 Front St.. San Francisco. GaL

ENGBAVINO — SDPBRIOE WOOD AND
Metal Engraving, Electrotyping and Stereotyping

done at the office of this paper.
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND MAN0FACTUBER8 OF

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
ENGINES, BOILERS, STEAM PUMPS,

AIR COMPRESSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

\yALL'S CRUSHING ROLLS,

CONCENTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROOK BREAKERS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Taking Pulp from 10 Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG BDGERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS.

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

gSr^iJxrjBi^ A T .^csrjssur'rs x*ozi

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
SALES DURING LAST FOUR MONTHS;

COMPOUND, ,,,,%SiiiV^iv^^. STANDARD, 45oo«Io'=^s°J^S^wer.
Or«,M.cai Total, 309 XSnslzxes, .A.ggrresa'tlxiB la.SVS ZXox-sc

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

.TTyMTOR '66 ENGijsEs,U U±\ ±\JI\,, 4280 HORSE POWJ
*oi;^r^i7.

189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W.

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS! JUSTINIANCAIRE.Agenl,

521 & 523 Market St., San Franciico

—DflALBR IN

—

S-A^^«riI^rC3r GSrOILiID! Assayers' and Mining Material.

—UANHFAOTITRBB OF—
IN QUARTZ. GHAVBL. OR PLACER MINES. MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER

Our platea are guaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the beec in weight of Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
ver and durability. Old Mining Plates Replated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSANDS
OF ORDERS FILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
68, 70 & 72 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

ler SEND FOR CIRCDLABS.

Agent lor HOSKINS'

HTDRO-CARBOir ASSAY FURNACES

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD

IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL AND PLACER MINING.
PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.

Only Refined Silver and Best Copner used. Over 3000 Orders filled. Fifteen Medals Avrarded. Old Mining Plates can be
Replated. Old Plates Bonght, or Gold Separated,

These Plates can also be purchased of JOHN TAXLOK & CO., Corner First and Mission Sts

San Francisco Gold, Silver and Nickel Plating Works, 653 & 655 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal., E. G. Dennision, Prop'r.

Our Plates have been used for 20 years. They have proved the best. We adhere strictly to contract In welBht of Silver and
OoDPer. SEND FJB CIBOULAB.

Ji^n XJ3Xn?IIVC3rTO IKT.
MANUFACTURER OF

ILLS,CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Machinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Machines.
SEND FOR OIROUIiAR.

CentTlfasal Boiler Quartz Hill. ax3 i-inssT s"rn.m:"r s.A.i\r I'lt-.A-vnciisco, c?.a.Xj.

PERFECXPULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Pair, 1884.

Sole Liceoaed Manufacturers of the

MEDART PATENT WROTJGHT RIM PTJIIEY
For the States ol CalUdrnla, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories ot Idaho, WashlngtOD

Uontana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and

Best Balanced Pulley in the World. Also Manulacturers ol

fAT. COT. 26, 1881. SHAFTING, HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES.
J^'SHND for ClBOnLABS >J)D FBIOB LlBT.'^t

Nob. 129 and 131 FREMONT STREET, - - - SAN PRANOISCO, OAL.

ADAMANTINE SHOES & DIES
FOR STAMP MILLS.

These SHOKS and DIES are in extensive use in all the mining States and
Territories of North and South America. Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper
than any others. Orders fiolicited, subject to above
conditions.

—MANUFACTUEED BY—

CHROME STEEL WORKS, Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent,
aao Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal

Special attention Blven to tbe purcbase of Mine and Mill Supplies,
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PROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Beet Ore Concentrator in the market^ having doable

the Gapaoity and doing its work as close as the plain Belt
machine, while its ooncentrationa are clean. It is used in

a number of Mills, the moat notable of which is the

Alaska M. & M. Go's Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Frues
are taking the Palp from 120 Stamps, oraahing 350 tons

per day, and ia giving entire saciafaotion as against 48

plain Belt Machines, taking the Palp from the other 120

Stamps,

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f, o. b.

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

For Pamphlets, Teatimoniala and farther information

apply at office.

Protected by Patents December 22, 1874; September 2,

1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20, 1883;

September 18, 1883; Jnly 24, 1S8S. Patents applied for.

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Thb Uontama Company (Limited), London, October 8, 1885.
Dbar Sras :—Having tested three of your Frue Vannera In a com-

petitive trial with other similar machines (Triumph), we have satisfied
ourselves ot the superiority of your Vanners, as is evidenced by the
fact of our having ordered 20 more of your machines for immediate
delivery. Yours truly, THE MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).,

N. B.—Since the above was written the 20 Tanners, having been
started, gave such satisfaction that 44 additional Frues and more
stamps have been purchased. ADAMS & CARTER.

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE CO.. Room 15, No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

WM. H. TAYLOR, President. B. S. MOORE, Superintendent.

Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works,
S. E. CORNER HOWIRD AND BEALE STS., SAN FRANCISCO.

MANUFACTDRERS OF ALL KINDS OF

Mining and Milling Machinery, Engines and Boilers,
SHEET-IRON WATER PIPE for Mining and Irrigation Purposes.

Exclusive Agents for the Pacific Coast of HEINE PATENT SAFETY BOILER, MACBETH STEEL PULLEY and
COMMON SENSE STEEL WHIM. -

AGENTS FOB THB PACIFIC COAST OF

Bryan's Roller Quartz Mill.

WE HAVE OX HAND AND FOR SALE CHEAP

A 50 H. P. PUMPING PLANT, CONSISTING OF
One 10"x30" Corliss Engine; all pump gears; bob

irons; connecting rods.

One (1 ) 6" X 6" Plunger Pamp.
One (1) 4" X 6' Jack Head Pump.
One (1-) 25 H. P. Fire Box Boiler.

One (1) 10" X 36" Retort and Furnace.
One (1) Complete Assay Outfit.

One (1 ) Complete Outfit for a 2>^-ton capacity chlor-

ination Works.
Two (2) 6000-gallon Circular Tanks.
One ( I ) Amalgam Barrel.

One (1) Batea.
Three (3) Frue Concentrators.
One^l) 10" X 18" Slide Valve Engine.

VULCAN IRON WORKS
135-145 FREMONT STREET,

S4N FRANCISCO, CAL.

GOLD AND SILVER MILLS, ROCK BREAKERS, PANS AND SETTLERS, ROASTING
FURNACBS, CORNISH BOLLS, PUUPING AND HOISTING MACHINERT.

"V^TTLO^^Dsr -V7-XTI:E] E,0:PE"W".i^^2^.
(lE'fi'texi'tecaL.

)

For Conveying

Ore, Wood,

&c., &0.

CHEAPEST FORI OF TRANSPORTATION

NO ROAD NEEDED.

No Possibility of Load Slipping,

Spans 150 to 2000 Feet
'I

JAMES M. HAVES. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. 530 California Street,

lelephono No. 1716, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

{NVHNTOBS, TAKE NOTICE I

L. PETERSONTivibDEL MAKER,
268 Market St., N. K cor. Front (up Blalrs), San Francsico
Experimental machinery and all kinds of models. Tin

and brasswork. All communlcatione striAtly conMen-
tiaX.

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
ROCK DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING,

MINING AND QUARRYING

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
-MANDFACTUEERS OP-

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Hannfactnre of Cement, Fertilizers, Faint

and all other onrposes for whicli grinding or pnlverizing is reonired.

Send for Catalogrue and Price List to

PRISBBB -LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YOEK.
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Hi^h-Class Rolls.

Tba ore-orasbiDg oapaotty of rolls depends on

Iheir dUmeter, speed, and the size and hard*

neas of the material fed to them and on the

opealog between their crnahiDg earfaoeSi as

well as the regalarity of feed. If the pieoes

fed to the rolls are small compared with the

roll diameter, the speed of the rolls may be in*

creased. On the other hand, the quantity
|

crashed will be greater the farther the rolls are

apart. The power required for coarse ornshing

will be mnoh less than for fine.

The patent rolls shown in elevation and plan

in the engravings on this page are designed to

withstand the severest strains which have to

be met in dry crashing of ores. The patent

eqaallzing bar canses the slidlDg bearing of the

rolls always to move equally and to remain in

line. There is also a very efifactive patented

method of securing the shells. This method of

fastening requires no conical bore of the roll

shells, oonseqaently they can be more easily

and quickly replaced when worn out, while

the advantage of lateral adjustment Is also se-

cured without distnrbing the roll center on the

abaft.

For the heaviest work, the roll shafts are

made of steel and the rolls are driven direct by

pulleys without the use of gearing.

The frame has planed lugs for attaching a

slide-rest to true up the worn rolUahells.

The rolls shown in the engraving are

equipped for dry^crushiog. Dry fine-crushing

rolls require the highest class of workmanship

and material. The roU'Bhells shoald be of mild

steel perfectly homogeneons.

The high class wet'ornshlng rolls are similar

to the dry*crasbing style, but the dust shroud*

log is omitted and scrapers fitted to antomati*
PLAN FOR DRY CRUSHING ROLLS.

nV^B. 0LAS6 BQLLS FOB ORB-ORUSHING.

oally clean the ornshing surfaces before they

oome into action. These rolls are made by the

Fulton Iron Works of this city.

Gfuod tor a New Mine.

The Smith mine at West Point, Calaveras

ooanty, briefly described by oar orrrespondent

in another oolamn of this number of the Fbess,

Is a new claim which has only been operated

for about 45 days. They sent about 9000

pounds of the ore down to the Selby Works re-

cently that yielded $125 per ton. A second

batch of 9400 poands sent to Thos. Price of this

city was crashed, sampled and sold on a basis

of value of $141.30 per ton, of which $132 30

was gold. The last ore taken oat assayed $189

per ton.

The vein has been stripped for 35 feet and

averages about 25 inches in width. The shaft

is^own 118 feet, and this ore was taken out in

sinking it. The vein is a strong one, between

talc and granite.

The new shaft going down is 4x8 feet in the

clear, timbered with 10x12 timbers. New
hoisting works and boiler have been provided,

as well as a 6-lnch pump, there being consider-

able water. Robert Smith, formerly of the

Lone Star, Is foreman, and the mine Is owned

by Tibbey & Porterfield. There is no mill as

yet, but one will be put up when the mine it-

self (urnisheB the necessary money to pay for it,

as is confidently expected.

The coinage at the local Mint daring the

month of February was: Double eagles,

$3,180,000; standard dollars, $685.000—a total

of $3 865,000.
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We admit, unindoreed, opinions of correspondents.—£ds.

Tuolumne County Mining loteresta.

[From Our Traveling Correspondent.]

Golden Gate.

This property is to-day the leading mine of

the county. The mine may be said to adjoin

Sonera, beinft bat a few minutes drive from the

city. Mr, E. C. Loftus, the anperintendent,

has labored continuously to place the property

on a sound paying basis. At the time of my
visit he was about to realize the ducats due to

his "management-. The old plant ia giving way
to one better adapted to the present condition of

the mine, and the more rapid and economical

working of the ores. The hoist U being exchanged

for a double reel and gear-hoiat capable of hoist-

ing from a depth of 15Q0 feet. Thehoietis of the

Kiadon Iron Works manufacture, which alone

is a sufficient guarantee of its perfection.

The entire plant is lighted by electricity

under the Edison patent with a capacity of 65

lights. Additional water for power is now
being brought in through a half mile of pipe

22 inches in diameter at receiving end, and 14

inches at point of discharge. This pipe system

will give 300 feet of pressure and very materially

lessen the operating expenses, while increasing

the efficacy of the plant. In addition to

this, there is a completed steam plant that

oan be connected at any time should the water

fail. The free water of a creek that passes

over the company's property is turned on to a

water-wheel, and with but 38 feet of pressure

the average flow of 200 inches of water fur-

nishes sufficient power to run the mill. The

power is conveyed by rope 200 feet to the mill.

The mill is of ten stamps with concentrators

and canvas tables. Owing to the very high

grade of the aulphureta the rock from the mine

is now selected and the beat, when crushed,

run into settling tanks and the entire body

ohlorlnated. The average ore is crushed and free

gold oanght in battery and on plates. The con-

centrates are saved by conoentrators and can-

vas tables and the concentrates chlorinated.

Mr. Loftua has added a chlorination plant for

the treatment of the mine's ore, thus making

the plant complete within itself. The shaft ia

now down 300 feet, with drifta run 500 feet on

the vein. The entire diatance Is in ore, show-

ing an unbroken ore body of an average width

of 6^ feet, carrying an average of $2 a ton In

ene gold and 2^ to 3 per cent of sulphurets of

an average value of S420 a ton. The mine will

soon be complete in every department and will

well repay a visit of inspection, while the

affable as well as competent superintendent

will make it one of pleaaure and profit.

San Giuseppi.

This mine is owned by ex-Gov. G. 0. Per-

kins, A, Halaey and M. Griffith, with Mr. W.
G. Whorf, formerly of Arizona, as superintend-

ent. The property is located within the city

limits of Sonora. The shaft is now down 230

feet, with drifts run 200 feet, all in ore. The
vein has an average width of 14 inches. The
vein-matter carries $1 a ton In free gold and 2^
per cent of salphurete that go $1600 to the ton.

The ore extracted is being piled up until the

mine shall reach that point where aufficient ore

will be in eight to guarantee the continuous

operation ot a fair-sized plant. Mr. Whorf is

to be commended for his conservative plan of

operating. If there were more like him there

would be fewer failures to record. BjPthor-

ongh development and the secaring of large ore

reaervea in advance, the mine can be operated

on a much more extensive scale and by reason

of reserves created prodace sufficient ore to

supply^ mill of twice the capacity that could

otherwise be supplied from ao small a vein, and
thus not only double the output but greatly

lessen the working expenses of the mine. The
San GiuBeppl has the reputation of -yielding

the finest gold of any mine in the State, if not

in the world, the average fineness of the gold

being .996. Mr. Whorf is gradually getting

the mine in ahape, and a year from now will no
doubt show the San Giaseppi equipped and in

auoceasful operation.

The Bonanza.
"The boys" have got down 900 feet on the

vein and lately have encountered a small
bonanza In what might be termed the gangne
of the vein. As it is not In place, the super-
intendent, Mr. Oliver, does not attach the same
importance to the find that he would i£,it oc-

curred in the vein proper. Since the firat of

February $1400 has been taken out and the
product ia not exhausted. In addition to thia

shaft the company has leased the extension,

which they are operating by tunnel. The for-

mation is here the same aa that in the shaft,

and the finding of gold leads the company to

believe that "the stuff" ia there once they get
to it.

In addition to the Bonanza, which your read-
ers are aware is situated In the heart of the city

of Sonora, Mr. Oliver is operating in Saw Mill
Fiat, about half-way between Sonora and
Columbia. With his usual luck (or rather
pluck) he has strnok it here too and extracted
some $8000, when the works caved, just as they
were in sight of bonanzas. The works are being
reopened and the last bonanza will soon be re-

covered.
Mason. Chlorination Works.

This plant was formerly "The Maltman,"
Mr. L, Mason is now the owner.^ He has

engaged th^ services of a reliable, competent
chlorlnator, which, added to Mr. Mason's
well-known reputation for honesty, will soon
give the works all the ore they oan handle.

The capacity of the plant is 2^ tons a day. The
charges are $20 a ton, less 10 per cent for loss

on average ore. The works are situated jast at

the edge of Sonora, and are a great convenience
to the mine-owners of the connty.

Belle View.

This mine was formerly known as the Hyde
mine. The property is at present operated by
Mr. Jno. W. C. Maxwell, In the past, several

companies took bold of the mine, and after eX'

pending considerable money in development or

equipment allowed their bonds (o lapse and
the property to go back to its owner. Mr.
Maxwell purchased ontright and has now
equipped the mine in an exceptionally fine

manner, and the returns are said to be more
than satisfactory. The vein at 200 feet is 20
feet in width of rock running well in gold, be*

sides a good per cent of high-grade sulphnrets.

The mill ia a "ddley," being none other than
one-half of the famoua Josephine mill. It is

aeldom that such fine machinery is used in

mining plants. The mill is of ten stamps, with
one Frue and one Woodbury ooncentrator.
Two additional Woodbury ooncentratora have
been ordered. With three Woodburys to the
ten stamps the plant will be complete,

I would add that at the time of my visit the
superintendent and foreman were both absent,
and in consequence I could not gather the In-

formation I deaired. Should the reader viait

the mine, I would adviae him to arrange to call

during the presence of the superintendent or
make arrangement for his own entertainment.
While at the Belle View I met the intelligent

engineer formerly of the famous Josephine of

Grub Gulch, Freano county. From him I

learned that the published statements in regard
to the Josephine are in error. He statea that
the mine daring the two years that it was in

operation paid over $200,000 in dividends;
eventually the profits decreased to $1200 a

month. As this was not thought worth bother-
ing about by the worthy Rothschlld'a syndi-
cate, the mine was ordered closed and the
plant sold.

SoulBbyviUe.

ThQ Soulbya mine, that for many years
poured out a ateady stream of the golden metal,
is at present idle through want of capital to ex-

plore the virgin territory contained within the
mine's limits.

The old workings extended to a depth of 900
feet within an average vein of 15 inches that
milled $35 a ton on the average. The last

work was a drift started to cut a body of $45
ore; before the drift was completed the mine
was shut down and the ore body abandoned.
The mine has still 2000 feet of unexplored
ground. It took the old company 30 years to
work out 1800 feet to a depth of 800 feet. Thia
reserve would exceed an original location of

1500 by 500 feet. The writer does not profess
to be able to see any farther into the ground
than the average miner, but no one will dispute
the fact, that independent of the ore left in the
old part of the mine, this 2000 feet of unex-
plored ground bids fair to hold within its limits
ore equal in quantity and value with the old
Soulbya workings. The mine is equipped with
a most complete plant in the way of hoist,

pumps, and complete water-power mill of 15
stamps. Mr. W. Sharwood is in charge, than
whom there ia no batter mining superintendent
on the coast. The property is now on the Lon-
don market, but why It ahould, go there is an
enigma, as but a small expenditure W)nld open
the mine to a depth of 800 feet from the old
shaft.

Black Oak.
This mine is now in charge of Mr. W. P.

Scott. The mill is idle while the mine is being
developed and prospected. At the time of my
viait a body of high-grade ore had been en-
countered that gave evidence of future divi-
dends. The mill is equipped for either steam
or water power, and the high grade of the
mine's ores should keep it a steady dividend-
paying proposition.

Piatt & Gllson.

Mr. A. Trlttenbach ia again Id charge of the
mine. This work has shown up a fine body of
ore. The shaft la now down 300 feet, with
drifta run 600 feet. The ore body juat cut la

on the 300-foot level. The vein is here 16
inches wide of quartz, carrying one per cent of
sulphurets, $75 to $80 a ton in value, in addi-
tion to the $8 a ton in free gold. The mill is of
ten stamps, complete in every department.

Eureka Con. or Old Dead Horse.
The partiea ia charge have but little to say

and I shall not try to excel them. C, H.
Thomas ia in charge. The ore is from the 700
and 900 foot levels. The quartz carries 1| per
cent of aulphurets that run from $30 to $70 a
ton, and an average of $2,50 a ton in free gold.
The 20 stamps are all running.

The Buchanan,
Mr. E. C. Davis, president, Is running along
on the even tenor of Ita way. A new shaft has
been put down north of the old workings, and
a complete hoiat ia now being placed in poai-
tion. The vein is eight feet in width, carrying
a good per cent of $100-aulphureta, besides a
profitable amount of free gold. Perhaps yon
know Mr, Davis ?

Jamesto^vn.
The Gem mine, W. N. Harris is owner and

superintendent. Mr. Harris hag recently

opened np an old vein, which is now 30 feet

wide, and neither wall is reached. The vein
matter is talc slate; from this Mr. Harris saves

$3 a ton, and when he has hia mill properly
equipped, he expects to double the amount.
The ore body is so large that there ia little

danger of its giving oat, and as the ore is

simply qaarried oat, the work is very profitable.

Quartz Mountain.

Mr. E, D. Bowman ia still in charge of the
Heslep aa superintendent, though he pnrpoaes
soon to forsake his old love for one of fresher
charms in Plumas connty. The ore at the pres-
ent time la coming from a amall, fiat vein near
the summit of the hill, and is said to go $50 a
ton, and from an open out near the mill. The
ore body In the open cut ia large but low
in grade. Fifteen atamps are ronning. If the
mine waa equipped with a 60 stamp modern
mill there is but little doubt that the entire
Qiartz mountain could be worked to a fair

profit.

The App.
This mine parallels the Healep. At preseut

it ia being worked under lease, and $35 ore ia

extracted and milled in the 6'Stamp App mill.

The Dutch Mine.
The Fitzgerald Broa, own and operate this

claim. At the time of my visit the boya were
sinking a shaft on a vein parallel to the one on
which all the work heretofore has been done.
The vein was about three feet wide, and the
ore of that kind that miners are sometimes
charged with filling their dinner-buckets with
for ballast

—

i. e., mortar rock.

JackBonvUIe
The Wlllimetta and Tuolumne are being

placed on the London market. The mines
have a ten-stamp mil). In the past history of

the property the management waa reokleae, if

not worse. Granite that did not contain a color
in a mountain of it was milled, while the vein
proper was not even explored. The mines are
on the mother lode, and only need the compe-
tent management that they will now receive
under the present superintendent, Mr. W. Shar-
wood, to make them profitable. The Clio,

which adjoins the Tuolamne, is said to have
got into very high-grade ore, and is now being
placed in the Eastern marketa. There ia a large
unexplored field in this section that bids fair

at no distant day to attract capital, and even-
tually prove a valuable acquisition to the
mines of old Tuolumne. The county is just

on the eve of a period of prosperity In all her
mining oaropa, and the coming year ia

destined to be the best year In her quartz-
mining history. To the mining superintendents
and others, who extended every courtesy to

your representative while among them, the
writer would extend aincere thanks. Aa for

the others—there ia no sweet without its bit-

ter; we need the one to bring out and appre-
ciate the contrasts in the other.

E H. SCHAEFFLE.

The Mines ot' Calaveras County.

[From Our Triveling Correspondent,]

Editors Peess:—In previous letters I have

given you an aooonnt of the present condition

of the mining Indnstry at Angels and Copper-

opolls; in this I will endeavor to give a short

statement of the leading mlnea, or those in

active operation, in other parts of the county.

Sheep Banob.
The Sheep Ranch mine, J. B, Hag^n, owner,

W. H. Clary, anperintendent, is dropping 20
atampa on ore from the 900 and 1100 foot levels.

The chute ia about 600 feet long, and the mine
ia said to net ita owner $80,000 a year. Oataide
of thia mine there ia nothing doing in this aec-

tion at thia time.
El Dorado.

Mr. G. Rodaaenl holds a number of mines in

this and Sheep Ranch district that have been
developed several hundred feet and have given
very eatiefactory mill returns from large lota of

ore cruahed. The mines are worthy of an ex-

amination.
Railroad Flat.

The Lava Bed mine, C. H. Evans and D.
Lampson, ownere, is located at the head of

Nelson's Gulch, two miles south of Railroad
Flat, on the El Dorado wagOQ-road. The prop-
erty is 1| miles long, on an east and west
branch of the blue gravel lead. The channel
is about 40 feet wide, with five feet of blue
cement gravel that averages $2.50 a ton in

bright, coarse gold. Their working shaft bot-

toms the channel at 100 feet and is in lava aah.

Thia is the firat shaft to bottom the channel and
prove the value and character of the cement,
which is identical with that of the May Flower
at Forest Hill. The proof that this channel
oroaaea Calaveras adds a large area to the drift

mines of the State. Thus far all the locating

and proapeotlog has been done on this fork;

the main channel oroaaes northweat and south-

east, and is not opened that I know of except

on the ranch of Bill Forteua near Woodcock's
aawmill, West Point. From this point it runs
Boutheaat to O'Nell's creek, jaat northwest of

Sheep Ranch. The entire channel is covered
with pink lava aah, and on the main channel

—

which ia all open to location—tunnel sites can
be secured throughout the entire length of the

deposit. Just what the width of the channel
ia would be difficult to determine, but the lava

cap ia from nothing to a mile in width, This

is a moat inviting anoconpled field for very

profitable mining and should attract the atten-
tion it merits, aa the character of the pay and
the extent of the deposit make It an immense
mining proposition far exceeding In value all
the known quartz ledges in the county,
On the Bald Eagle, Mr. J, E. Enright is put-

ting np a ten-stamp mill to test the ores.

At West Point, the Lone Star, Riverside and
Lockwood are closed, as Is the Tom Paine.
Mr. Brown ia below organizing a company to
take the Wide West. A number of prospects
show good bodies of high-grade ore.

The Smith Mine.
Mr. E. S. Tibbey, as superintendent and

owner, is putting np a plant on this mine and
crowding things in hia nsaal energetic manner.
The mine parallels the Blazing Star. In faot,
the vein ia almoat on the side line. Mr. Tib*
bey is now sinking on the vein, is down 100
feet, and has a 28 -inch vein of heavily sulphur-
eted rock that carries in addition a large
amount of free gold. The average milling rook
goes $50 to the ton, while the smelting or ship-
ping rock averages $189. The Improvement in
the adjoining mine, the Blazing Star, aa depth
is attained, has made Mr. Tibbey determined
to stay by it until he reaches an equal or
greater depth, when he is sanguine that he
will have an equally large and high-grade body
of ore.

The Blazing Star.
This ia now an Incorporated company, with

Mr. J. F. Croaett, formerly of the Lockwood
and once a typo on the Mining and Scientific
Press, as general manager, and Mr. C. J.

Moore, who hae atood by the mine through
good and bad luck, as superintendent. The
shaft ia now down 260 feet, and will be contin-
ued 100 feet more and levela run before ore is

extracted. The lower level, in the present
workings, shows a shoot 200 feet long (with
chances of it continuing for 50 feet more) of a
vein which averages seven feet In width of ore,
The milling rock averages $50 a ton and
the shipping or smelting ore $125 {as can be'

proven by reference to Selby & Co.), The man-
ager confidently aaaerte that now the Blazing
Star is *' the biggest mine in the connty." Tha^
owners, as well as all West Point, are to bffi.

congratulated on the improvement in depth of
thia mine, and it will no doubt enoouroge
others to further develop their mines. A 200
foot shoot on a seven-foot vein of $50 to $125
ore is a big thing for even West Point.

Rich Gulch,
The Ilex is idle. It atands as a monumeni

to *' top-heavy " mining. The company own a
vein parallel to the one on which a fortune waa
wasted. Thia parallel vein haa had no work
done on it, though all the miners who are
familiar with the property assert that the
"petered" vein was but pocket rock, while
thia underoapped vein is milling rock of paying
quality. As the company haa 40 stamps hang-
ing idle, it could soon, with the balance of cap-
ital remaining on hand, prove the value of
this vein, and in all probability bring success
out of a big disastrous failure,

Mokelumne HIII.

Mr. T. A. Goodwin, who can discount Bill
Nye and beat him, is in charge as anperin-
tendent of the Quaker City mine. The mine
ia 1^ miles southeast of the old Gwin mine and
is on the mother lode. The old shaft was put
down 400 feet on a four-foot vein of $7 rock.
At present the mine la in course of develop-
ment, with a Huntington mill in prospect.

The Starlight Con. M. Co.

Mr. Geo. R. Tuttle, the principal owner, ia

in charge as superintendent and manager. The
mine ia situated on the west aide of Chili Gulch,
three miles eaat of Mokelumne Hill, and con-
tains 180 acres. It ia a drift mine located on
the old Chili Guloh ohaottela and auppoaed to
cover the junction of the Chili Gulch and
Stockton Hill channela. The channel rans K.
W. and S. E, and parallels the mother lode,
which ia but a half-mile diatant. The shaft ia

down 195 feet to bedrock, with drift run 40 feet
west, and it is estimated that it will have to
go 200 west to reach the rim. The eaat drift is

now connected with the old workings and ahowB
the width east from the shaft to be 215 feet.
Should the gravel bold 200 feet weat, this will
give 400 feet in width of cement gravel that
pays $2 to $3 a ton for from 8 to 12 feet above
bedrock. The bedrock is a blue-black slate,
while the cement la of the same color filled
with a quartz bowlder waah,
Mr. Tuttle intends running up the center of

the channel 1200 feet to the end of the prop-
erty, driving cross-drifts, and when the end Is

reached, drifting out and baok-filllng with
the waste bowlders. A three-stamp double-
discharge mill ia in course of erection. Thifl
ia Intended to handle the cement extracted
and thua prospect the cement. Once the mine
is developed, it will be equipped with a mill
equal to the mice's output. The mlllsite has
an excellent dump and 275 feet fall from the
ditoh for water-power. The cement body ia

almost inexhaustible, the situation all that
coald be desired, and the extent of the divi-
dends only limited to the difference between
the working expenses and the proven value of
this immense reserve of cement.
The old channels that cross the connty in

every direction, capped with basaltio lava and
lava ash, are destined to prove equal in ex-
tent and value with the old gulch diggings of
the days of '49, and Calaveras, in consequence,
take the same position she once enjoyed ai a
prodncer of the noble metal.

E. H. ScHAEFFLE.

«*
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The Tuna.

(WritU'ii lur the PHtam by C. It Orcutt-J

Probably do olasa of pUDte la more greatly

Imlred or more thoroaghly detested thaa the

actocecE—admired for their oddity, for their

saaty of form, for their lovely Qowers and for

leir laioioas froit, thecaoti are detested to al-

lOit an eoDftl extent by the average cattleman

r rancher aa a aaeleaa camberer of the ground.

The flattened oval or elliptical atema of the

ina, abundantly armed with a formidable ar*

if of apinea, ia the type of one of the moat

miliar forma of oactaa, and perhaps better

aowD to EoKliah'Speaking racea as Indian figs

prlokly pears.

Among the oumerona known forms of Opantla

lere are several epecies which are very gener*

ly known to the Mexicans by the name of tuna,

. (una and 0. ficusindica are the two apeoies

whloh this name is more frequently applied,

it the common wild varletiea or apeclea of

tt<atemmed Opuntlaa are very generally in-

aded without distinction.

These cacti are very widely atilized in Mex-

and in portions of the Uoited States along

le Mexican border in a countleaa nambsr of

aya. The cattleman, after burning the spines

om the tender, auocnlent joints, will feed

lera to his atook with profitable resulte; or, in

treeless region, he will plant them as hedges

ound hia corrals or cultivated fields, thas

illlzlDg what in the previoua case he deatroye

—

le plant's natural defense against total ex-

rmlnatlOD,

Growing in dry, sandy or rocky soil, they

irlve where scarce any other vegetation can

dat. Planted around the CaliforniaQ Missions

1 the moat fertile spota, they attain a most
ixarlant growth. Thus, they are naturally

dapted not only to thrive In sterile districts

]d to prepare the barren aoil for other classes

' vegetation, but they are equally at home
ider the most advanced stages of cultivation.

The Caotacese are without exception, I be-

WILD TUNA.

eve, indigenons to the American continent and

le adjacent ialande, but the tunaa in numer-

18 varieties have become extensively natural-

IqA and are also cultivated with considerable

rofit in the south of Europe. In Sicily, Opun-

a vulgaris ia said to thrive in volcanic dis-

iota, which would otherwise be barren of veg-

lation.

The Mexican names nopal and tuna refer

I the same speoies of plants, bnt nopal refers

) the leaf-Uke stem, while tuna refers to the

uit. From being used to indicate a part only

E the plant they had come to be generally ap-

Ued to the whole.

The tunas, naturalized around the Missions of

onthern California, were brought from Mexico

y the Spanish padres, who trained them into

edges around the Mission gardens and buildings.

'hey grow from 10 to 15 feet high, producing

n abundance of a large, well'flavored, edible

rait.

P. W, Reasoner, in the American Garden

xi,532), in writing of ** native Florida oac«

ases," gives the following interesting account

>f the occurrence of two species of tunas in that

itate:

"Next, and ol more importance, is OpunUa

tuna. This famous speoies, so well known as

a hedge plant in Mexico and the West Indies,

abounda on every high, sandy beach from

Tampa bay around to Miami, and, perhaps,

atill farther north on the eaat coast. It quite

often grows in Impenetrable masses, four or

five feet high, and is characterized by large

oval joints, six or eight inohea long. It ia cov*

ered with two eeta of apinea, aome email and

chaff-like, but whose close acquaintance Is not

to be courted, and others an inch or more long,

as sharp and strong as needles, and quite aa

formidable as any oactua we have aeen. The
yellow fiowers almoat invariably have a rosy

tinge, and the plant is beautiful, both when in

bloom and when covered with the large, rich,

purple berries or prickly peara.

"Besides Its use in tropical America as a hedge

plant, it is used aa ens of the principal cochi-

neal planta. It Is quite hardy and will atand

several degrees of troat unharmed. The fruits,

known aa * Indian figs ' in the Weat lodies,

and stray speoimena oooasionally find their

way into the New York markets from aome
West Indian vessel."

In Qardt'n and Forest I have called attention
in a note to the possibility that the manufact*
ure of syrup from the fruit of the opuntia may
at no far distant day become an important in*

daatry in Southern California. The jnloe of

the fruit which theao plants produce in great

abundance, may be extracted in a cider preas

like the juice from apples, and boiled down to a

fruity syrup Indistinguishable in flavor from
that manufactured from the watermelon. Ex-
cellent vinegar or wine may also be made from
the juice. Three varieties or more are found
naturalized around the California Missions,

oallod the tuna, tuna Colorado (red tuna), and
tuna mame (tame tuna) respectively by the in-

habitants of Mexico. They are extensively

cultivated in Mexico for their fruits, and a

great variety of forms occur in that, their na>

tive country. Dr. Edward Palmer, a noted bo-

tanical explorer, has contrlbnted an Inte resting

article on opuntia fruit aa an article of food

to the Weit Amtrican Scieniisi (VI 67), which
haa been widely quoted and ia reprinted in the

broad spreading plant, with a cyJindrioal,
woody, thiok stem when old (up to 45 cm. long
and 30 cm. broad in size), green, thick {2\ om.),
thinner on the edge, elliptital, with email
reddish leaves; areolie regularly distributed,
aunken, thornlese or rarely covered with a few
single, small, bristly, white spines. Flowera
large, brlmatone yellow. Fruit very large and
edible. Grown in large quantities in Sfioily for
its delicious fruit. Four varieties, with yel-
lowish, blood-red, whttiBh and seedlesB fruit re-
spectively, the two latter oonaidered the-
best."

The tuna Colorado naturalized at the old Mis-
sion of San Diego, which I take to be a type of
0, ficus indica, produces a rather inaipid fruit,

not very aweet, mealy, closely resembling In
taste and flavor a frozen apple. The color is a
erimson lake Inside and out, ^e epidermis
slightly dulled by a glaucous blush. Seeds
numerous, over 200, easily separated from the
pulp. The fruit is ovate, 3^ inches long, 2^
inches in diameter, smooth, with over 60
areolae of fine spines distributed over its sur-
face, a fourth bordering the deep-brownish um-
bilicus which ia an ineh aoroes. Spines usually
few, abort and weak; whitish, often entirely
absent.

OPDNTIA TUNA—iin^t.

'* A native of Mexico and Oolufnbi:a. Tall,
broad-spreading plant, large, rather long (^0 to
20 cm.) ovate or elllptic&l stems, the edges curv-
ing, with pointed green leaves seven mm. long.
Covered with bunches of spines growing close
together at base of stems, and wider apart at
top, like gray felt In color, the upper spines
brownish-yellow, underneath four to six stiff,

bodkln-like, light yellow spines of unequal
length (9 to 21 cm.) Petals the shape of rose
leaves, muoronate; stamens yellow; stigma five-

lobed; green."—Forater's Oaoteen.
The tuna which I take to be this speoiea

bears a very juicy, sweet, delloiona fruit, yellow-
ish-gree^ when mature, nearly three inches
long and two inches in diameter, with few^
seeds (about 150). The greeniah white, firm
pulp is very cool and refreshing, from which
the seeds do not readily separate as in the tuna
Colorado. The slightly glaucous epidermis of
the fruit is similarly armed with an equal num-
ber of areolae of fin^ short spines, very disa-
greeable, but easily disposed of by an expert

—

though dangerous to a novice if he should stand
to windward while brushing them off the itxAt^

when they are liable to blow into the eyes with
disastrous results. The average Mexican or In-

TUNA MANSE AS GEOWINQ IN SAN DIEGO.

/:

^

TUNA MANSE.

covered with occasional tufts of small chaff-Hke

prickles, are two or three inches long, somewhat

pear-shaped and pumpkin<colored. They are

produced in the greatest profusion. We know

of an array of glasses of marmalade, and jars

of the richest wine-colored sweet-picklee, made

from the fruit, and as tempting as an epioure

could wiuh,

"Equally famous is 0. ficm-indica, the 'Indian

fig ' cactus. This species has escaped from

cultivation and has become naturalized in a

few places in south Florida, especially on Key
West. It, also, is very hardy, and would

doubtless prove so in north Florida. It is a

most striking and pictareeque plant, attaining,

in a few years from the cutting, a hight of 10

or 12 feet, with immense flat joints a foot

or even 14 Inches in length. The scale-like

spines often drop off and leave the surface per-

fectly smooth, BO it is not very prickly nor

difficult to handle. The fruits are larger than

those of Opuntia tuna, and are yellow in color.

The pulp is sweet and has very few seeds. It

is very much liked by most people who are

familiar with It, and we have seen those who
preferred it to soob popular and delicious fruits

as the orange and banana. The frnits are

annual report of the California State Board of

Horticulture for 1S90, page 133, and elsewhere.

In the same report is given a plate illustrating

the fruit of the tuna Colorado and the tUna
manse, and also of the wild tuna {opuntia engel-

manni). See engravings used herewith.

Gerald Hastings {American Garden, XI,
475) says : "Several speoies of opuntia, par-

ticularly O. tuna, yield the red, green or yellow
fruits known as prlokly pears. These are aweet
and juicy and extensively used aa dessert by
the Mexicans and inhabitants of Southern
Europe. Their juice is used as a water-color

at Naples, and for coloring confectionery in

the West Indies."

OPUNTIA Ficas iNT>iCA

—

Baworth,

" During the eighteenth century Mr. Philip

Miller of Chelsea Gardens, England, brought
several cacti into notice, at least eight being
credited to him and described in his Gardeners'
Dictionary in addition to those already known.
Martyn's edition of Miller's Gardeners' Diction-

ary enumerates, among others. Cactus ficus

indica and G. tuna. Not having access to the

above works. I am unable to learn with any
degree of certainty as to the characterlstioa of

the types of these species. Apparently the

most reliable description accessible to me ia in

Forster'a ' Oaoteen,' of which the following ia

a free translation :

"Native of South America, cultivated sonth
of the Rio Grande under the name Nopal cas-

iillano; naturalized in Italy and Sfoily; tall.

TUNA COLORADO.

dian learns to handle these fruits with utter in-
difference to the spines.

The spines are abumdant sikI rather tarmld-
able in appearance On this beaotiiful plant, bnt
are really one of the mo^ugaful characteristics
of the plant, mpking it very nsefal for hedges
and fences,

OPONTIA ** TUNA-MAN^E."

The color of the fruit of this tuna outsjde is

of a deep oohraceoua-buff, slightly glauoons,
irregularly mottled and blotched with crimson,
giving it a bloodshot appearance; inside the
outer coating is of the same coloring, bnt the
pulp inclosing t£e seeds is of a light greenish-
yellow.

This is the most abundant of the dhree forma
of tunaa maturalized at the San Diego Mission,
and like the others is credited with a Mexican
nativity. The fruit is nearly globose, with a yel-
lowish umbilfcous, pitted in the center, an inch
in diameter and smaller proportionally than ia
tuna or tuna Colorado. Seeds more numerous the
(about 250). Areolaa and spines on fruit and
stems differ but slightly if any from O. tuna^-
from which the plants may not be readily dis-
tioguiehed except when in fruit,

[The manner of growth of this speoies is

shown in the engraving, showing a clump with

the figure of a man central, thus indicating the

size the plant attains. The cuts of the three

species of fruit are from B. M. Leiong'a report

for 1890, as noted above.

—

Eds, Pb£ss.J
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n^lNIJMG SUMMAF^Y,

The lollowing Is mostly coiidenaed from joumala publiahetf

in the interior, in pioximit; to the mines mentioned.

CALiIPORNIA.

Amador.
HARDStiBiJ-RG.—Ledger, Feb. 28: Grading for a

millsite was commenced at this mine at Middle Bar

on Monday. We understand it is intended to put

up a 15-stamp mill, and the stamps of the old mill

now on the claim will be utilized in the new struc-

ture. The stamps are light, 600 or 650 pounds, but

it is the opinion of many expert millmen tbat better

results are obtained from light than from heavy

stamps, the tendency of the latter being to create

such strong commotion as to cause a greater loss of

gold. The mill is to be put up near the shaft, aTnd

is well located for water-power, the pressure being

ample. James White, who superintended the con-

struction of the Amador mill, has charge of putting

up this mill.

GovER.—At the Gover they have succeeded in

getting their 700-foot level cleared of water the lirst

time since it was flooded six years ago. At that

time they put in a large bulkhead in their north drift

where their water came in, and lor two weeks it held

the water back; then it made its appearance 40 feet

this side at the rate of 75.000 gallons per 24 hours.

This flooded their lower levels again and during

these last six years they have never been able to get

this level cleared again. For the list two months
they have been pumping and skipping water, and
last Friday, the 20th, they cleared the level and
found that the place wHfere water broke in, 40 feet

this side of the dam, had choked up by drawing the

water down and didn^ leak a drop. At present time

water has been confined nearly a week, and instead

of breaking into the mine again has made its appear-

ance half a mile north in an eld tunnel which, when
the mine was flooded, was dry. This is a most im-

portant fact to the Gover people, as they can now
easily control the surface water, and they will im-

mediately open out their lower levels where the orig-

inal Gover Co, abandoned rich ore when the mine
was flooded. It is also reported that they have struck

another pay chute on their 5co-foot level.

Belmont Mine.—At this mine the surface tunnel

has been driven 20 feet the last week; total distance,

120 feet; 50 feet have yet to be driven before ore is

reached and the company's lo-stamp mill can be

started.

Miscellaneous.—No further developments have

been made in the Bell Wether or Bright mine. Lit-

tle has been done this week, owing to the fact that

machinery is necessary to the further prosecution of

work. A horse-power whim has been purchased
from the Live Oak mine on Stony creek and has
been moved to this claim and will be erected forth-

with. A. O. Wilcox, who has been running a roller

mill at the Beardslee cement gravel cUim, Upper
Rancheria, for several weeks, got down to his old

stamping-grounds in Jackson last Saturday. He re-

ports that the auriferous cement carries about $3
worth of gold to the ton, at which rate it ought to

yield a fair profit. E. E. Dye. in charge of the Am^
ador gold mine, went to San Francisco last week to

arrange for the payment of taxes upon the property,

and other business. He returned Tuesday night to

find that the property had been sold that day for de-

linquent taxes to G. Qnirolo. The buyer is entitled

to 50 per cent advance on the purchase price, so

that the taxes and costs now run up to over $( 100.

The property was among the first on the list, and as

the tax-collector must offer each parcel in rotation,

it was one of the first offered and the bait was
jumped at as a solid investment. The property will

of course be redeemed before long.

Bel Norte.

The Beach Mines.—Del Norte Record, Feb,

21: Last Sunday our representative, accompanied
by that veteran Black Sand miner, Co!. Yates, made
atrip down the beach to where the black sand mines
of Messrs. Raymond and Lhote are located, to view
the manner in which the gold is obtained from the

auriferous black sand by the machine used at this

mine. Arriving at the mmes, we find the engine and
machine under a shed, while the men are kept busy
wheeling barrows up a runway to a platform along-

side the top of the machine where the sand is

dumped and fed into the machine by the shovelful

by the feeder. As this machine is built and oper-
ated on an entirely different process from that used
by the beach mines in this neighborhood a number
of years ago, we give the following description:

The machine stands about seven feet high, with
four arms running from the center of a shaft, about
four feet from the ground; these arms are about
three feet long and each supports a pan about 0.%
feet in diameter; above this about two feet is a large

pan built so as to cover the center of the lower pans.
The sand was fed with a shovel into a hopper, into

which a stream of water ran from an inch pipe. A
screen immediately-urder the hopper screened out
the gravel. This sand was washed through a dis-

charge pipe into the circular pans below. These
pans are double ones, consisting of an outer and
inner pan. The inner pans are shallow, circular,

and made of copper, the surface of which was sil-

vered and coated with merciiry; they are suspended
withm an outer and deeper copper pan, the surface
of which is also silvered and amalgamated. The
water and sand flow down upon the inner pans, to

which, by the revolution a motion is given similar
to that of a pan worked by hand. The gold is

caught upon the surface of the inner pan, while the
sand runs out into the tailing-box. The screen on
this machine is the invention of C. W. Babcock o'

this city; and on account of the pebbles and gravel
found in the sand, it would be impossible to run the
machine were it not for this attachment. This ma-
chine has a capac ty of about 86 tons a day; at pres-

ent they are running with a force of six men,

Nevada.

The Mines Are All Right.—Grass Valley
Union, Feb. 26: The late storms of rain and snow
have not materially interfered with mining opera-
tions in this district, and but little if any extra water
coming from the surface has given the min-
ing pumps more than their usual work to per-
form. The water supply for power has not been
interfered with, as the source of supply, the South
Yuba canal, has not been broken or snow blockaded,
as was the case at this time last year. At that time
all the mines of the district were being flooded with

water, and it was a hard and long struggle to pre-

vent them from being drowned out.

The Peabody.- Grass Valley Union, Feb. 26:

A cleanup of 55 tons of ore from the Peabody mine
was made at the Crown Point mill on Monday,
which gave a result of $25 per ton. This was en-

tirely satisfactory as showing the quality of the ore

produced by the mine. The Peabody Co. will

soon commence making important improvements
on the mine by sinking a new tbree-corapartment

shaft between 400 and 500 feet west of the present

shaft, and the erection of new pumping and hoisting

works, which will be operated by steam-power.

This shaft will be constructed in the most substan-

tial manner, with a view to the permanent develop-

ment of the mine. The shaft will be sunk from the

surface and an upraise also made to it from the No.

3 level below, which has been run far enough to the

west so that a connection can be made with the new
shaft. The operations which have been carried

on for the past year have been mainly for prospect-

ing purposes, and the mine has now been opened
sufficiently and is showing so well that the sinking

of a new shaft is warranted, as it is found that the

old shaft is not located in the right place. During
the progress of sinking the new shaft, the work of

hoisting ore through the old shaft will go on as

heretofore. With the new shaft and with new
hoisting and pumping works the Peabody will be
welt equipped for further operations.

California.—The California M. Co., recently in-

corporated to work the Pittsburg mine, on Dead-
man's Flat, has had its 20,000 shares set aside to

raise a working capital promptly subscribed for, the

whole amount having been taken. These shares

were taken at Grass Valley, Marysville, San Francis-

co and San Jose. After they were taken, an order

came from Chihuahua, Mexico, for 5000 shares, sent

by Grass Vall-y men who are employed in the rail-

road shops at ihat place. The company is now
placed in funds for its preliminary operations, and
should it be found that more capital will be neces-

sary, there are yet remaining 20,000 shares that can
be used for raising additional capital, but this will

not be disposed of at less than 50 cents a share.

The mine has a good record as a prospecting opera-
tion, is well located in a portion of the district where
the mines are doing well and are held in high favor,

and there is every rea<:on to believe that it will open
up well as soon as the new works are put up and
the shaft and drifts can be put in shape for system-

atic exploitation.

Napa-
A Valuable MitiK.— Caiisfo^ian, Feb. 18: B.

M. Newcomb, superintendent of the Nap^ Con.
Quicksilver mine, has sent to us the following re-

port of business done at the mine during the past

year:

Cash disbursed Sr '9.157
Total of payroll 104 029
Paid for farm products 15.800
Wood and lumber account 21.748
For building roads 3. 120

During the year 17.770 tons of ore were rained

and treated, irom which 2700 flasks of quicksilver

were obtained, the weight of the metal being 206,550
pounds. Credited to the work of development are

the following items: Tunnels and drifts, 8800 feet;

shafts and winzes, 1000 feet. The N. C. is one of

the most valuable quicksilver mines on the coast,

and from present indications will annually furnish a
large amount of metal several years to come. That
the mine is located within the borders of Napa Co.
is a fact we are pleased to mention in this connec-
tion.

Good Prospects.—The work of prospecting on
ground formerly included with property of the old
Calistoga G. S: S. M. Co., on the side of Mount St.

Helena, has been going on the past few months,
Dan Patton and others interested believing that

plenty of good ore is there if it could be found. The
indications now are very good that their efforts will

be crowned with success. The prospect work is be-

ing done near the excavations made years ago in the

old mine. In excavations recently made a vein

about two feet wide has been encountered, and from
it good mi. ling ore has been taken, some of it

being high-grade. Greater depth will be necessary
to prove the value of the vein, but as the prospects
are good the necessary work will be most cheerfully
done. There is plenty of ore in the old mountain
and we hope the company now looking for it will

succeed.

Placer.

The Land OF Gold.—^eraW, Feb. 28: Last
Monday morning after the unprecedented hard
storm of the night before which washed the streets

and gullies clear of soil, the gold-hunters were out
in force. Quite a number of pieces were picked up
in different parts of the city, varying in value from
a few cents lo a few dollars. The largest find " re-

ported was by Katie Deetkin. who picked up a piece
in the road out near Ames' place worth some $6
or $8. The value of alt the pieces picked up here
in the city would probably exceed $20. California is

truly the land of gold. In Auburn they literally

pick it up in the streets.

Flumas.
GiBSONViLLE.—Cor. Plumas National, Feb. s8:

No doubt the mining men will be glad to hear that
bedrock was struck in the Thistle Shaft, last Sun-
day. They have fine-looking gravel and it pros-
pects well. The shaft will be completed in a few
days, if nothing happens to prevent them working.
They will then commence running tunnels off from
the bottom of the shaft. The workmen, while re-

pairing the North American mine, have found that
the bad air which caused Mr. Mark Schofield's
death was caused by a fire in the mine at the No.
3 turnout, where a great number of timbers were
piled. It is generally supposed that the fire was set

by some unknown party, although it might have
been an accident or an explosion of gas.

Slsfciyou.

Honolulu. — Siskiyou Telegram, Feb. 28:
Henry Mack of Honolulu was in the city for a short
time last Wednesday, while en route for Fort Jones.
He informs us tbat the majority of the mines on the
Klamath will be worked this season. The Phil
Mott claim, in which Mack is interested, will be
operated on a larger scale than ever this season.
The majority of the companies are at present in the
woods cutting the necessary timber for constructing
their wingdams. We look for some good results
from Klamath this year. We understand that the
Centennial mine at Honolulu, on the Klamath river.

will be operated quite extensively during the coming
spring and summer. It is the intention of the own-
ers to open up farther up stream than ever be-

fore, and near the Bentz Bar mine, which is oper-

ated very successfully by a Chinese company. Gott
& Co., the owners of the Centennial, have persist-

ently worked it for years, with varied degrees of suc-

cess, and expect to do much better on their present
location.

AURIFEROUS Gravel.—Yreka Journal, Feb. 26:

Frank H. Hall, consulting engineer, of San Fran-
cisco, is now cutting through the rimrock in the old

August diggings at Quartz Valley, where he expects

to tap an old d^ad river channel containing an im-
mense body of auriferous gravel, believed to be ex-

ceedingly rich, and which extends from Callahans
along the west side of Scott River to the canyon and
thence to Scott Bar. Louis Guilbert of Yreka has
been at work lately sinking a mining shaft in a

claim located east of the Shasta Valley road, about
three miles south of town in the Kildore hills, near

the old Oak Grove race-track, and has found colors

all the way down, with improving prospects at a

depth of 30 feet. No signs of bedrock are yet

visible, although bedrock crops up at the gulch near
the wagon-road, where considerable gold was taken

out in 1854. Louis thinks the indications are very

favorable for tapping the famous blue gravel

channel, which undoubtedly extends along the east

side of Yreka to mouth of Greenhorn and out into

Shasta valley. E. Dudley and others have aUo
taken up claims in the Kildore hills, close by Guil-

bert's location, and will also commence prospecting

by assisting Louis to get down to the bedrock, which
will be the best means of ascertaining the certainty

of the existence of a dead channel containing gold.

Quartz.—The quariz-mill on Yreka Fiats will

soon be moved farther northward on the flats in the

vicinity of Long Gulch, where there are a number
of rich and extensive ledges, which the owners in-

tend opening on a large scale during the coming
summer. The quartz-miners at head of Greenhorn
creek and on Cherry creek, on the Greenhorn and
Deadwood divide, are aLo anxious to have a
custom-mill put up in that section, and guarantee

to furnish a good supply of quartz for crushing, the

hauling for long distances being quite expensive and
slow, owing to the steep grades required m reaching

the various mountain ledges.

RiVEK Mining.—The river-miners on the Klam-
ath are still at work in taking out pay gravel, not-

withstanding the storms of the past week, which
have not raised the stream over a foot higher. They
will probably be able to continue work right along,

as it is too late in the season now for the possibiUty

of any freshets likely to interfere with the wingdams
that have been in use all winter.

Sierra.

Sierra City.—Mountain Messenger, Feb. 28:

There are 15 fhen working at the Colombo; Cleve-

land, 20; Young America, 80; and Berger's ledge, 30.

Only two men are employtd by the Sierra Bultes Co,

Jos. Carney is in charge of the flume and lakes.

and Stephen Thomas, office, buildings, No. nine

mill and mine. The upper 20-stamp mill will be

rebuilt next April. Two men are getting out rock

at the Wm. Tell ledge. Ihe six-stamp mill is to be

started as soon as sufficient water comes. Milling

ore already crushed averaged $20 a ton. Average
yield, through the ledge, as far as developed, $7 a

ton. R. A. Grass, one of the stockholders, is

superintendent.
Trinity.

Running on Full T\},i^.—Journal, Feb. 21:

Mr. W. J. Grigsby, who was in town the first of

this week, informs us that the Buck's Ranch Mining
Co. has extended its ditch to the main East Fork

creek, a distance of about 2% miles. This will give

them a good supply of water for the entire year.

They are now running their mill day and night and
getting satisfactory results. The ledge can be

worked very cheaply and very low-grade rock can

be crushed with a profit. This company has the

widest ledge on the creek, and with the facilities they

now have for working it there is no doubt that a

handsome profit will be realized.

New River.— Capt. James Franzen arrived in

Eureka from New River last week and informed the

Standard that the superintending officers of the

Ridgeway mine were anxious to have him remain a

day or two longer, believing that daylight would be

struck through the upraise in that promising mine
within that time. All was anticipation in connec-

tion with that event, the general belief being that

it was the forerunner of an important era in the his-

tory of the Ridgeway, from which golden returns

are expected when the upraise work is completed.

Capt. Franzen says that although limes were com-
paratively dull, work was being prosecuted in some
dozen mines in the district.

Gravel Mines.—Redding Fyee Press, Feb. 28:

Billy Fowler the mining man has just returned from

Trinity county. where he has been visiting the gravel

mine of the Trinity Gravel Co. on the Trinity river.

They have four giants running and expect to make
a good cleanup at the close of the season. Mr.

Fowler thinks that the recent law making the Klam-
ath river not navigable will stimulate hydraulic min-

ing in Trinity county and enable impecunious mine-

owners to sell good properties to capitalists who
heretofore have held aloof for feat of injunctions.

Speaking of the Jillson gravel claim near Horn-
brook, Mr. Fowler informs us that during a run of

five days $550 was taken out of the boxes, including

one solid chunk of gold valued at $130. Mr. Fowler

insists upon it that this same blue gravel lead runs

through a portion of this county, and that in the

near future there will be some astonishing develop-

ments.
Ventura.

Gypsum.—Ventura Ffa Press, Feb. 20: Super-

intendent E. Twining, who was in Ventura yester-

day, said that the Ventura Plaster Co. had no inten-

tion of shutting down their mine on the Ojai, but on

the contrary would increase the force as soon as they

could work conveniently. The mine is being worked
from a shaft with drifts leading away from it at a

certain level. Several weeks ago it was found that

more gypsum could be secured by going deeper, so

those men working in the drifts were laid off, The
remaining men were put to work sinking the shaft

and in a short time a lirger force will be put at

work. The factory at San Francisco wants 50 tons

a day, but thus far the Ojai mine has been unable to

supply more than a quarter that amount. It is for

the purpose of securing a greater supply that a mine
is being opened in Orange county.

Will Refine Asphaltum,—The Ventura As-

phalt Co. is building refinery works on a vacail
near the depot, and early next week will be rea'T
use a large quantity of rock. Thos. Moran of |

den, Utah, is here superintending the works.

NEVADA.

Waenoe Dlscrict.

Belcher.—Virginia ^H;'er/Wa£, Feb. 28:

resumed work in the north drift from No. 3 l^

crosscut, 200 level, which is out a total distant
jf

131 feel. The face is composed of clay. N ,

west crosscut, 300 level, advanced 23 feet;
i|

length, 100 feet. The face is in porphyry.
p

1400 level east crosscut is out 73 feet. It i;

reached what looks like the hanging-wall. Thh
j;

a width of about 20 inches of quartz next to e
wall, which contains bunches of good ore.

Utah.—On the 725 level the northwest dri is

making the usual progress in ground of a favot.

appearance. West crosscut No. 2 is in vein n
rial that shows a good deal of quartz.
Ward Combination.—The east drift oiii

1800 level is in a clay and porphyry formation, >

Challenge AND Confidence.—The northi
the east crosscut, 300 level, is in 6 feet, having

i

commenced during the week; the face shows qi
having no value.

Andes.—During the paswweek north winze j

350 level was sunk n feet. No change in 10:

tion. North drift on 420 level was extended i6
in a formation of quartz, clay and porphyry.
Gould & Curry.—200 level: From botton

winze No. i started a south drift on a small sir!

of quartz showing some ore; extended same 10
We have extracted from winze during the weefa
cars of ore of a fair quality. 250 level: South t

from upraise has been advanced 10 feet; total tfen

41 feet. Face in quartz and porphyry. Westci
cut No. I from upraise has been advanced 15^
total length, 91 feet. Face in soft porphyry si

ing bunches of quartz. 300 level: Carried ^p
dine upraise No. 2, 12 feet and made conueo
with crosscut No. 3 on 200 level, thereby grt

improving the ventilation of this section of then
Best & Belcher.—Soo level: West cms

No. 2 has been extended 18 feet, through porpi
and quartz; total length, 504 feet. 1200 \

West crosscut No. i has been advanced 18 feet;

tal length, 140 feet. Face in porphyry, clay

quartz,

Potosi.—On the 930 level the east crosscut I

the winze is still in porphyry that contains str

of quiirtz. On the 1230 level the east crosscut,

feet south of the Chollar incline, is in porphyry r

shows bunches of quartz. On the 1300 level,

south lateral drift is showing clay in the porph
All is now in shape for a thorough exploratiot
this level.

Hale & Norcross.—The usual prospfet

operations are in progress on the 800, 900, HOD?
1400 levels. At some points material of a promli
appearance has been encountered. The repair*

the main incline below the 1400 station are mBb
good progress; also work on ore and waste ctu
Ophir.—The west crosscut on the 1300 leva

still in a material that carries some metal.
Union Con.—East crosscut No. 2 on the »

level continues in a clay and porphyry formitioni
Mexican.—On the 1465 level No. i crosscut*

is advancing in a porphyry formation.
Con. Cal. & Va.—Are extracting ore from:

1200, r3oo, 1500, 1600 and 1650 levels, Gi

headway is being made in the south drift on
1 100 level from the Con. Virginia shaft. It is

in porphyry, and has yet a considerable distd

to go before reaching a point where ore is e'x|

The usual amount of ore has been extracted
sent to the mills, and the average assay value wil

about the same as last week.
Justice.—The north drift on the 822 level isl

356 feet. The face is in hard rock. Have done
work on the 490 south drift during the week. S
ped to the mill 202 tons and 315 pounds of ;

Average battery assay, $15.66 per ton. Have 1

ped the extraction of ore, pending the connectJO
the 822 drift with the bottom of the 622 winze..

Savage.—During the week we have hoisteii

carloads of ore from the 400, 500, 750 and i

levels, and from the intermediate level beloff

1300 level. Shipped to the Mexican mill 540 I

and milled 540 tons of ore, the average balteryi

say of which was $15.60 a ton. We have bid!

on hand amounting to $18,670.20. We havBi

sumed work in the bottom of the winze below <

1300 level, and have sunk the same 20 feet, mah
its total depth 103 feet below sill floor 1300 le

From the Hale & Norcross north drift, goo le

which is 90 feet in .Savage ground, we have o
roenced sloping ore in east crosscut No, i. T

ore body shows a width of 18 feet of fair-grade*

mixed with some porphyry. We are exte

ing the Hale & Norcross drift, 800 level, froHii

south boundary into the Savage ground. Tbist
is now advanced 30 feet, and is encountering si

fair-grade ore on the east =ide of the drift.

Silver Hill.—Good headway is making in 01

ing out on the 500 level.

Con. Imperial.—Work is still being confinec

following up and taking out small streams of on
the upper levels and overhauling the old slope of

mine.
Alpha & Exchequer.—The only work d

was in repairs to the main shaft.

Seg. Belcher.—The east crosscut from
south lateral drift on the 600 level was advancei
feet since lastReport, making its total length 69 (

The face is composed principally of clay.

Occidental,—Ore of good quality is bi

found in both south drifts of the 400 level.

Sierra Nevada.—630 level: The nortb\

drift is still in a porphyry formation.
Overman.—Extracted 386 tons and 8od pou

of ore. Car sample assays average $15.70 p6r

Shipped to the Brunswick mill 41:6 ions and
pounds of ore. Battery sample? average $17.60

|

ton. On the iioo-foot level the incline upr

from the northwest drift has been extended 9 '

total length, 173 feet. At a point 166 feet up t

commenced lo cut a station, and when coropli

will start a drift to the northward to conned \

the southwest drilt from the shaft. Incline upr

from the south drift has been extended 17

through quartz of a fair grade; total length,

feel. On the 1200 level southeast drift, on eig

floor of slope, has been extended 26 feet thrc

quartz; total length, 94 feet.

Kentuck.—During the week we have put
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I
in the raise, looo-fooi level east ledge, and

I jced ihe raise 5 feet, raakinR its tola! highl 33

( The top is all low-grade quaru. Conlinued

4 orlh drill on this level to the north line of the

i and started an east crosscut from the end of it

I gb qtiartr containing some spots of ore which

a aved for pay. The north drift from the west

,j advanced 10 feet, making its total length 19

( The face is in low-grade quartz.

OLLAK.—Winze 80 feet south of north line.

j •vel, is still going down in a mixture of quartz,

t ind porphyry. Good progress is making in

i< ork of opening the station on the incline at the

1
levd. The ore sent to the mill will average

I a ton.

OWN Point,—The west crosscut on ihe 500-

4 eve! has been advanced 25 feet since last re-

3 loifti length, 92 feet. The face is composed

"I porphyry, with small seams of quartz through

\re still engaged on repairs on the 600 level.

Tuscarora District.

;vADA Queen. — Times-Review, Feb. 27:

( 1 drift, 650-foot level, advanced 33 feet, show-

I slight improvement.

lVAJO.—East crosscut from north end of the

u lateral. 350-foot level, is in 20 feet. Have

I A an intermediate drift from No. 5 chuie,

w level.

MMONWEALTii.— Fourth level; liast crosscut

I ecn extended 36 feet, cutting seams of spar

J ilay, some water. West crosscut advanced 40

K hanging-wall, will now start to open up the

:t Lit by this crosscut.

i,LE Isle.— South drift. 450-foot level, ex-

it d 25 feet; the face is looking more favorable.

\ Tiam crosscut, same level, has been extended

^ :t; a Utile water is beginning to show in the

K igain. The slopes above the 350 continue in

i)
grade ore. Broke 8 cars of hi^h grade and 23

II )f concentrating ore.

iRTH Belle Isle.—North drift from Belle

II 450-foot level, extended 14 feet, no particular

a je. The 500 slopes continue to look well.

Ir ; 7% cars of first cUss and 37 cars of concen-

a gore. No. 4 upraise from the 6oo-foot level

a een extended 16 feet; the top is all in quartz,

fi ing some good ore.

IRTH Commonwealth—Hoisted during the

'( 21 tons of ore. average $265 per ton, and 68

a ads assaying $20 per ton.

Osceola District.

iL» Ore.—Salt Lake Tridufte, Feb. 2S: The
^ une some time ago noted the arrival of gola ore

rt Osceola, Nev,, from some mines which Messrs.

,; lam & Raddatz had purchased from Duff

i in. Assays were made from lour samples of

h are and they ran respectively in gold $30, $24,

I md $38, which is certainly excellent tor Iree-

:i iggold ore when it is in such immense quanii-

ie sit is said to be in the Osceola ledges. The
III lasers of this group have been negotiating with

p Boston parties, who have agreed to purchase

i
roperty if it is as good as the assays have shown,

I
or the purpose of demonstrating this, 150 lbs of

I as sent yesterday by express to the Boston par-

Pabranagat Lake District.

I TtJRNF.D.— Pioche Record, Feb. 26: Messrs.

, Silvia and Geo. S. Barber, who two months
00k a bond on the Dalback mme, Pahranagat

listrict, and went down to work on the claim,

thrown up the work. The lessees say the

is a good prospect but not rich enough to

y work in the face of such unreasonable diffi-

:s as they encountered, so they threw up the

Q; ;r and returned last week to town with their

u lies.

{

ARIZONA.
'

I

—
bXES.—Prescott Courier. Feb. an: D. Boaz

lateen " looking the gold field over'' in Big Bug.

irisays the district has a fine metallic future. He
sjlove with the Boggs, Silver Bell, Gladstone and
JO mother mines. Chloride Jack's bonanza is iu

Ht health. W. H. Harlan, discoverer of the

mlHoward vein, is still in the shaft, taking out

gt I paying ore. Slate Creek miners have shed

x ; and will soon make large shipments of high-

ji e ore. Jack McDonald, John Sugden, Nels

3 e, all of them have put on extra men. Crowned
K

I is shipping much ore and sulphurets to the

E aso smelter. Tiger mine is yielding high-grade

SI . Turkey creek miners are prepared to ship

m; fine ore. J. J. Williams reports fair progress

ai is several camps. Jennings, of Hassayampa,
01 wishes he had a mill to pound gold out of his

01 Mr. Potter, a Michigan capitalist, is negotiat-

ir 'or certain mining property near Walnut Grove.

Lx creek hydraulic works are in full blast. Weav-
ei iners are making fair wages. Machinery for a

a( tamp mill was at Aztec, a few days ago, en
re 2 to Hatqua-Hala.
OHAVE Ho'iKS.—Miner, Feb. 28: Jas. Mc-

G ;or has made another strike on bis claim at El

D&do canyon. Joe Labaree and James Cadden
aitxtracting good, rich ore from the Diana mine
in hloride. A. [ames will put a force of men at

w i on the Bull Dog mine in Todd Basin stoping

01 ore. The pumps in the Cupel mine are slowly

re cing the water and sinking will be commenced
in few days. It is rnmored that several Mohave
C{ ity mines will be incorporated in Los Angeles
ai the stock placed upon the market in a few
w is. Battolph and Grant have taken charge of

tl' Mexican mine in Todd Basin, and will place a
fc i of men thereon taking out the rich gold ore on
tl surface. Geo. M. Bowers will have several tons

ore from the Nighthawk dumps concentrated at

tl James mill in Todd Basin. Supt. Butiolph of

tljDenver M. & M. Co. has a carload of ore ready

he dump of the Homestake mine in Mineral
t. From Wm. Heimrod, who is now in charge
le-mill at El Dorado canyon, we learn that a

str.ke of ore rich in both gold and silver has
1 made in the Charleston mountains, on Indian

1^1 k, about 100 miles northwest of the canyon in

' vicinity of Death Valley. The contract on the

:en Bee mine is almost completed, and as soon
he hoist can be put in place 30 or 40 men will be
to work in the stopes. James Carter, from
d Basin, informs us that the mill, under the ab'e

lagemeni of Lew Lassel, has been running sue-

' fully. Fred Biawn is stopine a great deal of rich

K ;r-lead ore from the Indian Boy. In the Altatta

driving and they are rewarded by exposing two feet

of richer ore than was ever before produced from
that mine. The ore is silver, showing a great deal
of native copper. At the Empire, E. K. Thompson
has between 40 and 50 tons of very rich ore on the
dump awaiting shipment.
Dos Cabezas.— Cor. Tombstone Kptttiph, Feb.

35: We have up to this time had a singularly open
winter here. Even on the mountains 7000 to 8000
ffct above the sea level our deepest snow has bsen
six inches, and, except in small patches on northerly
slopes, that is all gone. The quartz-mill at this

place has had a profitable run recently on 70 tons of

gold ore from the Ewell Springs lode. The yield was
somewhere about $15 or $16 per ton. This ore was
mined by Fowler & McGregor and was carefully as-

sorted. For each ton of selected ore about three
tons of barren and lower grade rock, say $6 to $8 in

value, were thrown aside, and it was only by con-
stantly making horn-spoon tests the grade desired

was secured. The mill has been running during the

last 10 days on paying ore from the Mescal
lode and from the old Kouse claim on the
Fort Bowie road, which seems to be a prom*
ising small vein. I regret to learn that Fowler it

McGregor talk of bidding our camp good-by.
The moving of their mill from the northern side of

the mountains to where it is now co?t a round sum,
and the ores from the Philadelphia lode did not
yield up to expectations, so that they were consider-

ably out of pocket. Their claims in Park canyon
are so broken and faulted that deep tunneling alone
will make them productive, and for the present
means are not available for that work. The Casey
Bros, are getting good ore from the Juniper mine.
With their arasira at work during the summer
months they make a satisfactory living. Work
has been resumed in the Silver Cave 300-foot
tunnel, Geo. Pnillips being, as in the past, S. R.
DeLong's stand-by in driving ahead. The rock in

the face is said to be very hard.

Over the Mountains.—At the Tevis camp all

is quiet. No work is being done on the mines or in

the mill except in making some changes in the belt-

ing. I am unable to give any reason for the cessa-

tion of work.
To Pump at Tombstone.—Phcenix Gazette,

Feb. 25: A large pumping corporation has entered

into arrangements with the Grand Central and Con-
tention mining companies ot Tombstone to pump
the big mines on shares, and it is thought that active

operations will be resumed on those great bullion-

producers. It is unquestionable that these two prop-

erties, if the water could be handled, are two of the

richest mines on the continent, and the fact of satis-

factory arrangements being made will be hailed

with delight by the people of Tombstone and in fact

the whole Territory. The pumping company is to

put in large Cornish pumps and keep the water
down so that the mines can be worked, and will re-

ceive a royalty on all ores hoisted from the proper-

ties.

OOLORADO.

The Conomaka.—Aspen Times, Feb. 24:
Not a little interest has been aroused in min-
ing circles by the fact that the Conomara is

shippmg ore. This property is one of the fam-
ous ones of the camp, the shaft having been
driven down 1000 feet to catch the Aspen mine's ore

chute. The contact pitches very steep, but it was at

last intersected and some low-grade mineral was
found. At the goo-foot level some ore was developed,

and it is from this point that the present shipments
are being made.
Park-Regent.—The air drills are kept busy and

the levels are being driven forward rapidly. The
work shows ore at several points and the outlook is

very bright. Jack Lindsay now occupies the posi-

tion of superintendent.

The Little Rule.—The Little Rule is reported

to be looking far better than ever before. The ore

bodies are inceasing in size as development work
progresses, and the grade of mineral also shows
improvement. The ore-bins are full, but the dan-

gerous condition of the trail interferes with the ship-

ping. A jack train was lost in a slide last week and
the greatest care will have to be exercised for some
days yet in taking pack animals to the mine.

The Newman Tunnel.—The Newman tunnel

is now being pushed forward. The air drills were
started last week and are doing effective work.

TUNNEL Ventilation.—The subject of tunnel

ventilation is one that has perplexed the engineers

considerably. The common plan has been to force

fresh air to the face and thus give good air to the

men at work. When air drills were introduced the

problem seemed to be solved, as the escaping air

lurnished the supply that was needed. This plan

simply drove the gases back, and the trammers and
others who had to go in and out were seriously in-

convenienced. When Taylor & Brunton started the

Cowenhoven tunnel they adopted a plan by which
the air, with all the foul gases, is sucked away from

the face. It is carried through a large pipe to the

mouth of the tunnel and a stream of fresh air is thus

kept moving in, the entire work being thoroughly

ventilated. The plan has worked so well that it has

attracted the attention of the contractors who are

boring the Busk-Ivanhoe tunnel on the Midland.

One of them came over last week with Chief Engi-

neer Bryant to inspect it, and determined to adopt
the system on the great railroad work.

Lake City District.— Denver Republican, Feb.

28: The Lake City district is slowly but surely

attaining prominence as one of the heaviest produc-

ing districts of rich ore in the Staie. Constant
strikes are being made. Last week bodies of valua-

ble mineral were encountered in the Cherokee, May-
flower and Pride of America, while suspended devel-

opment upon many good properties will recommence
in the spring. L. D. Hicks of St. Louis will begin

to open up the Crown Point in Shafer basin at that

time. From the Palmetto mine large quantities of

ore are being extracted and stored for shipment.

The Broker is shipping two carloads weekly. At a

depth of 280 feet in the Cresco crosscut a heavy
body of ore has been encountered which will be pros-

pected 75 feet farther, with a view of ascertaining

whether this body is the main vein or a spar. An-
other properly which promises to begin operations

in the spring is the Black W^onder M. Co. Litiga-

tion between the owners has for some time past fool-

,
ishly suspended operations here. There is said to

be an abundance of good mineral in sight,_ Some
CoriderKbster and McKinnon they have at last I

valuable development work is in progress on the

r ;hed the ore body in the drift they have been I Sterling group in Cottonwood gulch. The Frank

Hough M. Co. intends to open up in the spring
with a large force. Anothe*- shaft will t>c sunk in

place of the old one which has become dangerous,
I he Big Casino is another property that promises
to come to the front.

DAKOTA.

Caledonia.—Deadwood Pioneef, Feb. 29: .At a
recent meeting ot the board of directors of this com-
pany, the following olTictrs were elected: W. K.

Goad, president; George K. Wells, vice-president;

J. B. Haggin, treasurer; Thomas J. Grier superin-

tendent. As already announced in these pages, the

mine was sold to the Homestake Mining Co., and
the new directory represents the purchasers,

D. & D. Smelter.—Professor Fianklin R. Car-

penter, general manager of the D, & D. smelter, re-

turned yesicrday Irom a trip to Denver. 'Ihe object

of his visit to Colorado was to examine the dry

smelting process of the Argo works. He has always
been in favor of the reverberatory furnaces, and his

recent visit to Argo has strengthened him in that

view. The reverberatory furnace is an English

method, while the blast furnace for smelting origin-

ated in Germany. In Montana the blast furnace is

used almost exclusively, although wherever the ideas

of English and American engineers are predominant,

the reverberatory furnace is used. In the new D. S/

D. smeller the reverberatory lurnace will be used.

Chlorination Works.—A gold brick, valued

at $8700, was yesterday shipped out by Wells, Fargo

& Co. The brick was the result of two weeks' luu

at the Gollen Reward chlorination works.

Bald Mountain.—Superintendent Ellington

has a force of men at work on ihe Florence and has

encountered a large body of ore. The ore will not

average over $20 a ton, but it is expected thai it will

be richer as the body is farther penetrated.

Golden Wedge.—The Golden Reward com-
pany is taking ore from this mine and shipping it to

the chlorination works. The ore carries from $35 to

$40 a ton, and is one of the richest mines in the

company's group.
Carthage.—Several men are working on the

Carthage mine and getting out a good quality of

ore. Shipments to Omaha will shortly begin.

IDAHO.

The Clayton Smelters,— Cor. Salt Lake Trib-

une, Feb. 28: A. J. Crook, manager of the Clay-

ton (Idaho) smelters and the numerous mines be-

longing to that coidpany, is in the city to spend two

or three days, on his way home from Omaha. He
reports the property of the company, especially their

mines, in excellent condition. Of course that coun-

try is all snowed under now, but the mines along

that portion of Salmon river are good enough to

make that a prosperous country were it supplied

with better and cheaper transportation facilities.

MONTANA.

At Butte.—inter'Mountain, Feb. 26: Of the

mines, all are working again as in the past, the Par-

rot having resumed Thursday, closing what had
seemed to be a shutdown for an indefinite time.

The mine is capable ot supplying the smelter with

400 tons of ore every 24 hours. The smelter is sec-

ond to none in the county and the output is nearly

equal to that made by the Butte & Boston. The
Anaconda and St. Lawrence mines paid to-day and
distributed among their employes $140,000 or over.

These mines are again working at their full capac-

ity and together with the Mountain Con. are em-
ploying more men than any similar number of the

same mines in the camp. The Lexington paid off

its hands yesterday. This mine is pursuing the even

tenor of its way and work is progressing on the

deep levels. Ore sufficient is being taken from the

mine to keep the immense mill in continuous opera-

tion. There are only 12 men employed in the High

Ore, one of the most prominent of the Chambers
syndicate of mines. Ihere is hardly any call for

ore from these mines until the reducing capacity of

the smelter at Anaconda is enlarged, as the output

of ore from all of these mines would simply swamp
the old works. All of the mines in the camp with

but few exceptions are running to their full capac-

ity, especially the large silver mines and mills on

the hill and to-day both are giving employment to

more practical miners than any other mining camp

in the country. The same may be said of the smelt-

ers, not one being in idleness, with the exception ol

the old Bell out on the flat, a remnant of its former

greatness. Among the slag on the old dump, it is

staled, there is matte rich enough almost to make
some enterprising leaser wealthy. Very scattering

reports continually arrive from the mines situated in

the main range. The most noted of these are the

group over which C. H. Shoemaker is superintend-

ing the Homestake and the Maude S. This part

of the country is only in its infancy and by the time

another year rolls around the music of the mills will

be distinctly heard in its canyons. Of the Switzer

or Monitor little can be said, but it is understood

that the shaft in contemplation will be started* just

as soon as the weather will permit and the disagree-

ment now existing in the company will have been

amicably adjusted. The mines of the Boston &
Montana Co. are in the same condition as during

last week. It is hoped that the big smelter at Great

Falls will be completed so as to accommodate the

vast number of miners that would be able to find

employment in the Moose, East and West Colusa,

Mountain View, Harris & Lloyd and the many oth-

er valuable properties belonging to this corporation.

There are 5000 miners employed in Butte to-day.

The deepest shaft is the Lexington, which is 1448

feet. More ore is hoisted from the Parrot mine in

proportion to its machinery than from any other

mine in the camp. Sinking is progressing for the

looD in the Mountain Consolidated.

NEW MEXICO.

Copper.—Sierra City Enterprise, Feb. 28: M.

W. NefF & Co. blew in their copper smelter at the

Anson S. Mine, in Hanover Gulch, on Wednesday

evening with every prospect of a long and success-

ful run. They have on hand a large supply of coke

and smelter supplies and every available inch of

space around the mine and smelter is crowded with

ore, barely sufficient room being left for a wagon to

pull through on the road. The ore in sight in the

mine is of good quality and a large body is exposed

ready for extraction as soon as room can be made

on the dump or at the smelter. E. L. Doheny &
Co. have resumed work on Ihe Alpha and
Omega properties of Houston and Thomas, near
Pinos Altos. Col. D. P. Casey, who has been in
charge of the Good Luck mine as foreman for
Brockman and Beall, will soon start work on his
own Lutle Bonanza at Cow Springs. May good
luck attend ye Kurnel. The Humboldt mill at
Shakespeare is being put in shape to commence
crushing ore. Fmnk Milsttad is supcTintending the
job in pt-rson. About 15 men are employed at
Lone mountain chloriding, that is. mining and as-
sorting the richest ore for shipment from the mines
of the camp, leaving large bodies of lower grade un-
touched. The ore must necessarily run very high to
pay cost of shipment and reduction at a smelter,
hundreds of miles away, and then leave a margin
for the miner, yet they are all making more than
good wages. The Colchis company's mill promises
some reliet to our miners when completed, which it

is to be hoped will be very soon.
MoGOLLONS.—The Little Fanny has another big

mark scored to her credit, a strike of richer ore than
heretofore discovered and in greater quantity having
been found in the lower level.

Aluminum Clay.—Salt 'LakzTribune, Feb. 26:
The question of getting clay rich enough in alum-
inum to pay for producing that metal is about to be
solved by one of the clay banks of Utah. The
Government has been testing clays, and even sent
to Canada for samples for this purpose, without
getting any very rich in aluminum. A short time
ago some parties got what they thought to be a
good article of fireclay and sent samples to the
Smithsonian Insiitute at Washington, audit was
found so rich in aluminum that the Government
officials want full particulars as to quantity and
location. The men who " found this clay are going
to sink on it at once and do other prospect work,
and then they will be ready to let the secret of loca-
tion be known. The assay showed the highest per-
centage of aluminum ever tested in this country,

UTAH.

The Anchor.—Salt Lake Tribune^ Feb. a8:
The Anchor mine, Park City, is sending down from
105 to no tons of ore per day to the Union concen-
trator. They are driving the business so well that
the company does not permit a few snowslides to
stop the work, but just as soon as a slide blocks
the road men clean it out, and the heavily loaded
bobs and big teams soon pass as if all were serene.
Those Park City teamsters are not much afraid of
snow and are not frightened by snowslides.
Bullion-Beck and Champion.—C. J. Mulky

is in from the Bullion-Beck and Champion mine,
and says there was a big snow-storm over in the
Tinlic country on Sunday. At the mine there are
employed about 260 men, to whom from $22,000 to

$23,000 per month is disbursed. Just now the
mine is not shipping much ore, because of the
prices of silver and lead, and in the past few days
the mine force has been reduced about 10 per cent,

leaving the force as named above, and there is a
probability of a further reduction if prices of silver

and lead do not rise soon.

The Mining Companies' Financial

Standing.

The following is the financial standing on the first

Monday of the present month of the mining com-

panies listed on the two exchanges in this city:

COUSTOCK MINKS—NEVADA.

Caeb.
Alpha "J 3,636

Alta 23,729

Andes "1,318

Belcher ,

Best & Belcher
Bullion
Caledonia 2,202

Challenge Con t5,6S7

Chollar
Con. Cal. <fc Virginia t

Confidence
Con. Imperial
Con. New York *4,856

Crown Point
Eaat Sinrra Nevada 945

Exrhequpr '16.383

Gould & Currv
Hale & Norcross
Julia 2,802
Justice Al,231

Kentuck 2,000

Lady Washinffton 3,559

Mexican H,037
Occidental "15,793

Ophir
Overman a39,872

PotOBl
Savage
Scorpion 749

Seff. Belcher & MideB
Silver Hill 5,914

Siprra Nevada "26,991

Union Con
Utah M,734

TaSOARORA MINES—NEVADA.

Belle Isle

Commonwealth 7,199

Del Monte
Grand I'rize,

fiidcpendeiice 2,091

Navijo .

Nevada Queen
North Belle Isle

North Commo -..wealth

Debt.

t7,377
0,369
911

22,581

33^320

t4.337
13,067

+18,721

At33,721

a23,214

"ooeo

CANDELARIA MINUS—NEVADA.

6,6.55

21.021
20,907
7,391

BODIK MINES—CALIFORNIA.

Bodie Con 24,399

Bulwer * 566

Mono 10,495

Standard a3,5o2

Syndicate 3,451

ARIZONA MINES.

Crocker +236

Locomotive 487

Peer 1.884

Peerless 2,371

Weldon 3,490

* February expenses paid.

t Colleotiog aaaeasmrnt.

t Unsold bullion of the aasay value of 8178,566.87 on
hand, with further shipments to arrive. There is an
overdraft at the Nevada Bank of $104,707.09.

(A) Bullion retuToa for the month not all in.
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Alumimiiii—Pacts and Fiction.

The great advances racently made in the

metallnrgy of alnminam, by which the eelling

price of the pure metal has been rednoed in six

years from 5^15 to $2 per pound, qr less, and

that of its alloys reduced in even greater pro-

portion, has led to an extensive use of the

imagination by many newspaper writers and

others, and a vast amoant of misinformation

concerning the metal has appeared in print.

Scientific men even have been misled by the

extravagant claims made for the new metal,

and have allowed themselves to be qnoted in a

way which tends still farther to mislead the

general public. For instance, one of them pre-

dicts some day aluminum will revolutionize the

world. It will be used in the construction of

bosses, thus superseding wood, stone and brick.

It will take the place of iron in shlpbrilding.

The ocean steamer of to-day will be but a canal-

boat compared with the aluminum ship that

will fly as a bird over the waves.

In addition to this class of misinformation,

which may innocently have been spread broad-

cast by enthusiasts, there have been oases of

deliberate attempts to humbug the public by

promoters of aluminum companies that never

made a pound of aluminum.

After eliminating all the exaggeration and

humbug about aluminum, there remain the

facts that the metal possesses properties which

make it very nseful in the arts, that Its use

will enormously increase as it becomes better

known and reduced in price, and that there

are in actual existence new proeessas by whioh

both the pure metal and its alloys may be made
muoh more cheaply than they could be made
five years ago. These processes are still capa-

ble of great improvement, and it is not at all im-

probable that five or ten years hence alnminum
will be nearly as cheap as copper, and aluminum
bronze as cheap as criinary orocze.

There is no probability, however, that alumi-

num will ever replace steel as a material for

bridges and other large structures, even if it

ever should be made at as low a price as steel.

In order to nnderstand the barriers which exist

against the cheap production of aluminum, it

may be well to compare its processes of manu-
facture with the process of mahiog pig-iron.

The Itaw Material from Which Iron Is Made

Is iron ore, a chemical compound of iron and
oxygen, mixed with various impuritiep, such as

silioa, alumina and lime. The iron ore is lav-

ishly distributed over the earth's surface, and

in many places its cogt is merely that of digging

it out of an open cut in the side of a hill. To
separate the iron in the ore from its combined

oxygen, we need a substance which has a great-

er afiinity for oxygen than iron has, and this

we find in the oarbon of charcoal, coal or coke.

With the temperature which may be obtained

by the combustion of either of these fuels in an

ordinary blast furnace, the iron ore is deoxi-

dized and carbonized, forming pig-iron, while

the impurities above named run off in the slag.

If the iron ore contains not over 30 per cent of

these impurities it may be used directly in the

blast furnace without concentration or any
other preliminary treatment. The chief items

in the cost of making pig-iron are therefore the

mining of the iron ore and the coal, the quarry-

ing of limestone for fluxing the impurities, the

transportation of these materials to the furnace,

the labor of charging them into the furnace, of

removing the slag and the finished product, and
the repairs of tbe plant. In favorable locations

the total cost is as low as §10 per ton at the

furnace.

The Raw Material from Which Aluminum
Is Made

Is also widely distributed over the earth, and
consists in a chemical oompound of aluminum
'and oxygen, ^^h silica, iron and other sub-

stances, either ia chemical combination or in

admixture. A very impure ore of aluminum
is ordinary clay. Purej; ores are corundum and
bauxite.

To separate the aluminum from its oxygen,

however, is not as easy a matter as to separate

the iron from iron ore. The heat of a blast fur-

nace and th^ action oj carbon will not do it.

Soine other means, therefore, must be found.

Up to within the past few years metallic sodium
was practically the only agent used for indi-

rectly making this separation, the oxide being

first converted into a chlmride, and the chlorine

then separated by the eoi^m; but as sodium is

expensive, the cost of producing aluminum by
this means was very great. IJeoently, however,

it has been found that in the presence of carbon

the heat of the eleetric arc was sufiicient to

separate aluminum and oxygen, and a process

baaed upon this discovery has been used by the

Cowles Electric Smelting Company, at Lock-

part, N. Y., for making aluminum alloys. It

has also been found that if the pure compound
of aluminum and oxygen, known as alumina,

be dissolved by fusion in a bath consisting

chit fly of melted fluoride of alnminum, the

desired separation could be effected by elec-

trolysis, a powerful current being required for

the purpose. By this process, the Pittsburg

Reduotlon Company have been suoceesfai in

producing nearly pure aluminum (about 93.

5

per cent pure), and they are entitled to the

credit of making the greatest reduction in the

market price, bringing the price from $8 down
to $2 per pound in one year, and of experiment-

ing with the metal and making its qualities

known, BO as to bring it into extensive use for

a vast variety of purposes. The success of the

electric method of producing aluminum has

stimulated the owners of other processes to

cheapen them, and means have also been found

of producing sodium at lower prices than ever

before, so that the sodium process is still hold-

ing its own in Europe, notwithstanding the

competition of the electric processes.

In AH the Aluminum Processes,

However, it is necessary to begin with a pure

aluminum oxide, and as this is not found pure

in nature, the impure oxide has to undergo a

nreliminary process of separation from its im-

purities. The reason this preliminary purifica-

tion is necessary in the case of aluminum, while

it is not in the case of iron, is that, whenever

the conditions of separation of the aluminum

from its combined oxygen are obtained, the

same conditions will also separate the oxygen

from the impurities, and the result will be not

pure aluminum, but an alloy of this metal with

the metallic base of the impurities. Thus, as

oxide of iron is found as an impurity in native

oxides of aluminum, such as bauxite or corun-

dnro, the attempt to make a product directly

from such oxides by the electric arc, or by elec-

trolysis, would result in the formation of an

undesirable alloy of iron and alnminum, instead

of the pare metal. The prelitoinary process of

separation from impurities is a chemical one,

and is necessarily somewhat expensive. It

involves making a solution of the raw material

by acids, the precipitation of the impurities

from the solntion, and finally the precipitation,

drying and calcining of the pure alumina.

The cost of all these operations will, of coarse,

be diminished in time, as machinery Is applied

to them, but it does not seem probable that

these preliminary processes can be dispensed

with, and hence the production of alnminam
must always be much more expensive than the

production of iron. It is not to be expected

that any great revolution is to be made in the

present methods of producing alnminum, and

the cheapening of the metal in the future will

likely be accomplished by the perfecting of

existing methods. Moreover, it is not to be

expected that any new method will be Invented

whioh is not already ao covered by existing

patents that it could not be used in practice

without coming in cocfilct with them. There
is, therefore, little hope that investors in new
aluminum projects will ever reap any return

from their investments.

The Field for Cheap Aluminum.

But if aluminum should ever be reduced in

price to 10 or 15 cents a pound, as Is claimed,

what field is there for the metal at that price ?

It cannot possibly replace iron or steel as a

structural metal, for even at 10 cents a pound
it would be about five times as expensive per

pound. If it be said that this is largely offset

by its being only one-third as heavy, and that

the bulk of a poand is three times as great as

that of a pound of steel, then it may he rejoined

that it is only one-third as strong. It may re-

place silver, German silver, copper, tin and
zinc for some of the purposes for which these

metals are used, but by no means for all. It is

too cheap to replace silver for coins and for

high-priced tableware, but is excellent for mod-
erate-priced wire. It will probably make a

better roof than copper, tin or zinc, if it ever is

as cheap as these metals, but is more fusible

than copper, which makes it lees nseful for

stills, has less electric conductivity, making it

less nsefal for electric wires, and thns far it lias

not been successfully brazed or soldered, in

whioh respect it is inferior to nearly all other
useful metals.

The ihginxer, of London, expresses somewhat
similar views concerning aluminum. It says:
'* More nonsense than enough has been talked
about aluminum and its capabilities. It has
served as the catchword of the ignorant enthu-
siast and the knavish empiric. Its wide diffu-

^n, difficult extractibility, and remarkable
properties seem to have appealed especially to

0hat class of persons whose imaginative powers
are largely in excess of their intellectual facul

ties, and, rushing in where angels fear to tread,

they have been guilty of the wildest extrava-

gances."
The same article gives some new facts con-

cerning alumiiram, which may eventually prove
of some importance. It appears from Eorne

experiments made recently in France, that the
Eftreogth of aluminum can be increased from
about 25,000 pounds per square inch up to
52,000 pounds per square inoh by alloying it

with about six per cent of copper. The experi-

ments were made on a small scale, however,
and the same results might not be found true
of large masses. It is only eqii^l to the softest

grades of steel in strength, and far below the
strength of tempered steel.

The tensile strength of aluminum castings is

about 15,000 to 17,000 pounds per square inch,

or about the same as an ordinary quality of

cast-iron. Castings hardened by drop forging
have a strength of about 24,000 pounds per
square Inch. Rolled bars and sheets may have
a strength varying from 20,000 to 32,000 pounds
per equare inch.

Aluminum is much weaker than the softest

wrought-iron in compression, having an elastic
limit under compression of only 3500 pounds
per square inch when tested in short cylinders,
and failing by fiattenlng out at about 12,000
pounds. The metal is not a rigid metal, and
no matter how cheaply it may in future be
furnished, it would not be a safe material to
use in large structures exposed to severe strains.

The most valuable properties of alnminam
are its ductility under drawing processes and

its non-liability to corrosion. It is ausceptibie

of a high degree of finish by polishing or bur-

nishing. It becomes hard by working and re-

quires frequent annealing. It melts perfectly

fluid at about 1300°, but becomes granular at

about 1000° F. It is most easily worked at a

temperature of from 200° too 300°. It is apt to

become granular and to stick to the rolls at a

higher temneratnre.
As to the corrodihility of the metal, it is un-

affected by either dry or moist air, by water, by

snlphureted hydrogen or other sulphur vapors,

by salt, sea water, a weak solntion of salt in

acetic acid, or by sulphuric or nitric acids.

These acids, however, rapidly act npon the

metal in the presence of chlorine.

The alloys of aluminum with other metals

have many valuable properties, and there arc

probably many other useful alloys of the metal

yet to be discovered.

Alumlnnm has enough valuable properties,

therefore, to make its cheap production a great

boon to many arts and industries, but there

ia no ground for believing that it will ** revolu-

tionize the world."

—

American Machinist.

The End of the World

Of all changes, that change has most interest

for us whioh affects our oWn planet, the earth.

It has reached a later stage than Saturn,

though not so late a stage as the moon; but

only in long ages and by minute effects will

farther changes be noted. Ages hence it may be

discovered that there is some slight change in

the earth's orbit; or Mercury, yet nearer to the

son than we, may be seen to pursue a smaller

orbit than now, and the terrible fact may come

home to man that we are drawing nearer to the

sun. Time goes on, and the tropica become

too hot for existence, and colder regions find a

welcome change to warmth. Age after age

goes by, and the end is, visibly, no nearer;

but the figures of astronomers only too surely

tell their tale. In time the tropics will become

an Impassable desert and all the life on the

globe will congregate around the poles. Spain

has lost her vineyards and the Alps their anew;

England Is a burning desert and Greenland

teems with the vegetation of the tropics; in

smaller and smaller circles the inhabitants

gather round the poles.

"But," to quote the words of Mr, Keightley

Miller, "the narrowed limits of the habitable

earth can no longer support this vast increase of

population, and famine begins to mow down its

victims by millions. Now, indeed, the end of

all life draws on apace. The heat and drought

become more and more insupportable, rain and

dew fall no longer. All springs of water fail,

and the rivers dwindle down to streamlets and

trickle slowly over their atony beds, and now
scarcity of water ia added to scarcity of food.

Those who escape from the famine, perish by

the drought, and those who escape the drought

are reserved for a fate more awful yet. For a

time the few remaining inhabitants are partially

screened from the overwhelming power of the

sun by a dense canopy of clouds formed by the

evaporation of every lake and sea. But soon

the sun scorches up these vapor banks and

dissipates them into space as fast as they can

form. Then the fiery orb shines out in an unut-

terable splendor without the slightest oloud-

wreath to interpose between himself and hie

victims. Then the last denizens of the world

are stricken down and consumed—the last

traces of organic life are blotted from its sur-

face."

—

Loughmans Magazine.

But we "won't worry about it."

id.ii
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Gun Cotton and How It Is Used.

Prof. Munroe recently gave before the Lon-
don Institute of Boston a very interesting

and instructive lecture on the manufacture,

use and power of gun cotton.

The lecturer traced the experiments with the

explosive from its discovery, in 1832, up to the

present time, and spoke of several of the most

fatal explosions whioh attended the experi-

mental stage.

After experiments by Prof. Hill, of the

United States torpedo station, gun cotton was

adopted aa an explosive for use in the navy in

18Si. In preparing It for this service the gun

cotton Is, by successive pressings in hydraulic

presses, the last of whioh has a pressure of

6800 pounds to the square inch, made into

little blocks measuring 2i inches each way. It

contains from 10 to 16 per cent of water, bat

when issued to the service contains 35 per cent.

Before being made up into blocks it is carefully

tested.

Prof. Munroe declared that gun cotton, cor-

rectly prepared and handled according to direc-

tions, was the safest of the explosives to use.

It was dangerous only when the materials had

not been thoroughly purified, or the union of

acid and cotton incomplete.

In proof of what could be done with it, a

picture was thrown npon the screen showing

the workman cutting it with ohisel, jig saw

and lathe to fit it into a shell. Another illus-

tration was the extinguishing of a block that

was burning by pouring water upon it. Two
thousand pounds of it had been burned in a

bonfire without an explosion.

One volume of the explosive gives 829 of the

gas, and the pressure developed by combustion

ia 81 tons to the square inch, and by detona

tion is 157.5 tons, the latter being in contact

however. The effect of the explosion of on- jV

particle on another is so rapid that it wonli i i

take only one second for it to pass through 19,
|

000 feet of the explosive.
|

It was shown by the stereopticon that th(
i

letters U. S. N., with the date of manufaotarei

that are on the bottom of each block may - bi <

impressed upon an iron plate upon which thi

gnu cotton may be exploded. It ia a curiooi

'fact that, if the marks on the blooks are in re

lief, the reproduotion on the iron will bi

raised, and, if cut in, there will be an indents

tion on the plate. Prof. Munroe'e theory ii'

that when the letters are cut into the explosive,

.

the gases generated In the indentations ire,

hurled from them as a projectile from a gnn^,

If a leaf or a delicate piece of lace be laid be- :

tween the gun cotton and the iron, its impreu'-

will be left in all the perfection of outline olil

the original, though the article itself is ablo-i^

lutely annihilated.

The Artificial Production of Indigoj.

Synthetical chemistry or the artificial prodno^

tion of materials usaally found more or IsBil

perfectly developed by nature, are beoomlng'-

quite common, and developing more and more
the eoonomioai value to men of chemical aoiencei>

Day by day, the chemist is bringing to the no-

tice of the world more surprises in the artifloisl

production of substances hitherto only available-

through the chemistry of nature.

Most of our flavoring prodaota and nunyi

syrups and sugars are now artificially produced,

A great number of artificial products, poeaeaa-

ing valuable medicinal properties, are now
'

be found on the shelves of our druggists, Qalte<

recently a oompound has been artificially deviaedl

which possesses tonic properties more powerfol'

than those of any medicine hitherto known. It

is now considered within the range of earl;

possibility that important foodstuffs may soon

be obtained from the laboratories of chemists.

In the matter of the production of odors for

dyeing purposes, the chemist has now an al-

most clear field. All he needs for his raw ma-

terial ia the waste from bltuminoas coal. Out<

of that black, unsavory waste he materialises <

nearly ail the colors of the rainbow, and eaoli

In almost infinite varieties of shades.

In addition to what has long been done in

this direction, the artificial production of Id*

digo seems now in a fair way to drive the veg-

etable Indigo products to the wall. An inter- -

eating communication upon the artificial pro-

duotion of indigo has recently come from Mr,

'

Ivan Levinstein, who states that " there is no '

dltfioulty whatever in carrying out this beauti-

ful discovery, but the yields are poor in conae- <

quence of the great destruction of material be-

:

fore the glycerine is converted into indigo.
:

Notwithstanding this fact, the fate of the In-

digo planter ia still in the balance, and the

danger which is ahead of him does not rest ao

muoh with the synthetical production of indi-

go, but must be looked for In the improvement!

in the production of blue coal-tar colors, whioh

are constantly baing brought out. We al- i

ready possess more than one coal-tar color, <

whioh has, to acme' extent, taken the place of

Indigo, and there is not the slightest doubt that i

before long chemists will be sucoessful in far-

ther improving the processes of manufaoturing

these blue coloring matters, which may not

only possess the valuable dyeing properties of

indigo, but may even surpass the latter."

Indigo has become a most important com-

mercial product, representing an annual value

of over $20,000,000, and constantly increaelng.

The produotion of artificial dyes is confined al-

most exclusively to Europe. Why shonld not

our American chemists turn their attentiOD

more closely to this Industry? The field b
wide and of almost indefinite value.

JiSC
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Theories of Coal Comfosition.—It ia now

asserted that the attempt whioh has been made

by oertaia eminent German ohemlats to oonneot

the physical phenomenon of coking with the

chemical compoaition of bitamlnoaa coal—

especially with reference to the richness of the

ooal In what is called dispoaable hydrof;en, or

that proportion of it which is in excess of the

quantity required to form water with the oxygen

present—does not correspond with observed re-

salts. Nor, again, does the richness of a sample

of coke in carbon determine its coking qualitieSi

the fact being that two speolmens of ooal, of

practically identical carbon oomposition, are

often to be fonnd to behave very differently in

the retorts of coke ovens. It is, therefore,

argued that, If the property of coking does not

reside either in the surplus hydrogen or the i

fixed carbon, it Is certainly not to be fonnd in

the contents of the coal In oxygen, whioh give

no indication whatever of the physical behavior i

of the coal under heat. Some coking coals coke >

without muoh swelling, while others swell con-

aiderably in the process. In either case, the

coal must undergo a stage of fusion, In which It '

becomes a thick, semi-fluid mass, through

which the gas escapes. But why one kind of

ooal should swell considerably, while another

variety of similar composition does not, b
admitted to be a problem not apparently capable

of solution from any of the chemical data

usually preserved in analyses of coals.

—

Iron,

London.

Three New Asteroids were discovered by

European observers during the second week in

February, The magnitude of one was 13, of

the other tw0| 10.
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Useful 1nformatio>.

Tattoo Marks Cannot Bb Kehuved.—It

hu often bean ol&lmed that tattoo marka may
be removed by prlokiDg over them goat's milk.

Thia is ft miatakea idea. ChemiBts and others

baTO for years experimented with variooa prep-

arations in the hope of dteooverlng some agent

to wholly remove India-ink marks from the

human Bkin. Nothing, however, has aa yet

been found that will rcmovo a portion even of

the objectlonabte marks, unless, possibly, the

attempt be made immediately following the

tattooing process. At Mount Waahiogton
Uoivereity Hospital, Baltimore, an experiment

waa some yeara ago made in presence of the

writer upon the forearm of a noted character of

that city who died there. Before hie death

the man granted permission to tho students of

the university to experiment as they saw tit

with his dead body. One of these stadents,

ourioae to learn everything poesible conneoted

with the practice of tattooing, out from the

dead man's arm a atrip of skin upon which a

ooat-of*arm8 appeared. Beneath the skin the

design remained visible. By degrees the flesh

was removed, the design in India ink Btill re-

maining in sight until finally the bone was
reached. After a thorough sponging for the

parpose of removing the blood and pieces of

flesh remainiug, it was found that the represen-

tation still appeared. After cutting away a

amall section of the bone, the India-ink mark
was found to have not penetrated beyond.

—

Boiton BulUt'm,

KOOD HEjMTH.

Smoke Prevention in London.—Consider-

able sucoeaa is attending the experiments now
being mada»on the Thames embankment, Lon-

dor, in preventing the emieeion of smoke from
steam-making plants. The London Engineer,

speaking of It, eaya: The apparatus conaiats of a

fan which paesea the p^roduota of combustion
from the fire of a portable engine into a chamber
partly filled with water. The products enter a

bori/,ontal perforated tube which is partly Im*

mersed in water in this chamber, and is rotated

at about 200 revolutions per minute. Upon
this tabe are arms carrying perforated sheet

iron, 80 that by the rotation of the tube and
these arms the water is thrown up in fine spray,

through which the smoke moat pass on its way
to an exit from the upper part of the chamber.
Perforated plates are also placed in the upper
part of this vessel, through which the eeoaping

gasea must pass, and which throw down the

water. The high temperature of the prodnots

of combustion which enter this chamber oauses

the evaporation of some of the water, whioh
passes away as vapor at atmoapheric preaanre.

The products of combustion, or smoke, are

robbed of all carbonaceous material, and, to

some extent, of other deleterious constituents,

includiog aalphnr. These collect in the water

and form a acum, which Is constantly drawn off.

It is proved that smoke can be treated in this

way, and it is claimed that the cost is small

enough to commend the system and apparatus.

Chittim Bark.—It ia not generally known
that quite a large businesa ia done In some parts

of Oregon in chittim bark. It is only within

recent years that It became known that there

is a market for this bark. It Is produced in

considerable quantities aloag many of the

streams of Oregon, It growa abundantly in

Benton connty, especially in that portion of the

county lying west of the coast mountains. The
trees are stripped fb spring from top to root.

The bark ia takaa ijo conv-^nknt lengtbfl for

handling. After it is dried it is usually sold

by ita first owners in that condition. It is

ground fine and enters largely into the manu-
faoture of certain medicines. The price of the

raw material varies considerably with the sea-

eon. In the aprlng, when the market is crowded.

It reaches ita lowest point, and in the fall and
winter usually advances. Last spring it sold in

Wan Francisco at $70 a ton, which was consid-

ered a very low figure.

—

Oregon Paper.

PHOTOGRAPay and Surgery.—Strange as it

may seem, photography has become a most

valuable adjunct to snrgery, Scientists have

recently discovered that spasms are caused by
affections of the nerve centers, and that the dis-

turbance of a certain center is invariably fol-

lowed by identically similar contortions of the

muscles. Tomors on the brain are now located,

according to an eminent local surgeon, by

means of the Instantaneous photograph, A
tumor must of necessity press upon a nerve

center, which cauaee the sufferer to be subject

to violent spasmodic attacks. While in thia

condition he is photographed, and the exact

position of the tumor discovered. Several sue*

ceasful experiments of thia nature have been

conducted, and henceforth the camera will play

an important part in surgery.

Inventions and Intelligence.—The rec-

ords of the Patent Office make some pecjaliar

revelationa. The annual report of the Commia-
aloner, jaat issued from the Government Print-

ing Office, ahowa that in a twelvemonth Massa-

chusetts took one patent for every S73 persona

of her population, while Mississippi took one

for every 23.574. Gonueoticnt is credited with

^m one patent for every 700 of her population, and
I ^B Alabama with but one for every 16,611. New
L^K York takes one for every 1185 and North Caro-

I^^HUna one for every 19,714. Thus the figures

^^Hehow that the State? where general intelligence

^^^moat widely prevails are granted the largest

A CuRiocs C.vsE.—The New York Associ-
ated Preaa reports of Feb. 24(b state that Fred-
erick Gaedke waa then dying at the Freaby'
terian Hospital, New York, from a disease
rarely seen in this country. It is called osteo*

mallacla, which means the oomplete breaking
up of the entire bony structure of the body.
A few evenings prevloua his wife lifted Oaedke
in his bed. She took hold of the right thigh
bone and it snapped like a plpestem olose to

the hip joint, Gaedke fainted from the pain
and was taken to the hospital. He was re-

cently bitten on the finger by a moaae. He
caught cold and the entire hand became in-

flamed and very painful. After awhile It

healed apparently. Three months ago Gaedke
had to take to his bed, being atUloted by what
was thought to be muscular rheumatism, and
bis body waa racked by laoerating paina and
the flesh became aore. He could not be moved
nor even touched without being thrown into

convulsiona. Thia condition continued for sev-

eral weeks and then a slight swelling appeared
in the glands of the neck. The swelliug In the
neck was not understood at the time, but it ia

now known that it waa caused by the eatab-

liahment of a little colony of tubercuH vesioules

in the glands. These little micro-organizeia

had doubtless originated in one of the lungs

and had started from there to make the con-
quest of his body, finally destroying the animal
matter of the bones and leaving only the min-
eral substance, which has rendered tbem
chalky and extremely brittle.

CocoANDT FOR TAPEWORM.—Prof. Parlsi of

Athena some time since called attention to the
tceaicide properties of the coooannt, when free-

ly ingested. His attention waa drawn to the

subject from an accidental experience in his

own oase. While traveling in Abyssinia, he
one day took a considerable quantity of the

nut, anfficient to produce an attack of diarrhea.

After awhile, much to hia surprise, with one
of these diarrheal motions, there came away a

oomplete tabula, head and all, and quite dead.
Alter his return to Athens he made some obser-

vations In this line of treatment, and reported
an almost invariable aucoeas. In only one in-

stance did he fail to secure the head. Hia
method was to order the milk and pulp of

one cocoanut, to be taken in the morning, fast-

ing, no purgation or cessation from bueiueES

being required. In this country Dr. Allison

has reported, in the Medical Age, a oase where
the use of Filix mas, oil of turpentine, and
chloroform had successively failed to effect a

oomplete removal of the parasite, but in which
the patient by chance partook of a cocoanut,
and aoon after was relieved of a dead tapeworm
with ita head. Since then he haa had occasion
to prescribe cocoanut in this trouble, and has
found It the pleasantest of all the lEsnicides,

and one that does not require the administra-
tion of a cathartic,

—

N. Y. Medical Journal.

Imi'rovbd Traveling Facilities —LUe ac-

counts from Russia say that the Government is

pushing forward Its projeot for a railway
through Siberia. Several hundred milea of the
line are already completed. But there la a
very large gap to be fitted, as It is nearly it not
quite 4000 miles from the end of the present
lino to the oaatern coaat, where the railway is

lotended to terminate. Generally speaking, the
country ia a vast plain, and therefore an easy
one for the ooustruotion of a railway. There
are only two or three mountain chains in the
whole distanoe, and these offer no more obsta-

olea than are preaentcd in thia country by the
AUeghanles and far leas than those of the
Rooky mountains and the Sierras. When the
railway is completed so that one can travel by
train from Vladivostok to St. Petersburg, the
time aronnd the world will be materially short-

ened. With steamers making direct connec-
tion between Vladivostok and Sin Francisco,
the journey from New York to New York again
can be made inaide of 45 daya, and may eaaily

be brought down to 40 daya if the steamers and
trains run at fair speed, and do not keep the
traveler waiting too long in the connecting
ports. How the world moves! Yesterday the
writer picked up a book upon CiUfornla, writ-

ten in 1S50, In which the author said: *'I ven-

ture the prediction that the time will yet come
when men now living may go from New York
to San Francisco In less than 30 daya,'' I

might be inclined to laugh at him, now that we
have reduced the journey to 4^ days, were it

not for the fact that In a book ot my own, writ-

ten 24 years ago, I find that I spoke of the poe-

sibllity of going aronnd the world in "scarcely

more than 100 days.

"

E'LECTPjeiTY.

A Cure for Hang Nail.—A amall and al-

most imperceptible hang-nail often Involves
the owner of the hand which beara it an end-
lees amount of annoyance and vexation. It is

the general rule—manioarea to the oontrary,
notwithstanding—that the nails least attended
are better than those that are continually doc*

tored. The man who cuts a hang-nail in nine
cases out of ten lays the way for a much more
vigorous aucceasor. Satisfactory results are

almost always obtained by pushing the skin

back from the nail after washing the hands.
The dry end of the towel should be taken and
the skin pressed back wherever it overruns the

nail. This breaks its adhesiveness to the nail

and makes hang-nails impossible. Where the

skin ia allowed to grow fast to the nail, trouble

invariably results, beoanse the nail in growing
out pulls the akin with it, and when it breaks
from the tenaion the bang-nail ia formed,

—

Phila. Inquirer.

The Effect Of SoNijaHT.—A man who has
been annoyed for years by the fact that one
side of his mustache grows about twice as fast

aa the other side claims to have found an ex-

planation in the circumstance that he sits all

day at his desk with one aide of hia face

turned to a window, the light from which
stimulates the growth of the hair on that

aide,

'•Miraculous " Cures.—The invalid girl, in

a Pennaylvania town, who aroae from her l9ed

and rushed out of the house when the alarm
was given that the place was on fire, simply
proved the influence of mind over body,
Great danger, like extreme religious enthusi-

frequently works what have the appear
an€e of miraculous curea,

explains them,
but science readily

Linseed Oil for Chilblains.—Mr. A, J.

Arnold of GibaonviUe, Idaho, in a letter to the
Press, givea the following from hia experience
in curing chilblains : Take boiled linseed oil;

warm the foot before a fire, then rub in the oil

thoroughly. The paina will soon cease and if

persevered in the trouble will soon entirely dis-

appear. ^__

Shorthand Writing by machinery ia as yet
a novelty in Great Britain. It ia, however, al-

leged that a new stenographic machine in use
by the Italian Parliament is capable of record-
ing 250 words a minute, and can be readily
manipulated by a blind peraon.

A New Propeller Screw haa recently been
devised by Mr. Ruble of Newark, N. J., which
la being placed in a boat 100 feet long by 20
beam. The eorew oonslata of four blades firmly

riveted to a buoyant and air-tight cylinder of

boiler iron having conical ends. Two of these

screws, each six feet in diameter, will propel

the new boat, Mr. Ruble thinks, at the rate of

23 miles an hour. The peculiarity of thia form
of screw is that it ia not intended for total aub-

mergence, but will Ho partly above the aurface,

one-half to two-thirda being submerged. The
inventor aays hia wheel, running in this man-
ner, will not ohnrn, and will move with the

slightest degree of slip while applying the full

energy to be developed from a wheel of a given

diameter and doing it with one-fifth of the

power needed to run an ordinary screw. Own-
ers of steam lannchea, tug-boata and other

screw-propelled craft are watching the prog-

reas of the work on the new boat, and waiting

for the trial which will take place on the Pas-

saic next month. Mr. Rable is very confident

of sncceea with his new propeller, claiming

that he has already met with the moat satisfac-

tory experiments on a small scale.

A Great Bridge.—The great steel bridge

across the Columbia river at Vancouver will be

a mammoth concern. It will be 6000 feet from

the Washington to the Oregon shore; it will

be double-tracked with roadway on top for

teams, and will be erected upon pneumatic

piers. The pivotal pier, or draw pier, will

support a draw which will give an opening

of 200 feet apace on either aide for

a to pass, and the span immedi
ately south of the draw span will be 375

feet. Whole structure to be of steel, built 10

feet above the high water of 1376, and 40 feet

above low water. On account of the aandy for-

mation it will be necesaary to go down SO feet

below low water to get a firm foundation.

This gigantic structure will cost over $1,000,-

000. It will be Jan, 1, 1892, before the oars

can pass over it. The company is pushing the

bridge and also the road as fast as men and

money and their present perfected plana will

permit.

Ninety FOUR Miles an Hour.—Charles
Watts, superintendent of the Chicago division

of the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne & Chicago road,

claims that the fastest time ever made on an

American railway waa over that road lately.

Hie official report showed that thia apeoial train

ran 53 milea in 45 minutes, 11 milea of which

were covered In aevenminutea, or at an average

apeed of 94 milea an hour. The train sheets

show that the above statement is correct.

—

Sc.

Louia paper, Feb. 9.

Experiments are now in progress to test the

geological structure of the sea bed upon which

it is proposed to construct the bridge aorosa the

English channel. Examinations of the French

coast have been finished, and so far as they

have proceeded on theEugliah side of the chan-

nel the results have been highly aatisfactory,

the sea bottom being very solid and suitable for

the proposed atructure.

Tbe Great BrookliTN Bridge is a auooeaa

far beyond what waa ever expected of it. The
truateea are now pushing the plana lately

adopted for the iaauanoe of $1,500,000 bonds

for the improvement in the carrying capacity

of the bridge, and $1,000,000 bonds for the ap-

proaches.

Early Insulation of Electric Wires.—
Mr. Davenport, a Vermont blaokamith, is said
to have been the firat peraon to conceive the
idea of an electric motor. His idea first began
to take abape aome 50 yeara ago, according to
the authority of Mr. P. L. Pope, in the Elec
Crical Engineer. While at work upon his in-
ventiou he found It necessary to insulate hia
wires. Being poor and almost without means,
his wife gave him her wedding dresa as a thing
leas needed than anything else, which he tore
into strips and wound about his wires. This
firat effort at insulation was followed soon
afterward by an employe of Morse who found
it necessary to insulate the wires of hia pioneer
telegraph between Washington and Baltimore.
To do so he employed several men to atart out
from Washington with brusbca and tar-buck-
ets to cover the wires with tar. They had a
hard job of it and met with much wonderment
and no little jeering. No "tavern" on the
route would give them and their tar-buckets
any hospitality, and the men were obliged to
secure food and lodging aa beat they could as
they worked slowly over the route. That was In
lSi6. Later, waxed cloth was used to insulate
at the point where the wires met the suspen*
sion pina. The only result of that trial was
that the bees from all the country round made
a dead set at the waxed rags, and in a short
time were reveliug in a beeswax boom that
seemed without end. Their millennium came
to an untimely olose with the October frosts,

and waxed rag insolation of that kind passed
into history.

Phonography vs, Stenography. — Short-
hand writing, says London Colonies and India,
will soon be a thing of the past. Heads of

firms and confidential clerks now talk their
letters to the phonograph, whioh redictates
them to the typewriter. The waxen cylindera
can be stored away, and are more reliable in

case of dispute than shorthand notes. Indeed,
it will not be long before the phonograph
pushes stenography completely in the back-
ground. The reporter stood a few yards from
the speakers and repeated the speeches Into one
of the machines until the cylinder was covered
by the mystic indentations. Then the operator
turned to the other machine and talked into
that while the first cylinder was removed and
placed in the hands of the typewriter.

An Electric Tricycle.—There Is now being
perfected in Boston, an electric tricycle which
promises great things. The tricycle ia made
possible by a recently invented motor, which,
weight for weight and bulk for bulk, is said to

be absut twice as powerful aa those of the old

models. The machine has now reached a point
where it can be run for a distance of from 50 to

60 milea without the storage battery, which fur-

nishes the current, being recharged. Those in-

terested confidently predict that when the
machine is placed upon the market it will be
provided with a battery powerful enough to pro-

pel the machine for a distance of at least 100
miles. The tricycle, it is said, will be offered to

the public next spring.

Electric Roads.—The San Pranoiaco & San
Mateo railway company has been inoorporatted

to bnild an electric road along the route of the
franchises granted to B, Joost et al, by San
Francisco and S:iu Mateo counties. The capital

atook is §2,000,000, of which §40,000 have been
paid up. The Governor baa signed what is

known aa the ** Electric Motor Bills," making
the use of electric motors on city roads lawful,

and granting that street railway lines may be
operated for a distance of four blocks on the
aame thoronghfare.

Electricity in Farming.—The idea of utiliz-

ing electricity for the fertilization of land ia not
by any meana new, but it haa been reserved for

Spain to inaugurate a new use of the electrio

motor in plowing land. Such a plant haa been
set up on the property of the Muqnia de la

Laguna, A water-wheel ot about twenty-horse
power will be naed for the generation of the car-

rent, and the plow will be worked at a diatance

of three milea from the generating dynamo.

Electric vs. Cable,—It is stated that there

are now in operation in the United States 260
miles of electric street railroads, whioh is five

miles more than is operated by cables. There
are five different aystema of eleotrio roada now
In operation—the Thomson-Houston, the

Sprague orEdiaon, the Short, the Westinghouse
and the Rae.

The greatest distance recorded at which the

sound of cannon has been heard was on the 4th

of December, 1832, when the cannon of Ant-

werp were heard in the Erz-Gebirge mountains,

at a distanoe of 370 miles.

A New Electric Weldi^'g System.—It is

said that M, Panl Hoho and a M. Lagrange, an
officer in the engineers, have devised a aystem
of electric welding which is essentially different,

80 it is stated, from that of Elihu Thomson.
The Hoho-Lagrange process will be worked in

Belgium by the Jnllen company.

Lightning. — Prof. - Bldwell, writing in

Nature of lightning, quotes figures showing
that in England and Wales, from 1852 to

ISSO, the average annual death rate from light-

ning waa considerably below one per million of

the population.

English Electric Companies.—During the

year 1890 more than 120 new companiea con-
nected with eleotrical engineering were regia-

tered In England, the total capitalization being
upward of §65,000,000.
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Passing Events.

The late heavy fall of snow in the Sierra

Nevada mountainB insures a good milliag^tage

of water in the Oarson river all summer. On
this side of the range, too, there will be plenty

of water for the quartz and drift mines of the

mountain counties.

The flooda in Arizona have been very die

astrouB. At Yuma some 1500 people are home-

less. The Gila and Colorado rivers have both

overflowed their banks. In other parts of the

Territory much damage has also been done

In the southern portion of this State bridges

have been washed away and some property de

stroyed. The railroad companies have been the

heaviest losers.

In the death of Senator Hearst California

loses one of her most prominent pioneer miners.

This gentleman was a legitimate miner rather

than mining-stock dealer, and has developed

properties all over the coast, employing many
hundreds of men and amassing a very large

fortune from his mining investments.

The outlook for the mining season is excel-

lent and the probabilities are that Oalifornia

will increase her gold product this year In

view of the many old quartz properties being

reopened and the increased interest in drift

mining,

Thi Idaho Mining Oompany of Grass Valley

has declared dividend No. 251 of $2.50 per

share, whioh amounts to $7,750.

Prodnetion of Precious Metals—1890.

Edward O. Leeoh, the Direotor of the Mint,

has submitted to Congress a report on the pro-

duction of the precious metals for the calendar

year 1890.

The gold product of the United States was

1,588,880 fine ounces (Troy), of the value of

$32,845,000, an increase of $46,000 over the

product of the preceding year.

The silver product of our own mines approxi-

mated 54,500,000 ounces, corresponding, at the

average price of silver during the year, to $57,-

225,000, and at the coining value of silver, to

$70 464 645, against a product of 50,000,000

tine ounces of the commeroial value of $46,-

750,000, and coining value of $64,464,464, in

the preceding year, an increase of 4,500,000

ounces in the silver product of the United

States last year.

The silver product of our smelters and re-

fineries was 64,920,927 fine ounces.

The total value of the gold deposited at the

Mints during the calendar year was $56,217,-

105.82, of which $31,234,342.60 was domestic

bullion, $4,352,422,70 foreign gold bullion,

$8,857,447.61 foreign gold coin, $558 386 85

light-weight domestio gold coins, $3,765,364 28

old jewelry, plate, etc., and $7,449,141.78 re-

deposits.

The coinage exeouted during the last calendar

year was the largest in the history of the Mint

servioe, aggregating 124,025,365 pieces of the

value of $61,054,882.84.

The total gold imports were $20,379 456.

Exports, $24,095,168, a net loss of $3 715 712

The total silver imports aggregated $30,782 -

531. Exports, $26,614,003, a gain of sliver of

$4,168,528.

The lead ores imported into the United

States contained 36,281,731 pounds of metallio

lead and $7,252,442 in silver.

The amount of precious metals used in the

arts in the United States during the calendar

year was—gold, $18,105,901; silver, $9 231,-

178, of whioh $10,717,472 gold, and $7,143 635

silver, was new bullion.

The metallic stock of the United States was

approximately, on January 1, 1S91

;

Gold S70t,69r,12S
Silver . 486,645,07f

Total $1,191,142,204

Owing to the brief time since the close of the

last calendar year, statistics of the product of

gold and silver in the world, by producing

countries, for the calendar year 1890 are not

complete.

Complete returns, however, have been re-

ceived from Russia, Australasia, South Africa,

British India, Venezuela and a few other coun-

tries based upon which the Director estimates,

as a mere approximation, that the gold prodnot

of the world for the calendar year 1890 was

$118,490,000, a falling off of $3,007,000 from

1889; and that the silver product of the world

was 130,650,000 fine ounces, an increase of

7,859,375 fine ounces over 1889.

The report is replete with valuable statistics

on the produotion, coinage and movement of

the precious metals throughout the world.

iary coin. The Mint also manufactured silver

bars of a value of $9,094,592.54.

The total amount of silver offered for sale to

the Qovernment during the year was 68,130,457

fine ounces, and the amount purchased 37,594,-

373.75 fine ounces, costing $39,991,840,80, the

average cost being $1.06 per fine ounce.

The Course of Silver.

There was a marked improvement in the

price of silver during the past calendar year,

the price reaching the highest point in 12 years.

The fluctuations covered a range of 26 per cent,

a wider range by far, than in any previous

year. At the commencement of the year, silver

was quoted at $0,96 per fine ounce. It reached

$1.21 on August 19, and closed on December
31 at $l.04i.

The average price during the year was, in

London $1,04.6; in New York, $1.05.

At the lowest price reached during the year

the value of the silver contained in the silver

dollar was $0.74.8; at the highest price $0.92.6;

the average price $0.80.9. The shipments of

silver to India, Ohina and the Straits from

London amounted to $41,398,000 during the

year. The amount of Indian Council Bills sold

aggregated $76,890,000.

The imports of silver aggregated $30,782,531.

Exports $26,614,003, a gain of silver of

$4,168,528. During last year we used $9,231,-

178 silver in the arts, of which $7,143,635 was
new bullion. The etook of silver In the United

States on Jan. 1st last was $486,545,076. The
United States Mint coined last year $38,043,004

in silver dollars, and $1,159,904.20 in subsld-

The Late Senator Hearst.

After a long ilinesa, Senator George Hearst

of California died at his residence in Washing-

ington on Saturday night. Senator Hearst was

well and favorably known to the mining oom-

munity of this coast, he having been closely

identified with the mining interests since the

pioneer days of this State. He was placer-

mining at Placerville, El Dorado county, as

early as 1850, and the quartz-mill he erected

was among the first built and operated in Cali-

fornia. He was in Nevada county when the

Washoe excitement broke out, and his party,

including Melville Attwood, Judge Walsh and

A, E. Head, was the seoond to arrive there from

California. He obtained interests in the lode

which proved profitable, and he also was suc-

cessful in mining ventures in Ploche and in Eu-

reka. Mr. Hearst had his nps and downs finan-

oially for some years, and in 1872 joined J. B.

Haggin in the purchase of the famous Ontario

mine of Utah, which has yielded $23,000,000 of

silver and paid $11,000,000 in dividends. The

Daly mine, another dividend-paying property,

was also purchased, and these two mines laid the

foundation of Mr. Hearst's large fortune.

Messrs. Haggin and Hearst next purchased the

Homestake mine on the Black Hills of Dakota,

where they put up one of the largest mills in

the United States, This mine has also paid

handsomely.

The most Important mining purchase made

by Mr. Hearst and his partner was the world-

famous Anaconda copper mine, Montana. This

mine has a plant which Is valued at some

$5,000,000, and has paid its owners immense

sums of money In dividends. The output is

larger than that of any other copper mine in

the world.

Mr. Hearst has made many other invest-

ments in mines in about all of the Pacific Coast

States', and Territories. He has also made

large investments in land in California, New
Mexico and Mexico.

Mr. Hearst never took the management of

any one mine, and made few locations of his

own. Bat he was always ready to purchase

and to sell. Messrs, Hearst and Haggin were

very sucoessful in mining, and adopted two rules

to whioh they rigidly adhered. In the first

place, they never bought interests in a mine,

nor shares in properties which were controlled

by others. When they purchased, they pur-

chased the whole, kept it, and managed it

themselves. Oooasionally they sold an inter-

est, or a few shares, to their superintendents

or the public, but they kept the control in

their own hands.

Secondly, Mr. Hearst was never willing to

give for a mine ^ore than the value of the ore

that was in sight. When owners, seeking to

sell, urged that the invisible supply of ore was

probably larger than the ore In sight, and

should be considered in the purchase-money,

Mr. Hearst would reply: "That 's why we are

willing to buy. If there is no more ore in your

mine than I can see, we shall make a bad bar-

gain in paying you the value of that visible ore

for the property.' When the owner retorted

that if he was to get no more for his mine than

he oonld see In it, he had better keep it and

work it himself, Mr. Hearst would bid him do

so. " We," he would say, " are not hankering

after your mine. We think well enough of it

to give you in cash down the money whioh you

can take out of it in three or four years' work.

We look to the invisible supply for our profit.

But we haven't the least objection to your

taking both the visible and invisible supply.

We can find other uses for our money."

Mr. Hearst was a very plain man and his

wealth did not in the least change bis oharaoter.

He was always approachable and always char-

itable. Many an old prospector or miner, or

old pioneer **down on his luck," has had cause

to thank him. The phrase of "honest miner" was

aptly applied to him, for it has been truly said

the accumulation of his fortune was not in any

way due to the losses of others. He was not a

stock-dealer, but made his fortune by legiti-

mate investments in mines and their practical

development.

Silver Legislation.

Congress adjourned on Wednesday of the

present week without further legislation on

silver. There Is no denying that bimetaillsts

were sanguine of passing a free-coinage bill up

to .the time when ex-President Cleveland wrote

his short but pointed letter taking grounds

against unlimited coinage of silver by this

country. With the ex-President*s stand against

unlimited coinage of sliver, under the belief

that the time is not ripe for such a measure,

leading bimetaillsts evidently did not make
much of an'' effort to promote further legisla-

tion by this Congress, well knowing that the

next Congress is pledged to free coinage, and

If President Harrison vetoes a free-coinage bill

they will have a sufBoient majority in both

houses to pass the bill over his head. Indeed,

several leading bimetallist papers at the East

were outspoken in advising that legislation be

not forced this session, claiming that with the

Grange, Farmers' Alliance and Knights of

Labor working in harmony to secure the free

coinage of silver, large numbers are being pros-

elyted, whioh win bring about the early eon-

summation of their efforts In that direction.

Events within the past two months have,

outside of Congressional legislation, put an en-

tirely different phase on the silver situation.

The present output of the mines In this coun-

try is claimed by well-informed parties to be

not more than, if as much as, the Gofernment'e
monthly purchases, and with our product be-

ing cared for by the Government, foreign

buyers will soon absorb the available surplus

of the world, besides taking the output of

other silver-producing countries. Already free

buying by India, China and Japan is setting

in, while two other nations are quietly secur-

ing round parcels. It is said, in well-informed

financial circles, that foreign purchases this

spring will be unusually heavy and in conse-

quence prices will steadily advance.

In this city, the first time since May, 1890,

foreign buyers are in the market for silver bull-

ion. India and China have agents here seonr-

Ing all they can at reasonable figures—even

paying an advance over Mint quotations. It is

also said that there Is a speculative Inquiry for

silver coming from parties who believe in much
higher prices.

Bearing on the present status of the market,

we give the following from the New York Iroit

Age of Feb. SOth:

The silver pool in New York is reported to
have lost heavily from the collapse of the Anti-
Free Coinage bill in Congress. At the outset
of the scheme silver jumped up rapidly until it

was quoted at $1.21^ per ounce, and the metal
was expected to rise to $1.29, equal to a dollar
in gold. At length silver was stored in New
York to the extent of about 10,000,000 ounces,
including 7,333,000 in the vaults of the Mer-
cantile Safe Deposit Co. It is said that th;
average cost to the speculators has been about
$1.10 an ounce. To prevent importations, they
have been compelled to keep the Government
supplied, and their sales have realized, on an
average, only about $1.05 an onnoe. They are,
therefore, ont five cents an onnoe on their trans-
actions, or say $2,500,000, including storage
charges and interest.

The above indicates that the big bugaboo of

large holdings at the East has dwindled, under

selling, to very small proportions.

SiLVEB MiHEs Bought.—It is announced at

Chicago that papers have just been signed for

the transfer of the silver mines known as

Badger, Forcnpine and West End, located at

Port Arthur, Ontario, to Herbert M. Nichols of

Denver, who Is said to be acting for a syndicate

oomposed of Englishmen and Americana. The
single sale. It Is Efaid, aggregates an amount
approximating $10,000,000. These three mines
produce one-half the silver taken from the Port
Arthur district. The operations of this syndi-
cate are the direct result, it is said, of the silver
legislation in the United States, and negotia-
tions, it Is claimed, are now under way for

some important mining properties in Old Mex-
ico and Colorado.

i

The Legislature has made an appropriation

of 120,000 to fit up and preserve the old Sutter

Fort, which stands in the city of Sacramento,
between Twenty-sixth, Twenty-seventh, K and
L streets. The Native Sons were two years in
raising $50,000 to buy the property, which they
gave to the State.

Mr. McAbthcb, the Inventor of the metal-

lurgical process which bears his name, is ex-

pected shortly at Baker City, Oregon, and will
superintend the teste of the process to be made
at the Bureka and Excelsior mines at Cracker
Creek.
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Amalgamation at ttie Gomstock Lode.

A BlBtorlcal Sketch of MllllDtr OperatloDs
at Waaboe and an Accoant of the

Treatment of Tailings.

NUMUKB IV.

IBy A. D. HoiKin, Jr. Rekd b«foro the Amerlnu'lu-
Btltut« of Mining; EnKloeere.]

XI. Treatment of TalllDBa at the Lyon MiU.

Tbe plant o( the Lyon mill was slowly

wroDght oat by experioDoe. The ortgioftl mlU
hftrt 30 atampB. 20 Wheeler paos, 10 eettlert,

and 3 ** lavaderos " or washlDgtabs. The
power wai furDlahed by a 50 toot overshot

water>wheel. The paoB first used for tailings

held 1500 to ISOO poaads to theoharge. WheD
the Andrews reservoir was boagbt, in 1869,

20 Wheeler pans and 10 settlers were added,

each pan holding charges of 2500 to 2S0O poands.

In 1870 and 1871 very large pans for tailings

oame into vogae. These were ** combination "

pans, with iron bottoms and wooden sides.

Janin was asing McCone pans, whioh held 2 to

2i toDS of tailings (or l\ to 1^ tons of pure

Umee), and Parke was introduomg much larger

sizes. Influenced by the reports of improved
results obtained with the largest pans, the

management, In 1872, took out 20 Wheeler
pans, substituting two 10-ton pans of the

Parke pattern, with 2 large settlers. These
pans were 9 or 10 feet in diameter by about 6

feet high, and the settlers were about 12 feet

In diameter by 8 feet high. Their use was at-

tended by suoh a large loss of quicksilver and
low yield, that they were BOon thrown ont,

and the mill was run with the remaining 20
Wheeler pane. Finally these last were re-

placed by 8 combination pane of about three

.Ht5>i^"-T-'--^?-o

Pier- 4.-BOTTOM OF MULLBR.

3, S, Shoes cast in one piece with muller.

TAILINGS PAN, LYON MILL, DAYTON, NEVADA.

MODE OF FASTENING
BOTTOM.

CONE TO

FLANGE OF PAN-BOTTOM

A, Section at discharge hole. B, Section at aay other point of circumference.

A, Space between false bottom and cone ca)ked with

pine. B, Space between bottom and cone, calked with

thick red lead and hardwood wcdg^ea. C, Eight g-inch

bolts O, Rubber gasket with thick red lead and oil.

tons capacity, for tailingH. and 2 somewhat

smaller pans for slimes, each pan being provided

with a settler. The experience of the Lyon

mill indicates strongly that for tbe material

worked there, the beat resnlts are to be ob-

tained within the limita of two-ton and three-

ton charges.

The perfected arrangement of the mill was as

follows :

The mill building was located on a steep side-

hill with abundance of fall. The tailings were

hauled from the dumps and reservoirs in cars

whioh entered on the upper floor directly over

the bins. These cars had aheet<iron bodies

supported on fi'ur-wheel tracks, modeled after

the ordinary railroad pattern. They held 3300

pounds of pantftUingfl, dry weight, and dumped
through the bottom of the body and between

the rails. Tho track was of railroad iron,

much of it old 65-pound iron rails, bought from

the Virginia & Truokee Railroad Company

when this road substituted steel rails. Care
was taken to have a solid track and well-

oonetruoted roUtug-gear, and hence the repairs
were only nominal and the expense of hauling
was light.

The hina held enough to supply the mill for

several days. Their spouts discharged directly
into the pina.
There were eight pans for treating the tail-

ings caaght in the company's reservoirs and
locally called "sand," by which term they will

be designated hereafter in this paper, and
two pans for the slimes, whioh were all

purchased from other mills. The pans
were aupported on an open framework, admit-
ting light and giving free access to the shafting
and geariog below.
There was a settler to each pan. The sand*

settlers were 9 feet in diameter by 7 feet high.
The slime-settlera were S feet in diameter.
The settlers diaoharged over blanket slaicea
which extended from the mill to the Carson
river.

Besides the apparatus named, the mill con-
tained a email boiler for heating the pans with
live steam; a Chili mill for grinding copper
ore and another for crushing the roasted bullion
from the refinery ; an extra pan or two for
treating sweeps and aulphurets, and a special
dissolving tub for making bluestone-aolution.
All the machinery was run by a Leffel tnrbine,
placed with its axis horizontal, uoder a 52*foot
head.
The construction of the pans is shown In the

accompanying sketches, the dimensions given
being those of the larger pans. Concerning the
details of construction, the following points
mav be noted :

Tbe hight of the flauges of the pan-bottom
was gradually increased until it reached the
figures given. This prevented all leakage of
quicksilver between the staves and tbe iron—

a

leakage which occurred, to a greater or leas

extent, with low flanges, despite all methods of
calking which could be devised.

Iron rings were naed to protect the fl^uges.
The greatest wear on the pan was at the dis-
charge-hole, where. In tbe older construction,
the iron was rapidly destroyed until the hole
became enlarged to eooh an extent that it could
no longer be plugged securely ; and thus the
whole bottom was, of necessity, thrown away,
althon^ sonnd In all other respects. By cast-
ing the bottom with an outside boss at this
place, having a eqaare socket on tbe inside, 7^
inches wide by 5^ inches high by 2 inches deep,
this socket being filled with an oaken plug
bored for tbe discharge-hole, and by using false
bottoms, the life of the pan was prolonged for
years. An oak plug lasted as long as three
falae bottoms and rings. A false bottom 1^
inches thick wore out a 2*inch ring and a muller.
The wooden staves forming the pan-sides

were protected by a lining of inoh-stuff, 2 feet
long, nailed on the inside. Instead of wings,
five pieces of timber, 3 inches by 4 inches by 2^
feet long, spiked vertically to the sides, were
used with satisfactory results.

The muller and shoes were cast in one piece,
as shown in Fig. 4. This simple form was
adopted after trial of many varieties. By leav-

ing ample spaces, both on the outside and the
inside of the muller, with a proper apsed, there
was no difficulty in aeourlng a good circulation
of the pulp.

Besides the usnal appendages of retort>faonae,

blaoksmith-shop, oarpenter-ahop, etc., the mill
was provided with a bullion-refinery (whioh
has been described In a previous volume of
these Transactions), with sulphuric-acid cham-
bers, and with blueatone works. Moreover, at
one time there was a borax-factory attached,
which was a short-lived affair. This last was
in operation in 1872, when the borax excitement
raged in California and ]Nevada. The managers
of the company were attacked by the fever, and
by their order a couple of disaolving-tubs with
orystallizing-vata were put up in the mill.
Borate of lime was hauled some 60 miles, In
wagons, from Rhode's marsh, near Columbus,
Nevada, and treated with carbonate of soda
(also hauled a long distance) and steam. Tbe
borax produced was of the finest quality. A
considerable amount was shipped to England
and there sold at the highest market
prices. But the price of borax fell from
36 to 8 cents per pound (local quotation*)

;

and as the latter sum was iniuffioient to pay
expensBS of manufacture at suoh a point as
Dayton, which was far removed from the de-
posits, the borax department was closed.

The acid factory held two lead chambers, one
15 feet high by 20 feet wide by 45 feet long,

the other of the same hight and width.but 90 feet

long; besides concentrating pans, where add
of 62 degrees B. was made for sale. The two
chambers were run, either separately or (by
preference when business demands permitted)
as a system. They produced chamber acid of
45" to 48° B., and tower acid of 12° to 18" B.,
the latter article coming from the *'bumbaroon
towers," which were cheap local substitutes
for the more expensive Gay-Lnssac apparatus.
The raw materials used were Japanese or
Nevada sulphur and niter. Owing principally
to the uncertain and fluctuating nature of the
market, which, for a couple of months, would
demand an immediate supply that taxed the
extreme capacity of the works, and then sud-
denly fell off to almost nothing, it was impos-
sible to run the chambers oontionouely, and
therefore to the best advantage. Nevertheless
good results were often made, in one instance,
in 1877, the chambers producing 290^ pounds
of monohydrated add per lOOponuds ot eulphur

{CoiUinued on page 167,)
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The Technical Works

CHARLES T. DAVIS.

A Practical Trcnlise on the Manufacture
of Bricks. Xiles, Terra-Cotta, etc. — Including

Hand-Made, Dry Clay, Tempered Clay, Soft Mud, and Stiff

Clay Bricks, also Front, Hand Pressed, Steam Pressed, Ke-

Pressed, Ornamentally Shaped and Enameled Bricks, Dram
Tiles, Straieht and Curved Sewer aad Water Pipes, Fire

Clays, Fire Bricks, Glass Pots, Terra-Cotta, Roofing Tiles,

flooring Tiles, Art Tiles, Mosaic Plates, and Imitation of

Intarsia or Inlaid Surfaces, together with Enamelling m
Polychrome Colore, Composition and Application of Glazes,

etc., including Full Detailed Descriptions of the Most
Modem Machines, Tools, Kihis, and Kiln Roofs used. By
Charles Thomas Davis. Second Edition. Thoroughly Re-
vised. 217 engravings, 500 pages. 8vo. Price »5.00

A Treatise on Steam Boiler Inernstatlon,
and Methods for Preventing Corrosion and the Formation
of Scale. By Charles T. Davis. Illustrated by 65 engrav-

ings. 141 pages. Svo. Price... 81-50

The Manofactnre of r.eatlier.—Being a descrip-

tion of all the Processes for the Tanning, Tawing, Curryiug,

Finishing, and Dyeing of every kind of Leather; including

the various Raw Materials and the Methods for Determin-
ing their Values, the Tools, Machines, and all Details of

Importance connected with an Intelligent aud Prolitable

Prosecution of the Art. with Special Reference to the Best
American Practice. By Charles Thomas Davis, niustrated

by 302 Engravings and 12 Samples of Dyed Leathers. S24

pages. Svo, Price 810.00

The Manofactnre of Paper.—Being a description

of the various Processes for the Fabrination, Coloring, and
Finishing of every kind of Paper, includmg the different

Raw Materials and the Methods for Determining their

Values, the Tools, Machines and Practical Details. By
Charles Thomas Davis. Illustrated by ISO engravings. 608

pages. Svo. Price 86.00

il^ The above or any of our BuoJcs sent by mail, free

of postage, at the publication prices, to any address in

the world.

gW" Illustrated circulars, sko^oingfull Tables of Con-
tents of these books, sent free and free pf postage to any
one who will apply.

IS" Our neio and rev-ised Catalogue of Practical and
Scientific Books, 87 pages, Swo, and our other catalogues,

the whole covering every branch of Science applied to the

Arts, sentfree and free of postage to any one in any
part of the world who willfurnish us loith his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
INDDSTRIAL PUBr,lSnERS, BOOKSELLERS AND IMPORTBRS,

810 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.,tr. S. A

FACTORT:

Cot. Jefferson & First Sts., Oakland, Cal.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROOF
PAINTS,

Superior to anything of the kind in the market for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uuequaled for Submerged Timbers. Red and Brown
Paints for Roofs. Warehouses, Stables, Fences,

Etc., mixed Ready for Use. Also,
Sheathing Paper, Portable Cal-

ifornia Mastic Roofing,
the Best in the

Market
for

AND TJNEQUALED FOR

Teredo-Proof Pile

Covering".

This Company also Manufactures a Malthine
Compound for

RENDERING BOOTS AND SHOES

WATERPROOF.
The same is a superior article for Preserving Harness

rendering it Impervious to Moisture and
keeping it always pliable and soft.

JS^ Send lor Samples and Prices. Salesroom,

310 CALIFORNIA ST, S. F., Cal.

QUARTZ SCREENS
A specialty. Round, slot
or burred elot holes. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo-
geneous Steel, Cast Steel or
American planished JroQ.

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purpoBes. Call-
Eorola Perforatins; Screen Co.. 145 & 147 Beale St, S. F.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope,
Duplex Rope, Tarred Manila Rope.Hay Rope, Whale Line,
etc., eta

Kxtra sizes kod lengths made to order on short notice.

611 & 613 S^ont St,, San Prancisco, Cal

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
.UANUPAOnmRRS OF.

.

Cast Steel Casip -^ Steel Foniis
UP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.

True to pattern and superior in strength, toughness and durability to Oast or Wrought
Iron In any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.

ALSO Steel Rods, from } to 3 inch diameter and Flats trom 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Toes, Channels and other shape

Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths

STEEI. BAXLS from 12 to 46 pounds per yard. AI^O, Ballroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled

Beams, Angle, Channel, and T Iron, Bridge and Machme Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat

Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forgtogs of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOB SCRAP IRON AND STKBL.

la* Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC ROLLINQ MILL CO.. 202 Market St.. San Francisco.

FULTON IRON WORKS
HINOKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES. Proprietors.

^CQ-oe, 2X3 X"x-e:

rESTABLISHED IN 18B5,]

TUSTIN'S FULVBRIZER.

—MANUFACTORBM OP-

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS—
Propeller Engines, either High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

MINING MACHINERY.—Hoisting Engines and

Works, Cf^es, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Bnelnes

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pomp Columns, Air Com-

pressors, Air Revivers, Air Pipes.

MILL. MACHINERY.-Batteries for Dry or Wet

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, furnaces, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, eto.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.-Flour

Mill Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINESiBOILERS
OF ALL KINDS,

Eltber for use on Steamboats or for aee on Land.

Water Pipe, Pnmp or Air Colnnuu, Fish
Tanks for Salmon Canneriei

OF BVKRY DBSORIPnON.

Boiler BepEdra Promptly attended to and at very moaerace rates.

AflENTS FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOE THB

X>ea,x].e SteaxxL I*vlxxxx>.
SPECIALTIES

:

Corliss Engines and Tnstln Ore Pulverizers. DBANB STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufactorers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical Works.
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Industrial Gbemist, Assayer

and Geologist.

718 MONTGOMERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

jyWlll report on the condition and value of any mining property on
the Pacific Coast. Bare Chemicals made to order. InBtruotions given Id
Afls»ylne and Praotloal Chemistry

GREAT REDUCTION!

BATTERY~~SOREENS.
Beet and Cheapest In America.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all lands of Mlnmg and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass.Zmc and other metals punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mhiing Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (fine).

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
aai & 323 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN W. QUICK, Froprletor.

N. W. SPAULDINQ

Manufacturers of

SPADLDINQ'S

inserted Tootb
AND

CHISEL BIT

CIRCDLAB

Saws.
8AW MILLS AND MAOHINBET
Of all kinds made to order. Send for DoBorlptlve Cat.

logae. 17 and IS Fremont St., San Franolaoe

Iron apd fSachiiie M.
CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,

WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

FNGINBFRS AND MACSINISTS,
Uo. 119 Beale St.. - - San Francisco.

BUILDBRfl OF

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dr^^ng
Machines, Rock Crushers, Cable Railway Machinery,
Ellithorp Air Brake Co.'s Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakes. POSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Bam Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E. Henrickson's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches.

Machines of all hinds Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,
:ETTmE;-Fc- A I'o-cjnxrun.Tr.

Manufacturers of

CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
1!37, 129 and 131. Beale Street,

Between Mission and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO.
GAS WORK A SPECIAXTT.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.

Pioneer Mining OfQce of the Northwest
Coaet.

HaFing the largest permanent hrick assay furnaces, chem-
ical lahorati^ry and miniug otllce on the Northwest Coast:
with a collection of about 4CO0 aamplea of the ores of AJaska,
British Columbia, Oregon and the Northweflt Teiritories,

and having made personal examinations of nearly every
miding cami) on the Pacific Slope, from California to
Alaska, I am prepared to do any class of legitimate and
honest mining work, Buch as EXAHONING, ENGINEER-
ING, SAMPLING AND REPORTING UN THE VALUE
OF ALL RUNERAL, COAL AND FIRE-CLAY PROP-
ERTIES, BUILDING STONES, EARTHS, ASSAYS
AND ANALYSIS OF ORES, WATERS, CHECK.
SAMPLES OF ORE, PDLPS, "ORGANIC ANALYSIS"
WORK, and in fact any work coutected with the otliee of a
lirst-clasa mining Kcologist and cliemist. Any informatioQ
mining men may dfisire to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL RESOURCES of the entire Pacihc Northwest
ttill be honestly given. Address I>r.Willis JB.Kvcrette,
Consulting Mining Geologist and Chemist, 1318 E Street,

Tacoma, Wash.

A. S. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 CAI-IFOBNIA STREET,
Rooms SO and 31, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Designers and Constructors of Gold and Silver Mills

Hoiatirg and Pumping Works, Tramways, and every-
thing pertaining to the Mining and Reduction of Or^ts.

Bewick, Moreing & Hooper,

MINING ENGINEERS,
508 OalifomlB Street, San Francisco, Ca

Suffolk House, Laurence, Pountney Hill,

LONDON, B. C.
Leake's Buildings, Johannesburg,

SOUTH AVKICA.
Report on mines and undertake management of mining

properties.

RICHARD R. HAWKINS,
MINING ENGINEER.

LATE ASSISTANT GEOLOGIST U. S. GEOLOGICAL
Survey. General Manager La Velera (Limltada), via

Torres and La Barranca, Sonora, Mexico.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Civil and, Mining Engineer,

MINING EXPERT iso GEOLOGIST.

Address " Business Box A," office of this paper, San

Francisco,

ROSS E. BROWNE.
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

No. 807 Sahsomb St., San Frakoisoo.

The instrmnent represented in the above cut is a
new and grand little invention, being designed to
save life and limb, and innumerable lawsuits, by
doing away with the dangerous operation of d,jggink
out wet and unexploded loads where Giant Ptowder
is used in mining. The little instrument crimps the
cap onto the end of the fuse Firmly and Abso-
lutely Water-tifiht It is also used for cutting
the fuse. They are neatly gotten-up of the finest
cast steel, nickel plated. I'rice, $1.50 each.

N . W. MOODBY, Fresno, Cal.

WM. H. CONLY,

Lands, Mining and Commission^
124 SAN30ME STREET,

Rooms HI and IdZ

,

Telephone No. 5057. SAJf FRANCISCO.

?kATENTS!
W^ DEWEY & CO'SG)
I Scientific Press Patent Agency

/"tArelxfBkii:- 220 iaai'ketSt.,S.F.
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BALDWIIT LOCOMOTIVE
ANNUAL OAPAOITY 1000. ESTABLISHED 1831.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES!
- AdaplL-'l lo L-vi-ry viiriety ol Fcrvico, ftiid built accurately In sWmlard gauges and templates. Like parts
ot dirtcrfiit cni;itn^'.>' of sainf I'liij-s |n.Tl'fcily liiltTChangeable.

Bromi anil Siirr-nv i.iauge I.<n'omutlveN, Mine Locomotlvca by Steam or Compressed Air, Plantation L
Locomoiivts, Noisclf>,s Motors fur Street Ivallvvays, Furnace Locomotives, etc. _ —r-.- _" -^ _*r^?i^r~,;^i_ —" - - i'-^^^

——

BURNHAM,WILLIAMS & CO., Proprietors, Philadelphia, Pa.

AMALGAMATING MACHINERY.

stamp Mills for Wet or Dry Crushing.

Huntington Centrifugal Quartz Mill. Drying

Cylinders. Amalgamating Pans, Settlors,

Agitators and Concentrators. Retorts. Bul-

lion and Ingot Moulds, Conveyors. Elevators,

Bruckners and Howell's Improved Wiiite's

Roasting Furnaces, Etc.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

IMPROVED CORLISS AND SLIDE
VALVE STEAM ENGINES. «

Blake, Dodgcand Comet Crusiicrs, Cornish

Crusiiing and Finisiiing Rolls. Hariz Plunger

and Collom Jigs. Frue Vanner & Embrey

Concentrators, Evans', Calumet, Coilom's

and Rittenger's Slime Tables. Trommels.

Wire Clotii and Punched Plates. OreSam-Hii^ P'6 Grinders and Heberle Mills.

^/\ll CDO HORIZONTAL. VERTICALClvllL.tKO ... AND SECTIONAL

'XSS^mO^S]0 ^^^^ISIE SXi^HS^^
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water & Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Compressors,
Rocic Driiis, Etc.

CENERAL MILL ANQ

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

VIULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engmes
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Calena&CopperOres,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

General Offices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.
NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER, COLO., 1316 Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,|
7 W. Second South St. LONDON, ENC, 43 Ttireadneedle St., K c CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. II

LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG. TRANSVAAL, South Africa.

HELENA, MONTANA, Boom 28, Merchants' National Bank Ballding, No. North Main St.

SOLE WBgTERN AGENTS FOB TYLER WIRE WORKS DOUBLE ORIMPBD MINING CLOTHS.

BRANCH OFFICES
Oalle de Juarez

JAMBS LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wheels are designed (or all purposes where limited quaDtltles of water and
hl^h heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Being placed on horizontal ahaft, the power Is transmitted
direct to shafting by belts, dlBpensing with gearing.

Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in

capacity to suit aay particular case.

Further information can be obtained of this form of conatruction, aa well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free o' cost,

by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES LBFFEL & CO..
Springfield, Ohio, or 110 liberty St., Hew York,

FRASER St CHALMERS, General Agents,
Oblcaeo, 111., and Denver, CoL

PARKE & LACY CO., General ARents, San Francisco,

CLAYTON
AIR GOIMPRESSORS

For Working
Rock Drills, Coal Cutters,
Hoisting Engines and Water
Pumps in Mines and Tunnels,
Sinking Caissons, Etc., Etc.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 6.

Clayton Air Compressor Worlds,
43 DEY ST., NEW YORK.

ATTENTION, MINERS I

A FIRST-CLASS

UnionRockBreaker

2500 MISSION ST„ SAN FRANOISOO.

I

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For information concerning this process for the re-

duction of Ores containing precious metals, and ternas

of license, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROCESS CO.,
Faric Olty, ntab.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Superior to all Others for Qnartz Mills, Smelters, &c.

Not Affected bv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils. Every Belt Guaranteed, Try It, Send

for Circular and Samples.

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay OflQce, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cat.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

filBtalllirgy apd Oreg.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Sulphorets.

'

.UAinjpAorDitnis op,.

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.
ALSO MAKUKAOTUaBRS OF

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Chamberlin Patent

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..
lUPORTHRB AND DBALHRa IN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS, AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 & 65 First St., cor. Mission, San Francisco.

Cyr:^ ^^ would call the attention of -5==r=5j.^

I
\

Assayera, Chemiste, Mining Com- <^3j^P^gC??
panics, Milling ConipaDiea, Pros- NS^tteRSeV^
pectors, eta, to our full stock of \r~—-;=?
Balances, Furnacca, Muffles, Crucibles, SoorU
Qers, etc., inoludlng, also, a full stock of
Cbemioala.
Having been engaged in furnishing theae eup-

pUea einoi tbo first diacovery of mines on tbe
Pacific Coaat, we feel confident from our experi-
ence we can well suit tbe demand for tbeae
gooda, both aa to quality and price.

Agents for tbe Morgran Craolble Co.,
Batteraea, England. Also for K. G. Dennis-
ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. Tbe plates

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly rella

me, and full weight o( Silver guaranteed, Ordera taken
at hla lowest prices. Our Illuatrated Catalogue and As-
say Tables sent free on application,

JOHN TAYLOR A OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. as STEVENSON STREET,

Near First and Ma^kc^' Streete, S. F.

C. A. LtJOEHARDT, Manager. Estab^-shbd 180

Ores worked by any Prooeae.

Ores Sampled,

Assaying in all its Branches.

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, eto.

Working Teats (practical) Made.

Plans and Specifications furnished for th

most suitable Process for Working Ores,

Special attention paid to Examinations

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished,

O. A. LUOKHARDT Ss CO..
(Formerly Huhn & Luckhardt,

Minlns EnslneerB and Metallurfflats

The Best Mining District
On tlie Pacific Coast I

GRASS VALLEY, OAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the district Is

Daily and Weekly edition. Glvea all the Mining News.
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining Supplies will
find THE TIDINGS the beat medium for directly reach-
ing the owners or managers of mines. Investors in
mines will find it to their advantage to subscribe.
Many mines are in eucccssful operation, and new

enterprises are being instituted and many others are in
contemplation.
DAILY, 86.00 a year; WEEKLY, 52.60, in advance.

H. 3. SPAULDING, Publisher.
T. C. HOCKING, Editor.

WINCHESTER HOUSE.
44 Third Street, San Francisco, Cal,

This Fire-proof Brick Building is centrally located. In

the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from the
Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat and
Railroad Offices,

Laundry Free for the use of Families.

HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And Upward.

Rooms with or without Board.

Free Goacli to tbe Hoasp.

rxxx: \A.xxi. i^x^tjjsxx
Applies liciiiid pigment by a
jet of air. Highest awards
Fracldiu aud American Id-
Btitutes aa a leijitlraate art
tool. SuccesBfiiUy used by
large numbers of the beat
CTayoQ, ink aud water-color
portrait artists, and by tech-
nical draugbtsiuen. Saves 75— — per cent of time in ehading.

Descriptiveupaniphlet sent free. It points out one way to
earn a living. Addresd AIR BRUSH M'F'G CO.
9 Nassau Street, Eockford, Illinois.

Engraving
Superior Wood and Metal Engrav
Ing, Eleotrotynlng and Stereotyping
dooe at the raSoe ot tills papei.
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ITiARKEl JXEPORTS,

Local Markets.

San Frj^ncisco. March s, 1891.

Continued rains, causing high waters and bad

lads in the interior, have restricted general trade;

It when the spring business opens it is claimed

at there will be a large increase in the volume of

)0ds going out on orders. Everything points to

rge crops, while a fair deposit of snow on the

ountain ranges insures a prosperous mining season.

fter next week the local money market ought to be

,sier than for some months past. Among iron-

orkers the same hopeful feeling heretofore noted

still manifested regarding future prospects. The
icline in coal and iron is in their favor.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is dull but

irly steady at about jSJ^c.

QUICKSILVER—Receipts the past week ag-

egate 269 flasks, and exports by sea 35 flasks to

ipan. The market is fiat at lower prices. Buyers

mtinue to higgle over prices, trying to secure

rther concessions in all conceivable ways.

SILVER—Department purchases in this month
e reported as follows:

Offered Purchased Price paid

i,te. ounces. ounces. per ounce.

«ch 2 .. ..7,480,000 105,000 S 98250 to S
irch 4 745.000 .98600 to .98750

Now that Congress has adjourned, it would be in

e natural order of things to send the silver mar-

it at the East to a higher range of values. There

no doubt that strong parties at ihe East have

en quietly buying all the available surplu:; stock of

illion to be had in the home and foreign markets,

iveral lines of securities abroad, whose market val-

!s are based on that of silver, have also been taken

comparatively low prices. The output of the mire
this country is reported in well-informed quarters

be less than one year ago. The silver situation is

larged upfln in our editorial department. Three
reign buyers are in the market,

BORAX—Receipts the past week aggregate

7 ctls, and exports by sea 207 ctls to New York,

le local market is steady at full prices. At the

ist the market is reported strong at slightly higher

ices, under a temporary scarcity,

LIME—Receipts the past week show a decided

:ling oflF, aggregating only 1775 bbls. Exports by
1 were only 50 bbls, and they were sent to Cen-
il America. The local demand is light, owing to

favorable weather.

LEAD—The market has a steadier tone. It looks

if the market will do better, now that no fear

ly be entertained of Congress legislating in favor

Mexican ore.

IRON—Imports of pig the past week aggregate
follows: New York, 150 tons; England, 500.
)tal, 650 tons. The market is fairly steady around
r quotations. Continued rains in the valleys and
owfall in the mountains strengthen the conviction

U this year will witness a prosperous season
long iron works.

TIN—Imports of plate the past week aggregate

,89s boxes. The market for both pig and plate

fairly strong, with canners large consumers,
iglish cables report outside holders of plate mak-

l concessions to induce buying, but makers being
ill sold ahead, are not in the market as sellers.

COPPER—New York advices report heavy ship-

mts to Europe. These purchases are said to have
;en made from outside holders. Home consum-
; are still restricting their buying, which allows

B output of the mines to increase. A London
blegram to the Iron Age says: Copper has un-
rgone very little change, but the market is firmer.

Hers are reserved in their offerings, and specula-

e interest is rather more active. Higher prices

3 expected, as there is less American selling,

msumers are buying moderately, but there is more
ijuiry from some quarters.

COKE—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

vs: Newcastle (England), 1616 tons; Swansea,
; Greenock, 1903. Total, 3534 tons. The mar-
t is barely steady at quotations. From the ship's

le in round parcels, our quotations can be shaded
from $2 to $3 a ton.

COAL—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

vs: New York, 106 tons; Philadelphia, 250; Ta-
ma, 5900; Swansea, 8S2; Departure Bay, 2350;
attle, 1450; Coos Bay, 200; Nanaimo, 3487; New-
stle, N. S. W., 2196; Port Angeles, 2180. Total,

,345 tons. Continued free imports of coals have
;ated further demoralization in the market for

ot and near-by cargoes. Large consumers are
ill supplied, while the yards are filling up. Cor-
2t quotations are hard to secure at this writing,

ar Puget Sound advices report still heavier de-
eries at the water fronts for shipment to San
ancisco. These free shipments, when afloat, are
it calculated to improve the situation. The weath-
is still favorable for growing crops, which will un-
mbtedly cause more deep-sea vessels to come to

is port with coal for outward cargoes of wheat.

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
New York, March 5.—The following are the clos-

g piicea the past week:

Silver In Silver in

London. New York. Copper. Lead. Tin.
mraday.. .44

J

97 14 25 4 30 19 85
iday 44^ 97 14 25 4 30 19 85
,turday....44i 97i 14 25 4 30 19 85
anday Ul 97J 14 25 4 30 19 85
leaday 44^ 98 14 25 4 32^ 19 85
edDeadav..44| 93 14 26 4 35 19 85

Lead faas been dull here in New York and considerable
3 been offered at 4.30c. Holders are afraid of Mexican
ea being admitted by aome legisiative device or other,
is a bugaboo that keeps them awake o' nig:bte. Spelter
isbeen'dull at 5@5,10c. Copper has been in better
imind at some reduction in price, lake being quoted at
e; Arizona firm at 13Jc; casting brands, llS@113c.
;ry large exports of copper are being made from this
untry.

La Gkiff£ has attacked mj^oy miners in Arl*

na and Nevada, in some oasea redaoing the
rce, 80 the worka had to be temporarily
oBed down,

List of U. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors.

Reported by Dewey & Oo., Pioneer Patent
Solicitors for Pacific Coast.

FOR WEEK ENDING FEB. 24, iSgi.

447,03S.--Shuttle Motion for Looms—J. W.
Babcock, San Diego, Cal.

446,912.— Set-Trigger—O. A. Bremer, S. F.

447,040.—Music Leaf Turner—E. W. Burn-

ham, San Diego, Cal,

446 919.— Blasting Fuse—D. B. James, S. F.

446,922,

—

Fire-Proof Paint— L F. Merrill,

S. F.

446,876.—Middlings Purifier—Miller& Walk-
er, Oregon City, Or.

447,195. — Annunciator— J. E. A. Miller, S. F.

447,013.

—

Gate—J. F. Millerick, S. F.

446,926.-Twine Machine—J. W. Perkins, San
Jose, Cal.

447,oc6.—Perch for Bird Cages—J. F. Swee-
ney. S. F.

446,899.— Metallic Railway Tie and Chair
—H. P. Sweet, Los Angeles, Cal.

446.900. — Metallic Roadbed Drain and
Saf);ty Tie—H. P. Sweet. Los Angeles, Cal.

446,957.

—

Engine Governor— E. Thompson,
S. F.

446,905.

—

Cable Railway—Watriss & Kaigbin,

S. F. .

446,939. — Metallic Lath Machine — J.

Weichart, S. F.

The following brief list by telegraph, for March
3d, will appear more complete on receipt of mail

advices:
California—Charles H. Benoit and A. Pillot, San

Jose, window screen; Luther H. Buchanan, Pasa-

dena, assignor of one-half to J. D. Shorb, San
Gabriel, electric arc lamp; John A. Buffer, San
Francisco, ice-cream freezer, Washington—George
W. Ansley and J. H. Boyd, Medical Lake, said Boyd
assignor to said Ansley, clothes drier; Robert Mc-
Mahon, assignor of one-half to Gaston, Seattle, car

coupling,

NoTB.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnlehed
by Dewey & Co., in the shortest time possible (by mail
or t«le^raphia order). American and Foreign patents
obtained, and e^eneral patent business for P»:ifio Coast
Inventors transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
rates, and In the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co. '5 Scientific Press U. S. and For-

eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy o(

special mention:

Gate.—^John F. A. Millerick, S. F. No. 447,013^

Dated Feb. 24, iSgi. This invention relates to that

class of gates adapted to be opened and closed by
the wheels of approaching and receding vehicle run-
ning down cranks in the roadway. The invention
consists in certain novel constructions and combina-
tions. The object is to provide an effective and
readily-operating gate of this class.

Perch for Bird-Cages.—John F. Sweeney, S.

F, No. 447,006, Dated Feb. 24, 1891. These

perches are so arranged as not to extend more than
half-way across the cage and are adjustable up or

down. By the construction adopted, the perches
are easily supported within the cage, and in proper
positions with relation to each other, so that the
bird can easily fly from one perch to the other with-
out danger of breaking or damaging his feathers,

and no perch need be placed over another so as to

become soiled and dirty. On that portion of the
perch nearest to the side of the cage is fixed, by
means of fish-glue, a compound of sharp sand and
red pepper. This gives an opportunity for the bird
to rub and scratch itself. The pepper acts to keep
it clear of vermin, and the sharp sand will wear upon
the ends of the toe nails so as to prevent them from
becoming too long, which is the great difficulty

where birds are confined in cages.

Mining Sliare Market.

Although the market dragged throughout the past
week, yet an undercurrent of strength was percepti-
ble which looks well for a higher range of values.
This journal has been a consistent bull on the mar-
ket from the time Con. Virginia touched $2.50 a
share, and the writer sees nothing, as yet, to war-
rant taking a different view of the situation, but
perceives many things to justify a continuance in the
same course. Since about the middle of last No-
vember, the local money market has been close,
with more or less feverishness reported; but now the
indications point to a healthy, easy market at an
early day. During the above time, assessments
have followed assessments, with more still to come.
This has caused large quantities of shares held by
outsiders to be thrown on the market, which were
absorbed in a quiet, mysterious manner, but not by
other outsiders, who have not been generally en-
couraged to buy, for they have been frightened by
sedulously circulated bear points, and also by
doubts thrown upon well-autbenticated advices of
important improvements in the mines. It is thought
that the situation of the mining share market and
the condition of the mines warrant still higher
prices, which are bound to come before long, but
what the manipulations will be in the interim, of
course one cannot say.
The share market opened this (Thursday) morn-

ing dull and weak. After Call under systematic
cross-orders, prices shaded off still more. Outside
operators will do well if they enter the market now,
for there is undoubtedly quite an up move near at
hand.
From the Comstock mines our advices report that

they are in rich ore on four levels in Con. Virginia,
as they are in the upraise from the 1200-foot level.
The battery assays continue to increase in value. In
Andes they are running for the ore lying toward
the old Burning Moscow ground. It is said to be
rich. This, probably, is why manipulators have
been buying the shares of the mine.
The work heretofore reported by us as under way

in Ophir and other north end mines, is being vigor-
ously pushed with good results expected to follow
soon. In Best and Belcher they should report good

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY'.
COMPILBD BVBRT TmjRSDAT PROM AdVKRTISSMBNIS IN THE MINING AND SCIBNTU'IO PEBBB AND OTHSE S. F. JOURMALS

ASSESSMENTS.
CoMPANT. Location. No. Am't. Lbvibd. Dblinq't. Sale. Secretary. Place of Busikbbs.

Atlantic Con SIOo , -Nevada.
Belcher M Oo Nevada. .41.

Best & Belcher M Co Nevada., 48.

California State Co CaUfornia.. 6,

Challense Con M Co Nevada. . 8.

Confidence S M Co Nevada. .18.

Contra Estaca Con MesM Co.,Mexico, . 1,

Con at Gothard M Co California,. 2,

Cosmopolitan M Co Nevada.. 6

Cresceut M & M Co California., t

Crown Point G&S M Co Nevada.. 54
Crocker M Co Arizona.. 10,

Gould & Curry M Co.. Nevada.. 66

GrayEa^le M Co Califomia .. 22

.

Guadalupe M Co . California
Head Centre & Tranquility M Co. .Ariz,
Xdlemld G M Co California.

,

Lady Washington M Co Nevada,
Martin White M Co Nevada.
Middle Creek M Co.. .British Columbia.,
Midas M Co California

.

North Gould & Curry G& S M Co . Nevada
Northwestern M Co. .British Columbia,, a

M Co Nevada. .75

7..

2.,

25.,

12.

Nov 19., ..Apr 1 Apr 27..DMKent 330PlneSt
Feb 17, . . .Mar 24. .. . Apr 13. .0 L Perkina 331 Pine St
Feb 17.,,. Mar 25,... Apr 15..LOsborn 309 Montgomery St
Feb a Mar 16..,,Apr 20,. J O Heneacom 9 Mission St
Jan 23 Feb 27....Mar 18..C L McCoy 331 Pine St
Feb 16. ...Mar 19.. ..Apr 9..A B Grotb,,.. 414 California St

Feb 14.. ..Apr 4, .George Gale 309 Montgomery St
.Mar 31,...Apr 23..J Wetzell 320 Sansoine St
..Apr 7..,.Apr 29..BEurri8 240 Montgomery St

" ..May 4.. J H Isham 310 PiLeSt
.Apr 16..J Newlands 331 Pine St
Apr 13..NTMesser 309 Montgomery St
.Apr 7..AK Durbrow 309 Montgomery St
.Mar 30. .A W Barrows 303 California St
.

. Mar 21 . . H. F Schebter 326 Clay St
.Mar 25. .J W Pew 310 Pine St
Mar 21..EF Stone . 3O0 Pine St
.Apr 28..LOtbnrn 309 Montgomery St
,Mar 30..AE Cooper 325 Montgomery St
.Apr 2..HD Hawks 318 Fine St
Mar 23..AHa'sey 328 Montgomery St
Feb 28 . . C H Mason 331 Montgomery St

50.
25.

30.

50.

75..
50. .Dec 15..
15.. Feb 12.

10. .Feb 24.
25. -Feb 20,

50.. Feb 19.

10. .Feb 16..

30.. Feb 3..

3. .Feb 5 Mar
10.,Jan 16. ...Feb 26,

5. .Jan 19... Feb 26.,

10. .Jan 29. ...Mar 2..
25. .Mar 3....Apr 7.

5U..Feb 2 Mar 6.

50. .Jan 29... .Mar 10.

20. .Jan 13.. ..Feb 23.
..Jan 10. ...Feb 11..

. .
.
Apr

..Mar 26..
, Mar 20..
.Mar 11..

Silver King M Co ....Arizoa
Telegraph Drift M Co California.
True Cons M Co California.
Valley View M Co California.

7..FeblO....Marl6... Apr 6..T Eonauceria 438 California St
£O..Feb 13 Mar 18.... Apr 7..E B Holmes 309 Mcntyomery St

.... 20.. Feb 21....Mar2S....Apr 28..W^SMetlar 325 Montgomery St
2.,l-7of lmill..Jan29..Mar4..Mar25..F K Wehe Dowuieville
10.. 2i..Dec 13;... Jan 31,.,.Mar 28.,JC Bates 434 California St
1.. 2. .Feb 9....Mar 13....Apr 13,.W JGurnett 308 Piue 3t

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
Name of Compans. Location- Seoebxaby Offiok in S. F. Meeting Datb

Ohollar MCo Nevada..CE Elliott 309 Montgomery St Annual Mar 18

Evening Star M Co California . . J J Scoville 309 Montgomery St..! Annual Mar 18

Hale& NorcrossMCo Nevada..A B Thompson 309 Montgomery St Annual Mar 11

PotosiMCo Nevada..CE Elliott ; 309 Montgomery St Annual Mar 11

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Namb of Cobtpant. Location. SEcaBXiLBY. Office in S. F." Amotjni. Payabl"

Candelaria Cons MCo New Mexico..G Gale 309 Montgomery St 25 Dec 3
Commonwealth M Co., Nevada..RR Grayson 331 Pine St 20 Nov 20

Champion M Co T Wetzel 320 Sansome St 15 Feb 16

Pacific Coast Borax Co..... California. .A H Clough 230 Montgomery St 1 00 Mar 10

Jackson MCo W K Drake 311 Pine St 10 Jan 19

ore before long. Several levels are being opened
in Gould and Curry. Now that the refuse and other

poor stuff in Savage has been milled, and the

stock knocked down under an assessment, it is in

order to steadily increase the battery assays. The
ore they are milling justifies higher battery assays

than $17, although the latter is an improvement on
recent returns. They have a good body of ore,

going over $35 a ton, on the 1300-foot level. In

Hale and Norcross a reported rich strike can be

looked (or at any time after the loth or i5lh ot this

month. In Chollar, work is under way to develop

the ore about the 1200-foot level running toward

Potosi. In the latter mine and also in Bullion,

work is being done which will cause their shares to

have more of a speculative character. It is said that

soon after Alpha is assessed, an improvement in that

mine, or one near by, will be reported.

Mystery still shrouds the work in Challenge, Con-
fidence and CrowD Point.but well-informed miners are

very sanguine of a development in one and perhaps

in all three of them. The assessments have prob-

ably driven in enough stock to justify a strike.

Work in the Alta group is being closely watched.

In the Bodies, Tuscaroras and Quijotoas, the

work under way is being closely watched by usually

well-informed parlies.

San Francisco Metal Market.

WHOLESALE.
Thdksdat, March 5, 1891.

Antimony ~a%.
^^

Borax—Relined, in carload lots 8@ —
Powdered " " " 8@ —
Concentrated " " " 7i@ —
All grades jobbing at an advance.

Copper— „„ ^
Bolt 23 @ -
Sheathing 23 @ —
ingot, jobbing 18 @
do, wholesale 17 @ —
Fire Box Sheets 1^3 (W 25

Lead—Pig H@ 5
Bar.... ti i 6i

Sheet 7|@ —
Pipe oj® —
Shot, discount 10% on 500 baga Drop. ¥ bag. 1 80 (^ —
Buck.^bag 2 00 @ -
Chilled, do 2 20 @ -

QDiCKSiLVflR—By the flask ^^ 9? "S 71
Plasks.old ,A ^^ ® ^°

Chrome Iron Ore, ^ ton 10 00 w— —
S fEEL-English, tt. 16 @ 20

Canton tool ^ @ I
Black Diamond tool |® ,=
Pick and Hammer 8 ^ 10

Machinery f @ &

ToeCalk , ,*t@ —
TiNPLATE—B. v., steel grade. 14x20, to amve. 6 50 $6 —
B. v., steel grade, ]4s20, spot 6 37 @
Charcoal, Hi20 ^^ ^
do roofing, 14x20 J9Sh
do, do,20s28 13 00 @
Pig tin, spot. ^ tt. -@

Iron—Bar, base ^.^ ^s

Norway, base ^@ »*
Spot. To Load.

iBON-Glengarnock ton 31 00 @ 28 @ -
EgUoton.ton 29 00 @- - 27 fe -
American Soft, No, 1, ton.. @32 00 30 @ —
Oregon Pig.ton @30 00 30 @

-

PugetSound 30 00 @ 30 @ -
Cljy Lane White 26 00 ® 24 © "
Bhotts. No.l 32 00 @ ^9 @ -
Langloan 30 00 @ ^^ f "
Thomclifl^e 30 00 @ l\®~
Gartaherrie 30 00 @ ?5 1 ~
Barrow 30 00 @ 26 @ —
Cargofleet 30 00 @ — 26 @ -

Coal and Coke.

SPOT FROM TABU—PER TON
Wellington SIC 00

Greta
Carbon Hill
Nanaimo 10 00
Gilman 8 00
Seattle
Coos Bay 7 00

Canoel 10 00

Egg, hard 16 00
Cumberland, In sacks 16 00

do. bulk U 00

Wallaend 9 00

Scotch Splint 10 00
Biymbo. 9 50

TO LOAD—PER TON.

Australian . . . .§ 7 00@ 7 50

Liverpool St'm. S 60@— —
Scotch Splint. . 8 eO@ 9 00

Cardiff 8 B0@
Lehigh Lump.. 16 50@17 00

Cumberland bk 13 50@
Egg, bard 15 00@

Coice—Enghsb.

To load $12 00@13 00

Spot, in bulk.. 16 00@18 00

OOMSTOOK Tunnel.—The following Com-
stock miniog companlea have paid o6f their in-

debtedoese to the Comstock Tannel Company
under the terms of the recent contract: Con.

Cal. and Virginia $137,000. Hale and Norcroas

S38,810, Crown Point $32,719. Overman $8015.

Boloher $4715, Confidence $1040, Chaiknge
Con. $876, and Con Imperial $796. The Chollar

and Salvage companiea will, in all probability,

settle their aooouata within the next few days.

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales In

S. P. Stock Exchange.

Alpha
Alta
AfldeB.
Belcher
Beat & Belcher
BullioD
Bodie Con
Bulwer
Oommonwealth . .

,

Con. Va. & OaL . .

,

Ohalleoge
OboUar
CoDlidence
Con. Imperial
Caledouia
Crown Point
Crocker
Del Monte
Eureka Con
Exchetiuer
Grand Prize.
Gould & Curry
Hale & Morcross..
Julia
Justice .*. ...

Kentuck
Lady Wash
MODO
Mexican.
Navajo..
North Belle Isle..

Ney. Queen
Occidental....
Ophir
Overman
Potosi
Peerless
Peer

S.B.sM
Sierra Nevada...
Silver HiU
Scorpion
ITnion Con
Utah
Yellow Jacket...

* Assessment a

Week
Ending
Feb. 12.

.70

.60

.96
1.45
a.30
1 90

4.25
1.35

1.70
15
30

3.0«
65
20

2.00
1.60 '

.20

25
75

3.10
l.SO
4.30
.15

Ending
Feb. 19.

60
....1.00
1.90 1.30
3.20 2.35
2.40 1.90
1.70 1.20

2.25
1.05
2.40
.26

.20

2.40

1.95
4.00
.15
.60

1.65
.10

.30

1.40
2.35

2.00
1.95
.15

.95

.36

2.35
.25
.65

.30

.80

3.25
1.76
4.25

1.85
.85

2.10
.20
.16

2.25
70

2 10

Week
Ending
Feb 26.

SO
fi6 «l.

1 ll.'i 1 41

1 40 1 45
2,.'..i 3 (15

2. III! 2 In

1.20 1 ,3!.

.611 61

Vh
4 Kn 6 76

1 35 1 41

2.06 2.20

,20

55 6n
1 6(1 1 66

l»

3ll

3,00
.6b .75

2 m 2 20
•/. 16 2,3(1

15

I (III

4(1

26
liO 76

2.50 2.76

"m
«l( 911

3 511 3 96

1 H5 2 li6

4 4t 4 Kh
III 16

10

2 15 2 36
«i

2 25 •>. 411

20

2 .10 2 4i

VII V6
2.15 2.35

WEK^
Ending
Mar. 6.

70 .80

70 ...

1.20 1.411

1.30 1.40
2.70 3.10
2.00 2.10
1.06 1.20
.40 .50

75 ...

6.62 6.37
1.80 n.90
2.05 2.10
4.30 4.25

15 .20

60 ....

1.35 1.30

!25
'.'.'.'.

.7670
15
,95 2.05

1.90 2,10
20

.35 .40
.25

2.40 2, .'•5

5550
20
85 .90

3.55 3.76
1.85 2 05
4.50 4.80
.10 ....

.10 ....

.90 2.10

.80 .85
2.15 2.35
.20 ....

.10 .15
2.25 2.40
70 .75

2.05 2.20

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

Thursday. March 5. 9:30 A. M.
100 Alpha Con 65cj lOO GouJd & Curry 1.90
200 Alta 65cl 181 Hale & Nor....l.8C(®I.85
1250 Andes 1.251 250 Ktntuck 35c
100 Belcher 1.35 100 Lady Washington. ...15c
25 Belle Isle 60c! 160 Mexican 2.40@2.45

470 Ee«t&Eelcber.2.!0'a2.95i 150 North Belle Isle 50c
500 Bodie 1. local. 1^; 3U0 N Commonwealth 50o
2C0 Bullion ,. 2.0SI 200 Occidental S5c
50 Challenge Con I 80i 230 Ophir 3.45@3,5

200 Chollar 2.O0! 2IJ0 Overman 1 95
150 Commonwealth 75t 50 Potosi 4 55
550 Con Cal& V 6.25 200 Savage 1.85
200 Con Imperial 15c 80 Sierra Nevada 2 20
200 Con Pacific 10c 500 Union Con 2.25
100 Crown Point. 1.301 150 YeUow Jacket ..2.10
130 Exchequer 65@7Cc!

The Pacific Oattle bill was not passed by
OoDgress,

Successful Patent Solicitors.

As Dewey & Co. have been in the patent soliciting busi-
ness on this Coast now lor so many years, the firm's name
is a well-known one. Anoiiher reason for its popularity
Is that a great proportion of the Pacific Coast patents
issued by the Government have been procured through
their agency. They are, therefore, well and thoroughly
posted on the needs of the progressive industrial classes
of this Coast. They are the best posted firm on what
has been done In all branches of industry, and are able
to judge of what is new and patentable. In this they
have a great advantage, which is of practical dollar and
cent value to their clients. That this is understood and
appreciated, is evidenced by the number of patents
Issued through their Soibntifio Prbss Patent Agency (S.
F,) from i^ees to week and Tear to year.

Newspaper Agents Wanted.

Extra inducements will be offereci Jor a
few active canvassers who will give their
whole attention (for a while at least) to so-
liciting subscriptions and advertisements
for this journal and other first-class popu-
lar newspapers. Apply soon, or address
this office, giving address, age, experience
and reference. Special inducements to old
agents.

.

Dewey & Co., Publishers,

No. 220 Market St., S. F.
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Amalgamation at the Gomstock Lode.

!

{Continued rom paqt 153.)

oonaamed. Aa the maximum ihtortticcd pro-

daotioo ifl 306^ poanda of mooobydrmte for this

amoDDt of aalphar, the loss wai only 5.1 p«r

oent.

A large part of the ohfttnber aoid was oonoen*

trated in lead paos to 62* B. and sold. The
rest, except Bmall quantitiea sold to milla, was
used withoat ooDoeDtratlon io the btueatoae

works. The weak tower aoid was utilized in

makiDf; oopper<sulphat6 solution for the mill.

The raw material for the bluestone faotory

ooDsiated of oopper ore, prinoipally oarbonatea

from Walker river, copper matte and preoipi*

tate from California, and baae bultloo. The
blueatone made from the bullion was of the

highest grade and equal to the best Engliab im-

ported. The product of the faotory waa^old to

amalgamating milts principally; acme went to

Cilifornia for the uae of the farmers. Daring
several years there was a branch eatabliahmeat

at Carson, which utilized the oopper-aulphate

solution from the mint refinery.

The Lyon mill used only the refuse from the

faotory, that Is, the aorapiogii and portions

which did not look well enoagh to be put on

the market, or the mother liquor which n'aa too

weak for profiGabld coooontration. Uiually

it employed uocrystallized aulpbate of copper

made from ore in a speciai tub. In either case,

the copper sulphate helJ an appreciable amount
of iron sulphate, and, at times, an exoesa of

acid de&ignedly introduced.

Sulphate of iron wai m^kuufactured in smill

amonnta to aatisfy a local demand.
The tailings workad at the mill from 1873 to

1877 inclusive were for the mo^t part of very

low grade. They were olasaified nnder the

local dealgnationa of "aulphurete," "slimes"
and *'6and."
The aulphnreta were obtained by purchase

from the blanket etaices ao extensively used at

the Comatock. They were principally iron

aulphureks. Those caught near the milla which

oruahed the ores whence they were derived,

oxidized with comparative facility on exposure

to the air, and yielded by amalgamation

as much as SO per cent of their con-

tents of preciouB metil. Those caught

at greater distanoes from the quartz*

raills showed no sii^na of oxidation even after

long exposure, and it appeared Impoaaible to

extract from them by pan-amalgamation more

than 50 per cent of their asaay values. The
reason for this differenoe in behavior was not

known positively. Salphurets were obtained

only in small amounts, were naually amalga-

mated by themselves, and made no figure in

the production of the mill.

The slimes, dariug the years mentioned, were

all pnrchtksed from the stamp-mills whenever

these had any to sell. The silver contained in

them existed apparently in part aa a aimple

snlpharet (such as argentite), and in much
larger measure aa a multiple sulphuret (such aa

stephanite or polyba^ite). Their chemical com-

position varied materially. Their chief con-

stituent, olay, was the main cause of the diffi*

oalty In treating them.
The slimes were spread out on the ground,

all lumps being broken up and allowed to dry

thoroughly before being worked. Long expe-

rience proved beyond question that this pre-

paratory drying was eSRential for good amalga-

mation. In common parlance, the slimes were
" oxidized," but the change effected was

mechanical rather than chsmloal.

At Dayton, two pans were reserved for treat-

ing this material, which waa mixed in the pan

with certain amoants of sand. The usual

charge was composed of 60 to 65 per cent of

slime and 40 to 35 per cent of sand. The sand

seemed to act beneficially by catting up any

lumps of slime which might exist, and

by clearing the globules of quicksilver

from any adhering slimy envelope^ which,

unless removed, would keep the quicksilver

from contact with the preoions metals, prevent

the globules from uniting, and carry them ofiF

in the stream of tailings.

The slimes purchased by the mill varied

greatly in value, ranging from $13 to $30 per

ton, with OGcaaional higher values. The elime

charges ("lime and sand mixed) daring the

years 1875 to 1877 assayed from $13 to $18 per

ton.

( To be Continued.

)

Complimentary Samples.

Persons receiving this paper marked are re«

quested to examine its contents, terms of sub-

Boription, and give it their own patronage, and,

as far aa practicable, aid in circulating the

iournal, and making its value more widely

known to others, and extending its influence in

the cause it faithfully serves. Subscription

rate, $3.00 a year. Extra copies mailed for 10

cents, if ordered soon enough. If already a

sobaoriber, ple«<ie °^^-^ tV.*" naper *:« otbera.

Don't Fail to Write.

Should thiB paper be received by any BUbacriber who

doBB not want it, or beyond the time he intends io pay

/or it, let bim nob fail to write ub direct to stop it. A
postal card (coatmg one cent only) mil flufcce. We mU
notknovviugly seari the paper to aoy one who does not

wish it but if it iB continued, through the failure of the

BubBcriber to notify ua to diBcontlnue It, or some irre-

sponsible party retiueated to stop it, we shall positively

demand payment for the time it is sent. Look carefully
AX THE LABEL ON YOUR PAPFt

Back Filks oJ the Mraraa add Soibhtipio Prrss (un

bound) can be had for ?3 per volume of six months. Per

year (two volumes) 85. Inserted In Dewey's patent bind-

er, 60 Gents additional pei volume.

Oar Agents.

OOK PaninM can do much In aid o( oar pap«r and the
caose of pncttcal koowlodge and solenco, by aaalsttng
AKBQts tn tbolr labors o( canvasBlng, by lending their !•
Huenoo and encouraging favors. We Inlond lo send doo«
but worthy meu.

Oio. WiuioI—Sacramento Co.
J. C. noAO—San PranclBCO.
F. W, Knapp—Amador Co.
Okorqr EVA.NM- Sknta Clara Co.
Hhb. U. K Dcdliy—Ventura Co
W. V. WADttwoRTn—Sutter and Yulm Cos.
ASDRBW Kkid—Montoroy Co.
M. S. Prihb—AUmcda nnd Contra Coata Cos.

S S. Saul—San Joaquin Co.
B. V. BELT-ShaataCo.
E. H. S«;iiA)ti'PLK—Calaverati and Tuolumne Cos.
A. S CooLKY—Tehama Co.
il. C- Ukkklk—Capay Valley.
Samukl Clikf—Creston, Cal.

JoiiK SiMrMOK—Orcyou.
Wm, U. llrLLBARY—Oregon.
Wm. HoLDRa—Oreiron.

Wu. Olbon— Washington.

/I^3e33[neiit flotice3.

GRAY BAQLB MINING OOMPANY.-Lo-
cation of principal place of business, San Francieoo,

CJillfonifft. Locution of ivorkB, Plac<.'r County. California
Notice is bureby eivuu, that at a raeeting of the Board of

Directors, held on ine 4th day of February, 1831, an assess-
ment. No. 22. of Three (3) Cents per Bbare, was levied upon
thf Capital Utock of the Corporation, payable immediately
in United States Gold Coin to the Secretary, at the ofllcu of
thu Company, Koom II, No. 303 Oalifornia Street, San
Francisco, CuUfomia.
Any stock upon which this assesement shall remain un-

paid ou the 9th day of March, ISill, will be delinquent,
and advertised for sale at public auction; and unless pay-
ment is made before, will be Bold ou MONDAY, the 30th
day of March, 1S91, to pay tbe deliuquent assessment,
together with custs of advertising and expenses of sale.

By order of the Board of Directors.
A. W. BARROWS, Secretiry pro tem.

OHico, Room 11, No. 303 California Street, San Francisco,
California.

CRESCENT MILL& MINING COMPANY.
Location of principal place of business, San Fran-

cisco. California. Location of works. Crescent Mill, Plumas
County, California.
Notice ia hereby Eiven, that at a meeting of the Board of

Directors, held on Friday, tbe 20th day of February, 1891, an
a-saesament (No. 5) of Twenty-five cents (25c) per share was
levied upon the Capital Stock of the Corporation, payable
immediately in United States gold coin to the Secretary, at
the otKce of the Company, No. 3HI Pine Street, Room 40,

San Francisco, Call'omia.
Any stockupon which this assesameutsball remain unpaid

on the 6th day of April, 1891, will be doUnquent, and
advertised for sale at public auction; and unless payment is

made before, will bo sold on MONDAY, tbe 4th day of
May, 1891, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with
the costs of advertising and expenses of sale.

By order of the Board of Directors.
J. H. ISHAir, Secretary,

Office, No, 310 Pine Street, Room 40, San Francisco, Cali-
fornia.

UNION IRON WORKS,
8AOBAMENTO. OAL.

ROOT. NEILSON & CO.,
MAMTTFACTURBRB OP

Steam Engines, Boilers,
AND ALL KINDS OP

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Plourlne Mills, Saw Mills and Quartz Mills Macbloeri

oonstnioted, fitted ap and repaired,

Front St., bet. N &; O Sta.. Sacramento, Oal.

0. H. EVANS & CO.
(Sucoesaors to THOMSON 4 EVANS),

110 and iia Beale Street, S. F.

MACHINE WORKS,
Steam Pumps, Steam Engine*

and all kinds of UACHINERY.

ml

r)rviiDE3srx> istotice.

FRANCIS SMITH & CO.
UftDofMtQrere of

OFFICE OP THE PACIFIC COAST
Borax Company, San Francisco, February 28, 1891.

At a meeting of the Board of Directors of tbe above*
named Company, held thiB day, a Dividend (Mo. 3) of
One Dollar ($1.00) per ehare waa declared, payable
TUESDAY, March 10, 1891, at the office of the
Company, No. 230 Montgomery Street, Rooma 11 and 12.

Traasfer books close Maioh 5, 1891, at 3 o'clock p. m.

ALTON H. CLOUGH, Secretary.

DIAMOND DRILLS
THE PACIFIC PROSPECTING CO.

will contract to prospect with Diamond C 're Drill
(or minerals, etc., or to bore hules for ventika'ion or
drainage. Agents for Diamond Drills, Rock Drills, Mining
Machinery and Supplies of all kinds. Diamonds on hand.
Inquiries and orders promptly attended to. 213 Sansome
Street, San Francisco. Cal.

INVENTORS, TAKE NOTIOB

I

L. petersonTmodel maker,
268 Market St., N. E. cor. Front (up stairs), San Francslco
Experimental machinery and all kinds of models. Tin

and brasswork. All communications strictly confiden-
tial.

A GOLD-MILL SUPERINTENDENT
Of long experience, assayer and practical chemist, desires
an engagement, ,.articularly in a mill where gold and
amalgam Is wasted. The best of references given. Ad*
dreas E. W., 1278 Tenth Avenue, East Oakland.

Sheet Iron and Steel

ALL SIZES.

130 Beale Street. San Francisco, Cal

Iron cut, punched and formed, for making pipe oe
ground- All kinds of Tools euppliod for making Pipe.
Ketlmfttee given. Are prepared for coating all sizes or
Pipe with a compopition o( Coal Tar and Asphaltum.

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, HiDing, and Commission,

420 MODtitomery St., 9. F.

Ships under advances to r>molting works In Boston
New York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one years' experience in Shipping Or«B and

Managing Mines.
Solicits CoiiBignmenta of Copper Produce and Managu-

ment of Min'ng Matters.
All huHinessccmlueted on Cash Baals.
Purch:»He and shipment of Mining Supplies A iJPKCiALrT,
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Business Manager of UNION COPPKR MINE, Copper*

opoliB. Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co., Cal.

Ww^MY^'^'(^^
fSrABUSHED

18 GO.

SITTJ.A.TI03Sr V^.A.liq-TEID.

BY A COMPBTENT MimNG AND MECHAKIOAL
EDj^fineeT, a position aa Superintendent of a Coal

Mine, near good school; 20 yeara experience; can invest
some capital if desired. Address B. E., Box A, this office.

o??>cE or T^ig

"Mining and

') Scientifi(j Press

Pacific . -;- /
f^ural Press'

^^^'MmsB^^jism^^^^

"
ORIENTAL m EiiB,"

Patented January 20, 1891.

M. A. GRAHAM, - Proprietor.

OFFICE AND FACTORY: 105 BEALE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

THE NEATEST IN DESIGN !

The Simplest, Best

and Cheapest Motor

IN EXISTENCE.

Always Ready for Use.

NO BOILER AND NO DANGER
FROM EXPLOSION.

USES EITHER OITY GAS
OR GASOLINE.

At a cost of 25 to 30 cents per day per horse
power.

UNEXCELLED FOR FARM USE for

Pumping Sawing, Dairying,

Etc. , or for Huntlnt: or Pleasure Boats, Printing,

E evators, &c
The Best Material and Workmanship. Every

Engine Ouarauteed as Represented.

Engines from 1 to 50 H. P.

J^efiS't of Xl-efexrexxcses.

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL CO,
MANUFAOTDRBRS OF

IRRIGATING PUMPS
AND

Machinery of all Kinds.
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

BABOOOK & WILOOX

Patent Water Tube Steam Boilers
Kstlmates Fnrnlsbed on Application.

rSend for Oataloguea.

OBNTBIFUGAl PUMP. FIRST and STEVENSON STS., S. F,
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Ore Dressing Machinery.
By C, G. WAMFOBD I.OCK.

Contents.— Motive Power— Transmisaion of Power.

Quarrying — Prospecting, Shaft-sinking, Coal-cuttins:,

eumping, and Ventilating Machinery—Lighting—Haul-
ing and Hoisting Transport—Reducing—DreeBlng-MiB-
cellaneous.
Price $21.00. Circulars and Catalogues on application.

E. & F. N. SPON, Publishers,

12 Cortlandt St., New York.

AMERICAN MINING AND STOCK CODE

" KELLOGRAPH."
Indispensable to the Mioing Profession and

useful in all Business Transactions.

A Complete System of Transmitting Telegraphic Mes-

sages by Code Cipher Words in a Legible, Secret and
Economic Manner.

OVER 35,000 WORDS AND SENTENCES
Subject to transmission under infinite complication by

- the use of over 70,000 code words.

No danger of publicity in telegraphing matters con-

cerning operation or sale of mining property. The work
strictly alphabetical and classified. The handiest work
ever published for mining operators.

PRICE, SB. Forwarded postpaid on receipt of price by

DB'WBY & CO..
220 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

RUPTURE AND PILES.
We Positively Cuhe all kinds of Rupture

and K«ctal Diseases, no matter of how long
standing, in from 30 to 60 days, without the

use of KNIFE, DRAWING BLOOD, or DETEN
TiON FBOM BUSINESS. Terms: No Core,
no Payi audi no Paj ontll Cared,
If afilicted, come and see us or send stamp for
namphlet. Address:

DBS. FOBTERFIEiLD & LOSBY.
888 Market Street. - - San PrnnolHoo

are requested to be sure and notify us
when this paper U not taken from
their office. If not stopped promptly

(through oversight or other mishaps) dt us the favor to
write aiTOiiD.

Postiasters

tdlicatiopal.

School of Praciical, Civil, Meciianical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Surveying, Architecture, Drawing and Assaying,

723 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CaL.
And 1701^ Second St., Portland, Or.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President.

Assayhig of Ores, §26; Bullion andChlortnation Assay,

§25; Blowpipe Assay, 310. Full course of assaying, 850,

ESTABLISHED 1864 t^ Send for circular.

OF

ASSAYING AND CHEMISTRY,
Rooms 46 & 47, ) 628 MontRomery St.

2d Floor Montgomery Bl'k. f San Francleco,
Also, Evening Classes, 7 to 10 o'clock.

JOHN T. EVANS, M. A., Principal.

BUSINESS 0OLL.EGE,
24 POST ST.. 8. F.

|7H>B SEVX1NT¥-FIVB DOIiLABS THIS
I? College InstmctB In Shorthand, Type Writing, Book'
keeping, Telegraphy, FenmuiBhlp, Drawing, all the fin-

gllsh brknohes, and everything pertaining to business,
for six fall monbha. We have sixteen teacberSi and give
Individual instruotlon to all our pupils. Car echool hae
Us graduates In every part of the Stale.

19*81111) FOB ClBOULAB.
B. P. HBALD, FreBldenl.

0. 8 HAttKT. SecretarT.

JAMES M. HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. 630 California Street,

Tolephona No. 1746 S4N FRANCISCO, CAL

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
- MANDPACTDRBRS OP-

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Manufactnre of Cement, Fertilizers, Paint

and all other onrposes for which grinding or pnlverizing is reauired.

Send for Catalnj^ue and Price List to

FRISBBB -LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

BOILER WORKS

HAMILTON & LEACH.
Main and Folsom Sts,,

Sa.N FRANCISCO, - CALIFORNIA.

HOISTING ENGINES FOR MINES
1,2, or 4 Drums, with Reversible Link

Motion or Pat. improved Friction.
MADE ONLY BY THB

LIDGERWOOD M'F'G CO..
96 Liberty St., New York.

34 and S8 West Monroe St., Chicago.
197 to 203 Congress St, Boston.

1 to 7 N. First St., Portland, Oregon.

PARKE & LACY CO., Agts., San Francisco.
Send for Catalogue.

(Succeaaor to Heine & William),

Manufacturer of Leather and FuUed Rawhide

BELTING
ROPE, LACE AND PUMP LEATHER, m

ETC., ETC.

134 MAIN ST., SAN FRAII CISCO, CAL.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
Nos. 39 to 51 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

HENDY" IMPROVED "OHALLBNQB" ORB FEEDER.
The best form of Feeder ever devised, and pronoanoed by reputable mining men to be fai

superior to any form of " Roller " Feeder manufactured. We refer to the follow-

ing gentlemen who have furnished us with testimonial letters to the
above effect, which can be seen at our office, viz.:

(f, W. Ceockek, Supt. Bunker Hill Gold Min-
ing Co., Amador City, Gal.

W. G. Roberts, Greenwood, El Dorado Co., Cal.

D. 0. WiOKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal.

J. R. Tregloan, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold
Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.

WE AKE MArnTFACTOKERS OF THE

'CHALLENGE', "STANFORD ", "TULLOCK,"& "ROLLER' FEEDERS,
And will furnish descriptive Catalogues and quote prices upon application.

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

THE ABOVE COT ILLUSTRATES THE IMPROVED FORM OF DOUBLE-JOINTED WS-
DRAUIilC GIANTS which we manufacture. We guarantee purchasers of thie form of Giants against all

costs, expenses or damages which may arise from any adverse suits or actions at law. We are further prepared to

furnish Single-Jointed Giants when required. Prices, discounts and Catalogues of our gpecialtie. of Hy-^
draallc Mining: Machinery sent on application.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39 to 51 Fremont St., San Francisco.

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
RO£K DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING,

MINING AND QUARRYING

ivfl:.^oxxinNr:E3

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

"RED vA^KK'AV-
-^ ^, CORD"

MANUFACTURED FROM STRICTLY FIRST-CLiSS FLAX AND PURE LUBRICANTS. HAS NO SUPERIOR
for all Hydraulic Work. Calico Water Works Co., Calico, Cal., Deo. 16, 1S90,
W. T. Y. Sc^E^XK—Dear Sir: We find your "Rod-Cord" Square Flax Packing the "Bo=e." Yours truly,

J. R. LANE. Secretary.
The red cord runs the entire length. Put up in boxes of 20 feet, or coils of CO to SO lbs. For sale by all

dealers. TV. T. V. SCHENCK, Sole Manufacturer, 2%S and 294k Market Street, San Franolsco, Cal.
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PROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Beat Or6 CoDceatrator in the market, having doable
the Capaoity and doing its work ait oloae ae the plain Belt
machine, while ita concentrations are olean. It is need in

« number of Mills, the most notable of wbloh is the
Alaska M. & M. Go's Mill, whore 24 Improved Belt Frues
ore taking the Folp from 120 Stamps, crashing 350 tons

per day, and Is (ifiving entire satisfaction as against 48
plain Belt Machines, taking the Palp from the other 120

Stamps.

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f, o. b.

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

Protected by Patents December 22, 1874; September 2,

1S79; April 27. 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20. 1883;

September 18. 1883; July 24. 1888. Patenta applied for.

For Pamphlets, Testimonials and farther information
apply at office.

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE CO., Room 15,

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Tub Moktaha Compakt (Limited), London. October 8, 1885.
Drar Sirs':—HovId^' tcatud three of your Fruo Vanners In a com-

petitive trial with other similar macliinew (Triumph), wu havu Batiaficd
oureelvcH of the superiority o( your Vanuera. aa is evidenced bv the
(act uf our havini: ordered 20 more of your raachinen for immediate
delivery. Voura truly, THK MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B.—Sl"co the above was written the 20 Vanners, havin;: been
Btarted, pave such satisfaction that 44 additional Frues and more
stamps have been purchased. ADAMS & CAIITKR,

No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.
*

a
TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR with IMPROVED RIFFLED BELT.
The competitive trials which have been held between the

" Triumph " Ore Concentrators, the *' Frne" Vanners and
other forma of concentrating devices, do not warrant the as-

sertion that the ' 'Frue ' Vanner is the best ore concentrator in

the martlet. The fact that the "Frues" have improved (cor-

rofjated) belts does not militate against the superiority of the

"Triumphs;" for, when desired, they (the "Triumphs") can

be mounted with a superior belt known as the ** Blasdel "

Riffled.

Price " Triumph " Concentrators, with Ini'

proved (Patented) Belt

Price " Triumph " Concentrators, with

Plain Belt

$650 f. 0. b.

$550 f. 0. b. Ep

S. F. I

:o.,Cal. J

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,We are prepared to fcoiarantee the superiority of the " Triumph " over

the " Frue " or any other form o( ConceDtrator, for coin if uocd be. qq x^ KI C G4 C C ' n I

Circulars and teatimonial letters furnished on application. *»" tO 31 rrCIDOnt OtrCet, Oflll hrSnClSCOf llfll.

(i'-A-i':ES3xrTDE:iD.)
Both the "Trininph" Concentrator and "Blaadel" (ritHed)

Belt are protected by incontestable letters patent, granted
by the Government of the United States.

Ori(;inal Empire Mill and Mining Company,
Principal Office, 401 California Sc, cor. Saneome, S.

Location of Worke, Graea Valley, Nevada Co.,

Grass Valley, Nkvada Co., Cal,, Nov. 10, 1886,

Joshua Hendij Machine Worka, 30 to 01 Fremont St., S. F., Cal.:

Gentlemen—I am pleased to state, in reference to the " Triumph"
Ore Concentrators, 'that four {4) of them were placed in the m'll of tbo
Original Emipre Mill and Mininf,' Company in April, 18S4, and a thorough
test made of their practical operation; and their efficiency haviup been
demonstrated, four (4^ more were subaequcutly introduced as the comple-
raent of the Twenty ^) Stamp Mill, and the eight (Sj have been and are
now running- with entirely satisfactory resultB.
At the Ten (10) Stamp Mill of the North Star Mining Company, unHer

my supervision, four (4) are also in BUccesaful operation, and from my
observation of their practical workinga, I am convinced that thie form of
Concentrators ia the equal, if not superior to any other style of Vanners
or concentrating devices. DAVID McKAY, Jr.,

[Signed] Sup't North Star and Orig-inal Empire Mining Co.
N. B. When the stamping capacity of the two above named mills was in-

creased, more "Triumph " Concentrators were purchased, and twenty-
eight (28) are now in constant succeaaful operation.

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS! JUSTINIAN CAIRE: Ageni,

521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco

—D8ALBK IN

—

Assayers' and Mining Material.

—MANDPAOTXmBR OP—
IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL, OB PLACER MINES. MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER

Our plates are guaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the beB< In weight of Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
ver and durability. Old Mining Plates Replated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSANDS
OF ORDERS FILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, ^e"* *<»r HOSKIKS'

68, 70 & 72 Firtt St., San Francisco, Cal. HYDRO-CAEBOK ASSAY FTTKNACES
ISr SEND FOR CIRCULARa.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD

IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL AND PLACER MINING.
PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.

Only Refined Silver and Beat Copner nsed, Over 3000 Orders filled. Fifteen Uedals Awarded, Old Mining Plates can be

Replated. Old Plates Bought, or Oold Separated,
These Plates can also be porchaaed of JOHN TATLOB & CO., Corner first and Mission Sts

San Francisco Gold, Silver and Nickel Plating Works, 653 & 655 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal., E. G. Denniston, Prop'r.

Oar Plates have been used for 20 years. Tbey have proved the best. We adhere etrlotly to contract in welsht of Silver and
Oopper. SBND FJB OlBOnLAB.

H xj nxn? I 3xr T O 3Nr,
MANUFACTURER OF •

CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ MILLS,
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Macliinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Macliines.

SEND FOR CIROULAB.

Centrifa^^I Boiler Quartz Mill. SX3 X*XXt.Sa7 iS^FZlSSXi^* S.A.lVr X-ZI.A.S3-OXSCO, O.A.XS.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Fair, 1884.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

MEDAET PATENT WKOUGHT RIM PXTLLEY
For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washingtoi

Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and

Best Balanced Pulley in the World. Also Manufacturers of

SHAFTING, HANGERS AND APPUBTBNANOES.
xa" Send for CiROUiiAHS ijiD Friob List.*^

Noa 129 andjlSl FBBMONT STREET. - - - SAN FRANOISCO,: CAL.

7iPAT. Oxn. 25, 1881.

ADAMANTINE SHOES & DIES
FOR STAMP MILLS.

These SHOES and DIES are in extensive use in all the mining States and
Territories of North and South America. Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper
than any others. Orders solicited, suhject to ahove
conditions.

—MANTJFACTUBED BY—

CHROME STEEL WORKS, Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent,
S30 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ilHlliliSW
Special attention Sflven to the purchase of Mine and Mill Supplies.
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURBRS OF

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
BNGINBS, BOILERS, STEAM PUMPS,

AIR COMPRESSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S CRUSHING ROLLS,

CONCENTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROOK BREAKERS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Ijx^t^^f^

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Taking Pulp from 10 Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BBLTINQ, PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG EDGBRS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

C3r^;3NrE3F». A Ti .A.OZiZia'a^S x*ox«.

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
oOMPOUND, szis'horse'power

SALES DURING LAST POUR MONTHS:
RTA'NrT^AT^n 99 engines, TTyNTTOT? leo engines,
IJ±Ji.iMUJ3LS\XJ, 4500 HORSE POWER. 0*-llM±yjJ^, 4260 BOR8E POWEK

Cri-a,3a.<3. 'FctteiX, 309 lESxiglnes, .A.ss^^S^''*i-^^S X3.97S XXox-se JE'o-wetir.

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Gal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W.

ii Sen.sil3le w JEIorso I^oxver Hoisstin.^ "Wliixxis.
^^ These HoiBting Whims are built en-

tirely of Iron and Steel, mounted on a
heavy base plate, and, consequently,
are very durable and cannot be arfected
by extremes of either cold or beat or
.climatic influences.

The hoisting drum is cnmple'^'y under tbe control of the person in
charge of the hoistiogor lowering through the shaft of the mine.

As the drum is entirely independent from the driving gears, the opera-
tions of hoisting, damping bucket and lowering can be performed mtn the
horse in t onstant moUon, a feature not possessed by any other horse hoist in
the market, and one that greatly increases their capacity by avoiding the
loss of time due to stopping and starting the horse.

They are very light and compact, and can be packed for transportation
by mules. Their cost of erection is verj' slight; two men, in half a day,
being able to put one m place, ready for work.

With each Whim, working drawings are furnished, showing in detail the
proper construction of Gallows Frame and foundation for Hoisting Whim.

We carry in stock the following sizes:

No. 1.—Capacity with One Horse and Single I^ine, 800 pounds, 75
Feet Der Miaute.

No. 2.—Capacity with One Horse and Single !Line» 500 ponnds*
135 Feet per Minute.

Weight of machine, 1200 pounds. Total shipping weight, including
Sweep, Levers and Sheaves, 1400 pounds.

ROCK AND ORE CARS.

JO xacEsixr: 3V^i3LOHIl\rES ^W<3
NOS. 39 TO 51 FREMONT STREET, SAN PRANCISOO, CAb.

L. 0. MARSHUTZ T. U. CANTRELL.

NATIONAL IRON WORKS
N. W. Corner Main and Howard Sts., San Francisco,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Stationary and Compound Engines. Flour, Sugar, Saw
and Quartz Mill Machinery.

AMALGAMATING MACHINES. CASTINGS AND FORCINGS ^''/scrrpu^.
ALL WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

NATIONAL ROCKER QUARTZ MILL.
KENDALL'S PATENT, AUGUST 24, 1888.

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL, Sole Manufacturers.
The Patentee and Manufacturers

cordially invite miners to critically

examine and paea judgment upon
this improved system of milUng
and amalgumating ores in the fol-

lowing particulars:

1. The coat is less than one-half of
stamps of same capacity.

2. The freight to mine is less than
one-half of stamps.

3. The coat of erecting is lees than
one-fourth of stamps.

i. The power to drive itis less than
one-half nf atampa.

&. The wear is less than one-quar-
ter of stamps.

6. There is no wear except on
. . shoes and diea.

7. In point of amalgamation it la

superior to any other machine
in use.

S. In ita simplicity of conatruction.

We challenge competition with
Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or and
other oro crushing maohines now
before the public,

MARSHUTZ * OANTBBLI..jf^Send for OlrctiiarB and Price lji9t>

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Hanufaoture Three Einda of Powder, which are acknowledged by all the Great Chemiets of tbe World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the Market.

Of Different StrengtbB as Required.

NOBEI,'8 EXPIiOSIVE OKI.ATINE:," which coDtaiDS 84 per cent of NitTO-Gl7oerlne, and

GEXiATINE-DTKAMITB;. stronger than Dynamite and even Safe In Handling;. -

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
FOB KAII.ROADS AND X.ANI> CI^BAKINO. la from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blaat-
ing Powder, and is uaed by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, piUverlzea better Rod
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
OAFS and FtlSB for Sale GENERAL AGENTS. SAN FRANCISCO OAL.

CALIFORNIA VIGORIT POWDER COMPANY
E. L. G. STEELE & CO., Agents.

OFFICE, 208 CALIFORNIA STREET, SAN PBANCI8CO, OAL.

IVIanufacturers of Nitro-Glycerine ("Dynamite" or "Giant") Blasting Powders.

ALSO VIGORIT "LOW" POWDER FOR EARTH AND WOOD.

Are prepared to supply purchasers In quaDtltles to suit. Contracts made for future
delivery and prices Quoted on application.

IT HAS NO EQUAL.

Can Be Put On

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adopted by the

by Any One, ^^B^BBS^BHBBHHBi^BB^^' I^avy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOIUERS, STEAM PIPES, COT.D STOBAOI!. and all places requiring

l^on-Heat-Conducting Material.

59 CLAY STREET, Q. B. tTOHNSON & CO., SAN FRANCISCO.
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Smelter and Smelting Plant.

We herewith preaent engraTinf^a of the ** Pd-

oifio " water'jaoket smelter for argeatilerona

lead ore and a complete smelting plant. When
It ia aeoesaary to reduce the ore at the mine,

iostead of sendloK it to another worke, a plant

of from five to 30 tons daily capacity can be

bnllt on the plan shown. One of the " Paoifio
"

water-jacket smelters is shown in fall running

order, the blast for which is furnished by a

Baker blower, driven separately by a small en-

gine. This ia for the purpose of securing a

steady and nniform blast.

The crusher used is of sufficient capacity to

crush in a few hours all the ore and flux re-

quired for the entire day. It Is also driven by

a separate engine, making it entirely independ-

ent of the other machinery. The two engines

are designed specially for the work. The boiler

is of the horizontal tabular type, of ample size

to farnish steam for the engines and pumps,

and is fitted complete with all acoesBoriea.

The Pacific smelter, as now constructed, em-

bodies the reF>ulta of more than 20 years' ex-

perienod, observation and study as to the re-

quirements of this method of treating ores.

The remarkable results obtained from it re-

garding capacity, for continuous work, mini-

mnm cost of repairs and economic production

of bnllion, fairly entitle it to be considered as

the most improved type of smelter now made.

The water-jacket is made of wrought iron in

two or four sections, according to size, so that

any of them oan be removed without disturb-

ance to the rest of the furnace, making all

parts accessible for cleaning out and repairs

when necesdary. The whole structure la made
complete at the shop—constructed mostly of

wrought iron, to insure strength and ligbtnesp,

and in sections, to facilitate transportation and

setting up; no brickwork being required exoept

for crucible and two courses on top of jacket,

making the cost of erection less than half that

of any other style of smelters.

A boiler-iron foundation and curb are pro-

vided, inside of which the whole structure ia

built. This is to prevent any escape of bnllioD

in oase of leakage from the craoible, wbloh

often occurs, involving serious loss without any

means of detecting it.

The lead well is located outside the jacket,

into which the metal Is ran and kept hot by a

small fire, while the dross and other impurities

can be skimmed off before being ladled Into

molds. The tuyeres are made In the jacket,

and, being sarrounded by water in active circu-

lation, never burn out. The jackets are oval

in form with round ends, giving no corners for

the accumulation of slag, which tend to bridge

the ore and prevent it from coming in contact

with the blast.

The arrangement of the tuyeres and the dis-

tribution of the blast are such as to avoid -dead

centers, secure perfect combustion and the moat

economical results from fuel. In the larger

sizes both ends are provided with charging

doora and slag discharges.

It ia a matter of record that these furnaces

almost invariably overrun their rated capacity,

a resalt due largely to the perfect distribution

and application of the blast. These smelters

are made of 10, 20, 30 and 40 tons capacity,

the larger sizes being recommended as the most

desirable where the ore supply will warrant, as

they can be ran more economically both as re-

gards fuel and attendance than the smaller.

Duplicating the 40'ton stack la recommended

when larger capacity is wanted.

In the larger plants Eeparate engines nre pro-

vided for blower and crasher to insure a steady

blast, and for the purpose of being able to vary

the speed as occasion may reqnire. Wrought-

iron downcasts or flue dust ohambere furnishet'

PACIFIC" WATEiR JACKET SMELTER.

when desired. The great drawback to the

successful treatment of ores by the smelt-

ing process, it is well known, has been the

want of a smelter that ooald be run con-

tinuously without stopping frequently for

repairs. This smelter herewith presented,

with the care ordinarily given a steam

boiler, can be run as long and with as

little loss of time or expense for repair.

The Pacific Iron Works of this city have

built a large number of these furnaces and

complete plants and are prepared to fur-

nish them erected in complete running

order in any part of the country.

OOMPIiBTB SMELTING PLANT FOR ARGENTIFEROUS LEAD ORE.

The Potosi Mining Company has re-

elected the following Bjard of Directors

and officers : A. K. P. Harmon, W. E.

Sell, Charles T. Bridge, A. W. Rose, Jr.

and Joseph Marks. A. K. P. Harmon was

re-elected president, W. E. Sell vice-presl-

dent. Charles E. Elliott secretaryi and A,

C. Hamilton snperinteudent,
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We admit, uoiiidorsed, opinions of corregpondents.—Ads.

Inventors and Inventions.

A OomiDg Celebration of the American
Patent Syetem.

Editors Press :— The completion of the

firet century of the American patent system

marks so important an epoch in the history of

the nation that it is eminently proper that the

beginning of the second shall not paes unno-

ticed.

The centennial anniversaries of other impor-

tant national eveata have been celebrated io a

manner worthy of a people proud ot their coun-

try and its growth. Surely the system that

has aided the agriculturist in the field, the me-

chanic in the shop, and the toiler in the mine,

that has stimulateoi invention and helped every

branch of modern iudustrya has played no small

part in a history so full of the triumphs of hu-

man achievement.

Believing that the American inveDtor and
manufacturer of inventions will regard it a

privilege as well as a duty to co.operate in

making due recognition of these facts, Ife is pro-

posed to hold a celebration at the National

Capital in April, 1891, which shall in a fitting

manner commemorate the important event, and

place on record the nation's appreciation of the

labors of those whose ingennity, patience and
tireless eflforts have exercised such a potent in-

fluence in accelerating the prosperous growth

of the nation, and in aiding the progress of our

civilization.

The necessity for a National Association of

Inventors organized for mutual benefit has

been frequently disoussed In the technical and

other journals. No time could be more oppor-

tune for the formation of such an association

than when men from every part of the country

meet to celebrate so important an anniversary.

Surely the oocaeion is most inspiring.

This announcement by the seoretary, Mr. J.

Elfreth Watkius, of the Central Committee, is

a clear index of what is to be expected on this

Occasion.

The Central Committee is composed of

Meears. John W. B»bsoa, Robt. W, Fenwiok,
B. H. Warner. Prof. Otis T. Mason, M. M.
Parker, Hon. John Lynch, M, C. Stone and J.

Elfreth Watklns, representing the most promi-

nent business interests in Washington. This
committee has the earneF^t oo-operation of Sana'

tors Piatt and Teller, Representatives Butter-

worth and other members of the Congressional

Patent Committee, and Hon. C. E. Mitchell,

Oommissioner of Patents, Dr. G, Brown Goode,
Curator at the National Maseam, Hon. A, R.
Spofford, Congressional Librarian, and many
other of the officials of the governmental de-

partments:
Commodious rooms for the meetings of the

various committees with telephone service

have been provided, and clerks are busily en-

gaged sending out communications to invent-

ors, manufacturers and members of Congress
with the view of obtaining information as to

the most suitable men to be appointed from
the dififerent States of the Union aa delegates

or representatives to the centennial celebration.

The responses are indicative of great interest

being manifested by leading inventors of the

country, aa well as manufacturers of patented
articles. Among the many letters of approval
received by the committee is one from Mr,
Thomas A. Edison, the great electrical inventor,
saying: *'I am in heaity sympathy with the
movement." Prof. Alex. Grraham Bell, invent-
or and patentee of the telephone, has signified

his willingness to preside at one of the meet>
ings of the centennial celebration. The Presi-

dent of the United States will preside at the
opening exercIseB; Hon. John W. Noble, Sec-
retary of the Interior; Hon. Frederick Fraley,
LL.D., and Prof. 8. P. Lingley, LL.D., will
also preside at dififerent meetings.
The Committee on Literature, consisting of

Dr. Q. Brown Goode, chairman; Hon. A.- R,
Spofford, and L. Daane, E-q., have arranged
the following order of exercises, which would
be very difficult to excel, and which will prove
one of the greatest literary treats of the nine*
teenth century:

First Public Meeting, Afternoon, April 8, 1891.

—

To be presided over by the President of the United
States.

Second Public Meeting. April 8th 7 to 8:30 P. M.
To be presided over by Hon. J. B. Noble, Secretary
of the Interior.

Special Reception to Inventors and Manufactur-
ers, and the ladies who accompany them, at the
Patent Office, April 8th, 9 to 11:30 P, M., by Hon.
John W. Noble, Secretary of the Interior, and Hon.
C. E, Mitchell, Commissioner of Patents.
Third Public Meeting, Afternoon, April 9.

—

To he presided over by Hon. Frederick Fraley,
LL.D., President of the National Board of Trade
and the American Philosophical Society, and Char-
ter Member of Franklin Institute.

Fourth Public Meeting, Evening, April 9,—To
be presided over by Prof. S. B. Langley. LL.D.,
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.

Anniversary Day, April 10.—Anniveisary of the
signing of the first American Patent Law—An
Act to promote the progress of the Useful Arts; by
George Washington.

10 A. M.—Excursion to Mount Vernon, where an
addre^is will be delivered by J. M. Toner, M. D.,
of Washington, upon "Washington as an Inventor
and Promoter of Improvements."

Fifth Public Meeting, April lo.—To be presided
over by Prof. A. Graham Bell.

Addresses upon the following subjects are prora-
sed at the public meetings :

Edward Atkinson, Ph. D., LL.D., of Massachu-
setts : Invention in its Effects upon Household
Economy.

Dr. John S. Billings, Curator U. S. Army Med-
ical Museum ; American Inventions and Discov-

eries in Medical Surgery and Practical Sanitation.

Hon. Samuel Blatchf'ord, Justice of the Supreme
Court of the U. S—A Century of Patent Law.

Cyrus F. Brackett, M. D., LL D., of New
Jersey, Henry Professor of Physics, College of New
Jersey, Princeton : The Effect of Invention Upon
the Progress of Electrical Science.

Hon. Benj. Butterworth, Ohio, U. S. House of

Representatives: The Effect of our Patent System
on the Material Development of the United States.

Octave Chanute of Illinois, President of the

American Society of Civil Engineers: The Effect of

Inventions upon the Railroad and Other Means of

Intercommunication.
Prof. F. W. Clarke, S. B.. of Ohio, Chief Chem-

ist, Geological Survey: The Relation of Abstract
Scientific Research to Practical Invention, with Spe-
cial Reference to Chemistry and Physics.
Hon. John W. Daniel of Virginia, U. S, Senator:

The New South as an Outgrowth of Invention and
the American Patent Law.

Maj. C. E. Dntton, OrdnanceDept, U. S. A.:

The Influence of Invention upon the Implements
and Munitions of Modern Warfare.
Thnmas Gray, C. E. B Sc. F. R. S. E., of Indi-

ana, Professor of Dynamic Engineering. Rose Poly-

technic Institution, Terre Haute: The Inventors of

the Telegraph and Telephone.
Prof. Otis T. Mason, Ph.D., of Virginia, Curator

U. S. National Museum: The Birth of Invention.

Hon. C. E. Mitchell of Connecticut, Commis-
sioner of Patent^;: The Birth and Growth of the

American Patent System.
Hon. O. H. Piatt of Connecticut, U. S. Senator:

Invention and Advancement.
Col. F. A. Seely of Pennsylvania, Principal Ex-

am ner, U. S, Patent Office: International Protec-

tion of Industrial Property.

Hon. A. R. Spofford, LLD., Librarian U. S.

Congress: The Copyright System of the United
States; its Origin and Growth.
Hon, Robert S Taylor of Indiana: The Epoch-

Making Inventions of Amer'ca,
Robt. H. Thurston, A. M.. LL.D.. Doc. Eng ,

of New York, Director and Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, Sibley College. Cornell University :

The Inventors of the Steam Engine.
W. P. Trowbridge, Ph. D^ LL.D., of New York,

Professor of Engineering School of Mines, Colum-
bia College : The Effect of Technological Schools
upon the Progress of Inventions.
Hon. Edwin Willils, of Michigan, Assistant Sec-

retary of Agriculture : The Relation of Invention to

Agriculture.

Hon. Carroll D Wright, M. A., of Washington,
Commissioner of Labor : The Relation of Invention
to Labor.

Committees on Reception, Public Comfort,
Transportation and Finances have been ap-
pointed and are actively engaged making rea-

sonable terms with hotels, private boarding-
houses and railroad companieB^and arranging for

a right royal reception to visitors, and in obtain-
ing contributionB from the citizens of Washing-
ton and the country at large to defray the ex-

penses attending the renting of committee-
roomSi public halls and the printing and circu-

lation of information thronghont the United
States, but more especially are these funds
solicited for the publication of two or more
handsomely printed volumes of 500 pages
each, which shall contain the addresses deliv*

ered by the eminent statesmen, political econ-
omists and scientists, together with a series of

biographies of the greatest American inventors
and manufacturers of their inventions. The
treasurer of the Eioance Committee is Hon, A.
T. BrittoD, President of the American Security
and Trust Co.; Ohairman of theK^ception Com-
mittee is W, Oranch Mclntyre; Chairman of
the Committee on Public Comfort, W. G.
Dodge, with sub-ODrnmittees on Hotels, J. H.
Whitaker. Chairman; and 00 Private Boarding-
Houses, E. T. Fenwick, Chairman.

It is hoped that inventors and manufacturers
in your section will take a deep Interest in the
promotion of the celebration of this important
event of our country's history,

Washington. D. O. Edward T. Fenwick

Washington Mines.

Editors Press:—After nearly a year's obser-

vation and BcientiBo investigation in this State,

I am glad to say our mineral resources are im-
mense. Washington is the coming mining re-

gion. Not only do I find gold, silver, copper,
lead and iron in good paying quantities, but
platinum as well. The latter metal ia worth at
present $25 per ounoe. On a tributary of the
Snoqualmie river—raging river—I find good
platinum prospects. It ia associated with the
placer gold, and occurs in grains and small nug-
gets. Like the gold, it is more or less water-
worn.
We may expect a great variety of metallic

products in this State, owing to the diversified
geologicil structure and composition cf the
mountains. In the Cascades I find, geological-
ly, a fair representation of all the great ranges
in the world—igneous or eruptive rocks, met-
amorphic rocks and sedimentary formations ad
infinitum.

Through these varied mountain structures,
accompanied with various degrees of metamor*
phism, it is to be expected that a multifarious
collection of minerals and metals exist, and so
they are found.
The Cascades of Washington, like the Sierras

of California, form the depository of practically
inexhaustible stores of mineral wealth. For
centuries to come roan will break treasures
from these mountains that, thanks to nature,
are replete for his use and progress,
,The dense, almost dismal forests of feathery-^

topped evergreens lend an enohantment to the

stadent of nature as be traversea o'er the broad
fields of nnproapeoted lands.

Almost daily are new discoveries being made
that are significant of vast possibilities.

It seems strange, indeed, that so many men
rush off to Alaska and the frozen regions north,

in search of gold and silver, when just as good
a field exists nearer at home. Taking into ac'

count the climatic conditions of this State, its

mild, temperate winters, surely it will be a ver-

itable EI Dorado as developments proceed and
more discoveries are made. Already a large

number of good ledges have been located and
work oommenced that will be followed to the

deep. To be brief, we are delighted with the
Evergreen State and propose to stay with the
country. Chas. F. Blackburn
Mountain View Wash.

It Is Now Law.

Following ia the full text of the law which
applies to change of locality of trial in debrii

suits brought by counties or cities :

Section 1, Section three hundred and
ninety.four of the code of Civil Procedure
of California is hereby amended to read as

follows :

Section 394. An aotion against a county
or city and county, unless such action is

brought by a county, or city and county, in

which case it may be commenced and tried In

any county, or oity and county, not a part
thereto; provided, further, that whenever an
action Is brought by a county or city against
citizens of another county, or a corporation
doing business in the latter, the action must bs
[on the motion of the defendant] transferred for

trial to a county other than that in which
the plaintiff ia situated, if the plaintiff be

a city.

Seo, 2. This Act shall take effect and be in

force from and after its passage.

Aa a question of right in common law, there

is really nothing in this that is objectionable,

because the principle therein contained is cor

reot and has been in practice in all oourti. In
a oaae where a oomt la an interested party, he
calls a disinterested judge to preside for him.
A man who has a case in court, and has reason
to believe that owing to prejudice existing

there against him he cannot obtain justice, he
applies to the court for a change of venue to

som^ court where he can have an impartial
trial, and whenever the court is satisfied on
such point he grants the requeat and it ia taken
to a court agreed on. Whatever we may think
to the contrary, we must have faith in all our
courts to do justice, and as each Superior
Court has the same jurisdiction, they will no
doubt decide cases according to the law, and it

does not affect United States Courts.

Market Price of Silver Bullion,—The
Acting Secretary of the Treasury, In answer to

the Senate resolution, says the basis on which
he estimates the market price of silver is the
daily quotations of silver in London, New York
and San Francisco. The market price the Seo
retary estimates from a comparison of these
prices and the prices at which silver Is offered

for sale to the Government, the rule being to

accept the lowest offers, provided they do not
materially exceed the highest market price in

the three named oitiea. Nettleton further
states that no silver bullion has been purchased
by the Government outside the United States,

but undoubtedly large quantities of foreign eilver
bullion have been delivered on purchases to the
Government made from parties residing in the
United States.

The Big-Tree Reservation to Be Cleared
OF Settlers.—Commissioner Groff's report and
suggestions on the Kaweah Colony, in which it

ia proposed to permit the settlers to remain
where they are, under specified conditions, on
the ground that they would protect the big

trees instead of destroying them, does not seem
to please Secretary Noble. He will, it is said,

prepare a statement claiming that the settlers

cannot be tolerated on the reservation, and
that if the law cannot reach them, he would
recommend that their land be condemned and
appraised and the colonists paid for their

claims and improvements.

The Appropriations.—The following is an
approximate statement of the appropriations
made at both sessions of the Fifty.First Con-
gress, prepared by the clerk of the Senate Com-
mittee on Appropriations : Amount of regular
bills, including the deficiencies and miscel-
laneous appropriations for the first aession,

^361,700,000; amount of regular bills, including
deficiencies and miscellaneous appropriations
for the second session, $405,000,000; permanent
aiipropriationa for the first session, about $101,-
000,000; and permanent appropriations for the
second estimated at $123 000 000. This makes
a grand total of $989 700,000.

The Law's Belays TO be Rkduced.—A re-

cent rule made by the United States Supreme
Court will do much to prevent delays that have
been vexationa and costly. It provides that all

cases must be docketed within 30 days of the
taking of the appeal from the decision of the
lower court. Before this, litigants whose main
motive for appealing a case waa to gain time
allowed months to go by after notice of appeal
before they filed their papers. The rule will
be a godsend to the court as well as to honest
litigants, for it will reduce the calendar.

Amalgamation at tlie Comstock Lode.

A Biatorlcal Sketch of Milling Operations
at Washoe and an Account of the

Treatment of Tailings.

NUMBER V—CONCLUDED.

[By A. D. HoDQBB, Jo, Road before the American lu-

stitute of Mining EDgioeers.]

The sand was that part of the tailings which
had escaped from the stamp-mills, and after
passing through numberless blanket sluices and
other concentrators, finally had been caught in

reservoirs. Some of this material was pur*
chased. By far the larger part came from the
company's large reservoirs on the flat at the
mouth of Gold canyon, three miles or more
from the neareat quartz-mill. Into theae res-

ervoirs were led the waters of the creek, carry-
ing not only the residnea from the blanket
sluices above, but also various Impuritiea dis-

charged into the canyon or washed down by
the rains. The inflowing stream was watched
night and day by men who decided from its ap-
pearance whether It held a sufficient amount of

pay material to be allowed to ssttle in the res-

ervoirs, or whether the contents were too poor
for profitable treatment, and therefore were to

be turned back into the oreek-bed. When one
reservoir was filled with the water, the stream
was led into another, and the material In the

first was allowed to settle, the cleared water
being then drawn off. In thia manner the rea-

ervoira were gradually filled with sand, which
waa allowed to. remain undisturbed for a long
time, and then waa plowed up and more com-
pletely dried under exposure to the air. Dar-
ing the dry hot summers at Dayton, evapora-
tion proceeded at a rapid rate.

The material deposited at the upper end
each reservoir, near the inlet, was left un-
touched, being too coarse and poor. The re-

mainder, which held a little slime and assayed
from $5 to $7 per ton, averaging only a shade
over $5 during the years 1875 to 1877, was
scraped up and hauled into the mill.

The sand formed 90 to 95 per cent of the
whole amount amalgamated in the period men-
tioned above. It consisted principally of fine

quartz sand, whence its local name, and held
limited but varying amounts of clay. Iron and
copper pyrites were distinguiahable, but be-

yond thia the mineral composition was doubt<
fnl. The quicksilver used for amalgamation by
the mills crushing the original ore had been
thoroughly removed by the repeated concentra-
tions to which the material had been subjected
before reaching the reservoirs.

Although the Janins had discovered and
made known the proper method of amalgamat-
ing tailings, it waa necessary for each mill to

work out certain details best suited to its own
special conditions. At the Lyon mill testa

were being made continually to determine what
modifications were required by the varying
character of the tailings, and no trouble was
spared to make these testa accurate. No ex-

periment was considered satisfactory unleea
sufficient material had been treated to give re-

sults in bullion. Hence, a week's run at least

was made In each instance, and often a month
was taken to complete a test, Moreover, aa an
exact knowledge of the reaults which were be-

ing obtained in actual practice waa considered
a necessary basis for all efforts at improve-
ments, great pains were taken to determine ac-

curately the amounts and values of the mate-
rial worked.

All the slimes, being purchased, were of

course weighed. The sand was measured by
carloads. To decide the weight of a load, in

the beginning 1200 weighed tons were hauled,
and check-tests were made subsequently from
time to time.
To determine the values, a Bcoopfnl of mate-

rial was taken from each car and put in a box.
At the end of each day the sample thus col-

lected, marked with the date and the number
of oarloadp, was thoroughly mixed and its

moisture determined. Sometimes, these sam-
ples were assayed each day for gold and silver,

but, usually, amounts proportioned to the num-
ber of loads were weighed out daily and the
assays made once a week.
Four samples were taken daily from the mill

—one, of the sand worked in the large pans;
another, from the large settlers; a third, of the
slime-charges of the small pans; and a fourth,

from the small settlers.

In getting the aetbler-aamplea, a dipperfnl
was taken from near the surface of the charge
just before each plug waa pulJed, and poured
into large buckets. At the end of the day, after

thorough settling, the supernatant water waa
siphoned off carefully, and the residue dried for

assay. This method seems preferable to the

more usual way of taking the sample from the
material as it runa out of the plug-holes. At
Dayton, the percentage of yield, calculated
from the aettler-aasays, did not usually differ

from that obtained by the bullion-product by
more than one hundredth of the assayvalueof
the material milled.

Ten oneoance assays were made of each aam-
ple. The ailver beads obtained by cupellation
were parted in two sets of five beads each, giv-

ing a check-asaay of the gold, in weighable
quantitiea. Aa the assay-tables used (Taylor'fl)

were calculated for balf>ounce assays, on aver-
aging the results, any error was divided by 20.

This gave most accurate results, but entailed a
great amount of work. Work, however, was
not spared at the Lyon mill.

The pans all ran four hours. With the low-
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grftde material treated, aay Increased prodaot

arialng from looger amalgamation was more
than coanterbalaooed by tbe iocreaaed expense.

Wbile the pans were being charged, live

team was introduced ontll the pulp wu heated

to a degree jnst bearable to the hand. No ad>

vantage was derived from greater heat; on the

ooDtraryi a higher temperature was apt to vol*

a^Uze the mercury, whioh oooasiooally was
fonnd condensed in the caps of the driver. This

WM taken as proof that the pans had been ran

too hot.

The salt was introduced at onoe with the

tailings, and the bluestone wan added about half

an hour later. After the pans had ran nearly

AD hoar, and the pulp had been brought into

proper condition, tho qaickeilver was charged.

The amonnt of sulphate of copper used, while

varying with tbe different materials treated,

averaged about 10 pounds per ton for the sand-

pans and 20 pounds per ton for the tjUme^pans,

oalcalated in terms of crystallized bluestone.

When the loss of quicksilver commenced to in*

crease, either more bluestone or more acid was
charged, according as outside conditions made
it more oODveoient, and always with improved
results. The useful eSeot in such cases, I am
inclined to think, was due to the excess of acid,

which might act chemically or mechanically on

the clay in the mass. It is possible that the

acid may have combined with the clay to form

alum, which, according to Malagati and Da-
roober, acts benefialatly in amalgamation.
From 2 to 2^ pounds of salt was used to each

pound of bluestone. Careful experiments de*

termined decisively that no better results were
obtained with greater proportions of salt, and
that it was not safe to use less.

The quicksilver obarge was 50 pounds to the

ton for all tailioge (sand or slime) usually com-

ing to the mill. For uncommonly rich slimes

tbe amount was increased.

Much stress was laid on having the pulp in

the pan of proper eonslatency. Repeated teste

had shown that better results were obtained

with a thick than with a thin pulp. The pulp

was considered thick when it would drop

slowly (not run) from a stick which had been

dipped into the oharge. With the right con-

sistency, the mass had a slow, rolling motion,

and the quicksilver oould be seen in email glob-

nles thoroughly disseminated throughout it.

In 1S77, a long series of exact experiments

was made to determine this question afresh.

The results are given below. The oolnmu
headed** tons per charge " shows the relative

tblcknesB of the pulp. Seven tests were made
with sand, and six with slimes. One of each

(No. 3) miscarried. More than 19,000 tons of

sand and nearly 2200 tons of slime-charges

were used In the experiments.

In every test a much larger percentage of the

silver was extracted with thick pulp than with

thin charges. The evidenoe here seems to be

cooolnsive. With reference to the gold, the re-

sults, although not deoisive, tend in the same
direction. With the richer material (slime-

charges) a gain is evident, while with the poor-

er (sand) the loss per ton of this metal seems to

have been reduced to a minimum with both

thick and thin palp.
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SILVER CUP WON BY MARGARET S, BRED BY M. SALISBURY OF CALIFORNIA,

An additional argument in favor of thick

pulp is, that in a given time larger amounts of

material can be treated and therefore an In-

creased production obtained^ with the same
plant, without materially inoreaning the work-
ing expenses.

One possible cause of the greater yield of

thick over thin charges is the less violent agita-

tion of the quicksilver, which ia easily floured

by excessive churning. Such churning does

not occur with what I consider a proper con-

eistenoy and movement of the pulp, but the

quicksilver is subjected to a slow rubbing,

which tends to keep it clean and perhaps to

remedy fouling—just as the amalgamator when
*' horning " a charge is often able to olean and
collect the amalgam by judioloua rubbing with
the thumb or'fioger.

An important detail of amalgamation is the

management of the settlers. The usual plan in

Bilver*mills is to have only one settler to a pair

of pane, and only too often the settler is left to

take care of itself. Tbe Lyon mill had a settler

for each pan, an arrangement conducive to

better extraction of the precious metals and
especially to the saving of quicksilver. When
a charge is first run off into the settler, quite a

targe am.ount of the quickeilver appears to be
floured, but this quantity constantly deoreases

as time passes—a tact observable by the aid of

the horn. Moreover, in this apparatus the

process of amalgamation ia carried on to a con-

siderable extent, and of course the longer the

time the more opportunity Is given to the quick-

silver to settle.

The settlers should be watched as carefully

as the pans. With intelligent care and proper
oonstruotion they can be run off clean, and
agitators can be dispensed with in treating

tailings.

I consider that a larger diameter than 8 feet

is not desirable. If greater capacity is needed,

It should be obtained by increasing the hight.

The quicksilver needs to be kept olean. For
this, with proper precantiona against grease

and similar substancea, moderate doses of sodi-

um or cyanide of potassium, put in the quick-
silver in the tanks, with careful and repeated

sponging of the surface of the bath, generally
prove sufficient. The main requisite is cleanli-

ness, which includes careful handling. Sfforta

to Bubatitute for thia the use of various chemi-

oala put in tbe pan have always proved fallurea,

The'proper principle is to keep the quicksilver

from getting dirty, instead of trying to clean It

after it has been allowed to foul.

At Dayton the loss of quicksilver (from all

oauses) averaged only one-half pound to the

ton, being somewhat less than this figure for

the Band, and from 0.75 to I pound for the

slime charges.

The fineness of the bullion did not average

much over 150, It may be said, with some
limitations, that the best resnlta were ob-

tained from sand when the bullion was about
150 fine; and from tbe (richer) allme ohargea^

when it waa from 200 to 250. This
standard of finenesn was less than that accepted

by the other mills, more partioularly when
treating richer tailings. Bat after the Dayton
refinery was established, nearly all the mills

sent their base bnllion to it for treatment and
lowered their standard, which they were then

able to do without any loss resulting from the

increased baseness of their product. In the

oases of the two mills (the Lyon and Omega),
which had refineriea, the recovery of the cop-

per in the state of sulphate and the increased

yield of the tailings much more than compen-
sated for the increased amounts of bluestone

used in the pans. The Omega refinery paid

for itself within two months after starting, and
afterward, aa waa the case at Dayton, yielded

a respectable revenue; for, essentially, the

whole product of base bullion at the Comatock
was sent to the two establishments for refining,

which was done without any direct charges.

The following table gives the coet per ton of

working 46,500 tons of tailings in 1876. These
expenses include the expenditurea of all de-

Borlptions. In one item (hauling) I have sab-

situated tbe average coat incurred in the follow-
ing year, for the reason that tbe transportation
expenses in 1S7G, owing chiefly to a great
mortality among the horaep, were much above
the general average.

iVjBT Pkr Ton of THKATtNO 46,500 Tons ok Tailikgb.
A.—rRKrARIiO AKl> lUrLlKH TAILINGS.

Labor on reeoivolrB—Chinamen, 0.113 shifts at
$1.51; whitee. 0.012 shifts at $3.003—0.125 ehiftti

fttgl.eS ... so. 206
HaullDK, teams 0.102
Suiitiriea O.O05

$0,313
B.—KILLIXO.

Labor, 0.113 shifts at $3.42 $0,386
tjulcltsllver, 0.45 lbs at62i ct8 0.282
Salt. 23.7 Iba. at 1.245 ctB .p,,, 0.2P6
Bluestone, 12.3 Ilia at 4 cts 0.493
Iron, 3.1 Iba at 6i eta 0.205
Fuel, 0.2711 cords at $6.26 0.173
Sundry eupplics 0.121

$1.D<5
C—QBNKRAI.,

AeeaylDg $0,021
Offlco expenses 0.013
Lefral expenses, taxes and insurance 0.065
Bullion express charKCS 0.016
Sundries 0.033
Superintendence 0.061)

$0,217

Total per ton S2.475

A Trophy Won For California.

Now that tbe onward oourae of California

bred horses is becoming more and more definite-

ly determined, and eaoh year'a experience gives

new proof of the wisdom of our breeders and

the exceptional adaptations of our climate for

the development of equine excellence, it is in-

teresting to make more widely known a triumph

of a California horae whioh ia unique and sig-

nificant. It is trne that the event to which we
shall allude has been previously given a cer-

tain amount of celebrity in other journals fol-

lowing special lines, but It has not before been
adequately set forth for the entertainment of
the general reader. For this reason we take it

up at this time and by the aid of a new engrav-
ing in the highest style of the wood engraver's
art, bring to the attention of our readers the
notable triumph of a California horae.

Such achievements aa that we ahall describe

do not redound alone to the profit or renown of

the individual who prodnoes a winning animal.
They reflect credit upon the resources of the
State and are of advantage to all engaged in de-

veloping them. All the famous winnings and
the long prices commanded by California horses
during the laat few years declare indirectly
the fitness of the State for the production of

notable excellence in the domestic animals.
Speed is only one measure of excellence, and
by BOme rated aa not the higheat measure, and
yet it is a popular standard and may be taken
as the sign of other points of snpeiiority nnd
indnoe people to persevere in developing them.
The faot that a California-bred horse, Anteeo,
sold recently for $55,000 at the Eaet reflects

credit upon Mr. Simpson as his breeder and de-
clares again the wisdom of the Santa Rosa ayn*
dicate whioh paid $10,000 for him a few years
ago, but the fact haa a wider significance which
does not end with the breeder, the purchasers
nor even with the racing interest. For this

reason, though we do not profess to be identi-

fied with the turf nor experts in turf matters,
we do not underestimate tbe importance which
certain phases, at least, of turf affairs hold to

the general producing interests of the State.

The handsome trophy of which we give a fine

representation on thia page was won in 1S89
by Margaret S., a filly bred and owned by M.
Salisbury of tbe Pleasanton Stock Farm Co.
Margaret S. (2:12^) is daughter of the famous
aire Director (2:17), dam May Day (2:30), by
Ballard's Cassias M. Clay Jr. ; 2d dam Kate by
Hiram Drew. Margaret S. is now five years
old and haa a national reputation in trotting

circles aa the only winner of two rich classical

stakes, by which she brought to her owner a
trophy and purses of an aggregate value of

$14,238. These two stakes were : first, tbe
**N. Y. Spirit*a Futurity Stake," the cup val-

ued at $1000, which the engraving shows, and
a purse of $3738; and, second, the "Chicago
Horseman's Great Expectation Stake " of

$9500. In the first stake there were 300 colts

nominated and in the second 565 colts, the oon-
testanta in both claaaes being among the very
best and fasteit In the world. Entries to both
of these stakes oioaed in the spring of 1886, and
as Margaret S. was not foaled until August,
1886, she waa nominated seven months before
her birth. The great expectationa of her
breeder in thus **oountlng hia chickens
before they were hatched " were grandly
realized, aa eventa proved.
Ab the races to determine the award of the

stakes were to be held when the nominated
oolts were three and four years old, the eventa
were not held until the years 1889 and 1890;
but Margaret S. was not idle during the period
she waa awaiting the supreme effort to which
ahe waa destined before her birth. She showed
quality aa a two-year>old^on'Callfornia tracka,

and in the early California raoea of 1S89, ahe
won the comment of "the gameat filly that

ever appeared upon ^the turf." In August,
1889, ahe waa taken East to appear in the first

of the two eventa already alluded to and waa
successful. The following year, 1890, ahe ap-

peared again at the East for the second effort

for which ahe waa destined, and here, too, was
Bucceesfal.
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IQlNlJ^G SUMMAF^Y,

The lollowing Ib mostly coudenaed from jourualfl publiahea

in the interior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.

Amador.
Amador.—Cor. Ledger, March 7: The Key-

stone mil, after b'-ing idle for the past two or three

moDths. started up again last week. We hope this

grand old mine will be kepi running for some years

to come. The sinking of the shaft at the South

Spring Hill mine is finished. They will now dnye

a crosscut drift at the goo-foot level to strike the

ledge. It is supposed they will have to drive from

200 to 300 feet.
,. ,

Forest Home.—Cor. Ledeer, March 7: btanley

Green & Co. propose opening the gravel beds of

Forest Home. They contemplate laying a pipe

from the Page ranch to Forest Home, a distance of

one and one-half miles. There is a crew of men at

work already, making pipe and cleaning ditch, all

of which has caused quite a stir around here. Th re

are also negotiations on foot for running a bed-

rock flume from the old Bliss mine through the De-

vore ranch, which we think will be a profiiiable en-

terprise.

Belmont.— /lc(/^<.*r, March 7: At this mine the

surface tunnel has been advanced 25 feet during the

last week. Twenty-five feet yet remain to be driven

before the ore body is reached. The ten-stamp

mill is now being put in condition with new shoes

and dies.

Sutter Creek.—Cor. Amador Ledger: The
making of the pipe for the Mahoney is being pushed

ahead. They have now been working on the job

for six weeks, and it will take three weeks more to

complete it. A force of men will soon be put to

work grading and digging ditch, and this work will

take in the neighborhood of a month to finish. D.

K. Valentine is up from San Francisco, looking

after Mahoney mine affairs. He says that opera-

'tions will be commenced as soon as the weather is

sufficiendy settled to enable the men to work.

Plymouth.—The placer miners are out in full

force, looking for gold in the gulches where the late

rains have washed the earth away and left the shin-

ing metal exposed. Some nice specimens have

been picked up in the last few days, some pieces

weighing as high as one ounce.

El Dorado.
•Around Georgetown.— Gazette, March 4: We

understand that rich pay has been struck in the

Tones Hill quartz mine. Most everybody in the dis-

trict is either mining or prospecting for a mine.

Frank Silva is going for a big load of decomposed
quartz on his town premises which shows big pros-

pects. Wm. Gibbs and Cad Spencer have leased

the Bercaw seam mine, east of Hotchklss Hill, and
started to drift. The O. K. quartz mine, just east

of town, owned by County Coroner Dr. Spencer, is

showing up a large body of good quartz on the tun-

nel level. We expect to see a mill pounding out

bullion on the O. K. next summer. The hoisting

works on Van mine are finally completed, and work
of extracting and milling ore will now begin. Some
new developments have been made on the Bright

Hope mine this winter. The main or shaft ledge

has been uncovered on the north end nearly level

with Dark Canyon, showing a width of ten feet,

and free gold throughout. From this point 360 feet

in depth can be gained by 560 feet of tunnel along

the lode to the shaft.

Nevada.
Rich Rock.—Grass Valley Tidings, March 3:

A number of owners of the Federal Loan quartz

mine in Nevada district were in town to-day. They

were showing specimens of rock from the 300-level

of the mine containing sulphurets and free gold.

The rock was commented upon very favorably by
those who examined it to-day. The owners are

confident that they have a rich mine and we hope
that their expectations may be realized.

Another Dividend Payer. — Grass Valiey

Union, March 11: The W. Y. O. D. Mining Com-
pany, which is becoming prominent among the new
mining enterprises of the district, declared its first

dividend on Monday of five cents per share upon the

capital stock of 30,000 shares, amounting to $1500.
which will be payable on the i5ih inst. Tbe ac-

cumulated fund and the reserves ot ore now in sight

justify the company in commencing the payment of

dividends, which it is expected will be declared
monthly for an indefinite time. In addition to the

payment of dividends, the company is about to put

up a larger mill, having purchased the Canada Hill

ten-stamp mill, with its complete equipment of four

Frue concentrators, pans, etc., which will largely in-

crease the crushing capacity, which is now but a
small five-stamp mill. This new improvement, it is

estimated, will cost the company $15,000, but the

present product of the mine is sufficient to meet this

expense, as well as to maintain the dividends as
above stated. The levels opened in the mine now
show at least 5000 tons of ore in the slopes, all of

good paying quality. Tbe mine is now regularly

producing in buUion twice the amount necessary to

pay operating expenses. The future of the mine is

full of promise.
St. John Mine.—Grass Valley Uriion, March 4:

The west drift from the 150-foot level of the St. John
mine is getting into good ore. At a distance of jn
feet west of the shaft the vein is found to be full two
feet in width, the quartz being of excellent appear,
ance, containing sulphurets of good quality, and
prospects in gold. The quartz indicates that a pav
shoot is commg in, and it is the anticipation that
the vein will grow stronger and improve in quality

as the drift is extended. The vein stands tilmost

perpendicular, with a slight dip to the south. The
St. John is considered to be on the same vein as the
Coe mine, which is probably the same vein as the
Idaho and Eureka, but this has never been practi-

cally demonstrated by actual exploitation, although
the strength of the vein, and its east and west
course, with the general appearance of the quartz,
goes to sustain that theory. The St. John mine is

located to the north of town, and in the part of the
district where but little mining has ever been done,
and the opening up of a paying mine in that local-

ity would have an important bearing on tbe future
prosperity of the district.

W. Y. O. D. Mine.—Grass Valley Union, March
5: Rich quartz is being taken from the 700 level of
the.W. Y. O. D. mine. The quartz is libeially

sprinkled with coarse gold, an4 carries high-grE^de

sulphurets. The vein from which this quartz is

taken is two feet in width. The mine is now yield-

ing profitably all the time. The shaft is being sunk

for the No. 8 level, and the vein in the shaft is show-

ing a size of four feet between walls.

Washington.—Work on the Washington quartz

mine at Ormonde, which was suspended some
weeks ago by the shortness of the water-power, has

been resumed again, and the mill is running with its

full head of 20 stamps.
St, Gothard.—Good ore is said to have been

struck in the St, Gothard mine, near Columbia Hill.

This claim is near the famous Delhi, and its princi-

pal stockholders are also members of the Champion
Mining Co. of Nevada City.

North Banner Dividend.—Grass Valley

Union, March 8: The North Banner Consolidated

Tunnel Co. declared its first dividend yesterday,

the amount being five cents per share, aggregating

$500. This is the commencement of regular divi-

dends, as the company has been accumulating a

surplus for some time, with a view to paying divi-

dends regularly when once they were commenced.
The company as present organized has been operat-

ing for several years, until the mine is well opened,

and a good stamp-mill and other structures are

erected upon it. The mine itself has paid for all the

improvements put upon it in the last 18 months,

without any call upon the stockholders. This has

been accomplished through the energy and judg-

ment of George Fletcher, the principal stockholder

and manager, and John Skewes, superintendent,

who may well be congratulated for opening so

valuable a mine as the North Banner is now and
promises to be for the future. At the meeting of

the directors of the company yesterday, T. J.

Mitchell was elected secretary to succeed M. J.

Farrell, who resigned, as he expects to be absent for

some time during the coming season.

Orleans.—The Orleans M. Co. contemplate re-

suming work this season by sinking a new shaft on

the property about 200 feet south of the boundary of

the Empire claims. The shaft is to be sunk on
what is known as the Fillmore location. The com-
pany is disposed to sink a vertical shaft, and to a
depth of 800 feet. Owing to the fiat dip of the

veins in the district, the mode of sinking has always

been by incline shafts following the dip of the

veins. This gives the opportunity to note the

characteristics of the vein, and enables quicker and
less costly sinking than if the shafts were sunk
vertically through the country rock, which is usually

harder and more compact than the ground im-

mediately inclosing the veins.

Orange.
Orange County Quicksilver.—Santa Ana

Blade, March 4: A short time since quicksilver

was found within sight of Santa Ana and almost
within a stone's thrown of Tustin. on a portion of

the San Joaquin ranch. The di,scovery of quick-

silver at the point above mentioned is largely due to

an accident, as has been the case in a great many
other valuable discoveries in this State. A little

more than a year since a gentleman, who was hunt-

ing for building stone on the San Joaquin ranch,

was attracted to this butte by the pecuhar color of

the bowlders cropping out, and their large size.

While breaking open some of the stones he dis-

covered a peculiar kind of mineral, the character or

class of which he could not determine—not being a
practical miner or mineralogist. Some of these

specimens fell into the hands of Dr. Kimball, a

miner and assayer of this city, and the doctor, after

a careful inspection, pronounced it quicksilver.

Further investigation proved that some of the speci-

mens were very rich in horn quicksilver, or chloride

of mercury. Recently one of the owners of the

grant has commenced the work of development on
the lead, and a couple of men have been at work
running a drift into the face of the hill with a view
of cutting the veins. So far they have succeeded in

cutting through one vein, which is about two feet

thick, with a tolerably well-defined hanging and
foot wall. The cut will be extended at least 50 f^et

farther into the hill in the hope of cutting other
ledges.

Shasta.

Bullion.—Shasta Courier, March 7: Six bricks

of bullion from the Iron Mountain mine, estimated
to be worth $100 per brxk, were shipped last Tues-
day.

Igo.—Cor. Shasta Coitrier, March 7: The con-
tractors on the Crystal tunnel are making good
headway. This tunnel is expected to open a good
paying vein of mineral, which surface indications
point to as being probable. Work on the Chicago
is suspended for the present. P. Gibney's mines
are not being worked, pending a final decision as

to the title of Sec. 16. The Wright boys are doing
some successful sluicing in Bogus gulch, with good
prospects of finding a rich ledge, Hubbard & Cas-
tel have completed a successful run in their arastra

of Cold Spring ore. Shirland &, Bro. are running
their arastra on a new find on their Creighton
ledge. E. L. Ballou's arastra is running on his

manzanita ore. W. P. Litten's arastra is running on
Continenial ore. The Eubanks boys are grinding
Live Oak ore in their Andrews creek arastra. The
rains have started up a good many of the smaller
placer prospects about town.
Surprise.-Shasta Co. Z>^ff^o^^(z^ March 4: The

Surprise mine on Salt creek, four miles from Red-
ding, on the old Shasta road, is developing into one
of the best pieces of mining property in the county,

J. W. Copeland, the owner, is now shipping ore to

the Selby reduction works. The rock from this

mine averages $105 per ton in gold.

Sierra.
Thistle Shaft.—Mountain Messenger, March

7: The report is that gravel that prospects well has
been found in the Thistle shaft, near Gibsonville.
There was no question about a gravel channel being
where the shaft was sunk, for the reason that years
ago the lead had been worked in the Chalcedony,
Bootjack, Goahead, Brown'sclaims and others. In
the fall of i88g, a contract was taken by two men to
sink the shaft to bedrock. The heavy snow of that
year came before they had fairly got ready, which,
with other causes, contributed to their failure after
the shaft had been put down over 400 feet. Near
the end of last year F. A. Gourley took the shaft in
hand and completed it. The gravel prospects about
the same as that found in the adjoining claims on
the channel above, and just what will be done is not
known, but it is said that a tunnel will be started in
^llace creek to tap the channel at the we.?tern
dlro of the company's ground,

Gold.—Considerable gold has been picked up on
the river bank this week. Henry Meyer found a
nice specimen weighing about $15, August Costa
panned out a little over $3 in a short time, besides a
few dollars more which was found by different par-

ties.

Sisb:iyou.

Blue Gravel.—Yroka. Journal, March 4: Lee,

Lash & Co. are still taking out big pay from their

blue gravel claim at the Scott Valley wagon-road
crossing, about a mile south of Yreka. They have

worked through about 60 feet of blue gravel, and
still find the bedrock pitching under the hill, with

the auriferous blue gravel averaging about five feet

in thickness from the red cement covering to the

bedrock. The claim has been opened sufficiently

for drainage to the pump shaft, some 80 feet deep,

so as to permit four drifters to keep steadily at work,

who take out about $25 a day each. As the claim

is opened to better working advantage, the drifters

can take out considerable more blue gravel. Tbe
red cement covering of the blue gravel, which seems

as tough as Roman cement, is also taken out and
laid one side for slacking by the effects of the sun

and air, so that it can be washed, as it also contains

gold in good paying quantity. The discovery of a

rich paying blue-gravel bed in this claim, of the

most extensive character, will no doubt encourage
enterprising efforts to find the same channel in vari-

ous other sections, where traces of it are plainly visi-

ble. Louis Gilbert, who has been sinking a shaft in

the Kildore hills, about three miles south of Yreka,

on east side of stage-road to Gazelle, was obliged to

suspend operations some days ago on account of

too much water during the late storms, and is now
getting ready to timber the shaft and put in a good
pump. He feels confident that he will strike blue

gravel in another week's work of sinking. It is con-

fidently believed that blue gravel exists under the

Kildore hills, as well as at Greenhorn, and that the

main channel runs along the east side of Yreka
basin, and thence along the old Oregon road, cross-

ing Shasta river at Fiock's, exending a littla east of

north toward Willow creek, Cottonwood creek and
Siskiyou mountain. Several locations have lately

been made all over this section, with the intention

of prospecting for blue gravel. The hydraulic

miners at Sciad and vicinity, on Klamath river, are

commencing operations this week, the late rains and
snow-storms having furnished a good supply ol

water, sufficient to afford a good average season.

With a powerful pressure of water and the use ol

considerable powder, the great banks will be leveled

rapidly in delving to the bedrock for the glittering

ore. Good prospects have been found in the Mor-
ris &: Roberts quartz l^dge on Hungry creek, bonded
some time ago by Jones S' Hazlett, who will un-

doubtedly make arrangements to open it on an ex-

tensive scale during the coming summer. Jillson

& Co. are at work getting out blue gravel from their

drifts, and will have a very good supply of water for

their giants, as there is about five feet of snow on

Siskiyou mountain at the head of the ditch and
above, to keep the ditch well filled for some months
to come.

Trinity.

Mill Running.—Trinity Journal. March 7:

Just before going to press we learn that the mill on
the Chloride mine is running day and night and
ore is being taken out to keep the mill going. We
expect the Buck's Ranch mill is also running.

Tuolumne.
Badger.— Union-Democrat, March 10: We un-

derstand that the Badger mine, situated near and
below the Rawhide mine, in the western part of the

county and now bonded to Geo. Stayton, is looking

well as the work of development proceeds. The
mine was opened years ago, and like hundreds of

mines of good promise in those early days, was
abandoned, because miners then were not satisfied

unless they could rapidly make exorbitant profits.

This is all changed now. The abandoned mines of

early location are now being relocated and devel-

oped and many are in operation most profitably.

Hyde.—The sulphurets from the Hyde mine will

be treated at the Reduction Works near town, now
owned by Messrs. Kustel, Ahlborn ife Melwi'z. The
news from the Kanaka mine, near Groveland, is

very favorable. The mill is in steady operation, giv-

ing good results. It is a promising property.

New Albany.—The work of removing tbe water

from the New Albany mine, the property of Dr.

John Walker, will soon begin and mining opera-

tions be resumed. Those best acquainted with the

ground agree that the lower workings are favorable

for profitable returns in the mill. The shaft in this

mine is 800 feet deep and drifts have been run at

different levels. It will take about six weeks, after

work starts, to extract the water.

NEVADA

WaBhoe Blscrlct.

Con, Cal. &. Va.—Virginia Chronicle, March 7;

There has been extracted from all parts of the mine
during the week 1507 tons of ore, which was shipped

to the Eureka mill. The average of all the ore

worked at that mill during the week (1545 tons) was
$29.60 per tob. Bullion shipped to Carson mint, as-

say value, $49,293.36.
Ophir,—The west crosscut on the 1300 level is

passing into material that gives low assays.

Union Con.—East crosscut No. 2 on the 1465
level continues in a clay and porphyry formation of

a favorable character. Repairs to the shaft are pro-

gressing favorably.

Mexican.—On the 1465 level No. i crosscut east

is making good headway without change of forma-

tion worthy of note,

Andes.—During the past week north winze from

350 level was sunk 13 feet, passing through quartz

that yielded very low assays. North drift on 420
level was extended 15 feet in a formation of quartz,

clay and porphyry.
Utah.—On the 725 level the northwest drift

from the shaft has been extended 48 feet, total

length, 526 feet, passing through vein porphyry

showing some clay.

Occidental,—Extracting ore of fair quaUty

from the stopes on the 400 level. South drift from
No. 3 upraise, 40 feet below 450 level, is in 28 feet,

showing ore of good quality. South drift from bot-

tom of No. 5 winze, 650 level, is in 113 feet; face in

quartz and porphyry.

Crown Point.—The west crosscut on the 500
level has been advanced 25 feet since last report;

total length, 117 feet. The face is gomppsed of goft

porphyry, with small seams of quartz through it,

and a little water running from the face. Are stiU
engaged on repairs on the 600 level.

Seg. Belcher.—The east crosscut from the
south lateral drift on the 600 level is still in a forma-
tion the predominant material in which is clay.

Challenge and Confidence.—The joint Con-
fidence and Challenge raise from the 750 level is up
172 feet. The joint Confidence and Challenge west
crosscut from the north drift on the iioo level is

out 218 feet, 18 feet having been made during the
week. The top is in porphyry.
Silver Hill.—The 500 level is being opened

out in a promising formation. There is no trouble
on account of water.
Kentuck.— Good-looking quartz, carrying some

metal, is encountered in the raise from the 1000
level. Some pay ore continues to be found in the
east crosscut from the north drift on this level. The
north drift from the west raise is in material giving
low assays.

Alpha & Exchequer.—Have completed retim-
bering shaft and resumed work in mine to-day.
Ward Combination.—East drift from the 1800

station is out 870 feet; face in clay and porphyry.
Chollar.—Winze 80 feet south of north line,

750 level, is still going down in a mixture of clay,
quartz and porphyry; down 92 feet. Extracted and
sent to the mill 496 tons of ore. The ore sent to
the mill will average $17.50 per ton.
Belcher.— The 1400 level east crosscut has

passed through what is thought to be the hanging-
wall, and has entered vein material composed of
low-grade quartz and porphyry. It is out a total dis-

tance of 93 feet.

PoTOSi.—On the 930 level the east crosscut 400
feet south of north line is out 161; feet; face is in

porphyry. The winze is down 80 feet below the
1300 level; bottom in clay and porphyry. East
crosscut from winze, 1300 level, is out from the foot-

wall 16 feet; face in porphyry streaked with quartz
Justice,—The north drift 822 level is out 382

feet. The face is in hard ground. We have about
70 feet to go to connect with the bottom of the 622
winze.

Con. Imperial.—Work is still being confined to
following up and taking out small streaks of ore on
the upper levels and overhauling the old stopes of
the mine.
Savage.—During the week have hoisted 776

carloads of ore from the 300,500,750 and 900 levels

and intermediate below the 1300 level. Shipped to
the Mexican mill 534^ tons and milled 460 tons of
ore the average battery assay of which was $17 per
ton. Bullion on hand and at the mill amounting to

$24,342.
Hale & Norcross.—On the 1100 level tbe east

crosscut on our north boundary has been advanced
22 feet, making its total length 180 feet. The face
continues to show low-grade ore. From the east
crosscut, 900 level, are stoping ore of fair quality.
The north drift from the 800 level of the Hale &
Norcross is advanced 50 feet in Savage ground.
This drift continues to show fair-grade ore.
Overman.— Have extracted 444 tons of ore.

Car sample assays average $12.34 per ton. Shipped
to the Brunswick mill 300 tons of ore. Battery as-

says average $14.63 per ton. On the 22d shipped
three bars of bullion, valued at $10,482.
Best & Belcher,—1200 level: west crosscut No.

I has been advanced 22 feet; total length, 162 feet.

Face in porphyry, clay and quartz.
Gould & Curry.—800 level: The usual amount

of ore has been extracted from the old stopes and
winze No. i. South drift from bottom of winze,
has been extended 12 feet; total, 22 feet; face in
quartz of no value.

Highland District.

Anderson.—Pioche Record^ March 4: Bob Mc-
Laughlin, who has been working for some time on
the Anderson mine at Highland, has struck some
good ore. It was first uncovered several weeks ago
and opened up well but immediately pinched again,
A few days since it opened better than before and
still continues, leading the owners to think the main
ore body is found at last, as this claim has pro-
duced a considerable quantity of ore in the past
from narrow seams and all of a high grade. The
claim is situated on the hill north of the Highland
brewery and east from the Mendah /nine.

Osceola District.

Important Placer Strike,—White Pine A^«i'j,

March 4 : From A. J. MiUick, who came over from
Osceola jSunday, we learn of a new and important
strike made in a placer claim located by Boone
Tilford about three miles and a quarter south of

Osceola and about a quarter of a mile south of tbe
old Mary Ann quartz claim on the west side of the
Snake range. After sinking through a hard-cap
about a foot thick and then through five feet of lime,

cement pay gravel was encountered, which at the

time Mr. Millick left was known to be eight feet

thick with bedrock yet to hear from. One hundred
shovels of dirt were put through a dry washer, which
was but the work of a few minutes, and $16 was the
result. If there was any coarse gold it was not
saved, as anything of the value of so cents will not
go through the screen. About 12 claims have been
taken up in the immediate vicinity. The gold is

worth about $16 to the ounce. This showing speaks
for itself and indicates that there are possibilities: for

Osceola that have not been dreamed of up to the

present.

Gold Quartz.—A. J. Millick, who has been
driving the Union Jack tunnel for the purpose of

cutting the Butterfield lode, reports that 262 feet

from its mouth the ledge was struck and cut through
showing it to be 26 feet wide and carrying gold all

the way. At the point where the ledge was cut it

is about 140 feet to the surface. The claim is owned
by John Butterfield of Boston. The Cumberland,
another claim of merit, is worked through a shaft

100 feet deep. A drift from the shaft 40 feet from
the surface shows free gold all over the face.

This claim is also owned by Boston parties, Mr.
Millick thinks the outlook for Osceola at present is

particularly bright.

Tuscarora District.

Nevada Queen, — Times-Review, March 7:
North drift, 650 level, has been extended 28 feet.

The vein continues low grade, with a slight flow of
water.

Navajo.—North intermediate drift from No. 5
chute, 350 level, extended 12 feet. The face is begin-
ning to show good ore, vein fair size.

Belle Isle.—The rich ore continues in the 350
Stopes, The west crogsgut, 450 level, has been ex-
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lended 14 (e«-'t, culling a vein of medium Rrade ore

about six inches wide. 'ITic south dnf( from the

west crosscut, same level, extended ao feet; the face

is in very bard rock.

Commonwealth-—West crosscut on ihe 4th lev-

el extended 39 feet, face showing stram of clay. East

cro&scut has been advanced 24 leet all of which had

10 be timbered on account of cutting into the foot-

wall of the vein. Have penetrated the vein five feet,

an of which gives low assays. A large amount of

water is coming from face of crosscut.

North Bkllr Isle.—North drift from Belle Isle,

450 level, extended 13 feel. Some good ore is be-

mnoing to come in the face. The 500 slopes are

looking fine. Broke nine cars of first-class and 34

cars ot concentrating ore. No. 4 upraise, 600 level,

continues to pass through seams of ore lying pretty

flat The leasers are generally domg fairly well, and

Iheir ore is pretty clean and high grade.

North Commonwealth.—Hoisted 18 cars first-

ctos ore. assay value $268 per ton, and 43 cars sec-

ond class, assay $19 per ton.

Ooluiubus District.

Leaching Holmes Ore.—Walker Lake Bulle-

tin March 4: The management of the Holmes

mine is considering the feasibility of erecting exten-

sive leaching works for the reduction of the vast re-

serves of low-grade ore which have been passed by

in former years as being of too little value to pay for

milling. The company has been experimenting on

a small scale wilh the leaching process, and the re-

sults of the experiments are more than satisfactory.

About I too ounces of sulphides were shipped to the

Selby smelting works from the Holmes mine last

month and netted $775 above all expenses. The

sulphides came from 75 tons of refuse ore from the

Holmes waste dumps, treated by the leaching proc-

ess as an experiment. The success attending the

first trial has encouraged the Holmes people so

much that works having the capacity for treating

xoo tons of ore per day are to be erected in the near

future if the price of silver does not drop below that

of rock salt. In connection with the proposed new

works Mr. Asa B. Easiwoodof the Holmes Co. was

in Hawthorne last Sunday inspectmg ihe large roast-

ers and other machinery from the. Ml. Cory null,

which is now awaiting shipment to Virginia City.

Mr Eastwood also examined the lumber and tim-

ber on hand at Forbes & Toby's yard and made an

inspection of the old leaching tanks of the Cory Co,

wilh the vii^w of purchasing the same if his company

decides to build the works. Mr. Eastwood says that

the company can work $10 ore at a profit by the

leaching process. At present they cannot touch

anything less than $15 ore. and it requires close fig-

uring to make that pay. He estimates that there

are fully 400,000 tons of refuse ore on the dumps, as

well as immense quantities of low-grade ore in the

mine that can be worked at a profit. And then the

mining of the low-grade ore will develop large areas

of new ground and it is not improbable that rich

bodies will be encountered, as it has proven itself to

be most fertile ground in the past.

Ploctie District.

The Furnace.— Pioche Juwrt/, March 4: After

1 weeks effort to get men. a sufficient crew was ob-

t lined, and yesterday at noon the furnace blew in

again 'and is now running nicely. La grippe was

the cause of the two weeks' shutdown.

White Pine District.

Hamilton.— White Pine News. March 4

:

It seems to be an undeniable fact ihat Hamilton is

to be the mining camp of the near future. The ore,

which carries 60 per cent lead, some iron and about

S20 in silver, is tound in ledges of considerable

width. The iron in the ore comes very near meet-

ing all expenses. All is life over that way just now.

and old White Pine Mountain is being worked from

Shermantown to its extreme north end. Hamilton

is the acknowledged center and exhibits considerable

life.

ARIZONA.

Slate Creek.—Cor, Prescott Courier, March
Q- The Slate creek group of niines are on the head

branches of the creek, about one mile southwest of

the Senator mine, and the same distance east of the

Dosoris and Blue Dick mines. There are 18 claims

in an area of a mile square, named the Azurite,

New Era, Davis Nos. i, 2 and 3, North Pearl,

Helvetia, Albert Hatz, Poverty, West Dunkirk,

Dunkirk. San Juan, High Divide, Ridge, Wren,

North Wren, South Wren and Esmeralda. Twenty-

two persons are owners in these claims. Last fall,

in order to get the property in such shape that it

could be worked or sold, I made an agreement with

the owners whereby 1 have the authority to dispose

of 13 of the claims until next October at a stipu-

lated price per foot. In pursuance of that agree-

ment, I attended to the performance of the title

work last year, and am bound to do the same for

this year. From eight of these claims, in five years

past about 700 tons of ore have been shipped,

averaging in value about $80 per ton in gold, silver

and copper. The ores are heavy m copper and

iron sulphurets. From Prescott a wagon-road runs

direct across the Hassayarapa by Pace's ranch to

the foot of the mountain, a distance of 10 miles,

whence a pack-trail leads over the range a mile and

a half to the mines. It is over this road our ores

and those of the Blue Dick and Dosoris mines are

taken to the sampling works at Prescott. Follow-

ing the wagon-road through Maple Gulch past the

Senator mine, to the divide between Slate creek and

Crook canyon, 14 miles, a trail of a mile in length

leads to the mines. The veins are large and well

located for working by tunnels. On the property

there are nine tunnels, run in on the veins, varying

in length from 25 to 250 feet, and a dozen shafts

and open cuts, from 15 to 50 feet deep. There are

several permanent springs on the claims, and the

mines are all wet, so there is plenty of water on the

spot for treating the ores, with plenty of pine, jum-

per and oakwood on the claims and adjacent

thereto, and it is safe to say that there is no other

group of mines within the same distance of Pres-

cott showing the same amount of ore for the work

done, or offering the same inducements for invest-

ment.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

parinicni working sh.ift is down 75 feel, and in ore

Iron) grass-roots to bottom. At 50 feet a drift was
run on the vein lor a distance of 50 feet both ways
from the shaft. This work proved the ore body con-
tinuous and large, lully 300 tons of ore being ex-
tracted in running the 100 feet. ,-\l the bottom of

the shaft the vein is three feet wide and in solid ore.

As work progresses, the indications are that the
next 35 (cet will expose a larger ore body than either

that on the surface or at the 50-foot level. Devel-

opment work continues on the No. i, a mine owned
by the same company that owns the Unitt:d. Dur-
ing the winter a dhlt has been run on the vein for a
distance of 100 feel. About 75 tons of high-grade
ore was extracted, the character of the ore changing
for the better as the drilt is advanced. The ore is a
carbonate, assaying from $80 to $600 to the ton in

silver. The vein is about 18 inches wide. Superin-
tendent McGovern reports the shall on the Skylme
down 150 feet. If the ledgt: is not tapped at 200
feet a crosscut will be run. Work was suspended
on the Union shaft at a depth of 90 feel, on account
of water. The ore runs from 580 to $300 in silver.

Smelter Prospects.— Nelson Miner, March 4:

A well-known railway man, and one, too, that is do-

ing much to attract capital toward the lake country,

writes the :T//V/<;ra.s follows; "Two companies, or

r<ither two parlies with English capital, profess to be

able to build a smelter at Nelson, and are negotiat-

ing with the Provincial Government forsile, etc., but

a good live Yankee concern would put them all to

flight in the matter of expediency and expedition."

The Miner agrees wilh the railway man ; at the same
time a tittle English capital is a bandy thing to have
lying around loose.

High Assays.—The tunnel in the Silver King is

now within 14 feet of the incline shaft, and the noise

of the work can plainly be heard in the crosscut at

the bottom of the latter. The crosscut is free from

water, and there remains only about four feet in the

sump. When connection is made, sinking in the

shaft will be resumed, and the tunnel will aUo be
continued on toward the Kootenay Bonanza ground.

The same favorable conditions exist in the tunnel

—

solid ore, carrying away up in silver. The lowest

assay obtained this week was $193 and the highest

$2400. The latter assay was obtained from ore that

did not appear to be rich, and the result was quite a

surprise tc the bovs.

Progress on the Gold Belt.—The tunnel on
the Wildcat is in 170 feel. Work is now confined

to crosscutting the ledge at a point about 70 feel

from the tunnel face and to sinking a shaft at a point

about 50 feet from the tunnel entrance. John
Lodge's Pioneer has a two-foot vein of ore that

shows free gold, and next week he will put on an
addition to his working force. It is now known
that the ore of the Poorman, Royal Canadian, Wild-

cat and other Eagle Creek gold properties will give

a return of over an ounce a ton in gold in actual

milling operations.

A New District.—A report is current in Spo-
kane Falls that a party of prospectors from the

Cceur d'Alene country have made rich discoveries

on Salmon river, about 15 miles from old Fort Shep-

herd, and directly on the line of the projected Nel-

son & Fort Shepherd railway. The ore is said to

be gray copper, carrying high in silver. From the

description of the location given, the new find is not

more than 15 miles distant from the Hall Creek
placers and less than 30 miles south of Nelson.

COLORADO.

DUMONT Notes,—Idaho Springs Gazette, Feb.

28: Work around Dumont has slackened up dur-

ing the past month, though most of the mines will

start up again between this and the middle of April.

The last contract on the Elm City has been com-
pleted, making the tunnel 330 feet long, with a fine

streak in the bottom of the breast. The bids are all

in for another 100-foot contract. At the Alexander

they have one shift working in one of the slopes.

As soon as the mill is ready to run, the force will be

increased and considerable development will be

done. The management has nearly completed a

lo-stamp mill at the mouth of the lower tunnel.

Ed Bowden & Co. have made a very rich strike on

the Big Dipper lode, near the Syndicate. They
have over a foot of ore that mills up in the hundreds.

Lawson.—Markett, White & Co. have made a

strike on their lease in the Tabor. Several inches

of very rich ore. Another strike of importance is

the one made in the lower level of the Orient,

which will soon bring this mine to the front. Crosby

& Co. have put up a whim on their property on Red
Elephant, and are working several men. Another

good prospect is the Last Chance, located on Silver

creek close to the Jo Reynolds, which has produced

some high-grade ore. Ed Fountain has a contract

of sinking another 50 feel on this property, which

will make the shaft nearly 150 feet deep. This

promising property is owned by Mrs. Wm. Raines

and others. The Franklin County has now reached

a depth of 167 feet, and levels have been started

east and west from the bottom with flattering re-

sults. Joe Harrison is raising from the second to

the first level on this mine, and has six inches of

ore. This property has been a steady producer

right along. It is owned by Bob Lyons & Co.

IDAHO.

DeLamar.—Cor. Idaho Staiesmafi, March 4:

The main topic of conversation in the camp is the

deal lately consummated in the DeLamar mining

property, particulars of which have already ap-

peared. A mill will be erected in the spring of the

capacity of 100 stamps, and the mine put in shape

for a vast increase in the extraction of ore necessi-

tated by the increased number of stamps. A cer-

tain number of shares was thrown upon the market

here and other parties were given the chance of sub-

scribing for stock, and a grand rush was made by

the boys working at the mine and other residents of

the camp for shares, and in 24 hours between five

and six thou'=and were subscribed for in DeLamar
alone, most of which were taken by the miners, and
the number of shares taken was only limited by the

number of dollars contained in the purses of the

subscribers.

At Silver City.—Cor. Idaho Statesman, March
2: The Stoddard mine, the pioneer claim of the

camp, hes east of the DeLamar group and joins it. It

is owned by Regan & Hays,and is now being worked

by Senator Jones of Nevada, under the manage-
ment of John Ludwig of Gold Hill, Nevada. Sev-

wark b<-ing done is confined to the Stoddard. On
the north and west there are several properties that

are very promising indeed. The Howe-Slanbaitan.
owned by Davies. Workhill and Howe, is one of the

most promising prospects in the camp. This mine
has been opened up to a considerable extent, there

being about 1500 feet of tunnrls and laterals, expos-

mg in many places large veins, some of which are

rich in silver. The owners are at present sinking a

shaft on the extreme south end of their ground, to

cut a vein known to exist there. The Lepley group,

also northwest of the DeLamar group, embraces
seven claims, all showing good milling ore Frank
Lepley and others are the owners, and ihey are driv-

ing a fine tunnel directly across the properly which

they intend to make the main working tunnel. Sev-

eral veins have already been cut, some of which are

rich in both gold and silver. Almost immediately

north of the DeLamar mines, and adjoining them. is

the Alia, owned by T. W. Jones and Steve Ready.

This properly shows a vein 20 feel wide wh'ch looks

and prospects well. A shaft has been sunk 60 feel

and the owners are building a whim-house and
making preparations to sink much deeper.

Pine Grove.— /o'-W/t? Avalauche. March 3: We
have been informed by a gentleman who is familiar

with the Pine Grove mines, in Elmore county, and

the hislory of the St. Louis Pine Grove mining

company, that the company has recently been reor-

ganized and is now in charge of a number of prac-

tical St. Louis business men, who propose to work

this very valuable holding on its ments^in other

words, to do some mining instead of stock specu-

lating. They have had some new surveys of their

claims made and are now convinced that their last

superintendent was not on the lode which showed

so well on the surface, but had been running on a

small parallel vein a short distance away. They
have engaged Elmer C. Towne, a practical miner

and a thorough mining engineer, as superintendent.

Wood River Mines. — Keichuro Kcysiotii',

March 2: The consensus of the opinions of com-

petent mining men seems to be that the ores of the

Wood River country are in veins and not in pock-

et'; or bunches; that many of these veins are true

fissures and therefore lasting, and that there is a fair

probability thai this will yet prove as much a gold

as a silver camp. The recent discovery of the exist-

ence of gold in greater or less quantities in all of the

iron pyrites in this particular locality, and the other

fact that the galenas decrease as depth is attained,

while the iron increases, go far to confirm the theory

of a gold camp. The fact that the presence of

that gold here was not suspected until quite re-

cently proves that the place has been but superficial-

ly and carelessly prospected. A result of this knowl-

edge should be to encourage the outlay of both ef-

fort and money in the direction of deeper and more

thorough and intelligent prospecting, and we think

it will. The Wood River region contains a larger

amount of low-grade ores than any other we know
anything about except San Bernardino county, Cal.,

but mixed with this low-grade ore there is twice the

quantity of high-grade ore that has ever been found

in the San Bernardino region.

LOWER CALIFORNIA.

Alamo.—/^w/t-r Califomian, March 6: The

great rain reached Alamo and temporarily flooded

things. Lots of work in the placer mines will have

to be done over again. Work on the mines has

steadily continued. The Ulises is now 140 feet

down and sinking daily. The rock is very rich in

sulphurets and enough is produced to keep the Prin-

cesa mill running. The Indio continues to develop

finely The Gold Tree has a temporary hoist and

producing good rock at 45 feet. A new vein was

found Sunday by Santiago Robles near the Ulises.

which is very rich. It is supposed to be a continu-

ation of the El Paso. The latter resumed Tuesday

under Foreman Church. The Aurora mine and

mill are working night and day.

MONTANA.

From Hot Springs.—Nelson Miner, March 4:

Superintendent Thompson reports the United mine

lookinff as if it were sure to be one of the big bonan- ' , ,-\ .. . ^ .. l

»s offh?Kootenay Lake country, The two-corn- eral other claims belong to this property, but the

The Yh^^oT.—IliterAfounfain, March 2: As

soon as the frost is out of the ground, active work

will be commenced excavating for the foundation

which will be laid of heavy masonry. The engine

will be 22x60. two inches larger than any other en-

gine in the camp. The building, an already large

structure, will be entirely removed and one to con-'

form to the machinery will be erected. When m
position it will be equal to if not larger than the

large structure now in course of completion over the

Lewissohn shaft of the Boston & Montana Co. in

Meaderville. Cables will be added and double deck

cages, with the exception of the sinking apartment,

where' it is impossible to use but the single-decker.

As soon as these improvements are completed,which

will take at least four months after commencement,

sinking will be prosecuted to the looo-foot level.

Drifts levels and crosscuts will be run at every 100

feet and the mine when opened up will be the peer

of any in the camp. This mine contains some as

fine bodies as can be found in the district.

The Blue Bird.-The closing down of the

Blue Bird during the past week was a somewhat

serious blow to the towns of Burlington and Rocker,

both of them being in a large measure dependent

upon that mine. The pumps were raised to the

aoo and nothing will be done beyond keeping the

machinery in order and preventing damage. Ibis

will be somewhat difficult, as the ground in this

mine is so soft that the water will of necessity do

some injury if allowed to sland. So far as can be

learned it is the present purpose of the company to

do no more work until their present litigation with

the owners of the Little Darling is closed On the

other hand.it is understood that the mill will be kept

in operation, and in order to keep it snpphed the

Poorman will be opened up.

The Camp.—At the other great mines of the

camp there is no news of consequence to chronicle

other than they are all working about as they were

during the past week. The smelters continue to

make their regular shipments, and each and every

one of them is kept full to overflowing with ore.

The greatest need of this camp at the present time

is greater reduction capacity, for as things are at

nretent there is hardly a prospect that does not re-

munerate the leaser. This tends to induce others to

trv their luck, thus making the production greater

than the consumption. Mines have been started

during Ihe past week that have been for some time

>e. Chief among this number are t^"

Neptune

W. A. Clark, while the laiier is the property of the
esi.iic of A. J . Davis.

The Champion.—A'rw Northwest, March 6:
The rumors that have been rife for several days of
Ihe improved condition of the Champion mine are
not without foundation, though some of the stories
were greatly ex.»ggerated. Mr. H. H. Zenor slates
that about Monday the vein in the east level, on
which they are drifting, developed a very su-
perior body of quartz, samples of which assay 140
ounces to the ion in silver. The vein covers the
hangmg-wall, but they have not crosscut ii. so that
iis width is undetermined. In the west level there
is a showing of 2J4 feet of a fair quality of milling
ore, which is being taken out as the work proceeds.
The contractors engaged in sinking the shaft have
made 90 feet since beginning the work, which now
puts the depth at 560 feet, and there is yet 150 feet

to be made under the contract.

The Rutty.- President H.ilteman, of the Ameri-
can Ruby Consolidated Mining Co., is in the city,

and owing to the stringency of the money market
has decided thai it would be a wise plan to suspend
operations on their property temporarily, and ac-
cordingly the mine was shut down last Tt:esday to
await other arrangements of the trustees for proceed-
ing with the work.
The ZozEL.—Work was b»gun last Monday by

Contractor C. T. Meader on Zozel property, under
the bond recorded a few weeks ago.
The Emery.—At the Emery mine the vein of

pay rock is still in sight and very uniform in width
—from 12 to 18 inches—and always carrying a good
body of ore.

DTAB.

Clara Consolidated. — Salt Lake Tribune^
March 3: Thomas Mackinson is in from Stockton
and reports that the Clara Consolidated Co. is mak-
ing preparations to begin work at an early day on
its property. This is the property which Mr. Mack-
inson has been developing to the extent of his abili-

ties for years, and now that he has incorporated
and obtained working capital, the group no doubt
will soon become a good shipper. It has some ore
in sight and Ihe mine is looking quite we)!.

The Elizabeth. —James McAvoy of Stockton
came in yesterday. He has the Elizabeth under
lease and is getting ready to soon begin sloping
from the good bodies of ore which have been uncov-
ered. He expects to ship much ore in the near
future.

Bunker Hill.—The Bunker Hill mine, lying
west and adjoining the Legal Tender, is showing
up very nicely. T he last ore shipped sold for about
$50 per ton, and there is much of such ore ready
for sloping. It runs about 70 per cent lead, hence
is a desirable smelting ore.

Little Ore Received.—The storms of the past
few days have so retarded the shipping of ore from
the hills that but little is coming in to the smelters
now.
Mining Men Angry.—Salt Lake Tribune^

March 7: The mining men arouiTd town last even-
ng were considerably worked up over the proposal
of the Rio Grande Western to raise the eastbound
ore rate from Park City. Said several: The West-
ern wants (i) to make Salt Lake and Park City
common points. (2} It wants the rate raised frorn

$7 to %iQ, the same as the Salt Lake rate, in order
that it may get into that market. You see, the rate

being less from the Park than from Salt Lake, the

Western cannot haul at less price from Park City
than from Salt Lake because of the Interstate law.

(3) If the Union Pacific refuse to raise ibe rate the
Western will retaliate by lowering the Bingham-
Salt Lake rale 10 $7 or even $6, which will carry all

the low-grade ores out of the Territory and ruin the

local smelting interests. (4) The Western would
rather haul five tons of ore at $6 or $7 than one ton
of bullion at S13, and it takes from five to seven
tons of low-grade ores to make one ton of bullion.

The loss of Park City by the raise in rate would ag-
gregate $175,000 per annum. The smelters might
stand the reduction if there was a proportionate re-

duction in coke, lime rock, coal and charcoal. But
there is no suggestion of this.

inoperative. Chiei among luis iiuiuuc. o.w the

and Stephens, the former the property of

"WASHINGTON.

The Adelphia Sold.—Riiby Miner, March 4:
The Adelphia, Mountain Queen and Mohawk claims

on Ruby hill have been purchased by the Ruby Hill

M. Co, of Spokane, a corporation just organized
with a capital slock of $600,000 for the purpose of

conducting mining operations on Ruby Hill. The
principal stockholders are O. Jeldoess and P. Mor-
rison of Spokane, T. M. Elliott of South Dakota
and Andrew Jeldness of Ruby. The vendor of the
properties is Andrew Jeldness of this city, who re-

tains an interest in the company. The Adelphia,

the first and most prominent of these claims, is the

extension- of the Fourth of July, There are two
leads on the ground, the main one cropping out at

both ends of the claim. A 50-fool shaft has been
sunk between the two so as to crosscut to each. A
6s-foot crosscut to the main ledge shows it to be 13
feet wide, with a clear six feet of ore. The sale of

this properly was made on sampling this pay streak,

which ran $400 in silver with no lead. Sampling
the six feet before had given $600. The ore is pre-

cisely the same as the Fourth of July. The claim

altogether is more promising than the Fourth was at

the same stage. April isl or sooner, if the weather
permits, work will be begun on the Adelphia, with

Andrew Jeldness as superintendent. The Mountain
Queen is a new claim, having been located less than

a year ago. The Mohawk is the south extension of

the Wooloomooloo and the lead, while small, carries

good ore.

Silver Bluff.—Okanogan OutlookM%rz\\ 3: Gip
Chilson came in from the Lime belt after provisions

this week and reports very favorably of the Silver

Bluff mine, on which he has had a force of men at

work for several weeks. In the shaft, at a depth of

100 feet, they have recently struck a body of ore

from three to five feet wide, and assaying from 400
to 2000 ounces per ton in silver. They have com-
menced to sort and sack the ore and will make a
shipment of about 10 tons in a few days.

Mohawk.—Billy Hunt, who recently took a con-

tract to do 100 feet of development work on the Mo-
hawk, was in town last week and reported the mine
looking exceedingly well. The ore body is increas-

ing rapidly in width and the quality of the ore is

also improving in the most gratifying manner.
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n^ECHAJMlSAL PROGRESS

Detecting Flaws in Metal.

We have already noticed a recently devised

instrument for detecting flaws in metal called

the "aohiseophone." It ia an Knglish inven-

tion, and the London Times makes the follow-

ing reference to it:

The apparatus consists of a small pnenmatio

tapper worked by the hand, with which the

piece of steel or iron to be tested is tapped all

over. Connected with the tapper ia a tele-

phone, with a microphone Interposed in the

circuit. Two operators are required—one to

apply the tapper and the other to listen

through the telephone to the sonnds produced.

These operatoiB are in separate apartments, so

that the direct sounds of the tapa may not dis-

turb the listener, whose province it is to detect

flaws. The two, however, are in electrical

oommnnioation, so that the instant the listener

hears a false sound, he can signal to his ool-

leagae to mark the metal at the point of the

last tap. In practice, the listener sita with the

telephone to his ear, and so lone; as the taps are

normal, he does nothing. Directly a false

sound—which is very distinct from the normal

sound—is heard, he at once signals for the apot

to be marked. By this means he ia able not

only to detect a flaw bat to localize it. Under

the auspices of the Southoaatern Railway Com-
pany, a demonatration of the sohiseophone was

given recently by Capt. De Place at the Char-

ing Cross hotel, in the presence of several

members of the Ordnance Committee and other

government offlcials. Some samples of steel,

wrought iron and cast iron, which had been

specially prepared and privately marked, were

tested, and in many oases the flaws therein

were correctly localized by the instrument. On
the other hand, some bara were broken at

points where a flaw was indioated, but where

the metal proved perfectly sound. Consequent-

ly, however ingenious the invention may be, it

cin hardly yet be called a practical success.

The Gkowing Use of 'Wkenohes.—The
number of wrenches sold in the United States,

though already large, is constantly increasing,

remarks Hardware. Large dealers in New
York and other cities frequently order 1000

dozen at a time, and a very ordinary order is

100 dozen. Every portion of the country

takes them largely, and no particular style

seems to sell better than another. A buyer

from Germany was in New York last month,

and gave an order for a sample wrench of every

style and size that could be gathered here.

These are to be sent to Germany, and an effort

is to be made to introduce, as far as practicable,

a full line of American wrenches into that coun-

try. Notwithstanding the large demand for

these goods, the tendency in prices seems to be

downward. Wrenches that were selling two
years ago at 35 per cent discount, are now
quoted at 50 and 55 per cent. The itrade in-

variably demands an excellent article, and a

poor wrench is, as a rule, unsalable. Inven-

tors, within the past few years, have some-

times been so unfortunate as to place them-

selves in the hands of manufacturers, who, in

their endeavors to place a cheap article on the

market, have sacrificed quality only to reap

what seems to be an inevitable result, failure.

Not long ago one manufacturer lost $30,000 in

such an attempt. It was with the greatest

difficulty that he could sell the second lot to

the same party, and the third order never

came. The export trade in wrenches ia con-

stantly increasing, the American article meet-

ing with high favor in many countries abroad.

- Hardening Steel Plates.—Experiments
have recently been made to ascertain whether
it can be confidently stated that oil-hardening

and annealing, or some such process, is neces-

sary for steel plates. Messrs, Brown and
Messra. Cammell, the two great Sheffield firms,

makers of compound armor, are now satisfied

as to this necessity. A 9-inch plate of ateel waa
manufactured and cut into two plates, each
4 feet Equare, One piece was left untreated

and the other was oil-hardened and annealed.

They were fired at by the 6-inoh gun with
ITirth steel projectiles weighing 100 Ib3, The
striking energy of the blow upon the untreated

plate was 2389 foot-tons, and the energy of the

blow upon that which had been treated was
237S.5 foot-tons. In the latter case the projec-

tile made an indentation of 10| inches, so that

light was just visible through the center of the
bulge at the back of the plate. The projectile

rebounded, broken into three pieces. The
plate was cracked through, but waa whole,

and no material was splintered out either at its

front or back. In the case of the untreated

plate, the shot passed through, and the splin

tering of the steel around the hole in front of

the plate spread over a space of 15 inches acroas,

The splinteting around the hole at the back of

the plate covered a space of 33 inches across,

The plate did not remain whole, but went into

six pieces,

Stkengthenins Oast Iron—A New Idea
IN FonHDRT Practice.—Some of the English
iron-foundera have adopted a simple practice

in making stronger castinga. The method la

merely the introduction of thin sheets of

wrought iron in the center of the mold before

casting. This idea waa first applied to the
casting of thin plates for the ovens of cooking
stoves, and a sheet of thin iron in the center

of a quarter-inch oven plate renders it practi

cally unbreakable by fire. Recently the proc
ess has been applied to the casting of large

Iron pipes, a core of sheet iron imparting addi-

tional strength and lessening the liability to

fracture. As an evidence of the additional

strength that may be imparted by this proceaa,

it la stated that a plate of iron, one-fourth of an

Inch thick, cast with a perforated sheet of 27

wire-gange wrought-iron in the center, pos-

sessed six times the strength of a similar cast

plate with no core. The quarter-inch plate

thus made had the strength of a plate one inch

thick.

Nails That Look Like Screws, bdt Are
Made to Be Driven,—The neweat thing in

nails is a twisted wire nail which is a oroaa be-

tween a screw and an ordinary plain wire nail.

This idea Is of English origin, and it is sup-

posed to represent as great an improvement
upon the plain wire nail as that useful inven-

tion is over the old cut nail. As Is well known,
the common cut nail tears and crushea the

fibers of the wood as it ia driven, and its taper-

ing shape destroys the greater portion of Its

holding power when it la partially withdrawn.
The plain wire nail, being pointed and smooth,
does not crush the wood fibers as the cut nail

does, but presses them aside. As the diameter
of the nail Is the same throughout its length,

it fits as tightly and holds as firmly when par-

tially drawn as when driven home. The
twisted wire nail not only crushes the fibers of

the wood less than the two other forms of nail,

but by its screw shape possesaea a much greater

holding-power than either of the other forms.

Quite similar to this screw modification of the

wire nail la the recent American idea of making
a wood aorew that will drive nearly aa well as

a nail and yet can be withdrawn by means of

a screw-driver aa readily as any screw.

Testing Steel at Low Temperature,—The
French Government has caused to be made sev-

eral tests of gun steel at a low temperature,

—

75 to 100" below zero, F. Part of the bars
were hardened and part unhardened. The
breaking load was increased by the cooling,

three per cent in the instance of the unhard-
ened bars, and six per cent in that of those
hardened. But in a shook such aa a gun would
be subjected to, the unhardened bars, cooled,

broke on an average with 5,9 blows, against

14,6 blows under ordinary conditions. With
the hardened bars the difference was less,

12.57 blows being required for the cold bars,

against HA at the normal temperature. The
bars—both hardened and unhardened—had
their elastic limit raised 11 per cent by the
cold, and their elongation was diminished by
'12 to 14 per cent. The bars recovered their

original properties upon attaining the ordinary
temperature.

A New Boiler Rivet.—It often happens In

riveting boilers that the rivet bulges in the
center, resulting not only in the separation of

the plates but aometimea in the aplitting of

one or both of them. In order to obviate this

defect, which very seldom becomes known un-
til the boiler comes into actual use, a rivet has
been devised which has a thinned waist to al-

low for expanaion and the nncleua of the burr
already shaped. The burr is thus practically
started before it receivea a blow, and the fiber

of the metal Is already Inclined toward the
position it will be ultimately forced to assume.
The result ia that the rivet-holes become prop-
erly filled with the slightly expanded waiat of

the rivet; the platea are oloaely united; the
burr is well formed, and there is no danger of
the plates cracking. The riveting is also ef-

fected with fewer blows, thus eoonomizing
labor.

, The Mannesmann Tube Rolling Process,
it is said, is soon to be introduced into the
United Statea. At the present the process is

in operation at Remsoheid and Bous, Germany;
Kotomatt, Bohemia and Laudore, Wales. It is

reported that a company ia being organized in
Vienna, with a capital of $8,000,000, for the
manufacture in that city of tliese and other
tubes. There is an American process for mann-
factnring tubes by rolling. In operation at
Findlay, Ohio, known as the Kellogg seamless
process; but

, it differs from the Mannesmann
process In requiring a hallow ingot and a man-
drel; while thellatter produces tubes directly
from a solid ingot. The Findlay pipea are
said to be superior to the lap-welded and also
coat leas.

Large Brass Casting.—The Lynn brass
foundry has just made for.the Thomson electric
welding company two copper oastlDgs supposed
to be tlie largest ever made. They weigh 1500
pounds and are to be used in the welding
machines being erected for the United States
government for the navy-yards.

Comparative Cost of Warships.—It is

said the cost of warships per ton is aa followa:
England, £30 5a,; France, £46 9a.; Russia,
£87 Ss. The price per indicated horse-power
is: England, £30 4b.; France, £56; and the
United States, £67 28.

The best idea of the value of the Bessemer
Invention may be formed from the simple fact
that when Bessemer began experimenting, steel
sold in England at from $250 to $300 a gross,
ton. He soon made a better steel at $30 a ton.

Locomotive practice shows that steel stay,
bolts snap sooner than bolts made from good
brands of iron. The fanlt, which appears to be
incurable, lies in the crystalline structure of
ateel.

SeiENTiFie Frocbress.

Cannon-Ball Photography a Delusion.

The following, from the Scientific American^
explaiDB itaelf

:

In oar number for Jan. 17* we published an
engraving of what purported to be a photo-
graph of a Bhell in flight as fired from an 8 •inch
mortar, taken on the grounds of the Michigan
Military Aoademy, Orchard Lake, Mich. The
photograph was sent to ub by J. Sumner Rogere,
colonel and Buperintendent of the academy,
who Btated it was an Instantaneous photograph
taken during practice firing nnder the command
of Lieut. Frederick S. Strong, U. S. A.

Thereafter we received the following:

**EdUor Scientijlc American: I notice in your
iBBue of Jan. 17, 1891, a photo-mechanical print
from an original negative of a cannon-ball in

motion. If I remember correctly, the experi-

menters In Hungary, in investigating pro-
jeotiles in motion, nsed a shutter speed of

0.0000076 of a second, and then found the ball

had moved visibly during the exposure. Now
I wiah to state that at any time of day when a
shadow as long as that cast by the figure in

the foreground of this picture occurs, and with
a lena stopped down enough to give a sharp
outline of the distant woods and also of the
adjacent officer, and a shutter speed snffioient

to get the ball at all, euch a fully exposed and
graded photograph is an impossibility; In fact,

I should say that anything more than the faint-

est outline of the highest lights could never be
developed. Hekry N. Pottes,

"Photographic Instructor Natural Science
Camp, Oanandaigua Lake, N. Y."

We submitted the above letter to Col.

Rogers, who in reply informs ub he believed

the picture to be genuine, but now finds he
foolishly allowed himself to be deceived by a

dishonest photographer, who "Intensified" the

ball so as to make it show in the picture. The
colonel regrete, etc.

Do Storms Move in Cyclokes ? — The
Eureka (Humboldt county) Times of Feb. 26,

under the head of " RsminiscenoeB of Former
Anniversaries"— Feb. 22d—gives an interesting

article showing a remarkable regularity in the

ecurrenoe of severe storms on or about Feb.

22d, occurring at regular Intervals of ten yearB,

from which we extract as follows : Thirty
years ago, Feb. 22, 1861, we find by consulting

the files of the Times, a fierce storm was
threatening which three days later culminated

in a thunder-storm, which the Times says

equaled anything experienced in the ''most

tempeatuous climate," Thirty years later—the

recent anniversary—the thunder>storm was a

little "previous" instead of being *' tardy " in

celebrating Washington's Birthday. Twenty
years ago a fierce storm also prevailed all over

the State, and became a regular tornado in some
districts, uprooting trees, unroofing houses, etc.

It caused much suSeriog and loss among the

stock of this county. Ten years ago the coast

was also just recovering from a great etorm.

An item appears in the Times of the 23(1, say-

ing that only one bridge remained on the mail

route between Areata and Weaverville.

Cork Worms. — Inveatigation in France

proves the existence of two or three types of

moths in wine-cellars. The grubs feed on the

fungoid growth that forms on the wine-vats and
moldy corks. The insect bores and forms

galleries in the cork nearest to the glass, and
through the holes thus formed, air gains acoess

to the wine, spoiling it. In corroboration of

the above, it has been remarked that one of the

chief difficulties in bottling wines in California

has been in obtaining a supply of perfect oorks.

About 25 per cent of corks, after examina-

tion for fitness, are rejected. It is often found

that wine after being bottled oozes through the

corks. Various methods have been resorted to,

to stop the inroads of these grubs. After soak-

ing the corks in hot water and then in brandy,

they are dried, and when they are put into the

bottlea the tops are coated with a layer of par-

affiue wax previous to sealing them with or-

dinary wax. Neither the grubs nor the insects

feed upon the wine, but eimply use the cork as

a place to deposit their eggs, and the coating

may possibly prevent their entrance.

Curiosities OF Iron.—Add carbon to- pure

iron and it becomes steel. Add a hydrocarbon

to iron, and steel itself becomes so extensively

modified that its properties are not recogniz-

able. Thus stsel may be as soft as pure iron.

Add hydrogen, In varying quantity, and it has

the quality of resilience, as in the watch-spring,

or the quality of tenacity, aa in the knife or

razor, or may be given nearly the hardness of

a diamond, as In a file. With ateel at a low
temperature, from 400 to 450° F., edge tools

are produced, the color in the yellow shades;

from 500 to 525° various sorts of springs are

produced, color blue; while by heating Iron to

whiteness and plunging it into water, which ia

mainly composed of hydrogen, files are pro-

duced or forms even harder.

Earthquake Photography.— Signor Bar-

atta's device is described as follows : The tele-

phone wire 1b connected with a subterranean

microphone. Before the telephone diaphragm
(vertical), and connected with its center by a

fine aluminum wire, ia a short slip of the same
metal, fixed below, and having a curved piece

at the top, which rests against a small mirror,

movable about a horizontal axis. This mirror

reflects the light from a lamp and lens to pho-
tographio paper on a rotated drum. The light

is momentarily shut off every quarter of an
hour by a shutter arrangement, worked elec-

tro-magnetically by the clockwork which moves
the drum.

Chemical Fire Alarm.—A new fire alarm
now In use in Sweden consists of a small cop-
per cartridge closed by an India-rubber button
and fllled with a fire composition. The fuse

contains a mixture of potassium chlorate and
sugar, and on it is placed a paraffine capsule
containing a few drops of sulphuric acid. When
the temperature of the room rises above the
melting point of paraffine, the sulphuric acid is

liberated and ignites the chlorate mixture,
which in Ite tnrn Bets fire to the Bengal light.

A fusible metal disk placed in contact with
the mixture will aleo be melted and thus make
electrical oonneotion with a call bell so as to
sound the alarm at a distance.

Snow Worms.—A puzzling phenomenon haa
been noticed frequently in some parts of Val-
ley Bend District, Randolph county, Va,, this

winter. The crust of the snow has been cov-
ered two or three times with worms, resem-
bling the ordinary ontworma. Where thdy
come from, unless they fail with the snow, is

inexplicable. The snow is two feet deep, and
the crust is too strong for them to have come
up out of the ground. A square foot of snow
can scarcely be found some days without a

dozsn of these worma on it.

New Method of Measuring Expansion
and Contraction of Metals.—In the phy-
sical laboratory of Colby University, Prof.
Edward W. Worley. of Adelbert Col-
lege, Cleveland, and Prof. William A. Rogers
of Colby University, have suooeeded in

measuring, by meana of wave lengths of
light, the changes In the length of metal caused
by radiation of the temperature. A machine
constructed by Prof. Rogers for the special pur-
pose was employed, and changes in length were
measured in millionths of an inch.

Apple Blossoms in Winter.—Perhaps eyery
one does not know how easily fresh apple blos-

Boms can be had in winter. Oet the ends of

branchcB with plump flower bnds and place
them in water In a warm, sunny window and
they will soon bloom. No doubt many other
kinds of trees and shrubs will give as good sat-

isfaction as the apple. Here, says Vich^s Mag*
azine for Oanuary, is an interesting fleld for ex-
periment.

The Largest Diamond Drill Boring in the
world has just been completed in Saxony. This
hole was drilled near Schladebach for the pur-
pose of testing a coal formation. Three and a

half yeara were consumed in drilliDg this hole
with a diamond drill. The hole Is about 11

inches in diameter at the top and 2 inches at
the bottom.

Scientists say that the orange was original-

ly a berry, and its evolution haa been going on
for more than a thousand years.

Beet Sugar.—The annual meeting of the
Weetern Beet Sugar Co.. which is the name of

the firm operating at Watsonville, was held on
Monday of this week. The old directors and
officers were re-elected, and these include Clans
Spreckels as president, and W. C. Waters^
superintendent, at Watsonville. An evening
paper states that the reports of the operations
for 1890 show that year to have been a very
profitable one. The product of the factory at

Watsonville waa 2128 tona of sugar, which
netted the company $102 per ton. The profits

of the year amounted to $40,000. Dividends
could have been declared, but it was decided
to epend the surplus in improvements. The
company owna a ranoh of 1200 acres at Wat-
sonville, all of which have been sublet to beet

cultivators, A very large crop of beets is ex-

pected for this year. A railroad Ib being con-

tinued from the ranoh to Salinas City, which
will go through a beet-raising country.

A GCOD Use of Alligators.—Louisiana
planters are finding that the slaughter of alli-

gators has allowed mnskrats, the great enemies
of levees, to increase at an alarming rate.

South Florida people have discovered that the

rapid decrease of alligators in the peninsula has
been accompanied by a corresponding increase

in the moocaaln, the most venomoua of Amer-
ican snakes, and the alligator's choicest food.

The saurian isn't pretty, but he is a friend of

humanity, nevertheless.

The Cable Railway Invention.—The Me-
chanics' Institute committee appointed to re-

port on the testimonial to be given A. S. Hal-
lidie, inventor of the cable railway, and the

first to operate a cable line, has decided to ex-

press ita appreciation of the value of the inven-

tion by spreading commendatory resolutions on
the minutes of the Institute and aending a

properly engroased copy to Mr. Hallldie,

A Large fiow of natural gas was struck In

the southern part of the city of Stockton. The
well ia down 1700 feet, and boring is contin-

ued. The present flow of gas is 35,000 feet

per day. The new granite courthonse ia being
heated with natural gas from the oonntys
well with perfeet satisfaction.
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QSEFUL 1nF0RMATI0>.

A Silent Pianu u one of the latest iaven*

tlons. Ita object U to do ftway with the

tortare inflloted on those who are oocnpelled to

Uit«n to the straine of that Instrument as In-

voked by beginners who are learning to make a

better nso of that valuable instrament. Ef-

forts io this direotlon have been attempted by

ooverioK the iostrnment with ptuah or leather

which would at the same time lend itself to or-

nimental effi'Cta and considerably reduoe the

Tolame of sound. The latest inTentloo, how-
ever, is called a " piinophone," and Is designed

to meet the wants of students of keyboard In-

itrnments, by allowing them to praotioe scales

and exercises withcot interfering with the con-

veolenoe of Involuntary listeners, while still

able themselves to hear the results of their per-

formance. It consists of a rimple but effective

striking action, and the substitution of metal

Uo plates for the ordioary etrings, accurately

tuned to the ordinary scale, and yielding suffi-

cient sonnd to make the playlog on the instru-

ment distinctly audible to the player, and even

(iS in the case of the "silent violin") a source

of pleasure to him, while it ia iuaudlbte at any

distance—such, for tustance, as an addjoining

room. One great advantage is that the lustra-

meat never gets oat of tune, and it Is easily

moved from one place to another.

A Useful Invention.—An antomatio ma-

chine which forme, fills, weighs and seals

packages is beiog introduced into factories

where large quantities of fine-out tobacco, soda,

starch, etc., are put up. The operations of the

machine are onrioas and novel In every partica-

lar, and yet quite simple. The machine con-

sists of a series' of forming blocks, receptacles,

folders, gummers and feeders, all working in

harmony, so that the packages are being

smoothly and continuously produced. The
forming blocks saccesafully size the paper,

which instantly afterward is wrapped around

them, folded and gummed at the end. The
paper sacks are then plunged into receptacles,

filled, folded on top and sealed. The manifest

saving in labor thus effected would eeem to

warrant the claim of the inventor that if the

machine is worked to its full capacity it will

pay for itself in 275 working days.

Damaged Eggs.—lb is an intereatiog fact

that local oommieeion merchants are suing cold-

storage warehousemen because about $12,000

worth of eggs were stored for them during

iMarob, April, May and June last year, but ow-

ing to carelessness, the apartments where the

eggs were stored became filled with the odor of

ammonia and other chemicals, permeating the

eggs and destroying their market value. The
sums sued for represent the difference between

the prices which the egga in good condition

would have brought and the actual soms for

which they were sold. .The "fresh egg " surely

has many ills besetting it, and, according to the

allegations of the merchante, their eggs might

as well or better have remained under the barn

or alongside the strawstaok as to have been

treated as they were.

Soldering Metals to Glass ok Porcelain.

M. Oallletet baa aevised a simple method for

connecting glass tubes to metal work in the

construction of physical apparatus, says Indus-

tries. The end of the glass tube is fifst gently

warmed and then covered with a few drops of

a solution of neutral platinum chloride and

chamomile oil. On gently warming the tube

to a dull redness, the platinum salt is reduced

to the metallic state and a brilliant deposit

of the metal ia formed on the end of the tube.

The tube is then connected to the negative

electrode of a battery and immersed in a bith

of copper sulphate, when the copper is depcs-

Ited as a malleable adherent coating on the

platlnnm flux, and thus forma a material which

can be brazed on to brass or copper in the ordi-

nary way.

How TO Clean Rubber Shoes.—A corre-

spondent of an Eastern journal says there is a

homely fact that people ought to know in these

days, when we are getting a taste of an old-

faahioned winter, so that rubber shoes are in

frequent requisition by all claasea. He wishes

to make it known that the easiest way to clean

rubber shoes of any kind ie to rub thtm with

vaseline. They then clean much better and

last longer than if they are washed with water.

To Curl Feathers.—After the ourl haa

come out of them by washing the feather or

getting it damp, place a hot fiatiron ao that

you can hold the feather just above it while

curling. Take a bone or silver knife, and

draw the fibers of the feather between the

thumb and dull edge of the knife, taking not

more than three fibers at a time, bsginning at

the point of the feather and curling one-half

the other way. The hot iron makes the curl

more durable.

EngIJMEEF^ING I20TES.

WATER-rOWER OF LaKK SuI'KKIOK —Col.

Hope of London, says the Canadian Manu
facturer^ has organized a company for utilizing

Che enormous water-power of Like Superior
and constructing very extensive works in the
vicinity of Sault Ste. Marie. The waters of

Lake Superior fall at the Sault about 30 feet

to the level of Lake Huron, and the velocity

has been recorded by Gen. Powell of the United
States service as a little more than 90,000 cublo
feet a second. Col, Hope, who has just re-

turned from spending several weeks on the
spot, made careful and accurate measurements
and calculations, and finds the aotoal velocity

and volume of water to be equivalent to 23U,-

000 horse-power. His company intend to build

a tall*race five miles long on the Canadian side

and a canal five miles long on the American
side. These canals will be each 1000 feet

wide, the widest in the world. They will con-

struct large drydocka on both aides, to be

filled and emptied by gravitation. They will

be the only drydocks in the world filled aud
emptied by this metbod. On the Canadian
side all the principal works will be above the

rapids, and on the American side below the
rapids. The reason of this is that the land for

factories and mills is furnished on the Canadian
aide above and on the American side below the
rapids. There will be blast furnaces and ship

yards, and it is expected that there will be

paper-milla, pulp-mills, fionr-mltls and other
iudastries, whose motive-power will be supplied

by this oompauy or by one of the several sub-
sidiary companies which it is the intention of

Col. Hope's company to form.

SOOD HEjMTH.

Influence ot the Width uf Streets on
Pbtuisis —AooordlDg to an American contem-
porary, remarks the London Lancet, Dr.

Anders has been making certain inquiries In

Fhiliidelphia as to the influence of the width of

streets on the mortality from phthieis, the
wasting away of bodily tissue, and as the re-

salt of examining into the localization of 1590

deaths, he haa arrived at the conclusion that

the number of phthisis deaths is smaller in pro-

portion to the population in wide streets than
In narrow onee, and that Id narrow streets the

mortality is greatest where they are long, or

where they form oul-de sac; in other words,

complete movement of air about dwellings is a
point of great Importance in connection with
the question of pulmonary phthisis. It is on
this principle that alt modern by-lawi as to

open space about houses are based, and it is

as important to have wide, open spaces be-

hind bousea aa well aa in the streets in

front, ao aa to aeonre a proper through
cnrrent of air. There ia, aa a rule, not much
difficulty in getting a reasonable width of

street in the case of newly laid out areas for

buUdiug, but there is a constant tendency to

put an undue limit on the needed area behind
dwelling-houses, although this is a matter of

the first importance as regards the promotion
of health and the prevention of a certain claea

of diaeaaes. The observations from Philadel-

phia deserve the consideration of such sanitary

authorities In this country as have not yet ac-

quired proper control over the open spaces to

be provided aboat new domestic balldings.

E'LECTPjeiTY.

To Connect the Lakes with the Ohio.—
There seems to be no end to the proposition of

new and important engineering enterprises, and
the wonder is that their poeaibility and com-
mercial values have not before been brought to

publio notice. The large concentrdtion of capi-

tal and the necessity of seeking new avenues
for its profitable investment no doubt have
much to do with these activities. One of the
latest propositions In this connection Is that
connecting the waters of Lake Erie with the
Ohio river. The commiasion appointed to con-

aider the feasibility of this plan reports that It

ia entirely feasible and comparatively cheap,
the water supply being found ample and the
grades offering no serious impediment to the
work. With the Lake Erie and the Ohio river

ship canal constructed and the canal from
Bafialo to Albany enlarged to the same dimen-
siona, a chain of inter-waterway communication
would be established between New York and
New Orleans. Its importance would not be
greater commercially than from a military point
of view in giving control, for defensive par-
poses, of the lake front, and in famishing safe

communication between New York and New
Orleans and all interior points.

A Warning to Dog Owners.—Profesaora of

canine peta will do well to take warning, saya

the London Lancett from certain recently re-

ported obaervations of Prof, Nothnagel. These
go to prove that the development of oyaticerci

in the human subject ia in some cases to be at-

tributed to contact with the saliva of lap-

dogs which have been allowed to lick the faces

and mouths of their owners. The explanation

ia a feasible one, and adds a noteworthy con-

tribntion to our knowledge of morbid etiology.

The taenia ecbinoooccus, aa is well known, in-

habits the small intestine of the dog, and it is

highly probable that the ova occasionally find

their way into theanimal's mouth; for example,

in vomiting. There are various esthetic

reasons why the kisa of even the moat cleanly

and moat friendly pug or terrier should be dis-

penaed witb. We have now, thanks to the

Vienneae observer, a still stronger argument
to urge against this practice. It may, indeed,

like the others, fail to daunt the too-devoted

master or mistress, but we cannot do less than

avail ourselvea of this opportunity to fore-

stall, if poaaible, by a timely warning, the

sharper teaching of experience.

A Gigantic Engineering Scheme.— I*; is

seriously proposed to connect three cities—New
York, Jersey City and Brooklyn—by tunnels.
Articles of a corporation to do the work have
already been tiled. Four tunnels, large enough
for two ordinary and two express trains, are

to be constructed, by which not only the three
cities named will be connectsd, but the differ-

ent surface railway systems of the cities will

also be connected, Eaormous elevators will

lead to commodious passenger and freight

depots under ground, thus solving for all time
the question of continuous and steady transpor-

tation at all hours for freight and passengers in

the metropolis. The directors of the new com-
pany are all well known in commercial and
financial circles. The capital stock Is $5,000,-
000. The tunnels will be made wide enough
for the tracks to be built In the very best man-
ner and delivered ready for use for not to ex-
ceed $1,250,000 per mile. This does not cover,
however, the cost of anything bat the tunnel
itself. The cost of excavation for underground
stations, switches, real estate for surface sta-

tions, plants for ventilation and lighting,

and equipment will have to be added to this

coat.

Locomotive Towage for Canals,—In Ger-
many, experimenta have recently been made
with small locomotives for towing heavy boats

on canals. Instead, however, of attaching the
rope to the locomotive, it ia attached to a heavy
towing-car, which is drawn by the locomotive.

The plan is said to be satisfactory.

A Great Enterprise.—The construction of

the great reaaivoir which is to supply Bombay
with water ia one of the moat important en-

gineering works of modern timea. The dam
will be two miles long, 118 feet high and 103
feet wide at the base. On the top of this big

dam ia to be a roadway 24 feet wide.

fil

Pressed Paper Pulp haa been anggested for

railway ties. The various uses to which this

material has been put since the introduction of

the wood-pulp process gives riae to the sugges-

tion. There seems to be no good reason why it

oould not be put to this use.

Hens worth $2000 apiece attracted curious

sightseera at a recent poultry show in New
York,

The Cunard Line has contracted for two
fast ocean racers of 12.000 tons each, capable

of making the trip from Liverpool to New York
in five days and eight hours, Thev will cost

$2,000,000 each, and be ready in 1892.

How Various Nations Sleep.—In the trop-

ica men sleep in hammocks or npon mats of

grass. The East Indian anrolls his light port-

able charpoy or mattreap, which in the morning

is again rolled together and carried away by

him. The Japanese lie upon matting witb a

stiff, anoomfortable wooden neck-rest. The
Chineae aae low bedateads, often elaborately

carved, and supporting only mats or coverlids.

A peculiarity of the German bed is its abort-

neas; besides that, itfreqaently consists in part

of a large down pillow or upper mattress,

which spreads over the person and usually an-

swers the purpose of all the other ordinary bed-

clothing combined. In England the old four-

posted bedatead ia still the pride of the nation,

but the iron or braas bedstead is fast becoming

universal. The English beds are the largest

beds in 'the world. The ancient Greeks and

Romans had their beds supported on framea,

bat not fiat like ours. The Egyptians had a

couch of a peculiar shape, more like an

old-fashioned easy-chair with hollow back and

seat, _^_

Curing Colds.—A contemporary gives the

following saggestlona for curing colds : 1.

Bathe the feet in hot water and drink a pint of

hot lemonade. Then sponge with salt water

and remain in a warm room. 2. Bathe the

face in very hot water every five minutes for an

hour. 3. Snuff up the nostrils hot salt water

every three hoars. 4. Inhale ammonia or

menthol. 5. Take four hoare' active exeroise

In the open air. A ten-grain dose of quinine

will usually break a cold in the beginning.

Anything that will set the blood actively in

circulation will do it, whether it be drugs or

the use of a bucksaw. The following has been

tried with very beneficial resalts for cold in the

head: One teaapooofnl of mustard dissolved in

a tumblerful of cold water, and need as a gargle

three timea a day, will often effect a speedy

cure. In more obstinate oaaea, equal parts of

loaf sugar and pulverized alum, used aa anaff,

it is stated, will give Instant relief.

The use of glycerine on a dry akin does not

agree witb it.

A Submarine Tunnel from Long Island to
Staten Island has beeii authorized by Congreas,
The bill was algned by the President on Feb
14th, ErastuB Wyman ia at the head of the
enterprise.

Ramie.—The California Ramie Co. has in-

corporated. Directors—William and R. Lich-

tenberg, William H. Murray, H. Francis,

Arnold Becker, J, W. Lucas and Joseph F,

Forderer. Capital stock, $100,000, of which

$75,000 haa been subscribed. Its object will

be the cultivation of the ramie plant, reducing

its fiber and preparing the same for market.

The Marvel of the World.

The electric apark has kindled a tire of enter-

prise which bums with a most steady and in-

creasing force. It waa a mystery at its start

aud It continues a mystery to-day. It was
first discovered by our Franklin, as It sprang

from its lair in the clouds. The studies and

saggestlona of that great philosopher soon

taught men how to cause it to curb its violent

course and to ran peaceably along an artificial

highway to Its quiet home in the earth.

The poBsibillty of oapturing and taming this

hitherto violent agent soou suggested itself to
inquiring minds, and we next find it disci-

plined, directed and controlled, and made per-
fectly subservient to the will of men—a peace-
ful aud quiet laborer in the fields of Industry.

Until 10 or 15 years ago the only use made
o\ It was in feeble currents running along a
slender wire simply carrying the thoughts ot its

oaptors by telegraph or telephone.
Since then what a change has taken place I

At the bidding of science this wonderful and
mysterious agent, so terrible in nature, so tame
and obedient to its new-found master, is now as
completely under control as is the ponderous
steam hammer which will simply crack a nut
or weld into shape the heaviest maaa of iron
whioh is employed to propel the most powerful
ocean steamer I Even in Its most terrible man-
ifestation of power it can be localized or at will

sent quietly along a tiny rod of metal to exert
its tremendous power miles away wherever It

is directed. Its light is employed to illumine
"my lady's boadolr" with the mildest rays
which should fall upon the face of beauty, or
barn with the most vivid brightness from our
headlands and capes to warn the storm-tossed
mariner of a dangerous coast.

It annihilates both time and space or stands
a quiet sentinel at the street corner. Every
morning it biinga to the '* autocrat of the
breakfast-table " the news of the world as col-

lected aud condensed by hundreds of busy
minds in every part of the globe. In its speedy
work it spans continents and traverses ocean
depths as though they were bereft of space and
continuity. Its home Is in the heavens and
npon the earth. It comes and goes at our bid-

ding with the mighty force of the elements or
like the gentle fanning of a zephyr. Its work-
shop is the universe. Ita entity is aa unknown
as the secret of the Sphinx. The story of

its installment as an industrial force is one of

the romances of history, and no legend of olden
times or sober statement of modern facts is at

all on a par with its wonderfal accomplishments
or rapid development.

The Economy of Large Dynamos, it is said,

will not come in their first cost, but in the ex-
panse in running them after installed, A 400-

horse power generator will cost to manufacture
twice as much as a 200 horse power machine.
About twice as much material will be put in the
former as in the latter, unlike a steam engine,

but there will be a saving In winding the fields

and armatures. The larger casting and a greater
difficulty in fiuiahing the base and other casting
pieces will make up to an extent that whioh
will ba saved in winding the fielda and arma-
ture. After the machines have been installed

and put into operation, comes the saving. Lass
care and consequently labor will be required to

keep them running properly, and aa the speed
will be materially lower, averaging from 300 to

400 revolutiona per minute at their maximum,
the possibilities of barning oat an armature are
much reduced from what they would be with
an 80-horse power generator, whose armature
makes from 700 to 800 revolutiona per minute.

A Woman's Device.—Mrs, Mary Lowell is

known as the "Electrical Star," according to
the New York Press, and lately turned her
love for electrical engineering to practical ac-

count. She was without a servant, and deter-

mined to try whether she oould not light the
kitchen fire by means of a fiaah of electricity,

and then let it burn up before she got up her-
self. She prepared wires to and from her bed
to the kitchen grate, and with the aid of a small
battery, all that remained to be done was to so
"build" the fire that the materials should be-

come more easily ignitible. In the morning,
the current was sent through the wires, and
when she deaoended to the kitchen the kettle

was boiling. She thinks she has done some-
thing toward the eolation of the servant-girl

queatioo,

Electrical Bleaching doea not appear to

have been the aucceaa whioh was promised, says

the Textile Jtecorder^ but inventors are not de-

terred from patenting modified processes. The
last is from St. Peterabarg, and ia for an electro-

lytic method for preparing a liquid suitable for

bleaching tisanes and paper pulp. It consists

essentially of passing an electric current into a

solution of common salt mixed with caustic

lime. It Is supposed that there is formation of

hydrochlorlte of lime and hydrate of soda, by
which the bleaching process is effected.

There is to be a food and health exposition

held in New York in March, its projectors

wishing to teach the leaaon that if people had
proper food far leaa money would be needed for

physicians and hospitals.
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Passing Events.

The qasBtion of ore ratee on railroadB is a

very important one to many miDing distiiotB.

They have had difficalty in this connection in

Idaho and Montana, and now Utah is worried

over a proposed advance of §3 per ton from

Park City to Denver and the Mieaoari river.

The mining men at Salt L&ke are vigoroaaly

protesting.

Some of the mining ooanties of thii State are

commencing to think of preparing suitable ex-

hibitB for the World'a Fair. Both Nevada and

Placer countiea will consider the idea of send*

ing a 1000>pound brick of native gold.

Qaite an activity is again apparent in the

local mining share market^ and some aharp ad>

vanoes have been made in certain ComBtock

Beoaritles this week.

The danger of the closing of the State Min-

ing Barean by the Legislature ia paat, and It is

probable that the iuBtitntion will have an ap-

propriation of S50,000 this year.

Crrasa Valley has another dividend-paying

mine on its list in the W. Y. 0. D. claim,

which this week annonnoes its first dividend.

Mining Bureans.

The California State Mining Barean did not

fare bo well at the hands of the Legislatare this

aesaion as it did last, when an appropriation of

§100,000 was made. Last week the Asaembly

gave it $40,000 in the General Appropriation

bill, bat the Finance Committee of the Senate

has raised this to §50,000, which will probably

be the amount. While this cannot be said to

be a liberal appropriation, it is more than the

Barean has ordinarily had until laat sesBion.

In fact, the friends of the Bureau can well be

aatiafied in view of the oppoaition to State

Commisaiona, for even the abolition of thiB,

among others, was advocated by some membera.

A dispOBttion was manifeated to ont off field

work and confine the efforta of the Bureau to

ita mneeum department. The truth of the

matter ia, however, that the main practical

valne of such an Institution to the mining pub-

lic ia its field work. The muieam ia well

enough in its way and serves a useful purpose

as an exhibition of minerals or mineral prod-

ucts, but as far as actual miners are concerned,

they care very little abont this. What they

want a Bureau to do is to bring their distrlotB

and mines before the people, inform them aa to

the methods of beneficiating their ores, and

gather and publiah such facts aa are of daily

use in their business.

While the laat report may be open to the

suspicion of some little "padding," perhaps,

and some portions—notably that on mining

laws—should have been more carefully edited,

on the whole It waa creditable, several ohapters

being of special value. Of course if field work

ia cut off*, the next report mast conaist mainly

of a catalogue of donations to the museum.

But while we have the only Mining Bareau

in the mining States, the others are now organ-

izing them. Washington has now a State Ge-

ologist, who has just issued his first report.

Montana and Utah are both about to start min-

ing bureaus. The bill to eatablish a State

Mining Bareau in Colorado has been favorably

reported, and, we are informed, ia very acre to

paae, an there will soon be a Mining Commia-

sioner there. Under these circnmatances, we
will BOOn have mining and metallurgical litera-

ture in quantity, so no one need suffer from lack

of information on these subjects.

The Mines of Washington.

We have received the first annual report of

State Geologist George A. Bethnne, of Wash-

ington, who has, since hia appointment a year

ago, Inspected every mining district, every

mine of promise or prospective worth, and

every industrial enterprise born of the mineral

developmenta of the State. The report is a very

useful and interesting one. It gives a history

of the placer and quartz discoveries of Washing-

ton; chapters on the coal and iron; analyses, de-

scriptions of the metallurgical works, points for

prospectors and descriptions of various mines

and districts.

It seems from this report that to Washington

is due the distinction of being the first divls'

ion of the Union in which gold was discovered

north of California on the Pacific Coast. This

waa on the Similkameen river in what is now
known as Okanogan county, in 1S59, when the

boundary commission waa at work. This just

preceded the Fraser river excitement which

shortly drew all the men off into British Colum-

bia to that famooB region. Discoveries were

also made in 1S74 in what is now Kittitas

county. The more recent discoverlea of placers

date from the year 18S1, when the Ole Elum
placers were found.

The firat quartz was found by Hiram F.

Smith on July 4, 1871, on the *' Moses reserva-

tion," now in Okanogan county. It waa at the

base of Mt, Chapaka, where the district was
formed, and where many miners came. Hard-
ly had the work of development commenced be-

fore the soldiers made them leave the reserva-

tion. To this fact is ascribable the reason why,
when found as far back aa 1S71, theae valuable

minea remained practically unheard of until as

recently as the last fonr yeara after the Moses
reservation waa reatored to the public domain.

Ore was found In 1878 on the Peaohastin river

by C. P. Culver. In 1881 the Cle Elum dia.

trict was diaoovered, and In 1883 the firat gold
and ailver bearing ores were found in Colviile

district, but it waa not until 1885 that the dis-

trict waa brought into prominence.

Water Supply of Cities.

The Citizens' Oommittee of One Hundred of

Oakland sent out, some time since, a number of

circulars to the larger cities of the United State

with a view to obtaining information as to their

water supply. The questions aaked were aa

follows:

1. Is your water supply drawn from wells, lake or
stream?

2. Is water furnished you by a corporation, or does
your city own the plant?

3. If water is furnished by a corporation, by whom
and how often are the rates fixed ?

4. If water is furnished by a corporation, what
arrangements have you with them for furnishing water
for public use, viz: street sprinkling, Fire Department,
public buildings, etc?

5. If your city now owna its plant, but water wag
formerly furnished you by a corporation, what was the
chief cause or ca-ises that brought about the change ?

C. Does your water require filtration, and, if filtered,

by what process?
7. What proportion of your consumers use meters?
S If city owns plant, is it a eouroe of profit or ex-

pense 'I

9. Do your people appear to be satisfied v. ith your
present water service?

10. Can you send us list of rates charged or any other
literature on the subject?

In rsBpouse to this olronlar letter issued by

Recording Secretary J. W. Datton, answers

were received from 172 cities, and with these

answers came a mass of information pertaining

to the subject, in the form of letters and re-

ports, all of which have been carefully compiled

by Prof. Frank Soule, of the State University,

Corresponding Secretary of the Committee.

This compilation has not yet been published,

but the following is a brief summary* of the

facts and figures contained in the manuscript

copy now in the poaaesaion of the Committee

of One Hundred.
BUMMARY.

No. of cities answering queationg of committee 172
No. of cities owning their own water works and water

service 120
Of these, satisfactory 105
Unsatisfactory (on account of quality of water) 8
Not stated 7

No. o' cities in which waterworks were controlled by
private corporations 52

Satisfactory 22
TJnsatisfactory 30

The reporta from 162 cities in the East where

water-metera are naed are as follows:

Average minimum price per 1000 gallona. 9ic
Average maximum price per 1000 gallons Hoc

IN OAKLAND.

Average minimum price per 1000 gallons 30c
Average maximum price per 1000 gatlona 55c

In 162 Eastern cities the following are the

average annual rates:

Dwellings, one family $Q 35

Oi-eba'h-tub.... 3 44

One horse 2 n*

One water-closet 3 70
Lawn, 50x120 feet 1 35

In Oakland the annual average ratea are aa

follows:

Dwellings, one family §27 60
One bath-tub 6 00

One horse 6 00

One water closet 4 20

Lawn, 50x120 feet 39 96

Other items bear the same general ratio.

Except In case of replies from private water

companies themselves, the opinion is nnanimous

that the city should own the water works and

control the service through a Board of Water
Commiaaioners.

Since the compilation of these figures, the

City Council of Oakland has reduced the rates

of the company slightly, especially in the case

of smaller dwellings. Bat in the opinion of the

citizens, the rates still continue mnch too high.

The same condition exists In a number of other

towns in this State.

Assayers' Manual.

We have received from Henry Carey Baird

& Co., of Philadelphia, the second American

edition of the ''Aaaayera' Manual," an abridged

treatise on the docimastic examination of ores

and furnace and other artificial products, by

Bruno Kerl. The new volume has been edited

with extenaive additions by F, Lynwood Garrl-

Bon of Philadelphia.

While there has been but little improvement

in the old fire assay methods, the advancement

in wet and particularly electrolytic methods

has been notable. In thia particular the editor

haa drawn largely from a German work of Bal-

ling. A somewhat lengthy article on the dry

assay of iron ores appears in the appendix of

this work. The object of the "assayers' man-

ual" is to give dtrectiona for executing doci-

mastic tests of natural and artificial products

by methods taken mostly from practice, and

which are of interest especially to metallurgists

and also to other technologiata. The book

compriaes aome 350 pages, and haa a number of

illustrations. It is clearly and plainly written,

and a very useful work for any one interested

in assaying any kind of ores.

Gold Bullion for Export.

To prevent gold going out of the country.

Congress recently passed a law by which it is

necessary to pay four cents on every $100

worth of gold bnllion for export. It has been

customary to obtain good new coin or bars for

export, but now they mnat take the coin just

as it runa, abraded or not, unless a special

charge is paid. The superintendent of the T7.

S. Assay Office at New York has received in-

structions from the Treasury Department

authorizing him to place a charge on gold bars

sufficient to pay the cost of manufacture. Thia

cost is to be at the rate of four cents for every

$100 worth of gold, and the charge will be im-

posed on the gold now ordered for shipment.

It is, however, the opinion of Superin-

tendent Mason that this small addition to the

cost of gold will not be auffioient to check the

exportation of the preoioua metal from this

country when the commercial needs of other

nations require such shipments and the rate of

exchange permits them.

The British mints place a manufacturing

charge on gold handled therein, but thia haa

not prevented the United States from getting

the gold when it waa wanted and became profit-

able to import it. The only way the Bank of

England can keep gold in that country is by

advancing the rate of diaoount, making money

so valuable there that it would not pay to

export it.

The Associated Banks in New York have

practically the same power if they choose to

exercise it. By refusing to make discounts at

low ratea, the money would become more valu-

able at home than if aent abroad.
*

Cleaning Plates.

Editors Press:—I have been for aome yeara
a aubaoriber for the Mining and Scientific
Press and would like yon to give me aome in-

formation about cleaning quicksilver. What is

beet to clean it with and not injure your
plates? J. U. S.

Deadwood, Siskiyou Go.

Mr. Dsnniston, the manufacturer of silver-

plated amalgamating plates, gives preference in

cleaning theae plates to a weak solution of cy-

anide of potassium or a strong solution of salt

and water, using a brush with each.

To insure good amalgamation, the plates must

be kept clean and bright. Grease or oil of

course prevent proper amalgamation. The

presence of these deleterlons substances should

be carefully avoided, and If present must be

counteracted by the introduction into the bat-

tery of a saturated solution of wood aahea.

Cyanide of potassium in dilute solution is used

to promote amalgamation, but the practice of

using the cyanide Is leas common than for-

merly. One or two ponnds will be sufficient

to olean the plates of a 40-atamp mill for a year.

Some people nse a solution of vinegar and

salt for cleaning plates. Very dilute nitric

acid ia alao uaed, the plates being at once

rubbed with quicksilver after being washed

with clear water.

The quicksilver itself la carefully washed and

attained through a canvas bag to remove aa
'

many impuritiea aa poaaible and again strained.

On a small acale it can be strained by hand

through a chamoia bag. Of course the quick-

silver, when it becomes dirty or mixed with

foreign substances, must be retorted at a low

temperature to thoroughly olean it.

Cooperative Expositions.— Two of the

principal officers of the Portland (Oregon) In-

dustrial Exposition, E. A. King, vice-president,

and R. W. Mitchell, secretary, are in this city

nrglng co-operation on the part of the Mechan-

ics' Institute Exposition managers. It has been

found that it is difficult to secure Eastern at-

tractions of a novel character for a single expo-

sition of four or five weeks. With two exposi-

tions, one following the other and located at

different yet not conflicting points, many new
features could be obtained.

The Tacoma smelter last month turned ont

bullion valued at $51,551, of which $32,043 waa

sliver, $13,181 lead, and S6326 gold. The

smelting company employs 64 men, and the

pay-roll for the month was $3476.

The Hale and Norcrosa Mining Company
re-elected ita old Board of Directors, con-

sisting of H. M. Levy, A. K. P. Harmon, M.
Hoefilch, Joseph Marks, John F. Eagan, J. B.

Low and H. S. Wheeler.
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AmalgamatiDg Gold.

In desorlbiDK the Idaho mill

Hid the Grace Valley method

of worklDK gold quartz, Eijles-

tOD lo hie work on the ' * Met*

allargy of Gold, Silver and

Meroary in the United

Stefces/' biM o°K'''^v^i°KB of the

Attwood amalgamator and

the Eareka robber. The mill

OM* eight Attwood amalgam-

•lore and seven Koreka rub-

ben, twenty-one blanket

laioes, fonr Knox pans and

two baddle coDoentrators.

The palp goes from the battery

Into a eplaeh box which dla-

oharges into a trough to dia-

tribate the palp over the

blanket eloioei. The elaioes

project over a trough which

oonneots with another five feet

long, there being one for eaob

Mt of two batteries on one

ride of the mill and four on the

other, which is IS feet long

and 13 Inches wide. These are

filled with copper plates and

discharge on a Eureka robber.

From the constant washing

of the blankets a considerable

amoont of material collects In

the bottom of the vats used

for that pnrpose, and when the

olid material has accomolated

and of proper consistency to

be handled by a shovel, it is

charged into an Attwood-

amalgamator feeder p^ shown

*in the oat. This exceedingly

simple machine is shown in

aection and perspective in the

cats. It consists of two wood-

en troughs a, 14 inches wide,

6 inches deep and 19 inches EUREKA RUBBER FOR GLEANING SHOE AND
long, which are semi-clrcalar

In shape, holding from .350 to

400 poonds (^ mercury each. Over the mer-

oary a cylinder of wood 6, S inches in diameter

and IS inches long, is made to revolve.

The circumference of this cylinder is divided

into 12 equal parts and its length into 18. Com-

mencing at each end with a half division, iron

GOLB.

automatic feeder is arranged on the top frame

of the amalgamator.

The wheels c and / oommanioate motion to

an arm g, which commonicates with an iron

lever h, bent at right angles and hinged at the

angle. The end of this arm, to which g is

DIB OF THE
RUBBER.

plftoed In any position in the box p. The screw

and ratchet are regolated so as to move jost

fast enough to wash the pulp out of the feed-

box.

The blanket washings are charged in the back

of the feed-box p, whlob Is IS inohes wide,

riffles, will sink to the bottom. The gold, ex-

cept that contained In the pyrites or attached

to small particles of ore, will be oanght by the

mercury of the basin or riHles, while the con-

stant agitation of the rods on the wheels h will

tend to keep the lighter particles of poor ma-
terial in suspension. As the material which
passes through this machine is the most valn-

able part of the ore, great care is taken, not

only that the palp shall be evenly and con-

stantly fed, but also that the surface of the

mercury is kept bright. Both that in the
basins nnder the wheels and in the rifilea la

oontinoally watched, and cleaned as soon as
its sarfaoe is no longer quite bright. These
skimmings are put on one side for after-treat-
ment. The saocess of the mill depends in a
great measure on the care with which this work
1b performed. The automatio feeder does not
need much watching. The water feed>pipe e
occasionally gets stopped or impeded in its mo-
tion, but the mercary requires constant atten-
tion. Most of the gold in the mill Is oaugbt In
this maohine.
The objeot of the Eareka rubber U to olean

any rasty gold; to rub oS by friction any slime
which may have attached itself to it, or to
brighten the gold in milling operations so that
it may more easily amalgamate. This rubber
is used in many gold-mills in this State and
elsewhere.
The robber (see outs) Is made of a cast iron

box a, 1^ inches thick and 5G inches square and
7 inches deep. Into which a false bottom 2^
Inches thick is placed. This false bottom is

made ap of three parts: The dies c, made of
soft wood, oat across the grain, which are 4 by
11 inches, and between which the wooden die
bed-plate ^, 3^ inches wide and 1 inch thick,

and the whole width of the box is plaoed.
On top of this die bed-plate, the cast-iron

dies, c2, which are 3^ inches wide at the bot-
tom, 4 inches at top, and 2 inches thick, are
plaoed, the object of the flare being to hold
the nnder dies, c. in place when the surface
begins to wear. The bottom of the box thus
becomes a die, consisting of alternate strips of

wood and iron, which are held flrmly in their

place by wooden strips, e, one inoh thick let

three-fourths Inch into the dies and bolted to the
side of the box. Over the die a wpoden frame,
i, held together by two bolts, 8, Is suspended
from the top of the frame, p, by iron rods one-
half inoh in diameter. It is moved backward
and forward by means of an eccentric, n.

To the bottom of this frame, oast-Iron foot-

plates j' having six slots formed by flanges pro-

jecting 1^ inch to receive the wooden shoes, are

placed. The wooden shoes h are 3^ inches
wide and 2^ inches thick, and have iron shoes

/4 inohes wide at the top, and 3^ inches at the
bottom, and 1 inoh thick fastened to them by
means of sockets g (see perspective drawing)
oast on them. Both the iron and wooden
ahoes/A have amalgamated oopper plates at-

FEEDER FOR ATTWOOD'S AMALGAMATOR. ATTWOOD'S AMALGAMATOR FOR GOLD MILLS.

rods one-fonrth inoh in diameter and three

inches long are set at right angles to the sur-

face of the oyllnder, but slightly carved at one

end. They are set in qaincnnx, bat do not

toaoh the mercury, though they oome very

close to it. Two of these oylinders are set

three feet apart and make 60 revolntiona per

minate.

The blanket washings are put in the charg-

ing-box p. As it is necessary that the palp

shoald be made to flow with the greatest rega-

larity throngh the amalgamator, an ingentoas

attached, baa three holes to admit of a change

of movement there, and to one of them a

ratchet i, moving on the ratchet wheel £, la

attached. This wheel is made to move forward,

one ratchet for every revolution of c and f.

Keyed on to k, and serving as an axis of rota-

tion, is an iron bar 2, with a screw-thread out

on its whole length, against the nnder aide of

whioh a half nat m, kept in position by the

connterpoise n, ia placed; to the coanterpoise

lever the water feed-box is attached. By rais-

ing the ooanterpoiae arm the pipe € oan be

three feet three inches long and ten inohes high.

The pipe e is set so that the water will flow

over the ore and wash it out into the amal-

gamator; it moves backward as fast as the ore

is washed out. The water used for thla pur-

pose is heated to a temperature of 120 degrees

to 130 degrees Fahr., as it Is found that

the amalgamator works better hot than

oold. The washings pass through the first

amalgamator, over the riffles, on to the second,

and out at the discharge t. The heavy particles,

as they pass ander the wheels and over the

taohed to them. The arrangement of shoes and
dies is clearly seen in the perspective drawing.
The rods o snspend the shoe frame from a mov-
able frame p whioh is capable of adjustment by
means of a screw q which allows the shoes and
dies to bo set at any distance. The eccentric
wheel communicates the movement to the shaft
I which goes across the top of the frame, makes
55 revolntiona per minute, and gives a motion 4
Inches backward and forward. The pulp from
the Attwood amalgamators is discharged from
a trough ao arranged as to give an equal supply
to each rubber; passing on to the rubber, it goes
under the shoes and dies, and the bright anr-
faoea are oanght by the amalgamated plates.
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TECHNOLOGY OF ANIMAL, VEGETABLE,

AND KilNERAL

Fats m Oils m [mum

SOAP AND CANDLES.

BRANNT.— A Practical Treatise on Animal and
Vegetable Fats and Oilo; comprising both Fixed and
Volatile Oil?, their Physical and Chemical Properties and
Uses. The manner of Extracting and Refining them, and
Practical Rules for Testing them, as well as the Manufac-
ture of Artificial Butter, Lubricants, including Mineral

Lubricating Oils, etc. , and on Ozokeiite. Edited from
the German and other sources by W. T. Brannt. 240 en-

gravings, 730 pages, Svo. Price $7.50
BRANNT.—A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture

of Soap and Candles; comprising the Chemistry, the Raw
Materials, the Machinery and Utensils, and Various Pro-

cesses of Manufacture, including a great variety of form-

ulae. Edited chiefly from the German by W. T. Brarnt.

163 engravings, 677 pages, Svo. Price $7.50

CREW.—A Practical Treatise on Petroleum; com-
prising its Origin, Geology, Geographical Distribufi^n,

History , Chemistry, Mining, Technology, Uses and Trans-

portation; together mth a description of Gas Wells, the

Application of Gas as Fuel, etc. By Benj. J. Crew. With
an Appendix on the Oil Regions and the Geology cf

Natural Gas in Pennsylvania and New York. By Chas.

A. Ashburner. 70 engravings and two plates, 608 pages,

Svo. Pri,e $6.00
CBI8TIANI.—A TtChnical Treatise on Soap and

Candles. By K. S. Cristiani. 176 engravings, 681 pages,

Svo. Price $10.00

iS" Tlliistrated circulars, giving the full tables of con-

tents of all the above works, seent free to any one who
will apply.

gg" The above or any of our Books sent by 7naU,frec

of postage, at the publication prices, to any address in
the ivorld.

tS'Our new revised Descriptive Catalogue of Practical

and Scientific Books, ^ pages, Svo, and our other Cata-

loguest the whole covering every branch of Science ap-
plied to the Arts, sent free and free of postage to any
one in anypart of the loorld who willfurmsh his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO..
Industrial Pdblishers, Booksellers and Importers,

S I O Wslnnt St., Fhiladelpliia, Fa., V. S. A.

THE LITBRATUEE OP

Jhe Jextile Industries.

JUST READY.

A New and Complete I.ist of the E^eadlng:
nnd I^atest Books on Bleaching, Dye StuQd and
Dyeing, Calico Printing, Cottcn and Wool, and Cotton,

Woolen, Worsted, and Flax Manufacture and Machioery,
Weaving, Designing, Sizing, the Harmony and Contrast
of Colors, etc,

ew Sent free and free ofpostage to any one inanypart
of the loorld xoho wHlfzirnish us with his address. Also

tS'Our new revised Descriptive Catalogue of Practical

and Scientific Books, S7 pages, Svo, and our other Cata-
logues, the whole covering every branch of Science applied
to the Arts, sentfree and free of postage to any one in

any part of the world who will f^irntsh his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
InDDSTRIAL PUBLISnBBS, BOOKSKLLBRS AND ImPORTKES,

810 Walnot St., Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

RIX k FIRTH,
225 and 227 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

Compressed Air and Water Power
Machinery.

KNIGHT'S WATER WHEEL,
For Mills, Pumping and Hoisting.

OVBB SOO IN USB.
All estimates guaranteed. Send for Circular.

WATER TANKS i WINE TANKS I

CALIFORNIA WINE COOPERAGE CO.

FULDA BROS., Proprietors,

SO to 40 Spear Sc, San Francisco.

ALL KINDS OF CASKS, TANKS, Etc.

iS'SHip, Mjninq. and Water Taneb a Specialty.*^

JAMES M. HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. S30 California Street,

Telephone No. 1746. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PACIFIC. ROLLING MILL CO.,
UAND7A0nmBRS OF

t Stenl Caste ^^ Steel Forrti
UP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.

True to pattern and superior In strength, toughness and durability to Oast or Wronsbt
Iron In any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORGINGS.

ALSO Steel Rods, from J to 3 inch diameter and Plats trom 1 to 8 Inch. Angles, Teea, Channels and other shape
Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tirea, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths

STEEL BAILS Irom 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Meroliaiit Iron, Boiled

Beams, Angle, Channel, and T *roi». Bridge and Machine Botts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat

Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Foldings of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work ^ Speoialty.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STEEL.

tST Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

FACIFI8 ROLimO MILL CO.. 202 Uarket St., San FranciBco.

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINOKLBY, SPIERS & HAYES. Proprietors.

[ESTABLISHED IN 1856.1

^£B.oe* ai3 X*x-eX3a.oxit iSt:. JSct.xx X*x'««.aa.olsoc3>.

—MANUFACTURBRB OP-

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-
Propeller Eaglnes, either High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

MINING MACHINERY.—Hoisting Engines and

Works, Cages, Oro Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Elnglnes

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-
pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.—Batteries tor Dry or Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Fans, Settlers, Furnaces, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Oro Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc

MISCELLANEOUS MACfllNERY.—Flour
Mill Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINES^BOILERS
OF ALL KINDS,

Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

Water Pipe, Pump or Air Colnnuu, Fish
Tanks for Salmon Canneriei

OF BVBRY DB8CRIPT10N.

Bollei Bepaln Promptly attended to and at very moaeraee rabea

AOBNT8 FOR THB PAOIFIC COABT FOR THB

30ea.xie StGSLua. X^'uxxx-cs.
SPECIALTIES

:

Corliss Engrlnes and Tustln Ore PalTerlEere. DBANB STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Ptirlfler and Heater.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical Works.
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Industrial Chemist, Assayer

and Geologist.

718 MONTGOMERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

„VWill report on the condition and value of any mining property on
the Paolfle Coast. Rare Cbemloals made to order. Instruotions given in
aaayina: and Praotloal Chemistry

GREAT REDUCTION

!

BATTERY~~SCREENS.
Best and Cheapest In America.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Millg, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all lands of Mln
JngandMillinK Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass.
Zinc and other metals punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining; Screens a speoialty, from No. 1 to 16 (flue).

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
gal & 283 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN W. QUICK, Proprietor.

N. W. SPAULDING

Manufacturers of

SPAULDING'S

inserted Tooth
AND

CHISEL BIT
CIRCULAR

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MAOHINBKY
Of all tdndB made to order. Send for Desoriptive Cata

\0liae. 17 and ISTremantSt., Sanl^anoUo*

\m apd liflachipe hh
UNION IRON WORKS,

SAOBAMBNTO, OAL.

ROOT, NBILSON & CO.,
HANUFAOTITRBEB OF

Steam Engines, Boilers,
AND ALL EIKDS OF

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flourini; Mills, Saw Mills and Quartz Mills Hachlner;

oonstruoted, fitted up and repaired.

3'ront St., bet. S bO sts., Sacramento, Oal.

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

ENGINBKBS AND MACHINISTS.
No. 119 Beale St., - - San Francisco.

BUILDBRfl OF

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging
Machines, Rock Crushers, Cahle Railway Machioery,
Ellithorp Air Brake Co. '3 Patent Steam and Hj'draulic
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakes. FOSITIVK
SAFETIES. Improved Ram Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E. Henrickson's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches.

Machines of all kinds Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,
:e3 u'JM "nj^-A. i'oxj3xr3L»n"S",

Manufacturers of

CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
IHT, 129 and 131 Beale Street,

Between MiBsion and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO.
GAS WOKK A SPECIALTr.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.
Pioneer Mining Office of the Northwest

Coaet.
Having the largest permanent brick assay fiiruacea, chem-

ical laboratory and niiciiug olbce on the NortLweBt Oouatt
witb a collection of about lOOO stiiuplea of the ores of Alaska,
IJritish Columbia, Oregon and tlio Northwest Territories,
aud havlDg made persooal examiuutlons of oearly every
mioJug camp oq the Pacific Slope, from California to
Alaska, I am prepared to do any class of legitimate and
liouest mining work, such as EXAMINING, ENGINEER-
ING, SAMPLING AND REPORTING UN THE VALUE
OF ALL MINER^VL, COAL AND FIRE-CLAY PROP-
ERTIES. BUILDllSG STONES, EARTHS, ASSAYS
AND ANALYSIS OF ORES, WATERS, CHECK.
SAMPLES OP ORE, P0LP3, "ORGANIC ANALYSIS"
WORK, and in fact any work connected witli tho office of a
Ilrst-clasa niiaiug geologist and chemiist. Any luforinatlou
mining men may doaire to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL RESOURCES of the entire £aciflc Northwes*.
will be honestly given. Addrt^ss Dr.lVilinE.Kverette
Consulting fliiuing Geologist and Chemist, 1318 E Street,
Tacoma, Wash.

A. S. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 CAI-IFOBNIA STREET,
Rooms 30 and 31, SAN FRANCISCO, CAE.

Designers and Constructors of Gold and Silver MiUa
Hoisting and Pumping Worits, Tramways, and every-
thing pertaining to the Mining and Reduction of Ores.

Bewick, Moreing & Hooper,

MINING ENGINEERS,
508 Oallfornia Street, San Francisco, Ca

Suffolk House, Laurence, Pountney Hill,

LONDOK, K, C.
Leake's Buildings, Johaonesburg,

SOUTH AFRICA.
Report on mines and undertake management of mining

properties.

RICHARD R. HAWKINS,
MINING ENGINEER.

LATE ASSISTANT GEOLOGIST U. S. GEOLOGICAL
Survey. General Manager La Vetera (Limitada), via

Torres and La Barranca, Sonora, Mexico.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Oivil and Mining En^neer,

MINING EXPERT akd GEOLOGIST.

Business Box A," oflBce of this paper, SaoAddress

Francisco.

ROSS E. BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

No. 307 Sambomb St., Sab Framoibco.

WM. H. CONLY,

Lands, Mining and Commission,
184 SANSOME STREET,

Rooms Zl and 22,

Telephone No. 6057. SAN EEANCISCO.

lATENTS!
Scientific Press Patent Agency
° A°¥sTfIkli:' 220 Bai'ketSt,S.F.
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AWALCAMATINC MACHINERY.

stamp Milts lor Wet or Dry Crushing.

HantJngton Centrifugal Quartz Mili. Drying

I Cylinders. Amalgamating Pans, Settlers,

I Agitators and Concentrators. Retorts, Bul-

, Hon and IngotMouIds, Conveyors. Elevators,

Bruckners and Howell's Improved White's

Roasting Furnaces, Etc.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

IMPROVED CORLISS vaTv^g^sV^Im ENGINES. "SC* BOILERS

Blake, Dodge and Comet Crushers, Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Roils, Hartz Plunger

and Collom Jigs. Frue Vanner & Embrey

Concentrators. Evans'. Calumet. Collom's

and Rittenger's Slime Tables. Trommels,

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. Ore Sam-
ple Grinders and Heberle Mills.

HORIZONTAL. VERTICAL
. . . AND SECTIONAI

-xvm'^wtoi^srmi^ eTTESAiM: STM,imi^&
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water & Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Compressors,
Rock Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

MULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engmes
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

*: IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Galena& Copper Ores,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

General Offices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.
NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER. COLO., 1316 Eighteenth St. SAUT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
7 W. Second South St. LONDON, ENC, 43 Threadneedle St., E. C CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG, TRANSVAAL, South Africa.
H£1.£MA, MONTANA, Koom S», Merchants' National Bank Bonding, No. North Main St.

SOLB -WESTERN AGENTS FOR TYLER WIRE WORKS DOOBLE ORIMPBD MINING CLOTHS.

BRANCH OFFICES;
Oallo de Juarez,

JAMBS LBFPBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wheels are desired for all purposes where limited quaotitles of water and
high heads are utilized, and are g:uaraDteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel mjide. Being placed on horizontal shaft, the power Is transmitted
direct to shafting by helts, dispensing with gearing.

Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in

capacity to suit any particular case.

Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free o' cost,

by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES LEFFBL & OO.,
Springfield, OUo, or 110 liberty St., New York

FRASER & OHALMBRS, General Aeenta,
Cbicago, ill., and Denver. CoL

& LACY CO., General Aprenta, San Francisco. Cal

HaliK IIT[ Co.
FACTORY:

Cor. Jefferson & First Sts., Oakland, Cal.

MANUFACrUKEBS OP

ACID, ALKALINE AND
PAINTS,

QUARTZ SCREENS '

A specialty. Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo- ^

goneous Stocl, Cast Steel or
*

American planished Iron

/.Inc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes.
fomia Perforatini: Screen Co.. 145 St 147 Beale St,

WATER-PROOF

!

Saperior to anything of the kind in the market for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uuequftled for Submerged Timbers. Red and Brown
Paints for Roofc. Warehouses, Stables, Fences,

Etc., mixed Ready for Use. Also,
Sheathing Paper, Portable Cal-

ifornia Mastic Roofing,
the Best in the
• Market

for

AND tJNEQUALED FOR

Teredo-Proof Pile

Covering.

This Company also Manufactures a Malthine
Compound for

S£in)£RINO BOOTS AND SHOES
WATERPROOF.

The same is a superior article lor Preserving Harness
rendering it Impervious - to Moisture and

keeping it always pliable and soft.

flS- Send lor Samples and Prices. Salesroom,

310 CALIFORNIA ST., S. F., Cal.

DEWEY & UO., PATENT AGENTS, 220
Market St, tian Fraoolsco. ElsTator, la Front Ht.

The instrument represented in the above cut is a
new and grand little invention, being designed to
save life and limb, and innumerable lawsuits, by
doing away with the dangerous operation of digging
out wet and unexploded loads where Giant Powder
Is used in mining. The Uttle instrument crimps the
cap onto the end of the fuse Firmly and 4b8o-
Intely Water-tight It is also used for cutting
the fuse. They are neatly gotten-up of the finest

cast steel, nickel plated. Frice, $1.50 each.
N . W. MOODEY, Fresno. Cal.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Constantly on band a full assortment of Manila Rope,
Duplex Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay Rope, Whale Line,
etc., etc.

Extra sizes and lengths made to order on short notice,

Sll & 613 Front St.. San Francisco. Cal i

IMPROVED

AIR COMPRESSORS
Fon CATALOGUES, ESTIMATES, Etc., Address, .

Clayton Air Compressor Works
OF BROOKLYN, N Y.

43 PEY ST., NEW YORK.

AMERICAN MINING AND STOCK CODE

"KELLOGRAPH. M

Indispensable to the Mining Profession and
Useful In all Business Transactions.

A Complete System of Transmitting Telegraphic Mes-
sages by Code Cipher "Words in a Legible, Secret and
Economic Manner.

OVER 35,000 WORDS AND SENTENCES
Subject to transmission under infinite complication by
the use of over 70,000 code words.
No danger of publicity in telegraphing matters con-

cerning operation or sale of mining property. The work
strictly alphabetical and classified. The handiest work
ever published for mining operators.

PRICE, 85. Forwarded postpaid on receipt of price by
DEWEY & CO..

220 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay OflBce, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Oree Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
of in tbe Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

(^etalllirgy apd Ore?.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Solphnrets.

UAlfOKAOrUKIRS OF....

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.
*L80 MANirVAOTURKRa OK

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Chamborlin PateDt

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..
IUP0RTBR8 AND DKALHaS III

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS, AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 & 65 Flrtit St., cor. niissIon.SaD Francisco.
Ay--^ We would call tbe attention of

Assayers, Ghemlstb, Mining Com-'
pauies, Milling Companies, Pros-
pectors, etc., to our full stock of

Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, Soori-
flers, etc., including, also, a full stock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these sup<

plies slno. the first discovery of mines on the
Pacific Coast, we (eel confident from our experi-
ence we can well suit the demand for these
goods, both as to quality and price.

Agents for the Morgan Craclble Co.*
fiattersea, England. Also for E. 6. Dennis-
ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly rella

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taken
at his lowest prices. Our Illustrated Catalogue and As-
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR A CO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works,
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET.

Near First and Ma.ke*^ Street?, S. P.

0. A. LuoKHARDT, Manager. Khtak^'hhbd 188

Ores worked by any Prooese.

Ores Sampled.

Aesaying in all its Branches,

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Watera, etc,

Working Tests (practical) Made.

Plans and Specifications furnished for tb

most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Special attention paid to Examinations

Mines; Plana and Reports furnished.

O. A. LUCKHARDT & CO.,
(Formerly Huhn & Luckhardt,

UlnliiB EnRlneers and Metallurcrtsts

The Best Mining District
On the Pacific Cuast 1

GRASS VALLEY, OAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the district is

o^xxie; a?xx>X3NrGs,
Daily and Weekly edition. Gives all the Mining News.
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining Supplies will
find THE TIDINGS the best medium for directly reach-
ing t)ie owners or managers of mines. Investors in
mines will find it to their advantage to subscribe.
Many mines are in successful operation, and new

enterprises are being instituted and many others are in
contemplation,
DAILY, §6 00 a year; WEEKLY, S2.50, in advance.

H. S. SPAULDING, Publisher.
T. C. HOCKING. Editor.

WINCHESTER HOUSE.
44 Third Street, San Francisco, Cal.

This Fire-proof Brick Building is centrally located, in
the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from the
Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat aod
EUilroad Offices.

Laundry Free for the use of Pamilies.

HOT AND COI.D BATHS FREE.

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And Upward.

Rooms with or without Board.

Free Coach to the Hodsp,
O". I"OOX*I3Tr-

1-ZXX: .i^XXl. IBXtTJSXI
Applies liquid pigment by a
jet of air. Highest awards
Franklin and American In-
stitutes OS a legitimate art
tool. SucceBslnliy used by
large numbers of the beat
ciayou, ink aad water-color
portrait artists, and by tech-
nical draughtsmen. Saves 75

r^ . r^ .i ui". P" '^^o' o^ *''i"e In shading.
Descrlptivellpamphlet sent free. It points out one way to
earn a living. Addresd AIR BEUSB M'F'G CO
9 Nassau Street, Rockford, Illinois

Engraving
Superior Wood and Metal ^ngrav
ing, Eleotrotyping and StereotrnbiK
doDa at tbe (Moe of thig paper.
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n^AF^KET Reports.

Local Markets.

San FEJiNCisco, March 12, 1891,

GoBtsnned favorable crop weather throughout the

coast, and hieher prices ior cereals, cause greatei

confidence in the future There is a gradual in-

cr^e in buaness, while the local money market

is fairly easy. Recent sales of wheat, aggregating

over 160,000 Ions, from first hands for esport, will

throw on the market over $3,000,000 that has been

tied up. Manufacturers feel greatly encouraged

over the situation and are hopeful of a more pros-

perous year than for five years past.

The steamer Belgic for China took out the fol-

lowing treasure: For Hong Kong, Mexican dol-

lars, $83,569: gold dust, S94-95; &old coin, $320; for

Yokohama, Mexican dollars, 530.000; for Bombay,
silver bullion, $21,700,

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is steady,

with a stronger tone al 78 cts.

QUICKSILVER—Recapts tbe past week aggre-

gate 173 fiasks. lie market is easier, with conces-

sions obtainable on carload parcels; even smaller

qnantities are said to be obtainable at lower prices.

SILVER—Department purchases in this month
are reported as follows:

Ofiered PurchaBed Price pajd

Date. oancee. onncee. per ooace.

Marcii 2 1,4BO,000 105,000 $ 9S250 to $

March 4 745,000 .98600 to ,98750

March 6 1,000.000 376,O0Q. .9S250 *•> ,98350

^areh 9 1,109.000 570,000 ,9-i2D0to .96700

Marchll 3G5.D0O .95700 to .99050

Total 2,051,003
' Parcba^ee over tbe. eounter during the week ending

Ma.reh Ttb—40^7 onncee.

The alver market shows a slight gain during the

week. The movements of treasure at home and
abroad are confirmatory of cur prediction that higher

prices wHl prevail for silver bullion, as the available

surplus and the output ol the mines are not equal

to trade requirements. Besides this, everythmg
DOW points to the Comstock mines* ore going nearly

all gold, as work progresses toward the West or

Red lode. W^th these mines turning out gold bul-

lion, they will exert great influence in shaping legis-

lation in this country, and also abroad, favorable to

remonetizing silver. It now appears to be a foregone

conclusion that the Fifty-second Congress will pass

a free-coinage silver bill. The members of the

House of Representatives are largely pledged to free

ccdnage, while in the Senate, which has been favor-

able to it, several senators have been elected,pledged
to bimetallism. All the new senators except two
lake the place of gold-bug senators, so that in the

event of tbe President vetoing a free-coinage bill,

bimetallists will have sufGdent strength to pass it

over bis head,

LIME—Receipts tbe fast week aggregate 3417
bbls. The increase is largely due to better roads.

Exports by sea the past week aggregate 1285 bbls.

ANTIMONY—Tbe market is easier, but not
quotable lower.

IRON—Imports the past week were only 20
tons, which came from Oregon. The market is

barely steady. There are several good-sized con-
signments on the way from England, while tbe im-
proved wheat crop prospects will lend to send many
vessels here, and each will bring iron as '

' part

cargo. " At the East the coke strike is caxising a
better feeling in iron.

LEAD—The market is steady at fall prices.

Eastern advices report that producers offer with re-

serve, and are not disposed to make concessions.

TIN—There is nothing new to report in our mar-
keL Ad\iceE from the East and also from abroad
report a stronger market under lessened shipments
from the Straits.

COPPER—The market is easier. Consumers
the world over appear to adhere to a conservative

course. This poljcy will not be changed until an
improved demand sets in for brass goods. Tbe
New York market is quoted as follows: Arizona
ingot, i2^@r3 cts., and casting copper, ti%^ix%
cts., according to brand,
COAL—Imports the past week aggregate 13,104

ions, as follows: From Tacoma. 6300 tons; Seat-
tle. ^375' Nanaimo. 1329; Union Bay, 410a
Qttolations are lower. The yards are filling up,
while large consumers do not antidpate ibdr wants
to any extent Advices from Pugei Sound report
tbe mines' output large, with the bulb to be shipped
to this port. The favorable prospects for a larger
wheat crop on this coast tban ever before known
will send an increased fleet to this port. Many of
tbe vessels will bring coaL The impression prevails

that May and Jane will witness very low prices for

coal.

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
New Yoke, March 12.—The foUowing are the clos-

iog prices t>ie past « eek:

saver lo Silver in
LondoD. yew York. Copper. Lead. lin.

Tbaredaj.. .44^ 97J 14 00 4 35 19 9C
Tridav 44 1-16 98 14 00 4 35 19 95
Saturday. ...44J 97i 14 00 4 30 19 90
Monday 45 911 13 95 4 371 Zn 15
TueBday 45 t-ie 98 IS 90 4 87i 20 15
Wedne8daT..45i 9Si 13 90 4 3; 20 20

Copper IB weak at a further decline. Lake mines ooiQ'
inaX quotatioo ie now 14<: a pound, htnA is eteady. T o
ie etrynger for pi'^, but plate ie barely eteady, ' Iron,
particularly coke iron, ie strong at a Blijfbt advance,
borax 19 E)C&rce and etroDg. Quicki^iiJver \f, dull and
lower-

Coal and Coke.

SPOT rn/m TAAlt—J-ER TOK
|

TO LOAD—J'ER TOIT,

WeUington *10 OOliuBtralian ....% 7 00@ 7 50
Greta 9 00' LiverpoolSfm, 8 50@
Carbon Hill S 00 Scotch Splint. . 8 60@ 9 00
Najiaimo 10 00 Cardiff 8 50@
Oilman 7 50 Lehigh Lump.. 16 50@17 00
Seattle 7 50 Cumberland bk 18 50@
C008 Bav 7 00 E^-4, hard 15 00@
Cannei 9 50
fcgg, hard It; 00
Cumberland, Id eacke 14 00
do. boiJt 13 00 Coke—BngliBh..

WaJlsend 9 00
Scotch SpliDt 9 SO'Toload %\2 O0@l3 00
Br>-inbo 9O0Spot,inbiilk.. 16 00@1£ 00

List of U. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors.

Bepor&ed by Dewey & Oo., Pioneer Patent

SoUcltora for Pacific Coast.

FOE THE WEEK ENDING MAECH 3, 1S91.

447.551.

—

Clothes-Dbiek—Ansley & Boyd,

Medical T.-s^r. Wash.
^- ^3.

—

Window Sceeen—Benoit & Pillot, San

Jose, CaJ.

447,746-- -Electric Arc Lamp—L. H, Bu-
chanan. Pasadena, CaJ.

447,747,

—

Ice-Ceeam Feeezer — J. A. Buffer,

S. F.

447737.

—

Car Coupling—R. McMahon, Seat-

tle, Wash.

The following brief list by telef^raph, for Mar, 10,

will appear more complete on receipt of mail ad\'ice5:

California—Benjamin E. Allen, aesiEmT to himself, W,
H. Wilson and E. Weisb&um, Hanford, wbiffletree; A. B.

Frederick Babble, S. F., bed; Louie M. Erb. S. F., ae-

siETJor to Reversible Chaar Compaoy of Califoraia, coin-

operated reverBible-seat chair ; Heorv C Forga%on,
assignor of one-haU to H. G Comstocli, OakJaTid, electric

are lamp ; David W. Gieh, San Jose, bale tie fastener ;

Edward Hardee and VL P. Fleisctunao, S. F., cane mueic
Btand and mu^ic holder : Clement Hazard, S- F., cable

grip ; David Johneon, S. F., basket hamper ; T/uman D.
Eeith, Soatb Pasadena,wrenrti; John C i.ud«-itr, aBSignor

of Beven-eighthB to H. T. Oompton, L- F. Montesgle, T,

Paigre. O. H. Eoe, S. F., A. T. Ayere, W. C. Mason, Oak-
land, and H. J. Avres, Akron, O,, apparatus (or intensi-

f.ving electrical nndulatlons ; Cbarlee E- Masco, S. F.,

lock valve aad faucet ; JameB G. McAlpine, assignor of

tbree-fourths to J, G. and G. S. McAlpine, BaVersfield,

wheel ; Ernest I.. Eansome, S T., mannfactiire of bricke;

William Stephene, Santa Rosa, current wheel ; William
Stephens, Redding, and J. Mott, Siekijon county, UaL,
car replacer ; Edward E. Stroh?, S. F., case for"maps or
eheete; Amoe Westwood and P. S. Mallon. Oakland, paid

Westwaod assignor to said Mallon, decorating ;:laes and
porcelain; Benjamin P. WTaitney, aseignor of onohalf to

W. F. Weikenden, Los Angeles, cultivator ; William H.
H- Wright, S. F., aeeienor of one-half to G. W, Lewis,
OakJaod, gpring eeat for vehicle.

Oregon — Jobn N, Bonch, Eugene, washing machine ;

John Dahlqaiet. Portland, and O. X. Dahlqmst, Tucker,
Wash., water-power wheel ; Matbias Jensen, assignor of

one-hajf to Jensen Can Filling Machine Company, Astor-
ia, can-capping machine : Tice S. Riddell, Eugene, fence
poet ; Harold A, Salisbury, Tiason, clasp for connecting
timbers.
Washington—Willis and W. Carter, Spokane Falls,

rotary engine ; Frederick E. Lux, Walla Walla, self-

cleaning weed cutter.

NoTK.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents famished
by I>ewey & Co , in the shortest time possible (by mail
or telegraphic order). American and Foreign patents
obtained, and general patent business for Pacific Coast
nventore transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
ates, and in the shortest pos^ble time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among tbe patents recently obtained throngb

Dewey & Co. 's Scientific Peess U. S, and For-

eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Ice-Ceeam Feeezer.—Jobn A. Buffer, S. F.

No. 447,747. Dated March 3, 1891. The object

is lo furnish an improved automatic freezer which is

simple and effective; having a very small consump-
tion of ice, while freezing the cream equally and
evenly, and retaining it in a frozen condition for a
long time without further addition of ice. The in-

ventioQ consists in the employment of a series of
shallow chambers having a considerably greater
length than width, and in combination with this of a
perforated platform adapted to support salt, and
having or>eQings through which the molds may be
introdnced.

Mini Tig Share Market.

The mining share market has continued active in
the Comstocks, with Con. Virginia still the leader,

Tbe large proportion of tbe sales reported are either

washed or cross orders, evidently done either to get
'*shorts" or •'longs," but which, time alone can telL

The writer's prediction of higher prices, is being
verified, but even at the advance outsiders are slow
in coming in, although there are signs toward the
close that they are taking more interest in the mar-
ket. To get them largely interested, still higher
prices must obtain, which will rule before the
end of tbe present month. It now looks as if the
manipulators are getting ready to show up some
ore but as yet it is hard to say io which mine or
mines. To make a successful deal, it is not at all

unlikely but they will take up three different stocks,

one in the north end group of mines, one in the
middle group, and the other in tbe Gold Hill or
south end group. With the three stocks widely
separated and higher prices for the same, there can
be no doubt but the public win be induced to load
up with stocks that will have to pay assessments for

some lime to come. Yet, as heretofore stated, before
manipulators unload, higher prices will obtain, and
those of the public who have bought or buy now
will probably have an opportunity of making a good
mrn.

In outside stocks, dealing has been very light,

barely enough to make quotations. The big pomts
on the Bodies, Qoijotoas and Tuscaroras are a long
time materializing.

Many outside holders of Hale and Norcross shares
were far from pleased when they were informed that
no change was made in directors al the annual
meeting held yeterday.
News from the Comstock grows more interesting.

They are getting ready for surprises for the unin-
formed. Con. Virginia will soon commence sloping
out rich ore out west toward Best and Belcher. Opbir
is gelling ready lo show up ore out west on or about
the 1465-foot Ie\'el. although rich ore can be shown
on other levels. In Mexican, Union and ijierra
Nevada, more interesting times are looked for.
Tlje iraportanl work mentioned in last week's paper
in Best and Belcher, Gould and Curry, Savage,
Cbollar and Poiosi, is continued, with favorable re-
sults looked for soon. The Savage baliery assays
are again higher. The annual reports of tbe super-
intendents of Hale and Norcross and Potosi are of
the most favorable character. The good ore, going
from S25 to S50 reported by us in Poiosi.is confirmed
by the superintendent's report. Considerable in-
terest JB being centered in Bullion. Official letters
received this week from several of tbe Gold HUl

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
COKPILBD BVBKT THUaSDAT PEOM ACVZETISKHZIfre IK THB MlMKO AM) SCIEKTIFIC PEB88 AAT) OTBKE 8. F. JOUKSAia

I

COMPAKT. LOCATIOS.
Atlaotic Conlf Oo Nevada..
Belcher M Oo Nevada .

.

Best k Belcher M Co Nevada.

.

California State Co California..
ChalleEEe Con M Co Nevada..
Confidence S M Co Nevada..
Contra EstacaCon Mei M Co. .Mexico..
Cod StGothardM Co Calitomia..
Coemopolitan M Co Nevada.
Crescet't M 6: M Co CaUfomia.
CrowD Point G 6: S M Co. Nevada..
Crocker M Co Arizona..
Gould is. CuTTT M Co Ne /ada .

,

Gray Eagle M Co California..
Gusidalupe M Co . California
Head Centre fc TraD'.iU!]ity M Co, .Ariz..
Idlewild G M Co California.

.

Lady Wasbington M Co Nevada.,
Martin White M Co Nevada.
Middle Creek M Co.. .British Columbia.

.

Midas M Co California.,
Mexican M Co Nevada..
Nevada Qoeen M Co. Nevada..
North Gould* Curry G t SM Co . Nevada.
Northwestern M Co..BritiBh Columbia..
Savage M Co Nevada..
Silver King M Co Arizooa.

.

Telegraph Drift M Co Oalifomia.

.

True COQE M Co California..
Vallej ViewM Co California..

ASSESSMENTS.
Am't. Lkvibd. Dbukq'i.

25. .Nov 19...
50. Pebl7....
"" .Feb 17..

8ALB. Sbcretajit. Placb op Bubdtus.
Apr 1 Apr 27..DMKent 330PineSfe
Mar 24. . . .Apr 13. .C L Perkins 331 Pine Bt
Mar 25 Apr 15. .L Osbom 309 Montgomeiy 81

30.. Feb 2....Mar 16. ...Apr 20.. -T O Heoescoin 9 Miaaion 8i
50. .Jan 23 Feb 27....Mar 1S..C L McCoy 331 PineBt
75. .Feb 16. ...Mar 19.. ..Apr 9..AKGrotb 414 California Bt
jO..Decl5 Feb 14... .Apr 4.,Gf orge Gale 309 UontgomeiyBt
15.. Feb 12..,.Mar 31....Apr 23..J WetzeJI 32t) tiansome St
10.. Feb 24,..,Apr 7....Apr 29..B Eurria 240 Montgomery St
25. Feb 20... Apr 6.,,. May 4..J H Ifham 310 Pine St
50. .Feb 19, ...Mar 2S.,..Apr 16. .J Newlaods 331 PineSfe
10.. Feb 16... Mar 2i'.... Apr 13..NTMeeser 309 Montgcmery 8*
30., Feb 3 Mar 11 Apr 7..A K I>urbrow 309 Montiomery St
3. .Feb 5 Mar 9. ...Mar 30..A W Barrows 303 California Bt
10. .Jan 16.... Feb 26... Mar 21..H F Schetter 326 Clay Bt
5.. Jan 19... Feb 26....Mar 25.. J W Pew 310 Pine St

10..Jan 29....Mar 2..., Mar 21..EF Stone 300 Pine St
25..Mar 3 Apr 7 Apr i8..L06bom 309 Montgomery Bt
5u..Feb 2 Mar 6 Mar 30..A B Cooper 325 Montgomery 81
50.. Jan 29....Mar 10....At.r 2..HD Hawks 318 Pine St

.Mar 23..AHa'S€y 328 Montgomery Bt

.May 5..CE Elliott 309 MoDt^omery St

.Apr 30. .E R Grayeon 331 Pine Bt
. .Feb 28. .C H Mason 331 Montgomery St
Apr 27..T Eonacina 438 California Bt
Apr 7..E B Holmea 309 Montgomery St
Apr28..V\'S Metlar 325 Montgomery St

l-7of lniiU..Jan29..Mar4..Mar25..F K Webe Downierille
Dfc 13.... Jan 31 Mar 23.. J C Bates 434 California Bt
Feb 3.. ..Mar 13.. ..Apr 13..W J Guroett SOSPineSt

20..Janl3....Feb23..
25. .Mar 9.. ..Apr 14...

15..Mar 4.... Apr 10..
2u..Jan lu....Ft;b II..

7. .Mar 9 Apr 9...
fO.. Feb 13....Mar 18...,
20.. Feb 21. ...Mar 28..

N one or CoMP-tKr.

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
Offics IK S. FIXJCATION. tiBCKETABY_ MKenUO D4T»

Adelaide Copper M Co Nevada..WH H Graves 426 Sansome St Annual Mar IC

CbollarM Co Nevada. .C E EUiott 3li9 Montgomery St Annual Mar 18

Evening StarM Co California...! J Scoville 30y Montgomery St Annual Mar 18
Jackson M Co Nevada..WK Brake 109 Cahforaia St Annual ...Mar 23

Paradiae Valley M Co Nevada..W E Cheminant 326 Montgomery St Special Mar 25

LATEST Dl VLL>ENI>S—"WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Name of OoMPAifT. Location. Seceetast. Office in S. F Ahoitht. Payabl

CandeJaria Coqb M Co New Mexico..G Gale 509 Montgomery St 25 Dec 3
Commonwealth M Co Nevada..R K Grayson 331 Pine St 20 Not 20
CoampionMCo T Wetzel 320 Sansome St 10 Mar 16

Pacilic Coast Borax Co California..AH Clough 230 Montgomery St 1 OO Mario
JaokFonMCo W E Drake 311 Pine St 10 Jan 19

mines indicate that rich strikes toward the west can

be looked for in two or more al an early day.

From the outside mines our advices report they

will soon coEumence crushing Bodie ore, and as it is

ver>' rich, dividends may be in order. The Bulwer
ore battery assays are over $30 a ton. In Standard

a rich strike is reported. From the Tuscaroras the

advices continue fiailering, with large bullion re-

turns looked for soon from two or more of the

mines.
The mining share market opened this morning

active and higher, with Con. Virginia still leading.

The other stocks are beginning to creep up.

Il is in order for Con. Virginia and Overman to

pay dividends.

San Francisco Metal Market.

WHOLESAXE.
Thctrsdat. March 12. 1691,

AimHOKT
RoRAT—Befined, in carload tots

Powdered " *' "
Concentrated " " " 7;

All grades jobbing at ao advance.
COPPEK— __
Bolt 23
Sheathing
Ingot, jobbing IB

do, wholeEale 17

Fire Box Sheeta 23 "b zo

LEAD—Pig *m 5

Bar <> ^ f>i

Sheet. U% -
Pipe G3@ —
Shot, discount 10% on 500 baga Drop. S bag. 1 80 W —
Buct^bag 200@ -
Chilled, do ^^^® ^Z,

QciCKBlLVEB—Bytheflaet — "'o 00

FlaskB.old ,„*5<^ ^^
Ch&ome Ikok Oke. ^ ton W 00 w
Steel—English, lb. « @ 20

Canton tool 9@ 9

Black Diamond tool f @ 9

Pick and Hammer ^& 10

Machinery * @ 5
ToeCalk ;-. J*^ ~

TnfPLATE—B. v.. Steel grade. 14x30, to arrive. 6 50 (g —
B. v., eteel grade, 14x20, spot 6 37 @ —
Charcoal. 14x20 ^ 12 i? "
do roofing. 14x20 ,§ S? ^ "
do.do.20x28 13O0@ -
Pig tin, spot. ^ a -@ 22

IE.ON—Bar, base j^ 3
Norway, base ^^, v

Spot. To Load.

IHOK—Glengamock ton 33 00 @^ ^ ^ ~
Eglinton, ton- 29 00 & 27 (§ —
American Soft. No. 1, ton.. ®32 00 30 @ —
Oregon Pig.ton - - g30 00 ^ ^ "
Pu^ Sound 30 0O @ 5^ # "
cCy Lane White 26 00 ^ 24 @ -
Shotta.No.1 32 00^-- 29^-
Lacgloan 30 00 @ • 26 @ —
Tbomcliffe 30 00 & 2>^ -
Gartehenie 30 00 § ^P ~
BaiTow 30 00 ^ ^ f "
Cargofleet 30 00 @ — 26 (^ -

Prang's Easter Cards and Sonvenirs.

Regarding Prang'a new line ol Easter goodB,

it may be safely aBserted that the refined taste,

chaste and delicate designs and appropriate se-

leotions, which in the past have secured their

productions such pre-eminent and popular fa-

vor, wiU be foand even in a greater degree in

the line they are juat preeenting for tbe coming

season. In variety, beauty and richness of de-

sign, their list reflects the best thought and

care of American arttsts of recognized standing.

This is ezpreesed not alone in the cards but

also in the handsomely and taetefally gotten-

np tokens for Easter in books and booklets, in

hand-painted and decorated novelties, In satin

art prints made np in eilk, satin and plash, in-

cluding novelties in sachets, easel scarfs,

moucboir cases, portfolios, realistic shape

mounts, etc., in all of which their line is un-

surpassed, presenting a full variety of prices

from the comparatively inexpensive to the cost-

liest.

We have received from their local agent, Mr,

Joseph H. DDrety, 527 Commercial St., 8. F.,

a handsome collection of Messrs. Prang & Co.'a

Easter publications, and can commend them
both for sentiment and beauty.

Let Ue Know
If you fait to gel this paper. We prefer to send

missing Nos. Write soon and to the office direct.

It is important ihal we should know when the

paper miscarries.

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

S. F. Slock Exchange.

Xame of .

OOMPANV.

Weee
EKniNO
Feb. 19.

Wece
ENDINr.
Feb. 2€.

Alpha SO
AJca 60
Andes 1.00
Belcher . ll.SO

Beat & Belcher. .... |2.35
Bulliou Il,90

Bodie Con I1.20

Bulwer.
Commonwealth . .

.

Con- Va. JiCaL...
Challnngt;
Cbollar
Conlidence.

.

.35

1.30
1.95
:4.00

Con. Imperial .15
Cale-lonia

I .50
Crown Point 1.55
Crocker I .10
DelMoDte

|
.30

Eurexa Con. '

Exchequer 60
GrandPrize

j
.20

Goulds Curry [2.00

H&le& Norcross... 1.95
Julia 15
Joatice- 95
Kentock 35
Lady Wasb
Mono 65
Mexican 2.35
Navajo

; .25
North Belle iBle..., .55
Nev. Queen : .30

Occidental I ,80
Ophir 3.25
Overman 1.75
Potosi 4.25
PeericKS ' .10
Peer ^ .10
Savage !l,85

S.E.&M
]
.85

Sierra Nevada |2. 10
Silver Hill .20
Scorpion

[ .15
Union Con '2,25

Xrtah
I

.70
YeUow Jacket 12 10

* Assessment added.

1.40
1.45
3.1-5

2.16
1.3.

6.75
1.40
2.20

.65

l.tS

33
3.00
65

,6o

2.15
.15

1.00
.40

.25

.60
2.E0

3.50
1.85
4.4J
.10

.10

2.J5
.8-

2 25
20

2.30
.70

2.15

Week
|
Weke

Ending i Ekdino
Mar. 5. Mar. 12.

.05 .81

.b5 75
1.20 1.50
1.35 1 65
^.85 4.C0

2.1u>'i.OO 2.35
1.301.10 1.15" .35 .50

.75 ....

6.25 y.iO
"1

2.40

1 95 2.40
5.00 5.

a

.15 .20

.60 .75

1.30 1.65

70
15

1.95
"90

4.50
.10
.10

1.90
.80

2.15
20
10

2.25
.70

2.05

.9ff

3.75
2.05

.10 ....

!65 ".75

.10 .15

1.90 2.45
1.75 2.05

.15 .20

.95 l.W

.35 .40

.15 ...

.60 ..

2.40 2 95

,50
'!«

15 ....

85 1.10

3.40 4.50
1 95 3.05

4.40 5.12

.10 .

i!80 2!i6

.80 1.05

20
2.2s
.65

.10

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

Tnu
S50 Alpha Con I.OC
600 Alta 75c
1700 Andes 1.60@1.7u
500 B'ltimore 40c
900 Belcher 1.70

1570 Be6t4:BeIcber.4.SO®4.90
400 BodJe I.05"1.1C
S90 Bullion..., 2.45^.60
SOU Ealwer 40c
800 Caledonia 75@80c
850 Challenge Con. 2.G0@2. 65
SOO ChoUar 2.40
100 Commfuwealth 75c

4550 Con Cal k V.10.50(t]2 25
850 Con Imperial 20(a25c
100 Con New York 15c
350 Crown Point.. ,1.70@1. 75
500 Del MoQte 20c
100 E Sierra Nevada 5c
SOD Exchequ=r 8"c
740 Gould i: Curry.2. 75(5:2. 80

RSDAY. March 12. 9:30 a. m.

790 Hal-^fc Nor....2.15(?2.2l)
li-O Julia 25c
4^0 JuaUce I.IO

400 K*ntuck 4tc
200 Lady Waah[DgtOn...-15c
76T Mexican 3 00(ft3.1tf

.'00 Mono eOc

900 Occid-.ntal l.lS(«l.yo
800 Ophir 4.75^4.90
1540 OTerman 3.30@3.55
12fO Peer lOc

1700 Peerless lOc
550 Potosi 5.^2^5.75
9W Savage 2.20o2.30
700 Scort-ion, 2»c

750 SegBeli;MC.1.0y@l.I0
750 Sierra Nevada. 2.&0@2 85

300 Silver HiU 20c

650 Usion Con 2.90

1550 Utah- 85@95c
1175 YeUow Jacket.2.65^2.75

New Incorporations.

The '"oUowitig companies have been incorporated,

and papers filed in the office of ibe Superior Court,

Department 10, San Francisco:

West Coast Safety Faucet Co., March 7.

Capital stock, $150,000. Directors—M. Anthony,
W. C. Savage. L. A. Booth, M. L. Regan, A. J.

Brandensleio, A. Quade and R. D. Fry.

German-American Investment Ass 'n, March
7. Capital stock. $200,000. Directors—H. W.
Snow, A. A. Hubbard, G. A Stevens, A. Brilz, C.
Rickhoff, L. A. Kelley and E. C. Arnold.

California Creamery Co.. March 10. Capi-
tal stock, $25,000. Directors—J. H. Hegler. M.
M. Johnston, J. and F. Kaupisch and C. Mers-
felder.

Central Avenue Railway Co. (Oakland).
Capital stock, $1,000,000. Directors — M. H.
Grossmayer, W, F. Beck, E. Pollitz, J. F. English
and Theo. Wagner. The company will operate a
cross-towD electric road on Twelfth street, ftmn
Broadway lo West Oakland.

San Francisco Bacteriological Society*
March ir. Object, educationaJ and scientific. Di-

rectors—H. O. Perley, P. C. Kalloch and S. M.
Mouser,
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6as &Bd Gasoline Enj^ines.

pacific Co*«t inventon hare doo« moch
toward the perfection of moton of thia cUm,
particnUrly lo the way of ignltisg the charge

d gas and air by aMaaa of a mull electric bat-

lary, tba greateet difficoltiea to orerccme being

the uuaitint baming oQt of the elecferodea and
oooaeqaent oaceeatty of replacing tfaeoi erer^

day or two; and farther, the lea]kage and fre-

I

qsent eleantng and OTerhaolingrcqo&ed by the

chaofc TilTTm for inlet of gaa and *' poppet

"

Tshrea for exhaoat.

Heretofore the celebrated and high-priced

Otto gaa engine (Invented prtadpally in Ger-

aany) haa been the only motor of this charac*

ter to OTercome the defeotanamed—their ignit*

lag device being by meana ol a small gaa-jet

lame, and tbeir gaa inlet by meana of an elab-

ointa bot poeitive slide cut-off ralre. How-
ever, the Pacifio Coast now oomea to the

front with a g%s and gasoline engine,

wUeh, for perfection and aiapUcity of me-
nhaninil detail and eooaomloal eoet of opera*

ttsa, b beyond qoeation a grentachieTement in

the way of iDOliTe.power. The working parts

are all regnlatod from the ootside. The eleo-

trodea are substantial, ante fire, and will last

for many montba. and can then be replaced at

a trifling cost. Bat the main featore ia a sim-

ple cotcbination of the gas Inlet and exhaast in

one positiTe cnt^ff slide ralve that will not
leak, and reqaires no attention whatever, aa It

is aeif-cleaning and therefore will not cat with
grit or carbon.

Thia engine is also endowed with a Tery sim-

ple and effective gas generator (for gasoline

gas) dtaated entirely oaC of the way in the

base of the engine and absolately safe, and its

gas regalator gives the highest economy. We
might mention mAoy other points, snob as an
easy way of starting by means of a patent

safety crank; a special electrio battery that

will enable engine to run da; and night on one
switch, etc., with a high degree of sabetantial

SMcbanicAl completeness in every detaiL

B«aders who mar wish farther particnlars are

refored to the Electrio Vapor Engine Co., Xo.
21S California Se., San Francisco. They make
a specialty of pamping plants, laanches, etc,,

driven by either single or doable acting engines.

Complimentary Samples.

Psnona reeoiving this paper marked are r^
qoeatad to evamiiie iu contents, terms of snb-
soription, and give it theirown patronage, and,
as tar as practicable, aid in cfoenla&g the
ioomal, and making its valne more widely
known to others, and extending its iTiflw**>f*» in
tba caoae it faithfiiUy serves. Sobftxiptfan
rmta, $3.00 a year. Extra oopiea mailed for 10
cents, if oidei ed soon snongh. If already a
abacviber. pleaee show the paper to other*.

Baca Pass or the Uixiwm amv Scxmmc Paass (aa
bomd) ema be had tor tS per rolome ol «z
r<ar (two TCfamsu) |&. bsseted ta

~

«. SS oMrtB a^ttlMuJ vm wntumm.

/l33e33ineDt |lotiGe3.

CBBSCBNT MILL dk MINING OOMPANT.
Lotmrioo of oriBciiMl pface of taa^Bess. 9aa FMb-

cueow CklifarBtt. Location of vocks. Cftaeest Mffl. Ptonas

Xosioe ta Prefer ci^ that at a BMctiar oC the Baud ot
DincSocs. hdd oa F)nd». the Mth day a<>efaraaiT.19L aa
aaamBBiS (So. Si of Tatntj^five eesils CEk* per abat« «m
fe*ie4vpoa the Cafilal Stock of the CocpontiaB. MraMe
Mllaubr ia CeJSed SUlea cold eeia to the fiecnCair. aa
the oOee o( the Coaepuy. Ko^ SIS Ptoe Street, BoomA
SaaVtaBcaMO, dVonm.
Aay itod opo^ which this SMeSBDent shaQieaMUi -^y "*

on the Clh day of April. IBBi. vill be iVMnnM^m. aod
adiuHiLil for Mie at pvbfic amtioo: aad onles pajweaS is

Ma& befoR. «iQ be nU on MOXDAY. tte «h dij of
May. 19L b> pay the delbqaoit aafrmenC^ toeelher vith
the cotts of advcvtiaBC aad ezpeeera «f sike,.^ order of the Bowd (rf Dinetoes.

J. H. fSHAV. SecxeteiT.
Ot5c«, Xo, 310 Piae Stzeet. Boom 4B: Saa rmtoKx^, OtH-

Easy Binder.

ac: -

-"riodkals, roiaic
- 'i^et aad cbe^p-

riadexa. Stm^
'.ea^v. aa in a

j ihildcaD

•s Binml
Remd,

»*re. 10 carta. P<r
ceatB. Send (or i-l

.

Don't Fail to Write.

Sfaoold this par^r 't tt^t-:

doe* aok vaal i:.

/or il, let him DOC
pofibucaid toosti::.

soSknownicty seci
wish ik bat if it if '^-:lr_z

abecnber to notify b5 t

voaaible party te^oestred :

lii-maBd payment for the :ii~

4r tHS LJlBXI. o>" VOCK P-V_F ."

zj gahegibeg who
iatemdt to pop
%o stop XL. A

izMee. We win
= who does ooc

_:,zrrxi.T

Dewey & Co. s Scientific Press

Patent Agency.

DELINQUENT SALE NOTICE,

GRAY EAGLE MINING COMPANT-loca-
tioo of principal pbtce o< bt^aesB. San Fiaacsco.

California. Locatioa of voiIes, Ftaoer ooob^. Chfifovaia.
Xotiise—There an deGaqoeat opoa the IoOowibs de-

scribed stock, oo aceotmt of AsfieasBeBK (Ka S) lerfed
on tlte 4th day of Febraarj, 1391, tbe aerenl aBwaatB aet

* tbe aaawB of tiw natKcUte etenhatdeo^ asoppoflita I

fouovs:

Xam<s-
BarrovB, A W, Trustee

.

FrasoES, H L, Trustee..
HortoD. T R, Tniftae.
Lane, lirt Sanh.Tros te..

Sioat, C S, Trustee
Seailes, W A, Trastee

Xo. Ko
Ce** Sh»rcs^ *f»t.

.555 *n S S U
.. 4M 1.501 th 00
...aes ssto :^ Q>
...3S3 3DD «00
.. *r7 963 a* jd
...SIS 1,000 30 00

And lo accordance «ith lav, u>d aa on^er of die Board
of Directors, made oa she 4th day of Febraary, 1S91, so
many abarea of each parcel of bbA sEoek as may he
oecessary, vill besoUat pnUk:aactiOB.at the oSeeof
the Compaar, Boom 11, Xa' 308 Ofiforaia iJtau. Saa
FraacsscD, Califoni«, oa MOXDAT, the 3Cth day of
JUreh. 1S91, at the boor of OBecl)o'clocfcp.x. of'said
day* to pay said deUnqoeiit asseaBDaent theveoo, togeUwr
«ilfa costs of adTectKuir and expeasee of tbe sale.

A. W. BAJEtSOWS, Secreterr pro ten.
Office, Booei 11, Kol SQS CatiioEBia eXteek, Saa Ftaa

cisoo, Cafifomia.

tdlicatiopal.

School of Practical. Civil. Mechanicah and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Suive>iBf, ArtiuteduK, DntviD^ and AaBt-fins:,

72S MABEBT ST.,SAlf FaANCISCO.CAI>
And 170^ Second St.^ Portlaad, Or.

A. YAK DES KAILLSi, Fleadeot.
A^aying ol One, $30; Balfioo sad CUoriBatMo Asakr,

125: Bk>«pipe Asskt, jiOl Foil ONiise of Heiviiip. CO.
ESTABLISHED 1S64 ^ Sold ioc dicalu.

0?

ASSAYTNQ AND CHEMISTRY.
Boons *S & 47. 628 Moczffornery St

3d FV>or MoQ^soiDery Bl\. . 3an Francisco,
Abo, Kyeaipg C^aseee. ~ ic 10 o'clock.

jbH>' T. EVA.S3, M- A,, Principal

Ora V. S. A>'D FoKxiGX Paxest Age>"ci
presentB many and importAnt adTaatages aa s

Home Agency over all others, by reason of long
aatablisbJBezit, great experieoce, thorongh sys-

koo, intimate acqaaintance with the snbjecta of

inventions in our own commnnity, and onr
most extensive liw and reference library, con-
tainrng official AmericAn and foreign reports,
files of 8ctenti£c and mechanical pablications,
etc. All worthy inventions patented through
wp Agency will have the benefit of an illuat^-
Kon or a description in the iLcsiyc a>'d Scies^-

ruic Press, . We transact every branch of

Patoit business, and obtain Patents in all coon*
hricB which grant protection to inventors. Tee
[&rge majority of U. S. and Foreign Patents
UBued to inventors on the Pacific Coast have
been obtained throogh our Agency. We can
iive the best and most rciiahie advice as to the
patentability of new inventions, Onr prices
ire as low aa any fint-class agencies In the
Kutem States, while onr advantages for Pacific
Coast inventors are far superior. Advice and
(Xrcolars free.

• DEWEY & CO., Patent Agents,
220 Market St.. Elevator. 12 Front St., S, F.

TELEPHoys K'a 60S.

4i t. DIWST. W, B. S^rs&, GEO. H, ?rB056.

BUSINESS OOLLEGE,
24 POST ST.. 8. ?

TTHJB SETEXTT-FITZ POTT AHJ» THIS

Oar Agenu.

Oao. Waw flailmil Oa.
J. c. Boaa Ban Fnartifni.
P. w. Kjaf>—n— ifcM Cto.

GBoa«a Et«3»- SaoCa Claia Co.
Maa K. E. Dcaaar—Tcntara Oo
W. l\ Winawiii nmiw Md Tat» Coa.
AXBajTV Rao MoaUrey Co.
M. & Pant! ihateda and Oaaira CMta Coa
& & Sacir-Saa Joaqiraa Oo.
B. P. BifcT—Bhaati oo.
E. H. ScHADna—Caiarens aad Touloaua Co
a. S CooiXT—ItebasM Oa.
H. C Baaux—Ovay Taller.
Saxm. CuTT—CicsCOB, CaL
Joss SuFW»—OfegOB.
WK.1C. HoaaasT—OicfOB.
Wm. Hot»n—Orecoa.
Wh. Duos—Waahiactaa.

<rC>TJ3E»XjITaO.

etftil k

ilRWaL

WELLS, RUSSELL & CO.,

tsta^ Kl: 'r: y::r:: k Fr£i::: sx s. r

DIAMOND DRILLS
THB PACIFIC PansPSCTING CO.

will eoanact (o pcoepecc vith Dtaaood Ooce Difl
lor BuKtals, ec&. or to borc h- Ks lor TeotLatioa or
ihilaacr. Aeeata for DiaBoo<i Dtills, Sort DrtDs. Miate
HadriAcry aad SoptiBeB of aU kiwta. DiaBiwita oa haad.
laqimiei and crden promptly ttraifad ta US Caserne
SCreet, San Fiancaseo, Cat

A 60LDMILL SUPERINTENDENT
01 kia£ expeneoce, asayer acd pcacttcalcbeaust,de8b«s
aa rmgatrmemtt ,.aitKalarty ia a miS vbere g«U aad
aaalgaa la vaBtod. The beak of reieraacas prea. Ad>
dreas K. W.. 1278 Tenth ATeaoe, Bet Oakland.

SAVE YOUR DOCTOR'S BILLS!

VENTILATION WITHOUT DRAUGHT.

^BK.^s:^3s^sonsr's
-I».A.m3TJ"T

VENTILATORS
WALLS. WINDOWS, TRANSOMS. SKYl IGHTS AND DOORS.

FOB SALE BY

EUREKA VENTILATING COMPANY,
313 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL CO,
ilAUTTFAGTITBEES OP

IRRIGATING PUMPS
Machinery of all Kinds.

PACIFIC CoiSI AGE>~IS

BABOOOK & WILOOX

Patent Water Tube Steam Boilers.
Estimates Fnrni^ed on Application.

^Send for CatalogTies.

C K> TKiyT7QAT. PT7«D>. FIRST and STEVENSON STS.. S. F.

LTFE :

So Txcat::5^

Ladies fc-.rrlttSec i^to aC Depamr^gnte.

Adirese: T. A. SOBlXSOy. M, A. Preski«iL

nrVENTOBS. TAKE NOTICfE

!

L petersonTmodel maker,
S£ Market SS., IS. E. cor. Ftoo: (np staizs), Saa PBccskc
yvparimontai maftiintTy *«ri aQ kinds at °***'*^*if ^n

andfanarroffc. AU ffwrnmlraHnwa rfrarfjy aaMdca-

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the Market.

Of Difiereur Strengtlis as SequlrecL

JtOBEL'S EXPLOSITE GELATXSE," =^r^;h crzTiiiL: 94 per cent of Sltro-Glycerlne. acd

GKIiATIXE-DTXiMHTtl. Stronger than Dynamite iz.i £-da Sa/e in HaodliBg.

JTJDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
FOB BAILKOADS AVD LAXD CLEARiyG. li ir:- tjirri tcj::u^irci=s5trc=i?« ttis GrcirArr El»=i"

iTv Pn-g-der and is iii^rc r^ ill th^ Biilr:*i: ini GTi~i'. Clsizii- i: :r ir^al^ nirs ZT7ZZ.i, prsl-ejixes b«rier and
TBS time aod =o=ev. I

:
-li ir Irj i: tIi- :rii-_irr B'-irrl-j ?:--_;: i^; mas as^reelr.

BAXDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
O&rs ud rVSB for S«l«. QBNBKAIi AQBMTS, SAN FSANCISOO OAI.
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WM. H. TAYLOR, President. R. S. MOORE, Superintendent.

Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works,
S. E. CORNER HOWARD AND BEALE STS., SAN FRANCISCO.

Min

Exclusive

MANUFACTUBBRS OF ALL KINDS OP

ing and Milling Machinery, Engines and Boilers,
SHEET-IRON WATER PIPE for Mining and Irrigation Purposes.

Agents for the Pacific Coast of HEINE PATENT SAFETY BOILER, MACBETH STEEL PULLEY and
COMMON SENSE STEEL WHIM.

AGENTS FOB THE PACIFIC COAST OF

Bryan's Roller Quartz Mill.

WE HAVE ON HAND AND FOK SALE CHEAP

A 50 H. P. PUMPING PLANT. CONSISTING OF
One 10"x30" Corliss Engine; all pump gears; bob

irons; connecting rods
One (1 ) 6" X 6" Plunger Pump.
One (1 ) 4" X 6' Jack Head Pump.
One (1 ) 25 H. P. Fire Box Boiler.

One (1) 10" X 36" Retort and Furnace.
One (1 ) Complete Assay Outfit

One (1 ) Complete Outfit for a 2>^-ton capacity chlor-

ination Works.
Two (2) 600(^-gallon Circular Tanks.

One (1 ) Amalgam Barrel.

One (1) Batea.

Three (3) Frue Concentrators.

One (1) 10" X 18" Slide Valve Engine.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Superior to all Otbers for Qaartz Mills, Smelters, &g.

Not Affected bv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils. Every Belt Qnaranteed. Try It. Send

for Circular and Samples,

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET, - SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

LIDGERWOODMFG.GO
- MiNnFAOIUKEKS OF -

HOISTING ENGINES

^..^ 300 styles aifl Sizes. Over 7000 in Use,

^ 96 tiberty St., New York.
« 34 & 36 West Uonroe St., Chicago.
i 197to303CongresBSt.. Boston.
J

1 to 7 N. First St., Portland,Oregon

PARKE & LACY CO.. Agts.
San Francisco, Cal.

Send for Cfttalop;ue.

HOSKIN'S PATENT BLOW-PIPE AND ASSAY FURNACES.

Chemists, Assayers, Metallurgists, En-
gineers, Jewelers, Dentists, Etc.

NO DUST ! NO ASHES

!

WM. HOSKINS & CO., si

Will do for every tblng; that a Coal Furnace orjGas
Furnace will, and WITHOUT A BLOWER.
Send for Price Liat'and Descriptive Circular to

s^SEIJ'r^k'st., CHICAGO, ILL.

ATTENTION, MINERS
• A PIRST-OIiASS

UnionRockBreaker
2600 AMISSION ST„ SAN FBANOISOO.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For iDtormation oooceminj; this process for the re-

duction of Ores contaiDine: precious metala, and terms
of license, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROCESS CO.,
Park Olty, Utah.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
MANUPACTUEERS OF

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Manufacture of Cement, Fertilizers, Faint

and all other ourposes for which grinding or pulverizing is reouired.

Send tor Catalo^Tie and Price List to

FRISBBB -LUCOP MILL CO..
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

A. J. VAN DRAKE.

Machinist and Mechanical
Engineer,

203 Fremont St., San Francisco.

SPUR AND BEVEL GEARS CUT TO ORDER.

And Experimental Machinery of All Kinds.

Shafting, Pnlleys and Boxes.
Kn^ines and Boilers.

DRAWINGS. PLANS and SPECIFICATIONS made for
new machinery.
Jobbinc of every description promptly attended to,

FINE WORKMANSHIP yUARANTEED. '-"L'-i/
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND MANDFACTORBR8 OP

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
ENGINES, BOILEBS, STR&.M PUMPS,

AIR OOMPRBSSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S ORUSHINQ ROLLS,

CONCENTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROOK BREAKERS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Taking Pulp fi-om 10 Stamps-

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

OBNTKIPUGAL PUMPS

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG EDGERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

fVTCTTvr-imFt A T. .A.CrH'N^'rs F^fL

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
.'^/^T\yr'POTT'Mr> ** engines,
KJ\JJJI±ir yjU ±^U, 6216 HORSE POWER,

SALES DURING LAST FOUR MONTHS:
RT"A'Mr>AT?D »9 engines," ^ a.i-^ iJXi.£\ilJ, 4500 horse power.

OrAzid Tota,!, 309 XSxislxios, .A.geri7eBa.tlxi.B X3.97S ^oxrse 3E»,

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Gal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W.

TTT"VrT/-\-R 166 ENOINEti,
«J UX^XV^XV, 4!}60 BOBSE POW KK

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS! JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agenl.

521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco

—DIAIiBR [R—

Assayers' and HiDing Material.

-MAMOTAOrORER OF-
IN QUARTZ, GHAVEL, OR PLACER MINES. MADE OP BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER

.ia.T H.3ESr>XTOESI> Z>Xt.XOX3S.
Oar plates are gaaranteed, and by actaal experience are proved, the beB« In weight of Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

ver and dnrability. Old Mining Plates Replated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSANDS
OF ORDERS FILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS,

68, 70 & 72 First St., San Francisco, Cal.^ SEND FOR CIECULARS.

Agent for HOSKIHS'

HYSBO-CABBON ASSAY FUBNAC£8

VULCAN IRON WORKS
135-145 FREMONT STREET,

SiN FRANCISCO, CAt.

GOZ,D AND SILVER MII-I,S, ROCK BREAKERS, PANS AND SETTLERS, BOASTING
FURNACES, CORNISH BOI,I.S, PUMPING AND BOI3TING MACHINEBT.

For Conveying

Ore, Wood,

&c., &c. ^M
CHEAPEST rORM OP TRAISPORTATION.

NO ROAD NEEDED.

No Possibility of Load Slipping,

Spans 150 to 2000 Poet.

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
ROCK DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING.

MINING AND QUARRYING

23 PARK PLAGE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

ADAMANTINE SHOES & DIES
FOR STAMP MILLS.

These SHOES and DIES are in extensive use in all the mining States and
Territories of North and South America. Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper
than any others. Orders solicited, subject to above
conditions.

—3IANTJFACTUEED BY—

CHROME STEEL WORKS, Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent,
220 Fremout Street, San Francisco, Cal.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Pair, 1884.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

MEDAiT PATENT WEOTJBHT EIM PTJIIBY
For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, WaehiogtOD

Uootana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Best Balanced Pulley in the World- Also Manufacturers of

SHAFTING, HANGERS AND APPURTBNANOB8.
£9" SbHD rOR CntCULABS iXD PRIOB LlST.*St

Noa. ia9iand3I3X PBEMONT STREET. - - - SAN PHANCISCO, OAL.

PAT. OCfT. 25, 1?81,

Special attention slven to the purchase of Mine and Mill Supplies.

IT HAS NO EQUAL.

Can Be Put On

by Any One.

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adapted by the

Navy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOII-EKS, STEAM PIPES, COLD STORAGE, and all places requiri.jg

Mon-Heat-Condncting: Material.

59 CLAY STBBET O. B. JOHNSON & CO., SAN FBANOISOO.
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PROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Best Ore Concentrator in the market, having double
the Capacity and doing its work as close as the plain Belt
machine, while its concentrations are clean. It is used in

a number of Mills, the most notable of which is the

Alaska M. & M. Go's Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Frues
are taking the Pulp from 120 Stamps, crashing 350 tons

per day, and is giving entire satisfaction as against 48
plaiu Belt Machines, taking the Pulp from the other 120
Stamps.

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f. o. b.

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

Protected by Patents December 22, 1874; September 2

1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20, I883';

September 18, 1883; July 24, 1888. Patents applied for.

For Pamphlets, Testimonials and farther information

a^ly at ofiice.

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Thb Montana Company (Limited), London, October 8, 1885.
Dkar Sirs :—Having tested three of your Frue Vanners in a com-

petitive trial with other similar machines (Triumph), we have satisfied
ourselves of the superiority o( your Vanners, aa is evidenced by the
fact of our having: ordered 20 more of your machines for immediate
deUvery. Yours truly, THE MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B,—Since the above was written the 20 Vanners, having been
started, gave such satisfaction that ii additional Frues and more
stamps have been purchased. ADAJIS & CARTER.

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE CO.. Room 15, No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
( INCORPOBATBD SKPTBMBBB. 29, 1882.) '

NOS. 39 TO 51 FREMONT STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

Manufacturers of NEW and Dealers in SECOND-HAND

BOILERS, ENGINES, PUMPS AND MACHINERY OF EVERY VARIETY.

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

"ECLIPSE CORLISS" ENGINES.

"RUSSELL" AUTOMATIC ENGINES.

"CLIMAX" BAND-SAW MILLS.

"ECONOMIZER" BOILERS AND ENGINES.
'

" ERIE ENGINE WORKS' " BOILERS AND
ENGINES.

OARLOCK'S ELASTIC SPIRAL PACKING.

"REEVE'S" WOOD SPLIT PULLEYS.
ROTARY AND CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
BUFFALO DUPLEX STEAM PUMPS.
"SENSIBLE" HORSE-POWER WHIMS.
STEAM HOISTING WHIMS.
MACHINISTS' TOOLS OF ALL STYLES FOR ALL

WORK.

PROPRIETORS of the CITY IRON WORKS.

HYDRAULIC MINING MACHINERY.
QUARTZ MILLING MACHINERY.
SAW MILLING MACHINERY.
HYDRAULIC GRAVEL ELEVATORS.
HYDRAULIC GIANTS AND GATES.

" TRIUMPH " ORE CONCENTRATORS.
AUTOMATIC ORE FEEDERS.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
LEATHER AND RUBBER BELTING.
LUBRICATING COMPOUNDS.
WATER PIPE, ETC., ETC.

MANUFACTURER OF

CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ MILLS,
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Machinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Machines.

SEND FOR CIBCDXiAB.

Ce^tTUuea.1 Boiler Quartz MUl. gX3 J*X3Ea-fiiT gtT?3Ft.gl3Ei1' ^-A.PT J-Jr«..A.JXrC3IS»C;0

.

C3.A.Xj.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD
PRICES GBBATtY REDUCED. ONLY BEPINED SILVER AND BEST COPPER USED. OVER 3000 ORDERS FILLED. FIFTEEN MEDALS AWARDED.

Old Mining Plates can be Replate<i. Old Plates Boiight, or Gold Separated. Thetje Flatea can also be purcbased of JOBLM TATLOK & CO., Corner J^irst

and Mission Streets, San Francisco. .^^^^^_^_^^

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS.
B. G- DENNISTON, Proprietor. 653 & 666 MISSION ST., SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.

Our Plates have been used for 20 years. They have proved the beat. We adhere strictly to contract in weight of Sliver and Copper.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

RECEIVED EVERY MEDAL
Awarded on the Pacific Coast
for Silver - Plated Amaloram
Plates and Beet Gold, Silver

and Nickel Plating.

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, Mining, and GommissioD,

420 Montgomery St., S. F.

Ships under advanceg to smelting works In Boston
New York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one j'eara' experience in Shipping Ores and

Managing Mines.
Solicits Coueignments of Copper Produce and Manage-

ment of Min'ng Matters.

Ail business conducted on Cash Baals.

Purchase and shipment of Mining Supplies a Spbcialty.

Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.

Businesa Manager of UNION COPPER MINE, Copper,

opolie, Cal.; NEWION COPPER MINE, Amador Co. , Cal.

ELECTRIC VAPOR ENGINE CO.
218 CALIFORNIA STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

BUILDERS OF GAS AND GASOLINE ENGINES.

DVCinsrinSTGr

Ore Dressing Machinery.

By C. G. WAMFOBD LOCK.

Contents.— Motive Power— Transmission of Power.
Quarrying — Prospecting, Shaft-sinking, Coal-cutiting,

Pumping, and Ventilating Machinery—Lighting—Haul*
ing and Hoisting Transport—Reducing— Dresstng—Mia*
cellaneous.

Price $21.00. Circulars and Catalogues on application.

E. & F. N. SPON, Publishers,

1% Oortlandt St., Mew York.
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The Woodbury Ore Con-

centrator.

Oq this page are presented engrav

IngB of the Woodbury ore coDoen<

trator aod of the Improved concea-

trator belt used on the macbiDe. To
give this cODoentrator more capaoity

than those of the ordloary form, it is

oonstrnoted to carry 13 narrow belts,

and by dividing the palp equally

apon each belt, they prevent the

palp from rnnnlog from one side to

the other, or to in any way interfere

with the working of any part of the

palp not allotted to its particnlar

pUce, The belts are made perfectly

smooth on the sarfaoe, the Inventor

believing that way of using belts Is

better for fine and close work tban any

oorrugattons. Corragated surface belts can

be need, however, If preferred.

The main frame of the concentrator Is made

of iron, giying it stability and durability. The

main shaft is two'inoh steel; the main boxes

are self-oiling, and the coDneoting-boxes are

large and self-olHng. It requires less than one-

half the room In the mill of the ordinary ma-

chines, and It is claimed will ran with mach

less power, water and attention.

Mr. Woodbury states that this concentrator

will work from 12 to 15 tons of ore, which Is

mach beyond the capacity of the ordinary belt

machine. The narrow belts run each on a

separate crown on the roller, so that there is

no possibility of their getting out of line, and

no adjastment is required after they are once

started. A revolving feed bowl distribntes to

each belt its exact proportion of sand, water,

and sulphnrets, thereby largely increasing the

capacity of the machine.

The belt used is patented by the same in-

ventor. It is conatruoted with edges corru.

gated for the purpose of elongating the edge at

the top, and gradually diminishing toward the

main part of the belt. This improvement pre-

vents the edges from cracking, as the edges

have only to straighten out and not stretch as

they pass around the drams, and there is, there-

fore, no strain on the edges.

Mr. Woodbury says that this machine does

not require an expert to; run it. A man of

ordinary intelligence can learn to do good

work with it In a few hours. Forty-five of

these machines have been put in operation in

THE WOODBURY ORE CONOBNTRATOR- WOODBURY CONCENTRATOR BELT.

the last 18 months, each in every case working

for five stamps. The 'machine costs, shipped,

S575. George E. Woodbury, 213-217 Front

street, in this city, is the inventor and man-

ufacturer.

The "Vulcan" Wire Ropeway.

Valuable improvements have been made dur-

ing the past few years in the details of wire

ropeways for transporting ore, cordwood and

other material. In mountainous districts, where

roads are impracticable, the wire ropeway may

be regarded as a necessity, as the contour of the

ground offers no impediment—the ropeway

"leaping from hill to hill," and often, unsup-

ported, crossing chasms many hundred feet In

depth. The Vulcan Wire ropeway system Is an

improved form, the details of which are the re-

suit of experience. The accompanying engrav-

ings show the construction of the improved

ropeway.

An endless wire rope is supported at inter-

vals (varying according to the nature of the

ground from 150 to 2000 feet) on grooved sup.

porting sheaves which are secured to the ends

of a cross-arm elevated on a suitable supporting

structure or tower. The rope parses around

horizontal grip-sheaves placed at each extremity

of the ropeway and over the supporting sheavee.

The grip-sheave is so constructed as to prevent

the rope from slipping and Is furnished with a

suitable brake to regulate the speed. By means

of the grip-sheaves power can be transmitted

to or from the traveling rope.

To one of the terminal structures is attached

a counter* weight that counterbalances the

weight of the load carried, takes np the stretch

of the rope, and likewise provides for any con-

traction or expansion of the rope, caused by

change of temperature.

The conveyors or carriers (which vary in

shape according to the character of the material

to be transported) are loaded with about 125

pounds—the loading and unloading being done

Fig. 4 — THE CLIP.

2 13
Fig. 5 -CLIP INSERTED IN ROPE.

while the rope is in motion. These conveyors

are attached to hangers that are suspended

from the projecting shafts of the clips which

are inserted in the rope at suitable distances,

to correspond to the quantity of material to

be delivered per day.

Thus it will be seen that when the rope is set

in motion it will carry with it the loaded con-

veyors at such rate of speed as may be deter-

mined most suitable, usually about 200 feet per

minute. The conveyors are easily loaded or

unloaded as they pass by, which can be done

at any point on the line. These conveyors may
be loaded automatically. If so desired. The
unloading is always done automatically.

When the point of dlacharge is lower than

the point of loading, eqaivalent to a grade of

one in seven (or an inclination of eight de-

grees), the ropeway will run by gravitation.

When the angle of descent is less than eight

degrees, power of some kind must be employed

to ran the rope, and may be applied at any

part of the line.

When the angle of desoent Is sufficient, there

can be carried back to the mine, or to the head

of ropeway system, various material, supplies,

eto., or the surplus power may be transmitted,

by suitable attachments, to mill machinery.

Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings is a

general view of the whole system. Fig. 2 is a

supporting or station sheave and stand. Fig. 3

is a guide sheave and stand. These sheaves are

made from 22 to 36 inches diameter, and If de-

sired are furnished with metaline bushings,

dispensing with the ase of oil. The sheaves are

{Continued on Page 185
)

Pig. 3 — GUIDE SHEAVE
AND STAND.

Fig. X - THE VULCAN WIRE ROPEWAY Fig. 2 — SUPPORTING SHEAVE
AND STAND.
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The New Land Law.

Text of an Important Act,".. .."

Beit enacted, etc., Th^t an Act entitled "Ali'

Act to amend an Act entitled ' An Act to en-

courage the growth of timber on the Western
prairies.' " approved June 14, 1878, and all laws

supplementary thereto or amendatory thereof,

be. and the same are, hereby repealed: Pro-

vided, Tiiat this repeal shall not affect any valid

rights heretofore accrued or accruing under
said laws, but all bona-fide claims lawfully in-

itiated before the passage of this Act may be

perfected upon due compliance with law,

in the same manner, upon the same terms and
conditions, and subject to the same limitations,

forfeitures and con itsts as if this Act had not

been passed : And provided furthei; That the

following words "f the last clause of Section

2 of said Act, namely. " That not less than

twenty-seven hundred trees were planted on
each acre," are hereby repealed: And provided

further, That, in computing the period of culti-

vation, the time shall run from the date of the

entry if the necessary acts of cultivation were
performed within the proper time: Aiid pro-

vided further, That the preparation of the land

and the planting of trees shall be construed as

acts of cultivation, and the time authorized to

be so employed and actually employed shall be

computed as a part of the eight years of cultiva-

tion required by statute: Provided, That any
person who has made entry of any public lands

of the United States under the timber culture

laws, and who has for a period of four years in

good faith complied with the provisions of said

laws and who is an actual bona-fide resident of

the State or Territory in which said land is

located, shall be entitled to make final proof

thereto, and acquire title to the same, by the

payment of $1.25 per acre for such tract, under
such rules and regulations as shall be pre-

scribed by the Secretary of the Interior, and
registers and receivers shall be allowed the

same fees and compensation for final proofs in

timber-culture entries as is now allowed by law

in homestead entries: And provided further,

That no land acquired under the provisions of

this Act shall in any event become liable to the

satisfaction of any debt or debts contracted

prior to the issuing of the final certificate there-

fiar.

DESERT LANDS.

Sec. 2. That an Act to provide for the

sale of desert lands in certain States and
Territories, approved March 3, 1S77, is hereby
amended by adding thereto the following sec-

tions :

"Sec. 4. That at the time of filing the dec-

laration hereinbefore required the party shall

also file a map of said land, which shall exhibit

a plan of showing tlie mode of contemplated
irrigation, and which plan shall be sufficient to

thoroughly irriii;ate and reclaim said land and
prepare it'to raise ordinary agricultural crops,

and shall also show the source of the water
to be used for irrigation and reclamation. Per-

sons entering or proposing to enter separate

sections, or fractional parts of sections, of des-

ert lands may associate together in the con-

struction of canals and ditches for irrigating

and reclaiming all of said tracts, and may file a

joint map or maps showing their plan of in-

ternal improvements.
"Sec. 5. That no land shall be patented to

any person under this Act unless he or his as-

signors shall have expended in the necessary

irrigation, reclamation and cultivation thereof,

by means of main canals and branch ditches,

and in permanent improvements upon the land,

and in the purchase of water rights for the irri-

gation of the same, at least $3 per acre of

whole tract reclaimed and patented in the man
ner following : Within one year after making
entry for such tract of desert land as aforesaid

the party so entering shall expend not less than
$1 per acre for the purposes aforesaid; and he
shall in like manner expend the sum of $1 per

acre during the second and also during the
third year thereafter, until the sum of §3 per

acre is so expended. Said party shall file dur
ing each year with the "Register proof, by the
"iflfidavits of two or more credible witnesses,

that the full sum of $1 per acre has been ex
pended in such necessary improvements during
such year, and the manner in which expended,
and at the expiration of the third year a map
or plan showing the character and extent of
such improvements. If any party who has
made such application shall fail during any
year to file the testiuiony aforesaid, the lands
shall revert to the United States and the 25
cents advanced payment shall be forfeited to the
United States and the entry sha!l be canceled,
Nothing herein contained shall prevent a claim-
ant from making his final entry and receiving
his patent at an earlier date than hereinbefore
prescribed, provided that he then makes the re-

quired proof of reclamation to the aggregate ex-

tent of $3 per acre: Provided, That proof bt

further required of the cultivation of one-eighth
of the land.
"Sec 6. That this A.ct shall not affect any

valid rights Iteretofore accrued under said Act
of March 3, 1877, but all bona-fide claims here-
tofore lawfully initiated may be perfected, upon
due compliance with the provisions of said Act,
in the same manner, upon the same terms and
nonditions, and subject to the same limitations,
forfeitures and contests as if this Act had not
been passed; or said claims, at the option of the
claimant, may be perfected and patented under
the provisions of said Act, as amended by this
Act, 80 far as applicable; and all Acts and parts
of Acts in conflict with this Act are hereby re-

" Sko. 7. That any time after filing the dec-
laration, and within the period of four years
thereafter, upon making satisfactory proof to the
register and the receiver of the reclamation and
cultivation of said land to the extent and cost
and in the manner aforesaid, and substantially
in accordance with the plans herein provided
for, and that he or she is a citizen of the United

States, and upon payment to the receiver of the
additional sum of $1 per acre for said land, a
patent shall issue therefor to the applicant o
his assigns; but no person or association of per-
sons shall hold by assignment or otherwise,
prior to the issue of patent, more than 320
acres of such arid or desert lands, but this sec-

tion shall not apply to entries made or initi-

ated prior to the approval of this Act : Pro-
vided, however, That additional proofs may be
required at any time within the period pre-

scribed by law, and that the claims or entries

made under this or any preceding Act shall be
subject to contest, as provided by the law re-

lating to homestead cases, for illegal inception,

abandonment or failure to comply with the re-

quirements of law, and upon satisfactory proof
tbereof shall be canceled and the lands and
moneys paid therefor shall be forfeited to the
Uuited States.

'*Sec. 8. That the provisions of the Act to

which this is an amendment, and the amend-
ments thereto, shall apply to and be in force in

the State of Colorado, as well as the States

named in the original Act; and no person shall

be entitled to make entry of desert land except
he be a resident citizen of the State or Territory
in which the land sought to be entered is

located."
PRE-EMPTION OF PUBLIC LANDS.

Sec. 3. That Section 2288 of the Revised
Statutes be amended so as to read as follows:

" Sec 2288. Any bona-fide settler under the
pre emption, homestead, or other settlement
law shall have the right to transfer, by war-
ranty against his own acts, any portion of his
claim for church, cemetery, or school purposes,
or for the right of way of railroads, canals, res-

ervoirs, or ditches for iirigation or drainage
across it; and the transfer for such public pur-
poses shall in no way vitiate the right to com-
plete and perfect the title of his claim."

Sec. 4. That Chapter 4 of Title XXXII,
excepting Sections 2275, 2276, 2286 of the Re-
vised Statute=i of the United States, and all

other laws allowing pre-emption of the public
lands of the United Stages, are hereby repealed,
but all bona-fide claims lawfully initiated be-
fore the passage of this Act, under any of said
provisions of law so repealed, may be perfected
upon due compliance with law in the same
manner, upon the same terms and conditions,
and subject to the same limitations, forfeitures

and contests as if this Act had not been passed.

revised statutes amended.

Sec 5. That Sections 2289 and 2290, in said
chapter numbered 5 of the Revised Statutes,
be and the same are hereby amended so that
they shall read as follows:
"Sec 22S9. Every person who is|the head of

a family, or who has arrived at the age of
twenty-one vears, and is a citizen of the United
States, or who has filed his declaration of in-
tention to become such, as required by the
naturalization laws, shall be entitled to enter
one-quarter section, or a less quantitv of unap-
propriated public lands, to be located in a body
in conformity to the legal subdivisions of the
public lands; but no person who is the proprie-
tor of more than IGO acres of land in anv State
01 Territory shall acquire any right under the
homestead law. And every person owning and
residing on land may, under the provisions of
this section, enter other land lying contiguous
to his land, which shall not, with the land so
already owned and occupied, exceed in the ag-
gregate IGO acres.

" Sec 2290. That any person applying to en-
ter land under the preceding section shall first

make and subscribe before the proper officer
and file in the proper land office an affidavit
that he or she is the head of a family, or is over
twenty-one years of age. and that such applica-
tion is honestly and in good faith made for the
purpose of actual settlement and cultivation,
and not for the benefit of any other person, per-
sons, or corporations, and that he or she will
faithfully and honestly endeavor to comply with
all the requirements of law as to settlement,
residence and cultivation necessarv to ac-
quire title to the land applied for; that
he or she is not acting as agent of any
person, corporation, or syndicate in making
such entry, nor in collusion with any person,
cor[K>ration or syndicate, togivethem'the bene-
fit of the land entered, or any part thereof, or
the timber thereon; that he or she does not ap-
ply to enter the same for the purpose of specu-
lation, but in good faith to obtain a home for
himself or herself, and that he or she has not
directly or indirectly made, and will not make,
any agreement or contract in any way or man-
ner, with any person or persons, corporation or
syndicate whatsoever, by which the title which
he or she might acquire from tbe Government
of the United States should inure, in whole or
in part, to the benefit of any person, except
himself or herself; and upon filing such affidavit
with the register or receiver on payment of $5
when the entry is not more than 80 acres, and
on payment of $10 when the entrv is for more
than 80 acres, he or she shall thereupon be per-
mitted to enter the amount of land specified."
Sec 6. That Section 2301 of the Revised

Statutes be amended so as to read as follows:
" Sec 2301. Nothing in this chapter shall be

so construed as to prevent any person who shall
hereafter avail himself of the benefits of Sec-
tion 2289 from paying the minimum price for
thequantity of landso entered at any time after
the expiration of fourteen calendar months
from the date of such entry, and obtaining a
patent therefor, upon making proof of settle-
ment and of residence and cultivation for such
period of fourteen months; and the provision of
this section shall apply to lands on the ceded
portion of the Sioux reservation, by Act ap-
proved March 2, 1889, in South Dakota, but
shall not relieve said settlers from any pay-
ments now required by law."

clerical errobs.
Sec. 7. That whenever it shall appear to the

Commissioner of the General Land Office that a

clerical error has been committed in the entry
of any of the public lands, such entry may be
suspended upon proper notification to the claim-
ant, through the local land office, until the
error has been corrected; and all entries
made under the pre-etoption, homestead, des-
ert-land or timber-culture laws, in which final
proof and payment may have been made and
certificates issued, and to which there are no
adverse claims originating prior to final entry,
and which have been sold or incumbered prior
to the 1st day of March, 1888, and after final

entry, to bona-fide purchasers or incum-
brancers, for a valuable consideration, shall,

unless upon an investigation by a Gnvernmeut
agent, fraud on the part of the purchaser has
been found, be confirmed and patented upon
presentation of satisfactory proof to tbe Land
Department of such sale or incumbrance: Pro-
vided, That after the lapse of two years from
the date of the issuance of the receiver's re-

ceipt upon the final entry of any tract of land
under the h'omestead. timber-culture, desert-

land or pre-emption laws, or under this Act,
and when there shall be no pending contest or
protest against the validity of such entry, the
entryman shall be entitled to a patent convey-
ing the land by him entered, and the same
shall be issued to him; but this proviso shall
not be construed to require the delay of two
years from the date of said entry before the
issuing ofa patent therefor.

SUITS FOR ANNULMENT.

Sec. 8. That suits by the United States to

vacate and annul any patent heretofore issued

shall only be brought within five years from the

passage of this Act, and suit'i to vacate and
annul patents hereatter issued shall only be
brought within six years after tbe date of the

issuance of such patents. And in the States of

Colorado, Montana. Idaho, North Dakota and
South Dakota, Wyoming and in the district of

Alaska, and the gold and silver regions of Ne-
vada, and the Territory of Utah, in any criminal

prosecution or civil action by the United States

for a trespass on such public timber lands or to

recover timber or lumber cut thereon, it shall

be a defense if the defendant shall show that

the said timber was so cut or removed from the

timber lands for use in such State or Territory

by a resident thereof for agricultural, mining,
manufacturing or domestic purposes, and has

not been transported out of the same; but noth-

ing herein contained shall apply to operate to

enlarge the right of any railway company to cut

timber on the public domain: Provided, That
the Secretary of the Interior may make suitable

rules and regulations to carry out the provisions

of this section.

Sec. 9. That hereafter no public lands of the

United States, except abandoned military or

other reservations, isolated and disconnected

fractional tracts authorized to be sold by Sec-

tion 2455 of tbe Revised Statutes, and mineral

and other lands the sale of which at public

auction has been authorized by Acts of Con-
gress of a special nature having local applica-

tion, shall be sold at public sale.

Sec 10. That nothing in this Act shall

change, repeal, or modify any agreements or

treaties made with any Indian tribes for the

disposal of their lands, or of land ceded to the

United States to be disposed of for the benefit

of such tribes, and the proceeds thereof to be

placed in the Treasury of the United States;

and the disposition of such lands shall con-

tinue in accordance with the provisions of such
treaties or agreements, except as provided in

Section 5 of this Act.

ALASKA LANDS.

Sec 11. That until otherwise ordered by Con-

gress, lands in Alaska may be entered for town-
site purposes, for the several us'fe and benefit

of the occupants of such townsites, by such
trustee or trustees as may be named by the

Secretary of the Interior for that purpose, such
entries to be made under the provisions

of Section 2387 of the Revised Statutes

as near as may be; and when such entries shall

have been made the Secretary of the Interior

shall provide by regulation for the proper exe-

cution of the trust in favor of the inhabitants

of the townsite, including the survey of the

lands into lots, according to the spirit and in-

tent of said Section 2387of the Revised Statutes,

whereby the same results would be reached as

though the entrv had been made by a County
Judge and the disposal of the lots into such

townsite and the proceeds of the sale thereof

had been prescribed by the legislative authority

of a State or Territory: Provided, That no more
t!- an 640 acre-* shall be embraced m one town-
site entry.
Sec 12. That any citizen of the United States

twentv-one years of age, and any association of

such citizens, and any corporation incorporated

under the laws of tbe United States or of any
State or Territory of the United States, now
authorized by law to hold lands in tbe Territo-

ries, now or hereatter in possession of and oc-

cupying public lands in Alaska for the purpose

of trade or manufactures, may purchase not ex-

ceeding 160 acres, to be taken as near as prac-

ticable in a square form, of such land at $2.50

per acre: Provided, That in -case more than

one person, association or corporation shall

claim the same tract of land, the person, asso-

ciation or corporation having the prior claim by
reason of possession and continued occupation

shall be entitled to purchase the same; but the

entry of no person, association or corporation

shall include improvements made by or in pos-

session ot another prior to tbe passage of this

Act
Sec 13. That it shall be the duty of any per-

son, association or corporation entitled to pur-

chase land under this Act to make an applica-

tion to the United Slates Marshal, ex-officio

Surveyor-General of Alaska, for an estimate of

the cost of making a survey of the lands occu-

pied by such person, association or corporation,

and the cost of the clerical work necessary to

be done in the office of the said United States

Marshal, ex-officio Surveyor-General; and on

the receipt of such estimate from the United
States Marshal, ex-offinio Surveyor-General, the
said person, association or corporation shall
deposit the amount in a United States deposi-
tory, as he is required by Section numbered
2401, Revised Statutes, relating to deposits for
surveys.
That on the receipt by the United States

Marshal, ex-officio Surveyor-General, of the said
certificates of deposit, he shall employ a compe-
tent person to make such survey, under such
rules and regulations as may be adopted by the
Secretary of the Interior, who shall make his
return of his field notes and maps to the office
of the said United States Marshal, cx-offido
Surveyor-General; and the said United States
Marshal, ex-officio Surveyor-General, shall cause
the said field notes and plats of such survey to
be examined, and, if correct, approve the same,
and shall transmit certified copies of such maps
and plats to the office of the Commissioner of
the General L^nd Office.
That when the said field notes and plats of

said survey shall have been approved by the
said Commissioner of the General Land Office,
he shall notify such person, association, or cor-
poration, who shall then, within six months
after such notice, pay to the United States
Marshal, ex-offi-cio Surveyor-General, for such
land, and patent shall issue for the same.
Sec 14. That none of the provisions of the

last two preceding sections of this Act shall be
so construed as to warrant the sale of any lands
belonging to the United States which shall con-
tain coal or the precious metals, or any town-
site, or which shall be occupied by the United
States for public purposes, or which shall be
reserved for such purposes, or to which the na-
tives of Alaska have prior rights by virtue of
actual occupation, or which shall be selected
by the United States Commissioner of Fish and
'P'isheries on the islands of Kodiak and Afognak
for the purpose of establishing fish-culture sta-

tions. And all tracts of land not exceeding 640
acres in any one tract now occupied by mission-
ary stations in the said district of Alaska are
hereby excepted from the operation of ihe last

three preceding sections of this Act. No por-
tion of the islands of the Pribylov group or the
seal islands of Alaska shall be subject to sale
under this Act; aud there shall be reserved in
all patents issued under the provisions of the
last two preceding sections, the right of the
United States to regulate the taking of salmon
and to do all things necessary to protect and
prevent the destruction of salmon in all the
waters of the lands gran'ed frequented by
salmon.

Sec. 15. That until otherwise provided by
law, the body of lands known as Annette islands,

situated in Alexander Archipelago in South-
eastern Alaska, on the north sideof Dixon's en-
trance, be, and the same is hereby, set apart as
a reservation for tbe use of the Metlakahtla In-
dians, and those people known as Metlakaht-
lans, who have recently emigrated from British
Columbia to Alaska, and such other Alaskan
natives as may join them, to be held and used
by them in common, under such rules and reg-

ulations and subject to such restrictions as may
be prescribed from time to time by the Secre-

tary of the Interior.

MINERAL LANDS.

Sec, 16. That townsite entries may be made
by incorporated towns and cities on the mineral
lands of the United States, but no title shall be
acquired by any such towns or cities to any
vein of gold, silver, cinnabar, copper or lead, or
to any valid mining claim or possession held
under existing law. When mineral veins are
possessed within the limits of an incorporated
town or city, and such possession is recognized
by local authority or by the laws of the United
Slates, the title of town lots shall be subject to
such recognized possession and the necessary
use thereof, and when entry has been male or
patent issued for such townsites to such incor-
porated town or city, the possessor of such
mineral vein may enter and receive patent for

such mineral vein and tbe surface ground ap-
pertaining thereto: Provided, That no entry
shall be made by such mineral-vein claimant
for surface ground where the owner or occupier
of the surface ground shall have had possession
of the same before tbe inception of the title of
the mineral-vein applicant.

RESERVOIR SITES.

Sec 17. That reservoir sites located or se-

lected and to be located and selected under the
provisions of " An Act making appropriations
for sundry civil expenses of the Government
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1889, and
for other purposes," and amendments thereto,
shall be restricted to and shall contain only so
much land as is actually necessary for the con-
struction and maintenance of reservoirs; ex-
cluding so far as practicable lands occupied by
actual settlers at the date of the location of
said reservoirs, and that the provision of " An
Act making appropriations for sundry civil ex-
penses of the Government for the fiscal j'ear
ending June 30, 1891, and for other purposes,"
which reads as follows, namely: "No person
who shall, after the passage of this Act enter
upon any of the public lands with a view to oc-
cupation, entry or settlement under any of the
land laws, shall be permitted to acquire title to
more than 320 acres in the aggregate under all

said laws," shall be construed to include in the
maximum amount of lands the title to which is

permitted to be acquired by one person only
agricultural lauds, and not to include lands en-
tered or sought to be entered under mineral
land laws.
Sec 18. That the right of way through the

public lands and reservations of the United
States is hereby granted to any canal or ditch
company formed for the purpose of irrigation
and duly organized under tbe laws of any State
or Territory which shall have filed or may*
hereafter file, with the Secretary of the Inte-
rior a copy of its articles of incorporation, and
due proofs of its organization under the same.
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to the extfut of the ground occupietl by the

wat«r of ibe reservoir, and of the cuual and it^

lateral}*, UDd fifty fi-et on each side of the mar-
ginal liinita thereof; aUo the rij:ht to take from
the public lands adjiicent to the line of the
canal or ditch, ninteriai, earth and utone neces-

Bary for tht- coiislructiou of such canal or

ditch: Provided, That no such right of wjiy

shall be «o located as to interfere with the
proper occupation by the Oovernn^ent of any
such reservation ; and all maps of li)L'ation shall

be subject to ilie approval of the department
of the Government having jurisfdiction of such
reservation, and the privilege herein grantetl
shall not be construed to interfere with the con-
trol of water for irrigation and other purpoSL-s

under authority of the rei»peotive States or Tc r-

ritorieH.

Sec. 19. That any canal or ditch company
desiring to secure the benefits of this Act sliali,

within twelve nionthn after the loattion of ten
miles of its canal, if the same be upon surveved
lands, and if upon unsurveyed lands, witliin
twelve months after the survey thereof by the
United States, hie with the Register of the
Land Oilice for the dis'rict where such land is

located a map of ita canal or ditch or reservoir

;

and upon the approval thereof by the Secre-
tary of the Interior the same sliall be ntited

upon the nlata in said oilice, and thereafter all

such lands over which such rights of way shall

pass shall be dispcsed of subject to such right

of way. Whenever any person or corporation,
in the construction of any canal, ditch or reser-

voir, injures or damages the possession of any
settler on the public domain, the party com-
mitting such injury ur damage shall be liable

to the party injured for such injury or damage.
Sec. 20. That the provisions of thisActshall

apply to all canals, ditches or reservoirs hereto-
fore or hereafter constructed, whether con-
structed by corporations, individuals orassocia-
tions of individuals, on the tiling of the certiti-

cates and maps herein provided for. If such
ditch, canal or reservoir has been or shall be
constructed by an imiividual or association of
individuals, it shall be suliicient for such indi-
vidual or association of individuals to tile with
the Secretary of the Interior, and with the Reg-
ister of the Land Office where such land is lo-

cated, a map of the line of such canal, ditch or
reservoir, as in case of a corporation, with the
name of the individual ownerorowners thereof,
together with the articles of association, if

any there be. Plats heretofore filed shall have
the benefits of this Act from the date of their
tiling, as though filed under it: Provided, That
if any section of said canal or ditch shall not be
completed within five years after the location
of said section, the rights herein granted shall
be forfeited as to any uncompleted section of
said canal, ditch or reservoir to the extent that
the same is not completed at the date of the
forfeiture.

Skc. 21. That nothing in this Act shall
authorize such canal or ditch company to oc-
cupy such right of way exoept for the "purpose
of said canal or ditch, and then only so far as
may be necessary for the construction, main-
tenance and care of said canal or ditch.
Sec 22. That the section of land reserved for

the benefitof the Dakota Central Railroad Com-
pany on the west bank of the Missouri river, at
the mouth of Bad river, as provided by Section
16 of " An Act to divide a portion of the reser-
vation of the Sioux nation of Indians in Da-
kota into separate reservations, and to secure
the relinquishment of the Indian title to the re-

mainder, and for other purposes," approved
March 2, 18S9, shall be subject to entry under
the towusite law only.

Sec. 23. That in all cases where second en-
tries of land on the Osage Indian Trust and di-
minished reserve lands in Kansas, to which at
the time there were no adverse claims, have
been made, and the law complied with as to
residence and improvement, said entries be,
and the same are hereby confirmed, and in all

cases where persons were actual settlers and
residing upon their claims upon said Osage
Indian trust and dimini-<hed reserve lands in
the State of Kansas on the 9th day of May,
1872, and who have made subsequent pre-
emption entries either upon publicor uponsaid
Osage Indian trust and diminished reserve
lands, upon which there were no legal prior ad-
verse claims at the time, and the law complied
with as to settlement, said subsequent entries
be and the same are hereby confirmed.

Sec. 24. That the President of the United
States may from time to time set apart and re-

serve, in any State or Territory having public
land bearing forests, any part of the public
lands wholly or in part covered with timber or
undergrowth, whether of commercial value or
not, as public reservations; and the President
shall, by public proclamation, declare the estab-
lishment of such reservations and the limits
thereof.

The Fish Commis.sion.— Fiah Commiaaioner
Joa&ph D, Reddm^ btutea that to overcome the

growing scarcity of salmon the Commiasion will

have to stook the atreams with 3,000,000 sal*

mon fry and will establish a hatchery on the

San Franoiaco peninaula. At preeent there
are only two salmon hatoheries, one at Lake
Tahoe and the other in Shaata county.

Oid-Time Rttminiscences-

Hearst.

-Senator

In Removing Deposit and Sediment from
tabular builere, the Uctua-holbS aUoutd be often
opened and all colleotiona removed from over
the fire. Also, when boilers are fed in front
and blow off through the aame pipe, the colleo'

tloa of mud or sediment in the rear end ehould
be often removed.

Copper Steel la a new alloy of ateel oon-
tainiug about 12 per cent of copper. Such

' alloya as low aa four per cent of copper
promise to become quite useful in the arts.

Bnt too little ia known as yet to give any
definite idea of the comparative value of such
ftlloys.

EniTOKs Pkkhs:— Do I know Senator Hearst ?

MkeU a lileod. Yee; better than bio (ton knowa
him. Why, I am the Indivldaal who first hauled
George up into the light of busineaa life, and
hereby hanga one of many tales I can tell of

my old friend, I'll only sive yon one now.
In the latter part of 1S50, in oonaequenoe of

my mining exporienoe on Lake Superior, I was
oonaulted by a friend living in Sacramento aa
to milling of gold, etc., he stating at the aame
time that he had invested a good deal of money
in a mill in Nevada Co., and that tbey had juat

found out Ibey had no mine. But, aays my
friend, there te a good mine op thure belonging
to a lot of MJaaouri boya, and that a yonng
fellow by the name of George Hearst waa work
tng there. The objeut of the talk waa, my
friend wanted me to go and see what oould be
done with these Miasoarlana, by way of getting
their mine. Under certain conaiderations I

Qonaented to go, and bad a carte blanche to do
what I thought beat. I started for Nevada,
arrived the following day, and on Inquiry fonnd
*' George Hearst " waa well known, but he was
two miles off, over at Gold Flat. George al-

ways was ono of those genial souls who once
known wonld ever be remembered, liked and
accommodated. Notwithatanding it was late

in the afternoon, I started, aod followed the
trail ahown me until the place was found. To
a man at the wlndlaaa I aaked, " Is there a Mr.
Hearst here ? " " George Hearat ? Yes; he's

down the shaft. Do you want to aee him?"
Anawering thatldid, he hallooed out, "George,
there's a man here wants to aee you." "All
right, haul me up," aays George, and so the
man tugged at the wlndlaaa. As George alwaya
waa weighty on a pull, I gave a hand, and up
be came, Landed* there stood before me a tall,

apare, regular New Madrid Miaaourlan in biu

ahirt-sleeves, and having on the regulation
brown Kentucky* jeans panta, roughly tucked in

hia boots. He was as true a California, old-time
miner as oould be found. I can see him now, and
I doubt not, were he living, bat he wonld give
more for a good oil-painting of himself aa he then
stood than he has alnoe given for the richest
piece of his present gallery. I introdnced my-
self, and, to make things easy, half-way
broached the business I was on. " Well, Bill,"

says George to the man at the windlass, " guesa
we'll quit; worked enough for one day, any-
how." (George never waa much on the hard
work; prospecting aroand waa his forte, look-
ing for big strikes that othera could work at.

He has kept this np ever since.

)

"Come over to the cabin," says George to
me, "and see the boys. You will have to stay
ail night. Guees we can fix to have yoa bunk
with aome of ns." (There never waa anything
mean about George; he naturally bad a kindly
heart.) After a parley, I consented to accept
the invitation, and off we posted to the cabin

—

a regular old-time miners' log-cabin, where all

the light there waa in daytime oame in at the
door and down the chimney. Soon, one by one,
the " Mlasouri boya " began to come in from
their labors of sluicing and varions mining
work.

All were partners In receipta,expenditures,and
poaeesaiona. Of coarse I waa Introduced, and
by the time supper waa ready, they numbered
some nine. Lord! thinks I, nine men to barter
with for a mine. It looked dubious. After
supper we all got circled round the big fire-

place, and the day's doings were talked over.
No lamps or candles were required ; the snap-
ping fire gave light enough.
The comforts of these old log cabins, none

bat the pioneer can appreciate. In them there
were more joyous hearts—more solid, robust
health, more real mental and physical comforts,
than are to be found in gilded palaces of the
present. Not only this, but yon oould always
find in them brains—men of education, of nerve
—men who thought, and men who dared to

do. Gold warmed the blood and brain to tbeir

greatest power, and there was plenty of gold.

None but he who passed through the fire of

these spirited times can understand the life

and light of a home in the old log cabin of " '49

and '50." Bat to oar story: Our Miasouri boys
we^e all a light-hearted, jolly set. George.whom
I coneldered waa captain of the crowd, finally

brought the business before the house (his first

experience in senatorial duties), but aa you
may suppose, thure waa a good deal of doubting
—they did not know who I was, and to do as I

proposed, why, they did not know about it, etc.,

etc., anu then they wonld start off talking

about old Mieeouri. Finally I concluded to

drop the subject and talk Miesonri, too. I

could see they began to have a better opinion
of me when they found I was from Missouri
(St. Louie), 10 I ran on Missouri for all there

was possible. That was the winning card. The
next dash at basiDeaa we agreed on all points,

and concluded the trade. The detail waa left

to George, who seemed to have the confidence
and leadership of the boys. What George did
waa all right. Thia waa 40 yeara ago, and I

think from that period to che preaent be has
neyer, to my knowledge, betrayed any confi-

dence reposed. Well, to ont a long story
short, wp. Miasouri boys never had a basinesa
disagreement. In politica we differed, but
we all remained good friends, aa long aa any
were in sight. Quite a namber of the nine are
now lying beneata the sod, where the balance

of US soon will be, simply nambered aa a few
of the many belonging to the heroic age of Gal*

ifornia. Almarin B. Paul.

Oro Blanco, Arizoua.

Editors Prk^s:—In my last communication

sent yon, I promised to give the readers of your

valuable paper a description of other mining

properties on what is known as the Yellow
Jacket lode, and in which ia oontalned the faat-

beooming-famoaa mine of that name.
Thia mineral-bearing belt is traceable for five

to six miles, upon various looationa of which
are found large deposits of gold and illver bear-

ing orea of good average grades.

According to reports made by different min-
ing experts, the mineral found on thia lode lies

deposited between porphyry, gneias, granite,

etc., and wherever development work has been
done, tbe ledge shows a dip of from 12 to 15

degrees northeast, the course of said lode being
northwest and southeast, the geological forma-
tion and situation being favorable to a trae
fissure vein.

The Yellow Jacket mine, having a present
depth of 250 feet, is now tbe deepest-worked
mine on the lode, and the vein matter may be
described aa containing talo, elate and quartz
carrying about 75 per cent free gold, while the
residue, 25 per cent, is combined with sulphur,

iron and lead.

The first easterly extension of the above-
named mine is known as the Empire, owned by
G. S. Phillips and J. H, Form<in, and contains
a similar deposit to that of the one jast men-
tioned on the surface. Owing to want of oapi-

tal, this claim haa as yet not been developed to

a depth exoeediog about 15 feet, at which point

every indloation is favorable to the opening of

a good paying property.

The second easterly extenaion is known as

the old Ostrich, a mine worked 15 or 16

years ago. For the working of the orea from
this claim there was onoe erected a ten-atamp
mill at Oro Blanco, an old mining town some
two and one-half milei distant therefrom. This
property bai for its preaent ownera Messrs.

Handy, Bartlett and Lsatherwood, who report

very rioh ore taken from the mine during the

days it WAS being worked, but the general mill

test shows about the average grade of gold ore

—about $12 per ton.

Still east of this aod contiguous thereto are

found two or three more looations showing
good ores along the surface, but none of wbioh
have soffioient work done to show up what
they may prove to be, veritable bonanzas.

Tracing this lode southeaat for a distance of

five or six looations of 1500 feet in length each,

it becomes inviaible along the surface tor about
two milep, when it again exposes itself to view
in huge form, and thoroughly demonstratea the
fact that Ofo Blanco district Is the poaaessor

of the largest mineral depoaita in the Territory
of Arizona. Capital only la lacking to prove the

fact that here conrsing through Mother Earth
lies buried precious metala in quality and
qqantlty equal to the old Comatock of Nevada.
The first property on the aecond expuuure of

the Yellow Jacket lode and the largest mineral
ahowing on the anrface, happened to be the

property of ita lucky owner J. M. Kirkpatriok,

one of the oldest residents of Oro Blanco dis-

trict. This claim is known aa the Ragnarock
and has had a mill test of over 150 toua of ore,

giving no doubt satisfactory results, from the

fact that an Eastern party not long ago made
an offer for this claim of $7000 cash, and would
in all probability pay double the amount were
it purchasable for that price.

Any one visiting this property can see, in

large square piles, hundreds of tons more of the

same ore, not to speak of the amount in sight

not including the above mentioned. Any one
desiring further information conoernicg this

claim, can readily obtain it by addreasing ita

owner at Oro Blanco, Pima county, Arizona.

Still easterly and continuous to the above
property is found the old Austerlitz, a mine
not having been worked for a namber of yeara

until within the last two, daring which time

it has been successfally opened by its present

owners, Dr. A. H. Noon & Sons. A mill-test

of over 400 tons haa yielded sufficient to war-

rant furtoer labor, and there yet remains enough

ore to guarantee a business-meaning company a

good profitable property*

Still easterly to the above can be fonnd the

Foraaken, the China mine, the Pedstick and
others of good repute; and next comes the well-

known Montana mine. Tbe Montana has been

worked for a number of years past and is being

worked to-day with results suffioient to warrant
the packing of the ore for 12 milea on burros

to the Con. Arizona mill, where it is success-

fully treated by Mr. Forman, who, by the way,
is one of the best and most competent millmen

in theae parts.

Adjoining this, last but not least by any
meand, comes the Border mine, owned by
Geoghegan & Forman, who are working it datiy

with good results.

As I have consumed considerable apace in

your columns in tracing easterly the different

locations of note on the Yellow Jacket lode, I

will desist from showing ihe various workings

on each of the claims mentioned until my next,

when I shall endeavor to show the amount of

work done, together with the feasibility of cap-

ital making a profitable investment in thia dis-

trict; and also trace westerly the different prop-

ertied on tbe aforesaid lode in connection with

work done thereon.

By way of conclusion, allow me to state

that should any one with proper means and bus-

iness intentions desire to know all the partiou-

lara about any of the aforesaid properties, he

can easily obtain the necessary information

through letter, by applying to any of the par-
ties named.
Middlemen will, however, be entertained

only according to their financial and infiueo-
tial weight—personal estimate taken by the
party applied to. They are a claas of people
not very highly appreciated by the residents
and property-ownora of this district, from the
fact that in too many inatanoes have the sales
of good cUims been foiled by tbolr own general
avarioiousDCBB, viz.: wanting to make the larg-
est et^ke themselves and defraud the original
finder and owner, I. C. U.
Oro Blanco, Arizona.

Soapstone.

Ita Various Dsee In the Tiadea.

Away back in childhood's days tbe slate-
pencil most desired by juveniles waa made from
soapstone. The boya liked it beoauae it did
not aoratch their slates. Few people have any
idea of the importance this common rock has
aasnmed in the erection of buildinga of the
preaent day.
Mr. W. fl. Rimsdell of Williams & Co., 90

Ann street, N. Y., gave some quite iutereatiug
tacts in Che matcer to a representative of the
Saturday Globe. Soapstone, or steatite, la a
mineral ol the magnesian family, which has
been grouped by Dana under the "Talc Sec-
tion.'' It haa a grayieb-wbite or greenish-
white color. The mineral is found in veins In
tbe earth. It has a dull or fatty luster, and
when rubbed on a sinooth anrface leaves a fee-

ble mark. It ia soft and easily out with a
knife. In Europe tbe substance is found in
England, the Shetland islands, in Bavaria and
Hungary. In this country the largest quar-
ries are in Vermont, New Hampshire and in

Virginia. The mineral is composed mainly of
silica and magnesia, with more or lepo alumina
and water.
Soapstone was used by the people up in Ver-

mont soon after the Revolution. Its well-
known resietance to tbe action of both heat
and cold was apeedily discovered after the first

veins were opened by the quarrymen. To thia

day there are yet standing many old houses in
the Green Mountain State which have grates
and fireplaces built of soapstone slabs. Some
cnte Yankee got up a soapstone pencil, and
with it for years the children marked oat their
simple arithmetic and labored to copy writing
lessons, Boston is still the center of the aoap-
stone manufacture. Williams & Co. have their

principal office in that city, but their quarries
are at Franoiatown, New Hampshire. There
are many large quarribsnear Chester, Vermont,
owned by the Empire Soapstone Works. lu
later yeara the Atbemarte Soapstone Co. of this

city have opened great veins of steatite in Al-
bemarle county, Virginia. These quarries are
located about 100 miles from Richmond. Tbe
Virginia mineral is harder than the talc from
the Green mountains, while the Francistown
soapstone is capable of a higher puliah.

The only limit to the use of the mineral is

the scarcity of good steatite. Nine tenths of
all that is quarried is fonnd to be of such poor
quality as to be only fit for the manufacture of
small articles or powders. While easily out,
the mineral is not ao easily broken. SoapBtone
is used in the manufacture of porcelain. It

melts easily on glaas and is used by glaziers for

marking plates of glasa before they are cut
with the diamond, Tailors use it for marking
cloth before they cut it. Shoemakers use soap-
stone powder to make new shoes slip on easily.

Glove-fitters use the powder for the same pur-
pose. It la soli for such purposes nnder the
name of Briancon chalk, French chalk and
Venice talc. It is the basis of rouge. It is

used for imitating engraved stones, being easily
cot and afterward hardened by the action of

heat. Then it may be colored by metallic so-

lutions. The figure stone of China ia a kind of
steatite containing a little potash.

The Boapatone of the Eaertern States ia of a
soft talcky nature, very coarse and uneven in
texture. Tbe softer parts wear away rapidly
and leave the snrfaoe rough and aneven. The
Albemarle stone is of a close grain. In use it

becomes like polished marble and is very
strong. The New Hampshire article is capable
of a high polish and is uaed for decorative pur-
poeea. The methods of work in the quarries
are seoret, as the proprietors guard against com-
petition close by. Many of the quarries are
fenced around. The most of the quarrying
is done by channeling. Holes are drilled in a
square shape about 12x6 feet. Then the big
piece is drilled under and lifted from the vein
to be worked up in the factories. The latter

are near by. The slabs for tubs, etc., are made
up in the factories, and shipped to desired
points where the parts are fitted and placed in

position. The parts are joined with bolts and
made water-tight with cement.

In many of the new buildings recently
erected, soapstone haa been used freely in tbe
closets and basina, taking the place of the more
showy and expenaive marble.
Even in the jewelry trade steatite haa been

fonnd of value. Gruciblea are hollowed out of

the mineral. The molds in which are faehioned
the delicate oryatala for watches are soapstone.

In the engine-room powdered steatite has been
found useful as an ingredient in steam-packing,
and the article ia employed as a lubricant.

The nae of the article is rapidly extending.
A large factory haa been established in Chicago
recently for the manufacture of stationary
washtabs, bathtubs and slabs for fireplaces,

grates and stoves.
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The lollowing'ls mostly condensed from journalfl publiflhed

Id the interior, in proximity to the mioBB mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.

Amador.
The Hardeneorg.—Calaveras Citizen, March

14 : The Hardenburg mine, on the Amador side of

the Mokelumne, promises to become a paying and
prominent mine of our State. We were shown last

week some fine looking quartz taken from this mine,

and also conducted through the lower levels and
stopes, so we know whereof we speak. A test crush-

ing of 100 tons of rock at the Amador mill has war-

ranted the owners to erect a 20-stamp mill, which is

now being done. They have at present enough

rock in sight to keep the mill running a year, and
are now running a new level at 400 feet through a

vein of fine looking quartz. Although in Amador,
the opening of this mine will be a benefit to Cala-

veras, as it is just over the line and gives work to a

number of Calaveras men,
Clinton Consolidated.—Amador Ledger,

March 14: Some very rich ore was taken from the

Union mine at Irishtown last week. The rock was
sprinkled with free gold. A box of from 50 to 100

pounds of this kind of rock was sent to head-

quarters in San Francisco. From all that we can

learn the property is on a paying basis, with enough

rock in sight to last for a year or two. Whether the

ledge goes to any great depth is a question yet to be

determined. At any rate, all the prospects are ea-

couraging for a solid, permanent mine.

Bell Wether.—The horse-power whim is in

running order, and was started early this week.

The shaft is 40 feet deep and has 30 fert of water.

It will take several days to drain it. It is expected

that this machinery will enable them to sink to the

depth of 200 feet.

Belmont Mine.—This company started their 10-

stamp mill last Wednesday, day times, on ore com-

ing from the surface tunnel. Eighty feet yet remains

to be; driven before an upraise can Tdc started and
the mill supplied day and night.

Plymouth.—Cor. Amador Ledger, March 14:

The people over this way are putting in their time

hunting for gold in the gulches where the late rains

have washed the dirt away and left it exposed.

Some nice specimens have been found. There is

no doubt that this part of Amador county would

support a much larger population, and that money
would be plentiful if it were not for mining land

being taken up by agricultural claimants. But so it

is, so it seems it will have to remain, as the farm-

ers don't seem to think there is anything good in

mining, and will neither indulge in it themselves

nor let any one else.

Mariposa.
Goulterville.—Mariposa Gazette, March 14:

The Iron Duke is showing splendid ore in the tun-

nel which they are running. The Tyora mine was
shut down on Jan. 31, for reasons best known to

themselves, but outsiders can guess. The Black

Bart mine is still showing favorable prospects as

they go down. They are still sinking the main
shaft. A rich pocket has just been struck in the

Bondurant mine, the extent of which is not yet

known, but if it should hold out long and turn out

such specimens as were exhibited to us, the com-
pany will have all they want in a short time. The
Quail mine, on Indian creek, is, and has been run-

ning for the last month, to its full capacity on good
ore, which is paying better than they expected.

They are satisfied that the rock will average at least

$15 per ton. The mine is the property of Mr._

Francisco Bruschi of this place, and is a good mine,'

Chispas.—The mining excitement keeps up, and
numerous chispas are picked up in the gulches and
streets. A rich spot of ground was found below
town where a good deal of gold was panned out by
the fair maidens of the forest.

Nevada.
North Star Mine.—Grass Valley Unioyi, March

17: The shaft of the North Star mine is now being

sunk for the 2100 level, and a strong vein is showing
in the shaft. The upraise from the No. 20 to the 19
level, 700 feet west of the shaft, has just been com-
pleted, which opens an extensive block of ground of

excellent ore. The mine is looking well and the re-

turns are profitable.

Extraction Works.—The new extraction

works are practically completed, and the company
is about ready to receive concentrates and ores for

working. The water-power connection for the

works has just been made with the Grass Valley

Water Co. 's main pipe line.

The St. John Mine.— Tidings, March 16:

Mining men generally and our business men also

are gratified to hear of the encouraging reports

from the St. John mine. On Friday last a test was
made of some of the quartz from this mine in a
hand mortar. Ten pounds of rock gave a prospect
of go cents, although no free gold was visible in the

quartz. The ledge is eight feet wide at a point

about 80 feet west of the shaft on the 150-foot level.

The quartz carries a large amount of galena and
sulphurets. The owners are gratified at the results

obtained.

A New Location.—Wm. Eddy was showing
some quartz on the streets to-day that came from a
ledgs about six miles northwest of Grass Valley.

The ledge is 12 feet wide, the rock showing con-
siderable sulphurets. The piece shown was taken
from a shaft 48 feet deep. A crushing of some
rock from this ledge several years ago yielded $4
per ton. The owners of the ledge are Wm. Eddy,
John Oliver, Richard Seymour and James Seymour.
Water-power can be obtained for working with a
fall of 200 feet. The ledge can be worked on the
tunnel system at a small cost.

St. John Mine.—Grass Valley Union^ March 15:
The developments at the St, John continue to be
highly encouraging. At a point 80 feet west of the
shaft on the 150-foot level the ledge is now showing
a width of eight feet, the quartz carrying a large

amount of sulphurets and galena, and prospects in

free gold. On Friday a test was made of the quartz
in a hand mortar, and ten pounds of rock gave a
prospect of go cents in free gold, although no gold
was visible to the eye in the rock. This is very en-
couraging, and it is not improbable that specimen
rock will soon be encountered, as appearances indi-

cate that the drift is getting into a pay shoot. The
width of the lode is also a favorable indication, and
it is not at all improbable that the St. John is one of

.

the coming mines in the district. The ledge, at

present, stands nearly vertical, and while the sup-

position is that it will take a southerly dip, that fact

is not likely to be established until deeper working
is attained. The general appearance of the quartz

taken from the ledge is excellent, as it is lively and
has all the points of being gold-bearing.

Peabody Mine.—Grass Valley Union, March 18:

The new shaft of the Peabody mine has been
started. It is located about 500 feet west of the

present working shaft and will be in dimensions 18

feet by 6, divided into three compartments and con-

structed in the most substantial manner. The sur-

face excavation is now down 12 feet, and the work
of putting in the timbers will be commenced immedi-
ately, v.'hile the shaft is being sunk there will be
no interruption of the work in the mine. As the

shaft is being sunk from the surface, an upraise
will be made to connect with it from the lower
levelF.

California.—The Directors of the California

M. Co. (the location of the ground being on Dead-
man's Flat) let a contract on Monday for clearing

out and retimbering the shaft. The work is to be
started at once, and it is expected that in six weeks
the work of opening the drifts and stoping the ore

can be commenced.
North Banner.—The No. 4 level below the adit

level in the North Banner mine is now being opened
by the cutting out of a new station. The ledge at

the bottom of the shaft is large and the ore of high

grade. The company will declare another dividend

next month.
Pittsburg.—Work is going on regularly at the

Pittsburg mine, there being 15 miners at work on
day pay and tribute contract. The mill is run a
portion of the time in crushing ore taken from the

mine. The ore is ot fair milling quality.

Mono.
Another Rich Strike.—Bridgeport Chrofiicle-

Union, March 14: We learn that a rich strike has
been made in the Goleta shaft in the Jordan dis-

trict, a body of ore over two feet thick having been
cut. It is said the ore is rich in both gold and sil-

ver. The Goleta is one of a syndicate of mines
owned by a S. F. company, with Dan E. Jones as
superintendent. Mr. Jones is also having a fine

tunnel run to cut the ledges at a great depth, and to
enable the owners to work economically without ex-
pensive hoisting works. There is no doubt felt here
as to the early coming out of the Jordan district,

which only needs capital and well-directed labor
to bring the district to the attention of the commer-
cial world.

San Diego.
At Pinacate.— Riverside Press and Horticul-

turist, March 14: We had the pleasure of a visit

Thursday from J. Everett Bird, secretary of the
Good Hope Con. Mining Co, This company has
been developing the gold mines at Pinacate, five

miles east of Perris, for the last year, expending so
far about $30,000 in the work. They paid $50,000
for the mine in the first place, and having plenty of
capital, have gone to work in a systematic manner
to develop it. The results are far beyond their ex-
pectations, as they now have, at a depth of 400 feet,

ore enough in sight to keep a 20-stamp mill at work
for five years, on quartz that will run from $25 to
$2000 per ton. These gentlemen have a perfect
bonanza in the Good Hope, as is demonstrated by
the fact that a couple of weeks ago they refused
$500,000 for the property. A fine Bryan quartz
mill has been set up and just commenced running
on the ore this week. Buildings were erected of a
substantial character, and every preparation made
for the permanent working and developing of this

magnificent property. James M. Sigafus is presi-
dent of the company, and he and Mr. Bird are the
men who have brought the property to its present
profitable condition. The shipping of gold bullion
from the Pinacate mine will soon be a regular thing.
Stonewall.—Julian Sentinel, March 13: W. S.

Waterman has our thanks for a very fine specimen
taken from the 6oo-foot level of the Stonewall mine
with the diamond drill. It is 18 inches in length
and can be seen any day at this office. The man-
agement at the mine is feeling pretty good these
days, notwithstanding the various rumors floating
around in the air.

Sierra.
Extension Tunnel. — Mountain Messenger,

March 14: Messrs. Forbes and Kyle made a flying
trip to the new extension tunnel (in, March 4th, just
one mile from daylight) last Sunday, most of the
way on snowshoes. Forty feet was made last week,
with the main tunnel through very soft-picking, yel-
low-colored bedrock that needs no blasting, deemed
favorable for closeness to gravel. An upraise was
started near the face, last Wednesday, for the chan-
nel.

Gravel has been found lower down in the Gold-
en Giant. A drift was run off from the incline, go
feet below where the prospect was had, and good
looking gravel found within.a short distance. There
is but little doubt but that good pay will be found
when the channel is bottomed. A rich ledge has
been found in a crosscut of No. 2 tunnel, with a
width of five feet, but no hanging-wall, by the Buttes
Saddle Co., Sierra City. During the recent rain-
storms small pieces of gold have been found in the
streets and near the rivers of Downieville.

Shasta.
Old Diggings.—Cor. Redding Free Press,

March 12: The miners of Old Diggings pursue the
even tenor of their way, upon the hillsides, within
the gulches and ravines. They are to be found dig-
ging for dear life, as it is of the utmost importance
to utilize every drop of water as long as it lasts. The
rains which have fallen so far have been barely
sufficient to furnish an adequate supply of water for
sluicing purposes. Where enough of the fluid can-
not be found for the first-named purpose, the rocker
is brought into play, though it is the most primitive
and slowest method of moving the paying gravel.
Still men manage to make a grubstake.

Slablyou.
Blue Gravel.—Yreka Journal, March 11: Lee,

Lash & Co., of the blue gravel claim at mouth of
Greenhorn, near Yreka, still continue to take out
rich pay, and are now working the claim day and
night, with a force of 16 bands. The force is divid-
ed into two shifts at present, eight men to each
shift, with four in the drifts and four on the surface,
the latter attending the steam pump, sluices and
hoisting machinery. The gold taken out for nine
days preceding last Saturday, amounted to $600,
with only day work of four drifters. Instead of

furthet prospecting at present to ascertain the ex-

tent of the pay channel, they deem it best to double
the force in performing as much work as possible be-

fore the supply of water runs short, as the dry win-
ter this season may not afford much water for as

long a run as usual in washing the gravel. When
the water gives out, the company will then extend
the work of drifting farther along the channel.
The extent of the channel is known to reach clear

down to the stage-road, a distance of 500 yards,

where a prospect shaft was sunk some time ago.
With eight men in the drift, not less than from $125
to $150 per day will be realized, the gravel paying
from $15 to $25 per day to each drifter, since first

tapping it to the present. Louis Guilbert, who has
been sinking a shaft in the Kildore Hills, about
three miles south of Yreka, on the east side of

Shasta Valley wagon-road, has been obliged to

abandon work on account of the late storms filling

it with surface water, causing caving in. He will

run a tunnel from the creek at the wagon-road, ex-

pecting to strike blue gravel within a distance of 250
feet, or may find it all the way to where his shaft

was sunk. The creek where he intends starting the
tunnel paid very rich in 1884, but blue gravel leads
of old channels under hill were not thought of then,

W. A. Chamberlin and a number of others have
also commenced sinking a shaft in the vicinity of

Louis Guilbert's claim, and found sandstone near
the surface, under which they believe blue gravel

exists. They expect to go down about 150 feet, and
will probably have no water to contend with until

getting through the sandstone quarry. If successful

in finding the blue gravel, they can tap it with a
tunnel for good drainage, which can also be utilized

for wheeling to sluices, with water from the tunnel
for washing. Boyle & Co. and Spencer il: Co.. of

Humbug, are doing some work in their quartz mines
at the head of Humbug creek, but as the snow is

still between three and four feet deep on the moun-
tain, they are unable to get quartz to the mills or to

run them to good advantage. The snow is rapidly

disappearing, however, under the influence of the

late warm rains, and in a few weeks more it will no
doubt be all gone, or reduced sufficiently to permit

easy hauling and getting over the ground.

Trinity.

Hay Fork Q\3\RTZ.—Journal, March 14; A few
are still at work on quartz pros'^cts at Hay Fork,

Good ore is being taken out, but it has not yet

been found in very large quantities. We were told

a few days ago that the boys pounded out $7.50 re-

cently in about two hours with a hand- mortar. The
rock goes 50 cents per pound. If they can manage
to strike the main ledge it will doubtless be a bo
nanza,

Yuba.
Quartz. — Marysville Democrat, March 14:

There are many good quartz ledges in this county
that have been partially developed in time past, and
many others that have not been worked to any ex-

tent. Many of our readers who have traveled on
the La Porte road will remember a ledge that was
prospected by the roadside just beyond Browns-
ville and on the place formerly kept by Wm. Howell,
deceased. Soros three years ago, J. C. Campbell
commenced to develop the ledge and later put up a
small roller mill to grind the rock so as to thorough-
ly lest it. and he kept at work quietly until he be-

came fully satisfied that it was valuable and would
pay if worked to advantage. He has now made ar-

rangements to put up a i2-stamp mill this spring

and put in all of the latest improvements to save
gold, and has no doubt of ultimate success of the

mine. Himself and wife, both being practical

chemists and assayers, have thoroughly tested the

quality of the ore in every way and know what it

will do in a working test by mill process.

NEVADA

Wastioe District.

Con. Cal. & Va. Mine.—Virginia Chronicle.

March 14; 1200 level: Continue to extract some
milling ore fromjabove the Une of the drift run north
from the east crosscut No. i from the south drift

from the shaft station. 1300 level: Have contin-

ued to extract some milling ore from the point

where the upraise carried up from the end of the

east crosscut from the south drift connecied with

the fourth floor stopes. 1500: The width and
quality of the ore which is exposed in the opening

43 feet above the sill floor of this level continues to

hold good, i6oo: Have continued to take out
some ore along and above the line of the drift run
east through the old stopes on the sill floor of this

level; also from the stopes which are being worked
both north and south from that drift. Have con-
tinued to stope out ore at the point which is 200
feet south from the north line of the California

ground, and 44 feet above the sill floor of this level,

and the ore there continues to be of good quality.

1650: The usual quantity of ore has been extracted

from the various openings of this level, also some ore

in working out from the winze No. 2 at 35 feet above
the sill floor of the 1750 level. 1750: Drift running
southwest from the northwest drift from the main
west drift from the C. & C. shaft has been extended
in a south course 14 feet; total length, 57g feet in

quartz which yields some milling ore. There has
been extracted from all parts of the mine during the

week 1540 tons of ore, which was shipped to the
Eureka mill. The average assay value of all of the

ore worked at that mill during the week (1535 tons)

was S2g.20 per ton.

Ophir.—The east crosscut started from near the

end of the drift run north from the drift run west
from the winze, 122 feet below the sill floor of the

1300 level, has been extended 25 feet; total length,

35 feet; continuing in a quartz formation, which
carries a low assay value.

Union Con.— East crosscut No. 2 on the 1465
level, started from the north lateral drift at a point
200 feet south from the south boundary line of the

mine, has been extended 27 feet; total length, 6go
feet; showing s'rips of clay.

Mexican.—The east crosscut, No. 1, started

from the main north lateral drift at a point oppo-
site the west crosscut. No. 1, has been extended 24
feet; total length, 540 feet; continuing in porphyry
showing clay with a little water.

Justice.—The north drift 822 level was ad-
vanced 33 feet since last report and is now out a to-

tal distance of 415 feet. The face is in a mixture of

clay and porphyry with stringers of quartz.

Crown Point.—The west crosscut on the 500
level is out 143 feet. The face is in soft porphyry,
Have started to clean out and repair the lateral drift

from the east crosscut from the shaft on the 1000
level, and have completed no feet; also engaged in
raising from the 1300 stope, and are now above the
sixth floor. The top is all clean quartz of low
grade.
Kentuck Con.—Have advanced and timbered

the east raise on the 1000 level a total distance of 42
feet. The top is in low-grade quartz. Are cutting
out for timbers in the east crosscut from the north
drift on this level. Are saving some pay from the
bunches of ore encountered.
Overman.-Have extracted 388 tons of ore.

Car sample assays average $19.18 per ton. Shipped
to the Brunswick mill 330 tons of ore. On the iioo
level the north drift from the north upraise has been
advanced 25 ieet through ore of fair grade; total

length, 57 feet.

Challenge and Confidence.—The joint Con-
fidence and Challenge west crosscut from the north
drift on the iioo level is out 240 feet. The face
shows porphyry. The joint Yellow Jacket. Confi-
dence and Challenge north drift on the 100 level is

in 5Tg feet. The face shows quartz having no
value.

Belcher.—The south drift from No. 3 east
crosscut, 200 level, has been advanced 18 feet; face
in a mixture of porphyry and quartz. No. 3 west
crosscut, 300 level, has been advanced to 143 feet.

The face is in porphyry, clay and low-grade quartz.
Con. Imperial.—Work is still being confined to

following up and taking out small streaks of ore on
the upper levels and overhauling the old stopes.
Seg. Belcher.—On the 600 level the east cross-

cut from the south lateral drift has been advanced
30 feet since last report, and is now out a total of
136 feet; face in a heavy clay.

Hale & Norcross.—On the iioo level the east
crosscut on our north boundary has been advanced
20 feet, making its total length 200 feet, and has
reached the east clay wall. On the 1400 level the
north drift was extended 25 feet; total length, 265
feet. This drift has been connected with the Savage
south drift from the bottom of their 1300 winze.
The south drift on this level continues in a favor-
able-looking quartz body, and was advanced 30 feet;
total, 106. 1 he face of this drift has reached the
south boundary and we will start east and west
crosscuts on this line this week. No. 4 west cross-
cut near our south boundary was advanced 15 feet;
total, 60.

Savage.—Milled the past week 440 tons of ore
worth $17.20 a ton as per battery assays. The north
upraise, 300 level, is advanced 123 feet and contin-
ues in low-grade ore. From the east crosscut on
the 900 level are stoping ore of fair quality. From
the face of the north drift on the 800 level we have
started east crosscut No. i and advanced the same
35 feet. This crosscut shows seven feet of fair-

grade ore.

Chollar.—Winze 80 feet south of north line,

750 level, is down 102 feet. The bottom is in clay.
The IIOO level incline station is completed and are
now sinking for chutes. Extracted and sent to the
mill 544 tons of ore worth $i6.g3, as per battery as-
says.

Potosi.—On the g3o level the east crosscut from
the winze is out 200 feet; face in clay and porphyry.
The winze is down 104 feet on the incline below the
1300 level and has about 40 feet farther to go on the
slope to reach the 1400 level. The bottom is in clay
and porphyry with streaks of quartz. East crosscut
from winze, 1300 level, is out from footwall 18 feet;
face in porphyry with streaks of quartz yielding as-
says from $7 to $10 a ton.
Utah.—On the 725 level the northwest lateral

drift from the shaft has been extended 47 feet, total
length, 573 feet, passing through vein porphyry
showing clay and very little water.
Gould & Curry.—800 level: Have extracted

from old stopes during the week 56 cars of ore of
fair quality.

Best & Belcher.—800 level: All work on this
level has been suspended, iioo level: Started an
east crosscut from top of raise from 1200 level; ex-
tended same 12 feet; face in hard porphyry. West
crosscut No. 1, 100 feet above 1200 level, has been
extended lo feet; total, 172 feet, Face in quartz and
porphyry.
Andes.—On the 420 level have been repairing a

portion of main north drift. The north drift on this
level was extended seven feet; formation quartz, clay
and porphyry. Work has been resumed in face of
east crosscut from south drift on 425 level.

Oolumbua DiPtrict.

Holmes.— Chloride Belt, March 14: Captain
Nelson Westcoait has been appointed assistant
superintendent for the Holmes M. Co. and for the
Candelaria Water Works & M. Co.; also for all the
properties belonging to and controlled by the Doris
Syndicate in Nevada, and he has full power to act
as superintendent in the absence of the superinten-
dent, D. H. Jackson. Ten stamps were dropped in
the Holmes mill yesterday morning, and ten more
will be let down about Tuesday next. During the
six days in which the mill was shut down it has been
thoroughly overhauled and needed repairs made.
Two new roasting furnaces have been rebuilt from
the ground up. The one in operation works very
satisfactorily.

Taylor District.

Monitor.—White Pine News, March 14: The
rumor comes from Taylor to the effect that after the
ore now extracted is worked the Monitor mine will

be closed down indefinitely and all work will be con-
centrated in the future on the Eberhardt- Monitor >

Co.'s property at Eberhardt. But two weeks ago
all reports agreed that the Monitor mine had
at no time looked better in several years. If the
above rumor is founded on fact it is like unto a
flash of lightning out of a clear sky.

Tuscarora District.
Nevada Queen.— Times-JReview, March 13:

North drift on the 650-foot level has been advanced
21 feet in the vein; water has increased.
Navajo.—Stopes above the 350-foot level have

been improved considerably and are now in good
ore.

Belle Isle.—The 350 stopes continue to produce
a high grade of ore; 12 cars of rich ore and 19 cars
of concentrating ore were broken. West crosscut,
450-foot level extended 14 feet. Spar seams are be-
ginning to show in the face, which is getting quite
wet. South drift from same has been extended nine
feet and suspended.
North Belle Isle.—North drift from Belle Isle

450 level extended 16 feet; the vein continues large
with bunches of good ore. The 500 stopes continue
to look well, and ruby ore is beginning to show in
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the south end. No. 4 upraise from the 600 level b;is

been extended 13 feet and will connect with the 500
level in a few days.

Commonwealth.— East crosscut on the fourth

level has been advanced 13 feet into the vein. Prog-

ress has been slow on account of having to catch up
the foolwall side of the vein where the water started

it to cave; face is in vein showing clay with mineral

mixed through, giving low assays. Watercontinues

10 come as strong as at any lime. West crosscut

advanced 33 feet and timbered; face is in vein for-

mation with heavy clay seams, slight seep of water.

North Commonwealth. —Second level—North

drift from west crosscut extended 25 feet in the vein,

assays from same $120 per ton. Hoisted during the

week 13 cars first-class ore assaying $248 per ton.

and 32 cars second-class, average assay $26.90 per

too.
Jersey District.

Blossom.— C^«/rii/ Nez'aJan, March 14: S. W.
Sturgeon, who departed yesterday from Jersey rain-

ing district, took with him a large supply of provis-

ions for the Blossom Mining Co. Four partners of

Ihem are taking ore from their mine in the district,

which shows $50 in silver and $8 in gold. Average

assays as high as $123 silver and $26 gold have been

recorded. The Jersey district and the old townsite

are 50 miles south of this point and 25 miles west

of Bridges station. Hereafter the ores will be hauled

by team and shipped from Battle Mountain.

Lovelocks District.

ANTLMONY Mine Sold.—Silver State, March 13:

The Theis-Huichins antimony mine at Lovelocks

changed hands yesterday, and the deed was placed

upon record in the County Recorder's office. Theis

received $8000 in cash and is to receive $2000 more

in a short lime. They claim this antimony ore will

sell in the London market for $115 to $125 per ton.

ARIZONA.

Mohave County Mines.—A/»«er, March 14:

Now is the golden hour for prospectors to hunt for

the precious metals in Mohave county. The recent

rains have washed a great deal of soil down from the

hills, exposing in many places pieces of float rock

and ledges heretofore buried in their depths. This

county at this season of the year is a land of promise

to the hardy seeker after the wealth of the earth. In

the Black range, running for miles parallel with the

Colorado river, can be found ledges rich in silver

and gold. In the Cerbat range of mountains the

mineral-bearinc; bell is seven or eight miles wide and
about 80 miles in length; and in the Wallapai, Music

and Peacock mouniains are buried treasures more
vast than ever dreamed of by mortal man awaiting

the day when the horny-handed sons of toil shall

liberate them from their earthly tomb. Nearly

every metal known to science exists in some form in

our mines, so that from the prospector after " blos-

som" to the one after bright, sparkling gold, each

and every one can have his choice. The water has

at Ust been overcome in the Cupel mine and sinking

commenced. Darden, Shippey and Sherick have a

carload of ore ready for shipment on the dump of

the Empire at Chloride. The Empire mill in Todd
Basin is runnine on ore from the Suffolk mine, and

seems to be turning out considerable bullion. The
Denver M. &. M. Co- have had between 80 and 90
tons of Mexican ore worked in the Empire mill,

Todd Basin, which gave satisfactory returns. There

is a strong possibility that work will soon be resumed

on the Montezuma mine in the Black Canyon range.

The Homestake mine in Mineral Park, it is said, is

proving itself a good property, as the ore is getting

richer than ever. The ore now being taken from

the bottom of the shaft averages between $300

and $400 per ton. Beebe's team look the

new IngersoU drill for Barry & Baldwin out to

the Sunlight mine, last Saturday. Del, Beebe made
a flying trip to the Diamond Joe mine the first of

the week. He informs us that there are now about

150 tons of ore on the dump of the mine awaiting

shipment to the sampler. This lot of ore will aver-

age over 100 ounces lo the ton.

Olive Camp.—Cor, Tucson Citizen, March 14;

Work at the Sierrita mine, under the superintend-

ence of Mr. Rhodes, has been suspended. The
work ceased Sunday morning, and the cause is only

matter for conjecture. T he men were paid off, and

do not, so the Citizen's informant states, know
whether the shut-down is permanent or otherwise,

though they think it is not unlikely that it is for the

time only, when new machinery—concentrating

—

will be put in. There is plenty of good ore in all

the levels. The ore has been shipped as fast as

mined, and in the main shaft has reached a depth

of 23s feet. The Olive mine has been leased to

Messrs. Frank Shey, Chas. Avery and Fogerty,

and they are taking out fine ore—silver and lead

—

much of it better than 250 ounces to the ton. At
the Matchless, owned by Messrs. Taylor, Scott,

Hughes and Baxter, shipments are being made reg-

ularly. The ore runs over 200 ounces. Two men
are hired there. A shipment was made last week
from the Wedge mine. This is a good property

and development work on it will be pushed con-

stantly. The old whim at the Sierrita has been

purchased and is being put in. Five men are em-
ployed there. Three Italians are taking out some
fine ore on the west end of the Wedge, at a mine

they have lately opened there. They have gone

just through the blue and will ship soon. O. J.

Doyle, the Olive postmaster, is working three men
on the Annie. He made a carload shipment of

graded ore about three weeks ago. Some of the ore

went $395 to the ton. The Richmond has lately

been leased to a Tucson party named Carruthers

who went out there this morning. He leased it of

Mr. Royce. L. F. Fries has a nice little mine at

Olive with four feet of ore. It runs from 150 to 250

ounces, and his occasional shipments furnish a good

income. Much chloriding is being done through-

out the Olive country.

BBITI8H COLUMBIA.

KooTENAY Lake Country.—Cor. Nelson Mitt-

er, March 14: I believe that Toad mountain will

turn out to be like Leadville's Carbonate hill; that

ore will be found in almost every shaft sunk. I have

been on the mountain off and on since 1888, and
have been all over the Silver King and Kootenay
Bonanza ground. You can hardly stick a pick in

anywhere on part of the ground without uncovering

ore. If machinery was on the Silver King mine,

fully 250 men could be working lo advantage, even
though the present depth is but 150 feet As ii is,

50 men could now be employed at stoping ore atone.
Fifty men in the Silver King could extract 100 tons
a day. The ore body is exposed for a distance of

100 feet; in one place it is shown to be 45 feet wide
and neither wall struck; the shaft shows this body or
deposit to be 35 feet deep with solid ore in the bot-
tom of the sump. Estimating that it is only 100 feet

'oDfi- 45 feet wide, and 35 feet deep, would give

*57iSOO cubic feet of ore, which at 13 feet to the ton
is 12,115 tons. The lowest value placed on the ore
would give over a million dollars in sight in this one
place alone. There is also a large quantity of lower
grade ore near the surface.

OOLORAEK).

Around Georgetown. — Courier, March 14:

Very little can be said in a mining way this week
except that the shipments of ore have not been as
brisk as they might had the weather been more pro-
pitious. The mountain (rails are in a poor condi-
tion from the almost incessant fall of snow of the

past two weeks. And yet one can see the trains of

those much-abused and invaluable little burros
wending their way up the almost impassable mount-
ain-sides daily, regardless of the inclemency of the
weather, to the mines that cannot be reached by
wagon-road, and returning heavily laden with ore.

The shipments from ihe station will be a great deal
less than last month, not that the mines have pro-

duced less, but on account of the very disagreeable
weather prevailing. Up in the Argentine districts,

better named the Arctic, the snow is so deep that

the miners of that Siberian clime are hibernated.
The mines in and around Georgetown and Silver

Plume are so situated that they are come-at-able
during all seasons of the year, hence almost every
available foot of ground has been located.

Mineral Farm.—Aspen Times, March 14: The
prospects for the Mineral Farm are more and more
encouraging. The recent discovery of bowlders of

rich ore has been followed by the development of

some mineral in what appears to be a permanent
streak, which becomes more important as the incline

goes down. The work progresses without any hitch,

and we may look for some interesting news from
that quarter in a short time. The improvement is

so well maintained that the management is encour-
aged to believe that an ore chute is being approach-
ed. A strike in that property would be of the great-

est value to the camp, as it would carry the paying
district northward nearly a mile.

Silver Brick.-There is a report on the street

to the effect that a strike of good ore has been made
in the Silver Brick at the foot of Smuggler mount-
ain. This claim lies just east of the Smuggler.
Nothing is known of the character of the discoveryj

but the report of the find is coupled with another
that $60,000 has been offered for the property.

Around Silverton.—Standard. March 14: On
the Syracuse Pride, two feet of mineral has been
struck in the lower level just under the big ore body
above. The force has commenced stoping and
finds that both the grade of mineral is much better

and the streak much larger. The crosscut on the

Pride of the West is being pushed ahead at an
average rate of five to six feet a day. The power
drills are working to perfection. Some days two
headings are put in and in hard rock only one
each heading squares up four and a half feet. The
contract for sinking the shaft of the Silver Ledge is

about completed. Gottlib Wagner, who is con-
tracting on the south drift, is in 60 feet and
Peter Bataleno is in 40 feet in the north drift;

each has a contract for 100 feet. They have
ore in both drifts and the mine is looking well.

Theising Bros, have just completed a 6o-foot cross-

cut on the Custer Extension, on Galena mountain,
on the south side of Cunningham gulch. After cut-

ting the lead, which shows 18 inches of solid

mineral—galena, copper, gold and silver—they com-
menced sinking a shaft and are down 10 feet, with

mineral improving. They will sink 50 feet, and in

the spring run another tunnel 100 feet below the

present one and raise to make connections with the

shaft.

DAKOTA.

Hill City. — Deadwood Pioneer, March 13:

With the Harney Peak Co. capitalized at

$15,000,000, with over 1000 mining claims sur-

rounding it in every direction, it is no wonder that

Hill City is putting on metropolitan airs and keep-

ing pace in improvements with many older towns in

the Hills. The vast sums of money the Harney
Peak Tin M. Co. has disbursed in the purchase and
development of their mines has built up the city, and
the new mill of 250 tons daily capacity that will be
erected the coming spring will settle the tin problem
and make Hill City the tin metropolis. While there

are none of the company's mines down to a depth
of 300 feet, they are sinkingsteadily on the Cowboy,
Addie, G. W. Coates and the Nevada No. 2. These
claims are provided with steam hoists, pumping and
compressed-air machinery of capacity for working lo

a depth of qver 500 feet. Numerous tunnels, the

longest of which is 960 feet in length, are being run,

and the dumps show an abundance of ore. The
finest of this comes from the Cowboy and Addie,

The largest tin crystals ever discovered in the world
are from the former mine. Hill City is growing sub-

stantially.

IDAHO.

Prospect.—Elmore Bulletin, March 14 : Dave
Barclay has a good prospect adjoining the Keystone
claim on the Red Warrior side of the ridge south of

town, which he calls the Little Daisy. He has
recently shown us some specimens of very rich gold
ore from this claim, and though the vein where ex-

posed is small, it certainly justifies thorough devel-

opment, Mr. Barclay will soon commence extract-

ing ore from the Little Daisy, and will doubt-
less make several millruns during the coming
summer.

Pine Grove.—Superintendent Towne is actively

engaged in preparations to resume work on the Pine
Grove Co. 's mines. The stamps of the Elmore mill

have been making music and grinding out gold the

past week.

From Smoky.—Cor. Kelchum Keystone^ March
14: As to mining matters of the camp, work has
been prosecuted with the same energy and force as

was started in with last fall, with results more or less

favorable. The King of the West is looking re-

markably well, though only working a small crew of

men. Mr. Dell Shearer has struck a good streak of

ore on his Sunday lease. The Silver Star continues

to lake out a quantity of high-grade ore, besides its

milling ores. About the old town of Smoky proper,

the two leases are still under headway. Messrs. Ol-

iver, Jones & Turner have taken out a small quanti-

ty ot ore during the winter, and continue to strike

pockets as they go on. They have had much water

and ice to contend with. Messrs. Covert & Reid
are still prospecting their strike of last January, and
when they commence stoping it is fair to presume
that they will take out a good-sized bunch of high-

grade ore.

MONTANA-

The Eureka,—Phillipsburg Mail^ March 12:

The Eureka G. and S. M. Co., whose property is

situated near Georgetown, is prepared to begin work
just as soon as spring opens and the road to the

property becomes passable. The necessary ma-
chinery for doing the development was taken in last

fall, and they intend makmg extensive development
this year. This company is made up almosl exclu-

sively of Phillipsburg gentlemen and capital.

Drumlummon Output. — The output of the

Drumlummon for the month of February was as

follows: Fifty-stamp mill, 338 tons, valued at $65,-

300; 60-siamp mill, 2600 tons, valued at $23,300;

total, $80,600; running expenses, $53,200; profits,

$35,400,

Bi-Metallic Extension.—The excessive flow

of water in the Bi-Metallic Extension shaft caused

some delay in the work early this week, but larger

pipes have been put in and work is again under

way.

Granite Mountain Output.—The output of

the Granite Mountain Co. for the past week is 39
bars containing 58,500 ounces silver and 240.4 gold.

Blue Bird.—Butte Miner, March 12: The liti-

gation which caused a total suspension of operations

at the Blue Bird mine for nearly a year and de-

prived many laborers of employment, besides

paralyzing for a time the earning power of a vast

amount of invested capital, has just been settled

out of court, and upon terms which permit the im-

mediate resumption of work at the mine and mill

owned by the big English company. This an-

nouncement will cause great satisfaction to the

laboring miners as well as lo the business men of

the city, and the effect of the resumption of opera-

tions at the Blue Bird mine will be beneficial to the

entire community. The 325 men who were thrown

out of work by the shutting down of the mine and

mill will once more draw pay, which means that

over $30,000 is to be added monthly to the amount
now paid out for labor by the mining companies of

the camp. The settlement was effected yesterday,

when the Blue Bird Co. purchased of James A.

Murray all his right, title and interest in the claims

immediately adjoining and surrounding the Blue

Bird. Mr. Murray received $10,000 in cash and
accepted the company's notes for $50,000 more for

his interests, and an agreement that both parlies

should withdraw their suits was signed.

The Anaconda.—^m\.\r Inter-Mountain, March

14 : This mine must always head the list when the

great red metal producers are under discussion.

The shaft is now down just 1000 feet with stations

cut at every 100. Drifting and sloping are being

pushed on nearly all the levels. The levels above

have been considerably worked and much of the ore

has been taken out, though there yet remains

enough in sight lo last for years. There are em-

ployed in the mine about 420 men above and below.

The most ore at present is being taken from be-

tween the 600 and 900 foot levels. On the looo of

this properly the ore body is about 20 posts in

width, or about 100 feet, but the ore contains

more iron than that nearer the surface. The ground

at the looo-fool level has been completely pros-

pected, and at every point the indications are bright

for a great and continuous future. On the surface

the company has machinery that is capable of sink-

ing to a greater depth when required, but that will

be many years hence. The most of the drilling is

done by Burleighs, more especially in the slopes and

drifts, but in some places hand-drilling is resorted to

where it is impossible to gel in the pipes. The tim-

bers used in the slopes are 10x10, and those in the

stations are 12x14. These timbers are pulled into

position in the slopes by a little engine that is taken

about the mine on trucks and which is run by com-

pressed air. This mine now fills up all its old slopes

with waste that is procured from the country rock

adjoining and from a distance. Should these places

come together now it would work no injury lo this

large property. In some places where it is impos-

sible lo get a sufficient amount of waste, the old

Slopes are bulkheaded up with heavy timbers. The
company puts in the timber only where it is impos-

sible lo procure the waste, as the latter is the only

safe way of securing the ground in this camp. It is

almost impossible to picture the immense quantity

of timbers used in this way.

NEW MEXICO.

Gold.—Silver City Enterprise, March 13: The
cleanup from ten stamps on Pacific extension ore,

the property of Bell & Stephens, three weeks run

full lime, amounts lo just 150 pounds of gold. Who
says that stamp milling will not pay when conducted

properly, judiciously, economically and skillfully in

Pinos Altos?

Silver-Lead.—Great activity is now- going on,

particularly in silver-lead properties below the Pass.

The Cooke Bros, and Bob Williams, Tom Fox and

others have at present showing the biggest lead

ledges. Experts from El Paso are in camp every

week trying lo secure the lead output. The lead

ores average about 30 per cent and carry 20 ounces

and upward in silver.

Copper.—Capt. P. J. Mitchell, M. E., in charge

of the development work on the Johnny Bull mine at

Stein's Pass, reports that during the month of Feb-

ruary while culling out stations, putting in stulls

and finishing timbering work on the 70-toot level, a

body of copper ore was exposed and slopes cut out

for over 50 feet in black and red oxides and carbon-

ales. The vein is 18 feet wide as far as opened out,

and as yet shows no signs of any hanging-wall. In

addition to this body of ore there is also a 15-foot

body of carbonates showing some red oxides at the
depth of 100 feel in the shaft on the hanging-wall
side of the lime formation and as yet shows neither
signs of hanging nor fool wall.

Lone Mountain.— Brockman and Beall yester-
day shipped another carload of high-grade ore from
the Good Luck. They have also located and are
developing another claim to the north of the Good
Luck, which is a promising prospect for the amount
of development work done on it There has been a
great deal of excitement in -raining circles during the
week, about the strike made Ust Saturday by Wro.
Brahm and Doc Belt An Enterprise representative
visited the mine and found the ore body fully as
large as represented, being (ully 20 feet in width.
The ore is an iron and IPad carbonate containing
silver as a chloride; first-class samples showing over
300 ounces per ton. If the mass of ore will average
one-half or even one-fourth of this, the gentlemen
will be well entitled to their recently acquired titles

of " Bonanza Bill '' and " Silver Dollar Doc."

OREGON.

Placer Mining Outlook.—Bedrock Democrat,
March 12: Mr. A. Reiney, a prominent placer
miner of Humboldt basin, was yesterday met by our
reporter and in response to a question propounded
as to the placer-mining outlook in that section the
gentleman replied: " Last year was the best placer
season that we have had for the past five years.
More ground was worked and with better results

than usual, all on account of a good supply of that
ever indispensable article—water. The deep snows
in the mountains furnished a good supply of water
and fed the streams until late in the season, and
that is the reason why the season was so long and
profitable. At present we have about three feel of
snow in the basin, and now, getting at your ques-
tion, I will say that the coming season promises to
eclipse that of last year. Every one who owns a
piece of placer ground in our section will be up and
doing when the season opens, and as we have every
assurance of a good water supply and a long season,
you can depend on the output of the shining metal
being greater than for any season for the past eight

years. Among the placer miners who are preparing
for the spring run I might name the following: Coll
Bros., owners of valuable placer diggings near Can-
yon creek, are preparing for a long run. Littig &
McCarty will work their ground on Gordon Bar.
Lum Sing & Co. will work the Rogers & Copland
places, north of City Gulch, for all they are worth.
Andrew Jensen is preparing to commence opera-
lions on valuable placer grounds, situated on Glenn
Glory. BUir, Glover & Seigel will make the dirt fly

on their Amelia placers and they expect a long and
profitable season."

UTAH.

Mining at Fish Spring.—Salt Lake Tribune,
March 12; James Chipman and W. H. Grant of
American Fork have gone into mining quite vigor-

ously at Fish Spring. They have two feel of ore
and have taken out so much of it as to start shipping.

A number of teams were started out the other day to

bring this ore to market, and it is expected tc keep
teams on the road steadily. They have had many
assays made and the lowest went over 100 ounces
silver and 25 lo 40 per cent lead. Near their mine
is another in which James Preslin of American Fork
has purchased an interest, and it runs still better in

the quality of the ore. Assays made show all the

way from 96 to 700 ounces silver and 25 to 56 per

cent lead, the lead being the highest where silver is

the lowest.

The Buffalo Bill.—J. J. Gushing and Fred
Gillette have a small force of men developing the

Buffalo Bill mine, this side of Tiniic, a short dis-

tance from the Salt Lake & Western Railway.

They have a tunnel driven on the six-foot vein of

low-grade ore, and it is developing so well that they

will incorporate a company in a few days to prose-

cute work more vigorously on it,

American Fork.—S. Osborn, who is interested

in several mining properties in American Fork can-

yon, writes from Chicago that he has secured money
for their development and associated good men
with him in the enterprise, and that about April ist

he will be here to push work. He says his work
this season will boom American Fork district and
make it a large producer of ores. T. B. Many of

Cleveland, Ohio, who has a lease and bond on the

Sunday mine, American Fork canyon, writes that he
will soon be here to work the property, and will

drive development with much vigor this spring and
summer. The Treasure Con. Co. has had three

men doing deadwork on their properly in American
Fork canyon all winter. Their property adjoins the

well-known Miller mine. They have ore ready to

ship.

The New Eagle Dtstrict.—The Midland In-

vestment Co. is in receipt of a letter from its fore-

man, whom they sent, with several other men, to

the Deep Creek country some lime ago, and who
located five claims in the new district of Eagle. The
foreman writes that in sinking on these five claims,

the vein gets belter and the ore richer as they go
down, but have not reached deeper than 12 feet on
any of them. They have located several other

claims the past month.

The Old Massachusetts.— Park Record,

March 14: A recent transaction that gives great

encouragement to a large number of Park City resi-

dents, who long have had faith in the ultimate rich-

ness of the Massachusetts mine, is the fact that

Messrs. M. R. Evans, Wm. M. Curtis and A, A.
Smith have closed negotiations with the principal

stockholders of the Massachusetts M. Co. to obtain

the control of that property, which was done at the

meeting of the directors of the company held in Salt

Lake on Saturday. Mr. M. R. Evans of Salt Lake
City has secured the control of two-thirds of the

stock, and it is his intention lo develop the property

as soon as roads and weather will permit. The
shaft, which is now down about 600 feet, will be
sunk to a distance of 1000 feet, when drifting for

the vein will be started. All the machinery neces-

sary for that purpose is on the ground, and but little

delay will be occasioned. Mr. Wm. M. Curtis, late

superintendent of the Anchor, and who had charge

of the Massachusetts when last operated, will be
placed in charge of the (work. The revival of the

Massachusetts, with such a strong backing of thor-

ough miners,J will undoubtedly redound to the

credit of all concerned.
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IQECHAlNJieAL fROGRESS

The Mannesmann Process Fore-

shadowed.

That there ia nothing new under the snn is

proved by every-day experience, and if the

ManneemanD tube prooeae haa not been antici-

pated, it has at least bean foreshadowed. This
is the experience of F. J. R. Carnlla, formerly

manager of the Landore Siemens Steel Works,
who points out in a contemporary that Messrs.

Dyaon and Hall ini'ented what they called a

reeling machine, which was worked ftt Sheffield.

To quote Mr. Cftralla:

*'Ju8t over 20 years ago—viz., on Octi. 31,

1870—a patent was granted to George Walter
Dyson and Henry Arthur Hall for * improve-

ments in rolling and finishing circular metal
plain or irregular rods and tubes,' wbioh as re-

gards rods h<'3 had a considerable local applica-

tion in Sheffield, especially at the Oarbrook
Forge, where the invention was first brought
out. As regards tubes, it may be said, without
in the slightest degree detracting from the in-

genuity and originality of Messrs. Mannesmann,
that the germ of their already famous process

ia evident in this invention. As the Mannes-
mann process, at no distant date, is likely to

revolutionize the tube industry, any analogies

that may assist in understanding its myiterioua

operation will not fail to be of interest, but
aoart from this, the machine of Dyson and
Hall, which, as already hinted, has boen mainly
applied to the cold-folling of * rods 'or round
steel bars, is so little known that no doubt it

will be thought worthy of description for its

own sake.

"The name * reeling' has been given to the

operation performed by this machine to dis-

tinguish it from that done by parallel rolls

where the bar is simply passed backward and
forward without having any rotary movement
imparted to it. The rod to be operated upon
Is, in the reeling machine, passed between ooni-

oal-shaped rollers—truncated cones projecting
from the faces of disca fixed at the ends of

shafts or axles, the combined arrangement
being called a 'reel.' . . . This action

gives a spiral motion to the bar under operation

that makes it travel between the ooned faces of

the reeU, fresh portions being brought under
action in a similar manner to that of the Man-
nesmann mill. The resemblance of ideaa in the

two oases is also obvious when the means for

holding the piece to ba operated on are com-
pared. . . . Dyson and Hall specify 'the

rod or bar is prevented canting during the roll-

ing by suitable guides, or it may be made to

pias through the mouths of tubes arranged at

the ends for the purpose, or bet-veen rollers

which may be feed rollers or not.' The reels

can be moved end on toward one another, and
the discs approached or separated to suit

different diameters by means of hand wheels
and screws.

"The bars subjected to this operation oome out
straight and perfectly circular tn section, no
turning being necessary where a plain bar all of

one diameter is required. Not the least im-
portant effect, however, is the toughening pro-
duced on the material of the bar by the spiral

oompression, the tensile strength being in-

creased over 20 per cent in the case of mild
steel. The spiral fiber is the very essence of the
remarkable strength of the tubes made by the
new procesB now in operation at Landore.
Dyson and Hall specify that 'there is no limit

to the dimensions of the disc, as those can be
suited to the size of the articles to be produced
or finished, and discs of different sizes can be
used f*.B pairs, and these may travel at the same
or different speeds.'

"We can imagine that some conception of
the possibilities of their process as recently
dev^oped had crossed the minds of our inven-
tors, when we read: *We have referred more
particularly to rods or bars, but tubes can be
acted upon in the same manner, whether for

rolling or finishing them as before spoken of.'

But no doubt the difficulties of obtaining
sufficient power, which have been so success-
fully overcome by Messrs. Mannesmann, stood
in ^le way of progress in the direction indicated.
"The writer well remembers one occvsion

during his connection with the Carbrook Forge
when a breakdown occurred, whloh was suffi-

cient to render every one cautious of further
experiment with the appliances then at com-
mand. One other distinctive feature of the
reeling machine which assimilates it to the
Mannesmann mill is—as Mr. Gordon states for
the latter—that much greater accuracy is re-

quired in the adjustment of the rolls than is

dreamed of in the philosophy of iron and steel
millwrights. The parts in the machine, as
in that described by Mr. Gordon, are as ac>
onrately fitted as those in a locomotive or ma-
rine engine. The reader will not fail to per-
ceive the numerous points of resemblance be-
tween the two processes. At the same time,
let it be understood that it is in no spirit of
detraction that these lines are written, but
simply as a contribution having a side interest
in connection with an ingenious process that is

likely to become an important adjunct to onr
industrial resources."

—

London Iron.

net tons of Bessemer steel, with Great Britain

slightly in the lead. In 1SS9 Great Britain

turned out, In round numbers, 2,400,000 tons,

having inoreased 200 per cent. During the

same year our total production was 3,300,000
tons, a net increase of 375 per cent. The fig-

ares for 1890 are not yet obtainable, but will

no doubt increase our lead. The production in

Great Britain was only limited by the demand,
for her manufacturing resources are almost
boundless. But for our protective system, she
would have supplied us, thus more than doubling

her output. When we consider what a vast

amount of labor is required to produce 3,800,-

000 tons of steel, who can have the effrontery

to say that as a nation and a people we have
not been immensely, almost incalomably, bene-
fited by onr system of protection to American
industries ? The McKlnley bill may have made
some unfortunate changes, but the fundamental
principle of protection (a founded In reason and
demonstrates itself.

—

Chicago Jour, of Com.

Frotection and Bessemer Steel,—That
onr protective system has done something sub-
stantial for our iron production has been shown.
The record as to Bessemer steel makes equally
instructive and significant reading. In 1S78
the United States produced a little over 800,000

The Age of Steel.

Steel has been selling at Pittsburg at a less

price than iron. This bit of news, which
comes to us upon good authority, justi-

fies the statement that the much-talked-of
"age of steel" has at last arrived. The state-

ment, which to many would seem to involve

an absurdity, is reasonable enough to the in-

itiated. One of the greatest expenses of manu-
facturing iron consists in the large amount of

labor required, a considerable portion of which
is of a highly skilled character, commanding in

oonsequence good wages. Skilled labor is also

required In making steel, but the number of

men of all grades required to operate a plant of

given capacity is small in comparison to run-
ning an iron-mill with same output In tons.

For some purposes, the manufacture of elec-

trical machinery and appliances for instance,

iron can never be supplanted by steel, but for

most uses the latter is far superior and can be
made to generally take the place of the former.

Bat iron is not destined to yield the crown
without a struggle. Recent inventions have
cheapened the production of bar iron and a
still fnrther reduction in cost seems highly
probable. Much iron of good quality is now
made direot from the ore, or rather about 50
per cent of ore Is used in oonnectlon with an
equal quantity of pig. A mass of ore is sus-

pended above an ordinary open hearth in

which is a bath of iron made from the pig

metal. The heat wasted in the ordinary proc-

ess serves to heat the ore to a dull red color.

This drives off most of the deleterious matter,
after which it is allowed to descend into the
bath, producing very good iron.

This and other devices may somewhat retard
the triumph of steel, but none the less certainly

It seems destined to come, and that In the near
future. Cheap steel will work wonders for this

country and enable us in due time to compete
with the manufacturers of the world, and that
on an equal fontlnfr —Okicaqo Jour, of Com.

Wire Rope.

A wire-rope manufaoturing company gives

the following hints :

There are two kind** of wire rope manufao-
tured. Ropes with 19 wires to the strand are
more pliable and are generally nsed as hoisting
ropes. Those with twelve or seven wires to

the strand are stiffer and best adapted for guys,
ferries, rigging and transmission purposes.
Wire ropes are made of six strands, laid about
a center of hemp or wire, the former being
more pliable, and wearing better over small
pulleys and drums.
Wire rope is as pliable as new hemp rope of

the same strength. The greater the diameter
of sheaves, pulleys, and drums, the longer the
rope will last.

For safe working load, allow one-fifth to one-
seventh of ultimate strength, according to
speed and vibration. Speed increases the wear.
Wire rope must not be colled or uncoiled like

hemp rope. When not on a reel, roll upon the
ground like a wheel to prevent kinking.
To preserve wire rope, cover it thoroughly

with raw linseed oil, mixed with vegetable tar.

This mixture forms a protecting surface and
preserves it from undue wear.
To preserve wire rope under water or under-

ground, add one bushel of fresh-slacked lime to
a barrel of mineral or vegetable tar, boil well,
and saturate the rope with the mixture hot.
Galvanized wire rope shonld never be used

for running rope. One day's use will wear off

the coating of zinc, and the rope will soon rust.

Too much care cannot be taken with the
pulleys, sheaves and drums over which ropes
are run. The grooves should be lined with
well-seasoned blocks of hard wood set on end,
rubber, leather, or some soft metal. Thus the
life of l^he rope will be greatly lengthened, and
greater adhesion secured than when the rope
is operated over smooth and bard surfaces.

Iron ropes, operated under proper conditions,
will give perfect satisfaction when the work to
be done is not too heavy. Steel ropes should be
substituted for iron when lightness is required,
or when a greater strength becomes necessary.
The object in substituting steel for iron is to
decrease the wear rather than reduce the size

of the rope.— T/tc Engineer.

A Convenient Device.—Near Bordeaux,
France, there is a buoy in the harbor which is

connected with the mainland by telephone.
Ships arriving can thus communicate with
their owners.

SeiENTiFie Frogress.

Utilizing Waste Furnace Products.—At
three or four of the Sootch iron works, the
Furnace Gases Company are paying a yearly
rental for the right of collecting the smoke and
gases from the blast furnaces. These are passed
through several miles of wrought-iron tubing,
gradually diminishing in size from 6 feet to
about IS inches, and as the gases oool there is

deposited a considerable yield of oil. At
Messrs. Dixon's, in Glasgow, which is the
smallest of these installations, they pump and
collect about 60,000,000 feet of furnace gas per
day, and recover, on an average, 25,000 gallons
of furnace oils per week; using the residual

gases, consisting chiefly of carbon monoxide, as
fuel for dtstilliug and other purposes, while a

considerable yield of sulphate of ammonia Is

also obtained. In the same way a small per-

centage of the coke ovens are fitted with con-
densing gear, and produce a considerable yield
of oil, for which, however, there is but a very
limited market; the chief use being for the
Lnoigen light and other lamps of the same de-
soriptioD, and also for pickling timber for rail-

way sleepers, etc. The result is that four years
ago the oil could be obtained in any quantity at

^d. ner gallon, though it has since been as high
as 2^d. It ia now about 2d. per gallon, and
shows a falling tendency. Make a market for

this product, and the snpply will be practically

unlimited, aa every blast furnace and coke
oven in the kingdom will put up a plant for

the recovery of the oil, Aa, with the limited

plant now at work, it would ba perfectly easy
to obtain 4.000,000 or 5,000,000 gallons per an-

num, an extension of ^he recovery process
would mean a suoply sufficiently large to meet
all demandp.

—

The Enginetr,

Chemical Analysis in Metallurgy.—As is

well known, cbemical analysis demands the
greatest precision, and therefore every addition

to the supply of information on the subject is

to be welcomed. A work has just issued from
a forge addressed to those engaged in metal-

lurgy, written by Biron Hansjuptner dR Joua-
torff, which has been translated Into French.
Ia reviewing it, a Parisian contemporary says:

This practical treatise of metallurgical chemis-
try will be appreciated not only by those who
are occupied in that particular branch of analy-

sis which relates to ores and metallurgical prod*
nets, but also to those who are interested In

the apparatus and metallurgical processes, in

refractory products, in blending beds, in differ-

ent heatings, in ovens and furnaces, and in the

analyses of gases. The translator shows how
useful a chemist may be In such works. Some
years since, he says, a laboratory was only
kept up from vanity, as an object of luxury
showing the scientific culture of the managers.
The war forced our engineers to push as far as

possible the study of steels, and that study can-

not be fruitful without very delicate chemical
analyses. They made themselves aucourant
with the laborers of Lowthian Bell and Besse-

mer and with the methods of analysis which
had contributed so largely to the aucceas of the

Krupps. To-day we are on a level with the

Germans and the English, if, occasionally, even
we do not succeed in surpaasing them at least

on some points.

from its hibernating quarters by some peculiar
weather combination. It hibernates at the
roots of grasses, under stones and logs, and
under the loose bark of stumps, logs, and old
trees. The other and larger larva, of which
there was only one specimen In the box, Reems
to be a variety of the bronzy outworm {Nepht-
fotfes v/o^ans), an insect which also hlbernatea
in the larva state, and has also been observed
occurring in large numbers on snow."

Frozen 6000 Feet Deep.—For many years

scientists have been perplex°d over the phe-

nomena of a certain well at Yakutsk, Siberia.

As long ago as 182S a Russian merchant began to

sink this noted well, and, after working on it

for three years, gave it up as a bad job, hav-

ing at that time sunk it to a depth of 30 feet

without getting through the frozen ground.

He communicated these facts to the Russian
Academy of Science, which sent men to take

charge of the digging operations at the wonder-
ful well. These scientific gentlemen toiled away
at their work for several years, but abandoned
it when a depth of 8S2 feet had been reached,

with the earth still frozen as hard as a rook.

In 1843 the academy had the temperature of

the soil at the sides of the well taken at vari-

ous depths. From the data thus obtained they

came to the startling conclusion that the

ground was frozen to a depth exceeding 6000

feet. Although it is known to meteorologists

that the lowest known temperature is in that

region of Siberia, it is conceded that not even
that rigorous climate could force frost to snob a

great depth below the surface. After figuring

on the subject for over a quarter of a century,

geologists have at last come to the conclusion

that the great frozen valley of the Lena river

was deposited, frozen just as it is found to-day,

during the great grlnding-np era of the glacial

epoch.

Snow Worms,—We alluded in our last issue

to the appearance of what wer" called " snow
worms" in Randolph county, West Virginia.

The crest of the snow was covered with them.

The Scieniijic American wrote to Prof. Riley,

the agricultural entomologist at Washington,
for an explanation of the phenomena, who
replied as follows :

" You send two distinct

larvffi. The small species, of which there were
8 to 10 specimens, is the common Pennsylvania

soldier-beetle {Chauliognathus Pennsylvanica) ,a

carnivorous species which in the larva state

destroys plant lice, bark lice and the eggs

and young larva of a number of injurious in-

sects. This insect hibernates In the larva state

nnd has occasionally been observed, both in

Europe and in this country, fairly swarming
upon the aarface of snow, having been driven

Cold Water Without Ice.—The following
method of obtaining a constant supply of oool
water at all times is described by the Railroad
and Bnginterinq Journal as being in general
use in Hanover, York county. Pa. The water
from the wells is unfit to drink on account of
bad drainage, so water has to be brought a
long distance in pipes, whioh is very warm.
To cool it, a plan has been adopted whioh is

quite Ingenious. A galvanized tank is placed
beneath the water in the wells, which is very
cool. This tank is connected with the water
mains and the domestic delivery pipes, and the
method gives an abundant supply of cool water
during the whole summer, and can be adopted
in all cities, towns or in the country. If a well
is available, it can be used; if not, by simply
digging a hole in the ground deep enough so as
not to be affected by the surface temperature,
and burying the tank, it will answer equally
well. This hole might be dug in a cellar or
outside the building. If the water has any im-
purities In suspension, such as mud, the tank
should be made aooessible, so that it can be
cleaned separately.

How the World Appears to the Lowe
Animals.—In addition to the organs of hear-
ing, touch and smell, Sir John Lubbock has
found upon the anteuDaa of insects certain or-
gans that seem to be connected with senses
that we know nothing about. Experiments
made upon certain fresh-water crustaoeans show
that they are sensible to sounds corresponding
to more than 40,000 vibrations per second
(sounds that we cannot hear), and to ultra-
violet rays that we oannot perceive. Now all

the rays that we can perceive appear to us with
definite colors, and It shonld be the same with
these animals; so it is probable that they see
colors unknown to us, and which are as dififer-

ent from those that we are familiar with as red
is different from yellow or green from violet.
It would result from this that natural light,
which seems white to us, would appear col-
ored to them, and that the aspect of nature
would be entirely different to them from what
it is to us. It is possible, therefore, that to
certain animals, nature Is full of sounds, colors,
and eeneatiooB that we have no Idea of.

Electrical Storms,—An electrical storm of
unueual violence visited South Dakota about
the first of February. During the storm, the
large amount of electricity was noticeable every-
where. Persons coming In contact with each
other or with any metallic subatanoe would
throw off visible flashes of electricity with a
sharp, snapping sound. When this occurred to
persons a very perceptible shock waq experi-
enced, even through thick clothing. Comment-
ing upon this phenomenon, the Scitntijtc Amev
lean correctly says: *' The phenomena described
were those of a winter electric storm. These
storms are not frequent, but they are well
understood by meteorologists. They are also
called magnetic storms, because the magnetio
needle is strongly affected during such electric
manifestations. Their origin is supposed to be
coincident with the development of auroras,
and probably oaused by disturbances in the
sun that produce sun-spots. Their coincidence
has often been the subject of astronomical
observation and record."

Effects of Heat and Pressure on Rooks.
M. Daubree has continued hia researches on
the effects produced upon rooks in contact with
gases suddenly developed by means of such ex-
plosives as gnu-otton and dynamite. Tem-
peratures of 2500" and pressures of 1100 at-

mospheres, thus obtained, have been sufficient

to fuse and pulverize the rocks experimented
upon in a very marked manner. The results
lead M. Daubree to believe that the perforated
pipes or dialremeSf diamantiferons, volcanic,
or otherwise, and much of the subaerial dust
and oceanic deposits are formed by such actions
as he has obtained in the laboratory. He also
shows that rocks mav acquire an apparent
plasticity under the influence of pressure.

In Greenland, north of 75** of latitude, the
entire land Is covered with a sheet of ice esti-

mated to be about 5000 feet thick over all the
valley regions. So far as has been observed,
no mountains are discernible above the ice, or
even any elevations which can be attributable
to underlying mountains. The whole is a vast
plain at an elevation of from 5000 to 6000 feet

above the sea level. This ia probably the last

remnant of the great ice cap which must, at
some time in the past, have covered nearly or
quite all the land from the pole to the equator.

Artificial Rubies,—Some time ago mention
was made in these columns that two French
gentlemen, M.M. Fremy and Vernruil, had
succeeded in producing rubies artificially, but
the crystals were exceedingly minute. After
long-continued study and experiment it is

now announced that they have succeeded in
continuing the process over several months,
and producing as much as seven ponnda of
rubies at a elngle operation.
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SOOD HE:ALTH.

Failure of a Noted Case of Skin-

Grafting.

Some two or three moaths slooe Mr. John
0. DickeraoD, a promioeDt MaaOD of Chicaj^o,

bad a oanoer removed frooi his person by the
knife. The wound refased to heat, and 13'2 of hla

brother Masons oame beroioatly to his relief.

Etch allowed a piece of ikin to be removed from
bis person, to be transplanted apon the body of

the atllicted brother. The vlutlmof oanoer and
the surgeon's knife died Febrnary *2-(th.

It Is truly melanoholy to know of the tm*
mense sufiferlng and loss of life by this fearful

oanoer malady alt over the country and the
world. Over 2000 people are dyin^; of this

dread disease In the United States every
month, and yet we have in this oity a moat UU'

doubted cure for It, to whioh we have been
oalUng the attention of our phyiioiane and the
people generally for some four years past, with
very little responae from either the physiotana
or the press, although great numbers of the
people are becoming interested in the matter
We have given masses of testimony of every

character from patients that have been cured
and from individual phyaloiana who have
watohed the ancceseful treatment of patients
with more or less oarefuloess; but the faonlty
as a body have thus far refused to investigate
or make any oHioial report either for or against,

We are pleased, however, to state that several
of the more considerate are beginning to give
the cure some attention, and are watching the
convalescence of several very pronounced cases

now under treatment, and It is to be hoped that
the result in those cases will lead to an oiiiclal

investigation by onr City Board of Health or
some other offioial body.
We have no interest in the matter, so far as

the practitioner is concerned. The end which
we desire to reach is each an official medical in-

vestigation as win place the value of the as-

serted remedies beyond all oontroversy. If

such investigation should prove favorable,
there are those who stand ready to do what-
ever may be required to place the remedies in

the hands of physiciana everywhere. We hold
that the evidence is amply sufficient to war-
rant the Board of Supervisors In asking the
City board of Health to look into this matter
officially.

The Treatmbnt of Dandruff.— Dr. Ed*
ward Clarke, In the Lancet, statea that he baa
had good reenlts in persiatent dandruff from the
following treatment : The scalp should nr&t
be thoronghly waahed with soap and hot water
and then thoroughly dried with a warm and
soft cloth; there should then be rubbed into

the aoalp a glycerole of tannin, of the strength
of 10 to 30 grains to theonnoe. Very obatinate
cases will require the higher strength of tannin.
Thia process should be repeated twice a week
at first, once a week afterward. If tannin
fails, aa It will in some oases, then resort is had
to reaorcin. After the formation of dandruff
has ceased, the head should be rubbed dally

with oUve oil containing^ to the ounce, ten
grains of oarboUo acid and a dram of oil of oin*

namon.

The Microbe of Rheumatism.—A distin-

guished French physician, after much research,

thinks he haa discovered a micro-organlBm, ape-

oifio in character, whioh is the direct cause of

rheumatism. He reports that he has isolated

and cultivated the microbe, injected it into the
carotid artery of rabbits, and engendered an
Inflammation which to all indications Is the

same whioh accompanies inflammatory rheuma-
tism In human beings. Theae investigations

will undoubtedly stimulate parallel researches

by other Investigators and may lead to import-

ant therapentical results.

1S3

Poison in Wall Paper.—We have already
oalled atteDtlon to the fact that there te danger
of poison from wall paper, eBpecially that whioh
oontalnB green colors, whioh are gpnetally pro-

duced by araenio. We see by an Eastern ex-

change that ex-Mayor Oobb of Boston is now
Buffering from what is prononnoed an inonrable

illness attributed to the absorption of arsenical

poison from wall paper in his own house.

Pepsin in Pineapple.—It is stated that there

is an element in the common pineapple similar

to pepsin, and of such remarlsable strength

that the jaioe of a single apple will digest ten

pounds of beef. It is further stated that the

juice of the fruit is a very active Bolvent of the

membrane found in diphtheria.

A Diphtheria Ltmph.—The Government
medical authorities at Washington have, after

many experiments, announced the diecovery of

a lymph which gives immunity from diphtheria,

and they hope to make it a certain cure for that

disease.

HAiBDvESihould always bo avoided. All

the various *
' hair restoratives " are both un-

wholesome and uncleanly. The loss of color of

the hair depends upon constitutional causes,

ftnd it is rarely or never restored.

Died oe Too Rapid Growth.—A ISyear-

old boy has just died in Brooklyn, N, Y,, of

too rapid growth. At the time of his death he

was six feet two inches tall, but did not weigh

100 ponuds.

Elkotbic Mine Sigsalino.—Whoever haa
been in a mine ia familiar with the laborious
mtthod employed in giving signals to the men
at the top of the shaft. It Is a task that re-
quires considerable mmole and endaranoe for
the man at the l-Jth level to seiiie the lever and
ring 12 bells, to indioate that the cage is wanted
at that level. Ho will probably consume half
a minute in giving the signal, and by the time
this has been repeated at the enrfaoe to the
engineer, it is a minute to a minute and a half
before the engineer knows what la expected of
him. This will all be changed at the Luding-
ton. The mine will soon be supplied with
electric signals, when a man at any level will
only have to go to the shaft and throw a switch,
and the small dynamo which will be used for
that purpose will do the rest ; for it will be a
small dynamo and not batteries that will supply
the oorrent to operate theae aignale. Besides
the saving in labor and time, it will obviate
the possibility of mistakes, because a switch
thrown at a certain level will unfailingly give
the signal for that level, and the box contain-
ing the signaling apparatus being under lock
and key, cannot be tampered with by those not
in authority.—^njiisA Paper.

Sob.stitote for Gotta-Peecha.—a Portu-
guese gentleman, Senor da Costa, saya Inten-
tion, is reported to have discovered an excellent
and abundant substitute for gutta-percha, near
Goa. It is the solidified fluid which issues from
the Nivol-oantem, which grows wild in the
Ooncan distriot, which is generally planted for
hedges. It is insoluble in water, softens under
heat, and hardens in the cold. It receives,
moreover, and retains a given mold, can be oast
into very thin sheets, and is capable of taking
the minutest impressions upon ita surface.
Though white when it flows from the tree, in
its dried state it is of a chocolate color, oloeely
resembling gutta-percha. If this be true, the
discovery is of enormous value.

Leather Railway Brakes — A company
has been formed in New South Wales for the
purpose of exploiting the manufacture of rail-
way brake shoea from compressed leather.
Waste leather scraps are steeped in a solution
and subjected to a hydraulic pressure to mold
them to any desired shape. The leather shoe
is said to possess distinct advantages over that
of iron, with superior efficiency in every way.
The leather shoe weighs 4^ pounds, against 21^
pounds for iron, and it will wear three times as
long. More than this, it haa a greater coefB-
cient of friction, so that 40 pounds air pressure
IS as effeotive as 70 pounds with Iron brake
shoes,

Qoestionable Inventions.—It ia said that
Maine has produced a Reely vpith a mysteriona
motor. He lives in Monroe, and says that his
machine is capable of one to ten horse-power,
and does not derive it from steam, water, gas,
or any agenoy now known. He ia going to
hitch the machine to ohurna and pumps. It is

also said that Mr, Maxim, the inventor of the
" Maxim gun," claims to have constructed an
engine of SOO-horse power, weighing only 1100
pounds, or 2.2 pounds per horse-power. Some of
the large and most efficient engines have about
112 pounds dead weight per horse-power, in-
cluding water.

Erasing Lines on Tracing Cloth.—If you
wish to alter tracings, scrape out the lines with
a sharp knife and rub smooth with a Faber
ink-eraser; then get a bottle of negative var-
nish, dilute it with alcohol so as to be quite
thin; give the erased place a light coat of this
varnish. When dry, you cannot detect the
difference, either in the way the spot takes ink
or in the way it prints. Another thing, the
spot doea not catch dirt aa it does when not
coated. The varnish may be bought of any
dealer in photo supplies,

Spontaneods Combustion of a Tree.—One
of the sacred "tallow trees," standing at the
entrance of the grounds whioh surround the
imperial mansion of bis majesty, the Emperor
of China, spontaneously flred iu some of ita
upper branches and burned to the ground on
Dec, 15th, Scientists say that the tallow tree
often fires of ita own accord, but the supersti-
tions Chinese take it to be an evil omen, and
are greatly excited.

Steam Boiler, I]otes

Red-Hot Furnace Experincents.

Some years ago much waa said and written
npcu one of the claasos in the instructions
given by Mr. L. E. Fletcher to firemen, with
reference to ehortness of water, where, in case
of shortness of water being discoTered, he ad-
vises the turning on of the feedwater. This la,

no doubt, a very startling method of proced-
ure to those who have nob gone very fnlly into
the matter, and at the time Its advisability was
very muoh questioned. To set the matter at
rest, the Manchester Steam^Users' Association
had a boiler constructed, In order to put the
matter to a practical teat under working condi-
tions, and the ohief eogineer'a report is now
before us. Being a somewhat elaborate pro-
duction, we are scarcely prepared to pronounce
decidedly upon its purport, beyond stating that
the experiments themselves were conducted un-
der conditions closely approximaticg to those
of every>day work.
The furnaces were bared of water by open*

ing the blow-off cook and allowing the
water to escape, while good, bright fires

were burning, which could not fail to over-
heat the plates. When sufficiently heated to
melt diaos of lead, tin and ztnc, the feed waa
suddenly tamed on through special pipes,
which injected the water directly on to the
heated plates, but in no case, as is often as-

sumed, was this followed by a sudden genera-
tion of steam at an excessive pressure, but in
one case actually a redaction of pressnre took
place. Certainly there was one mishap, but this
was clearly proved to be due to not turning on
the feed soon enough. Some exceedingly prac-
tical information is given on several other sub*
jecte, especially as regards the hogging upward
of the flue tubes, which was accurately ascer-
tained by means of rods, and found to be as
much as one-half inch In some cases.

There are also partlonlars of tests in which
dlfierent types of boilers were put to work and
the difl'erent temperatures taken above and be-

low the furnaces were pointing out clearly the
inadvisability of hurrying fires when raising
steam. We think more details might have
been given, and the work wonld have been ac-
ceptable at a much earlier date. However, we
consider that steamusera are greatly indebted
to I^Xr. Fletchnr for the valn^ble information
now given.— The Mechanical World, London.

.Ehop Hotes.

Mixture of Stkam and Hot Gases.—

A

new method of working motor engines, with
hot gases and eteam, is the subject of recent
English patents. Aooordiog to the invention,
the mixture of the steam with the hot gases to
form a charge for doing duty in the working
cylinder of the engine i" effected in a chamber
in the following way : First, the chamber haV'
ing supplied a charge of mixture to the work-
ing cylinder and been thereafter open to an ex-
haust, hot gaaea are paased through to clean
and dry it. Then, while the chamber ie yet
full of hot dry gases, it is closed,

The Man Not the Shop.

Maoy mechanics are striving to get fore-
handed enough to establish their own shop«,
hoping that In time they will grow Into larger
wo'ks, where thoy can execute heavy con-
tracte. This is a laudable ambition, but it
happens sometimes that men go into these en-
terprises with the expectation that the shop
will grow of itself and that the public will eeek
them merely because they have shops. It
should be borne in mind that nothing ia to be
had in this world without labor and pains,
and that if a shop becomes known and has an
egtablished reputation, it Is beoauae eome one
is interested in pushing it. By whatever
means it is secured, publicity muat be had, for
It is indlaputable that people cannot give work
to shops they do not know of. This point is
one that escapes the attention of the average
craftsman In any line, but particularly of en-
gineers and machinists.

If men want new or old work to do in their
shops, they must go where such work is to be
had. Too many, however, wait for the work
to come to them, and wait in vain usually,
baciuae some one in the same line, with more
enterprise, has got ahead of them. It Is queer,
bat it is true, that some mechanics will not
hunt up wcrk, because they caooot get rid of
the feeling that they are asking favors of
strangers. This is absurd. There are no
favors in trade. If a man geta a contract it ia

beoause his terms are favorable to the buyer,
and for no other reason . No manufacturer
gives contracts for "love and affection." as wills
are sometimes made.

It is not the small beginning whioh is in
donbt, but the small beginner. Is he the man
to succeed? This is the question. Has he the
faith which will remove mountains, the courage,
the courtesy, the business tact which will com-
mand snccesfc? If he has, it makes no differenoe
how small the shop is on the start, A small
shop with a large man in it will succeed, where
f^ laree shop with a small man in it will fall.

—

Plumbers^ Journal.

Then steam
at a suitable pressure ia admitted, mixing with I order to flod the tool he desires to use
the hot gases therein and forming the working
mixture for use In the cylinder. This mixture,
being at a high pressure, then expands in the
cylinder, which, after the former has done duty
in effecting a stroke of the piston, ia opened to
the exhaust and t^he spent mixture allowed to

escape from it. For a aingle-acting engine, one
mixing chamber suffices. A double-acting en-
gine, however, requires at least two, in each of

which the process takes place; but the chamber
or chambers to supply actuating fluid to one
end of the cylinder (or of each cylinder) must
be separate from those that supply ths other
end, in order to allow ample time for the

proceas of cleaning out, drying, filling with hot
gases and admitting steam thereto to take
place in an efficient manner, in each ohamber.
in the required order.

Steel Color on Brass.—A steel color is de-
veloped on brass by using a boiling solution of
arsenic chloride, A concentrated aolution of
Bodlnm sulphite canses a bine coloration.
Black, as on optical instruments, is obtained
from a solution of platinum chloride, to which
tin nitrate has been added. In Japan, brass is

bronzed by using a boiling solution of copper
sulphate, alum and verdigris.

Wood Cloth.—Oloth is now made of wood.
Strips of fine-grained timber are crushed be-
tween rollers, the filaments carded in the nsnal
manner with textiles into parallel lines and
spun into thread, from which the oloth is woven,

The Blast Furnace.—It is estimated that
the energies manifested by the action of a blast
furnace over the limited space to which it ia

confined, are fully equal in proportion to that
of the most active volcano.

A Condor was recently shot in Scot 'a val-
ley, Santa Ojtnz county.

The Steam Jacket.—Prof. Thurston has re

cently made a compilation extending over 40
pages of figures and opinions aa to the value of

the steam jacket. He believes a discussion of

the data thus collected will do much to recon-

cile the conflictlug opinions as to the value of

this device, which go to show that according to

the circumstances the use of a jacket may be
highly advantageous or actually deleterious. A
summary of the results obtained by the various
authorities shows that the gain by use of a

jacket ranges from zero to over 30 per cent.

Increased Use oe Compound Locomotives.
According to a statement of Herr von Borrles,

Koyal Inspector of Railroad Construction in

Hanover, Germany, the number of compound
locomotives in process of erection, and in use,

Increased, in the year from Nov. 1, 1889, to

Nov. 1, 1890, from 580 to 1034, divided nearly

as follows : Germany, 430; England, Including

those built for South America, India, etc., 523;
Italy, 2; Russia, 32; Switzerlapd, II; North
America, 8; street locomotives, 28; total,

1034.

The Safety-Valve.—Be sure that your
safety-valve ia In working order; start it from
the Beat every day. Have a string attached to

the end of the lever run through pulleys to a
convenient place, so it will be handy to pull,

and save climbing on top of the boiler occasion-

ally. Take the valve apart and clean It. See

that it works easily and doea not bind.

CLEANLlf AND ORDERLY WORKSHOPS.—There
is no doubt about it, cleanliness about a shop Is

one of the rules which should be most rigidly
enforced. There is no excuse for permitting
piles of rubbish, acrapa, etc., to lie around on
the floor and benches, neither ahould the ma-
chinery be allowed to remain covered with
grease and dirt. Clean machinery tends toward
the keeping of everything iu the best order.
Dirt and grease often hide indications which if

observed in time might prevent a breakdown
and an attendant loss of property, and possibly
a loss of life or an injury to the workmen.
Workmen should take pride in keeping their
benches and surroundings as free from litter aa
possible. It Is an unpleasant sight to go into a
shop and obssrve a workman, who desires some
particular small tool, rnmmaging over the
numerous scraps, tools, etc., which cover the
machine or benoh at which he ia working, in

" * Each
workman should have a particular place for
each tool, and return it to its proper place as
soon as he is done with it. It is a very simple
matter to clean ap a bench at least once a day.

The Main Business in All Shops is shap-
ing iron and steel—that is, getting it into shape
so it will fit together, and also removing the
surplus that does no good. The operations car-
ried on may be divided into two classes—hot
and cold treatment. You eaeily separate these
in your ralnd. Hot processes are molding or
casting when the metal is fluid and runs into
Bhapes by gravity, and also include what I call
plastic treatment, that of prcBsing, hammering,
bending, and so on. This is forging. It comes
under my department. Now these hot proceaaes
are not exact ones, because the material is hot
and in an expanded conditicn, and allowance
must be made for shrinking, as well as a surplus
to cover finished dimensions. Cold processes
are exact, because the material is treated at its

normal temperature and remains as it is left.

These processeB consist maloly in trimming
away the allowance the smith and the molder
must make for ehrinkage, Thia includes turn-
ing, planing, filing, drilling, scraping, and so
on, and can be done by rule. In a degree, and
can be done without much mental skill, if there
are machines and mannal skill.

—

Industry,

The Care of Machinery.—Proper care of
machinery is of vital importance in the eco-
nomic running of a mill. While the quality of
machines varies greatly, operators differ still

more in their management and care of machines.
One operator will take a new machine and run
it for five or six years without causing any per-
ceptible depreciation in its value. Another
man will take a similar machine and in tw" or
three years he leaves it a total wreck. The
maobines being equal, the wreckage mnet lie in
the operator. Every operator should perfectly
understand the make-up of his machine and
how to properly adjust all its parts. Running
a machine does not consist simply in knowing
how to run a board through it; yet the knowl-
edge possessed by many operat' ra does not ex-
tend mnch further than this. Learn your ma-
chine thoroughly, study it, acquaint yourself
with the principles upon whioh it is constructed,
and know how to adjust every part of it, net
by rule, but by an Intelligent understanding of
the whys and wherefores.
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Passing Events.

The joint resolution prevloaaly adopted by

the Senate has been adopted in the Aaiembly,

reqnesting Congress to aathorize the appoint-

ment of engineers to investigate the mines of

this State, and to have the power to devise and

execute plana by whioh mining in all its

branches may be carried on without injury to

agricultural lands or rivers of the State. Con<

greaa is asked to appropriate Si,000 000 to thia

end.

The will of the late Senator Hearst leavea

all hiaminea and mining property to hia widow.

Mrs. Hearst thus becomes the largest mine-

owner of any lady in the United States.

Charles N. Felton has been elected U. S.

Senator to fill the nnexpired term of the late

Senator Hearst.

The new land law, published elsewhere in

the Press, merits the close attention of all in-

terested in the pnbllo lands. The measure ia

one whioh makes radical changes in the previ-

ously exiating eystem.

The Oity Council of Butte, Montana, aome

time since passed an ordinance declaring the

emoke fumes from the roasting ore heapa and

smeltera proper a nulaance and a decided men-
ace to publio health, yet in that ordinance it

was diatinctly stated that the smelting com-

panies were to have nine months in whioh to

adopt contrivances for either destroying or

carrying o£F the fumea. So far only three

months of this time has elapsed, but the Health

officer has isaned warrants for the arrest of

offenders.

No More Gold Bars lor Shipment.

On Tuesday of this week the superintendent

of the U. S. Assay of&oe in New York re-

ceived notice from the director of the Mint

that ^1,000,000 in gold bars ordered by two

firms wonld not be allowed to be taken for ex-

port. This Ib the first time in eight yeara that

the Government has refused to allow gold bars

to be taken out for export.

The privilege of converting gold coin Into

bars haa hitherto been aooorded without hesi-

tation, but it was found that speonlatora took

advantage of the same to await a rise in foreign

exchange and thus be prepared to make money

out of the advance. The Treasury officials

have long felt that the exercise of the privilege

tended to take gold out of the country, and for

this reason, aa well aa to prevent nnneoeasary

speculation in the commodity, the application,

in accordance with a decision reached aome

days ago, was refnaed.

The refusal was baaed upon the new law

enacted a few days before the olose of the laat

seseion of Oongreas, whereby the Secretary of

the Treasury is authorized to convert gold coin

into gold bars upon appHoation, charging there-

for at the rate of four cents for each $100, or

he is authorized, in his diaoretlon, to refuse

outright to convert the coin iato bars. This

refusal does not prevent the melting of the coin

into bars by private parties, but they cannot do

it aa cheaply aa the Government, the average

coat outside of the Government minta being 12

centa for §100.

Exporters of gold prefer to send it in bars, if

possible, for the reason that the loss ixom

abraaion and other oausee is greater In the case

of gold than In gold bare. It is therefore be-

lieved that the new departure will tend to

check the exportations of gold from the country.

Acting Secretary of the Treasury Nettleton,

referring to the refusal to allow gold bars to be

exported, said the action was taken with the

full approval of the President, under authority

of the recent Act of Congress giving the Seorc'

tary of the Treasury discretionary power to re-

fuse such exchanges when deemed neceaaary for

the interests of the Government. On the last

exchange a charge of four centa per $100 was

imposed, but as thia rate does not seem to de

ter the ahipment of Government gold, the

Treaiory Department decided to discontinue

the exchange altogether for the present.

The New Land Law.

Elsewhere in this number of the Press we
give the full text of the new land law passed by
the late Congress, and which makes very

marked changes in our publio land system

The new Act is the most sweeping that has

ever been passed since the enactment of the

original homestead law. The timber-culture

and pre>emption laws are repealed, with pro-

vlalons for the protection of vested righta. The
desert-land law is amended to compel the ex-

penditure of at least $3 per acre in irrigation

works and the amount that can be taken up is

limited to 320 acres. The homestead law is

subjected to important modifioatlons. All

lands, with immaterial exceptions, are with-

drawn from publio sale. Provision ia made for

the acquisition of title to lands in Alaska for

manufacturing and commercial purposes and
for townsltes. The President Is given authority

to withdraw timber land from entry at any
time and to any extent. Irrigation ia enoour-

aged by the provision with relation to reservoir

sites.

The only reference to mineral lands in the

new law is the section which states ''that

townsite entries may be made by Incorporated

towns and cities on the mineral lands of the

United States, but no title shall be acquired by
any such tpwna or cities to any vein of gold,

silver, cinnabar, copper or lead, or to any valid

mining claim or possession held under exiating

law. When mineral veins are possessed within

the limits of an incorporated town or oity, and
such possession is recognized by local author-

ity or by the laws of the United States, the

title of town lots shall be subject to such recog-

nized possession and the necessary use thereof,

and when entry has been made or patent
issued for such townsites to such incorporated

town or city, the poasesaor of such mineral
vein may enter and receive patent for such
mineral vein and the surface gronnd appertain-

ing thereto. Provided, that no entry shall be

made by such mineral-vein claimant for snr-

face ground where the owner or occupier o£

the surface ground shall have had possession

of the same before the inception of the title of

the mineral-vein applicant."

Hydraulic Mining.

We have in a previous number of the Press

given the Yoorhies joint resolution on the min-

ing industry whioh was adopted by the Senate

some- weeks 'sinoe and has finally been adopted

by the Aasembly. It will without doubt be

signed by the Governor, as it contains among
other things hia remarks on the subject of

hydraulic mining given in hia inaugural ad-

dreaa. In truth, it was due to the fact that the

Governor's inaugural address brought this sub-

ject up forcibly that the joint resolution was

introduced and adopted. He urged the Legis-

lature to take the initiative in obtaining the as-

sistance of the Federal Government,

The main resolutions in the document are as

follows:

Resolved^ By the Senate of California, the
Aaaembly concurring, that we earnestly but
most respectfully request Congress to pass a
law authorizing the Secretarv of War to ap-
point a oompetent Board of Engineers, to con-
sist of three or five members, as may be deemed
best, whose duty it shall be to investigate the
mines or mining districts of this State; said
Commission to have the further power of de-
vising and executing plans whereby mining, in
all its branches, may be carried on without in-

jury to agricultural lands and the navigable
streams of the State. And to the accomplish-
ment of this end we aak Congreaa to appropri-
ate one million dollara, believing, as we do,
that the Government will be repaid many fold
for such aotlon.

Meeolved, That a copy of thia preamble and
resolution be forwarded to our Senators and
Repreaentatives in Congress by the Governor,
under the seal of the State.

Coming officially from the Legislature of the

State of California, thia request will be more
apt to eucoeed than if as a mere petition. Con-

greis must pay some attention to the matter

under the circumstanoes, and take steps to

grant the relief asked for. Thousands of people

have been made poor by the closing of the

mines, and the Government should take active

measures to find out some posaible way by
which the property of these men can be restored

to uaefulnesa without detriment to others.

Natural Gas in England.—Quite a little

excitement waa recently created in the

neighborhood of south Durham, Salt district,

England, by the discovery of natural gas. On
the 7th of February, while parties were en-

gaged in sinking a drill-hole for salt, there was

a sudden outburst of water and gas, thrown

high into the air. The gaa was aoon in a blaze

from a small fire near the well-hole, and burned

with great fury for some 24 hours, when It

gradually ceased. It ia thought that a perma'

nent supply of gaa might be obtained by sink-

ing a little deeper. At the time of the outburst

they were down about 900 feet. At last ac-

counts there was some dispute about the nature

of the gaa, aome inaiating that it waa not the

true [natural gaa such as was found in such

abundance in this country. Should it eventu-

ally prove to be the same, a great fortune is

predicted for the future of that locality, aa well

as the north of England generally.

Robert M. Fryer will be remembered aa a

man who got the whole mining community ex-

cited about the "Fryer process "some years

ago, and who built works at Grass Valley,

which were a failure. He is now about to have

built an ocean steamer, 206 feet long and only

16 feet wide at the point of greatest beam, with

whioh he hopes to attain a speed of 35 miles

an hour without any special effort. To keep

this knife-blade from capsizing, she will carry

a keel weighing 6S,O0O pounds. This is simply

applying the principle of the English type of

sailing yacht to a steam vessel. The new
steamer is to be built at Baltimore.

Mexican Ore Imports.—The Nogalea Her-

ald printa a statement of the amount of ore

sent through the Nogales custom house during

the month of February, which shows a heavy

increase over any previous month in the history

of the town. These are the figures: Silver ore,

1,441,225 pounds, valued at $123,601; lead ore,

165,523 pounds, valued at $5491; copper ore,

21,066 pounds, valued at $1056. The bullion

importations were: Gold, $33,600; silver,

S124,75S. The amount of duties collected on

the ore was $2555.84.

Mining Bureau Museum,

Following are among the recent oontributions

to the museum of the California State Mining

Bureau :

Garnet—Almandite in mica schist, with khaetzite,

Santa Margarita Ranch, San Diego; from H. W.
Fairbanks.

Mica. Department Baja, Vera Paz, Guatemala;
David B. Rea.
Manganese ore—Pyrolusite, Corral Hollow,

Alameda Co.; Ad. Sommers.
Silver ore with chrysocolla and crystallized gypsum,

Candelaria, Esmeralda Co., Nev. ; J. L. Callison.

Calcite—massive, East Oakland, Alameda Co.;
R. C. Look.

Chrysolite, Richmond Co., Quebec, Canada;
Beoj. E. Lyster.

Michigan currency, value $3, issued in 1838 and
popularly called *' Red Dog" or " Wild Cat" money;
A. S. Penfield.

Pearls from fresh-water mussels, Sugar Creek,
Wisconsin; Mrs. J. H. Martin.

Siderite (carbonate of iron), with hematite on
quartz, Antwerp, N. Y.; Williamsburg Scientific

Society.

Indian flint arrow head, Blannerhasset Island,

West Virginia; Jas. Goucher.
Hauerite (sulphide of .manganese). Very large

and fine crystals, Ragusa, Sicily.

Lignite, 25 miles northeasterly from Redding,
Shasta Co., vein 21 feet thick; Oscar C. Schulze.

Quartz (Saccharine), 12 miles north of Willit's,

Mendocino Co.; E. R. Shirarain.

Sandstone, crushing strength Bcoo lbs. to the
square inch, Ventura Co., Ventura Brownstone Co.
Gold quartz with chalcophyrite, 60 miles above

Juneau, on the coast of Alaska; G. W. Yount.
Borax (borate of sodium), Saline Valley, Inyo Co.;

A. Neuschwander.
Bernardinite (a hydrocarbon), San Bernardino

Co. ; Geo. D. Craig.

Cyanite (silicate of aluminum), in mica schist,

near Los Angeles; C. N. Pring.

Cobalt ore, erythrite and smaltite on calcite, San
Gabriel canyon, Los Angeles Co. ; W. H. Adams
Jr.

Beryl and columbite, Portland, Conn.; E. F.
Sheldon.

Granite, anorthite, New Glasgow, Quebec, Can-
ada; H. Sampard; also specimens of trap, calcite,

syenite, dolerite, feldspar anri trachyte, contributed
by the same.

Calcite in layers interstratified with chlorite,

Ravenna, Los Angeles Co.; J. Robertson.
Chrysolite (silicate, etc.).—Knight's Ferry, Stanis-

laus Co.; W. A. Threlfall.

Gypsum (black color, due to oxide of iron).

—

Ventura Co.; A, J. Maus.
Spinet,— Bergen Hill, N. J.; Miss S. P. Monks,

who contributes also numerous other mineral speci-

mens from various localities.

Opal.—Variety opal agate. La Silletta, Jalisco,

Mexico; Williamsburg Scientific Society.

Pyrite.—Iridescent on calcite, Wooden mine,
Egremont, Cumberland, Eng. Marcasite (sulph. iron),

Dover Cliffs, Eng.; Williamsburg Scientific Society.
Erythrite (hydrous arsenate of cobalt).—Cobalt

bloom, San Gabriel canyon, Los Angeles Co.; W.
H. Adams.

Silver.—Native in smaltite, arsenide of cobalt and
nickel; W. H. Adams.

Silver Ore.—Silverado mine, Napa Co.; Dan
Patton.

Elk Horn.—H. Davis. Oakland.
Graphite on Quartz.—Santa Rosa, Sonoma Co.;

J. M. Walker.
Fossil tooth, Centennial claim, Klamath river, Sis-

kiyou Co.; numerous fossils of various kinds,consist-

ing of the jaws, teeth, tusks and other bones of
mammoths and other gigantic animals, together with
Indian relics, specimens of ore. etc., found on San
Miguel, San Nicolas and Santa Rosa islands, off the

coast of Southern California; Japanese arrow-heads
of the kind formerly used in warfare; A, Hattori.

Old style Chinese matchlock, with ammunition
and accoutrements, captured from the Chinese by
the French in 1882— a curious implement; Geo. A.
Montell.

U. S. half dollar of 1836; C. W. Ormsby, Oak-
land.

Sapphire (corundum), 4 specimens, Cashmere,
India; Chas, Batchelor.

Boiler Explosions.—During the year ended

Jane, 1S90, only 21 lives were lost through

boiler explosions in England. This ia below

the average for the last seven years, and, con-

sidering the great increase which must have

taken plaoe during that time in the total num-
ber of boilers working In that country, the ten-

dency appears to be toward increased safety; at

any rate, there are no facts which warrant the

assumption of increased negligence on the part

of steam-naera.

Engine Foundations.— An indicator card

lately taken from a Westinghouse engine

showed oscillations on all the lines, such as ap>

pear in the expansion line at higher speeds.

The trouble was found to be in the spring of

the foundation upon whioh the engine was set

giving an OBcillatory movement to the engine

and whioh affeoted the indicator as well. This

experience shows the necessity of solid fonnda*

lions for engines.

For February, quicksilver shipmenta from

Caliatoga, Napa Co., were 722 flaaks. Of this,

the Napa Con. mine produced 310 flaaks, the

Great Western, 155, Bradford, 132, and the

Sulphur Bank, 125.

The famous Breyfogle mine in Death Valley

has again been dlsoovered—for about the fiftieth

time.
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Bet BO thftt the oar-wheeU, H H^ oan
rno freely Dnder it. At the poiot at

whloh the material traniported la to

be diBoharged a permanent ellp la

placed, whloh releases the oatohea

that hold the conveyor doora olosed.

Fif;. 8 shows the upper or loading

end of the ropeway system on side

and end elevation and plan. The
oonatraotioo of frame and mount*
Dg of the machinery la the same
Ei on the lower terminal. On this

terminal thetraok and counterweight

are dispensed with, the frame be-

ing anchored to a good foundation

made of masonry or of heavy logs of

soffioient weight and stability to re-

sist the strain put upon the rope.

The ropeway is generally operated

from this end. The brake to regulate

The "Vulcan" Wire Ropeway,

[Goncludtd from page 177.)

mounted on ateel spindles whloh are fastened

on the hubs of the stande. The stands are

made of oast iron and are fastened to the top

of the orosa-arms, the front end having luga

whloh span the width of the cross-arm timber.

At the back end of the stand Is an oblong hole

which permits of adjusting the sheave.

The gnldo'sbeaves and stands (Fig. 3) are

nsed at the terminals to guide the rope fair into

the terminal sheaves and are used for station

sheaves where the rope has a tendency to rise

from its seat on the supporting sheave.

The clips are the moat Important atkaobmeats

FlK. 8— ELEVATIONS AND PLAN OF UPPER TERMINAL.

- s-'o" 4.

Fig. 7-END' OP LOWER TERMINAL.

of a ropeway system, as on them depends the

saooesaful and economical running of the rope>

way. The Yaloan patent inserted ropeway

olip (Fig. 4) ie made in two parts, B and C, whloh

are connected with a pin, J?, thas forming a

I hinge that opens upward. On the extreme end

of the body, B (Fig. 4), ia the spiral web ^,
which enters the rope. On the other end are

two lugs, 8 and 9, drilled to receive the pin H
(Fig. 5). The part C has on one end a round

shaft; on the other end is the Up / that seats on

the body B,

The spiral web A has oorragations 1, 2, 3, 4,

6 and 6. This spiral ia made to conform to the

pitch of the strands of the rope and to the size

of its strands, so that the rope fits accurately

In the corrugation. Fig. 5 represents the rope

as it appears when the clip is inserted. Be-

tween the collars D and ^goes the hanger

which carries the load. The action of the clip

on coming to a sheave is as follows: The body

B comes in contact with the rim of the sheave,

and is raised up as it travels over it. As it

passes to the other side, it falls gradually until

the lip / comes in contact with the body of the

ollp B, During all this operation the shaft O

Pigs. 10 and 11 — SUPPORTING STRDCTnRBS.

of the olip remains in a horizontal poaition.

The object of having the ollp hinged la to pro-

vide an attachment for ropewaya that will per-

mit the use of deep and wide-grooved sheaves.

Fig. 6 repreaenta a aide elevation of the

lower terminal, the end to which the connter-

weight is attached. Fig. 7 is an end elevation

of the same. The main frame on which is

mounted the maohinery is well framed and

bolted and is furnished with a heavy set of oar-

wheels, ff H (Fig. 6), which run on a flat iron

track. At the extreme end of this traok, which

is long enough to take up the stretoh of the

rope, ia placed the aheave L. The counter-

weight rope, K^ passes over this sheave, one end

being attached to the terminal structure, the

other* end to the weight receptacle, M. To

a oroBB-arm, which ia bolted to the main frame,

back of the grip-sheave, is mounted a cast-iron

frame that oarrlea the gnide-sbeavea F and F.

The terminal structure is enciroled by a guide

rail (Fig. 1). bolted to projecting arms. Thia

ia to prevent the conveyors surging when tam-

ing around the terminala. To prevent accident,

such as the terminal rising or running off the

traok, the top rail / (Fig. 6) Is used. This is

CLIP BETWEEN SHEAVES CLIP PASSING SHEAVE

the speed at which It is desired the
rope should travel it moved by the

lever attached to the quadrant (ele*

vation Fig. 8), and Is operated from

a platform whloh ia bolted to the

bottom of the main frame. Thla

brake is only nsed when the line ia a

gravity one. When power haa to be

applied to run the rope, the brake-

wheel is dispensed with, and in its

place is put a bevel gear, driven by
a pinion, to which power of any suit-

able character ia applied. As the

system is loaded at upper terminal,

the brake attendant is always at this

end.

Fig. 9 is an enlarged front eleva-

tion of the upper work or station

atrnoturea. It is very substantial,

being turned In every dlreotfon.

When once set up It cannot get out

of shape.

The supporting strnotnres shown
in Figs. 10 and 11 consist of wooden
framework averaging about 15 feet in

hight. Their construction is eaeily

seen by the outs.

The grip'Sheaves have been per-

fected from experience, and the

clamping device is so arranged that

there ia no pOBsibility of the aeat

splitting.

When large quantities of material

have to be handled, a meohanioal

loader Is necessary. The Yuloan
patent loader, a very simple and
effective device, will enable one man
to load 20 to 40 tons of ore per hour.

The shape and conatruotlon of the

conveyors or buckets for transport-

ing material are varied to suit differ-

ent characters,

On one of the ropeways 10,115 feet

long, with a difference of altitude of

upper and lower terminal of 3575

feet, they carried 5900 cords of

wood in nine months at a ocBt of 60

cents per oord, where It formerly cost

$2.20 per oord. In faot, taking Into

consideration additional Items of

freight, the|ropeway system made a

saving to the company in one year

of $33,583, after deducting the en-

tire cost of the ropeway. With
this system the delivery of ore or

other material is not affected by rain

or snow. The Yalcan Iron Works,
133-145 Fremont St., in this olty,

will give further particulars to any
one desiring them.

Impure or eeoond-grade paper

pulp mixed with fntler's earth makes
an excellent lagging for steam pipes.

Fig. -UPPER WOBK ON STATION
STRUCTURE.

Montana mining dividends for

JTanuBry and February of this year

aggregate $748,000.
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The Technical Works

CHARLES T. DAVIS.

A Practical TreatlNc on tbo Manufactore
of Brl«!tCB, Tiles, Terra-Cotta, etc. — Inclu ing

Hand-Made, Dry Clay, Tempered Clay, Soft Mud. and Stilt'

Clay Bricks, also Front, Hand Pressed. Steam Pressed, Re-

Pressed, Ornamentally Shaped and Enameled Bricks. Drain
Tiles, Straight and Curved Sewer and Water Pipes, Fire

Clays, Fire Bricka, Glass Pots, Terra-Cotta, Roofing Tiles,

Flooring Tiles, Art Tiles, Mosaic Plates, and Imitation of

Intarsia or Inlaid Surfaces, together mtb Enameling in

Polychrome Colors, Composition and Application of Glazes,

etc., including Full Detailed Descriptions of the Moat
Modem Machmes, Tools, Kilns, and Kiln Roofs used. By
Charles Thomas Davis. Second Edition. Thoroughly Re-

vised. 217 engravings, SCO pages. 8vo. Price »5.00

A Treatise on Steam Boiler IncruHtation.
and Methods for Preventing Corrosion and the Formation
<tt Scale. By Charles T. Davis. Illustrated by 65 engrav-

ings. 141 pages. Svo. Price.... ^1.50

Tbe Mannfactnre of lieatber.—Being a descrii)-

tion of all the Processes for the Tanning, Tawing, Currying,

Finishing, and Dyeing of every kind of Leather; Inc.uding

the various Raw Materials and the Methods for Determin-
ing their Values, the Tools, Machines, and all Deta'Is of

Importance connected with an Intelligent and Profitable

Prosecution of the Art, with Special Reference to tiie Best
American Practice. By Charles Thomas Davis. Illustrated

by 302 Engravings and 12 Samples of Dyed Leathern. 824

pages. Svo. Price 31O.0O

Tfcie Mannfactore of Paper.—Being a description

of the various Processes for the Fabrication, Coloring, and
Finishing of every kind of Paper, including tbe dirt<rent

Raw Materials and the Methods for Determining then-

Values, the Tools, Machines and Practical Details. By
Charles Thomas Davis. Illustrated by ISO engravings. 60S

pages. Svo. Price 86.00

iC^ The above or any of oxir Buoks salt by mail, free

of postage, at the publication prices, to any address in

the world.

car Wustrated circulars, showing fxtll Tables cf Coti-

tents of these books, sent free and free (f postage to any
one loho yyill apply.

tSf Our new and revised Catalogue of Practical and
Scientific Books, S7 pages, Svo, and our other catalogues,

the whole covering every branch of Science applied to the

Arts, sent free and free of postage to any one in any
part of the world who 'willfurnish us with his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
INDOBTRIAL PUBLISHERS. BOOKSELLERS AND IMFORTBRS,

810 Walnut St., Philadelpbia, Pa.,U. S. A

A Great Repository of Fraotical and
Scientific Information,

One of the Fullest, Freshest and Most Valuable Handbooks
of the Age. Indispensable to Every Practical Man.

Price $2.00.
Free of postage to any address in the world.

THE T£CHlfO-:HSll!CAL Wm Ml
Containing Several Thousand Receipts, covering the Latest,
most Important, and most Useful Discoveries in Chemical
Technology, and their Practical Application in the Arts and
the Industries. Edited chietiy from the German of Dra.
Winckler, Eisner, Heintze, Mierzinski. Jacobsen, KoUer,
and Hetuzerhng, mth additions by Wm. T. Btannt. Grad-
uate of the Royal Agricultiiral College of Eldena, Prussia,

and Wm H. Wahl, Ph. D, (Heid.), Secretary of the Frank-
Mn Institute, Philadelpbia, author of " Galvanoplastic
Manipulations." Illustrated by 78 engravings, one volume,
over 500 pages, 12mo, elegantly bound in scarlet cloth, gilt,

closely printed, containing an immense amount and a gieat
variety of matter.

Price ^2. oo, free of postage to any address in the

zvorld.

S^ A circular of J2 pages, slwwing Uiefull Table

of Contettts of this important Book, sent by mailfree

ofpostage to any one in any part of the world -who

10ill furnish his address.

HENRY OARcY BAIRD & CO.,
Industrial Publtshers, Booksellers & Importers,

SIO Wftliint St., Philadelphia. Pa. U.S.A.

AND

Ore Dressing Machinery.

By C. G. WAQfFORO LOCK.

Contents.— Motive Power— Transmission of Power.
Quftcrying — Proapecting, Shaft-sinking, Coal-cuttiap,
t'umping, and Ventilating Machinery—Lighting—Haul-
ing and HoietingTraDsport—Reducing—Dreaslng—Mia-
cellaneoua.

Price $21.00. Circulars and Catalogues on application.

E. & F. N. SPON, Publishers,

13 Cortlsndt St., Mew fork.

The instrument represeDted in the above cut is a
new and grand little invention, being designed to
save life and limb, and innumerable lawsuits, by
doing away with the dangerous operation of digging
out wet and unexploded loads where Giant Powder
is used in mining. The little instrument crimps the
cap onto the end of the fuse Firmly and Abso-
lutely Water-tight It is also used for cutting
the fuse. They are neatly gotten-up of the finest
cast steel, nickel plated. Price, $1.50 each.

N . W. MOODBY, Fresno, Oal.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Kope,
Duplex Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay Rope, Wbale Line,
etc., etc.

Cxtra sizes knd lengths made to order on short notice.

Bl 1 & 613 Front St.. San ^'randsco. Cal.

JAMES M. HAVES. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. 530 California Street,

Telephone No.l7ie. SAN F£ANCI8C0, CAL.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
, .HANDFAOnTBEBS C

Cast SteelMm ^^ Steel Forpp
UP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.

True to pattern and snperior In strength, tonsbness and durability to Oast or Wrontcbt
Iron in any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORGINGS.

AX&O Steel Rods, from i to S inch diameter and Plats trom 1 to 8 Inch, Angles, Tees, ChannelH and other ahape
Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
STEEL BAILS from 12 to 45 pounds per y^rd. ALSO, Ballroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
Beams, Angle, Cliannel, and T Iron, Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron ForgUigs of all kinda, Iron and Steel Bridge and Root Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST PKICE PAID FOK SCKAP IKON AND STEEL.

lar Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC EOLLINO MILL CO.. 202 Market St.. San Franoisco.

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINOKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES. Proprietors.

[ESTABLISHED IN 1856.]

S^t-XX X^XTJEt.XXOlfiiOO.

-MANUPACTURBRfl OF—

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

MARINE ENGINES AND BOUjERS.-
Propeller Engines, either High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

MINING MAOHINBRY.—Hoisting Engines and

Works, Cages, Ors Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping EnfflQes

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Colunms, Air Com-
pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL. MACHINERY.—Batteries (or Dry or Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Furnaces, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces (or Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.-Flour
Mill Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Macbioery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINE85BOILER8
OF ALL KINDS,

Either for uee on Steamboats or for aee on Liand.

Water Pipe, Funp or Air Colonms, fish
Tanks for Salmon Canneries

OF BVKRT DRSORIPTrOS.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at very moaerate ratea.

AQBNTS FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

X>ea:l3Le StefizxL T»ii i-y» if>
SPBKIALTIES

:

Corliss Engines and Tastln Ore Pnlverlzers. DBANE STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical Works.
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Indnstrial Gbemist, Assayer

and Geologist.

718 MONTGOMERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

«»'Will report on the condition and value of any mining property on
the Pacific Coast. Rare Chemioals made to order. Instructions given In
AbskvIdc- »nd Practical Chemlatrv

GREAT REDUCTION!

BATTERY~~SOREENS.
Best and Cheapest In Amerlcn.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Plour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
Ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass.
Zinc and other metals pimched tor all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screenb.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (fine).

Orders promptly attended to,

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Workf

,

821 & 223 First St., San Franclaco, Cal.
JOHN W. QUICK, Froprietor.

N. W. SPAULDINQ

Manufacturers of

SPAULDING'S

iDserted Tootb
Aiin>

CHISEL BIT

CIKOULAR

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of all kinds made to order. Send for Desorlptlve Cata

logne. 17 and 18 Fremont Stn San VranoUca

\m apd IMachiiie tlork3.

UNION IRON WORKS,
SAOBAMENTO, OAL.

ROOT. NEILSON & OO.,
UAMTTFAOTDRBttg OP

Steam Engines, Boilers,
AND ALL EINSB OF

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flouring Mills, Saw MUle and Quartz Mills Mftchineif

constructed, fitted ap and repaired,

P'roDt St., bet. N & o Sts., Sacramento, Oal,

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKSJ
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

BNGINEBRS AKD OCACHINISTS,
No. 119 Beale St., - - San Francisco.

BUaDBRS OF

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging I

Machines, Rock Crushers, Cable Railway Machinery,
Ellithorp Air Brake Co.'s Patent Steam and Hydraims
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakes. POSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Ram Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E, Heorickson's Patent Automatio
Safety Catches.

Staohlues of all kinds Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,
Manufacturera of

CASTINGS OP EVERY DESCRIPTION (

127, 139 ard 131 Beale Street,
Between MisaioD and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO.

GAS WORK A SPECIAl-TY.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.

Pioneer Mlnlne Office of the Northwest i

Coast.
Having the largest permanent brick assay furoacea, ohem-

ical laboratory and mining oltice on tbe Northwest Ooast!
with u coUectioDof aboutlOUU sample of tbe ores of AJask^
British Oolumbla, Oregou aud tbe Northwest TeiritoiIeBt
and having mudu pur^sonal oxumlDutlous of nearly eTOy
miaiog camp on the Pacific Slope, from California to
Alaska, I am prepared to do any class of legitimate and
honest mining work, such as EXAMINING, KNGINEEB-
ING, SAMPLING AND RKPORTING (}N THE VALUE
OF ALL ftUNERAL, COAL AND FIRE-CLAY PROP-
ERTIES, BUILDIING STUNK8, EARTHS, ASSAYf
AND ANALYSIS OF ORES, WATERS, OHEOr
SAMPLES OF ORE. POLPS, '-ORGANIC ANALYSI'
WORK, and in fact any work coucected with the office (

first-class mining aeologiflt and chemist. Any lnfortnatloi. ,

milling men may dnaire to know relatiye to thu MINERAL !

OR COAL REbOURCES of the entire Pacific NorthweB*- t

will be honestly given. Address Dr.lVlUlfi K. Kveretle
Coutiulting KiiLiug Geologist and Chemist, 1318 E Streefei

Tacoma, Wash.

,0P-

tloiffl

A. S. GRANT. S. B. COMNQB t

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

'

303 CAIiIFOBNIA STRKET,
Koomo 30 and SI, SAN FRANtlSOO, CAl, I

Designers and ConBtnictors of Gold and Silver Mlllfl I

Hoisting and Pumping Works, Tramways, and eveiy* I

thing pertaining to the Mining and Reduction of Ores.

Bewick, Moreing & Hooper, '|

MINING ENGINEERS,
508 Oallfornla Street, San Francisco. Oa >

Suffolk House, Laurence, Pountney Hill,

roNnoN, ifi. c.
Leake's Buildinga, Johannesburg,

SOUTH A.1<KICA.
Report on mines and undertake management of mlniog

properties.

RICHARD R. HAWKINS,
MINING ENGINEER.

LATE ASSISTANT GEOLOGIST U. S. GEOLOGIOAl
Survey. General Manager La Velera (Limltada), via

Torres and La Barranca, Sonora, Mexico.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Oivil and Mining Bn^neer, ||'

MDJINQ EZPERT ijiD GEOLOGIST. |
Address " Business Box A," oSlce of this paper, San

Francisco.

ROSS E. BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

No. 807 SAifsoHB St., San Feamoiboo.

WM. H. CONLY,

Lands, Mining and Commission,
124 SANSOMB STREET,

Kooins ^1 and 32,
Telephone No. 6067. SAN FRANCISCO.

ATEKTS!
DEWEY & CO'S

Scientific Press Patent Agency

°iS=l8TfIkli:- 220 IQarketSt.S.F
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AMALCAMATINC MACHINERY.

stamp Mills lor Wet or Dry Crushing.

Huntington Centrifugal Quartz Mill. Drying

Cylinders. Amalgamating Pans, Settlers,

Agitators and Concentrators. Retorts. Bul-

lion and Ingot Moulds. Conveyors. Elevators,

Bruckners and Howell's Improved White's

Roasting Furnaces, Etc.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY,

Blake, Dodge and Comet Crushers. Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls. Hartz Plunger

and Collom Jigs. Frue Vanner & Embrey
Concentrators, Evans', Calumet, Collom's

and Rittenger's Slime Tables. Trommels,

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. Ore Sam-

ple Grinders and Heberie Mills.

IMPROVED CORLISS vA\''v°E%'VfA'M ENGINES. »^ BOILERS HORIZONTAL. VERTICAL
. . . AND SECTIONAI

iLim^m.^^wmm mT:mM.Tm, ^i^M.wm^^
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water & Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Compressors,
Rock Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

VULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engines
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Calena&CopperOres,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

General Offices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.

RRtUPU nrPIPFC- "^^ YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER. COLO., 1316 Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
PnHHton UrriXCJ. 7 y^_ second south St. London, ENC, « Threadneedle St., E. C CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

Oalls de Juarez. LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURC. TRANSVAAL, South Africa.

HEJjENA, MONTANA, Boom US, UerchantB' National Bank Bnlldlng, No. North Ualn St.

.SOLK WESTERN AGENTS FOR TYLER WIRE WORKS DOUBLE OBIMPBD MINING OLOTHS.

JAMBS LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wheels are designed for all purposes where limited qoaDtltles of water and
high heads are utilized, aod are ^araoteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Beio^ placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transmitted
direct to shafting by belts, dispensing with gearing.

Estimates fumished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in

capacity to suit any particular case.

Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, ae well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Qlobe Cases, tree o^ cost,

by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES
Springfield, Oliio,

LBFPEL & 00.,
or 110 liberty St., Hew York,

FBASER ei CHALMERS, General Aeenta,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, CoL

PARKE & LACY CO., General AKents, San Pranclaoo.

BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE
ANNUAL OAPAOITY 1000. ESTABLISHED 1831.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES!
Adapted to every variety ol service, and built accurately to standard gauges and templates. Lilie parts
of different engines of same class perfectly interchangeable.

Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine Locomotives by Steam or Compressed Air, Plantation
Locomotives, Noiseless Motors for Street Railways, Furnace Locomotives, etc.

COMPOUND LOOOMOTIVES

BPRNHAM,WILLIAMS & CO., Proprietors, Philadelphia, Pa.

KROGH'S MINING HORSE-POWER HOIST
Is known to be the
Bp9t Horae-Power
Hoist now made.
It i.s strong uud
durable.
The drum wi'l

rarry If 00 feet of
flve-eightiiB Bteel
rope, it can be
used to run a
pump or blower
in conjunction
with h o i s t i n t
Manufactured by

F. W. Krosli
& On..

QUARTZ SCREENS
A specialty. Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo-
geneous Steol, Cast Steel or
American planished Iron,

Zinc, Copper or Braes Screens for all purposes. Cali-

fornia PerforatiTifi: Screen Co.. 145 & 147 Beale St, S. F.

COAL MINES OF THE WESTERN COAST.
A few coplea of this work, the only one ever published

treating of Pacific Coast Coal Mining, have been ob-

tained, and are for sale at this office for $2.60 per copy.
It was written by W. A. Goodyear, Mining and Civil

Engineer,, formerly ot the Califomla State Oeologloal
Sufvey,

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay OflQce, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

OroB Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed

of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

fAetalllirgy and Ore^.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Solphorets.

— nutuFAoniaiHa op

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.

ALSO UANUFAOTUHKIU OP

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Chamberlin PatenL

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..
lUPOaTBRfl AND DBALBRS IN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS, AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 & 65 First St., cor. mission, San FranclBOo.

^^^.-^ We would call the attention of
T I Assayers, Chemists, Mining Com-

panies, Milling Companies, Pros-

pectors, eto., to our full stock of

Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, Soorl-
flers, etc., including, also, a full stock ot
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these sup*

plies slno< the fifst discovery of mines on the
Pacific Coast, we feel confident from our experi-

ence we can well suit the demand for these
goods, both as to quality and price.

Agents tor the Morgan Crnclble Co.*
Battersea, England. Also for S. O. Dennis-
ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates

of this well-lmown manufacturer are thoroughly rella

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taken
at his lowest prices. Our Illustrated Catalogue aod As-
say Tables sent free on appUcation.

JOHN TAYLOR A OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works,
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET,

Near First and UaAe^' Streets, S. F,

0. A. Ldoehardt, Manager. E^tab^^sbbd ISO

Orea worked by any Prooees.

Ores Sampled,

Assaying in all its Branches.

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, eto.

Working Tests (practical) Made.

Plans and Specifications furnished for tb

most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Special attention paid to Examinations

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

O. A. LUOKHARDT A 00„
(Formerly Huho & Luckhardt,

ftfflnlQflr Enslneere and MetallurslBts

The Best Mining District
On the Paolflc Coast t

GRASS VALLEY. CAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the district is

rxxx: ^rxx3X3Nrc3rj5,
Daily and Weekly edition. Gives all the Mining News.
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining Supplies will

find THE TIDINGS the best medium for directly reach-

ing the owners or managers ot mines. Investors in

mines will find it to their advantage to subscribe.

Many mines are in successful operation, and new
enterprises are being instituted and many others are in

contemplation.
DAILY, 36.00 a year: WEEKLY, $2.60, in advance.

H. 8. 3PAULDINQ, Publisher.
T. C. HOCKING. Editor.

WINCHESTER HOUSE,
41 Third Street, San Francisco, Cal.

This Fire-proof Brick Building Is centrally located, in

the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from the
Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to alt Steamboat and
Railroad Otfices.

Laundry Free for the use of Pamilies,

HOT AND COI.D BATHS FREE,

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And Upward.

Kooms with or without Board.

Free Coach to the Hongp,

Applies liquid pigment by a
jet of air. Highest awards
Franklin and American In-
Btilutcs OS a legitimate art
tool. Successfully used by
large numbers of the best
crayon, ink and water-color
portrait artists, and by tech-
nical draughtsmen. Saves 75— — per cent of time in shading.

De8crlptive4pamphlet eeat free. It points out one way to
earn a Hvmg. Addresd AIR BRUSH M'FG CO.
9 Nassau Street, Rockford, Illinois.

Engraving
Superior Wood and Metal Engrav
Ing, Bleotrotyplng and Stereotyping
done at tbe amoQ ot this twpei.
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n^AF^KET Reports.

Local Markets.

San Francisco, March 19, 1891.

General trade continues active. The local money
market is fairly easy. Eastern advices report money
in some quarters a glut. It is generally claimed

that, commencing with the summer months, the

demand for money on this coast will set in quite

free for crop purposes, and increase as the season

advances. Crops of all kinds promise to be the

largest in the "history of this State. Mining-stock
manipulators appear to be trying to get up an ex-

citement'in stocks, but have not so far succeeded in

drawingfin the public. The burnt child dreads the

fire.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is quiet at

about 78 to 78^ CIS.

QUICKSILVER—The market is without any
essential change to note. It is still reported that

concessions are obtainable. Receipts the past week
aggregate 254 flasks, and exports by sea 88 flasks to

Mexico.

SILVER—Department purchases in this month
are reported as follows:

Offered Purchased Price paid
Date. ounces. ounces. per ounce.
March 2.... . . . 1,480,000 105,000 $ .98250 to S
March 4,.... 745.000 .93600 to .9S75C

March 6.... ...1,000,000 276,000 .98250 to .9S35C

March 9.... ...1,109,000 "670,000 .98250 to .9S70C

March 11... 365 OOO .98700 to .9905C

March 13... ... 670,000 303,000 .9930010 .9895C

March 16... 377.000 .99300 to .99500

March 18.... ... 662,000 412,000 .98900 to .99000

Total 3,163,000
* Purchases over the counter during the week ending

March 7th—40f:7 ounces.

With i8 days of the month gone, the purchases of

silver bullion aggregate within 1,350,000 ounces of

the monthly requirement. The quantity remaining

to be purchased in this month may not be over

1,200,000 ounces, for undoubtedly there has been
counter-buyings, which are not added to the above
reports of purchases. The buying by the Govern-
ment is slowly but surely absorbing the available

surplus of the country, besides taking the total out-

put. The charges for gold bullion drawn from the

mint are variously criticised, with gold bugs using it

against silver. Statistics of this country do not
warrant the assertion that gold is being freely ex-

ported, but on the contrary, they show that in

several years within the past two decades the gold

exports were larger than they have been since the

new silver bill was enacted into law. The large

increase in the imports of merchandise by this coun*
try, with lessened exports, is no doubt accepted as

favorable for heavy exporting of the precious metal.

We are producers of gold and can spare some with-

out feeling an unfavorable effect. Present indica-

tions justify the assertion that after next July this

country will have an unusually heavy surplus of farm
products for export, which will turn the tables.

BORAX—The market is steady but firm. East-

ern advices report the stock light, the demand good,
and the market strong.

ANTIMONY—Another reduction in prices is re-

ported. Shipments to the East are continued at

regular intervals,

LIME—Receipts the past week aggregate 4511
bbls. The market is reported slightly more active,

with quotations steady.

IRON—Imports the past week aggregate 200 tons

from England. The local market is fairly steady

under a free consumption. Foreign and Eastern

advices report strong markets.

LEAD—The market is somewhat unsettled for

pig, with reports current of slight cutting in prices.

Eastern advices report an absence of any speculative

movement, the strength of the market being due to

the small selling offers.

TIN—Pig is irregular, with prices almost if not

quite nominal at lower quotations. Plate is essen-

tially unchanged. Imports of plale the past week
aggregate 1795 boxes by railroad from the East.

COPPER—The market is irregular and in buyers'

favor. Eastern markets are reported easier, with
consumers buying sparingly. The latter dislike to

pay more for copper than mine-owners offer to sell

for export. Stocks are accumulating, which has an
unfavorable effect on European markets. Lake at

New York is nominally 14c. Arizona ingot is held

at I2%@i3c, but buyers for large quantities would
very likely be accommodated at some concession.

For ordinary casting brands ii^@iij^cis generally

quoted, but the market is by no means firm at that

rice.

COKE—Imports the past week aggregate 397
tons. The market is fairly steady.

COAL—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows: North Shields, 489 tons; Newcastle, N. S. W.,
5503; Baltimore, 4472; Departure Bay, 5695; Coos
Bay, 1200; Nanaimo, 7512; Seattle, 6530; Tacoma,
2750. Total, 34,100 tons. The spot market con-
tinues unsettled. While lower quotations are not
given, it is claimed by buyers that concessions

are obtainable. The spot supply is large, as is

the near-by arrivals. Puget Sound and British Col-

umbia collieries are turning out increased quantities,

the bulk of which has to seek this market, while the

wheat crop prospects on this coast will undoubtedly
send a large number of vessels to this port for out-

ward wheat cargoes, and it is only reasonable to

conclude that many will bring coal for ballast. We
are informed that Australian coal for May-June
loading is offering at slightly lower prices.

Goal and Coke.

BPOT FROM YARD—PER TON.

WeUington §10 00

Greta 9 00
Carbon Hill

Nanaimo 10 00
Oilman 7 50

Seattle 7 50

Cooa Bay 7 00
Cannel
E^, hard 16 00

Cumberland, In sacks 14 00

do. bulk 13 00
WaUsend
Scotch Splint 9 50

Brymbo 9 00

TO LOAD—PER TON.
Australian S 7 00@ 7 25
Liverpool St'm. 8 50@
Scotch Splint.

.

8 60@ 9 00
Cardiff 8 50@
Lelii^hLump.. 16 B0@17 00
Cumberland bk 13 50@
Egg, bard 15 00@

Cofee-EngUsh.

To load S12 O0@13 00
Spot, in bulk.. 16 00@18 00

List of U. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors.

Reported by Dewey & Co.. Pioneer Patent

Solicltore for Pacific Coast.

FOR WEEK ENDING MARCH 10, 1891.

448, 105.—Whiffletree—B. B. Allen, Han-
ford, "Cal.

448,000.—Bed—F. H. B. Babbe, S. F.

448, 118.—Washing Machine—J. N. Bunch,
Eugene, Or.
448,i2i.--RoTARY Engine—W. & L. Carter.

Spokane Falls, Wash.
447,810.—Water-Power Wheel—J. & O.N.

Dahlquist, Portland, Or.

448,012.—Coin-Operated Chair—L. M. Erb,

S. F.

447,767.—Electric Arc Lamp—H, C. For-

gason, Oakland, Cal.

448,022.

—

Bale-Tie Fastener—D. W. Gish,

San Jose, Cal.

448,185.—Cane Music Stand and Holder—
Harders & Fleischmann, S. F.

448,035.—Cable Grip— C. Hazard, S. F.

448,047.—Can-Capping Machine—M. Jensen,
Astoria, Or.

447,830.

—

Basket Hamper—D. J . Johnson,
S. F.

447,952.

—

Wrench—T. D. Keith, South Pasa-
dena, Cal.

448,153.—Apparatus for Intensifying Elec-
trical Undulations—J. C. Ludwig, S. F.

447,781.—Weed-Cotter—F. E. Lux, Walla
Walla. Wash.
447.962.—Lock Valve and Faucet—C. E.

Mason. S. F.

447.893-

—

Wheel—J. G. McAlpine, Bakers-
field, Cal
447,972.—Bricks—E. L. Ransome, S. F.

448,078.—Fence Post—T. S. Riddel, Eugene,
Or.

448,082.—Timber Clasp—H. A. Salisbury, Vin-
son, Or.

^447,915.-Current Wheel—Wm. Stephens,
Santa Rosa, CaU
448,090.—Car-Replacer—Stephens & Mott,

Redding, CaL
447.983.—Case for Maps, etc.—E. B. Strong,

S. F.

447,991.

—

Decorating Glass, etc.—West-
wood & Mallon, Oakland, Cal.

4^7,992.-Cultivator—B. P. Whitney, Los
Alamos, Cal.

447.928.-Spring Seat for Vehicles—W. H.
H. Wright, S. F.

The following brief Hat, by telegrSph, for March 17

will appear more complete upon receipt of mall adricea:

California—Edwin J. Fraser, San FranciBCo, device for
controlling horses; Edmund Kenoyer, Hanford, wind-
mill; John E. I.amborn and R. Eichards, Dixon, wash-
icfr machine; Geo. E. Mingee, Atlanta, chaff sepaTator
for thrashers; Jas. W. Ferry and R. H. Dixon, Santa
Roaa, pruning implement; Daniel S. Reijan, assignor to
Regan, vapor engine; Geo. St. Pierre, Oakland, bearing-
box; Frank Walker, Los Angeles, windoiv-screen; Fact-
fax H. Wheelan, Santa Barbara, separator; Fred W.
^Vood and J. Fowler, Los Angeles, gripping macbine for
cable roads. Oregon—Wm. C. Price, Woodburn, horse-
shoe gauge.

NoTB.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnished
by Dewey & Co., in the shortest time possible (by maU
or telegraphio order). American and Foreign patents
obtained, and general patent business for Pusifio Coast
Inventors transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
rates, and in the shortest nossible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co. 's Scientific Press U. S. and For-

eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Method of Decorating Glass and Porce-
lain.—Amos Westwood, Oakland, and Peter L.

Mallon, S. F., said Westwood assignor to said Mal-
lon, No. 447,991. Dated March ro, 1891. This
invention relates to the art of decorating surfaces
such as glass, porcelain, china, etc., by producing an
image or impression upon ibem and making it per-
manent by firing; the object is to decorate such sur-
faces by producing and permanently fixing upon
them any suitable impression, image or picture.
The process as a whole may be divided into six
principal steps, viz.: First, the preparation of the
sensitive emulsion; second, the coating of the plate
or other surface to be decorated with the emulsion;
third, the exposure of the sensitized plate or surface
under a positive; fourth, the development of the ex-
posed plate or surface by means of what is known
as " the dosting-in process;" fifth, ^the application
of a thin layer or coating of any suitable flux to the
developed plate or surface, and sixth, the firing of
said plate. The plates thus decorated are adapted
for all purposes to which stained glass is usually
applied—for decorating houses, buildings, etc.

Current-Wheel.—Wm. Stephens, Santa Rosa.
No. 447.91S- Dated March 10, 1891. A series of

floats of any suitable size and construction may be
anchored in a stream or current of water and upon
this are a number of wheels adapted to be turned
by the force of the current. By means of belts
or other conducting device the power thus derived
may be transmitted to drive a dynamo to generate
electricity, which may be used for power or light.
The patent covers a number of details of construc-
tion and operation.

Cultivator.—Benjamin P. Whitney, Los Ala-
mos, Santa Barbara Co., assignor of one-half to W.
F. Wickenden. No. 447.992. Dated March 10,
1891. This invention relates to cultivators which
are specially adapted for weed and bean-cutting as
well; and the invention consists in a triangular-
shaped share or cutting point having attached to it
a beam and handles substantially similar to those
of a plow and adjustably connected with its rear
end, and novel extension blades suitable to the re-
quirements of the work.

Spring Seat for Vehicles.—Wm. H. H.
Wright, S. F., assignor of one-fialf to Geo. W.
Lewis, Oakland. No. 447.928. Dated March 10,
1891. The object of this invention is to provide a
simple and effective spring-support for the seats of
vehicles which will be inexpensive in construction,

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
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COMPANT.
Alpha Cons MOo Nevada.. 6..

Atlantic Oon M Co Nevada. . 7 .

.

Belcher M Co Nevada.. 41..

Best & Belcher M Co Nevada. .48.

.

California State Co California.. 6..

Confidence S M Co Nevada. .18.

.

Contra Eataca Con Mex M Oo-.Meiico.. 1..

Cou St Gothard M Co California.. 2..
Cosmopolitan M Co Nevada. . 6.

.

Crescent M & MCo California.. 5.,

Crown Point G & S M Co Nevada.. 51..

Crocker M Co Arizona. . 10.

.

Gould & Curry M Co ,. .Nevada. .66.

.

Gray Eagle M Co California.. 22..
Guadalupe M Co California
Guascarau& Cal M, Co Honduras.
Hale & Norcro33 M Co Nevada,
Head Centre & Tranquility M Co. .Ariz. . 2.

.

Idlewild G M Co California.. 1..

Lady Washington MCo Nevada.. S..

Locomotive SI Co Nevada. .10 .

Martin White M Co Nevada. .25.

.

Middle Creek M Co.. .British Columbia..— ..

Midaa M Co ...California.. 1.,

Mexican M Co Nevada. .42.

.

Nevada Queen M Co Nevada.. 7..

North Gouldi Curry G& SM Co. Nevada. .12.

Northwestern M Co.. British Columbia.. 2..

Savage M Co Nevada. .75..

Silver King M Co Arizona.. 5,

ASSESSMENTS.
Location. No. Am't. Lbvibd. Dblinq't. Sals. SBCRBTAkT. PLACB of BUBINBflB.

..Mar 19..

..Feb 14..
...Mar 31..

..Mar 2
..Mar2ii..
..Mar 11..
-Mar 9..

25. .Mar 14. ...Apr 17....May 7..CEEUiott 309 Montgomery St
25. .Nov 19.. ..Apr 1 Apr 27..DMKent 330 Piue St
50. . Feb 17. . . .Mar 24. . . .Apr 13. . O L Perkins 331 Pine 8t
25.. Feb 17.... Mar 25....Apr 15..L Osbom 309 Montgomery St

.Mar 16.,,.Apr 20.. J O Heneacom 9 MisaionSt
' "" Apr 9..ASGrotb «4 CaliforniaSt

.Apr 4..GForge Gale 309 Nontgomery fit

.Apr 23. . J Wetzell 320 Sansome 8t
Apr 7— Apr 29..E Burris 240 Montgomery 8t
Apr 6.. ..May 4. .J H Isham 310 Pice 8t

.Apr 16. .J NewlandB 331 Piue St
.Apr 13..NTMea8er 309 Montgomery Bt
..Apr 7..AK Durbrow 309 Montgomery St
. .Mar 30..A W Barrows 303 California St

. . Mar 21 . .H F Schetter 326 Clay 8 i

.May 4. .E Oliver 22 Mint Ave

.May 14..A E Thompson 309 Montgomery 8t

.Mar 25. .JW Pew ....310 Pine St
.Mar 21..E F Stone 300 Pine Bt
. Apr I!8..LOdbt»rn 309 MontgomerySt
.May 12. .A H Fish 309 Montgomery 8t
..Mar 30..A E Cooper 325 Moutgomery St

Mar 10.... Apr 2..HD Hawks 318 Pine St
..Feb 23....Mar 23..AHalsey 328 Montgomery St
,.Apr 14....May 5..0E Elliott 309 MontgomerySt
.Apr 10....Apr30..RKGrayBon 331 Pine St
..Feb 11.. ..Feb 28. .C H Mason 331 Montgomery St
.Apr 9... Apr 27..T Eonacina 43S talifornia 8t
Maris Apr 7..E B Holmes 309 Montgomery St

Feb 2
75.. Feb 16..

50. .Dec 15..
15.. Feb 12.
10.. Feb 24.

.. 25.,Feb20,
. 50.. Feb 39.

. 10.. Feb 16..

. 30. .Feb 3..
3.. Feb 5..

. 10. .Jan 16... .Feb
S5.0O..Marl4....Apr 15.

50..Marl7....Apr 22.

5. .Jan 19... Feb 26,
. 10..Jan29....Mar 2.,

. 25. .Mar 3.... Apr 7.

5. .Mir 17. ...Apr 21.
. 50. .Feb 2. ...Mar 6.

. 50..Jan 29..
20..Jan 13.
25.. Mar 9.

15..Mar 4.

20.. Jan 10.
7..Mar 9

60. .Feb 13.,

20. .Feb 21....Mar 28..,.Apr28..WSMetlar 325 Montgomery 8
Telegraph Drift M Co California.. 2.. 1-7 of 1 mill.. Jan 29, .Mar 4..Mar 25..F E Wehe DownieviUe
True Cons M Co California.. 10., a^.-Dec 13....Jan 31.... Mar 28,.JC Bates 434 California 8t
Valley View M Co California,. 1,, 2..Feb 9....Mar 13... .Apr 13., W J Gurnett 30S Pine Bt

MEETINGS TO BE HEKD.
Name or Compajjy. Looation Bbobetaby Office in 8. P. Meeting Datb

Germauia Lead Workfl Utah.,J M Quay 124 Sansome St Annual Apr 1

Jackson M Co '. Nevada.,W R Drake 109 California St Amjual Mar 23

Paradise Valley M Co Nevada.,W R Cbeminant 328 Montgomery St Special Mar 35

Yoimg America South M Co,, Nevada,.E M Hall 314 Montgomery St Annual Mat 24

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Name op Company. Location. Seoeetaby, Office in 8, F. Amotjnt, Fatabu I

Candelaria Oona M Co New Mexico, .G Gale 309 Montgomery St 25 Deo 8 ]

Commonwealth M Co Nevada..R R Grayson 331 Pine St 20 NotSO
Champion MCo T Wetzel 320 Sansome St 10 Mar||B

f

Pacilic Coast Borai Co California.,A H Clougb 230 Montgomery St 1 00..

Jackson M Co W R Drake 311 Pine St 10.

.

..Mario

..JanU I

not liable to get out of order and will be convenient

and out of the way. dispensing entirely with the use

of the elliptic springs which ordinarily support the

seat and which are a decided obstruction.

Bale-Tie Fastener.—David W. Gish, San

Jose. No. 448,022. Dated March 10, 1891, The

object of this invention is to provide a simple and
effective fastening for bale-ties, especially appli-

cable to lies made of wire, and which will permit

the repeated use of the tie by its adaptability to be

released without injuring the tie.

Lock-Valve and Faucet.—Chas. E, Mason,

S, F. No. 447.962. Dated March 10, 1891. This

consists of an inserted bushing fixed in a stave of

the cask or tank, a cylindrical non-rotatable sleeve

fitted to said bushing with abutting shoulders and
intermediate packing, and a nut whereby the sleeve

is held in place, a poppet valve and a novel means
of operating the same from the end of the faucet or

other coupling so as to open or close the valve.

Bed.—F. H. B. Babbe, S. F, No. 448,000,

Dated March 10, 1891. This invention relates to

thai class of beds in which a strip of material, pref-

erably in ihe form of an endless band, has support-

ing bars fitted to its ends and is provided with side

pockets, into which fit side bars which are independ-

ent of the end bars. The invention consists, in

connection with a bed of this kind, of underlying

braces connecting the side bars directly whereby

the bed-strip is so drawn and lightened that it will

yield only where the weight is, thus conforming bet-

ter to the body.

San Francisco Metal Market.

WHOLBSAXE.
Thdrsdat, March 1 1891.

Antimony — "@ 18

Borax—Refined, in carload lota 8@ —
Powdered " " "' 8 @ —
Concentrated " " 'J@ ~
Ail grades jobbing at an advance.

Copper—
Bolt 23 @ -
Sheathin? 23 @ —
Ingot, jobbing 18 @ —
do, wholesale 1^ ® —
Fire Box Sheets 23 W 25

Lead—Pig — @ M
Bar — @ 5i

Sheet 7i@ -
Pipg Dj® —
Shot' discount 10% on 500 baga Drop, ¥ bag. 1 80 g —
Buck.^bag 2 00 @ -
Chilled, do ;•_••• 2 20 @ -

QuiOKsrLVfiR—By the flask — f«46 00

Plaaks. old ,„ IS ^ ^^

CHRoaiE Iron Ore, ^ ton 10 00 w
Steel—English, ft.

16

Canton tool ?

Black Diamond tool

Pick and Hammer
Machinery *

Toe Calk .^-p,
TiNPLATE—E. v., steel grade, 14i20, to arrive. 6 50 gc

B, v., steel grade, 14j20, spot 6 37 @
Charcoal, 14i20 5^S
do roodne, li£20 ,^ 2S 1
do. do, 20x28 , :. ^^

SS f
Pig tin, spot, ^ tt)., irregular, nominal 20 @

Iron—Bar, base 3 @
Norway, base

.^^.^.^.
^

Iron—Glengamock ton 31 00 @
Eglinton, ton ^ ^ #™ ;;
American Soft, No. 1, ton.. @32 00

Oregon Pig. ton — — @30 00

Puget Sound 30 00 @
01.iy Lane White 26 00 @
Shotts, No.l 32 00 a- -
Langloan 30 00 @
ThomoUflie ^558
Gartsherrie 5S SS S
Batrow IS

00 @
Cargofleet 30 00(8 —

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales iS i

S. F. Stock Exchange.

Name of

Company.

Alpha
Alta
Andes
£elcher
Beat & Belcher.
Bullion
Bodie Oon
Bulwer
Oomnionwcalth
Con. Va. & OaL
Challenge
OhoUar
Confidence
Oon. Imperial..
Caledonia
Crowo Point
Crocker
Del Monte
Eureka Con
Exchefjuer
Grand Prize
GoiUdfi Curry...
Hale & Noroross.
Jidia
Juatico
Kentuck
Lady Wash
Mono
Mexican
Nayajo
North Belle Isle,
Ney. Queen
Occidental
Ophir
Overman
Potosi
Peerless
Peer

.80

.65
1.06
1.40
.55

.00
1.20

S.B. KM
Sierra Nevada
Silver HiU...
Scorpion
Union Oon
Utah
Yellow .Jacket.,

2,30
70

2,15
' Assessment added.

Wkkh
Endino
Feb. 2G.

6.75
1,40
2,20

.65

1.66

70
70

1.20
1.3U
2.70
2.00
1.05
40
75

5.62
1.80
2.05
4.30
.15

30
3.00
.65

2;6o
2.15

16
1.00
.40
.25

,60
2,50

,25

.80

3.50
1.85
4.45
.10

,10

.15

.85

2.25
20

Wkkk
Ending
Mar. 5.

70
15

1.95
1.90

.36

.15

.60

2,40
.20
,50

.20

.85
3.55
1.85
4.50
.10

,10

1.90
.80

2.15
20
10

2.26

70
2,05

,86
2.35

'lis
2.40
.75

WSKK
Ending
Mar. 12.

.75
1.50
1.65
4.00
2.35
1.16

65
10

1.90
1.75
.15

.95

.36

.15

.60
2.40

'M
.16

.85

3.40
1.95
4.40

10

1.80
80

2.10
.20

.20
9.25

l.IO
4,50
3.05
5.12

WlM,
ENDlfiA
Mar. m.

1.00 l.W
,75 1 10

l.EO 2.90

1.70 2.70

4.60 8.6!

2,35 a. 80

1.05 1.S5

.40 .F5

.75 .80

9.87 13 62

2.45 '3.20

2.40 3.4)

5.62 •8.60

20 ,30

.70 ,80

1.70 2,35

U
3.00 3.7E

80 i,oe
.15 .«.

2.76 4»
2.15 2.80

20 .30;

1.00 1.4E
.40 .SC

.16 .St

.60 .Ti
3,00 4,G»

20 ,«
65 M
.20 ,,..,:

1.15 l.oO.

.5S'6.8S
2.76 3,76
5.37 6.10

10 ,20

.10 .15

2,30 "S.fS

1.05 1,51
2.65 3.40

23

.35

3.5!

1.30

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

21!

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegrapli.

Nbw York, March 19,—The following are the clos-

ing prices the past week:

Silver in Silver in

London. New York. Copper,

99
994

99S

nmrsday,, ,46 3-16

Friday 46 6-16

Saturday.... 46 5-16

Monday. .45 5-16

Tuesday 45 5.16

Wednesday. .45

Quicksilver is weak at low price

Iron has a stronger tone. Lea

Copper is weak, with the outi

sumption. Europe is taking sp

stocks to accumulate.

13 90
13 90
13 90
13 90
13 90
13 85

Tin

Lead.
4 37i
4 37i
4 37i
4 37i
4 374
4 35

Tin.
20 10
20 16
20 15

20 16
20 10

20 10

in

<!iy.

ia barely steady.

, shade easier,

excess of con-
which causes

200 Alpha Con 1.15
400 Alta 95c
650 Andes 1.85@1.9ri

1180 Belcher 2.55<ri'2.66

500 BeUelele 80c
1840 Be3t&Belcher.7.50@7.75
300 Bodle 1,50
700 Eonaoza 40«45c
1050 Bullion 2.40(502.46
200 Bulwer 46@50c
650 Caledonia 75c
600 Central 16c
150 Challenge Oon.3 00(33,10
250 Chollar 3,25@3.30
100 Commonwealth 85c

1625 Con Cal & V.lI.62aI2.00
50 Confidence 8.00

300 Con Imperial 3flc

350 Con New York 20c
350 Crocker 25c
650 Crown Point... 2. 30(32. 45
1400 E Sierra Nevada. 10(S16c
300 Exchequer i.OO
900 Goulds Curry 3.75
600 Hales Nor....2.60@2.60

Thursday. March 19, 9:30 A. M.
503 Iowa..
4(10 Julia 30o
450 Justice 1,3601.40
875 Kentuck 50@55o
900 Lady Washington..,. 200
1050 Mexican 4 40(g4,60
200 Mono 70c
600 Navajo 400
100 NCommonwealth 60o
450 Occidental 1.40(ai.46
630 Ophir 6,50Ci"6.62

SOO Overman 3.50@3.60
2n0 Peer 150
100 Peeriess 20o
410 Potosi 5,50@5.75
350 Savage 3,26
650 Scorpion 40o
1030 Seg Bel & M C.1.00@1.60
8^0 Sierra Nevada, 3,S0@3.85
450 Silver Hill 250
450 Silver King ISc
400 Union Oon....3.90»3.95
13'0 Utah. 1.26(91.30
1850 YeUow Jacket.3.30(33.40

A Big Busine-s.

The L'<3gerwood Maou'scturing OompaDy of

New York, Chicago and Boston, fche well known
makers of hoisting engines, sold during the
year 1890, 1105 engines and 588 boilers. This
shows an average outpat of nearly foar engines
and two boilers per day.
They are preparing a new oatalogae wbioh

will contain illastrations of many new hoisting
engines and in which considerable space will be
devoted to suspension oableways — a new
feature of their bnsineas.

Easy Binder.

Dewey's patent elastic binder, for periodicals, music
and other printed sheets, is the handiest, best and cheap-
est of all economical and practical Hie binders. News-
papers are quickly placed in it and held neatly, as in a
cloth-bound book. It is durable and so simple a child can
use it. Price, size of Mining and Scientific Press, Rural
Press, Watchman, Fraternal Record, Masonic Record,
Harper's Weekly, and Scientific American, 75 cents; post
age, 10 cents. Postpaid to subscribers of this paper, 50
cents. Send for illustrated circular. Agents wanted.
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Mining Share Market.

Continued activity in Comstock mining shares

marked the past wcrk, with B -si and Belcher mak-
ing the best up move, although all other shares sold

at higher prices. The advance in Best and Belcher

s largely due to Con. Virginia arranging to take out
the rich ore lying toward the former mine» which is

likely to show up well in Best and Belcher, Besides

this, the Utter mine IS doing some important work
of its own, that, unless stopped, will develop rich

ore to the west. An assessment by Hale and Nor-
cross dampened the middle group mines shares, A
reported pending assessment by Yellow Jacket, Con.
Imperial and Bullion causes shares in the Gold Hill

mines lo move slowly. Confidence shares made
ijuite an up move, but fell back as fast as they went
up. There can be no doubt of th*^ public lacking

(ailb in the slabihty of the market, for all reports are
confirmatory of there being more sellers than buyers,

but some day this will be reversed— how soon, the

writer cannot say. Everything at present warrants
the belief that higher prices will obtain, for the

manipulators appear to be (whether really so or not
we are unable to learn) trying to get the public in-

terested so as to unload to collect assessments while

taking out bullion for themselves. The Alta group
hares scored a slight advance the past week, with
justice the leader. In outside shares trading con-
tinues light, although the Bodies and Tuscaroras
moved up slightly.

From the Comstock mines our advices report that

on the iioo-foot level in Con. Virginia they cut

i8 feet of ore going from $6o to $8o a ton. In Best

and Belcher they are making good progress running
for the ore lying to the west. News from the other
North-End mines is of an encouraging character,

and promises to be of an exciting nature before

the close of the spring months. Between the Hale
and Norcross and Savage mines important connec-
tions have been made, and now we can reasonably
look for ore strikes, particularly since the former
mine has levied another so-cent assessment. On
second thought, we are led to think that the mana-
gers of these two mines do not wish to make an ore
development, but the work under way in ChoUar
jlying south of Hale and Norcross, and in Gould and
Curry lying north of Savage, may lead to rich strikes

of ore next to or on the line of the mines, which
would have the same effect as if they were made in

Savage and Hale and Norcross. In Belcher they
iire cleaning out the old drifts drained by the

pumps, with good results looked for when active

prospecting work is inaugurated. In Overman
the rich finds heretofore reported are confirmed by
late advices received from Virginia City. In the

other Gold Hill mines important work is under way.
From the Bodies our advices report that eight
stamps are dropping on Bodie ore, but official letters

received yesterday do not mention the fact. Per-

haps the bullion from the ore milled will be cred-

ited to another mine. The battery assays of Bulwer
ore are higher, now going over $40 a ton. From
the Tuscaroras our advices are about as heretofore
reported, as they are also from the Quijotoas.

The mining share market opened this (Thursday)
morning fairly active, at irregular prices. After
regular Call, prices advanced slightly, but toward
Qoon hour they were selling at about Call Board
prices.

Confirmed advices from Virginia City report that

more stamps will soon be dropping on Comstock.
This is welcome news provided the bullion is not
distributed among a favored few. Savage battery

issays continue to creep up by small degrees. Con.
Virginia's battery assays last week were slightly

lower.

ON A RAILROAD STRUCTURE.
The Pennsylvania Railroad Co, is erecting at Jersey

City ftn elevated railroad structure, over one mile long
land four tracks wide, on wliich their entire pasBenger
,trRveI of millions of people will enter and leave the city.

iThe iron work, which has 13 feet street clearance, is

jimtnense in its proportions, and was made and erected
<by the Pencoyd Iron Works. It is a marvel of accurate
jand Bubatantial construction. It has been the practice
jof the P. R. R, Co. heretofore to use a light colored paint
,on all of their iron etructurea, but after a thorough ex-
|Bmin:Ltion into the merits of Dixon's Silica-Graphite
iPalnt thoy chose that as the paint for this work.

The work of painting is rapidly progressing, and Mr.
Eckcrt, the superintendent o( painting, saya that, while he
was at first very much opposed to the use of Graphite
Paint, be now finds it is easily laid on, with a covering
power twice that of white Ipad and three times that of
other mineral paints, and of very handsome color.
The ease with which this Graphite Paint is applied has

been a subject of frequent comment among painters
Graphite in itself is an uuequaled lubricant and when its
lubricating qnality is added to that of the oil it Is not
surprising that the painter can apply It with ease and
comfort and wonder why he is not tired.

J. G. Allen, 304 Market street, San Francisco, is the
Paciflo Coast Agent.

Complimentary Samples.

PeTBona reoeiving this paper marked are re>

quested to ezamine its contents, terms of eub-
Boription, and give it their own patronage, and,
aa far as practicable, aid in circulating the
journal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence In

the cause it faithfully serves. Subscription
rate, $3.00 a year. Extra copies mailed for 10
oenta, if ordered soon enough. If already a

«nhitoriber, please show the paper to others.

Don't Fail to Write.

Should this paper be received by any aubsorlbor who
does not want it, or beyond the time Jlc intend^i to pay
/or it, let him not fail to write us direct to atop it, A
postal card (coating one cent only) will suffice. We will
not knowingly send the paper to any oae who doea not
wish it, but if it is continued, through the failure of the
aubacriber to notify ua to discontinue It, or eome irre-
BpODBihle party teciuestcd to atop it, we ahall poaitively
demand payment for the time it ia sent. Look oajbefui-ly
AT THE LAEF.L ON YOUR PAPIfl.

DIAMOND DRILLS
THE PACIPIO PROSPECTING CO.

will contract to prospect with Diamond C'^re Drill
for minerals, etc., or to bore holes for ventiia'ion or
drainage. Agents for Diamond Drills, Rock Drills, Mining
Machinery and Supplies of all kinds. Diamonds on hand.
Inquiries and orders promptly attended to. 213 Sansome
Street, San Francisco, Cal.

New Incorporations.

The following companies have been incorporated,

and papers filed in the oftice of the Superior Court,
Oepariment 10, San Francisco:

INTBKNATIONAL TRANSIT LiNE (Oakland),
March 13. Object, to transport vegetables, fruit.
grain, and merchandise of all descriptions to a\1

parts of the United Stsiies and throughout the civil-

ized world. The company will also own its own
rolling-stock and deal in real estate for its own ware-
houses, negotiate loans, etc. Capital. $1,000,000.
Directors—W. P. Jones. V. D. Moody, H. Seven-
ing. T- M. Bailey and |. a Lanktref.
Acme Building and Loan Ass'n, March i.^.

Capital stock. $100,000. Directors .S. ]. Asch-
heim, Chas. J. Simon, A. F. Otto, S. B. Schln?s,
Jacob Heyman. David Davis and R. P. Ilurllmn,
American Fuel-Saving Co., March 16. Cap-

ital stock, $1,000,000. Directors—PetfrAbramson,
W. W. Montague, A. M. Loryea. Julius Jacobs
and E. M. Reading.
California Fruit Express Co., March 17.

Capital Slock. $1,000,000. Directors— J. S. Whit-
horn, E. E. Avery, W. M. Ott, C. H. Brookman and
P. S. Deiner.
Pioneer Paper Mill Co., March 17. Capital

stock, $500,000. Directors—Sarah J. Taylor. Ed-
win M. Taylor, Samuel J. Taylor, W. P. Taylor,
and James I. Taylor.
Tuolumne Rivek Quartz M. Co.. March 18.

Capital stock, $120,000. Directors—A. B. Cruik-
shank, Jabez Howes, John A. Magee Jr., John
Frace and J. W. Burling. '

Ventura Crystal Plaster Co., March 18.

Capital stock, $350,000. Directors—W. E, Sharp,
W. E. Atwater, H. B. Sharp, A. H. Hall and G.
H. Wheeler.
Justice Building and Loan Ass'n., March i8.

Capital stock, $3,000,000. Directors—Simon Solo-
man. Chas. C. McDonald. Frank A. Lux, Wni.
Osterman, B.J. Sideman, G. Conn, Chas. J. Simon,
R. Goldfish and Jules Marzbach.

Back Filbs of the Minins akd Soibntipio Prrbs (un
bound) can be had for 83 per volume of six monthB, Per
year (two volumes) 86. Inserted in Dewey's patent hind-
er, 60 i^onfo niMltlnnkl ncv vnlntne.

limw^^ flotice^'

CRESCENT MILL.& QdlNING COMPANY.
Location of nrlnclpal place of buaineaa, San Fran-

cisco. California. Location of works, Crescent jrlill, Plumas
County, California.
Notice ia hereby civen, that at a meeting of the Board of

Directors, held on Priday, the 20tb day of February, 1891, an
aBsesament (No. 5) of Twenty-five cents (25c) per share waa
levied upon the Capital Stock of the Corporation, [layable
immediately in United States gold coin to the Secretary, at
the office of the Company, No. 31ll Pine Street, Room 40,

San Francisco, California.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid

on the 6th day of April, 1891, will be dehuquent, and
advertised for sale at public aiution; and unless payment ia

made before, will be sold on MONDAY, the -Ith day of
May, 1891, to pay the delinriueat asaessmenb. together with
the costs of advertising and expensps of sale.

By order of the Board of Directors.
J. H. ISHAM, Secretary,

Office, No, 310 Pine Street, Koom 40, San Francisco, Cali-
fornia.

DELINQUENT SALE NOTICE.

GRAY EAGLE MINING COMPANY-Loca-
tioD of principal place of business, San Francisco,

California. Locaiion of works, Placer county, California,
Notice—There are delinquent upon the following de-

scribed stock, on account of Assessment (No. 22) levied
on the 4th day of February, 1801, the several amounts set
opposite the names of the respective shareholders, as
follows;

No. No.
Names. Cert. Shares. Amt.

Barrows, A W, Trustee 555 271 S 8 13
Francis, H L, Trustee 444 1,600 45 00
Horton. T R, Trustee 565 2,500 75 00
Lane, Mr* Sarah, Trustee 365 200 6 00
Stout, C s, Trustee 477 053 28 59

Searles. W A, Trustee 613 1,000 30 00

And In accordance with law, and an order of the Board
of Directors, made on the 4th day of February, 1891, so
many shares of each parcel of such stock a« may be
necessary, will be sold at public auction, at the office of

the Company, Room 11, No. 303 California street, San
Francisco, California, on MONDAY, the 30th day of

March, 1891, at the hour of one (1) o't lock p.m. of said

day, to pay taid delinquent assessment thereon, t(?gether

with costs of advertising and expenses of the sale.

A. W. BARROWS, Secretary pro tern.

Office, Room 11, No. 303 California street, San Fran-
cisco, California.

0. H. EVANS & CO.
(Sucoosaora to THOMSON 4 EVANS),

110 and IIS Beale Street, S. F.

MACHIITE WORKS,

Steam Pumps, Steam Engines

and all kinds ol HACEINBRT.

as

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
24 POST ST.. 8. F.

FOB SBVXINTY-FIVB DOI.I.ABS THIS
College Inetructs In Shorthand, Type Writing, Book-

keeping, Telegraphy, Penmuiahlp, Drawing, all the £n-
e;llBn branches, and everything pertaining to bnehiesB,
for six fall months. We have sixteen teachera, and give
Individual instruDtion to all our pnplla. Oar Bchool hae
Its gndnAtes In every part of the Stale.
jrSBNn FOR CracimAR,

B. P. HEALD, PiealdeDk.
0. a. HAIiST. BeoietalT.

^fe^M-^^^
distil:

Mand
iiii^t^;

"AMning and

Scienkifie Press

PaciFic

l^ural Press'

«^^^S^QS€S^€^^^

SAVE YOUR DOCJOR'S BILLS!

VENTILATION WITHOUT DRAUGHT.

VENTILATORS
FOB

WALLS, WINDOWS, TRANSOMS, SKYLIGHTS AND DOORS.

FOB SAI.I! BY

EUREKA VENTILATING COMPANY,
313 Market Street, San Francisco, Oal.

IT HAS NO EQUAL

Can Be Put On

ty Any One.

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adopted by the

Navy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOII.FKS, STEAM PIPES, COI.D STORAGE, and all places requiring

J^on-JUeat-Condncting Material.

69 CLAY[STKBBT, O. B. JOHNSON & CO., SAN FRANCISCO

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanice' Pair, 1884.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

MEDABT PATENT WROUGHT EIM PULLEY
For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washington

Uontana, Wyoming:, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Best Balanced Pulley in the World. Also Manufacturers of

PAT. OM. 26, 1881. SHAFTING, HANGERS AND APPUBTBNANOBS,
19'Shnd for Cirodlarb ^jen Priob Ll8T.*%t

Nob. 139 and 131 FREMONT STREET, - _ . SAN PRANOISCO, CAL.

ADAMANTINE SHOES & DIES
FOR STAMP MILLS.

These SHORS and DIES are in extensive use in all the mining States and
Territories of Nori;h and South America. Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper
than any others. Orders solicited, subject to above
conditions,

—HANUFACTXJRED BY—

CHROME STEEL WORKS, Brooklyn, N.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent,
320 Frtiinuut Street, Stin Francisco, Caa

Special attention given to the purchase of Mine ana Mill Supplies.

RUPTURE AND PILES.
We Positively Cuhe all kinds of Rupture

and Rectal Diaeaees, no matter of how long

Btanding. ia from 30 to 60 days, without the

use of KNIFE, DRAWING BLOOD, or DETEN
TION FROM BUSINESS. Terms: No Care,
no Pay; and no Pay nntll Cared.
If afflicted, come and see ub or send stamp for

namphlet. Addreae:

DBS. PORTBRPIE.LD & LOSBY,
888 Market; 8t-.r«ot. - - San TTranelBoo

COAL MINES OF THE WESTERN COAST.
A few copies of this work, the only one ever published

treating of Pacific Coast Coal Mining, have been ob-

tained, and are for sale at this office for $2.50 per copy.

It was written by W. A. Goodyear, Mining and Civil

Engineer, formerly of the California State Geologioal

Borvey.

Francis smith & co.
Manufacturers of

Sheet Iron and Steel

130 £eale Street. San Francisco, Cat

Iron cut, punched and formed, for making pipe on
ground. All kinds of Tools supplied for making Pipe.
Estimates given. Are prepared for coating all slzea of
Pipe with a composition of Coal Tar and Asphalbum,
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About Obtaining Patents.

Patents are Tirtnally Contracts.

The Patent Law providea that in case a patent, which ja

the evidence of the coitracfc, is nob executed in compliance

wifi the requirements (f the law, it may he annulled and

rendered void. Hence it is of the greatesb importance to

every inventor that bis patent or contract be skillfully and

accurately drafted, in order that it may afford him complete

protection for his invention durinjr the life of his patent.

How to Procure a. Patent.

To avoid all needless delay, however, and seciue patents

at the earliest moment practicable, inventors will do well to

fonvard a model, drawing or sketch, with a plain, full and
comprehensive description of their invention (stating dis-

tinctly what the particular points of improvement are), with

$15 OS a firstiustallmeut of fees. If the improvement ap-

pears to us to lie novel and patentable, the necessary papers

for an application for a patent will be prepared immediately

and forwarded to the inven'or for hia signature. When he

receives the application and finds it duly prepared, he will

carefully sign and return the same plainly atldressed to ud,

•with postal money ord -r or express receipt for our own fei'.

The case will then b"* promptly filed by us in the Patent

Office, and vigorously prosecuted to secure the best patent

possible. [Thiii course is the moat expeditious and satis-

fact ry, as no time is lost in transmi ting correspondence

relative to the preliminary steps.] When the patent is

allowed, the inventor ivill he duly notified, and on sending

the final Government fee of §20 to us, we w'U order the

issue of the piteat, and f rward the same as soon as it is

secured from the Patent Office.

The paympnta are thus divided and made easy. We make
no pretense of doing cheap work, in order to entice custom,

nor do we afterward make additional charget to bring the

bill up to a fair compensation. We do our work honestly

and thoroughly, and we never give up a case so long as i here

is a chance of obtaining a patent. The Agency charge, in-

cluding drawings, rarely exceeds S40, and for this we do all

we can ivithoub appealing the case.

Models and DrawiDgfS.

Models arc now seldom required by the Commissioner of

Patents, and generally only in intricate cases. Perfect

drawings of practical working machines are more satisfactory

to the Patent Office than the old cumbersome system of

storing up an immense bulk of countless mcdels.

Drawings or sketches, sufficient to illuatrate the invention

clearly, with a description that will enable us to make a full

set of perfect drawings for the Patent Office, is all that we
require. A model will answer our purpose aa well, how-
ever, in cases where the inventor can more easily furnish it.

Secure a Good Patent.

The value and even the validity of a patent often de-

pends on the character, clearness and sufficiency of its

drawings. There are thousands of existing patents iu

which the improvements are but partially or poorly jUuB-

tratedin the drawings. When an attempt is made to dis-

pose of such patents, the vagueness and defects of the

drawings often prejudice capitalists and manufacturem
against the invention, while in reality it may be of great

value, and would meet with ready sale had it been skill-

fully, completely and artistically portrayed. In all cases

prepared by us, the drawings are made under our personal

supervision, by skilled draftsmen in our constant employ,

and every precaution is taken to have the invention fully

and clearly shown by different views, so that the improve-

ment will be readily underBtood by the Examiners in the

Patent Office, and comprehended by the public when the

patent is granted.

Advantages to Inventors on the Pacific

Coast.

The firm of Dewbt & Co. has edited and published the

Mining and Sclentifio Pkess continuously since 1S60—

a period of 30 years. Few agents, who are still engaged in

the business, have had so long-extended practice in patent

soliciting. The members of the firm give personal attention

to the applications intrusted to their care; and their

familiarity with inventions and with local affairs In the

Pacific States and Territories enables them to understand

the wants of inventors on this coast more readily and thor-

oughly as we believe, than any other agents in America,

Thus there is saved a great deal of the time which ordinarily,

when distant agents are employed, is wasted in preliminary

writing back and forth.

This happy comLination of long business experience to-

gether and wide connections has placed our firm in a posi-

tion unquestionably moat fortunate for affording inventors

prompt and reliable advice, and the best facilities for tecur-

ing their fall patent rights with safety and dispatch at

uniformly reasonable rates.

Every patentee of a worthy invention £s guaranteed the

gratuitous publication of a clearly stated and correct de*

Bcription of his invention, in one or more of our infiuential

and reliable newspapers, affording just the circulation best

calculatedtowidely inform the class of readers especially

interested in tha subject of his invention

Caveats.

A Caveat is a confidential communication made to the

Patent Office, and is therefore filed within its secret archives.

The privilege secured under a caveat is that it entitles the

caveator to receive notice, for a period of one year of any

application for a patent subsequently filed, which is ad
judged to be novel and is likely to interfere mth the rnven

tion described in the caveat, and the caveator is then re-

quired to complete his application for a patent within three

months from the date of said notice. Caveat papers should

he very carefully prepared. Our fee for the service vanes

from $10 to $2a The Government fee is $10 additional

To enable us to prepare caveat papers, we requite only a
sketch and descriptiop, o£ the invention.

,,-- jtejected Applications.

Inventors who have rejected cases (prepared either by

themselves or for them by other agents) and desire to ascer-

tain their proapeots of success by further effortSi are invited

to avail themselves ot our unrivaled facilities for securing

favorable results We have been successful in securing

Letters Patent in many previoualf abandoned cases. Our

terms are always reasonable.

Inventors doing business with US will be notified of the

state of their application in the Patent OfHce whenever it is

possible for us to furnish soch ioformatioo.

DEW£T A CO.t

Patent SaUoifton,<MSoee(SoixHTiFio Fbbss, 220 Mailcet

at. Elevator estnaoe. No. 13 Front £b., S. F.

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
ROCK DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING.

MINING AND QUARRYING

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Superior to all Otbers for Qaartz Mills, Smelters, &g.

Not Affected bv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils, Every Belt Guaranteed, Try It, Send

tor Circular and Samples,

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET, - SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Einda of Powder, which are ackuowtedged hy all the Great Chemiets of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the Market.

Of Different StreDgthe as Required.

NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE," which cootaing 91 per oent of Nitro-GIyoerlne, Mid
GELATINE-DTNAMXTE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Safe In Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
FOB RAUjROADS AND I.AND CLEARING. Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blast-

ing Powder, and 1b used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it hreaks more ground, pulverizes better Rnd
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs oa freely.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
GAPS and FUSE for Sale GENERAL AGENTS, SAN FBANOISOO OAL.

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

THE ABOVE COT ILLUSTRATES THE IMPROVED FOBAl OF DOUBLE-JOINTED HY-
DRAULIC GIANTS which we manufacture. We guarantee purchasers of this form of Giants against all

costs, expenses or damages which may arise from any adverse suits or actions at law. We are further prepared to
furnish Single-Jointed Giants when required. Prices, dlscoiHits and Catalogues of our specialtie of by-
draulic Alining Machinery sent on application.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS. 39 to 51 Fremont St., San Francisco.

HOISTING ENGINES FOR MINES
1,2, or 4 Drums, with Reversible Link

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.

MADB ONLT BY THB

LIDGERWOOD M'F'G CO..
9a Liberty St., New York.

S4 and 86 West Mooroe St., Ohicaeo.
197 to 203 Congress St., Boston.

1 to 7 N. First St., Portland, Oregon.

PARKE & LACY CO., Agts., San Francisco.
Send for Catalogrne.

SQXT.^ZIX3 i^T. A' T'.&.cy^i.TSGr.
MANUFACTURED FROM STRICTLY FIRST-CLASS FLAX AND PUKE LUBRICANTS. HAS NO SUPERIOR

forall Hydraulic Work. Camco Watbr Works Co., Cilico, Cai,., Deo. 18, 1S90.
W. T. Y. SciiENcK—Dear Sir: We and your " Red-Cord " Square Flax Packing the " Bobs." Yours truly,

J. R. LANE, Secretary.
The red cord runs the entire length. Put up in boxes of 20 feet, or coils of 60 to 80 Ihs. For sale by all

dealers. W. T. T. SCHENCK, Sole Manufacturer, 282 and 884 Market Street, San FranoUco, Cal.

DEWEY & CO. {
220 MARKET ST^S. P.

J
PATENT AGENTS.Elevator, 12 1

tdlicatiopal.

School of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Surveying, Architecture, Drawing and Assaying,

723 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
And 170J^ Second St., Portland, Or.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President.
Assaying of Ores, $26; Bullion and Chlorination Assay,

S25; Blowpipe Assay, $10. Full course of assaying, JBO.
ESTABLISHED ISM tS" Send for circular.

OP

ASSAYING AND CHEMISTRY,
Rooms 46 & 47, _ ) 628_Montflromery St.

2d Floor Montgomery Bl'k. San Francisco,
Also, EvsQing Classes, 7 to 10 o'clock.

JOHN T. EVANS. M. A., Principal

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
24 POST ST.. S. F.

IjH>B SEVKNT¥-FIV1S DOI.I.ABS THIBr CoUeee Instructa In Shorthand, Type Writing, Book-
keeping, telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the Rn-
gllsn branches, and everything pertaining to hualneeB,
for six full months. We have sixteen teachers, and give
individual instruction to all our pupils. Our Bchool hai
its graduates In every part of the State.
JVSlNV FOa OlBOULAB.

E. P. HSALD, PittBldenl,
n. fl. HAIiET, Seorelarr.

MaiiM MTr Co,
FACTORY:

Cor. Jefferson & First Sts., Oakland, Cal,

iMANUFACTURERS OP

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROOF
PAINTS,

Superior to anything of the kind in the market for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uuequaled for Submerged Timbers, Red and Browa
Paints for Roofs. Warehouses, Stables, Fences,

Etc., mixed Ready for Use. Also,
Sheathing Paper. Portable Cal-

iforma Mastic Roofing,
the Best in the

Market
for

AND UNEQUALED FOR

Teredo-Proof Pile

Covering.

This Company also Manufactures a Walthine
Compound for

RENDERING BOOTS AND SHOES

WATERPROOF.
The same is a superior article for Preserving Harness

rendering It Impervious to Moisture and
keeping it always pliable and soft.

-^=- Send for Samples and Prices. Salesroom,

310 CALIFORNIA ST., S. F., Cal1

CLAYTON
AIR COMPRESSORS

For Working
Rock Drills, Coal Cutters,
Hoisting Engines and "Water
Pumps in Mines and Tunnels,
Sinking Caissons, Etc., Etc.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 6,

Clayton Air Compressor Works,
43 DEY ST., NEW YORK.

CNVBNTORS, TAKE NOTIOHI

L. petersonTmodel maker,
258 Market St., N. E. cor. Front (up stairs), San Prancslco
Experimental machinery and all klnda of modela. Tin

and hrasswork. All communications strictly eonfiden-
tial.
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IMPROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Best Ore Concentrator In the market, having doable

the Capacity and doing ita work as olose aa the plain Belt

nuwbine, while ita concentrationB are clean. It is need in

a Dumber of Mills, the most notable of which ie the

Alaska M. & M. Co's Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Frues

are taking the Palp from 120 Stamps, crushing 350 tons

per day, and ia f^ivlng entire aacisfaotlon as againat 48

plain Belt Machinea, taking the Pulp from the other 120

Stamps.
.^

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f. o. b.

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

Protected by Patents December 22, 1874; September 2,

1879; April 27. 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20. 1883;

September 18. 1883; July 24. 1S8S. Patenta applied for.

For Pamphleta, Testimonials and farther information

tpply at office,

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE CO., Room 15,

Tftere are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Thb Mohtaka Cokhaky (Limited), Lonih)N, October 8, 1885.
Dbak Sir8 :—Having tcHted three of your Frue Vanuore In a com-

petitive trial nith other almilar machines (Triumph), we have aatUfled
ourselvea ol the aupL'riority of your Vanuore, aa is evidenced by the
tact of our havint; ordered '20 more of your niachine« for immediate
delivery. Yours truly. THE MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B.—Since the above was written the 20 Vanners, havintt been
started, ^'ave such satisfaction that A4 additional Frues and more
stamps have been purchased, ADAMS & CARTEK

No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR *ith IMPROVED RIFFLED BELT.
The competitive triale which have been held between the

Triumph" Ore Concentratora, the " Frue" Vannera and
other formB of concentrating devices, do not warrant the as-

sertion that the "Frue * Vanner is the best ore oonoentrator in

the market. The fact that the "Fruea" have improved (cor-

roKated) belts does not militate against the Buperiority of the

Triumphs;" for, when desired, they (the *'TriumphB") can

be mounted with a superior belt known as the '* Blasdel "

RiflBed.
o

Price " Triumph " Concentratorg, with Im-

proved (Patented) Belt - - - $650 f. o.

Price " Triumph " Concentrators, with

Plain Belt $550 f. o.

We are prepared to guarantee the superiority of the " Triumph "

the ** Frue " or any other form of Concentrator, for coiu if need be,

Olrculara and testimonial letters furoiahed on appHcatioD.

joshuAhHENdy machine works,
39 to 51 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Both the *'Trinmph" Concentrator and "Blasdel" (riflled)

Belt are protected by intontestable letters patent, granted
by the Government of the United States.

Orifilnal Empire Mill and Mining Company, "j

Principal Office, 401 California St., cor. Sanaome, S. F, >

Location of Works, Grass Valley, Nevada Co., Cal. )

Orasb Valley, Nkvada Co., Cal,, Nov. 10, 1885.

Joshua Rendu Machine Works, 30 to 51 Frt-mont St., S. P., Cal.:

Gentlemen—1 am pleased to state, in reference to the " Triumph"
Ore Concentratore. that four (4) of them were place'! in the m'll of the

- Original Emipre Mill and Mining Company in April, 1884, and a thorough
- tost made of their practical oper^^tion; and their efficiency liaving been
Jl- demonstrated, four (4) more were subsequently introduced as the coniple-

^ ment of the Twenty (20) Stamp Mill, and the eight (8) have been and are
' now running with entirely sfilisfactory reauUe.

At the Ten (10) Stamp Mill of the North Star Miniop Company, under
my supervit-ioa. four (4) are also in successful operation, and from my
observation of their pracrical workings, I am convinced that this form of

Concentrators is the equal, if not superior to any other style of Vanners
or concentrating devices. DAATCD MoKAY, Jr.,

[SienedJ Sup't North Star and Original Empire Mining Co.

N. B. When the stamping capacity of the two above named mills was in-

creased, more •* Triumph " Concentrators were purchased, and twenty-
eight (28) are now in constant successful operation.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
Nos. 39 to 51 FREMONT STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

"HBNDT" IMPROVED " CHALLENGE" OBB PBEDBB

The best form of Feeder ever devised, and prononDCed by reputable mining men to be fai

superior to any form of " Roller " Feeder manufactured. We refer to the follow-

ing gentlemen who have furniahed us with testimonial letters to the

above effect, which can be seen at our office, viz.:

S. W. Ceooker, Supt. Bunker Hill Gold Min-
ing Co., Amador City, Cal.

W. G. EoBEETS, Greenwood, El Dorado Co., Cal.

D. 0. WiCKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal

J. R. Tbegloah, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold

Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.

WE ARE MANTJFACTURERS OF THE

"CHALLENGE', "STANFORD ", "TULLOCK,"& "ROLLER' FEEDERS,

And will furnish descriptive Catalogues and quote prices upon application.

ATTENTION, MINERS!
A FIRST-CLASS

UnionRockBreaker

3600 MISSION ST„ SAN VBANOISOP-

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For information concerning: thia process for the re-

duction of Ores containing: precious metals, and terms

of license, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROCESS
Farlc Olty. Utab.

CO.

L. C. MARSHUTZ T. 0. CANTRELL.

NATIONAL IRON WORKS
N. W. Corner Main and Howard Sts., San Francisco,

-MANUFACTURERS OP-

Stationary and Compound Engines, Flour, Sugar. Saw

and Quartz IVIill Machinery.

AMALGAMATING MACHINES. CASTINGS AND FORCINGS o^/scHpl.^n

ALL WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

NATIONAL ROCKER UUARTZ MILL.
KENDALL'S PATENT, AUGUST 24, 1886.

C.A.lF'.A.ai.T'V , X2 Tons In 24. Hotirs. 3 H. I».

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL, Sole Manufacturers.
The Patentee and Manufacturers

cordially invite miners to critically

examine and pass judgment upon
this improved system of milling

and amalgamating ores in the fol-

lowing particulars:

1. The cost is less than one-half of
stamps of same capacity.

The freight to mine is less than
one-half of stamps.

The cost of erecting is less than
one-fourth of stamps,

•i. The power to drive itis less than
one-half of stamps.

&. The wear is less than one-quar-
ter of stamps.

6, There is no wear except on
shoes and dies.

7. In point of amalgamation it is

superior to any other machine
in use.

In its simplicity of construction.

We challenge competition with

Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or and

other ore crushing machines now
before the public

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL.i^Secd for Olrculara and Price List.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY.

For Amalgamation or Cioncentration, and for Manufacture of Cement, Fertilizers, Paint

and all other uurposes for which grinding or pulverizing is reauired

Send for Catalogue ancl Price List to

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BEOADWAY, NEW YORK.
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND MANUPACTUBKRS OP

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
ENGINES, BOILERS, STEAM PUMPS,

AIB OOMPBBSSOBS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S CRUSHING ROLLS,

CONCENTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROOK BBBAKBRB, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Taking Pulp from 10 Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG EDGBRS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

O^JUEH. A Ti .A.GrXJia''rS x<oz<.

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
SALES DURINQ LAST FOUR MONTHS:

iinMPOTT'Nrr) 44 engines, STAIVrrtAT^r* 99 engines,ij\jj3a.r\j\jnu, ssis horse foweb. aXJ\.isu.^jyiU, 4soo horse fowek.
GrX-AZLd •To-tstl, 309 Z:3iel>a-es. J3k.ss^^S^*i-'^S X3.07S XZox-se

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Oal.

.TTTT^TOT? 186 ENGINES,
tl l-l X>l X\J£\), 4880 HORSE POWJ

•o-cwor.

189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W.

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS! justinian caire, Agem,

521 & 523 Market Si., San Francisco,

—DRALBK IK—

Assayers' and Mining Material.

—HAin]TAOTUREB OF—
GRAVEL, OR PLACER MINES. MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER

Oar plates are gaaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the beat In weight of Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
ver and durability. Old Mining Plates Eeplated, Bought, or Gold Separated. TH:OUSA^DS
OF ORDERS FILLED. •

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, Agent lor HOSKIKS'

68, 70 & 72 Firit St., San Francisco, Cal. HYDRO-CARBOH ASSAY ITTRSACES
17 SEND FOB CIBCDLAB3.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD
FKICBS GBEAri.T REDUCED ONLY REFINED SILVER AJJD BEST COPPER USED. OVEP. 3000 ORDEBS FILLED. FIFTEEN MEDALS AWARDED.

Old Mining: Plates can be Replated. Old Plates Bought, or Gold Separated. These Plates can also be purchased of JOHM TATIiOB & CO., Comer first
and Mission Streets. San Francisco. ____^^.^^^^

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS.
B. G. DBNNISTON, Proprietor. 663 & 655 MISSION ST., SAN FBANCISCO, OAL.

Our Plates have been used for 20 years. They have proved the beat. We adhere strictly to contract in weight of Sliver and Copper.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

RECEIVED EVERY MEDAL
Awarded on the Pacific Coast
for Silver - Plated Amalcram
Plates and Best Gold, Silver

and Nickel Plating.

I3["CJ3XrTI]XrC3rT'
MANUFACTURER OF

isr.

LL8CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Machinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Machines.

SEND FOR CIBOUIjAR.
Ce^trlfngal Boiler Quartz Mill. ax3 x^xfLsti* js*i?x«.xix:i7 si.A.no' x*zi..,at.39a'cxsoo. c!..^lXj.

:v-g7^DmoKS\:s^?g5ros^-Hs:r:v7sT' ^Dixon's Pencils r«r^
DIXON'S
Lead Pencils

DIXON'S
Stove Polish

DIXON'S
Crucibles.

DIXON'S GRAPHITE PAINT.
For all Iron and Wood Work. Covers twice the surface of any

other paint.

X3x; .a.Ij:bsnet

.

DIXON'S
Axle Grease

J. G. ALLEN, Agent. 304 Market Street. San Francisco* Cal.

A GOLD-MILL SUPERINTENDENT
Of long experience, agsayer and practical chemist, desires

an engagement, particularly in a mill where gold and
amalgam Is wasted. The best ot references given. Ad*
drees £. W., 1278 Tenth Avenue, East Oakland.

-TESIXTTS- Inventors should Bend to DEWEY & CD'S

SCIENTinC PKESS PATgNT AGENCY,
No. 220 Market Street, San Francisco, for their latest Guide for Inventors. Most Experienced

md Successful Patent Solicitors West of New York City. Established 1840.

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, Mining, and Goniniisslon,

420 MontKomery St., S. F.

Ships under advances to smeltiag works io Boston
New York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one years' experience in Shipping Ores and

Managing Mines.
Solicits CoDsignments of Copper Produce and Uanan*

ment of llin'ng Matters.
All business conducted on Cash Basts.
Purchase and shipment of Mining Supplies a Spbciawi.
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Bueinesa Manager of UNION COPPER MINK, Copper*

opolis, Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co,, Cft**
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The Dodge Sampling Machine,

The aampUng maahine illnatrated on this

page, will save a vast amoant of labor and

floor apaoe, and will eample ores maoh more

oorreotly than can be done by hand. For large

sample works a No. 2 maohtne is need for

coarse material and a No, 3 for resampling the

prodaots of No. 2. The No. 3 machine can be

set to crash very tine, and is very valnable to

THE DODQB OBE-SAMPLBR

aoh mines as Baoti ore for long shipment, as

fine ores will not oat the bags, and at the same

time an invariably correct sample is taken for

Aa shown by the accompanying cats, the

mechanism that works the sampler is driven by

a belt from the shaft (S) of the crusher to an

aaxlUiary shaft (2S) on which is a dram (21).

On one aide of the drnm ta a stationary atad

(24) with a revolving ring, while on the oppo-

site aide is a stnd (23) with a revolving ring

Concentrating California Tin Ore.

Report of a Competitive Trial of Concen-
tratore.

The Frae vanner ia a well-known machine

for handling preoioas-metal ore, but baa only

now been applied to the concentration of tin

ores, with which it baa been found to

be equally sucoeaaful. With gold orea in

many oaaes three ordinary Frne vanners

to ten stampa will yield entirely aatiafaotory

FRUB VANNER USED IN CONCENTRATING TIN ORBS.

which is adjastable to ten boles (20), thus regn-

lating the amount of the aample to be taken.

These atuds and rings revolve in an oil baain

(22) which provides perfect lubrication, and in

revolving atrike the cam (19) which turns the

•'deflector" (14) from one aide to the other,

thaa diverting the exact proportion of sample

desired, aa previoualy determined by the adjaat-

ment.

By changing the atud and rings a perfect

aample is obtained, varying In quantity from

one-tenth to one-balf of the total amoant of

ore fed to oruaher. This is one of the patents

of M. B. Dodge now controlled and manufac-

tured by the Parke & Lacy Co., 21 and 23

Fremont St., in thia city.

SECTIONAL VIEWS OF DODQB CRUSHBBiANDTORE-SAMPLER.

work, and where the gangue ia light, or the

atampa not heavy, one Frue concentrator treats

all the ore crnahed with five stamps, and does

perfect work; e.g., in the Empire Mill of 80

stamps (the property of the Plymouth Consoli-

dated Gold M. Co. of Amador county. Oat.),

16 Frnea are conoentrating all the ore crushed

by the 80 atamps. They are doing perfect

work; the tailinga aaaay merely a trace. In the

40-atamp mill of the Melonee ConeoHdated

Gold Mining Company of Calaveras county,

Cal., eight Fruevanners are treating all the ore;

the tailings aasay nothing. But in order to be

aure of low tailings, two of these machines are

generally put to five stamps.

There are two atyles of Frue vannera mann-

faotured that handle five atampa eaoh, or from

12 to IS tons per day, and do it aatiafaotorlly.

One ia the four-foot-wide Morae or Improved

Belt Frue. Thia machine is doing doable the

work of the ordinary machines in many mills.

At the Baialey Elkhorn mine it ia handling 12

tone per day very eaaity. The other is the six-

foot-wide plain belt machine. At the Standard

mill, Bodie, fear of theae machines are handling

Batlafaotorily from 60 to 70 tons per day. There

are nearly 100 of these two atylea of machines

in use. Of the regular atyle Frue vanner there

have been 3000 sold.

In ooncentrating tin ores in Cornwall with

jigs and baddies, the ore mast pass throngh the

machines several times before it comes to the

condition of " black metal" suitable for amelt-

ing. Experiments just made at the San Jacinto

tin mines, San Bernardino county, prove that

with the proper maohinea one concentration ia

sufficient to prepare the ore. The report of

the competitive trial between the Frne and

Woodbury oonoentratora on thia tin ore will

show the reaulta accompliahed. Following ia

a copy of the report:
Cajalco, March 3, 1891.

Mr. E. N. Robinson, General Manager San Ja-

cinto Estate, Ld., Cajalco., CaL—MY Dear Sir:

We started our tesi-raill on January 2gth. The
number of the screen at the battery was a No. 8,

equal to a 3z-mesh screen.

The Frue was the concentrator used.

The concentrates yielded 66 per cent of tin metal.

The tailings were sampled and tested, and were
found to contain per ton of tailings, ir lbs. cas-

siterite (yielding 70 per cent tin metal), equal con-
sequently, to 7.7 lbs. of tin raetal.

Nearly all the slime has been saved by this ma-
chine, and the greater part of the loss was found in

the coarse tailings. I naturally came to the con-
clusion that the screen was too coarse for close

{Continued on page 20Z.)
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KORPESPOJMDEJNCE,

We admit, uniDdorsed, opinions of correspondents.—fiDS.

Sontli African Gold Fields.

Description of the Jotiannesburs Region.

Editors Press:—In the Usne of your joornal

of December 13, 1889, I find a paragraph

headed *' The South African Gold Fields," re-

lating to this place and the gold iudnstry of

these fields, which is calculated to convey a

very erroneous impreBsion, not only as to the

conditions under which we live here, but also

as to the importance of the gold discoveriee

themselves.

I may say that I am myself a native of

America and came here four years ago. I am
well acquainted with these fields, and, as my
experience while in America was all in connec*

tion with mines and mining, I do not speak in

ignorance in what I have to say as to this place.

The gold belt (i. c, what is known as the

Main Reef series) extends for 30 or 40 miles,

the town of Johannesburg being situated about

the middle of the line, and the gold is deposited

(with singular evenness) throughout, in what

are known here as "banket" reefs, but which

technically are deposits of conglomerate (ce-

ment). The value of these reefs varies at dif-

ferent parts of the line, but the milling results

at all the mines (and there are some 1400 heads

of scamps at work) for the whole of last year

gave an average yield of 13^ dwts. per ton of

rock crushed. As the mining work neoesBary

is simple and inexpensive, averaging somewhere

between six and seven dwts., the margin of

profit is large.

In criticising these fields, it must not be for-

gotten that their very existence was unknown
and their place represented by open, uninterest-

ing prairie four or five years ago. As the

population was at that time without any ex-

perience of mining, the incompetence of those

who first took the development of these reefa

in hand was simply monstrous, and the plaoe

still suffers from their extravagance and ig-

norance. The disadvantage of amateur mlue-

managing was added to by the extreme isola-

tion of the place, lying as it did over 400 miles

from the nearest seaboard and over 300 from

the nearest railway line. Thui, all the sup-

plies for the mines, and for the support of the

immense number of people who quickly col*

leoted here, had to be brought along tracks,

not deserving the name of roads, by ox-

wagon, thus making every necessity ex-

pensive and adding enormously to the

oost of mining. However, railways are

nearing us from all the ports of South

Africa. We have a fine town with substantial

stone and brick buildings two and three stories

in bight (both public and private), ohurohes

and schools well attended, and all the aoces-

sories of the most advanced civilfzation. Men
have their wives and families here, and these

are as safe from insult or interference in the

public fltreetB as at any American town or city.

At no time was there at Johannesburg any
semblance of the lawlessness, vice and disorder

that characterizes most American towns, as

as your paragraph inferred. Any man who
carried a revolver here woald be subjected to

such a round of chaff and practical jokes that

he would soon be glad to leave the weapon
round home. As for gambling-hells, the police

of the State would soon break up any that

opened their doors. My personal acquaintance

with many American minlng*camps, as some of

your readers will probably know, has been long

and varied, and I unhesitatingly aver that

Johannesburg never bore any trace of resem-

blance to them.
As some of your readers may take more than

a passing interest in this new El Dorado, I have
obtained and inclose you the official returns

of the Witwatersrand Chamber of Mines for

last year. [See editorial pages.

—

Eds. Press.]

These will show that the presence of gold in

quantity here is actual; that that gold can be
profitably worked is shown by the regular

monthly dividends some of the companies are

paying. £165.000 sterling, •*. e., $825,000, was
paid away in dividends to shareholders last

month.
This is surprising even to me in face of the

fact that most companies of these fields were
floated in ** boom " times at capitals that more
than half went to venders, promoters and
brokers. Our output for last month will be be*

tweet:. 52,000 and 53,000 ounces. It progressed

In 1890 from 35,000 to 50,000, and in 1891, with
new batteries on well-developed mines being
completed all along the line, it shows every
promise of increasing from 50,000 to 70,000
ounces.

These reefs, your readers must bear in mind,
are not quartz reefs, rich in one place and bar-

ren in another, but bear gold regularly throcgh-
out their 36 miles of length. They are proved
to 700 feet in depth by prospecting workings
and by the diamond drill and there is every in-

dication that they continue indefinitely. So
far as my knowledge, both personal and from
books of authority, extends, there is nothing
like it in the world, and this vast mining area
has up to the present been, figuratively speak-
ing, merely scratched. The fields offer perhaps
as great facilities as any others in the world for

the profitable investment of capital, and it is

and has been a matter of regret to me that
Americans have not had a larger ^hare in the

profits which have accrued to those concerned

in the advancement of the place.

It is not however, too late, for the enormous
capabilities of the banket formation are yet

only on the threshold of exemplification, and I

write this somewhat lengthy letter chlefiy in the

hope that your remarks may not lead my coun-

trymen to suppose that this place is a bubble

city that will burst ere It is yet formed, or de-

ter them from obtaining interests in the many
good things the Witwatersrand fields holds

out.

I trust you will be able to find room for this,

I fear, rambling effusion. I may in oonoluBlon

say ttiat your estimable journal Is read here with

great interest, not alone by Americans, but by
many deep-thinking men of other countries,

who are interested in mining.
C. R. Kehleb

JoJianneaburgf South African Republic, Ftb.

6. 1891.

Pacts About Weather Forecasts.

The Pacific Branch of the National
Weather Service.

Lieut. John P, Finley, In charge of the Di-

vision of the Pacific Signal Service, U. S. A.

has issued a bulletin giving the following facts

about weather forecasts in this region:

The branch office of the National Weather
Service, Division of the Pacific, was opened at

San Francisco, March 1, 1885, and is the only
office of its kind In the country outside of the

central office at Washington, D. C. It wai es'

tabllshed for the purpose of providing, in the
most direct and practical manner an opportu-
nity for the people of the Pacific Coast to re-

ceive all of the benefits that may be derived
from the work of the Signal Service. The
main object was to prepare and distribute

through the press and by telegraph, weather
forecasts for the Pacific Coast States, and warn
vessels of the approach of storms dangerous to

shipping off the coast. Also, to make special

forecasts of rain, frosts, floods and local storms.

Such work had been carried on at the central

office at Washington many years for the eastern
portion of the United States, and it was be-

lieved that the time had come for the organiza-

tion of a Pacific Coast Weather Service, with
headquarters at the metropolis of the coast, and
at a place centrally located for the conven-
ient receipt and distribution of telegraphic re-

ports. To properly apply the weather forecasts

to definite areas of country, the Pacific Coast
was divided Into three districts, designated
officially as follows: IN'ortb Paolfio region (em-
bracing Western Oregon and Western Wash-
ington), Middle Pacific region (embracing the
western portion of Oalifornia, north of parallel

37 degrees north, or an east and west line cut-

ting the northern edge of the bay of Monterey),
Sooth Pacific region (embracing the western
portion of California south of narallel 37 de-
grees north). On May 1, 1886, an order was
issued from Washington changing the districts

to State areas, and thereafter the weather forC'

casts were made for the following regions:

Washington (embracing the entire State),

Oregon (embracing the entire State), Northern
Oalifornia (embracing that portion ot the State
north of the latitude of 36 degrees, or an east

and west line passing through the central por-

tion of Lake Tulare). Southern California
(embracing that portion of the State south of

the latitude of 36 degrees. There have been
several changes in the hours at which the fore

casts have been prepared for issue, dependent
upon the hours of meteorological observation
and the convenience of the press. Observations
are now taken throughout the United States at

8 a. M, and at 8 f. m,, 75th meridian time,
which corresponds to 5 a. m. and 5 f. m.. Pa-
cific time. The weather forecasts are issued
from the San Francisco office about 9:30 a.m.
and 6:30 P.M. daily. An earlier hour cinnot
be selected because of the want of telegraphic
facilities in concentratiog the reports at San
Francisco from all parts of the Pacific Coast
States. The language of the forecasts must
largely conform to the official instructions is

sued from the central office at Washington.
Forecasts of higher or lower temperature are

made each morning with reference to the ex
pected minimum temperature of the following
morning, and each evening with reference to
the maximum temperature expected on the
following afternoon. The forecasts of station-

ary temperature indicate a change of four de-

grees or less from March to October Inclasive, and
six degrees or less for the remaining months of

the year. In the oast of higher or lower tem-
perature a change of one degree or more is suffi-

cient to verify the forecast. A cold wave, in

general terms, is defined to be a fall in temper-
ature over an extensive area of 20 degrees In
24 hours, or 28 degrees m 48 hours and to the
freezing point or below. Warnings of cold
waves are issued when it is expected that the
area affected will exceed 100,000 square miles
in extent, and In well defined cases for a lesser
area. Forecasts of fair weather mean an entire
absence of rainfall, but not necessarily an ab-
sence of clouds. Forecasts are usually made
for a period of 24 hours, but whenever the
meteorological conditions are so decided as to
dominate the present, and are expected to ma-
terially modify coming weather over any exten-
sive part of the country, forecasts may be made
for periods of 36, 48 and 72 hours. Generally
speaking, it is more difficult to forecast accu-
rately the weather of summer than that of win-
ter, because of the absence In the foriper season

of well-defined storm centers, most of the pre-

oipitation being the result of local changes in

temperature and wind direction. For a similar
reason It Is more diffi.cult to forecast the changes
of a moderate storm than of those whioh attend
a severe one, because in the latter case the laws
of cyclonic development and

.
progression are

more closely adhered to, whioh permits the
principle of weather forecasting to be applied
with greater success.

Irrigation in Arizona.

The following is the introductory portion of

a oenaus bulletin by F. H. Newell, for which

we are indebted to C. C. Babb :

The total area In Arizona on which crops

were raised by irrigation in the oensns year
ending June 30, 1890, was 65,821 acres, or 102.8

square miles, iess than one-tenth of one per
cent of the entire area of the Territory, The
aggregate number of farms was 1448, and of

these 1075, or 74 per cent, depended upon irri-

gation, the remaining 26 per cent being stock
ranches, or farms situated high in the mount-
ains, where crops can be raised by what is

known as " dry farming.*' The average size of

Irrigated farms, or rather of the Irrigated por-

tions of farms on which irrigation was prac-

ticed, was 61 acres. In this connection the

term " irrigated farm '' is used to include only
the area on which crops were raised by irriga-

tion, the uncultivated portions of suoh farms not
being taken into account. With this under-
standing the irrigated farms or areas cnltivated

by each person have been classified as follows :

Seven irrigated farms of 640 acres or upward,
15 of from 320 to 640 acres, and 57 of from 160
to 320 acres. These 79 farms contain .an aver-

age of 287 acres each, and have a total area of

22,656 acree, or 34 per cent of the entire

amount watered in the Territory. The remain-

ing 996 farms, under 160 acres in size, comprise
only 66 per cent of the total irrigated area, and
average 43 aores eaoh. In other words, seven

per cent of the farmers of the Territory owned
over one-third of the productive land, and the

remaining 93 per cent of Irrigators owned an

average of 43 acres each.
Average

Total size of Average
irrigated irrigated value of

Number of acreage faims in products
Counties. irrigators. In crop, acres, per acre.

Apache -
. . . 182 5,545 30 $13 36

Cochise 62 2,372 49 26 93

Gila 18 815 45 23 85
Graham 199 7,559 38 16
Maricopa ... 327 35,212 108 9 26

Pima 85 3,085 36 30 39

Pinal 115 6,919 60 11 25

Yavapai 91 3,762 41 81 00
Yuma 9 555 93 10 50

Total 1,075 65,821 61 §13 92

Taking all the oonnties In the Territory,

with their varying conditions, the average cost

of water right was $7.07 per acre. This in-

cludes all cases, from the one extreme, in whioh
the farmer dug his own ditches from the river

—the cost of water right in that case being the

amount which the dttoh cost him in labor and
material—to the other extreme, in which he

purchased his water right from some company,
paying a certain sum per acre for the privilege

of renting or buying water each year. The
selling value placed upon this by the farmer,

whenever his right was transferable, was
$12.58. The average annual cost for water
was $1.55 per acre, this expenditure being

either In labor in keeping the main ditches and
dams in repair or paid as a cash assessment or

rental to an association or corporation.

Besides the first cost of the water and the an-

nual assessment for its use, an estimate has

been made of the first cost of bringing the land

from a wild state under cultivation by Irriga-

tion beyond the expense for the water right.

This estimate, which is $8.60 per acre, includes

the cost of plowing, grubbing sagebrush, cut-

ting meequite, fencing and leveling, or other-

wise preparing the ground for irrigation.

Assuming, then, that the original purchase
price of the land was $1.25 per acre, the cost of

preparing for cultivation by Irrigation $8.60

per acre, and the first cost of water right $7.07
per acre, the land cost the original owners a

total of $16.92 per acre. It is ascertained, for

comparison with this, that the average valna*

tion, including buildings, fences and other Im-

provements of the land on whioh irrigation Is

practiced, is placed by the owners at $48 68 per

acre, showing an apparent profit, less cost of

buildings, of $31.76 per acre.

In compaiison with the annual outlay for

water. It is found that the average annual value

of farm products is $13.92 per acre, leaving the

farmer $12 37 per acre per annum as a return

for his labor and as interest on his investment.

The agricultural and irrigable land of Ari-

zona Is situated in the southweetern half of the

Territory, If a line be drawn from the north-

western to the southeastern corner diagonally

across the Territory, this line will lie for a

greater portion of the distance along the face of

the great escarpment which divides the high

plateaus from the plains of the Gila basin.

Against the face of this escarpment the larger

portion of the available moisture is precipitated,

rolling back to feed the tributaries of the Gila,

thus rendering possible a certain amount of Ir-

rigation in the narrow valleys, especially on
the Gila and Salt river plains near the point

where their waters leave the canyons. High
up on the edge of the plateau country and
among the mountains, at elevations of from
5000 to 7000 feet, a little agrionlture is suc-

cessfully carried on without irrigation, nsualiy

in connection with stock-raising or in the im-
mediate vicinity of mining towns. The crops
raised, however, are comparatively inslg-

nificant.

The acreage at present under irrigation may
be regarded as approaching the maximum pos-
sible with the present snpply of water and
methods of using it. In other words, all the
easily available water has been utilized, and
expansion can come only by a greater economy
in the use o£ the existing supply or by the
adoption of systems of storage for the conserva-
tion of the fiood-water now annually running
to waste. The irrigators look forward to the
latter alternative as the most effectual means of

obtaining relief from present troubles and nn^
certainties. Progress in this direction will,

however, be slow, from the necessity of a large
outlay of capital before any return can be real-

ized, and from the faot that the oontrollere of

capital, whether governmental or private, have
had comparatively few facts on which to base
reliable estimates. The amount of water that
can be reserved by storage is known from com-
mon observation to be very large, but It Is

usually greatly overestimated, from the faot

that even a small volume of water, coming aU
at once and with great velocity, is often ex-
tremely destructive and creates a vivid impres-
sion, while the same amount, if distributed
through as many days or weeks as it is hours,
would not excite oomment. Measurements
have been made In a few instances by engi-

neers and by the United States Geological
Survey, but the operations of the latter were
discontinued before a range of much over a
year had been obtained. For example, taking
what is probably the best storage site in Ari-
zona, that on the Gila at the Bnttei above
Florence, the mean discharge at this place, as

shown in the eleventh annual report of the
Director of the United States Geological Sur-
vey, from September 1, 1889, to August 31.

1890, when operations were suspended, was 503
eecond-feet, averaging 1000 acre-feet per day, or
365,000 acre-feet for the whole year. Assum-
ing a water duty of 100 acres to the second
foot, this, if all the water could be stored, would
irrigate 50,000 acres, instead of the 7000 aotei

or less now irrigated iu the vicinity of Flor-

ence. A large reduction from this theoretioal

. amount must, however, be made for losses by
evaporation and seepage. Without going into

a disouesion of the measured water supply, this

will sufiioe to show that It is possible to de-

termine the volume and intensity of floods,

and that when this has been done the water-
storage problem will be in a fair way to solu*

tion, since only then will it be possible to pre-

pare reliable estimates of costs and profits.

Resources of Alaska.

In concluding a long report upon the wealth

and resources of Alaska, Special Agent Fetroff

of the Census Bureau, in a bulletin just issued,

speaks as follows : " In this survey of the

wealth and resources of Alaska the observer la

struck with one rather dtaoonraging feature

—

that all those vast resources, the products of

land and sea, are taken out of the country
without leaving any equivalent to the inhabi-

tants. The chief industries, such as salmon
canneries, cod fisheries, mines and the fur

trade, are carried on with labor imported to

Alaska and taken away again, thus taking out n

of the country the wages earned. "Every pound
of subsistence for those laborers, as well as all

the clothing they use, is carried by them Into

Alaska.
'*The shipping of Alaska, which has become

of considerable value, is also carried on wholly
by non-residents of the Territory, chiefly from
California, Oregon and Washington, and this

state of affairs extends even to tne important
tourist travel to the southeastern district of

Alaska, Not only the passage money, but the

whole cost of subsistence of these tourists dur-

ing their stay in Alaska, goes to the California

owners of the steamship lines. To give an idea

of the magnitude of this traffic it is only neces-

sary to state that the number of tourists'

tickets sold each season exceeds 5000, each

ticket representing an expenditure of not less

than $100, making a total of $500,000. The
Insignificant payment for furs and labor to

natives are absorbed entirely in the purchase of

small quantities of food and raiment.
**The spectacle of so vast a tract of country

being thus drained continually for 23 years

without receiving anything to speak of In re-

turn cannot orobably be equaled in any other

part of the United States, and perhaps of the

world. At the same time the only prospect

for a change iu these circumstances, by

immigration and settlement of people, who
could supply the demand for labor and develop

the industries as residents of the country,

would appear to be still in the far distant

future,"

Coal Receipts.—The receipts of coal so far

this month have averaged 4000 tons a day or

1000 tons a day in excess of the consumption.
The receipts for last month averaged 5000 tons a

day. A large number of cargoes are on the

way here from different ports.

The last report of the Chicago City Railway
shows that on Its lines the operating bxpensea

a horse-car mile were 21.985 cents, and a oable*

car mile 9 65 cents. The compinv ran 12,740,-

480 cable car miles and 4 859.200 horse-car

miles.
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Romneya Coolteri.

rWrlttoa for the Pbbss by C B. Okcl-tt ]

Odo of the moat chftrmlng of CaUforoU wild

6oirera U the Urge, perenoUl wblte'flowered

poppy, Romneya Coult^ri, which haabeen favor-

ably koowD abroad for many years, and baa in

reoeot times been redisoovered, so to apeak,

by Oalifornia.

The genus waa named Bomnrya, In honor of

the E9V. Dr. T. Komney Kobioaon, a noted

astronomer of Armagh. It Isaahrab, Dsaally

from 5 to 15 feet in bight, half*woody at base

and does not die down bat needs to be pruned

well back in the fall. It ia one of the finest of

California plants. In early aprlng vigorous

shoots atart from the dormant roota and grow
from 6 to 10 feet high. The Urge hairy buds

open at daylight; the orlraped petals alowly un-

folding from over tbe huge banoh of atamena

(the bunch as large as a walnut) until they

upread oat from G to 9 iochea. They last sev-

eral days, the buda optinlDg well in water.

The foliage la very effective, and makes with

the flower a very beautiful and artistic atudy.

There la a delightful harmony between tbe

muoh'divided gUnoous foliage and tbe waxy-

white flowers, which makes it much admired aa

a decorative plant.

The Romntya. ocoura from Santa Barbara

county, aoutbward into San Bernardino and

Ban Diego oountlos, and below the Mexican

boundary nearly to San Quintin bay, Lower
California. It is aeen at Ub best in San Diego

oonnty and In Lower California, where it may
be found growing along the borders of atreams.

Id the richest and most fertile portions of our

valleys, or on the dry mountain or hillsides and

In sheltered oanyono on the warmest, driest

and moat nuapproaohable slopes. It is mainly

confined to the foothills and valleys near the

coast. It 19 easily domesticated as far north as

San Franoieco, and with us ia quite a hardy

shrnb, requiring only a sheltered position to

protect ttie flowers.

A rich sandy loam soil is moat suitable. The
pedes may be increased by seeds, sown in

spring, but only the moat oarefnl and painstak-

ing are usually buccessfnl. The seeds do not

germinate for four to eight months or longer.

With care the roots may be readfy transplant-

ed. Cuttinga ma« also be made to grow. Sin-

gle plants do not seem to mature eeed in culti-

vation, but when grouped, as in the wild state,

the seed matnre abundantly. The stems multi-

ply rapidly from tbe roots, until a single plant

will ooonpy a oonaiderable area.

W. Goldring, writing from London {Oardtn

and ForeU. i. 291), aays of the Romneya:
I have JQBt seen this glorious flower in Kew

gardens. With as it is one of tbe rarest and

choicest border flowers we have. One need not

be an enthusiast to admire Its great satiny

bloBSoma of snowy whiteness and adorned In

the middle with a tuft of stamens like a golden

tassel. It has the reputation of being a

"miffy" plant—that is, It wants ranch atten-

tion and then often does not reward us by be-

having well.

There is now a considerable home demand for

this handsome shrnb, and for California homes

there is no plant more desirable for the lawn or

garden. As a pot plant in the Eist and Eu-

rope, it is eminently a sncoess. It blossomed

when small profusely, and while the flowers

are not nearly so large aa they can be grown

with as, yet it well repays all the labor and care

beetowed upon It, No picture oan do this

magnificent flower full justice. The waxy,

delicate texture of the petals the pencil fails to

reproduce as well as the airy grace of the plant

itself. We wish we oould plaoe the reader be-

fore Buch a field of them as we have seen in the

canyons of Lower California, where, climbing

far up the mountain-aides, away from tbe reach

of any but the most enthusiastic botaniafc,'their

numerous large white flowers show oflF, with

startling beauty in the morning sunlight. It

seems a pity so many should thus waete their

sweetness so far from appreciative eyes, but th*

bright-winged butterfly harbors no kindred

thought aa he flits from flower to flower.

In the designation of a State flower by oar

State Floral Society, the choice lay between

two so-called "poppies "—the Romntya Coulteri

and the EschsehoHzia Cali/ornica—itie latter

winning not npon beauty but upon its greater

elements of popularity.

The Leading Industry.

Last week a contemporary gravely aaaerted

that it was humling to think that Utah had in

great part to depend npon mining for its pros-

perity, and cited the fact that notwithstanding

Nevada mines had yielded largely, no particu-

Ur benefit had accrued to that State. And
when we tried to answer that about all the

prosperity of this Territory really was due to

mining, that it waa that great liusiness which

kept tbe arteries of trade in the Territory

bounding with life; this contemporary came

back and Ineleted on its first proposition, and

carried the idea that a town like Provo aa com-

pared with a town like Park City was a certain

evidence that the Territory relied more on

other thingB than on mining. Thinking that

perhaps an objact lesson would be better than

anything else to show the truth to a contem-

porary BO perverse as is ours, we applied to the

Qotftrio Company for tbe figures of last year,

and Mr. Thomas Almy kindly gave as the sub-
joined:

OCTPPT OXTARIO eiLVta UlKt.NO CO. TIAR 1300.

jro Mies.
Bullion...

Tons ore.

...12,008

...23,892

Fine oz.
silver.

984,209.71

Sold for.

t 706.Sia93
1.038,705.47

Total 85.985 1,790,969 73 SI.742,084.40
OiviJendo, 1S90, 12 ot «T6.000 eacb $ 900,000.00
DUbursomuDtfl, 1890 (divideoda not In-
cludod 1,117,056.00

DiNbursomonlB direotly in Uloh, vLo
Pay roll and salaries | 536,000.00
Cord wooil
Lumlitir luid timber
L'oftl (from Coalville)
Salt

Casting (Salt Lnke foundrius)
Beef and %'ef;etable8 (no groceries)
Hauling and HampllnKOro

we believe one-half, or close to one half, was
Invested rlgbt.bere. Tbe theme might be elabo-
rated upon to any extent, but the foregoing is

sufficient to show that our contemporary some*
times does talk as do the foolish talk.

—

Salt
Lake Tribune

Forests and Floods.

Ten years ago I wrote a pamphlet setting

forth the faot that coneiderable areas of brnsb
and timber In the foothills and mountains were
being bnrned o£F every year and the brush on
some small portions of snob burned distriote

was being dng out by tbe roots. The result

of undue forest or hrosh destruotion was shown
have been In other countries an increased

84,180.7;

35,641* f.O
i

81,794.22 1

29,fi62.82
i

12.867.10
I

21,724.03 I to
'

I

flood flow and torrent action on tbe one hand,
TotAt 9 800.731.52 I

and on the other a diminished supply of per-

Maoy other supplies, such as powder, oil, candies, ' maoent perennial water In either t,wells.

OUR GRANDEST WILD FLOWER—Romneya Coulteri.

ROMNEYA COULTERI-REDDOBD FROM LONDON "GARDEN.

machinery
merchants.

and groceries, were putchosed of Utah

He adds a note in which he says that the dis-

bursements in cash per month from the Salt
Lake offices are $30,000; SO per cent of this is

paid oat at Park City, 18 per cent at Salt Lake
City, and two per cent in foreign remittances.
It will be seen that the receipts of the mine
last year amounted to Si 742,084,40. The
mine paid in dividends $900,000. The disburse-
ments amounted to $1,117,055 06, and in Utah
for salaries, the pay roll, cord wood, lumber
and timber, coal, castings, food, etc, the dis-

bursements amounted to $806,731.52,
Probably this is as prosperous a mine as there

is in Utah. There are but foar other mines in

Utah that compare with it, and yet we see

that half the product mast be given up for

labor and supplies, and this was paid out in

Utah. With most of mines the expenses as
compared with the profits are two or three to

one. Of the amount paid out in dividends by

springs or rivers. In a mountainons, and es-

pecially in a dry mountainons country, these re-

sults were shown to be prompter and greater

than elsewhere.
The warning was then given that unless some

check was put upon the denndation by fire of

our watersheds, very seriona conseqaenceB
would be likely to easne. Ten years have

pasaed and ten fires and waste have gone on. Is

it not now possible from our experience to say

that in proportion as a mountain watershed is

denuded so much the greater will be the flood

fl.ow for every inch of rainfall?

As the watersheds are denuded, the water

flowing from them carries more and more sand,

stones and soli. This detritus is added to the

volume of the water. From my own meaeure-

ment I believe that one-third of the volume of

our torrents in floods ia often oomposed of de-

tritus. Of oonrse this adds greatly to their flood

power, not only as to volume bnt as to erosive

or cutting 'oapaoity. This feature of our tor-

tbe Ontario last year, one'C^narter^at least, and rents owes its great recent Increase to moantaio

fires and the oooeeqoent Increased detritus de-
livered by the mesa and mountain streams. Flood
water thus charged with sind, stones and bowl-
ders has au erosive power similar to air charged
with sand and used as a sand blast. It is for
this reason that we see barraooas, gullies and
washouts where we formerly had none. No
farm in a bottom land near any stream is now
safe. This is true not only from tbe increased
cutting power of the streams, but also because
the capacity of water to carry detritus depends
on the gradient of the water flow. After fires

or other denudation the streams usually oome
cut of the steep mouctain grades charged to
their full oarryiog capacity with detritus. As
soon as the lower grades are reached some of
the load most be dropped. Such deposits fill

up the stream bed and there must be a con-
tinuous tendency in such streams to break Into
new and unexpected courses and to do great ruin.
Our remedy is a forest policy such as neces-

sity has foroed npon all civilized ooantries but
ours. Ripe timber should indeed be out, tbe
forests should indeed supply us with firewood,
but the forest oan and does in other countries
provide man's wants without any necessity of
forest destruotion. As for the fires that every
year heat the hot autumn, saperdry the air al-

ready overdry and mar and waste our mount-
ains, they are inexcusable on any groaod.
They are sometimes caused by negligence, but
the great majority are purposely set. One hun-
dred and fourteen fires started in separate and
distinot places in the mountains and foothills
of the Santa Monica range last year between
the Kodeo ranch and the Maliba. Some of
these barned only a little way, others extended
over miles of territory. One of them nearly
burned up the pavilion at the forestry station,
and did burn large quantities of the trees
planted on the forestry ground. Fires are the
forerunners of floods. Every year our arroyos
and torrents widen their beds; every year some
stream changes its oonrse; every year the dam-
age by flood of a given rainfall increases. And
this is only the commenoement. Many conn-
tries have been ruined by forest denudation un-
checked, and civilized countries have oome to
au appreciation of tbe faots, and have after an
expensive schooling taken their precautions in
a national forest policy. To indicate what the
cost of these forest lessons is, we may oite the
valley of the river Durance in France. This
stream rises in a mountainous coantry origi-
nally forested. The trees were cut and rafted
out, sheep were introduced, the brush burned,
and the mountains quite denuded. The result
was the cutting away by floods or the coTering
up by torrent detritus of 200,000 acres of fine
lands in this single valley.

We must all join together and stop this
wasteful and dangerous destruction of the cov-
erings of our mountains.
Large numbers of trees have been planted In

Southern California, but these are all In the
valleys, and while helping the climate cannot
control the flood-waters coming from the de-
nuded mountains, These must be controlled
in tbe mountains and foothills.

Levee districts are an expensive palliative
for the results of forest fires. There never can
be a remedy. The difficulty of building an
effective levee oan be seen on the Los Angeles
river, where great expense has been gone to by
the railroad companies. Their levees are cost-
ly, unreliable, and made of material certain to
rot ont under ground. Besides the great first

expense of any effective levee system to oare
for moantain streams, there fa a still greater
expense in the necessity of raising the levee
hanks from time to time. This necessity grows
out of the Inability of torrents to carry on the
valley grades wbat they pick up in the mount-
ain grades. Consequently the torrent beds
rise above tbe general level and no levee oan
make them scour. So it may be observed that
the outlet from the mountains of so many of
our torrents is on a tains or deposit of sand,
stones, etc, higher than tbe surrounding
coantry, and this must become more and more
the case as mountain denudation increases.

I have seen levees to hold torrents on tbe
Italian side of the Alp valleys, 78 feet high
and then only IS feet above the bottom of the
torrent bed. This Talfer torrent Is conse-
quently at its bottom 60 feet above the sur-
rounding country. I have stood on this levee
and looked down on the top of fonr-story
houses In the city of Boetzen.

I suppose that it is impossible for the peo-
ple to realize what a moantain torrent in a
country like ours will do. I suppose that it

is impossible for them to realize that the true
and only reliable remedy Is in the moantalna
and not in the plains. Is in the brush and for-
ests, and not in levees. Presuming that we
oan only hope for palliation at present, it may
be well to aaggest that one of tbe best flood
and torrent breaks In this country, where
water is permanently near the surface, aa in
all the river coantry below Los Angeles, ia the
willow hedge. The willow brush should be
cut four to five feet long, and set about 2^ to
three feet below the surface of the stream, and
close to and under the bank to be protected.
It must then be wired together thoroughly. In
case the exposure is great to strong currents, a
soantling or good post should be driven in
deep, every ten feet, to anchor the wires. The
next season this will form a living levee that
no flood will move. No insects iDJurioas to
fruit trees harbor In willows. I speak from
experience, having In a mountain district aa
road overseer taken this measure of protection,
and never lost a onlvert, grade, oanyon road,
nor bridge,—466oi Kinney ^ in L, A, Express.
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The following Ib mostly condensed from journalfl published

Id the interior, in proximity to the minea mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.

Alpine.

A LoOKED-FOR Revival.—Genoa Co7irier,M3iich

2i: It is reported that an English company has

taken hold of the Colorado No. 2 in Alpine county

and that $10,000 is to be put up within 60 days for

the purpose of opening the tunnel and making

other preliminary arrangements for commencing
regular work. It is further stated that the company
must put up $240,000 by the ist of next July or for-

feit their right to the property. Just how much im-

portance is to be attached to this statement we are

unable to say, but some ol the residents of Alpine

confidently look for a revival of the mining interests.

Dan Cofflin recently sent on and had the Good
Hope claim, situated a few miles above Marklee-

ville, relocated and expects to soon put a few men
to work. The claim is situated within sight of the

stage road. There is a good millsite where the ore,

which is free milling, can be run from the mine to

the mill in a chute. This mine was abandoned

some years ago and the last ore taken out worked

$6.25 to the ton and it is now believed that it can be

made to work $11 a ton. D. Bari was working the

old Leviathan copper claim above Monitor, but sus-

pended work during the storm. The ore is very

rich. This mine was worked years ago.

Amador.
Mill Moved.—Amador Dispatch ^ March 21:

The old Hardenburg mill has been removed from

its former site near the bank of the Mokelumne river

at Middle Bar, and will be replaced near the work-

ing shaft of the mine, where large quantities of good-

looking ore are being taken out. It is thought that

the mill will be ready for operation in about a

month.
Plymouth Con.—Amador Ledger, March 21:

This company's eastern office is m receipt of the

following news from the mine: The upraise is

35 feet above the tunnel. The vein is two feet wide

and carrying high-grade ore.

Belmont.—The superintendent of this mine re-

ports the surface tunnel has been extended 25 feet the

last week. Mill is running daytime on ore trom face

of tunnel; 30 feet yet remains to be driven to where
the vein is said to be 20 feet wide, which will enable

the company to keep Iheir lo-stamp mill supplied full

time.

Miscellaneous. — The water has been taken

out of the Bell Wether claim, and two shifts are em-
ployed in sinking operations. The one-stamp mill

of the Amador gold mine was employed last week in

a test crushing of the cement and gravel left by the

placer operations on Red hill in early days. We
are unable to say how it turned out.

Sutter Creek.—The laying of pipe for the Ma-
honey mine has commenced. The ditch for the

pipe is almost finished, and inside of three weeks
they will in all probability have all connections with

the mill;and ditch made, when crushing on surface

ore will be commenced. A bridge is to be built

across Sutter creek to carry the pipe. It will be in

close proximity to the bridge of the Amador canal

and very similar in construction, although not so

heavy. It will cost in the neighborhood of $400.

The mill is being put in thorough repair, and will be

in readiness to commence operations as soon as the

other work is completed. The Lincoln mine, after

a short rest, is running again with good prospects of

a steady run.
Oalaveras.

Encouraging Prospects. — Mountain Echo,

March 19: There is being considerable work done
on the pocket vein belonging to Thos. Hardy & Co.

,

situated near the Marble springs, near this town.

Several hundred dollars were taken from one pocket
one day last week, and flattering prospects have
been made all along the vein. The gold found in

this vein is said to be the heaviest and finest of any
found in this locality. That there is a large deposit

of gold somewhere along the vein there seems to be
little doubt, as indications point strongly that way.
Utica Shaft.—a contract is let to sink the

south shaft at the Uiica mine in this town 230 feet

deeper, which will make the total depth when com-
pleted, 800 feet. This shaft will tap the vein deeper
than any shaft ever sunk in this locality.

El Dorado.
New Mill.—Mountain Democrat, March 21:

Doc Pratt's mining ventures have turned out so well

that during the past week he has had a new mill

constructed for his claim, and soon the sounds of

the big whistle on the hoisting works will announce
the beginning of business therein.

Inyo.

Rich Float.—i2i?^/j/fr, March 19: Scott Broder
in coming over the toll road between Deep Springs
and Big Pine a few days ago, picked up a piece of

rock that attracted his attention. On breaking it

open it was found to be peppered all through with

gold—enough to give an assay value per ton run-
ning way up into the thousands, The piece shown the

Register was the richest specimen we have ever seen
in the county, not excepting the Keynot of years
ago. The prevailing rock in the neighborhood of

where the chunk was picked up is slate. The ledge
from which this float came has not been found as

yet.

Nevada.
A Live "District. ^Transcript, March 24:

There are estimated to be about 400 men mining
for quartz at Maybert and Ormonde, Washington
township, and in the vicinity of those places. The
Yuba mine has 75 men and runs 25 stamps with
good results. The Eagle Bird has 100 men and 30
stamps are pounding out gold. The Washington
works 40 men and 20 stamps are pounding away at
a nice profit. There is between $10,000 and $12,-

000 disbursed monthly for wages. Much prospect-
ing is going on all through that section, Fritz

Meister is getting ready to start up work on the
rich ledge in litigation between him and Capi.
Donahue. At the Bluebell the ledge, lost some time
ago, has been rediscovered and looks splendid. On
Canyon creek the White Brothers are running a tun-

nel to open a promising deposit of ore. John
Lynne is getting ready to begin work at his claim
on the ridge above Canyon creek.

The St. John Mine.—Gras-^ Valley Union.
March 25: The ledge in the St. John mine now

shows a width of six feet of gold quartz, and it all

looks like good milling ore. But little of the quartz

has been taken out as yet, the work being mostly

confined to the stripping of the ledge, but oc-

casionally crosscuts are made to determine the

quality of the quartz. It shows well in mineral and
prospects in free gold.

Placer.

As Rich as Ever.—Placer Herald, March 21:

We received a pleasant call last Saturday from Mr.

A. Breece, late of Bath in this county, now a resi-

dent of S. F. Mr. Breece and Judson Wheeler are

the owners of the Paragon drift mine at Bath, and
while the Paragon has been a liberal dividend payer

for many years, the present prospects of the mine
are as encouraging for the future as at any time in

its history. In working their old channel, the main
direction of which has been a little west of north,

they have cut into a new channel, coming in from
the east toward the Hazard claim in Volcano can-

yon, which is extensive and rich. They own 5000
feet on this new channel which so far as prospected

is from 200 to 300 feet wide; the gravel on an aver-

age pays $6 to the car and can be takeu out at the

rate of two cars a day to the man. Contemplate a
bed of gravel s.ooo feet long, say 250 feet wide, six

or eight feet deep, which contains for its owners
from $3 to $5 of net profit for every miner's car load,

then you can form some conception cf the richness

and extent of the famous Paragon drift mine in

Placer county.
The Gray Eagle.—We received a call last

Wednesday from W. F. Eicke, foreman of the Gray
Eagle drift mine, located on the ridge about five

miles this side of Forest Hill. So far, work on this

mine has been mainly in the way of prospecting the

property, but the prospecting has now sufficiently

advanced to render certain the existence of a rich

and extensive channel which promises soon to yield

big returns to the lucky owners. In the main tun-

nel at 2538 feet from the mouth they ran into the

channel. For 200 feet the tunnel has been con-
tinued through the gravel, and yet the channel has
not been crossed. The gravel above the tunnel
followed back on the rim is very rich, and at 1700
feet from the mouth of the main tunnel an upraise

has been made which at about 140 feet is expected
to cut through*!© the gravel, and which, Mr. Eickle
thinks, will probably be finished by the time he gets

back. The gravel from the higher rim or upper
channel will be worked through this upraise, while

the gravel in the main channel below the level of the

main tunnel will be worked through the said main
tunnel, the mine being kept dry by pumps put in for

that purpose. Considerable gravel has .already been
taken out, but so far none to speak of has been
washed. Everywhere it prospects rich and it is

known to be extensive, and the company feel fully

assured now that they have a big and rich mine.
The Eclipse Mine Troubles. — Nevada

Transcript, March 20: The trouble about the

Eclipse mine of Placer county, which was partly

owned and wholly managed by J. B. Patterson,
once an Assemblyman from this county, is not yet

ended. The latest is another attachment levied

by J. G. Fredenburr, a well-known citize^n of this

county, who kept the boarding-house while the mine
was running. This attachment is upon the per-
sonal property of the company for over $500 for

board furnished the men and a few other smaller
claims which make the total $577.40. Schaw,
Ingram & Batcher, a Sacramento firm, are putting
into force an execution on a judgment obtained in

Sacramento county for $683.47 This amount is for

merchandise sold to the Eclipse Mining Co.

"

SaD Diego.

Around Julian.—5f«/2«^/, March 20: Work
is being pushed on the Helvetia and High Peak
mines by W. O. Havermate. Cheering reports con-
tinue to come in from the Mesa Grande mines, not-
withstanding the stubborn litigation in progress.
There is considerab'e activity now going on in the
mines along the line of the new grade between
Julian and Banner. The first we notice in passing
down the road is Messrs. Garrison, Burke and
Murphy who have a lease on a portion of the Gard-
ner mine and are getting things in shape for a prof-
itable summer's work. The west half of the War-
lock mine has been leased by Holland & Co., four
hardy miners who have taken hold in earnest as
though they mean business. The east half of said
mine has been leased by William & Co., who have
flattering prospects for the coming summer. The
Warlock has long been considered one of the best
properties in camp. The vein is not large, but rich,

milling from $60 to $100 per ton. We are glad to
see the miners taking hold of ground on their own
account. The camp would be better off to-day if

more of that kind of work had been done in the
past. The most important strike made in camp of
late is reported at the Antelope and was made by
Charles Dwyer, foreman of the San Diego & War-
lock Mining Co. Dwyer is a very quiet man and
Kays but little, but all who know him say he is an
A I miner. He has—we are informed—leased from
the superintendent, John I. Minear, that portion of
the ground on which the rich ore was uncovered.
This strike in the Antelope is no surprise as it is a
well-known fact that the Antelope has turned out
some of the richest ore ever milled in the camp.
The Blue Hill tunnel—from which grand results are
expected by all who are familiar with the locality-
is now into the mountain 500 feet, The present
contract calls for 1000 feet. Work is well under
way at the Fraction and Cable mines. A crushing
of ore has just been put through the new mill of the
Gold King & Queen Co., at Banner, with satisfac-
tory results. Rich ore from the. Cinncinnati Belle
mine is now being milled at the company's mill.
The Ready Relief mine, as usual, is turning out fine
ore, but nothing else is ever expected of it. Work
at the King and Queen is being carried on in an
extensive manner by Supt. Wilkins. The company
has a complete plant and is making good use of the
same. The Stonewall mine, which has been re-
ported played out just 947 times in the last 20 years,
still manages to keep the 20 new stamps running
night and day and is doing far better than her
traducers. In fact the mine is showing up splendid
ore in the lower levels and those who have had their
pencils sharpened for the last three months to write
her obituary had as well look for other employ-
ment. The Wilcox mine is being developed and is
a promising piece of property. Rumors are afloat
to the effect that the Owens will resume operations
the first of April. Charley Minear's S-horse team
has arrived with the remainder of Kerr's new mill

and it will soon be in operation; then miners can
get their rock worked in any quantity from half a
ton up and at a cheap rate, which will give the

miner more independence than he could ever before

assert in the district. Considerable prospecting is

being done and a disposition seems to prevail

among the miners to lease and work property for

themselves, which we look upon as the best indica-

tion of permanent prosperity in the camp. The
outlook is indeed encouraging.

San Bernardino.
Gavilan Go;.d.—Cor. Bnlletin, March 24; The

Gavilan gold mines are situated ten miles from
Cajalco, in the southeastern portion of the San Jacin-

to estate. Here the work of development is in charge
of James H. Grossman, acting superintendent,under
General Manager Colonel E. N. Robinson, and is

slowly progressing. These mines are believed to be
meritorious, but Colonel Robinson seems to think

one thing at a time is a good rule to follow. When
the tin mines are fully developed and on a paying
basis, he probably will pay more attention to the

Gavilan gold mines and their yellow product.

Tin from San Jacinto.— Cor. Chronicle. March
25: The small mill and oil furnace of the San Ja-

cinto estate continues to run in a very satisfactory

manner. The running off and capping of the oil

furnace to-day under the supervision of Stephen
Harris, the expert from Cornwall, was of a very sat-

isfactory charactFi. Hundred-pound bars of tin are

being cast at the present time. The furnace will

continue to run until it reduces all the black tin ac-

cumulated on the smelting-furnace floors. The
result from the present smelting will be forwarded to

San Francisco to illustrate and prove that tin can
be produced in quantities and quality to meet the

demand of the American market. The general

manager, Col. E. N. Robinson, intends to make an
exhibit before the Board of Trade in San Francisco.

Sierra.

Sierra City.— Cor. Mountain Messenger, March
21: Sam Lock returned from below last week, and
started work in the Chips' mine, stopped for some
time by snow filling up the ditch. Work has again

commenced at the Wm. Tell ledge, where five men
are working. There can be but little doubt that this

will prove to be valuable property, and the owners
are going about the work in a business like way.

With a little mill the mine has thus far paid ex-

penses. The owners walk to the mine—no buggies

—

no livery bills to pay, and I think the future of Sierra

City depends a good deal on this mine, although

there are several others that will be worked this

summer. The Butte Saddle, they say, is looking

well. The men working there say they have a fine

ledge. There are a great many idle men here, wait-

ing I suppose, for the Mountain mine to start.

From present appearances, the sawmills will have

plenty of work this summer.
Untrue.—The report that a 50 ounce piece of

gold had been found in the Ruby mine proves to

have been untrue. A few weeks since a three or four

ounce piece was found, and this has grown to 50
ounces.
Extension.—The Bald Mountain Extension Co.

made 32 feet with their main tunnel and 25 feet

with their upraise, last week.

Siskiyou.

Blue Gravel.—S^xo^^ Journal, March 20: Lee,

Lash & Co. have been taking out a great amount of

blue gravel from their extensive claim at Greenhorn
during the past week. The gravel is exceedingly

hard on account of being packed so tight at bed
rock, but crumbles easily after being exposed to the

air for some time on the surface. The company
works day and night shifts of eight men to each

shift, comprising four men in the drift all the time.

They are breasting up and down the creek, the

channel taking an eastward course toward the Kil-

dore hills in Shasta valley and across the southern

tributary of Yreka creek on the east side of the Scott

Valley road. The gravel taken out at present pays

about an ounce a day to ihe pick, or two ounces

each 24 hours to a drifter, and will probably average

that amount, more or less, until the the entire dam
is worked out, which is likely to last several years.

Some of the gravel taken out is so hard that it will

not dissolve in water, and is laid aside for air slack-

ing before washing. A blower will probably be put

in the mine soon to force fresh air into the drifts for

more comfortable work, besides digging another

shaft when the drift is extended about 200 feet or

more from the first or present pumping and hoisting

shaft. Several new companies from Montague,

Yreka and Shasta valley are prospecting in the Kil-

dore hills, some three or four miles south of Yreka,

with a firm belief that the blue-gravel channel can

be found all the way from the vicinity of Yreka basin

and Shasta valley to a connection with the blue-

gravel beds of the Cottonwood creek locality near

Henley and Hornbrook. Several shafts and wells

sunk between Yreka and Montague show rich de-

posits of blue gravel, where the channel may prove

very extensive. The blue-gravel leads on the east

side of Yreka creek are all under the sandstone

formation, and can be traced along the old Oregon
stage road to Siskiyou mountain.

Wingdams,—The Klamath river miners are all

busy in commencing work on wingdams or making
preparations to do so, by getting timber and lumber

on the ground. Several companies are putting in

cribs above Oak Bar on the lower Klamath, and

similar work is in progress at Honolulu and above,

on the upper Klamath. The Chinese companies all

along the river, from Hamburg Bar to Hornbrook,

are also reopening their claims by putting in wing-

dams, and the prospects indicate more extensive

mining operations on the Klamath during the com-

ing summer than ever before known, with the cer-

tainty of realizing a larger amount of gold-dust than

for a number of years past. The heavy freshets of

last winter, while doirg great damage to river claims,

cleared out immense piles of accumulated tailings

and bowlders in the way, so that the stream is now
in good condition for successful operations on a

large scale. The directors of the Yreka Blue Gravel

M. Co. are negotiating for a diamond drill, for the

purpose of boring to find the locality and extent of

blue-gravel deposits in this vicinity. Parties who
have been exploring the country between Henley

and this place, and out toward Staveout, Kildore

hills, Cram's gulch and Orr's, believe that an irUand

sea or river existed in prehistoric ages to the extent

of six or seven miles in width. Work will soon be

commenced on the extensive cinnibar ledges in the

Siskiyou foothills, on the west fork of Beaver creek,

under the management of Mr. McGee, who is only

waiting for favorable weather to start operations.

S. H. Mine.—Cor. Siskiyou Telegram, March
21: The S. H. mine started up two weeks ago with

a fairly good head of water, which has increased

slowly until at present we have a full head. Every-
thing is running smoothly and the earth and boul-

ders are being mopped into the flumes as fast as it

is possible for 2000 inches of water to do it. The
Low Hill quartz mine has suspended operations in-

definitely, Mr. Eastman, the superintendent, having
gone to Eureka to procure concentrators that he
may be able to work the sulphates. Mr. Henry
Murray of Callahan's Ranch, one of the last year's

pipers, has returned and is plying the water to the

bank very satisfactorily.

Trinity.

Buck's Ranch Mit^K.—Zournal, March 21; W.
J. Grigsby was in town Thursday on his way to San
Francisco and informed us that 1 he Buck's Ranch
mine, in which he is interested, is doing very well.
A recent crushing went between $ro and $11 per
ton. This kind of ore will net the company about
$7 per ton, according to Mr. Grigsby's account of
working expenses,

Tuolumne.
Shut Down.—Tuolumne Independent, March

21: The Heslep mine, at Quartz mountain, has
been shut down for good, and will be gutted of its

machinery. The closing down of this mine will have
a somewhat depressing effect on the mountain, as
it furnished considerable labor. We are informed
that Mr. Wm. Phillips, who has for many years
been foreman of the mine, wanted to lease the prop-
erty, but the company refused. The Knox & Boyle
mill, now owned by Mrs. A. B. Preston, will be re-

fitted and repaired to do custom crushing.

NEVADA

Washoe DleCrloc.

Con. Cal. & Va.—Virginia Chronicle March 21:

1200 level: Continue to extract some milling ore
from above the line of the drift run north from the
east crosscut No. i from the south drift from the
shaft station. 1300 level: Have continued to ex-

tract some milling ore from the point where the up-
raise carried up from the end of the east crosscut
from the south drift connected with the 4th floor

stopes. 1500: The width and quality of the ore
which is exposed in the opening 43 feet above the
sill floor ol this level continues to hold good. 1600:
Have continued to take out some ore along and
above the line of the drift run east through the old
stopes on the sill floor of this level; also from the

stopes which are being worked both north and
south from that drift. Have continued to stope out
ore at the point which is 200 feet south from the
north line of the California ground and 44 feel

above the sill floor of this level, and the ore there

continues to be of good quality. 1650 level: The
usual quantity of ore has been extracted from the

various openings of this level; also some ore in work-
ing out from the winze No. 2, 35 feet above thp sill

floor of the 1750 level. Have extraced from all

parts of the mine during the week 1537 tons of ore
which was shipped to the Eureka mill. The average
assay value of all the ore worked at that mill during
the week (1520 tons) was $31.90 per ton. Bullion
shipped to Carson mint, assay value, $28,771.06.
Ophir.—The east crosscut started from near the

end of the drift run north from the drift run west
from the winze, 122 feet below the sill floor of the

1300 level, has been extended 21 feet; total length,

56 feet; continuing in a porphyry formation, which
shows low assay value.

Union Con.—East crosscut No. 2 on the 1465
level, started from the north lateral drift at a point
200 feet south from the south boundary line of the

mine, has been extended 31 feet; total length 721
feet, continuing in a soft porphyry formation show-
ing clay separations.

Mexican.—The east crosscut No. i started from
the main north lateral drift at a point opposite the

west crosscut No. i, has been extended 25 feet; to-

tal length 565 feet; in a harder porphyry formation.
Gould & Curry.—800 level: Have extracted

from old stopes during the week 60 cars of ore of

fair quality. Winze No. i has been sunk 10 feet

through quartz and porphyry; total, 25 feet.

Best & Belcher. --800 level: West crosscut
No. I has been extended 12 feet; total 184 feet; face

in hard quartz. East crosscut No. i has been extend-
ed 20 feet through porphyry, clay and stringers of
quartz; total length, 52 feet.

Andes.—The east drift from the main north drift

on the 420 level was advanced 24 feet, connecting
with the winze from the 350 level. Have been cut-

ting a drain in the main north drift. The east

crosscut from the south drift on the 420 level was
advanced 20 feet. No material change in the for-

mation.
Yellow Jacket.—Shipping 40 tons of ore daily,

the battery assays of which average $18 a ton. Doing
some prospectmg work in the mine.
Justice.—The north drift on the 822 level was

advanced 28 feet since last report and is now out a
total distance of 443 feet. The face is in a mixture
of clay and porphyry with stringers of quartz through
it.

Challenge and Confidence.—The joint Con-
fidence and Challenge west crosscut from the north
drift on the 300 level is out 25 feet. The face

shows quartz having no value. The joint raise from
the 750 level is up 190 feet. The top shows quartz
having no value.

Con. Impekial.—Work is stiil being confined to

following up and taking out small streaks of ore on
the upper levels and overhauliug the old stopes.

Kentuck Con.—Have advanced the raise in the
east ledge on the 100 level 8 feet and connected
with the 950 level. Have been engaged in timber-

ing the east crosscut from the end of the north later-

al drift, and have also saved a small amount of pay
ore.

Crown Point.—Have started a south drift on
the 300 level, which is now out 21 feet. The face

is in clay, with streaks of quartz through it. The
west crosscut on the 500 level is out 164 fest. The
face is in porphyry, clay and quartz. Have stopped
work in the 1300 station.

Belcher.—The south drift from No. 3 east cross-

cut, 200 level, has been advanced 33 feet; face in a
mixture of porphyry and quartz. No. 3 west cross-

cut, 300 level, has been advanced 33 feet. The
face is in porphyry, clay and low-grade quartz,

Have stopped the work on the 1400 east crosscut,

and are now engaged in cleaning on the 1500 drift.

Seg. Belcher.—On the 600 level the east cross-
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cut from the south lateral drift has been advanced
31 (eel since last report, and is now out a total of 176
reet. The face is in clay and porphyry.
Hale ^ Nokcross.—On the iioo level 30 feet

back from the face of the east crosscut on our north
boundary we have started north and south prospect-

ing drifts following the same low-erade ore that the

east cro&scut passed through. Od (he 1400 level

the main north lateral drift from the station was ad-
vanced a total distance of 375 feel, at which point it

connected with the fouth drift from the bottom of

the Savage 1300 level winze. The main south drift

OD this level has reached our south boundary, and
we have started east and west crosscuts therefrom
jointly with the Chollar. No. 4 west crosscut near
our south boundary on this level was advanced 30
feet; total, 90. This crosscut continues In quartz
carrying bunches of ore.

Savage.—Milled the past week 530 tons of ore
worth 1 17. 50 a ton as per battery assays. The
north upraise, 300 level, is advanced 30 feet and
continues in low-grade ore. From the east crosscut,

900 level, wc are stoping ore of fair quality, and are

also stoping ore from the east crosscut, 800 level,

near our north boundary.
Chollar.—Winze 80 feel south of north line

750 level, is down 112 feet; the bottom is in por-
phyry. The west crosscut on the north line, 1400
level, is out 30 feel; fare in quartz showing low as-

says. Extracted and sent to the mill the past week

53s tons of ore worth $15.90 a ton as per battery
assftys.

POTOSI.—On the 930 level the east crosscut from
the winze is out 332 feet; face in porphyry. The
winze is down 124 feet below the 1300 level; the bot-

tom is in porphyry with streaks of quartz. The
east crosscut from winze, 1300 level, is out from
iootwall 119 feet; face in porphyry.
Alpha.—The winze 80 feet north of shaft, 500

level, is down 44 feel; the bottom is in quartz yield-

ing low a?;says. The north drift from the east cross-

cut, 180 feet east of shaft, 600 level, is out 46 ieet;

face in quartz yielding low assays.

Utah.—On the 725 level the northwest lateral

drift for 150 feet from the northwest crosscut No. 2
west crosscut No. 3 advanced 45 feet; face in por-

phyry and clay. In main west drift, at a point 140
feet from the shaft station have started a drift run-

ning in a southerly course to prospect the ground.
Face shows quartz assaying low in the precious

metals.

Occidental.—The slopes on the 400 level are

yielding some high grade ore. The south drift from
No. 3 upraise below the 400 level is in 50 feet; and
is showing fair-grade ore. The south drift from
the north line, 650 level, is ia 133 feet, and is still

in low-grade quartz. The north drift from the

winze on the 650 level is in 237 feet and is showing
low-grade ore.

Oolumbus DlRtrlct.

A Bright Outlook.—Inyo Independent, March
20: Candelaria still continues to be a thrifty mining
camp, The monthly pay-roll amounts to 560,000.
There is sufficient ore in sight in the Mt. Diablo to

supply the milling capacity for a long time. There
is a large force of men constantly employed at the

Holmes. An English Co. erected a leaching plant

last fall and is working the old dumps so profitably

that it is expected the work will be cons derabfy in-

creased this spring. A new pipe line will also be
laid, the present line being inadequate to supply the

demand. The water is carried a distance of 28

miles. Captain Channell, Supt. of the Princess,

states that his company is prospecting and opening
up new ground but not taking out any ore at pres-

ent. The future of the Candelaria is very bright, a
fact of much interest to the people of this valley, as

most of our produce can be marketed there,

Taylor District.

Monitor.—White Pine News, March 21: Wm.
Reed, Supt, of the Monitor mine in Taylor, was in

town Thursday after men to fill positions in the

Monitor mill which will be started up on the ist of

April.

HiKliIand District.

Mendha.—Hioche Record, March 19 : The
Mendha mine at Highland continues steadily to im-
prove, ore being constantly found in the most un-

expected places, leading to the belief that it is more
than a chimney and that a well defined ledge will be
found. The new working shaft is now down some
380 feet, and 20 feet more will tap the lower work-
ings and ore chambers.

Ploche District.

Furnace Talk. —Pioche Record, March 19:

The furnace ran down last Friday, the coal on hand
being entirely consumed, and, it is considered as

doubtful if it is ever run again on its present site.

Everything around it is being cleaned up. It is re-

ported now that work on the new furnace site north
of town will soon begin, to which the present stack

will be removed and a second one added. This was
the plan proposed last December, and which the

eastern management have since had under con
sideration. If work is begun at once and pushed, it

will be three or four months before the new fur-

nace will be ready to start, but with two stacks in

successful operation, we will have a lively town
whether the railroad builds in or not.

Day.—Since reporting on the Day mine sev-

eral weeks ago, development work there has been
steadily pushed and with good results. The strike

made|in December last, and known as the rich body,
is now opened up 135 feet in length and 120 feet in

height, with no limits encountered yet. The upper
south face of the body assays 130 ounces in silver to

the ton, and the lower north face 40 ounces. In the

new tunnel the low grade material found several

weeks ago'has gradually improved, and on Tuesday
morning it opened up into a six foot face of ore,

going 80 ounces in silver to the ton. The ore is ap-
parently the same character as that of the December
strike. The new tunnel was run in the hope of tap-

ping at a different point the December strike, which
the management think they have now done, and as

the two points are 600 feet apart, the tunnel strike is

regarded as of great importance. The new air com-
pressor at the Day is about completed, Three new
machine drills are on the ground, and it is expected
they will be in operation within ten days. Wood
and other supplies are on hand in large quantities,

and work on the mine will be vigorously pushed.
Onondago.—At the Onondago, adjoining, the

main shaft has now attained a depth of 500 feet,

where a drift for the ledge is now in 20 feet, en-

countering stringers of ore. It is expected the

ledge will be reached in a few days, and that it will

show up as well as in the drifts above. A force of
from 28 to 30 men is employed at these two mines.

Tuflcarora District.
Navajo.— Times-Reviav^ March 30: Slopes on

the 350- foot level are looking well and are producing
some high-grade ore.

Nevada ijukkn.— North drift on 6so-fool level
has been extended 25 leei; total, 174 feet. No
change in the formation.
Belle Islk,—The 350 stopes are without ma-

terial change. Nine cars of first-class ore and 32
cars of concentrating ore have been extracted.
Wesl crosscut from north gangway, 450-foot level,

extended 11 feet; the rock in the face is very hard,
showing some spar seams with a slight flow of water.
Com-monwealth.— Fourth level—West crosscut

has been advanced 7 feet in vein matter giving lo*
assays. East crosscut extended ai feet. better
assays are obtained as the crosscut is advanced; last

5 feet average assay, $36,90 per ton. Have started
a drift north in the ore; will start south drift as soon
as north drift is in far enough not to interfere.

North Commonwealth. — First level — Pro-
duced 17 tons first class, average $242 per ton, and
43 carloads second class, average $24 per ton.
Second level—North drift from wesl crosscut ex-
tended 14 feet in low-grade ore with bunches of
high-grade mixed through.
North Belle Isle.— North drift from Belle Isle

450-foot level extended 18 feel. The quartz has be-
gun to show spots of ruby silver. The 500 stopes
are not looking as well as at last report. Nineteen
cars of first-class ore and 89 cars of concentrating
ore were broken. No. 4 upraise from the 600-foot
level has been extended 9 feet and connected with
the 500. An intermediate level has been started
from the raise, lo open up the ore below the 500-
foot level.

ARIZONA.

Placer Miners. —Journal-Miner, March 21:

Placer miners are at work along all the streams and
gulches where gold can be found and are meeting
with good success. The Dosoris group of mines,
three in number—the Dosoris, Buzzard and Raven
—have been bonded for $30,000. They have each
produced large quantities of high-grade ore. C. M.
Clark, of the Alice Mining Co., is getting his ma-
chinery in position at the Silver Belt mine, and ex-

pects to start his engine up soon, taking water out

of the mine. The dam of the Humbug hydraulic
works, of which D, E. Keating is superintendent,
withstood the recent floods without a break.
Cinnabar.—The McNary cinnabar mines, in

Copper Basin, are very promising properties, as far

as they are opened up. Assays as high as 80 per
cent in quicksilver have been obtained from them,
while the general average of the assays are higher
than the ore which is being successfully worked in

California. Should the ore continue equal in quan-
tity and quality as depth is obtained in the proper-
ties, they give promise of becoming one of the great-

est quicksilver producers in the country. As the/o«r-
nal'AHner has no personal interest in the proper-
ties, it would be sorry to see them disposed of to any
but experienced mining men. It will require the
expendilure of considerable money to develop the
properties and build a plant for the reduction of the
ore. The members of ordinary mining companies,
that are new in the business, expect to see their

claims pay large dividends as soon as $2000 or $3000
have been expended. The men who have had ex-
perience in mining know by such experience the
fallacy of such expectations. They know that it

costs money lo delve into the earth in search of

hidden treasure. They know that machinery for

the treatment of ores is very expensive. The ex-
perienced mining man is willing to spend money
so long as inducements in the shape of good ore are
in sight. The other man wants to see the ore con-
verted into money and the money returned to his

pocket at once.

OOLORADO.

Thf Lixiviaton Plant.—Aspen limes, March
20: L. G. Hunt, of Leadville, who has charge of

the initiatory steps toward the consluction of the lix-

iviaiion works in this city, has arrived upon the
ground and is gathering a force of men to start

operations with energy at once. He says that
everything has been waiting upon the plans, but
they are now completed, and will be no further hin-

drance in the prosecution of the enterprise. The
plans contemplate the erection of a large plant, com-
plete in every detail. 1 here is now already cut and
awaiting the workmen 500,000 feet of lumber.
With the material in readiness for the flume and
buildings it is expected that very rapid progress will

be made in pushing operations forward.
Carbondale Discovery.—a report of interest-

ing developments at Silver Crown mine on Ava-
lanche creek has been brought to the city by N. C.
Scheu of Carbondale. The company has run a tun-

nel to the distance or 600 feet which passed a four-

inch vein of ore. Last week a drift was started in

this vein to develop its size and extent. After going
only six feet the vein widened to a thickness of from
28 to 24 inches, the greater proportion of which re-

sembles the Bushwhacker ore, and would be easily

mistaken for that. An assay of samples taken from
a narrow streak of the vein is said to have run as
high as 1300 ounces.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

To Be Started Up.—Nelson Miner, March 21:
The Kootenay Lake country has within its limits

what is believed to be one of the largest lead mines
in the world—Hendryx's Blue Bell—as well as one
of the richest silver-copper mining propositions in

America— Halls' Silver King. The ore from the
mines in Hot Springs district are not only rich in

native silver, but their average value is above that of
any galena camp in the United States. The gold
claims near Nelson are not mere prospects, as one of
them—Davenport's Poorman—already takes high
rank as a bullion producer. Owing to a scarcity of
water the 10 stamps in the mill on the last named
property were hung up during the winter. The
mill, however, will be started up again as soon as
there is enough water in Eagle creek to run it, word
to that effect being received by the last mail. Be-
tween 20 and 30 men will be put at work in the
mine.
Copper Pyrites.—Last June the Queen Victoria,

a copper claim situated about 7X miles west of

Nelson, was bonded to parties said to be ofticials of
the Canadian Pacific road. The amount of the
bond was $50,000. For some reason, the bond was
not taken up. This discouraged the owners, and litilt;

work was done on the property until late this winier.
when Charles Brown, one of the owners, resunipd
work in the tunnel that was started to prove the
width of the ledge. As the tunnel was advanced
Ihe ore became less mixed with waste rock, and it is

now believed to be in place. Its grade has also im-
proved, and it is said to be fully equal to ihat of the
Anaconda mine at Butte, Montana. It is copper
pyrites, the percentage of copper not being large.
The immensity of ihecroppings and the facility with
which mining operations can be carried on, 10 say
nothing of the nearness of the railway track, gives
the property a value that can only be increased by
the employment of capital.

Prospects Never Brighter.— Reports from
Hot Springs district are that development work is

proving the claims and mines of that section to be
wonders. The shaft of the United is down 100 feet

and in solid ore. The Tenderfoot shaft is down 60
feet, with good ore in its bottom. The drift in the
No. I is in high-grade carbonate ore. Altogether,
the prospects of the camp were never brighter.

IDAHO.

Trade Dollar.— Idaho Avalanche, March ai:
The lower drilt on the Trade Dollar lode is still being
pushed north to the winze sunk from the upper level.

About 200 feet still remains to be run, which is being
run by contract. The vein at the present face is 12
feet wide, of fine quartz and the walls are smooth
and regular. The quartz runs about $20. When
this drilt is completed to the winze an immense body
of ore will be exposed which will be in fine shape
for being cheaply mined. By the time the roads are
open the mine will be in shape to keep a big mill

running. Work on the face of the upper level has
been suspended for want of timbers, but stoping is

being done north from the winze toward the face of

the drift. The rock taken out is the richest which
has ever been found in the mine. The vein is two
and a half feet wide, rich rock, with two streaks in

it extremely rich. As soon as timbers can be ob-
tained the level will be continued north.

LOWER CALIFORNIA.

Alamo.—Lower Californian, March 19; You
can get an idea of what's going on in the camp by
reading this letter. Drilling is continued on the 150-

foot level of the Ulises. following the vein discovered

a few weeks ago. The Gold Tree is furnishing rich

rock yet to the Princesa mill. The Indio is still

sinking. The San David is being developed. A
stringer of the Montezuma was discovered last week
which contained very rich rock. The ground was
leased lo a party of contractors who will develop it.

The Montezuma proper will be re-opened by Albright

and Howard. The Aurora is working night and
day as usual in good ore. The El Paso is down 85
feet and drifting has commenced on the 25-fool level.

The mill will be started soon. The Candelaria

mine has been re-denounccd under the title of Aban-
donment and will be re-opened, as also the Blanket

Ledge between Alamo and Mexican gulch. The
Scorpion mine and mill will be running soon.

NESW MEXIUO.

Alhambra.—Silver City Enterprise, March 20:

John Dodd, brother of Superintendent Dodd, of Al-

hambra, and Charles Campbell, made a discovery

at that camp recently which may prove a formidable

rival for the honor of first place in the mines of that

camp. The ore is a sulphide and native silver and
closely resembles in appearance the high-grade ores

from the surface of the big ore chutes on the Alham-
bra and Black Hawk mines. Uncle Ben Hobson
will soon make another shipment of high-grade ore

from Hobson No. 2.

MONTANA.

The Hecla Con.—Minijig Journal, March 21:

The annual report of the Hecla Con,, operating in

Beaverhead county, has jusl been issued. It shows
that the total dividends paid by this company from

1881 to 1891 aggregate $1,560,000, while the total

amount ol wages paid to miners during the same
period was $1,480,636.66. The gross disbursements

lor the decade amounted lo $5,073,449.60. Up lo

dale the the total amount of ore mined by this com-

pany has been 241,161 tons. The cost of mining

the ore was $20.27 per ton during 1890, which is a

large increase. This is accounted for by the con-

stantly increased depth of the mine, increased cost

of dead-work, retimbering and costs of machinery.

The result of the year's work wa:. a total production

of $627,087.57; total expendilure, $454,369.27, hav-

ing a net profit for the year of $181,970.73.

Mr. Daly to Resign.— Butte Miner, March 19:

The vacancy at the Anaconda recently made by

the death of Supt. Michael Carroll has not yet been

filled and, from what can be learned, is not likely to

be until some little business in which the company

is interested is settled up. In the meantime work is

progressing as usual under the efficient direction of

Joseph Laird, superintendent of the Mountain Con.,

and Paddy Kane, who has long held the position

of shift boss at the Anaconda. It is rumored that

in the near future Mr. Daly will resign as general

manager of the mines and smellers, his health not

warranting him in attending to the arduous duties of

the position, and that Mr. Carroll's successor will

not be named until after a new general manager as-

sumes control.
.

Coming to the Front.—The Receiver claim,

located southeast of the Clinton company's ground

in Horse canyon, is now coming to the front as a

producer. Seven feet of ore that will average 275

ounces in silver per ton and a small per cent in cop-

per has just been struck at a depth of 145 feet. So

far about 20 tons of this ore have been raised to the

surface and the work is still being prosecuted with a

crew of six men. The property is under lease and

bond to E. F. Kinney.
The Nonpareil Mine.—The Deer Lodge Min-

ing and Reduction Co. is prosecuting work vigor-

ously with 20 men on its Nonpareil location at Boul-

der creek. As is well known, this vein is 133 feet

wide between walls and is filled with vein mailer

containing considerable ore. A shaft has been sunk

on it 270 feet, where levels are now being run east

and west. This development is with a view lo un-

covering one of the several strata of ore which are
found in the vein, and is very encouraging. On the
140 foot level the drift is being pushed on a stratum
ot three feet ot ore that assays 29^^ ounces of silver
and 38J4 per cent lead. The company will this
week begin to ship ore from this working to St Louis.

ORBQON.

Water Supply.—Jacksonville Timts, March 21:
There is still a good supply of water and the miners
are making the most of it. There is plenty of water
at Ennis & Cameron's mine at Galice creek and
three giants are busily employed there. A. W.
Sturgis of Forest creek made another cleanup last
week which netted him many hundred dollars in
gold dust. J, T. Breeden ot Applegate, who pur-
chased Kiesslin Bros.' interests, is now engaged in
putting up the large wheel which will furnish power.
John Henry has sold his interest in the quartz ledge
on Applegate to his partner, S. Messenger, It
promises well, several good cleanups having been
made by means of an arastra. The Cinnabar
mine, operated by J. B. McGee, is being rapidly put
in shape for handling the output, a ditch being in
course of construction for sluicing and the iron on
the ground for the works.
Santiam Mines.—Jefferson Review, March 21:

The Santiam mines are attracting great attention in
Portland. They are destined to become the center
of mining operations in the northwest, in fact on the
coast, and everything conduces to this end. The
rich find in the Bonanza mine is not the only thing
thai points that way. The ore that has been taken
out generally has been of a paying nature. The
Albany Co. will push their mine as soon as the
snow is off, and it is probable several other com-
panies will put in mills. There are milUons there.

UTAH.

Silver Moon.—Salt Lake Stock Exchange Jour-
nal. March 21; A letter from the superintendent of
theTinlic M. and M. Co. properly, near Silver
City, slates that the shaft on the Silver Moon is be-
ing sunk as rapidly as two shifts of men can work.
The shaft is now in good ore, but it is expected that
inside of 10 days a big ore body will be exposed,
when shipping will begin. A number of shipments
have already been made. It is the intention of the
company to list the properly with ine Exchange.
Daly,— Park Record, March 21; Dividend No.

49 of the Dal ^ amounting to $37,500 was declared
yesterday, and is payable in New York, San Fran-
cisco and Salt Lake. Total amount of dividends to
date $1,790,500. Sinking was begun on the Cres-
cent Shalt this week, and the work will be crowded
as fast as possible. No difficulty is experienced in
holding the water in check and connection with the
Hanauer tunnel is expected to be made without any
serious trouble. T. J. Almy came out from the
city this week and paid off the employes at the
Ontario and Daly mines and mills, and at the tun-
nel. The needful—to the amount of about $80,000
is now floating among the business men.
Pioneer Ridge.—The prospects for active de-

velopment on the Pioneer Ridge next summer is al-

ready having its effect on the future welfare of the
camp, and negotiations are now pending for two
valuable properties which, if consummated, will be
the means of bringing many thousands of dollar-, to
the camp for investment. The winze on the West
end is down some 43 feet, and the ore body is

gradually growing larger. There is now more than
six feet of ore.

Prospective,—There is much talk among pros-
pectors of a busy summer, and the outlook at pre-

sent indicates that more thorough development
work will be done than ever before. Every man
who owns a prospective mine realizes that he must
put it in saleable shape as soon as possible, if he
would realize on it. That is the right idea, for very
few men will purchase ground that has no developed
indications of a mine. Surface croppingsand loca-

tions go a long way but something tangible must be
in sight or it is hard work to make a sale.

WASHINGTON.

Coal and Iron.— Ellensburgh Capital^ March
20: Seaton Bros.' Gold Leaf mine is under bond
to Seattle parties. The Swauk placer mines will be
worked with good result this season and a large
amount of gold will be taken out. Water promises
to be abundant, and the miners are prepared to

make good use of it. New capital having gone in-

to Pesbaslan district, a large amount of work will be
done there this season, and there are some pros-

pects of a new stamp mill being built there. The
iron mines south of Ellensburgh are opening up well,

and the ore, which is very superior, is improving in

quality. This ore, combined with the Uncle Sam,
makes pig iron that can't be surpassed in the United
States. The same quality of coal found in the

Canaday mine north of Ellensburgh. is said to em-
body the city. This was the opinion of Prof. Clay-
ton, one of the best mining experts and geologists

in the country when he was living, and his views
have since been confirmed by W, H. Hampton, who
succeeded him at Portland. This coal is excellent

for coking, and will play an important part in the

reduction of iron ore in Kittitas county, Kittitas

county, of which Ellensburgh is the great heart and
center, can show more minerals Ihan any county in

the State of Washington, It has gold, silver, cop-
per, lead, iron, coal, asbestos and aluminum in great
abundance and has all the fluxes for the successful

reduction of metals.

CONCONULLY, — Okanogan Outlook, March 21;

Wheeler & Backmyer are doing development work
on the Montana mine on Mineral hili. The Chilson
brothers have bonded the Silver Bluff mine, in the

Lime belt, to a Seattle mining Co, for $50,000.
The Ruby Hill Mining Co., recently organized at
Spokane, will soon begin development operations

on Ruby hill. We are reliably informed that the

Fourth of July Co. propose lo resume development
work on the mine about the ist of April. There is a
movement on foot among some of the leading citi-

zens of Conconully to organize a company for the

purpose of building and operating a lo-siamp quartz

mill. Dennis McDonald, who is working a force

of men on the Red Shirt mine, in the Methow, was
in town this week. The main tunnel in the mine is

now in over 200 feet, has crosscut two ledges and
is expected to tap another, the main vein, in a few
days. Mr. McDonald is developing the mine for a
Montana syndicate.
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rQECHAt^iGAL Progress

Ikon Works in China.—It appears from a

number of the JFoWA Oteo Jtfoii that the Ce-

lestial Empire Is soon to be m poaiesBion ot

quite an extensive Iron and steel works plant.

A site has been chosen on the northern slope of

the Hanyang Hills, opposite the native oity of

Hankow, and thus close to the Yangtze, with

which, afterward, the works will be connected.

As far as ascertained, the factories will be very

important indeed, and will comprise for the

present, two large blast farnacea of the Cleve-

land, England, type, with all their apparatus,

appurtenances, and machinery, capable of pro-

ducing about 100 tons of pig iron dally. There

will be also a complete Bessemer plant, includ-

ing two 5 ton converters, with their cupolas,

casting-cranes, large blowing-engines, etc. The

Ingot steel made here will be rolled out into

flinge rails, so that the specifications include

necessarily a large rail mill and all machinery

and apparatus for the same. It is known, apart

from this, that the mannfactare of rails for

their future railways has been the chief object

of the Chinese in designing these iron and steel

works [and also, no doubt, of the delay In the

Introduction of railways into the country]. A
small Siemens-Martin pUnt will complete the

steelwork. Its object is the casting of soft

steel for ship plates, and special metal for the

viceroy's small arms and gun factory. At for

the iron department, it will also be a very com-

plete one, including some 20 puddling furnaces

and a plate and b»r mill, with all indispensa-

ble machinery. It is roughly estimated that

the works will cover about 40 acres. They

will be intersected by railways on which the

astonished Chinese will, perhaps, see half-a-

dozen locomotfvea, small and large, traveling

in different directions. The whole plant must

be entirely delivered in the first month of next

year. An important part of the machinery has

already been brought up and landed directly

out of two ocBsn-going steamers.

Molding Sand—What It Should Be.—In

a recent number of Ferdinand Kohn a " Iron

and Steel Manufacturer " is given the following

valuable inforooation in regard to molding sand,

which will be of value to many readers who

have often wondered, no doubt, why castings

made in different localities from the same iron

should differ so much : "The mold has an

important function to perform in the process of

casting. It must resist the pressure of the

liquid metal in every direction, and at the same

time give a free escape to the air and gases gen-

erated in the mold while being filled and during

solidification. It must give to the casting a

clean, smooth surface and allow an easy aepara-

tlon from the sand. It must neither act chem-

ically upon the liquid metal, nor be affected by

it at the high temperature at which it Is

brought in contact with the sand. The higher

the temperature of the liquid metal, the more

difficult" it is to comply with these conditions,

and the fewer are the subatancss which can bo

used for thia purpose. . . . The presence

of three per cent metallic oxides in molding

sand impairs its refractory qualities. Still

more nndeairable is the presence of lime, one

per cent of which will make sand undesirable

for good oaatinga. Lime present as a carbonate

gives off its carbonic acid gas at the tempera-

ture of liquid iron, causing the latter, when in

contact with the mold, to form bubbles and air-

passages which destroy the smoothness of the

surface. If present as caustic, it will vitrify

and adhere to the face of the castings. . .

The best molding sands are those that contain

the largest proportion of silica ; from one to

three per cent magnesia; an entire absence of

lime with sufBoicnt alumina to render the sand

cohesive and plastic. Sands of the above de-

Boriptiou are seldom found in a natural state.''

Welding a Spring.—A correspondent of the

Blacksmith and Wheelwright, who seems to have

had considerable experience, says: "I see a

great many different ways of welding springs

and have had aome experience of my own.

The beat method that I have been able to find

Is the one that I will endeavor to explain for

the benefit of my brother blacksmiths. When
a broken spring comes into the shop to be

welded, I always take its exact length, if it is

a main leaf; if not, it doesn't make much differ-

ence. I then either take the devil's hitch on

it or just a common scarf lap. In the mean-

time, do not heat above a cherry heat. I then

punch one or two holes in the ends, rivet them
together with Norway iron rivets, as no other

kind is as good for welding steel. Thia done, I

heat it red-hot and then put on my borax and

let it melt before I put any coala over the ateel.

1 then take a heat on it and take it out and

weld it flatways with the first heat. Never

strike It on the edge the first time. I now put

It in the fire and take my second heat on the

spring, then take it out and hit It three or four

times flatways, and finiah up the edges. By
this method a man will hardly, if over, burst a

weld open, and if he tries to make bia weld at

one heat he will fail a great many times;

whereas if he would take the second heat, he

would bo all right. My reason for using

Norway iron rivets is, aa any person using them

once will find, that they will weld to steel

better than common iron. I have tried a great

many different waya, and I find this is the best

fthem »ll.^
.

The Babgion Rail , a Oalifornla Invention

appears to be attracting coneiderable attention

among railroad men at the Eaat. This rail, it

Is claimed, possesses several advantages over

the steel rails in common use. These rails will

be laid on the belt railroad line of thia city.

There Is a report that a section of the North

Western railroad out of Chicago, will be laid

with these rails as a test. Shipping rails for

San Pranoisoo to ChioaKO will aeem very muoh

like sending coals to Newcastle; but stranger

things have happened and may happen again.

Japanese Skill in Metal Working.—The
Japanese are past masters in the treatment of

alloys both in texture and in color, and no

better guides exist. They achieve their grand

results by the simplest meana—a judicious

blending of various metals, inlaying and pick-

ling. Copper i» the basis of their chief alloys,

and by incorporating with It certain propor-

tiona of gold and silver they obtain remarkable

results In color through the pickling process.

Bat not only do they get striking effects from

their alloys and pickling—their mode of work-

ing up the metals Is a thing to be studied. 'For

instance, they will take six or seven plates of

different metala and alloys, weld them to-

gether, and then, by drilling, punching up and

filling, get a surface in which all the metals

show in a manner which is truly wonderful.

By the range of tints at their command they

can work ont on a metal surface scenes of

animal life, landscapes, etc., with effects never

dreamed of by metal-workers in the Western

world. Among some examples recently shown

in England was a knife handle on which was a

representation of a duck dipping its head under

the water of a stream on which it was swim-

ming, the arrangement of the different alloys

by which it was composed and the pickling

being so well arranged that the neck of the

duck was seen as under the water, when the

handle was held in a certain light. Another

example was a sword-hilt on which some min-

nows not more than one-sixteenth of an inch in

length, each having a pair of gold eyes, were

swimming upon a gray stream, the effect of

their being actually below the surface of the

water being snggeated with marvelous skill.

Imitations of wood, grain and marbles were

also shown.

—
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SeiENTiFie Progress,

The Energy of a Blast Furnace.

Few persona, save those connected with the

manufacture of pig iron, are aware of the

enormous and insatiable appetite of one of the

largest blast furnaces. The figures hitherto

given failed to convey an adequate idea of the

immense quantity of materials that pass

through such a furnace, and It Is only when the

total daily amount of these materials is consid-

ered that the tremendous Igneous activities

constantly at work In that combination of bur-

rioaue and volcano—a moderp blast furnace of

the first class—can be fully appreciated. Such

a furnace will have passed through It In 24

hours the following materials:
Gross tons.

664
442
168

Ore •

Coke
Limeatone
Atmospheric air (blast) ^-"^^

Totai.

New Method of Kedocing Steel —It Is

now claimed that by a new method, plates for

steel vessels may be made as strong and elastic

as by the open-hearth process, thia result being

due. In the former case, to the nee of small

converters, having a capacity of three or four

tons. By the open-hearth proceaa the Iron is

reduced or melted on a platform, the heat com-

ing from the flame which paeaes over it, the

amount of iron melted varying according to

the size of the furnace, generally not exceeding

15 or 20 tons. Metal rednced in this way al-

lows of an examination during the heating

process, the molten mass being viewed through

a piece of blue glass, it being thus easier to ob-

tain better indications as to the length of

time required to secure the most satisfactory

product. The new process is but little differ-

ent from the Bessemer, the only diatinctlon be-

ing in regard to the size of the converter, a

large vessel hung on trunnions, on which it

swings or turns. In the lower edge is a pipe,

through which air is farced at a sufficient press-

ure to prevent the metal, when melted, from
flowing into It. The converter is hung at an

angle, and as It turns, the air forced up, per-

meates the mass, reducing the metal at a more
rapid rate than by any other process known.
It disposes of the objection raised against the

Bessemer operation, of the air not going thor-

oughly through the whole mass, and it is also

claimed that the product of thia Improved proc-

ess is more even than by the open hearth.

—

Ex-

) New Methods from Sweden.—Uerr. C. A.

Caspereon of Margretskill, Sweden, has recent-

ly obtained a patent for testing the hardness of

iron or steel while in the process of manufac-
ture. His method Is to conduct a current of

electricity through a test piece of iron or steel,

letting it melt the same, upon which the

strength of the current necessitated in the oper-

ation is compared with the strength of current

required for the fusion of a standard piece of

metal of a determined degree of hardness and
of the same diameter as the piece tested. The
hardest piece will resist longeB^, but melt if

the current be maintained sufficiently long.

By the aid of an ampere meter, metals of vary-

ing hardneas may be tabulated ao aa to furnish

a scale of hardness of any metal treated, through
the number of amperes required for its fusion.

Johann L. Sibenlna, also of Sweden, is the

patentee of the new method of casting metals
under the influence of centrifugal force, by
which the particles of metal are brought into a

position radial to the axis of rotation as the

metal cools, and by which gaa bubbles are alao

removed and any impurities forced into the

circumference or outer skin of the casting,

A SERIES of experiments, made at the Bsklti-

more Copper Works, in the electric smelting of

copper, has resulted so favorably that a com-
pany has been formed and large worka are to

be bnilt on the line of the Baltimore and Ohio
road in South Baltimore to use the newly-dls
covered proceas. An extensive electric gener'

atlng plant will be put In, The inventors
claim that the new proceas will materially re-

duce the cost of refining copper.

Life op a Locomotivb.—The locomotive en-

gine Is said to have a maximum life of about 30
years. The annual cost of repairs Is from 10
to 15 per cent of Its first coat.

Which is equal to 92 tons per hour, or 1.53

tone per minute. From this quantity of mate-

rials there will be produced in 24 hours 784,-

000 pounds, or 350 grosa tons, of pig Iron,

which is at the rate of 32,666 pounds, or 14,57

ton", per hour, or 544 pounds per minute.

Heating the 25,000 cubic feet of ajr supplied

per minute to a temperature of 1200° Fahr., its

volume would be increased to 85,000 cubic

feet; and, on the supposition that the furnace

is blown by seven tuyeres, each aeven inchea In

diameter, thia torrid air would rush through

each tuyere (under a pressure of 9 pounds per

square inch) at the rate of 12,143 cubic feet,

and having the enormous lineal velocity of 45,-

417 feet per minute. The velocity is over five

times that of the most violent tornadoes, and

the pressure Is more than 25 times greater.

Should a blast of equal pressure and velocity

oome from nnfathomed space and envelop this

earth, it Is absolutely certain that no living be-

ings or loose materials would be left upon its

rook-ribbed ekelitoo, which, stripped of its

flesh and blood, fields and forests, lakes and

oceans, would be hurled into a new orbit and

made to assume revolutions and rotations

whoso amplitude and duration it is impossible

to Imagine or describe.— /'opM!or Scienee

Monthly.

New Experiments in Magnetis u.

It has long been known that a common sew-

ing needle will float if carefully placed on a sur-

face of water; also, that If the needle be mag-

netized, it will assume a position in the mag-

netic meridian. Iron and steel filings will alao

float, and they can be sprinkled upon the liquid

surface nearly aa well as upon a solid. If the

pole of a magnet be brought near the floating

particlea, they will respond to the solicita-

tions of the magnetic field in a very free and

easy manner.
Let a strong U magnet have its poles brought

near to the Iron filings and they will at once

arrange themaelves in the well known forms,

the lines being plainly aeen. The Induction,

of course, causes adjacent particles to asaume

opposite polarities and consequently touch each

other when free to move. If, now, the field

magnet be removed, the filings will retain their

arrangement, and if it be in a vessel large

enough to permit the rotation of the whole

body, it will swing Into the magnetic meridian

if it did not happen to be in it at first, thus

showing the arrangement constitutes the mag-

net, and that, as a whole, it possesses a

magnetic field upon which the earths field

oan act.
, « i- i

Now bring gently near the fioating magnet

one pole of a bar magnet. If this be presented

to one of the poles of the particles, it will be

attracted toward it, and the whole body will

rotate more or less, but this must be done

slowly, else the arrangement of the filings will

be broken np. The opposite pole will, of course,

under similar conditions, exhibit repulsive

action and the whole will swing about.

If, now, the magnetic pole be brought near

to the middle of the arranged filings, some of

the groups will be more or less disintegrated

from the rest and will rotate upon a vertical

axis and quite turn round. The opposite pole

presented will cause them to rotate back again.

Great numbers of these can be seen to turn

thus whenever a pole is thus presented.

This phencmencn Is evidently precisely the

same in character as that illustrated at length

by Ewing In his late investigations into the

constitution of the magnets, wherein he used

small magnetic needles mounted upon pivots.

The above experiments can be tried in a saucer

of water, but the whole is capable of being pro-

jected with the vertical attached to a lantern

and the movements of all sorts aeen upon a

foreen with ease and very little painstaking,-

Electrical Enqineer.

lantic, and even affected the temperature of

Europe, has been materially modified by the

more careful observations of modern science.

The view that is now favored, if not fully estab-

lished by recent observers, is that the Gulf

Stream as a current really begins at Florida

strait and ends somewhere near the Grand

Banks. The fact that the drift from the stream

is found largely in the western part of the

North Atlantic is explained by the influenoe of

the prevailing winds, but Lieut. Pilsbury is

thought to have shown that high winds do not

interfere with either the velocity, position or

direction of the stream itself. Patches of the

stream drift have been found during the last

few years oloaely packed along the eastern

shores of the Middle and North Atlantic States.

This has led aome to fear that the Gulf Stream

was shifting ita poaition to one nearer the coast

and that a gradual change of oUmate was the

reault. But Mr. Jacquea W. Redway points

out In a reoeut article that there has been a

systematio and periodic change in certain of

the elements of the stream ever since it had an

existence; and he argues that the assumption

that in a very long period of time the preces-

sion of the equinoxes may affect the position

and direolion of the line of maximum flow Is a

question of theory and not of fact, Mr. Red-

way admits that there ia a remarkable corre-

spondence between the track of this carrent

and the cyclones of the North Atlantic, but as-

serts that positive proof of any connection be-

tween the two phenomena is lacking. The rec-

ords of the Weather Bnreau of the United

States show that during the summer months,

when the current of the Gulf Stream is putting

forth ita greateat strength, the cyclones oome
most frequently, and it is thought poesible

that 'the excess of moisture which hovers

along the track of the stream may be the fuel

to which the cyclones owe their energy.— To-

ronto Weeh

Absorption of Organic Matter by Plants,

In a commanlcatlon by Prof, Galderon of the

Inatltute of Las Palmas, Canary Islea, he con-

tests the ordinary view that the nitrogen of the

tissues of plants is derived entirely from the

nitrates and ammcniacal salts absorbed through

the roots. He does not, however, adopt the

old theory that the source is the free nitrogen

of the atmosphere, but rather the nitrogenous

organic matter which Is always floating in the

air. The nutrition of plants he divides into

three classes i Necrophagous, the absorption of

dead organic matter In various stages of decom-

position; plasmophagous, the assimilation of

living organic matter without elimination, or

distinction of any kind between uEeful and use-

less substancea, anoh as the nutrition of para-

sites; and biophagouB, the absorption of living

organisms, auch as that known in the case of

ineectlvorouB plants, A farther Illustration of

the latter kind of nutrition is, according to

Prof. Calderon, furnished by all plants fur-

nished with viscid hairs or a glutinous excre-

tion, the object of which Is the detention and

deetruotlcn of small InaectB. To prove the im-

portance of the nitrogenous substances fioating

in the air to the life of plants, he deprived air

of all organic matter in the mode described by

Prof. Tyndall, and subjsoted lichens to the ac-

cess only of this filtered air and distilled water,

when he found all their physiological fonotlons

to be suddenly anependnd —Nature.

The Gulf Stream and Cvclones.—Among

the many theories which were given to nt as

fixed facts, and stored away as such in our

memories daring our schoolboy days, but which

are being swept away one by one by later in-

vestigations, we shall probably have to class

that which professed to describe ao accurately

the course and Influence of the Gulf stream.

The time-honored teaching of the old geog-

raphies that the full force of the current, after

entering and making a complete circuit of the

Gulf of Mexico, made its way northward

through the cooler waters of the Western At-

A New Coal Saving Composition.—A coal-

saving composition which has been invented by

Mr. W. 0, Owston, of the Pontefract Coal.

Saving Company, Limited, was tried last week,

in Leeds. The composition is a chemical com-

pound resembling fine sand, and one of the

prbiclpal properties claimed for it is that when
sprinkled on an ordinary fire, after It has been

made np. It ensures thorough combustion, all

the gaa and tar, which in the ordinary way ia

allowed to paaa off in smoke up the chimney,

being consumed. It is alao claimed that a fire

so treated lasts longer, and throws out more

heat. The modus operandi is very simple, all

that is required to be done being to sprinkle

aboa'". i ounce of the composition over the fire,

—Colliery Ouardian.

Free Telephones wiit soon be a poaaibility.

In Eogland the Bell Telephone patent has ex-

pired, and the Edison patenta will soon expire,

and there will then be free competition in that

line of business, resulting in a greatly reduced

rate for instruments. The long-Buffering buai-

neaa public of the United States will be thank-

ful whea the 17 years life of the patent In thia

country expires, and that sonlleas monopoly is

brought into competition with any manufac-

turers who may see fit to enter the field.

A Cold Wave.—Prof. T. Russell defines a

"cold wave "as a fall of 20 degrees in tem-

perature in 24 hours over an area ot 50,000

square miles, the temperature in some part of

this area deacending to 36°. During the past

ten years there have been no less than 691 cold

waves in the United States.

A Bdrnino Taper uncovered for a single

Instant, during which it does not lose power

amounting to the one-thousandth of a grain,

would fill with light a sphere four miles in di-

ameter so as to be visible from every part of

the compass.

Alpine Glaciers,—A recent survey has es-

tablished the nomher of glaciera in the Alps at

1255, of which 249 have a length of more than

4j milea. The French Alps contain 144 gla-

ciera, thope of Italy 78, Switzerland 471 and

Austria 462,
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SOOD HEj^LTH,

La Grippe Epidemic.

Li grippe, accordiog to the report o( the

Stile ISoird of Ueklth for Febrnuy, li >x*ia

apoQ na, lod ripidly developing into a wlde-

ipread epidemio, qaite equal to that which pre-

vailed during the winter of 1SS9-90. The pres-

ent epldemlo la oharaoterized by Its snddoo

oniet and the Intensity of its Initiatory symp-

toma, the premonitory chill, the fever, head-

ache, backache, palna in the bones and mus-

olea, that more nearly resemble tUiiQue^ or

backbone fever, than any other disease.

Another feature peculiar to the present epi-

demic la the frequency with which caaea occur

in which the oough la almost entirely abaent,

and others In which pneumonia of a low type

is almost certain to be developed. The debil-

ity accompanying the diaeaae la Invariably

present and must be treated by stimulants lib-

erally given. The origin of the disease being

unknown, the power of the sanitarian over It

is exceedingly limited, and oooalata chiefly in

advising the avoidance of all depressing in-

fluenoes that might deteriorate the healthy

oonatltutton, or Impair its strength.

In many caaea it la accompanied by alight

pneumonia or pleuro-pnenmonla, which in fee-

ble conetltatlona may assume a severe type.

This may account for the nnnsual mortality

from pneumonia during the month of February
—160 deaths being connted in a population of

721,975.

L» Grippe ia a febrile disorder, and it oaually

ends with a slow convalescence. Ita mortality

when not attended or Immediately followed by

pneumonia, ia generally small—not over two or

three per cent of the oaaea. It ia generally ac-

companied by loss of strength and depresalon

of spirits. It appears to travel like cholera

from east to west.

The Origin of La Grippe.

It la supposed to be occasioned by the pres-

ence in the atmosphere of a speoifio organism

which entera the body In the air that ia

breathed, and rapidly multiplies until the food

on which It lives ia exhausted, when it perishes

and disappears. Hence it is admitted to be

both contagious and infectious. If this theory

of Its origin be sound, it follows that little good

can be done by medicines, though they may
mitigate some of the more annoying symptoms.

The high priests of bacteriology are atudying

to discover some means of destroying thla sup-

posed yet undiscovered bacillus.

There does not appear to be mnoh connection

between la grippe and a common cold, except

that the ooourrenoe of a cold may so weaken

the system as to make it more susceptible to

the attack of la grippe bacillus. Hence

care should be taken to avoid exposure. There

la no need for especial alarm, but people, espe-

cially the aged and feeble, abould be upon their

gaard against possibilities.

Ttie Treatment of the Disease.

The symptoms of the approach of the disease

are given above. We clip from a cotemporary

the following rules for treatment which will

generally be found to apply to all cases. The

first is to stop the chill with which the attack

usually begins, and thla should be done with

hot bottles, and In obstinate oases with the use

of a hot brick steeped in alcohol. At all costs,

the temperature of the patients must be re-

stored. This accomplished, the loee of strength

caused by the disease should be met by a gen-

erous nse of digestible and nutritious food.

Physicians generally supplement this treatment

by prescribing a number of drugs whloh may
be of service or may not. The chances are that

they will do no harm. The patient should re-

main Indoors, in a room that is free from

draughts and suitably warmed. He should, so

far aa he can, keep up his spirits by cheerful

reading and conversation.

It was found last year that people who had

had the grippe were left in a crippled condition

when It disappeared. They remained for weeks

feeble and liable to catch other dlseaaea; they

suffered terribly from depression of mind, and

the nervons system remained out of order

for quite awhile. These consequences of the

malady are characteristic, and It Is not easy to

see how they can be prevented. Physicians

have not succeeded as yet In dlacoveriog an

antidote for nervous depression, and la grippe

takes on that shape in the stage of convales-

cenoe. It leaves "the blues" behind it, and it

is beyond the reach of modern art to dispel

them.
The spread of thla disease might no doubt be

materially lessened if the public oonld be taught

to look upon it as It does upon diphtheria and

smallpox, and take the same precaotions in

isolating its victims as it docs in cases of those

diseases. A cotemporary makes a good point,

applicable to all contageous diaeasee, as follows:

Another point upon which it might be well to

Inform the public Is, that where an Infections

or contagious disease occurs in a home and the

washing of the patient's bedding or clothing Is

aent away to he washed without first having

them thoroughly disinfected and the washer-
' woman or any of her family thereby become

Infected, they can recover damages in a conrt

of law if not previously notified or warned

that the clothing is infected. A few successful

snlts of this kind would engender caution and

areallzatlnn of the faot that public protection

mnet be afforded against Infections diseaie.

The Siiis of Architects.

A writer in Popular Scienre Monthly for

December criticises some of our arohlteots as

follows: " In the search for the beaotllnl In

architecture the demand for impressive facades,

the taste for ocmpllcated ornament, and a most

singular appreciation of the odd, the grotesque

and the ugly, there is little attention paid to

matters whloh seem self-evident and are of

really vital Importance. Windows are ar-

ranged to anlt a symmetrical facade, whether

they are just what are needed for the rooms
or not, and even where It Is possible little at-

tentlon Is given to the direction of sunlight in

order that the living-rooms may receive the
full benefit of the natural warmth, nor are
those rooms where It is not needed or minor
offices relegated to the exposed aide. The moat
important external feature, the door, is seldom
adjusted to the climate. Even in large offices

buildlnga, hotels and chnrcl\es, where there

should be ample apace for every atrnotural con-

venience, the door ia frequently of cramped di-

mcDsions, and instead of being preceded by a

porch, which would be an integral part of the
arshltectnre, and which is abaolotely esaentlal

In our long, cold, damp winters. Is boarded np
with " storm doors " that are not only hldeons
In design but an actual obstrootion. With the

rapid Increase In the value of land which has
taken place in all onr large cities in late years,

a wild fear lest any inch be wasted has resulted

In a compactness of plan that is frequently
painful. The honeekeeper longs for the roomy
closets and ample atore.rooms of the old build-

lnga; the fine ball that once formed an Imposing
and appropriate entrance, has given place to

the narrow entry throngh which it Is frequent-

ly Impossible to carry the larger articles of fur-

niture. The same difficulty is experienced In

the Eharp, frequent turns which oharaoterize so

many stairways. Bedrooms are pushed Into

oornera where they seldom have the benefit of

pure, free air and the heat of the sun, for no
other reaeon than that space is required for

ample reception-rooms and state apartments,

which, though used comparatively seldom,

are treated as the most important part of the

house."

QSEFUL InFORMATIO>. Steam Boilep, I]otes

Aboot Floors.—Why one finds bo few good
floore when arohiteota neTer fail to make the

proper specifications to obtain eaoh, aaya the

Northwestern Builder, ia somewhat of a mystery
to every one who Buffers from bad floors, and
thia every one Inolndea the man or woman who
sweeps the floors, those who anffer from the

dirt and dust they harbor, and espeoially thoae

who carry off aliveiB in the soles of their aboea.

Negligence ia the principal reason for this state

of facts, and both architeot and carpenter are

open to the charge. As perhaps three-fourths

of all floors laid are of yellow pine, a material

that givee better satlefaotion than even the
higber'priced hard wooda, and as every archi-

tect and every carpenter knows how to obtain

an almost perfect floor with thia material,

where does the negligence manifest Itself? In
the selection or acceptance of the material.

E?ery board shonld have a straight or "comb"
grain, and if the log la properly eawed, every

board .will have enoh a grain, jaat as quarter-

sawing produces a grain of peculiar kind and
beauty, but very few mills care to take the

trouble to saw in thia manner, and they will

not as long as they can sell any kind of stuff

for high-grade flooring. Floors to be carpeted

are usaally made of white pine, and to save a

little labor they are usually nailed through in

stead of being nailed through the tongue. Some
of the nails are almost certain to work np and
a hole in the carpet ia the result. Such things

may aeeni to be small matters, but a multitude

of them creep into a buildiug and its occupant

can never know the comforts of a well-built

house,

Windows, and their neoeasary adjancta, are

at the present time a matter of conalderatlon

for architects when formulating plans for

future buildicgs. The old device of weight!

and corde has become so firmly eatabliahed by

usage that by superior merit only can any other

appliance be substituted therefor. The Gardner
sash balance seems to possess all the especial

advantages of the weight and pully aystem, but

the defect of cords Is overcome by the use of a

steel tape In place of such cords. These tapes

are galvanized, so as to prevent them from mat-

ing and are provided with convenient attach-

ments to both sash and weights. They hold

the fash in any position, aod when raised the

upper sash ia held in its place so that the lock

will catch. Where a twisted or braided cord la

used, the sash will drop a quarter or a half-

inch—or just euffioient to prevent the aaah-look

from taking effect.

—

Ex.

SoAPsTON£.—The term "earth-eaters" is ap-

plied to aavagea oa the baoke of the Orinoco
and In New Caledonia, who eat a kind of

steatite of a soft nature. Soft steatite forme

excellent atoppera for the chemical apparatus

uied in diatilling or Bublimlng corroiive vapor;.

The powder Ib used aleo to dlminieb friction.

Venetian talc Is UBed for removlog etains from
woolen cloth. The fine vartetleB of talc when
colored with the BatUower forma a rouge for the

toilet. In later yean the mineral has been ap-

plied to many domestic useB. The old-faahloned

wooden washta ba have almost disappeared

from New York flat houses and dwellings. In

place thereof is put Id stationary washtuba
built of Boapatone with the usual fauoeta and
traps. Through their uae 1b aaved moch labor

for domeattoB and tired mothera of famillea.

The borders of registers and the slabs of fiie-

places and under ranges are made of soapstone

too. Laundries are putting In stationary waeh-

tube. The UBO of acapstone for washtnbs is a

sanitary meaanre. The mineral doea not ab-

Borb aa in the case of wood. An ordinary Iron

tab win abaorb grease. In cases of oontagiods

diseases like Boarlet fever, soapstone cannot ab-

sorb the germs In the filthy water left in waah-

ing garments worn by sick people. The old-

fashioned tubs did abaorb the germi. They
might be dormant for a time, but there was
danger that the germ might spring Into life

again. Among the articles whloh can be made
from soapatone are bath tubfl, fireplace lining,

stove lining, grlddlea, foot-warmers, muff-

Btonea, acid tanks, table tops, molding for

organ plpea, sinks and pots for water llliee.

It is used for walnscotting and for oon-oon-

dnotors on eleotric motors. In New Orleans

and other southern cities It is used in the

manufacture of coffins.

Short weight Gold Coin Becoming Com
MON.—Short-weight gold coins are beoomlng

aunoyingly common In the Eastern States.

This " shortness" is due to a species nf robbery

familiarly known as *' sweating ooins." From a

careful examination of light pieces which are

now being found, it is evident that the thief is

not doing his work by the old hand method of

shaking the coins in a bag and then gathering

the dust by means of quicksilver, but that he

has brought into requisition the agency of elec-

tricity. The service of an ordinary galvanic

battery and some cheap acid is all that is nee-

esiary to conduct the operation by the electric

procesa. The scheme is similar to that em-

ployed in plating with gold by electricity. The
coin ia placed in the fluid and attached to it are

wires from the polea of the battery leading to

another piece of metal prepared to receive, in

the form of plating, the metal to be removed

from the coin. The battery being act in motion,

anffioient gold to form a plating ia quickly

tranaferred, and as it ia removed uniformly

from all parta of the coin, the liability of dia-

fignrement Is reduced to a minimum. The

only effect Is to blur the character slightly.

About 50 oents' worth of gold can be removed

in this way from a ten-dollar gold piece, with-

out exciting the suspicion of the casual ob-

server. To the skilled eye of an expert, how-

ever, the effect ia generally apparent at a

glance.

Cleaning Colored Woolens.—Four ouncea

of white cafltile soap, four ounces of ammonia,

two ounces of alcohol, two ouncea of glycerine.

Shave the aoap in one quart of water over the

fire. When dissolved add four quarts of rain

water, and when nearly cold the other in-

gredients. Bottle and keep in a cool place.

One cup of this mixture in two quarts of water

will be sufficient for ordinary use. Now lay

the goods on an old aheet. and iron rapidly and

lightly on the wrong aide, and then roll tightly

on a curtain pole or any round piece of wood.

If this ia carefully done you do away with the

creases made by folding. For black silk or

cloth dissolve one tablespoonful of borax and

one tablespoonfnl of indigo in one pint of warm
water. Sponge the pieces well and lay smoothly

one above the other, and, if posaible, put in the

sun to dry.

—

Ladies' Home Journal.

' For Painting Walls or Other Objects

Exposed to Damp.—A composition of very fine

iron filings and linseed oil varnish is said to be

much used in Germany; and, when the object to

he painted ia to undergo frequent changes of

temperature, linseed oil and amber varniah are

added to the firat two coats. This paint may
be applied to wood, stone or iron; In the case of

the latter, it is not necessary to free it first

from rnst or oily matters.

Distilled Spirits Consumed in the Arts,

According to the new oensaa report, the

total quantity of diatilled aplrita consumed in

the artp, manufactures, and medicine in the

United States during the tw€lve months ending

Dec. 13, 1889, was 10,976,842 proof gallons.

Something About Safety Valves.

A writer on steam topics, Mr. A. N. Somer-
soalep, eaya that "bo long as a safety valve re-

mains abut, the steam pressure acting on the
underneath side of the valve Is opposed by the
weights of the load reetlng on the top, which
may be either dead weight, a helical spring, or
an arrangement of one of these acting through
the agency of a lever. Now, either by calon-

latioQ or by trial. It ia possible to proportion
the load to the area of the valve so that the
valve shall be lifted off ita Beat when the steam
has reached any oartioular pleasure fixed upon
aa the blowing*off pressure."

What Happens When the Valve Opens.

When the valve opens the slightest amount
of lift off the seat allows the steam to escape in

all directiouB through the annular orifice be-

tween the edge of the valve and seat. Its

velocity la very great—probably 800 feet per
eeoond. The steam in the immediate neighbor-
hood of the valve seat eecapea first, and ita

place is necesaarily taken by other steam from
the boiler, which also escapes. A current is

thus set up not only through the orifice fur-

nished by the valve, but also through the pipe

leading to the aame.

Now, a fluid will not commence to flow nn-
lesa there Is less pressure in front than behind.
Therefore when the steam is rushing up the

pipe leading to the valve aeat, we may be cer-

tain that there is less presanre at the top of the
pipes than at the bottom. In the case of a
dead-weight valve, if It has to remain open and
permit steam to escape, there must be as much
preaaure under the valve as balances the load

on top. And as we know the pressure under
the valve is leas than the preaanre in the boiler,

the eole condition under which the valve can
be kept open and allow ateam to escape ia that

there must be some accumulation of pressure in

boiler over and above the Inad on the valve.

If the valve Ib loaded to 110 pounds per Inob,

and the difference between the top and bottom
of the pipe ia four pounds, the presanre will be
114 pounds when blowing off.

To trace the action of the valve more closely,

we may aay that when the ateam firat begins to

blow off, the valve will rise a very small dis-

tance off the face—so little, indeed, that the

velocity of the steam up the pipe will be small

and the reduction of presanre at the under side

of the valve inappreciable. The small orifice

thus opened being insufficient to relieve the

boiler, an accumulation of pressure will re-

sult. The extra pressure acting on the valve

will Increase the lift until the reduction of

pressure through the velocity of the ateam in

pipe ia only jnat anffioient to balance the load

on the valve aa before.

If the boiler is atill making steam faater than
it is escaping, a further accumulation will oc-

cur and a further adjustment take place. But
at any instant the preaaure on the under side of

the valve will always be 100 pounds above the

atmosphere, even when the accumulation of

pressure in the boiler is considerable.

Now, to prevent any considerable accumula-
tion of pressure ocourring when blowing off, it

has always been the practice to make safety

valves very much larger than the size of orifice

actually required for the escape of all the steam
which tbe boiler can make. If an area of about
one-thirtieth of a equare inch is actually re*

quired for tbe steam to blow throngh, safety

requires an area of half a square inch in the

safety valve.

Such being the practice. It follows that safety

valves only need to lift a small fraction of an
inch off their seats when blowing off, thus

avoiding much accnmnlation of presanre due to

the cause we have been considering.

Roof and Chimney.—There Is no doubt but

the form of a roof has mnoh to do with the

draught of a chimney. The flat roof offers no
resistance to the passage of air, but as the pitch

ia inoreaaed, the current ia more and more dis-

turbed, until with a high-pitched and many-
gabled roof it ia broken into innumerable eddlea,

some of which are aure to cnrl down and foroe

the Bmoke and gases in the fine into the rooms
below. Chimneys on such roofs should be

built higher than ordinarily.

Three Pounds of water per hour evaporated
from each equare foot of heating surface

in a boiler Ib a fair average for a good boiler.

Substitute for Gutta-Percha.—A Portn-

guese gentleman, Sencr da Costa, says Inven-

tion, is reported to have discovered an excellent

and abundant substitute for gutta-percha, near

Goa. It is the solidified fluid which iBsues from
the Nivol-cantem, which grows wild in the

Ooncan district, which is generally planted for

hedges. It is insoluble in water, softens under
heat, and hardens in the cold. It receives,

moreover, and retains a given mold, can be oaat

into very thin aheeta, and ia capable of taking

the minutest Impreeaiona upon its surface.

Though white when it flows from the tree, in

its dried state it ia of a chocolate color, oloaely

resembling gutta-percha. If thia be true, the

diaoovery is of enormous value.

Sliding Ground.—The Nevada Herald
aaya: Below Boston Bar, near what ia known
aa Keystone Flat, there is a tract of land of

several acres, ateadily sliding into the Yuba
River. The amount of earth slowly moving
into the river, and which will eventually be
deposited in the valleys, shows that it is not

hydraulic mining alone which creates debris,

and this landelide la only one of the many to be
found in the mountains and with which mining
has no connection.

To Harden Files,—Rub a little hard soap

across the teeth to keep from scaling; heat to a

cherry red, and dip endwiee in salt water; then

dip in hot fresh water to remove any salt on

the teeth, dry over the fire, and wet slightly

with linseed oil on a rag.

The Copper Mines of the whole world are
. . j ^

being taxed to their utmost to supply the de- Oast Iron Ties are now manufactared at

mand for copper wire and the other apparatus Barrakur, Bengal, and at the works of the East

used in the appllofttion of electricity. '
'"'''- '^ '^"^ •^^ .T«mair,n. R««„«lIndian Company at Jamalpnr, Bengal.
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Passing Events.

The receipt here tbia week of the first ingots

of tin ever made in thie coantrya marks an era

in the mintDK Indnatry of California and of the

United States. The tin oame from the San

Jacinto estate tin mines. San Bernardino ooan-

ty» where stnelting operations have jaat oom-

menoed. The mines have been known many
years, bat litigation has prevented their devel-

opment until now.

The Santiam mines, Oregon, are again attract-

ing attention, and machinery is now going in

to work the ores. This is an old district, bat

the old minei relocated are proving of good

valae.

The Legislature adjourned on Wednesday
night. This Legislature has either been the

most objectionable or else the most unfortunate

the State has lately seen. And yet it has done

some very good things, and it is not nnlikely

that a careful estimate, after the memory of

the unfortunate "sensations" of the session

has passed away, may show its work better

than it now is credited with. Such is usually

the case, and such is at all events a oharitable

view to take of it.

A President has been selected for the new
university at Palo Alto, whose duties will oom<

menoe in September, so the institution will

BOOD be in running order.

South African Gold Mines.

On another page is a letter from a corre-

spondent in South Africa, who sends us a very

interesting account of the operations around

Johannesbnrg, The gold output of the district

was about 100,000 ounces larger last year than

ever before and more mines are being found.

Several Oallfornia gold miners are out In that

region in charge of works, among them Cbas,

Parrington of Oakland, a very experienced and

skillful millman well known on this coast. He
has oharge of the very extensive works of one

of the English companies mining for gold.

Our correspondent sent us official records of

the Witwaterarand Chamber of Mines, a series

of monthly returns showing the result of

operations of the Witwatererand companies pro*

duoing gold. There are several reefs and about

40 producing companies. Prom these state-

ments we compute the following table, omitting

the names of the companies and stating totals

and averages for the district for the months of

last year

:

Months,

1890.

January
Pebruary, ,

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September..
October
November.

.

December. .

,

H !^

e KP
E ^.?

45,988 865
•18,651 f«9
49,9J1 m.
49,810 950
54,517 1,045
62,920 1,010
53,663 912
59.544 1,173

66.356 1,240
69,643 1,095
72.435 1.155
40,195 804

Yield of Gold.

Total. Per ton.

£ s. d.

23.74 1.24
23.49|2..'^0

22.19'2.55|

22.47,2.59
22.67 2.29
22.28 2.39

2.33
21.7t)l2 33
23.6912 73
35.42:2.40
26.39 2.62

22.37i2.23l

122,818
129,615
132.785
135,439
135,895
131. C38
13S,4B9
150,231
159,430
158.923
164.149
135,196

12 5

53 9
12 10
13 7
9 13
9 4
9 11

As stated, this table shows totals and aver-

ages of all the companies in the Witwatererand
field. January of last year the yield was 35,-

006 ounces, valued at £3 10s per ounce. Janu-

ary of this year the yield was 53,205 ounces.

The field produces between eight and nine

million dollars gold per annum. Numerous
discoveries have been made of late, and the

gold-producing area will doubtless be extended
still farther.

California Tin.

This week the first ingots of tin ever made
in California arrived from the mines of the San
Jacinto estate, Cajalco, San Bernardino Go.

These are what were known as the Temescal
tin mines, which were discovered many years

ago. Litigation and other causes have prevent-

ed the claims from being developed, but now
an English company has purchased and
equipped them for active work. Oil fuel Is

used in the furnace, this being much cheaper in

that region than coal. The experiments with
the reverberatory furnace and oil fuel seem to

be successful. The concentration tests, else'

where referred to in detail, are also points of

interest.

Oalifornia and Dakota are the two tin-ore

producing regions of the United States. Tin
ore was discovered here first, but for many
years was not utilized. The existence of tin in

the Black Hills has also been known some
years, and we have on our desk a small tin

ingot made from Dakota ore some four or five

years ago. For some reason, however, the de-

posits of that region have not been put in a

producing shape to put the tin on the market
in this country. Possibly the success of the
California experiment will lead to further de-

velopment of the tin industry elsewhere.

Yuma.—The recent heavy flocds in Arizona
have demonstrated the impracticability of main>
tainiug the Southern Pacific track on its pres-

ent bed in the vicinity of Yuma. As stated

before, only temporary repairs have been made
on a portion of the line damaged at this point,

and in all probabiUty Yuma has seen its last

winter as a station on the line of the Southern
Pacific.

The Iron-Molders Union ordered a strike of

the 16 molders at the Pacific Rolling Mills,

Wednesday. The Rolling Mills employ 900
men, of whom only 16 were molders and these
16 have quit work.

Works on the plan of the Butters* reduction
works at Kennet, Shasta county, will soon be
put up in Mexico. Mr. Butters is now in

Africa, putting up chlorination works there on
his plan.

Several electric railroads are projected in

Oakland, and one of them is about completed.

,

The Patent Centennial Celebration.

In the Press of March 14, an aooount was
given of the coming celebration of the " Begin-

ning of the Second Century of the American
Patent System," which is to take place at

Washington on the 8tb, 9bh and 10th of April.

This Is the first time in the history of the Re-
public that the inventors and manufacturers

of patented articles have celebrated, and elab-

orate arrangements have been made by the

committees having the affair in oharge. The
railroads leading into the National Capital

have reduced their rates for the occasion, and a

great otowd is expected. President Harrison

will open the celebration, and the literary exer-

cises will be presided over by some of the most

eminent inventors in the country. Twenty ad-

dresses upon the different phases of Invention

will be delivered by men who are famous as

masters of the subjects they will disouss. A
national association of inventors and manufac-

turers of patented articles will be organized.

There will be a reception at the Patent Office

by the Secretary of the Interior and Commis-
sioner Mitchell, at which It is expected Cyrus

W. Field, Thomas A. Edison, G-eorge Westing-

house, George M. Pullman and others will

assist. There will be a military parade, a grand

excursion to Mount Vernon, a planked shad

banquet at Marshall hall, near Mount Vernon,

and the Navy Yard, the National museum, the

Patent Office and other interesting national

establishments will be open to the visitors.

The different public meetings will be presided

over by the President of the United States, the

Secretary of the Interior, the President of the

National Board of Trade, the secretary of the

Smithsonian Institute and Prof, Alexander

Graham Bell.

April 10th is the anniversary of the signing

of the first American Patent law: *'An Act to

Promote the Progress of the Useful Arts," by

George Washington.

In addition to the expected addresses from

prominent inventors and mannfaoturers at the

meetings for the organization of the National

Association, addreeses upon the following sub-

jects are promised at the public meetings:

Edward Atkinson, Ph.D., LL.D. of Massachu-
setts.—Invention in Its Effects upon Household
Economy.

Dr. John S. Billings, Curator U.S. Army Medical
Museum —American invention and Discoveries in

Medicine, Surgery and Practical Sanitation,

Hon. Samuel Blatchford, Justice of the Supreme
Court of the United States.—A Century of Patent

Cyrus F, Brackett. M. D., LL.D., of New Jersey,

Henry Professor of Physics, College of New Jersey,
Princeton.—The Effect of Invention upon the Prog-
ress of Electrical Science.

Hon. Benjamin Butterworth of Ohio, U. S. House
of Representatives.—The Effect of our Patent Sys-
tem on the Material Development of the United
States.

Octave Chanule of Illinois, President of the
American Society of Civil Engineers.—The Effect

of Invention upon the Railroad and other means of
Inter-Communication.

Professor F. W. Clarke, S. B.. of Ohio, Chief
Chemist U. S. Geological Survey.—The Relations

of Abstract Scientific Research to Practical Inven-
tion, with Special Reference to Chemistry and
Physics,

Hon. John W. Daniel of Virginia, U. S. Sen-
ator,—The New South as an Outgrowth of Inven-
tion and the American Patent Law.
Major Clarence E. Dutton, Ordnance Depart-

ment, U, S, A.—The Influence of Invention upon
the Implements and Munitions of Modern Warfare.
Thomas Gray. C. E.. B. Sc. F. R. S. K. of In-

diana, Professor of Dynamic Engineering, Rose
Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute,—The Inventors

of the Telegraph and Telephone.
Professor Otis T, Mason, Ph,D,, of Virginia,

Curator U, :S. National Museum,—The Birth of

Invention,

Hon. Charles EUot Mitchell of Connecticut, Com-
missioner of Patents,—The Birth and Growth of

the American Patent System.
Hon. O. H, Piatt, LL.D., of Connecticut, U. S.

Senator.—Invention and Advancement.
Col. F. A. Seely of Pennsylvania, Principal Ex-

aminer U. S, Patent Office.—International Protec-

tion of Industrial Property.

Hon, A. R. Spofford, LL.D., Librarian U. S. Con-
gress.—The Copyright System of the United States:

its Origin and its Growth.
Hon. Robert S. Taylor of Indiana.—The Epoch

Making Inventions of America.
Robert S. Thurston, A, M., LL.D,, Doc. Eng.,

of New York, Director and Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, Sibley College, Cornell University.

—

The Inventors of the Steam Engine.
William P. Trowbridge, Ph.D., LL,D., of New

York, Professor of Engineering School of Mines,
Columbia College,—The Effect of Technological
Schools upon the Progress of Invention.

Hon. Edwin Willits of Michigan, Assistant Sec-

retary of Agriculture,—The Relation of Invention
to Agriculture.

Hon. Carroll D. Wright, M. A. , of Washington,
Commissioner of Labor.—The Relation of Inven-

tion to Labor.

City Libraries.

The ceremonies of laying the corner-stone of

the new Mercantile Library bailding occur on
Saturday afternoon of this week, at the corner

of Van Ness and Golden Gate avenues. Work
on the building is being rapidly pushed, and
already the first-story walls are nearly finished.

The frontage on Van Ness avenue is 120 feet,

and that on Golden Gate avenue 109 feet. The
building will be three stories high, but so oon-

struoted as to admit of extra stories when de-

sired.

The location is one where plenty of light can
be obtained, a very desirable feature In library

quarters. The library proper will be on the

ground fioor, and the second and third stories

will be need for reading and chess-rooms. The
cost of the building is estimated at $100,000.

When it Is ready for use large additions of

books are to be made, and an increase of mem-
bership is expected.

The managers of the MeroantUe Library

Association deserve great credit for the energy

displayed in again placing the association on a

proper basis. At one time it looked as if the

institution would pass out of existence alto-

gether. But with a fine building in a good

location it will soon be restored to its former

usefulness.

Another effect this move will have is to

'* stir up *' the Mechanics' Institnte people in

the direction of permanent, enlarged quarters.

There has been talk of this for a dozen years

or so until many people have lost patience.

The present building is old and nnsnitable.

Money has been added from the proceeds of

fair after fair, and a good exhibition building

put up, but the old library building continues

in use, with its lack of space and all its incon-

veniences. With all its available assets, it

would seem that a fine building with all mod-
ern conveniences, could bel procured without

further delay. The library of the Meohanics'

Institute is snperior in class and number to

that of the Mercantile, but it is not apt to re-

main so very long if the latter has the " boom"
its new building should give it. It is time for

the Mechanics' Institute directors to take pos-

itively active steps in the direction of a new
building, and not delay the matter much longer.

The Albany M. & M. Co. has let a contract

for $30,000 worth of milling machinery for the

Santiam mines, Oregon.

The Stanford University President.

Senator Leland Stanford has chosen for presi-

dent of his new university Dr. David S. Jor-

dan, who has been president of the Indiana

University for the past seven years. The term

of office at Palo Alto will begin next Septem-
ber, the salary being $10,000 per annum and
residence.

Professor Jordan is a scientist of acknowl-

edged ability and standing, and has had also

abundant experience as an educator. He is a

broad-minded man of great energy and activity,

who should be just the one to organize and
equip the new institution of learning. The
writer had the pleasure of forming the acquaint-

ance of Prof, Jordan some years ago when he

was in California collecting and identifying the

fishes of this ooa^t, and at that time became
impressed with his earnestness and energy.

Professor Jordan is well known to all scien-

tific men by his work in his ohosen specialty,

ichthyology. He was graduated from Cornell

University in 1872, became instructor in marine
botany at Pinikese two .years later, and also

took a medical degree at Indianapolis. As an
expert on fishes, his services were secured by
the Government in 1S79-S1 )n taking a census

of marine industries on this coast. He discov-

ered many new varieties of fish on the Oalifor-

nia coast. He is recognized abroad as one of the

leading authorities on NorthAmerican fishes,and
he has published a large number of papers on

American fishes and a '* Manual of the Verte-

brates of the Northern United States." His
collection of fishes is the largest private oolleo*

tion in the world. For several years he hai

been president of the Indiana State University,

having been selected for the position because of

his large executive capacity. He is about 40
years of age.

Thansfer of Lead.—It is reported in New
York that very large transfers of lead have
been made this month. At times there has
been a delay of 10 days before the stock could

be taken from the transfer office on account of

the large transfers.
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Concenirating California Tin Ore.

{Coneludrd from page 193 )

working, aod instead of a No. 8 screen, a No. is

(equat lo a 48*mesh screen) was placed ai the bat-

tery.

The concentrates yielded 70 per cent of tin metal.

The tailings were found to contain, per ton of

tailings, 2.6 lbs. cassiieriie, equal to 1.82 lbs. of tin

raetaL

As you sec, our general average of losses is below
.1 of t per cent, or below .001, whicb is the least

result ever obtained in dressing tin stuff. The best

concentratiOD work of Cornwall, England, loses .3

of I per cent or 6 pounds per 'on.

Our tailings do not contain 2 pounds per ton, and
this result is obtained with only one handling. Dur-
ing the 6rst run with the Frue, 51,400 lbs. of ore

from the old.dump have been run through, produc-

ing 57*3 l^s. concentrates, which is equal to a

yield of ii.ii per cent of cassiterite, which con-

tained 69.2 of tin metal, showing an average yield

of 7.69 per cent of tin metal.

On February i8lh we started the Woodbury con-

centrator, and the pulp of the battery was divided

equally betweee the two concentrators.

See statement attached hereto.

1 made several other tests during this run with

the same comparative results, showing that the

Froe tailings are between three and four times poorer

thiin those of the Woodbury.
I do not consider the Woodbury machine as well

constructed as the Frue, and it is more liable to get

out of order. The distributor does not work in a
satisfactory manner at present, and this defect can

be easily remedied, and one made to equally dis-

tribute our tin as desired. Respectfully submitted,

Henry Mathey, Sup't.

Cajiilio Match y, '9/,

bury concentffttor hftndled only oiw-half the pulp frvm
tbu kitt«ry (6 stamps), or tons |>er dky, aod could
haudle do mom with tfood rMults, ihowlog the error
iu the advtsrtUemcDt of thv Woodbury coticontrator,
Id which iCa capacity is duimod from'l2 to I& tous
per day.
The Frue oooGfltitrator used wan the regular tour

foot, plain belt tiiachine. It huo'ilud tona per day,
which iti the usual itmoniit claimed tor It.

Meesra. Adama & Garter, agenta of the Frue

oonoentrator, have la addition the foIlowiDg to

aay : **8iDae the above report waa made ooti

an expert from Cornwall haa examined the ood-

oeotratioDB from each maohlae and has stated

that the oonoentratlons from the Woodbary
maobine were not clean enough to smelt and

that they maet be re-ooDoentrated, whiob was

done on the Frue. He also stated that the

Frne oonoentratione were all right. Althongh

the Woodbary oonoentrator has been ranning

leas than two months (It was started ap Feb.

18tb), Mr. Woodbury bad to send down a oom-

plete set of new belts on March 22d, as the

other set waa fast going to pieces.''

Adjustable Perch for Bird-Cages.

John F. Sweeney of 632 Market St., this olty,

haa patented, tbrongh the Mining and Soi£N>

TiFic Press Patent Agenoy, a medicated adjust-

able perch for blrd-cagea, which forma a con-

venient and valuable improvement for the home

<y^^^:

shown roughened and is medicated so that the

birds are alwaya kept healthy and protected

from vermin.

Each perch may be raised or lowered or held

at any desirable point by the frlotional press-

ure of the wires upon the holder B, By thia

cooatruotion the perches are easily supported

within the cage and in proper positions with

relation to eaob other, so that the bird can

easily fly from one perch to the other without

danger of breaking or damaging its feathers;

and no peroh need be placed over another one

so as to become soiled or dirty. The perohea

are thus kept clean ftnd do not need frequent

washing.

Axtell's Railway Crossing.

Walter M. Axtell of Fraitvale, Alameda

county, haa obtained through the Mining and
Scientific Press Patent Agency a patent on

an improved railway oroaaing which is here-

with illustrated. The advantages of this cross-

ing over others of its class are that it presents

at all times an absolutely oontiunoua track for

both the oroaaing and the crossed rails. All

the rails composing It are solid and unbroken

throughout, connection between the end of the

inner section of the orosatng rail and the head

The normal poaltion of the guard ia close up
to the inner side of the rail to be crossed. The
outer section of the oroseing rail comea up

close to the outer surfaces of the rail to t>e

crossed, and the two Inclined planes are close

to the surface of the maio-line rail. Now a

wheel traveling upon the crossing traok and ap-

proaching the main-line track to be crossed, the

flange runs up on the inclined plane, and across

the main traok, on to the Inclined plane of the

gaard and down said plane until the tread of

the wheel again rests on the bead of

intervening section of the oroaaing rail.

As it reaches the other side, the flange

travels up the opposite inclined plane

of the opposite guard across the rail and

down the inclined plane of the outside section

until the tread of the wheel again oroseea down
on to the head of the outside section of the

orosaing rail. The wheel, in moving on the In-

clined plane, travels on its flange only abont

one-fifth of its circumference on each side.

It will thus be seen that a continuous

crOBsing track ia provided. Nor does this

Interfere with the uae of the track to be orosied,

for the reason that as a wheel approaches on

said track, its flange, entering behind the in-

wardly curved arm of the guard, presses the

whole of said guard baokwardly from the rail,

AXTBIiL'S PATENT IMPROVED RAILWAY CROSSING.

Mr. Henry Mathey, Sup't. San Jacinto Estate, I

Ld., Cajalco, Ca/.—DEAR SiR:—The foregoing re-

port I consider thoroughly consistent with the re-

sults obtained in our tin-test mill, during the time and
manner stated by you.

I have, been a daily as well as interested observer

of the workings of the two machines named, and
feel justified in indorsing your conclusions. Very

truly yours, E. N. Robinson,
General Manager San Jacinto Estate (Limited).

Woodbury Ooncentrator vs. Frue Concen-
trator—Oomparatlve Tests.

WOODBOaY CONCENTRATOR,

Tailings contain per ton of 2000 pounds avoirdupois.

Feb. 24, Teat No. 1, 19 lbs. tin oxide, eqnal to 13. a lbs.

tin metal; Feb. 28, A. u.. Teat No, 2, 4.4 Iba. tin oxide,

equalto 3.08 Iba. tin metal; Feb. 28, p. M., Teat No. 3,

10.8 ttia. tin oxide, equal to 7.56 D)s. tin metal; March

2, Test No. 4,4.9 Iba. tin oxide, equal to 3.43 Iba. tin

metal; average, 9. 77fj tbs. tin oxide, equal to 6.842 Jbs.

tin metal.
Concentrates yielded 66% tin metal.

They fontain 1 . 7% ot iron.

Concentratea of Kun No. 4, 57% tin metal.

FaUB CONCBNTKATOR.

Tailmgn contain per ton of 2000 pounds avoirdupois.

Feb. 24, Test No. 1, 4.4 lbs. tin oxide, equalto 3.08

fta. tin metal; Feb. 28, a. m., Test No. 2, 3 tba. tin

oxide, equal to 2.1 Iba. tin metal; Feb. 28, p. m., Teat

No. 3, 2.4 tt)B. tin oxide, equal to 1.63 ftn. tin metal;

March 2, Teat No. 4, 1.8 ttn. tin oxide, equal to 2.3

tt>3. tin metal; average, 2.9 lb?, tin oxide, equal to.2.03

lbs. tin metal.
Note.—In these teats the casaiterite, being very

cl<'an, la figured aa containing 70% of tin metal.

Concentrates yielded 72% tin metal.

They contain 1.26% o( Iron.

Concentrates of Run No. 4, 60% tin metal.

Sample for Teat No. 1 waa taken by myself.

Sample for teat No. 2 (waa taten by Mr. Brownell,

agent tor the Frue.
Sample for Test No. 3 waa taken by Mr. Woodbury,
Sample lor Test No, 4 waa taken by myaelf.

During the Teat No. 4 the two machinea were run

by one of our engineers, Mr. Perrian.

Since we have started running the two concen-

tratora, 36 tons of ore have been oruehed from the old

dump. Signed,
HBNRT MATHB7.

Note.—Aa can be seen by tho foregoing, the Wood-

oomfort of birds in cages. The perch

(which ia shown in various positionB within

the cage In Fig. 1) Is clearly shown

ADJUSTABLE MEDICATED BIRD-
CAGE PERCH.

on a larger aoale in the detached view, Fig. 2,

B ia the grooved holdings block fixed to one end

of the perch so that the latter projects at right

angles from it. By springing the wires of the

cage slightly apart, the block B oan be Inserted

between them, and it and the peroh will be held

at any desired hlght by the pressure of the

wires in the grooves in the edges of the block.

That portion of the peroh nearest the end Is

of the croBfled rail being made by sliding planes

located in the movable guard, which presente

always a solid track for the oroaaing road and

is preeaed backward out of the way by a wheel

traveling on the crossed rail, immediately

springing baok into place again after snob

passage.

The out shows both T and flat rails orosaing

a T rail, one of each loner section being closed

(as in normal poaltion) for a wheel traveling on

the crossing rails, and one of eaoh sprung open

as it would be with a wheel passing on the

oroaaed rail.

The rails of the oroasing traok are provided

with an underlying shoe or stringer extending

several feet on eaoh side of the track to give a

firm and oontinnoua foundation for the oroasing

tracks and preventing springing or jolting. The

movable guard consists of two inwardly-curving

arms having a notoh or groove at their middle

to fit up to and slide beaide the head of the

intervening or middle section of the oroasing

rail, baokwardly extending braces and connect-

ing plecea joining the inner ends of the middles

of the arms with the rear ends of the braces

and fitting into and sliding in the web of the

crossing rail on eaoh side.- This guard haa a

sliding movement and springs hold It up close

to the inner surface of the rail of the track to

be oroaaed. The middle portion of the guard is

provided with an inclined plane, the upper end

of which lies flush with the head of the rails of

the other traok. The Inner side of the oroasing

rail ia provided with a correaponding inclined

planoi as showDi

so that the flange oan travel by it without

interference, and as soon as it haa passed, the

springs throw the guard baok again to its nor-

mal position to close up the joint of the cross-

ing traok.

The inventor olaima that it la Impossible for

this orosaing to get out of order so far as to

cause any damage or oeasatlon of trAflS.o, there

being no complloated mechanism about it, and

no accident (traceable to principle and oon-

straotion) oonld possibly happen which would

oause it to present at any time an obatrnotion

to either oroasing or oroaaed rails.

Another point in its favor is that eaoh

separate movable guard (>. e. sliding guard

and Inolined planes on eaoh end of eaoh inner

section of oroasing rail) works entirely inde-

pendent of the others, not one of them depend-

ing upon the working of any other part of the

oroBsing. This principle is not confined to the

T rail alone, but is applicable to any form. It

is not necessary to cut or at all interfere with

the rails of the track croaaed. While the first

cost of this crossing may be a little greater than

that in ordinary use, it will save In wear and

tear on rails and rolling stock several times its

cost in the course of a year.

JoHK Roach, the well-known optician of thU

oity, died last week in his 70th year. Aa an

inatrument-maker, he eatabliahed an enviable

reputation among engineers. Mr. Roaoh was

well liked by all with whom he oame in con-

tact, by reason of his genial manner, good

natnre and strict integrity.
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Rose's MecliiElcal Drawing Self-taugit.

FOURTH EDITION.

Thoroughly Bevised and Corrected.

RECENTLY PUBLISHED.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
.UANDFACTITRSBS OF.,

Mechanical Drawing Self-Tanght; Compris-
ing Instructions in tlie Selection and Preparation of
Drawing Instruments, Elementary Instruction in
Practical Mechanical Drawing:; togetlier witli exam-
ples in Simple Geometry and Elementary Mechanism,
including Screw Threads, Gear Wheels, Mechanical
Motions. Enffines and Boilers. By Joshua Rose, M. E.
Illustrated by 330 engravings. Fourth edition thor-

oughly revised and corrected. 8vo. Price $4.00

BY THE SAME AUTHOR:
Modern Steam Engines. Ad Elementary treatise

upon the Steam Engine, wrltteD in plain laogruage for use
in the workshop as well aa in the drawing office; giving full

explanations of the construction of Modern Steam Engines,
including diagrams showing their actual operation; together
with complete but simple explanations of the operations of
various kinds of valves, valve motions, link motions, etc.,

thereby enabling the ordinary engineer to clearly understand
the principles involved in their construction and use, and tc

plot out their movements upon the drawing board. By
Joshua Rose, M. E. Illustrated by 422 engravings. In one
volume, quarto, 321 pages. Price 8G.00

The Complete Practical ZHaeliinlst. Embrac-
ing Lathe Work, Vi?e Work, Drills and Drilling, Taps and
Dies, Hardening and Tempering, the Making and Use of

Tools, Tool Grinding, Marking out Worii, etc. By Joshua
Rose, M. E. Illustrated by 356 engravings. Fifteenth edi-

tion thoroughly revised and in great part rewritten. I2mo,
439 pages. Price $3.50

The Slide Talve Practically Kxplatned,
EmbraciDg Simple and Complete Practical Demonstrations
of the Operation of each element in a Slide Valve Move-
ment. By Joshua Rose, M. E. Illustrated by 35 engrav-
ings I2mo. Price 81.00

Steam Boilers. A Practical Treatise on Boiler Con-
struction and Examination. For the use of Practical Roller

Makers, Boiler Users and Inspectors; and embracing in

plain figures all the calculations necessary in Designing and
ClasaiiyiuGT Steam Bo'lers. By Joshua Rose, M. E. Illus-

trated by 73 engravings. 8vo. 250 pages. Price 82.30

B^ Illustrated Circulars, giving the full tables of con-

tents of all the above works, sentfree to any one ivho idll

ajjply.

tS" The above or any of our BooJcs sent by mail, free

of postafje, at the jnibUcation prices, to any address in
the world,
SS" Our new revised Descriptive Catalogue of Practical

and Scientific Books, S7 pages, Soo, and our Catalogue of
Books on Steam and the Steam EngiTie, Mechanics,
Machinery, and Dynamical Engineering, and other

Catalogues, the lohole covering every branch of Science
applied to the Arts, sent free and free of postage to any
one inany part of the toorld loho will furnish his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
XnDDBTRIAL PUBLIBHERS) BOOEB&LLERS AND IMPORTERS,

SIO Walnat St., Philadelphia, Fa., U. S. A.

20,000 WEIGHT.

Iron apd ^achipe hh

True to pattern and superior In strengtb, toushnesa and durability to Oaet or Wrouffht
Iron In any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAI nOAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

An Encyclopedia of Useful Technical

Knowledge.

A Great Lahor, Time, and Money Saver for Practical Men,

EBCBNTLY PUBLISHED.
Price $2.00.

Free of postage to any address In tbe world.

! xxz:

English and American Mechanic

An Every-Day Hand Book for the Workshop
AND THE FACTORy,

Containino: several thousand Receipts, Rules and Tables
Indispensable to the Mechanic, the Artigan and the Man<
nfacturer. Bv B. Frank Van Cleve. A New, Bevised,

Enlarged and Improved Edition. Edited by Emory Ed-

wards, M. E , Authir o( "The Praclic 1 Steam Engineer's
Guide," "A Catechism of the Marine Steam Engine," etc.

etc. Illustrated by 85 engravings. One volume, 500
pages, 12mo, closely printed; the matter coverinE an
extremely wide range of useful technical information for

all claoQes of mechanics and other practiicil men.
_^®* Price $2.00, /ree of postage to any address

in the world.

.^^ A circular of 24 pages, showing the full

Table of Contents of this valuable book, will be sent

free and free ofpostage to any one in any part of
the world wJio will furnish us with his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
Industrial Publishers, Booksellers & Importers,
810 VTalnnt St., Philadelphia, Pa., V. S. A.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL .

SOFT and DUCTILE,
SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE F0RGING8.

ALSO Steel Rods, from J to S inch diameter and Flats trom 1 to 8 Inch. Angles, Tees, ChaDoels and other ehape
Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengtha
STX;x;i. BAELS from 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
Beams, Angle, Channel, and T Itoq, Bridge and Machine BoMib, Lag Screws, Nute, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forgtngs of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOB SCRAP IRON AND STBEI..

i^ Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC SOLLIXQ MILL CO.. 202 Market St., San FrandKO.

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINOKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES, Proprietors.

OeELoe, 813
{ESTABLISHED IN 1856.1

X'x-exxioax't St.. SaiXx X*rA.xi.o±aioo.
—MANUFAOTUEERS OF

—

TUSTIN'S PULVBBIZBH.

MARINE ENQINES AND BOILEB8.-
Propeller En^es, either Hlg:h Pressure or Compound,
Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

MININQ MAOHINSBY.—Hoisting Engines and
Worlis, Cages, Ore BuciEets, Ore Cars, Pumping Entwines

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Piunp Coiumns, Air Com-
pressors, Air Beoeivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MAOHINEBY-—Batteries (or Dry or Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Fans, Settlers, Fornaees, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rocl£ Brealiors, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc.

MISCELLANEODS MAOHINBBY.—Flour

Mill Machinery, Saw Hilt Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder MUl Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

nyLiDsrinsTGh
AND

Ore Dressing Machinery.

By O. G. WAMFORO LOCK.

Contents,— Motive Power — Transmission of Power.
Quarrying — Prospecting, Shaft-sinking, Coal-cutting,
fumping, and Ventilating Machinery—Lighting—Haul*
ing ana Hoisting Transport—Reducing— Dressing—Mia-
cellaneous.

Price 821.00. Circulars and Catalogues ou application.

E. & F. N. SPON, Publishers,

IS CoTtlandt St.. New Vorh.

The instrument represented in thft above cut is a
new and grand little inrentioa. being designed to
save life and limb, and innumerable lawsuits, by
dotng away with the dangerous operation of digging
out wet and unexploded loads where Giant Powder
is used in mining. The little instrument crimps the
cap onto the end of the fuse Firmly and 'Abso-
lutely Water-tigrht It is also used for cutting
the fuse. They are neatly gotten-up of the finest
cast steel, nickel plated. Frice, $1.50 each.

N . W. MOODBY, FreBno, Oal.

Back Filbs of the Misma akd Soibmtipio Prkss (xm
bound) can be had for $3 per volimie of six monthfl. Per
year (two volumes) 96. Inserted tn Dewey's patent blad-

Kt 60 centa addltiOD«l pei volome.

ENGINES^BOILERS
OF ALL KINDS,

Eltber for use on Steamboata or for aae on Land.

Water Pipe, Pump or Air Colmnm, Ksh
Tanks for Salmon Canneries

OF BVHRT DBSCRIPnON.
Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at very moaerate rates.

AOBMTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

31>ea,xi^ Ste^xxx X'ulxxx'^.
SPECIALTIES

:

Corliss Engines and Xustln Ore Pulverizers. DBANB STBAM PUMP
Agents and Manufacturers of the LleweUyn Peed Water Purlfler and Heater.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical Works.
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Industrial Cbemist, Assayer

and Geologist.

718 MONTGOMERY ST^^ - SAN FRANCISCO.

.. '^^l]' report on the condition and value of any mining property on
tbe Pftclflc Coast. Bare Chemicals made to order. Instruotione eiven in
Aanavlnir and Prantlml Chftmlatrv

GREAT REDUCTION

!

BATTERY~~SGREENS.
Best and Cheapent In Atnerlcn.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
fifJci^o Kioe Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving

?„„ J tm'"™",' ^'""P Batteries and all idnds ot Min
tag and Millms Maciiinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,/anc and other metals punched lor all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer ot the celebrated Slot Cutburred and Slot Punched Screens.
Minmg Screens a Bpeoialty, Irom No. 1 to 16 (fine).

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francitco Pioneer Screen Works,
«ai & aiSS First St., San Franolsco, Cal.

JOHIf W. QUICK, Proprietor.

N. W. SPAULDING

Uanufaoturera of

SPAULDING'S

Inserted Tooth
AND

CHISEL BIT

CntCULAB

Saws.

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

ENOINEEKS AND MACSINISTS,
No. 119 Beale St.. - - San Francisco.

BUILDBEa OF

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredg:iDg
Machines, Rock Crushers, Oahle Railway Machinery,
Ellithorp Air Brake Co.'e Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakea. POSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Ram Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E. Henrickson's Patent Automatio
Safety Catches.

OXaohineB of all klndg Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,
Manufacturers of

CASTINGS OP EVBEY DESCRIPTION
lar, 129 and 131 Beale Street,

Between Mieaion and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO,
GAS WORK A SPECIALTY.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.
Pioneer Mining Office of the Northwest

Coast.
Having the largest permanent hrick assay furnaces, chem-

ical laboratory and miniog office on the Notthwest Ooast'-
with a collection of about 'ICOO samples of the ores of Alaska,
British Columbia, Oregon and the Northwest Territories,
and having made persooal examinutlous of nearly every
miuiog ciimp on the Pacific Slope, from California to
Alaska, I am prepared to do any class of legitimate and
houest mining work, such as EXAMINING, ENGINEER-
ING, SAMPLING AND REPORl'IWG LiN THE VALUE
OF ALL MINERAL, COAL AND FIRE-CLaY PROP-
ERTIES, BUILDI^G STONES, EARTHS. ASSAYS
AND ANALYSIS OF ORES, WATERS, CHECK,
SAMPLES OP ORE, PDLPS, "ORGANIC ANALYSIS"
WORK, and in fact any work contacted with the office of a
llrst-cluss mining Keologist aud chemist. Any iDforoiation
miuiug men may denire to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL REyOTJRCES of tbe entire Pacific Norfhwes*-
will be honestly given. Address Dr.WIUlsE.Kverette
Conaulting Mining Geologist and Chemist, 1318 E Street,
Tacoma, Wash.

A. 3. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 OAUFOBNIA 8TBEET,
Rooma SO and 81, SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

Designers and Constructore of Gold and Siiver Mills
Hoisting and Pumping Works, Tramways, and every-
tiling pertaining to tiie Mining and Reduction of Ores.

Bewick, Moreing & Hooper,

MINING ENGINEERS,
608 California Street, San Francisco, Oa

Sufloilc House, Laurence, Pountney Hili,

LONDON, K. C.
Lealie's Buiidings, Joixannesburg,

SOUTH AFRICA.
Report on mines and undertalce management of mining

properties.

RICHARD R. HAWKINS,
MINING ENGINEER.

LATE ASSISTANT GEOLOGIST U. S. GEOLOGICAL
Survey. General Manager La Veiera (Limitada), via

Torres and La Barranca, Sonera, Mexico.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Oivil and Mining En^neer,

UmiNQ EXPERT akd GEOLOGIST.

Buelness Box A," office of this paper, SanAddreas

Francisco,

ROSS E. BROWNE.
Mining and Hydraulic Engrineer,

No. 807 Sanboub St., San FaAMOisoo.

QUARTZ SCREENS

'

A apecialty. Round, elot
or burred slot holes. Gen-
uine RuBsia Iron, Homo-
geneoua Steel, C^t Steel or ^

American planished Iron

Zinc, Copper or Brass Soreena for all purposes. Cali-
fornia Perforating Screen Co., 145 & 147 Beale St, 8. F.

DIAMOND DRILLS
THE PACIFIC PROSPECTING CO.

will contract to prospect with Diamond -re Dril
(or minerals, etc., or to bore holes for ventLa'ion or
drainage. Agents for Diamond Drills, Rock Drills, Mining
Machinery and Supplies of all kinds. Diamonds on band.
Inquiries and orders promptly attended to. 213 Sansome
Street, San Francisco, Cal.

SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of all kinds made to order. Send tor Desoriptive Cata

logne, 17 and 19 Fremont St^ San Franolsoa

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope,
Duplex Rope, TarredManllftRope.Hay Rope, Whale Line,
etc, etc

Extra sizes and lengtha made to order on short notice,

611 & 613 Front St.. San Francisco. G^
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FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY

AMALGAMATING MACHINERY.

Stamil Mills lor Wet or Dry Crushing.

Huntington Centrifugal Quartz Mill. Drying

Cylinders. Amalgamating Pans, Settlers,

kgltllors and Concentrators. Retorts, Bul-

lion and Ingot Moulds, Conveyors. Elevators,

Bruekners and Howell's Improved Wtilte's

RoMting Etc ^^^^^^^^Hi^aBBHHi^HaaHl^^H

IMPROVED CORLISS v^l^v^eIV^Im ENGINES. ^

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

Blake, Dodgeand Comet Crushers, Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls, Hartz Plunger

and Collom Jigs. Frue Vanner & Embrey

Concentrators, Evans', Calumet, Collom't

and RIttenger's Slime Tables. Trommels.

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. Ore Sam-

m^l^^^^^B^^ pie Grinders and Heberle Mills.

^/\|| PDO HORIZONTAL, VERTICALD ii I Ut KO ... AND SECTIONAL

iiKiMCip^o'ir:^^ ss^ESAivE s'^M.WLwm
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water & Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Conn pressors,
Rock Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

VIULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engines
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Calena& Copper Ores,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

General Offices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.
NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER. COLO., 1316 Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
7 W. Second South St. LONDON, ENC, 13 Thrcaduoedle St., E. C. CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG. TRANSVAAL, South Africa.

HISI.ENA, MONTANA, Room 28, Mercliaiits' National Bank BDildlng, No. North Main St.

SOLW WESTERN AGENTS FOR TYLER WIRE WORKS DOUBLE OBIMPBD MINING OLOT'=r8.

BRANCH OFFICES
Qalle de Juarez

JAMBS LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These WbeclB are designed for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
high heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with tesa water than
any other wheel made. Being placed on horizontal shaft, the power Is transmitted
direct to shalting by belts, dispeosing with gearing.

Estimates (umlahed on application for wheels specially built and adapted in

capacity to suit any particular case.

Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the
ordinary Yertlcai Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, tree o' cost,

by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMBS LBFPEL & OO.,
Springfield, Ohio, or HO Liberty St., New York,

FBASER A OHALMERS, General Agente,
Obicago, 111., and Denver, CoL

PARKE & LACY CO., General ARenta. San Pranciaco. Oal.

J. K. FIRTH & CO,
225 and 227 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

Compressed Air and Water Power
Machinery.

KNIGHT'S WATER WHEEL,
For Mills, Pumping and Hoisting.

OVER 300 IN USE.
All eBtlnaatee guaranteed. Send for Clrcnlar.

ATTENTION, MINERS!
A FIRST-CLASS

UnionRockBreaker

3500 MISSION ST.. SAN FRANOISOO.

HOSKIN'S PATENT BLOW-PIPE AND ASSAY FURNACES.

Chemists, Assayers, Metallnrgists, En-

gineers, Jewelers, Dentists, Etc.

NO DtrST ! NO ASHES !

PortaWe! Practical! AntomaDcl Sojomical!

WM. HOSKINS & CO.. bi s^^S^u^St.

Will do for every thing that a Coal Furnace orlGas
Furnace will, and WITHOUT A BLOWER.

Send for Price List'and Descriptive Circular to

CHICAGO, ILL.

BLBCTRIC VAPOR BNGINB CO.
218 CALIFORNIA STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL, U. S. A.

BUILDERS OF GAS AND GASOLINE ENGINES.

DEWEY ei CO., PATENT AGENTS, 220
Harkei.St., Son FnudsM. Eaevator, U Front St

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay Office, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Consignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed

Of in tbe Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

fAetalllirgy apd Ore^.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Solphoreti.

lUMITFACTrDRIRB OP

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.
ALSO HAflTTFAOTUIUtRfl OP

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Chamberlin Patent

JOHN TAYLOR & CO.,
lUPORTRRS AND DKALBR8 IN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS. AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 & 65 First St., cor. Misslon.San PranclBCO.
Ay.-^ We would call the attention of

Assayers, ChemistB, Mining Com-

'

panics, Milling Companies, Pros-
pectors, eto., to our full stock of ___
Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, Soorl-
flers, etc, including, also, a full stock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged In furnishing these sup<

plies slno< the fljst discovery of mines on the
Pacific Coast, we feel confident from our experi-
ence we can well suit tbe demand for these
goods, both as to quality and price.

Agents for the Morgan Craolble Co.,
Battersea, England Also for E. Q. Dennis-
ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plate

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly relia

ble, and full weight of Silver ^aranteed. Orders taken
at bis lowest prices. Our Illustrated Catalogue and As*
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TATLOH * OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET,

Near First and Ma^kef> Streets, S. F.

C. A. LnaEHAJU>T, Manager. E8TAB..'8Bbd 186

Ores worked by any ProoesB.

Ores Sampled.

Assaying in all its Branohes.

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, eto.

Working Tests (practical) Made.

Flans and Specifications furnished for tbe

most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Special attention paid to Elxaminationa

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

O. A. LUOKHARDT & OO..
(Formerly Huhn & Luokhardt,

Mlnlntr Engineers and Metallnrirfetp

The Best Mining District
On the Pacific Cuast I

GRASS VALLEY, OAL.
THE BEST NEWRPAPEK published in tbe district Is

a"XZX3 GDX33X3\rOJ5»,
Daily and Weekly edition. Gives all the Miniog News.
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mioiog Supplies will

find THE TIDINGS the beet medium for directly reach-
ing the owners or managers of mines. Xovestors in
mmes will fiod it to their advantage to subscribe.
Many mines are in successful operation, and new

enterprises are being instituted -and many others are in
contemplation.
DAILY, ?6 00 a year; WEEKLY, $2.50, in advance.

H. 3. SPAULDmQ, Publisher.
T. C. HOCKING. Editor.

WINCHESTER HOUSE,
41 Third Street, San Francisco, Cal.

This Fireproof Brick Building Is oenirally located, in
the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from the
Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat and
Railroad Offices.

Laundry Free for the use of Families.

HOT AND COI'D BATHS FREE.

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And Upward.

Rooms with or without Board.

Free Coach to the Hodiip,

.^k-XfL ^xi.TTsxa:
Applies liqmd pigment by a
jet of air. Highest awards
FraDklin and American In-
stitutes as a legitimate art
tool. Successfully used by
large numbers of the best
crayon. Ink and nater-color
portrait artists, and by tech-
nical draughtsmen. Saves 75
per cent of time In shading.

Descrlptivejpamphlet sent free. It points out one way to
earn a living. Address AIR BRUSH M'P'Q CO.
9 Nassau Street, Rockford, lUinois.

|*n««vv<^i«iv«tfw Superior Wood
tngraving.&=K«

Superior Wood and Metal Engrav-
ing, Eleotrotyping and Stereotrplng
done at the uBoe of thlf papei.
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EQa^ket Keports.

Local Markets.

San Fkancisco, March 25, 1S91.

General trade is reported fairly active, with a

number of distant buyers in the market. Among

iron workers, business is reported better than at this

time in 1890, The local money market is easy,

with collections in all parts of the coast reported

good. The recent advance in prices of cereals and

better freight facilities allowed Washington and

Oregon farmers to sell their grain to good advantage.

This, together with marketing of other products,

eased the money market up north. In this State

farmers are reported to be, as a rule, easily circum-

stanced. The weather for growing crops continues

unusually favorable.

. QUICKSILVER—Receipts the past week ag-

gregate lis flasks. The demand is fair. The mar-

ket appears to have a more settled tone.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is barely

steady around 78Jicls. The steamer city of Peking

for Hong Kong left on the 21st, taking out $157,840.

SILVER—Department purchases in this month

are reported as follows:

OfEered Purchased Price paid

Date ounces. ounces. per ounce.

March 2 .. ..1,480,000 105,000 S .98260 to $

March 4 ... 745.000 .98600 to .98750

March 6 l.OOO.OnO 276.000 .98260 to .9S360

March 9 1,109,000 '670,000 ,9S2&Oto .93700

March 11 365 000 .98700 to .99050

March 13 670,000 303,000 .yy3O0 to .98950

March 16 377,000 .99300 to .99500

March 18 662.000 412,000 .93900 to .99000

March 20 .1,204,000 259,000 .99125 to .99400

March 23 1,204,000 526,000 .9S940 to .99000

March26 533,000 229,000 .98100 to .98120

Total 4,167,000
* Purohasea over the counter during the week ending

March 7th—40£7 ounces.

The monthly quota 014,500,000 ounces will prob-

ably be met on to-morrow (Friday) Department day.

The market has been receding, why, no one appears

to have any valid reason. Eastern advices report

more foreign buying, while our English exchanges

are confident of an increased demand this spring

from India. The steamer that sailed home on last

Saturday for China, took out 161,700 ounces for

Bombay. This, with the preceding shipment aggre-

gate about 181,000 ounces in this month. It is

claimed that other shipments will follow.

The decline in silver can doubtless be traced to

the bug-a-boo cry over the Treasury charging for

withdrawal of gold bullion from government assay

offices or mints. The tempest in a teapot raised

over this action of the Treasury, has been formed

by speculators in silver, and all securieties whose
values are grounded on the market price of silver.

Had it not been for this speculative influence the last

Congress would have given us free coinage. It is

claimed that manipulators of mining shares are

strong opponents of free coinage.

BORAX—The market is steady, with a good de-

mand from the East.

LIME— Receipts the past week aggregate 7538
bbls, and exports by sea 1730 bbls, of which 1650

bbls went to Honolulu. The demand the past week
showed an enlargement, due to more improve-

ments in various parts of the State.

TIN—Imports the past week aggregate 3868 in-

gots from Australia. The market is reported es-

sentially unchanged since our last week's review.

LEAD—The market is reported unsettled with

cutting in prices still in order. Judging from the

tone of our eastern advices we can reasonably look

for an improvement before the spring months pass.

IRON—Imports the past week aggregate 100

tons from Irondale. The local market is heavy and
unsettled. Dealers are carrying large stocks, while

consumers are not disposed to buy beyond current

requirements. Shotts & Thomas are about out of

market. Although no changes in quotations are

made, yet it is claimed that orders can be placed

for spot parcels at less than quoted by us.

COAL—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows : Tacoma, 6000 tons; Departure Bay, 5500;

Nanaimo, 2445; Seattle, 2860; total, 16,805. The
market for spot is unchanged. The consumption is

said to be free for the season, but the stock, coast

supply and Australian on the way, are large. Cargo
buyers are not willing to enter the Australian mar-
kets for shipment at present selling offers. They
claim that after the bulk of the wheat surplus of

Australia is shipped, vessels will offer freely for coal

loading to this port, which will bring about lower

selling offers for coal.

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
Kbw York, March 26.—The following are the clos-

ing piiceB the past week:

Silver in Silver in

London New York. Copper. Lead. Tin.

Thursday.. .46 1-16 98^ 13 90 4 37i 20 10

Friday 45 3-16 99 13 90 4 37i 20 10
Saturday.... 45 3-16 983 l-** 90 4 37^ 20 10

Monday 46 1-16 98i 13 90 4 40 20 00

Tuesday 44} 97^ 13 85 4 37i 20 15

WedDe8dav..44g 97* 13 85 4 37J 20 16

Borax Active and firm, with a fair supply of California

powdered at SJcj concentrated, SJc in car lot9 and S3c

jobbing. In Quicksilver there has been a light trade at

63(^64c. Iron is harely steady. Copper continues un-
settled. Tin has a firmer tone. Lead is stead}^

Coal and Coke.

SPOT KROM YARD—PEE TON
Wellington §10 00

Greta 9 00

Carbon Hill S 00
Nanaimo 10 00

Oilman 7 50

Seattle 7 50

Coos Bay 7 00

Cannel 9 50

Ejg, hard 16 00

Cumberland, tn sacks 14 00

do, bulk IS 00

WaUsend 9 00

Scotch Splint 9 50

Bfymho 9 00

TO LOAD—PBR TON.

Australian § 7 00@ 7 25
Liverpool St'm, 8 60@— —
Scotch Splint. . 3 60@ 9 00
Cardiff S 60@
Lehigh Lump.. 16 50@17 00
Cumberland bk 13 50@
E^g, hard 15 00@

Co^e—EngUsli.

To load §12 00@13 00
Spot, in bulk.. 16 00@18 00

List of U. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors.

Reported by Dewey & Co., Pioneer Patent
Solicitors for Pacific Coast.

for week ending march i7, 189i.

448,330.—Device for Controlling Horses—
E. J. Fraser, S. F.

448,348.

—

Windmill—E. L. Kenoyer, Hanford,

Cal.

448.526.—Washing Machine — Lamborn &
Rickards. Dixon, Cal.

448,357.—Chaff Separator for Thrashers —
G. E. Minges, Atlanta, Cal.

448,363.—Pruning Implement—Perry & Dixon,

Santa Rosa, Cal.

448,366.—Horseshoe Gage — W. C. Price,

Woodburn, Or.

448,369.-Vapor Engine—D. S. Regan, S. F.

448,462.

—

Bearing Box—Geo. St. Pierre, Oak-
land, Cal.

448,467.—Window Screen — Frank Walker,

Los Angeles, Cal.

448,394.—Separator—F. H. Wheelan, Santa

Barbara, Cal.

448,287.

—

Cable Grip—Wood & Fowler, Los
Angeles, Cal.

The following brief list by telegraph, for Mar. 24,

will appear more complete on receipt of mail devices:

California—Nickataus Anderson, Harysville, portable
elevator : Ke\vton M. B«ll, S. F., manufacturing borax

;

William F. Bowers. S- P., Bwhig hose reel; Jamea Martin,
Temescal. flower bolder ; Sidney W. Miller, Pasadena,
flush tank ; Ernest Naijot, S. F., gas engine ; Ernest L.

Ransome, S. F., illuminating panel in concrete floors;

John H. Wallace, S. F., switch stand. Oregon — Arthur
Conklin, Grant's fass, fruit dryer; Evan W. Jones, Port-

land, lathe for turning shafts.

Note.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnished
by Dewey & Co. , to the shortest time possible (by mail
tor telegraphic order). American and Foreign patents
obtained, and general patent business for Paolfia Coast
nventors transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
rates, and in the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co. 's Scientific Press U. S. and For-

eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Device for Controlling Horses.—Edwin J.

Fraser, 112 Kearny, S. F. No. 448,330. Dated

March 17, 1891. This device is intended for con-
trolling spirited, vicious, or hard-mouthed horses,

and it consists of pads adapted to press upon and
close the nasal passages, and a means by which
said pads are actuated in connection with the bit

and reins so that the operation of the device will

be automatic, acting to compress the nasal passages
when the horse commences to pull too hard and in-

stantly reheving itself when he becomes quiet.

Manufacture of Bricks.—Ernest L. Ran-

some, S. F. No. 447,972. Dated March 10, 1891.

Under the process of manufacturing unburned
bricks which is described in the patent granted to
the same inventor in July, 1885, a chemical action
takes place between the lime or its equivalent and
the silica of the ashes or their equivalent, which are
used in the manufacture of the bricks. Such chemi-
cal action results in the hardening of the bricks, and
this action is necessary lo the success of the process
both as the same is described in the former patent
and as it is now improved. The present invention
includes the discovery that the chemical action men-
tioned will be greatly facilitated if the bricks are
immersed in water after they are molded and pressed;
also, in the further discovery that such chemical
action will be still further accelerated by having
present in the material during such chemical action
some of the soluble alkaline salts which naturally
exist in the ashes of ordinary wood and coal; also,

in the discovery that by the treatment described in

the patent, a valuable solution of soluble salts can
be incidentally and cheaply produced as a by-prod-
uct during the manufacture of the unburned bricks.
Under the process described in the previous patent,
the soluble salts which were contained naturally in

the ashes were removed before the material was
molded. Under that patent, the molded bricks
were not immersed in water. In the present im-
proved process or method of treatment, the ashes
are mixed with the lime as described in the previous
patent, except that the ashes are not washed. The
mixed material is then moistened just enough to
make it adhere together in a mass. In this condi-
tion the material is molded and pressed into bricks,
blocks or other forms, as desired. By exposing these
molded and pressed bricks or blocks, while they are
moist, to the atmosphere, they will soon become
sufficiently hard to endure immersion in a water
bath without danger of being disintegrated thereby.
When the bricks are thus sufficiently hardened, they
are immersed in batches in baths of water.

Pruning Implement.—James W. Perry & Robt.

H. Dixon, Santa Rosa, Sonoma Co. No. 448,363.
Dated March 17, 1891. This invention relates to
the general class of pruning shears and especially to
that sub-class having a sliding or movable fulcrum
between the opposing members, whereby what is

known as a *' draw cut " may be had. By the pe-
culiar construction the blade has its longitudinal
movement independent of the handles, which latter
therefore remain in the same position and do not
move lengthwise, as is customary with one or both
handles in other form of shears wherein a sliding
fulcrum is employed to provide for a draw cut.
Therefore these shears are less tiresome to use, as
the handles do not move lengthwise in the hand
but remain stationary in that respect.

Separator. -Fairfax H. Wheelan, Santa Bar-
bara. No. 448,394. Dated March 17, 1891. This
is a machine specially adapted for cleaning wheat
and the cereals and leguminous seeds by separating
them from the particles of dirt and other foreign
material. The principle of separation involved in
this device is that of frictional contact. Separation
which depends on differences in size and upon dif-
ferences in weight cannot be had where such differ-
ences do not exist. Thus with cereals and pulse it
often happens that particles of dirt and rock have
equal size and weight with the grains or seed of the
material to be saved; but such particles have not the

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
COUFILBD BTBRT TEUaBDAT FBOM ADVZRTISBHBinft IN THB MINING) AND SOIKNTIFIO PEBB8 AND OIHBR S. F. JOURNALS.

ASSESSMBNTS.
Amt. Levxed.Delinq't anbSaxe. Secretaky. Place or Business.
. . .25c. . . .Mar 14, Apr 17, May 7 C E Elliott 309 Montgomery 8t
..,25c....Novl9, Apr!, Apr 27 DM Keut 330 Pme St
. . .50o. . . .i'eb 17, Mar 24, Apr 13 L Perkins 331 Pine Bt
..25c.... Feb 17. Mar 25, Apr 15 L Osborn 309 Montgomery Bt

.Feb 3, Mar 16, Apr 20 .TO Henescom 9 Miasion St

.Maris, Apr 21, May 7 E L Aiken 328 Montgomery St

.Feb 16. Mar 19, Apr 9 A B Groth 414 California St

.Deo 15. Feb 14, Apr 4 Gforge Gale 309 Montgomery St

.Feb 12, Mar 31, Apr 23 J Wetzell 320 SanBome St

.Feb 24, Apr 7, Apr 29 B Burria 240 Montgomery St

.Feb 20, Apr 6, May 4 J H leham 310 Pine Bt

.Feb 19, Mar 2d, Apr 16 J Newlandfl 331 Pine St
.10c. . . .Feb 16, Mar 2u, Apr 13 NT Mesaer 309 Montgomery St
.30c....Feb 3, Mar 11, Apr 7 A K Durbrow 309 Montgomery St
. 3c....Feb5. Mar9, Mar 30. A W Barrows 303 Califomia St
.S5 Mar 14, Apr 15. May 4 E Oliver 22 Mint Ave
..5flc....Mar 17, Apr 22. May 14 A B Thompson 309 Montgomery St

. .Mar 3, Apr 7, Apr ::8 L Osborn 309 Montgomery St

. .Mbir 17. Apr 21, May 12 AH Fisb 309 Montgomery St

..Feb 3, Mar 6, Mar 30 AE Cooper 325 Montgomery St
. .Jan 29, Mar 10, Apr 2 H D Hawks 318 Pine St
..Mar 9. Apr 14, May 5 CE EUiott 309 Montgomery St
..Mar23, Apr23, May 18 T F Norman 419 California St
. .Mar 4, Apr 10, Apr 30 RE Grayson 331 Pine St
..Jan 10. Feb II, Feb 28 H Mason 331 Montgomery St
..Mar 9, Apr 9, Apr 27 T Bonacina 438 California St
..Feb 13, Maris, Apr? EB Hohnea 309 Montgomery St

20c....Feb21, Mar28, Apr 28 W S Metlar 325 Montgomery St
.»Peb9, Maris, Apr 13 W J Gurnett 308 Pine St

OOMP.VNY AND LOCATION. No.
Alpha Cons M Oo., Nevada 6.

Atlantic Oon M Co., Nevada 7.

Belcher M Oo., Nevada 41.

Best & Belcher M Co., Nevada 48.
California State Co., California. 6.

Carbondale Coal M Co., California I.

Confidence S M Co., Nevada 18.

Contra Estaca Con Mex M Co., Mexico.. 1.

Con St Gothard M Oo. . California 2

.

GoamopoUtan M Co. , Nevada 6

.

Cresceut M & M Co.. Califoruis 5.

Grown Point G&SM Co., Nevada 54.

Orooker M Co.. Arizona 10.

Gould & Curry M Co., Nevada 66.

Gray Eagle M Co. , California 32

.

Guascaran & Cal M Co., Hoi duras 4.

Hale & Norcross M Co.. Nevada 98.

Lady Washington M Co., Nevada 8.

Locomotive M Co., Nevada 10.

Martin White M Co., Nevada 25.

Middle Creek MO.. British Columbia
Mexican M Co., Nevada 42.,

Mineral King M Co., Arizona 6.,

Nevada Queen M Oo.. Nevada 7.

,

N. Gould a Curry G&SM Co., Nevada. . .12.

,

Northwestern M Co., British Columbia.. 2..

Savage M Co.. Nevada 75.

,

Silver King M Co., Arizona 5..

Valley View M Co., Oalifomia 1.,

.30c..
• lOc.
.750..

.50«..

.160..

• lOc.
.25c..

.50c..

.25c..

.50c..

.25c..

.lOc.

.15c..

.20c..

. 7c .

.EOc.

MEETINGS TO BB HELD.
Name of Company. Tiooation. Seoretabt Office in 3. F. Wketino Date

Bulwer Cons M Oo California..L Osborn 309 Montgomery St Annual Apr 8
GermaniaLead Works Utah..JM Quay 124 Sansome St Annual Apr 1

LATEST DrVTDBNDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Name of Ooscpant. Location. Seobbtakt. Office in S. F. Amount, Patablw

Candelaria Cona M Co New Mexico..G Gale S09 Montgomery St 25 Dec 3
Commonwealth M Oo Nevada..R R Grayson 331 Pine St 20 Nov 20
Obampion M Co T Wetzel 320 Sansome St 10 Mar 16

Pacific Coast Borax Oo California. .AH Clough 230 Montgomery St 1 00 Mar 10

Jackson M Co WE Drake 311 Pine St 10 Jan 19

same character of surface, and by this is meant
not particularly form or shape, but smoothness and
ronghness. As a matter of fact, the surface of grains

and seeds is much smoother than that of the parti-

cles of dirt and rock which are mixed with them.

This invention is based on this fact; and its object

is to separate thoroughly the foreign particles from
the seeds and grains and even to separate out im-
perfect and mutilated grains and seeds, and
branches, twigs, etc.

San Francisco Metal Market.

WHOLESALE.
Th[;r3DAT, March 26, :

iNTIMONT
Borax—Refined, in carload lots

Powdered " " "
Concentrated " '* " 7i<
All grades jobbing at an advance.

Copper—
Bolt 23 (

Sheathing 23 <

Ingot, jobbing 18 (

do, wnolesale 17 (

Pire Box Sheets 23 (<

Lead—Pig

Sheet
pipe -- - ,_
Shot, discount 10% on 600 bags Drop, ^ bag. 1 80 (*
Buck, ^ bag 2 00 @
Chilled, do 2 20 ^

QuiOKsiLVER—6y the flask. — (

Plaeha. old 40 @
Chrome Iron Ore, ^ ton. 10 00 «-
Steel—English , lb 16 C"

Canton tool
Blade Diamond tool
Pick and Hammer
A^chinery .' 4 (

Toe Calk Hi
TiNPLATE—B. v.. Steel grade. 14x20, to arrive. 6 50 (

E. v., steel grade, 14i20, spot 6 37 (L
Charcoal, 14x20 6 50 ft*

do roofing. 14x20 6 W (T

do. do, 20x28 13 00 «

Pig tin, spot, ^ tt)., irregular, nominal .

"" '

Iron—Bar, base
Norway* base

Spot.

[RON—Glengarnook ton 30 00 C
EgUnton.ton 29 00 {

American Soft, No, 1, ton ,
.—

Oregon Pig.ton —
Puget Sound 30 00 (

Oluy Lane WUte 26 00 (

Bhotta. No. 1 (

Langloan 28 00 (

Thomoliffe 30 00 ^

Gartsherrie 30 00 (

Barrow 30 00

Cargofleet 30 00 (

Our Agents.

Our Fbibnob qui do much In aid of onr paper and the

caoae ol practical knowledge and science, oy assisting

Ajionts In their labors of canvassing, by lending their In-

Bnenoe and encouraging favors. We Intend to send none

but worthy men.

Obo. WiLSOir—Sacramento Oo.
T. 0. HOAG—San Francisco.

F. W. Kmapp—Amador Co.

Gboeqb Evans- S&nta Clara Co.

Mrs. M. E. Dodlbt—Ventura Co,

ff. U. Wadsworth—Sutter and Yuba Cos.

Andrew Bbid—Monterey Co.
M. S. PRiMB—Alameda and Contra Costa Cos.

F. B. Logan—Sacramento, Cal.

D. G. Clart—Sonoma Co.
E. L. Richards—San Diego Co.

O. N. Cadwell—Carpinteria, Cal.

S. S. SAUii—Fresno Co.
B. P. Bklt—Shasta Co.

E. H. SCHAEFFLB—Central California.

A. S COOLBT—Tehama Co.

H, C. Hhkkle—Capay Valley.

Samuel Cliff—Creaton, Cal.

JoHH Simpson—Oregon.
Wm. M. HiLLBART—Oregon.
Wm. Holdbr—Oregon,
Wm. Olson—Wasbinffton.

Successful Patent Solicitors.

As Dewey & Oo. have been in the patent eoUcIting busi-

ness on thi*^ Coast now for so many years, the firm's name
Is a well-knou-n one. Another reason for Its popularity

Is that a great proportion of the Pacific Coast patents

issued by the Government have been procured through
their agency. They are, therefore, well and thoroughly
posted on the needs of the progressive industrial classes

of this Coast. They are the best posted firm on what
has been done in all branches of industry, and are able

to judge of what is new and {patentable. In this they
have a great advantage, which is of practical dollar and
cent value to their clients. That this is understood and
appreciated, is evidenced by the nxunber of patents

Issued through their Soihntifio Prbss Patent Agency (S.

F.) from ^e^ to week and vear to vei^r.

Th£BB is eome ezoitemeDt at Qlenbrook,

Lake Xahoe, over the disoorery of rich gold-

bearing ore in the vlolnity. Nambera of men
are out on anow-Bhoei looking for qaartz.

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

S. F. Stock Exchange.

Alpha
Alta
Andes
Belcher
Best & Belcher. . ,

.

Bullion
Bodie Oon
Bulwer
Commonwealth. .

,

Con. Va. k OaL . .

.

OhallAQge
OhoUar
Confidence
Con. Imperial
Oaledooia
Grown Point
Crocker
Del Monte
Eureka Oon.
Exchetiuer
Grand Prize . ,

,

Gould & Ourry
Hale &, Norcroaa.
Julia
Justice....
Kentuck
Lady Wash ,

Mono
,

Mexican
Navajo
North Belle lale.,
Nev, Queen
Occidental
Ophir
Overman
Potoai
Peerless
Peer
Savage
S.B.&M
Sierra Nevada
Silver HiU
Scorpion
Union Con
Utah
Yellow Jacket.,

Week
Ending
Mar. 5.

1.40
1.40
3.10
2.10
1

.50

6." 37
•1.90
2.10
4.25
.20

.70

.15
1.95
1.90
.15
.80

.35

.15

.60
2.40

20
50
20
85

3.55
1.85
4.50

10
10

1.90

10
2.25
.70

2.05
* ABseasment added.

Wekk
Ending
Mar. 12.

.75

1.50
1.65
4.C0
2.35
1.15
.50

sieo
2.40
2.40
5.25
.20

.75
1.65

1.00
.75

1.50
1.70

4.60
2.35
1.05
.40
.75

9.87
2.45
2.40
5.62
.20

.70
1.70
.05

65
to

1.90
1.75
.15

.95

tiO

2,40

.85

S.40
1.95
4.40

I.SO
.80

2.10

Week
Ending
Mar. 19.

1.20
1 CO
2.00
2.70
8

"

2

1.55
.55

.80
13.62
'3.20

3.40
,50

2.75
2.15
.20

1.00

50
3.00

20
65
20

1.15
4.55
2.75
5.37

10
10

2.30
1.05
2.65

Weee
Ending
Mar. 26.

.90 1.15
.95

1.55 1.85
2.55 "3.00
6.50 8.10
1.95 2.50
1.20 1.60

40 .CO
.85 1.05

10.87 13.76
2.35 3.10
2. 85 3.30
GOO 8.00

30
.75

2.00 2.r5
20 .25

30 ....

3.50 ....

76 1.00
20 .25

3.05 3.7S
2.15 :j.60

.20 .30
1.20 1.35
45 .56

IS .20

.65 .70
3. 45 4.50
35 .40
90 1.26
,30 .35

1.05 1.45
5.25 6.62
3.00 3.BO
4.20 6.87
.16 .20
.10 .15

2.75 3.35
1.60
3.85
.30

.40

4.25
10 1.40

[2.50 3.40

3.10
.25
.35

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

Thursday. March 26, 9:30 a. m.

200 Alpha Con 1.15
200 Andes 1.70
mO Belcher 2.90@3.00
50 Benton Oon 2.00
930 Re8t&Belcher.7.12@7.37
50 Bodie 1.26

500 Bullion 1.95
100 Bulwer 40c

1375 Caledonia 75@80c
150 Challenge Coo. 2 55@2.60
350 ChoUar 2.55@2.60

1100 Con Cal & V.12.12cr]2.25
10 Confidence 7.00

4O0 Con Imperial 25c
750 Crown Point.. .2.70^2.75
100 DelMoute 2Uc

250 Hal«&Nor....2.15@2.2'l
750 Juatice 1.05@1.10
2L0 Kentuck 5Cfl

610 Meiican 2 85
500 North Belie Isle 9Uc
500 North tiavag^ 85o
ICO OccidEntal 1.25
300 Ophir 6.62@5.75
2755 Overman 3.95@4.15
50O Peer 15o
150 Potosi 4.00ffl4.10
460 Savage 2.85@2.90
650 Scorpion 35c
550 SegBel&MC 1.55
620 SiiaTaNevada.3.35@3.45
650 Union Con....3.80''3.90

100 E Sierra Nevada 5c, 400 Utah l.S,^_. _

400 Exchequer 80(.385c 450 TeUow Jacket 2.85
450 Gould & Curry.3.35@3.45|

New Incorporations.

The following companies have been incorporated,

and papers filed in the office of the Superior Court,

Department 10, San Francisco

:

Palace Hardware Co., March 33. Capital
stock, $100,000. Directors — Samuel T. Lewis,
Frank H. Ellis, Edmund S. Gray, Monroe Green-
wood and Thos. J. Shackleford.

New York Gas Consumers' Ass'n., March 23.
Object, to manufacture gas governors. Capital
stock, $100,000. Directors—D. L. Randolph, T.

D. Whitney, A. E. Hecht, S. H. Smith. Samson
Tarns, J. R. Spring and F. H. Green.

Catholic Publishing Co., March 23. Capital
stock, $20,000. Directors—Carl A. Doring, Frank
L. Doring, Josephine Doring, Sophia Doring and
Alfred Wyss.

Golden Rod M. & M. Co., March 25. Capital
stock, $2,400,000. Directors—F. A. Davis, W. E.
Bushnell. Geo. N. Chase, Geo, McLogan, J. J.
Owen, E. E. Cothran and Geo. A. Muirson.

CiTV Building and Loan Ass'n., March 25,
Capital stock, $24,000. Directors—Guslavus L.
Spear, J. W. Wedeles, Henry Stern, Siegfried
Nickelsburg, H. S. Manheim, Mendel Esberg,
Robert Hodge, D. B. Woolf and Julius Hart.

Pacific Labeling Co., March 2(;. Capital
stock, $250,000. Directors—Thos. A. Vest. A. S.

Chemenaunt, Parker Crittenden, Chas. E. Newell
and Peter Olsen.
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Hining: Share Market.

MiniDK shares the past week set back from Thrs-
day morniDK lo the close of the iDformal session on
Saturday. Potosi and Bullion led in the break under
an inside raid. The break-neck fall in the prices of

these two stocks caused many outside holders of

other slocks to throw thtrir holdings on the market,
of which manipulators look advantage to buy at

lower prices. The decline ranged from 25 to co per

cent. On Monday under news (rom Virginia that

Con. Virginia's assays were higher, there was a lively

jump in the latter stock, causing the entire list to

move in sympathy. Since then the market has fluc-

tuated to slightly higher prices. Yesterday (Wednes-
day) afternoon, Overman surprised the street by one
of its mysterious moves.

The feature of the market for outside mining
shares, has been a steady up move in the Tuscaroras.
As these stocks are reported well in hand, and several

of the mining companies have considerable rich ore
stored for milling, a good bull move can be made by
insiders.

Virginia papers, notably the Enterprise, appear to

be hedging on the one ledge theory, and getting
ready to champion the Mining and Scientific
Press, well known views of a west ledge, generally
known as the Red Lode, That there is a well de-
fined west ledge, was established by a suit some
years ago, and it now looks as if more suits will before
long be brought which will set the question forever at
rest. Well informed Comstock miners are outspoken
in their belief that several of the Comstock mines have
been and are still taking out and milling ore belong-
ing to mines on the Red lode. Their workings to the
west have been made in more or less of a zig zag
course to mystify or deceive, perhaps both. Some
day there will be a reckoning, and stockholders as
usual wilt have to foot the bill.

Points are out for another break in prices. The
break, it is claimed, will be from 40 to 60 per cent
from top prices when it sets in. It is said that be-
fore breaking prices ought to go some higher so as
to sell stock to uncover margin.
From the Comstock mines, uniformly good news

comes to hand. In Con. Virginia they are uncover-
ing to the west good to high-grade ore on several
levels. In Gould and Curry they have progressed
so far in uncovering ore going from $30 to $80 a ton,
that it is in contemplation to commence milling at
an early day in next month. In Best and Belcher
the work is westward to strike the continuation of
the ore found in Con. Virginia. In Ophir and the
mines lying to "the north important work is under
way. In Savage and aho in Hale and Norcross the
work if done in the north end mines, would lead
to the milling of rich ore and to the paying of divi-

dends. Perhaps public opinion backing the suits
now in court, may yet force the managers to "come
to time" and work in the interest of all stockholders.
From Chollar, Potosi and Bullion there is nothing
new to report, and probably there will not be until

outsiders have given up their lines of stocks. The
same remarks would seemingly cover the situation
in the Gold Hill mine, with probably the exception
of Overman. The managers of the latter mine ap-
pear to be trying to do right by stockholders, They
give mine and battery assays, and also more infor-

mation regarding the work being done in the mine,
than do the other companies.
The mining share market opened this (Thursday)

morning active and fairly strong. After regular
Call they were slightly weaker, but under strong
buying orders for Overman the market advanced
and closed higher, particularly for the Gold Hills.

The advance in Overman is due to a report that the
assays are higher.

Newspaper Agents Wanted.

Extra inducements will be offered for a
few active canvassers who will give their

whole attention (for a while at least) to so-

liciting subscriptions and advertisements
for this journal and other first-class popu-
lar newspapers. Apply soon, or address
this office, giving address, age, experience
and reference. Special inducements to old
agents.

Dewey & Co., Publishers,
No. 220 Market St., S. F

A NEW ametter is to be erected at Gregory.
Dakota, to treat ore from the Silver oity dis-

trict.

Astronomical Societt.—By the ooarteiy of
the Troateea of the California Academy cf Sol-
enoee, all the San Franolaoo meetlDgs of the
Aatronomloal Society of the Pacific, daring the
next year, wUl be held in the lecture hall of
the Academy 'a new building, 819 Market
vtreet. The annual meeting will be held Sat-
urday at 8 o'clock p. m„ and will be open to
the pabllo. The annual election of a Board of
Dlreotora and Oommittee on Publlcationa will
be held from S:15 to 9 p. u. The following
papera will be preaented : **Tbe Fireball in
Raphaera * Madonna di FoligDo,'"by Prof. H
A. Newton, Yale Unlveraity; •' On the Simi-
larity of Certain Orbita in the Zone of Aster-
oida '' (second paper), by Prof. Kirkwood,
Rivereide; ** A&tronumlcal Obaervationa In
1890."byTorvald Kohl, Denmark; addreaa of
retiring President of the aociety, by Prof.
Hclden, Mount UamlltoD; "A Few Hints to
Beginners In Solar Obiervationa," by Miaa E.
Brown of England; '* Laoar Work for Ama-
tenra," by Thomaa Gwyn Elger, F. R. A. 8.,
of England; <*The Total Solar Eolipae of Jan-
nary, 1889," by Prof. H. 8. Pritohett, Waah-
iogtoQ Unlveraity, St. Loaia.

Gbavkl in the Extension. A Downleville
dlapatch dated March 24 aaya: "The people
of Sierra county are jubilant at the diaoovery
of gravel In the Bild Mountain Extension
mine, about five or six miles from here. This
find ia over a mile from the month of the tnn-
oel, and proves the existence of an extenaive
channel for milea up the Plianoe ridge between
Fcreat City and the Gold Lake oonntry. At
the Wide Awake mine near here rich gravel
faaa juat been found, and theae two mines will
benefit the entire coonty."

The combined oannery companies at the
Karlnk river, Alaska, have arranged for the
eatabliabment of a hatohery for salmon during
the coming seaecn.

^mmt Noticeg.

CRESCENT MILL & MINING COMPANY.
Location of principal place of busineas, San Fran-

ciBco. Oalifomla. Location of works, Orescent Mill
, Plumas

County, California.
Notice ifl hereby Biven, that at a meeting of the Board of

Directors, held on Friday, the 20th day of February, 1891. an
asseaament (No. 5) of Tweoty-five cents (25c) per share was
levied upon the Capital Stock of the Corporation, payable
immediately in United States gold coin to the Secretary, at
the office of the Company, No, 3Ht Pine Street, Room 40,
San Francisco, California.
Any stockupon which this assessment shall remain unpaid

on the 6th day of April, 1891, will be delinquent, and
advertised for sale at public auction; and tmless payment is
made before, will be sold on MONDAY, the 4th day of
May, 1891. to pay the delinquent asaeisment. together with
the costs of advertising and expenses of sale.
By order of the Board of Directors.

J. H. ISHARr, Secretary,
Office, No, 310 Pine Street, Room 40, San Francipco, Cali-

fornia.

DELINQUENT SALE NOTICE.

GRAY EAGLE MINING OOMPANY-Loca-
tion of principal place of buainess, San Franciaco,

California. Locaion of works, Placer county, California.
Notice— There are delinquent upon the following de-

Bcribed Btook, on account of Assessment (No. 22) levied
on the 4th day of February, 1891, the several amounts set
opposite the names of the respective shareholders, as
follows:

No. No,
Names. Cert Shares. Amt.

Barrows, A W, Trustee 555 271 S 8 13
Francis, H L, Trustee 444 1,600 45 00
Horton, T K, Trustee 565 2,500 - 75 00
Lane, Mrs Sarah, Trustee. 365 '200 6 00
Stout, 8, Trustee 477 963 28 50
Searles, W A, Trustee 618 1,000 30 00

And in accordance with law, and an order of the Board
of Directors, made on the 4th day of February, 1891, so
many shares of each parcel of such stock au may be
necessary, will he sold at public auction, at the office of
the Company, Room 11, No. 303 California street, San
Francisco, California, on MONDAY, the 30th day of
March, 1891, at the hour of one (1) o'clock p.m. of said
day, to pay eaid delinquent assessment thereon, together
A^tti costs of advertising and expenses of the sale.

A. W. BARROWS, Secretary pro tern.

Office, Room 11, No. 308 California street, San Fran-
cisco, California.

Complimentary Samples.

Persons receiving this paper marked are re>
qnested to examine its oontenta, terma of sub*
Boription, and give it their own patronage, and,
as far as practicable, aid in circulating the
journal, and making its valae more widely
known to others, and extending its influence tn
the cause it faithfully serves. Subscription
rate, $3.00 a year. Extra copies mailed for 10
oenta, if ordered soon enough. If already •
rabsoriber, pleaie show the paper tn nthAr*

Don't Fail to Write.

Should this paper be received by any aubscribor who
does not want it, or heyond the time he intends to pay
jfT \t, let bim not fall to write us dir«i to f-top It A
postal cord (oostiiig one cent only) will eufliue. We will
not kiiowlugly Bend the paper to uuy one who doea not
wiah It, hut if it is continued, throutth the failure of the
•ubBcribor to notify ua to discontinue It, or some Irru-
snonalble party requested to atop it, we shall positively
demand payment for the time it la sent. Look oabefullv
AT THB LABKL ON VODR PAPFW

California Inventors HrS
AND Foreign Patent Solioitorb, for obtaining Patent*
and Caveatfl. Eatabliahed in 1860. Their long experience aa
loumallBta and large practice as Patent attorneys enable*
them to offer Paolflo Coast Inventore far better aurvice than
they can obtain elaewhera. Send for free oiroulars of Infor-
mation. Otlloeof the Mining andSoikntifio Prkbh and
Paoitio EiTEAL Pebbs No. MO Market 8., Ban Franoiaoo,

FOE THE BEST IMPfiOVED ^ g i

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS ^^S
ADDRESS Q 08

MENZO SPRING. gS|
;?! 9 Geary St. \S '"Sj^-
o|SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.K ^ h-S §

°SmB
-n

OIFIFICE

^.A.3>B"3D COU Jt»IjI3Nro.
Malleable Iron. All Sizes.

These Coupling are the beet lu the world, moit pow-
erful and cheapest. They have a ball and socket Joiot,
right and left Borew and work frenlv. We use them ex-
tensively in our Tank Building Department

WELLS, RUSSELL & CO
,

Mecliaiiics' Mills, Cor. Mission & FremoDt Sts., S. F,

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, Mining, and Commission,
420 MoDtsomery St., S. F.

Ships under advances to smelting works Id BoatOD
New York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one years' experience in Sblppingr Oi«B and

Managing Mines.
Solicits Conaignmeota of Copper Produce and Manage-

ment of Min<ng Matters.
All bueineas conducted on Cash Basis.
Purohase and shipment of Mining Supplies A Sproialtt.
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Business Manager of UNION COPPER MINE, Copper-

opoIiB, Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE. Amador Co., Cal.

A . 1. . . - _

PPP^

tSrABUSHED
I8 60.

j

"Mining and

n Scientific Press

Pacific . ,;v'
,, , F^ural Pi^ess"

'^^ism¥m§^^s>j%mi

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Soperior to all Otbers for Qnartz Mills, Smelters, &g.

Not Affected br Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils, Every Belt Onaranteed. Try It. Send

for Circular and Samples.

-P

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD
FRICE8 GBEATI,T REDUCED. ONLY REPINED SILVER AND BEST COPPER USED. OVER 3000 ORDERS FILLED. FIFTEEN MEDALS AWARDED.

Old Mining Plates can be Replated. Old Plates Bought, or Gold Separated. These Plates can also be pnrcbtraed of JOHN TAYIiOK & CO., Corner First
and Mission Streets, San Francisco.

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS.
B. G. DENNISTON, Proprietor. 653 & 665 MISSION ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

Our Plates have been used for 20 years. They have proved the best. We adhere strictly to contract ia weight of Sliver and Copper.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

RECEIVED EVERT MEDAL
Awarded on the Pacific Coast
for Silver-plated Amaliram
Plates and Best Gold, Silver
and Niclcel Plating:,

nxj3xn7iixrc3r^rc^ ivr.
MANUFAOTOBBB OP

•

CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ MILLS
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Machinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Machines.

SEND FOB OIROULAR.
OentrUngal Beller Quarts Ulll. 2X3 X*XXlSa? S^FZVJEIZI^ ei.A.Jsa' z'xt.Ajiroxsoo, ci^olx^.
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A LIBRARY FOR $1.00
Five books in one. Worth its

weight in gold to every mechanic.
The verj' latest infomiatioD for 20
different tra<1es. Thig wonderful
book contains 675 pages absolutely
teeming: with rules, tables, secret

irrocesBes, and new information
that cannot be tad elsewhere for

less than $26.00. The Model
Steam Engine—How to Read an
Indicator—The Westinghouse Air
Brake—Blacksmith's and Macbin*
ist's Tools—Practical Mathematics
SimpliGed— Tin and Sheet Iron
Worker's Manual — Carpenter's
Manual — Points for Painters

—

Magnetism and Electricity—How
to Get a Patent—A Mechanical Dictionary. Everythingr

fully explained in one handsome volume and guaranteed
to he absolutely correct. Send Sl.OO for a copy bound
Id silk cloth, or SI.50 for Morocco binding. With each

copy of the book we give free a complete working chare

for setting gear teeth. The regular price of this chart

is SI. 50. ACrBNTS "WANTED. Write for terms.

I.&1KD & liEfi, JPublishers, S63 Wabash
Ave.. Chieaffo, 111.

1M

The Explorers' and Assayers'

Companion.

A Third Edition of selected portions of the
"Explorers', Miners*, and Metal-

lurgists' Companion."

A practical exposition of the various departments of

GeoloRy, Exploration, Mining, Engineering, Assaying,
and Metallurgy.

Price, §6.00 post-paid. Sold by Dbwbt & Co., Publish-

ers, 220 Market St., San Francisco.

Bt J. S. PHILLIPS, M. E.

The work la divided into four parts—Kocks, Veins,

Testing and Assaying. The geological chapters are in-

tended to give miners a practical idea of the various
formations. The chapters on mineral veins are derived
from long observation, and the seotion on exploration
has been carefully considered. All that relates to dis-

crimination and assay of minerals has been kept as free

from' ormulse ag possible. The work is «Titten for

practical men, and all the explanations and descriptions
are clear and to the point. It is so prepared that it Is

useful to uneducated men as well as scientists.

Books on Working Ores.

By Guido Kustel, M. E.

Roasting of Gold and Silver Of.es (Second Edition) and
the Extraction of their Respective Metals without
Quicksilver. By Goido Kustbl, M. E. 1880.

This rare book on the treatment of gold and silver ore
without quicksilver is liberally illustrated and crammed
tullof fact3. It irives short and conci-^e descriptions of

various processes and apparatus employed in this country
and in Europe, and the why and wherefore. It contains 156
pagei, eiiibracing Illustrations of furnaces, supplements
and working apparatus. It is a work of ^reat merit, by
an author whose rcpiitation is unsurpassed in his specialty
Price, $3, cohi, postage froe. Sold by Dewby & Co., Pub-
Ilshera, 220 Uarket St., San Francisco, Cat.

By C. H. Aaron.
Aaron's LiACHnte Gold and Silver Orb3, the moat

complete hand-book on the subject extant; 164 pages
octavo. Elustrated by 12 lithographic engravings and
lour wood cuts. Fully indexed. Plainly written for
iractical men. In cloth, 33. Sold by Drwby & Co., S. P

IMPROVED

s

AIR COMPRESSORS
Fnn CATALOGUES, ESTIMATES, ETC., Address, .

Clayton Air Compressor Works
OF BROOKLYN, N Y.

43 PEY ST., NEW YORK.

WATER TANKS j WINE TANKS I

CALIFORNIA WINE COOPERAGE CO.
PULDA BROS., Proprietors,

80 to 40 Spear St., San Francisco.

ALL KINDS OP CASKS. TANKS, Etc.

fVSHip, Mining, and Water Tanes a Specialty.*®*

WM. H. OONLY,

Lands, Mining and Commission,
124 SANSOME STREET,

Room 4,

TelephoDe No. 5057. SAN FKANCISOO.

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
ROCK DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING.

MINING AND QUARRYING

COAL MINES OF THE WESTERN COAST.
A few copies of this work, the only one ever published

treating ol Pacific Coast Coal Mining, have been ob-
tained, and are for sale at this ofBca tor $2.50 per copy.
It was written by W. A. Goodyear, Mining and Civil
BnglDeer, formerly of t}i|3 CalUomlA State Qeologioal

tdlicatiopal.

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Uanulaoture Three EindB of Powder, which are adinowledged by all the Great Chemists of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the Market.

Of Different Strengths as Required.

NOBElI,'S l;XPI.OSIVB GEIiATIITE," whioh contains 91 per cent of NitTO-SlyceTlne, aod

OEI,ATlN£-DTNAMITG, Strongrer than Dynamite and even Safe In Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
FOB BAILBOADS AND LAND CX<EABING. I8 from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blast-

ing Powder, and 1b used by all the Railroads and Oravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better knd
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs aa freely.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
OAFS and FUSE for Sale GENERAL AGENTS, '=IAN FRANOISOO OAL.

LIDGERWOODMFG.GO
- MANUFACTURERS OF -

HOISIING ENGINES

300 Styles Ml Sizes. Over 7000 In Use.

96 Liberty St , New York.
34 & 36 West lUonroe St., Chicago.
197 toSOSCoDgresBSt., Boston.

.1 1 to 7 N. First St., Portland,Oreeon

PARKE & LACY CO., Agts.
San Franciscot Cal.

Send for Catalogue.

A. J. VAN DRAKE,

Machinist and Mechanical
Engineer,

203 Fremont St., San Francisco.

SPUR AND BEVEL GEARS CUT TO ORDER.

And Experimental Machinery of All Kinds.
Shafting;, Pulleys and Boxes,

Ens:ines and Boilers.

DRAWINGS, PLANS and SPECIFICATIONS made (or
new machinery.
Jobbing of every description promptly attended to.

FINE WORKMANSHIP OUARANTEED.

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL CO.,
MANUPAOTURBBS OP

IRRIGATING PUMPS
AND

Machinery of all Kinds.
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

BABOOOK & WILOOX

Patent Water Tube Steam Boilers.
£Btiinates Fnrnlahed on Application.

^Send for Catalogues.

X7«7-On.3

OENTRIFUOAI. PUittP. FIRST and STEVENSON STS.. S. F.

A. T Dewey
W. B. Ewer.
Geo.H. Stkong. } Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press Patent Agency {""iser"

a™'^'"^''*^'"' '''?,'^=U<: Coast will find lb greatly to their advantage to consult this old, experienced, flret-claas

ffr!;S'.,. Vif P"™,'!''''!J>nd trustworthy Associates and Agents in Washington and the capital cities of the principal

™«2^^„. ™^™"d- J^ connection with our ei'itorial, scientific and Patent Law Library, and record of original

f^; i„S™ .° "' '™
, ? "}'"=' advantages far beyond those which can be offered home inventors by other agencies

„,?J?., .^.j ?==i'?n?l'''ed through long and careful practice before the OiBce, and the frequent examination of

S.^»l„ t^^/ ^.5 '
'"'the purpose of determining the patentabUity of inventions brought before us, enables

!^,? n?.™irl .? V5?
"M* win save Invenlotlrthe erpenseof applying for Patents upon Inventions which are nottew. uirculars of wivlca sentfree on receipt of postage. .Addreaa DEWKT * CO., Patent Agents, 220 Market St, S.r,

School of Practical, Civil, Mechanidal and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Surveyiop, Architecture? Drawing and Aasayinfj,

72S MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.
And 1 7034 Second St., Portland, Or.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, Preaident.
Aseaying of Ores, 326; Bullion and Chlorlnation Assay,
,c. TJi 1— * o»«

p^jjj course of aasayioff, 150,

tS" Send (or circular.

$25; Blowpipe Assay, 310.
ESTABLISHED 1864

OP

ASSAYING AND CHEMISTRY,
Rooms 46 Js 47, ) 628 MOQtBomery St.

2d Floor Montgomery Bl'k. ) San FranclBCO,
Also, Evening Classes, 7 to 10 o'cloolr.

JOHN T. EVANS, M. A., Principal.

THE PIOKHDR OOnClmBOIAI, SCHOOI,,

I.IFE 8CHOI.AKSHIPS, ITS.
No VAOATIONS. DAT AND EVUNINS SlSBIOKS.

Ladles admitted Into all Departments.

Address: T. A. B0B1N30N, H. A., President.

BUSINESS OOLLEaE,
24 POST ST., 8, P,

[j>OK 8BVBNTY-FIVB DOI^LABS THIS
College instructs In Shorthand, Type Writing, Book-

ieopiog, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the fin-
^lisn branobcB, and everything pertalqing to husloeaa,
for six full months. We have sixteen teachers, and give
Indlvidaal instruction to all our pnplla. Oar school has
its graduates in every part of the Slate.
jrSlim) FOR ClBOULAR,

B. p. HBALD, Presldenl.
0. 8. HALKT. Searetarv.

FACTORY:

Cor, Jefferson ft First Sts., Oakland, Cal,

MANUFACTURERS OP

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROOF
PAINTS.

Superior to anything of the kind in the market for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uuequaled for Submerged Timbers. Red and Brown
Paints for Roofs. Warehouses, Stables, Fences,

Etc., mixed Ready for Fee. Also,
Sheathing Paper, Portable Cal-

iTornla Mastic Roofing,
the Best in the

Market
for

AND UNEQUALED FOR

Teredo-Proof Pile

Covering.

This Company also Manufactures a tfalthine
Compound for

RENDERING BOOTS AND SHOES
WATERPROOF.

The same is a superior article lor Preserving Harness
rendering It Impervious to Moisture and

keeping it always pliable and soft.

4®" Send for Samples and Prices. Salesroom,

310 CALIFORNIA ST,, S. F., Cal.

JAMES M. HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. 530 California Street,
Telephone Ne.l746 SAN PKANCISCO, CAL.

INVENTORS, TAKE NOTIOB

I

L. PETERSOnTmODEL MAKER,
258 Market St., N. E. cor. Front (up stairs), San Francaico
Experimental machinery and all Idoda of models. Tin

and hrasswork. All communications strietly eonfiderh
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND MANUPA0TDRKR8 OF

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
BNGINES, BOILBKS, STEAM PUMPS,

ATB COMPRESSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S CRUSHING ROLLS,

CONCENTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROOK BREAKERS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Taking Pulp from 10 Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, OILS. LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG BDGERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

c3r:Bx^mEt..A.jLm .A-GriEiia^ret i"oi«.

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
DOMPOTTTsrn ** ENGINES,
\J\Jiy±ir\^\J ±S U, 5216 HORSE POWER.

SALES DURING LAST POUB MONTHS:
ST A 'WD A T? T> »» engines,
'~' .* .^A' i^XXiVX./, 4500 HORSE POWER. TTT'NrTOT? 188 ENGINES,

ci «.j x^ ±\jj:\i, taeo horse power
G-x-nxxca. •Fota.l, 308 OBxislxies. .A-BBTresAtlZLS Xa.SVB ^orse I»oxiwe>r.

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W.

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS! JUSTINIAN CURE. Agent.

521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco

-DBALHR IN—

Assayers' and Mining Material.

-MANUFAOnjRBR OP—
IN QDARTZ, GRAVEL. OB PLACER MINES. MADE OP BEST SOFT LAKE SOPBRIOB COPPER

uA-T H.:E3I>XT03ESI> X>Zt.I03E]S.
Our plates are guaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the be8« In weight of Stl- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

ver and darability. Old Mining Plateo Replated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSAMDS
OF ORDERS FILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, ^«"t '<" HOSKIHS'

68, 70 & 72 First St., San Francisco, Cal. HYDRO-CARBON ASSAT FURNACES
t^ SEND FOR CIRCDLAR3.

VULCAN IRON WORKS
135-149 FREMONT STREET,

SiN FRANCISCO, OAI,.

gold and SILVER MILLS, ROCK BREAKERS, PANS AND SETTLERS, ROASTING
FURNACES, CORNISH BOLLS, PUMPING AND HOISTING MACHINERT.

For Conveying

Ore, Wood,

&c., &c.

CHEAPEST FORJI OF TRANSPORTATION

NO ROAD NEEDED
No FoBBlbility of Load SIlppiDg,

,

spans 150 to 2O0O Feet.
'

'^'W/'^V^^'' ^"'^

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Pair, 1884.

Sole Licenaod Manufacture ra of the

MEDART PATENT WROUGHT RIM PTOIEY
For the Statea of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Waehlngtoi

Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Llghteat, Strongeat, Cheapeat and
Best Balanced Pulley in the World. Also Manufacturera of

SHAFTING, HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES.
ly Shnd fob ClUOimABS awd PRTOH LiBT.'St

Noa lagjandllSl PBBMONT STREET, - ' - SAN FBANOISCO, CAL.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
MANDFAOTUEEBS OF

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY.

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Hanafactore of Cement, Fertilizers, Paint

and all other nnrposes for which grinding or pulverizing; is reanired.

Send for Catalo^e and Price List to

FRISBBB LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

IT HAS NO EQUAL.

Can Be Pat On

hy Any One.

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adopted by the

Navy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOILKKS, STi;AM PIPES, COI-D STORAGE, and all places requirlDg

Aon-Heat Condacting Material.

69 CLAYISTBBBT, O. B. JOHNSON & CO., SAN PKANOISCO

FAT. 001. 25, 1881.

ADAMANTINE SHOES & DIES
FOR STAMP MILLS.

These SHORS and DIES are in extensive use in all the mining States and
Territories of North and South America. Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper
than any othfrs. Orders solicited, subject to above
conditions.

—MAHirPACTUEED BY—

CHROME STEEL WORKS, Brooklyn, N Y.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent,
2S0 Frtmout Street, San FranciBGO, Oal.m

Special attention f;iven to tbe purcbase of Mine and Mill SuppUes,
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IMPROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Beet Ore Concentrator in the market, having double

the Capacity and doing ita work as oloae as the plain Belt

machine, while its conceDtrations are clean. It is need in

a number of Mills, the most notable of which is the

Alaska M. & M. Co's Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Frues

are taking the Pulp from 120 Stamps, crnshing 350 tons

per day, and is giving entire satisfaction as against 48

plain Belt Machines, taking the Pulp from the other 120

Stamps.

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f. o. b. if^
Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

For Pamphlets, Testimonials and farther information

apply at ofiice.

Protected by Patents December 22, 1874; September 2,

1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20, 1883;

September 18, 1883; Jaly 24, 1888. Patents applied for.

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VAISINlh.^">£??;^'E CO.,

^^^ Z-^^'^or
WM. H. TAYLOR, President. /

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Thk Montaka Cohpahy (Limited), London, October 8, 1886.
Dkar Sirs:—Having tested three o( your Frue Vaaners in a com>

petitlve trial with other Blmilar machines (Triumph), we have satiaBed
ourselves of the superiority o( your Vamiera, as is evidenced by the
fact of OUT having ordered 20 more of your machlDeR for immediate
delivery. Youre truly, THE MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B.—Since the above was written the 20 Vanners, having been
started, gave euch satiefaction that A4 additional Fruea aod more
stamps have been purchased. ADAMS & CARTER.

Room 15, No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

R. S. MOORE, Superintendent.

Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works,
S. E. CORNER HOWdRO AND BEALE STS.. SAN FRANCISCO.

MANUPACTUBBRS OP ALL KINDS OP

Mining and Milling Machinery, Engines and Boilers,
SHEET-IRON WATER PIPE for Mining and Irrigation Purposes.

Exclusive Agents for the Pacific Coast of HEINE PATENT SAFETY BOILER, MACBETH STEEL PULLEY and
COMMON SENSE STEEL WHIM.

AGENTS FOB THE PACIPIO COAST OP

Bryan's Roller Quartz Mill.

WE HAVE ON HAND AND FOR SALE CHEAP

A 50 H. P. PUMPING PLANT. CONSISTING OF
One 10"x30" Corliss Engine; all pump gears; bob

irons; connecting rods
One (1 ) 6" X 6" Plunger Pump.
One (1)4" X 6' Jack Head Pump.
One (1) 25 H. P. Fire Box Boiler.

One (1) 10" X 36" Retort and Furnace.
One (1) Complete Assay Outfit

One (1 ) Complete Outfit for a 2><-ton capacity chlor-

ination Works.
Two (2) 6000-gallon Circular Tanks.
One ( 1 ) Amalgam Barrel.

One (1) Batea.

Three (3) Frue Concentrators.

One (1) 10" X 18" Slide Valve Engine.

THE PELTON WATER "WHEEL
GIVES THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY OF ANY WHEEL IN THE WORLD. OVER 1300 IN USE.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mining and manufacturing machinery. Adapted to heads running
from 20 up to 2000 or more feet. From 20 to HO per cent better results guaranteed than can be
produced from any other wheel in the country.

The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and reliable power, close
regulation, and the facility of adaptation to varying conditions of speed and pressure, have
brought it into special prominence and extensive use for this class of work.

All applications should state amount and head of water, power required and for what purpose,
with approximate length of pipe line. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

a?^Ei i'ezijTOio' "W-A-TaEsn "v^i^xsesxj
121-123 MAIN STKEBT, SAN PSANCISCO, CAIi., U. S. A.

oo.

DTI TON U/ATPR lUinTDR^ varying from the fraction of l up to 15 and 20-hor8e
rCL I Ull win I tn IflU I UnO, power, unequaled for all light-running machinery.
Warranted to develop a given amount of power with one-half the water required by any other.

SEND FOR MOTOR CIRCULAR. Address as above.

THE GATES ORE AND ROCK BREAKER.
UNLIMITED IN CAPACITY, UNEQUALED IN EFFICIENCY UPWARD I Gives a fineness of product that increases the capacity of any mill from 25 to 40 per

OF 3000 NOW IN USE. cent without anv additional expense. THE BEST AND ONLY CRUSHER ADAPTED
Will do more than twice the work of any other with the same cost in wear.

I
TO MACADAM ROAD WORK. Send for Circular.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO., 121-123 Main Street, San Francisco, General Western Agents.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.U DIXOT^'S 'S:ECUE1AB.Y K2 2 ' 7B?"

DIXON'S
Lead Pencils

DIXON'S
Stove Polish

DIXON'S
Crucibles.

Hm^aDlxon's Pencils l^tliL:^

DIXON'S
Axle Grease

DIXON'S GRAPHITE PAINT.
For all Iron and Wood Work. Covers twice the surface of any

other paint.

J. G. ALLEN, Avent, 304 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

For information concerning- thie proceaa for the re-

duction of Ores containing precious metals, and terms
of liceoBe, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROCESS CO.,
Park Oltsr, utab.
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" Fault Scarps."

Salt Lake City ia bailt jaet south of a

»pQr which projeota fonr or five miles

westward from the front of the Waeatch,

TfaU spar is separated from the mountain

mass by a fault place along whioh the

Wasatch blook has, relatively speaking,

risen, and it is separated from the valley

OD the remaining three sides by a curved

fault plane along vrhich the blook under-

lying the valley has, relatively speaking,

fallen. The first of these faults veas

determined from the rock structure by

Prof. J. E. Clayton, of Salt Lake City.

Ik Is also indicated at its northern end

by a fault scarp whioh can be traced for

% short distance ap the groin. The fanlt

on the side of the valley is exhibited at

the west and northwest by a aeries of

scarps, whioh begin in the northern

suburbs of Salt Lake City near Warm
Springs. The surface of the plane below

is thrown by the same faulting into Irreg-

ular waves and at one point it is distinctly

terraced. On one of the faulted benches

an ore-reduoing establishment has been built,

Dsing the lower bench as a damping ground for

its slag. Between the point and the hot spring

an alluvial oone built against the face of the

spur is traversed by a typical scarp, which has

been sketched by Mr. Holmes and figured the

this channel shows that the total displacement

of 30 feet was produced by at least three inde-

pendent movements, the measures of the parts

being 15 feet, 5 feet and 10 feet. At this point

and elsewhere in the vicinity the scarp is util>

ized by the burners of lime, who construct

these kilns against its faoe and use the terraces

above and below for the two approaches need-

ed in the management of the kilns. The pro-

prietor of the kiln represented in the plate en-

joys the further convenience of quarrying his

limestone from the adjacent oliff.

The hot spring at the apex of the spur is on

the lioe of the fault, and a scarp can be traced

from it in either direction. The powder-houBea

standing a little farther northward are partly

above -:^nd partly below the fanlt scarp. Many
of the fault features of this vicinity, including

those figured in the plate, may be seen from

the car windows of trains passing between Salt

Like City and Ogden.

ROCK BREAKER FOB FINE CBUSHING.-See page 216.

"Lake Bonneville" of Gilbert of the United

States Geological Survey.

The sketch is herewith reproduced, where

may be seen not only the scarp but its rela-

tion to other elements of the local geologic

history. The faoe of the spur oonsists of a

paleozoic limestone, inclined at various high

angles. The horizontal terraces it bears are

shore marks of the ancient lake.

The portion of the alluvial oone that lies

above the fanlt soarp la channeled by a stream,

and a study of the system of terraces bordering

The mines of Batte and Anaconda are hav-

ing serious trouble with the Montana Union

R. H.., growing out of the transportation rates

for hauling ore, fuel and supplies. The fur-

naces at the Anaconda have been shut down,

and it looks as if it might take several months

to settle the difficulty.

We received at this port, during tke past

week, 42,000 tons of coal.

FAUJuT SQABP ..OEOSSING AWjUVIAL OONE, NEAB SALT LAKE CITY.
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KOPRESPOJ^JDEJ^CE,

We admit, unindorsed, opinions of correspondents.

—

Ads,

Reno, Nevada and Vicinity.

Editors Press:—Daring a recent vUit to

Beao, I gleaned a few facts from some of her

citizens that may be worthy of notice. While

not the metropolis of Nevada, being ontranked

in both age and population by Virginia City, it

1b generally conceded to have more elements of

aabstantial prosperity than any other town in

the State, It is pleasantly situated on the

Truckee river at the northwestern edge of the

famous Truckee meadows, a fertile and produc-

tive basin, moderately estimated at 225,000

aores of arable soil. Four-iifths of this extent,

it is safe to assert, is devoted to pasturage and

the production of hay. Though all kinds of

cereals, vegetables and hardy fruits are con-

genial, no attempt has scarcely been made to

produce them for export, it having generally

been considered less remunerative than hay,

which baa usually found a ready sale at a high

price. For hundreds of miles north, east and

south of here, beef cattle are annually collected

at this point and fed dnriog winter months on

the alfalfa hay of the meadows, and shipped as

required to the California market.

At this place reside a number of the promi-

nent stockmen of the State, the town affording

ample eduoational and social advantaijes for

families. Geo. W. Mapea, who bears the dia-

tlnotion of being the Cattle King of Nevada,

and owning large herds in Northern California

and Oregon as well, is one of the public-spirited

men of the place. Sheep as well aa cattle own-

ers rejoice over their suocpsa during the past

year. While the year 89-90 proved the most
ruinous in the loes of live stock alaoe the conn-

try was occupied by white men, the last winter

was about the lightest ever known. All atook-

men I met reported alike: "No loss this year,

and atill in nearly aa good condition as in the

fall,"

The Riverside Flour Mill of R^no bears a

good reputation for the quality of ita manufac-

ture. Ita capacity is 100 bble. per day. From
Mr, H. H. Beck, the nuperintendent I learned

to my surprise that Washoe county produced
for market only 350 ions of wheat last year.

This gentleman has made a close calculation

(and from his long and intimate acquaintance

with the country his estimate should be reliable)

and sums up that the Truckee Basin is capable

of furnishing breadstuff for the entire State.

At present the Riverside Mill gets moat of her

grain from California, a small proportion oom-
ing from the Lovelock settlement on the Hum-
boldt and from Honey Lake, also from Salt

Lake Valley. It is Mr. Beck's opinion that

farmers her would enhanod their gains to de

vote more attention to wheat-growing as they
would always find here a ready home cash mar
ket at $S per ton more than their Cilifornia

neighbors—that being the coat of importing
grain by S. P. R. R. Reno has been unfor-

tunate in losses sustained by fires from time to

time. Riverside mill being the fifth and only
mill now standing. The fire of two years ago
has atill left its mark, though the district has

been partially rebuilt with substantial brick

houses. Two oaunes seem to conapire In effect-

ually preventing Reno from making the ad>

vancement which her position and other ele-

ments of prosperity would promise. Baaineas
men claim that the S. F, R. R. Co. have dis-

criminated against Reno on freight charges,

very materially for years, out of spite for having
been compelled to pay their taxes to Waahne
county. Another cause why capital and ponu
lation seek other fields is said to be the high
taxation imposed in Nevada in order to enjoy
the luxury of a State government,
Reno has good transportation facilities, the

overland S. P. R. R. from east to wesc, the
V. & T. leading south and the N. 0. 0. R'y
north. The Truckee river affords an unfailing
supply of the fioeat water for every use, includ-

ing mill power and for irrigation. A number
of enterprising men here are investing capital

for the advancement of irrigation schemes on
a large scale. The town has a population of

4000. Its altitnde is 4500 feet. For health-
talneas It baa very few rivals. Ita olaime in

this respect are recognized subatautlaUy in dif-

ferent ways, one of which ia in having eatab-
Ushed the best aohools, both public and private,
in the State, including the State University.
I had the pleasnre of visiting this inetitu'ion,

uf which Prof. S. A. Jones ia the president. It
was established at Elko in '77 and removed to
Reno in *83. The attendauoe ia reported on
the inoreaee, there being 60 students at preeent
and ten instructors.

The various secret and benevolent Orders and
churches appear to be well represented. The
streets are lighted at night by electricity, and
there ia apparently an air of thrift and comfort
about most of the homes, notwithstanding the
murmur of dull times is occasionally heard.

Adjoining the asylum, you are are confronted
with a species of political jobbery whioh was
put through the Legislature in '83, The atone
walla for a penitentiary, in a useieas and a half-

oompleted state, mock the honest taxpayers
who were jilted out of $100,000. It Is still be-
lieved, however, that the penitentiary will
eventually be voted here from Oarson City, and
that in snob case the present waste will not be
all a waste. F. B, L. I

California School Lands.

Editors Press:—It seems that the State has vari-

ous tracts of school lands for sale; is there no law

or authority for advertising them, giving the location,

description section, township, etc. As it is now, if

a person desires to purchase a tract of school land,

he is compelled to pay some land shark or land at-

torney a high price just to tell him where such land

is located, which information he has secured from

the State land office. 1 am informed that land com-
panies send parlies out to survey, photograph and
locate the more choice tracts of land, and then hold

the land for high commission for the information

secured. I suppose they have the right to do this,

but it seems that the State might spend some of the

tax payers' money in giving notice to the public

where these lands are located, as well as to appro-

priate money for portraits, of each succeeding Gover-

nor of this State, that the masses of the people never

see and have no use for. W. T. Eddy,
San Jose.

Editors Press:—There is no law authorizing

the advertising of school lands. Eaoh and
every oitizen of the State can get as full and
complete information at the land or aurveyor'd

jffice, Sacramento, regarding the lands, as is

possessed by the cffioials in charge. Locations

and surveys, together with field notes, can be

had of lands which are not sold or filed on ; but
even with thia knowledge, nnleas the would-be
purchaser goes in person or sends a responsible

agent to examine the land, he takes great

chances in getting that which is not to his lik-

ing. Of necessity, to obtain personal knowl-
edge or information through a trusted agent
takes time and ooata money. Aside from this,

while aeouring or waiting for desired knowledge
regarding the land, it is liable to be filed on by
another person. It is the cost of getting this

information, through trusted agents, that we are

informed school land agents charge to purchas-
ers, when either locating or selling them school

lands.

The writer'a canvass among those who have
sold, and also those who have bought school

lands, has resulted in giving him much valuable
information, whioh biiefiy stated ia aa follows :

The school lands were set apart by the United
States to the State, for the benefit of the pub-
lic schools, the proceeds received from their

sale by the State going to the school fund.

They comprise the 16th and 36th sections of

each township, or the lands aeleoted by the

State in lieu. These lands are sold in tracts of

from 40 to 640 acres. Residence on, or im-
provement ot, the land is not necessarily re-

quired. The title to sohool lands comes from
the State direot to the purchaser, and la based
on patent to the State from the tjoited States.

The terms of payment are much easier than on
any other cheap lands offered.

The school lands are well culled, yet it is

said that In some of the northern counties

good aectiona of rolling and plateau lands can
be found, and aa the localities are eettled up,

better railroad and shipping facilities are

among the posaibilities within the next five

years. It is said that some prairie lands are

offered in the southern part of the State,

Theae lands have heretofore been classed as

arid, but under our irrigation system and de-
velopments made in the various counties where
located, they have fully demonstrated their

productiveness. Railroad construction ia very
active in this part of the State. In the coast
and central oonntiea, it is said that there are
to be had some choice bill and mountain
lands. Many of the most fiouriahing and best
paying hill or mountain orchards were at one
time uninviting chaparral-covered lands.

Aside from farming lands there are timber
lands, for which, owing to their growing
scarcity, there ia an increasing inquiry. Thia
demand is probably intensified by reason of

the last Congress passing a law withdrawing
Governmeat timber land from market.
In connection with the above, the follow-

ing from ex Governor R. W. Waterman's mes-
sage to the 2Sth Legislature of this State Is

of interest: *' While California has been sell*

ing her school landa at an absurdly low price,

Michigan has been realizing over $5 per acre;

Indiana, about $4 per acre; HHnoko, about @4
per acre; Ohio, over $5.50 per acre; Ooloradj,
from S3 to $50 per acre; Nebraska, not less

than $7 per acre, for land obtained under the
same grant, while in Minnesota S5 per acre is

the minimum price, and she has sjld 1,000,000
acres of her sohool lands at an average of $6
per aore. In Kansas, school lands are soid
after appraisement, the minimum price being
$3 per acre.

"Immigration is large, lands are rapidly in-

creasing in value, and Section 3494 of the Po-
litical Code should be so amended that our
remaining sohool lands be sold for a price
commensurate with their value, made sub-
servient to the purpose for which they were
donated, and legislation enacted from the stand-
point of finance—revenue being their aole ob-
ject." .T R F.

The Deatli Valley Find.

Editors Press :—A man named Montgom-
ery wnu has bo^n for the past three months
proBpeoting in Death Valley, haa departed for
San Franciaco with a valise full of the finest
speoimens that could be seen. They are from
a new find 20 miles west by north from Win-
ters' ranch Death Valley, Nevada. It ia said
that a large ledge 12 feet thick located along
the line for some ei^ht miles has been found,
and that the quartz at the point where the
speoimens came from is literally hung together
with gold. It excited a certain class of people

of this place (Daggett) and of Calico and many
teams with proapeoting parties have left for the

new find. Since that, other parties from San
Franaisoo have arrived here and three more
teams have left with still more to go. Four
men are now said to be standing guard over
three of the locations. There is said to be tim-

ber and water in plenty for quartz milling pur-

poses. They have great hopes that this is at

last the famous Breyfogle or Lost mine for

whioh many people have hunted for years.

They say that the ledge is opened in 20 places

and has really been known for a month, but
they have kept quiet about the find. It is ex*

peoted that a great rush of " softies " will ffook

in now when it Is too late to get anything; and
that bee-hunters and pumpkin rollers will ex-

pect to get rich right off. This find is at a dis-

tance of 150 miles from here on the Atlantic

and Pacifij road, but I give you this account as

reliable as I could get it. S. P. Blade.
Daggett San Bernardino Co.

Tiie Duty on Coal.

Alfred Bannister, the vice-president and gen-

eral manager of the Starr Milling Company of

this city, has written a brief "suggestion " for

the benefit of California farmers and mlUerp,

which will be presented to the Produce Ex-
change and the Chamber of Commerce. He
declares that our farmers now labor under the
disadvantage that our population is too small to

oonsume sufficient imports to bring here the

tonnage required for the export to Europe of

the wheat surplus, Mr. Bannister's suggestion

is as follows:

"That the State of California should refund

to all importers of coal from Earope and the

Australian colonies the import daty of 75 oenta

per ton at present charged.

"It ia not propoaed to make this refund on
coal from Britiah Columbia, whioh is brought

here in vessels unaulted for the export of wheat
hence to Europe.
"Coal being bulky and of great weight com-

pared to its moderate value financially, already

brings more tonnage fit for exportation of

wheat to our coast than all other imports oom-
blued. The adoption of the above suggestion

would aa sorely bring us oonsiderably more
tonnage than now to export our wheat, as this

increase of tonnage would reduce wheat freights

hence to Europe. This reduction of freights

would enable sMppers to pay more than now
by $1 to §2 per ton for wheat to farmers, who
would alao be further benefited by the greater

value given to their land through thus inoreas-

ing ita earning power,
" No donbt this propoaed action would slight-

ly prejudice our few coal producera, but it

would, without doubt, very oonsiderably bene-

fit (1) our most deserving 50,000 farmers ; (2)

our steamship, railroad and gas companies ;

(3) our growing home industries, and (4) every

householder and consumer of ooal."

Mr. Bannister declares that neither his com-
pany nor himself ever import ooal, so that his

sole motive in making bia auggeetion is the

welfare of the State and of ita farmers.

Treasury Regulation About Ores.

Attention has been called to the probability

of certain frauds being perpetrated in imports

of lead ore to this port. There was reason to

believe that the foreign sblppers in some in-

stances endeavored to smuggle lead into this

port by capping the aacka with a covering of

silver ore upon which there ia no duty. The
Acting Secretary of the Treasury, A. B. Net-

tieton, has covered certain phases of the fraud

in a circular received at the collector's office.

It recites that Artiole 9 of the Dapartment Cir-

cular No, 4 of January 8, 1891, relative to the

smelting and refining of imported ores and

crude metals in bond, has been amended as fol-

lows:
" In case the operation of smelting and refin-

ing cannot be carried on in a single establish-

ment, the bonded warehx)use shall be designat-

ed as a smelting warehouse, and the unrefined

products or bullion obtained from the smelting

of crude metals or ores in auoh warehouse may
be removed therefrom for shipment to any re-

fining works upon the payment of the duties

on the quantity of crude metal or ore contained

in the imported mass used in the smelting, or

upon the production of a certificate from a col-

lector of customs at a seaboard port, stating

that a quantity of dutiable rtfiued metal equal

to 90 per cent of the quantity indicated by the

original assay has been actually exported by

the owners of the bonded smelting warehouse

or their agents, and that the metal so exported

was shown by evidence satisfactory to the col-

lector to have been produced in their bonded
warehouse, wholly or in part from imported

ore or crude metal,"

MncH More Bullion.—Toe production of

gold in the United ISsaoea, according to the

official estimate of the United States Mint, is

$64,000,000 for 1889 and 1890. Basides this,

not leas than SI, 000,000 of foreign gold coin it

brought into 6his country by foreign immi-

grants, which is not taken into any official

statistics of imports. The total net exports of

gold for two years amount to $41,584,000.

From these figures it will be seen chat, unless

the official statistics of the Government are en-

tirely worthless, there has been an increase of

gold in the form of bullion or coin to the ap-

proximate amount of $23,500,000 in the last

two years. '

Treatment of Iron-Coated Gold.

A writer in the Aastrallan Mining Standard

in speaking of the Pambnla gold-fields, has the

following to say:

This comparatively new gold-field is rapidly
coming to the front, recent developments tend-
ing to show that these mines will prove very
valuable. The way in which the preoioua
metal has been deposited in the lodes is in a
measure unique, and it is beyond a doubt that
the ordinary methods will fail to save the ex-
tremely finely divided gold theae lodes contain.
Several parcels of ore have been treated in Syd-
ney by the method of wet crushing and amal-
gamation, the yield of gold fnlly proving the
richness of the ore, though the loss of gold in
that method of treatment is large, especially in

the poorer sorts, in which it is estimated that
30 to 70 per cent is loBt, This great loss arises

from two causes: First, from the very finely
divided state of the gold, which is known as
" flour " or " float " gold; the second is from
the fact that, like some of the gold in the Mt.
Morgan ore, it is coated with a film of iron
which prevents the gold coming into oontaot
with the quicksilver, and if not saved in the
concentrates, it is lost in the tailings. It is

known that IF tailings contain 5 dwt of free gold
to the ton, the gold can be seen with a moder-
ately powerful glass; butif coated aa above, ita

preeence oannot be detected even in very rich
conoentrates. Recently a parcel of some ten
tons of rich stone from Pambnla was treated by
wet crushing and amalgamation, the operation
being performed in Sydney with great care.

The result, we are informed, was 164 oz. 2 dwt.
of retorted gold; the concentrates weighed 256
lbs,, which assayed at the rate of 186 oz. to
the ton, representing a money value of about
£785 per ton of concentrates, or £9 per ton of

ore. Notwithstanding the rich character of

those concentrates, the gold they contained was
not visible under a powerful glass, thus show-
ing that the gold was oonoealed by a film of

iron.

The tailings assayed 3 oz. 18 dwt of fine

gold, say £16 in money value per ton of tailings.

To recapKulate: The value of gold saved per
ton of ore is, say, £60; value of gold in concen-
trates, £9 per ton of ore; value of gold in the
waste, £16 per ton of ore. Thus the total of

gold in concentrates and tailings ia about £25
per ton, or. In round numbers, £250 worth of
gold in the 10 tons referred to, which could
not be saved by the ordinary process. Dry
crushing and ohlorlnation will and haa saved
96 to 98 per cent of all the gold in the ore. A
parcel of two tona of ore from another lode at
Pambula was recently received in Sydney.
One ton was treated by wet crushing and
amalgamation; the other ton by ohlorlnation.
The assay value of the ore was under 2 oz, per
ten. There was no ohoice between the two
lots. That by ohlorlnation resulted In saving

97i per cent of the gold. It was dry crnshed,
and when placed in the air-tight cylinders,
there was no chance for any of the gold to
escape. Compared with the other method,
ohlorination scoured three times more than was
saved by wet crushing and amalgamation.
Bearing on the question of iron-coated gold,
and on the fact that it will not in that oondl-
tion amalgamate with quicksilver, we publish
the following extract from the report of a lec-

ture by Dr. Leibus, assayer to the Mint, on
the occurrence of a similar difficulty with
regard to Qaeensland ore:

Having uow shortly described the remark-
able occurrence and purity of this Mt, Morgan
gold, a not less interesting though less satia-

factory fact is thia—-that only about half the
gold is extracted by the ordinary quartz crush-
ing and amalgamating machinery. Having
the small quartzcruahing machinery erected at
the Sydney Mint under my charge, I have bad an
opportuoitv of testing this fact. We received,
through Mr. HaU of Sidney 458 lbs. of this

ferruginous quartz, part of ic consisting of
picked stone. It was carefully crushed and
amalgamated in the Chilian mill, with 240 lbs.

of mercury. Thus seven 44 100 oz. of gold, as-

saying 991.6 were extracted. Another lot
weighing 174 lbs. was similarly treated, and
12 12100 cz. of gold extracted, assaying
998 2. Thus Lot 1 gave gold at the rate of

39 32-100 ozB. standard per ton of quartz.
In Lot 1 gold at the rate of 46 tzt, 2
dwt. 12 grs. per ton was left in the tailings;

while in Lot 2 the tailinga assayed 64 oza, 5
dwt. 18 grs. of gold per ton. Both lots of
tailings were now mixed and passed for two
hours in the Chilian mill with 240 lbs. clean re-

torted mercury—only 1§ ozs. ot gold assaying
.981 were, however, outained by this treat-

ment. The tailings were dried and found to
weigh 476 lbs., containing gold at the rate of

41 ozs. 13 dwt, 16 grs. per ton; or in above
476 lbs. tailinga no less than 8 oza. 17 dwt. 3
gcti. gold. 1 have brought some of tho tailingd
here. Under the microscope there is no gold
visible. That the ordinary amalgamating
Chilian mill did not extract all the gold in this

stone I can only attribute to the supposition
that the oxide of iron has literally coated some
of the fine gold, thus preventing it from coming
in oontaot with the mercury. For such ore,
Plattoer's chlorination process, if worked on a
large scale, ought to be higbl}' successful. I
am glad to hear that arrangements have baen
made by which the tailings will presently be
treated at the mine by the chlorination process,
whereby the gold is dissolved by an aqueous
solution of chlorine gas, and precipitated by
bydro-aulphurlo acid.
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Hydraulic Mining.

noity of Action Demacded.
Alf Trvf^lJ^o, u piowmtut uiintr of Nevada

oounty, writes to the Nevada Trantcripi as

follows:

I have beeo a coostant reader of yoar paper
for the last seven years, duriog which time I

have often read therein artioles on farming and
hydranlio mlninfi; and often have I seen whole
columns copied from the representative valley
papers most anfavornble to that branch of the
mining Indastry; and I am sorrv to say that
from the tone of the Sacramento Bee's and the
Maryivillt] ^/);>ear« articles (wbicb papers are
uudoabtedly itin mouthpleot-s of the Anti-Da-
bria Aasociatioo), the miner ia looked upon as
anything but thu generous, whole-souled being
that he really Is. I'oor fellow I How fortunate
he was born a gander, when so many who sub*
slat on his labors are so anxious to *' bill the
goose that lays the golden egg." I wonder if

It ever occurred to our valley friends to go back
to first principles and aek themselves how It

was that onr glorions country achieved her in
dependence ? To such question there is but
one answer—by unityl The farmers are anitsd.
So were the soldiers in the days of yore; but
while they did the fighting, others supplied the
wherewith to clothe, to feed. If they all had
not taken an Interest in aational affairs, where
would onr coantry have been to-day ? And
while the vocation of one was to prottot, the
ambition of the other was to keep alive the
protector. How matters have changed. No
sooner Is it known that you are a benefactor
than envy becomes rampant and will not be
be satisfied until your very existence is " wiped
out." Such has been the fate of hydraulic
mining. Here is the farmer waging war against
the miner to the detriment of both. What
does the farmer work for? G-nld. What does
the miner work for ? Gold. Then why not let

them nnite and obtnin It? If it ia not done in
oor generation, it ^ill be In the next, and if we
do not embrace the opportunity, we have our-
selves to blame for it. In Nevada county alone,
there are hundreds of millions in gold known
to exist in the gravel deposits that have been
already discovered and thoroaghly tested.

In the United States Treasury at Washing-
ton there are handreds of millions lying idle
that have been extracted by the miner and
tnrned into specie. Why not let a little of
that whioh is lying idle be appropriated to the
good oaase of obtaining more, especially when
you know exactly where to get it from? Do
yon not think that it Is a disgrace to the pres*
ent state of so-called advanced civilization that
localities where so mnoh gold is known to exist
are permitted to He idle, and the gold to remain
there without any attempt being made to ex-
tract it ? Do yon not think there are brains
enough on the Paolfio Coast to devise a means
and carry it Into execution if the wherewith
were forthcoming whereby this gold oonld be
extracted from the gravel without Injury to the
farmer? Do yea not think that if the miner
and the farmer became a '* unit," both realizing
the vast benefit that they wonld each derive,
from the fact that so much more gold was to be
pat in circulation for the avqwed purpose of pro-
dnoing more, that they coald prevail upon
their representatives in the Legislature to aoan-
imoasly vote in favor of a liberal appropriation
from the National Treasury ? Da you not
think that all the States and Territories on the
Pacific Coast woald assist California and so
Instruct their representatives to the national
oapitol? Then with a ananimons voice from
the Pacific Coast, oonld not an appropriation
be obtained from Washington ? What is

money ? Is it not mineral ? How came it to be
locked up in the Treasury vaults at Washington?
It gradually accumulated there, but it camu
first of all from the mines. The majority of
the gold Is from California and the silver from
Nevada, Arizona and Utah, and the more of it

the miner produces the more is the real value
of the United States enhanoed. No matter
what business yon are engaged in, aside from
mining, the basis of it Is the gold and silver

that have been produced by the miner, and the
miner of to>day who produces more la a univer-
sal benefactor, an honor to the State and a
blessing to the community. We live In a land
where there is unlimited gold. The Pioneers
have but shown ua where to dig for it and
the native and adopted sons should not be alow
in extracting it. All those who are not workers
in the field should at least encourage those who
are, and do all in their power to assist in unoov-
ering the gold that lies under our feet and plac-

ing it on the earfaoe for the benefit of mankind.
The necessary appropriation being once ob-
tained to use it to advantage would be a sec-

ondary consideration. Efficient dams coald be
placed at the months ot those rivers which
empty into the Sacramento river. A fiume
sufficiently large could be ao constructed as to
enable dredgers to elevate the slickens from
behind the dams into the flume and carry It

down on to the tale lands, and so make farms.

This flume could be constructed with riifles in

the bottom and be cleaned up occasionally. Con-
siderable gold would be found there. All min-
ing companies which availed themselves of

these improvements would be only too willing

to pay a per centage to keep the dredgers and
the flume tn repair. Only if It is execated
at all, let it be done on a large scale. IF two
dredgers won't keep away the sliokens, pat on
twenty so all the minea can work. That is

progression. It may cost considerable money,
but then the money is not being bnried, it ia

merely oirooUiing. The object of the circula-
tion is future prodootloo. Id California, we
onght to produce $50,000,000 in gold annually,
and that can be hohleved in time If we bat go
back to first principles—unity—and live op to
them.

State Appropriations for the Fair,

Bills have been presented in the Legislatures
of the various Sutes and Territories as follows,
for appropriation to the World's Fair at Chi-
csgo:

Alabama $80,000
< 'a'if jrii-a. sno.w

n

Coniiflctiout 2r>,ooi I

Culonido , ISD.OiHi
lilahu 20,'Xiu
"linuia '.

i.ooo.'lKW
Indiana 75,0(10
Iowa 50,000
Kantoa 50,0(K)
>'ain« 40,0on
Massachusetts 76,Ooo
Miutieaiita lOO.lO'J
MiBflourl lOO/xio
Srontana lOO.Ooo
Niibmiba liiO.OCo
Nttvaila 20,0tn'
New Jeraey 20,00 '

New York".
'

260,000
North Carolina 'jfi.Ooo

North Dakota 25,1)00
Ohio 100 ono
Oregon lOO.OOO
pL'nntjivaoia 300,oio
T xa3 300.000
Veimont 6,000
Wathincton 240,000
\V«8t Virginia 40,CiiO

Wisconsin 250,000
Wyoming SOOOn
New Mt xico 25,000
Oklahoma 7,000

Total 54,002,000

Bills have been introduced In the following
Legislatures and entirely failed:

Arkansas $100,000
South Dakota 25,000

Ramie Culture.

Total ?125,000

Both houses in these two States voted agalLat
the bills and refaaed any appropriations.

In the following States the World's Fair ap-
propriation bills have been passed by both
bouses of their Legislatures and been signed
by the G-overnors and are in force:

Maho 25,000

New Mexico 25,000

Orefjon , 100.000

Washiogton
West Virginia

100,000

Total

Huge Chunks of Metal.—When excava-
tions were madu recently lor the foundation of
the 20 story Masonic Temple, whioh is rapidly
going up at the corner of State and Randolph
streets in Chicago, an 18-ton mass of iron, cop-
per and other metala was discovered, A whole-
sale hardware store stood on the Ioe at the
time of the great oonfiagration of 1871, and
this mass of iron represents a portion of the
stock which was melted by the Intense heat
and precipitated into the sub-basement. It
will be exhibited at the World's Colombian
Exposition by D. A. Stout. The Copper Queen
Company, at Biebee, A. T., will exhibit ut the
fair a mammoth specimen of ore from their
mines. The work of chiseling the piece oat
has been going on for some time, and great
care is being taken in its extraction. It la

estimated that when ready for ahipment it will
weigh five tons and will be in the shape of a
brick. The specimen ia from the big stope
from which snoh beaatifal specimens have been
taken, and will contain about every known
character of copper formatlona and colorings.
It win, without doubt, be the most attractive
specimen on exhibition.

New Gold Fields —George Ladd arrived in
WinnemucL-a this morning from the new gold
fields northeast from Disaster Peak. Mr. Ladd
left Lovelocks aome time in the forepart of
February and has been prospecting on Kings
River and Horae Creek ever since. He brought
in a amall vial of fine-looking gold, aome scales
weighing as much aa 50 cents. He olaima that
the groond on Horae Creek, where they sunk
their ahaft, will yield from one cent to 50 cents
to the pan. In one pan they obtained as high
as 75 cents. Ladd should be a very good judge
of the weight of ^old, as he has been in the
neighborhood of theSpiing Valley mines for
years, and has carried probably $100,000 or
more from those mines to Lovekck for the
Chinamen, He is in after lumber for sluice-
boxea and other material and provisions.
There are four of them in the company, the
balance remaining at the find until Mr. Ladd
retarna. It has been known for yeare that the
King River conntry contained gold, but until
recently there baa been no excitement about
them.

—

Silver State {Nfv )

A TinPlate Mill.—Tne Si. Louis Stamp,
ing CoTTipany haa Inaugurated the aotual work
of erecting the first tin-plate works in this
conntry, near their present rolling-mills. The
iron now used by the company in the mannfac-
ture of plates comes from Tenneaaee, but it is

proposed to establish a mammoth steel- mill and
iron foundry just north of Madison, III., to
turn out all thu sheets aaed In the mannfaotare
of tin plate.

A French professor fcX(>retBe8 great confidence

In the fatare of ramie culture in France. He
thinks it will be the means of delivering that

country from Its present heavy obligations to

other countries for textile materials. What-
ever we of California may think of these oon-

olasions, we oanoot but note with Interest the

hopefulness of the ramie industry in a coantry

where both its cultivation and manufacture have
made most important progress during the com*
paratively short time of but little over a single
decade.

Oommenoiog with its cultivation only, it soon
began to take a prominent place among the
manufacturing industries of that thrifty people.
Starting without any aid from Government, it

soon arrested the attention of government
offiolata to such an extent as to induce them to
speak encouraging words for it. Experiments
were also ordered for the purpose cf ascertain*
ing its relative excellence, as compared with
other fibers. One series of these experiments
in comparison with Russian hemp showed the
breaking weight of same to be from 125 to 160
as compared with 80 for Russian hemp.
Another series of experimenta made in regard
to ita traction capacities with hemp, fiax, silk

and cotton were found to be represented by the
figures 100, 36, 25, 13, 12, respectively. The
elasticity of the same fibeia stood 100, 75, 66,
400, 100. Several other carefully conduoted
experiments were also made, in all of which,
ram{e held the first position with large odds in
its favor,

A very important property of ramie for the
manufactare of cordage and sail cloth was
found to exist in its incomparable power for
resisting the action of damp atmosphere and
water.

There is no fiber known which is capable of
being wronght into ench a variety of useful
fabrics aa ramie. Samples have been shown in
thia city of every class of gooda for both male
and female wear, from the coarsest and cheap-
est which can be utilized ap to fabrics whioh
bear almost undiatingulabable likeness to the
beat Lyons eilk, or such aa will not su£fer in
comparison with the finest Chantllly lace.

Until within a few years mannfacturera have
been compelled to rely mostly upon the alow
and tedious though cheap process of band de-
cortication, aa practiced in India; but recently
most effective machine deoorticators have come
into use which are able to do the work quite aa
well and cheaper than the same work can be
done by the ten-oents-a-day laborers of India,
By the aid of these machines there need be no
lack of the raw material for our faotoriea
wherever or whenever they might be eatab-
lished.

Several of these machines have been Intro-

dnced Into California, one of which was shown
at work at the last Mechanics' exhibition In
thia city, which appeara to answer all the de-
mands that can be asked for such work. In
all other portions of the world where ramie de-

cortication haa been introdnced, it has been
worked in a state more or less green or damp,
and resort ban to be made to some chemical
process to remove the gummy substance whioh
always adheres to the fiber. It has been found,
however, that the dry climate of California
ao effectually removea the moisture from this

gum and renders it bo brittle that it ia aufii-

olently removed in the form of fine dast by the
action of the deoortlcator to place the fiber in

a marketable condition without the ase of
chemicals. This Is a very great advantage,
aavei much cost and largely adds to the ad-
vantage which the California grower will have
over growers in other and less favorable oli-

matea.
Considering all these facta, and especially

this last-named advantage, it would seem to
behoove California farmers to carefully consider
the importance of this new and promising in-

dustry. Experimenta made under the auspices

of our State University, as well as by many
practical farmers in various portions of the
State, have fully shown the admirable adap-
tability of this State for the cultivation of the

ramie.
A bill appropriating $10,000 for the encour-

agement of ramie planting in thia State haa
passed both branches of the Legislature—the

Senate by a unanimous vote—and will, no
doubt, receive the signature of the Governor.

An ItLproved Fuse-Cap Fastener.

Mr. N, W, Moodey of Fresno, Fresno
county, Oal., haa reoently patented a device

which is eapeoiaily designed as an improved im-
plement for fastening the caps on fuse em-
ployed in exploding giant powder. The
pliers are formed of two simitar parts, con-
nected by the pivotal rivet, each part having a
cheek with notches, at the sides of which are
cutting edges for cutting the fuse. The carved
jawa beycud the cheek pieces, when closed,
form a circular aperture, around whioh the
jaws are beveled, one jaw having a tongue
which fits in a groove ia the other jiw. The
pliers are employed for contracting the end of
the cap on the fuse firmly and absolutely
water-tight, thus avoiding the dangerous oper-
»tion of digging oat wet and unexploded
loads. Miners who have used Implements of
this class will appreciate the improvements in
the one designed by Mr. Mcodey, The in-
strument crimps the cap on the end of the fase
firmly. The fuse-cutter is simple and eflBcient.
Thia implement Is neitly gotten up of the
finest oast steel and nickel plated. It is small
and light but strong and well adapted for ita
purpose.

It is well known that numbers of miners are
killed annually In the United Statea and else-
where while going through the dangeroua op-
eration of digging oat wet and unexploded
loads, to say nothing of those losing an eye or
a limb in the same way. Accidenta of this
nature could be avoided, and the handling of
Giant Powder made comparatively safe, by the
use of an instrument such as thib invented by
Mr. Moodey. Mining companies would also

TtsTiNCi TKK ciLVKK Coinage Law —The
ailvet -brick mutter h^s bein renewed, a psati-

tion being filed In the Supreme Court of the

District of Columbia iu behalf of George G.

Merriok and aBBOclates, praying for a man-
damns on Secretary Foster to compel him to

receive the silver bar for free coinage.

Another Rich Strike.—It ia reported that

a rich strike has bfcen made in the Lakeview
mine at Lundy—S250 gold ore, and lots of it.

The Lakeview is one of the syndicate of minea

recently sold to Chicago parties, and of which

R. T. Pierce is superintendent,

—

Bridgeport

Chronicle- Uv ion.

The inventor of the Maxim gnn ia devoting

his attention to flying machines. He makes
the somewhat astounding statement that he has

obtained onehoree power from a motor weigh-

ing only six poanda,:and that this will support

133 pounds in the air.

relieve themselves from the liability of damage
suits were the use of such an instrument
adopted by them. Another item of interest
and benefit to mining companies la the time
saved in preparing the cap and fuae for use.
Instead of taking time to use soap and a string
or tar, after the usual effort to faaten the cap
to the fuae, this implement enables the miner
to cut the fuse and fasten the o:^p on firmly,
and absolutely water-tight; and this is done in
a few seconds, whioh means no loss of time at
all. Any one familiar with blasting operations
can appreciate the advantages of thia imple-
ment.

Tbe New Vagrant Law.

The Senate bill defi^iag vagrancy and pun-
ishment haa been signed by the Governor. It

provides that the following olaases of persons

shall be deemed vagrants, and when arreated

shall be punished for misdemeanor: First

Every person, except a California Indian, with-
out visible means of liviog, who baa the physi-
cal ability to work and who does not seek
employment nor labor when employment ia

offered him; or, second, every healthy beggar
who solicits alms as a bueinesb; or, third, every
person who roams about from place to plaoe
without any lawful basinesa; or, fourth, every
person known to be a pickpocket, thief, burglar
or confidence operator, either by bis own oon-
feasion or by his having been convicted of
either of said offenses, and having no visible or
lawful means of support, when found loitering
around any Bteaml)oat landing, railroad depot,
banking institution, broker's office, place ot
public amuaement, auotlon-room, store, shop,
or crowded thoroughfare, car or omnibus, or at
any pnblio gathering or assembly; or, fifth,

every idle or dissolute person, or associate of
known thieves, who wanders about the streets
at nnusual hours of the night; or, sixth, every
person who lodges in any barn, shed, ehop, out-
house, vessel, or plaoe other than such aa is

kept for lodging purposes, without the permis-
sion of the owner or party entitled to the pos-
session thereof; or, seventh, every lewd or dis-
solute person who lives in and about houses of
ill-fame; or, eighth, every person who acts as a
runner or capper for attorneys in and about
police oDurta or city prisons, in inoorporated
cities or cities and counties; or, ninth, every
common prostitute and common drunkard is a
vagrant and is punishable by imprisonment in
the oonnty jail for not exceeding six months.

Oil Hardened cteel Plates. — Messrs.
Brown and Mtssre. Cammell, the two great
Sheffield firma, have recently been making some
experiments on the effects of oil-hardening and
annealing. A nine inch plate of ateel was cut
into two plates, eaoh four feet square. One
piece was left untreated and the other oil-hard-
ed and annealed. They were fired at by the
six inch gun with Firth steel projectiles weigh-
ing 100 pounds. The atriking energv of the
blow upon the untreated plate was 2389 foot
tons, and the energy of the blow npon that
whioh had been treated wae 2378.5 foot tone. It
Is reported that in the latter case the projectile
made an indentation of 10^ inches, so that light
was just visible through the center of the bulge at
the back of the plate. The projectile rebound-
ed broken into three pieces. The plate was
cracked throagh, but was whole, and no
material was splintered out either at ita front
or back. In the case of the untreated plate,
the shot passed through, and the splintering of
the steel around the hole in front of the plate
spread over a space of 15 inches across. The
splintering around the hole at the back of the
plate covered a space of 31 inches across. The
plate did not remain whole, bat went into six
pieoea.
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CALIFORNIA.

Amador.
Bell Wether.—We made a visit to this claim

this week. A substantial building has been erected

over the shaft, with a small blacksmith shop at-

tached. Tbe sinking operations make slow pro-

gress, as the shaft is being put down in the solid

ledge, with considerable water to contend against.

On an average not more than a foot a day is made.

The ore in its general appearance resembles the

Zeile rock. It is undoubtedly a continuation of the

same ledge. It is of the greenstone formation, and

carries a heavy percentage of live sulphurets. The
shaft is now down between 50 and 60 feet, the ore

body showing sol'd and compact throughout.

How wide the ledge is, is not known, as it fills the en-

tire shaft. It is thought to be between 20 and 3c

feet wide. There are two ore piles on the dumps,

one from the tunnel and early sinking, the other

from the shaft since the whim hoist was put up. It

is all milling rock, in fact everything coming out of

the shaft is milling ore. The surface dump is es-

timated to yield from $7 to $10 per ton, as indi-

cated by prospects in hand mortar, Mr. Bright,

the owner, intends to have a test crushing made of

300 or 400 tons as soon as possible. Mining ex-

perts who have seen the property are unanimous in

the opinion that it promises to develop into a big

mine. The claim embraces 2000 feet along the

lode. Prospect shafts and tunnels have been made
at different points along the lode, embracing nearly

one-half the claim, and in every case a large ore-

body has been encountered, which has yielded a

paying prospect. The claim is not half a mile

from the court house, aud the opening up of a

large mine at this point will give a genuine boom to

Jackson.
Belmont.—Tbe superintendent reports the ten-

stamp mill running full time, the surface tunnel

having reached a point where the ore-body is 20

feet wide.
Miscellaneous.—There is no change in the

situation of the Amador gold mine. The sheriff is

still in charge, with no immediate prospect of a

settlement. The suit of Trotter and others against

the English owners is set for trial in S. F. about the

middle of next month. The ten-stamp mill of the

McKenzie mine at Irishtown, which has been idle

most of the winter, is lo be started up shortly, on
ore from the McKenzie claim.

Wildman.—Cor. Amadnr Ledger, March 28;

Everything connected with the mining industry

looks promising. At tbe Wildman, under tbe able

management of the superintendent, John Tregloan,

the many additions and improvements about the

mine and mill have been made without the necessity

of levying an assessment. The 30 stamps are kept

going steadily and everything is in fine condiiion.

The new pipe that has recently been laid to run the

mill independent of hoisting works is a great advan-

tage. S. Higgins is foreman underground, and from

this time on they expect the mine to pay regular

dividends.

North Star.—The stockholders in the North
Star Co. are once more elated over a change for the

better in the prospects of their property. The latter

part of last week a small vein ot ore was discovered,

which carries free gold and prospects well. They
had drifted alongside it for some distance, and in

picking into the side wall of the drift they accidently

stumbled upon the pay streak. A blast has been
put in 18 inches into the wall, revealing some fine-

looking quartz, Beyond this nothing is known as to

its dimensions. Not much stir is made about the

discovery, as the hopes of the shareholders have
been raised so often only to meet the bitterness of

disappointment. In the present case, however, there

is some gouge, which is regarded as an excellent

sign of develooing into a permanent ore body. Al-

together, the outlook is considered more favorable

than at any time since the development was started.

The Lincoln mine is running along in the usual way.
The making ot the pipe for the Mahooey is almost
finished, and it is being rapidly put in position, in-

side of two weeks the connection will be made with
the canal, and it is expected that the stamps will at

once be started.

South Spring Hill.—The South Spring Hill

Co. are hauling rock from the Median mine lo their

mill for the purpose of crushing and testing the rock,
and, if it pays, will develop that property, as they

are now the owners of that mine. We understand
there are about 500 tons on the dump.

Butte.

Sent For More Help.—Nevada Transcript,

March 28: Work seems to be going ahead at the
Gold Bank mine, Forbestown, Quartz is being
taken out at such a rate that the reduced (orce in

the mill cannot handle it and Thomas Goyne of this

city has been sent for to resume his position there.

Calaveras.
Mine Sold.—Calaveras Chronicle, March 28:

The Linderaxa location, situated near Sandy Bar,
and owned by |. A. Lefoy, was sold last week to
Messrs. Lee Vandel and T. J. Tynan. Develop-
ments on this lead show a well-defined six-'^oot ledge
of free milling and sulphureted ore which will yield
on an average of from $15 to $20 a ton. Although
the mine has been but little developed, still the in-

dications are said to be very favorablt for a good
mine.
Specimen.—Mountain Ec/m, March 28: We

were shown a piece of quartz the other day wf ighing
perhaps three pounds that must have contained at
least S200. It was picked up somewhere in the vi-

cinity of Six-Mile creek. The lucky finder refused
to tell just where.

Napa.
Another Find.—Napa Register, March 27: Mr.

R. F. Grigsby, the owner of the Palisade mine in

Kings Canyon, was in town yesterday. From him
we learn that Dr. Smith, a man who has done a
great deal of prospecting in and about Mt. St.

Helena, the other day "struck it rich' ' just above the
Palisade, uncovering a ledge of quartz six and a
half feet wide and going down no one knows how
far. Mr. Grigsby ran some of the ore through his
furnace and got a yield of $90 to the ton in silver.

The deposit is the continuation of a ledge cut in the
development tf the Grigsby mine and is known to

bear gold as well as silver. "If in what are recog-

nized as mining districts," said Mr. Grigsby, "pros-

pectors had the success they have lately met with in

old Mt. St. Helena, such districts would now be
swarming with gold-hunters, but no excitement fol-

lows the ' finds ' in our own county, notwithstanding
their richness and the possibility of their extent."

And Mr. Grigsby knows a mine when he sees it, for

a good share of his life has been spent in bringing

the hidden treasures of New Mexico, Arizona and
California to the surface.

Nevada.
Steep Hollow Gravel Claim.— Transcript,

March 28: Messrs. Beightol, Greeley, Mackin and
Vance, who have for a year past been drifting for

gravel at Steep Hollow, expect to soon begin to

realize good returns from their labors. The tunnel

is in 600 feet. When it was in 500 feet they made
an upraise and found that they were under the

channel near the rim.

Strike at the New Eureka.—In the New
Eureka mine at Grass Valley, owned by A. Wal
rath and others, a six-foot formation containing
stringers showing free gold has been struck.

New Eureka.—Grass Valley Union, March
28: Ihe fissure in the New Eureka mine at

tie depth of 600 feet is showing large string

ers that contain plenty of free gold, and the

find is likely to prove important. The work of

development on tbe mine has been going on for

several years, and this is the most encouraging dis-

covery yet found. The fissure is now fully six feet

in width, and the indications are that the stringers

will soon make into a strong vein.

Wyoming Con. Mine.—The Wyoming Con.
M. Co. has recently added to the length of its loca-

tion by purchasing 1500 feet of adjoining ground,
which makes a total lengih of 2500 feet now owned
by the company. The location now extends south
to the boundary line of the Boston mine, and north
to the Lawrey. The ledge through the ground thus
acquired is the same as that running through the
ground of the Wyoming Consolidated, and it is the
intention to start up work soon on the property.

Peabody Mine.—Grass Valley Union, March 27:
The Peabody M. Co, is about to apply for a patent
for its ground. There are several residence lots on
the surface of the location, which are held by virtue

of settlement and occupancy. As the Peabody Co,
does not wish to disturb these settlers, seeking only
to secure the quartz vein beneath the surface, it is

likely that an amicable understanding will be arrived
at by which no contest will be made against the
company obtaining a patent to its location.

A Mining Purchase.—Cor. Nevada Transcript^
March 26: Wednesday Mr. Alf Tregidgo, the pop-
ular mining superintendent, purchased the Denning
ground, or what is known as the Parr ledge. The
property is located between the Empire and W. Y.
O. D, mines, in Grass Valley district. Mr. Tregid-
go will leave for San Francisco when the company
will be organized and will probably be known as the
Parr M. Co, Work will be commenced on the
mine in a few weeks.

Sierra.

Struck Gravel.—Alt. Messenger, March 28:
The good news that gravel had been struck in the
B. M. Extension new tunnel was telegraphed to the
president of the company here last Monday evening,
causing the stockholders, who mostly live in Downie-
ville, to feel much encouraged after their long wait-
ing. This company located its claims, northeast of
Forest City, in 1874; commenced its old tunnel in

fall of 1878, and in 1882 found its first pay gravel.
It continued working with varying success, owing
to the peculiar shape of the ground, until the fall of
1888, when the gravel channel was found to have
been cut off by a cross channel, and all work of tak-
ing out pay gravel ceased. A year before this time
a new tunnel had been started in a branch of Ka-
naka creek, and over 1000 feet completed. Upon
the giving out of the old channel, work was pushed
on the new tunnel, which, it was expected, would
tap the old channel at a point on the ridge near
where the old Dan Cole road intersects the Henness
Pass road. The tunnel has been pushed from that
lime until now, when the company's perseverance
has been rewarded by finding the long-looked-for
channel. For some time past the tunnel has been
in a yellowish slate formation, and last week it was
decided to raise a shaft. At a bight of 54 feet above
tbe tunnel, rim gravel, which prospected as such
gravel usually prospects, was found. The shaft was
raised four or five feet into tne gravel which showed,
beyond doubt, that it was on the edge of a channel.
The tunnel had been run in the meantime until it is

now about 60 feet ahead of the shaft in soft white
slate bedrock. When the tunnel is 100 feet beyond
the prospect shaft another upraise will be made.
Tbe main tunnel is a little more than a mile long.
The people of Forest City are very much pleased
at the prospect of again having the old Bald Mount-
ain tunnel wojked in their neighborhood, as it means
an increased measure of prosperity to them.
Wide Awake.—More fine-looking gravel has

been found in the Wide Awake and the boys are
more hopeful than ever that they have good dig-
gings.

Siskiyou.
Blue Gravel.—Yreka/tiarTza/, March 26: Tbe

blue gravel mine of Lee, Lash & Co. at Greenhorn
still continues to pay at the rate of $150 a day, with
considerable of the cemented gravel laid one side
along with the bowlders for washing or crushing, on
account of the former not dissolving in the water,
and the latter containing gravel that will not wash
off until slaked by exposure to the influence of the
sun and weather. The gravel run through sluices
also pays good wages for washing a second time,
and when the claim is opened more extensively a
still larger force can be employed with better profit.
At present only four drifters can work at a time with
four men on surface attending to steam engine,
hoisting apparatus and sluices, but another drifter
to each shitt will be added this week, and more will
be added as the drifts are enlarged to admit extra
hands. During last week each shift of four drifters
only filled from 6 to 8 buckets every day in conse-
quence of the blue gravel being so hard to dig,
hence there could not have been more than two-
thirds of the above amount washed on account of
cemented quantities laid aside. Yellow gravel has
also been found. lately in the drifts, which pays
equally as well as the blue gravel, and gravel con-
taming red cement is also found occasionally. We
visited the claim some days ago and found Lash,
Berlin and Kenyon, the three working owners,
washing some gravel while the steam pump was idle

that had been run through the sluices before, which
occupied about four hours time and paid over $7 to

each man. It is believed this blue gravel formation

extends down toward and across Yreka creek, with

probability of rich deposits beneath the race track

grounds and all the surrounding country beyond in

the neighborhood of the Kildore hills. If prospects

now being made at different points near Yreka de-

veloD tbe same blue gravel at bedrock we may antic-

ipate lively times in mining operations, to bring a

return of the flush days of Yreka during the "50 pe-

riod, when Yreka Flats, Hawkinsville, Greenhorn,
Deadwood, Humbug and other sections paid ex-

ceedingly rich. Louis Guilbert and Uley Brown are

now sinking their shaft again at the Kildore hillS:

about three miles south of Yreka, going down about
five feet a day. Upon reaching 80 feet they intend

using a whim to hoist by horse-power, and say the

prospects look very favorable for striking blue gravel

at 100 feet or less below the surface, some blue

bowlders having already been found. The hydraulic

miners at Qro Fino and Quartz valley have not yet

been able to start up, but they expect to get ditches

filled very soon, now that the warm weather and
spring rains begin to melt the snow on the Salmon
range. Senator Campbell's men are opening a new
claim this season near Mugginsville in Quartz valley,

and the Eastlice Bros, and Wright & Co. are anx-

iously waiting for water to start their giants at Oro
Fino.

Henley.—Cor. Siskiyou Telegram, March 28

Our miners and farmers are all feeling jolly over the

rainy weather. The miners will have a fair supply

of water this spring, and farmers will have plenty

of water for irrigating purposes. The most of our

people here are more or less interested in mines,

particularly blue gravel. Everybody is looking to

see this one of the liveliest mining camps in the

State in the near future. Undoubtedly, we have a

genuine blue gravel channel here— one that will pay
and last for years to come, always yielding a good
revenue to the owners. At present it is hard to tell

how extensive this blue gravel is. It has been traced

for several miles, and prospects got all along the

west side on rimrock. The east side of channel has

not been found yet, and no one can tell how far east

from west side the gold extends. The course of this

channel seems to be from northwest to southeast,

The rimrock on the western side dips to the north

east at an angle of about 30 degrees. The blue

gravel or cement is generally capped over with sand-

stone. The Klamath river cuts this old channel

deeper than any other place in the county, and those

people who have locations along the river can work
their claims with less expense than other places back

from the river. The channel is located for several

miles on each side of Klamath river. Some of the

companies have spent considerable money to de-

velop their claims, and as far as the work has gone,

it has been satisfactory to tbe owners. There is no
doubt but what there will be considerable machinery

erected the coming season on different mines. The
cement or gravel in most places is very hard and
will have to run through stamp-mills or some other

process to pulverize it to get the gold out of it

Jillson & Co. have the only mine on the blue lead

that can be worked with hydraulicking. They have

about 350 feet pressure, which cuts the cement in

very good shape. They use considerable powder to

break up the large block of cement that comes down.

Their bank at present is about 75 feet high. This

company has spent about $30,000 to open their

mine. They dump their tailings in the Klamath
river. They are driving a large tunnel now for

drifting purposes, so that the mine can be drifted

and piped at the same time, most of the pay being

near the bedrock. The company will work day and

night. They have a good mine, and believe in

working it and getting out the filthy lucre. Capt.

Wilbourn & Co. have a good mine on south side of

Klamath river, which prospects well as far as de-

veloped. Several other locations on the same side

of the river will be prospected this coming summer.

Now we have the Hill mine on north side of river,

east of Jillsoo's mine. This claim has got lower

draining facili'ies than any other location in the dis-

trict. The company has a tunnel in over 100 feet,

with good indications of getting pay. The Black

Jack Co. have spent about $8000 in developing

their location. They have had some of their cement

gravel crushed with very satisfactory results. At

the present time, their mine looks very encouraging.

A. Harvey and others have located on the north

of Black Jack mine. They have done some develop-

ing work. A Portland company is having a shaft

sunk on their location, work being done by con-

tract. The El Dorado Co. has had a hole drilled

160 feet to bedrock and got good prospects. There

are several other companies that are developing

their claims. Everything goes to show that this in

the near future will be a lively mining camp. Tones

& Hazlett have some very rich prospects out of their

quartz ledge on Hungry creek, three-foot ledge,

good prospects make one feel happy.

NEVADA

Washoe Dlet;rlct.

Yellow Jacket.—Virginia Enterprise, March
28: Are shipping to the Vivian mill 40 tons of $18

ore as per battery assays per day.

Best & Belcher.— 1000 level: Repaired and

cleaned out 50 feet of north drift. iioo level:

West crosscut No. i has been advanced 10 feet

through quartz, giving low assays; total, 19.] feet.

At a point in east crosscut No. i, 32 feet from

winze, started northeast and advanced same 16 feet.

Face in hard porphyry and stringers of quartz.

Con. Imperial.—We are still foUowmg up and

taking out small streaks of ore from the upper levels,

and overhauling the old slopes.

Seg. Belcher.-On the 600 level the east cross-

cut from the south lateral drift is out a total distance

of 193 feet, having been advanced 26 feet since last

report. The face is in clay and porphyry.

Crown Point.—The south drift on the 300 level,

is out a total distance of 50 feet, having been ad-

vanced 29 feet during the week. The face is in clay

and quartz, with small bunches of ore. Tbe 5no

level west crosscut was advanced 18 feet since last

report, making a total length of 182 feet. The face

is in clay and quariz. Have done no work in the

lateral drift from the east crosscut on the rioo level

during the week.

Belchek.—The south drift from No. 2 east cross-

cut, 200 level, is out a total distance of 79 feet, hav-

ing been advanced 36 feet during the week. The

face is iu clay and porphyry, with streaks of quartz

giving low assays. No. 3 west crosscut, 300 level,

has been advanced 32 feet since last report, and is

now out a total distance of 208 feet. The face is

porphyry with streaks of quartz through it. Have
started an east crosscut from the 1500 south drift,

which is out 10 feet.

Challenge Con.—The joint Confidence and
Challenge west crosscut from the north drift on the
300 level is out 35 feet, having been advanced 10
feet during the week. The face shows quartz hav-
ing no value. The joint Confidence and Challenge
raise from the 7so-foot levf 1 is up 207 feet, 17 feet

having been made during the week*. The face shows
quartz having no valuF. The joint Confidence and
Challenge west crosscut from the north drift on the
IIOO level is out 264 feet, 14 feel having been made
during the week. The face is in clay. Work on
this crosscut has been suspended for the present.
The joint Confidence and Challenge east crosscut
from the north drift on the same level is out 5 feel,

having been commenced during the week; the face
shows quartz having no value. The joint Yellow
Jacket, Confidence and Challenge north drift on the
100 level is in 590 feet. The face shows quartz hav-
ing no value.

Kentuck Consolidated.—In the east ledge, 20
feet above the 1000 level, have started a south lateral
from the winze, which has been advanced 8 feet in
low-grade quartz. Started a raise from the east
crosscut from the north lateral drift which is up'5
feet. Was able to save a small amount of pay ore.
Have advanced the north drift from the west raise

17 feet. The face is in quartz.

Justice.-The north drift on the 822 level was
advanced 25 feet during the week, making its total
length 468 feet. The face is in a mixture of quariz
and porphyry, with stringers of ore running through
it.

Savage.—We have hoisted 552 cars of ore from
the 500, 750, 800 and 900 levels and from the inter-

mediate below the 1300 level. Shipped to the Mex-
ican mill 54s5i tons ajid milled 540 tons; average
battery $17.10. We have bullion on hand and at
the mill amounting to $17,729.40. The north up-
raise, 300 level, is advanced 137 feet; the top is still

in low-grade ore. On the 800 level the north drift

was advanced 30 feet, making the total length 85
feel from our south boundary. From this drift and
from the slopes on the 900 levpl, 80 feet north of the
Hale & Norcross line, we are sloping good ore. On
the 91)0 level the south drift from the station was
advanced 25 feet; total length, 156 feet; face in por-
phyry. On the 1400 level we have completed the
station at the bottom of the winze. During the
coming week we will start a north prospecting drift
on the iioo level from the north line of the Hale &
Norcross ground.
Hale and Norcross.—On the 100 level of Nor-

cross the north prospecting drift is advanced 25
feet, the face in low-grade ore. On the 1400 level
No. 2 west crosscut from south drift was advanced
15 feet; total length, 120 feet. This crosscut has
reached the footwall of the ledge. The face of No,
4 west crosscut is in low-grade quartz. West cross-
cut No. 5 on our south boundary, started jointly
with the Chollar Company, shows 40 feet of quariz,
giving some fair assays. Anew west crosscut has
been started north of south boundary line and ad-
vanced some 30 feel, the face in quartz and por-
phyry. The main south drift of this level having
reached the south boundary, is being advanced
into Chollar ground at the expense of the com-
pany.

Occidental.— Extracting ore of fair quality from
the slopes on the 400 level. The south drift from
No. 3 upraise, 40 feet below the 450 level, is in 58
feet and is showing fair-grade ore. South drift
from north line, 650 level, is in 137 feet; face in low-
grade quartz. North drift from No. 2 winze, 660
level, is in 237 feet, face showing low-grade ore.
Have started a south drift from No. i winze, on 600
level, which is in fair-grade ore.

Chollar.—We are making repairs on the 100,
500 and 650 levels. The west crosscut on the north
line, 1400 level, advanced five feet; total, 45 feet;
formation, quartz and clay. Tbe south drift, 1400
level, is in 10 feet south of north line. Sent to
mill 535 tons of ore, which averaged $18.70 a ton,
as per battery samples.
POTOSi.—East crosscut 400 feet south of shaft,

930 level, is out 235 feet; face in porphyry. The
winze is down 144 feet below the 1300 level; face in
porphyry mixed with quartz. East crosscut from
the winze, 1300 level, is out 152 feet; face in por-
phyry and streaks of quartz.

Alpha.—The winze 80 feet north of shaft, 500
level, is down 61 feet; the bottom is in low-grade
quartz. The north drift from the east crosscut, 180
ieet east of shaft, 600 level, is out 68 feet; face in
low-grade quartz.

Exchequer.— East crosscut on the north line,
600 level, is out 147 feet; face in porphyry.
Con. New York.—The north drift, iioo level, is

out 338 feet; formation, quartz. The west crosscut,
310 feet north of shaft, 1100 level, is out 35 feet; for-
mation, porphyry.
Silver Hill.—Northwest drift, 50 level, is out

85 feet; face in hard porphyry. North crosscut, 640
feet from winze, 160 level, is out 25 feet; face in hard
porphyry.
Ward Combination. —East drift from 1800

station is out 905 feet; face in porphyry and clay.
Andes.—The east drift from the mam north

drift on the 420 level, which connected with the
winze from the 350 level, has been timbered up and
the connection completed. We axe now easing
timbers in the main north drift. East crosscut from
the south lateral drift on the 420 level has been ad-
vanced 18 feet; face in a formation of vein porphyry
and clay.

Utah.—725 level : In the main west drift, at a
point 140 fept from the shaft, a south drift has been
advanced 56 feet. This drift is running in a quartz
streak averaging two feet in width, showing some
value by assay.

Danville DlBtrlct.

Silver.—Belmont Courier, March 28: O. S.
Wattles of Fish Lake valley has resumed work on
his mining claims at Danville district. He is ex-
tracting some rich silver ore. The prospects for
Danville district are e.xcellent.

Arabia District.

Examining the Min-e.s.—Silver State, March
28: An Eastern mining expert passed west on Tues-
day for the purpose of examining the Arabia mines,
seven miles from Trinity mining district and about
four miles from old Oreana, The Arabia mines
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should pay handsomely by ihe cheap process now in

use, as the ore is easily broken and there is abun-
dance of it in this district. The Montezuma, Jersey,

Dundcrberg and Old Daisy, Series and other lodes
have plenty of good ore in them and but little capi-

tal is required to make a big boom.

Morey District.

OdtlOOK.—Belmont Courier, March 28: The
outlook for Morev is good. 1 he mines are looking
well and it is confidently expected that considerable

work will be done on the mining properties in that

district during this spring and summer.

Tuficarora District.

Navajo,— Times- Rcviao^ March 38: The 350
stopes are looking well and the grade of ore is get-

ting higher.

Nevada Queen.—North drift on 650-foot level

has been extended 12 feet, and crosscut started

east, which has been run 13 feet in hard porphyry.
North Bklle Isle.—North drift from Belle Isle

450-foot level extended 18 feet. The ore shows
spots of ruby ore. Average assays of the ore $102,

and is improving. The 500 stopes yielded x6 cars

of first-class and 119 cars of concentrating ore.

North intermediate drift from No. 4 chute, 600-foot

level, extended 18 feet. The face is all in vein with
seams of ore coming in.

Commonwealth.—Fourth level—West crosscut

has been extended 27 feet; no material change.
East crosscut extended 30 feet, cutting another flow

of water and seams of clay. North drift in the vein

extended 22 (eet in low-grade ore. A drilt south

has been started in the vein, and in 11 feet. Put-

ting in turntable and track has delayed the progress.

Started work in both drifts last night and good
headway will be made.
North Commonwealth.—First level—Has pro-

duced 20 carloads ol first-class ore; average assay

$258 per ton, and 37 carloads second-cliss ore; aver-

age car sample, $32 per ton. Second level—North
drift from west crosscut advanced 27 feet, exposing
12 inches fair-grade ore, assaying from S30 to $277
per ton. Fourth level—East crosscut has been ex-

tended and timbered 33" feet, cuttmg clay seams;
rock is the same as cut under the vein in east cross-

cut of Commonwealth.
Robinson District.

Option for a Bond.—White Pine News, March
28: Mr. J. A. Keating and Joseph Gans accom-
panied by R. H. Frank of Cherry Creek, spent five

or six days here the latter part ol last week and the

first of this, examining the Joanna group of mines

in Robinson District. The two first named gentle-

man are experienced mining men of Montana, who
can command any amount of capital if the venture

warrants its expenditure. These gentlemen made a

thorough examination of the Joanna and adjacent

mines and expressed themselves as well satisfied

with what they saw and the general formation of the

mineral belt. They also went through the Chain-

man mine, which they had no hesitation in pro-

nouncing a very valuable piece of mining property.

They took their tiiue, look no one's say so, but

"panned out" for themselves, and the result has

been satisfactory. We learn that Messrs. Keating

and Gans got an option of 60 days for a bond on
the Joanna, Joanna No. 2, Cloud and Great West-
ern. The terras of the bond, which are perfectly

understood between the parties, we are not at lib-

erty to make public; but, we are informed, it is on
such a scale that as soon as the bond is signed, the

construction of a 20-stamp milt will be commenced
at once and they expect to have it completed by the

middle of July,
Columbus District.

A Bright Outlook.—Walker Lake Bulktin,

March 28: Candelaria still continues to be a thrifty

mining camp. The monthly pay roll amounts to

$50,000. There is sufficient ore in sight in the

Mt. Diablo to supply the milling capacity for a long

time. There is a large force of men constantly em-
ployed at the Holmes. A new pipe line will be laid,

the present line being inadequate to supply the de-

mand. The water is carried a distance of 28 miles.

Captain Channel, superintendent of the Princess,

states that his company is prospecting and opening

up new ground but not taking out any ore at pre-

sent.
Osceola District.

Hydraulic Mining.—Cor. Nevada Transcript,

March 21: As I look out I can see snow in every

direction, although it is all gone around t^e mine.

Up on the hills there is enoueh in sight to msure us

a pretty good run of water for this season, as we
have both ditches in order to catch the first water

that comes in the spring. Unfortunately for us,

last spring the new ditch and flumes were not com^

pleted until the best of the water supply was gone

on that side of the mountain, and the ditch being

new and cut through very loose ground in some
places, causing it to leak more or less, gave us but

little benefit; but now it is pretty well soaked up
and I think capable of cirrying its full capacity.

We have flumes and pipe laid and monitors in po-

sition to work in good shape as soon as water comes.

The weather has moderated considerably during the

past week. The ice is melting fast, and there is

quite a nice little stream of water in the old ditch

which will melt the ice out pretty quick. There has

been quite a stir here among prospectors this

winter, mostly done through the dry wash process,

Quite a number of locations have been made, and

all the machines in the camp are being operated

with very encouraging results. I have two locations

myself, one of which is a bonanza a<5 far as de-

veloped. I located it in January, but on account of

storms, and cold windy weather could not do much
toward opening it up. The formation is mostly

lime and gravel all mixed up and very hard, re-

sembling Portland cement, making it slow to work,

as it has to be all broken up fine for the machines.

The prospects range from $4 to $15 per hundred

shovels. The regular way of working the machines

is to count the number of shovels as you throw them

into the machine, and clean up every one hundred

shovels separately. There are several other loca-

tions adjoining mine that pay nearly as well. I

think I hapoened to strike on the best part of my
ground, as it is on a sort of a bar where the gravel

is shallow.
Dun Glen District.

Prospecting.—Cor. Silver State, March 28:

The mining industry, which, after all the bluster

about water storage, still remains our only well-

grounded hope for the return of anything like the

good old times, seems almost paralyzed fay a com-

plication of adverse circumstances; yet a few hard-

palmed prospectors are still prospecting an intelli-

gent and patient search for the hidden treasures of
the mountains. Of our small population, nine men
have worked steadily all winter developing claims
and taking out ore for milling or shipment. Hendra
Bros., owners of the Golden Chariot mine, have,
during the winter, compieted a tunnel started several
years ago and lapped the ledge about 80 feet below
the level of the workings. This will greatly facilitate
the extraction of ore and enhance the value of the
mine. The ledge is over four feet, and although
not of high grade, is expected to pay well. They
expect to start their mill in a week or two, and are
hopeful of an all summer's run. as water will be
abundant and the supply of ore is far in excess of
the milling capacity. S. C. Thomas and his brother
James have l.een busy all winter on his mine, tak-
ing out ore which fairly shines with yellow metal.
It only takes a few tons of this ledge to yield a
thousand dollars, it being small and of high grade.
Nelson Bros, are hunting for a body of rich ore
which they are hopeful of yet bringing to light.

Arniatta & Miglu are shipping some fine ore taken
out of the Monroe mines during the winter, Rich'd
Eva has been prospecting for placers in Monroe
canyon with success, though the work was prose-
cuted under great disadvantages.

Wild Rose District.

Thf, Paradise PRorERTv 'AoIl.'o.—Silver Siate,

March 27: The final transfer of the Paradise Valley
raining and mill property was effected yesterday at
San Francisco and final papers executed. The
properly consists of the Paradise and Wild Goose
mines and their several extensions and the mill

property of the Paradise M. & M, Co. Said prop-
erty was sold and deed made out to Doctor Hanson
for a Boston syndicate, several members of which
arrived in Nevada in company with Dr. Hanson
about three weeks ago. They iraraediately visited

and examined the mines and other property belong-
ing to the company and were well satisfied. They
then returned to Winnemucca and in company with
Attorney MacMillan they examined the records.
After being satisfied with the title, they repaired to

San Francisco, and after a thorough examination of

the company's books, the deal was closed yesterday.

This company expects to expend about $200,000
before receiving any returns. They will place an
electric plant at the mouth of No. 6 tunnel, at the
lower end of the canyon, and receive the power from
Hardscrabble ranch on Martin creek, about four

miles from the tunnel. The plant when finished will

cost all of $150,000. It is expected to have a ca-

pacity of 150 tons per day. As there are thousands
of tons of ore in tunnels No. 4 and 6 that will go
from $14 to $20, it will be a very easy matter to
supply the plant with that amount of ore, as the ore

will be dumped from tunnel No. 6 directly into the
mill. We may expect in a very short time to hear
of lively times in Paradise, and too much praise can-
not be given Dr. Hanson for the successful manner
in which he accomplished this transfer of the Para-
dise property, It will not only create a boom in

Paradise, but it will have a tendency to bring other
capitalists into this section of the country to look at

other properties. The outlook is certainly much
brighter for the future.

ARIZONA.

Globe.—Cor, Arizona Enterprise, March 26:
The mining news is good, the prospecting of the

Bisbee Co. we learn is satisfactory; the same indica-

tions of large bodies of rich copper ore is showing
up on these claims as in the Old Dominion. There
is no doubt but the claims are all that the company
want. No one can tell what they will do, or when
active operations will commence. All the chloriders

are getting good silver ore; the Rescue is yielding

large bodies of rich ore and no doubt will be a big
mine. Good news comes frora Pioneer; John New-
raan with his concentrator is doing a fine paying
business with any quantity of ore for the purpose in

sight,

Catoctin.—Prescott Courier, March 31: Super-
intendent Johns says that the raine is looking well.

He has two teams steadily engaged in hauling ore
to the Prescott ore works.
Senator.—Supt. J, J. Williams has secured a

large Pelton wheel and will run the Senator mill

with it whenever there shall be sufficient water in

Hassayampa creek. John S, Jones' plant, in Big
Bug district, consists of a 5-stamp battery, slimer,

concentrator and tables, which he will run by power
of a 24-inch Pelton wheel. He has built a raile of

fluraing; will put in piping. He will have a fall of

180 feet. His intention is to have ore taken from
his several ledges by contract.

New Find.— Prescott Courier, March 29: Frank
Kienzle showed the reporter some handsome free gold
quartz yesterday which assayed $64 gold and $3.20
silver from a new find—the Cumberland and exten-

sion—which he located two years ago. He has two
feet of honeycomb rock in the ledge which assays

$300 gold. These properties are a quarter of a mile

frora the Railroad mine and two miles from the

Blue Dick.

OOLORADO.

Five Thousand Dollars Paid,—Aspan Times,
March 28: The Argentura-Juniata Co, has paid in-

to the city Treasury the first installment ot $5000
for the privilege of mining under the streets and
alleys of a portion of the east part of Aspen. The
company was not obliged to pay it until the 30th of

March. The next payment is to be made in 18

months.
The Bushwhacker. — The Bushwhacker Co.

continues development work without stopping to

increase the output, which amounts to 10 or 15 tons

of good ore per day. During the present month the

work has been done principally in the fourth level

north, which is also in good pay ore, and an upraise

has been run from the fourth to the third level, with

ore all the distance. Just how wide this ore chute

is has not been determined. If it continues down
to the Cowenhoven tunnel, a distance of about 1000
feet on the dip, the wealth of this body of ore alone
will run up into the milliong. The indebtedness will

soon be liquidated and a receiver's receipt issued,

when the stockholders may begin to expect some re-

muneration for their investments in the way of divi-

dends.
The Little Annie.—Superintendent Atkinson

yesterday telephoned the manager, that he was in

good ore in several places on the Annie. S. L.
Hansbrough and Charlie Kutzleb came to the city

with some of the ore late in the evening that looks
as if it would assay way up in the thousands.
Thk Wilmington.—J. W. Nugent, who, with

the Continental Divide Mining Investment Co., is

working the Wilmington of the Climax group, was
in the city yesterday feeling jubilant over some fine-

looking ore he had struck in the north drift. He
thinks that a big ore body is being tapped and says
he will quit the country if he does not have pay ore
in 30 feel.

The Pakk-Regent.— Manager Wright is expect-
ed home to-day from New York, where he sold
enough Bushwhacker stock to finish paying for the
Park-Regent and Tiger. His property is looking
well. Development work in the north end of the
Park has been commenced through the Iowa shaft.

Mr. Wright thinks he has the down-hill pull on a
arge portion of the world in ihai part of his ground.

DAKOTA

Blanquilla. —Deadwood Pioneer, March 27:
Development work on the Blanquilla group of mines
continues steadily. There is now five feet of ore in

sight, overlaid by a three-loot vein of manganese
ore, that carries a little gold and silver. An assay
of five samples from the ore body gives an average
value to the ore of $38.29. This properly is located
on Squaw creek, and is one of the most promising
properties in the Hills.

Keystone Chlorination Works.—Messrs.
Keith and Cameron returned yesterday from Chi-
c^igo, where they had been purchasing the new ma-
chinery for the Keystone Chlorination works. The
first carload of material will leave Chicago about
April loih, and the remainder will be shipped on
the 33rd. The rock-breaker and pulverizer is a new
improvement of the Gates style, combining a crush-
er aud pulverizer that grind up the ore to allow it to

pass through a lo-mesh screen. This is the first

crusher of the kind sent out of the Chicago works,
and Mr. Gates will be present himself to witness its

workings. All the ore that is too coarse to pass
through the screen is hoisted up by an elevator and
sent through the crusher again. The roaster weighs
42,000 pounds, and will be capable of treating 50
tons of ore per day that does not carry over 10 per
cent sulphur. There will Tae three pumps, one for

water, one for acid and the third for chlorine solu-

tion, A compressor is ordered, for compressing the

cakes of sulphides. The barrels have been ordered
from Fremont, Neb., as the house there underbid
the Chicago concerns. One barrel, capable of treat-

ing 24 tons of ore daily, was to be completed in ten

days, and the other about May isl. The engines
and other machinery were ordered at Chicago.

IDAHO.

Delamar.—Cor. Idaho Statesman^ March 28:

Since my last the blower at the mine has been put
in place and the large pipe made by Theo. Phillips

of Silver City has been placed in the tunnel and
connections made with pipes leading to all the dif-

ferent sections of the raine where needed. The
blower was started up on the 12th, everything worked
to a charm and the boys are now fully supplied with

plenty of good air throughout the different workings.

In many places it was badly needed as the air was
exceedingly close, the chambers warm and the pow-
der, smoke and gas would never entirely disappear.

It has been found that the wires conveying the

power from the dynarao to the electric hoist at the

winze are not large enough to run the hoist and
new and larger wires were accordingly sent for and
are on the way.
The Nay Aug Shut Down.—Wood River

Thnes, March 28 : The Nay Aug mine was shut

down temporarily yesterday, it being impossible to

work to advantage with the' present machinery. It

will probably remain closed for a month or six

weeks, or until the roads become passable, when op-
erations may be resumed. One of the first moves in

that direction will probably be the erection of a con-

centrating mill; as there are between 800 and 1000
tons of second class ore on the dump, besides large

quantities in place in the mine.

From Clayton.—The Custer mill, which has

been shut down for over a year, will resume opera-

tions about the ist of May.

LOWER CALIFORNIA.

Alamo.—Lower Californian, March 26: The E.

Paso mill is running on rich ore from El Paso mine

G. F, Dow and partner are at Tableta. The saw
mill will start up at once. The Frenchmen's mine
over Tomasa's eyebrow pays $100 a ton in red gold

if it pays a cent. The Manzanita mill is running

and Col. Lane's mill is crowding ahead. All the

other mills, also, are in full blast. Parties from the

Cucapa placers arrived at the saw mill last week and
reported rich ground. They returned at once after

getting supplies. It is reported that silver has been

found in Valle Trinidad. The floaters and kickers

are waiting for the boom in San Quintin to drift

down that way. Speaking of San Quintin, a mining

man here says that it is bound to be the center of

mining activity soon. Valladares, Santo Domingo,
Agua Dulce, Socorro,' San Fernando, Calamojue,

Calmalli and other camps will be tributary to San
Quintin. Nothing new has developed in the vicin-

ity of Alamo or in the mines during the past week.

The Aurora has started on its upper ledge, the

Boracha, where promising ore is in sight. The ore in

the regular ledge is all stoped out. The Indio is

sinking under the steam drill, and drifting is con-

tinued on the Ulises. The lessees of the Monte-

zuma are doing a little development work. The El

Paso is drifting,

MONTAJJA.

Bimetallic, — Phillipsburg Mail, March 26

The bimetallic company are now going ahead with

the work of excavating for the new 50-stamp addi

tion to their mill at Clark with all possible speed.

All the men and teams that can be worked to advan-

tage are busy on the ground, and material is con-

stantly arriving for the new structure, which it is

thought will be completed and ready for use not

later" than July ist. When this addition is finished

the bimetallic company will have 100 stamps drop-

ping under a single roof, which will be the largest

dry-crushing mill in the world.

There can be but little doubt that when this new
addition is completed it will not be long until the

bimetallic will take first place among the silver pro-

ducing mines in the world. The work of building
Ihe new addition has alread>5hown its efiect in the
camp, and increased activity in all branches of busi-
ness is noticeable.

NBW MEXICO.

QOXM.— Southwtst Sentivel. March 26; N. Bell
brought down last week gold to the amount of 65
pounds, valued at $12,480, and his concentrates,
which will net as much more, all from about 400
tons of ore taken from his mine. Mr, Bell says all
he wants is a few weeks' notice when the looo-pound
gold brick is wanted for Ihe worid's 'air, and he will
get It ready. He will take it out of the ore in his
raine very quickly. Frank C. Bell has uncovered a
body of ore in one of his claims at Pinos Altos that
runs 53 per cent lead, 18 ounces silver and $3 in
gold. It is rumored that something wilt soon be
done at Paschal and Santa Rita in the copper line.
C, E. Miller has a fine showing in the Langsion
mine at Pinos Altos. He was down to Silver City
la*;! week endeavoring to secure facilities to have his
ore treated. We notice the iron ore shipments are
increasing from Silver City; 15 carioads during the
week went out over the A., T. & S. F. R, R, H,
H. Belts made a shipment of high-grade silver ore
to the Rio Grande Smelting Co. last week.
Carlisle,—James Tong, of the Cariisle Co.

reports the new camp about two and one-half
miles west of Carlisle in a flourishing condition.
From the Alabama Mr. Tong has shipped three
cars of ore, the first averaging $76 per ton, the
second car $220 per ton and the last car $750 per ton.
The ore taken out while sinking the shaft paid $125
per foot. Belton and Reardon, the owners of the
Julia, have been working steadily and shipping $75
ore. R, M, Ruckerhas a 12 foot lead which averages
over $30 per ton. Work is progressing on the
Gold King, owned by Epley, Bailey and Tong.
Twenty-three tons of ore worked in the Cariisle
mill averaged on the plates $16 per ton. Ore is

still being shipped from the Jim Crow, the first class
averaging from $200 to $250 and the second-class
about $60. This new camp has but recently come
to the front as a producer, and with the exception
of two or three of the claims all of the rest have
been located withm the past six months. The veins
are all true fissures of a good average width and a
grade that will pay to ship. The bodies of ore are
simply wonderful, and in a short time the camp will
be the most prosperous in the country.

ORKGON.

The Eastern Oregon Placers,—Bedrock
Democrat, March 26: Owing to the unusually heavy
fall of snow in the mountains in Eastern Oregon,
this season will be a splendid one for placer mining.
There will be water in the canyons and gulches until

late in the season. This will greatly lacilitate the
operations of the miners. Where canyons or ravines
have crossed mineral veins containing gold, in their

course down mountain sides, more or less of the
shining metal will be found in the gravel. As there
will this season be water with which to prospect in
many places where in ordinary seasons no water is

found within miles, it is likely that rich placer
ground will be struck on not a few benches and flats,

where heretofore the advent of the pick and shovel
were unknown. From Luther D. French, who was
in this city yesterday, the Democrat learns that the
snow is still about 14 inches deep in Sumpter valley
and in the mountains it is much deeper than it was
last season. The gentleman states that it is

packed solid and will disappear very slowly. It is

probable that quite a number of placers in the
Auburn district which have remained iule for several
seasons past, will be worked this. The outlook for

the placer miner this season is undoubtedly most
flattering,

UTAH.

Ore on the Market,—Salt Lake Tribune,
March 25: To-day there will be 700 tons of Horn
Silver ore on the market, and ore-buyers will have a
lively tirae bidding for it. Shipments from this raine
have become quite regular and also quite large.

Movement OF Ores,— The movement of ore in

the camps near this city has almost stopped. At
Bingham the roads are in a wretched condition, and
this has stopped most of the ore hauling. At Park
City there is snow, slush and mud, and it was snow-
ing more the past two days. The roads to the
mines are too bad to get ore down. It is probable
the Crescent will not be able to send any more ore
down until the snow is far enough gone to permit
operating their traraway. Their new larger loco-
motive should be received by that time and enable
more rapid ore transportation to- the concentrator.
At Tintic there is but little snow in the towns of
Eureka and Silver City, but lots of it on the hills,

while between the mud and snow, ore-hauling is

about at a standstill.

The Buckhorn.—The Buckhorn, at Ophir,
under the new management has a force of 25 men
working on the lower levels, and is opening up
large bodies of ore. Since snow is two to three feet

deep up about the mine, no ore is being shipped at
present, but it will raove fast in the spring.
Smelter.—Salt Lake Tribune, March 26: P. A.

H. Franklin returned yesterday frora his visit of five

weeks to New York, Boston, Philadelphia, etc.,

whither he went in the interest of his mining oper-
ations. * One object was that of arranging for a big
smelting and refining plant near this city, and in

this mission he has fair promise of success. This
matter, however, is not in condition to make fully

known to the public what has been or what is likely

to be done in the near future. In the meantime the
operations of his big group at Bingham, the Niag-
ara will go ahead and his plans of making that a
great property will be carried fcrward as fast as pos-
sible, Mr. Franklin found much interest in mining
among the capitalists with whom, he came in con-
tact.

Ore and Bullion Shipments.—Park Record^
March 28: The Ontario mill shipped 24 bars of
bullion this week, amounting to 16,386. 15 fine

ounces silver. Jerry M. Richardson shipped to-day
128,000 pounds of first class ore, He has a large

tonnage on the hill that he cannot get down just

now owing to the bad condition of the roads. Dur-
ing the week there was received at and forwarded
from" the Mackintosh sampler the following lots of

ore: Ontario, 296,970 lbs.; Crescent, 283,400; An-
chor concentrates, 205,480; Cumberland (first ship-

' ment), 1750 pounds; total, 787,600 pounds.
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IQECHAisiieAL Progress

Mechanical Progress in CMna.

The Chinese, in many repects are a rational

and practical people. There are many among
their learned and influential men, who have

beoome quite thoroughly imbued with the value

of the progreaalve ideas which have interested

*'the outside barbariana" during the last

century. Bat unfortunately the stationary and

superfititlous notions which have been inbred

into the common people during the thousands

of years of their isolation as a nation, are very

diffioalt of any sudden eradication. Such would

have been the case with the masses of any peo-

ple, who have so long been accustomed to

thoughts and ways handed down from so many
generations under a continuous and uniform

mode of government and education.

Bat if their present intercourse with foreign

nations is kept up for a series of years, their

antiquated notions will soon give way and

China will step out of her Rip van Winkle
sleep and come to the front with a power and

inflaence that will astonish the world.

That tho Chinese are really a practical peo-

ple, and that the work of revolution has already

commenced may be inferred from what follows:

Daring a recent anti-foreign-devil riot at

some place between Tongtu and Kaiping the

mob, by way of emphasiziog its patriotic senti-

ments, destroyed a good length of railway that

has recently been carried through the district.

The local mandarin—a Chinese Ruskinlte ap-

parently— instead of using the forces under

him to quell the riot sent his soldiers to assist

In the pious work. The embankments were
leveled for some distance, and the rails thrown
into the river, and an atMmpt was made to

destroy the bridges. Mr. Kinder, the engineer

of the line, laid the state of the case before the

Toatoi df Tientsin, who is the head director of

the undertaking. The Toatoi sent for the man-
darin, and addressed him thus: "To please

yourself and your friends you have destroyed

the railway track. To please mo you will put

it back just as it was before. If, one month
from today the trains are not running the

same as before, you lose your head and your
family ani ancestors are dlBgraoed."

*'Mr. Kinder estimates the damage and loss

by non-running of trains at 50,000 taels (about

£12,500) which sum you will have to pay out

of your owu funds to the company. For labor,

all your ofBclals, soldiers and the townsfolk

will work as you direct, receiving no money for

their labor, and all salaries are stopped until

the repairs are complete. I shall appoint a

board of punishment to return with you, with

power to torture and Imprison any one who
makes the least disturbance or trouble." The
mandarin begged for mercy on the plea that, as

the country was all under water he could not

possibly get mud and stones wherewith to build

the embankments. The Taotoi saw the force

of this plea, and said he would give him a

ohance. He could pull down any of his forts

he liked in order to provide material for the

repair of the railway, and he would give him
three months after the railway was completed
to rebuild his forts at his (the mandarin'e) own
expense. In rather under three weeks the

trains were running again, and they are now
rebuilding the forts. How long would it have
taken to bring about the same results in

England?

—

London Truth.

Much trouble in the way of railroad building

has been encountered in China on account of

the multiplicity of graveyards and the prejudice

which exists against disturbing places of

pepulture. A road lately surveyed between
Kowloon and Canton has been for some time
held in abeyance on this account; but even that

prejudice has now been overcome and the mod-
ern symbol of progress, the locomotive, will

soon be seen in the great city of Canton. This
same prejudice stopped prrgress on the Boston
and Providence road in 1835—one of the very
early roads in this country. People turned
out with arms to drive away the railroad work-
men; but better councils soon prevailed, and
work went on.

It is not at all likely that there will be any
more railway demolition in that province.

Another evidence of the really progressive steps

which China is now making is found in the
efforts now being made by the Qovernment of

that country toward the establishment of exten-

sive and complete iron and steelworks. About
a year ago two Eaglish engineers went to China
to take charge of the work for the government,
and the preliminary arrangements have been
made. The site ohofen for the works is near
the junction of the Han and Yangtze rivers,

opposite the city of Hankow, in the province
of Hoo Pe. The plant will include two large

blast furnaces, capable of producing about 100
tons of pig iron daily. There will also be a
oomplete Bessemer steel plant, with two five-

ton converters and all the necessary cupolas,

casting cranes, blowing engines, etc. The
product of this plant will be made chiefly into

rails and there will be a large rail mill with all

its appliances for this purpose.

It is officially stated that the manufaoture of

rails for future railroads is one of the chief ob-

jects, of the Chinese government in building
these works. There will also be a small Simens-
Martin open-hearth steel plant for the manu-
facture of ship-plates and mild steel for small
fire-arms. There will be a very complete iron

milt, Including 20 puddling furnaces and a plate

and bar mill. The works will cover about 40

acres, and will be traversed by numerous small

railway tracks for the handling of materials and
products within the works. The contract for

the machinery for the entire plant was placed

with an English house, and the specifications

oftll for t^he delivery of all the material early in

1892. A large quantity of the machinery has

already been shipped, and all of the blast fur-

nace material is now on the site of the works.

There is good reasons for believing that at

no distant day China will take a stand high

among the nations of the earth, as a progressive

industrious and powerful people. When she

does BO, San Francisco will occupy a position of

the highest commercial importance in relation

t^ the trade not only of China, but of all the

Orient as well. The four great commercial
cities whioh will then sale the markets of the

world will be London, New York, San Fran^

Cisco and Shanghai or some other favorable city

location which may grow up on the coast of

Eastern China, not now known to the world.

Common Sense in Mechanics.—No amount
of education and practical training will make a
thoroughly good and competent workman of a

man who has no Inclination or natural ability

for a certain line of business, and especially is

this true of the meohanio. The oonstruction
of machinery at the present time is an art

that calls for a man with natural ability and
adaptation. It is not merely a following out
of theoretical plans and calculations. Neither
is it a work in which handicraft alone can inc-

ceed. It may be true that a large proportion
of workmen are what might be termed skilled

artisans, who are capable of doing the part
assigned them in a creditable manner, and
sufficiently well to make the completed mech-
anism a perfect-working and well-proportioned
production. But there is something more than
this in the trade. These are not the men who
work out or suggest improvements, who can be
trusted with the more important work of de-
signing and constructing. There is no trade in

which there is a larger field for the display of

common sense than in the machinist's trade.

It is the exercise of this very important ele-

ment of a man's make-up that earns for him a
reputation and a standing that no amount of

theorizing will bring. There are so many dif-

ferent ways of accomplishing the same result

that it requires a man of good judgment and a

quick perception to see which way Is best in a

particular case, and very often calls for the ex-

ercise of good cmmon senpe.

—

Ex,

A Five-Million Dollar Battle Ship has
just been launched at Portsmouth, England.
She is called the Koyal Sovereign and is the
largest war vessel ever constructed in Eogland.
She has a displacement of 14,150 tons, and an
indicated horse-power of 9000 natural draught,
and 13,000 forced dranght. Her forced speed
is to bs 17^ knots. She is protected by a sted
belt 280 feet In length, 8^ feet in hight and 18
inches thioh. Above that is a three-inch steel

deck, and it is terminated by transverse armored
bulkheads, the lower edges of whioh rest on
steel decks extending down in curves to stem
and stern. Above the belt the broadside is

protected to a hjght of 9^ feet above water by
five>inoh steel armor, the battery being shut in
fore and aft by steel bulkheads. On the bar-
bette towers the armor is 17 inches thick, the
protection being carried down to the belt. The
pt^lnclpal armament consists of four 13^'inch
67-ton breech-loaders, disposed In two towers,
all four guns being available on either broad-
side. The secondary armament consists of ten
100-pounder, 16 six-pounder and eight three-
pounder quick-firers. The Royal Sovereign is

one of a group of eight first-class armored
battle-ships embodying the views of a majority
of the most experienced naval architects re-

garding speed, coal-endurance, freeboard, arma-
ment, and armor protection. The design of the
battle- ship is more like that of the Boston than
any other warship in our navy. The estimated
cost of the vessel in $5 000.000.

Improvements in Pulleys.—An important
improvement has been made In the covering of
pulleys, by which It is claimed fifty per cent
more power can be transmitted, and all slipping
li reduced to an Imperceptible factor. This
system comprises the following points: It con-
sists in the employment of a specially prepared
leather covering for the pulley, which is ex-
tremely soft and elastic, and never glazes by
the rubbing action of the belt, as is the case
when ordinary leather is employed for this pur-
pose. It is applied to the pulley, and held
firmly to it, for all time, by means of a special
cement, which Is soft and never hardens like
ordinary oement or glue. No rivets of any
kind are employed, but the leather covering is

firmly attached to the iron of the pulley by the
cement alone. Covering iron pulleys with
paper is sometimes practiced, the covering be-
ing done as follows: First cleanse the pulley
from grease with sal soda (washing soda). Then
scratch the whole surface with a file. Wet
with dilute nitric acid for a few minutes to
deaden the scratches, clean with water, and
dry. Apply the paper by winding, using the
strongest glue, or the paper may be wetted
with tannic acid and then applied as above.
Some prefer to add a tablespoonful of glycerine
to a quart of glue and then apply hot. Turn
off the edges and apply a coating of common
shellac.

Edison's Profits from his electrical ii veu-
tions are estimated at not less than $12.-
000,000.

'

SeiENTiFie Pfiqqress.

Grass and Its Mission.

Next in importance to the divine profusion

of water, light and air, those three physical

facts which render existence possible, may be
reckoned the universal benefioienoe of grass.

Lying in the sunshine, among buttercups and
dandelions of May, scarcely higher in intelli

genoe than minute tenants of that mimic
wilderness, our earliest recollections are of

grass; and when the fitful fever is ended and
foolish wrangle of the market and the forum is

closed, grass heals over the soar which oar de-

scent into the bosom of the earth made, and
the carpet of the infant becomes the blanket of

the dead.
Grass is the forgiveness of Nature—her con

stant benediction. Fields trampled with battle,

saturated with blood, torn with the rats of

cannon, grow green again with grass and
carnage is forgotten. Streets abandoned by
traffic beoome grass'grown, like rural lanes,

and are obliterated. Forests decay, harvests

perish, fiowers vanish, but grass Is immortal.
Beleagured by the sullen hosts of winter, it

withdraws into the Impregnable fortress of its

subterranean vitality, and emerges upon the
solicitation of spring. Sown by the winds, by
wandering birds, propagated by the subtle

horticulture of the elements which are its min-
isters and servants, it softens the rude outlines

of the world. It evades the solitudes of des-

erts, climbs the Inaccessible slopes and pin-

nacles of mountains, modifies the history, char-

acter and destiny of nations, Unobtrusive
and patient, it has Immortal vigor and aggres-

sion. Banished from the thoroughfare and
field, it bides its time to return, and when vigi-

lance is relaxed, or the dynasty has perished,

it silently resumes the throne from which it

has been expelled, but which it never abdi-

cates. It bears no blazonry of bloom to charm
the senses with fragrance or splendor, but its

homely hue is more enchanting than the lily or

the rose. It yields no fruit in earth or air, yet

should its harvest fail for a single year, famine
would depopulate the world.

The Relations OF Men of Science to the
Oeneral Public was the title of the address of

T. C. Mendenhall, as retiring president of the

American Association for the Advancement of

Science, at its annual meeting in Indianapolis

for the year 1890. The main points of bis

theme were :

1, The particulars in whioh scientific men
fail as exponents of science among their fellows.

Under this bead Is named, with proper quali-

fication, the fact that such men are sometimes
unaMd, or unwilling, to present the results of

their labors in form intelligible to intelligent

people.

2, Men of science are liable to fall into the

error of assuming superior wisdom as regards

subjects outside the lines of their specialties,

3, Men of science are not always reason-

ably free from egotism in matters relating to

their specialties, particularly in reference to

authority and attainments In the same.

4, Another element of weakness in scienti-

fic men is that they are often less *' practical"

in their work than they should be. Some-
times they even despise the useful and practical

in science, and their dignity is disturbed when
an honest and innocent layman asks what the

use of this or that discovery is. This we deem
one of the most important points of the ad'

dress, because the fault is so commonly no-

ticed and spoken of by intelligent laymen.
We have ourselves been recently ashamed of

some of our prominent scientific men for

grievous errors in this way.
5, The last point of the paper is the de-

mand which the public may justly make upon
the man of science, that his interest shall not

be less in public affairs than that of other men.

The paper, as a whole, is well calculated to

call the attention of scientific men generally to

a line of usefulness and an opportunity for good
not duly appreciated heretofore.

—

Sidereal

The Schiseophone.—This recently invented

instrument for deteoting fiaws in Iron, from

which so much was expected, seems to have
greatly disappointed those for whose benefit it

was designed. In common with many of our
cotemporaries, we have made several favorable

allusions to it; but the Scientific American now
gives the following discouraging paragraph :

Hallroad men, especially, will regret that the

schiseophone, an electrical instrument invented

by a Frenchman for detecting fiaws in metal

castings and forgings, Is not realizing the prom-
ises made for it, for in the newer railroad sci-

ence, though study and ingenuity have found

means of greatly lensening danger through

broken axles and wheeh, through collision and
the like, no amount of inspection has sufficed to

detect fiaws In rails and to prevent rail"

splitting. Hammering was the only known
test, a fairly accurate one, it would seem,

when the defect was of an exaggerated descrip-

tion, the human ear being sensitive enough to

note a certain dullness in the sound which the

hammer gave, but it long since became evident

that flaws could exist and the blow of the

hammer give no recognizable signal. The
schiseophone could unerringly do this, had, in-

deed, accomplished it repeatedly. That is

what the first reports of the instrument de-

clared, indicating the defective point, and be-

ing corroborated when the rail was broken
and examined. This seems now to have been
an exaggeration.

Rain Kecords in various parts of the State
show not only great variations in different and
distant localities, but also important variations
in quite near localities and under the same
topographical conditions. Even different por-
tions of a large field, without any marked dif-

ferences of elevation show quite a difference in

rainfall. This is accounted for from the fact
that the rain does not fall equally from all

^arts of a clou'l. The condensation proceeds
diversely in different parts, Kain gauges under
different portions of the same cloud would re-

cord variously. The edge of the cloud might
pass over one instrument, while the center
would pass over another. Then again, rain
falls from different bights, under which condi-
tions there would naturally be varied amounts
of condensation.

A Fine Point.—Experiments made by
Pratt & Whitney, of Hartford, Conn., have
shown that light can be seen through a clean
cut opening of not more than one forty-thou-
sandth of an inch. This fact was determined by
taking two thoroughly clean straight edges,
placing a piece of paper between the surfaces at
one end, the opposite end being allowed to

come together. The straight edges being
placed between the eye and a strong light in a
dark room, a wedge of light was perceived
from the ends between which the paper was
placed and the opposite which were brought to-

gether. The thickness of the paper being known
the distance apart at the two edges of the
small end of the wedge of light was easily cal-

culated, and the result was shown as above.

Carbonic Acid in Fogs.—Experiments made
by a professor of University College, Dundee,
has shown the high percentage of oarbonio
acid in the atmosphere during fogs. At a time
when the fog was densest, eight volumes in
10,000, or more than double the normal amonut
for the particular locality, was found. In
London and Manchester the percentage is

much higher. The circumetance thus noted is

readily accounted for by the fact that the dis-

persion of the products of combustion and ani-
mal respiration is hindered by the stagnation
of the air during the continu&nce of a fog.

The Mysteries of Natdre.—The telescope
enables us to gaze through the boundaries of the
stellar universe; the microscope enables us to
look through the stratum of living forms and eee
the expanse of unappropriated mineral elements.
Life even in its minutest forms is euperlmprsed
on matter. Strange life I The aoimalculad a
mlllon times smaller than the finest point that
can be broken from a cambric needle manifests
instincts as remarkable as are observed In
higher animals. * * No words can describe,
no pencil paint the wonders revealed in a
single drop of stagnant water.

Barometric Plants.~A recent little work
on barometric plants published in France, givei,

among other interesting facts, the following :

If the stalks of clover and leguminous plants
stand upright, there will be rain; if the leaf of
the wood sorrel turns up, it is a sign of a
torm, as is also the closing of the ci^nvolvnlus

flower, the expanding of the lettuce flower, and
the turning upside down of the flower of the
pitcher plant; but if the last named stands erect
it will be fine, as it will be if the fiower or the
sorrel opens.

The Power of Lightning,—It has been cal-

culated that the electro motive force of a bolt
of lightning is about 3,500,000 volte, the cur-
rent about 14,000,000 amperes, and the time to

be l-20,000cih part of a second. In such a bolt
tbprn ip An energy of 2,450 000 000 watts, or

3,284,182 horsepower.

There Is now being finished at Greenville,
Pa., a disc of glass for a refracting telescope
lens, whioh is claimed as <^he largest that has
ever been made in the United S'-ates. The
disc is 30^ inches in diameter by 5^ inches in

thickness, and weighs over 30O pounds.

To Prevent the snapping and cracking of

radiators when the steam is turned on, the
valves being open, it is only necessary to cause
the steam to enter slowly, giving the water a
chance to escape and the radiator time to warm
«P-

Philosophy of the Arc Light.—Scientists
tell us that the llgbt from the electric arcresulst
from the vaporization of carbon. It is esti-

mated from tbeorerical grounds that to produce
this over 10,000° Fahrenheit is required.

It has been found, says the Evening Foai, by
careful experiments on plants grown in a con-
fined atmosphere that they abstracted nitrogen
from the air around them to the extent of 30
cubic centimeters.

There is very little ebb or flow of the tide

in the Arctic, but occasionally there are very
strong currents. All winter there is a general
flow of tide and ice toward the south, while in

summer this flow i9cor*hward.

Overhead Electrical Traction is meeting
with much trouble amid the snow and sleet

storms of the East; but such disadvantages are
not met with in California outside your highest
mountain region.
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(SOOD HEj^LTH.

Concerning Cancer.

Editors Pukss:—X bave read wikh great in-

tareat for several years the oanoer dlsoaBsioo,

aod purported oaree of Dr. Cook, which have
frequently appeared in the Health Column
of your highly appreciated paper, and the fact

alooe that Dr. Cook la supported by no good
and discreet a journal aa we all know the Press
to be is evidence of integrity, good-will to man
and that you have no other purpose lu view
than to put before the world a safe, humane
and certain cure for that dreadful malady.
But it looks strange Indeed that yon should

have, as yon say you have, within the limits

of your wealthy and progressive city of San
Franoleco tjOO miserably atUloted homan beings

constantly suffering with this dreadful disease;

that BQoh an amount of suffering should exist

among philanthropists sooh as the world has

never before seen and among that type of men
whose very nature has been formed from their

peculiar surroundings, and whose first impulse

Is and always has been to divide the last dol-

lar with a needy felIow*belng when such a rem-

edy for BO much sufifering exists at your very
door. Why do those same men stand by and
see 20 of this unfortunate 600 die every month
when through your reliable and broadly circu-

lated jonrnai you have made it plain to the

people of the P^icifio Coast that you have a sure

and certain remedy for this malady ?

It seems to me it would be a far better way
to spend some of your surplus money in spread-

ing the news of suoh a discovery and furnish-

ing the means for its application to the many
suffering cancer patients in your city than to

expend it on a great institution of learning and
eoienoe. Why these 600 people suffering with
oanoer in San Francisco can eit down, or be

allowed to sit down, when you claim a positive

cure, is more than I can understand.

Take to these sufferers your printed testi-

monials, giving sex, age, place of birth, present

place of residence, when atUioted with cancer,

and if same has ever been removed by aanrgioal

operation, and by what physiol^^Q the diagnosis

was made, and prove to those afflicted ones that

proper diagnosis was made on those cared by
Mrs. Oook, and give names of said physioiana

and such other information as your own good
judgment might seo fit; then you will be

placing yourself upon a firm foundation, and if

Dr. Cook's remedies have merits you will be

doing a good work. Great merit in anything
or on any proposition should not go begging,

and real merit of itself will over-ride anything
In the shape of mere prejudice. You have the

location and advantage in every way; you
have the afflicted ones on which to bestow your
benevolence and wonderful treatment. Cure
these 600 oancer-suffering people, or 75 per cent

of them, and you need ask for no Investiga-

tion; the investigation will come. It will

come through pure merit and It will be gen-

eral, and If it comes, my dfepest and heartfelt

hope is that it will be auocessful. A constant

render, yours truly, J. C. Woodward.
Silver City, March S, '91.

The writer of the above is one of the firm of

Woodward Brothers, founders and machine

workers of Silver City, New Mexico. Letters

of similar import are constantly being received

in this city from various parts of the Pacific

Coast and from the East, wherever the Mining

AND Scientific Press ia circulated. The same

question is also constantly being aeked by thou-

sands of people in thia city, and much astonish-

ment and no little indignation Is being expressed

in all quarters at the manner in which the

medical faculty of this city, as a body, is

steadily ignoring facta which are daily being

brought to their notice, and disoonraglng

patients from placing themselves under Dr.

Cook's treatment.

We are pleased, however, to state that just

at thia time there is good reason to believe that

proper attention will soon be given to the mat-

ter. A petition was sent in to the City Board

of Supervisors last week, asking them in view

of the large interest which ia being felt in this

matter by our oitlzena at large, to make a re>

quest of the City Board of Health to appoint a

suitable medical commiBaiou to make a thor-

ough investigation of thia alleged cure, and re-

port upon the same. The Board acted upon

the matter promptly, and authorized the

Hospital Committee to make the request, and

we aro assured that that Committee will attend

to the duty at once, and we further presume

that the Board of Health will lose no time in

taking the neoesaary atepa to secure the dealred

investigation. W, B. E,

Cure for Catarrh.

Editors Press :— Thinking the enoloaed

reoipe, which proved ao valuable to a friend of

mine, may be of uae to some of your readers, I

bave copied it as ahe gave it to me :

** Take one part pulverized saltpeter and two

parts pulverized sugar. DlsBolve one-third tea-

Bpoonful in one-third small cup of water and

syringe the nose three to five times a day, ac-
cording to the severity of the case. Oon-
tinne for weeks or months if necessary."

Said a lady tome: **l had catarrh in the
head so I could scarcely breathe through my
nose, and I tried this treatment for several
months and it effected a complete cure." It is

benefii^Ut som-'timeB in cases of fa grippe. *

Xfxlioifal City. RooK Maflb

ELECTRieiTY.

A Darinu Project.—One of the feotures of
the coming electrical exhibition at Frankfort-
ontbe-Main will be the transmiFslon of power
on a scale hitherto never attempted. When It

was announced some months ago that it was
proposed to traoemit 100 h. p. from Laufen-on-
the-Neckar to Frankfort, a distance of more
than 100 miles, the Btatement was received
with amiles of incredulity, but now it seemB
quite probable that not only will the experi-
ment be tried, but that it will succeed in eplte
of the engineering dlffioalties that have to be
surmounted. The Government has been asked
to supply line for the purpose, and on the sys-
tem need the expense will not necessarily be at
all severe, for the use of very high potential
alternating currents ia the feature of the scheme
as at present planned. The alternating gener-
ator will supply a step'Up transformer that in
turn will transmit Its secondary carrent at an
enormously high potential along the line, to be
re-transformed by a stepdown transformer at
Frankfort to a potential practicable for an
alternating motor. A seriea of experiments
carried out recently at Oerlikon involve the
use of pressures as high as 33,000 volti on the
line. At luch a potential the current trans-
mitted becomes ao small that the line is a rela-

tively small factor in the loaBes inonrred, even
though it be of the extreme length proposed.
Nothing can better illustrate the characteristic
advantages of the alternating eystem than this
beautiful process of generating and utilizing

currents at a moderate potential, and trans-
mitting them from station to station at a preB-
aure so enormous that the Insipo in transit be-

come inBlgnlfioant.

—

Electrical World.

The First Electric Railway.—Mr. L. F.
Andrews cnmmnnioatea the following to the
Electrical World: *'In your ieeue of January
3Iat I find the reprrt of p paper read before the
Electric Club of New York by Franklin L.
Pope, in which he refers to the probable first

electrical motor aa being the invention of

Thomas Davenport, at Brandon, Vt., in 1835-8.
He says that with the aid of another mechanic
he made a motor. I desire to confirm Mr.
Pope's statement. The " other mechanic " waa
Collins Andrews, my father. I well remebaber
the long and vexatious aeries of experimenta
made by these two men. The greatest obsta-
ole they had to contend with waa the atopping
and atarting of the motor. It would run when
once atarted by other power, but to get it to
cttart itaelf waa the vexations point. They
finally succeeded, however, and laid a circular
track in the ahop. On the car was placed a
platform or seat to carry one pereon, and on
thia I frequently had the pleasure of making
the circuit. At that time, at Brandon, was
constructed the firat electric motor in the
United Statea.

LoNG-DisTANCE Talk.—A new land and sub-
marine cable line has just been completed be-

tween London and Paris, and a few days ago
direct telephonic communication was estab-
lished between the two oitEes. The first words
over the new line were spoken by the wife of

the French Minister of Industry and Colonies,
and then a general aonverGa^'-lon was held, the
line working without any difficulty. The suc-

cess of thia line Indicates a future for the tele-

phone which waa certainly unanspected till

very recently. It has been believed that only
short distances could be covered effectively,

and that for remote placea reliance must atill

be had upon the electric telegraph; but if Lon-
don can talk with Paris over land wires and a

submarine cable, it is hardly possible to set

bounds to the future of the telephone. The-
oretically such will be the case; Jbut in actual
praotioe there area great many obstaoha which
it seems almost impossible to ovocome, when
we pass the thousand-mile post. However, we
know that telephony ia a progressive science
and that great improvements are in store for the
future. Who will set bounds to the possible?

The HoasE-CAR Must Go.—It is a foregone
oonolusion that tbe horse car must go. It ia

clumsy, alow, nnoertain and inadequate. The
horae car is unwieldy, and its day of naefulneas

haa gone by. The electric car is being per-

fected in a manner that invites the confidence
nf the public. The late severe storm in the
East has been an ample test of its power to
withstand climatic ohanges and demonstrates
its superiority.

Teolley Improvements.—A Weatern elec-

trician haa Invented a almple apparatus by
which the trolley may be guided without dis-

turbing the connection in caaea where changes
are necessary. The object is to keep the cars

lighted during the operation.

Bngijmeef^ing I]otes.

The Larokst Railroad Corporation is
THE World. — The Pennsylvania company's
ayetem of railroads is composed of no less than
120 corporations ; certainly a colossal aggrega-
tion to be under the management of one head.
President Koborts in his last annual report says
that with few exceptions alt these corporations
are in good financial condition and are earning
fair retnrnn on the capital invested. They
represent 7915 miles of railroad and canu', and
have a share and bonded capital of over $700,-
000 000. They earned In 1890 mnre thon
$133,000,000 groaa and moved over 137,000,000
tons of freight and 84,000,000 passengers. In
30 years on the Hues east of Pittsburgh &, Erie
the increase in gross earnings was over SOO per
cent and in net was more than 200 per cent.

The cost of the securities of other corporations
now held by the Pennsylvania was $113,
183,734 and the direct revenue from them last

year was $4,439,404, which Ib In excess of the
total funded debt of the Pennsylvania railroad.

In connection with the above figures the reo'^rt

of the London and Northwestern for 1S90 h
intercBting. Its authorized capital Is £110 077-

934, or, figuring the pound at S4.85, §533,877.
979. Oa this the gross receipts from traffic

were $29,651,339 and the net, amounted to

$16,199,117. Dividends at the rate of 4 per

cent were paid on thn guaranteed and prefer*

enoe stocks and of 7^ per cent on the couboU-
dated rtock. The amount of these stocks Is

£77 107,233 The mileage of the system was
1916 4 miles. It will be seen that although

tbe mileage of the Pennsylvania system is 7915
miles, which is just ahout 6000 miles more
than the London and Northwestern, the oapi-

talization of the two oompanies is by no means
so far aoart, tba^ of the Eogllah corporation

being $533,877,979 against $700,000,000 of the

Pennsylvania. These facte should not be for-

gotten when the results achieved in both coun-

tries are under discussion.

What Is an ''Engineer?"—A quiet agita-

tion regarding a narrower limitation to the word
** engineer " has again been started in engineer-

ing circleB, with the prospect that some definite

action will be tak'^n In the matter by intereated

members of the profesaion. " Engineer " as a

term of Bignifioanoe is too ambiguous. It may
mean a mechanical draughtsman, a bridge-

builder, a patent counselor, a machinist in

charge of a atatlonary engine, a locomotive op-

erator or followers of a dozen other purBults.

The worda *' locomotive " and *' mechanical,"

for instance, when modifying "engineer,** re-

spectively characterize a trade and a profession,

a subordinate and his superintendent, yet both

are engineers. One or the other should do the

graceful thing and yield. If the locomotive en-

gineers are willing to take the initiative they

might choose to be called * * looomoteers " or " en-

gine drivers,' 'or even " motormeers," the official

title of electric operators. But if the profea*

aional men should be asked to give up their

birthright, what characteriatic term could they

adopt which would embrace the tri-personality

of the meohanioal, civil and electrical engineer ?

It would at best be paeudonymio, for '* engi-

neer " should deaignate the profession and not

the trade.

—

Railway Age.

The Siberian Pacific Railway —The Rus-

eian Committee of Ministera, to whom the

question waa referred, had decided to build the

Siberian Pacific Railway within the next six

years. The Minister of War haa concurred in

the above reaolution, and Russian engineers re-

joice at the prospect of abundant work. The
fulfillment of this promise means that a journey

of about one month overland will take the

traveler from St. Petersburg to Japan. Accord-

ing to the latest accounts, however, the first

lines of railway built will only nnite existing

waterways, leaving the oonnectng links of rail

to be put in later. The west starting point of

the system would be a*' Tomsk, which is now
connected by rail with European Russia. The
line to Irkutsk, close to Lake Baikal, would be

940 miles long. Another line of about 60 miles

would connect the aouthaaat end of the Lake

with Szatensk, on the Amoor river ; and 230

miles of rail wonM connect Srafaikaja, on the

lower river, with Vladivostock, on the sea of

Japan. The total length of rail and water route

would be about 5000 miles.

Electric Roads in the United States —
There are now in operation in the United

Statea 260 miles of electric railroads, which is

five miles more than those operated by cable.

With reference to the mileage rf city railroads,

it ia said that the returna from 286 roade give a

total mileage of 3151 miles, which is an increase

of 1462 miles since 1880, or at the rate of 146

miles per year. Sixty-one miles are operated

by steam on elevated structures and on surface

roads. Philadelphia has the largest mileage,

283; Boston next, 200; thon follow Chicago

with 184; New York with 177, and Brooklyn

with 164. Chicago has the greatest length of

double track, 176 mllee; New York next, 161

miles. The total number of street railroads in

independent operation at the firat of the year

waa 807.

Poisonous Wall Paper.—Since the poison-
ing in the honae of the Mayor of Boaton has
become known, it ia aaid that experts are mak-
ing it a baalncBB to teat the wall paper in the
houses of nervous people in that city.

money mast be secnred by Angost 15th next,
otherwise the mfn must he discharged and tbe
pUrt, valu'd at $5,000,000. wiO be idl<>.

Useful 1nformatio>.

The Manchesteb Ship Canal Co. haa ex-

pended over $45,000,000. More money la

wanted at once, and it ia stated that the City

CnuncU of Manchester will advance the $10,-

000,000 needed to complete the canal. The

Is Redwood Inflammable?—Qooth the Saa
Joie herald: "In protecting against the rate
of fire insui-anoe in 8an Jose, the point that
our bulldinga are almost exclusively built of
redwood should not be lost sight of. In cities
where pine is used for buildings, the rate of in-
surance should be f^ar higher than in San Jose
for that reason. Radwood Is very nearly non-
combustible, while pine will burn on tbe slight-
est provocation. It la not likely that the com-
mittee appointed to present the case to the
managere of tbe insurance compact will forget
tbla point, but it ie well to keep it before the
public generally, since if we have a local insnr-
ance company, we want to make the losses as
light as poBsible, and this oan best be done by
building exclusively of redwood. The dififer-

ence between pine and redwood in the matter
of combustion has been demonstrated time and
again. It ia almost impoaaible to burn a red-
wood building. If it catches fire. It smouldera
and chars and Is quickly and easily extin-
guished, while a pine building, once fairly on
fire, ia doomed to absolute destruction." The
story about the unoonsumable redwood Is a very
old chestnut and would be good if only it were
true.

New Uses fob an Old Material.—Peat,
used for fuel from the earliest times, and long
known to be of great value as a fertilizer, now
finds so many other applications that its prep-
aration haa developed into an industry. Peat
powder ia serviceable, not only about stables
but elsewhere, on account of its absorbent and
somewhat antiaeptfc properties and low cost.
A few years ago a French surgeon introduced
this powder, treated with antieeptic eolutlone
and contained in a cloth bag, as a dressing for
wounds. The idea, said to be a very old one
among the working people of some placea, waa
improvpd upon by another medical man of
Paris, Br, Redou, who made a soft and pliable
wadding of peat. Other dressings have since
crowded these out of hospitals, though the peat
applications are coming into use and gaining la
favor among veterinary surgeone. Dr. Redon'a
wadding baa yielded important results by lead-

ing to many efifcrts to produce woven fabrioa,

so that peat is now made into mattresses, cov-
erings, carpets, etc,, which are eateemed on ac>

oount of their power of ab«orption.

Detecting Olive Oil, Butter and Oleo-
MABGABiNE.—Toc reagent employed is a solu-

tion of silver nitrate at 25 per 1000 in ethylio
alcohol at 95°. About 12 c.c, of the oil in
question and 5 c.c. of the reagent are placed in
a test tube. The tube la then set in a beaker
of boiling water, and the ohanges of color which
take place in the liquids are watched through
the glaBB. Unleaa the oils are perfectly limpid,
they must be previously filtered, Olive oila

aooner or later take a fine green color, which ia

lighter In the auperior qualities. Pure cotton-
aeed oil ia tnrned uompletely black. Oil of

earth nuta (Arachis) takea firat a red-bowD
color and finally tnrna green, loaing its trans-

parency. OU of seaame takes a deep red color

and remains reddish. Oil of colza takes yel-
lowish-green colors and becomes turbid. Nat-
ural butter preserves Ita natural color. Oleo-
margarine becomes a brick red, whloh color
may ba detected even in samples containing aa
I'ttle aa five per cent of margarine^

—

Raoul
Brulle.

Sawdost seems coming to the front moat
wondflrfuliy In various ways. The Bricls^ Tile

and Potteries* Journal saya that a French writer
reoommenda the uae of aawdnst in place of the
hair usually mixed in mortar. He made a com-
position of two parta sawdust, two parts of
lime, G.VQ of sand and one of cement, which he
alleges ia very firm nnd will not peel off. It
rilso states that the Technical Royal School at
Charlottenbnrg has been making a series of ex-
periments with sawdnat, and has now proved
that it can be naed as building material, The
sawdust is mixed with certain refuse mineral
products, and compressed with a pressure of

1,500,000 kilog". to tbe quadrameter into the
form of bricks. After this treatment, the saw-
duet forms excellent building material, very
light, impervious to wet and utterly untnfiam-
mable. A slab of this aubBtance was plaoed for

five honra in'a coal fire, and came out of tbe
test Intaot.

English Opinion.—It is rather satisfactory

to learn that Britiah naval architects entertain

a good opinion of some of our recent additions

to the navy, conceding that they quite equaled
and sometimes surpassed European oonatruo-
tions of a like nature. There is no doubt that
if Fate should decree that the 7300 ton com-
merce-destroyer, which Secretary Tracy re-

gards as the ideal naval vessel, six of which
could sweep the commerce of any country from
the seas, ahould be constructed at this port, ahe
would make a speed of more than 21 knots and
have boilers that would give better satiafaotion

than some of the cruisers on the other aide of

the Atlantic have been giving rpoently,

A TABLESPOONPUL of powdercd alum sprin-
kled in a barrel of water will precipitate all

imr>urfi p^'x.fter to the bottom, saya the Pkarma'
ceutical Era.
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Passing Events.

The topic of the day all over the conntry ia

the attitude o! the Government of Italy toward

oar nation in conneotion with the recent oconr-

renoes at New Orleans, and thesubjaotiB be-

ing diecasBed in all ita bearings. Whatever the

oatoome may be, it will resnlt most probably

in more attention being given in the United

States to naval affairs and to foreign immigra-

tion.

The striking of the gravel channel in the

Bald Mountain extension drift mine^ Sierra

coanty, is important to that seotion. Maoh
time and money have been spent In the long

tunnel, and every one will rejoice that the per-

severing miners are about to reap their reward.

The snccesafnl manufaotare of cement in San
Blego county is of great importance to our in-

dustrial progress. We now import some three

million dollars worth of oement annually to

this State, A good lime prodnct is preferable

and ought to be cheaper.

The North Bloomfield Mining Co., which

was dependent on the famons debris suit, has

applied for a modification or suspension of the

injunotion on the grounds that the conditions

of mining are so ohanged as not to now consti-

tute a nuisance.

New State Laws.

Among the nnmerouB laws enacted by the

Legislature, there were very few afifeoting the

mining interests, and still fewer which had any

oonneotion with industrial a£fairs. Of those

which will interest the mining and Indnsfrial

classes may be mentioned the following: Re<

pealing the Act deolaring the Klamath river

navigable. This la very favorable to the miner

of that region of Nort^iern California, where

hydranliching may now be carried on without

fear of damage suits. Amending Sao. 394 of

the Code of Civil Procedure and providing that

when an action Is brought by a county against

citizens or a corporation in another county the

action must be transferred to a county other

than the plaintifi. This is known as the Hy-
draulic Mining bill. An Act relating to and

enumerating the navigable streams of the State

An Act providing for the support of the State

Mining Bnrean, An Act relating to the work

ing of rights of way, the easement of drainage

in mines in the State of California.

In addition to these enactments, the Legisla-

ture provided for permitting electricity to be

used to propel cars through the streets of cities

to inclnde roadways used for traction engines

in the provisions of the law of eminent domain

to preserve, protect and improve the Sutter

Fort property; authorizing a vote of the people

to Issue $600,000 bonds for a Union ferry depot

at the foot of Market St., S. F.; appropriating

$300,000 for the World's Fair.

Lawa affecting the general Interests of the

State include one making it Illegal to advertise

for obtaining divorces, and making train-wreck-

ing punishable by death. There is also to be a

Board of Arbitrators to arrange dlffarences be<

tween employers and employes.

The semi*annual payment of taxes is now
provided for by law. The taxes on all per

sonal property and one-half the taxes on all

real property are payable ten days after the

second Monday in October, and will be delin-

quent on the last Monday in November. The
remaining one-half of Jihe taxes on real prop-

erty is payable after the first Monday in Janu-

ary, and becomes delluqaent on the last Mon-
day in April. All the taxes can be paid when
the first installment is due.

Another meaure which should be held stead-

ily in mind provides that at the next general

election the people shall vote whether or not

the United States Senators shall be elected by
popular vote instead of by the Legislature

Recent experience in this State and in other

States argnea strongly that the present method
is wrong in theory and outrageons in practice.

War Ships and Fortifications.

Whatever may be the result of diplomatic

correspondence going on between this conntry

and Italy, and the friction between the nations

growing out of the New Orleans trouble, there

is one thing pretty certain, and that is some

war-ships will be built by the United States.

It has been difficult for representatives of cen-

tral or interior States and Territories to see the

neoesslty for coast defenses and first-class war-

ships, but the nation in the past few days has

been humiliated by the knowledge that Italy

possesses some 24 first-olass vessels of war and

we have not a single one to oppose them. We
have plenty of cruisers, new and fast, and more

being built, but nothing which could meet a

first-olaBB modern vessel of war like some of the

Italian ships. The fact has also been brought

plainly before us that our great maritime cities

are ineffectually protected with harbor de

fenses.

This little " war-cloud " has brought home
to us a realizing sense of our defioienoies in the

matter of ships and forts. Congress will doubt-

less prooeed at the earliest opportunity to

remedy these deficiencies. The nation is rich

enough to afford such things and their construc-

tion would Involve the employment of large

nnmbers of men for some years and the spend-

ing of great sums of money among industrial

establishments.

Another thing, too, the events of the past

week are apt to bring about still further

changes in our immigration laws and a closer

scrutiny of the class of people coming from

abroad to take np their abode with us.

CalifoFDia Cement.

For a number of years we obtained a small

amount of cement from Benicia, but the works
there shut down a long time since. Then the

oement works at Santa Cruz were started, but
trouble of various kinds overtook the company
and nothing has been done for some years.

Now a new enterprise for making cement has

been started in San Diego county by the Jamul
Portland Oement Works. Considerable money
has been spent in the purchase of a plant, grav-

ity railroad, etc. The Jamul Works are turn-

ing out 100 barrels a day, but it is proposed to

increase this output to the total consumption
of California, which at present reaches over
1000 barrels a day. A large force of men is

employed at the works, and the deposit of raw
material in sight aaid to be very great.

The use of cement in this State baa always
been large. The cable railroads alone use im-
mense quantities in oonstruoting their tubes,

and we use it very largely for sidewalk and
building purposes, in default of cheap stone.

For sidewalks in the coast and interior towns,
its use is becoming almost universal. We have
been importing annually about $3,000,000 worth
of Portland cement, so there is a very good
market for the home product, provided its

quality is satisfactory. Deposits of the vol-
canic stone from which this oement is made
might be sought for diligently, for they are
valuable.

An Electric Railway.—Work has been
oommenced on Steuart and Market streets in
laying the roadbed of the S. S. Electric Rail-
way, which will run from San Francisco to
Biden, a distance of over 10 miles. When
completed, the new road will have oonneotion
with the ferries by a switch.

Platinum.

We had a conversation this week with Mr.

H. M. Raynor of New York, a gentleman who
has for many years been in the business of re'

fining and handling platinum. This metal has

advanced quite 100 per cent in price in the

last 12 months, and is now worth almost as

much as gold Itself. The metal sold at $7.60

per ounce last winter and by May was selling

at $15 per ounce, being ' even a little higher

than that at present. There is a very much
Increased demand for it, owing to ita extensive

use in electrical appliances, especially in In-

candescent lamps. The imports of platinum

now amount to about $900,000 per annum,

while it was not bo very many years ago that

we only imported $100,000 worth.

There is plenty of platinum in the Ural dis-

tricts of Russia, and that country has met the

inoreased demand. Still, part of the increase

in price in the last 18 months Is due to the

appreciation in value of the paper rouble of

Russia, as we have to pay now a much higher

rate of exchange in our purchases of the Rus-

sian material.

Another canse for the Increase In value Is

the change in the Russian polloy of mining.

The platinum was formerly sold as a by-prod

not of the gold mines, but a few years since

they began to charge a oertain proportion of

the expenses of mining to the platinum and it

is a by-product no longer.

The Russian metal as it comes from the

blaok sands is in combination with Iridium,

palladium, osmium and other metals, and when
refined only about 80 per oent is pure platinum.

That from this coast is, however, still poorer,

yielding only about 50 per cent pure metal. It

varies in percentage, therefore, as does gold

from different localities in Ita value per ounce.

The platinum from the United States comes

from Northern California and Southern Oregon,

occurring in the black sands associated with

the auriferous depoaits. Most of it oomes

from the black sands of the aea beaches. The

supply from here varies greatly In quantity.

The miners do not take the trouble to save it

that they should,though with this great increase

in price it would pay them well to look after

the platinum in the sands. The river and

gravel miners of the regions mentioned should

see to this.

More platinum is obtained out of a given

bulk of the Russian than any other. That

which comoB from South Amerloa Is better than

the California or Oregon prodnct ; but at pres-

ent prices it will pay our gold miners to look

after the platinum as well as the gold.

We received in San Francisco last month

from the Hawaiian Islands, 87,203,900 pounds

of sogar.

The Lick Observatory.

Ab has always been understood by those who
knew of the workings of the Liok Observatory,

the maintenance fund is Inauffiolent. Mr, Lick

gave $700,000, and the observatory cost $600,>

000, leaving only $100,000 for Its support. This

income is entirely inadequate, and the Institu-

tlon has been and is a source of expense to the

University .of Oalifornia.

A telescope and set of Instruments by no
means make an observatory. Skilled assiatants

are essential. The Ltck Observatory has but

five observers, while Greenwich has 20, Har-
vard 36, Leipsio 4, Paris 17, Rio Janeiro 16 and
Washington 19. Prof. Holden has addressed

the Regents of the university on this subject,

callisg attention to the neoesslty of more assist-

ance. He says:

" What ia now absolutely required is a photo-

graphic assiBtant of ability who shall also be a

skilled astronomer, at a salary of $1800 per

year, and a computer at $700 per year. A
oapltal of $50,000 would be required to yield

$2500 of interest, and it ia desirable that $60,-

000 should be provided, in order to allow for

small increases of salary as the assistants be-

oome more skilled and more valuable."

The professor hopes that some one of means
who has an interest in the great work being

done on the summit of Mount Hamilton may
make proviBlon for these wanta of the Inatlta*

tion.

** I have said nothing here," continues Prof.

Holden, ** of oertain hindranoes due to our iao*

lated situation or of other work which regularly

goee on, such as obserTatlons to regulate the

clocks and to send out accurate daily time sig-

nals; the care of controlled clocks and earth-

quake Instruments in the observatory; the

keeping of meteorological observations; the

maintenanoe of our electrio lights and batteriea.

the oare and cataloguing of the books of our

library; the clerical and mechanical work of a

large establishment; the regular reception of

7000 visitors per year; the publication of the

work of the observatory; the correspondence

which keeps us io relation with other astron-

omers and helps us to direct the thoughts of

hundreds of inquirers and of the membsra of

our Astronomioal Society.

The Dodge Improved Rook-Breaker.

One of the heaviest items of expense In main-

taining rook-crushers baa been that of replacing

the jiwplate. The pin-plates of the Dodge
cruehers are made of caat-steel, studded with

pins of a special steel, which is tempered oare-

fully with reference to their use In the crushers.

These pins when first inserted are left flush

with the surface of the plates, but the plates,

being softer than the pins, wear away more
rapidly and leave the pins projecting. Atten-

tion is also called to the self-adjusting journal

boxes, held in place by ateel springs taking np

all lost motion in pitman, when the eocentrio

is worn out of round. These new arrange-

ments common to both Dodge and Giant rock-

breakers, not only insure longer life to the

wearing parts, but also a more economical ap-

plioation of the power to the work. The im-

proved breaker shown in the cut is especially

desirable for fine ornsbing. The system of

construction provides in this breaker for ready

positive adjustment for finer or coarser parti-

cles as desired. The Parke A: Lacy Oo. of

this city are manufacturers of these machines.

MoLDERs Laid Off.—The reoent action of

the Molders' Union in withdrawing ita mem-
bera employed in the Pacific Rolling Mills has

been more reaohing in its consequences than

was at first anticipated. Fourteen union mold-

era were laid off at the Atlas Iron Works,
Tuesday, because the foundry can at present

turn out no more Iron eastings for the rolling-

mills, where work has been crippled by the

strike. The laying off of the molders at the

Atlas Works will also throw more than 100

machinists and helpers out of employment. In

all, at least 400 or 500 men are affected by the

extension of the molders' strike to the rolling-

mills.

Coal is reported as having been found on

Sutro'a land out near the ocean, on the penin-

sula, and also on the opposite shore of Marin
county. Bat such finds in these localities are

apt to '* peter out " like the gold disooveiles

made several times in the same region.
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Remarks Upon Judson Dynamite.

[Written for th« Patwo by Mark B Kkrr, M«mber
A. I. U. E.]

The Jadson D;DftmiU and Powder Co. hai

JDit Isaned a otroalar to miDe-owoora and prao-

tloal mlslag men. propOBiDg to put within the

naoh of every one interested In mining a

high ezploslve at the leaat possible oost to the

coninmer. In reading orer this oironlar, sent

from the office of the oompany, 18 Oallfornta

ttreet. It Is noted that the 'stockholders and di-

rectors are all men aotaally interested In the

development of the mineral resoaroes of the

oonDtry.

This organization reoalls to mind the recent

powder complications inwhioh the other com*

panles, the Giant, the Safety-Nitro, the Call*

fornla and the Vlgorlt, lately comprised a pow-

der pool called the Associated Powder Com*
panles.

It is not the purpose of this paper to enter

Into the reasons tor the establiehment of the

JudsOD Dynamite and Powder Co., the direct

OftDie of the breaJclng of the powder pool early

Id January, whioh has ended In each company
aotlng independently and in its own interest,

bat rather to mention many new and loterest-

ing points that the writer was enabled to glean
through the courtesy of Mr. £i. G, Lukens,
president, and Mr. C. D. Kennedy, soperln-

tendent, daring recent visits to the new works
of the Jadson Dynamite and Powder Co. at

Kobe), Alameda county, Oallfornla.

In Investigating dynamical geology, one of

the most Interesting dlvlsionB of science, who
among us but must of necessity look In silent

admiration at those immense voloanio aplifte,

which have even recently metamorphosed cer-

tain portions of the earth's crust, and torn
ftanoder gigantic fissures, where Imagination
runs Aot In endeavoring to determine the limits

of these incommensurable forces. Bat when a
body of men band t0f;ether to convert into

practical nse the powers of nature by obtaining
a force and attempting to even rival volcanic

outbursts, we view their enterprise with ad-
miration, and meet their efforts with encourage'
ment.
Many conflicts have arisen as to the history

of the Invention of gunpowder, but it is now
generally conceded to have originated in the
Orient, although there seems no doubt that Its

introduction into Europe is dne greatly to the
efforts and experiments of the monk, Berthold
Schwartz.
Dynamite is of very recent origin, Nobel, be-

ing the 6rBt to make praotical nse of the ad-
mixture of nitroglycerin with infusorial earths
which at time^is still manufactured, although
the present formulae for nitro-glycerin pow-
ders differ greatly, being the exolnsive property
and secret of those manufacturing it.

To mining men, the most intereatiog point
In the mannfaoture of dynamite is the amount
of compression, or the amount of force (ex-

pressed in foot-ponnde), needed in making a
desired oompresaton. The principles and in-

atruments in uae by the Judson Co. are mnoh
the same as those described by Lieut. W. R,
Qainan In his able report on Vigorit powder,
but to enable the reader to obtain a clear Idea

of the methods, the following description Is

given:

The instrument (Fig. 1) consists of a large cast-

iron block, the size of an ordinary blacksmith
anvil. A rectangular hole is cut through this

block of Buffioient hlght to readily slide in and
oat, the leaden ping (L). A piston, resting on
the plag, projects above the top of the ma-
chine (P). The charge of dynamite to be tested

is put upon the piston, and npoa this is placed
the weight or shot, throne^h whioh is ran a fuse

with a fulminating cap ( W), When the powder
is detonated, the weight is blown off and the
lead ping compreased. The plug is measared
before and after compreaslon, and the difference

is expressed in inches.

Fig. 2 shows the plug before and after com-
preaslon, with 60 per cent dynamite.
The following figures give average comprea-

Ions of both a low-grade dynamite (Triumph)
and of a high-grade (60 per cent Judson dyna-
mite) expressed in Inobes:

Original plucr 1.000
31ze after compteBeioD (5 per cent dynamite) 0.620

Amount of eompresaion 0.330

Orfifinal ping 1 000

Size aftei- compreaslon (60 per cent dynamite) 360

Amount of compreBBion 0.640

In noting this result, the oompresaion of the

5 per cent Is seen to present a greater propor-

tional average than the 60 per cent, which
shows the superior quality of this new low-

grade powder. The compression of the high*

grade (60 per cent) would be much greater, but
the Increasing diameter of the plug, caused by
the high explosive, mast be taken into account
in averaging results. Liquid nitro-glycerin

gives a compreaslon of .950 of an inch, so that

the above seems a fair test. The amount of

dynamite used is always one pennyweight.
By simply arranging these reanlts and ob-

taining a scale for the force, a table is readily

made giving oompression (In foot pounds) of

any grade of dynamite powder.
The Triumph (a dark brown powder) will be

especially asefnl in removing stamps and In

FlBT. I-INSTRUMENT FOR MEASDRINQ
COMPRESSIONS.

Flcr- 2-PLUG BEFORE AND
AFTER COMPRESSION.

certain character of rook work and in tun-
neta, where the gases generated being emkUer,
the comfort of the miner is comparatively
greater.

Daring my visit many other points concern-
ing tbe Jadson dynamite powders were noted,
viz.: The various grades from 20 to 60 per
cent being tamped In paper cartridges pack
solidly; the Triumph, however, being used for

lighter work Is generally packed "in bulk,"
Experiments made in recovering the acid

needed in the manufacture of these explosives

very much in favor of these large com-
panies, affording a fair remuneration to the in-

vestor as well as reflecting oredlt to the State
where the equable oHmate is advantageous to

experimentation. In the coolnesa of the early

morning, the nitro-glycerin is prepared, and
during the heat of the day the powder is mixed,
tamped and boxed.
A compound prepared under such advanta-

geous oircumatances must of necessity be uni-

form in quality, and thus tbe moral responsi-

bility of the manufacturer is decreased, and he

THE OHOCO. OB OHAYOTA, AS GROWN IN SANTA BARBARA.

have given encouraging results, and at present
writing most of the sulphuric acid and a fair

percentage of nitric acid Is recovered by means
of new methods.

In oonolnsion, it would seem to an observer
that C^ilifornia is making and has made rapid
strides to the front In the mannfaoture of high
explosives, and that the elements of eacoess are

oan safely engage in anch a work without run-

ning great risks or sacrificing hnman lives.

The future of the powder industry on this

coast is in its infancy, and before long we may
look to see this trade extended, especially en-

oouraglng since the large capital which has

been invested in these new works, notwlthstand-
the great competition existing. When neces-

sity demands, competition with other oonntriei
will begin in the manufacture of a high quality
of sporting powder used now In oar own muni-
tions both by land and by sea, besides affording
aid to the pioneer in his land olearing, the
miner in his work with piok and shovel,
and the eugineer in rook excavation and
tunneling.

A New Food Product.

(Wiitten for tho Prkbs by Dr. Lorrnzo O. Yatrs, F.L.3.]

The Chooho Plant (Sechium eduU),—Thia
plant, whioh has been introduced into cultiva-

tion in Florida, where It is growing in favor,

and Is, perhaps, better known there than else-

where In the United States, is being tested In

Santa Barbara connty by Mr. KInton Stevens

of Monteolto, who obtained the seed from
Samoa, and has one very thrifty vine that

promises a large yield of the curlons equash-

like fruits. Seckium eduU is the botanical

name of this plant, but it is perhaps better

known as "Choco," "Chooho," *'Chayota,"

and " Portuguese Squash." It belongs to the

order CucurbitaceEe, and Is a perennial vine,

resembling in growth and fruit our summer
equaah or vegetable marrow. It is a very pro-

lific bearer. Both the frutt and the great yam-
like tuber are need as food by man and beast In
the West Indies, where it is considered a
wholesome article of diet. The roots often
weigh as much as 20 pounds. They have a
flavor similar to the yam, and are considered a
greater delicacy than the fruit whioh in a raw
state resembles the chestnut in flavor, and un-
der favorable conditions weigh over three
pounds.
A few of these plants, which In our dry sea-

sons could be easily supplied with water,
would farnfsh a family with an abundant sup-
ply of food, and anoh valuable food plants
should be cultivated all over tbe State, as is

being done by the Government in India as a
provision against famine In dry eeaaons and
failure of other orops.

Although a native of Tropical America, judg-
ing from tbe plant I saw. It doe< not seem to
be particular aa to soil nor require special care.
One peculiarity is that tbe fruits sproat

while growing on the parent plant. The
proper way to grow them is to plant the whole
fruit, ae they have but one seed, and they pro-
duce fruit In three months under favorable con-
ditions.

In an Illustrated report of the Botanic Q-ar-
dens of Bangalore, India, there is a figure of
the fruit of this plant, bat it does not show the
sprouting of the fruit, which is shown in the
accompanying illuRtratlon made from the plant
grown near Santa Barbara, nor is this peculiar-
ity mentioned in any publications whioh have
come to my notice; whether this is ita normal
habit or is due to climatic conditions, I am un-
able to state. It may arise from the fraits be-
ing left too long on the vine; it would probably
be advlaable to pluck them before they sproat,
Santa Barbara, Gal.

[Our engraving is made from an ezoellent

sketch of the fruit and vine made by Dr. Yates.

Eds, Press.]

Mining Bureau Museum,

Following are among the recent contributions
to the California State Mining Bureau :

Building stone—Shasta county; from the Cal.
Sandstone & Contracting Co.
Hematite— Breitung mine. Tower, Minnesota.
Fifteen specioaens various minerals including

syenite, quartzite, gabbro, breccia, greenstone, etc,

from the Lake Mine, Minnesota.
Felsite-Red—From the great Palisade, Lake

Superior.

Quartzite-Red — Seskiwith point, Isle Royal,
Mich.
Trap—Basaltic, Grand Marias, Minn,
Copper ore—Epiclotie, Saginaw mine, Isle Royal,

Mich.
Iron Ore—Vermillion lake, Minn.
Auriferous grave!—Mayflower mine, Placer Co,

Cal. ; D. M. Kent.
Embolite (chlorobromide of silver in cerussite)

—

Central mine. Broken Hill, N, S. W.. Australia; W.
N. Folger.

Cerussite {carbonate of lead), with embolite, from
same mine.
Silver—Native on pyrargyonite sulph-antimonide

of silver, with azurite and maladite; Broken Hill
mine, Australia.

Confederate currency, Mrs. S. B. Hayden.
Telanite-sphene {silico-titanite of calcium)—Ren-

frew Co,, Ontario, Canada; D, R. McKillican.
Stalactites—Mammoth Cave, Kentucky; A.f S.

Pen field.

Quartz with gray copper, carrying two ounces
gold and two ounces silver to the ton—Buster mine,
Idaho; S. W. Smith.

Quartz carrying $ioo gold per ton—Cleveland
mine, Idaho; S. W, Smith.
The Bureau hasalso received a number of choice

specimens from the Technological Museum of Syd-
ney, N. S. W. Among them are three specimens
of gold-bearing quartz from the Peak Hill gold field,

and six samples of ore from the Broken Hill Propri-
etary Co.'s property, one of the greatest mines in

the world.
One of the most interesting specimens in the col-

lection is a sample of coal containing fossil resin,

something rarely found in coal.

Three casts of gold nuggets come with the collec-
tion, one of which in the original was valued at

;,^4420 sterling. This nugget has been dubbed the
Viscount of Cantebury and was found but 15 feet

underground at John's Paddock, Berlin, Victoria.
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A Naw and Splendid Companion to all

the Metal industries.

Fully abreast of the latest inventions and discoveries, as

icell in ths largest ajid. coarsest as in the

smallest and finest of metal work.

RECENTLY PUBLISHED,
Price, $2.50.

Free of Postage to any Address iQ the World.

ibIWorb'sIaiiilj-Sook

RECEIPTS and PROCESSES.

Being a collection of Chemical Formulas and Practical

Manipulations for the working of all the Metals and

AUovB, Including the Decoration and Beautifying ol

articles manutactured therefrom, as well as their pres-

ervation. E-iited from various sources hy Wm. T. Brannt,

editor of "The Techno-Chemical Receip' Book" and

•The Metallic Alloys." Illustrated hy 63 engravings.

One volume, over 500 pages, 12mo, elegantly boind in

scarlet cloth, eilt, closely printed, containing a vast

amount of valuable matter on all the Metals and Alloys,

not to be found in any other biok in the English language.

j?=S^ Price $2.50, free of postage to any address

in the world.

^^ A circular of 24 pages, showing the full

Table of Contents of this valuable book, will be sent

free and free ofpostage to any one in any part of

the world who'willfurnish us with his address.

HENRY CAREY 8AIR0 & CO.
Imdostrial Peiblishers, Booksellers akd Importers,

SiOWalnnt St., Philadelphia, P».,F. 8. A,

A New and Important Book on Steam Engineering-

lie Van's Great Work on

THE STEAM Engine
AND

THE INmCATOR.
RECENTLY PUBLISHED.

T«B STEAM ENGINK AND THE INDI-
CATOK: Their Origin and Progressive Develop-

ment including the Most Recent Examples of Steam
and Gas Motors together with the Indicator, its

Principles, its Utility, and lis Application. By
William Barnet Le Van. Illustrated by 205 en-

gravirgs, chiefly of Indicator Cards. 469 pp., Svo.

Price ^4.00 by mail, free ofpostage to any address

in the world.

CONTENTS.—I. Introduction. II. Who Invented

the Steam Engine? III. Heat and Worli:. IV. Ex-
pansion. V. The Indicator. VI. The Action of

Steam in the Cylinder of an Engine. VII. Horse-

Power. VIII. Diagrams Showing the Action of

Steam in the Steam Engine Cylinder. IX. Correct

Indicator Diagrams. X. Steam Espausion Curves,

or Pressure of Steam in Cvlinder. XI. Comparative
Indicator Dia^ams. XII. Steam Jackets. XIII.

Varieties of Steam Engines. 5IV. Gas Engines.

XV. Automatic Cut-Off vs. Positive Cut-Off. XVI.
Miscellaneous. Appendix. Index.

S^An illustrated circular of 6 pages, quarto, giv-

ing t^ie full table of contents, with specimens of en-

qravi7tgs of this valuable book, •will be sent free of

'postage to any one in any part of t/ie world wlio will

stud us his address.

S^Our new revised Descriptive Catalogue of Prac-

tical and Scientific Books, 8y pages, Svo, and our

Catalogue of Books on Steam and the Steam Engine,

Mechanics. Machinery, and Dynatnical Engineering,

and our other Catalogues, the whole covering every

branch of Science applied to the Arts, as well as a

circular of "Van Cleves English and American.

Mechanic " sent free andfree ofpostage to anyone iji

anv part of thjc world wlio willfurnish his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,

Industrial Publishers, Booksellers & Importers,

810 Walnat St., Philadelphia, Pa.. U. S. A,

AND

Ore Dressing Machinery.

By C. G. WAMFOBD tOCK.

Contents.— Motive Power— Transmission of Power.

Quarrying — Prospecting, Shaft-sinking, Coal-cutting,

tTimping, and Ventilating Machinery—Lighting—Haul-
ing and Hoisting Transport—Reducing— Dressing—Mis-

cellaneous.
Price $21.00. Circulars and Catalogues on application.

E. & F. N. SPON, Publishers,

IS Cortlandt St., New York.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
.UANU?AOTnRKBfi OF.,

Cast SteelMm '^ Steel Firrtis
UP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.

True to pauem and superior In strengtn, toughness and durability to Oast or ^xrrouBlit

Iron In any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAI "DAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.

ALSO Steel Rodfl, from 1 to S inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 inch. Angles, ToeB,ChannelB and other Bhftpo

Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths

STEEIj BAIIiS Irom 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Meroliant Iron, Rolled

Beams, Angle, Channel, and T iron, Bridge and Machuae Botts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat

Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,

and Iron Foigtags of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STBSX.

t^ Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.. 202 Market St., San Fianclsco.

The instrument represented in the above cut is a
new and grand little invention, being designed to
save life and limb, and innumerable lawsuits, by
doing away with the dangerous operation of digging
out wet and unexploded loads where Giant Powder
is used in mining. The little Instrument crimps the
cap on to the end of the fuse Firmly and abso-
lutely Water-tight It is also used for cutting
the fuse. They are neatly gotten-np of the finest

cast steel, nickel plated, Pric«». $3 e<*«h, or the
entire instrument finished in gold plate. So.

N . W. MOODBY, Fresno, Oal.

Should consult
DEWEY&CO.

lEBCalifornia Inventors
AND Foreign Patent Solicitors, for obtaining Patents
and Caveats. Established in 1860. Their Ions experience as

joumalista and large practice as Patent attorneys enablefl

them to offer Pacific Coast Inventors far better aurvice than
they can obtain elsewhere. Send for tree olroulare of Infor-

mation. Office of the Mining and SoiENTlFio Press and
Faoifio KuaAl' Pkesb No. S30 Market S.. San Frandaoo.
EleTatoi, 19 Front at.

FULTON IRON WORKS
HINOKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES. Proprietors.

o^aoo,
(ESTABLISHED IN 1855.1

2X3 X^x-exKiozxt JSt..

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZBH.

—UANnFACTURBBA OF

—

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILBRS.-
Propeller Engines, either High Pressure or Compound,

Stero or Side-wheel Engines.

MINING MACHINERY .-Hoisting Eogines and

Works, Cages, Oro Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

pressors, Air Reoeivers, Air Pipes.

MILL. MAOHINERY.-Batterles for Dry or Wet

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Furnaces, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces lor Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc

MISOBLLANBOUS MAOHINBBY.-Flour
Mill Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINESiBOILERS
OP ALL KINDS,

Either for use on Steamboats or for ase on Land.

Water Pipe, Pump or Air Columns, Figh
Tanks for Salmon Canneries

OP BVKRT DBSORIPTION.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at very moaerace rabea.

AOSMTS FOR THB PACIFIC COABT FOR THB

33e£i,xxe Ste^zxi. X'XLXxa.-c^.
SPECIALTIES

:

Corliss Bngines and TustiD Ore Palverizers. DEANB STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical Works.
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Industrial Gbemist, Assayer

and Geologist.

718 MONTGOMERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

IVWUl report on the condition and value of any mining property on
the Pacific Coast. Kare Chemloals made to order. Instruotlons fflven Id

GREAT REDUCTION

!

BATTERY~SOREENS.
Benr and Chnapf«at lr» imerifo.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Mln
Ing and Millinff Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brasa
Zinc and other metals punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from Ne. 1 to 15 (QneJ.

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
831 & 323 First St.. San Franolsoo, Cal.

JOHN W. QUICK, Proprietor.

N, W. SPAULDINQ

Manufacturers of

SPAULDING'S

Inserted Tootb
UTD

CHISEL BIT
CIBCT3LAK

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MAOHINHEY
Of all kinds made to order. Send for DeBorlptlve Cata

logue, 17 and IB Fremont St., San VraneUo*

Iron apd fflachiiie hjk.

UNION IRON WORKS,it
8AOBAMBNTO, OAL.

ROOT, NEILSON & CO.,
HAKUPAOTURSKB OF

Steam Engines, BollersJ
AXD AIiL EIHSS OF

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flooring Mills, Saw MUIs and Quartz Mills Hachineifl

oonstruoted, fitted ap and repaired. 1

Front St.. bet. N & o sts., Sacramento. OalJ

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,fl
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

£NGINE£KS AXD MACHINISTS,
No. 119 Beale St., • - San Franclsco.jl

BDILDBRB OF

Steam Elngines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dtet ^
Machines, Rocb Crushers, Cable Railway Machine^
Ellithorp Air Brake Co.'s Patent Steam and Hydram
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakes. POSL'ilH
SAFETIES. Improved Ram Elevators, Sidewalk m^^
Hand Hoists. B. B. Henrickson's Patent Automatiol
Safety Catches.

Maohlnes of all kinds Made and Kepalred.fl
Orders Solicited.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

Manufacturers of

CASTINGS OP EVERT DESCRIFIIONy
laT, 129 and 131 Besle Street,

Between MlBsion and Howard, SAN FRANOISOO.fl
GAS WORK A SPEC1AI.TT.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S. MINING .OFFICE.!

Pioneer Mlnlne 0£Q.ce of the Northwest
Coast.

Having the largest permanent brick aaaay furnaces, chem-
ical laboratory and miniug office on the Northweat OoasKi'
with a collection of about 4C00 samples of the ores of Alaska, ')

British Columbia, Oregon and the Northweat TerrltorlBB, 'i

and having made personal examinations of nearly every'.

mining camp on the Pacific Slope, from California to

Alaska, I iim prepared to do any class of legitimate audi

honest mining work, sucb as EXAAUNLNG, ENGINEEE-l,
ING, SAMPLING A-ND REPORTING i.N THE VALUE
OP ALL ftUNERAL, OOAi AND FIRE-CLaY PROP-i
ERTIES. BUILDIISG STONES, EARTHS, ASSAYS
AND ANALYSIS OF ORES, WATERS, CHECK,
SAMPLES OP ORE, PDLP3, "ORGANIO jVNALY8IS''i
WORK, and in fact any work cone ected with the otiice of u

tirst-cloBS miniug Keologiat and chemist. Any luformatiou
mining men may dpsire to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL RESOURCES of the entire Pacific Northweg'
will be hontstly given. Address I>r.WIUlii E. Kverette
Consulting Mitring Geologist and OhemiBt, 1313 E Street,

Tacoma, Wash.

A. S. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers:

303 0AI.IFOBNIA STB£ET,
Booma 30 and SI, SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

Besignere and Constructois of Gold and Silver tfUla

Hoisting and Pumping Works, Tramways, and every-

tiling pertaining to the Miniog and Keduction ol Ores.

Bewick, Moreing & Hooper,

IVIINING ENGINEERS,
608 California Street, San FranclBCO, Oa I

Suffolk House, Laurence, Pountney Hill,

LONUON, K. C.
Leake's Building^e, Johanneeburt;,

SOUXa AFRICA.
Report on mines and undertake management of mlDlnC I

propertleB.

RICHARD R. HAWKINS,
MINING ENGINEER.

LATE ASSISTANT GEOLOGIST U. S. GEOLOGIOAI

I

Survey. General Manager La Yelera (Limitada), vbt i

Torres and La Barranca, Sonora, Mexico.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Civil and Mining Engineer,

MININO EXPERT Ann GEOLOGIST.

Address " Business Box A," office of this paper, Bm I

Francisco.

ROSS B. BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

No. S07 Sansomb St., Sah Fkamoisoo.

DIAMOND DRILLS
THE PACIFIC PROSPECTING CO.

will contract to proapert with Diamond C^re Dril

for minerals, etc.. or to bore hules for venti.A'ion or

drainage. Agents for Diamond Drills, Rock Drills, MininK
Machinery and Supplies of all kinds. Diamonds on hand.

Inquiries and rrders promptly attended to. 213 Sansome
Street, San Francisco, Cal.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.) I

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila RopOi
,

DuplexRope, TarredManllaRope.Hay Rope, Whale Lliiei
'

etc, etc

G^ra sizes Rnd lengths made to order on short notlcfl.

611 & 613 Front St, San FranoiMO, Cal.
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AMAICAMATINC MACHINERY.

stamp Mills (or Wet or Dry Crushing.

Huntington Centrifugal Quartz Milt. Drying

Cylinders. Amalgamating Pans, Settlers,

Agitators and Concentrators. Retorts, Bui*

lion and Ingot Moulds, Conveyors. Elevators.

Sruckners and Howell's Improved White's

Roasting Furnaces. Etc.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

IMPROVED CORLISS vi^L^^sWilM ENGINES. •»& BOILERS

Bial<e, Dodge and Comet Crushers, Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls. Hartz Plunger

and Coltom Jigs. Frue Varmcr & Embrey
Concentrators. Evans', Calumet, Collom's

and Rittenger's Slime Tables. Trommels,
Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. Ore Sam*
pic Grinders and Heberle Mills.

HORIZONTAL. VERTICAL
. . . AND SECTIONAL. . . .

-XBS^ii:oir:s]3 si[*e;^imc s^i^BOtiPss
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water & Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Compressors,
Rock Drills, Etc,

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

VIULE-BACK

TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engines
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

.Sii^.y. IMPROVED
;

^~ WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Calena&. Copper Ores,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

General Offices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.

BRANCH OFFICES
OallB da Juarez

NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER. COLO., 1316 Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
7 W, Second South St. LONDON, ENQ., M Thrcadneecile St., E. C CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

LIMA, PERU, South America, JOHANNESBURG, TRANSVAAL, South Africa.
HELENA, MONTANA, Boom 38, Slercbanta' National Bank BnlldlDg, No. North Main St.

SriLW WESTERN AGENTS FOR TYLER WTRB WORKS DODBLB ORIMPBD MINING OLOT'^S.

BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.
ANNUAL OAPAOITY 1000. ESTABLISHED 1831.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES!
Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to standard gauges and templates. Like parts
ot different engines ofsame class perfectly interchangeable.

Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine Locomotives by Steam or Compressed Air, Plantation
Locomotives, Noiseless Motors for Street Railways, Furnace Locomotives, etc.

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES

BURNHAM,WILLIAMS & CO., Proprietors, Philadelphia, Pa.

JAMES LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wheels are designed (or all purposes where limited quaatitles of water and
high heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Beinp placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transmitted
direct to shafting by belts, dispensing with gearing.

Estimates (umfshcd on application for wheels specially built and adapted in

capacity to suit any particular case.

Further information can be obtained of this form of construotion, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and In Iron Qlobe Cases, free o' cost,

by applylug to the manufacturers.

JAMES
Springfield, Ohio,

LEFFEL & OO.,
or 110 Liberty St., 5ew York.

FBASEB ji OHALMERS, General Agents,
Chicago, III., and Denver, Col.

PARKE & LACY CO , General Aprente, San Francisco

CLAYTON
AIR COMPRESSORS

For Working
Rock Drills, Coal Cutters,
Hoisting Engines and Water
Pumps in Mines and Tunnels,
Sinking Caissons, Etc., Etc.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 6.

Clayton Air Compressor Works,
43 DEY ST., NEW YORK.

WM, H, OONLY,

Lands, Mining and Commission,
124 SANSOMB STREET,

Room 4,

Telephone No. 6057. SAN FEANCISCO.

JAMES M. HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. fiSO California Street,

Telephone No.Vna. SAN FBANCI3C0, CAL.

DKWEY & CO., PATENT AGENTS, 280
Uaikei.Bt., San Fnmdsw, Elevator, 13 Front St

iPUfi^-
BOILER WORKS

HAMILTON & LEACH,
Main and Folsom Sts.,

SAN FBANCISCO, - CALIFORNIA.

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay OflQce, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cat.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

><6talllirgy and Ofeg.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Montgomery St,, San Francisco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Snlphorets.

......HANUFAOTUKBRS OP.

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE.

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.
ALHO llA»tJF.AOTUKKlUI OK

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Chamberlln Patent

"lOHN^AYLOR & CO..
tUPOKTKHa AND DHALSR8 IH

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS, AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 & 65 First St., cor. Misulou.San FrsDclsco.
^j,--^ Wo would call the attention ot

Assayers, Cliemlstb, Mining; Com-

'

panioB, Milling Companies, Proa-
peotors, eta, to our full etock of ___
BalaDOcs, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, Soori-
fiers, etc., including, also, a full stock ol
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnlstilng these sup-

plies aluo the first discovery of mines on the
Pacific Coast, we feel confident from our experi-
ence we can well suit the demand for tneae
goodB, both as to quality and price.

^^1^ Agents for the Morgan Crucible Co.,
'^=^^ Bftttersea, England. Also for E. G. Dennis*

ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plate

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly rella

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taken
at his lowest prices. Our Illustrated Catalogue and As-
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR A OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET,

Near First and Ma^kcti Streets, S. F.

C. A. LDOEHARnT, Manager. Ehtabi.'8BBD 180*

Ores worked by any ProoesB.

Ores Sampled,

Assaying in all its Branches,

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, eta.

Working Test's (practical) Made.

Flans and Specifications furnished for tie

most suitable Process for Working Ores,

Special attention paid to Examinations

Mines; Plana and Reports furnished.

0. A. LUGKHARDT & 0O„
(Formerly Huhn Sl Luokhardt,

MlnlDff Eneineers and MetallurflrlstB

The Best Mining District
On the Pacific Cuaat I

GRASS VALLEY, CAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the district is

Daily and Weekly edition. Gives all the Mining News.
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining Supplies will:

find THE TIDINGS the best medium for directly reach-
ing the owners or managers of mines. Investors in.

mines will find it to their advantage to subscribe.
Many mines are in successful operation, and new

enterprises are being instituted and many others are in,

contemplation.
DAILY, 36 00 a year; WEEKLY, S2 60, in advance.

H. 8. SPAULDING, Publisher.
T. C. HOCKING, Editor.

WINCHESTER HOUSE,
41 Third Street, San FranciscOt Cal.

This fireproof Brick Building is centrally located, In
the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from the
Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat and
Railroad Offices.

Laundry Free for the use of Families.

HOT AND COLD BATHS FR£E.

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And Upward.

Eooms with or without Board,

Free Coach to the Honsp,

z^xxz: .A-xxt. :i3X^xTs»xx
Applies liquid pigment by a
jet of air. Highest awards
Franklin and American In-
8titntc3 as a legitimate art
tool. Siiccessfully used by
large numbers of the beat
crayon, ink and water-color
portrait artists, and by tech-
nical draughtsmen. Saves 75
per cent of time fn shading.

Descriptiveapamphlet sent free. It points out one way to
earn a living. Address AIR ERUSa ATFG CO.
9 Nassau Street, Kockford, IHinoie.

Engraving.SiS
Superior Wood and Metal Engrav-
ing, Blectrotyping and Stereotrpiug
doaa at the omoe of thlg paper.
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n^APvKET Reports.

Local Markets.

San Frascisco, April 2, 1891.

The contiQued fair weather and improving roads

- are causing general trade to steadily enlarge in vol-

ume. The large exports of wheat and flour (aggre-

gate value in last month about $3,000,000} from this

port is adding more money to general circulation,

creating an easier money market. Among foundry-

men andiron workers in general, orders are about

as heretofore reported.

Mexican Dollars,—The market is dull at un-

changed quotations. The monetary convention at

the East may possibly adopt a silver currency that

will have a direct bearing against Mexican dollars.

Quicksilver,—Receipts the past week aggregate

244 flasks and exports by sea no flasks to Mexican
ports. The market continues low, but there appears

to be elements of strength which it is claimed, may
bring about better prices.

Silver.—To-morrow (Friday) the Mir t com'
mences to buy for April account. The market after

receding to nearly 97 cents in New York, is advanc-
ing again. It is claimed that much higher prices

will rule before the close of the spring months. The
advance in the price of wheat is accepted in some
quarters as favorable to silver. The output of silver

on this coast is not as large as it was in the like

time in 1890, The scare over the Treasury refusing

to sell gold bars even at a premium ot 40 cents per

$1000, is wearing off. The U. S. bonds, wbtch
have been largely utilized for exchange purposes, are
being retired, and not being available in large quan-
tities, bullion is the only acceptable medium of ex-

change when the balance of trade is too much one-
sided. Europe is a large buyer of our product and
the balance of trad? should be soon greatly in our
favor. Iron Age says that in reply to the suggestion
that if the Government kept on supplying coin for

shipment it might have to be at the additional ex-

pense of coining its stock of go'd bars, Secretary
Foster replied significantly that he did not seethe
use of coining gold anyway. No one wanted gold
coin, he said, any more than they wanted silver

coin, and it was much more sensible and business-
like to issue certificates on bullion without going to

the expense of making coins that were only piled

away in the vauhs. inkers regard a moderate ex-

port of gold as not only natural but reasonable. An
adverse balance of trade must be settled with either

coin, securities or merchandise. Governmfjnt is tak-

ing the silver; grain is held above the parity of for-

eign markets, Europeans are not buying securities

—

hence, cotton and gold are about all that remain.
Wheat is 30c a bushel higher than a year ago and
the price of corn is about double.

LIME—Receipts the past week aggregate 5299
bbls., and exports by sea only 100 bbls. to Mahu-
kona. The market is steady with an increasing
home demand.

BORAX—Receipts the past week aggregate 100
centals, and exports by sea 2000 centals to New
York and 937 centals to Mexican ports. The mar-
ket is firm, with an increasing call reported at the
East.

ANTIMONY—The market is weak, with conces-
sions obtainable.

LEAD—The local market is still reported unset-
tled. At the East the tone appears to be stronger,
owing to stronger holding. Consumers are Ifghtly

stocked,

TIN—Exports the past week aggregate 7088 bx5.
plate to Victoria, Canners are buying. The mar-
ket is essentially unchanged. It is claimed that can-
ners and others will use up this season all of 20 per
cent more than the season o( 1890. London cables
report as follows : The lin-plate market has been
quiet and prices are still tending in buyer's favor.

Sellers manifest more anxiety as old contracts are
fulfilled. The current output of most mills is, how-
ever, largely taken up on old orders, and the con-
cessions made are chiefly on future deliveries,

COPPER—Exports by sea the past week aggre-
gate in pounds as follows: Cement, 72,000; ore,

3910; matte, 933.500, The market is barely steady.
London cables report: Deliveries are still heavy, so
large, in fact, as to offset the heavy arrivals from
America, to the surprise not only of the irade but
outside operators- It is believed thai there is a large
"short" interest, as outsiders have been rather free

sellers of late and rather timid buyers. Holdings
of cash warrants at present are chiefly in strong
hands.

It is reported at New York that Calumet and
Hecla Company has on hand over 16,000,000 lbs
awaiting shipment from the mines.

IRON—The market is overstocked, with liberal

shipments en route. Quotations are hard to get.

Concessions are obtainable over our list of prices.

COAL—Imports the past week aggregate 41.913
tons, divided as follows: From Departure Bay. 5612
tons; Seattle, 8714; Newcastle, 12,123; Bal'imore,

S510; Nanaimo, 4227; Comox. 4500; and Coos Bay,
1200. Quotations of coast coals are generally
lower. Even at the decline, concessions are neces-
sary to bring in large buying orders. The prevail-
ing impression is that a still lower range of values
will obtain.

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
New York, April 2.—The followiDg are the clos-

Ing prices the paat week:

Silver in Silver in

LoDcIOQ. New Yoric. Copper. Lead. Tln.
ThuriKlay , . .464 I^J 13 »<> 4 371 20 30
Friday
Saturday... .465 <"} 1" S.'i 4 37*

4 374
20 Z-,

Monday 97J 13 80 2(1 26
Tuesday... .44J 98 IS 76 4 374 20 30
Wednesday.. 4.'> M| 13 76 4 36 20 .-10

(^ickHilveriHunchftnueti.but the under tonu is fitr(./j(<er.

Borax le atrong with a good demand. Tin Is firm at an
advance. On the street, lea'J has latterly heen mroTiu at

4S@4 dOc, with a fa'r trade. Spfciter, &Jf?/ft.l5c and finn,
with a moderate buairiei^a, with no pruHure to Hell,

Copper has been dull and lather Imgnlar with some
depression noticeable; lake, ]35(f/I4c; Arizona, ISfiig-lg^c,

and casting brands, ll^ruli^c and potslbly a little lower,
(or there Is a scramble tor busloesfl among producers.

Mining Share Market.

Mining shares held strong from Thursday morn-
ing to Monday morning, when, under bear points,

systematic cross-orders and wash sales, they began
to shade off. From Monday up to yesterday's

(Wednesday) closing the market was made exceed-

ingly sick, which brought in outside selling orders;

all stocks sold were quietly cared for by brokers op-

erating for the manipulators. The market is worked
differently from heretofore manipulated, and there-

fore it is more difficult to get at the bottom of

things, A master-general is certainly at the head.

From all the writer could see and hear, he is firmly

convinced that another up move in the market is

near at hand, and persons who buy now, ^ay cash.

and are not frightened if the market sDould set

back some, will make a handsome turn before 30 or

60 days pas;; by. The difnculty with average deal-

ers is they have no time to make money. They
overbuy or oversell, as the case may be.and want the

profit right off, and even when a fair profit is se-

cured they want more and naturally get left.

Trading in outside stocks has been light, although
toward the close Eodie strengthened some. It is

claimed that an assessment will be levied soon by
the Eodie Company.
News from the Comstock mines is still of an en-

couraging character, and unless some accident, or
something else outside of the usual order .<:hould

occur, well-informed miners think that it will be
impossible for the bear contingent or mill-nng to

keep us from witnessing a good-sized deal. In

Ophir they are developing the ore mentioned by us
five weeks ago. It was a fair to good milling value.

In Union, crosscutting and other work is to be start-

ed soon. In Sierra Nevada and aho in Mexican,
important work can be started and good results fol-

low al an early day. The Virginia Eriterpriie con-
firms the Mining and Scientihc Press reports

that tlie important work in Con. Virginia is on the

1750 foot level. As that paper appears to be flound-

ering as to where the work is being done, we state

for its benefit that it is between 400 and 800 feel

west of the " Old Bonanza " workmgs. and is in

what is known as the Red I..ode, Several levels in

Con, Virginia are being opened up. 7"he battery
assays ought to go higher than reported. In Gould
and Curry they are taking out ore from the same
ledge (Red I^-ode) on the 200-foot level, at a distance

of 735 feet west of the G, and C. shaft. Best and
Belcher is running for the same ledge. As far as
that is concerned* the important work in all the

mines is to the west. They are justified in this course
by the rich ore struck to the west in Yellow Jacket,
Challenge, Hale and Norcross, Con. Virginia, and
in two ot more other mines. Of course, it has
taken and will take more time to get the mines in

working condition to take out the ore to the best

possible advantage.
From outside mines our advices report continued

good news from the Tuscaroras, but bad roads are

against hauling ore to the mills. From the Bodies
previously received favorable advices are confirmed.
It is claimed that Bulwer sent only one-half of its

cleanup to this city. If this is correct what became
of the rest ? From the Quijotoa the usual informa-
tion comes to hand.

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.

San Francisco Metal Market.

1fi\iv.<\>s\ , April 2, I6itl.

A.RTJMONT — w J8
Borax—Refined, in carload lota 8w —
Powdered ' 8S —
C'oticen Crated " " " 7J^ —
AJl grades JobMog at an adTance.

COfPEfc—
Bolt 23 -
BheathlDSj 23 (^ —
ingot. JobSlDg 18 fa.

do, wholesale , 17 ^
FireB^/i Bbeeta

Lkai>—Pig
,

Bar
Sheet
Pit*
Shot, dlflconst 10% OD 500 baga I>rop. ^ bag. 1

Back, ^bag 2 CpO @ -
Ohmed,do 2 20 a -

QuiUK.HiLVEE.—Bj' the flask — w46 00
Plasicfl. old M@ 50

Chrome ^VJrts Ork, ^ ton 10 00 w
Steel—Engllah, B, 16 (& 20
Canton t^>oI 9 0^ 9
Black Dlaniond tool
Pick and Hammer..
Machinery
Toe Calk

TrspLATR—E. v., Bteel grade, 14x20, to arrive. 6 W
B. v., frteel grade, J4jai, apot 6 37 @
Charcoal, 14x20 6 J.0 '«
drj rrxyfloK, 14ji20 , , P, 00 fS
do, do. 20x28 13 00 fa
Pig tin, spot, ^ lb,. Irregular, aomfDal . ,,, 20 ^

Iron—Ear, baae 3 @
Norway, baae ^ ^a.

23 (a

4@
4i(&

Iron—Glengamock ton 30 Off (g
E((lInton, ton 2fl 00 S- -

American 80ft. No, 1, ton,. (^32 00
fjregOD Pig, ton (fe30 00
Pngct Soaad 30 00 f&
CUy Lane White 26 00 'a

ShottB, No. I rd
Langloan 23 00 (en

Thonacliffe 30 00
Gartaherrie 30 00 (^
Barrow 30 00 (^
Cargofleet 30 OO ree —

21 i

Load,
28 St -
27 (£ -
30ia —
30 (& —
30 la -
U & -
2'J (T/, -
•If, <S —
2i (S -
ilj W —
26& -
2« <6 -

Goal and Coke.

BPOT FROM YARD—FER TOS : TO LOAD— ITiR TO.V.

Welllogton $10 OOlAmtraHan t 7 W% 7 2S
Oreta a 50lLiverpoolSt'm. 8 50>a
Carbon Hill 8 COLScotoh Splint.. 8 Ooa 9 00
Nanaimo 10 OOjCardiff S .'>Ofse

Oilman 8 OOjLehiKh Lump.. 16 50^17 00
Seattle 7 OO^timberland bk IS SOca
Coos Bay 6 OOflgg, hard 15 00(a
C'annel 9 50i

Kgg, hard 16 00: ;

Cumberland, Id Backe 14 00,
*". bulk 13 oci Co«e-Engllsh.

WallHend 9 00
Scotch Splint S 00 To load 912 OOrt/13 OO
Eryrobo. . . 9 OOiSpot, In bulk. . 16 O0iai8 00

Me,s9E,s. C. B, Johnson & Co. have removed
to the large and commocliona warebonBe on the
northeast comer of Pacific and Davia streets,
they having found their old place too amall to
accommodate their large and increasing bual-
oesB,

C. W. Little sank a gas-well five miles from
Stockton, to a depth of 1141 feet, and now has
a flow of 10,000 feet of gas every 24 hours.

NO.AMT. LKVTKr^,I>KLi;.-(^'TA?rivSALK. BECKKTAJiy. PLACE OF fcfJIIK.
... 6.,..Z5c....MatH, AprU, .May 7 C E EIHott ZU MonliuimnC'
... 7....25c....»o»lS, Ai/rl, Apr 27 D H Kent SBPi^
...«....5«C....Febl7, Mar24.Ai/Tl3 C L ferklm 231 P),
...48... ,25c.... Feb 17, Mar 2.5. Apr 15 L Osbom 209 Montsab.r
... 6....30c...,Feb8. Marie, Apr a-j 1 O HeoejcoHi iSSliiA
... l....lCc....Marl3. Apr21, Maj7 £ L Alkeo 32) Mootiiomm

18... .75c.. ..Feb 18, Maris, Apr 9. A H Orotb IMCaTlfSS
' 5Cc,...Decl5. Feb U, Apr 4 Ofoige Gale 3M MrnitoenJ™ ,

.Pebli, .Mar31, Apr23 .JWazell »/ltaoioS '

.Feb24, Apr 7, A[rr2'J B lilUTlj 2«) MoDtWBBi ,

.Feb'*, Aprs, May 4 J H Irham mtCt

.Febll', Mar 2-;, Apt 18 J KewlamU 331 rS;
,Febl6, Mar2/, Aprl3 HTMener --' ; ,i •.- ,„.7,
.Feb 3, Mar 11. Apr 7 A K Iniibrow rj
.Mar 1(, Apr Li Ma, 4 E Ollrer .i
..Mar 17, Apr 22, May 14 ABThompnon..

. 2,. ..15c.,

... 6.. .,10c,.
., 5....25C..
,,.&»..,.£0c..
..1O....10C..

. 86.. ..30c..

.. 4....S3...

..96,...MJc..
..10c....M-r30, May 12, May 22....i> W Lace.. ...j;i^'

Compiled svbrt TuL'RapAy from ALVKaTisBMuma is lur. MJ.-n.-io a-tp Scixanyic Pazaa a.'sp otbkk 8. F. Jonsx,

ASSESSMENTS.
COMP.VXY ASP \jw:K-ntiV.

Alpha CoD3 M Co.. Ne'vaua
Atlaotlc Con M Co., Nevada
Belcher M Co., Nevada
Beat IL Belcher M Co.. Neya'la
Calif^Tiifa State Co , Call/orafa...,.
Oarboiidale Coal M Co., California.
Confidences M Co., Neva/I*
CoQtraKsttacaOjD .Mex M Co., .Mexico.
Con St Gothard .VI Co.. California
Cosn]QOj)OlitaQ M Co., Nevada
Creacer'tMi M Co.. CaliforoU
Crown Point G & g M Co.. Nevada.,
Crocker M Co., Arizona
Gould iCnrry M Co., Ne/ada
Guaflcaran tL Cal M Co , Uo duras..
Hale & N'orcrca.^ M Co., Nevada
Inyo Marble Co., California
Kentnck ConaM Co., Nevaila . . . _ _. .

L-*dy Wasfblngton M Co.. Nevarla 8.,..2Sc....Mar 3, Apr 7, Apr Ml L Onborn 3(W Moi. ,

Locomotive M Co., Neva/la 10 5c M.rl7, Apr 21, May 12 AH FIjiti ^.'Ull'.uXic'.ii.m
Mexican M Co., Neva/la 42....25c....Mar 9 Apr 14. .May 5 CE Elliott 302 Vf'm\^<rtaiai
Mineral KIlk M Co., Arizona 6,... 10c....Mar 23. Apr 23, May 18 T F Norman 412 Caiifon^l'
N Eloomfiel'l Gravel M Co., California. .47.... 25c,... Mar 2.;, May*. .May 27 H Plcholr SZOHaMOb.
Nevada Qneeo M Co., Nevada 7 15c Mar 4, Apr 10, Apr 30 it K Grayafjo 'S:\ Pi.

NorthweateroM Co., British ColnmMa.. 2 7c ..Mar 9, Apr 9, Apr 27 T Bonaclna 438*
Savage .M (JO., Nevada 75.... £0c.... Feb 13, Mar 18, Apr 7. EB Holmen 309 M';
Silver K(n« ,M Co.. Arizona 5.. ..20c. ...Feb 21, Mar 28, Apr 28 W 8 Hetlar 325 M<,r
Valley View.M Co., California 1.... 2c....Feb 9, Marls. Apr 13. W .) Onniett „, J ...

MBBTtNOS TO BE HEUD.
CoMPASV AND Location. Skcrf.tap.v. Okfick /.i .h. f. Mketino. i>a-

Boiwer Con..> M Co., California L 0«V»f<m 309 .MonUfomery St Aoonal Apr
Champion M Co , California T Wetzell.. 320 Hanjiome St Annual Apr;-

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WTITHIN THBBB MONTHS.
COMPAST ANT* L'JCATIO.V. SFCEETARV. OFFJf.K l.V .S. P. AjfOL'.MT. PATAitl

Candelaria Cona M Co., New Mexico G Gale 309 Mootgofoery »t 25 Ot^
Commonwealth M Co.. Nevada B R Graydon 331 Pine St 20 Hot J

Coarnpion .M Co T Wetzef 320SanjKimc8t 10 M»I
Pacific Cr^aat Borax Co., California A H Cloagb 230 3foot«o[aer7 Bt 1 00 Arr ]

JaekKonMf>j WE Drake 31IPtDeS( Vl Ii„ 1

The Astronomical Society.

The annual meeting of the Astronomical So-

ciety of the Pacific was held in the hall of the

Academy of .Sciences last Satnrdiy, Prerident

E, S, Eolden in the chkir.

E. .T. Molera, treasurer, read his annuat re-

port, which showed receipts amonnting to

81980. Cash on hand in 1890, $1021 7.5; ex-

penditures, Si'JS? 73; balance on hand, $744 6.5;

Cash in Montgomery Library Fond, $1,590; In

the Comet Medal Fond. 8527; expended on ac-

count of library, 31017; total cash on hand,

$2862.11, which will amount to $.^500 when all

accounts are collected.

The Library Committee reported 491 vol-

umes In the library. Four hundred and thirty-

one were purchased by the Alexander-Mont*
gomery Fund at a cost of $1017. Cash on hand,

$1,590.

The Comet Medal Committee reported that

It had given five medals lor the discovfry of

comets during last year, one in the United

.States and four to European astronomers.

A committee of seven was appointed to take

charge of astronomical affairs at the Columbian
Exposition in Chicago, as follows : Prof. G.

W. Hough, G. E. Hale, G. A. Dioglass

and Pv. W. Pike of Chicago, Wm. M.
Pleraon and C. B. Hill of .San Francisco, and
Prof. A. J. Bnrnbam of the Lick Observatory.

Lord BoBse, Chancellor of the Dublin Ob-

servatory, was introduced and said that he had
worked with refl-sotors and was naturally a

special pleader in their favor. He bad just seen

the great refractor at Mount Hamilton and was
much pleased with it. He was astonished to

see the number of people visiting the observ-

atory at Mt. Hamilton, In England no such

interest is manifested. He hoped that Mount
Hamilton would become one of the greatest ob-

serratories of the world.
The president's report was read, showing

that the society started two years ago with 40

members, and now had 380, in nearly every

part of the civlllziid world.

The fdlowing Board of Directors was elected

to serve for the ensuing'year : William Alvord,

Ghas. Burckhalter, Cbas. B. Hill, S. G Hill

born, E. 8. HoHen, .James E. Kceler, E. .T.

MiTlera, Wm. M, Pier»on, J. M. Sohaeberle,

Frank .Sonleand F. K, Z:el.

Publication Committee — E. 8. Holden,
James E, Keeler and Charles G. Yale (of the

Mining ank .Scientific Pees.s.

The Directors elected the following officer! :

President, Wm. M. Pierson; vice-presidents,

Frank Soule, E. .7. Molera and J. M. Sohae-

berle; secretaries, Chas. Burckhalter and James
E. Keeler; treasurer, F. E Ziel.

New Incorjiorations.

The 'ollowing companies have been incorporated,

and papers filed in the office of the Superior Court,

Department lo, .San Francisco:

Sunset Raisin Vinryaed Co., March 27. Cap-
ital sloe, $82,500. Directors—Ja.s. Morton, .S.

Ephraim, J. D. Whitney, C. M. Oakley, Charles

Gove, Charles A Ealderaann, J. C. Flood.

The Capital Ass'n, March 27. Capital slock,

$1,000,000. Directors—C. W. Taber, S. P. Rix-

lord, A. E. Williams, Columbus Waterhouse, John
W. Butler, E. Worth and H. C. Soraers.

LoHos Land Co., March 27. Capital stock.

$21,000. M. B. Kellogg, S. M. Marks, N. G, Kit-

tle, H. B, Jones, H. S. de RochemonI, H. .M.

Adams, F. R. King.

Hebmosilia M. Co., March 30. Capital stock,

5500,000. Directors—W. A. Tucker, Allan J.

.Smith, Henry Toomey, Geo. W. Harris and H. .N'.

Clement.

Merchants' Refrigerating Co., March 30.

Cap'tal stock. $100,000. Directors— Chas. O. Swan-
berg, Calvin E. Whitney, Henry W. Weslphal,

Austin H. Hills and W. F. Borrowe.

COBRUGATElJ RiVET Co., April I, Capital

stock, $100,000. Directors—Waller Rosie, lames

Coffey, Ashland Bostick, Chas. Stallman and A.

Rudgear.

Table of Lowest and Highest Sain ir;

S. F. Stock Exchange.

Kamk or Wbbk I Wkek Wkbk Wm
CoKPAirV. Mar . 12. Mar. 19. 1 Mar

1 1

.26. A|,.l.

Alpha .85 .Ml.OO 1.2(1, .SO 1 15 \M 1.9
Ajta .IS5 .761 .75

l.So'l.M
1 CO .85 W H l.t

Ao.lc 1.20 2..-«1.15 1 M \.^ Ill'
B-jleher i.:m 1.6',: 1.70 2.70 2.66 •3 10

lieni Belcher..... 2,« 4.CC,4,60 8.62'«60 a
liullion 2.M) 2.35 2.3& l.»I.D6 2

'

Bo-IleCOD I. ID 1,15 1 lA 1.651.20 I--,

fculwer 3I> ft 40 .55! .40
Coinmoowealtb .... .71. .... ,76 .80' .8S l.U, » .A
Coo. V«. tCaL.... ti.ll, 'J.iO'.'l.m 13 6210,87 13.71 UJBIU
C'hatl«oge \.m 2.402.46 •3.20,2.36 3.10 2.40 ).U
ChoUar 1 9S 2.40 2.40 3.4;i2.85
Conlitlence 5.00 6.25'».62 •8.60ii; 00 S.rXie.S I.«
CVjn. Imperial .15 .20( .20 ,30 20 .30 .a .t.
Cale/loula .n> .75! .70 M ,«« .7i .75 l.I
Crowo Point 1.30 i.esi.70 2,.T5 2,f« 2.M,2.e6 j.r
Cvryjlo^ 06 .16 ,21) .a .25 ,

Del.vlonte .'III 20 .3) an ..

F.iire.aCon ....3.00 3 76 3 5I1 ....3.» .

Ejehe/|0'^ .65 .75 .m l.e ,76 1.00 .» .«
Craod prize .10 .15! .15 211 ,»! .25 .18 I
(iouSil k Curry. I, Ml 2.452.75 4.10 3 0! 3.7S 3.1J J.H
liale IL Norcro««... 1.76 2.0612.15 2.602.15 2.m2.15 J.JI

Irilla .15 .20: .20 .30 .20 .30 .28 .1
.Irixtlee .',<f. 1.051.00 1.46 1.20 1.36 1.10 IJl
Keoliick W. .40 .40 ,156 .45 .» .40 M
I-iUly Wa«h .M, ... .16 .20 .15 .2(1 .15 .«
.Vooo .m 60 .76 .65 .70' .64 M
.Meilcan 2 HI 2.25 3.00 4.553.45 i.Ui-i.n (.«
Nayajo .... .20 .40 .35 .40 .» ...

North lielleijile... .Ul .60 .65 .8! .20 I.2r, .2). 1,11

NeT. ^.^ijecn 15 .... .a 30 .35 .25

Ocddii^tal ,(» 1.101.15 1.601.05 1.46 1 a \x.
'iphir 3«l 4.50I.5S 6.86:5.25 6.62 5.03 «Jt-
Orenoan 1 K 3.062.76 3.75l3 00 3.6 3.1« 411'
ViHiM 4.40 6.125.37 6.004.20 6.87 3.7! 4.a
Pe.erl»» ,10 ...

j

.10 .2<li ,16 .!« .15 .X
Peer .10 .16 .10 15 10 .11

H. B. «.M .HI l.OS'l.OS 1.56 1.20 1.601. 10 141
Sierra Nevada 2.11! 2.6012.66 3.40 3.10 3,853.» J.n,
Surer Hill TO ....] .20 .1: .-/( .31 .111 ....

Swjrplon 20 .... .20 .36 .35 .40 .34 .4!i

LoloD Con 2,25 2.7512.70 3.5s 3.30 4.2. 3.*) 4Jl
Utah ^
Vellow .lacket

,55 .851 .80 1.301.10 1.41/1.15 IJI
2.10 2.60 2 60 3.402.SO 3.402 « JI

• A?A.?M!ment abided.

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange^ i

450 Alpha Con 1

100 Andes
6.M Eekher
175 Ke«t& Belcher..
210 Bcidle 1

I'XO Eolllon
'.iifii li Iwfjr

200 Calf^lonla
If/l Chall/jiige Cf/D..
6% Chollar 2
200 Con Cal& V
i'J) Crown Point. ...

Wll Exche'io-r.
.'.Vj Con d IL Curry.

.

150 Bale 4 Nor
3',0 Jnlla

Tni.-KMOAV. April 2, 230 A.*.

.05IB1.10i 310 Kwitnck Mt
.. .1.011 700 La-ly W»«hln|(*.on...,~

2.851 2IA .Mcilcao J»'
7.00: 6,VJ Nera'la (^eeo £e

S'.fel.w: 50 North rtaraic:

...,2,25: le« Oeeld ntal...

... 40c' 620 lliihlr

y'c 1125 ^TTertoan
....2 », MO I'oi<„| l.L!«l

lfra3.15 IVJ Havaife 2

.. 12.1/, IWJ H(»,ri.lon

....2.75 2 .', H-fg fcdm C I-'

8'.r 230 Btoia Nevada. 3. 1S«0!«
.,..3.30 21/1 Union Con 4.(»

,

....2.2J, 6!,0 irtah 1 ZOai.S
2:>; 450 Yellow ,lacke> 3 ",-«3 I*

Complimentary Samples

Persona receiving thU paper marked ars !••

queeted to examiue its contents, t«rms of nb*

)

Bcrlption, and give It their own patronage, tod,

as far as practicable, aid in circulating tbs

journal, and making its value more widely

known to others, and extending its influence Ifl

the cause it faithfully serves. SubscrlptloD

rate, $.3.00 a year. Extra copies mailed for U
cents, If ordered soon enough. If already •

'

subsoriber, please sbovp the paper to others.

Our Agenti.

Oca Farnnis can do mnch lo aid of our paper and
sauBe of practical knowledKe and science, hy ""*'

Accents In their labors ofcanvasehif;, by lending ..

fluence and encoura;flnK favors. We Intend to send
hot worthy men.

Oto. Wtuios—Sacramento Co.
J. C, BOAO—8an Francisco.
F. W. KSAPP—Ama.lor Co.
CsoaoK £VA.-;f^Sinta Clara Co.
M. 8. PaiHS—Alameda and Contra fintu Cos
F. B. LooAN—Solano and Yolo Cos
D. O. Clakt—Sonoma Co.
S H. BAOf.— FresBO Co,
E. H. ScnAlryFOK—Central California.
A. 8 CoohKT—Tehama Co.
Wm, IrL UiLLEART—Oregon.
Wm. HoLDsa—Oregon.
Wm. Oijiot:—Waehintrtoo.

tbdr is'i

!.'• ronnioff the telephone wire across the rivsf

at 8atlcoy, Ventnra county, the line is otrotobcu

from two poles 60 feet high on each bank aod

separated a distance of 2100 feet.
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of D. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors.

ul^rted by Dewey & Oo., Pioneer Patent
SoUcltora for PaclUc Coast*

KOB WEKK ENDING MARCH 24, 1891.

,036.—Portable Elevator— N. Aaderson,
svillr. Cal.

1,064.—Manufacturing Borax — N. M.
S. F.

,,033.—SwrNGiNG Hose Reel — W. F.

rsrs. F.

I 846.—Fruit Drier.—A. Conklin, Grants
Or.

t 764.—Lathe— E. W. Jones, Pcnland Or.

i.97S.—Flowkk Holder—Jas. Martin, Tem-
, Cal.

j^oSa.—Flush Tank—S. W. Miller. Pasa-

.Cal.

J 9^3.—Illuminating Panel in Concrete
IKS—E. L, Ransome, S. F.

J.9S9.—Gas Engine— E. Narjoi. S. F.

J 017.—Switch Stand-J. H. Wallace, S. F.

le following brief list by telegraph, for Mar. 24,

ippear more complete on receipt of mail jevices:

Komift—Hkrk Anthony, Berkeley, oseignor to the
D Oatd Fikucet Company, S. F.. faucet for barrels;

n Btrvach, 8. F.. electro-therapeutic eyringe; Mil-

F. Brown and T. E. SaUb, S. F.,kitrhtin cabinet;

^rd E Ctawson. S. F., hood (or tlreplacos; Jotiepb
I, S. F., oewopaper cover; Edwin Falkin^ham, S.

Lrd Bbutller; Jamos W. Harris aod T. O. Thomas, S.

^ctl0llal rop« sheave; Peter H. Jack.noti, S. F., con-
tton of bulliiings; L. J. Johnson, Ptjtalumi, farm
Wm. Lacy, Jr., Loa Anyoles, irriKatlny hydrant;

n k B. Uorse, Murphys, ore concentrator; Jamea and
ff a*tor«on, Stockton, a<tsiKuor to the Benlcla Agri-

n rsl Works, Benicia, gang plow; Qeo. W. Phiney,
rnvlllo, plow; Wm. Teneyck, Oakland, self closing
lirner. Oregon— Edward W. Curtis, Pottiand,

engine; Henry Dufrcsne, Portland, shade ad-

r; Junaa D. Henry and W, E. Wood, Portland. feed-

Edward E. KinEsiey, Portland, device (or moisten-
ho gum on envelopes.

n.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patente furniahed
awcy & Co , In tne shortest time possible (by mail
'leifraphic order). American and Forulgn patonta
ned, and general patent business for Paoillo Coast
tors transacted udth perfect security, at reasonable
and In the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

long the patents recently obtained through

D ;y & Co. 's Scientific Press U. S. and For-

Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

p al mention:

:-ominating Panels in Concrete Floors.—
Irbt L. Ransome, S. F. No. 448,993. Dated

(eh 24, 1891. This invention relates to improve-

K^ in illuminating basements and chambers be-

e 3 concrete flooring, and it consists especially in

:ipg the gliss directly into the concrete. In placing

gk in concrete flooring lor illuminating base-

mFs or for dark chambers beneath such flooring, it

apeen customary to fix the lights in iron or
6 'nt plates or frames perforated to receive and
J ort them in position, and these frames have
fiward been set into the flooring, either before or
li it was built, so that a joint would exist between
I) lights and the floor itself, and these joints are

e difficult to make light. In Mr. Ransome's ira-

i id method he reduces the cost of manufacture,
It does away with any joints between the glass or

] linating tile and the main floor, by fixing the

1 linating glass oi" tiles directly into the concrete
fl 1 the floor is in the process of manufacture,
b dispensing with all metal frames or supports
,r preventing any difficulty with joints by mould-
Q^he glass directly into the floor itself when it is

c^ builL

yiNGiNG Hose-Reel.—Wm. F. Bowers, S. F.

449.033- Dated March 24, 1891. The invention

es to that class of hose-reels which are secured to

bWall and are so mounted as to swing, suitable

r-joints being provided to allow the uninterrupted
of the water, no matter to what position the

nnay be turned. The object of the invention is

D oduce a simple and efifective hose-reel of this

L

?itch.Stand.—John H. Wallace, S. F, No.

H 317. Dated March 24, 1891. This invention

es to that class of switch-stands designed to

and lock railToad switches and yet permit the

t of the switch-rail, when locked, to move
nst the yielding resistance a^ay from its adja-

rail to enable the wheels of cars to pass through
locked switch, without leaving the main rail,

point springing back to its place when the

;ls have passed through. The invention con
of certain devices and details of construction

[ijgned to improve this class of railroad appliances.

DRTABLE Elevator.—Nickalaus Anderson,

ysville, Yuba Co. No. 449,026. Dated March

1891. This Improvement in elevators consists

framework mounted on wheels, so as to be
sported from one portion of a warehouse to an^

ir, vertical guides made adjustable in height, a
: or platform suspended so as to travel between
e guides, and a means for raising and lowering
This elevator is especially designed for use in

2houses where grain or other substances are to

tored and where it is necessary to transport the

erial over the floor and then lift it to a consider-

and varying bight to reach the point of storage.

Don't Fail to Write.

onld this paper be received by any subscriber who
not want It, or beyond the time he intejids to pay

, let turn not faU to write us direct to stop it. A
al card (costing one cent only) will suflice. We will

iQowiagly send the paper to any one who does not
1 it, but if it is oontmued, through the failure of the
criber to notify ua to discontinue it, or some irre-

Hible party requested to stop it, we shall poaitively

and payment for the time it is sent. Loos oaaefclIiY
HE LABEL ON VOTPH PAPEb

'he new ooaat defense vesBel Monterey, now
the ways at the Uoion Iron Works, is being
idly pnehed to oompletion. It ie expected

I wlU be ready fQ(r Uancbing in aboat six

/I33e33inei]t flotice3.

INYO MARBLE COMPANY.—LOCATION
of orinciijalplacoof buaiot-sa, Siii FninLisco,(.'all(orni».

Location of works, Kc'cIlt. luyo County, t'uUforulii.
Notice is hereby civcn, that at a mwtiug of ihe Board of

DIi«ctor«. bold on ihe 3Uth day ot Marcli, 1891 au
auc*>meDt(N.). 12) of Ten CcDt« per kliare waa Ivribd upon
the Capital Slock of the Corpwialioii. payable inimcdlawly
In United Sr ate* gold coin to tbt< B«crutary atlheotticc of the
Company, 132 California Btreel, Sao FrauciBCo, Califoruia.
Any 8U)Ckupo<i which this aHcnmeut shall tuiuaiu uup^fd

ou the 12lh day of May. 1891, wUl be doUu.|Ueut, :iiid
advfrtist'd foreiUoat public auctlnti; uiid imltjsfl i>ayuitut U
mad« hcloru. will hv r«.>Id ..1, FKHfAY. the 2Vth day of
May. 18yi, t<-> jiay the dt-Uutiiifut awe nmuut, together with
the coHlB of advvrtising and fxiieiiH-a of buIo.
By order of ih« Board of Dlreotom.

(J W. LUCE. SecroUry.
OUicc, 132 California Strwd. Suu Francisco, California.

^licational.

School of Practical. Civil, Mechanical and
MINING ENGINEERING,

Survejinj;, ArchUocturo, Drawing; and Assayini:.

728 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.
And 1 70% Second St., Portland, Or.

A. VAN DER NAlLLEN, President.
AssajiDK o' Ores, §26; Bullion and Chlorination Assay,

$25; Blowpipe Aasay. $10. Full course of aa^iavinK, 160.
ESTABLISHED 1S64 ^S" Send for circular.

or

ASSAYING AND CHEMISTRY,
Roonie4a&47, )e28 Montaromery St.

2d Floor Montgomery Bl'k. f San Franclsco,
Alao, Evening dassee, 7 to 10 o'clock.

JOHN T. EVANS, M. A-, Principal.

BUSINESS OOLLEGE,
24 POST ST.. S. P.

1jH>R SEVENTY-FIVE! DOLLARS THISr College Inetmcts In Shorthand, Type Writing, Book-
teeplng, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Dravrlng, all the En-
gUah branohes, and everything pertaining to bnalneBa,
for six full monthe. We have aliteen teachers, and give
Individual iDetruotion to all our pnpllB. Onr echool has
Ua graduates In every part of the Sute.
M*SnrD FOR CraODLAB.

E. P. HEALD, PresldeDi
n. a. HALKV. SncwM%rv.

X3i~viiDEisrx5 nsroTiOE.
OFFICE OP THE PACIFIC COAST

Borax Company, San PraQoisco, March 3l8t, 1S91.
At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above-
named Company, held this day, a Dividend (No. 4) of
One Dollar ($1.00) per share was declared, payable
SATURDAY, April 10, 1891, at the office of the
Company, No. 230 Montgnmerj S'reet, Rooms 11 and 12.
Transfer books closS April 5, 1891, at 3 o'clock p. u.

ALTON H. CLOUGH, Secretary.

FACTORY:

Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press

Patent Agency.

Cor. Jefferson ft Fint Sts., Oakland, Cal

SfANtiPACTCBEES OP

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROOF
PAINTS,

Superior to anything of the kind In the market for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uuequftled for Submerged Timbers. Red and Brown
Faints for Roofs. Warehouses, Stables, Fences,

Etc., mixed Ready for Use. Also,
Sheathing Paper. Portable Cal-

ifornia Maslic Roodng,
the Best in the

Market
for

AND UNEQUALED FOR

Teredo-Proof Pile

Covering.

This Company also Manufactures a Malthine
Compound for

EEND£RING BOOTS AND SHOES
WATERPROOF.

The same is a superior article lor Preserving Harness
rendering it Impervious to Moisture and

keeping it always pliable and soft.

-fi®^ Send for Samples and Prices. Salesroom,

310 CALIFORNIA ST., S. F., Cal.

FRANCIS SMITH & OO.
Manufacturers of

Sheet Iron and Steel

RUPTURE AND PILES.
We Positively Cure all kinda of Rupture

and Keotal Diseases, no matter of how long
standing, in from 30 to 60 days, without the
use of KNIFE, DRAWLNQ BLOOD, Or DETEN
TioN FEOM Bi'siNE-s:?. Terms: No Care,
no Pay; and no Paj nntll Cored.
It afBicted, come and see ns or send stamp for
Domphlet. Address:

DR8. FORTBRFIRLD & LOSBY,
888 Marbet Street, - - San Pranoleoo

ALL SIZES.

130 fieale Street, San Francisco, Cal

Iron cut, punched and formed, for making pipe oc
ground. All kinds of Tools supplied for mEddng Pipe.
Estimates given. Are prepared for coating all sizes ol

Pipe with a composition ot Coal Tar and Asphaltum.

INVENTORS, TAKE NOTICE I

L. PETERSOnTmODEL MAKER.
258 Market St., N. E. cor. Front (up atalra), Son Fraocaico
Experimental machinerj- and all kinds of models. Tin

and brasswork. All communlcationa strictly eonfiden-
'ial

Send for Catalogue.

ELECTRIC BLASTING.

VICTOR EI^ECTRIC PliATINUM FUSES.
Superior to ajl others for explodiug any make of dynamite or
blasting powder. Each fuse folded geparat>^ly and packed in
neat piper boxes of 50 each. All tested and warranted. Single
and double strengtb, with any lencth of wires.

VICTOR BI1A.NTINO IdAClIINE.-Made in two
sizeB. No 2 tires 20 to 30 boles. No 1 fires 5 to S holes. Adapted
for proppectiDg. stump blasting,quarry and general railroad work,
" PUI^Ii UP " BliAKTINO 3IAC1IINE. — The

strongest and moat powerful machine ever made fjr Electric
Blasting. No. 4 size fires 70 holes. No. 3 size tires 40 boles. Are
especially adapted for submarioe blasting anl large mining work.

Standard Electric Fnoe and BlatttTeeiter.lVlre
Reels, new design, Leading: and Connecting Wire.

_^ MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

-^JAMES MACBETH & COMPANY,
" laS Maiden lone, IVew TTorli City.

PAEKB & LAOY CO., San Francleoo, Cal., AGENTS.

8AN FRANCISCO TOOL CO.,
MANUPAOTURERS OF

IRRIGATING PUMPS
AND

Machinery of all Kinds.
PACIPIO COAST AGENTS

BABOOOK & WILOOX

Patent Water Tube Steam Boilers.
ICstlmates Furnished on Application.

rSend Tor Cutalogue^*

OBNTBIFUOAI. PUMP. FIRST and STEVENSON STS.. S. F.

Our U. S. a>d Foreign Patent Aoenci
presents many and important advantages as «
Home Agency over all others, by reason of long
eatablishment, great experience, thorongh sys-
tem, intimate acqaaintance with the subjects ol

inventions in oar own commanity, and onr
moat estensive law and reference library, con-
taining official American and foreign reports,
files of scientific and mechanioal publications,
etc. All worthy inventions patented through
our Agency will have the benefit of an illustra-

tion or a description in the Mining and Scien-
rmo Press,' We transact every branch of
Patent business, and obtain Patents in all ooun-
tries which grant protection to inventors. The
large majority of U. S. and Foreign Patents
Issued to inventors on the Pacific Ooast have
been obtained through our Agency. We can
give the best and most reliable advice as to the
patentability of new inventions. Onr prices

are as low aa any first-class agencies in the
Eastern States, while our advantages for Pacific

Coast inventors are far superior. Advice and
Oircnlars free,

DEWEY & CO., Patent Agents,
220 Market St., Elevator, 12 Front St., S. F.

Telephone No, 658.

A( T. DEWEY, W= B. EWER.

QUARTZ SCREENS
A Bpecialty. Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo- .

geneous Steel, Cast Steel or '

.^ American planlabed Iron

7Auc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes. Cali-
fornia Perforating Screen Co., 145 & 147 Beale St, S. F.

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, MiniDg, and Gominission,
420 Montwomery St.. S. P.

Ships under advances to Bmeltlug worlis Id Boston
New York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one years' experience in Shipping Ores and

Managing Mioea
Solicits Consignments of Copper Produce and Manage-

ment ot Min'ng Matters.
All business conducted on Cash Basis.

Purchase and shipment of Mining Supplies A SpbgiaIiTT.
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Business Manager of U«ION COPPER MINE, Copper-

opolis, Cai.; NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co., Cal.

0. H. EVANS & CO.
(Successors to THOMSON & EVANS),

110 and lis Beale Street, S. F.

HACEIHi: WOBES,
Steam Pumps, Steam Engines

and all klDda ot UACHINEKY.

/"H m

CQ

NGRAVING COMPANY
Make the best of Photo-Eagraving Ke'ief
Printing Plates. Fina Zincographs.Wood

- Engravings, Society and Businei^s Seals,
Negatives, Blue Piints, Phot''-Lithot;rapfiic Tr^nsers
Maitic Lantern Slides and other Spccid Ph-tograi.hiiig'
and nearly all kinds .f Engrivings Our Photo-facsimile or

HALF-TONE ENGRAVINGS
By our New Secret Processes, are unsurp-'8=ed by any
others. Prices Uniformly ReasonahJe. Send for Samples
and Estimates. 220 Market St., Sau Francisco

A PRACTICAL MINER AND ASSAYER DESIRFS A
situ.ition to look iLfter mines and do the assayiue

Sixteen years experience in mining on the Pacific coa^t"
No obj cliora to localitv Best of r^feiences given
W. 0. (.'LYMO, Assayer, 727 Norlh Main street, Butte
City, Slontauft.
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JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
Nos. 39 to 51 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

"HENDY" IMPROVED " OHALLBNGE " ORB FEEDER
The best form of Feeder ever devised, and pronoanced by reputable mining men to be fai

superior to any form of "Roller" Feeder manufactured. We refer to the follow-

ing gentlemen who have furnished us with testimonial letters to the
above effect, which can be seen at our office, viz.:

S. W. Crookjek, Supt. Bunker Hill Gold Min-
ing Co., Amador City, Oal.

W. G. Roberts, Greenwood, El Dorado Co. , Cal.

D. O.WiCKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal
J. R. Tbegloan, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold

Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.

WE ARE MABTTFAOrnKERS OF THE

"CHALLENGE", "STANFORD", "TULLOCK,"& "ROLLER' FEEDERS,
And will furnish descriptive Catalogues and quote prices upon application.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Snperior to all Otbers for Quartz Mills, Smelters, &g.

Not Affected bv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils, Every Belt Guaranteed. Try It.

ior Circular and Samples,

Send

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manutaoture Three Elnds of Powder, which are acknowledged hy all the Great Chemists of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the Market.

Of Different Strengths as Required.

NOBKIi'S EXPLOSIVX: GELATINE," whioh oontaina 94 per cent of Nltro-OIyoerlne, ud
GELATINE-DYNAMITE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Safe In HandUng.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
FOB RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING. Is fromthree to four timesstronger than ordinary Blast-

ing Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as treely.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
GAPS and FD8B for Sale QBNBRAL AOBNTS. «AN PRANOISOO OAL.

The Explorers' and Assayers'

Companion.

A Tliird Edition of selected portions of the
** Explorers', Miners*, and Metal-

lurgists' Companion."

A practical exposition of the various departments of

Geolouy, Exploration, Mining, Engineering, Assaying,
and Metallurgy.

Price, $6.00 post-paid. Sold by Dbwky Sl Co., Publish-
ers, 220 Market St., San Francisco.

By J. S. PHILLIPS, M. E.

The work is divided into four parts—Rocks, Veins,
Testing and Assaying. Tlie geological chapters are in-

tended to give miners a practical idea of the various
formations. The chapters on mineral veins are derived
from long observation, and the section on exploration
has been carefully considered. All that relates to dis-
crimination and assay of minerals has been kept as free
from ormula) as \ ossible. The work is written for

praetieal men, and all the explanations and descriptions
are clear and to the point. It is so prepared that it is

useful to uneducated men as well as scientists.

Books on Working Ores.

By 'Guido Kustel, M. E.
ROASTiNQ OF Gold and SILVER ORES (Second Edition) and

the Extraction of their Respective Metals without
Qnicksilver. By Guido Kdstel, M. E. 1880.

This rare book on the treatment of gold and silver ore
without quicksilver is liberally illustrated and crammed
fullct tncti. It i-ives short and conci-^e descriptions of
various processes and apparatus employed in this country
and in Europe, and the why and wherefoVe. It contains 156
pagci, embracing Illustrations of furnaces, supplements
and vorking apparatus. It is a work of great merit, by
an author whose re putation isunsurp.-issed in his specialty
Prick, S3, coin, postage free. Sold by Dewet & Co. , Pub-
lishers, 220 MarKet St., San Francisco, Cal.

By C. H. Aaron.
Aaron's LBACHI^d Gold and Silver Ores, the most

complete hand-book on the subject extant; 164 pages
octavo. Illustrated by 12 lithographic engravings and
four wood cuts. Fully indexed. Plainly written for
practical men. In cloth, S3. Sold by Dkwkt & Co., S. P

L. C. MARSHUTZ T. G. CANTRELL.

NATIONAL IRON WORKS
N. W. Corner Main and Howard Sts., San Francisco,

MANnFACXUKERS OF

Stationary and Compound Engines. Flour. Sugar, Saw

and Quartz Mill Machinery.

AMALGAMATING MACHINES. CASTINGS AND FORCINGS ^LXViU
ALL WOKK TESTED AND GUAKANTEED.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

NATIONAL ROCKER aUARTZ MILL.
KENDALL'S PATENT, AUOUST 24, 1886.

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL, Sole Manufacturers.
The Patentee and Manufacturers

cordially Invite miners to critically

examine and pass judgment upon
this improved system of millinjf

and amalgamating ores in the foU

lowing particulars:

1. The cost is less than one-half of

stamps of same capacity.
2. The freight to mine is less than

one-half of stamps.
3. The cost of erecting is lees tlmn

one-fourth of stamps.
4. The power to drive it is less than

one-half of stamps.
6. The wear is loss than one-quai-

ter of stamps.
6. There is no wear except od

shoes and dies.

7. Id point of amalgamation it )b

superior to any other machlna
in use.

8. In its simplicity of construction.

We challenge competition with

Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or and

other ore crushing machines now

before the publio.

L=

^.-'"'^Sf I

tS'SersA for Circulars and Price List. MARSHUTZ & OANTRBLL.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
-MANUPACTUBBRS OP- T

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Mannfacture of Cement, Fertilizers, Paint

and all other Durposea for which grinding or pulverizing is reanired.

Send for Catalo^e and Price List to

FRISBBB -LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

I

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
ROCK DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING,

MINING AND QUARRYING

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

THE ABOVE CDT ILLUSTRATES THE IMPROVED FORM OF DOUBtE-JOINTED H¥-
I>KAUI.IC GIANTS which we manufacture. We guarantee purchasers of this form of Giants against all

costs, expenses or damages which may arise from any adverse suits or actions at law. We are further prepared to

furnish Singrle-Jointed Giants when required. Prices, discounts and Catalogues of our specialtie of Iiy-^
dranllc Mining Machinery sent on application.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS. 39 to 51 Fremont St., San Francisco.

DEWEY & CO. {

aao MARKET ST., S. P. 1

Elevator, la Front. I
PATENT AGENTS.
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he Beit Ore Conoeotrator in the market, having double

le Capacity and doing its work as olose as the plain Belt

laohinet while Its ooncentrationa are clean. It is need in

namber of MiUb, the most notable of wbioh is the

laska M. & M. Go's Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Frues

re taking the Palp from 120 Stamps, ornehing 350 tons

er day, and is giving entire eaclsfaotlon as against 48

lain Belt Machines, taking the Pulp from the other 120

tampa.
—

—

•*~-

'rice of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f. o. b.

'rice of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

For Pamphlets, Testimonials and farther information

pply at office.

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE CO., Room 15.
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IMPROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
Protected by Patents December 22, 1874; September 2,

1879; April 27. 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20. 1883;

September 18. 1883; July 24, 1888. Patents applied for.

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Tbb Montara Compakt (Limited), London. October 8, 1885.
DsAa Sirs :—Having tented three of your Fnie Vaunors In a com-

potltlvo trlftt with other eimilar macliincR (Triumiih), we have eatiefled
luraelvoa of the 8Uperiority of your Vatiiiers. as in evidenced by the
fact of our havini; ordured 20 more of vour machinon for Immediate
delivery. Yours truly, THE MONTANA COMPANY (Llmftud).

N. B.—Slnco the above wae written the 20 Vannera. havine been
started, ^ve euch satiBfaction that ii additional Frues and more
stamps have been purchaaeii. ADAMS & CARTEll.

No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR w'™ IMPROVED RIFFLED BELT.
The competitive trials which have been held between the

Triumph " Ore Concentratore, the *' Frne" VaDoera and
ther forms of coDcentrating devices, do not warrant the as-

Brtionthat the "Frue ' Vanner ia the best ore concentrator in

tie market. The fact that the "Frues" have improved {oor-

agated) belts does not militate againet the superiority of the

Triumphs;" for, when desired, they (the "Triumphs") can

e mounted with a superior belt known as the '' Blasdel "

Piffled.

rice " Triumph " Concentrators, with Im-

proved (Patented) Belt

'rice ** Triumph " Concenirators,

Plain Belt

$650 f. 0. b. -^^v
with

$550 f. 0. b.

We are prepared to ^arantee the superiority of the " Triumph " over

ie " Frue " or any other form of Concentrator, (or coiu If need he.

Olroulars and testimonial letters furnished on application.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
39 to 51 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Both the "Triumph" Concentrator and "Blasdel" (riffled)

Belt are protected by incontestable letters patent, granted
by the Government of the United States.

Original Empire Mill and Mining Company,
)

Principal Office, 401 California St., cor. Sansome, S. F. V

Location of Works, Graes Valley, Nevada Co., Col. )

Grass Vallky, Nevada Co., Cal., Nov. lo, 188B.

Joakua, Hendy Machine Works, 39 to 61 Fremont St., S. F., Cal.:

Gentlemen—1 am pleased to state, in reference to the " Triumph"
Ore Concentrators, 'that four (4) of them were placed in the mtll of the
Oriclnal Emipre Mill and Mining Company in April, 1SS4, and a thorough
teat made of their practical operation; and their efficiency having been
demonstrated, four (4) more were subuequently Introduced as the comple-
ment of the Twenty (20) Stamjj Mill, and the eight (H) have been and are
now running with entirely satisfactory results.

At the Ten (10) Stamp Mill of the North Star Mining Company, unfler
my supervinion. four (4) are also in BUCceBsful operation, and from my
observation of their practical workings, I am convinced that this form of
Concentrators is the equal, if not superior to any other style of Vaunero
or concentrating devices. DAVID McKAY, Jr.,

[Signed] Sup't North Star and Original Empire Mining Co.

N. B. When the stamping capacity of the two above named mills was in*

creased, more "Triumph" Concentrators wore purchased, and twenty-
eight (23) are now in constant successful operation.

HXJnxnrii^csirT? jxr.
MANUFACTUBBK OP

CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ MILLS
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Machinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Machines.

SEND FOR CIROULAR.
2X3 ^•XZISI' ST^fUEIXia? st.A.3Nr x«ZT..A.]\rc:;xs>C!o.

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS! JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.

521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco

—DBALBK IN—

Assayers' and Mining Material.

-MANTTFAOTDRBR OF—IN QUARTZ. GRAVEL. OR PLAOBB MINES. MADE OP BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR OOPPBR

ja.T n.E:r>xjOEsa3 i»moeis.
Our plates are guaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the best in weight of Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

ver and durability. Old Mining Plates Replated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSANDS
OP ORDERS FILLED. Trnon-r™.
SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, ^«°t »"" HOSKINS

68, 70 & 72 First St., San Francisco, Cal. EYDRO-CAKBON ASSAY FUKKACES
O" SEND FOR CIBCULAKS.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD

In. Qixartzs, Ox-£i,-\7-el £t,xxca. I'la.cex' ]\Ciixlxxs-
VKinva oitmaTI -r KEDDCED. ONLY REPINED SILVER AND BEST COPPER DSBD. OVER 3000 ORDERS FILLED. FIFTEEN MEDALS AWARDED.

Old Mining Plates can be Replated. Old Plates Bought, or Gold Separated. These Plnt«s can also be purchased ot JOHN TATJLOB * CO.. Corner first

and AIlsBion Streets, San Francisco. ^^^^^^^^^_

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS.
E. G. DBNNISTON, Proprietor. 653 & 655 MISSION ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Our Platea have been used for 20 years. They have proved the best. We adhere strictly to contract In vreight of Silver and Copper.

SEND FOB. CIRCULAR.

RECEIVED EVERY MEDAL
Awarded on the Pacific Coast
for Silver-plated Amaliram
Plates and Best Gold, Silver
and Nickel Plating.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Fair, 1884,

CJXjiOT e«3 AX:E]:E3S£3,
Sole Licensed Manulacturers ol the

^ UEDART PATENT WROUGHT RIM PTJILEY
-J For the States ol Calllomla, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories olldaho, Washington

Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and

Best Balanced Pulley In the World. Also Maniilacturers of

fA>. „„.. 21,, .«ai. SHAFTING, HANGERS AND APPURTBNANOB8.
i^SBNu roa CiROUiiARs AjiD Priob LisT.'ea

i.>Ioa 139 and 131 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, GAL.

DEWEY & CO. {^^mi^AW^^^riii.^-^ PATENT AGENTS.

HOISTING ENGINES FOR MINES

^f[--r*!F-|-

1, 2, or 4 Drums, with Reversible Link

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.

MADE ONLY BY TUB

LIDGERWOOD M'F'G CO..
98 Liberty St, New York.

84 and 86 West Monroe St., Ohicaso.
197 to 203 OoneresB St, Boston.

1 to 7 N. First St., Portland, Oreeon.

PARKE & LACY CO., Agts., San Francisco.
Send for Oatalogn*.
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTBBS AND MANtJPACTUBBES OF

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
ENGINES, BOILERS, STEAM PUMPS,

AIB OOMPRBSSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S ORUSHINQ ROLLS,

CONCENTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROOK BREAKERS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Taking Pulp from 10 Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG BDQERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
SALES DURING LAST POUR MONTHS:

•"•r»1\/r'POTT'Mr» 44 engines, STANTi AT?r> 99 BNGiNBS, TTTMTOT? 166 bnoines,
\j\Jl}/lirKJlJl\JJ, BZIE HORSE POWER. lO ± J^Vi UJA.SI1U, 4500 HORSE POWER. ij U i.N J.V-»X\i, 4360 HORSE POWER

03ra.2ica. "Fota,!, 309 Xiaiglxxeis, .^ss3CGS^''*i-^^S X3.975 XXozrse Fo-ccrex-.

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Oal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W.

THE PELTON "TTATER V7SEEL
GIVES THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY OF ANY WHEEL IN THE WORLD. OVER 1300 IN USE.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mining and manufacturing machinery. Adapted to heads running
from 20 up to 2000 or more feet. From 20 to .SO per cent better results guaranteed than can be
produced from any other wheel in the country.

The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and reliable power, close
regulation, and the facility of adaptation to varying conditions of speed and pressure, have
brought it into special prominence and extensive use for this class of work.

All applications should state amount and head of water, power required and for what purpose,
with approximate length of pipe line. SEND FOE CATALOGUE.

a?ia:E5 i»EsijT<3iia" -v^ja-TJEsi*. 'V\r:EX£:£:xj oo.
121-128 MAIN STREET, SAN FBANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

PFI TfiN U/ATPR MflTnRQ varying from the fraction of l up to 15 and 20-horse
rCL I Uli WH I Cn IIIU I UnO, power, unequaled for all light-running machinery.
Warranted to develop a eiven amount of power with one-half the water required by any fether.

SEND FOR MOTOR CIRCULAR. Address as above.

THE GATES ORE AND ROCK BREAKER.
UNLIMITED IN CAPACITY, UNEQUALED IN EFFICIENCY, UPWARD I Gives a fineness of product that increases the capacity of any mill from 25 to 40 per

OF 3000 NOW IN USE. cent without anv additional expense. THE BEST AND ONLY CRUSHER ADAPTED
Will do more than twice the work of any other with the same cost in wear. |

TO MACADAM ROAD WORK. Send for Circular.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO., 121-123 Main Street, San. Francisco, General Western Agents.

©Dixon's Pencils'"'"'^"

DIXON S
Lead Pencils

DIXON'S
Stove Polish

DIXON'S
Crucibles.

DIXON'S GRAPHITE PAINT.
For all Iron aod Wood Work. Covers twice the surface of any

other paint.

Stationers

DIXON'S
Axle Grease

J. G. ALLEN. Accent. 304 Market Street. San Francisco. Cal.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For iDformatioD concernlne this process for the re-

ductloD of Ores coDtaiDing: precious metals, aod terma

of license, apply to

THE R0SSELL PROCESS CO.,
Part Oltv. ntah.

IT HAS NO EQUAL,

Can Be Put On

by Any One.

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adopted by the

Navy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOILEKS, STEAM PlPiSS, COT.I> STORAGE, and all places requiring

^on~jaeat-ConductiDg Material.

59 CLa.Y STREET C. B. JOHNSON & CO., SAN FBANCISCO

"RED '-^:i \K^ ^ « CORD ))

MANUFACTURED FROM STRICTLY FISST-OLASS FLAX AND PURE LUBRICANTS H4S NO SUPERIOR
for all Hydriullc Work. OiLico Watbr Works Co., Calico, Cal Deo 16 1S90
W. T. Y. SOHEKOK—Dear Sir: We find your "Rod-Cord" Square Flax Packing the "Bofs." Yours truly.

The red cord rune the entire lengrth. Put up in boxes of 20 feet, or coila nf 60 to 80 lbs For pale bv ail
dealers. W. T. X. SPHENCK, Sole Manufacturer, »2a and i3ii4 market Street, San FranotMo, Oal.

(Successor to Heins & William),

Mannfactnier of Leather and fulled Kawhide

BELTING
ROPE, LACE AND PUMP LEATHER,

ETC., ETC.

134 MAIN ST., SAN FRAN CISCO, CAI.

ADAMANTINE SHOES & DIES
FOR STAMP MILLS.

These SHOES and DIES are in extensive use in all the mining States and
Territories of North and South America. Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper
than any others. Orders Bolicited, subject to above
conditions.

—MANTJFACTUBED BY

—

CHROME STEEL WORKS, Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent,
220 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Gal.B

Special attention siven to the purchase of Mine and Mill Supplies,
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DEWEY A CO.. PuOLI6M£R8. SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, APRIL 11, 1891.
Three Dollars per Annum.

Single Copjes, 10 Cents.
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CORRUGATED BOLLS.

PLAN OF OOBBUGATED QBE BOLLS.

Rolls for Ore.

Oa page 145 of the Mining and Scientific

Peess (Marob 7, 1891) we illuetrated a high-

olasB dry-crushing aet of roUa for ore. On this

page the engravinfiia ahow a cheaper form of

oruahing roUa. Thoie are oble&y adapted to

oomparatively coarse work, but oan alao be used

for tolerably fine crushiog when the rolla are in

good oondition and the sheila are new and of

good material. They are not, however, so well

adapted to withstand oontlDuonaly the heavy

strain Incident to fine oruahing aa the high-olaaa

rolls prefionaly iiinatrated. _. _^ _.».

These rolls are alao driven by pnlleya on eaoh

roll-shaft, without the use of gearing.

The corrugated rolla, herewith illustrated,

where large quantities of material from a rock-

breaker are required to be ornsbed to a size of

about three-quarter inch, give excellent resnlta

when well made and adjustable with reference

to uniform apaoing of corrugations on opposite

roll-shells. They also cruah the material to

the same degree of uniformity as the smooth

rolls, and with very little sliming. These rolla

are manufactured with a patented appliance for

perfect adjustment, so as to obtain uniform

width of space between roll-abeHs for all posi-

PLAN VIEW OP OOBNISH BOLLS.

m^ (Z\ HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES S.F. CAL.^o),-

|5ff iir
OOBNISH BOLLS.

tlona daring rotation. The roll-shells are made

of mild oast steel, and wear a long time before

requiring to be replaced.

These rolla are particularly adapted to the

aecond oruahing of galena and all orea where a

gradual reduction in aize is advisable. These

forms of rolls, aa well as thoae previously illus-

trated, are manafaotured by the Fulton Iron

Works of this city.

Tin.—It is stated that the nnaelected ores of

the Cajaloo tin mines, San Bernardino county,

yielded at the teat run over ten per cent of

metallic tin. The present openings In the

Oajaico mine alone will give a daily outpnt of

100 tons of ore. A large mill and reduction

works for working 200 tone per day will be

ready for work by June 1st.

Daeby & Latdon have been awarded, by the

Harbor OommlsBioners, the contract for build*

lag the first mile of the belt railroad. The

price is $36 775. Work is to be commenced in

80 days and completed in 60.

A franohlse haa been granted for a double-

track railway from San Jose to Alum Rook
point, to be operated by Hoakins electro-vapor

engines.
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KOPPESPOJMDEJMCE,

We admit, unindorsed, opinions of correapondents.—fi

Loss of Gold.

Practical Tests In MiUing the Gold Bear
ins Rocks.

[Written for the Prksb by Almarin B. Paul.]

It ie not an assnmption to say that In the

past 25 years I have written more on the wast-

age of the precious metals than any one of my

time, at least, within my knowledge. Yet

others realiza the fact and have done good

work in the same direction; notably for Cali-

fornia, Henry G. Hanks, Melville Atwood and

Loais Blanding. I have written so much on

the snbjact that it may be considered an in-

jury to me, as many deem It a hobby rather

than the emanation of deduced faots. There

are many writers on the subject of gold, and

many asaerfc the fact of a loss, but their decla-

rations are too often assertions, without being

supported by actual tests of their own making.

yes, I have written much and expended no

small amount of money aod time to find out

facts about which men who do not spend their

time and money do not get at, but think are

not so. They are content with the "think," I

have labored to hiow. A man whose life has

been spent among the rooks and metals cares

but little for the *' think '* of mankind, and

that's my case. To say that silver milling is

far in advance of gold milling, with all its im-

proved appliances, is stating a demoastrated

fact, too plain to be doubted by those who
have had experience in working the two metals.

The assertion may be doubted by some who
will try and upset the position by asserting tha t

gold has nearly double the specifio gravity of

silver, oonseqaently it should settle and be

taken up more readily, bat this is false reason-

ing, when applied to the bulk of gold bearing

rooks. There are other questions that must be

considered, lat, the atomic character of geld

in its matrix; and 2i, the envelopment of re-

bellious substances. Although my tests here-

tofore have been many and varied, yet the past

year has enlarged my knowledge of loss, and
which has increased the wonder that so few
give heed to so important a matter, and do not

seek to benefit themselves by closer investiga-

tion and more careful manipulation.

To overcome this loss has been my earnest

study for many years, and to a very great ex-

tent I have succeeded. That there is an in-

credible amount of gold that from various

oanses float, and is carried o£f with the water

over all machinery, that can be placed to re-

tain it, and which will move on as long as

there is the least density of water or agitation

of it, I see and know. Some will explain, *' we
all know that," but the extent of this lost

value, the great body of miners do not know.
A very great loss ie made from several facta:

Ist, the great value of all gold-bearing rooks is

in very fine gold; 2ct, that you are never satis-

fied with your milling results when oompared
with your assays or "think** value; 3J, that

failure after failure occurs on good properties

because they do not save the metal; 4th, that

a rush of water exerts a power to wash off the

sands and why not the gold ? .

It was only a few months ago yon published

an article from an Eaglish writer on the subject

of imperfect milling of gold rook, and who
asserted that from the civilized world oame the

same story. I am firmly of the opinion that

the/ree gold product of the msjority of all the

gold mills, in all our States and Territories can
be doubled. This belief is founded on the faot

that in all my larger or smaller teats, I never

failed in doubling the yield, and in the maj ority

of Instances have exceeded it, when testiug by
the dry way. A friend at my elbow says: ** what
is the use of your writing these articles ;" mill-

men will not heed them, and why give your
knowledge and tests away ? While I admit
there is force in the observation, yet the gold

fields are extensive enough for us all, and my
work may be a benefit to some one if not to

myself. I cannot but think, however, that it is

fooling away time to write these articles, as so few
believe, and so few heed the assertion of faots

made by others, when not in accord with their

own Ideas ; bat to the public the Ideas go for

what they may choose to place upon them.
You have the labor and thoughts at no cost to

you, and it is for you to seek the truth of them
to gain the profit."

As a verification of these ideas of loss, I will

here give a few important tests which may be
of interest to some of your readers.

One of the tests having a good lesson in it,

was the taking up of a given quantity of tail-

ings, water and all, after it had passed from
the battery over silver plates, and blanket
ooncentratorB, and then over 60 feet of rilfias.

Water tailings, etc., by measurement, passed
off at the rate of 20 gallons per minute, Thi^
bulk of material was allowed to rest for 24
hoars before the water was drawn off for dry-
ing the residue. The tailings were then care
fully dried, sampled, and assayed, with the
result of $7.80 per ton. The material was then
oharged with clear water, and agitated so as to

prodaoe what we recognize as muddy water
from the batteries. This was then drawn off

free of any grit of the tailings, and was
also allowed 24 hours for settling, when it was
drained, dried, sampled, and assayed, with a
result of $3.65, and this on what could not be
considered over $15.00 rook, as the highest

estimate of its valne. The figuring on this test

can be summed up as foUowe: There was pass-

ing off from the batteries every 24 hours, 28,800
gallons, a loss of about ^ of a cent per gallon of

water and tailings, equaling $72 per 24 hours,

an amount a small fraction less than $5 per

ton for quantity worked, and this after the sal-

phntets had been taken up.

For another test, 100 tons of rock were
crashed by the battery, without regard to

amalgamation, either in the battery or on silver

plates, or concentrating the anlphurets. The
material as crashed passed to a tank (Ko. 1),

from No. 1 to tank No. 2, from No, 2 to tank
No. 3 (now as muddy water], from No. 3 to

tank No. 4, from No. 4 to No. 5; the water
from No. 5 was then used as required by ar-

rastrae. Tanks No. 1 and No. 2 were not sam-
pled, as they contained the bulk of the material

and value for working in arrastras. Of all the
rock oruBhed, about 16 per cent passed into

tanks Nob, 3, 4 and 5; these were oarefally sam-
pled and assayed, with the following resnlt:

Taok No. 3 gave $5 per ton. Tank No. 4 gave
$4.85 per ton. Tank No. 5 gave $3 40 per ton.

Muddy watep taken from the pipes gave a
residue, after evaporating the water, that as-

sayed $3 30 per ton. Of course there was but
very little of this, yet enough to show that
gold was still passing on. The size of the above
tanks averaged about 250 oubio feet each.
This test was on what was considered low-

grade ore; on higher grade, no matter how free

the gold (say $12 to $20 and higher), the loss

in muddy water would be possibly equal to the

amount saved by the best manipulation, by
battery and silver-plate working, wet. Of
course this cannot apply to what may be con-
sidered grain gold or specimen rock.
Another lot of over 200 tons, crushed by

battery, with all ore run into tanks for arraatra
working, and having the muddy water passed
on into two other tanks, eaoh 8x17:3 feet deep
(inaide measurement), gave aii interesting les-

son as follows: From tank No. 1, receiving
the muddy water, it fiowed Into No. 2 at the
top of tank. Taking the two tanks, there was
retained 16 per cent of all material crushed,
tank No. 2 having one-third of tank No. 1.

The value of tank No. 1 showed by assay
that It contained 15 per cent of the full assay
value of the material crnshed, while tank No.
2 gave 12 per cent, leaving off fractions.

Another very surprising,and yet very practical

test, is the following : I took 90 tons of ore
for working, part by battery and silver-plato

amalgamation, then concentrating on blankets,
part by arrastras, wet working, but with the
ore crushed dry.
Then 30 tons by dry reduction and dry

amalgamation, with the following results

:

Ttie battery and silver plates gave a yield of

59.4 cents In free gold per ton, with concentra>
tlons not exceeding $2.50 per ton of ore re-

duced, making a total of say $3.10 per ton.

The dry ore worked by arrastras wet, gaTe in

free gold a yield of $6 46 par ton.

The 30 tons worked by dry redaction and
dry amalgamation gave $8 36 per ton In free

gold.

A whole page I oould fill of similar tests, but
these alone should settle in the minds of all

that the wastage of gold by our general wet
working, slashing system Is enormous when
we consider the great number of mills thus op-
erating in all the S bates and Territories.

I do not say that on all ores the same re-

sults would be obtained, but in proportion as
is the per cent of atomic gold will be the per
oent of loss. When I assert that it is my
opinion one-half of the free gold is washed off

by the slashing battery wet process, taking all

the gold-mills as one, you will see I have mnch
for backing that opinion, for these, as puzzling
as it may seem, are cold figures and solid
facts.

Taking an experience of over 40 years In mill
working for gold, I must say that I am clearly
convinced of the following facts:

Ist. That all gold rook for gaining a proper
percentage should be pulverized dry no matter
how treated afterward.

2(3. That dry amalgamation is the most per-
fect of all systems of amalgamation.

3d. That where water is nsed, slow-mo-
tioned arrastras are the most effisient amalga-
mators.

4th. That take the general run of gold rook,
the arraetra Is the most profitable. Oa high-
grade rock, carrying fine gold, the dry way
is most profitable.

It 13 these convictioQS that have forced upon
my mind, the effort and labor of perfecting
both plans.

As before stated, I say to the miner, you
have the labor and thoughts at no cost to you,
and it is for you to seek the truth of them to
gain the profit.

Opiiir, Placer County.

[From Our Travelintr Cjirespondent.]

EdITOES Press:—The Ejlipse mine, which
started off with most flourishing prospeots,

has been attached and at the present time is

tied up.
The Hathaway

Is owned by Messrs. Valentine Bros., G. F.
Taylor superintendent. At present the mill is

shut down while the shaft is being put down to

350 feet. This will give the mine 150 feet of
new stopes. The shoot has been worked for a
length of 1116 feet, the vein carrying an aver-

age width of 2^ feet of quartz that goes from
2 to 3^ per cenc in sulphnrets of a valne of $125
to $175 a ton. The vein matter averages $7.50
in free gold, while the total value saved out of

the quartz is $9 a ton. The ores of the section

are such that a good percentage of the ore's

value escapes In working. The Hathaway will

start her stamps to dropping about the middle
of April.

Gold Blossom.

B. L. Habbard and C. F. R^ed are owners of

this mine. It is located about 1^ miles west
of Ophir. The main shaft is down 210 feet,

with two drifts of 150 feet eaoh. The vein av-

erages three feet in width. The quartz carries

three per oent of sulphnrets that go $250 a ton,

while the average value of the ore ie $25. 01 this

but about 25 per cent is saved, making the mine
a three-foot vein of $6 ore. The mine has a

ten-stamp mill with concentrators. The prop-

erty consists of four locEttlons, or 6000 feet on
the vein. Half a mile east of the mill a cross-

cut tunnel has been ran that outs the vein 100
feet. The vein is being drifted upon at this

point. The ore is of the same character as in

the shaft and the vein is four feet wide.

Boulder.

J.B.Brown, F. and J. Kaiser and Dr. M.
Sohnabel are owners of this mine. The property
covers 1000 feet on the vein. The shaft is now
down 112 feet and a drift run 180 feet on the

vein to connect with and drain the shaft.

The average width of the vein has been 3 feet

of quartz; 300 tons have been mUled that gave
an average of $6 a ton in free gold. In addition

to this the vein carries one per cent of sulphur'

ets that go $300 to the ton.

The bottom of the shaft is in very rich rook,

Three-fourths of this mine will be sold for less

than the value of the ore in sight. There is no
boom in Ophir, but the promise of steady, quiet,

successful mining. The work of the past was
in the rich pocket leads; that of to-day in the

milling ore veins that were discarded in the

past. The Hathaway has shown that the vein

goes down, the ore bodies are long are of good
grade and veins of sufBcient size to make their

working profitable. E. H. Schaefflk,

Placers in Sonora, Mexico.

Editors Press:—Much Interest has been

manifested, among vein and placer gold miners,

in the Interesting accounts yon pablish, from

time to time, of the successful extraction of

gold by the miners In Southern Africa, as well

as In Australia.

To the mind of most American miners, these

are remote localities, expensive to reach, and
under Governments so dissimilar to our own
that the temptation to American venture and
enterprise In either of the above regions is very

slight indeed.

With this In view, and the gradual lessening

of the gold returns from CiUfornia, I have
thought that Eome accounts of mines and placers

nearer home might not be uninteresting to your
many readers, particularly if located in a coun-

try not subject to the ban laid upon the State

and most of our hydraulic miners by the "De-
bris laws.'*

I write this from personal experlenoe alone,

and shall advance but little of history and tra-

dition, and then only desire them to be taken

for what they are worth,
In the northwestern part of the State of So-

nora, Mexico, and southerly about 15 leagues

from the city of Altar of that State, lie the

great gold placers of Los Llanos and L% Cien-

ega. Briefly, the dieoovery of these placers

was made, in the year 1803, by Don Teodora
Sallzar, with a party of soldiers, while in pur-

suit of hostile ludlats who had been depredat-

ing among the cattle ranches in the vicinity.

Gold was found in great abundance scattered

over and among the eands that covered the

ground of the gradually sloping plains lying at

the base of the mountains of San Francisco,

whose tread is almost due east and west, that

of the placers being due north. The gold first

taken from the plains was In size like grains of

corn and from that to hickory nuts, the " chis

pas" ranging sometimes much larger, authentic

accounts describing some to weigh as high as

28 pounds.
The extent of the placers of Los Llanos was

about 3^4 leagnee, and one oan readily imagine

that they were soon the scene of a busy popu
latlon running well up into the thousands. The
one great drawback, though, was, and is, the

scarcity of water, even to drink. The placers

lie about 700 feet above the bed of the Arituava

river, which wenda Its course six or seven

leagues away to the north and east.

From the town of San Ffanolsco, built right

among the placers of Los Llanos, and due west

some four leagues, was soon discovered the

placers of La Cienega, grander in extent even

than those of San Francisco.

Cienega proved a much more favored region

from the faot that a great belt of limestone

crossed the placers from southwest to Dorth<

east, and throngh which a subterranean water'

course had out its way, that required but tap-

ping to come in abundance to the surface. At
the southeastern edge of the plaoers the town
of Oienega, with a beautiful oval reservoir in

its center was soon built, the population reach'

ing at one time 15.000.

However, In nearly all cases the placers were

and are to-day worked by "dry-washing"
prooesses, with bateas, baskets and blatikets,

and now mostly by dry-waahing machines, the

latter being something similar to the machines

used in many warehoases for cleaning grain.
The working of the sands at Los Llanos and

Cienega was pnrsaed industriously and success-
fnlly for many years, and is even the sonrce of
a considerable income to-day, to those who have
capital enough to employ dry-washing ma-
chines. From the most authentic accounts and
records kept in the State of Souora, both offi-

cial and private, the writer estimates that
eighty millions of dollars have been taken from
these two plaoers alone since their discovery.
On the writer's visit to these placers in 1872,

and again in 1874, as one of the directors of an
American company, formed in San Francisco
for the oomplete exploiting and working of these
gold-fields by American methods, I fonnd the
two little cities of San Francisco de Los Llanos
and La Cienega a mass of almost uudistinguish-
able ruins, with here and there a remnant of a
once church tower or spire, with the walls of
vast and commodious buIldlDga at one time,
crumbling to the ground; hardly a shelter left

where we oould camp with comfort or safety.

Yet at this time there were under different
managements, fully 50 of the dry-washing ma-
chines, spoken of above, with about 300 Mexi-
cans and Yaqui Indians at work on different
parts of the placers.

The dry washers were generally located on
the higher ground, or on mounds made from
previous workings, six men being allowed to
each machine, one at the feed-hopper, two at
the shaking and agitating oranks, one to man-
age, prospect and clean np, and two to carry
up the dirt from the pits of caving, rnnning
sands, from a depth of about 15 feet. The
coarser parts of the dirt are sifted by the
machine from the finer, and run out over an
upper shaking table, while the finer particles
are dropped on a canvas apron, through which
air is blown by a bellows below. A day's work
of a maohine from dark in the morning till dark
in the evening, may be set down, at 30 tons, of

2000 lbs. with a result of about 20 cents per
ton, unless in favorable ground, and the occa-

sional finding of a "Cbiepa." The wages of

the lodians, is 60 cents per day each; they
board themaelvep, the owners furnishing
supplies, equal to one-half the wages at

fully 75 per oent profit. The dry washers cost

on the ground about $70, and need but few re-

pairs ; the latter being easily accomplished by
the use of what has not been inaptly termed,
the iron and steel of Mexioo—rawhide. In a

future article I propose giving you the exploit-

ing and experiences among these placers, as-

sisted by the use of modern methods.
Charles Marion Tyler.

San Franciico, April 6, 1891.

A Peculiar Occurrence ot Gold.

0. fi. Aaron writes to the Engineering and
Mining Journal as follows :

While in Honduras recently I found gold
in what Is to me a novel connection. I bad
heard of it before I saw it, and, whether
unusual or not, it was a puzzle to prospectors
and mining engineers alike.

The ore was a ferruginous quartz occurring
In small veins near Concordia, in the Depart-
ment of Olanoho. When ground to pass a 40-

.

mesh sieve and washed in a born spoon, a white
or yellow substance was fonnd which was so
little heavier than the iron oxide as to be
separated from that only with difficulty and by
a peculiar manipulation. No gold was seen,
although the assay showed in some oases as

much as four ounces per ton.

On grinding the sabatance in an agate mor-
tar, gold became visible, and on treatment
with nitric acid the white matter dissolved
with effervesoence, leaving yellow, floccalent

matter and a considerable quantity of high-
grade, clean gold.

These facts seemed to Indicate calcium,
strontium or barium as carbonate, but the
nitric solution did not respond to tests for these
nor for lead. I then felt almost sure that I
had spathic iron to deal with, but on charcoal
before the blowpipe the stuff melted, gave a
yellow sublimate which was not that of zlno,

and, on addition of sodium carbonate to the as-

say, I obtained a bead of bismuth. The yel-

lowish matter inclosing the gold was, there-

fore, bismuth carbonate stained by Iron oxide.

I afterward dissolved a quantity of the sab-
stance precipitated by dilation, collected, and
smelted out a good bead of bismuth.

This reminds me of a characteristic reaction

of bismuth which I have never seen mentioned
outside of my own publications. If a bead of

pare bismuth is melted before the blowpipe on
a cupel, and allowed to cool, it becomes
covered by a film of brown oxide. This much
everybody knows; but if the cooled bead is

examined It will be seen that the film of oxide

is cracked across the top, and the bright metal
la vieible in the fracture.

In the case of bismntb, which I have smelted
before the blowpipe from the native carbonate,
the behavior was a little different; instead of

the film being ruptured in the form of a crack,

the bead gave birth to a minute globnle issuing

from the side, to which the globule adhered,
remaining lustrous, while the parent bead was
dull. These phenomena I have verified re-

peatedly, they are referable to the well-known
expansion of bismuth at the moment of soUdi-

fioation after fusion.

California Copper.—There was iblllped

from here to New York last month 933,550
pounds of copper matte, 3900 pounds of ore and
72,000 pounds of cement copper.
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The Molesworth Ore-Reduction Process.

Aboot aix mODtha ago a new prooess for ex*

trmoting gold from pyrites, or other refractory

matrioee, was ioveoted by Mr. Francis Hylton

Molesworth, of Adelaide, Sooth Aastralla. Mr,

Uoletwortb had prevlouily filled the posltioo

of Lectarer od Aoalytioil Chemistry at the

School of Mines in Adelaide, and had for some

time been carrying on experiments which re-

•nlted In what promises to become one of the

most eGFective as well as cheapest prooeases yet

diaooveted for nearly all kinds of refraotory

metallic ores. At first Mr. Molesworth direct

ed bis attention to the extraction of gold from
pyrites, bat as he continued his investtgatlona

and experiments, he fouod that the same pro*

cess, with certain modifications was eqaally

adapted to the extraction of other metala, as

oopper, zinc, antimony, etc. On the invention

being Introdaced to the notice of a faw praott*

cftl basineds men, interested in mining pnrsaita,

they agreed to form a syndioate to provide

funds for orecting a large working model plant,

and for securing patents for the invention in

all the principal mining countries of the world.

Several hundred pounds were expended in this

way. The model plant was erected on the
engineering works of Messrs. May Brothers,

Oftwler, and waa found capable of treating

aboot 30 hoodredwelght of pyritea perday. It

waa in operation at short intervals during sev-

oral weeks, and the interest felt In It waa shown
by the nomerona visitors, scientific, practical

and speculative who went to see it at work.

The directors of the New Alma and Victoria

gold mine, where a considerable percentage of

the gold is found In pyrites, were bo eatiefied

with the sacoeas of the process that they en-

tered into an arrangement with the Molesworth
ayndioate to erect on their mine a complete
plant, capable of treating 100 tons of ore per

week. Hitherto the process by which they

separated the gold from the pyritea was almost
entirely mechanical, bat they found that the

working model could do in three-quarters of an

hour what their plan required 24 hoora to ao-

oompliah. The plant wasexpected to have been at

work nearly two months ago, but the strike at

first caused some delay, and then a defective

casting required to be reoonatrncted. Next, a
little difficulty with the maaons, and tben the

holidays have all helped to postpone the start*

log of the plant. It is only now waiting for

the completion of a apeclal chimney stack,

whioh ta very nearly fiaiehed, so that the open-

ing is likely to take place very ahortly.

The procesa consists in calcining the crushed
ore or pyrites in a cylinder, which is kept slow-

ly revolving in a fnrnaoe, where only a moder-
ate degree of heat is required. The cylinder

in the working model was five feet in length,

one foot in diameter at one end, and nine inch-

es at the other (approximately). Within the

oylinder there were a number ot small flanges

for the purpose of carrying round the pulver*

ized mineral, so that on reaching the top it

It would fall clear to the bottom ; the uee of

this arrangement will be seen presently. The
oylinder is placed at a slight incline to facilitate

the passing of the ore from one end to the

other. It is fed at the upper and larger end
from a hopper which delivers the ore into a

amall pipe containing an archemedian screw, bo

aa to keep up a regular stream of pulverized

ore into the cylinder, the upper end of which
is otherwise closed. In the center of the top

of the fornace an Iron retort is placed a few

inches above the cylinder. The retort is

charged with crude nitrate of soda moistened

with acid, and a bent tube conveys the gas

down into the lower open end of the revolving

cylinder.

The gas is a compound of oxygen and nitro-

gen, containing an exoeaa of the former, and its

effect on the particles of heated ore aa they fall

from the top to the bottom of the cylinder is

remarkable; from a dull red they immediately

oorusoate at almost a white heat, and the sni-

phar in the ore Is rapidly and effectually driven

off. The effect can be seen by removing a

brick in the end of the furnace opposite the

open end of the cylinder. The aotlon of the

acid on the nitrate of soda produces not only

the gas above mentioned, bat also nitric and
hydrochloric aoid, as well as sulphuric from the

sulphur contained in the pyrites. These by-

products are derived from the gasea generated,

and which are collected in a chamber especially

conatructed for the purpose. The cylinder ia

Dot allowed to acquire a greater degree of heat

than what is described aa "dull red," and ie

made to revolve slowly, so that the ore ocou-

piea from 10 to 12 minutes in paaaing through
it. At the lower end it falls out into a recep-

taole, and is found completely desulphurized,

ao that it is fit for immediate amalgamation.
But Mr. Molesworth prefers treating it in a

bath of aqua regia prepared from the acids be-

fore mentioned. The gold being tbua dissolved,

the liquor is filtered through charcoal, which
retains the gold, and the charcoal being placed

in a farnace, the gold is smelted and recovered.

Mr. Molesworth claims that his proceas will

eave from 90 to 95 per cent of all the gold con-

tained In pyritea, and eatimatea the coat of the

operation at about 49. per ton of crushed ore,

this cost including interest on the value of the

plant. The coat of a plant to treat 100 tons per

week ia estimated at between £300 and £400.

Hitherto it has been difficult by most of the

ordinary processes to save more than 60 per
cent of the gold in pyrites, so that if Moles-

worth's patent will save 90 per cent, that will
be 30 per oent more than the ordinary proceasea
(putting the expensive one of ohlorination out
of the question). And not only ia it« advan-
tage seen In saving 15 dwt. where only 10 dwt.
were got before, but in the lower coat of the
process, so that 1 dwt. of gold would cover the
coat of saving 15 dwt., whereas 2 dwt., under
old systems, would be required to recover 10
dwt. Among other advantages possessed by
this process are: (1.) The saving in grinding the
atone, as screens of 48 holes to the eqoare inch
are quite fine enough, the desulphurizing proc-
ess effecting all that Is neoesaary on that grade,
(2.) In treating sulphide ores an excess of
liquor la produced, and can be used for treat-
ing other atone oontalning "flonr gold." which
by this means can be readily aaved. (3.) The
entire removal of the aulphur Is not neoeaaary
ao long aa the pyritea are decomposed. (4.)

It la impossible for the ore to "alag," aa it

mnat come ont perfeotly oxidized.

Iq the course of the oxhibitiona given of the
proceaa, Mr. Moleaworth treated very snoceas-
fully auriferous antimony from the Mount
Ophir mine in the Hillgrove district of New
South AValea, leaving the gold free and bright.
Sulphide oopper ore, much mixed with iron,
from the Mutooroo waa also suocessfully oper-
ated upon, and zinc blende In combination with
silver ore from Broken Hill. The treatment of
the antimonial ores was especially admired, and
all the experts who wltneased it were loud in
their praise of the process. In the case of the
oopper ores, many pieoes as large aa hena* egga
were deaulphnrized in 12 minutes on passing
through the cylinder, thus showing that it ia

only in the case of the preolona metala that
pulverization is neceaaary. Mr. G. W. Goyder,
C, M. G., the Surveyor-General of South Aus-
tralia, among other acientifio gentlemen, wit-
nessed the process, and expressed his pleasure
and aurpriee at the wonderful effects produced
by auch apparently simple means. In common
with others, he expreased the opinion that if

the working of the Molesworth process on a
large scale prove aa effectual aa when ahown at
Gawler, it will revolutionize gold mining in
Australia, and make remunerative hundreds,
perhaps thousands of olaime, that cannot now
be profitably worked. — Australian Mining
Siandard.

The New University.

Senator Stanford, In speaking to a reporter

concerning the new University at Palo Alto,

aaya :

**I have talked over the University matters
with Prof. Jordan, and I expect him out here
some time during April. In any event, he will
be here by June, The Unlveraity will be
opened at leaat for the freshman claas by
October. Of course, in time, the Univeralty
will be complete from the kindergarten to the
post-graduate course, but that can only be
after a village has grown up around the Uni-
versity,

*' When the University opens there will be
accommodation for about 700 pupils in the dor-
mitoriea. My idea ia not to build big dormi-
tories, but to have 20 or 25 in each, thua mak-
ing a sort of club.

*' The technical department of the achool I
propose to have more complete. There is no
uae filling a lad with learning and then turn-
ing him out to earn hia living when he does
not know how. We will teach him, then, to
use hia hands. Any profession he chooses he
oan take up and learn there. By this conrae,
I think we will turn out an improvement on
the nsual graduate from Eaatern colleges,

'* Young fellows—nice, bright and well-
taught boys—come to me continually with
letters from friends, asking for positions for
them, and yet there ia nothing they can do.
They have to begin, then, right at the bottom
and learn how to work.
"The girla will be accorded the same

privilegea aa the boye, aa far aa their aex will
permit.

*'The Univeraity will not be free. It haa
been decided that better results can be gained
otherwise.* There will, however, be provision
made for all aorte of free schollarships, and
everything poaaible will be done to help poor
boya to get an education. The institution Is

designed mainly to benefit middle-olasa people,
though the aona and daughters of the rich will
be as welcome as the others.

**I have not decided on any other profeaaora
aa yet. In aelectlng the remainder of the
faculty I will be guided to a great extent by
Prof. Jordan, who knowa them all. He is a
Cornell man, and the Cornell course more nearly
coincides with my ideas than that of any other
of the oollegfp."

New Imwigkation Laws.—The amendment
made by the last Oongrees to the immigration
law, and relative to the importation of allena
under contract or agreement to perform labor,
waa put into effect on April lat. The amend-
ment oreatea the office of Superintendent of
Immigration, who is to be appointed by the
President, with a salary of $4000 per annum.
The new law makes it an offense for any steam-
ship or transportation company to invite or en-
conrage the immigration of any alien through
agents, either by writing br printing, or by oral
Bolicitatlon, except by ordinary commercial let-

ters or advertisements, merely giving the sail-

ing date of vessels and terms and facilities of
tranbportation. The amendment makes It an
offense to encourage any alien to migrate to this

country on the streogth of any printed adver-
tisements or circulars holding out offers of em-
ployment. All aliens coming on such repre*
aentatlona will be treated as contract laborers.

This doea not apply to State Immigration Bu-
reaus' offers.

Mica ia Australia.

The AttatraXian Mining Standard says:

Although the mloa dlsooveries In the northern

portion of South Aastralla have been mentioned

in previous issues, the subject Is of aoffioient

importance for farther notice. Since the pre-

vious references, additional information shows
more clearly than before the value of this min-
eral. It seems highly probable that the mica
mines will become a source of national wealth,
the 8lz9 and quality of the deposits at the Mac-
Bonnel Ranges beiag exceptional. Kvery one
who has viewed the aheeteof mica lately brought
down to Adelaide by the discoverer, Mr. Ban-
stead, ia unanimous in praising their extraordi-
nary size and quality. Within the last eight
or ten years the demand for mica has largely

increased, and the price haa riaen fully 200 per
cent. The uaes to which mica is applied have
alao increased in proportion, and a large de-

mand for the article for electrical purpoaes haa
aprung np. The large sheets are especially

adapted for the armatures of dynamos and con-
deffsera for eleotrio lighting, for which purpose,
being a non-conductor. It is well adapted and
so commands a high price. We have quite re-

cently heard from a profeeaed expert that it is

used in tha Bink of England as a practically

indestruotible medium on which to write, with
a sharp-pointed style, important records. The
writing, which la scratched into the substance
of the mica, ia afterward smoked over the

ffame of a candle, and the smoked aarface being
rubbed clean, the writing alone retaioa the

black. The same expert, Mr. Heinrlob
Keuper, states that he has traveled through the

great mica mining diatrlota of Ruaaia, but
nowhere haa he aeen any aamplea to equal the

material which he waa shown in Adelaide. It

may be allowable to repeat the dimensions of

the sheets exhibited. The smallest pieces were
3x4 inches, and others of varions sizes beyond,
some being 8x10, 8x12, 10x14, 12x14, and ISx
24 inches. The following quotationa are

copied from a recent price liat received from
America : 1^x2 inohes, 40 cents per pound;
2x4^ inchea. $1.10 per ponnd; 2^x7^ inohea. $3

per pound; 3^x6 inches, $7.50 per poand; 8x9
inches, $9 75 per ponnd; and larger sizes, $10
and over. The mica from the northern mines
can be obtained six times the largest size given

In the above Hat, so that it should (etch a pro-

portionately higher price. These quotations,

high as they are, have received confirmation

from an independent aource, a letter having

been received from London by one of the part-

nera of a large commercial house in Adelaide,

the writer of whioh mentions an interview he

had with a dealer in London who offered him
323. per pound for moderately large aheets, but
said if he could brine him a sheet 18x24 Inches

he could give him £20 for it. One sheet meas-

uring 40x44 inches was got out at the mine, but
being thonght too large for carriage was cat In

two. Farther dlsooveries in the same district

have been reported, and great interest ia felt in

the development of thia important industry.

Mr. Dyke ia expected to arrive in Adelaide

ahortly with over a ton of good mica. The vast

Importance of tbeae discoveries from a com-
mercial point of view can hardly be over-

stated. We have here indicated a few of the

uses to which mica can be put. These do not

represent one-half its utility. It is auch dia-

coveries whioh stamp Australia as one of the

moat remarkable mining countries on the face

of the globe, and prove that ita resourcea are

illimitable. South Auatralla ia to be congrat-

ulated that ita vast northern regions, though
denied rain and pasture, have been supplied by
bountiful Nature with produots whioh will oon-

tribute greatly to the national wealth,

T&E Grippe In Nevada.—W. S, Morgan,

a mining man from Carson, Nev., who la atop-

ping at the C >mmercial hotel, ia authority for

the atatement that the men employed at the

Holmes mine at Candelaria, Nev,, have suffered

terribly from the ravages of the grippe. ''Out

of 600 men employed In and about the mine,"

said Mr. Morgan yesterday, '*more than 400

have been prostrated and something more than

100 have died. The disease raged for a time

with such violence that work in the mine had
to be practically abandoned and the company's
physician waa himself prostrated from over-

work. There has been an abatement of the

disease within the last few days, I understand,

but a great many of the men are still unable to

work. Thia is probably the worst case on rec-

ord, and proportionately knocks the death-rate

in Chioago from the same cause into a oooked-

hat."

Contracts have been let for the oonstrnotion

of 14 mllea of the track of the San Francisco

and Sin Mateo railway, an electric road to run

from this city to the Baden atockyards. Oali-

fornia material will be used exclusively. The
rails are being turned out aa rapidly as possible

at the Pacific Rolling Mills, and it ia proposed

to spare no expenae in the oonstrnotion of the

line.

John Kelly, auperintendent of the Bodie

Oons. Mine, waa ahot by Jamea Grant at Bodie
last week. The wonnds are aertons but not

dangerous.

Mining in Lower California.

Consul Vlosoa of La Paz, writing to the State

Department, describes the oonditlon of Lower
California aa very backward. He aaya, althongh

the republic of Mexico has enjoyed of late

years an uninterrupted period of peaoe and
prosperity, it is a notlosable fact that this

peninaula haa not been in the ranka with other
parts of the country in Its development and
advancement during this epoch. Muoh no
donbt ia due to its topographicil situation and
to the great want of faoilities for periodical
communication with other ports, for as yet
there are no telegraphs or cables existing, and
it has happened at times that an entire month
has elapsed without receiving news from the
balance of the world.
Under snob trying oircumatanoea it ts diffi-

calc for any country to make any progress. It
i^ quite true that its agricultural reaouroea are
very limited, but there are other elementa,
auch aa mines, pearl fiaheriee, dyes of various
kinds, etc., which offer inducements to enter-
prising people. The present settlers are, as a
rule, little inclined to mining ventures, and,
in fact, but few are acquainted with mining,
which will undoubtedly later on constitute the
wctlth of this country. As it ia, in this im-
menie territory of 8709 square leaguea there are
but 21,000 inhabitants, of which perhaps about
1000 are foreigners.

It is gratifying to note, nevertheless, that
what few indnstriea exist are in a prosperous
state. The following is a statement of the
mines now in operation: The B)leo Company,
situated at Santa Roealia, about 200 milss from
this port and about opposite the port of Guay-
mas, is controlled by parties in France. It has
an immense plant of machinery for smelting
great quantities of copper ore dally, and the
group of minea which furnieh the ores seem to
be very extensive, and are connected with the
works by railroad.

For a long time after the commencement of
operations by thia company it met with severe
reverses and heavy losses caused by fires and
floods principally, and partly through misman-
agement, but witha), the mines proved them-
selves good, and the oonoern Is now in a pros-
perous state. The company employs from 1000
to 1500 men constantly, and a town of oonsld-
erable importance has suddenly sprang up In
the vicinity. The shipping at this place haa
now become very important, and during the
laat fiscal year it appeared in the Government
etatistlca of customs as the third port in the
republic.

The fact is attributed in a great meaanre to
the ciroumetance that every neceaaary article

for the maintenance of the place, such aa fuel,
beef, produce of all kinds, materiala for build-
ing, aa well aa all kinda of goofja, have to be
imported, as the country In that vioinity does
not produce anything whatever. The landing
place is an open roadstead, and at times It is

dangerous to vessela lying at anchor. During
September laat two foreign ehipa were driven
ashore in a squall and lost.

The Angeles Bay Gold and Silver Mining
Company is also In a prosperous condition,
and although now working on a smalt acale It

ia capable of being extended. The San An-
tonio mining district, in the southern oart of
the peninsula, is the location of the Progreao
Mining Company, whioh ia without doubt the
most important in the territory. This com-
pany has in operation one of the moat complete
and perfect planta of machinery in the country,
and its silver mines are in apleadid condition.
The ores are not, as a rule, of very high grade,
but this is compensated for by the abundance
of the yield. This oompany ia In a flourishing
state, and with the large force of men in its

employment. It is a aource of maintenance for
the moat part, of this district,

The San Antonio district is worthy of men-
tion as a great silver mining country having a
number of mines which might be worked to
advantage. The Mexican Mining Company, a
newly-formed oompany, is now working and
prospecting some of these mines preparatory
to introducing machinery. The results met
with lately are very encouraging, and it is to
be hoped that after all tbeae facta become bet-
ter known to the public, immigration and cap-
ital will be finally induced to thia district. The
ahipmenta of bullion and orea from the above
district to the United States during the laat

year were valued at $606,280 in gold, while
the imports of machinery, lumber and previa-
inns from the aame source amounted to $133,-
108 41.

Railroad Crossings.—In confirming the
judgment of the lower court in New Jersey, in

the case of a killing on a railroad crossing, the
U. S. Supreme Court saya: ** While those
uaing public highways are under the duty to

keep out of the way of railroad cara oroasing
it, and to exercise such care as clrcumatanoea
make necessary, the railroad company in mov-
ing cars upon its road is bound to exercise like

care toward those who are obliged to pass over
its tracks. The right of a railroad company to

the uae of Ita tracka for the movement of en-

gines and cars is no greater In the eye of the
law than the right of an individual to travel

over the highway extending across such
tracka."

The Southern Pacific Company will soon
equip 20,000 freight oars with automatic
couplings, to replace the old atyle of Iron draw-
heads, with link and pin attaohments.
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The following Is mostly coudeneed from journals publlflhed

in the Interior, In proximity to the minea mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.

Amador.
Belmont.—^tv/ft-'?-, April 4: The superintendent

reports the surface tunnel has been advanced 20 feet

the last week, the face of the tunnel now being in

solid ore highly sulphureted. The lo-stamp mill

is ruuning full time, and the yield in amalgam from

the sluice plate is excellent.

Pioneer.—Mrs. Langhorst and Geo. Weller have

sold their stock in the Pioneer M. Co., consisting of

46 shares. W. F. Detert was the purchaser, as the

agent of other parties. It is expected, also, that

Mrs. Walther's stock, consisting of about 20 shares,

will change hands shortly. There are 320 shares in

the company.
Pioneer Creek.—Cor. Amador Dispafc/i, April

4: Pioneer Creek is getting to be quite an enter-

prising place once more as several quartz mines

have started up lately and all seem to be producing

ore at a lively rate. The most prominent among
them is the Gracy mine. Some months ago, Mr.

Gracy started a tunnel to be 500 feet in length to

tap the Sunny South mine, some 40 or 50 feet

deeper than the old works. When he had run in

about 300 feet he struck a well-defined 3-foot ledge

that prospects from $50 to $60 per ton. This has

every indication of being a permanent and well-

defined ledge, as he has sunk a shaft to water level,

some 50 feet below the tunnel, and as evidence of

its holding out he has about 300 tons of that valu-

able ore on the dump. The Griesbach Yelmini

mine is about 6 or 8 feet in width and of low-grade

ore, but there is no doubt, as they drive their tunnel

ahead they will strike a richer rock, as this mine

heretofore has produced ore of a pretty high grade.

They have a new ten-stamp mill at the mouth of

their tunnel and everything is in ship shape for

work. The Bowman mine has out about 100 tons

of $20 or $25 ore; the mine looks well but for some
reason they are not working at present. We under-

stand they are going to start up as soon as they can

get their ore milled so as to make room for more
ore. Mr. Kimball has also struck a ledge of about

$20 per ton ore, and has a shaft down about 60 feet

deep and levels run 40 or 50 feet each way, the

ledge being small. No one was surprised at Mr.

K.'s striking a ledge as he has a mineral rod and
consequently can find a ledge any time he chooses.

Jack Porter has struck the extension of the Greis-

bach Yelmini mine; it prospects very well for top

rock and we have no doubt but it will develop into

a good paying mine.
Butte.

LARCiE Nuggets.—Chico Chronicle-Record,A^xW

4: Yesterday a reporter of the Chronicle-Record

learned that several valuable gold nuggets had been

found on Rancho Chico by a hunter. Some time in

the latter part of February a man by the name o( Mc-
Cabe, who resides near the residence of Mr. Mey-
bem in Chico Vecino, went hunting up in Iron can-

yon. Becoming wearied he sat down to rest and
refresh himself on a side-hill. With his boot heel

he uncovered a good-sized nugget of gold. Being

unacquainted with the metal he was somewhat in

doubt as to what it was, but its weight excited his

suspicion. With a stick he probed the earth and
succeeded in bringing to sight another, several times

larger than the first. With the crude means at hand
he could not uncover much ground, but several

small colors were secured after the nuggets were
picked up. He kept the secret some time until one
day he made a confidant of Mr. Meybem, as he rec-

ognized in hira a man who would be likely to know
the value of his nuggets, if they were gold. Mr.
Meybem took the nuggets to the Bank of Chico
where he found that the largest one weighed 4 02s.

and 14 pennyweights. The place where the gold

was found was then visited and when the men re-

turned Mr. Meybem interviewed Gen. Bidwell as to

what arrangements could be made to develop the

claim, as the property where it was situated belonged

to him. After making a satisfactory agreement an-

other visit was made to the place, this time in com-
pany with the General. We understand that Gen.
Bidwell has agreed to work the claim and allow

Mr. Meybem and Mr. McCabe a certain part of the

profits, if there are any. He reserves the right to

stop at any time if he finds that the working of the

mine affects Big Chico creek, near which the claim

is situated. Col. C. C. Royce, business manager
of Rancho Chico, who was one of the party to visit

the spot, was seen last night. He expressed an
opinion that tlie nuggeis found were probably all

that there was, and that there might he nothing
left. To him the prospect of a big mine is not very

promising, but nevertheless, of course, it is impossible

to state for a certainty. The nuggets were shown
us last evening and they were indeed beauties.

Nevada.

Brunswick Con. Mine.—Grass Valley Ujiion^

April 4: Supt. Fitzgerald's last letter to the home
office at New York says of the Brunswick mine:
Continued improvement during the week has taken
place in east drift, and a decided and very good im-
provement in the ledge, which has widened in size

to 3Ji feet and looks as if it would fill the whole
drift. The ore is about the same kind as before, not
so much sulphurets, but it is the same ribbon rock.

If it holds out it is a fine milling proposition. It

looks more like a mine than ever. I did not expect
to find such a width of quartz so near the shaft,

Shares to the number of 7600 were dealt in at the
New York Mining Stock Board last week at prices

ranging from 9 to i2j^c per share.

Working Black Sand.—Grass Valley Union

_

April 3: Arrangements are being made for the
shipment of a considerable quantity of black sand
from the gravel mines at Dutch Flat to the new Ex-
traction works at Grass Valley, which are now ready
for business. This sand contains gold that could
not be extracted by the ordinary sluice-working
processes.

North Banner Mine.—Grass Valley Union,
April 5; A station is being cm out for the 400 level

of the North Banner mine. The lode in the mine
is showing strong and is of high grade. Besides the
footwall lode, which is 3^^ feet in width, there is an-
other ledge coming in from above, also carrying
good ore. The vein is making strong to the north
of the shaft, and is also coming in good size to the
south of the shaft, where heretofore it has been

small. The mine is now able to furnish more quartz
than can be reduced by the company's lo-stamp
mill. For the coming month the product of the

mine promises to be larger than on any preceding
month since operations have been carried on, and
the continuance of monthly dividends may be ex-

pected. .

Mining Election.—The annual election of the

stockholders of the North Banner Con. Tunnel Co,
was held yesterday, at which the reports of the

officers were received and accepted, after which an
election was held of five directors to serve for the

ensuing year. The following were chosen: George
Fletcher, John F. Kidder, E. H. Brown, A. Matte-
son and W. E. Brown of San Francisco. The Board
organized by electing George Fletcher president and
manager; John F. Kidder, vice-president; E. H.
Brown, treasurer and Tbos. !• Michell, secretary.

The Board voted to pay a dividend of five cents per
share, amounting to $5000, on the 20th of the pres-

ent month.
North Star Dividend.—The North Star M.

Co, has declared a dividend (No. 6) of 50 cents per

share, payable on the Sth inst. This dividend will

amount to $50,000, making $300,000 in all declared
by the present company. There are other dividends
in sight in the mine.
Omaha Mine.—Friday was regular monthly pay-

day at the Omaha mine. There are 150 men on the

regular payroll, besides tributers and contract men.
The mine is looking well throughout and is produc-
ing largely.

More Rich Gravel.— TVtTWJ^rf^A April i: At
the Harmony yesterday there was found in the
north drift, at a distance of about 800 feet from the
incline, gravel that pays on the bedrock $5 a panSc-
cording to some of the workmen, but which is said

by Foreman Helm, who is an extremely conservative
man, to go " as high as $2.50." From the present
face of the tunnel to the old workings it is a distance
of 175 feet north, and the bedrock is pitching in

that direction. At a distance of about 650 feet

north from the bottom of the incline, east and west
drifts were run and made good developments. The
main tunnel upon being extended from that point
encountered a raise in the bedrock which led the

management to recently raise up ten feet and con-
tinue ahead on top of it.

The Steep Hellow Mine.— Transcript, April
6: The company recently organized in S. F, to

work the Steep Hollow quartz mine is building a
stretch of road for a distance of nearly a mile to

give better access to the property than is afforded
by the old road which is frequently obstructed with
snow in the winter. When this is completed and a
boarding house is built sinking on the two pay
shoots heretofore discovered will be begun.
The Gold Bank.—The G. V. Ry. & T. Co.

are surveying from the mouth of their tunnel to the
Oro Fino mine to obtain altitudes and depths and
to get the "lay" of the shoots around the Oro Fino.
When this is completed a test will be made of the
gravel found in the drain tunnel and the driving of
the main tunnel will be resumed.
Have Found the Ledge.—At Gooseberry

Ravine this side of French Corral some boys re-

cently found specimens of float quartz containing
gold to the value of $6, $18, $23 and $32
respectively. Since then a party of men have been
prospecting there and on Friday last they discovered
a promising looking ledge which they will at once
proceed to develop.

Placer.

North Fork. — Cor. Greenwich Bulletin,
April i: The Dutch Hill mine is working a full

crew of men. The company will soon begin run-
ning a new tunnel to tap the channel higher up.
The Glazier Co. is still pushing ahead and taking
out pay. The Sunnyside Co. continues prospecting
with the view of tapping the main channel. Bress-
ler & Davis will resume work on the Malvern Hill
mine. Angus Cameron has completed bis water
tank and is ready to begin washing gravel. H. Kel-
ley is running a tunnel on Meaker Flat and taking
out good pay. Sam Olsen is also taking out good
pay above Bamboo Bar. Duryea & Sivercool are
doing well at the Kirkham claim. B. Plazzoni is

running his tunnel. It is reported that his mine
will be sold this spring to parties below. The " Nip
and Tuck" mine is being worked by Pollard &
Bamrick. Good pay is reported. Wm. Long, of
Susanville, reports good pay in the tunnel of the
Cariboo mine. Gardner & Trucks are working their

mine at Cariboo successsfully. Jeff. Buffington is

working in his tunnel with good results. Several
claims will be worked as soon as the water will per-
mit. The outlook on the North Fork this season is

good.
Plumas.

M. ti<yiY.%.~National, April 14: One day last

week, the Pine Leaf Co., made some developments
which promise to be something good. The com-
pany commenced prospecting some four years ago.
Afier an unsuccessful attempt to reach bedrock
with a shaft, a tunnel was run to tap the channel.
The shaft was sunk to the depth of 89 feet, when
the water became unmanagable, forcing them to
abandon it. The company then devoted their time
and energy in driving a tunnel, and after a couple
of years hard work, succeeded in reaching the chan-
nel. The tunnel was run a distance of some 800
feet through hard bedrock, which made it slow and
tedious, but the boys stayed with it, and it is hoped
will be handsomely rewarded for their undertaking.
The Tunnel is some 10 feet in bedrock. A raise
was made in order to strike the shaft, when q.% feet

of fine gravel was struck, which prospected very big
with the pan. On making the excavation for
timbering the shaft, ^% car-loads of gravel were
taken out, netting $2.12^ to the car. The Indica-
tions are at present writing, that a fine body of
gravel is ahead of them and there is no doubt
that a good mine has been struck. The mine is

situated at the head of Pine Leaf, two miles north
of Spanish Ranch. The ravines and gulches paid
big in early days, which is a favorable indication for a
good channel. This locality bids fair to be the
drifting center for Spanish Ranch and vicinity, as
there are no less than seven companies pushing their
tunnels in with all possible haste, hoping by spring
to strike the channel. East of the Pine Leaf Co.,
are the Cballens mine, the Iota mining Co., Murdock
Bros. & Erickson, who are developing some three
miles or more of the Challens channel. The Chal-
lens Co., have their tunnel in about 140 feet. They
are working two shifts and pushing the work as
rapidly as possible. The rock does not work to a
good advantage, and does not blast well. The

Iota mining Co., have their tunnel in 150 feet and
are driving it at the rate of 20 feet a week. They
have good working rock, and hope to strike the

channel by the first of April. The Murdocks &
Erickson are taking out gravel, which pays hand-
somely. On the west, Mat Kniewel is working
away on the Summit channel and hopes, before
long, to show the world good paying gravel. He is

working on the north side of the ridge, tapping the
channel by a tunnel. Abe Bolvar is bringing up his

main tunnel and hopes by the first of March to be
ab'e to again take out pay dirt. Taking it all into

consideration, there is no doubt, that by next sum-
mer, valuable developments will be made, and min-
ing again receive a new life. As hydraulicing is a
thing of the past, the inhabitants are turning their

attention to drifting, but as the channels are deep
and long bedrock tunnels have to be run, it will

take some time before anything permanent can be
developed.

Sierra.

Suffolk Tunnel.—Mountain Messenger, April

6: Rich pay gravel was found in the Suffolk tunnel
at Wahoo, about thn middle of last February, by
David Moore, who is managing the property. This
pay gravel was found near the line between the Suf-

folk and Golden Era, the latter claim lying north-

east of the Suffolk, thus showing a continuation of

the Western Union channel up the ridge toward
Howland Flat, crossing on the way Golden Era, Pa-
cific, Excelsior, California and other claims up the

ridge. For this information we are indebted to Phil

Doray, who is a large owner in the Era and Pacific.

All the ground above the Suffolk can probably be
worked through the tunnel; and if it should be that

it could not, a shcrt tunnel not over 2000 feet long
can be easily put into the Golden Era ground.
Extension.—JefF Lawrence was here Thursday

on a flying trip from Forest City and reported that

the boys at the new Extension tunnel could see gold

all through the gravel near the top of the prospect

shaft, and small specimens had been picked up close

to the bedrock. A working shaft, 100 feet ahead of

the prospect shaft, is being raised to gravel, that

may not be very far above the tunnel, as the red

slate at the face, last Saturday, was so soft that

breasting boards had to be used to protect the

miners.
The Telegraph Co. has found good gravel in

their claim at Fir Cap, How extensive the find is

cannot yet be told, but there is a good chance for a

very extensive drift gravel mine. Amos Hart and
John Hainer are running a prospect tunnel below
the old Badger Hill claims, on the South Fork.

John Tournay has taken the interest of Frank
Stewart in the claim which the latter was prospect-

ing at the time of his death.

Sl8b:lyou.

Started Up.—Yreka Journal, April 1: The
mill at the Boyle mine on Humbug was started up
about a week ago, with a large supply of quartz on
hand, and a full force is at work getting out more.
During most of last week, considerable snow fell on
the summit of the Humbug range, making the old

and new snow together, some four feet in depth, but

affords good sleighing for hauling the quartz to the

mill on sleds.

Blue Gravel.—Lee, Lash & Co. still continue

to realize good pay from the blue lead at Green-
horn, besides devoting much attention to ascertain-

ing the course of the old channel and its extent.

Louis Guilbertand Uley Brown who are now sinking

a shaft in the Kildore hills.three miles south of Yreka.

have struck blue gravel, and will continue sinking

down until bed rock is reached, to ascertain how
thick the strata is, and what it pays. Considerable

stock has been taken in the Yreka Blue Gravel M.
Co,, and machinery will be secured as soon as pos-

sible for boring down to bed rock to discover at

what depth blue gravel may be found in the vicinity

of the Oberlin wagon road, where it crosses the

divide from Yreka creek below the mouth of Green-
horn. M. Mclntyre has lately discovered a very

rich quartz ledge on Sucker creek, a tributary of

Humbug creek, the quariz taken out showing con-

siderable gold to the naked eye. It is believed to be

a permanent ledge and of large size, at least such
are the indications at the croppings. The quartz

mill lately on Yreka Flats, is now being put up in

the Long Gulch section, where Blessing h. Co. and
several other companies have a large quantity of

quartz on hand to crush, and intend getting out

more. There are several ledges on that gulch and
also at Loafer Hill, where Yreka Flats reaches Long
Gulch. When the country south of Yreka is opened
up extensively in developing blue gravel channels or

leads, we may anticipate finding plenty of water

that can be easily raised to the surface by pumps,
for mining and irrigating purposes, with possibility

of securing artesian wells in boring deep enough, to

force the water up naturally. The miners in several

sections of this county are unable to find any sec-

tion corners for surveying their claims, as a large

extent of the country mapped out has only been
surveyed on paper. The Kildore Hills, south of

town, and the country adjacent, is placarded with

notices of claims taken up, since the discovery of

rich blue gravel on bed rock at various places. The
country, south of Yreka, on west side of Yreka
creek, has never been considered as valuable for

mining, but from present indicatioas may turn out to

be the richest mining section in Siskiyou. The
gulches in the vicinity paid well in early days, but

no one thought that rich gravel beds existed be-

neath the sand stone quarries and cement found at

various points, on a hne running directly through

this section along the old Oregon wagon road

to Siskiyou mountain via Butcher Hill and Willow
Creek,

Tuolumne.
Rich Strike.—Independent, March 21: Great

excitement prevailed last Tuesday in the neighbor-

hood of Sugar Pine on account of a rich strike in

Bernard Pacholke's mine, about three-quarters of a
mile from the Green mine. Everyone for miles

around came to view the golden discovery. Forty

feet of the two-fool vein, carrying free gold the en-

tire length, has been exposed. In almost every foot

of the exposed vein gold is visible to the naked eye.

From the rich nature of the surrounding country,

and the unusual richness in sight, the Pacholke

mine will undoubtedly prove to be a valuable one.

We received a specimen of the ore, which is in free

gold perceptible to the eye. The late strike is in the

vicinity of the Green mine, also the Confidence and
Excelsior, which properties have yielded millions of

dollars, and from present indications more of the

golden treasure will soon be extracted. The Green

mine has been incorporated and sold in shares in
San Francisco, many shares having already been
disposed of. An extension of the Green mine, owned
and operated by J. T. Ryan, has a flattering pros-
pect of future promise and prosperity.

Strike. — Sonora Democrat, April 4: A rich
strike is reported to have been made in the Pirate
mine, situated half a mile from the Excelsior hotel, at
Sugar Pine. The mine is being worked by Bernard
Pacholke and Frank Jasper. The richness of the
ore has not yet been determined, but if Messrs.
Pacholke & Jasper have any considerable quantity
of ore similar to the specimen piece sent this office,

Tuolumne may have a railroad yet. The Alameda
mine, stated in last week's issue as the Chaparral,
is not owned by a San Francisco party, but by M.
B. Harriman, who has bonded it for 90 days to
Irwin C. Stump, of San Francisco.

NEVADA

Wasboe Diacrtcc.

Con. Cal. & Va.—Virginia Chronicle. April 4:
There has been extracted from all parts of the mine
1540 tons of ore, which was shipped to the Eureka
mill. Bullion shipped to the Carson mini, assay
value about $90,629.96. Bullion now on band in
our assay office, assay value, $52,000.
Ophir.—The west crosscut started from near the

end of the drift run north from the drift run west
from the winze, 122 feet below the sill floor of the
1300 level, has been extended 13 feet; total length,
25 feet, in a quartz formation showing low assay
value.

Union Con.—East crosscut No. 2 on the 1465
level, started from the north lateral drift at a point
200 feet south from the south boundary line of the
mine, has been extended 23 feet; total length, 770
feet, continuing in a hard porphyry formation.
Mexican.—The east crosscut No. i, started from

the main north lateral drift at a point opposite the
west crosscut No. i, has been extended 19 feet; total
length, 608 feet, in a softer porphyry formation.
Yellow Jacket.—Shipping to the Vivian mill

38 tons of $18 ore as per battery assays per day.
Will commence to-day to ship about 90 tons of gold-
bearing white rock daily to the Santiago mill.

Con. Imperial.—We are still following up and
taking out small streaks of ore from the upper levels
and overhauling the old slopes.

Challenge and Confidence—The joint Confi-
dence and Challenge west crosscut from the north
drift on the 300 level is out 46 feet, having been ad-
vanced 10 feet this week. The face shows quartz
having no value.

Seg. Belcher.—On the 600 level the east cross-
cut from the south lateral drift has been advanced
15 feet since last report, and is now out a total of
208 feet. The face is in porphyry and seams of clay.
A portion of the week has been occupied in timber-
ing the drift.

Kentuck Con.—Raised one set in the east cross-
cut from the north drift, 1000 level; the top shows
some bunches of ore, which were saved for pay.
Started an east crosscut from the north lateral drift
from the west raise, 1000 level, and advanced it 15
feet during the week; face in quartz of low-grade.
Justice.—The north drift on the 822 level was

advanced 19 feet since last report and is now out a
total distance of 487 feet. The face is in a , mixture
of quartz and porphyry, which gives assays.
Belcher—No. 3 west crosscut, 300 level has

been advanced 32 feet since last report; total dis-
tance, 249 feet. The face is in porphyry, clay and
low-grade quartz. The east crosscut on the 1500
level is out 23 feet; the face is in porphyry.
Andes.—The east crosscut from the south lateral

drift on the 400 level has been advanced 18 feet; face
in a formation of vein porphyry and clay. Easing
timbers in main north drift, 420 level.

Occidental. The stopes on the 400 level are
yielding some fair-grade ore. The south drift from
No. 3 upraise. 40 feet below the 450 level, has been
connected with the Nelson upraise; total length, 107
feet. The drift has been in fair-grade ore the entire
distance, and is now in condition for sloping.
Crown Point.—The south drift on the 300 level

is out a total distance of 'js feet having been ad-
vanced 25 feet during the week. The face is in clay
and quartz with small bunches of ore. The 500 level

west crosscut was advanced 18 feet since last report,
making a total distance of 200 feet. The face is in

clay and quartz.

Savage.—We have hoisted 735 cars of ore from
the 500, 750, 800 and 900 levels and from the inter-

mediate below the 1300 level. Shipped to the Mex-
ican mill 543% tons and milled 550 tons; average
battery $15.42. We have bullion on hand and at

the mill amounting to $23,000,
Hale and Norcross.—On the iioo level of Nor-

cross the north prospecting drift from the east
crosscut has reached the north boundary, and is

now being advanced in the Savage ground at the
expense of the latter. On the 1400 level No. 4 west
crosscut, near our north boundary was advanced 25
feet; total, 140 feet; face in low-grade quartz and
porphyry.
Sierra Nevada.—West crosscut No. i on the

630 level from the northwest drift, 579 from the
shaft, was advanced 40 feet; total distance, 265 feet.

Utah.—On the 725 level in the main west drift,

at a point 140 feet from the shaft, a south drift has
been extended 58 feet; total length, 114 feet, in a
quartz formation varying from two to four feet in

width, showing some value by assay.
POTOSi.—On the 930 level the east crosscut from

the winze is out 240 leet; face in quartz, clay and
porphyry. The winze is down 163 feet below the

1300 level; face in porphyry with streaks of quartz.

The east crosscut from winze, 1300 level, is out
from footwall 202 feet; face in porphyry and streaks
of quartz.

Chollar.—The south drift 1400 level was ad-
vanced 20 feet; total distance south of north line

30 feet; formation porphyry streaked with quartz.
Joint east crosscut on the north line, 1400 level, is

in 25 feet; face in porphyry. Milled the past week
519 tons of ore, worth $20.49 per ton, as per battery
samples.
Exchequer.—East crosscut on the north line,

600 level, is out i6i feet; face in porphyry.
Alpha.—The winze 80 feet north of shaft, 500

level, is down 73 feet; the bottom is in low-grade
quartz. The north drift from the east crosscut, 180
feet east of shaft, 600 level, is out 69 feet, and con-
nected with east crosscut 125 feet south of north
line.

Best & Belcher.—Northeast drift from east
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crosscut No. x has been extended i8 feet; total, 34
feet; face io bard porphyry.

GouLU & CURKV.—200 level: Have extracted

from old stopes during the week the usual amouDt
of ore.

Ttiscarora District.

Navajo.— Tirms-Reiiciv, April 4 : The 350
stopes are without material change, and are pro-

duciiuc some very tine ore.

Nbvada Quekn.—East crosscut from north

drift OQ 650-foot level, has been advanced 30 feet in

hard porphyry. Have started work in stopes above
550-foot level.

COMMONwKALTH.— Fourth level—West crosscut

advanced 34 feet, still in porpbyrv. £a:it crosscut

extended 28 feet, water continues very strong. North
drift from east crosscut extended 25 feel in the vein.

South drift from same point advanced 30 feet.

Bellb Isle.—The rich ore cut last week in the

intermediate crosscut from No. i upraise, 350-foot

level, continues. Drifts have been started each way
on it, progress for the week 13 feet. Upraise to the

east from the stopes, extended 4 feet and suspended.

No. 3 chnte is being extended so as to open up at

that point the ore cut by the intermediate crosscut.

The carload of ore sent to Selby's, sampled $783 65
per ton.

NOKTH Belli-; Isle.—North drift from Belle Isle

450-foot level extended 23 feet, the prospect con-

tioues encouraging. An upraise has been started

30 feet from the lace, from which some high-grade

ore has been taken, progress 11 feet. Sixteen cars

of first class and 105 cars of second class ore bave
been taken from the 500 stopes. North intermedi-

ate drift from No. 4 chute, 600-foot level, has been
extended 13 feet; the face is showing some very fine

ore.

North Commonwealth.—First level—Has pro-

duced 20 cars first class ore average assay $300 per

Ion, and 55 cars second class ore, assay from car

sample $18 per ton. Second level—North drift from
west crosscut advanced 17 feel in low-grade ore, as-

saying from $10 to $35 per ton.

Pahranasat District.

Bonded.— Pioche Record. April 2: S. T. Godbe,
who has bonded tbree claims in Pahranagat district,

expects to begin development work on them some
time nextmontb.

Jackrabblt District.

Day.—Pioche Recurd, April 2: The new air

compressor at the Day mine is completed and was
to have started yesterday afternoon to operate

machine drills in the "December" strike. Air pipe

is also being laid to the new tunnel and it is ex-

pected machine drills will be operating there in a
few days more.

Pioche District.

Messrs. S. T. Godbe, A. Werner and William
Lloyd, who own the Lincoln claim in the vicinity

of the old Alps east of town, believe with others in

the existence of a big vein in that locality and have
just let a contract to sink the shaft 100 feet deeper.

The indications are said to be good.
New Furnaces.—Telegraphic instructions were

received last Saturday from New York by Supt,

Godbe to at once begin the preliminary work neces-

sary to the erection of two stacks at the new furnace

site north of town. The first thing done will be
the extension of the tramway to the new site, the

laying of water pipes from town and grading.

President W. S. Godbe of the company is expected
from New York in about ten days with full plans

and specifications for the new works, when we shall

know exactly the program to be followed. Yesterday
graders were put at work preparing for stacks and
blacksmith shop, and a straight road, to be used for

wagons and water pipes, is being cleared and graded
from about the corner of Masonic cemetery to the

new ground.
Claflin is the name given the new townsite, and

like the name our town bears, ii was first suggested
by a lady, and is appropriate considering the fact

that Mr. Claflin is the heaviest backer of the new
enterprise, the successful operation of which means
business prosperity for us and this section of coun-
try, better and more substantial than any we have
enjoyed since what we are pleased to call "early

days." This action of the mining companies in

building is regarded as conclusive ot the proposition

of resuming work on the railroad, and that we have
nothing to expect from that enterprise for an in-

definite time.

ARIZONA.

Randolph.—Tombstone Prospector, April 1:

The Randolph mine changed hands to-day and will

start up again under the management of Bausfield

and Warner. The former was appointed agent of

the company a short time ago and it is said the com-
pany will work it themselves. The work on the

Mamie dumps is progressing with good results.

The concentrates of the screenings with buddies is

proving both economical and profitable, Dick
Trezona and parties are cbloriding the Bonanza
near Last Chance and they are not dissatisfied. A
wbim is being erected on the claim being worked by
Gage and Banning in the same quarter of the dis-

trict The lessees of the Junietta have been getting

down to business with good prospects until yester-

day when they bad a falling out and work will not

be resumed until Justice Alvord decides to-morrow
for them who is right.

Jerome.—Afizom /o7irnal-Miner, April i: About
80 men are now employed at Jerome, Twenty men
are also engaged in repairing the road and when
completed freighting will be commenced again and
the furnaces started up. Twenty men are also en-

gaged in grading a sight for a new roast. Six eight-

horse teams are now engaged in hauling wood for

the roast and for the reverbatory furnace. Work
will be carried on at this great copper camp during
the coming summer on a larger scale than ever be-

fore, and within a short time it is expected that 200
men will be employed.

. Catoctin.—Supt. J. G. Marx, of the Catoctin
mine, has 12 men engaged in the development of

that property. He says that -the ore body is con-
' stantly increasing in width as depth is made. It is

the intention of the owners to prospect it as thor-

oughly and as rapidly as possible, and should it bold
out as at present, it will not be very long until they
will erect a fine mill on the property to work the

second-class ore. A carload of high-grade ore was
received last night from the mine for shipment to a
smelter for reduction, and another carload is already

on the dump ready for shipment

BBITI8B COLUMBIA.

Striking Out for the Hall Crelk Placers.
Nelson Miner, April 4: f-ong before the first day
of June, the close of the lay-over season for allu-
vial claims, the owners of ground on Hall creek
will have commenced operations. The representa.
tives of la claims start for the creek next week.
Wbile they expect to find considerable snow on the
ground, tbcy go prepared to erect cabins and do
other preparatory work that can be done as easily
now as later in the spring.

Cross.cutting the Silver King Ore Bodv.—
The Silver King mine was visited this week by a
number of local " experts," every one of whom say
it Is a wonderful property.

One ••expert" in particular, whose mining experi-
ence was obtained wbile locating the Texas Steer, is

enthusiastic at what he saw. He says the tunntl
strikes the crosscut at right angles and within 3 feet
of its west end, which goes to prove that the ore
body is the full width of the crosscut—45 feel. The
distance from where the ore body was first struck
'o the face of the tunnel is over 100 feet, with the
face still in solid ore.

WoKK Carried on Without a Mishap.—The
working shaft on the Skyline, the Silver King of
Hot Springs district, is down 190 feet, and a pump
and station is now being put in, as water has been
troublesome for some time. The shaft will be sunk
another 100 feet.

A Nickel Claim Bonded.—Whether or not the
nickel claims in the vicinity of Nelson are workable
propositions remains an open question. That the
ore contains nickel is well known, and it is equally
well known that the ground is favorably situated for
working. One of the best known of these claims is

the Maud A., owned by E. R. Atherton. This
week a coast capitalist secured a working bond on
it, and by its conditions he will be required to ex-
pend $500 in development work by the 20th of July
next. If the work proves satisfactory, $1000 is to be
paid on the 20th of September, $1000 on January
ist, 1892, $2500 on June ist, $1892, and $2500 on
September ist, 1892; $7500 being the selling price of
the claim.

Preparing to Ship Ore from Goat River.-
Wbile more or less active preparations are being
made to carry on or begin development work on
claims in Hot Springs and Toad Mountain districts,

the owners of prospects on Goat river are not idle.

Jap King is now on the Alice ground, and as soon
as the work can be carried on to advantage will be-
gin building a wagon-road from that mine to the
steamboat landing of the Kootenay, a distance of 6
miles. The Alice ledge at the depth of 100 feet is

nearly 6 feet wide, the ore being a good grade
galena.
The Best Defined Ledge in the Camp.—

There are a number of ledges in Hot Springs dis-

trict, and each ledge has its partisans. The parti-

sans of the Little Donald ledge, claim it to be the
best defined in the camp, and that its continuity has
been proved the greatest distance.

DAKOTA.

Richmond.—Deadwood Pioneer, April i: Work
is steadily progressing at the Richmond mine at
Galena, under the superintendency of Prof. Havens.
Several drifts that have been abandoned for years
have recently been opened up, and some good ore
found in them. The main drift still contmues in

high-grade ore, and the condition of the mine is ex-
tremely promising.

Little Squaw Creek.—Some specimens of the
recent strike of silver ore on Little Squaw Creek
were shown in the city yesterday. The character of
the ore is while quartz, impregnated with small
pieces of galena. The ore shown yesterday does
not seem to be very valuable,

To Ship ore via the Elkhorn.—The pile of
ore at the Golden Reward chlorination works is run-
ning pretty low, and not enough teams can be
secured, with the present condition of the roads, to

haul sufficient ore to keep the works supplied. An
arrangement has been made with the Elkborn, by
which ore is to be shipped over the B. H. & Ft. P. to
Piedmont, and then to be re-shipped over the Elk-
horn to the chlorination plant. This will commence
as soon as the Elkborn can put in a side track, and
50 tons a day will be shipped. There is now only
enough ore at the works to run four days, and the
teams are only bringing 15 tons daily. If the Elk-
horn does not get its side track in by the lime the
ore runs out, some arrangement will be made with
the D. C, to haul the ore. In case no arrangement
can be made, the works will have to shut down, un-
til the roads get in belter condition.

IDAHO.

Smoky.—Wood River Times, April i: Frank
Oliver got in yesterday from Smoky, having come
on snowshoes to Humphrey's, thence to Hailey by
stage. He and his partner have some ore in the
Carrie Leonard, and will make a few shipments at
any rale, this summer. The Carrie is looking well.
The lessees of the Pot-Wrestler also have some ore
out and some in sight. The Sunday claim, in which
P. M. Bruner is interested, shows some aoo-ounce
ore—a width of 15 or 18 inches of it. The Silver
Star miners are all working in ore. At the King of
the West there is a good deal of 400 and 500 ounce
ore in sight, and regular shipments will be resumed
as soon as the roads are open. Joe Reedy has been
working all winter on an ore-seam in the Tyrannis.
There is some ore in the Flagstaff. The contractors
working in the Galore-Stormy bave bad a hard time
of it all winter. The rock has been bard as chain-
lightning, and the water squirts from the sides and
face so that they bave to keep flat rocks against the
crevices through which it comes in order to be able
to work at all. And even then they are no sooner
at work than they are wet as drowned rats. This
indicates the proximity of a strong, well-defined
ledge; and, as a matter of fact, the contractors ex-
pect to cut it very shortly. As a whole, Mr. Oliver
says that there is more ore in sight in Smoky and
the outlook for the district is better than it has ever
been since the first discovery of surface deposits
there.

Tunnel.—Idaho World, April 4: Mose Kemp-
ner came in Wednesday from the new El Dorado,
the other side of the More creek summit. 1 he tun-
nel running to tap Mose's ledge is in 108 feet. He
thinks it is within 20 feet of the vein. Dunn has
sunk a shaft 50 feet on his ledge and has taken out

about five tons of ore that will mill at least 400
ounces of silver per ton. Tbe^silver is mostly in the
form of chlorides. Dunn is also pushing work on
his tunnel to tap his ledge at the depth of 500 feet.

This tunnel will be 500 feet in length. It is now in
over 100 feet. Mose visited Banner. He says the
Wolverine mine, on the 500 level, is immensely rich
and the ledge is 12 or 14 feet wide, all pay ore. The
Wolverine is now turning out the richest ore ever
taken out in Banner district, even surpassing the
rich ore of the famous Hinner. The Wolverine is a
mammoth ledge, while the Banner vein is small.

MSXIOO.

No Good.—Tombstone Prospector, April i: Jno.
Kelso returned last night from the gold diggings In

Sonora which have created such an excitement in
this section. He went there to partly satisfy him-
self, and partly in the interest of friends who had
confidence in his judgment. The report he brings
back is anything but favorable. He remained four
days in the vicinity of the diggings and prospected
them thoroughly. He also observed what others
were doing and states that no man is making more
than $1.50 per day. There are about 50 Americans
and iQo Mexicans there, and all the white men who
can are getting out. Old John Parr is there wailing
for Billy Pump to gel back. Mr. Kelso met the lat-

ter going down. Bedrock is near the surface and is

a smooth bard granite. The extent of the ground
is a half mile on each gulch. Many Americans
down there sent word to friends up this way not to
come down. Four men, who were the first Ameri-
cans in there, have been rocking for a month and
have not made a cent, and have quit in disgust,
Mr, Kelso will not go back and be advises all his

friends to slay away.

MONTANA.

Around Butte.—^//wer, April 3: The week in

the mining arena of Butte has been one of unusual
activity, notwithstanding the fact that very little

work has been done at the Anaconda Co.'s property
on account of the difference that has arisen between
that corporation and the Montana Union Railroad
Co. regarding the baulmg of ore from the mines
to the smellers a t Anaconda. Outside of the
Anaconda all the smelters, mines and mills

have been running full blast, turning out gold,
silver and copper in bulk. At the Boston and Mon-
tana works a new O'Hara calcining furnace is being
built, which is indicative of the anticipation of a
season of unparalleled prosperity by the company.
Several of the matting furnaces are also being over-
hauled and put in first-class condition. As to the
company's mines, only development work is being
done, the ore extracted in driving levels, making
upraises, etc., being sufficient to keep both smelters
in constant operation. Just think of it I That
enough ore can be taken out in doing development
work to keep in constant operation two smelters
having a daily capacity of 450 tons. It seems like

a colossal statement to make, yet it is nevertheless

a fact. Of the producers owned by the company
the Mountain View, situated at the very pinnacle of

the hill, is the, largest. It is developed by a 1000-
foot shaft, from which crosscuts bave been driven

to the two veins-at intervals of 100 feet. The shaft

is sunk between the two veins, and from the points
where the crosscuts encounter the ore bodies levels

have been driven almost the full length of the claim,
opening up immense masses of solid copper-silver

ore which will be allowed to remain underground
until the new smelter at Great Falls is completed.
Raises, too, bave been made from one level to an-
other in various parts of the mine, making complete
air circuits, so that the workmen will not be both-
ered with impure air. The entire work of develop-
ing this property has been done under the direction

of Richard Dawe, the foreman, than whom there is

no better miner in the camp. The Colusa mines at

Meaderville, also the property of the Boston &
Montana Co., are being put in condition to with-

stand any demand for ore that may be made upon
tbem when the new smelter is in operation. The
two combined now yield about 300 tons a day, a

mere circumstance to what they can be made to

produce. The company, however realizes that it is

of no use to extract the ore unless it can be smelted,

and therefore prefers to allow it to remain In the

depths for the present. The Colusas are both in

charge of Cy Gilbert, a miner of experience, and
when the new Lewisohn shaft is completed to a
depth of 1000 feet they will be capable of producing
at least 2000 tons of ore per day for an indefinite

period. As is well known by all mining men of the

camp, the East and West Colusas are contiguous to

each other and connected at a depth of 500 feel, al-

though the shaft of the East claim is 300 feet deeper
than that of the West claim. It is not worked be-

low the 500. however, for the reason that the com-
pany is desirous of putting in good condition all the

ground from the 500 to the surface before going
deeper, and this it realizes it cannot very well do
without purchasing heavier hoisting machinery.

The new shaft, which is being sunk almost on the

line between the two drains and which has already

reached a depth of 500 feet and been connected with

the lower workings of the properties, will be supplied

with a hoisting plant that will enable the company
to go right on through to the looo mark. The
Colusas, the Mountain View and the Pennsylvania

are great mines and will become greater in lime.

Sinking. — Butte Inier-Mou/iiain, April 4 ;

Sinking has again actively commenced in some of

the larger properties. Foremost among this num-
ber is the Moulton. This property has continuously

run on the supply of ore above the 700-foot level for

the past 12 years and the reserve having become ex-

hausted, the company has commenced a lift of 200
feet during the past week. The Alice having en-

countered a number of rich shoots of ore and all

dipping towards the Moulton ground left no chance
for the Moulton but to sink, run their crosscuts and
commence the taking out of rich milling ore. The
shaft is being pushed in depth both night and day
by an eight-hour shift. When completed to the 900
there will be no delay, but the leads will be cut and
once more the large mill of this company will be
found amply supplied with ore and the mine work-

ing both night and day. Among the others that

have deemed it the proper time to further develop

their properties in this way by continuing in depth

are the Germania, Vulcan, Clear Grit and Moun-
tain Con. Others will shortly follow the example,

chief among the number being the Parrot, Lewis-

sohn shaft, Harris & Lloyd, the Monitor Co. in
Park CAnyon and others. One source of consolation
for the coming spring and summer is the abundance
of water which will insure the continuance without
interruption of every smelting plant in the camp un-
less it be from accident The placer claims can
also have a supply that will last almost the entire
season and the output of both silver and gold
promises to far exceed any former year if the mines
are kept in active operation.

NEW MEXICO.

Development Work.— Silver City Enterprise,
April 3: The El Paso smelter has raised the price
on the treatment of copper ores. The Pacific
people have enjoined Skillicorn & Snyder from sel-
ling or working ore from the disputed ground.
Two additional vanners are being put in place at
the Pacific mill. When the mill again starts up the
filteen stamps will be dropping. The Pinos Altos
mills will soon commence to re-concentrate their
tailinRs and expect to be able to make a mar-
ketable product from them. The Lone Monarch
mine, of Lone Mountain, which' has produced over
$80,000, is now offered for sale by Thomas W.
Holson, administrator of the estate of George W.
Manley. The Anson S. Copper company has two
cars of copper bars at the depot ready for shipment
and will soon have another car ready for shipment.
The smelter has been shut down temporarily, await-
ing the arrival of a chemist. The present shipment
is worth from $10,000 to $ia,ooo. Work is progres-
sing on the Flagler reduction works. Laizure &
Grjbe have the contract for furnishing the brick,
and are now about to burn a kiln of 150,000. It is

Mr. Waring's intention to have sampling works in
connection, where miners can bave their ores
sampled and sold to any of the smelters of the
country.

PiNOS Altos,—Silver City Enterprise March 28:
Bell & Stephens have a large pile ol beautiful ore on
the dump, enough to keep the mill running for a
long time. They are still pushing development in
the mine. As previously announced in this paper,
it is the intention of this firm to have a gold brick of
one ton weight on exhibition at the Columbian ex-
hibition, and if the present ratio or output is kept
up, they can secure their brick in a few months.
They have shipped about 250 pounds of gold in
bars this month, to say nothing of the output in
concentrates, which isquite considerable. Such a dis-

play at the exposition will be a world beater, and
will prove to outsiders that we can produce bullion.
The Enterprise doubts if there is another mining
camp in the Rocky mountains which is netting as
much profit to the operators as Pinos Altos and
yet there is very little talk about the camp. If the
camp was located in Colorado or California the
mining papers would be full of it, bnt poor old New
Mexico, handicapped as she has been, will soon
force recognition as one of the greatest mineral re-

gions in the world. The output tells the tale of
prosperity, and men of means will not be long in
opening up our vast resources after they are once
convinced that the metal is here.

UTAH.

Demand for Ores.—Salt Lake Exchange Jour-
nal, April 3: It seems that the duty imposed on
foreign silver-lead ores has proved a blessing to the
ore-producers of Utah, notwithstanding the asser-

tion of some of the largest smelting corporations to
the contrary. The great demand for Utah ores just
now is traceable to the fact that the eastern smelters
must have fluxing ores, and they have found out
that Utah is just the place to get what they want.
Hence the keen competition among ore-buyers and
the activity in the mining camps where our big pro-
ducers are located.

Fish Spring District.—Messrs. J. C. Parr and
E. J. Watson came in from Fish Springs district.

Deep creek, the first of the week, bringing with
them specimens of ore from their claim, the Galena,
that has caused considerable excitement among
mining men. One specimen, a 6olb chunk, on ex-
hibition at McLelland & Smith's liquor bouse on
East First South, runs as high as 60 per cent lead
and 800 ounces silver to the ton. Stewart made an
assay of another sample yesterday that went 72.5
per cent lead and 307.2 ounces in silver. The ore
was taken from a ledge three feet wide and only a
few feet under the surface. The owners left for the
claim this morning for the purpose of sending in a
shipment of the ore. They are enthusiastic over the
find.

GiLSON IN With Rich Ore.—Salt Lake Tri-
bune, April 5: S. H. Gilson is back from Dugway,
and brought in 17,500 pounds of rich ore. This
will be sampled to-morrow and the results are
anxiously looked for. The mine is in condition for

two men to take out and sack a carload of ore in
five or six days, and the extent of this body of ore is

not known, but is believed to be quite large.

The Ore Movement. The past week the roads
were so bad that but little ore came in from the
camps, except from such big shippers as load
directly into cars. Of course the bad roads do not
interfere with such producers as the Lead Co. at
Bingham, the Eureka Hill and Bullion-Beck, Tintic,

which load from their bins, but it stops nearly all

the shipments from most of the other mines. Wbile
this condition cuts off the supply at the smelters
from the smaller shippers, the larger ones keep up
the bulk so that the smelters are fairly well supplied
with ore. Park City was quiet in shipping because
of the roads; the Brooklyn, Highland and South
Galena sent in their usual quota from Bingham; the
Lead mill is running full, but the smaller properties

at Bingham are not shipping, while in Tintic the

Eureka Hill and Bullion-Beck & Champion Cos.
sent in a good quantity of ore. Stockton sent in

but little ore during the week, but the miners there

are getting in good shape for large production when
the weather becomes settled and the roads good.
Further Inquiry for Mines.—One of our

real estate men, who also handles mining prop^ty.
is in receipt of several letters from parties in

Philadelphia who are making inquiries about good
mines to invest in, either by purchase or in buying
shares of stock of good companies. This is an evi-

dence that good work is being done in ad-
vertising the great mining industries of Utah, and
the business being transacted in the Mining Ex-
change from day to day. Never before has there

been so much interest in Utah mines by the people
both East and West as now.
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n^ECHANiGAL Progress

Mechanical Draughtsmen.

Thanks to the excellent results of having

good trade and industrial Bohools, the number

of Hkllled mechanical draughtsmen worthy of

the name la on the increase. This is a branch

of the trade that requires men of more than

ordinary ability, and one, too, receiving only a

amall share of the credit due it. Upon the

draughtsman depends more of the value of a

machine when it is finally completed than upon

any other workman engaged upon it.

The designing of machinery partakes both of

art and science. One writer very truly aays:

** The true beauty of form in engineering de-

signs follows the same rules as those which

render a picture or group of statuary pleasing

to the eye, and the graceful forma of a well-

designed machine impress the mind with a

sense of beauty, of fitness and of power."

For a man to be a good draughtsman it is

neoessary, first of all, that he should have a

thoroughly practical understanding and knowl-

edge of mathematics, especially of geometry

and arithmetic. Thia is essential, because it

enters into ^every detail of practice, and upon
the accuracy of this knowledge depends a great

deal, not only in relation to his own part of

the work, but the work of others who depend

upon his drawings and figures.

It is also necessary that he should have a

thoroughly practical knowledge of meohanics,

so that he can design a machine, every part of

which can be easily constructed, simple, dura-

ble and symmetrical in all Its pirts. The import-

ance of this will be seen from the fact that the

draughtsman must know to a certainty every

operation whioh the machine must undergo in

the process of manufacture, and all the condi-

tions under which it will work when completed.

Theory alone is not of any practical use in this.

It requires an actual mechanical knowledge

and experience.

It is necesaary that the design should follow

oonstraction to a certain extent. The machine

should be built up in the mind before it is

attempted to place it upon paper for the in-

struction of the machinist. ISo far aa possible

every part should be studied, and its form,

size and its relation to other parts be deter-

mined, and all these requirements demand a

great amount of very close obBervatlon of the

practical part of engineering, and a very thor-

ough trainingin theoretical investigation, which
makea it a trade of strict requirements, and
calls fnr a man of more than average ability.

—

Manufacturer'& Gazette.

Curious Freaks of Steel.—The finest

grades of razors are so delicate that even the

famous Damascus sword blades cannot equal

them in texture. It is not generally known
that the grain of a Swedish razor is so senaitivo

that its general direction is changed after a

short service. When you buy a fine razor the

grain runs from the upper end of the outer

point in a diagonal direction toward the handle.

Constant strapping will twist the steel until the

grain appears to be straight up and down. Sub-

sequent use will drag the grain outward from

the edge, ao that after steady use for several

months the fiber of the steel occupies a position

exactly the reverse of that which it did on the

day of purchase. The process also affects the

temper of the blade, and when the grain sets

from the lower outer point toward the baok,

you have a razor which cannot be kept in con-

dition, even by the moat conscientious barber.

Bat here's another curious freak that will take

placs In the same tool. Leave the razor alone

for a month or two, and when you take It up
yon will find that the grain has assumed its

first position. The operation can be repeated

until the steel is worn through to the baok.

The Architectural Application of Iron
AND Steel,—Ot course, tbe quesCion will have
to be considered not merely trom a utilitarian,

but also from an seithetio point of view, and in

approaching this less familiar ground, an
engineer will naturally be unwilling to rush in

where angels fear to tread; bat there are per-

haps a few common-senae principles which may
safely be referred to. In the first place every
arohitect is the born enemy of shams, and if we
are seeking to discover the true outlines of a

style of iron oonstruotion, we must at once set

aside every device for disguising the real nature
of the material. Massing entabUtures and cor-

nices of hollow cast iron can only be regarded

as hollow shams, and constitute an offense

against good taste, which has been perpetrated

often enough, and which reached its greatest

extreme, perhaps, in oertain buildings that

were run up in America, where the entire

G-othic facade, with its deep reveals, recessed

and richly molded archways and supporting
buttresses, were all done in cast iron about half

an inch in thickness.

—

Iron and Steel Trades
Journal.

Ancient Labor Unions.—In the Cosmopoli-

tan for March is an article on " Labor Unions
in Ancient Rome," by Professor Leipziger, in

whioh he shows the ancient origin of the or-

ganizations of workingmen which afterward be-

came the guilds of the Middle Ages and the

unions of the present day. Corporations, or

Collegia, as they were called, of seven trades,

musioiaiiB, oarpenters, goldsmiths, blacksmiths,

shoemakers, potters, and a miscellaneous lot of

trades all incorporated in one body, existed in

R?me way back in the times of the Kings;

Numa is mentioned as their founder. The
membership of these Collegia included inde-

pendent, self-employing artisans as well as

wage- workers, just as the guilds of the Middle
Ages included the masters and the employees

and apprentioes. They grew rapidly in im-

portance, and soon branches were formed all

over Italy. In Rome they each had a building,

in which their meetings and feasts were held.

They had burial funds, such as our mutual

benefit orders have, and their processions, festi-

vals and anniversaries were frequent. They had
full oontrol of their own membership, and
members had certain legal rights, such as the

privilege of conducting their own law suits.

Of coarse, their objects were mainly to keep up
wages and the price of products, and give

their members a monopoly of the market. To
secure these objects they had to struggle with
the non-union guilds and the unorganized labor,

just as oar anions do today, for they had no
legal monopoly. Attempts to keep up the

price of products led to several imperial edicts,

which sought to prevent the corporatious from
Bucoeasfully carrying out these^' price con-

spiracies," as old Plautus called them.
The first organized ** strike" of which we

have any record is mentioned by Livy as oc-

curring in 312 B. C. It was a strike of the

Roman musioiana, who, on being deprived of

the annual appropriation for their feast, left

the city in a body, and refused to return until

they received the appropriation. Aa their ser-

vices were necessary for religious services, they
won the strike without much diffionlty.

The unions took an active part in politics,

sometimes nominating their own candidates,

sometimes indorsing others, and their infiaence

was greatly respected and feared. A letter of

the Emperor Trajan, in whioh he deplores the

political activity of the unions, reads very
much like modern newspaper editorials of a

certain olass. The bitter class prejudices that

prevailed made the unions more desirous of

showing their power politioally, for socially a
mechanic no matter how rich he might become,
was a nonentity. A trader or merchant might
buy bis way into aristocratic circles, but not
an artisan; he was looked on as bat one degree

above a slave.

Production of Iron.—The faot that the
United States has doubled its production of iron

since 1SS2, and is now the largest producer in

the world, strange to say, excites little oom-
ment on the part of our English contempor-
aries. The London Railway News lets its home
readers down easily by prefaoing its statement
on this bead with the remark that, *' Aa might
have been predicted from the vast extent of

its mineral deposits, the United States has at-

tained," etc. The same journal also finds

some comfort in the concluding statement that
'*the whole of the American production is con-

sumed at home, and is, moreover, supplemented
by the importation of a good deal of manu-
factured iron and ateelin various forms." For-
tunately, perhaps, for our contemporary, it has
made no att'^mpt to fix dimensions to this

"good deal," nor to contrast it with the im-
portations from England of a few years ago.

Individually, we have no wish to see the United
States prosper at the expense of a nation so

near akin to us as England; but when Ameri-
can production exceeds home consumption aa it

must in the natural course of present events we
may hear more vigorous comments and sug-
gestions from our neighbors across the sea.

—

Engineering News.

SeiENTiFie Progress.

The Use of Aluminum in Iron Foundries,
Mr. David Spence in the American Machinist,
says: Daring the past winter I have used
aluminum in foundry practice and find that it

is a splendid thing to make iron fluid and clean.
It seems to take all the impurities out of the
iron when it is charged in the cupola with the
pig iron. Ten pounds of Cowles' ferro-allu-

minnm to 2000 pounds of pig irou will produce
good, sound castings, free from blow holes. It

is as good in the use of crucible steel as in iron
(its effects). It produces a sharp and solid cast-

ing, makes a aniform grain. It takes away
tendency to chill in cast Iron. In steel it re-

duces the shrinkage and increases the welding
properties in both wrought iron and steel. I
recommend it to persons making tool castings,
such as face plates, and in fact all kinds of

work that has to ba planed, milled or turned.
There is one thing that I like in its use, and
that is, it does not weaken the iron or take its

strength from it, but rather adds to it. We
are having good success with it in sewing
machine castings.

Our Exports of AgriculturalImplements.
—An ofQcial report from Montevideo aanounces
that the United States is far ahead of any
other country in the supply of agricultural
implements and machines in Uruguay. These
include plows, plowshares, mowlne machines
and axes, to whioh an English journal, the
European Trade Mail remarks: '* Reaping
and mowing machines are obtained almost
exclusively from North America, while Great
Britain holds the market with respect to thresh-
ing machines. We are also first as regards
spades."

Oregon's Greatest Forest.—It is said there
is a tract of forest trees in Southern Oregon
embracing about 16,000 square miles, whioh,
cut and sold at $10 per 1000 feet, would pay
our National debt twice over. It is estimated
that the amount of merchantable timber stand-
ing will reach 400,000,000,000 feet.

A Study of the Axis.

Daring the last few years direct observations
for latltade, repeated at a given station, have
indicated a change of latitude; or, in other
words, a change in the direction of the earth's

axis. Other observations bearing upon the
problem have been examined at the older fixed

observatories, but the deductions are not ac-

cordant. Last year the matter was brought
before the International Geodetic Association,

and at the meeting of the Permanent Commis-
sion at Freiburg the results of a systematic
series of latitude observations made at the ob-

servatories of Berlin, Potsdam and Prague were
presented in tabular and graphic forms to the
members and invited geodesists. These ob-

servations indicated a change of the direction

of the earth's axis almost identical at the three
stations. In the discussion whioh ensued the
results at other observatories were introduced
to show different values and thus to indicate

some other than a ooamJcal oause. Neverthe-
less, a ooncensns of opinion was adopted, ask-
ing the cooperation of other obaervatories to

farther test the question. Prof. Mendenhall,
Superintendent of the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey, was invited to oo-operate,

and several of the officers of that corps will

take part in the systematic and aimultaneoua
aeries of observations that will include work in

the northern and southern hemispheres. On
this, the Pacific ocean, Dr. Marouee, represent-

ing the International Geodetic Association, will

reach San Francisco about the middle of the

month and fix his station upon one of the

islands of the South Pacific. On behalf of the

Coast and Geodetic Survey, Mr. Preston will

arrive about the same time and establish a

station in the Sandwich islands, where he has
already made many latitude and gravity deter-

minations for the Hawaiian Government. At
S%n Francisco, the necessary observations will

be made by Prof. Davidson fof the Coast and
Geodetic Sarvey.
The series of observations will extend

through many months and will be made upon
every available night at these and all other
stations.

Several suggestions have been made to ao-

oount for the obssrvsd changes in the latitude,

such as the change in the' refraction; slow but
irregular hydraulio changes In the surface of

the earth at given localities; alow but irregular

changes in the level of the surface of the earth
from the effects of solar heat; the irregular ao-

cumulation of ice caps at the poles of the

earth, etc.

With skilled observers In Europe and in the

Atlantic States, we must expect that some
definite results will be obtained, either as

pointing more directly to the cause of the ap-

parent irregular movement of the axis of the
earth or as indicating more definitely the neces-

sity and character of further observations.

The Sap of Trees.

A keen observer and ingenious experiment-

alist has been writting a book on *'S»p:Does it

Rise from the Roots ?" a question which he

proceeds to answer with a decided negative.

To those who merely " run and read " the

whole question and answer may appear aa a

very light matter indeed. In reality, however,

the right answer to the question is of great

moment to us all. In the first place, a negative

reply simply means the ruthless upsetting of

all our preconceived ideas, the reversal of

what has been taught in onr schools for ages.

It ie true that, if we examine into the theory

of plant growth as set down by botanical and
biological authorities, we find that they disagree

among each other to an astonishing degree.

They all, however, join in declaring that trees

and plants derive sap from their roots and
breathe in gases by their leaves. How the sap

rises, whether by capillary attraction, endoa-

mose, root pressure, suction, or evaporation,

or a combination of all (described by Profes.

aor Huxley as pulling, pushing, and dumping),

the greatest biologists, including Herbert Spen-

cer, Sachs, Huxley, Darwin, and others, have

by no means been able to prove. They all,

nevertheless, indorse the theory of rising sap,

and agree, moreover, that it rises in spring and

descends in summer. Now, if all this theor-

izing is proved to be wrong, we shall not only

have to alter our school teaching, but largely

modify oar agricultural practice. Clearly, if

the roots suck up, absorb, or otherwise collect

moisture and the organic and inorganic con-

stituents of sap from the soil, then the soil will

quickly become exhausted and require constant

feeding, while the leafy parts of the plants

muat be out and pruned down. This ia the

present practice. And it is certainly worthy of

remark that our best cultivated—according to

the theories of the day—orchards and gardens

are those that suffer most readily from blight

and disease generally. Onr new botanical

revolutionist, Mr. J. A. Reeves, with his book

on *' Sap " tries to prove that we are altogether

on the wrong road; that sap does not ascend,

but descends, and that gas does not descend,

but ascends in all trees and other plants. To
the unprejudiced physicist and mechanician

this theory of Mr. Reeves seems by far the

most credible and intelligible.

—

Exchange.

Earthquake Phenomena.—In the Ninth

Annual report of the Geological Survey of the

United States, Captain Dutton presents an able
and exhaustive discussion of the famous
Charleston earthquake of August 31, 1886, the
results of whioh are of much value. The earth-
quake is remarkable as one of great severity,
taking place independently of any region of vol-
canic activity. The conditions existing for ob-
taining a full reoord, over the oountry involved,
of the time, duration and effects of the earth-
quake, were on the whole unusually favorable,
and some 4000 reports from 1600 looalitles were
collected by the Geological Survey. The chief
soientifio result from the study of the earth-
quake is the oonolusion as to the speed of

propagation of the earthquake wave, the result
being 236 meters per second. This velocity ia

not only entitled to much greater weight than
results obtained in conneotion with similar
phenomena elsewhere, bat, further, it agreei
closely with the calculated rate of propagation
of a wave in an elastio, nearly homogeneous,
solid medium of materials corresponding to
those here involved. There were found to be
two epicentral region? near Charleston, one 15
miles northwest, near Woodstock, about which
the isoseismals are nearly circular, the other to
the south of this and 12 miles west of Charles-
ton, on Rtntowles Creek, with oval isoseismals,

the major axis extending toward Woodstock.
At the former center the deduced depth of the
focus is 12 miles, with a probable error of two
miles; at the other the material for conclusion
was less satisfactory, but the depth ia made
about eight miles.

Coral Growths on Submarine OAbles.—
Very liccie ia as yet known aa to the rate of

growth of corals, but some very Interesting de-
tails have been published by Prof. Alexander
Agassiz in the Bulletin of the Museum of Com-
parative Zoology at Harvard University, with
regard to a series of specimens which were
taken in June, ISSS, off the Havana and Key
West cable, from a portion repaired in the sam-
mer of 1881. Consequently the growths could
not have been more than those of about seven
years. It must be noted that this portion of

the cable was laid at a depth of only from six

to seven fathoms, and that the district in whioh
it was laid was most favorably situated as re-

gards food supply to the corals. Some of the
specimens belonged to species whose rates of

growth had nepcr before been recorded. Ver-
riU mentions that the thickness of the Orbicella
annularis coral formed in 64 years was not
more than about 8 inches; the specimens from
the Havana cable grew to a thickness of 2^
inches in about seven years. Manicina areolata
has grown to a thickness of 1 inch; while
Isopkylla dipaacea shows a still more rapid
growtb, projecting 2^ inches above the cable.

Of course it ie quite possible that these corals

are of less than seven year's growth, but it Is

not probable that more than a short time
passed before some of the swarms of pelaglo
ooral embryos which must have floated past the
cable found a place of attachment thereon,

Variabilitikh of Latitudes.—Experiments
recently made in Germany have added con-
vincing evidenoe to a faot already noted, to
wit, the v'ariability of terrestrial latitudes; for

example, the latitudes of Berlin, Potsdam and
Prague diminished between August, 1889, and
February, 1S90, about half a second of arc. In
the latter year, between April and August, the
latitude of Berlin increased fonr>tenths of a
second. In other words, Berlin is nearer the
North Pole in summer than in winter. The
periodicity of these variations would Indicate
that the direction of the earth's axis, under the
infioenoe of some external or internal disturb-

ance, was changing. This phenomenon is at-

tracting very considerable attention.

Preparation of Glass for Optical Pqk-
POSES —A new method for the preparation of

glass for optical purposes has been devised in

Sweden, and, according to Beoista di Art*-

glieria e Qenio, has met with marked success.
The main improvement is said to consist ia
adding to the oompoaition of the glaaa certain

quantities of phosphorus and chlorine, which
impart to It an absolute transparency, great
hardness, and susceptibility of the finest polish.

For achromatic lenses and fine optical fnstra*
ments this glass is far superior to any make
hitherto known, and it is said that the power of

microscopic lenses can be greatly increased by
this process.

The Respiration of Insects has been the
subject of study by M. Contejean, who has
found that, contrary to what takes place in

vertebrates, the movement of inspiration is

passive and that of expiration active. The air

is driven from the body by a contractile effort.

Hence, when the insect is wounded, the fiow of

blood occurs at eaoh expiration. The respir-

atory movement is not interrupted by oat-

ting off the head, nor by the absorption of

curare, which produces an immediate cessation

in man.

Spiders differ from insects in five minate
particulars : Their eyes are simple instead of

compound; they have eight legs instead of six;

they do not pass through the metamorphoaea
which are charaoteriatic of ineects; they have
no antennae, and their breathing is accompliahed
by means of organs which combine the funo-
tions of lungs and gills instead of by tubes per-

vading their bodies.

The Organs of Smell in the tnrkey valtwe
and carrion crow are so delicate that they
can scent their food for a distance of 40 miles.
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E'-ECTRieiTY.

Tbe Electric Railway.

We coodenie the followiofl; from a oorre8pond<

ent of the Uan^farturtrl' Oazette: Great prog.

IBM hu beea made In BtrfAt treoiiportatioD io

•II the fireat cities of the L'olted Sutea within

tbe paat few years, and oearly every town of

any size tbroaghoat the coantry is realizing

the necessity of providing some means of rapid

transportation to iU residents. A street rail-

way system is likened to a number of great

arteries carrying passengers to and from the

heart, of the business center. Few people realize

the Immense business which is done by these

railway companies.

There are at present live common methods of

street transit: Elevated steam roads, steam

dnmrnles, horse-oars, oablecars and electric

roads.

To the first four there are many objectlonr,

which It is believed ate obviated by the Intro-

dnctlon of electricity.

Ad extra eleotiio.power-boaee can be main-

tained at much less expense than can a large

table of hones, and both of those are neces-

sary in an emergency.

In improving the present means of street-car

propulsion by electricity, there Is undoubtedly

a great field open to the inventor, and such im.

provement would benefit the masses quite as

mooh as anything else.

Tbe electrician's part of tbe work has been

well done, but tbe wear and tear on the me-

ohanical parts of the system must be obviated

by some means.

It is exceedingly difficult to answer as to tbe

question of durability, as the cars have not

been long enough in use. By use of the elec-

tric cars in Boston, the average speed of street

oars has been Increased from six to eight miles

per hour.

A brief description of an electric railway as

nsnally constructed is as follows: A power-

house contains dynamos, which generate the

electricity. This current is carried through a

wire strung over the rails, thence down the

trolley pole on the car to the motors, oanslng

the motor armature to revolve; thence is passed

through the gears connected with the car axle,

and from the oar-wheel returns, via the track,

to the power-bonse, thus oompietiug the oir-

ouit. The car is reversed by reversing the di-

rection of tho current through the motor,

and is stopped by breaking the circuit.

About two years ago an attempt was

made to run electric cars in Boston without the

aid of an overhead wire; instead, a conduit was

placed in the ground near the track, and the

current was taken from this, but thia did not

work satisfactory, as the opening became

ologged with foreign matter, and for other rea-

sons. Inventors are now at work devising

some means whereby the conduit can be closed.

The propulsion of cars by means of storage

batteries has also been tried, and some lines are

working now, but the power required of the

batteries Is much greater than they can yield

lor any length of time.

So it seems that at present the only feasible

system of electric propulsion is by the overhead

trolley system.

Electrical Wonder Wohkino.—The pop-

ular idea of electricity is to look upon it as a

mysterious force, coming from nowhere in par-

ticular, doing very nearly what it pleases, and

equally able to produce a spark and a general

disruption of the universe. There is a tendency

on the part of certain people to contemplate as

an African does his gree-gree a wonderful and

ineffable something that need only be invoked

to produce almost any result that can be named.

. This spirit has, perhaps, hastened the march

of electrical indnstries, but it is certainly un-

worthy to encourage it. The sooner people are

brought to look upon electrical power as only

one of the protean forms of energy, as subject

to known laws, and quite transformable into

other kinds of energy, the better for every-

body concerned. To be sure, we do not know
what electricity is; in fact, it is quite probable

that it Is not a separate entity at all, but on

the other hand, we do not know what the force

we call gravitation is. Yet the action of both

under given conditions can be foretold with

considerable accuracy, and perhaps we should

not be able to do much more with them, if

Nature should yield up her profound secrets

and set the unquenchable curiosity of man at

rest. Look at eleotrioal energy as a force obe-

dient to certain laws, known and unknown,

able to accomplish much In Bkilllul hands, but

do not imagine it as ready to do all sorts of

marvelous things wtthout any particular

method in its madness. Electrical education

has done much to familiarize men with the cor-

rect ideas of the subject, and probably this

diatribe teaches plainly enough that there is

still much missionary work to be done.

—

Eke-

trkal World. N. T.

Electricitv AS A Measure orTiiODOHT.—
Mr. J. L. BalDi says: It is well known to the

medical profession that every mental tffort

oanses a rush of blood to the brain, and that

the amount of blood depends on the "intensity
'

of the thought; but rush of blood means a rise

In temperature, and if we conld measure this

we would be able to determine, in a rough way,

the "power" necessary tor the generation of

any thought or mental effort, I accomplish

this object in the following manner: I have a

bead gear of some light, high-couduoting (heat)
substance. In its middle or any other oonvient
position I fix a thermo-eleotrlo pile, and connect
this,' by means of flexible wires or otherwise, to

a sensitive galvanometer. The extreme sen-
slbilly of the thermo-electric pile is well known,
and therefore whatever rise in temperature
takes place, consequent to tbe rnsh of blood,
would be iDBtantaneonsly indicated by the gal-

vanometer. The utility of such an apparatus
may not appear atfirstaightof great importance,
bnt If we conelder for an instant tho facility or
difficulty with which children at school learn

their lessons, any doubts we may have enter-

tined as to its practicability will be Immediately
dispelled. By such a contrivance we could
ascertain the "brain power" of boys and girls,

nay, even men, and thos be in a position to in-

dicate In what direotion their mental efforts

ought to tend.

GtOOD HEj^LTH,

Ethek DuiNKiNt; appears to be a new form
of iatemperanoe which 1b jast dow oreatlDK
maob excitement id Ireland. The London
Timi.-i seta tt down ae the true source of most
of Ireland's woes. That journal has given a
very elaborate account of the new tipple, the
very existence of which was almost unknown
until quite recently. The drink is a very ini'

pure form of ether and the results are most de-

plorable in character. The use of this new in*

toxicant has as yet spread through only four
or five oounties, but its march is onward and it

is thought that it will continue to spread until

all Catholic Ireland is involved. Insanity ts

rapidly iooreasing where this drink ia nsed^

and the death rate among the children of the
ether*drinkers ia very large. In Drapertown,
with a population of only 9500, it is said there

are not lees than 620O drinkers. In five of the
northeastern oonnties, including Tyrone and
Berry, where there is a population of 350,000,
there are aaid to be 46,000 confirmed drinkers.

The New Yoek Pasteur Institute appears
to be doing good work in the prevention and
cure of hydrophobia. The institute oommenoed
work in February, 1S90, and according to the
annnal rf^port recently instituted It had re-

ceived S28 persona bitten by doga or cats. Of
these, 643 received wounds from animals which
were not mad, consequently their stay was of

brief duration. In 1S5 cases anti-hydrophobic
treatment was applied, the fact of the animals
infiioliog the iDJaries having hydrophobia be*

ing either clinically evidenced or proven by in-

oculation iu the laboratory, and in numerous
oases by the death of other persona or animals
bitten by the same doga. No death occurred
from hydrophobia among the patients inocu-
lated. Indigents were treated free of charge.
Ooly SI oatlenta were received from the State
of New York. The balance were from 25 dif-

ferent States, one going from Arizona and one
from Oanada. Tbe result of the treatment
has been a most perfect success.

Engi]\ieef^ing I]otes,

Consumption and Cancer.—The use of the
lymph onre for consumption in this city is now
generally conceded to be a fallure,and we under-
stand that there Is now no especial call for

treatment; and since the Kooh cure for con-
sumption has got the go-by, Cook's cure for

cancer is beginning to attract Increased atten-
tion among many of the more considerate of

our medical fraternity. The suocess attending
the treatment of several very pronounoed oases
now in hand is proving a most agreeable sur-

prise to many deeply iutereated oersone, among
whom are several physicians. We are assured
that this cure will soon be taken up and
thoroughly investigated by persons whose re-

port, when made, will be most unhesitatingly
accepted as beyond dispute. That it will be
feasible goes without saying.

Care of the Brain.—The brain stands the
most abuse of any organ In the body. Ita best
tonic and stimulant is success. The worst and
most depressing thing to it is failure. The
most iDJurtons <=ffecta come by using stimulants
in early life. Young people should never use
liquors, tea or co£fee. The latter two may not
exactly do harm, bnt they are conducive of no
good. They aot mostly on the brain and injure

its growth very materially. Abundance of

sleepis necessary. Eight hours is not more
than enough. Sleep Is tbe time of relatively

lowered expenditure and increased repair.

The Blackened Teeth of the Malays and
Siamese are not produced, as has been supposed
heretofore, by coating them with a mixture of

betel and lime, but by rubbing the teeth with a

paste made from charred cocoanut kernels.

This is carefally applied to tbe teeth again and
again, until a black varnish hides the natural
white.

Hydrophobia Long Dormant.—A teUgram
from tbe town of Mexico, in Missouri, says
that William Garner, who was bitten by a mad
dog about 20 years ago, died on the 25th
ultimo. He was so violent during his illness

that four men had to be kept with him all the
time. His sufferings were terrible.

The Jet System of Propulsion.

We have beard but little of the jet system
of propulsion since the trial trip of the " Evo-
lution." which steamed some 25 miles down
Now York harbor in November last, but suc-

ceeded in making only about one-third of the

speed whioh had been calonlated upon. The
experiment cost the prcjeotors about $100,000,
bnt whether the idea has been given up, or

whether further experiments are to be made,
to seek for some means of displacing the pon-
derous screw shaft and propeller, whioh all

acknowledge is but a clumsy affair at beet, is

not known.
Water'jet propulsion is no new idea. Over

100 years ago, Mr. Kamsey plaoed a 50-foot jet-

boat on the Potomac, which made about four

miles an hour. Watt experimented in the same
line, and many others have also made unsoo-
oessful essays.

All admit that the system is a most desirable

one If it can be made a practical success. Its

advantages would be simply tremendous, and
their importance beyond comprehension. About
one-half of the cumbersome machinery of a

steamboat would be dispensed with in a jet-

propeller, while the other advantages attainable

would be equally important. All that would
be needed would be a boiler and the simplest
form of a eteam-pnmp. By means of its enor-
mous pumping capacity, a leak, however large,

could scarcely endanger the vessel. The pumps
would readily meet any possible exigency in

case of fire. By opening bow-jets on either

side, any ship, however large, could be turned
almoBt or quite within her length; while she
could have the full foroe of her power instantly

applied to stopping her headway, when re-

quired. The jet applied to war vessels would
possess great advantages in maneuvering, while
with her sides properly protected, no possible

harm could come to her means of propulsion.

There would be no racing to the jet propeller,

no fractured shafts, no broken propeller, no
loss of screw. A snocessful propeller will crown
its originator with both profit and honor.

In most jet-propeller experiments hitherto

attempted, the endeavor has been to make use

of a very large jet nozzle. In the Fleischer

experiment, made in G-ermany in IS79, the jet

nozzle was about 40 equare inches In ares,

whioh, with lOO-horse power, developed nine

knots.
Tbe Throngcroft exneriment on the Thames

in 1S82. with a nozzle 9 inches in diameter and
170-horee power, developed a speed of ten

knots.

In the late experiment with the Evolution

in New York harbor, her originator, Br, Jack-
eon, held that a larger jet was a great mistake.

He accordingly went to the opposite extreme
and provided his boat with ^ small jet of only
three-quarters of an inch Jet, bnt propelled

with a preasnre of 2500 pounds to the equare

inch, which gave a velocity of 609 feet per sec-

ond. She was a much larger boat than either

nf the 0063 above referred to and driven by a

Roleoots safety tube boiler of 1200 Indicated

power. The power used on the trial trip

was said to be about 250. The speed obtained
was only ten miles an hour.

There ia a remarkable unlfoimlty in the

apeed attained by these several boatp, espe-

cially where the great diversity in propelliag

power is concerned, The displacement of the

several boats was as follows: 14^ tons, 21

tons and 100 tons.

These experiments can hardly be considered

as exhaustive, in view of the wide dififereooe in

conditions, especially between the two Euro-

pean boats and the American. It ia scarcely

conceivable how any engineer could think of

beating the best type of propeller boats with a

three-fourths inch jet of water in a boat of 100

tons displacement. It is possible, however,

that a gradual scaling down of the nozzle Is

from the European experiments, and a proper

adjustment of displacement and power may
reach the happy medium, whioh will lead to

success in revolutionizing the marine propul-

sion of the world. Further tiials in this di-

reotion would be looked for with much interest.

bergs in the straits, and it is shallow water all

the way across with hard bottom and no
engineering difficulties. Once aorosp, the road
would connect with the Russian railway
tbroDgh Siberia, oonnectlog again with west-
ern aod southern roads through Asia, Europe
and Africa, and the work would be done.

COMMBROtAL DrUMMEBS OF ENGLISH OrIOIK.
An American who visited Eogland more than
half a century ago, when tbe commercial drum-
mer hardly had an existence in this country,
writes of this class of people in England as fol-

lows :
" The commercial traveler is generally

a young and very shrewd individual, possessing
a great suavity of manner and a remarkable
ability to suit himself readily to all the varied
moods of bis varied customers. Furnished by
his principals with choice samples of their
goods, he steps into his chalie, or the stage,
and with a light heart oommences his circuit.

At each town upon his route he tarries at the
principal inn, where he is sure to find a
hearty welcome. After thus ensoonsing him-
self in oomfortable quarters, be arranges his
samples, and If it be forenoon puts them under
his arm and issues forth to visit the store-

keepers. W'uerever he goes he Is met with
cordiality. Like all travelers, he is full of

anecdote, and has at his command the rarest
news of the time. None are more glad to see
him than the storekeepers' wives and daugh-
ters. To these he imparts the most reoent
scandal and the latest fashions, affording them
subjects for gossip until his next visit to tbe
town. To the tradesman he lauds his samples
with all the eloquence and ingenuity of which
he ia capable, and seldom leaves without mak-
ing considerable bargains."

The Ant's Jaw.—The grip of an ant's jaw is

retained even after the body has been bitten off

and nothing but the head remains. This knowl-
edge is possessed by a certain tribe of Indians
in BrazU, who put the ants to a very peculiar
U8e. When an Indian gets a gash cut In his

hand, instead of having his hand sewed together,
as ia done in this country, he procures
five or six large black ants, and, holding their
heads near tbe gash, they bring their jaws to-

gether In biting the fiesh, thus bringing tbe two
sides of tbe gash together. The Indians pinch
off the bodies of the antF, and leave their beads
clinging to tbe gash, which is held together
until the gash is perfectly healed.

—

Medical
Record.

Shooting Logs —Tbe feat of shooting logs

over the Snoqualmie falls, 60 miles east of

Seattle, has long been talked of among tbe log-

gers. It is well known that above that cat-

aract stand many millions of feet of fine timber,
BDme of the best known in the State. This is-

inaccessible except by the means proposed, and
hence tbe project thought of. The falls are
over 400 feet high and at certain times of the
year the flow Is quite reduced. During fresh-

ets, however, there is an immense volume of

water there, and then would be the safest time
to float the logs down over. Several loggers,

tbe most enthusiastic, claim they have tried

tbe experiment and found it to work well.

Gold in Dentistry.—The French scientist,

Victor Meunler, asserts that tbe American
dentists Insert in American teeth, each year,

the enormous amount of about 1800 pounds of

precious metal, which represents nearly $450,-
000. This gold is buried with the person in

whose mouth it is placed. Mikiog allowance
for the rapid increase in the population of the
United States, and for the continued deterior-

ation of American teeth, it would appear that in

less than 100 years the American cemeteries
will contain a larger amount of gold than now
exists in France.

—

Mining World.

Loss of Bodily Moisture.—We lose two
ponnds of water In 24 hours by perspiration,
and the more we perspire the cooler we be-
come. There are 27,000,000 pores on the sur-
face of our bodies, which, if plaoed in line,

would extend 28 miles in length.

A World's Railway.—America, argues ex-

Governor William Gilpin of Colorado, is a fal

low continent, capable of sustaining half s

billion people in haDpineBB and plenty. It is

the mission of tho United States to be the dis-

tributor of food to the hungry of both Europe
and Asia, lying as It does, midway between them.

The time is at hand when all the ships of tbe

seas will not be sufficient to oarry tbe articles

of commerce around the world to tbe nations

fast enough. Then will come necessity for

more rapid transportation. The plan of this

transportation has been the dream of Gov
Gilpin for 47 years, and he propheaied ita con-

stiuction at an early date from that time. He
baa made one more prophecy. It is that the

next great project in tbe world's material de-

velopment will be the building of what he calls

the Cosmopolitan railwav—a railroad which
shall girdle the earth. Tbe first link In the

chain is the Tramcontinentalroad of the United

States. Starting from the western terminus of

that, the CoJmopolitan road will extend north-

ward through Alaska, skirting the base of the

Rocky monntains, where are plateaus that will

render the building easy. Then will come
Behring's strait, 48 miles wide, with a large

1 island at ita very center. There are no ioe-

The Day of Opportunities.—This is an age
for practical and thoughtful men in every line

of trade and profession, or there is encourage-
ment for those who are ambitious and energetic.

There was never a time in the world's history

when the opportunities were so great and open-
ings more numerous for the attainment of posi-

tion and Influence. For the worklngman, there

is every opportunity to rise, to become a skilled

and competent artisan, to exoel in his line of

work.

—

Ex.

The Greatest Railroad Potentate.—It

seems a fabulous statement, bat parties who
claim to be posted make Che statement that
Jay Gould controls abont 40 per cent of the
railway mileage of the world. He does not, of

course, actually own that amount, but has his

plans so laid that the roads are under his con-
trol. This is power with a vengeance.

Boots with Stone Soles.—A German in-

ventor proposes to make boots with atone solep.

He mixes with a water-proof glue a suitable

qnanty of clean quartz sand, whioh is spread
on the thin leather sole employed as a founda-
tion. These quartz soles are said to be very
flexible and almost indestructible, while they
enable the wearer to walk safely over slippery

roads.

A WET silk handkerchief tied, without fold-

ing, over the face is a security against suffoca-

tion from smoke. It permits free breathing,

and at the same time excludes tbe smoke from
the luDgB,
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Passing Events.

The blne'gravel region of Slekiyoa ooaoty

is being pretty well proapeoted jnet now, and

seemB to be more extenaiTe than was at first

supposed. A number of companies and Indi-

vidnals are at work and borings are being

made. The prospeota of the oonnty as a mining

field are encouraging.

Several people who went over into the Pah-

rump valley region,nhere the alleged lost Brey-

(oyle mine had been found, have returned with

the information that its merits have been exag-

gerated. There are numerous ledgee^ but of too

low a grade for profit in anoh an isolated place.

The celebration of the 100th anniversary of

the establiBhment of the American patent syi-

tern began at Washington on Wednesday, in

aocordanoe with the program published in the

Press.

Announcement is made of new gold fields in

China and diamond fields in British Guiana,

both ao distant as to attract little attention

here.

Two very important mining decisions were

rendered this week, and are published in an-

other column. One in effect leti the miners

alone in the odd sections claimed by the rail-

roads in Montana; and the other definitely set-

tles the question of mineral claims on town-site

entries.

It is estimated that $50,000,000 are invested

in the lumber business on this coast.

Mineral Lands and Town Sites.

The U. S. Supreme Court has at laat made a

direotdecision on the subject of mineral lands on

town site entries, after having several times

passed upon It by inference and implication.

The decision reverses the judgment of the

Supreme Court of Montana. A. J. Davis held

title to certain lands in Butte, under the town

site entry act, one provision of which is that

no title shall be acquired under the act, to any

gold, silver or oopper mines, or any valid min-

ing claim held under existing laws.

Henry Wiehbold, claims a title under ex-

isting mining lawa, and when Davia offered to

prove that at the time the patent of the Butte

town site was issued the premises in dlspnte

were not known to be valued for minerals of

any kind, objection was taken on the ground

that Wiehbold's patent showed that as a mat-

ter of fact the premises did not contain valu-

able mineral land, and as saoh oould not be

granted by a town site patent. The Court ens*

tained the obj eotion, and this ruling, which

was really decisive of the controversy, the

n. S. Supreme Court now overrules.

The Court in the opinion, which Is writtem

by Juatioe Field, says : "The important ques-

tion is whether, in the absenoe of knowledge

that there were any valuable mineral landa

within the town aite, Davis can be deprived of

premisea purchased and ooonpied by him be-

oauae of the subsequent discovery of minerals

in them, and the iaine of a patent to the dis-

coverer. After maoh consideration we have

come to the oonolnsion that this question must

be answered in the negative. It is true that

the language of the statutes touching acqulsi*

tion of title to mineral lands within the limits

of town sites is Tery broad, but in strictness

they Import only that the provisions of the

town-site law shall not be the means of passing

title also to valuable mining lands. We think

they must be held merely to prohibit the pas-

sage of title to mining lands then known to

exiat, and not to prohibit the acquisition for

all time of mines which then lay burled nu'

known iu the depths of the earth.

*'The object of the Town-site Act was to

afford relief to inhabitants of cities and towns

upon public lands by giving valid title thereto.

Under suoh protection many towns, with build-

ings of great value, have grown up. It would

in many instances be a great impediment to the

progress of such towns if titles to those lands

occupied by their inhabitants were subject to

be overthrown by the eabseqnent discovery of

mineral deposits under their surface. If their

title would not protect them against the dis

covery of mines in them, neither would it pro

teot them against invasion of their property for

the purpose of exploring for mines. The temp-

tation into suoh exploration would be according

to the suspeoted extent of minerals, and being

thus anbject to indiscriminate invasion, the

land would be to the one having the title poor

and valueless, just In proportion to the supposed

richness and abundance of its prodoota.

" We do not think any anch results were

contemplated by the Act, or that any oonstmc-

tiou should be given to it that would lead to

such results.
'*

Mines on Odd Sections.

The U. S. Circuit Court at Helena, Montana,

has rendered a very important deolsion in a

contest between the Northern Pacific Railroad

and Helena citizens on the subjeot of ownership

of mines on the odd sections of land granted

to the road. The decision is favorable to the

minera, but the Court holds that the Northern

Pacific grant is different from any other of the

several railroad companies. The question at

issue was defined by the Court as follows

:

"Whether or not a mining location made ao-

oording to law upon an odd section of land

within the Umlta of the Northern Pacific Kail-

way Company's grant, and an applioation hav-

ing been made by the looatora thereof for a

patent for anch claim In the Laud Office as

mineral land, and claiming it to be such, and
producing all necessary proofs of looation,

mineral charaoter and work accompanying
such application as is required by law and the

rules of the Land Department, and which ap>

plication ia pending and a contest in regard to

the right of the applicants to patent the same
ia existing in the United States Land Office at

the time the railroad of the said company waa
definitely fixed, whether auoh mining location

is sufficient to take saoh land out of inch grant,

although admitted now to have been non-min-

eral in character and hence not subject to the

Mineral Land act.**

The Court holds that the filing of a general

map of the route did not put into effect the

withdrawal of the odd sections, but the lands

granted were determined by the exact fixed

route. Therefore, mineral claima or homesteads

acquired prior to the designation of the route

of the road were not void.

The decision of the Court la to the effect

that the right of the Northern Pacific Railway

Company did not attach to the odd sections

until the line of definite looation had been

fixed and filed, as required by law, with the

Commissioner of the General Land Office. The

Court holds that there waa a valid claim exist-

ing prior to, or at the time of, the definite

looation of the route of the road, and conse-

quently the grant did not attach to the land

in question. This decision validates a large

number of claims of a similar nature to which

oonteats had been filed by the railroad company,

and whioh will now most likely be withdrawn.

Naval Designing.

The London Timts, In speaking of our new
navy, thinks that when the American iron<clada

carry a full coal supply, their speed will be

largely reduced. It aays also: "If the greater

boldness of the American designers Is really

baaed upon sound judgment, we need not regret

it. We ahall equally profit in the long run by

their experience, whether it results in failure

or auooeas. We may, therefore, watch with

keen sympathy workers on the same problem."

The question of design of vessels is a highly

important one. Our international yachting

contests have, in recent years, brought to the

front both professional and amateur designere

of no mean ability, and we have proven our

nautical supremacy in thia line at least. But

in the branch of naval conatrnction, one of the

highest industrial importance, there are few

opportunities for young men to acquire an edu-

cation, The colleges and technical sohools

neglect this anbj ect almoat entirely.

As we are becoming a ship-building people

on this coast, naval design and architecture

should receive more attention here than la now

the case. Senator Stanford, who ia desirous of

giving a practical education to the students of

the university which he has established to the

memory of hia son, might do well to consider

the dealrability of including, among other

things, the science of ship-building and design.

Properly eatablished and conducted, students

in thia line would come from all over the United

Statea, for education in thia direction.

The mathematical features of the science of

navigation are taught now in the colleges, in a

crude way, but he who is to follow the sea as

an officer most attend a nautical school or ob-

tain hia experience on the deck of a ahip. But

in designing models of bulla, the study of form

of ships and steamers, there ia now no oppor-

tunity for a young man to perfect himself, ex-

cept Id the shipyard Itself. Even there he is

at a disadvantage, for the yard is distinct from

the designing loft.

American ship designers of note have been

very few as compared with the numbers of

originators in other lines of induatrial develop-

ment. It ia probably the case that opportunity

to study the anbject has been lacking. Senator

Stanford has an opportunity to establish a new

and valuable branch of study, the effects of

which would soon make itself felt in one of our

leading home industries. Our ship-building in-

terests are sure to increase on thia coast, and

it will be well to prepare our young men with

technical, scientific knowledge in that direc-

tion. Opportunity for experiment and practi-

cal illustrations in the direction of form of hull,

power, marine engineering, etc., would be ex-

cellent at Palo Alto, with the bay near by, and

large ahip-bnilding plants not many milea

distant.

Yellowstone Park Increased.—By a proo

lamation laaued by the President laat Saturday

there is added to the Yellowatone National

Park a strip of land about 20 miles wide on the

east aide, and a wider strip on the south, ex-

tending over the great Rooky Mountain Di-

vide, aa far west as Idaho.

A CAVE occurred on Tuesday at one of the

minea of the Detroit Copper Co., Clifton, A. T.,

but no one was hurt.

The ]*Jiagara Falls Power Plant.

Gontracta for the drain tunnel for the great

Niagara Falls power scheme have already been

let by the Cataract Construction Co. of New
York and the work ia under way. This com-

pany, with a view of procuring the beat possible

teohnioal advice as to the means of carrying

out this work, invited plans from prominent

engineering eatabliahments in America and

Europe. These plans were submitted to an

International Commission compoaed of repre>

sentative engineers from the United States,

Great Britain, France, Germany, Switzerland,

etc., with Sir Wm. Thompson as preaident. .

This board waa convened in London and has

.

been in session for the past month, having

just concluded their labors and made their

awards.

The Pelton Water Wheel Company of San
Francisco waa among those invited to submit

plans, which embraced provision for a 120,000

horse-power plant in blocks of 20,000 horse-

power each, and included the various aystems

of tranamiaaion of power called for, to wit

:

electric, hydranllc and pneumatic, it being the

purpose of the company, after supplying local

wants, to transmit a large part of the power

developed to Buffalo.

Information has joat been received that the

plans submitted by the Pelton Company of this

city have been favorably considered by the

Commiasion and awarded the premium. They
were the only plans from the United States re-

lating to power development that had any recog-

nition. This undoubtedly insures the adoption

of the Pelton wheel for the greatest water-

power plant in the world.

The wheel, aa is well known, is an evolntlon

of the old hurdy-gurdy wheel used so many
years in the mines of California. The improve-

ment, however, ia based on scientific prlnol-

plei, whloh canae its remarkable efficiency, and

have made It so markedly popular, not only in

this country, but in South America, Australia,

and other countries.

The invention of this simple water-wheel was

not an acoident. Its originator worked stead-

ily for several years perfecting its details. He
waa at the time a resident at Nevada City, in

this State, and had opportunity there for very

elaborate tests on comparison with the turbines

and other forms of water-wheel in general use.

Very many forms and designs of buckets were

tried under different conditions, and submitted

to accurate and exhaustive comparative tests.

Finally the form now so well known was

adopted and it has given a degree of eiiicienoy

in every way satisfactory.

Now, coming into competition with all the

water-wheels of thia country and Europe, it is

adopted as the motor in the largest water-

power plant ever attempted, which ia a aofii-

cient evidence of ita efficiency. Not .only the

inventor, hut the manufacturers in thia city

are to be congratulated on thia suoceaa. As

much depends, moreover, on the manner in

which the claims of a device of this kind are

presented before an examining oommission,

.

praise ia due to that skillful mechanic, John

Richards of this city, who prepared the elabo-

rate plans and specifications for the proposed

plant. Inventor, manufacturer and designer

are all residents of San Francisco.

The Cons. Virginia.—The Cons. Virginia

and California Mining Co. ia coming to the

front again as a large bullion producer with

dividends promised in the near future. In

round numbers the bullion outturn for the

month of February was $133,000, and in laat

month it was $172,000. The average battery

assays in February waa $21.78 per ton, and in

March, $25.57. So far in this month they are

higher than at any time in March. The com-

pany gained io March over and above all ex-

penaea, considerably over $30,000. By the last

of this month increased milling facilities will be

secured, when the bullion outturn is expected

to be increased correspondingly.

Designs for Coins,—The Director of the

Mint has leaned a circular to artiata for new
dealgns for subsidiary coins. The general fea-

tures of the present coins will be preserved to a

conaiderable extent. The coins to be changed

are the silver dollar, half dollar, quarter dollar

and dime. These changes are to be made nnder

the Act passed at the last session of Congress,

which appropriated $150,000 for the purpose,

which sum ii available on July Ist.
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Coarse Ore Qoicksilver Farnaces.

In a paper read lome time elnoe before the

Amerioaa loetltate of Mining Eogloeen, Prof.

S. B. Cbriaty, of the Uaiveraity of California,

deaoribed among others the oontlonona ooarae

ore famaoe In aae at the New Almaden mine,

Santa Clara ooanty, and which 1b lllastrated

herewith. They are ooarae ore shaft roaiting

fomaoei with exterior tiriog. As will be seen

from the horizontal seotions and top view, the

lower half of the farnaoe la a regular hexagon

with abatmeots at the alternate sides. These

abotments contain the fire, ash and draw-pits.

Vertical section AB shows this still more

dearly. Eaob abutment has on its faoe a fire-

door and ash-pit door, which latter also com-

mands the discharge-door for the spent ore.

The spent ore, after being drawn from the

oooling'pit of the shaft into the ash-pits, is left

there until its fames are exhausted, and is then

drawn Into the slag-oars through discharge-

doors. These disoharge-doors are placed on

the side of each of the three abutments, lower

down than the ash-pit doors. One of them le

shown on the side of the abutment seen in the

elevation.

The upper half of the farnaoe is cylindrical.

It Is closed at the top by a flat dome which

contains the charging apparatus In the center.

The fumes of the furnace are removed from the

vapor chamber at top of the shaft above the sur-

face of the ore, by means of iron pipes 12 inches In

diameter. By means of short cast Iron pipes,

these holes are connected with a cast-iron down-
take by means of a rectangular system of pipes

which encircles the head of the farnaoe. These

pipes, inclined downward at an angle of 10°,

lead into the condensers. To keep the pipes

clear of soot, they contain small dlaca of Iron.

These discs are moved by iron rode, passing

through stuffing-boxes at angles of the pipe

system. They are only occasionally used, and

the piston-rods are luted with clay when not

in use.

The shaft itself is a cylinder, 6-foot interior

diameter, by 11 feet 3 inches high, joined to

the fraatum of a cone 8 feet deep, contracting

to a diameter of 4 feet at the bottom. Along

the sides of the cyliodriosl part of the shaft,

opposite each of the fire-places, are placed a

series of four peep-holes. These, ordinarily

closed gas-tight, are used to determine the hlght

of the ore column and its temperature.

The fire-places and discharges have the de-

tails common to welldeaigDed continuous

shaft roasting furnaces of this type. The shaft

and fireplaces are lined with fire-brick; the

rest of the furnace is of red brick, with tbe

usual expansion space between.

The entire structure rests on a slightly

oone-shaped iron plate which crowns the

foundation. This causes any quicksilver that

might permeate the masonry to flow to the

center of tbe furnace bottom, where provision

is made for receiving it. Experience shows,

however, that this precaution la hardly neces-

sary, aa no metal has ever reached it.

The lower half of the furnace is inoloaed by

cast-iron plates, bolted and cemented with rust

joints. The cylindrical part has a jacket of

one-eighth inch sheet iron, and a oaat-iron top

plate crowns the whole, and makes the farnaoe

vapor-tight.

The charging apparatus consists of a oombi-

natlon of devices used in Iron smelting, viz.:

the hanging cylinder and cap and cone. But,

owing to the value and poisonous nature of

qaioksilver fumes, an additional cylinder and

cover, with water or sand joint, ia intro-

duced above the other devices (section AB).

The rod moving the cone passes gae-tight

through a stuffing-box in the center of the

oover and is attached to a balanoe-weight.

The cover itself ia also attached to b^ilance-

weights by two chains passing over pulleys.

The charging le thua easily effected without ex-

posing the men to the fumes. The cover is

lifted; a charge of ore and a little fuel is

dumped from the ore-car into the hopper, and

the oover ia lowered into place. The charge

Is then allowed to warm in the hopper till it

has nearly assumed the temperature of the

top. This is done to avoid chilling the fumes

and condensing them in the furnaoe by con-

tact with cold ore. At the proper time, an

equal volume of spent ore having been mean-

while drawn below into the ash-pita, the cone

ia lowered and the charge dropped into the

furnace. The small quantity of fumes that

HORIZONTAL iiEi^TlONb

CONTINUOUS IRON-OIjAD SHAFT FURNACE,

escapes Into the space between the cup and
oover Is allowed to cool a few minntes, and
the oover Is again lifted and a new charge
is added to the hopper.

These furnaces were erected under the im-

mediate supervision of Mr. H. J. Huttner.
The details of construction are throughout
excellent; they work admirably, and although
they have been in almost continuous opera-
tion for nearly ten years, they have required
hardly any repairs.

Assay Furnace.

In Leadville aosaying ia quite an Important
branuh of the mining and smelting industries.

In addition to tbe asaayers attached to all tbe
smelting and eampUng works and to the prin-

cipal mines, there are many independent assay*

ers. Besides being employed as referees and
experts in oases of dispute between mines and
smelting works, the latter are patronized by
prospectors and smalt miners. The chief as-

says made in the camp are silver, gold, iron

and gangue assays, and at acme smelters speciflo-

gravity determinations of slags.

The laboratories are generally provided with
permanent crucible and motH 3 furnaoes, made
of common brick, Uned with fire-brick, and
placed side by side, as shown in the out, but
very often the two furnaces are separate.

By means of the dampers D' and D' in the
chimney, the assayer can regulate the draught
and intenaity of heat in the furnaoe. The ap-

erturea A^ B, O and D are closed by means of

sheet-iron plates, easily removed by tongs.

Occasionally, portable clay farnaces of American
or English manufacture are used for cupellation.

The Mining Companies' Financial

Standing.

The following is the financial standing on the first

Monday of the present month of the mining com-
panies listed on the two exchaoges in this city:

ARIZONA MINES.

Cash.
Crocker 3 7,457
Locomotive 576
Peer 1,199
Peerless 998
Silver King
Weldon 2 946

BODIB MIKES— CALIFORNIA.
Bodie Con 21,512
Bui war a 8,213
Mono

, 9,394
Standard b 2,«27
Syndicate 3,334

COMSTOCK MINES—NEVADA.
Alpha 4,283
Alta 21,244
Andes 2,79S
Belcher 21,904
Best & Belcher 12,930
Bullion
Caledonia 1,675
Challenge Con 2,(j30

Chollar
Confidence C 5,908
Con. Cal. & Virginia d42,159
Con. Imperial
Con. New York 4,370
Crown Point k 3,468
Exchequer 16 941
EastSiflrra Nevada 812
Gould & Curry 19,599
Hale & Norcro83
Julia, 2,358
.Justice

Kentuck Ill
Lady Washington 8.877
Mexican 1,498
Occidental 11,312
Ophir
Overman 24,852
Potosi
Savage
Scg. Belcher & Midea
Scorpion 343
Sierra Nevada 10,198
Silver Hill 5,518
Union Con 9.058
atah 4,281

TDBOAAOKA MINES-NEVADA.
Belle Isle

Commonwealth 2,636
Del Monte
Grand Prize

Indepeudence 2,092

Navajo
Nevada ijueen
North Belle Isle

North Commonwealth

CANDELARIA MINB8—NEVADA.

Debt.

025,351

112659

;i9,90C

0,759

3 790
0,670

I 22,126
21,989
26,754
11,718

.145,227Holmes

(a) Bullion valued at 39000 iu traneit.

(B) Bullion valued at S1S,750 in tranpiK
fc) SS43.73 yet to te collected on Assessment 18.

(p) Bullion on hand valued at §14,938 65 Since April
1st bullion valued at 390,629.96 has been adv^ed, with
further shipment to arrive before the close of the fiscal

month.
(e) Cash on hand, S2.26.

(f) Royalty due from November, 1890.

fo) $55,293 to be collected on Assessment 98.

(H) Will recommence shipping to the mill about the
15th inst.

(i) Due from other companies for pumping, $12,800.

(j) 5252 ounces unsold bullion (silver) on hand.

Gold has been dlaoovored atNy Chow, prov-

Inoe of Kwangsi, Cbtna, and many Cblneae are

going from other districts to the new fields.

None of the Oalifornia Chinese mioera are re-

ported aa having started yet,
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A New and Important Booh on Metallic Alloys,

Solders, Etc.

RECENTLY PUBLrSHED.

The Metallic Alloys

A Practical Guide for the Manufacture of all Kinds of

Alloys, Amalgams and Solders used by Metal Workers,
together with tbejr Chemical and l-hysical Properties and
their application in Lbe Arts atd the Industries; with an
Appeudtx on the Coloring of AHoys. Translated aud edited,

clSefly from the German of A. Krupp and Andreas Wild-
berger, witn extensive additions, by Wm. T. Brannt, one of

the editors of "The Techno-Cbemical Receipt Book," etc.

Ulustrated by 16 engravings. 12mo, 428 pages. Price. .§2.50^ By mail, free ofpostage, to any address in the

world.

B^ A dcscHptive circular giving the full contents

of the above book, together with a list of Important

Books on Electro- Metallurgy, Moulding. Founding,

Pattern Making, and Metal Working, sent free to

any one ivho will apply.

S^ Our new and revised Catalogue of Practical

and Scie7itific Books, Sj pages, Svo, and our other

Catalogues, the whole covering every branch of Scien re

applied to the Arts, sentfree and free of postage to

any one in any pari ofthe world who willfurnish us

with his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
Industrial Publishers, Booksellers & Importers,
810 Walnut St , Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

A LIBRARY FOR $1.00
Five books in one. Worth its

weight in gold to every mechanic.
The very latest information for 20

different trafles. This wonderful
book contains 675 pages absolutely
teeming with rules, tables, secret

processes, and new information

that canaot be had elsewhere for

less than 825.00. The Model
Steam Engine—Sow to Read an
Indicator—The Westinghouse Air

Brake—Blacksmith's and Machin-
ist's Tools—Practical Mathematics
Simplified— Tin and Sheet Iron

Worker's Manual — Carpenter's
Manual — Points for Painters-
Magnetism and Electricity—How

to Get a Patent—A Mechanical Dictionary. Everything

fully explained in one handsome volume and guaranteed

to be ab9olutely correct. Send S1.00 for a copy bound
in silk cloth, or SI. 50 for Morocco binding. With each

copy of the book we give free a complete working chart

for setting gear teeth. The regular price of this chart

is Sl.50. AGENTS "WANTED. Write for terms.

I^AIKD & LEE, Publishers, 863 Wabash
Ave., Chi<^ajro, 111.

AND

Ore Dressing Machinery.

By C. G. WAMFOBD IiOOK.

Contents.— Motive Power — Transmission of Power.

Quarrying — Prospecting, Shaft-sinking, Coal-cutting,

Pumping, and Ventilating Machinery—Lighting—Haul-
ing and Hoisting Transport -Reducing— Dreesing-Mia-
cellaneous.

Price 821.00. Circulars and Catalogoea on application.

E. & F. N. SPON, Publishers,

12 Cortlandt St.. New York.

Books on Working Ores.

By Guido Kustel, M. E.

Roasting of Gold and Silver Okeb (Second Edition) and
the Extraction of their Respective Metals without
Quicksilver. By Guido Kustbl, M. E. 1880.

This rare book on the treatment of gold and silver ore

without quicksilver is liberally illustrated and crammed
fuUof fact3. It irives short and conci-ie descriptions of

various processes and apparatus employed in this country
and in Europe, and the why and wherefore. It contains 150
yagei, embracing Illustrations of furnaces, supplements
and w orking apparatus. It is a work of great merit, by
an author whose re putation is unsurpassed in his specialty

Prict:, S3, coiii, postage free. Sold by Dbwbv & Co., Pub-
lishers, 220 UarKet St., San Francisco, Cal,

By C. H. Aaron.
Aaron's Lbachtm^ Gold and Silver Orbs, the most

complete hand-book on the subject extant; 164 pages
octavo. Illustrated by 12 lithographic engravings and
four wood cuts. Fi:dly indexed. Plainly written for
practical men. In cloth, S3. Sold by Dkwev & Co.. S. F

The Explorers' and Assayers'

Companion.

A Third Edition of selected portions of the
"Explorers', Miners', and Metal-

lurgists* Companion."

A practical exposition of the various departments of

Geology, Exploration, Mining, Engineering, Assaying,
and Metallurgy.

Price, 80.00 post-paid. Sold by Dbwey & Co., Publish-
ers, 220 Market St., San Francisco.

By J.S. PHILLIPS, M. E.

The work is divided into four parts-Bocks, Veins,
Testing and Assaying. The geological chapters are in-
tended to give miners a practical idea of the various
formations. The chapters on mineral veins are derived
from long observation, and the section on exploration
has been carefully considered. All that relates to dis-
crimination and assay of minerals has been kept as free
from ormulfo as possible. The work is written for
practical men, and all the explanations and descriptions
are clear and to the point. It is bo prepared that it is

useful to uneducated men as well as scientists.

California Inventors
Should consult
DEWEY&CO.
AME R I OAN

AND Foreign Patent Solicitous, for obtaining Patents
and Caveats. EBtabliBhed in 1860. Their long experience as
Joumallsta and large practice aa Patent attomeys enables
them to ofifer Pacltlo Ooaat Inventors far better survice than
the? can obtain elsewhere. Send for free circulars of Infor-
mation. Office of the Mithno andBoibntifio pBEssand
PAOino BttraIi FBxaB No. 830 Mnket S., San^Frandioo.
SleTatot, U Front at.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
UANUFAOTliaBRS OF

IteBl CasMs -- Steel Fpii
UP to 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.

True to pattern and superior In strength, toughness and durability to Oast or WrouBht
Iron In any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAI KOAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.

ALSO Steel Rods, from i to 8 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 Inch. Angles, Teea, Channela and other shape

Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths

STEEt RAIXS from 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled

Beams, Angle, Channel, and T ^roiii Bridge and Machine BoltB, Lag Screws, Nuta, Washers, Ship and Boat

Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forgtoga of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IKON AND STEXX.

tSF Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC ROLLINO MILX CO., 202 Market St., San Tianclico.

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINOKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES. Proprietors.

[ESTABLISHED IN 1855.]

—MANUFACTURBM OP

—

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILBRS.-
Propeller Enginest either High Presaure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

MINING MAOHINERY.-Holatlng Engines and

Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Enghies

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

pressors, Air ReoeiverS) Air Pipes.

MILL MAOHINEBY.-Batteries for Dry or Wet

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Furnaces, R«-

torta. Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc.

MISOBLLANEOUS MAOHINEBY.—Flour

Mill Machinery, Saw Milt Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINESsBOILERS
OF ALL EIKDS,

Either for use on Steamboats or for nse on Land.

Water Pipe, Fmnp or Air Colnmm, fish
Tanks for Salmon Canneries

OF BVEET DBSORIPTION.

Boiler Repalis Promptly attended to and at very moaerate rates.

AQBHTS FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THK

I^eaxie Stea^xxx X*xu3a.-^.
SPECIALTIES

:

CorllSB Bngrlnes and Tustin Ore PnlTerizers. DBANB STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

ESTABUSHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical Works.
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Indnstrial Gbemist, Assayer

and Geologist.

718 MONTGOMERY ST^^ - SAN FRANCISCO.

IVWlll report on the condition and value of any mining property on
the Paolfic Coast. Bare Cbemloala made to order. Instruotions given In
Aawvintr »nd Praotloal ChnmlHtrv

N. W. SPAULDINQ

Manufacturers of

MiiiillBliiy SPAULDINQ-S

Inserted Tootb
Am

CHISEL BIT
CIRCULAR

Saws.
8AW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of all kinds made to order. Send for Descriptive Gata
logne, 17 u>4 18 Fremont St., Ssn VranolM*

AMERICAN MINING AND STOCK CODE

" KELLOGRAPH."
Indispensable to the Mlnlner Profession and

Useful in all Business Transactions.

A Complete System of Transmitting Telegraphic Mes-
sages by Code Cipher Words in a Legible, Secret and
Economic Manner.

OVER 35,000 WORDS AND SENTENCES
Subject to transmission under infinite complication by
the use of over 70,000 code words.

No danger of publicity in telegraphing matters con-

cerning operation or sale of mining property. The work
strictly alphabetical and classified. The handiest work
ever published for mining operators.

PRICE, ?5. Forwarded postpaid on receipt of price by

DEWBY & CO.,
220 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

f >A a.hm.b>Ib»^m Superior Wood and

rn&lHVine lug, EleotrotFpiog ai]

kl iQl U f II IQ -done at the office oC

Superior Wood and Ifetal Engrav-"
' * and Stereotyping

' this papei.

\m aiid (Aachiiie M.
UNION IRON WORKS,

SAOBAMBMTO, OAL.

ROOT. NEILSON & OO..
MASnTFACTURBRB OP

Steam Engines, Boilers,
AND ALL EICTDB OF

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flouring Hills, Saw BiIUIb and Quartz Mills Hachlnery

ooustnioted, fitted up and repaired,

Front St., bet. N & O Sts., Sacramento, Oal.

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

' ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,
No. 119 Beale 3t., - - San Francisco.

BDILDBM OF

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging
Machines, Rock Crushers, Cable Railway Machinery,
Elllthorp Air Brake Co.'s Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cushions and Ahr Brakes. POSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Ram Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E. Henrickson's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches.

Machines of all kinds Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,
•»"TT-i^in-»qr a. X'OXJ3NrX3Zl'S'

Manufacturers of

CASTINGS OF EVBBY DESCRIPTION
1^7, 129 and 131 Beale Street,

Between Miesion and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO.
GAS WOKK A SPECIAI-Tr.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.

Pioneer Minine Office of the Northwest
Coast.

Having the largest permaofnt brick assay furnaces, chem-
ical laboratory and miuiiig office on the Northwest Ooasl!
with a collectjun of about ICOU samples of the ores of Alaska,
British Columbia, Oregon and the Northwest Territories,

and having made personal examinabions of nearly every
mining camp on the Pacific Slope, from California to

Alaska, I am prepared to do any class of legitimate and
honest minine work, such as EXAMINING, KNGINEEBr
ING, SAMPLING AND KEPORTING UN THE VALUE
OF ALL MINERAL, COAL AND *~IRE-CLAY PROP-
ERTIES. BUILDING 8T0NK8, EARTHS, ASSAYS
AND ANALYSIS OP ORES, WATERS, CHECK,
SAMPLKW OF ORE, PULPS, "ORGANIC AifALYSIS"
WORK, and in fact any work conLected with the office of a
tirst-claBa mining Keologist and chemist. Any informatloQ
miuiog men may desire to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL RKbOURCES of the entire Pacific Northwee''
will be houotly givon. Address ©r.WUliii E.Bvcrette
Consulting Miuing Geologist and Chenust, 1318 E Street,

Tacoma. Wash.

A. S. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 CAI.IFOBNIA STREET,
RoomB 30 and 81, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Designers and Constructois of Gold and Silver MiUa
Hoieting and Pumping Works, Tramways, and every-

thing pertaininf; to the Mining and Reduction of Ores.

Bewick, Moreing & Hooper,

MINING ENGINEERS,
508 California Street, San Pranolsoo, Oa

Suffolk House, Laurence, Pountney Hill,

LONDON, K. C.
Leake's Buildings, Johannesburg,

SOUTH AFRICA.
Report on mines and undertake managemeut of mining

procerties.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Oivil and Miainer Engineer,

MINING EXPERT ahd GEOLOGIST.

Address

FranciBco,

* Bualness Box A," office of this paper, Saa

ROSS E. BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Sngrineer,

No. 807 Sanbohb St., San Frakoiboo.

The instrument represented in the above cut is a
new and grand little inrentioa, being designed to
save life and limb, and innumerable lawsuits, by
doing away with the dangerous operation of digging
out wet and uuexploded loada where Giant Powder
is used in mining. The little instrument crimps the
cap on to the end of the fuse Firmly and Abso-
lutely Water-tigrht It is also used for cutting
the fuse. They are neatly gotten-up of the finest
cast steel, nickel plated, Prlc^, $3 ench, or the
entire instrument finished in gold plate, S5.

N . W. MOODBY, Fresno, Cal.

CNVBNTORS. TAKE NOTICE I

L. petersonTmodel maker,
268 Market St., N. E. cor. Front (up etairs), San Francaico

E^xperioiental machinery and all kinds of models. Tlo
and brasswork. All communlcationa strUUy confiden
tial.

DEWEY ft OO., PATENT AGENTS, 280
UarkeD St, San FnuidsGO, Elevator, la Front SI
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FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY

AMALGAMATING MACHINERY.

stamp Milts tor Wet or Dry Crushing.

Hontington Centrifugal Quartz Mill. Drying

Cylinders. Amalgamating Pans, Settlers,

Agitators and Concentrators. Retorts. Bul-

lion and Ingot Moulds. Conveyors, Elevators.

Bniekners and Howell's Improved While's

Roasting Furnaces, Etc.

IMPROVED CORLISS vi^L^^E VV^Im engines. 'A

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

Blake, Dodge and Comet Crushers. Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls. Hartz Plunger

and Collom Jigs. Frue Vanner & Embrey
Concentrators. Evans', Calumet, Cotlom's

and Rittenger's Sllmo Tables. Trommels,

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. Ore Sam-
pie Grinders and Hebertc Mills.

^/>|| PDO HORIZONTAL. VERTICALDiJIL.bKO ... AND SECTIONAL

=XIMC:^1^0VS0 STESAIME SX.^StfllPS
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water & Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Compressors,
Rock OrHls, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

MININC SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

\IULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engmes
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Galena& Copper Ores,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

General Offices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.

BRANCH OFFICES:
NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER. COLO., 1316 Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
7 W. Second South St. LONDON, ENC, 43 ThlcadDeedlo St., E. C. CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

Oalle ds Juarez. LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG, TRANSVAAL, South Africa.

HKI.ENA, MONXANA, Boom 28, Merchants' National Bank Balldlng, No. Nortli iu;ain St.

SOLB WESTERN AGENTS FOR TYLER WIRE WORKS DOUBLE CRIMPED MINING CLOTHS.

JAMBS LBFPBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wheels are desired for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
h\gh heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Being placed on horizontal shaft, the power Is transmitted
direct to shafting by belts, dispensing with gearing.

Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in

capacity to suit any particular case.

Farther Information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penetocks and in Iron Qlobe Cases, free o^ cost,

by applyiug to the manufacturers.

JAMES
Springfield, Ohio,

LEPFBL & OO.,
or 110 Liberty St., New York,

FBASER & CHALMERS, General Agents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver. CoL

PAEKE & LACy CO., General Agents. San Pranciaco,

J, K. FIRTH k CO.,
225 and 227 First St., San Francisco, Gal.

Compressed Air and Water Power

Machinery.

KNIGHT'S WATER WHEEL,

For Mills, Pumping and Hoisting.

OVER 300 IN USE.
All estimates g:naranteed. Send forCircnlar.

VULCAN IRON WORKS
135-145 FREMONT STREET,

S4N FRANCISCO, CAL.

GOLD AND SlIiVBB MII.I.S, KOCK BBEAEBRS, PANS AND SETTLERS, ROASTING
FDRNACES, CORNISH ROLLS, PUMPING AND HOISTING 3IACHINERT.

"VCTLO-i^lsr

Applies liquid pigment by a

jet of air. Highest awards
Franklin and American In-

stitutes as a legitimate art

\ tool. Successfully used by
large numbers of the beat
crayon, ink and water-color
portrait artists, and by tech-

nical draughtsmen. Saves 75

per cent of time in flhading.

Descriptive pamphlet sent free. It points out one way to

earn a living. Address AIR BRUSH fiTFG CO.
9 Nassau Street, Kockford, lUinola.

For Conveying

Ore, Wood,

&c., &c.

CHEAPEST FORK OF

NO ROAD NEEDED.

No PoBslbllity of Load Slipping,

Spans 150 to 2O0O Feet.

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay OfQce, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed

of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

ffletalllirgy apd Ore^.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO.,

416 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highest Pricea Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Solphnreta.

UANVFAOnmiRS OP

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.
ALSO MANUyACTUKRWi OP

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under ChaiubcrliD Patent

JOHN TAYLOR & CO.,
tHPORTRRB AND QBALItRS IN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHE&UCALS, AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 & 65 First St., cor. Mission, San Francisco.

^y—^ We would call the attention of -^ " ~,
.\8aa3'er8, ChemietB, Mining Com- C^M^-^^/
paoiea, Milling ConipanieB, Proe- ^6,"\teRS£7
pectors, eta, to our full etock of \=—-—-:::?
Balances, Furnaces, MufRes, Crucibles, Soori*
Hers, eta, including, also, a full etock of
Cheinlcale.

Ha\'ing been engaged in furnishing these sup-
plies alnot the first discovery of mines on the
Pacific Coast, we feel confident from our experi-
ence we can well suit the demand for these
goods, both as to quality and price.

Agents for the Morg:an Crnclble Co.,
Batteraea, England. Also for K. O. Dennis-
ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly relia-

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taksn
at bis lowest prices. Our Illustrated Catalogue and As-
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR A OO.

5

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET,

Near First and Ma^kcf^ Streets, 8, F.

C. A. Ldokhardt, Manager. BaTABi.*8BiD 180

Ores worked by any Prooeae.

Ores Sampled,

Assaymg in all its Branches.

Analyses of Ores, M^erals, Waters, eto,

Working Tests (practical) Made.

Plans and Specifications furnished for tbe

most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Special attention paid to Examinations

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished,

O. A. LTTOKHARDT & CO..
(Formerly Huhn & Luokhardt,

Mlnlnff Enfflneers and Metalliirfflata

The Best Mining District
On the Pacific Coast 1

dRASS VALLEY, CAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPEK published in the district is

Daily and Weekly edition. Gives all the Miniog News.
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining Supplies will
find THE TIDINGS the beet medium for directly reach-
ing the owners or managers of miaes. Investors in
mines will find it to their advantage to subacribe.
Many mines are in succeeaful operation, and new

enterprises are being instituted and many others are in
contemplation.
DAILY, $6 00 a year; WEEKLY, ?2,B0, in advance.

H. S. SPaULDING, Publisher.
T. C. HOCKING, Editor.

QUARTZ SCREENS
A specialty. Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo-

^
geneous Steel, Cast Steel or

'

-^ American planished Iron - -

Zinc, Copper or Braes Screens for all purposes. Cali-
fornia Perforative Screen Co.. 145 Ji 147 BealeSt, S. F.

WM. H. OONLY,
~

Lands, Mining and Commission,
124 SANSOMB STREET,

Koom 4,

Telephone No. 5057. SAN FRANCISCO.

JAMES M. HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public,

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. S30 CallfornlB Street,

Telephone Ho.me. SAN FKAN0I8G0, CAL.
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IQaI^KET i^EPORTS.

Local Markets.

San Frj^ncisco, April 9, 1891.

Rains the past week insure good crops, while

snow added to deposits on the mountain ranges

give assurance of summer water for miners. With

these favorable conditions, confidence is growing

stronger, trade increasing and money becoming

more plentiful. With our unusual large crop of wheat

in this State and a higher range of values, the year

ought to witness a degree of prosperity seldom if

ever before enjoyed.

MEXICAN DOLLARS.—Continued dulness is

the characterizing feature of the market. Nomin-

ally quoted at 78 to 78% cts.

QUICKSILVER.—The market is more active.

Low prices appear to induce buying. The price

ranges lower than for several years. Receipts the

past week aggregate 276 flasks.

SILVER—Purchases by the Department are re-

ported as follows in this month:

OfEered Purchased Price paid

Date. ounces. ounces. per ounce.

April 3 - 915,000 370,000 S 9S200 to S .98375

Aprils'! 400,000 ? .97990 to S .9SO0O

Silver continues to hang around with a week tone

reported. To-day (Thursday) the New York market

is easy and a shade lower. It would seem that with

the Government buying 4,000,000 ounces of silver

monthly that the surplus will be reduced soon to

such small proportions as to bring about better

prices. Possibly political trouble abroad may have

a bearing on the silver market, which, if so, will

with peaceful arbitration assured, react in favor of

the metal. There can be no doubt but the large

moneyed interests of the world are opposed to re-

monetizing silver, for with it a commodity specula-

tion to much belter advantage in many articles of

trade is assured.

LIME—Receipts the past week aggregate 3546
bbls. The market is unchanged.

BORAX—The market is reported unchanged.

Free shipments eastward are still in order.

ANTIMONY—While we are not able to obtain

lower quotations, yet we are assured that purchases

are being made slightly lower.

LEAD—The demand for Alaska has been met.

The market here is still unsettled. Our quotations

are outside figures. Eastern advices are favorable

to the holding interest.

TIN—The market is reported steady, with can-

ners using quite freely. Some parcels have been

shipped to British Columbia. Alaska has taken

quite freely. It is very generally conceded that an

increased quantity will be used by fruit canners

both in this State and Oregon.

COPPER—The market is steadier. Our advices

from the East and also from Europe indicate high-

er prices later on for outside stocks are being stead-

ily depleted, and when they have gone into con-

sumption consumers will have to secure their wants

from holders who ask more money.

IRON- -Imports the past week aggregate 100

tons from New York. The coke strike at the East,

foreign labor troubles with more trouble looked for

in the United States after this month on the eight

hour a day work, have their bearings on the market

at the East and abroad and consequently an indirect

bearing on our market. The consumption on this

coast is not only larger than last year at this time

but it appears to be enlarging, yet the stocks here

and to arrive are enough to meet our requirments

for some time to come. Quotations are nominal.

COAL—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows: Seattle, tons, 3190; Nanaimo, 4127; Departure

Bay, 2500; Billimore, 2600; New Castle, N. S. W.
1765. Total, 14,162 tons. The market continues

in buyers' favor. It is claimed by some that a
steadier feeling may obtain for spot steam in next

month. Large consumers on the other hand say

that the market is more apt to set off some more,

than to steady itself. Temporary high wheat char-

ters in Australia are against ships offering for this

port, but after next month ships will be more nu-

merous.

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegrapli.

Nbw York, April 9.—The following are the clos-

ing ptieea the past week:

Silver in Silver in

London. New York. Copper. Lead. Tin.

Thursday.. .445 98^ 13 75 i 35 20 35

Friday 44 11-16 97§ 13 75 4 36 20 40
Saturday.... 445 9S 13 75 4 3^* 20 35
Monday 44'i 9S 13 75 4 324 ii" 30
Tuesday 44| 97^ 13 75 4 32S 20 30
Wednesday. .44| 97§ 13 76 4 324 20 30

Quicksilver is demoralized Tin is steady. Lead in

light stock with an increa'ing demand. Borax is easier.

Copper is steadier with a firmer tone. Id Philadelphia,
the market for pig iron is as follows: Good irons are
well taken up, but there is not the slightest disposition

to buy for forward delivery, the impression bemg that

the chances are la favor of lower rather than higher
pric 3, soon as the coke strike is settled.

Coal and Coke.

BPOT FROM YARD—PER TON-

Wellington §10 00
Greta ;... 8 50

Carbon Hill S 00

Nanaimo 10 00
Oilman 6 00
Seattle 7 00
Coos Bay 6 flO

Cannel 9 50
Egg, hard 16 00
Cumberland, In sacks 14 00

do. bulk 13 00

Wallaend 9 00

Scotch Splint 9 00

Biymbo 9 00

TO LOAD—PER TON.
Australian ....? 7 00@ 7 25
Liverpool St'm. S 60@
Scotch Splint. . S 60@ 9 00
Cardifi S 60@
Lehigh Lump.. 16 50@17 00
Cumberland bk 13 50@— -
Egg, hard 15 00@

CoKe-English.

To load Sia 00@:3 00
Spot, in bulk.. 16 00@18 00

The produot of the Ontario mine for the first

quarter of 1891 was $146,067.19 from ore sales

and 236,469. 6i ounced of bailioa. The product
nf the Dily mine for the same time was
$30,449.55 from ore galea, ani $82,969.58 from
aalphides.

List of U. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors.

Reported by Dewey & Oo., Pioneer Patent
Solicitors for Pacific Coast.

FOR WEEK ENDING MARCH 3I. 189I.

449.513-—Faucet—M. Anthony, Berkeley, Cal.

449,651.—Electro-therapeutic Syringe—E.

Bartsch, S. F.

449,346.—Kitchen Cabinet—Brown & Smith,

S. F.

449.347. —Hood for Fireplaces—L, E. Claw-
son, S. F.

449.208.-Steam-engine—E. W. Curtiss, Port-

land, Or.
449,210.

—

Newspaper Cover—Jos. Davis. S. F.

449'579-—Shade Adjuster—H. Du Fresne,

Portland, Or.

449,316.—Card Shuffler — E. Falkingham,
S. F.

449,322.

—

Sectional Rope Sheave—Harris &
Thomas, 5. F.

449,445.—Feed Mill—Henry & Wood, Port-

land, Or.

449t323.—Construction of Buildings—P. H,
Jackson, S. F,

449,221.—Farm Gate—L |J, Johnston, Peta-

luma, Cal.

449,480.-Envelope Moistener—E. E. Kings-
ley, Portland, Or.

449,161.

—

Hydrant—W. Lacy Jr,, Los Angeles,

Cal.

449,292.-Ore Concentrator—F. B, Morse,
Murphys, Cal.

449,329.—Gang Plow—J. & W. Patterson,

Stockton, Cal.

449/331'

—

Plow—G. W, Phinney, Guerneville,

Cal,

449,338.

—

Self-Closing Gas-burner—W. Ten
Eyck, Oakland, Cal.

The following brief list by telegraph, for April 7,

will appear more complete on receipt of mail ilevices:

California—Frank F. E^gers, San Francisco, electrical

dental engine; John W. Gibson, San Franciaco, dental

engine; Albert Graff, San Francisco, piano; Constant
Harth, Willows, device for drawing steam beer; Williaoi
C. McNeely, Sacramento, riding pad; Alexander Rudolph,
San -Francisco, window sash; William W. Slater, Oak-
land, automatic bellringer; William H. Thurman, Fish
Camp, connection for wagon traioa; Henry Tunker. San
DicEo, vehicle spring; Charles Vogel, San Francisco,
three-rail track for cable railways; Charles Vogel, San
Francisco, cable railway crossing; Charles Vogel, San
Francisco, curve for cable railways; Henry W. Whitelaw,
San Francisco, breech-loading gun; Maud WjTnan, Oak-
land, slate attachment, Oregon—J, B. Otto Boeselager,
Mount Angel, propeller for vessels; William A. Camp-
bell, Portland, saw guide; James Williams, Portland,
rowlock for boats. Washington—Legrand D. Harding,
Colfax, grindiog mil!; William B. Morris, Seattle, stump-
puller.

Note.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnished
by Dewey & Co , in the shortest time possible (by mail
for telegraphic order). American and Foreign patents
obtained, and general patent business for Pacific Coast
nventors transacted \vith perfect security, at reasonable
rates, and in the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co. 's Scientific Press U. S. and For-

eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Card Shuffler.—Edwin Falkingham, S. F.

No. 449,316. Dated March 31, 1891. This device

for shuffling cards consists of a long narrow case or
box having obstructing ribs placed across it at in-

tervals, whereby a portion of the cards may be stop-
ped, allowing those upon the top to slide over and
be afterward followed by the others in such a man-
ner as to intimately mix or shuffle them.

Hood for Fireplaces.—Leonard E. Clawson,

S. F. No. 449.347- Dated March, 31, 1891. This

is a novel attachment which the inventor calls a
' hood for fireplaces and grates." It consists of a
hollow adjustable casing which is adapted to fit in-

to the upper part of the grate opening. The use of
this improves the draft of the chimney and causes
the smoke to pass upward more directly, and any
eddy or blast which is caused by the wind, and
which would tend to throw the smoke outward into
the room will cause it to follow the interior curves of
the hood or front, and the smoke will thus be again
directed into the chimney so as to pass upward
and not be allowed to come out into the room.

Plow.—Geo. W. Phinney, Guerneville, Sonoma
Co. No. 449,331. Dated March 31, 1891. This

improved construction of plows consists in providing
the plow with a jointed beam, a means for turning
the beam to one side or the other and maintaining a
draft directly upon the point of the plow to which-
ever side it may be turned.
Sectional Rope-Sheave.— James W. Harris

and Thos. J. Thomas, S. F. No. 449,322. Dated
March 31, 1891. This invention is specially designed
for use in the construction of large pulleys or sheaves
of many feet in diameter having a peripheral groove
around which wire or other rope is passed either for
the purpose of changing its direction or of
transmitting motion through the pulley. The
rims of these sheaves wear out quite rapid-
ly under the friction caused by the incessant rub-
bing of the steel wire ropes, which are used in cable
railways and for other similar purposes, and in order
to readily replace these rims or portions of them and
to reduce the expense, these inventors construct the
central portion of the wheel with its arms or spider
separate from the rim, and the rim in several sec-
tions with a means for accurately fitting said sections
together and securing them upon the ends ol the
arras of the wheel, so that when completed a perfect
and evenly running wheel will be the result. Any
rim-section may be removed, and another one intro-
duced without throwing the rope off the wheel by
simply turning the wheel so that the section to be
removed lies on the inside and between the two
parts of the rope which are tangent to the wheel-rim.
Kitchen Cabinet.—Millard F. Brown and

Thos. E. Smith, S. F. No. 449,346. Dated March
31, 1891. The invention relates to a device to be
used in kitchens which may be termed a kitchen cab-
inet. The invention is designed to provide a con-

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
COMPILBD BVBRT TmjRBDAT FROM AdVBRTISKMHNTB IN THB MINING ABD SOIBNTIFIC PRKBB AMD OTHER S. F. JOURNALS.

ASSESSMENTS.
No. Ami. LEviEn.DELiNQ'T and Sale. Secretary. Place or EusiNEaa.COMPjUnf AND LOCATIOH.

Alpha Cons M Co., Nevada
Andes M Co., Nevada
Atlantic Con M Co., Nevada ,

Belcher M Oo., Nevada
Best & Belcher M Co., Nevada
Cali£nrnia State Oo , California. ,

Carbondale Coal M Co., California. , . .

,

OhoUar M Co., Nevada
Cons New York M Co., Nevada
Con St GothardM Co., Calitoroia ,

Cosmopolitan M Co. , Nevada.
Crescent M & M Co.. California

,

Crown Point G & S ftl Co.. Nevada. . .

,

Crocker M Co., Arizona
Gray Eagle M Co. , California
Guaacaran & Cal M Co., Hoi duras
Hale a Norcross M Co., Nevada
Inyo Marble Co., California ,

Kentuck Cons M Co., Nevada
Lady Washington M Co., Nevada
Locomotive M Co., Nevada
MexicanM Co., Nevada
Mineral Kiug M Co., Arizona
N Bloomfield Gravel M Co., California,
Nevada Queen M Co., Nevada
Northwestern M Co. , British Columbia
SylvaniaM Co., Nevada....
Silver King M Co., Arizona
Teresa M Co , Mexico
Valley View M Co. , California

. 25o....Marl4, Apr 17, May 7 C B Elliott 309 Montgomery St

.37....80c....Apr4, Mays, May28 J W Twiggs 309 Montgomery St
. 7...,25c....Novl9. Aprl, Apr 27 D M Kent 330 Pine St
.41....50c....Febl7, Mar24,Aprl3 O L ferkinsi 331 Pine 8t
.48. . . .25c. . . . Feb 17, Mar 25. Apr 15 L Osborn 309 Montgomery St
. 6. . . .30c . . . .Feb 3, Mar 16, Apr 20 JO Heneacom 9 Mission St
. l..,.10c....Mar 13, Apr 21, May 7 E L Aiken 328 Montgomery St
.29.... 50c.... Apr 6, May 13, June 2 C B Elliott 309 Montgomery St
. 5.... 15c..,. Apr 3, May 8, May 29 E Elliott 309 Montgomery St
. 2....15c....Febl2. Mar31, Apr23 J Wetzell 320 Sanaome St
. 6. . . .10c. . . .Feb 24, Apr 7, Apr 29 E Burris 240 Montgomery St
. 5....25c....Peb20, Apr6, May 4 J H Isham 310 Pine St
.54....50c....Febl9, Mar 26, Apr 16 J Newlands 331 Pine St
.10....10c....Febl6, Mar 2u, Apr 13 N T Measer 309 Montgomery St
.23 3c Apr 3, May 18, June 9 A W Barrows 303 California St
. 4.... §5 Mar 14, Apr 15, May 4 E Oliver 22 Mint Ave
.98. . , .50c, . . .Mar 17, Apr 22, May 14 A B Thompson 309 Montgomery St
.l2..,.10c....Mar30, May 12, May i9....G W Luce 132 California St
. 1....20c....Mar31, MayB, May 26 J W Pew 310 Pine St
. 8 25c.,..Mar 3, Apr 7, Apr 28 L Osborn .309 Montgomeiy St
.10. .. 5c.,..M%rl7, Apr21, May 12 A H Fish 309 Montgomery St
,42.... 25c Mflr9. Apr 14, May 5 E Elliott 309 MontKOmery St
. 6....10c....Mar23, Apr23, May IS T F Norman 419 California St
. 47 . . . . 25c. . . .Mar 26, May 4, May 2J H Pichoir 320 Saosome St
. 7. . . .15c. . . .Mar 4, Apr 10, Apr 30 R R Grayson 331 Pine St

7c
§1.50,
,,20c.

..10c.

.. 2c.

COMPANV AKD LOCATION.
Champion M Co , California
Coos Bay Coal Co., Oregon

LATEST
COMPANT AND LOOATION.

Candelaria Cona M Co., New Mexico.

.

Commonwealth M Co.. Nevada
Cbampion M Co
North Banner Cons M Co., California.

Norbh Star M Co., California
JackFon M Co
Pacific Coast Borax Co., California. . .

,

. . Mar 9, Apr 9, Apr 27 T Bonacina 43S California 8t

..Mar 14, Apr 28, May 28 J J Scoville 4 Sutter St
, .Feb 21, Mar 28, Apr 2S W S Metlar 325 Montgomery St
..Mar 28, Mayl, May 19 ACheminant 328 Montgomery St
..Feb9, Marl3, Aprl3 W J Guinett 308 Pine St

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
Sechetaby. Office in S. F. Meeting. Date.

. .T WetzeU. 320 Sansome St Annual Apr 14

..W V Huntington Annual Apr 15

DIVIDBNDS-WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Secretaky. Office in S. F. Amount, Payable.

. .G Gale .309 Montgomery St 25 Dec 3RR Grayson 331 Pine St 20 Nov 20
T Wetzel 320 Sansome St 10 Mar 16
T J Mitchell Grass Valley .':0 Apr 20
D A Jennings 401 California St 50 Apr 8WR Drake 311 Pine St 10 Jan 19
AHClough ,....230 Montgomery St 1 00 Apr lU

venient rotary adjustable cabinet with receptacles

for various articles in common use in the kitchen

and attachments for implements (or the same pur-

pose, and in connection therewith of an adjustable

stand or table. The whole device forms an exceed-

ingly convenient combination of receptacles and
mechanical devices in one apparatus.

Mining Share Market.

Mining shares the past week gave unmistakable

evidence how the few remaining outside dealers in

stocks are at the mercy of manipulators. For three

or four years, soon after Col. J. W. Mackay arrived

from the East, the market went down atid kept down
until about the time he left for the Atlantic Coast.

So accustomed is the public to this, when it was
positively known that the Colonel was in this city a

scare appeared to possess traders, and under this,

selling prices gave way, causing a decline in three

boards of from 15 to 25 per cent. Of course all

stocks sold were absorbed by the two or three pools,

which while seemingly operating against each other

take good care to pull together. The decline which

came the writer intimated when advising in last

week's Press buying for cash. Everything now
warrants the correctness of the writer's statement

that a good profit will be made before 30 days by

those who bought, even higher than the lowest prices

that obtained last week. This opinion is grounded
upon the general bear feeling among outside deal-

ers, and where there is so much bear talk there is

not much buying except by inside pools. The lat-

ter having large lines of stocks to sell and more as-

sessments to levy and collect, must send prices

up to draw in outside buyers. Con. Virginia's

steadily increasing battery assays only help the

bonanza stocks, and unless the entire line moves

buyers are fearful. To move the line successfully

more ore and higher assays must be made in other

parts of the lode. It now looks as if Overman and
Choltar will be made to do service in this direction,

but if these two fail to draw in buyers at higher

prices then other mines will come to the front. The
great trouble now is that the Gold Hill and Middle

mines are in poor repute. The prevailing opinion

is that they have been, are being and will be looted

for the benefit of a limited few, causing many to be-

lieve that to buy shares of those mines is to take to

your breast a viper that kills financially. With such

an odorous reputation it is hard for the managers to

make very much of a deal. Assessments it is claimed

by well informed parties will have to be levied right

and left before 45 days pass.

Speaking of quite a general belief that the mid-

dle and gold Hill mines have been and are being

looted, it is in place to state what came under the

writer's observation regarding Yellow facket. In

looking over files of the Alia Califor?iia cover-

ing the Con. Virginia District in 1875-6 it was,

noticed that that paper as far back as then, openly

charged that the Yellow Jacket mine was being

looted. At a later date it appears that the Bonanza

people secured control of the mine when dividends

were in order. At the time they lost control, a

dividend had been declared but under the new
management it was rescinded, and it was not long

thereafter before the reserve fund disappeared and

an assessment levied, which was followed by other

assessments. This was done too, while taking out

and milling ore said to be of the same grade that

the Bonanza firm had made the mine pay dividends.

Hon. Francis G. Newlands' attention being called

to the common talk that the mine was being looted

instituted inquiries which resulted in higher battery

assays. These assays nearly ever since Mr. New-
lands went East, have been singularly uniform

—

$18 a ton, which causes a large number of ex-

perienced miners to believe that there is something

radically wrong, and as the gentleman is now or

will be within in a few days on this coast, it is not at

all unlikely but his attention will be "drawn to the

singularity of the assays—something never before

known in mining.

The Con. Virginia Mining Co. boasts of possess-

ing a Fish that knows all about what is being done

in the mines. Owing to the value of this Fish the

company has fitted up a fine office roqm.

News from the Comstocks report that Con. Im-

perial is shipping ore for milling. Overman is taking

out higher grade ore, and consequently the weekly

assays should show an increase. More ore is being

milled by the company. Yellow Jacket is taking

out ore which, if reports be correct, should mill over

$30 a ton in gold, but whether the company will re-

turn that or even $20 a ton is by many a disputed

point. Crown point, Challenge and Confidence can
take out, so it is said, good to rich ore whenever de-

sired. Work in these mines and as for that several

others may be of a delay character so as to freeze

out outside stockholders. In the middle and north
end mines, no news is received different from that

published last week, all still being of a very encour-
aging character. If the pubUc had confidence in the

management of the mines on the lode, stocks would
be selling at quite high figures. ''The burnt child

dreads the fire."

From gatside mines the tenor of advices continue
as heretofore reported. It looks as if the showing
of ore from two of the districts will soon be of a more
pronounced character.

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

S. F. Stock Exchange.

Name of

Company.

Alpba
Alia
Andes
Belcher
Best & Belcher. .

.

Bullion
Bodie Con
Bulwer
Oommonwealth.

.

Con. Va. &Cal,..
OhaUi=>nge
ChoUar
Confidence
Con. Imperial
Caledonia
Crown Point
Crocker
Del Monte
Eureka Con,
Exchequer
Grand Prize
Gould & Curry...
Hale & Norcross.
Julia
Justice
Kentuck
Lady Wash
Mono
Mexican

,

Navajo
,

North Belle Isle.
Nev. Queen.,
Occidental
Opbir
Overman
Potoai
Peerless
Peer.

S. B. SM
Sierra Nevada...
Silver Hill
Scorpion
Union Con ,

Utah
,

Yellow Jacket....
* Assessment added.

Ending
Mar. 19.

1.00
.75

1.60
1.70
4.60
2.35
1.06
.46

.75

9.S7 1

2.45 "

1.55
2.55
(i.50

1.95

.70

1.70
.05

3.40
•8.50

.30

2.75
2.15
.20

1.00
40
15

50
3.00
.20

.65

.20

1.15
1.55
2.75

1.50
6.85
3.75
6-00
.20
15

*3.45
1.55
3.40

Wees
Ending
Mar. 20.

10.87

2.35
2.85
ti 00

20
60

2.00
20
30

3.50
75
20

3.05
2.15
.20

t.20

.45

.15

.65

3.45
35
90

.30

1.05
5.25
3,00
4.20

1.15
.95

1.85
"3.00

8.00
2.50
1.5U
.50

1.05
13.7i

3.10
3.30

8.C0
.30
.75

2.f5

.25

4.50
.40

1.25
.35

1.45
6.62
3.6'

5.87
.20

.15
3.35
1.

3,

.30

.40

4.2
1.40
3.40

Wekk
Ending
Apr. 2.

1.00
95

1.60
2.85
6.75
1.95
1.15
.40

.75
11.62

2.40
2.65
6.25
.20

.75
2.65

25
20

3.50
.80

15

3.15
2.15
20

1. 10
.40

1

1.25
1.70
3.20
s.oo
2.30
1.45
.45

.90

13.37

3. to
2.90
7.00
.25

1.20
3.10

3.75
.30

90
25

1.20

5.62
3.95
3.75
15
10

1.15
2.85

3.20
1. 35
3.70

'!45

4.20

Wkkk
Ending
Apr. 9.

1.10
1.05 1.20
1.20 1.65
2.50 2.90
5.75 7.25

1 90 2.25
1.25 1.40
.40 .45

.85 .95
U 00 12.75
1.95 2.50
2.40 3 IS

4.75 6.50
.20 ....

.70 .95

.30 2.75

.20 ....

.20 ....

3.75 3.85
70 .85

2 95 3! 45

1.90 2.25

.20 ".45

60 .65

3.50 4.05
.30 ....

.85 .90

.25 .35

1.10 1.25
5.62 6.25
3.75 4.20
3,70 4.30

15 ....

10 ....

2.45 2.95
.20 1.60
;.10 3.50

.25 .30

.30 .35
1.45 4.10
.95 1.25
1.65 3.10

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

100 Alpha Con 95c
300 Alta 1.10
400 Andes 1.40@1.45
400 Baltimore 40@45c
250 Belcher 2.60^2.65
1650 Best&Belcher 6.75
ItO Bodie 1.30
200 Bullion 2.15
300 Bulwer 45c
600 Caledonia 80c
500 ClhaUenge Con 2 30
400 Chollar 2.80@2.85

230O Con Cal fie V.12.25@l2.50
50 Confidence 5.75
100 Coa Imperial 20c
300 Con New York 15c
400 Crown Point 2.55
400 Exchequer 80@85c

Thursday. April 9, 9:30 a. m.

380 Gould &Curry.3.1003. 25

100 Grand Prize 15c
600 Hale& Nor....2.00@2.25
2C0 Julia 25c
300 Justice. 1.30
105 Kentuck 30o
250 Mexican 3 90
150 North Savage 45o
960 Ophir 5.87@6.0O
900 Overman 3.95@4.05
250 Potoai 4.25(34.30
250 Savage 2.70
230 Sierra Nevada. 3.45@3. 50

650SegBel&MC 1.50
390 Union Con. ...3.95(34.00
800 Utah 1. 15(^1.20
350 Yellow Jacket.2.75@2. 80

Otir Agents.

OOB Frisnds can do much In aid of onr paper and the
cftUBe of practical knowledge and solence, oy asslatlng
Agents fn their labors of caovassing, by lending their 1d>
Buenoe and encouraging favora. We intend to send none
but worthy men.

Gbo. Wilsok—Sacramento Co.
J. 0. HoAS—San FianclBco.
F. W. Knapp—Amador Co.
M. S. Prime—Alameda and Contra Costa Cos.
P. B. Logan—Solano and Yolo Cos.
D. G. Clart—Sonoma Co.
E. H. Schaefple—Central California.
A. S CooiiET-Tehama Co.
David B. Worthikgton-SbastaCo.
E. L. Richards—Escondtdo, Cal. m
Wm. Jt HiLLBABT—Oregon.

"
Wm. Holdkb—Oreeon.
Wm. Olbon—Washington.
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San Francisco Metal Market.

WHOUUlAt^.
TuuuapAV. April 9. im

Ahtimokv - Vt J8
BoBA X—Rofiood, Id ciuload tut«

, . . 8 —
Powdered ' Slot
CoDOODtnUxl " *' ' 1i<fi

-

Ail fTikdofl JobblDfc at lui advuDoe.
COITBB—

Boll , asta -
8bt«thln< 23 (a -
lugut, jubMng 18 (^
do, wboitMale 17 ^ —
Pint BoiHbeeU 23 «« 2.1

L«AI>-Pt« -a 4i

Bw -(o bi
Bhuot 7i<€t -

pipt- efiflj -
Sbot. dlBoouut 10% on SOO ba«s Drop. V bug. 1 80 (tf -
Buck, Vbafi 2 00 @ -
OhlUml. do 3 30 @ -

QUKKMiLVKa—By tbe flask. — r'r43 00
na«ks. old M (fi- 50

CiiHOHK IRON' Ore, ^ too 10 00 (sx

BTtBL—EDKllHb. It> 16 (<< 30
9 <ef 'J

9 (ft 'i

Sift 10

4 IS 5
4Ktf -

6 50 <a -
_. . . . __ 6 37 @ —
Oharooal, 14x20 6 60 i.r -
do roollDK, 14x20 G 00 &
dft do. 20x28 13 00 (<e

Pig tin, Hi)ot, V lb., irregular, nomloal ....

Iron— Bar, baso
Norway, bawj

Spot.
Iron—ClengurDook too 30 00 Ed

Kftlloton. ton 29 00 (&

American Soft, No. 1, ton.. (*32 00
On-goii Pitt, ton ^30 00
Puget Hound 30 00 ^
Clay Lane White 20 00 (ft

Bhottn. No.l (fi

Laogloan 28 00 @
ThorBohffe 30 00 &
Gartdberrle 30 00 ^
Barrow 30 00 @
Caritolleet 30 00 (cti —

Cautou tool

.

Black OUmoud tool

Pick and Hammer
Haobi uuiy
TovCatk

TiNPLATK— B. v., steel grade. 14x30, to arrive.

B. v., Hteel grade, ]4x»), spot.

20 (.ce

3 (*

Loud.
fti -

27 -1 -

3:i ((* -

30 (*
30 (ft

24 (fP

211 <ff

2i; (fC

Complimentary Samples.

Persons receiving this paper marked are ro>

qaeated to examine its oontenta, terms of sub-

Boription, and give it their own patronage, and,
aa far as practicable, aid in circulating the

jonmal, and making its valne more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in

the cause it faithfully serves. Subscription

rate, $3.00 a year. Extra copies mailed for 10

oenta, if ordered soon enough. If already s

rabaorlber, please ahnw the paper to otbera.

Don't Fail to Write.

Hhuuld thin paper Ije received by any Bubacribor who
does oot want it, or bei/ond the timn he inle7icLi to pap
/or it, let blm not fail to write us direct to iitop it. A
poutal curd (coating oue cent only) will suffice. We will

not kiiuwlogly nend the paper to auy one who doea not
wiah it, but If It \n continued, through the failure of the
flubscritjur to notify u« to diacontlnue it, or some Irru-

spoitHible party re<iuestcd to stop it, we shall positively
demand payment for the time it is sent. Look oaeepullv
AT TnK I.AKEL ON VOUR PAI'li"!

Dewey & Cc's Scientific Presj

Patent Agency.

Oirit U. S. AND Foreign Patent Agency
presents many and important advantages as a

Home Agenoy over all others, by reason of long
establishment, great experience, thorough sys-

tem, intimate acquaintance with the subjects ol

inventions in our own community, and our
most extensive law and reference library, con-
taining official American and foreign reports,
Bles of scientifio and mechanical publications,
etc. All worthy inventions patented through
our Agenoy will have the benefit of an illnatra-

tion or a description in the Mining and Scien-
nno i^RESS.*- We transact every branch of

Patent business, and obtain Patents in all conn-
tries which grant protection to inventors. Tb€
large majority of U. S. and Foreign Patentg
issued to inventors on the Pacific Ooast have
been obtained through our Agency. We can
give the best and most reliable advice as to the
patentability of new inventions. Our prices

are aa low aa any first-class agenoies 3n the

Eastern States, while our advantages for Pacific

Coast inventors are far superior. Advice and
Oircnlars free.

DEWEY & CO., Patent Agents.
220 Market St., Elevator, 12 Front St., S. P.

Telephone No. 658.

4. t. dbwby. w. b, bweb. *1k0. h. strong.

X>rVI3DE3SraD XsTOXICE.
OFFICE OF THE PACIFIC COAST

Borax Compaoy, San FranclBco, March Slat, 1891.
At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above-
named Company, held this day, a Dividend (No. 4) of

One Dollar ($1.00) per share waa declared, payable
FRIDAY, April 10, 1891, at the office of the
Company, No. 230 Montgomery Street, Rooms 11 and 12.

Transfer books close April 6, 1891, at 3 o'clock p. u,

ALTON H. OLOUGH, Secretary.

Jl33e33inept |jotice3.

GRAY BAOL.E MINING UOMPANY.-Lo-
cation of prinoipil jjlaco of l>miineKH, .-lui l-'raiiciHco,

California. Lof'-itlnu of works. Pio',' r County, I'ulifiiniia.
Nutici- Id btreby giviu. tlmt at a im:.'tii)i; of tin.' liiwird of

DIrvt'tora, hdd vu tbo Jd day i)f Ajiril. l^'Jl. uo a^nm*-
uii-nt. No. 23, ol Thre« 13) CenU pur hharo. wok lovled upon
th« C»iillal Stock of tlK- Oorporatlou. payaMo inuuvdlately
In United Slau-s tJuld Culu to tho Sot-rctury, at tim office of
the Compaoy, Koum 11. No. 3.3 Callfumla Htrtut, San
FrauciBCo, OBUfomia.
Any ittook upon wblob thin oAMweiuvnt Hliall rpwoin un-

paid ou tbe Hth day of May. 1S<J], will lie deliuMuent,
and advertlned for valu at public aiiotlon; and unltuw puy-
Micut la made before, wHl be aold cu TIIK8DAV, the Wth
day of Juuc, Ib'QI, to pay the deliiinudiit aHsunsment,
together with ooBtn of advurttalug and expuoseH of Kale.

Ity order of the Board of Directors.
A. W. BARROWH. Seoret-ry pro tem.

Office, Room II, No. 303 Califoruia Street, Sau Francisco.
California.

INYO MARBLE OOMPANV.—LOCATEON
of principal I'lace of buslnesB, San Franeiwco, California.

Location of works. Keeler. Inyo County, California.
Notice is hereby ftlven, that at a moetlnR of iho Board of

Directorn, held on the 3Uth day of March. IStH, an
aAaeasment (No. 12) of Ten Cents [lerehare waa luvitd upon
the Capital Stock of the Oonioration. payahtu immediately
in United Sfatcrt gold coin to the Secretary, at thootlice of the
Corupaoy. 132 California street, Sau Francisco, California.
Any stock upon which this asaeflameutRhallrL'inalii unpaid

on the 12th day of May, 1891, will be dellminout, and
advertised forBiile at puhfle auction: and imless payment is

made before, will be sold on FRIDAY, the 29th day of
May. 1891, to pay the dollmiuent assessment, together with
the coats of odTertislng and exi>eus«s of sale.
By order of the Board of Directors.

G. W. LUCE. Secretary.
Office, 132 California Street, San Fraucisco, California.

^licatiopal.

School of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Surveyinjr, Architecture, Drawing and AsBayinp,

723 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.
And 170% Second St., Portland, Or,

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President.
Assaying of Oreo, $26; Bullion and Chlorhiation Assay,

$26; Blowpipe Assay, 310. Full course of assaying, 850.
ESTABLISHED 18W '' Send for circular.

OP

ASSAYING AND CHEMISTRY,
Rooms 46 & 47, )628 Montaomery St.

2d Floor Montgomery Bl'k. ) San Franclsco,
Also, Evening Classes, 7 to 10 o'olook.

JOHN T. EVANS, M. A., Principal.

THS FIONEICR COMMIGBCIAJL 8CHOOI.

LIFE SCHOZ.ABSHIPS, 975.
Vaoationb. Dat and EVBNINO SBSSIOlia

Ladies admitted into all Departments.

Address: T. A. ROBINSON. H. A.. President.

BUSINESS OOLLiEGE,
24 POST ST.. S. F.

rpOR SEVBNTT-FIVB DOI.I.ABS THI8
I? College Instructs in Shorthand, Type Writing, Book*
keeping, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the En-
gllsn branches, and everything pertaining to buslaeBS,
for six toll months. We have etxteen teachers, and give
Indlvidoal instruotlon to all our pupils. Oar school ha«
Its graduates In every part of the Slate.
JV*SlND FOR ClHOUIiAB.

B. p. HBALD, Preeldent.
0. 8. HALET. Secrelarv.

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, Mining, and Commission,
420 Montgomery St., S. P.

Ships under advances to smelting works In Boston
New York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one years' experience in Shipping Ores and

Managing Mines.
Solicits Consignments of Copper Produce and Manage-

ment of Mining Matters.
All business conducted on Cash Basis.

Purchase and shipment of Mining Supplies A Spkoiaity.
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Business Manager of UNION COPPER MINE, Copper-

opoUa, Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE, AmadorCo.,Cal.

E WANTED!
AN ENGLISH SYNDICATE WANTS A WELL-DE-

veloped dividend paying gold or silver mine. Apply
in first instanco to " ENGINEER," P. 0. Box 782, Helena,
Montana.

FOE T2B BEST lUPEOVEi; ^ g i

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS fj.ADDRESS ^ a *
MEN20 SPRING. g«|

o| 9 Geary St. \.i '^^'^a
g.|
SAN FRANCISCO. Cal. |l n^®*

siorxj-A-Tioisr 's^t.a-istteid.

A PRACTICAL MINER AND ASSAYER DESIRES A
situation to look after mines and do the assaying.

Sixteen years experience in mining on the Pacific Coast.

No objections to locality. Best of references given.

W. 0. OLYMO, Assayor, 727 North Main Street, Butte
City, Montana.

NEWYORKBELTING&PACKINC CO.
JOHW i-i. . Hnjc-Vc/R

Treasurer. 15 fark How, New t ork. | "'^''^''iriil^v/aud'i'ror'"'''''''

^ VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS
For MeclinulcBl FurpOBeM.

^...AExtraRubberBellingandHosei
^!«. ^^ ^

gQi^iu VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS
Pacific Coast Aganis, ARNETT & RIVERS,

7 & 19 MAIN STRBKT. BAN KKANC!SCO, CAL.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufaoturo Three Kiails of Powder, which are ackoowloil^'od by all the Great Cbemleta of the World aa

The Safest and Strongetl High Explosives In the Market.

Of Different Strengtbe ae Required.

MOBEL'S BXPLOSIVE GELATINE," whloh oontains 94 per cent of Nltro-Olycerloe, and
GBIjATINE-DYNAjniTE, Stronger tban Dynamite and oven Safe In Bundling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
FOR BAIIiROADS AND LAND CLKARING. Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blast-
ing Powder, and Is used hy alt the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as It hreaks more ground, pulverizes better and
Baves time and money. U is as dry oa the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
OAP8 and FTSB for Sale. GENERAL AGENTS, SAN FRANOISOO OAL.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Soperior to all Others for Qaartz Mills, Smelters, &g.

Not Affected bv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils, Every Belt Guaranteed, Try It, Send

for Circular and Samples.

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET, - SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

LinGERWOOUMFG.GO.,
- MiNUFACTUKBKS OF -

HOISTING ENGINES

300 StTles aid Sizes. Oyer 7000 in Use,

96 Liberty St., New York.
34 & 36 West Monroe St,, Chicago.
197 to S03 CongresBSt.,Boston.

1 to 7N.Fir8tSt.,Portland,Oregon

^,.y PARKE & LACY CO., Agts.
':x^ San Francisco, Gal. i

Send for Catalogue.

HOSKIN'S PATENT BLOW-PIPE AND ASSAY FURNACES.

Chemists, Assayers, Metallurgists, En-
gineers, Jewelers, Dentists, Etc.

NO DUST ! NO ASHES

!

I Praptiral i Antninatin i Pernifimiral

'

will do for every thinf; that a Coal Furnace orlOaa
Furnace will, and WITHOUT A BLOWER.

Send for Price LiBt>nd Deacriptive Circular to

WM HOSKINS & CO.. ei s^'SErB^c'sT, OHIGAGO, ILL.

GREAT REDUCTION!

BATTERY~~SOREENS.
Bertt nnd Cheapest in America.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
Ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass.

Zinc and other metala punched for all uses.

Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cui
burred and Slot Punched Screenb.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (flnej

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
231 & 223 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN W. QUICK, Proprietor.

Ditching Machine for Sale.
If any farmer in Russian river or Santa Rosa valley de-

sires a DITCHING MACHINE at a very low price let him
addreBS S. E. G., P. O. box 2B17, San Francisco.

hdalleable Iron. All Sizes.
These Couplings are the best In the world, most pow-

erful and cheapest. They have a ball and socket joint,
right and left screw and work freely. We use them ex-
tensively in our Tank Building Department.

WELLS, RUSSELL & CO
,

MEclanics' Mills, Cor. Mission & Freiont sts., s. r.
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THE FELTON "WATER WHEEL
GIVES THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY OF ANY WHEEL IN THE WORLD. OVER 1300 IN USE.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mining and manufacturing machinery. Adapted to heads running
from 20 up to 2000 or more feet. From 20 to 30 per cent better results guaranteed than can be
produced from any other wheel in the country.

The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and reliable power, close
regulation, and the facility of adaptation to yarying conditions of speed and pressure, have
brought it into special prominence and extensive use for this class of work.

All applications should state amount and head of water, power required and for what purpose
with approximate length of pipe line. SEND FOE CATALOGUE. '

O^XXtE! I»E3IjiTOBB" "V^T-A-TaESI*. "V^HE33E:Ij OO.
121-12S MAIN STREET, SAN FEANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

PELTON WATER MOTORS,
Varying from the fraction of 1 up to 15 and 20-hor3e
power, unequaled for all light-running machinery.

Warranted to develop a given amount of power with one-half the water required by any other.
SEND FOE MOTOR CIRCULAR. Address as above.

THE GATES ORE AND ROCK BREAKER.
UNLIMITED IN CAPACITY, UNEQUALED IN EFFICIENCY, UPWARD I Gives a fineness of product that increases the capacity of any mill from 25 to 40 per

OF 3000 NOW IN USE. cent without anv additional expense. THE BEST AND ONLY CRUSHER ADAPTED
Will do more than twice the work of any other with the same cost in wear. I

TO MACADAM EOAD WORK. Send for Circular.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO., 121-123 Main Street, San Francisco, General Western Agents.

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS! justinian chire, Agent,

521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco,

—DSALBR IN—

i3jsj\rxisr€^ Assayers' and Hining Material.

—MANDPAOTDRBR OP—GBAVBL, OR PLACER MINES. MADE OF BEST SOFT liAKB SUPERIOR OOPPBR
.A.rc Xl.S:i>TTOE333 f>X=t.XO£3S.
Our plates are guaranteed, and by actaal experienoe are proved, the beafi In weight of Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

ver and durability. Old Mining Plates Replated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSANDS
OF ORDERS PILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, ^e"* *« HOSKIKS'

68, 70 & 72 First St., San Francisco, Cal. HTDBO-CARBON ASSAT FURNACES^ SEND FOR CIRCIJLAB3.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD
PRICES GREATIiX KEDUOED- ONLY REFINED SILVER AND BEST COPPER USED. OVER 3000 ORDERS FILLED. FIFTEEN MEDALS AWARDED.

Old Mining Plates can be Replated. Old Plates Bought, or Gold Separated. These Plates can also be parcbased ol JOHN TAYLOR «S; CO., Corner JETirBt

and Mission StreetSi San Francisco. ,^^_^.^_^_^.^

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS.
G. DENNISTON, Proprietor. 653 & 655 MISSION ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

Our Plates have been used for 20 years. Thev have proved the best. We adhere strictly to contract in weight o( Silver and Copper.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

RECEIVED EVERY MEDAL
Awarded on the Pacific Coaet
for Silver - Plated AmaleanJ
Plates and Best Gold, Silver
and Nickel Plating,

IT HAS NO EQUAL

Can Be Pnt On

by Any One,

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adopted by the

Wavy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOII.EBS, SIEAIVI PIPES, COtD STORAGE}, and all places requiring

Mon-Eleat-Condncting Material.

59 CLAY STREET C. B. JOHNSON & CO., SAN FKANOISCO

ADAMANTINE SHOES& DIES
FOR STAMP MILLS.

These SHOES and DIES are in extensive use in aU the mining States and
Territories of North and South Amenca. Guaranteed to prove better and cheaner
than any others. Orders solicited, subject to above
conditions.

—MANUFACTUKED BY—
CHROME STEEL WORKS, Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent,
280 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.a

Special attention erlven to the purchase of Mine snd Mill Supplies.

PAT. Oi/t. 26, 1881.

PERFECXPULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Fair, 1884

Sole Liceneed Manufacturers of the

MEDART PATENT WROUGHT EIM PUIXEy
for the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho Wuhin.^.,.

Montana Wyomtog:, Utah and Arfeona. Lightest, ItronTealSp^t^^
Best Balanced Pulley m the World. Also Manufacturers of

SHAFTING, HANGERS AND APPURTBNANOBS
tr 3BN» foe ClKOimARS iJID PrIOB LiST.'Sli

SAN PRANOISCO, CAL.Nos. 129 and 181 FREMONT STBEET

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
ROCK DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING,

MINING AND QUARRYING

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

A. J. VAN DRAKE,

Machinist and Mechanical

Engineer,

203 Fremont St., San Francisco.

SPUR AND BEVEL GEARS CUT TO ORDER.

Fa.'toxL't SiXodelEt
And Experimental Machinery of All Kinds.

Shafting;, Pulleys and Boxes,
BDs:ineB and Boilers.

DRAWINGS, PLANS and SPECIFICATIONS made for

new machinery.
Jobbioe of every description promptly attended to.

FINE WORKMANSHIP OUABANTEED. '-T-I-'L-LV

DEWEY & CO. {""^^AfSf^^^^roii.'-} PATENT AGENTS.
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WM. H. TAYLOR, President.
R. S. MOORE, Superintendent.

Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works,
S. E. CORNER HOWARD AND BEALE STS.. SAN FRANCISCO.

MAN0FACTDRERS OP ALL KINDS OP

Mining and Milling Machinery, Engines and Boilers,
SHEET-IRON WATER PIPE for Mining and Irrigation Purposes.

Exclusive Agents for the Pacific Coaet of HEINE PATENT SAFETY BOILER, MACBETH STEEL PULLEY andCOMMON SENSE STEEL WHIM.
AGENTS FOR THE PACIPIO COAST OP

Bryan's Roller Quartz Mill.

WE HAVE ON HAHD AND FOR SALE CHEAP

A 50 H. P. PUMPING PLANT. CONSISTING OF
One lO'xSO" Corliss Engine; all pump gears; bob

irons; connecting rods.

One(l) 6" X 6" Plunger Pump.
One (1) 4" X 6' Jack Head Pump.
One (1) 25 H. P. Fire Box Boiler.

One (1 )
10

" X 36" Retort and Furnace.
One (1) Complete Assay Outfit

One (1 ) Complete Outfit for a 2^-ton capacity chlor-
ination Works.

Two (2) 6000-gallon Circular Tanks.
One (1) Amalgam Barrel.

One (1) Batea.
Three (3) Frue Concentrators.
One (1) 10" X 18" Slide Valve Engine.

H TJ 3Xn? I ISr C3rT o 3xr.
MANtTFACTUEBR OP

CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ MILLS
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Machinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Machines.

SEND FOR CIEOULAR.
Centrifugal Roller Qnartz Mill. SX3 x^xft-s^F s^Fzi.x]z:'r S.^.3Nr X«Z«..A.Xa-OXSCO. C3.A.IJ,

WATER TANKS i WINE TANKS I

CALIFORNIA WINE COOPERAGE CO.
FUIiDA BBOS.t Proprietors,

SO to 40 Spear St., San Francisco.

ALL KINDS OF CASKS, TANKS, Etc.

iarSHiP, Mining, and Watbr Takes a Specialty.'®!!

IMPROVED,

s
B

AIR COMPRESSORS
For. CATALOGIAES, ESTIMATES, Etc., Address, . .

Clayton Air Compressor Works
OF BROOKLYN. NY.

43 DEY ST., NEW YORK.

COAL MINES OF THE WESTERN COAST.
A few copies of thia work, the only one ever published

treating of Pacific Coaat Coal Mining, have been ob-

tained, and are for sale at this office for 32.60 per copy.
It WM written by W. A. Goodyear, Mining and Civi]

Engineer, formerly of the California State Qeologlcal
Survey.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
MANDPACTUREKS OF

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Manufacture of Cement, Fertilizers, Paint

and all other nurposes for which grinding or pulverizing is reauired,

Send for Catalo^e and Price List to

PRISBBB -LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

ELECTRIC VAPOR ENGINE CO.
218 CALIFORNIA STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

: 'iiv. £. c^::rs

BUILDERS OP GAS AND GASOLINE ENGINES.

DIAMOND DRILLS
THE PACIFIC PROSPECTING CO.

will contract to prospect with Diamond Core Drill

for minerals, etc., or to bore hules for venti.acion or
drainage. Agents for Diamond Drills, Rock Drllla, Mining
Machinery and Supplies of all kinds. Diamonds od hand.
Inquiriea and orders promptly attended to. 213 Sansome
Street, San Francisco, CaL

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope,

Duplex Rope, Tarred Manila Rope,Hay Rope, Whale Line,

etc., etc.

Extra sizes and lengths made to order on short notice,

611 & 613 Front St., Sas Franeisco. Gal

FACTORY:

Cor. Jefferson & First Sts., Oakland, Cal,

MANUPACnjREEa OP

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROOF
PAINTS,

Superior to anything of the kind in the market for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uuequaled for Submerged Timbers. Red and Brown
Paints for Roofs. Warehouses, Stables, Fences,

Etc., mixed Ready for tTse. Also,
Sheathing Paper. Portable Cal-

ifornia Mastic Rooting,
the Best in the

Market
for

AND TJNEQ0ALED FOR

Teredo-Proof Pile

Covering.

This Company also Manufactures a Malthine
Compound for

RENDERING BOOTS AND SHOES
WATERPROOF.

Tlie same is a superior article for Preserving Harness
rendering it Impervious to Moisture and

keeping it always pliable and soft-

.«*= Send for Samples and Prices. Salesroom,

310 CALIFORNIA SL, S. F., Cal.
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PROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Best Ore Concentrator in the market, having double

the Capacity and doing its work as close as the plain Belt

machinet while its concentrations are clean. It is uped in

a number of Mills, the most notable of which is the

Alaska M. & M. Go's Mill, where 24 Improved Beit Frues

are taking the Pulp from 120 Stamps, crushing 350 tons

per day, and is giving entire satisfaction as against 48

plain Belt Miichines, taking the Pulp from the other 120

Stamps.

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f.

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f.

For Pamphlets, Testimonials and farther information

apply at office.

Protected by Patents December 22, 1874; September 2,

1879; April 27, 1880; March 22. 1881; February 20, 1883;

September 18, 1883; July 24, 1888. Patents applied for.

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Thb Montana Company (Limited), London, October 8, 1885.

DsAR Sirs :—Having tested three o( your Frue Vannera 1q a com-
petitive triai with otiier similar machines (Triumph), we have satisfied

oureelves of the euperiority of your Vannere, as is evidenced by the
fact of our having ordered 20 more of your machines tor immediate
delivery. Yours truly, THE MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B.—Since the above was written the 20 Vannere, having been
started, gave such satisfaction that 44 additional Fnies and more
stamps have been purchased, ADAMS & CARTER.

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE CO.. Room 15, No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Joshua Hendy Machine Works,
(INCORPORATED SEPTEMBER 29. 1882.)

nsros. 39 TO si zPE.iEnvcoisrT' stiReiet, s^^it

CITY IRON WORKS.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

' ECLIPSE CORLISS" ENGINES.

"RUSSELL" AUTOMATIC ENGINES.

"ECONOMIZER" BOILERS AND ENGINES.

"ERIE ENGINE WORKS'" BOILERS AND
ENGINES.

"CLIMAX" BAND-SAW MILLS.

ROTARY AND CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
BUFFALO DUPLEX STEAM PUMPS.
OARLOCK'S ELASTIC SPIRAL PACKING.

"REEVES" WOOD SPLIT PULLEYS.

"SENSIBLE" HORSE-POWER WHIMS.
STEAM HOISTING WHIMS.
MACHINISTS' TOOLS OF ALL STYLES

FOR ALL WORK.

Kannfacturers of TXEW and Dealers in

SECOND-HAKD ^

BOILERS,ENGINES,PUMPS

AND MACHINERY
OF E'VEH'S' IDESCHIFTIOlNr.

HYDRAULIC MINING MACHINERY.
QUARTZ MILLING MACHINERY.
SAW MILLING MACHINERY.
HYDRAULIC GRAVEL ELEVATORS,
HYDRAULIC GIANTS AND GATES.
AUTOMATIC ORE FEEDERS.
"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATORS.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.

BELTING (LEATHER AND RUBBER).
LUBRICATING COMPOUNDS.
WATER PIPE, ETC., ETC.

PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND MANDPACTUBBRS OP

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
HNGINBS, BOILERS, STKA.M PUMPS,

AIR OOMPRBSSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S ORUSHINQ- ROLLS,

CONCBNTRATORS, PULVBRIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROOK BREAKERS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Taking Pulp from lO Stamps.

SAW MILLS. MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS-

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG EDGERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.,

csr:jEzsirmt..AJLM .A.Grxixia'a^si x*ox«.

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
SALES DURING LAST FOUR MONTHS:

rjOMPOTTN'T^ 44 ENGINES, .CJT" A 'Nrr* A T?r» 99 ENGINES, TTTMTOT? 166 ENGINES,V^VyjJajT V-f U i.N i.», 5215 HORSE POWER. O ±.0.1^ UJ^riiU, 4500 HORSE POWER. J U IN l^JXt, 4260 HORSE POWER
GrXTA-zica M7ota,X, 309 Xlxislxxes, .A.ggrx-esa.t:l.xi.s XS.OVS XXox-se> I'cfw&r.

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W.

BDixon's Pencils
'""'''"

DIXON S
Lead Pencils

DIXON'S
Stove Polish

DIXON'S
Crucibles.

DIXON'S URAPHITE PAINT.
For all Iron and Wood Work. Covers twice the surface of any

other paint.

Stationers

DIXON'S
Axle Grease

J. G. ALLEN, Atz;eii.t, 304 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For iDformatioD concerning this process for the re-

duction of Ores coDtaining precious metals, and termi

of license, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROCESS CO.,
Park Olty, TTtab.
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The Late Governor Waterman.

By the death of exGovernor R. W. Water-

man, California loses one of her most prominent

mtaera and foremost clttzans. He cams here

with the early tide of the gold-eeekiDg immi-

gration aad engaged in mining on the Feather

river for two years, Returning Eist, he re-

m^iined aotil 1873, when he again oame to Cali-

fornia to make his home in San Bernardino

ooanty. H? immediately identified himself

with the mining Indnstry, in whioh he has

Inoe continued, making a large fortnne by

legitimate mining investment and development.

With his partner, J. L. Porter, he took the

leading part in opening the famons Calloo

mines, the heaviest silver-prodaoing district in

Oalifornia. It was here that be laid the foun-

dation of his fortune, slnoe accumulated not by

**Btook deals," but by honest mining work.

Some years sinoe, he parcbaeed the Stonewall

gold mine, on the Cuyamaoa grant, San Diego

ooanty, a few miles from Julian, The mine

had been abandoned some years, and by many

was supposed to be worked ont. Governor

Waterman properly opened it, equipped it with

a fine plant of miohinery, and it was developed

Into a splendid paying mine. He told the

writer, about two years ago, that it was paying

him $20,000 a month. He was naturally a

Urge employer of labor, and invested hia money

in directions which developed the natural re-

sources of the State. The portrait on this page

is from a photograph made abont two yeare

sinoe.

It is stated that Governor Waterman's for*

I tane is about 88,000,000, and not long since it

: was asserted that his increase from his mining

property was SIOOO per day. He owned oon-

1 liderable ranoh property in the Southern ooan-

I ties, and was interested in some looal rail-

) roads as well.

! The disease whtoh caused his death was

pneumonia, and it did its fatal work with

I
frightful speed. He was buried at San Diego

{
with marked honors, on the afternoon of April

1 14th. Governor Waterman was a native of

I
Herkimer county, N. Y., and a California pio-

neer. His chief geld was mining and in it he

ernor Waterman He eufEered from inexperi-

ence in public aff-iirs, and made mlatakes, but

of his sinoerlty and uprightnesa ^there Is no

question. It is sad that after such an experi-

ence as he had in a,high)o£Gice, he was not given

more time to enjoy the quiet of private life, of

hia fortune, and of the family ties whloh had

such grateful Inflaenoe upon him. Hd was bat

65 years of age, and apparently rugG;ed and

good for many more years of earthly effort and

attainment, but the summons oama and was

not to be deferred. His memory will be long

cheriehod.

Where are the Trdstkes?—The Arnold

Gold and Silver Mining Co. of Arizona was or-

ganized in this oity In 1886, mainly with East-

ern oapltal, and died a natural death in 1888,

there not being any ore where they had the

mine. The company had a fine lot of maol^in-

ery, having paid oash for the mill to the Union

Iron Works, and bought the hoisting Works

on credit. When the company failed, the

Georgine Mining Co. bought their hoisting out-

fit for $25,000, but, strange to say, there was

nobody left of the company to whom this

money oould be paid. A number of people

have olalmed it, but It must be paid to an

office r or trustee of the original company, and

none of these have been found. In two years

the Georgine Co, have been unable to find the

legal owners of the $25,000, which is In tlie

hands of Mr. J. Sutherland, now at the Palace

hotel, in this oity. The courts will probably

settle the question of ownership.

Dr. Jordan, the newly elected President of

the Leland Stanford Jr. University at Palo

Alto, is now engaged In seleotlng the faculty.

Leading specialists and men of high reputation

will be secured from various American colleges

and educators from aoross the ocean will be

asked to fill the remaining vacancies.

THB LATB BOBBET W. WATERMAN.

achieved great saocess and amassed a large for-

tune. He waa elected Lieutenant-Governor in

1886, and became Governor upon the death of

Governor Bartlett In 1887. Probably no man

ever labored harder to administer an office in

accordance with hia idea of right than did Gov-

Reports of mineral discoveries in South Da-

kato, and also the Cherokee Strip, are pub-

lished, and some excitement prevails. The

Cherokee Strip claims are gold quartz, and

those in Hayward dletriot, South Pennington

Co., S. D., are silver-lead.
;

Fig. 27— BARON DE OASTBL'S AMALGAMATOR. FlK. 28-AN ANCIBNT AMALGAMATING MAOHINB.-See pa^e

:
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KOPPESPOJMDEJNCE,

We admit, uniudoraed, opinions of correspondents.

—

Eds.

The Placers of Sunora, Mexico.

Editors Press:—Herewith please find two

pen and ink sketches of the placers of Lob

Llanos and Cienega,the deposits of gold being in-

dioated in a geneial way by dotted circles in the

oats shown on page 249, The originals were

made on the jgronnd by the writer in 1873; and

may in a rough way, provided year space will

permit publication, aasiat the general reader to

a clearer estimate of the topography and eize of

the placers. From our aorvey, made with a

view to obtaining a grant from the Federal

Government of Mexico, we found that about

63 square miles would be required to cover the

grounds of Los LUdob alone; and of this again,

we estimated that some 30 tquare miles could

bs made available by the use of a complete hy-

draulic plant; such as can be seen in some parts

of our own State to-day.

The natural fall of the ground of Lob Llanos

toward the valley of the Arituava river is fully

two percent over 100 feet to the mile, and in

some parts much more. Ab there is little or

no gravel to contend with, the dirt being finely

disintegrated granite, slate, limestone, and

quartz intermixed with a clayey loam, we an-

ticipated bat little difficulty in sweeping cfi

the sands into the valley below, provided al-

ways that an ample supply of water conld be

obtained, and the use of various gulches as

ground sluices, whose fall in some cases was

much greater than 1 have mentioned. Natu-

rally, as is the custom of the California miner,

we prospected the range of mountains at the

head of this placer for the source of the gold;

but' with but little snccesp, except as to the

quartz mine known as La Mlna de Salazar.

Nature in her workings in ages past had cov-

ered up all traces of quartz-ledges, pockets,

and auriferous slates from the pick and ham-

mer of the surface proppector. The quartz

mine spoken of, is traceable along the head of

tha placer for over a mile, and has been worked

to a depth of about 200 feet by a main shaft

and well orospected in other portions of its

length. From history and tradition, as well

as such samples of the ore as we conld obtain,

we did not feel tempted to pump out a mine

the average yield of which did not exceed ^25

per ton.

The topography of this placer, as well as

that of Cienega, is mnch like, in appearance,

the "hog-wallows " met with on the plains of

S»n Joaquin valley, except that they are on a

much grander scale, with shallow and deep pita

alternating in every direction with little and
big mounds of earth, turned up by the indus-

trioQS miners. Many of these pita and monnds
are covered with grass,while the hummocks o' ten

support trees generally of the MfsquU and Palo
verde varieties, whose growth mujt have com-
menced in the early part of this century.

From ths great scarcity of water at Los
Llanos, we reBolved to camp and make head'

qaartere at Cienega, where the little lake in the

center of the deserted and fallen city gave us

an ample supply for man and beast, as well as

the means of making tests of the value of the

grounds, by the use of water.

In our survey of Cienega we took an extent

of ground about equal to that of Los Llanos,

estimating the workable grounds at about 30

square miles.

The natural facilities for hydraulic workings
of the Cienega placers are very good indeed,

the greater part of the grounds being located on

plateaus some hundreds of feet above the town
site, and connecting with the valley below, by,

in many oases, precipitons gulches.

In a general way our prospects, at fiir&t at

Cienega, were made in a manner similar to those

at Los Llanos and with about the siime results.

In any event our work here resulted in the

formation of the Cienega Placer Mining Co. in

San Francisco, Cal., with the shipping from
that city of such machinery and material as

would enable us to test the value of the plaoers

in a practical manner. Our first effort in this

way, was to burn a small kiln of lime and sink

a curbed well In the quicksands of the Arroyo
G-rande, which swept around the northern line

or foot of the placers from the mountain range
on the south, the Arroyo, trending northwest
and then south west into the plains. The
curbed well was laid in mortar, with stone, was
circular in form and six feet in diameter. This
we started on a circular form or base of plank,

using, of course, only the rim, one foot wide,
making the well from ont to out, eight feet in

diameter. We laid up the wall on the plank
form and commenced shoveling the sand from
the center, the ourb sinking slowly as fast as

the excavation was made, and perfectly pro-

tecting the workman from any but a gradual
flow of sand at the bottom of the well and from
without. The atone curb was being continually
added to from above, until its weight became
such that it was not a question of safety, sink-

ing in quicksand, but one of keeping the curb*
ing from sinking too fast, and forcing the loose

ranuing sands up through its center, and delay
the men In their work. The well was put down
through the sand in this manner for 32 feet,

when bedrock was reached, a conglomerate for-

mation, and with a flow of four to five miners*

inches of water. Having a steam boiler on the
surface, and locating a Knowles No. 10 steam

pump near the well in an adjoining excavation,

and some 20 feet below the top of the ground,
it was an easy matter to connect a snction pipe

with the bottom of the well and keep it free

from the flowing water. In this way we got

down aboat 40 feet, and having found no gold

at surface of bedrock, or in the rapidly harden-

ing conglomerate, we stopped sinking and de>

voted our attention to using the water from the

well, throngh a seven-inch pipe line in a string

of eluioes we had put np on the plaoers, about 50
feet above us and some SOO feet away.
Oar sluices were laid in the regular way,

with not so much fall, perhaps, as used in Cali-

fornia, as we had no gravel to contend with.

They were well provided with rifflas and qaick-
silver, and with fully 12 to 15 miners' incnes of

water, pumped up from the well at the arroyo,

we commenced the practical prospecting of the

placers of Los Llanos and Li Oienega.
Employing several teams to haul the dirt and

sands from many diffdrent parts of the grounds
for testing, we weighed off the dirt into tons of

2000 pounds, putting It throngh the line of

aluioes in lots of 5, 10 and 20 tons and cleaning

up each lot separately. In this mannner we
must have made 100 tests, in every oasd meet-
ing with returns that would be considered a

bonanza by the hydraulic miners of California.

Our returns averaged 10 cents per ton of 2000
pounds, or about 20 cents per cubic yard. The
sand that bad been worked over and over by
the Mexicans and Indians by dry methods was
the only material we tested, as we had become
educated by experience to believe that it would
be singular ground oontaining gold, that would
escape the hawk eyes and expert hands of a

Mexican or Yaqui Indian. Again, much of

the dirt put through the sluice line oame ont in

small undissolved lumps, and which, after a

good soaking in water, we found would
yield gold in about the proportions given
above.

The gold extracted was worth 319 per ounce,
and was generally of a granular and ragged
character, there being, as far as I know, no
flour gold found in the districts.

Ic will be seen that there are some wonder-
ful possibilities in working these placers in a

large way, and that there are nearly one
hundred million dollars in gold in the grounds,
allowing 60 square miles as the extent of the

two placets and the dirt and sands to be five

yards deep and the value per yard to be ten
cents.

These figures were of Interest enough to oanse
a diligent search for a water supply, which
was found about 30 miles away, near the olty

of Altar, in the Altar river. Probably 2000
miners' inches could be obtained from this

source, and by piping, give a head at the high-
est ground on the placers of 300 or 400 feet.

As for labor and living supplies, they are cheap
and abundant, with a climate much like that of

our own State, although somewhat different in

time and term of rainy seasons. The rains

occur there twice a year. Two to three months
of what is known as our midwinter, and about
two months in midsummer. Daring these

periods, it is quite a deprivation to the dry-
washers, the d^mp sands and earths making
the use of the machines impossible. Yet again
It has this advantage, that the rains readily
dissolve the lumps not previously powdered by
working, rendering a rewashing of the grounds,
when dried by winds and sun, perfectly prac-
ticable and profitable.

In regard to the Mexicans themselves, I can
cheerfully testify to their almost universal gen-
erosity and hospitality, that needs but a conr-
teous return, to make them everlasting frienda.

The millions or so of dollars required to place
the placers in bonanza, together with the un-
certainty of our obtaining exclusive title and
possession of these valuable mineral lands,

forced ns to reluctantly abandon the enterprise.

Charles Mariox Tyler, M. & M. E.
April 9th 1891

The Newton Copper Mine, Amador Co

[From our Travelline: Correspondent.

Editors Press:—The Newton is in charge of

Mr. tT, A. Feraon, who is well known as the

Superintendent that took the Union copper

mine of Calaveras county, when it was but a

shaft full of water, and carried it through to an

average yield of 100 tons of ore per day, and
is now the most complete copper plant on thu
coast.

In this connection I wish to oorreot''an error
in a former article by myself on the Oxford
Copper Smelter at Copperopolis, where I am
made to say that the capacity^of

j the Smelter is

10 tons a day. It should have been 10 tons to
a charge or abont 100 tons a day. Bat to
return to the Newton. ^The main shaft on the
Newton is down 433 feet, with drifts run north
385 feet.

The vein averages)four feet. On the lower
level the ore carries 14^ per cent of copper; the
other levels carryifrom 7 to 30 per cent of cop-
per.

All this time there is 11,000 tons of roasted
ore in proceas of leaching and 5000 tons of raw
ore on the dump. The mine is equipped with
all the necessary buildings ; and a complete
hoist to go 1000 feet in depth.
The property covers 93 acres—XJ. S. Patent—

which gives 2000 feat on the vein.
There have been expended on the mine over

S100,000, Of the ore on the dumps 4000 tons
can be smelted and be made to yield §60,000
clear of all expenses. About $25,000 would

carry the mine through to a daily net income
of $300. The plant may be said to be idle out-

side of leaching. Oonsidering the value of ore

on dumps, the size of vein, per cent of copper
and the very small price asked for the mine,
I know of nothing that promises as large re-

turns for amount invested,

E. H. SCHAEFFLE.

Sraartsville, Yuba County.

[From our Traveling Correspoodent.]

Editors Press:—Smartsville'a past record

as a gold producer may not be again

equaled unless the restrictions on by,

draulic mining be removed, but a much
larger percent of the gold extracted will be

saved by the present methods of working, and
the field last for a generation. The old chan
nels are deep and the gravel banks immense,
with the gold distributed throughout the entire

body. With the hydraulic the entire body
will pay handsomely; but to conform to

the present conditions, it is not possible to

work to a profit more than a few feet of gravel

next to the bedrook. This is drifted, crushed
and then ground in an arrastra to polish the

gold and remove the film that prevents the

golds amalgamating. After grinding, the con-

tents of the arrastraa they are discharged and
the gold caught in sluices. In all gravel or cement
deposits, there is a large percent of waste which
is usually crushed.

The Saodgraas Patent is a step in that direc

tlon of better results, but there is still room for

further improvement. Two methods suggest

themselves: First to employ pickers like the

slate pickers in the coal mines, to pick ont the

waste boulders as it moves down over the

screen; or second, and perhaps better, to have
the cement feed into a revolving dram, like the

Snodgrass, and discharge on to a grizzly. The
revolving dram would loosen the cement from
the oobbles and the grizzly separate it, so that

the cobble would all be discharged by itself and
and the gold-bearing cement alone, to be fed into

the battery or arrastra,and thus by concentrat-

ing the material increase the capacity of the

plant ten fold, and lessen the cost of operating

correspondingly. It is a questien which Is the

best method of amalgamating this class of gold,

At Forest Hill, on the May Flower, the pulp,

after it leaves the battery, flows over a series

of polishing bars and it is claimed that the re-

sults are very satisfactory. Here at Smartsville

the arrastra is used. If the cobble was all re-

moved, the material thus concentrated run
through double discharge batteries, and the

pulp from the batteries allowed to flow Into a

system of continuous feed arrastrAS with plates

at the discharge of the lower arrastra, the whole
operation could be made automatic, theproduot
handled very rapidly, and about all the gold

contents of the cement saved. At thia time the

prinoipal work at Smartsville is confined to the

EEcelsior and Blue Point properties.

The EEoelsior W. and M. Co. 's property, W.
S. Stewart superintendent, is locally known as

the Ayer mice and it is situated on the Pliocene

Yuba channel at Mooney'e Fiat, two miles

northeast of Smartsville. This channel is here

75 feet in width and is opened and operated by
a 75-foot shaft, with gangways driven 30O
feet on the channel. About ten feet of the

cement, next to the bedrock, is mined. This

gives an average of $3 a ton by arrastra process.

The mine's output at the present time is 40 tons

a day.
The Blue Point mine, H. B, Wheaton lessee,

is opened by an incline shaft, the channel be-

ing about 50 feet below the mouth of the shaft,

which is run from the bottom of the old face

secured in hydranlic times. Sixteen feet of the

cement gravel next to the bedrock is worked,

and yields from S2.50 to $3 a ton. Abont 70
tons of cement is worked each day. The
cement is broken up, run through a rock-

breaker, and then fed into arrastras, where it is

given just anfficlent water to bring It to the

consistency of a pudding, when it is thoroughly
ground and discharged through a side-gate into

a set of sluices. The present operations are

profitable, but when contrasted with '' the

days of old, the days of gold, the days of '49,"

when the hydraulic brought down the bank and
liberated the gold from thousands of tons of

gravel each day, it is like trying to accumulate

a million by saving a penny each day. The
gold is here, millions of it. Just how long it

must lie here, benefiting no one, is a qnestion

for our engineers to solve by providing a way
that will again permit the nse of the hydraulic.

E H. SCHAEFFLE.

WMte Oak District, N. M.

Editors Press:—The mines of the White

Oak district are now in a very prosperous con-

dition. In my last letter, I spoke of the new

discovery on the Old Abe property, made

by Wm. Watson, one of the owners. At that

time, I could only apeak of the new prospect

as it appeared at a depth of a little more than

35 feet, and of the results of the first mill-run

of 46 tons, which cleaned up $33,50 per ton.

Now the working shaft is down over 200 feet,

with six levels open, and the ore body devel-

oped over 200 feet along the lode. The width
varies from 30 inches to 11 feet, and the grade

of ore has so increased with depth that the

average mill "clean ups" have been over $50
per ton.

For two months or more, in fact up to March '

1st, the owners ran the old ten-stamp mill east
of town. The mill was always of very small
capacity for its size and is nearly worn out.
While nsing that mill, they could only get
through from eight to ten tons in 24 hours.
Since March 1st, they have been running the
North Homeatake mill, that mine being for the
present idle. They manage to get through 20
tons per day. The owners will bring in and
erect a fine mill of their own the present year,
intending to have it in full operation by the
end of September. Mr, Watson, who ii the
mining man of the parties interested, and man-
aging owner, will visit California this spring to
inspect recently erected gold mills there, with
a view to the adoption of every recent meritorl-
OUB devioe which tends to increase efficiency or
reduce expense. When he goes to the coast, I
shall take the liberty of aeklng for him your
good offioes, in the way of facilitating the ob-
jects of his visit.

Mr. Dye the managing owner of the
Lady Godlva has been steadily employed
in developing his fine property, adjoining
the Old Abe northwardly. In this mine,
there are two veins, the Lady Grodiva in
the working shaft, and the No. 1, 50 feet west
of that. Levels have been run on both at the
450 level, and stopes opened on the No. 1.

These veins while pockety yield ore of a very
high grade. Dye is sinking a winze from the
450 level on No. 1, and will sink the working
shaft at once. Other property adjoining, ohitfljr

owned by Mr. Dye, has been long in litigation.

All of that which afifeots the working of the
property, has been settled favorably to Mr. Dye'a
interests, and such being the case, extensive
workings upon ore bodies of known value, in

that property, will shortly be commenced.
The South Homestake is working a coosidep

able force of men, and is dumping ore of good
grade. The North Homestake Is idle, the

owner being engaged in exploiting and equip*

ping another mine in California, and not being
able to give this his attention. The stoppage
will, however, be temporary. This great prop-
erty has a good many thousands of tons of goad
grade ore blocked out ready for stoping, audit
Is safe to say that it will not remain idle a
day longer than the owner can arrange hJB

affairs so that he can give it his attention.

We may then look for a prosperous mining
year In our chief mining district, and may ooofi*

dently expect our production of the yellow met&l
to be in IS91, about thrice what it has hitherto

been.

I will from time to time report prospects and
it is in the air, that I may be able to ohroniole

the development of yet new mines in that old

district. In the other mining district of this

county, but little is now doing. The Parsoni
mine in the Bonita district is idle. On the

death of the discoverer, a sole owner, it fell into

the hands of his heirs, none of whom knew
anything of mining, or of the mining regions.

The management has not been of the best, and
the property is understood to be so far en-

tangled, that it may remain idle a long time.

With the chief property in the district in thla

condition, a cloud has fallen on the camp,
Lincoln, N. M., April 7. 1801.

Daily Weather Maps from the Signal

Service,

Editors Press:—Tne inclosed map Is a copy

of the first issue of the new dally weather map
\

which will be published regularly at this ofBoe.
|

For the present the maps will be published I

from the morning reports, at about 10 a. m. If I

it is found necessary and advantageous to publio
|

Interests, a second daily map will be published I

from the evening reports, about 7 p. m. These j

maps are intended for free distribncion to oonx-
{

merclal aesociations, educational inatltntione,
j

public libraries and individuals. The edition I

will be limited In order to avoid unneoeasary i

expense. Requests for the map should be ad- I

dressed to the undersigned and give particular

reasons for reoeiving the publication. The ns-

cessity for such a requirement is evident, as I

the maps muat be furnished to those who needl
them most and can make the best practical nse j

of them. There are two important uaes to I

which the daily weather map can be applied,

1st. To obtain information as to the daily J

forecasts of weather and temperature for thel

Pacific Coast States. In this case It is neoee>l

sary that the map should reach its destination
|

sufficiently early to make the forecasts avail-

able within the period for which they are made.

It is evident that the use of the map in this re-

spect will be quite limited, owing to the wanti
of sufficient railway facilities for distrlbntloD

|
by mall from San Francisco.

|

2d. To study the weather conditions of the
|

Pacific Coast States from the standpoint of '

synchronous observations. The daily weather

map is practically a photograph of certain at* i

mospheric conditions prevailing over the region i

represented by the map. It affords the very i

important advantage of studying the weather

of a place in the light of extensive surrounding '

conditions that influence It. By such Investl*
'

gation, the reader of the daily weather map
becomes able to prognosticate from the local

conditions at his station, and to have a better

understanding of the general forecasts issued

from the central office. In this case the weather

map can be kept in permanent file for fntare

reference to great advantage. Any particular

storm or change in weather conditions oan be

studied at leisure. This new publication has

been inaugnrated to give the people of the Pa-
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ol6o Coaat ever; praotloal advantage of the

Signal Service oow provided by the Oovern*

meot, aod whioh in eojoyed by other aeotlooeof

the oouotry.
Defects appear in the first edition that ex-

perience and better facilities will gradually

eradicate. The pnblio are kindly invited to

make sagjzestions regarding the character and
extent of the data pablUhtd that will tend to

eabaDoe the practical valoe of the map.
John P. Fi.nlhv,

Llent. 19ch lafaotry S. 0. la charge,

San Francisco, April 4th.

The World's Fair.

By a law enacted by the recent LegUlatare,

the Governor was aathori;ied to appoint a Board

of World's Fair Oommissloners as a controlling

body concerning all matters wherein this State

la interested and to control the expenditure of

the $300,000 appropriated for CalKorDia repre-

lentAbion at the Kxpoaition, Governor Mark-
ham has n;imed the following gentlemen tu con-

titnte the board: First district, John Daggett
of Siskiyou; Second diatriot, Robert Murray of

Nevada; Third district, A. T. Hatch of SoUno;
Fourth district, Irving M. Scott of San Fran-

ulioo; Fifth district, James D. Phelan of Sau
Francioco; Sixth diatticfc, L. J, Rose of Los
Angelei; Seventh district, Thomas H. Thomp-
son of Tulare.

These commlaeioners have been selected to

represent the State geographically and her lead-

ing tndoBtrles as well. Live-stock, mioing,

fruit-growing, manufacturing and general farm-

ing and progress in land development are be-

lieved to be well covered by the appointments

made, and certainly the men chosen are widely

known, not only Id their own regions, but over

the State at large.

The progreaa of the World's Fair enterprise

seems to he fairly active. The National Com-
missioners from California, whu are now in

Chicago, do not agree among themselves as to

who should be chosen for the headship of the

horticultural departments of the fair, the can-

didate who has been generally appointed here

has apparently been thrown out, and it seems

to us altogether unlikely that the appointment
will go to a Oalifornian In view of this discord

amoD^our representatives, but this point Is not

settled yet.

According to recent reports the different

States have appropriated nearly $1,500,000 for

the purposes of State exhibits, and there are

other amounts still pending in the Legislatures

of the different States. So far the California

appropriation of S300,000 is the largest made
by any State, States whioh have defeated

appropriations are aa follows : Alabama, Ar-
kansaa, Kansas, Oregon, South Dakota, Tea*
neasee and Texas.

Various comments upon the anticipated in-

fluences of the great fair of 1S93 are being

made. The following is a general view of the

oase which certainly has much force. Greater

than even the reciprocal advantage of education

between producer and manufacturer, American
and foreigner, the Exposition as a unifidr of the

people of the United States will amply repay

whatever money be spent in its preparation.

Eiet and west, north and south, the people of
"

luis country are gradually becoming provin-
i olalized as the prooees of local development
: creates new centers of interest apart from the

I
oapitral or metropolitan cities. In the crowded
oitiea of the East hundreds of thousands of

I people lire and die lu the bslief that the Great

}
West is still a rowdy wilderness peopled only

by uncouth, semi barbarians, and in like man-
ner in many Western cities the idea of Eiatern

I
civilization is indelibly associated with that of

effeminacy. North and South In like manner
are each of them unknown countries to a large

percentage of their opposite people. To efface

this sectional feeling, the World's Columbian
Kxpuaitlon will be an agent of Incalculable po-

tency. Mingled together in one common
ground, summoned in honor of an event equally

beneficial to all, stimulated by individu-il in-

terest and local pride, protectionist and free

trader, manufacturer and farmer, Eaeterner
and Westerner, Northerner and Southerner,

American and foreigner will joiu hands to make
the World's Columbian Exposition an event

of whioh not only the American people, bnt

the world itself and the great nineteenth cen-

tury may justly feel proud.
Figures of the possible attendance at the

World's Fair are also being indulged in. The
attendance at the Philadelphia Centennial, ae

howD by the number of admiasions, was
9,910.996. and at the recent Paris ExpositioD,

28,149,353. Large as was the latter, it is ex.

pected tbat the attendance at the World's Col-

umbian Exposition will equal it.

It is telegraphed from Chicago that Com-
missioner De Young has selected as a site for

the California building 1^ acres of land nearly

opposite the present boatuoase in Jackson Park

A Gorgeous Mineral Palace.—A meeting
of the Directors cf Colorado Mineral Palace

Company was held, in Pueblo, Colorado, last

week, and bids were received and contracts let

for the thorough completion of the Palace

building, the work to be commenced and exe-

cuted without delay. It is expected that every-

thing will be ready for the opening of the ex-

hibition to the public of the greatest collection

of minerals in the moat gorgeously handsome
bnllding ever attempted In the world, some time

in Jane next, the exact date to be hereafter an-

noanoed.

That Lost Mine.

Sereral mineri have come back from the

Pahramp valley, east of Death valley, where

the recent discovery of gold-bearing quartz was

made by the Montgomery prospecting party,
and the lost ** Breyfogle mine '' was supposed
to have been found. The quartz shown In San
FranoUco was quite rich, but later reports are
not 80 favorable. Henry C. Callahan, late

superintendent of the Eagle Bird or Diamond D
mine, Nevada coanty, was one of the party
who recently visited the camp, and he tells the
Grass Valley Union that they found the camp
and examined the I des apon which prospecting
had bben done. The quartz prospected well in

gold. The lodes weru Inclosed between lime
and quart zite formations, the quartz being
white and free from other mineral and of a

character that the miner would oall " sugary."
The evldenees were not favorable of the lodes

being true contact veins that would hold out
in depth, but of that there baa not been saffi

cient work done to determine. The Mont-
gomery party had made a number of locatlous

and had covered all the ledges to be found in

that Immediate section of country. This com-
pany had fitted out In Calaveras county, and
Mr. Callahan says It was the best'cqulpped
prospecting expedition he has ever seen, and
its work was oonduoted on a very efficient

plan. They bad a large outfit, an abandanoe
of sapplles and a large transportation force of

men and pack-animale. They had one main
camp from which men and animals were seat
oat in different direotions, and subordinate
oamps established, and from these, proapeoting
operations were extended in different direc-

tions, that enabled them to oover a large ex-
tent of ooantry in their prospecting oper*

ations and to secare such localities aa gavo
any promise of future value.

At the Montgomery oamp, the water has to

be brought from a distance of five miles, but
taking that diatriot generally, the water supply
ia good. At the northern end of the mountain
range there ia good timber, and one or more
eawmilla have,been eatabliahed In tbat section.

There are now 60 prospectors In the new field.

Mr. Callahan ia not enthuslaatic in regard to

this new mining field, although there have baen
some excellent proapeots of gold obtained. The
country is isolated, and a long distance from a

base of supplies, and development work cun
only be succeasfnlly prosecuted by strong oom
panics. It is not a field for poor prospectors,
and men who are not well supplied with maane
have no inducement to go there at present, A
railroad survey has been made from Piocbe to

California, which skirta the Death valley re-

gion, but not immediately on ttte border of the
valley, and should the road be constructed, it

would be within five miles of Pahrump valley,

and would afford an opportunity for the open-
ing up of the mineral resources of the region,

nhich, under present oircumatances. Is imprac-
ticable.

Electric Railroads.

After a great deal of opposition and diecna-

sion, the Legislature finally passed a bill

permitting the use of electricity on street rail-

roads in this State. The main opposition came
from San Franoiaco, where tbey objected to
the nee of overhead wirea for these roads. Thia
week an order was introduced at the San Fran-
cisco Board of Superviaors meeting, and passed
to print, prohibiting the use of polea or any
other above-ground apparatua for the pro-
pelling of street cara by electricity within the
following limits : Commencing at the west
line of Van Ness aveoae and the bay, thence
direct to Market street and across to Eleventh,
thence to Bryant, to Tenth, to Channel, to

Potrero avenue, to Alameda street, easterly to

Eighth, to Channel, thence along Channel to

the water front, along and aronnd the water
front to the point of beginning. The order
also reBciods all permits hitherto given for the
use of overhead poles, wires, etc., and provides
for the forfeit of franohiee by any company
using them.
These limits include all the main central por-

tion of the city, but not the outlying districts.

Judging from the vote by which the order was
paaaed to piiot, It is probable it will be event-

ually adopted. The effect of the order will

be to stop snob work as has been done at night
on the water front of late, where an elevated
railroad is being ballt.

As the law now stands, each California city

may itself permit overhead wires or not, aa It

chooses. It ia evident that the San Franoiaco
officials do not want roads of this character
here under that system in the main portion of

the oity.

Rook Blastino by Electricity.—Messrs.
Jamed Macbeth &. Co., 128 M^iiden Lane, New
York City, have just isaudd a neat little cam-
^hlet on ** Keck Blasting by Electricity," to-

gether with illustrated catalogue and price

list of Victor elastio platinum fuses, electric

blaating machines, electrlo fuae and blast test-

ers, wire reels, battery testers, Insulating tape,

l(=ading and connecting wires made by them.
The text whioh shows evidence of being care-

fully prepared is generously illustrated, and
containa a great deal of valuable information
for blaatera in the uae of the company's elec-

tric blasting appliaQoes and rock blasting by
electricity in general. This pamphlet can be
had upon application.

Academy of Sciences,

The museum of the Academy of Solenoea is

approaching completion. Coneiderible work

has to be done before the specimens are ready

for exhibition. The oolUotion of birds pre-

sented by Mrs. E. B. Crocker of Sacramento is

already In place ta the gallery. The Ward col-

lection will be prepared for exhibition aa soon
as possible. The collection of birds prepared
by the scientists of the Academy is still in the

boxes, and will not be nupacked for some time.

The big elephant, which is a fac simile of one
obtained from the bank of the Lena river. In

Siberia, will he on exhibition. The curator in

ornithology is busily at work, as well as the
botanists of the Academy. Large additions

have been made to the botanical oolleotlou

lately, and the collection is now one of the

finest In the United States. The rooms are ad-

mirably adapted for the purposea for which
mey were designed. The museum building is

on the rear of the lot. The front building was
firat completed and already bringe In oonaider*

uble of an income. The baildiog ia as nearly
fireproof as It la possible to be. The materials

are iron, stone and brick. The galleries are all

of Iron and the staircasea also. The library la

very valuable and many rare booka are to be
found In the oolleotlou.

Walter E. Bryant, Curator of the Depart-
ment of Animals and Birds at the Aoitdemy
of Sciences, recently dlaoovered a new ipeoles

of hare, to which he baa given the name Lepus
Insulanus. It Is found only apon the ialanu ot

Edpirita Santo, in the Gulf of California, off

La Paz bay.
The hare ia black, and it is rather larger than

those found in California or Lower California,

but possesses all the oharacteristios of the

genua.
" This hare," aaid Mr. Bryant to a reporter,

*'isa great find. The Smithsonian Institute

several years ago reoeivad two skins of the

species preserved In alcohol, but overlooked
them, and it has been left to our Academy to

describe and name the hare.
" A curious feature about the species is that

its coloraddaa proof of the opinion held by
many, that color in wild animals always aocord

with the color of the cover in which they live.

Trout are dark or light, gray, black, yellow or

green, in accord with the general color of the

bottom of the stream in whioh they may be

found. The ptarmigan of Alaska la a rusty

brown bird in summer when it lives in sedge

and brush, bat in winter is snow white. The
same ia true of the Arctic hare.

'The new specieu of hare is so like In color

to the dark granitic rooks on E9piri>;u Smto as

to be indistinguishable when at rest. When Ic

comes down from the rocky retreats into the

grass land to feed it can hardly ba seen, but at

the alighteat alarm it runs to the rocks and is

loat to sight, because its black color Is like that

of its snrroundings. In lower Giltfornia the

hares live on sand deserts and arj light gray,

jaat like the sand and scant herbage about

them."

The Ontario Silver Mine.—The total out-

put ot the Oatario Silver mine near Park City,

Utah, from the starting of the new mill Feb. 1,

1877, to the end of 1890—fourteen yeara—wao

341,497 net (dry) ton-* of ore out of whioh was
obiaiui-d 24,398,389.99 ounces of fine silver,

and for this aliver Che company received

§24,607,292 88, a fraction of a oent more than

$1 per ounce. As the bullion waa sold as pro-

duced each monih, this is aa fair an avtrage of

the price obtainable for silver during the laat

14 yeaca as it is possible to obtain. Out of the

money received the company paid up to Janu-

ary Ist of this year 175 monthly dividends of

50 cents oer share, aggregating $11,525,000-

Of these 175 dividends 64 were paid on 100 000

sharea, 111 ivere paid on 150,000 shares. The
stock waa increaaed by 50,000 shares to pay for

new ground in 1881 or 1880. The average

yield per dry ton was $72.06. It would be hard

to say correctly whai, tercentage of moisture

should be added to ascertain the number of

tons of ore aa raited out of the mines, but prob-

ably about 15. For a conaiderable part of the

period under consideration the moisture waa 25

per oent of the weight. Assuming that it was

on the average 15 per cent, the output was

392,721 gross or wet tons, and the yield per

wcCtou waa $61.26. The total output of the

Daly silver mine, an extension westward of the

Ontario from January 1, 1885, when it began to

produce, down to the end of 1890, was 120.706

net tons, from whioh was obtainod 5,530 830.87

ounces of fine silver; thia silver sold for $5,106,-

684.69. Out of thie money 46 dividends were

paid, aggregating $1,762,500; the average yield

waa $42 30 per dry toa; or, adding 10 per oent

for moisture, $38 07 per wet ton.

In tue Far Nortu.—A new mining country

la engaging the attention of the adventurous

at preaent, and as soon as the summer season

opens a raah for the new "diggings" ia ex-

pected. It is the Kootenai-Flathead country,

situated in Miseoala coanty, near the

Waahington and British lines. The Flat-

head valley la aaid to be a rich agricultural

country, coal is to be found in abandanoe and

water communication is had with the ooast by

means of the Flathead lake, Flathead river

and the Columbia river. In a short time the

oouotry will be traversed by two railroads. The

Great Northern, which has its western terminus

at Falrhaven, Wash., is coDstraoting a road,

and the Northern Paoitio ie building a road

from its main line northward to connect with
the Canadian Pacific in the British poseesaions.
The mines have nevtr been fully developed,
but the ore Is said to be of a remarkably high
grade and only the abienoe of traneportation
facilities has kept them in the background.
The principal town ie Demarsville, which,
although only one year old, has a population
of nearly 2000. It is a frontier town, with all

the attractions which the name implies, and
"spring of '50" prices prevail. A new town
has jubt been located by the Great Northern
Railroad, and tenderfeet are settling up the
cjuntry very rapidly.

The Drnmlummon mine, Marysvitle, Mont.,
produced In the Uat half year 42,753 tons of
ore, worth $4,526,576. Theavflrace ooatof min-
ing and mllliug por cun was $8 30, a decrease
of 89 cents per ton from the previous six

monthp. The total output for laet year waa
$1, 097,-345.55. Four dividends of about $34,-
each were paid the shareholders during tue
year, who now number 2890. The ore re-
serves on Dacembsr 3Ut ahoAed 187,200 tooa
In sight. The total iineal development of the
mine for the year was 10,698 lineal feet, and
the total lineal feet of development In the
property at that date was 42,240 feet, or abont
eight miles. R. T. Biyliss, general manager,
and G. H. Robinson, deputy manager, have re-

signed, but have not entirely severed their con-
nection with the company. Mr. Biylias is to
be a director in London.

Plumas County Slickens —A. E. Agaseiz
and Quincy A. Shaw have begun suit in the
Unlt.d States Circuit Court against John B,
Sutton fat al., for an injanotlon. The plaintiffs

own 1500 acres of land in American valley,
Plumas county, the greater part of which is

protected from the overflowing of Spanish
oreek by embankments. The defendants own
a placer mining claim farther np tbe creek,
known as the Hungarian Hill gravel mine, and
the plaintiffs aay tbat the washings from thia
last mine come down the creek and threaten to
inundate their land. Work haa been stopped
by the defendants for aome time, but tbey are
now preparing to begin work again, hence the,
suit to restrain them.

Irrigation Enterprises,—Iirigation enter-
prisea aet-m to bj progresaing vigorously at the
South. It is telegraphed from San Bdrnatrdino
that the pipe line to Alesaandro is nearly com-
pleted and the water will be tarned on next
week. Nearly 500 laborers are at work patting
in diatiibuting pipe on the Aleseandro tract, 80
miles of which is being laid. The Arrowhead
Reservoir Company, organized in Cincinnati,
Mlth a million dollars capital, will commence
work soon patting In a system of reservoirs in
the mouutaine north of San Bernardino on the
head waters of the M- jave river. Half a mill-

ion will be put into the enterprise this year,
and 80,000 acres or more will eventually be
irrigated.

Naval Observatories,—It is stated that
mauy leading aaiionomura of tbe United States
are uniting their forces and will memorialize
the next Congress to transfer the control of the
United Sfcatea Naval Observatory at Waahkig*
ton from the bands of the Navy Department to
the hands of a purely acientifio and astro-

nomical board. This is the outgrowth of dis-

satisfaction among the variona observatories,
growing out of the practice of the Naval Ob-
aervatory of aupplying telegraph companies
with time signals for commercial uae.

Ball Bearings —Among the pitenta lasufd
by thd P^teut Office on Tueaday, were 17 to
George F. Slmonde of Fltchburg, Maas. Thia
is tbe largebt number granted ia a eingle day
for many years, but the case ia alao interesting,

becanae the inventor has, it Is claimed, snccess-

^ ully solved the problem of applying the princi-

ple of ball bearings to tbe heavieat machinery.
Hitherto it haa only been possible to nee these
bearings on light machinery.

Sulphur. — The Yama (Arizona) Stntinel
sayt: Lying to tbe soutfaweut of Yuma, abonc
75 mllef, on the west slope of ibe Cooobah
mountains, there la the largest depoeit of pare
sulphur tbat has ever been found on the Amer-
ican continent. It ia situated on or in the side

of a mountain, about one-half way up the sam-
mit. The deposit ia about 1100 feet in length,

70 feet wide, and ao far as opened is 40 feet in

bight.

Beetles.—A Woodland suioudbc aaaerts that

20 d.ffcrtnt varieties of beetles are infesting

that pretty little town. They come from the

tule swampa in auch awarms that aometimee
the electric-light globes have to be cleaned.

Chinese are employed for the work, and they
pack the beetles into aacka and use them in

compounding mediolnea.

Washington Coal Output.—Tne ontpnt of

coal Irom Lbe Nenca&tk, Cedar Mountain,
Black Diamond and Franklin mines during
March was 37,378 tonp, as compared with
31,854 tons fut February. The output at the
Roblyn mines waa 26,172 tons, a slight iocrease

over that of February.

—

Seattle Po&t Intelli-

gencer.

The Graas Valley Telegraph says: Black
aand from Dutch Flat will be worked at the

new extraction works of thia place. The black
sand has gold In it and the extraction works
will get the precious metal out so that it can be
made into $20 gold pleoea.
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The following Is mostly condensed from joumala publiahed

in the Interior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.

Amador.
Sutter Creek..—Cor. Amador Ledger, April 12:

The mining industry is moving along in the usual

way. At the North Star they still have indications

of "ledge matter, but nothing to be elated over.

They are sti'l pushing ahead in the hope of encoun-

tering something. The Lincoln is running steadily,

with prospects of continuing all summer. The sul-

phurets works are running full blast and in condition

to run tor a long time without repairs. The pipe

for the Mahoney mine is laid and the work of get-

ting the mill in repair is progressing as rapidly as

possible. It needs a good deal of repairing, having

lain idle so long. It will probably be a month yet

before the stamps are ready to drop.

Plymouth.—The Plymouth Con. Co. is all ready

to start up 40 stamps, and will be pounding away
on good rock before this is in print. The New Lon-

don mine is still working away as usual, and it

would be no surprise to this community to hear the

stamps at that mine running before long. There

will be a call for a meeting of the shareholders of the

Bay State mine for the purpose of effecting an or-

ganization of the company and going to work before

long. The stock is about all taken, and the assess-

ment money will be paid in as soon as called for.

There will be nothing to stop this popular mining

venture from being in full blast by the middle of

June. The Good Hope is lying still at present, pre-

paratory to putting in some new machinery. Theo.

Etling S: Co. are making arrangements to start up

the Mammoth. There have been some fine assays

from rock taken from this mine lately, going as high

as $70 to the ton. There is a good deal of placer

raining and prospecting going on in the near vicin-

ity of Plymouth and considerable gold is being sold

to our merchants.

Volcano.—The old A. P. Clough place has been

sold to a San Francisco company. Work has com-
menced on the mine and machinery ordered for a

mill, which will be built as soon as the material can

be got on the ground.

Calaveras.

Ut-ica.—Angels £c/io, April g: The following-

named gentlemen have taken a contract of sinking

the Utica mine 230 feet deeper: T. C. Halstead,

James Murray, John Doubt and Charles Smith.

The shaft is at present 600 feet deep and when the

contract is completed will of course be 830.

At West Point.—Cor. Calaveras ChronUie,

April 12: Dull clouds of depression have been
hanging over the sombre town of West Point since

the closing down of the Riverside and Lone Star

mines, but there are indications of these clouds

drifting over, for it is rumored that these mines will

resume work. The good and promising Lone Star

mine will be worked in the future to some extent by
Burleigh drills and great results are aniicipated by
good and practical miners, for it is the intention of

the company, it is thought, to run levels and well

develop the mine. The permanent and nonpareil

mine—the Blazing Star— has been working all

winter, with a small force, developing the mine by
sinking and running levels. The mine has
splendid indications of being a permanent and
remunerative piece of property for many years to

come. The last year has changed the mine
beyond the most sanguine expectations.

Mine Bonded.—The well known Boston
Mine, near Sandy Bar, on the Mokelumne River,

which has been idle for many years, has been
bonded to Mr. Kreling, of San Francisco. A tram-

way is being constructed from the mine to the

Sandy Bar Co's mill on the Mokelumne River, for

the purpose of transporting a hundred or more tons

of rock to be tested, upon the favorable result of

which a plant suitable to work the mine upon an
extensive scale, will at once be put up. Col. W. T.

Robinson is in charge of the present operations.

Another Mine Opening.—F. J. Horswill

has obtained the ground formerly belonging to

what was known as the A. »& B., or Arrowsmith
mine, near the old "Flume House" site, on the

"Poor Man's Gulch" slope. An incline is to be
run. Steam hoisting works are to be put up. a
road to the location is now bemg constructed, on
the completion of which, the machinery will be laid

upon the ground.
Inyo.

Mining Pays Best.—I/nfcpe/idefif, April 10:

Chris Crohn discovered that farming in Sonoma did

not pay and returned to Inyo last summer to resume
mining. He has been engaged for several months
past in developing the Augusta, a patented mine
owned by him about ^% miles north of Cerro Gordo
on the Saline side of the ridge. A piece of ore taken
from the ledge was brought to town to be sent be-

low for assay. It is black metal and will assay at

least $500 per ton. A tunnel is being run on the
ledge, and some of the ore is being taken out for

shipment. The mine is likely to develop into a val-

uable property.
Nevada.

North Banner Mine,—Grass Valley Unio7i,
April 12: Some high-grade ore is beginning to show
in the north drift of the North Banner mine, that
gives the appearance of a new shoot coming in.

The quartz is heavy with sulphurets and galena, and
shows fine particles of gold, and its general appear-
ance is excellent. The vein from which this quartz
comes is 20 inches in size, and goes down below the
floor of the drift. It was not expected that rock of
such quality would be found at that point, as the
pay shoot coming down from the levels above is far-

ther to the north. The North Banner is certainly
making an excellent showing, as it has entered upon
the payment of monthly dividends, which are likely

to he kept up for an indefinite time.
Prospeting at Spenceville.—Grass Valley

Union, April 12: From Pietsch, of the the Spence-
ville Copper M. Co., the t/«/o;? learns that prospect-
ing operations are going on steadily in that vicinity
on several claims. The lodes of that section contain
copper, silver and gold, and the prospecting now
being done is mainly on gold-bearing veins. The
Champion is considered a very promising prospect,
as it makes an excellent showing in the shaft that
has been sunk on the croppings, and a tunnel is

now being run to cut the vein at the depth of several
hundred feet. The tunnel is now in a distance of

27s feet, with several hundred feet yet to be run.

The vein assays high in gold and also contains sil-

ver. The Mammoth Co. is also running a tunnel,

which is in a distance of over 300 feet; and work is

being done on several other claims. All the develop-
ment work is being done by tunnels. The Spence-
ville. section has many mineral leads that prospect in

gold, but the most attention heretofore has b°en on
copper bearing veins, but it is believed the district

will yet have its greatest prominence as a gold

producing region. The Spenceville Copper Co. is

regularly producing profitably in cement copper,
and also in the production of mineral paint, fur-

nished by the dump piles of copper waste of which
the company has about 250,000 tons.

W. Y. O. D. Dividend.—The W. Y. O. D.
M. Co. has declared a dividend of scents per share,

amounting to $1500. This is the second dividend

declared by the company, and it is the expectation
that they will be continued regularly each month, as

the mine is making a continuous profitable output.

This is being done with a small five-stamp mill, but
the company is now engaged in putting up a new
ten-stamp mill, which when completed will enable a
much larger production, as the mine is sufficiently

opened and the vein of size large enough to keep
that number of stamps constantly employed. The
ore of the W. Y, O. D, is of high grade, yielding
about $50 per ton

.

New Hoisting Works.—Grass Valley Uriion,

April 10: The Idaho Co. has put up a hoisting
plant at the eastern end of its location and about
400 feet west of the line of the Maryland claim.
This is over a prospect shaft that was sunk at that
point and where a strong vein is shown. The shaft
is now being strongly timbered and will be sunk to
prospect the vein in that part of the location, which
is over 2000 feet distant from the main hoisting
works and mill. The hoisting and pumping will be
done by water-power, which will be obtained from
the Idaho pipe line, which passes close to the new
works.
Strike at the V>e\j^\. —Transcript, April 11:

A four-foot ledge of very rich ore was struck Thurs-
day night in the lower tunnel of the Delhi mine near
Columbia Hill, and there is much excitement over
the d-velopraent. On two or three occasions re-

cently, rich finds in the tunnel have been reported,
but they did not prove extensive. It is now, how-
ever, certain that the main formation which proved
so valuable in the upper workings has been reached.
There are now 15 or 20 men employed at the mine,
bat as toon as the tramway now in course of con-
struction to connect the mouth of the tunnel with
the mill is completed the services of three or four
times as many will be required.

Secured Working Capital.— Grass Valley
Union, April lo: George F. Jacobs, who is to be
Superintendent of the Manzanila gravel mine, at
Nevada City under the new company organization,
has sold 20,000 shares of the stock, which was the
amount set aside to raise a working capital. The
Manzanita, that is on the same channel as the
Harmony, which is now giving fine prospects, is to
be worked by drifting, and the company is con-
fident that it will renew the profitable output of for-

mer days when it was operated as a hydraulic mine.

Mono.
The May Lundy.—Homer Mining Index, April

11: In reply to inquiries we will say that we are not
informed as to the intentions of the May Lundy
management. Nothing is being done at the mine
now, though we should think they would be some-
what interested, considering the promising condition
of mines on the south, and feel themselves war-
ranted in starting work, on a small scale at least.

The mine is still a good one, having never been
systematically worked, but only outrageously gouged
into the semblance of a rabbit warren. It has been
the loot-ball of masterly incapacity and stupid inex-

perience, yet there are lots of gold left, much more
than if the mine had been properly developed. A
good deal of the ore extracted was worn out before
it reached the dump, being handled so many times.
If the management will give us the sweepings, we
will contract to clean out the accumulated waste and
debris, or dispose of it in some manner that will

make the mine halfway presentable. From the
clean-up we could obtain a nice little wad of gold.

Placer.
Forest Hill.— Placer Herald. April ii: The

Gray Eagle mine, located a short distance below
Forest Hill, is developing some good gravel. The
upraise which was mentioned in the Herald a few
weeks ago as being made 1670 feet from the mouth
of the tunnel, has been completed. Itcut through in-

to the gravel 168 feet above the tunnel. It was found
to be too high, as where it broke through, the bedrock
was pitching pretty steep. Down 19 feet from the
top a drift was run into the channel, and it, we un-
derstand, is high, but it developed some gravel
which from the prospects will pay $3 to $4 to the
car.

Plumas.
The Drury Mine.-Greenville Bulletin, April

8: The Drury mine, now owned by Standart &
McGill, will soon be operating in full blast. The
future of this properly was never brighter. In the
lower tunnel there is said to be a large quantity of
high-grade ore. The Bulletin has always main-
tained this to be a big property. The experience of
the past few months is proving this view to be cor-
rect. The company owns back of the Drury the
Pacific and the Forest King, which, doubtless, are
parts of the same lode cut by North canyon.

Sierra.
Tramway.—i1/^ Messenger, April 11: New ma-

chinery for the tramway at the Mountain quartz
mine, to replace that which did not work, has been
shipped from San Francisco.

Siskiyou.
Gravel Deposit.—Siskiyou Telegram, April 11:

Mr. L. A. Lash, of the Lee, L^sh & Parlin blue
gravel mine on Greenhorn, is very enthusiastic over
their find. In a conversation with him last Sunday,
he expressed his entire confidence in the permanency
of this rich; gold deposit and expects that when
their new machinery will be in place and in working
order, that, owing to the increased facilities, for
working, the mine will pay much better than at pre-
sent. They have but very little trouble with water,
and it is not found necessary to work the pumps
over a few minutes each day. The gravel is found
below a formation of sandstone, which accounts for
it not being worked years ago, as whenever the
miners struck this formation they always stopped,
supposing that they had found bed-rock and could

go no farther, until, at last some miner, to satisfy

his curiosity, pushed on through the sand stone,

and discovered what we now call blue gravel. It is

more than likely that this same valuable deposit

exists in many other parts of the county, where its

presence is not now suspected. The discovery of a
blue gravel mine near the Black mountain, nearly

half way between Yreka and Henley, goes to show
that the Greenhorn lead and that at Henley is the

very same, and we may expect that every foot of

ground between here and there will be claimed in a

short time, and some great bonanzas discovered.

Blue Gravel.—Yreka /ournal April 8: The
Yreka Blue Gravel M. Co. has sent George Kenyon
to S. F., for the purpose of securing artesian well

boring machinery, to be used in prospecting for

blue gravel south of Yreka. He will also purchase

a new steam engine and pump for the Lee, Lash,
Parnell and Kenyon b'ue gravel mine.of great capac-

ity, to take the place of the machinery now rented

from Scheld. The blue gravel mine of Lee, Lash
& Co., at Greenhorn, still continues the usual

average, except last Wednesday, when it paid $40
belter than general. The gravel taken out yields

not less than $125 to $150 per day, most of the

gravel being very tough and hard to dig. As the

men progress in extending the drifts, they find, the

bed rock raiding a little occasionally, with a yellow

gravel in shallow places, which pays just as rich as

the blue gravel. Not more than two-thirds of the

pay gravel can be washed at present, on account of

its sticky nature, but it dissolves easily on exposure

to the sun for a number of days.

Quartz.—The miners at work in the Spencer &
Co. quartz ledge on Humbug, are down about 200
feet, and find ihe ledge varying in width from a foot

to four feet wide, with well defined walls, every

pound of the quartz taken out paying well. W. D.
Shelly 's portable engine, from Scolt Valley, is now
being fixed up at Nerhbass & Harmon's shop, for

use in running the quartz mill moved from Yreka
Flats to Long Gulch, at upper end of the flits, and
as soon as the batteries are set up, the mill will be

started, with an abundance of quartz on hand to

keep going all summer. Charley Abbott is now
sinking down on his ledge at Greenhorn creek,

which paid so well last summer, to find where it was
broken off, as the croppings on surface shows the

ledge had been pinched out and thrown over flat.

The indications in the bed rock of shaft give promise

of a rich ledge below the surface. Van Nader, who
has a quartz ledge at Spring Gulch, on Yreka Flats,

northwest of Yreka, has been taking out some very

rich specimens lately, the gold running through the

quariz like wiring, fine samples "of which can be

seen in the mineral cabinet at Ed. Herr's saloon in

Wetzel's building. Van Nader has evidently struck

a very rich pocket, which may develop into a

permanent ledge as the work of opening his claim

progresses. He has realized considerable gold

already, by pounding out the quariz, many
specimens being pure gold. Louis Guilbert, who
has been sinking a shaft to bed rock in the Kildore

Hills, about 3 miles south of Yreka, struck a heavy

body ot water at 60 feet, and is now making ar-

rangements to put in a pump that will prove

effective in keeping the water out. Louis Nehrbass
owns several acres of land, or a farm, on Greenhorn,

adjoining the Lee, Lash & Co.. blue gravel mine,

near the Greenhorn school house, and may become
a millionaire in the near future, as the blue gravel

channel no doubt runs under the foundation of his

ranch. He intends to have a well bored down to

ascertain if blue gravel exists there, when the new
machinery sent for arrives from below.

HORNBROOK.—Cor. YrekA /onrnal, April 8: The
gravel in Jillson k Co's. mine is quite soft, pipes and
"washes" very freely, and as rich as ever. In their

tunnel, iBo feel long, the gravel is as blue as indigo,

and easy picking ground. Mr. Jillson thinks he will

have 100 feet more to run before striking bedrock.

The gravel already shows prospects. The Black Jack

is prospecting better, the gravel at present being

good for six dollars per ton. This company will,

probably, in the near future, put up extensive works

to crush their gravel. The Portland Company's
shaft is down 40 feet. J. W. Leturn is in 138 feet,

and expects to strike gravel in the next ten feet.

Captain Wilbourn is letting a contract to drive his

main tunnel. A report is circulated in town this

week that George Bar has struck rich gravel on the

south side of Black mountain, and about half way
between Hornbrook and Yreka. Mr. H. C. Babcock
has purchased a half interest in the Nels. Thomp-
son mine, and will begin development work. A
company of eight Hornbrook men have organized

and located 160 acres of blue gravel, and will pros-

pect it thoroughly with a diamond drill. They are

now negotiating for a diamond drill and will have

it in operation by the first of May. This property is

located in Rocky gulch, and none richer was ever

worked in Siskiyou county. Everything bespeaks

success to them, for a more desirable location could

not be found. Hill & Co. have gravel in their tun-

nel with bedrock pitching, and they expect to reach

the channel. Hazlitt & Jacobs are crosscutting in

the California Queen, with favorable indications of

soon striking the ledge. Jones and Hazlilt are re-

ceiving encouraging news from their Hungry Creek

quartz, the ledge being both strong and rich.

Trinity.

The Thanksgiving Mine.—/owr«a/, Ajsril m
W. F. Arnold informs us that the outlook for the

Thanksgiving mine at East Fork is very encourag-

ing. Since he has taken charge of it he has opened

up a body of ore that will keep the mill running for

several months. This property has been lying idle

for some time, in fact the most of the time since Mr.

Peterson left it, but there will probably be quite a

a stir there this summer.

Tuolumne.
Golden Gate.—Tuolumne Independent, April

11: Supt. Lodus of the Golden Gate mine informs

us that their new water-power is in operation and

that the reduction works are being enlarged; also,

that grading has commenced for 10 additional

stamps, making a total of 20.

NEVADA

Waehoe District).

Cons. Virginia and California. — Virginia

Chronicle, April 11: There has been extracted

from all parts of the mine during the week 1516

tons of ore, which were shipped to the Eureka mill.

The average assay value of all of the ore worked at

that mill during the week {1525 tons) was $34.10 per

ton.

Ophir.—The upraise started in the drift run
south from the drift run west from the winze, 122
feet below the sill floor of the 1300 level has been
carried up i6 feet, and some ore has been extracted
therefrom and stored in the mine, the average assay
value of which is $24 per ton.

Union Con.—East crosscut No. 2 on the 1465
level, started from the north lateral drift at a point
200 feet south from the south boundary line of the
mine, has been extended 24 feet; total length, 794
feet, continuing in a hard porphyry formation.
Mexican.—The east crosscut No. 1, started from

the main north lateral drift at a point opposite the
west crosscut No. 1, has been extended 23 feet; total
length, 631 feet, passing in porphyry interchange-
ably hard and soft.

Exchequer.— East crosscut on the north line,

600 level, is out 161 feet; face in porphyry.
Crown Point.—The south drift on the 300 level

is out a total dist;ince of 102 feet having been ad-
vanced 26 feet during the week. The face is in a
mixture of clay, porphyry and low-grade quartz.
The west crosscut, 1000 level, has been extended 25
feet, making its total length 50 feet. It has passed
through low-grade quartz and clay, and has reached
what is believed to be the footwall. Have been en-
gaged in timbering and repairing the 1100 south
lateral drift where necessary.
Belcher. — The south drift from No. 2 east

crosscut, 300 level, is out a total distance of 144
feet; face is in a mixture of clay, porphyry and
quartz. West crosscut No. 3, 300 level, has been
advanced 36 feet since last report, making its total

length 267 feet. The face is in porphyry, clay and
small streaks of low-grade quartz. The east cross-

cut on the 1500 level is out 37 feet; the face is in
hard porphyry.
Seg. Belcher.—On the 600 level the east cross-

cut from the south lateral drift has been advanced
23 feet since last report, and is now out a total of

331 feet. The face is in soft porphyry.
Justice.—The north drift on the 822 level is

still showing quartz that gives low assays.
Potosi.—East crosscut 400 feet south of shaft,

930 level, continues in a mixture of quartz, clay and
porphyry. The bottom of the winze below the 1300
is still in porphyry that shows some quartz. The
east crosscut on this level continues to show string-
ers and feeders of quartz.

Chollar.—Good progress is making in the drift

that was recently started 60 feet above the 550 level,

at a point 300 feet north of the Sharon shaft. The
south drift. 1400 level is still showing streaks of
quartz. The east crosscut on this level at the north
line continues in porphyry. About the usual amount
of ore is being extracted, the average assay of
which is a little over $20 a ton.

Alta,—The Alta is expected to start up in about
10 days. Supt. Boyle will, in a day or two,, inspect
the shaft and the bight of ihe water in the mine.
Andes.—The east crosscut from the south lateral

drift on the 420 level has been advanced 18 feet;

face in a formation of vein porphyry and clay.

Easing timbers in main north drift, 420 level.

Occidental.—Extracting ore of fair quality from
the slopes on the 400, 600 and 650 levels. A con-
siderable amount of exploration work is being done.
Challenge and Confidence.—The joint Con-

fidence and Challenge west crosscut from the north
drift on the 300 level is out 62 feet, having been ad-
vanced 16 feet this week. The face shows quariz
having no value. The joint Yellow Jacket, Con-
fidence and Challenge north drift on 100 level is in

661 feet, 34 feet having been made during the week.
The face shows quartz having no value.

Utah.—The main west drift, still shows material
that yields small assays.

Con. Imperial.—We are still following up and
taking out small streaks of ore from the upper levels

and prospecting in and around the old slopes, where
we find some fillings and bunches of ore of fair grade,
which is being shipped to the Vivian mill for re-

duction.
Sierra Nevada.-630 level—From west cross-

cut No. I, 155 in, a north lateral drift has been ad-
vanced 43 feet. The material passed through being
porphyry and clay.

Hale and Norcross.—On the iioo level of Nor- 1

cross No. 4 west crosscut near our north boundary
was advanced 30 feet; making its total length 170
feet; face in quartz and porphyry. No. 5 east cross- 1

cut started on our south boundary was advanced 55
feet; face in porphyry with stringers of quartz. The
crosscut is being run jointly with the Chollar Co. At
the end of No. 3 east crosscut we are sinking a
winze, which is down 20 feet; the bottom shows some
good ore. The main incline is now repairing and
retimbering 120 feet below the 1400 station. We
have men on repairs in the main shaft and during
the week we have hoisted from the Savage 541
cars of ore from the 500. 700, 800,900, iiooand
from the intermediate drifts north and south from
the winze below the 1300 level. Shipped to the

Mexican mill 528^ tons and milled 424 tons.

Average battery assay $15.60. The bullion yield of

the mine for the month of March was $26,439.16.
The upraise from 300 level was advanced 10 feet;

total higbt 147 feet. The top is now in low-grade
ore. From the slopes below the 800 and 900 levels

we are extracting good ore.

Savage.—We have hoisted S4i cars of ore from

the 500, 700. 800, 900 and iioo levels and from the

intermediate drifts north and south from the winze

below the 1300 level. Shipped to the Mexican
mill 528^ tons and milled 424 tons; average battery,

$15.60. The bullion yield of the mine for the

month of March was $26,439.16. The upraise from
the 300 level, has been advanced 10 feet, total hight,

147 feet. The top is now in low-grade ore. From
the stopes below the 800 and 900 levels we are ex-

tracting good ore.

Gould & Curry—coo level: Extracted from old

stopes during the week 42 cars of fair quality. Have
done some repairing on the 300 and 400 levels in

order to keep our air connections open.
Best & Belcher.— 1000 level: Repaired 20 feet

of north drift during the week, iioo—all work in

west crosscut No. 1 has been stopped. Northeast
drift from east crosscut No. I'has been extended 35
feet ; total 59 feet through porphyry and stringers

of quartz showing some value.

Tuscarora District.

Navajo.— Times-Rcvieu), April 11: Stopes on
the 350 level are still looking well. The vdn is

small but very high grade.
Belle Isle.—Drifts from the intermediate cross-

cut from No. i chute. 35o-foot level, extended 18

feet. No. 2 chute, same level, extended 7 feet. A
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crosscut has beeD started froai the top of No. 2

chute to Ret at the ore cut by the interniedtate

crosscut from No. i chule.

Nevada Qule.s.—East crosscut on 650 fool level

advanced 13 feet through very hard porphyry.

Slopes arc producing some high-grade ore.

North Commonwealth.— First level—Has pro-

duced 35 cars tirst class ore.average car sample $248

per ton, and 38 cars second class, average 124 per

too. Second level—North drift from west cross-

cut has advanced 20 feet, not looking so well, seams
of good ore still in the face. Third level—West
crosscut has bt-en extended 28 feel in porphyry.

Fourth level— East crosscut has been extended 35
feet, water coming through the face.

North Belll Isle.—North drift from Belle Isle

450 foot level extended 28 feet, the face continues to

show bunches of high-grade ore. No. 1 upraise

from the same drift extended 14 feet, the vein in the

top is wide and is showing some very rich ore. Re-

sumed work in the east crosscut opposite the verti-

cal winze, 400 fool level, and extended it 17 feet,

culling some good ore. The 500 slopes are pro-

ducing 12 cars of first class and 112 cars of second

class ore. North intermediate drift from No. 4 chute,

600 fool level, extended 10 feel, showing some very

tine ore.

Commonwealth.—Fourth level—West crosscut

has been discontinued, and a drift started north on a

stratum of ore assaying $76 per ton. East crosscut

has been extended 24 feet in porphyry. North
drift extended 13 feet, (ace showing ore assaying

from $30 to $86 per ton. Water broke through 10

feel back back from the face, started to cave so can-

not work, and have started drift in foolwall, will

lake a week to get into the face again. The ore is

exposed in the face of drift 2 feet wide, and still

showing in the foolwall side. It was improving as

the drill advanced north. South drift extended 10

feet in the vein, giving low assays, but of no value.

Hot Oree^ District.

Silver Ore.— Belmont CtJHr/tr, April 8: J. W.
Menitt presented us L^t Wednesday with two rich

specimens of silver ore which was recently extracted

from the ledge in the Merritt & Wagner mine, situa-

ted in Hot Creek district, Nye county. Specimen
No. I assays over $5000 to the ton and specimen
.No. 3 assays over $2000 to the ton in silver. Mr.

Merritt informs us that the mine is looking well and
that the ore extracted from it is shipped to Sail

Lake City for reduction.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Cariboo.—New Westminster Ledger, April 8:

A Tepreseniative had an interview with Mr. J. Bow-
ron, Gold Commissioner from the district of Cari-

boo, and aUo with Mr. W. C. Price, foreman of the

Government reduction works at Bikeiville. It was
learned from Mr. Bowron thai a large bed of aurifer-

ous gravel has been discovered runnmg parallel with

the Canal river and extending for about ten miles,

every linear foot of which has produced ihe value of

Dne dollar. This bed, which was discovered by some
Chinamen working close to the forks, lies behind

;he perpendicular cliffs which here border the river.

It is now taken up both above and below the forks,

ind among the firms working on it are the following:

The Victoria Hydraulic Mining Co., the South
Walk, Champion, Poraeroy, and Wbittier hydraulic

nining companies. Mr. Bowron considers this one
I the most important finds that has been made for

lany years. Both gentlemen were warm in their

iraises of the good work done by the reduction

orks, under the able superintendence of Mr. E. A.
lartin, a gentleman in whom all have the most un-

lounded confidence, and it is their opinion that these

orks will do wonders toward developing the quartz

lining of the districts, which, on the showing of the

ilack Jack mine, undoubtedly has a great future be-

fore it. But on the other hand both Mr. Bowron
and Mr. Price are positive that a railway going by
way of Yellow Head pass is an absolute necessity to

!lhe thorough development of the country, both in its

mining and farming districts.

j

ARIZONA.

I Notes.—Arizona /o«r«c/-il/;«isr, April 9: Work
pn the Ryland mine and mill at Minnehaha will be

resumed inside of 30 days. There is some talk that

bn Eastern company will shortly take hold of the

Jcinnabar properly in Copper basin. The Dillon

Drothersare preparing for a shipment of high-grade

Dre to the sampler here from their rich strike near

the Hillside. Placer mining in the foothills east of

5kull valley still goes on, over $200 in dust being re-

:eived last week from that section. Another batch

if rich gold ore was received yesterday at the samp-
ing works from the Bullion-Producer of Messrs.

Lang, Blake & Owens. Assayer Hetheringlon of

[his city gives a flattering report in mining from the

lumber of orders brought to his office during the

past few days for assaying, fames Shirley brings

he report from the Aztec works on the Hassayampa
.hat the mill is rutining steadily on custom ore, and
.hat for the present, operations have ceased in the

nine. Nick Palmer is running the mill on Jersey

ulch on ore from the Storm Cloud, owned by Fred
A'^illiams, The results so far shown from the run
ire satisfactory, and undoubtedly a sale will soon be

nade. The Crown Point group of mines below
Walnut Grove are looking well, and the work of de-

ieveloping them is being actively pushed by Messrs.

3row, Merwin & Brodie. At present there is a force

>f 25 miners eft work on the Congress. On the ar-

ival of Supt. Murphy and the starting of the 40-

itamp mill over 100 men are to be put to work. H.
J, Jones, who lives a few miles south of town, is the

)ossessor of a claim he recently discovered near his

lome, which is very rich in gold ore. The work of

eraodelling the Tiger mine machinery and relim-

)ering the shaft still goes on. A force of 20 men is

il present employed under the superintendency of

iarvey Helm. It is expected to start the mill crush-

ng inside of 30 days. New timbers have been
ilaced in the Silver Belt, and the work of starting

he pumps to clear the shafts of water will begin this

veek. Work has been resumed in a spirited man-
ler on the Quartz Mountain group of mines, former-

y the property of Dan O'Boyle. A Mr. Taylor, rep-

esenling "the Kansas City syndicate, is in charge,

ind has let several contracts in sinking and drifting,

n which a large number of men are at present en-

jaged. There is considerable excitement and bustle

n Oak Gulch on the Hassayampa over the recent

ilrike of Mr. Clark on a new claim. The ore vein

s about a foot in width and goes over $300 in free

gold. John Thompson is sinking steadily on the
Black Hawk and has many tons on the dump for

treatment at the .-^ztec mill near by. Dan O'Boyle
has a force of 10 men on the Lone Pine and Rein-
deer claims. He inlands to run 300 feet farther on
these properties and mill the ore at the custom mill.

There are 300 tons at present on Ihe dump to treat.

McCracken.—Mohave jV/><rr,April 11: We hear
it rumored that the famous McCracken mine near
Signal has been sold to Colorado parlies for a quar-
ter of a million dollars. The mine is well worth the
money and il it is worked on mining principles will

be one of Ibe largest bullion- producers m the west.

The mining outlook in and around Mineral Park is

brightenmg up and the probability is that more men
will be worked in the rames here this summer than
at any other time during the past to years. Wm.
Brown is doing considerable work on his gold claim
in Weaver district. A new road is being built from
his claim to his new arastras and as soon as com-
pleted he will commence grinding out bullion.

Cupel.—A very important strike has been made
in the winze in the Cupel, on the Tiger ledge. About
eight inches of almost solid ruby ore has been en-
countered in sinking from the old level. Another
contract has been let on the main shaft and it is be-

ing pushed as fast as men and nmscle can do il. As
many men as can be conveniently worked have been
put on and as soon as sloping ground is opened the

force will be greatly augmented.

COLORADO.

San Juan. — Silverton Miner, April 9: The
mines of San Juan county that are just emerging
from a winter's development never looked belter,

nor the future more hopeful. The holders of pros-

pects will never see a better demand for claims than
there will be this season, and it behooves them to

get a move on and show them up to the best advan-
tage. Capital is heading for Silverton,

DAKOTA.

Nigger Hill Tin.—Deadwood Pioneer, April

11: Capt. O. C. Taylor, of St. Paul, who by the

way, has been in every tin mining district of note in

the world, after thorough investigation, has invested

his money and staked his fortune as well as his repu-

tation, on Nigger Hill tin mines. The result is that

he now owns 45 claims in a body, with abundance
of timber and water for mining and milling pur-

poses. The machinery for a 150 ton concentration

plant has been bought and paid for and will be in

operation before many months, the boarding house
and barn having been completed. Nigger Hill

mine owners and those interested in the district are

to be congratulated on the fact that a practical test

of their ores is to be made.
A Good Cleanup.—Deadwood Pioneer, April

10: The Chlorination works' cleanup for the last

15 days of March, was completed yesterday, and
gave 570 ounces—$11,400 pure gold, and $1500 left

in Ihe slag to be reduced. The average product per

ton was $24. The result waB satisfactory, and leaves

no doubt as to the perfect success of the process.

The works will be shut dcwn from Thursday to

Monday, pending the laying of the D. C. track to

the mine, which will reduce the cost of transporta-

tion $t.So per ton.

IDAHO.

Cariboo District. —Salt Lake Tribune, April

8: Thomas Crane, merchant of Soda Springs,

Idaho, is in the city. He gives a hopeful word lor

the Cariboo district this season, Supt. Erwin of the

Nellie Mining Co. arrived from the East last week
and went up to Cariboo to start up the loo-stamp
mill owned by bis company. It is believed that

this property will produce much gold this year.

Supt. Deliver of the American Placer Mining Co. is

expected from the East in a few days to start work
as soon as the water begins to run. There will he
plenty of water there this season, and they hope to

take out more gold than the two last seasons, when
there was but little water. A great deal of money
has been spent on this property in ditches and
flumes.

Prosperous.—5/7ft;r ^/a/£, April 8: From B.

H. Luther, who just arrived from Idaho, we learn

the following: The Del Mar Co. is working 200
men on the White Talk lode. Its receipts for the

month of March were $110,000, and its expenses
were $28,000. The lode is 28 feet wide in places,

carrying gold and silver. The town of Del Mar
promises to be a good lively camp. The only draw-
back now is the scarcity of lumber, which has to be
hauled nine miles by sledges through snow and sev-

eral miles by wagon over a very muddy road. Mr.
Luther thinks it will be six weeks before lumber can

be got into the camp from the railroad. The snow
was 10 inches in Del Mar and two feet in Silver

City.

From Smoky.—Wood River Times, April to:

About a dozen miners who have worked in Smoky
are in town. The crust is not sufficiently thick to

enable travelers to dispense wiih the use of Norwe-
gian snowshoes altogether, and the divide will hardly

t e practicable for horses before the first of May.
The King of the West hands have been laid off

until about the first day of May, when Charles Reed,
manager is expected to outline the summer cam-
paign. There is more than enough ore out to pay
all expenses; but it is feared that the discount on sil-

ver and the high rates of freight will cause a suspen-

sion of operations. The leasers on the Sunday mine
have quite a width and depth of ore in sight, and
expect to make big money. The heading of the

lower tunnel in the Galore-Stormy is in quartz, and
the flow of water from the breast does not seem to be

any less than for months past. A good body of ore

is reported in the FlagslaiT mine. Joe Reedy is do-

ing well on the Tyrannis but has nothing big yet.

The Silver Star may shut down unless silver takes

an upward turn.

MONTANA.

The Keystone in Ore.—Helena Mining Jour-

nal, April 8: The Keystone, in Running Wolf Dis-

trict, and situated near the Mortson & Woodhurst
mine, is said to have recently developed a tine show-

ing of ore. The owners, Packard, Frazer & Wood-
burst have followed the ore on an incline to a depth
of 80 feet. At the surface, the vein was only one
foot thick. This pinched until the ore streak was
only two inches wide and continued about the same

for nearly 20 feet. It then commenced to widen and
is now over live feet thick and all ore. The vein

contains several kinds of ore, the principal being
hard carbonate, running well up in silver, galena,
chloride of silver and soft carbonate. Fifty tons of

shippmg ore have already accumulated on the dump
which is growing perceptibly larger with each day's

work. Mining men who have examined the property
unite in the opinion that it will prove one of the

bonanzas of the districl.

Strike in the Exemption.—A strike was made
Monday on the 6;]-foot level of the Exemption, in

Horse Canyon, near Butte. The chute is lully three
feet wide and the ore will run fully 25 per cent cop-
per and some silver. The vein is well defined and
lies between talc wal's. Considerable water came
in with the ore.

Outlook.—Montana Mining Review, April 11:

The mining outlook, so far as the precious mitals
are concerned, is very gratifying to all who are

interested in mining in Montana. The erection of

a smeller at Caslte by ihe Cumberland Co. has
given that, camp an increased interest which
nothing but the starting of a railroad for 'hat point

could exceed. Neihart and B.arker are coming to

the front in fine shape, and it looks as if Cooke
City would make some advancement in spite of the

fact that no railroad is probable this year. Around
Helena there is much interest excited, and we are

much mistaken if some of the gold properties in Oro
Fino and Tucker gulches, within three or four miles

of Helena, will not be largely worked before sum-
mer has come. Rimini mines will be worked to a

larger extent this year than last, and th» mines
around Marysville will make a good showing also.

The mines of Jtfferson Co., coniiguous to Helena,
will turn out more ere than ever before, and more
new prospects will be worked this year than in any
previous one. Copper properties may not bi'

profitable in the near future, but better limes will

create more demand for that metal, and before the

year closes we expect to see copper bringing its old

prices

.

NEW MEXICO.

Little GiAHT.— Pinos Alios, April 10: Wm.
Baxter is engaged in pumping the water from the

Little Giant mine, with the object of keeping it

below the first level, 143 feet. The Little Giant
will be started up again in the near future. The
gentlemen interested in this mine realize they have a

good thing and intend to uii ize it. The shaft ol the

Ohio will be sunk 30 feet more and then drifts will

be run both north and south. The norih drift will

connect with a tunnel already in some distance.

Charles Murton and Harry McCool have contracted

to sink a 100-foot winze 4x6 feet on Aztec vein in

the Kleptomania shaft. This winze is to connect

the 250-foot with the 350-foot level. Robert Kirk
and A. S. McDonald are the owners of the claim

adjoining the Diromick strike on the north. This
claim is on the same lead and promises to rival its

sonthern neighbor in the quality of its ore.

OREGON.

Myrtle Creek Mines —Cor. Ore^onian, April

10: The chief product of our mines has been gold,

and the placer mines of Southern Oregon have al-

ways taken the lead. Nor is the gold of this region

exhausted yet, by any means. Millions of dollars'

worth of gold only await the appearance of some
mining genius to discover a practicable and profit-

able method of obtaining it. The great drawback is

the scarcity of water. There are large areas of these

lands where water cannot be obtained at all. 'Ihe

Myrtle creek mines have been known for years and
much gold has been taken from them, although the

miners were compelled to work them by the use of

whatlitile water they could obtain by catching it in

ditches dug on the side of the mountain and amount-
ing only to the slight fall of their rainy season, usu-

ally lasting only a few weeks of the year. The
character of the soil is very similar to that of the best

gold-bearing regions of California— a red soil filled

with small quartz, small nuggets of iron ore, black

sand and bearing gold. One peculiarity of these

mines is the absence of large stone. Almost every

particle of the dirt can be passed through the sluice

box. A more perfect mining field could hardly be

imagined than these mines possess. They are situ-

ated on the side of a mountain which rises more than

600 feet high, and at its base flows the beautiful

stream called Myrtle creek. Every foot of the mine

can be worked. Recently some expert miners visited

these mines, and on finding them to prospect ex-

ceedingly well and finding how much gold had al-

ready been taken from them, they set about to dis-

cover some method of overcoming the only obstacle

that had so long prevented these mines from beirg

worked—the scarcity of water. Their engineer dis-

covered that they could, by digging a ditch 10 miles

long, bring to the very top of the mountain, and ex-

tending the entire length of the mine, a stream of

water sufficient to run two giants day and night dur-

ing the rainy season. A stock company was organ-

ized and the mines {over 1400 acres) immediately

purchased. The ditch has since been dug and the

company is already operating a hydraulic. This

stream will furnish water to run two giants during

the rainy season only; but by digging a ditch 17

miles farther they can procure all the water that they

can use the year round, and before the end of the

year the company expects to have the remainder of

the ditch in operation. The writer recently visited

these mines and found that they pro=pect exceed-

ingly well. Gold can be found in almost any pan

of dirt taken up promiscuously anywhere on the

mines. There is no flike or very fine gold, but it is

in the form of small nuggets. Some of the pros-

pects are exceedingly rich. The first cleanup will

take place in less than a month, but the company
will start a force of men to work on a short ditch

this week, which will give them water the year round.

They will take the water fronv Myrtle creek, which

is probably the richest part of the mines. This ditch

will be completed by the time the water fails in the

other ditch on top of the mountain, and thus they

will work the mine the year round. It will be a

great boom for Oregon when the mines of Southern

Oregon are thoroughly developed and the water

question shall have been solved.

UTAH.

GiLSON'S DUGWAY SAMPLES. — Salt Lake
Trihme, April 8: The Union Assay office yester-

day made an analysis of two lots of ore brought in
by S. H. Gilson from his Buckhorn mine, Dugway
dislrici. This ore has been exciting much interest
the past few days, and it places Dugway above
being entirely a low grade camp. There were two
lots of ore. one being first-cl iss and the other
second, and the result is shown as follows: First-
class, 9534 pounds ore. 9.7 per cent lead, 602
ounces biker, and 4 8-io ounces go'd. The
analysis showed silic* 37,4; iron 6.4; and zinc 9.9
per cent. The second-class ore, 7040 pounds, went
I per cent lead, 136.5 ounces silvi-r and about i

ounce gold; silver, 24 7; iron, i; zinc 2.4, and lime,
19. 1 per cent. Such ore ought to make Dugway a
big camp, providing there is much like this, and
it is undeistood that the deposits are very great there.
Already the news of this rich find by Mr. Gilson
and some others has started prospectors toward the
Ditp Creek country, and it now looks as if there
will be quite a stampede for that new Eldorado.
Sampson Shipment.—James ]ohn?^ton was

paid yesterday for no tons of ore from the Samp-
son mine, Bingham. This ore assayed 54.3 per
cent lead and six ounces silver, and sold for $27.81
per ton. The Sampson is on the same vein as the
Yosemite No. 2. and is giving promise of becoming
a gre.it properly. Ii certainly has done well since
ore was struck on January 2d last. Since then 440
tons of ore have been shipped and sold, and now
100 tons more is ready to forward to the smelters as
soon as the roads are so it can be hauled to the rail-

road to ship. The mine is opening out larger and
better as drifting on the vein is carried forward.
Bunker Hill Ore. -J. C. Reynolds of Stock-

ton is in with thirty tons of ore from his Bunker
Hill mine, which will run about 20 ounces silver

aud 55 per cent lead. This property is opening out
nicely. It has a shift down 80 feet, and in

drifting the face has three and one-half feet of ore.
Ophir.—Salt Like Tribune^ April 2: Good news

comes from the Trace and Banner property on the
north side of Lion Hill, Ophir. H. E. Wylie of Ophir
owns one half of it, and the other half belongs to
Judges Bennett and Harkness of this city. Mr.
Wyhe has persistently stayed by the camp for

several years and pushed work on the tunnel, which
is now in 800 feet, and has reached a depth of 300
feet beneath the surface. About ten days ago the
tunnel tapped a very rich body of ore, on which
they have been drifting since, and it is now four feet

wide. It is not only rich in silver, but carries a
good amount of geld. This is free milling ore and
promises to become the best strike ever made in

Ophir disirict.

Centennial-Eureka Ore Sales.—The Cen-
tennial-Eureka Co. sold twenty-four tons of
ore yesterday to the Hanauer smelter. This was
not of their higher grade, and yet it brought
$3,147.69, while the assays ran 7.4 per cent lead,

136.55 ounces silver and .465 of an ounce in gold,
Horn Silver Ore Sales.—The Horn Silver

Co. sold three lots of ore yesterday, aggregating 756
tons net. Of this Conklin got 330 tons for the
Pueblo works, Scott & Anderson took no tons to
send to the Aurora (Illinois) smelters, and the
Germania Lead Works got 310 tons for treatment
at their works below this city.

WASHINGTON.

Ruby Hill District.—Spokane Chronicle. April
8: Mr. S. Lichtenstadier, a prominent mining man
and banker of Ruby City, and widely known among
miners, arrived yesterday in Spokane. On being
asked the news from Ruby City, he said: There are
comparatively few, if any. mines in operation nov.
The owners of the Fourth of July mine are getting
ready to begin business and will employ about 40
men. Mr. Duval is now in the East negotiating

for a mill to be put up at this mine. The Ivanhoe
people have already gone to work with a full force

of men. The mine has about $150,000 worth of ore
in sight. Mr. Cawherd, one of the owners, is in

Portland getting machinery for il. The Ruby Hill

M. Co. has started work and has enough capital to

to keep going with a full force all summer. The
work will mostly be developing the mine. The
First Thought is working a full force of about 50
men. They are making regular weekly shipments
both to Helena and to Butte. Rumor has it that

this mine has been sold to a San Francisco syndi-

cate, which Mackay controls. What lends color to

this rumor is that its owner, Jonathan Bower, is in

San Francisco on business connected with that

mine. If that is true il will be a big thing for that

district, for we need men of his energy and capital

to make things lively there, and if Mackay is in it

he will do that very thing. The La Una, on Min-
eral Hill, is going to start soon. Thomas Mason,
of Tacoma. is the owner. Mr. Gib Chelson is pre-

paring to ship a carload of high-grade ore out of the

Silver Belt, to Butte. In Conconnully, better known
as Mineral Hill, they are doing very little now.
The reason is that Mr. Allen Mason, who is heavily

interested there has been away on a European trip.

He has just returned and the Lone Star mine will

at once start up with a full force of men. There is

also some talk of the Lady of the Lake mine being

worked this year. The Back Bear and War Eagle

are two gold properties on Palmer mountain. A
fine stamp mill is being built there and it will begin

producing in 90 days. You see ours are large

quartz ledges and the ore has to be reduced either

by the milling or the laxivation process. An im-

mense amount of capital is necessary for the devel-

opment of such ledges and al-;o a continuous outlay

for several years without any rt turns whatever. In

this respect it differs much from the Coeur d'Alene
mines where a man with small capital can work with

some success. Another item of news is that we are

going to build a flume four miles long from Salmon
creek. This will give us a fall of 300 feet and 1000
horse-power. Power will thus be furnished for elec-

tric light and cars and also for running a tunnel into

Ruby hill 3900 feet long, the object being to strike

the ledge 1850 feet underground. This will be com-
pleted in a year and then we will have greater depths

to our mines than they have in Butte. The ledges

are from 60 to 80 fe^t wide and the output practi-

cally unlimited. We must, however, have better

communication than at present. S-ilt is a great fac-

tor in the reduction of our ores, and freight rates are

now so heavy that they would eat up all the profits.

But this difficulty will be soon remedied to a certain

extent. The Canadian Pacific is building down to

the Okanogan lakes at present, and they intend to

run boats down to within 30 miles of the boundar
line.
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n^ECHANiQAL Progress

Electric Iron.

In Jaly, 1880, Mr. JimeB Barnet of Kentish

Town, England, Bent the following commanica"

tion to London Iron, It was acoorapanied

with an engraving, which we do not repro-

dace:

To THE Editor of Iron.-—** There ib nothin?

nflw under the bud," so it has been said.

Meteoric—or eleotrio iron— ia not new, but

what has been hitherto only seen of it ha? been

made in the laboratory of the skies, dropping

down to us from the reft clouds when thunder-

strloken. In meteoric iron we are preeented

with the nearest approach to perfection in that

metal which we can well imagine it to be

capable of reaching. We are, moreover, ehown

therein somathing of what suoh a metal—the

most useful and most abundant—can be made
t-T do for UB, provided that something like

Nature's mode of producing the quality she can

make be followed by man. The hightof human
endeavor has for its aim, if well directed, the

imitation of Nature's proceBaes, and sacoess is

ia exac"; proportion to the nearness of anproach

acoompllahed by us in the direction of Nature's

work. Simply stated, such samples of meteoric

iron aB have *'come down" to us, present

samples of what can be prodncod when electric

action is employed.

In the production of iron, that material which

ia more largely than any other need in those

Indastrial occupations upon which the mass

dependa for support and society forita advance-

rasnt in material wealth, it must be of the

highest consequence to adapt to its manufact-

nre that "force," the volume of which is jast

beginning to be au open book, and the pictures

in which are much plainer to the eye than the

pxplanation of them are intelligent to the ear.

Providing that eUctrioity can be ntilized by

being brought witnln conditions sufficiently

economical, and that those conditions can be

made to apply upon a commenaurately large

Boale, given these, and then the increase in the

prodnc^'ion of an invaluable metal becomea

illimitable. The illuatration given represents

a sample of pig iron which haa been aabj acted

to electrical action.

My object in alluding to thfs particular

soecimen has been to prove the bona fides of

the experiment, which is distinctly an instance

of the practicability of prodacing electric

iron, for here I show a piece of pig in the actual

courpe of undergoing electrical action. I pur-

posely arrested the proceaa at a moment suffi-

ciently early to preserve a dual condition of the

metal acted upon. It ia unmistakably a piece

of pig, and upon the snrface it la shown to be

ib the tratiaitionary stage of passing from com-

mon pig iron into a metal more highly refioed

than any that has ever before been seen, ex-

cepting when in the meteoric state.

The engraving as given in the paper from

which we have quoted was made from a pho-

tograph and gives in quite full relief numerous

ridges aa of fibrous iron, giving the specimen

an appearance of being in the act of being con-

verted from an ordinary piece of cast iron into

that of strongly marked fibrous iron. The

sample, without explanation, would be a per-

fect riddle to any metallurgiat. The paper

above quoted concludes as follows :

It ohallenges attention toward the solution

of one of the most important questions of the

diy. It defies diapnta as to the fast of

electrical agency having been aucoeasfnlly ap-

plied, and therefore makes its practicability a

foregone ocnoluslon. As to the question of its

GOBtlinesB, 1 may dispose of that satisfactorily

by Baying that, when the manufacture of

eleotrio iron ia ready to be proceeded with

upon a scale commensurate with the demand
there will be for it, no iron besides will be able

to compete with it for price.

We are not informed as to the manner In

whioh the specimen was subjected to the action

of electricity, but have introduced the article

In this place m.erely as a prelude to the

following process, which, perhaps may be

considered a practical development of a process

finst suggested, as above, over ten years ago.

We copy now from a late number of the

Electrical R^vieio:—
Electrolytic Production of Pure Iron.

£i. process for the direct conversion of pig

iron into wrought or ductile iron, without
decarbonization by heat, has been invented

»nd worked out into practioal shape by Dr.
Stephen H. Etnmens, of Emmens, Pa., the

Inventor of the powerful explosive whioh bears

bis name, and is now most eucoessfnlly going

through the ordeal of government tests.

Wrought iron, so called, is to-day most
nnivereally produced by the process of pnd<
dling oaat or pig iron, the higher and ooatUer

grades of pig being used, especially in the

production of the finer brands, known as

"Norway" and **Swedish" iron. The puddling
process may be said to be simply the burning

out of the contained carbon by the agency of

heat and oxygen, and eucoessfnl puddling
requires great skill and extremel? hard labor,

Thloh must be paid for accordingly. The
Emmens process, as to the actual conversion,

requires do heat and no ekilled labor; but for

merchantable bar or sheet iron, the product is

simply heated and rolled or hammered. The
process is hardly to be described as decarboniza-

tion of pig iron. To coin a word for the

purpose, *'deferication" of pig metal would

more accurately describe what takes place.

The process is electrical and the pure iron ia

extracted from the crudest and most impure

pig iron or pot metal with as much facility as

from the best charcoal pig.

Many attempts have been made to force iron

into the list of electroly sable metals, but

failure haa marked all efforte except in the

electroplating of engravinga or copper electro-

types with a coating of hard iron. The
difficulty has been completely overcome by Dr.

Emmens, whose electrolyte and current treat-

ment are suoh as to form a perfectly reguline

and closely adherent cathode of iron of almost

chemical purity, which then only needs wash-

ing, heating and rolling to produce an article

equal to the finest Swedish iron, befng very

soft and easily worked. The inventor claims to

be able to make the iron from pig, and put it

into merchantable shape at a lees cost than the

ordinary puddling process, and at the same

time to further cheapen the oost by using the

very lowest priced grades of pig iron. If this

be true, and there seems to be no reason why
it is not, the effect can hardly be safely

predicted. Electricity aa a commodity is now
a very oheap article, and its production is as

certain and uniform as the laws of science can

make it. It is said that the reeidue of the

anode, composed of graphite, silicon, sulphur,

phosphorns, etc., from which the iron ie, of

course, absolutely freed, makes a valuable

baaia for mineral paint, and probably this ia the

case.

The metallurgiat will at onoe realize the

value of this process, if for no other reason than

that it at onoe makes available, for the produc-

tion of iron, immense deposits of iron ore in

various parts of the country which are now
useless, owing to the prohibitive quantities of

phosphorus and sulphur they contain. Suoh

ores are not available even for the BasBemer or

open hearth process, which produces low steela

containing a very small proportion of carbon.

Bat for the Emmens procesa these ores are

practically as good aa any. They can be

smelted, run into Blabs of proper size and

shape, and the only effect of the impurities is

upon the cbaracter of the anode residue. The
cathode will in all cases be practically and

almost chemically pure iron. Not only that,

but when heated and rolled or hammered, its

quality is of the very highest grade. If, as

seems to be fairly within the truth, such iron

can be produced from such pig at a oost below

or even the same oost as an equal quality by
the puddling and refining furnaces, the result

must be necessarily important in the future de

velopment of the iron industry.

The process ia of interest also to the electrical

fraternity in point of utility. The forged prod-

uct is said to be surpassing in its fitness for

magnet cores for all purposes, on account of its

great purity and the low resistance of a mag-
netic circuit composed of it. This would seem
to be true by comparison. The most impure
oast iron hs'=' the least magnetic permeability,

and the coefficient of the latter rises as the

oast iron approaches the character of wrought
iron. Swediah iron is the purest commercial

iron we are acquainted with, and we all know
its splendid magnetic-making properties when
energized. The Emmens' iron, being still purer,

ought to make a proportionately better electro

magnet. If it does, the electrical industries

alone will create a heavy demand for the new
product.

Steel Stay Bolts.—Steel, as a material for

boiler stay bolta, is not meeting with the quali-

fied success that has allowed the introduction

of the same metal for the platea of the boilers

themselves. More than one large railroad

company has abandoned its use after an im-

partial trial, and returned to sligo, or some
equally good brand of iron. The objection to

the employment of steel is the great number of

stays which break off, after a service of only a

few months. In one boiler we examined re-

cently, there were no less than 250 odd steel

stay iQolts broken, mostly in the throat sheet,

and the front parts of the side sheets, after

being in use nine months. The reason of this

short life is undoubtedly the oryetalline struc-

ture of Bteel,and the repeated bendings to which
the stays are subjected, owing to the difference

in expansion between the Inner and the outer

fire box sheets that they brace together.

Several expedients have been tried with a

view to obviating the destructive bending
stresses, such as ball and socket joints for the

stay bolt heads," etc., but nothing haa yet

been found to answer all the requirements. It

is therefore safe to assume that as long as fiit

surfaces, stayed transversely by bolts, are em<
ployed in boiler work, just so long will there be

trouble experienced with breakages—in other

words, the evil is inherent.

—

Progreseive Age,

SeiENTiFie Progress.

OoMPiLMENTARY.—Sir James Kilson'a ad-
dress in replying to the address of welcome
given to European guests of the American lu'

stitnte of mining engineers at the time of their
recent reception at Pittsburg cloaed with the
earnest exprmslon of his belief that the United
States and Eugland were necessary to each
other in the interchange of products and brains,
and he was convinced that "through sucli

orderlnga Providence haa designed to wind
the si) lien chain of commerce round the
world.

"

Water and Temperature

The changes in the temperature of water af-

ford a very interesting study. In the form of

ice the temperature may be 32" F., or

lower, according to the temperature of

the surroundings. Although the freezing

temperature of pure water ia 32° F., yet

by observing certain precautions the tem-

perature of the water may be reduced sev-

eral degrees below this before congelation will

take place; bat in the act of freezing a certain

number of units of heat are given out, due to

the amount of work done in changing the form

of the water. One pound of ice has a greater

bulk than the one pound of water from whioh
it was formed, because water Is at its greatest

density at a temperature of sfveral degrees

above the temperature of aolidifioation. One
pound r^f water la changing into Ice will de-

velop 140 h'^at nnita, and as each unit of heat

iB equal to 772 foot pounds, it is evident that

the freezing of one pound of water will develop

a force equal to 108,080 foot pounds.

If the freezing was accomplished in one min-

nt-^ of time, an amount of energy equal to

3 27 horse power would be transformed. While
the water is freezing this heat is given out, but

that does not reduce the power required to

bring about the change, for the heat has to be

removed. But the removal of this amount of

heat does not lower the temperature one de-

gree, for although the water has been changed

into ice, it Btill has the temperature of 32°.

After the ice is formed, its temperature may be

reduced to that of the surrounding air.

In changing Ice into water, the same amount
of heat ia sbeorbed by the water as was given

out during the freezing process, and the same
amount of power in the form of heat will be re-

quired to prodnoe the change; and although the

ice be melted over a strong fire, the temper-

ature of the water will not be raised above 32°

until all the ice la melted, providing the water

has a chance to circulate freely.

In water there appears a departure from the

law of expansion and contraction, for in the

case of water at a temperature of 39°, at which
the water is at Its greatest density, a ohange of

temperatare either above or below this will

cause an expansion of the mass. As the tem-

peratare decreases from this point, it expands

in nearly a regular manner, so long aa the

temperature oontinuea to deoreaae. If beat is

motion and produoes motion in the atoms, and
this motion causes expapsion, then why ia it

that the abstraction of heat from ice causes the

same phenomenon that in all other aubstanoea is

the result of an iucrease of temperatnre. I

know of no way to explain it, but it is a sub-

ject that ban reopived a great deal of attention.
—Stationary Engin'cr.

A Fly on tlie Wing.

There are many insects which one would
little suspect to be furnished with apparatus

suited to swift and more or lees contionons

flight. House-files frequent the inside of our

windowp, buzzing sluggishly in and out of the

room. But what different creatures are they

when they accompany your horse on a hot

Bummer's day. A swarm of these little pests

keep pertinaciously on wing about the horse's

ears; quicken the paoe up to ten or twelve

miles an hour, still they are there; let a gust

of wind arise and carry them backward and
behind, the breeze having dropped, their speed

la redoubled, and they return to their post

of annoyance to the poor horse even when
urged to its fastest pace, says the New York
Ledger.
But this example gives only a partial proof

of the fiy's power of fiigbt, as the following will

show: The writer was traveling one day in

autumn by rail at about twenty-five miles an

hour, when a company of flies put in appear-

ance at the car-window. They never settled,

but easily kept pace with the train; so much
so, indeed, that their flight seemed to be almost

mechanical, and a thonght atrnck the writer

that they had probably been drawn into a sort

of vortex, whereby they were carried onward
with but little exertion on the part of them-

selves. But this was soon disproved. They
Rallied forth at right angles from the train,

fiew to a distance of thirty or forty feet, still

keeping pace, and then returned with increased

speed and buoyancy to the window.
To account for this, look at the wings of a

fly. Each is composed of an upper and lower

membrane, between which the blood- vessels

and respiratory organs ramify so as to form a

delicate network for the extended winga.

These are used with great quickness, and
probably 600 strokes are made per second.

This wonld carry the fly about twenty-five

feet, but a sevenfold velocity can easily be

attained, making 125 feet per second, so that

under certain circumstances it can outstrip a

race-horse. If a small insect like a fly can out-

strip a race>horse, an insect as large as a horse

would travel very much faster than a cannon-

ball.

Life of Lichens Duking Wlntee.—Of all

plants, lichens are the ones that most easily

endure the lowest temperatures. They are

met with in profuaion in the polar regione and

at the highest altitudes, where no other plant

can Bubsiet. The causes of this peculiar re-

slBtanoe being unknown, Mr, H. Jumelle

decided to ascertain how, from the standpoint

of gaseous exchangcB with the atmosphere, the
lichens of our country behave dnring the
winter. The study of this point was eviden-

tly capable of throwing light upon the question
of the resistance of theae plants. The results

obtained by Mr. Jumelle and recently commu-
nicated to the Society of Biology, are as follows:

In onr country, when the temperature de-

cends below zero, lichens enter upon a retarded
course of life due less to the lowering of the
temperature than to a losa of water. In Hohens
that grow nnder shelter and on the ground, the
loss of water being lees, the gaseous exchanges
will be merely decreased, and remain sensible.

Oq the contrary, in lichens living upon trees

and exposed to the air, desiccation occurs to a

considerable extent, and life is then so retarded

that, in darkness as well as light, the gaseous
exchange no longer becomes appreciable. If,

by chance, the lichen contains a notable

proportion of water, the freezing of the latter

produces an effect analogous to that of des-

iccation, and the gaseous exchanges are again
of the feebleat charaoter.

—

Revue Scie7itifique.

The Eyes of Deep-Sea Fish.

The queerest thing about deep-sea oreatnrea

is their arrangements for vision. Fish that

live at very great depths have either no eyea
at all or enormously big ones. Indeed, there

are two ways you may get on in these gloomy
abysses, by delicate touch organs, or by eight

that collects the few rays of light due to

phoBphorescence or other accidental sources.

Now, as we go down in the water we find at

each depth that the effects produced upon the

eyes of fish are steadily progressive in one
direction or the other. Species that live at

a depth of eighty fathoms have the eye already

a good deal bigger than their nearest represen-

tatives that live at or near the surface, Down
to the depth of 200 fathoms, the eyea'

get conatantly bigger and bigger. Beyond that

depth small-eyed forms set In, with long feelers

developed to supplement the eyes. Sight, in

fact, is here beginning to atrophy. In the

greatest abysses the fish are mostly blind, feel-

ing their way about entirely, by their sensitive

bodies alone, over the naked surface of rock at

the bottom. Some of them have still external

relics of fnnotionless eyea; in others, the oldest

and most confirmed abysmal species, the eye

has altogether disappeared externally, though
its last representative may still be recognized

imbedded deep in the tissues of the head.
But many deep-sea fishes have a curious

system of hollows in the skull, or along a line

on the body, whioh Becrete muoous or sUme,
and this slime often envelopes them completely,

aB in a sheet of jelly, from head to tail.

Strange to say, it is phosphorescent. More-
over, many other deep>sea species have two sets

of organs buried in their skin, oonsistlng of

round, shining, opalescent bodies, very closely

resembling mother-of-pearl. One aort ia large

and oval and is placed on the head not

far from the eye; the other kind is smaller

and arranged in a series along the body
and tail, a pair usually answering to each
joint of the backbone. All of them are

abundantly supplied with nerves, and they
seem to be organs for the production and per-

haps also for the perception of phosphorescent
light. If so, we may suppose that each such
flBh goes about like a string of glow worms, or

a train of lighted care, all the organs along hia

side or tail shining faintly in the dark, some-
what after the fashion of luminous paint. Dr.

Gunther suggests that in certain cases the

phosphorescence may be produced in a sort of

back chamber of the organ, and then emitted

in particular directions through the lens in

front, precisely as a policeman flashes his bull'fi

eye on any suspected poiut.— The Comhill
Magazine.

The Earth's Axis.— Two weeks ago we
gave an item In thie column In regard to a re-

cently observed variation in the earth'a axis,

which was attractin'7 much interest among sci-

entists in Europe, Since that time we notice

that a movement has been set on foot in this

country to investigate this phenomenon under
the auspices of the International Geodetic Aeao-

ciation. Observers in general have been re-

queated to make simultaneous observations

dnring a given space of time, and, in addition,

eminent scientiets will make observations in

different parts of the world . Mr. Preston, oil

hehalF of the United States Coast and Geodstio

Survey, will eatablieh a station on the Hawaiian
Inlands; Prof. Marouse, on behalf of the

European soientiBts. will occupy a station on

one of the South Pacific Islands, and Prof.

Davidson will conduct Ms observationa at the

Astronomical and Longitudinal Station in

Lafayette Park in San Frftnoisco,

Photogkaphino Under Water.—Mr.Maisy
has succeeded in photographing the movements
of fishes under water, taking proofs at the rate

of 50 a second with exposnrea from 1-2000 to

1-3000 of a aecond. A set of 12 photographs

gives all the phaaea of the undulationa which
the medusa impresses upon its umbrella of a

locomotor apparatus. Another serirs exhibits

a squid leaping out of the water. A rag has

also been taken in profile while waving the

edges of its fiat body, and the curions mode of

prcgrOES of a comatala has be^-n taken. '

The Con. California and Virginia Mining

Co. is not affected much by the discount on sil-

ver. More than half of the bullion prodnot

last month was gold.
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E'LECTPjeiTY.

"The Storage Battery."

Eleotriolty, like water^ depends for its power
of dolog wortc on two conditloDH: qaantity «nd
force ; Its potentiality InoreaBea aooording to

the pUoe where it ts produced as compared
with that at aome other plaoe. The difference

of potential corresponds with the difference of

pretsare In gasee, with the difference of tern-

peratare la heat. As the sea level is the stan-

dard for Dieasnring the height of a moantaln,

ao are electric levels measared from the arbi*

trary level of the potential of the earth.

A storage battery does not store electricity

any more than the spring of a clock can be

said to store time or sound ; it stores energy.

The energy of an electrio current is used to

produce a decomposition of metal of auoh a

nature as will of itself produce a current on the

removal of the original current. The accumu-
lators are two plates of metals immersed in a

liquid acid whioh is called the electrolyte, and

woloh cannot act on the plates except while an

electric current Is passed through it, which

effects its decomposition in deposit ne its posi-

tive and negative constituents on the two
plates. On the ceasation of the current the

oells are discharged by a oonnectlon ooteide the

liquid. In the opposite direction. Plates of

compressed litharge have been recently uaed,

and many experiments are being made in the

hope of obtaining such reaults as will avoid

the neoeaalty of using a dyoamo. Electric

meters are those in which a portion of the our-

rent passes through a Bolotlon of a metallic

salt, and the strength is determined by the

omount of electrolytic decomposition it effects.

There Is also an el6ctro*thermal meter to meas-

ure the heat caused by a certain resistance, or

by the amount of a liquid evaporated by the

heat generated by the current; and an electro*

magnetic meter, in which the current is meas-

ared by the magnetic effect it produces upon a

needle by deflecting it.

—

Exchange.

Elastic Acccmulators —A novel form of

oooamulator has just been produced by M.
Emile Reynler. This battery affords in a

simple compact atractnre a high voltage, and

at the same time improved modificationu for

seonrtng additional solidity and transport-

ability. The essential advantage of this bat-

tery conaista in its poBaeasipg a, certain amount
of elasticity from its peculiar ronstruotioD. It

has sixteen plates mounted in flexible pockets,

and these elements are placed flat, one against

the other, and compressed between two end
plates of wood by means of rubber spring bands.

This spring arrangement gives to the active

solid matter an artificial elaeticlty which
results in large specific power and storing

capacity . This is only one of the many
important improvements which have recently

been effected in the storage battery, and which
are gradually bringing that mode of generating

electricity to a stage of perfection which will

lead to Its general adoption for propulsive and
other purposes,

Electkic Wires on Housetops — United

States Circuit Judge Sawyer has decided that

the municipal ordinance prohibiting the plac-

ing and maintaining of electric wires on the

roofs rf buildings is valid and constitutional

law. Soon after the ordinance was passed,

Chief Engineer Scannell of the Fire JDepart-

ment began to cut down aome of <he wires of

the Electric Improvement Co. The company
filed two actions in the Circuit Court against

the City and County of San Francisco and

Chief Scannell. The company wanted to re-

strain and enjoin the Board of Supervisors and

the Chief Engineer from carrying out the pro-

visions of the ordinance. Judge Sawyer de-

cided that the snperviaors have a right to pass

Uws for the protection of public interests and

the safety of the community, even when pri-

vate interests are iojured. The injunction was
dissolved. The decision was rendered in the

action against the city, bnt the same applies to

the oase of Chief Soannell,

niem with the other, receives the current on a
chemically prepared paper, on which It tran-
Boribes the signatures in black letters on a white
grouud.

Electrical Work in I-'kanoe.— Various
new applications of eleotrioity are reported
frcm France, It is said that the government
military workahcpa at Mendon are now quite
busy with the manufaoture of electric motors
for th<* u*n In hntlnnnlnji in Hmfl of war.

The Utility of the Electric Lock —
Dwellinga and buildings of all kinds are now
rendered secure with greater facility than ever

by means of the electric look. By the use of

this lock, which can at any time replace the

lock ordinarily used, the entrance doors of

private residences, apartment houses, cfficea,

banks, etc., can be absolutely controlled by a

person in another part of the building. The
pressure of a button located at any desired

point, cloaea the circuit, and the current pas-

sing through the magnet inside the lock,

releases a lever. The spring then throws back

the bolt, and the opposite knob can be turned

and the door opened. In r.partment houses

the button (one for eaoh suite) is placed near

the speaking tube, which runs to the outside

door.

Signing a Check. by Electricity.—One of

the marvels of elf^otricity, and one of the most
striking of the Edison exhibits at the Paris

Exposition, was the little instrument which

enables the operator to sign a check 100 miles

distant. The writing to be transmitted is

impressed on soft paper with an ordinary stylus.

This is mounted on a cylinder, which, as it

levolvea, ** makes and breaks" the electrio

current by means of the varying indentationa

on the paper. At the receiving end of the wire

Architecture IN California —Tan Ameri-
oani, Bays a correspondent of Harper'ti Maga-
zine have not the art of makiug houses or a land
piotureique. The traveller is enthusiastic
about the exquisite drives through these grovea
of fruit, with the ashy or the anow-covered
hilts for background and contrast, and he ex-
claims at the pretty cottages, vine and rose
clad, in the eemi tropical setting, but If by
chance he oomea upon an old adobe or Mexican
ranch house In the country, he has emotions of

a different sort. There ie little left of the old
Spanish occupation bnt the remains of it to

make the romance of the country, and appeal
to our sense of fitness and beauty. It Is to be
hoped that all such historical associations will

be preserved, for they give to the traveller that
which our country generally laoka, and which
is so largely the attraction of Italy and Spain.
Instead of adapting and modifying the houses
and homes that the climate suggests, the new
American comers have brought here from the
East the emartneas and prettiu'^aa of our mod-
ern nondescript architecture. The low house,
with recesses and galleries, bnilt round an
inner court, or patio, whioh, however small,

would fill the whole Interior with sunshine and
the scent of flowers is the sort of dwelling that
would suit the climate and the habit of life

here. But the present occupiers have taken
no hints from the natives. In village and
country they have done all they can, in spite

of the maguey and the cactua and the palm and
the nmhtella tree and the live oak and the
riotona fiowers and the thoneand novel forma of

vegetation, to give everything a prosaic look
But why should the touriat find fault with this ?

The American likes it, and be would no*; like

the pictureEqneuess of the Spaniah or the Latin
races.

Safe Roof Bdilding.—Yice- President At-
kinson of the Boston Manufacturers' Mutual
Insurance Company, in an address recently de-
livered betore the Architectural Club of Boston,
made some pertinent auggestions concerning
the construction of loofs, in effect as follows:

The true principle n—first, to understand what
purpose is desirtd In the building proposed,
and to build to that purpose. He would re-

verse the ordinary methor)a of building, and
would plan the roof firat. The pnrpoae of the
roof is not merely to keep oat the rain, but it

should also keep out weather changes; keep off

fire, etc. The ordinary roof meets none of

these points. The modern roof, auch as fed the
great fire in Boston, wasdeecribed as a structure

of light wood and felt, covered with elate. The
slate cracks easily under either heat or cold,

admitting rain, attracting heat and Inviting

conffagration. He said then some of the very
best roofs are over the oldest factories, with
solid frames, matched boards, covered with
lime mortar, upon which the shingles were
laid. There were no shingles laid on boards to

decay quickly and kindle readily, Hia ideal

roof would be nearly fiat—an entirely flat roof

will shed rain. That it will collect snow is not
A criticism, for a roof ahonld be as stiong as the
floors. Under any circumstances not over a
foot of solid ice could accumulate, and any de-

cent roof could bear that. Koofs of the barn
style, manaard, etc., are denounced by under-
writers as inviting destruction by fire. He
would have no hollow oornices, for the same
reason. The beat way is to pitch the roof of

industrial buildings toward the center, with
only a pitch of half an inch to a foot. This
carries the water away through a channel not
exposed to frost, and admits of much better ad-
vantages of light in the upper story. The nae

of parapets was commended as eepeoially de-

sirable. He gave as the average cost of a fac-

tory building 75 cents per aquare foot of floor-

ing, in buildings of two or more stories in

hight. For some reason a flat roof is objected

to In a country house, but when the use of the

house is considered, the advantage of the flat

roof will appear.

Blocks OF Compressed Wood as a Substi-
tute for Bricks.—If we may believe German
journale, brick and terra-cotta are no longer to

stand alone as the beat fire-reaistlng building

materials. Anew hotel, which haa just been
put up at Hamburg, ia described as being built

entirely of blocks of compressed wood as hard
as iron, and by subjection to certain chemical
processes rendered absolutely proof agaiuet both

fire and the attacks of ineects. If the claims of

the inventor are well founded, he is olearly

wasting time in the Fatherland, and should

come over to us with hia invention without de<

lay and reap the reward of his labors. A proc-

ess for making wood fire proof is jnat one of

those things which American builders have
been hankering after for some decades past.

KOOD HEjMTH,

To Relieve an Overworked Brats.—A
SwisB doctor says that many persons who ex-
tend their mental work well Into the night,
who during the evening follow attentively the
program of a theater or concert, or who engage
evenings in the proceedings of societies or clubs,
are awaked in the morning or in the night with
hetd^cYio {the Sanitary Inspector). He Is par-
ticular to say that he does not refer to that
headDr<he which our Teutonic brethren deiig*
nate A''a/::enjam7»«», that follows certain con-
vivial indulgences. This headaohe affects many
persona who are quite well otherwise, and is

due in part to the previous exceaslve work of

the brain, whereby an abnormal flow of blood
to that organ Is caused; in part to other causes,
for example, too great heat of roomp, con-
tamination of the air with carbonio acid, ex-
halations from human bodies, and tobacco
amoke. For a long while the doctor was him-
self a sufferer from headaohe of this kind, but
of late years haa wholly protected himself from
it by aimple means. When he is obliged to

continue his brain work into the evening, or to
be out late nights in rooms not well ventilated,
instead of going directly to bed, he takes a

brisk walk for half an hour or an hour. While
taking this tramp, he stops now and then and
practices lung gymoastlcs by breathing in and
out deeply a few times. When he then goes to
bed, he sleeps soundly. Notwlthatanding the
shortening of the hours of sleep, he awakes
with no traoe of headaohe. There exists a clear
and well-known phyeiological reason why this

treatment should be effeotive.

The Real Cause of Death.—The most
common oause of death is fat and lime. Mi-
crobes are mere acceseories in causing death.
Take myself as a case in point. Once, when
younger, I could lift my leg on a level with my
head, writes a doctor In the St. Louis Qlobe-

Democrat. It is an effort for me now to get it

half that diatanoe. Ltme deposits are the
cause of it. It ia only a few days since that I

performed a post-mortem on the remains of a

distinguished journalist who died In this city

at an advanced age. When I reached his heart
I took my knife and on rubbing it over that
organ it sounded as if it were being rubbed over

a rough atone. The heart. was fairly enoaaed
in lime. I have now nnder my oare a distin-

guished literary man—a nonogenarian. He is

going to die. (The patient has since died.)

His death will be caused by abnormal deposits

of lime. There is no mystery in death. It is

as natural for man to die as to be born. We
are born, we develop, we grow ("grow" is

right) and we Hie. Is there anything strange
about that ? Man is like a tree. He lives hia

time, then withers, decays, dies. When we
shall have learned eveiything we shall be wise
enongh to prolong the life of man, but by
reason of the materials of which the body is

composed he must die.

Useful Informatio.n.

How to Make Large Soap Bubbles.

Children, and otherr, as well, may learn how
to prepare a mixture for making the largest
kind of soap bubMet, from th^'followlug receipt
famished by St. JVicAofa;!.—Next to white cas-
tilo, the mottled oaetjle gives the beat rcaulti.

The soap being obtained, a friendly druggist
must carefnily weigh out tiO grains (for exact-
ners in proportions is needful) for eaoh ounce
of water. That is, one draohm (according to
the apothecary's weight of the old arithmetioe),
aod when the weighing is done, and the oblig-

ing druggist thanked for kludnesa, the reat is

plain Bailing. A bottle with a aound cork ia

the next rtquirement. It must be large enough
to hold three or four times the quantity of
solution you wish to make. Do uot prepare
too much at one time; two ounces of soap sola-
tion will be a good quantity, and for this a six
or eight ounce bottle will be the right thing.
The bettle must be well oleaneed and then well
ricsed out with soft water— which, by the way,
should be used for all the operatlone. All
being ready, the soap is cut into fragments
small eooagh to enter the bottle. Measare an
ounce of water for eaoh draohm of soap ; this

can be done with a teaspoon, eight spooosful
making an ounce. Having poured the water
and put the soap Into the bottle, we have now
to await perfect solution, whioh will happen in

the course of two or three hcura, if the bottle

be put in a moderately warm place. Then add
glycerine to the soap solution, the quantity
varying with yonr ambition. I have found that
one-half the volume of the solution gives excel-

lent results ; that is to say, to each ounoe of

water add one-half ounce of glycerine, measur-
ing the quantities instead of weighing them In

both oaeea. The bottle is now to be tightly
corked and well ahaken; then set aside for two
nr three hours more, and well shaken again.
These alternate periods of rest and agitation

ehould continue for a whole day. Finally, let

the bottle stand undisturbed and tightly corked
for tweuty-four hours. Bubbles of great size

and beauty may be blown with tbia solution.

Cancer and Smoking.— Since the death of

President Grant, a constant smoker, cancer of

the tongue and cigar amoking have beencloaely

associated in the public mind. Surgeons of

experience find that the disease is far more
frequent in persons who have been in the habit

of Bmokmg. The disease appeara to be about
six times more common in males than fn

femalei. The affection known as ''smokei'a

patch " ie common. It is a slightly raised oval

area on the forepart of the tongue, a little to

one aide of the middle line, juat where the end

of the pipe reats, or where tne stream of smoke
from the pipe or cigar impinges on the surface

of the tongue. The patch is usually red, but

it may be bluiah or pearly white. It lasts for

years, but tends to spread over the surface of

the tongue if the irritation ba continued.

When diffused in this fashion, it constitutes,

leuooma of the tongue. Lauooma Is certainly

a predispoaing cause of cancer. The smoker
should never leave a ** patch" untreated, and
ahould avoid rough mouthpieces aud brands of

tobacoo which oause irritation of the tongue.

—

Sel.

Nature's True Tonic —One of the advan-

tages of light gymnastics is that the sick and
oouvalescent can make what appear to be tri-

fling efforts, and by them, in time, be restored

to active health. If too feeble to be practically

able to make but little exertion, try what are

known as deep-breathing movements. Lie flat

upon the back, take aa long and ss deep

breaths as possible, and while the mouth is

closed, slowly thro^ the arms up in front and
then at the aides. Rest for ten minutes. Try
again the same inhalation and exhalation of

air, the latter being pure and fresh. After a

while attempt the same, sitting up. These ex-

ercises can safely be taken by the sick one,

every day, several times, and the whole musou-

lar system will be improved, just as if some
revivifying tonic had been given, a far better

one than any charged with alcohol or some like

stimulant.

—

Ladies' Borne Journal.

Iron Alloys.—The remarkable aucceas which
has rewaided the researches of Inqulrera and
experimenters on the alloys of steel with chro-

mium, tangsten, aluminum and nickel gives

good reason to continue explo ration of thia

field. Among theae alloys the most import-
ant reaulta appear to have been obtained from
the uae of nickel as an alloy of steel. Iron al-

loyed with silicon and also with Mominum
have many points of reaemblauoe. Bat when
the addition of 15 per cent of aluminum—the
mioimun amount which has been found effioient

implies an addition of something like four doU
lars per ton to the coat, its employment in

competition with silicon as " ferro-silicon," or

*' ailicon speigel," cannot be considered as

more than experimental.

Somebody has said that railroad comrtanjes

«- aeem to have the power of hypnotizing Legla-

•"aimilar'^ciyiinder, moving in accurate synchro- ' latures by simply making passes.

Carbolic Acid fob Boils.—A German medi-

cal journal aaeerts than incipient boils may be

readily cured by the injection of a three-per

cent solution of carbolic acid. In order to ef-

fect a radical cure and prevent supparatlon,

the injection must be made early. If a boll

has a'repdy begun to discharge, the only effect

of the injection will be to hasten the cure and
prevent the formation of deep scars,

A Cement that is said to be strong enough
to stick anything may be made aa follows: Take
two ounces of gum-arabic, one and a half

ounces of fine ataich and half an ounce of fine

sugar. Pulverize the gum-arabic and dissolve

it in as much water as the laundreas would uae

for the quantity of starch indicated. Diaaolve

the starch and augar in the gum aolntion. Then
cook the mixture in a vesael suspended in boil-

ing water until the ataroh becomes clear. The
cement ahould be as thick aa tar and kept so.

It should be kept from spoiling by dropping In

a lump of gum camphor or a little oil of cloves

or eaasafras. The cement Is extremely strong,

arid will stick perfectly to glazed surfaces.

—

Builder and Woodworker.

Wealth in Sewage —The city of Worcester,
Mt&B., haa probably the beat arrangement for

an economical disposition of city aewage of any
other c ty in the world. After coneiderable

experiment the system is now considered aa

demonstrated to be an unqualified success.

The sewage is collected in large tanks, aud when
the work of chemical precipitation has been
aooomplished, the ttllaent, which is discharged

into the Blackstcne river, ia ao pure that chem-
ista say it might be drunk with safety. The
system is in use in European cities, and the
general verdiot there is that ita efficiency ia

unquestioned and ita administration eoonomical.

Compound Belting Material —The sub-

stitution of camet'e hair, cocton, paint and
chemicals for leather In machinery belting is

meeting with aome success in this country.

The invention was first perfected In England,
where it was received witb much favor. It ia

claimed for the new material that it is stronger

than ot^her belting, more durable under strain,

more efficient and as low priced, and therefore

cheaper in the end.

A Passenger Car without end platforms

has been patented by Mr. £, H. Beckley of

Elkhart, Ind. At each end of the car are side

doors at the bottom of the ordinary steps, the

doors being flush with the side of the car and
opening inward. The ateps may be covered by
a trap-door while the train is running. In the

end of the car is a door and vestibule arrange-

ment affording communication between the

cars.

The watera of the Seine river, France, have
been restocked with 40,000 California aalmon.
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to work on baildings where iron from non-

anlon shops la need. The shoe fsctories have

closed down, throwing a great many oat of

employment. The sitnation is disconraging to

those who have made investments in local pro-

daoing indnetries.

Electric Car Wires.

The supervisors of this oity have finally

passed an ordinance prohibiting the suspension

of electric wires from poles for the parpose of

operating oars along the pablio streets of San

Francisco. One company had already spent

$50,000, pat np 2gO poles on East street, and

oontracts had been let for upward of one million

dollars. The road was to run from San Fran-

ciioo to San Mateo, 21 miles. The North

Beach & Mission Ktllway also had intended to

put in an electric plant. As the 300 electric

street railways which have been bnilt in the

United States are, with bat two exceptions,

operated by the overhead wire system, the pas-

sage of this order virtually excludes electricity

as a motive-power for street-oars In this city,

there being no other available practical

system,

Arguments were made by the interested

parties in favor of the electric roads, bat the

supervisors conaldered the poles analghtly

and the wires anaafe, so the order was
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Passing Events.

Es-Gr3verD0r Waterman, whose death is

chronicled this week, was as prominently

identified with the gold and silver mining in-

terests of California as any man in the State,

He was the owner of several productive mining

properties in the southern part of California,

and a man who was a natural prospector and

miner, investing his money freely and develop-

ing claims which looked to him promising. To

him, more than any other, is due the develop,

ment of Calico district, San Bernardino county,

and the revival of the mines around Jalian,

San Diego county.

The city Is busy with preparations for the

reception of the President of the United States,

who will remain here and in the vicinity for

about a week. On his way here he will visit

the prominent points In Southern California.

The discovery of a fiow of natural gas at

Pleasanton, Alameda oonnty, has caused some

local excitement. It is not very strong as yet,

but gives promise which has aroused the en-

thusiasm of the residents. This is only one of

several places where natural gas has been found

in this State.

The labor troubles in this oity still continue,

and the building trades are considering the ad-

visability of kssistlng the molders by refasing

It will be remembered that the State law

was changed recently so as to permit the nse

of electricity as a motive power on street rail-

roads, hot each manicipality is empowered to

grant or refuse franchises for such roads. Sev-

eral are being built in and around Oakland and

other cities have them in view.

Up to qaite a recent date the history of these

roads in this State is an unfortunate one. Sev-

eral were failures and most of them were really

bnilt to aid real-estate speculators, and, the

property beiog sold, they were abandoned.

As compared with oable roads they are very

cheap to oonstrnct and equip, but as to com'

parative cost of operation when finished that

is an open question still. The large oities using

them are by no means satisfied with overhead

wire railroads, notwithstanding the statements

to the contrary. For smaller places and sub,

arban localities they answer the purpose very

well. In large cities there are several objec,

tions to this system and these objections were

considered weighty by the Board of Saper-

visors; hence the passage of the prohibitiug

order.

The Mechanics Institute Fair,

The Board of Trustees has decided that the

26th Industrial Exposition of the Meohanics

Institute shall open on Tuesday, August ISth,

and continue until September 26, closing on the

evening of that date. The management desire

particularly that the arts, industries, new in

ventions and natural products of the Pacific

Coast be well represented, and no pains will be

spared to make this class of exhibits a special

feature.

The promenade avennei are to be broadened

and 4500 seats provided for the comfort and

convenience of visitors. Ample motive power,

including steam and water, will be provided

and furnished in reasonable quantity free to ex,

exhibitors, and also special facilities afforded

for the testing and operation of new machines

and inventions.

Premiums in the form of medals, diplomas

and cash will be considered; a band of 50 pieces

will furnish music; there is to be a first-rate

oafe, and several new and attractive features

for amusement and instruction of visitors will

be introduced. The management believe the

attendance will be greater than at any former

fair, making the occasion an exceptional time

and place to bring to the notice of the public

new inventions, manufactured products, proc-

esses and appliances. Exhibits will be received

from August 10th to 16th Inclusive.

Arthur Macy, Manager and Superintendent

of the Standard Con, Mine of Bodie, died at San
Rafael on Tuesday, Mr. Macy was about 40

years of age, and was a graduate of the Colum-
bia School of Mines. As Superintendent of the

Silver King mine in Arizona in its palmy days,

he gained quite a reputation. Afterward, as

Superintendent of the Standard Oonsolidated

mine, he became even better known. He was
very successful in treating the ores of Bodle

district.

The President's Visit.

Only onoe before has a President of the

United States, while still olothed with the in-

signia of that high position, reached our dis-

tance from the National Capital. We have had

visits from ex-Presidents and have shown them

honors worthy of their public services. Presi-

dent Hayes alone found his way to California

while still in office. President Harrison will

be the first of all the Presidents to visit the

States of Oregon and Washington,

It is but natural that the ooming of the chief

officer of the republic to our shore should

awaken the keenest interest and arouse enthu-

siasm. Hero worship has prevailed since the

beginnings of the raoe, but in these later days

we have come to characterize our deference to

those in authority with a wider significance

than pertains merely to devotion to the person

of the sovereign. We rally to welcome the

President as a worthy and honorable citizen,

but beyond that our wealth of loyalty and devo-

tion is poured out not upon the man but upon the

offioe which he graces—the headship of our be-

loved nation. Let not, then, there be any dis-

position to glorify the coming of President

Harrison for fear of sharing the abject devotion

which pleased the vanity of the despot. We
shall honor Harrison as the embodiment of the

American idea and the representative of Amer'

loan greatness. As we believe in that Idea and

as our patriotism rises into fervor as we con-

template the grandeur of our nation, we can-

not refrain from honor to our visiting Presi-

dent. It is but fitting, then, that we show

him welcome, hospitality and the fullest good-

will. It Is proper that all thought of partisan-

ship should be banished from the popular

mind. We honor our institutions and our-

selves and we show to the world our faith in

them when, as dwellers upon the far-away Pa-

cific, we bestow the highest civic honors upon

the visiting chief executive of the nation and

demonstrate the fact that though 3000 miles

from the nation's heart, the patriotic current

is warm and strong and powerful for national

unity and harmony.

The President's party is made op as follows:

President and Mrs, Harrison, Mrs, McEee,

Mrs, Dlmmick, Postmaster-General Wana-

maker, Mr, and Mrs. Russell Harrison, Private

Secretary Hallord, Mr, and Mrs. George W,
Boyd, Mr. Tibbett, the President's stenog-

rapher, and several representatives of Eastern

newspapers who will accompany the party.

The special train bringing the party is ex-

pected to touch California soil at Fort Yuma
in the morning of Wednesday, April 22d. It

is probable that Governor Markham, Senator

Felton and other officials will meet the Presi-

dent at the State line. The following is the

itinerary of the California visit:

Arrive at Los Angeles Wednesday, April 22d, at

3 p. M. ; arrive at San Diego Thursday, April 23d, at

7:30 A. M, ; arrive at Pasadena Thursday, April 23d,

at 4:30 P, M,

Leave Los Angeles Friday, April 24th, at 10 A,

M, ; arrive at Santa Barbara Friday, April 24th, at 2

p, M,

Leave Santa Barbara Friday, April 24th, at 12

o'clock midnight; arrive at San Francisco Saturday,

April 25th, at 7:45 P. M,

Sunday, Monday and Tuesday in San Francisco.

Leave San San Francisco Wednesday, April 29tb,

at 9 A, M. for Palo Alto,

Leave Palo Alto on evening of Wednesday, April

29th, stop at San Jose and then run through to Santa

Cruz,

Leave Santa Cruz Thursday, April 30th, at noon-

for Monterey; Thursday afternoon and Friday fore,

noon at Monterey ; arrive in Oakland {via San Jore

and Niles) Friday afternoon.

Saturday and Sunday in San Francisco.

Leave San Francisco Monday, May 4th, at 2 A.

M. ; arrive at Sacramento Monday, May 4th, at 6:30

A, M,

Leave Sacramento Monday, May 4th, at 10 A, M,,

for Portland,

Great preparations are being made for the re

ception and entertainment of the presidential

party in San Franoisoo, As stated above they

will arrive on Saturday and will pass a quiet

Sunday.

On Monday there will be a reception to the

Governor and staff officers, municipal officers,

army and navy officers, consuls, members of the

Chamber of Commerce, etc. In the afternoon,

from 2 to 5 o'clock, the President will drive

through the Park to the Cliff House,

On Tuesday he will participate in sn excur-

sion on the bay and visit harbor fortifications.

He will be tendered a banquet on Saturday

evening. May 2d, after his return from Mon-

terey.

An Ancient Amalgamator,

In looking up the subject of amalgamators,

many Interesting particulars and devices are to

be met with, among which is a patent speoifica-

tion taken out in England in 1783 by Charles,

Baron de Chastel, citizen of Geneva, This old

machine is on the principle of the older Mexi-

can arastra and Chile mill, and really, it is a

matter of doubt if there is to-day a better amal-

gamator than this ancient one, which is de-

scribed in Florence O'DriscoU's " Notes on the

Treatment of Gold Ores," published by John
Wiley & Sons. A few extracts from the speci-

fication may be of interest. It Is set forth

" that he, the said Charles, Baron de Chastel,

should and lawfully might make, use, exercise

and vend his " Xew Construoted Machine for

Separating Gold and Silver from Earth, Scoria

and Impuritys, by means of Trituration, Mer-
cury and Amalgams," within that part of Great

Britain called England, the Dominion of Wales,

and the Town of Barwlck-npon-Tweed.

The specification then continues:

The Baron de Chastel will not confine him-

self to a specification which tends to move the

machine to be construoted; it is a matter abso-

lutely arbitrary, depending npon the locality

where the establishment is to be formed; and

he thinks that the plans will anfficiently demon-

strate of themselves the means that he has

made use of. Neither will he limit himself In

the manner in which lie has laid down the pow-
ers of motion. It may be produced by the arms

of a man, by means of water, fire, wind, or by

the power of a horse, etc. It imports little

how it is produced, provided that the means
made use of are sufficiently powerful. He will

neither specify in what manner the water may
be procured; that also is arbitrary. It may be

effected by river or rivulets, which, by means
of small pipes, may supply the water that may
be wanted. In towns, where every house Is

supplied with water, it will be easy to obtain a

sufficient quantity to proceed in the course of

that operation which this machine requires;

wells may be sunk, pumps, etc. It is easy to

comprehend how superfluous it would be to

specify all these articles which are absolutely

arbitrary, and which enter in the prinoipal of

this invention only as collateral matter. Here
it is, then, that the Baron de Chastel thinks,

only necessary to specify:

Figure 27,

a, brickwork; b, joists and platforms; e,

cast-iron bason; d, freestone newett; e, free-

stones which surround the bason; /, exterior

canal cut In the said stone; g, mills of oast Iron

and their trees, the pivots of which are sup-

ported in the center; i, wooden circle with its

lathe; i, iron arm which conducts the mills; 2,

tree and lanthorn; m, black tin bason fixed

upon the lanthorn; n; pipes which carry the

water into the said bason; 0, pipe fixed to the

bason 771, which carries circularly the water

upon the nut d during all the time of the work;

p, oblique aperture in the bason of Iron; q,

oblique aperture in the freestone ej r, a little

vault In the said stone to enable it to reach

the bason i to draw off the amalgama; s, small

bason of freestone; t, concavity in the said

bason; u, perpendicular aperture in the said

bason; v, oanal for carrying offihe water into

the reservoir, Fig. 28.

Figure 28,

a, brickwork which serves aa'an incloiare to

the reservoir; b, octangular carpenter's work

which supports the freestones c; e, freestones

or water conduit; d, large lavigator with its

bottom; e, second lavigator ^without bottom

with Its laths; /, large cast.iron plate concave

in the center, laid on the bottom of the lavi-

gator d; g, cast-iron broyard; h, little oast-

Iron casement; i, lever to move the broyards;

k, cross-piece, which supports the axle tree; I,

canal for carrying off the waters and to rid the

building of the mud; m, space around the lavi-

gator; n, aperture for drawing off the water

from the lavigator or reservoir.

The particulars given in the specification are

as to the material, manner of constructions,

and general remarks about the machine; it is

unnecessary to reproduce them, as the repro-

duced essential parts of the drawings give am-

ple particulars. Excerpts from directions con-

cerning procedure are as follows:

The water which incessantly, during the

operation, runs circular on the side newetts,

saocessively carries off the ashes or sands wlib
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which tbey ftre loadeo in the bot-

tom of the b&ioDS, and this ander-

goes the grlndlDg and amalgama of

the meroary, which oare mait be

taken to place in the baaons before

the beglnniDg of the lavlgat on. Tbla

operation la mQltiplled till the lar-

Igation ia fioiahed or the amalgama

taken away, when the meroary la

Boffioiently loaden with metal.

Fourth Operation. — When yon

would take away and draw off the

amalgama, yon contlnae to let the

water flow, and supply It withoat

loading the newetta with aahes or

BAndi, the mllla oontlnaally turning.

Thta operation finiabea to pulverize

the earthly and atony partiolea whloh

remain in the bason, the water

oleara up, and the meroary amalgamlzed either

of gold or silver remain at the bottom of the

bason.

Fifth Operation.—When the water la olarl-

fled, the amalgama ia drawn off by taking away

nioy ise>T0 2»>nEvs.PEftumuTC SECTION TMRO. ^ B

COMMON SENSE PULVBRIZBB AND OONOENTRA.TOB.

Sixth Operation.—When It la Intended to

draw from the great reaervolr all the partiolea

that may have eaoaped from the maohinee, you

will proceed In the following manner: You
will supply and clarify the water by turning

retort la customary, and doea not enter into

the principle to be explained of tbla new inven*

tlon.

The Baron de Chaetel, after having taken

great palna in the reaearohee he has made, after

i:iJ^-iI,^^^ini\m^^^^^

y'lfW,.,,) Z"^^. I
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the spigot, Fig. 1, letter c, which oloaea the

aperture ot the oast-iron bason. The amalgam-

ized mercury la received into a portable bason;

yon empty the water of the bason into the lit-

tle bason, Fig. 27, which passes throngh the

canal into the reservoir. Fig. 28; if any other

part amalgamlzed escape, they precipitate

themselves in the conoavlty of the little bason.

Fig. 27, In short, if any of the rich particles

Boape, they are carried off Into the reservoir.

the broyards all the while; then yon will open

the apertare marked n, Fig. 28, in order to

draw off the water, and what remains at the

bottom most be taken np with sponges; then

the amalgamlzed mercnry, with gold and sil-

ver, which will be drawn off at the bottom,

most be passed throngh the skin, as well as

that of the machines, in the nenal and known

manner, to be afterward passed throngh the re>

tort. Remark, this operation of the lam and

having been at great expense, together with

his father, to detect all the errors of the an-

cient mills, whioh caused so great a loss of

precious matter, after having made different

trials and different pursuits and experiments

upon this subject in the Republic of Qeneva,

has at length suooeeded in the constrnotion of

this machine, which promises very consider-

able advantage. After Its first constrnotion

made at Qeneva, he has still made new trials

and Improvements upon this invention, and has
made considerable additions and improvements
and essential corrections, of whioh he here has
given a specification, so that he believes that
this machine is now actually in a very high
perfection.

The foregoing drawings and particulars of

Baron de Cbasters machine are given principal-

ly to show how little advance has been made
In this direction daring the past 100 years.

This machine has proven successful in severa

places where used. For all free wash and mod.
erately hard cement it does good work, and
must effect a great saving In working sach
material, owing to the small head of water re-

quired. The automatic rejection of all rocks

and material by the revolving screen makes the
handling of the gravel cheaper, as all hand
culling Is rendered unnecessary. W^ith from
four to six miners' Inches of water, 100 tons

can be worked every 24 hours. This machine
is in USB in several places in the State, and rep-

resented to be giving satisfaction. There is a

wide field for It in the central and northern

part of Calirornia and Southern Oregon, as well

as in other places.

Pnlverizer for Auriferous (Jravel.

On this page is shown the " Common Sense "

pnlverizer and concentrator for working aurifer-

ons gravel, cement, clay, etc. It does not crush
the rooks, but washes them clean, while at the

same time it pulverizes the cement or clay

and saves the gold, even those particles which
are fine.

The|maohine oonslats of two iron troughs or

"concaves," each 26 inches in diameter, one

of nhich la about 18 and the other 12 feet

long. In these troughs are strong revolvlog

shafts with projecting teeth made of steel,

two inches wide by three-quarters of an inch

thick, placed in spiral form around the shaft

about two inches apart, forming a conveyor.

The firat shaft is arranged to revolve from 160

to 250 revolutions per minute, and the second

one from 300 to 500. There Is a revolving

screen between the two troughs that takes out

the ocarser rocks after being washed, and
only the finer material runs into the second

trough, and Is there worked thoroughly.

There is a space of about four inches in the

bottom of each trough, or '* concave," that

fills up with gravel and sand. When the gold

ia freed it settles into this, and as the te3th do
not disturb the bottom, the gold remains there

until a cleanup ia made.

The concentrating pan shown is nsed for

cleaning up or prospecting where the material

does not need breaking np. It is S feet long

and 2^ feet wide.

The Employers' Federation.

A Federation of Employers la in progress of

organization in this city, which will include

the fonndrymen, ship.owners, lumber dealers,

box-makers, builders, harness and leather-

makers, etc. The idea is to form a federation

of employers of the Paolfio Coast on the same
plan and to be jast as extensive as the organi-

zation of trades unions in the Oouncll of Feder-

ated Trades, with its sub-federations in ail

parts of the coast, so that, no matter in what
trade or looality the Council of Federated

Trades might exert its power, it would meet an
equally compact organization to oppose its de.

orees. It Is not proposed to attempt to de-

stroy trades nnlona, but to restrain them and

to reaiat unreaaonable demanda; nor ia it desired

to reduce wages, but to so arrange matters that

employera ahall not be dictated to as to the

individuality of employes. A committee is to

be appointed, selected from the different in-

dustries, which will constitute a court of final

appeal in disputes. The decision of the com-
mittee will have the power of the federation

to sustain it.

A committee has been appointed to draw
up a declaration of principles and Oonstitntion

and By-laws, and the report is about ready, so

that the organization will soon be perfected.

It will answer for thia locality the purpose that

the Australian federation does in that country.

The trades unions have become so strong, and

some of their demands so arbitrary, that thos*

who have capital invested in industrial enter-

prises consider it necessary to combine together

for mntnal proteotlon and benefit.
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Founded by Mathew Carey, 1785.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
Industrial Publishers, Booksellers and

Importers,

SIO Walnut St., Philadelphia, Va.,U. S, A.

g^ Our new and Revised Catalogue of Practical and
ScientiGc Books, 86 pages, 8vo., and our other Catalogues
and Circulars, the whole covering every branch of

Science applied to the arts, sent free and free of postage

to any one in any part of the world who will furnish bis

address.

AND

Ore Dressing Machinery.

By C. G. WAMFORD liOCK.

Contents.— Motive Power — Transmission of Power.
Quarrying — Prospecting, Shaft-sinliiog, Coal-cutting,

Pumping, and Ventilating Machinery—Lighting—Haul-
ing and HoiatingTransport—Reducing— Dressing—Mie-
cellaneous.

Price $21.00. Circulars and Catalogues on application.

E. & F. N. SPON, Publishers,

IZ Cortlandt St., New Yorb.

FACTORY:

Cor. Jefferson & First Sts., Oakland, Cal.

MANUFACTUEERS OF

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROOF
PAINTS,

Superior to anything of the kind in the market for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uuequaled for Submerged Timbers. Red and Browu
Paints for Roofs. Warehouses, Stables, Fences,

Etc.. mixed Ready for Use. Also,
Sheathing Paper. Portable Cal-

ifornia Mastic Roofing,
the Best in the

Market
for

AND TJNEQUALE0 FOR

T.eredo-Proof Pile

Covering.

This Company also Manufactures a Malthine
Compound for

RENDERING BOOTS AND SHOES
WATERPROOF.

The same is a superior article lor Preser\'iDg Harness
rendering it Impervious to Moisture and

keeping it always pliable and soft.

JS^ Send for Samples and Prices. Salesroom,

310 CALIFORNIA ST,, S. F., Cal.

GREAT REDUCTION!

BATTERY~~SOREENS.
Rnat anrt ChftapAHt In America.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
Ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass.
Zinc and other metala punched tor all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut
burred and Slot Pimched Screeob.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to IB (finej.

Orders promptly attended to>

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
mi & 2S3 First St., San Francleco, Cal.

JOHN W. QUICK. Proprietor.

Applies liquid pigment by a
jet of air. Higbeab awards
Franklin and Amtirican Iq-

,
stituti-'S as a legitimate art

I

tool. Successfully used by
large munljers of the beet
crayon, ink and water-color
portrait artist'., and by tech-
nical draughtKnien. Saves 75
per cent of time in Bhading.

Descriptive pamphlet sent free. It points out one way to
earn a living. Addresd AIR BRUSH M'F'G CO.
9 Na.''Rau Strpft, Rockforri, Illinois.

i)ATE]SrTH!
Scientific Press Patent Agency

"^^irr^kli:' 220|!Iari£etSt,S.F.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
UANnFAOTtrRBKS OF..

Cast Steel Casip
UP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.

Tme to pattern and Buperlor in strength, touffhness and durability to Oast or Wronsht
Iron In any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAI KOAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.

ALSO Steel Rods, from J to S inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 Inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
STEIEI. RAIXS from 12 to 46 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
Beams, Angle, Channel, and T iron, Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forg^^ of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST FRICB PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STBEI..

17 Orders wilt have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACmO ROIXINO lOLL CO., 202 Market St., San Fiancisco.

FULTON IRON WORKS
HINOKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES, Proprietors.

[ESTABLISHED IN 1855.1

)9£k,3tx X"Jr«(>xi.olso^i

-MANOFACIURBRfl OF—

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-
Propeller Engines, either High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

MINING MACHINERY.—Hoisting Eagines and

Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-
pressors, Air Reoeivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.-Batteries for Dry or Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Furnaces, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.—Flour

Mill Machinery, Saw Milt Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINESiBOILERS
OF ALL KINDS,

Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

Water Pipe, Pnmp or Air Colnmiu, Kgh
Tanks &r Salmon Canneriea

OF BVERY DK80RIPT10N.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at very moderate rates.

AQBMTS FOR THK PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

I>ea,xxG Steetzxx I^xxjoti-p.
SPECIALTIES

:

Corliss Engines and Tnstln Ore Pulverizers. DBANB STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Pmifler and Heater.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemica
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Indastrial Ghemist, Assayer

and Geologist.

718 MONTGOMERY ST^^ - SAN FRANCISCO,

*#'Will report on the condition and value of any mining property on
the Pacific Coast. Rare Chemicals made to order. Instruotions given in
AHOfcvIno- »nH Praotloftl Ohomldtrr

Works.

N. W. SPAULDING

Manufacturers of

SPAULDING'S

inserted Tootb
AND

CHISEL BIT
CIBCDLAR

Saws.
8AW MILLS AND MAOHINBEY
0( all kinds made to order. Send lor Desorlptive Cata
logue. 17 an* IS Vremont St., San FranoUos

AMERICAN MINING AND STOCK CODE

"KELLOGRAPH."
Indispensable to the Mining Profession and

Useful in all Business Transactions.
A Complete System of Transmitting Telegraphic Mes-

sages by Code Cipher Words in a Legible, Secret and
Economic Manner.

OVER 35,000 WORDS AND SENTENCES
Subject to transmission under infinite complication by
the use of over 70,000 code words.
No danger of publicity in telegraphing matters con-

cerning operation or sale of mining property. The work
strictly alphabetical and classified. The handiest work
ever published for mining operators.

PRICE, 85. Forwarded postpaid on receipt of price by

DEWEY & CO.,
220 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

Engravlng.SM
Superior Wood and Metal Engrav-
ing, Eleotrotrping and Stereotrplng
done at the office ot this paper. '

Irop ajid ^achipe M.
UNION IRON WORKS,

BAOBAMEMTO, OAL.

BOOT, NEILSON & OO., -^

MANtTFAOimUDUi OP

Steam Engmes, Boilers,
AHS ALL KDmS OF

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flonrlng Mills, Saw Mills and Quartz Mills Mftchlnery

oonstruoted, fitted up and repaired.

Front Stt bet.N & O sta., Sacramento, Oal.

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

BNGINEKKS AND MACHINISTS,
No. 119 Beale St., - - San Francisco.

BDILDBR8 OF

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging
Machines, Rock Crushers, Cable Railway Machinery,
Ellithorp Air Brake Co.'s Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakes. POSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Ram Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E. Henrickson's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches.

MacMnes of all kinds Made and Repaired.
Orders Solloited.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,
nil i"F»-«aT=r A :E'C3XTX^UH'S-

Manufacturers ol

CASTINGS OP EVERY DESCRIPTION
mi, 129 and 131 Beale Street,

Between Mission and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO.
GAS WORK A SPECIALTI.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.

Pioneer Mlnlner Office of the Northwest
Coast.

Having the largest permaur nt brick assay furnaces, chem-
ical laboratory and mintug office on the Northweat Ooastl
with a collection of about jCOO eumplea of tbe orea of AlEiska,
Bi'itiEh Columbia, Oregon and the Northwest Territories,
and having made perBonal examinatlona of nearly eTery
mining camp on the Pacific Slope, from California to
Alaska, I am prepared to do eny doss of legitimate and
bonest mining work, such as EXAftUNXNG, ENGINEER-
ING, SAMPLING AND REPORTING ON THE VALUE
OF ALL MINERAL, COAL AND FIRE-CLAY PROP-
ERTIES. BUILDING STONR8, EARTHS, ASSAYS
AND ANALYSIS OF ORES, WATERS, CHECK,
SAMPLES OF ORE. POLPS, "ORGANIC j\J?J'ALYSI8"
WORK, and in fact any work com ected with tbe otlice of a
lirst-clas3 mining geologist and chemist. Any loformation
mining men may d>^8're to know relative to tbe MINERAL
OR COAL RKaOURCES of the entire Pacific Northwes*
will be honestly given. Address I>r.WllllME.KTerette
Consulting Mining GeologlBt and Chemist, 1318 E Street,
Tacoma, Wash.

A. 3. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 CALIFOBNIA STBEET,
Rooms SO and 31, SAN FBANCISCO, OAL.

Designers and Constructors of Gold and Silver Mills

HoislJDt' and Pumping Works, Tramways, and every-
tliiog pertaining to the Mining and Reduction of Ores.

Bewick, Moreing & Hooper,

MINING ENGINEERS,
608 California Street, San Francisco, Oa

Suffolk House, Laurence, Pountney Hill,

LONDON, K. C.
Leake's Buildings, Johannesburg,

SOUTH it^PBICA.
Report on mines and undertake managemeot of mining

properties.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Oivil and Mining Bngrineer,

MDHNQ EXPERT akd GEOLOGIST.

Address " Buslneas Box A," ofBce of this paper, San

Francisco.

ROSS E. BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

No. 807 Sanbohb St., San Fbakoisoo.

The instrument represented in the above cut is a
new and grand little invention, being designed to
save life and limb, and Innumerable lawsuits, by
doing away with the dangerous operation of digging
out wet and unexploded loads where Giant Powder
is used in mining. The little Instrument crimps the
cap on to the end of the fuse Firmly and 4 bso-
Intely Water-tight It is also used for cutting
the fuse. They are neatly gotten-up of the finest

cast steel, nickel plated, Pricp. $3 ench, or the
entire instrument finished in gold plate, 85.

N . W. MOODBY, Fresno, Cal.

INVENTORS, TAKE NOTIOB

I

L. petersonTmodel maker
258 Market St , N. E. cor. Front (up stairs), San Francalco
Experimental machinery and all kinds of models. Tin

and brasswork. All communications strictly eonfiden
tial.

DEWEY A OO.. PATENT AGENTS. 220
Market St., San Frudsw. Elevator, U Front St
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AMALGAMATING MACHINERY.

sump Mills lor Wet or Dry Crushing.

Huntlnglon Centrifugal Quartz Mill. Drying

Cylinders. Amalgamating Pans, Settlers,

Agitators and Concentrators. Retorts, Bul-

lion and Ingot Moulds, Conveyors, Elevators,

Bruckners and Howell's Improved Wtilte's

Roasting Furnaces. Etc.

IMPROVED CORLISS VAL-v°E ^steIm

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY
ENGINES. «

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

Blake, Dodgeand Comet Crushers. Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls. Hartz Plunger

and Collom Jigs. Frue Vanner & Embrey

Concentrators. Evans', Calumet, Collom's

and Rittenger's Slime Tables. Trommels,

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. Ore Sam-

ple Grinders and Hebcrlc Mills.

^/-k|| ir^C HORIZONTAL. VERTICALD ii I L t K9 ... AND SECTIONAL

:xb£f>]^ov:e^o mi^mM^ws. sxi^Ba::F'S
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water&Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Connpressors,
Rock Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

MULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engines
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Galena& Copper Ores,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

General Offices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.

RQ&UPU nrriCPQ' "^^ YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER. COLO.. 1316 Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
DBHWUn UrriUCO. 7 ^_ second South St. LONDON, ENC, M Threadneedle St., E. C CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

Calls de Juarez. LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG. TRANSVAAL, South Africa.

HKX.I:nA, MONTANA, Boom 28, Merchants' National Bank Ballding, No. North Main St.

SOLW WB'ITBRV AGENTS FOR TYLER WIRE WORKS DOUBLE CRIMPED MINING OLOTTS.

JAMBS LEFPBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wheels are designed (or all purposes where limited qtiaDtitles of water and
hi^h heads are utilized, and are gruaranteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Beine. placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transmitted
direct to shafting by belts, dispensing with gearing.

Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in

capacity to suit any particular case.

Further Information can be obtained of this form of construction, aa well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and In Iron Globe Cases, free o' cost,

by applylug to the manufacturers.

JAMES LEFFBL & OO.,
Springfield, Ohio, or 110 Liberty St., Hew Tork.

FBA8ER St CHALMERS, General Agents,
ChlcaKC 111., and Denver, CoL

PARKE & LACY CO, General Aeents. San Francisco, Oal.

BALDT^ZN LOCOMOTIVE WORHS.
ANNUAL CAPACITY 1000. ESTABLISHED 1831.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES!
Adapted to every variety oi service, and built accurately to standard gauge and templates. Like parts
of diflFerent engines ofsame class perfectly interchangeable.

Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine Locomotives by Steam or Compressed Air, Plantation
Locomotives, Noiseless Motors for Street Railways, Furnace Locomotives, etc.

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES

BURNHAM,WILLIAMS & CO., Proprietors, Philadelphia, Pa.

KROGH'S MINING HORSE-POWER HOIST
la known to bo tbe
Bfflt Horse-Fon-er
Hoiat now made.
It is Btroug uud
durable.
The drum wj 1

carry II 00 feet of
five-eightlis steel

rope. It cau be
used to run a
pump or blower.
In conj unction
with hoisting
Manufactured by ^

F.W, Krosli'
& Co.,

51 EEALE ST,
San Francisco.

fAetalllirgy aod Qre^.

CLAYTON
AIR COMPRESSORS

For Working
Rock Drills, Coal Cutters,
H6isting Engines and Water
Pumps in Mines and Tunnels,
Sinking Caissons, Etc., Etc.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 6.

Clayton Air Compressor Works,
43 DEY ST., NEW YORK.

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay Office, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Consignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed

of in tbe Open Market to tbe Higbest Bidder.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Montgomery St., San FianoiBco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Solphorets.

UANUPAOTURBEU OP

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE.

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.
ALSO UANUFAOnrRKHJl OP

Standard Sltot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Chamborlin Patent

MH YaYLORTcO..
IHP0RTHK8 AND DBALKaS IN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE

AND MILL SUPPLIES,
ALSO CHEMICALS, AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND

CHEMICAL APPARATUS.
68 & 65 First St., cor. Mission, San Franolsoo.
Ay—^ We would call the attention o(

Asaayers, Chcmiats, Mining Com- C^~M^£^t=
paniea, Milling ComimoieH, Proa- NSft^TERS^
pectora, etc., to our full stock of ^ - -^sJ*

Balances, Furnacea, Muffles, Crucibles, Soorl>
fiera, etc., including, also, a full stock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these sup-

plies Blno< the first discover}' o( mines on the
Pacific Coast, we feel confident from our experi-
ence wo can well suit the demand tor tneae
goods, both as to quality and price.

Agents for the MorG:an Crucible Co.,^^^ Battereea, England. Also for E. G. Dennis-
ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. Tbe plates

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly relia-

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taken
at hia loweat pricea. Our Illustrated Catalogue and As*
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR ft OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET.

Near First and Ma.lie*! Streets, S. F.

C. A. LuoEHARDT, Manager. Ebtab^'shbd 180

Ores worked by any ProoesB.

Ores Sampled,

Assaying in all its Branches.

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, eto,

Working Tests (practical) Made.

Plana and SpecificationB furnished for tb e

most suitable Procesa for Working Ores.

Special attention paid to Examinations

Mines; Flans and Reports furnished,

O. A. LUCKHARDT A CO.,
(Formerly Huhn & Luckhardt,

MlnlDfiT EnRlneers and MetalluriarlstB

The Best Mining District
On the Pacific Cuast I

GRASS VALLEY, OAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the diatrlct la

Daily and Weekly edition. Gives all the Miuiog News.
Dealers in Mining Machioery and Mining Supplies will

And THE TIDINGS the best medium for directly reach-

ing tbe owners or managers of mines. Investors in

mines will find it to their advantage to subscribe.

Many mines are in successful operation, and new
enterprises are being instituted and many others are in

contemplation.
DAILY, 36 00 a year; WEEKLY, 82 50, in advance.

H. S. SPaULDING, Publisher.

T. C. HOCKING. Editor.

QUARTZ SCREENS
A specialty. Round, slot
Or burred alot holes. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo-
goneoua Steel, Cast Steel or ^

American planished Iron

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purpoaea.
fornia Perforatins Screen Co. . 145 4; 147 Beale St.

,

WM. H. OONLY,

Lands, Mining and Commission,
124 SANSOME STREET,

Koom 4,

Telephone No. 6057. SAN FRANCISCO.

JAMES H. HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,

ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,
No. 630 California Street,

Telephone No.l74e, SAN FBANCISCO, CAL.
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%r^KET Reports.

Local Markets.

San Frj^ncisco. April i6, 1891.

General trade continues faiily active. Rains in

the valleys the past week give stronger assurance of

large crops, and as prices average well, a prosperous

year with farmers can be predicted with the utmost

confidence, and of course as farmers and miners

prosper, so do other Industrie^. The local money
market is easy. Quarterly dividends are being dis-

bursed which is an important factor in promoting an

easy money market. Manufacturers appear to be

greatly encouraged, notwithstanding lahor strikes.

Owing to cheap coals, iron, etc., bountiful harvests

and water are assured in mining districts.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is essen-

tially unchanged, being dull around 78 cts. The
China steamer took out $45 372 for China, and

$100,000 for Japan.

QUICKSILVER—Receipts the past week aggre-

gate 208 flasks. For the week ending April 9th ex-

ports by sea aggregated: Mexico, 100 flasks; Auck-

land, 10; and Mazatlan, 30. For the week ending

to-da> (i6tb) no exports are reported. The over-

land shipments for March aggregated 157.500 lbs.

The market is reported unchanged with more or less

cutting reported.

SILVER—Purchases by the Department are re-

ported as follows in this month:

Offered Purchased Price paid

Date. ounces. ounces. per ounce.

Aprils ..915,000 370,000 S 98200 to S .98S76

Aprils .... 400,000 § .97990 to S .9SO0O

AprUlS 242,000 S .97830toS .9S050

Shipments by sea the past week aggregate, to

Japan, 35,000 ounces and Bombay, 49,850.

The market has gradually fallen, until on yester-

day (Wednesday) New York came through at 97^0.
The decline to many is unaccountable, with the

Government purchasing 4,500,000 ounces a month
and the output of the mines in this country claimed

to be less than last year. On this coast we know that

the production is less. There can be no doubt but

European war rumblings have much to do with the

market . The Continental nations, notably Russia

and Germany, are increasing their stocks of gold;

but while doing this there is nothing to warrant the

belief that they are unloading their silver. But the

fact that they are hoarding gold gave to purchasers

and also the bear contingent a handle to knock sil-

ver down. It looks as if securities abroad, based on

the market price of silver, are being quietly absorbed

for a grand speculative boom later on, and when
things are in condition for the bull campaign, silver

will be advanced. The taking of gold from this

country, contrary to Wall street opinions when silver

was under discussion by Congress, does not makd a

ripple in the financial circles, for they know that it

and more besides will come back in due season.

BORAX— Receipts the past week aggregate 431
ctls. The overland shipments in last month aggre-

gate 6401 ctls. The market is fairly steady.

LIME—Receipts the past week aggregate 3626

bbls, and exports by sea 715 bbis to Hilo and 200
bbls to Kahului. The home demand continues fair.

The market is reported unchanged.

ANTIMONY—It is claimed that purchases can

be made below our quotations.

TIN— Imports the past week aggregate 400 bxs.

overland. For pig the market is quiet. The tone

is barely steady. In plate, an active consumption

is reported, but supplies were generally bought to

arrive, consequently the market does not show it.

Eastern and European advices report lower prices

for pig under a decline in silver and more offering.

LEAD—The market with us continues unsettled,

with concessions obtainable. At the East the mar-

ket appears to be of a waiting character, and any
selling pressure is met by lower bids.

COPPER—The market is barely steady. East-

ern and European advices are confirmatory of an

unsettled feeling in trade. There are rumors afloat

and which are noted in best informed papers at the

East, that indications point to a move to concen-

trate stocks and control the output.

IRON—Stocks are large, as are consignments

to arrive. The market is weak, with concessions

obtainable.

COAL—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows: Newcastle, N. S. W., 6076 tons; Coos Bay,

950. Departure Bay, 3333; Seattle, 1340; Nanaimo.

1378. Total, 13,077 tons. The market has held

barely steady. Light imports admit of working off

spot and near by arrivals to better advantage. Deal-

ers and large consumers do not appear disposed to

anticipate their wants to any great extent, unless of-

fered inducements. An improvement in crop pros-

pects in this State and an almost certainty of a large

wheat crop, cause coal buyers to be offish in making
bids for forward shipment. They think that after

May there will be free offers to coal for shipment to

this port.

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telesraph.
Nbw YoaK, April 16.-The following are the clos-

ing prices the past week:

Silver in Silver in

London. New York. Copper. Lead. Tin.

•rhureday.. .44f 974 13 76 4 35 20 20

Friday 44S 97S 13 76 4 30 20 10

Saturday.... 44 1116 978 13 75 4 30 20 10

Monday 44 11-16 97} 13 75 4 30 20 15

Taesday... .44 11-16 97i 13 75 4 324 20 00
Wednesdav. .44 9 16 97| 13 76 4 30 19 86

Quicksilver continues in bu ?ers' favor Tin is lower
and weak. Copper quiet at 133@14c for lake, 13@13ic
lor Aiizona ingot and ll|@llic for casting branda. Lead
lesa active and rather weak at 4.45(S4 50c for domestic.

Spelter, 5. I2i(a5 15c, with small sales and the market
depressed. Iron dull and generally unchanged, but the

tendency of prices is lelieved to be downward. N«. 1,

Northern or Southern, 817.60@1S; No. 2 do., S16.50@17.
Steel rails quiet at $30.

In consequence of the strike againet Book-
Ingham & Hecht, the other three f .ictoriee in the

Shoe MaoafaotarerB' AaBociation closed Satur-

day night for an indefinite period. One thoa-

Baad men, womoD and boys are thrown out of

employment.

List of U. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors.

Reported by Dewey & Co., Pioneer Patent

Solicitors for Pacific Coast.

FOR WEEK ENDING APRIL 7, 1891.

449,996. — Propeller—O. J. B. Boeselager,

Mount Angel, Or.

449,844.

—

Saw Guide—W. A. Campbell, Port-

land, Or.

449,847.—Electrical Dental Engine—F. F.

Eggers, S. F.

449,848.- Dental Engine—J. W, Gibson, S. F.

449,933.—Piano—A. Grafif, S. F.

450,014.-Grinding Mill—L. D. Harding, Col-

fax, Wash.
449,853. — Device for Drawing Steam Beer

—C. Harth, Willows, Cal.

449,860.-Riding Pad—W. C. McNeeley, Sac-

ramento, Cal.

449.858.—Stump Puller—W. B, Morris, Se-

attle, Wash.
449,764.-Window Sash—A. Rudolph, S. F,

449,866.—Automatic Bell Ringer — W. W,
Slater, Oakland, Cal.

449,980.—Connection for Wagon Trains—
W. H. Thurraan, Fish Camp. Cal.

449.717.

—

Vehicle Spring—H. Timken, San
Diego, Cal.

450,116. — Three-Rail Track for Cable
Railways—C. Vogel, S. F.

450,117.

—

Cable Railway Crossing—C. Vo-
gel, S. F.

450.118.-Curve for Cable Railways— C.
Vogel, S. F.

449,988. — Breech Loading Gun — H. W.
Whitelaw, S. F.

449,787.—Row Lock for Boats — Jas, Wil-
liams, Portland, Or.

450,092.—Slate Attachment—Maud Wyman,
Oakland, Cal.

The following brief list, by telegraph, for April 14

will appear more complete upon receipt of mall advices:

California—Fred Bomemann, San Francieco, child's

folding: carriage; George R. Duval, assignor to the
Bpnicia AgriciStural Works, Benicia, traction wheel;
Charles W. Harvey, Los Angeles, and C. J. Root,
Bristol, Conn., said Root assignor to said Harvej', door
spring; Charles S. Jones, Redding, ore mill; John C
Scrader, Dover, N. J., assignor to Repanno Chemical
Company, Wilmington, Del , and Atlantic Dynamite
Company, San Francisco, apparatus for making dope
for explosives; Henry E. Thomas, assignor of one-half
to F. H. Hansman, San Francisco, suif-power pump;
Hilbert Tompkins, San Leandro, foot-strap for horses.
Oregon—Langley Hale Jr., Glendale, assignor of one-

fourth to G. A. Taylor, Roseburg, car axle.

Washington—Joseph H. Bradshaw, assignor of one-
fourth to J. Willey, North Yakima, harness.

NOTB.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnished
by Dewey & Co., in the shortest time possible (by mall
or telegraphic order). American and Foreign patents
obtained, and general patent business for Pacific Coast
Inventors transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
rates, and In the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co. 's Scientific Press U. S. and For-

eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Gang-Plow.—James and William Paterson,

Stockton, assignors to the Benicia Agricultural

Works of Benicia, Cal. No. 449,329 Dated March3i,
1891. It consists of amain frame, to which the power
is applied for moving the plows, said frame being
hinged in a central longitudinal line, so that there are
two fiexibly-united sides, and diagonally-arranged
supporting-timbers, to which the plows are
attached in line together, with bearing wheels by
which the depth of the plows upon the two sides may
be independently gauged. By this construction the
inventors counterbalance the plows by extending
one series each side of the central timbers and by
hinging these timbers together and journalling upon
them the bearing wheels with their respective oper-
ating levers they are enabled to raise or depress
either end or the central portion of the frame and
the plows connected therewith while by means of the
jointed or flexible attachment of the two-part frame,
a wide plow is allowed to adjust itself to variations
in the surface of the ground.

Construction of Building.—Peter H. Jack-

son, S. F. No. 449,323. Dated March 31. 1891.

In a former invention patented by the same inventor
(July 22, 1884, No. 302,338) there was shown a
riser-beam extending along the front of the elevated
area and forming a step and support for the side-,

walk and illuminating-surfaces and in connection
therewith a beam-support and intermediate brackets
by which the two are united. In the present inven-
tion the inner end of the sidewalk or illuminating
surface is sustained directly, or nearly so, in line

with the greatest strength of the supporting beam,
and the tendency to a side and twisting strain which
was developed in the former construction, is avoided.
By the construction adopted, the sidewalk or illum-
inating surface is supported upon the lower flange
of the beam, the principal depth of the beam extend-
ing above this point, and as there is very little of the
beam projecting below it will not cut off the light

and prevent its entering the space beneath and to
the rear. This construction is simpler and more
economical than any heretofore employed.

Device for Drawing Steam Beer.—Constant

Harth, Willows, Colusa Co. No. 449,853. Dated
April 7, 1891, This invention relates to a device
for drawing beer under a heavy head or pressure of
gas. This class of fresh beer is known as " steam
beer " in distinction from lager and other kinds,
which take longer in making and have not so great
a pressure of gas in them. This beer is usually
made and placed in casks of various sizes which are
delivered in places where the beer is to be sold by
the glass, and the beer is drawn directly from the
cask. The pressure of the gas is, however, so great
that it is impossible to draw the beer without allow-
ing some of the gas to escape and after the cask is

more than half empty there is not pressure enough
of gas to keep the beer in a suflSciently lively condi-
tion. This invention consists in the interposition
of a chamber or receiver between the cask and the
drawia g-off faucet and a means for conveying the

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
COHPILBD BTEET THDRBSAT PBOM ADVBRTIBEMBNTS IN TBB MlNlNa AND SOIEKTIFIO PBBSS AND OTHBB S. F. JODRNALB.

ASSESSMENTS.
Amt. Levied,Delinq'tandSale. Secretabt. Place of Business.
...25c....Mar 14, Apr 17. May 7 C E Elliott 309 Montgomery St
,. 80c....Apr4, Mays, May28 J W Tiiiggs 300 Montgomery St
...25c....Novl9, Aprl, Apr 27 D M Kent 330 Pine St
...30c.... Feb 2, Mar 16, Apr 20 .T Heneecom 9 Mission St
...10c... Mar 13, Apr 21. May 7 E L Aiken 328 Montgomery St
...50c ..April 11, May IS, June 16...\VT Baggett 324 Pine St
...50c.... Apr 6. May 13, June 2 CE Elliott 309 Montgomery St
...15o....Apr3, Mays. May 29 CB Elliott 309 Mootyomery St
...15c. ...Feb 12, Mar 31, Apr 23 J Wetzell 320 Sansome St
. . .10c. . . .Feb 24, Apr 7, Apr 29 B Burris 240 Montgomery St
...25c....Feb 20, Apr 6, May 4 J H Isbam 310 Pine St
... 5c....AprilH May22. June 15...G R Spinney 310 Pine St
... 3c....Apr3, May 18, June 9 A W Barrows 303 California St
. . .85 Mar 14, Apr 15, May 4 E Oliver 22 Mint Aye
. . .50c. . . .Mar 17, Apr 22, May 14 A B Tbompaon 309 Montgomery at
. . .lOo. . . .Mur 30, May 12, May 29. . . .U W Luce 132 California St
...2rc....Mar31, May?, May 26 J W Pew 310 Pine St
...25c Mar 3, Apr 7, Apr 28 L Oaborn 309 Montgomery St
.. 5c....M^rl7, Apr 21, May 12 AH Fish ^. 309 Montgomery St

...25c....Mar 9. Apr 14, May 5 CE Elliott 309 Moutyomery St

. . .10c. . . .Mar 23, Apr 23, May 18 T F Norman 419 California St
. . .25c. .. .Mar 26, May 4, May 27 H Picboir 320 Saoeome St
. . .15c. . . .Mar 4, Apr 10. Apr 30 R R Grayaon 331 Pine St
... 7c ..Mar 9, Apr 9, Apr 27 TBonacina 438 California 8t
... 4c April 6, May 13, June 10 E J Ryan 2J0 Montgomery St
,..15c April 14, May 22, June Ij. .,GR Spinney 310 Pine St
.§1.50. . . .Mar 14, Apr 28, May 28 J J ScovUle 4 Sntter St
. . .20c. . . .Feb 21, Mar 28, Apr 28 W S Metlar 325 Montgomery St
. . .10c. . . .Mar 28, May 1, May 19 A Cbemioaot 328 Montgomery St
... 2c March 27, May 4, May 22 ...A Cheminaut 328 Montgomery St

MEETINGS TO BE HBILD.
Company AND Location. Secretahy. Office in S. F. Meeting. Date.

Amador Vulcano Hy M Co., California. .M Casey 503 California St Annual May 6

LATEST DIVIDBND8—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
COMPANT AND LOCATION, SeCRETAHY. OFFICE IN S. F. AMOUNT. PAYABLE.

Candelaria OonaMCo., NewMesico... G Gale 309 Montgomery 8t 25 Dec 3
Coampion M Co T Wetzel 320 Sansome St 10 Mar 16

CoMP.\NY AND Location.
Alpha Cons M Co., Kevada
Andes M Co.. Nevada
Atlantic Con M Co., Nevada
California State Co , California
Carbondale Coal M Co.. California
Carmelo Land & Coal Co.. California.

.

CboUar M Co., Nevada
Cons New York M Co., Nevada
Con St Gothard M Co. , California
Cosmopolitan M Co. , Nevada
Crescent M & M Co.. California
East Sierra Nevada M Co . Nevada....
Gray Eagle M Co. , California
Guascaran & Cal M Co., Ho duras
Hale & Norcross M Co., Nevada
Inyo Marble Co., California
Kentuck Cods M Co., Nevada
Lidy Washington M Co. , Nevada
Locomotive M Co.. Nevada
Mexican M Co.. Nevada
Mineral King M Co.. Arizona
N BloomHeld Gravel M Co.. California.
Nevada Queen M Co.. Nevada
Northwestern M Co.. British Columbia.
Oak Cons M Co., California
ScorpioQ S M Co.. Nevada
Sylvania M Co.. Nevada
Silver King M Co.. Arizona
Teresa M Co , Mexico
Umpire M Co., Oregon

North Banner Cons M Co., California...T J Mitchell Grass Valley .'^O..

North Star M Co.. California DA Jennings.. 401 California St 50..

Jackson M Co W R Drake 311 Pine St 10..

Pacific Coast Borai Co.. California AH Clough 230 Montgomery St 1 00..

..Apr 20

...Apr 8

..Jan 19
, .Apr 10

beer from the cask to this chamber and from the

chamber to a peculiarly constructed drawing-off

faucet which is used in connection therewith.

Dental Engine.—John W. Gibson, S. F. No.

449.848. Dated April 7. 1891. The object of this

invention is to provide a dental-engine bracket

which is adapted to be turned both horizontally and
vertically, and also to provide simple and effective

means for readily reversing the motion of the en-

gine.

Saw-Guide. — Wm. A. Campbell. Portland,

Oregon. No. 449.844. Dated April 7 1891. The
object of this invention is to provide a simple and
effective saw-guide in which the opposing guides

are readily adjustable to graduate the space between
them, both guides being also movable in the same
direction in order to throw the saw out of or in the

cut, and the outer guide being adapted to be readily

moved out of the way to change the saws.

Electrical Dental Engine. — Frank F.

Eggers. S. F. No. 449,847. Dated April 7, 1890.

This electrical dental engine consists of a motor
journaled and rotating directly in the movable
bracket of the apparatus, a means for stopping and
reversing said motor, and in disengaging it from

the mechanism which it drives, together with an ex-

tension for the bracket and its connections. The
object is to combine in a single mechanism an ad-

justable dental bracket and a motor by which the

flexible shaft which carries the various tools may be
driven, a means for instantaneously disengaging the

motor from the shaft, so that the latter will not be

driven by the momentum of the motor, an exten-

sion mechanism for the bracket, and a switch

whereby the direction of rotation of the motor may
be changed at will.

Automatic Bell-Ringer.—Wm. W. Slater,

Oakland. No. 449.866. Dated April 7. 1891.

This is an improvement on a device for which letters

patent were issued to the same inventor. Aug. 6,

1889. and it consists essentially in simplifying the

number of parts and making a more direct connec-

tion for operating the clapper of the bell. It is es-

pecially intended to ring cautionary or alarm bells,

such as are employed at railroad crossings and for

similar purposes. It consists of a bell fixed to a

suitable support having a swinging tongue or clap-

per and an air-actuated mechanism whereby the

clapper is caused to swing, an electro-magnetic de-

vice whereby the valve is opened and closed and a

means for alternately making and breaking the cir-

cuit for this purpose. .

Riding- Pad.—Wm. C. McFeely, Sacramento.

No. 449.860. Dated April 7. 1891. This is a de-

vice to take the place of a lady's side-saddle. It

can be used with or without a blanket or saddle;

and may be used in connection with a gentleman's

saddle, thereby enabling a lady rider to use such a

saddle and have her limb suitably supported by the

pad which occupies a space in front of ihe saddle

when the latter is used. The device is light and
contains the necessary elements of safety and at the

same time is suitable for the horse's back.

Stump-Puller. — Wm. B. Morris, Seattle,

Wash. No. 449.858. Dated April 7, 1891.

Mounted on a sled so as to easily hauled over the

ground is a vertical shaft suitably braced, and on
this revolve two rope-winding drums of slightly dif-

ferent diameter. One portion of the rope is wound
around the larger part of the drum and the other

portion around the smaller part from the opposite

direction so that when this drum is turned around,

the rope unwinding from the small part of the drum
will be wound up somewhat faster upon the larger

part, and the difference in size of the two drums de-

termines the amount of power which is applied.

The bight of the rope passes through a pulley-block,

and from the hook on this block a chain extends to

the stump that is to be pulled. The gearing is so

arranged that a horse may walk around with the

lever, or it may be operated reciprocally as desired.

The device is light, powerful and effective,

Gomplimeiitary Samples.

Persons receiving thia paper marked are re>

i^nested to examine its oontenta, terms of anb-

soription, and give it their own patronage, and,

EtB far as practicable, aid in circulating the

journal, and making its value more widely

known to othere, and extending its influence in

the oaaee it faithfally serves. Subscription

rate, $3.00 a year. Extra copies mailed for 10

cents, if ordered soon enonf^h. If already a

BObBoriber, please show the paper to othen,

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales In

S. F. Stock Exchange.

Name of

Company.

Alpha
Alta
Andes
Belcher
Heat & Belcher. .

.

BuUion
Eodie Con
Bulwer
Oommomveaith.

.

Cou. Va. & OttL .

.

Challenge
OhoUar
Contidence
Cou. Imperial....
Caledonia
Crown Point
Crocker
Del Monte
Eureka Con
Exchequer
Grauil Prize .,

Gould & Curry
Hale & Norcross..
Julia
Justice
Kentuck,
Lady Wash
Mono
Mexican
Navajo
North Belle Isle.,

Nev. tjueen
Oecidenlal
Opbir
Overman
Potosi
Peerless ,

Peer
Savage
S. B. asM
Sierra Nevada
Silver Hill
Scorpion
Union Con
Utah
Yellow Jacket.,

Week
Ending
Mar. 26.

1.55
2.65
6 50
1.95

.20M

.85

10.87

2.35
2.85
G CO
20
60

CO
20
30

3.50
.76

1.15
.95

1.85
"3.00

8.10
2.60
1.5"

.60

1.05
13.7:

3.10
3 30
8. CO
.30

.76
2

.25

35
3.30
1.10

;o
' Assessment added.

3.75
2.60
.30

1.35
.56

.20

.70
4.50
.40

1.25
.35

1.45
6.62
3.61

6.87
.20

.15
3.35
l.L"
3.85
.30
.40

4

1 40
3.40

Wkkk
Ending
Apr. 2.

l.iiO

2.85
6.75
1.95
1.16
.40

75
11.62

2.40
2.65

25
,20

.75

2.66
25
20

3.50
8)
15

3.15
2.15

20
l.IO
.40

.15

.55

3.75
30

90
25

1.20

5.62
3.95
3.75

15
10

2.80
1.50
3.30
30
3i

3.80
1.15
85

1.20
1.26
1.70
3.20
8.U0
2.36
1.45
.45

.90

13.37

3. to
2

7.00
.25

1.20
3.10

Ending
Apr. 9,

81
1.05
1.20
2.50
5.75
1 90
1.25
.40

.85
1100
1.95
2.40
4 75

20

70
2,30

20
20

3.75
70

2 95
1.90
25

1 10
3'J

96
12.76
'

50

.85

.2;

1.10
6.62
3 75

70
15
.10

2.45
1.20
3.10
.25

.30
3.45

Week
Ending
Apr. 16.

85"
1.00
1.30
2.'0

6.25
2.10
1.20
.45

.80
12.00

2.00
2 75
,5.75

,16

75
2.30
15

3.85
.75

.16
3.10
2.00

20
1.15

30

•1.30

1 10
1.75
3.00
8.00
2.25

95
14.50

2.60
3.25
6.26

.20

4!66

4.40
.25

.70
4.75

40
1.16
6.75
3.60
4.00

15
10

2.65
1.25
3.15

20
30

3.80
1.10

2 45

1.25
8.12
4.05
4.35

3.50
1.50
3.75

4.25
1.25
3.00 f

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

Th
500 Alpha Con 1 40[dl.45
550 Andes 1.70^1.75
500 Baltimore SOcaS^c
200 Belcher 2.95fi3.00
50 Belle Isle 55o

475 Besti Belcher 72Cce7£

150 Bodie 1.20@1.25
250 Bullion 2.25
100 Oaledonift 85c
500 Central I5c
100 ChaUenge Con 2 50
550 ChoUar 3.20@3.25
720 Con Cal & V 14i@14B
50 Confidence 6. 50
450 Crocker 25c
320 Crown Point... 2. 75@2.
550 Exchequ?r 85(a90c
550 Gou'd& Ourry.S.eOfSieS

1800 HalB& Nor....4.00{(*4.15
40O Justice 1.2,

UR3DAV, April 16, 9:30 A. m.
800 Ktntiick 35c
3f0 Lady Washington....40c
900 Mejticau.. 4 75
IfO Mono tiOo

100 North Savage 45o
100 North Belle Isle 80c
100 Occidental 1.35
755 Ophir 8^8i
600 OYerman 3.75@3.80
400 Peer 20c
300 Potosi 4.4504.50
410 Saifcage 3.50@3.55
300 SegBel&MC 1.50
515 8it;rraNevada.3.65@3.70
100 Silver Hill 2Sc
500 St. Louis 50o
650 Union Con 4.16
250 Utah 1.30
1150 Yellow Jacket 3.10

Oar Agents,

Our Frdhtds can do much Id aid of oar paper and Che
cause of practical knowledge and solence, by aBsistinK
Agents In their labors of canrassing, by loading tbelr to*
fluence and encouraging favors. We Intend to aenri none
but worthy men.

6bo. Wilsok—Sacramento Co.
J. C. HOAQ—San PranclBCO,
F. W. Knapp—Amador Co.
M. S. PaiMB—Saa Mateo Co
F. B. Logan—Solano and Yolo Cos,
D. G. Clart—Sonoma Co.
E. H. ScHAEFPLK—Central California.
W. W. Theobalds—Oakland, Cal.

G. B. Gill—San Luis Obispo Co.
A. Ddnlap—San Benito Co.
E. L. RiCQARDB—Escondldo.Cal.
Wm. M. Hillbart—Oregon.
Wm. HoldKB—Oregon.
Wu. Olson—Waahington.

Goal and Coke.

BPOT FROM YARD PER TON
WeUiogton §10 00
Greta 8 50

Carbon Hiil 8 00
Nanauno 10 00
Oilman a 00
Seattle 7 00
Coos Bay 6 00
Cannel 9 50
Egg, hard 16 00
Cumberland, In sacks 14 00

do. bulk 13 00
Wallsend 9 00
Scotch Splint 9 00
Biymbo. 9 00

TO LOAD—PER TON.
Australian S 7 00@
Liverpool St'm . 7 00@
Scotch Splint. . 7 00@ 9 00
Cardiff 7 00@
Lehigh Lump.. 14 00@17 00
Cumberland bk 10 00@— -
E^g, hard 12 00(3'

West Hartley.. 7 eO@

Cofee-English.

To load §12 00@13 00
Spot, Id bulk.. 16 00@I8
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Mining Share Market.

Corostock miniDg shares the past week showed
continued activiiy. All shaded off on Thursday
and Friday, but the Midd'es and Gold Hills

'ost the largest per ct-niage. On Friday afti-rnoon

Con. Virginia and (Jvcrnian showed considerable

strength ai a slight advance whicli was followed on
Saturday by slightly better prices along the entire

line. On Mond.iy the market opened higher for

the North ICnds and stronger prices for others. In

the afternoon Ophir took the lead and sold for more
money. On Tuesday Best and Belcher, Ophir,

Con. Virginia and Mexican made a jump ranging

from lo to 15 pT cent, and other stocks from 5 to

xo per cent. Tuesday afternoon Hale and Norcross

moved up 20 per cent on morning prices. This

advance c;tiised more strength in otlyr Middle

stocks, Wednesday morning there was a further

advance in the Middles under the leadership of

Hale and Norcross. The Gold Hill slocks advanced
slightly, but the North Ends held around at

Tuesday's higher prices. The present higher and
more active market, made so chiefly by cross-orders.

does not appear to draw in new moneyed outside

operators. The little trading being done by out-

siders is confined largely if not entirely lo habitual

traders; and it is not these for they have not the

money, that manipulators are seemingly trying to

unload on, so as to collect assessments. Until

manipulators succeed in unloading, it is reasonable

to conclude the market will go higher, but when
outsiders do take the stocks it is equally as

reasonable to believe that the market will go down
at a break neck speed so as not to let them get out

except at very low prices. This is the history of all

former deals, and the present will be no exception.

Yellow Jacket, Chollar, Scorpion and East Sierra

Nevada were assessed the past week. It is said in

well informed quarters that assessments will be

levied soon by several other companies. While
insiders have the slocks, the assessments will do

no barm to the market; it is only when stocks are

well out that assessments send prices down. It

now looks, as the writer has stated, that the market
will go still higher although small set backs can be

expected, until the pools unload, when a rapid

decline of from 50 to 75 per cent from top prices

can be looked for.

Outside shares have been dull and lifeless. It

looks as if manipulators in them are waiting for the

Comstocks to have this deal before attempting an

up move.
The mining share market opened this (Thursday)

morning slightly higher. After Call the market

shaded otT, but toward noon began to recover. The
Quijotoas developed more stfengih, but this is to be

expected, for in all cases where stocks are concen-

trated, it is in order to strike rich ore, start up the

mill or do anything to unload at higher figures.

The news from the Comstock mines reports an

improvement in Hale and Norcross. The improve-

ment is said to be in a winze, but if readers of this

paper will refer to their back files of the Press,

they will find where it is or will be when the deal, is

well under way. Yellow jacket's strike of rich ore,

made some time ago, oas brought the usual result

—

an assessment, but the ore is still in the mine. In

Belcher's official letter an improvement is reported,

which is liable to develop into something ?f impor-

tance. In Crown Point they are running for the

west ledge on the looo-fnot level, In Ophir, and
Best and Belcher they ought to report ore soon

Reliable advices from Con. Virginia continues to

indicate that the work is developing a veritable rich

mine. They also warrant our asserting that the as-

says ought to be higherr The Gould and Curry

o • is being shipped to the Nevada mill. Tl e as-

says should go high. Ophir has several hundred

tons of ore taken out going from $25 to $45 a ton.

Good news is expected soon from Poiosi and Bul-

lion. Con. Imperial continues to send ore to the

mill. In last month 615 tons were milled, the bul-

lion from which gave a net return after minting of

513,735. The Overman mine continues to attract

attention. The Alta group is being closely watched

by miners.

San Francisco Metal Market.

WHOLKflALE.
Thorsday. April 16, 1891.

iNTIMONY — @ 18
Borax—RefiDod, Id carload lota 8@ —
Powdered " " " 8 @ —
Concentrated " " " 7l<S

—
All grades jobbing at an advance.

Copper—
Bolt 23 @ -
Sheathing 23 @ —
Ingot, jobbing 18 @ —
do, wholesale 17 @ —
Fire Box Sheets « ® 25

Lbad—Pig — @ 4§
Bftp — § 5S

Sheet 7i@ -
Pipe Hm -
Shot, discount 10% on 500 bags Drop, W bag. 1 80 ® -
Buck.^bag 2 00 @ -
OhlUed, do 2 20 @ -

QaioKSiLVER—By the flask — 043 00

Flasks, old
,n ?5 @ ^^

Chrome Iron Ore, ^ too 10 00 C^

Steel—English, lb 16 @ 20

OiiQton tool . 9@ 9

Black Diamond tool 9@ 9

Pick and Hammer 8 @ 10

Machinery f @ 5

Toe Calk „ M@ -
Tinplate-B. v., steel grade, 14x20, to amve. 6 50 @ —
B. v., steel grade, J4s20, spot 6 37 @ —
Charcoal, 14x20 6 50 ca

do roofing, 14x20 6 00

Newspaper Agents Wanted.

Extra inducements will be oflfered for a
few active canvassers who will give their

whole attention (for a while at least) to so-

liciting subscriptions and advertisements
for this journal and other first-class popu-
lar newspapers. Apply soon, or address
this office, giving address, age, experlenr*
and reference. Special inducements to old

agents.

Dewey & Co., Publishers,

No. 220 Market St.. S P

Don't Fail to Write.

Should th\& papi-r hv received by any Bubscribor who
ilowi not want it. or bryond tht lime he inienUji to pay
for i(, let liliu not full to write \\% <iirrc( to ctop it. A
postal CAnl loostiug ime cent ouly| will suttice. Wo will

nut knowingly scn'l tliu imptT tu uoy uuo who does not
u'inb it, but if It \» cout[niit.'d, tliruugh the failure of tbu
aiibucriber to notify ua to diacoutinuu it, or ttoine lire-

BTioiiHlble party re<iueated to stop It, we ahall positively
dfiiiand payuiuut for the time it is sent. Look oauefully
AT TIIK LAHKL ON VnlHl I'Al'V*

/I33e33fiie|it |lo!iGe3.

GRAY EAGLE MINING COMPANY.—Lo-
cation ot principal place of buslneea, Sao Francisoo,

Callfoniia. Locution of worlte, Plac r Coimty, California.
Nutice is hereby givuu, that at a meeting of tlie Board of

Directors, held on the ad day of April, 18'Jl. an a8t!e.sa-

mcnt, No. 23. of Three (3) Cents per share, was levied upon
the Capital Stock of the Corporation, payable immediately
la United StatCB Gold Coin to the Secretary, at the office of

the Company, Room 11, No. 3i3 California Street, San
FranciBCo, CDlifornia.
Any Htock upou which this assesHment shall remain un-

paid on the IStli day of May. IS^l, will be delinqueDt,
and advertised for ealc at public auction; and uqIobb pay-
ment is made before, will be sold on TUESDAY, the 9th
day of June, l^'Jl, to pay the delimiueut asseasiucnt,
tofiether with costa of advertsiug and expenseB of Hale.

By order of the Board of Directors
A- W. BARROWS, Secret- ry pro tern.

Oliice, Room 11, No. 303 California Street, San Francisco,

Oalifomia.

INYO MARBLE OOMPANV—LOCATION
of princij-'alplaceof buBinesB, San Francisco, California.

Location of works, Keeler. Inyo County, California.
Notice ia hereby given, that at a meeting of the Board of

Directors, held 00 the 30th day of Iklarch, 1891, an
assessment (No. 12) of Ten Cents per share was levied upon
the Capital Stock of the Corporation, payable immediately
in United SI ateH gold coin to the Secretary, at the office of the
Company, 132 California street, San Francisco, Califoruia.

Any stock upon which this assesament ehall remain uup.'Lid

on the 12th day of May, 1891, will be delinquent, and
advertised for sale at public auction; and unless payment is

made before, mIU be sold ou FRIDAY, the 29th day of
May, 1891. to pay the dellnqueat assessment, together with
the costs of adrertising and expenses of sale.

By order of the Board of Directors.
G. W. LUCE, Secretary,

OHico, 132 California Street, San Francisco, California.

ClARMELO LAND AND GOAL COMPANY.
/ Location of principil place of busineBa, San Francisco,

California. Location of works, Monterey County, California.

Notice ia hereby given, that at a meeting of the Board of
Directors, held on the 11th day of April, 1891, an assessment,
No. 3, of Fifby Cents per share, was levied upon the Capital
SJiock of the Corporation, payable immediately in United
States Gold Coin to the Secretary, at the office of the Com-
paoy, Room 9, 324 Pine street, San Francisco, California.
Any stock upou which this assessment shall remain un-

paid on the Ifith day of May, 1891, will be delinquent and
advertised for sale at public auction, and unless payment ia

made before, will be sold on TUESDAY, the 16th day of
June. 1891, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with
costs of advertising and expeusea of sale.

By order of the Board of Directors.
W. T. BAGGETT, Secretary.

Office. Room 9, 324 Pine Street, San Francisco, California.

^licatiopal.

. do,;
Pig tin. spot, ?5 !b„ irregular, Donjinal . . .

Iron—Bar, base
Norway, base

Spot.

Iron—Gleogarnock ton 30 iW @
Eglioton, ton 29 00(8
American Soft, No. 1, ton.. @32 00

Oregon Pie.ton (»30 00

Paget Sound 30 00 @
Oljp Lane White 26 00 (a

ShottB, No. 1 l»

Langloan 23 00 @
Thomoliffo 30 00 (g

Gartaherrie 30 00 (g

Borrow 30 00 @
Cargofleet 30 OO ^ —

.13 00

The Hound valley coal lands are said to be

now entirely owned by Flood and Mackay.
The Eureka (Humboldt Co.) Standard eaya the

deed calls {or 23,362 aorea of coal lands.

Meltille Attwood, the mining engineer,

has gone to Washington to examine a coal prop-

erty.

School of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Surveying, Architecture, Drawing and Aasaying,

723 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.
And 1 10% Second St., Fortlsnd, Or.

A, VAN DER NAILLEN, President.

Assaying of Ores, $26; BulHou and Chlorlnatlon Assay,
82B; Blowpipe Assay, SIO. Pull course of assaying, 850.

ESTABLISHED 18M tS" Send for circular.

OF

ASSAYING AND CHEMISTRY,
RoomB46&47, 1628 MoDtSTomery St.

2d Floor Montgomery Bl'k. > San Franclsco.
Also, Evening Classea, 7 to 10 o'olook.

JOHN T. EVANS. M. A., PrIncipaL

Send for Catalogue.

ELECTRIC BLASTING.

VICTOR KLECTRIC PLATINUM FVMGS. '

SiiiKTior to all ot'iiTd for oxplmllun any luaku of dyuamlt*.* or
bla-tiiiK puw<U'r. Eacli tu»u ft)Ultfa uouftrutuly aud packed iu
uwat iiaiJur boxfH of ?0 each. All leswl ami WArraoted. Siiiglu
rtrul Uoiibk- Htr.iiKtb, with any leiiptb uf wires.

VI«T«»R UMNTIN4J :fIArillNK. Made lu t*o
k\/<.-^. No 'J lirt-s I'iUoaOh.iK-s. No 1 llrcs 5 tu 8 liolos. Adaptud
tihri>n);i.ecliiig.Hliiiii|ililii.'itiuB,i|ii'irry and t'uuvral railroad work.
•*I»IiL.l^ II l»" BLANTINU nACIIINK. - Tliu

itrouKc-st and moat powerful iiiacliine ixvf niailu fjr Elfotrlc
Bliiatiug. Nu. 4 Bi/c llres 7it liolua. No. 3 eize liroH 4U lioles. Are
crtpetially aduptcd fur Buliiuariuw bla-ttiut' an ' liirKt* luioinfe' work.

HtanditrflKlcclricPuMp ami RlnNtTvHter.^VIro
BeeU, ufw doii>it,'u, l.«<aaitiir nntl Ctinncctlnff IVIre.

M.WI I- i.ri KKli tINLV II V

JAIVIES MACBETH & COMPANY,
I2X maldrn Lanr. Ni'n York Cll.v.

PARKE & LfiCY CO. San KranclhCO, Cal., AGENTS.

IT HAS NO EQUAL,

Can Be Pnt On

by Any One,

HEALDS
BUSINESS OOLLEQE.

34 POST ST.. 8. F.

FOB SETBNTT-FIVB DOI.X.ARS THIB
College Instructs In Shorthand, Type Writing, Book-

keeping, Telegrkphy, Penmuishlp, Drawing, all the So-
;llBn branohes, ftnd everythbig pertaining to business,

tor six foil months. We have sixteen teachers, and give
indirldnal inBtmotlon to all our paplls. Oar echool bar
Ua gradaiktes in every part of the Sute.
iVSlHD FOR OlBOimAB.

E. F, HEALD, PrealdenI,
c, a. HAIiET, Secretary.

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, Mining, and Gommission,
420 Montsromery St., S. F.

Ships under advances to smelting works In Boston
[few York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
T^venty-one years' experience in Shipping Orea and

Managing Mines.
Solicits Consignments of Copper Produce and Manege-

ment of Mining Matters.
All busineea conducted on Cash Basis.

Purchase and shipment of Mining Supplies A Spboialtt.
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Business Manager of UNION COPPER MINE, Copper-

opolia, Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co., Cal,

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adopted by the

Navy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOIL£B8, STEAM PIPES, COLD STORAGE, and all places reqnlrlDs

Mon-Heat-Oondactingf Ataterial.

69 CLAY STEBBT, 0. B. JOHNSON & CO., SAN FRANCISCO

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Fair, 1884.

UEDART
Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

PATENT WROUGHT RIM PULLEY
For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washington

UoDtana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Best Balanced Pulley In the World. Also Manufacturers of

PAT. Oyt. 25,1881, SHAFTING. HANGERS AND APPUBTHNANOBS,
i^SlND FOB ClKOtmABfi >JID PrIOB LlST.'Sl

Nos. 129 and 131 FREMONT STREET - - - SAN PRANOISCO, OAL.

0. H. EVANS & CO.
(Sucoeasore to THOMSON & EVANS),

110 and 118 Beale Street, S. F.

UACEINE WORKS,

Steam Pumps, Steam Engines

and aU kinds ol MACHINERY.

FRANCIS SMITH & CO.
Manufacturers of

Sheet Iron and Steel

ALL SIZES,

130 Beale Street, San FranciBco, Gal

Iron cut, punched and formed, for making pipe oc

ground. All kinds of Tools supplifld for making Pipe.

Estimates given. Are prepared for coating all sizes of

Pipe with a composition of Coal Tar and Aaphaltum.

.A-T -A. ^ .A.H <3r -A. I Pff

For Sale Cheap, Six Second-Hand

FRUE CONCENTRATORS.
Good as New. Also Second-Hand

STEAM PUMPS
Of various makes.

RISDON IRON WORKS,
Cor Beale and Howard Sts., San FranolBco.

Gold Mine Wanted

!

SUBMIT REPORT AND ALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL
either for cash or working capital only. Refractory

ores no objection. Address RELIABLE, care "Mining

Record," 61 Broadway, New Tork.

BLOWING ENGINE
FOR SALE.
Vertical pat-
tern, with bal-

anced steam slide valve gear, steam cylinder 14 in.

diameter, air cylinder 40 in. diameter, atroke 24 in. 1 to

100 fltrokce per minute; engine new. For price and par-

SS JAMES LEFFEL&CO.. Springfield, OMo.

A PRACTICAL MINER AND ASSAYER DESIRES A
situation to look after mines and do the assaying.

Sixteen years experience in mining on the Pacific Coast.

No objections to locality. Best of references given.

W. 0. CLYMO, Assayer, 727 North Main Street, Butte

City, Montana.

DEWEY & C0.1S,^attilffi Patent Agents.

Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press

Patent Agency.

Our U. S. and Foreign Patent Agency
presents many and important advantages ae a
Home Agency over all others, by reason of loni;

establishment, great experience, thorough sys-

tem, intimate acqaaintanoe with the sabjeots of

inventions in our own community, and onr
most e:!ctenBive law and reference library, con-
taining official American and foreign reports,

files of scientifio and mechanical publications,

etc. All worthy inventions patented through
our Agency will have the benefit of an illnstra-

tion or a description in the Mining and Soien-
TiFio Press. We transact every branch of

Patent business, and obtain Patents in all coun-
tries which grant protection to inventors. The
large majority of U. S. and Foreign Patents
issued to inventors on the Paoifio Ooast have
been obtained through onr Agency, We can
give the best and most reliable advice as to the
patentability of new inventions. Our prices

are as low as any first-class agencies in the
Eastern States, while onr advantages for Pacific

Coast inventors are far superior. Advice and
Circulars free.

DEWET & CO., PateDt Agents,

220 Market St., Elevator, 12 Front St., S. F.
Telephone No, 658.

A. T. DBWEY, W. B. EWER. GEO. H. STRONG,

RUPTURE AND PILES.
We Positively Cure all kinds ol Rupture

and Rectal Diseases, no matter of bow long
Btanding, in from 30 to 60 days, without the
use of KNIFE, DRAWING BLOOD, or DETEN.
TION FBOM B0SINE39. Terms: No Care,
no Paj-t and no Pay anirll Cured.
If afflicted, come and see \u or send stamp (or
uamphlet. Address:

DBS. POBTEBFIBIiD & LOSSY.
888 Market Street, - - San Franolsoo

E WANTED!
AN ENGLISH SYNDICATE WANTS A WELL-DE-

veloped dividend paying gold or ailvei mine. Apply
in first instance to " ENGINEER," P. O. Box 782, Helena,
MontMia,
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OP

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
ENGINES, BOILERS, STEAM PUMPS,

AIR OOMPRBSSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S CRUSHING ROLLS,

CONCBNTEATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROOK BREAKERS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Taking Pulp from 10 Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING. PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG EDGERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

&:E3xr^;3Fi.a Ti .A.oxiKr*FS x-ozt.

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
SALES DURINa LAST POUR MONTHS:

nOMPOTTNT) 44 ENGINES, RTAMrjATJr* 99 engines, TTT'WTOT? lee engines,
\J\JiyXSrKJ\JAMlJ, B215 HOKSE POWER. O ±J^lr* XJJ^£\ilJ, 4000 HORSE POWER. J U i.N XVyXV, 4260 HORSE POW EB

Grrra,i^t3. T'o'ta.l, 309 'Fj-nslaa.es. .^.ssi^esc^'tliiB X3,975 XXorieie Fo-c^eir.

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Gal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
Nos. 39 to 51 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

L. C. MARSHUTZ T. O. OANTRELL.

NATIONAL IRON WORKS
N. W. Corner Main and Howard Sts., San Francisco,

MANHFAOTUEERS OF

Stationary and Compound Engines, Flour. Sugar. Saw

and Quartz Mill Machinery.

AMALGAMATING MACHINES. CASTINGS AND FORGINGS ^Lr^^'^Zn
ALL WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

NATIONAL ROCKER aUARTZ MILL.
KENDALL'S PATENT, AUGUST 24, 1886.

CA.E»^a.«ZJirr-V. 12 Toxxs In 24. Hoixris. 3 H. I*.

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL, Sole Manufacturers.
Tbe Patentee and Manufacturers

cordially invite miaers to critically

examine and pass judgment upoD

this improved system of milling

and amalgamating ores in the fol-

lowing particulars:

1, The cost is less than one-half of

stamps of same capacity.
2, The freight to mine ia less than

one-half of stamps.
3, ThejOBt of erecting is less than

one-fourth of stamps.
i. The power todriveitis less than

one-half of stamps.
6. The wear is less than one-quar-

ter of stamps.
6. There is no wear except on

shoes and dies.

7. In point Of amalgamation it la

euperior to any other machine
in use.

8. In its simplicity of construction.

We challenge competition with

Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or and

other ore crushing machines now

before the public.

MARSHUTZ Ss CANTRELL.l^Sead for Circulars and Price List.

"HENDY" IMPROVED "CHALLENGE" ORE FEEDER
The l)est form of Feeder ever devised, and pronounced by reputable mining men to be far

superior to any form of "Roller" Feeder manufactured. We refer to the follow-
ing gentlemen who have furnished us with testimonial letters to the

above effect, which can be seen at our office, viz,:

«". W. Crocker, Supt. Bunker Hill Gold Min-
ing Co., Amador City, Cal.

W. G. Roberts, Greenwood, El Dorado Co., Cal.

D. O.WicKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal.
J. R. Tregloan, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold

Mining Co., Amador City, Cal,

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

"CHALLENGE", "STANFORD", "TULLOCK,"& "ROLLER' FEEDERS,
And will furnish descriptive Catalogues and quote prices upon application.

DIAMOND DRILLS
THE PACIPIO PROSPECTING CO.

will contract to prospect with Diamond dre Drill

for minerals, etc., or to bore h.>leB for ventilation or
drainage. Agents for Diamond Drills, Rock Drills, MioinEf
Machinery and Supplies of all kinds. Diamonds on hand.
Inquiries and orders promptly attended to. 213 Sansome
Ibtfeet, San Francisco, CaL

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope,
Duplex Rope, TarredManila Rope, Hay Rope, Whale Line,
etc., etc.

Extra sizes Md lengths made to order on short notice.

611 & 613 Front St., San Francisco, CaL

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
-MANOPACTUEERS OF-

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Manufacture of Cement, Fertilizers, Paint

and all other Burposes for which grinding or pulverizing is reauired.

Send for Catalogue and Price List to

PRISBBB LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

DEWEY & CO. P^%,ai^^f?a¥ron\^ 1 PATENT AGENTS.
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IMPROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Beat Ore Concentrator In the market, having double
the Capacity and doing ita work aa close aa the plain Belt
machine, while ita ooncentrationa are clean. It is ased in

a number of Mills, the moat notable of which ia the

Alaska M. &, M. Co's Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Frues
are taking the Palp from 120 Stamps, crnsbing .'}50 tons

per day, and ia giving entire satisfaction as against 43
plain Belt Machines, taking the Palp from the other 120
Btamps.

Price off Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f. o. b.

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

For Pamphlets, Testimonials and farther information
apply at office.

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE

Protected by Patents December 22, 1874; September 2,

1879; April 27, 1880; March 22. 1881; February 20, 1883;

September 18, 1883; July 24, 1S88. Patents applied for.

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Thb Montama Compakt (Limited), London, October 8, 1885.
Dear Sibs:—Having tested three of your Frue Vannem In a com-

potltlvo trial with other similar machines (Triumph), wo have satiafled
ouraelvea of the superiority of your Vannere, aa ia evidenced by tine

fact of our havioK ordered 20 more of your machinoa for Immediate
delivery. Youra truly, THE MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B.—Since the above was writteo the SO Vannera, bavio^ been
atarted, ^ve such aatiafactiou. that ii additional Fruea and more
stampe have hoeo purobaaed. ADAMS &. CARTEK.

CO.. Room 15, No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR with IMPROVED RIFFLED BELT.
The competitive trials which have been held between the

"Triumph " Ore Concentrators, the " Frue" Vannere and
other Forma of coDcentrating devices, do not warrant the aS'

sertiontbat the "Frue ' Vanner is the best ore concentrator in

the market. The fact that the "Frues" have improved (cor-

ragated) belts does not militate against the superiority of the
"Triumphs;" for, when desired, they (the "Triumphs") can
be mounted with a superior belt known as the ** Blasdel "

Riffled.

Price " Triumph " Concentrators, with Im-
proved (Patented) Belt - - $650 f. o. b.

Price " Triumph " Concentrators, with

Plain Belt $550 f o. b.

We arc prepared to guarantee the superiority of the '* Triumph "

the " Frue " or any other form of Concentrator, for coin if need be.

Circulars and teatimoniat letters fuiniehed on application.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,

39 to 51 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal,

Both the "Triumph" Concentrator and "Blasdel" (riflied)

Belt are protected by incontestable letters patent, granted
by the Government of the United States.

OriginQ] Empire Mill and Mining Company,
)

Principal Olfice, 401 Catiforiiia St., cor. Sanaome, S. F, >

Location of Works, GraEB Valley, Nevada Co., Cal. j

0RA98 Vallby, Nbvada Co., Cal., Nov. 10, 1886.

Joshua Sendy Machine Works, SO to 51 Fremont St., S. F., Cal.:

Gestlrmkn—1 am pleased to state, in reference to the " Triumph"
Ore Concentrators, 'that four (4) of them were placed iu the mill of the
Original Emipre Mill and Mining Company in April, 1884, and a thorough
teat made of their practical operation; and their elficiency having been
demonstrated, four (4) more were subsequently introduced aa the comple>
ment of the Twenty (20) Stamp Mill, and the eight (8> have heen and are
now running with entirely satiafactory results.

At the Ten (10) Stamp Mill of the North Star Mining Company, under
my supervit-ion, four (4) are alBO in successful operation, and from my
observation of their practical workings, I am convinced that this form of
Concentrators is the equal, if not superior to any other style of Vannern
or concentrating devices, DA\1D McKAY, Jr.,

[Siened] Sup't North Star and Original Empire Mining Co.
N. B. When the stamping capacity of tlie two above named mills was in-

creased, more " Triumph " Concentrators were purchased, and twenty-
eight (28) are now in constant successful operation.

DOW STEAM PUMP WORKS,
OFFICE AND WORKS, 13 4 AND 116 BEALE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO,

MANUPACTUEERS OP

Independent Air Pump and

Condenser,
FOR STATIONARY ENGINES OR STEAM PUMPS

DOW'8 IMPROVED STEAM PUMPS
SINGLE OR DUPLEX,

For Every Possible Duty.

Mining" Pumps,

IRRIGATION PUMPS,

Artesian Well Engines,

^-11

POWER PUMPING MACHINERY.
SPEED GOVERNORS,

Balance Valves and Pressure
Regulators,

FOK STEAM PUMPS. ETC., ETC.

XSto., Zlto.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
ROCK DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING.

MINING AND QUARRYING

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

HOISTING ENGINES FOR MINES
1, 2, or 4 Drums, with Reversible Link

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.

MADB ONLY BY THE

LIDGERWOOD M'F'G CO.,
96 Liberty St., New York.

34 and 86 WeBt Monroe St., Chicago.
197 to 203 OongresB St.. Boaton.

1 to 7 N. First St., Portland,) Oregon.

PARKE & LACY CO., Agts., San Francisco.
Send for Oatalogne.

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

THE ABOVE CUT ILLUSTRATES THE IMPROVED FORM OF DOtTBLE-JOINTED HX-
DRAUIjIC giants which we manufacture. We guarantee purchasers of this form of Giants against all

coats, expenses or damages which may arise from any adverse suits or actions at law. We are further prepared to

furnish Single-Jointed Giants when required. Prices, discounts and Catalogues of our speciaitie of Hy-
draulic Mining Machinery sent on application.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39 to 51 Fremont St., San Francisco.

ADAMANTINE SHOES & DIES
FOR STAMP MILLS.

These SHOES and DIES are in extensive use in ail the mining States and
Territoriee of North and South America. Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper
than any others. Orders solicited, subject to above
conditions.

—MANTJPACTUEED BY—

CHROME STEEL WORKS, Brooiclyn, N. Y.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent,
S20 Fremout Street, San Franclsoo, Cal.

IIIHIIIlllii«

Special attention Klven to tbe pnrcbaBe of Mine and Mill Supplies.

DEWEY»& CO, I' Blevator, 12 Front.
*••} PATENT AGENTS.
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TSE PELTON WATEH "WHEEL
GIVES THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY OF ANY WHEEL IN THE WORLD. OVER 1300 IN USE.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mining and manufacturing machinery. Adapted to heads running
from 20 up to 2000 or more feet. From 20 to 30 per cent better results guaranteed than can be
produced from any other wheel in the country.

The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and reliable power, close
regulation, and the facility of adaptation to varying conditions of speed and pressure, have
brought it into special prominence and extensive use for this class of work.

All applications should state amount and head of water, power required and for what purpose
with approximate length of pipe line. SEND FOR CATALOGUE. '

OrXZXS I»3EIIjTOIia' "\7V.A.a?3S3I«. "WHESEJXj ocd.
121-123 MAIN STKEET. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

^^O^J-j?rJTnN U/ATPR MflTnRQ varying from the fraction of l up to 15 and 20-horse
'^ % *"* WlH I tn IIIU I UnO, power, unequaled for all light-mnning machinery.

Wi»- .ited to develop a'given amount of power with one-half the water required by any other
SEND FOR MOTOR CIRCULAR. Address as above.

THE GATES ORE AND ROCK BREAKER.
UNLIMITED IN CAPACITY, UNEQUALED IN EFFICIENCY, UPWARD I Gives a fineness of product that increases the capacity of any mill from 25 to 40 per

OF 3000 NOW IN USE. cent without any additional expense. THE BEST AND ONLY CRUSHER ADAPTED
Will do more than twice the work of any other with the same cost in wear. I

TO MACADAM ROAD WORK. Send for Circular.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO., 121-123 Main Street, San Francisco, General Western Agents.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent,

521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco

Assayers' and Mining Material.

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

-lumivAoniiuni op—
IN QDABTZ, QBAVBL, OR PLACER MINES. MADE OP BEST SOFT LAKE SOPBBIOB COPPER

Our plates are guaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the beet in weight of Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
ver and durability. Old Mining Plates Replated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSANDS
OF ORDERS FILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, Agent tor HOSKIHS'

68, 70 & 72 First St., San Francisco, Cal. HTDKO-CABBOir ASSAY FTTRKACSS
ta- SEND FOR CIRCDLARS.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD
PBICBS GREATLY REDUCED ONLY REPINED SILVER AND BEST COPPER USED. OVER 3000 ORDERS FILLED. FIFTEEN MEDALS AWARDED.

Old Mining Plates can be Replated. Old Plates Bought, or Gold Separated. These Plates can also be pnrchoBed ot JOHN TATLOR & CO., Corner First
and flIlBBlon Streets, San Francisco. . ^^^^^^^^^^^

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVy AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS.
Q. DBNNISTON, Proprietor. 66S Ss 666 MISSION ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

Our Plates have been used tor 20 years. They have proved the best. We adhere striotly to ooDtract In weight of Sliver and Copper.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

RECEIVED EVERY MEDAL
Awarded OD the Pacific Coast
for Silver-plated Amalgam
Plates and Beet Gold, Silver
and Nickel Platmg.

nTjnxn?i3NrGr"r
MANDFAOTUREB OP

IST,

LL8CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Machinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Machines.

SEND FOR OIROUIjAE.
Centrifngal Boiler Quartz Mill. aX3 X^XXlSfX* S^rfLXIXZ'X^ S.A.Xa- X'XVA.XO'OXSCO. cajl,.

R DIXON'S SECRETARY BDixon's Pencils ISe^
DIXON S
Lead Pencils

DIXON'S
Stove Polish

DIXON'S
Crucibles.

DIXON'S GRAPHITE PAINT.
For all Iron and Wood Work. Covers twice the Burface ol any

other paint.

>.Xj3e:x«.s.

DIXON'S
Axle Grease

J. G. ALLEN, Af^ent, 304 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For information concerning this process for the re-

duction of Ores containing precious metals, and terms

of licBDSe, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROCESS CO.,
Park Olty, Utah.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three ElndB of Powder, which are acknowledged by all the Great Chemists of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives In the Market.

G-x.^ira? i»o"\7^i>m«. ox* x>'S'zia'.^i!^xa?s],
Of Different Strenertbs as Required.

NOBEIi'S EXPIiOSIVE ai:i.ATINE," which contains 94 per cent of Nltro-Glyoerlne, and
GX1I.AT1NX;-DYNAM1T¥1» Stronger than Dynamite and even Safe in Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
FOR BAII.BOAD8 AND i:.ANI> CIjIIABING. Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blast-
ing Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more groimd, pulverizes better and
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
OAFS and FUSB for Sale. OBNBBAL AGENTS, SAM FBANOISOO OAL.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Snperior to all Otbers for Qnartz Mills, Smelters, &g.

Not Affected bv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils. Every Belt Onaranteed. Try It. Send

for Circular and Samples.

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET, - SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Quartz-Crushing Appliances.

One of the engravings on tbla page shows the

high-class Cornish rolls manafactnred by the

Riidon Iron Works of this city. Cornlih rolls

Are Boroetimen used instead of stamps for dry

palverizino of ore after it haa passed the rook*

breaker. Two sets are generally used—the

ronghing and the finishing, ronghing rolls tak-

ing the ore from the crusher, delivering it

through revolving screens, from wbenoe all

that ie too coarse for the roaster or jig is re-

turned to the finishing rolls, which are adjust-

ed to reduce the ore to the desired fineness.

Any ore still too coarse can again be returned

to these or another set of finishing rolls. Rolls

can be used to best advantage in large mills,

where they can be worked continuously to

their full capacity. The rolls shown in the en-

graving are of the best design, strong and dara-

hle. Ten sets of these rolls were made by the

Risdon Works for the Anaconda mine, Mon-

tana. The other engraving shows a type of

ore ornahers made by the same works.

Government Ships Built Here.

The armored ooaat defense vessel Monterey,

which will be launched from the Union Iron

Works' yard on Tuesday next, in the presence

of the President and party, will be a more pow-

erful ship than many suppose. Her length

over all Is 261 feet; load water line, 256 feet;

extreme beam, 59 feet; mean draft, 14 feet 6

inches; displacement, 4000 tons; armor belt

amidships, 13 inches thick; estimated speed, 16

^„ot8_ weighs 850 pounds; powder charge, 425 pounds

Her armament consists of two 12-inoh breech- Two 10-inch breech-loading rifles mounted en

loading rifled guns, with ISinoh steel armor
|

barbette. Hi inch steel armor protection;

protection; shield 8 inches thick; projectile steel shields, 74 inches in thickness; projectile

IMPROVED BOOK-BBBAKBE.

weighs 500 pounds; powder charge, 250 pounds.

She also haa six e-ponnd rapid-firing rifles;

four 37-miUimeter Hotohkiss rpvolving cannon

and two 1-ponnd rapid-firing rifles.

It will be seen that this vessel is of compar-

atively light draft, being very full and round,

something In shape like a center-board sailing

vessel. She has very aoaall free-board, that is,

low sides above the water. There are two tur-

rets with conical tops.

This Is the third of the cruisers bailt fay the

Union Iron Works in this city, the Charleeton

and San Francisco having been completed, and

the Monterey ready to launch. "Cruiser No.

6" and the " battleship" Oregon are still to be

built. The Charleston is 3780 tons, San Fran-

cisco 4080 tons, Monterey 4000 tons. Cruiser

No. 6 5800 tons, and Oregon 10,250 tons.

The oontrsot for the Monterey was signed

.June 14, 1889. The first frame was laid Ooto-

ber 7th, and first keel-plate laid on December

20th of that vear. The first rivet was driven

January 10, 1890, first frame raised January 16,

1890, and the launch will take place April 28tb.

HIGH-OIiASS OOBNISH BOLLS FOB OBB.

The Idaho Mine.—The new ore body that

is now being opened up on the No. 18 level of

the Idaho mine, Grass Valley, promises to be

very important, as the quartz shows finely in

free gold and carries well In high grade snl.

phurets, Supt. Edward Coleman regards this

new ore body as a distinct shoot from the reg-

ular shoot from which such a large amount of

gold has been taken, and although not disposed

to be over-sanguine in reference to it, says he

regards it as an important development, and

one which may prove of value in the future

working of the mine. The depth at which this

new shoot is found is nbont 2000 feet vertically

from the surface, or 2700 feet on the inch'ne.

The new creosoting works of the Southern Pa-

cific Co. at Oakland will soon be in operation.

The works are intended to prepare piles and

timbers exposed to dampness, so as to preserve

them.
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KoRRESPOjNiDEJ^CE,

We admit, unindorsed, opinions of correapondents.—£ds.

Loss of Gold.

[Written for the Mining and Scientific Trhss bj-

C. H. Aaron.]

I think the article on thia subject in your

iasae of 11th inst. by Mr. A. B. Paul ia well

worth the attention of gold millmen. It is

true that in the very few Inatancea where I

have had occasion to know, the loss of gold waa

not heavy; but I have bad little to do with

ordinary gold milling, and Mr. Paul'a atate-

menta are not to be questioned, being baaed on

experimenta made in a satisfactory manner. It

mast be admitted that in the month's run of

the celebrated Spaniah mine, the results of

which I iaveatigated and reported for the State

Mining Bareaa in 18S8, more gold was lost t jan

aavad, but the original contents of the rock

were so very low that they could hardly have

been better worked with any hope of profit.

Some years ago I waa employed to inveatlgate

the woiklng of a gold mill in tbia State, the

owners of which thought their rock waa much
richer than it was, and were not aatiefied with

the returns. I took samplea of the rook com-

ing from the breaker and from the diacbarge at

the end of the tailraoe, beyond the Hendy con

centrators and blanket aluices. I think I know
how to take samplea of tailinga. Oaly clear,

settled water was poured off; the remainder

was boiled to dryneaa. I did this during two

days, my samples being quits large; that of the

rock waa of several hundred pounds weight.

My assays showed that the rock contained

about SU per ton; the tailings about 30 cents

per ton. The gold waa not generally visible in

the rock, and a part of it waa in aulphurets.

I reported to my employers that the mill waa

doing satisfactory work, and if they were not

getting the proper qaantl'-y of gold, it waa be-

oanse they were being robbed. Thia idea they

could not entertain, ae the mill foreman was a

very pioua gentleman who would never let the

mill run on Sunday. They paid me for my
service?, but I thought they did not seem to be

satisfied. About a month later it transpired

that the pious millman used to devote Sunday
afternoon to a partial cleanup of the mill on his

own account ! Thia shows that the losses in

gold-milling are not always dae entirely to

floatation, ruaty gold, etc.

Aa to dry amalsaraation, I think Mr. Paul first

got the idea in 1867 at the Silver Sprout mill.

At all events, prior to that date, a gentleman

told me that he had tried dry amalgamation of

raw sulphnrets In an »^rrastra with excellent

results, esoept the difficulty of recovering the

quickeilver. Thia difficulty, it seema, Mr. Paul

has overcome, and I think he ia very likely to

be right in saying that hia method ia the beat

^r high-grade rock. I alao think he is right

aa to the advantages of the arraatra in the

treatment of rock of a moderate grade of rich-

ness, the limit depending on oircumatancea,

and here I will once more suggest, aa I have

done before, that those who are amalgamating

gold in arrastras or pans should try the effect of

adding to the pulp a little solution of cyanide

of mercury in cyanide of potaasium.

In this solution gold is positive to mercury,

consequently gold precipitates mercury upon
itself, and every particle of the precious metal

in the pulp so treated becomes amalgamated on

its surface, and, in this condition, readily ad-

heres to and sinks into a maaa of mercury on

contact. Gold, which mercury will not touch,

even with the aid of cyanide of potassium

alone, amalgamates readily in thia way. The
method might possibly be applied in battery

amalgamation alao, if the water were saved and
used continuously.

The "medicine" should not be used too

freely aa it diaaolves gold in exact proportion to

the precipitation of mercury, though, however,
it is very likely that the dissolved gold may be

recovered by the use of a little zinc amalgam in

the pan or arrastra, as zinc precipitates both

metals from the cyanide solution, though iron

does not, hence the proceea may be used in an
iron pan, or In Paul'a Americanized arrastra.

I think the solution ia most cheaply and con-

veniently obtained by dissolving the red oxide

of mercury in a solution of cyanide of po*

tassium. The latter must be in exceae, as

cyanide of mercury alone doea not depoait on

gold. The solution may be tested by putting a

drop of it on a gold coin and slightly warming
the coin. In a very abort time the spot where
the drop is will be whitened.

Rad oxide of mercary coats about 90 oentq

per pound, and cyanide of potassium for mill-

ing abnut 40 cents per pound. As a very

small quantity will suffice for a ton of ore, it

oanoot be very expensive andia certainly wbrth
trying. I should be gratified, and othera

would be benefited, if any person who may
make the experiment in practical working
would rnport reaults through the Mining and
SciENTiric Press.

It ia Imp'^rtant that the pulp shall not con-

tain an acid aalt, and, aa gold rook containing

sulpburets ia pretty sure to form a pnlp con-

taining sulphate of iron, it will be best to add
a little lime, soda or aahes before putting the

"medicine" in, so aa to make the pulp faintly

alkaline—that ia, so that it will make red-

dened litmua paper become purple or blue.

Even when this solution ia not used, I think

it would be desirable to make the pulp slightly

alkaline by means of ashes, soda or potash, be-

cause it has been shown that sulphate of iron

ia injurious in amalgamation. Cyanide of po*

taaeium alone can dissolve fine gold, hence those

who nse it in pans or arraatraa should not omit
to add also some zinc amalgam, which ia easily

made by warming some mercury and adding
metallic zioc

Nevada County's Mines.

[From Our Traveling Correspondent.]

Grass Valley.

Editohs Press :—In the early hiatory of

quartz mining in Nevada county, the mining op>

erator abandoned a mine whenever the pay

gave out. There was a general disposition to

retain all that had been extracted from the

quartz and a general disinclination to expend a

dollar in further prospecting. As the result,

mine after mine was "worked out" (?) closed

down and abandoned. In time these worked-
ont mines were reopened and a comparatively
small amount of work showed up large bodies
of ore aa rich or of still greater value than
those originally exploited. This success stimu-
lated others, and gradually, one by one, the
old mines were taken hold of, until to day
there is scarcely a mine in the vicinity of Graes
Valley that is Idle. On every hand the new
hoist or mill greets the eye and the people all

have that confidence following continued suc-

cess that leads them to believe that in depth
pvery mine in the section will prove of value.

This general activity among all the mines has
its effect on the town aa well, and the stranger
soon feels that Grass Valley has some solid

backing to produce the business prosperity of

the city.

It is the opinion of every one that there has
never, in the history of quartz mining, been a
time in this section when the outlook and pres*

ent condition was as promising and prosperous
as right now.
The early hiatory of the different mines is so

generally known to the readers of the Press
that it is not necessary to go into the past, but
rather to give a short description of the present
condition of the working mines visited by your
correspondent.

The Idaho.

Eclwin Coleman, superintendent enjoys the
enviable distinction of being the deepest
dividend paying gold mine in America. The
past history of the mine is in keeping with the
present, with every assurance that tbe future
ahall equal it In the regularity and amount of
dividends. The mine is operated by an incline
abaft which at this time ia about 2.400 feet on
the vain or 2.000 feet vertical. The vein at
this time ia averaging two feet at bottom of
abaft, the ore carrying about one p<5r cent
of sulpburets that go SSO to the ton. The vein
matter now averages S15 to the ton. The vein
in the Idaho gave oat. in a mannpr similar to
all the mines of Grr^fR Valley, at 1,600 feet and
came in again at 1,900. At thia time a abaft
is being put down on the undeveloped portion
of the mine. The vein is here three feet in
width and very promising. It ia the general
opinion that the ore of this unexplored end of

the mine will prove equal in value to that
extracted from the old workings. In that
event the mine has still a long bright future
before it. The mine is now equipped with a
40 stamp water-power mill complete in every
detail. The balance sheet of the company
shows not only that mining does pay, but that
it pays handsomely, and that one good mine
will pay for the money expended on a large
number of poor mines. Up to March 1891,
the Idahn had yielded §11,265,273; of this
amonnt $4,845,300, faaa been paid to the
fortunate stock-holders in dividends. Few
gold mines can show a larger or more profitable
record.

The Empire.

The Original Empire M. and M. Co., G. W.
Starr, snoerlnl-endent is located one mile south-
west of Grass Valley on Ophir Hill. The minR Is

opened and operated by an incline shaft 2.000
feet on tHe vein, in depth almost equalling the
Idaho. The veins are two in mamber distant
from 100 to 150 feet from each other. The
average width of the veins ia 15 Inches. On
thn voina, drifts have been run for a distance
of 3,500 feet; the vein matter earrips thraR ner
cent of sulpburets that run fr-^m §40 to $150 a
ton. The quartz yields from $15 to $23 a ton.
The mine is equipped with a fine plant, in-"

eluding a 40 stamp mill, that can be run by
steam or water, i^'' desired. The mill crushes
an average of 75 tons a day. The mine has
bean in operation since 1854, and has paid in
the past ten years about 8400,000 in dividenda;
no small degree of the sncceaa attending the
operatione of the mine is due to tbe competent
and faithful services of Mr. M. Provines who
has been in charge of the mill in all the mines,
ops and downs since September 1, 1865, a
record seldom equalled.

The North Star Mine,
Emile E,. Abadi", superintendent, is two miles
south of Grass Valley. The mine Is equipped
with one of the largest and most complete
plants in the diatrict, all operated by water-
pnwer. The mine has been operated s'nce
1850; by the present company since 1884.
During that time tbe company has developed
the mine from the 1200 to the 2100 foot lev?l.
At th" r^'eaent time, the ore is from *;he 1800
and 1900 foot levels, with connection just made

to the 2000. The main shaft has been put
down 124 feet since last fall. The vein shows
an average width of 16 inches, which carries

five per cent of sulpburets, These while
medium in grade make up in quantity what
they lack in value. The mine is one of the

best in tbe section, as is shown by the fact that
in thp oast few years the present company has
paid ^300,000 in dividends, with a divldeod of

§50.000 for April 8th.

V7. Y. O. D. Mine.
C. A. Brockington is superintendent of the

" Work your own Diggings " claim. This
mine is down 800 feet by incline shaft, show-
ing a vein three feet in width that carries five

per cent of sulphnrets that average $200 a ton;

and the vein matter delights its owners by
yielding an average of $50 a ton. The mine
has been drifted on for a distance of 502 feet

all in good ore.

The mine is at present equipped with a five-

stamp mill; small as the oruabine; capacity is,

the mine is paying dividends of $1500 a month.
Thia season a large hoisting plant and lO-stamp
mill will be erected, where a steady stream of

dividends of @2500 a month can be depended
upon.

The Gold Hill Mine.
Geo. Mainhart, superintendent, is equipped
with a fine hoist; aa soon as arrangements can
be effected for water-power the mine will be
fltarted up. The mine is opened to a depth of

500 feet by shaft, with drifts run 500 feet on
the vein. The vein averages three per cent in

sulphnrets that go $75 to the ton, while the
vein matter is reported as averaging $10 to the
ton.

Omaha and Lone Jack Con.
Geo. Mainhart is superintendent of this

mine. It ia opened to a depth of SOO feet on
f^e vein by incline shaft, with drifts run up to

1700 feet: in length. The mine has three ore

shoots, 250 to 400 feet in length. The average
width of the vein is ten inches, which la re-

ported as oarrving fonr ner oent of sulphnrets,

running from $60 to $125 a ton, while the vein
matter averages $23 a ton. The mine is

equipped with a 28-stamp mill, crushing 40 tons
a day. The mine is open<^d by two shnftis, the

Omaha 800 feet and the Lone Jack 700, with
hoists at both shafts and both shafts connected
by drifts.

The Menio Property.
This consists of the Wieconsin and Home-

ward-Bouofl mines, Ernest Wiltae superintend-

ent. The Homeward-Bound may be siid to be
the south extension of the Omaha, and, in con-
sequence, will in depth receive the ore shoots
of that mine, Tbe Wieconplo had been closed

since 1872, the Homeward-Bound since 1881,

until the present oomp^iny took hold of the
minea in April, 1890. The Homeward-Bound
is opened by an incline shaft 360 feet deep on
the veins, with drifts run 350 feet north and
south, or 700 feet on the vein, ahowing it to be
one to four feet in width, of ore that carries

an Average of three per cent of sulpburets that

go $80 to ti^*^ ton, with the ore reported as go-

ing from $8 to $15 a ton. Tbe Homeward-
Bound contains three known shoots of 200, 250
and 300 feet in length, with about 100 feet be-

tween shoots.
The WlecoDBin.

This mine waa extensively and profitably

worked in former vears to a depth of 500 feet,

with a record of $20 to $60 a ton. The present
company is opening a shoot of ore not hereto-

fore worked, and they are down over 175 feet

on the vein, with drifts run 250 feet. The old

shaft was on the " heel" of the north shoot,

and the or^ from thia shoot alone extended to a

depth of 500 feet. The present company is

going down on the toe of the south ahoot, and
will run back and cot all three ahoots. The
vein haa an average width of IS inches of ore,

running: thr<^e per oent in sulpburets that go
from $75 to $100 a ton, while tbo quartz is re-

ported as rupoirg from $15 to $30 a ton. The
mine covers 3200 feet on the vein. At present

it is equipped with hoists only, bnt the com-
pany will, in the near future, bring in water
for power and erect a mill.

The Hartery Con.

S. F. Fowler is superintendent of this mine,

which is opened to a depth of 600 feet by shaft,

on the vein, which carries an average of three

feet that runs a^^ high as 15 per cent in sulphur-

eta, avftragiofi' $40 to the ton. The ore rnns

from $15 to $23, A drift has been run 600 feet

on the vein, showing a shoot 300 feet long.

The mine is at tbia time equipped with hoist

alone. A mill will be pi-ected this seaHon. The
Gold Hill, Omaba, Wisconflu, Homeward-
bound ^nd Hartery »re all on Wolf creek, froo-

Grass Valley to the Hartery, three miles south

Rocky Bar G. M. Go.

H. Silvester ia the principal nwnrr and ma
aper. The mine ia located on New York Hill,

1| miles south of Grass Valley. At this time it

ia being worked under tribute. The abaft I^

down 600 feet, showing a vein 12 inchea in

width carrying G.v° ppr cent of anlphurete, that

give from $40 to $500 a tnn, while the ore has
averaged $17.50 a ton. The ore extracted a*;

this time by the trlbnters goes from $50 to $100
a ton. There is a 10-stamp mill on the prop-

erty.
The Crown Point.

A. Gauthier is superintendent and ow^sr.
The mine Is just on the east edge of Grasi Val-

ley, and bnt a short distance from the Idaho.

The working shaft is down 400 feet, with drift

run 580 feet eaat and 280 feet west. In these

workings, the vein shows an average of seven

feet of ore carrying 1^ per cent of sulphnrets
averaging $100 ^o the ton. Tbe vein-matter
has averaged $17 a ton. Some exceptionally
rich rock has been extracted In working the
mine. On the day of my visit, rook waa taken
out that was very liberally sprinkleij with
coarse gold, while Mr. Gauthier showed two
pieces of rock, one of which, weighing nine
pounds, had 28 onnces of gold, which at $16 an
ounoe made ite value $448, or abont $50 a
pound. Another piece of rock, much larger,

was completely studded with fine gold. Mr.
Gauthier ia the inventor and patentee of a vi-

bratory amalgamating table, which saves 15
per oent of gold over the common system. The
nsual mill-plate is given a rapid shaking motion
that causes tbe gold to settle as the pulp
paasea over the plate; by reaaon of this shak-
ing motion, a smaller amount of water ia re>

quired. The plates discharge with a very
small pitch, and in consequence a much larger

amount of quicksilver can be placed on tbe
plates and the same retained.

The Coe Mine
Is owned by the Golden Qaeen M. Co., Jamea
Hammill superintendent. The Coe is in sight
of the Crown Point, and is opened by shaft

500 feet deep on the vein, with drifts run 250
feet west and 60 feet east on the vein, showing
an average width of three feet, carrying two
per oent of sulphnrets that go from $100 to

$120 a ton. The average value of the ore is

$16. The oompany is satisfied that it has a
mine and will ereot a 20-Btamp mill this sum'
mer.

New Euretea.

Thia mine, of which W. A. Weldon ia super-

intendent, is midway between the Crown Point
and Ooe. The company put down a shaft 600
feet, and encountered a horse, and haa been
drifting west to get into ore. At the time of

my visit, the face of the drift waa looking very
promising, with every evidence of ore ahead,

Brunswick,
E. FitzgeraH is superintendent of this mine.

It Is located 2| miles southeast of Grass Valley
on Union Hill. Tb" mine is onened bv incline

shaft to a depth of 380 feet. On the first level

a drift has been run 1000 feet on the vein. In
the second 500 feet and on the third 230 feet.

The average width of the vein ia three feet

which carries 1^ to 2 per cent of sulpburets

that go $100 to the ton. There has been no ore

milled from the present developrnput, bn*^ aa*

ssys show valnea ranging from $6 tn $190 a

ton. The mine is equipped with a 20 stamp
mill arranged for steam or water power.

The Peabody
May be said to be in Graan Valley on Gold Hill.

The old shaft is down 200 feet on the vein

which runs fr-^m 6 to 18 inchea in width of ore

that averapps $15 a ton. The^^n is in the mine a

sboot of $25 ore called the North shoot. To
tap this shoot.a fine three compartment shaft is

now being put down by tbe superintendent,
Mr. E. Tilley.

The Centennial

Is owned by H. Silvester. Thia propertv is on
Boston Hill, 2^ miles southwest of Grass Valley,

The mine is opened by shaft on the vein to a

depth of 600 feet. The vein averages eight

inobes in width of ore that goes from $40 to

$100 a ton and carries three ppmentof sulpbur-

ets that run from $150 to $200 a ton. The
mine is now nnder bond. The intending

purchasers will proceed to equip and develop
t;be mine and ereot a mill this aeaaon.

In this connection, it may not be amiaa to

state that the old Watt & Biley ground, em-
bracing a number of claims, is now under bond
and will be developed this season by a strong

fyndicate. The properties are all on Massa-
chusetts Hill.

Orleans G- M- Co.

This property is 1| miles south of Graaa

Valley and joins the Empire on the south. It

constats of six full locations, or 6000 feet on tbe

vein. J. K. Smith is superintendent. The
mine is opened by three shafts sunk on the

vein to a depth of 700 feet, with drifts run on

the vein for a distance of 4000 feet. The vein

averages 15 inches in width, and carries five

percent of sulpburets that give $65 to $75 a

ton, while the rock averages $15 At this tioie

the company is engaged in sinking a perpendic-

ular shaft to a depth of 800 feet. On its com-
pletion and Gonneotion with the drifts, a new
mill will be erected.

The Maryland.
8. P. Dorsey ia superintendent. The Doraey

mine joina the famnus Idaho on the east and

thus claims f-hft Eureka ledge. The location

lonsists of 20OO feet on the vein, "which ia

opened by shaft to a depth of 325 feet. A vein

funniog from two to seven feet haa been sho^n
which will soon be orosacnt by a drift of 250

feet from tbe shift. At 90O feet tbe shaft will

cut the vein. At present all of the work ia of

a developing character. There has never baen

any doubt as to the value of thia property, bat

it has been merely a queation of development.

The walla are excellent—smooth and polished

like glasB. In addition to Mr. Dorsey's own
work, the shoot being opened by shaft on the

Idaho will in time be received by the Maryland
in depth and the Maryland prove a second

Idaho.
The Banner Mine.

John Skewes is superintendent of this mine,

which is northeast of Grass Valley six miles, on

Banner mountain. The mine is opened by a

tunnel 1500 feet loig to the vein and shaft from
thr> end of tunnel 400 feet deep, giving about

800 feet in depth on the vein. The vein haa
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been drifted on for a diatanae of 500 feet, ihow*

Ing in average width of two feet th^t carries

five per cent of aulphorets Rivini' $140 to the

too, with vein matter averaging $15 a too. The
mloe ia eq nipped with a complete ten-atamp

mill, whtcb, with all of the other improve-

ment!, has beeo paid for out- of the retarns

'rom the ore extracted, save an aseeeBmeot of

$3000. The mioe is oow payiog dividends of

$5000 a month, with every assnrance that under
Mr. Skewes' praotloal management, they will

be continaed iDdcfioitely.

Plttaburs.

The Pittsbar^, Ohas. StockH sapcinteDdent.

Is located midway between Grass Valley and
Nevada City. The property is an old battion

producer. In the past she han produced over a

million dollars, and it is Mr. Stock's ambition

to make her add several more to that number.
Those who know him and the mine have no

doobt of his eucceediog. The mine la opened

by an incliQf>d shaft to a depth of 1000 feet,

with drifts run 1000 le t on the vein, showing
an average width of 12 Inches of ' re oar'-viog

two per cent of ealphurets tl^^t go $60 to $70 a

ton and ore that averages $15. The mine ia

opened by ninr levels and is equipped with an
exceptionally fine ten*etamp mill. The mine
has just changed handa aod is nov* the prop-

erty of the New Pittsburg GrasB Valley Gold
Mining Oo., Limited, which will proceed to

work the mine on an extensive scale.

Cblorlnatton Worfea.

The solphurets of the section have Ween

treated In the ohlorlnation works of Mr. Malt-
man, which are midway between Grasn VjUer
and Nevada City, and theworka^f Cilllot &
Co., located one mile east of Grass Valley. Mr.
Maltmau's wcrks hav-^ a crvnacity of three tons

a day and the Ciillot 2^. Herntofore the eul

pburetB have been worked for $20 a ton, lees 10

per cent for loss, but at this time the rule Is to

boy outright on the assay value. For the

woiking of the sulphurete, and the ore also,

of this eeotic^ and all part^ of the U. S. ^b well,

the Grass Valley Gold-Extracting Co. has

erected a large plant near Grass Valley. The
company owca and will operate the Potlok sys-

tem of ore treatment. This i 9 f^he only plant

of the PoUok prooeaa in the U. S. To give the

description due so important an undertaking,

the fall d^^taila will be found on another page
of the Pkess.

Iron Works.
No small degree of proBts reali'zad In mining

ie due to th^ convenience of a near by foundry.
In this the Graaa Valley mines are favored in

the foundries and machine shops of Mr. La-

kenna and Mr. Taylor.

The Mines of Grass Valley

Have a habit of disregardicg all rules and preo-

edenta iu dip and strike. Originally it waa
thoogbt that thoae mines only, that conformed
to established strike and dip could prove pro6t-

abte or permanent. All this has been upaet,

however, until now it is simply a question of

fiodlug a ^lir-sized vein of quartz In toe vicinity

of Grasa Valley and staying with it. The open-
ing up of the number of old mines that had been
abandoned aa worked out, together with the
'^welopment of new ore bodies, h^s Bent 013*8
Valley to the front, and today therk is the evi-

dence on every side, that thi4 section baa a

near future before her that will not only equal
but excel thfttof any gold quartz mining dis-

trict in the United Stnrea.

Nevada City.

Nevada City owed her wealth to her immense
gravel deposits where gold by the hundreds of

pDundf—not ounces—was cleaned up at each
run. When the courts closed tho hydraulic
mines, the neople went into qnartz mining in

the Graaa Valley eection, and waited patiently
for a tnrn in the tide. As the turn has not
come, and there ia no prospect of an immediate
change In the tide, prospecting waa begun to

find gravel in the nid channel that would pay
to drift. The Harriony Mining Company,
whose property ie 1^ m^lpa north of Nevada
City, put down a shaft 330 feet, run a d-ift

700 feet, and cot the channel at bedrock. The
company has drifted 100 feet across the channel
without reaching the rim. There is from one to
seven feet of pay between the bedrock nnd
pipe clay, which averdges $1 a car, la 1860,
thla mine produced $40,0CO.

The West Harmony joins the Harmony on
tlie west. The owners are erectiop; a hoist and
preparing to develop. The Cold Springs joins

the Harmony on the east, but the property ia

idle.

The Fountain Head joina the Cold Springs on
the east. The owners are erecting a hoist at

thia time. The channel has been prospected
for a distance of two miles. While the amount
extracted from the streak next to the bed-rock
by drifting is lesa than one per cent of what
could be taken cut of the immense deposit (the

channel ia over 100 fee'--, deep, pay all through
it and mil'^s in length), still it will put new
life into Nevada City, aa the extent of ground
Is immense. It will require a large force of

miners to work it and take many years for ite

extraction. A snowstorm coming up prevented
my visiting the mines of the Washington Dis-
trict, located 20 milea above Navada City, The
reports, however, are all to the effect that the
mines of the aectlon are alt running to a profit.

No small degree of a. section's wealth ia due to
the hotel acoommodaticns of a section, aa oapi-

taliats dread a camp with a poor br'el. The
Iravelinrv public make the National Exchange,
Eeotor Eros, prrprietore, of Nevada City, <heir

headquarters and go back and forth to GrasB

Valley by coach at a nominal charge of 25 cents
for the ronnd trip. If there is a better location
for a first-cl'ss hot 1, with a well-prnvlsiooed
table, than Grass Valley with hi>r SOOO Inhab-
itants and large tranai it trrde, I fail to know
it. Snooeaa to Grata Vallrv l

E H SOUASFPLK.

Placers of Sonera, Mexico.

NUMUEK III.

Editors Prkss:—After demonstrating, in the

manner already described, the great value of

the placers of Los Llano4 and Cienega, for

working on a large scale by hydraulic proc-

easee, we again gave our attention to the dry

methods of extracting gold from the aanda and

dirt, proving ae near aa possible the praotica-

bility of ualng steam ae a motive power to run
dry'Washing machines, built on a much larger
scale, tbfi'n those need by the natives.

As fuel and water are abundant for steam
purposes, and easily tranepnrtable to the main
part of the placers, v~e estimated that with a
eood out'Off engine Sx20 inches in size, and
portable, with a eoitable boiler, separate, aod
alBO portable, the material could be bandied in

such an economical manner, as to make a hand-
some profit almoBt certain.

Our plans also encompassed the application
of the power by belting to a dry-washer to be
built something like one of our large threshiog
machines; the dirt to be fed to it by elevators,

and through several sets of light steel rolls to
thoroughly powder the material. The machine
in other waya to run in a manner much like the
method described in a previous article.

To run the dry-washer, we es'^^tmated that
one cord of mesquit wood, at $3 per cord,
would be required every 24 hours for mak-
ing steam, with the consumption of 1000 gal-

'^na of water in the same time, and costing say
$5 per day for its tranaportation. It was alao

figured thf^i*. 15 men would be required at an
average of §1 per day each, an f1 for wear and tear

and all other expense, say $10 per day addi-
'ional, making iu all an outlay of $33 for each
24 hours.

We had no doubt but that the machine con'd
be made to handle perfectly from 500 to 700
tons per day, and with the method of *' clean-

ing up " the gold and black sands by meaoa of

an amalgamating pan, which we bad auccees-

fully adopted in our sluicing experiments, a
much better yield could be obtained than the
returns by Mexican or Yaqui methods.

It will be eeen that a machine wortioE; on
favorable ground would clean rp say iilOO to

$140 per day, or about S60 to $100 net profit,

the work following through eight months of the
year. From the great extent of the placers, it

would be only a question of the number of

plants like the above to bring the returne Ap to
many thousands of dollars par month.
A dry-washing plant such as deuoribed ciuld

no doobt be obtained nod placed running on
the plaoetB for about $6000, aod would easily

pay for itaelf in a few montha. The writer and
his asaooiates had about depleted the treasury
of their company in paying for machinery and
supplies to teat the value of the grounds by wet
methods, eo that the six to ten thousand dol-

lars necessary for the completion of the dry-
washing scheme waa not forthcoming—in fact

we were placed in that not very enviable poal-

tion aptly described by the Mexicana and uaed
univeraalty in Mexico when forced to abacdon
an enterprise for lack of fund?, pero falta de
recursos.

Tha present time ie a much more favorable
period for operationB among these placers, as

railway transportatioc, can be had, from San
Francisco to within a few miles of the ground.

Keferring again, to the placers, in a geologi-

cal way, I want to say that my poor abilitiee,

aa a geologist, have not as yet, made clear to

my mind, the aouroes of the gold. The total,

or almost eo, absence of gravel, among the
Binds, or a boulder and gravelly moraine at the

foot of the placers, which might have indicated

glacial movements, or the sweep of abrading
streams of water, in the very olden time, wae
apparently not the cause of these deposite.

Again It might be that many rich quartz veins

underlie the placers, and whose croppinga with
thoEC of other rocks, towered above the present

surface; and that in time the weather-beaten
ledges by sun, winds and raine, with occasional

cloudbursts gradually diaentegrated and
abraded the different formatione, freeing the

gold and depositing the eands, as found at the

present time. The bed-rook of the two placers

as far ae I obaerved, and that only superficially,

waa generally compoaed of a clayey conglomer
ate of quartz and country rock, without gravel,

soft and eaeily picked, and contained but little

gold. Many of the traditions aod stories told us

by the Indiana and Mexicans of the bed-rock, In

very favorable localities, being almost covered

with gold (and which might easily have been
so, h^d the grounds been formrd by atream'= or

overflows of water,) we took cum grano salis.

In fact I have found this "grain of salt "idea,

to be a very convenient and economical thing

to practice on, not only In Mexico, but In many
other parta of the mining world.

To the west of Cienega, over the hlUa and
ridges formed by the Teodoro mountains, lie

the placers of La Cilavera, named from a 30-

pound lump of gold found there, which resem*
bled In shape a human skull. From this ground
the placera are Vfry much scattered, although

the gold can be traced nearly to the eastern

shore of the Gulf of California, quite 50 miles
away.

Before deoidiog on an immedi'^te return to
Ciliforoia, we concluded to mske a general
reconnc'isance of the other noted placers of So-
nor*!. For thia purpose, we hired a four-horee
conveyance in Altar, with driver and guide,
and-prooored an ample supply of aims, proa-

pectiog implem >nts, pro nBlona, etc., for a
month's trip. Leaving Altar, we journeyed
west by south, passing the ancient workings on
the plaoera known aa S?mbrerotia, and which
we found to be several aquare miles in extent,
"hallow In depth, and hardly to be compared to

Los Llanos or Cienega, although there are
future favorable poe&ibitities, provided the
^rounr^e are ever worked on a grand ecale.

Continuing our westerly ccnrse, we came to
the once famous city of Cavorca, a well-known
place to many Californians, as the scene of

the treacherous massacre of Ge^r-'-al Crabbe
aod party, by the Mexicans, in 1857.

Civorca is net noted for its placers, but
rather for its vein mining of both silver and
gold. It evidently had once been a city of

some extent and great beauty, as an abundant
Bupply of water made the following of all the
agricultural pursuits easy and practical. Al-
though partially in ruina at the time of our
vis't, much of the interesting and beaatiful

may still be found to employ the mind and
gladden the eyes of travelers. Of the mines
themselves, there is little to be said, aa we
found the old workings In an abandoned and
dilapidated condition. At Cavorca we changed
our course to lorth by west, and started for

the placers of Quitovao, located In the *'dead
line," in the northweetern part of the State,

The town was a maea of lulne, and in posses-

aion of a tribe of Papago lodiane, with whom
we atfiliated in a very friendly manner indeed,
our guide being a noted chip of that tribe. The
placerp we found to trend from south to north,

some 2ix4 miles in extent, located In a boree-

ahop-shaped basin, nearly surrounded by hilla,

hardly reaching the dignity of mountains.
From the town which is located ak the open-
iog in the basin, and at the northern part
of the placer, the grounds gently rise to the

south, until in a distance of a^out four milep,

an altitude ia reached of fully 600 feet, afford-

ing, in places, fine sluicing ground, provided
water could be obtained. The formation is

very similar to that of Cienega, with an abun-
dance of wood and water for ateam and living

purposes. The water supply comes from never-

failing aoringa, that are to be found in a low,

marehy fiat, one-hr''f mile north of the village.

The grounds at Quitnvac prospect well, and
there ia no doubt in my mind but what a dry-
washing plant on a large scale, put in opera-
tion ther , would meet with profitable returns.

From Qaitovac, we still pursued our north-
erly course, making for the well-known town
nf 3onoita, just south of the boundary line of

Arizona, prospecting and examining many old
placers, with generally favorable results. From
Sonoita, we traveled easterly along the bound-
ary Hne, taking in the placers of Bignachi, in

in Northeastern Sonera; then circling back
westerly, through the town of Soni, making
casual prospects and surveys on the route;

passing through and among the placers of Laa
Plomosas, L^a Muertas, and many others of

lesser fame, finally reaching our point of com-
mencement—Altar.

In many other parta of Sonera there are
placers of conaiderable extent and value, nota-

))1y thoae of San Antonio de la Huerte, El
Kefogio, etc. , these being river mines, with
bowldera and gravel deposits, like many of the

mining clalma in California. As I can claim
but little personal knowledge or experience,

except among those already mentioned, I leave
these placers to be deacribed by tradition,

history, or to some writer better posted than
mynelf.

Bsfore concluding, I desire to disclaim any
intention to mielead any of our people, and
more particularly miners, whose means would
debar tbem from working any of the placere

described, except in a manner similar to that

written above. "A poor man's claim" would
l^e hard to find in Sonera, The Mexicana and
Yaquis follow all kinds of mining with great
intelligence and peraiatence, tracing veins and
placers, like bloodhounds on a trail, and with
the help of such poor mechanical appliances as
within their reach, they leave but little to be
acquired by new-omfrs ex'^opt: T*lth thi free

use of capital. Charles Makion Tyler,
M. & M. E.

porated under the laws of other States. In
California aod other coast States, in order that
foreign mining companies might obtain mining
properly, a certified copy of the char'er has
been required to be filed. The L^nd Office has
been following thia custom and required acerti-
fied copy of their certificate. Now it Ie only
necessary to show that it hae been duly incor-
porated und^r the law* rf soy S*ate.

The Piokeer Smelter.— The Salt Lake
Tribu7ie thus chronicles the r^eath of the

pioneer emeltpr, of Utah and N( vada, Isaac

Grundy, aged 80 y eara, who died at Minersville a

fenr days ago. When it was learned by the
Mormons, back in the fifties, that Johr^ton's
army was coming to Utah, Brigham Young
sent Grundy down to Bsaver county to prepare
material for leaden bulIetB to be hurled at the

army. Grundy went to what ia known as the
Lincoln mine, and getting out ore, emelted it in

a small furnace, and made several tons of bull-

ion, which was sent to this city and molded
into bullets. After this he WI^s sent down into

Nevada on a similar errand. Grnndy is aaid to

have been the first to make bullion in Utah,

Important to Mining Men.—It will be of

Interest to mining companies on the Pacific

Coaat to learn that Cammiasioner Carter has
given rnffcructions to the Minerrl Division of the

Land Office to disregard local State laws in the
matter of mineral holdings by companies inoor-

Forestry at the World's Fair.

Not the least important of the great divisions

of the World's Columbhn Expoiition is that
devoted to Forestry. Mr. W. I. Buchanan
Chief of the Department of Agricultnrp, who
is at preaent in charge of the Forestry Depart-
ment, has entered actively npoa the work of
enlisting the various* timber and lumber In-
terests, and State For> atry Bureaus in thia
important feature of the Exposition. Speaking
of the matter Mr. Buchanan says:
"I am very much gratified by reponses

received to letterp sent out to State Forestry
Bureaus; to the journsla devoted to foreatry
rod lumber and others interested in this subject.
From the general tone of thfue replier I am
encourged to believe that the Forestry Exhibit
will be very full and complete, and will be one
of the most attractive ever shown at any
Expoaitlon.

"The importance of this department of the
ExpoBition can scarcely be overestimated. The
question of erectiog a building for the forestry
exhibit, throngh the co-operation of the varioDB
forestry Interesta in ita conatruction, so as to
illustrate In a nnlque and attractive manner all
the woods of commerce in their natural and
fiuiahed atates, is in contemplation and ie a
question for future determination. The eta-
ttatics of wood and timber consumption in the
United States are full of meaning, and forcibly
auggnqt that the efforts on the part of the Gen-
eral Government and the several States to con-
serve the forest supply and promote timber
cultare were inaugurated none too soon and
canoot be prosecuted too vigorously. It is in-
tended that the forestry display shall fully
illustrate what baa been accomplished In this
direction, and that State Boards of Foreatry
will show the most desirable methods of ob-
aerving Arbor Diy, the benefits derived there-
from, and the progress made by them in tree
culture. A comparison of notes and a general
survey of the situation cannot fail to be inter-
esting, instructive and profitable.

'*In a general way, it may be said that the
forestry exhibit will embrace wood in its nat-
ural state from every section of thi<) and other
countries, thus affording a most excellent op-
portunity for comparing the same varletiea
growing in different latitudes, and the climatic
effect on forest growth. Worked timber in all

of ita many commercial forma will he ahown by
beautiful specimens selected from the wood-
working establishments of the world, including
the viriouB ornamental woods used in furni-
ture, veneers and interior decoratione,

" The advance in the science of preparing
timber in various waya to resiat decay and the
enoroaohmenta of animal life will be appropri-
ately illustrated. There will be an exhibit of
dye woods and barks; of lichens, moaaes and
ferns; of commercial gums, vegetable ivory,
wood pulp, and a curious collection of aeedB,
and peculiarities of forest growth, aoch as
oyprees knees, hurls, etc,
" A good deal of attention will be devoted to

forest botany, the dlstribntion of foreeta, of
genera and of species, as welt as the anatomy
and structure of woods, and the diseases of
forest trees and timber.

'* Foreet management, maps, illustrations
and instruments for measuring standing timber;
growth of different ages and soils; graphic and
other Illustrations showing rate of growth; in-

fiuence of various mauagements on tree growth;
statiaticg of the lumber trade and of forestry;
the harvesting of forest products; the turpen-
tine and charcoal indnstrieB, will all receive
proper attention.

The Stanford University.

Dr. Jordan has completed hU arrangements
for the snpoiotment of the Faculty for the
Stanford UoiverBlty, and has made the follow-
ing uames public':

Dr. Andrew White, ex-presldent of Cornell
University, to be non-resident profesaor of

faietory-

F, Stanford, Lake Forest University, asaoci-
ate professor of physics.
Horace B. Gile, Washington University, St.

Loais, profersor of mechanical engin -ering.

Professor Joseph Swain, Indiana University,
asFociate profosenr of mathematics,
Douglass H. Campbell, Indiana University,

associate profespor of bntnny.

Blue Lakes,—Professor Frank Soule has re-

cently returned from an inspection of the
water rights and i^orka of the Bin" Lakes
Water Company In Ama'^or county. He aays
that at the point In the Mokelumne river where
the inlet of the company is eatablished, the
stream ia a fine, large, wide river of the purest
water, fresh from the melting buowb of the
Sierras. By ita rights, the company practically

holds control of the stream, which in volume
would easily supply the whole of San Francisco,
Oakland, Stockton and Sacramento combined.
Some of thn water is carried along a cBoal and
flame to numerous minea and mills 30 to 50
miles below.
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The loUowing is mostly condensed from joumalfl published

in the interior. In proximity to the mines mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.

Alpine.

To Be Reopened.—Genoa Courier, April

Despite the fact that Alpine has been on the down
grade, the prospect before the county is a very

bright one. There is every indication that several

mines will be reopened the coming summer and a

general awakening of business is looked for. The

Good Hope mine, about three miles above Marklee-

ville, near the river and formerly worked by Will

and Frank Musser and Charlie Grover, will be re-

opened shortly bv a man from California. It is

stated that the Morning Siar or Stella mine, the

Colorada No. 2 and the Isabella Tunnel Co. may
all resume work in charge of new hands this sum-

mer.
Amador.

Hardenburgh.—ZLfjrf^^r, April i8: Theio-st?mp

mill of this mine at Middle Bar is nearly completed.

W. White, the contractor, expects to get through

with the carpenter work next week. The concen-

trators are on the ground. They are of the Wood-
ward make, which are said to give even better re-

sults than the Frue, besides requiring less care in

handling them. The course of the ditch that sup-

plies the water has been somewhat changed. In-

stead of going close to the shaft of the Mammoth
mine, it has been carried round the hill, thereby

avoiding all danger of seepage into the Mammoth
works. At the mine they are taking out some fine-

looking ore, which, judging from appearances,

ought to pay well. Inside of a month the mill will

probably get to work, and set all doubts at rest as

to the paying quality of the rock.

North Star.—The bond of this property expires

in June. After the expenditure of nearly $50,000

in search of a mine, the company is loath to aban-

don it without further exploration. The discovery

of bunches of rich quartz creates the impression that

a definite ledge must exist within the limits of the

claim. It is likely that an extension of the bond

will be asked for, and in the event of such extension

being granted, the company will be reorganized,

and the ground explored to greater depth.

Kennedy.—The north shaft has reached a depth

of 1350 feet—100 feet deeper than the main shaft.

After opening stations at this level, sinking will be

commenced on the south shaft, which will also be

carried to the same level as the other. Ihe water

which was found to be so troublesome in sinking

the north shaft, ceased below the 1250 level, and

the last 100 feet is comparatively dry. A tank has

been put in below the water line, which catches

most of the water, and which saves 100 feet of hoist-

ing. The mine continues to surrender liberally in

gold, holding the place of the largest gold-producer

in the county.

South Eureka.—After protracted negotiations

the promoters of this venture have at last got the

property in shape for the commencement of work.

The mine is on Tanner hill, above Sutter creek, and

lies on a direct line between the old Eureka and the

Oneida mines. It is conceded on all sides to be a

very likely location for the opening up of a valuable

mine. Arrangements have been made with capital-

ists below for the necessary funds, in monthly in-

stallments, to give the ground a thorough pros-

pecting. It is virgin groiiud; not a single shaft

exists on it. As the entire tract is covered with a

bed of lava, supposed to be 100 feet thick, it is a

difficult matter to determine the best place to sink

the prospect shaft. The apparent line of the lode

as indicated by the old mines at either end will prob-

ably decide this to a great extent. Surveyors are at

work, and in a couple of weeks the era of active

mining will be inaugurated upon this promising

property.
Miscellaneous.—Forty stamps of the Pacific

mill were started this week on a small vein of good
ore encountered in the Pacific mine. It is reported

that Ballard and Martin, the owners of the New
London mine, are negotiating for the purchase of

the Alpine mine at Plymouth.

Sutter Creek.—Cor. Amador Ledger, April 18 :

Mining has taken a slight tumble smce my last.

The North Star Co. have become discouraged and
called a halt in the operations. One meeting of the

stockholders has been held to decide what should be

done, but as the views expressed differed so widely,

no conclusion was reached. Some were in favor of

coming up to the 600-foot level, and extending the

drifts there. It is more probable, if the work is

continued at all, that they will conclude to sink

another 200 feet, which is generally looked upon as

the wisest plan. Work may be abandoned
altogether, as some stockholders are not disposed to

keep up assessments any longer. It is stated, how-
ever, that several moneyed men stand ready to take

all the stock that may be surrended, and continue

the work for some time to come. Another meeting
will be held shortly, when some definite understand-

ing will be reached. Operations have also come to

a sudden standstill at the Lincoln mine. Owing to

the late rains, the tunnels, not being sufhciently

timbered, have caved in, and as the ore is of low
grade, the work of clearing out and retimbering is

discouraging. In all probability the lessees will drop
the undertaking entirely. They have taken up the

plates in 'he mill, and a thorough clean-up will be
made. The Lincoln is regarded as the best mme in

Sutter Creek, and all it needs is a strong company
to put the shaft in good order, make another sink-

ing.and develop the property in a workmanlike man-
ner. This can never be done by local operators, as

it involves too great an outlay. Work at the

Mahoney mill is progressing favorably. The tail

race has been torn up, and will be replaced with

something substantial. The mill has been idle so
long that a complete overhauling is necessary before

the stamps can be put in motion. Superintendent
Tibbetts reports on the Belmont mine as follows :

The work of reopening the tunnel has been pushed
ahead with night and day shifts since February 6,

and now the breast of ore has been reached, fully 20
feet in width, and the company have started their

xo-stamp mill, working from 15 to 20 tons per day,

with good results. The height of this ore breast

above the tunnel is between 50 and 60 feet, which
has been well prospected by shafts sunk from the

surface at intervals north 450 feet, showing a con-

30,000 tons of ore is estimated in this body from sur-

face to tunnel, which will now be mined and milled.

Work OD a level 60 feet below the tunnel is being
pushed ahead on the vein, and is in about the same
distance north as the tunnel above. The face of this

drift is in ore its full width. No crosscutiing has yet

been done to show the width of the vein at this depth.

Ore at this point carries from two to three per cent

of sulphureis, and prospects in free gold. The mill

is run by water-power, is in good repair, and doing
first-class work.

Calaveras.
Glencoe.—Cor. Chronicle, April 18: The

Columbia mine {better known as the Jones mine)
has begun operations again and it is hoped that they
may meet with success. The mine is owned by
Jones & Garland, and is located between Glencoe
and Railroad Flat. The small machinery used in

operating the mine formerly, has been removed and
some larger machinery substituted. A contract has
been let to sink fifty feet, and after this has been
completed, levels will be run both ways. The mine
shows a well developed vein with regular walls, and
plenty of the yellow metal. James Enright, the

owner of the Bald Eagle mine at Railroad Flat, has
purchased eight stamps of the twenty-stamp mill

belonging to Mr. Garland, Glencoe's former raining
expert, which he (Enright) intends removing to his

mine at Railroad Flat. We hope that Railroad's
popular first-base man may meet with succes'^, not
as a ball player but in his mining interests. F. J.

Horswil, who formerly operated on the Norwich
mine here, has begun taking down the machinery
which he intends removing to Mokelurane Hill.

The Chilo Quartz Mine.—Calaveras Prospect.
April 18: During the week we were informed that
Hiram Tyer and Tom Stapp, who have been pros-
pecting the Chilo quartz mine, about one mile south
of the Calaveras river near J. G. Vote's ranch, had
discoveved some very rich rock. The owners of

this mine have been prospecting for some time. A
shaft has been sunk over 75 fept deep, and a few
days ago while some work was being done on the
surface a quantity of very rich rock was found which
was traced along the lead for some distance. The
owners of the claim intend to have several tons of
ore sent to Selhy & Co., to be tested.

To Be Worked. — Angels Echo, April 16

:

There will be considerable work done in this locality

during the coming summer. Mining property that

has been lying idle for months past will be worked
and there promises to be a general revival of mining
operations throughout the whole district.

Mill.— Preparations are making for the erection
of a 20-stamp mill on the Hallock mine, formerly
the Tiberghein mine, situated about a mile west of
Angels. Tulloch's concentrators will be used in the
mill.

Utica.—Everything is running in excellent order
at the Utica mine, and the 60-stamp mill is kept
employed in crushing ore from the stopes of the
north and south shafts. The Utica is one of the
best mines in the Slate, and certainly the leading
mine of this locality. Nowhere in the State is there
another such a vein of ore. The ledge in the Utica
averages 60 feet in width, and it is not of the bunch
formation, but a solid vein of ore that extends down-
ward and gives every indication of lasting for years
to come. A c*^ntract has been accepted to sink the
south shaft of the Utica 230 feet deeper, which will

make the mine 800 feet deep when completed, and
the deepest mine in this part of the country. The
Utica Mining Co. 's chlorine works, situated in the
eastern part of town, are kept in constant oper-
ation.

Inyo.
Mining Strike. —/wt/ejf. April 15: Recent de-

velopments in the Hirsh mine, Russ district, owned
by Nathan Rhine, are of the most encouraging
character. The ledge is now four feet in width,
with two feet of cube galena averaging 100 ozs. of
silver per ton. The rest is made up of a good pro-
portion of honey-comb quartz which prospects well
in free gold. About 15 tons of ore is now out and
a shipment will be made at an early day. This new
strike in the old mine will give an impetus to min-
ing operations all along the Inyo range. Those
mountains are full of rich minerals.

Shasta.
Uncle Sam.—Shasta County ZJewwtrra/, April 14:

It is reported in town that the Uncle Sam mining
company have at last cut the ledge in the lower tun-
nel they have been running for the past seven or
eight months, which will give 600 feet perpendicular,
of sloping ground, or 400 feet from the level of the
old tunnel. The vein, when encountered by the
new tunnel is strong eight feet in width, and the ore
is said to be high grade. This establishes the per-
manency of the pay chutes of this camp.

Nevada.
Brunswick Con. M. Co.—Grass Valley Union.

April 18: Supt. Fitzgerald's last report to the home
office at New York has this to say of the present ap-
pearance of the Brunswick Con. mine of this dis-

trict: " Mine looking well; ledge of same character
of quartz as reported before. During past week
have made 56 feet of ground, 26 feet in east drift

and 30 on west drift. Gained seven feet more of
ground by contract than by day work, and at less
expense. Have placed in mine a two-foot Pelton
wheel and a two-foot fan, which will give all the air
wanted and enable us to sink shaft 200 feet deeper.
The drifts are being run steadily on full 24 hours'
work, and are getting near the ground I expect so
much from. Everything looks promising and there
is every indication of better prospects as stringers of
ore are coming in on hanging wall and crossing the
drift. It is a good sign for more quanz. Am tak-
ing out quartz and it all looks like pay."
Champion Mine.—The annual meeting of the

Champion M. Co.. Nevada district, was held on the
14th inst. The official reports were favorable as to
the operations of the company. Dividends to the
amount of $:;5 000 had been paid during the p-ist
year, besides $11,000 for the purchase of the Merri-
field property. A dividend of 10 cents per share
was declared, payable on the 25th inst.

Idaho Mine.—Grass Valley Unimi, April r4:
A large station has been cut on the No. 18 level of
the Idaho mine, where the fissure is wide, and on
the footwall a vein of quartz is exposed that shows
liberally in free gold. As this is below the main ore
shoot found in the levels above it may prove a very
valuable find. The new hoisting works on the east-
ern end of the location is approaching completion,
and the old prospect phaft over which the works are

sinking on the lode, which is between two and three

feet in size at that point. It is not unlikely that a

new pay shoot will be lound in that portion of the

mine.
The North Banner Co, has it in contempla-

tion to add ten additional stamps to its present ten-

stamp mill, to increase its crushing capacity, as the

mine. can now produce more ore than the mill is

capable of crushing.
Sierra.

Good Pay Gravel.—ML Messenger, April 18:

The Extension Co. raised its second shaft at a dis-

tance of of 100 feet beyond the shaft where gravel

was found at hight of 60 feet, and again found
gravel, this time after raising 26 feet. Supt. Meikle

got out and washed lour carloads Thursday, in a

small prospect dump which he had rigged up for

the occasion, and found that it paid $3 a load. The
bedrock at this last raise lies nearly horizontal, and
that, in connection with the other facts that the

wash is heavy and the pay good, warrants the as-

sumption that the bottom of the channel has been

reached. It will be some time before much of a

force can be put on, as a large amount of prelim-

inary work must necessarily be done in the way of

building dumps and opening breasts, etc.

Poker Flat.—Cor. Mt. Messenger, April 18:

Bunker Hill is employing five men at present. A
big future is predicted tor this mine. The Liber-

ator mine, situated at Deadwood, is to be started

up soon by Sam Miller. The Sunnyside tunnel is

in 600 feet in soft, picking bedrock. The indica-

tions are that pay is not far off. A rich strike made
a short time iince, proves that all the mines are not

worked out yet. P, O'Donnel, J. Clark and J.

Frazer, while out prospecting a few days ago, found

a rich deposit which they firmlv believe is a break-

out of the old Howland Flat lead. They found one
nugget weighing ten ounce.c, besides several others

weighing from $5 to $50. The finders are jubilant

over their good fortune, T. C. Corlett has been

sinking an incline on his property, and has found a

very rich prospect. Some of the gravel will pros-

pect $100 to the carload. The Forest Queen Co.

is running for the same lead. The tunnel is in

about 400 feet. A. Brown and Wm, Jones are

working on their claim adjoining the Forest Queen,

They are taking out good pay gravel.

Tuolumne.
Tuolumne River Q13 a.'R.'yz.—Independent, April

18: Work is commencing on the Tuolumne River

Quirtz Go's, mine, near Groveland. The mine is

situated on the south bank of the Tuolumne river,

near Groveland, about fifteen miles from Sonora.

The company owning the property was incorporated

March 18, 1891, with a capital slock of $120,000,

120,000 shares, at $1 each. A. B. Cruickshank is

President, and Jabez Howes, Secretary, wi'h

principal office in S. F. The property consists of a

group of twelve gold quartz mines and a mill-site.

There has been expended on the Mary Ellen mine
(one of the group) and mill-site. $35,000 in improve-

ments and developments. The Mary Ellen mine
and mill-site is held under U. S. patent, and the

other under the mineral laws, and subject to patent

at any time. The property has been favorably re-

ported on by eminent mining experts and engineers.

The mines are very favorably situated on the side of

a mountain, thus doing away with expensive hoist-

ing and pumping works, all the ore being run
through tunnels; this together with the fact that

free .water for power can be obtained the year

round, enables the ore to be worked very cheap.

All the ore so far crushed has realized $30 per ton.

by steam power; but, with water power, the ore can
be worked much cheaper. The mine is already

equipped with a new 10-stamp mill and all buildings

and improvements. The other mines will be
developed by tunnels, in bringing in water by ditch

and flumes, and other appliances and additions to

mill and plant. A. A. Moore, of Sonora, has the

contract for the pipe work, and matters will be
pushed along the whole line of development as fast

as possible.

New Albany.—Sonora Democrat, 18 : The
water is being rapidly moved from the 800-foot main
working shaft of the New Albany mine, preparatory

to mining and milling operations. The new hoist-

ing gear works well. Parlies in San Francisco are

looking to the Pino Bianco and Hancock mines situ-

ated near the Badger mine. The titles having been
examined and found satisfactory by Mr. Louis.

Blanding, the parties will soon visit the mines for

inspection and negotiation. Work of development
and test has been started on the Alameda mine, sit-

uated on the mother lode, by the San Francisco par-

ties having a 90 days bond on it. Mr. Har-
riman of this county is owner. The work is in

charge of Mr. Frank McCann, The past record of

the mine speaks well for a lasting and profitable

property. Work on the Page mine has begun to

place it in operating condition by the parties who
lately acquired the property. New buildings and
mill will be erected on the mine. Drifting is now
being done on the 200-foot level of the Badger
miup. The ore coming out from the vein, which is

four feet wide, is of good paying quality. A ship-

ment of ore will be made at an early day to the

Sonora Reduction Works to determine its value in

free gold, the percentage of sulpburets in the ore and
their value per ton. "The parties having a bond on
this mine are entirely satisfied with the property.

The mine is situated about three miles to the west

of the Mother Lode.
Yuba.

Smartsville.—Grass Valley Union, April 26 :

A new mining incorporation has been organized

under the name of the Syndicate Mining and Devel-

opment Company, to operate on the Blue Lead at

Smartsville. This companv will open the ground
on the south end of the Blue Lead through a tunnel

on what has been known as 'h;; " Dunn ground."

and will work back into the Mooney Flat ridge. It

is expected that pay dirt will be struck in 30 days

after commencing work. The company will have

about 100 men at work in a short time. The new
company will have a location covering one-third of

the land, extending from the lower end through to

Mooney Flat on the north end. which is being

worked by the Ayers Co.. and the striking of pay
gravel will demonstrate that the lead is continuous

for a distance of between two and three miles.

NEVADA

Washoe Dtatrlrr,.

Cons. Cal. and Va. Mine.—Virginia Chronicle,

of the mine during the week 1482 tons of ore, which
was shipped to the Eureka mill. The average as-

say value of all of the ore worked at that mill during
the week (1575 tons) was $33.80 per ton. Bullion
now on hand in our assay office, assay value, about
$31,000.
Ophir. — The upraise started in the drift run

south from the drift run west from the winze, 122
leet below the sill floor of the 1300 level has been
carried up 7 feet; total length, 23 feet; and from
this opening some ore has been extracted and stored
in the mine, the average assay value of which is

S23.50 per ton.

Mexican.—The east crosscut, No. i, started
from the main north lateral drift at a point opposite
the west crosscut, No. i, has been extended 30 feet;

total length, 66t feet; in soft porphyry formation
showing fine lines of quartz.

Union Con.— Eist crosscut No. 2 on the 1465
level, started from the north lateral drift at a point
200 feet north from the south boundary line of the
mine, has been extended 25 feet; total length, 819
feet; continuing in a hard porphyry formation.

Alta.—Building a new lank at the mine and
overhauling the mill preparatory to the resumption
of mining and milling.

Yellow Jacket.—The usual prospecting work
is being done throughout the mine.

Justice.—The north drift on the 822 level ad-
vanced 26 feet since last report, and is now out a
total distance of 530 feet; the face is in a mixture of

clay and quartz. The south upraise on the 490
level was sunk five feet during the week, and has
now a total depth of 46 feet; the bottom is in fair

miUing ore.

Occidental.—Extracting ore of fair grade from
the 350, 400 and 450 levels. The south drift from
No. I winze, 600 level, is in 81 feet, the face show-
ing pay ore. The north drift from No. 2 winze, 659
level, is in 274 feet; the face is in quartz and por-
phyry. Have started a south drift from No. i
winze, 750 level, in quartz showing some value.

Kentock Con.—The south drift from the 1000
raise, east ledge, was advanced n feet during the
week, and is now out 37 feet; face in low-grade
quartz. Have started to open the third set above
the track floor in the east crosscut from the north
lateral drift on this level. The top is in low-grade
quartz on the average, but showing some spots of
ore.

Belcher.—The south drift from No. 2, east

crosscut, 300 level, is out a total distance of 174 (eet;

face in low-grade quartz. West crosscut No, 3,

300 level, has been advanced 34 feet since Ust re-

port, making its total length 310 feet; face in vein
material composed of porphyry, clay, low-grade
quartz. The east crosscut on the 1500 level is out

49 feer; face is in hard porphyry.

Challenge and Confidence.—The joint Con-
fidence and Challenge west crosscut from the north
drift on the 300 level is out 68 feet, having been ad-
vanced 6 feet this week. The joint Confidence and
Challenge east crosscut from the north drift on the
iioo level, is out 55 feet, 20 feet having been added.
The face is in porphyry. The joint Yellow Jacket,
Confidence and Challenge north drift on the 100
level is in 694 feet, 33 feet having been made dur-
ing the week. The face shows quartz having no
value.

Con. Imperial.—We are still following up and
taking out small streaks of ore from the upper levels

and prospecting in and around the old stopes, where
we found some fillings and bunches of ore of fair

grade, which is shipped to the Vivian mill for re-

duction.

Crown Point.—The south drift on the 300 level

is out a total distance of 124 feet, having been ad-
vanced 26 feet during the week. At this point it was
stopped and a raise started on a streak uncovered in

the drift 40 leet south of the stope. The west cross-

cut, 1000 level, has been extended 12 feet, making
its total length 62 feet. It will be continued a short

distance farther in order to determine positively

whether or not the material in the face is the foot-

wall.

Exchequer.—East crosscut on the north line,

600 level, is out 177 feet; face in porphyry.
Alpha.—The winze Bo feet north of the shaft,

500 level, is down 95 feet; the bottom in quartz
yielding low assays.

Chollar.—Northwest crosscut, 60 feet above
the 550 level, is in 41 feet, the face in quartz yield-

ing low assays. West crosscut 50 feet south of the

north line, 1400 level, is out 21 feet; face in clay and
quartz. Joint east crosscut on the north line, 1400
level, is out 65 feet; face in porphyry and streaks of

quartz. Milled 542 tons of ore worth $10.02 a ton,

as per battery samples.

POTOSi.—The 1100 level south drift is in south of

Chollar incline 57 feet, face in porphyry. The south
drift from the winze station, 1300 level, is in 35 feet,

face in porphyry and streaks of quartz giving low
assays. The winze is down 30 feet below the 1400
level; the bottom is in clay and quartz.

Utah.—On the 725 level south drift from the

main west drift, 140 feet from the shaft station, the

incline raise has been carried up 59 feet; total hight

on slope, 98 feet. The raise is continued in quartz

and porpbyrv, assaying low in the precious metals.

Andes.—During the week repairs to the north
drift on the 420 level were completed and an east

crosscut started from the drift. The crosscut has

been advanced eight feet; formation principally por-

phyry. The east crosscut from the south lateral

drift on the 220 level has been advanced 16 feet;

face in a formation of vein principally quartz.

Seg. Belcher.—On the 600 level the east cross-

cut from thp south lateral drift is now out a total dis-

tance of 248 feet, having been advanced 17 feet dur-

ing the week. The face is in hard porphyry.
Sierra Nevada.—630 level—North lateral drift

from west crosjcut No. i. is in 69 feet. West cross-

cut No. I on the same level was advanced the past

week 25 feet; total distancp, 231 feet, bringing the

crosscut ^5 feet in the west country formation.
Gould & Curry— 200 level: Extracted from old

Slope? during the week 91 cars of ore. Sent to the

Nevada mill 518 tons of ore; average battery assay,

$23 68.

Best & Belcher.— 1000 level; Have repaired

125 feet of north drift, iioo level: Northeast drift

has been advanced 20 feet through bard porphyry
mixed with seams of clay and quartz; total length,

79 feet. 1200 level: All work for the week has been
on repairs.

Hale andNorcross.—On the iioo level of Nor-
cross No. 4 west crosscut near our north boundary

tinuous body of ore the entire length. Upward of built has been strongly timbered, with a view of April 18: There has been extracted from all parts was advanced 25 feet; making its total length 195
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feet: face in quariz and porphyry. No. 5 east cross-

cot startefi ou our south boundary was advanced 30

leet; toul length, 65 feet; face in porphyry and

qairiz. The winze started from the end of No. 3

cast crosscut. 80 feet south of our north boundary,

is down 40 leet. The botiora is nearly all in ore of

excellent quality. The main incline is repairing and

reliroberinri 13'^ feefbelow the 1400 level station.

Savage.—We have hoisted 773 cars of ore from

the 500, 700, Soo, 900 and iioo levels and from the

ioterme'diaie drifts north and south from the winre

below the 1300 level. Shipped to the Mexican

mill 557 tO"S and milled 580 tons; average battery

assay, $<7- 59- We have bullion on hand amount-

ing to $10,537.80. The upraise from the 300 level

is advanced 154 *eet and continues m low-grade ore.

On the 950 level the south drift from the station was

advanced 33 leet; the face in low-grade ore. On the

ixoo level the north prospecting drift from Hale &
Norcross side was adv.inced 20 feet, the face show-

ing stringers of fair-grade ore. The face of east

crosscut No. i on the 1400 level is in quarir and

porp yry.
gjagie District;.

Prospecting.—Salt Like Tribune, April 17:

John Tippett, recorder of Eagle mining district in

the Deep Creek country, arrived in the city yester-

day. This district is some 25 or 30 miles southwest

of Deep Creek station, hence is in White Pine Co.,

Nevada, and embraces part of Eigle range, or Kern

mountains. Mr. Tippett has lived there the past

seven years, all of which time he has been prospect-

ing working on his numerous claims and taking out

enough ore to keep him and what help he hired.

He has shipped mostly from his Harrison mine,

located in granite, having a vein three to six feet

wide and producing ore that went from 300 to 500

ounces silver, with very little lead or copper. He

ran a tunnel on this vein 100 feet, in ore all the way

except some 10 or 15 feet. On his Anna he has a

shaft down 60 feet, and has taken loo tons of oB
out of the mine which ran from 500 to 600 ounces

silver. The vein is sJ4 to 6 feel wide, one-half being

rich while the other is second-class, but with a mill

would pay well to work. It is chloride ore and

hence cannot be concentrated without great loss.

The Paymaster produces ore up to 150 ounces silver.

25 per cent lead and carries some iron. This vem

is 10 or 12 feet wide and has been opened but little.

The Exchange is a new strike of three-foot ore

which runs well in silver and some copper. Then

there is the Beil which samples 45 ounces silver. But

few persons are in Eagle as yet. probably 20 in all.

who are prospecting and working on their claims.

The Mint is another of Mr. Tippetl's properties, 14

miles west of Eigle, m Pleasant valley, and u

Simples 60 to 150 ounces silver.

Ploche District;.

With the smelterSmelter.— >?tC(7A/, April 16:

already in operation, and the two slacks in course

of erection, we may look for more lively times the

coming summer than has been experienced for some

years past. Work at the new smelters at Claflin

is being pushed with considerable vim and the new

Slacks will soon be up. The coming summer will

see quite a settlement spring up in that locality.

Tuscarcra District.

^Kvk^O.— Times- Review, April 16: Slopes on

the 350 level are improving, and though the vein is

small the ore is of an unusually high grade.

Belle Isle.—The drifts Irom the intermediate

crosscut from No. i chute. 350*001 level, have

been extended 20 leet. still showing some good ore

in the face, though not as much as at first. West

crosscut from No. 2 chute, same level, extended 16

leet, the face is now entering vein matter.

Commonwealth.— Fourth level: East crosscut

has been extended 23 feet in porphyry. North dntt

from east crosscut advanced 24 feet, face showing

some low-Tade ore. South drift from same point

extended 20 feet in the vein, a Urge flow of water

from both drifts. North drill from west crosscut ad-

vanced 14 leet. spar and clay in the face, giving low

assays. South drift from same crosscut extended 6

feet, following a small stratum of ore.

North Commonwealth.— First level: started

raise No. 3 from south drift, up 30 feet, cut the vem

6s feet south of the stopes, exposing good ore. Ore

txlracted during the week was 30 cars first class,

average assay $296 per ton. and 45 cars second

class, assay from car sample $20.70 per ton.

North Belle Isle.— Ea-.t crosscut from north

drift, 4oofoot level, extended i6 feet; the face shows

three teet of vein, 10 inches of it being high-grade

ore. Stopes from the 500 level nre not looking as

well Have broken nine cars of first class and 73

cars of second-class ore. West intermediate cross-

cut from No. 3 chute has been advanced 12 feet into

the hanging-wall. North intermediate driit from

No. 4 chute, 600-foot level, extended 14 feet.

south exeension of the old Juoo mine. The New
London mine has been le^ed to parties who con-
template going to work 00 it immediately. The
New London has heretofore producr^d hundreds of

tons ot high-grade lead ore. Shaw & Marshall have
leased a portion of the Nighthawk dumps and are
getting some good ore. The remainder has been
leased or purchased by the Empire mill and the

most o( it will be run over the Frue vanncrs of thai

mill. The two winzes being sunk from the 300-foDi

level of the Cupel mine are in ore of exceeding rich-

ness. Owing to an accident to the pump, sinking

has been discontinued on the main shad until a du-
plicate of the main pans cin be obtained. John
Barry was in town Monday and Tuesday. He or-

dered considerable timber and mining supplies for

the Sunlight mine. The water has all been pumped
from the mine and sinking will be commenced in a
few days.

DAKOTA.

A New Reducing System.—Deadwood Pioneer,

April 14: Yesterday Weils, Fargo & Co. received

a large lin pot, consigned to N. L. Anderson, which
looktd as though it was intended to boil soup in,

but which is, in reality, a miniature reduction works,
which may develop important results in the way oi

reducing refractory ores in the Hills. The pot is a

reproduction, on a small scale, of the system that

has been in use in Montana for some years, and if

II will work on the ores in Ruby B^sia and Bald
Mountain, a large plant will be established in this

vicinity. The works, as in operation in Montana,
consist of an iron cylinder arranged with four

shelves. The charge of ore, consisting of five ions,

is dumped, uncrushed, on the first shell, and sub
jecled to a roastmg by means of jets of burning
petroleum, while, at the same lime, water is sprayed

over the charge of ore. As the roasting progresses,

the ore is dumped from one shelf to another, until

the roasting is completed. Then the charge is

placed in an ordinary multer, with a quicksilver

plate in the bottom, and the charge passed over it.

The gold and silver amalgamates wiih the quick-

silver and pulp is washed off. It is said that a 30-

ton plant can be erected for $2000, and the cost of

reducing the ore is Jr.jo per ton, A carload ol

Ruby Basin ore has already been shipped to Mon-
tana for an experimental run and should this system
prove satisfactory, large reduction works ot this

kind will immediately be erected in Deadwood or

closely adjoining the city.

Squaw Creek Discoveries.—Deadwood Pio
netr. April 15: The late strike of carbonate of lead

ore on Squaw creek, a stream that runs through the

country that lies between the Etta tin mine, and
Hermosa, created considerable excitement, and as

soon as it became known 150 or 200 men rushed to

the scene and soon had all the ground in the neigh-

borhood located. Outside of the first discovery

very little similar ore has as yet been found. It is

the opinion of some of those who have visited the

place that il probably came from a chimney. The
ore runs pretty high in lead, and fair in silver. It

is to be hoped that on some ol the other claims the

same kind of ore will be found. If there is one
thing more than another that is wanted in this coun-

try. It IS lead.

IDAHO.

PeLamar.—Idaho Statesman, April 15: Geo.
Drake, one of the conlraciors on the lower tunnel,

says they have been making excellent progress with

their work, having run 170 leet during the past

month. They are stilt some distance from the main
ledge, but have cut through several small li^dges of

good quality. On the 4th inst, the DeLamar
property passed from the hands of Capt. De-
Lamar into the control of the DeLamar Gold Min-
ing Co., limited, the final transfer having been

made on that day. Mr. Werlenweiler arrived on
the 2d, and represented the company in the trans-

action. Mr. Bratnober also came in on the4th, and
has assumed charge ot the property for the lime at

least. Mr. Plummer is expected here about the

last of the month, when, it is rumored, he will be
installed as general manager. On the 4th and 5th,

the stamps were hung up and the final cleanup lor

Capt. DeLamar was made, the net results being

something over $100,000. The mill was immedi-
ately started up again crushing ore for the new com-
pany, and is already pounding out dividends for the

stockholders. On the 4th and sth a complete in-

ventory of all the properly belonging to the com-
pany was taken. No changes of importance have
followed the transfer of the property, and none are

ikely to occur until the general management has

improved slime tables. This new improvement on
the old method is the invention of Edward W. Clark
of Butte, Montana, who is now here superintend-
ing the putting of his table in place.

.\tlanta Mines.—Gilmore Bulletin April 18:

.Again the report comes to us that the sale of a
group of Atlanta mines has been perfected by
Judge V. S. .\nderson, the purchasers being a Lon-
don syndicate and the price $3,500,000. These
claims were owned by 25 or 30 men, mostly resi-

dents of Atlanta, Rocky Bar and B3ise City, and we
predict that each locality will fee! beneficial effects

when these "old boys" receive their share ol the

English coin. Judge Anderson departed from New
York for London on the i5ih instant to close the

bargain, and Lawyer Sam McCarty informs us by
telephone that all necessary papers are now on file

for record in the County Recorder's office.

MONTANA.

Granite Mountain OviTWv^—MiningJournal,
April 15: The output of the Granite Mountain Co.

for the past week aggregates 44 bars, containing

66,000 ounces silver and 158.4 ounces gold.

The Exemption Suspends.—Pending the rais-

ing of a lund sufficient to sink the shaft 140

feet deeper, work on the Exemption at Butte has

been suspended. At a depth ol 60 feet, which is

the point reached before the work was discontinued,

the ore body is said to show 3 M feet in widih.

A Seven Thousand Dollar Bonus.— It is reli-

ably stated that Humphrey & Richardson, who re-

cently bonded the Carter, at Barker, for a contin-

gent consideration ol $15,000, have transferred their

claim to John Sinclair and others of Great Falls for

$22,000. receiving, therefore, a bonus pf $7000. The
Carter is owned by Ed Zingler and John Clifton and

bids fair to become a bonanza. It is an extension

of the Paragon.
Will Actively Develop. —The El Dorado

Co., operating just west of the O. R. & N., in Mis-

soula county, has determined to commence active

development of its property at once. From the sur-

face showing, as well as its environments, the claim

is regarded as of unusual promise. It carries two

leads which come together and cross within its lines.

One of these, the King & Queen vein, carries grey

copper and runs northeast and southwest. The
other, the Keystone, carries steel galena, and runs

east and west. The King and Queen to the west

has a shaft 300 feet deep, with eight feet of solid ore

at the 150-foot level and 14 feet at the ^^oo.

The Helena Smelter.—Mining /Review, April

17: As an additional evidence ol the flourishing

condition of the mining industry in Montana, we

are informed that the sum of $100,000 will be spent

this spring in constructing additions to the Helena

smelter, which has already cost a half million. This

concern is now running to its full capacity, but the

ore resources from which it has to draw being so

numerous and the returns so great, it has been de-

cided to enlarge the plant at once. This addition

will make the Helena smelter one of the most com-

plete in the world.

Castle Mining District,— /nter-Moi/ntau!,

April 16: E. P. Suydam, the energetic mining man

of Castle, brought in a box of samples to-day Irom a

group of mines in which he is inierested.' They are

located in the Four mile camp of the Castle district

and include the Granite Mountain, Myrtle and other

well-known claims. The ore is on exhibition at the

office of W. D. Fenoer & Co. Mr. Suydam recently

made a map ot the mining claims in the Ca.stle dis-

trict with a statement of the development and ore in

sight which is very valuable. He says the mining

men of Smith's camp contemplate building a smeN

ter for treating the ores of the Judge, Bondholder,

Legal Tender and Alice mines. A custom smelter.

he says, would do a great business. The Cumber-

land smelter is being rapidly built and everything

about Castle has the appearance of life and activity.

About 1,500 people are now around the camp.

with argentiferous galena; native silver, cerargyrite.

native copper and rich chloride of silver Irom the

Broken Hill district, with danaite eryihriie from
Shaw, near Carcoar; topaz and graphite from
lenterfield, and stribnite from Corangula, near
Kempey; coal, with fossil resin, ambriie, Bay of
Islands cml field, Russell, N, Z.

Cadia nugget, found in 1885 at Cadia. near Or-
ange, N. S. W.

Platypus nugget. Robinson Crusoe, Gully, Ben-
digo, Victoria, 3376 ounces 6 pennyweights, ^^1508,
tound in i86i five leet below the surface.

Viscount of Canterbury nugget. 1121 ounces lo
pennyweights, ^^4420, lound at John's Paddock,
1870.

Model of "Thunder" meteorite stromeyerite, J.
V. Copeland.

OREGON.

Placers.—Bedrock Democrat, April 18: More

than the usual activity in mining circles is manifest

this spring and while the weather has not been

favorable for the placer miner, there seems to be no

reason for uneasiness. The days and nights have

been cold and the snow is melting i^lowly. But,

then it is a backward spring and judging by the ex-

perience of the past all things will yet turn out favor-

able. A few days of sunshine will start the flow of

water Irom the mountains and as there is a large

quantity of snow banked up in the ravines and

gulches the water season promises to be a lengthy

one From all the diffsret camps throughout Baker

had'tir^eVo digesVtheir'prans'and seitle"on aline of I
and Grant counties ^^e reports are favorabl^^^^^^^ an

^ ^
unusually large output of the precious metal ana it

ARIZONA.

J-Sterling.—Tombstone Prospector, April 17

T Fisher ot the Sterling Silver Co. has gone east to

ctjnferwith his company regarding future opera-

tions. He is confident of finding big bodies of ore

below water in the Vizina and is also confident of a

speedy settlement ot some plan to drain the mines.

J P McAllister maintains that such vast improve-

ments have been made in pumping machinery in

the past eight years that $75,000 will put in an ade-

quate plant to drain the Tombstone mines and k^ep

loe water out. Mr. McAllister has made a study of

machinery all his Ufe and speaks from practical

knowledge. When the Grand Central pumps went

up in smoke it was said they could not be replaced

for less than a quarter-milHon of dollars, but that

was seven years ago. The mill at Tevis Camp is be-

ing worked again and the successful production ol

high-grade concentrates is again in active operation.

This process, it should be remembered, is the dry

concentrating or Granger process. The weather be-

ing dry no trouble is experienced and dryers will be

ready to use when the rainy or moist months come

around. Mr. Duncan, who furnished the capital to

to develop these properties, is strong in his praise of

the process of dry concentration.
„ ^. r-

Empire —Mohave A/^Ktv, April 18: Ihe em-

pire mine has another large shipment of ore on the

dump and vast reserves in the mine, and more being

constantly added. Over 100 feet of water has been

pumped from the C. O. D. shaft, and it is expected

work on the upper levels can be comnienced in a

short time. Joe Waggoner and Ike Conkey are

working on the lUinois mine at Chloride and are .,,-,,.
taking out some fine ore. The Illinois is the first have just added to

procedure,

The Mammoth Mill.—Wardner News, April

II: The old idea of being obliged to visit some
other place when in search of news from home has

been amply exemplified during the past month by
the accounts published in the numberless news-
papers both in and out of the State regarding the

starting of the new concentrating mill of the Bunker
Hill & Sullivan mining company. The Spokane
papers have recorded it as being in full blast for a

month, while other journals nearer home have had
the mammoth works in operation for nearly two
weeks. The fact is one hall of the plant was set in

motion during the week to test the machinery which
was found to work like a charm and the entire

works will commence permanent operations about
next Monday. When all the necessary arrange-

ments for starting have been completed, and the

largest mill of its kind in America begins to con-

centrate, the News will give a account of its work-

ings.

The Argentine Mine.—O. M. Lonsdale one
of the owners of the Argentine mine located near
Osburn, said on Wednesday last when interviewed

by a Review reporter in Spokane that the mine,

which has been shut down for two years because of

a misunderstanding of the stockholders, will be
opened up in about six weeks. The Argentine is

one of the mines in the Coeur d'Alenes that has
been well developed, but the length of time that it

lay idle put it behind the others in production of

ore. The work of completing a 400-foot tramway
that was destroyed by a snowslide this winter has
just been done, and the mine will begin ^operations

with a force of half a hundred men. It is a dry
ore mine, the rock running 60 ounces in silver and
about $6 in gold, The Last Chance Mining Co,

their mill one of Clark's

is sate to predict that the placer mines will hgure

prominently in bringing about a lively fall trade.

WASHINGTON.

The TotJGH Nut.— Ruby Miner, April 15: The

bonding of the Tough Nut. which was reported as

very probable in the last Miner, has now been con-

summated. The price is J4S,ooo, to be paid in

eight months. The purchasers are Cahlorria min-

ers represented in this country by Col. Wallace.

TheC.lifornians will also make other large invest-

ments in Olianogan this season, as soon as Col.

Wallace arrives and looks over the ground. The

Tough Nut is the pride of ConccnaUy, and is devel-

oped by 275 feet of tunneling and a 35-foot shaft.

The face of the tunnel shows 10 feet of ore. and at

the bottom of the shaft is four feet of high-grade

galena and gray copper ore. Work is to be imme-

diately instituted on the mine, and will be continu-

ously prosecuted in the hands of the new manage,

raent,
_^ ,__

Recent Additions to the State Mining

Bureau.

Specimens of cassiterite ore from the following tin

mines in New South Wales: Brickwood, Uralla

district- Pleasant Creek. Clarence dinrict; and from

the Thompson, the Ruby Hill and the TorrinRton

claims at Emmaville; also from the same country,

quartz crystals with included cassiterite, from Dutch-

man's Reef, Emmaville; quartz, showing free gold,

from Peak Hill; chalcopyrite, sulphide, redruthite

(sulphide of copper); native copper, malachite and

azurite from the Cobar district; also, pyromorphite

New Incorporations.

The following companies have been incorporated,

and papers filed in the office of the Superior Court,

Department lo, San Francisco :

Globe ViNRVABD Co., April ii. Object, cuUi-

vating vineyards. Capital stock, $190,000. Direc-

tors—G. M. Lawton, F. Butterfield, E. .S. Publey,

C. M, Foster, Thos. Sheridan and C. D. Coon.
Oakland Preserving Co., April 11. Capital

stock, $too,ooo. Directors—F. Tillman Jr., J. H.
Mangels, C. W. Pike and E. A. Deninke.

Big Bend Land and Water Co.. April 11.

Capital stock, $2,000,000. Directors—D. P. Mer-
rill, R. H. Judson, T. D. Slavcn and Beverly S.

Taylor.

Gordon Orchard and Vineyard Co., April

II. Capital siock, $60,000 Directors--]ohn Cush-
ing. M. M. Johnson, M. V. Cooley, G. M. Stof and
E. E. Bush.
Electric Storage and Supply Co., April 11.

Capital stock, $50,000. Directors—Leon M. Hall,

Geo. C. Jensen, Leo S. Robinson, W. B. Josselyn

and C. B. Lankeman.
Priest Valley Coal Co., April 13. Capital

stock, St. 000.000. Directors—A. J. Robinson, F.

Sleicher, N. K. Goddard, G. S, Brown and Wm.
Strader.

Pacific Suit Club.April 13. Object, " to supply

the club with suits o( clothes." Capital stock, $ro,-

000. Directors—Geo. L. Maguire.Ferdinand Young,

J. M. Searcy, A. Durand, J. H. Maguire and Chas.

S. Mix.
Arc and Incandescent Light Co., April 14.

Object, to manufacture, sell and supply electric

power and light to the city and county of San Fran-

cisco and its inhabitants. Capital stock, $1,000,000,

Directors— J. P. Martin, Frederick M. Pickering.

A. J. Bowie, Louis T. Haggin and Irwin C.

Stump.
Oakland Syndicate Improvement Co.,

April 16. Object to reclaim, by filling in, several

thousand acres of land north of the railro3d mole,

west of Sixteenth street, to build warehouses,

construct railroad tracks and make Oakland the

gre'it shipping point of the coast. Also, the in-

troduction of pure water. Capital stock, $10,000,

000. Directors—George C. Perkins, Eli S. Denison,

W. E, Dargie, A. D. Wilder, George T. Hawley,

F. Chippellet, J. T. Carothers. D. W. C. Gaskill,

L. W. Kennedy, Robert McKiUian and R. M.
Fitzgerald.

Mallady Undertaking Co., April 17.

Capital stock, $20,000. Directors—W. H. Kelly,

A. Olsen, E. Sweeney, S. C. Walsh and M. Savage.

Cosmos Improvement Co., April 17. Capital

stock, $[00,000. Directors—S. F. Long. L. Vincent,

L. G. bchord, T. O. Jephson and F. N. Belgronia.

Tillmann Canning Co., (Oakland) April 17.

Capital stock $[00,000. Directors— F. lillmann

Jr.. Thurlow McMullin, E. A. Engelberg, W. K.

Braskeit and C. P. L. Leichter.

California Transfer Co., April 18. Capital

stock, sroo,ooo. Directors—C. M. Goodall. W.
D. O'Kans, J. Gaffney, A. H. Evans and F. G.

Brown.
National Publishing Co., April 20. Direct-

tors—A. M. Hinman, E. F. Brown, L. M. Babcock,

B. O. Hodge and C. E. Griggs.

Bureau of Equitable Commerce, April 20.

Capital stock, $1,000,000. Directors— C. R. Teed,

G. C. Ludington, R. O. Shear. I. R. Marston, E.

C. Hamilton, M. E. Knight and T. P. Marston.

George Osear Coal M. Co.. April 20.

Capital stock, 1,00^,000. Directors— G. R. Tolman,

C. B. Adams, A. S. Hulbard, W. L. Biggins and
C, F. Brown.
Syndicate M. Co., April 20. Capital stock,

$500,000. Directors- A. P. Campbell of Rough
and Ready, Nevada Co.. J. O. Bushby of Marys-

ville, C. W. Kitts, of Grass Valley, J. C. Turner
and F. W. Eaton of San Francisco.

El Dorado Sugar Refining Co., April 22.

Capital stock. $1,000,000. Directors—E. L. G.
Steele & Co., E L G. Steele, G. A. Moore, Ed.
Poihemus, Emmett W. Bee and M. H. McAllister.

Pacific Reduction Works, April 22. Object,

to reduce ores. Capital slock, $1,000,000. Direct-

ors—P. A. Campbell, M. C. Jewell. A. Owtns, M.
C. Walton and John T. Dawfcs.

KooPMAN Wine Co.. April 22. Capital stock,

$150,000. Directors— G. W. Hendry, G. R. Jones,

C. T. Bridges, G. W. Vaughan and G. J. Koop-
man.
LoMA PRIETA Prune Ranch Co., April 23.

Capital stock, $12 500. Directors—C. T. Dean, W.
H. Quinn, J. A. Thompson, G. J. Buckland, F.

Norton andA. E. Kellogg.

Morse G. M. Co., April 22. Capital stock,

$1 000. 000. Directors—J. A. Canfield, Vernon
Wilson, H. P. Blanchard, W. R. Shilling and O. C.

Pope.
Campbell Investment Co., April 21st, Capi-

tal stock, $150,000. Directors—Amy S. Jones, Jesse

H. and Donald Y. Campbell, Ellen O. and W. C.

B. de Fremery.
Phelps & Arnold Co.. April 21. Object, to

deal in hardware. Capital stock, $200,000. Di-

rector-:— Alanson H. Phelps, Henry A. Arnold, Al.

bert A. Phelps, John M. Arnold and Charles J.

Nickerson.

A Company hae been organized to more syB-

tematioally explore the oil-field north of Loa
Gatos, Sinta Clara Co.

CoMSTOCK mines produced laat week 5035

tons ot ore, yielding §107.932, The total week-

ly yield is largely Inoreasing.
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IjQECHAi^JieAL Progress

Iron Not Yet Obsolete.

There is no qaestion of greater importance

than that of thu merits respectively of iron and

steel as materials of engineeriDg constraction.

It Is a mistake to suppose, as some persona do,

chat the dispute has been settled In favor of the

latter metal. There have recently happened

some noteworthy events to strengthen the belief

that iron is by no means dispOBsessed of its in-

heritance of ase. First, the increased outpat of

ironstone in ISSS—as shown in the mining eta-

tiatics JQst published—shows that the output of

manufactured iron must be an increasing one.

Then the decision of Lloyd's Committee with

regard to the use of iron in ahipbailding, and
the fact of the continued employment of iron

for bridge construction, are proofs further of

the tendency in question.

At a recent meeting of the South Stafford-

shire Iron and Steel loetitute a very suggestive

disonsiioo took place upon the value compir*

atively of iron and steel in boiler construction.

The testimony of those who took part in the

discussion was, as is usual in such case;', of a

somewhat contradictory nature. While one set

of disputants argued in favor of the use of steel

for boiler plates, and stated in brief the trust-

worthiness of this material, other speakers be-

came eloquent about the refusal of certain steel

makers to nse that metal in the boilers employed
at their own works, and pointed to the large

prices—as much as £400 in certain instances

—

paid for single boiUrs in the construction of

which iron was exclusively used.

When metal makers differ it is difficult to de-

cide. But the truth in this, as in many other

arguments, lies probably la the middle. As was
pointed out at the close of the discussion, both

steel and iron will give excellent results when
they are separately used. When tbey are em-
ployed in coDJunction in the same boiler, and
when brass ff I oings are present, an electrolytic

inffaence is brought to bear, which leads to

corrosion of the steel. Again, when tie roda of

manaantse bronze and phosphor bronze and
similar materials are used, electrolytic action Is

often set up, and the steel plates have been
found to be corroded in proportion at those par-

ticular points. There seems to be no reasonable

doubt that steel is more susceptible of corrosive

action than is iron; but, on the other hand, the

former metal has many virtues nut belonging to

the latter. For ourselves, we do not believe

there is that rivalry of the two metals that is

sometimes spoken of. We expect to oee the
best Yorkshire and Staffordshire iron in no less

request 20 years hence than it is to-day. The
qualities of the two metals will gradually be

shown up; but we do not expect to see either

supersede the other.

—

Colliery Guardian.

The Fusion oi* Iron.

In the Metallarbtiter uiiere recently appeared
some observation on the behavior of iron in

smelting and casting. It was pointed out that
the metallurgical processes by which iron is ex-

tracted from the ore, produces at the first run-
ning a metal which is chiefly iron, but which
also contains carbon, silicon, manganese and
other substances. These are impurities; but
they have their uses in lowering the molting
point of the metal. Pure iron, from its very
high fusing point, is not well adapted for

foundry use. The pig iron, with its high per-
centage of carbon Is much more convenient for

castings. When pig iron is re-melted in a
cupola, air is brought into contact with the
metal and the carbon mixed with it. Part of

the carbon Is oxidized, and the other impurities
such as silicon and manganese together with a
amall quantity of iron are oxidized and drawn
off as slag. Other products of oxidation,
carbonic oxide and iron oxide, are dissolved
in the molten metal. The aqueous vapor of
the air employed in the cupola blast is de-
composed into the oxygen and hydrogen; the
first of which goes to oxidizs the fuel and
metal; the latter is dissolved in the metal.
Iron possesses the property of absorbing, in
the molten state, three times its volume of
hydrogen. As the metal cools, the occluded
gases (hydrogen and oxide) are set free, leav-
ing traces of their presence in the spongy,
porous surface frequently found in solidified

masses of metal.
When the molten iron, containing these

gases, is run into a mold, the gases are liber-

ated into the casting. This is especially the
oabc when the metal is run at a low tempera-
ture The gases are best elitiiinated by making
the iron very hot, and stirring it well in the
ladles before filling the molds. Iron when re-

melted has a greatly increased power of ab-
sorbing gases and iron oxide. For homo-
geneous castings it is necessary that all pig
iron sboald be used, withoat admixture of
old castings. Spongy castings are also caused
by an improper moulding material which
leads to the formation of surface cavities.
The bubbles produced by dissolved gases, how-
ever, have a bright metallic surface while
those due to the molds are covered with a
dull film of oxide.

—

Boston Jour, of Com.

metals in different allotropic states possess dif-

erent atomic volumes, and Matthiessen, In 1S60,

was led to the view that in certain cases where
metals are alloyed, they pass into allotropic

states, profiably the most important generaliza-

tion whiob has yet been made in connection
with the molecular oonstitntion of alloys. In-

stances of allotropy in pure metals are: Bol-

ley's lead, which oxidizes readily in air;

Schutzenberger'a copper; Fritsche's tin, which
lalls to powder when exposed to an exception-

ally cold winter; Gore's antimony; Graham's
palladium and ullotropic nickel. Joule has

also proved that, when iron la releassd from its

amalgam by distilling away the mtroury, the

metallic iron takes fire on exposure to air, and
is, therefore, clearly different from ordinary

How to Sharpen a Screwdriver.

The screwdriver is found not only in the

tool-chest of every mechanic, but in most
houses, and in not a few offices. It ranks with
the hammer, the saw and axe in general utility,

and yet very few persons know anything about
how it should be sharpened so as to do its work
most efficiently—that is, with the least ex-

penditum of powor and the least Injury to the
heads of the screws.

Iq driving a screw into wood, the force used
to press the screwdriver against the head of

the screw tends to aid the latter in penetrating
the wood; but when we attempt to extract a
screw, evury pound of pressure that we apply
tends to render it more diffionlt to get the
screw out. It therefore becomes very import-

ant that the screwdriver should be so formed
that it may be kept in the nick of the screw by
the exertion of the very least degree of force,

for if it has any tendency to slip out, we can
keep it in place only by applying pretsure. In
which case we run great risk of injuring the
nick and rendering it impossible to draw the
screw.

If we examine a screwdriver in the condition
in which it is ordinarily found, we shall find

that it presents a section in which the bides of

the wedge, in which all screwdrivers terminate,
are curves with the couvex aides outward.
Now, the effect of thus curving the sides of

this wedge is to render it greatly more obtuse.
Moreover, when we turn the screwdriver, the
tendency to slip out of the nick is just in pro-
portion to the obtuseness or bluntness of the
wedge, and therefore this form is the very
worst that oan be chosen. In the hands of

most good workmen, therefore, we find that the
screwdriver ends in a wedge of which the sides
are perfectly atraight. This is a very good
form, but is not equal to a form in which the
sides of thp wedge are curvea but with the con-
cave sides turned outward. In this way we
leisen the obtuseness of the wedge at the ex-
treme point, and produce a turnacrew which
may be kept in the nick by the least possible

pressure endwise. To grind a screwdriver into
this form, it is necessary to nse a very small
grindstone, and many of the artificial stones
found in markLt answer admirably. Many me-
chanica would find it to their advantage to keep
one of theae small grindatones for the purpose,
as it could be run in the lathe with very little

trouble.

—

Technologist.

Allotropic Forms of Metals.—Writing on
some curious propdrties of metals and alloys,

Mr. W. 0. RDberts-Aua^en remarks that the
importance of the Isomerio and allotropic states
has been much neglected in ths oase of metals.
Joule and Lyon Playfair showed, in 1846, that

Strength of Lead Pipe.—Lead pipe will
sastciitt quite a heavy pressure, if it is applied
without shock, but in all practical work, in the
plumbing of bouses especially, the column of
descending water suddenly stopped by the
closing of a faucet, exerts an increased pressure
that will burst pipes which would stand a very
mnoh larger weight of still water. Air-cham-
bers should always be employed, where practi-
cal, to act as cushions to take up the shock. In
a lead pipe, when sndden shocks aie created
by suddenly cutting off the water, the pipe will
generally commence to swell at ita weakest
point, and thus continue until the power of the
pipe is 80 reduced that at some sadden shutting
off the pipe gives way.

SuPERioRiTr OF Iron Over Wood for Rail-
road Ties —The gi-eacer smoothneau bccured
in lailway travel by the substitution of metal-
lic for wooden ties is causing their increased io-

troduotion in a marked degree. The tie most-
ly preferred is a metallic trough, in which the
rails rest upon a wooden block, thus avoiding
metal contact, and are clamped firmly and se-

curely in place without the use of fish plates or
angle bars.

The Tack Industry. — Several attempts
have been m^de to eaiablish the tack industry
in the South, but they have failed from diffi-

culties in handling the material. This branch
of the iron trade is in the hands ol New En-
gland manufactnrera, and is practically confined
to Massachusetts. More than two-thirda of
the tack business is controlled by that State
and fully three-quarters by all of Nsw England.

Match-Making Machinery.—IngeniouB ma-
chines lorthu various operaclous of manufactur-
ing matches have been in use in Soandinavia
for some time, and more are expected. Ma-
chines for packing the matches have recently
been introduced, one of these—the invention
of two yonng Norwegian engineers—having a
capacity of 1000 boxes per minute.

A DonnLE Tire Wheel, with springs be-
tween the outer tire, is the subject of a recent
patent granted in Britiah Columbia.

Sgientifio Progress.

The Mysteries of the Nerves.

It is said that a Philadelphia surgeon has dis-

sected and mounted the complete nervous sys-

tem of a human being—something never before

accomplished. This, however, pertains only
to the physical condition of the nerves; but
they have a vital action which seems to be in

far more immediate oonneotion with the mind
or soul than any other portion of the system.

We condense as follows some interesting re-

marks upon this peculiar relation of the
nerves :

When we find out the secret of the nerves
we shall probably have discovered the secret

of life. We shall then, perhaps, know some-
thing of the soul, whoRe ,very exiateaoe is now
disputed, and we shall be able to formulate
some definite opinion in regard to immortality.

Science is slowly moving onward toward that

point, and seems at times to have some clew to

the mystery. The study of physiology, phys-
ical and mental, is little more than the study
of the nerves, simply because the nerves are

intimately connected with health of body and
mind. In cases of prolonged disease, as long
as the nervous system la not completely shat-

tered, theie la hope. When the nerves refuse

to act, the will, which is the resistant power
in the human being, ceases to act also, and
death finds an easy prey. There are persons
attacked with what seems to be a mortal dis-

order who obstinately refuse to die. A certain

amount of nervous force comes to their relief,

which acta on the physical functions and brings

back the prostrate individual seemingly from
the gates of death.

Sumetimes this restoration of aick persons to

health aeems like a miracle, and there la little

doubt that many so-called miracles have been
the reanlt of an affluence of nervoas force com-
ing from a sudden ^jxcess of hope or ahock to

the system, emanating from no matter what
source. Did the alleged saints in the first cen-

turies of the Obristian era ever cure the sick ?

Was a sick man ever restored to health by the

touch of a king ? Waa there ever such a thing

aa a faith care? Cures have been performed by
each of these means? And yet it ia not neces-

sary to suppose that there was any occult

power in either saint, king or apostle of faith

cure. The whole secret lay in the psycholog-

ical state of the alck person, in whom oonti<

dence in the means, and hope combined with
latent nervous force, oonapired to set the vital

functions again in motion.

The pathological phase ia only the border

land of the mysterious subject. On the phe-
nomena of the nerves, magnetism, spiritism

and hypnotism have erected theories Involving

a host of strange illusions, but conveying also

scientific facts of value. A spirit medium ia

only a being endowed with exceedingly sensitive

nerves, A nervous subject may be hysteric,

epileptic, or the victim of hallucinations of

various kinds which result In eccentric actions

or abnormal physical conditions. The nervoas
system of some of these persons is in such an
excessively morbid state that an external sensa-

tion, such as a sudden noise, the ticking of a

watch, a pressure on the body, contact with a

cold or warm body, a breatb, a ray of light,

the reflection of some bright object, saapends
animation. The subject falls into a sleep,

wbicb lasts for a longer or shorter time, and
wakes to forget everything that baa passed
during this period, though it may have con>
tinued several weeks. The Witch of Eador
was probably a mere bundle of nerves—a tpirit

medium of Bible times. The Fythoneaa of

Delphi was a hysteric or epileptic capable of

txtreme nervous exaltation, Thewitohes and
sorcerers of the Middle Ages were In many
cases the victims of nervous attacks which
those about them sincerely believed to be caused
by divine or demoniac inspiration. In the
light of modern science, these characters and
events are seen in a less mysterious light.

Several criminal cases involving hypnotism
have, within the -last two years, appeared in

French courts, and hypnotism is noyv regarded

in France as so dangerous that the Minieter of

War has forbidden its practice by army physi-

cians. The subjugation of one person to an-

other's will, the dual state in which the sabjeot

seems on the confines of another world, is

caused by a disorganized nervous system. Even
genius, especially poet genius, is stigmatized as

an unhealthy psychological stjite. Every Ching

that is not tne dullest and plainest proee of

life seems in the process of being transformed

into morbid conditions of the body. Does it

render a phenomenon less mysterious to prove

that it ia physical? An object falls to the

ground by the law of gravitation. Do we un-

derstand that marvelous law better because we
constantly see its operation? Chemical atoms
attract or repel one another in virtue of a uni-

versal law of whose hidden force and meaning
we have not the remotest conception. But we
are consoled when we discover that something
in nature falls within the domain of natural.

The phenomenon is classified, but has by no
means ceased to be a mystery.

Ammonia Water as a Firb-Extinguisher,
CoubiQerable alarm was uccasionea at Qieens-
ferry, near Hawarden, recently, by a Lorious

explosion and fire at the works of Messrs. J.

Turner &; Co., chemical manufacturers and tar

diatillert. A still charged with anthracene oil,

ten tons in quantity, exploded with terrific

force, owing to the choking of the worm, and
shot a volume of flame skyward that Illuminat-
ed the district over a wide area, and waa visible
ten miles off. The burning oil aoatterad itself
over the yard and to the pitch honsu adjoining,
wheru hundreda of tons of pitch were atored.
The pitch ignited, and the conflagration aa>'

Bumed alarming proportions. Luckily all the
day men had juat left the works, but three who
had been let'; were burned. The Sandycroft
Fire Brigade was promptly on the spot, and,
by using ammonia water from a SO.OOO^
gallon tank, they subdued the fire in an hour
and a half.

—

Journal of Oas Lighting.

The Ohio River Older Than the Missis.
SIPPI.—AccuidiLig :o i-u attioiu in Popular Sd-
tnct Monthly, for April, written by Jubeph H,
Jftmes, it appears that the Ohio is an older
river than the Mississippi, Mr. James writes
as follows: An examination of the geological
structure of the country through which the
Ohio fljws shows none but the extreme end of
the valley to be of later age than the Carbonif-
erous era. Portions are, indeed, far older; but
the area covered by these, thoagb perhaps exten-
sive enough to allow the development of some
byatem of drainage, was never large enough to
develop a stream of any great size. None of the
tributaries of the river, either from the north
or the south, flow through regions more recent
than the Carboniferous, with the exception of
the lower parte of the Ohio itself and the Ten-
neesee, which border on the Qaaternary. The
lowest formation in tiie valley le the Cincinnati,
which ia juat touched at a single point, and
only for i. short dstance, about 20 miles above
tift city. It may be stated then, that since the
close of Carboniferous time the river has flowed
mainly ia the same channel. The vast antiqnity
of the river is thus easily established, and the
existence of the wide valley, with Its broad
bottom lands, ia readily accounted for. The
story of the river during the long period of pre-
glacial time would be simple. For ages its
waters were probably poured directly into the
Calf of Mexico, an arm of which extended
northward into the continent at least as far as
the present site of Cairo, Illinois. In later time
the MissisaipplMiasouri began the formation of
a deitj, which, gradually extending, has left
the Ohio a tributary merely of the mighty
"Father of Waters."

A Lock Four Thousand Years Old.—An
Egyptian look has boeu found wLich w;.s in use
more than 4000 years ago. The old Egyptian
look was not made of metal, like thosb we use
now-a-days, but of wood, and the key that
opened it waa wooden, too. On one side of the
door to which it waa fastened there was a staple
and into this staple fitted a wooden bolt that
was fixed to the door itself. When this bolt
was pushed into the ataple as far as it would
go, three pins in the upper part of the staple
dropped into holes in the bolt, aod held it in its
place, so that it could not be moved back again
until the pins were lifted. The key waa a
straight piece of wood, at the end of which
were three pegs the samo distance apart as the
pin which held the bolt firm. When the key
was pushed into the bolt through a hole made
to receive it, the pegs came into such a position
that they were able to lift the pins that fixed
the bolt, and when these were lifted the bolt
could be lifted out of the staple,

—

Trade Mail

How the Mcskrat Breathes under Ioe,—
Anima.s Lhi^t bre-ihj by Hiet*ntt ol lungs can
Ijrolong their stay under water only through
special anatomical arrangements, or by having
recourse to some extraneous means. Mr, W,
Spoon of the Eliaha Mitchell Society, who has
hunted the muskrat ia winter, asset ts that the
animal, when obliged to traverse, under ice, a
pond so wide that it cannot keep up ita breath-
ing, stops from time to time and* exhales the air
from its lungs. This air, being confined by the
ice, becomes oxygenated in contact with the
water, and the animal, taking a fresh inapira-
tion, dives in order to begin its swimming again
a little further along. It appears that other
obaerveis have found that if thia air is dispersed
through the ice being struck, the animal ia

killed through asphyxia.

Magnetic Rocks.—Ac the ,Rjyal Academy
of Lyiicei uQ D.c, IStU, says' the Electrician,
Signers Sslla and Oddone gave an account of
some reseurches on the distribution of magnet-
ism in certain regions on the Alps. They have
found a number of magnetic foci, and record
that the rocks which present distinct magnetic
properties are magnetite, serpentine, diorlte,
malaphyre, and syenite, A magnetic rock was
observed by Signor Sella ou Panta Glofetti, in
the Monte Rosa group, and aa ic presented
traces of fusiou on its surface, as if it had been
struck by lightning, it is suggested that this
circumstance has endowed the rock with its

magnetic properties.

The Utility of the Microphone for observ-
ation of o.jrth trijmura and uuiees is becoming
generally recognized. Italy has for some time
held a foremost phce among the nations which
have taken advantage of the special adsptability
of this instrument. It is also now found that
photography possesses admirable capabilities in
the way of supplementing the work of the
microphone in making theae delicate records.

Length of Days.—Tuo kngesi. day of the
year at Nj\, Yoik is 15 hours, at L-mdon 16i,
at Hamburg 17, at Stockholm 18J, at Sc.
Petersburg 19, at Tornea, Finland, 22, at SplU-
bergen three and one-half months.
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GfOOD HEcALTH.

The Sugary Watermelon.

The followtog, from an old excbange, will be

read with iuterest in view of the approaohlog
•euoD for iodulgeoce in meloDs and frait:—It

II deUghtfal to have Koieoce spare here and
there a tree of loved and old fancy. There has

been snob a sweeping and mowing down of

homan comforts that we onoe at least esteemed
uaaobt lo regard to eatin^j and aleepiog and
She general manner of living, th>tt it has seemed
at times that the sanitarians and the soientiats

were determined to convert ns Into the veriest

machines, and leave us nothing of the sweet
ftod old-time indalgences that in the Innooenoe

of yoQtb and the maturity of age we thought to

be harmless.

For instance, we have been told that the
wacermelon la **aguiah'' that it contains

bat a very emalt percentage of nutritive

elements—as if man must indulge in nothing
except with an eye single to the brawn of bia

compoeition; that the melon is a seed and home
of malaria, that convenient, eoapegoat for every
III not otherwise defined ; that, in short, the leas

of the rich, ripe and tootheome melon we eat
the better for us. Such baa been the gospel of

aoienoe, or at leaat of preaobing by a grand
army of advisers, that the email boy has hero*

ioaily de6ed and grown up to stout manhood
'*JD8i: the same.''

Now, after many years, the eoientiata settle

down to the dootrine that the watermelon is

not diDgeroue to health, provided always we
wrestle with this filling and lueoioua fruit of

the field when it is ^nlly ripe. That, indeed, ita

aotion upon the secretlva organa is rather bene-

ficial than otherwise, unleas our indulgence
degenerates into the glutuf intemperanoe; that
more of melon and less of meat in the snmmer
season, is decidedly beneficial. Aa for the

ague they now tell ns that there is no more
of that ebftklng ill in the dripping sugary
melon than in any other fruit, and there is

none in any if it is taken at the rJght time and
In due moderation. Unfortunately we^ do not
know who to thank lor this generous advice,

and this overthrow of a bngaboo that has
occasioned many a boy exquisite tortures be-

cause of enforced abstinence. Bat as an in-

tegral part of the grand army of melon lovers

BOianoe has our thanks."

Has Every Disease its Remedy?—The
theoiy thac for eveiy disease ihere lu a remedy,
if we could only find it, la as pleasing as it ia

plausible. It labors under the doubt-inupiring

tact, however, that it is of a priori origin. So
many speoulative hypotheses uf this kind have
been scattered to the winds by the labors of

the inductionists that one ia eome times tempt-
ed to take up the unphiloaophical position that

whatever rests solely upon an a priori bash
must necesearily be false. That would of

course be absurd. But is It the oase, as matter
of fact, that for every disease there ia a remedy,
if it could only be found. Bafore answering
this question we must turn the ambiguous
word "remedy" into something more precise. If

by **remedy"' Is meant *'cura,'" then an ex-

oeedlngly strong position may be taken against

the hypotheeia and thepodition is this—that up
to the present time experience has not fur-

nished us with a single remedy which oan pro-

perly be called a "specific cure" for a "specific

disease." Now, this is clearly a fundamental
and also a bcaggering fact for those who believe

in the doctrine that a remedy for every disease

under the sun will be found if only we look

carefully enough for it. If the world ia not
very old, neither is it very young; and If past

experieoce has not furnished ns with one single

abstance which definitely and certainly cures

any one certain disease, there la a strong pre-

samption that such aubstances will be aa di£h-

oult to find in the future as they have been in

the past.

—

London Hospitil,

Kest as a Medicine —A physician, writing

of rettb aa a mLdiciuc, recommends a short nap
in the middle of the day for those who can
take it, aa a beneficial addition to the night's

sleep. It divides the working time, gives the

nervous eyatem a fresh bold on life, and enables

one to do more than make up for the time so

occupied. A caution is given against the in-

dulgence in too long a sleep at such a time,

undtii a penalty of disagreeable relaxation,

There has been much discuseion regarding the

after-dinner nap, many believing it to be In-

JDrione, but it ia, nevertheleas, natural and
wholeaomj

.

A Cause or Pneumonia.—Di-. F. W. Curton
reports two c^seb oi (jnonmonia which seem to

have a traumatic origin. A boy of eleven was
forcibly struck on the left eide of the cheat

with a hatchet. Cough and dyspccei came on

in four hours, and the physical sigaa of pleuro-

pneumonia at the base of both lungs later. The
second case was a man of 22 who strained his

right side by trying to prevent the fall of a sack

of malt. He developed all the signs of pneu-

monia and died, both lungs being in a state of

red hepatization.

—

Brii, Med. Jour,

Will Aloes Cure Hydrophobia?—It ia re-

ported iha^ che American iiiiJd m a very effect-

ual remedy. Dr. Pdtron relates a caae of a boy
in Pdru, who having been badly bitten by a dog,

notwithstanding cauterization of the wound,
in a few days showed unmistakable slgna of

having hydrophobia. One day when not

watched he ran into tbe fields and gathered
some leaves of the aloe, which he chewed and
swallowed; the symptomi of the disease began
to abate and the boy recovered.

Useful Information.

Air-Blasting for Rain.

We have all heard ol aerial concussion as a
mooted oanse of rainfall. Systematic trial of
this method is now to be made, by order of
Congress, under tbe auspices of the Depart-
ment of A(?rloulture. We read in the Scientific
American that Senator Far well of Illinois piu-
poses to devote himself to the soientifio work
of trying to produce rain by the firing of
cartridges of "nn-powder or nitro-glycerlne
high op in the air. Daring the last eeesion,
OoDgress appropriated §2000 for carrying on
experiments of the kind, but Senator Farwell
does not intend to limit himself to this small
sum, and will, If necessary, contribute from
his own pocket such sum as may be necessary
to complete the trial to hts satiafantion. The
main fact on which the theory of the experi-
ments is baaed is the oiroumatance that heavy
cannonading is often followed, after a day or
two, by rain. Acting on this observation, at-
tempts have been mode at intervals, duriog the
last huodred years, to produce rain by firing
cannon and producing concussions of the air In
other waye, but without muoh sncoesa. Sen-
ator Farwell, however, aaya that during the
conatruction of the Central Pacific railroad
through the arid region eaat of the Ricky
mountains, where a great deal of blasting waa
necessary, it rained every day that there was
blasting. For this reason, he thinks that a
sharp explosion of nitro-glyoerine, prodoced
high up in the air, would be more eff3ctive than
cannon firing near the ground, and be proposes
to send up balloons in the dry portions of
Western Kansas and Colorado, furnished with
torpedos and slow matches, by which he hopes
to obtain a concussion extending for 50 miles in
every direotion.

Kem KoM is the oatlandiah name given to a
new chemical compound owned and introduced
by the Standard Goal and Fuel Co , Boston, for
treating coal and other combustible aubstances.
The cffaot upon coal treated by this compound
is aaia to increase the heat and the steam,
eoonomizd time and fuel, consume the smoke
and poisonous gases whioh ordinarily arise from
burning coal, destroy the clinkers and soot, and
materially reduce the quantity of ashes. It is

claimed that by treating coal with kemkom,
from 15 to 30 per cent of the coal is saved, that
is, coal thus treated will produce the aame re-

sult and give more heat and steom than from
20 to 30 per cent more coal not treated. It ia

lurther claimed that by using this compound
on bituminous coal, from 80 to 90 per cent of
tbe smoke ii consumed; all the gases that are
BO obnoxious and unpleasant are destroyed;
thus a saving of coal and time, as well as many
other advantages, can always be relied on,
which together renders this a moat important
discovery, and one which looks aa though it

would revolutionize the big coal bills which are
such important factors in the running of fac-

tories, electric light and power stations, and
similar places; and so it will if it accomplishes
half of what la claimed for it—a matter which
looks extremely doubtful to one standing at
this distance from it.

A Sneak Thief is usually regarded as a
creature ol low and depraved tastes. But there
is or was one a few weeks since in Providence,
R, I., who seems to have an ambition to reach
u blgb elevation In some way. He climbed by
night to the top of the Electrio Light Co.'s
chimney, 250 feet high, presumably by the
lightning rod, and stole the platinum tips from
the top of the rod. The theft has entailed
considerable expense upon the company as the
rod will have to be retipped, and can only be
done by building a platform about the top of

the chimney. Human audacity could acarcelv

attain to a greater bight, especially by such
slender means. The company ought to forgive

the theft and appoint him trimmer to their lofty

light towera.

Uses of the Rare Metals.—Some rare
metals, poasebsiog special qualities are required
for certain work. Thus palladium is used in

making some parts of timepieces, and irrldium
for the points of gold pene, and the uninitiated
have no idea of the value of such products.
Vanadium costs, for instance, 123,9U0f. per
kilogramme; zsconium, 79,2951; and lithium,

which is the lightest of metals, 77,090f, per
kilogramme. Rhodium, which is extremely
hard and brittle, and is only fusible at a very
high temperature, fetches 25, 330f.; and Irrid-

ium, the heaviest substance hitherto discovered,

costs 12,005f. per kilogramme. It will, there-
fore, be seen that gold and ailver are far from
being the most precious metale, aa far as their
market value is ooncerned.

Another Alleged White Lead Improve-
ment.—G. G. Coleman, of Coicago, claims to
have diacovered "a method of manufacturing
white lead In suoh a cheap, quick way that the
trust which now controls the production of tbia

staple mustgo to smash." He haa already ex*
hlbited to a number of Chicago paint dealers
some white lead said to have been made by his
process. They declared the article to be of

good grade. The prooesa has not been ex-

plained further than it requires only 12 hours
as againat 60 daya by the old method, and that
no aoids are neoeasary. The baelo material
used ia pig lead.

Paper Hok-sb^hoes.— i'tiere seems to be a
greai loteresc in seoking for the best material
out of which to make horseshoes. The latest
application is paper, which, It Is said, will never
become smooth or slippery. The shoe, it ia

said, is simply glued to the foot by some sub-
stance which Is not affected by water. The
hoe is cut out of a plate of papier macbe, made
as solid aa metal by great hydrantio presaare.

5?HE Wood Wop.ker.

Dakkkmng Oak.—Tu render new oaK wains-
ooimg and oak lurniture dark and give it an
antique appearance, we have it from good
authority that ammonia ia tbe cleanest, best
and cheapest material that can be used. Tbe
llqaid stains commonly used are apt te raise the
gralfe of the wood, make it rough, and it Is

with diflBoulty evenly applied, whereas in the
use of ammonia it is simply the fumes that
color tbe wood, and do it so completely that it

ia difficult to tell whether the wood is really
new or old. A correspondent in the Bngli%h
Mechanic gives the following process of treat-
ment, which he considers the best, after tryiog
the various other processes used by builders
and cabinet-makers to darken woods: "Oik
is fumigated by liquid ammonia. The wood
should be placed in a dark and airtight room
(in a big packing-case, If you like), and half a
pint or so of ammonia poured into a soup-plate
and placed upon the ground in the center of
the compartment. This done, shut the en-
trance and secure any oraoks, if any, by pasted
slips of paper. Ramember that the ammonia
does not touch the oak, but the gas that comes
from it acts in a wondroua manner upon the
tannic acid in that wood, and browns it so
deeply that a shaving or two may actually be
taken off without removing the color. The
depth of shade will entirely depend upon the
quantity of ammonia used and the time the
wood is exposed. Try an odd bit first experi-
mentally, and then use your own judgment."

Turning a Ball.—A mechanic who has
tried zo duplicate a croquet hall by hand in an
ordinary wood-turning lathe haa found that the
job of turning a sphere was greater than he ex-

pected. It can be done by placing a square
piece of wood against the face plate of the lathe

and holding it by pressure from the tall stock.

Turn carefully aa near as possible by the eye,
then with a leadpencil make a mark around
the center of the ball, remove tbe block from
the lathe and turn it about one-fourth way
around, replace in the lathe and take off light

chips until every part of tbe penoil mark Is re-

moved. This will bring the ball nearly per-

fect; perhaps making one more change of cen-
ter will finieh the job. The philosophy of this

method ia that the mark made with the pencil
around center of the ball is a perfect circle and
upon changing axis of ball and working to this

circle the perfect circle becomes a perfect
sphere. A little practice will enable a good
turner to run off nearly perfect balls with con-
siderable speed.

A New and Valoable Shingle Machine —
The Porter, Gage Co., ac Ballard, Wasbingtoo,
if reports are true, have a most valuable ma-
chine for cutting shingles. Tbe oedar bolts are

steamed five hours, then run through a trim-

mer, then they go to the cutting knife, whioh is

a heavy knife running at 170 strokes a minute.
The shingles are out off at that rute apparently
as easy aa a cheese would be out. The shingles

come from it almost too fast to oount. Toey
are hot and steaming and cut smooth. They
are afterward treated tbe same as ' other
shingles. It le claimed that the steaming
drives out all sap and prevents them from ever
warping. The highest oat ever made in a ten

hours' run was 96,000. This machine makes
no sawdust, hencd no waste. The shingles are

much smoother than sawed ones, in fact they
have the appearanc3 of being planed. There
are but four of these machines in operation.

Terra Cotta Lumber.—Near Melbourne,
Australia, ia a factory of terra ootta lumber
from clay and hardwood sawdust. In the

process of manufacture, the sawdust is spread
and left lying on the olay in the pit from 36 to

40 daya to allow it to sweat. Both are tben
mixed thoroughly, stones being eliminated, the

mass ia molded to the desired shapes, steam
dried, and the sawdust roasted out in a kiln,

The product ia guaranteed to be proof against

fire, heat, cold and vermin.

Oak Furniture,—Furniture manufacturers
believe oak will continue to be the popular

wood for furniture for aome time. Mahogany
is, of course, tbe wood for expensive furniture,

but for goods of medium price oak will still be

the proper thing. Walnut would have its day
again if a supply oould be had. Stained woods
have had their day.

Well-Seasoned Wood. — To test wood
whether it ib well seasoned, put a small quan-
tity of tincture of iodo on a part freshly sawn
or cut. If it assumes a dark, nearly inky,

color, then the wood is good and at least one
year cut; but if tbe place assumes a yellow
color, then the wood is quite new and not fit

to use.

ELECTRieiTY.

Facts About Elkctricity. — "All the
energy in tho wo.ld,"Baid D.. C. F. Coandler,
in a recent lecture before tbe Columbia School
of Mines, "oome from sunshine. Even the
energy in the electrio battery that rings the
doorbtills of our homes has its origin in the
light of the great solar system. The force in
the copper wire that sets the bell to ringing
comes from the zinc plate In the battery jar.
The energy in the zino plate comes from che
Anthracite coil with which it was burned when
taken from the mines, and, %ially, the energy
in the Anthracite coal waa put there by the
sunlight that fed and nourished it when it

existed, ages ago, as treea and plants. An
interesting misapprehension that exists in tbe
minds of a good many persons, ia ooncerniag
the vital dangers that lurk in the pressure of,
say, a thousand volts. The newspapers often
tell us that a man has been killed by suoh a
pressure, whereae^ in fact, such a pressure
alone could not kill a humming bird. I have
freqaently caught in my hand sparks posses-
sing an electro-motive force of 100,000 volts
without feeling anything more than a very
slight burn. The danger arises only when
the volts are reinforced by a good many
amperes or ourrents, as when one takes hold of
a charged wire. Then one feels a shock that is

unmistakable, because the force of a great
many currents in the wire suddenly decomposes
all the fluids in his body. The salt In the
blood at once turns to chlorine gap, and the
man whose veins are charged with this oeadly
poison cannot in reason be expected to live
long."

Electrical Device for Locomotives.—An
intarebtmg invention is now undergoing thor-
ough investigation, which promises much for
the improvement of railway traffic, both in in-

creasing the safety of railroading and the pull-
ing capacity of a locomotive. The invention
consists of a small dynamo and an auxiliary en-
gine placed opon the locomotive In snob a way
as to be easily operated, furnishing a current
of small force but large quantity, which is

made to pass from one pole of the dynamo to
one pair of driving-wheels, thence along the
rail to the other pair of driving-wheeh, thence
to the other pole of the dynamo, thus forming
a traveling circuit, moving at all times with
the locomotive. By means of this current, an
incipient weld is cauaed between the wheels
and rails at the point of contact, preventing
the slipping of wheels. The working model of
the device shows an Increase of 400 per cent in
tbe hauling power of the looomocive. The
model without the applloation of the current
would not mount a grade of 15 per cent, but
when tbe current waa applied, it mounted a
grade of 35 per cent. A locomotive ia now be-
ing equipped with the invention to test it on
the Baltimore & Ohio railway.

—

Modern Light
and Heat.

Electrical Transmission of Power.—In
the recent compttitiou insticated by the
Cataract Constrnction Co. for the utilization of
the power of Niagara Falls, there were fifteen

different achemea preaented, of which seven
proposed electrical transmlasion of power, two
hydraulic, and six pneumatic. Of the electrical

aohemea two advocated alternate-current trans-
misBton at 5,000 and 10,000 volts, and the re-

maining five oontinuousourrent transmisaion
at potentials varying from 1,600 to 4,500 voUp,
The fact that tbe number oi electrical echemes
proposed waa less than tbe sum of the pneumatic
and hydraulio plans, said Mr. Gisbert Kapp,
in a recent lecture before the Society of Arts,
London, showed that electrical engineers were
scarcely prepared to deal with a problem of

this magnitude. At present the limits of

distance for the electrio transmission of -power
at a reasonable oost are about four to five miles.
Beyond the latter distance the economical
voltage for 500 horse power is beyond the
capacity of one machine. Pratically, the
extreme limit for direct ourrents Is between
2,000 and 3,000 volts.

Tnp Proper Division of Power in Shops
is attracting more and more attention among
mechanical engineers. It is well known thac
tbe only time when power is being transmitted
economically is when all the machinery Is run-
ning, for then each has its own share to con-
tribute to the cost of driving the shafting. In
many places, there are so many countershafts
and idle belts at work that when a small por-
tion of the machinery is being driven, it makes
but little difference in the power-bill, and yet
we find them running noon hours and night-
times to accommodate an outside job, where
only a small drill lathe, or sometbiug of the
kind, is occasionally required. DlviBion of
power is as important as division of machinery,
and it looks aa though electrical driving would
aolve this problem completely, for we fiod a
small dynamo Is kept in many ptaoea all ready to

be set up behind any machine when a lathe or
a planer is to be driven in the night-time.

An Electric Club —One of tbe lateet pro-
posed applioationa ot electrioity is a police-

man's olub that contains a galvanic battery.
When the rowdy seizes tbe club, thinking to
wreat it from the policeman, the rowdy re-

ceives an electric shock, which astonishes and
paralyzea him, rendering hie oaptnre easy.

To make paper stick to a wall that has been
whitewashed, wash the wall with vinegar water,
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Passing Events.

The city ie preparing for an elaborate reoep

tion of the Chief MagiatrateB of the N&tlon who

arrives here on Saturday evening from the

South, The city will be illaminated that night,

and will be in gala attire for a neek to come.

The armored cruiser Monterey, which ia to

be laanched on Taesday, ia the third of the

Government vesaeU bnilt in this city, and

there are two more in process of constrnction.

In the fature, San Francisco is Bare to get her

share of work in batlding the new navy of the

United States, having proved her ability in

this line.

Qaartz mining Is alive all over the State, and

a prosperoQB year in this indnstry ia predicted.

The blue gravel regions of the northern end of

the State are also receiving the attention dne

them, and very favorable prospects are appar-

ent.

The reports from the Pahrnmp valley, Nevada

mines, about which there was some excitement

a few weeks ainoe, are not suoh aa to warrant

many people going in that direction, as the

best claims are all located.

There is some little excitement in Salt Lake

over the prospects of the Deep Greek country-

where aome very promising mining properties

are being opened.

The Seattle Knights of Libor assert that ef-

forts are being made to briog 600 miners from

Illinois to take the placea of the strikers in the

Newcastle and Oilman mines. There are al-

ready a number of coal miners idle in Wash-

ington,

The Pollok Gold-Extracting Process.

The Grass Valley Gold-Extracting Company

is an Eaglish corporation with J. W. Higgin-

botton reeident manager, and W. L. Holmes

metallurgiat in charge. The company'a works

are located one and one-half miles N. E. of

Grass Valley, on the line of the Nevada C^.

N. G. E. R. The system employed is known

aa " The Pollok GoldEstracting Process."

Tbe ore Is crashed, passed through a rotary

drier, then through rolls, and screened. The

coarse partiolea are returned to the rolls to. be

recrughed, and when crushed, the ore is dia*

charged into a large atorage hopper. From
thia hopper, charges of from six to eight tons

are taken and charged into Bruckner furnaces,

and here given an oxidizing roaat, or when re-

quired, a chloridizing roaat, of from six to

12 hours. The roaated ore is then dlioharged

on to an iron cooling floor, and thence to soalea.

When weighed, the ore is dumped into re-

volving chlorinating cylinders, 4500 pounds to

a charge. Here bisulphide of soda is added,

and water fed into the cylinder through a tran

nion, until the cylinder la filled to a stopcock

All air being excluded, pressure is then turned

on to the water, through tbe trunnion pipe, up
to 100 pounds to the sqaare inch. The , bisul-

phide of soda Is dissolved in the water, and the

free sulphuric acid thua liberated, combining

with the calcium of the leaching powder, thua

seta free the chlorine in tbe leaching powder.

The chlorine gas thua set free Is liquefied by
the 100 pounds to the Inch pressure, in the cyl-

inder, and ia forced through, and with the

rotary motion, brought in direct contact with
every particle of ore in the cylinder. At the

expiration of one and one-half to two hours

time, the cylinder la stopped rotating, the blow-

off valve opened, and the escaping gas ^d
liquor conducted on to the filter beds. These
are rectangular, three feet in depth, four in

width and ten in length, lined with chemically

pure lead and painted with P. P. paint. After
the gas has escaped, the manhole of the chlo

rlnating cylinder la opened and the vessel given

a half-turn, thua discharging all of the contenta

of the oylinder on to the filter bed. The filter

bed la then connected with a powerful exhaust

and force-pump, and the chlorided solution

drawn through the ore and filtering medium,
and thence pumped into lead-iiaed and painted

settling tanks. Each tank has a settling ca-

pacity equal to the chloride Hquor from three

chargea.

Tbe Mquor ia now allowed 12 hours to settle.

Any obnoxious matter, such as lead or mag-
nesia, is precipitated by the addition of aut-

phurio acid. The clear liquor is then drawn
off into precipitating tanks. Here the gold
held in solution la precipitated by the addition

of sulphide of iron. The precipitate is then
given 24 houra to settle. Then the liquor la

siphoned off into a third tank, where it re-

mains for another 24 hours.

In this tank tbe gold carried over in auspen-

aloo from the precipitating tank is allowed to

settle, and the final solution passed through a

special filter, which recovers all of the gold.

Thia filter is cleaned up semi-annnally, while
the gold from the precipitating tank la taken
up every 15 days. The gold is washed in a

dilute solution of sulphuric add to remove the
salts of iron. The resulting product is then
dried and fuaed into bars, the gold obtained be-

ing 990 fine.

The worka have a capacity of 50 tona a
day; the company purchase ores on their aaaay
value or work on a percentage.

The Pollok patent is in suocessfnl operation
in Ohili, Australia and Africa,

Tha Grass Valley plant ia the only one in

operation in North America, The works of
the company are very favorably situated both
for receiving and handling the ores to be
treated. On the hill above the works, is the
mansion of the manager; at the aide of the rail,

road tracks, the company'a offices, and imme-
diately opposite the works, which extend down
the mountain's sides to its base, thua making
the worka as near automatic aa possible, and
giving the desired pressure from the water
pipes.

The motive power of the works is water.
The metallurgist in charge, Mr, W. L. Holmes,
ia jastly proud of the assay office connected
with the works. It is doubtful if a more com-
plete assay office Is to be found In the State.
These works are not only a great factor in the

profitable working of tbe ealphnrets and high-

grade ores of Nevada county, but will prove

equally valuable to tbe owners of high-grade

and especially rebellioua ores from all points,

thus not only proving a valuable acquiaition to

the methods employed in the treatment of tbe

ores of the State, bat very materially lessen-

ing tbe cost, as well as increasing the returna.

Nevada Salt.

None of the salt companies of Nevada are at

the present time very large producers, with the

exception, perhaps, ot the Desert Crystal Co.

at White Plains. The companies in that State

now producing any aalt at all make only enough

for local use, the ore mills in the region oon-

suming moat of it.

The aalt supply of Nevada has an interest-

ing history. For several years at first the salt

used in the mills running on the Comatook orea

waa all Imported from California, at a cost of

$140 per ton and sometimes more; then thesup'

ply waa obtained from Rhode's marsh, lying

nearly 200 miles to the southeast, whence it

was packed in on camels brought into the coun-

try for tbe purpose, much of the road between

the marsh and the mines being aandy. Through

recourse to this expedient the coat of the article

to the millmen waa reduced nearly one-half.

When, a few years later, the Sand Spring de-

posit, nearer the mines by SO miles, waa discov-

ered, the price underwent a farther reduction.

In 1S67, the Central Pacific railroad having

reached White Plains, the deposit there was

utilized, further reducing the price of aalt to

the Comatook oonaumers and excluding the

Sand Springs product from that market. The

extension of the Central Pacific and the build

ing of other railroads In that State has served

in other cases to shift active salt prodaotion

from one locality to another.

Most of the salt consumed in that region be

ing employed for ore reduction, ia uaed as

gathered on the marshes, it serving for that

purpose better than if refined, owing to the

considerable percentage of soda it contains in

its natural state.

California at the World's Fair.

There is an unfortunate outcropping of affairs

with reference to the representation of our State

at the Columbiau Exposition, The S!;ate Com-
missioners, find on assembling for confer-

ence that their work may be sharply arrested

by the attitude which the National Commis-
sioners may take in shaping the rules for the

fair. It has bsen reported by telegraph that

some of the National C:)mmi8sionerB, including

at least one of Cilifornia'a representatives in

that body, will take ground agiinst separate

State displays, and order all the articles placed

under the headings contemplated by their

scheme of classification. This would be a ee*

rious disappointment to the people of Oalifornla

who have been moved to generous appropria-

tion for this work wholly upon the idea of

having a separate California display, and not

only that, but not to do thia would render tbe

appropriation of $300,000 unavailable, for it

was not made as a contribution to the World's

Columbian Exposition'a general fund. If it is

not expended as intended by the Lsgislature,

for a special exhibit, it cannot be expended at

all, because the Constitution requires that ex-

penditure of State money should be made under

State auspices and not otherwise.

The chances are, then, if the National Com-
missioners insist npon a segregation of California

material, that the Sbate Commissioners would

resign as having nothing to do, and tbe $300,000

would remain in the State Treasury, which
may be the beat place for it after all, Thia will

certainly be the popular decision on the matter

if the National Commiasloners do not show
more regard for the wishes of the California

people than they have hitherto.

The strike in the Balhi mine, near Columbia
Hill, Nevada county, ia an important one.

The mine has been opened about five years,

and has paid $330,000 in dividenda, A great

deal of money has been spent in development,

one of the tunnels costing $40,000 for its 1400

feet. The ledge is four feet wide, and it ia be-

lieved will mill from $80 to $90 per ton. It la

not specimen rook, but ia of high grade.

The State Mining Bureau Museum has been

robbed of a number of rare articles, though
none of them were of great Intrinsic value.

The President's Visit.

The President has been visiting Los Angeles

Riverside and San Diego. His westward jour-

ney has been an ovation throughout. The
Presidential party entered the State of Cali-

fornia at Fort Yuma at 4:50 o'clock Wednes-
day and waa presented with a large quantity of

beautiful flowers and fruits. The entire party

waa asleep at the time, so did not see the pre-

sentation committee. When the Presidential

party reached ludio at 8:16 o'clock, It was re-

ceived by a large and influential delegation,

headed by Governor Markham, who made the

following address of welcome :

Mr. President : As the Governor of Califor-
nia, and in her name and on behalf of her peo-
ple, I greet you on tbe very threshold of her
territory, and bid you a most hearty welcome
to our State. This I do on behalf of all her
people irrespective of party affiliations, and,
Eir, aa a proof of this, I shall aoon take pleas*
ure in introducing to you distinguished repre-
sentatives of both "political parties, who are
with me and who heartily join in welcoming
you aa tbe Executive of our great nation.
Let me aaaure you that we fully appreciate

the great effort you have been obliged to make
in order to visit our coast; but I am oonfitJent
that you and your party will feel repaid when
you see the wonderful features so peculiar to
our State, and of which every Californian is so
justly proud, and of which ao little is known
or correctly anderstood by the people of the
great E^st.

Califoroia, Mr, President, is an Empire of
itself, 700 miles in length and 300 miles in
width, thua affording every gradation of cli-

mate and almost every production of any
country under the aun.
And, air, permit me to say that, thoagh we

are hundreda of miles from the National Capi-
tal, and separated from the people of the Eiat
and South by what may seem endless plains
and impassable mountains, yet we are in close
sympathy with them in all national affairs and
are exceedingly proud of the position we occupy
in the great sisterhood of States over whioh
you have been called to preside.
You will be convinced of these facte, Mr,

President, by the cordiality with which yoa,
as the representative of the whole country,
will be received in every portion of the State,

I think it but just to the immediate portion
of the State upon which you are entering, to
say that almost the whole of the wonderful de-
velopment which you will witness is tbe work
of the last decade. Ten years ago, with few
exceptione, what Is termed Southern California
waa a desert, barren and nnin vicing, but now a
veritable garden, beautiful to behold, and pro-
ducing millions of dollars annually, bidding
fair in time to control the markets of the world
with her products. Ten years ago Loa Angeles
was but a back-country village, with less than
12,000 Inhabitants, but now a city with nearly
60,000, with all the modern improvements for
the comfort and convenience of man. What is'

true of her progress ia also true of San Diego,
San Bernardino and many other places.

Pursuing your journey to the north, you will
see the beauties ox Santa Barbara, the immen-
sity of the San Joaqain valley—the natural
granary of the world, developing like magio
mto orchards and vineyards, and so on to the
magnificent city of San Francisco,
And, Mr. President, when yoa reach that

great city I want you to remember that all the
evidences of prosperity you will see, and they
are countleae, are but evidencea of the immense
resources of this State; for that city has been
created, built and sustained out of the money
flowing in from the sale of our own products,
which can be said of few cities of importance
in the Uaited States.

It ban been arranged for you to lee the cen-
tral portion of the State fairly well, and I need
not dwell on what is in store for you, as I do
not believe such a country exists outiide of
California.

I regret that your visit la so arranged that
you will not see in detail the northern counties,
which, I assure you, are of themselves worth a
trip across the oontinent. It Is imposelble to
deecribe them and I will not attempt it.

In some of these counties lie millions and
millions of dollars in gold, awaiting the dis-

covery of a process of development, which will

not injure other important Interesta and for

which we must depend upon the General
Government. I am confident that did these
mines lie in either France, Eagland, Germany
or Russia those governments would take im-
mediate steps to work tbem,

I regret exceedingly that tbe abort time yon
will stay among us will not permit yon to see

the natural scenery for which our State is so
noted, among which I need only mention the
wonderful Yoaemite Valley, the great redwood
forests of tbe north and the mighty mountains
with their wealth of beauty.
Mr, Preatdeot, before doling, I want to ask

you to take particular notice of our great lack
of national public improvements, of our exten-
sive shipping interest, our almost endleaa coast
lines, almost defenseless and abaolntely without
harbors of refuge except at San Diego and San
Francisco, either of which could accommodate
the commerce of the world, but located nearly
500 miles apart.

The President in reply said he would not

undertake, while almost ohoked with tbe doat
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of tbe plaiiu he btd jast left, to aay all that

he hoped to lay In the way of pleasant greet-

logs to the oitizans of California. Some time

when he had been refreehed by their ollve-oll and

tbeir vineyards be woald endeavor to express

bis gratifioatioD at being able to visit Califor-

nU. He bad long desired to vlait OalKornla

and it was the objeotlve point of this trip. He

had leen the Northern O^ast and Puget Sound,

bat bad never before been able to see Oilifornla.

He remembered from boyhood the excitement

President Harrison.

President Benjamin Harrison, of whom a

good portrait appears upon this page, was
born at North Bend, Hamilton county, Ohio,

August 20, 1833. His father was John Scott

Harrison, who served his dUtriot two terms

in CoDgresfl. Hie grandfather was that famous

leader and general, who, after a life of brilliant

and diBtlnguished aervloe in the forum and the

deld. was electtd President of the United

commenced the study of law at Cincinnati,

Ohio, In 1853 he was married, and in IS54 he

established himself at IndianapolU, his present

home. On the breaking out of the Rabellioo,

he left home, a sncceesfnl practice, and all that

makes life pleasant, in response to hiscountry'a

call for her defense. The same diligent applloa-

tion that contributed to bis sacceBS in peace

enabled him to succeed in war, and the pro-

clamation of peace found him weariug the stare

of a general. In 1881 he was elected to the

worked now, however, than ever before, and

the number is sure to Increase as our cities

grow. In the Hue of marble, there are only a

few quarries but they are being properly opened

and developed and are gradually Increasing

their output.

The quarry in Inyo county is making
eblpments steadily and developments are

snoh as to justify belief that ralload com-

muoioation with M( jtve must soon be made, as

it seems certain that the preseut railroad facll-

OUR DISTINGUISHED VISITOR, BENJAMIN HARRBON, PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

of the dieoovery of gold and had always dis-

tantly followed California's growth and prog-

ress. The acquisition ef California was second

only to that of Louisiana and the control of the

MlBBissippi river. It secured us this great coast

and made impossible the ownership of a foreign

power on any of our coast line. It has helped

to perfect our magnificent isolation, which is

o\ir great protection against foreign aggreasion.

Hethankad the Governor and committee for their

kindly reception and assured them that if he

shoald have any complaint to make of hia treat-

ment in California, it wonld be beoanse its peo-

ple had been too hospitable.

States, after the most exciting campaign of

1840. His great grandfather was one of the

heroes of the Revolution, Governor of Virginia,

and a signer of the Declaration of Independ-

ence. One of hie ancestors was a general of

the Commonwealth of England, before Crom-

well's usurpation, and whose nn&lnohing Re-

publicanism cost him his life In the early days

of the Restoration. His immediate descend-

ants oame to America and founded the family

in this country.

Benjamin Harrison received a classical edu*

cation, and is a graduate of Miami University,

, Oxford. Immediately after graduation, be

United States Senate, serving out his full

term. In 1884 he was prominently canvassed

aa a Presidential candidate, and in 1888 was

nominated and elected President, taking the

oath of office March 4, 1889.

California Marble.

The marble industry of this State is one

which now shows great promise. The re-

sources in the matter of building stone in Call-

fornia are not equal to those of other localities,

though there are many places where quarries

might be opened. There are many more being

ities cannot much longer handle the shipments

of this one industry.

In Amador county the stockholders of the

Carrara marble quarry are now about to decide

upon the moat feasible route for a road from

the quarry, which is on Sutter creek at a point

north of Pine grove, to connect with the main

road. There are two practicable roads. The
Amador Ledger says :

The marble of this quarry la looked upon by
the experts of the city as by far the best found
on the coast. The stock has been snapped up
readily. The outlook is favorable for a thrlv*

ing industry in marble exportation to be opened
in this oonntry in a year or two.
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A NEW AMERICAN BOOK
— ON —

A PRACTLC&L MANUAL OF AirNERALS, MINES,
AND MINING; compriaiog *ue:.;tstiofle astothe localities

und associations of a 1 the useful Minerals, fu 1 description

of the most effective methods for both the qualitative and
q lantitative analyses cf tach ol these minerals, and
hints upon the various operations of mining, including

architecture and construction. By Prof H. S. Osborn.
LL.D., author of -'The Metallurgy of Iron and SteeL"
Illustrated by 171 engravings. In one volume, Svo, 367

pages. Price SU 50, hij mail, free of postage, to any
address in the world.

CO .NTEN iS.—Part I. Mining, Minkralogt, and Eco-
NOMIOTREATUKNT ANu biSTORT OF THK USEFUL MINERALS.
Mining, Mineralosry, Preliminary Principles and Prepara-

tions, EcoDomio Treatment and History of the Useful

Minerals, Gold, Silver, Copper, Nickel. Iron, Tin, Zinc,

Lead, Manganese, Platinum, Iridium, Mercury, Antimo;^ y,

Bismuth, Chromium, Cobalt, Corundum and tmery,
Pumice StDoe, lofusorial Earth, GriudatoneB, Euhr-
stones, the Diamond.
Part II. Mining Work and ARCHiTKCTORE, inclddino

VaBIOUS SDGQ8STION8, with DESCRIPTION OF ASSOCIATE .1

Apparatus and Uachi.nerv. Mining Con&tiuc ion j;nd

M chine'y. [Tim part compj'ises 90 pages, illttstratcd

by 165 engravings, with details too full to be comyrisid
within tl^ liniiU of this adver.isenieiit ]

APPENDIX. SmkiDg Arrtsian Wtlls, t'il and Gas Wells.

Index.

An illustrated Circular, 4 pages, 4to, giving the

full Table of Contents of this volume, ivill he sent

free of postage to any one in any part of the world

who will apply by letter.

^^ The above or any of our Books sent by mail,

free ofpostage, at the publication price, to any ad-

dress in the world.

^^* Our New Revised Descriptive Catalogue of
Practical and Sdeyitific Books, 87 pages, Swo, and
our other catalogues and circulars, the whole cover-

ing all of the branches of Science applied to the

Arts, sent free, and free of postage, to any one in

any part of the world who will furnish his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
Industrial Publishers, Booksellees & Lmpoeters,
810 Walnut St., PDiladelphia, Pa.. U. ». A..

nyninsrinsro-
AND

Ore Dressing Machinery.

By C. G. WABIFOBD LOCK.

Contents.— Motive Power— Transmission of Power.
Quarrying — Prospecting, Shaft-sinking, Coal-culting,
Pumping, and Ventilating Machinery—Lighting—Haul-
ing and Hoisting Transport—Reducing— Dresaing—Mia-
cellaneous.

Price $21.00. Circulars and Catalogues on application.

E. & F. N. SPON, Publishers,

12 Cortlandt St.. New York.

A LIBRARY FOR $1.00
Five booka in one. Worth its

weight in gold to every mechanic.
The very latest information for 20
different tra-^es. This wonderful
book contains575 pages absolutely
teeming nith rules, tables, secret
I recesses, and new information
ttat cannot be Lad elsewhere for

less than §25.00. The Model
Steam Engine—Sow to Bead an
Indicator- ihe Wesiinghouse Air
Brake—Blacksmith's and Machin-
ist's Tools -Practical Mathematics
BimpliSed— Tin and Sheet Iron
Worker's Manual — Carpenter's
Manual — Points for Painters-
Magnetism and Electricity—How

to Get a Patent—A Mechanical Dictionary. Everything
fully explained in one handsome volume and guaranteed
to be absolutely correct. Send Sl.OO for a copy bojnd
in silk cloth, or SI. 50 for Morocco binding. With each
copy of the book we give free a comj^lete working chart
for setting gear teeth. The regular price of this chart
ia SL50. AG£NTS "WAt^TED. Write for terms.
I.Alt(D & I.£E, Pablishers, 263 Wabash
A^ve.t CbicasTO, 111.

MAKES THE BEST BREAD.

DIAMOND DRILLS
THE PACIFIC PROSPECTING CO.

will contract to prospect mth Diamond C)re Drill
for minerals, eta. or to bore h> lea for ventilation or
drainage. Agents for Dlamoni ' Drills, Bock Drills, Mining
I'aobinery and Supplies of all kinds. Diamonds on hand.
' r Liuiries and orders promptly attended to. 213 Sanaome
ii:/eet, San FrftDciaco, Cal.

INVENTORS, TAKlil JMOTICB

I

L. petersonTmodel maker,
268 Market St., N. E. cor. Front (up stairs), San Francaico
Experimental machinery' and all kinds of models. Tin

and broaswork. All communication a strictly oonfiden
Hal.

EWEY & UOo PATENT AGENTS, 320
ICarkecSt.Ban Frudsso. Elevator, 13 Front St

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
, &LANTJFAGTURHRS OF..

Casl Steel Castiio -^ Steel Fiririis

UP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.
True to pattern and superior In etrenitth, touehness and durability to Oast or Wrought

Iron in any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAI KOAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.

ALSO Steel Rods, from J to 3 inch dlamet«r and Flats from 1 to 8 Inch. Angles, Teee, Channels and other shape
Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
STE£L RA£LS from 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Ballroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
Beams, Angle, Channel, and T Iron, Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Oar and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forgtogs of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STBKL.

i^ Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC ROIiING MILL CO.. 202 Market St.. San Francisco.

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINOKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES, Proprietors.

[ESTABLISHED IN 185B.J

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

—MANUFACnTRBRa OF—

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-
Propeller Engines* either High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engrines.

MINING MACHINERY.—Hoisting EBglnes and

Works, Cages, Or« Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL. MACHINERY.—Batteries for Dry or Wet

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Furnaces, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Ereakera, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, eto.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.-Flour

Mill Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinerj', Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINESiBOILERS
OF ALL KINBS,

Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

Water Pipe, Pnmp or Air GolnmnB, Fish
Tanks for Salmon Canneries

OF BVBRY DBSORIPnON.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at very moaerate rates.

AGHNT8 FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

X:>eci33.e Ste^zxi. PxLZXi.'^.
SPECIALTIES

:

Corliss Engines and Tastln Ore Pnlverlzers. DBA.NB BTBAM rUMr.
Agents and Manufacturers of One Llewellyn Feed Water Purifler and Heater.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical Works.
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Indnstrial Chemist, Assayer

and Geologist.

718 MONTGOMERY ST., - SAN FRANCISCO. ^

the Pacific

Will report on the condition and value of any mining property on \
aolfic Coast. Ra^e Chemicals made to order. Inatniotions eiven Id \
1r>c •nd PraotioftI OhemlRtrv V,

N. W. SPAULDING

Manufacturers of

SPAUIiDING'S

Inserted Tootb

CHISEL BIT

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
01 all kinds made to order. Send lor Desoriptlve Cats
loene. 17 u>d 19 Fremont St., San FrancUo

AMERICAN MINING AND STOCK CODE

" KELLOGRAPH."
Indispensable to the Mining Profession and

Dseful in all Business Transactions.

A Complete System of Transmitting Telegraphic Mes-
sages by Code Cipher Words in a Legible, Secret and
EcoDomic Manner.

OVER 35,000 WORDS AND SENTENCES
Subject to transmission under infinite complication by
the use of over 70,000 code words.

No danger of publicity in telegraphing matters con-

cerning 0(.eration or sale of mining property. The work
strictly alphabetical and classified. The handiest work
ever published for mining operators.

PRICE, ^5. Forwarded postpaid on receipt of price by

DEWEY & CO.,
220 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

Irop apd ^achipe ttork^.

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

ISNGINKERS AND MACHINISTS*
No. 119 Beale St.. - - San Francisco.

BtJU/DBEfl OF

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging
Machines, Rock Crushers, Cable Railway Machinery,
Ellithorp Air Brake Co.'s Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakes. POSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Ram Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E. Henrickson's Patent Aatomatlo
Safety Catches.

Alachiaes of all kinds Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

THOMPSOIM BROTHERS,

Manufacturers ol

CASTINGS OP EVERY DESCRIPTION
IHT, 1S9 and 131 Besle Street,

Between MisBiOD and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO.
GAS WORK A SPEClALTr.

Mining Engineers.

EVERETIE'S MINING OFFICE.

Pioneer Mlnins Office of the Northwest
Coast.

Having the largest permanent brick assay furnaces, chem-
ical laboratory and mining office on the NoithwfSt Coast',
with a collection of about4C0u samples of the ores of Alaska,
British Columbia, Oregon and the Northweat Territorlea,
and ha\iug made iiersoual examiuatlous of nearly every
miuiug camp on the Pacific Slope, from California to
Alaska, I am prepared to oo uny class uf legitimate and
liouest miuing work, Buch as EX.iVMINlNG, ENGINEER-
ING, SAMPLING AND REPOltl'ING L N THE VALUE
OF ALL MINERAJj, COAL AND *IRE-CLAY PROP-
ERTIES, BUILDlAG STONES, EARTHS, ASSAYS
AftD ANALYSIS OF ORES, WATERS, CHECK,
SAMPLES OF ORE, PULPS, -URGANIU ANALYSIS''
WORK, and in fact any woik concected with the ollice of a
first-class miniug geologist and cbcmist. Any lufoimatfon
mining men may d^aire to know relHti^e to the MINERAL
UR COAL RESOURCES of the entire Pacific Nortbwes''
will be hoQEstly given. Address I>r.W llliii K. Kverette
CoDsultiDg AilLJDg Geologist and Cbondst, I31S E Street,
Tacoma, Wash.

A. S. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

F" mm. «w..«ik>.« M«» Superior Wood and Metal Engrav-

I "done at tbe otHoe of this paDer.

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 C.ILIFOBNIA STKKET,
Rooms 30 und 81, SAN FKANCISCO, CAL.

Designers and Construciois of Gold and Silver MIllH

Hoistittj and Pumping Worlds, Tramways, aud every-
tliiag pertaining to tbe JillDiog and Keductioa of Ores.

W. A. GOODYEAR.
Oivil and Mining Bngrineer,

MINING EXPERT akd GEOLOGIST.

Address

Francisco.

' Business Box A," office of this paper, Sao

ROSS E. BROWNE.
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

No. 807 Sansohb St., Sam Krajioisoo.

The instrument represented in thp above cut is a
new and grand little in^entiou, being desigrned to
save life and limb, and innumerable lawsuits, by
doing away with the dangerous operation of digging
out wet and unexploded loads where Giant Powder
is used in mining. The little instrument crimps the
cap onto the end of the fuse Firmly and -abso-
lutely Water-tight It is also used for cutting
the fuse. They are neatly gotten-up of the finest

cast steel, nickel plated, t'ric**. $2 earh. or the
entire instrument finished in gold plate, S5.

N. W. MOOiihY. Preeno, Cal.

ASK YOUR GROOER FOR IT.

WM. H. GONLY,

Lands, Mining and Commission,
124 SANSOME STREET,

Room 4,

Telephone No. 5057. SAN FRANCISCO.

JAMES M. HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN, -

Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. 530 California Street,

TelephoDS IIa.1746. SAN FRANCiSCO, CAL.
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AMALCAMATINg MACHINERY.

stamp Mills tor Wet or Dry Crushing.

Huntington Centrifugal Quartz Mill. Drying

Cylinders. Amalgamating Pans, Settlers,

Agitators and Cof^centrators. Retorts. Bul-

lion and Ingot Moulds. Conveyors. Elevators,

Bruckners and Howell's Improved White's

Roasting ^^^HI^l^iS^^BHi^^HHHHH

IMPROVED CORLISS v^l''v°e^s'V^Im ENGINES.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY
«•w

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

Blake. Dodgcand Comet Crushers, Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls. Hartz Plunger

and CoHom Jigs. Frue Vanner & Embrey
Concentrators, Evans', Calumet, Collom's

and Rittenger's Stlme Tables. Trommels.

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. OreSam-

Bl^^^^^^HHi^ pie Grinders and Heberle Mills.

n<\|| PDO HORIZONTAL. VERTICALDi/ILbKO ... AND SECTIONAL. .. .

:ic]MC]p]^oirMD ^i^mM^^m s's^M.wm^s
Hoisting Engines, •

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water & Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Compressors,
Rock Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

VULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engines
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Calena&. Copper Ores,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

General Offices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.

BRANCH OFFICES
Qail. de Juarez.

NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wair St. DENVER. COLO., 1316 Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
7 W. Second South St. LONDON, ENC, 43 Thicaducedle St., S. C CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG. TRANSVAAL, South Africa.
HKI-ENA, MONTANA, Koom 28, Merchants' National Bank Boildlng, No. North Main St.

SOLE WESTERN AGENTS FOR TYLER WIRE WORKS DOUBLE ORIMPBD MINING OLOTHS.

JAMBS LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Whecle are desired for all purpoBes where limited qoaDtltles of water and
high heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with leas water than
any other wheel made. Being placed on horizontal shaft, the power la tranemitted
direct to ahaftinp by belta, dispensing; with gearing.

Estimates furnished on appHcatiun for wheels specially built and adapted in

capacity to suit any particular case.
Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the

ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and In Iron Globe Cases, free o' cost,

by applylug to the manufacturers.

JAMES-
Spring^fleld, Ohio,

LEFFBL & GO.,
or 110 liberty St., Hew York.

FRASER & CHALMERS, General Agents,
Ohlcago, 111., and Denver, Col.

PABKB & LAOT CO., General Acrents. San Francisco, Cal.

Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press

Patent Agency.

OOK U. S. AND FOEEIGN PATENT AgENOY
preBenta many aod important advantages ae a

Home Agency over all others, by reason of long

eatabliehment, great experience, thorough sys-

tem, intimate acquaintance with the subjects of

inventions in our own community, and our

most extensive law and reference library, con-

taining oflScial American and foreign reports,

files of scientific and mechanical publications,

etc. All worthy inventions patented through

our Agency will have the benefit of an illustra-

tion or a description in the Mining and Scien-

TiFlo Press. We traneajt every branch of

Patent business, and obtain Patents in all coun-

tries which grant protection to inventors. The
large majority of U. S. and Foreign Patents

issued to inventors on the Pacific Coast have

been obtained through our Agency. We can

give the beat and most reliable advice as to the

patentability of new inventiona. Our prices

are as low as any first-clasa agencies in the

Eastern States, while our advantages for Pacific

Coast inventors are far superior. Advice and

Cironlars free.

DEWBT & CO., Patent Agents.

220 Market St., Elevator, 12 Front St., S. F.

Telephone No. 658,

A. T. DEWET. W. B. EWEB. GEO. H. STEONG.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manulaoture Three Einde of Powder, which are acknowledged by all the Great ChemiBta o( the World ae

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the Marl(et.

Of Different Strengths as Required.

NOBEL'S SXPIiOSIVB GELATINE," whioh contains 94 per cent of NItro-Glyoerlne, and

OEIiATINE-SYNAMITE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Safe In HandllDg.

JUDSON POWDER IMPBOVED.
FOK RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING. Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blast-

ing Powder, and Is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claime, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better und
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

BANDMAN]?^, NIELSEN & CO.,
GAPS and FUSE for Sale. QBNBBAL AOBNTS. SAN FRANCISCO OAL.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Superior to all Others for Quartz Mills, Smelters, &c.

Not Affected bv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils, Every Belt Guaranteed. Try It. Send

for Gircnlar and Samples,

COAL MINES OF THE WESTERN COAST.
A few copies of this work, the only one ever pubhshed

treating ol Pacific Coast Coal Mining, have been ob-

tained, and are for sale at this office for S2.50 per copy.

It wag written by W. A. Goodyear. Mining and Civil

Engineer, formerly of the California State GeologlOAl

SoTvey.

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET.

cfc 00-,
- SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay OflQce, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed

of in the Open Market to the Hisbeet Bidder.

(Aetalllirgy apd Ores.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Snlphurets,

— HAHD?A(mnui8 or

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.
kLHO MANDPAOTURHIUI OP

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Chamberlin Patent

JOHN TAYLOR & CO.,
IHPORTKIUl AND DBALHRS IH

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS, AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 & 65 First St., cor. Mission, San Francisco.
^y--^ We would call the attention of ^j::s==^5-^

AsBayers, Chemist!., Mining Com- '^^^^^^^^^
paniee, Milting Companies, Pros- ^PiiiERSfy
peotors, etc., to our full stock of \~~--^
Balances, Fumacea, Muffles, Cracibles, Soori-
flers, etc., inoluding, also, a full stock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these sup-

plies sina> the fl^st discovery of mines on the
Pacifio Coast, we feel confident from our experi-
ence we can well suit the demand for tnese
goods, both as to quality and price.
Agents for the Morgan Crucible Co.t^=^^ Battersea, England. Also for E. G. Dennis*

ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates
of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly relia-

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taken
at his lowest prices. Our Illustrated Catalogue and As-
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR A CO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET,

Near First and Ma.ke*i Streets, 8. F.
*

0. A. Ldoobardt, Manager. B8tab..-8Hbd 188

Ores worked by any Prooess.

Ores Sampled,

Asaaying in all its Branches.

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, eto,

Working Tests (practical) Made.

Plans and Specifications furnished for tbe

most suitable Process for -Working Ores.

Special attention paid to Examinations

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

O. A. LUOKHARDT Ss OO^
(Formerly Huhn & Luckhardt,

Mlnlncr Enslneers and Metallurfrtste

The Best Mining District
On the Pacific Cuast I

GRASS VALLEY, CAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the district is

Daily and Weekly edition. Gives all the Miuiog News,
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining Supplies will

find THE TIDINGS the beat medium for directly reach-
ing the owners or managers of mines. Investors in

mines will find it to their advantage to subscribe.
Many mines are in successTuI operation, and new

enterprises are being instituted and many others are in

contemplation.
DAILY, §6 00 a year; WEEKLY, 32.60, in advance.

H. S. SPaULDING, Publisher.

T. C. HOCKING. Editor.

QUARTZ SCREENS
A specialty. Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo-
geneous Steel, Cast Steel or ^

American planished Iron

Zinc. Copper or Braes Soreens for all purposes. Call*
'—k Perforatlnff Screen Co., 146 St 147 Beole St.* S. F.
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Local Markets.

San Francisco, April 23, 1891.

General trade has been fair. It is claimed that

during President Harrison's visit to this city, a very

large number of interior nierchanls will come here,

and combining bu^ne^? wJith pleasure, buy their

spring and summer goods. Among manufacturers,

ihe feeling is uniformly cheerful, made so by en-

couraging crop reports, favorable prospects for farm

products fetching good prices and a good supply of

water for mining purposes.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is slow

around 77^0. The decline in silver naturally causes

buyers to try and obtain Mexicans at still lower

prices, while large sellers believe that the decline in

silver is temporary, and Mexicans will do better.

QUICKSILVER— Receipts the past week aggre-

gaiii 274 fiiiks. The market continues weak and
easy. Lower markets abroad and at the East are

against sellers.

SILVER—Purchases by the Department are re-

ported as follows in this month;

Offered Purchaaed Price paid

Date. ounces. ounies. per ounce,

Ai ril 3. 915,000 370.000 S 9S200 to d .98^75

Aprils 4uO,000 $ .97990 to S .9SO0O

April 13 242,000 S .97830 to S .95U50

Avritl7 300,000 S 97480 ty S .07600

a" ril 2U 394,000 •094,00^1 S .97350 to )j .97450

April 22 177,000 ^f .96380 c>-S 96400

Purchases by looal miota to April istb, aggregate

477,580 ouQces.

Prices settled back still more the past week. All

advices are confirmatory of our previously expressed

view that there is a strong bear combiaation to de-

press the market to buy at low prices leidmg securi-

ties abroad whose market values are based on tbat

of silver. The lessened output of the mines, large

buying of silver bullion by the United Slates Gov-
ernment and large absorption of silver for art and
manufacture are steadily reducing the surplus. The
following press telegram (rom New York is confirm-

atory of our position: "Houses having excellent in-

formation on silver say the price is being manipu-
lated downward by prominent London banking
firms having large interests East, During the pa^t

three montus the visible supply of silver represented

by certificates has decreased about 3,000,000
ounces, without taking into consideration a de-

crease in the amount held elsewhere not so repre-

sented, which is estimated to show a falling off of

about 3,000,000 ounces more. These 6,000,000
ounces apparently have been absorbed by monthly
Government purchases, by exports and by demands
for artistic and manufacturing purposes. In a few

months more Government purchases will greatly re-

duce the stock of silver held by the Mercantile Safe

Deposit Company of this city, and it is reliably

s^ied there is now very little outside silver held.

In view of these facts predictions of a decided ad-

vance in price are confidently made."

BORAX—Receipts the past week aggregate 284
centals. The market is steady, with free sbipmenls
going East, where an active market is reported.

LIME—Receipts the past week aggregate 3794
bbls. 1 here is a fair demand for both home and
export.

TIN—The demand is fair for both plate and pig.

Ea'iiern advices report pig lower. The decline is

partly in sympathy with the lower prices lor silver,

and heavier deliveries in England. The imports

into S. F. (or the week aggregate 3925 ingots.

LEAD—The market is reported essentially un-
changed. The cutting, heretofore reported, is said

to be continued which makes close quotations im-
possible.

COPPER—The market is reported heavy, yet

the general indications point to a better position

later on, or when the year's consumption sets in

large. The latest European statistical advices re-

port that the visible supply in England and France
and afloat thereto is given as 58,353 tons, against

59,031 tons last month and 91,938 tons a year ago,
ihe reduction on the year being therefore 33.500.
The monthly deliveries in England and France were
9962 tons against 8760 tons in February and 11,-

S35 tons in March last year. Cable advices that
Chili was a large shipper (2300 tons being loaded)
offset the above favorable sLowing.

IRON—The market continues heavy, and in buy-
ers' lavor. Eastern advices report large require-

ments of rails, which, it was thought, would favor-

ably influence the market.

COAL—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows: Departure Bay, 3B15 tons, Nanaimo, 11,-

419; Tacoma, 3988; Newcastle, N. S. W., 2603;
Comox, 4300, Total, 26,125 tons. The market
appears to have a steadier tone. The output of the
coast collieries is about as heretofore reported. It is

generally claimed that after next month the con-
sumption of steam will increase, with a decided en-
largement in the requirements in and after July.
The quantity of coals on the way from Australia
does not show any increase, but, on the contrary, a
falling off. This will be reserved after May. Large
cereal crops are well assured in this State, which
will attract tonnage to this port.

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
New York, April 23.—The following- are the cloB-

Ing prices the pi»st week:

Silver In Silver in

London. New York. Copper. Lead. Tin.
Thursday.. .444 971 13 76 i 27i 19 75
Friday 444 97i 13 75 4 25 19 55
Saturday.... 44i 97J 33 76 4 25 19 55
Monday 44| 97 13 75 4 22i 19 45
Tuesday 44A 903 13 76 4 20 19 60
WedneBdav..43l 96S 13 76 4 20 19 45

Qaickflilver weak. Tin ia dull and weak. Copper is

UDi hanged. Lead is lower but the uudeitone la healthy.
Pig iron is uuhetlled. There is a growing belief that
better prices will be witnessed before long.

Conflicting reports come from the Pahrnmp
valley diocuverieB, Nevada. The Montgomery
claims are said to be good, but everything
worth looatiog has already been taken np.

List of U. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors.

Reported by Dewey & Oo., Pioneer Patent
Solicitors for Pacific Coast.

FOR THE WEEK ENDING APRIL I4, 189I.

450,362.—Childs Folding Carriage—Fred.

Bornemann, S. F.

450,134.—Harness—J. H. Bradshaw North
Yakima, Wash.
450,484.—Traction Wheel—Geo. R. Duval,

Benicia. Cal.

450,230.—Car Axle—L. Hall Jr., Glendale,

Or.

450,486.— Door Spring—Harvey & Root, Los
Angeles, Cal.

450,236.—Ore Mill—C. S. Jones, Redding, Cal.

450,378.—Ink-eraser—W. H. Robinson, Ocean-
side, Cal.

450,434.—SuKF Power Pump—H. E. Thomas,
S. F.

450,436.—Foot Rasp for Korses—G. Tomp-
kins, San Leandro, Cal,

*

The followine brief list by telegraph, for April sr,

will appear more complete on receipt of mail jevices:

California —William N. Andereon, San Kafael, means
for operating elevator doors; Milea B. Dodge, S. F.,

steam engine ; Peti-r D. Horfcon, Oakland, assignor of

one-third to J. M. Walling, Nevada City, penholder;
George H. Merrick, a9.>*igQor to himself and G. Knoell,
S. F. , faucet ; Willis H. Ostrander, Merced, assignor to
Ostrander Repeating Gun Compauy, a. F., rei-eitiny
breech-loading gun ; John T. Smith, S. F., journal box ;

John T. Smith, S. F., packing; Frank Walker, Los
Angeles, sewer manhole; Frank Zan, S. F., crate and
disp'ay stand for brooms; Frank Ziu, S. F., shield for

brooms. Arizona—Andrew J. Rutter, absignor of one
half to D. A. MacNeil and F. L. Moore, Tombstone, thill

coupling. Oregon—Olin H. Bagley, Astoria, gold-savinc
apparatus; Mil. s S. Cody, Anacoites, reaping machine;
Martin Royenheim, TaC'ima, c mbined extension show
tablu, toiltt stand and bureau.

Note.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnished
by Dewey & Co , in tne shortest time possible (by mail
for telegraphic order). American and Foreign patents
obtained, and general patent business for Paolflo Coast
nventors transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
rates, and in the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co. 's Scientific Press U. S. and For-

eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Traction Wheel.—Geo. R. Duval, Benicia,

assignor to the Benicia Agricultural Works. No.

450,484, Dated April 14, 1891. This invention
relates to certain improvements in the construction
of metallic wheels of large size such as are employed
for traction engines and through which power is

applied to propel the engine over the ground and
haul loads or agricultural machinery. In the
construction of wheels of this class which are
intended to support heavy weights, and which
often traverse rough and stony roads, it is important
to construct the wheel in such a manner as to
make it exceedingly rigid and capable of resist-

ing torsional strains and such strains as arise
from the swaying of the engine which causes
an end motion in the direction of the axis,

and also to so construct the wheel-rims as to give
them sufficient rigidity to prevent their being bent
and indented without making them extraordinarily
heavy and unwieldy. Wheels of ten and one half
feet m diameter have already been constructed on
the plan patented by Mr. Duval.

Child's Folding Carriage.—Fred. Borne-

mann, S. F. No. 450,362. Dated April 14, i8gi.

This invention relates to that class of children's
carriages which are adapted to be folded into small
compass for easy transportation and to be again
expanded for use. Ihe object of this invention is

to provide a simple carriage of this class adapted to
be readily folded and unfolded, and which, when
expanded (or use, will be stiff and rigid enough for

all purposes, and when folded will occupy but small
space, whereby it may be readily carried about.

San Francisco Metal Market.

WHOLE3A-LE.
TaORSDAT, April 23, 1891.

Antimony
,

_ (g, ]§
Borax—Refined, in carload lota ,.,, 8@ —
Powdered " " " 8@ _
Concentrated " " " 7J@ -
All grades jobbing at an advance.

Copper—
Bolt. 23 @ -
Sheathing 03 (gi —
Ingot, jobbmg is (tc --

do, wholesale 17 @ —
Fire Box Sheets 23 ta 2n

Lead—Pig — @ 43
Bar — (a 51
Sheet 7j@ _

"

Pipe 63@ -
Shot, discount 10% on 500 baga Drop, ^ bag. 1 80 (oJ -
Buck, ^bafe 2 00 @ -
Chilled, do 2 20 @Qdicksilvee—By the flask — frt^s 00
Flasks, old io @ 50

Chrome Iron Ore, ^ ton 10 00 (a
Sfeel—English, lb 16 (a 20
Canton tool 9@ g
Black Diamond tool 9@ 9
Pick and Hammer 8 (S 10
Machinery "

' 4 (3 5
ToeCalk '

' " a^ • __
Tinplate—B. v., steel grade, 14i20, to arrive'. 6 25 (& —
E. v., ateel grade, 14x20, spot .- 6 37 @ —
Charcoal, 14x20 6 50 hC —
do roofing, 14x20 6 00 (fb —
do. do, 20x28 13 00 @ —
Pig tin, spot, ^ lb., irregular, nominal 21 C* —

Iron—Bar, base 3 @
Norway, base ,'.'.",'. .'.'

[\[\ 4a@
Spot, " '

Iron—Glengarnock ton 30 00 @
Eglinton, ton 29 00 @— —
American Soft, No, 1, ton .

. @32 00
Oregon Pig, ton @30 00
Puget Sound 30 00 @
Cluy Lane White 26 00 \Q
Bhotts, No. 1 @
Langloan 28 00 @
ThovncUffe 30 OO @
Garteherrie 30 00 @
Barrow 30 00 @
Cargofleet 30 00 (t* —

General A. W. Greeley, Cnief of the U. S.
Signal Service, is in this oicy on a tour of in-
Bpeotion of the PaolBo Coast stations of the
Bareaa.

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
COMPIDBD BVBRY THURSDAY PROM ADVERTISBMENTS IN THB MINING ANB SOIBNTIFIO PREBH AND OTHER S. F. JODRVALS,

ASSESSMENTS.
Company AND Location. No. Amt. Levied.Delinq'tandSale. Seoeetary. Place of EuBiNEsa

Alpha Cods M Co.. Nevada e 2dc Mar U, Ap>- 17. May 7 C E Elliott 3L9 Montgomery St
Andes M Co., Nevada 37... SCc Apr 4, May S, May 28 J W Twiggs 31.0 Montiomeiy St
Atlautic Coo M Co., Nevada
Carbondale Coal M Co., California I

Carmelo Land & coal Co., California. . . 3
ciioUarMCo., Nevada 29

Cons New York M Co., Nevada 5

Cosmopolitan M Co., Nevada 6

Crescent M& M Co.. California 5
East Sierra Nevada M Co . Nevada.
Gray Eagle M Co., California
Guascaran k Cal M Co., Ho duraa 4.

.

Hale s Nofcross M Co., Nevada 98

Indiau Creek L & M Cu., California 2

..23.,

..50o..

..15c..

..lOc.

..260..

.. 5o..

.. 3c..

..S5...

..50c..

25c Nov 19, Aprl, Apr 27 DM Kent a3U PjneS
ICc Maris, Apr 21, May 7 EL Aiken 328 Montgomery St
.50c ...April 11, May 16, Junel^. ..W T Baggett 3:!4 Pine St

.Apr 6, May 13, June 2 C E l^lliott. 309 Montgomery St
_.Apr3, Mays, May 29 E Elliott 309 Montgomerj- St
..Peb24, Apr 7, Apr 29 B Burris 240 Montgomery St
..Peb 20, Apr 6, May 4 J H Isham 31U Pi. eSt
..April 14. May 22. June 15...G R Spinney ' 310 Pine St
. . Aijr 3, May 18, Jun e 9 AW barrows 303 California St
..Mar H, Apr 15, May 4 E Oliver 22 Mint Ave
..Mar 17, Apr 22, May 14 A B Thompson 309 Mon'gomery St

_. _ ._ ..April 7, May 11, June 1 S (. Mills 419 California St
luvo Marble Co., California 12 10c M..r 30, May 1:!, May 19,...U W Luce 132 Caliiomia St
Kentuck Cons M Co., Nevada 1— 2('c Mar 31, May?, May 26 J W Pew 31(J Pine St
Ltdy Washington M Co., Nevada 8.. , .25o..,.Mar 3, Apr 7, Apr 28 LOsbnrn... 309 Montgomery St
Locomotive M Co., Nevada 10. .. 5c M.r 17. Apr 21, May 12 AH Fish..* 3i.9 Montgomeiy St"' " "' .Mar 9 Apr 14, May 6 C E Elliott 309 Monti,omery St

.Mar 23, Apr 23, May IS T F Norman 419 California St
,Mar 2(3, May4, May 21 H Pichoir 320 Sai,8ome St
Mar 4, Apr 10, Apr 30 it R Grayson 331 Pine Bt

. Mar 9, Apr 9, Apr 27 T Bonacina 438 California St
April ij. May 13, June 10 E J P.yftn 230 Montgomery St
April 14, May 22, Jupie 15... G R Spinney 31J Pine St
Mar 14, Apr 28, May 28 J J Scoville 4 Su.ter St

325 Montgomery St
Montgomery Bt *

.10. _.

MexicanM Co.. Nevada 42 25c.

Mineral KlrgM Co., Arizona 6,.,. 10c.

N BloomfieldGravt'lMCo., California.. 47 25c.

Nevada Qaten M Co.. Nevada 7. ...15c.

Northwestern M Co., British Columbia.. 2 7o

Oak Cons M Co., California 8 4c

Scorpio.. S M Co.. Nevada 26— Ice.
Sylvania M Co., Nevada l..$1.50. . . _ . ___

Silver King M Co.. Arizoea 5.... 20c....Feb 21, Mar 28, Apr 28 \V S Metlar
Teresa M Co , Mexico 3 10c... Mur 28, May 1, May 19 A Cheminaut«a lU V^U , JtiCAlco •,.... J. . . . ivv. . . . J.iui -«, uiuj 1, may ii,. . . ______
Uaipire M Co.. Oregon 3— 2c,... March 27, May 4, May 22...A Cheminant 328 Montgomery 8t

MBBTINaS TO BE HELD.
Company AND Location. Secretary. Office in ,S. P. Meeting. Date.

Amador volcano Hy*I Co., California. .M Casey 508 California St Aneual May B
Couraonweakb OousM Co .Nevada KB Grayson 331 Pine St Annual May 13
East Sierra Nevada M Co., Nevada G R Spinney 310 Pine St Annual May 11
Justice M Co., Nevada RE Kelley 419 Ca iforniaSt Annual May

4

Scorpion M Co., Nevada G R Siauuey 310 Pine St Annual May II

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
C0.MPANY AND LOCATION. SECRETARY. OFFICE IN S. F. AjIOUNT," ' " " 25,Candelaria OouB M Co., New Mexico. . . .G Gale 309 Montgoujery St.

.

CLampion M Co T Wetzel 32u Saosome St..

North Banner Cons M Co., California. . .T J Mitchell Grass Valley.,

North Star M Co., California D A Jennings 401 California St,

Jackson M Co W R Drake 311 Pine St..

10..

50..
10..

Payable.
Dec 3

....Mario

.,,.Apr 20
Apr 8

Pacific Coast Boras Co., CaUfornia A H Clough 230 Montgomery St 1 00 Apr 10

Mining Share Market.

Mining shares the past week exhibited consider,

able strength on Thursday but dragged at irregular

prices from Friday morning up to yesterday (Wed-
nesday). The spasmodic activity and choppy mar-

ket are a puzzler to many. The moves are not cal-

culated to draw in large buyers but on the contrary

they are calculated to make them keep their hands

off. The writer still adheres to the opinion that we
will see much higher prices within the next 30 or 40

days. This belief is grounded on the important

character of the work being done in the mines, and,

when desired, ore strikes, some very rich, can be

made at several different points on the lode. Of

course strikes are always reported and enlarged when
insiders are loaded with stocks and wish to unload.

The writer is firmly convinced, and this conviction is

based on unquestionable authority received from

time to time direct from the mines, that while to the

west, ore assaying from $25 to $55 and even up to

$80 a ton is quite common, there is ore averaging

Irom two to lour feet wide that runs up to over

$1000 a ton. It is this ore that the deal will be made
on. The mines in which it was struck, we published

last year. The official letters Irom some of the mines,

and also the writings in the Virginia papers are

"too gauzy" in their statement concerning the un-

known character of the west country. It has been

known from the time west lode was run into in

working west by Sierra Nevada, which was followed

by workings west at different points on the lode.

After being fully convinced ol its richness, then deep

mining was inaugurated and its, or supposed, down-

ward continuation was found on the lower levels

when hot water was lapped in the Gold Hill min' s

which were flooded. With these flooded and the

different groups controlled by different pools— pools

not in harmony—the lower levels in the North Ends
and also Middles had to be abandoned. Now the

mines are said to be pooled or worked by a trust

company, duly organized and officered. With all

differences sunk and all interests working in har-

mony, the west or Red lode can now be mined from

one end to the other, and at as great a depth a'

desired. With this being done a most successful

stock deal can be made if it is interesting to in<;ide

interests. The question naturally arises, and which

conservative peL-ions should keep in mind, whether

the pool cannot make more money by looting the

mines, than by making a very b g shoeing ol very

rich ore and large dividends, so as to market the

stocks at high prices, alter which leave the workings

of the mines to others?

The share market opened this (Thursday) morning

barely steady. After the regular Call, prices shaded

off slightly under light trading.

From the mines our advices report active cross

cutting or drilling for the west or Red lode in both

Union and Sierra Nevada. In Mexican they will

probably soon resume work in the west where they

lelt off about two years ago. At that time Me.\ican

stock was advanced to about $9 a share. In Ophir

they are opening out the ore reported to have been

struck some time ago. All advices indicate that Con.

Virginia's ore ought to assay considerably over $35

per ton. and dividends be paid. They are develop-

ing a large body of ore. Reports are current of a

strike in Best and Belcher. They can find ore in

this mine whenever the stock warrants it. Gould

and Curry is crushing, so said, 250 tons of ore a day.

They have, for two years, been getting ready to

open up this ore for working. Savage and Hale &
Norcross reports an improvement, but it is said that

the public do not be'ieve that there is an improve-

ment in the management of the mines. In Potosi,

Bullion and the Gold Hill mines important work is

being done. In the Alta group they are getting

ready for more active work.

From the outside mines nothing more than here-

tofore published comes to hand.

Complimentary Samples.

Persona receiving tfaia paper markeil are re-

queBteti to examine its contents, terms of sub-

Boription, and give it their own patronage, and,

as far as practicable, aid in circulating the

joarnal, and making its value more widely

known to others, and extending its influence in

the cause it faithfully serves. Snbscription

rate, $3.00 a year. Extra copies mailed for 10

cents, if ordered soon enough. If already s

enbsorlber, pleMe show the paper to otbera,

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

S. F. Stock Exchange.

NAilE OF

Company.

1.00
95

l.M
2.85
0.75
1.96
1.15

Alpha
Alta
Andes
Belcher
Beat & Belcher.

.

Bullion
Bodie Con
Bulwer
Commonwealth

.

Cou. Va. & OaL

.

Challenge
Chollar
ConfideO'-e
Cou. Imperial...
Caledouia
Crowu Point..,.
Crocker
Del Monte
Eureka Coo
Exchequer
Grand Prize
Gould i Curry.

.

Hale & Norcross
Julia
Justice
Kentuck
Lady Wasij
Mouo
Mexican
Navajo , . .

North Belle Isle.
Nev. Queen
Occiden.al
Ophir
Overman
Potosi
Peerless
Peer
Savage
S, B. KM
Sierra Nevada,.
Silver Hill
Scorpion
Union Con
Utah
Yellow Jacket..,

* Assessment added.

Week
Ending
Apr. 2.

3.50
81)

15
3.15
2.15

20
1.10
.40

.15

.65

3.75
30

90
25

1.20

5.62
3.95
3.75

15
10

2.80
1.60
3.30
30
3.

3.80
1.15

1.25
1.70
3.20
8.U0
2.30
1.45
.45

.90

13.37

3.10
2.90
7.00
.26

1

3.10

WEEK
Ending
Apr. 9.

1.10
1.20
I.SS
2.90
7.25
2.26
1.40
.45

.91

12.76
2.50
3 15

6.50

'!95

20

3.75
70

25
1 10

3.45
2.i5

.65

415

85
2,5

1.10
5.12
3 75

2.95
1

3.50
.30

.35
4.10
1 25
3.10

Week
Ending
Apr. 16.

85
1.00
1.30
2.:0
6.25
2.10
1.20

45
80

12.00

2.00
2.75
.75

.15

.75

4.00

.85

3.10
2.00
.20

1.15
30
40
05

3.85
.25

1.15
5.75
3.60
4.00

15
10

2,65
1.25
3.15

20
30

4.26
1.25
3.00

Week
Endtno
Apr. 23.

1.25 1.46
1.10 1.46
1.40 1.76
2.70 3.06
6.25 7.76
2.i5 2.80
1.20 1.46

.46

.90
12.60 14.76
2.20 2.76
3.05 3.70
6 to (i,50

.20 .26

.75 ,85
2,60 2.90
25 .30

20 .31

i!65.85
.20

3 20 3.70
3.30 4.16'

,26

1.26 1.35
35 .40
40 .50

60 .80
4.20 4.75

.40 .60
1.2U 1.35
6.87 8.12
3. 10 3.66
4.40 5.00

20 .25

.20

3 10 3.40
1.35 1.45
3.15 3.70

25 .30

30 .36

3.75 4.15
1.10 1 30

2.75 3.20

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

Tb
100 Andes 1 4
300 Baltimore 801§8nc
120 Belcher 2,75o2 80
5u Belle Isle ." 65c

650 llestfic Belcher 7.37A
800 Bnlli,.n ... 2.60Cct2 Gl
10 I Bulwer 4 c
100 Chollar 3.05@3. 10
75 C nfideof-e 6 01

350 Cou cnl S V... .I3@13.50
500 Cjn New York J6c
50 Crown Point 2.60

140J Exchequr 90c
350 Gou d & Curry 3.45
400 Hal.-^ Nor... .3. 56(^3. 6-

100 Holmes 2.25
2u0 Justice 1,30
50 Lady Washington 4Cc

URHDAV, April 23, 9:30 A. M.

650 Mexican 4 30(94.35
750 N. Com'wealth...70@75c
400 Nevada Queen SCc
100 North Belle Isle 90c
350 North .lavage 40o
50 Occidental 1.20

635 Ophir 7.124g7.26
.550 Overman 3.56
150 Poiosl 4.60
150 Savage 3.35
160 SegBel&MC 1.30
i30 Sierra Nevada. 3.30@3 36
100 Silver King 26o
350 St. Louis 45o
1110 Union Con 3.85
150 Utah 1.15
250 Yellow Jacket 2.80

Coal and Coke.

SPOT KKOM TARO-PER TON
Wellington §10 00
Greta S 50
Carbon Hill 8 00
Nanaimo 10 00
Oilman
Seattle 7 00
Coos Bay 6 00
Cannel 9 50
Egg, hard 16 UO
Cumberland, In sacks 14 00

do. bulk 13 00
Wallsend 9 00
Scotch Splint 9 00
Brymbo 9 00

TO IiOAD—PER TON.
Australian $ 7 00@
Liverpool St'm. 7 00@— —
Scotch Splint.. 7 00(3 9 00
Cardiff 7 00@
Lehigh Lump.. 14 00@17 00
t^mberland bk 10 00(2

Erc, hard 12 OOicb

West Hartley.. 7 50(a

CoSe-Engllsh.

To load 812 00@13 00
Spot, in bulk.. Ifl 00@18 00

Newspaper Agents Wanted.

Extra, inducements will be offered for a
few active canvassers who will give their

whole attention (for a while at least) to so-

liciting subscriptions and advertisements
for this journal and other first-class popu-
lar newspapers. Apply soon, or adtiress
this office, giving address, age, experience
and reference. Special inducements to old
agents.

Dewey & Co., Publishers,

No. 220 Market St., S. F.
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Niagara Water-Power.

Editobs Pkbss :

—

Id your iaeae of the lltb

ioit. yoa give to me the oredlt of preparloft the

plant And epecific&tions boboiitted by the

PeltOD Water Wheel Company before the Lon-

don oommiBsioD In February last, and on which

were awarded the only prize cominf; to the

United States.

I cannot claim the honor you name. My
part In the matter was merely advising, and

perhaps chiefly in orgioi; the Felton Water

Wheel Oompany, at the beginning, to compete

io this imnortant matter. I saw from the 6r>-t

that the Glrard type of tnrbine would be the

only Earopean one eucoessfully presented be*

fore the commission, and as the Peiton watrr

wheel oooapies here the same relation to f^ea-

eral water-wheel practice that the Oirard tan*

gential wheels do in Earope, it was the only

type of wheel made in this ooantry that oould

compete under a head of 140 feet.

This conjecture has proved tru*-, and had it

not been for the tender of the Peiton Water
Wheel Company this country would have been

in the humiliating position of having no reoog-

nition before the London oommiBsion.

The plana and specifications were the work
jointly of the staflf of the Peiton Water Wheel
Company, who designed the wb'-el" and hydrau-

lic apparatus, and Mr. Hans C. B.^br of this

city, who designed the gearing and apparatus

of transmission. My own part consioted mainly

in oonsalting with the president and manager

of the company, and in explaining, so far as

some knowledge of the matter would permit,

what the na^nre of the competing water wheels

would be. Youre respeotfullv.

John Richards.

I(mm^\ |iOtlCe3.

Our Agents.

OoR Frhnds (WD do much In aid ot our paper and the

cause o( practical knowledge and wlence, by assUting

ARents Id tbelr labors of canvaasing, by londiDg their in-

fluence and encoaragiDg favors. We totoDd to BODd ooDe

but worthy men.

Oio. WiLBOM—Sacrameoto Co.

.1, r HOAG—San pTftnclf^o. •

F. W, Knapp- Amador Co.

M. S. priuk— Sa > Mateo Co
F. B. LoQ»N—Solano and Yolo Co3.

D. G. CbARV—Sonoma Co
E. H. SciiAF.FPt.K—tentral California.

W W. TuEOBALDS-Oakand, Cal.

G. B. GiiL— .Snn Luis Obiai o Co.

A. Dpklap—San Benito Co.

E. L. RiciiABDS-Escondido.Cal.
\Vm. M. HiLLKART—Oregon.
Wm. Holdkr—Oregon

.

Wm. Olson—Washint'tcn.

GRAY BAOLE MINING COMPANY.-Lo-
cntlon of principal i'lac« of buHlDCfi<>, Pan Frarciwvi,

Calir^riiltt. I..ocutiiiu of workii, Plao.-r County. Califomta.
Nctlcc- U bfTuliy glvi-u, thiit at a riiuftiiig of tlie Board of

Dlroctont. hvM ou ihu M day uf April, )891, an viiess-
mtriit. No 23. of Tlirtji- I3l Oc'-t« (itr nbare. wan levied upon
thi' Tftiiitul Htock (if the t'orp'iratlon, i>ayabla itnmc-dfatuly
In United HtuUa (3old Coin to tbo St'cretary, at the otUce of
th.- Coiiiiiutiy, Huum 11, No. 3i3 California 8trt.-43t, Sao
Francinco. CuUfurnin.
Auy xtuck ii|H>ti which thin asaui^Nnmnt Hhall n'malu uu-

]iald <iit ttiu 18th dav of May, 1^1, will bo duliniueot,
itud itdwrtlHcd fur fall) at public uuctlou; and unlc-fH pay-
inont U made beforw, Hill lie nold fo TUKSDAY. the 9th
day of Juue, Ivjl, to pay thti detltuiuent uRi<eHanieut,

together with coat" of advt'rt'uing and cxpunsuij of huIu.

Oy order of tlio Hoard of Idn-ct^.rB

A. W, BARKOWS. Secrefry pro tern.

OIHcc, RoODi 11, Ho, 303 CaiifurLia Street, Sao FrauciHco,
Oulifomlu.

INYO MARBLE nOMPANV -1.00 ATION
Of nrinrlpal place of business. San Francisco, California.

Location of workis, Keeler, Inyo County, California.
Notice U horuh^ elvcn, that at a meetlnR of the Board of

Direcloni. held on the 30th day of March. 1891. an
iiM8«8-uieut (No. I'J) of Ten CeutH per Bliare was levied upon
the (_'n|iital Htoek nf the Corjioratlon. rayahle iiuracdlately
in UiiiteilH<ateH gold coin to the Secretary at the office of the
(Jouipuny, 131i California Btreet, San Francisco. California.
Auy stock upo'i wliich thia nssessnieut shall ruQi>iiii unpaid

ou the 12th day of May. 1B91, will he deliuciucut, and
advurtised for Bale at puhlie auction; and unleRS payment is

made heforo. will be wold nn FRIDAY, the 29th day of
May, 1S'.)1. to pay the dclimiuent asEe araeut, together with
the cohIb of tidvertiBiuK ami i-xi>orm*'s of sale.

By order of the Board of Directors.
G. W. LUCE, Secretary.

Office, 132 California Street, San Francisco, California.

CABMPLO LAND AND nO \I. COMPANY.
Location of prinripil place of busineaB. San Francisco,

California. Locatiou of works, Monterey County, California.
Notict^ is heret>y given, that at a meeting of tbe Board of

Directors. hoH on tne Uth dny of April, 1891, an assessment,
No. 3, rf Fifty Cents per share, was levied upon the Capital
Sto<?k of the Corporation, payalde immediately in United
States Gold Coin to the Secretary, at the office of the Com-
pany, Room 9. 324 Pine ntreet, San Francisco, California.
Any stock upon which thia aspcsement sha'l remain un-

paid on the l>)tb day of May, 1891, will be df-linquent and
advertised for aale at public auc ion, and unless payment is

made before, will be s'^ld on TUESDAY, the Ifitb day of
June, 1891, to pay the delinquent asBesament, together with
costs of advertiainc and expenses of sale.

By order of the Board of Directors.
W T. BAGGETT, Secretary.

Office, Room 9, 324 Pine Street, San Francisco, Cahfornia.

tdlicational.

OP

ASSAYING AND CHEMISTRY,
Rooms 46 & 47, I 828 Montffomery St.

2d Floor Montgomery Bl'k. f San Francisco,
Also, Evening daeses, 7 to 10 o'clock.

JOHN T. EVANS, M. A., Principal.

Don't Fail to Write.

Should this paper he received by any eubacriber who
iloea not want it, ot beyond the time he intends to pay

/or it, let liim not fail to write ua direct to stop it. A
postal card (costing one cent only) wid B'-flice. We will

not hnowingly aeod tbe paper to aay one who doea not

wish it, but if it is continued, through the failure of the

Bubscriber to notify ua to discontinue it, or some irre-

eponaible party requested to atop it, we eball positively

demand payment for the time it is sent. Look OAJlefully
AT Tli I£ LABEL ON YOUR PAPFb

MINE WANTED!
AN ENGLISH SYNDICATE WANTS A WELL-DE-

veloped dividend pa^i^{,' gold or silveT mine. Apply

in fir=t iuBianco to *' ENGINEEH," P. 0. Box 782, Helena,

Montana.

.A-T -A- :^ -A- H. C3r -A- I PJ
For Sale Cheap, Six Second-Hand

FRUE CONCENTRATORS,
Good as New. Alao Second-Fand

STEAM PUMPS
Of vario"3 makes.

RISDON IRON WORKS,
Cor. Beale and Howard Ste.. San Francisco.

School of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Surveying, Architecture, Drawing and Aaeayinfc,

723 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.
Open All Year. «

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President.
Assaying of Ores, 626; Bullion and Cblorination Assay,

$26; Blowpipe Assay. $10. Full course of assaying, 950.

ESTABLISHED 1864 tS" Send for circular.

unniiT^
BUSINESS OOLLEQE,

24 POST ST.. a. F,

FOB SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS THIS
College InatructB Id Shorthand, Type Writing, Book

ceeplng, Telegraphy, Penmuishlp, Drawing, all the En
<lleh brftnohos, und everything pertaining to baslness,

(or alz fall months. We have sixteen teftcbers, and give

Indtvldaal instruotion to all our pnplla. Oar aebool hat
Its gradnateB In every pkrt of tbe Sute.
J^SlND Foa ClEOnULB.

B. P. HBALD. Preeldent.
n. R. HAT.RT. Rnnvntftrv.

THE PIONEER COMMERCIAL SCHOOL.

SIXT7-A.TI03Sr -^AT-A-IsTTElD.

A PRACTICAL MINER AND ASSAYER DE3IRES A
situation to look after mines and do the oesayiue.

Rixtefii years experience in mining oa the Pacific Coast.

No obi ctiona to locality. Beat of references given.

W. 0. iJLYMO, Assayer, 727 Norlh Main fctreet, Butte

City, Montana.

WITH EIGHT YEARS PRACTICAL EXPERIECiCE
wants poi-ition; rererence and address, J. EV^NS,

M. A- (Price's Chemist, &c., for past IS years), Room 46,

028 Mon'gomery Street. San Francisco.

LIFE SCHOLARSHIPS* 975.

No Vaoations. Day ahd Eveninb SBSBicma.

Ladies admitted Into all Departments.

Adrlfflfw: T. A. ROBINSON. M A.. Presldonti

IT WILL SUIT YOU.

Malleable Iron. All Sizes.

These Coupling's are the beet In the world, most pow-
erful and cheapest. They have a ball and socket joint,
right and left Horew and work freflv. We use them ex-
tensively in our Tank Building Department.

WELLS, RUSSELL & CO
,

Mecliaiiics' Mills, Cor, Mission & Fremont Sts„ s, F,

lY'^

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL CO,
MANUFAUTORBRS OP

IRRIGATING PUMPS
AND

Machinery of all Kinds.
PAOIFIO COAST AGENTS

BABOOOK & WILOOX

Patent Water Tube Steam Boilers.
Estlmatea Famished on Application.

r Send for Oatalosues.

OTCNTWlTf^O AT. PfTMP. FIRST and STEVENSON STS.. S. F.

A. J. VAN DRAKE,

Machinist and Mechanical
Engineer,

203 Fremont St., San Francisco.

SPUR AND BEVEL GEARS CUT TO ORDER.

And Experimental Machinery ot All Kinds.

Shafting:. Pulleys and Boxes,
Knf^ines and Boilers.

DRAWINGS, PLANS and SPECIFICATIONS made lor

new machinery.
Jobbiner of every description promptly attended to.

PINE WORKMANSHIP UUAKANTEED.

HOSKIN'S PATENT BLOW-PIPE AND ASSAY FURNACES.

Chemists, Assayers, Metallurgists, En-
gineers, Jewelers, Dentists, £tc.

NO DUST [ NO ASHES

!

I PraptiPal i intnmatin i rnnnnminol I

WM. HOSKINS & CO.,

Will do fi^r every thlnp that a Coal Furnace orlOaa
Furnace will, and WITHOUT A BLOWER.

Send for Price Liat and Descriptive Circular to

81 ^%lf^l's-.., CHICAGO, ILL.

Adamantine Shoes and Dies
-ANDCm^OlVCE o^sT STEEL

Gams, Tappet s Bosses, Roll Shells and GruEher Plates.

THESE CASTINGS AKE FXTENSIVELY USED IN ALL THE MINING STATES
and Terri'ories of North and South America Guaran'eed to prove better and
cheaije- than any others. Orders soliciced subject to above conditiong. When
ordering Bend sketch with exact dimenaiona. Send for Illustrated Circular.

Manufactured by CBKOMIC STJfiKL 'WOBKJ!', Brooklyn, is. Y.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent, 22a Fremont St., San Francisco.
Spec'al attention ffiven to the purchate of Mine and Mdl Supnliea. Bt^mp Caui.

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, MinlDg, -and GommissioD,
420 MontRomery St., S. P.

Ships under advances to smelting woriis lu Boston

New York, Baltimore and Liverpool.

Twenty-one years' experience in Shipping Ores and
Managing Mines.

Solicits Consignments of Copper Produce and Manage-

ment of Min'ng Matters.

AH business conducted on Cash Banls.

Purchase and shipment of Mining Supplies a Spkoialty.

Sales of Developed Copper Minee undertaken.

BuBinesa Manager of UNION COPPER MINE, Copper-

opolis. Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co., Cal.

DE1f£I k (IO.SCi%^':FateitlItllts.

BLOWING ENGINEK5S
tern, with bal-

anced steam slide valve gear, steam cylinder 14 in.
diameter, air cylinder 40 in. diameter, stroke 24 in. 1 to
100 strokes per minute; rngine new. For pri.e and par-

S?:^ JAMES LEFFEL&CO,, SpriDgfleld.OMo.

rOETBEBESIlUPEOVEJ ^gi

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS I^S
ADDRESS OqO!

MENZO SPRING. <itS

9\ 9 Geary St.
S|SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.|5

5^a

S Ol'B'IOE B,
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J. K. FIRTH k CO,
225 and 227 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

Compressed Air and Water Power

Machinery.

NEWYORKBELTING&PACKINCCO.
^^'^

^rea^^S^""^^'] 15 Park Row, New Yori(.
I OLDEST and LARGEST Manufacturers
I

in the United States ol

KNIGHT'S WATER WHEEL,
For Mills, Pumping and Hoisting.

OVER 300 IN USB.
All eBtimates grnaranteed. Send for Clrcalar.

WATBE TANKS i WINE TANKS I

CALIFORNIA WINE COOPERAGE CO.
FUI.DA BROS., Proprietors,

SO to 40 Spear St., San Franclaoo.

ALL KINDS OF CASKS, TANKS, Etc.

, MlMlMQ, and Water Tanrb a Specialty.*®!

-i
VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS

For Mechanical Parpoaes.

ExtraRubberBeltingand Hose
=d^

For Miuingf Pnrposos.

^ —:=5" SOLID VULCANITE EM ERY WHEELS.

Pacific Coast Agents, ARNETT & RIVERS,
7 & 19 MjVIN street. SAN FBANCFSCO, CAT,

VULCAN IRON WORKS
135-145 FREMONT STREET,

S IN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GOI.D AND SII.VEB Mll-IiS, KOCK BREAKERS, PANS AND SETTX.ERS, ROASTING
FCBNACES, CORNISH ROI.I.S, PUMPTNG AND HOISTING MACHINERY.

^*^ I KJ i-i 1-. A v/'r- n. - - 'IMPROVED

AIR COMPRESSORS
Fo« CATALOGUES, ESTIMATES, ETC., Address, ,

Clayton Air Compressor Works,
OF BROOKLYN. N.-Y. " '

43 PEY ST., NEW YORK.

S. F. OPFIOB, 29 STBUART ST.

SEND FDR PAMPHLET.

X^ c.^ .C^

:5««4

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

ConBtantly OD hand a full assortment ol Manila Rope,
Duplex Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay Rope, Whale Line,
etc., etc

fixtra Blzes ftnd len^s mftde to order on short notice,

Back Files of the Mining asd Soikktipio Prkss (un
bound) can be had for S3 per volume of six months. Per
year (two volumes) $5. Inserted In Dewey's patent bind-
er, 60 ceate additional per volume.

For Conveying

Ore, Wood,

&c., &c.

CHEAPEST FORM OF TRAKSPOETATION,

NO ROAD NEEDED.

No Possibility of Load Slipping,

Spans 150 to 2000 Feet.

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
ROCK DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING,

MINING AND QUARRYING

IVE -A.OH I ]Xr E3R

Ij^-jSfT'-"

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
MANUPACTUEBRS OP

Centrifugal Roller- Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Manufacture of Cement, Fertilizers, Paint

and all other Durposes for which grinding or pulverizing is reauired.

Send for Catalo^e and Price List to

FRISBBB -LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

LIOGERWOODMFG.CO
M4NUFACTUKEES OP -

HOJS 'I5INES

300 StFlEUDil Sizes, Over 700011 Use.

-\ 96 Liberty St., New Torlt.
,1— » 34 & 36 West Uonroe St., Chicago.
~^

^ 197 to203CoDgressSt.. Boston.
1 to TN.FirstSt., Portland,Oregon

PARKE & LACY CO.. Agts.
San Francisco, Cal.

Send for Catalogue.

Maltit MTi ft,
PACTOBY:

Cor. Jefierson & First Sts., Oakland, Cal,

MAIJDFACTURERS OF

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROOF
PAINTS,

Superior to anything of the kind in the market for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uucqualed for Submerged Timbers. Red and Brown
Paints for Roofs. Warehouses, Stables, Fences,

Etc.. mixed Ready for Fse. Also,
Sheathing Paper, Portable Cal-

ifornia Mastic Roofing,
the Best iu the

Market
for

AND UNEQUALED FOR

Teredo-Proof Pile

Covering.

This Company also Manufactures a tfalthine
Compound for v

RENDERING BOOTS AND SHOES
WATERPROOF.

The same is a superior article for Preserving Harness
reude'ing it Impervious to Moisture and

keeping it always pliable and soft.

.8S* Send tor Samples and Prices. Salesroom,

310 CALIFORNIA ST, S. F., Cal.

GREAT REDUCTION !

BATTERY^SGREENS.

rp~««_^F. •-.'"v'^j - •• '.••..II -J^—j*

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour anJ Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
Ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Braes.
Zinc and other metals punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screenb.
Mining Screens a spooialty, from No. 1 to 15 (fioej.

Orders prozaptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
S3i & SS3 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

TOTTIW TV. OTTTrK. PrnprfotnT

Books on Working Ores.

By GuiDO KuSTEL, M. E.
Roasting of QOuD and Silver Or.Ks (Second Edition) and
the Extraction of their Respective Metals vithout
(i^uicltsilver. ByGuiDO Kdbtkl, M. E. .1880.

This rare book on the treatment of gold and silver ore
without quicksilver is liberally illustrated and crammed
fullof factj. It ^.'ivea short and concise descriptions of
various processes and apparatus employed in this country
and in Europe, and the why and wherefore. It contains 15fl

pa^ci, embracing Illustrations of furnaces, supplements
and \\orkinjf apparatus. It is a work of great merit, by
an author whose re putation is unsurprvssed m his specialty
Prick, S3, coin, postage free. Sold by Dewey & Co., Pub-
Ushers, 220 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

By C. H. Aaron.
Aarok's LBACHi«a Gold and Silver Orbs, the moat

complete hand-book on the subject extant; 164 pages
octavo. Illustrated by 12 lithographic engravings and
four wood cuts. Fully indexed. Plainly written for
irarMc.T.1 nifn Tn cloth, S-'l Sold hv DkwkV & Co., S. P

The Explorers' and Assayers'

Companion.

A Third Edition of selected portions of the
"Explorers', Miners*, and Metal-

lurgists* Companion."

A practical exposition of the various departments of
Geoloey, Exploration, Mining, Engineering, Assaying,
and Metallurgy.

Price, $8.00 post-paid. Sold by Dkwet & Co., E*ublish-
ers, 220 Market St., San Francisco.

By J. S. PHILLIPS, M. E.

The work is divided into four parts—Rocks, Veins,
Testing and Assaying. The treological chapters are in-
tended to give miners a practical idea of the various
formations. The chapters on mineral veins aie derived
from long observation, and the section on exploration
has been carefully considered. All that relates to dis-
crimination and assay of minerals has been kept as free
from ormulro as possible. The work is written for
practical men. and all the explanations and descriptions
are clear and to the point. It is so prepared that it Is
useful to uneducated men as wfll as scientists.

i^xxie: -XXl. Em.TTSH

DEWEY^& CO. {='^|,^vt?o?,''?aP^rilt.^l PATENT AGENTS.

Applies liquid pigment by a
jet of air. Highest awarda
FraDkliu and American In
Btitutus as a legitimate art
tool. Successfully used by
large numbers oW the beet
crayon. Ink and nater-color
portrait I'ltistb, and by tech-
nical draughtsmen. Saves 75

_ , — ,— per cent of time 'n ehading.
Descriptive pamphlet Fent free, Jt points out one way to
earn a liviug. Addresd AIR BRUSH MTQ CO.
9iNassau Street, Kockford, Illinois.
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND MANDPAOTDRBR8 OF

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
BNGINES, BOILERS, STEAM PUMPS,

AIK OOMPRESSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S CRUSHING ROLLS,

CONCENTRATORS. PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROOK BREAKERS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Takiner Pulp from 10 Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

OENTKIPUGAL PUMPS

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG BDQERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

O^aiXriEJFl. /\ Ti .A.Cr£iII3'a<lS £*Oft.

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
.lOMPOTT'Nrr) ** ENGINES,
\J\JlXXJr\J\Jn U, 6215 HORSE POWER.

SALES DURING LAST FOUR MONTHS:
RTA "Nrri A T?r> ^^ engines,
(J±J^L<ilJJi.rhlJ, 4500 HORSE POWER.

C3rjra,n.t5L 'Foteil, 309 XSxxglxies, .A.se^»Sa't±3xs X3.97S XX<

TTT'NrTOT? >86 ENGINES,U U XM XV^XV, 4800 HORSE POW:
OTCSte lE'CfXT^GI-m

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Oal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S, W.

THE PELTON WATER "WHEEL
GIVES THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY OF ANY WHEEL IN THE WORLD. OVER 1300 IN USE.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mining and manufacturing machinery. Adapted to heads running
from 20 up to 2000 or more feet. From 20 to SO per cent better results guaranteed than can be
produced from any other wheel in the country.

The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and reliable power, close
regulation, and the facility of adaptation to varying conditions nf speed and pressure, have
brought it into special prominence and extensive use for this class of work.

All applications should state amount and head of water, power required and for what purpose,
with approximate length of pipe line. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

THEI I»ESIjTOKr "V\r.A.TEII«. AT^maESEXj
121-123 MAIN STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

oo.

Varying from the fraction of 1 up to 15 and 20-horse
power, unequaled for all light-running machinery.

Warranted to develop a'ffiven amount of power with one-half the water required by any other.

SEND FOEJtfOTOE CIECULAR. Address as above.

PELTON WATER MOTORS,

THE GATES ORE AND ROCK BREAKER.
UNLIMITED IN CAPACITY, UNEQUALED IN EFFICIENCY, UPWARD I Gives a fineness of product that increases the capacity of any mill from 25 to 40 per

OF 3000 NOW IN USE. cent without anv additional expense. THE BEST AND ONLY CRUSHER ADAPTED
Will do more than twice the work of any other with the same cost in wear. I

TO MACADAM ROAD WORK. Send for Circular.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO., 121-123 Main Street, San Francisco, General Western Agents.

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS! JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.

521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco

-D8ALBR IN-

tSiJ^-VT.T!^C3r
Assayers' and Mining Hateriai.

—MANUPACTDRBR OF—IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL, OR PLACER MINES. MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPEBIOB COPPER

Our plates are guaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the bee. In weight of Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
ver and dnrability. Old Mining Plates Replated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSANDS
OF ORDERS FILLED. wnotT-rmr .

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, Agent tor HOSKINS

68. 70 & 72 First St.. San Francisco, Cat. HYDRO-CARBOIf ASSAY FUBNACES
4^ SEND PORSICIRCULARS.

IT HAS NO EQUAL.

Can Be Pat On

by Any One.

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adopted by the

Navy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOIIiERS, STEAM PIPES, COtD STORAGE, and all places requiriog

>on-Best Condncting: AlHterial.

59 CLAY STREET, C. B. JOHNSON & CO., SAN FRANCISCO

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Pair, 1884.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

MEDART PATENT WROTTGHT EtM PULLEY
For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the TerrltorieB of Idaho, Washlo^too

Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Best Balanced Pulley in the World. AIbo Manufacturers of

SHAFTING, HANGBES AND APPTJRTBNANOES.^ Sknd ?ob Oirodlam *jjd Prior LiBT.*ieii

Nos. 129 and 131 FREMONT STBEET _ - - SAN PRANCISCO, OAL.

PAT. OUT. 26.1881.
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PROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Beat Ore Concentrator in the market, having double

the Capacity and doing its work as close as the plain Belt
machine, while its concentrations are clean. It is need in

a number of Mills, the most notable of which is the

Alaska M. & M. Go's Mill, wbere 24 Improved Belt Frues

are taking the Palp from 120 Stamps, crushing 350 tons

per day, and is giving entire satisfaction as against 48

plain Belt Machines, taking the Pulp from the other 120

Stamps.

Price off Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f. o.b.

Price off Plain Beli Frue Vanner, $575, ff. o. b.

For Pamphlets, TeBtimonials and farther information

apply at office.

Protected by Patents December 22, 1874; September 2,

1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20, 1883;

September IS, 1883; July 24, 1888. Patents applied for,

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Thb Montana Company (Limited), London, October 8, 1885.
Dbar Sirs :—Having tested three of your Frue Vanners in a com-

petitive trial with other similar machinea (Triumpli), we have satisfied
ourselvee of the superiority of your Vannere, as is evidenced by the
fact of our havine ordered 20 more of your macbineB (or immediate
delivery. Yours truly, THE MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B.—Since the above was written the 20 Vanners, having been
started, gave such satiefaction that ii additional Frues and mon
stamps have been purchased. ADAMS & CAR'HER.

ADAMS & CARTER. Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE CO.. Roam 15. No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Gal.

WM. H. TAYLOR, PreBident.

Risdon Iron and
'Cal State Uhv.

23370 •' •'^ ^"

IJVKJVl
S. E. CORNER HOWaRO AND BEALE STS., SAN FRANCISCO.

R. S. MOORE, Superintendent.

notive Works,
MANCTFACTDRBES OF ALL, KINDS OP

Mining and Milling Machinery, Engines and Boilers,
SHEET-IRON UCATER PIPE for Mining and Irrigation Purposes.

Exclusive Agents for the Pacific Coaet of HEINE PATENT SAFETY BOILER, MACBETH STEEL PULLEY and
COMMON SENSE STEEL WHIM.

AGENTS FOR THB PAOIPIO COAST OF

Bryan's Roller Quartz Mill.

WE HAVE ON HANS AND FOR SALE CHEAP

A 50 H. P. PUMPING PLANT, CONSISTING OF
One 10"x30" Corliss Engine; all pump gears; bob

irons; connecting rods.

One (1 ) 6" X 6" Plunger Pump.
One (1 ) 4" X 6' Jack Head Pump.
One ( I ) 25 H. P. Fire Box Boiler.

One (1) 10" x 36" Retort and Furnace.
One (1) Complete Assay Outfit

One (1 ) Complete Outfit for a 2j^-ton capacity chlor-

ination Works.
Two (2) 6000-gallon Circular Tanks,
One (

I
) Amalgam Barrel.

One (1) Batea.

Three (3) Frue Concentrators.

One (1) 10" X 18" Slide Valve Engine.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD
PRIi^ES GRTCATLY REDUCED ONLY REPINED SILVER AND BEST COPPER t'SEB. OVER 3000 ORDERS FILLED. FIFTEEN MEDALS AWARDED.

Old Mining Plates can be Replate''. Old Plitea Bou-^ht, or Gold Separated. These flatea can also be purcbaaed of JOHN TATliOK & CO., Corner first
aud. MiBsiou Streets, San Francisco.

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS.
G. DENNISTON, Proprietor. 653 & 655 MISSION ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Our Plates have been used for 20 years. They have proved the beat. We adhere striotiv to contract in weight or Silver and Copper.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

RECEIVED EVERY MEDAL
Awarded on fhe Pac'fic Coaafi
for Silver - Plated Amalgam
Platea and Best Gold, Silver
and Nickel Plating.

MANUFACTUBEB OF

CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ MILLS
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Machinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Machines.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
'•pnrnfTiea^ Koll«r 4>iiartz Mill. !X3 T'I"F«f='n' !F'T7TE=lt .»- ! Jb; 'X'. ^.A-JSr ^••Ft..A.V<rdHS<DO , C3.A.I..

DIXON'S DIXON'S DIXON'S
^^gBDixon's Pencils ISe«

DIXON'SDIXON'S GRAPHITE PAINT.
For all Iron and Wood Work. Covers twice the surface of any

other paint. Axle GreaseLead Pencils Stove Polish Crucibles

J.J G. ALLEN, Afyeiit, 304 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For information concerning this procees for the re-

duction of Ores containing: precious metals, and termi
of lifenee, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROCESS CO.,
Park Olty. ITtab.
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PBRSPBOTIVB VIEW OF LEAD SMELTING FURNACES SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF FLUBS.

The Late Prof. John Le Conte.

Prof. John La Conte of the Unlvereity of

C»litorni» died at Berkeley, on Wedoeadsy,

aged 73 years. He was only sick a few days,

hU death reaalting from la grippe, oomplioated

with pDenmonia. Prof. Le Conte was born in

Liberty Co., Ga. After receiving his prepara-

tory claseioal education at a private echool, un-

der the tuition of the Hon. A. H. Stephens, he

entered, in 1835, Franklin College, University

of Georgia, and was graduated with high hon-

ors in August, 1838. He immediately entered

the study of medlolne, and in 1841 received the

degree of M. D. from the College of PhyslclanB

and Surgeons, in the city of New York. In

Angast, 1846, he was elected to the chair of

Natural Philosophy and Chemistry in Frank-

lin College, his alma mater. This position

he reelgned in 1855 to become Lecturer

on Ohemistry in the College of Phy

eiciana and Surgeons, in the city of

New York. In the spring of 1856, at

the oonolusion of his course of leoturea in

New York, he accepted a call to the South

Carolina College at Columbia, where he had

been nnanlmously elected to 611 the chair, then

first created, of Natural and Mechanical Philos-

ophy. This office he held until 1866, when the

South Carolina College was reorganized and

transformed into the University of South Caro-

lina. Under the new organization he was

unanimooaly elected to the chair of Natural

and Mechanical Philosophy and Astronomy.

This poaition he held until hia removal to Cali-

fornia. In November, 1868, he was elected to

fill the chair of Physios and Industrial Me-

chanioa in the University of California, then

in the incipiency of ita organization. Being the

first officer elected by the Board of Regents, he

was summoned to California early in 1869 to

assist in the organization of the new University.

In June, 1869. he was appointed Acting Presi-

dent of the University, drew up its first Pros-

pectus, including a Synopsis of the Course of

Instruction, and in September, 1869, initiated

the exercieee of the University at Oakland,

with about 40 students. He continued to act

aa President until the election of Preaident

Darant in August, 1870. After the resignation

of President Oilman in March, 1875, he was

again appointed Acting President, and on the

let of June, 1876, waa elected full Preaident.

He continned in this practice for a year and a

half and then returned to the Chair of Physios.

Prof. Le Conte has published many contribu-

tions to medical and physical science. He waa

a member of the National Academy of Sciences,

the American Philoaophioal Society of Philadel-

phia and of the California Academy of Sciencea.

The honorary degree of LL.O. waa conferred

upon him by the University of Georgia. Prof.

Le Conte was one of the most prominent

scientiata in this country, and a man of high

character and ability. He leaves a wife and

one son, L. J. Le Conte, a civil engineer, resid-

ing in Oibland. Hia brother, Joseph Le Conte,

has been long asaoclated with him as a profes-

sor at the University.

Collecting Fine Dust.

We present on this page an engraving of one

of the very first ameltera atarted in Leadville,

being located on the northern bank of Califor-

nia gulch, and although it may not compare

favorably with the later smelting plants, yet it

rendered valuable and efjeotive service, not

only in the way of profita, but in the develop-

ment of that vponderful mining distriot center-

ing at Leadville, Colorado.

As will be seen in the engraving, the fiuea

connect the stack of furnaces with the dust-

chambers, they being located immediately out-

side of the main building, this being the only

arrangement of this kind in Leadville. The

upper part of the stacks 'of the furnaces are

connected by meana of the sheet-iron flnea,

with a main sheet-iron flue, which enters the

brick dust-chambera. Each of the flnea

ia provided with eliding doors, placed on

the upper part of the fluea and parallel with

them; being used for oieaning out the dnat

which accumulates periodically in the fiuea.

Immediately at the rear of the dnat-ohamber

are long rowa of ore bine, and directly back

of them ia a large roaating-fnrnace. The level

right above and at the rear of the roasting.far*

nace is the fuel level, which communicates with

the blast furnaces by means of an elevated

platform, provided with a track of rails.

The fuel, charged in light, aheet-iron mining-

barrows, is thrown down next to the feed holea

along the chutes. This arrangement is capital,

and saves much labor; two fuel-men only being

needed to aupply all the fuel needed in smelt-

ing. Thia ia one of the firat plants put up - in

LeadTille,
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SORRESPOfJDEJ^JCE,

We admit, unindorsed, opinions of correspondents.—£d3.

El Dorado County Mines.

[From Our Travelinpr Correspondent.]

Editors Press :—El Dorado is very gener-

ally known as the oounty in which Marshall

(at Ooloma) first diecovored gold. From that

date until the present the hills and galches

have contiuaed to send oat a lar&e amount of

the noble metal. Mining operations at the

present time are conducted so quietly that the

outside world is deceived into believing that

El Dorado is worked out, if not abandoned.

This, however, is not the case. While the

mines of the county have not attracted the

capital needed to develop and equip the well-

known quartz mines, still suffiotent work is

being done at this time to show conclusively

that with capital and competent management a

vast field for profitable quartz and drift min-

ing can be developed.

Georgetown.

Georgetown has long been famous as a pleas-

ant mountain summer resort, with excellent

hotel aocommodationg. At this time all inter-

est is centered in the new and promising dis-

oovery,
Tne Van Mine.

The Van is situated one mile north of George-

town, in the center of an old placer mining sec-

tion, which no doubt received a large share of its

gold from this extensive ve'n. The property is

in charge of Mr, P. P, Fischer as superin-

tendent.

The mine cnnnista of two locations each 600x

1500, or 600x3000 in all. The owners are ninfc-

ing a shaft, which is now down 75 feet. From
this shaft b- drift has been run that shows the

vein to be 32 feet in width at this point. A
drift has been run into the hill for a distance

of 45 feet, showing the vein matter to be of de-

oompOBed granular quartz intermixed with

talc and porphyry, with slste walls, the pres-

ent plant consisting of n five-foot Huntington

mill with a capacity of 20 tone a day. It is

but a prospecting outfit tn determine the valae

and extent of the vein. So far the vein matter

has averaged about $S to the ton, which is an

nuusually large showing for a 32-foot vein.

Numerous open cuts and shafts on the course

of the vein show the pay to be coDtlnuous

throughout the entire length of the 3000 feet.

The owners are very conservative, and until

the vein has been given a more thorough test

will not consider themselves prospeotive

millionaires.
Garden Valley.

The Taylor mine is situated three miles west

of Georgetown, and is on *he oounty road,

midway between Garden Valley and Green-

wood. The property is in charge of Mr. E.

W. Chapman. The mine is opened by a shaft

to a depth of 500 feet, with drifts run 450 feet

on the vein.

The vein is from six inohes to 30 feet in

width, and Is beyond doubt on the ** Mother
Lode." At present the work is all of a devel-

oping character. The entire output Is milled,

as the cheapest way to handle it; in conse>

quenoe the mill value has been low. The mine
is equipped with a complete 40-stamp water-

power mill, with 40 feet fall for water pres-

sure. Once the mine is thoroughly developed,

and all the stamps set to dropping on good ore

the Taylor will speak for itself.

Lone Jaclc.

A. Lawrence is superintendent of the claim.

A orOBRont has been driven from the 100-foot

level, SO feet to the footwall and a drift run
200 feet, showing seven feet of vein matter,

the mill being hung up daring the development
of mine.

The Ivanhoe

la owned by H. W. Russel. This property is

opened by a shaft nn the hanging-wall to a

depth of 200 feet. Had a crosscnt to the foot-

wall been run from, this depth, the miners
would, no doubt, have been rewarded by a

vein similar to the Lone Jack. Instead a drift

was run into the diorlte hanging-wall for a dis-

tance of 50 feet, and the work stopped. Thn
shaft was fi.lled with quartz to a depth of 45
feet, when the vein matter left the hanging-
wall, crossed over and down on the footwall.
The shaft was continued in the gangne of the
vein. As the veins of the section are very
wide, it is an easy matter to be deceived, and
without crOBOQutting, believe that the vein has
given out. Bat the mother lode does not give
out at 200 feet on the Ivanhoe or any other
mine, and this property only wants a crosscut
from the bottom of the shaft to the footwall
and a drift run on the vein to show it up. X
believe it will prove a valuable mine from the
fact that all the quartz extracted from this

shaft goes over $8 to the ton. In addition to
this shaft other short shafts and crosscuts have
been run on the vein all along its course, show-
the vein to be strong and well mineralized.

This mine can be purchased for a nominal
sum, and is an exceptional chance to get a good
mine, with a small amount of additional devel-
opment
The Kozenorans and K^peranza mines are

ldl@ ftt this time; the RozeooranEj ftwaitipg

developements on the Taylor which it adjoins,

and the Esperanza a mill to work its large vein.

Kelsey—The Dalmatla Miue.

The American River Syndicate Limited,
John Taylor and Sons Managers, London Eng.,

J. Callen Pearson, resident manager, are

operating the Dalmatia mine. W. H. Hubbard
is superintendent. The company's mines are

located seven miles nc-th of Plaoerville and one
mile east of Kelsey. The mine is opened by a
long open cut, oat of which the ore is quarried

and shot down through chutes into the bins

below. From these the ore is taken by car

through a tunnel to the mill. The vein matter
is somewhat of a conglomerate character on
the surface, being composed of quartz and
metamorphio slate. In the shaft which is now
down 200 feet, the'vein is well defined, 20 feet

in width, with the quartz carrying a good per
cent of galena snlphurets in addition to the
free gold; 32,000 tons of ore crushed show an
actual cost of 50 cents a ton for mining and
milling; a record not equalled. This exceed
ingly low cost of working is due to the size of

the vein, the ease with which it is mined and
more particularly to the plant.

The mill has ten stamps and three Hunting'
tons with an average crushing capacity of 3500
tons a month. In its motive power the mine
enjoys the distinction of being the only mine
in the State with

Electric Motive Power.
The mine is not only the pioneer in the use

of electrlo-power for mining purposes, but oar'

ries its electric-power a greater distance than
any other mine in Amerin<«. The company
owns the water rights of Rock creek on the
American river, where the electric<power sta<

tion is situated. The electric plant &* this

station conslBta of one generr*tor of the Brush
system of 100 horse-power. The generator is

driven by a specially constructed seven-font
Pelton wheel capable of working up to 125-

horse power, and using 400 inches of water
with 110 feet of pressure. The company has
a large excess of power and can create 1000'
horsepower, if desired. The power here gen-
erated Is carried within a fraction of two miles
and to an elevation of 1400 feet by No, 3 in-

sulated wire supported on poles, 100 feet apart.
At the mill the wires connect with a dynamo

working up to 60-horse power, which drives
the entire plant. In addition to the power
furnished the mill, the electric plant also lights
the mill and works by a system of seventy 15*

candle lights. The Dalmatla uses hut one-
half of the present available power. To utilize

the excess, the syndicate is aboat opening a
mine five miles distant from the power station.
At Rook creek this mine will be connected
with and operated by the present electric

plant. Having proven the electric system a
eaccesB the company will now increase the
power to a sufficient degree to enable it to
work all the mines within a radius of 12 miles
of the generating plant. The entire plant is

connected by a telephone system, thus bring-
ing every part of the property under the imme-
diate control of the superintendent. The elec-

tric plant is here a pronounced success, not
only does it do all the work required of It, but
it almost runs itself. At first It was supposed
that an electrician would be required, bat at
present the management and superintendent
find themselves able to operate the entire
plant.

This suocessfol application of eleotricity to
mining is not only a bonanza to Dalmatia, but
it opens up an unlimited field of profitable min-
ing in sections where, on acconnt of the inac-
cessible situation of the mine or the absence of
fuel, or water under pressure, it was hereto-
fore impracticable if not impossible to mine to
a profit.

Messrs. Jno. Taylor & Son are the largest
English mining operators, and with Mr. Pear-
son as manager it was only a question of can it

he done ? Once that fact was proven, the elec-
tric plant was a foregone conclusion. The
company deserves the success that has crowned
its efforts, and the writer wishes it a contin-
uation of the same.

Plaoerville.

At the Pacific, the work is now confined to
the drifts from the 1000-foot level, which are
steadily being driven ahead. In the mean-
while, the mill is idle. The Gentle Annie is

running right along, dropping her ten stamps.
The Big Tunnel M. Co. is running its mill on
custom roob from the sarrounding prospectp.
The Green Mt. Cement Gravel is running ten
stamps. The Chili Ravine mine is now opened by
tunnel 1000 feet long, and has a body of cement a
that goes $2.50 a ton. The owner, Mr, L.
Landecker, is now putting up a te<^-8tamp mill.
The Linden M. Co., in Cedar Rwine, have
their cement gravel mine opened by a tunnel
4000 feet long, and are rrnning ten stamps.
The Rodgers on Smith's Plat is dropping ten
ptamps on cement gravel that goes from ^3 to
^8 a car.

Bl Dorado.
The Church G. M. Co., Jas. Riohar'^'s super-

intendent, joins the old Church Union or
Springfield mine on the north. At prpaent the
shaft is being put down from the 650 to the
750 level, A drift has ^Qen run from the 650
level for a distance nf 87 feet, which shows a
vein that averages 87 feet in width pud carries
1^ per cent of sulphurets ass^ving $175 to the
ton, with the vein averaging $20 a ton. When
the size of the vein (eight fe(>t) is oonsidered,
this is as exceptional mine. The large amount
of amalgam oleaned up and in sight at tb@ time

of my visit proved the ore's value. The mine
is equipped with a ten-stamp mill. Once the
Church is thoroughly developed, the mine
should keep 30 stamps running, and thus make
a record as a gold-produoer.

The McNulty.
This property, of which R. S. Raw is super-

intendent, is now known aq the Oakland. It

is situated south of the old Church Union. At
present drifts are being run to cat the west
ledge. This vein has not been worked hereto-

fore. The mine has a ten-stamp mill.

Lob Padre.

J. M. Vandergra^t is owner of this mine. It

is situated on the North Fork of the Cosuoones
river, three miles south of the Chnrch mine.
The miue is opened t'> a depth of 60 feet, show-
ing a 3^-foot vein of S13 ore, and is equipped
with a five-stamp mill. The shaft will be put
down 100 feet this season and levels run.

Slate Mines of Bl Dorado Co.

El Dorado county claims to produce a qual-

ity of roofing slate not excelled by that from
any other section. This elate deposit is very
extensive. Near the Churoh mine at El Do-
rado, excellent slate, crops, and as you go
north from Plaoerville to Kelsey, the whole
section is slate. The mountain on which the

quarries are being worked is known as Slate

mountain.

The Jacob Strahle Slate Oo.

J, Strahle is (superintendent of this quarry,
which is near Kelsey. The mine is opened by
three faces, and is now taking out 200 to 280
squares a. month. The output last year was
1000 squares. Once the mine is opened and
benob<^B secured, the output will be increased

from 500 to 1000 squares a mouth. This quarry
has furnished slate for the Deaf and Damb
Asylum at Oakland, Concordia Club House
Van Nepfl avenue, S. F., and Is now shipping
to the Ukiah Insane Asylum and to other
places. Mr. Strahle has under construction a

narrow-gauge railroad to o*rry his slate to

Chili Bar and thence to Plaoerville. With
water for motive power, this, wh'^n completed,

will bring all of the freight traffio from Kel-
sey to Georgetown over this line, and save the
climb up the mountain from the American
river.

The Oallfornla Slate Co.

This quarry (E. Bird superintendent) is lo

oated on the north side of the American river.

The property consists of 640 acres. The slate

is opened up by a faoe 120 feet in width, with
three galleries, each of 40 feet. The quarry^s

output is 200 squares a month. The company
now intend to increase their capital stock $25,-

000, and with this amount increase their faoili-

ties, so that they can keep up with their or-

derp. The company has famished slate f9r

roofing the Stockton Conrthonse, State Aovlnm
for the Feeble Minded. Glen Ellen, S. P. R. R.
Co., and numerous other parties. In the past

yea'', the company produced slate to the value
of $10,000, and now has orders ahead for a
year's output.

Chill Bar Slate Quarry.
Geo. J. Mothernole is superintendent and

owner of the Chili Bar qaarry, which is situ-

ated on the south bank of the American river,

three miles north of Plaoerville. The property

consists of 40 acres—all solid slate. The
mountain ha^ here an almost perpendicular

elevation of 700 feet, affording unusual facili-

ties for rapid and cheap extraction of the slate.

The qaarry is opened by two galleri'^s of 40 and
60 feet. At present the output is 100 squares

a month (ten feet finished on the roof is a

square). The slate brings $7 a square on
board nars at Plaoerville. The Chili has pro-

duced $16,000 worth of slate in the past year,

and has now orders ahead for several months.
Among its custom'^rs are the asylum at Glen
Ellen, S. P. R. R.; Lick Baths, S. F.; Deaf
and Damb Asylum, Berkeley ; and Napa
Asylum, This quarry's slatn was awarded the

first prize at the Mechanics' Fair in 1890, in

competition with all of the slate quarries of the
State; also the first premium each year at the

El Dorado County Fair. If these slate quarries

were located in Pennsylvania, there w^uld be a

rush of capitalists to secure them. The sup-

ply is practically inexhaustible; the situation

such that the slate can be quarried out at a

nominal cost for a century to come. What the

mines supply is far in arrears of the demand.
All that is wanted is the neceesary capital to

open, equip and extract the slate. Capitalists

will find this an unexplored but most profitable

field for investment, either to purchase the

quarries now being workef^ or to op'-n and de-

velop new properties. In time El Dorado
county's slate mines will crowd her qaartz

mines for supremacy. E. H, Schaeffle.
Murphy's, Oal.

Loss of Gold in Milling.

Experience In Colorado,

Editors Press :—I have read with a great

deal of pleasure at different times the able ar-

ticles by Mr. A. B. Paul, especially in your is-

sue of April 11, the article on " Loss of Gold."

We have always looked upon California mining

and milling to be away ahead of Colorado, but

if such losses exist as Mr, Paul states I think

we can beat them. Of course, to amalgamate,
we do not use the fast drop stamp, as we found
it quite out of the question. As an illustration I

will give the work of my own mill whioh is con-

sidered by all to be ^he neatest, best ornshing

and best mill in the State, in fagt ita oonsidered

a model mill, and has been extensively copied
after, but I am free to state not with the same
results as to work. Perhaps this secret lies
with the millman as we find very few who are
willing to conform to modern uses. Nfne-
tenths of them nMll stick to the old first princi-
ples. I have a 680 lb stamp that drops 18 inches
and 29 drops a minute; each stamp crushes a
fraction over a ton to the stamp in 24 hours
through a 50 mesh slat punched screen. The
rock is above the average in hardness and very
heavy in mineral such as pyrites lead and zinc
with some copper. Out of four tons of ore we
get one ton of oonoentrates. The ore is broken
and fed by hand, feeding very low in the dies.
Silver plated coppers are used in battery and
outside thence to blankets and from there to
one of the best little machines ever built called
the Gilpin county bump-tables which is about
six feet long and three wide. This easily
handles five tons every 24 hours and on ex-
haustive tests of all kinds of ore beats them.
The price of this table is but $100. It is

simple and easy to handle and when once ad-
justed requires but very little attention.
Frequent samples are taken from the tail of
this table every hour and allowed to settle;
then dried and assayed. Such small loss ii

shown that blankets, after these tables, were
found to be of no use. We have had frequent
tests of ore taken to our sampling works,
crushed, sampled and assayed, and then bi-ought
to my mill which showed a saving of 85 to 90
per oen*; of assay value. Also the getting rid
of 700 Iba of zinc in one lot whioh Is a detriment
to the oonoentrates for smelters.

This I know Mr. Paul will admit is a very
close saving. After 20 odd years at the busi-
ness I have come to this conclasion; a certain
percentage must go to waste. We rob nature,
she is but taking back a little; to rednoe it

down, got a mine with favorable ore. I am free
to say, I am not particularly stuck on the
noisy stamns and the constant splash, and
realise that notb'og can beat the old time
arrastras. The Riadon Iron Works of your
city are building my ideal of a mill or what I
should call an improved arrastra in the Bryan
Mill. It would be a great hit if your State
geologist would take this matter up and devote
part of his most excellent annual report to the
different milling plants, and give us figures upon
these different kinds of mills. A full discussion
by millmenon this most important of subjects,
cannot but prove a great boon to this great
and growing industry. When you get about
85 per cent on assay valae in milling, the proof
has got to be awful strong for one to swallow
it. What does Mr, Paul think?

TlllLIP MiXSELL,
Idaho Springs Colo.

The Mining Business.

D, W. C. Morgan, who has for many years

been connected with mining, remarked yester-

day that a few observations on the subject

might very appropriately c^me under the head
of "Chat on 'Change." "Unless," continued
Mr. Morgan, ** it is no longer considered a bus-
iness in California, and one would very often
think so from the difficulty pxperienced in rais-

ing the neoeesary capital. It was not always
so, and it is not likely to be so in the future.
The gold deposits of the State are of too much
importance to the world at large to remain un-
covered.

** In the eternal strife designated as * busi-
ness,' the men who make profits without mak-
ing them out of their fellow-men are the real
producers. The miner who digs a ton of silver
or gold-hearing ore adds its value to the wealth
of the world without taking anything from any
one. He opposes no man, feels no heart burn-
ings from the opposition of any other person
because no opposition reduces his profits, or in-

terferes with his business, and for the reason
that in all these respects he Is a public bene-
factor, he should have the goodwill of all. His
success means benefit to every human being in
the land. His is a business which gives full

cope and chance for the development of all

good and generous impulses, unchanged by the
forces of every jealousy and strife, culminating
in an everlasting attempt to get the better of
'the other fellow,' and it makes the miner the
whole-souled, generous man that he is.

** The mining interests of California have
been sadly neglected drnng recent years.
Stock speculation in the Nevada silver mines
and wild oat propositions all over the country
have had an unhealthy effect in poisoning the
public mind against legitimate business. The
very mention of a mine is obnoxious to a man
who has dropped money in some venture, where
all the delving done was in the pockets of

stock holders through a stock exchange. These
people know nothing about real mining, and
they do not care, as a rule, to have it explained
to them. This explains the reason why English
companies like the Sierra Buttes, and others
have been able to take their millions out of the
country. They had the grit to invest In a mine
which repaid them handsomely.

" The same might be saM of the neighboring
States and Territories. Oar people had the
first offer of everything valuable there, but it

was quietly passed into the hands of Eastern
men, who are now reaping all the benefits.

Whan the same people begin to fully under-
stand the profits whioh accrue from gold quartz
mining In California, history will probably re-

peat itself, and mines which shouM be held
here will be fon^ro"ed in Chicago, Boston and
St, LoBi8,-iS. f. Fo$t,
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Blue Gravel in Siskiyou.

Mr. C. B. JillsoD writes as follows to the

Yreka Journal:

Tbere has been a great deal said aboat blue
graTel. I have probably said less and done
more toward developing the blue lead tn
Slskiyoa ooanty tbaa any other one man.
I have traced this dead river ohaDnpI from
Batte ooanty to and beyond the Oregon
line. There ie, however* much couatiy be*
tween here and Batte which I have not traT-
ersed, and there may be places with equally as
good f^ioilitiHB for wrrklog as we have here,
bat I know of none. Pressure, grade and dump
are unaurpasaed. with the Klamath river to
famish unlimited power for electric motors,
liflhts, etc., while acoeiaibiUty uoald hardly be
Improved upon, aituated, aa we are, only two
and ooe*balf milee from the railroad depot,
with a good oounty road paaslnf; over the mine
and directly in front of oar door. Perhaps a
synopsis of what I have been doing pinoe my
advent into Siukiyou conoty might nrwe lntf>r-

estlni; to your readers. In Jane, 1SS7, I uame
to Henley and located, to my entire aatlsfac-
tlon, two miles of the Bine Gravel mine, before
atickinf \ pick into the ground. That summer
we ran .370 feet of tunnel, and found tbe bed-
rook pitching, but were rewarded by tinding
ground that n^fd, for the last day'e work done
in the drift, .$30 to the pick. In Deoembir. I
moved my family here. We then went 1000
feet nearer tbe river and ran in 190 feet, and,
in this drift, f'^uod gravel that will pay from
five cents to $3 to the pan. One of the moat
serious obstacles to overcome was to obtain
water. W, H. Smith owned and controlled
all of the water In thia section, and his prop-
erty being bonded debarred all negotiations
until after the expiration of hla bond in No-
vember, 188S, when we purchased one of hie

rights for the sam of 36000. We then had nearly
seven milea of ditch and flume to build, which
carried us into the spring so late, and being an
exceedingly dry year, were unable to do any-
thing but a little proapecting, so that laat eea-

son was the firat opportunity we had of making
a ahowing, and that was mostly conaumed in
opening the mine, leaving aa scant two months
to work ground from wbioh we could oxpeot
any pay. Bat few of the citizens of Henley
and vicinity had any faith in the enterprise,
some of them telling me there was nothing
here, that It bad been thoroughly prospected
30 years ago; while othera went so far as to
say that JiUaon was an impostor, working a
scheme upon tbn credulity of his friends to
obtain money. He, however, kept on the even
tenor of his way* his son, son-in-law and eelf

owning and paying three-fourths of the total

expenses.

It was only a repetition of history. A new
departure for the time being creates antagonism
in any commanity. They are now all enthu-
siaatio over the good find, and gladly acknowl-
edge their belief in the blue lead, and *:hat It is

deetio'id to add immense wealth to Northern
California. I notice that some oorreapondente
claim that it la impossible to tell the extent or

width of tbe ohanael eaat, aa at no place is

the rim to be seen. From past experience of

ancient channels, it i) not presumable that
the pay will exceed 400 feet in width. As to
the eaat rim, it is just aa pliinly to be seen
at the Bonth end of tbe Blue Gravel mine aa ia

the weit rim. and from rim to rim the distance
is about 1200 feet, the sand rook sitting di-

rectly down npon the eaat rim. At no place

in this section, north or south of the Klamath
river, doea the east rim show, from the fact

that it is capped with overlying sandstone, the
pame aa tbe ohanoela in Sierra, Plamas and
Nevada are with lava, Tbe Black Jack Com-
pany are working very hard cemented gravel,

a aeoondary or later deposit than that of the
Blae Gravel Company, from the fact that it has
r-orroded and been c^rri<^d away from the
Klamath river to the Rocky Gnlch, If they
would but go down, they would Had the gravel
free and bedrock aoft, the same as the Blue
Gravel Co, haa. The latter company has
been doing fair work einoe the firat of March
with a light head of water, at no time exceed-
ing 400 inches in their ditch, but reaervoiring

enables them to pipe nearly one-half of the
time. They are running their main tannel
night and day and expect to be into pay about
the firit of May, and within six months will

probably employ 75 or 100 men, to add on
thereafter as room is opened. Tbe cold weather
is favorable to the miners, bafc at beat the eea-

aon must be short. The El Dorado and Ash-
land Company bored to bedrock, at a distance
of 160 feet last fall, with aatiafactory results,

A Portland company is at present sinking a
shaft north of the Black Jack Company.
Owing to facilities for working, I consider that

H. Hiokox of Oakland and Oapt. Welbourne of

thia place have the second beat location in thia

section. There are locations on all sides of us,

north, south, eaat and west, and however much
we may wiah it, it woald be a miracle for them
all to make a strike. Tbose who have loca-

tiona npon the channel have mines to develop.

Those with locations off the channel have
mines—to find,

finest cutlery and tools. Esktiatuna razora.
pen-kniven and soiBaora are well known and
highly prized la almost overy oouatry of the
globe.
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"The Sheffield of Sweden."—The Swedes
have become very skillful id ^be manufacture
of cutlery. The town of Eakil-tun.-i, lyinj?

not far from the western end of Meeler Lake, ie

now widfly known—and deservedly too—as
" the Sheffield of Sweden." Here are situated

ti dozen or more (actoriea, wbioh turn ont the

Our Bargain with the Inventor.

A United States patent ia a contract. The
parties to it are tbe inventor on tbe one hand
and the people o( tbe United States on the
other. The inventor, by a public record, in-
forms the people concerning a useful discovery
wbioh he has made, wbioh must he originil
with him and new in the United States. lo
return, tbe people, by their letters patent, se-
cure to him tbe exclusive right to make, to use
and to sell his invention for a limited number
of years. At tbe end of that period the oon.
tract terminates, and the discovery belongs to
all the people forever. A patent, therelore,
does not flow from the bounty of the com-
munity asapension, oraenbsidy oramedal. It
belongs to the iaventor by right. It comes
mto existence in consequence of the legal es-
tablishment of a certain state of facts, namely,
that tbe invention is new, useful and original
with the claimant. This disclosure is the con-
sideration on the part of the inventor, who,
therefore, gives tbe community something of
value which it did not before possess. The
oommuDity gives to the inventor, not aome-
tbiog of value which it already bad, as where
a part of the public domain is patented to a
settler, but simply protection. If the invention
is valuable, so ia the protection; if the inven
tion is worthless, the protection ia without
benefit. Thus the contract is reciprocal and
evenly balanced. The validity of a patent de-
pends upon tbe maintenance of the facts es-
tablished. To ditermine issues of validity is a
function of tbe United States courts; to deter-
mine whether the consideration probably ex-
ists, and to make the contract itself, is tbe
function of the United States Patent Office
"He who receives an idea from me," wrote
Thomas Jefiferson, "receives instruction him-
self without lessening mine; as be who lights
his taper at mine receives light without darken-
ing mine." An Idea once made known is sub-
ject to human control only when Incorporate,
and therefore it can become the onbjaot of
patent only when it is tangible and existent.
In the beginning it may be regarded as a
marvel; in time it becomes a necessity of life,
a manufacture, perhaps the basis of a great in!
dustry. In a certain sense the invention then
detaches itself from tbe inventor, for the patent
no longer protects only one man, but through
bim many men in their rights.
The patent ayetem of the United States has

now completed its one hnndreth year. The
experience of the century shows that the ad-
vantages incident to the patent contract oonsti-
tote a sufficient incentive, not merely to lead
people to publish their inventions, but to make
them invent. The number of patents granted
yearly has steadily augmented ; it is now more
than 26,000 and is increasing. Under the fos-
tering protection of patents we have developed,
and are developing inventors aa a distinctive
national product j and because of this we are
enabled to exhibit to the world a growth and
prosperity as a manufacturing people unexam-
pled in the history of mankind. The patent
contract secures to the inventor his right for a
fixed period of time, absolutely and without
limitation, save by the obligations which every
man owes to society. It assumes that self-
interest will best conduoe to the development
of the invention, and therefore, it imposes on
tbe patentee no reourring taxes, nor does it
compel him practically to operate his device.
A patent grant is not made in payment for an
invention, in the sense that one is a measure of
value for the other, but in return for its dis-
closure. No one can assess the value of a new
discovery to the human race for all time. The
more important it is, however, the more incom-
mensurate beoome the returns obtainable dur-
ing the latent period. The millions made from
the patents on the sewing machine, or the
reaper and mower, or tbe telegraph, or tbe tel-
ephone, are utterly inconsiderable beside the
enormous benefits which the public acquires
through all futurity from these inventions.
Whether the thing contrived is to underlie a
great industry or whether it is merely an im-
proved pin, the inventor, to be entitled to his
patent, must disclose it fully, and without re-
striction or reservation; so th»t when the patent
term shall be finished, the public may be able
to make and use the thing as well as he himself
can make and nee it. He is entitled in return
to equally full, unreserved nnd nnrestrioted
protection. To lessen the enjoyment of that
protection, or to limit it by harassing require-
ments, such aa taxes or obligations to work the
invention, as the opponents of the system have
proposed, would amount simply to failure Ion
the part of the people to oomoly with tbn'r side
of the contract.

—

Park Benjamin in the Forum,

Age of the Oak.—The heart nf the oak be-
gins to rot at about the age of 300 years. The
holly oak alone escapes this law. It is said, and
tbere is a specimen of this age 410 years in ex-
istence near Aaohaffenburg, in Germany.

Wood and Ikon Woekikg Maohinekt.
Statistics show that the average duration of
wood-working factories is eight years and of ma-
chine-ehops about twenty.

Asphalt in Kern County.

Evictions of striking miners in the Pennsyl-
vania ootce regions poatinne,

Mr. Louis Blankerhorn gives the Los An-
geles Berald the following aooonnt of the
asphalt fields of Kern county :

The mines occur in two fields, south and west
of Bikerefield, one lying in tbe foothills on tbe
north side of the Tebachepi, and the other on
tbe eastern slope of the Coast Kange. They
havi been practically unknown for many years,
no Stite mineralogist or geologist, except per-
haps Hanks, having meotioned them. Their
value, however, was foreseen, and the locations
covering the asphalt and oil, they being to-
gether, were most of them oatented years ago,
among others by Solomon Jewett, the million'
aire banker, rancher and sheep-raiser, who
located t claim in 1861—30 yerrs aeo. The
Buena Vista Oil Com cany pRent $25,000 in de
velorment, and the Union Oil Company, com-
posed of Georgians, a large sum also; but lack
of transportation, or high rates and prices,
made it unprofitable in those times. Since then
the investigation of asphalt and its application
to paving, roofing, varnish and other uses have
brought it into use in the United States to the
extent of 70,000 tons annually, with an in-
crease of 50 per cent last year, practically all
of which has heretofore been impo'ted. Its
chief nse has been for paving, over 400 milee
of it now 'leing laid In a score of cities, includ-
ing New York, Brooklyn, PhiladelpMa, Wash-
ington, Buffalo, Cincinnati, D )troit, Omaha and
St. Louis, on a large scale. It ia looked upon
as the most desirable pavement from tbe stand-
point of durability, cleanliness, noiselesaness
and economy ever used by cities, and the de-
mand for it in tbe Immediate future la likely to
task the world's sonrces of supply.

California is the only State in the Union to-

day which gives promise of any ability to fill

any portion of the demand. Although asphalt
has been found in Utah, Wyoming, Kentucky,
and other localities, its development has been
hampered by problems of distance, transporta-
tion, etc. It 'B found in various counties of the
.State, from Monterfy south along the Coast
Binge mountains to L^s Angeles, but I believe
it is reserved for the Kern county fields to show
a future production of millions of tons, and a
supply second only to the pitch lake of Trinidad.
The two fields mentioned are each about five

miles long, and the black surface indications,
outcrop and springs in many places still alive
are visible for miles when approao'^lng them.
The Standard Asphalt company, of Bakersfield,
Cal., now controls these asphalt mines, and for
several months past fa".ve been engaged in refin-
ing and shipping it. S^me of the men consti-
tuting the company, bringing to it the canital
and experience uecesaarv to push it. are Solo-
mon Jewott and H. A. Blodget, of Bakersfield,
Henry Williams of San Francisco, E. G.
Church, for many vears manager and superin-
tendent of f-he Barber Asphalt company at
Buffalo and Kansas City, S. Hutton and myself
of this city. Mr. Church, who is an expert
and authority on asphalt, and familiar with the
Tri'^adad and others, pronounces the Standard,
of Kern county, equal to any produced, if not
superior, for paving and kindred purposes. The
companies have now a force of men and 20 ket-
tles in operation refining the asphalt, which re-

fining capacity will be largely increased by
plants now being constructed.

In close proximity to the asphalt fields, and
a part of tbem, are wells, springs and tunnels
producing a very heavy petroleum oil, whose
base or residnnm, being asphaltum. is a very
valuable aid and adjunct in tbe fiuxing and
refining of the hard and rocky asphilt. This
quality in this oil has given great value to a
formerly almost useless form of petroleum,
and is causing it to supersede for this purpose
the noal-tars and residnuras in universal nse in

the Eist, produced from the Eastern oils hav-
ing only paraffins and no asphaltum base.

The asphalt occurs in layers and masses, at
present of unexplored thickness, easily taken
out with tbe pick and wedge. The liquid

asphalt or flux is added in certain proportions,
and melting proceeds until tbe dross or sand
has settled and the pure and refined liquid can
be drawn off into boxes and barrels ready for

shipment, A higher degree of refining is re-

quired for the roofing compound. This com-
pound has a fiexibility at all temperatures very
superior to ordinary asphalt, whose nature
when purest renders it very brittle when cold

and runs when warm. It is a singiilar fact that
in California, where the asphalt has always
been obtainable to some extent, roofs of asphalt
and gravel or felt covering are scarcely known,
while in the Eastern States, a land of very
cold and hot extremes, there are veritable

square milea of roof, covered with coal-tar and
gravel compounds called asphalt, but conced-
edly inferior. California should supply a great
many tons of asphalt for roofing in the future.

The asphalt beds of California ar^l their prod-
ucts will be a mine of wealth to Kern county,
and inoidentally to California.

It is now extensively used in Southern Cali-

fornia in paving for sidowalks and floors, also

for th"^ lining of rr'-ervoirs and flomes. The
L^s Posas Land Company and Santa Ana
Water Company of Ventura county. E. L.
Barber of San Fernando. J. I. Ctse & S'-ude-

baker of Monrovia, the Victoi <a Mining Com-
pany of AzDsa, the Bear Valley Irrig^ition

Company, J. D. Schuyler, former State Engi-
neer, and others, are oases where asphalt haa

been used for reservoir or flume work with
most satisfactory results. This nse alone

meane ultimately the supplanting of imported

cement and the keeping at home many hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars now sent abroad,
aside from tbe possible oonetruotion, cheaply)
of reservoirs In situations not possible with or
wi'hont cement.
Kern oounty has vast mineral resouroes aside

from Its wonderful asphalt. I saw on the same
quarter-section with the asphalt beds, oil
springs and oil-producing wells, a tract meas-
uring many acres, seemingly, a crust of sulphur
in several places devel-ped thus far four to six
feet deep, by analysis SO per cent pure; kaolin
strata two feet thick, white, soft and r-itless
producing, it is staled, by analysis, 35 per
cent of aluminum; and in tbe same strata crys-
tals of alum seemingly pure when tasted. In
the mountains near by are known to be silver,
antimony, cinnabar and iron, while gypsum
IS wideapread in its showings. Mr. Blanken.
horn brought home specimens of many of these
articles.

Prospecting a Mine.

The Virginia ff;i^«r/)ri«e says:—The statement
that the Comatock lode has been pretty well
proaproted below the water level to the depth of
over 3000 feet has often been published by
journals in the East that devote some attention
to mining and it is generally believed by the
readers. The statement is absolutely, false
and works great injury to our industry.

In tbe GnM Hill mines a long drift was sent
out on the 2700 level of Crown Point, which
etruck an immense flow of water that came
from the Exchequer ground. It also struck a
rich body of quartz which the mine manage-
ments would have given a great deal of money
to have been permitted to prospect, but the
water drowned them out. When the water
was struck, prospecting drifts had entered
another oromieing body of ore on the 2700
level of Balcher. They were drivan from fhit.
and it remains nnprospected. On the l9o6
level of Crown Point, and also on the 2200
level, there are two bodies of ore known to
exiat fityoi there the miners were driven by the
flood, but the Gold Hill pumping operations
will soon regain posseasion of the country to
that depth.
As depth was attained during deep mining

on the lode, long drifts were speedily shot out
from the airking shaft stations, but no time
was allowed for proper prospecting work, such
as any decently informed miner would call
prospeoling a mine—auoh work as is now being
done in the upper levels.

Time and again leading Comstock mines have
been on tbe point of being abandoned, when
luckily some prospecting work being done in-
termediately between formerly explored levels
would strike ore from wbioh millions of money
were aubaequently taken out. Con. Cil. & Va.
sold in the open Boird for 25 cents a ahare—
and operators shorted it at that—and in an in-
rr-dible short tfme 'hr rame shares sold at
$65 a share, and $3,466,700 have beej paid in-
dividends since, and at least $17,000,000 have
been taken out from what was then called a
prf'spected mine.
Jnmes G. Fair said he bad prospected Hale

& Nor.iro'B, and "swept tbe walls with a
broom." Within exactly five feet of one of
Fair's prospecting upraises Superintendent
Keating etruck a body of ore from which about
$5,000,000 have been extracted.
Within the past few weeks in the Savage

a body of rich ore was struck within a foot of
an old prospecting shaft.

Still, alleged mining writers say that the
Comatock lode baa been pretty well prospected
below the water level.

What ia understood as pmapecting a mine
nowadays is to cut it up into 50 foot cubes by
lateral drifts, crosscuts, raises and winzes, and
no good miner will consider that it has been
prospected until tbi*? h-»B been done.

American Tin.

When the train bc»ring the Presidential
party arrived at Soutli Riverside, a novel sight
was seen. Manager Rabinson of the San Ja-
cinto estate had erected on a raised platform a
pyramid rf tin, 15 feet high, containing 100
ingots of 64 pounds each, of pure metallic tin.
The pyramid was surrounded with specimens
of the ore, and bore th" inenripiion, "The First
American Tin, April 23, 1891," Tin stars and
stripes and tbe company's private flag floated
froTi the top of the glittering mass of metril.
As the train came to a standstill, the Presi-

dent sud several of his party stepped out on
the car platform to witness thf novel exhibit
and were welcomed by Colonel Robinson, who
explained that what they saw was the first sno-
ceesful attempt ever made in America to pro-
duce tin from its ofes in a large way, and that
the mines under his charge gave every asgnr-
ance of a continuation of the product. He
thought that with the assistance of the McKin-
ley tariff, in all reasonable probability, Ameri-
can tin mines could produce euougb of the
metal for tbe consumption of the United States,
and aleo successfully compete with Great Brit-
ain in tbe manufacture of tin plate.
The nresident spoke briefly in reply to Man-

ager Robinson's address, wishing success and
prosperity to the enterprise in which he was
engaged. Afterward President Harrison and
several of his party descended from the
oar, and, standing at the base of the pyramid,
were photographed. Bach of the party was
then presented with specimens of tbe tin and
ore, after which the special train moved on
amid the cheers of those aisembled,—(7aU,
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IGQlNIJMG SUMMAF^Y,

Thte following iB moHtly condenaed from journals pubUflhed

in the Interior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.

Aznador.

Sutter Creek.—Cor. Amador Ledger, April 25:

Operations at the North Star still continue. They

are drifting in a northerly direction, and will go a

considerable distance yet before they will be satis-

fied. There is no doubt that before the properly

will' be abandoned, another 200 feet will be sunk,

and considerable drifting done at thai level. Im-

portant changes in the way of improvements are to

be made in the South Spring Hill mine, between

here and Amador City, in a short time. The hoist-

ing power is to be changed from steam to water.

Knight & Co. are getting out two 8-fool water-

wheels to operate as a reversible power for hoisting

and lowering. The steam hoist will be allowed to

remain, so as to be ready for use in case of a break

in the ditch or other lailure of the water supply.

The principal object in this change is economy.

The timber is getting scarce, and wood has to be

hauled from a distance, and as a result has a steady

upward tendency in price. D. T. Davies, while

here, ordered at Knight's foundry three 3-foot

water-wheels for the Carbonado coal mines, Wash-
ington. They are to be used on the condensers in

furnishing air underground. The wheels will be

ready for shipment in a few days.

Plymouth.—Cor. Ledger, April 25: The New
London Co. has let off about one-halt of its force of

miners, so it is running the mine with about 10 or

12 men just a good prospecting outfit. The Ply-

mouth Consolidated mines are working as usual.

The mill is still running 40 stamps. Lamb and

Hanna, owners of the Good Hope mine, are putting

up steam hoisting works, and are going to sink

300 or 400 feet deeper, and if the vein continues

good there will be a 40-stamp mill erected on the

claim. The Reeves mine is idlft on account of put-

ting in some new machinery, which will not take

long, when the mine will be worked for ail that it is

worth.
From Pinoeer Creek.—Cor. Dispatch, April

18: Pioneer and vicinity is still in a flourishing con-

dition. There is more ore out and in sight than

there has been in the last 15 years at any one time.

The energy and enterprise displayed bere_>^rough

the last few months is almost certain to develop

mines that will last for years and pour out a constant

stream of the most precious metal known to com-

merce. On the Mokelumne river side of the ridge is

situated the Stirnaman mine. This mine has out 700

tons of $40 ore; the ledge, three feet wide, has a shaft

sunk down 60 feet deep to water, and levels run at

water level. The ledge is one mass of salphurets which

assays over $600 per ton. At present they are mill-

ing their ore at a mill near the mine which is owned
by Mr. James of Pine Grove. A short distance from

here is situated the Old Bowers mine which has been

reopened by Steve Werly and has every indication

of contributing to its lucky owner ten fold more than

his fondest expectations. About two miles south

of this is the consolidated Sitting Bull. This is an

east and west ledge and is owned by Lee Jones and
Len Harmon. The ledge is four feet wide and pros-

pects for about $12 per ton and is traceable for 800

feet on the surface. There is about 75 tons of ore on
the dump. West of this mine is the North Star.

Their tunnel taps the ledge some 90 feet deep, and
the owners, Mr. Boomerahine and Stirnaman, are

well satisfied with their prospect. The next mine
below this is owned by Mr. Pine and others. This
is also worked through a tunnel about 700 feet in

length. At present they are sinking a shaft about

midway of the tunnel, Tha ore in the shaft is high

grade, heavily sulphureted with considerable free

gold. There is about 60 tons of ore on the dump.
Next comes the Marchand mine. This is also worked
through a tunnel. The ledge is about two feet wide
and heavily sulphureted, Mr. Marchand has been
a long time getting to this ledge as the rock was ex-

tremely hard, but now he feels confident that he will

be reimbursed for all his labor and outlay. High
up the mountain from here is the Klamman mine.

There is about 15 tons of ore on the dump with room
for more. Mr. K. works alone, consequently he
does not make very rapid headway, yet he has a very

good prospect. From here we were soon on the

ridge again where we met Mr. Harker who informed
us that his youngest son had unearthed a ledge a
short distance back of his dwelling house. It is

about a foct wide and prospects about $60 per ton.

Mr. Kimball is still working on his mine. He has
out about ten tons of ore. The mineral rod is still

pulling toward the Arties. We called at this mine
but did not see any one as they all appeared to be
working underground. The Griesbach Yelmini has
developed into a is-foot ledge of low-grade ore, and
they have started their mill running with five stamps
on their own and five on the Bowman ore. A few days
ago the Gracy mine struck some extremely rich rock,

but as they pushed the level ahead the ledge cooled
down to its regular business.

Bell Wether.—Amador Ledger, April 25
Sinking the shaft in this claim in Bright*s field has
progressed to the depth of 90 feet. The shaft was
started on the incline of the ledge; latterly the ledge
was found to turn, but the shaft was continued on
the same uniform angle. It is not in ledge matter
at present, although occasionally they break into

quartz, which prospects well. The formation is

much better for sinking than the hard quartz. Prog
ress, however, is slow, on account of the quantity of
water to be handled. Three shifts are employed,
eight hours each. It is intended to go 200 feet, and
explore the vein at that depth.
Hardenburg.—The lo-stamp mill is about com-

pleted. Mr. Woodbury, the inventor of the con-
centrator which bears his name, came up this week
to personally attend to the fixing of the two concen-
trators of his make to be put in this mill. It is

claimed that one concentrator will be able to handle
the discharge from a five stamp battery. Two Frues
are required for each battery where heavy stamps
are used. As the stamps of the Hardenburg are
light—600 lbs—it is possible that one concentrator
will do the work. The pipe is being laid from the
mill to the ditch, and next week we hope to report
the mill in active operation. Some 400 or 500 tons
of ore lie on the dump ready for crushing.

Belmont.—The superintendent, under date
April 23, reports :—The surface tunnel is now in

265 feel, the last 100 feet being driveri all in ore.

The mill is kept constantly running; the plates, both

inside and out of the batteries, are yielding well.

Oalaveras.
Resuming Work.— Chronicle, April 25; The

Quaker City quartz mine, near the Junction, which

had suspended operations for a while past, has re-

sumed work. The water has been taken out of the

shaft and the shaft repaired, and a contract has now
been lei, we understand, to sink 100 feet. The
present depth of the shaft is 400 feet. The mine is

located on the line of the mother lode. With good
management, perseverance, and a fair outlay, suc-

cess may be reasonably expected. The mine is un-

der the superintendence of that efficient veteran

miner, Tom Goodwin.
Mining Enterprise.—Calaveras /'rtJj^Jf*-/. April

25: The work on the mine on the San Andreas
channel at the Swenson place is being pushed rapid-

ly forward. Two steam pumps of the most improved
pattern are at Valley Springs, and will be on the

ground in a few days. A large force of men has

been at work this week getting things ready for the

machinery, A dam has been put across the creek

between Mrs. Hopkins and Wylie's houses to turn

the water into the old ditch, and teams have been
hauling pipe and lumber on the ground.

The Pioneer Mine at Angels.—Conly and
Hallock, started up Monday with work on the shaft.

This bids fair to be a large addition to Angels'
already large mining interest. The mine is on the

Mother Lode, and is known to be good property.

A 20-stamp mill is to be erected at once, and work
will be pushed vigorously.

Utica.—Mountain Echo, April 25: Improve-
ments are going on constantly at tne Utica mine. A
large building is being erected on the north end of

the blacksmith shop, which when completed, will

be used as a machine shop.

El Dorado.
St. Lawrence.—A/J?. Democrat, April 25: It is

generally understood that Superintendent Pierson,

of the Delmatia mine, has secured the old St.

Lawrence property, beyond Kelsey. and on the first

of the month steps will be taken to again open up
this property. The old St. Lawrence was a very

rich mine, and a mint of money was taken out of it

by the company formerly operating it. The mine
has lain idle for many years, but has now fallen into

the hands of practical, energetic men of capital,

who are conservative in their movements, yet bold
in action when they have demonstrated the worth of

their ventures. The magnificent electric power now
operated by the Delmatia company will be utilized

for the St. Lawrence, and to that end the line will

be extended, making a circuit of ten miles. The
availability and cheapness of this power, and the
amount that can be supplied, places the company in

a position to work the mine to better advantage
than any one else. We are confident that the
managers of this property will develop a paying
mine, if it is there, and if they succeed, Kelsey will

be the liveliest mining center in the county. While
but little has been said of the Blair mine in the
vicinity of the Nine Mile House, the owners thereof
are pushing the work. The tunnel started for the
gravel deposit is now in over five hundred feet, and
has nearly that distance yet to go. A few months
more will settle the point as to the richness and ex-
tent of the paying channel. The recent finds in

gravel along the ridge make almost a certainty of
the supposed channel extending through the entire

ridge. The late developments in the Larsen claim
show a very rich channel at a point three miles be-
low the Blair's tunnel. Mining matters therefore
are looking much brighter along the entire ridge.

It is reported that the old Larrison mine near
Latrobe has been put into the hands of a San Fran-
cisco company to operate. In the Gray and
Bosquit claim at Pine Mountain, work is being
pushed ahead as fast as possible. The upraise and
air shaft was recently finished, and the tunnel is

being driven ahead with the vein in good rock.
The mill is being put in shape, and ore will soon be
crushed. There is now a large amount of high
grade ore ready for the stamps. The litigation over
the Toll House mine at Smith's Flat has interfered

somewhat with the working of the claim, pending
the settlement-of the controversy. It is to be hoped
that an understanding will be arrived at that will

not interfere with the pushing of this work through.
Pacific.—The Pacific Co. is pursuing work all

along the line on their claims, from the Van Hooker
on the north to the Epley on the south. The vigor-

ous work covering a wide territory has kept Super-
intendents Rowland and Evans pushed and on the
go for some time past. The company is now keep-
mg 40 miners employed all the time. At the Van
Hooker they are driving tunnel; at the Old Harmon
they are making an upraise and running levels, and
have opened out a big ledge. There is a fine body
of quartz visible in this mine. Work has ceased
temporarily by the True Co., but will soon be re-

sumed. At the Epley, the Pacific Co, is driving
a tunnel to open the mine on the loo-foot level.

The Gentle Annie mine and mill, which have been
idle for some days, expect to start up again on
Monday. The Rogers claim at Smith's Flat is

steadily working on good gravel, and the Linden is

doing the same. The Big Sandy mine at Kelsey,
which has been idle for some time past, resumed
work on Monday last, and is helping along the Kel-
sey mining boom. It was reported on the streets
during the week that a fine strike had been made in

the Pacific. It was well known that the shaft had
been sunk to the looo-foot level, and that prospect-
ing was in progress on that level, a drift being
driven in on the ledge. In order to determine the
truth of the rumor we called on Supt. Rowland for
information. That gentleman, always cautious, and
reticent in discussing the affairs of the company he
represents, courteously informed us that on Satur-
day last the wo'kmen had encountered some very
good rock in the mine on the 1000-foot level, where
ihey had been working for some time past, As to
the extent of the find, and the richness thereof he
did not slate, as he evidently considered they were
matters concerning which the company alone was
concerned. The whole community will be glad to
hear that good paying rock has been found in this
level of the mine, and that development work has
shown there is mineral there with depth, When,
during last year, the company decided to sink at
once to 1000 feel, and by prospecting determine the
value of the mine, the proposition was hailed with
satisfaction by our citizens, most of whom believed
that thorough prospecting would show the mineral
to be there, and rich enough to pay for working.
The present. discovery proyes the permanency of the

mine, and that depth will yield good mineral, A
good vein at 1000 feet, and the immense body of

ore between that and the surface, means perma-

nency of working, and the employment of a number
of men. There is probably not another mining
company in the State or on the coast possessing

such a quantity of mining ground that could be
worked to such advantage, and at such a small cost,

as the group of mines owned by the Pacific. They
occupy the main mineral belt of the country, in-

cluding the '* Mother Lode," for several miles north

and south, having an almost continuous property.

Not one of their mines but what has upon it one or

more natural locations for a millsite; and every one
of their claims is adjacent to their ditch and can be
operated under a water pressure varying in different

localities from 150 to 750 feel. With their own
ditches and free water, and with every facility for

economical handling of ore, this company could

handle good ore at a handsome profit.

Mameluke.—Georgetown Gazette, April 23: T.
LeBosuf is pushing in a tunnel on his old Mame-
luke ledge north of town, at a point in the canyon
which will give him more than 100 feet of backs

with 100 feet of tunnel. He has a well-defined lead

of soft ore about 25 feet wide, on which he has run

about 40 feet. The ore prospects very uniformly in

free gold. About 900 feet to the south the surface

of the lead had been sluiced and worked with rich

returns, but work ceased on account of the large

amount of water to contend with. Old-timers de-

dare that this is still a rich mine, and that if Le-
Boeuf can succeed in getting his tunnel in to a rea-

sonable length he will get all the money he wants by
simply sluicing the material. The mine is secured

by a U. S. patent.

Developments.—Republican, April 23: Some
new developments are being made at the Gentle

Annie mine and rich ore found.

Inyo.

Another Dividend.—///(j'e.v, April 22; The
Newtown Mining Co., with office in Carson City

and works at Cerro Gordo, Inyo Co., has just de-

clared dividend No, 2 of five cents per share.

Mariposa.
COULTERVILLE.—Cor. Mariposa Gazette, April

23; The Bondurant mine is running at full blast,

and is yielding good ore. Mr. S. B, Sample is still

working the Black Bart, with good prospects of

another pocket. It is hoped his prospects may be

realized. W. Davis of San Francisco, and W.
Downie of Tuolumne county, are preparing to com-

mence work on their claim at Flyaway, about one

mile from the Southern Cross. The Harrison mine

owned by H. Boisse and C. L. Mast, is near the

Black Bart mine. They have been running a tunnel

for the past eight or ten months, and have recently

struck good prospects while tapping their main

shaft. The rock taken out of this mine was crushed

in the Bruschi mill, and yi-lded $65 per ton. The
Quail mining company are running their mill, and
the rock which has been run through this mill has

been sufficient to purchase a boiler and engine to

run during the dry season. Mr. Bruschi, the owner,

is now in the city, purchasing machinery to run by

steam power. The sulphurets tested from this time,

averaged from $800 to $900 per ton. George E.

Clark, one of the men wh J found the pocket in the

Black Bart last winter, came into town on the nth
inst., with about 50 pounds of magnificent ore,

which he had taken out of the claim recently pur-

chased from Tom Bird, 1 he rock is on exhibition

at Bruschi's store. This find indicates that a pocket

similar to the one taken from the Black Bart will

soon be struck. The Tyro mine which is owned
and managed by Charles Sutherland, two miles from

Coulterville, is running at present with a full force of

men. A deep shaft has been struck on the main

ledge, where they have found first-class ore in pay-

ing quantities. It is said there will soon be a large

mill built at this mine. Several experts have lately

examined this mine; they pronounce it one of best

mines in the State. The Sweetwater, Southern

Cross, and Mountain View mines, which are situa-

ted on Flyaway, have recently been purchased by J.

Donavan, of San Francisco. James Dolan is super-

intending the working of them. Excellent ore has

been struck in the Southern Cross, but the others

have too much water to be worked at present. They

are said, however, to be fully as good as the South-

ern Cross. The mill at these mines will soon start

running under the control of Mr. J. McCort.

Mono.
Prospecting.—Bridgeport Chronicle Ujiion,

April 23: Those well known mining men, Irwin

and Callahan, are looking at the Patterson District

mines, and will remain there a month or more, in-

tending to give the district a thorough examination.

They have an assaving plant on the way up, and

propose assaying the whole district. The great

depth of snow on the mountains has caused work

to be suspended on most of the mines, so that

during the past two months very little work was

done in the district. Some of the promising mines

of the district have been bonded to Mr. Irwin, and

it is to be hoped he will again be with us as the

superintendent of a rich mine, as he is a thorough

miner and one of the most popular superintendents

we have had in this county, and would be a valuable

man for the Patterson District. The result of the

observations of theje gentlemen will be patiently

awaited by our people, who have great confidence

in that district.

Nevada.
North Banner Mine.— Grass Valley Union,

April 24: The north drift on the 400 level of the

North Banner mine is now in a splendid body of ore,

the quartz formation being fully five feet in width,

and all of it good milling rock, and several feet of it

of high grade, much of which yields at the

rate of $50 a ton in free gold, independent of

sulphurets and galena, which, are also rich. The
quartz carries plenty of sulphurets and galena,

and its general appearance is that of first-class

ore. The ore body is widening as the drift is

extended, and there is every probability that the

backs will prove extensive and rich. A crosscut is

also being made into the hanging wall of the ledge

from the 400 foot station, the indications being

that another vein will be cut within a short distance.

The No. 2 and 3 slopes are also yielding good ore,

and the mine is producing sufficient to reduce all the

ore that can be taken out, and it is expected that it

will be necessary to add two more batteries to the

mill during the present year. The present mill is

new, having been completed last year, and is fitted

up with all the latest improvements. The force em-

ployed about the mill and mine is from 35 to 40 men.
Last year the nime cleared $24,000 above all ex-
penses, and the returns up to this date of the pre-
sent year have been at the rate of more than twice
that amount. For this year two dividends have al-

ready been paid amounting to $10,000, while at the
same time a reserve fund has been accumulating.
The mine gives every indication of being able to
continue the payment of regular dividends, and may
well be regarded as one of the coming great mines
of the county.

Idaho.—The total amount of dividends paid by
the Idaho Mming Co. of Grass Valley is $5,300,650.

St. John.—There seems to be nothing definite as
to the erection of a mill on the St. John mine, as
the management is more disposed to do under-
ground work for some time longer before going to
that expense. The shaft is soon to be sunk for

another level. The present one is at the depth of
150 feet.

CoE.—The developments in the Coe mine are re-

ported to be very encouraging, and there is no
doubt that the company now engaged in working
the mine will put a mill up the present season. It

will probably be one of 20 stamps.

Moore Mine,—Placer HeraId.Apn} 25; Thorpe
and the While boys, owners of the famous Moore
mine, are raising Iheir dump platforms for the pur-
pose of giving them more dump room, and are mak-
ing other improvements preparatory to entering on a
vigorous summer's work.

Shasta.
Gold.—Redding Free Press, April 25: The Bell

Bros, mine at Sunny Hill is developing some exceed-
ingly rich rock. It assays as high as $2000 per ton.
This ore is shipped as fast as it can be gotten out,

and the returns are always satisfactory.

Trinity.

Change in Ownership.—/(7«y«a/, April 25: M.
C. Parlin and D. C. Dedrick have sold to S, L.
Blake their one-half interest in the Chloride mine
and several other locations together with mill, etc.,

for $10,000. The properly is looking very well and
the rock is high grade. This is one of the best

,
mines on Canon creek, but there are others equally
as good and the amount of bullion that will come
out of that camp this summer wilt surprise some of
the old settlers of that section. Since the above
was in type Dr. Blake has iold and deeded to C.
W, Smith a one-fourth interest in the above-men-
tioned properly.

It Looks Well.—On our visit to Canon creek
this week we took a look at the new strike recently
made on the Bailey mine. The ledge is small but
very rich and will probably improve as it is devel-

oped. At present it is only cut in a few places on
ihe surface but the character of the ore is the same
as all the rich ore of the camp.

NEVADA

Wastioe Dtscnet.

Con. Cal. & Va. Mine.—Virginia Chronicle,
April 25: iioo level: All work has been confined
to retimbering and repairing the south drift, and
havR started cutting out for a blower station 300 feet

south of shaft. 1300 level: The upraise from the
east crosscut from the south drift has been carried
up 15 feet, total hight, 30 feet. From this point are
extracting =ome milling ore. The north drift from
the east crosscut from the shaft station has been ex-
tended 30 feet; total length, 115 feet, continuing in
porphyry, clay and quartz, all showing some value.

1500: The width and quality of the ore which is

exposed in the opening 43 feet above the sill floor of
this level continues to hold good, and we continue
to find this ore body extending to the northeast, and
the ore there continues to be of fair quality. We
are continuing to slope out ore of good quality at
the end of the crosscut run west from the north drilt

on the sill floor of this level. 1600: Have con-
tinued to extract some ore along and above the line

of the drift run east through the old slopes on the
sill floor of this level; also from the slopes which are
being worked both north and south from that drill.

Have continued to slope out ore of good quality at

the point which is 200 feet south from Ihe north line

of the mine, and 44 feet above the sill floor of this

level. From the main drift running south from the
north boundary line of the mine, at a point 220 feet

south from that line, the east crosscut has been ex-
tended 13 feet; total length, 54 feet; the sill floor of
this level penetrating the old slopes through the
old timbers. 1650 level: The usual quantity of ore
has been extracted from the various openings of this

level, and we are continuing to extract ore of good
quality in working out from the winze No. 2, at a
point 35 feet above the silt floor of the 1750 font
level. Winze No. 3 has been sunk 7 feet; total

depth, 80 feet; passing through quartz of low value.

From the end of the southwest drift the upraise has
been carried up 15 feet; total length, 37 feet, and is

now in ore of milling value. 1750 level; The
crosscut run we?t from the drift run southwest from
the northwest drift from the main west drift from
the C. & C. shaft has been extended 8 feet; total

length, 60 feet, continuing in quartz of some value.

The drift running southwest from the northwest
drift from the main west drift from the C. & C.
shaft has been extended in a southwest course 12
feet; total length, 591 feet, continuing in quartz of
some value. There has been extracted irom all

parts of the mine during the week 1,469940-2000
tors of ore, which was shipped to the Eureka mill.

The average assay value of all of the ore worketl
at that milt during the week (1560 tons) was $33 10
per ton. Bullion now on hand in our assay office,

assay value, about $52,000. Bullion shipped to
Carson Mint, assay value, $31,338 29.

Ophir.—From the upraise started in the drift run
south from the drift run west from the winze, 122
feet below the sill floor of the 1300 level, at a point

23 feet up, have continued to extract some ore which
is stored in the mine of an average assay value of

$22 75 per ton.

Mexican.—On the 1645 level the east crosscut,

No. I, started from the main north lateral drift at a
point opposite the west crosscut, No. i, has been
extended 40 feel; total length, 701 feet; continuing
in a soft porphyry formation carrying fine lines of
quartz, the latter showing assay value.

Union Con.—East crosscut No. 2 on the 1465
level, started from the north lateral drift at a point
200 feet north from the south boundary line of the
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mine, has been extented 24 feet; total length, 843
feet; (^ntinuing in a hard porphyry formation.

Alta.—Steam will be got up Monday or Tues-
day, as the new tank is in place, and as there is little

more to do preparatory to the resumption of mining
and milling.

Yellow Jacket.—The usual prospecilog work
is beioK done throughout the mine.

Belchek.—The south drill from No. a, cast

crosscut, 300 level, is out a total distance of 200 leet

;

face in quartz showing spots of clay. West crosscut

No, 3, 300 level, has been advanced 325 (eet, the

face is in soft material, with quite a stream of water

running from it. The east crosscut from the south

lateral drift on the 1500 level is out 67 feet; face still

in porphyry.

Cos. Imperial.—We are still following up and
taking out small streaks of ore from the upper levels

and prospecting in and around the old slopes, where
we found some tillings and bunches of ore of fair

grade, which is shipped to the \'ivian mill for re-

duction.

Challenge and Confidence.—The joint Con-
fidence and Challenge west crosscut from the north

drift on the 300 level is out 78 feet; face shows quartz

having no value. The joint Confidence and Chal-

lenge east crosscut on the iioo level is out 61 feet in

porphyry. Work in this crosscut has been stopped

for the present. The joint Yellow Jacket, Confidence

and Challenge north drift on the 100 level is in 709
feet. The face shows quartz having do value.

Crown Point.—Have stopped the raise from the

300 level, eleventh floor, south drift, and started

west crosscut Na 2 at a point 40 feel further south.

This crosscut is out 21 feet, and the face is in quartz

giving low assays. Have stopped the west crosscut

on the 1000 level, it having reached the west wall,

and started an east crosscut opposite it. This cross-

cut is out a distance of 21 feet, and the face is in

low.grade quartz.

Kentuck Con.—From the south drift from the

looo raise, east ledge, a west crosscut has been

started and extended 13 feet through quartz of low

grade. Have raised seven feel above the east cross-

cut from the north lateral drift on this level. The
top is in quartz containing some spots of ore. Have
completed the timbering in the raise and chute in

the west ledge.

Seg. Belcher.—On the 600 level the east cross-

cut from the south lateral drift is out a total dis-

tance of 270 feet, having been advanced 22 feet dur-

ing the week. The face is in a mixture of porphyry

and clay.

Justice.—The south winze on the 490 level is

down 53 feet. The bottom is in fair grade ore. The
north drift on the 822 level is out 580 feet. The
face is in clay and quartz, with stringers of pay

through it. Have retimbered 82 feet of the south

drift on the 822 level.

Hale & Norcross.—On the 1400 level of Hale

& Norcross No. 4 west crosscut near our north

boundary was advanced 20 feet; total length, 215

feel; face in vein material. No. 5 east crosscut

started on our south boundary line, was advanced 15

feet, total length, 85 feet; ihe face is in porphyry and

quartz giving low assays. The winze started at the

end of No. 3 east crosscut, 80 feet south of our

north boundary, is down 40 feet, the last ten feet

being in ore of excellent quality. The main incline

is repaired and retimbered 15 feet below the 1400

level station. During the week we have repaired the

main south drift. 1300 level, to our south boundary;

have also repaired the shaft station, iioo level, and

have men easing timbers at the 1300 station.

Savage.--We have hoisted 698 cars of ore from

the 500, 700, 800, 900 and 1100 levels and from the

intermediate drifts north and south from the winze

below the 1300 level. Shipped to the Mexican mill

541 Ji tons and milled 560 tons; average battery as-

say, $17.59. W^ ^^^^ bullion on hand amounting

10 $17,397.80. On the 8do level, 80 feet from our

south boundary line, we started a winze and sunk

some 80 feet; bottom in good ore. On the 950 level

the south drift from the station was advanced 33
feet and connected with the north drift on the Hale

& Norcross side. Hereafter all the work done on

this level will be through the Savage shaft. On the

1400 level east crosscut No. i, started 80 feet from

our south boundarv, is advanced 55 feet; the face of

this crosscut has entered the northerly continuation

of the ore recently discovered in ihe Hale & Nor-

cross winze.

Utah.—On the 725 level the raise has been car-

ried up 10 feet; total highton the slope, 108 feet;

from this point the drift running in a northerly di-

rection has been advanced 18 feet. Some necessary

repairs have been made to the main west drift from

the shaft. Are making preparations to sink the

winze in the south drift near the poirit where the

raise has been carried up.

POTOSL—The south drift from the winze station

from the 1300 level is out 83 feet; face in quartz and

porphyry giving low assays. But little work was

done in the winze the past week owing to putting in

guides.

Chollar.—East crosscut on the north line is out

80 feet; face in porphyry and streaks of quariz yield-

ing low assays. South lateral drift from the Hale

& Norcross 1400 level is out 80 feet; face in clay and

porphyry. Milled 542 tons of ore, the average bat-

tery assay of which was $19.22 a ton,

Andes.—During the past week east crosscut from

main north drift was advanced 26 feet, continuing in

a quartz and clay formation. The east crosscut

from south drift on the 420 level was extended 22

feet through a vein porphyry formation.

Sierra Nevada. -630 level: West crosscut No.

1 from the northwest drift 571 feet from the shaft,

has been advanced 40 feet; total distance 271 feet.

The rock is very hard.

Gould & Curry.—200 level: Extracted 112

cars of ore from the slopes during the week. Sent

to the Nevada mill 353 tons of ore; average battery

assay, $22.22.
. „ - j j

Best & Belcher.—1000 level: Repaired and

cleaned 75 feet of north drift, iioo level: North-

east drift has been advanced 26 feet; total 100 feet;

face in porphyry, clay and stringers of quartz. AU

work in west crosscut No. i has been on repairs.

Occidental.—Extractingpav ore from the slopes

on 350, 400 and 450 levels. The south drift from

No I upraise, 500 level, is in 61 feet in low-grade

ore. South drift from No. i winze, 600 level, is in

89 feet; face in pay ore. Norih drift from No. 2

winze, 650 level, is in 29=? feel; face m low-grade

quartz. South drift from No. i winze, 760 level, is

in 57 feet, face in low-grade ore.

Arabia Dletrlot.

A Mis-statement.— ^//i^-r Sfj/c, April 24: The
Centra/ AcViidun says a miner lately from Lovelocks
speaks very discouragingly of the prospects in that

neighborhood; stating that the reports from the

Arabia district are exaggerated that the ores are of

low-grade and in small quantity and will not

pay. Now the writer happens to know something
about the Arabia mmes and. while we are willing to

admit that a large quantity of ore in that district i'i

of a low grade, there is at times ore that will mill

and has been milled as high as $100 to the ton.

Furthermore, we know of drifts and slopes in the

mines of that district where Ihe ore body is 10 and
12 feel thick, and the entire lode will average $30 to

the ton. The ore is easily broken and a good miner
can beak several tons of ore every day he wants to

do a shift's work. Of course, while silver is down
as it is at the present time, the ore will not pay for

working, but let silver advance ;»s high even as $1.10

and Arabia district is way above the average mining
districts of the State, and our belief is that the miner
was looking for a place to work, praying the while

that he would not find it.

ARIZONA.

Mohave Notes.—Miner. 35: John H. Camp-
bell, superintendent of the Flores mine, had a car-

load of ore worked at the sampler this week. The
ore gave a handsome return. Ide Hamblin has gone
back to work on the New London mine, near Cer-

bat. Mr. Hamblin has a fine piece of ground ready

for sloping and will make considerable money out

of it. The Cupel is now ready to commence ship-

ping ore to the sampler and will hereafter make
monthly shipments. The ore is very rich and a few
tons of this ore represents a good deal of money.
.\n expert has been examining the country in and
around Cedar and Signal with a view of ascertaining

the feasibility of erecting a smelting p'ant on the

Copper properties near Yucca. It is said he was
well satisfied with what he saw and that the smelter

is an assured fact. In ihe Dimondjoe mine, Cedar,

the richest body of ore struck in this section in years,

has been found. The grading for the new concen-

trating plant on the COD mine has been com-
pleted, and the machinery is expected on the ground
in a short time. We understand that the Cerbat

mill, owned by the Arizona Northern M. Co., will

be entirely remodeled and placed in thorough repair.

The gentlemen who have charge of the copper prop-

erty near Yucca, are now on a sampling lour

through Cedar district. Their object is to find out
whether or not they can secure sufficient high-grade

ores from the district to smelt with their copper ore

to make the bullion or matte sufficiently high grade

to pay for refining.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Prospects.—Kamloops Seniinel, April 25: Min-
ing prospects in the neighborhood of Kamloops
were never brighter than at present. Mr. George
McDonald, who owns a quariz claim up the North
Thompson river, was in town for supplies and re-

ports prospects most encouraging. He has already

20 tons of ore on the dump, ready for shipment, and
there seems to be an unlimited quantity of galena,

which is uniform, assaying 50 to 53 ounces of silver

with tracing of gold, and it runs as high as 74 per

cent lead. Two other claims have already been
taken up adjoining McDonald's, and it is expected
that other prospectors will follow, as the North
Thompson has never been prospected more than
a few miles above Kamloops, and old miners be-

lieve that some rich discoveries will be made. Mr,
Richard Hill, a mining expert from Portland, on
Wednesday returned from a visit to Mr. J. N. Mc-
Kay's iron mine at Cherry Bluff, some 12 miles west

of Kamloops. He speaks with complete confidence

as to the extent of the deposit and the quality of the

material. There are some 400,000 tons of ore in

sight. Recently 300 tons of this was shipped to the

smelter at Tacoma, and proved to be of excellent

quality. There are several hundred tons ready for

shipment, about 100 of which has been sent to the

Revelstoke smelter,

MONTANA.

The Glengarry Dividend. — Butte Miner^
April 23: The Glengarry M. Co. declared its first

dividend yesterday, the amount being five cents per

share, aggrfgating $5000. The company's property

lies in the silver district, about a mile northwest of

Walkerville, and is developed to a depth of only 300
feet. Notwithstanding this, it has been producing
steadily for some time. The mine is stocked for

100,000 shares, aud when the company was organ-

ized it was for the purpose of carrying on a legiti-

mate mining business, and not with the intention of

peddling out its shares on false representations and
then shutting down. Prospects with scarcely no
showing whatever have been slocked right in Butte,

Helena and other places in the State for from$i,-

000,000 to $5,000,000, and an innocent and confid-

ing public unmercifully swindled by the false repre-

sentations 01 the incorporators who, to start with,

peddled their shares out at almost anything they

could get, with assurances of " millions in sight."

The Glengarry administration has been honest

and conscientiously applied from the very inception

of their enterprise, and to-day they have a property

of which they and those who have put money into

the stock can and do feel proud. They extract ore

and send it to the Butte and Boston works for treat'

ment, and their affairs are now in such shape that

a five-cent dividend will be declared at the end of

each and every month. The slock was first sold at

from 75 cents 10 $1 per share, but about six or eight

months ago it jumped to about $2, at which figure

it has been quoted ever since, with none for sale.

Ground Squirrel and Monitor.—Work on
the Ground Squirrel claim, south of the Harris

Lloyd, is progressing in the shaft, which has reached

a depth of about 120 feet. It is the intention of the

lessees, Messrs Carter & Cambers, to sink to the 200-

foot level before crosscntting., The ground passed
through shows unmistakable evidences of a body of

copper-silver ore somewhere below, bowlders of ore

having been encountered at various dppths from
the surface. The ground belongs to S. V. Kemper
& Co., who have held it since early in the '80s and
may yet prove a bonanza. At the Monitor, which
adjoins the Ground Squirrel on the east, work has
been suspended, for what reason is not known on
the outside. A short lime ago a large body of ore

was struck in the south 250-foot crosscut and many
tons of it were hoisted to the surface and dumped
into the bins, but notwithstanding this strike the
pumps have been hoisted from the shaft and work
discontinued. It is rumored that ihe cause tor the
shut-down lies in the (act that there is no sale at

present for copper ores, which has within the last

few months been the cause of two or three other in-

dividual copper-producers suspending operations
until such time as the copper market ag.rin assumes
its normal condition.

OTAB

Ducway Reports.—Salt Lake Tribune, April

17 : William L. Mills of Stockton cmie in from
Dugway this week. He resides in Stockton and
has tteen a resident and miner there for 20 years.

He went to Ophir in 1870, and while making his

home in Stockton ever since, has b'^en operating to
some extent in the Deep Creek country, chittly at

Dugway, where he went in 1871, and has worked
and owned claims there, on and off, ever since. He
owns the Silver King mine at the north end of Dug-
way. It IS a big low grade properly, the vein being

50 feet wide in places with tlu-ee feet of pay ore
and a large amount that will concentrate. This
firsi-class ore runs about 35 per cent lead and ten

ounces silver. The property has been opened on
the vein a distance of 1500 leet, in which there are
12 shafts, from 8 feet to 50 feet deep. Mr. Mills has
shipped about 100 tons of ore in the past, which he
had to haul 100 miles, and which sold for $51 per
ton. When a railroad reaches Dugway, this and the
other low grade mines there will keep the road busy
with such ores. The Bobtail is one mile or more
southeast of the Silver King, and is another large
lead property, producing ore that runs 25 per cent
lead and five ounces silver. Mr. Mills does not
know how big the vein is, but a crosscut near the

surface, 20 feet long, failed to reach either of the

walls. He has done $1000 worth of work on the

claim, and only reached a depth of 35 feel. The
Francis and Harrison are a half-mile west of the

Bobtail, and have been opened by two shafts, down
about 25 feet each. The vein is four feet wide and
runs 19 ounces silver and 25 per cent lead. The
Mono No. 2 is three miles southwest of the Silver

King, is ten feet wide on the surface, and shows
galena exposed 25 feet long. Mr. Mills says this is

ihe biggest body of solid galena he has ever seen,

extendmg clear across the vein, and it runs about
60 per cent lead and 15 to 19 ounces silver. This is

a new discovery of only a few weeks ago. His
Monarch mine, in the same vicinity, has had much
work done on it. This produces ores that run 25
per cent lead, eight ounces silver and 12 to 18 per-

cent iron Mr, Mills owns a number of other

claims in Dugway, which he has been holding for

years. J. L. Hardin owns the Virginia, the first

patented claim in Dugway. It is a big carbonate

vein from wnich considerable ore was shipped years

ago, and he has had assays up to 500 ounces silver.

The Saddle Rock, owned by Gilson, lies 1000 feet

east of the Virginia, and has a big body of ore run-

ning about 80 ounces silver and 30 1035 percent
lead. The Yellow Jacket, owned by Dieterly and
bonded to Gilson, is a large carbonate vein with ore

running about 50 ounces silver and 35 per cent lead.

Considerable work has been done on it. The Ben
Harrison is a property belonging to Dieterly & Gil-

son, on which a tunnel has been run in 40 feet and
an incline 35 feet. It is so big that the walls had
not been exposed, and carries ore which assays 18

per cent lead, 4 to 5 ounces silver, 18 per cent cop-

per and about 35 per cent iron.
, A half mile south-

east of the Harrison is the Hidden Treasure, which
is a large iron cropping with more or less lead and
quite heavy in copfier, while it is in quartzite and
over 150 feet wide. Mr. Delaney made a strike a

few days ago some three miles west of the Silver

King, in finding great boulders of galena, running

40 percent lead and 17 ounces silver. Since this

discovery he has been following up to find the ledge

if possible, and about the time Mr. Mills left the

camp it was reported that he had succeeded in this.

A. M. Cannon is one of the most earnest workers in

the camp. He had ten men at work on the Rattler

all winter, but has reduced this force to five, because

that was as many as he could work to advantage on

two shifts. A tunnel is being driven to tap the vein

at a depth of 1500 feet down on the dip. This will

require between 300 and 400 feet, and they are now
in nearly 100 feel. His ore runs 65 or 70 per cent

in lead and low in silver. But of all Dugway, Gil-

son's Buckhorn is the greatest. He saw an assay

button from the late strike of two and a half feet of

ore in the mine, which ran away up into the thou-

sands, and he says that two and a half feet will run

all of 4500 ounces silver and he did not pretend to

estimate the gold. He says there is ore on the

Dugway mountains, a distance of 15 miles, begin-

ning at the north end and extending southward.

In the granite mountain, which stands alone in the

desert there is some low-grade ore at the north end,

and also some very clear mica, of which he had
seen blocks four inches square.

7ear8 o' practical experience in gald and silver amalga-
maticu and coneentratiOD, I find, after u-<ing the various
forma and devicts for concentration, that your concen-
trator la uhuftd of thorn all. both lu capat-ity and eaving
of valui:ii,aiid a stnu ahead in tho right direction. Your
tablP U fltroDK and well built, very easily adjusted, and
c&ii be run with tittle attootiou. llespuctfuUy,

8. H. Skkk.

Twelve macbioea have been delivered to Mr,
Seek aJLce the above wae written,

San Franciblo, Cal . Octobt-r 14. Iij90.

Geo. E. Woodbttnj, Eg'j., j/.i Fir.<t St., S. F., CaL—
Dbar Sik: Your Woodbury concentrator, which we have
been Uhingr at the Keystone mill, Amador Co., Cal, for
over a year, gives entire Batisfaction. I consider it away
ahead of all otlier couccutiatore uow made. Youra very
truly, M. J. McDonald.

The illnatrated advertleement elsewhere Id
the Pbess gives a very good Idea of the ma-
chine and the corrugated edged belte. Those
who desire a catalogue and full particulars may
send to Geo. K. Woodbury, manofactnrer, 213
to 219 First street, San Franoisoo.

List of D. S. Patents for Paoiflo Coast

Inventors,

Reported by Dewey di Oo., Pioneer Patent

Solicitors for Pacific Ooaet.

for week ending april 21, 1891.

450.905'—Operating Elevator Doohs—W. N.
Anderson, San Rafael, Cal.

450,764.—Gold Saving Apparatus— U. H.
Bagley, Astoria, Or,

450,860.—Reaping Machine—M. S. Cody,
Anacories, Wash.
450,780.—Steam Engine—M. B. Dod^re, S. F.

451,005,—Penholder—P. D. Horton, Oakland,
Cal.

450,696.—Faucet—G, H. Merrick, S. F.

450,773-—Repeating Gun—W. H. Ostrander,
Merced, Cal. s
450,873,—Show Table, Toilet Stand and

Bureau—M. Rosenbaura, Tacomca, Wash.
450,894.—Bier— Sanders & Rafferiy, Reno, Nev.
451,007,—Journal Box-J. T. Smith, S. F.

451,008.—Packing—J. T. Smith. S. F.

450,878.—Sewer Man Hole— Frank Walker,
Los Angeles, Cal.

450,956.— Safe.— P. Withelm, Portland, Or.

4501^58. — Broom Crate and Display Stand
—Frank Z^n. S. F.

450.859.—Shield fob Brooms—Frank Zan,
S. F.

The following brief list, by telegraph, for April 21

will appear more complete upon receipt of mail advices:

Cftlitornia-Delberb E. Barton. S. F., cultivator at-
tachment; Delbert E, Barton, S. F., cultivator: Delbert
E. BirtOD, S. F. , cultivator clamp; Delbert E. Barton,
Los ADgreles, ossieoor of one-half to P. A. Wngnrr, S.

F., cultivator; John L. Calahan, S. F., pipe; Benjamin
F. Carman, S. F,, cash-box aud traj; Geo. A.Cooper,
Alameda, 8a9h-l-> older; Byron JenninuP, San Jose, as-

signor of one-half to J. Bruaie, Oakland, tension and
cut-out device for electric railways; Franci" H. Keielar,
S F., stone sawmill; Gustav F. W. Schutz, S. P., doc-
ument tile; Henry J. Small and T. W. Heintzman, Sac-
ramento, snow-plow; Frank White, Pomona, anap-hook.
Oregon— \Vm. W. Conder, Tillamook, milk-cooler.

NoTB.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents (urnlehed
by Dewey & Co., in the shortest time poeglble (by mall
or telegraphic order). American and Foreign patents
obtained, and general patent business for Paciflo Coaat
Uiventora transacted with perfect security, at reaeonable
rates, and in the shortest nossible time.

The Woodbury Improved Concentrator'

This Gonoentrator is operated with 13 narrow

belts, Id place of one broad one, each belt run-

Ding on a separate orown on the roller, there

being no poaslbllity of their getting out of line,

and no adjastnoent 1b required after tiiey are

started. This permits of a heavier load being

carried, aa a variation in the level which runa

the load to one aide of a wide belt ia not per-

ceptible on one of the narrow ones. A revolv-

ing bowl feeds to each belt its exact proportion

of Band and water and anlphureta largely in-

oreaaing the capacity of the machine. The

fluted raised edge on the belts prevents strain

while passing over the rollers, thereby keeping

the edges from being torn or cracked. The

machine ia Bubatantially built of all iron and

steel. Any Intelligent man can learn to run it

in a few boura, and it demands very little at-

tention. Forty-hve Woodbury Conoentrators

are now in use, each taking care of five stamps.

The annexed testimonials, which are taken at

random from quite a number, show the satis-

faction the maohine gives, and indicates its

growth in popular favor.
Sas FaANCisco, October 2, 1890.

Geo. E. Woodtntry, Esq.—Dear Sm: Having had many

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co. 's Scientific Press U. S. and For-

eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Repeating BREECH-LoAorNG Gun.—Willis H.

Ostrander, Merced, assignor to the Ostrander Re-

peating Gun Co, of S. F. No. 450,773. Dated April

21, 1891. This invention relates to certain improve-
ments in that class of weapons known as magazine
guns or repeaters, and it is especially applicable to

shot-guns having two barrels upon a single stock.
It consists of a s ock havmg two barrels mounted
thereon so as to slide forward and back and a con-
necting rod actuated by the movement of these bar-
rels, and a mechanism operated by said rod, whereby
loaded shells are carried from the magazine and
introduced into the barrels of the gun, discharged
shells being ejected by the same movement and the

hammers drawn back into position for firing. It

also consists in locking devices for the barrels and
the hammers and a means for operating said devices;

also a means wtereby either of the barrels may be
loaded or operated independent of the other, and in

certain details of construction.

Steam-Engine.—Miles B. Dodge. S. F. No.

450,780. Dated April 21, 1891. This consists of a

cylinder, a piston reciprocating therein and having
areas of steam-space of different sizes upon the two
sides of the piston, a valve by which the steam is

transferred from the side of the smallest area to the
opposite side, so as to act expansively therein and
the combination therewith of a cut-off valve, and
certain details of construction. By the construction
employed, the inventor is enabled to use the steam
at high pressure above the piston in that portion of
the cylinder which has the largest area, and for a
portion of the stroke, then complete the downward
stroke by the expansion of this high-pressure steam,
and afterward continue the upward stroke of the
piston by the continued expansion of this steam,
which is admitted from the upper side of the piston

to the lower side.

A BiOH find has been made a mile north of

Spring City, Nev. This is a lode that parties

have been trying to find for quite a number of

yeart, aa rich float has been found on several
oooaHlnns upon the hillside by different parties.

The Silver State is of the opinion that this find

will be apt to create another boom for Spring
City, and will be an encouragement for the new
comp<iny that h^s but recently come into pos-
session of the Paradise mines to push their

rednotioD works to completion.
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II]ECHA>jieAL Progress

Blacksmithing in 1747.

We reproduce below from Blacksmith and
Wheelwright t aa a cariosity, the eaaeaciai por-

tion Of 2.11 article on blacksmiths, which
appeared in a small book pnblished Id London
in 1747. It will be observed that the black-

smiths of those days were expected to make
almost every article of" iron work in general

nse. Any snob thing aa what we now call a
" machine shop " or a "tool factory" was un-

known in those days. The blacksmith did

it all.

Blacksmitha.

By this Term it may be nnderftood In gen-
eral all fnch who work or forge iron in

any Manner whatfoever. Bat in particular it

fignltids one who makes the Irou'work nfed in

and about Buildings, Kitohen-furniture, &o.,

though it now is almoft un Affront to call any
one a Black-ftnith, the Word Smith being nfed
alone; or, for the fake of Diftinction, with the
Name of the Branch he moftly works in pre-

tixed to it. The firft which, in Order of Alpha-
bet, oocnrs to me, is the Anchor-fmith, whofe
bufinefs is to make the Iron*part (for the
Stock, or Guide, is generally of Wood) of An-
chors of all sizes, which differ fo much as from a
Quarter of Hundred Weight to a Ton or

more, according to the Borden of the Ship or
Graft.

It ia a very ufeful, extenfive, and ooofider-

able Fart of Smithery, at which the Maftere get
Wealth; bat then it takes up a good deal of

money {500 I. at leaft) to build a Forge, find

materials, ftock it with iron, and pay many
Hands Weekly,

It is laborious Work, being little elfe but
blowing and tending a v^ft Fire, and ftriking

with large Sledge-hammers;* though in doing
this they have a Slight and a clever Knack of

following one another's Strokes, in fiich a man-
ner that they feem to keep time, the Noife of

which, at feme diftance, founds as If they were
beating Changes, there being often fix, eight or
ten of them firikiog at one Anchor,
They take Apprenticei fometimes with

Money, and fometimes without. Their Hours
of working are fomewhat ancertain; for, when
they once light their Fire, which is expenfive,
the muft finilh what they began.

Anvil-maker, or Smith, is he who forges,

fteels, and planifhes the faces of all forts of
Anvils, Hammers, &c., for their Brother-
Smiths, and other Handlcratts who nfti them,
and thefe are all fach almoft who work in any
fort of Metal. It is not quite fo heavy a
Labor as that juft mentioned; though fome An-
vils are very weighty.

File-Maker's Bafinefs is tofhape, temper and
cut all torts of Files; a very neceffary Tool, and
in continual Ufe with almoft ail Artifts, but
chiefly thofe who work on Metald. This is

much lighter Work than the other two.
Jack-fmith, which, and making Steeple or

Tower-clocks, generally make one Branch, and
requires, befldes Labour, which id middling,
fome Art, Invention, and Knowledge in Fig-
ures and Lines; and many, who have exercifed
this Part of the Trade, with fome Reading and
Application, have become great proficients in
the Mathematics as well as Mechanics.
The Tlre-fmith makes all forts of Iron-work

for Coaches, Waggons, Carts, and all other
kinds of Carriages whatfoever; very rarely
making any thing elfe; and it ii pretty hard
work.
The next, and laft, that prefents itself at

prefent, is the Ship Tire-fmitb, who makes all

the Iron-work belonging to Shipping and Craft
(except Anchors), and fometimes them likewife,
tjfpecially the fmaller Sorts, the Articles of
which are very numerous and the Work hard
enough.
They take, in common, from 5 to 20 1, by

chance with an Apprentice; their Hours of
working are from five to eight and their wages.
in general, Ss. a Week, and fmall Beer, though
fome clever Artifs in the nicer Branches get
more.
A little money will fet up a oommon-working

Smith; but if he intends to keep a Stock of any
Kind, hie Cafh muft be increafed In Pro-
portion.

It is to be obferved, that moft of the above
articles go into the Ironmongers Hands for
Sale; as Anvils, Files, Locke, Screws, Shovels,
&c„ for which Reafon the Makers feldom keep
fcjtocks by them, but difpofe of them as foon as
made, whether befpoke or otherwife.
They were incorporated into a Company, by

the Title of Black-fmiths, in the year 1571, In
the Reign of Queen Elizabeth, and confirmed
by King James I. Livery-fine 8 J.

Their Hall is on Lambeth-hill, in Thames-
ftreet; and their Court-day on the firft Thurfday
of the month.
They have alfo a Stand in Cheapfide, In

which they fit to attend the Lord-Mayor on
the Day of his inftailation.

Arms, Sable a Chevron between three Ham-
mers Argeufi, handled and crowned Or.
Motto :

By Hammer and Hand,
All Arc doth ftand.

novel, little, if any, objection is made to in-

fringement in the line of improvement. Ham-
mers, saws, chisels, files and the like are con-
stantly undergoing changes in design ; he
whose design is improved upon, borrowing the
improvement, adding something to it, and sel-

ling it as bis own ; another taking it from him
by similar means, and so on. A large manufac-
turer of machinery said to the writer recently:

*'It doesn't pay to bringsuitsave where the in-

terference is very clear. Saws and planers and
drills and the like have been made time out of

mind, their principles having been utilized in a

thousand and one ways. Kven where one of

our drftughtsmen leaves us aod goes to a rival

house, carrying many of our ideas with him to

be worked ont with close resemblance to our
own designs, it scarcely pays to fight. We
take the result and make as much improvement
as we are enabled to and let it go at that. The
machinery trade generally is doing the same,
the result being as usual—the man with the
longest pole gets, the most persimmons."

Copying Mechanical Designs.—A contem-
porary asks to what excent may mechanical de-
signs be oopied? In aoswer to its own question
"baays: From a legal standpoint the answer
70uld be : Ooly up to the point of infringe-
ent. But in the cnrrent practice in the

Iron the Civilizing Metal —An loterna-
tiorial Iron Congrtsoa rucentiy mat in Kew York.
Among its members were not only skilled man-
ufacturers, bat men of high attainments in

science. They come from almost every civil-

ized country in the world. It is presumed that
each brings with him some knowledge that is

unknown to the others. Iron hasbeen wrought
since the days of Tnbal Cain, but there are still

many thiogs to be found oat about it. Indeed,
there are good reasons for believing that many
processes employed by the Saracens and others
are now numbered among the "lost arts." No
one can now produce steel equal to that in the
Bamasons sword blade. But the present age
has witnessed wonderful changes In the manu-
facture of Iron and steel. The hot-blast reduc
ing furnace and the Bessemer converter are
among the greatest inventions of all times and
countries. They have rendered the production
of iron and steel speedy and cheap. Other dis-
coveries and inventions are needed to render
these substances still more useful to the world.
Iron is fast snperseding wood in the constrno-
tion of vessels and bridges. Wire has taken the
place of boards and nails in the building of farm
fenoes. Iron posts are fast coming into general
use. More buildings, chiefly composed of Iron,
are being erected every year. The cheaper
iron and steel become the greater the number of
purposes to which they will be put. The civil-
ization of a country can be accurately estimated
by the amount of iron it uses. Barbaric peoples
often use much silver and gold, but they make
little or no use of iron. What are known as
the precious metals are employed in the fine
arts, but iron is the metal wanted in heavy arts.
It is Capable of many properties, some of which
fit it to almost any use. No country has as
much iron ore, coal and wood for producing
charcoal as the United States, and it seems
somewhat strange that, in face of the faots, the
pretense can be maintained that we can not
prodnce iron and steel as cheap here as they are
produced elsewhere. It is certain that we can,
thongh interested manufaotnrers are constantly
trying to convince legislators that we can not.

—

Southern Progress.

A Novelty in Propeller Screws.—A re-
cent B:bitimore aispalub Bayu : Shipbuilders and
marine men will this week be permitted to in-
spect the strange-looking new steamer Howard
Cissard, which Mr. Myer, the inventor, asserts
will revolutionize ocean travel. The shaft and
propeller will be adjusted, giving the maritime
people an opportunicy to see in place a fonr-
bladed screw, each blade of which is set on a
different line of rotation, or in spiral order, in-
creasing in pitch toward the stem, as compared
with preceding blade or blades. The object is

to embody in a single screw as much surface as
now exists in a twin-screw driven by the same
amount of power. The inventor asserts that
this feature of the vessel is an experiment. The
Cassard will soon receive the finishing touches
to make her ready for the dock trial, which
will take place about AprU 15th.

Sgientifis Progress.

The Canses of Rust.

Laegest Forging Press in the World.—
The fliat largo lotging preaa ihat ever was
made la now in full work at the armor plate
manufactory, in Sheffield, ol John Brown & C J.,
Limited. It ia of 4090 tons, and la workoa by
2000 horee power pamping enginea, and com-
manded by power traveling cranes, capable of
lifting 150 tone. At the works of Mr. Krnpp,
and at those of Meiirs. Schneider & Uo., in
France, similar processea are now at work, and
one has been erected at the Terni Works, in
Italy, where the forging of gnne and armor
platea is largely carried on. A 4000-ton press,
ordered by a Chatillon company, has been de-
livered, and ia now in course of erection.

—

The
Mechanical World.

Ancient and Modern Practice in Pusiping
machinery is very well oxempiifieu at the Joraey
City pumping station. There are in one house
two immense, by contrast, pumping engines of
the old English type—weighted plungers and a
wilderneaa ot rods and levers and olap-traps
about the enginea—while in another and more
modest building are two compound direct-acting
pumping engines, occupying but a small part of
the space, but, as one of the engineers remarked,

' beating the big engines ont of sight." The
day of these old ponderous pumping machines
has gone by, but they were excellent in theirent. J5ut in the cnrrent practice in the day, the better types of the oresent rt«^ nnW

achinery trades, unless the design be wholly I denoting the progress that I. to be exacted?
^

An Eminent Frofeesor Shoves That It Is a
Bather Curious Oombination That

Causes Iron to Bust.
At the regular monthly meeting of the Leeds

Association of Engineers, held in the Chemical
Lecture Theater of the Yorkshire College,
England, Prof. Smithells, of the college,
delivered an interesting address, for extracts
from which we are indebted to The Jronmongtr.
He remarked that if they were to do any-

thing on the subject of rust, they mnst begin
by studying the conditions under which rust
was formed, getting to know as much as pos-
sible about the phenomenon itself. The ques-
tion was, was it the chemist or engineer chat
was to tackle the problem. The answer in
this case, as in so many others was, that the
two mnst go together; they must combine
theory and practice. Bis object would be main
ly to take the chemist'dattitade, and to explain
to them the chemistry of rust, and to hint at
one or two ways in which attempts have been
made to obviate its formation. Rust, of course,
was more or less a general phenomenon. It was
not restricted to iron, but was most noticeable
in the case of iron because iron wan the most
abundantly used metal, because the rust of
iron formed rapidly, because it assumed a scaly
character, because of its colors, and because of
the fact that rust was a thing that appeared to
grow in the case of iron, but it did not grow so
rapidly, if at all, in the case of other metals.
Other metals, of course, did rust.

They knew they could not expose the bright
surface of copper or zinc without the surface
becoming dim, Thebe metals might, therefore,
be said to rast in their respective ways, but the
rusting was very slight as compared with iron,

which was the most susceptible to rust. Iron
rust was found to consist of three elements

—

iron, oxygen, and hydrogen. That rnit did
contain water could be shown by the simplest
experiments. That rust were oxides they could
easily prove, because they could produce rust by
burning metals in oxygen alone, hence there
oould be no other element present, but the way
that might appeal to them would be by getting
the metal back again from the rust, and the
oxygen as well. The lecturer demonstrated
this by experiments with the rust of quiok-
sllver, and also with iron rust. The experi-
ment he had done he remarked was a very
suggestive one; because in getting the iron bauk
from the rust in that particular operation he
had done what had to be done so often in the
process of soldering. They knew that before
they could unite two pieces of metal by solder
they must use a £lax. The reason was that
the two metals mi^ht be covered with a thin
film of rust, and the solder would not adhere to

these two unclean surfaces.

What was the cause of iron rust? They all

knew that rasting was favored by the presence
of the air, and by the presence of moisture, but
they wanted to know which of these two was
the real cause, whether both were necessary,
and whether anything else took part in the
process. They wanted to know why rusting
went on so rapidly and at different points, and
how it was effected by the different composi-
tions and the qualities of the metal, and by
impurities in the metal, in the air, or in the
water. Professor Smithells then showed some
specimens of iron in jars, which he had been
preparing for some time. Oae was a piece of

iron in dry oxygen, and he explained that that
would not cause the iron to rust. Next he
showed a piece of Iron which had been sealed
un in water for some days, remarking that it

was found that when they excluded air and
other gases from the water no action took place,

and a second conclusion was that water alone
would not affect iron.

The next qaestion was, would air and water
together affeut iron? That experiment had been
done, and it had been shown that wherever
action had taken place at all, the action had
been exceedingly insignifioant, and the ques-
tion arose, what was it that was absent and
that caused the rust? The one ingredient
which was present in one of the jars, and was
not present in the cases he had shown, was car-

bonic acid gas. Carbonic acid gas existed in

the atmosphere tu a small extent, and it was
this gas in the air that was all-important in the
operation of rasting. Pure air, pure water,
pare carbonic acid would not act singly upon
iron; pure water and pure air would not act to-

gether upon iron; carbonic aoid and air would
not act together upon iron, but when they had
carbonic acid water, and air together, they got
symptoms of rust. It was carbonic acid that
really set rust up, and when it was found the
carbonic acid was liberated and attacked the
layer beneath. That was why rust has got the
property of traveling inward.
How oould they prevent this action of rast-

ing? There were many things which had been
tried. They might p^iint the iron, and if they
observed certain precautions they might have
an effectual method, Oae precaution was that
the metal must be perfectly clean. A spot of

rust embedded below a coat of paint would
often break out of itself. Then there was the
method of covering the iron with oils and tarry
matters. There was also the process of gal-

vanizing iron; the process of enameling, which
was very nseiul for small articles, but the en-
amel was apt to chip off; and there was the
Bower-Barff process, which was worked at

Keighley, and which was an admirable process
Alluding to boilers, he said, by patting soda
into them, not only did they correct acidity of
the water, but they Introduced something
which would absorb the oarbonic acid gas, and
prevent it acting in a rasting capacity.

What Kjeeps the Bicycler Upbight ?—Let
us suppose a 'cyoiist mounted on bis wheel and
riding, say toward the north. He finds him-
self beginning to tilt toward his right. He is

now going not only north with the machine,
but east also. He turns the wheel eastward.
The point of support must of necessity travel
in the plane of the wheel; hence it at onoe be-
gins to go eastward, and, as it moves mnoh
faster than the rider tilts, it quickly gets under
him, and the machine is agtiin upright. To
one standing at a distance, in front or rear,
the bottom of the wheel will be seen to move
to the right and left, just as I moved the foot
of the skeleton frame a moment ago. I con-
clude, then, that the stabUity of the bicyole ia

due to turning the wheel to the right or left,

whichever way the leaning is, and thus keep-
ing the point of support under the rider, just
as a boy keeps upright on his finger a broom-
stick standing on its' smallest end,

—

Popular
Scitnee Monthly.

[What keeps a hoop in an upright position

when thrown off to trundle by Itself ? Hoes It

keep its position by turning to the right or left

—or by its centrifugal action? What is the

difference between a bicycle wheel and a hoop
in motion?

—

Eds. Press.]

The Rapidity of Thought.—Mnoh specu-
lation huu becu aev on luub in regard to the
rapidity of thought; but Prof. Bonders of
Utrecht has recently made some interesting
experiments in this direction by means of two
instruments, which be calls respectively the
"neomabachograpb" and the "nernatchometer."
His experimeots thus far show that it takes the
brain one sixty'seven hundredths of a second to
elaborate a single idea. He says: "Doubtless
the time required for the brain to act is not the
same in all individuals, I believe, however,
that these instruments may be so far perfected
that we shall be able to determine the mental
caliber of our friends without our friends
knowing that we are testing their aptness,"
And again: ** For an eye to receive an Impres-
sion reqaires seventy-seven hundreths of a sec-
ond, and for the ear to appreciate a sound, one
hundred and forty-nine hundredths of a second
is all that Is necessary, which, however, acts
with nearly double the rapidity of the eye,"

The Souring of Milk in Thunder Storms
has jaut received a soibuiifio explaubtiun at ftbe

hanaa of an Italian savant, Prof. Tolomel, He
has found that the pasiage of an electric cur-
rent directly throuf^h milk, so far from souring
it, actually keeps it sweet, so that it does not
turn until the sixth day; when, however, an
electric cnrrent is passed over the surface of
milk it soon becomes sour, and this the pro-
fessor attributes to the generation of ozone,
since the souring Is more rapid when the cur-
rent passes silently than when it is discharged
explosively, more ozone being generated by the
former than by the latter method. The fact
that the souring of milk can be retarded by so
simple a procedure as the passage of an eleo>
trie current may prove of practical value, and
offiT a safer way of preserving milk than by the
use of antiseptics.

Should the Gregorian Calendar be Su-
perseded ?—A corteHpundent ol th« Scitntijic
American says: The G-regorian calenaar, ab it

is, loses one day in 3600 years. The rule for
leap year is, add one day to February every
four years, unless it be divisiole by 400. It
would be much better to add one day lo Feb-
ruary every five years, two days every 25 years,
and three days every 450 years. Thuu every
fifth year, February would have 29 days, and
the year .S66 days; every 25th year, February
would have 30 days, and the year 367
days; every 450th year, February would have
31 days, and tne year 368 days. By this plan,
every year ending in ur 5 is a leap year, and
could be known at a ^{iance. The error in this
amounts to one day in 50,000 years.

Singular,—A gentleman put on a pair of
woolen Btuokings over hts silk ones on a cold
winter day. At night, he pulled the stockings
off without separating them, and was aston-
ished by the crackling noise and even the
sparks of electricity which followed. When
he drew the silk stockings out of the woolen
ones, the ejeotrical attraction was so manifest
that the stockings would incline toward one
another, when held some distance apart. It
happened that the silk stockings were black
and the woolen ones of light color; but when
he tried the experiment with both stockings of
the same color, there was no electrical manl-
feetation. Why?

How THE Diamond Occurs. — Geologists
have provea that me (iiamoud minesof South
Africa are situated in vents or chimneys, vary-
ing from i»bout 70 feet to 1500 feet in diameter,
and deeoending vertically through the schists,
which form the ordinary strata of the diatrict.
Tbett) vents are filled up with fragments of
silioated and magnesian rook, in which the dia-
monds are scattered, and before the diggings
besan, each was capped by a hlUook or
" kopje." They are 17 In number, and ran in
a Btralght line about 120 miles.
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Good Hej^lth,

Remedy for Blood Poisoning.

It ia oUimed that Mr. Ernest Tanner ot

Baltimore, Md.,agencleman without atfixof "M,

D." to bis name, haa oompoanded a remedy to

ooaoteraot the ill effeota from the bite of rabid

animala, reptiles, laaeotB, etc., all of which

exist in eaoh numbers that members of the

bnman family are constantly exposed. The
remedy is a vegetable componnd embodying

rib grass, plantain and hazel, all easily obtain.

able and manofactnred by a simple and inex.

pensive formula. This medicine Is taken inter-

nally, and also applied externally to the bite.

A good, reliable remedy should be in every

bonaebold, as poisonous insects are liberally

applied to nearly all oommunltiee, and In lo.

oalitlea abounding in Teoomous snakes, no one

should be without a ready antidote.

It is olaimed that this remedy only requires

a little systematic effort and energy to develop

It into a profitable and beneficial article of large

demand. It the gentlemen of the medical pro-

fession would only throw aside their profes-

sional exclusivenelB, now and then, and devote

a little attention to enuh announcements as the

above, they would add, much more frequently

than they now do, to their catalogue ot reme-

dies.

The history of medicine shows ne that the

nnprofessionala have, by either accident or

study, added quite as much, if not more, to

medical progrcbs within the last three oentur-

les, than the profeaeion Itself haa done. An
Important factor In regard to theae unprofes-

sional diaooveriea la the fact that they have in

nearly, if not every instance, been derived from

the vegetable kingdom, while the chief study

of the regulars has been almost exclusively con-

fined to the mineral kingdom.

The tendency of the day la to snbatitute veg-

etable for mineral derivativea in the practice of

medicine, and there la good reason to believe

that the day ia not far diatant when the shelves

of our drnggiata will be almost completely re-

lieved of the dangeroua and polaonoua nostrums

which owe their origin chiefly to the mineral

researches of the ohemiat. Nature aeeme to

have provided in the vegetable kingdom reme-

dies for almost or quite every ailment. We
have evidence of thia in the animal kingdom

Nature aeems to have given an almoat universal

instinct to animala to search out and feed upon

certain herboge, which will remove almoat or

quite all the allmenta which come to them in a

scate of nature. There are, however, allmenta

which afflict them when under restraint or an

abnormal mode of life, that they do not aeem

to know what to do for. Man, In such ctaea,

generally intervenes with his mineral prepara-

tions. The now well-known cancer remedy,

which is meeting with such remarkable aucceaa

Id thia city, is composed exclusively of vege-

table compounds and applications of a non oaus-

tlo nature, helped out only with new sweet

cream or butter direct from the churn—the

smallest possible remove from the vegetable

kingdom. This may be regarded as a moat suc-

cessful application of vegetable remediea to one

of the moat persistent and malignant ailments

with which humanity has ever been afflicted.

The malignant nature of this ailment ia eapeolally

manifested when treated with the knife or the

polsonoua mineral application, ao universally,

yet 80 unauccesafully, employed by the medical

faculty at large.

The Electbic Light Improves the Appe-

tite AND STiMnLATKS SLEEP —it haa been re-

markcu as snowing what a powerful element of

health the electric light ia, that the general

health of those who use it improves, their ap-

petite and their ability to aleep increase, and

the visits of the doctor become leas frequent.

This la especially apparent in the atatiatica of

the attendance of working people in factories

and other placea. In the savings bank in Queen

Victoria street, London, where 1200 persons

are employed, the absences from illness have

been so far reduced that the extra labor gained

Is said to have paid lor the electric light. The

influence of artificial light on the eyes haa also

a very important sanitary bearing. It has been

asserted that the injury to the eyes, of which

the growing short sightedness of the day is but

one result, ia dne to the heat raya and not to

the light rays. If that be ao, the electric light

is less Injurioua than any other. If the eyes

are expoaed to the strong light of the arc lamp,

its ultra-violet raya have a painful eflfeot, but

no one has ever complaiced of the influence of

a steady glow lamp upon the eight, and it ia

possible 10 read and write for many hours by

such a light without experiencing the least

fatigue.

—

New Torlc Sun.

A Cube fob Diphtheria.—The following

remedy was diacovorea in Germany, and is said

to bo the beat known. At the first indication

of diphtheria in the throat of a child, make the

room close; then take a tin cup and pour into

it a quantity of tar and turpentine, equal parts.

Then hold the cup over a fire ao as to fill the

room with fumes. The little patient on inhal-

ing the fumes will cough up and aplt out all

the membranous matter, and the diphtheria

will paea off. The lumea of the tar and turpen-

tine loosen the matter in the throat, thue afford-

ing the relief that has baffled the skill of

physicians.

—

Hall's Journal of Health.

Preventionof Mebocbial Poisoning.—Julea

has lately ascertained that by scattering through
the working rooms a pint or a half-pint of aqua
ammonia every evening, all danger from the ah.
sorption ot mercurial vspora will be in a meas-
ure prevented. This practice has now been In
use for several years in his establishment with-
out the occurrence of any new attack of mer-
curial polaoning.

QSEFUL InFORMATIO.N.

The Smokb Nuisaxce in Chicago.—The
reporc of Smuke lospector Yoang, ur ibis oity,

publiBhed ia the Tribune, of S«tnrday, gives
reaaoo to hope that ere long the dreadful amoke
DaiBance will be reduced to an endurable state.

The rtUroadlooomolive part of the problem
baa loDg been recogulzad as the moat difiioalt

to deal with, but it now appears that the rail-

road ofGolals see that it oan be abated, and
manj oi them are working to that end. Some
of the roadi have abated the nulaanoe on all

their locomotives which run within tbe oity

limits, and some of the rest are making the
required ohanges as fast as they deem prao*
tlo^ble. The others report little progress, which
may be accepted to mean that they have not
entered inco the spirit of tbe proposed reform,
and need to be sparred np to a performance ot

their duty to the community. The Smoke
Bureau has decided that sufficient time has
been given for oomplianoe with the anti*emoke
ordianoe and that a vlgoroaa proseoation will be
instituted against the dilatory ones to see what
eSfsot fines will have. This should not be a mere
promise, like so many others that have been
made, bat should be oarried out faithfully. The
Smoke Bureau reports that much has also been
accomplished in abating the smoke nalsanoe iu

factories, hotels, and office baildings, and the
clearer skies with which we have been favored

la the last few weeks show that this ia not
merely an Idle boast. Bat there is a vast deal

yet to be done before the onrse is removed and
the air rendered olean.—Chicago Tribune.

[Why cannot some steps be taken In the
same direction In San Franolsoo. Such action

is beginning to be greatly needed. Eds. Press.]

The Greatest Iron Port in the World.—
Eacanaba is che county seac of Delta County,
Miohigan. It lies at the foot of tbe great pine
forests, and overlooks Little Bay de Noqnet,
tbe headwaters of Gi'eea Biy. Five years binoe

it was practically a village in the wilderness.

To-day fiads it a city with a populatioo of 8,000,
lighted by electricity, having a well equipped
fire brigade, waterworks with a oapaclty of

4,000,000 gallons per day, a high school and
three other schools, six oburches, three news-
paperp, a railway station where 216 trains

arrive and depart daily, audit will shortly have
an electric street railway in full work. Its

annual retail trade is estimated at $3,000,000,
and its wholesale trade, includinE; iron ore,

pig iron, lumber, and ooal, at about $25,000,000.
Aocoraing to Mr. Nnreey's carefully written
report, capable of the fullest verification,

Eacanaba is the greatest Iron port of the world.
He tells us that during the navigation season of

1890 it shipped 3,700,000 tons of iron ore, or
nearly double that of all the ore ports of Michi-
gan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota combined. Its

lumber output amounted to about 120,000,000
feet, while the freight capacity of the vessels

entering and clearing from its port exceeded
8,000,000 tons. This compares with the ton-

nage of the greatest seaports of the world,
which are: (1) London, 19,000.000; (2) Liver-

pool. 14,000,000; (3) New York, 11,000,000;

and next comes Escanaba with 8,000,000 tons.

dropping a stream of crude petroleum through
a blast of cold air from a force pump. The gie
thus obtained will be confined in a regular
cylinder open at one end, where it will be light-

ed. This produoes an intensely hot flime of

several feet in length. By means of this fiame
the inventor proposes to heat boilers, and he
maintains that tbe heating of large blocks oan
thna be redaoed very coaslderably.—Com. Ad,

Shop Dotes.

Uninflammable Wood.—Wood cannot be
rendered inoombuaclble, or, more strictly speak-

ing, non>alterable by heat, but its non infiam-

mability niay, to a considerable extent, be in-

sured so as to preserve balldings from a limited

and temporary fire, at any rate nntll assistance

arrives. It ia, however, hopeless to expect a
building encumbered with inflammable substan-

oes to pass through such a test uninjured. Tbe
methods of preserving wood against fire are of

two kinds—the injections of saline solntions

and the application of a paint or coating. The
former appears but little praoticil; and. Indeed,

abort of proof to the contrary, it must be con-

sidered dangerous in the case of wood of large

dimensions. This system is, however appli-

cable to small pieces of wood. Of all the sub-

atances recommended, a concentrated solntiou

of phosphate of ammonia ii undoubtedly the

best, the uae of thia subatance, notwlthatanding
its high price, possesging suoh great advantages
that it should be employed in all cases where
expense is no object. In the majority of cases,

however, coating with a brusa is the only
practical solution of the question, and Professors

Bondin and Denny, of Ghent, reoommend as

the sabatauce moat suitable for use in this

manner oyantde of potaasium and asbestos

paint,

The Partitionment of Africa.—Only 2,-

500,000 otthe 11,000,000 tquare miles of Africa
remain in the hands of nacive rulers. France
has 2,300,247 Fquare milea, England 1,900,445,

Germany 1,035 720. Congo Freu State 1,000,000,
Portugal 774.993, Italy 360,000, Spain 210,000.
While the share of France ia largest, England's
is moat valuable.

Steam Boilep, I]otes

Note.^ on Stkam FiTTiNiis —The nozzles of

a large HCeam drum, that is, those forming the

connection between the drum and the boilers

are very seldom put on as they should be. For
drums, up to ten inches in diameter, which are

made usually of ordinary steam pipe, the

connections from the boiler are generally made
by means of an ordinary screwed tee. The
pipes leading from the drum to the engine and
other parts of the works are usually the full

8l7.e of tbe dram. Often they are not over six

inches in diameter and are taken out by means
of tbe usual form of fittings. As the pipes are

led horizontally from the drum with all cen-

ters at the same height a ohanoe Is left for

water to oollect in the lower part of tbe drum,
which is liable to oaase trouble nnless a drip

is attached. This drip must be oonneoted to

all the boilers and supplied with valves so that

the water may be returned to any boiler of the

battery that may be running alone. There Is

no particular harm in this arrangement except

that it is la the nature of a makeshift. The
best way of making nozzle attachments to

drums of large size either riveted or made op
of welded pipe when the branch pipe ia takeu

ont on the oenter, la to have the oast iron screw-

ed nozzle riveted to the inside, which allows

the rivets to be driven from the outside. The
iron of the drum is brought closely down to

the flange of the nozzle and tbe caulking edge

is outside, thue allowing of a good job at low

cost. Besides main steam pipeconneotioDU it Is

advantageous to use ecoentric fittings fts ooup-

lings for long lines of pipe and especially on

pipes used in steam heating eystema. With
the ordiaary style of conplinge, when the size

of a steam main is reducedi it Is necessary to

put iu a drip pipe which sometimes involves

oonsiderable expense, where If ecoentric reducing

couplings (which oost nio more than tbe others),

were used, the condensed water would flow on

freely.

—

Exchange.

Bagging or Bulging of Boiler Plates over

the tire is in nearly every case traced to the uae

of oil in the boiler. Oil is sometimes inadver-

tently fed to boilers by false economy of turn-

ing the exhauat steam Into the water tank,

where the engine o 11 Is oanght and pnmped
into the boiler. Oil gathers the scam and dirt

into a cake, which may settle on the tire sheet

and thus prevent contact with the water. The

intense fire heats the iron red hot and the

pressure bulges the plate. Scale, if allowed to

acGumnlate in large quaatities, may possibly

also cause bulging, but we have yet to see the

first case in a cylinder boiler that was not

traced to oil^

A Point Regarding Feed Waters for

Steam Boilers.—Mr. Leo. Vignon's new meth-

od 01 analysis applicable to Industrial waters

which have to undergo a chemical purification

leads him to the conclusion, according to Moni-

teur Scitntifique, that in order to determine the

elements oi uhemical purification, or the anti-

incrustation agents, it is aoffioient to determine

the free or the half combined carbonic acid, and

to determine the quantity of aodium carbonate

neoeasary to convtrt the soluble salta of calcium

aad magnesiam into carbonates which are

ohemloally neutral.

Notes on Belting.—A prominent belt maker
Siys all oralnary paileys np to twelve inches
broad should have a round or curve of not less

than ODe<elgbt of an inch; others, ranging up
to twenty-four Inohes broad, should hare a
curve of not teis than five thirty seconds of an
Inob; while the curve for auoh as are over
twenty-four inches broad should not be less

than one-fourth Inch; For pulleys twelve
Inches in diameter and under, running at very
high speeds, the curve ought not to be less than
double the foregoing.

It does not take half the power to make a
quarter turn with belts that most mlllmen
imagine, if a belt long enough is used, and
pulleys for guides the sume as for shaft wheels.
Place the shaft wheels overhead as close to-

gether as possible, and let the belt hang straight
down from both sides of both wheels to the
floor. It will take three wheels, six bangers
and three shafts to complete tbe system, to say
nothing about a half-dozen collars, but it will
take care of itself for years, and no one will
ever know that an angle tarn was ever made in

the mill except for the apace that it occupies.
As showing the effect of elasticity of belts,

it 1b a fact that owing to the slip, elasticity

and thickness of a belt the olronmferenoe of
the driven pulleys does not run as last as the
circumference of tbe driver, and taking two
pulleys of the same diameter, one oan be made
to run twice as fast as the other without slip-

ping by using an elastic robber belt.

To Solve the Cheap Fuel Problem
Among the latest attempted solationa of the

Water Consumption.—The actual water

consumption of an engine is always larger than

that shown by the indicator. The amount of

thia unlndioated loss is very nearly the same in

an engine under different loada. At 40 pounds

mean effective pressure It la a aate rule to

assume an anindicated loss of 25 per cent.

The percentage of loss will therefore be great-

est under light loads.

A SafetT'VALVe, in order to be, in reality,

what its name implies, should be ao propor-

tioned, fitted op and piped, as to insure the

boiler to which It Is attached against an over-

pressure of steam, when all other outlets are

closed and a brisk tire In the furnaoe. How
many engineers who read this have ever tested

their safety-valves in this way ?

An Engineer la very liable to grow careless

of the dangers about him as he becomes famil-

iar with his work. If care is ever neoeasary in

dealing with maohinery it is always neoeaaary,

and it often proves dlsaatrous thac familiarity

with danger brings contempt as well as in other

oaaes to which this saying applies.

A High-Pressure Engine runs by the direct

preaanre of the steam oaly. In a low-pressure

engine the ateam is condensed with water or

otherwise, and a vacuum formed in front of

the piston, adding from thirteen to fourteen

pounds per square inoh to the power of the

piston.

Saturated Steam at 60 pounds pressure^ to

the equare inch has a temperature of 292.52'F.,

and oae pound of the vapor oocnples a volume

To Remedy Swaying and Oscillation.—
Frequently the osotUations of the main belt In
a mill come In nnlBon with the beat of the
engine, and a pretty perceptible slapping about
of the belt ia noticeable. The beat of an
engine will often oome in sympathy with the
rythmic sway of the building, and so inorease

it as to be very perceptible. If this were con-
tinually going on In exact timeltwould become
so great in time as to be dangerous; but one or
the other gets ahead and mixes the movement,
so that it gradually ceases until they are again
in unison. If the speed of the engine Is chang-
ed in either case the swaying will be kept
mixed all the time instead of occaaionally. On
long lines of shafting this will appear also, the
pull on the belt at the commencement of the
stroke being Id unison with the spring of the
shaft, thus oaneing a marked oscillation. The
same remedy is applied here, to mix the two
movements purposely, and the trouble Is

partly removed, if not entirely.

Combination Tools.—Every man who has
done out-aide work, knows how troublesome
tbe augers and long bits become when packed
with their handles in a tool-chest or box.
This trouble may be overoome by fitting all

the angers to one handle, and all the bits to one
brace: then make two ohuoka, one to tit the

brace, tbe other to fit the auger handle. Make
all the angers to fit the brace ohuck, or rather

the chuck to fit all the angers, then mcke an-

other chuck to tit the auger handle and all the

bits. With this combination, all the bits,

augers and handles are interohangeable, and
never a job oan be brought along bat can be

bandied. In addition to the handles, a ratchet

ohnok may be made for boring in a corner, or

where there la not room enough to swing braoe

or auger handle.

Deficient Working of Machinery.—To
locate tne deficient wording of machinery with
nnmerona points of friction causes often both
annoyance and waste of time, owing to the
surrounding noise interfering with the obser-

vation of the sound to be isolated. The Bevue
Industrielle mentions as an effective and ex-

ceedingly simple means of overcoming this

diffioulcy the use of a rubber tube about a
metre long, one end of whioh is placed in the

ear and the other passed over the suspected

spots. The vibrations from all other parts

toan the one covered being excluded, it Is an
easy matter to locate jarring noise, and when
found, to observe tbe intensity and periodicity

with whioh It occurs.

How TO Find the Extent of a Crack in

Metal.—A oraok in a piece of metal is preven-

ted irom extending farther by the well-known
means of drilling a hole where the rent ends;

bat when the hole is not bored on just that

apot the crack is apt to continue beyond the

hole. To facilitate the search for the exact

point, Revue Industrielle recommends moisten-

ing the oraoked aurface with petroleum, then
wipe it and then immediately rub itwithobalk.

The oil that haa penetrated into the oraok

exudes and thna indicates with precision where
the orack stops.

Tempering Brass.—Brass which haa been
rendered bard by oompression may be tempered
tbe same as ateel. To do this a piece of polish-

ed steel is placed on the article to be tempered,

and heat is applied so as to affect the steel and
brass equally, and the temper of the brass will

be indicated by the color of the steel.

cheap fuel problem ia the method of a German of 7.0328 cubic feet, and one cubic foot weighs

Mayer, an employe in a French mirror factory, ' inventor, who proposes to manufacture gas by ' 0.14219.

Steam Is a willing servant, and will turn any
crank and ask no qnestions; but It depends
upon who made the crank how long it keeps

turning.

Hangers with adjustable boxes will be found

to be the moat convenient for keeping the shaft-

ing in line.
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Passing Events.

This has been '* Preeident's Week " in San
FranoiBOO, and the Chief Executive of the Na>
tion has received a hearty welcome and euch

attentions as become his station. The city has

been crowded with visitors and has been in

holiday attire.

The coast defense vessel, Monterey, was
launched at the Union Iron Works' shipyard

this week, in the preaenoe of the President

and his party and many thousand people.

The launch was, In every way, suocessfnl. Two
more Government vessels are on the stocka at

the works, one of them the largest ever con

tracted for on this ooast.

The discoveries in the Deep Creek country,

Utah, are still attracting great attention. The
number and richness of the strikes in the camps
of that district will still further draw attention

to Utah's great mineral resources, and furnish

a Dew field for mining labor.

The remarkable advance in the bnainesa of

granite quarrying in California, referred to In

another oolamn, ia only another proof of the

variety of mineral resouroee of this State, only

now being properly developed.

California Granite.

Our Important Quarrying Industry.

Of the various kinds of stone quarried in the

United States, granite is capable of the widest

application, when all the usea to which the

stone is put are considered. Daring the past

ten years a wonderful increase is shown in the

development ot the granite quarriea of this

country, owing to the demand for the stone for

building and other purposes in the large cities.

A very notable increase ia production baa

raised California from the ninth place in the

Tenth Cenana to third place in the Eleventh

Maasaohaeetta and Maine are still the foremost

granite-producing States, but to hold these

positions the increase in value of output haa

been very great. The great increase in produc*

tion in California ia largely due to operations in

the Polsom granite quarries, much of that

atone having been used in the oonatruotion of

the dam, the canal and the power-house at the

prison. That work haa been chiefly done by

prison labor. In Sonoma oounty granite ia ex-

tensively quarried for paving blooka. The
atone is really basalt, and has given aatiafaotion

for paving purpoaes. Most of the paving blocks

of the State oome from that county.

The following kinda of granite are being

quarried In thia State : Biotite granite, Placer

county; hornblendc'biotite granite, Placer and

Sacramento counties ; hornblende granite,

Placer oounty; qaartz diorite. Placer county;

basalt, Solano, Sonoma and Alameda counties;

andesite, Shasta county; andeaite tufa, Solano

county; quartz porphyry, San Bernardino

county; basaltlo tnfa, Tehama county.

A Census Balletin just issued by Special

Agent Wm. C. Day, on *' The Granite Industry

of the United States," gives in a oondenaed

form many interesting facte, but we have only

space to collate what relates to California.

There are at the present time 26 granite

quarriea in this State, there being but three

others which have a greater number—Massa-

ohnaetta, Maine and New Hampshire. The
locatlona of these quarries are aa follows : Five

at Agua Caliente, Sonoma county; one eaoh at

Angel's Camp, Calaveras oounty; Areata, Ham-
boldt county; Berkeley, Alameda ooanty; Mon-
rovia, Los Aogelea oounty; Cordelia, Solano

oounty; Declezville, San Bernardino county,

and Exeter, Tulare county; five at Folsom,

Sacramento ooanty; one eaoh at Grasa Valley,

La Canada, Los Angeles oounty, and Lakeside,

San Diego oounty; six at Lincoln, Piaoer

oounty; two at Victor, San Bernardino county;

one at Los Guilcoa, Sonoma county; two at

Nevada City; one at Novato, Marin county;

two at Oakland; one at Temeacal, Alameda
county; one at Penn's Grove, Sonoma connty;

four at Penryn, Placer county; three at Pet-

aluma; three at Raymond, Freano county; ten

at Kocklyu, Piaoer oounty; two at Loomia,
Piaoer oounty; one at National City, San Diego

oounty; two at Temeoula, San Diego county;

five at Sonoma; four at Santa Eoaa, and one at

South Guilicoa, Sonoma connty.

It will thuB be seen that granite is found In

all parts of the State. The most extensive

qaarries are located in Placer ooanty, and the

granite from them is extensively used in San
Francisco for building pnrposes.

The statistics with regard to the production
of granite in California furnish many points of

interest, Thua, the 76 quarries in this State
produced 4,761,411 cubic feet of granite last

year, the value of which was $1,329,018. To
do thia work 1803 men and boys, 139 animals
and engines of 1026-horse power were em-
ployed. The total expense incurred was ^973,-

276, of which $809,205 was for wages, $131,-

837 for supplies, and the balance for inoidentala.

The total amount of capital inveated is $2,829,-

794, whioh ii nearly one-sixth of the total for

the entire country. The earnings of the em-
ployes has a high standard in California by
oompariaon with the other granite-producing
Statea. Foremen average $4.35 daily, quarry,
men $2,38, mechanics $3.52, laborers $2.11 and
boy a $1.05. Theae wagea are from 25 to 60 per
cent higher than are paid in the principal
granite Statea, ,

A remarkable fact is, that in the amount of
capital invested in granite land, California is

first, Maine being second, Georgia third and
Massachuaetta fourth. The total capital in-
veated in the granite business in this State ia

$2 829.794-largely in the value of the land.
Of the entire amount of granite quarried in

thia State laet year, $419,816 worth was used

for building purposes; 7,303,321 paving blocks

were need—valued at $297,236, or $40.70 per

1000. Notwithstanding the higher wages paid

here, the coat of producing theae blocks was
leas than in any other State. Oatside of Cali-

fornia the cost ranges from $42.14 to $78.67 per

1000. In Maine it ia $46.55, and in Maasaohu-

setts $62.01.

For cemetery pnrpoaea the California quarries

famished material to the value of $115,114,

For bridge, dam and railroad work the value of

the material quarried was $237,475—this State

standing easily firat in thia reapect. In street

work California ia aecond, and in the value of

the product for building purposea ehe la fourth.

The highest figures for wages are in the West-

ern States—$2.11 in California and $1.96 in

Colorado.

The total number of cubic feet of granite pro-

duced in the census year in California was

4,761,411; total value of product, $1,329,018;

total wages, $809,205; total expense, $973,276;

total capital, $2,829,794; percentage of profit

on capital, 12:57; percentage of profit on value

of prodaota, 26.77; coat of product per cubic

foot, $0.18; percentage of wagea paid to total

expenae, 83.63; wagea paid per cubic foot,

$0,15; percentage of wagea to total value, 66.51;

value per cubic foot, $0,33,

There is no doubt but these statements will

surpriae many who did not know to what pro-

portions the granlte*quarrying business had

grown in CaUfornla. Great care waa taken in

collecting this data, moat of the qaarries hav-

ing been personally visited by special agents.

The value placed on eome of the quarry land

may be, and probably is high, for the reason

that the area incladed waa very large, while

the value per acre may not have been exoes-

sive. California out a very small figure in this

connection at the previous oenaua, but this

time she takes a stand beside States which

have been granite>qaarrying for a century or

more.

Our DistinguisJied Guests.

California haa done herself much credit by

the cordial welcome extended to Preaident

Harriaon and his party. Everywhere the most

sincere enthusiaam has prevailed and excep-

tional marks of esteem and honor have been

paid to the chief executive, in which those of

every ahade of political opinion and Interest

have eagerly participated. There have been

tokens of welcome moat unique In deaign and

In spirit characteristic of the State and Its

citizens. The "California style "haa cropped

out and seeme very agreeable to the reoipienta

of our honors. No doubt the effect upon thoae

high in the National affairs will be toward a

truer appreciation of our Western spirit and

the resources which we are developing, and

this will be of inestimable value to ua in many
ways. Next week the President and his party

will be in Oregon and Washington, and the

northern part of the ooast will oontinne the

welcome whioh has been sounded on so high a

key by the people of California.

President Harriaon and his party have had

dinnera and receptions without namber, but

have found time to visit points of interest about

the city, inolading the Cliff House, Park,

Presidio and Fort Point.

Probably the moat interesting trip for the

President waa that on the bay, on Tuesday, A
fine steamship was provided for the Preaident,

and with him went the prominent officials of

the State and city. The steamship was ea-

corted by numerous Government vessels in-

cluding the crnlser Charleston, revenue outters

Bash and Corwln, the Haailer and the Madrona.

Salutes were fired from the veasela and the

forts.

A great fleet of excursion steamers, tugboats,

yachts and other oraft accompanied the Preal-

dent's vessel. The larger veaaels went out

through the Golden Gate, giving the Preaident

a chance to see that famous portal and ita sur-

roundinga. He was enabled to examine the

fortifications, and see the necessities of this

poat for further work in that direotlon. Offi-

cials with detailed knowledge of existing con-

ditions were at his aide to answer questiona.

After retarning from outside, the fieet passed

up through Raccoon straits, past the Islands of

the harbor, and proceeded to the Union Iron

Works, where the lannohlng of the Monterey

took place, Mra. Harrison preasing the electric

button which released the vessel from the land.

The arrangements at the Union Iron Worka
were very perfect, and everything went off ao-

oording to program. There were no accidents

to mar the ocoasion, and the President waa
well pleased with the day's events.

He has since visited the Stanford University

at Palo Alto, the citiea of the Santa Clara val-

ley, Monterey, Santa Cruz, eto., and vlalta Sao-

ramento and Oakland on Saturday, leaving for

Oregon and Washington on Sunday night.

Slag Cupolas.

Cats on next page show the slag oupola

used at the Lake Superior copper mioea. The
engravings first appeared in a paper by Prof.

Egleston in Copper Refining in the U. S., read

before the American Institute of Mining En-
gineers and then in Mr. Peters' work on Modern
Copper Smelting, from which we reproduoe

them. An elllpltioal furnace provided with
sectional cast-iron jackets, forming a bosh 29

Inchea high immediately above the tuyere level,

has been In aae for many years for treating the

slags resulting from the fasion of the Lake
Superior Metallic " Mineral" io reverberatory

furnaoea, previous to the refining operations,

which is merely a later stage of the same fusion.

The cupola referred to is a modification of

MoKenzles jag'iron cupola and has In place o^

distinct tuyere openings a five-eighths inch slot

encircling the entire farnaoe and just below
the water boah. Below the tuyeres is a 34'lnoh

deep crucible, nearly the fall aize of the fur-

nace and closed by a drop-bottom protected by
a few inches of sand. The water bosh oonsiata

of curved sections of oast Iron fitted cloaely to*

gether and five-eighths of an Inch on the inner

and lower sides, while the external and
anperior aides have only half an inch of metal.

This bosh is 22 inches high and is kept oool by
a three-quarter inch supply pipe furnishing 26

gallons of water per minute.

The cupola is 7 feet 6 inches in hlght from
tuyere level to charging door, and has a greater

axia of seven feet and a smaller one of 4 feet 9

Inohea.

A peculiar Inverted aiphon arrangement for

the lapping of the blast daring the contlnaous

slag flow will be noticed by reference to the

illastrations. As even during the ten-hour

campaigns made by these furnaces (owing to

the email lots of alag belonging to separate

mines) two of theae alag flows are pretty thor-

oughly used up, they will hardly be likely to

come into general uae.

The material amelted ia a aillceous alag from

the reverberatory furnaces, carrying some 15

per cent of copper and over 40 per cent of eil-

ioa. About 20 tona are smelted in ten hours,

uaing anthracite as fuel, brief attempts to ase

coke having resulted in an Inorease in the rich-

ness of the final alag. About one pound of coal

is used to smelt three pounds of alag, probably

the highest consumption of fuel in the United

States. Blast is furnished by a No. 5^ Baker

blower, at a pressure of ten ouncea per square

inch. The metalUo copper produced is impure,

containing Bome five percent of iron and half

of one per cent of sulphur, the latter coming

from the fuel; while the large amount of Iron

preaent is also due to the powerful rednoing

action of the anthracite, which seems neces-

sary to decompose the silicate of copper

present in the alaga.

The Smith Mine.— Some weeks ago we
mentioned the fact that the Smith mine of

West Point, Calaveras county, had shipped

some 1800 poanda of ore, whioh yielded from

$125 to $141 per ton. The mine was owned by
Tibbey & Porterfield, but since then Mr. Finck,

of Will & Finck, has bought an interest. The
ahaft ia down 110 feet, with the ledge widening.

Two teama are hauling salphureta to Valley

Springs, from which place they are shipped to

the Selby Works. The free ore la being piled

up for future milling. Some fine specimens go

$200, but the run of the free-milling ore ie

about $60. Three tona a day are taken out in

alnking. Ten men are at work, but when the

ahaft ia down 50 feet deeper six more men will

be put on and they will begin to drift. Mr.
Sales, of Mokelumne Hill, ia superintendent

and Robert Smith, of West Point, foreman of

the mine,

A RUMOB haa been published that the Ana-
conda copper minea, Montana, have been sold

to the Rothaohilda for $25,000,000, but it is not

confirmed by interested parties in thia olty.
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New Gold-Saving Apparatus.

Oeorge H. Bkgley of Aitorli, Oregon, hu
obUlned a patent throngb the Mi.viso and
Sciuniino P&sna Patent Agenoy for tn Im-

proved form of gold'SaviDg ftpparatne, which
li iltaitrated herewith.

A !• the pan or table of the apparatoa, which
may be made of any saitable material, prefer-

ably of robber, and provided with an looloaing

flange, a. The table li made concave in the

direotion of ita width, ao that ita middle

throogboot Ita entire length is lower than ita

idea; the table to be aecared to a bottom
framework. The table la aaapended from arma,

B, to that it may have a awinging, lateral

movement, a jar being imparted, by meana of

the bnffera, b. Motion may be Imparted to the

machine by any power desired. The aurfaoe of

the table la dotted with nameroua agitating

pini, inclining with the flow of the material.

SU» oroas ritlle, the lower aide conforming

to the oonoavity of the table, and aecared In a

manner ao aa to be eaeily moved or ita poaition

changed as may be dealred. Fiat second rlllle,

aimilir in form to E, at lower end ot table, with

movable gate /in the center. O is a top agita-

tor, abaped to conform with the sorface of the

table, and ia held on the machine by cleats g,

and is ao connected and held in place by meana
of elota, ae to move in conformity with the

variona movementa of the table, H represents

pins extending downward, ao arranged aa not

to interfere with the pins on the main table.

The operation of the machine la aboat ae fol-

Iowa : The material ia fed npon the table at

one end, and the machine being set In motion,

the material is kept in constant agitation by
the lateral motion and jar of the machine ; the

staff working toward the ritlle end/, the tend-

ency being to gather the heavier and more

IMPROVED QOLD-SAVINQ APPARATDS.

trates, under a lesa head of water, are allowed
to make their way to the end, when the mov-
able gate, already referred to, ia removed, the
ooooentratea and other material being eaally

swept from the maohine, with the flow of
water and the aid of a broom, into a alnice or
concentration boxes, aa may be desired.

It is (jaite apparent that this miotalne baa an
advantage that la sometimea overlooked in

apparatus of a similar kind nsed ia ooncentrat-
Ing—that Is, It can bi cleaned ap completely,
whenever desired, thna presenting new and
olean aurfaoea for new material.

At the salt flats In Alameda oonaty they
aeaally make abont 60,000 tone of salt every
year, which is worth about $10 per ton. The
salt produot of Cillfornia is aoldly by evapora-
tion. Silt cannot be produced on the Atlantic

shore as on the Alameda flats, because there la

too much rain there tbroughoat the year. And
here we caDoot compete very favorably with
the Eeglith product, on aoconnt of the differ-

ence in the coat of labor and fuel. The Eng-
lish salt Is brought over in ships, and there ia

an immense quantity now on hand.

The expectation of a heavy wheat crop in

California this year is attracting a large num-
ber of vessela from all parts of the world. It

ia expected that the promised high frelgbta wil

bring so many coal-laden veasela into our bay
that the supply will be greater than the de-

mand—and that ia why there is a prospect for

very cheap foreign coals of all grades. The low

prices may prevail throughoat the year, unleaa

Btrikee or other contingencies should interfere.

Th£ American Pcarmaceatical Association

Committee reported in favor of the metric aya-

tem as a basis of weights and measures, and

Fi2.3

Halt Section E-E

ELEVATION OF SLAG CUPOLA FUBNAOE. SLAG CUPOLA FOR COPPER.

preoiona partloleB ia the depreBsed center of

the table, while the lighter and more worthleBB

portions tend toward the sides. As the mate-

rial works toward the end, it is first caught by

the centre riffle £1^ the lighter particles passing

over it, to be again oaaght by the eeoond or

end riffle, when the lighter and poorer sands

flow over into a waste slaioe, meanwiUle^ the

heavier ooncentrates being gathered and re-

tained in the central portion of the machine.

For oleaning-up parposes the middle riffle is

raised or removed, and the sands and concen< '
Stock Exchange,

were anthorized to present a memorial to Con-
gress favorlDf! its a'^optino.

Ghioago has formally opened its Mining
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VALUABLE BOQgS ON MINmLSOlNE
A Practical Manual of Minerals, Mines and

Mining. Comprising suggestions as to the localities

and associations of all the Useful Minerals; full de-

scriptions uf the most effective methods of both the

qualitative and quantitative analyses of each of these

minerals, and hints upon the vaiious operations of

mining, including archi:ecture and construction.

By Prof H. S. Osborn, LL. D. Illusirated by L71 en-

gravings. Svo, 367 pages. Price. ...............$4.50

>9®- A descriptive circular gimng the full table of

contents of the above hook sent free to any one who will

send his address.

A Treatise on Metalliferous Minerals and
Miniae* By D. C. Davies. With 148 illustrations.

12mo, 432 pages. Price $5.0"
Min«> l>rainage. By Stephen Michell. Svo, 277

engravings. Price $6.00
A Treatise ou Earthy aud Oth.er Minerals

and Mining. By D. C. Davies, With 76 engravings.

12mo. Price $5.v0
The Prospector's Hand-Eoob. A Guide for

the Prospector and Traveler in search of Metal-hear-

ing or other valuable Minerals. Illustrated. 12mo.

Price $1.60
'uinei-alogy SinipliUbd. Easy Methods of Iden-

tifying Minerals, including Ores, by means of the

Blow-pipe, by Flame Reactions, by the Spectroscope,

and by Humid Chemical Analysis, based on \on
Kobell's Tables for the Deterxoination of Minerals,

etc. By Henry Erni, M. D. Illustrated. 12mo.

Price $3.00
Underground Treasures; How aud VI iiere

to find Them. A Key for the Ready Determina-
tion of Minerals mthin ihe United States. By James
Orton. Price $' -"O

fl®=- The ahooe or any of our Books sent by mail, free

of postage, at the publication p^-ices, to any address in

the wurld,
J9^ Our New and Revised Catalogue of Practical

a/tid Scientific Books, ^ pages &vo,nn(t our other Cata-

logues and Circulars, including a LiU of Rtcent and
Standard Works on Metallurgy^ Mineralogy. Mining,
Assaying, and Chemistry, sent free and free ofpostage,

to any one in any part of the world lohu will furm-sh his

address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
Indostriai, Publichers, BnoKSKLLERS and Importers,

810 Walnut St.. Philadelphia. Fa., U. S. A.

AND

Ore Dressing Machinery.

By C. G. WAMFOR0 LOOK.

C0NTBNT8.— Motive Power — Transmission of Power.
Quarrymg — Proapecting, Shaft-Binking, Coal-cuttiog,

fumping, and Ventilatiag MaehiDery—Lightiui,'—Haul-
ing and Hoietlng Traosport —Reducing— DresBlng—Mis-
cellaneous.

Price S21.00. Circulars and Catalogues on application.

E. & F. N. SPON, Publishers.

12 Cortlandt St.. New York.

The Explorers' and Assayers'

Companion.

A. Third iEdition of selected portions of the
" mxplorers'^ miners*, aud Metal-

lurgists' Companion."

A practical exposition of the various departments o(

QeolOKy, Exploration, Miningj Engineering, Assa.j'ing,

and Metallurgy.
' Price, §6.00 post-paid. Sold by Dbwkt & Co., Publish-

ers, 220 Market St., Uau Francisco.

By J. S, PHILLIPS, M. E.

The work is divided into four parts—Rocks, Veins,

Testing and Assaying. The geological chapters are in-

tended to give miners a practical idea of the various
formations. The chapters on mineral veins ate derived
from long observation, and the section on exploration
has been carefully considered. All that relates to dis-

criminatiou and assay of minerals has been kept as free

from ormulaa as possible. The work is \vritten for

practical men, and all the explanations and descriptions
are clear and to the point. It is so prepared that it is

useful to uneducated men as well as .scientists.

S. F. OPFIOE3, 29 SI EUART ST.

CLAYTON
AIR COMPRESSORS

For "Working
Rock Drills, Coal Cutters,
Hoisting Engines and Water
Pumps in Mines and Tunnels,
Sinking Caissons, Etc., Etc.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 6,

Clayton Air Compressor Works,
43 DEY ST., NEW YORK.

Back F1UB8 of the MiNiNe akd scikntifio prrbs (un
bound) can be had for 83 per volume of six months. Per
year (two volumes) 86- Inserted In Dewey's patent blod>

er| 60 oeotfl additional pei volame.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
,
.HAKtFPAOrmiKRa OP.

.

UP TO 20.000 LBS. WEIGHT.
True to pattern and superior In strength, touerhness and durability to Oast or Wronsbt

Iron In any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAI KQAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE F0RGING8.

ALSO Steel Bods, from ^ to S inch diameter and Plats from 1 to 8 Inch. Angles, Tees, Ohanaela and other shape
Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and leng^shB

STEEIi BAILS from 12 to 46 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Mercliaiit Iron, Rolled

Beams, Angle, Channel, and T iron. Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuta, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forglngs of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and RooT Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST FRIGE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STBBI.,

g^ Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC ROLLnrO MUL go.. 202 Market St.. San Pianciico.

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINOKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES, Proprietors.

^£0.06, 213
[ESTABLISHED IN 1855.]

)9A,3a. X*ir««.JCiLOlflioOi

-MANUPACTURBRa OF—

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-
Propeller Engines* either High Pressure or Compound
Stern or Side-wheel Engines,

MINING MAOHINBRY.-Holstlng Engines and

Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com'

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.—Batteries lor Dry or Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Furnaoes* Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc

MISCELLANEOUS MAOHINERY.-Flour
Mill Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINESsBOILERS
or ALL KINDS,

Either for use on Steamboats or for nae on Land.

Water Pipe, Frunp or Air Colxunm, Pish
Tanks for Salmon Canneries

OF EVBRY DBSORIPnON.

Boiler Kepairs Promptly attended to and at 7«ry moaerato rates.

AQBNT8 FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

DDefixie Stea^xxx lE'ixxxx.xy.
SPBKLALTIES :

Corliss Snglnes and Tastln Ore Pnlverlzeps. DBANB ttTBAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical Works.
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Industrial Chemist, Assayer

and Geologist.

718 MONTGOMERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

i^Will report on the condition and value of an; mining property on
the Paoific Coast. Bare Chemicals made to order. InBtruations elven in
Aasaylne .nd Praatloa) ChemiRtrv

N. W. SPAULDINQ

Manufaoturers of

SPAtJLDING'S

Inserted Tootb
AND

CHISEL BIT

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MAOHINBEY
01 all kinds made to order. Bend lor Descriptive Oata
lorae, l» mud IB FramoBt 8t„ San VranolH*

AMERICAN MINING AND STOCK CODE

" KELLOGRAPH."
Indispensable to the Mlnlne Profession and

Dseful In all Business Transactions.

A Complete System of Transmitting: Telegraphic Mes-

sages by Code Cipher Words in a Legible, Secret and
Kconomic Manner.

OVER 35,000 WORDS AND SENTENCES
Subject to transmission under infinite complication by

the use of over 70,000 code words.

No danger of publicity in telegraphing matters con-

cerniuff o^eration or sale of mioiog property. The work
strictly alphabetical and claBsified. The handiest work

ever published for mining operators.

PRICE, 85. Forwarded postpaid on receipt of price by

DB'WBY & CO.,
220 MARKET STREEH'. SAN FRANCISCO.

Engraving-SS'
« and Metal Bngrav-
)ing and StereotypioB
loe of this paper.

Irop ajid (liachijie Work3.

UNION IRON WORKS,
8A0BAMENTO, OAIi.

BOOT, NEILSON & OO.,
VUJSUPAaSUBSBM OF

Steam Engines, Boilers,
AND ALL EINSB OP

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Klonrlnfif Wlla, Saw Mills and Quartz Hills Machinery

oonstruoted, fitted np and repaired.

Front St., bet. N & o sta., Sacramento, Gal,

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

ENOZNEEBS AND MACHINISTS,
No. 119 Beale St.. - - San Francleco.

BOILDBES OP

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging
Machines, Rock Crushers, Cable Railway Machinery,
EUithorp Air Brake Co.'s Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cushiona and Air Brakes. POSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Ram Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E, Henrickson's Patent Automatio
Safety Catches.

Machines of all kinds Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

Manufacturers o(

CASTINGS OP EVERY OESOBIPTION
131, 129 and 131 Besle jstreet.

Between Mission and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO.
GAS WORK A SPECXAr,Tr.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.

Pioneer Mining Offlue of the Northwest
Coast.

Having the largest ))eFmaDent brick asaay furnaces, chem-
ical laboratory and minlag office on the jSoithwest Ooaatl
with a collecbiuQ of about 40OU samples of tbo ores of Alaska,
British Columbia. Oregon and the Northwest Territories,

aud having made {.ersonal examinations of nearly every
mining cump on the Pacific Blope, from California to
Alaska, I am prepared to do any class o( legitimate and
honest mining work, sach as EX^cVMINING, ENGINEER-
ING, SAMPLING AND KBPORTIWG UN THE VALUE
OP ALL RUNERAL, COAL AND FIRE-CLAY PROP-
ERTIES, BUILDIAG STONES, EARTHS, ASSAYS
AaD analysis OF ORES, WATERS, OHEOK,
SAMPLES OF ORE, P0LP3, "ORGANIO ANALYSIS''
WORK, and in fact any woik couEected with the otilce of a
tirst-class mining Keologist and chemist. Any iufuioiatiou
mining men may dfsire to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL REbOUROES of the entire Pacific Northwes'
will be honestly given. Addreus Ikr.fV IJLIiH E.mverette
Consulting MiLing Geologist aud Chemist, 1318 E Street,
Tacoma, Wash.

A. S. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 CAI.IFOBNIA STREET,
Rooms SO and 31, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Designers and Construciors of Qold and Silver Mills

HoistiLg and Pumping Works, Tramways, aud overy-
tliiog pertaining to the Mining and Keduction of Ores.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Oivil and Mining Engineer,

MININO EXPERT AUD GBOLOOIST.

Address " Business Box A," office of this paper, San

Francisco,

ROSS S. BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

No. 807 Sanbohb St., San FoAMOiaoo.

The iDstniment represented in the above cut is a
new and grand little inventloa, being designed to
save life and limb, and innumerable lawsulta, by
doing away with the dangerous operation of digging
out wet and unexploded loads where Giant Powder
Is used In mining. The little instrujnent crimps the
cap on to the end of the fuse Firmly and Abso-
lutely Water-tiglit It is also used for cutting
the fuse. Tbey are neatly gotten-np of the finest
cast steel, nickel plated, Prie«. $3 ench, or the
entire instrument finished in gold plate, S5.

N. W. MOODfciY, Fresno, Oal.

ASK YOUR GROOER FOR IT.
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AMAICAMATINC MACHINERY.

sump Mills lor Wet or Drj Crushing.

jntlngton Centrlfugll Quartz Mill. Drying

.Under*. Amalgamating Pans, Settlers,

lilator* and Concentrators. Retorts. Bul-

)n and Ingot Moulds. Conveyors. Elevators,

uckners and Howell's Improved While's

lasting ^^^^^IHI^^I^HI^^HIIIM^^^^^H

UPROVED CORLISS v^L^v^.'sV^f.^ ENGINES. «

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

Blake, Dodgeand Comet Crushers. Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Roils. Hartz Plunger

and Collom Jigs. Frue Vannor & Embrey

Concentrators. Evans', Caiumet, Coilom's

and Rittenger's Stime Tables. Trommels.

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. Ore Sam-

ple Grinders and Heberle Mills.

^/\ll IT DO HORIZONTAL. VERTICALDlJILtKO . . . AND SECTIONAI

:XlME£»^CIV]SO SXSwSklMC S^ii^JMEPS
olstlng Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

IRE CARS, Water & Ore

BUCKETS,

ir Connpressors,

Rock Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

ININC SUPPLIES, ETC.

ectlonal Machinery
FOR

ULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engines
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

71 Calena&CopperOres,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

ieneral Offices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.
QDtUPU nCCIPEQ- "^W YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER, COLO.. 1316 Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
OnWHUn UrriOCJ. ^ ^_ Second South St. LONDON, ENC, « Tlireadneeaie St., E. 0. CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No.. I I

111* de Juarez. LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG. TRANSVAAL, South Africa.

HEX.ENA, MONTANA, Boom 28, Merchants' National Bank Bonding, No. North Main St.

SOLE WESTERN AGENTS FOB T'lLBB WIBB WORKS DOOBLE OBIMPBO MININQ OLOTHS.

JAMES LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wheels are designed for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
high beads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Being placed on horizontal shaft, the power Is traosmltted
direct to shafting by belts, diapenstng with gearing.

Estimates fumlebed on application for wheels specially built and adapted in

capacity to suit any particular case.
Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the

ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free o' cost,

by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES LEFPEL & CO.,
Springfield, Ohio, or 110 Liberty St., New York,

FRASER jt OHALMERS, General Agents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, OoL

FARKE & LAOY CO, General Asents, San Francleco,

3ALDWZ1T LOCOMOTIVE
ANNUAL OAPAOITY 1000. ESTABLISHED 1831.

iOCOMOTIVE ENGINES!
[arited to every variety of service, and built accurately to standard gauge and templates. Like parts
different engines of same class perfectly interchangeable.

I Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine Locomotives by Steam or Compressed Air, Plantation
comotives, Noiseless Motors for Street Railways, Furnace Locomotives, etc.

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES

5URNHAM,WILLIAM8 & CO., Proprietors, PhUadelphia, Pa,

IROGH'S MINING HORSE-POWER HOIST
tnowntobethe
pt Horse-Power
(iat now made.
:ia strong aud
[able.

/he drum wlU
iry KOO feet of
* eighths steel
'e. It can be
il to run a
;Idp or blower
Ijcon junction
th hoistiug
ioufactured 1 >

if.

I

& Ou.,

ilBEALE ST
Bkn FranciBco.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

'OQBtantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope,
plex Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay Rope, Whale Line,

etc.

Extra sizes and lengths made to order on short notice,

1 & 613 Front St„ San Francisco, Cal,

MES M. HAVES, THOMAS B. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,
riORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. 530 California Street,

lephono No.1746. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

VBWEY j> OO,. _-
' lfarketst.,8ui Frandfioo.

PATENT AGENTS, 220
BlBvator, H Front Bt

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay Office, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,

524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on OonBignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed

of in the Open Market to the Higbest Bidder.

ffletallljrgy apd Qre3.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Montgomery St., San Franciico.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Higbeat Prices Paid for Qold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Snlphurets.

MANtTFAOnrKBIUl OP

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.

ALSO MANUrACTDRBIUI OF

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Chamberlin PateuL

<rr^.

JOHN TAYLOR & CO.,
IMP0HTRR8 AND DBALRaB IN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS, AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 & 65 First St., cor. Mission. San Franolaco.
We would call the attention of

Assayers, Chomiatb, Mining Com>

'

panics, Milling Companies, Pros-

pectors, etc., to our full stock of

Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, Soorl-

flers, etc, including, also, a full stock of

Chemicals.
Having been engaged In furnishing these sup*

piles alnoi the ftrst discovery of mines on the
Paci0o Coast, we feel confident from our experi-

ence wo can well suit the demand for tJieee

goods, both as to quality and price.

Agents for the Morg^an Crnolble Co.,
BftttcrBca, England. Also for E. O. Dennis-
ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates

of this well-knowo manufacturer are thoroughly relia-

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taken
at bis lowest prices. Our Illustrated Catalogue and Aa<

say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR A OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET,

Near First and MaAe'' Streets, S. F.

C. A. LnoKHARDT, Manager. KSTABi-'SHBO 188

Ores worked by any ProoesB.

Ores Sampled,

AsBaying in all its Branches.

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, eto.

Working Tests (practical) Made.

Plans and Specifications furnished for tt-e

most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Special attention paid to Examinations

Mines; Plans and Keports furnished,

O. A. LUCKHARDT A 00„
(Formerly Huhn St Luokhardt,

Mlnlna EnRlneera and MetalluratlBtn

The Best Mining District
On the Pacific C^ast I

GRASS VALLEY, CAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the district la

rem: «ri33i3xrcs-s.
Daily and Weekly edition. Qivea all the Mining News.
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining Supplies will

find THE TIDINGS the beat medium for directly reach-

ing the owners or managers of minea. Investors in

mines will find it to their advantage to subscribe.

Many mines are in successiul operaiioo, and new
enterprises are being instituted and many others are Id

contemplation,
DAILY, 86 00 a year; WEEKLY, $2,60, in advance.

H. S. SPaULDING, Publisher.

T. C. HOCKING, Editor.

THE LATEST AND BEST.

I^^^'

QUARTZ SCREENS
A specialty. Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo- j

geneoua Steel, Cast Steel or ^

American planished Jion,

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all piupoees. Oall<
foral* Perforating SoreeD Co., 145 & U7 Beale St, B, F,
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n^AF^KET Reports.

Local Markets.

San Francisco, April 30, 1891,

With an almost certainty that all kinds of crops

are assured, and that the outturn will be large, the

feeling in trade circles generally is one of great con-

fidence in the future. It now looks that the next

fiscal year will witness a greater degree of prosper-

ity than known for years. The local money is re-

ported easy, with no trouble reported in securing all

the funds to meet legitimate wants. Iron workers

generally report active times with orders ahead.

QUICKSILVER—Receipts the past week ag-

gregate 139 flasks. The market is steady, with fair

demand reported.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is weak
and slow at 77@77Hc. The floating Chinese have
gone to their summer work, and until they return

the call for Mexicans will be in the course of trade.

SILVER—The market is dull at gy^c. The
New York market after falling to lower figu'-es than

has been touched the past 12 months, shows slightly

better prices. All our exchanges and the best

financial writers appear to be at sea regarding the

market. All statistics warrant higher prices; but

still the markets of the world are heavy, or at least

have that appearance. The Argentine Republic

after trying to get sufficient gold to adopt that

standard has given up in despair, and will issue

legal tender certificates based on silver bullion, the

same as does the United States, But that! Repub-
lic goes a step farther than we, by making all

contracts discriminating against silver, illegal and
not collectable. Other countries may sooner or

later be forced to remonetize silver.

LIME—Receipts the past week aggregate 2872
bbls. A freer distributive demand is reported,

chiefly for building and fertilizing purposes.

BORAX—Receipts the past week aggregate 450
centals. The market is steady, with the East caUing
for fair quantities. Eastern advices indicate that a
better demand will obtain this summer and fall.

LEAD—The market is reported nominally un-

changed. Fruit canners will consume more this

season than ever before.

IRON—Imports the past week aggregate 200 tons

pig. The market is oversupplied, although more
is going into consumptipn than for several years

past. The East and Europe report a better tone.

TIN—Imports the past week aggregate as follows:

London 19,974 boxes plate, Swansea 31,290. The
bulk, if not all the above, was sold to arrive and will

go into consumption. It is generally claimed that

fruit canners will use less than they did in 1890, while

salmon canners will probably not increase their pur-

chases.

COPPER—European and Eastern statistics favor

a higher market, but as yet prices do not respond.
It looks as if large producers are keeping the market
down for freeze out purposes, that is, to cause small

mine owners to shut down or sell out.

COKE—Imports the past week aggregate 1004
tons from Newcastle (Eng.) and 200 tons from
Swansea. The market is barely steady,

COAL—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows: Sydney, 4910 tons; Coos Bay, 450; Seattle,

2750; Swansea,. 1755^ Liverpool, 5729; Nanaimo,
3380 ; Cardiff, 2600 ; Kobi, 3500 ; Hakod^ti, 2356;
Newcastle ( N. S.W.), 10.327; Newcastle (England),

1888, Total, 36,145 tons. Heavy imports the past

week caused a weaker tone for spot and near by
arrivals. The consumption is not only large, but
will steadily increase on and after next month (June),

but then the outlook for a very large crop of wheat
on this coast will, it is feared, cause a much larger

number of ships to head this way than otherwise

would, and these vessels, or the majority at least,

will bring cargoes of coal. This fear causes buyers

of future to be offish.

San Francisco Metal Market.

WHOLHSA,IjK. .

Thursday, April 30. 1891.

A.KTIMONY — (* IS
Borax—Refined, in carload lota 8@ —
Powdered " " " 8 @ —
Conceotrated " " " 7J@ —
All grades jobbing at an advance.

Coffee—
Bolt 23 @ -
Sheathing 23 @ —
Ingot, jobbing -^^ ^ —
do, wholesale 17 @ —
Fire Box Sheets 23 fi* 25

Leai>—Pig — @ 4:

Bar — & 5i

Sheet. 7m —
Pipe 63@ —
Shot, diBoount 10% on BOO baga Drop, ¥ bag. 1 80 @ —
Buck, ^bag 2 00 @ —
Chilled, do 2 20 @ -

QuiOKSlLVEB—By the flask — f»45 00
KlaskB, old ... 10 @ 50

Chrome Iron Ore, ^ too 10 00 (oe

Steel—EngUsh. lb 16 @ 20
Canton tool 9@ 9
Black Diamond tool 9 @ 9
Pick and Hammer Sot 10
Machinery 4@ 5
Toe Calk ... 4i@ —

TiNPLATE—B. v., steel grade, 14x20, to arrive. 6 25 ^ —
B. v., steel grade, 14x20, spot 6 37 @ —
Charcoal, 14x20 '. 6 50 O —
do roofing, 14x20 6 00 @
do, do, 20x28 13 00

•"

Pig tin, spot, ^ tt)., irregular, nominal
Iron—Bar, base
Norway, base.

Spot.
Iron—Glengarnook ton 30 00 @
Eglinton,ton 29 00 P
American Soft, No. 1, ton,. @32 00
Oregon Pig. ton @30 00
Puget Sound 30 00 @
Oliiy Lane White 26 00 @
Shotts, No.l C<*

Langloan 2S 00 @
ThomoUffe 30 00 @
Gartsherrie 30 00 @
Barrow 30 00 @
Cargofleet . . . : 30 00 (» —

Don't Fall to Write.

Should this paper be received by any subscriber who
does not want it, or beyond tlu time he intends to pay
/or it, let him not fail to write us direct to stop it. A
postal card (costing one ci;nt only) will aufliue. We will

not Knowingly send the paper to any one who does not
wish it, but it it is continued, through the failure of the
subscriber to notify us to discontinue It, or some Irre-

sponsible party requested to atop It, we shall podtively
demand payment for the time it is sent. Look carefully
AT THE LABEL ON YQDR PAPEfii

Mining Share Market,

Mining shares hung heavily at steadily shading

prices up to Alonday, when the lowest prices were

touched for the Comstocks. The sick market was

evidently engineered by insiders through cappers

and others, so as to get all the stocks possible for

another spurt to be again followed by a weak spell.

It is by these moves that the pool or trust company
calculated to "milk the street" of stocks and in

whicb they are succeeding most admirably. Among
the many, no confidence is felt that there is much
in store for outsiders in the future, they believe, and
they have good cause from past experience for the

opinion, that it is heads outsiders Ipse 9.nd tails

insiders win. If outsiders buy stocks then it is

assessment for them and mine looting for insiders,

and if they, the outsiders are loaded with stock and
sell, then prices are run up, the market made
attractive, ore strikes reported, higher battery assays

given, prospective dividends reported and nothing

left undone to cause them to believe that in selling

a mistake had been made, and to rectify it they buy,

when everything disappears—money, ore, prospect-

ive dividends and all but the ever present assess-

ment. While the above is a true situation from a
stock investment point of view, yet all reliable

advices from the mines are confirmatory that in

several, work is being vigorously pushed to open up
large bodies of ore so as to work them more ad-

vantageously. They appear to start in on the up-
per levels and open out each level downward, but in

doing this the greatest care is exercised not to run
into the ore that was found above, or if accidentally

struck, them "mum"' is the word. This is evidently

lione to loot the mines or else to make a big stock

deal—whichever will pay them best. In one of the

mines we mentioned over a year ago that over 30
feet of ore had been run through in a west drift, the

middle strata of ore about 8 feet wide assayed very

high, and the other two strata assayed from $30 up
to $90 a ton. Since then only work has been done
in the mine and on ore development they are as

close mouthed as an oyster. Can outsiders who buy
for investment, expect to beat such a game ? The
only way it can be done is to turn out dummy
directors acting for inside rings and put in their

stead men who will see that the mines are worked
honestly and all reports made to conform to the

laws of California governing mining companies in-

corporated in the State. While saying this, it be-

gins to look as if a new era is being gradually in-

troduced in working the mines, for more detailed

information is given by the superintendents of two
or three of the mining companies regarding the work
being done and assays of ore. Perhaps their

example may be catching, and the other mine
managers have the same kind of changes for the

better made in the reports from the mines.
This (Thursday) morning, mining shares opened

dull but strong. After regular Call, Con, Virginia
exhibited more strength, and under strong bidding,
advanced to $t6 a share, but closed at noon a share
lower. The rest of the market was strong at a
slight advance.
From the Comstock mines our advices are uni-

formly good, corroborating what has heretofore ap-
peared in these columns. Never before was so
much work done in the mines and of so favorable a
character.

The Virginia Enterprist reporter, with his usual
enterprise in seemingly accepting for law and gos-
pel all that is told him, attempts to throw discredit

on the Mining and Scientific Press assertion ot

a west or red lode. To put him right, and place
ourselves on undeniable grounds, we will state first:

There is a U. S. Court decree in case of the

"Allen " vs. Morning Star, wherein the judge issu-

ing the decree awarded the " Red Ledge" to the

Morning Star mine and the White Ledge, known
as the Comstock at that time, to Allen mine. Sec-
ond, in the several actions of the Ophir Mining Co.
against the Burning Moscow mine, and which was
finally settled by the Ophir Mining Co. purchasing
the title to the " Red Ledge" from the Burning
Moscow mine. We think the title to the *' Red
Ledge " was clearly established, as did the Ophir
Co. by buying it. The croppings on Cedar Hill
and extending through the old Burning Moscow
ground, now owned by Ophir, are correctly located
by the E7ilerprise reporter, with one exception.
The Andes location has no cropping on its patented
ground nor has it even a hole in the ground. About
400 feet east of its location is the White and Murphy
shaft, owned by the Con. Virginia. For all of 14
years the Andes Co. has expended money and labor
in opening out the top working of the old White
and Murphy, Dick Side and Centrals Nos, i and 2,

which locations are now owned by the Con. Virginia
and have been for more than 20 years. At a depth
of 450 feet the White and Murphy shaft of the Con.
Virginia mine intersects the *' Red Ledge," pitching
east from its croppings. On those croppings 300
feet west of the White & Murphy shaft and joining
the Burning Moscow mine on the south, is located
the West Con, Virginia mine, whose hoisting plant
is located directly across the top of the "Red
Ledge." At a depth of 17s and 60 feet east of their

shaft the "^Red Ledge " can be seen 50 feet wide on
the 350-foot level of that mine; the "Red Ledge "

is

still exposed, showing its regular dip. The 450-foot
level, the same ledge, is exposed in the White &
Murphy shaft, which shaft is being worked by
Andes assessment.

Onr Agents.

Odb Fruhps can do much In aid of our paper And the
ciufle of practical knowledge und Boience, by asslatlng
Aprents In their labors of canvassing, by lending their ln«
Quence and encouraging favors. We intend to send none
bat worthy men.
Oio. WniSOH—Sacramento Co.
J. C. HOAQ—San FrandBCO.
F. W. BCnapp—Amador Co.
F. B. LOQAN—Solano and Yolo Cos.
D. G. Olart—Sonoma Co.
E. H. ScHAEFPLB—Central California.
W. W. Theobalds—Oakland, Cal.
G. B. Gill—San Luia Obispo Co.
A. Ddklap—San Benito Co.
E. L. Richards—EgcoDdido, Cal.
Wm. M. Hillbart-Oregon.
Wm, HoiDBB—Oregon.
Wm. Olson—Washington.
Don Mills—Sonoma Co.
Frank S. Chapin—Tulare and Kern Cos.
B. F. Bblt—Shasta Co.

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
COUPII.BD BVBRT THURBDAY PROM AOVBRTISBHENTa IN THE MiNINO AND SOIBNTIFIO FBB88 AND OTHBK 3. F JoiTUA]

ASSESSMENTS.
CojiPANY AND Location.

Alpha Cods M Co., Nevada
Andes M Co., Nevada
California Iron & Steel Co., California
Carbondale Coal M Co. , California
CarnieloLandifc Coal Co., California..
Phollar M Co.. Nevada
Cons New York M Co., Nevada
Crescent M& iVI Co., California 5,

East Sierra Nevada M Co . Nevada 2

No. AaiT. Levied,Dei.inq't AND Sale. Seoretajrt. Place op Eusine
25c....Mar 14, Apr 17. May 7 C E Elliott

, 309 Montgomers
37... 80c....Apr4, May8, May 28 J W Twiggs 30!* Montgomei?
5..., 35c.... April 27, June 6, June 27.. .F Eonancina .438 CaJifornIa
I.. . .10c. . . .Mar 13, Apr 21, May 7 EL Aiken 328 Montgomery
3. . . .50c . .April 11, May 16, June lb'.. .W T Baggett 3i;4 Pine
29....50c....Apre, May 13. June 2 C E Elliott 309 Montgomery
5.... 15c.... Apr 3, May 8, May 29 O E Elliott 309 Montgomery

25c....Feb 20, Apr tj, May 4 J H leham 310 Pice
5c....April 14. May 22. June 15...GK Spinney 310 Pinu

Gray Eagle M Co., California 23 3c....Apr 3. May 18, June 9 ,A W Barrows 303 California
Guascarant Cal M Co., Ho duraa 4.... §5 Mar 14, Apr 15, May 4 .... E Oliver 22ilint A
Hale & Norcross M Co., Nevada "" '"" " '" * - "" *'--

"

* ^ "^-

Indian Creek L & M Co., California.
Inyo Marble Co., California 12,

Kentuck Cons M Co. , Nevada 1

,

98.... 50c..

,.47.

..2Cc..

.. 5c..

, . .25c.

.

,..10o..

...lOc.
,..25o..

Locomotive M Co., Nevada.

.

Mexican M Co., Nevada
I^Iidas M Co. , California
Mineral King M Co., Arizona..
N Bloomfield Gravel M Co., California.

.

Oak Cons M Co., California , . . . 8..

Peerless M Co., Arizona lC....10c..

Silver Hill M Co.. Nevada 28. . . .20o.

.

Scorpion SM Co.. Nevada 26— 15c..

Sylvania M Co . Nevada 1. .§1.50.

.

Teresa M Co , Mexico 3....I0c..

Umpire M Co., Oregon 3.... 2c..

Mar 17, Apr 22, May 14 A B Thompson 309 Montgomery
April 7, May 11, June 1 S < 1 MiUs 419 California

..Mttr30, May 12. May a9....tT W Luce 132 California

..Mar 31, MayP, May 26 J W Pew 310 Pine
..M^-rl?, Apr2i, May 12 AH Fish 309 Montgomery
..Mar 9, Apr 14. May 5 OE Elliott 309 Montgomery 1'

..April 27, June 5, June 29...A Halaey 328 Montgomery ;

..Mar23, Apr23, Mayl8 T F Norman 419 California li

..Mar 26. May4, May 27 H Pichoir a20SanBome;
April 6, May 13, June 10 E J Ryan 230 Montgomery

I

..April 24, May 29, June 18... A Waterman 309 Montgomery i-

..April 23, May 28, June IS...DC Bates 309 Montgomery
i

'

, . April 14, May 22, June 15. , . G R Spioney 310 Pine 1

. .Mar 14, Apr 28. May 28 J J Scoville 4 Sutter ;

. Mar 28, Mayl, May 19 A Cheminant 328 Moatgomery
..March 27, May 4, May 22...A Ohemlnaut 328 Montgomery I

MBBTINQS TO BE HBXJ>.
Company and Location. Secretaey. Offioe in S. P. Meeting. Dat

Amador Volcano Hv M Co., California. .M Casey 503 California St Annual Maj
Ooquille Black Sand M Co., Oregon ....C N Fox 530 California St Annual May
Coinmonwealth ConsM Co., Nevada....R E Grayson 331 Pine St Annual May
East Sierra Nevada M Co., Nevada G E. Spinney 310 Pine St Annual May
Justice M Co.. Nevada RE Kelley 419 California St Annual Maj
La Grange D i: M Co.. California A Halaey 32S Montgomery St Annual May
Scorpion M Co.. Nevada G R Splaney 310 Pine St Annual.,. May 1

Silverado M Co., Nevada AT Bodlam Chronicle Building Annual May

LATEST DIVmBNDS-WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Company and Looation. Seoretaby. Office in S. F. Amount. Payabl

Candelaria Cons M Co., New Mexico . . . . G Gale 309 Montgomery 8t 25 Dec
Champion M Co T Wetzel. 320 Sansome St 10 Mar
North Banner Cons M Co.. California.. .T J Mitchell Grass Valley .ro Apr
North Star M Co., California D A Jennings 401 California St 50 Apr
Jackson M Co W R Drake 311 Pine St 10 Jan :

;

Pacific Coast Borax Co., California AH Clough ,. ...230 Montgomery St 1 00 Apr '\

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

S. F. Stock Exchange.

NiVME OF

Company. Apr

.80

1.05
1.20
i.tn

1 90
1.25
.40

.85
1100
1.95
2.40

4 75
.20

.70

2.30
.20
.20

3.75
.70

2"95

1.90

.25

1 10
.31

.20

.60

3 60
.30
.85
.25

1.10
5,f2

3 75
3.70
.15

.10
2.46
1.20
3.10
.25

.30

3.45
95

2.65
ed.

JKB.
INO
. 9.

1.10

Ene
Apr

85

BE
ING
16.

•1.30
1 10

1.76
3.00

k'.ia

2.25
1.30

'!95

14.60
2.50
3.25
6.25
.20

.80
2.80
.20

4!6o
.85

3!60
4.40
.26

1,35

"m
4.75

"95

1:25
8.12
4.05
4.35

j:™
1.50
3.76

!35
4.26
1.25
3.011

Week
Endino
Apr. 23.

1.26 1.45
1.10 1.45
1.40 1.75

2.70 3.05

6.25 7!76
2.15 2.80
1.20 1.45
,40 .46

.8) .90
12.6014.76
2.20 2.75
3.05 3.70
6 CO 6.60
,20 .26

.76 .86

2.60 2.911

.26 .30

.20 .3»

'!85 i!66
.20 ....

3.20 3.70
3.30 4.16
.20 .25

1.25 1.35
.36 .40

.40 .60

.60 .80

4.20 4.75
.30 ....

.80 .90

.40 .61

1.20 1.35

6.87 8.12
3.1 3.85
4.40 6.01

.20 .25

.20 .40
3 10 3,40
1.35 1.45
3.15 3.70

2-. .30

.30 .36

3.75 4.15
1.10 1 30

2.75 3.20

Wl
Enc
Apl

f26"
1.10
1.35
2.45
,05

6,60
2,36
1,16
,35

1,05
12.60

2,25
2.65
6.00

20

.70
2.26
.20

.35

3.90
.81

.25

3 10
3.2|)

.20

1.26

.30

.35

.60

3.75
.:-5

.85

.60
1.16
6.25
3.30
4.(5

'120

3 00
1.15
3.05
.15

.30
3.!0

1.00
2 6J

KK
INO
.30.

Alpha I 36

1 80

1.651-30 1 56

Belcher 2.90

7'.25

2.25
1.40
.45
.95

12.75

2.50
3 15

6.E0

'!95

2.75

.85

3.45
2.55

i^io
.40
.15
.65

4 15

"9'

.35

1.26
6.26
4.21

4.30

i'M
1.60
3.50
.30

.35
4.10
1.25
3.10

2.!0

i'.'il

2.10
1.20
.45

.80
12.00

2.00
2.75
5.75
.15

.75

2.30
.15

3.85
.75

.15
3.10
2. CO
.20

1.15
30
.40
.65

3.85
.25

.80

.40
1.16

5,75
3.60
4.00
.16

.10

2.65
1.26
3.15
.20

.30

3.80
1.10

2 45

•i 75

Belle Isle

Beat & Belcher
.75

7.76
2 6S
1.25

40

Ooramouwealth....
Con.Va. &CoL....

1.16
14.76
' 45

3 10
6.25

Coil Imperial
Caledonia .

Crown Point

'!75

2 60
m

Eureha Con 4.00
90

Grand Prize
Gould at Curry
Hale & Norcrosa...
juha

35
3.46
3.60

Justice 1.30
35

Lady Wash .40

.65

4.50

Navajo
North Belle Isle...

Nev. QueeD

.40
1.10
.60

1.30

7 76
3 70
4.65

Peerless

Savage
S. B. KM
.Sierra Nevada
Silver Hill
ScorpioD
Uoioo Cod

3.35
1.35
3.60
.25

4:i5
1 20

VeUow Jacket
* Assessment ad<

2 85

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

Th
1300 Alta 1.05<«:l.lO'

200 Andea 1.4'

100 Baltimore 6ncl

I'O Belcher 2.6U|

200 Belle lale 70c|

200 Rest & Belcher. 7.25i

400 Bodie 1.25

100 Bullion 2.30;

100 Caledonia 75c
200 Challenge Con,2,25@3. 30

100 ChoUar 2.65

180 Con Cal &V 14i@14a
50 Confidence 6.25

500 Con Imperial 20c
100 Con New York 15c

100 Crocker 20c
100 Crown Point 2.40

100 E Siena Nevada 5c|

URSDAY, April 30. 9:30 A. M.

150 Gou'd& Ourrv 3.30
103 In dependence 20c
275 Kentuck 30c
250 Meiican 4 20
aO] Navajo 30c
100 N. Com'wealth 1.00
100 Nevada Queen 45c
100 North Belle Isle 1 . ro

300 North Savage 40o
460 Ophir 7.12^^7.37^
400 Peer 15c
100 Polosi 4.25
250 Scorpion 25c
150 SegBel&MC 1.30
30O Sierra Nevada. 3. 35@3. 40
200 Union Con 3.95
200 TTtah 1.10
400 Yellow Jacket 2.60

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
Nkw York, April 30.—The following are the clos-

ing prices the past week;

Silver In Silver in

London. New York. Copper. Lead, Tin.

rhursdav.. .435 ^^l 13 76 4 20 19 45

Friday 44 96* 13 76 4 16 19 50

Saturday.. ..441 9^^ ^3 ^5 4 15 19 50

Monday 444 97i 13 75 4 17* 19 45

Tuesday 44J 973 13 75 4 20 19 65

Wednesday.. 44i 97i 13 75 4 20 19 70

Quicksilver is still weak. Copper is unsettled with

quotations nominal. Pig Iron appears to have a firmer

tone. Tin is steadier; improved fruit crops in its favor.

Lead is barely steady.

Coal and Coke.

SPOT FROM TAKD—PER TON.

WeUington SIO 00

Greta 8 60

Carbon HUl 8 00

Nanaimo , 10 00

Gilman 6 00
Seattle 7 00

Coos Bay 6 00

Cannel 9 50

Egg, hard 16 00

Cumberland, In sacks 14 00

do. bulk 13 00

Wallsend 9 00

Scotch Splint 9 00

Biymbo 9 00

TO LOAD—PER TON.
Australian ....§ 7 00@
Liverpool St'm. 7 00@
Scotch Splint. . 7 00@ 9 00
Cardiff 7 O0@
Lehigh Lump.. 14 00@17 00
Cumberland bk 10 00@
Egg, bard 12 00®
West Hartley.. 7 50@

CoKe—BngUsh.

To load $12 00@13 00
j

Spot, in bulk. . 10 00@18 00
'

Complimentary Samples.

Pereona reoeiving this paper marked are n
qneeted to examine its oontents, terms of sal

aoriptioD, and give it their own patronage, anc.

aa far aa practicable, aid in oiroulating ti]

journal, and making its value more wldel

known to others, and extending ita influence 1

the cauae it faithfully aervea. Subacrlptio

rate, $3.00 a year. Extra oopiea mailed for ]

oenta, if ordered soon enough. If already
nnhRorlhnr. pinafin fthnw tha Dsper tn ottiAr*.

/l33e33[iiept |4otice3.

GEAY BAQL.B MINING UOMPANY.-L
cation ot prinoipal place of buslncBe, San Frandeo

California. Locution of works, Placer Coimty, Californl
Notice is hereby given, that at a meeting of the Board

.

Directors, held 00 the 3d day of April. 1891, an aaeei'

ment, No. 23. of Three (3) Certs per share, was levied upil

the Capital titock of the Corporation, payable Imioedlatd
in United States Gold Coin to the Secretary, at the office

the Company, Room 11, No. 303 Oallfomla Street, Si

Francisco, California.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain u

paid on the Idth day of May, 1S91, vAW be delinquei
and advertised for sale at public auction- and uulesB pa
ment is made before, will be sold on TUESDAY, the 9

day of June, 1S91. to pay the deliuquent assessmet
together uith costs of advertfsing and expenses of sale.

By order of the Board of Directora.

A. "W. BARROWS. Secret->ry proteiu'
Officej Room 11, No. 303 California Street, San Francim

California.

INYO MARBLE COMPANY.—LOCATIO
of orincipal place of bueiness, San Francisco, Calitorni

Location of works. Keeler. Inyo County, California.
Notice is hereby given, that at a meeting of the Boaril

Directors, held on the 30th day of March, 1891, ij

aaseaament (No. 12) of Ten Cents per share was levied ujh)

the Capital Stock of the Corporation, payable immedlatt'
in United St ate-s gold coin to the Secretary. attheofBce oft
Company. 132 California street, San Fraucisco. California,
Any stock upon which this ssBessmentBhall remain uupi

on the 12th day of May, 1891, will be delinquent, ai.

advertised for sale at public auction; and unless payment
made before, will be sold on FRIDAY, the 29th day
May. 1891. to pay the delinquent aBse=sment, together wi

the coata of advertising and exijeusps of sale.
By order of the Board of Directors.

G. W. LUCE, Secretary.
Office, 132 California Street, Sau Francisco, Oalifoml

CARMBLO LAND AND COA.L COMPANY
Location of priocipil place of business, San Francisc

California, Location of works, Monterey County, Colifomi
]

Notice is hereby given, that at a meeting of the Board >

Directors, held on the 11th day of April, 1891. an as3esB0len^
No. 3, of Fifty Cents per share, was levied upon the Capit
Stock of the Corporation, payable immediately in Uniti
States Gold Coin to the Secretary, at the office of the Ooi
paoy. Room 9. 32J Pine street, San Francisco, California.
Any stock upou which this assessment shall remain u

paid on the Ifith day of May, 1891. will be delimiuent ai

advertised for safe at pubhc auction, and unless payment
made before, mil be sold on TUESDAY, the 16th day
Juue. 1891, to pay the delinquent asaesament, together ml
costs of advertising and expenses of sale.
By order of the Board of Directors.

W. T. BAGGETT. Secretary.
Office, Room 9. 324 Pine Street, San Francisco, CaUfomi

E WANTED
AN ENGLISH SYNDICATE WANTS A WELL-Dl

veloped dividend paying- gold or silver mine, App
in flrat instance to *' ENGINEER," P. O. Box 782, Helen
Montana.

|

w. H. conly;
Mining, Commission.

LEGITIMATE INVESTMENTB A SPEOIALTYi IS
SaDsome Street, Room 4, Sao Franciico; Telepboi

No. 5067.

FOR SAL
Vertical P
tero.wlthD'

BLOWING ENGINE
anced eteam glide valve year, steam cjiinder 14
diameter, air cylinder 40 in. diameter, str-ike 24 in.

100 strokes ]ier minute; onjiinc new For price and

SdtS JAMES LEFFEL&CO., Sprmgflel(l,01i
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VOODBURY ORE CONCENTRATOR WITH IMPROVED BELTS.
More than DOUBLE THE CAPACITY with One-Half Less Power

and Occupying Less than One-half the
Space of any other Concentrator.

Built oi Beat Steel and WroaghtlroD.
bXKUNG AMI> Ui;KAltL.K.

Price $575 f. o. b.
Send for CfttftloRue ami Testimoiiiftle.

The annexod cut (iIii>wh tla* ImJt In ita Imiiroved form.
which coDHistfl of c'jrniK»tc(I l-iJkuh, to form an «x-
puiiciiUK to|)uilg«. Tlilaoiceaa lu 1*9 tfth of material
clU'Ctually prfveiitH tho ed^oii from cruckinc; plain
e<lK« btlta hiivc toHtretchnhout Olio inch to the foot
aB they pasn iirouud the dniinH. Thin cohIuuoub
atrotcli oracka tlio udgoH. Tlio liuprofed hclt ohviut«a
tbatdifBouIty.

Aug. ut. isn.

GEO. E. WOODBURY. Manfr, 213 to 219 First St., San Francisco.

tdlicatiopal.

T]3.e XI'VT'a.xiai Solxool
OP

gSAYING AND CHEMISTRY,
Booma 40 & 47. ) 628 Montaoznery St.

noor UoDtgomerj Bl'k. )' 8an Francisco,
Also, Evening daaws, 7 to 10 o'olook.

JOHN T. EVANS, B. A., Principal.

hool of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
SorveyiDR:. Architecture, Druwini,' and Aseayint;,

3 MABKBT ST., SAN FHANOI3CO, O &L.
Open All Year.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President.

.mylog of Ores, #26; BuUIod aodCblorination Aaa&y
;
Blowpipe ABoay, $10.

ISTABUSHED 1864
Pull course of ossayinif, 150.~ Send for circular.

wAint a first class thorough school
and a pieasact, refiaed, safe home for your boys,
hem to

HOPKINS ACADEMY.
KLAND, CALIFORNIA. Next term begins Auguat
, 1891. Send for Catalogue to W. W. ANDERSON,
Qci^al.

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
24 POST ST.. S. F.

lOR SEVENTY - FIVB DOLLARS THIS
College iuBtructa in Shorthand, Type Writing', Boolt-

ijiing, Tei'KTttfhy, Penmanehip, Drawing, all the
rlieh branches, and everything pertainincr to business,

.
six full months. We have sixteen teachers, and give
irioual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
graduates in every part of the State.

Send for Cirgular.
, E. P. HEALD, President.
3. 8. HALEY, Secretary.

i-T .A. 3B .^Sc Xl Or .^^ X PO^

For Sale Cheap, Six Second-Hand

RUE CONCENTRATORS.
Good as New. Also Second-Hand

BTEAM PUMPS
Of variooa maicep.

RISDON IRON WORKS,
)r. Beale and Howard Sts., San FraDCleco.

HORACE D. RANLETT,

res, Mining, and Commission,
420 Montgomery St.. 8. F.

ships under advances to emeltlng worka in Boston
|w York, Baltimore and Liverpool,
irwenty-one years' experience in Shipping Ores and
iDaging Mines.
;iolicitB Consignments of Copper Produce and Manage-
!'Qt of Mln'ng Matters,
ill business conducted on Cash Basis.
Purchase andshipment of Mining Supplies a Spboialtt.
Jales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken,
business Manager of Ui>JION COPPER MINE, Coppor-
alis.Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co.. Cal.

RUPTURE AND PILES.
We Positively Cure all kinds of Rupture

and Rectal DlBeaees, no matter of how long
standing, in from 30 to 60 days, without the
use of KNIFE, DRAWING BLOOD, Ot DETEN
TioN FROM BUiBiNESS. Terms: No Core,
no Par; and no Fay nnill Cured.
If afflicted, come and see us or send stamp for
Damphlet. Address

:

DRS. POBTBBFiaLD A LOBBY,
38 Market street, " - San Franoleco

IT HAS NO EQUAL.

Can Be Fat On

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adopted by the

by Any One. '^^^g^^B^BUtS^^BIi^^^^^^^^ B'avy,

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOILERS, STEAM PIPES, COLD STORAGE, and all places requiring

Aon-Heat OondiictiDg' Material

PAO?riO& d1v?S STS.—C. B. JOHNSON & CO.—SAN PBANCISCO.

Adamantine Shoes and Dies
AND
CA.ST

tMlR

OHEIiO^yLEl CAST STEEL
Came, Tappets, Bosses, Roll Shells and Crneher Plates,

THFSE CASTINGS ARE EXTENSIVELY USED IN ALL THE MINING STATES
and Territories of North and South America Guaranteed to prove better and
cheaper than any othera. Orders solicited subject to above conditions. When
ordering send sketch with exact dimcnsiona. Send for Illustrated Circular.

Manufactured hy CHROME STEEL WORKH, Brooklyn, TH. Y.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent, 220 Fremont St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to the purchase of Mine and Mill Supplies. Stimp Cam.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Kinds of Powder, which are acknowledged by all the Great Chemists of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the Market.

ox..^2a'a^ i*o"v\ri>E:n or x>'yjta lyrxncESy
Of Different Strengths as Required.

NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE," whloh oontains 94 per cent of Nltro-Glycerine, and

OELATINE-I>TNAMITE» Stronger than Dynamite and even Safe In Haodling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
FOR RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING. Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blast
Ing Powder, and Is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better knd
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
GAPS and FUSE for Sale GENERAL AGENTS, RAN FRANCISCO CAL.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Saperior to all Ottiers for Qnaitz Mills, Smelters, &g.

Not Affected by Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils, £very Belt Guaranteed, Try It. Send

for Circnlar and Samples,

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET, -

cfc OO.,
- SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

siTTJ.A-Ti03sr '^^r.A-nsrTEiiD.

A PRACTICAL MINER AND ASSAYER DESIRES A
situation to look after mines and do the assaying.

Sixteen years e.vpirience in mining on the Pacific Coast.

No ubj "ctions to locality. Best of references given.

W. O. CLYMO, Aesayer, 727 Nor.h Main street, Butte
City Montana.

CNVBNTOES, TAKE NOTICE I

L. PETERSON, MODEL MAKER.
258 Aforket St., N. E. cor. Front (up stairs), San Francsico
ElxperimeDtal machinery' and all kinds of models. Tin

and brasswork. All communications striotly oonfiden
|

tiah

GOLD MINES
. AND

STOCK IN MINES
FOR SALE.

Dividend-paying Mines from $150,000 up.
Undeveloped HElnes from $10,000 up.
Undeveloped Minef* on Bond.
Stock in Divldeud<payiDg Minee from $1 up.
Stock in Undeveloped Mines now being

opened from 25 cents np.

All situated in the GRASS VALLEY MINING DIS*
TRICT, the Oldest Quartz Mining District on the Pacific

Coast, and t)ie Richest and most Permanent in the
World, The mioea of this district aie practically inex-
haustible, as nearly half a century of constant working
is proof. Grass Valley has the deepest regular dlvideno-
paying gold mines in the world, and the end is not yet,

for thes'i same mines are as rich to-day as at any time
during their history.
Gold miaiii^, especially in Grass Valley, when under

honest and scientific management, is one of the safest

and most profitable of all American industries. It is a
business that will rtturn annually a rrolit of from 100 to

aoo per cent en the investment. Minim is a science

acquired only by years of study, combined with practical

experience. Therefore, failure is the rule whenever the
management is ignorant and unscientific.

The underdigned is a practiual scientific and Successful

miner, has made mining a life study and vocation, is

honest and trustworthy, and will not, under any circum-
stances, recommend or deal in any but valuable jiaying

property and properties that will develop dividend-

payers.
No Wildcat Mines; no Sharp Practice; no reaeouable

chance for loss; Honesty and Square Dealing Guaranteed.
Correspondence solicited.

Full particulars by applying to

S. B. FOWLER, Supt. Hartery Mine,
Grass Valley. Nevada Co.. California.

0. H. EVANS & CO.
(Suco6880ra to THOMSON S EVANS),

110 and 112 Beale Street, 8. F.

MACHINE WORKS,
Steam Pumpt, Steam Enginet

MAKES THE BEST BREAD.

FRANCIS SMITH & CO.
Manufacturers ot

Sheet Iron and Steel

ALL

130 £eale Street.

SIZES.

San Francisco, Csl

Iron cut, ptmched and formed, for making pipe on
ground. All kinds of Tools supplied for making Pipe.
Estimates given. Are prepared for coating all sizes of
Pipe with a composition of Coal Tar and Asphaltum.

WITH EIGHT YEARS PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
wants pOFition; reference and address, J. EVANS,

M. A. (Price's Chemist, Sec, for past 18 years), Room 46,
028 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.
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JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
Nos. 39 to 51 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Send for Catalogue.

ELECTRIC BLASTING

VICTOR EI.ECTRIC PJCATrNUM FUNKS. '

Superior to all others for exploding any make of dynamite or
blastiug powder. Each fuse folded 3eparat'*ly and packed in
neat paper V-oxes of 50 each. All tes^ed and warranted. Siogle
and double strength, with any lenetb of wirea.

VICTOR BXiASTINe lUACUINE. Made in two
size."?. No. 2 fires 20 to 30 holes. No 1 fires 5 to 8 holes. Adapted
for proBpecting. stump blasting,quirry and general railroad work.
"rUI»I« UP" BIiA.fiiTIN«l BIACHINE.-The

strongest and moat powerful machine evei- made for Electric
Blasting, No. 4 size fires 70 holes. No. 3 size lirea 40 holes, Are
especially adapted for subraarioe blasting and large mining work,

Ntundard Electric Fnae and Bla!ttTeftter,Wire
Reels* new design, I>endinff and Connectlnfir Wire.

MANUFACTUllED ONLY BY
JAMFS MAOBETH & COMPANY,

1S8 Maiden X.ane, New Yortc City.
PARKE Ss LaOY CO.. San Francisco, Cal., AGENTS.

"HENDY" IMPSOVBD " CHALLENGE " ORB FEEDER

The test iorm of Feeder ever devised, and prononaced by reputable mining men to be fa>

Buperior to any form of "Roller" Feeder manufactured. We refer to the follow-

ing gentlemen who have furnished us with testimonial letters to the
above effect, which can be seen at our office, viz.:

Df . W. Crocker, Sapt. Bunker Hill Gold Min-
ing Co., Amador City, Cal.

W. C Roberts, Greenwood, El Dorado Co., Cal.

D. O.WiCKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal.

J. R. Tregloan, Supt. South Spring HUl Gold
Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.

WE ARE MANUFACTDRERS OF THE

' CHALLENGE", "STANFORD", "TULLOCK,"& "ROLLER' FEEDERS,

And will furnish descriptive Catalogues and quote prices upon application.

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
ROCK DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING,

MINING AND QUARRYING

ivj: ./I.O XX X TVr E3 X=L

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
-MANUPACTUKEBS OF-

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Hanufactnre of Cement, Fertilizers, Paint

and all other nurposes for which grinding or pulverizing is reauired.

Send for Catalogrue and Price List to

FRISBBE -LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

(Sucjeasor to fleins & William),

Mannfacturer of Leather and Fulled Bawhide

BELTING, ,

ROPE, LACE AND PUMP LEATHER, %
JKTC, ETC.

134 MAIN ST., SAN FRAM CISCO, CAL,

L. C. MARSHUTZ T. O. CANTRELL.

NATIONAL IRON WORKS.
N. W. Corner Main and Howard Sts., San Francisco,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Stationary and Compound Engines, Flour, Sugar. Sav

and Quartz Mill Machinery.

AMALGAMATING MACHINES. CASTINGS AND FORCINGS SLXS'oh
ALL WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

NATIONAL ROCKER aUARTZ MILL.
KENDALL'S PATENT, AUGUST 24, 1888.

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL, Sole Manufacturers.
The Patentee and Maoufactunrf

cordially invite miners to critfcallj

examine and pass judgment upot

this improved system of millinf

and amalgamating orea in the lol

lowing particulars:

1. The cost is less than one-half
stamps of same capacity.

2. The freight to mine is less thai

one-half of stamps.
3. The cost of erecting is less that

one-fourth of stamps.
4. The power to drive itis leas that

one-half of stamps.
6, The wear is less than ooe-quar-i

ter of stamps.
6. There is no wear except 00

shoes and dies.
7. In point of amalgamation it lEi

superior to any other machUie
in use.

8. In its simplicity of construction.

^i- We challenge competition with
~^

Stamps, Ball Pulverizers 01 ud
other ore crushing machines now

before the public.

MARSHUTZ ft CANTRELL.I^Serifl for rilrcularp anii Pr1o*> T-lpt.

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

THE ABOVE COT ILLUSTRATES THE IMPROVED FORM OF DOUBI^E-JOINTED HI-
DKAUIiTG GTANTS which we manufacture. We guarantee purchasers of this form of Giants against all I

costs, expenses or damages which may arise from any aiiverse suits or actions at law. We are further prepared to

furnish Siii|;le-Jofnted Oiants when required. Prices, discounts and Catalogues of our specialtie of Hj' 1

draalic Mining Machinery sent on application.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS. 39 to 51 Fremont ^t.. San Francisco.

Applies liquid pigment by a
jet of air. Highest awards
FrankliQ and American In
Btitutcs as a legitimate art
tool. SucceBsfulIy used by
large mimbera of the beet
crayon, ink and water-color
portrait nrtists, and by tech-
nical draughtsmen. Saves 75

per cent of time tn shading.
Descriptive pamphlet sent free. It points out one way to
.jam a living. Addresd AIR BBUSH WF'G CO.
•i Nassau Street, Eockford, Illinois.

DEWEY & C0.s^rr:5iffi.Patent Agents.

Books on Working Ores.

By Guido Kustel, M. E.

Roasting of Gold and Silver Or. es (Second Edition) and

the Extraction of their Respective Metals wittiotit

Qaicksilver. By Gdido Kustel, M. E. 1880.

This rare book on the treatment of gold and silver ore

without quicksilver is liberally illustrated and crammed
fullof fnct'D. It idvee short and conci-'e deaoriptione of

various processes and apparatus employed in this country
andin Europe, and the why and wherefore. It contains 158

^)a<J:c^, euibracing Illustrations of furnaces, supplements
and working apparatus. Itis a work of great merit, by
an author whose re patation is unsurpris-secl in his specialty

Prick, S3, coin, postage free. Sold by Drwky & Co., Pub-
lishers, 220 Maritet St.. San Francisco, Cal.

By C. H. Aaron.
Aaron'8 Lbachib^ Gold and Silvbr Orbs, the most

complete hand-book on the subject extant; 164 pages

octavo. Illustrated by 12 lithographio engravings and
four wood cuts. Fully indexed. Plainly written for

•T-actical men. In cloth, S3. Sold by Dbwbt & Co., S. F

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.!
For information concerning this process for the ra- *

duction of Ores containing precious metals, and termi

of license, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROCESS CO., 1

Park Olty. ntab. |
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PROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
Tb0 Beat Ore CoQceotrator in the market, haviog double
the Capaaity and doiog its work as oloee as the plaiD Belt
nuohioe, while its cODceotratiotia are clean. It U need in

t number of Mills, the most notable of which is the
Alaaka M. & M. Go's Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Frues
are taking the Palp from 120 Stamps, orashing 350 tons

per day, and is f^viag entire satisfaction as against 48
plain Belt Machines, taking the Palp from the other 120
Stamps.

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f. o. b.

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

Protected by Patents December 22, 1S74; Septembers,

1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20, 1883;
September 18, 1883; Jnly 24, 1888. Patents applied for.

For Pamphlets, Testimonials and farther information
apply at office.

ADAMS & CARTER. Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE CO., Room 15.

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now
in Use.

Thb Montana Compamt (Limited), London. October S, 1886.
Dbar Sirs:—HftvUi^'ttBtcd three of your Fnio Vaniiere in a com-

petitive trial with other similar mBcliiiiea (Triumph), we have Batlafled
ourselves of the euporiority of your VaDuera, as 1b evidenced by the
f»ct of our having- ordered 20 more of vour machines lor Immediate
delivery. Yours truly, THE MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B.—Since the above was written the 20 Vonoers, havinif been
started, gave such Batisfaction that 44 additioual Frues and more
stamps have beec purchaaed. ADAMS Sc CARTER.

No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco. Cal.

a
TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR with IMPROVED RIFFLED BELT.
The competitive trials which have beon held between the

'•Triumph" Ore Concentrators, the " Frue'* Vannere and
other forme of conoentrating devices, do not warrant the &a-

sertion that the "Frue ' Vanner is the beet ore concentrator in

the market. The fact that the "Frues" have improved (cor-

rugated) belts does not militate against the superiority of the
"Triumphs;" for, when desired, they (the "Triumphs") car

be mounted with a superior belt known as the '* Blasdel "

Riffled.

Price " Triumph " Concentrators, with Im-
proved (Patented) Belt - - $650 f. o. b.

Price " Triumph " Concenwators, with

Plain Belt $550f.o.b.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS.We are prepared to guarantee the superiority ot the " Triumph " over

the "Pruo" or any other form of Concentrator, for coin if need be. aq . r-- r x o± x C C " n i

Circulars and testimonialletters furniehed on application. Oo tO 01 rrCnflOnt atr66t, OSH FrflnCISCO, C^l.

Both the "Triumph" Concentrator and "Blasdel" (riffled)
Belt are protected by inonntestable letters patent, granted
by the Government of the United States.

OrlKinal Empire Mill and Mining Company,
Principal Office, 401 California St., nor. Sansome, S. F.

Location of Worke, Grass Valley, Nevada Co., Cal

Gra38 Valley, Nbvada Co., Cal., Nov. 10, 188B.

Joshua Heiuiy Machine Works, SO to 51 Fremont St., S. F., Cat.:

Oentlrmbn—1 am pleased to state, in reference to the " Triumph"
Ore Concentrators, that four (4) of thera were place-^ in the m'll of the
Oriciual Emipre Mill and Mining Company in April, 18S4, and a thorough

"test made of their practical oper tion; and ftheir efficiency having been
demonstrated, four (4) more were subsequently introduced as the comple-

" nient of the Twenty (20) Stamp Mill, and the eight (S) have heen and are
now running with entirely aatiefactory results.
At the Ten (10) Stamp Mill of the North Star Mining Company, uo-ier

my supervinion. four (4) aro also in successful operation, and from my
observation of their practical workings, I am coDvmced that this form at
Concentrators is the equal, if not superior to any other style of Vanners
or concentrating devices. DAVID McKAY, Jr.,

[Signed] Sup't North Star and Original Empire Mining Co.
N. B. When the stamping capacity of the two above named mills was in-

creased, more '* Triumph" Concentrators were purchaaed, and twenty-
eight (28) are now in constant successful operation.

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS! JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent,

521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco

—dbalhr in—

Assayers' and Mining Material.

—MANDPAOTORBR OP

—

IN aUARTZ, GRAVEL, OR PLACER MINES. MADE OP BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER

Our plates are gaaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the besii in weight of Sll- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
ver and durability. Old Mining PlateB Eeplated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSANDS
OF ORDERS FILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, ^e"* '" HOSKIKS'

68, 70 & 72 Firit St., San Francisco, Cal. HYDRO-CARBON ASSAY FURNACES
I0- SEND FOR CIRC0LAE8.

MPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD
PRIOES GREATLY REDUCED. ONLY REPINED SILVER AND BEST COPPER USED. OVER 3000 ORDERS FILLED. FIFTEEN MEDALS AWARDED,

Old Mining Plates can be Replateii. Old Plates Bought, or Gold Separated. These Plates can also be purchased of JOBLN TAYLOR & CO., Corner First
and Mission Streets, San Francisco. _^,_______^

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS.
Q. DENNISTON, Proprietor. 663 Ss 655 MISSION ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Our Plates have been used for 20 years. They have proved the beet. We adhere strictly to contract in weight of Sliver and Copper.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

RECEIVED EVERY MEDAL
Awarded on the Fac'flc Coast
for Silver - Plated Amalpam
Platen and Best Gold, Silver
and Nickel Plating.

HOISTING ENGINES FOR MINES
1, 2, or 4 Drums, with Reversible Linl(

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.

MASK ONLY BY TDK

LIDGERWOOD M'F'G CO..
96 Liberty St., New lork.

34 and 86 West Monroe St., Chicago.
197 to 203 Congress St, Boston.

1 to 7 N. First St., Portland,; Oregon.

PARKE & LACY CO., Agts., San Francisco.
SeDfl for Oataloernn.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Pair, 1884.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

MEDAKT PATENT WROUGHT RIM PTTLLEY
For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washington

Uontana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Best Balanced Pulley in the World. Also Manufacturers of

pAT.o«.25.is8i. SHAFTING. HANGERS AND APPURTBNANOBS.
la'SHHD fOR ClKOVMHS iJID PHIOB LIST.*^

N09. la^iana 131 VBSMONT STRSEIT - - * SANjFBANOISCO,! OAL.

BOILER WORKS

HAMILTON & LEACH.
Main and Folsom Sts.,

Sfl.N FRANCISCO, - CALIFORNIA.

V-Si CORD""RED ^-^\\\.\^^^

MANUFACTURED FROM STRICTLY FIRST-CLASS FLAX AND PURK LUBRICANTS. HAS NO SUPERIOR
for all Hydraulic Work. Calico Watbr Works Co., Calico, Cal., Dno. 16. 1890.

W. T. Y. SCHaNOK—Dear Sir: We find your "Red-Cord" Square Flax Packing the "Boss." Youra truly,
J. R. L\NE. Secretary.

The red cord runs the entire length. Put up in boif b of 20 feet, or coils of 60 to SO lbs. For sale by a'l

dealers. W. T. Y. SCHBMCK, Sole Idaautecturer, X8!i and 984 Market.Street, San FranciHo, Oal,

i».A.o:^inff-o.
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
—IMPORTERS AND MANUFAOTUBKRS OP

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
BNG-INES, BOILERS, STEAM PUMPS,

AIR COMPRESSORS, ROOK DRIIjLS.

WALL'S CRUSHING ROLLS,

CONCENTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROOK BREAKERS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Takingr Pulp from 10 Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPSl

ROTARY PUMPS. GANG EDGERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

Gr^iX^miAT .A.GrXIKT'rS X*0]

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
SALES 0ORINQ LAST FOUR MONTHS:

^OMPOTyNrn 44 engines, RTAIVrrk AT?r> 99 engines, TTTTJTOT? 166 engines,
\J\JJ3a.jrKJ\Jl\U, 5315 HORSE POWER. O XJXl^ UjCl.£\iU, 4S00 HORSE POWER. J U AN XV/XV, 4860 HORSE POWEB,

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Oal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W. i

THE FELTOIT "WATER VTHEEL
GIVES THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY OF ANY WHEEL IN THE WORLD. OVER 1300 IN USE.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mining and manufacturing machinery. Adapted to heads running
from 20 up to 2000 or more feet. From 20 to 30 per cent better results guaranteed than can be

produced from any other wheel in the country.

The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and reliable power, close

regulation, and the facility of adaptation to varying conditions of speed and pressure, have
brought it into special prominence and extensive use for this class of work.

All applications should state amount and head of water, power required and for what purpose,

with approximate length of pipe line. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

TPHES i»Esi:.TOiiar v^r^e^.TEsi*. "XT^rxxEixaXj
121-123 MAIN STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

oo.

PCI TflN UUATFR MflTOR^ varying from the fraction of l up to 15 and 20 horse

1 LL I \in Wn I Cn IliU I Uriw, power, unequaled for all light-running machinery.

Warranted to develop a^eiven amount of power with one-half the water required by any other.

SEND FOE MOTOR CIRCULAR. Address as above.

THE GATES ORE AND ROCK BREAKER.
UNLIMITED IN CAPACITY, UNEQUALED IN EFFICIENCY, UPWARD I Gives a fineness of product that increases the capacity of any mill from 25 to 40 per

OF 3000 NOW IN USE. cent without anv additional exp'ense. THE BEST AND ONLY. CRUSHER ADAPTED
Will do more than twice the work of any other with the same cost in wear.

I
TO MACADAM ROAD WORK. Send for Circular.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO., 121-123 Main Street, San Francisco, General Western Agents.

MANUPACTURBR OP

CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ MILLS
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Machinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Machines.

SEND FOR CIROULAE.
Centrlfngal Boiler Quartz Mill. 2X3 :Fxz«.is*i? ^•m.:BiiEii}

,

)9.A.JKr ^•Xl.A.xa'CXSOO. O.A.XJ.

"& DIXON'S 'SECKEIARY NS 2 iDixon's Pencils ^^^^
DIXON'S
Lead Pencils

DIXON'S
Stove Porish

DIXON'S
Crucibles.

DIXON'S GRAPHITE PAINT.
For all Iron and Wood Work. Covers twice the EUrface of any

other paint,

x3:e a Ti:En.g.

DIXON'S
Axle Grease

J. G. ALLEN, Avent, 304 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DIAMOND DRILLS
THE PACIFIC PROSPECTING OO.

will contract to prospect with Diamond Cto Drill

(or minerals, etc.. or to bore huiee for venti»a'ion or
drAlnage. Agents for Diamond DriUe, Rock Drills, Mininti:

Machinery and Supplies of all kinds. Diamonds on hand,
'nciulriesand orders promptly attended to. 218 Sansome
^Cfe0, San Ffanclsco, Cal.

[Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press Patent Agencyi^eer''
A. T i»£WEV
W. E. Ewer.
Geo. H. Strong.

Invbhtors on Che Pacific Coast will find it greatly to their advantage to consult this old, exfwrienced, flret-claas

Agency. We have able and trustworthy Associates and Agents in Washington and the capital cities of the principal
nations of the world. In connection with our editorial, scientific and Patent Law Library, and record of original

cases in our office, we have other advantages far beyond those which can be offered home inventors by other agencies
the information accumulated through long and careful practice before the Office, and the frequent examination of

patents already granted, for the purpose of determining the patentability of inventions brought before ua, enables
US often to give advloe which will save inventors the expense of applying for Patents upon Inventions which are not
few. Circulare of advice sent free on receipt of postage. Add^esa PEWET l( CO., Patent Agents, SSO Market St., S.F.

GREAT REDUCTION

!

BATTERY~~SCREENS.
Best and Cheapest in America.

PbRFORATEO SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and alt lands of Uln
Lng and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass.

Zinc and other metals punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cat
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a speoialty, from No. 1 to 15 (fine).

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
SSI & SS3 First St., San Franoisoo, Oftit

JOHN W. QUICK, Proprietor.
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THE NEW ARMORED COAST DEFENSE VESSEL MONTEREY.

The Cruiser Monterey.

Description of a New Ploatlnef Fort.

An engraving is given on this page of the

new donble-tarreted, twin-screw, armored coast

defense vessel Monterey,, laanohed lust week

from the.yard of the Union Iron Works, in

the presence of President . Harrison and party.

Mrs, Harrison toaohed the eleotrio button

which released the vessel from the ways. The

Monterey is a two-sided vessel, as her piotnre

shows, bat she is powerful and strong, being

well equipped for coast and harbor defense.

The contract for the oonstruotion of the

vessel was awarded to the Union Iron Works

June 4, ] SS9, and she makes the third man-of-

war of the new navy launched from the ways

of that enterprising firm.

The general dimensions are as follows:

Length over all, 261 feet; load water line, 256

feet: extreme breadth, 59 feet; mean draft, 14

feet 6 inches; displacement, 4000 tons; displace-

ment in fighting time, 4486 tone; armor belt

amidships, 13 inches thick; Indicated horse pow-

er of engines, 6400, estimated speed, 16 knots,

The Monterey is construoted entirely of

steel and has a double bottom throughout,

there beicg 110 water-tight compartments in

her hnll that can readily be filled with water,

submergiog the vessel until only about one foot

of her sides shows above water.

(Oontinited on page 296 )

MAKING THE JOINT.

BLASTING HOLES OONNEOTED IN SERIES.

PULL UP

TESTING THE BATTERY.

,T?i/t^^S?|5-,^|^^l

LEADING WIRE REEL FUSE AND BLAST TESTER.
[Sbb PiOS 296 ]

CONNECTING WIRE HOLDER. VICTOR BLECTRIC^FDSB.
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gORRESPOJMDEJ^CE,

We admit, unindorsed, opinions of correspondents.—fiDS.

The Mines of Amador County.

[From Our Traveling Correspondent.]

EDiTOfis Press :—Amador makes no display,

in fact 2b bo very oonBervative that she does

not receive the credit dae her. To the old-

time mining operators it is a well-known fact

that the mines o! Amador have prodaoed a

greater amount of eold than the same claas of

mines in any other county of the State,

Amador not only has done this in the past, but

the mines are still at it with a regularity and

extent of dividends that challenge comparison.

While the past and present are very aatiafao'

tory to all parties concerned, the near future

promises to excel the past. Here, aa every-

where, a new life has been infused into the

mining industry, and instead of the old-time

disposition to work only well-known mines of

undoubted worth, a new era has been entered on

and the old mines are being given a general

Bearchlng for the bidden treasure, while numer-

ous mines that had been auperfioially scratched

over in times past are now either being devel-

oped or in a fair way to be.

This willingness on the part of mining cap-

italists to put money into a hole ia due to the

fact that a large amount of money not only has

come bnt is to'day coming out of some of the
" holes " in old Amador,
The county olaims the distinction of having

at this time a mine—the Kennedy—that pays

the largest regular dlvid«udB of any gold mine

In the State. That the Kennedy will equal, if

not excel, the Old Keystone seems now a fore-

gone oonolusion, while othfr mines will soon

follow her in the race for supremacy.

Plymouth.

At Plymouth, the Old Plymouth mine, under

Mr. W. T. Jones as superintendent, has been

undergoing a continuous eystem of exploration,

with good ore in Bight. From the 1245 foot

level a drift has been run 1100 feet into the

Indiana ground and a vein 15 inches wide of

very good ore encountered. Twenty stamps

of the old mill will be dropping on this ore,

and should the vein widen to 30 feet, as it

usually has done, it will only be a question of

time until all 60 will be ponnding away to

show that the Old Plymouth still has an

abundance of the yellow metal stored away for

those who will persist and insist on finding it.

Bay State,

(W. T. Jones, promoter). This old mine ia

located In Enterprise district, three miles north

of Plymouth. Its worth ia so well known that

Mr. Jones has succeeded in securing subsorip-

tions to almost all of the stock from the citi-

zens of Plymouth, In this way, without wait-

ing for outside capital, the people of the town
propose to develop and equip the old mine and
reap the benefi^ts themselves. If other mining
counties would adopt the same plan, many a

mine of known value wonld soon be declaring

dividends, while the wildcat schemes in the

same sections, that are heavily capitalized, drag

out a lingering death, by continuous assess-

ments, and finally close down.

New London.
E. Jones la superintendent of the New Lon*

don. A drift is being run on the lOOO-foot

level, the mill, in the meanwhile, being closed

down.
Amador City.

The Grover M. Co., J, Call superintendent,

is opened by two shafts, 700 and 1000 feet deep.

At this time the ore is coming from the third,

sixth and seventh levels. The vein averagee

15 feet in width of quartz that carries three

per cent of $90 to $100 a ton Bulphurets, while

the ore averages $5 a ton. The mine is equipped

with a fine 20-Btamp mill run by water power.

In addition to the water power, the mine has a

50 H. P. Edison motor and dynamo for the
pumping plant.

Bunfeer HilL

J. Myers is snperintendent of this company.
They are putting down a new three-compart-

ment shaft on the May Flower end of the prop-

erty. The shaft is now down 200 feet, with a

drain tunnel, 1100 feet long, run and conueoting

with it. Ore ie taken out through this tunnel

to the mill. In the old Banker Hill workings,

the mine is opened to a depth of 800 feet, witii

levels run 1400 feet, all in ore. The quartz

carries 3| per cent of sulphurets worth $55 to

$60 a ton, while the average value of the vein

matter is $4 a ton. The vein runs from 10 to

12 feet in width. The mine has a 40 stamp
mill and its own barrel-process chlorinating

works.
The KeyBtone.

E. C, Hale, formerly on the Comstock, is

snperintendent. The Keystone is opened to a

depth of 1200 feet vertically, or 1573 feet on
the vein by two shafts. At this time 20 stamps
are running on quartz coming from the upper
levels, the work being in a manner of a proB-

pecting character. In the lower workings, the
quartz is not considered sufficiently high in

value to work. The Keystone at 1573 feet has
enoountered the eame barren ground that the

Idaho Btrocfc at 1600 feet. In the Idaho it was
only a question of going 300 feet deeper,

through barren vein matter, until the mine got

back to old-time values, and has remained
there Binoe.

from the large amoaot; fealigad ig tfee past

from the Keystone, it would seem that a few
hundred feet more in depth would be bnt giv-

ing a good mine the development it has earned,

and there is little, if any, doubt that the mine
in depth will get back to her old habit of steady

dividends. The Ksystone is one of the oldest

and best mines la the oonnty, thoroughly

equipped in every way. To date the mine has

yielded $8,379,992.49, and paid dividends of

$3,737,800.
South Spring Hill.

J, R. Tregloan is superintendent of the

Spring Hill. The property ia being given a

general overhauling, not alone in the mill, but

the mine as well. Its close proximity to the

famous Keystone (which it adjoins on the

south) coupled with the able management of

its well-known superintendent, make it more
than possible that this mine will tally the Key-
stone. The mine is now opened to a depth of

900 feet by two shafts, with drifts run 1500 feet

on the vein all In pay ore. The vein averagea

12 feet in width, though it is not nnuBual for

it to swell to 50 feet. The ore carries one to

two per cent of sulphurets that average $90 a

ton, while the vein keeps up in value with Its

width by giving Its owners a steady produot of

$10 a ton. The mine has a complete water or

steam mill of 40 stamps, croBhing 2^ tons a

day to the stamp.
The works are lighted by the company's

eleotrlo light plant. The company has recently

added ten stamps to the mill, with additional

concentrators, and purchased additional prop-

erty, giving them 60 acres on the mother lode,

3000 feet on the vein, and 1300 feet on another,

all from the earningB of the mine, which is now
in condition to pay regular monthly dividends

from this time on.

Amador Reduction Works.

Yoorhea & Barney are the proprietors of

these works, which are midway between Snt'

ter creek and Amador City. The main woiks
form an extensive chlorluation plant, probably
the largest and beat equipped of any chlorina-

tion works on the coaet, At this place, four

tons of sulphurets are treated each day at a

charge of $20 a ton, less 10 per cent, on low-

grade sulphureta, for lose. The Amador Works
received the personal charge of Senator
Yoorhes. In addition to this plant, the own-
ers also own the Pbceaix Reduction Works at

Brytown. The Phcenix is in charge of Mr.
Barney, While these works are not as exten-

sive as those of the Amador, etill they handle
three tons of sulphurets a day, and work them
aa close aa the Amador. In addition to these

works, the Zsile, Kennedy and Banker Hill

mines have eaoh their own ohlorination works.

Knight's Iron Works
Are located at Sutter creek. These works fur-

nish the larger part of the machinery for the
mines of Amador county. They could not do
so, if the work turned out was not the equal of

any other works. In the near future, Mr.
Knight will take his light from under the pres-

ent bushel, and illuminate the advertising col-

umn of the Pbess with the same.

Sutter Creek.
The Old Mahoney is now incorporated

as the Hector G. M. Co., with S. D. Valen-
tine as snperintendent, Mr. Valentine is giv-

ing the Old Mahoney an awakening, and with
time will put her on the list of Dividend mines
of Amador; 5000 feet of 15-inoh pipe is

now being put in to connect the mine with the
Amador canal, and change the works to water-
power, and new hoist iB being put up to de-
velop the mine. In the meanwhile, 40 stamps
will be started up on surface rook. The old

shaft is 1000 feet deep. There has never been
any question as to the mine's value, and now
that it has fallen into the hands of the Valen-
tine Bros,, there is no doubt of their making a
success of it.

The Lincoln.

The Lincoln (S, Moyle, Supt.) is now being
operated by the administrators of the Stewart
estate, who are confining themselves to the
surface ore, which averages $2,50 a ton; 20
stamps are dropping. It is the opinion of the
mining superintendents of the company, that
this property only wants capital and compe-
tency to make a mine of it.

The Summit.
J. Tregloan & Son are owners of this prop-

erty. It joins the famous Eureka on the south.
The vein crops 50 feet wide in ore that has gone
from $18 to $35 a ton, Messrs. Tregloan in-

tend to incorporate the mine. With the buc-

cess that has been the lot of father and son in

the Spring Hill and Wtldman, there is no
doubt of their making a sucoeas of the Summit.

The WUdman.
On the Wildman, Mr, John Tregloan, the

superintendent, has shown what can be done
with an abandoned, worked-out (?) mine. He
now haa the shaft down 800 ftet with drifts
run 400 ft. on the vein, which runs from one to
50 ft. in width, carries from li^to 2 ner cent of
Bulphureta that run from $65 to $120 a ton

;

while the ore aversgea $6.25 a ton. The mine
is equipped with a fine 30-8tamp mill, crushing
65 tona a day. The mill and works are lighted
by the mine's eleotrlo light plant. Mr. Treg-
loan has brought his long experience in mining
to bear upon the property as Is shown by the
numerous appliances for the rapid, economical
and eflfective working of the ore. While the
company has expended over $40,000 in the
equipment of the mine, this and a dividend of

$12,500 haa been paid back out of the proceeds
of We ?>»i5ie in t^e sbpr^ ^Im that J^r. % ^^B

had it in operation. If further proof were
needed of the mine's Bnocess, a handsome retort

of gold that kicked the beam well np in the
thonsands was on the scales at the time of my
visit.

The Kennedy
Is to-day the leading mine of the county—pay-
ing very large monthly dividends, in fact the
largest of any mine in the State, The superin-
tendent, Mr. J. T. Parks, is one of those con-
servative men, who, while exceedingly kind
and unusually courteous, prefers in his mod-
esty, to say nothing of himself or the mine
under him. It ia but due the mining public to

say that Mr. Parks is regarded by the mining
BuperlnteudeDts of the county, as the best mine
snperintendent in the connty and these same
superintendents inaiat that the fact that the
Kennedy's last monthly dividend was for $40,-

000 should be known, bo we give It and beg
pardon of Mr. Parks for bo doing. The Ken-
nedy ia opened by two shafts, the north, 1350
feet and the south 1250 feet deep. The vein
has been drifted on for a distance of 1600 feet,

with' an average width of fonr feet. In the
pay ohutes the vein very aooommodatinglv
swells to 20 feet in No. 1, to 10 feet in No. 2
and three to four feet. In the other two shoots.

The ore carries 1^ per cent of sulphnrets of

$100 to $175 a ton value, while the vein matter
runs from $12 to $15 a ton. The mine has a

complete 40-stamp mill, and three tons a day
ohlorinating works. With dividends of $40,-

000 a mouth, it does not require a prophet to

foretell that the Kennedy is going to press the
old Keystone very hard in the millions.

It is not customary for me to say aught per-

sonally of the snperintendents of the mines,

but in Mr. Park's case, I would like to digress

aud Btate that he is not alone an experieuced
mining superintendent, bnt a gentleman in the

truest sense of the word.

The Zeile.

The Zeile ia down 1160 feet, with drifts run
940 feet on the vein, which has an average
width of 30 feet of quartz that carries 2^ per
cent of snlphurets averaging $100 to the ton,

while the vein matter averages a little leas

than $4 a ton. This, under Mr. W. T. Detert's

management, is mined and milled for $3 a ton.

The mine has a 40 stamp mill, crushing 140
tons a day, and a ohlorination plant of three

tons a day capacity. The holat is run by
steam and the mill by water power.
The Amador G, M. Co., Limited, property,

pending litigation, is cloied down.

Irish Town.
On the Climax, Reed & Huskey owners, a

tunnel is being run 450 feet to out the vein.

While this tunnel is being driven the 10-stamp
mill is idle. The Climax is well known for

very rich specimen rook.

Clinton Con. M. Co.

This company is working the Clinton and
McCardo with two mills of 10 aud 20 stamps,

The mine is opened by a tunnel 1000 feet long

that outs the vein 200 feet deep. The vein is

very large, running up to 25 feet, and carries a

large per cent of sulphurets that go from $150

a ton up, with the vein matter running from $5
to $50 a ton. Tbe mines are under the charge

of Mr. John B. Francis and Wm. Floyd. While

but little is heard of this seotlon, notwithstand-

ing the fact that the Clintons are dividend

mines, the coming season promises to show np
a number of good properties in addition to

those already developed. Amador has done
well In the past. She it doing well in the

present, with every evidence of doing still

better in the future.

The mines are almost all of them on the

mother lode, and in a section where the vein

matter of the lode averages higher than in any
other oounty, thus aesuring permanency, size

and value to her quarts veins, from which
naturally follows the large dividends for which
Amador county's mines are famous.

E. H. SOHAEFFLE,

A Gold Bismutli Ore in Arizona.

Editors Pbesb:—Under the caption of "a

peculiar occurrence of gold" you quote In your

issue of April 11, an interesting artlole from

the Engimtring and Mining Journal, written

by Mr, C, H. Aaron. In it a description is

given of certain small mineral veins in

Honduras, which carry gold and bismuth. I

send yon a sample of ore from one of my dis-

coveries in the Dos Cahezas Mountains, in

southeastern Arizona which you will find rich

in both of these metals. It oomes from a very

large vein, bnt occurs only in spots in the

oommon ore, which contains a good deal of

talc and magnetio iron.

To save the gold in assaying this ore requires

great care. There must be a free use of

litharge and lead, aud if the muffle gets too

hot, the "button" will suddenly disappear,

leaving only hundreds of almost invisible elob-

ules of metal on the top of the cupel. Many
noted assayers have certified tbat ores of this

class which I sent there for assay contained

only " a trace of gold," or they gave a dollar

or two per ton as the accurate product. Since

I could get sufficient free gold In the horn-

spoon to prove that the very one they had
treated contained $40 .to $50 to the ton, I

ceased to put confidence in such certificates.

When I made one or two shipments of select-

ed ore to well-known smelting works, and was
paid for them under assaya varying from $187

to $337 per ton, with eoaroely any «i|ver, J OOB-

eluded that my horn-spoon teats were more
trustworthy than the asaaya I had been get-
ting.

The assayers at the reduction works where
the ore was sent, being warned as to the oare
necessary in assaying it, appeared to get along
very well. There is visible gold in the frag-

ment of ore I mail, and, if properly assayed, it

will be found of high grade.

Perhapa Mr. Aaron's allusion to " the well-
known expansion of blsmnth at the moment of

solidification after fusion," may explain to some
extent why under certain conditions the gold
in assays made of this ore vanishes from the
onpel. The cooling of the bismuth in the
bone ash may produce sufficient expansive force
to throw the "button" in a thousand direc-

tions. If that should be the case, then the
overheating of the muffle may not be so fatal

to an aoonrate return, as the leaving of the
button too long in the cupel would prove to be.

John Dare Emersley.
I>o$ Cabezcts, Arizona, April SS, 1891.

Placers of Sonera, Mexico.

NUMBER IV,

Editors Press:—Since my last communica-

tion, I have learned that certain parties in this

city claim all right and title to the placers of

Los Llanos and La Cienega, State of Sonora,

Mexico, As I have already stated that the

titles obtained by Samnel and Charles M,
Tyler from the State of Sonora for the above

districts were not oonsidered good and suffi-

cient, an explanation may be necessary and

save considerable time and expense to others,

who may have any idea or intention of holding
the above grounds in fee simple.

I have before me two maps, made of the two
plaoera, drawn from the field notes, of surveys,
aud made for us by the Perita de Mineria, who
ia a federal officer or surveyor, appointed by
the Government to inspect, measure and de-
liver vein and plaoer claims to the parties de-
nouncing them.
These surveys were made at cur request and

with all the formalities required by Mexican
mining laws. Now, although the dooumente
are on stamped paper (which, by the way, ia

required on all documents made in tbat oouu-
try, to render them legal), the grounds form-
ally delivered to ua, under the endorsement of

the Governor and Secretary of State, I atill

consider the title worthless. They require tbe
approval of the,Federal Government of Mex-
ico, the aame as our laws require a Federal pat-

ent on mines, to hold them free from de-
nouncement, when idle or not worked within
specified times, "Yet they can be worked in

the manner I have stated, by working out one
claim and taking up another, or by a number
taking up claims so as to have ground enough
for formal operations.

As the State title we held was for about 56
square miles in the Cienega district, and about •

42 square miles in the Llanos, it looked at the
time like a very good thing, and might even
yet lead an honest miner into an operation or
an enterprise, that wonld prove a " delnsion
and a snare; " I of course allude to the title.

In any event, the extent of placer ground ia

majestic and grand; for, if we take their area
to be 60 square miles, something over one-half

of what was granted, it can be demonstrated
that it would take nearly one-half a oentnry for

100 machines of tbe oapaoity of 600 tons per
day to exhanst the ground. This 1b allowing
26 days per month and the dirt to be five yards
deep.
Again, It can be demonstrated, as I have

already stated in a previous article, that there
were one hundred millions remaining in the
two placers. I should like to say that one
hundred and sixty millions would not cover the
amount in the two districts. Of ooarse, all

t^is is theoretical, and yet It is a long ways
from the impossible.

In preeeoting the following traditional and
legendary lore of Los Llanos and La Cienega
and which is the common talk of Northwestern
Sonora, I do so with the idea that the tales are

fully as reliable as the stories of the millions

sunk with the steamer Brother Jonathan on our
northern coast, the wrecks of the Galleons in

Yigo bay, on the coast of Spain, with their

millions, and many other aooounts tbat are yet

to be proven.
Daring our stay among the placers another

aubject took up our attention, and while but
little fact and a great deal of fancy and romance
were eatablished, it was and is still an Interest*

Ing study.
What the deuce had become of all the gold

taken out ?

It is related that Don Teodoro Salazar, the
discoverer, made his headquarters In about the

middle of Cienega, where he put up an im-
mense building for hlmaelf, including buildings

for storehousea, and a hacienda for working the
rich quartz croppings of La Mlna de Salazar
and La Mina Teodoro.

Salazar, it seems, wae a stately Spaniard,
without relatives in Mexico, rich in oattle and
landa, and with all that contempt for races not
white, bo characteristic of the Spaniards, who is

said to have taken a cool, calculating advantage
of the miners in every way. Having hundreds of

employes of his own, Mexicans and Yaqnit,
and immenae stores of dry goods and provisions

which he retailed at prices ruinoqs to pnr-
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oommerciftl traDeactiODH mait have produced

fftbaloai raturos.

This together with his being right in the be*

gtoning and middle of the booaoza of both

plaoars, the abaolute awfty he had among all

olaaoea, the haadreds of aervile peona of hla

OWD, wboae earaloga were daily poared intQ his

oofifera, gftve the impreaaioa that hia wealth in

gold alone, reAobed well up in the miUions.

AboDt IS20, hariog reaohed well Into the

allotted epaa of man, he sent for the prieat of

the cbarch of Cienega for confeaaion and ab-

olation, exacting a promise that in regard to

hlB wealth, nothing shonld be aaid before hia

death.

The priest'aatory, told after the demiae of

the old Spaniard, waa that when the aervioea of

the oharoh for the remiaaioa of sine had been

performed, he, in a sociable and friendly way,

aaked the old mun in regard to hia great

wealth, and whether he might entertain eome
hope that hia oharoh wonld not be forgotten In

the way of a donation. That in reply the old

man aesurod him that the chnroh ahould not be

forgotten, and then leading him throagh aev-

eral rooma to one located near the center of the

building, be, with some effort, unbarred and
nnlooked a great door, dlaoloalng a room oom*
pletely in the dark. Frodaclng a light, he

opened great oheata, at least ten In number,
which were absolutely stuffed with gold, both

in aaoka and looae, both fine and coarse, eome
of the lamps the size of goose eggs and down to

hlokory nata, beans, oorn and lentels, down to

bags of dust. Heturning, Bon Teodoro pre-

aented the good father with ample meana to

tboroaghly renovate and redecorate the church.

Since that one Interview, he never waa invited

to the hoase again, nor allowed In any way to

ever open up the aubjeot with the old Spaniard,

who, ao the story goes, died about two years

afterward.

It was not long after thia latter event, when
It oan readily be imagined, that an Indnstriona

and persistent search waa made for all this hid-

den wealth, but without eucceaa. Not one

trace of the old Spaniards hoarded milliona

has been met with from that day to this. Every

cave and nook for miles around Cienega has

been prospected and overhauled, the ruins of

the old building dug up and every rumor traced.

Then auperstitlon was resorted to, or came
naturally, particularly among the class of which

I am writing, and it was asserted that the shade

of the departed Don was seen to be walking

among the rutna of bis buildings. His stately

walk, hia black, broadcloth autt and silk hat,

all appearing as In life, and that his walka gen-

erally took place on moonlight nighta. How-
ever, thie latter notion was effectually aquelobed

by Salvador, a Papago, and one of our work-

men who, brave aa a lion and lithe as a leop-

ard and with love of gold fully developed,

frequently took hia sarape, tobacco and machete,

and amid the lonesome ruins, ** camped on the

trail " of the old Spaniard, and of coarse with-

ont meeting him. (Thia is an actual fact ; Sal-

vador In describing the idea to me, stated In

fair Caatillan, that it would take a much
warmer place than Olenega to stop him from

learning something of the treasure If he once

got bta eyes on the "spook I")

Pereonally, I felt oonalderable disappoint-

ment when I found that the little lake in the

town had been cleaned out to free it from the

graaa and weeds encroaching upon its surface.

I should have readily joined in pumping it out,

aa the gold fevtr la quite contagions.

Knowing the faithfulness of the poor deaplaed

peon, it is my opinion that with the asalatanoe

of some truated ones, Don Teodoro packed the

gold away, and buried It at some conaiderable

diatanoe from Cienega, and probably, which ie a

horrible thought, the poor peons never returned

to tell the tale.

At the Llanos, at the local placer named on

the map La Barraoa, the aanda are very deep

(said to be 50 feet to bedrock), and which are

of a flowing nature; we were told of an acci-

dent to the miners, in the early daya, that has

kept them from attempting to reach bottom

ever since. It ia told that in the early periods

the surface grounds of the Barraca were quite

rioh and an attempt wae made to reach bed-

rook. In their primitive way, the miners de-

Bigned quite a large surface opening, which

waa to taper gradually In the shape of an in-

verted cone while sinking, with a view to atop

the rannlng sand. Bottom was finally reached,

and a few yards of It exposed, showing, so the

story rune, a bedrock literally covered with

gold nuggets. The excitement waa ao great

that a rush was made from the adjoining claima,

when the aand started to run, leaving four

miners buried on the bottom.

Now, while we had every confldenoe in our

ability to bottom the claim, with a curbed sink-

ing shaft, such as we built at Cienega, the story

was too rich, and with the many other affairs

we bad on hand, we oonld only look at it the-

oretically, and leave to future explorers its

aooompliahment.

At La Plateida, marked on the map of Cien-

ega, we were shown ground where it waa said

to have been so rich that a great many were

killed in the fight made to diaposBess the more
fortnnate ones of their claima.

Of Cells island, just off the eastern coast of

the Gulf of California, lying but a few milea

from ahore, near the port of Libertad, aome

very strong stories are told of the gold and

silver to be found there, the placers being

hardly tonohed. The Cells Indians, who are

the sole owners and inhabitants, and about

600 in number, are a aavage, warlike race,

and will not Dermit ftoy Int^fejeDoe lo tbeir

affaire—so much bo that M.exioo has not been
able to get them under control. As I aaw
about 3D of the Indiana give an exhibition of

their ferocity and warlike ability while on their

way to treat with the Oovernor of Sonora on
aome local difference In regard to the manage-
ment of their fisheries, it was a natural con*
elusion on my part to let some one else take
their island.

These stories might be continued for pages
and are only given that the wheat may be sep-

arated from the chaff; yet they form a part of

the acoounta already given, and in a way, ahow
the favorable eattmate the natlvee have of the
placera I have already deacribed. At the aame
time many atorles, talea and traditions have
led to prospecting and researohea that In a

number of caaea have turned out grandly, as

witnesa aome of the mining ventures in Cali-

fornia, Nevada, Arizona, etc.

The placers, in my opinion, are quite good
enough as they are for economical handling
with capital, and should any of the many rich

itories about them prove true, they would
simply add to their value as already known
to-day.

Chablks Mabion Tyl£b, M. & M. £.

Terrorite.

A New Hlsh Explosive.

Terrorite is a high explosive which Is claimed

to be more powerful than high-grade dynamite

and safer to handle than gunpowder. It is ap-

plicable to all purposes where a high explosive

is desirable, such as destructive blasting, shoot-

ing, oil wella, etc., and Its safety in handling

makes it especially valuable for use in warfare

and for engineering purposes. A Russian Com-
pany, with headquarters in this oity, la corre-

sponding with the naval anthorltiea at Wash-
ington for permisaion to experiment with Gov-

ernment guns. They are also trying to arrange

with one of the San Francisco powder com-

panies, not now manufacturing, for the nse of

their plant for making thia new explosive.

The nae of terrorite does not require any
change either In the guns themeelves, the pro-
jectiles or the fuses. The sheila may be filled

with the explosive and the apertures closed
with wooden pluga, or the fuaes can be screwed
In at once and the shells kept in storage.

The Mexican Consul in this city called the
attention of hie Government to this new explo-
sive, and at President Diaz' invitation the
chemist sent from here and manufactared a

quantity of the powder for experimental pur-
poses. By order of the Minister of War, a
Board was convened to teat the powder.
The shells nsed in the experiments were ordi-

nary onea, auoh aa wonld be utilized with pow-
der charges, and were fitted with American and
French fnaes.

Before the Mexicana ventured to load the
cannon with sheila filled with Terrorite, the
ahella were anbjeoted to the following teat in

order to determine their insensibility to ahock :

Three sheila, eight centimetera diameter, each
containing 180 cubic centimeters of the explo-
sive, were closed with wooden plugs, and thrown
from a height of 50 metera, then from an eleva-

tion of 82 meters, etrlking the stony bed of a
river. None of them exploded.

Then aix shells with concussion fuses were
fired from a muzzle-loading howitzer, and nine
sheila were fired from a French breech-loading
ateel gun. Three shelte fired from the gun
were without fuaes and bnrrowed into the

ground, without exploding and nninjared. The
other six shells smashed against the various
targets of wood, earthwork, granite and cast

and wrought iron, demollehing them into amall
fragments. The new explosive is smokeless
and has been adopted by the Mexican Govern-
ment. The tests and experiments extended
over several months, and only after all the ad-

vantages were fully demonstrated did the Gov-
ernment acquire from the Inventor the right to

manufacture and nse the explosive.

The qualities of terrorite are thus atated by
those interested In its manufacture in thia city:

1. Its explosive force oan be regulated at

will. In its most powerful form it is four to

aix times as powerful as ordinary commercial
dynamite,

2. It is not affected by nhook, jarring, jolt-

inp or other mechanical infiaence.

3. When exploded it is smokeless.

4. It does not explode by the direct appli-

oation of fire, but barns pt^adlly until the heat
developed exceeds 260 or 280 C.

5. It remains ohemically stable, and does

not lose any of its propertlea by prolonged
storagB.

6. It can be mad^ of any conaistenoy de-

aired, from the semi-fluid to the plaatlo, like

olay.

7. It doea not disintegrate (n contact with
iron, copper, brass, zinc, tin or lead.

8. Frequent ohangea of temperature, even
below the freezing point, do not affect ita ex-

plosive force.

9. It is eapeoially valuable for use in artil-

lery, aa It can be fired with a powder charge,
while the containing shell is shattered Into

small fragments. The fragments of the shell

are hurled with terrific force In all directions,

and cover an area several times greater than

,

that effected by the f^xploslon of an ordinary

I

powder-filled shell. Furthermore, as the frag-

meptB nf the %\ie\\ ^t?& epiall. tb9 efeot \^ tih^

enemy's ranka must be proportionately more
deatruotlve.

10. It may be uaed for loading all kinds of

•hells, and no change in the guns, their loading

meobanlum, the ahella, or fuses is required.

11. By its great explosive power, its aafety

in handling and Ita chemical atablHty, thia ex-

ptoaive la emlnentlv adapted for charging tor-

pedoes and all kinda of eubmarine mlnea, either

atationary or movable.
12. In naval warfare, this explosive stands

unrivalled, A shell filled with it can be made
to penetrate the armor of an iron-clad before

explosion, and even if the penetration ia only a

few inohe«, the explosion will oauae enormoua
damage.

Prof. Lemmou'a Report

Conifers.

on CaUfornia

The botanical portion of the 1890 report of

the California State Board of Forestry is com-

mented upon by Garden and Forest as follows:

An account of the true Pinea of California
appeared in the Second Report of the Board of

Foreatry of that State from the pen of the
botanist of the board, Mr. J, G. Lemmon, who
now supplements this with a paper on the other
coniferous trees of the Faoifio foreat, which
occupies the larger part of thia third report
and which ia enriched with many admirable
illuatrationa made from photographs of treea,

forest-scenes, and fruiting branches of many of

the species. In thia paper, after aome remarks
upon conifers in general, their history and dis-

tribution, Mr, Lemmon describes their classtfi-

cation, and then proceeds to give an account of

the different species (exclusive of the Pines)

found in Oalifornla, and in the regions of which
California must be considered, from the

botanical point of view, an integral part, that
is, all the great territory of western America
which extends north and west of the State.

An account of the different apeolea la preceded
by notes on the genera to which they belong,

and to this is added some information relating

to speoiea which occar entirely beyond the

region. In the case of the Hemlock, for

example, there is a short account of onr eastern

apedes, and of the Aaiatio apeolesof this genus;

and under the Sprncep, not only are the Paoifio

coast species described, but the White and
Black Spruces of the east as well, the Earopean
Spruce, and some of the Japanese species.

Changes in the generic and apecific rank of a

few trees are proposed. The Alpine Hemlock
ia here removed from Tsuga and made to oom*
pose the genua Heaperopeuce (Engelmann'a
seotional name), a genua characterized by Mr.
Lemmon by ita alpine habitat, Us cones, whioh
are longer than those of any Hemlock Spruce,

oblong-oylindrical, and two to three inches

long, with numerous acalea, nearly all of the
same size, and refiexed at maturity, broader
than long, four to eight linei wide, and striate

with a thin, wavy, rounded border; by the

small, epathulate bracts three to four lines long,

by the angular seeds with resin veaclcles, and
elliptical winge three to oix lines long, and
linear loattered quadrangular leaves keeled

above and below with a solitary and large realn

duot. " The propriety," he aaya, In speaking

of this tree, "if not the scientific necessity, of

separating it from Tsuga may be justified upon
the ground that the conifer family is so large,

and the neceseity for divldiog it into groups
for convenience of comparison is so apparent,

that comparatively slight differences (so they
are fundamental) must be taken for generic

distinotiona "—a view of genera In which, we
fancy, all students of oonifera will hardly

concur.
The large-cone Douglas fir of the mountaina

of Southern Oalifornla, which Engelmann con*

oMered a variety of the widely dietrlbuted

Pseudotsuga taxi/olia, la now restored to spe-

cific rank under the name of Pseudolsuga mac-
rocar/7a, beoaase the author recognizes '*in it

elements that certainly point to auoh separa-

tion. It mupt be borne in mind," he remarks,
*' that the evidence of distinotneas does not de-

pend ao much upon the number of oharaotera as

npon their permanence. Now the characters

of this aprace are always uniform—no tranal-

tion treea connect it to the other speoiea;

again, the other speoiea la both north and south

of it, particularly north. If this big-cone de-

velopment is a recent variation, what has pro-

duced it ? If a aontbern climate, why are not
the Arizona and Mexican treea still larger

coned ? IF a dwarf variety, why ao prolific in

fruit?" Mr. Lemmon, in a note, oalla atten-

tion to the fact that when he visited the head-

quarters of tbifl tree, in the San Bernardino

mountains in 1876, "the cones of the preced-

ing year's crop lay on the ground ao abundantly

that they were two or three feet deep under

the trees—a degree of fecundity never observed

in the taxlfolia speoiea."

The red fir of the Sierraa {Ahies magnifiea) ie

well described, and the variety of Northern
California, whioh so long puzzled botanists by
its long, exserted cone-bracts, resembling those

oi Ahies nohilis oi Oregon, ia deacribed as the

variety Shaatmsia. The peculiarity of this va-

riety of fir, aaide from its locality, ia connected

entirely with the faot of its cone-bracts becom-

ing long and protruded, a half to a fall inch be-

tween the acalea, rendering the large purple

oonea, thus decked out with taaaeled fringes, a

most beautiful object. The trees of thia va'

riety, Mr, Lemmon tella ub, are "very large

and lofty, though not ao immense and high'

headed as in the typical southern form, bat

tb©y feeeome, pr tfee oootbwfl slope? of l^hftstsj

a dark, gloomy assemblage of maaaive black
truoka, colored on the north side, from base to
the limbi, with bright yellow lichens or tree
moaa; the lower limba draped here and there
with long sweeping featoona of black, filmy
lichen, giving a funereal aspect to the whole
ecene, scarce relieved by the twitter of a red
bquirrel, the long, walling note of a wood-
pecker, or the occasional ory of a bald eagle."
A second variety of this apeolea is distinguished
aa variety a:a;^/tocar;>a—"a smaller, less sym-
metrical tree than the typical, with smaller
oones averaging four to five inches long, half aa
thick near the base, tapering slightly to the
apex, and of a yellowish color." It ia found in
the high Sierras around Meadow lake. Sierra
county, where, Mr. Lemmon tells as, it forma
the greater part of the noble forest of that
region.

Mr. Lemmon consldera the white fir of the
Sierraa and of the mountains of Southern Oregon
simply a som'^what modified form of Abies
QTandie of the Northwest coast *' distinguiahed
by having a rather rigid habit, the branches
relatively shorter and stouter than those of

Abies grmndis. The young ehoots are olive-

green, the bads ovoid, the leaves dark-green
above, whitened with atomata below (also with
a few rows above), the leavea relatively very
long^-one and a half to two Inches—nearly all

of the same length, obtuse at the apex, not
usually two*ranked except on lower branohea,
yet all are twisted half around at the base,

which allows the light to reaoh through to the
branchleta past the distorted leavea. It is. In

faot, midway both In locality and in oharaotera
between the green-leaved and green cylindrical-

coned grandia of the moist northern forests and
the white-leaved and Hght-green elllptioal-

coned concolor of the southern arid interior re-

gionp." It is this tree which is called Abies
Lowiana in English plantations, and which,
from a horticultural point of view, is very dis-

tinct from the species of the Northwest coast,

although hardly dip^inguishable from the long-
leaved form of the Rocky mountaina.

It ia not quite clear whether onr author in*

tends to consider the California Sierra tree one
variety and the Colorado tree a second variety

or not. He adopts for the California tree the
name of Abies grandis, variety Lowiana, If he
considers it diatinot from the Abies concolor of

Colorado, hia seems to be the oorreot name; but
if he holds that there is really but one mount-
ain form of A. grandis worthy of a distinct

name, then this should be known aa variety

C07tco2or, it having been named Abies eoTicolor

before the name of Abiet Z'ouiana waa bestowed
upon it.

Mr. Lemmon, In hia very full and Interesting

description of the Big Trees, raises an interest-

ing point aa to the origin of the name Seqaoia.
The name was made by the Auatrian botaniot

Eodlloher, who published the genus in 1847,
but, unfortunately, did not give the etymology
of thia name. It baa been generally supposed
that it was formed from the name of the half-

breed Cherokee Indian, Sequoyah, a man dis-

tinguished in having invented a syllabic alpha-
bet for his tribe. Gordon, however. In the
seoond edition of hia '* Plnetum," publiahed in

XS75, states that the name waa probably formed
from "sequence, eeparated or following in

order of aucceasion after Taxodium, from whioh
Prof. Endlicher separated it." Mr. Lemmon
now says that Prof. Gray, at the time of hia

visit to the Pacific Coast In 1877, informed him
that "the report of its being derived from
Sequoyah the Cherokee was doubtless an after-

thought; that undoubtedly Endlicher derived
his name from eeqal or aequor, alluding to the
well-known fact that our redwoods are the
followers or remnants of several colossal extinot
sppoies."

Further investigations do not throw much
additional light on this subject, and the answers
sent in reply to Mr. Lemmon's inquiries by a

number of distinguished men are not very sat-

isfactory in their oonolnaions. The venerable
De Oandolle writes: "The supposed origin of

Sequoia from Sequoyah or Sequamal ia entirely

fancifal. By the appearance of the name it is

probable that It originated from or waa taken
up from aome native word and written more or
less correctly. Historically, it is a matter of

regret, of course, that any doubt rests upon the
origin of the name of the two trees whioh sur-

pass all others in size and In the interest at-

tached to the history of the genus to which
they belong; but, after all," aa Be Oandolel
writes, "it matters little—a name Ie a name.
The essential things are, first, that It be the ex-

pression of a natural genas; second, that It has
not been employed before; and third, that the
genus has not previously received another
name."
Mr. Lemmon's paper contains, in oonvenient

and acceptable form, a great amount of uaefnl

and interesting information, botanical, hlatorical

and economic, relating to tHe trees whioh com-
pose the larger part of the Pacific Coast foreata,

and which make theae foreata the most wonder-
ful and Important forests of conifers known to

man. It will be welcomed by all serious

students of American treea, and will take its

place in the permanent literature of the aubjeot.

[We recently stated that ooples of this report

can be had (sending 10 cents to pay for mail-

ing) by application to Prof, J, G. Lemmon,
1015 Clay St,, Oakland. He oan also supply a

limited number of the Report of 1889, which

contains hia essay on the Pinea of the Pacific

Coaat—not the "prlcea" of the Paoifio Coaat
f»9 thr 'yne had ife Ir obT i?9Qe pf April ^§th.-«i
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IlQlNlJ^G SUMMAF^Y,

The following !b mostly coudenaed from journala publiflhed

in the Interior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.

Amador.
South Kurkka. — Ledger, May 2: The hoisting

works, rope, etc., and boiler and engine of the Ilex

mine in Calaveras county, have been purchased for

this property. These works are in splendid order,

and were secured at a bargain. It may be a week

or two before the work of taking them down will be

commenced, and they will be immediately thereafter

removed and erected for prospecting operations on

the South Eureka property. With these works the

ground can be explored to a depth of between 1200

and 1500 feet. The boiler and steam-power will be

kept as a reserve in case of a break or failure in the

water-power. Water power will be put in at once.

To gain the necessary pressure of 180 feel the wheel

will probably be located at the bottom of a gulch,

and from thence the power will be transmitted by

wire cable 500 feet to the hill on which the shaft will

be located.

Hardenburg.—A mishap occurred at this mme
the latter part of last week. The mill was fixed in

running order, and water was turned into the pipe,

but before the full pressure was on the pipe burst in

a number of places, showing that it was useless for

the work demanded of it. It was old pipe, used on

the Mello claim. It has all been taken up, and new

pipe is being made by C. O. Mitchell in Sutter

Creek. The disaster will delay the starting of the

mill from 10 to 12 days.

Carrara Marble Co.—The work of makingthe

road from the quarry to the main county road was

commenced last Monday. A. Chichizola, the con-

tractor, has a large force at work and intends push-

ing it to completion as soon as possible. An im-

portant item of news was received by parties inter-

ested in this quarry this week, to the effect that the

managers of the company below had negotiated for

the delivery by September next of $20,000 worth of

the marble, to be used at the Stanford University.

The arrangements to this effect are reported to be as

good as completed. A better advertisement for

Amador marble could not be had than its use in a

great public institution like the Stanford University.

Belmont.—The Superintendent says: At this

mine the surface tunnel is now in 280 feet, the last

100 feet all in ore. The lo-stamp mill is doing good

work, being supplied with ore from tunnel level.

The company are now figuring on a larger milling

plant, as they have developed a large body of ore.

Butte.

Big Bend,—Nevada Transcript, May i: Work
has been resumed on the Big Bend River mine,

above Oroville, this summer, Dr. Pierce of Buffalo,

New York, the president of the company having

sent word to the foreman to prepare to commence
again.

Will Resume.—It is said that the quartz mine
near Forbestown, owned by W. W. Stow of San

Francisco, and which was worked last summer, will

resume operations again soon, and will work the ore

by Huntington crushers, which are now on the way
to the mine.

Calaveras.

Sinking.—Calaveras Chronicle, May 2: The
work of sinking at the Smith mine near West Point

is progressing steadily under the superintendency of

Wm. Sales. Esq, The mine is supplied with steam

hoisting works and all the necessary appliances for

the development of the mine. The ore is said to be

good and all indications point to a permanent piece

of mining property.

Mill Running,—The mill at the Sandy Bar

mine has been running steadily since Tuesday of

last week crushing rock from the Mammoth mine.

Mr. E. H. Davison, who has the management of

operations, informs us that the rock is looking well.

'Hallock.—M^. Echo, May i: The work |of

erecting a 20-stamp mill on the Hallock mine, near

this town, goes bravely on. Mr. Hallock evidently

means business and doubtless will succeed. It is

said that the sulphurets in this mine are of a higher

grade than any in the county.

Nevada.
Peabody.—Grass Valley Union, May i: The

new incline shaft on the Peabody mine, which was
commenced a few weeks ago, has been sunk and
timbered to a depth of 160 feet. The shaft is in

three compartments, 14x5K feet in the clear and
has been timbered throughout, which shows that

the work has been done with remarkable speed.

The ground has been very favorable for sinking.

Much credit is due to Supt. Tilley in having the

work pushed with so much energy. The shaft has

has to be sunk to the depth of 240 altogether to con-

nect with the lowest level of the mine.

Wyoming.—Grass Valley Union, April 29: The
Wyoming M. Co. expects to commence putting up
machinery for hoisting and pumping during next

month.
North Banner.—A gold brick weighing 263

ounces was brought in from the North Banner mine
yesterday, being a partial cleanup for the present

month.
The Crown Point mill is running steadily, night

and day, on quartz from the New Eureka mine.

Brunswick.—Grass Valley Union, May 2: Supt.

Fitzgerald of the .Brunswick mine, in his last letter

to the home office, New York, says: Ledge in drifts

is about the same, except in quality of quartz in the

east, which has improved. Ledge not so wide but is

liable to change for the better any time. I am Hear-

ing the chute above; expect to strike it in the next

50 feet; see no reason why I should not. I am fol-

lowing the ledge between two well-defined walls and
am in good quartz all the way.
Doings of Prospectors.—Nevada Tra?iscript,

May 2: A test crushing of some ore from Red Hill

is being made at Socklin's mill. Clemo & Co. are

prospecting for quartz on the Half Mile House prop-

erty. At the Centennial drift claim on the Wash-
ington ridge an upraise will be made next week in

the hope of finding gravel. Bert Guild is taking

some ore from the old Nicholson ledge near new
Chinatown. Ex-City Marshal Baldridge and a
partner are working over some bedrock in the Man-
zanita claim, and they are just about making wages.
The Mountain Chief is the name of a very promising
quartz claim in Willowvalley, not far from the Dead-
wood mill, and which is worked by Joseph Dean

and Oliver Ragon with good results. Ore taken

from it has milled as high as $82 a ton. Recently

J. C. Locklin has made arrangements to assist

Messrs Dean and Ragon in going down on the

ledge below water level, and Mr, Locklin 's hoisting

and pumping machinery is being put up on the

claim. Steep Hollow is a lively section this spring.

The Steep Hollow Co. is completing a road so as

to get in supplies and toots. John Hussey has an
encouraging quartz prospect. Beightol & Co. have
gravel in their Bald Eagle claim, but are pushing

their tunnel ahead with the hope of finding some
good quartz.

Shasta.

Coal.—Adin Argus, April 30: About 20 miles

this side of Anderson, Shasta county, has been dis-

covered a coal mine which is attracting no little at-

tention. While coming by the new discovery re-

cently, H, S. Brown obtained a sample of the coal,

which Mr. Leventon, the Lookout blacksmith, pro-

nounces better than he has received from Sacra-

mento.
Sierra.

A Good Gravel Strike.—Nevada Transcript,

April 28; At the Occidental drift claim between the

old Bald Mountain and the Bald Mountain Exten-

sion near Forest City, Sierra Co., Captain Bradbury
ran a tunnel in a distance of 125 feet and then

made an upraise, and recently struck gravel that

prospects well. A company formerly spent many
thousand dollars in the same ground without getting

a prospect, the long tunnel they ran being to one
side of the channel.

Lone Star.—Mt. Messenger, May 2: The Lone
Star Quartz M. Co., whose office is at Grass
Valley, has had a survey made for a patent for its

property situated in Gold Valley, twelve miles from
Downieville. Al. Smith, Arthur XiZxriBy and Char-
ley Fricke, sinking a shaft at the lower end of

Fournier's ranch, have gone through a pipeclay

deposit and are probably, not far from bedrock.

The Cleveland quartz mine, at the head of Nigger
Canyon, is doing very well.

Gold.—For a. 24-days' run, the Mercer & Sali-

nas quartz mine produced nearly three thousand
dollars in gold. This is doing remarkably well, the

working expenses being very light.

Trinity.

Mine Bonded.—TntHxy Journal, M^yzx Robert
Woodburn of Lake Valley, El Dorado Co., was
here this week taking a look at some mines. He
was sufficiently impresFed with the Fisher Gulch
property to take a six months bond on it and will

begin development work at once, erecting a mill on
the mine during the summer if the prospects warrant
such a move. Wm. Berry who came up with Mr,
Woodburn will have charge of the work and will

probably have everything ready for operation by
next Monday.

Tuolumne.

Hyde.— Union-Democrat, May 2: The news
from the Hyde mine, now called the Belle View, is

favorable. The lo-stamp mill is yielding a good
profit and 10 stamps more are to be at once added
to the mill. The Mary Ellen, situated on the main
Tuolumne river near Groveland, has been incorpo-
rated in San Francisco and work energetically start-

ed on it. The mine is looking well. The ground
belonging to the company is very extensive, com-
prising some 12 claims of 1500 feet each, with a good
millsite. Mill work on this mine, as well as assays
of the ore, have given such good results that no
doubt exists that the mine will prove a profitable

property. Mr, Geo. Stayton returned from Gilroy
last Wednesday, where he has been to confer with
his associates in the Badger mine, situated near
Jamestown in this county. The work of develop-
ment 00 the mine will now proceed vigorously. Al-
exander McDonald, a mining capitalist of San
Francisco, arrived in Sonora Wednesday, He has
now in view the purchase of the rich river claim
owned by Chas. Fitch and which is situated on the
Stanislaus river at Byrne's Ferry. In the Little Bo-
nanza mine, better known as the Colby, situated at

the upper end of town, a rich strike was made this

week. The Kanaka mine has now developed into a
good paying property. The mill has been steadily

at work for five months, and the value of the ore has
been now determined by practical mill work and
found to give a fine profit over all expenses of min-
ing and milling. When five more stamps are added
to the mill-and this will soon be done—the profits

will be larger in proportion.

NEVADA -

Washoe District.

Con. Cal. & Va. Mine.—Virginia Chronicle,

May 2: iioo level: The blower station started in
the south drift from the shaft station on this level

has been completed and the blower and driving en-
gine are now in place. We are still easing timbers
and replacing broken caps in this drift. This work
will be completed in four or five days, and then we
will resume work in the face of the drift. 1500; The
width and quality of the ore which is shown in the
opening 43 feet above the sill floor ot this level con-
tinues to hold good, and we continue to find this

ore body extending to the northeast, and the ore
there continues to be of fair quality. We are con-
tinuing to stope out ore of good quality at the end
of the crosscut run west from the north drift on the
sill floor of this level. 1650 level: The usual quantity
of ore has been extracted from the openings of this

level, and we are continuing to extract ore of good
quaUty in working out from the winze No. 2, at a
point 35 feet above the sill floor of the 1750 foot
level. Winze No. 3 has been sunk 23^^ feet; total

depth, I03K feet,and connected with the crosscut run
west from the southwest drift on the sill floor of the
1750 level. The end of the southwest drift on this

level has been carried up 14 feet; total hight.si feet,

and some milling ore has been extracted therefrom.

1750 level: An upraise started near the face of the
drift run southwest from the northwest drift from
the main west drift from the C. & C. shaft has been
carried up 16 feet on an ore streak from
which some milling ore has been extracted.
There has " been extracted from all parts of
the mine during the week 1,485 1190-2000
tons of ore, which was shipped to the Eureka mill.

The average assay value of all of the ore worked
at that mill during the week {1545 tons} was $33 lo'

per ton. In addition to the Eureka mill, the Morgan
mill commence working ore from this mine about
May 10. Bullion now on hand in our assay office.

assay value, about $30,000. Bullion shipped to

Carson Mint, assay value, $51,747.18.

Ophir.—Have continued to extract ore from the

upraise which was carried up from the drift run

south from the drift run west from the winze 122 feet

below the sill floor of the 1300 level. The ore which

was stored in the mine is being hoisted to the sur-

face, and there has been shipped to the Morgan mill

during the week 157 tons of ore, on which the mill

has commenced running.

Overman.—Extracted from 1000 and 1100 levels

570 tons of ore. Car samples average $15.48 per

ton. Shipped to the Brunswick mill 598 tons of

ore.

Hale & Norcross.—On the 1400 level of Hale
& Norcross No. 5 east crosscut near the south

boundary was advanced 15 feet; total length, 95
feet; face is in porphyry. The winze started at the

end of No. 3 east crosscut is down 30 feet; the bot-

tom continues in ore. The main incline is repaired

and retimbered to the 1500 level, and will soon be

able to reopen the 1500 level station,

Kentuck Con.—Have started a west drift in the

west ledge, 1000 level, from the top of the raise

where it connected with the 950 winze; the face is

in quartz assaying from $5 to $17 a too.

Utah.—South drift at the point where the raise

was carried an incline has been sunk 22 feet, pass-

ing through vein porphyry and seams of quartz of

low assay value.

Occidental.—Extractingpay ore from the slopes

on 350, 400 and 450 levels. The south drift from

No. I upraise, 500 level, is in 77 feet in low-grade

ore.

Alpha and Exchequer.—But little work has

been done in the above mines the past week, owing

to repairs to the shaft.

Silver Hill.—Northwest drift, 5o-foot level, is

out from the shaft 145 feet; face in porphyry. North
crosscut, 160 level, is out from the winze 7»5 feet

face in hard porphyry.
Chollar.—The south lateral drift from the

north line, 1400 level, is out 93 feet; face in por-

phyry. Extracted and sent to the mill during the

past week 542 tons of ore, worth as per battery sam-

ples $19.22 per ton.

Potosi.—The south lateral drift from the winze

station, 1300 level is out 120 feet; face in porphyry.

The winze is down 41 feet below the 1400 level; the

bottom is in clay and porphyry.

Andes.—The east crosscut
i
from north drift on

the 420 level was extended j6 feet; formation some-

what softer than last report.

Sierra Nevada.—630 level: West crosscut No.

I from the northwest drift 571 feet from the shaft,

has been advanced 44 feet; total distance 315 feet,

Formation somewhat softer than last report.

Best & Belcher.—1000 level: North drift has

been cleaned and repaired 80 feet; total length, 600

feet. IIOO level: Northeast drift has been ad-

vanced 25 feel, through a soft porphyry; total

length, 125 feet. West crosscut has been repaired

160 feet.

Gould & Curry.-200 level: Have extracted

from the old slopes during the week 126 cars of ore,

Sent to the Nevada mill 250 tons of ore; average

battery assay for the month, $25.

Union Con.—East crosscut No. 2 on the 1465

level, started from the north lateral drift at a point

200 feet north from the south boundary line of the

mine, has been extended 28 feet; total length, 871

feet; passing through soft vein porphyry with some

clay and fine lines of quartz,

Alta.—Steam is up and the resumption of work

in the mine has begun, and a prosperous run is

looked to.

Yellow Jacket.—The usual prospecting work

is being done throughout the mine, and extracting

some pay ore.

Belcher.—Have stopped No. 3 west crosscut on

the 300 level in Ihe west ledge to permit the water

to drain off, and have started a north drift from the

main west crosscut from the shaft opposite the south

lateral drift, same level; the face is in low grade.

Crown Point.—The 1000 level east crosscut is

out 41 feet, having been extended 20 feet during the

week; the face is in a mixture of porphyry and low'

grade quartz.

Challenge and Confidence.—The joint Con^

fidence and Challenge east crosscut on the 600 level

is out 23 feet, having been commenced during the

week; the face shows quartz having no value. The
joint Challenge and Confidence north drift on the

noo level is in i8g feet, 25 feet having been made
during the week; the face shows quartz having no

value.

Seg. Belcher.—On the 600 level the east cross-

cut from the south lateral drift is out a distance of

290 feet, having been advanced 20 feet during the

week. Have stopped it, and will start a west cross-

cut from the lateral drift at a point about midway in

Ihe ground.
Justice.—The south winze on the 490 level is

down 61 feef. The bottom is in a mixture of quartz

and porphyry, with streaks of ore running through

it. The north drift on the 822 level is out 632 feet.

The face is in quartz giving assays of from $15 to

$25 per ton.

Savage.—We have hoisted 653 cars of ore from

the 500, 750, 800, 900 and 950 levels and from the

intermediate drifts north and south from the winze

below the 1300 level. Shipped to the Mexican mill

566 tons and milled 490 tons; average battery assay,

$17.30. We have bullion on hand amounting to

$23,100. On the IIOO level they are prospecting

and drifting on the ore recently found, preparatory

to more extensive explorations.

Cherry Creek District.

Star —White Pine News, May 2: At Cherry

Creek, to the north of us, A. M. Ellsworth has the

mill near the tunnel at the old Star mine completed

and will soon commence working the dump. This

may be the prelude to more extensive operations

and better times for our neighbors down the valley.

Cottonwood District.

The Ingersoll Mine.—Mr. James Harvey of

the Ingersoll mine in Cottonwood canyon, four miles

south of Unionville, informs us that they have traced

the ore on the surface for some 760 feet. They have

run several drifts on the lode, being in ore most of

the time. The lower tunnel is in 60 feet and about

280 feet below the upper works. They have sunk a

winze 60 feet below water level, it being in good ore

the entire depth. The ledge at that depth is 18 mch-

es in width; the ore is a bright carbonate as they gain

depth. This location is on the same belt with the

once famous Moonlight lode, the ore of which

worked as high as $2000 to the ton. It is supposed
to be an extension of that vein.

Easle District.

Part of Deep Creek Country.-Salt Lake
Tribune, May 2 : John Tippett, recorder of
Eagle mining district, in the Deep Creek country,
arrived in the city yesterday. The district is some
25 or 30 miles southwest of the Deep Creek station,

hence it is in White Pine county, Nevada, and em-
braces part of Eagle range, or Kern mountains.
Mr. Tippett has lived there for the past seven years,

all of which time he has been prospecting, working
on his numerous claims and taking out enough ore
to keep him and what help he hired. He has ship-
ped mostly from his Harrison mine, located in
granite, having a vein three to six feet wide and pro-
ducing ore that went 300 to 500 ounces silver, with
very little lead or copper. He ran a tunnel on this

vein 100 feet, in ore all the way except some 10 or
15 feet. On his Anna he has a shaft down 60 feet

and has taken 100 tons of ore out of the mine, which
went 500 lo 600 ounces in silver. The vein is 5%
to 6 feet wide, one-half being rich, while the other is

second class, but with a mill would pay well to work.
It is chloride ore, and hence cannot be concentrated
without great loss. The Paymaster produces ore up
to 150 ounces silver, 25 per cent lead and carries

some iron. This vein is 10 or 12 feet wide and has
been opened but little. But few persons are in
Eagle as yet, probably 20 in all, who are prospecting
and working on their claims.

Oeceola District.

Plenty of Water.—White Pine News, May 2:
Osceola, on the south, is also receiving attention
from Eastern capitalists. The Gravel Mining Co.,
with plenty of water this season, will turn out many
shining bars of gold, and the dry-washers will add
to the general output and prosperity of that district.

White Pine District.

At Hamilton.—White Pine News, Maya: Over
at Hamilton, the old district is also claiming the at-

tention of mining men of experience and capital,

and it is not improbable that by the ist of June some
of the rich silver lead mines around White Pine
mountain will have passed into the hands of San
Francisco capitalists. Supt. William Read will also
resume operations on the old Eberhardt tunnel. All
this means a great revival of business for White
Pine's first capital.

ARIZONA.

A Good PROSVKCJ.—Tomh%\onQ Prospector, May
i: Mulzar Osborn came in to-day from Dos Cabe-
zas and reports some activity in that neighborhood.
An eastern company has taken hold of the old
Rousp claim on the road near Apache pass and have
placed a whim on it. They will sink 100 feet and
drift 50 feet each way for an interest. The shaft,

when they took hold of the mine, was 50 feet deep
and water bothered them. The ledge there was
three feet wide. At 60 feet, where they are at
present, the ledge is five feet and widens as work
progresses. If the mine looks well at loo feet they
propose to put up five or ten stamps on the mine.
There is water in abundance at 10 feet right at the
mine and plenty of wood. The ore milled $18 with-
out sorting at 50 feet, and also carries about nine
ounces of silver.

A Huachuca Prospect.—Tombstone Pros-
pector, May 2: A. Frowde who has a ranch in

Miller canyon Huachuca mountains, brought in a
sample from a ledge on the summit of the range for

assay and is much pleased over the result. He has
a shaft down 50 feet on the ledge and cross cuts
showing 12 feet of ore. The samples were taken
from the bottom of the shaft. One sample shows
22 per cent lead and 13 oz silver. The other gave
25 oz silver and 13 per cent lead and $4 in gold.
Mr. Frowde will endeavor to get some one to run a
tunnel from the bottom of the mountain to tap the
ledge. He estimates that such a tunnel driven 700
feet would strike the ledge at 1500 feet down and at
the same time bring the ore out to a comparatively
level country. There is water in abundance and
some of the finest timber in Arizona at the mines.
The ledge runs along the top of the mountain almost
on the backbone and is a contact between lime and
porphery. Mr. Frowde also states that there are
immense bodies of manganese ore close to these
mines.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

A Gold Interest Sold.—Donald Truth, May
2: An impression prevails on the outside that the
mineral of the Kootenay Lake country is either sil-

ver-lead or silver-copper, and that gold is only
found in combination with these minerals. .This is

a wrong impression. Lying between Eagle and
Rover creeks and extending southward from Koote-
nay river is a belt in which over 100 hundred loca-

tions have been made. The ledges are well defined,

as far as depth has been attained, and vary in

width from 18 inches to 6 feet, and even wider. The
ore is free milling on the surface, and carries from
$20 to $150 to the ton in gold. The Poorman, on
Eagle creek, the Whitewater, on Rover creek, the

Royal Canadian, between Eagle and Forty-nine
creeks, and the Wild Cat, near Eagle creek, are the

best known of these gold properties. The Poor-
man's output last year yielded $30 to the ton, and a
mill test of ore from the Whitewater gave a return

ofover$iioin gold. Work is now being done on
several of these claims, and the Poorman lo-stamp
mill will be started up the first week in May. That
they are attracting the attention of capitalists is

evidenced by the fact that this week a quarter in-

terest in the Wild Cat was sold for $12,500 by Hugh
McRae to R. C. Ferguson and R. G. Tatlow of

Vancouver, H. H. Keefer still retains his half in-

terest, and Mr. McRae a quarter. If arrange-
ments can be made, 30 tons of ore now on the dump
will be run through the Poorman mill to test its

value and if a satisfactory return is had machinery
will be placed on the property at once. The claim
is opened up by over aoo feet of tunnels and cross-

cuts, and several thousand tons of ore are exposed.
The width of the ledge is not known, only one wall

being exposed by the work done. The vein matter
is similar to that in the Poorman, that is, quarts
carrying free gold and sulphurets.

New Finds in Goat River District.— Re-
ports from Goat River district are very encouraging.
Several new discoveries have been made lately,

chief among which, is one by C. C. Sprotile and
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George Long, at a poiot aboul half a mile above
"Jap Kings Alice. The owners of the Alice
have done considerable work this spring in makins
trails and roads. *

Dust Ahkivi.ng from Hall Creek.—The first
dust from Hall Creek placers came to Nelson this
week, and is good-looking coarse gold. While no
sluicing has been done on any of the claims, owing
to the depth of snow, good headway is being made
on drain ditches and other preparatory work. 1 he
boys on the ground are all jubilant, several of ihera
claiming that the diggings are good tor an ounce a
day to the man.
Work to be Co.«.menced.—The provincial

government has taken prompt action on a matter
that concerns the mine owners of Toad Mounnin
district. Work is to be commenced at once on the
wagon road from Nelson to the mines on Toad
mountain.

OOLOKADO.

The Crvstal Proi-ekties.—Aspen Times, May
= T. O. Bryan came in from Crystal yesterday
and gives the following information concerning the
properties of th.it locality: The famous Black
CJueen mine is closed down owing to litigation, and
the time of its resuming operations is a matter of
conjecture. Cass and Ferris, of Aspen, are working
a sniall force of men on the J. B. Wheeler claims,
on Sheep mountain. Joe Paxton has at last struck
it rich in the Illinois, and his friends congralulale
him on his well deserved success. The Paymaster
is now turning out some very rich ore, and bids fair
to be a fine producer. The trail from Carbondale
is again passable, and Crystal will now enjoy easy
communication with the outside world.

without assorting.
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lease on the Flagler mine, from which they e.vpect
to extract a considerable amount of good ore Tomfox, of Stem's Pass has struck some very rich oretwo miles south of the railroad. Two assays eave
as a result iiai ois. silver and 1589 ois. silver and
S160 gold per ton. Gibson & Johnson of Lords.

DAKOTA.

Bullion.—Deadwood Pioneer, May i: Two
magnificent specimens of the recent strike in the
Bullion mine at Galena were sent over yesterday by
Superintendent Sprando, and placed on exhibition.
One piece weighed aboul 200 pounds, and fairly
glistened with galena and lead carbonates. It is

stated that the ore will go 400 ounces of silver per
ton, and from 50 to 60 per cent lead.
Garden City.—The erection of the Keystone

chlorination works has set in activity the location and
representation of claims in the Garden City district,
and every day a number of location certificates are
filed in the register's office from this district.
Tin.—Capt. Taylor is making satisfactory pro-

gress with his Nigger Hill tin mines. Ore of good
quality is being piled up on the dump, charcoal i;

being burned, and the erection of the mill pro-
gressing as rapidly as possible.

the earth The mill had not been running yester-
day. A arge house near by was barely saved.the mill machinery, engine and boiler can besaved, making the net loss about $2000. There wasno insurance. Col. Lane will not rebuild. The In-
dio mine closed down perminently yesterday, and
the pumps and machinery will be moved to the San
uavid. The ledge pinched out. The Princesa mine
starts up soon The ore in the Aurora has run outand sinking has commenced on the mine. Some
fine.looking rock is being taken from the deepest
shaft of the Aurora, and it not only pays well but
ha."; strong indications of silver. All the working
rames of the Princesa Co. are looking well and Cap-
tain Rodda keeps them going in lull blast. The
f^^'rfh''?;''^^''''"''^'"^"'^''^*' °" fi^k mainlyfrom the Gold Tree. The other mines are being
worked at present more for development and depth
than for ore extraction. The El Paso mine and mill
continue busy under Supt. McLaran. The vein de-
velops well in size and richness. The Montezuma
CO. IS said to be preparing to resume work. The
mine adjoins the San David 00 the Flat between the
Aurora and El Paso, and is very rich so far as pros-
pected. Its location makes the water question of
great importance, and large pumps are necessary on
both It and the San David.

MONTANA.

The Trump.—Wood River Times, May i: Work
has been quietly prosecuted on the Trump mine, at
the head of Rock creek, since last November. Capt.
Black and his associates are now rewarded by the
opening up of a large and rich body of heavy galena
ore. The ore is a heavy galena carrying from 60 to
65 per cent lead and 100 ounces silver to the ton.
Red Cloud Ore.—Mr. Brasse, the contractor,

has resumed the hauling of Red Cloud ore to Hail-
ey. He brought down 300 sacks last week and will
continue to haul right along- He says that, as near
as he can guess, there are between 300 and 500 tons
on the dump, and an average of 10 tons is extracted
daily.

Boise Basin,—Cor. Idaho 5/<itoOT<rK, April 31:
The placer mining season is opening up throughout
the Basin with very good prospects. The water sup-
ply is very good but not as abundant as last year.
Considerable snow remains in the mountains, which
will prolong the water season and continue the sup-
ply for two or three months. Among the hydraulic
claims in operation on this side of the Basin may be
mentioned those of John Peeke and Ed Maloy &
Co.. at Cold Spring, Cramer & Trader and Van
Thim & Lass, 00 Last Chance bar, John Riordan,
in California gulch, Wm. Barker on Steamboat,
White, Reel & Kearney, between Pine and Bannock
creeks, Brockmiller & Spiero at Walla Walla fiat,

and Ashby Turner on Buena Vista Bar. At Center-
ville Hon. Stephen Derapsey is tearing away the
bank in his claim and several others on Grimes and
Granite creeks have started up. At Idaho City, K.
P. Plowman has water through his ditches and the
two large chiefs will be in operation in the course of
a few days. Hon. Ben Williams has a crew of men
at work cleaning out his ditches at Pioneerville, but
piping will not commence until about May loth.
Besides the claims mentioned there are many others
of minor importance that will add largely to the gold
product of the Basin this year. While the placer
mining industry is waning it is still of considerable
importance, and enables many owners of quartz
prospects to keep up the assessment work and de-
velop their veins. Our quartz interests for the pres-
ent, while capital is slow about coming in. are de-
pendent to no little extent upon the placer mines.
Boise county can show a less number of failures for

the number of mines worked than any other county
in the State. The Gold Hill mill at Quarlzburg, has
run constantly for over 20 years, and there has
hardly been a month that it has not paid more than
expenses. The shaft of the Washington mine, in

Gambrinus district, has reached the 300-foot level

below the bed of the creek. On the 200 foot level a
vein of argentiferous ore from one fool to 18 inches
in width has been developed a length of over roo
feet and the end is not yet. It is understood that
the roasters will be erected this year, so that the sil-

ver can be treated. The Elmira mill at Banner,
having run short of wood and salt, has closed down
until the roads are passable, which will be about the

1st of June. The yield during the past year has
been large, and since the closing up of the road in

February, 80,000 ounces of silver has accumulated.
Henry Whitney, Superintendent of a Boston com-
pany's mines between Grimes and Muddy creek
above Pioneerville, will start up the new 20-stamp
mill in two or three weeks. Wra. Sweet has started

a new two-compartment shaft on a mine at the head
of Big Muddy. He will sink it to a depth of 400 feet,

and if the mine continues good at that df^pth, will

develop it to the depth of 1000 feet by a tunnel from
the Payette side of the mountain. The Gold Hill

25-stamp mill at Quartzburg, continues pounding
away day and night on ore from the Pioneer mine.
This is the largest vein now working in Boise coun-
ty, being 60 feet between walls, which is milled

At 2,vns,.~ Inler-Mounlain, May 2: The
Anaconda and St. Lawrence mines yet remain in a
state of partial suspension. The water continues
to be poured into the shaft of the latter, and the
thousands of men who found employment at these
works are either parading the streets with those
already out of employment or else gone to other
parts in search of work. These men being thrown
out of employment causes much hardship, and hope
IS expressed by both those who are now employed
and unemployed that the differences existing be-
tween the two great corporations may soon reach an
amicable adjustment. The mines thus far are giv-
ing employment to but a few men, and they are only
doing such work as is necessary for the care and
preservation of the property. The mines that have
thus temporarily suspended are the Mountain Con.,
Jim, High Ore, Green Mountain, Anaconda'
Modoc and Si. Lawrence, mines giving employment
to about 1500 miners underground, besides the
number who find employment in an indirect way on
the surface. In most of them at oresent sinking is
in progress and will continue during the lull or until
another road is completed into the town of Ana-
conda. Reports have been in circulation during the
past, and the information has emanated from quite
a reliable source, that work would be resumed on or
about the 15th of this month, and from the activity
in the yards of the Montana Union, it would lead
one to believe the time to be not far distant. The
Boston & Montana from the first day has increased
Its output under the capable and careful manage-
ment of Superintendent Couch. Improvements
have been started by some of the larger properties
showing a disposition to keep step with the times'
The Parrot Company has commenced the erection
of a large and commodious hoist that is now Hearing
completion and is an ornament to the town and
camp. It entirely engulfs the old one, which was
in Itself a good-sized building. The foundation or
bed for the large engine is being put in position.
This massive piece of machinery, when once in
in position, will be the largest in the camp with no
single exception. The next in size will be the large
one about to be put up on the Leonard shaft in
Meaderville. Both engines will be here just as -oon
as they are completed. The Parrot engine is now
near to completion, while the Leonard engine a
more delicate creation but as powerful, may not 'be
here for a few months. All ihe mines and mills on
the hill are again in full blast. The Alice is run-
ning entirely on her own ore, while the Lexington
though doing some custom work, depends mosUy oil
us own output. The Moulton has resumed the
working of custom ore and again the mill is running
continually. This mine, when once the shaft is
down, will lake its former place as one of the great-
est producers in the dislriot. In the Burlington
country prospecting is again in vogue, and many of
the leasers are hunting up prospects. The West
Nettie changed hands and is now under an entirely
different management. The boys are holding their
own in a manner that is a credit to the mine. The
Blue Bird is working a full complement of men, both
in the mine and mill, and a quantity of ore is being
taken out that promises well for the next dividends.
This is one of the best managed mines in the camp.
Some of its underground workings is timbered with
square sets, while mostly slulls are used. The
ground in this mine is very loose and can be handled
only by practical and experienced miners. The
mill is under the personal supervision of Mr. Mon-
roe, and since he came into the superintendency of
this property the bullion has become better than
ever before. The miners of the Park canyon coun-
try have for the past week been bending their ener-
gies to discover what is on the surface, with the ex-
ception of the Homestake, which is satisfied in de-
veloping in depth and in which they are reaping
their just reward, The Clinton Company persists
in pushing through the mountain and is in already
700 feet. The tunnel is still being sent in as fast as
men and money will allow. The ore is scattering
though the company has a strong ledge. Some
very fine streaks of ore have been encountered giv-
ing warrant that if depth is attained the future ol
the Park canyon country would be solved and a
second Butte arise in that vicinity.

The find consists of a deposit of heavy lead-silver
ore and promises to pan out well. The ore is aheavy galena. Nat Bell, of the firm of Bell *
Stephens, ol Pinos Altos, went over to the Golden
Rule mine on Tuesday. Mr. Bell has every con-
fidence in the mine and believes it can be made to
pay good profits. He will ship a lot of the ore 10
Pinos Altos for treatment by special process as the
ore cannot be worked by amalgamalion and hence
the failure ol ihe former operators of the mine
Charies Clair, of Shakespeare, who was in town
Wednesday, informs the Enterprise that parties
have recently visited his camp and bought a num-
ber of the old dumps, and are now shipping the ore
to E Paso for reduction. He also stales that
sampling works will soon be erected at Lordsburg
by Chicago panics. The machinery has already
been ordered. Mr. Clair predicts that in six months
the old camp of Shakespeare will be the best camp
in Grant county. Add to the Bell & Stephens and
Moitntain Key gold shipments those ol the Pacific
Gold Co., the Aztec, Skillicorn & Snyder, and Mc-
Uonald and company, and it will be found that
Pinos Altos makes a better showing than any gold
mining camp of its size in the United States, Four
years ago these properties were all lying idle as aremany other good properties to-day lor lack ol
capital to furnish mills for the reduction of their oresOn the 2oth of last month Messrs. Bell & Stephens
brought down from Pinos Altos 65 pounds ol melted
gold in bars and again on last Monday 40 pounds
more. This makes a good showing for the first
month s installment on the proposed one ton gold
brick for the worid's fair. One hundred and five
ptjunds per month will not quite fill the bill but the
mill has not been running full time. Hereafter the
shipments will probably be larger and the display at
Chicago when the fair opens will be fully one ton
weight of pure gold.

Inventors.

Coast

Beported by Dewey Ss Co., Pioneer Patent
Solicitors for Paclflo Coast.

for the week ending APRIL 28, 1891.
451.253.-CULTIVATOR— D. E. Barton. S. F.

Attacment — D.„ 451.253.—Cultivator
Barton, S. F.

4S',254.—Cultivator
S. F.

Beam.—D. E.

^ 45',255--CULTIVATOR CLAMP-D. E.

451,256.—CULTIVATOR Attachment -
DHtton, S, I'.

,3i6.-PiPE-J. L. Cahalan, S. F.

Barton,

Barton,

D, E.

B. K'Sma'*n!s!T''
'"'"' ^''' *'"' ^RAV-

4St,299.
niook. Or.
45t,3'9-—Sash

meda, Cal.

Milk Cooler—W. W. Conder, Tilla-

Holder—G. A. Cooper, Ala-

43', 326- —Tension and Cut Out for ElectbRailroad-B. Jennings, San Jose. Cal
ic

Stone Sawmill'- F. h. Kesseler,

DOCU.MENT FiLB-G. F. W. Schultze,

^Small & Heintzelman,

OREGON.

Mining Sale.—Bedrock Democrat, April 27:The necessary papers were yesterday executed, con-
veying a one-half interest in the Montana mine, situ-
ated in the Greenhorn district to E. L. Giroux of
this city. The mine was discovered several years
since by J. B. Hunsaker, who still retains the other
one-half interest. Considerable development work
has been done on the property. The vein is of a
good milling grade and the ore is free milling, as-
saying $7 in gold and $167 in silver per ton. The
consideration of the sale was $2000.
Placers.—Chas. Blalock and J. E. Alexander

are opening up extensive placer mines on Goose
creek and so far their prospect is good.

451, 199-

•

S. F.

45l,3to.-
S. F.

45". 138.—Snow Plow-
Sacramento, Cal.
^_45i,3i4.—Snap Hook—Frank White, Pomona,

The following brief list by telegraph, for May 5,
will appear more complete on receipt of mail devices-

holJor and rem Ku»rd; A. 3omraer, Berkeley ncutAlS.lOK sulpho-chlurinated oils; L. A. StoecT S«n l™^8tratia.ll brick-; Annie T Welch ^in l„fi' .
°°'

Inhaler; James B. WUliame Oa&and,° d^'.fl.'^'''';"''-'?
conductor. ineulated electric

uyiioMoy (ECO
,
in tne shortest time uossiblo (bv m»ilor toletraplilo order). American and Forekn oatSobtained, and general patent business to?So OoLtnv6„tors transacted with perfect security, of reasonabT,r>to8, and in the shortest possible time.

'"n'onaoio

The Mining Companies' Financial

Standing.

The following is the financial standing on the first

Monday of the present month of the mining com-
panies listed on the two exchanges in this city:

AUIZONA MINES.

NEI'W MBXIOO.

Development WoRK.-Silver City Entertrise
April 24: The International smelter folks have
about closed a deal for the delivering of 600 tons of
second-class ore from the Bachelor mine at Volcano
The Mountain Key shipped 100 ounces of gold lasl
week. The concentrates equal in value the free gold
saved on the plates and the two together make a
good weekly showing for a 15-stamp mffl. A good

„ ,
Cash.

Crocker S 6,:S1
Locomotive 1 519
Peer .'

\ '211
Peerless
Silver King ....,'.

'."'

Weldon '.','.'
'.'. 2,025

BOUIB MINBS—CALIPOKNIA.
BodieCon 19 296
Bulwer g.'goi
Mono 8^436
Staodard 4,0.3
Syndicate \.\ 3^217

OOUBTOCK MINES— NEVADA.
Alpha Con 25,094
Alta 20,095
*iidts 1,373
Belcher 16,499
Best & Belcher 6,035
Bullion
Caledonia 924
Challenge Con
Chollar .'.'.'.'

Confidence 3,3fi0

Con. Cal. & Virginia 8108,049
Con. Imperial
Con. New York 2,226
Crown Point
Exchequer 12,461
East Sierra Nevada 467
Gould & Curr> 12,845
Hale & Norcroes Cl4,584
Julia Con 1,944
Justice
Kentuck 96
Lady Washington 33,966
Mexican 19,148
Occidental 6,971
Ophir
Overman 15,581
Potosi

Debt,

834
148

765
a74,6S8

Se(r. Belcher & Midea
Scorpion
Sierra Nevada 8,703
Silver Hill 3.559
Union Con 1,017
Utah

TDSOABOaA MINES -NEVADA.
Belle Isle

Commonwealth
Del Moute ,',*,'

Graod Prize

Independence 2,091
Navajo
NevadaQueen
North Belle lale .'.'..

North Commouwealth
MISCELLANEOUS MINES.

Eureka Con 18,169
Holmes

33,182
28,679
9,881

19,604
1,324

7,113

E22,487

9,760
32,351

17,357

d37,201

(a) With bullion to arrive and an assessment to be
colleefed.

(E) Bullion on hand valued at §51,767.18, with further
shipments to arrive.

(0) Due on assessment No. 9S, ^2440.60.
(D) On hand 16,356 ouncea fine silver and further ship,

manta to arrive a^ an offset,

(BJ A sum of S12,800 due from other companies as an
ofiiet.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through
Dewey & Co. 's Scientific Press U. S. and For-
eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of
special mention:

Sash-Holder. - Geo. A. Cooper. Alameda.
No. 4SI.3I9- Dated April 28, 1891. This is one
of that class of sash-locks in which eccentrics or
cams operate against the sashes to hold them The
object IS to provide a simple and effective deviceadapted to operate on both sashes, automatic in itslocking action, conveniently located, preventing anyratihng of the sashes, and capable of being usld asa right or left hand lock as may be desired.
Receivers Cash-Box and Tray.- b. F. Car-

man, S. F. No. 451,317. Dated April 2\ 1891.
This invention is especially intended for the use of
those receivers to whom sums of money are passed
at intervals-as for example, the receivers of car-
fare money, at whose offices the conductors success-
ively repair for the purpose of turning over themoney collected. The object of the invention is to
provide an easy and perfectly safe receptacle for the
transfer of the money from the person paying to theperson receiving it, and at the same time to avoid
all drafts usually occasioned by the openine of the
passage through which the money is passed?

Pipe.-John L. Cahalan, s. F. No. '451,316.
Dated April 28, 1891. This invention relates to
that class of pipes formed and adapted to be laid in
sections, making a continuous course, way or con
duit for any purpose-such, for example, as sewers
water-ways, ditches, gutters, etc. The invention
consists in a pipe or way made of independent sec
lions, each section having one Banged and one un-
flanged end, bolh ends being parallel and formed
on a bevel-that is to say on a plane inclined to the
plane of its bottom and top. The invention also
consists of a pipe or way made in independent sec-
tions, each section consisting of two separate mem-
bers, one above forming the cover and one below
forming the main body of the pipe or way eachmember having one flanged and one unflange'd end
said ends m each being parallel and formed on i
bevel, the bevel of the lower member being the re
verse of the bevel of the upper. The object of the
invention is to provide a pipeway or conduit for
general purposes such as water-ways ditches sewers
etc., made of independent sections, the 'peculiar
construction of each section rendering it possible toform tight joints and at the same time to readily remove any section or portion thereof for any our-
pose that may be required.

Snap Hook. - Frank White, Pomona, Los
Angeles Co. No. 431,314, Dated April 28, 1891.
The object of this invention is to provide a harnessand rope snap made of a single piece of sprinc wire
the hinge of which is durable and of a characte^
which will prevent it from being clogged.
Tension and Cut-Out Device for Electric

Railways.—Byron Jenninge, San Jose, assignor of
one-half to James Brusie, Oakland. No. 431,326
Dated April 28, i89t. This invention is adapted
for use in electric railways of that class in which the
conducting wire extends through an underground
tube or tunnel having a slot in the uppef part
through which connection is made between a trollev-
wheel which travels m contact with the wire and themotor upon the car from which the trolley is suspended. The object is to provide for a suiiable ten-
sion of the conducting wire, so as to maintain itapproximately in a straight line and provide the
proper contact between it and the traveling trollev-
wheel, and a means for cutting out sections of the
wire, so It may be properly tested to see if the in
sulalion IS perfect, or to delect the point at which
the grounding may have taken place.
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Elastic Cannon.

The Begmental-tnbe wire gun is a new de-

partnre in cannon msnufaotare, wbioh is jast

now attraoting mnoh attention. Tlile gon is a

tube of longitudinal steel aegmentfl wonnd with

wire and encased in a jacket to protect the wire

from small projectileB. The wire la wound

under a tension of 50 tons to the square inch.

The guns can be built in one-third of the time

required to build other big guns, and can be

puc together in any steel works in the country.

The recent test at Fort Wadsworth demon-

strated that such guns can stand an extraordin-

ary powder pressure. A 15 inch gun, it is

claimed, would throw a shot 15 miles, and with

such force at s short distance as to pieroe a

phenomenally thick target of wrought iron.

Another novelty attracting attention is a rapid-

fire six-pounder made for the Government, cap-

able of sending a six-pound projectile a distance

of at least five miles. The projoctile is cone-

shaped, made of hardened steel, and so great

is its velocity when fired from the gon that it

will perforate a six-inch steel plate at one mile

without flittening or otherwise damaging itself.

Although the gun weighs 848 pounds, it is so

skilfully mounted that the merest touch of a

finger sets it revolving about its axis, while the

firing is effected by means of a trigger no larger

than that of an ordinary revolver. The
weapon can be handled so rapidly that a six-

pound projectile oan be sent toward the north

and another sent toward the south long before

the first shot has reached its destination. If

this invention should prove a success after fur-

ther and crucial trial, it will be a very import-

ant achievment.
The inventor, John Hamilton Bedot enumer-

ates the advantages which he claims for his in-

vention as follows:
" There are several points wherein I think

we have been able to improve materially on all

the large guns now in existence. Working as

wo do, we obtain a degree of strength, tough-

ness and elasticity in the steel used hitherto

unknown. By winding the segments with wire,

we are enabled to submit every part of a gun to

the most rigid and exacting test, producing ab-

solute uniformity and excluding the possibility

of flaws and defects. Our guns can be made
with ease and oheapness. There is not a steel

plant in the country bat that with a very slight

addition to its facilities can make them. In-

side of six months should ococasion demand,

we could, with the facilities at onr command,
turn out 500 completed gnns yearly. This gun

oan be completed in one -third of the time that

it takes to balld a Krnpp gun.
'* We calculate that It can be fired at least a

thousaud times before any part of it gives out.

Built-up guns, like the Armstrong and Krnpp
guns, cannot, as a rnie, be fired more than 70

times. Basides, our gun oan be fired ten times

an hour, while the other big guns oan with

safety be fired only a very limited number of

times in the same time. The greater pressure

we are able to obtain insures greatly increased

velocity. As a consequence, we can use shorter

guns on shipboard without decrease of energy,

while by our system, guns can be made of any

length deshed. For use in the field, we can

make guns that will be light without loss of

strength. For siege and defense, we can build

strong and powerful guns, whose energy and
range will be greater than have ever been ob-

tainable in the past,"

The inventor very generously refers to Lieu-

tenant Whistler of the Fifth United States Ar-

tillery, who has rendered much assistanoe in de-

veloping and perfeoting this invention.

A New Saw for OnTTiNG Armok Plate.—
A new cold saw for cutting steel armor plates

is described by a Pittsburg daily paper. It is

in use in one of the largest plate mills and said

to give results very much more satisfactory than

the ordinary hot saw. It is described as simply

a oironlar saw of fine steel, tempered somewhat
hard, and about one-quarter of an inch in thick-

ness at the periphery. It is ground slightly

thinner at its center to clear itself easily in a

deep out. It is made to revolve at a slow
speed, while the old hot saw was run at a high

rate and did its work by means of the intense

friction created rather than teeth. It cuts one
inch a minute. The machine diffars from the

ordinary circular saw in this respect, that it is

not the work that moves up to the saw, but
the work is fixed stationary and the saw is

made to travel along the table through it. It

is driven by a worm wheel and screw of some
four or five feet in length, along which it oan
be moved easily by hand-sorew gear or by self-

acting feed gear. The saw runs in a tank of

solution, and the greatest care is necessary in

regard to the quality of the materials in the
olntion, which is made up of ten pounds of

whale. oil soap, 16 pounds of sal soda, two gal-

lons of best lard oil, with water added to make
40 gallons of mixture.

A New Boiler Rivet,—It often happens
In riveting boilers that the rivet bulges in the
center, resulting not only in the separation of

the plates but sometimes in the splitting of one
or both of them. In order to obviate this de-

fect, which very seldom becomes known until

the boiler comes into actual use, a rivet has
been devised which has a thinned waist, to al-

low for expansion, and the nuoleus of the burr
already shaped. The burr Is thus practically

started before it receives a blow, and the fiber

of the metal is already inclined toward the

position it will be ultimately forced to assnme.

The result is that the rivet holes become prop-

erly filled with the slightly expanded waist of

the livet; the plates are closely united; the

burr is well formed, and there is no danger of

the plates cracking. The riveting is also ef-

fected with fewer blows, thus economizing

labor.

geiENTiFie Progress.

Making Bottles by Maohinbet.—A discov-

ery has been made In the manufacturing line

by a concern doing business at Woodbury,
N. J., that is worthy of notice. For years

giassblowers have predicted that bottles oould

not be made by machinery. The American

Bottle Oompany, incorporated a few months

ago, with works at Woodbury, has demon-

strated, and is demonstrating, that the glass-

blowers are wrong. The new method is very

simple. The glass is gathered in the usual

manner and allowed to run from the rod into

ar iron cup, which holds the quantity needed

tor making the bottle. A hollow iron plunger

at the bottom of the cup is pushed np through

the mass, and the cup is reversed, leaving the

glass in a plastic condition suspended from the

hollow plunger, through which air is admitted.

The cup, which is hinged, is then removed, and

the movement of a lever admits a small quan-

tity of air. The bulb is then flattened at the

bottom and dropped into the mould, which is

then closed and the air applied. This opera-

tion completes the bottle, and it is taken while

hot to the annealing oven. By the old process

the ring at the top of the bottle neck was
formed by a second operation. This is done

away by the machine method, and the bottle

comes from the mould with a perfectly-formed

ring, thus greatly lessening the oost of prodno-

tion.

Mechanical Stress on Steel.—The result

of investigations made by Cams Wilson, and by

him lately published*, on the effect of mechan-

ical stress on steel, shows that, in the oase of

uniform longitudinal strain on a steel bar,

there is a strain of the molecules, also of the

elements, and a production of flow by a strain

of the elements. The elongation due to flow is,

he says, the strain usually observed, and this

may be either recoverable or otherwise; again,

the strain of an element is made np of a uni*

form dilatation and a uniform shear about an

axis parallel to that of the bar, and, therefore,

the flow elongation consists of an increase of

volume, together with a certain amount of

sliding. The general conclasiona arrived at

by the author of these experiments are as fol.

lows : Mechanical strain produces an atomic

disturbance in a bar, and this disturbance in-

creases regnlarly with the stress; for small

stresses the disturbance is only partly perma-
nent, but as the yield point is approached it

becomes wholly permanent; finally, the mag-
netic properties of a loaded bar are in general

different from those of the same bar unloaded;

but, notwithstanding this general fact, there

is a certain stress, or range of stresses, over

which the bar is fonnd to have the same mag-
netic properties, whether it be loaded or not.

DESTRnoTivE Power of Big Guns.—"Few
people," says a naval officer, " appreciate the

tremendous power of the blast caused by firing

a big gun on hoard of a ship. An example of

its effects was seen in some recent trials in fir-

ing the 67-ton gnu of the new battle ship

Trafalga, considered one of the three or four

finest TCBSeis in the British navy. The gun
was pointed directly ahead, and fired with a

charge of 630 pounds of slow-burning powder
and a 1250ponnd projectile. The blast pro-

duced by the rush of powder-gas and the shot

was 80 tremendous that the plates of the fore-

castle were forced in and the deck-beams bent

out of shape, while almost every round carried

away some fragment of the proj eoting portions

of the ship, even when the tramiog was to the

right or the left. It is estimated that the ves-

sel would be reduced to something very like

a wreck were 25 ronnds to be fired, either di-

rectly ahead or directly eastern. This inter-

feres with, or renders impossible, firing when
either in flight or chase, and has caused our
naval constructors to modify the plans for the

projected battle ships, as it is not deemed de-

sirable to have them sink from the discharge of

their own guns.

Cans Made bt Machine.—A machine that

makes cans for a frult-paoking concern in Cali-

fornia is just now attracting attention, says

an exchange, on account of its great ingenuity.

The machine cuts a piece of tin into four parts

and then passes them to a feeder, where they
are seized by a revolving wheel by which the
oan is formed. It is completely soldered by an
ingenious process, after which the machine tests

it by dipping it in the hot water and subjecting
it to pressure. When finished by this mar-
velous machine, the can has no solder on the in-

side and is perfectly free from aoids.

To Clean Machinery.—A usefnl recipe for a
mixture to clean the iron portions of machinery
and ordinary tools is as follows: Take two to

three cents' worth of paraffiue, chipped fine

added to one litre of petroleum in a stoppered
buttle, which for two or three days should
from time to time be shaken np until the par-

affiue is dissolved. To apply it, the mixture is

well shaken,spread upon the metal to be cleaned
by means of a woolen rag or brush, and on the
following day rubbed off with a dry woolen
rag.

The Center op Population.—The center of

of population of the Onited States on

June 1, 1890, as given by census

bulletin No. 34, was in latitude 39° II' 56",

longitude 85° 32' 53", being a little east of

Greensburg, Ind. The olosenees with which

the center of population, through such rapid

westward movement as has been recorded, has

clung to the parallel of 39° of latitude is very

noticeable. The most northern point reached

was at the start, in 1790 ; the most southern

point was in 1830, the preceding decade having

witnessed a rapid development of population in

the Southwest; Alabama, Arkansas, Miasiasippi,

and Louisiana having been admitted as States

and Florida annexed and organized as a Terri-

tory. The extreme variation in latitude has

been less than 19 minutes, while the hundred

years of record have aocompUibed a movement
of longitude of nearly 9 5 degrees. Assuming
the westward movement of the center of popu-

lation to have been uniformly along the parallel

of 39° of latitude, the westward movement of

the several decades has been as follows : 1790-

1800. 41 miles; 1800-1810, 36 miles; 1810-1820,

50 miles ; 1820-1830, 39 miles ; 1830-1840, 55

miles; 1840-1850, 55 miles; 1850-1860, 81

miles; 1860-1870, 42 miles; 1770-1880, 58 miles;

and 1880-1890, 48 miles, a total westward

movement o( 505 miles in 100 years.

—

Raihoay

Review,

Analysis or an Echo.—To obtain, so to

speak, an articulate eoho, one that shall be a

clear and exact repetition instead of a confused

resouDdiug of the speaker's utterance, requires

that the speech shall be aocnrateiy timed in its

delivery. An ingenious oaloulator has lately

reduced the matter to an exact statement, based

on the assumption that not more than five syl-

lables per second oan be distinctly uttered and

clearly heard. The sound of each syllable baa

thus one-fifth of a seoond in which to reach the

reflecting surface and to be returned by the

echo, before the next syllable is pronounced.

Taking the velocity of a sound at 1120 feet per

second, the syllable oan make a ronnd trip of

224 feet in the one-fifth of a second which is

allowed it ; and the reflecting surface must

therefore be at halt that distance, or 112 feet,

For obvious reasons, however, the combined

effort of articulation and attention in suoh min-

ute subdivisions of a seoond is ioarcely posaible

in praotice. The rule would seem to be more

satisfactorily tested by the utterance In one

second of five syllables in sncceasion, followed

by a panse of equal length. If the echo is 560

feet distant, the first syllable of the five will

then return just as the last one has been spoken;

and the last one will arrive just before the first

of the next series starts upon its jonrney.

Useful Inventions,—Among the recent ex-

perimental novelties brought forward are what

are termed heat indicators, consisting of ther-

mometers encased and protected by iron tubes

provided with platinum wires, and connected

to a system of electrical bells and Indioatora on

a vessel's deck, by this means preventing spon-

taneous combustion in a ship's cargo. The

effect of this arrangement, as claimed, is that

in case of any undue heat arising in any part of

the cargo, the meronry in the thermometers

will go np, make contact with the platinum

wire, and give an iustantaneona alarm on deck,

indicating at the same time the exact spot

where the heat exists.

Another practical invention in this line is an

article called alterion, for preventing corrosion

in boilers, the interior being coated with this

substance, and currents of electricity all passed

through the boiler and from time to time re-

versed, the formation of scale being prevented

by a layer of hydrogen gas, deposited on the in-

ner surface of the boiler; the reversed currents

reform the hydrogen into pure water, a thin

layer of the latter being thus kept all ronnd

the boiler.

becomes soaked with moisture. It la the ex-

ception and not the rule for this insniating

coating to be perfect. Where the insulation is

defective, the onrrent can easily leap from one
wire to another, or even from a wire to some
other object, and cause flames to burst out.

This very thing happens not nnfreqnently, and
fires in cities have been the accompaniment of

fog and rains.

Cementing Iron Grating, etc.—The follow
log mixture has been used with great suo-

cess for the cementing of Iron sailing tops,

iron gratings to stoves, etc., with anoh
effect as to resist the blows of a sledge

hammer. This mixture is oomposed of equal

parts of sulphur and white lead, with about
one-sixth proportion of borax, the three being

thoronghly incorporated together, eo as to form
one homogeneous maaa. When the application

ia to be made of thia oompoaition, it is wet with
strong snlphnric acid, and a thin layer of It Is

placed between the two pieces of Iron, these

being at once pressed together. In five days It

will be perfectly dry, all traces of the cement
having vanished, and the work having every
appearance of welding.

The Lighting Flash.—Until quite recently,

all of the authorities concurred with each other

in the opinion that a lightning flash was in-

stantaneons; late experiments show that the

fl ish is not infinitesimal, but that It lasts a

measurable period of time. This interesting

J fact was aeoertalned by Betting a oamera in

rapid vibration and exposing in it a plate so aa

to receive the impresaion of the flash. Upon
taking out the plates, it was fonnd that the

impresalona seemed widened out on the nega-

tive, ahowing that the negative had been
moved during the time the flish was in exist-

ence.

Botanical Gardens.—In Europe, there are

over 300 botanical gardena, displaying the vege-

tation of every olime and affording -perpetnal

delight and information to the people. In the

United States there ia only one—Shaw's gar-

den, at St. Louis. The west has taken the

lead of the Eist here. But the prospect is, that

in the course of a few years, New York City
will have a magnificent botanical garden at

Bronx park, rivaling in time even the royal

Kew gardens at London or the Jardln des

Plantes at Paris.

Naval Observations.—It is stated here

that many leading astronomers of the United
States are nnitlng their forces and will me-
morlallzs the next Oongreas to transfer the con-

trol of the Uaited States Naval Observatory at

Washington, from the Navy Department to the

hands of a purely scientific and astronomical

board. This is the outgrowth of diaaatiifaction

among various observatories growing out of the

practice of the Naval Observatory of supplying

telegraph companies, with time signals for com-

mercial use.

The Electrical Saw.—It has been noticed

that platinum when placed in an electrical

current, is heated to a dull redness. This fact

is the basis of the Invention of an electrical

saw, which will cut quickly and neatly the

hardest wood. The uevice is made of steel

wire, upon which is deposited metallic plati-

num. By connecting thia modified wire with

the terminale of four Banaen batteriea, the

platinum is heated to a bright redness, and the

saw ia ready for business.

Peculiarities of Iron.—Add carbon to pure

iron and it becomes steel. Add a hydrocarbon

to Iron, and steel Itself becomes so extensively

modified that its properties are not recogniz-

able. Thus steel may be as aoft ae pure iron.

Add hydrogen, In varying quantity, and it haa

the quality of resilience, as in watch spring, or

the quality of tenacity, as in the knife or

razor, or may be given nearly the hardness of a

diamond, as in a file. With steel at a low tem-

perature, from 400° to 450° F., edge tools are

produced, the color in the yellow ahadea; from

500° to 525° various sorts of springs are pro-

duced, color blue; while by heating iron to

whiteness and plunging It into water, which

is mainly compoaed of hydrogen, files are pro-

duced or forms even harder.

Spiders.— It is very seldom that any small

dnsect escapes from the web of a spider, a fact

which is not to be wondered at when it Is con-

sidered that an ordinary sized snare may con-

tain aa many as 120,000 viscid globules. The

spinner is constantly engaged in repairing In-

juries to the web inflicted by wind, stray

leaves or captured insects. Onoe a day the

whole snare is subjected to rigorous examina

tion, and any broken or loosened threads are

adjusted.

How a Fog May Cause a Fire.—Fog does

not very often cause a fire, but it has done so

in the following manner: Water is nearly as

good a oonductor of electricity as metal. In

fog or rain, the insulating coating of the wires

Star Motions.—The moon revolves around
the earth, and the earth, carrying the moon
with it, revolves around the eun. Just so In a

triple ecar system we behold one star revolving

around another, and the two together revolving

around a third. The resemblance goes even

further, for the smallest star of the three re-

volves around the seoond in size, and that In

turn around the largest.

How the Steel Pen was Suggested.—One
day, in 1830, when a working jeweler, Joseph
Gilliott, now the famous steel penmaker, aooi-

dentally split one of his fine ateel tools, and be-

ing suddenly required to sign a receipt, not

finding his quill pen at hand, he used the split

tool as a ready substitute. Thia happy acci-

dent led to the idea of making pens of steel.

The old telephone wirea in London, which
were galvanized, and weighed 224 pounds to

the mile, are now replaced by silicon bronze,

weighing 36 pounds to the mile. It will, how-
ever, be interesting to note the results of wet,

clinging snow, which nsuaiiy plays suoh havoo

with overhead wires of all kinds.

—

Invention.

Birds.—An American naturalist has made
np a list of 210 birds, which are indigenous to

Alaska, bat alas ! the Eaglisb sparrow is not

among them, and the people of that land can-

not be blamed for declaring that the United
States has no real sentimental interest in them.

The typioal earthquake is preceded by a faint

tremor whioh alarms birds and animals a few
seconds before the violent ooncuasions set in,

and which are followed by some longer waves
dying away. The real beginning is very indis-

tinot, a fact whioh still requires explanation.

An electrical expert says no light has been

found that will penetrate a fog better than the

old oil lamp.
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Dauaor by Liohtnino to Stbbst Car
Motors.—Muob damftfio b»s be«D done to va-

rioos eleotrioal Btreet-oar roads at the Eut
from lightDlng, and of ooarie very aerloua ap-

prehoDalona are always felt by paaaeDgera od

looh roads, when Id traoslt daring tboDder

storms. Uotll quite reoeotly, no devloe has

been snggeeted to redace the liabilities to snob

daoger. The roads Id qaestion are ran by the

trolley system, with overhead wires. A short

time since, an aooident of this kind occurred,

when a portion of the oars were on a down*
grade, while others were on an ap>grade, and
all equally exposed; bat the HghtDiog entered

only the down-grade oars. Sobseqaent in-

qairy, moreover, resulted in bringing oat the

laot that BQoh was almost or quite invariably

the ease under saoh clrcumstanoes. The eleo-

trical superintendent of the road In question

made a thorough inquiry into the reason why
the llghtniog entered the downgrade cars

alone. He soon observed that the "A" coll

always remaios charged, even when the motor

is not running. Oonseqnently, when the light-

ning got upon the trolley wire, It was free to

pass down into the motors, and then broke

through the insulation and jumped across to

the cores. In the oars that were running, this

discharge was checked by the high self-lndnc*

tion of the magnet colls, and what small

amount oould pass through was free to go to

earth without injury to the motor. Id the cars

where the current was shut off, however, there

was little of this checking action, and conse-

quently the lightning jumped aorOBs to the oore

and went to the earth. The superintendent in

question, who is more than usually Ingenious

in the matter of repairs, eaw the point of the

aooident at once, and promptly changed the

connections so that the *'A'' ooll should not be

charged when the motor is not in action, but

should be cut off at the awitoh-box. Since that

lime the line has not been struck, so that the

(ffioienoy of this arrangement has not been teat-

edi, but the arrangement certainly lessens the

likelihood of damage to the motors. We
gather the above parttonlara from a oorrespond-

eut of the Electrical World.

any part of the vessel by means of the tele-

phone. He must know just what every man is

doing, and must, in fact, be the brain of the
ship, while the electric wires are the nerves.

—

Ex.

Danokb from Electric Wires.—Much hue
and cry Is being Indulged in with regard to

danger from electric wires, but when the
matter Is carefully Inquired into it will be found
that nearly all the accidents occur from oases

of the most transparent oarelessness on the
part of either the sufferers themselves or those
entrusted with work over them. Time, educa-
tion, experience and Improved devtoes to avoid
the possibility of accidents will soon essentially

do away with all danger in this respect; even
now, these accidents are greatly magnified, and
are in fact far lees In proportion than are met
with In parallel Industries. By the gas con*
Burners' report of Massachusetts for 1S90 it ap-

pers that 107 persons lost their lives during last

year from the effects of gas—more than ten
times as many as were killed by eleotriclty.

Further comment is nnneoessary.

Ax Immense Dynamo.—A dynamo of 10,-

000 horse power Is In prooess of construction
at Deptford Station, London. Some idea of its

size can be obtained from the fact that the
armature will be 40 feet in diameter, with a

shaft 36 inches in diameter. It will be driven
at a speed of 60 revolutions a minute by two
compound vertical condensing engines of 5U00-

horse power each.

QSEFUL 1nF0RMATI0>.

Soldering Watches by Electbicity.—One
of the wonders of electric welding la tbe wide

Roope in wbioh it can be atilized. One of its

moat remarkable aobievemente ia tlie joining of

varlona metala whiob have hitherto defied the

attempta to weld them perfectly. By thia

procees brass and zinc can be fnaed together,

and one of the apeoimena which has attracted a

great deal of notice, and which is strikingly

Buggeative of the poestbilittea of electric weld-

ing is a aingle bar oompoaed of fonr metals in

equal gnantitiea, namely, brase, German silver,

ocpper and zinc. It is believed that this

proceas may, in course of time, be applied to

the welding of shafts for marine engines, and

in tlio meantime it is being used for the moat

delicate work. It is now found that electricity

oan be employed in the proceea of soldering

jawelry much cheaper than gas. A great deal

of experimenting has been done in this direction,

and the results have been to establish the fact

that electricity is not only more handy for this

purpose, but that the fusion of the metals is so

complete that if they are subjootecl to a strain

at any subsequent period they will break at

any point rather than at the point of welding,

—Philadelphia Preat.

New and Old Electric Lamps.—Since the

oleotrio light has oome into such common use,

It may be well to know how it affects the eyes.

Dr. John H. Payne, a celebrated oculist, says :

•' Most persons who use the incandeaceut elec-

tric light like a' new lamp, because the light is

whiter and more brilliant than after the lamp

haa been in use for two or three weeks. This

Is wrong. It is this dazzling white light that

harms the eye. An old lamp is the best, for

in these the light has become changed to a pale

yellow, which la the Ideal color. Just as in

noonday brightness human sight is not so clear

and far-reaching as at the yellow sunset, so a new
Incandescent burner Is not so good for the eye

as the old one. An old burner, so adjusted

and shaded that the light from it does not shine

in the face, ia the Ideal artificial light. An
Argand gas burner comes next. The use of

the arc light should be oonfioed to street

lamps. Some store-keepers still nse them, but

they are terribly hurtful to the eye. Thia Is

bsoause the Intensity of the light Is constantly

changing, and this jumping of the blaze la much
worse for the eye than the flicker of the gas-

light. I have had occasion to treat a great

many people for Inflammation of the retina,

cansed by working by the light of arc lamps."

Electeioity in Warfare.— Electricity is

destined to play a great part in future warfare

both on land and sea. No war ship with any

pretension of modern equipment is without an

electric plant. The heavy guns, which here-

tofore required the services of several lusty

men to point, are now moved by an electric

motor. The gun captain oan himself, by mov-

ing a small lever located at the back of the

gun, point it in any direction deaired. The
advantage gained is not so much in the fact

that the gun oan be moved quickly as that It is

under the oontrol of one mind. Complexity Is

glTlng way to simplicity, and in order to have

every part of the ship do Its work at the proper

Instant, the captain ensconced in the conning

tower oan place himself In oommnnioation with

(SooD Health.

The Orange Cure.

Asbestos is now used to make complete suits

for firemen, it Is said. Masks are made of as-

bestos, which are fireproof, and the heat from
the hottest fire ia said not to penetrate to the
skin. Air is drawn from beneath the mask for

breathing, so that tbe burned or fiamed and
smoke-laden atmosphere is not Inhaled. Aprons
and insulated coverings for the entire body are

now constructed of asbestos. For domestic
use sad-iron holders of asbestos may be had,
and with these the grasp of the iron, however
hot it may be, never causes pain or burning.
Plnmbers welcome asbestos oloth for joint-wip-

ing, and larger holders intended for use by
smelters, molders and workers in metal gener-

ally are among the most recent uses of this min-
eral. Asbestos mittens to guard the hands are

made for assayers, refiners, etc., and armed
with a pair, the artisan or worker can grasp hot
irons, cruoibles and the like without disoom-
fort. Tbe mittens are suffioiently pliable to

permit of small objects being readily picked up
and held in the hand wearing them.

ExPORTiNa Beef Cattle.—Every beef ani-

mal that leaves the United States has its ear

pierced. A fine wire passes through the hole,

and attached to the wire is a tiny braes tag,

not nearly so large as some of the ear pendants
ladies used to wear. Upon the tag is a number
and the initials *'U. S. A." This shows that

the animal has been examined by the United
States Government Inspectors and is perfectly

soand and healthy, and that even weak-
stomached royalties may eat that beef with Im-
punity. The Government deserves great credit

for the pains it has taken to warrant the prime
condition of American beef oattle. The in-

fiueoce of these thoroaghgolng measures Is

already beginning to reaot favorably In

Europe.

A Great many people are interested in

knowing how to remove oil marks on wall-

paper, where careless people have rested their

heads. This may be done by making a paste

of cold water and pipeclay or fuller's earth, and
laying it on the stains without rubbing it in;

leave it on all night, and in the morning it oan
be brushed off, and the spot, unless it be a

very old one, will have disappeared. If old,

renew the application.

Saving the Waste.—S. W. Taylor, saya the

Oviedo Chronicle^ recently shipped 600 pounds
of dried orange peel to a Baltimore firm. It

took him about one week to gather this amount,
and as he has been offered four cents per pound
for it, he considers that he made pretty fair

wages by it. The day Is coming when the
peel, the blossoms, the culls, will alt be utilized

in California.

Old Gons.—A Belgian gun manufacturer
says it is a mystery to him what beoomes of

all the guns made. They are- not perishable or

easily destroyed, yet, year after year, the
great manufacturers have increased their works
until the number of guns and pistols that are

made each year is something enormous, and tbe
trade, instead of decreasing, is constantly grow-
ing-

A Novel Incubator.—D. G. Pitner has now
6000 eggs hatching In hi<i hop-kiln, which he ia

using as an immense Incubator. He is adding
more eggs every day, and expects to have 8000
in before tbe kiln is full. Everything has gone
on nicely so far, and the indioations are that
this novel hatching project will be a success.

—

Sutter Independent.

The Wealth of the United States was
assessed at nearly $50,000,000,000 in 1880 and
had nearly tripled in 20 years. Its actual ag-

gregate in 1891 is probably very near to twice
tbe great sum named.

The orange cure is not unlike the famous
grape cure practiced in some parts of Germany.
Oranges should be free as water. You take
two or three, at least, before breakfast;
and after breakfast, as yon saunter out
In tbe grove, yon sample two or three
more of the dl£ferent varieties. There
are always more or less of ''drops." The juice

contains the main curative principle. As with
grapes, yoa must avoid seeds and skins; so

with oranges. The more Navels the better,

destitute of seeds and filled to the bursting
with the rich orangeade. Ooe reason why we
would recommend the Navel is that you can re-

gard the skin as a kind of cup, and drink your
generous glass full of the pure juice even from
one orange. We have often seen a Navel that
would weigh a pound. A large orange of other
varieties is liable to be coarse, and, having a

coarsegrained pulp, which Is not palatable but
comparatively dry, so that you must out sev-

eral such oranges to obtain tbe amount of the
healing juice that you get from the Navel; the
latter, too, has a finer flavor than the large or-

anges of other species. On the whole, we give
the preference to the Navel for all the pur-
poses for which an orange is grown, and partlo-

ularly in our orange cure.

"What will it cure?" Well, we have men-
tioned dyspepsia, but this has almost number-
less manifestations and symptoms, and often

ia at the basts of coughs, bronchitis, liver

trouble, kidney tronble, heart trouble, and is

almost certain to involve one or more of these

vital organs. Get the stomach and liver right

in the way Indicated and the kidneys wllU soon

be healthy. The blood oomes pure, the lungs

work normally, the nerves tone np; headaches,

baokaches and neuralgia even pass off. Tbe or-

ange juice acts very dlreotly to benefit the

liver and all the disorders that may infest the

alimentary canal.

—

Exchange.

Hygienic Breathing.—The many systems

of phyaioal culture now praotioed unite In a

recommendation of slow and deep breathing,

and of a frequent practloe of taking long

breaths, which will force the air into all the

lung cells. One physiolan says that six breaths

a minute make a profitable average. Women
especially are inclined to take many abort

breaths a minute, and exhaust their force In

rapid and imperfect lung expansion. There

exists a difference of opinion among tbe best

authorities in regard to the beat manner of

breathing, some recommending abdominal and

some chest breathing for women. " Breathe

from the diaphragm " is a rule given by one

leader of a system of physical oultnre. In a

paper read before a woman's club In New York,

a novel exercise was mentioned. It was that

of drawing deep breaths and walking very rap-

idly at the same time. The speaker said :
** I

draw a deep breath, walking very rapidly when
I have filled my lungs, and I do not take

another until I have reached a certain point in

the blook. The result is exactly as if I had

been running hard. My blood tingles all over

me and I seem to have brought every nerve and
mnsole into active play." There are many
breathing exercises," one of the best of which

is that of taking a deep breath and swinging

the arms, first one and then the other, and

finally both while the breath Is inhaled. The
exercises which expand the chest are among the

best offered by systems of physical culture, and

their practice to-day by so many women, espe-

cially in Boston, Is an encouraging promise of

health for the mature as well as the young.

Boston Journal.

Pineapple Juice foe Diphtheria.—"Na-
ture has her own remedy for diptheria," says a

Chicago man. " It is nothing more nor leas

than pineapple juice. I declare that I have

found it to be a apeoifio. It will oure the worst

case that ever mortal flesh waa affltoted with.

I did not discover tbe remedy. The colored

people of the South did that. Two years ago

I was engaged in lumbering in Mississippi. One

of my ohildren was down with diphtheria, and

the question of his death was simply the prob-

lem of a few hours to determine. An old col-

ored man, to whom my wife had shown some

kindnesses, called at the house and, saying he

had beard of my Httle one's illness, urged me
to try pineapple juice. The old fellow declared

that in Louisiana, where he came from, he had

seen it tried a million times, and that in each

case it had proved effective. So I secured a

pineapple and squeezed out the juice. After

awhile we got some of it down the boy's throat,

and in a short time he was oured. The pine-

apple should be thoroughly ripe. The juice is

of so corrosive a nature that it will cut out the

diptberitio mucus, I tell y.on it is a sure

cure."—New York Tribune.

Orange Blossoms for Children's Ail-

ments. Peter Arimond informs the Anaheim

Gazette that a tea made from orange blossoms

Is a good preventive of all tbe ailments of chil-

dren, and is alao a great invigorant for older

people. It is not necessary to gather the

blossoms from the tree, but when tbe fruit sets,

the ground will be found to be white with the

fallen petals. These are gathered by spreading

a oloth for them under the trees. The petals

may be dried and preserved indefinitely, but in

the green state are also efficacious In warding

off disease. Mr. Arimond states that this tea

will greatly alleviate or do away with the ail-

ments and disorders usually experienced by
ohildren and save thousands of dollars in doo-
tors' bills. It is otrtainly a very simple remedy
and easily attainable in California, and might
prove valuable. We should be pleased to hear
of any good results that might be received from
such use.

Steam Boilep, I^otes

EtHciency of Steam Jackets.

The question of steam jackets is getting to
be quite a vexed question of enginery. Ezperi-
enoQ shows that in some instances the steam
jacket appears to effect an important saving,
while in others no important gain Is observable.
Exactly what are the conditions under whiob
it may be most profitably employed have never
been very clearly shown. Evidently more
definite Uteratnre or experience is needed in
this direction. Perhaps the following brief
hints upon this subject by an EogUsh engineer,
Bryan Donkln, may be of some service to en-
gineers in this direction:

When we consider how easily steam jackets
are mlsanderatood, and how often misapplied
by making them into air or water jackets, an
Inquiry may be expected to reveal a great va-
riety of results, and mnoh want of uniformity.
Few people fix a steam-gauge on their jackets

to check the pressures and temperatures, and
to ascertain whether tbe steam supply to the
jackets Is large enough. A cook at the highest
and lowest points of the jacket should also not
be omitted, to test for steam or water.
The "quality " or dryness fraction of the

steam used in the engine has no doubt a con-
siderable infiuenoe, but unfortunately there Is

mnoh difficulty In testing the steam, since no
reliable instrument at a moderate price has
been offered to the public.

Farther, there Is the important question
of the temperature of the cylinder walls,

and of all the Internal parts exposed to
the working steam. All these have amarked
effect. These walls should be kept gener-
ally at the highest temperature available,

and certainly hotter than the Initial steam.
With tbe same quality of steam, and with walla
at two different temperatures, the hotter wall
will doubtless yield the most economical re-

sults. Where the walls are of the same tem-
perature, and working with steam of different

qualities, the drier the steam the better will be
the result. My experiments show that the
temperatures of oylinder walls are some 30° F.
hotter with steam in the jacket than without.
An economy of 31 per cent, due to the jaoket,

was obtained with a small, fast-running, lingle-

oyllnder, oondenslng, vertical engine. For
every pound of water deposited in the jackets,

about five pounds were economized in tbe
cylinder.

With vertical cylinders, it is not difficult to
divide the barrel jaoket water into two parts,

and collect the water separately from the two
vertical cylindrical surfaces of the jaoket space
—that Is, from the inner and the outer surface.

It is only the former which represents the use-

ful heat going through the metal walls and
keeping them hot; the latter shows simply the
loss due to useless radiation, whioh shonld be
reduced to a minimum.

Banking Fires.—The fire in a boiler was
banked over night, and during one evening a
considerable portion of the water leaked out.
In the morning the fireman stirred up his fire

and then noticed there was no water In sight,

and oonsiderably frightened, he drew the fires

and waited for the engineer, not daring to put
in water. The engineer did not get excited,

but took a piece of waste, wet it well, put it on
the end of a poker and rubbed it over the boil-

er plates and appeared satlBfisd, " What do
you do that for ?

'* Inquired the fireman, and
from the- engtneer's reply he gathered that If

the plates were overheated, the water left by
the wet piece of waste would show It by quick-
ly evaporating, but if they were not overheated
the water would remain on the plates. From
this little test he satisfied himself that it was
safe enongh to fill up the boiler.

Don't Force Your Boiler.—One very im-
portant oanse of deterioration In boilers Is due
to the faot of their beoomlng too small to do
the work without forcing, so that tbe pulsa-
tions of the engine cause a well marked suc-

cession of shocks on the boiler, whioh result in

the weakening of the material. By placing
one's hand on the head or shell of the boiler,

the vibrations of the metal oan be felt, similar

to the rising and falling of a man's oheat while
breathing.

Urate Surface.—If the grate surface under
a boiler is larger than is necessary to burn the
required amount of coal, it Is neither economy,
convenience, nor good judgment to retain the
full surface, as better results, with lesa labor

and more economy in fuel, would be obtained
by shortening the grates to snob an extent that
from eight inches to twelve inches of fire would
be required at all times.

Firing Boilers,—Those who think it is

nothing to fire a boiler, should undertake
It sometime on a boiler hard pushed to supply
sufficient steam,with burning soreeninga or sim-
ilar fuel. It ia one thing to fire with good,
clean Cumberland, but quite another job to use
the less valuable or free- burning fuels.
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Passing Events.

The faot that the iron moldera of this city

who have been on coDtinaoas Btrike for the

past 14 moDtha, have at lait aeked the fonndry-

men to arbitrate with them on the difierences,

is taken as an Indication that they are tired of

the contest. The {oundrymen have declined

to arbitrate with the Holders' Union, as they

do not wish that body to dictate as to employes

in the shops.

Another large mining company, this time at

Cesar d'Alene, Idaho, has adopted eleotrioitv

as a motive*power for mill, hoist, pamps, com-

pressors, eto., and expects to save 50 per cent

over cost of steam-power. A good many other

companies on this coast would do well to look

into this subject with » view to economy in

working expenses.

The mines on the Northwest coast in Oregon,

Washington, and In British Columbia, are re-

ceiving more attention than ever before, and

capital is coming to the aBBistance of the miners.

There is a large area of nnprospected country in

the region referred to.

Reports from the Deep Creek country, Utah,

continue favorable, and something like a

" boom " is in progress. Judging from the re-

ports in the Salt Lake papers, the district has

a great future.

Rock Blasting by Electricity.

Rock blasting by electricity is acknowledged

to be the mcsb cffdotnal, as a large number of

holes can be exploded simultaneously, and better

execution obtained from the powder than if the

boles are fired independently. No time is lost

waiting for smoke and fumes of several blaits

to pass away. In case of a miefire, the ad>

vantage of electric firing is still more evident

since, if the charges are not all simultaneously

exploded, there can be no possibility of its ex;-

ploding afterward; therefore there can be

0 danger in approaching the face at

once to drscover the cause. In submarine

work and very wet shafts eleotrio blasting is

indispensable, as the charge can remain several

hours, even days, in water before firing, with-

out deteriorating, thus giving time to complete

the loading of holes, and to make the neces-

sary preparations before exploding the charge,

It is a faot to be regretted that the majority

of blasters who nse electric appliances know

little, or perhaps nothing, about the principle

of electricity. It might, therefore, seem almost

impossible that success should attend their

efforts. In theory, this may be so; bnt in

practice the blasters can often outdo the elec-

tricians in preparing and firing the blast. Very

little has, however, been published to enlighten

blasters in the use of electric appliances, but a

recent catalogue by James Macbeth & Oo. of

New York, manufacturers of electric blasting

appliances, contain considerable information on

this point.

One of the outs (see page 289) represents

clearly the manner of connecting holes for fir-

ing by electricity. A is the hole in the rock;

Bt dynamite charge in hole; G, electric fuses in

dynamite charge; />, connecting wire joining

fuse wires together; E, leading wire from bat*

tery to fuse wires; j*, electric-blasting machine

or battery. This method is called *' connecting

in series," and is the system universally adopt-

ed in this country. The electric-fuse wire

should be about the same length as the bole is

deep; better to have the wire a little longer,

that it may project above the surface of the

bole after it is tamped, for the purpose of con-

necting it to the wire of the next bole.

Care should be taken when tamping the

holes, not to injure or cut the insulation on tbe

wires, as bare portions of the wire or bare

joints should never be allowed to touch the

ground; particularly so if the ground is wet.

After the holes are tamped and made ready to

connect for firing, take and separate the ends

of the two wires in the first hole, leaving the

outside wire for connecting with the leading or

battery wire; then join the inside wire of the

first fuse to the nearest wire of the second fuse;

then the other wire of the second fuse to one of

the wires of the third fuse, and so on until all

fuse wires are connected. Then take the out-

side fuse wires of the two outside or end holes,

and join them to tbe leading wire which goes

to the binding posts of the battery, and fasten

there by means of a thumb-screw.

If the holes are far apart, use connecting

wire for joining fuse wires together. This con-

necting wire should be of the same diameter or

size as the fuse wire. The leading wire should

be at least twice as thick. Special care must
be taken when making joints for connecting

wires together, to have the ends clean and
bright, and free from dirt or grease; this can

be done by scraping them with a knife. After

all bare oonneotions are made, they should be

covered with the special tape Insulation, which
can be applied instantly. The heat of the hand
will cause it to stick fast and make a thor-

oughly waterproof joint.

Many blasts have failed by allowing bare

connections to come in contact with the

ground. The earth being a conductor of elec-

tricity, and oflFering less resistance, draws the

current from the fuse wires. Batteries shonid
be a safe distance from the blast—usually about
300 to 500 feet. All workmen should be at a

safe distance before operating the battery to

fire the charge. An important matter which is

seldom thought of by blasters, is to examine
the leading wire, to see that there are no cracks
or breaks in it. Even new lengths of leading

wire may be defective. It has been found so
in long lengths, where the ends are held to-

gether or joined only by a heavy cotton braid-

ing, which prevented the current from passing.

Another illustration represents the usual
way of making joints. First cross the ends of

the wire, as shown in out A, then twist the

ends, as shown in ont B, being particular to

twist close and tight, as a slaok joint or twist

is not a good connection. Be sure to have the

ends clean and bright. Keep bare joints off the

ground.

Few people stop to consider the position

which an eleotrio fuse occupies in electric

blasting. It is the essential article in that sys-

tem, and should be selected with great care and

oantion, for without a reliable fuse labor and

material are lost. It is inserted in the dyna-

mite charge, and is exploded by means of an

eleotrio current, generated by tbe blasting

maohlne or battery. The eleotrio current,

passing through the wires, heats the platinum

bridge in the fuse and explodes it, the explo-

sion or concussion of which fires the dynamite

in the whole. The Victor electric fuses here-

with illustrated are made of single and double

strength as desired. The copper sheet or cap

contains a very sharp and powerful explosive,

about double the strength of the best blasting

caps. The system of soldering the platinum

ends is done with a special automatic maohine,

insuring nniformity, and securing the misoel-

laneons explosion of each fuse, which is most

essential.

The joint insulation tape is a very useful

and convenient article for covering bare wire

joints in blasting, either on dry ground or under

water. Its composition is okonite; a superior

insulating compound. It makes a perfectly

and thoroughly waterproof joint, and can be

applied instantly, The heat of the hand will

cause it to stick fast to the hare wire and it

cannot be removed, except by cutting It off.

It is put in half-pound packages, in widths of

i and j inches. It costs but a trifle, and should

be generally used by all blasters for covering

bare connectioni.

The " Pull Up " magneto blasting machines

are specially constructed to meet the reqnire-

ments of those who desire to fire a large number

of shots at onetime. The operating device is

quite simple. The hinged iron plates on the

bottom of the box are made to stand upon with

the feet ; then by pnlling up on the bar with

one continuous stroke with both hands, the

blast will take place. After firing, the bar

will drop back into place ready for nse again.

One of the cuts shows a machine connected

with a small electric lamp for testing the con-

dition of the battery . The lamp will

tell the miner the condition of the

battery. By connecting the wires of

of the lamp with the battery, and operating the

latter as if firing a- blast, the lamp will show an

inoandescent light, or a white flash if tbe cur-

rent Is very strong. If the cnrrent is weak, it

will only slightly redden the fiber on the glass

bulb. If the battery does not even redden the

fiber of tbe lamp, the battery is not in good

order and will not fire a blast.

The '* standard " tester, shown on this page,

will tell the miner if the fuses, cones, connec-

tions, joints, or even the entire blast are right

or not. The machine is intended to test the

electric fuses or exploders before placing them

in the charge holes to blast, to make sure they

are perfect. To make doubly sure with the

same machine, tbe entire charge can be tested

before putting the leading wire to the battery.

The connection being properly made, the ring-

ing of a little bell in the tester proves whether

everything is all right or not.

In eleotrio blasting, leading wire forms arery

important part, and great oare should be taken

to have it in good condition and in a conven-

ient form to use. The Victor reel is a simple

and practical devioe to keep the leading wire

on; it is strong and durable, and bandy to carry

about. It is the only reel made, whereby there

can be a continuous wire from the battery to

the blast—both wires are separated on the reel

and oan be run off In any required length. The

Victor reel will hold over 1000 feet of wire, 500

feet on each, and 5 to 10 feet in the middle to

reach to the battery.

The Victor conneotlng-wire holder is a sim-

ple device, which will be found very useful and

handy for carrying conneoting wire to tbe

blast. When conneoting the holes, or when

not in use, it oan be set upon the ground with-

out danger of having the spools or wire get wet

or dirty, it will also prevent snarling or kink-

ing of the wire when cutting off the quantity

desired. It will also be found convenient in

the shop or store. It is arranged to hold two

spools, weighing two to five pounds each.

The Cruiser Monterey,

{Continuedfrom page 2S9.)

The propelling engines are of the triple ex-

pansion type, 30 inches stroke, tbe high-pres-

sure cylinder being 27 inches, the intermediate

41 inches, and the low-pressure 64 inches in di-

ameter, which, with the vacuum, etc, are ex*

expected to develop, with steam pressure at 160

pounds per square inch and 150 revolutions

per minute, 5400-borse power. There are two
main boilers, made of steel, 11 feet 2 inches in

diameter, with a length of 10 feet 7 inches,

with four other tubular boilers in addition, and

all designed for a pressure of 160 pounds.

Tbe armament of the vessel is to be as fol-

lows : Two 12 inch breech-loading rifled guns

with 13-inch steel armor protection; shield 8

inches thick; projectile weighing 850 pounds;

powder charge 425 pounds; two lOInch breech-

loading rifles mounted eu barbette, with 11^*

inch steel armor protection; steel shields 7^
inches in thickness, projectile weighing 600

pounds and powder charge 250 pounds.

There are to be also 54 six-pound rapid-firing

riflee; four 37-mlIlimeter Hotohktss revolving

cannon and two one-pound rapid-firing rifles.

In addition to the above armament, she will

have a Id-inch pneumatic dynamite gun, which

will throw 1000-pound projectiles oontainiug

500 pounds of dynamite or other high ex-

plosives.

The Monterey Is the first ship of the United

States Navy fitted with the Ward sectional

boilers. They were found after exhaustive

trials and experiments by the Navy Depart-

ment to be the best type adapted for nse on

coast defense vessels. Much of their merit lies

in the small space tbey occupy, together with

speedy steam generation, eoonomio consump-

tion of fuel and the easy manner with which

repairs can be made in oase of accident.

The engines, boilers, and magazines, in faot

all the machinery will be well protected by

armor, 16 inches in thickness, rendering their

safety almost certain from the inroads of hos-

tile projectiles,

It will easily be seen that with the comple-

tion of "Cruiser No. 6,'' the " Oregon '* and

the double turreted monitor, '* Monadnook,"

together with those already built and in com-

mission, San Franoieco will soon be able to turn

ont a fleet of war vessels, well able to protect

herself and the California coast.

Exhibit of California Tin.

The exhibit of stanniferous ores and their

metallic products from the mines of the San

Jacinto estate, made in this city during the

past week, attracted great attention. The
show-windows on Market street where the

display was made have been constantly sur-

rounded with a curious crowd. The exhibit

referred to consisted of about two tons of oom-

mercial Ingots of pure tin, each weighing about

65 pounds, with a great variety of smaller bars

all bearing the company's brand, ^'Temescal."

There were also blocks and stalagmitio figures

draped In rolls of pure white, of a silvery

luster and of various gaudy colors; masses of

dark brown ore liberally sprinkled with the

yellow tin oxide, and such other products as

tin ore and metal might show.

There was also exhibited as a product of

this San Bernardino county estate, the ores of

gold, silver, cobalt, nickel and copper, coal and

fire clay. Numerous photographs were shown

of the works at Cajalco, etc. One of these was

taken at the time of President Harrison's re-

ception at South Riverside, where a 20-foot

pyramid of tin ingots was shown him. Tbe

President is seen standing at the base of this

pyramid. The whole exhibit of this new in-

dustry of the State was very instrnotive.

Technical Societt.—At a meeting of the

Technical Society of tbe Pacific Coast, held in

the California Academy of Soienoes building,

R. Hinohcliffe, consulting engineer of the Pa-

cific Iron Works, read a comprehensive paper

on the Hall hydro-steam elevator. F. Gutzkow

had on exhibition an improved injector for rais-

ing liquids, especially acids.

The Oalifornla Electric Society will shortly

move into room 52 of the Academy of Sciences

building on Market street.

Part of the articles recently stolen from tht

State Mining Bureau have been recovered.

Jb.
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Thlnollte Crystals.

Id sd eDgravlng of thiooUte oryflUls on this

pftge, ao intereating itady la preaented of eome

of the forma of depoaltioa that have taken

place Id anaioDt tioiea In the beda of Pyramid,

Bonneville, Mono and Lahontan lakea, and Id

Iheir aacoeaeive layers alterDatlng with the

cone and orag-llke maaaea of tofa depoalted

from the water* of sablaonatral aprings.

Theae deposlte, layers and oryetala, following

each other Id long perioda of time, are read by

our geologlBte^ like the pages of an anoleDt

higbt of the anoieDt beaoh above the earfaoe of

the water, aDd adding to this the present depth

of Lake Mono, bat not oonaiderlng the amonot
of reoent aedlmentation that haa taken place,

we have 827 feet as, approximately, the maxU
mnm depth of the lake at the time the higheat

of the ancient beaohes was formed.

Figa, 1 ADd 2 of the eDgravinga represent

tbinolite from Lake Mono, California, (oatnral

size) ahowing the gronping of the composite

orystala.

Fig. 3.—Thinolite from Lake Mono (nataral

size), fragment of a large oompoalte orystal,

baueen oryetala; compare with Fig. 12.

Fig. 10.—Thlnollte crystal (oatarat size),

ahowing oap-in-cap pyramidal etruotare similar

to Figs. 27 and 28 (deposited In Lake Lahon-
tan).

Fid. 11.—Thinolite crystal (magnified four

times), ahowing reaemblanoe In form to the

Sangprbansen pseadomorphe; compare with

Fiff. 12 (deposited la Lake Lihontan).

Fig. 12.—Single Sangerhansen crystal, ahow-
ing form and external markings (magnified

twice).

Fig. I.S.—Group of small tbloollte crystals

deposited In Lake Lahontan (magnified foar

times); compare with Fig. 8.

Figs. 14 and 15,—Tranaverae aeotloDe (nat*

Fig. 19.—Square pyramidal crystal (reduoed
one-half) which gave at the point indicated, the
section Fig. 24; the surface has been made
smooth by anhseqaent deposition of Ca CO3
(deooslted in Lake Labontan).

Figs. 20 and 21.—Skeleton crystals, (natural
sizt?) showlog oap-in-cap strnctare, and thas
revealing the line square pyramidal form of the
orlsinal mineral, (deposited In LakeLabontsn),

Fig. 22 —Crystals (natural size) from the
Domes, Pyramid Lake; the sarfaoe smoothed
over by subsequent depositions of Ca CO3
with Bproutings from the edges and extremities.

Fig. 23.—SeotioD (magnified eight times) of

a crystal from the Domes, like that in Fig. 22,
showing a diagonal and rectangular frame-
work, partly orystaline, granular, partly
amorphons, with layers of aeoondary carbonate
opal like in atruoture.

Fig. 24.— Section (natural size) of the oryatals

shown in Fig. 19 out transversely at point indl-

oated ; it shows the same framework of granu-
lar cryataline carbonate, partially filled la with
secondary Ca CO.

Fig. 25.—Section (natural size) showing the
usual framework partially filled in with aeoond-
ary CaCO.3 and with ancoeselve layers alio

around the outside (deposited in Lake Lahon-
tan).

Fig. 26.—Section of a orystal from the Mar-
ble Buttep, Nevada (magnified eight times), and
showing the structure lines of crystalized car-
bonate, and also in the cavities the aclonlar
crystals of aragonite (?) (deposited in Lake
Lahontan).

Figs. 27 and 28.—Small pyramidal crystals
(natural size) showing by dissection the cap-In*
cap structure, and thus like Figs. 20 and 21,
revealing the true pyramidal form of the orig-

inal mineral (deposited in Lake Lahontan.)

book, presenting many physical facts that en-

lighten the study of some of the formatione

composing the cruet of the earth,

Thinolite is oonaidered as an alteration of

orystala, the original forms of which have been

preserved, while their chemical composition

haa changed. „ , ^
The name thlnollte waa first applied to

this mineral by Olarenoe King in hia Report of

the U, S, Geological Exploration of the 40th

Parallel (Vol. I, p. 508), in which Lake Lahon-

tan waa first described.

What the original altitude of the highest of

the ancient beachea of Mono lake in Mono

valley may have been it is now impoaalble to

determine with aocuraoy. Coneidering the ele-

vatioDB aurronnding the lake the mailmnm

FORMS OF CRYSTALS IN THINOLITE.

made up of small aclonlar orystala in parallel

position.

Fig. 4.—Transverae section of the crystal

represented In Fig. 3, showing the same skel-

eton atruoture distinct In crystals, deposited in

Lake Lahontan, from Pyramid lake, Nevada,
(FigB. 14, 15, etc).

Figa. 5 and 6.—Gronp of thtnolue orystala

from Lake Mono (natural size), showing the

aoicular form, and alao the way in which the

cryatals are coated over with the secondary

carbonate.

Fig. 7.—Group of email crystals (magnified

fonr times), from Lake Mono, showing the

same method of grouping common in the San-

gerhausen psendomorphs, aa shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8.—Group of Sangerhansen pseudo-

morphe (natural size); compare Fig. 7.

Fig. 9.—Isolated thinolite oryatah deposited

in Lake Lahontan (magnified twiae), ahowlDg
resemblance in form and making to Sanger-

nral size) deposited in Like Lahontan; Fig. 14

open skeleton form; Fig. 15, partially filled up
with amorphous Ca CO3. These sections show
the system of rectangular (square) and diag-

onal ribs, whiuh consist of granular crystalline

Ca OO3.

Fig. 16.—External appearance (reduced one-

half j of a single orystal deposited in Lake La-

hontan, with part of a eecond, the internal

structure of which shows that it has bnt a sin-

gle termination; the comparatively smooth sur

face is due to the secondary deposition of

Ca CO3.
Fig. 17.—Longitudinal section of open

variety; (reduced one half) ahowing the two

systems of platen convergiog upward at au

angle of about 35°. (deposited in Lake Lahon-

tan).

Fig. 18.—Acute pyramidal orystal (reduced

one>half) whloh yielded at Its base the section

given In Fig, 15. (deposited in Lahontan).

Arbitration witii Molders Declined.

When the Molders' strike commenced in thla

city some 14 months ago, the fonndrymen were
anxious to arbitrate the differenoea, bat the

moldera declined, so the contest went on.
Meantime, however, the fonndrles have been
supplied with men and the Qnion molders have
been idle. This week a proposition to arbitrate
has come from the moldera and has been de-
clined by the foundrymen, aa the followlDg
correapondenoe shows

:

Iron Molders Union, No. 164.
San Francisco (Gal.), May i, 1891.— Tb tlu

Engineers and JTon-founders' Associaiion of San
Francisco, Cal.—GENTLEMEN: Finding that the
time has come when steps should be taken by the
parties directly interested to bring the trouble which
has existed for the past 14 months between your
association and this Union to a termination, we
would respectfully ask that a committee be ap-
pointed from your association to confer with a like

committee from this Union to arrange for an arbi-

tration of all differences between the two bodies and
the members thereof.

Trusting your association will give this matter
due consideration and that a favorable reply will

follow, I am, yours respectfully,

John S. Collins.

San Francisco (Cal.}, May 6. 1891.

—

To tht
Iron-Tnolders' Union, No. 16^, San Francisco—
Gentlemen : In reply to your favor of May rst,

we beg to state that before the strike took place
and at the beginning of it we were very desirous of
arbitrating matters of difference between members of
this association and your Union, but our overtures
were declined on the ground that the questions in-

volved were beyond the jurisdiction of your local

body. Consequently we were compelled to seek
molders elsewhere. Now, 14 months after you
voluntarily left our employ, you express a desire to
arbitrate differences.

We understand the question of arbitration to
mean that when two or more parties who have dif-

ferences to adjust are desirous of settling them in an
amicable and friendly manner they select disinter-

ested persons to pass upon the questions involved,

so that a settlement may be had in a speedy manner
satisfactory to all the parties concerned, and
that was our desire when we first proposed arbitra-

tion.

Now, all business relations between the mem-
bers of this association and the members of your
Union having been voluntarily severed by you, there
are no differences between us which could be ad-
justed by arbitration.

However, we desire to say that we have no
quarrel with your Union, Your members can ob-
tain employment in our shops whenever we have
work to do. We are not fighting your Union, and
do not intend to. On the other hand, we believe

that, as employers, we have the right to make the
rules which govern our shops, and if these rules are
too onerous for any one in our employ they have a
perfect right to leave us and seek employment else-

where. We also believe that any American citizen

has a right to earn a living, and that every Califor-

nia boy has a right to learn a trade and become of
use to society and not a drone.

We also think that California should in the past
have received the same consideration from the
molders that is granted to foundries in other parts
of the United States. All we ever asked was that
we should be placed upon the same footing as
foundries in the East; that is to say, "open"
shops.
We will under no consideration, now or at any

time in the future, arbitrate or discuss in any way
the question of discharging the men and boys now
in our employ. If you desire to settle the strike,

you can instruct your members to apply for work.
We know of no other question to settle. Here-
after if differences arise between us and the men
in our employ we shall be perfectly willing to sub-
mit such differences to the arbitration of disinter-

ested persons. Respectfully yours,

Engineers and Iron-founders' Association
OF California,

Ira p. Rankin, President,
By R, S, Moore, Sec'y.
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A NEW BOOK ON ASSAYING.

THE BEST IN THEENGLISH LANQUA QE.

IT LEADS ALL OrHBESI

RECENTLY PUBLISHED.

THE ASSAYER'S MANUAL.
An Abridged Treatise on the Docimastic Examination

of Ores, and Furnace and other Artificial Products. By
Brdno Kbrii, Profes-or in the Royal School of Mines; Mem-
ber of the Royal Teohnical Commiesion for the Industries,

and of the Imperial Patent oflace, Berlin. Translated from
the German by William T. Brannt, Editor of " The
Techno-Chemical Receipt Book," etc. Second American
Edition. Edited with extensive additions by F, Lyhwood
Garrison, Member of the Am. Institute of Mining Engin-
eers, Iron and Steel Institute, Verein Deutscher Eifcen-

huttenleute, etc, Illuatrated by 87 Engravinga. Three
hundred and fifty-four pages, 8vo. cloth, price S3. 00.

By mail, free ofpostage, to any address in the world.

AbsCiaot of Contents: Gknbkal Division.—I, Mechan-
ical Manipulations; II, Chemical Operations; III, Assaj

Furnaces; IV, Assay Vessels; V, Balances and Weights;

VI, Tools and Implements; VII, Assay Reagents. Special

Division,—I, Lead; II, Copper; III, Silver; IV, Golo; V
Platinum; VI, Nickel; VII, Cobalt; VIII, Zinc; IX, Cad-

mium; X, Tin; XI, Bismuth; SII, Mercury; XUI, Anti-

mony; XIV, Arsenic; XV, Uranium; XVI, Tunesten;

XVli, Chromium; XVIil, Manganese; XIX, Sulphur;

XX, Fuel; Appendix; Index.

CW A circular of S pages, qttarto, giving tke full

Table of Conteits of this important SooJCy as well as a
new lAst of Leading Books on Metal-Mining, Metallurgy,
Mineralogy, Assaying, Chemical Analysis, etc., sent free

to any one in any part of the world who iixill apply.

UfThe above or any of our Books sent by vmil, free of
postage, at the publication price, to any address in the

world.
gr Our New and Revised Catalogue of Prac-

tical and Scientific Books—Si pages, Svo—and mir other

catalogues, the whole covering every branch of Science

applied to the Arts, sentfree, and free of postage, to any
one in any part of the world xcho willfurnish his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
IndustrialPublishers, Booksellers and Importers,

810 WalnntSt., Philadelphia, Pa.U.?. A.

AND

Ore Dressing Machinery.

By C. G. WAMFORD LOOK.

Contents.— Motive Power— Transmission of Power.
Quarrying — Prospecting. Shaft-sinking, Coal-cutting,
Pumping, and Ventilating Machinery—Lighting—Haul-
ing and Hoisting Transport—Reducing—Dressing—Mis-
cellaneous.

Price 821.00. Circulars and Catalogues on application.

E. & F. N. SPON, Publishers,

1» CoTtlandt St., New Torh.

FACTORY:

Cor. Jefferson & First Sts., Oakland, Cal,

MANTJPACTDBEES OV

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROOF
PAINTS,

Superior to anything of the kind in the maiket for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uuequaled for Submerged Timbers. Red and Brown
PaintB for Roofs, Warehouses, Stables, Fences,

Etc., mixed Ready for Use. Also,
Sheathing Paper, Portable Cal-

ifornia Mastic Roofing,
the Best in the

Market
for

AND UNEQUALED FOR

Teredo-Proof Pile

Covering.

Thla Company also Manufactures a Malthine
Compound for

RENDERING BOOTS AND SHOES
WATERPROOF.

The same is a superior article lor Preserving Harness
rendering It ImpervlouR to Moisture and

keeping it always pliable and soft.

-es^ Send lor Samples and Prices. Salesroom,

310 CALIFORNIA ST., S. F., Cal.

W. H. CONLY,
Mining, Commission.

LEGITIMATE INVESTMENTS A SPECIALTY; 124
Sansome Street, Room 4, San Fraa* isco; Telephone

No. 5067.

NGHAVINO — SUPEBIOB WOOD AND
Metal Engravhig, Electrotyping and Stereotyping

dona at the office ot this paper.

,
.HAt7U?AQTDRBRB OF..

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,

and .MKKI hili'lQ]

UP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.
True to pattern and superior In BtrenKtb, tonsbneas and durability to Oaet or Wroastit

Iron In any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAI KQAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.
ALSO Steel Rods, from ^ to 3 inch diameter and Mats from 1 to 8 Inch. Angles, Tees, Chancels and other shape

Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths

STEEIi RAILS from 12 to 46 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled

Beams, Angle, Channel, and T itoa, Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Waehera, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Prames,
and Iron Forgtogs of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Root Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STBEI*.

t^ Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC BOIJJNO mXL CO., 202 Market St., San Franciico.

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES. Proprietors.

[ESTABLISHED IN 18B5.]

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

—MANUPACTURBIUI OF—

MARINE ENGINES AND BOUiEBS.-
Propeller Engines, either High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

MINING MACHINERY.—Hoisting Engines and

Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Care, Pumping Engines

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.—Batteries (or Dry or Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Furnaces, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, eto.

MISCELLANEOUS MAOHINBRY.-Flour
Mill Uachinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINES^BOILERS
OF ALL EDTDS,

Either for use on Steamboats or for aae on Land.

Water Pipe, Pmnp or Air Colnmiu, Fish
Tanks for Salmon Canneries

OF BVBRT DBSORlPnON.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at very moaerate rates.

AflBKTB FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

33ea.xi.e StecixxL X*xlzxx'C3.
SPEX)IALTIES

:

Oorllgs Engines and Tnstln Ore Palverlzers. DBANB STBAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
MANUFACTUBEES OF

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,
FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Mannfactnre of Cement, Fertilizers, Paint

and all other onrposes for which grinding or pulverizing is reanired.

Send (or Catalogue and Price List to

PRISBBB -LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

N. W. SPAULDING

Uanufaoturers of

SPAULDING'

S

inserted Tootb

CHISEL BIT

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MAOHINBRY
Of all kinds made to order. Send for Desoriptlye Cats
lOKns, 17 uid IB Fremont St^ 8u VtuioIh*

AMERICAN MINING AND STOCK CODE

" KELLOGRAPH."
Indispensable to the Mining Profession and

Useful In all Business Transactions.
A Complete System of Tranemitting Telesfraphic Mee-

sages by Code Cipher Worda in a Legible, Secret and
Economic Manner.

OVER 35,000 WORDS AND SENTENCES
Subject to transmission under infinite complication by
the use of over 70,000 code words.
No danger of publicity in telegraphing matters con-

cerning operation or sale of mining property. The work
strictly alphabetical and classified. The handiest work
ever published for mining operators.
PRICE, $6, Forwardea postpaid on receipt of price by

DEWEY & CO.,
220 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO,

irop apd fflacliipe Itfork^.

UNION IRON WORKS,
SAOBAMEiMTO, OAL.

ROOT, NBILSON & CO.,
UAKUFAOTUBBBB OP

EngravingSS
, and Metal Engrav-
ilng and Stereotrplng
"loe o( thla paDev.

Steam Engines, Boilers,
AHD ALL KINDS OF

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flourhig Mills, Saw Mills and Quartz Hllle Machinery

oonstruoted, fitted np and repaired.

Front St., bet. N & O Sts.. Sacramento, Oal,

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

£NGIN£EBS ANX> MACHINISTS*
No. 119BealeSt.> - - San Francisco.

BTTILDBBa OF

Steam Engines, Saw MUls, MiDlng Machinery, Dredging
Machines, Rock Crushers, Cable Railway Machinery,
Ellithorp Air Brake Co.'s Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakes. POSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Ram Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists, B. E, Henrickson's Patent Automatlo
Safety Catches.

Machines of all binds Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,
:ETJI=«"FiTC A FOTT3NrX3Xl.'V

Manufacturers of

CASTINGS OP EVBBY DESCRIPTION
1!97, 129 and 131 Beale Street,

Between MiBsioo and Howard, SAK FRANCISCO.
GAS WOKK A SPEC1AI.XY.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.

Pioneer Mining Office of the Northwest
Coaet.

Having the largest permanent brick aflsay furnaces, chem-
ical laboratory and mining office on the .Northwest Ooaat!
with a collection of about ilOOU samples of the ores of Alaska,
British Columbia, Oregon and the Northwest Territories,
and havinfc' made personal examinatioDS of nearly every
mining camp on the Pacific Slope, from California to
Alaska, I nm prepared to do any class of legitimate and
honest mining work, such as EXAMINING, ENGINEER-
ING, SAMPLING AND REPORTIWG uN THE VALUE
OF ALL MINERAL, COAL AND MRK-OLAY PKOP-
ERTIKH, BUILDIisG STONES, EARTHS. ASSAYS
AnD ANALYSIS) OF ORES, WATERS, CHECK,
HAMPLEH OP ORE, PULPS, "ORGANIC ANALYSIS''
WOKK, and in fact any work connected with the office of a
tirst-class mining eeologlBt and chemist. Any Information
mining men may desire to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL REbOTTKOES of the entu-e Pacific Northwes"-
wlil be honestly givtm. Address Dr.IV1111bE. JtCverette
Consulting Mining Geologist and Ohemist, 1318 E Street,
Tacoma, Wash.

A. S. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 CAI,IFOBNIA STREET,
Rooms 30 and 31, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Deelgners and ConBtruccors of Gold and Silver MUla
Hoisting and Pumping Works, Tramways, and OTory-
thing pertaining to the Mining and Reduction of Ores.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Oivil and Mining En^neer,

MmlNQ EXPERT AXD aEOLOQIST.

Address " Business Box A," office of this paper, Sao

Francisco.

BOSS E. BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

No. 307 Sansohb St., San Fbasoisoo.

The Best Mining District
On the Pacific Cuast I

GRASS VALLEY, CAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the district Is

rraE! "I"XX>XSir<3rJ5,
Daily and Weekly edition. Gives all the Minings News.
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining Supplies will

find THE TIDINGS the beat medium for directly reach-
ing the owners or managers of mines. lave'stora in
mines will find it to their advantage to suhBcrihe.
Many mines are in successful operation, and new

enterprises are being instituted and many others are In
contemplation.
DAILY, 88 00 a year; WEEKLY, $2.60, in advance,

H. 8. SPAULDING, Publisher.
T, a HOCKING, Editor.

The InBtrument represented in the above cut Is a
new and grand little ihventioa, being designed to
save life and limb, and innumerable lawsolts, by
doing away with the dangerous operation of digging
out wet and unexploded loads wnere Giant Powder
is used in mining. The little Instrument crimps the
cap on to the end of the fuse Firmly and. Abso-
Intely Water-tight It is also used for cntting
the fuse. They are neatly gotten-up o( the finest
cast steel, nickel plated, Price. $a each, or the
entire instrument finished in gold plate, 95.

N . W. MOODBY, Fresno. Oal.

Back Files of the MnnNa amd Soibjitifio Prrss (un
boimd) can be had for 83 per volume o( six months. Per
year (two volumes) $6. Inserted Id Dewey's patent bind-
er, 60 cents additional per volama.
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AMALGAMATING MACHINERY.

SUni|> Mills lor Wet or Dry Crushing.

iiuBtlngton Centrifugal QuarU Mill. Drjing

ifllnders. Amalgamating Pans, Settlers,

gitators and Concentrators. Retorts, Bul-

on and Ingot Moulds. Conveyors, Elevators,

ruckners and Howell's Improved White's

oastlng Furnaces. Etc.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

MPRQVED CORLISS AND SLIDE
VALVE STEAM ENGINES. ^ BOILERS

Blake, Dodge and Comet Crushers. Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls. Hartz Plunger

and Coliom Jigs. Prue Vanner & Embr«y
Concentrators, Evans'. Calumet, Collom's

and RIttenger's Slime Tables. Trommels.

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. Ore Sam-
pie Grinders and Heberle Mills.

HORIZONTAL. VERTICAL
. . . AND SECTIONAL. . . .

:xsac]px^o\r^i3i ^'jtmM.vi/s. s
lolstlns Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water & Ore

BUCKETS,

Ur Compressors,
Rock Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

MULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

W"'
Qeneral Offices and Works:

Pumping Engmes
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Galena& Copper Ores,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.
RDAUPU nPEIPFC- "^W YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wail St. DENVER. COLO., 1316 Eighteentll St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
PnWWUn UrriUCJ. 7 y,. Second South St. LONDON, ENC, 43 Thieadneedle St., £. C CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

3alle de Juarez. LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG, TRANSVAAL, South Africa.
HEX.ENA, MONTANA, Koom 28, Merchants' National Bank Bnlldlog, No. North Main St.

SOLE WESTERN AQENTS FOR TYLER WIRE WORKS DOUBLE ORIMPED MININO CLOTHS.

8pring:fleld, Ohio,

JAMBS LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wheels ftre designed for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
high heads are utilized, and are ^aracteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Beinfir placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transmitted
direct to shafting by belts, dlepenalng with gearing.

Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted In

capacity to suit any particular case.

Further Information can he obtained of this form of constniction, aa well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penetocke and In Iron Globe Cases, free of cost,

by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES LEFFBL & OO.,
or 110 Liberty St., Hew York.

FRASER ti CHALMERS, General Aeents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, CoL

PARKE Sz LACY CO, Qeneral Aeents, San Francisco,

WATER TANKS i WINE TANKS I

CALIFORMA WINE COOPERAGE CO.
FUIiDA BROS.* Proprietors,

j30 to 40 Spear St., San Francisco.

ALL KINDS OF CASKS, TANKS, Etc.

! I^Ship, Mdiino, and Watbe Tank.b a Specialty.*®!

^^ t KA r\ r\ r\\/ c r\IMPROVED

.mm^

AIR COMPRESSORS
Fofl CATALOGUES, ESTIMATES, Etc., Address,

,,

Clayton Air Compressor Works

!

OF BROOKLYN. N Y-

43 DEY ST., NEW YORK.

JAMES M. HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. 530 California Street,

Telephone No.1746. S*N PBANCISCO, CAL

LIDGERWOODMFG.GO
- MiNUFACTURERS OF -

HOISTINe ENGINES

300 styles anl Sizes, Over 7000 inDse,

96 Liberty St., New York.
34 & 3G West Ofonroe St., Chicago.
l»7to203Congre8sSt.. Boston.

1 to 7 N. FirstSt., Portland.Oregon

PARKE & LACY CO., Agts.
San Francisco, Cal. i

Send for Catalogrue.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Saperior to all Otbers for Qaartz Mills, Smelters, &g.

Not Affected bv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils. Every Belt Guaranteed. Try It, Send

for Circular and Samples,

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET. - SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

INVHNTOBS, TAKE NOTICE I

L. PETERSON, MODEL MAKER,
2B8 Uaiket St, N. B. cor. Front (up atalrs), San Francatco

Bxperimental machinery and all kinds ot models. Tin
and brasswork. All communication, strictly otmflden

Mai,

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay Office, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Dieposed

of In tbe Open Market to tbe Hisbest Bidder.

jMetalllirgy apd Ore3.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 l[ontg:omery St., San Francisco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highe«t Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Snlphnrets.

lUHurAanraus or

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE.

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.

ALSO lUnUPAOrURJIIUI OP

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Uoiler ChamberliD Patent.

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..
IMPORTBRS AND DKALBRS Uf

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS. AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 & 6S First St., cor. MiB8ion,Saii Franclaeo.

C:yp^ We woald call the attention of

Assayers, Cbemlsta, Hlniog Com-

'

panies, Milling CompanieB, Pros-
pectors, eto., to our full stock of

Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, Soorl>

Sera, etc., including, also, a fall stock ef
Chemicals.
Having been engaged In fumlsbiDg these sup*

pUes slnoi the fifst discovery of mines on the
Pacific Coast, we feel confident from our experi-
ence we can well suit the demand for tnese
goods, both 08 to quality and price.

Agents for the Morgan Crucible Co.,
Battersea, England. Also for £. O. Dennis-
ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly relia-

ble, and fuU weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taken
at bis lowest prices. Our Illustrated Catalogue and As*
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR A OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works,
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET,

Ifear First and Ma.ket Streets, S. F.

C. A. LDOEHAasT, Manager. EaTABi,*aHn> 180

Ores worked by any ProcesB.

Ores Sampled,

Assaying in all its Branohes.

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, eto.

Working Tests (practical) Made,

Plana and Specifications furnished for tbe

most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Special attention paid to Examinatioua

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

O. A. LUOKHARDT St 00„
(Formerly Huhn b. Luokh&rdt,

Ulnlna Ennlneera and Metallanrlats

Books on Working Ores.

By Guido Kustel, M. E.

Roasting of (Jold and Silver Ores (Second Edition) and
the E?rtraction of their Respective Metals without
Quicksilver. By Guido Kdstel, M. E. 1880.

This rare book on the treatment of gold and silver ore
without quicksilver is liberally illustrated and crammed
fullof ffvctj. It tnves short and conci-^e descriptions of

various processes and apparatus employed in this country
and in Europe, and the why and wherefore. It contains 156
page?, embracing Illustrations of furnaces, supplements
and working apparatus. It is a work ot great werit, by
an author whose re putation is unsurpassed in his specialty

Prick, S3, coin, postage free. Sold by Dbwey & Co., Pub-
lishers, 220 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

By C. H. Aaron.
Aaron's LBACHiwe Gold and Silver Orbs, the moat

complete hand-book on the subject extant; 164 pE^es
octavo. Illustrated by 12 lithographio engravings and
four wood cuts. Fiily indexed. Plainly written for

practical men. In cloth, S3. Sold br Drwet & Co., S. P

The Esplorers' and Assayers'

Companion.

A Third £dition of selected portions of the
" Explorers', miners', and Metal-

larfIsts' Companion."

A practical exposition of the various departments of
Geology, Exploration, Mining, Engineering, Assaying,
and Metallurgy.

Price, S6.00 post-paid. Sold by DBwm' & Co., Publish-
ers, 220 Market St., San Francisco.

By J. S. PHILLIPS, M. E.

The work Is divided into four parts—Rocks, Veins,
Testing and AsBaying. The geological chapters are in-

tended to give miners a practical idea of tbe various
formations. The chapters on mineral veins are derived
from long observation, and the section on exploration
has been carefully considered. All that relates to dis-

crimination and assay of minerals has been kept as free

from ormulsB as possible. The work is ^vritten for
practical men, and all the explanations and descriptions
are clear and to the point. It is so prepared that it is

useful to uneducated men as well as scientists.

DBWEY & UO., PATENT AGENTS, 330
KarkeoSiiSui FrudBOo. EJevafeor, 13 Front St
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n^AF^KET Reports.

Local Markets.

San Francisco, May 7, 1891.

Mineral trade continues fair. Crop advices are,

taken as a whole, favorable for a larger outturn of

wheat than has been for many years past. Southern

counties that were the banner producers last year,

will give way to Colusa and other counties in the

Sacramento valley. The acreage this year is over

1,000,000 in excess of that of 1890. The money
market is easy, but a large demand is looked for

soon, which will continue well into the fall months.

Among manufacturers there is a cheerful, buoyant
feeling,

MEXICAN DOLLARS — The market shows
more strength, with dealers asking an advance.

Quotations are given at 7S}i@ygc.

QUICKSILVER—Receipts the past week aggre-

gate 380 flasks. The market is unsettled, with

quotations ranging from $43 to $45.

SILVER—Department purchases so far in this

month are reported as follows:

Date. OzB. Offered. Oz^. Bought. Price Per Oz.

May 1 739,000 350,000 $ .9760 to $ .9840

May 4 326,000 $ .9850 to * .9870

With the government resuming monthly pur-

chases of silver, the market shows more strength.

To the failure in last March of a large financial firm

in India and the unsettled conditions of affairs be-

tween European Governments a.re traceable much
of the depression in the silver markets abroad. We
still maintain that before the fall months pass, a
much higher range of prices will be witnessed in

this country and Europe. This assertion is based

on the statistical position of the metal and an un-

doubted large demand for India to meet wheat pur-

chases. The higher prices ruling for wheat, calls

for more silver in which to make payments. Every-

thing in the United States points to either the re-

monetizing of silver, or else to more favorable

legislation, and this, too, soon after Congress meets
in next December.

BORAX—The market is fairly steady at full

prices.

LIME—Receipts the past week aggregate 5678
bbls. The market is fairly strong, with a good
home and export demand ruling.

LEAD—A consignment of 494 pigs came to hand
the past week from London, England. The market
is said to be in the same unsatisfactory condition

heretofore reported.

TIN—The consumption of tin is quite large, but

the stock here and to arrive is largely in excess of

this year's requirements. Oregon and this State

will take increased quantities for fruit canning. At
the East, a promised large fruit crop, if realized,

will demand increased quantities of plate.

COPPER—Markets throughout the world are

bearish. Consumers appear to restrict their wants.
European money markets and political complica-
tions are against holders.

IRON—The market is reported essentially un-
changed. Shotts No. I is again in market. Cargo
fleet is selling at $27 per ton spot.

COAL.—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows: Nanairao 4904 tons; Newcastle, N. S. W,,
43^5! Sydney, 2315, Glasgow, 233^; Tacoma, 2000;
Departure Bay, 2400; Seattle, 2300. Total 20,567
tons. The market shows a steadier tone. There is

a growing impression that no lower prices will rule

for sometime, and perhaps not this year. The con-

sumption for steam purposes is not only very large,

but promises to increase in the near future. After

Australia markets her wheat surplus, vessels from
there will be offering more freely for coal loading

for this port to take advantage of our large crop of

wheat. The consumption of domestic coals up
north is very heavy.

Goal aud Coke.

SPOT PROM YARD—FEE TON-
Wellington $10 00

Greta 8 50
Carbon HUl 8 00
Nanaimo 10 00
Oilman 7 50
Seattle 7 50
Cooa Bay 7 00
Caianel
E^, hard 16 00
Cumberland, ]n sacks 14 00

do. bulk 13 00
Wallaend 9 00
Scotch Splint 9 00
Wrymbo 9 00
West Hartley 9 00

TO LOAD—PER TON.
Australian § 7 00@
Liverpool St'm. 7 00@
Scotch Splint.. 7 00@ 9 00
Cardiff 7 O0@
Lehigh Lump.. 14 00@17 00
Cumberland bk 10 00@
5feg, hard 12 00(ffi

West Hartley.. 7 fiO@

Co&e-EnsUsh.

To load $12 00@13 00
Spot, in bulk . . Ifl 00@18 00

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
New York, May 7.—The (oUowing are the clos-

ing prices the past week:

Silver In Silver in

London. New York,
Thursday.. .441 9;|
Friday 44| 98J
Saturday.... 45 98i
Monday 46i 99i
Tuesday 44J 981
Wednesday. .44§ 9Sj

0( Borax there is a light supply, California being
wanted at S^c for concentrated and SJc for refined and
powdered In car lots. Qaiokeilver is quiet and easier.

Tin is stroDger, as is Lead. Copper continues easy and
uDBatlsfactory to holders. Iron is reported firmer.

Copper. Lead. Tin.

13 76 i 20 19 66
13 76 4 22J 19 80
13 75 4 22J 19 85
13 76 4 22J 19 95
13 76 4 25 20 06
13 76 4 22i 20 00

New Incorporations.

The following companies have been incorporated,

and papers filed in the oflfice of the Superior Court,

Department 10, San Francisco :

Bricks Ranch M. Co., May 4. Capital stock

$1,000,000. Directors—C. S. Sbattuck, H. O.
Greenhood, Hartley Williams, Calvin W. Kellogg
and J. Dewing.
California and Washington Investment

Co., May 4. Capital stock $100,000. Directors

—

H. C. Barrow, C. E. Mayne, N. R. Gregory, J. E.
Shepard, Geo. A. Turner and E. B, Barrow.
Edison S. M. Co., May 6. Capital stock $500,-

000. Directors—L. Glass, J. Wolff, B, W. Bates,

M. Jones and F, E, Luty.

Mining Share Market,

Mining shares the past week showed continued

activity at steady advancing prices up to Tuesday
for Con. Virginia and its satellites, but shares in the

Middle and Gold Hill mines did not appreciate

much, on Tuesday afternoon the Middle stocks

began to harden, and gathered more strength the

next day which resulted, in the afternoon of yester-

day (Wednesday), in quite an advance. In this up
move the Gold Hill stocks sympathized, with Over-

man exhibiting the most vitality. The advance in

Con. Virginia from $6.27% a share on March 6th

to $20.50 on May sth, has been effected so quietly,

and in such a mysterious way as not to attract much
attention. Toward the close some of the commis-
sion brokers report an increase in Con. Virginia

shares held by them, but no increase in other stocks.

This seemingly indicates that the pool is selling the

former at present prices, and why not, for there is a

good profit in sight. At $20 a share the aggregate

value of the mine is over $4,000,000. This is a good
round sum, when it is considered that in the fore-

part of January of this year the shares sold below

$2.50 which made the mine aggregate in value in that

month less than $500,000, and no more ore is in

sight now than was known to be by the pool at that

time. While other stocks have not advanced
proportionately as did Con. Virginia, yet on an
average their shares are selling now for fully three

times more than they did the latter part of December
189Q, Mining shares are not only higher now, but

it looks as if they will go still higher, so as to allow

the pool to unload at a good round profit, then look

out for the old story—a good break and nearly all

outsiders financially hurt, if not ruined. Persons

who play at other persons games have only them-
selves to blame, and can not enlist the sympathies
of those who are strong minded enough to let in-

siders, for the want of other prey, feed on each
other. The work going on in the mines is of a still

more exciting character, and dealers can prepare
themselves for strikes and higher assays in the near
future, provided they can not peddle out the stocks,

without resorting to big bull stories or measures.
In outside shares trading has been and continues

light. It looks as if they are being concentrated for

the usual summer bull campaign.
The market opened this (Thursday) morning quite

active, with considerable more trading in Middle
and Gold Hill stocks. After call, the prices shaded
off under heavy sales. The market has a healthy

look, as if the pool is standing under it preparatory

for higher prices than have been reached on this

deal.

From the Comstock mines, our advices are of a
more encouraging character than has come to hand
for some time past, particularly from the Middle and
Gold Hill groups. The work that has appeared to

be dead work is now giving place to active prospect-

ing. In several, new crosscuts have been started to

run for the west ledge. This work will be watched
with the greatest possible interest, for in two or more
of the mines they are liable to run into rich ore, and
enough to make a deal so as to peddle out stocks,

provided the public buy. In Andes, the work under
way appears to be to develop the old Burning Mos-
cow ground. It is high-grade ore. The work in

the other North End mines and also Middle mines
is of a favorable character, all of wnich has hereto-

fore been outlined in this department of the Press.
From the outside districts, our advices are of a

more encouraging character, and was it not for the

activity in Comstock mining shares, the Tuscarora,
Bodie and Quijotoa stocks would be selling at much
higher prices than are now ruUng.

San FtanclSGO Metal Market.

WH0LE8AX-E.
TfilTBSDAT. May 7, 1891.

Antimony — @ 38
BoBAX—Refined, in csarload lota 8@ —
Powdeted " " " 8 @ —
Concentrated " " *' 7i@ —
All grades jobbing at an advance.

Copper—
Bolt
Sheathing
Ingot, jobbing 18

10

do, wholesale
Fire Box Sbeets

Lead—Pig
Bar
Sheet ,

Pipe
Bhot, discount 10% oo 500 bags Drop, ^ bag. 1 80
Buck, ^ bag 2 00 @ —
Chilled, do 2 20 @ —

QOIOKSILVEB,—By the flask 43 00^45 00
FlaakB, old 40 @ 50

Chrosle Iron Ore, ?J ton 10 00 (ft

Steel—English, lb 16 @ 20
Canton tool 9@ 9
Black Diamond tool 9 @
Pick and Hammer 8 @
Machinery 4 @
Toe Calk 4l@

TiNPLATE—B. v., steel grade, 14i20, to arrive. 6 25 @
E. v., steel grade, 14x20, spot 6 37 @
Charcoal, 14x20 6 50 &
do roofing, 14x20 600@
do, do, 20x28 13 00 @
Pig tin, spot, ^ lb., irregular, nominal. .

.

Iron—Ear, base
Norway, base

,

Spot.
Iron—Glengarnock ton 30 00 @
Bglinton, ton 29 00 @
American Soft, No. 1, ton .

, @32 00
Oregon Pig, ton @30 00
Puget Sound 30 00 @
Clay Lane White 26 00 @
Shottfl, No.l 30 00 @
Langloan . . . .-. 28 00 @
Tbomcliffe 30 00 @
Gartsheirie 30 00 @
Barrow 30 00 @
Cargofieeb 27 00 (» —

Complimentary Samples.

Feraons receiving this paper marked are re>

quested to examine its contents, terms of snb-
Boription, and give it their own patronage, and,
as far as practicable, aid in circulating the
joarnal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its inflnence in
the cause it faithfully serves. Subscription
rate, $3.00 a year. Extra copies mailed for 10
cents, if ordered boou enough. If already »
Bubsorlber, plesae ebow the paper to others.

It 1b stated that within a few weeks 15,000
men will bo at work on the building of the
Columbian Exposition, Ohioago. It is expected
that 30,000 men will be at work on the gronnds
in July.

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY. •

COUPILED BTERT THURSDAT FROM ADVIBTISBUBNTa IN THB HiNINQ AND SOTBNTIFIO PRBSS ASH OTHBR S. F JODKNALB.

ASSESSMENTS.
CoMP^UJYAND Location. No.Amt. Letied.Delinq'tajsdSale. Secketart. Place of Business

Andes M Co., Nevada 37
Caledonia S MCo., Nevada 44.

California Iron k Steel Co.. California.. 5.

Carmelo Land & Coal Co., California, . , 3.

'"hollar M Co.. Nevada 29.

Con Imperial M Co., Nevada 31.

Cons New York M Co., Nevada 5 15o.

East Sierra Nevada M Co . Nevada 2 5c.

Gray Eagle MCo., CaUforoia 23.... 3c.

Hale it JJorcrcss M Co., Nevada 9S 50o.

Idle^vUd M Co.. California 2 ...lOo.

Indiau Creek L & M Co., California 2.,.. 6c.

Inyo Marble Co., California 12 lOo.
Kentuck CoDB M Co.. Nevada 1....20c
Locomotive M Co., Nevada...
Midas M Co., California
Mineral KiiJgM Co., Arizona 6....IO0,
N Eloomfield Gravel M Co., California, .47. . . .25c..

Oak Cons M Co.. California 8 4c .

Peerless M Co., Arizona lG,...10o.
Silver Hill M Co., Nevada 28. . . .20o,

80c. . . .Apr 4, May S, May 28 J W Twiggs 309 Montgomery si
15c May 2, June i, July 5 AS Groth 414 California St
35c.... April 37, June 6, June 27...F Bonancina 438 California Bt
50c ...April 11, May 16, June 16...W T Eaggett 324 Pine 8t
.50c.... Apr 6, May 13, June 2 C E Elliott 309 Montgomerv Ht
Qg »«„.. C T...— 11 T..1..T n T lLY.,r« 1°, r.- ' ^"..May 6, June 11. Julyl C L McCoy 331 Pine St

.Apr 3. May 8, May 29 O E Elliott 309 Montgomery St

.April 14. May 22. June 15...G R Spinney 310 Pine St
Ajir 3, May 18, June 9 A W Barrows 303 Califoruia St
,Mar 17, Apr 22, May 14 A E Thompson 309 Montgomery 8t
May 1, Junel, June 20 EF Stone 306 Pine St
April?, May 11, June 1 S (J Mills.." 419 California St
M»r30, MLiy 12, May 29.. . .G W Luce 132 Caliiomia Bt
Mar 31, May 5, May 26 J W Pew 310 Pine St

5c....Mdrl7. Apr 21, May 12 AH Fish 309 Montgomery Bt
10c April 27. June 5. Jone29.,.A Halsey 328 Montgomery St

.Mar 33, Apr 23, May 18 T F Norman 419 California Bt

.Mar 26, May 4. May 27 H Pichoir 320 Sanaome 8t
April 6, May 13, June 10 E J Ryan 230 Montgomery St
, April 24. May 29, June 18. ,.A Waterman 309 Montgomery Bt
April 23, May 28. June IS. ..DO Bates 309 Montgomery 8t

Scorpioa S M Co.. Nevada.,. 26 15c.... April 14, May 22, June lo..,G R Spinney ...310 Pine Bt
SylvaniaMCo.. Nevada *... 1..S1.50..
Teresa M Oo . Mexico 3....10C..
"Umpire M Co., Oregon 3.... 2c...
Valley View M Co., Oalifomia 2,...2o.,
Yellow Jacket M Co., Nevada,

.

Mar 14, Apr 28, May 28 J J Scoville 4 Sutter Bt
.Mar 28, Mayl, May 19 A Cheminant 328 Montgomery St

,
March 27. May 4, May 22 ...A Cherainaut 328 Montgomery St

.43..

April 13, May 18, June 8 W T Guruett 308 Pine St
.April 14, May 16, June 20...W H Elanvelt Gold Hllj

MEETINQS TO BE HELD.
Company and Location. SECRETiiBV. Office in H. F. Meeting. Date.

Ooquille Black Sand M Co., Oregon N Fox 530 California St Annual May 11

Commonwealth OonsM Co., Nevada. . . .E R Grayson 331 Pine St Annual May 13

East Sierra Nevada M Co., Nevada G R Spinney 310 Pine St Annual May 11
Scorpion M Co., Nevada G BSploney." 310 Pine St Annual May U
Silverado M Co., Nevada AT Badlam Chronicle Building Annual May 13

LATEST DIVIDBND3-WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Compant and Location. Skcbetabv, Office in S. F. Amount. Payablb

Champion M Co T Wetzel 320 Sansome St 10 Mar 16

North Banner Oons M Co., Oalifomia...T J Mitchell Grass Valley .""O Apr 20

North Star MCo., California D A Jennings 401 California St 50 A?rI8
Jackson MCo W R Drake 311 Pine St 10 Jan 19

Pacific Coast Borax Co., California AH Clough 230 Montgomery St 1 00 May U

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

S. F. Stock Exchange.

Name of Week Week Week Week'
ENDrNG Endino EirorNn Ending

Company. Apr 16. Apr 23. Apr. 30. Ma

1.20
1.10
1.45
2.60

y V.

.85

1.00
1.30
2.S0

•1.30
1.10
1.76
3.00

1.25
1.10
1.40
2.70

1.45
1.45
1.75
3.06
....

1.25
1 10
1.35
2.45
.66

1.35
1.20
1.66
2.76
.76

1 60

AJia 1.20
•3 40
3.25

Belle iBle
1; ?;. 8 (K, 6 25 7.7b 6..50 7.;b 7.25 9.37
•t.w
1.20
Ah
.80

2.2b
1.30

"to

a.Sb
1.20
.40

.85

2.86
1.45
.46

.90

2.35
1.16
.36

1.06

2.65
1.25
.40

1.16

2.35
1.10
.35

.85

3 06
1 ;«

OommoDwealth. , .

.

1.00

Cod. Va. & Oal 12.00 14.5C 12.6014.75 12.5014.76 14 12 20.60

2.00
2.75
5.76

15

2.60
3.25
6.25
.20

2.20
3.05
6.00
,20

2.7b

3.70
6.60
.26

2.25
2.66
6.00
.20

2.4b
3.10
6.25

2.26
2.65
6.60
.20

2 76

Ohollar 3 66
6 76
.26

.7b .80
2. an

.75
2 60

.86
2.90

.70
2.25

.75
2 60

.75
2.40

85

OrowD Point 2.90
.15 .20 .25

,20

.30

.,30

.20

.36
,26

.45

.20

.25Del Monte .35

;i,«5 4.01; 3.911 4 01; 3.76

E.Ycbequer .76 .85 .86 1.U6 .80 .90 .85 1.06
Grand Prize 16 .20 .26 :i5 .25

Gould & Curry 3 10 3.811 3 21) 3.70 3.10 3.45 3.30 4,00
Hale & Norcrose... i (III 4 411 3 30 4.16 3.20 3,6(1 3.3b 4.16

.20

1.15
.30

.25

1.35
.20

1.25

36

.26
1.35
.40

.20

1.25
.30

i:30
.36

.25

1 20
.30

1.30
".60

Lady Waab W 40 .50 .35 .4(1 .40

.65

3 85
.70

4 76

.60
4 20

.80

4.75
.60

3.76
.65

4.60
.60

4 20
711

Mexican 6 ,37

Navajo n 30 -'b 411 30 411

North Belle iBle... M <I5 KO 911 .85 1,10 .811 1 ,011

411 40 611 .60 .6(1 .4b ..bll

Occidental 1 15 1 •I.T, 1 20 1 :!5 1 16 I 30 1,30 1,,60

6.75
3.60
4.00

15

8.12
4.06
4.35

6.87
3.60
4.40
.20

8.12
3.95
6.00
.26

6.25
3.30
4.05

7.76
3 70
4.66

7.12
3 60
4.25
.15

9 6V
3.95
6 26

Peerless
Peer 111 VO 4(1 I'd lb 'AS

2.65
1 25

3.50
1 60

3.10
1 .35

3.40
1 46

3.00
1 15

3.3'
1,35

3.35
1.30

4.00

S.E.SM 1,60

Sierra Nevada 3 15 3,76 3 15 3 7(1 3,06 .3 6(1 3.35 4 26

Silver Hill HI 2S ,™ .16 .26 .25 .;«)

Scorpion ,:«i 3h .30 .:to .30 .26 .50

3,80 4 26 3 76 4 11. 3, SO 4.1b 3 9b b.llO

Utah 1.10
2 46

1.2b
3.00

1.10
2.76

1.3U
3.20

1.00
2.60

1.20
2.85

1.10
2.60

1 65

YeUow Jacket 3.20
" Asaeesment add ed.

Dewey & Co/s Scientific Press

Patent Agency.

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

Thursday, May 7, 9:30 a. m.
1280 Alpha Con 1.50jl40n Justice 1.35@1.40
1580 Alta 1.25
1170 Andes 3.00@3.10
800 Baltimore SS@90c

IIFO Belcher S.40@3.50
100 Beaton Con 2.00
320 Re3tfi£Belcher.8.37@8.5U
300 Bodie 1.30@1.36
750 Bullion 2.85@2.90 .

1500 Caledonia.. 9(@95c 400 Occidental..
700 Challenge Con. 2. 95<a3. 00

730 Ohollar 3.90(0)3.95

60 Confidence... .7.00@7. 37

350 ComVlth 85@90c
325 Con Cal & V 19i@19i

6620 Con Imperial 25c
800 Con New York ..45@50c
100 Crocker 2:c

1090 Crown Point ...3.00

1000 Del Monte 35c
1C80 Exchequer 1.10

570 Gouid & Curry 4.00i

2100 Kentuck 7B(a85c
500 Lads Wash 45(2 50c
240 Mexican 5 00(g5.12
100 Mono 70c
700 N. Com'wea1th.95c@1.00
320 Nevada Queen.. ..45@5Gc
600 North Belle Isle.. S0@85c
300 North Savage 50c
40n Occidental. ...1.45(61. 50
270 Ophir 8.87(39.00
1500 Overman 4.30(S4.40
350 Peer 20@'25c
200 PeetlesB 35c
550 PotosI 5.00(^5.12
615 Savage 3.801^3.90
300 Scorpion 45c
1650 SegBel&MC 1.75
370 Sierra Nevada. 4.00@4. 05

150 Silver Hill 30c
3*10 Union Con 4.80
1600 Utah 1.40@1.45

850 Hale&Nor....3.95(a.i.00| 400'Weldon._ _..

250 Iowa 40c 940 YeUow Jacket.3,15(g3.25

650 Julia 25c'

Oar Agents.

Odb Fbibhiis o&n do much In aid of otu paper ftod the

cftUBe ol practical knowledge And aolence, by asalBtiDg

Agenta In their labors of caovaaaing, by lending their In-

Suence and encouraging favors. We Intend to send none
but worthy men.

Oho. Wilsok—Sftcramento Co.

J. C. HOAG—San Francisco,

P, W, Khapp—Amador Co.

F. B. LoQAN—Solano and Yolo Cos.

D. G. Clart—Sonoma Co.

K H. SCHAKFFLB—Central California.

W. W. Theobalds—Oakland, Cal.

G. B. Gill—San Luia Obispo Co.

A. Duslap—San Benito Co.

E. L, Richards—Eacondldo, Cal.

Wm. M. Hillbary—Oregon.
Wm. Holdbb—Oregon.
Wm. Oi£ON—Washington.
DOK Mills—Sonoma Co.

Frank S. Chapik—Tulare atd Kern Cos.

B. F. Belt—Shasta Co.

nDrvir5Bi<rx5 isroariCE.

OPFICE OF THB PACIFIC COAST
Borax Compaoy, San Francisco, May Ist, 1891

M a meeting of the Board of Directors o( the above-

named Company, held this day, a Dividend (No. 6) of

One Dollar (Sl.OO) per share was declared, payable

MONDAY, May 11, 1891", at the office of the

Company, No. 230 Montgomery Street, Booma 11 and 12.

Transfer hooks close Hay 6, 1891, at S o'clock p. m.

ALTON H. OLOUGH, Secretary.

Ottb U. S, and Foreign Patent Agenox
presents many and important advantages as fl

Home Agency over all others, by reason of lonfl

establishment, great experience, thorough syB-

tern, intimate acquaintance with the snbjecta of

inventions in our own community, and onr
moat eztensive law and reference library, oon-

taiuing official American and foreign reports,

files of scientific and mechanical publications,

etc. All worthy inventions patented through
our Agency will have the benefit of an illnstra-

kton or a description in the Mining and SciEif-

ITFIO Pbess,*- We transact every branch of

Patent bueineas, and obtain Patents in all conn*

tries which grant protection to inventors. The
large majority of U. S. and Foreign Patents

issued to inventors on the Pacific Ooast have
been obtained through our Agency. We can

give the best and most reliable advice as to the

patentability of new inventions. Our prices

are as low as any first-class agenoies in the

Eastern States, while onr advantages for Paoifio

Coast inventors are far superior. Advice and
Oirculars free,

DEWEY & CO., Patent Agents,

220 Market St., Elevator, 12 Front St., S. F.

Telephone No. 658,

a, t. dewey. w. b, kwkb. «0eo. h. strono,

.A.T .A. ^ .A. XI.O .A. X ZU
For Sale Cheap, Sl\ Second-Hand

FRUE CONCENTRATORS.
Good as New. AI30 Second-Hand

STEAM PUMPS
Of varions makes.

RISDON IRON WORKS,
Cor. Beale and. Howard Sts., San Francisco.

HORACE 0. RANLETT,

Ores, Mining, and Commission,
430 Montgomery St.. 3. F.

Ships under advances to smelting works In BofltoQ
New York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one years' experience in Shipping Ores and

Managing Mines.
Solicits Consignments of Copper Produce and Mansiige-

ment of Mining Matters.
All business conducted on Cash Basis.
Purchase and shipment of Mining Supplies a Spboultt.
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Business Manager of UWION COPPER MINE, Copper-

opolis, Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE. Amador Co., Oil.

FOR SALE.
pat-

hbal-
BLOWING ENGINE
anced steam slide valve gear, steam cylinder 14 in.

diameter, air cylinder 40 in. diameter, stroke 24 in. 1 to

100 strokes per minute; ongine new For price and par*

SS JAMES LEFFEL&CO., Springfield, OWo.
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GRAY BAOLB MINING UOMPANY.-Lo-
cktion of piinoipal ^laco of liusineM, Sao Francisco,

Califunil*. Ix>ci*ti'/n of worluH I*Iac -r County. Culifumla.
Nolle*' b bunsby glvva. thiil at a lu.-Ltini: of the Board nt

Dlnctorv, buld ou the ad day of April, 1891. an mrosk-

(Omt, No. 23, of Tlireo (3) Contu pt-r uluiru, wa« levied ujmu
tba Capital Htock of the i:ort>*JratIou, i<ayai'ie iniiiu-illuUtly

la UoiUO 8tat'--B GolJ Colti to tbe Svcn-tury, at tliu ollic« of

the CoiupAuy. Ivixim tl. No. ZiZ Calltuiula Stri'ot, tiuu

Pnodaco, California.

Aoy stock upon which tlifs aiuwMmuDt 8haU rT>malu uo-

Mld on tbo liith (lay of May, 1-SVl, will be deliDqupnt,

uidadvurtlaod for pale at public auotlun; aiiil unlt5SH pay-

niBOt U iniulo before, will b,- Botd <n TUK8DAY, tbe 9th

daj of Jiiiio, l-M. to pay the dfllu'iueiil asRvs-iuit-nt.

togeifaer vrttli co«t« of adTt-rttiltig aud ciiMOAes of Hale.

^& order of tbw Boar'l of Olreetora.
A. W. BARKOWS, Secret ry pro U^in.

Oflle«. Room 11, No. 303 Califortila Street, Ban Fruuclnco,

OaUfomU.

INTO MARBLE OOMPAN?.-LOCATtON
of nrlnclpali'laceof bueiriesB.Sari FranciHCo, California.

IXKAtioii of wi>rk«, Kti.'Ier. Inyo Cuunty, Cullforuti*.

Notice in horoby kItcd, that at a irit-ellui: of the Boiird of

Director.^, hold on the 30Lb day ot Murch, 13'.>1. uu
tOKSfmi'iit (No. llll of Ten Cbiitri per sbaru was lovjt^d upon
ttiaCapttjil Stuck of thu Cnn>f>ratlLiD. puyaMo iiuinodlately

Id United StaU-M gold coin to thn Secretary, at the ollicc of tbo

Company. Hi Califurniu street, dun Fraticlflco, California.

Any Btookiil>OTi whicb thin aBt^eHameDtithall remain unpaid
on tbe 13th day of May, 1801, u'Ul bu dolin<iuoat, and
adrcrtlfled for ante at publii; unction; and unless payiueot Ih

mado before. wJU be sold i>u FRIDAV, the 29th day of

May, 1891, to pay tbe doUn<|uent asee-Huient, together with
the ooflic of adVertialDtr and expenses of sale.

By order of the Board of Directors.
O. W. LUCE, Secretary.

Olllce, 132 California Street, San Franciflco, Culifornia,

CARMBLO LAND AND COAL OOMPANT.
Location of priuclpxl place of business, San Francisco,

California, Location of workfl, Monterf^y County, California.

Notice la hereby giveu. that at ii meetiuK of the Board of

Dfrooton. held on tbe lltb lUy of April, 18H1, an asseRSMicnt,

No. 3, of Fifty Cents per share, was levied upon tbo Capital

6took of the Corporation, payable immediately in United
States Gold Coin to tbe Secretur>', at the oRice of tbe Com-
paoy, Room 9, 32J Pine street. San Francisco, California.

Any fltook upon which this assessment eliaU remain un-
paid on the i'ith day of May, 1891, will bo delinquent and
advertised for sale at public aucrion, and unlesa payment Is

made before, will be 6'dd on TUESDAY, the 16th day of

June. 1891, to pay the delimiuent assessment, together with
oofltfl of advertisinR and expenses of sale.

By order of the Board of Directors.
W. T. EAOOETT, Secretary.

OtHce, Room 9, 324 Pine Street, San Franciico, California.

GOLD MINES
AND

STOCK IN MINES
FOR SALE.

Dlvldand-pariiifc MIdch from $150,000 up.
Ondeveloped Mines from $10,000 ap.
Uadeveloped Mlueti on Bond.
Stock in Dividend-pnyiugr MlneB from $1 ap.
Stock In Uudeveloped Blioes now being

opened from SS cents ap.

All situated in tho GRASS VALLEY MINING DIS-
TRICT, the Oldest (Quartz Mining District on the Pacllic
Coaut, and the Richest ami moat Permanent in the
World, Tbe mioca cf this district arc practically inex-
haustible, as no:irly half a century of constant working
is procf. Grass Valley has the deepest regular dlvidenu-
paying gold mines in tho world, and the end ia not yet,
lor these same mines are as rich to-day as at any time
during their history.

Gold minim:, especially in Grass Valley, when under
honest and scientific management. Is one of the safest

and moat profitable of all American industries. It is a
business that will return annually a proQt of from 100 to

bOO per cent on the inveBtmeut. Mlnin? is a science

ac'iulred only by years of study, combined with practical
experience. Therefore, failure ie the rule whenever tho
management is ignorant and unscientific.

The undersigned is a practical scientific and successful
miner, has made mining a life study and vocation, is

honest and trustworthy, and will not, under any circum-
stances, recommend or deal io any but valuable paying
property and properties that will develop dividend-
payers.
No Wildcat Mines; no Sharp Practice; no reasonable

chance for loss; Honesty and Square Dealing Guaranteed.
Correspondence solicited.

Full particulars by applying to

l. B. FOWLER, Supf. Hartery Mine,

Grass Valley, Nevada Co,. California,

NEWYORK BELTING ScPAGKINC CO
'''°w.° rTm'i^Boc^u"!'

''''''''• ' '"''''^''"'"' '°'' '' "*"'«'"•
15 Park Row, New York.

OLDEST and LARGEST Manufacturers in tho United State^i of

Vulcanized Rubber B'abrics
Kor MecliRnlcal FnrpoBes.

^ExtraRubber Belting and Hose^
Fur Mining; PnrpofteH.

SOLID VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS
Paclflc Coast Agants, ARNETT & RIVERS,

IT
.V 19 MA.IN STKKKT. SAN FRANCfSCO, C4I,.

tdlicational.

Assay Office and Chemical Laboratory,

ROOMS 46 AND 47 MONTGOMERY BLOCK, 628
Montgomery Street, San FraocUco. For nearly 15

yenre with Thomas Price, aa Chief of the Ore-Assay and
Analytical Department Leesons given in Assaying and
Chemistry.

School of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Surveying, Architecture, Dra\ving and Assaying,

728 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.
Open All Year.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President.

Assaying of Ores, $26; Bullion and Chlorination Assay,

92B; Blowpipe Assay, §10. Pull course of assaying, »50.

ESTABLISHED 1864 IS* Send for circular.

THB PIONKIGB COAini£KCIAIi SCHOOI.

o

LIFE SCHOLARSHIPS, (75.
i Vaoahohs. Day amb Etbhinb Sbsbiobb.

Ladleg admitted loto all Depwrtments.

Address: T. A. BOBINSON. H. A.. PreeldoDt,

3=t A-UOJ OOXT3E»XjII.arC5--
Malleable Iron. All Sizes.

These Couplings are the best in the world, most pow-
erful and cheapest. They have a ball and socket Joint,

right and left screw and work freely. We use them ex-

tensively in our Tank Building Department.

WELLS, RUSSELL & CO.,

Meclanics' Mills, Cor. Mission & Freiaont Sts.. S, F-

BUSINESS OOLLEGB.
24 POST ST.. S. F.

FOR SEVENTY - FIVE DOLLARS THIS
College Instructs In Shorthand, Type Writing, Book-

keeping, Telegraphy, Penmanehlp, Drawing, all the

English branches, and everything pertaining to business,

for six full months. We have sixteen teachers, and give

individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
its graduates in every part of the State.

i^ Sbnd for Circular.
E. P. HEALD, President.

C. 8. HALEY, Secretary.

A-SS-A-^STEK. <Sc CliEliwiEIST

WITH EIGHT YEARS PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
wants position; reference and address, J. EVANS,

M. A. (Price's Chemist, &c., for past 18 years), Room 46,

C28 Montgomery Street, San Francisco,

A LIBRARY FOR $1.00
Five books in one. Worth Its

weight in gold to every mechanic.
The very latest information for 20
different trai^es. This wonderful
book contains 575 pages absolutely
teeming with rules, tables, secret
troceasea, and new information
that cannot be bad elsewhere for

less than $25.00. The Uodel
Steam Engine—How to Read an
Indicator—The Westinghouse Air
Brake—Blacksmith's and Machin-
ist's Tools—Practical Mathematics
Simplified— Tin and Sheet Iron
Worker's Manual — Carpenter's
Manual — Points for Painters-
Magnetism and Electricity—How

to Get a Patent—A Mechanical Dictionary. Everything

fully explained in one handsome volume and guaranteed

to be absolutely correct. Send SLOO for a copy bound
in silk cloth, or SI. 50 for Morocco binding. With each

copy of tbe book we give free a complete working char,

for setting gear teeth. The regular price of this chart

is S1.50. AGENTS "WAINTED. Write for termst

L&IKD & LEE, JPubliBhers, 363 Wabash
Ave.. Cfalcaso, 111.

rOS THE BEST IMFB07£S rj g «

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS £s
ADDRESS " a S

MENZO SPRING, g«|
9 Geary St. 1= •"«?*

C| SAN FRANCISCO, Cal. |i

K CXB'B'ICTil £5, ;

sSmB

HOSKIN'S PATENT BLOW-PIPE AND ASSAY FURNACES.

Chemists, Assayers, MetalliiTgiets, En-

gineers, Jewelers, Dentists, Etc.

NO DUST ! NO ASHES

!

Portasiel Practical I Antomaticl EcoDoilcall

Will do for every thing that a Coal Furnace orlQas
Furnace will, and WITHOUT A BLOWER.

Send for Price Liat>nd Descriptive Circular to

WM. HOSKINS & CO., 81 s^SSTB^^'aT., OHIOAQO, ILL,

ilEilracin
POLLOK PATENTS.

OFFIOB AND WORKS,

ADJOINING THE NEVADA COUNTY NARROW GAUGE RAILROAD,

"HOLMS ' STATION, GRASS VALLEY,

NEVADA COUNTY - OALIFOBNIA.

This Company is now Prepareil to EeceiTe SnlBlinrets (Concentrates) for Treatient

ON TERMS WHICH MAr BE ARRANGED.

In Quantities of from 2 Iba to 100 lbs.

Apply to MR J. W. HIGQINBOTTOM, C. & M. E.,
PRESIDENT AND GBNEBAL MANAGER.

N. B.—Side Track and Fairbank's Standard 40-Ton B, S. Track Scales.

Holms Stitlon, Grass Valley, April 30, 1891.

A. J. VAN DRAKE.

Machinist and Mechanical
Engineer,

203 Fremont St., San Francisco.

'''-TjT.AJVIAAJ'

SPUR AND BEVEL GEARS CUT TO ORDER.

And Experimental Machinery of All Kinds.

Shafting:, Pulleys and Boxes,
Bngrlnes and Boilers*

DRAWINGS, PLANS and SPECIFICATIONS made (or

Dew machinery.
Jobbint; of every description promptly attended to.

FINE WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED.

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL CO,
MANTTPAOTUBBBS OP

IRRIGATING PUMPS
ANB

Machinery of all Kinds.
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

BABOOOK & WILOOX

Patent Water Tube Steam Boilers.
Estimates Furnlfilied on Applioatlon.

tr Send for Oatalognes.

FIRST and STEVENSON STS.. S. F.OENTBIFITOAi:, PUMP.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical Works.
HENRY Q. HANKS,

Practical and Industrial Chemist, Assayer

and Geologist.

718 MONTGOMERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

^WUl report on the condition and value of any mining property on

IhePaciae Coast. Rare Chemicals made to order. Instmotlons Klven In

^<1Saylng and Praotioal Chemistry.
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TSE FSLTOIT WATER WSEEL
GIVES THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY OF ANY WHEEL IN THE WORLD. OVER 1300 IN USE.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mining and manufacturing machinery. Adapted to heads running
from 20 up to 2000 or more feet. From 20 to 30 per cent better results guaranteed than can be
produced from any other wheel in the country.

The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and reliable power, close
regulation, and the facility of adaptation to varying conditions of speed and pressure, have
brought it into special prominence and extensive use for this class of work.

All applications should state amount and head of water, power required and for what purpose
with approximate length of pipe line. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

^xze: x>£3X<rFozia- AT^r.^o'iEiEL '\7\7'zzs3xaxj
121-128 MAIN STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, OAL., U. S. A.

oo.

PELTON WATER MOTORS.
Varying from the fraction of 1 up to 15 and 20 horse
power, unequaled for all light-running machinery.

Warranted to develop a eiven amount of power with one-half the water required by any other
SEND FOE MOTOR CIRCULAR. Address as above.

THE GATES ORE AND ROCK BREAKER.
UNLIMITED IN CAPACITY, UNEQUALED IN EFFICIENCY, UPWARD I Gives a fineness of product that increases the capacity of any mill from 25 to 40 per

OF 3000 NOW IN USE. cent without anv additional expense. THE BEST AND ONLY CRUSHER ADAPTED
Will do more than twice the work of any other with the same cost in wear. I

TO MACADAM ROAD WORK. Send for Circular.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO ., 121-123 Main Street, San Francisco, General Western Agents.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. AgenT

521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco,

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

—DBALBR m~

Assayers' and Mining Material.

i
—UAHCFAOTURHR OF—

IN QDARTZ, GRAVEL, OR PLACER MINES. MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER

Our plates are gnaranteed, and by actnal experience are proved, the bea. In weight of Sll- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
ver and dnrability. Old Mining Plates Eeplated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSANDS
OF ORDERS FILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, ^e"* *>' HOSKINS'

68, 70 & 72 First St., San Francisco, Cal. HYDKO-CABBOK ASSAY FTTRITACES^ SEND FOR CIRCOLAKS.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD
PRICES OKEATLT REDUCED. ONLY REFINED SILVER AND BEST COPPER USED. OVER 3000 ORDERS FILLED. FIFTEEN MEDALS AWARDED.

Old MlDiDg- Plates can be Beplated. Old Plates Bought, or Gold Separated. These Plates can also be porchased of JOHN TATI.OR & CO., Oorner First
and Miaglon Streets, San FranciBco. -.^^^^^^^^^

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS.
G. DBNNISTON, Proprietor. 653 & 655 MISSION ST., SAN PBANCISOO, OAL.

Our Plates have beeo used for 20 years. They have proved the beat. We adhere atrictly to contract in weight of Silver and Copper.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

RECEIVED EVERY MEDAL
Awarded on the Paciflc Coast I

for Silver - Plated Amaliram
Plates and Best Gold, Silver

and Nickel Plating.

J. K. FIRTH k CO,
225 and 227 First St,, San Francisco, Cal.

Compressed Air and Water Power

Machinery.

KNIGHT'S WATER WHEEL,
For Mills, Pumping and Hoisting.

OVBB 300 IN DSB.
All estimates gnaranteed. Send for Circular.

VULCAN IRON WORKS
135-145 FREMONT STREET,

S4N FKANOISCO, CAI,.

GOLD AND SILVBR ItIII,I.S, BOCK BBEAEEBS, PANS AND SETTI-EBS, BOASTING
FUBNACES, CORNISH BOLLS, PUMPING AND HOISTING MACHINERY.

GREAT REDUCTION!

BATTERY~~SOREENS.
Bast and Cheapest Id A nierica.

Fop Conveying =
Ore, Wood,

&c., &c.

CHEAPEST FORM OP TRANSPORTATION

NO ROAD NEEDED.

No Possibility of Load Slipping,

Spans 150 to 2000 Feet.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For information concerning thia process for the re-

duction of Ores containing precious metals, and terniB

of UcenBe, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROOBSg go..
Ptrti oinr. Dm*.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope,
DuplexRope, Tarred Manila Rope,Hay Rope, Whale Line,

etc, etc.

fllxtra sizes and lengths mftde to order on abort notice.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and alt Idnds of Mio
Ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brasa
Zinc and other metals piuiohcd for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Out
burred and Slot Punched Screen».
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. I to 15 (flnej.

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,

£31 & S33 First St., Saa Francisco, Cal.

JOHN W. QQICK, Proprietor.

f^^^

QUARTZ SCREENS
A specialty. Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo-
geneous Steel, Cast Steel or ^

American planished Iron.

Zinc, Copper or Braes Soreene for all purposes- Cali-

fornia Perforatinjr Screen Co.. 145 & 147 Bflale St . S. F,

Applies liquid pigment by a
jet of air. Highest awarda
Franklin and American In
BtituCcs as a le^timate art
tool. SuccesBfuUj used by
large numbers of the beat
crayon. Ink aod water-color
portrait artists, and by tecb-
nicul draughtsmen. Saves 76
per cent of time tn ahading.

Descriptive pamphlet sent free. It points out one way to

^U « 618 Frpnt St., San Franoiwso, Cftl, ri?«,'.„'Kt, roS, SJ?o..^''^*»
«'^<' '^o,

.^k-IJE*. ^UTTts:
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WM. H. TAYLOR, President.

R. S. MOORE, Superintendent.

Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works,
S. E. CORNER HOWARD AND BEALE STS.. SAN FRANCISCO.

MANDFAOTDRBRS OP ALL KINDS OF

Mining and Milling Machinery, Engines and Boilers,
SHEET-IRON WATER PIPE for Mining and Irrigation Purposes.

Exclusive Agents for the Pacific Coaet of HEINE PATENT SAFETY BOILER, MACBETH STEEL PULLEY andCOMMON SENSE STEEL WHIM.
AGBNTS FOB THE PAOIFIO COA8T OF

Bryan's Roller Quartz Mill.

WE HAVE OIT HAHD AND FOR SALE CHEAP

A 50 H. P. PUMPING PLANT, CONSISTING OF
One 10"x30" Corliss Engine; all pump gears; bob

irons; connecting rods.
One (1 ) 6" X 6" Plunger Pump.
One (1 ) 4" X 6' Jack Head Pump.
One ( 1 ) 25 H. P. Fire Box Boiler.

One (1 ) 10" X 36" Retort and Furnace.
One (1) Complete Assay Outfit
One (1 ) Complete Outfit for a 2>^-ton capacity chlor-

ination Works.
Two (2) 6000-gallon Circular Tanks.
One (

I ) Amalgam Barrel.

One (1) Batea.
Three (3) Frue Concentrators.
One (1) 10" X 18" Slide Valve Engine.

J^n T3LTJ JST'TIlSr
MANUFACTURER OP

!«-

CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ MILLS,
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Machinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Machines.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
CentrUnesl Boiler Quartz Mill. 213 JE'XXDSI' jSri'Xl.EIXi'X', s.A.sir x'xi.A.^a'oxsco. o.a.Xj.

RAND DRILL COMPANY !THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY

ROCK DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING,

MINING AND QUARRYING

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Fair, 1884.

Sole Licensed Manufticturers of the

MEDART PATENT WROUGHT RIM PULLEY
For the States of California, OregOD and Nevada, and the TorrltorloB of Idaho, Washloiftoi.

Uontaoa, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Best Balainced Pulley In the World, Also Manufacturers of

PAT. ocrr. 25, 1881. SHAFTING. HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES.
t^ Shnd fob Cibculars avj) Fbiob List."St

No8. 129 and 181 FREMONT STEBBT - - - SAN PRANCISCO, OAL.

A. T Devtey
W. B. BwuR.
Geo. H. Sikono. [Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press Patent Agency {

Established
1860

Invbhtors on the Pacific Coast will find it greatly to their advant^e to consult this old, ejcperlenced. firtt-class

Agency. We have able and trustworthy Associates and Agents in Washington and the capital cities of the principal

nations of the world. In connection with our editorial, scientific and Patent Law Library, and record of original

cases in our office, we have other advantages far beyond those which can bo offered home inventors by other agencies

th« information accumulated through long and careful practiae before the Office, and the frequent examination of

patents already eranted, for the purpose of determining the patentability of inventtons brought before us. enables

us olten to give advloe which wUlBaVo iDveoSore the expense of applylDSr *or Patentfl upon Inventions which ue not

(•w. gtrcRlftrfl of «^vi^ m^fm pp receipt qI postage; Mp^^ psw^ ft co„ Patsot Agesbs.m Uarttsti s^,, 9' f,

Uanufaoture Three Kinds of Powder, which are acknowledged by all the Great Chemists of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the Market.

I

Of Different Stren^tlis as Required.

NOBBIi'S XlXPIiOSIVB OXHiATINE," which contains 94 per cent of Nltro-Oljoerlne* uid

I

QXiliATINE-DTNAMITB, Stronger than Dynamite and even Safe In HandllDg.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
FOB BAUiBOADS AND LAND CliBARINO. Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blast

log Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as It breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
Baves time and money. It is as dry aa the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
OAFS and FUSE for Sale. SENERAL AGENTS, HAN FRANOISOO OAL.

IT HAS NO EQUAL,

Can Be Fat On

by Any One.

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adopted by the

Navy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOILERS, STIIAM PIPES, OOT-D STORAGE, and all places requiring

Aon-Eleat-Oondacting: Material.

N. B. CORNER
PAOIFIO & DAVIS STS.

Adamantine Shoes and Dies
oi3:i?,03ynE c^st steel

Cams, Tappet s, Bosses, Boll Shells and Crasher Plates,

THESE CASTINGS ARE EXTENSIVELY USED IN ALL THE MININO STATES
and Territories of Nottli and South America Guaranteed to prove better and
cheape, tlian any others. Orders solicited subject to above conditions. When
ordering send sltetch with exact dimensions. Send for Illustrated Circular.

Manufactured by CaBOMlC STEEL \TORS.S, Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. D. MORRIS, Agant,220 Fremont St., San Francisco.
BpeelM ftHeqtio!) |lven to the purehAis Pl Ww and Mill Supplies, Btusp Own,
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IMPROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Best Ore Conoentrator in the market, having doable

the Capacity and doing its work as olose as the plain Belt
machine, while its concentrations are clean. It is need in

a number of Mills, the most notable of which ia the

Alaska M. & M. Go's Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Frues
are taking the Palp from 120 Stamps, crashing 350 tons

per day, and is giving entire satisfaction as against 48

plain Belt Machines, taking the Pulp from the other 120

Stamps*
^

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f. o. b.

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

For Pamphlets, Testimonials and farther information

apply at office,

Protected by Patents December 22, 1874; September 2

1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20, 1883*;

September 18, 1883; July 24, 1888. Patents applied for!

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Thb Montaua Compakt (Limited), Lohdon, October 8, 1885.
Dkar Sibs :—Having tested three of your Frue Tanners in a com-

petitive trial with other Bimilar machines (Triumph), we have aatiafied
oureelves of the superiority of your Vannera, ag ia evidenced by the
fact of our having ordered 20 more of your machines for immediate
delivery. Yours truly, THE MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B.—Since the above was written the 20 Vanners, having been
started, gave such satisfaction that 44 additional Frues and more
stamps have been purchased. ADAMS & CARTER,ice. ^^ T--^ stamps have been purchased. ADAMS & CI

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANN1k£s;.^V^'^^JNE CO.. Room 15, No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
( INCOEPORATBD SKPTEMBEB 29, 1882.) '

NOS. 39 TO 51 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.
Manufacturers of NEW and Dealers in SECOND-HAND

BOILERS, ENGINES, PUMPS AND MACHINERY OF EVERY VARIETY.

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

"ECLIPSE CORLISS" ENGINES.

"RUSSELL" AUTOMATIC ENGINES.

"CLIMAX" BAND-SAW MILLS.

"ECONOMIZER" BOILERS AND ENGINES.
" ERIE ENGINE WORKS' " BOILERS AND

ENGINES.

OARLOCK'S ELASTIC SPIRAL PACKING.

"REEVE'S" WOOD SPLIT PULLEYS.

ROTARY AND CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.

BUFFALO DUPLEX STEAM PUMPS.
" SENSIBLE " HORSE-POWER WHIMS.
STEAM HOISTING WHIMS.
MACHINISTS' TOOLS OF ALL STYLES FOR ALL

WORK.

PROPRIETORS of the CITY IRON WORKS.

HYDRAULIC MINING MACHINERY,
QUARTZ MILLING MACHINERY,
SAW MILLING MACHINERY.
HYDRAULIC GRAVEL ELEVATORS,
HYDRAULIC GIANTS AND GATES,

" TRIUMPH " ORE CONCENTRATORS,
AUTOMATIC ORE FEEDERS.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
LEATHER AND RUBBER BELTING.
LUBRICATING COMPOUNDS.
WATER PIPE, ETC., ETC.

PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND MANnFAOTDKBRS OF

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.

1

ENGINES, BOILERS, STEAM PUMPS,

AIB COMPRESSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S CRUSHING ROLLS,

CONCENTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROCK BREAKERS, DRT JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Taking Pulp from 10 Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS;

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG EDGERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS.

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

GrJBJraZlEI ATi .A.Gr'SlXa'J'^ X*OXX.

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
SALES DURING LAST FOUR MONTHS:

nOMPniT'Nm 44 engines, STAMl^A'Pr* 99 engines, TTTMYOT? 166 engines.\J\J13U.r\J\JJ^lJ, SKIS HORSE POWER. O i. £^1S XJ±^r\ilj, 4500 HORSE POWER. «J U IN XU»JCV, 4260 HORSE POWER.
GrX-AXLca. fFotAl, 309 XSzLSlxieS, .OL.ee^eBa''t±x3.B X3,0'7B 'ELcucme I»o-o<t7-or.

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S, W.

^ DIXON'S
. SECB.EXAB.Y :N2 2

DIXON S
Lead Pencils

DIXON'S
Stove Polish

DIXON'S
Crucibles.

iDixon's Pencils t^Z^
DIXON'S GRAPHITE PAINT.
For all Iron and Wood Work. Covers twice the eurface of any

other paint.

DIXON'S
Axle Grease

J. G. ALLEN, Ao^ent, 304 Market Street, San Franoisoo, Gal.

DIAMOND DRILLS
THE PACIFIC PROSPECTING CO.

will contract to prospect with Diamond C 're Drill

for minerals, etc, or to bore hilee for ventiift'ioD or

dralnaga Agents for Diamond Drills, Rock Drills, Mining
Machinery and Supplies of all kinds. Diamonds on hand.

Toquiriea and orders promptly attended to. '13 Sansome
street, San fYanclsco, OaL
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The Oldest Quartz Districts.

It is worthy of note that the oMeet qaartz

dUtriofc In Galifornla is to-day the moat proa*

perona and beat-paying one. Tbia apeaka vol-

nmea for the reliability and lasting qaalitiea of

gold minei. It was in 1850, one year after the

diaoovery of plaoera on Wolf creek, that they

began to work gold*bearlng qaartz in Grass

Valley, Nevada oonnty, and thia wu the grst

vork of the kind, not only in California, baton

the Paoifio Goaat of the Uoited States. And

yet to-day, Grass Valley district Is the center

of the gold-qaartz indnatry of California. It

has the beat mills, the best machinery, the

largest number of prodnolng mines, the deepest

mines, and the mine that has paid the largest

namber of oonaecntive dividends In the State.

The progress and development has been steady

and sure, and made In the face of many attract-

ive excitements elsewhere, which have taken

men away; bat the district has kept its reputa-

tion for safe and fairly reliable returns.

The Grass Valley Union says that the reason

for the good reputation of the district is to be

foDud In the adoption of the most improved

methods of amalgamating, concentrating the

salpharets, which were permitted to go to

WMte, the introdnotion of water power and es-

pecially by deep working, which has proven

the reliability and strength of the ore veins.

In early years the workings were saperficial,

and the machinery light, and although remark-

ably pro&table resnlta were in a number of

Instanoes obtained, a want of capital in many

oases prevented the depth of exploitation that

was necessary to make a mine. Later experi-

ence has shown that such properties wonld

have had a profitable life if stronger machinery

and snffioient capital oould have

been commanded, and now there

are very few who donbt that the

district has many unprospected and

undeveloped veins that in coming

years will be known as valuable

- mining properties. A long list of

mines may be named, among which

were and are the Massachusetts

Hilt, Gold Hill, Soadden Flat, Alii-

BOD Kanoh, Eareka, Idaho, Empire

and North Star, that have yielded

many millions of dollars, bat it is

oonsidered not improbable that

other mines now operating or at

present idle will have an equally

prosperons career. The district althoogh

the oldest on the coast is yet yonng in

its possibilities as a gold prodaoer, and

from what has been aocompUshed and

what the future promises, a century

may not exhaust its riches.

A Bryan Mill Plant.

The Bryan roller mill is a modification

of the well*known Chili mill, arranged

for continnous wetcrushiDg. The mill

consists of an annular mortar containing

fixed steel dies arranged in the path of

the three crashing rollers, which, in

the five-foot mill, are 45 Inches in diam-

eter, seven-inch face, and weigh 3050

ponnds each. Their axles are fixed In

them and jonrnaled on a central revolv-

ing table attached to and driven by the

belt pulley, making a very direct appli-

cation of power.

The four-foot mill has a similar ar-

rangement of dies, but smaller rollers,

weighing 1200 pounds each, exolnsive of

the drum, which rests on their periphery,

adding to their weight and driving them

by friotion. The oruehing weight of the

rollers can be Increased as desired by

loading the tank driving.pulley.

These mills, which are made by the

Risdon Iron Works of this oity, have

an unusually large area of screen sur-

face, permitting the free discbarge of pulp

and preventing sliming. Many prefer these

mills to Btamp<*, for the reason that they are

portable and quickly and cheaply erected,

require less power and a less first cost. The

accompanying engraving shows a complete

BLBOTRia TRAM OAR FOR MILLS.

Bryan mill plant arranged for free-milling gold

ores,

An Electric Mill Tramway.

One of the earliest applications of the Thom-

son-Honston motor to tramways is shown in

J'^'k^ I.

m ^aj

^

the accompanying illustration. The tramway

which runs from one building across a bridge,

and the entire length of another building, is

about 800 feet in length, and has a grade of

about three per cent. The single overhead-

wire system is need, the rails serving for the

return current. The duty

of the motor is to trans-

port abpnt four tons. The

success of this installation

is unquestioned, and it has

been clearly shown how
much time and labor can be

saved by the use of snch

tramways in mill work.

Anyone can readily see the

advantage of a narrow

tramway running the entire

length of each floor, by

means of which materials

oan be moved as desired.

Nearly every large mill

is now equipped with a

lighting plant, rendering

it perfectly feasible to de-

vote a portion of the cur-

rent for operating tram-

ways in various parts of

the bnildlng, thereby fa-

cilitating the handling of

materials and supplies at

less expense and labor than

oould be accomplished by

any other method. Around
quartz-reducing plants, an

electric tramway of this

kind wonld be of the great-

est convenienoe.

1
^liBijBflMpawwpipjai^

'^:^r
BRTAN MILL PLANT FOR WORKING GOLD ORES.

The Oaiiiornia World's

Fair Commissioners will

not consider applications

for positions, nor fill any

offices nntil the July meet-

ing In this oity.
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Observations in Colorado and Utah.

Mineral Display at World's Fair.

[WrittOD for the Peebs by Almarin B Paul.]

While letters from tfae varioae Bections of

Oallfornia may be more interesting to your

readers, yet possibly a line from Colorado will

not be devoid of interest. I have now been

here two weeka and have picked up some ideas

among mining men and the various works.

There is one fact that forcibly impresses itself

upon my mind, and that is, Colorado has by all

oddi more advantages for mining capital than

California. The hosels here are continuously

filled with EiBtern and Western capitalists, and
Colorado's proiperity in the past few years has

been quite a loadstone for drawing in much
money lor mining and other investments. It

has forced itself on my mind very strongly that

Cilifornians need not have the " big head " as

regards the point of theirs being the only prep,

ertiea capital should invest in, or that they can

make capital more safe. The fact is, there ia a

great deal of life and enterprise in Denver,

which causes no especial desire to reach oat for

better things elsewhere, eapeclally as regards

real estate and merchandizing. Here are two
very large smelters. When I say that at the

Hill works I counted 30 chimneys, you can form

some idea of the expansiveness of the eatab*

lishmenk. The Grant is also a very large con-

cern.

Tfae mining interest of Colorado is advancing

steadily. Her geld and silver output for 1890

was many millions in excess of California, and
the proBDeots are that 1891 will over-reach

1890. While here I have not only inspected

the large smelters, by courtesy of proprietors,

who gave me unusual advantages, but gave
some attention to the McArthur-Forrest proc-

ess for treating ores by cyanide. This piocesB

was first brought out in Scotland, large works
being operated there; also in New Zealand and
South Africa, The company in Denver, of

whom Senator Tabor is president, Laonard
Gow vice-president and L. L. Wiswall secre*

tary, hold the right for the United States,

This company haa erected a ten*stamp mill

with all the necessary appliances for treating

from 15 to 20 tons per day, and as far aa I have
inveatigftted the process, it is not too much to

say that there is enough reality in it to present

itself very favorably to my mind.
From what I have been shown as to the per

cent obtainable in a very simple way, it is a

system that Callfornians may regard as worthy
of their consideration and as having passed the

experimental stage. I will not undertake to

give any explanation of ii;, as any of your read-

ers can get pamphlets which will fully en-

lighten them by writing to secretary of com-
pany, Tabor Opera-house block, Denver, Col'

orado.
There ia a Board of Brokers here who have

about as mnch jaw and can bellow as load and
quick as the Fine street bulls and bears. Stock
hated on the Board is classified as dividend and
non-dividend stock, and there ia a constant and
satisfactory business done by the Bsard.
The mines listed embrace no Comstook line,

but all localities are operated in, so there is no
aee-saw in their movements *'on the line."

As to mining machinery, I have seen but very
little new—in that GaUforoia is unquestionably
ahead. Notwithstandiug I make the observa
tions I do, it ia justice to.aay that California

to very many is a desirable State to visit and
live in ; fruits, fiowers, and climate are the
main attractiouB.

Now as to Salt Lake, Utah, it haa not so

much to show as Denver. At this time there is

quite a atir about the Daep Creek mines. In

Southern Utah, and many are going hither.

The ore thus far brought in gives good backing
for the tales told of that locality. This mining
stir is stimulating prospecting in other aections,

and the prospects are that Utah will go ahead
rapidly from now on, from the simple fact that
from now on there is going to be more bullion
produced. The farmer, merchant, commercial
man or real estate operator seldom gives a

thought to the mining interest. He *' wants
nothing to do with mining," but where would
they be if there should be a stoppage of the
production of the precious metals? There is a
general interest, in both Colorado and Utah, in

their mineral exhibit for the World's Fair, and
now while I think of It, what is California pro-
posing to do? Of the $300,000 appropriated
by the State, how much is going to be set aside
for the mineral exhibit? It is not to be eup-
poaed that the meager appropriation to the
Mining Bureau is to make the exhibit as well
as run that Institution. The miners of Cali-
fornia want to demand their share of the State's
appropriation, or let the making of an exhibit
have the go-by.
The mining interest haa been imposed upon

by the Granges and railroad landed interest
long enough and unless they see to (t, all of the
"grand display" will be more largely in the
interest of land manipulators. The Mining
Bureau, ia the proper institution, in connection
with a few representative mining men from
every mining county of the State to have
charge of oolleoting, and making the mineral
exhibit of the State. Not less than $50,000
of the State's appropriation ehonld be devoted
to the mineral exhibit,aDd what there la lacking
over that the mining counties would appropriate.
It ia advisable to have this question of how
mach is to be set aside for the Mining Depart-
ment settled aa soon as possible, for then min-
ers oftu see if there is to be an^ ^nooaragemept

for them to go ahe:^d for a grand display. The
mining element is in no very especial good mood
for booming the general landed interest,and an>

less there is a spirit of liberality shown, there

will be no effort made to display the vast

wealth stored in our mountains. These senti-

ments are simply the echo of what I pick up on
the wayside. Colorado is going to lead off in

the mineral display, and to equal her California

has got to do her best. The fact is, if California

really tries, Bhe can have the most attractive

display if not the largest, and this will be so

from the fact that more gold would glitter in

her display along with her variety of baser

metals, building atones, etc., etc, Aa I view
it (from past experience) there is no time to fool

away in getting to work for the fair, so let the

powers that be, say how much of the $300,000
appropriation is to be set one aide for the mineral

display. Taking the new discoveries, the out-

put of silver in Colorado and Utah, which lat-

ter will exceed her last year's product in silver

largely, there ia going to be too muoh ailver for

the gold product of the country ualeaa some
big gold find comes to the rescue.

There is no doubt in my mind but gold prop-

erties will soon be more in demand than for

many years in the past. There is do discount

on gold and there is no such thing aa balanoiog

the two metale when the product of ailver is

much in excess of gold. More gold mines must
be worked to do it.

Academy of Sciences.

At the recent meeting of the California of

the Academy of Soienoes the whole Bi&S. of

teachers of the Laland Stanford, Jr., Univers-

ity were proposed for membership, as follows:

Prof. D, S Jordan, President of the University;

Prof. C. H. Gilbert, Prof. W. H. Campbell,
Prof. 0. P. Jenkins. Dr. J. G, Bramba, Prof,

Joseph Swayne, Prof. H. B. Gale, Prof. C. F.

Marks, Prof. G. M. Eichardson and Prof, F. S.

Fritz.

Prof. Girl Lamholz, who achieved fame by
hiB account of life among the Australasian can-

nibals, read an interesting account of hla ex-

plorationa in the Sierra Madres of the State of

Chihuahua. He thought it the richest country

on the North American continent for arcbseolog*

ical research. He related something of his dia-

coveriea in the botanical line, and stated that

be had found imbedded in clay a huge horn of

some gigantic epecles of bison now extinct—so

large that it had to be sawed into three sections

to be removed.
G. P. Rexford read a paper on "Some Indian

Hieroglyphics at Swansea, Inyo County, Cal."

Hia account of these curioua examples of plc>

ture carving on the rocks was illustrated with
some capital photographs.

E. J. Molera read a paper on Gen. Y. Banez,
who had been Preeldent of the International

Board of Weights and Measures.

Electric Transmission of Power.

The Coear d'Alene Company of Idaho have
under construction a power plant which, con-
sidering its extent and the variety of work to

be operated, will be one of the most Important
installations of a mining character yet made.
The plant la located on Canyon Creek about

1^ miles from the mill and mine of the company
and consiata of two 225 horse-power EdiBOn gen-
erators driven by Pelton wheels running under
690 ft. head. The mill machinery will be run
by an SO horsepower motor belted direct to

the main shaft. The compressor will be run
by a 60 horse power motor belted to fly wheel

;

the hoist will also be run by a 60 horse-power
motor geared direot to present driving shaft.

The pump located on the 500 ft. level will be
run by an SO horse-power motor geared direct.

The entire plant has been planned to connect
with the machinery already in use now operated
by steam. It Is expected that the operating
expenses of the company will be reduced full

50 per cent when the new power station is in

running order.

SiSDiNG Samples,—Two of the most promi-
nent ore-samplers in Colorado have just been
detected in one of the most extensive steals
ever made from a mining company in the
Aspen section of the country. They were
handling 100 tons of ore daily of the Compro-
mise Mining Company and about as much more
in the aggregate from other small companies.
Their method of robbing the producers was by
putting sand in the sample that was divided,
half to be returned to the mine-ownere and half
to be assayed at the sampler, by which means
they largely reduced the percentage of lead and
silver in the sample and ran it high in silica,

making the cost of treatment much greater.
By putting the same amount of sand in both
samples, the assay of the mining company's
ohemiBt always tallied with that of the aeaayerB
at the sampler. Then they would make out a
statement to the smelters, after settling with
the Compromise Mining Company, to corre-
spond with the real value of the ore. In this
way in a few months they swindled this mining
company out of $30,000, and when caught in
the act of putting the sand in the sample con-
fessed toall their peculations.

Peof. Barxard of the Lick Observatory haa
rediscovered WoU's periodic comot. This ia

the first return of the comet to its perihelion,
and its reappearance hag been looked forward
to with great t^terea^t

Dealing in Silver Bullion.

The bulk of the ailver product of the United

States oomes from a number of large smelting

works, some of which are the property of and

are operated in connection with the mines from

which the ore they treat is raised. The largest

concern of this kind In the United States Ib,

however, independent, purchasing ore at vari-

ous mines, the general prooesa being to buy

ore on an assay value of the precious metals it

contains. After treatment in the smelter, the

silver bullion comes out in a form known as

commercial bars. These are generally large

oblong slibs of mstal, weighing on the average

1000 onncea. Of course other supplies to a

limited extent faraiah part of the bullion dealt

in the New York market, such as the melting

down of old silver or of foreign coin. But the

bulk of the supply, as already stated, is the

product of the smelting and reduction works of

the country. A ailver market per bo doea not

exist. The silver product of the oonntry, or at

least 90 odd per cent of it, paaies through the

hands of a few firms and banks in New York
and San Francisco, which possess the experi-

ence and the facilitiea for handling it, and
which make a specialty of the bcsIneeB, There
are probably not a dozen establishments en-

gaged in it to any extent, and three or four

houses it may be confidently stated, monopolize

the greater portion of the trade. Silver is oon-

signed by smelting and mining companies to

the bullion dealers or to the few banks which
attend to this kind of business, who dispose of

it in the market, sell it to the Government,
ship It abroad or buy it themselves, and act as

agents or the consignees for the prinaipala.

Commercial bare averaiilog about 1000

ounces each are nsually .999 fine ; that is to

aay, tranaactiona in them are made upon that

basis, and bullion shipped from the well known
melterB is accepted as of that fineness, which
corresponds to the United States coinage stand-

ard. A certain number of bars are sent to the

Assay Office and converted into United States

assay bars, rather thin bricks of silver weighing

about 200 ounces each, bearing the United
States Assay Office stamp of weight and fine-

ness. These are in demand for commercial
purposes; silTeremiths and others prefer them
on account of the guarantee of fineness. Silver

bullion shipped to Eorope, however, is usually

taken in the form of commercial bars. They
are simply carted to steamships and placed in

the treasure' room for transport, it being very

unusual to pack ailver bullion with the same
care that is bestowed upon Ita more precioua

fellow, gold. Commercial bars ala6 form the

bulk of the stock held at New York against

whioh silver bullion certificates are Issued.

The bullion held against these certificates ia

considered as 1000 fine, although it is the prac-

tice to tranapose the figurea, 1000 ounces of

ailver ,999 fine being repreaented by 999 ouncea

1000 fine. The price of silver in the market
represents the figures at which it can actually

be sold, either for export or commercial pur-

poses, it being the selling quotation of leading

bullion dealers. Until recently, of course, the

price was fixed in New York by parity, at cur-

rent rates of exchange, with the price in Lon-

don, The London quotation Itself is made in

the Bame way, the bullion market there being,

in fact, the transactions and figures of a few
houBes and banks which make a specialty of

such business, dependent of course, on rates of

India exchange, the relative advantage of Bhlp>

ping silver to the East in place of remitting

exchange, and the demand for coinage purposes

from India, China, or European countries. It

is to be observod that the Eagllsh standard of

fineness for silver is .925 fine, so that American
prices represent an allowance for this difference

of ,075 in fineness, as well as for the rate of

exchange, which may vary from day to day.

—

Bradslrett.
"

Steps to CntcaLATE Silver,—The first of

the stepB contemplated by Secretary Foster for

getting the subsidiary coin now in the Treas*

nry Into circulation were taken May 1, when
the following notice, signed by United States

Treasurer Nebeker, was prepared at the Treas-

ury Department, and will be sent to the banks
and bankers throughout the United States:
*' The coinage of standard silver dollars author-

ized by the Act of February 28, 1878, has been
diflcontinued by the Act of July 14, 1890. The
Treasurer finds it Inconvenient to furnish them
otherwise than in the redemption of ailver cer-

tificates or treasury notes, but will forward

silver half-dollars, qnarterdollars or dimes to

any address free of cost for transportation, by

express. In sums of $200 or more, or by mail,

in packages of $70, in exchange for any other

kind of money deposited in the Treasury or

any sub-Treasury or depositary bank. Remit-
tances for this purpoee will be received by the

Treasurer and Assistant Treasurers in the form

of drafts on any bank or banker in Washing-
ton, New York, Boston, Philadelnhia, Biltl*

more, Cincinnati, Chicago, St. Louis, New
Orleans or San Francisco,"

George H Phillips will probably beiCapt.

Hillman's sncceesor as Inspector of Boilers here.

His appointment has been recommended to

the Secretary of the Treasury by the

Board of Examiners, Mr, Phillips is at pres-

ent superintendent of the Pacific Coast Steam-

ship Co., and is a thoroughly experienoed man,

Gutting Timber on Public Lands.

It May Be Done for Certain PurpoBes.

Commissioner Carter of the General Land
Office, with the approval of Secretary Noble

has issued to registrars and receivers an im*

portant circular letter of instruotlons whioh
shall govern in carrying into effect the aectiona

oF the General Land Act of March 3, 1891, re-

lating to the cutting of timber from publfa
landa. These sections only apply to the States
of Colorado, Montana, Idaho, North Dakota.
Wyoming and Nevada, the Territory of Utah
and the District of Alaska.
The important features of the circular are as

follows: *• Settlers upon public lands, miners,
farmers and other bona fide residents in either
of the Statep, District or Territory named in
this Act, who have not a sufficient supply of
timber on their own claims or landa for fire-

wood, fencing or building purpoaes, or for nec-
essary use in developing the mineral or other
natural resources of the lands owned or occu-
pied by them, are permitted to procure timber
from the public lands strictly for the purposes
enumerated in this section, but not for the sale

or disposal or use on other lands or by other
persons; but this section shall not be construed
to give the right to out timber on any appro-
priated or reserved public landa, and the Secre-
tary of the Interior reaervea the right to pre-
scribe and revoke such privileges.

"Persons, firms or corporations who desire
to out timber from the public lands for the pur-
poses of merchandise, or for any other use
whatsoever other than as defined in Bections

2, 3 and 4 of these regulations, must first sub-
mit an application therefor to the Secretary of

the Interior, designating the landa by Bectiona,

township and range, if surveyed, and if not
surveyed ddBcrlblng the land by natural bonnd-
aries, and the estimated number of acres there-
in. They must also define the character of the
land and the kinds of trees or timber growing
thereon, giving an estimate as to the quantity
of each kind, stating which particular kind or
kinds they desire authority to cut or remove,
and the specified purpose or purposea for which
the timber or product thereof are required.
The application must be sworn to and witnesBsd
by not less than four reliable and responsible
citizens of the State, District or Territory in

which the land is situated, and who reside in

the locality of the particular land described.
The petitioner or petitioners should alpo submit
with the application such evidence as can be
procured to conclusively show that the preserva-
tion of trees or timber on the land described Is

not required for the public good, but that ita

use as lumber or other produce, and for the
purposes named in the appUoation, Ib a public
neceasity, and if deemed for the public interest
the desired permlaaion will be granted.
"In order that farmera who desire to have

forests preserved in the interest of a water sup-

ply for Irrigation, and all others having adverse
Interests, may have due notice of such applica-

tion, the parties making application shall

cause to be published, at least once a week for

three consecutive weeks, In a newspaper of

general oirculatlou In the State, District or
Territory, and also in a newspaper In the coun>
ty, or, where there is more than one county, Id

in each of the counties wherein the lands are

situated, and a printed copy of the published
notices must be submitted with the application,

together with the affidavits of the publisher or

foreman of each newspaper attached thereto,

showing the same was successively inserted the
requisite number of times and the dates thereof.

"The cutting or removing of any timber
from the publio lands described In the applioa-

tlon by or for the applicant, before his author-
ity haa been officially granted by the Secretary
of the Interior, will render the party so offend-

ing liable to prosecution for treapasa and Bub-

ject hia application to rejection.

"Sawmill owners, lumber-dealers and othere,

who in any manner cause or procure timber to

be cut or removed from any public lands in vio-

lation of law, or these rules and reglations,

whether directly or by men In their employ, or

indirectly through contract or by purchase, are

equally guilty of trespass with individuAla who
actually cut or remove such timber and are

alike liable to oriminal prosecution.

"

Breyfogle,

The Chloride Bell says : It is said that the

men already at the Breyfogle mines take out

enough gold from their placer claims to enable

them to pay wages to new arrivals to work In

their quartz claims.
By wagon road the Breyfogle mine is 200

miles from Candelaria, The road is a good
one, water being within a day's journey in all

cases exceptiog between Amagoeia and Ash
Meadows, a distance of 55 miles, where It la

necessary to pack it.

Southward the star of Empire takes its way.
Breyfogle continues to draw restless spirits

from Candelaria and other adjacent towna.
Sheriff Bob Stewart came in from State Line

to-day. He informa ua that L. J. Hanchett re-

turned from Breyfogle the early part of the

week and ia enthusiastic over the new discov-

eries. He will at once remove the Stewart mllli

three miles from Lida, to the scene of the new
discoveries, Mr. Haochett will return to

Breyfogle the coming week.
Now for the other side. Hank Malone and

S. B, Fuller of Tale Canyon also returned from
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BreyfoKle. Tbejr report the new dlacovetUi to

b»Te been ^lOiely exiigfjerated, and deoUro that

at preefnt there ia nothing there to induce the
niih. However, fta there la minerftl all over
the oonntry, they concede that some of the
nomeroai prospeotora are liable to make ioi'

portank dlaooverlea at any time.

Gas Treatment for Insects.

Oalifornla can claim oredtt for the auftgeation

•ad practical development of many insecticides

and inaectloidal apparatna. Perhaps the most

itiiklog i> the treatment of large treea with

galea for the destraotion of scale Insects. This

treatment la now being largely ascd for scales

Infesting oitroa frait treea In the soothern part
of the State. Wo have from time to time pub-
lished information on this point and illostrated

iome of the devices employed for bringing the
polsonoas vapors directly to bear upon the
scales. We give herewith a very oomplete ar-

rangemeot for eooloiing trees in tents in which
the gas is generated—two tents being em-
ployed to save time, because while one tent Is

being filled with the gas the other can be ad-
jnated upon another tree. The engravings are

Minerals in the Big Horn Mountains.

The opening of the Crow reservation, says
the Montana Mining Journal^ restores to the
pobllo domain all the moantalnous land in the
Big Horn mountains, west of the Big Horn
river, and this will be open to the prospector

A Virgin Field for Prospeotors.

There have been no rich placer fields disccq-

ered since 1S6S. In the IS years that Inter-

veocd between the first excitement In Califor-

nia and the last excitement in Montana, Idaho
nd British Columbia, thoneands of prospect-

aoon as the west boundary of the Crow reserve ors who bad Uained their calling in the gold-
la surveyed and marked, as provided In the law. fields of California used pick, shovel and pan
So far none of the precious metals have been on every creek and bar on the Paoifio Coast,
fonnd in the mountains ceded, though there are and the fact that no digginga of oonacqnenoe
tales and rumors of some rich gold leads on the have been discovered In late years Is pretty
north sidoof them. Gold has been fonnd In good proof that their searoh was a close one,
placers and lodes on the head of Tongue river i and that they did not run over the ground
laet year, and oo doobt a namber of people
will visit that looality thiBeprioi^ as soon as the
anow will permit them to proepeot for the
preuiouB met&ld. These mouDtaiDa have Dever
besD orospected in a thoroagh manner. In
1864, Btidger led ft train, whloh was accom-
panied by a number of men who came to seek
their fortnaee Id MontaDa, to Virginia City,
and stopped in the Big Horn Baaln, on the
west aide of the Big Horn moontalna, several
weeks to recrait, and wtiile there, Mitch
Boayer, a famous scout, afterward killed with
Custer, led a party of prospeotora aoross the

Tradition la that old Mexico was thoroughly
prospected for gold and silver quart;c ages ago,
the result of the prospecting being the discov-
ery of mines that were worked for centuries.
The prospecting must have been thoroagh, for,
although visitpd by many of the most noted
prospectors of America, no finds of importance
have been announced of late years. What is

true of Old Mtxioo In- iu a great measure, be-
coming true of the United Spates. Although
the mining industry in the Republio to the
south shows no signs of exhaustion, It will be
admitted by all observing men that the field for

SIDE AND FRONT APPARATUS TREATMENT FOR KILLING SCALE INSECTS.

trom the 1890 report of the State Board of

Horticulture and represent the apparatus butlt

by S. W. Preble of Tustin City, Orange Co.,

Cal,, and Is used in his orange grove. The
meaaurementa were taken on the spot by J. A.
Shilling, and, in connection with the drawings,
should convey a full idea of the construotion of

the device. The scale is ^ inch to ] foot. The
apparatus, attended by two men, worked most
perfeotly in all Its parts.

In the figures the lettering is thus explained:
A. Wagon. B. Tents (2). G, Main yard.
D. Mast. E. Crostbars (2). F. Liddor.
O. Mast stays (6). H. Main yard trnaa (2).

a. Trail boards (8), to bottom edge of tence,

b. Guide Unf^s (S), one-half inch diameter to
trail boards, 30 teet each. c. Six-inch blocks

(2), double sheave, for hoisting tente. d. Four-
inch blocks (20), single aheave, for hoistiog
trail boards, e. Belaying pins (4), palvanized
Iron, to fasten ropes. /. Main ropes (2), tbrt'e-

quarters iooh diameter, for hoisting tents, 190
feet eaoh, g. Trail ropes (8), for hoisting sides

of tpntf, one-half inch diameter, 120 feet each,

h. Hope thimbles (32), one-half inch diameter,
galvanized iroo, for trail ropes of teats, i. Six-

inch sheaves (2), brass, in main yard, for hoist-

ing tents, h. Five-inch sheaves (6), brass, In

main yard, for hoisting tents.

The nrooess of generating the hydrocynanlc
gas to fill the tents to destroy the ecnle and the

duration of exposure necessary to kill the in-

sects, eto,, has already been published in our
columns.

Watch Factory.—Articles of incorporation
of the San Jose Watch Company have been
filed at San Jose with a capital of $350,000.

The company has bought the Otay Watoh
factpry plant and will locate it at Alviso, Santa
Clara oouuty.

mountains, who panned the streams In the
mountains as well as those which issue from
them and run Into the Little Big Horn and Big
Horn rivers. While they found gold every-
where, in no place was the dirt rich enough to

induce the party to encounter the danger from
the Indians, which at that time was very great,

by remaining to work the richer ground.
The greater portion of these mountains being

on the Crow reservation, has kept them from
being prospected in recent years. The people,

or, rather, a few of them, along Tongue river

have done some prospecting, and some lodes

have been found, but they have never been
systematioally worked, and their value is not
known. The difficulty of proopeotlng these

mountains is great. They are abrupt, and the
walls of nearly all the streams form box can-

yons, the larger of which are hnndreds, and in

some instances, thousands of feet deep, and
which can only be entered at a few places. One
of the greatest of these is the Black canyon,
which is some 25 miles long and empties into

the Big Horn river, some 10 miles south of the
mouth of the Big Horn canyon. To this there
are but two or three entrances, and these very
rough and difficult. This canyon follows the
line between Montana and Wyoming, and
some time will be soagbt by tourists as one of

the celebrated places in the mountains. Now
that gold has been found In paying quantities

in these mountains, and some 60 miles of them
opened to the prospector, we'ahall be surprised
if some good camps are not located in them in

the next five years.

The eupervisors have refused to grant the
California Electric Improvement Oo. a fran-
chise for the erection of poles, wires, etc., in
this city, the object being to prevent any more
poloB from being pat up.

the surface prospector ia becoming less in ex-
tent each year.

Nevada, the alma mater of the quartz proa-

proapeotor, has been aa thoroughly prospected
for quartz as California, the alma mater of the
placer prospector, has been for placer ground,
and a rich quartz find In the one would be aa

surprising as a rich placer find in the other.
Colorado is fast bpooming like Nevada, Mon-
tana, Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico and Ari-
zona are no longer virgin fields. While Idaho
and Washington have still small areas unpros-
peoted, the veteran prospector does not take
kindly to the general mineral oharaoteristios of
thf^ latter, and hopes for little from the former.
There is but one region on the Pacific Coast

.left untrod by these pioneers of an industry
that has doDc so much to upbuild an empire in

the West. That region extends from the inter-

national boundary line north to the 60th degree
of latitude—^a distance of fully 700 miles—with
a breadth of from 200 to 300 miles. That this

region remains virgin is beoausft of the foolish

saying, oft repeated, that there is no mineral
north of the international boundary line, taken
in connection with the idea that the laws of

British Columbia are illiberal and unfair. The
discovery of vast mineral wealth in the Koot-
enay Lake countrv disproves the foolish saying,
and the laws of British Columbia need only to

be examined to prove that they are not only
liberal to the prospector but fair and just to all

law-abiding people. In no country on earth Is

life and property more safe than in British
Columbia; and no people are more tolerant on
polit'cal questionp.

—

British Columbia Mintr.

Immkrsed in Molten Metal.—But few
men, says the Taooma Qlohe have ever fallen

into a r^ot of molten m^tal and escaped with a

few trifling barns, yet John Adama of Taooma

did It the other night. He is an employe of
the Ryan smelter, working on the night shift,
and it ia only thrcogh great presence of mind
that he was not burned to death. By some
misstep ho lost his balance and started to fall
headlong into an immense pot of molten metal.
Aa be fell he caught the rim of the pot, and
althoQgh he was immersed almost to his armpits,
he drew himself out, and with almost super-
human effort threw himself into an adjoining
pot filled with cold water. Some of bis fellow-
workmen saw him oast himself into the second
pot, and rushing to bis assistance, rescued him.
Hie hands were badly burned, but otherwise
he had hardly a scar on him. The secret of
hla escape was that he had on heavy woolen un-
derwear and outer clothing, and before it bad
been burned through, Adamfl was In the pot of
cold water.

(jum in Ramie Fiber.

The recent discasslons of ramiegrowlog and
fiber extraction have had allusions to the gum
in the fiber as it ia removed from the stem of
the plant and the necessity of its removal.
There has been inquiry as to the proportionv of
raw fiber to stem, of nngummed fiber to raw
fiber, etc., in California grown and treated
samples of ramie. Some assaya of ramie have
recently been made at the Experiment Station
laboratory in Berkeley, concernlDg which we
have secured from Prof. Hilgard the following
preliminary facts, which will no doobt be pre-
sented in more formal shape in some future
Station publication.

The samples of ramie used in the investiga-
tion were (1) raw fiber decortioatedby machine
during the last Mechanics' Fair in this city;
(2) a "ample worked by hand for comparison at
the Uoiversity. The following are outline re-
sults of the assays:

Machine-made fiber from S. F. contained :

Moisture (dried at 100"* C) j2.on %Gum
.^ 34.00 •'

Ramie air dried and worked in Berkeley by hand :

Moisture (dried at 100° C) 11 17 V
Whole bark

! . . . lai 20 -

Fiber (raw with gum) .15.90 "
Fiber (pure without gum) ,1 j.oo "

Whole bark (air dried) contained :

Cuticle 25.00 "
Decorticated 5ber 7S-Oo "
Gum (contained in above) 41-50 "

Fiber decorticated by hand :

Contained gum 30.80 "

The above data show that the estimate here-
tofore made of 15 per cent of raw fiber from
the dry stalks is a conservative one; and the
fact that the percentage of moisture in the
stalks and in the raw fiber ia practically the
same, shows that the same ratio will hold out
in the drier air of the interior of the State,
although, of course, both stalk and fiber
will weigh several per cent leas in absolute
measure.

It ts also seen that about 79 per cent of the
entire stalk is recovered in the form of trash,
available for return to the soil; to which will
be added five or six per cent of oflfal, consiet-
Ing of the outer skin (outicule) of the bark and
of gum mechanically detached in the process
of decortication. The value of this ofiFai

as a return to the soil Is now being investi-
gated.

The two last columns give a good idea of the
large proportion of gnm contained in the outer
coat of the stalk, being nearly 42 ppr oent in
the " whole bark," and from 30 to 35 per oent
in^the '•decorticated " fiber. The smaller per-
centage found in the sample treated at the
University is doubtless due to the raw fiber
having been worked (by hand) in the driest
condition possible, while the machine worked
in the damp air of San Francisco, renders the
gum less brittle and therefore detaches less of
it than will be the case in the dry air of the
San Joaquin valley.

Assay Office and Chemical Laboeatoky.—
After nearly 15 years' steady service in the po-
sition of chief of the ore-assay and analvtloal
department In the house of Thomas Price & Co.,
Mr. J. T. Evans has severed his oonnection
therewith and haa opened an nesay office and
hboratorv at roomi 46 and 47 Montgomery
Block. Here Mr. Evans proposes to devote
himself to the following lines of work: Aesay
of ores for gold and silver, lead, copper, iron,
tin, zinc, mercury, antimony, etc. Analyses
of ores, minerals, metals and their alloyf,
waters, soils, clays, lime, mortars and cements,
fertilizers, coal, natural gas, tanning materials,
alcoholic liqnors, baking powders, carbonate
of soda, borates, waste products, paints, oils,

dyes, coloring matter, eto. He will make also
analyses appertaining to medical chemistry, and
examinations of drugs, chemioala and food, to
ascertain their purity. Mr. Evans is a skillful

and experienced man, and deperves a fair por*
tion of the patronage of the interested pablio.

Very Kioh Rock,—Sam Boston and his

partner not long aioce pounded oat In a hand-
mortar a large candle box full of ore from their

mine fn Silver City, from which they extracted
over $1200 worth of gold. The residue was
then thrown in an amalgamating pan to enrich
lower grade ore.

A Deposit of $150,000 has been made in

Viotoris. B. C, as the first payment of a total

sum of $1,500,000 offered for the purchase of
f'he Silver King mine on Toad mountatn, Weat
Kootenai,
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The following Ib mostly condensed from journals published
in the Interior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.

Amador.
Sutter Creek.—Cor. Amador Ledger May 9:

Since ray last, operations at the Nortb Slar have

come tb a sudden standstill. How long the sus-

pension will be is hard to say. The developments
have been discouraging for some lime, but the

stockholders have kept up the assessments in the

face of all discouraKeraents, and deserve great credit

for their pluck and enterprise, for they are mostly

poor men. The general opinion among those in-

terested is that they should drift in some other di-

rection, and perhaps sink, as there is absolutely

nothing in sight to justify going any farther. As
the bond of the property expires in June, it was not

considered advisable to undertake further develop-

ment without first securing an extension of the bond.

After a number of propositions were discussed, one
seemed to strike the directors favorably, namely,

that the owners were willing to grant an extension

of the bond for five years, on condition that in the

event of striking ore one-third of the gross proceeds

shall be applied to the purchase price until the en-

tire price, $27,000 is paid. Papers were drawn up
to this effect, but after a more mature consideration

of the matter, a majority of the directors refused to

sign the agreement, claiming that it would be more
just to allow the net proceeds to go toward the pur-

chase price. This the owners refused. So the mat-

ter stands at present. There will be another meet-

ing of the directors in June, when all differences

may be adjusted and operations resumed. The
lessees of the Lincoln, who became discouraged on

account of the ground caving in consequence of the

heavy rains, have re-organized, and started to work
again with renewed energy. They are busy fixing

up the mill, and in a few days the stamps will be
ready to drop. They have found a new stratum of

ledge matter, which prospects well, and feel con-

fident of a good run this summer. R. C. Downs and
company are running a tunnel into their gravel claim

at Humbug hill,and expect to strike pay gravel at an

early date. At the Mahoney work is progressing as

rapidly as possible. The rock that lay on the dump
has been all run through the mill, and carpenters

are busy repairing, and putting everything in good
order. Miners are at work repairing the tunnel

leading to Where they expect to get their pay dirt.

In another week I hope to report the mill in activity.

North Star.—hm2Aox Dispatch, May 9: The
North Star mine company has ceased operations for

good. The original shareboldtrs and the improve-

ment could not come to terras about the extension of

time. They have already begun to tear up the track

iron that is in the drifts and tunnels; all the improve-

ments will be moved as soon as possible. The
closing of this mine throws quite a number of men
out of employment.

Calaveras.
Hallock.—il/A Echo. May 7: A free gold or

battery test of ore taken from the Pioneer, or Hal-
lock mine, situated near this town, was recently

made, the yield of which was $39.38 per ton. Tests
of the sulphurets have also been made which have
proved highly satisfactory to the company. The new
ao-stamp mill, now in course of construction on this

mine, will soon be completed.

Contra Costa.
The Lime Quarry.—Contra Costa Gazette^

May 9: In the earlier days, that is to say, some
30 years ago, the lime quarry near the present site of

Concord was successfully worked by a pioneer resi-

dent, Frank Such, and a considerable quantity of

lime was burned by him and shipped by way of the
creek to San Francisco. He was succeeded by Mr.
Gibson, and after him if our memory is correct a
party named Allen continued the business for a

while. But, as was understood at that time, it

competed too sharply with the Santa Cruz product,
and the quarry was leased in the interest of the
latter and closed down. The term of the lease ex-
pired some years ago, but no one has seemed" dis-

posed to go into the business of lime burning.
Some three or four months ago a gentleman ap-
peared in Martinez and made inquiries for lime rock.

He was cited to the old lime quarry, and stated his

intention of visiting the spot. Nothing was heard
of him afterward, but now that Mr. Wm.
Cavanagh has a contract to deliver a large quantity
of rock from this quarry to the Selby Smelting
Works, this may be the outcome of his visit. The
transportation facilities now make it the most con^
venient point from which to obtain the needed
supply, and after the long rest we are glad to note
the resumption of operations.

El Dorado.
Milling Ore.—Georgetown Gazette, May, 9:

Armstrong & Ritchie have evidently got the boss
mine of milling ore. They have been running in

on their large ledge steadily for the past month, and
every foot of progress has shown a fine grade of

milling ore, and now so well satisfied are they with
the permanency and extent of the ore that they have
determined to equip the mine with a good mill and
work it themselves. The mine is not for sale, as the
parties command sufficient capital. They have
about 400 feet of backs from Dark Canyon where
they have started the tunnel. They have an abund-
ance of timber and can run the works at a small
cost. All who have seen their developments, say
that they have got a big thing.

Invo.
Big Pine.—Inyo Ind^, May 9: The little ham

let has other assurances of future prosperity and
greatness from the assurance of the immediate suc^

cess of a number of mining projects in this vicinity,

Mr, John Quillan, who has been associated with
Andy Fife of Sylvania notoriety in the development
of the mineral resources of Inyo for some time, ac-
companied by Mr. J. C. Webber of Bodie, is off
for the Montezuma mine, intending to sack and ship
several carloads of ore from this celebrated property.
On our side of the river mining industries at Fish
Springs are looking up. The old arrastras are run-
ning in full blast, and Mr. Dan Trussell hopes to
have his new one soon under the influence of a
mountain stream.

Nevada.
W. Y. O. D. Mine.—Grass Valley Union, May

10; The W. Y. O. D. mine will declare a dividend

(No. 3) for the current month, amounting to S^soo.
The company has just had a return from the Selby
Smelting Works ot a lot of sulphurets, which gave a
net result of $250 per ton, the gross product being
over $300 per ton. Preparations for building the
company's new ten-stamp mill is making progress.

The machinery and a portion of the lumber is on
the ground. The building of the roill and other
contemplated improvements on the surface will re-

quire some months for completion.
California.— Grass Valley Union, May 7:

Some fine looking ore has been taken out of the

shaft of the California mine, on Deadman's Flat,

since the pumping has been going on, and the same
quality of ore shows in the levels that have been
drained. The water in the shaft has been lowered
200 feet, and the water will soon all be out. It is

the intention then to open up the lower level, and
have a test crushing of the quartz. From the ap-

pearance of the vein as already exposed it looks as

if it would give good milling returns.

New Enterprise.— r/(/zff^j, May 7: Gold
Flat, in Nevada City district, is shortly to be the

scene of raining operations that are confidently ex-

pected to develop a valuable property. The pro-

moters of the enterprise are well-known Grass
Valleyans, including John Glasson, John Skewes of
the North Banner mine, T. J. Michell, John M.
Thomas and others. Articles of incorporation will

be filed in a few days. These gentlemen have
bonded four claims or ledges, all of which can be
worked through one shaft. These claims are the

Mohican, Bruce Lee, Gold Flat and Potosi; and
the Bruce Lee shaft, between 200 and 250 feet in

depth, has been selected on which to erect the

plant, which will be economically operated by
water-power. All of these ledges have paid good
wages to water level and under the most indifferent

—not to use a stronger word—management. The
Bruce Lee and Potosi are north and south ledges,
pitching east, while the Mohican and Gold Flat are
east and west ledges, pitching south. The ad-
vantages for working all four through a central

shaft will readily be appreciated by mining men.
The country rock is slate, as in the Grass Valley
district. The capital stock of the new company
will be 100,000 shares, of which the old company
{owner or owners of the claims named) retain

49, coo and the new company 51,000 shares. It is

proposed to place 30,000 shares on the market at

25 cents a share, to be paid in three installments-
two of to cents and one of 5 cents per share. The
capital thus realized will be devoted to the erection
of a plant and the development of the property.
Central North Star Co.—Grass Valley Union,

May 6: The Central North Star Mining Co. which
was recently incorporated, whose location is on the
south portion of New York Hilt, has commenced pre-
parations to open the mine. The first work that will

be done will be the cleaning out of the adit level,

which is 400 feet in length, the mouth of which is

on Wolf creek, a short distance above the Omaha
mill. This level strikes the vein which is ten inches
in width, at a vertical depth of 200 feet below the
surface. It is the intention when the level is put in
shape to erect machinery on the surface and sink a
shaft on the vein connecting with the end of the
level. This vein has given good prospects, and the
new company intends to open up the mine in good
shape. James Bennallack has been appointed super-
intendent.

Gold Point Mine.—There is a probability of
the Gold Point mine soon being started up to con-
duct operations regularly. The vein is large, from
two to two and one-half feet, and can be cheaply
worked. The last crushing from the mine gave a
yield of $14 to the ton.

Placer.
The Hogsback Closed.—Placer Republican,

May 6; The Hogsback mine has closed down tem-
porarily, probably for a year. The cause attributed
is that the company will reorganize, and the ab-
sence of some of the members from Paris necessi-
tates such a long delay. The gravel in the channel
is very rich, but its paucity in quantity has caused
the yield of gold so far to be comparatively small.
The Red Point drift mine some ten miles farther
down the divide is paying satisfactory dividends
monthly. The company has over 27,000 linear feet
of channel which insures dividends for many years
to come. The old Hidden Treasure is still on the
list as a good paying mine. A large force of men
is constantly employsd drifting out the vast deposit
of white quartz gravel. Underlying all this section
of the divide are many "ancient river beds, but
only a few have been discovered and developed.
Michigan Bluff has been rather dull for some time
past, but a new era of prosperity is about to dawn,
for the Deadwood district only a few miles above
here is getting to be a lively camp. Outside capital
is being invested and the mines are looking pros-
perous. At the Paragon and May Flower mines
active work is being prosecuted and regular divi-
dends are a result. Other properties in their vicin-
ity are being worked, mostly for the purpose of de-
velopment.

Shasta.
A Good Mine.—Redding Free Press, May 9:

The Gladstone mine, formerly owned by Osborne,
Morrell & Cummings, and which was sold to the
present owners, has turned out to be one of the best
paying mines in the county. Under the new man-
agement the mine has been opened up in a system,
atic manner. Good and adequate machinery has
been put in and every labor-saving device known to
mining has been made use of. Not long since, on
a run of 21 days, $14,000 was shipped to S. F., and
last week, after a run of 30 day?, $28,000 was
cleaned up—almost $1000 per day. And still there
is an abundance of good ore on hand. The French
Gulch district, in which the Gladstone is located,
has been very productive of gold in the past, and
the future seems bright and promising.

Sierra.
A ^Rosv^ai:.—Mountain Messenger^ May 9: The

company sinking the shaft opposite the mouth of
"Nigger " Canyon reached the bedrock at a depth
of 94 feet, and found a prospect. The shaft was
sunk not to work through, but simply to test the
ground for gold and depth. An exploring tunnel
will now be pushed off at the bottom of the shaft,
and if developments are satisfactory, a tunnel will
be run to tap the channel at its lower end. It is
quite evident that the South Fork once ran in the
channel where the shaft is sunk, and that an im-
mense land-slide came from the hill to the North,
forcmg the river out of its then bed and forming
what is now Foumier's Flat.

Extension.—Superintendent Meikle, of the B.
M. Extension mine, is expediting the work of get-

ting ready to take out and wash gravel, as much as
possible. He has only been able to find room for a
few men in addition to the force he has been employ-
ing. Among the first things to be done is the build-
ing of a reservoir to catch the water flowing from the
tunnel, the building of a large dump, putting the
blower in place, etc. It will be some little time be-
fore lumber can be got as it will have to be specially

cut. At present a team can get within about half a
mile of the tunnel mouth. Two of the upraises in

the tunnel have been connected by a drift, primarily
to secure a circulation of air, and for the purpose
of prospecting the gravel, which was found to con-
tain good pay.
Struck Rich Gravel.—Maple Grove Mining

Co. has struck it rich. This claim has been pros-

pected through a shaft, and the gravel contained $10
a carload. Three hundred feet of channel of the
finest looking gravel that has been seen since the old
blue lead days. This is supposed to be the deep
lava channel which was crossed by the B. M. Ex.
old tunnel just below the incline. The company is

about to start a tunnel to tap the channel. This claim
is located about two miles southeast of Forest City.

This find together with the opening of the Extension,
is liable to bring Forest City to the front again. The
above is the first intimation we have had that any
prospecting was being done for this channel, which
is none other than the lower channel worked by the

Ruby Co. If the Maple Grove Co. have found this

channel, and have any great amount of ground, it

has a good thing. The Extension Co. owns nearly

3000 feet of this channel next below the Ruby
ground; the South Fork Co. owns probably as much
more of it, adjoining the extension ground, on the

south; and it has long been our opinion that this

channel crosses a portion of the Mammoth Spring

Co.'s ground. If the southern end of this channel

has been discovered, we do not see anything to pre-

vent the owners having a very valuable property,

and one that can be economically worked.

Siskiyou.

Coal.—Yreka Journal May 6; Henry Harris

brought to town last Friday some more samples of

superior coal from Willow Creek, the coal lead im-

proving in quality, the more it is developed. The
mine has been opened to a depth of over 70 feet,

disclosing a bed from four to five feet thick, with,

considerable water, to require the steady use of pump.
This coal discovery in Siskiyou is destined to prove

a source of great wealth to the owners, and will in-

duce prospects in various other sections, where crop-

pings of shale and coal are visible.

Gravel.— Lee, Lash & Co., have their new
machinery in position for hoisting blue gravel at

their Greenhorn claim, also the steam pump, and
are now getting out the pay gravel to better ad-

vantage, the only drawback being a slack up in the

water supply for operating the sluices to best ad-

vantage. The claim was all pumped out again

Saturday and work was resumed in the drifts on
Sunday night, with day and night shifts now work-
ing steadily.

A Big Strike.—For a number of years, miners

prospecting on the north fork of Hiyou gulch, have

noticed a large ledge of quartz, which cropped out

of the surface of the ground. They generally tested

it and pronounced it worthless, consequently it has

remained unlocaled until recently, when two of our

most enterprising men, H. C. Chester and
J. E.

Williams placed their notice of location upon it,

and commenced work. Mr. Williams, who is a
rainer of no little experience, conceived the idea of

tapping the ledge about 20 feet under ground by
running an under-cut. After two months' inces-

sant toil, he struck the ledge on the 27th inst., and
to all appearances, struck it rich as- well, for the

quartz, which prospected so little on the surface,

prospects at from $15 to $25 per too where it has

been tapped. The ledge is four feet wide and
easily worked, therefore if it will pay $10 per ton on
an average, it will prove to be the richest bonanza
ever yet discovered in Siskiyou county.

Trinity.

The Yellowstone.—Trinity Journal^ May 9:

T. J. Houghton, Superintendent ol the Yellowstone

mine, was in town this week and reports everything

at the mine running smoothly and the output of

bullion very satisfactory. Mr. Houghton is a

thorough mining man and has made a success of

every enterprise he has conducted. The Yellow-

stone, under his supervision, has been made a suc-

cess and now ranks among the best quartz mines of

the county, giving employment to a large force of

men.
Tuolumne.

Sugar Pine District.—Cor. Tuolumne Inde-

pendent, May 9: In last week's issue of your valu-

able paper I noticed an article on the Sugar Pine

Mining district. For information to old-timers and
present Tuoluraneites, I will give you some items

that will astonish a good many as to what has been
taken out of this rich mining district, and will show
that it still has a good outlook for one mile square.

The Excelsior mine had the largest receipts, as far

as can be learned, and are as follows: Gold shipped

to Bank of California—W. Ralston "s receipts, $128-

921; Wells, Fargo & Co., $215,344; Sleeper & Co.,

180,000; total, $424,265. From the Mount Vernon
it is estimated that over $50,000, and from the

Green mine over $44,000 were taken out. The
Pacholke & Jasper mine is now bonded for $30,000.

The First Extension Green mine is looking well.

The owner is sinking a shaft on the vein, which is

looking very encouraging. Work on the Lillie

Prouse mine will soon commence. As soon as

water can be brought on the Jim Claim mine it will

undoubtedly show up well, as the rock now pros-

pects from $80 per ton up, m free gold. Then
comes the largest mine in Sugar Pine district, situ-

ated east of the Green mine, and owned by Dooly
& Ryan. It is a sulphuret vein, ranging in size

from 6 to 12 feet in thickness, and crops out on the

surface in places, four and five feet high. It was
originally owned and worked by an old prospector,

Fred Greiner, Sr.. who took out considerable gold,

down near the river, but for some reason unknown
to the writer, abandoned it years ago. So you see

that for a raile square. Sugar Pine Mining district

shows up as well as any.

The K.ELTZ Mine.—Union Democrat, May 9:

The Keltz mine situated northeast of Sonora, about
12 miles, has been sold to an English Co. It was
bonded to the company and has been under develop-

ment by them for several months. They are

well satisfied with the results and the sale has been
consummated. Mr. Leachman lately arrived in S.
F. from London. He negotiated the sale in Eng.
land. The mine has a good lo-stamp water mill on
it. The capacity of the mill will soon be increased
by additional stamps. The ores of this mine can be
mined or milled at small cost per ton. The ore
shoots are reached by tunnel and all the machinery
is operated by water power.

Yuba.
Mining at Smartsville.— Grass Valley Union,

May 10: Mr. Turner is getting things in shape for
an early commencement of work in the Golden Gate
mine at Smartsville. A considerable force of men
will be employed when the drifts aie properly
opened.

NEVADA

Waslioe DleCrlct.

Yellow Jacket.—Are doing extensive prospect-
ing work throughout the mine,
Alta.—Steam is up and have resumed exploring

work.
Belcher.—The south drift from No. 2 east

crosscut, 200 level, is out a total distance of 330
feet, face in quartz and porphyry, containing oc-
casional bunches of ore. The north drift from the
main west crosscut from the shaft, 300 level, is out
66 feet; face is in low-grade quartz and porphyry.
The east crosscut from the south lateral drift on the

1500 level is out a total distance of 87 feet; the face
is in hard porphyry.
Crown Point.—Have stopped the south drift

on the 300, eleventh floor, and started a north drift

from this stope on the same floor; face is in low-
grade quartz. The 1000 level east crosscut is out

57 feet, having been extended 16 feet during the
week; the face is in porphyry, with streaks of low-
grade quartz through it.

Challenge Con.—The joint Confidence and
Challenge west crosscut from the north drift on the

300 level is being repaired. The joint Confidence
and Challenge east crosscut on the 600 level is out
27 feet, 4 feet having been made during the week;
the face shows clay. This crosscut has been stopped
for the present. The joint Confidence and Chal-
lenge west crosscut, same level, is out 10 feet, hav-
ing been commenced during the week; face shows
quartz having no value. The joint Confidence and
Challenge north drift on iioo level is in 211 feet, 22
feet having been made during the week; the face being
in porphyry. The joint Yellow Jacket, Confidence
and Challenge north drift on the 200 level is in 730
feet, II feet having been made during the week;
face shows quartz having no value. The joint

Challenge and Imperial west cros:cuf,3oo level, is out

90 feet, 14 feet having been made during the week;
tace shows quartz having no value.

Con. Imperial.—We are still following up and
'

taking out small streaks of ore on the upper levels

and prospecting in and around the old slopes, where
we find some fillings and bunches of ore of fair

grade, which is being shipped to the Vivian mill for

reduction.

Seg. Belcher.—On the 600 level the west cross-

cut from the south lateral drift reported as having
been started last week, is out a total distance of 26
feet. The face is in soft porphyry.
Kentuck.—HavR stopped the west crosscut

from the south drift two floors above the 1000
level, and started a raise from the south drift.

The top is in low-grade quart. Have raised

9 feet from the 1000 north crosscut, and
are up a total distance of 37 feet. The top is in

low-grade quartz. Have advanced the drift from
the top of the raise in the west ledge 9 feet. The
face is in quartz assaying from $6 to $12 a ton.

Justice.—No work was done in the south winze

on the 400 level during the week, as it is the inten-

tion to raise from the 622 level to connect with it.

The north drift on the 822 level is out 663 feet. The
face is in ore of fair quality. The upraise 300 feet

south of the switch on the 822 level is progressing

well, with favorable prospects.

Chollar.—The south lateral drift from the

north line, 1400 level, is out 107 feet; face in hard

porphyry. Joint east crosscut on the north line,

1400 level, is out 105 feet; face in porphyry,
Potosi.—The south lateral drift from the Chollar

incline, iioo level, is out 120 feet; face in porphyry.

South lateral drift from the winze station, 1300 level,

is out 120 feet; face in quartz and porphyry. The
winze is down 51 feet below the 1400 level; the bot-

tom is in porphyry.

New York.—North lateral drift, 650 level, is out

north of shaft 186 feet; face in porphyry. North
lateral drift, 1100 level, is out north of shaft 468 feet;

face in quartz yielding low assays.

Alpha and Exchequer.—But little work has

been done in the above mines the past week, owing
to repairs to the shaft.

Con. Virginia and California.—Virginia
Chronicle, May 8: Exploratory work on the iioo

level of Con, Cal. & Va. was resumed yesterday.

It is intended to prospect the ground thoroughly to

the east and west of the south drift, where the up-

ward extension of the ore vein from the 1200 level

was found, for it is believed that there are sotne

outlying bodies of ore in the vicinity. Tne pros-

pects of the west side are especially good. The
main south drift from the old Con. Cal. & Va. shaft

has been carefully timbered, the requisite ventilat-

ing machinery has been put in, and everything 'S

now in readiness for an energetic campaign in the

big block of ground never before opened. Other

parts of the mine are looking well. Ore shipments

to the Morgan mill will begin at the close of the

week. The Eureka mill is now being cleaned up,

and a large bullion shipment to close the April ac-

count will soon be made. As two mills will soon be

running regularly on Con. Cal. & Va. ore, the bul-

lion product of the mine will be more than double

what it has been.
Silver Hill.—Northwest drift, 50-fool level, is

out from the shaft 160 feet; face in porphyry. North

crosscut, 160 level, is out from the winze 730 feel;

face in hard porphyry.
Ward Combination Shaft.—The east drift

from the 1800 station is out 968 feet; face in por-

phyry.
Savage.—We have hoisted 426 cars of oreftrotn

the 500, 750, 800, 900, 950 and 1000 levels and from

the north and south drilts from the winze below the

1300 level. Shipped to the Mexican roill 536/^

tons and milled 530 tons; average battery assay,

$17.50. We have bullion on hand amounting to
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P9.566. From the east intermediate drift below

the 1300 level we are sinking a wiarc which is now
down 33 feet. This winze will connect with the

1400 level north drift, which will improve the ven-

tilation and enable us to prospect this section of the

mines. On the 1400 level we have drifted north 29
feet on the ore, which continues to improve, and is

being saved for pay.

Hale & Norcross.—On the 1400 level No. 4
west crosscut near our north boundary was ad-

vanced 10 leel; total length, 225 feet; face is in

porphyry. The winze from the end of No. 3 east

crosscut is down 60 feel; the bottom is in quartz.

We have cut out a station and started an upraise on
the 930 level, about 80 feet south of our north

boundary line (or the purpose of prospecting the

ledge in that section of the mine. The main incline

is being repaired and retimbered below the 1500
levet, to enable us to construct a station and chutes.

Have men on repairs in the main shaft and on dif-

ferent levels wherever necessary.

Utah.—725 level engine station at the top of

winze has been completed, and we are now putting

in a hoist engine. A chute will be cut out at the

top of the winze for the incline car to dump into.

It will be completed in four days, and sinking in

the winze will be resumed.
Best & Belcher.—1000 level: Cleaned and re-

paired 60 feet of northeast drift during the week.

1100 level: The northeast drift has been advanced

34 feet through porphyry and stringers of quartz;

total length, 149 feet. Have cleaned and repaired

west crosscut No. i, 42 feet.

Gould & Cukry.—200 level: Resumed work
in the north drift and extended same 20 feet; total,

185 feel. Sunk winze No. 2, 40 feet east of winze

No. I. 30 feel through ore of a fair quality. Ex-
tracted during the week 106 cars of ore. Received

from ore milled at Nevada mill $11,406.03
ANDES.—On the 420 level east crosscut from

south drift has been advanced 24 feet during the

past week; formation, vein porphyry" East cross-

cut from the north drifi on the 420 level was ex-

tended during the week 25 feet; lormation, quartz

and clay.

Tuacarora District-

Del Monte.— Titnes-Review, May 8: Joint

crosscut west has been advanced 25 feet. Joint

raise from this crosscut has been started.

Nevada Queen.— South drift from the east

crosscut, fourth level has been run 15 feet in vein

giving low assays.

Commonwealth.—Fourth level: North drift

from the east crosscut has been advanced 30 feet in

the vein, showing quartz and spar, assays $3 to $15
per ton. Easl crosscut has been extended 24 feet,

still cutting small seams but nothing of value.

Have started to extract ore from 100-foot level.

Belle Isle.—The prospecting winze from the

intermediate crosscut from No. i chute, 350-foot

level, has been extended 8 feet, the ore continues of

fair width and high grade. South intermfdiate

drift, same place, extended 5 feet. East crosscut

from top of No. 2 chute extended 18 feet. Work
has been resumed in the west crosscut on the 350
foot level, to tap the ore showing in the prospect

winze; progress 4 feet.

North Belle Isle.—South drift from east cross-

cul, 400-foot level, extended 21 feet, total 41 feet.

The face continues to show several strata of good
ore; have started a slope over this drill, showing
some good ore. Have broken 7 cars of first class

and 78 cars of second class ore. The slopes from

the north intermediate from No. 4 cbute, 600 level,

continue to yield high grade ore.

North Commonwealth.—First level: There
is very little change in the slopes, the ore extracted

and going to the mill, battery assay $243 per ton.

Union mill started crushing on the fourth instant

(Monday). Battery assay $243 per ton. Have
crushed about xoo tons.

ALASKA-

PLACER Mines.—Juneau Mining Record, April

36: Work on the Silver Bow Basin Mining Co.'s

property is progressing as rapidly as possible and by

the time snow disappears everything will be in com-

i
plete readiness for operations on an exleusive scale.

I
At a depth of 6q feet gravel was struck which pros-

pects far beyond the most sanguine expectations of

those lamiliar with Basin properties and it is now
thought by those who are in a position to know that

the tunnel will not tap ihe Basin at a sufficient

depth to work the gravel at bedrock. This company
has expended a large amount of money in opening

this property and the work has been executed in a
substantial and first-class manner and will stand as

a monument of ihorough and practical workman-
ship to Mr. Joseph Farnworth. the superintendent.

The striking of good pay gravel at such a depth is

recorded by the Mining Record with a great degree

of satisfaction and will set at naught the communi-
cations published in the New York Engineering and
Mining Journal, and written by irresponsible

amateur raming men, so-called, whose only aim in

life appear to be to bring the industries of the com-
munity wherein they live into disrepute in order that

they may gain a little cheap notoriety. However,
the time is not far distant when the merits of this

property, which no one conscientiously questions,

will be made known to the world. During the vveek

a party of miners returned from the placer mines

which are being opened in the Shuck district by a

syndicate of gentleman with Mr. John A. Bern-

hardt as promoter. These were the first placer

mines worked in Alaska and at one time comprised

a Hourishiog little camp but were abandoned on ac-

count of reported rich strikes in other sectiqns of the

territory, and also on account of the expense at-

tached to a thorough and practical working of the

same. The placer ground lies in two basins known
as the upper and lower basin. The lower basin is

in close pro.\imity to the beach with a ridge sepa-

rating it from the bay. In order to tap this basin at

a depth of 65 feet required the driving of a tunnel

for a distance of 700 ieet. This tunnel is 7x7 feet

with a fall of 4 inches in 12 feet and is located about

18 feet above high water. For the working of this

properly nature has furnished a bountiful supply of

water which has been gathered up in ditch es and
flumes which lead from what is known as Spruce

creek, at a point about 400 feet above the surface

of the gravel deposit. This basin contains about 60

acres and embraces three claims of 1500 feet in

length and 600 each in width. The upper basin is

about 1000 feet above high water mark and contains

about 20 acres. This basin is tapped by a small

tunnel about 100 feet in length, and through which
a flume aS inches in width runs.

ABIZONA.

Notes,—Prescoit Courier, May 9: Tip Top dis-

trict miners are now shipping pretty pTenly of ore to
El F<iso, Texas. Supplies are leavmg Prescott for

Bradshaw district, where the Crowned King mill is

doing tietter work than ever before. The Tiger
mine is looking fine. Mill will be started very soon.
There are three mills running in Hassayampa dis-

trict, the Senator, the one in Maple gulch, and Har.
lan's. All crushing gold rock. Azilan mil), in

same district, will soon be going, Turkey creek
mines are sending in ore that goes from I200 to

$Boo a ton. More men are 10 be put into the
Hackberry. Big Bug district. United Verde mmes
and smellers are behaving admirably. Many men
say the district is ihe best in the mountains. The
Caloclin mine is producing good ore. It has paid
from the grass roots.

Congress.— F. M. Murphy, superintendent, and
Mr. Church, foreman, arrived from the mine yester-

day.' Good ore is overflowing every bin and thing
in and around the mine. Some of the ore of the
Congress mine is said to contain 17 ounces of gold
to the ton. The vein is strong at a depth of over
700 feel. Mr. Henderson of Walker district tells us
that Mr. Ritchie, late of Colorado, is making the
Dixie company's Wiswell mill do good work. He
runs the mill steadily on free gold rock, B. A.
Taylor, superintendent of the Quariz Mountain, and
John McKinnen, the foreman, tell us that at a depth
of 200 feet the mine is looking well. Plenty of good
ore in sight. O. F, Place and N. C. Shekels, of the
Crowned King, are in Prescott. Mill has been do-
ing good work. Several bars of gold were recently
senl East from the mill. Joe Howell and other
miners are off for the Hillside district to take out ore
and ship it.

Rich Strike.—Mohave Miner, May 9: Since
the water has been pumped out prospecting has
been commenced on the 150-foot level of the C. O.
D. mine, and an important strike of rich ore has re-

sulted. A portion of the hanging wall has caved off

in one of the drifts, owing to the ground becoming
softened by the water covering it, and exposed two
streaks of ore averaging about eight inches each in

width. The mine has never been thoroughly pros-

pected and this unexpected strike will give a new
impetus to the work of development. The mine
has been a great producer, and is now in ihe bands
of energetic young men who will not let a tempo-
rary pinching out of the ore deter them from the ul-

timate point in view—the thorough prospecting of

their property.

OOLOAADO.

Richer Than Ever.—Aspen Times, May 7:
The latest rich strike of ore has just been made in

the famous Aspen mine. Stephanite in ton lots has
been struck in the sixth level. Several tons of this

rich ore have been extracted that run from 5000 to

10,000 ounces per ton. Dr. Paul, manager of the
Aspen, has promised a 200-pound piece to be
placed on exhibition at the Mineral Palace to-mor-
row, where people can see what richness is in store

for them in the deep workings of the great mother
contact.

The Holden Works.—Ed R. Holden, of the
Holden lixiviation works, is in the city and stated to

a Times representative yesterday that his company
would commence buying low-grade ores in July and
that all the contracts had been let to have the works
completed to a 120-ton capacity in the lalter part of
August, and that the capacity would be increased as
fast a a demand was felt. This will be a great boon
to Aspen and the proposition can be enlarged to

SCO tons a day.

DAKOTA.

Reduction of Tin Ore.—Lincoln Journal,
May 7: People who scoff at the probability of see-

ing American tinware made from ore from the
Black Hills will be a little discouraged to know that

Mr. F. C. Sholes, of this city, has received a letter

from General Manager Wicker, of the Harney Pt^ak
Company, giving a full account of the preparations

thai are progressing rapidly for beginning the re-

duction of ores on a large scale. Orders are out for

all the machinery needed and it will not be long be-
fore the block tin from these mines will be in use in

half a dozen American factories. The facts about
the Harney Peak mines have been rather slow in

coming out, but it has nevertheless been known in

Lincoln for a couple of years that the widely adver-
tised failure of the first attempt to smelt these ores

was not a failure at all, but a shrewd device of the
London owners of the mine to gobble all the desir-

able mines in the vicinity at their own prices. Now
they have bought up all the property that can be
had, and are ready to demonstrate that they have
one of the most valuable tin mining properties in

the world.

Beat the Record, —Deadwood Pioneer, May 8:

The cleanup of the Deadwood chlorination works
for April went east Sunday, and for the number of

days run, beats the record. The total number of

days run was eighteen, and the value>of the cleanup
a little over $14,000. The last six days run netted

$7, 800,

IDAHO.

Cumberland.—^^'l2/anc/^^, May 2: The Cum-
berland mme, on War Eagle mountain, owned and
worked by Mr. Jas. Shaw, is making a better show-
ing than ever before. It is a vein running paralell

with and about loo feet west of the once celebrated
Golden Chariot and carrying ore very similar in

character, but the bullion running slightly higher
in value per ounce. Messrs. Shaw and Kennedy
are now sloping ore from a cbute found in the tun-
nel and have out a big crushing which they will

have milled as soon as the road to the mine can be
opened. The rock now out is estimated to be worth
about $200 per ton. It is rumored that this mine
will change hands in a few days, as parties now
hold an option on it at figures which justify them in
closing a trade.

Stormy Hill.— Orders have been received from
the owners to start work again on the Stormy Hill
mines. The foreman, Simon Harris, has again got
up steam at the hoist and begun taking out ore,

the winter was so very good that much surprise was
expressed at work being stopped, but limbers could
not be procured and other disadvantages under
which work was done, probably justified their slop.
As the shaft went through about 60 feel of high-
grade ore, when they now begin sloping we expect
to hear of good results. It promises to be a good
producer.
Seafoam District.— tetchum \Keystone, May

9: The Keystone was favored by a letter this week
from Johnny Foster, who left here last fall to winter
at Seafoam and do development work on mines
there owned by himself and James Judge. He
writes that he has taken out eight tons of first-class

ore that will go from 200 to 400 ounces of silver per
ton, and has about six tons more in sight. He has
also made a location which he is sanguine will prove
very valuable, as it is favorably located and opens
out with highly llailering surface prospects. A rich

strike was made in the Blackhawk mine last week.
Mr. Foster, with the help of one man, John Honan,
has run 100 feet of tunnel, sunk a shaft 30 feet, and
run a slope 40 feet in good ore from ten inches to

two feel thick, all in less than five months, which we
regard as pretty good work for two men,
De Lamak.—Nugget, May 5: The new man-

ager, in assuming control of the great De Lamar
mining property, has not, as some feared he would
do, made any radical changes in the employes.
Naiuially enough, he has selected chiefs of some of

the departments from among men whom he has
personally known before coming here, and each of

these have made some few changes among those

working under them, but of the old men very few
have been let out, Mr. William Rickenburg has
been placed in charge of the mill. He is an experi-

enced amalgamator, whom Captain Pluraer has for-

merly employed in Montana, Mr. Thomas H. Ox-
nam, who has also for several years past been em-
ployed by Captain Plumer, has been appointed
foreman of the mines. Some few of the old em-
ployes quit work on the ist Inst, when the changes
were made, some to go prospecting or to work min-
ing claims, and the places of these have been filled

by new men; and in a very few instances men have

been let out. Mr. Robert McAfee, who has been
running the tramway from the time it was complet-

ed, has been put in general charge of the ma-
chinery at the mines and mill. Mr. Wm. Houlz,

as formerly, remains in charge of the carpenter and
construction work.

Flint.—The experimental work done at the Flint

mill with concentrators last fall, was sufficiently sat-

isfactory to warrant its continuance. Mr. Leech

has ordered that the mill be started up again at

once, and will add ten more stamps and more con-

centrators to double the capacity. Miners will In a

few days be put lo work on the Last Chance mine,

which, it is expected, will be able to supply the mill

with better rock than that worked last fall.

Districts Tributary to Hailey.— Wood
River Times, May 6: Pat Hannigan is shipping a

ten ton lot of ore from the Mountain View, The
Red Elephant will ship ore as soon as the road

from ihe mine to Crov gulch is open, which will be

in a few days. All the leasers on the Jay Gould are

taking out ore. The boys have done well during

the past winter. This mine has been worked two

years on a lease, during which time it has paid con-

tinuously. It was originally opened up and operat-

ed by Warren Hussey, the well-known banker, who
built a concentrator on the property in 1883, and

a week or two after the completion of his plant shut

down the mine and works, having no ore in sight.

This is a notable instance of the folly of gouging

out an ore body without prospecting your ground.

One hundred dollars worth ot development would

have put him into a chimney of rich ore that would

have lasted for years. When the hoisting works are

completed on the Nettie, this mine will join the

ranks of the ore producers, and will materially aug-

ment the already encouraging output of ore from

Deer Creek,

MONTANA.

The Penn '^hn.—Mining Journal, May 9: Some
three years since the Penn Yan Co., after making a

phenomenal record in the production of ore, was

compelled to shut down its mine, the Penn Yan, lo-

cated about five miles from Wickes, owing to the

workings unexpectedly encountering a large quan-

tity of water. Recently a tunnel has been driven on

an adjoining mine, the Blue Bird, which resulted in

draining the Penn Yan enabling the company to re-

new operations, which were so vigorously pushed

that on yesterday seven carioads of pay ore were

shipped to the smelter, which will be pleasing infor-

mation to the stockholders, who may look forward

to continued shipments. The Blue bird is also ex-

tracting some good ore in the development work,

and doubtless will soon begin ore shipments, -

Hidden Treasure.—Word came from Castle

yesterday that a rich strike was made in the Hidden

Treasure.
. ,- ^

Cumberland Smelter.—Work on the Cumber-

land smelter is rapidly approaching completion and

it is hoped that fire can be blown in by the 20th

inst.

A New District.—What pronuses to prove an

important mining district is being opened up on the

Lost Fork of the Judith, about 18 miles from Nei-

hart. where O. E. Berg, Doc Potts and others are

developing the Sweepstake and Cliff lodes. Assays

from these claims return from 150 to 200 ounces sil-

ver and from 50 to 60 per cent lead. The ore is a

hard carbonate in a formation of limestone and

slate. A crosscut tunnel is now in 320 feet and it is

anticipated the lead will be struck within 60 feet

River Dredging.—Billings Times, May 9: The

latest placer mining venture is the big dredge boat

now approaching completion on the Jefferson river.

It is 90 feet long by 30 feet wide, and fitted with

dredging and amalgamating machinery. It will

hoist from the river-bed about 1500 cubic yards of

sand and gravel daily and save all the gold con-

tained therein. Ex-Gov. Tabor of Colorado is largely

responsible for this innovation, and if it is success-

ful several more such boats will be put in. There suit

will be that the beds of the Jefferson, Madison and

Missouri rivers will be worked out for many miles

and if it pays there it will also yield large profits on

the Big Horn and Stinking Water.

NEW MEXIOO.

Pyramid.— H^«/firM Liberal, May 8: The Pyra-

torn out of the mill some years ago by
Superintendent Burns, Mr. Hamilton finds that the
concentrators do not save a satisfactory amount of
Ihe ore, but that it takes out all the base, leaving

the tailings in good shape to be amalgamated. He
will thus be able to get the value of the ore without
the old expensive method of roasting. In resetting
the pans considerable quicksilver was found which
bad been lost when the pans were in use before, and
the mercury has been found all over the mill, show-
ing that considerable had been lost when retorting,

and had been precipitated as metal in out of the way
places. The amount found was about 70 pounds.
Shipping Ore,—Silver City £///<rr/r/jtf. May 8;

The leal-Poe mining company of Cook's Peak is

shipping on an average five cars of ore per week,
which averages 60 per cent in lead and about $7 in

silver. Recently a very extensive body of sand car-

bonates have been uncovered in the mine, which at
the present time is showing more ore than any other
property in thi? camp. At present the indications

are that the supply ot ore is almost inexhaustible
The owners of the mine adopted an innovation in

the formation of their company by taking Lawyer
Ashenfelter into the company. The majority of the

owners of rich mines employ legal ability to look
after their business with the result that in the end
the mine falls into the hands of the attorneys, *

OBBQON.

The Greenhorn Mines.—Bedrock Democrat,
May 8: Carpenter Brothers have moved down to

their Greenhorn hydraulic mine on Greenhorn
Gulch, and intend operating two pipes just as soon
as water starts sufficient to handle their giants.

The quartz miners have lots of water to contend
with on account of melting snow, which makes it

had for their work, yet they are still hanging on and
think of their costly mansions and brown stone

fronts "in the distance," John Piatt is now at

work on the Greenhorn mountain. He is the dis-

coverer of the Polar Star on the northeast side of

Silver hill, which is a part of Greenhorn mountain.
The Polar Star quartz claim is very rich in silver.

Mr. Piatt is driving a tunnel to tap the mine at a
greater depth than attained by the original work done
the year of discovery. He shows great energy for

one of his age, having worked alone all winter, and
his tunnel is about 100 feet.

Outlook. De?nocrutic Times, May 8: The min-
ing outlook for Baker county during 1891 is better

than for many years past. There appears to be
more confidence displayed in the richness and per-

manency of the mines than ever before, the re-

sult of many years' struggling on the part of honest

miners, who have toiled ceaselessly to bring their

properties to a state of development that leaves no
doubt of their value.

UTAH.

The Deep Creek Excitement.—TinticiJ/wrr,
May 9: That there is mineral in the Deep Creek
country, Dugway and other points lying south and
west of Tintic, we have not the least doubt. There
are, however, circumstances connected with this

same Deep Creek country, that when known,
should cause those miners, who are without means
other than their ability to perform a day's labor, to

pause and reflect before rushing to a country of

which they know nothing except the sensational

and exaggerated reports which invariably follow

the opening up, or discovery of mineral in all new
districts. In the country west of us, bordering on
the Desert there is virtually no water fit for human
use, while provisions are scarce, dear and very

difficult 10 be obtained. Then again there are very

few, if any, mines developed so far as to offer em-
ployment to any considerable number of men. We
do not wish to detract from the value of the mineral

field of Deep Creek or vicinity, hut to warn the

poor, hard working miners of the country against

the dangers, hardships and privations, that must
inevitably result as a consequence to any mad rush

to a new and untried country, more especially when
that country is little more than a barren desert.

Three men walked into Eureka from Deep Creek
and Dugway, a few days ago, and gave a most de-

plorable account of the hardships they endured in

that country. They reiterate the statement made
above as to the scarcity of water, provisions and
accommodations of every kind, while they emphati-

cally state that it was utteriy impossible for them to

obtain employment of any kind. Their names are

Oscar Wilkins, Sidney Worsley and A. H. Graham,
and by their general appearance and conversation

they impress us as honest, hard working and truth-

ful miners. When capital has so far developed the

country under discussion, as to make it safe and
profitable for miners to go there, it will be time

enough for any such rush as is now being so exten-

sively talked about. There is a vast field here on
the great lime and quartz belt of Tintic, where cap-

ital can find safe and profitable investment, and
where eventua'ly the hardy toilers of the mountains
and foothills will find steady, remunerative employ-
ment. Water, fuel and all other accommodations
necessary to the comfort and happiness of the min-
ing community are found in sufficient abundance to

insure the people against want, while the old mines
at work and the new ones being opened up, are a
sure guarantee of great wealth and prosperity for

the district now and in the future.

WASHINGTON.

Evening Star. —Okanogan Outlook, May7; The
Evening Star is developing into a splendid property.

The shaft is now down 40 feet, and in sinking that

distance the ledge has increased in width from six

to II feet, five of which is well mineralized. Tlie

mine is located on the opposite side of the creek
from the Lone Star and is supposed to be an exten-

sion of the Toughnut lead. The John Arthur mine
is to be quite extensively developed this summer.
Mr. Robison, one of the owners, is now on the

ground getting things in shape for business. The
mine is located about a mile up the creek from
Conconully and is the extension of the Lone Star

lead, which it joins 00 the north. There is already

a 40-foot shaft on the mine, and several tons of

good ore on the dump. J, M, Pitman is doing
some development work on the Linnet, a very

promising gold prospect on Palmer Mountain, Mr.
Pitman was in town yesterday, and showed us
some beautiful specimens of ore, some of which

The outlook at the mine when Ihey shut down in mid company is resetting the amalgamating pans contained lots ol tree goia

II
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IQechajmiqal Progress

Piilosophy of tlie Bessemer Process-

steel is really a carbide of iron, and Mr.
BsBBemer foanded hie proceBB of making eteel

by blowing oat the exceas of carbon from the

iron, 80 that the proper amonnt, 1.5 per cent,

Bhoold remain. A brief summary of the Bas-

aemer procesa may be interesting. If a bar of

steel as soft as iron be made red-hotand plunged

into cold water, it will become very hard. If

it be gently heated, it will become less hard,

and is then fitted for surgical inatrnmente. The
various shades of steel ftre carefully watched,

the change of color being due to the varying

thickness of the oxide, for we know that when
light falls upon very tblc filmi of a aubstanoe,

soap bubbles, for instance, the light refiected

from the under and upper surfaces Interfere

and cause color, which varies with the thick-

ness of the film. These colors in steel oorre^

spond to different temperatures, and the " tem-

per" of the steel depends upon the temperature

it has reached. The color and uses of various

kinds of steel range all the way from faint yel-

low, for lancets, etc., to dark blue for hand-

saws,
The Bessemer process transfers the metal into

a vessel in which there are tubes, through

which air is forced, which produces a much
greater heat than a bellows do&s. Thus, in the

process, the carbon of the iron acts as fuel to

maintain the fusion, and at the same time, by
the bubbling of the carbonic acid, mixes the

molten iron thoroughly. Daring the bubbling

np of the whole mass of iron, and the extreme

elevation of temperature, caused by the union

of the carbon of the impure iron with the hy-

drogen of the air, the oxide of iron is formed,

and as fast as it forms, fnies Into a sort of glass.

This unites with the earthy matter of the *'im-

pnre " iron, and floats on the upper part as a

flux, thus ridding the oast iron of all its im-

purities, with no other fuel than that contained

in the metal and in the air used. When the

flame issuing from the converter contracts and
changes its color, then the time is known to

have arrived when the iron is decarbonized.

The amount of carbon nd^eaB»ry is artttioially

added, ebulition takes place, a flame of car*

bonio oxide comes out, and the metal is then

run into ingots.

—

Popular Science,

laid on the ground in wheel form. To preserve

them, the following means may also be adopted.

Ornde linseed oil is mixed with vegetable tar,

and applied to the rope. The mixture forms a

protective coating, and reduces wear and tear.

In order to preserve wire ropes under water or

below the surface, a composition of 35 liters of

slaked lime, and from 50 to 60 liters of mineral

or vegetable tar is recommended. The mixture

must be well boiled and applied hot. Galvan-

ized wire ropes should never be uted as driving

ropes. After 24 hours' use, the tin coating is

worn off, and the rope soon begins to tust.

Great care should be bestowed upon the pul-

leys. The grooves should be always clean, and
the materials with which they are lined—wood,
leather, india-rubber, or soft metal—must be of

the best quality and durable, in order to

lengthen the life of the rope and increase ad-

hesion. Steel ropes are excellent aubstitutes

for iron ropes where lightness or greater

strength are considerations.

—

Iron.

SeiENTiFie Progress.

Testing the Wire-Wound Gun.

The public test of the Brown segmental-tube

wire-wound gun, one of the latest inventions

in ordnance, has just been made at Fort Wada-
worth, on Staten Island. The special object of

this test was publicly to demonstrate the high

pressures to which a gun of this type can be

subj acted safely, far in excess, as the Inventor

declares, of what guns of other types can en-

dure.
The test was of a cylinder 20 inches long,

corresponding exactly to a section of a complete

flve-inch Brown gun. The segments of which
the inner tube of the eun is built up, as a bar*

rel by its staves, are 72 in number; this Inner

tube is wound with 29 turns of wire at a ten

sion of 50 tons to the square Inoh. At each

end of the tube thus constructed for experi-

mental purposes was sunk a steel aap, and into

this was screwed a breech plug. The cylinder

was thus entirely closed with the exception of

a small vent large enough to admit the electric

wire by which the charges of powder were ex-

ploded, and the pressures obtained were meas*

ured by gauges screwed into the inner face of

one of the breech plugs.

The program was to explode successive

oharges of powder within this closed section of

a gun, beginning with a charge of two pounds
and increasing till a charge of five pounds was
reached, expected to give a pressure of over 50
tons to the square inch. The first two were
successfully attempted, but after the third it

was found impossible to unscrew the breech

plug, showing that the tremendous power of

the gun must have fractured the inner case-

lining, and forced or fused the threads of the

screw by which the breech plug was screwed
on. This was done with a charge of three

pounds one ounoe, and the pressure that was
eatimated to result from this was over 60,000
pounds. The inventor, James Hamilton Brown,
and Lieutenant G. A. !N. Whistler, who had
charge of the test, coneidered that, notwith-
standing this mishap, which they say does not
affect the principle involved, the valne of the

gun was fully shown, for such preasnrea had
never b'^fore been attained in ordnance.

—

New
Yorh TVi&une, March S9.

A Sensible Innovation.—Railroad economy
has at last attacked the brass ornamentation of

the locomotives, and hereafter all the principal

railroad companies in the country will i

painted wrought iron and blued steel where
formerly burnished brass reflected and multi-

plied the rays of the stfb. The new departure

will cause a material saving in the labor of the

engineers, the number of extra wipers employed
about the shops and the original cost of the

locomotives. The late Franklin B. Gowen,
while President of the Keading Co., was the

first to appreciate the great waste in the pro-

fuse use of brass, and he greatly rednoed the

quantity on all new locomotives built. It is

only recently, however, that the use of the
metal has been almost entirely abolisbed, and
where formerly a locomotive looked as if

drcBsed out for a holiday, there 4s to-day noth-

ing but sombre black, giving the machine a

very business-like appearance. The Pennsyl-
vania Railroad Co. has also built all its new
engines without any conspicuous brass orna-

ments. Freight engines were the first to begin
the economy, which has now extended to loco-

motives of all classes. One of the officials of

the company,in speaking of the change recently,

said : ".The use of the brass was expensive in

many ways. It Inoreaeed the original coat of

the locomotive, took up the time of the engi-

neer and fireman to polish it, besides the work
of a large force of wipers in the round-houses.
These wipers are now done away with entirely,

and the engineer and fireman can clean their

engine with a few passes of waste. The new
departure has been coming into operation grad-
ually. Old engines were not altered, but they
were replaced by better and more business-like

machines."

—

Philadelphia Record.

Cradina—A Digestive Ferment Prom
tile Pig.

In 1S80, in a communication to the French
Academy of Science, M. Bouchnt reported that

he had found the juice collected from the com-
mon fig tree {Ficu% carica) to contain a power-
ful ferment capable of digesting albuminoid
Bubatancea, thua confirming a belief of the

ancienta that the juice poseeiaes digestive prop-

erties. This ferment is now the subject of a

paper by Dr. Mussi, In which he reports its

isolation, and describes its properties. Juice

.collected from the fruit and branches of the fig

was filtered to remove the serous portion from
the insoluble, the latter repeatedly washed with

water, and the washings added to the filtrate.

This liquid, which after repeated filtration, was
obtained limpid, was distinotly add In reaction,

and when plaoed in oontaot with moist fibrin,

digested it completely. It was evaporated to

a small volume, again filtered, and treated with
abtolute alcohol, which threw down a plentiful

white precipitate that dried, when exposed to

the air, to a dark-yellow amorphous mass.

This, when treated with water, swelled up and
imparted a milky appearance to the liquid, but

a clear filtrate from it, though it gave the re-

actions of vegetable albumen, had no digestive

power. The residue, insoluble in .water, dis-

solved readily upon the addition of a trace of

acid or alkali, and the solution, plaoed in con-

tact with moist fibrin, effected complete and
true digestion. To the ferment thua isolated

Br. Mussi gives the name "cradina," from

hrade, the name given by the Greeks to the

part of the fig with which they specially aaso-

oiated the digestive property. It oontalns

nitrogen, and in the dry state it forms a friable,

semi-transparent, dark-yellow, amorphous
mass, yielding an amber-yellow powder. In
water it swells, but does not dissolve, though
upon being shaken It imparts to the liquid a

milky appearance. When dissolved by the aid

of alkali or acid a concentrated solution Is

dark-yellow, but becomes oolorless upon being

diluted. Oradina differs from pepsin in main
taining Its digestive power in an alkaline

liquor, and from papain or papayotin in being

insoluble In water, not precipitated from solu

tion by aloohol or lead acetate, and in its aotiv

ity not being diminished in the presenoe of

hydrochloric add. In a neutral liquid it la

devoid of digeative power and it has no re-

action upon starch.

—

Pharm. Journal.

A Test of the Serve Ribbed Boiler Tobes.
A test of the superiority of the Serve ribbed
boiler tubes has recently been made at the
works of the Samuel L. Moore & Sons Co ,

Elizabeth, N. J., which hae shown a large gain
in capacity and economy by the u^ie of the
tubes. On the forced draft trials, a pressure of

seven-eighths inches of water was used, and the
boiler evaporated a third more water in a given
time, when fitted with the Serve tubes, than
when fitted with the plain tubes. With the
plain tubes, the pyrometer showed a tempera-
ture of the esoaping gases exceeding 1200°.

With the Serve tubes, the temperature did not
exceed 740''. Further trials were made on
April 23d and 24th, to see how strong a
draught would be required to bring the tem-
perature of the esoapiDg gases up to the tem-
perature which they had with the plain tubes.

A full account of the tests will soon be given
to the public.

The Treatment of Wire Ropes.—There
are various ways of treating wire ropes, with a
view of their better preservation; but we are

not aware that the methods recommended by a

German engineer are generally known. One
method recommended by him is to boll graphite

in tallow, and to apply this butter-like mixture
either with a brush or to let the rope run
through a vessel of trumpet-form filled with
the grease. The lubrication has to be repeated
about every four weeks. It is said that this

treatment Is a protection against rust, and pre-

vents abrasion when the rope comes into con-
tact with hard bodies or substances. Graphite
grease also prevents the rubbing of the several

wires against each other, as it finds its way
even into the smallest interstices. Wire ropes
cannot be piled like hemp ropes, but must be

Testing Steel at Low Temperature.—The
French Government has caused to be made sev-

eral testa of gun steel at a low temperature, 75°

to 100° below Fahr, Part of the bars were
hardened and part unhardened. The breaking
load was increased by the cooling three per
cent, In the instance of the unhardened bars,
and six per cent in that of those hardened. But
in a shock, such as a gun would be subj acted
to, the unhardened bars, cooled, broke on an
average with 5.9 blows, against 14,6 blows un-
der ordinary conditions. With the hardened
bare the difference was less, 12.57 blows being
required for the cold bars, against 14,4 at the
nominal temperature. The bars, both hard-
ened and unhardened, had their elastic limit
raised 11 per cent by the oold, and their elonga
tlon was diminished by 12 to 14 per cent. The
bars recovered their original properties upon
atta ining the ordinary temperature.

Material for Car-Wheels —In a recently
published account of the works of the North-
ern railroad of France, it is stated that they
have an ingenious plan, in the interests of econ-
omy, of making wheels for oars by bending up
seven pieces of bar iron In such a shape that
the center fits Inside a band or false felloe,

which, in turn, is hammered Into a groove In
the tire. Felloe and bar are riveted together,
and the bars bent round to the center of the
wheel, and their ends then have a mold placed
below them; cast iron is then run in, forming
the hub, which is afterward bored out, and the
oast-steel axle forced In by 55.000 to 66,000
pounds hydraulic pressure. The life of the
center of the wheel is said to be practically in-
terminable under the ordinary conditions, and
the cheapness is such that they are now adopt-
ed almost entirely.

have rendered capitalists timid and kept man-
ufacturers from the field. The resolution fur-

ther oharges Mr, Orton with thus intentionally
depreciating the v^lue of natural gas territory
to better enable the Standard Oil Company, in
whose employ ft is charged he is, to obtain con-
trol of the business.

Energy.

Before the Thompson Scientific Club at Lynn,
Professor Thompson recently delivered a very

interesting address on "Energy.''
Formerly, he said, matter was considered as

the thing that existed, and force the something

that acted upon it. Energy is a term used to

express something which we do not always un-

derstand. It exists everywhere so far as we
know. Matter was considered indestructible.

If we admit that energy can act on energy, we
have no need of the old matter and force. We
can Bee the ohanges in energy, though we can-

not discover the thing itself. We have poten-

tial and active energy. Potential is simply

stored energy, power to do work. The water

In the reservoir Is the same as the water a hun-

dred feet lower, but it can do work that the

other cannot, because It has energy stored in

it. When that water is running down the hill

and turning the wheel, it shows its actual en-

ergy. The earth revolving is another case of

stored-up energy, as is also a wheel in motion.

A spring is an example of elastic energy. In a

boiler we have kinetic energy transformed from

the heat of the fire. These are all mechanical

forms of energy. The cannon-ball shot into

the air shows energy of motion In its ascent.

When it reaches the highest point. It has en-

ergy of position. When it strikes the ground

and bounds, it shows elastic energy, Bsaldes

this, there is energy of temperature, which the

hot cannon-ball possesses. This ia called

molecular energy. If we could take all the

heat out of anything, it would become liquid

and then frozen. This has been done even to

air. There is another or electric energy, an-

other chemical and another radiant. Every

form of energy is convertible into any other,

sometimes at so great waste as to be imprac-

ticable for use. In converting mechanical en-

ergy into heat, it is almost perfectly eflfiolent,

bat In converting heat to mechanical motion, 90

per cent la lost. The energy of heat Is dis-

organized as contrasted with the organized,

direct energy of motion. A disorganized army,

each soldier going his own way, can do little.

The tendency In nature la to degrade energy.

Scientific Progress.

Intelleot Is the great factor in commercial
succesB, whether of Individnala or nations.

Take the case of the skilled brick-layer and the
hod-carrier. The first is using brains on his

work; the second is using brute force. When
he goes up the ladder with his hod of brloka he
hae also to carry his own weight—thus waste-
fully expending force. Some one notices this,

and substitntes for the brute force of the human
that of the horse; then the horse is displaced
by the mechanical force of the steam engine,
which can do the work of 15 men or of two
horses in the same time. Coal converted into
heat ia doing all the work. The coal mined
each year in the United States represents in
actual work more than the sum of the force of
the total population of the globe, assuming all

to be strong men. Thus the substitution of a
natural foroe for human power vastly in-

creases the productive capacity of the human
race.

Guided by Intellect, taught by eolenoe, the
natural forces can do In a few honrs what the
unaided labor of many men could not do in a

lifetime. It was not prophecy, but a fiish of

genius, that drew from Stephenson the asser-

tion that it Is the sun that drives the locomotive
engine by being liberated from the coal In

which it has been stored for ages. But man
can neither create forces nor endow anything
with properties; all that he can do Is to convert
and combine them into utilities. The man
that does this with knowledge is spared the
dismal failures of Ignorance, but he that tries

to use powers without understanding them la

inevitably punlihed for his rash presumptiou.
It is this presumption that oauBes the mortality
and disease that follow in the wake of civiliza-

tion. Natural law, like the civil, never ad-
mits ignorance as an excuse.

In this century three soientista have revola-
tionlzsd commerce—Oersted of Oopenhagen,
and Faraday and Wbeatstone of London, It
was of Faraday that Huxley said. In effect, that
any nation would do well to spend $500,000 in

discovering such a man, and an eqnal amount
in educating and settlug him to work. Besse-
mer, studying away at steel, has revolutionized
ship-building. Dr. Joule's studies in the me-
ohanlcal equivalent of heat produced the com-
pound engine, by which the necessary amonnt
of coal for carrying a given cargo has been re-

duced more than 40 times, that is, a ateamifaip
that in 1850 carried a cargo at an expenditure
of 14,500 pounds of coal to a ton, now does the
same work by burning about 350 pounds.
Joule's studies in heat have made It possibls
for a cube of coat that will pass through a ring
the size of a twenty five cent piece to drive one
ton of cargo for two miles in one of the moat
improved stpamsbipe. In IStiO the rate of

grain from New York to Liverpool was 9J
pence; in 1886 it was 1 penny a bushel. The
reduction was primarily due to the Eclentlst.

—

Aluminum Age.

The Natural Gas Supply.—The late utter-

ances of Prof. Orton in regard to the durability

of the natural gaa supply seem to have stirred

up quite a feeling against him on the part of

those intereated in the continuance of the sup-

ply. By late accounts we notice that a resolu-

tion has been introduced in the Ohio Legis-

lature calling for an Investigation of oharges

made against the professor as State Geologist

in reference to the stand he has taken. The
resolution reoitea that In business ciroles In

New "York and elsewhere Prof. Orton has

stated the gas supply Is not only temporary but

rapidly declining, and that such statements

iNDrvrorALTZiNG.—Never, since the "world
began " says a cotemporary, did the Individual
man do his own thinking, as he is now doing it.

This may bring chaos for a time, for man in a
new role does not always act wisely. The labor
question is being pushed too rapidly, and dis-

aster for a time may be the result. The man-
ufaotnrers may be compelled to organize for
self-protection as in Auscralia; then the laborer
will snff'er. The labor leader never required
the wisdom that ho does now, not only to gain
the greatest benefit at the least coat for those
he leads, but even for self-preservation. The
day of the cheap politician is rapidly passiDg,
and the voters are looking for men and not
cheap claptrap. They are not turning grind-
stones BO much ae they were, and the party
leadera will be as helpless as a barrel in a

whirlpool before 1892.

The Wear of Rails.—A recent German
paper makes reference to some careful Hstfl

lately carried out to determine the wear of
ateel rails of different degrees of hardnesB. The
chemical and physical characteristics of the
rails tested had been accurately determined,
and the test for wear consisted In letting 26,-

120 trains pass over them during a period of

1833 days. The rails were then thoroughly
cleaned and weighed, and the difference be-
tween the initial weights accepted as giving
the loss from wear and rusting. The tests are
said to have ehown that the wear thus deter-
mined was in about an inverse proportion to
the tensile strength of the metal, so that it

would appear to be advantageous to insist upon
high tensile strengths.

In the New Process of Making White
Lead the ore as it comes from the mine is vola-
tilized and oxidized by the air, the fumes are
oondeneed by a slightly acid liquor, and the
resulting sludge ia washed and dried for the
market witfaont having been touched by the
men. Quickness of manufacture, starting with
ore and not with the purified metal, and avoid-
ance of danger to the workmen, are among the
advantages of the new system.

—

Inweniion,
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KOOD H^LTH,

Microbes and Disease.

Futear waa amoD^ tbo first to take op and
tody the aabject of the germ orlfila of disease.

HU epeolalty was hydrophobia. He held that

A(oertAiQ kind of disease germ, when oamer-
onsly developed in it dog, prodaoed hydro-

phobiA, And that saoh germ might be oom-
manioated by the saliva; bat, contrary to the

later observed aotioa of mlorobes, the hydro*
phobia germs lost their power of commoDioat-
log their particnUr disorder (rabies) on be-

eoming dry.

Dr. Henry Gibbons, in a recent leotnre at

the Cooper Medical Oollege in this olty, when
•peaking of the origin of microbes, remarked

that all dead animal and vegetable anbstanoes

tend to decomposition, oreatiog foal odors and
gases and developing mforcbea. Some of the

mlorobe germs and spores caaaed by patrefao-

tion wonld barvive boiticg in water. Certain

of these germs are so small that 28.000,000,000

of them are foand In a single drop of water.

A drop of water will contain more of theae

little animals than there are inhabitants on the

globe. Enongh of them would be germinated

Id a few daya to 611 the great oceans, if they

all survived. Fortunately they die young.

False ideas prevail regarding antiseptics and
dislnftctauts. Many of the popular Hquide

merely destroy bad smells by worse odors.

Boiling water and heated moisture are among
the bast and oheapeat disinfectants. Heat
will destroy the germs of scarlet fever and
•mall-pox. Spores when dried are exceedingly

hard to kill. Some will survive boiling water,

Eoforoed oleanlinesa and soap and water are a

preventive, bat beyond them powerful disin-

fectants are also neoessary.

Modern research seems to show that nearly

or quite every disease baa its peoaliar microbe,

the germs of which may lay dormant in the

system until some peoaliar condition is present

nnder which they may be developed. The
same peculiar condition may also render the

ystem ausoeptible to their entrance from

without.

The Relation of Microbes to Nose and
Throat DlseaaeB.

At a recent meeting of a British Medical

Association, Dr. John Mactntyre, of Glasgow,

Bootland, gave an intefesting lecture on

the relation of bacteriology, to diseases

of the nose and throat. In the course of

his leotare as reported in the London Lancet

the doctor diacnssed the general facta concern-

ing bacteriology, auoh as olasslfioation, vital

phenomena, etc., and stated the arguments for

and against the vltalistic theory of disease. He
demonstrated a large number of specimens of

well known forma of mioroorgaoiama under

the microscope, as well as numerous micro-

photographs on the screen, and made special

reference to those of interest in throat and nose

work. He showed several found in the mouth
and nose of healthy people, which are ap-

parently harmless, and others found In diseases

where there is deoompoelng material such as in

ozena. He referred to the speoifio forms found

In diseases of the lower part of the respiratory

t tract^as tubercle, lupus, diphtheria, pneamonia,

and suppurative diaeasea.

Laatly, he discuBBed the question how pro-

tection was to be got from the diaeasea aa-

aooiated with mioro-organisma, noting the re-

sult of inoculation. He explained some interest-

ing experimenta recently made in Glasgow with

reference to the hypodermic injection of chemi-

oally pare carbolic acid, whtoh he thought bade

(air to demonstrate the possibility of rendering

the e£Eeot8 of certain micro-organisms inopera-

tive within the body. In considering the poa-

Ibillty of rendering the tlssaes unsuitable for

the growth of organisms after their entrance

into the system, he caatloned his audience not

to be oarried away too haatily by Koch*a or

Llebreioh's methoda of treatment for tuber-

oalosls.

As a word of caution to accompany the above

we give the following paragraph from the pen

of a writer in a New York journal who, in

commenting upon the report of tbe Lancet,

says: "The remedy proposed for ordinary

throat and noae diseases may be worthy the

oonsideration of physicians who have cases of

la grippe under their charge. It is a fact that

the latter disease Is very prevalent in a great

many of our populous placea, and that it

seriously affects the nose, throat and respiratory

organs, and it is not improbable that the cause

may be produced by some form of bacteria

which the remedy proposed may relieve.

But peraons should beware of the use of car-

bolic acid in the manner euggeated, except

under the direction cf a fikUlfal physician. '

Curious Accidents.—Mrs. Eliza Foster, 59

years, of Philadelphia, recently fractured a

rib while trying on a pair of boots at a shoe

•tore. As Mra. Foster was puUlng one of the

boots on her foot a crack was heard, and she

complained of great pain. She was taken to

the hospital. Hers, says the Philadelphia

PresB, is the 45th case o( the bind known to

the medical profeiaion. Another remarkable

case is reported of a needle which had found its

way into the body of a Springfield. Mo., woman
and which after a dtvious experience and travel

of 35 years, came out through her aide the

other day. The needle had lost its temper and

waa as pliable as a piece of wire. Still another,

a wonderful oase, of a Pennsylvania woman, 79

years old, has recently been reported. The
woman who had btten bent double with rheuma*
tiam for many years, and was two-thirds of the
time confined to her bed. Is said to have been
completely oared by the fright oauaed by dis-
covering a snake in the chimney. She is

DOW entirely free from pain and is as erect and
agile as a woman of 20.

E'LECTPjeiTY,

Electrical Progress.

Praotical progress in electrical mattera has
quite outrun the literature of the art. So
eager have been Inventors and machinists to
advance in this art that they have kept quite
ahead of tbe soientiats in their experimental
studies. As a consequence, some mistakes
have been made. This la also one of the ohief
reasons why ao many accidents have resulted
from the introduction of this new agent into
the mechanical and other eoouomies of the
day. The science of eleotricity is not studied
as thoroughly as it should be. Oar institutions
of learning, from the common acbool up, are in
the background in this respect. The recent
increase of periodical publications are largely
helping to bring up thla work.

Prof. Silvanna P. Thompson of London,
Eogland, baa recently given to tbe world a
aeries of four lectures In book form, which have
added much to the needed literature in this
direction. In his efforts to supply this great
need, tbe professor has conducted a most thor-
ough search through all the old and new English,
French and German publicationa for recorda of
reliable experiments and data about electro-

magnets, and after collecting them and draw-
ing his conclusions, added to them the result of
numerous and original experiments of his own
and presented them before tbe Society of Arts,
London, in the form of lectnree, whioh con-
stitnted one of the sets of Cantor lectures of
the session, 1SS9-90.
With indefatigable labor. Prof. Thompaon

Bucceeded, by means of tables and simple for*

mnl£e, in reducing the oaloulationa oonoerning
electro-magnets to such a praotical shape, that
the calculation of a magnet, to develop a def-

inite number of lines of force, or to exert a pull
of a definite number of pounds, ia now a com-
paratively simple matter to a person poesesalng
fair mathematical ability.

The first lecture contains a hiatorioal sketoh
of electro magnets, In which many of the
famous magnets of the early days are described
as well as many of the experimenta made with
them. The typical forms of magnets are brief-

ly described next, and then comes a very clear
and interesting discasslon of the magnetio
properties of iron and the methoda of measur-
ing permeability, A shop method of roughly
eatimatlng the permeability of iron by means
of the *'permeameter'' devised by Prof.
Thompson, is given and seems well suited to
that purpose, aa many of tbe objections to
other methods are avoided. The lecture closes

with a abort and clear presentation of the
phenomenon called "Hyateresia,'' and an In-

teresting and instructive list of ** fallacies and
facts about electro-magnets," many of which
will aatonish and aarprise any one on first read-
ing.

The second lecture is devoted chiefly to the
eoneral prinoiplea of deaign and construction.

The principle of the magnetic circuit and the
dednction of the formalse is diaouaaed In a very
lucid way.
The third lecture takea up the question of

the winding of magnets. Many common-aenae
dlreotiona and aaggestions are given and also a
wire gauge and amperage table whioh will

prove of great value to the designer of magneta.
The foarth in the aerlea is devoted to electro-

magnetic meohaniams, and gives principles and
magnetic directions for calculating magnets
whose armatures are to have definite motions.

Electrical Cranes ajjd Hoists.—A writer

in the London Iron Monger, says that some-
things are done better in the United States

than in England, but that in some other things

the oonvertie holds good. In some of the ap-

plications of electricity that joaraal says the
English are decidedly behind our American
cousins, and particularly in respeot of its use

for cranes and hoiats. Incidentally, it may be
remarked that Switzerland, France and Ger-
many are also moving faster in these respects

than we are in G-reat Britain, The subject was
dealt with briefly in a paper by Mr. W. D.
Sandwell, read before the South Staffordshire

Inatitute of Iron and Steel Work's Managers on
April 11. The paper is short bat suggestive,

and the subject generally merits much more
Britieh attention than It haa yet received.

Electrical oranea and hoists are capable of being

used with aucoesa and ecooomy in situations

where other forma of power could acarcely be
made u^e of at all. For building purpoees such
cranes are specially adapted, and in permanent
Btruotures they are very advantageous. In the

United States, pig iron, macbinery, and so forth

are efficiently handled in this manner.
Mr. Sandwell is of the opinion that our large

docks could be fitted with electric gear maoh
cheaper and far more efficient than the hy-
draulic power now used. In a large installa-

tion of this kind a total efficiency of 60 per
cent, coald be maintained, as against 40 per
cent, from hydrauHo power and 30 per cent,

from oompressed air.

QSEFUL 1nF0RMATI0>.

TuK Philosophy of Artificial Ice Mas'o-
FACTCRE.—Tbe eoientifio fact on whioh the
making of artificial Ice depends la that when a
liquid evaporatea It uses up a groat deal of
heat, whioh it draws from anything that hap-
pens to be around it. If a can of water la at
hand. Its temperature is reduced, aod if the
action goes far enough the water will be frozen.
This cooling action can be felt by pouring a
little ether or alcohol upon the band. The
liquid evaporates rapidly, and the loss of the
heat which It takes up cools the hand very
perceptibly. If a bottle containing water ia

kept wet OQ the outside with tbe ether, the
evaporation will chill the water and eventually
freeze It. This is eventually the process by
which the carafta frappeea of French restaur-
ants are produced. Tne decanters filled with
fresh water are set In shallow tanks containing
brine, which remains llqaid below the temper-
ature at which fresh water freezes. In oontaot
with these tanks are recelvera, which can be
kept charged with newly formed ether vapor.
Tbe cbilling vapor cools tbe brine, and this in

torn takes heat from the water in the decanters,
which soon freezes.

—

Pop. Sci. Monthly,

Shading Green houses, — There Is some
difficulty in choosing a shading for green-
houses, as some materlala wash off too quickly
and others not readily enough, as in the case of

the common lime-wash, A correspondent in

the Qardener'8 Monthly says he has tried many
materials, but all have proved unsatisfactory.

He found the following, however, very useful

for many other purposes bestdeR shading

:

Take one pound common whiting, one ounce of

the beat glue, and a quarter of an ounce of

bichromate of potash, called also red alum.
Soak the glue the day before uaing, melting in

a common glue-pot, and then dleaolve the bi-

chromate In warm water. Mix tbe materials

together and thin them down to the conslstenoy
required. These, after being exposed to the
ligot, are almost aa adherent as oil paint. Of
course, by reducing tbe proportion of bi-

chromate, the material can be made less re-

tentive, but a ooat of this wash on the green-

house will last tbe whole summer, and even be
troublesome to wash off, not to such a degree,

however, as Hme-wash. It should be constantly

atirred up while being used.

Alligator and Crocodile.—It la aaid that

only five crocodiles have ever been captured in

Florida, although alligators are numerous.
One difference between the two Is that the

crocodile works bis apper jaw, while the

alligator snaps a man In two with* his

lower jaw.

—

Ex. Tbe alligator aod crocodile

are both of the same family, which includes

three genera, the Oavialis, Orocodilua and Al-
Ugaior. The type of the firat ia the "gavial"

ot India, the second the ^'crocodile" of Egypt
and the third the "alligator" of America.
The last named ia peouliar to thla continent.

It waa first diaoovered by the early Spaniah
voyagers, and thought to be Identical with the

crocodile of the old world; but scientists have
since found distiootions to exist whioh indicate

generic differences. It may become an interest'

ing question among scientists, if the crocodile

of Egypt has been found In Florida—how did

it get there ? Is it a variation in nature, or has

that particular specimen of the Saurian family

been recently transported from Its native

waters to those of Florida, t

Asbestos for Theater Curtains. — The
building laws of moat of our large cities now
compel the use In all new theaters of fireproof

drop curtains. The great weight of Iron cur-

tains haa led the managers of many of the best

theaters to adopt aabestoa as the beat fire-

proof materials for the purpose. An aabeatoa

onitain ia light in weight and can be lowered

or raised in a few seconds of time with little

effort. It does not require a heavy rigging to

hold in place. It Is flexible and will fold or

roll Into amall compAaa if necessary. In ap-

pearance it resemblea cotton dnok, and It can

be painted or decorated. In ase it completely

protects the audience from any fire which
might originate on the stage.

The Proctor Tower.—The proposed Proctor

steel tower at tbe World's Columbian Exposi-

tion, says the Engineering News, is to be 1155

feet in height, and will resemble the Eiffel

tower In its general appearance. It will be

hexagonal in plan, instead of square, however,

and will have a larger base and atart at a

amaller angle with the vertical than the Eiffel

tower. The eatimated cost of the tower is

S3,O0O,00O. There ia but little probability

that it will materialize.

The Lacquer used in chandelier work Is

made of shellac dissolved with 95 per cent of

aloohol, very thin, slightly colored with

dragon's blood. It ehonld stand a few days for

the insoluble portion of the gum to settle before

being used. The clear lacquer should then be

poured off and filtered.

The first horse-car made Its appearance In

New York City In 1832. It was made by John
Stephenson in the preceding year, with seats

running lengthwise and had also seats on top.

To Cut Glass Vessels neatly, fill the vessel

the exact bight you wish it to be cut with oil of

any kind; then dip, very carefully, a red-hot

iron in the oil. This will heat it all along the
earface. and when tbe apper portion cracks all
round, you can lift It clear off by the surface
of the oil.

Monkeys in Florida.—A oolony of 200 or
300 monkeys is reported to exist in the ever-
glades of Florida. They are supposed to owe
their origin to the wreok of a vessel upon tbe
ooaat having on board monkeys, whioh eeoaped
into the forest.

2hop Cotes.

Belts —When firat put on, belta are always
made tighter than they need to be for the work
required, in order to allow for the stretching
which la eare to follow. They are then run
until they become too loose for effioient service
and the procesRof overstraining and stretching
is repeated. When vertical, this stretching of
the belt acts directly to loosen It, and the neoee-
elty for tightening occurs more frequently than
it does on horizontal belts, where the weight
between pulleys malntaina more or less tension
in the alack aide. For thla reason a long hori-
zantal belt can hardly be made to slip, without
working it to destruction, while the driving
power of a vertical belt depends directly upon
its initial tension, and this must be carefully
looked after to obtain the best resulta. The
position in which a belt may run doeanot affeot
the size required for any given duty, but It

does affect very seriously the amount of care
and attention required to keep it in effioient
service.

Sharpening Edge Tools.—A German soien-
tifio journal says : *'It haa long been known
that the simplest method of sharpening a razor
is to put it for half an hour in water to whioh
has been added one-twentieth of its weight of
muriatic or aulphurlo acid, then lightly wipe It

off, and after a few hours aet It on a hone. The
acid here supplies tbe place of a wbetstone by
corroding the whole surface evenly, so that
nothing farther than a smooth polish is neces-
sary. The proceas never injures good faladea,

while badly hardened ones are generally im-
proved by it, althooffh the cause of improve-
cnent remaios anesfplained. At length this
process haa been applied to many other catting
implementa. The workman, at the beginning
of his noon apell, or when he leavea it in the
evening, moistens the blades of his tools with
water acidulated as above, the cost of which Is

almost nothing. This saves tbe oonaamption of
time and labor in whetting."

Gear Teeth,—It has been said that gear
teeth aboald be designed strong enough to carry
the whole load on one side of the tooth, but
there are places where the teeth are obliged to
take care of the load at a greater diaadvantsge
than this. In cut gears the teeth fit in together
very closely and a short driving shaft baa not
far to get out of line before the teeth will bind
cornerwaya and oome anapplog off. It may do
for pulleys and belts to operate In this fashion,

as that appears to be one of the great points In

their favor, but with closely fitted gearing the
trouble Ilea In the alignment of the abaft and
gear stands when the teeth are breaking out.

Spiral Springs —The proper way to use a
spiral spring is under a scate of compression,
provided that the first ooil of tbe spring can be
taken care of properly, but when this is done
there comes In another element that disturbs
the proper working of the spring. Tbe coil

does not keep in perfect alignment while being
oompressed to Its full extent, but aeta off cor-
ner waya a trifie, and gives a bind such as no
ball aud-BOcket joint has been able to relieve.

The proper way out of thia difficulty ia to ad*
just the spring to set In line while under about
a two-thirds load, and let it take care of itself

in all other positions.

Lathe Tools are made right and left-handed,
and like everything else in this line seem to
oome jaat wrong, or at least one band tool will

be getting into tbe place of tbe other. Lathe
tools only appear right in this respect when
they are viewed from the back side of the lathe;

then a right-hand side tool will be seen stand-
ing over to the right and cutttlng toward the
face plate, and the left-hand the otber way, the
reason no doubt depeuding on the tools for
cutting right and left-hand screw threads in
the lathe.

Wood Workers are very fond of having
everything soft enough to touch up easily with
a file. It ia a great saving in time to atop a
planer, or moulding machine, and put on an
edge by hand power rather than disturb the
aet of the maohtue. The wood turner plays the
aame trtck when be holds the edge of bis tools

hard against the work to turn them blue, that
he may bring up an edge with the file, aa there
is nothing elae that will get around the spurs of

a parting tool.

There ia a natural law relating to belting
which is not generally known, but which ia

nevertbelesa of value in practice. The hug or
adhesion of a belt ia aa the aquare of the num-
ber of degreea whioh It oovers on the pulley.
For example, a belt that oovers two-tblrda of
the cironmference of a pulley requires four
times the power to make it allp as it does
when it covers only one-third of the same
pulley.
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Passing Events.

Elver mining by dredgea, wbloh has been

sacoeasful in AuBtralia and unBaoceasfal in this

oonntry, is about to be tried on the gravel bars

of the Jefferson and Madiaon rivers in Montana.

Very large and powerfal dredges are being

bailt by a company prinolpally composed of

Denver capitalists. New machinery is also be-

ing pnt on the dredge on the Carson river, Nev,,

the machinery formerly in use being faulty.

The bed of the Carson will soon be prospected

by this dredge.

Mining work is to be renewed this summer
at Big Band, Butte Co., and the river is to be

turned Into the great tunnel in July. They
expect three months' work in the river bed.

This enterprise was abandoned two years ago,

and the eleotrio>power plant removed. Steam

power is to be used this time for the derricks

and pumps, and two places in the river bed are

to be thoroughly tested.

There are a good many prospectors in Alaska

looking for placers and quartz. That Territory

offers a wide field, and some very rich gravel

has been found. The climatic conditions are

not snch as to permit work along the Yukon
river in winter, so that the men have to be sat-

isfied with a short season. Well-equipped
quartz mines, however, can be worked the year

through.

Clement F, Wood, a Oomatock pioneer, and
who was at one time Saperintendent of the

Del Monte mine, died in this city this week.

CoMSTOOE mines produced 4095 tons of ore

last week yielding $117,432.

The New Mining District in Utali.

A great deal has been said and written lately

of the new discoveries being made in the min-

ing region of Deep Creek, Utah, Lying in

Tooele county, west by south of Salt Lake,

some 130 miles from the latter place, and reach-

ing well into White Pine Co., Eastern Nevada,

it bids fair to become of very great importance.

From such information as we have at hand, we

are led to believe in the praotioal existence of a

district fully 20x30 miles in extent, with high

and low grade smelting ores in abundanoe, al-

though in a region almost devoid of wood and

water.

We have been watching the progress and de-

velopment of Deep Creek with considerable in-

terest for some weeks, but have refrained from

making any prominent mention, any more than

oan be fonnd in our general " Mining Sum-

mary,'' for fear of the very depressing and dis-

astrous effects produced by mining booms that

fail.

From the Salt Lake Tribune, the Salt Lake

Stock Exchange, whose of&oers have lately

communicated with us on the subject, we are

forced to believe in the existence of a new min-

ing district, at Deep Creek, of great extent and

richness.

The formation carrying the ore deposits in

Eastern Nevada is mostly granitio, while that

of the main portion lying in Tooele county,

Utah, lies in porphyry with a limestone con-

tact; the ore carrying sulphides, chlorides, and

horn silver quite freely, with a small showing

of gold, while others range from 5 to 40 per

cent in lead, with from 10 up to many hun-

dreds of ounces in silver. It seems only nec-

essary to mention one claim, among the many,

that are already becoming celebrated for their

richness in this district, to get some idea of the

extent and value of the new discoveries.

The Buckhorn located in about the center of

the district, as at present developed, has a

width of from 12 to 14 feet, and is traceable

for nearly 1000 feet, all carrying pay ore. The

dip is almost perpendicular, with footwall of

porphyry, and hanging. wall of limestone. The

assays show for first-class ore 602 ounces in

silvei'with 9 ounces in gold, and for second*

class 136 ounces silver and 2 ounces of gold,

all averaging about 10 per cent in lead.

Some of the ores from this mine have yielded

as high as 800 to 1800 ounces in silver with

10 to 12 ounces in gold; a showing that is

apt to make mining men feverish, and lead

many into unnecessary expense and privation.

The country lying between Salt Lake and

the new district, so far, has not been a very

pleasant one to travel over, there being a

scarcity of wood and water, with several bar-

ren desert wastes to cross before reaching the

mines.

Stage lines from Salt Lake are already pro*

jeoted, with one now in operation, and even a

railway is seriously talked of. With tranipor-

tatlon facilities completed, and the ready adap-

tation of the American miner to new fields of

enterprise, the district promises to soon be

prominent in the mining world. Pipe lines

are already projected to carry water from

springs and streams adjacent to the mines,

while artesian wells are quite possible and

practicable in the future. •

There are already several sub-districts at

Deep Creek, with nearly 300 claims recorded.

Salt Lake City is the initial point at present,

from which nearly all prospecting parties ontfit

and make their start for the new mines. That

City, Utah and Eastern Nevada, are to be

congratulated on the new find, which. If our

information be true, will revolutionize all that

part of our country and shower benefits over

the whole land.

Stanford UNiVEESiTr.—It is now tolerably

certain that the first school year of the Leland

Stanford Jr. University will begin October

1st. It will be divided into two half-year

terms, ending respectively in February and on

Commencement Day, Jane 15th, with the usual

Christmas and Easter holidays. While the tui-

tion in the main will be free, board in Madrono
Hall will be $3 a week and rooms will be $1.50

a week, including attendance. The faculty
thinks the actual living expenses of the stu-
dents may be limited to $200 a year. Students
who apply for admission to the freshman class
must be at least sixteen years of age. Men of
mature years who desire to make special stud-
ies will be required to pass no examination
except in English.

Economy in Burning Fuel.

It is stated that nature has furnished us with

fuel in three forms, solid, liquid and gaseous

;

solid the most common ; liquid containing the

greatest energy ; gaseous the most oonvenient

for use ; and that the average yearly produc-

tion of petroleum for the last ten years in the

United States was,say 24,165 920 barrels, equal

to 3.310,400 tons, against 150,000.000 tons of

coal mined in 1889. Now as the energy of oil

is praotioftlly 50 per cent more than that of

ooal, if all the oil taken from the ground last

year had been used for fuel, it would have dis-

placed on this basis, 4,965.600 tons ooal only ;

but assuming that oil could deliver in practice

double the energy of ooal, it could then dis-

place only 6,620,800 tons, and we would still

require 143,379,200 tons for heat.

So that oil cannot play an important part in

supplying our heat requirements. The natural

gas used in 1889, it is estimated, contained

energy eqaivalentto from 12,000,000 to 15.000,-

000 tons of ooal, or more than twice the energy

of f the oil production of the country for the

same time.

Now while it is generally admitted by scien-

tists that CiUfornla holds within her borders

vast deposits of petroleum; we are still large

consumers of ooal; and any process of fuel

bnrning that will lessen that consumption 10

to 30 per cent, would confer an almost incalou-

lable benefit upon our State.

The ordinance passed by the municipality of

the city of Chicago, prohibiting any but

*' smoke burning " oontrivanoes under boilers

for making steam, has been attended with bene-

ficial results; clearing up the smoke and soot

laden atmosphere of that city, and accom-

plished with an absolute saving in the oon-

sumption of fuel; all being claimed to result

from the experiments and practice of the Chi-

cago Heat Storage Company.

This company is now making plans and con-

ducting experiments with a view to the general

adoption of their methods in the city of San

Francisco and other parts of the Pacific Coast.

Their process and patents, as far as understood,

comprise the turning the fuel into gaseous mat-

ter before it Is ignited or consumed under the

boiler; this being accomplished by the use of a

"producer,'' or retort, where the wood or coal

is ignited, tamed into gaseous matter, assisted

by the use of a jet of steam fiowing into the

bottom of the producer.

The oxides, carbons and other combustible

material, now in a rarefied form, are forced

under the boiler by the steam and the natural

draft from the smoke-stack, when ignition

takes place. In addition, a system of brick

checker work is used under the boiler to con-

fine, partially retain, and to force the fame

and heat up against the boilers. It is claimed

that in addition to the cleanliness and certainty

of combustion, that from 20 to 40 per cent oan

be saved over and above the fuel consumption,

as practical in California at present.

The process looks plausible and will possibly

effect all that is claimed for it, yet a practical

demonstration will be necessary to prove Its

value,

Fael-aaving ** processes " do not always save

fuel. A few years since some tests were made

here of the fuel-burning process of a certain

Fael EcionomizingCo,, which had obtained a

very favorable contractwith the Southern Pacific

R. R, Co. for the sale of their method, provided

it was a saccess. After some preliminary trials

at the works of the Market Street Cable Rail-

way, the steamer Piedmont, plying between

S&n Francisco and Oakland, was selected on

whioh to make the test, the design being to

give the Fuel Co. a six*day*8 trial and the same

to the Railway Company.

The process of the Fael Co. consisted in the

mixing of a decoction of boiling hot water with

certain proportions of ammonia, salt and rosin,

and which was then sprinkled over the ooal,

using about 60 pounds per ton.

The Topeka people were given the coplyards

and sheds at Oakland, to prepare and handle

the coal, without restraint or hindrance. The

boat at that time was consuming 84 tons of coal

every 48 hours, the fuel being delivered in

tank-oars, containing 1000 pounds of coal each.

Apparently the fuel company was making quite

a success, as they gained some three or four

tons of ooal, above the boat's usual consump-

tion, in the first 48 hours.

This, however, was easily aooounted (or, as

It was found that the tubs were being rammed
and packed. The ooal tanks, that were uaa-

ally received and averaged by the boat engin-

eers at 1000 pounds each, were found to weigh

1150 to 1250 pounds ooal each. This part of

the process was soon stopped, and the tanks

averaged and weighed thereafter, throughout

both trials. The tests were made, as nearly as

possible, identical as regards time, pressure of

steam, revolutions, consumption of water, etc.;

with the result that the boat came out ahead

of the prooesB, in her six days' trial, about

4000 poands.

As the master mechanic of the railroad com-

pany stated, It took the extra fuel consumed

by the Fuel Co., over and above that of the

boat, to hum ojf the water they had pnt on

the ooal ?

The trials of the Chicago company (whioh is

quite a different concern) will be noted with

some interest here, as our coal fields are not

very extensive on the Pacific, fuel being

high priced, and any tangible saving in its con-

sumption would meet with ready appreciation.

A trial has already been made of a part of the

Chioago process, at the works of the California

Powder Co., but without very appreciable re-

sults. The Powder Co., is consuming Santa

Paula petroleum, and getting the very high

evaporation of 13.85 Iba water to 1 & of petro-

leum, a result probably not surpassed in the

United States, and which was but faintly ad-

ded to in the experiment of placing brtok

checker work or combustion chambers under

their boilers.

Galitornia Mines.

In another column is a communication from

Almarin B. Paul, the well-known California

miner and millman, giving the result of some
reoent observations in Colorado and Utah. Mr.

Paul, like others who go from here to Denver,

is impressed with the life and enterprise of that

place, and the chances that miners have to ob-

tain capital for mining enterprises. Time was

when San Francisco was the center for snoh

enterprises; but in these days, men go elsewhere

to obtain capital for mining development. It

is unfortunate that this is sOt since the best

properties are fast going into the hands of capi-

talists from other places. When men come
hare now to enlist the attention of capital, they

have great difScalty in even obtaining a hear-

ing, and the encouragement is so small that a

eeoond visit is seldom made.

This being the case, and the dependenoe of

the mining commnnity for capital being in en-

listing " oatslders," Mr, Paul's suggestions in

relation to the coming World's Fair are strongly

to the point. We must advertise our mines

outside our own borders, and there will never

be a better opportunity than the fair will offer.

Thus far the main subject In oonnectlon

with the World's Fair, as far as California is

concerned, has been the appointment of a

horticultural man, and the settlement of this

question seems to have pnt everything else in

the background. The matter of display of

fruits and wines is being worked up, but

nothing is said about the mining interests.

No representative of that Industry has been

chosen on the Commission from this State;

nobody has been selected to look after a special

mining display.

As Mr. Paul remarks, California oan make a

a better mining display than any State in the

Union if she chooses, since the variety of her

mineral prodacts is greater; but there is no

time to lose. If anything worth the while to

do is to be done, a commencement should be

made at once and the mining commnnity
should demand that a decent share of the ap-

propriation should be set aside for the mining

industry. Capital is wanted here in mining as

well as to buy up the lands whioh are for sale

for agricultural purposes.

Lead Ores.—The Collector of Castoms at

Eagle Pass, Texas, has been Instructed by the

Treasury Department to treat as lead ores all

alleged silver ores composed of a mixture of

ores or concentrates from different mines, pend*

ing a review by the District Court of Texas of

the decision of the Board of General Appraisers

sustaining the protest of an importer against

the Collector's assessment of duty on certain

alleged silver ore.

Thebe are 1600 people living In Blsbee, Ari-

zona, and there are 900 men at work in the

mines.
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BALANOB FOB BQOALIZINQ STRAINS ON WINDING QEABS IN MININQ SHAFTS.

Lansell's Mining Balaice.

The " Bendigo balinoe," the inTentionof Mr,

George LftQHell of Landhnret, has been iatro-

daoed into maoy of the mines of Y iotoria, Ans-

tralia. The apparatoB li for the purpose of

equalizing the strain on winding gears snob as

are used in mining shafts and warehouse lifts.

The Invention consists mainly in oonpling the

auxiliary winding drum or spicier to the shaft

of the main winding gears, and in attaching to

this auxiliary drum or spider a rope or ohaln

of increasing weight to act as a counterpoise to

theoage and hoisting rope. This rope or chain

bangs down either the pump shaft or down a

blind shaft or bore-hole adjacent to the wind-

ing gears.

If motion continaei, the parts assume posi-

tions as in Fig. 3, cage c being lowered and

cage c^ being raised, ' the oonnter-chaln l>eing

drawn up from its reoeptacle B^ aoting then as

a oounterbalanoe to the hoisting rope e" of the

oage c.

The application of this Invention to a ware-

honse lift is shown by reference to Fig. 5,

wherein the rope/^ of the counterbalance chain

f is simply wound in the reverse direction on

a drum or main shaft of winding gear In a man-
ner so that its whole weight will act as a

counterbalance to rope and oage.

The drawings in detail given herewith almost

explain themselves, and to which we refer the

reader in a general way,as a lengthy, detailed de-

scription would but add complications to a very

simple and useful Invention.

In the accompanying drawings. Figs. 1, 2,

and 3 are seotional diagrams illustrating the in-

vention; a and a} representing the shafts of

a mine, and b, the pump shaft, e and e' being

the cages, e* and e*, the hoisting ropes, wind-

ing over the guide, falleys c* and c^ leading

to the main hoisting drums d and d}^ shown In

Fig. 4. In pump shaft h he denotes the reoep-

tacle for the counterbalance ohain/, its upper

end being attached ,ta a small rope,/', which

leads it to the auxiliary counterbalance pulley

e, as shown in Fig. i; d' is the drum shaft, so

arranged that It can be coupled to winding

gear by a clntch as e'; ff shown in Fig, 6 is a

pivoted clip securing the leading counterbal-

ance rope to auxiliary drum e, and so arranged

as to admit the rope or ohain being wound in

reverse direotions.

Fig. 1 is a plan of the winding gear, showing

the Improvements applied thereto. We omit

Fig. 5 of the original drawing, as it only illus-

trates the application to a warehouse lift. Fig,

6 represents a front elevation of auxiliary

drum or spider. Fig, 7 is a vertical section on

line x X, Fig, 6, Fig, 8 is a vertical seotlon

on line y y, Fig, 7, Fig, 9 Is a vertical seotion

of receptacle for oonnterpoise ohain, and Fig.

10 is a similar view to Fig. 9, but showing the

chain in the receptacle.

Assuming the parts to be in position shown
in Fig, 1, motion is transmitted to the winding

gear in the direction by the arrow, thus raising

the cage c', and at the same time lowering the

oage c, and oounterbalanoe ohain /, until the

various parts assume the position as in Fig, 2,

A Big Jodqment.—The suit of Charles

Peyser against the Oro Flat Consolidated

Mining Co, for $34,246.30 principal and

$175,76 interest on a promissory note executed

January 2, 1890, has been decided by Jadge
Wallace in favor of the plaintiff,

F, L. Eansom has been appointed student

assistant In the department of mineralogy and
geology at the University of California
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mUDS'WORSS ON THE STEAM £NC!NL

Tbe American Steam Eneineer, TheoretJcal

and Practical; withiUsamples of the Latest and Most Ap-
proved American Practice in the Desigm and Constniction

of Steam Engines and Boilers of Every Description. For
the uae of Engineers, filachinlsts. Boiler Makers, and
Studenta. By Emory Edwards. M. E. Illustrated by 77 en-

gravings. 22mo, 419 pages *S.50

ModernAmerican Marine Eii^inefi,Boilerfi,
and Sicrew PropellerH. Their Design and Construc-

tion. Showing the Present Practice of the most Eminent
Engineers and'Marine Engine Builders in the United States.

By Emory Edwards. Illustrated by 30 large and elaborate

plates, 4to 85.00

Tlie Practical Steam Enerineers* dnide in

the Design, construction and Manatrement of American
- Stationary, Portable, and Steam Fire Engines, Steam
pixmps, Boilers, Injectors, Governors, Indicators, Pistons

and Kings, Safety Valves and Steam Gauges. For the use
of Engineers, Firemen and Steam Users. Illustrated by 1 19

engravings. 420 pages, 12mo 82.50

A Catecblam of the Marine Steam Ensrine.
For the use of Engineers, Firemen, and Mechanics. A
Practical Work for Practical Men. Illustrated by 63 engrav-

ings, including examples of the most modern enjanes. Fifth

edition, thoruughly revised, with much new matter. 12mo,

414 pages $2.00

Modern American liOcomotiTe Eneines.
Their Design, Construction and Management. Illustrated

by 78 engravings. l2mo, 383 pages 82.00

^^^ The above or any of our Books sent by mail,

free ofpostage, at the publication prices, to any ad-

dress in the world.

^^f Illustrated circulars, showing full tables of

contents of oil of the above valuable books, will be

sent Jree to any one in any part of the world who
will send his address.

7/^^ Our new revised Descriptive Catalogue of

Practical and Scientific Books, S7 pages, Sw, and
OUT Catalogue of Books on Steam find the Steam
Engine, Mechanics, Machinery and Dynamical En-
gineering, and other Catalogues, the whole covering

every branch of Science applied to the Arts, sent free

and free ofpostage to any one in any part of the

world who willfurnish his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
Industrial Publishers, Booksbllbrs akb Importbrs,

SIO ^Valnat St., Philadelphia, Fa.. U. S. A.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
HANU?ACTDRSRS OF

Cast Steel Casip -^ Steel Ferpp

FACTORY:

Cor. Jefferson & First Sts., Oakland, Cal,

MiNDPACTURBBS OP

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROOF
PAINTS,

Saperior to anything ot the tind In the market for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uuequaled for Submerged Timbers, Red and Brown
Paints for Roofs. Warehouses, Stables, Fences,

Etc., mixed Ready for Use. Also,
Sheathing Paper, Portable Cal-

iforma Mastic Roofing,
the Best in the

Market
for

AND TJNEQOALED FOR

Teredo-Proof Pile

Covering.

This Company also Manufactures a Malthine
Compound for

BEITOERINO BOOTS AND SHOES
WATERPROOF.

The same is a superior article for Preserving Harness
rendering it Impervious to Moisture and

keeping it always pliable and soft.

4S^ Send for Samples and Prices. Salesroom,

310 CALIFORNIA ST., S, F., Cal.

Applies liquid pigment by a
jet of air. Highest awards
Fraaklln and American In

, stitutes as a leeitimate art
\ tool. SucceSBfully used by
I large numbers of the best
f crayon, ink and water-color
portrait artists, and by tech-
nical draughtsmen. Saves 76
per cent of time in shading.

Descriptive pamphlet sent free. It points out one way Us
earn a living. Address AIR BRUSH M'FQ CO.
9 Naeeau Street, Rockford, Illinois.

W. H. CONLY,
Mining, Commission.

LEGITIMATE INVESTMENTS A SPECIALTY; 124
SaDsome Street, Room i, San Fraai iaco; Telephone

No. 6067.

INVENTORS, TAKE NOTIOBl

L. PETERSON, MODEL MAKER,
268 Market St, N. E. cor. Front (up stairs], Sui Francslco
Experimental machinery uid All kinds of models. Tin

UP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.
Tme to pBttem and saperior In strenirth, tousbness and durability to Oast or Wroasbt

Iron In any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAI KOAO and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

iroji apd (flachiiie Itfork^.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL .

SOFT and DUCTILE,
SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORGINGS.
AI^O Steel Rods, from ^ to 3 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 Inch. Angles, Tees, Chonoela and other shape

Steel W^on, Buggy, and Track Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
STEEIi KAILS from 12 to 46 pounds per yard. ALSO, Ballroad and Mercliant Iron, Rolled
Beams, Angle, Channel, and T Iron, Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forgings of all kinds. Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND 8TBEX.
KM" Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIG ROLLINO MILL CO.. 202 Market St., San Fianciico.

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINOKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES. Proprietors.

[ESTABLISHED IN 18B5.]

ftnd hrasBwork,
McU.

All eommanleationB strictly confiden

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

—MANnFAOTURBRB OF—

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILBBS.-
Propeller Engines, either High Pressure or Compound,
Stern or Side-wheel Engines,

MINING MACHINERY.—Hoisting Eoglnes and

Works, Cages, Or« Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines

and Pumps, Water Buokets, Pump Colunms, Air Com-
pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.—Batteries for Dry or Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Fomaces, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.—Flour

Mill Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINE85BOILER8
OF ALL KINDS,

Either for ase od Steamboats or for nee on liBDd.

Water Pipe, Pomp or Air Colnnma, Fish
Tanks for Salmon Canneries

OF BVKET DBSCRIFnON.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at very moaerate rates.

AQHjrre FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

X>ecii:i.e Stofizxx X>xu33.-^.
SPECIALTIES

:

Corliss Engines and Tnstln Ore Pnlverlxers. DEANB STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacttirers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier Eind Heater.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
- MANUFAOTUEERS OP-

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,
FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and ior Manufacture of Cement, Fertilizers, Paint

and all other uurposes for which grinding or pulverizing is reauired.

Send for Catalogue and Price List to

FRISBBB -LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

N. W. SPAULDING
s.A."\;?\r oo]vi:i»-A.iir"X'

Manufacturers of

SPAULDING'S

Inserted Tootb
AND

CHISEL BIT

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MAOHINHBY
01 aU kinds made to order. Send tor Descriptive Cata
lornl, IT knd I» FremoBt St., San Fruiolies

AMERICAN MINING AND STOCK CODE

"KELLOGRAPH, M

Indispensable to the Mlnlncr Profession and
Useful in all Business Transactions.

A Complete System of TraDsmitting; Telegraphic Mes-
sages by Code Cipher Words in a Legrible, Secret and
Economic Manoer.

OVER 35,000 WORDS AND SENTENCES
Subject to transmission under infinite complication by
the uae of over 70,000 code words.
No danger of publicity in telegraphiog matters con-

cerning operation or sale of miniog property. Tlie work
strictly alphabetical and classified. Tlie handiest work
ever published for mining operators.
PRICE, g6. Forwarded postpaid on receipt of price by

DE'WEY & CO.,
220 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

UNION IRON WORKS,
SAOBAMENTO, OAL.

ROOT, NBII^ON & CO..
UAKTJPAOrUIUnB OP

Steam Engmes, Boilers,
ASJi ALL KINDS OF

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flouring Mills, Saw Mills and Qoartz Hills Uftchlnery

oonstruoted, fitted ap and rep^ed.

Front St., bet. N & O Sts., Sacramento. Oal.

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

EKGINEBRS AND MACHINISTS,
No. 119 Beale St., - - San Francisco.

BCnLDBRa OF

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging
Machines, Rock Crushers, Cable Railway Machinery,
Ellithorp Air Brake Co.'s Patent Steam aDd Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakes. POSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Ram Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E. flenrickson's Pateot Automatic
Safety Catches.

Atachines of all kinds Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

Manufacturers of

CASTINGS OP EVERY DESCRIPTION
137, 129 and 131 Besle Street,

Between Mieaion and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO.
GAS WOKK A SPEClALXr.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.

Pioneer Mlnlner Office of the Northwest
Coast.

Having the largest permanent brick aesa; furnaces, chem-
ical laboratory and mioing otSce on the Northwest Coast:
with a collection of about 4(iOu samples of the ores of Alaska,
British Columbia, Oregon and the NortbweBt Territories,
and having made personal examinations of nearly erery
mining camp on the Pacific Blope, from California to
Alaska, I am prepared to Oo any class of legitimate and
honest mining work, such as EXAMUVING. ENGINEER-
ING, SAMPLING AND KEPURi'IWG nN THE VALUE
OF ALL MIiNERAL, COAL AND ilRE-CLAY PKOP-
ERTIEa, BUILDING STONES, EARTHS, ASSAYS
AcsD ANALYSIS OF ORES, WATERS. CHEUX,
SAMPLES OF ORE, PuLPS, "URGANIO ANALYSIS''
WORK, and m fact any work conLected with the olllce of a
tirsC-closs mining eeologist and chemist. Any Information
mining men may d^tiire to know relative to the MINERAL
uR COAL RtaOURCES of the entu-e Pacific Northwes'
Mill be honestly giTun. Address Dr.\VlllliiE.KTeretAe
Consulting Aii.ing Geologist and Cbeinist, 1318 E Street,
Tacoma, Wash.

A.S. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 OflI.IFOBNIA STREET,
Rooms 30 and 31, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Designers and Constructors of Gold and Silver Milla
Hoisting and Pumping Works, Tramways, and every.
thing pertaining to the Mining and Reduction of Ores.

ROSS E. BROWNE.
Mining and Hydraulic Engrineer,

No. 807 Sansohb St., San F&akoiboo.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Oivil and Mining Bnerineer,

MINING EXPERT AMD QEOLOGIST.

Bnelnesa Box A," office of this paper, SaoAddress

Francisco.

The instrmnent represeDted in the above cut is a
new and grand little invention, being designed to
save life and limb, and innumerable lawsuits, by
doing away with the dangerous operation of digging
out wet and unexploded loads where Giant Powder
is used in mining. The little instrument crimps the
cap on to the end of the fuse Firmly and Abso-
lutely Water-tight It is also used for cutting
the fuse. They are neatly gotten-up of the finest
cast steel, nickel plated, Priae., $3 each, or the
entire instrument finished in gold plate, 85.

N . "W. MOODBY, Fresno, Cal.

Engraving.SS
Sn|>erior Wood and Metal EograT-
ing, Eleotrotyping and Btereotntlng
done at the (nSoe of thiB Danev,

The Best Mining District
On the Pacific Cuaat I

GRASS VALLEY, OAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the district is

TH3E! T?IX>IKrc3-S,
Dally and Weekly edition. Gives all the Mining News.
Dealers m Mining Machinery and Mining Supoiies will
find THE TIDINGS the best medium tor directly reach,
ing the owners or managers of mines. Investors in
mines will find it to their advantage to subscribe.
Many mines are in successful operation, and new

enterprises are being instituted and many others are iD
contemplation.
DAILY, 96.00 a year; WEEKLY, $2.60, in advance.

„ „ „ ,„, „ H. S. SPAULDING, Publisher.
T. C. HOOKDia, Editor.
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AMALGAMATING MACHIHERY.

stamp Mills for Wet or Dry Crushing.

Huntington Centrifugal Quartz Mill. Drying

Cylinders. Amalgamating Pans. Settlers,

Agitators and Concentrators, Retorts. Bui*

lion and Ingot Moulds, Conveyors, Elevators,

Bruckners and Howetl's Improved White's

Roasting Furnaces, Etc.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY
IMPROVED CORLISS vieL^v^slV^lrv, ENGINES. 'Iff BOILERS

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

Blake, Dodge and Comet Crushers, Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls. Hartz Plunger

and Collom Jigs. Frue Vanner & Embrey
Concentrators, Evans', Calumet, Collom's

and Rittenger's Slime Tables. Trommels,

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. Ore Sam*
pie Grinders and Heberle Mills.

HORIZONTAL. VERTICAL
. . . AND SECTIONAL. . . .

rivciPRovissi mTm/ikim stjlwbl'e^s.--

Hoisting Engines,
Safety Cages,

Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water&Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Compressors,
Rock Drills, Etc,

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

MULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engines
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Galena& Copper Ores,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

General OfHces and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.
DRAIIPU nrplPF^' NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER. COLO., 13 16 Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,Onwnun urriuto, 7 w, second South St. LONDON, ENC, 43 Thrcadneedle St., E. C CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

Call* da Juarez. LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG, TRANSVAAL, South Africa.

HKI-ENA, MONTANA, Boom 28, Merchants' National Bank Ballding, No. North Main St.

SOLB WESTERN AGENTS FOR TYLER WIRE WORKS DODBLB ORIMPBD MINING CLOTHS.

JAMBS LEFPBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wheels are deslgrned for aU purposes where limited quantities of water and
high heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Being placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transmitted
direct to shafting Ijy belts, dispensing with gearing.

Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in

capacity to suit any particular case.

Further information can be obtained of this form of oonstruction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and In Iron Globe Coses, free o' cost,

by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES LEFFEL & OO.,
Spring:fleld, Ohio, or 110 Liberty St„ New York.

FRASER ji CHALMERS, General Agents,
Chicago, Ill.i and Denver, OoL

PARKE & LAOY CO, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE
ANNUAL OAPAOITT 1000. ESTABLISHED 1831.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES!
Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to standard gauge and templates. Like parts
of different engriues of same class perfectly interchangeable.

Broad and Narrow Gauge locomotives, Mine Locomotives- by Steam or Compressed Air, Plantation
Locomotives, Noiseless Motors for Street Railways, Furnace Locomotives, etc.

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES

BURNHAM,WILLIAMS & CO., Proprietors, Philadelphia, Pa.

GREAT REDUCTION!

BATTERY~~SCREENS.
Best and Cheapest in America.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinda of Mln
tng and Millinsr Maciiinerj'. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass.

Zinc and other metals punched for all uses.

Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screenu.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to IB (Qno).

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,

881 Si 9X3 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN W. QOICK, Proprietor.

Ilfe^^^

^^ 1

Books on Working Ores.

By Guido Kustel, M. E.

Roasting of Qo^a) and Silvkr Of. es (Second Edition) and
the Extraction of their Respective Metals without
Quicksilver. By Guido Kustrl, M, E. 1880.

This rare book on the treatment of gold and silver ore

without quicksilver is liberally illustrated and crammed
fulicf factj. it Avea short and concise descriptions of

varioua processes and apparatus employed in this country
and in Europe, and the why and wherefore. It contains 156

lja5C3, eiiibnicing lllu&trations of furnaces, supplements
and working- apparatus. It is a work of great merit, by
an author whose r( putation is unsurT'^vssed in his specialty

Prick, S3, coin, postage free. Sold by Dbwby & Co., Pub-
lishers, 220 UarKet St., San Francisco, Cal.

By C. H. Aaron.
Aaron's LuAcnma Gold and Silver Ores, the most

complete hand-book on the subject extant; 164 pages
octavo. Illustrated by 12 litbographio engravings and
four wood cuts. Fully indexed. Plainly written for

T-actical men. In cloth, $S. Sold bv Dbwky & Co., S. F

fletalllirgy aod Ore^.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Xontg^omery St., San Francuco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highest Pricea Paid for Gold, Silver aod
Lead Ores and Solphorets.

UAHUFACToumajB or

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.

ALSO UA-VUPAOTUIUnui OP

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Chamberlin Patent

JOHN TAYLOR & CO.,
IHPORTRRS AND DBALKRS IN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS. AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 & 65 First St., cor. Alissiou.San Franolflco.

A—-^ We would call the attention of

Assayers, Chemists, Mining Com-

'

panies, Milling Companies, Pros-

pectors, eto., to our full stock of

Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, Soorl-

flers, etc, inoluding, also, & full stock of

Chemlcale.
Having been engaged In furnishing these sup*

piles slnot the first discovery of mines on the
Paciflo Coast, we feel confident from our experi-

ence we can well suit the demand for tnese
goods, both as to quality and price.

Agents for the Morgan Crucible Co.*
Battersea, England. Also for E. O. Dennis-
ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly rello-

hie, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Ordeis taken
at his lowest prices. Our Illustrated Catalogue and Aa>

say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR A OO.

The Esplorers' and Assayers'

Companion.

A Third Edition of selected portions of the
"Explorers', Miners', and Metal-

lurgists' Companion."

A practical exposition of the various departments of

Geolopy, Exploration, Mining, Engineering, Assaying,

and Metallurgy.
_ „ , „ ,

Price, S0-OO post-paid. Sold by Dbwkv & CO., Publish-

ers, 220 Market St., San Francisco.

By J. S. PHILLIPS, M. E.

The work is divided into four parts—Rocks, Veins,

Testing and Assaying. The Reological chapters are in-

tended to give miners a practical idea of the various

formations. The chapters on mineral veins are derived

from long observation, and the section on exploration,

has been carefully considered. All that relates to dis-
j

crimination and assay of minerals has been kept as free I

from ormulco as possible. The work is written for

practical men, and all the explaoations and descriptions

are clear and to the point. It is so prepared that it is

useful to uneducated men as well as scientists.

Nevada Metallurgical Works,
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET,

Near First and Market Streets, S. P.

0. A. LnoEHARiyr, Manager. Estab^-shid 186

Ores worked by any ProceBB.

Ores Sampled,

ABBaying in all its Branches.

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, 8*0,

Working Teats (practical) Made,

Plans and Specifications fumiBhed fot toe

moat suitable Proceas for Working Ores.

Special attention paid to Examinations

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

O. A. LUOKHARDT A OO^
(Formerly Huhn & Luokhardt,

Mlnlnsr EnslneerB and MetaUnrvlstB

GOLD MINES

STOCK IN MINES
FOR SALE.

Dlvidend-paying^ Mines from $150,000 ap.
Undeveloped Mines from $10,000 up.

Undeveloped Mines on Bond.
Stock in Dividend-paying Mines from $1 up.

Stock in Undeveloped Mines now being
opened from US cents up.

QUARTZ SCREENS
A specialty. Kound, slot

or burred slot holes. Oen-
, nine Russia Iron, Homo-

,

geneous Steel, Cast Steel or
American planished Iron.

2anc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes. Call-

.fomla Perforating Screen Co., 145 & 147 Beale St, 3. F.

Back Filkb of the Mintnb ahd Sotentifio Prkss (un-

bound) cau be had for S3 per volume of six months. Per

year (two volumes) $6. Inserted in Dewey's patent bind-

er, 60 ooDta additional per volume.

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay Office, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COiN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed

of Id the Open Market to the Hiffhest Bidder.

All situated in the GRASS VALLRY MINING DIS-
TRICT, the Oldest Quartz Mining District on the Pacific

Coast, and the iiichest and most Permanent in the
World. The mines of this district a»e practically inex-

haustible, as nearly half a century of constant working
ie proff. Grasa Valley has the deepest regular divideno-
paying gold mines in the world, and the end is not yet,

lor thes*^ same mines are as rich to-day as at any time
during their history.

Gold minium, especially in Grass Valley, when under
honest and scitmtific management, is one of the safest

and m09t profitable of all American industries. It is a
busines3 that will return annually a profit of from 100 to

300 per cent en the investment. Minin? is a science

acquired only by years of study, combined with practical

experience. Therefore, failure Is the rule whenever the
management is ignorant and unscientific.

The undersigned is a practical scientific and successful
miner, has made mining a life study and vocation, is

honest and trustworthy, and will not, under any circum-
stanoes, recommend or deal in any but valuable paying
property and properties that will develop dividend-
payers.
No Wildcat Mines; no Sharp Practice; no reasonable

chance for loss; Honesty and Square Dealing Guaranteed.
Correspondence solicited.

Full particulars by applying to

S. B. FOWLER, Supt. Hartery Mine,
Grass Valley^ K^evada Co,, California.

DBWBY St aO., PATEINT AQENTS, 330
Kalkel 8i, SuFrudMO, EleTator, U Front Bt, .
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n^Ai^KET Reports.

Date. ounces.

May 1 739,000

May 4

May 11
May 18.

Local Markets.

San Francisco, May 14, 1891.

Cool moist weather the past week is accepted as

favorable to growing crops. Among the better in-

formed it is believed that the outturn of wheat will

be all of 1,800,000 tons in this State; this means
with good prices an unusually prosperous fiscal year

in this State. The local money is fairly easy. Gen-

eral trade for the season is good,

QUICKSILVER— Receipts the past week aggre-

gate 134 flisks. The market is fairly steady at cur-

rent quotations.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is quiet at

78 to 7QH cts. Holders do not appear disposed to

press sales.

SILVER—Purchases by the Department are re-

ported as follows in this month:
Offered Purchased Price paid

ounces. per ounce,
350,000 :$ .9760 to S .9840

3i6,000 S .9850 to S .9870

593,000 $ .93126 to S .9825

144,000 $ .97950 to S .9S0

The market continues unstable both at home and
abroad. The feverish condition of European money
centers is undoubtedly against silver, but with the

return of confidence, its market value will be

largely advanced by reason of its gradual absorp-

tion and light available supplies. The fact

that this country is called on lor large supplies

of gold is taken advantage of by silver dealers

to beat down the price of the latter, but

after harvest or say on and after July next

gold will set back to this country, for Europe will be

a buyer of our railroad and other securities and also

our surplus cereals. The balance of trade, then,

will be largely in our favor, and to meet it gold will

have to be sent to this country, English statistics

show that India has drawn silver very heavily so far

in this year, larger, if anything, than for four years

past.

BORAX—Receipts the past week aggregate 693
ctls. This will be shipped chiefly to the East by

water owing to freights being lower by that route

than by land.

LIME—Receipts the past week aggregate 3188

bbls. The market is steady. Considerable lime is

sent up north direct.

LEAD—The market continues unsettled, with

quotations nominally unchanged, although it is

known that a lower figure than we give for pig is

accepted by sellers.

TIN—Tke market is fairly steady. Month after

next the increased duty on tin-plate will take effect,

but that on pig tin will not go into effect for two
years. As tin-plate is only about two per cent tin

and the balance either iron or steel, the higher duty

will not affect pig tin to any extent, if it does at all.

London cables to Iron Age report that for pig the

market is strong, chiefly on brisk demands for near

future deliveries. Spot stocks are in strong hands
and consumption continues on a large scale.

IRON—The market continues easy under large

stocks on spot and to arrive. The Eastern and
European markets have an advancing tendency.

COPPER—The market is essentially unchanged.
The impression prevails that a quiet movement is

going on to concentrate supplies for a bull campaign.
Eastern advices report buyers conservative. Lake
Superior ingot is quotable at 13^^ to 13^ cts. and
i25i cts. for Arizona ingot; over iij^ cts. for

ordinary casting copper is realized only on small

parcels.

COAL—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows : Nanaimo, 6516 tons; Departure Bay, 9065;
Newcastle, N. S. W., 6^53; Tacoma. 10,800;

SeattlCj 6963; Nagasaki, 2065; Coos. 1200; total,

42,962 tons. A cargo of English spot was on the

market as low as $7 a ton. The heavy shipments
of English and free supplies arrived keep the market
for steam in buyers favor. After a few days sus-

pension, vessels are being dispatched from Aus-
tralia for this port. It is said that more vessels are

oflfering there for July-August loading for this port.

With us the spot and near-by coal market is fairly

easy.

Goal and Coke.

TO LOAD—PER TON.
Australian § 7 00@
Liverpool St'm. 7 00@
Scotch Splint. . 7 00@ 9 00
Cardiff 7 00@
Lehigh Lump.. 14 00@17 00
Cumberland bk 10 00@
Egg, hard 12 00@
West Hartley.. 7 B0@

SPOT PaOM TARD—PBR TON
WelllDgton SIO 00
Greta 8 50
CarbonfflU 8 00
Nanaimo 10 00
Oilman 7 50
Seattle 7 50
Coos Bay 7 00
Cannel 9 60
Egg, hard 16 00
Cumberland, In Backa 14 00

do. bulk IS 00
Wallsend 9 00
Scotch Splint 9 00
Brymbo. 9 00
WeatHartley 9 oo

CoKe—EnffliBh.

To load S12 00@13 00
Spot, in bulk . 16 00@18 00

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
Nflw York, May 14.—The following are the clos-

ing prices the past week:

Silver In Silver in

London. New York. Copper. Lead. Tin.

Thursday.. .44| 98i 13 76 4 20 19 95

Friday 44J 98 13 75 4 26 19 90
Saturday.... 44} 97^ 13 75 4 25 19 90

Monday 44| 97} 13 75 4 26 19 85
Tuesday 44S 97i 13 75 4 22^ 20 00
Wednesday.. 44i 974 13 75 4 22i 20 20

Tin is stronger and in good demaid. Lead is steady.

It is claimed that copper hai a more promising outlook,
but at present it is dull. Borax coatlnues to move off

free. Iron is stiengthening both at home and abroad.

DiYlDKKD No. 3 of fife oents per share, az-

f^regatioK $I500t has been declared by the W.
Y. 0. D. Aliuing Co. A cleanup from one
montb'B ran of ore from the mine at GraBB
Valley laet Saturday yieldei $5000, not in-

oludlog Balphareti, which go about $300 per
ton. About foar tone of ore per day were
WQrked,

Mining Bureau Mnsenm.

Following are among the reoent oontribatione

to the museum of the California State Mining

Bureau

:

From Mr. J. W. Copeland, Specimen of

Stromeyerite {sulphide of copper and silver), of

Silver King Mine Pinal Co., Arizona.
Medal struck at the U. S. Mint, from bullion

produced from Nevada ores, at the Centennial Ex-
position in Philadelphia 1876, Thos. G. Taylor.

Calcite (Botryodial), found with Preceite at Lone
Ranch Cbetco» Currry Co., Oregon; and improved
folding miners' candlestick, Werntz patent, Dec.

25, 1888, E. B. Ben^eck.
Aragonite, Silver Canyon Santa Catalina Island,

Los Angeles Co.
Stamo, tantalite from Grusen, S. Dakota.
Autunite, Black Hills, Werner Sauggulh.
Pectolite, Santa Barbara, Dr. S. G. Yates.

Turquois, Candelaria, Nev., W. H. Sbockley.
Chromic iron, near Cholarae, San Luis Obispo

Co., Hutchins & Montgomery.
Copper ore. Whale Mine, Inyo Co., W. C.

Chapin.
Fossil shells, Ventura Co.
Heike Kani (Face crab), Inland Sea, Japan,

Arthur E. Roberts.
Sponge (fine texture), coast of Siberia, Capt Geo.

Ball.

Zinc ore (sphalderite). Silver Canyon, Santa Cata-
lina Island, Los Angeles Co.

Purolite, from Asbestos mines, Thetford, Quebec,
Canada, B. E. Syster.

Clay, plastic and refractory, Santa Barbara, I. L.
Perry.

Gold quariz, from a ledge in the desert, 35 miles
northwest from Mojave, Kern Co. E. P. Marsellus.

Severite (hydrus silicate of alumina), Otay ranch,
San Diego Co., San Diego Chamber of Commerce,
Gold quartz (rich in fine gold), Florence mine,

Leadvilie, Col., Hans Vogt.
Silver (native, on ore). Continental Chief mine,

Leadvilie, Col.
Gold quartz (showing free gold). Eureka vein,

Pine Valley district. San Diego Co.
Tin ingot, smelted from ore of the Temescal

mines, San Bernardino Co., J. H. Crossraan.
Boulangerite (sulph-antimonide of lead), W. H.

Shockley.
Glancophane (first occurrence noted in Califor-

nia), from Wellets, Mendocino Co., H, F. Finell.

San Francisco Metal Market.

WHOLES A f.F.

Thde^day, May 14. 1891
A.NTIMONY — (CO 18
BOBAX—Refined, in carload lota " "^

Powdered " " "
Concentrated " " "
All grades jobbing at an advance.

Copper—
Bolt.
Sheathing 23
Ingot, jobbing 18 ^
do. wholesale 17 @
Fire Box SheetB 23 fr* ^

Lead—Pig — @ 4;

Bar — <& 5;

Sheet 74@ —

'

Pipe 6|@ -
Shot, discount 10% on 600 baga Drop, ^ bag. 1 80 ® —
Buck, ^bag 2 00 @ -
OhiUed. do 2 20 @ -

QuiOKSiLTER—By the flask 43 00 345 00
Flaskfl, old 40 @ 50

CHR.0BIE Iron Ore, ^ ton.... 10 00 w
Steel—EDgliab, lb 16
Canton tool
Black Diamond tool
Pick and Hammer

,

Machinery
Toe Calk .

TiNPLATE—E. v., steel grade, 14x20, to arrive. 6 fiO (^
E. v., steel grade, 14x20, spot 6 50 @
Charcoal, 14x20 6 50 ®
do roofing, 14x20 6 00@
do, do, 20x28 13 00 @
Pig tin, spot, ^ lb., irregular, nominal 21 @

Ikon—Bar, baee 3 @
Norway, base 43<

Spot.
"

Eeon—Glengarnock ton 30 00 @
Eglinton.ton 29 00 (9

American Soft. No, 1, ton.. @32 00
Oregon Pig. ton @30 00
Puget Sound 30 00 @
CUy Lane White 26 00 i^

ShottB. No. 1 30 00 (»
Langloan 28 00 @
Thomoliffe 30 00 @
Gartsherrie 30 00 (a
Barrow 30 00 @
CargoQeet 27 OO ftc —

To Load.
28 @ -
27 ^ -
30 @ -
30 @ —
30 @ -
24 (CD -
29 @ -
2lj @ —
2; @ -
S6 @ —
26 @ -
26 @ -

James E. Keeleb has reeigned his poaltioD
as aatroQOmer at the Llok Observatory and will
oooapy a ohair In the Uaiversity of Pennsyl-
vania, The Board of Regents has passed reeo-
Intiona expressing appreciation of his paot
services and wishing him future auccesa. W.
W. Campbell, instraotor in astronomy at the
University of Michigan, has been appointed as
suooessor to Prof. Keeler for one year at an an-
nual salary of $1800. The Lick Observatory
had no more active or intMligent young man
on its staff than James, E, Keeler, and his resig-
nation is to be regretted by all interested in
astronomy in this State. HIa work was always
thorough in every way, and he had the respect
and friendship of hie associatee. He waa one
of the Secretaries of the Aitronomioal Society
of the Pacific and a frequent oontribator to its
tranaactiona. The Lick observatory can ill

afford to lose such a valuable and -thoronghly
qualified worker.

Steam Engineers.—An assooiation of the
American Steam Eegineere, subject to the
Supreme Council of the Order, was organized
in this city this week with the following
officers: Chief engineer, John Oswald; re-
cording engineer. P. L. Stevens; financial en-
gineer, J. M. Zinkie, treasurer, A. Wilson;
chaplain, John Faiqnhar; senior master me-
chanic, N. B. Gauld; junior master mechanic,
C. R. MoPherson; inside sentinel, B. J. Mc-
Shain; outside sentinel, Sidney Perd.

What CAuaEa the Flame of the Eleotrio
Abo?—The electric arc is composed of a ateam
of vapor arising from the actual boiling or
vaporization of the solid or fused ends of the
separated ooudaotora.

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
COUPILBD BVERT THURSDAT FROM AsyHRTlSBMBNTO IN THB MlNINO AlO) SCOfHTlFIO PBB88 AND OTBJIB 8. F JODBXAU),

COMP.'LNY AND LOCATION.
Ajides M Co., Nevada
Caledonia S M Co^ Nevada
Calirornia Iroo & Steel Co., Oalifornia,
Carmelo Land & Coal Co., Oaliioruia.

.

ChoUar M Co., Nevada
Cod Lnperial M Co., Nevada
OouB New York M Co., Nevada
East Sierra Nevada M Co . Nevada. . .

.

Gray Eagle M Co., California
IdlewildM Co., California
Indiao Creek L& M Co., California,...
Inyo Marble Co., California
Kentuck Cone M Co. , Nevada
Live Oak Drift Gravel M Co , Cal
Midas M Co., California
Mineral KitgM Co., Arizona
N Bloomfleld Gravel M Co., California.
Oak Cons M Co.. California
Peerless M Co., Arizona
Silver Hill M Co., Nevada
Scorpioii S M Co., Nevada
Sierra Nevada 3 M Co , Nevada
.Sylvania M Co. , Nevada
Teresa M Co , Mexico
TTmnira M Co., Oregon
Utah Con M Co., Nevada.
Valley View M Co., California
Yellow Jacket M Co., Nevada.

ASSESSMENTS.
No. Amt. Levied.Delinq't AND Sale. Secbetahy. Place op Business
.37... 8{Jc....Apr4, May 8, May 28 J W Twiggs 3t9 Montgomery St
.44...,15c....May2, June4, Julys A 8 Groth 414 California St
, 5.... 35c.,..April 27, June 6, June 27...F Bonancina 438 California St
. 3.... 50c ...April U, May 16, June 15. . .W T Baggett 324 Pine St
.29.... 50c,...Apr 6, May 13, June 2 C E ElUott 309 Montgomery St
.31.... 5c....May 6, Jmiell, Julyl C L McCoy 331 Pine St
. 5....15o....Apr3, Mays, May 29 OE Elliott 309 Montgomery St
. 2.... 5c April 14. May 22. June 15. ..G R Spinney 310 Pine St
.23 3c Apr 3, May 18, June 9 A W Barrows 303 California 8t
. 2 .,.10o....May 1, June 1, June 2i) E P Stone 306 Pine St
. 2 6c April?, May 11, June 1 SO Mills 419 Oalifornia St
.12....10o....Mar30, May 12, May 29.. . .G W Luce 132 California St
. 1.... 20c....Mar 31, May e. May 26 J W Pew 310 Pine St
. 13. ., .26c ... .Apr 15, June 2,June22 Jos Morizio 328 Montgomery 8t
. 2 10c April 27, June 5, June 29...A Halsey 328 Montgomery St
. 6 lUc Mar 23, Apr 23, May 18 T F Norman 419 California St
.47 25c Mar 26, May 4. May 2? H Piclioir 320 Sansome St
. 8 4c ,. April 6, May 13, June 10 E J Kyan 230 Montgomery St
.10.... 10c April 24, May 29, June 18. ..A Waterman 309 Montgomery St
.28.... 20c.... April 23, May 28. June IS...DC Bates 309 Montgomery Bt
.26 15c Aprd 14, May 22, June 15. ..G It Spinney 31U Pine St
.99 50c May 13, June 17, July 7 EL Parker 309 Montgomery St
. 1.. §1.50....Mar 14, Apr 28, May 28 J J Scoville 4 Suuter Bt
. 3....10c....Mar 28, May 1, May 19 A Cherainant.... 328 Montgomery St

. 3.... 2c March 27, May 4, May 22. ..A Cheminant 328 Montgomery Bt
.12 25c May 6, June 12, June 30 A H Fish 309 Montgomery Bt
. 2.... 2c.... April 13, May 18, Junes W T Guruett 308 Pine St
.48. . . .60o. . . .April 14, May 16, June 20. . .W H Elanvelt Gold Hill

Company and Location.

MBETINQS TO BE HELD.
Secbetahy. Office in S. F. Meeting. Date.

CaliBtoga Con M Co H S Fitch 331 Pine St Annual Junel
Oarbondale Coal, Land 4 Imp'mt Co.., .L AEelley 328 Montgomery St Special May 25
Crown Point M Co., Nevada J Newlands 329 Pine St Ajinual June I

Piedmont G&SM Co JJ Scoville 329 Sansome St Annual May 21
Silver Hill M Co,, Nevada DC Bates 309 Montgomery St Annual May 25

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Company AND Location. Sfcketaby. Office in S. F. Amount.

Champion M Co T Wetzel 320 Sansome St 10

North Banner Cons M Co., Oalifornia...T J Mitchell Grass Valley ro

North Star M Co., California D A Jennings 401 Cahfornia St 50

Jackson MOo W R Drake 311 Pine St 10

Pacific Coaat Borax Co., California A H Clough , 230 Montgomery St 1 00

Payable.
May 18
Apr 20
Apr 8
Jan 19
Mayll

Mining Sbare Market.

Mining shares, so far as the Comstocksa are con-

cerned, had the dumps the past week, with quite a
decline in the prices of those that had made the

most decided up move. Persons who give close at-

tention to the workings of the market, and conserv-

atively judge the why and wherefores of the moves,

were prepared for the setback which took place.

Their opinion is grounded upon the work going on
in the mines and also the position of shares. They
also claim that there can be no doubt but the mana-
gers of two or more of the mines have turned the

work in their respective mines with the view of mak-
ing an ore strike, and the preliminary movement to

it has been and stilt is the concentration of stocks

at as low prices as possible and then deal them out

on the public at higher prices on big ore develops,

prospective or actual dividends or on anything else

calculated to excite the cupidity of the more credu-

lous. That a fair to Urge showing of ore can be

made to the west in any of the mines is gener-

ally conceded by old and experienced Comstock
miners, but in which it will be made so as to make
a stock deal is an open question, which time

can only solve. The setback the past week caused

weak holders and timid dealers to throw their stocks

on the market, and as bear points were circulated

thick and fast, it is unreasonable to suppose that

other outside dealers bought much. At this writing

it looks as if the market will advance within the

next four weeks to a higher range of prices than has

been reached on the present deal.

Mining shares opened this (Thursday) morning

fairly firm at a slight advance on last night's clos-

ing. The 30 per cent setback this week uncovered

quite a line of stocks on margin. The market acls

to-day as if it is about bottom, and that much higher

prices will obtain soon.

At the East, large speculators, in general, look for

more active and higher markets for railroad and

other securities this (all. This opinion is based on

the outlook being favorable for large crops and good

prices, which always create speculation.

Owing to numerous inquiries it has been decided

to run, at an early day, a map of the Comstock
showing the Comstock lode or White ledge and the

Red or west lode. This will convey a good idea

to our patrons of the two lodes.

News from the Comstocks report two mills are

running on Con, Virginia ore, and they also indicate

higher battery assays, but whether they will be

higher remains to be seen. That they can be

advanced up to over $50 a ton is the current belief

among miners. Best and Belcher after "running

away" from the ore body, have started for it;

probably enough stocks have been bought during

the last decline to warrant this move. It is claimed

that Sierra Nevada levied an assessment to get the

public to sell stock, and afterward show up the ore

in the west. The work going on in Ophir and
Union is quite important. Gould & Curry con-

tinue to send ore to the mill; the assays are lower

than private advices report. In Hale & Norcross

they are opening out new levels. In Savage, they

have started an important crosscut on the iioo-foot.

Unless the work is stopped they will run into rich

ore. In Con. Imperial and Challenge a joint cross-

cut is being run for ore known to exist to the west.

The north drifts being run by Confidence and Chal-

lenge ought to open up several very important levels

lor future work. In Crown Point, Belcher, Ken-

tuck and Yellow Jacket the prospecting work being

done ought to develop into something quite

important in the near future. Overman, Chollar,

Con. Imperial, Chollar and Savage continue to send

their regular quota of ore to mill. The battery

assays go from $18 to $23 a ton.

Complimentary Samples.

Fereons reoeiving thia paper marked are re-

quested to examine itfi contents, terms of aub-

Boription, and give it tiieir own patronage, and,

as far as praotioable, aid in oiroulating tlie

journal, and making its value more widely

known to others, and extending its influence in

thie cause it faithfully serves. Subscription

rate, %%M a year. Extra copies mailed for 10

cents, if ordered soon enough. If already a

sabsoriber, please show the paper to otberv.

Since the Ist of January 62 mining com-

pacien have paid dividends amountlDg to

$4,846,270.

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

S. P. Stock Exchange.

Namb of

Company.

Alpha
Alia
Andes
Belcher
BeUelsle
Beat & Belcher. . ,

.

Bullion
BodieCon
Eulwer.
Commonwealth. .

.

Goo. Va. ftOal...
Ohallnoge
OhoUar.....
Oonhdence
Con. Imperial
Caledonia
Crown Point
Crocker
Del Monte
Eureka Con
Exchequer
Grand Prize
Gould & Curry....
Hale & Nororosa.

.

Julia
Justice
Kontuck
Lady Wash
Mono
Mexican
Navajo
North BeUelsle..
Nev. Queen
Occidental
Ophir
Overman
Potoai
Peerless
Peer
Savage
S.E.SM
Sierra Nevada
Sliver Hill
Scorpion
Union Con
Utah
Yellow Jacket.

25
1.10
1.40
2.70

25
2.15
1.20
.40

.81
12.50

2.20
3.05
I) to
.20

.76
a.EO
.25

Wekk
Ending
Apr. 23.

1.45
1.45
1.75
3.05

7J6
2.80
1.45
.4

.90

14.75

2 75

3.70
6.60
.25

.81

2.9

Wbek
Ending
Apr. 30.

1.26 1.3E
1 10 1.2(
1.35
2.45
.b5

6.50
2.36
1.16
.35

1.06
12.50

2.25
2.05
S.OO
20

.70
2.25

85
20

3.20
3.30

40
60

4.20
30
80
40

1.20
6.87
3.eo
1.40
.20
.20

3 10
.35

3.15

* Assessment added.

1.35

8.12
3.S5
6.01

.26

.40

3,

1.45
3.70
.30

.35
4.1;

1 311

3.20

1.66
2.75
.76

7.75
2.66
1.25
.V

1.16
14.76

2.45
3.10
0.25

".hi
2

"'

25
.45

4.00

.25

3 10
3.2cl

.20

1.25

.50

1.16

6.25
3.20
4.65

20

3 00
1.16

3.05
15
30

3.60

1.00
2.6J

4.50
.46

1.10
.60

1.30

7.75
3 70

4. OS

Week
Ending
May 7.

7.25
2 35
1.10
.35
.85

14 12
2.25

2.65
6.E0
.20

.75
2.40
.20

.25

3.75
85
25

3.30
3.35
.25

1 20
.31

1.50
1.20
'3.40

3.26

9'. 37

3.66
1 30

i!6o
20. f(

2.76
3 51

6.76

.70

5 37
.41

1.0^

.60

1.50
9.62
3.95
6.25

".•&

4.00
I.I

4.25

Week
Ending
May 14.

1 25 I..50

1.15 1 3)
2.75 3.45
2.80 3.<0
.60 ....

6.25 8.50
2.25 2.90
1.20 1.35
.40 .15
.86 1.00

15.75 19.50

2.60 3.00
3.20 3 96
1.60 7.37
.20 .25

.90 1.10

.60 3.00

.20 25

90 1 10
25 .30

3.40 4.00
3.20 5.95
.25

1.40
76
.40

70 ....

4.26 6.12
.25 .40
.80 .8i
.40 60

1.30 1.50
7.12 9.00
3.66 4.40
4.20 5 12
.15

2520
3.10 3,

1.35 1.75
3.30 4.05
30 .35

40 .46

4.00 4.80""
1.45
3.25

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange,

200 Alpha Con 1.26
1000 Andes 2.70

60 Baltimore 65c
1000 Belcher 2.70
630 Bests Belch..6.37S@6.6U

1150 Bullion 2.20@2.25
850 Caledonia 80c
500 ChallengeCon 2.30
630 Chollar 3.106*3.15
100 ComVlth 95c

1990 Con Cali V 14J@lli
1200 Con Imperial 2Cc

50 C'.nfidence 6.50
100 Con New York 35c
200 Crocker 20c
500 Crown Point... 2. 4E@2. 50
200 E Sierra Nevada 5c
100 Exchequer 80c
660 Gould & Ourry.3.30@3.25
400 HaleSNor 3.15

Thuesday, May 14, 9;30 A. M.
100 Justice 1.30
.175 Kentuck 70c
200 Lady Waah 40o
630 Mexican 4 20@4.25
200 Navajo.. 30c
400 North Belle We. .75(8S6c
400 Ophir 6.75@6.87i
200 OccidenUl 1.30
260 Overman 3.50
£30 PotoBl 4.O0@4.05
650 Savage 3.16
450 Scorpion 40c
250 SegBel&MC 1.30
560 Sierra Nevada. 3. 30@3 35
700 SUverHlll 25e
200 St Louis 50c
750 Union Con. ...3. 851*3.90
650 Utah 1.30
1000 YeUow Jacket.2.7(@2.76

Our Agents,

OUB Fribnss can do much In aid of oar paper and the
canae of practical knowledge and solence, by assisting
AKents In their labors of canvassing, by lending their In-
fluenoe and encouraging favors. We intend to send none
but worthy men.

Gio. WiLaov—Sacramento Co.
J. C. HOAC—San Francisco,
F. W. Enapp—Amador Co.
F. B. LoQAN—Solano and Yolo Cos,
D. G. Clart—Sonoma Co.
R H. ScHABFPLB—Central California.
W. W. Thbobalds—Oakland, CaL
G. B. GiLii—San Luis Obispo Co.
A. DirNLAP—San Benito Co.
E, L. Richards—Escondldo, Cal,
Wm. M. Hillbart—Oregon.
Wm. Holdbk—Oregon.
Wu. Olson—Washington.
Don Mills—Sonoma Co.
Framk 3. Chapin—Tulare atd Kern Cos.
B. F. Bblt—Shasta Co.

Don't fail to Write.

Should this paper be received by any subscriber who
does not want it, or heytmd the time he intenda to pay
for it, let him not fall to write us direct to stop It. A
postal card (costing one cent only) will suffice. We will
not knowingly send the paper to any ooe who does not
wish it, but if it is continued, through the failure of the
Buhscriber to notify us to discontinue it, or some Irre-
sponsible party requested to stop It, we shall positively
demand payment for the time it is sent, LooE CAKBFULLT
AT THE LABEL ON YOUE PAPF*

MiNBs and Stock In Uines for sale. See advertisement
on page S16.
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L iflt of U. S. PateBts for Paolfio Coast

Inventors.

Beported by Dewey <S Oo.. Pioneer Patent
Solicitors for Paclflo Ooaat.

FOR WEEK ENDING MAY 5, 189I.

451.550.—Shebt Metal Roofing—J. C. Bayer,
Porlland. Or.

451,803.—Ladder-G. T. Campbell. S. F.

451.648.—Traction Engine—N. L. Darliog,
Benicia. Cal.

451.857.—Cable Grip—J. J. Graff, S. F.

451,668.-Nippers— D. A. Hamilton, Heppner,
Or.

451,713.

—

Watchmakers Jewel Setting Cut-
ter—A. Hariung, Nevada City, Cal.

451.594 —Boring Machine. A. M. Jewell. S. F.

4S<. 595.— Boring Machine. A. M. Jewell, S. F.

451.765.- Valve Gear for Ore Stamps—C.
Keodrick, Jr.. Nevada City, Cal.
451,608.—Horse Tail Holder—J. W. Lind-

say, Fresno, Cal.

451,839.—Animal Trap—John Picard, St. Paul,

Or.

451,530.—Washing Machine— Z. W. Shields,

Harrington, Wash.
451,531. — Neutralizing Sulpho-Chlorin-

ATED Oils—A. Sommer, Berkeley, Cal.

451.626.-Stratified Brick—L. A. Steiger,

San Jose, Cal.

451,783.—Shingle— R. P. Taylor, Gold Hiil,

Ncv.
451,655.-Veterinary Inhaler—H. T. Welch,

San Jose, Cal.

45'.544—Railway Rail Coupling—J. T.
Wicker, Sprague, Wash.

451.586. — Insulated Electric Conductor—
J. B. Williams. Oakland, Cal.

451.587.—Insulated Electric Conductor—
J. B. Williams, Oakland, Cal.

The (ollowing brief list by telegraph, for May 12,

will appear more complete on receipt of mail devices:

California—San Francisco: Peter Barelon, etioet-rail-

way rail and pavement; Nora M. Barrett, gas eofrine at-

tacbment; Charlea E. Naylor, Bafety-grip brake for cable
care; Franz Smith, door manipulator. Oakland—James
L. Crittenden, drain pipe for buildiogB; Frank A. Hunt-
ington, power Btreet-paving machine; Jas. B. Williams,
treatine conduct >rB. Nevada City — Amelia Fogeh,
fruit-picker, Alameda—Adolph Lajeuntesse, weather
strip. Oregon—Portland: Craig H. Murray, bedstead,
tablet Washington—Seattle: Emma C. Hudson, house-
door letter-box; Wm. R. Phillips, hydraulic air-corn*

pressor. Upokane Falls—John McKionan, clothes-drier.

Montesano—Michael Reilly, razor strop and driving calk.

NOTB.—Copies of U. 8. and Foraigu patents furnished
by Dewey & Co , In tbe shortest time possible (by mail
tor telegraphic order). Am'irican and Foreign patents
obtained, and general patent buainess for PacLQo Coast
nventors transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
rates, and in the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co. "s Scientific Press U. S. and For-

eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Veterinary Inhaler.—Henry T. Welch, San

Jose. No. 451.655. Dated May 5, 1891. The ob

ject of this invention is to provide an inhaler which
is specially adapted for horses and which by reason

of its construction can be readily ard securely ap-

plied in a way that will not inconvenience the horse.

The inhaler consists of a hollow medicine-receptacle

having top perforations and bent to fit the upper lip

of the horse below the nostrils.

Traction Engine.— N. L. Darling, Benicia,

assignor to Benicia Agricultural Works. No.

451,648. Dated May 5, 1891. This invention

presents certain features of novelty, among which
may be noted a compact form of boiler engine, bed-

piece, driving and steering wheels, power being

transmitted from the engine to the driving wheels

by means of sprocket wheels and driving chains in

place of the gears which are usually emplo>ed.

The driving wheels are of very large diameter, and
are specially constructed with a view to strength.

The bed-piece of the engine is peculiarly constructed

so as to make it very compact, at the same time

providing sufficient room for the eccentrics and
valve gear without unduly lengthening the engine

shaft. A peculiar clutch mechanism is employed to

connect the engine shaft with its driving sprocket

wheel, or disconnect it therefrom, and a suitable

equalizing gear is fitted to the counter-shaft from
wbich the power is transmitted to the two driving

wheels. Another peculiarity of the engine is in the

construction of a truss frame whereby great strength

and rigidity is effected, and through the agency of

which the draft bar is connected with the engine at

a point low down, and in such a manner that a

heavy draft tends to hold the engine down upon the

ground instead of lifting it up.

ft

New Incorporations.

The following companies have been incorporated,

and papers filed in the office of the Superior Court,

Department lo, San Francisco;

East Oakland Railroad Co., May 9. Capi-

tal stock, $250,000. Directors— E. C. Sessions, C.

E. White, E. P. Vandercoock, R. F. Crist and W.
R. Melvin.

Pacific Coast Amusement Device Co., May
9: Object, to intioduce, rent and sell rotary toys,

amusement devices, fortune-telling machines, nickel-

in-the-slot machines, and other kinds of toys. Capi-

tal stock, $100,000. Directors—James W. Hartley,

Achille Roos; Shaller Howard, W. R. Gouldberg
and Alfred Bouvier. '

Belding Cons. M. Co., May 13. Location,

Esmeralda Co., Nev. Capital stock, $3,000,000.

Directors—W. J. Sutherland, H. Zading, G. R.

Wells, N. T. Spencer and and Chas. Hershfeld.

The Qoald & Carry Mining Co. iias reoelved

$11,406.03 ai the net prooeeda of amalgam from
1120 tona of ore worked at the Nevada mill,

which was sold to the Oarson mint,

/l35e3S|iiept (lotice3.

GRAY BAOLB MINING OOMPANY.-Lo-
ntloD of princlpftl place of biuioeM, Sao FrandnoOt

California, Ix)c«tlfni o( work*. Plaor County, CaUfomla.
««>tlcc Is biTchy giteo. that ftt a loeotlng of the Board of

Dln-ctore, lurUl ou (hu ad day of April. 1891, an vn
mcnt. No. 23. of Three (3) Ccts per aharo, wm levied upon
tb» Capital Htook of the Curp'^iralluii, i>aya)ile liiiiiirdluu>iy
lo UDit«d Stat«B Gold Coin to tli« Svcrutary, at tho oitlcu of
the Coinpany, Room 11, No 'i.3 L'alifornla Stti-ol, Hao
FraDd«co. Califorula.
Any Block u(m>u which tbln anAowinient shall ivmalc un-

paid on the ISth dav uf May, IS'Jl, will b« delinquent,
uod advertised for #alf at puliilo aiictluD; and unlvtiH ruy-
lUBot Inmado befon-, will W Aold ( ii TUESDAY, the 9th
day of Juuu. IS91, to pay the- delluiiucut aasoaBmcnt.
tOKvthur with custti of advert nliig and expt;iiBe« of »ale.
by urdur of the Board of Uirocuini

A. W. BARItOWR. Secret ry pro tviu
Office, Room n. No. 303 CaUfuri-fa Street, San Kraiici^.--,
OuUforDla.

Photo and Wood Engraving,

ZINCOGRAPHING, ETC.

Our New Half-Tone Engravings
(PAOSIMILIB PHOTOPLATES)

Made Directfrom Photographs, for fine Newspaper,

and fine Book and Job Printing,

Stand next to Stezl Pi.atk BNOBAViNGa in fineness
AND PERFEITION. THEY ARE PKODCOED QUIOKEE
AND CHEAPER THAN ANT OTHER GOOD ENOKAV-

ING8, THROUGH THE GREATEST INVENTION
YET MADE IN PHOTO-ENGBAVING.

Photo-Electi!otypes,

Photo-Zincographs,

Wax Process Electrotypes,

LiTHOGRAPHER.'i' TRANSFERS,

Photographing on Wood,
Stereopticon Views and other

Special Photo Work,
Promptly and rella' 1? done by the approved processes

Designs, drawings it photographs made to order.
EngrayingB of buildlngfl, Portraits, Maps and Scenery

and Photo Samples for SaleameQ are leading specialties.
Sendf as early as potoible, with full description for any

work desired, stating sizn and for what use plates are want-
ed. Photographs andpitnta similar to those desired, will
aid us In making definitt: estimates. i^Ageqta wanted.

Call and see specimeLu, or write for samples, pricee and
any further information wanted, to the

Dewey Engraving Co.,
A. T. Dewey, Manager.

Offiob Illubtratbd Pacif;o Status, 220 Market St., S. F-

AND

Ore Dressing Machinery.
By O. G. WAMFORD I.O0K.

Contents.— Motive Power — TransmisaioD of Power.
Quarrying — ProBpectiog, Shaft-sinking, Coal-cuttlnE,
Pumping, and Ventilating Maohiaery—Lighting—Haul-
ing and Hoisting Transport—Reducing—DrcsBlng—Mis-
cellaneous.

Price 921.00. Circulars and Catalogues on application,

E. & F. N. SPON, Publishers.
12 Cortlsndt St., New Tork.

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, Mining, and Commission,
420 Montgomery St., S. F.

Ships under advances to omeltlng works In Boston
tiew York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one years' experience in Shipping Ores and

Managing Mines.
Solicits Coueignments of Copper Produce and Manage-

ment of MIn'ng Matters.
All businees conducted on Cash Basis.

Purchase and shipment of Mining Supplies a Spkoialtt.
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Euslneea Manager of UNION COPPKR MtNK, Copper-

opolis, Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co., Cal.

JAMES M. HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. 030 California Street.
Telephone No.1746. SAN FHANCISCO. CAL

BLOWING ENGIESX
tera, with bal-

anced steam slide valve gear, steam cylinder 14 in.

diameter, air cylinder 40 in. diameter, stroke 24 in. 1 to
100 strokes per minute; engine new. For price and par-

L'SieS JAMES LEFFEL&CO., Springfield, Ohio.

ENQRAVINQ - SDPBKIOa WOOD AND
Metal En^ravln?, Electrotyplng and Stereot^fng

done at the olfice of this paper.

"'Aining and

Scienlifif, Press

Pacific .

F^qral -Press"

s^imm&s:f^s>f^MLu

iwm
POLLOK PATENTS.

ADJOINING

OFFICE AND WORKS,

THE NEVADA COUNTY NARROW GAUGE RAILROAD,

"HOLMS" STATION, GRASS VALLEY.

NEVAD A COUNTr OALIFOBNIA.

TMs Comnany is now Prepareil to Eeceiye Snlpliirets (Concentrates) for Treatment

ON TERMS WHICH MAY BE ARRANGED.

In QuantltleB of from 2 lbs to 100 lbs.

OXIZSS

Apply to MR J. W. HIQQINBOTTOM, C. & M. E.,

PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER.

N. B.—Side Track and Fairbank's Standard 40'Ton H. E. Track Scales.

Holmfl Station, Grass Valley, Arril 30, 1S91.

tdlicational.

Assay Office and Chemical Laboratory.

ROOMS 46 AND 47 MONTGOMERY BLOCK, 628
Montgomery Street, San Franci-co. For nearly 15

years witb Thomas Price, as Chitf of the Ore-Asaay and
Analytical Department. Lessons given in AsBayingand
Chemistry.

School of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Surveying, Architecture, Drawing and Assayinff,

723 MARKET ST.. SAN PRANOISOO.OAL.
Opea All Year.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President.

Assaying of Ores, S2B; Bullion and Chlorlnation Assay,

$26; Blowpipe Assay, SIO. Full course of assaying, t50,

ESTABLISHED 1864. iS" Send for circular.

IF YOU WAftT A FIRST CLASS THOU >UQH SCHOOL
and a pleasant, reliucd, sate hoaio tor your boya,

send them to

HOPKINS ACADEMY.
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA. Ne.\t term begins Augnut
6th, 1891. Send (or Catalogue to W. ' W. ANDERSON,
Princii/al.

wmtu
BUSINESS COLLEGE,

24 POST ST., S. F.

FOB SEVENTY - FIVE DOI<I.ARS THIS
College instructa In Shorthand, lype Writing, Book-

keeping, Tel- graphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the

English branches, and everything pertainine to business
for six full months. We have sixteen teachers, and give

Indlvioual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has

its graduates in every part of the State.

tS" SbND FDA CtRCDLAR.
E. P. HEALD, President,

C. S. HALEY, Secretary.

0. H. EVANS & OO.
(Successors to THOMSON & EVANS),

110 and 112 Beale Street, S. F.

machine; wokks,

steam Pumps, Steam Engines

and all kinds of MACHINERY.

'HI S s

..^.X* .A. ^ .A.1c*.Gr .A.i:-J^
For Sale Cheap, Six Second-Hand

FRUE CONCENTRATORS.
Good as New. Also Second-Hand

STEAM PUMPS
Of various makes.

RISDON IRON WORKS,
Cor. Beale and Howard StB., San FranclEco.

FRANCIS SMITH & CO.
Manufacturers of

Sheetlron and Steel

ALL UlZES.

130 fieale Street, San Francisco, Ga].

Iron cut, punched and formed, for making pipe oc
ground. All kinds of Tools supplied for making Pipe.
Estimates given. Are prepared for coating all sizes of
Pipe with a composition of Coal Tar and Asphaltum.

RUPTURE AND PILES.
We Positively Cure all kinds of Rupture

and Rectal Dlseiiaes, no matter of how long
standing, in from 30 to 60 days, without the
use of KNIFE, DRAWING BLOOD, or DETEN-
TION FROM BrsiNESS. Terms: Mo Cor«.
no Pay; and no Pay until Cnred.
If afOicted, come and see ub or send stamp for
Damphlet. Addresa:

DRS. PORTBRFIBLD A LOBBY.
8BB Market Street, - - San Pranoleco

WITH EIGHT YEARS PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
wants poeition; reference and address, J. EVANS,

M. A. (Ehrice's Chemist, &c., for past 18 years), Room 46,
028 Montgomeiy Street, San Francisoo.
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Send for Catalogue

ELECTRIC BLASTING.

VICTOR EIiECTRIC PXiATINUM FUSES.
Superior to all otbers for exploding any make of dynamite or
blastine: powder. Each fuse folded separately and packed in
ueat paper boxes of 50 each. All tested and warranted. Single
and double strength, with any length of wires.

VICTOR BIi4.STINO ITIACHIME. -Made in two
sizes. No. 2 fires 20 to 30 holes. No 1 fires 5 to 8 holes. Adapted
for prospecting, stump blasting,quarry and general railroad work.

"PUI^tr UP'' BliASTlsrO IHACHINE. — The
strongest and most powerful machine ever made fjr Electric
Blasting. No. 4 size fixes 7U holes. No. 3 si/,e fires 40 holes. Are
especially adapted for submarine blasting and large mining work.

Staadard Electric Fane and BlastTester.W^lre
Reels, new design, l^eadias and Connectlns: Wire.

MANUrACTUKED ONLY BY

JAMES MACBETH & COMPANY,
-^^^"^ 128 iriaiden l>ane, New Yorfa City.

PARKE & LACY CO., San Francieco, Cal., AGENTS.

L. C. MARSHUTZ T. G. CANTRELL.

NATIONAL IRON WORKS
N. W. Corner Main and Howard Sts., San Francisco,

-—MANUFACTUEEKS OF

Stationary and Compound Engines, Flour, Sugar, Saw

and Quartz IVIill l^aclilnery.

AMALGAMATING MACHiNES. CASTINGS AND FORCINGS SL.^^^l7o.
ALL WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

NATIONAL ROCKER aUARTZ MILL.
KENDALL'S PATENT, AUGUST 24, 1886.

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL, Sole Manufacturers.
The Patentee and Manufacturers

cordially invite miners to critically

examine and pass judgment upon

this improved system of milling

and amalgamating ores in the fol-

lowing particulars:

1. The cost is less than one-half of

stamps of same capacity.

2. The freight to mine ia less than
one-halt of stamps.

3. The cost of erecting is less than
ono-fourth of stamps.

4. The power to drive itis less than
one-half of stamps.

5. The wear is less than one-quar-
ter of stamps.

6. There is no wear except on
shoes and dies.

7. Id point of amalgamation it Is

superior to any other machine
in use.

8. In its simplicity of construction.

We challenge competition with

Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or and

other ore crushing maohines now
hefore the public

iS'Send for Olrculars and Price List. MABSHUTZ & OANTBBLL.

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

THE ABOVE CUT ILLUSTRATES THE IMPROVED FOKOt OF DOUBLB-JOINTICD HY-
DRAULIC GIANTS which we manufacture. We guarantee purchasers of this form of Giants against all

costs, expenses or damEiges which may arise from any adverse suits or actions at law. We are further prepared to
furnish Single-Jointed Giants when required. Prices, discounts and Catalogues of our specialtie of Iiy<^
draullo UinlDg Machinery sent on application.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39 to 51 Fremont St., San Francisco.

MANUFACTURED FROM STRICTLY FIRST-CLABS FLAX AND PURE LUBRICANTS. HAS NO SUPERIOR
for all Hydraulic Work. Calico Watbr Works Co., Calico, Cal., Deo. 16, 1S90.
W. T. Y. SCHJBN'CK—Dear Sir: We find your "Red-Cord" Square Flax Packing the "Boas." Yours tndy,

J. B. LANE, Secretary.
The red cord runs the entire length. Put up in boxes of 30 feet, or coils of 60 to SO lbs. For sale by all

dealers. VT. T. Y. SCHFNCK, Sole Manufacturer. %%% and 224 Market Street* San Francisco, Cal.

Adamantine Shoes and Dies
AND

OHIIiOIvIIDE] c^sT STEEL
Gam8,Tappets,BoBses,RoU Shells and Crasher Plates.

THESE CASTINGS ARE EXTENSIVELY USED IN ALL THE MINING STATKS
and Territories of North and South America Guaranteed to prove better and
cheaper than any others. Orders solicited subject to above conditions. When
ordering seod sketch with exact dimensions. Send for Illustrated Circular.

Manufactured by CBROMB STfiEL WORKS, Brooklyn, N. Y,

H. D. MORRIS, Agent, 220 Fremont St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to the purchase of Mine and Mill Supplies.

STAMP DIE.9. stamp 0am.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
Not. 39 to 51 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

"HENDY" IMPROVED " OHALLBNGB " ORB FBBDBB.
The l)eat form of feeder ever devised, and pronounced by reputable mining men to be far

superior to any form of " Roller " Feeder manufactured. Wo refer to the follow-

ing gentlemen who have furnished us with testimonial letters to the
above effect, which can be seen at our office, viz.:

N. W. Ckookeb, Supt. Bunker Hill Gold Min-
ing Co., Amador City, Oal.

W. G. Roberts, Greenwood, El Dorado Co., Cal.

D. 0. WiCKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal.

J. E. Tbesloan, Supt. Sonth Spring Hill Gold
Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.

WE AKE MANTFAOTUBEES OP THE

"CHALLENGE", "STANFORD", "TULLOCK,""& "ROLLER" FEEDERS,
And will famish descriptive Catalogues and quote prices upon application.

HOISTING ENGINES FOR MINES
1,2, or 4 Drums, with Reversible Linl<

IVIotion or Pat. Improved Friction.

HADB ONLY BT THB

LIDGERWOOD M'F'G CO..
98 Liberty St., New Yorls.

84 and 86 West Monroe St., Oblcaso.
197 to 203 Congress St, Boston.

1 to 7 N. First St., Portland, Oregon.

PARKE & LACY CO., Agts., San Francisco.
RftDd for CatalOGnifi.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemica
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Industrial Chemist, Assayer

and Geologist.

718 IWONTGOMERY ST^^ - SAN FRANCISCO.

la'Will report on the condition and value of any mining property on
the Pacific Coast. Rare Cbemloals made to order. Instruotions given In

A^ggkylntr and Praotloal ChemlfitTT.

Works.

IT HAS NO EQUAL,

Can Be Put On

by Any One.

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adopted by the

ISTavy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOlIiSBS, STEAM PIPES, COX-D STORAGE, and all places reqniriog

MoD-Heat-ConductiDg: Material.

PAO?FI^0-5?.l^!s^STS.—O. B. JOHNSON & CO.—SANFBANOISCO.

A. T 1>EWEY
W. B. Ewer.
Geo. H. SxitONQ. jDeiey & Co.'s Scientific Press Patent Agency

{

Established
I860

INVBNTORS on the Pacific Coast will find it greatly to their advaDtag:e co consult this old, experienced, firet-claes

Agency. We have able and trustworthy Associates and Agents in Washingiion and the capital cities of the principal

nations of bbe world. In connection with our ei^itorial, scientific and Patent Law Library, and record of original

cases in our office, we have other advantages far beyond those which can be offered home inventors by other agenciea

the iDformation accumulated through long and careful practice before the Office, and the frequent examination of

p.itents already granted, for the purpose of determining the patentability of inventions brought before us. enables

U8 often to give advice which wlU save Inventors the expenseof applying for Patente upon Inventions which are not

few. Circulars of advice gentfree on reoelpb ot postage. Addrera DEWBY * CO., Patent Agents, 2S0 Market Si. S. F.

J
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PROVED BELT FRUE ORE OONCENTRATOR.
The Beat Ore CoDceatrator in the market, haviog doable
the Capacity and doing its work aa oloae aa the plain Belt
oiAohine, while ita ooncentrationa are clean. It ia aaed in

a namber of Mitla, the moat notable of which ia the

Alaaka M. & M. Co'a Mill, where 24 Improved Bolt Fraea
are taking the Palp from 120 Stampa, cruahiog .S50 toae

per day, and ia giving entire aatiafaction as againat 48
plain Belt Maohinea, taking the Palp from the other 120
Stampa.

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f. o. b.

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

Protected by Patenta December 22, 1874; September 2

1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20, 1883;

September 18, 1883; Joly 24, 1888. Patenta applied for.

For Pamphleta, TeBtimoaUle and farther information ^^^
apply at office.

^^""*

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE CO.. Room 15,

There mre Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Tub Montasa Compakx (Limited), London, October 8, 1886.

Drar SiBfl :—HavIu^' tcBtfil three o( your Fruu Vannera in k com-
petitive trial with other slniilar macliiiien (Trium(jh), we have satiBfled

'mtbolvea of tlie uuporiority of your Vatinere, aa ia evidenced by the
fact of our having ordered 20 more of your mauhineR for immediate
delivery. Youra truly, THK MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B.—Since the above was written the 20 VannerB, having been
started, ^ve such satlBfactlon that 44 additional Pruee and more
stamps have been purohaHed, ADAM9 Bl CARTER.

No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR with IMPROVED RIFFLED BELT.
The competitive trials which have been held between the

"Triomph" Ore Concentrators, the *' Frae" Vannere and
other forms of concentrating devices, do not warrant the as*

sertionthat the "Fme* Vanner is the beet ore oonoeDtrator in

the market. The fact that the "Fruea" have improved (cor-

rngated) belts does not militate against the superiority of tbo

"Triumphs;" for, when desired, they (the "Triumphs") can

be mounted with a superior belt known as the ** Blasdel "

Riffled.

Price "Triumph" Concentrators, with Im-

proved (Patented) Belt - - $650 f. o. b.

Price " Triumph " Concentrators, with

Plain Belt $550f. o. b.

We are prepared to (guarantee the superiority of the " Triumph " over

the " Fruo " or any other form of Concentrator, for coin if ueed be.

Circulars and teetimonial letters furniehed on application.

le, S. F.
}

I Co., CaL )

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
39 io 51 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Both the "Triumph" Concentrator and "Blasdel" (riffled)

Belt are protected by incontestable letters patent, granted
by the Government of the United States.

Original Empire Mill and Mininj; Company,
Principal Ofllce, 401 Caliloruia St., cor. Sansome,

.

Location of Works, Oraes Valley, Nevada C

Oiuss Valley, Nevada Co., Cal., Nov. 10, 188S.

Joahua Bendy Machine Works, SO to 51 Fremont St., S. F., Cal.:

QSNTLRMBN—1 am pleaaed to state, in refereece to the " Triumph"
Ore Concentrators, that four (4) of them were plare<1 tu the mUI of the
OrielDal Emipre Mill and Mining Compaoy in April, 18S4, and b thorough
test made of their practical optr-tioo; and their efficiency having been
demonstrated, four (4) more were subsequently introduced as the comple-
ment of the Twenty (20) Stamp Mill, and the eight {S) have been and are
now running with entirely satisfactory results.

At the Ten (10) Stamp Mill of the North Star Mining Company, uncler

my aupervlMton. four (4) are also in successful operation, and from my
observation of their practical worlvings, I am convinced that this form of

Concentrators is the equal, if not superior to any other style of Vanners
'or concentrating devices. DAVID McKAY, Jr.,

[Signed] Sup't North Star and Original Empire Mining Co.

N. B. When the stamping capacity of the two above named mills was in-

creased, more "Triumph " Concentrators were purchased, and twenty-
eight (28) are now in constant successful operation.

PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPOBTKRa AND MANUFAOTURBBS OF-

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
ENGINES, BOILERS, STEAM PUMPS,

AIR COMPRESSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S CRUSHING ROLLS,

CONCENTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROOK BREAKERS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Taking Pulp from lO Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

OENTBIPUGAL PUMPS

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG BDGERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

Grx:3NrE:xi..A.zL> .A.GrXixa'aTS z*ox<.

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
SALES DURING LAST FOUR MONTHS:

COMPOUND, b«x«*^^2s^b'^Po'wBR. standard, «50o"Io"^s''«^^S^W.=R.

Omzid. "rota,!, 309 3EIxi6lxxes, .A-ggrE-eBa'tlxiB 13.0*78

TTTVTT^'D 168 KNOINES,
tJ u XM l.\JJ^, taeo HORSE powi

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W.

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
ROCK DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING.

MINING AND QUARRYING

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

PEWEY 6? CO, {^l^'iS^I^^^k^-} PATENT AGENTS.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Fair, 1884.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

UEDABT PATENT WROUGHT EIM PULLEY
For the States of Californlft, Oregon and Nevada, and the Torrltorlea of Idaho, WashlDg^OD

Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Boat Balanced Pulley in the World. Also Manuiacturera of

SHAFTING, HANGERS AND APPUBTBNANGBS.
tSr SBND FOK CiROniiABa AHD PbIOB LlST.'Sl

No . 129 and 131 FBBMONT STREET - - - SAN PBANOISCO, OAL.

PAT. DOT. 25, 1881.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For infonuatioD concerning this proceaa for the re-

duction of Orea containing precious metals, and terms

of Jlccnee, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROCESS CO.,

Perk Olty. Utab.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope,
Duplex Rope, Tarred Manila Rope,Hay Bope, Whale Line,
etc., etc.

Extra etzes and lengthR m&da to order on abort notice.

611 & 613 Front St., San Frandsco, CaL
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THE FELTOIT WATER WHEEL
GIVES THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY OF ANY WHEEL IN THE WORLD. OVER 1300 IN USE.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mining and manufacturing machinery. Adapted to heads running
from 20 up to 2000 or more feet. From 20 to 30 per cent better results guaranteed than can be
produced from any other wheel in the country.

The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and reliable power, close
regulation, and the facility of adaptation to varying conditions of speed and pressure, have
brought it into special prominence and extensive use for this class of work.

All applications should state amount and head of water, power required and for what purpose
with approximate length of pipe line. SEND FOR CATALOGUE. '

i»3S3ijTOKr 'STsr.A.'xrjEsiEt. "v^rxxxaxiij
121-iaS MAIN STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, OAL., U. S. A.

oo.

priTQM U/ATpR MOTORS "^"y^°S from the fraction of 1 up to 15 and 20-hor8e

—
"i'/Ti -'"nted to develop a given amount of powe

^0 '•''^J-9^^ MOTOR CIECOLAE. Address as above.

nip' j-T ,'
J^" ' *"• "" — >» • wii^, power, unequaled for all light-running machinery.

aoQ^^ii'n,. -'anted to develop a given amount of power with one-half the water required by any other

THE GATES ORE AND ROCK BREAKER.
UNLIMITED IN CAPACITY, UNEQUALED IN EFFICIENCY, UPWARD I Gives a fineness of product that increases the capacity of any mill from 25 to 40 perOF 3000 NOW IN USE. cent without anv additional expense. THE BEST AND ONLY CRUSHER ADAPTED
Will do more than twice the work of any other with the same cost in wear. I TO MACADAM ROAD WORK. Send for Circular.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO., 121-123 Main Street, San Francisco, General Western Agents.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent,

521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco,

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

—DBALU IN—

Assayers' and Mining Material.

-HANUTAOTURBR OF-
IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL, OR PLACER MINES. MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER

Our platea are gnaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the besj tn weight of SIl* BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
»_J ,)__... l.:i;4._ /M J Itti^l ni. J. Ti 1_4._J T> Li. /~1_1J £S i_J FT»TTrtTTO A "Kl T\C"THOUSANDSver and dnrability. Old Mining PUtee Replated, Booght, or Gold Separated.

OF ORDERS FILLED.
-

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, Ase»t *>' HOSKINS'

68, 70 & 72 First St., San Francisco, Gal. HYDKO-CARBON ASSAY FURHACES^ SEND FOR CIRCDIiARS.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD
FBIOES GRKATLT REDUCED ONLY PEPINED SILVER AND BEST COPPER USED. OVER 3000 ORDERS FILLED. FIFTEEN MEDALS AWARDED.

Old Mining Plates can be Replated. Old Plates Bought, or Gold Separated. Theso Plates can also be parchased of JOHN TAYLOR & CO., Corner First
and MlBBlon Streets, San Francisco.

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS.
B. G. DBNNISTON, Proprietor. 658 & 655 MISSION ST., SAN FRANOISOO, OAL.

Our Plates have been used for 20 years. They have proved the best. We adhere strictly to coDtract io weight of Silver and Copper.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

RECEIVED EVERT MEDAL
Awarded on the Pacific Coast
for Silver - Plated Amaleam
Plates and Best Gold, Silver

and Nickel Plating.

HXJ3Xn[?IIVrC3rT7 ]xr.
MANUFACTURER OF

CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ MILLS,
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Machinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Machines.

SEND FOR OIROTJI.AK
Ceatrlfagal BoUer QuartK Mill. 2X3 X^XZlSOr SHTZlSIXJaT. *.A.Xa^ X*Xl.A.Va-C3XS(00. C!.A.Xj.

DIXON'S. SECKEIAE-Y N2 iDixon's Pencils IZl^
DIXON S
Lead Pencils

DIXON'S
Stove Polish

DIXON'S
Crucibles.

DIXON'S GRAPHITE PAINT. I DIXON'S
For all Iron and Wood Work. Covers twice the Eurface of any Avlp fipPflSP

<^TiTi X3E/\TiEi3E».g.

J. G. ALLEN, Af>-ent< 304 Market Street. San Francisco. Cal.

DIAMOND DRILLS
THE PAOIPIG PBr»SPECTING CO.

will contract to prospe t with Diamond C re Drill

for minerals, etc. or to bore b< les for ventiia ion or

drainftge. Agetits for Dlamon<i Drills, Rock Drills, Minlne
yacbinery and Supplies of all hinds. Diamonds oo hand.
' I qulries and otdere promptly attended to. ' IS Saneoma
^tjeet, San Pranclsco, Cat.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Hanufaoture Three Kinds ol Powder, which are acknowledged by all the Great ChemlBts of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives In the Market.

G-X.^STM? X»<:>'\7\rX>SIX«. «3X> X>YIia-a TVriTIEl,
Of Different Strengths as Required.

NOBKI.'S EXPIiOSIVXI GEIjATINS," which oontaina 94 per cent of Nltro-GIyoerine, Mid
OSHiATINX^-DTNAMITG, Stronger than Lkynamite and even Safe In Handling:.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
COB BAIIiBOADS AND IjAND CliEARINO. Is from three to four thnes stronger than ordinary Blast-

ing Powder, and 1b used by all the Railroads and Qravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and mns as freely.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
OAPS and FCaB for Sale. QBNSlRAIi AQBNTS, SAN FRANOISOO OAL.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Saperior to all Otbers for Quartz Mills, Smelters, &g.

Not Affected bv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils. Every Belt Qnaianteed. Try It. Send

tor Circolar and Samples.

»
27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Retorts and Melting Furnacea.

Varioai atyleB and sizes of retorti are In aee

In the mills of tbli ooaat. G-oId mllla reqalre

moob less retorting oapaoity than Bllver milU

of the same size. Many small gold mills nse

the sample " pot" retort, shown in the oat,

whloh Is portable and oan be asod on an or-

dinary forge, or in a temporary fnrnaca pre-

pared for the oooasion. It is, however, more

eoonomioal and satlsfaotory to have all retorts

placed in permanent settings.

The acoompanylog oats show the smaller pat-

tern of cylinder retorts and melting furnaces

combined in one setting, saoh as are used in

gold mills and small silver mills. After being

thoroagbly strained, the amalgam is placed in

the retort in saitable iron pans. The retort is

then sealed except the vapor discbarge pipe,

the open end of which Is placed under water lu

the condensed tank. A water jaoket conden-

ser is fixed to and surrounds the vapor pipe

throufih ft continual supply of cold water flows

oondeneiog the vaporized quicksilver while pas-

eing through it to the settling tanks.

Tde time required to retort a charge of amal-

gam depends largely upon oircnmstances, and

Tftries from one to four hours.

Other cuts on this page represent the Stand-

ard 14x60 "silver " retort embodying Mr.

Boas' improvements, by which the usual objec-

tionable bearing bars are dispensed with, the

retort having a series, of brackets cast on the

sides whloh rest on the brick walls, exposing

the entire lower surface of the retort to the

fire, and insuring a uniform distribution of heat

to all parts of the retort. The band ribs which

urround the retort prevent warping.

Its supporting brackets are placed centrally,

80 as to admit of turning the retort over and

using both sides, thus increasing its life ma-

terially. These forms of retorts are manu-

factured by the Rlsdon Iron Works of this

city.

Perret Single Rednction Electric Hoist.

The Introdaotion of the Ferret slow-speed

mnltipller motor, a year or so ago, marked a

new era in the history of electrio power, and

the remarkable sucoesB attained by this motor

has reaulted in overthrowing the very general

opinion which at that time prevailed, that

slow-speed multiplier motors were impractica-

ble. These motors have slnoe been applied to

almost every conceivable kiud of work re-

quiring single reduction or direct gearing, and

have proved a decided sncoess.

We illnatrate, as above, an Electric Bock

Hoist, brought out several months since by the

Elektron M'f*g. Co. This is a piece of maobin-

CYLINDSa RETORT FOR SMALL* MILLS.

PERRET SINGLE REDUCTION ELEOTRIO HOIST.

^ IMPROVED OYIilNDBB RETORT WITH BOSS' IMPROVEMENT.

ery where single redaotion is partlonlarly de-

sirable, OQ acoonnt of the saving in space,

noise, friotion and oonsamption of oarrent.

The motor is a 15-horse power Perret mnltipller,

making 450 revolntions per minnte, geared by a

gnn metal pinion to a38-lnoh gear, on the drum

shaft of hoist. The drnm is one foot In diam'

eter, giving a speed on hoisting rope of a little

over 200 feet per minute.

The motor is shunt wound, and drives the

gear-wheel at a constant speed, which may be

increased, if desired, by the Introduction of re-

sistance In the field circuit. By depressing the

hand lever, the hoisting drnm is forced against

a friction device, revolving with the gear,

wheel and lifts the load, its speed varying with

the pressure on the lever. To lower the load

the foot lever is depressed and the band lever

raised. The whole machine is very compact

and simple, and is built to stand rough dock

usage. The motor is water-proof, and has all

the latest improvements.

The American Order of AroMteotnre.

We present herewith a out of a column to

show the advancement we are making in local

art and architecture. The column is an exact

reproduction of those in the lower vestibule of

the capltol at Washington.

These columns were eight In number and

email, being only eight Inohea In diameter, and

stand in the Capitol beneath the office of the

United States Marshal. They constitute the

first bold stride toward forming for ourselves an

ornamentation peculiarly in keeping with our

new and vigorous government.

These diminutive pillars have stood alone in

their nnnotlced portion of the Capitol—the only

specimens of a purely American order of archi-

tecture In existence—until now Col. Jaokson

has reproduced them at his Springs in a much

more pretentious and magnificent form.

His oolnmna are 12 In number, 24 feet in

hight and two feet In diameter. Each oolnmn

Is composed of a cluster of Indian corn-stalks

bound together so that the joints of one stalk

stand slightly above the preceding one; thus by

the recurrence of the joints in the seven divi-

sions of every stalk, a spiral effect is produced.

The capitals are composed of ears of corn with

the half-open husks, displaying the corn whloh

stands out at an angle to the main column.

4

j ll
3

1
^ L

AN AMERICAN COLUMN
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Common Names for California Trees.

I [Written for the Press by J. Q. Lbmsion. ]

There ie mnoh oonfaaion in the use of com-

mon or vernacular names for our forest trees.

Oar most familiar species have been given

each a dozen or more names, while in many in-

stances the flame name Is applied to a dozen or

more speoies. These names conferred by the

early settlers are often based upon some local

feature or passing fancy, which, when the sub-

jeot of them is better known, become totally

Inappropriate or viciously misleading. It is de-

•Irable to correct, if we may, this erratic treat-

ment of our trees.

As long ago as 1S78, when the distinguished

botanists, Sir Joseph Hooker, Dra. Asa Gray,

George Engelmann and 0. C. Parry were mak-

ing a hurried examination of the forests of the

Northwest, the writer besought these great

authorities to select from the host of names

given locally, to our trees, one the moat appro-

priate for each of our species, and to sanction

its exclusive use thereafter.

One of the savants regarded the proposition

as a good one; another promised that it should

be done before they separated; a third thought

they had not time then to perform so important

a work, while the fourth declared that such a

thing could never be accomplished. "The
lumbermen, hunters and travelers," he said,

"will always be giving names to objects

however bad they may be in themselves, or

misleading they might become."

Kotbtng came of my snggestloD, and the con-

fusion of names has increased apace, owing to

the increased attention given to oar trees by

this visit of the Eastern scientists and by later

pablioations.
^

In the extended articlea of the Botanists Re-

ports, included in the 2d and 3d Biennial

Reports of the California State Board of For

estry, an attempt is made while elaborating the

great clais of Coni/erm, or cone-bearers, to

bring order out of the confusion of names, by

selecting the least objectionable name in com-

mon use; or, in a few instancea, coining a new
one for each of the kinda of trees, and then

using this one habitually in subsequent discus-

sions, hoping thereby to set the example of

uniformity and precision.

This effort has been so much oommended of

late that I yield to an urgent request to pub-

lish abbreviated descriptions of our forest trees,

just sufficient to bring out the characters upon

whioh are based the vernacular names for the

groups aa well as species. The following de-

scriptive list has been prepared for our largest

family of trees—the pines. Later, it may be

followed by a similar list of the rest of the

cone-bearing trees.

Descriptive List of Groups and Species of

lOalifornla Plneg.

CLASS I, SMOOTH-CONED, SHORT-LEAVED WHITE
PINES,

Cones smooth, devoid of protuberances,

prickles or hooks; seeds large, leaves in 5a,

Wood usually lighter-colored, softer and less

resinons than that of the other class. Four

species in two groups of a pair each.

Group 1. Long coned, Lumber Pines.—
Cones long, narrow, cylindrical, 8 to 22 inches

long and 1 to 4 inches thick, on long stems be-

coming pendent and breaking at maturity.

Trees usually very large with grayish, finely

checked bark, large and long upper bearing

limbs and Ught-green foliage.

No, 1

—

PinUB Lamhertiana, Doug., '* Great

Sugar Pine."—Trees of the largest dimensione,

120 to 300, or, favorably situated, 250 to 300

feet high and 10 to 20 in diameter; scattered

among other trees of the Coast and Sierra

mountains at middle elevationa. Cones very

lone, 10 to 22 inches long—^the longest known.

No. 2

—

Pinua monticola, Dong., ** Mountain
Pine."—Smaller, lighter barked trees than the

preceding In sub-alpine regions of the Sierra,

but northward in Oregon and Washington
found at lower elevations; cones narrow, 6 to

12 inches long; scales thio, weak, refiexed at

maturity.
Group 2. Short coned, Alpine Pines.—

Dwarfed, often depressed trees forming the

npper fringes of the forests en the Rooky Mts.

and the Sierra Nevada.
No. 3

—

Pinm flexiliSt Jamea .,
*
' Limber-

twig Pine."—Small or depressed trees of the

Rooky mountains and a few on the peaks of

certain mountains in the Southern Sierra.

No, 4

—

Pinus albicauliSf Engel., "White-
bark Pine.—Very white barked, often repressed

trees forming the timber line on certain peaks

of the Sierra. Cone globular, set close upon
the short, stout, erect, white, annual stems.

CLASS II, ROUGH-CONED, DIVERSE-LEAVED,

PITCH PINES.

Cones rough, armed with conspicuous

knobs, prickles or books. Wood usually

darker, harder, more resinous than that of the

first olasB. Fourteen species in two sections of

two gronps each.

Section A. Sub-Terminal, Mostly Decid-
uous-CoNED Pines.—Cones arisiug near the
terminal leaf-bud, declduona at maturity.

Eight species in two very unequal groups.

Group 3. Coherent-Coned, Short Leaved,
CloseGrained Pines.—Cones small, at matur-
ity separating from the stem entirely. Three
diverse pairs of species.

1st Pair: Oblong-Coned, Plume Pines,—
Oones oblong, oylindrlcal, 3 to 5 Inches long,

pendent from the long, plume-like branoblets;

leaves in 53. Sab-alpine trees of the Rocky
mountains, with a few trees only on the Sierra.

No. 5—Pinus Balfouriaiia, 3bS., "Fox-Tail

Pine."—A few trees in sequestered nooks near

Shasta and in the vicinity of Mt, Whitney.

Cones with very small prickles.

No. 6—Pinws arisiata, Engel., "Bristle-Cone

Pine."—Similar but smaller trees on a few

peaks of the Southern Sierra, but chiefly in

Arizona, New Mexico and Colorado. Cones

with long, conspicuous, brietle-like pricklea.

2nd Pair. Globe-Coned, Nut Pines.—
Cones anb-globose li to 2 inches thick; scales

few; very protuberent, without prickles, widely

opening at maturity, loosely holding the large,

delicioaa seeds.

No. 7

—

Pinua monophylla, Tor. and Frem.,

"Single-Leaf Pine."—Small, branching trees of

the Great Basin, the eastern slopes of the

Sierra, and the Tehachlpl mountains; leaves

solitary, terete, pungent-pointed; seeds, large,

hard-ahelled.

No. 8—Pinus Parryana, Engel., "Parry
Pine."—Small trees in the peninsula of Lower
California, with a few specimens extending into

San Diego Co., Cftlifornia. Cones smaller than

the preceding, with soft-shelled seeds; leaves

in 5s.

3d Pair. Thimble-ConeDiThin-Bark Pines.

Cone very small, 1 to 2 inches long, strongly

declined; leaves in pairs. Trees with exoep*

tionally thin bark and small cones.

No. 9—Pinus contorta^ Dong,, "Scrub
Pine."—Very small, scrubby trees, on and near

the northwest coast of California and Oregon,

the very small cones often remaining on the

trees for many years.

No. 10

—

Pinus Murrayanaf Balf., "Tam-
arack Pine."—Tall, slender trees in wet, anb-

alpine swampa of the Sierra and northward;
also in the Rocky mountains. Cones ovate'

conical, 1^ to 2^ inches long. Trees usually

discharging pitch or gum. Bark only one-fourth

to one-half inch thick. Wood tough and light.

Group 4. Broken-Coned, Lumber Pines.—
Cones breaking away at maturity from the

short stem by an irregular, transverse fracture

within the baee. They are of medium size,

ovate-conical, 4 to 8 inches long, and half

as broad at base; leaves in 3s, 5 to 8 inches

long. Large trees, with thick, deeply fiaaured

bark, and yielding lumber of great value.

Trees widely distributed at middle altitudes.

No. 11

—

Pinus ponderosa, Dong., "Yellow
Pine."—Treea of the largest size 200 to 300 feet

in bight; the largest often 250 to 300 feet high

and 5 to 15 feet thick; bark In the typical form,

yellowish or whitish, mostly very thick and
deeply fissured into large plates; cones, conical-

ovate. 2 to 5 inches long; male flowers, long
and flexuous. The broken branchlets exhale
an odor of turpentine.

Var. {&) nigricaiis, " Brown bark Pine."—Trees

of medium size flourishing usually in

moister situations than other forms and
longer retaining their lower limbs; aap-wood
naually of many layera; cones, largest of the

species, 3 to 6 inches long.

Var. (b) Btnihaimana, "Foothills Yellow
Pine."—Medinmsized trees in the coast

mountains and Western Sierra foothills, nsa-

ally spire-shaped; cones, smaller and nar-

rower than the preceding.

Var. (c) braehyptera, " Southern Yellow
Pine."—Trees of Northern Arizona and New
Mexico; cones, small, ovate, 2 to 4 inches

long.

Var. (d) scopularum, "Rocky Mt. Yellow
Pioe."—A small, spire-shaped tree of the
Rocky Mts. ; leaves often in paira and re-

maining on the limbs several years.

No. 12—Pinus Je^reyi, Mur., " Black Pine."
Chiefly distinguished from the ponderosa spe-

cies (with which it is often associated) by the
trees affecting usually more elevated regions,

and having darker, finer checked bark; the
young branchlets and leaves are colored by a
whitlafa powder; alio when broken they exhale
a pleasant, aromatic odor, not one of turpen'
tine; cones, large, 6 to 10 inches long, ovate,
with strong prickles.

Var. (a)de/Eea;a, " Red-bark Pine."—This form
oonstitntea one of the principal timber trees

of the high Sierras, notably near Trnokee.
The bark is usually reddish-brown, thick,

coarsely checked by many lines, especially
toward the top of the tree; oones, large, 6 to

10 inches long.

Var. (b) perdnsuJaiHs, " Peninsular Pine."—Go
the San Rafael mountains of Lower Cali-

fornia; bark, grayish-brown, thick, deeply
furrowed; cones, remarkably abundant and
large, 6 to 8 inches long.

Var. (c) amhigua,—A tree of the lake region of

Western Montana, " with purple cones and
long glaucous foliage."

Section B.—Lateral, mostly Persistent-
Coned, LONGLEA\TiD PiNES.—Oones arising
laterally, ». e. along the bearing stems, nsually
at some distance from the apex; mostly not
falling at maturity, but persisting and, either
becoming inclosed by the later layers of wood,
or, the peduncle Is stretched and at length
broken by the enlargement of the tree, while
the cone is often carried outward confined in
the bark, leaving a channel behind it to the
heart of the tree. Leaves large and long, 6 to
12 inches. Six species forming a pair of trios,

or groups,
Group 5. Heavy, Spine Coned, Long-

Limbed Pines.—Cones of the heaviest, largest
and hardest description on long, stout spread-
ing peduncles, opening at maturity, but often
remaining until forced off by the enlargement
of the tree. Scales of the cone very large and
thick, often terminating in long, stout, curved

spines or hooks; seeds very large, black, thick-

shelled. Laaves in 33 or 5b, very large

and long, S to 14 inches. Picturesque trees

remarkable for their usually divided trunk or

very long limbs and for their heavy, spinC'

bearing cones.

No. 13—Pmws Coulteri, Don. y "BIgConed
Pine."—Treea of medium size, with dark green,

abundant three-leaved foliage; composed of the

largest and longest pine leaves known, 8 to 14

inches long. Cones elongated, ellipitloal, of

matohless size and weight, 15 to 20 inches long

and often weighing five to eight pounds. The
enter hooks are often two to four inches long,

and curved like a nail grab. Trees of limited

range in the Southern coast ranges and San
Bernardino monntains.
No. 14

—

Pinus Sahiniana, Doug., "Gray-
Leaf Pine."—Uiually small, round-headed
treea of the hot, sloping foot hills with divided

trunks, and scant foliage of grayish color, all

but the leaves of the season dropping down-
ward, or early falling away. Cones broadly

ovate, weighing 2 to 5 pounds, armed with I

stout, short hooks; seeds very large ^ to | inch
j

long, with a thick, narrow wing. Leaves in 3b.

No. 15-Pintis Torreyana, Parry, "Torrey
Pine."—A few small trees not to exceed a few
handred in all; buffetted, often prostrated by
the ocean winds at Del Mar, San Diego Co.,

with ft few on Santa Rasa Island, Leaves in

59, very large and long, 8 to 12 Inches. Cones
broadly ovate. 4 to 6 inches long, weighing 1 to

2 pounds, and armed with short, stout spines.

Group 6. Close-Coned, Slender Pines.—
Cones in verticils or clusters, usually strongly

declined, and gibbous; usually long-persletont,

and remaining long-closed, holding the seed.

Small trees mostly crowded into dense groves,

heooe tall and slender; maturing fruit when
quite yoang. Leaves in 3) or 2i.

No. IQ—Pinus imignia, Doug., "Monterey
Pine,"—Beautifal trees on Point Pinos near

Monterey, and abnndant in cultivation

.

Leaves in threes,

Var. (ft) radiaCa " Spreading-Cone Pines."—
The large-coned from near Monterey bay.

Var. (b) levigata, "Nearly smooth oone Pine."

—Cone smalt, nearly smooth. Trees on the

outskirts of the forest farthest from tbe

ocean.

NO. n—Pinus tuberculata, Gordon, "Knob-
Ooned Pine."—Usually small, early bearing,

slender trees on sanny slopes of the Northern
Sierra, and rarely on the coast ranges. Cones

strongly declined, narrow and pointed, 3 to 7

iocbes long. Remaining on the trees and un-

opened for an indefinite namber of years.

Leaves in 3a.

No. IS—Pinus Jfurtco/a, Don.. "Prickle-

Coned Pine."—Small slender trees usually in

swampy places along a limited portion of

the coast range, mostly northward from San
Francisco. Cones clastered, ovate, 2 to 3

inches long with small, sharp, persistent

prickles. The cones have been known to re-

main unopened for 20 to 30 years, then to re-

lease good seeds. Leaves in pairs, usaally long,

3 to 6 inches.

The Stanford University.

Announcement Is made by circular that the

Stanford University will open for students

October 1, 1891. For the first year, chairs will

be established, and instractiou will be given In

the following lines of work: Mechanical engin-

eering, civil engineering, mathematics, phys-

ios, chemistry, geology, botany, zoology, physi-

ology, philosophy, ethics, history, political sci-

ence, Koglish language and literature, German,
French, Latin and Greek.

The work of the University will begin with

the freshman clasa. For admission to this olass,

the candidate mast be at least 16 years of age,

and must pass a satisfactory examination in the

subjeots specified in the circular, copies of

which can be had by addressing President

David S. Jordan, Menlo Park, Cal. The follow-

ing annonnoement is made of expenses:

Tuition in all departments of the University

will be free. Board will be offered at cost in

the dormitories. The price fixed at present for

board in Madrono Hall is $3 per week. Rooms
with light, heat and attendance, are offered at

§1.50 per week for each person, if two occupy

one room; $3 per week, If occupied by one per-

son; but single occupancy will not be permitted

if the rooms are needed by other students.

Washing will be charged at coat. The expenses

of the student In Madrono Hall need not exceed

S200 for the year, exclusive of olothing and

railway fares. The accommodations for young
women will, at the first, be limited, but an

effort will be made to provide snitable rooms

for those who may enter the University.

President Jo.dan is now at the East, but will

be at Menlo Park after June 10.

San Diego Mines.

The San Diego Union says : Several thou-

sand dollars in gold bullion were brought in

from Julian on Saturday, and placed in the
banks.
Work on the Stonewall mine is still in prog-

ress. "Dead work "is being prosecuted sys-

tematically. There is a great deal of unex-
plored ground in the Stonewall claim, to say
nothing of the prospects for new mineral veins

on the grant aside from tbe Stonewall. A
number of good veins are now known, and
there Is little doubt that intelligent prospecting
will discover others of great value, in the vicin-

ity of the Stonewall vein.

As a matter of interest in connection with
mining generally, it may be well to state that

in tbe month of April, 40 gold, silver, copper
and quickailver mining companies declared
dividends aggregating $1,315,460, and that

since January lat, 62 oompaniea have paid $4,<

846,270.
The High Peak.

At the Helvetia mine at Julian, a force of

35 men Is now employed. Tbe shaft is down
200 feet, and has but 25 feet more to go until

it will have reached the level of the deepeat old
workings, which are some distance away and
fiooded with water to a depth of 200 feet.

When work ceased in the mine some years
ago, a good body of quartz was left in the bot-

tom of the mine, which carried considerable

gold. When this shoot is reached it will sup-

ply the the mill continuously with quartz for a

long time. Tbe rook being crushed at present
from the High Peak is hauled to the Helvetia
mill, a mile or so distant. B^th the High
Peak and Helvetia mines and the mill are the
property of Mr. Havermale of San Diego. The
owner has every confidence in his mine, and is

doing the development work in a miner-like

fashion, aa though he anticipated a long period

of prosperity, and not a little boom of a day.
It is nnderstood from persons wbo came down

from Julian Saturday that Mr. Lane, one of

the Pomona repreaentativea of the Gold King
company, la about to assume charge of the
mines of the company.
Tbe Pine valley district, where the rich

strike was recently made, is situated about 20
miles southeast of Julian, and is said to be a
very promising district. If very much $2000
rock Is found, it won't be very long before it

will be pretty thoroughly investigated.

Are There No Sliver Mines ?

It may seem strange that so few silver mines
are known or heard of in San Diego county.
This fact is not positive evidence that there are

no silver veins here. Those who inhabit the
western portion of the county are essentially an
agricultural and not a mining people ; even
near Julian about as much attention is given
to farming as to mining. The fact is the mlnera
in Southern California are gold prospectors and
are not well posted in silver ores, and conse-

quently fail to look for or notioe "silver indi-

cations." There are no better searchers for gold
prospects anywhere,but the drawbacks to silver

prospecting are so numerous that but few mines
of silver have been found in this county. There
is little doubt there are good silver deposits

back in the mountains, but they have never
been prospected intelligently, if at all.

Duties on Coal.—A decision oonoerning

duties on coal has been received from the Board
of General Appralaera at New York. R.

Dnnsmuir & Co, imported by the steamer Costa

Rica a cargo of bituminous coal screenings.

Doty was assessed at 75 cents a ton of 2240

pounds, which is the rate prescribed for

bituminous coal In paragraph 432 of the Mc-
Kinley Act. The point claimed by the apel-

lants was that the screenings would pass

through a half-inch screen, and that, therefore,

the duty should have been assessed at 30 cents

a ton under the terms of the same paragraph.

It was found by the Board of General Ap-

praisers that 90 per cent of the coal would pass

through a half-inch screen. The Board decided

in favor of the protest of the importers.

Publishing Mining News.—The George-
town (Colo.) Couriert says: The reporter lives

in a mining town. One of his pleasantest duties

is to note the proeperons strikes of the miners
when fortunate, and sympathize with them
when they meet with ill luck. Of oourae all

the mining news must be reported, and of

course no individual mioer must be mentioned.

When the mining column Is full, then the mine
owner howls and wonders why in thunder that

Item was published. You are told that it Is

all wrong, but you can't get it right under any
circumstances—because you can't get facts to

make it right. And if the mining column has
a few general items, its darn the newspapers
anyway—there's nothing in them. Now min-
ing news is the only general news that adver-

tizes this county. If there is plenty of

live, accurate mining news, it attracts capi-

talists. We can't grow wheat, we oan't

grow corn, but we are developing the best

mines in the State. There is a lot of unpros-

peoted territory to be gone over, but it will

never be touched bo long as nothing ie said

about mining. It is a selfish principle to beep
everything on the dead quiet. Men are glad to

bear of other men's luck. It encourages them.
It shows that something Is going on. Bat ye

patient reporter will have his revenge. He
will give good, live, reliable mining items

where he can. Where he cannot he will work
his brainpan and say what ought to be if he

can t say what really is. And ye mining men
who get frothy at the month can go to the

chief editor and tell the facts so the public will

get at the trath at last. There are no files od

ye reporter at any season. There are no flies

on some of ye mining men—beoause fly time

has not yet come.

By the application of chloride of antimony
a beautiful violet color is Imparted to brass

work. The brass should first be made prefeot-

ly clean and heated until water will steam o£f

it without hissing.

SuGAja ON Incrustation.—Recent experl*

ments with sugar as a preventive for Incrnsti-

tlons of steam boilers are reported as giving

very satisfactory results.
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Working. Rights of Way and Drain-

age of Mines.

The followlof; law was passed at tbe recent

esaioo of the Legislature of this State:

Section 1. WbeDever any miDe owner, oom-
paoy or corporattoa ahull have peifortned the
labor aod ra\do the improvemeota reqalred by
law for tbe looatloD and ownership of miQiag
olftima or loder, such owner, oonip»oy or oor-

poratioD sball file or cause to be filed, witbio
thirty days after the time Umlted (or perform
ing saoh labor or making suoh improvementa,
with the Coaoty Recorder of Deeds of the
oonotv in wbiuh the mine or claim is eitoated,

an affidavit partlcalarly describing the labor
performed and improvementa made, and tbe
value thereof, which affidavit sball |be prima
faoie evidence of tbe faot therein stated. Upon
the failure of any claimant or mine-owner to
oomply with tbe conditlooa of this Aot in the
performance of labor, or making of improve*
ments upon any olaim, mine or mining ground,
the olaim or mine upon which such failure oo-

oarred sball ba open to relocation In tbe same
manner as if no location of tbe same bad ever
been made. Bat if, previoos to relocation, the
original locators, their beire, assigns or legal

representatives, resume work upon suoh claim,

ftnd continue the same with reasonable diligence
nntil tho required amount of labor has been
performed or improvementa made, and the re-

qalred statement of acoonnta and affidavits

filed with the Coonty Recorder, then tbe claim
shall not be sobjeat to relocation beoanse of
previous failure to file aooounta, Upon the
failure of any one of the several oo-owners to
contribute bU portion of tho expenditnrea re>

quired herthy, the oo*owners who have per-

formed tbe labor or made the improvements
may, at the expiration of the year, give snob
delinquent co-owner personal notice, in writing

or by publication in the newspaper published
nearest tbe claim, for at least onoe a week fcr

ninety days; and if, at tbe expiration of ninety
days after such notice in writing or publica-

tion, such delinquent shall fall or refuse to

oontribate his portion of the expenditures re-

quired by this section, his interest in the claim
ehall beoome tbe property of his co-owners who
made the required expenditures, A true copy
of saoh notice, together with an affidavit show-
ing personal service or pobUoatlon, as the case

may be, of soch notice, when filed or recorded
with the Recorder of Deeds of tbe county In

which such mining olaim le situated, shall be
evidence of the acquisition of title of suoh own-
ers. Where a person or company has or may
ran a tunnel or cats in good faith for the pur-

pose of developing a lode, lodes or claims owned
by said person or company, or corporation, the

money so expended in running said tunnel shall

be taken and considered as expended on said

lodes or claims, providedfurther that said lode,

olaim or claims shall be distinctly marked on
the surface as provided by law.

Seo. 2. All mining locations and mining
olatms shall be subject to a reservation of the
right of way through or over any mining
claims, ditches, roads, canals, cats, tunnels and
other easements for the parpose of working
other mines, provided that any damage occa-

sioned thereby ehall be assessed and paid for in

the manner provided by law for land taken for

public use under the right of eminent domain,
Seo. 3. This Aot ahall take effect Imme-

diately.

The Pahkomp Mines.—'The Reno Journal
says C. R. Glass, formerly of the United States

Surveyor General's Office here, arrived yester-

day from the new mines in the southern part of

Kye county. These mines were discovered

early last winter bv George Montgomery, who
left San Andreas, California, with a party of

five prOBpectors, fully equipped, to prospect

southwestern Nevada and search for the myth-
ical Breyfogle mine. In the northwest end of

the Washington Mountains, which skirt one

side of tbe Pahrump Valley, the party discov-

ered gold-bearing quartz. They located eeveral

leads, some of which contain galena and silver-

bearing ores, but all rich in gold. The ledges

are from five to ten feet wide and the mineral

belt in which the ledges are situated is at least

six miles long and from one to two miles wide.

A new district, named Montgomery in honor of

the discoverer, has been organized, and when
Mr. Glass left, there were about 100 men and

one woman In the camp. Water is carried In

canvass bags, and packed on donkeyn* backs,

four miles from the nearest apringa. Nut pine

timber, good for fuel, is abundant within four

or five miles of the mines, and white pine, suit-

able for timber, abounds about 20 milea from

Montgomerv. The nearest postcffioe ie Tvanpah,

California, 80 miles away, but a postoffice will

be eatabllBhed at Montgomery in a few wefks.

Muoh of the agricultural land in Pahrump Val-

ley has been taken up by Californians under tbe

land laws of Nevada, but there is plenty of tim-

ber land to be had at the Government price,

$1.25 peraore.

A Paying Gold Mine.—The gross yield and

the dividends of the Idaho Mining Company
have alwavs been a subjeofc of dispute, says

the Grass Valley Tidinga. Figures purporting

to be correct have frequently been published.

Rdiable authority, however, places $U,250.C00
* as the gross yield and $4,850,000 aa the aggre-

gate of the dividends, and these figures are aa

nearly right aa can be obtained without refer-

ence to the books and an exercise in addition.

The dividends are 263 in number.

Daniel Best.

The Deceaaity of labor-saving machinery,
eapeolally of agricoltaral implements, and also
the opportunity for rich reward, baa atimulated
the beat talent and brightest minJa in deviling
and inventio){ implements and machinery aulted
to our condition and environment. Among the
men who have mlnlatered to thia df>mand ie the
subject of thia sketch, Mr. Daniel Best of Stn
Leandro. He la a native of Ohio and a de-
aoendant from that noted ancestry that settled
In Ohio and Kentucky with Daniel Boone. Hla
<iooupatlon waa a farmer. In 1S59 be went to
Portland, Oregon, and led a roving life, alter-
nating aa a prospector and laborer. At tbe age
of 21, he commenced carrying slabs at a aaw-
mill, and In less than six weeks he was foreman
and manager. Shortly afterward he was the
subject of a mining fever, and made a ventare
in tbe mining region of the Blue moantains of
Idaho and Oregon.
He oommenoed manafactnrlng lamber with a

whip saw, but soon devised a plan to build a
sawmill out of the waste Iron that had been
scattered on the plains by emigrants. With
a tool-chest containing one saw, broad-ax,
equare and angur, he sncceed^d In building a
sawmill that ooald turn out 1200 feet of lum-
ber per day. Mr. Best afterward ran a sawmill
in Washington Territory, and while there met
with a severe accident that Induced him to
come to California, settling in Sutter county.
He saw the necessity of portable oleanera for

A Proposed Mining Tunnel.

The Tintio (Utah) Miner says: While wan-
dering around seeking stray Items, the first of
the week, we dropped Into Chrlstensen &,

Burch'a office, and deliberately stole what we
think to be an item that is to be of vast Im-
poitanoe to Eareka and Tintio. Spread out
upon the table before Mr. Ohristensen waa a
map and profile of tbe big tunnel to be run by
California oapltallata through tbe moantains
southeaat of Eureka. Thia tunnel ia to start
away east among the Iron placers, and runs for
a distance of about 6000 feet In tho direction of
a little wett of South, pataing close to the nor-
thern end line of the Spy and alao tbe Sioux
group; then It changes its course and runs a
little more west of aouth for a dlatanoe some-
thing over 6000 feet. In this last conrne It

passes throngh the northern part of tbe Mam-
moth and southern part of the Centennial-
Eureka company 'a property, about 700 feet

southerly from Eareka peak. In oroasing the
big Mammoth mountain, though it does not go
under the summit, it has a depth of 1725 feet
below datum line, and when it passes the
Eareka peak, whtoh is 1700 feet above the
tunnel line, though It passes about 700 feet
Boath of the same. It will have a depth of from
1150 to 1250 feet. The object of the company
conatruoting this enterprise is to furnish an
avenue, or more easy way for the numerous
mines through which it passee, to get their

prodaota to the sarfaoe, and we understand

worked on eottod bnainess princlplee, as mining
is an indastry whioh Is now getting to be thor-
oughly underatood. We do not think there
will be any more mining "booms" in the
State, nor are they at all desirable, aa they do
nothing but enrich apeoulatora, who happen to
be on the Inside.

DANIEL BEST. THE CALIFORNIA INVENTOR AND MANUFAOTUBBH.

grain, and dealgned and invented one, a half-

interest of which he sold for $5000 to Mr. L.
D. Brown, tbe joint interest of whioh was aold

for $32,000 afterward. Ho organized the
Maryaville Miring; Oo., and spent two years in

Oregon np to 1876.

lo September, 1885, ho bought out the San
Lsandro Agrioultural Works, Alameda county,
and entered largely in the manufacture of ag-

rloaltural implements, prinolpallv grain-

cleaners and combined harvesters. During the
laat four years he has given a great deal of at-

tention to the bailding and improving the Rem-
ington traction engine. With hla improve-
ment, for whioh lettera patent have been
granted him, he has succeeded In making the
traction engine a neoneaity to our large ranohera
and lumber-men. Of these traction engines
there are now 28 in aot^nal use, and in every
competitive trial the R'^mlngton baa been
awarded first preminm. Hla lateat invention

ia a gas engine that has given unqualified satis-

faction.

Mr. Best is a genial, modest and reliable cit-

izen, prosperous in basinesa, and enjoys a high
reputation as a man of veracity and integrity.

He baa been blessed in hla domestic relations,

and at his hospitable home is surrounded by a

most estimable wife, who haa shared his fortane

in adveraity and prosperity, and aix promlalng
children. He Is an honored member of the
Annlent Order of United Workmen.
He is poaeeaaed of a high meohanlcal talent,

and may be properly termed an inventive gen-
iaa. The results that have followed his inven-
tiona and the success of his labor-saving ma-
chines and agricultural implements entitle him
to rank with other great American Inventors,
such aa Whitney, Singer and McCormick. Oar
artlat has made a correct likeness of Mr. Best,
whose name has beoome noted aa the sagacioua
inventor and successful manufacturer of agri-

cultural implements and traction enginea.

the company proposes to operate the same on a

royalty.

Work la to commence on the tunnel In a

abort time and It means a great deal for thia

oamp. When onoe completed and in operation

the many property owners along its route can

operate their mines, and not be forced to run

their own tunnela before reaobing paying bodies

of ore. Surely it will be a big thing for Tintio.

The name of the company, we understand,

Ifl to be the Tintio Tunneling and Development

Company.

Prospects in Nevada.—The Silver State

says: Nevada's proapeota were never brighter

than they are at the preaent time. The State

has passed through the darkest hoar of its ex-

istence during tbe last two years, and now the

glorione aun of prosperity has commenced to

riae, dlapelling the ahadows of adveraity whioh

have hovered around aa so long, and infusing

new life into everything with its welcome rays.

R<)ports from all over the State are to the

eflfaot that the prospeota for good crops are bet-

ter than they have been for years. Immi-
grants, too, are beginning to see the advantages

of Nevada aa an agrioultural State, and it is

probable that the next two years will see the

State fairly well settled with the better olaaaea

of Eastern immigrants. The colonization

scheme of the Board of Trade la a good one,

and la a crood way of induolng aettlera to looate

in the State. Cattlemen are beginning to re-

cover from tbe diaastrona effects of the winter

of 1889-90, which taught them a lesson by

which they can profit in the years to come.

The greatest field for improvement In the

State, though, probably lies in the mining in-

dastry. From all over the State, reports are

received that Eastern oapltaliata are taking

hold of mines which have Iseen abandoned for

years, and whioh good managem^at will^ soon

ooovert into paying properties. They will be

RivKH Mining.—Work la to be reeamed
mining the river at Big Bend thia anmmer.
Last week, A. K. Beatson, the superintendent,
received a dispatch from Dr. R. V. Fierce of
Boffalo, the president of tbe oompany, inatrnot"
ing bim to go on with thn work. Mr. Beataon
Informed an Oroville Mercury reporter that
there are two placea in the river he intenda to
mine. One ia near the head of the tunnel and
the other farther down. He will uae steam
power for hia derrlcka and pumpa at the first

claim, and the water he fiumea from this will
make power for the olaim below. Mr. Beatson
does not believe the tunnel will carry the
waters of tbe stream until about the middle of
July, but he says they can get ready to mine
inside of two weeks and continue three months.
Probablv 50 men will be worked from the
start. Our people will be glad to hear of this.
They believe that there is gold, and lota of it,

in the river at Big Bend, and if any one knows
how and where to find It, It la Andy Beataon,
The Mercury alao says: Things are booming
at the Golden Gate and Golden Feather mines.
About 300 men are at work In the mines, and
many others with tpams are hauling lamber
aod other material. For over two miles the
river seems to be alive with men, and the great
enterprise in all Its departments moves on with
the precision of well-regulated machinery. The
great oanal wall of the Golden Feather ia

crawling to the aouthern limit of the mine, and
pretty soon the river will be turned from its

ancient channel and the aooamulation of
centariea will be investigated.

CoRBOSiON OF IfiON AND Steel,—The philos-
ophy of the corrosion of iron and steel, the best
way to avoid it and the best manner to remove
it, is just now exalting much Interest among
both iron workers and Iron produoers. At a
recent meetioi; of the Eoglneera' Clab of Phila-
delphia, Mr. Radolpb Heriog read a paper on
tbe corrosion of Iron and steel, and referred to
galvanic action aa a principal cause. He gave
the resolta of experiments on this aubjeot, and
principally of thoae made by Mr. Thomaa
Andrewa of England. Wrought iron waa placed
in connection with numeroua steela and caat
iron, and exposed to sea water for about 300
days. From these it waa found that metala
corroded muoh faster when in galvanic oonneo-
tion than otherwise. The wrought iron (Wort-
ley beat scrap) resisted corroaion better than
either ateel or cast Iron. The electro-chemical
position of the steel changed frequently with
reference to wrought iron. Indicating that cor-

rosion took place alternately in the wrought
iron and steel. The position was almost con-
stant, however, when connecting wrought and
caat iron, indicating corrosion to take plaoe
almost entirely in the latter. Gravimetrlcal
results were also given, which showed the
amouot of oorrosloa in grains per square foot,

per annum, under the conditions assumed in

the experiments.

Sterilizing Water.—Water is easily ster-

ilized by keeping it at or near the boillnp' point
for 15 minutes. Five minutes* heat is sufficient

to destroy alt harmful mlcro-organiems. Still

less time suffices to destroy tbe dleease-produo-

ing varieties which are recognized as liable to
occur in water. Tbup, merely raising to the
boiling point a clear water containing tbe
mioro-organisma of malarial dlsordere, typhoid,
cholera, diphtheria, or of suppurative processes,

and allowing it to gradually oool, ensures the
destruction of these germs. - They are also de-
atroyed by keeping the water for from a quarter
of an hour to half an hour at a temperature of
170" Fahr. Oocasionally, however, very re-

sistant but harmless baoteria may get into

water. The brief heating renders them safe

for drinking purpoaes, but when It la deaired to

destroy every mioro-organiam that may be
present in a contaminated water, it should be
heated for one hour and allowed to oool alowly.

It may then be used for cleansing wounds or
for alkaloidal solutions, which will keep in-

definitely if no germs be introdnoed after the
solntloa haa been heated.

Gold Discovery.—William Fryde arrived

in Winnemacca yesterday and reports that
there ia great excitement at Willow Creek over
the discovery of gold near L. L. Riokard's
(Montana's) ranch, thia aide of Dlaaater Peak,
in the northweatpf-n part of the oounty, near
the Oregon line. E. M. Samplea arrived at the
camp Friday with a sack full of rook which he
had taken from the ledge near the ranch. The
quartz was pounded up in a mortar and found
to be fairly lousy with gold. Samples oame in

for tools and immediately returned to com-
mence work on the claims which be had lo-

cated. Gold haa been found in thia locality

before, bat all efi^orts to discover tbe ledge

were futile. AH the miners at Willow Creek
have left for the scene of the discovery.

—

Silver

State, May IS,

Sandalwood in Louisiana,—It Is said that
a grove of the finest qaallty of sandalwood,
300 aorea in extent, has been discovered In

Loniaiana, The trees are of immense value,

and a oompany Is to be organized to prevent
them from becoming extirpated.
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IQiNIJMG SUMMAF^Y,

The loUowlug Is mosblf ooudensed from journalB published
in the iDterior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.

Amador.
Sold BY the Sheriff.—Amador Ledger, May

i6: Last Monday the sheriff sold under judgment
of foreclosure the Amador Queen mines, Nos. i

and 2, together with 20-stamp mill and millsite.

The property is situated in Hunt's gulch. Jackson
district, close to the 40-stamp mill belonging to the

Amador gold mine. A. S. Cochran & Co., of Lon-
don, England, who is the principal owner in the

Amador gold mine, was the judgment creditor, hav-

ing purchased the claim from the original mortgagees

"and leinholders. Mr. Eisner of the law firm of

Lindley & Eisner of S. F., the attorneys for the

Amador gold mine, was present at the sale; also

J. E. Dye, the financial agent of the corporation in

this county. The entire property was bid in by
Mr. Dye for A. S. Cochran & Co., for the sum of

$11,150, which is some $700 short of the judgment
and costs. The owners have six months in which

to redeem.
Bunker Hill.—The Bunker Hill reduction

works have been id'e for the past week, as they are

being cleaned up and undergoing repair. The mor-
tars at the mill are also being fitted up, with the in-

tention of starting up 40 stamps.
Plymouth.—The Bay State Mining Co.'s share-

holders convened in Randolph's hall on the evening

of the ninth, as per notice, and effected a temporary
organization by the election of a board of directors

to serve for three months. The following are the

names of the directors and their places of residence:

W. T. Jones, Plymouth; K. F. Crocker. Drytown;
W. A. Green. Plymouth; T. Price, S. F.; Mr.
Young. Placerville; J. F. Parks, Jackson; A. J.

Crain, Plymouth. A.J. Costa was chosen as sec-

retary, and L. G. Norris, treasurer. Mr. Randolph
presided at the meeting with marked ability; his ex-

perience in organizing the Drytown Consolidated

standing him in good hand. The general feeling

over this way is that the Bay State will start up one
of the best mining properties in the State.

Attaching A Mine.—Amador Dispatch, May
16: The Bunker Hill mine near Amador City has

been attached by John Mitchel, to whom has been
assigned the accounts of the employes of that mine,

for the sum of $9934-75. The cause leading to this

action on the part of the miners, we understand, is

the reported failure of a bank in Philadelphia to

which the mine belongs. Messrs. Caminetti 4;

McQpe are the attorneys for the miners. We under-

stand that other suits are also being commenced for

further sums by other parties who have employed D.

R Spagnoli as attorney.

Butte.
From Oroville.—A/lrrcwrv, May 15: Alvinza

Hayward arrived in Oroviile last night. He and
Messrs. Belding and Vail went to Forbestown to-

day, where they will join C, J. Nickerson and ar-

range to open the Shakespeare mine. The advent
of Mr. Hayward in the Butte county quarlz mines is

significant. He is recognized as one of the most ex-

pert quartz miners on the coast and is a man of ex-

perience and wealth. We hope soon to chronicle

good news from the Shakespeare.

Oalaveras.
Good Prospects in Calaveras Co.—Prospect^

May 16: Rumor has mapped out a large program
of work for the coming months and if a fair percent-

age is inaugurated, ours will become a stirring sec-

tion. First it is said that the great Union Water
ditch will be enlarged so as to convey a vast amount
of water, more than ever before, and that several

hundred men will be required to push the work
through this summer. Then in addition to this, it

is supposed that the Vallecito Gold Mining Co. will

begin the construction of their ditch to take its water
from the Stanislaus river, and run thence to Valle-
cito where it will be judiciously handled in working
the rich gold deposits of that place. Again the opin-
ion is that the dam at Silver Valley above Blood's
will require a large force of men in its construction
this summer. This will be another great feature in

the water facilities that are becoming perfected in

this end of Calaveras. Before many years it can be
strenously argued that water is taking the lead here,
and whiskey for once will have resigned itself to sec-
ond place. Mining n'latters are looking up in this

district; Condit & Co. have gone to Stanislaus to re-

sume work upon the Pierce mine. C. Campbell is

having a quantity of ore crushed from the Woods
mine at Indian creek at his mill here and from all

evidence the rock is going to run up to a high figure
per ton. This crushing will be a test and it is pre-
sumed if satisfactory will mean more permanent and
active mining operations on that piece of property.
Buckminister's gravel mine at Douglas is steady in

operations with a night shift and a day shift and tons
of gravel are daily going through the flumes. The
Norfolk mill and mine are constantly going on in

regularity of labor, and though the yield is not pub-
licly known, supposition is that the mine is above
the average.

Hll Dorado.
Placer Mining.—El Dorado Republican, May

14: C. A. Swisler and W. W. Stone have struck a
good claim in Long Canyon, above Blair's sawmill.
Lou Gignac and another man are at work ground
sluicing in the claim and are finding some rich dirt.
Lou was in town Tuesday and exhibited the result
of three pans which aggregated about $8 of rather
coarse, bright, channel gold, one piece weighing
over a dollar.

Nevada.
Mining Incorporation.— Grass V^ley Union,

May 13: ihe Gaston Ridge M. & M. Co. of San
Francisco, to operate near Graniteville, in Nevada
county, has filed articles of incorporation in the Sec-
retary of State's office. The capital stock is $t,ooo,-
000 and the directors Patrick Foley, Michael Bohan-
nan, F. M. Cartan, T. F. McCarthy and J. F, Nu-
gent.

Omaha Mine.—The strong flow of water in the
No. 10 drift, north, of the Omaha mine, which was
so troublesome several weeks ago, has greatly re-
duced in volume and the work of sinking the main
incUne shaft, which was interrupted, has been re-
sumed.
The Mx-i^MiiTh.— Transcript, May 13: The

local company recently organized to proceed with

the developments of the Manzanita drift mine at

this city will begin the present week to grade for the

hoisting and pumbing works jthat ^are to be con-
structed. The machinery will be operated by water
from the company's own ditch. There is to be an
incline on a grade of two feet in twelve, and having
a perpendicular depth of 42 feet, which will reach
the level of the channel. There will be a double
track and an endless cable which will hoist the load-

ed cars and lower the empty ones. All the arrange-

ments will be made with a view to cheap and rapid

operation.
Taking Out Monet. — Grass Valley Union,

May 15: The miners of Cherokee, Butte county,

are represented to be taking out $3000 a month in a
small way, by means of rockers and sluices.

Hermosa Mine.— Preparations are nearly com-
plete for resuming work in the Hermosa mine, and
it only needs the putting in of a new sweep rod and
the placing of a pump column to commence the

pumping out of the shaft. The shaft is 180 feet in

depth and there are only 80 feet of drifts to drain so
the relieving of the shaft from water will be the

work of but a few days. The mine has been idle

since it was drowned out by water, winter before

last, but heavier machinery has been put in the

works and there will be no difficulty in handling the

water in the future. The mine is not a wet one and
the 8-inch pump that is being put in will handle the

water easily. There is a two-foot ledge in the bot-

tom of the shaft that looks well and is expected to

give good mill results. The Hermosa location is

4100 feet in length, extending from a point west of

Watt Park to the head of Scadden Flat. The num-
ber of shares in the company is 30,000, all of which
have been disposed of. The mine is regarded as a
good prospect.

White Pine Mountain. —Grass Valley Union,
May 14: The mines of White Pine mountain have
about 600 tons of lead ores for shipment to Salt

Lake. The ores of White Pine are heavier in lead
than those of any other section in the West.
Dividend No. 3.

—

Foothill Tidin^s^ May 15;

Dividend No, 3 of five cents a share, aggregating
$r50o, was declared by the directors of the W, Y.

O. D. mining company Saturday evening. The
company has paid for the lo-stamp mill purchased
recently and has a substantial treasury at its com-
mand, dividend No. 3. notwithstanding. The new
mill is in course of erection, and with other improve-
ments will cost $15,000. Of these improvements a
new boiler and engine, now in place, are not the

least, as the hoisting and pumping plant as at pres-

ent existing is of such capacity as to enable opera-
tions to a depth of 1600 feet. The shaft is now
800 feet in depth, and there is enough ore in sight

to keep the new mill busy for a year. Of course,

the increased milling facilities will permit the pay-
ment of larger dividends. Returns from a number
of tons of sulphurets sent to the Selby Smelting
Works by the W. Y. O. D. company are very grati-

fying, the gross yield being $300 per ton and the net
returns $250 per ton.

New Eureka Test Crushing.—The New
Eureka mine company's lease of the Crown Point
mill has expired and the stamps are now at work on
quartz from Williams & Co.'s claim on Slate creek.

The test of the New Eureka ore, we are unofficially

informed, revealed that it is of a low but nevertheless
profitable grade, coming as it does from a large
ledge and being cheaply extracted. The sulphurets,
which are known to be high-grade, were not saved
because of an accident to the corrcentrators.

Stockholders Meeting.—The annual meeting
of the stockholders of the Maryland Gold Mining
Company was held Monday evening and the old
Board of Directors and officers re-elected. These
are: Wm. Young {of San Fiancisco), Rufus Shoe-
maker, S. P. Dorsey (Pres. and Supt.), C. H.
Mitchell and Louis V. Dorsey {Sec'y and Treas).
No other business was transacted. Mr. Young,
who is a former townsman, was present. He re-

turned to San Francisco to-day.

Sierra.

Various Items.—Mt. Messenger^ May 16: Work
at the Thistle shaft, near Gibsonville, is progressing
satisfactorily, under the direction of F. A. Gourley.
The tunnel is now 300 feet from the bottom of the
shaft, across the channel. The bedrock pitched
away from them before they got very far from the

shaft, showing that the bottom of the channel had
not been reached. The tunnel is all in gravel, and
will be continued until the rim is reached, when a
shaft will be sunk in the center. When once the
lowest point has been found, work on the tunnel
will be begun. We are informed that all the works
will be in Sierra county. From a few loads of gravel
the extension cleaned up $70 last week. One piece,

was worth $25. The Wide Awake Co.'s main tun-
nel was half in gravel the first of this week. Mr.
Snap, a prospector, was in town the first of the
week, J, Moulton and James McGregor expect to

prospect their quartz ledge near Chip's Flat next
week. Fred Morris, of the Tecumseh quartz mine,
Loganville, is expected up in a few days with his

family, to begin work on the mine. The snow is

disappearing very fast. The Quincy stage goes clear
through to La Porte now, with a sleigh, an i Gus
Berg, the driver, says if the weather continues to be
pleasant that within 10 days he will be able to come
from La Porte to Gibsonville with a wagon.

Trinity.
Struck It.—/tJz^rffc;, May 16: W. F. Arnold

was in from East Fork Wednesday and informs us
that he struck the ledge the day before in the Thanks-
giving mine, owned by Mr. Henry Junkans of this

place. The ledge is from iS to 20 inches in width,
looks first rate and prospects very well. Reports
from all parts of the county represent the business
of mining, both quartz and placer, as being in an
active and prosperous condition. The hydrauUc
miners have plenty of water and as they are making
the best use of it, the season will prove with them an
unusually good one.

Tuolumne.
Another Strike. — Tuolumne Independent^

May 16: Last week a strike was made in one of
the Pedro pocket claims on Brown's Flat, and
worked by Messrs. E. J. Richards and Chas. Ru-
dorflf. About $1200 was taken out. We learn that
Mr. James Stone and partner have been getting flat-

tering prospects in their mine on Brown's Fiat re-

cently, with evei-y indication of a good pocket in the
near future. We hope it will prove true and that
the gentlemen will reap a golden harvest that will

make their hearts light and their pockets heavy.
Notes from Groveland.—-Sonora Demoofat,

May 16: J. Quimby is busy at Sequoia crushing
quartz from his mine, in an arrastra mill. The rock

goes from $25 to $ioo per ton. Santa Maria may
prove quite a prosperous camp again if this mine
keeps up its licks. Work of exploration is to be
commenced this week on a^ery promising vein near

John Smith's on the Yoseraite road.

NEVADA

Washoe Dlscnot.

The Week's Doings. — Enterprise. May 16:

It is reported that a body of ore has been struck on
the 1465 level of Ophir at a point about 90 feet north

of the CoQ. Cal. & Va. line. If this strike of ore

should prove to be the northern continuation of the

ore development of Con. Cal. & Va. on the 1500
level, northeast of Con. Cal. & Va. shaft its impor-

tance would be difficult to estimate, but it would ac-

count in a measure for the recent rally in prices of

stocks. With reference to the rumored strike in

Ophir, Supt. D. B. Lyman last evening explained
to an Enterprise reporter that on the 1465 level of

Ophir toward the south end of the mine he was ex-

ploring a splendid body of quartz—at least 100 feet

thick—and that he was cutting stringers of fair-

grade ore occasionally. There is some hope enter-

tained that it will make into a good ore body yet.

The Alpha hoisting works are again in operation.

The Washoe mill, of ten stamps, has started up on
Justice ore. The Alta mill is now running five

stamps, which will soon probably be increased to

the full capacity of the mill—15 stamps. It was
stated on the street yesterday, explanatory of the

recent break in Con. Cal. & Va., that a clay slip

had been encountered in the south drift on the 1100
level, but that the drift had passed through it and
again penetrated the same kind of ore. This was
given on account of the sudden break and equally

sudden recuperation of the stock. Such a clay slip,

running through a strong body of ore, would be an
exceedingly strange occurrence, and the Enterprise
does not believe a word of it. The slip, if it existed

anywhere, ran across Pine street in San Francisco,

and it was never visible at this end of the line. Th?
heavy inflow of water in the Crown Point inclinr

above the 1700 level has been conquered, th

submerged Dow pump has been retrieved, and the

workof draining the Gold Hill mines is again go-

ing on as usual. The following information has
been gathered from the weekly letters of the super-

intendents:

Alta.—The mill is now working five stamps on
ore extracted from stopes throughout the mine.
Yellow Jacket.—Aredo^ngthe usual amount of

prospecting work, and preparing to open out on the

1200 to the 1300 level, preparatory to the extraction

of gold bearing rock to be crushed at the Santiago
mill.

Crown Point.—The north drift from the 300
stope, nth level, is now out a total distance of 33
feet. It has passed through and the face is still in

low-grade quartz. The 1000 level east crosscut
from the main south drift is out a total distance of

78 feet, having been extended 21 feet during the
week; the face is in porphyry, with streaks of low-
grade quartz through it.

Justice, Kentuck, Con Imperial, Challenge, and
Belcher are doing the usual amount of exploratory
work.
Seg. Belcher.—On the 600 level the west cross-

cut from the south lateral drift has been advanced
12 feet since last report, and is now out a total dis-

tance of 38 feel; the face is in a mixture of porphyry
and clay. A portion of the week has been occupied
in timbering the main drift.

Savage.—We have hoisted 552 cars of ore from
the 500, 750, 800, 900, 950 and 1000 levels. Ship-
ped to the Mexican mill 557 tons and milled 669
tons; average battery assay, $17,20. We have bul-

lion on hand amounting to $10,072,41. We have
repaired and retimbered the E-street tunnel a dis-

tance of 500 feet. On the 800 level the winze
started 80 feet north from our south bounday is

down 24 feet in ore. At this point we have com-
menced sloping; it shows a width of 16 feet of fair-

grade ore. On the 950 level the upraise near our
south boundary is advanced 32 feet, top is in por-
phyry and siringers of ore. On the 1 100 level the
east crosscut from face of north drift was advanced
45 feet to the east clay wall. Opposite this we have
started a crosscut west, which is advanced 10 feet in

quartz giving low assays. From the east inter-

mediate drift below the 1300 level the winze has
been carried down the 65 feet and connected
with the north drilt on the 1400 level. The north
drift, 1400 level, was advanced 23 feet; about half

the face of this drift is in ore of good quality.

Hale & Norcross.—The winze from No. 3 east

crosscut, 1400 level, is down 80 feet; the bottom is

in quartz. No. 5 joint east crosscut on the south
boundary has been extended a totil distance of 105
feet to the east boundary of the vein. The main in-

cline is now repaired 195 feet below the 1400 level,

and have started to open the 1500,
Silver Hill.—Southwest drift, 50-foot level, is

out trom shaft 20 feet; face in hard porphyry and
clay. South crosscut, 160 level, is out from winze
520 feet; face in hard porphyry.
Alpha and Exchequer.—Have completed re-

pairs to shaft and resumed work in the mine.
Sierra Nevada.—630 level: West crosscut

No. I from the northwest drift, 571 feet from the

shaft, has been advanced 36 feet; total length, 382
feet. The formation is somewhat softer.

New YoRK.^North lateral drift, 600 level, is out
north of shaft 198 feet; face in porphyry. North
lateral drift 1100 level, is out north of shaft 481 feet;

face in quartz yielding low assays.

Chollar;—The south drift, 1400 level, from the

north I ne, is out 100 feet; face in poryhyry. We
are cutting out a winze station in the joint east

crosscut on the north line, 1400 level. Extracted
and sent to the mill the past week 546 tons of ore of
the value of $19.94 a ton, as per battery samples.

PoTOSi.—The winze is down 4 feet below the

1400 level; the bottom is in poryhyry and streaks of
quartz. The south lateral drift from the winze
station, 1300 level, is out 204 feet; face in quartz
and porphyry. South lateral drift from the Chollar
incline, 1100 level, is out 154 feet; face in clay and
porphyry.
Ward Combination Shaft.—The only work

done the past week has been confined to repairs to

the i8oo level station.

Union Shaft.—West drift from the shaft, 900
level, is out 159 feet, making 46 feet during the
week; the face is in hard porphyry.

Occidental.—Extracting fair-grade ore from the

350, 400 and 450 levels. North drift from No. i up-
raise. 500 level, is in 92 feet; face in low-grade
quartz. South drift from the same point is in 79
feet; face in low-grade ore. South drift from No,
1 winze, 600 level, is in 105 feet, face showing ore
of average value—$z2 a ton. North drift from No.
2 winze, 550 level, is in 342 feet; face in low-grade
quartz. South drift from No, i winze, 750 level, is

in 81 feet; face in low-grade quartz.
Utah.—Incline winze has been sunk 18 feet;

total depth, 40 feet; the bottom of the winze is

showing porphyry, clay and quartz, assaying low in
the precious metals.

Andes.—On the 423 level, east crosscut from
south drift has been advanced 20 feet during the
past week; formation, vein porphyry. East crosscut
from the north drift on the 420 level was timbered
and advanced 15 feet; face in quartz.

Gandelarla District.

A Deep Mm-E..— Silver State, May 15: The
Holmes Mining Co. is now extracting ore from the
2100 foot level of the Northern Belle mine at Can-
delaria and obtaining a rare kind of silver ore that
is pure turquoise in color and quite rich. The mine
at that depth continues, as it has from the surface,
to be as dry as a powder horn, and there has never
been a drop of water encountered in it.

Tuscarora District.

Nevada Queen. — Times-Review, May 15:
South drift from east crosscut on 4th level Com-
monwealth extended 20 feet in vein matter.
Navajo,—The stopes above the 3So.foot level

continue to produce their usual quantity of ore. The
water is not so strong.
Del Monte.—West crosscut, 3d level, advanced

seven feet. Cutting out for chute and putting in
timbers interfered with progress in the crosscut.

Joint raise has been put up 20 feet.

Belle Isle.—The prospecting winze from the
intermediate crosscut from No. i chute, 3So-foot
level, extended 5 feet; total 20 feet. The rich ore is

getting wider.

Commonwealth.—First level: Have retimbered
on north side of shaft and extracted 18 cars of first-

class ore, assay, $203 per ton; also 39 cars of ore,

average assay $42 per ton. Fourth level: North
drift has been advanced 20 feet and timbered. The
whole face of drift in low-grade ore and shows a
marked improvement as the drift is advanced. East
crosscut extended 20 feet.

North Belle Isle.—South drift from east cross-
cut, 400-foot level, extended 20 feet, the face still

showmg good ore. The stopes started over this

drift are looking very well. Broke five cars of first-

class and 81 cars of second-class ore. The stopes
from the intermediate from No. 4 chute, 600 level,

are looking about the same.
North Commonwealth. — First level: The

stopes show more ore, getting wider but not so high
grade. There have been crushed at Union mill 270
tons of ore; assay from battery pulp, $217.60 per
ton. Crude bu'lion on hand, $23,000. Concentra-
tmg plant started Monday. Crushed 200 tons of
ore, average assay, $27 per ton.

ARIZONA.

The Black B'&A^.—Silver Belt, May 9: Mr.
O. B. Hardy, owner of the Black Bear mine located
in the Coeur d' Alene Idaho, has closed a deal with
Mr. W. McCaskey, of the Edison General Illumin-
ating & Power Co. of New York for the construction
of ten electric drills, which will take the place of

compresspd air drills in his mine. The amount ex-

pended for this purpose has been about $8,000.
"The company," said Mr. Hardy, "goes at it in

such a manner that I have extreme confidence in the
value of the machinery. They ship all the machinery,
pay all the expenses and run the drills 40 days be-
fore I turn over a cent. The Yavapai Mining and
Storage Co. is doing a good business in their placer

claims at Camp Hattersley and French creek. At
Hattersley a hydraulic apparatus is in successful

operation, and a large quantity of gold is being
taken out daily. The company work 50 men at

both camps and thus far the claims have proven
very satisfactory. Hydraulic works will soon be in

operation at French creek, when the results will be
much more satisfactory.

Blown Up.—Tombstone Prospector, May 12:

Jake Bowman came over from Bisbee this morning
and brings the report of an accident in the Copper
Queen mine last night in which John Torpey and
W. Nelson were horribly mangled by a blast. It

seems that they had put in five holes and lit the

fuse of all but one which kept them longer than an-
ticipated but they thought of no danger until the
first hole went off and blew them headlong into the
drift. One of their companions happened to be
near by and procured assistance and took them to

the surface, where willing hands conveyed their

bleeding bodies to the hospital. Faint hopes are
entertained of their recovery.

Notes.—Prescott Courier, May 13: Miners of

Big Bug district tell us that Superintendent Clark is

having good substantial work done in the Silver Belt

mine. His Honor, Mayor Howard has a force of

men working in a Groom Creek district mine.
Twenty thousand pounds of very high-grade silver

ore were recently shipped to El Paso by Tip Top
district miners. Superintendent Murphy has gone
to Congress to start the mill. United Verde is ship-

ping carloads of copper-silver bullion. Mr. Lawler,
of the Hillside mine, has teams on the road, hauling
very rich silver ore. Work is progressing favorably

in Phelps, Dodge & Co. 's camps—Copper Basin,

Senator and Big Bug.
Mining '^oi'ES. —Courier. May 21: Miners of

Big Bug district tell us that Supt. Clark is having
good substantial work done in the Silver Belt mine.
Mayor Howard has a force of men working in the

Groom Creek district mine. Twenty thousand lbs,

of high-grade silver ore were recently shipped to El
Paso by Tip Top district miners. Supt. Murphy
has gone to Congress to start the mill. United
Verde is shipping carloads of copper-silver bullion.

Mr. Lawler, of the Hillside mine, has teams on the

road, hauling very rich silver ore. Work is progres-

sing very favorably in Phelps. Dodge & Co.'s camps,
Copper Basin, Senator and Big Bug.

BRITISH OOLUMBLfl..

Hot Springs.—Nelson Miner. May 16: On
Tuesday there arrived at Nelson on their way to

Ainswortb, a party of Montana men who are lately

I
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iBteresled in Hot Springs district. The members of

the party were A. W. McCune, F. E. Sargent,

William Tbornton and Scott NIcDonald. They
were met at Nelson by Henry Giei^erich and A. D.
Wheeler. Mr. McCune. as a partner with Messrs.

Giegerich and Wheeler, has been interested in the

district since its discovery. Mr, Sargent is secretary

of the Anaconda Co. , and comes in along with Mr.

Thornton, who is cashier of the first National bank
of Anaconda, to talk over the interests recently sold

by A. D. Wheeler to W. L, Hoge. Mr. McDonald
is a mine manager in the Coeur d'AIene country.

Mr. Hoge, who purchased Mr. Wheeler's interest in

the Skyline, Krao, Crow Fledgling. Blackbird,

Maestro, Banker. Pataha, Attended, Bugaboo,
Libby, and two or three side locations, is president

of the First National Bank of Anaconda, and is as-

sociated in business with Marcus Daly, manager of

the great Anaconda mines and smelting works. The
mere fact that he has secured interests in Hot
Springs district, should give claim owners confidence,

for be is not a man likely to purchase worthless min-

ing properties. As soon as a boiler ol larger capaciiy

oan be got to the ground, (he work of sinking will be

resumed on the Skyline. Work will also be com-
menced on the Krao.
Another Gold Mill.—The new trail to the

Whitewater mine on Rover creek will be finished on
Tuesday. The mill on the Gold King has been

taken down, and will be picked to the Whitewater
ground next week. A Triumph vanner was received

at Sproat on Monday. Work will commence on
the mill building on Tuesday, and manager Davys
expects to have the mill running the first week in

June.

COLORADO.

i

Little Annie.—Aspen Times, May 12: Last

fall the Little Annie Mining Company at great ex-

pense, aided a little by a few business men of Aspen,

built a good wagon-road from the Castle creek road to

Richmond hill. This road is open for the free use

of all who desire to travel it. Now that the snow is

off, the county should put its main road in repair

and declare the Little Annie road a county road

and repair it The county will be ready and certain

to receive its taxes on ore output and improvements

of that section, and it would be no more than justice

to tax-payers if a little money was appropriated by

the county commissioners in this direction. A cave

was struck in the north drift of the second level of

the Little Annie mine last evening which seems to

be a pot of mineral. It will be explored to-day.

The company is now advertising for bids to haul the

output ol the mine to Aspen. Regular shipments

to begin on the 20th. The entire ore body pays to

ship without sorting. Three grades of ore will be

made hereafter. The third grade will be stored at-

the mine for future treatment by low-grade proc-

esses. The mine is proving up more ore every day,

and the big ore body found in the north first level is

now being reached as is evidenced by the £ave en-

countered yesterday. Parties who bought stock at

IS. ao. 25 and 30 cents, and are trying to sell it at

27, will soon learn that the Annie is one of the best

investments on the boards in Aspen.

The Pontiac—a great change occurred yester-

day in the drift running south in the Pontiac and
Manager Brown thinks he will be able to announce

a strike in a short time. The work will begin from

the Iowa shaft in a day or so,

San Juan.—Aspen Times, May 20: The
prospects for an active miniog season in San Juan

Co. this year are all that could be desired. Not-

withstanding the heavy snowfall in the latter part of

the winter there is no more snow in the mountains

than is usual at this time of the year, and that is

going fast, as is evidenced by the booming creeks

and rivers. Trails are being opened to the mines,

and pack trains are beginning to come in from their

winter ranges. The mines under development

during the snow months all show the immense

benefit that has been derived, and great reserves of

rich ores have been opened up, which will in a few

weeks be sending forth a silver stream that will

permeate the business marts of our city and make
our gulches teem with busy life.

Nolan's Camp,—The latest from Nolan's camp
is to the effect that 25 men are steadily employed in

building a good road from the camp to Aguila, the

station on the Denver & Rio Grande road, and a

mill is getting into shape to go in there at once.

On the mines a great deal of development work is

going forward, and on all sides the indications are

that a good paying camp will be the result of all

this work.
Iowa Gulch Mines.—As a result of a great

amount of development, the portion of Iowa gulch

mining section running along the lower slope of

Long and Derry hill, on the north, a considerable

amount of ore was found there last season, but the

chances are that this season's work will, however,

discount last year's, and that at least two if not four

mines will be added to our list. Among the best

developed during 1890 at that point was the Frank,

in which, at a comparatively shallow depth, some

fine lead ore was found, and the data furnished by

that work induced the owners of contiguous

properties to start up. The strike or trend of the

ore chute, being known, a shaft on the C. M. was

sunk, in which some good ore was found, though it

was thought that the workings were not deep

enough, and the shaft is now being carried down.

DAKOTA.

Another Process.—Deadwood Pioneer, May
IQ- The Colorado Gold h Silver Extraction

Co. of this city, which uses the McArthur-Forest, or

cyanide process started its trial or test mill the past

week. The process consists in crushing the ore so

it will pass through a 40-mesh screen, when the ore

is treated raw with a i per cent solution of cyanide

of potassium, which is expected to dissolve the gold

and silver, which is precipitated from the solution

on metallic zinc. The new mill has ten stamps,

900 lbs weight which drop six inches 100 times per

minute. The usual system of using different sized

screens, passing the coarse ore back to the stamps

for second crushing is used. All the ore before

passing to the tanks will pass through a 40-mesh

screen, but what portion of it will pass through finer

screens is not known. The crushing of course is

dry. From the stamps it is conveyed to cars where

it is weighed and charged into the agitators, which

are wooden revolving barrels 4j4x8 feet. J he

charge for each barrel is 3j^ tons of ore and i >^

tons of water, i per cent of which is cyanide of
potassium. Both ore and water are accurately
weighed. The interior of the barrel has longitudinal
flanges which assist in mixing the pulp and water.
Ihe barrels are kept revolving for from six to ten
hours, when the gold and silver are expected to be
in solution. From the barrel the charge is dropped
into circular tanks containing a false bottom four or
five inches above the true bottom. The false bo'-
tom is covered with canvas, through which the
liquid is filtered. The filtering is done from below
by exhaust suction. The liquor js then pumped
into vats from which it is slowly allowed to pass
through zinc shavings, on which the gold and silver

are precipitated. The liquor is then somewhat
weakened and Is restored to its i per cent cyanide
strength, when it is ready for use again. Once
washing the pulp is said to remove the last trace of

cyanogen with its gold contents. The mill is fitted

with two agitators and all needed tanks, and has a
capaciiy of 10 to 12 tons per day. The consump-
tion of cyanide is from two to three pounds per ton
of ore treated. In a mill of 20 tons daily capaciiy,
with wood at $5 per cord and labor at $2.50 to $3
per day, the cost of treating ore should not exceed

$5 per ton.

Jim Creek Mines.—Development work is being
done on a great many claims and recent discoveries

are very encouraging. Considerable work is being
done on the Alliance, and the owner. Dr. Terry, is

well satisfied with his prospects, as he has found a
ledge of galena and carbonate ore. 1 his property
is supposed to be on the same belt as the Caliboga,
Silver Reef and Jupiter lodes. On the Honduras
some work has been done, and the outlook is good,
a<; the same character of ore is found as on the

Caliboga and others. This property is owned by
Jack Wilson and Jack Forsythe, Jack McLaughlin
arrived from the camp in Prosperity gulch, where
himself and F. Thompson have been prospecting,

and he exhibited some fine specimens taken from
the Extension lode, an extension of the Alliance.

A False Report.—The Sioux City /oi^rwa/ says

that a letter received to-day from W. N. Nason
secretary of the Omaha Board of Trade, denies in

toto the story started by the Chicago Tribune that

the two committees sent out by the Omaha Board of

Trade last year reported unlavorably on the Black
Hills tin mines, Instead they made very favorable

reports in writing and the matter will be brought
up at the next meeting of the directors of the Board.
Mr. Nason says it is incomprehensible to him how
the story that the committee reported unfavorably

was started.

IDAHO.

Stormy Hill.—Idaho Avalanche, May 9: On
the Stormy Hill mine drifts are now being run both
north and south at 260 feet from the surface. Only
a few men have room to work at present, conse-

quently the amount of ore taken out is not large.

As soon as room is made, stops will be started. The
ore taken out, it is thought, will mill about $40 per

ton. Some very rare and beautiful crystals are now
being taken out of the lower drift in the Trade Dol-

lar mine They are streaks of mica from one to

three inches long, half an inch or more in diameter,

a beautiful emerald green in color, and translucent.

They are attached to quartz crystals found in crev-

ices in the ledge. We have not found any miner
who had ever seen similar mica formation elsewhere,

A rich strike has been made a mile north of Spring
City, Nev, This is a lode that parties have been
trying to find for quite a number of years, as rich

float has been found on several occasions upon the

hillside by diffdrent parties. The Silver State is of

the opinion that this find will be apt to create an-
other boom for Spring City, and will be an encour-

agement for the new company that has but recently

come into possession of the Paradise mines to push
their reduction works to completion.

LOWER CALIFORNIA.

Minerals in Sonora. — Lower Californian,

May 14: U, S, Consul Willard of Guaymas reports

to his Government as follows, regarding mining
matters in Sonora: The quantity of mineral ores

exported during the past year from this consular

district is more or less the same as the preceding

one. Those from the north and central part were

sent to the reduction works in the United States;

those from the south (Alamos) go generally to the

port of Mazatlan, Sinaloa, and are there reshipped

to Europe or the United States by vessels. The con-

cession granted by the State Government to certain

American citizens to erect smelting and reduction

works has not been complied with, and Sonora to-

day has no smelting and reduction works where gold

and silver ores are purchased and reduced, or where
small mine-owners can have their ores treated. The
only class of mines worked are those of silver and
gold, but principally the former. Veins of copper,

lead, iron, antimony, and deposits of cinnabar and
coal are found in different parts of the district, but

are not developed. The coal deposits have been
worked to a small extent to supply fuel for the steam

works of the mining companies in the immediate

neighborhood. This coal, anthracite, is said to be

abundant and of good quality, containing from 80

to 90 per cent carbon. The veins or seams vary in

thickness from 4 to 10 feet. These deposits can be

reached from the coast over easy grades.

MONTANA.

Notes,—Inter-Mountain, May 11: The sug-

gestion of the Miner that the city government pro-

vide for the employment of as many men as possible

by beginning the work of paving the streets, is a

most excellent one. The cost to the tax-payers will

be no greater now than later, while the benefit to the

labor and business interests would be far-reaching

and immediate. There are 1500 idle miners here

while the Anaconda is closed down. They are good
citizens, most of them are married men and all of

them are highly skilled. The camp cannot afford

to lose them and they will remain here if temporary
occupation can be provided for them. The mining
estates and territories should be on the alert touch-

ing the question of Mexican lead ores. While west-

ern representatives and senators are resting in

fancied security the owners of Mexican lead mines
are exerting themselves to the utmost to evade the

provisions of the lead clause in the McKinley bill and
on some technical grounds have actually procured a

partial suspension of the regulation affecting lead in

silver ores. Congressman Dixon is no doubt per-

sonally opposed to a tariff on lead or anything else,

yet it is hoped that on behalf of our lead mine own-
ers he will bestir himself in the matter and at least

lay before the authorities the statements of the

Montana lead ore producers,

TosTEN Smelters.— ii/i«/f(^ Journal, May 13;

The sm**lter at Tosten, which has bt^en closed some-
time, will be fired next week, arrangements having
been made for a continuous supply of ore. The
managersclaim to have fully demonstrated the utility

and practical succe.'^s of their process; in this it is to

be hoped that they are not deceived, as the treat-

ment of ores under the process can be more eco-

nomically accomplished than under any of the

methods now in use.

New Strike.—Alining Journal, May 13: From
a private letter, dated the 7th inst., the Journal has
been privileged to make the following extracts: The
excitement is pretty high here over the recent strike

of native silver in the 500-foot level of the Cumber-
land. The company was making a raise up to the

30S-foot level and struck on the footwall two to four

ieet of very fine ore with native silver all through it.

The smelter will start by the i8ih or zotb inst. The
Yellowstone is looking finely and good reports come
from most of the properties being worked, There is

considerable talk of a custom smelter being built at

once. Castle's position as a great mining camp is

assured beyond question, and it ought to be con-

nected with Helena by a direct railroad.

Treasure Hill Mining Co.—Montana A/i«-

ing Journal, May i^: A description of this prop-

erty recently appeared in the Journal. It consists

of a group of four claims, the main lode having been
opened along its length ever 1800 feet, at every

point disclosing the fissure carrying high-grade ore.

Work is now progressing from the loo-foot level,

which will be sunk an additional 50 feet, at which
point levels will be run in each direction. No prop-

erty in this camp gives a more favorable promise of

becoming a great mine than does this. Crow creek

is reached. Up its right bank Eureka and Eagle

gulches lie, in both of which discoveries have been
made and prospectors are busily engaged penetrat-

ing Nature's secrets. Beyond Crow Creek, Cedar
Plain, Johnny's Gulch, Nigger Ridge, Ruby and
other districts have been developed from which ore

is being shipped. The districts covered have during

the past winter been constant ore shippers, the ores

from Indian creek going to Bedford, from Ben
Kunber and Little Bonanza to Vose siding, and
from the H. H. and East Pacific to Ryan siding.

All this development has been accomplished in three

years, and this season will witness more advance-

ment than has been made altogether heretofore and
the prediction is here made that by Dec,, i, 1891,

the daily output will not be less than 100 tons.

The credit of this work district is entirely due to the

tireless prospector and men of small means, almost

without exception Helena men, and to them shall

be given the credit and to ibem will come the profit,

NBW MEXICO.

Careta Mine.—Southwest Sentinel, May 12:

J, Douglas Smith and J. W. Stone, owners of the

Careta mine, at Bald mountain, have just received

the returns from their last shipment of ore sent to

El Paso; it ran 135.3 ounces in silver, 7 ounces in

gold and 5 per cent in lead. The same owners have

quite a quantity of ore sacked up on the Mayflower

mine that will market about $t5o a ton, and a large

quantity of low-grade ore that will run about $4.0 to

the ton, which they are holding over for the Flager

mill to start up.

OBBaON.

Mining Items.— 7V7««, May 15: T. P. Judson
of Grant's Pass has bonded the Swacker quartz

mine in Foots creek district and has put a mill on it,

which is kept busy crushing ore. Considerable pros-

pecting must be going on in southern Oregon, as a

large number of location notices and mining guides

are being purchased at the Times office. J. A. Har-

vey of Foots creek has discovered a well-defined

quartz ledge which prospects very well. He crushed

some of the ore and realized $5 from a single pan.

The extensive mines of Simmons, Cameron & Co.,

after several years of preliminary preparation, are

now being operated on full time. A good season is

expected there. The Sterling M. Co. has a good

supply of water and two pipes at work. It is ex-

pected a good cleanup will be made at the end of

the season, which is several months hence. The
Wimer mines will probably be operated for several

months this season, as the Circuit Court has dis-

missed the receiver, which action will probably allow

Wadleigh and Co. to take possession again and

work the property. Zach Cameron of Uniontown,

who is interested in the Simmons-Cameron mine

near Waldo, made them a visit this week.

DTAB.

Deep Creek.—Park Record, May 9: Boom,

boom, and Deep creek grows deeper, the desert

grows narrower and water more abundant. If a

concerted newspaper howl about Deep creek will

build the new railroad and pull the Salt Lake real

estate men out of the hole, something will have to

be accomplished. If it fails, smash goes the inflated

realty bubble, and mourning will be the order of the

day in Z<on. Something must be done, you know,

or manyAvill be buried.

A New District,—Park Record^ May 9: Mr.

J. J. Daly was out from Salt Lake this week and

during his stay in town made a brief visit to the

Record office. From him it is learned that the Daly

West group will be actively developed during the

coming summer. A new and extensive hoisting

plant will be erected and a fine working shaft put

down. The Daly West ground lies between the

old Daly group and the Anchor, and as the vein

shows up strong at both ends of the properly there

can be but one result in developing it, and that is a

big mine. The ground is owned by Mr. Daly and

R. C. Chambers, both thorough mining men and

possessed of ample means to prospect the property

in a thorough manner. The group embraces some

3000 feet on the vein, and when opened up to work-

ing advantage will employ a force of some 200 men.

Thus the resources of Park City are being gradually

developed and her output steadily increased, and

little doubt is entertained but that the output of

1891 in Park City wilt be at least double that of any
prt-vious year. Mr. Daly siys active work will com-
mence as soon as the snow is off the ground and
trouble from surface water ceases. The papers may
do all the blowing they wish concerning Deep Creek.
Dugway and other districts, but when the grand
total is figured up, it will be found that Park City is

the king pin in the whole list, if she does not turn

out more ore and bullion than all the balance put
together.

WASHINGTON.

Skagit's Mineral Wealth.—Mining News,
May 16: During the last year no mining region has
attracted so much attention as that portion of Skagit
county lying at the head of Cascade river, on the

dividing line between Skagit and Okanogan coun*
ties, now known as the Cascade mining district.

The News is indebted to Geo. Rouse for the follow-

ing summary of the work done, and the present out-

look for the various mines; The Boston vein, now
owned by a syndicate of Helena men, is nine feet

wide, three feet of clean ore running 100 ounces to

the ion, and six feet of concentrating ore. A tunnel

has been run in for some distance on this vein. The
Epoch is a small vein containing 16 inches of clean

ore and 20 inches of lead ore. The Ontario is a 16-

fooi vein, undeveloped. The Quien Sabe, although
a small vein, being only three feet in width, is very

rich, A tunnel has been run in on this vein at a
distance of 82 feet. The Doubtful is a 20-foot vein.

On this lode a drift has been run in for distance of

55 feel. El Capitan is a ledge of 20 feet in width,

rhe Galena shows an 18-foot vein, on which a drift

has been run for a distance of eight feet. The
Franklin is a five-foot ledge with three feet of good
ore. On this vein a drift has been run for a distance

of 12 feet. The Adolph is a six-foot ledge which
has been tunneled for the distance of 12 feet. The
Cascade, a monster of 20 feet in width, has been
tunneled for a distance of 100 feet. The Kildare

yields rock that assays 100 ounces to the ton and
shows a superior grade of ore. In addition to these

mentioned are numerous other ledges which have
been located, but are entirely undeveloped. There
is no mining section that is attracting so much at-

tention at present as this new El Dorado, and the

coming season will witness great development of

these valuable mines. If this section proves as rich

as the prospects warrant, there will be a large city

built at some point on the upper river, probably in

the vicinity of Sauk, or possibly a little farther up
the river. The greatest need at present is a road
over which supplies can be taken. At present it

costs a small fortune to pack in the supplies that are

absolutely needed. It is a matter pf great import-

ance to this county that the commissioners take

some action looking to the opening of a wagon-road
from the mouth of the Sauk to the mines. A liberal

appropriation by the county for the opening of the

Cascade road will be a judicious investment and will

return a hundred fold of the outlay to the county.

Coal.—EUensburg Capital, May 14: It is said

that an effort will be made to save the big blocks of

coal from the Roslyn mine, which were used in the

arches at Tacoma on the occasion of the President's

reception, for use at the World's fair. One of these

blocks weighs 17,000 pounds and is the largest ever

produced in this Slate. It is proposed to have the

arches in the Washington exhibit made only of the

productions of the Slate, and the blocks cf coal may
be utilized in this manner. This will be a good ad-

vertisement ol our State and county at the grandest

Exposition the world has ever known.

Iron.—Joshua Pierce made a report of a trip to

EUensburg and the Skagit valley in the interest of

the iron industry. He was convinced that there were

immense fields of iron in both these localities and
that Tacoma could not do anything more profitable

than to foster them. It did not make so much dif-

ference where, but either on the Sound or on the

main line of the Northern Pacific would be directly

tributary to Tacoma and. therefore, mor'e beneficial.

Mr. Pierce was very earnest about the matter and
enthused several members of the Chamber of Com-
merce to talk. They were unanimous in thinking

something should be done to develop this important

interest.

About "Mines and Miners,— Okanogan Out-

look, May 8: J. W. McGregor, Ben Hedrick and
Henry Doheny returned Wednesday from Palmer

Mt,, where they have been doing development work
on the Yellowstone and Gladstone claims. Steve

Howland, who has the contract to sink a hundred

feet on the Ivanhoe, was in ConconuUy Thursday

after supplies. He reports that they are now down
30 feet and sinking at the rate of two feet per day,

John and Rol Seibert are working on their gold

properties on Palmer Mountain. They have located

an extension to the Fairview lead, which has pro-

duced some of the handsomest free gold specimens

ever found in the country. The boys have several

good prospects in the district, any one of which is

liable to make them rich. Gus Leiber left Wednesday
morning with a wagon load of tools and provisions-

for the Lime B It district, where he will spend sev-

eral months doing development work on the Eureka

and Lulu claims, in both of which he is interested.

Geo. Cooper returned Monday from a trip to

Tacoma. Mr, Cooper was interested with T. L.

Nixon in a number of mining claims in this district.

He informs us that the death of Mr. Nixon will

not interfere with the development of his properties

here, as everything was bequeathed to his wife, who
has signified her intention of carrying out her hus-

band's plans and schemes as near as possible. She

will spen^'I-everal thousand dollars in developing her

mining interests on Mineral hill. Development op-

erations are now fairly under way at the Ivanhoe

mine. A force of men are engaged in sinking a new
shaft for the purpose of determining the dip of the

vein, which at the surface lies almost horizontal,

but gradually assumes an upright position as depth

is gained. They are now at work with a plow and
scraper, removing the soil and uncovering the vein.

Mr. Cowherd estimates that the amount of ore which

has been uncovered in this way exceeds 1000 tons.

One man will be kept employed all summer sorting

ore for shipment to the Tacoma smelter. George

Forrester, superintendent of the Toughnut, informs

us that Col. Wallace has returned from San Fran-

cisco and will be in shortly to commence work on

the mine. The amount of development which the

company proposes to do this season will give employ-

ment to about 20 men.
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n^ECHAjMiGAL Progress

Improved Manufacture of Staybolts

and Tubes.

A device hae recently been patented for roU-

ing hollow Btaybolts, and a company formed for

their manufacture at Cayahoga, Ohio, The
prooeBB IB deBoribed aa foUowB : Two pieceB of

iron rolled In U-Bhaped Bection are laid together

and wired in that position. These parta are

then heated to a welding h.eat and ran through

rolls. Ab the welded tube comes from the rolls

it passeB over a mandrel, which filla the inte-

rior. Before reaching the second pair of rolls

It cools slightly and shrinks apon the mandrel.

In the second pair of rolls it is drawn from the

mandrel and the interior cleared by slag and
cinder. In this way, by five repeated opera-

tiona, a hollow staybolt is obtained, which has

a uniform interior diameter. The material, of

oourae, mast be of the very best quality of char-

ooal iron. The belts are made in lengths of

about six feet. The advantages of hollow stay-

bolta are well understood. A coneiderable sav*

ing in expense can be made by nalng hollow

staybolt iron, instead of drilling the ends of

the bolts after they are In position.

Compound Metallic Tubes.

Nearly allied to the above is a new process

for the manufaotare of compound metallic

tubes, tubes of one metal, covered or lined, or

both, with another metal, invented by Geo. H.
Everson of Pittsburgh. To line a tabs a hard
mandrel is taken, the diameter of which is the

same as desired for the Inside of the lining of

the tube when finished. The metal lining ia

then placed around the mandrel, and rolled

through or between hard eurfaoed rolls, until

the lining Is reduced to the desired thlokneas.

Then the tube that is to be used is slipped over

the lining, and the rolling process continued

until the tube is rolled tightly into the lining,

and reduced to the outside diameter desired,

after which the mandrel ia removed and the

tube cleansed. If it is desired to cover the

tube as well as Una it, the mandrel is put in-

side the lining, the metal cover is slipped over

the tube, and the rolling process continued,

until the metal cover is rolled down tightly

npon the outside of the tube, and the thick*

ness of the covering desired is obtained, after

which the mandrel Is removed, and the com-
pound tube finished In the ordinary manner.

Labor-Saving Machinery.

Much has been said of late in regard to the

inflaence of labor-saving machinery on the

scope of labor, and It has been stoutly held by
many that the present condition and future

prospects of mechanics in this country (En-

gland) are far less satisfactory than they were
in our earlier history, before the great advance
in the introduction of iabor-aaving machinery.
But the moat careful-thinking people, even
among our best mechanics, hold to the contrary

and refute the argument uied by the grumblers
who say that the mechanic is not so much in

demand, and not so much respected, socially,

ai he once was. At the time when steamboats,
railroads and labor-saving machines were be-

ginning to be oonstruoted, no doubt wages were
good, and the services of the mechanic held in

high value. Circumstances then were such
that for a time an nnuaually lively impetna waa
given to that department of labor peculiar to

his vocation. The field was wide and sparaely

tilled, and with no great degree of effort

yielded rich retarns. But after all, the meth-
ods of the time, if enterprielng and vigorous,

were yet rude, and of a nature necessarily so

transitory that they soon yielded before more
disciplined efforts and more careful, exacting
and intelligent requirements. So the hasty
methods of the mecbanlca of former days, and
the few rude appliances and tools they used,

did good work in their time, but would not be
suitable now, With the growth of the coun-
try, machinery has increased, and the mechanic
has commensarably gained in intelligence. The
result is natural enough, and desirable, l^ow
we make more devices in a day than would
have sufficed for a month 30 or 40 years ago,

and modifications and improvements, one after

another, crowd npon each other with astonish-
ing rapidity. The mechanics of to-day are
obliged to make themselves acquainted with
the manner of operating multiform con-

trivances, and in such connection mast contin-
ually make practical application of many of the
principles of natural philoaopby, the laws reg-

ulating steam, etc. Who doubts that many
more well-educated and intelligent men are
found among the ranks of British craftsmen
than formerly ? If anything, the toommunity
awards the best and most worthy members of
this class a higher social position than that
poaseased by their predeceasors of a generation
or more ago.

—

Machinery, London.

Twisted Nails.—The neweat thing in nails

Ib a twisted wire nail, which is a cross between
ft screw and an ordinary plain wire nail, The
idea Is of English origin, and it is supposed to
represent as great an improvement upon the
plain wire nail, as that useful invention is over
the old cut nail. Ae is well known, the com-
mon cut nail tears and crushes the fibers of the
wood as It ia driven, and ite tapering shape de-
Btroys the greater portion of its holding powers
when it is partially withdrawn. The plain

wire nail being pointed and smooth, does not
crush the wood fibers as the cut nail does, but
presses them aside. As the diameter of the
nail is the same throughout Its length. It fits as

tightly and holds as firmly when partially

drawn aa when driven home. The twisted wire

nail not only cruBhea the fibers of the wood leas

than the other two forms of nail, but by Its

screw shape possesses a much greater holding

power than either of the other forma. Quite

similar to this screw modification of the wire
nail is the recent American idea of making a

wood screw that will drive nearly as well aa a

nail, and yet can be withdrawn by means of a

screw-driver as readily as any screw.

Iron and Steel Ships Without Frames.

u Patents have been granted in England for a

rew method of shipbuilding that will probably
educe the cost of punching and riveting from
80 to 90 per cent. Should the experimental
abip now under conetrnctlon on the Thames
prove successful, lake shipbuilders will be in-

terested as—per cent of the cost of steel steam-
ers on the lakes is charged to punching and
riveting, and if four>fiftha of that could be re-

trenched by this new proceas, in addition to the
cost of framing material, it would be worth
consideration.

InduiirieBt London, has the following to say
of the invention :

'* Naval architects have for

many years attempted to apply hydraulic rivet-

ing to the building of our ships, but hitherto
they have only succeeded in applying it to a
very limited part of the structure. A new
method, which will admit of the complete ap-
plication of hydraulic riveting, the invention of

Mr. A. C. Holzapfel, of 57 Fenohurch street,

London, about to be introduced, consists of

building a ship of boxed plates, or plates flanged
on all four sides. The invention waa thoroughly
studied by Mr. Holzapfel in conjunction with
several naval architects and engineers, and he
has now so far progressed as to arrange for the
buUding of a trial ship, a vessel of small size, to

be built on the river i?hames.
It will be seen that the adoption of this

method diBpenses entirely with the use of

frames and keelsons, and that the fl&ngee of the
plates will form an ample subfititnte for these.
For riveting together thefle flanges a movable
hydraulic machine of very light structure can
be used, and a similar machine wilt also be
used for the punching of the rivet holes, both
being almnltaueoUBly punched, and the rivet
hclea being in consequence perfectly fair. Coun-
tersinking and Burtace riveting ia consequently
entirely dispensed with, and tho labor required
for the punching and riveting will be reduced
from SO to 90 per cent on the present total for

wages. A second patent for simultaneously
shaping and flanging the plates, will also be
acquired by the company, but the ultimate
intention is, should the method under notice
prove a practical succesB, to shape and flange
the plates in heavy cast iron or caet steel dies
by powerful hydraulic pressure, and to then
build a large number of sbipa of the same sizes

and models.
This experiment in a quite new departure in

shipbuilding will no doubt be watched with
much interest by ahiphuildera everywhere.
Should the expectations of the inventor be fully
realized, this method will prove a very import-
ant advance step in the economy of iron ship-
building.

Casting in Bronze.—American foundries do
not fcs yocceem Co aaooeed with bronze castings
of any great size. There is one foundry in
New York which can do good work, but the
statue of Columbus, on the Drake fountain in
Chicago, will be cast in Florence. Probasco,
who is having the Grant statue done for Lincoln
Park, will have to have hiB statue cast in
parts, and one of the hind quarters had to be
recast entirely. The art of casting big statues
all in one piece had long been lost, but it has
been rediscovered. The process ia called oerra
perdue. The other method is the sand procese,
juBt like that used for stove castings, but the
joints have to be filed smooth and then soldered,
in that way the artiat'a touch is lost and the
skin of the metal, the patina, ie scratched and
epoiled. The oerra perdue is the wax process.
First the clay model is made. Then a piaster
reproduction of that is made. From that is

taken a matrix. That is coated Inside with
wax as thick ae it is desired to have the bronze,
say a quarter of an inch, A core is put inside
of that, which would be a mold of the inside
of the statue when completed. There Is a hole
in the bottom of this matrix. It ib put in a
pit and heated until all the wax is melted and
rune out. The melted bronze is poured in be-
tween the core and the matrix, and there'd
your bronze casting. It costs aUout $1000
more than the sand process for each statue, but
it is much preferable.

—

Age of Steel.

"Pig Iron" is a mere play upon the word
sow. When Iron is melted, It runs off into a
channel called a bow, the lateral branches of
which are called the pigs. Here the iron cools,
and ie called pig iron. Sow has nothing to do
with swine, but Is from the Saxon * sawan,' to
scatter.

American Hardware for Siberia.—

A

large shipment of hatchets was recently made
from this city, upon special order, for Siberia.
That country is beginning to be a large buyer
of agricultural implements, and it will con-
tinue to grow in importance from year to year.

SeiENTiFie Pro(BRESS.

A New Solvent for Cellulose.

Hitherto we have had no acid solvent for

cellnloae but such as in diaaolving it bring

about marked changes In composition and prop>

erties. In dissolving, the oelluloee ia resolved,

e. gr,, by the action of anlphuric and phosphoric
acids, into products of lower molecular weight
and cannot be recovered from the solution.

Concentrated hydrochloric acid, as is well

known, attacks cellulose profoundly. When
digested with the add in the cold the fibers

are completely disintegrated, and the reanlting

modification, obtained aa a white powder,
manifests very different properties from the

original. When warmed with aqueous Bolutions

of the alkalies it is colored deep yellow, and
the products of hydrolysis are powerful reduo-

ing agents (aldehyde).

This observation Is of importance, as it en-

ables us to inveatigate some points in the con-

stitution of oellnloBe for the determination of

which such an sold solution Is an essential con-

dition. The solution of cellulose obtained by
heating it with concentrated solutions of zinc

chloride may alao be diluted with hydrochloric

acid,' without precipitating the diasolved prod-

ucts, but the solution by the new reagent has

the double advantage of being instantaneous

and of being prepared, therefore, with the

minimum of resolution of the cellulose into

bodies of lower molecular weight which usually

attends the somewhat prolonged heating neces-

sary for complete solution in the aqueous aolu*

tion of zino chloride.

The reagent we also find of great value in

the investigation of structural points, i. e., as

an acid to microscopic work in the province of

the vegetable fibers. All forms of pure cellu-

lose are rapidly diesolved by the reagent, and
the various stages preceding their final dieap-

pearance may be observed under the micro-

scope, the observation throwing much light on
struotural pecuUaritiee. The raw fibers, e. g.,

cotton and flax, are not dissolved, at leaat only

partially, but swell up under the action of the

reagent, with the result that the structural

features are brought out with great prominence.

Jute and the ligno'cellulcies generally are dis-

Bolved by the reagent, and many of the adlpo-

celluloBea alao. We are Investigating these

actions more closely and hope shortly to pub-

lish an account of our observations. In the

meanwhile we commend the reagent in ques-

tion to all who are engaged in the chemical or

microscopic inveetigation of the vegetable

fibers.

—

Chemical News.

How Ice is Formed

A person who hae never closely observed the

operation of nature's great Ice factory will be

Burprised to find how interesting it Is. Ton
need not go outside of a comfortably heated

room to do this. Just place a pan of water on
the window aill, when the temperature is below
the freezing point, and yon will soon see some-

thing that cannot fail to interest you. If you
happen to have a magnifying glaae, a single

lens, BO much the better, for the magnifying

power will reveal much of the delicate work of

ice making that is invisible to the naked eye.

Anyway, as you closely watch the surface of

the water you will soon see tiny little lances,

very beautiful when seen under the microscope,

shooting hither and thither on the surface of

the water. If it ia cold enough to make ice in

the sunlight the crystal lances will glow with
all the colors of the rainbow, and, as they dart

about, the rapid changes of color will remind
you of the wonders of the kaleidoscope. As
the water continues to ohill, the little lancea

come together, and then smaller and atill more
delicate crystals will bo eeen forming between
the lances and welding them together. This

process goes on until the surface is covered

with a beautlfnl fllm of ice hardly strong

enough to bear the weight of a mosquito. But
the process goes on under thie aupetficial layer,

and a smooth and Bolid surface Ib the result.

Water is affected by changes of temperature

differently from all other liquids. It seems to

be a natural law for all liquids to expand in

proportion to their increaae In temperature,

but there is a strange exception to the rule in

the case of water. For example, take a

quantity of water when exactly at the freezing

point, 32 degrees above zero, and place it over

a fire. As the temperature rises the volume
will contract, contrary to the rule, until the

water is about seven degrees warmer than it

WAS at the beginning of the experiment. At
that point, however, there is a sudden change.

Contraction ceases, expansion begins, and the

volume IncreaBes until the water ia converted

into steam.

—

Pittsburgh Dispatch.

Diamonds Capable of Absorbing Light.—
A recent iaeue of the Journal of the Franklin

Institute contains a paper on precious stones

by Mr. George F. Kunz, who describes some
exceedingly interesting and beautiful ex-

periments on phosphoreaoent diamonds which
he was enabled to make in Paris during the

ExpOBition, through the courtesy of prominent
scientific men. A dark room was provided, in

which was placed a collection of over 150

diamonda. In a side of the wall a lens was
inserted, and outside of the room a new
alternating arc lamp of the Thomaon-Houaton
system was hung. The lens, which was
employed to concentrate the light, was covered

with a violet colored glass, so that the only
ultra violet rays fell on the gems, of which but
three of the entire number proved to be
phoaphorescent. All the others assumed a
beautiful violet tint. The two stones whose
phosphorescence were most marked were
perfectly transparent white atones, one having
a bluish tinge, Mr. Kunz says: **The phoa-
phoresoenoe exhibited by these stones was
extremely beautiful; it remained visible when
a metallic cap was put over the lens—gradually
losing its intensity, however—for 16 minutes
after the exposure. " All the other etonea were
inviaible In the dark.

Romance of the Sky.

By the increased power of telescopes, the
number of stars within our ken has been in*

creased from 2000, the number which may be
seen in both hemispherea by the naked eye, to
probably about 80,000,000. The etar neareat
to the earth, a Cantauri, is about 275,000 times
as far from us as the sun is, and Sirius ia about
twice ae far away as that; if, however, we
could view these bodies at an equal distance, a
Oentauri would appear nearly twice as bright
as our snn, and Sirius 40 times as bright.

Star 61, Cygni, hae a velocity of not lees

than 30 miles a second, or 3,000,000 miles a
day. So far, then, we find that the stars are
at different distances; that they are of differ-

ent sizes, and that, instead of being fixed, they
are all in movement.
Such bodiee are masses of glowing gae, the

materials of which are, for the most part, pre-
cisely the eame aa thoee of which our earth Is

built up, the great difference between such
tars and the earth at the present time being
that they are hot, while the earth la cold.

The son is so hot at present that its outer
atmosphere, instead of being composed of cool
oxygen and nitrogen and water vapor, as hap-
pens with our own, oonBistt of brightly shining
hydrogen gas and iron vapor chiefly. The iron
is not solid and it la not molten, but exists as
iron steam at, perhaps, a dletance of 200,000
miles above the ahinlng orb that we see and
call the Bun. This, I think, may be taken as a
fair indication that the snn ie a very hot body,
especially when we remember that as its center
ia approached, the temperature must always
Inoreaee.

I have said this much about the sun, because
It is very natural to ask whether all stars are like
the sun. It used to be thought that they were,
but I, for one, do not think this is lo. When
we come to examine the bodies which shine in
the sky, those dim patches of gray light called
nebulae, as well as many of the stars them-
selves, the prism tells as that the light which
they send to us ii very different from the light
sent to UB by the enn and by other stars, the
light of which la exactly like sunlight.
A great deal of work recently done shows

that probably many stars, instead of being like
the sun, are built up, as the comets are, of
enormous clouds or swarms of little bodies,
some of them, perhaps, no bigger than grains
of dust, the different quantities and qualities
of the light given out depending upon the mo-
tions of these little particles and the average
distance between them.

So, when we have a great many of these lit*

tie masses closely packed together and moving
rapidly, they will have an opportunity to strike
one another and thns produce light and heat in

a greater degree than can happen in those
other sO'Called ** stars," where the dust is

sparser and the motion less rapid.
Thia is an idea which has lately been sug-

gested, and I refer to it here because it appears
to make clear a great many points on which
children even of a larger growth have long
been puzzled.

In this way, we paBs from what we see In
the heavens as patches of milk-white light,

called nebulee, to other bodies even hotter than
our sun, and when the stage is reached in which
we see specks of light merely, and deal with
''stars," properly so called, we get a hot body
which increases in temperature as all the little

particles arrive at the center, until the motion
of all of them haa been changed into heat, and
a ball of vapor results, very, very hot.

As soon as the supply of heat ceases, the
mass begins to cool. Oer snn la euch a cooling
maea. The cooling goes on until at last a body
such as our own earth is formed. Thia la why
it is that the chemical composition of the sun
and earth are so similar.

If this Is what really happens, we can easily

explain the colors of all the stars. Each stage
of heat in a star has ita own special color. It

is true that eometimes very nearly the same
color is produced at two different stages of

heat; but aeide from this, we know that very
white stars are at the condition of their great-

est heat, and that yellow stars are cooler,

though some are old, some young; and that
very red, but especially blood-red stars, are
tottering on the verge of invisibility, having
run through all their changes.

—

Norman Lock'
yer,

Heat and the Electric Current.—Cold
copper wire offers lesa resistance to an electric

carrent than a hot wire. The resistance In-

oreaeesat the rate of about one-fifth per cent
for each Fahrenheit degree of riee in temper*
ature.

A Swedish engineer claims to have invented
a new machine for making horseshoe naili out
of iron rods, the machinery making 140 strokes

per minute, each stroke producing two nails.
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Device for Protection from Accidental

Heavy Cnrrents.

Mr. Albert Birrett, eleotrloian of a tele*

pbone oonipAoy in Kansas Oity, baa Invented

ft devioe for proteotinf; telephone ftncl other

wires from heavy oarrenta, as when a telephone

wire fftUs ftoroBS » badly Insalated electrio light

oondnotor or the trolley wire of an electric rail*

way, in which aasea the resalte are, as a rale,

qalte disaatroas. To protect from these pow-

erfnl wandering carrents the necessarily deli*

oate and expensive meohaDlsm employed in

telephone and telegraph aystems, is a problem

to which ft number of electricians have devoted

DO little time. The Invention In qaestlon

forma « cat-ont which ia aald to be operating

aatiafactorily, and ia employed, it is stated,

qalte extensively on the ewitoh>boarda in that

city and at many other points. The oonstrao-

tlon of the ont-oat is qaite simple. The line

wire ia cat and each of the two enda is

(aatened to the binding-sorewe. A very

line Germftn sliver fuse wire connects the

binding screws. The fuse wire la arranged In

a pecaliar manner. Before being pat in place

It la passed through and by means of a little

drop of wax molded on to, so to speak, a email

loop of oord. The loop of cord Is passed up
through an eye and, as the drop of wax ia a

little larger than the eye, aerves to hold down
a apring. The'operation of the oat*oat ia as

followa: The moment a current of dangerous

volume paeaes through the fuse wire, the wax
botton holding the loop and apring in place,

melta. Thta action aets free the spring and

the qulok jerk of the loop through which the

heated wire passes, breaks the latter.

A Llghtnlns: Arrester.

Another device, the invention of Elihn

Thompson, of Lynn, Maaa., grapples even with

the lightning of the clouds, and arrests even

the moat powerful current of eleotrioity, in

aaoh ft manner aa to oaase It to paas off harm-

lesaly, even where there ia no lightning rod to

gaide It to earth.

This Instrument ia bated on the principle

that where the diaoharge spacea in an arreater

ftre in eeriea and of a total length when added

together, equal to aeveral times that over

which the discbarge could paaa if caused to leap

ftcroaa the single pair of diaoharge platea in an

ordinary lightning arreater, there ia secured

not only freedom of diaoharge of current but at

the aame time freedom from the formation of

and continuance of arcs between the diaoharge

aurfacea. In other words, Prof. Thompson finds

that when a diaoharge haa taken place, and the

potential of the line ia anch aa would tend to

maintain an arc at the breaks, the potential can

readily be made insufficient to do ao by multi-

plying the number of striking apaces. He also

fioda that an aro ia much more readily main<

tained between two platea with a aingle wide

apace than between a succession of discharge

points or oyer a aucceasion of apaoea placed in

aeriea.

Thia devioe can be made effective for any

current, however powerful, by airoply inoreas-

ing the number of discharge or jumping points.

By oaasing the necessity for a constant jump-

lug of the current, it virtually becomes per-

fectly discourftged, as it were, and its strength

ia dissipated by the great number of hindrances

thus placed In its path. It ia thua that inven

tors are gradually reaching out and aurround

log this now dangerous power by safety de-

vices BO numerous and ao effective that elec-

tricity will soon become the moat aafe, aa well

aa the aimplest power, which men can employ.

Electric Eoads Pay.—It ia a noteworthy

fact that nearly all the roads throughout the

country which have adopted electricity aa their

motive power have increased their buaineaa,

and many of them are extending their rails.

This is good evidence that such roads are pay-

ing investmenta. The Watsonvillo and Fair-

field road, in Maine, ia reported to have nearly

doubled ita buaineaa ainoe it commenced oper-

ating by electricity. The inoreaae in buaineaa

of the Boston Weat End Company, according

to the statement of its president, has been over

30 per cent. Electrio railroads have come to

Btay.

Electrical Utilization of Insects.—An
electric apparatus supplies a atrong light which

attracts the insects and moths; a auction fan

worked by the electric current drawa them in

when they approach the light and carries them

into a amall mill, aho worked by the electric

current, where they are ground up and mixed

with flour, and thus converted into poultry food

of excellent quality. This ia said to be a

BsLvarian contrivance.

To Reduce the Brilliancy.—The brilliancy

of the ' inoandeacent electric lamp ia often a

aeriouB objection to its uae, and a very simple

method of modifying ita dazzling glare haa been

Buggeated. All that ia neceasary Is to dip the

glass in a saturated aolution of alum and water,

and then apply, when dry, a coat of oollcdion

aa a protection. This is said to make the light

very soft and agreeable, even to the moat aen-

aitive eyes.
.

The San Franoiaoo and San Mateo Railroad

Company haa let a contract for 16 milea of ateel

rails to the Pacific Rolling Mills of this city.

Health of the State.—The State Board of

Health for April reports: Mortality from 67
cities, towna and localities, having a popula-
tion of 074,830, show 1064 deaths to have oo>

ourred from all causes. This is a percentage of

1.67 per 1000 per month, or 18 84 per 1000 per

annum. Consumption was the cause in 164
cases, pneumonia In 153, bronchitis In 40 and
congeatioQ of the longs in 8. Dlarrbcei and
dysentery are asalgned aa the cauae of 7 deatha,

cholera Infantum 3, and of other diseases of the

stomach and bowels 51. Croup caused 21
deatha, scarlatina but 1, whooping cough 3,

typhoid fever 14, malarial fevers 3, oerebro*

spinal fever 6, cancer 29, eryaipelaa 1, heart

diaeaae 63, fttoohoUam 13, and all other oausee,

not neceasarlly claaaified 436. Of thla last num-
ber U grippe la responsible for 13 deatha, and
there la a reasonable presumption that many
fatal oases of luog dleeaae are traceable directly

to an attack of that diaeaae. Diphtheria caused

death in 48 caaea, San Francieoo furniahing 27.

The deatha reported tor oancer were 29, 16 of

which occurred in San Franolsco. It should be

borne in mind that reports are received from
only a little over one-half tho population of the

State, The only disease that maybe said to pre-

vail extenaively ia la grippe, 363 caaea being

reported from different parts of the State with
an accredited fatality of 13. San Franoiaoo,

Loi Angelea, San Diego and other southern

points of importance report none at all. Oak-
land, Alameda and San Jose are almost, if not

altogether, exempt. The progreaa of this re-

markable malady has been somewhat erratic,

following no well-defioed course and requiring

no unusual local conditiona for its develop-

ment.

Effect of Cold Weather on the Aged.—
The recent cold weather in Europe serves to

strongly illustrate the inability of the aged to

withstand exposure. A recent number of the

London Neics states that in the second week of

December, 1S90, the number of deaths among
persons 80 years old reached 100, while during

the following three weeks, which were so un-

preoedentedly cold, the number increased to

116, 142, 148. In persons afSicted with diseases

of the throat and chest, the average was
doubled. While the fact that each severe

weather Is unusual there, and that people were
not prepared to meet its rigors^ aooounts in a

degree for the high rate of mortality, reference

to the retnrna of our Philadelphia Board of

of Health shows that the rate here, where odd
weather is not nnuanal, la decidedly higher in

the colder montha (in the months of January,

February and March) than In the warmer
montha. It ia of the utmost Importance that

aged people expose themselves aa little aa pos-

aible daring extremely cold or inclement

weather, and when neoeaalty compels them to

do so, that they shall be protected. No doubt,

if the inoreased danger were sufficiently in-

aiated on, In apite of the difficulty in making
the average octogenarian realize that he ia no

longer young, the lives of many of the aged

people would be greatly prolonged.

—

Ex.

How to Read the Tongue,—The perfectly

healthy tongue ia clean, molat, liea loosely in

the mouth, ia round at the edge, and haa no
prominent papillae. The tongue may be furred

from local oauaes or from sympathy with the

atomaoh, intestinea or liver. The dry tongue

occurs moat frequently in fever, and indicates

nervous prostration or depreaaion. A white

tongue is diagnostic simply of the feveriah con-

dition, with, perhaps, a sour stomach. When
It is moiat and yellowish-brown, it shows dis-

ordered digestion. Dry and brown indicates a

low state of the system, poaaibly typhoid.

When the tongue la dry and red and smooth,

look out for inflammation, gastrlo or Intestinal.

When the papillae on the end of the tongue are

raised and very red, we call it a strawberry

tongue, and that means aoarlet fever. Sharp,

pointed, red tongue will hint of brain irritation

or inflammation, and a yellow coating indicates

liver derangement. When ao muoh can be

gained from examination of the tongue, how
important it ia that the youngest child should

be taught to put it out ao that it can be visible

to the uttermoat point in the throat.

The Breathing of a Lccomotive —The
** breathing " of a locomotive—that is to say,

the number of poffi given by a railway engine

duiiag its journey—dependa upon the ciroum-
ferencea of ita driving wheola and their speed.

No matter what the rate of epeed may be, for

every one round of the driving wheola a loco-

motive will give four puffa—two oat of each

cylinder, the cylindera being double. The
alzea of drlvine wheela vary, some being 18, 19,

20, and even 22 feet In circumference, although
they are generally made of about 20 feet. The
expreaa apeed varlea from 54 to 5$ miles an
hour. Taking the average circumference of

the driving wheel to be 20 feet, and the speed

per hour 50 miles, a locomotive will give, going
at express apeed, 880 puffs per miuute, or

52,800 puffs per hour, the wheel revolving

13,200 times In 60 minutes, giving 1,056 puffs

per mile. Therefore, an expreaa going from
London to Liverpool, a dlatanoe of 201^^ mllea,

will throw out 213.048 paffo before arriving at

its deatnatioo. During the tourist aeason of

1888 the journey from London to Edinburgh
was accomplished in less than eight honre, the

distance being 401 milea, giving a speed

throughout of 50 milea an hour, A looomotive

of an expresa train from London to Edinbureb,
aubject to the above oouditiona, will give 423,-

456 puffs.

—

London Iron.

Uniting Lead Pipe.—What may be found

a convenient method of uniting the ends of

pipe, the American Engineer thus explaina:

Whatever the size of the pipe may be, procure

a block of hard wood, say four or five inches

long and four inchea in diameter, bore a hole

atraight through the center, ao nearly the aize

of the pipe that the block can be driven on the

end of the pipe with a light hammer. If one

haa a aet of augur bits, it will not be difficult

to aeleot a bit of the proper size to make a

water-tight fit. Let the block be driven clear

on the pipe so that the end of the pipe will be

flush or even with the end of the block. Now
place the two enda of the pipe together and

drive the block off one pipe on to the other,

until the joint will be at the middle of the

block. If the hole in the block is made of the

proper size, the blook will fit so closely that the

joint will be water-tight; and if the ends of the

pipe are dressed off true and square, the joint

will be so strong that it will sustain the preia-

ure of a head or column of water 100 feet high.

Iron pipe may be united in the aame manner.

Should the joint leak a trifle, let shingle nails

be driven into the wood around the pipe bo aa

to preas the timber firmly all around the pipe.

A Seed Taking Root in a Stomach.—

A

New York paper vouchea for the improbable

atory that a New York boy suffered auch

intenae pain In hia stomach that a surgical op-

eration was decided upon to remove tbe cause,

On opening that organ the trouble was found

to proceed from an orange aeed lodged at the

junction of the large and small inteatinea. The
seed was greatly awolleu and had a sprout an

inch long. The boy stood the operation well;

but upon hia return to oonsciousneas, he aaked

to see the oauae of his suffering, and aald It did

not look one*tenth as big as it felt, and even

laughed feebly at the idea of **an orange tree

starting to grow inaide of him." He reated

easily after that, and it waa thought he would

get well, but perltonitla set in and he died the

next day. ^
An ordinary tranaparent glasa globe absorbs

about 10 per cent of tbe light passing through

It; ground glass absorbs 30 to 45 per oent, and

opal glass from 50 to 60 per cent.

The brain of an elephant is remarkably
small, not more than 1-23 aa large as that of a

haman being in proportion to the weight of

both.

Why Block Tin Rusts.—Tin plate la made

by coating sheeta of iron with a layer of tin.

The beat kind is known aa blook tin, being that

which ia covered with the thickeat layer of tin

and afterward hammered upon a poliahed

anvil, in order to consolidate the coating and

make It adhere more firmly. On being exposed

to the action of the air, pure tin la not affected

at ordinary temperateres. Aa aoon, however,

aa a portion of the tin ia removed by injury so

as to expose even a tiny apeck of iron surface,

corrosion at once seta in and prooeeda very

rapidly. The reaaon of this ia of an electrical

nature. Iron and tin together form what ia

called a " galvanic couple," which will decom-

poae the water (charged with carbonic acid)

deposited upon them from the air. Oxygen

and hydrogen gases are liberated, and the Iron,

having the greater affinity for the oxygen, Is

the metal attacked. Sach corrosion is very

rapid when the exposed Iron surface comea in

oontaot with water highly charged with car-

bonlo acid in a mineral water factory.—Jfmerai

Water Review.

New Decorative Process.—A new process

by which artistic designs can be photographed

on paper, cotton clotb, velvet and other fab-

rice, la becoming the " oraze " m England, as

any lady can, by ita meana take any white

fabric and print upon It deaigna to suit her own

taste, and in which pressed leaves will serve in-

atead of a trftuaparenoy for the production of

many effects. At a recent meeting of the

Photographic Society, England, a well known

nhotographer printed different leaf patterns

upon different parts of a piece of white cotton

oloth. He then developed the different pat-

terna with various developers by applying each

of the latter locally with a brush; the result

waa a pretty eeriea of deaigna in variegated

oolora upon one piece of oloth. The oolora at

preeent obtainable by the use of developers in

the prooesa are red, orange, purple and maroon;

by mixing the purple and orange developers an

satisfactory kind of an approach to green la

said to have been obtained. Developera to

yield blues and greena with this prooeaa have

yet to be discovered.

Improvements in Manofactubinq Spikes.

Some Intereating experimenta have been made

in the manufacture of apikea, with a view to

making a finiahed article by rolling the bar i^

such ft manner that ita width shall be the

length of the spike, and In such shapea that the

apikea may be cat from it with aheara, alml-

larly as a cut nail ia made, except that the head

is made in the rolling proceaa. In teats made

bv running through some ateel nalla that had

been alowly heated for 2i houra, the result

showed that the meohaniam might be adapted

to the objeot aimed at.

Enormoas Force of Hydraulic Streams.

The enormoaa force of a stream of water
forced from a hydraulia nozzle, under from 200
to 300 feet or more of preasure, aa eometimea
uaed in hydraulic mining la thia State, is some-
thing almost beyond belief. The quantity of

water paeaiog throogh these nozzles in a single

day of mining is Immense. A stream of 400
feet vertical pressure delivers a blow of up-
wards of 500,000 foot pounds—equivalent to

about 1000 horse power.
Louts Glasa, who for 16 years waa superin-

tendent of one of the large minea In thia State,

atatea that he haa aeen an eight-Inch atream,
under 311 feet of vertical preasure, move in a
iluggish way a two ton bowlder at a distance

of 20 feet from the nozzle, and that the aame
stream, striking a rook of 500 poundp, would
throw it aa a man would throw a 20pound
weight. **No man that ever lived," adda Mr.
Glass, "could strike a bar through one of theae

atreama within 20 feet of discharge, and a
human being atrook by anch a atream would be
pounded into a ahapeleas maes.'* Mr. Augustus
J. Bowie of thia city, the author of a atandard
book on hydraulic mining, says it would be ab-

Bolntely impo&aible to out auoh a atream with
an ax, or to make an Impresiiou on it with any
other instrument. Mr. Bowie adds that, al-

though never to his knowledge has a man been
atruck by snob a atream aa it cornea from the

pipe, aeveral accidenta have ocoured where
miners were killed by very muoh amaller
atreama at diatanoea of 150 or 200 feet from the
nozzle.

Prof. Ohristy says he haa often tried to drive

a crowbar into such a atream; and It felt aa

aolld as a bar of Iron, and, although he coald
feel the point of the crowbar enter the water
for perhaps half an Inch, the bar waa thrown
forward with anch force that It waa almoat Im-
poaaible to retain it in the grasp. An ax swung
by the most powerful man alive could not
penetrate the stream; yet It might be out by
the finger of a child, if the oblld were seated

on a railway train moving parallel with the

atream in the same direction and with the

same velocity. That velocity would be con-

alderably more than a mile a minute.

The atatementa presented In the above sum-
mary will not astonish engineering experts;

the average citizen, however, Ib accustomed to

rrgard water as the least destruotWe Hqoid that

can be put in motion, and he ia familiar with

no stronger manifestation of its power than

the velvety touch of a atream from the city

faucet.

It might occur to a military man that auoh a

powerful agent might be made a moat terrible

military agent for offense or defense, at short

range, if it could only be brought to bear, as

indeed it might be by a powerful steam-engine

in a beleaguered fort or on board a battle-ship

with an enemy oloae alongside.

The Proposed Irish Channel Tunnel Ib

atill a topic for diacuasion among English engi-

neers. There eeema to be no fear in thia case

that the tunnel might be made the route for in-

vasion by ft foreign army, although when the

tunnel beneath the English ohannel was under
discuasion the idea that in time of war the

tunnel might be a oonvenient means for in-

vading England proved an unanrmountabla

barrier to the enterprise. Bealdea the proposed

tunnel, for which four rontea have been aug-

gested, there have been propoaala to build a

aubmerged tubular bridge aboat 60 feet below

the surface of the water, a caaeeway after the

fashion of a breakwater, and a series of great

cantilever apana like an extended Forth bridge.

The tunnel, however, aeema the most feasible

plan for making the oroasing, and its cost

Is estimated at from $25,000,000 to $50,-

000,000.

The Canadian Pacifio waa the firat railway

company on this continent to oontrol and oper-

ate a through tranacontinental line from ocean

to ocean. It is now the firat of the linea to

the Pacific Ooaat to eeoure an entrance to New
York City. The effect of thla new route for

freight traffic to the Northwest remains to be

aeen. As it has direct and short water oom-
munloatlon between ita western terminus and
this city and Oregon, It goes without aaylng

that it cannot fail, under exlating ouatom-

house regulations, to Interfere more or leas

with the legitimate busineas with our own
roada. A road built almoat exOluaively by
Government aid and run in tbe interest of ita

Government muat prove a moat anooeasful

rival to any road built and operated by in-

dividuala. ^__
Years ago competition in the way of awlft

ocean pasaages waa between Bailing veaaele in-

stead of between ateftroshipa. Then it was the
" Yankee " clippers beat the world, and the

recent paeaage of the clipper Saint Paul from
Qaeenaland to New York in 16 days ahowB
tbat the making and handling of Bailing veasela

ia not among the lost arts.

An Immense Mountain Bridge.—A bridge

has recently been completed on a Peruvian
Central Railway which spans a chasm with

almost vertical aidea and 235 feet In width.

The bridge ia of wrought iron and of the canti-

lever type, anpported on two iron towera. Its

total length la 575 feet, its auspended apan

being 105 feet long.
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Passing Events.

Adhering to oar oustom, we write the above

heading In the plaraU thongh there la this week

bat tk Blngle event worthy of a plaoe in this

department of car paper. Thta portentone

aooldent haa not as yet transpired, bat as we
write it impends, and in another hoar or two

it will have been precipitated with all its

momentoas conaegaences, A conple of brulsere

are on the eve of entering the fistio arena, and

may even now be engaged lofiioting on each

other a well-deaetved manllng. At leaat half

the oommnnity stand agog, watting the reanlt

of the pummeling with breathleas anxiety,

Unfortnoately, however, terminate the eorim-

mage as it may, neither of the men engaged in

it will be apt to kill the other, and thas will

Booiety be exposed to be some day farther

Boandalized by another set-to between these

brntes.

Bat for this oconrrenoe a nnmber of news

items would this week have claimed attention,

snob as the formation at Clnotnnati of a third

national party, the parsnit of the Itata, the

revolt in Chili, the wide-spread labor troablea

here and elsewher , not to mention various

other happenings of general interest. In the

presenoe of this supreme event minor matters

may, however, well be Ignored. Next week,

when ordinary affairs shall have reoovered from

the obscuration of this overshadowing tranaac*

tlon, when the current of business ehall have

subsided to its usual channels and all things

have become normal onoe more, we shall go on

recording the outstanding occarrenoes of the

day after the manner heretofore praotioed, un-

less, to be sure, another prize figM should

meantime obtrude itself on publio attention 1

A Glance Over the Mining Field.

As with our agricultural and most of oar

other leading indnstrles, the baslness of mining

in California is in a generally thrifty condition;

not for a long time, in faot, has the outlook at

this season of the year been more auspicious,

this being especially true of quartz and hy-

draullo mining, these being ao largely de-

pendent on an ample water supply, which jast

now seems assured. The ground la full of

moisture, the streams are already well replen-

ished, and there le a good stock of anow on the

mountains, which, the oool weather tending to

conaerve, will be likely to hold oat far Into

the summer.

From our main gold*field favorable reports

come to hand all the way from Siskiyou to San

Diego, aoooants from the lateral belts and the

oatside diatriots being , equally satisfying.

Whichever way we tarn, the oondition of the

mining Industry Beams to be good and the out-

look encouraging.

One year ago the atate of affairs was quite

different. The rivers, flooded by the heavy

raina of the preceding winter, had swept away
many of the dams, wheels, slaioes and other

portions of the miner's plant, the torrents de-

scending from the mountains having destroyed

large sections of bis ditches and flumes. Before

this damage could be repaired a good portion

of the working season had In many instances

gone by, the destruction of these works having

in some cases been so complete that no attempt

has sinoe been made at repairing them. This

year bat little damage having been caused by

high water, mining operations have nowhere

been seriously delayed, having, in faot, been

started up quite as early as usual, and as before

remarked, under conditionB pointing to an

active and prosperous aeaaon.

Besides much new work likely to be under-

taken in the department of vein mining, a de-

cided impetus has been given of late to drift

operations, the partial cessation of hydranlio

washing having had a tendency to promote this

branch of mining, the field for whloh is bound-

less and very Inviting. So far from being ex-

hausted or even seriously depleted, the old

Pliocene ohannels of California, the principal

sites of drift operations, remain almost virgin.

We can mine along these ohannels for a hun-

dred years, with just as good results aa have

here been reached In the past. It is indeed a

notable fact that the returns from oar ** Dead
Rivers*' have for many years been growing

better and better. We have in this line of

mining no recent failures to record.

Pataing over the Sierra Nevada, we come
into a region where many of the conditiona are

anfriendly to mining, and where the history of

the business is not, as a whole, a pleasant one

to contemplate; yet even here this industry is

being placed on a better footing, more than a

thousand miners making good wages along the

slopes of the Inyo range, where now, throngh

the praotioe of oarefully assorting or conoen.

tratlng their ores, they are able to ship them
in large quantities with profit. The allver

mines over on that aide, both at Calico, the

principal diatrlot, and at other localities where
the ores are rednoed on the ground, are yield'

ing fairly, and some of them remarkably well.

And this trans-Sierra is the territory of our
borax-beds. Here in the depths of the deserts

has been bailt up a quiet industry devoted to

the mannfaotare of that strange but valuable

salt, one of the peculiar produota of that arid

and sterile region, and here only on the Pacific

Coast is soda made and refined in large quan<

tlty. Under the lee of this Inyo range, one of

the most extensive granite quarries in the

State has been opened, and is now being

largely and aacceasfnlly worked, the stone

—

capable of being gotten out in immense blocks

being of auperior qaality.

Looking again to th« seaward aide of the

Sierra we find here too this class of secondary

niining induBtries actively and suocesafuUy

prosecuted. Oar cinnabar deposits, though

not yielding as boantifally as in former years,

are still the largest qaiokailver producers in the

world, and to their owners a soaroe of con.

siderable wealth. These mines are being

worked constantly but in a moderate way, a

steadily declining output admonishing to a

careful hnabandry of their resonroes. With

Buch diminished product and prospective dearth

coapled with an increased demand for qnlok-

silver it seems atrange that the Altoona de-

posit, the riohest in the State, should be

suffered to lie Idle, now that the legal oompU'

cations that so long prevented its being worked,

have been settled and disposed of. The little

capital required to restore the Altoona mine to

a profitably produotive oondition ought to be

had at a day's notice.

After a long interregnum copper mining in

California is again coming to the front. The

Copperopolis group of claims, Including the onoe

prolific Union property, has within the past

two years been rehabilitated; the underground

workings having been nnwatered, the reduction

plant reconstructed and its capacity largely in<

creased, active operations on the several

smaller mines have been located elsewhere In

the State, having meantime been continued

The probabilities are that oar outpat of this

metal will be much larger the present year

than it has been for the past 20 years or more,

during which the annual average has been leas

than a 1000 tons of ore or its equivalent in

matte and regains, hardly a quarter of what

this year's product will amount to.

Oar petroleum, asphaltum, salt, cement and

lime interests are in like manner being fairly

well prospered, while our atone and elate qaar-

ricB are doing a large and thrifty business. In

short every branoh of mining in California is in

a tolerably good condition, many of them bet<

ter than ever before.

Rediscoveries in the Mining World I

There appeared in the last issue of the Press

Bome editorial remarks on the Deep Creek

country, Western Utah, now a locality of con

siderable interest in a mining point of view.

Since writing that article we find that these

Deep Creek discoveries are within the bounda

ries of what was formerly known aa the Sohell

Creek district, the site of a very pronounced

mining boom in the summer of 1872, nor do we
know but that 'these dlscoverlea are coincident

with those made at that time.

Going baok a little, it may be remarked, that

on the collapse of the White Pine excitement in

1870, most of the prospectors who had been

allared Into that region soattered in various

directions, some returning whenoe they came,

but more making their way into the country

ad j loent on the south and eaat, there to prosC'

cute their search after the rich mineral deposits

they had hoped to find in and about Treasure

Mountain.

Proaecnting their labors in the quarter indi

oated many auriferous lodes were dlsoovered,

and a number of mining districts organized dur-

ing the following two or three years, principal

among these being the Robinson, Sohell Creek

and the Pahranegat with others of lesser note.

To none of these districts was there such a

rush as to Schell Creek, toward whloh the emi

gration setting in during the apring of 1872,

culminated before the autumn of that year, the

life having gone out of the boom within a

twelvemonth thereafter. While it lasted, how-

ever, matters here were very lively.

A town named after the dlstriot was laid

out on the old Overland stage road, which

here, after crossing Deep creek, followed up a

long canyon that by an easy ascent reached

nearly to the summit of the Sohell Creek

mountains, a low, eparaely timbered range

lying to the east. At the entrance to this

canyon, where it opened out into a little flat,

the Overland Company had a station with

some stables and a comfortable adobe house.

In the furor for laying out new streets, this

house, the only substantial struoture in or near

the place, was demolished to make way for the

new thoroaghfare, which It was held should

not deviate a hair's breadth from a straight

line. In this same spirit were all the Improve-

ments in the inolplent metropolis projected

and to some extent carried out, several fine

buildings having been erected to serve the

various usea inoident to pioneer mining

towns.

A good deal of work was done on the mining

claims taken up and generally with encouraging

results, but the ore extracted, though of good

grade, would not bear transportation to redac-

tion worka or a maiket, there being no mill in

the district for working it. Well's Station, on

the Central Paoifio railroad, was away 75 miles

to the north, Hamilton 80 miles to the west,

while Silt Lake City was 130 miles to the East,

these being the nearest points at which there

existed any worka for reducing the ore or

facilities for shipping it by rail. The miners

being nnder heavy expenses and unable to

realize anything from their ores, were com-

pelled to leave the district, which, by the end

of 1873, had been almost wholly vacated.

If now, as reported, some rich metalliferons

deposits have been found in the Deep Creek

country, it Is not matter for sarprise, nor oan

such finds be considered altogether new. As
has frequently happened, this may be bat an-

other of those resurreotions into life of what
was before considered dead. Looking over the

hiatory of mining diacovery on this coast, it

does seem as if the labors of the pioneer pros-

pectors were destined to a first failure. We
are told on good authority that except the seed

die it cannot be quickened into life; and so with

the seed sown by these early explorers of our

mineral domain; though much of It fall In

atony places and dies, much after a time springs

up and yields an abundant harvest.

It is the custom to speak lightly of this class

of men, who, having, like these adventurers

into the White Pine mountains, failed in the

primary objects of their visit, have scattered

and drifted away over the deserta, there to en-

counter farther disappointment, and finally

abandon the field in despair. Bat not always

has their labor and their reaearoh been in vain,

as witness many now flourishing camps through-

out our mining regions that have experienced

this sort of second growth; the districts that

have gone through this prooeaa of undue ex-

oitement, hasty abandonment and altlmate re-

generation, being especially numerous In Ore-

gon, Waahington, Utah and Nevada.

A Highly Commendable Movement.

Charles J. King acting Secretary to the

State Board of Charities, in a printed oironlar,

advises the friends and supporters of that

canse that the bill creating a "State Board of

Charities and Corrections " introduced into the

California Legislature at Its last session failed

to become a law by reason of the pressure inci-

dent to the closing of the session. That sncfa

should have been the oaae was very nnforta-

nate, as this measure, had it been enacted into a

law, would have done maoh toward abating

vice and relieving the wants of the needy in

this State, by imparting system and effioiency

to the efforts being directed to that end. This

institution, already organized, has a human as

well as an economic side to it, the former being

with many its chief reoommendatlon, neverthe-

less, administered in the manner proposed, this

institution could be made the means of saving

many thousands to the State annually, where-

fore it behooves onr people to see that the

bill above mentioned be passed at the next sit-

ting of the Legialatare. If there are philan-

thropists willing to devote their time and means

toward forwarding snob a beneficent scheme,tfae

State oan hardly do less than aid them to the

extent requested.

Mr. King in this circular returns thanks to

the Hon. W. C. Hendricks, former Secretary

of State, for the much Interest taken in this

oauae; also to Manuel Brocklebank, E^q., for

like services rendered, the latter, aa we ail

know, having talked much and well in be-

half of the poor and the suffering both here and

elsewhere.

Mending Slowly.—Wm. Irelan Jr., State

Mineralogist, does not, we are sorry to learn,

meet with speedy recovery from the aooident

that befell him aome^six or seven weeks ago.

Falling down a flight of steps at that time,

his leg was broken between the thigh and the

knee. Since then the sufferer has been kept

on his back, unable to so rouoh as move the in-

jured limb, a position that has tried both his

patience and bis fortitude sorely. It will yet

be a week or two before Mr. Irelan will be able

to get ablaut even on orutohes.
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SnspensioB Cableway s.

The great rook and ore ex-

MT»ti0D at Tilly Foater, N.

Y.« has attracted an im-

meoM amount of iotereat

among enfiloeera and oon-

traotori. Throngh the coar<

t e a y of the Lidgerwood

ManofaotarlDgOompaDy, the

prominent holating engine

manafaotnrera of New York|

Ohioago and Boston, we are '

enabled to present In this

liaae several Interesting

ketohes, made by them, 11*

laitratlng this property and

the working of tbesoBpentioD

oableway s—a an perior system

of hoisting and conveying.

Fig. 1 is a general view of

the minea looking southwest,

Fig. 2 is a plan showing

the location of the cable*

ways and railroad tracks.

The plan shows an opening

450 feet long by 300 feet

wide on the top; the depth

of the pit is ahont 300 feet.

Fig. 3 shows a cross-seo-

tlon near Inoline cableway

No. 3 and the horizontal

oableway No. 4. A year ago

the No. 3 oableway was re-

modeled with the Miller pat-

ent and Its working is mnoh
Improved. The invention re-

fers to the device whioh sap-

ports the hoisting or fall

rope. It Is shown in the

smaller sketch and consists

of a simple wood and iron

carrier which follows the car-

riage down the Incline antil

stopped by a small steel but-

ton seonred to an anxlliary

rope placed above the maip

oahle. A second carrier stops

at a large batton farther

down the iooliae.

The coat of operating these

oableways is something less

than $8 per day, in the ooarse

of which an average of 150

trips can be made, Eioh load

being abont a onblo yard,

makes the entire ooet for

hoisting, conveying and de-

liveriog five cents per ton.

In this work there are em*

ployed by the oontraotors,

Messrs. Stephens & Arnold,

abont a dozen Lidgerwood

hoisting engines of the latest

improved pattern; In fact,

with one exception, the Lid-

gerwood engine Is need to the

exdnsion of every other kind.

The cables were made by

at least three different wire*

rope makers. All the cable-

ways, however, are nnder the

patents oontrolled by the

Lidgerwood Mannfaotnriog

Company. The illostrations

were drawn by one of the

Lidgerwood Manafactnring

Company's ata£f of dranghta-

men and are copyrighted.
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After the Wbong Pae-

TIES, — The Ssn Franokoo

Board of Edaoktion hai de-

tetmined that the pupila la

oot public aohoola ihall be

punished only on the hand

vith a leather strap of pre-

oribed weight and dlmen-

aionBi many tedioua prelim-

tnariea reqairing to be ob-

served before snoh punish-

mentoanbeiDflloted. Would
it not be better to refer this

question of punishment to be

decided by the big boys in the sohool 7 Yonng

Amerioa, as being the party most interested,

certainly ought to be oonsalted in an affair

of this kind; besides, this would be the most

democratic mode of procednre. After all, it

PATtMTS

iMUntCobU.I.S-rtllH

T'Von MINE- NT

iT^

might perhaps be the better plan to whale

the teachers and let the pnplls go.

Let It Bb E^iforobd I—Now that we have a

law prohibiting boys ooder IS years of age

from vieiting drinking saloons, let the Chief of

Folioe in this city see that It is rigidly enforced.

Lat the committing magistrate also make anre

that offenders brought before him are pnnlshed

to the fall extent of the laWi

A Good Time to Renew the Silver

Agitation.

It wonld be thooght that the present dearth

of gold in England, Germany and Roaala wonld
bring the sticklers for mooometallsm to their

senses I These coantrles have for several

months past been heavy Importers of gold from
the Ualted States, the exigencies of the sttna-

tion being saoh that at last aoooants they were
still cabling for more; and anless something
oocors to relieve the stringency of the money
market, this metal mast soon command a rnin-

OQS premiam over there.

Formerly, when silver equally with gold oir-

oniated as money in these oonntries, there ex-

isted no necessity for saoh importation of

either the white or the yellow metal. Now,
with gold as the sole standard of value, there

is oonstaat trouble, there not being enough of

this metal for the transaotion of baslness,

whioh has been all the while Increasing, while
the volame of the circulating medium has,

through the demonetization of silver, been Im-
mensely onrtalled. Aa the amount of buBlnese

in these coontriea is constantly being aug-
mented, this comparative scarcity of money
must every year be more and more felt, as they
do not themselves produce any great amount
of the precious metals, nor is the balaaoe of

trade largely In their favor.

Under the clroamstances, the present wonld
seem to be an opportune time for oar Govern-
ment to renew Its proposal for an international

conference, for considering the expediency of

restoring to silver Its former monetary function,

instead of oontinaing it, as at present, a mere
oommodity, to be bought and sold like any
other on the market. While snob measure
would prove benefioial to all parties interested,

it would be of less consequence to this oonntry

than any other, we being large producers of the

precious metals, and having already adopted a

polloy nearly equivalent to the free coinage of

silver, of which our minea tarn out some
$63,000,000 annually.

Of the amount so prodaoed, the General

Government purchaaed every year about

fifty-four millions for coinage, leaving only

nine millions for oonsamptlon In the arts. It

appears, then, that we mint and otherwise use

op all the silver we produce, wherefore we are

not greatly oonoerned about the enactment of a
law establishing Its free coinage In the Lolted

States.

We are now realizing abont all the benefits

that wonld result from the establishment of

such a measure, still, if the rehabilitation of

silver could everywhere be brought abont, ft

would prove a very desirable movement aa

tending to settle Its status on a satisfactory and
permanent basis. And it Is in the hope of be-

ing able to bring this about that our Govern-

ment should at this anspioious period seek to

co-operate with these European nations to that

end.

The demonetization of silver has proved a

mistake all around, and we, as the largest pro-

ducers of that metal, should hasten to repair It.

Not that we are suffering from this mistake

greatly more than moat other peoples, but be-

cause, while it is hurting us some, sound pol*

icy requires that some general understanding

should be reached as to our future dealings

with this troublesome question.

The Cornucofia of the World I—A year

of plenty awaits as; prosperity smiles over all

the hills and plains of California; we are abont

to gather a rich harvest of fruits and grains

and gold, such as has hardly ever In the past

brought reward to our people. For weeks the

strawberry vines have been yielding abundant-

ly, and now the oherrles, large and laaoiooB,

are going forward to distant markets. A wide

acreage of the cereals shows a good growth
generally, the fruit trees almost everywhere

being so overburdened that they call for sup-

port; the pasturage is luxuriant and the flower

gardens are '* oppressed with perfume." Peace

and abnndance dominate the land. Little

trouble is in this oornncopla of oars, save the

antagonisms between employers and workmen,
and for these there Is such scant just cause that
they ought to meet with speedy removal. The
former are the best served and the latter the
best paid of any like classes in the world;
wherefore, then, this everlasting wrangle 7 It
ought to oease, and would If the wage-earner
here could be made to appreciate the many ad-
vantages he enjoys over the workmen of most
other countries.
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VALUABLE BOOKS ON

Painting, yarnlsUng, Etc.

A Practical Treatise on the Fabrication of
Volatile and Fat Varnitlies, Iiacquers,
Siccatives and Sealing Waxes. From the

German of Erwin Andres. Manufacturer of Varnishes

and Lacquers. Witb additiona on the Manufacture

and Application of Varniahea, Stains for Wood,
Horn, Ivory, Bone and Leather, From the German
of Dr. Emil Winckler and Louis E. Andes. Trans-

lated and Edited by "Wm. T. Brannt. Illustrated. In

one volume. 846 pages, 12mo. Price 32.60.

A Complete Guide for Ooacli Painters,
Translated from the French of M. Arlot, Coach

Painter, for 11 years foreman of paintina to M.

Eherler, Coachmaker, Paris. By A. A. Fesquet,
'

Chemist and Engineer. With an appendix on the

materials and the practice of Coach and Oar Paintmg

and Varnishing in the United States and Great

Britain. 12mo. Price $1.25.

A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture of
Colors for Painting. Comprising; the Origin,

Definition and Classification of Colors; the Treat-

ment of the Raw Material; the Best Formula Gad

the Newest Processes for the Preparation of every

Description of Pigment, and the necessary Apparatus

and Directions for its Use; Driers; the TesHng,

Application and Qualities of Paints, etc. By MM.
Riffault, Vergnaud, TouB3aint and M. F. Malepere.

From the French by A. A. Fesquet 80 engravings.

8vo. Price J7.50,

A Practical Manual of House Painting,
Graining, Marbling, and Sign Writing,
With nine Colored Illustrations of Woods and Mar-

bles, etc. By E. A. Davidson. 12mo. Price ?3.

Painter, Gilder and Varnlsher's Companion.
'Containing Rules and Kegulationa in everything re-

lating to the Aita of Painting, Gilding, Varnishing,

Glasg- Staining, Graining, Marbling, Sigo-Writing,

Gilding on Glaes and Coach Painting and Varnishing;

Tests for the Detection of Adulterations in Oils,

Colors etc. Sixteenth Edition, revised, with an

appendix. Containing Chevreul'a Principles of Har-

mony and Contrast of Colors, etc. 12mo. 366 pt^es,

Price $1.60.

Sign-Writing and Glass-Embossing, A com-

plete, practical Illustrated Manual of the Art By
James Callingham. 12mo. Price 81.50.

The Painter's Encyclopedia. Containing Defini-

tions of all Important Words in the Art of Painting,

with Details in Coach, Carriage, Railway Car,

House, Sign and Ornamental Painting, including

Graining, Marbling, Staining, Varnishing, PoUshing,

Lettering, Stenciling, Gilding, Eroozing, Scene

PaJnthig, Porcelain Palntintr, PlaiL, Painting, Dis-

temper Painting, etc. By P, B. Gardner. 150 illus-

trations. Price S2.

Everybody's Paint Book. A Complete Guide to

the Art of Painting, designed for the use of those

who wish to do their own work. Practical Lessons

in Plain Painting, VarnlabiDg, Polishing, Staining,

Paper Hanging, Kalsomining, etc., as well as Direc-

tions for Renovating Furniture and Hinta on Artistic

Work for Home Decorfition, together with a Descrip-

tion of the Tools and Materials Used; Directions for

Mixing Paints, etc. 38 illustrations. 12mo. Price SI.

The Complete Carriage and Wagon Painter.

A Compendium of the Art of Painting Carnages,

Wagons and Sleighs, including Lettering, Scrolling,

Ornamenthag, Striping, Varniehing and Coloring,

with Recipes for Mixing Colors. 73 illustrations.

12mo. Price $1.

Practical Graining. With Description of Colors

Employed and Tools Used. Dlustrated by 47 Col-

ored Plates, representing the Various Woods Used

in Interior Finishing. By Wm. E. Wall, Grainer.

8vo. Price 82.50.

j|iy The above or any of mir Books sent by 7nail,free

ofpostage, at the publication prices, to any address in the

O" Our nenu and revised CaialogJte of Practical and
Scientific Books, 9j pages, 8vo, attd our other Catalcgties
tJte wfwte coveri?ig every branch of Science applied to th

Arts, sentjree andfree of postage to any one in anypar,,

of the world who willfitmish us with his address. i

HENRY CAREY BAIRO & CO.,

INDTJSTRIAL PUBLISHBES, BOOKBELLEBS & IMPORTERS,

810 Walnut St., PhiladelpWa, Pa., TI. S. A.

GREAT REDUCTION!

BATTERY~~SCRBENS.
Beat and Cheapest in America.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving

and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
Ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass.

Zinc and other metals punched for all uses.

Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.

Mining Screens a apeoialty, from No. 1 to 16 (fine).

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,

aal & aas First St., San Pranolsoo, Cal.

JOHN W. QUICK, Proprietor.

^^'
QUARTZ SCREENS
A Specialty. Round, slot

or burred slot holee. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo-

,

geneoua Steel, Cast Steel or
American planished Iron.

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes. Cali-

fornia Perforating Screen Co., 145 & X47 Beale St.. 8. F.

Appliea liquid pigment by a
jet of air. Higheat awards
Franklin and American In

, Btitutea as a legitimate art
\ tool. Suocessfully used by
I large mimbera of the beat
' crayon, ink and water-color
portrait artists, and by tech-
nical draughtsmen. Bavea 75

__ per cent of time in shading.
Deacriptive pamphlet aent free. It polnta out one way to
earn a living. Address AIR BRUSB MTFG 00,
% ITassau Street, Bookfoid, ZUlnois.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
SIAHUFAOTURKBB OP

Cast Steel Casip -- Steel Fojis
aP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.

True to pattern and auperlor In Btremrth, toughness and dursbiUty to Oast or Wronoht
Iron In any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAI KQAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARiWE F0RGING8.
ALSO Steel Rods, from i to 3 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Toes, Channels and other shape

Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths

SXEEX. RAII.S from 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled

Beams, Angle, Channel, and T Iron, Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forglngs of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Root Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IKON AND STEEL.
t3F Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC ROLLHrO MILL CO., 202 Market St„ San Fiandsoo.

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINOKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES, Proprietors.

[ESTABLISHED IN 1855.)

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

—MANDFACTURBM OF—

MARINE ENGINES AND BQILBBS—
Propeller Engines, either High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

MINING MACHINERY.—Hoisting Engines and

Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Care, Pumping Encfines

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.—Batteries tor Dry or Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Furnaces, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces tor Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, eto.

MISCELLANEOUS MAOHINEBY.-Flour
Mill Machinery, Saw Milt Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINES^BOILERS
or ALL KOTOS,

Blther for use on SteamboatB or for nee on Land.

Water Pipe, Pomp or Air Colnnuu, fish
Tanks for Salmon Canneriea

OP BVBRT DBSORITTION.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attoDded to and at very moaer.ce rates.

AOBNTS FOR THS PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

X>ea:Zi.e Stea.33aL ZE'xi.xxi.'CS.
SPECIALTIES

:

Corliss EnslDes and Tnstln Ore Pnlverliers. DEANB STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
- MANUFAOTUBBRS OP-

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Mannlactnre of Cement, Fertilizers, Faint

and all other onrposes for whicli grinding or pulverizing is reanired.

Send for Catalogue and Price List to

PRISBBB -LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YOBK.

N. W. SPAULDING

Manufacturers ol

SPAULDING'S

Inserted Tootb
AND

CHISEL BIT

CIECDLAIt

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MAOHINHRY
01 all kinds made to order. Bend lor DesoriptlTe Cata
lOKOl. 17 and IB rremontSt^SanFruiolM*

AMERICAN MINING AND STOCK CODE

"KELLOGRAPH."
Indispensable to the Mining Profession and

Dseful in all Business Transactions.
A Complete System of Transmitting Tele^aphic Mes-

sages by Code Cipher Words in a Legible, Secret and
Economic Manner.

OVER 35,000 WORDS AND SENTENCES
Subject to transmission under infinite complication by
the uae of over 70,000 code words.
No danger of publicity in telegraphing matters con-

cerninff operation or sale of mining property. The work
strictly alphabetical and classified. The handiest work
ever published for mining operators.
PRICE, $5. Forwarded postpaid on receipt of price by

DE^WBY & CO.,
220 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

Irop aiiii (Aachiiie tforl(3.

UNION IRON WORKS,
SAOBAMBNTO, OAL.

ROOT, NBILSON & OO.,
UASTDFAOTITRBSB OP

Steam Engines, Boilers,
AMD ALb KINIia OP

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flooring Mills, Saw Mills and Quartz Mllle Machinery

ooQStnioted, fitted up and repaired,

Front St., bet. H & o St8., Sacramento, Oal,

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

K:N0IN££BS AND MACHINISTS,
No. 119 Beale St.» - - San FranclBCo.

BUILDBRB OF

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging
Machines, Rock Crushers, Cable Railway Machinery,
Ellithorp Air Brake Co.'s Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakes. POSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Ram Elevktors, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E. Henrickaon's Patent Automatio
Safety Catches.

Sfachinea of all fclnda Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited,

THOMPSON BROTHERS,
Manufacturers of

CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
137, 129 and 131 Beale Street,

Between Miesioo and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO.
GAS WOKK A SPEClAtTy.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.

Pioneer Mlnine Office of the Northwest
Coast.

Having the largest permanent brick aeaay furnaces, chem-
ical laboratory and lulniug olldcii ou the f^ortbweatOoast*.
with a collection of about 'iCOU samples of the ores of Alaska,
British Columbia, Oregon and the Northweat TeiritorJes,
and having made persocal examiaatlons of nearly every
miulng camp on the Pacific Slope, from California to
Alaska, I am prepared to do sny class of legitimate and
honest mining work, such as EXAMINING, ENGINEER-
ING, SAMPLING AWD RBPORTIMG uN THE VALUE
OP ALL MINERAL, COAL AND FIRE-CLAY PROP-
ERTIES. BUILDING STONES, EARTHS, ASSAYS
And ANALYSia OF ORES, WATERS, CHECK,
aAMPLJ'i.-i OF ORE, PULPS, "ORGANIU ANALYSIS''
WORK, and in fact any work conLeoted nitb the ottice of a
tlrst-clasB mining eeologlBt and chemist. Any information
miuiiig men may dpsire to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL RKbOURCES of the entire Pacific NorthweB*-
wIU be honestly given. Address Dr.lVlUlH K. i^verette
Consulting MiL,ing Geologist and Chemist, 1318 E Street,
Tacomu, Wash.

A. S. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 OALIFOBNIA STRJBDT,
RoomB 80 and SI, SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

Desl^ers and ConBtructora of Gold and Silver Mills

Hoiating and Pumping Works, TramwayB, and every-
tliing pertaining: to the Mining and Reduction of Ores.

ROSS E. BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

Kg. 807 Sanbohb St., San Feamoiboo.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Oivil and Mininer Sngri&eer,

Mmma expert akd geologist.

Address " Business Box A," office of this paper, Sao

Francisco,

The instrument represented in the above cut ia a
new and grand little invention, being designed to
save life and limb, and innumerable lawsuits, by
doing away with the dangerous operation of di^ng
out wet and unexploded loads where Giant Powder
is used in mining. The Uttle instrument crimps the
cap on to the end of the fuse Firmly and. AbSQ-
latety Water-tight It is also used for cutting
the fuse. They are neatly gotten-up of the finest
east steel, nickel plated, Price. $2 each, or the
entire instrument finished in gold plate, $5.

N . "W. MOODEY, Fresno. Cal.

^»««vwtf««aiB«Mi Superior Wood and lU

tnerHVIllK ins. Bleotrotyping andWIIQIUTIII^wdone at tbe office of tl

Metal Engrav-
d Stereotyping
thiB papet.

The Best Mining District
Od the Pacific Cuast t

GRASS VALLEY, CAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER pubUshed in the district is

Daily and Weekly edition. Gives all the Mining News.
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining Supplies will

and THE^TIDINQS the best medium for directly reach-
ing the owners or managers of mines. Investors in

mines will find it to their advantage to subscribe.
Many mines are in successful operation, and new

enterprises are being instituted and many others are in

contemplation

.

DAILY, 86.00 a year; WEEKLY, 62.50, in advaJlce.
H. 8. SPAULDING, Publlaher.

T, 0. HOOKma, Editor.
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AMALCAMATINC MACHINERY.

sump Mills tor Wet or Dry Crushing.

iHantlngton Centrilugal Quarli Mill. Drying

iCyllnders. Amalgamating Pans, Settlers,

(gllllors and Cor.cantrators. Retorts, Bul-

lion and Ingot Moulds. Conveyors, Elevators,

Bruckners and Howell's improved Wiiite's

Hoisting Furnaces, Etc.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

IMPROVED CORLISS vA\*'v°E%VflM ENGINES. >:& BOILERS

Blake, Dodge and Comet Crushers, Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls, Hartz Plunger

and Collom Jigs. Frue Vanner & Embrey
Concontrators, Evans', Calumet, Collom's

and RIttonger's Slimo Tables. Trommels,

WIro Cloth and Punched Plates. Ore Sam*
pie Grinders and Heberle Mills.

HORIZONTAL. VERTICAL
, . . AMD SECTIONAI

:iBai*i^to'VEo sx^^neE sxi^i^ips
Helating Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water & Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Compressors,
Rock Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional MacKiinery
FOR

VIULE-BACK f
TRANSPORTATION, f

Pumping Engines
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for
'"Miiilihl

"'^^ Caiena&CopperOres,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

General OfHces and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.
RRAUPU nPEICFQ- NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wan St. DENVER. COLO.. 1316 Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
PnWHUn UrriUtO, 7 W. Second South St. LONDON, ENC, :43 Threadneedle St., E. C CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. II

Oaiia de Juarez. LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG. TRANSVAAL, South Africa.

HKI-ENA, MONTANA, Koom 28, Merchants' National Bank Bnlldlng, No. North Main St.

SOLB WB3TERN AGBNTS FOR TYLBB WIBB WORKS DODBLB OBIMPBD MINING CLOTHS.

JAMES LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Whecla are designed tor all purposes where limited qnaDtitles of water and
high heads are utilized, and are gnaraoteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made, Bein^' placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transmitted
direct to shafting by belte, dispensing with gearing.

Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in

capacity to suit any particular case.

Further Information can he obtained of this form of construction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Qlobe Cases, free o' cost,

by ftpplyluK to the manufacturers.

JAMES
Springfield, Ohio,

LBFFEL & CO.,
or 110 Liberty St., Kew York.

FBASBB & CHALMERS, Qeneral Aeente,
OhlcaETO. ni., and Denver, CoL

PAEKE & LACY CO., Qeneral Aeents, San Prancleoo, Cal.

J. K. FIRTH k CO.,
225 and 227 First St„ San Francisco, Cal.

iCompressed Air and Water Power

Machinery.

KNIGHT'S WATER WHEEL,

For Mills, Pumping and Hoisting.

OVER 300 IN USB.
All estimates g^narantoed. Send for Clrcalar.

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
ROCK DRILLING, AIR COMPRESSING,

MINING AND QUARRYING

itfl: -A.oHI isr E3 ]?«.

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

WATER TANKS i WINE TANKS I

CALIFORMA WINE COOPERAGE CO.

FUI.DA BROS., Proprietors,

SO to 40 Spear St, San Francisco.

ALL KINDS OF CASKS, TANKS, Etc.

<^Ship, Mnirao. and Watbh Tanks b Specialty.-^t

JAMES U, HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,

ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW^

No. 530 California Street,

Telephone No.l74e. SAN PBANOISCO, CAI,.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanios" Pair, 1884.

GXjOT eft? 3VC :E3 3E3 S XJ ,
Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

BIEDAKT PATENT WROUGHT EIM PTJU.EY
For the States of Califoroia, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Waahlngtou

Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and

Best Balanced Pulley in the World- Also Manufacturers of

15,1881. SHAFTING, HANQBBS AND APPURTENANCES.
i^SHND FOB ClKOnliA.ilS >ND PRIOB LIST."^

139 and 131 FREMONT STREET . _ - SAN FBANCISCO. CAL.

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay OfiQce, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Dispoaed

Of in the Open Market to the HigbeBt Bidder,

ffetalllirgy ami Ore^.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Higheit Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Snlphoreta.

UAlTDPAOTURIIta OP

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.

ALSO HAKUPAOrURRBil OP

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Chamberlln Patent

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..
IUP0RTBR8 AND DHALSRa IR

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS, AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 & 65 First St.. cor. Mission, San Franclsoo.
Ay^ We would call the attention of

Assayers, Chemists, Mining Com-

'

panics, Milling Companies, Pros-
peotora, etc, to our full stock of _
Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, CrucibleSi Soori-
fiers, etc., inoluding, also, a full stock et
Chemicals.
Having been engaged In furnishing these sup*

plies Blno< the flxst discovery of mines od the
Pacifio Coast, we feel confident from our experl-

enoe we can well suit the demand (or tnese
goods, both as to quality and price.

,^-_j- Agents for the Morgan Crnclble Co.,
^=^^ Battereea, E:ngland. Also for E. G. Dennis*

ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly relia-

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taken
at bis lowest prices. Our Illustrated Catalogue and As-
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR A OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works,
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET,

Near First and Ma.kcf^ Streets, S. F.

C. A. Ldoebardt, Manager. EsTABi.'aH» 180

Ores worked by any FrooesB.

Ores Sampled.

Assaying in all its Branches,

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, eto.

Working Tests (practical) Made,

Plans and Specifications furnished tot oe

most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Special attention paid to Examinatioiu

Mines; Plana and Reports furnished.

O. A. LUCKHARDT St OO^
(Formerly Huhn & Luokhardt,

Mlnlns Enarlneers and Metallarflrlsts

GOLD MINES
AND

STOCK IN MINES
FOR SALE.

I>(tidend-payIne: Mines from $150,000 np.
Undeveloped Mines from $10,000 np.
Undeveloped Mines on Bond.
Stock in Dlvldend-payingf Mines from $1 np.
Stock in Undeveloped Mines now being

opened from 25 cents np.

All situated in the GRASS VALLEY MINING DIS-
TRICT, the Oldest Quartz Mining District on the Pacific

Coast, and the Ricbpst and most Permanetit in the
World. The mines of this district a'e practically inex-

haustible, as neirly half a cuntury of constant working
ig pro f. Grass Valley has the deepest regular divideno-
paj'ing gold mines in the world, and the end is not yet,

lor thes - same mines are as rich to-day as at any time
during their history.

Gold mioin J, especially in Grass Valley, when under
honest and scientific management, is one of the safest

and most profitable of all American industries. It is a

business that will return annually a profit of from 100 to
300 per cent en the Investment. Minin; is a scieoce
acquired only by years of study, combined with practical

experience. Therefore, failure is the rule whenever the
management is ignorant and unscientific.

The uoderdigned is a practical scientific and successful

miner, has made mining a life study and vocation, is

honest and trustworthy, and will not, under any circum-
stances, recommend or deal in any but valuable paying
property and properties that will develop divideod-
payera.
No Wildcat Mines; no Sharp Practice; no reasonable

chance for loss; Honesty ond Square Dealing Guaranteed,
Correspondence solicited.

Full particulars by applying to

S. B. FOWLER, Supt. Hartery Mine,
Grass Valley, M^evada Co,. California.

DBWBY A CO., PATENT AGBNTS, 220
Mftfket Sk, BuFnuislsw. ElevAtor, 13 Front St*
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%F^KET Reports.

Local Markets.

San Francisco, May 21, 1891.

The past week was characterized by favorable

weather for growing cereal crops, but at the close

it is turning off warmer which will hasten their ma-
turing, but no bad result will follow unless we have
hot north winds before harvest. The prospects for

a large wheat crop are sending a larger fleet of ves-

sels to this port than has been on the way at any
one time for several years, but we will want them and
more besides. The vessels coming will tend to keep
the price of coal, iron, etc., down. The local

money is fairly easy, but closer working is looked for

when the crops begin to move.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is dull at

QUICKSILVER — Eastern advices report a
stronger market, but so far, ours do not respond.
This is doubtless due to selling competition Re-
ceipts the past week aggregate 395 flasks. The
overland shipments in last month aggregate 810
flasks.

SILVER—Purchases by the Department are re-

ported as follows in this month:
Offered Purchased Price paid

ounces. per ounce.Date.
May 1.

May 4.

May 11.

May IS.

May IS

350,000 S .9760 to $ .9840
3^6,000 8 .9850 to S .9870
593,000 S .93125 to S .9825
144,000 8 .97950 to ? .9%
315.OOo S .9805 to § ,9320

The purchases by the Mint on Department days
are irregularly reported by the associated press, mak-
ing it difficult to form a correct idea when the

monthly quota has been secured. The market is

still low, but there is a gradual improving tone
which goes far in strengthening the belie! with
financiers that higher prices will prevail before long.

The surplus supply in this country is about ex-

hausted, and as the European money markets are

easing, many claim that speculators will draw to

silver and to securities based on silver for an in-

vestment, which, combined with an increased call

from India, will do no little in bringing about better

prices. Another thing will have an important bear-

ing on the market, viz. : The stand taken by reform
parties in favor of remonetizing silver. This is em-
phasized by the National Union Convention just

held at Cincinnati coming out in favor of the free

coinage of silver. It now looks as if Congress this

winter will remonetize the metal.

BORAX^Receipts the past week aggregate 498
ctls. Shipments overland in last month aggregate

10,314 ctls. The market is reported easing but no
lower,

LIME—Receipts the past week aggregate 3775
bbls. The market is steady, with a good demand.
The low price of lumber is stimulating building.

ANTIMONY—With increasing supplies at the

East, New York advices report lower prices, with
which our market sympathizes.

TIN — Imports the past week aggregate 3306
ingots from Australia and 1067 bxs. of plate from
the East. The market is essentially unchanged.
The consumption is enlarging. On July ist the in-

creased duty on plate goes into effect, and as iron

and steel appear to have touched bottom, higher
prices are certain to rule for plate, but pig tin will

probably go lower as the duty on it will not go into

effect for about two years yet, and in the manufact-
ure of plate less than five per cent of tin is used, the

rest (over 95 per cent) being either iron or steel.

LEAD—The local market is unchanged. At the

East the market is reported steadier,

COPPER—The market continues weak. The
Iron Age repnrts the New York maiket as follows
Consumption shows no sign of improvement, but
production continues on a large scale, and it is no
secret that there is considerable accumulation of
stock at first hands that has more or less weight,

despite the assumed indifference of the representa'

tives of the chief producers. Export outlet, except
for furnace material, is very narrow. Home con-
sumers buy only as imperative wants necessi-

tate, and the latter are neither extensive nor
urgent. At 13MC there seems to be more
Lake Superior ingot available than an out-
let for can be found at the present time. Arizona
Ingot at i2^c, is virtually a drug upon the mar-
ket, and bids of J^c to Jic less for round lots would
probably not go begging. On common casting
brands anything above 11^c is exceptionally high
at the present time.

IRON—The market continues weak under liberal

spot and to arrive stocks. English and Eastern ad-
vices are favorable to better prices.

COAL— Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows: Nagasaki, 3250 tons ; Coos Bay, 450 ; De-
parture Bay, 2400 ; Tacoma, 4000 ; Seattle, 2250.
Total, 12,350 tons. Increased offerings are reported
for prompt and early shipments from Europe, the

East and Australia. This is due to our large grain

crop attracting to us more vessels, and they prefer

bringing coal to coming empty. The spot mar-
ket is easy with some kinds quoted lower.

COKE—Spot parcels are on the market at con-
cessions. Consumers buy sparingly.

Goal and Coke.

SPOT PROM TARD—PBR XOH.

Wellington $10 00
Greta 8 50
Carbon Hill 8

Nanaimo 10 00
Oilman 7 50
Seattle 7 50
C008 Bay 6
Cannel 9 50
Egg, hard 14 00
Cumberland, ! sacks 14 00

do. bulk 13 00
Wallaend 9 00
Scotch Splint S 50
Rrymbo. .. 8

""

West Hartley 8 60

TO LOAD—PES TON.
Australian $ 7 00@
Liverpool St'm. 7 00@
Scotch Splint.. 7 00@ 9 00
Cardifi 7 00@
Lehigh Lump.. 14 00@17 00
Cumberland bk 10 00@
Egg, hard 12 00®
West Hartley.. 7 50@

Cote-EngUeli.

To load S12 00@13 00
Spot, in bulk . . 14 00@16 00

Permanent Institutions.—There are many
thinf^a cbat Wd in S^o Frauciaoo are oompelled
to do withont, bat Dennis Kearney and the
poor we always have with ub, Dennii having
lately retnnied from the EMt to stay.

List of U. S. Patents for Faoifio Coast

Inventors,

Reported by Dewey & Co., Pioneer Patent
SoUcitore for Pacific Coast.

FOR WEEK ENDING MAY 12, l8gi.

452,33^.—Street Railway Rail and Pave-
ment— P. Bargion, S. F.

452,174.—Gas Engine Attachment—M. M.
Barrett, S. F.

452,023.

—

Drain Pipe for Buildings—J. L.
Crittenden, Oakland. Cal.

452,102.

—

Fruit-Picker—Amalea Fogeli, Nev-
ada City, Cal.

452,223.

—

House Door Letter Box—Emma C.
Hudson, Seattle. Wash.
452,i84.—Power Street Paving Machine—

F. a. Huntington, Oakland, Cal.

452,106.

—

Weather Strip—A. La Jeunesse, Al-
ameda, Cal.

452,233.—Clothes Drier—J. McKinnan, Spo-
kane Falls, Wash.
452.348.-Bedstead Tablet—C. H. Murray,

Portland, Or.

451,949.—Safety Grip Brake for Cable
Cars—C. E. Naylor, S. F.

452,283.

—

Hydraulic Air Compressor — W.
R. Phillips, Seattle, Wash.
452,n2.—Razor Strop—M. E. Reilly, Monte-

sano. Wash.
452,284 —Driving Calk—M. E. Reilly, Monte-

sano, Wash.
452,084.—Door Manipulator — F. Schmitz,

S. F.

452,091.

—

Treating Conductors—J, B. Will-
iams, Oakland, Cal.

The following brief list, by telegraph, for May 19

will appear more complete upon receipt of maU advices:

California—Ulrich Bachmann, San Francisco; appa-
ratus for impregnating liquid with gras; Conrad Boiler,
San Francisc », folding bed; Charles H. Coffin, San Fran-
Cisco, three-wheeled vehicle; Charles C. Davis, Los An-
geles, portable burglar alarm; Henry N. Elliott and E,

,

L. BemlB, L08 Angeles, suMpendera; William R. Finch,
Eureka, Brtech-loading guo; Adam W. Gilfillan, steam
boiler alarm; August Harding, Oakland, explosive en-
gine; Charles P. Harris, San Francisco, game puzzle;
Mary C. C. Hartmin, Redding, steamer; Byron .Tenniugs,
San Jope, aseigoor of one-half to J. Eruaie, Oakland,
electric insulator; Byron JennlngB, assigoor of one-half
to J. BruM6, Oakland, insulator holder for electric rail-
ways; Joseph F. Mctlray, assignor of ono-fourth to J.
T. Delaoey, San Francisco, desk and seat support; Wil-
liam A McFarlane and S. A. Barrett, Sao Bernardino,
water gauge; Austin D. Moore and A. K. Green, San
Francisco, faucet; J. J. Pfister, San Francisco, athletes'
supporter; George H. Tietjeo, San Francisco, stencilinif
machine; Walter R. Webster, Pine Grove, closing device
for water-closet lids; Walter R. Webster, Pine Grove,
spring hinge; Joseph S. Whitcomb, San Francisco, ex-
cavaung apparatus; Alfred L. White and D. L. Miller,
Suisun, automatic pumping apparatus; James B. Wil-
liams, Oakland, insulated electric conductor; John J.
Speiker, Sacramento, remedy for rheumatism, neuralgia
and headache.
Oregon—Frank V*tter,Mar8hfield, apparatus for pre-

serving piles.

Washington—Edward W. Mitchell, Spokane Falls, as-
signor of one fourth to R. Parker, J, H. Steams and
B. F. Sutton, Brooklyn, N.T., conductor for eleotric
railways.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through
Dewey & Co. 's Scientific Press U. S. and For-
eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Fruit Picker.—Amalea Fogeli of Nevada City,

California. No, 452,102. Dated May r2, 1891.
This device consists of a disk having a circle of up-
wardly extending pins about its periphery, the pins
being separated and forming with the disk an open
walled receptacle. A handle projects downwardly
from the disk and is joined by a hinge, which is
controlled by a latch. The picker is used by raising
the disk up to the fruit, and passing any of its pins
on each side of the fruit stem, the fruit itself resting
on the disk. Then a slight turn or twist is given
which breaks the stem, thus leaving the fruit un
injured in the receptacle. When full, the latch is
operated and the jointed handle bends, whereby the
receptacle may be turned to an angle to safely dis-
charge its contents.

Door-Manipulatoes.—Franz Schmitz of S. F,

.

Cal. No. 452,084. Dated May 12, 1891. This in-

vention belongs to the -class of door openers and
closers by which the door may be manipulated from
a distance. It consists principally of a peculiar
swiveled pulley secured to thedoor jamb for directing
the cord which is attached to the door. The pulley
turns to any angle to accommodate the different
directions of the cord, according to the degree to
which the door is opened, and it thereby prevents
any cramping or binding of cord. The device
further consists in a single lever with suitable con-
nections, for opening and closing the door.

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
COUPILBD BTBRT THUEISDAT FROU ADVBaTXSKUSNn IN THE UlNIKO AND SOIBNTIFIO PRSSB AND OTHBB S. P JoirailAI,8.

ASSESSMENTS.
COMP-UTT AND LOCATION. NO. AMT. LEVrED,DELINQ'T AND SALE. SeCBETAKT. PlACE OP BuaiNEHS i

Andes M Co., Nevada 37... 8Uo....Apr 4, May 8, May 28 JW Twiggs 3t9 Montgomery St '

Caledonia 8 MCo., Nevada 44.... 15c May 2, June 4, July 5. A S Groth : 414 Caflfomta St i

California IroD& Steel Co., California.. 5.... 35c.... April 27, June 6, June 27...P Eonancina 438 Califomlftfif I

Oarmelo Land & Coal Co., California... 3.... 50c ..April II, May 16. Juoe lti...W T Baggeit 324 Pine it
fhoUajMCo.. Nevada 29.... 50c.... Apr 6. May 13. June 2 E Elliott 309 Montgomery St
Con Imperial M Co., Nevada 31.... 5c May 6, June 11. July 1 CL McCoy «lPinaSt" " " " . _ ., .Apr 3, May 8, May 29 E Elliott 309 Montgomery fit

.April 14, May 22. June 15...G R Spinney 310 Pine 8t
'

-Apr 3, May 18, June 9......A W Barrowa 303 California 8t.May 12. June 17, July 6 Edward Oliver Montgomery Avenue 1

..May 1, June 1, June2ii E F Stone SoePioeSt

..April?, May 11, June 1 3 U Mills 419 California St

..Mor30, May 12, May L9....G WLuce 132 California St
. . Mar 31, May f , May 26 J W Pew 310 Pine St
..Apr 15. June 2, June 32 Job Morizio 328 MontgomeTy St
..April 27. June 5, June 29. ..A Haleey 328 Montgomery St
. .Mar 23, Apr 23, May 18 T F Norman 419 California 8t
..Mar 26, May 4. May 2r H Pichoir 32J SanBome 8t

'

April 6, May 13, June 10 E J Kyan 230 Montgomery St
..April 24. May 29", June 18...A Waterman 309 Montgomery 8t
. . April 23, May 28, June IS. . .D C Bates 309 Montgomery Bt
..April 14, May 22, June 1j...G R Spinney 3IU PineSt

£Oc....Mar 13, June 17, July 7....E L Parker 309 MontgomervSt
1.. §1.50....Mar 14. Apr 28._M_ay 28._....J JJicovUle ,._... 4 Su tar 8t i

..15c..

.. 5c.,

. 3c..

.3^00..

Cons New York M Co., Nevada. .

.

East Sierra Nevada M Co . Nevada.
Gray Eagle MCo., CaUforeia 23.
Guasucaran & Cal M & M Co., Honduras 5
Idlewild M Co.. California 2 . luc.
Indian Creek L& M Co., California 2 fie.

Inyo Marble Co., California 12 10c

.

KentuckConaM Co., Nevada 1....2rc.
Live Oak Drift Gravel M Co , Cal 13....2Ac.
Midas M Co., California 2.... 10c.
Mineral Kn g M Co., Arizona 6 10c.
N Bloomfield Gravel M Co., California. .47.. . .25c.

Oak Cons M Co., California 8.,.. 4c
Peerless M Co., Arizoxia 10.... 10c.
SUver Hill M Co.. Nevada 28. . . .20o.

Scorpion 3 M Co., Nevada 26 15c,

.Sierra Nevada 8 M Co , Nevada
Sylvania M Co., Nevada.

..May II, June 22, July 13—A W Barrows 303 Montgomery 8t
'

..May 6, June 12, June 30....A H Fish 309 Montgomery 8t

.April 13, May 18, June 8 W T Guruett auBPlneSt

..April 14, May Ifi, June 20...W H Blanvelt Gold Hill

Union Coa S M Co , Nevada 43....3i'c

UtaiiCon MCo., Nevada 12. ...25c
Valley VlewM Co., California a. ...2c.

Yellow Jacket M Co., Nevada 48. . . .60c,

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
Compant and Looation. Seoretaht. Office in S. F. Meetino. Date.

Alaska Treadwell G MCo A T Corbin 420 Montgomery St Annual June 13
Calistoga iron M Co H S Fitch 331 Pine St Annua' Jmje 1
Caledonia G M Co A Chemlnant 238 Montgomery St Annual June 2
Carbondale Coal, Land A; Imp'mt C0....L A Kelley 328 Montgomery St Special May 36
Clara M Co A Cheminant 328 Montgotnery St Annual June 1 t

Crown Point M Co., Nevada J Newlands 329 Pine St Annual June I
Pinal Con M Co A OtieminaQt 328 Montgomery St Annual June 1

'

Silver Hill M Co,, Nevada DC Bates 309 Montgomery St Annual May 25
'

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS,
Company and Location. Seoretajrs. Office in S. F. Amount.

Champion M Co T Wetzel 32u Sanaome St 10
North Banner Cons M Co., California. ..T J Mitchell Grass Valley TO
North Star M Co., California D A Jennings 401 California St 50....,

Pacific Coast Borax Co., California AH Clough 230 Montgomery St 1 00

Payable.
May 18

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

S. F. Stock Exchange.

Name of

Company.

Week
Ending
Apr. 30.

W
En
Ma

1.20
1.10
1.45
2.60

7:25
2 35
1.10
.35
.85

1412
2.26
2.65
6.50
.20

.76
2.40
.20

.25

3.76
.85

.25

3.30
3.35
.26

1 20
.30

.40

.60

4 20
.30
.80

.45
1.30
7.12
3 60
4.25
.15

.15
3.36
1.30

3.35
.26

.25

3.95
1.10
2.60

EEK
DING

y_7^

1.50
1.20

*3.40
3.26

9!37
3.06
1.30

i!6o
20.50
2.75
3 56

6.75
.25

.85

2,90

!35

iios

4:66
4.16

iiso
'.60

".ib

5.37
.40

1.00
.60

1.60
9.62
3.95
6.26

':25

4.00
1.60
4.25
.30
.50

6.00
1 6S

W
En
Ma

fae
1.16
2.75
2.80
.60

6.26
2.25
1.20
.40
.85

15.75

2.50
3.20
6.60
.20

.90

2.60
.20

.30

"96

.26
3.40
3.20
.25

1.36
.75

.40

.70
4.26
.25

.80

.40

1.30
7.12
3.66
4.20
.16
.20

3.10
1.36
3.30
.30

.40

4.00
30

SEE
3rNG
yl4.

Too
1 3
3.45
3.40

i'.m
2.90
1.35
.45

1.00
19.60

3.00
3.95
7.37
.25

1.10
3.00
.25

.35

i!i6
.30

4.00
3.95

i;46
.85

.60

5!i2
.40

.81

.50

1.60
9.O0
4.40
5 12
.2-

.25

3.90
1.76
4.05
.36
.46

4.80
1.45
3.25

W
Eni
Ma

1.00
.90

1.76
2.00
.40

4.60
1.80
1.00
.30
.85

9.50

1.75
2.16
5.00
.15

.60

1.90
.15

.20

!66
.15

2.40
2.05
.16
1.10
.40

.25

.45

3.15
.26

.65

.20

1.30
6.00
2.60
3.26
.15

.15
2 10
.95

!.30
15
.35

!.70

.85

.40

SEE
>ING
?21.

Alpha 1.25 1.35

1 10 1.20
1.35 1.66
2.45 a.7o
.05 .75

6.50 7.76
2.35 2.65
1.16 1.25
.35 .40

1.05 1.16
12.501176
2.25 2.45
2.65 3.10
6.00 6.25
.20 ....

.70 .75
2.25 2,60
.20 .25

.35 .45
3.90 4.00
.80 .90
.25 35

3.10 3.45
3.20 3.60
.20 ...

1.25 1.30
.30 .35
.35 .40
.60 .65

3.75 4.60
..15 .40

.85 1.10

.60 .60
1.15 1.30
6.25 7.76
3.30 3 70
4.05 4.66

';26 ::;

3.00 3.35
1.16 1.35
3.05 3.60
.16 .26
.30 ....

3.50 4.15
1.00 1.20
2.60 2 85
ed.

1 15

3 or

2,91)

70

Best 4. Belcher 9.37
2 .10

1 111

40

Commonwealth . . .

.

Cod. Va. tOaL....
1.00
20.60
? 66
3 .10

Oon£deDce
OoD. Imperial
Caledonia
Crown point

6.60
.25

.85

2.76
.20

.35

"m
.26

4.00
3.96
.20

1.35
.75
.40

.70

6.37
.35

.90

.40

1.96
9.50
3.80
4.65

'.'26

3.85
1.46
4.16
.25
.60

6.00
1.60
3.40

Del Monte
Eureka Con.

Grand Prize
Gould & Carry
Hale& Norcrosa...

Lady Waijo

Navajo
North Belle Isle...

Nev. Queeo
Occidental
Ophir

Peerlefla

8 B KM .

Sierra Nevada
Silver Hill..
ScorploD
TJnioDCon

YeUow Jacket
" AaseBsment ad(

3.20 2 80

Sales at San Francisco Stock ExcliaDge.

Thursday. May 21, 9:30 a. u.

I Tori . Copper. Lead. Tin.
9VJ 13 62 4 22i 20 46
97{ 13 62 4 26 20 46
avj 13 60 4 25 20 45
973 13 50 4 27J 20 46
973 13 60 4 32J 20 40
97} 13 60 i 32J 20 35

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
New York, May 21—The following are the eloB.

log pnces the paat week:
Silver in Silver in
London, i

rhursday . . . 44i
Friday 44i
Saturday 44
Monday 44 9-16
Tuesday 44 9-16
Wedne8dav--44 7-16

Borax is weak under heavier supplies. Quicksilver is
atrongor. Tin Is armer. Lead is slroDgly hold, but
buyers are offish. Copper continues unsatisfactory.

PnLVEEizEH AND CoNCENiEATOK.—Attention
is called to the advertisement in another oolnmn
of the "Common Sense Pulverizer and Concen-
trator." Mr. 8. K. SnodgcasB, the inventor,
haB bad much practical experience as a miner
and seemB to have made liberal application of
the principle as well as name by which his
pulverizer ia known. Many letterB from those
who have tested the maohlneB by actual work
bear ample teetimony to the satisfaction it has
Riven. CirouUra and all partionlars will be
Bent upon application to S. K. Snoderaas, 220
Sntter St., room 13, S. F,

San Francisco Metal Market.

WHOLBSALB,
THCIB9DAT, May 21, 1

Ahtimonx
Borax—Refined, In carload lota .

.

Powdered " " "
Concentrated " " " 7i(
All grades jobbing at an advance.

Copper—
Bolt
Sheathing
Ingot, jobbing
do, wholeeale
Fire Box Sheets *<i2 (

LEAD~Pig

350 Alpha Con 1.00
400 Alta 95c@1.0C
1350 Andes 2.0E@2.15
100 Baltimore SOc
BOO Belcher 2.1l@2.1S
SOit Belle I le 45c
890 Ke8t&Belch,..4,5S@4.60
100 Eude 1. 05
200 Bullion , 2. CO
600 Caledonia 60c
130 ChaUengeCon.l.85@1.95
5UU Chollar 2.2.5

2(iO Oom'w'lth SCc
H30 Con Ual it V 10i@10i
200 Con Imperial 15o
20 C^nSdenre 5.37^

100 CrowD Point 1.9,

100 Exchequer 7Cc: 720 Siwra Nevada 2. 2C@2. 5
950 Gou'dJit CurrF.2. 30(^3. o; 6U0 Union Oon....2.3f©a.40
200 Grand Prize 15c|10li0 Utah g^'iiSSc
450 Hale&Nor....2.05@2.lo| 350 Yellow Jacket.2. 7' @a.76

50 Iowa STc
,

150 Justice 1 (.0

425 Kentuck 15@50o
200 Lady Wash Sfc
bOO Mexican 3 40
200 Mono 6)c
50 Navajo JOo
50 North BeUe iBle 7'c

2,'0 North Savage 40c
150 Occidental 1.25
950 Uphir 5 75
400 Overman 2.50(92 60
ICO Peer I60
100 Peerleaa ]5c
630 PoiosI 3.U@3.03
SBO Savage 2.10
Wu SegBel&MC.

Our Agents,

Our FaiBNDB oui do much In aid of our papei and the 1

liaase of practical knowledge and solence. oy assisting ^

Agents In their tabois ofcaDTasslng, by lending their In*

Buenoe and encooraglng favors. We Intend to send oon*
bat worthy men.

Oio. Wtlbob—Sacramento Co.
J. C. Hoaq—San Franclseu.
F. W. Knapp—Amador Co.
F. B. Logan—Solano aud Yolo C09.
D. Q. Clary—Sonoma Co.
E. H. SCHaKFPLB—Central Califoroia.
W W. Theobalds—Oakland, Cal.

G. B. GiOL—San Luis Obispo Co.
A. Ddnlap—San Benito Co.
E. L. RicuARDS—Escondldo.Cal.
Wm. H. Hillbart—Oregon.
yfVL HOLDBB—OreifOD.
Wm. Olson-Washinfirton.
DoK Mills—Sonoma Co.
Fraa-e S. Cdafih-Tulare and Kern Cos.
B. F. Belt—Shasta Co.

Don't Fail to Write.

Should this paper be received by any Bubacrlber who
doee not want it, or beyond the lime he infends to pay
for il, let him not fail to write ua direct to stop It. A
postal card (costing one cent only) wltl sifiice. We will

Dot knowingly aenu the paper to aoy one who does not
wish it, but if It IB continued, through the failure of the
Bubacriber to notify ua to discontinue It, or some Irra-

Sjonsible party requested to atop It, we ehall po^tlvely
emand payment for the time it la sent. Loos oarefolIiT

AT THE LABBL ON TODB FAPFI.

Sheet H
Pipe 6f
Shot, diaconnt 10% on 500 bags Drop, ^ bag. 1

Buck, ^bafe 2 00 @ -
Chilled, do 2 20 @ —

QtnoHBiLVBK—By the flask. 42 00344 00

Flaaka. old 10 @ 50
Chrome Iron Ore. ^ ton 10 00 w-
Steel—English, lb 16'^
Canton tool
Black Diamond tool
Pick and Hammer
Machinery 4
Toe Calk ^m

TiNPLATE—B. v., steel grade, 14x30, to arrive. 6 50 (a

B. v., flteel grade, 14x20, apot 6 50 @
Charcoal, 14x20 6 50 (3

do roofing, 14x20 600
"

do. do, 20x28 13 00

Pig tin, apot, ^ tt>., Irregular, nominal ,

Iron—Bar, baae
Norway, base

Spot.
tEON—Glengamock ton 30 00 @
Eglinton, ton 29 00 @
American Soft, No. 1, ton.. @32 00

Oregon Pig, ton @30 00

Puget Sound 30 00 @
Chty Lane White 26 00 @
Shotta, No. 1 30 00 @
Langloan 28 00 @
Thomcliffe 29 00 @
Gartaherrie E9 00 @
Barrow 29 00 @
Cargofieet 26 00 ft* —

Easily AcoonNTED Fob.—If, ae is alleged, the

bar ooBts more ia this ooantry than oar beef,

and onr tobao^o more than our bread, the dei-

tltaticn and safferiDg extant are easily to-

oonnted for I

Valve and Piston Area.—To get the area

of a valve or platon, maltiply the square of the

diameter by the deoimal .7854.

Next to making a mistake yonreelf, tbe

easisBt thing is to ciitioiee the miatakee of other

people.

Mines and Stock in Mines for sale. Se« advertisement

on page 331.

DELINQUENT SALE NOTICR

GRAY EAGLE MINING OOMPANY-Ioca-
tion of principal place of business, San Frantiaco,

California. Loca.ion of works, Placer county, California.

Notice— There are delinquent upon the following de-

scribed stock, on acoonnt o( Assesemeot (No 23) levied

on the 3d day of April, 1891, the several amounts set

opposite the names of the respective shareholders, as

follows:

No. No
Names. Cert. Shares. Amt

Barrows, A W, Trustee 547 1,000 ISO 00
" " " 659 1,000 SOW

562 500 1«00
'• " ' 663 60O 1600
" " " 568 1,000 80 00

' 569 1.000 SO to
" " 670 600 16 00

" " *' 578 600 16 to

Bogart, OH, Trustee 424 660 19 W
'* " 473 214 6 42

" " " 48S 105 315
Buffiogton, J M, Trustee 495 600 16 00

Noraman, Leon 614 100 S OO

Roaekrans, HM 39 600 WOO
Riordan, Jos H, Truateo 534 5,000 160 00

Scout, C S, Trustee 476 2,000 60 00

" " '* 47/ 963 28 59

Taylor, J N, Trastee 532 1,040 31 20

dnd in accordance with law, and an order of the Board

of Directors, made on the 8d day of April, 1891, so

many shares of each parcel of such stock att may be

necessary, will be sold at public aualon, at the office of

the Company, Room 11, No. SOS California street, San

Francisco, California, on TUESDAY, the 9tb day of

June, 1891, at the hour of one (1) oMock P. M. of said

day, to pay eald dellnqueot asaessm^'nt thereon, together

wich costs of advertising: and expenses of saie.

A. W. BARBOWS, Secretary pro tem.

Office, Room 11, No. SOS California street. Sin Fna*
dsco, California.
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COMMON SENSE PULVERIZER««?CONCENTRATOR,
TbU li the moat successfol machine

yet discovered for working Gravel,

(Sement, Clay. etc. It avoidi crush-

ing the rocks which are washed

slean and at the same time polver-

Ixes the Cement or Clay and SAVIS

jEVEN FLOUR GOLD.

It is only uecessary to have about

six inches of water to work 100

tons or over per day,

I Full paniculars given by ad-

eraing:

VALLirSriUKG-, CiLAVBRiH Co.,Cal., .luly 19, 1S90.

Mr. S. K. Snodobash— Dear Sir: We Sod your macbloo per-

fflotlv reliable lor (our to flvo tons per hour, according to iize of

gravel. The work Ib well done, aod not to exceed five per cent

geta by, which 1 believe in very close work for any machine.

Yours, l. A. SHEAD.

F«Oii sop TO 800 BEVS, PER HJHUTE

Ban Fkiscibco, March 25, 1891.

8. a SxoDo a.\ss, liiy.—Dear Sir: In reg*rd to the
work doae by jour machine, wbtch we have bad in

operation for the pait three moDthe, I cau Bay that
it hu handled euccossfuUy all material aa taken out
of our ground, the only cement which was not per-
fectly broki'U up being an exceedingly hard cemented
material approachiuc rock Id its hardntsa.
For al f'CowaehaDil luoderately hard cement It

will do v«ry good wor^t, and must effect a gieat sav-
ing in working such gravelB and cements, owlnj: to
tilt- mftit head of water required; onJ furthermore,
itB gr«at told-eaving qua itiea, as I am satlffled that
fully 96 to 9S I'cr cent of the gold froed in tt^e ma-
chine in saved, evpn to flour gold, and that too with-
out the U90 of quicksilver.
The automatic rtjcction of all rocks and materiti

by the revolving screen makes the hkndliDg of the
gravel cheaper, ns all hand culling of the material Is

rendered unneceBsary. Truly yours,
W. W. B. STEVEN8.

S. K. SNODGRASS, 220 Sutter Street. San Francisco.

Mining Share Market.

The week under review exhibited some of the old
;ime life, with Con. Virginia the leader. This stock
umped from a little over $i6. closing on Wednes-

Iday to over $20 the next day (Thursday), and on
Monday afternoon sold as low as $9.50 a share on
jCall, and $9 after Call. The movements in this

jstock caused the remainder of the list to move in

kympiihy. The sharp up was brought about by
Iseduloiisly circulated reports that ihe Jones' (who are
(said to he insiders) had. after Samuel looked at the
Cod. Virginia mine, filled their shorts. This re-

(port and the sharp up had the desired effect of mak-
jiOE nearly all outsiders who had shortened the raar-

Itct fill at a heavy loss, after which the pool sent
{prices down so fast as to swoop in big lines of stocks
[carried for outsiders by brokers. The only stop was
[when Con. Virginia touched $14 at which figure Ihe
,points were out to buy all along the line for some-
j'lhing big. Large numbers acted on the advice and
.the sompthing big was a big break, which broke about
lall who had put their heads in Ihe lion's mouth by
Iboying more than they could pay for. Brokers to

Iprotecl themselves had to throw stock on the market
jwithout warning. This paper has repeatedly stated
[that when top prices were reached there would be
a break of from 50 to 60 per cent. This was suffi-

cient to keep many patrons from overbuying, and
they made money by it. We will say now that the

next break will be larger than the one just wit-

inessed, but before it comes we are liable to have
many setbacks. Insiders want certain stocks, and
the stocks wanted they must have, and it is only by
wide fluctuations they can get there. The mines
are looking too well to let others reap the profits

when they are compelled which will undoubtedly be
done, to work the mines as required by the laws of

this State, and when that time comes many dummy
directors and officers will be made to disgorge, but
it will be hard to reach those in the background and
for whom the dummies work, but then those who
rake nuts out of the fire for others to eat should be
burnt.

In outside stocks the market has been dull at

ower prices. The stocks are being concentrated
for a bull campaign this summer.
From the Corostock mines our advices are of a

still more encouraging character. Attention is be-

|ing drawn by cappers and their friends to the iioo-
'foot level of Con, Virginia. The Press has said and
will state again that it is not on that level the im-
.poriant work is being done; it is on the 1750-foot
level. To reach the downward continuation of the
'very rich ore found on the Soo-foot level, they will

have to run on the iioo-loot level over 300 feet

i farther west from the point they are now reported to

be at work. On the lower level (1750) the ore is rich,

it is the same that was reported officially by Hon.
James G. Fair, when superintendent of the mine.
He gave its downward continuation from several

levels above the 1750 foot. The ore has never been
taken out. In Ophir they are pushing work to more
fully develop the rich ore found to the west on the

* 1465-foot level. From Union and Sierra Nevada
;good reports can be expected any day. In the

j
Middle group of mines the work is of a very impor-

jtant character. In the Gold Hill mines the dead

I

work is about all over, although points are out that
' nothing can be expected from them until the water
is pumped out, which evidently means until insiders

get all the stock they want. Yellow Jacket is ex-

tracting gold-bearing quartz for reduction. Work
in the Alta group is being favorably prosecuted.

Complimentary Samples.

FersoiiB reoeiving this paper marked are re-

qaested to examine its oontents, terms of sub-
uription, and give it their own patronage, and,
as far as practicable, aid in cironlating the

I'oamal, and making its valae more widely
:nown to others, and extending ite influence in

the cause it faithfully serves. Subscription
rate, $3.00 a year. Extra copies mailed for 10
oentB, if ordered soon enongh. If already s

nhsorlber, please show the paper to othnni

DycinsrinsTGi-
AND

Ore Dressing Machinery.
By O. G. WAMFORD LOOK.

COBTKNTS.— Motive Power— TranBinission of Power.
Quarrying — Proapecting, Shaft-sinking, Coal-cutting,
Pumping, and VentilatiDg Machinery—Lighting—Haul-
Dg and Hoiating Transport—Reducing—Dressing—Mitg-
cellaQeous.

Price 321.00. Circulars and Catalogues on applicatioo.

E. & F. N. SPON, Publishers,
IS Oortlandt St., New Tork,

;
• -j! ScientifK; Press"

I'pfeciftc ,;--../

\.!,. F?_ijraJ Press*

^^^m^^w^§jm>Mm:i

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL CO.,
MANDFAOTDBBHS OP

IRRIGATING PUMPS
AND

Machinery of all Kinds.
PACIFIO COAST AGENTS

BABOOOK & WILOOX

Patent Water Tube Steam Boilers.
Estimates Furnished on Application.

'' Send Tor Oatalosuee.

OBNTRlWa A J, PITWP. FIRST and STEVENSON STS.. S. F.

A. J. VAN DRAKE.

Machinist and Mechanical
Engineer,

203 Fremont St., San Francisco.

SPUR AND BEVEL GEARS CUT TO ORDER

And Experimental Machinery of All Kinds.

Shafting, Pulleys and Boxes,
Engrinea and Boilers.

DRAWINGS, PLANS and SPECIFICATIONS made for
new machinery.
Jobbing of every description promptly attended to.

PINE WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED.

T=tA JJXJ OOTTI»XiI3XrC3-.
Malleable Iron. All Slzee.

These Couplings are the best In the world, most pow-
erful and cheapest. They have a ball and eocktt Joint,
right and I«ft screw and work freclv. We use them ex-
tensively in our Tank Building Department.

WELLS, RUSSELL & CO ,

Mecliaiiics' Mills, Cor. Mission k Fremont sis., S. F

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, Mining, and Commission,
420 Montgomery St.. 8. F.

Ships under advances to umeltlng worka In Boston

New York, Baltimore and Liverpool.

Twenty-one years' experience in Shipping Ores and
Uanaging Mines.

SolicitB Consignments ol Copper Produce and Manage-

ment of Hln'ng Matters.
All business conducted on Cash Basis.

Purohase and shipment of Mining Supplies a Spjjoialtt.

Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.

Business Manager of UNION COPPER MINE, Copper-

opolls, Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co., Cal.

FOS T££ BEST IMFSOVED ^ g <s

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS f^i
ADDRESS " a a

MENZO SPRING. g«|
o| 9 Geary St. || ^«v,a
B SAN FRANCISCO, Ciil.(<; aifSi

SEND FOR PAMPHLET. ^

ENGRAVING -SDPBRIOB WOOD AND
Metal Engraving, Electrotyplng and Stereotyping

done at the otfice of this paper.

llaltiem C».
FACTORY:

Cor. Jefferson & First Sts., Oakland, Cal,

MiNDFACTUKEES OP

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROCF
PAINTS,

Superior to anything of the kind in the market for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uuequaled for Submerged Timbers. Eed and Brown
Paints for Roofe. Warehouses, Stables, Fences,

Etc., mixed Keady for Use. Also,
Sheathing Paper, Portable Cal-

ifornia Mastic Roofing,
the Best in the

Market
for

AND UNEQDALED FOR

Teredo-Proof Pile

Covering.

This Company also Manufactures a Ifaltbine
Compound for

REin)£KINQ BOOTS AND SHOES
WATERPROOF.

The same is a superior article lor Preserving Harness
rendering It Impervious to Moisture and

keeping it always pliable and soft.

^^ Send for Samples and Prices. Salesroom,

310 CALIFORNIA ST., S. F., Ca'.

.A.-r A- :^ .A. Xt. Gr .A. X lU
For Sale Cheap, Six Second-Hanci

FRUE CONCENTRATORS.
Qood as New. Also Second-Hand

STEAM PUMPS
Of various makes.

RISDON IRON WORKS,
Cor. Beale and Howard Sts., San Francisco.
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NEW YORK BELTING ScPAGKINC CO.
JOHN H. CHEEVER, J. D. CHEEVER, F. OAZENOVE JONKS, Managers. IC P,«l, R»>,., Mo.., VnnU

WM. T. EURO, Secretary. 'J TdPR nUW, I^BW I UFK.
OLDEST and LARGEST Manutactnrers in the United States of

Vulcanized Rubber B'abrics
For nieclianical Parposea.

ExtraRubber Belting and Hose
For Mlningr Purposee.

SOLID VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS
Pacific Coast Agents, ARNETT & RIVERS,

17 & 19 MAIN STREET. SAN FKANCISCO, CAt.

tdlicational.

VULCAN IRON WORKS
135-145 FREMONT STREET,

S \N FRANCISCO, CAI.

GOLD AND SILVER MILLS, BOCK BBEAKBKS, PANS AND SETTLERS, BOASTING
EUBNACES, CORNISH BOLLS, PUMPING AND HOISTING MACHINEET.

Assay Office and Chemical Laboiatory,
ROOMS 46 AND 47 MONTGOMERY BLOCK, 628

Uontgomery Street, San Francieco. For nearly 15
yeard with Thomas Price, aa Chief of the Ore-Aesay and
Analytical Department. Leesons given in Assaying and
Chemistry.

School of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Surveying, Architecture, Dramng and Assaying,

723 MARKET ST., SAN FBANCISCCOAL.
Open All Year.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President.
Assaying of Ores, $26; Bullion and ChlorinatloD Assay,

$26^Blowp_ipe^Assay, $10. Full course of assaying, 150.

ESTABLISHED 1864 ' Send for circular.

For Conveying

Ore, Wood,

&c., &c.

CHEAPEST FORM OF TRANSPORTATION.

NO ROAD NEEDED.

No Possibility of Load Slipping,

Spans 150 to 2000 Feet.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical Works.
HENRY Q. HANKS,

Practical and Indostrial Gliemist, Assayer

aDd Geologist.

718 MONTGOMERY ST., - SAN FRANCISCO. \-

lOrWiU report on the condition and value of any mining property on
the Paolflc Coast. Bare Chemicals mode to order. Instructions firlven In

AsBayinsr and Praottoal Chemistry.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Uanufaoture Thiee Kinds of Powder, which are acknowledged hy all the Great Chemlsta of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the Market.

G^-X.^XO'I? X>OA7^Z^£3Xl. OX^ X>YJTA 1Vm?E3,
Of Different StrentrthB ae Required.

NOBBIi'S BXPIiOSIVB OZHJATIXE/' which contains 94 per cent of Nltro-Glyoerlne, and

GBItATIKXl-DTNASIITT;^ Stronger than Dynamite and even Safe in Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
FOB BAII.ROADS AND X.AND CLOAKING. Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blast-
ing Powder, and Is used by all the Ballroads and Oravel Clahns, as it hreaks more ground, pulverizes better and
saves time and money. It is aa dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

BANDMANN, MIELSEN & CO.,
GAPS and XTTSE for Sale. aENGBAL AGBNTS. SAN FBANOXSCO OAL.

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
24 POST ST., S. F.

FOB SEVENTY - FIVH T>OLX.ARS THIS
College instructs in Shorthand, Typewriting, Book-

keeping, Tel''graphy, Penmanship, Drau-ing, all the
English braocbee, and everytliing pertaining to business
for six full months. We have sixteen teachers, and give
Individual Instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
its graduates in every part of the State.

tS" Send for Circular.
E. P. HEALD, President.

C. 8. HALEY, Secretary.

THE PIONEER COMBIERCIAI^ SCHOOL

LIFE SOHOLARSHIPS, $75.
No yA0ATI0II& DAT AUTD fiVBNlNS SSSSIOflB.

Ladles admitted Into all Departments.

Address: T. A. ROBINSON. M. A.. President.

W. H. CONLY,
Mining, Commission.

LEGITIMATE INVESTMENTS A SPECIALTY; 124
Sansome Street, Koom 4, Sao Fraot isco; Telephone

No. 5057.

Back Filbs of the Mininq akd Soibhtipio Prbsb (un-
bound) can be had for $3 per volume of six months. Per
year (two volumes) 85. Inserted In Dewey's patent blod-

sr, BO cnntp nrlrlttlOQ*! por vnlami>.

Testing and Working Silver Ores
A VAI-UABLE BOOK.

An illustrated work of 114 pages, for miners and proe-
pectors, by Chas. H. Aaron. Mr. Aaron has managed
to give many useful hints and suggestions, free (rooi
all technicalities, and in such a style as to be easilv
comprehended. It is written for the minor, with no
chemical symbols or metallurgical technicahties to con-
fuse those who are not chemists or metallurgists. The
following summary of the contents of the work will give
an idea of its scope.
Under the heading of the first chapter, "Testing Ores

for Silver,' we find paragraphs on ore formation, test for
silver, with heat and water, acid or blow pipe. In speak-
ing of testing for a process, the extent and richnesa of
ore is considered, smeltinsj ores, selecting and workine
samples, appliances for testing, roasting, etc. Under
the head of "Working Ores" the author describes Aaron's
process, has something to say of superheated steam, pre-
paration of dichloridc of copper and protochloride of cop-
per, use of copper and iron, quantity of chemicals, car-
bonate of lime, chloride ores, amalgam, Patchen's' pro-
cess, etc. He also describes the methods of workiJig
roasted ores, treatment of base metals, stirring, heat of
furnace, want of sulphur, etc. Under the head of
"Leaching Processes" are the titles Smelting, Mexican
process, Chilean process, Kroehnke's process, etc. Under
"Pulverizing Machines" are describee! the arastra ano its
construction and operation, stamp batteries, snreena
Crocker's trip-hammer battery, Paul's pulverizing barrel'
Kendall's battery, Noice's pulverizer, a cheap rook
breaker, etc.

In speaking of amalgamators the author describes a
cheap amalgamator, grinding the ore, directions formak-
ing a barrel, preventing mechanical wear, use of quick-
silver, copper in bars, Freiberg barrel, cheap barrel
trough, barrel on rollers, Aaron's amalgamator, separ-
tor, etc.

He describes an improWsed retort, roasting furnace,
furnace tools and furnace building. Among the miscella-
neous mention may be found Aaron's leaching apparatus,
with two or three differenti arrangements, a small mill,
sampling tailings, and settling tanks, dichloride of cop-
per, etc. Mr. Aaron is a practical miner, of long working
experience on this coast.

Price, post free, $2.00. Sold by Dewky & Co., Publiab-
ers, 220 Market St.

The Explorers' and Assayers'
Companion.

A Third Edition of selected portions of the
" Explorers', Miners', and Metal-

lar^ists' Companion."

A practical exposition of the various departments of
Geoloiry, Exploration, Mining, Engineering, Assaying,
and Metallurgy.

Price, §8.00 post-paid. Sold by Dbwby & Co., Publish*
ers, 220 Market St., San Francisco.

By J. S. PHILLIPS, M. E.

The work is divided into four parts—Rocks, Veins,
Testing and Assaying. The seologica! chapters are in-
tended to give miners a practical idea of the various
formations. The chapters on mineral veins are derived
from long observation, and the section on exploration
has been carefully considered. All that relates to dis-
crimination and assay of minerals has been kept as free
from ormulas as possible. The work is written for
practical men, and all the explanations and deBcrlptlCDB
are clear and to the point. It is so prepared that tt la

useful to uneducated men aa well as scientists.

[NVBNTOBS. TAKE NOTICE I

L. PETERSON, MODEL MAKER,
258 Market St., N. K cor. Front (up stairs), Sau Francatco
Experimental machinery and all kinds of models. Tin

and brasswork. All communications etriotly eonfiden
tial. I

GnValmGoMMimCoiqaiii
POLLOK PATENTS.

OFFICE AND WOHKS,

ADJOINING THE NEVADA COUNTY NARROW GAUGE RAILROAD,

"HOLMS" STATION, GRASS VALLEY,

METADA COUNTY OA I.IFOBNIA.

LIDGERWOOD MFG. GO.,
MANUFACTUKERS OF -

H 01 STlNff ENGINES

300 stjlEsaii Sizes, Over 7000 In Use.

96 Liberty St., New Tork.
",i & 36 West Uonroe St , Chicago.
m7 to:303 Congress St.. Boston.

- ij 7N.X'ir8tSt.,PaTtland,Oregon

PARKE & LACY CO.. Agts.
San Francisco, Cat. ill

Send for Catalogue.

DIAMOND DRILLS
THF PAGIPIO FROSPBCTING CO,

will contract to prospect with Diamond Cnre Drill
for minerals, etc., or to bore hnies for ventilation or
drainage. Agents for Diamond Drills, Rock Drills, Mining
Machinery and Supplies of all kinds. Diamonds on hand.
} nqulries and orders promptly attended to. ' IS Saneome
i:itMet, San Fxancisco, CaL

BLOWING ENGINESi's
tern.withhal-

anced steam slide valve gear, steam cylinder 14 in.
diameter, air cylinder 40 in. diameter, stroke 24 in. 1 to
100 strokes.per minu te; engine now. For price and par-

a:S JAMES LEFFEL&CO.,Spriiigfiel(l,01iio.

DBWEY A CO.. PATENT AGENTS, 220
Uarket SL, Sao FranelBeo. Elevator, U Front St.

TMs Company is now Prenared to EeceiTo Snlplmrets (Concentrates) for Treatment

ON TERMS WHICH MAY BE ARRANGED.

^ Tvx A T.-^7-^in« .A.im •ma'FB ox* oxixis
In Quantities of from 2 lbs to 100 Ibe.

Apply to MR. J. W. HIQGINBOTTOM, C. & M. B.,

PBBSIDBNT AND GENERAL MANAGER.

N. B.-Side Track and Fairbank's Standard 40-Ton £. B. Track Scale).

Holms Station, Grass Valley, April 30, 1891.

HOSKIN'S PATENT BLOW-PIPE AND ASSAY FURNACES.

Chemists, Assayers, Metalliirg^ists, £n-

gineers, Jewelers, Dentists, Etc.

NO DUST ! NO ASHES !

' Praptiral i Antnmfltir ' rpnnnniipal I

Will do for every thing that a Coal Furnace or Qb9
Furnace will, aod WITHOUT A BLOWER.
Send for Price List and Descriptive Circular to

WM. HOSKINS & CO., si s^'oSTrS^'st., CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE PELTOH "WATER "WTHEEL
GIVES THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY OF ANY WHEEL IN THE WORLD. OVER 1300 IN USE.

Afibids the most simple and reliable power for all mining and manufacturing machinery. Adapted to heads running
irom 20 up to 200O or more feet. From 20 to .fO per cent better results guaranteed than can be
produced from any other wheel in the country.

The advantaRes the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and reliable power, close
regulation, and the facility of adaptation to varying conditions of speed and pressure, have
brought it into special prominence and extensive use for this class of work.

All applications should state amount and head of water, power required and for what purpose
with approximate length of pipe line. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

121-123 MAIN STREET, SAN FRANCISO^', OAL., U. S. A.

oo.

PFI TflN UfATFR MflTHR^ varying from the fraction of l up to 15 and 20horse
''-^"*"' WIHIUII IliUBUIIw, power, unequaled for all light-running machinery.
Warranted to develop a given amount of power with one-half the water required bv anv other
SEND FOE MOTOR OIRCOLAR. Address as above.

THE GATES ORE AND ROCK BREAKER.
«=. FnS^Knw^^M^^sS^^^^"'^'''

UNEQUALED IN EFFICIENCY, UPWARD I Gives a fineness of product that increases the capacity of any mill from 25 to 40 per

?.r-n J .u . .u u f .u -i ,
cent without anv additional expense. THE BEST AND ONLY CRUSHER ADAPTED

Will do more than twice the work of any other with the same cost in wear.
| TO MACADAM ROAD WORK. Send for Circular.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO., 121-123 Main Street, San Francisco, General Western Agents.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent,

521 & 523 Market SL, San Franclico,

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

Assayers' and Mining Material.

—HANUrACTDaBR OP

—

IN QDARTZ, QBAVBL, OR PLAOEB MINES. MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPBBIOB COPPBB

Our plates are guaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the best In weight of Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
ver and darability. Old Mining Plates Replated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSANDS
OF ORDERS FILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, ^e"* ^^ HOSKINS'

68, 70 & 72 First St., San Francisco, Cal. HYSBO-CARBON ASSAY FUBHACE8^ SEND FOR CIRCDLAKS.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD
PRICES ORKATLY REDUCED. ONLY BEFTNED SILVER AND BEST COPPER USED. OVEK 3000 ORDERS PILLED. FIFTEEN MEDALS AWARDED.

Old MiniDg Plates can be Replated. Old Plates Bought, or Gold Separated. These Platea can also be purchatted of JOHN TAYIiOR & CO., Corner First
and Mission Streets, San Francisco.

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD. SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS.
G. DENNISTON. Proprietor. 663 & 656 MISSION ST., SAN FBA.NOISCO, OAL.

Our Platea have been used for 20 years. They have proved the beet. We adhere strictly to contract in weight of Silver and Copper.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

RECEIVED EVERT MEDAL
Awarded on the Pacific Coast
for Silver - Plated AmalBram
Platea and Best Gold, Silver
and Nickel Plating.

1E3L TJ T^ rex IST CSrl? O IVT,
MANnFACTUREB OF

CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ MILLS,
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Machinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Machines.

OeBtrlfugal Boiler Quartz Mill.

SEND FOR CIRODXiAR.

2X3 X*XZt.S*]7 S'X'ZIXIXS'X'. s.A.3\r x*fi..A.i\rc;xsc70. o ati.

IT HAS NO EQUAL.

Can Be Fat On

by Any One,

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adopted by the

Navy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOILERS, STEAM PIPES, COI/D STORAGE, and all places reqairine

Non-Heat-Conductlng: Material.

PAO?FIO&Dlv!fsTS.—G. B. JOHNSON & CO.—SAN FRANCISCO.

Adamantine Shoes and Dies
AND

Cams. Tappets, Bosses, Boll Shells and Crnsher Plates.

THESE CASTINGS ARE EXTENSIVELY USED IN ALL THE MINING STATES
and Territories of North and South America Guaranteed to prove better and

cheaper than any othera. Ordera eolicited subject to above conditions. When
ordering send sketch with exact dimenalonB. Send for Illustrated Circular.

Manufactured by CHROME STEEL WORKS, Brooklyn, M. Y.

H. D. MORRIS, Agont, 220 Fremont St.rSan Francisco.
Special attention given to the purchase of Mine and Mill Supphea. Stamp Cam.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Saperior to all Otbers for Qnartz Mills, Smelters, &c.

Not Affected bv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils. Every Belt Guaranteed. Try It. Send

tor Circular and Samples,

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET, -

'9

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For information concerning this process for the re-

duction of Ores containing precious metals, and terms

of license, apply to

THE RUSSELIi PROCESS CO.,
Parfc City, Utab.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Constantly on hand a full usortment of Manila Rope,
Duplex Rope, TarredManilaRope.Hay Rope, Whale Line,
etc., etc

Extra sizes and lengrths made to order on abort notice,

611 & 613 Front St„ San Francisco, Cal
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PROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Beat Ore ConceDtrator in the market, having double

the Capacity and doing its work as close ae the plain Belt
machine, while its concentrations are clean. It is need in

a number of Mills, the most notable of which is the

Alaska M. & M. Go's Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Frues
are taking the Palp from 120 Stamps, crushing 350 tons

per day, and is giving entire satisfaction as against 48
plain Belt Machines, taking the Pulp from the other 120

Stamps.

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanned $825, f. o. b.

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

Protected by Patents December 22, 1874; September 2,

1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20, 1883;

September 18, 1883; July 24, 1888. Patents applied for,

For Pamphlets, Testimonials and farther information
apply at office.

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE CO.. Room 15,

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Thb Montaka Cohpast (Limited), London, October 8, 1886.
Dbar Sirs :—Having tested three of your Frue Vauners In a com-

petitive trial with other Blmilar machines (Triumph), we have Batiafled
oureelveB ol the superiority of your Vannera, as ia evidenced by the
fact of our having ordered 20 more of your machinen for immediate
delivery. Youra truly, THE MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B.—Since the above was written the 20 Vannera, haviog been
started, gave such satisfaction that ii additional Frues and more
Btampa have been purchased. ADAMS & CARTER,

No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cat.

WM. H. TAYLOR, President. B. S. MOOBB, Superintendent.

Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works,
S. E. CORNER HOWARD AND BEALE STS.. SAN FRANCISCO.

MAN0FAOTDBBHS OF AH, KINDS OF

Mining and Milling Machinery, Engines and Boilers,
SHEET-IRON WATER PIPE for Mining and Irrigation Purposes.

Exclusive Agents for the Pacific Coast of HEINE PATENT SAFETY BOILER, MACBETH STEEL PULLEY and
COMMON SENSE STEEL WHIM.

AGENTS FOH THB PACIFIC COAST OF

Bryan's Roller Clnartz Mill.

WE HAVE ON HAND AND FOE SALE CHEAP

A 50 H. P. PUMPING PLANT. CONSISTING OF
One 10"x30" Corliss Engine; all pump gears; bob

irons; connecting rods.

One (1 ) 6" X 6" Plunger Pump.
One (1 ) 4" X 6' Jack Head Pump.
One (1) 25 H. P. Fire Box Boiler.

One (1) 10" X 36" Retort and Furnace.
One (1) Complete Assay Outfit.

One (1 ) Complete Outfit for a 2>^-ton capacity chlor-

ination Works.
Two (2) 6000-gallon Circular Tanks.

One ( I ) Amalgam Bai:rel.

One (1) Batea.
Three (3) Frue Concentrators.

One
( 1)

10'^ X 18^^ Slide Valve Engine.

PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND MANUPACTURBRS OF

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
ENGINES, BOILERS, STEAM PUMPS,

AIB COMPRESSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S ORDBHING ROLLS,

CONCENTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROOK BRBAKHRS, DRT JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Taking Pulp from 10 Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHXNB TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG EDGERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

<3rJE::Dar:Es:E*..A.JLm .OLOSi^rrs x-oxi.

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
rjOMPOTTNn ** ENGINES,
\J\JJia.r v.*U XN ±J, saiB HOBSE POWER.

SALES DURING LAST FOUR MONTHS;
RT A Krr* A T? r> '^ engines,O -• a.i-^ ±J.£^I\XJ, 4600 HORSE POWER.

TTTATTrtl? 166 ENGINES,
«J \J X^XV/XV, «geO HORSE POWBB.

G-x-A,xxca. Tota,!, 309 3E3z>.elx3ies, .A-ss^esatlaxB IS.SVB ^lorsio I'cf%Ptr&r. ^^
21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Oal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W.
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The Tierra Seca Gold-Extracting

Machines.

The nnmeroas lookUtiea In different parts of

the world, where the neoeasary aapply of water

U not obtainable, or at beat, intermittent, hai

led to many inventiona, looking not only to the

dry waahlng of gold, bat to the aeparatlOD of

other metals from their matrix. Fig. 1 repre-

sents a dry prospecting maohine, wbloh oan

be made to weigh only six ponnds, while Fig. 2

repreaenta a dry oonoentrator, built in two

•iaea, weighing 350 and 600 pounds, reipeot-

Ively. They are the invention of Mr. Ohaa.

Wetzlar, and have attracted oonaiderable at'

tentlon. The bed of maohine repreaented in

Fig. 1 has a aeriea of bara one*aixteenth inoh in

diameter, laid transversely to Its length, the

bar making a riffla three-fonrtfaa Inoh wide at

the top, the others being placed one-half inch

apart to the bottom end of the bed, forming a

•erlea of rl£See.

The bed fits into an inollned groove, on each

aide of maohine, the top end coming directly

under the hopper c; the frame ia made air tight

except throngh the gauge farming the bottom

of machine. The aides of the feed boppera are

formed by the sidea of fan a, the body of which

forms the back end, while the front end is a

movable aheet of iron, whloh alidea in groovea

cat in the side, regulating the size of the open-

ing on to the ore bed, according to the

material to be treated. The powdered material

ia fed Into the hoppera, the fan started, and the

feed opened to the required extent. As the

material traverses the ore bed the light par-

ticles float away, leaving the metal on the bed.

Dry Concentrator.

The dry concentrator ehown by Fig. 2 neea

the method of Introducing the material to be

concentrated into a box, through which flows

an intermittent current of air. This rising

through a sieve In motion, sustaining a layer of

•hot, carriea away the lighter gangue, the heav-

ier partlclea, falling by gravity among the shot,

sink throngh a aieve Into a aultable discharge.

As will be noted there are seven parte to the

machine : The feed hopper 1 ; the ahot box 2

;

the main shaft 3 ; the Archimedean screw for

ejecting tailings 4; the exhaust fan 5; the

exhaust regalating tappet valve 6 ; and the

exhaust regalating alidea 7.

Attached to the main shaft,there is a belt pul-

ley to drive pulley of the fan; also a belt for driv-

ing the spindle of the tappet for the regulating

tappet valve, and a step cone pulley for driving

the Archimedean screw at varying apeeds. The

No. 1 machine ia said to require but } of 1

DBY PBOSPBOTINQ MACHINE.

DRY CONOBNTRATOR.

Elevation

limber Block for BraJ^e

BBAKS! UBBD IN DEEP MININQ.

horse-power to drive it, and to have a working

capacity per day of from four to seven tons.

The No, 2 machine requirea j of 1 borae-drivlng

power, and baa a capacity of 20 to 30 tons per

day.

Burns' Brake.

Connected with haulage in deep mines, the

Importance of having efiBoIent brake power is

indisputable, particularly where winding ia

done with a single rope. In the outs presented

on this page, we show an invention, patented

b^ Mr. T. Barns, engineer at the Blokenshaw

colUeriea. Mr. Barns contends that with his

brake, there is lesa first cost, and less cost

in working than with the ordinary foot brake

and steam brake with straps passing at least

half around the drum ring.

He uses no steam, the brake being worked

without any undue exertion by the engineer,

and ii so oonstracted that either an enormoni

foroe, or a very slight one can be pat on wlth-

oat any sadden jerk.

It is claimed that these brakes will easily

give a leverage of 200 to 1, affording a retard-

ing force of five tons, and that a separate brake

oan be attached to each brake ring, thus multi-

plying the power to any extent. By means of

adjusting sorews, the brake oan be tightened or

slackened by the engineer In a few seconds,

without leaving the engine-house, the handles

being adapted to any position desired.

The new railroad to Anaconda will be three

and one-half miles shorter than the old one.

The Butte depot will be within three minutes

walk from the coarthouae, and the Ana-

conda depot at the head of Main atreet in that

city. The connection with the minea of the

company will be easy, the question of grades

having been rendered simple by the enormous

power of the engines now available for such

work.
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gOPRESPOJMDEfJCE,

We admit, unindorsed, opinions of correspondenta.—£d3.

Notes From Sonora Mexico.

Editor Press :—The St. Helena gold mine

at Las Dalioiaa on the Sonora river ia now rnn-

ning its baEiioeBB steadilyj its 60-staiiip mill is

being constantly in operation running partly

on tailings of which many thoneand tons are

banked from former years, and partly on ore

extraoteci from the mine. The tank proceas ia

being used, the Bobs oontinnous having been

discarded. It is pleasant to know that thia

business so important to this part of Sonora is

once more in activity after so many shut-downs

for one oanse or another. Capt, L. W. Mix
formerly of San Francisco is the General Mana-

gar, and a large force of American mschanios

and Mexican laborers is employed constantly.

A new electric light plant was inaugurated on

the beginning of last week, and as I nnder-

atand aucoessfuUy.

Messrs. Magruder & Fresh, who have been

long Identified with mining interest ia this

State, have lately commenced at a place com-

monly known as the Oarbonera, the rnnoing of a

5 stamp mill on gold ore extracted from a mine

near by. Tbis mill is an old one and was

erected by Tooker & Hardwick several years

ago, but proved uneucosssful because they were

unable to treat the ore. The mill having been

reconstructed and new machinery added the

above trouble has been obviated. In place

of amalgamating in the battery and on plates a

Cook Amalgamator is now being used and with

good results. Mr. Fresh is in charge of the

business, and Mr. Magruder continues to

operate the Yeeo mines and mill at Las Cruoes.

The GavUan mines which at one time were

supposed to be sold to an EagHah syndicate

for £40,000 were not disposed of, owing to some
hltoh in the negotiations with Mr. Martin.

These mines have since been examined by an

Eastern expert in the interest of Boston peo-

ple, and a very favorable report made thereon if

rumor can be believed. The owners con-

fidently expeot that the businesa may start up
with capital sufficient to make a success of the

property.
There has been a large influx of natives into

the *'Oro Negro" camp from the eurrouoding

country, owing to the fact of the great activity

of the above company, Their mines are rich,

and as they have worlds of ore in sight, are

being operated very BUCoesBfully.

A late letter from the camp at the Slerrita

de Lopez, the location of the Fopccatapetl

mine, owned by Don Kafael Fort & Co., says

that their stamp-mill is nearly ready for start

ing, and the property is looking splendidly. A
great sucoess ia anticipated for the enterprise,

At Minaa Frietas, the old mill, I believe, is

running steadily od tailings. Price's mill is

running days only, the water supply being

short. He is makiog strenuous efforts to in-

crease the Bnpply,froma spring named ''El Chi-

vato."
The placera near Frouteras, to which many

hurried some mooths ago, have, like many such

schemes, had their boom, and are now having

their coUaDie. It has been a case of *' much cry

and little wool." That there is gold in small

quantities in the district, near Baooaohi and
Franteras, is evidenced by the amount of work
done by the '* Antiguoa." I have seen beau-

tiful nuggets from near the former place.

Mining business just now la looking up here,

and several parties are seeking after good prop-

erties. Mr. Jeff Bickerton, from the Tobacachi

mine near Cumpas, is making regular sbiproeDts

of rich ore to the United States, and is doing

fairly well, although freight to Sonora K. K.
costs him very heavily, owlog to the great dis-

tanoe he has to transport his metal.

It ia said that the city of Urea is to be

lighted by electricity shortly, through the pub-
lic spirit of that friend to Americans in his

vicinity. Don Franciaco C. Agnllar, ex-Prefeot

of the Ures district.

The skies are clouding up this summer, and
it looks as though rains would be early. Yes-
terday there was some thnnder, and on May
4bh a slight earthquake shock was experienced,

reminding one of the 3i of May four years ago,

when the earth trembled perceptibly and scared

many. Flour has been extremely high here

lately, but now a new crop of wheat ia about
being harvested, insuring a fall in prices.

"Americano.
ffermosillo, May 10, 1891.

Letter from Arizona.

Editors Press :—I had calculated to send

you another oommunioation from Oro Blanco

district before now, but owing to circum-

stances over which I had no control I have been

prevented doing so. However, I proceed to

describe the workings on the different claims

lying easterly from the Yellow Jacket lode and
mine.
The Border mine, which haa a number of

abafts and tunnels of short lengths and depths,
shows good ore everywhere. The main, or
new shaft, now down some 30 feet, shows a
ledge the full width of the shaft and no walls,

There are now 20 tons of ore on the dump
awaiting shipment by burro train to the Con.
Arizona mill. This is termed second-class ore,

(be first-olasB being sold to Salazar, th^ pre*

buyer at Nogales. I learn from good authority

that the last-named ore prodnoea from 100 to

200 ounces silver per ton, while the second
grade may run from 75 to 80. Four men are

working in this mine and development work is

progressing proportionately,
Sinoe my former article a large body of high-

grade ore has been discovered in the Montana
mine, and the party, J. W. Bogan & Co., who
hold a two* years' lease thereon, are elated over
the fact, as they have in the Montana a verit-

able bonaoza.
The main tnnnel is now in 300 feet or more

and cuts the mountain at this point 130 feet be-

low the surface.

Several orossonts show at different places in

this tunnel a body of ore 30 feet wide. The
higher grade of this ore is sacked and shipped
to El Paso yielding, I am informed, an average
of 60 ounces silver and 40 per oent lead per ton.

Of thia class there are several feet and the
lower grade is first concentrated at the Con
Arizona mill and then shipped to El Paso.

There are employed here eight or ten men In

the mine, and a number outside filling sacks
and loading wagons. A new wagon-road has
been built to the mine giving the company
cheaper transportation for their ore and more
rest to the former heavy-laden burros.

The Peelstiok, M^inyana, China mine and aev-

eral other locations on tbia lode near the Mon
tana are promieing-looking claims, but as yet
show no development work of importance, slm>
ply for want of the necessary capital to do so.

The Austerlltz contains three shafts—one 60
feet one 40 and oue 30 feet deep. The 60-foot

or main shaft has a drift along the ledge 40
feet in length, at the end of which there is a

crosscut showing over five feet of gold ore,

Shielding $15 per ton by mill teat. The upper
or 40 foot shalt shows 2^ feet ore, averaging in

gold $25 per ton. Shafc No. 3, same size and
same grade of ore as the 40-foot shaft. Ore
from the drift along the ledge at bottom of

mountain, 25 feet in length, assays from $20 to

$60 per ton in gold, with a few ounces in sil-

ver. The average mill test of the 400 tons
taken from the varlons workings on this claim
was: Gold. $14; silver 12 ounces per too. The
Forsaken, Continuation and a few other loca-

tlons ia the vicinity of the above mine cover
large surface deposits; not sufficiently worked,
however, to tell much of their probable worth.
The Ragnarook is virtually a mountain

of ore, the lode here carrying more stiver

than gold. Several openings in various
parts of this claim show ore everywhere, and
although 150 tons have been taken out for mill-

ing purposes, hundreds of tons yet remain on
the dumps, there being thousands of tons
left in sight. The same atory, as regarda de-
velopment, oan here be told, viz.: Cash to
work it.

But one may say, with ao much ore easily

gotten out, why not quarry it out and have It

milled ? In reply, I give the reason as above.
There is but one 10-atamp mill in operation
(excepting the Yellow Jacket of 20 stamps) in
these parts, and they hold to a milling prloe of

$22 per ton for milling the ore, and guarantee
no account of battery samples, and this, to-

gether with say $3 per ton for packing to mill,

leaves no return for the miner.
There is no doubt but thia ore will average

$30 per ton, it being the most free milling of all

orea In Oro Blanco district. Yet even should
the mill-owner gnarantee SO per cent of this,

with the enormous price charged for milliog
and a few dollars per ton for packing, it would
not leave him enough to pay the Mexican min-
ers $1 a day for taking ont the ore.

A number of other locations having claims
between the above mine and the Oatrlch are
complaining of financial starvation. The Yel-
low Jacket, after suffering from the same cause
for loQg years, shows a prosperous condition.
The 20 stamp mill is in constant oparation, and
the ore body of sufficient sizs to require only
eight miners to keep it snnplied with ore.

Oro Blanco. May IS. 1890. I. C. U.

"Loss ot Gold."

Editors Press:—On returning to this city,

my attention was called to an article in the

Miner, published at Nelson, B, C, and headed

"The Best Method to Treat Gold Orea," which
article is signed *' James Dalevan."

Thia article, line for line (except the title)

was written by me and published in the
Mining and Scientific Press of April 11,
'91. under the heading of "Loss of Gold

—

Practical Tests in Milling the Goid-Bearing
Rocks." It is incredible to think that
any piece of humauity making the least
pretense to reepectability, would, (unless there
is some curious mistake) so uobiushingly put
before the public another's work as his own.

Stealing literary labor Is considered an un-
pardonable act, but how much baser is it when
one appropriates the results of manual labor,
and moneyed expenses with it.

The tests described In my article cost over
$500 to make, and I gave them to the public
for their benefit. It is very strange that any
one would be wilfully guilty of such an act as
the one above referred to.

Almarin B. Paul.
San Francisco May, 10, '91.

Expansion and Contraction of Steel
Bails.—A roadmaeter In Railway Age, aaya
that steel rails expand or contract one part in
leaob 148,000 par(9 with each degree of obaoge

in temperature. The Pennaylvanla railroad

traoka from New York city to Pittsburgh are

353 miles in length, and in the distance the ex-

pansion of the rails will amount to 12 feet 6

inches for every degree of change in tempera-
ture. Bsbween the 90° weather of Auguat and
the zero temperature of mid-winter, the tracks

shrink 1134 feet, or mor£ than one-fifth of a

mile,

Englisli Mine Statistics for 1890.

The BtatiaticB of the mines of the United

Kingdom together with the Isle of Man for the

year 1890, have been published, and of them

the Iron and Goal Trades Htmew presents the

following summary:

During the year the total number of persons

employed in and about all mines in the Uolted
Kingdom, together with the Isle of Man, and
inclusive of those employed on private branch

railways and tramways, and in washing and

coking coal on premises adjacent to or belong-

ine to the mines, amounted to 674,434, of whom
5890 were females above ground. The number
employed in and about all the mines, exclusive

of all those emploved in these ways, was 655,-

287, of whom 6599 were females, the aggregate

increase being 48.132. The total number of

fatal accidents was 899, and the total number
of deaths occasioned thereby 1206, being i

decreaee of 13 In the number of fatal accidents,

and an increase of 78 in the number of lives

lost, compared with the totala of the preceding

year; there waa one death for 543 persons em-

ployed, which ia more favorable than the ratio,

one in 538, of the preceding year.

The total number of persons employed in and
about the mines under the Coal Mines Regula-

tion Act waa 613,233, of whom 4206 were

females working above ground, the aggregate

increase being 49,498, compared with the pre-

ceding year. There were 861 fatal accidents

and 1160 deaths, the number of accidents being

13 more than the preceding year, and the

number of deaths being 96 more. There waa
one fatal aooident- for every 712 persona em
ployed, and one death for every 52S persons

employed. The accident ratio is more favor-

able, but the death ratio slightly less ao than In

the preoediug year.

The total quantity of mineral wrought .in the

different districts was 194,605,887 tons, of

which 181,614.288 were coal and 8,117.476

ironstone, the rest being fire-clay, oil shale, and
other minerals, making a total increase of 4,972,

231 tons compared with the preceding year,

There was an increase of 4,697,564 tons of coal,

but a decrease of 153,066 tons of ironstone,

The ratios of the fatal accidents and the deaths

to the number of persons employed In and

about mines under the present and former Goal

Mines Act are given in averages for the periods

covered by the first three actn and in detail

with averages since 1872. From these it

appears that the occupation of the miner Is now
more than twice as safe as it waa at the com*
mencement of the Mining Acts, the average

ratio under the first act being one death in

every 233 persons employed, nnder the second

act one death in 258, under the third act one

dfath in 312, nnder the fourth act one deaths in

496, while for the last year it is oue in 528—

a

much more favorable ratio.

A table of the hours of the deceased persons

shifts in which the fatal accidents happened
shows that In only five cases had those to whom
the accidents occurred worked more than 12

hours overtime.
The number of persons employed on private

branch railways and tramways, and In washing
and coking coal on premises adjacent to or

belonging to the mines, was 19,147, of whom
291 were females; the number of fatal accidents

was 33, and the number of deaths resulting there

from was 34, There was one fatal accident for

every 580, and one death for every 563 persons

employed, which are more favorable ratios than

in the preceding year.

The output of coal last year shows an inorease

of nearly 53 million tons over that of 1873.

The total number of persons employed under
the Metalliferous Mines Regulation Act was

42,054, of whom 1393 were females employed
above ground. There were 38 fatal accidents

and 46 deaths, the number of accidents being

26 less and the number of deaths 18 less than

in the preceding year. There was one fatal

accident for every 1106 persons employed,

which are more favorable ratios than in any
preceding year.

Need of Ventilation in Cars.

Considering the importance of ventilation

in cars, and how much has been said and writ-

ten about it, it seems remarkable that so little

has been accomplished to improve it. When
persons fall into error, it ia because they either

believe something which ia not true, or do not

believe something which is true, Now, in car

ventilation, the true thing that is not believed

is the absolute need of furnishing an adequate

supply of fresh air to keep the atmosphere in a

car pure.

The average car-builder and architect will

always assume that by simply making a nnm'

her of holes in the top of a car or apartment,

that the bad air will escape, but he never seems

to inquire how the fresh air, .which must take

its place, will get in. We remember once see-

ing the principle of ventilation illustrated very

forcibly In a oar shop. It was found that new-

ly varuiahed bllnda for oar windows would not

dry unlesa a certain amount of warmth waa
supplied, A close apartment or drying-chamber
was then constructed, which was warmed with
steam pipes. lu It the drying proceeded to a
certain extent and then stopped. Investigation
showed that the air in the chamber absorbed a
certain quantity of the volatile constituents of
the varnish, but would take up no more than a
given amount. If the air whicbi was thus
charged was removed, and a freah supply wai
furnlahed, the drying continued, which led to
a system of ventilation by a fan, which forced
air into the chamber, and that which had ab*
sorbed some of the component parts of the var-
nish escaped through suitable openings. Sim-
ply adding ventilators for the escape of vitiated
air waa not auffiolent. A constant and certain
quantity of that which was fresh had to be ad-
mitted to the drying'Chamber. The aame
principle applies to oar ventilation. There
must be an adequate supply of fresh air to keep
the atmosphere in the oar pure. Such a sup-
ply is not ordinarily furnished on the vestibule
trains

—

Railroad and Engineering Journal.
The best ventllatetf oar we ever rode In was

one on the Connecticut River R. R. some yeara
ago. This waa a amoklng-car, and between
each seat waa a round six-inch hole clear
through the bottom. This let the foul air out,
and the fresh air came in at the top. This
oar waa always clear of amoke, and it waa
warm, too. The principle waa correct.

—

The
Engineer t N. T. City.

The Bi^ Things of This World.

The largest snspenslon bridge in the world ia

the one between Brooklyn and New York, The
length of the main span is 1595 feet 6 inohes.

The entire length of the bridge is 5989 feet.

Fortress Monroe Is the largest single fortifica-

tion in the world. It has already cost the

American Government over $3,000,000. The
water battery is considered one of the finest
military works in the world. The loftiest

active volcano is Popocatepetl (smoking mount-
ain). 35 miles southwest of Pueblo, Mexico. It
is 17,784 feet above the sea level and has a
crater three miles in olrcumferenoe and 1000
feet deep. The largest university is that of
Oxford, England. It consists of 25 colleges and
five halls. The most extensive park la Deer
Park, in the environs of Copenhagen, Ben-
mark. The lucloanre contains 4200 aorea and
la divided by a amall river. The largest
pleasure ground in America is Fiirmount
Park, Philadelphia, which contains 3740 acres.
The largest body of fresh water on the elobe ia

Lake Superior. It is 400 miles long, 160 miles
wide at its greatest breadth, and has an area
of 32,000 equare miles. Its mean depth is said
to be 200 feet and its greatest depth about 900
fathoms. Its surface is 635 feet above the aea.

The largest tnnnel in the world Is that of St.
Grothard, on the line of railroad between
Lucerne and Milan. The summit of the tnnnel
is 990 feet beneath the surface at Andermatt,
and 6600 feet beneath the peak of Kastelhorn
of the St. Goth&rd group. The most extensive
cavern is the Mammoth Cave, in Edmonson
county, Kentucky. It is near G-reen river, aii
miles from Cave City and 28 miles from Bowl-
ing Green. The largest trees are the mam-
moth trees of California, Oue of a grove In
Tulare county, acoording to meaanrementa
made by members of the State Geological Sur-
vey, waa ahown to be 276 feet high, 105 feet

in circumference at the base, and 76 feet at a
point 12 feet above the ground. Some of the treea
are 376 feet high and 34 feet in diameter.
Some of the largest that have been felled indi-

cate an age from 2000 to 2500 years. The
largest island sea Is the Caspian, lying between
Europe and Asia. Its greatest length Is 760
miles, its greatest breadth 270 miles, and its

area iS.OOO equare miles. The largest empire
in the world ia that of Great Britain, com-
prising 8,557,658 equare miles (more than a
sixth part of the land of the globe), and em-
bracing under its rule nearly a sixth part of

the population of the world. In territorial ex-
tent the United States ranks third, containing
3,580.242 Equare miles, including Alaska; In

population it ranks fourth, with Its 60,000,000
people. Russia ranks second, 8 352 940 equare
miles. The highest monolith is the obelisk at

Karnak, E;^;pt. Karnak is on the east side of

the Nile, near Luxor, and ocoDpIes part of the
site of ancient Tbebes, Its whole length is 122
feet, its weight 400 tona. Ita hight, without
pedestal, ia ISO feet 10 inchea; The Chineae
wall is the longest wall in the world. It waa
built by the first Emperor of the Tain dynasty,
about 220 B. C, as a protection against Tartars.
Its length is 1250 miles. Including a parapet
of five feet, the total hight of the wall is 20
feet, thickness at the base 25 feet, and at the
top 15 feet. The largest library is the Bib-
HotVieque National In Paris, founded by Louis
XIV. It contains 1,400,000 volumes, 300.000
pamphlets, 175 000 manuscripts, 300.000 maps
and charts, 150,000 coins and medals. The col-

lection of engravings exceeds 1,303 000, con-
tained In some 10,000 volumes. The largest

bell in the world is the great bell of Moscow,
at the foot of the Kremlin. Its circomferenoe
at the bottom Is nearly 6S feet, and Its bight 21
feet. Its weight has been computed to be 443*-

772 pounds.

—

Machinery Marhtt..

Jddgk— "Prisoner, are yon married?" Pri-

soner—**No, yer Honor; those scratches on my
face came from stumbling over a barbed wire

fence in the dark,"
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Equitable Protection to the Brain-

WorUers.

The seBsloos of the "Patent Congress'' at

WubingkoD have attracted attention anew to

AD old labjeot and revived the familiar and

ridloaloaa orltlolsm that oar patent lawa serve

to promote monoply.
The American patent ayatem almply aims to

Moare to one sort of property the proteotioo

which the lawa of all coaDtrics afford to other
kindi. A man'a boase or his horse is his own
to hold tor proper use against all the world,

And all the rents or earoinga are hia by uni*

venally recognized rights. Yet a man's bouse
or horse Is no more his own than is hiethoaght,
but rather less; and why shoold not hia mental
possession be guaranteed to him as well as bla

material property ?

It is to gnard this right of the idea daring
the prooeas of actQatization so thit It oan be
letD, felt and made naefol and eoj^yable that
oar patent laws exist. They are not in their

nature monopoliatlo, but the reverse, for their

is nothing more oppoaed to monopoly than the
free development of praotiaalindividual thought.
The foDCtion of the inventor ts to Innovate, to

break in upon some long-eatabliahed method, of

•olMtltoting a new and better one for it. Its

tendency is to prevent monopolies from be-

oomlng inveterate, and Indeed, to cat the very
groand from ander their feet» If eatablished

monopolies coald have their way they would
stop invention except by their own employees,
and some of onr monopoliatic corporations have
devoted so much energy to this end that they
have been serious obstacles to tbe progreas of

American Inventive science.

The operation of the patent lawa Is not one-

sided. The discoverer of a novel and valuable
apparatus or prooeaa enrrenders to the world at

large hia secret, whloh Is often the only prod-
not of a lifetime of wearying thonght and an-
remitting industry. In return the country
simply guarantees to htm opportunity for in-

come from bis own creation daring a abort term
of years. Tbe world la the gainer in the ad-

Tanoe of prosperity, comfort and intelligence.

The inventor'a gain, even in the rare cases in

which it proves really remunerative, is but
trifling compared with that derived from hia

tboaght and labors by hie fellow-men. Or-
dinarily invention does not pay. Some of the
moat notable inventive achievements of tbe age
have lefc their creators impoverished. It is the
instinot and faculty of creating, which in litera-

ture is called the poetic faculty, that in

meohanio arts and material science becomes in-

vention. It is the natural geld of bright and
practical mlndp, of intellect of the sort upon
which freedom and progress depend. There is

nothing in all our inatltations more truly or

more happily Amerioan than the patent syatem
of the United States,

It la to our patent laws as much aa to any
other cause that onr country owea its prosperity

and its prominence In the world. The patent
system Is one to be guarded with the utmost
oare and preserved in its vigor and parity
against all corruption and abuse. Sincerely,

competently and purely administered, it will

continue to be one of the most interesting and
beneficial features of our Government,

foand in still greater qaantitlea In Siberia, and
when the trane Siberian railway la oonstruoted
the yield of the precious metals will most proba-
bly be double what It Is at present. The ooal
and naphtha beds of Russia are another source
of fnture wealth to that country. Out of a
single spring in the vicinity of Baku, Messrs.
Noble Brothers obtained during the past year
2.5,000,000 poodo of naphtha, which represents
a cash protit of l.flOO.OOO roubles, after paying
100,000 roubles for the rent of the -ground on
which the spring was tapped. This spring is

now still giving about £50 worth of naphtha a
day. The vast ooal beds of Rusiia have still to
be exploited.

What We Owe to the

Machinery.

Invention of

Silver at Butte.

' The fact that this is the greatest copper pro*

doolng camp in the world is apt to obscure in

many minds the Importance of the silver in-

terests here. Tbe mines from which the white

metal la prodaoed woald be be first in any other

camp of the world, and are only overshadowed

here, as is the rest of the metal producing
world, by tbe wonderful copper properties that

have made Batte tbe admiration and envy of

all its oompetitors.
In a general way the silver belt lies west and

north of the city with the oopper on the east.

The two belts, however, merge into each other,

and the ground between beara both metals. A
qoeer instanoe of this is to be found in the

Grray Book, which is about on the boundary line

north between the two. Here the ore bodies

are found In chatea, one of nhioh will be chiefly

valuable for silver, while perhaps the next will

be rich in oopper. North of this point are

found many of tbe most valuable among the

silver mines of the state. It la the opinion of a

great many of the best posted miners in the oamp
that as soon aa these mines have been sunk to

a sufficient depth their ore will all be found to

be oopper. Thia ia the case with the Park Can*
you mioes, where the rock bore silver on the

Burfaoe and is ohiefiy valuable for oopoer now
that some depth has been attained. The same
was found to be true of a number of the mines

on this side of the valley, which are now noted
for their output of oopper. This, should it

prove to be the truth, would not detract from
the value of tbe properties In the least, and in

fact the same authorities declare they would be
even more valuable — Inter- Mountain.

Russian Mines —A few days ago 300 poods,

or 10,800 solid pounds of gold (one pood RaB>

iamquals 36 pounds Eagliab), were received

at the mint in St. Petersburg irom the Grown
mines, in the district of Irkutsk. In the last

50 years about 60,000 poods, or 2 160,000

pounds of gold (English weight), have been ob-

tained from the gold washings of Kastern Si-

^erlf^ aJoD^. Silver, lead, copper, etc., are

Few persons have any correct Idea of the

difficulties which were met with 60 to 70 years

ago in making saltable tools and machinery

from metal. There were no planing, boring or

shaping machines ; tbe turning lathe and the

drill-borer were about all the devices whioh
could be called into use by tbe .mecbaolo of

that time. Inventors had to make by hand the
machines they Invented, with the aid of other
maohlnes In making tbe individual parts. They
had to invent some tools so as to be able to
make certain parts of their Invented machine.
When the celebrated Eogllsh machinist Clpment
entered a shop as master at London in 1814, be
found the tools so poor and defective that be
had to spend days in making such ones as were
needed. James Watts, the inventor of the
steam engine, could not get bis first machines
in working order In consequence of a lack of

some contrivances. The first cylinder which
he had cast was not tight, and was on one end
five millimeters wider than on tbe other, A
good oylioder should not show more difference

in width than one-half millimeter.
And then tbe cost of work at that time was

extravagant, Whltwortb, one of the oldest
manufacturers of working machines in England
says that the poHehing of cast-iron cost $3 per
square foot 40 years ago, aa the work had to

be done by hand. The manufacturer Perry
paid for the firat ateel pens $1.25 a pieoe, but
atUl these pens were not as good in quality aa
thoee which are made to-day. After factories

had buen established, the price of a steel pen
was still $1, then 50 cents, and then 25 cents,

whioh price was kept up for some time. To-
day one can get a gross for that price; all owing
to oar perfect machinery,

Chlcago'd Leaning Tower,

As one of the attraotions of the World's Fair,

Chicago proposes to construct the greatest lean-

ing structure In tbe world.

This engineering novelty is a massive tower,

having an elevation of 225 feet, about 70 feet

square, and boldly leaning 100 feet from the

perpendicular. The entire strnotare is of
metal, principally ateel, weighing aboui 500
tons above the foundation, and of novel canti-
lever construction that affords all requirements
of atability. It will be built to nafely sustain a
load of 160,000 pounds on tbe floor of the top
story.

The framework ia of steel-truss construction,
forming a huge cantilever of enormoos strength
and rigidity, which oDmbines for support a eub-
strncture of metal. The depth of sub-structure
is 48 feet, area 165x115 feet. The conetruction
of the foundation la cblefly of plate-riveted iron
girder work imbedded in concrete, which forms
a eolid bed about 18 feet deep. This girder-
concrete foundation has the charaoteriatic of
being continuous in structure and rigid
throughout, and is especially designed for
building on yieldiog eubstrata, such aa tbe
deep clay of Chioago. On tbe girder work,
there are bolted steel bearing plates, and on
these plates the masaive trues-foot of the oanti-

lever reats. This foot at the left side will be
attached to metal parte of the bed by large
steel pins and eye-bara, but these conneotiona
will not be brought into play unleaa the tower
ia heavily loaded.

In the auperstraoture, three linea of truaaes
constitute the main supports, two, form sides of
the tower, the third baa a middle position, and a
lateral truss system braces them together. Pin
connectiona are used for truss members. The
walls of the tower are comparatively light, be-
ing simply a framing of small-sizad angle iron
attached to the trusa work, and having a fa-

cing of embossed aheet metal. The exterior
will be painted a dark terra-ootta color.

Electric hoist elevators and easy stairways
conveniently lead from entrancea to the upper
stories. Above the first etory, there are five floors.

They are inclined, and consist of a series of broad
steps extAiding across the tower. Numerous
windows light the interior, baloonles provide
interesting outlooks for visitors, and at the top
of the tower an extenBive view of the surround-
ings and a tnld-air realization may be had. A
spaoicua buffdt serving light refreshments will
be in the top story, and about midway will be
the tower curiosity shop. The vieltor oan also
reach the foundation and riew It^a construction.
The structure is designed by J. B. Halpenny,

arcbitsct, who says it will take eight months to
complete the work, including the shop work
and erection. The post ^ill be about half a
miUioo dollars,

The Truth About Aluminuna.

Despite the empbatio denial recently pub-

lished that there was any need of lowering the

price of aluminum below $2, owing to the de'

mand for It at that price exoeeding the present

supply, it appears that It is now being oS'sred

to the trade by one of tbe manufaotnrers at
from $1 25 to $1 75 per pound, aocording to tbe
quantity, says a writer in Fxrt and Water.
There has been a great deal of exaggerated non-
sense written about this metal and tbe use to

which It is adapted, and to which. In time, we
may expect to see It put, as, for instance, lu the
construction of ships and bridges, In place of

Iron and steel. It possesses, however, undeni-
ably valuable qualities, and as the methods of

producing it are perfected and the cost still

further reduced, It Is likely to be utilized to

advantage ia the stead of silver, German stlvoj-,

copper, tin and zlno for a number of the pur-
poses for which these are used.
The most valuable qualities of alaminum, as

enumerated by a recent aatho'rity upon the
subject, are its dnotillty under drawing proo-
eeses and its non-Uabillty to corrosion. It can
be rolled into sheets .0007 Inch In thickness,
beaten into leaf, drawn Into tubes and spun
or stamped into various shapes. It Is sueceptl-

ble of a high degree of finish by polishing or
burniahlng. It becomes bard by working, and
requires frequent annealing. It melts perfectly

fluid at about 1300° but becomes granular at

aboat 1000° F. It Is mnet easily worked at a
temperature of from 200° to 300". It Is apt to
become granular and to stick to the rolls at a
higher temperature.
As to the corrodibility of tbe metal, it la un-

affected by either dry or moist air, by water,
by sulphuretted hydrogen or other sulphur
vapors, by salt, sea water, a weak solution of

salt in acetio acid or by Bulpburic or nltrio

acids. Tbeae acida, however, rapidly act upon
tbe metal in the presence of ohlorine. It will

be readily understood, then, that even if some
of the extreme claims made for it are un-
founded, its cheap production will prove of

great advantage to many different industries.

Buried Trees in Gravel Mines.

In the gravel deposits of the ancient river-

beds of tho Forest Hill Divide In this State,

trunks of trees similar in appearance to onr
present cedars and oaks are found imbedded ia

the upper layers, either petrified or somewhat
lignltized. Mr. Ross £. Browne, in a chapter

of the Mineralogist's report on ancient river-
beds, oalls attention to an Interesting occar-
renoe In the Weske channel. The cement fill-

Ing the bed to a depth of 100 feet is a more
uniformly fine-grained sediment than Is com-
monly encountered. It Incloses a number of
oak and cedar trees, standing on tbe banks of
the channel, with the roots Intact In the grav-
elly soil and bedrock- Oae of these is a oedar
nearly 100 feet In bight and 4 feet In diameter
at the base, and stands perfectly upright, and,
considering its age, is in a surprising state of
preservation.

Similar standing trees are also found In the
Bowen mine, in the same channel. These trees
are Immediately on the shore line of the shal-
low deposit of gravel, and show that for a few
centuries at least before, the depositing of the
volcaafo material was a small one.
These standing trees show also that tbe first

ft3W of the auriferous cement was not torren-
tial, thongh moving with a certain velocity.
The existence of a current, and Ita direction,
are plainly indicated by the structure of tbe
deposit immediately surrounding the trunks of
tbe trees. The deposit where these standing
trees are found is entirely covered with an ex-
tensive and deep cap of lava.

Domestic Tinplates.

A recent announcement was to the effect that

an important establishment had resolved toaban-

don the erection of a contemplated galvanized

sheet works, and to devote whatever oapital

and energy might have been required in that

direction to the manufacture of tinplate. The
admitted reason for this change of purpose
was, that ander existing trade conditions tbe

manufaoture of tinplate held out more Induce-

ments than the manufacture of galvanized

sheets. It must be confessed however, that
progress in domestio tinplate making has not
been so rapid as many people hoped that it

would be. Tinplate and terne plate are being
made at eeveral woika, it ia true, and prepara-

tiona are going on looking to the erection of

other plants, but there is a conservatism, a
deliberation, about the whole proceeding which
is decidedly at variance with the activity pro-

mised by the advocatee of a tinplate industry.

It had been aupposed that a large number, if

not a majority, of the aheet mills would add
cold rolls and tinning stacks aa soon as an ade-

quate tariff protection was assured.

It has been urged that if there is ever to be a
time when the manufacture of tinplate will be
taken np by the sheet men generally they could
hardly fiud the conditions more favorable than
they are at preaent. While, of course,

all the sheet mills in the country are not
adapted to rolling sheet for tinplate, a number
of theoi anqnestionably are. We are Informed

that the assurance of a regular supply of black

sheets at a suitable price is all that is needed to

lead capitalists to embark in putting up the

euffioient number of tinning httkokB.—-M€tal

Worker.

Iron in Washington.—The Edinburgh Cap-
ital says : Ig is an establitshed fact that as fine

a quality of pig iron can be made from the iron

ore found in this rlcinitv as ia made any place

in the Unitpd States. Oar mountains are full

of the ore, fiuxing and fuel are to be had in

abundance, and there Is only one thing in the

way of producing pig iron and even steel rails

and other products of the mill. We are ex*

periencing juat what every new country gees

through—that is lack of oapital. We know
just what can be done here, for in a small way
it baa been demonstrated that our ore Is easily

and cheaply worked; the market ia waiting for

our product, but we have not heretofore pro-

duced it. Nothing now stands in the way of

this desirable result but money, and while a

large sum is needed to establish immense
works, a comparatively small amount would
put fires in the furnaaes and enable us to pro-

duce enough pig iron to give ua a favorable in-

troduction to the markets. This done, we
would consider the battle won and our iron in-

dustry would be on ita feet to stay. The day

is not far off when our reaouroea in thia line

will be fully appreciated, and then oapital will

be glad to come to aa. It cannot afford to

ignore the riches that lie here ready to be

turned into money, and when the present

financial stringency has passed away there will

be an awakening here such as no one now
dreams of and Eilenbnrgh will take her place

as the iron city of Washington and hold it

against all oomere.

Coal Dust a Cause of Explosions.

It having long been suspeoted that ooal dust in

mines, becoming Ignited by powder blasts, were
the oanae of violent explosions, the following

remarks of the Hon. H. Mathews, Secretary of

State, Province of Nova Scotia, will be read
wiib interest, these remarks being addressed to
the Inspector of Coal Mines :

"My attention has for some time been di-
rected to the effect which the presence of ooal
duet Id mines may have in originating or in
propagating exploaiona. Two disastrous ex-
plosions have occurred in tbe course of tbe
cresent year at the Ilanercb Colliery and the
Morfa CjUiery, Both of these explosions were
made the subject of careful investigation by
competent men.
"The conclusion deduced by Mr. Hall from

experiments is that a blow-out »hot may In the
presence of coal dust, and in the entire absence
of fire-damp, cause explosions of great violence
often accompanied by volumes of ruablog flame'
traveling oonaiderable diatances, and possibly
so far as tbe supply of coal dust continues.
" I strongly urge upon colliery managera that

in all mines of at at alt a dry and dusty ohar-
aoter the aooumulation of dry ooal dust should
be prevented by removing the dust and water-
ing work-placea and roadways (roof and sides
as well as floor), and further, that shot-firing
with gunpowder should only take place when
all the workmen have been withdrawn from the
seam.''

Quartz and Gravel at Tbookek.—Mr.
McGlashan in running a tunnel for water In
the side hill just above and weat of Mra. Cu-
sady's, has struck a bed of gravel that has
every appearance of having once been the bed
of a large stream. The eravel Is coarse and
washed smooth. Jack Williama prospected a
shovelful of it and succeeded in getting several
colors of gold. The out and tunnel is now In
about 50 feet. Bedrock has not yet been
reached and the width of the channel is not
known. It is possible that pay gravel will be
found next to the bedrock. Somehow no one
ever thinks of this part of the country aa con-
taining any valuable depoalts of gold. It's too
high up, the experta aay, and there la too much
granite in the county. But experta don*t know
everything. The fact of the matter is, thia
eeotion has never been prospected. To be
sure there were two or three mining exolte-
menta in this neighborhond in the early aixtles,
but they petered out. Yet we have been told
that a low-grade ore can be found at the old sites
of Kuoxvilleand Claraville up the river and at
Elizabetbtown on Martis Creek. There are
some goodlooking ledges near Brouoo, and
aorosB the river from Truckee there is a lot of
float quartz. Colors of gold have been found
in the Bed of the Truckee river, and so it seems
that there is gold in this neck of tbe woods.
But nothing has been done in the way of pros-
pecting for many years. It might pay to pros-
pect a little. There may be valuable minerals,
or useful rooks found in thia neighborhood, for
there has been but very little geological work
done hereabouts. We have been told of the
existence near here of deposits of a volcanlo
rook whioh is fire-proof and again of a sab-
stance akin to kaolin, also of a substance re-
sembling gypsum. How extensive these de-
posits are no ooe knows. It might pay to find
out.

—

Truckee Republican,

Whoper—Yes, air, that cat of mine oould
spring fifty feet after a mouse, and Break-
ley (who stuttere)—Whew, what a 1—1—1
Whopper—It ia not a lie, snd I'll knock you
down if you don't take that back 1 Breakley
(continuing calmly)—L—1—lively oat 1 _ _j
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CALIFORNIA.

Amador.
From Sutter Creek.—Ledger, May 23: Work

about the Hector is being actively pushed. The 40-

slamp mill is running to its full capacity on surface

rock and dirt, of which there is a sufficient quantity

to run for some time. The company intends to put

up hoisting works in the place where but a short

time ago they tore down the old hoist. The program,
after the hoisting works are running, is to at once
drain the shaft, do the needed repairing, and then

proceed to crosscut and drift at the bottom, so as to

determine what there is left in the mine at the pres-

ent depth.

The Lincoln.—The lessees of the Lincoln are

working hard to get the property on a paying basis

if possible. The ore so far encountered is of a very

low grade and, unless there is an improvement soon,

the work will probably come to a standstill.

The Belmont.—The Belmont is looking encour-
aging from the appearance of the plates. The su-

perintendent writes: Surface tunnel now in 300
feet, the last 10 being in the east ore vein. Upraise
No. I has been started with a view of stoping above
tunnel level, as the wails are too high, and will have
to timber the same and do away with present open
cut. Ten stamps are running and have lost no time

the present month.
At Volcano.—The Morseno Bros, have struck

it richer than ever in their gravel claim, the Battle

Mountain,
Bay State.—The newly-elected directors of this

company held a meeting on the i8th inst. and or-

ganized by the election of officers as follows: W. T.

Jones, president; W. A. Green, vice-president. It

is expected to begin work about the first of next

month, and certificates of stock will be ready to de-

liver to subscribers in a few days.

Bell Wether.—After sinking to a depth of 100
feet, it was found impracticable to get deeper with

the present facilities for controlling the water, which
is very abundant. Accordingly they are now drift-

ing for the ledge at the loo-foot level, and expect to

reach it this week.
Calaveras.

To Have A yiWA^.— Chronicle, May 23: The
Lava Bed gravel claim, near Railroad Flat, owned
by Lampson and Evans, has proven by the prospect-

ing operations which have been going on for some
time, that the deposit is extensive and rich. This
having been established, preparations are being made
to put up a five stamp mill on this mine.
The Quaker City Mine.—The water having

all been taken out, the shaft repaired and^verything
put in order for work, sinking was commenced in

the Quaker City mine, when a fine body of ore was
encountered. The vein of quarts is about four feet

in width, of the kind known as "ribbon rock," This
is at a depth of nearly 400 feet. Mr. Tom Goodwin,
the superintendent informs us Ihat so far the outlook
is very encouraging.
Looking Well.—The Orchard mine at the lower

end of town seems to promise well. At a depth of
about 45 feet the blue gravel was struck, and on
Thursday it was prospected and found to go 25
cents to the pan. The volume of water does not in-

crease with the depth, but on the contrary seems to

grow less. It is now easily controlled by the pump.
At the present writing it is of course impossible to

tell whether the main channel has been struck, or
merely a wash that may continue or may not. It is

supposed to be yet about 40 feet to the bedrock. If

there should be this amount of grave', all pay ng as
well as the present prospect, this will be one of the
richest mines in the vicinity.

Sale of A yiva^.—Prospect, May 23: The Shen-
andoah Mining Co., composed of Oakland parties,

have purchased what was formerly known as the
Hoosier mine, now the Shenandoah, located near
the Calaveras river, above Jesus Maria. The mine
has been operated under bond by this company for

more than a year, with William Craib as superin-
tendent. The outlook of the mine warranting it,

the purchase of the property was consummated this

week.
Good Rock,—The rock recently crushed in the

Campbell mill at Murphys that was taken from the
Wood's mine is reported to have gone $35 per ton
free gold, besides a large amount of exceedingly rich
sulphurets, 1600 pounds from 16 tons.

Prospect FOR Water.—H. S, Blood made a
trip to his place at Bear Valley last week and reports
four and one-half feet of solid snow all over the
Country, This snow fell early in the season and will

not run off at the first glimpse of sun. This will keep
the head streams of our rivers plentifully supplied
with water late into the summer.
Reported Sold.—There is a report that the

Osborn mine at Albany Flat near Allaville has been
sold. This is likely to be one of the best paying
properties on the Mother Lode as the deposit is very
extensive and the rock very rich.

EjI Dorado.
Searching the Gold Belt.—Georgetown Ga-

zette^ May 21: H. W. Turner of the United States
Geological Survey will shortly leave San Francisco
for extensive investigations in the gold belt of Cal-
ifornia. His work is not as important in the view
of exploration as that now being carried forward in

Alaska, but it is of great moment as bearing upon
the mineral resources of the State. The State Min-
ing Bureau is now conducting operations similar to
that in which Mr. Turner will engage. The two
results, separately obtained, will be valuable for
comparisons in the same field. D. P. Gray came
up from Oakland during the week to be present at
the starting of the mill on the Gray and Bosquit
claim. Everything is now in complete working
order, and the mill has started to crush the eighty
tons of rock now on the dump.

Inyo.
Doing '^•EL'L.—Index, May 20 ; The Enter-

prise Mining Company, at Redding Canyon, has
just shipped a car-load of ore to Salt Lake for re-
duction. It assayed $85 per ton. Four men are at
work in the mine, the lode being eighteen inches
wide. Owing to the large amount of ore, soda,
borax and marble being shipped from Inyo county,
an extra engine has to be sent from here to Ham-
mill station once or twice a week, to help the regu-
lar train over the summit of the^White Mountains.

Laesen.
Diamond Mountain Mines.—Advocate, May

21: On Tuesday last the Honey Lake M. & M.
Co. started up the lo-stamp mill on Gold run creek,

on ore from the Superior and Gray Eagle mines,and
expect to keep it running all summer. They have
about 230 tons of ore on the mine dumps and will

keep a force of men extracting ore from both mines
for the balance of the year. Supervisor Perkins, W,
B. Long, L. H. Peck and Thurston Thomas are

the leaders of the enterprise, although there are sev-

eral other stockholders residing here, and others in

the East. The prospects for a profitable run are

fiattering, and we hope for the good of the company
and this community generally that the highest hopes
of these enterprising gentlemen may be fully real-

ized.

Nevada.
The Centennial.— rra;7jc«>>/. May, 25: Super-

intendent Richards of the Centennial says that in

the last upraise above the new tunnel, at a distance

of about 12 feet, he cut into a fine body of gravel,

rather dry and much cemented. It is as blue as

indigo. He took out about a carload of the gravel

and the cleanup of it shows numerous lots of fine

heavy gold, such as should be found in the main
channel. The pitch of the bedrock is toward the

face of the tunnel, which shou'd cut it in running
about 100 feet farther. Capt. Richards has sent a
sackful of gravel to the office in Gold Hill,

Peabody Mine.—The new shaft on the Peabody
mine is now down 200 feet, and is a fine piece of

mining work, and has been sunk to an even incline

of 36 degrees. The shaft has to be sunk 50 feet

more to reach the bottom level.

Placer.

Extending The Water System.—Republi-

can, May 20: The South Yuba Water Co. has

made some extensive improvements on its property

in this county since Jan. ist. In Auburn the com-
pany has laid 2100 feet of four-inch pipe, mostly on
Commercial street, through Chinatown and over the

College tract, and the cost of improvements in the

Auburn district has been $2000. In the Clipper

Gap district the tunnel has been cleaned out and re-

timbered, and the improvements made in that vicin-

ity have cost $700. In the Gold Hill and Ophir
district $525 has been expended in rebuilding the

flume near Bear river and cleaning out branch ditch-

es. Around Newcastle and Plumas all the branch
ditches have been cleaned out at a cost of $1132.

At Penryn 700 feet of ii-inch pipe has been laid.

Other improvements here and there have cost $3580
since the beginning of the year, making a total of

$7937 in addition to running expenses. On Monday
the company sent off an order for 2100 feet of four-

inch pipe, which is to be laid in the town of Lincoln.

It is not expected that there will be a shortage of

water anywhere this summer.

Plumas.
Struck Gravel. — National, May 23: On

Thursday afternoon news was brought to town that

gravel had been struck in the Slate Creek mine,

owned by Halsted & Swiggart. and located on Hiin-

garian hill. These gentlemen have been engaged
in running a tunnel since July last to tap this chan-

nel, which could be traced on the surface for a dis-

tance of a mile and a half. They run in 720 feet,

breaking through into gravel 204 feet from the sur-

face. The gravel looks favorable and they seem
confident that they have struck a bonanza. This
development is in a rich and paying section where
thousands of dollars have been taken out in years

past, and where, it is hoped, thousands may yet be
brought forth.

Near Gibsonville.—Work is progressing at

the Thistle shaft, Mr. C. B. Wingate, the mana-
ging superintendent left for the lower country last

Friday. They are working eight-hour shifts in the

tunnel, Mr. F. A. Gourley having charge of the

works.
Driving Tunnels.—East and southeast of the

Genessee mine there rises to the hight of 1000 feet

a mountain of metamorphic rocks, seamed with

stringers of rich gold ore, iron and copper stained,

and in some cases containing a high percentage of

good sulphurets. Heretofore all the prospecting on
this hill was done on its very top, affording little op-
portunity for successful mining—a fine field, in fact,

for a waste of muscle, energy and time. At present,

however, tunnels are being driven into the hill from
its base and better things may be looked for.

San Diego.

More Cement Kilns.— Union, May 21: Work
is being hastened at the Jamul cement factory.

President Warren Wilson says,on the five additional

kilns that the increased business of this new indus-

try demands. They are getting the fire brick from
the South Riverside company, 105 tons being en
route, instead of sending to San Francisco as was
done for the two first kilns. Ten tons of boiler

iron has been ordered from San Francisco for these

new kilns. The first batch of cement turned out
was used six weeks ago to lay the pavement before

the north side store room of the George J. Keating
building on Fifth street, and shows that the Port-

land cement of San Diego county is somewhat
darker than the imported Portland adjoining it.

Experts say that the local cement is more of a true

Portland color, being a dark bluish brown. Prof.

Leonardt of Los Angeles, writes that the carload
shipped them was eminently satisfactory, and he
would like all that can be had. The professor thus
corroborates his first estimate of the cement, as it

was he who made its true quality known. Another
carload has been forwarded for the beet sugar
factory at Chino.

Shasta.

Coal Discovery.—Free Press, May 23: An
important coal discovery is reported near Filer's

ranch on North Cow creek. A gentleman named
Jay Conklin has opened a vein of coal five feet

thick and of splendid quality. The lead or strata

lays 60 to 100 feet under solid sand rock, and is not
mixed with clay, as are all other finds in the local'

ity heretofore mentioned.
Iron Mountain.—The Iron Mountain mill

started up- last Monday, but broke some of the
machinery in a short time, and work was again
shut down for a week or two.
From Igo.—Work on the Crystal tunnel has

been delayed by accidents and sickness. The first

ledge, about thirty feet from the one being run far,

has just been cut, and shows fine ore. Robinson
& Co. have rebuilt their arraslra, and have been
running on South Chicago ore. They are now get-

ting a car lead of silver ore ready to ship from the

Pearl. Wm. Streator has found several ledges on
Sec. 21, near the Lee place. He has built himself a
cabin, and is at work taking out some good ore.

D, H. Hubbard is running his arrastra on Cold
Spring ore. Shirland Bros, are running their arras-

tra on Creigbton ore. E. L. BiUou's arrastra is

running on Manzanita ore. W. P. Litten is get-

ting out ore at the Continental, and will start up
his arrastra soon. Charley Rossle is grinding ore

from his new find on Andrew's creek. Doc. Dun-
ham is running a tunnel on his Muletown ledge

with good prospects ahead.

Sierra.

Near Sierra City.—il//. Messenger, May 23:

There was a large cave at the Mercer & Salines

quartz mines a few days ago, wrecking chutes and
covering considerable pay ore with debris. The
damage was not heavy, but will somewhat lessen

this month's cleanup; the previous one was very

good. There is abundance of ore at the Young
American No. 4 tunnel, but thus far, very little gold

in the quartz. A rich chimney may though be

struck most any time as this is the heart of the gold

belt. The ever energetic and persevering owners
have the best wishes of the people, at home and
abroad, for a golden winning with the spring roses.

The Sierra Buttes Co., 'tis said, will soon be "get-

ting a move," rebuild their upper mill and employ
about 60 or more men when—some of the far-away,

long absent boys may "come home again."

Drift Mine.—Capt. Meikle was over from the

B. M. Ex. mine, Wednesday. He has not yet

been able to get any lumber either for the purpose

of buiding a reservoir or for a foot plank for the

track. During the past ten days he has put in a

200-foot turnout which will hold nearly all the cars

which the company has at present. When drifting

is begun, both up and down the channel, gravel

coming from both ways will be made up into trains

on this siding, to be taken thence to the dump by
mules. The last raise put up to gravel exposed a
heavier wash than either of the others. At this

point ihe bedrock was a trifie lower than at the

shaft raised just before, and the gravel is the best

looking th2t has yet been founid. It has not yet

been possible to do anything toward making a

large dump. It is at present proposed to work the

channel entirely through chutes. A tunnel will

soon be started from the present tunnel up the

channel with a heavy grade, and another down the

channel with just as light a grade as will carry off

the water encountered. This will be almost equiva-

lent to two mines, and will enable the management
to much sooner put on a large force. By this man-
ner of working there will be no necessity of leaving

any gravel pillars to support the main tunnel, but

when a convenient distance has been worked
another chute can be raised and all behind it

abandoned,
Siskiyou.

Quartz Discovery.—/(3ar«a/, May 23: The
discovery last week of a five-foot quartz ledge on the

west side of Langell valley by Mr. Anderson of Lost
river has set the mining element agog again, and it

is now predicted that this country will be found to

be full of paying mineral veins when the miners

thoroughly prospect it.

Will Navigate the Ditch.—The Little Klam.
ath Ditch Co. proposes to operate a small scow bot-

tomed steamer on their new 40-foot ditch when the

same is completed, which will be a great convenience

to dwellers at Tule lake and vicinity and which can-

not fail to prove a profitable investment.

Sonoiua.

Pine Flat Cinnibar Mines.— Tridune, May
2t: O. C. Huebner is engaged in surveying the

Red Buck mine, the property of W. F. O'Leary and

Jas. Condran. It is said that Hassett intends

building a large furnace at the Hoffman mine.

John Swift & Co. have contracted to run a tunnel

200 feet, an extension of the Crystal mine. By a 65-

foot cut a rich ledge, three feet, six inches in thick-

ness, was reached in the Crystal mine a few days

ago. It contains five per cent mercury. Ore of

two per cent quicksilver is penetrated by the 140-

foot tunnel. Excavation of seven feet more in this

tunnel, it is expected, will reach a very precious

ridge. The proprietors of this mine are highly

elated over the prospects and as soon as possible

operations will be commenced. Mr. O'Leary is

assiduously engaged in preparing for the operation

of his mines and it is hoped that his endeavors will

meet with success.
Tuolumne.

Pockets.—independent. May 23: Warren Stinch-

field struck a pocket in his mine, at Jackass Hill,

on Thursday of last week, from which was taken

out the sum of $2000. Good prospects are report-

ed in the Sell pocket mine.

Will Test It.— It now seems as if the owners
of the Calaveras mine, at Robinson's Ferry, have

set to work in earnest with the evident intention of

finding out what is in the mine. The mine is a

good one and only requires push and coin to prove

NEVADA

Waaboe Dlacrlot.

On the COMSTOCK.—Terri/orzal Enterprise,

May 23: The 1400 level station of the Potosi winze

has been cut out, and prospecting on this level has

been commenced. The interest in the situation at

the Potosi will be maintained until the country is

fully prospected to the water level. A strike of a

body of ore in Potosi would give the market a

strong backbone.
Crown Point.—The north drift from the 300

slope, eleventh floor, was continued to a total dis

tance of 41 feet. Nothing of importance was en-

countered. An east crosscut was then started from

the south end of the sixth floor, which is now out

six feet. The face is in a mixture of clay and
quartz, giving low assays. The 1000 level east

crosscut from the main south drift, having been ex-

tended twenty-six feet during the week, is now out

a total distance of 104 feet; the face is in soft por-

phyry.
Chollar,—The south drift, 1400 level, from the

north line, is out 119 feet, face in porphyry. The
winze in the joint east crosscut, north line, 1400
level is down eight feet; the bottom is in porphyry.

Extracted and sent to the mill the past week S39
tons of ore worth as per battery samples, $18.16 a

ton.

Potosi.—The winze is down 103 feet below the

1400 level; the bottom is in porphyry and streaks
of quartz. The south lateral drift from the winze
station, 1300 level, is out 228 feet; face in porphyry.
The south lateral drift from the Chollar incline,
iioo level, is out 172 feet; face in porphyry.
Ward Combination Shaft.—The south drift

from the 1800 station is out 22 feet in hard por-
phyry.

New York.—North lateral drift. 600 level, is

in north of shaft 210 feet; face in porphyry, North
lateral drift, iioo level, is out north of shaft 494
feet; face in low- grade quartz.
Silver Hill.—The southwest drift, 50 level, is

out from shaft 40 feet; face in porphyry and quartz.
South crosscut, 160 level, is out from winze 535 feet;

face in hard porphyry.
Alpha.—The winze 80 feet north of shaft, 500

level, has been connected with the 600 level.

Exchequer.—The east crosscut on the north
line, 600 level, is in but 204 feet, face in porphyry.
Union Shaft,—West drift from the shafts 900

level, is out 212 feet, making 53 feet during the
week; the face is in hard porphyry.
SAVAGE.^We have hoisted 586 cars of ore from

the 500, 750, 800, 950 and 1400 levels. Shipped to

the Mexican mill 334 tons and milled 440 tons;
average battery assay, $16.49. We have bullion on
hand amounting to $13,883.96. The G street tun-
nel has been advanced 40 feet since last report,

making its total length 540 feet. The Ophir Min-
ing Company has received a shipment of four bars
of bullion, valued at $14,261.75. being the product
of 83s tons and 1600 pounds of ore worked at the
Morgan mill. The yield of the ore in bullion per
ton was $15.86, of which $5.94 was gold and $9.92
was silver. The average assay of the value of the
samples per ton was $26.41.
Alta,—The mill is now working five stamps on

ore extracted from the old reserves above the 900
level.

Yellow Jacket.—Are shipping about forty

tons of ore daily to the Vivian mill, and preparing
to extract gold-bearing rock for shipment to the
Santiago mill.

Justice.—The usual prospecting work is report-

ed from this mine during the week, with nothing of
importance to note.

SiERKA Nevada.— 630 level : West crosscut

No. I from the northwest drift, 571 feet from the
shaft, has been advanced 35 feet; total length, 417
feet. The formation is and has been hard.
Utah.—Incline winze has been sunk 24 feet;

total depth, 64 feel, continuing porphyry, clay and
quartz, assaying low in the precious metals.

Andes.—On the 420 level east crosscut from
south drift has been advanced ten feet; formation
vein porphyry. East crosscut from the north drift

on the 420 level has been extended sixteen feet; face

in quartz.

The Gould & Curry, Challenge, Best & Belcher,

Hale & Norcross, Con. Imperial, Belcher and Seg,
Btilcher are all actively prosecuting their usual
amount of exploratory work.

Candelarla District.

The Holmes Mine.—The company is now ex-

tracting ore from the 2100-foot level of the North-
ern Belle mine at Candelaria, and obtaining a rare

kind of silver ore that is a pure turquoise in color
and quite rich. The mine at that depth continues,

as it has from the surface, to be as dry as a pow-
der horn, and there has never been a drop of water
encountered in it.

Esmeralda District-

Various Mines.—Walker Lake Bulletin, May
20: In the Lapanta mine a fine body of $80 gold
ore is being opened above the level of the old tun-

nel. Drifting northeast on same at present, toward
the dyke. The ore is holding strong, and quite a
large body is opened to be sloped. An incline is

being sunk below the tunnel, and is now down six-

ty-five feet, following under the gray cap. It shows
a fine ledge in the bottom, which is now carrymg
some gold, and rich ore is expected in the next

eight or ten feet. In the Pamlico the main tunnel

is being driven ahead and some fine ore taken out.

From the Central a large amount of high grade
lead and silver ore is being extracted from the main
incline and the slope south of it. Considerable gold
ore is being got from the same slopes. The soft

part of the ledge is high grade gold. On the Hart-
ford an incline is being sunk on the vein, the ledge

being from eight to ten inches wide, the ore running
from $40 to $50 gold.

Challenge.—The tunnel is being run on the

vein exposing a good-sized ledge. Considerable
i7S-ounce ore is being extracted.

War Eagle.—Fair grade of ore is being extract-

ed. Two car loads will be shipped this week.

White Pine District.

Lead Ores.—White Pine News, May 19: The
miners of White Pine mountain have about 600
tons of lead ores for shipment to Salt Lake. The
ores of White Pine are heavier in lead than those of

any other section in the west.

Deep Creek.—We have heard of no miners or

others in this section being carried away with Deep
Creek excitement. One reason for this no doubt is

that our people know something of that country, and
another, that they believe the mining field here at

home is better than that of Deep Creek.

Cherry Creek.—Letters from Cherry Creek
state that the new mill at the Star mine was
started up last Saturday and is running nicely. So
far as tested the concentrates from the dump are

said to be a paying investment. All of which we
are really glad to note.

ALASKA.

From the Mines.— Juneau Record, May 7: The
Silver Queen Mining Co. is doing good work on
their Sheep creek properties and is pushing every-

thing ahead as rapidly as possible. The lo-stamp
mill is completed and soon will be in running order.

Work will soon be commenced on a tramway from

dump to the ore bin on the flat, after the com-
pletion of which the mill will be started. During
the past two seasons this company has shipped ore

below for treatment and has received handsome re-

turns and is now thoroughly satisfied with the tme
value of the property and will henceforth operate

it on an extensive scale. During the week T. D,
McMannus and James McDonald returned from a

prospecting trip and brought in some very fine sil-

ver rock. The ledge is about five feet wide and can
easily be traced for a considerable distance. The
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ore is free milling and the ledge crops out on the

beach where vessels can anchor within a stent's

throw. There is plenty o( water and timber in close

proximity which will greatly laciliate the cheap

working of the mine. It is their intention to do

considerable work during the summer. It is re-

ported that Richard WiUoughby is about to make a

saleot his Admiralty island properly to a syndicate

of mining capitalists. Last year Mr. WiUoughby
erected a small mill on this property and made a

short and most satisfactory run and if the properly

should change hands it is probable that more exten-

stTC works will be placed thereon. There are many
good mining properties on that island which are only

waiting capiul to turn them into dividend paying

concerns. Mr. Thomas Mein, superintendent of

the A. T. G. M. Co.. returned on the Mex'co and

has again assumed charge o( that company's gigan-

tic mining works. The warm rays of the sun are

having a great effect on the snow and slides can be

beard in all direciions, Monday a large slide came

down the mountain this side of Sheep creek, just op-

posite Treadwell's piling snow on the beach lo a

depth of about 60 feet. Wm. Antisell will open his

assay office in a few days in the room next door to

John Prior's place of business on Water Front. On
the arrival of the Topeka it is expected that many of

Alaska's mining men will return to engage in the

mining industry during the summer. Chas Forrest

{S engaged in running a tunnel on the Salmon creek

properties owned by Messrs. Maloney, Gamel and

others.

ARIZONA.

Mining Uzvfs.—Joumal-Miner, May 20.—The
Tiger mine is in -splendid condition, there being an

abundance of ore in sight in all the workings. The

Big Bug onyx is pronounced by experts to be the

finest and clearest quality of any yet discovered.

J. W. Dougherty returned yesterday from Big Bug,

where he procured about 1% tons of onyx for ship-

ment to the Smithsonian Institution at Washington,

The onyx was shipped this afternoon. ). H. Ham-
ilton, A. P. Smith and Scott Greening purchased

the Rich Hill mine belonging to the estate of Wm.
Johnston. The latter, it will be remembered, was

buried alive in his tunnel, in November last, and

efforts lo reach him proved Iruitless. The new own-

ers will, however, now work the property. Prof,

Douglass will leave in a day or two tor a visit to Bis-

bee, but will return here in time to start up the Cop-

per Basin plant in a few weeks. Experimental runs

of this property have proven satisfactory. The Cop-

per Basin works will be started up now within a few

weeks. The plant recently put in there is a very

extensive one and is said to be very complete. Work
on the dam of the Lynx creek hydraulic company

will be commenced in a few days. The volume of

water in the creek at present is too great to permit

of the work being commenced, but is decreasing

rapidly. Twelve men are engaged at the Blue Dick

mine taking out ore for shipment. This mine has

never yet failed to respond and yield a dividend for

its owners when worked. There are about 25 tons

of ore on the dump now awaiting shipment, to the

sampling works.

BRITISH OOLUMBIA,

A Rich District.—Inland Sentinel, May 23:

Spilliamachane mountain, iK miles from the river

and about 40 miles from Golden, says a correspond-

ent, is practically a mountain of concentrating and

smelting ore. Galena lodes running from 30 to 80

per cent lead and 20 to 40 ounces in silver; copper

veins assaying from 30 to 80 per cent, and from

five to 30 ounces of silver abound on it. and this is

only the result of the croppings, as no depth has

been reached on any of them yet. Mr. McCrae has

been working on those two mountains for the last

four years, but like the majority of the claim-own-

ers, has only just been able to keep up his assess-

ments. He has unbounded faith in them, how-

ever, and says all they want is a little capital and

they will have the richest country in America.

The North Thompson River.—This nver

up to date has not been prospected to any extent.

The few who have gone up the river in search of ore

have succeeded in their mission, and those who will

follow may reasonably exoect a like share of fortune.

The North Thompson district lies between the vast

placer mines of Cariboo and the Big Bend country,

and is easily accessible. It is one of those regions

which is naturally of rich mineral wealth, and has

not been gone over by the prospector. We fear

that the lack of success of prospectors is too often

attributable to the fact that they go over ground

which has already been covered, the infatuation of

their business leading them to hope that they may

hit upon something which those who preceded them

have passed by. Here is a district lying between

two of the richest mineral sections of the province

as yet developed, and still remains practically un-

prospected. If the Westminster Co. would turn

their attention to the North Thompson they would

do well.

OOIiORADO.

Various Mines.—Georgetown Courier, May 19:

. About 400 feet west of the Grant tunnel and 30 feet

higher, was driven the McNulty tunnel a distance ol

qoo feet, which intersected the vein showmg about

five feet of ore similar in character to that disclosed

in the Grant tunnel. A drift has been run east 90

feet (toward the Grant tunnel) and west 120 feet,

with the same ore body continuous throughout.

Recently the K.ohn tunnel has been started near the

extreme east end of the property, and about 200

feet lower than the McNulty tunnel. After driving

but 70 feet the lode was encountered just below bed

rock, and a drift driven west 20 feet, which has two

feet of first class ore in the breast. The ore upon

the ground fills every bin and house that can be re-

servid for its accommodation. The soft snow has

broken up the winter roads and for a httle time

makes it impossible to ship. Like all bonanza

mines, wherever this mine is touched it seems to

yield marvelously. From the Kohn tunnel on the

east to the McNulty tunnel on the west is about

1x00 feet linear measurement and 200 feet per-

pendicular, yet these workings and the in^rmediate

workings disclose the same ore body. The tree-

land niine. on Trail creek, has yielded up an ore

body about 3000 feet in length, one of the largest.

if not the largest found in this country. The Lead-

viUe-Pennsylvania promises to yield as large a body,

for the extension of the mine is worked by the same
owners and is also yielding large quantities of ore.

C. L. Billings had a milt-run from the American
Sisters which returned in ihrec classes as follows:
First class, 136 ounces silver, .3 gold to the ton and
14 per cent lead; second class, 290 ounces silver,

.25 gold to the ton, 8 per cent lead; third class, 126
ounces silver, . i gold.

The Great LeadvillePennsylvania Bo-
nanza.—From time to time we have spoken of the
property owned by Col. Morrison, Ernest Le Neve
Foster. Bmon Hopkins and Mason Hall. It has
now developed into one of the really big mines of

Summit Co. and the output is estimated by carloads;

in fact there seems no end lo the ore body which has
been opened up practically for iioo feet in length

and about 200 feel in depth. The properties consist

of seven patented lodes, about three miles from the

town of Chihuahua in Summit county. The main
lodes are the Pennsylvania, Paymaster and Hall.

The first development was by the Grant Tunnel
started about the center of the claim, which at a
distance of 65 feet intersected the Pennsylvania lode,

disclosing from 5 to 7 feet of ore running about 40
ounces silver and 50 lo 60 per cent lead.

Big Gold Find.—Aspen Times, May 21: A
big gold discovery has been made in the Gunnison,
upon a branch of the Denver & Rio Grande railway.

It has been known that gold-bearing quartz existed

in the neighborhood, but only one miner stayed

with his property, and he came to Denver and
made a trade with some parties in the city, who
have formed a company, and they intend erecting a
large stamp mill near the mines as soon as pos-

sible. Professor James R. Manes, a mining
engineer, was sent to examine the property, and he

says he was much surprised to see several large

quartz dykes running due east and west, and some
two miles from where these dykes cross the river, he

found other quartz dykes running due north and
south, crossing the first named dykes, showing that

fine milling gold quartz is there in such quantities

that many large stamp mills could be kept busy for

many years to come, working night and day. Mr,

Manes took some of the ore from one of the mines
and had the same assayed, and had a mill run as

follows: No. I mill runs $10.96, No. 2 assayed

$48.80. No. 3 assayed $84, "These were picked

specimens,'' said Mr. Manes, "but all the ore will

pay to stamp and plate much better than the Black

Hills ore that is now being worked by the Home
Stake and the Father D. Smith. Their monthly

returns are very large, still the ore only averages

about $3 per ton.

At the Iron Mask.—Vast surface improve-

ments are going on at present, consequently

development underground is not as extensive; but as

soon as the surface work is finished underground
operations will be pushed with renewed vigor. The
upper 150 feet of the tram has been torn up and will

be sunk lower, in order to give the cars free access

to the ore bins. Grading has been done for an

ofl&ce building for the mine, an addition to the

assay office. The large crib for waste is finished,

and a number of men are working on the switch of

the tramway. Mine workings at present consist of

three contracts: 6 and 10 levels and a raise at the

breast of the incline. A raise run recently in No.

10 level, 10 feet back from where the drift resumed
operations struck, in a few feel, a b-foot body of

lead ore, which will average 8J^ ounces in silver,

20-100 gold and 54 per cent lead. The ore from

No. 3 crosscut runs 378 ounces in silver and two

ounces in gold. The mine is showing up re-

markably well in every pari, and is good for a

prosperous year under its present management.

IDAHO.

Boise County Hoiks.— Statesman, May 19:

This has been an unusually dull week in the Basin,

as a great many of our people were at Boise City to

witness the Presidential reception and shake hands

with the head personage of this great nation.

Most of them have returned and are loud in praise

of the royal manner in which they were entertained

and shown around by the people of the thriving and
beautiful capital of our young, and destined to be

great State. Mose Kempner has brought to town

several large specimens of ore from his mine, the

Moscow, in Eldorado district,a few miles beyond the

More creek summit, and two miles west of the Ban-

ner road. He had men at work all winter running

a tunnel, which reached the vein a few days ago.

The. ore is very rich in silver, but only carries a very

little gold. A large number of claims have been

located in that district during the past two years.

MONTANA.

The Region About Helena.—Mining Jour-

nal. May 20: The enlargement of the smelter plant

at East Helena, mention of which has heretofore

been made in the Journal, will consist, for the pres-

ent, in the construction of additional roasters, work
upon which will be commenced during the present

week. The general manager, Mr. Raht, has the

plans completed, and the construction will be vigor-

ously prosecuted. Three stacks are now running,

and the fourth being relined will be blown in within

a few days. If the ore supply warrants, the promise

now being that it will, additional stacks will be added

to the plant this season. As yet there is no prom-

ise of the reopening of the Anaconda. Of the sev-

enty-five men at work at the mines fifty-three were

laid off on Monday by Mr. Daly, an action cer-

tainly not indicative of early resumption. The Sum-
rait mine in the Dog Town district is shipping ore.

It is being loaded on the cars at Toston and this

shipment will go to Aurora, III, The bottom of the

shaft now to the depth of 215 feet shows seven feet

of pay ore. Bud McAdow has returned to the

Spotted Horse mine at Maiden and has added to

the working force, thirty-five men at present being

employed^ There are eight shifts of four men each

being engaged in sinking the shaft. The present

force will be further increased this week. P. Lar-

son has returned from a visit to the Helena and
Frisco mine, and reports that the mine is looking

well and that indications point to the indefinite

continuance ol regular dividends. This mine is

assuredly a bonanza. Good reports continue to

come from the Emery, or Carbonate Hill mine, in

the Zosel district, Deer Lodge county. With the

exception of Mr. Halteman, of Helena, the new
purchasers are all residents of Deer Lodge. They
are managing the property on a strictly business

basis, confident of possessing a mine of permanent

value. The shaft of the Silver Dollar in the Park
district has been sunk to the drpth of about eighty

feel, instead of ten leet, an erroneous statement that

broke into the mining column of the Sunday Jour-
nal. The new ho^t on the Bald Butte is finished

and in operation, and the officers are now on ihe

ground with parlies with whom the company is ne-

gotiating for the erection of a new twenty stamp
mill. Governor Hauser returned from a trip to

Missoula and the Curlew Mine in which he is large-

ly interested. He was, on his return, accompanied
by Stoner Blake also one of the owners, i( being
upon his ranch that the mine was discovered. The
mine is producing, and there is being put through
the concentrator about 120 tons of oie daily, en-

abling the company to ship from nine to twelve car

loads of concentrates monthly.

NEW MBXIOO.

Mining Matter.—Silver C\\y Enterprise. May
22: Mr. Kellum is running his mill at Gold Hill

and making it pay well. Col. Prichard is taking out
good ore on the White Signal at Gold Hill. Col.

Bill Wells, of Gold Hill, sold his Gold Dollar mine
recently for a snug little sum. The Little Fanny
Mining Co. has raised $30,000 to develop the mine
and improve its mill. Capt. J. N. Sawyer started

the development of the Pacific mine, which he owns
in partnership with Joe Sydenspine.r. While sink-

ing an air shaft on the Reservation at Gold Hill,

ten inches of ore was struck which average $150 per

ton in gold. The American mine at Hachiia has
been closed down on account of the suspension of

operations at the El Paso smelter. It will be some
months before the smelter is again ready to blow in.

The consolidated Nebraska Co. of Pmos Altos, has
now reached a depth of 210 feet with its main
working shaft, and will continue to sink 60 feet

farther, at which point a crosscut will be run to tap

the vein. At a depth of 40 feet the lead was car-

rying 15 inches of good ore. and if it continues at

that width to the proposed depth, the company will

have a mine that is worth talking about. The
two smelters at Clifton have shut down owing to an
insufficient supply of coke, caused by an accident to

a bridge near hear. Mails have arrived regularly.

News from the Mines.—The Pines Altos, May
22: The Mountain Key is nearing the 700 foot-

level and is looking fine. The crosscut from the

shaft lo the lead, 50 feet in the Kleptomania mine,

will be completed next week. The Huston &
Thomas mines are being worked with a full force.

The Long Brothers are taking out some fine ore

and are running it through an arrastra with satis-

factory results. The excavating in the Mammoth
mine is completed and everything is in readiness for

the stamps, which are expected any day. The
Kleptomania is at this writing in splendid shape

and capable of putting out all the ore the company
can handle, and fine ore at that. John McDonald,
owner of the Arizona No. 2 mine, is driving a lun-

nel to connect with the main lead. He is in 285

feet, and as soon as he gets under a 135 foot shall

Will make an upraise for air. This property is look-

ing fine. Williams and Burton, who are contract-

ing on the first level of the Kleptomania have

struck it rich. Some lime ago they run into a fine

though small vein of ore which has steadily widened,

and now they are sloping and drifting on as pretty a

lead as can be found in the camp. The Wagner
mill, after having lain idle tor some lime, is under-

going necessary repairs and will start up again

some time the coming week on ore from John Mc-
Donald's mine, after which ore from the Bennett

mine will be worked. Jack Magee, Silver City's

eflScient boilermaker. is superintending the work,

which is a sufficient guarantee that the work will be

well done. The first carload of ore from the Golden

Rule mine, in Arizona, arrived this week and will be

run through the Bell & Stephens mill in a few days.

This will be a test run, and while the ore itself is

rich and carries considerable free gold it is uncer-

tain whether it can be successfully worked here.

However, a few days will decide the matter, with

the probabilities all in the affirmative.

OREGON.

From the Mineral Districts.— Tiff^w, May
;: The mines of Baker county will yield hand-

somely this year. Prospectors are leaving the city

daily for the various mining districts. Another rich

pocket has been struck in the Blackwell district near

Willow Springs, which bids fair to prove a bonanza.

Full particulars are not yet furnished the public.

M. L. McCall of Ashland has located a quartz ledge

in the neighborhood of Gold Hill, which bids fair to

prove valuable, samples of the ore showing free gold

to the naked eye. G. W. Houck returned from a

trip to Southern Oregon the forepart of the week.

He showed us a fine quartz specimen taken from

the ledge ol his son, Jesse, in the Gold Hill district.

He also bad some specimens of iron ore unearthed

near Monroe in this county, which promises to be

of great value. W. F. Davis left for Cornucopia

Monday morning. He goes to examine the remains

of his mill, which was destroyed by a snowslide last

winter, with a view of putting it on its feet again.

Cinnabar.—The capitalists who are interested

in the developmenf of the quicksilver mines in the

Cinnabar region made them a visit last week and

were delighted with the prospect. We are informed

that they will soon put a large force to work and

make arrangements to operate on a large scale. It

is the general opinion that those mines will yield

big returns, if worked property.

SOUTH DAKOTA.

Copper and Silver Mines. — Deadwood

Fioneer, May 19: The reporter of the Pioneer has

obtained from the superintendent of the Deadwood

d Delaware Smelting Co. the following informa-

,.on in regard to the plant, operations and mines:

Our claims consist of the Sonoraand the Two Bears,

The outcrop of the Sonora is about 200 feet east of

the Oro Fino and dips toward it. The Oro Fino

is vertical. At a depth of 250 feet the dips would

bring them together. From the bottom of the Oro

Fino shaft at a depth of 230 feet, we ran a crosscut

to Ihe Sonora and cut as hindsome a vein of ore as

has been uncovered in the Hills. It is similar to the

recent Judd discovery in Custer county, except that

we have 18 feet of solid ore between two smooth

well defined walls. The ore is a mixture of zinc-

pyrite and galena, carrying both silver and gold. It

is low grade, but the lead separates by mechanical

separation nicely from the iron and zinc, and when
so concentrated has a value, where we cut it. of
about $80 per ton. The ore body is at least six

times as thick as the Judd discovery, where I saw it,

over which there is so much talk. We can trace

the vein about 2,000 feet upon the surface. The
smelter as at present designed, includes crushing
and sampling works for at>out 250 tons of ore per
day. Two water jacket lurnaces each three by seven
feet, and two revcrbc^ratory furnaces each having
hearths 12x15 fc^t- The furnaces have some pecu-
liarities ot iheir own as indicated by our last sum-
mer's work. We shall begin work with only one of
each of the furnaces. The works were designed so
as to be extfnded to 500 tons daily, should occasion
require il. Your other questions concerning cost of
plant, cost of treatment, amount and kind of flux,

and what we propose to do with the matte, are mat*
lers pertaining to the company's privsiie business
and do not concern the public. 1 decided to answer
fully your questions concerning the mines in hope
that others will prospect elsewhere upon the same
lines, for should lead be discovered and mined in

sufficient quantities our works can be changed to

lead smelting works like those at Omaha, upon ten

days notice. The owners, the Swilt Bros., and
Pennypacker, will be here June 3rd and decide many
things now unsettled,

UTAH.

Mining Notes.— Park Record, May 23: The
Ontario mill shipped 43 bars bullion this week con-

taining 27.385.69 fine ounces of silver. TheOntaiio
company is engaged in washing away the dumps at

Nos. I and 2. This is an annual performance and
is rendered necessary to make dumping ground. The
operation generally carries considerable good ore
down the creek and makes money for miners who
follow jigging for a living. The following lots of ore

were received at and forwarded from the Macintosh
sampler during the present week: Ontario. 635.620
pounds; Daly, 276,420; Anchor, concentrates, 298,-

200 pounds. A total of 1.210,240 pounds. The
large Knowles pump expected by the Ontario com-
pany for use on the 1500-foot level, arrived this week
and will be taken up to the mine early next week.
The Kentucky leasers have finished re-timbering

the old portion of the tunnel and are again working
in the face. The vein is expected to be encountered

almost any day. Monday last Engineer Langford
tried the new tramway engine, after devoting a few
hours to getting her in shape. The machine works
like a charm and climbs the hill without an effort,

barring the fact that on one or two of the shortest

curves she binds a little on her trucks. That feature

can easily be remedied and was one of the defects of

the old engine. A few hours careful labor will place

the new engine in first-class shape and capable of

doing all that was expected of it. There are tons

and tons of second-class ore and a large quantity of

first class already sloped out and stored, and when
the property is well opened out and the force in-

creased the shipments will be large, rich and con-

stant. It is entirely in keeping with Rebellion hill

that the Roaring Lion should develop into a rich

producer, and even if the coming summer should

fail to see it such, the coming year surely will.

WASHINGTON.

Among the Mines and Miners.—Okanogan
Outlook^ May 15: There are 40 men at work on the

First Thought and the force is being increased every

few days. The Lone Star is again in active opera-

tion. The water has all been removed and prepara-

tions are being made to prosecute work in both the

200 and 300-toot drifts and also in the main shaft.

By the first of next week there will be fully 20 men
employed in and about the mine. From the drift

in the 200-foot workings of the Fourth of July. Prof.

Reilly, who recently bonded a group of mines on
Mt. Chapaca, came to town this week and was in-

terrogated by a reporter as to the progress of devel-

opment on the mines. The lunnel is now in 45
feet. Two shifts are being worked at present, but

another will be added in a short time so as to ex-

pedite the work as much as possible. The ledge is

between 10 and 12 feet wide, and the tunnel is now
in a four-foot vein of good pay ore, assaying from 75
to 150 ozs. per ton. The ledge matter is trachyte

and the country rock on both sides is granite. It is

principally a gold ore, but carried some silver. Work
will be prosecuted on the tunnel all summer. C. H.
Ballard, who has the contract for patenting the

Ivanhoe group of mines, returned from Palmer
mountain Saturday after making the final survey of

the group. " This is the first instance that has ever

come under my personal observation where mining

has been done with a plow and scraper," said Mr.
Ballard, who always grows enthusiastic when speak-

ing of this mine, and they have shown up more
actual wealth in a few weeks in this manner on the

Ivanhoe than could be done by the expenditure of

thousands of dollars on any other prospect I know
of. They have now a space uncovered of 72x117

feet, exposing that much surface on the ledge, which

is lying nearly flat on the ground and averages 18

inches in thickness. It is all pay ore. and the whole

body will average about $100 per ton. Il is esti-

mated that there are between 800 to 900 tons un-

covered and on the dump which is worth at the

least calculation, $80,000. About $30,000 worth of

this will be sorted and shipped during the summer.
It is the intention of the owners to ship only enough
ore to pay for prospecting the lead and putting in

a mill. They will first prospect the lead by sinking

a perpendicular shaft at a point 80 feet west from

where the ledge has been stripped. From the dip

of the vein it is estimated that 100 feet will tap it.

If not. they will then drift to the ledge and then

crosscut it. The shaft is already about 45 feet

down.

WYOMING.

From the Gold Fields,—.ffcz/icK/. May 21;

Charles B^llomy of Larimie, has lately visited the

Gold Hili fields, and reports everything there in a
promising condition, though the snow had not yet

disappeared. Most people are taking bold of placer-

mining. The Leviathan is down over 100 feet. The
character of ore is unchanged for the entire depth.

The enterprise improves in the quality of ore as it

goes down. It shows a great deal of silver. The
Cummins City stamp mill has been taken to Gold
Hill and will be put in operation soon.
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Tlie Largest Stove Factory in the

World.

Id Detroit, Michigan, there is a atove foundry

that 1b remarkable in many particalara. To
beKln with, it ie the largest concern In the

world devoted exclusively to the production of

stoves. It is called the Michigan Stove Works.

About 1300 men are employed and 70 tons of

iron are daily melted and made into stove

platsp, the works making it a practice to so

arrange their business that the amount of work
done per day is pretty nearly uniform through-

out the year. The foundry floor is equivalent

to a floor 640 feet square. About 250 different

styles of stoves are made. A correspoodent of

the American Machinist gives a very elaborate

description of these works, from which we con-

TestlDK the Iron.

All the Iron need In this esfcabliahment ia

oarefnlly tested by a Bkillful expert. The iron

is tested in the form of ban, which are etrictly

confioed to bars of one size, viz
,
^" square and

12" long. These bare are tested in two different

^ays—by impact and by a steadily applied

load, the machines being so arranged that each

of them automatically malses a graphic record

of the behavior of the teat bar, its deflection,

permanent aet, and the streas which fioally

breaba it, Thla ia accomplished by surpriaingly

almple machines, bat in which there haa been

great Ingenuity displayed.

This firm haa added materially to the general

stock of knowledge concerning Irons, and may
be expected to add more, and to help in diffas-

ing that knowledge among the men who oan

make the best practical use of it.

A New Method of Making Stove Patterns.

A very peculiar system of making patterns

for atove*plate work hae been introduced there

which is worthy of notice on acoonnt of its in-

genuity and the results accomplished by it.

The old method of making stove-plate pat-

terns, and the one which is still followed in

such foundries almost univerally, ia to make
the first pattern of wood, the outside being first

carved into shape and then the back or inside

to correspond, so that the pattern shall be uni-

formly of the speoified thickness, usually one-

twelfth inch. When the pattern is highly or-

namental and intricate, as moat stove-plate

patterns are nowadays, tbereverae side is much
the moat expensive to make, because its thick-

ness must be constantly gauged as the work
goes on. this gauging being anything bat easy,

especially where the pattern, besides being in*

trlcate, ia of large size. This wood pattern is

nsed but once, usually, the casting made from
it hpiDP finished up for regular nse in making

Btove platea.

By boe improved method the form of the out-

side of the pattern only is carved on a block of

wood, and this Is then covered by a prepara-

tion of wax, which ia put on soft in a number
of coats of uniform tbiokneas. It then hardens,

and is removed from the carving, one aide {that

which was next the carving) being then exactly

the right shape for the inside of the pattern,

while the other is right for the outside, and it

is of precisely uniform thickness. It ia atiff

enough to retain its shape well, and is, when
thoroughly hardened, covered all over with a

tbiok plating of copper, deposited by an

electroplating process, which is analogous to

that of electrotyping, if not precisely the same.

This copper is also of precisely uniform thlck-

neas, of course, and the result is a pattern which

ia in every way much superior to a wooden one,

because the copper easily takes a high finish

which is conducive to exceptionally smooth
castings for the regular foundry patterns, and
which require mnch less labor to finish than ia

the case where they are made from wood pat-

terns. The copper pattern is unaffected by
dampnesa, and is much more liable to be the

same as when first made, in case it should be

required for use a long time after being made.
The pattern is much stiffer than would be ex-

pected. It was evidently muoh atiffer than a

wooden one of the same thlckneea. The cor-

respondent did not know whether the process

would be applicable to any other kind of work,

and thinks that it ia oovered by patents, but at

any rate it waa a matter of considerable interest

to him, and he supposed it wonld be to most
mechanioB.

The Machinist's SMbboleth.

To form an estimate of a machinist's ability,

in these days of improved methods, is not so

easy a matter aa it was 30 years ago. Almost
everything is now done on maohine tools, and

the hammer, ohiael and file are little nsed. In

the old time, It was by hia manner of naing

these that we were accustomed to gauge the

skill possessed by the new man. If he took

hold of bis hammer handle at the middle, and
strnck as if hia elbow had no joint, or took up
a file with his thumb under the handle, and
shoved it across the work with a teetering,

jerky motion, he would at onoe be put down as

an impostor.
Sometimes worse blnndera than these were

committed. For instance, grinding the cutting

edge of a drill on the wrougside, or attempting

te put a belt on a pulley from the wrong side.

The file test is a good one, and if followed

np, may put to shame acme who claim to be

good workmen. We wonder if one in ten of

the thousands of machinists who read your
paper can file a spot on a round iron bar, per-

fectly straight, crosswise. We have seen such
a Burface concaved by the alight rotundity of

the file. One of the interesting featnrea of

thia performance is the nice vibratory move-
ments of the joints in the arms and body that

are necessary to secure the perfectly parallel

motion of the file. Comparing these with the

mechanism in the beam engine, the latter is

very aimple, for in this there is but one point

to be kept in a parallel line (the orosshead),

while with the file both ends ranat be controlled

and held true to a line. Yet the operation
aeems very easy when, by practice, the art is

acquired.
The plumber takes pride in hia " wiped

joint," the slater in shearing and punching bis

brittle material like so much patty, the black-

smith his perfect weld, and the machinist will

ever esteem hia dextrous uae of the file ai one
of hia best proofs of Eklll.

One of the modern tests, we believe, is the
nse of the Boraper; and the fitting together of

two snrface plates so perfectly that they can
only be eeparated by sliding them apart, may
be considered no mean art.

—

8eitnti/ic American.

Japanese Skill in Metal Working .

—

The Japanese are past masters in the treatment
of alloys both in texture and in color, and no
better guides exist. They achieve their grand
reenlta by the simplest means—a jadiaioua

blending of various metals, inlaymg and
pickling. Copper is the basis of their chief

alloys, and by incorporating with it certain

proportiona of gold and silver they obtain re-

markable results in color through the pickling
process. But not only do they get striking

effects from their alloys and pickling—their

mode of working up the metals ia a thing to be
studied. For inataace, they will take six or

seven plates of different metals and alloys, weld
them together, and then, by drilling, punching
np, and filling, get a surface in which all the
metals show In a manner which is truly

wonderful. By the range of tints at their com-
mand they can work out on a metal surface

scenes of animal life, landacapea, etc., with
effects never dreamed of by metal-workers in

the Western world. Among some examples
recently shown in England was a knife handle
on which was a representation of a duck dip-

ping its head under the water of a stream on
which it was swimming, the arrangement of

the different alloys by which it was oompoBsd
and the pickling being so well arranged that
the neck of the duck was seen as nnder the
water, when the handle was held in a certain
light. Another example was a sword-hilt on
which some minnows not more than one*
sixteenth of an inch in length, each having a

pair of gold eyes, were swimming upon a gray
stream, the effect of their being actually below
the surface of the water baing auggested with
marvelous skill. Imitations of wood, grain,

and raarblea were also shown. — JeweUr'a
Weekly.

To Color Brass Work.—A beautiful violet

color is imparted to brass work by the applica-
tion of ohloride of antimony, says a writer in

Work. Get the work perfectly bright and
clean by the nanal methode, either in a lathe or
by dipping, etc.; heat it over gas fi%me or spirit

lamp, BO that water will steam off it but not
fizz, and then apply the chloride of antimony
Hqnor with a piece of rag or pad attached to a
piece of wood; when the metal hae assumed an
even color, polish by rnbbing with a soft cloth
perfectly clean and dry, and protect with a
coat of clear lacquer. Should you prefer a
darker color, nse either of the following recipes:

(I) To one part oxide of iron, or iron filings,

add one part araenio and 12 parts hydrochloric
acid. Dissolve the oxide of iron or filings in

the acid, then add the araenio, strain and bot-
tle for use. (2) One pint of strong vinegar,
one ounce of aal-ammoniao, one-fourth ounce
araenic, one-half ounce alum; dlaaolve in the
vinegar and bottle. These mixtures are to be
applied in the same way as chloride of anti-

mony, and, aB you are doubtless aware, the
ultimate shades may be varied by treating with
various lacquers. In all cases, the work should
be polished with a dry cloth immediately the
desired color is obtained, and in the case of the
two latter recipes, the work should be lac-

quered at once; bat with the chloride of anti-

mony, this 1b not esaential.—^.

Japanese Craftsmen.—The Japanese, like
the Chinese, are fairly good oraftamen and con-
tent with low wagea, which enablea fairly well-
made goods to be placed on the market at
cheap rates. In Tokio alone there are nearly
100 boot factories, turning out a large qnantity
of work, and independently of these there are
special factories for supplying the army and
navy, and in the provinces several factories
have been eatabUshed. They are well fitted
up, and for the moat part are replete with the
beet American machines, which turn ont good
work and are easily managed bv Chinese work-
men. They export goods to China and Aub-
tralia, where they are offared at very low
prices. Some of the sole leather is American
tanned, but there are also several native tan-
neries. The Germans will, perhaps, be the
greatest sufferers by this new departure, as they
have hitherto supplied the bulk of the shoes
imported into Japan.

Fir Tree Wool.—It ia stated that excellent
wool has been made from the fiber of the fir

tree by means of electricity.

SeiENTiFie Progress.

Flame.

A New Theory of Its Electrical Propen
sltles.

The electrical propenaitiea of flame, remarka
the Indian Engineer, have been the subject of

muoh curioua speculation and experimental in

vestigation ever since thoae early days when
Gilbert discovered that an electrified body,
which is not a good conductor, may be readily

discharged by passing it rapidly throngh the

fisme of a spirit lamp. Although it appeared
that the flame carried off the electricity and
dissipated it in the air, Gilbert afterward ob-

served that it was sufi3icient to place an electri

fied body near a flame in order to deprive it of

its charge. The fact Is that a flame Is a gas or

vapor raised to a high temperature by the chem-
ical proceaaea of combustion, and hot gaaea are

invariably good conductors of electricity ; cur-

rents of very hot air are especially good con-

dnctors, and they act even better than metallic

points in discharging a charged conductor,

Volta, the pioneer of galvanic electricity,

showed that the procesi of combnstion actually

generated electricity, and thia may be readily

demonstrated by placing a piece of burning
charcoal or a burning pastille, Bucb as is used

for fumigating purposes, in connection with the

knob of an ordinary gold-leaf electroscope,

when the leaves will instantly diverge.

The dia-magnetlsm of flamea was diecovered

by Banclari, and Faraday also demonstrated
that currents of hot-air smoke, and all kinds of

flames are susceptible to the action of magnetic
forces. Faraday dlaoovered that not only will

a flame rob a charged body of low conducting

power of a charge imparted to it, but that it Is

capable of exerciaing a certain selective action ;

thus negative electrification Is more easily dis-

charged than positive. Farther, flimea which
are strongly electrified with negative electricity

arc repelled from conductors, but when they
are positively electrified, this is not the case.

The foregoing reaults represent the chief data

regarding the electrical or magnetic character

of flames, that have been accumulated np to

within recent years. Very little has been so

far dednced from these observations, but Fara-

day made hit experiments the starting point

for a series of Important investigations into

magnetism of gases.

Within more recent years, however, the elec

trical properties of flame have been studied in

the light of a more complete knowledge, A
year or two ago a valuable contribution to the

subject of electricity of flame was made by
Elater and Geitel, two German electricians.

They observed that flame is strongly polarized

in croBB-aection, and that an electrode In the

air about the flame is always positive to one in

the flame. It used to be thought that the polar-

ization of flame wae longitudinal, but it aeems
that this ia only apparent and due to miaman-
agement of the electrodee.

The reialtB of their experiments led Mesars.

Geitel and Elster to deduce the following the-

ory: By the process of combustion, per se,

electricity is not produced In flame, bat the

flame gaeea and the air envelope have the prop

erty of exciting, like an electrolyte, metals or

liquids in contact with them. To this electro

lytic excitation is added thermoelectric excita

tion, which Is due to the incandescent state of

the electrodes. The amount and nature of the

excitation Is independent of the size of the

flame and dependent on the nature, Burface con-

dition and glow of the electrodes, and on the

nature of burning gases. Among other inter-

esting facta, these scieDtlats observed that the

fiime may be combined in seriep, jast like gal-

vanic elements, in such a way as to form a

flame battery.

The theory which we have just briefly stated,

which is the natural inference from Meesra.

Geitel and Elster'a investigations, has lately re-

ceived unqualified support from Messrs, Mag-
nus Maolane and Makita Gote, who, working
by different methods and on entirely dlffareni;

lines, have arrived at similar results.

It waa shown that the flame is negatively

electrified, while the envelope of air immedi-

ately surrounding the flame Ib positively elec-

trified. The potential at the middle line of the

flime is nearly zero, and the surface of the

maximum negative potential lies just inside

the fiame, while the surface of maximum posi-

tive potential lies at a distance of 2 mm. from

the boundary of the fiame. The maximum
difference of potential between the two surfaces

lies aomewhere between 2^ and 3 volta. Simi-

lar results were obtained with other flimes, bnt

in case of glowing charcoal, the point of the

platinum wire must be broueht very close to it

in order to obtain the Indication of positive

potential of the film of air surrounding it.

The magnitude of the electrification of air

depende upon the part of the flame that Is pnt

to earth. Hence the maximum positive electri-

fication ia obtained when the most negative part

of the fiame ia earthed, and vice versa.

Hot air from flame appears to have a differ-

ent property from ordinary hot air; the differ-

ent eSeota were obtained when a large red-hot

soldering bolt was used. This was shown by

passing the hot air between metal platep,

snch as unpoliahed zlno, and poliahed

zinc, polished copper, platinum, etc., and
observing the difference of potential in

volts. These latest experiments are, with-

out doubt, confirmatory In their reaults, and

they thoroughly anppp*-t the oonolnalona of

MasarB. Ehter and Geitel. So far no attaok
haa been made on the new theory, which may,
therefore, be taken as granted.

Curious Electrical Phenomena Devel-
oped BY Aluminum Electrodes.—In a paper
by M. Neyrenenf, recently published in the
Journal de Physique, the author states that in
a voltameter fitted with aluminum electrodes
and charged with dilate acid, when traversed
by an alternating current, hydrogen ia given off
at both electrodes. Where tne oxygen escapes,
or what it does, ia not stated. Curious though
this be, the phenomena displayed when mer-
cury is substituted for one aluminum electrode,
the other remaining, and the current ia passed
throngh distilled water, are atill more remark-
able. The author atatea that under these oir-

cumstancea the current will paaa In one direc-
tion only, and he therefore calla such an
arrangement an *' electric valve. ' Thia ia not
all; the current that does pass Is in the reverse
direction to that due to a mercury- alnminnm
couple, and it ia notably diminished by the
aoldnlation of the water even Id a alight de-
gree,

A Great Bridge.—The great ateel bridge
aoroaa the Columbia river at Vancouver will be
a mammoth concern. It will be 6000 feet from
the Waahington to the Oregon shore; it will be
double tracked with roadway on top for teams,
and will be erected upon pneumatic piers. The
pivotal pier, or draw pier, will support a draw
which will give an opening of 200 feet apace
on either side for veisela to paes, and the span
immediately south of the draw span will be 375
feet. Whole structure to be of steel, built 10
feet above the high water of 1S76, and 40 feet
above low water. On account of the sandy
formation it will be aecesaary to go down 80
feet below low water to get a firm foundation.
Thia gigantic structure will coat over $4,000,-
000. It will be Jan. 1st, 1892, before the cars
oan paas over It. The company is pushing the
bridge and also the road as fast as men and
money and their present perfected plana will
permit.

New Use for the Telephone,—It la aaid
that the telephone ia about to have a new ap-
plication—that of foretelling etorms. Another
discovery has been made as to one of the prop-
ertiea of thla meana of transmitting aonnd. By
placing two iron bars at eeven or eight metera
distance from each other, and then putting
them in communication on one side by a copper
wire covered with rubber and on the other aide
with a telephone, a storm oan be predicted at
least 12 honrs ahead throngh a dead sound
heard in the receiver. According as the storm
advances the sound reaemblee the beating of
hailstonei against the windows. Every flash

of lightning, and, of course, every clap of
thunder that accompanies the storm produoea a
shook similar to that of the blow of a atone cast
between the diaphragm and the Instrument,

Arsenic in Glycerin.—As mentioned in a
note in this journal a few weeks ago, Kltsert
has demonstrated the presence of arsenic in a
large proportion of the samples of glycerin ex-

amined by him, even those sold as chemically
pure. In a recent communicatioo on the sab*
ject, in the Pharmenceutische Zeiiung, he statea

that he has become convinced that the source
of arsenic thus found lies in the sulphuric add
that ia need for the decompoaltion of the fats

in the stearin works, candle factories, etc.,

whence the crude glycerin is obtained, and
that its presence Is due to defective methods of

purification on the part of the glycerin refiners,

The subject ia an important one and warrants
farther Investigation.

Alternating Currents.—It appears that
Dr. Edward Latum haa recently completed
some very remarkable experiments on the
physiological effects of alternating oarrentfl.

He finds that the danger of the current
diminishes as the nnmber of alternations per
second is Increased. Thus it took 20 times aa
atrong a current to kill a dog when the alter-

nations were 4500 per second as when they
were 120 per second. Wben the alternations

were 300 per second the current was only half

as dani;eroaa to life aa when the alternations
were 120.

Steel Rails as Pit Props —In oonsldera*
tion of tbe aeriouB inroads which are being
made on the timber of this country by the use
of wooden props In mines, it ie Batlsfactory to

note that a patent has been taken out for a
method of making steel rails into pit propi and
supports for collieries, mines, tunnels, bridges,

etc, Tbe rails are cut at their ends and suit-

ably framed together. In point of cost, it Is

claimed that this mode of propping compares
favorably with other systems.

A New York Inventor baa recently patent-
ed an appliance for preventing tbe dlaagreeable
noise often proceeding from an arc lamp. Tbe
theory of the invention ia that the rapid al-

ternate heating and cooling of the gaseoaa
matter forming the arc Is responsible for the
tronble, and the remedy proposed is to increase
tbe nnmber of alternations in the cnrrent until
the rate of vibrationB ia so great as to exceed
one's ability to hear them.

Iodoform le being made in Germany by
means of the electric current. An alcobollo
solution of iodide of potassiom traversed by a
jet of carbonic acid ie subjeoted to the electric

current, and Iodoform is prodaoed In shape of
small yellow capanlea.
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Good HEy\LTH.

The Process of Digestion.

We ooodense the following ardole oq the
proeeM of digestioa from Ball's Journal of
BtaUh: The i^rindiDg prooese of food, bo

oueotUl to ita 6tDe«tto enter the atomsoh, la

oarrlad OD by the teeth. Saliva ia sn aid to

this breabiof; ap. It moiBteos the food and
makes a partial aolatlon of the particles. If It

were not for ita presence, the month wonld be
dry, and it wonld be rery diffioult to masticate
the food. There ia a oontinuoas canal running
oorapletely tbrongh the body, which ia more
wloding in its coarte than the moit crooked
tream. It ia called thealimentary (food)oanal.

The lolid food, broken ap by the grinding mill,

pMsea through the alimentary canal in a liquid

form. This canal la about 28 feet long, has
roaoy anbdiviaions, and ia lined throughoat
with mnoona membrane, which is full of blood
veaaela and aeoretiog glands. The eeoretlona

from these glands dlaeolve the food, and the
blood Tessels, which are tribntarlea to the

oanal, absorb the nouriahment from the food
gelation as fast as It ia formed, and convey it

to the tisaoea of the different organs of the

body. In the walls of thia oanal is a maacniar
layer which cansea the oanal to contract around
the particles of food, thua forcing it gradually
•long ita whole length.

Opening into the mouth are the openings of

three aeta of salivary glands. When the month
Is at rest, the aallvary glands secrete a small

bat constant amount of fluid, and when the

jaws are in motion the flow ia rapid. The
total amount of saliva secreted in one day Is

about two and a half pints. The same is true

of the other glands, which secrete more abund-
antly when there la work for them than when
In a state of idleness.

The mnacular coat of the stomach ia quite

oomplicated. The contractions of this mnacu-
lar layer produce a varied motion to the con-

tents of the stomach. The food la canaed to

paas along the sides of the atomach and baok
through the center, thus bringing all particles

of food into close action with the gastric juice.

By this provision In the structure of thia organ
an important fuDotlon la eetablished. When
the stomach ia empty it is in a atate of ooUapae,

and Ita walls are in opposition. When flUed

with food it is distended in the form of a sack

or bag about one foot long by six inches aorosa.

The liquid solatlon of the food as made in

the stomach, la called chyme. The Inner wall

of the stomach, when it is empty, is thrown in-

to rough ridges, but when it ia distended the

wall Is stretched smooth and shows Uttle open-

ings on its Borfaoe. Theae openings are email

depressions from 1-lOOth to 1-200 of an inch in

diamecer. In the sides and bottom of these

depressions are mtnate orifices, which are the

months of the gastric glands. At the upper
and larger portion of the itomaoh is the cardiac

valve, and at the smaller and lower end is the

pyloric valve. An Interesting fact abont the

pyloric valve Is that the side toward the interior

of the stomach is covered with mncons mem-
brane similar to that lining the stomach, while

the other aide is covered with villi, which
project from the surface, and are about half a

line in length.

The gastric juice has been found to be a

colorless liquid, or of an amber hue. Its chief

elements are water 975 parts, free acid 4. 78

parts, and pepsin 15 parta. Other elements In

minute quantities are potaeuum, Ume, ammo-
nium, magnesia and iron, The pepsin ia precipi-

tated from the gastric juice If some of the bile

flows back into the stomach through the pyloric

orifice, instead of passing along the intestine,

as it should. Digestion is stopped if either the

aoid or the pepsin ia absent, henoe both mast
be present in eolation for the gastrio jnice to do
Its work efiGciently.

If one haa dyapepsla, either there Is bile

present in the atomach, or the gastric juioe haa

loat its acidity. The chief characteristic of the

Kastric juioe la that it digests albuminous sub-

stanoea. Examples of this work are the dla-

tolving of the white of an egg, the making
'liqnid of the oaeeine of cheese, while the oily

partiolea are set free. The stomach digests

certain portions of the food, the small intestine

a certain part, and the large Intestine carries

away the waste materials. Albnmen may be

present in many varieties of food; in meats,

grains, frnit and in vegetables. Boiling a

vegetable greatly aids the process of digestion.

The reason why the gastric juioe does not act

npon and digest the stomach itself Is because

the gastric juice is aoid, while the blood la alka*

line, and as the walls of the stomach are well

supplied with blood vessels, the gastrio juice

oannot react on the stomach, beoauae an alkali

and an aoid will neutraiiz? each the other.

Now we have the stomach occupied with gas-

tric juice and the albumen of food in solution,

also the oily matter and starch, apart by them-
selves and mingled with the other liquid

matter. The pyloric valve opens and all of the

oontents of the stomach pass Into the intestine.

The pyloric valve closes and the stomach quiets

down. Opening into the small Intestine are

two or more dncts or tubes. One of these

dncta introduces the bile from the liver into

the small intestine. A little lower down are

two openings, the ends of the panoreatio dncts,

which permit the flow of the pancreatic juice

into the intestine. The important element of

the pancreatic juioe is the pancreatine. This

ia capable of digesting the oils and fats, and of

changing the starch to sugar. The bile in
present here, and it is supposed that It aids to
a great extent aa a cathartic in washing out the
bowels. The pancreatic juioe makes a white,
milky emoUlon of the fata.

We now have a mixed solntion In the amall
inteatine, which is of small calibre and about 20
feet long. Oa the inner suiface are milKons of
villi, which project Into the cavity of the in-
testine. These villi are travarsed by minate
blood vesaola.

The albumiuose emulsion of fats and the
sugar are absorbed by oamosia directly into the
blood in the blood veaaels of the villi. O^moals
mtans the passing of a liquid through the tissue.
The gastric juioe ia also absorbed from the in-
testine by these villi, and Is secreted again in
the glands of the stomach as the albumen Is

taken up from the gastric juioe by the blood.
Thus we get a circulation of this gastric juice.
It ia seoreted in the stomach, dissolves albnmen
and passes into the amall intestine. Is absorbed
by the blood vessels and la again taken up by
the gaatrio glaodp, where It ia ready to be se-
creted in the atomach again when there is a
demand for it.

After the albnminoae, the fat emnlalon and
the sugar have been absorbed from the amall
intestine the debris, in the form of vegetable
tisanes, undigested animal tissues and the waste
from the process of digestion. Is passed on to
the large Intestine,

Food should be properly cooked, and slowly
and thoroughly masticated. After a hearty
meal the best thing to do is to sit quietly back
in an easy chair and doze, while digestion is

going, on or for a time at least, until digestion is

well nnder way.
The dinner should come at that part of the

day when the moat time can be given to it.

Nitrogen and carbon are the two principal in-
gredients of food. Nitrogen supplies the waste
tissues and carbon furnishea heat.

Plants and vegetables inhale oarbonio add
gas and exhale oxygen.
Animals Inhale oxygen and exhale carbonic

ac'd gas.

Man is no exception to the rale.

Useful Information.
Compressed Coal in Fkance.—Compressed

coal is coming largely Into nae In France. It
la reported that there is hardly a torpedo
boat belonging to France In which the com-
pressed coal duet is not used,and it is consumed
In the battle ships wherever possible. These
briquettes are generally composed of a mixture
of from 8 to 9 per cent of pitch, with 92 to 91
per cent of coal dust. In the most improved
machines the coal dust and the pitch are shov-
eled into a hopper, and it is not touched again
antil it is automatically stacked in the yard
outside the engine-room. The materials are
consolidated by means of a mixing apparatus
Into which steam is admitted, A form of coal
which, by Itself, is almost useless for burning,
is thus converted into a really serviceable fuel,

that, as regards cheapness, may be made to
enter into eucoessfnl competition with the best
steam coal. More persistent efforts should be
made to utilize the mountains of coal waste
which are so fast accumulating in thia country.

To Distinguish a Genuine Diamond.—It
is said that an expert is no louger required to
tell whether a diamond Is genuine or not. The
test Is simple and can be made in any place and
in a moment. All you need is a piece of paper
and a lead pencil. With the latter make a
small dot on the paper, then look at it throagh
the diamond. If yon oan see but one dot yon
can depend npon it that the stone is genuine,
but if the mark is scattered, or shows more
than one, you will be perfectly safe in refusing
to pay ten oents for a stone that may be cfl'ered

you at $500, Of coarse a diamond to be sub-
jected to such an examination mast either be
without its setting, or so mounted that the
light will pass through it perpendicularly.

Testing Steel Tires.—The Pennsylvania
railroad la engaged In experiments to deter-
mine the relative wearing qualities of hard and
soft locomotive tires. Dr. Dudley, the chemist
of the company, who has charge of the tests,

selected steel containing seven per cent of car-
bon for the hard tires and three per cent for
the soft ones. Before being put on the wheels
of the locomotive, each tire was carefully
marked and measured, and a hard tire and a
soft tire was pnt on each axle, so that a per-
fectly even distribution of the two kinds of
steel was secured. The engines have been in
nae for several months, and a record Is kept of
the wear.

Boots with Stone Soles, which are said to
be very flexible and almost Indestrnotible, are
the idea of a German inventor. A thin leather
sole is used, a paste of quartz sand and water-
proof glue being spread on it.

The average weight of a orowd of men stand-
ing as closely together aa possible is 84 pounds
per aaperfloial foot.

Copper and India Rubber.—It is stated
that coppar piping when hot has an injorlous
effect upon any India robber tubing with which
it may come in contact.

The metal in a 6-oent nickel piece Is worth
about half a cent, and 15 oents will pnrohaae
copper enough to make $2 worth of cents.

-LECTRieiTY.

Economizing in Electric Lioutinu.—The
filament of the Inoandeaoent electric lamp
deterloratea after a time, thus cauaing a dimi-
nution of the candle-power, and finally ita dia-

plaoement. T'> remedy thia, two Germans
have Invented two prooeasea which are now at-
tracting the notice of electricians. The first

process conalsts In the use of chrominm, which
la deposited on the carbon fiUment either by
electrolyaia or by a chemical method. The in-

ventor olalms that the molting point of the
chromium is so high as to resist the temper-
ature of the electrical current and greatly in-
crease the life of the filament. The other In-

ventor employs the nitrides of silicon or boron
for the same purpose. The filament is heated
to incandescence in an atmosphere of volatile
nitrogen oompoundB, when the heat reduces
them and forms solid nitrides of slliooo, which
are found to be deposited with great nnlformity
over the surface of the filament. Another in-

vention relates to atilizing or mending the fila-

ments after they have become useless. The
old filament Is removed by a apecial process,
with the exception of a small piece which la

allowed to remain on the platinum supports.
A new filament is then introduced and juiped
to the two ends of the old filament by another
special prooees. Thus patched the lamp is as
good as when new.

An Improved Underground Electric Pro-
PELLoa.—A new method of applying an elec-

tric current to underground wlrea haa been
discovered by Western parties. The wire Is

placed in a oondnit somewhat smaller, but
much similar in appearance to the cable con-
duit, and the oar is fed by a trolley nnderneath
the car. Hitherto the current has escaped
from a bare trolley underground wire In a damp
conduit, making it Impossible to get the power
of the eleotrioicy for but a short distance from
the dynamo, but by this new system a section

of amall wire 25 miles away may be charged at

practioally the same expense as one a block
distant. A company baoked by half a milllcn

dollars haa been organized at Taooms, Waah,,
and proposes to puab the thing to the atmoat.

Submarine Cables.—There are at present

26 Bub marine cable companies, the com-
bined capital of which is $200,000,000. Their
revenues, Including sabsldles, amounts to $16,-

020,300, their reserves and sinking funds to

$18,050,000, and their dividends are from 1 to

14£ per cent. The receipts from the Atlantic
cables alone amoant to about $4,000,OqO an-

nually. The number of cables laid down
throughout the world Is 1045. of which 798 be-

long to Governments and 247 to private onm-
panies. The total length of these cables Is 120,*

070 nautical miles, of which 107,546 are owned
by private telegraph companies, nearly all

British; the remainder, or 12,524 miles, are

owned by Governments.

Electricity as an Aid to Burglars.—An
expert, not long ago, says a contemporary, cha-

grined the treasury officials by opening the

vaults without a knowledge of the combinations.

Now here is a method by which any ordinary

bnrglar with the slightest knowledge of eleo*

tricity can ** crack " the strongest safe built,

with diapatoh and without noise. Let him
connect the safe with one pole of an electric

machine, and putting a carbon point on the

other pole, place It against the safe at the spot

desired to work upon. In a few minutes the

aotion of the current will soften the iron or

steel to such an extent that It will be compara-
tively easy to cut. If the burglar is an elec-

trician, be oan utilize the electric light wire for

the purpose^

Cross Country Electric Railroad.—The
experim^'nts which have attended city passen-

ger traffic have succeeded so well that efforts

are now to be made to apply electric propnl-

sion to cross country roads. The firat experi-

ment ia to be made in Minnesota, between
Stillwater and St. Paul, 25 miles. It is In.

tended to have the road In operation for both
freight and passeuger traffic by October lat. It

is said that power is to be obtained from Niagara
Falls for operating an electrio railway which
Rochester capitalists propose to bnlld. The
road is to be 80 miles in length,

Metals by Electrolysis.—It may not be

generally known, says a London electrician,

but it is important that it should be, that met-

als depoalted by electrolysis do not adhere well,

if at all, to their kind; thua electro-deposited

gold will not adhere to gold, silver to silver,

nickel to nickel, nor copper to copper, and
80 on,

The Manifold Uses of Electricity.—
Electric motors have been applied to upward of

140 different uses, and the number is still in-

creasing. The sizes of the motors include those

of from a mere fraction of a horse power up to

one of SOOO-horae power, which is in operation

near London, Eng.

Electrical Fireworks, — An electrician

who has made a specialty of spectacnlar elec-

tricity says the day is not far off when elec-

trical fireworks will supersede those now used.

An Expert Electrician insists that an
electric train, making 125 miles an hour, would
require 7000 feet—over one mile—in which to

oome to a standstill.

Enqijmeef^ing I]otes.

Unsinkable Ships.

With the advanoement that U being made
in every other liae of Industrial and oommer-
ofal development, there haa come a domaod for
improvements in the conatrnction of vessels
and ships, which are becoming more and more
an important factor in our commercial relatiooi,
not only among ourselves, but with foreign na-
tions. Many improvements have been made
wbloh have made modern ocean travel more
safe, speedy and reliable, but so far no feasible
plan baa been suggested by which a vessel
would be made practically unsinkable. In this,
as in many other instances and improvements,
it has remained for Yankee Invention and in-
genuity to work out and demonstrate snob a
plan.

Capt. Meacom of Cbelses, Mass., has recently
patented an Invention which promises to be of
great importance in the future construction of
ocean-going vessels, and bis invention Is briefly
described aa follows:

*' He has developed a doable-hulled ship
with compartments so arranged and oon-
structed that It supplies a mathematical cer-
tainty against sinking. Between the outer
and inner shells of his vessel is a series of
longitudinal compartmenta, to be filled and
emptied with water by the veeiers pumps, for
ballast. Above this seotion on either side, and
rising to the full bight of the veBael'a sidee, is a
series of chambers filled with small air-tight
tanks, their oapsoity being figured in excess of
the known displacement of the ship and cargo.
Thus a cubio foot of air haa a perfect support-
ing capacity for a known weight. If the sup-
ply of air in these tanks is 25 per cent above
that required by the formula, nothing short of
fragmentary destruction could sink a vessel.
Any probable collision, the penetration of a
ahot or the explosion of a torpedo would Injure
only a email proportion of the air-tanks, and
the rent woald easily and safely perform their
work."
A vessel thus equipped would be practically

non-sinkable. It would, of course, have a less

carrying capacity; bat in passenger steamers
and warships, where safety is especially de-
sired, the sacrifice may well be made.

Canal Building seems to have entered upon
a new phase of aotivity. Scarcely a month
passes that does not bring out some new oanal
enterprise or revive anew some old one. Ship
canals appear to take the lead. The present
coast defense dlBOussicn appears to have re-
vived the talk of canals between Philadelphia,
Biiltlmore and the sea coast nearly as much in
the light of war measures as for greater com-
meroial facilities. A New Jersey canal of
oonsiderable length is also discussed. Scotch
capitalista are thinking over a plan to dig a
canal throagh the land o* cakes, joining the
Atlantic and the North sea. Like nearly every
engineering project of recent years, the scheme
Is entirely practicable, provided enough money
oan be secured. Often, however, the en-
thusiastic support of such plans comes from
men who see in their sacoeas a fnrtherance of
their own tinanolal well-beiug rather than a
return to the inveators. A long canal neoea-
aarlly buys a great deal of material and em-
ploys a large number of men.

San Rafael Canal,—A canal la being con-
structed from tide water to the broadgange
depot in San Rafael. On each side of the canal
wiU be a levee five feet in hight above the
marsh and 30 feet in width. At the broad-
gauge depot the width of the canal will be 00
feet, allowing ample room for schooners to
turn. For the rest of the distance the oanal
will be 52 feet wide. The bay shore Is to he
protected by a levee fonr feet above high
water and 40 feet wide, the surface to be used
as a roadway, Tbe length of the levee will be
about 4 miles, starting at tbe broadgauge depot
and terminating at a point near the high blnff

at Point San Quentin, The canal will be abont
three miles long, about one-third of which
length has already been completed.

Rapid Railway Transit.—It is said that a
company has been organized, with a capital

stock of two and a half million dollars, to put
to a practical test the Weema electrical railway
system. This system is tbe result of the ex-
periments on high speeds by E. T. Crosby, who
was the first engineer to attach a high-speed
motor to the axle of a car, and at a recent teat

the incredible speed of 130 miles per hour was
obtained from a oar ten feet long and two feet

high npon a two-foot gange track. The oar
was pointed to lesson tbe air resistance and
contained nothing with the exception of a set

of Instruments that showed a much less re-

sistance from air than had been supposed,

A German engineer has devised a new
method for fixing a fonndation nnder water.
By means of a powerful blast of oompreseed air

he drives powdered cement down Into the sand
or mud at the bottom of a stream. The action
of the water immediately fixes the cement, and
it becomes like solid rock.

The Hudson River Tunnel is within abont
3400 feet of the 5400 feet necessary for com-
pletion and la progressing at the rate of ten
feet a day.
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Passing Events.

Among the notibls events of the paat week
WftB the fine shower that visited this section

of the State on Wednesday morning. The
rain continued for aboat two hoars, falling

part of the time qalte heavily. This la an oc-

currence not nsnal so late in the season.

While this rain damaged somewhat the hay

In process of oaringi also the strawberriee

Blightly, it helped the grass, everywhere atlU

green, refreshed the gardens and lawns, bene-

fitting at the same time the ripening fmits

and the later maturing crops of grain. As a

means of laying the dnst, this shower was
welcomed by the denizens of San Francisco,

it having accomplished a feat that onr munici-

pal authorities never so much as undertake.

The preliminary work of the World's Fair

seems to be making satisfactory progress. The
erection of the big buildings is about to be com>

menced, and many foreign Oovernmenta have

igulfied their Intention to take part in the

great show.

Our local labor troubles, instead of meeting

with abatement, as hoped for earlier in the

year, appear to be multiplying as the eeasou

c^dvanoes, oansing much loss to both employ-

era and workmen, aa well ai aerlons incon-

venience to many other olaaaea of the com-

munity. Many branohea of business are suffer-

ing aeverely from this cause, which. If con-

tinued much longer, will tell with damaging

effect on all our industries, driving away trade

and ohecking building operations and Improve-

ments of every kind. It la a pity some plan

cannot be hit npon for obviating these troubles

or insuring their ready adjustment when they

do oocnr*.

The Future.

sir Cfaulea Dilke, In a recently pnblished

work in two volnmes, entitled " The Froblema

of Great Britain," expressea the belief that in

the fntnre the world will be practically divided

between the Anglo Saxon, the Bnssian and the

Ohinese. If the present rate of Inorease both

in numbers and wealth is kept np, the French

and German nations will appear as plgmiea be-

side the all-oonquering Anglo Saxon. The
German snrplna of population has largely over-

Sowed into boundless America, and to all in-

tends and purposes beoomes Anglo Saxon. How
many millions of people there are in the United

States whose names alone indicate their Gallic

or Teutonic origin- How many more In Great

Britain and her provinces. Had Sir Charles

Dilke's presclenoe reached far enough, might he

not have made the statement that the Anglo

Saxon is the coming race t Russia, it is true,

while old in years, is young in progreaa. Her
•wakening la that of a yonng athlete. Her
power is physioal. Something more is needed

If she la to keep atep with the Anglo Saxon
and rule the world or divide it Into three parts;

yet Sir Charles Dilke's predictions may be

verified if Russia is content to work ont the

posflibilitiea of her now practically endless

domain. The autocratic rule of the house of

Romanoff will be modified before the next gen-

eration has passed away. Then, and not be-

fore, Bussia'a future greatness or weakness may
be foretold.

We may fairly suppose that Sir Charles

Dllke sees the Chineae through other lighta

than we who know them «a a aort of human
teredo.

China haa vast areas of nnooonpled territory

which will In time be occupied. If not by
Chinese, perhaps by Russians. China, unlike

other nations, loses nothing to the Anglo Saxon
through emigration; wherever a Chinese emi-

grant is found he is a Chinaman. If the great

wall of China is ever rebuilt, it will be done
by the rest of the world; its purpose will be to

keep the Chinese In and thoroagh job will be

made of it.

The World's Want Is More Money.

Mr. GoBohen, Chancellor of the British Ex-
obeqner, advises the issue by that Government
of one.pound notes, and also of 20-shilllng notes

secured by silver. No bank of England note

has yet been issued for a less snm than five

ponndi; both these propositions are a new de-

parture in British finance. It shows that Mr.
Goahen, at least, fully realizes the fact that

the increase of money has by no means kept
pace with the world'a requirements, and that

something besides gold mnst be used as a money
basis. It shows also that silver will be need to

supply this basis for more money.
Money-lenders and all who trade in money

and prosper best when money is tight and
" times are hard, ' have and will continue to

oppose an increase of circulating money because
it suits their present selfish purposes.

The farmer, the miner, the manufacturer
those who need money to carry on the indus-

tries and oommerce of the world and to de-
velop new Industries—need money at reason-

able rates of interest. They do not so much
exercise themselves about the security back of

this money, if only it have the good faith of

the Government Issuing it, though all agree
that silver, which has served so long and well,

properly supplies the want. The gold advo-
cates, or rather the opponents of more money
in this country, know that if any other basis
than gold Is used to inorease the circnlating

medium it will be silver, therefore their whole
effort has been directed against ailver. They
have counted on England's finanolal policy as
backing of the first order, and it would seem
as if this proposition of Mr. Gosohen must be a
knock out blow for them.

We have no need of land notes or any other
form of money in this country than gold and

silver if we ffiUy utilize oar resoaroe of these

metals, and there will be enough for England

as well.

For the Benefit of the Miners and
Their Friends.

Notwithstanding more effective means for

preventing aooldenta in mines are all the while

being devised, the occurrence of this olaas of

casualties seems to be as frequent as ever.

Relatively this is not perhaps the case, there

being, of oonrse, a constant inorease in the

number of men employed at this business. But
even in this view of the anlTjeot theae aooldents

are all too frequent, suggesting that suitable

measures be taken for mitigating their oonse-

quenoes as far aa may be. Since we cannot pre,

vent the miner from being disabled and some-

times killed outright, we should devise some
plan whereby those dependent on his labor for

support would not, in case of disaster, be left

wholly destitute.

A bill having been introduced into the British

House of Commons designed to make the Insnr,

anoe of the Scottish miners compulsory, the

expediency of extending this rule to the English

miners as well is now being discussed in that

branch of Parliament. This bill providea that

the owner or lessor of the mine shall contribute

a small sum on its annual output, and the

miners themselves from two to four cents of

their weekly earnings, to constitute a fund, out

of which a weekly allowance shall be made for

the support of his family in the event of the

miner being through accident killed or disabled

while at work. For enforcing the law and

looking after this fund a board of management

is appointed, the miners, mine ownera and the

inspector of mines for the district being repre-

sented on this Board.

To what extent any snoh arrangement would.

In this country, be praotloable or desirable, be-

comes a question, the oonditions here being so

unlike those that prevail In older countries. In

the latter the miners are less migratory than

they are apt to be with na, the most of them

following no other pursuit, and spending their

lives in the district where they are born. Be-

ing so permanent and bound to the neighbor-

hood by the ties of family and kindred, these

men would be much more likely to conaent to

the payment of a email weekly stipend for the

purpose named, than would miners in the

United States, who, more widely scattered, and

drifting from place to place, oould have no

Borety that the benefits of this fund would be

extended to them in case of accident- It was

the unsettled habits of this class that prevented

their ever combining into a stable and effective

union, such as has been poaalble with most

other guilds in this country.

But this is an evil that steadily tends to cor.

rect Itself. Our miners, even on this coast,

where this migratory spirit has been moat man-

ifest, are every year becoming more and more

fixed, accordingly as the self-employing fields

have narrowed, and the life of the prospector

held out fewer and fewer temptations. It

might, therefore, be practicable to frame a law

calonlated to snbserve the end here contem-

plated, and the provisions of which would be

acceptable to those intended to be benefited

thereby. It would, at all events, be well for

the newspaper press to discuss this matter, in

the hope that such suitable plan be evolved as

would, before the next session of onr State

Legislature, commend itself to both the mining

and the general public.

Oke rates from Wood River have been fixed

at $8 a ton to Salt Lake, $11 to Denver, $12 to

Faeblo, $14 to Kansas City, $13 to Omaha and

Council Bluffs, and $14 to Lsadville. These

rates went into effect May 20th, and should

give a fresh impetus to the extraction and ship-

ment of ores from Wood River. No place more

abounds in rich sliver ores, and by giving to

the miners rates that will enable them to ship

medium aa well aa high-grade ores, vast quan-

tities would soon be shipped and both the roads

and the miners reap a harvest beyond anything

yet experienced in this State.

The works at the new smelter at Pioohe are

beginning to assume an olr of business, and

from present appearances it will be but a abort

time before the bullion begina to moke ita ap-

pearance.

Tbs managera of the World's Fair are atill

trying to cut wages—perhaps on the prinoiple

of the more wages the leas awag.

Diamonds.

Wbere ttiey Occur and How to Bearcb for

Tbem-

Frequent inquiriee are being made by placer

minora and diamond prospectors, for some sim-

ple way by wbioh, withoat the possibility of

mistake, they can tell when they find diamonds

in the working of their placers. We have

looked over most of the books on the subject

of precious stones, but cannot find in any one

of them plain directions for that pnrpose. We
often hear of stones, supposed to be diamonds,

being sent to London, Paris, and other places

for determination denoting that there is much
attention being paid to this matter. Know-
ing that one of onr old correapondenta, Mel-

ville Attwood, F. G. 8., had been in the diamond
mines of Brazil, we asked him if he could furnish

na with the desired information, which he, hav-

ing kindly consented to do, will be found em-
bodied in the following article:

" I think," says Mr. Attwood, " that the

gold and diamond plaoera of Brazil, like those

of California, may properly be divided into

three clasBca;

"1st. The surface washings and the Ravine
diggings, which have derived their gold prin-

cipally from the degradation or breaking np by

atmospheric and aqueous agencies of the crop-

pings of the aariferons veins. The gold found

In these placers is mostly angular, with pieces

of quartz adhering to it. This class, to a cer-

tain extent, has been the moat Important ol

the three, as nearly all our richest quartz veins

were discovered by working them. For in-

stance, in the Grass Valley district, at Rhode
Island Ravine diggings, the first gold vein was
uncovered—the Gold Hill. Then the Boston
Ravine diggings, the Massachnsetts Hill mines,

the Allison Ranch diggings, the Allison Ranch
mine, the Lamarque diggings, near the north

branch of Wolf creek, which ancovered tba

Eureka, Idaho, etc.

" 2d olasa oonslsts of the recent river-beds,

from which the water has been diverted, and
the present river-beda. In this class most of

the Brazilian diamonds tae met with.
" 31 class, the ancient river-beda in which

diamonds are also found.

" The Brazilian miners distinguish the vari-

ous diamond placers by the following names:
Geupiara, an alluvial deposit whose surface

shows it to be the unused bed of a stream or

river. Burgalhao are small fragments of rook,

bestrewing theenrface of the ground. Caacalho,

fragments and pebbles of quartz, or rock and
sand mixed with clay, forming the bed of a

river. Takoa Csrza, which consists of the

above materials cemented together, forming a

conglomerate mass.

"The diamond prospector's outfit, should con-

sist of a light pick, a shovel, and two riddles,

one having three-fourths of an Inch apertures
and 13 inches in diameter, the other having
eight holes to the linear inch; a miner's wal-

let, which la a bag four feet eight inches long

by 18 inches wide, with an opening in the mid-
dle. It oan be carried over the shoulder or

used as a aaddle-bag. With It a miner can
pack 40 pounda of gravel or more for a long

distance. A tub for washing the gravel in.

Thla may be gft by cutting a wine or beer bar-

rel in two. A rubber bath-tub will alao answer
the purpose. A piece of rubber cloth, to be
used for sorting the gravel on. A watch-
maker's lens of two powers, fitted into a specta-

cle frame. A placer miner's scale of hardneae,

consisting of fragments of diamonds, sapphires

and quartz, mounted at the end of a pencil.

This outfit, with the scale of hardness, can Im

obtained of John Taylor & Oc, San Franclsoo.

The scale of hardness can easily be made, by
taking the rubber out from the end of the
pencil and filling the space with lapidary's ce-

ment, which melts at a very low temperature.

Over a smaU spirit-lamp, warm the fragments
of diamonds or sapphires, and while hot, Insert

them Into the cement. By wetting the fingers

and rubbing it, the cement oan be molded
into any shape desirable, and when cold, it will

be as firm as if aoldered.

" The sample of gravel to be examined mnat
be first put into the coarse riddle and that
fastened above the finer one. Then immerse
both riddles into a tub of water, and with a
half-rotary motion, wash all the fine gravel
into the lower one, the dirt and sand passing

through into the tub. Then throw away what
was collected in the coarse riddle, unfasten It
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irom- tho fioer one, immerse the latter In the

tab of wftter, and aae a j 'gglng motion tilt all

tba heavier portioni of the gravel have settled

•t the bottom. C^ntinne the jigging, and by

rabing the riddle a little at one side, yon can

gat all the gravel to the oppoaite one. Then,

with a very qniok motiOD, tarn the contents on

to the sorting oloth or board, whioh shoald be

placed near the tab. The heaviest gravel will

then be at the top, and oan easily be examined

•nd tested; by talctng the pencil with the frag.

OMnt of diamond moanted at the end of it, and

prasaing lightly, try to eoratoh the saspeoted

atone, at the same time looking at it throogh

the lens. If no mark or soratoh is foand apon

It, it most be a diamond, no matter what the

tiapt or color.

" The fragments of diamond may be protected

from injury by the metal covering used to cover

the sharpened end of penotls. In Brazil, as

pet, no mines have been discovered like those

Id Booth Africa, snob as KImberley, Ds Beer's,

Da Tort's Pan, and Baltfontein, where the

diamond's may be said to be found in place.**

Mr. E. 1. Dann, in a paper read before the

liOndon Geological Society on the African dia-

mond minee, says: "That the old mines are

"volcanic pipes," and that they have burst

through these carbonaceoae shales, is evident.

la it not reasonable to infer that the carbon,

indispensable in one form or another to the

{ormation of the diamond, was supplied by

these shales ?
''

I think the chances are good that we may yet

find in California one of these " volcanic pipes."

In the Vkess of Jane 2S, 1887, and July 9,

1887, will be foand a full aooonnt of the Afri-

oan diamond mines, with plane and sections of

the same.

Wolfs Patent Safety Lamp for Min-

ing Purposes.

On this page we represent the dififerent parts

of a miner's safety lamp, very nsefnl in nearly

all kinds of nnderground mining, more partica-

larly, ae the use of benzine is a better light, of

uniform intensity aiid does not deposit any

lamp black to clog the lamp.

Fig. 1, represents a benzine safety lamp for

mining purposes, provided with a device for

lighting the same, while it is closed, and with

a magnet looking contrivance. Fige, 2 and 3,

iilastrate the lighting device In full size. It

has proved so advantageous, that no lamps are

now ordered unless provided with each a light.

Ing device. It is provided with a pecoliar look-

ing contrivance, impossible to open, except by

means of a particular magnet. Fig, 4, repre-

sents such a locking device, located in a case

or shell, attached to the screw ring of the lamp.

Fig. 6, shows the best and latest arrange,

ment of the device. Fig. 6, by a scale of, eay

one-third of the natural size, a lamp for ascer-

taining the state of the atmosphere in drifts.

Fig, 7, shows a signal lamp used in mining sur-

veys. Fig. 8, shows a lamp similar to Fig, 1,

of larger size, and with quadrnple tabular

burner, the light being more Intense, and salted

to large spaoee. Fig. 9, represents an appara-

tus for testing the above-described safety lamp.

Fig. 10, represents an apparatus for filling the

safety lamps withont danger. Fig. 11, is the

magnet to be used to open the lamp. Fig. 9,

representing the testing spparatae, is probably

the most Important, as few safety lamps are

made to show absolute safety until placed in

nse; when it may be too late, as any disastrona

accident, resulting from the use of a defective

lamp, could have been prevented by nsing the

test, which rejects all but perfect lamps. The

operation, a chemical and mechanical one, is

a too oompUcated one to be fully deeorlbed in

this article,

Bt, Lonis, Mo., says tho Denver Industry,

will receive five million dollars this year in div-

idends from mines of gold and silver. Of this

handsome net income, four millions will be de-

rived from the Oranite Mountain, Bimetallic

and St. Joseph lodes. This is a good showing

for a city that is not known as a mining town.

It is probable that the mine-owners of St.

Lonia have made of it a side issue, only invest-

ing some of their surplus, while prosecuting

some other branch of bueineas, to whioh they

give their personal attention.

The men who are producing these results,

however, must be mining men, who are not

only miners bat business men. It la well

demonstrated fact that praotloal success in min-

ing involves the employment of botlness ability

aloog with a knowledge of the deUil of practi-

cal mining. The mining Indostry In St. Louis

shoald be favorably regarded.

Tag Umity M ininq Co —The Dnity Gold

and Silver Mining Co. has been lately incor-

potttad in thia olty to work the Skyblne,

1 IG ]

Elbctbioitt to Hoist Coxl.—Another prao*

tloal step tn tulvanoe In the nse of eleotrlolty

has been made at I he Blaok Diamond mine. An
eteotrlo hoistloK machine has been pUoed at

the top of a slope 450 feet in lenf^th, for the

parpose of hoisting; ooal, the top of the slope

beioK 3100 feet from the month of the mine.

The gnnorator whioh eoppUes eleotrlolty to the

motor attached to the hoist has a oapaolty of

FiG2 F1G.3

WOIiP'S PATBNT SAFETY LAMP.

GrOBsbow and Daisy Dean mines, located abont

one-half mile aboTe Middle Creek, on the

Sacramento Klver, Shasta oonnty. The direct-

ore of the company for the ensuing year are W.
D. Biegle, A. K. BeokerpArnold Beoker, P. J.

Bagbee and J. A. Bonk, The company has

already commenced work on the mines, de-

signing to develop them to their fnlleat extent.

Negotiations are now under way, for a plant of

the most improved maohlnery and prooesses,

snoh as are now used in Aastralia. It Is thought

that the introduction of these new methods, in

handling the ores, will be of great benefit to the

miners of Shasta county.

120 horsepower, and is looated at the month
of the mine, while the motor is capable of ex-

erting SO horee-power when needed. Yesterday,

on a test, 12,000 pounds of coal were hoisted at

one trip up the slope in one and one*half mln<

ates. The plant was manufactured and ln<

stalled by the Eleotrioal Engineering Com-

pany of San Francisco, ander the super-

vision of Prof. Keith, the inventor, and is pro-

nounced a thorough sncoess. It Is claimed that

it makes practicable the working of many ooal

and other mines which could not be so oheaply

and effeotively worked by the usual methods of

fltoam or pneamatio transmlMioa of powsr*

The Deadly Open Car.

Certain Boston ofBoials, claiming to lot in

the interests of the publlo health, have sued

oat aniojauctlon to restrain the street railroad

companies from ruontng open oars into the

sabarban diattlots. And what think you,

reader, Is the reason asslgoed for this restrain-

log measure? Simply this, and nothing more:

If these open oars are allowed to be run, people

riding on them will through such exposure to

the open air, be liable to take oold and thns

invite an attaok of the grippe, and ailments of

a like kind ! This Is considerate but exoeed-

Ingly stupid, the only way whereby people oan

escape these bronohlal troubles being through

outdoor exposure, to fortify themselves against

them.

Who are the people that snflfer most from

maladies of this kind 7 Always those who live

Id unventilated roome, ride in closed oars and

in other ways seek to protect themselves from

the least breath of air. The street gamin, with

his bared throat, never has the grippe, nor are

outdoor laborers of any kind apt to suffer from

this or similar complaints. Wind alone bnrts

no one. If warmly dressed.

The passenger who thus protected cannot. In

fair weather, ride on an open oar, however
strong the wind, had better make a will and
order a ocffio. And here it may be proper to

observe that on this ooast the common mistake

is made of wearing too warm underclothing.

As a rule, when additional clothing Is required,

it should be In the form of an overcoat or other

outer garment. Wearing oonetantly thick

drawers and undershirt, as we usaally do here

In California, la exceedingly debilitating, the

system throogh this praotloe becoming so ten*

der that oolds are contracted on the least ex-

posure. No hardy or long-lived race need be

looked for If this habit of bundling up the per-

son and avoiding the fresh air is to be adhered

to.

The fact Is, air starvation has killed more of

the human race than any other form of famine.

Shutting out what Is called a draught has de-

livered over to death more viotims than war or

pestllenoe. Through lack of ventilation we de"

Uberately convert our houses and schools, onr

courts and workshops, and even oar places of

amusement and worship Into veritable ** Blaok

Holes," spending often a good deal of money

to thoroughly exclude the life-giving element.

Our great hotels are prison pens, almost ai

deadly as Andersonville or Libby, so effectually

is the pure air shut out and the vile air shot In.

We trust the denizens of the *'Hnb," follow-

ing the example of the people on this side, will

inslBt on having enough open street oan to ao-

commodate the advocates of free air, with al*

ways a compartment for the over delicate and

wheezy, putting on an inclosed but properly

ventilated car for the nse of all in stormy

weather.

The Tariff on Lead Ores.

If Colonel K. M. Moore is correctly reported

In the Eigle Pass Guide, he Is entitled to the

oompllment of having expressed more good

sense than any other official on this snbjeot.

That paper says: ** Colonel B, M. Moore,

special agent of the United States Treasury

Department, has Just returned from an exten-

sive survey of Mexican mines, and his obierva-

tions have oonvlnoed him of the UBeleBBnesB of

attempting to prohibit the mixing of ores on-

IcBs by the total prohibition of their importa-

tion. Ores of many different grades and olassea

are often found in the same mine, in the same

shaft, or even in the same vein. Whenever

these ores are mined, they are so far concen-

trated—separated from the surrounding or in-

termixed valueless rook. Thus the literal ooa-

struotion of the terms of the rule would exclude

all Mexican ores from importation, while it is

practically impoaeible to agree upon the amoant

of latitude to be allowed in oonstralog them.

Under these oircumatanoea, Col. Moore thinks

the only rational remedy lies in snoh a change

In the law as will do away with the attempted

olasBifioation of ores, and levy npon all lead In

the ore the same tax, regardless of the olassifi-

oation of ores or the relative quantity of the

metal."

If a man could live a thousand years he would

probably spend the last 50 fretting over what

he might have done in the prevloas wasted

time,
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Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.

Pioneer Mlnlns Of&ce of tbe Northwest
Coast.

Having the largeBt permanent brick aesar furnaces, chem-
ical laboratory and mining ofiice on the Northwest Ooustt
with a coilectJoD of about 4000 samples of the orea of Alaska.
British Columbia, Oregon and the Northwest Territories,
and having made personal examinations of nearly every
mining camp on the Pacific Slope, from California to
Alaska, I am prepared to do any claaa oE legitimate and
honest mining work, such as EXAflnNING, ENGINEEBr
ING, SAMPLING AND EEPORI'IISG (, N THE VALUE
OF ALL MINEEAL, COAL AND FIRE-CLAY PROP-
EBTIE8, BUILDING STONES, EARTHS. ASSAYS
AlND ANALYSIS OF ORES, WATERS, CHECK,
SAMPLES OF ORE, PULPS, "ORGANIC ANALYSIS"
WORK, and in fact any work coul ected with the office of a
first-lass mining eeolo^st and chemist. Any infotmatlon
mining men may ifuwe to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL REbOUROES of tbe entire Pacific Northwea^
wlU be honestly given. Address Dr.WilliaE.lSTerelte
ConsultUig Milling Geologist and Chemist, 1318 E Street,
Tacoma, Wash.

A. 8. GRANT. '

3. B. CONNOB

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 0Ai:,IFOBNIA STREET,
Rooma 80 and SI, SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

Designers and Constructors of Gold and Silver Mills
Hoistiog and Pumping Works, Tramways, and every*
thing pertaining to tbe Mining and Reduction of Ores.

BOSS B. BROWNE.
Minins and Hydraulic Engineer,

No. 807 Sanboha St., San Fhamoisoo.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Oivil and Mining Engineer,

MINraG EXPERT a»d QEOLOOIST.

Address " Business Box A," office of tills paper, San

Francisco.

N. W. SPAULDING

Manufacturers of

SPAULDING'S

Inserted Tootb
ASH

CHISEL BIT

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of all kinds made to order. Send for Desorlptlvs Cata
lopil. IT BBd IB Vramont 8I» Ssn nrsnolM*

AMERICAN MINING AND STOCK CODE

"KELLOGRAPH."
Indispensable to ttie Mlnine Profession and

Oseful in all Business Transactions.
A Complete System of Tranemittiug Telegraphic Mes*

sages by Code Cipher Words in a Le^ble, Secret and
Economic Manner.

OVER 35,000 WORDS AND SENTENCES
Subject to tranemisaion under infinite complication by
the uae of over 70,000 code words.
No danger of publicity in telejfraphiug matters con-

cerning operation or sale of miniag property. The work
strictly alphabetical and classified. The handiest work
ever published for mining operators.

PRICE, 86. Forwarded postpaid on receipt of price by

DBWBY & CO.,
220 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

^»«k*M«bm>!BM«M Superior Wood

tngraving.s£e^K°e's&^
Superior Wood and Hetal Engrav-
ing, Eleotrotyplng and Stereotyping

"done at Uie omoe of tbli paste*.

The Explorers' and Assayers'
Companion.

A Third Edition of selected portions of the
*' Explorers', miners', and MetaJ-

Inrfista' Companion."

A practical exposition of the various departments of
Geology, JEbcploratiou, Mining, Eagineeriog, Assaying,
and Metallurgy.

Price, 86.00 post-paid. Sold by Dbwkt & Co., Publish-
ers, 220 Market St., San Fraucieco.

By J. S. PHILLIPS, M. E.

The work Is divided into four parts—Rocks, Veins,
Testing and Assaying. The geological chapters are in-
tended to give miners a practical idea ol tbe various
formations. The chapters on mineral veins aie derived
from long observation, and the section on exploration
has been carefully considered. All that relates to dis-
crimination and assay of minerals has been kept as free
from ormulse as possible. The work is written (or
practical men, and all the explanations and descriptions
are clear and to the point. It is so prepared that it Is

useful to uneducated men as well as scientists.

The instrument repreBented In the above cut is a
new and grand little Invention, being designed to
save life and limb, and innumerable lawsuits, by
doing away with the dangerous operation of digging
out wet and unexploded loads where Giant Powder
is used in mining. The little Instrument crimps the
cap onto the end of tbe fuse Firmly and Ab»o-
lately Water-tight. It is also used for cutting
the flase. They are neatly gotten-up ol the finest
cast steel, nickel plated, Frlce. $2 each, or the
entire instrument finished in gold plate, S5.

N . W. MOODBY, Fresno. Cal.

W. H. CONLY,
Mining, Commission.

LEGITIMATE INVESTMENTS A SPECIALTY; 124
Sansome Street, Room 4, San Francisco: Telephone

No. Mir.
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AMALGAMATING MACHINERY.

Stamp Mills (or Wet or Dry Crushing.

Hantlnelon Centrllugal Quartz Mill. Drying

Crllndort. Amalgamating Pans, Settlers,

Agitators and Concentrators. Retorts, Bul-

lion and Ingot Moulds, Conveyors. Elevators,

Bruckners and Howell's Improved White's

Roasting Furnaces. Etc.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

IMPROVED CORLISS vA\~v°elV^I,» ENGINES. « BOILERS

Blake, Dodgeand Comet Crushers, Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls, Harti Plunger

ind Collom Jigs. Frue Vanner & Embrey
Concentrators. Evans*. Calumet. Collom's

and Rittcnger's Slime Tables. Trommels,

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. OreSam-
pie Grinders and Hcberle Mills.

HORIZONTAL. VERTICAL
. . . AND SECTIONAI

:X]Mi;£»R.ci\r£:o sxesamc sxii^inips
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hool<s,

Ore CARS, Water & Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Compressors,
Rocl< Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

VIULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engines
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Galena& Copper Ores,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Bal<er

Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

General OfTices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.
NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER. COLO., 1316 Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
7 W. Second South St. LONDON, ENC, '13 Tlircadueedle St., £. c. CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG. TRANSVAAL, South Africa.

HBI-ENA, MONTANA, Room 28, Merchants' National Bank Bnildlng, No. North Main St.

SOLE 'WESTERN AGENTS FOR TTLBR WIRE WORKS DOUBLE ORIMPBD MINING CLOTHS.

BRANCH OFFICES
Oalle de Juarez.

JAMBS LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wheels are deslg'Ded for all purposes where limited qnaDtltles of water and
high heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel niade. Being placed on horizontal shaft, the power is traoBmitted
direct to shafting by belts, dispensing with gearing.

Estlmntes furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in

capacity to suit any particular case.

Further information can be obtained of this form of constructioD, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free o' cost,

by applying to the iitanufacturers.

JAMBS LBFFEL & OO..
Springfield, Ohio, or 110 Liberty St., New Tork.

FRASER & CHALMERS, General Agents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver. CoL

PARKE & LAOy CO , General Aaents, San Francisco, Cal.

BALDWIIT LOCOMOTIVE WORHS.
ANNUAL OAPAOITY 1000. ESTABLISHED 1831.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES!
Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to standard gauge and templates. Like parts
of different engines ofsame class perfectly interchangeable.

Broad and Narrow Gaage Locomotives, Mine Locomotives by Steam or Compressed Air, Plantation
Locomotives, Noiseless Motors for Street Railways, Furnace Locomotives, etc.

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES

BURNHAM,WILLIAMS & CO., Proprietors, Philadelphia, Pa.

CLAYTON
AIR COMPRESSORS

For Working
Rock Drills, Coal Cutters,
Hoisting Engines and "Water
Pumps in Mines and Tunnels,
Sinking Caissons, Etc., Etc.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 6~

Clayton Air Compressor Works,
43 DEY ST., NEW YORK.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For information concerning this process for the re-

duction of Ores containing precious metals, and terms

of license, apply to

THE BUSSBLL PROOEISS CO.,
Parlt City. Utab.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Constantly on band a full assortment of Manila Rope,

Duplex Rope, Tarred Manila Rope ,Hay Rope, Whale Line,

etc., etc

Extra BlMB and lengths made to order on short notice,

611 & 613 Front St., San Francisco. Cal

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Kinds of Powder, which are acknowledged by all the Great Chemists of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the Market.

ox.^.iia'a? i»ow i>j^.tL or :D's^]sr.^iM:xrF£3,
or Different Strensrtns as Hequlred.

NOBEL'S EXPIiOSIVB QEI.ATINE," whioh oontains 94 per cent of Nltro-Glyoerlne, and

GiaCiATINE-OYNAMITE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Safe In Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
FOB BAtLROADS AND I,AND CLEARING. Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blast

ing Powder, and Is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, aa it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and-

savea time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
CAPS and PUSE for Sale. QBNBRAL AGENTS, SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay OfiQce, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed

Of in the Open MarlEet to the Higbeat Bidder,

fUetalllirgy and Ore3.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Montgomery St., San Franciico.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highert Fricea Paid for Oold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Snlpharets. .

UAJCtrFACTURU&a OP.

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE.

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.
AIiBO UAHDrAOTORKRS OP

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Chamberlln Patent

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..
lUPOKTBRS AHD DBALiaS IH

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS, AND PHYSICAL. SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 St ea First St., cor. MissloUtSan Francisco.
Ay,—^ We would call the attention of -r ' :=l^

Assayers, ChemlstB, Mining Com- ^^^^£^£^?/
panies, Milling Companies, Pros- ^SWTERSE/
peotors, etc., to our full stock of \:--—--^

Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Craolbles, Soori*
flere, etc, InoludiDg, also, a full stock et
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these sup*

plies sinoi the first discovery of mines on the
Pacific Coast, we feel coDfldent from our experi<
enoe we can well suit the demand lor tnese
goods, both as to quality and price.

f'j. Agents for the Morg^an Crnclble Co.*
'^=^^^ Battersea, England. Also for E. O. Deunls*

ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates

of this well-kno\\'n manufacturer are thoroughly relia-

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taken
at hie lowest prioes. Our Illustrated Catalogue apd As-
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR A OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET,

Near First and UaAe*> Streete, S. F.

0. A. LuoEHAaoT, Manager. B8TABi.'BHbd 1S4

Ores worked by any Prooeaa.

Ores Sampled,

Assaying in all its Branches.

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, eto.

Working Testa (practical) Made.

Flans and Specifications furnished tot ne

most suitable Process for Workin/^ Ores.

Special attention paid to Examinatlone

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

O. A. LUOKHARDT A 00„ .

(Formerly Huhn & Luokhardt,

itAlDins EnKlneere and Metallarfirlsts

Testing and Working Silver Ores

A VAI.UABLK BOOK
An lUustrateil work of 114 pages, (or miners and proe-

pectorti, by Chas. H. Aaron. Mr. Aaron has managed
to give many useful hints and suggestions, free from
all technicalities, and in such a style as to be easily
comprehended. It ia written for the miner, with no
chemical symbols or metallurgical technicalities to con-
fuse those who are not chemists 'or metallurgists. The
following summary of the contents of the work will give
an idea of its scope.
Under the heading of the first chapter, "Testing Ores

for Silver,' we find paragraphs on ore formation, test for
silver, with bent and water, acid or blow pipe. In speak-
ing of testing for a process, the extent and richness of
ore is considered, smelting ores, selecting and working
samples, appliances for testing, roasting, etc. Under
the head of "Working Ores" the author describes Aaron's
process, has something to say of superheated steam, pre-
paration of dichloridc of copper andprotochloride of cop-
per, use of copper and iron, quantity of chemicals, car-

bonate of lime, chloride ores, amalgam, Patchen's pro-
cess, etc. He also describes the methods of working
roasted ores, treatment of base metals, stirring, heat of
furnace, want of sulphur, etc. Under the head of
"Leaching Processes" are the titles Smelting, Mexican
process, Chilean process, Kroehnke's process, etc. Under
"Pulverizing Machines" are described the arastra ana its
construction and operation, stamp batteries, screens,
Crocker's trip-hammer battery, Paul's pulverizing barrel,
Kendall's battery, Noice's pulverizer, a cheap rock
breaker, etc.

In speaking of amalgamators the author describes a
cheap amalgamator, grinding tlie ore, directions for mak-
ing a barrel, preventing mechanical wear, use of quick-
silver, copper in bars, Freiberg barrel, cheap barrel
trough, barrel on rollers, Aaron's amalgamator, separ-
tor, etc.

He describes an improvised retort, roasting furnace,
furnace tools and furnace building. Among the miscella-
neous mention may be found Aaron's leaching apparatus,
with two or three different, arrangements, a small mill,
sampling tailings, and settling tanks, dichloride of cop-
per, etc Mr. Aaron is a practical miner, of long working
experience on this coast.

Price, post free, §2.00. Sold by Dbwey & Co., PubUsh-
ers, 2-20 Market St.

CNVBNTORS, TAKE NOTIOB

I

L. PETERSON, MODEL MAKER,
268 Market St. , N. E. cor. Front (up stairs), San Fraocalco
Experimental machinery and all klnda of models. Tin

and bruaworlc. All communlcatloua strictly confldm
Molt
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H^AF^KET Reports.

Local Markets.

San Francisco, May 28, 1S91.

Cool, foggy weather gave way to a rainstorm,

which, though general, was of short duration

—

doing no harm. The grain crop will unqaestionably

be the largest on record, with the berry averaging

plumper. With large crops and better prices tban
for years, the outlook is all that can be desired in

all branches of trade. The outflow of gold at the

East since January isi aggregates fully $50,000,000,
and that no serious financial results have followed,

hardly a ripple, speak volumes in favor of the high
standing, financially, that this country has secured.

There is not a country in the world that

could have done it. Much of the gold

sent out was in payment for American securities

bought by Eastern operators for a large speculative

boom this (all and winter, based on the prosperous
condition of the country. Strikes at the East are

fewer. All things appear to be settling down fo

a more legitimate and of necessity prosperous basis.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is quiet at

77@77% cts.

QUICKSILVER—Receipts the past week ag-

gregate 133 flasks and exports 360 fl^asks to Mex-
ico. Tbe market is essentially unchanged.

SILVER—The market has held at fairly steady

prices. After next month tbe Mint will not coin

bullion only as requested, but the 4,500,000 ounces
of monthly purchases will be continued. TLe
writer still adheres to the opinion that the market
will do much better before the end of the year. At
the present low prices operators are buying securi-

ties, governed by the price of silver, for higher prices

when the latter advance. There is no evidence

that any European nation is letting go of its silver,

but there arj unmistakable signs that opinion is

steadily setting in its favor. At the East silver is

coming more generally into use. Ofiicial sta-

tistics show that payments in silver cer-

tificates and Treasury notes in the first

ten days of May amounted to 64.5 per cent of all

payments of customs duties at New York, payments
in United States notes to 10.8 per cent, and pay-
ments in gold coin and certificates to only 24.7 per
cenL A year ago the proportion in May was 93 8

per cent gold, 2.6 per cent silver and 3.6 per cent

legal tenders. Taken by itsell, this change certainly

merits attention. When the time of year arrives

for large shipments of funds from New York to the

agricultural States, with which to move crops, silver

will undoubtedly be a rare article. The wheat crop
this year is placed at 500,000,000 bushels (about

1,000,000 bushels more than it was in last year) and
cottou at 8,500,000 bates, while corn and other

cereals promise larger outturns than in 1890. To
move these, large sums of money will be required,

and silver and silver certificates will come in good
play.

LIME—Receipts the past week aggregate 4378
bbls. and exports by sea 430 bbls. to Honolulu. The
market is essentially unchanged, although it is stated

that slight concessions are obtainable from one or

two agencies.

LEAD—The market is fairly steady. The demand
is good for the season. It is said that at present
prices, and the low freights from England, ship-

ments can be made from that country.

TIN.—Our market is reported unchanged.
Eastern advices report heavy stocks of plate, more
than enough for at least a year to come. Pig tin in

Europe is stronger owing to a lessened output and
a fair demand. Plate in England is easy.
IRON.—It is claimed that notwithstanding the

large stocks here, the shipments on tbe way are

quite heavy. These shipments are largely induced
by the low freights to this port. The consumption
on this coast is said to show a much larger volume
than at the same time in 1890. At the East the

consumption is enlarging. According to cablegram
to Iron Age, there is quite a speculation movement
in warrants in England.
COPPER.—The market is far from satisfactory.

Of necessity when the market drags, consumers
take sparingly; this is the present condition at the

East and also abroad. New York is reported weak
with Lake selling below 13c, Arizona below 12 J^c,

and casting brands n@nj^c.
COAL—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows: Coos Bay, 1350 tons; Departure Bay, 2500;
Seattle, 506; Baltimore, 1046; Nanaimo 4000, Total,

9396 tons. The market continues unsatisfactory to

the selling interest. The stock on hand is large,

while shipments from Englandare exceedingly large,

as they are also from Atlantic ports. Australia will

soon begin to increase her shipments as the wheat
surplus there is well provided for. Our exceptionally
large crop of wheat is causing vessels 10 seek this

port, and coal is largely used for cargo.

Goal and Coke.

BPOT FKOM TAKI>—FBK TOK. I TO LOAD—FBS TON.
Wellington $10 00

' Australian ....$ 7 00@
GreU 8 50 LiverpoolSfm. 7 00@
Carbon Blil S 00 Scotch Splint.. 7 00@ 9 00
Nuialmo 10 OOCardiff 7 00@
Gilman 7 50 1 Lehigh Lump.. U 00@17 00
Seattle 7 SOiCmnberlandbk 10 00(3

Oooe Bay 6 OOiEgg, hard 12 OOO
Cannel 9 50 West Hartley.. 7 60@
Egg, hard 14 00
Comberland, In sacks 14 00

do. bulk 13 00
Wftlisend 9 00
Scotch Splint S 50
Rrymbo 8 50
WeatHartley 8 50

Coke—EnsUeb.

To load S12 00@13 00
Spot, in bulk.. 14 00@16 00

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
Nbw York, May 28.—The following are the cIcB*

ing piicee the past week:
Silver In Silver in

London New York. Copper. Lead. Tin.

rhureil»r.. .44 6-16 97 12 90 4 32} 20 40
Friday 44i 96J 12 80 4 32t 20 SO
Saturday.... 441 96} )3 00 4 321 20 30
Monday 44^ 963 13 00 4 32i

4 32}
20 30

Tuesday 44^ 9ai 12 90 20 3a

We<lneedaT..44 6-16 97 13 00 4 36 20 26

Borax is steadier. Tin is a shade easier. Lead Is

Strongly held. Copper is irregularly weak. Iron has a
|^iig«E tone, but li not (quotable higher.

Mining Sbare Msu'ket.

Mining shares the past week moved in a peculiar

manner. While North End stocks held weak and

apparently sold down, Middle and Gold Hill stocks

gradually gained strength. This seeming anomaly

indicates that, in the recent active movements, the

pool sold considerable North End stocks, but had
to take in large lines of the others. The writer still

has faith in tbe market, and has reason to believe

that a person who buys stock a.nd pays cash and will

not be afraid of either a small decline or an assess-

ment, provided either or both come, will come out
considerably ahead. This, of course, has reference

more particularly to stocks that did not move up
during the recent deal. There are many well-in-

formed and successful operators who look for a big

deal this fall, based on larger ore development than
has been made for several years. While this may
be the case, yet experience has taught dealers not to

wait for too big a boom (always put out for a pur-
pose), but sell when a 50 or 100 per cent proSt is in

sight, They have learned also by experience to buy
for cash only and not sell if prices go down, for they
know that it is only a question of time when they
come up again.

All information at hand warrants the beUef that

at tbe East a movement has been underway for

f everal weeks, if not months, partly looking to a big
bull campaign this fall in railroad securities, and
that a powerful moneyed syndicate has been and is

siill buying all tbe American securieties Europe has
for sale, well knowing that America's large crops
and the railroads higher freight and passenger
rates will admit of dividends tbe paying of
which will allow the syndicate to unload at a large
profit. In this move it is thought the mining stock
pool or trust company will take a hand and bull up
their securities. As a preliminary to this, Jim Keene
is being pushed to the front at the E^t, while on
this coast Maurice Schmidt who is held in reserve,

with Crocker and two or three other first class

brokers will come more prominently forward.
But of this move more will be known later on, for it is

said that there is a strong clique or pxxjl combined
to fight tbe old manipulators, mine managers and
mill ring.

Con. Virginia will carry over from this month a
surplus, after all expenses are paid, of at least

$300,000. Chollar is more than paying expenses.
Overman is accumulating a surplus. Con. Imperial
bullion product aggregates about $10,000 in coin,
which about pays expenses. Yellow Jacket will

soon be a larger producer. Crown Point, Challenge,
Seg. Belcher and two or three more stocks are to be
assessed in next month.
News from the Comstock mines is not only con-

6rmatory of the good advices heretofore published,
but it also points with unerring certainty to the
opening up of a large ore body before the end of this

year, but where, no one has as yet been able to satis-

factorily answer. The writer believes it will be in tbe
mine in which tbe pool owns W/ or about all the stock.

In Union, progress is making to pump out the
mines. On tbe 240o-fooi level, there is a large body
of rich ore. Active work in Ophir, Mexican, Union
and Sierra Nevada develop the 1465-foot level to the

west, where rich ore has been found in two of them
In Con. Virginia, attention is still attracted to the
iioo-foot level. Of course this is to throw outside
dealers oflfthe track. Tbe company is accumulating
a large surplus fund so as to resume dividends in

July next, if not, but hardly likely, sooner. In Best
and Belcher, they are doing more interesting work.
In Hale and Norcross and Savage, the powers that

be, continue to blind operators regarding important
work that has been and that is being done. In
Chollar, they ran into a 50.foot ledge lying west of
the Comslock west wall. Our advices indicate the
ore much richer than the managers wish to have
known. In Potosi and Bullion, it looks as if the
managers are about ready to show up some ore so
as to make another deal. They can do this at any
time desired, so as to collect assessments, probably
for future inside assessment dividends. Work is

progressing favorably in the Ward shaft to develop
the mines contingent to it. Quiet reports are being
put out about a stnke of rich ore in Challenge. In
Yellow Jacket, arrangements have been made to
crush more ore. The ore that is being taken out is

gold-bearing, and assays from $40 to $80 a ton; but
it is hardly likely it will go over $20, if that in battery
assays, the balance going elsewhere—certainly not
to outside stock-holders. The work in Crown
Point, Belcher, Seg. Belcher and Overman deserves
close watching.

It is said that Col. Mackay has succeeded in
getting control of the Yellow Jacket, Crown Point
and Belcher.

From outside mines, all news set strongly in favor
of the belief that a good up move is near at hand.

KINING" SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
COUPILSD BVXBT THDBSDAT F&OH ADTXETlBlMEKn IN THE MlKlNe AND SOISNTlflO PrbSS ANP OTHBB S. F JODBMALB

ASSESSMENTS.
C03CP.\NY ANK Location. No. Ami. Lkvxed.Delinq'tandSale. SECBjETABr. Place of Eobdjess

Caledonia 8 UCo., Nevada 44 15c May 2, June 4, July 5. A SGroth..,. 414 California 8t
Call lomia Iron & Steel Co.. California.. 5. ...36c..,.April 27, June 6, June 27...F Bonancina 438 California Bt
Carmelo Land & Coal Co., California... 3 50c ...April 11, May 16, June 16...W T Baggett 324Pin68t
PhoUarMCo., Nevada 29....50c. ...Apr 6, May 13, June 2 C E Elliott 309 Montgomery 8t
Con Imperial M Co., Nevada... 31 6c May 6, June 11, Julyl CL McCoy 331PineSt
East Sierra Nevada M Co.. Nevada 2 5c,..,April 14, May 22, June 15...G R Spinney 310 Pine St
Gray Eagle M Co., California 23 3c Apr 3, May 18. June 9 A W Earrowa 303 Califonila Bt"

' " •"' " " " ' - — -.. .May 12. June 17, July 6 EdwardOliver Montgomery Avenne
,May 1, June 1, June2o E F Stone 306 Pine at
.Apra7, May 11. June 1 8 O Mills 419 California 8t
.Apr 15, June 2, June 22 Jos Morizio 328 Montgomery 8t
.May 26, Jnly 10, July 28. . . .G W Luce 132 California St
.April 27, June 6, June 29. *

"' "
.May 20, J»me 25, July 17.

.

April 6, May 13, June 10.

.

Guasucaran & Cal M & M Co., Honduras 5. .3^00.
Idie^vildM Co., California 2.... 10c.
Indian Cr«ek L & M Co., California 2 6c.
Live Oak Drift Gravel M Co , Cal 13...,21c,
Inyo Marble Co,, Nevada 13.... 10c
MidasM Co., California 2. ...10c.
Navajo M Co., Nevada 21 20c
Oak Cons M Co., California 8.,,, 4c
Peerless M Co., Arizona,

,

,16,.

SUver Hill M Co., Nevada 28. ...20c.
Scorpior. SilCo, Nevada 26.... 15c..
Sierra Nevada S M Co., Nevada ,.99 £0c.
tJnion Con S M Co , Nevada 43 30c.
Utah Con M Co., Nevada 12., .,25c,
Talley TiewM Co., California 2,,..2o..
Yellow Jacket M Co., Nevada. 48. . . .60c.

.A Halsey. 328 Montgomery 8l

. J W Pew 310 Pine St
- . EJRyan 230 Montgomery 8t

10c.... April 24. May 29, June 18...A Waterman 309 Montgomery St"
" " .DCBatee 309 Montgomery StGK Spinney 310 Pine St

.E L Parker 309 Montgomery St

.A W EarrowB 303 Montgomery 8t
. . .AHFisli 309 Montgomery St

April 13, May 18, Junes W T Gumett 308 Pine St
April 14, May 16, June 20..,W H Blanvelt Gold Hill

, April 23, May 28, June IS..

.April 14, May 22, June ]5. .

,

. .May 13, June 17, July 7. .

.

• Mayll, June22, Julyl3..
.May 6, June 12, .Tune 30.

.

MBETINQS TO BE HBLD.
Compant and Location. Secbetary. Office in S. P. Meetiho. Date.

Alaska Treadwell G M Co AT Corbin 420 Montgomery St.. Annual June 13
CaUstoga Con M Co HS Fitch 331 Pine 8t Annual,,,,, June 1
Caledonia G M Co,, . , , A Cbemlnant 238 Montgomery St Annual June S
Clara M Co A Cheminant 328 Montgomery St Annual June 1
Crown Point M Co., Nevada J Newlands 329 Pine St Annual June 1
Pinal Con M Co A Cheminant 328 Montgomery St Annual Juno 1

LATEST DIVIDBNDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
COMP.ANT AND LOCATION. SbCRETABY. OFFICE IN S. F. AMOUNT. PAYABLE

Champion M Co T Wetzel 32u Sansome St 10 May 18" " " —

n

. ~ .- .. - - ,. -Q Apr SONorthBanner Cons M Co., California...T J Mitchell Grass Valley
North Star M Co., California. D A Jenninge 401 California St 60..
Pacific Coast Borax Co., California AH Clough 230 Montgomery St 1 00 ,

.Aprs
,,MayU

Scientific and Educational Leotnres.

The foUowioft is a partial list of subjects which
Rev. John Dickinson, of University P. O., Los
Angeles Co., is prepared to treat:

1. A Hurried Glance at Mother Earth,
2. A Closer Look at the Earth's Crust.
3. Minerals—Their Chemistry and Geometry.
4. The Moon.
5. The Geology of the Stars.

6. Evolution—What, Whence, Whither?
7. Some Readings from Nature's Great Stone

Book.
8. A Winter in the West Indies.

9. Science Teaching in Schools.
10. Literature Teaching in Schools,
It, Biology, (One, two. three or four lectures.)

12, Physical Conditions of Success in Teaching,
13. Psychology as Related to Physiology.
14. Botany in the High School.
15, Zoology in the High School.

The first eight numbers are better adapted for

evening public lectures, and are of general interest.

The remainder are more suitable for special insti-
tute work.
Knowing Mr. Dickinson {who is a brother of the

celebrated lecturer, Anna E, Dickinson,) long and
well, we would recommend county or city school
superintendents, lecture committees, Chautau-
qua Circles, or other persons who may desire
single lectures or couises of lectures on scientific

subjects, to correspond with bim for farther infor-
mation.

Recent Additions to the State Mining

Bureau,

Barite (sulpb bar), Calico, Cal,; R. Gribben,
Chromic iron (high-grade), north half of sec. 24,

Tp. 5 S., R. I E., M. D. M.; Alameda Co., Cal.;

E, J. Hicks.
Chrysolite (a variety of serpentine), Hollister, San

Benito Co., Cal. ; Geo. Vaughn.
Asbesots (serpentine), Coalinga, Fresno Co,, Cal.;

Geo. H, Battenfield.

Gold quartz, Boston mine, Mokelumne Hill,

Calaveras Co, Cal.; Wm. T. Robinson.
Gold quartz, Mina Rica, Placer co,, Cal.

Gold quartz. Bullion mine. Placer Co,, CaL
Suibnue (snlph. ant.), fine crystals, Gypsey mine,

San Benito Co., Cal.; Chas. E, Derby,

Chloritic quartz (common itacolumnite), Ben
Hur, Mariposa Co., Cal.; W. A. B. Richardson,

Petroleum, solidified by a chemical process for

use as a fuel, Santa Cruz Cal.; J. C, Hatch,
Gold quartz, Herculean mine, Baker Co,, Or.; A.

W. Manning.
Clay, near Jolon, Monterey Co., Cal., containing

sand and iron O.X. ; burns pinkish when unwashed;
when freed from above by washing, burns with a
bright yellow tinge.

Graphite, Drum Valley, Tulare Co., Cal,; M.
Braverman.

Cerusite (carbonate of lead), crystallized, 35 miles

above the Needles and five miles from the Colorado
river, San Bernardino Co., Cal.; Henry Schaefer.

Jarosite (hydrous sulphate of iron and potassium),

Kern Co., Cal.; J. S. Drury,
Quicksilver ore, rich cinnabar, Bradford mine.

Lake Co., Cal. ; Mrs. H, H. Day.
Quicksilver ore, rich cinnabar, Etna mine. Pope

Valley, Napa Co., Cal,; Mrs. M. G. Rhodes.
Stalactite, Clough's cave. Sequoia park, Tulare

Co., Cal. This is likely the last specimen of the

kind that will be obtained from that locality, this

park tietng now guarded by U. S. soldiers to pre-

vent the further removal of curiosities of any kind;

M. Braverman.

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

S. F. Stock Exchange.

Name op

OOMPANY.

San Francisco Metal Market.

WHOLESALE.
Thubsday, May 2S, 1891.

— (S 17

22 (

ANTIMONY
BoBAX—Beflned, in carload lota , ,

,

Powdered " " "...
Concentrated " " "...
All grades jobbing at an advance.

COPPEB—
Bolt
Sheathing
Ingot, jobbing — OT 17

do, wholesale — & 16

Fire Boi Sheets 22 a 24
Lead—Pig —8 4|

Bar — @ 6!

Sheet ^m -
pipe 63@ —
Shot, discotmt 10% on 500 ba«B Drop, ¥ bag. 1 80 —
Buck, Sbag 2 00 @ -
OhiUed, do 2 20 @ —

QmOEaavEB—Bythefiaat 42 00344 00

Flaakaoia 40 @ 60

Chrome Ieon Ore, ^ ton 10 00 &—
SrEEL—English, a.

"" "
Canton tool
Black Diamond tool ?
pick and Hammer -

Machinery • 4
Toe Calk *J@

TiNpLATE—B. v., steel grade, 14130, to arrive. 6 50 @
B. v., steel grade, 14x20, Bpot 6 50 @
Charcoal, 14x20 6 50 ft*

do roofing, 14x20 ^ SS
"

do, do, 20x28 13 00

Pig tin, spot, ^ lb., iiregnlar, nominal
Iron—Ear, base
Norway, base

Spot.
Iron-Glengamock ton 30 00

"
Eglinton, ton- 29 01

American Soft, No. 1, ton .
.

Oregon Pig, ton
Puget Sound 30 00

CUy Lane White 26 00

Shotts, No. 1 30 00

Langloan 28 00

Thomdiffe 29 00

Gartsherrie 89 00

Barrow 29 00

Cargofleet 26 00

Alpha
Alta
Andes.
Belcher
Belle Isle
Best & Belcher. . .

.

Bullion
BodieCon
Bulwer
Commonwealth . .

.

Cod. Va. ftOal...
OhallwDge
OhoUar
Confidence
Con. Imperial
Caledonia
Crown Point
Crocker
Del Monte
EureHa Con.
Exchequer
Grand Prize
Gould k Curry.
Hale & Norcross. .

.

Juha
Justice
Kentuck
Lady Wash
Mono
Mexican
Navajo
North Belle Isle...
Nev. Queen
Occidental
Ophir
Overman
Potosi

Weee
Enbino
May 7.

1.20 1.60
1.10 1.20

Weee
Ending
May 14

1 25 1.60
1.16 1 3j

3.26

7.25 9.37
2 36 3.15
1.10 1.30
.35
.86 1.00
1412 20.50
2.26 2.76
2.65 3 56
6.60 6.75
.20 .25

,76 .85
2.40 2.90
.20
.25 .35

3.75
.85 1,05
.25

3.30 4.00
3,35 4.16

26
1 20 1.30
30
40
60 .70

4 20 5.37
30 .4(1'

l.OC

Peer.
Savage
S.B.SM
Sierra Nevada....
Sliver Hill
Scorpion
Union Con
Utah
Yellow Jacket.

* Assessment added.

2.80
.60

6.25 8.F0
2.26 2.90
1.20 1.35
.40 .46
86 1.00

16.76 1960
2.50 3.00
3.20 -3.96

50 7.37
20 ,25

90 1.10
2.E0 3.00

20 .25

30 .35

.45 .60

1.30 1.60
7.12 9.62
3 60 3.95
4.26 6.26

15
16 .25

3.35 4.00"
1

3.36 4.26
25 .30
,25 .60

3.95 6.(10

1.10 1.66
"
"

3.20

2.75

1.00 1.36
,90 1.20

1.76 3.00
"00 2.9U
40 .70

4.60 9.37
1.80 3.60
1.00 1.30
,30

85 1.00
1.60 20.60

1.75 2.65
2.16 3.30
5.00 6. CO

15 .25

.60 .\
1.90 2.75
.16

.20 .35

90 1.10
26 .30

3.40 4.00
3.20 3.95

25
1.35 1.40

76 .86
.40 .50
,70 ...

4.25 6.12
26 .40

SO .Sd
.40 .50

1.30 1.50
7.12 9,00
3.56 4.40
4.20 5 12

16 .2

.20 .25
3.10 3.90
1.36 1.76
3.30 4.05
30 ,35
40 .45

4.00 4.80
1.30 1.45
2 80 3.26

Week
Ending
May2L

.65

.16 .25
2.40 4,00
2,06 3.96

16 .20
1.10 1.35
,40 .75

,25 .40

.45 ,70
3.15 6.37

26 .35

Week
Ending
May 28.

.90 I.S0
90 1.00

1.85 3.41
,90 2.36
30 .76

3.70 5.00
2.00 3.00
1.05 1.20
.30 .35

70 . 6
9.50 12.26
1.80 2.30
2.25 2.70
5.25 6.37

16 .20

.60 .66

1.75 2,00
16 .20
.15 .20

3.60 ....

.70 .86

.15 ..,.

2.10 2,66
2:t6 3,96

15
""

,90
.<0

1.95

4.55

.65

.20

1.30
5.00
2.60
3.25
.15
.16 .20

2.10 3.85
96 1.46

3.30 4.15
15 .25

35 '.50

2.70 6.00
.85

2.40 '3.40

1.16
.65

1.26
4.85 6.12
2.60 3 20
3.00 4.20
.16 '.20

.15 .20

2.05 3.60
85 1,10

2.16 2.30
•.40

•.40

2.30 2.70
80 1.00
50 3.86

Onr Agenta.

OlTR Fbibhds oan do mnch In aid of onr paper and ttaa

eanse of practical knowledge and science, Dy aasisting
Agents In their labors of canvaaelng, by lending their In-
dnenoe and encouraging favors. We Intend to aend none
but worthy men.

010. WiLsoB—Sacramento Co.
J. C. HOAG—San Franclflco.

F. W. Knapt—Amador Co.

G, B, Gill—San Luis Obispo Co.
A. Ddnlap—San Benito Co.
E, L, Richards—Escondido, Cal.
Don Mills—Sonoma Co.
Frake S. Chapih—Tulare Co.
B. F Belt—Shasta Co.
J. H. P. W1LLIJM8—Tulare Co.
E. H. SCHAEFFLE—Central California.
Wm, M. HlLliBAHT—Oregon.
Wm. Holder—Oregon.
Wm. Olson—Washintrtoo.

Buccessfol Patent Solicitors.

As Dewey & Co. have been in the patent soliciting bnal-
neas on this Coast now for so many years, the firm's name
1b a well-known one. Another reason for Its popularity
Is that a great proportion of the Pacific Coast patent!
Issued by tha Government have been procured tnrougb
their agency. They are, therefore, well and thcroug3y
posted on the needs of the progresaive industrial classes
of this Coast. They are tbe best posted firm on what
has been done in all branches of industry, and are able
to Judge of what is new and patentable. In this they
have a great advantage, which is of practical dollar and
cent value to their clients. That this is understood and
appreciated, la evidenced by the number of patents
Issued through their Scixrtefio Press Patent Agency (S.

F.) from ^eeb to week and vear to year.

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

Thursday, May 28, 9:30 a. m.

400 Andes 1.85

200 Belcher .2.10

100 BeUe Me 60c
650 Bests Belch...3.85@3.90
450 BnlUon 2.6562 .70

300 Chollar 3.6;@2.7C
60 Cni'wlth 85c

690 ConOalST..9.75@10 a
50 Con Imperial. 15c

250 Crown Point 1.7

100 Gou d & Curry 2.30
460 HaleiNor....2.55@2.65
300 JusUoe 90c
360 Lady Waih 36c

250 Mexican 3.06
150 Mono 66c

100 N Com'w'lth 65c
350 North Savage 40c

530 Ophir 4.95@5.12
210 Occidental.. ..1.0501.10
220 Overman 2.75
350 Potosi 4.05
400 Savage 2.55@2.60
150 SegEeliMC 95c
150 Sierra Nevada 2.10

200 Union Con 3.40

260 Utah. 75S80C
150 Yellow Jacket .2.76

Don't FaOJo Write.

Should this paper be recejTed by any subscriber wbo
does not want it,- or bej/OTid the time he intends to pay
for it, let him not fall to write ns direct to stop It. A
postal card (costing one cent only) wlU euffice. We will
not knowingly send the paper to aoy one who does not
wish it, bat li it is contmued, through the (ailnre of the
ubscriber to notify as to discontinne It, or some Irre-
^nsible party requested to stop It, we shall poatdTely
demand payment for the time it is sent. LooK oabzfully
AS THE LABBL OK YOUK PAPE*

E. A. BKLCHBa, Esq., whose professional card appears
in another column of this paper, is a brother of Judge
Belcher of the Supreme Court Commission, with whi m
he was sometime associated at Harysville. Mr. Belcher
is an experienced and careful lawyer and gives 8>jectal

attention to mining law and the securing of patents for
mining claims.

Back Fnjsa of tbe MiNiNa aitd Soisrtifio PKitss^(iui-
boond) can be hod for 9S per volume of sIjc months. Per
jear (two volomes) 96. Inserted In Dewey*! patent bUid-
er, 60 eenta addition*! per rolnmc
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List of n. S. Patents for Faolflo Coast

Inventors.

Beported by Dewey Ss Oo.. Pioneer Patent
Sollcltora for Pacific Coast.

FOR WEEK ENDING MAY I9, l8gi.

453,513. — Apparatus for Impregnating
Liquids with Gas — U. Bachmann. S. F.

453.S»3-—Preserving Piles—Frank Baiter,

Marsbfield, Oregon.
453.503.—Folding Bed—C. Boiler, S. F.

452.425.—Three Wheeled Vehicle— C- H.
Coffin. S. F.

453.597.—Burglar Alar.m—C. C. Davis, Los
Angeles. Cal.

453,667,—SysPENDERS-Ellioi & Berais, Los An-
geles, Cal.

452699-—Breech-Loading Gun—W. R. Finch,
Eureka, Cal.

45=437-—Steam Boiler Alarm.—A. W. Gilfil-

lao, Eureka, Cal.

453.530.—Explosive Engine—August Harding,
Oakland. Cal.

453.643.-Game Puzzle—C. P. Harris, S. F.
453.521.— Steamer — Mary S. C. Hartmann,

Redding, Cal.

453.533.-Electkic Insulator— Byron Jen-
oings, San Jose, Cal.

452.645.—Insulator Holder—Byron Jennings,
San Jose. Cal.

452,537.—Desk and Seat Support— T. F. Mc
Elroy, S. F.

453.678

—

Water Gauge—McFarlane & Barrett,

San bemardino, Cal.

453.611. — Conductor for Electric Rail-
ways—E. W. Mitchell. Spokane Falls, Wash.
452.526.—Faucet—Moore & Grim. S. F.

453.529.—Athletes Supporters—J. J. Pfister,

S. F.

453,624.—Stenciling Machine—G. H. Tietjen,

S. F.
4';3.684.—Closing Device for Water Closet

Lids—W. R. Webster, Pine Grove, Cal.

453.685.-Spring Hinge—W. R. Webster, Pine
Grove, Cal.

452,492—Excavating Apparatus—J. S. Whit-
comb. S. F.

452.628.— Pumping Apparatus—White & Mil-
ler, Suisun, Cai.

452 sio.— Insulated Elkctric Conductor—
J. B. Williams, Oakland, Cal.

452 725.—Insulated Electric Conductor—
J. B Williams. Oakland. Cal.

20.746.—Design for Stirrups—G. B. Moulton,
Baker City, Oregon.

NoTB.—Coptea of U. S. and Foreign patents famished
by Dewey & Co , In tQe shortest time possible (by miil
for telegraphic order). Am'irican and Foreign patents
obtained, and general patent business (or Paolflo Coast
nventora transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
rates, and in the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co.*s Scientific Press U. S. and For-

agn Patent Agency, the following are worthy o(

special mention:

Automatic Pumping Apparatus. —A. L.

White and D. M. Miller. Suisun, Cal. No. 452,628.

Dated May 19, i8gi. This invention consists of a
tank with floats arranged to raise and fall within it,

pumps connected with and operated by the floats,

and valves or gates connected with the pump levers,

and so actuated as to alternately open a supply
by which the tank is flUed, and a discharge
through which it is emptied, thus causing the floats

to rise and fall, and the pumps to be actuated con-
tinuously.

Athlete's Supporter.—J. J. Pfister, S. F. No.

452,529. Dated May 19, 1891. This device consists

of a waist band formed of two separate pieces o'
elastic material, the front edges of which converge
downwardly, and the rear edges converge upwardly.
Between these is fif ted an elastic knit band having
correspondingly inclined edges, and so shaped as to

fit the person and maintain its position perfectly.

Explosive Engine.—August Harding. Oakland,

Cal. No. 452.520. Dated May 19, i8gi. This

invention relates to improvements in what are known
as explosive engines, or those in which an ex-

plosive vapor or gas is admitted to the cylinders, and
is then ignited by an electric spark, and the resulting

explosion actuates the piston. The present invention

consists of details of construction, a novel arrange-

ment of the igniting device and mechanism, and of

the governing mechanisms.

Apparatus for Preserving Piles.—Frank Bat-

ter, Marsbfield, Oregon. No. 452,513. Dated May 19,

1891. This invention has for its object the construc-
tion of an apparatus by which piles may be treated

after they have been driven for a wharf or other

structure, and marine worms or insects which attack

them may be destroypd.

It consists of an adjustable casing, which may be
fitted to each pile successively, and pipes and valves

whereby steam may be admitted into the casing to

drive out the water and kill the worms or insects by
heat, after which any desired preservative compound
may be introduced to coat the surface of the pile, or
to saturate it.

Steamers.—M. S. Hartman, Redding, Cal. No.

453,521. Dated May 19, 1891. This device con-

sists of an arrangement of flit perforated disks and
annular overlapping rings with supporting legs and
locking devices by which any number of rings may
be added to the central disk. This allows the device

to be enlarged or diminished to fit any size of

steamer or vessel with which it is to be used.

An Insulator Holder for Electric Rail-

ways.—Byron Jennings, San Jose, Cal,, assignor of

one half to James Brusie, Oakland, Cal. No.

4S2.64S> Dated May 19, 1891. This invention

relates to a device which is termed an insulator

holder and is intended for use in connection with

the conducting wires of electric railways. It

consists of a protecting hood or cap, a means for

supporting a conducting wire therefrom and
providing an insulation between the two, a means
for supporting the hood or cap in an upright posi-

tion when it is used upon curves, thus maintaining a
more perfect insulation of the curved conducting
wires and protecting the insulating material from
rainy or damp weather.

Faucet.—A. D, Moore and A. K. Grimm. S. F.

No. 452,526. Dated May 19. iggr. This invention

relates to an improvement in faucets in which by the
various movements of a single lever, handle or
wheel, the admission of cold and hot water, and the
discharge and ovei flow are all controlled, so that
either cold or hot water, or both may be admitted,
and when admitted the discharge will be closed, and
the overflow opened, and when both are shut off the
discharge and overflow may be closed so as to ex-
clude sewer vapors or gas.

Folding Bed.—Conrad Boiler. S. F. No. 452,-

503, Dated May 19. 1891. This invention relates

to the class of furniture known as folding beds, and
its object is to provide an ornamenial wardrobe with-
in which the bed is folded up out of sight during the
day, and a means by which it may be conveniently
opened our at nighc. with counter-balance weights
by which it is easily moved.

Apparatus for Impregnating Liquids with
Gas. — Ulrich Bachmann, S. F. No. 452,512.

Dated May 19. 1891. This invention has for its ob-
ject the construction of an apparatus by which
liquids may be impregnated with gases while being
bottled. It consists of a gas generating vessel, a
liquid containing vessel and an intermediate gas re-

ceiving vessel with connecting pipes and controlling
cocks, a coil pipe and swinging filling spout with a
vertically moving hollow rod. an opening to receive
the cork with a plunger for forcing it home after the
bottle is filled.

Desk and Seat Support.—J, F. McEIroy, S. F.

Assigned one-fourth to J. T, Delaney. No, 452,527.

Dated May ig. 1891. This invention has for its ob-
ject an improved construction for school desks and
seats, a means for adjusting them and a means for

securing them to the floor in such a manner that
they may be easily removed at any time, or replaced
at will.

Electric Insulator,— Byron Jennings, San
lose, Cal,., assignor of one half to James Brusie of

Oakland, Cal. No. 452,523. Dated May ig, i8gr.
The object of this invention is to provide an
improved suspending device and insulator for the
electric conducting wires of electric railways. It

consists essentially of an ear or support to which
the conducting wire is so attached that it cannoi
become loosened or fall away from the support,
also in a means for suspending this support from
the transverse hanging wires which extend across
the roadway at intervals and support the longitudinal
conducting wire. In conjunction with this is an
improvement in the insulator itself, a means for
attaching it, and in preventing the access of rain,

snow or moisture, generally, which tends to reduce
the perfection of the insulating qualities.

Complimentary Samples.

Peraona receiving this paper marked are re-

qaeated to examine ita oontentSj terms of sub-
aoription, and give It their own patronage, and,
aa fiar as practicable, aid in oironlating the

journal, and making its valne more widely
known to others, and extending its influence Is

the cause it faithfully eerves. SnbscrlptioD
rate, $3.00 a year. Extra copies mailed for IC

oents, if ordered soon enough. If already a

qnbaoriber, pleage show the paper to othnrw.

/I33e3§iiieiit flotice3.

INYO MAHBLB OOMPAN7.—LOCATION
of Drinci^al place of business, San Francisco, California.

Location of works, Ma'aiol, Nevada.
Notice U hereb/ given, that at a meeting of the Board of

Directors, held on the UCth day of May, 1891, an asseBS-
ment{No. 13) of Ten {10) Cents per Bhare was levied upon
the Capital Stock of the Corporation, payable immediately
inUuifcedS aten gold coin to th-i Secretary at the office of the
Company, 132 California street, San Francisco, California.

Any Btockupon which this assessment shall remain unpaid
on the loth day of Ju]y, 1891, will be delinquent, and
advertised for sale at public auction; aud unless payment is

made before, wiU be sold on FRIDAY, the 28th day of
July, 1891. to pay the delinquent asse smeot, together with
the cosCB of advertising and expeoBBS of sale.

By orddF of the Board of Directors.
G. W. LT70E, Secretary,

Office, 132 Oalifomia Street, San Francisco, CalJfomja.

DELINQUENT SALE NOTICE.

GRAY EAGLE MINING COMPANY—Loca-
tion of principal place of businesB, San Francisco,

Calitoroia. Loea.ton of works, Placer county, California

Notice— There are delinquent upon the following de-

scribed Btooh, on account of AaeessmenC (No. 23) levied

on the 3d day of April, 1S91, the several amounts set

opposite the names of the respective shareholders, as

follows:
No. No.

Names. Cert. Shares. Amfc,

Barrows, A W, Trustee 647 1,000 $30 00
' ' " 669 1,000 30 00
*' " " ...562 500 15 00
«- " <• .563 50O 15 00
" " " 568 1,000 30 Og

" •' 569 1.000 30 to
" *' 670 600 15 00

" " ** 578 500 15 DO

Bosrart, O H, Trustee 424 650 19 50
" " " 473 214 6 42
" " " 488 105 3 16

Buffington, J M, Trustee .495 BOO 16 00
Noroman.Leon 614 100 3 00

Roaekrans, H M 39 600 IS 00
Riordan, Jos H, Trustee 534 6,000 150 00

Stout, C d, Trustee 476 2,000 60 00
• 477 953 28 59

Taylor, J N, Trustee 632 1,040 31 20

And In accordance with law, and an order of the Board
of Directors, made on the 8d day of April, 1891, eo
many shares of each parcel of Bnch stock au may be
necessary, will be sold at public auction, at the office of

the Company, Room 11, No. 303 California street, San
Francisco, Callforn'a, on TUESDAY, the 9th day of

June, 1891, at the hour of one (1) o'clock p.u. of aald

day, to par said delinquent assessment thereon, together

with costs of advertising and expenses of gale.

A. W. BABBUWS, Secretary pro tern.

Office, Boom 11, No. 80S California street, San Fran •

Cisco, California.

About Obtaining Patents.

Patents ar« VIrtaally Contraota.

The Patent Law provides that In case a patent, which is

the evidence of the contract, is not ezecnted In compliance
vjth the requireineutfi i f the law, it may be annulled and
n^ndered void. Heuce it la of the greatest Importance to

every luveotor that bis patent or contract be BltlUfully and
accurate ly drafted, in order that It may afford him complete
protection for bis Invention during the life of his patent.

How tj Proonr« a Patent.

To avoid all needless delay, however, and secure patents
at (be earlk'nt moment practicable, Inventors will do well to

fnr^vard a model, drawing or 'ketch, with a plain, full and
compieheneive description of their Invention (stating dl?-

tlnctly what the particular points of Improvement are), with
SJ Josaflrstinstallmeut of foes. If the Improvement ap-

I ears to ns to bs novel and patentable, the necessary papers
for an application for a patent will be prepared immediately
and forwarded to the inven'or for Ws signature. When he
ruceives the apph'cation and tinds it duly prepared, he will

carefully sign and return the same plainly addressed to ua,

with postal money ord.r or express receipt for our o^vn feo.

ThccasB willlhen b« promptly file:! by ua in the Patent
Office, and vigorously prosecuted to secure the hcBt patent
possible. -»[Thi'i eourse Is the most cxp-jdilioua and satis-

fact ry, as no time ia lost in transm! ting correspondence
relative to the preliminary stepa.] When the patent Is

allowed, the inventor will be duly notified, and on sending
the final Government fee of $20 to ua, we will order the
issue of the pttont, and forward the same as soon as It Is

secured, from the Patent Office.

The payments are thus divided and made easy. We make
no pretense of doing cheap work, In order to entice eustora,

nor do we afterward make additional ohargei to bring the

bill up to a fair compensation. We do our work honestly

and thoroughly, and we never give up a case so long as there

la a chance of obtaining a patent. The Agency charge. In-

cluding drawings, rarely exceeds SW, and for this we do all

we can without appealing the case.

Models and Drawlng^s.

Models are now seldom required by the Commissioner ot

Patents, and generally only in Intricate cases. Perftcb

drawings of practical working machines are more satisfactory

to the Patent Office than the old cumbersome system of

storing up an Immense bulk of countless mcdela.

Drawings or sketches, sufficient to Illustrate the Invention

clearly, with a description that will enable na to make a full

set of perfect drawings for the Patent Office, la all that we
require, A model will answer our purpose as well, how-
ever. In cases where the inventor can more easily furnish It

Secure a Good Patent.

The value and even the validity of a patent often de-

pends on the character, clearness and sufficiency of ita

drawings. There are thousands of existing patents lu

which the Improvements are but partially or poorly illus-

trated in the drawings. When an attempt ia made to die*

ptise of Buch patents, the vagueness and defects of the
drawings often prejudice capitalists and mannfactnren
against the invention, while in reality It may be of great

value, and would meet with ready sale had it been skill-

fully, completely and artistically portrayed. In all cases

prepared by us, the drawings are made tmder onr personal

supervision, by akilled draftsmen In our constant employ,

and every precaution la taken to have the invention fully

and clearly shown by different views, so that the improve-

ment will be readily understood by the Examiners in the
Patent Office, and comprehended by the public when the

patent ia granted.

Advantafires to Inventors on the Faoifio

Ooaat.

The firm of Dbwbit & Co. has edited and published the

Mjnino and Boientipio PEE33 Continuously since 1860—

a period of 30 years. Few agents, who are still engaged In

thebuslDess, have had so long-extended practice In patent

soliciting. The members of the firm give personal attention

to the applications Intrusted to their care; and their

familiarity with inventions and with local affairs In the

Pacific States and Territories enables them to understand

the wants of Inventors on this coast mo'^e readily and thor-

oughly as we believe, than any other agents in America.

Thus there is saved a great deal of the time which ordinarily,

when distant agents are employed, la wasted in preliminary

writing back and forth.

This happy combination of long budness experience to-

gether and wide connections has placed our firm in a posi-

tion unquestionably most fortunate for affording inventors

prompt and reliable advice, and the beat facilities for eecui^

Ing I heir full patent rights nlth safety and dispatch at

imiformly reasonable rates.

Every patentee of a worthy Invention Is guaranteed the

gratuitous publication of a clearly stated and correct de-

scription of his Invention, In one or more of onr influential

and reliable newspapers, affording just the drcnlatlon best

oalculatedto widely Inform the class of readers e^eoially

Interested in ths subject of his invention

Caveats.

A Caveat is a confidential communication made to the

Patent Office, and Is therefore filed within its secret archives.

The privilege secured under a caveat is that it entitles the

caveator to receive notice, for a period of one year, of any

a^jpllcation for a patent subsequently filed, which Is ad-

judged to be novel and is likely to interfere with the inven-

tion described in the caveat, and the caveator is then re-

quired to complete his application for a patent within three

months from the date of said notice. Caveat papers should

be very carefully prepared- Our fee for the service varies

from $10 to ^20. The Qovemmenb fee la $10 additional.

To enable us to prepare caveat papers, we require only a
sketob and description of the Invention.

Bejeoted Applications.

InventotB who have rejected cases (prepared either by

themaelves or for them by other agents) and desire to ascer-

tain their prospects of success by further efforts, are invited

to avail themselves ot our nnrlvaied facilities for securing

favorable reaolta We have been sucoeasful in seouring

Letters Patent in many pievlonalr abandoned oases. Our

terms are always xeasonabl&

Inventors doing business with as wiU be notified of the

state of their application In the Patent Office whenever it !
possible for tu to famish soofa Informaticn.

DGWBT A OO.*

FstentScttdton^OffieeoCSonimno PBSsa 320Bf«fc6t

nyniiTinsra-
AND

Ore Dressing HacMnery.
By O. G. WAMFOBO LOOK.

COKTBMTS.— Motive Power— Transmission of Power.
Quarrying — ProBpecting, Shaft-sinking, Coal-cutting,
Pumping, and VeDtilating Machinery—Lighting—Haul-
ing and Holstlog Transport—Reducing— Dressing—Mis-
cellaneous.

Price 931.00. Circulars and Catalogues on application.

E. & F. N. SPON, Pubtishert.
12 Cortlandt St.. New Tork.

H. EVANS & CO.
(SacouBora to TBOH80N ft ETAN8),

110 and 118 Beale Street, 8. F.

UACHINE WOKKS,
steam Pumps, Steam Enginei

and 111 kliids ol HACHINEBY.

, o

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, Mining, and Commission,
420 Montgomery St.. 8. F.

Ships under advancoB to .melting works In Boston
NOW Tork, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one years' experience In Shlpplno: Ores and

Uanagiog Mines.
Solicits Conaignments o( Copper Produce and Hacaire-

ment of Mln*ng Matters.
All business conducted on Cash Basis.
Puroiiase and shipment o( Mining Supplies a Spboultt
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Business Manager of UNION COPPER MINE, Copper-

opolU, Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE. Amador Co.rcal.

THE LAW OF MINES
AND

/iPPLICAnONS FOR MINERAL PATENTS
A SPECIALTY.

E. A. BEIiCHER.
Attorney-at-Law,

aS4 Montgotnery St., San Prancleco, Cal.

RUPTURE AND PILES.
We PosiTiVELT Cube all Idnde of Rapture

and Bectal DiBeaseB, no matter of how long
ftanding, In from 30 to 60 days, without the
UBe of KNIFE, DRAWING BLOOD, or DETEN'HON FROM BDSINE3S. Terms: Ho Care.
H** J^*'i ** •> "»? until Cured.
If afflicted, come and see ua or send Btamn for
namphlet. Addreea:

DRS. PORTBEFIBLD & LOBBY,
PBfl Market Str*»ftt. - - Rad Franotsro

Books on Assaying.

By C. H. AARON.

Part I.—Gold and Silver Ores —Price $1
Second Edition.

This work is written by an experienced metallurgig
who ha3 devoted many years to assaying and working pre
cloua ores on the Pacific side of the American Continent.
He writes whereof he knows from personal oractice, and in
such plain and comprehensive terms that neither tbeGciencIst
nor the practical miner can mistake his meaning.
The work, like Mr. Aaron's former publications ("Testing

and Working Silver Ores," "Leaching Gold and Silver
Ores") that have been "successfully popular" is written in a
oondensed form, which renders his information more readily
available than that of more wordy and leoa conscientious
writers. The want of such a work has long been felt. It
will be very desirable in the hands of many.

Table of Oontents:
Preface; Introduction; Implements; Assay Balance; Ma
terials; The Assay Office: Preparation of the Ore; Weighing
the Charge; Mixing and Charging; Assay Litharge; Systems
of the Crucible Assay; Preliminary Assay; Dressing the
Crucible Assays; Examples of Dressing; The Melting in
Orucibles; Scorification; Cupellation; Weighing the Bead;
Parting; Calculating the Assay; Assay of Ore Containing
Coarse Metal; Assay of Boasted Ore for Solubility; To
Assay a Cupel; Assay by Amalgamation; To Find the Value
of a Specimen; Tests for Ores; A Few Special Minerals;
Solubility of Metals; Substitutes and Expedients; Assay
Tables.
The volume embraces 130 13mo. pages, wlthillostrations

weU bound in cloth; 1889. Price, $1, postpaid. Sold by
Dewey & Co., Publishers, No. 220 Market street, San
Francigco

Parts II and III.

Lead, Copper, Tin, Ifercmy, etc.
Price $1.75.

This book Is entitled "Assaying—Parts II and IIL" and Ib
separate from Part I, and treats of Gold and Sliver Bullion,
Lraid, Copper, Tin, Mercury, Zinc, Nickel, Cobalt, etc.

Table of Contents:
Gold and Silver Bullion; Apparatus; Melting Bullion

Assaying Bullion; Humid Assay of Silver; Manip
ulation, etc.; Lead Ores; Copper Ores; Volumetric
Assays; Parkes' Process; Amalgamation; New Pro-
cess; Preparation of Potassium Zanthati;; Electrolytic
Determination of Copper in Ores, etc.; Assaying of Tin
Ores; Assaying of Mercury Ores; Assaying of Zino Ores:
Assaying of Zinc Ores, New Method; New Assay of Nickel
and Cobalt; Assay of Chromium; Assay of Bismuth; Assay
of Arsenic; Assay of Antimony; Assay of Sulphur; AJsay of
Salt; Appendix to Part I; Notes on Crucible Assays: Weigh-
ing by Oscillations; Appendix to Part III; The Assay of
Lead; The Assay of Copper.
There are 160 12mo. pages with illustrations in the volume

whiob is hound strongly in cloth. Price postpaid, ?1.75
Sold by Dewey & Co. Publishprs. No. 220 Market St., S.F.

Practical Treatise on Hydraulic Mining.
Bt AUG. J. BOWIE, Jr.

Thie new and important book is on the use and con-
atruction of Ditches, Flumes, Dama, Pipes, Flow of Water
on Heavy Grades, methods of mining shallow and deep
placers, history and development of mines, records of
gold washing, mechanical appliances, such as nozzles,
burdy-gurdys, rockers, undercurrenta, etc. ; also describes
n.ethodB of blasting; unnels and sluices; tailinftB and
dump; duty of miners' Inoh, etc. A-very practical work
for gold miners and users of watar Price, Sfi, post'pftld

Fox sale by DiwvT ft Co., X^blisheiSt 290 Uurket St, 3aD
Fnnoisco.
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tiiicational.

Assay Office and Chemical Laboratory.

ROOMS 46 AND 47 MONTQOMEKY BLOCK, 628
Montgomery Street, San Francisco. For nearly 15

yeara with Tiiomafl Price, as Chief o( the Ore-Asaay and

Analytical Department. Lessons given in Assaying and

Chemistry.

School of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Surveying, Architecture, Drawing and AsBaying,

72S MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.
Open All Year.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President.

ABsaylngol OreB,$2fi; Bullion and Cblorination Aasay

$26; Blowpipe Assay. SIO.

ESTABLISHED) 1861
Full course of aseaying. 860.

^ Send (or circular.

HEALDS
BUSINESS OOLLEGE,

24 POST ST.. S. F.

FOR SEVENTY - FITE DOI.I'ARS TBIS
College instructs In Shorthand, Typewriting, Book-

keeping, Tel*'graphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the

English branches, and everything pertainine to businesB

for six lull months. We have sixteen teachers, and give

IndiWdual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has

its graduates in every part of the State.

i^ SbND for CiRGtniAft.

E, P. HEALD, President.

C. S. HALEY, Secretary.

IP YOU WANT A FIRST CLASS TflOK >UGH SCHOOL
and a pleasant, refined, safe home for your buys,

send them to

HOPKINS ACADEMY.
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA. Next term begins August
Bth, 1891. Send for Catalogue to W. W. ANDERSON,
Princitjal.

DIAMOND DRILLS
THE PACIFIC PROSPECTING CO.

will contract to prospect with Diamond C<*re Drill

for minerals, etc, or to bore holes for ventilation or
drainage. Agents for Diamond Drills, Rock Drills, Minlne
Machinery and Supplies of all kinds. Diamonds on hand.
'nqniries and orders promptly attended to, 'IS Sansome
bt/eetf San Francisco, CaL

FACTORY:

Cor. Jefferson & First Sts., Oakland. Cal.

MANUFACTTJEEEa OF

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROOF
PAINTS,

Superior to anything of the kind in the market for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uuequaled for Submei^ed Timbers. Red and Brown
Paints for Roofe. Warehouses, Stables, Fences,

Etc., mixed Ready for Use. Also,
Sheathing Paper, Portable Cal-

ifornia Mastic Roofing,
the Best in the

Market
for

AND TJNEQUALKD FOR

Teredo-Proof Pile

Covering.

This Company also Manufactures a Malthine
Compound for

KENDEEING BOOTS AND SHOES
WATEEPROOP.

The same is a superior article lor Preserving Harness
rendering it Impervious to Moisture and

keeping it always pliable and soft.

49^ Send for SampleEi and Prices. Salesroom,

310 CALIFORNIA ST., S. F., Cal.

.1} .A. :^ .A.I^Gr.A.JiXa
For Sale Cheap, Six Second-Eland

FRUE CONCENTRATORS.
Good as New. Also Second-Hand

STEAM PUMPS
Of various makes.

RISDON IRON WORKS,
Cor. Beale and Howard Sts., San Francisco.

I
POLLOK PATENTS.

OFFICE AND -WOBKS,

ADJOINING THE NEVADA COUNTY NARROW GAUGE RAILROAD,

"HOLMS" STATION, GRASS VALLEY,

NEYAD V COUNT V 0AI.IFOBNIA.

This Coipany is now Preprel to Mm Snljlinrets (Concentrates) for Treatient

ON TERMS WHICH MAY BE ARRANGED.

In Quaccltles of from 2 lbs to 100 Ibe.

Apply to MR J. W. HIGGINBOTTOM, C. & M. K,
PEBSIDBNT AND GENERAL MANAQBE.

N, B,—Side Track and Fairbank's Standard 40'Ton E. E. Track Scales.

Holme Station, Grass Valley, April 30, ISdI.

IT HAS NO EQUAL.

Can Be Fat On

by Any One.

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adopted by the

Navy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOILEBS, STEAM PIPES, COtD STOB*GK. and all places Teauirinir

AoQ-Heat-Oonducting Muterlal.

C. B, JOHNSON & CO.—SAN FBAN0I900.

Send tor Catalogue.

ELECTRIC BLASTING.

VICTOR EX.ECTRXC PliATINITBI FUSES.
Superior to all others for exploding any make of dynamite or
1 laiftiDg powder. Each fuse folded separately and packed in
neat paper boxes of 50 each. All tested and warranted. Single
and double strength, with any leuRth of ivires.

VICTOR BIjASTINO ItlACUINE.-Made in two
Bizes. No. 2 firea 20 to30 holes. No, 1 fires 5 to 8 holes. Adapted
for proapecting, stump blasting.quurry and general railroad work.

"rUIifc ITP" BIjASTI!irG MACHINE. — The
strongest and most powerful machine ever made fjr Electric
Blasting. No, 4 size fires 70 boles. No, 3 size fires 40 holes. Are
specially adapted for submarine blasting ami large mining work.

standard Electric Fdmc and BlafitTeater.Wlre
Recta, new design, licadlne and Connectlne Wire.

flLANUFACTUKED ONLY BY

^JAMES MACBETH & COMPANY,
128 9falden X.ane. New Torfc City.

FABKE Ss LAOY CO., San Frandeco, Oal., AQBNTS.

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
ROCK DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING.

MINING AND QUARRYING

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical Works.
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Indnstrial Chemist, Assayer

and Geologist.

718 MONTGOMERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

jarWlll report on the condition and value of any mining propertiy on
the Pacific Coast. Rare Chemicals made to order. Instructions rIvod Id

\Ba»yinif knd Prftotloal Chemtatry.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
Nos. 39 to 51 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

N. E. CORNER
PAOIFIO & DAVIS STS

"HENDY" IMPROVED " OHALLENQE " ORB FEEDER.

The best form of Feeder ever devised, and pronounced by reputable mining men to be far

superior to any form of "Roller" Feeder manufactured. We refer to the follow-

ing gentlemen who have furniehed ua with testimonial letters to the

above effect, which can be seen at our office, viz.:

D. 0. WiCKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal,

J. K. Tkeoloan, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold
Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.

WE ABE MANTJTACTDKERS OF THE

" '<eTAiicnon" "TULLOCK,"& "ROLLER' FEEDERS,

S. W, Ckockek, Supt. Bunker Hill Gold Min-
ing Co., Amador City, Cal.

W. G. RoBEETS, Greenwood, El Dorado Co. , Cal.

^'CHALLENGE", "STANFORD", "

4nd will fnniiab descriptive Catalogues and quote prices upon applioatiap,
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IMPROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Beat Ore Conoeatrator In the market, having double
the Capaoity and doing ita work ai close as the plain Belt
maohine, while Ite ooncentrationB are clean. It la used in

a number of Mills, the moat notable of which ia the

Alaaks M. k M. Co'a Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Fruea
are taking the Pnlp from 120 Stampa, oruabing 350 tona

per day, and la f^ving entire aatiafactlon aa againat 48
plain Belt Maobinea, taking the Pnlp from the other 120
Btampa.

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f. o. b. ^r?

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b. -

Protected by Patenta December 22, 1874; September 2,

1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20, 1883;

September IS, 1883; Jnly 24, 1888. Patenta applied for,

For Pamphlets, Testimoniala and farther information

apply at office.

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE CO.. Room 15,

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

The UoHTAaA Cohfaht (Ltmltod). Lokdoh. October 8, 1886.

Dbar Sirs :—Having t«BteU three of your Frue Vannere In a com-
pet[tl^ e trial with other stmilar machined (Triumph), we have eatlsfled
ourselves o( the superiority of your VaDDcrs, as Is evldeDced by the
fact of our havlue orderoil 20 more of your macbiQefi for Immediate
delivery. Yours truly, THE MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B.—Since the above was written the SO VauDers, havlnir been
started, gave buch satUfactiou that A4 additional FruoH and more
stamps have been purchased. ADAMS & CARTER.

No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR with IMPROVED RIFFLED BELT.
The competitive trials which have beon held betweea the

"Trinmph" Ore Concentrators, the " Frne" Vannere and
other forms of oonoentrating devices, do not warrant the as-

sertion that the * 'Frue * Vanner ia the best ore ooncentrator in

the market. The fact that the "Fraes" have improved (oor-

mgated) belts does not militate againat the superiority of the

"Triamphs;" for, when desired, they (the *'TriDmpha") can

be mounted with a superior belt known as the ** Blasdel "

Riffled.

Price " Triumph " Concentrators, with Im-

proved (Patented) Belt - - - $650 f. o. b.

Price " Triumph " Concentrators, with

Plain Belt $550f. o. b.

We are prepared to ^arantoe the superiority of the ** Triumph "

Iha " Frue" or any other form of Concentrator, for coin it need be.

Circulars and testimonial letters furniahed on apptlcatloD.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS.

39 to 51 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Both the '*Trinmph" Concentrator and "BlaBdel" (rifiQed)

Belt are protected by incontestable letters patent, granted
by the Government of the United States.

Original Empire Mill and MiiilnB Company,
)

Principal Office, 401 Californiiv Sr., cor. Sanaome, S. F. V

Location of Worke, Graes Valley, Nevada Co., Cal. )

Grasb Vallbt, Nevada Co., Cal., Nov. 10, 1888.

Joshua Bendy ifaehvie Works, 39 to 51 Fremont St., S. F., Cat.:

Qentlrsibh—1 am pleased to state, in reference to the " Triumph"
Ore Concentrators, that four (4) of them were plare't in the mUl of the
OrielDal Ekuipre Uill and Mining Company in April, 1SS4, and a thorough
test made of their practical operation; and their efficiency having been
demonstrated, four (4) more were subsequently introduced as the comple-
ment of the Twenty (20) Stamp Mill, and the eight {S) have been and are
now runniog with entirely satisfactory results.

At the Ten (10) Stamp Mill of the North Star Mining Company, uof^er

my supervision, four (4) are also in auccessful operation, and from my
observation of their practical workings, I am convinced that this form of

Concentrators is the equal, if not superior to any othc style of Vaunera
or concentrating devices. DAVID McKAY, Jr.,

[Signed] Sup't North Star and Original Empire Mining Co.

N. B. When the stamping capacity of the two above named mills was in-

creased, more " Triumph " Concentrators were purchased, and twenty*
eight (28) are now in constant auccessful operation.

xjJxrTi]xrc3p*rc5 isr>
MANUFACTUREB OP

•

CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ MILLS,
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Maclilnery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Sliingle Machines.

SEND FOB CIRCULAR.

GeBtrlfOEral Boiler Quartz Mill. 2X3 I'lUST ST7H.EHnP. S.A.]Nr X<Xl.A.SiTC3XSOO. C3.A.IJ.

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

rmnr AROVF finr ILLnSTBATES THE IMPBOVED FORM OF DOUBI,E-JOINTED HT-
T™BicZiCGYANf8wMrh^maSSa4urS: We guarantee purchasers o( this lorm ol Giants agatast all

Msts, expenses or damages which may arise from any adverse suits or actions at aw. We are lurlher prepared to

himish Single-Jointed Giants when required. Prices, discounts and Catalogues ol our specialtie ot By.

dranllc Alining Machinery sent on application.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39 to 51 Fremont St., San Franciico.

HOISTING ENGINES FOR MINES

«

1, 2, or 4 Drums, with Reversible Link

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.

MADB ONLY BY THK

LIDGERWOOD M'F'G CO..
98 Liberty St, New York.

34 and 86 West Monroe St., Chicago.

197 to 203 Congress St, Boston.

1 to 7 N. First St., Portland, Oregon.

PARKE & LACY CO., Agts., San Francisco.

SAnd for CatalosTTifi.

MAUnFACTHRED FROM STRICTLY FIBST-CLABS FLAX AND PURE LOBRICANTS. H4S NO SUPRRIOR
lir all Hvdr.uUo Work CiMco Watm Works Co., Calico, Cku., Deo. 16 1S90.

W T Y. SoBBNOa—Dear Sir: We find your " Red-Cord " Square Flax Packing the " Boes," Youra truly,
* ' ' J. R. LANE, Secretary.

ThB red cord runs the entire length. Put up In holes ol 20 feet, or coils of 60 to 80 Ihs. For sale by all

dealers. W. X. T. SCHENOB, Sols Manutactnter, »»H Mid »1?« UwrlFet Street. San FranolHo, 0»I.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Saperior to all Others for Qnartz Mills, Smelters, &g.

Not Affected bv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils. Every Belt Onaranteed. Try It. Send
tor Circular and Samples.

iNrES^viXjXjiE: cfe oo..
27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET. - SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Adamantine Shoes and Dies
^-—AND

Cams, Tappets, Bosses, Boll Shells and Grasher Plates.

THESE CASTINGS ARE EXTENSIVELY USED IN ALL THE MINING STATES
and Territories of North and South America Guaranteed to prove better and
cheape' than any othera. Orders solicited subject to above conditiooB. When
ordering eend sketch with exact dimensions. Send for Illustrated Circular.

Manufactured by CHROME STfiEt. WORKS, Brooklyn, U, T,

H. D. MORRIS. Agont, 220 Fremont St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to the purcbaye of Mloe and Mill Supplies.

Stimp 0am.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Fair, 1884,

Sole Licensed Uanufacturera of the

MEDAKT PATENT WEOTJQHT EIM PUILET
For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Waehln^oD

Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Best Balanced Pulley In the World. Also Manufacturers of

PAi. GOT. 26, 1881. SHAFTING, HANGERS AND
19'Sbnd fob Ciboulabs ij)D Priob List.^

No . 129 «nd 131 PBBMONT STHBBT

APPtJRTHNANOBS.
I

SA.N PBANClaCO, OAL.

BLOWING ESGINE
FOR SALE.
VerUcal pat-
tern, with bal-

anced steam slide valve gear, steam cylinder 14 in.

diameter, air cylinder 40 in. diameter, stroke 24 in. 1 to

100 strokes per minute; engine new. For price and par-

Xesl JAMES LEPFEL&CO., Spriii^eld.OUo,

JAMES M. HATEK. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. SSO CaUfornta Street,

lelophono No.l74e. SAN FEANCISOO, CAJ*
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND MANUFAOTUBBRS OP

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
ENGINES, BOILERS, STEAM PUMPS,

-

AIB OOMPRBSSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S CRUSHING BOLLS,

OONOBNTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROOK BREAKERS. DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Takingr Pulp from 10 Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE RXTINGUISHERS,

OHNTBIFUGAL PUMPS1

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG BDGERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MIUJ and MINE SUPPLIES.

GrZSSO'ZSZl.A.Xj .A.C3-XISa'17S F^Xl

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
COMPOUND, ** "^MN^s

SALES DURING LAST FOUR MONTHS:
STAMnAT?n 99 ENGINES,

SalS HORSE POWER. OXJi.JMU.tl.i:fiiJ, 4500 HORSE POWER. TTT'N'TOR "8 ENoiNiu,
<J U i.N J.V.rXll, 4860 HORSE POWBSB.

Coreie Fo-VTcrex-.

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Gal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W.

THE FELTOIT TTT'ATER T?7HESL
GIVES THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY OF ANY WHEEL IN THE WORLD. OVER 1300 IN USE.

Affords the moat simple and reliable power for all mining and manufacturing machinery. Adapted to heads running
from 20 up to 2000 or more feet. From 20 to 30 per cent better results guaranteed than can be
produced from any other wheel in the country.

XSXjXI007X1X0 L.A.zio'efivtxssxosa'.

The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and reliable power, closd
regulation, and the facility of adaptation to varying conditions of speed and pressure, have
brought it into special prominence and extensive use for this class of work.

All applications should state amount and head of water, power required and for what purpose,
with approximate length of pipe line. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

r^ss JP^HmTOIT 'XTKr.A.^P^i^L WJbLSSXIXj oo.
121-123 MAIN STREET, SAN 7RANCIS0O, OAL., U. S. A.

PPI TnU U/ATCP MnTHR^ varying from the fraction of l up to 15 and 20-horse
rCLIUIl nHICn illUIUnO, power, unequaled for all light-running machinery.
Warranted to develop a given amount of power with one-half the water required by any other.

SEND FOE MOTOR OIEOULAR. Address as above.

THE GATES ORE AND ROCK BREAKER.
^^ H^H^-S^Ht-^™^'^^^^^''^'^' unequaled in efficiency, upward

I
Gives a fineness of product that increases the capacity of any mill from 25 to 40 per

OF 3000 NOW IN USE. cent without anv additional expense. THE BEST AND ONLY CRUSHER ADAPTED
Will do more than twice the work of any other with the same cost in wear. | TO MACADAM ROAD WORK. Send for Circular.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO., 121-123 Main Street, San Francisco, General Western Agents.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.

521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco,

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!
—DSA&BR IN—

Assayers' and Mining Material.

—UiSUtAunnLOt op—
IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL, OR PLAOBK MINES. MADE OP BEST SOFT t.AITB! SUPERIOR COPPER

jSlT n.Esi>xTOEsi> x>xt.xoxas.
Our platea are guaranteed, and by aotaal experience are proved, the be8< In weight of Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

ver and dnrabiUty. Old Mhiing Plates Keplated, Bonght, or Gold Separated. THOUSANDS
OF ORDERS FILLED.

r
.

s
.

r

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, ^"t *>' HOSKIHS'

68, 70 & 72 First St., San Francisco, Cal. ETDKO-CAKBOK ASSAY FTTHKACXS
tS" SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD

Iia. Q-u.a.xTtSB, Gri-a,-\7-ol etxx<^ I»la,o©r ]M[lxxlxxs-
PRICES OREAri-T KEDUOED ONLY KEPINED SILVER AND BEST COPPER USED. OVER 3000 ORDERS FILLED. FIFTEEN MEDALS AWARDED.

Old Mming Plates can be Replated. Old Plates Bought, or Gold Separated. These Places can also be pnichased of JOHN TATI.OB Si CO., Comer ftrat
and Mission StTOets, San Francisco.

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS.
B. G. DENNISTON, Proprietor. 668 & 855 MISSION ST., SAN PRANCISOO, OAL.

Our Plates have been used lor 20 years. They have proved the best. We adhere strictly to contract in weight ol Silver and Copper.
SEND FOB CIBOULAB,

RECEIVED EVERY MEDAL
Awarded on the Pacific Coast

for Silver-plated Amalnm
Plates and Best Gold, Silver

and Nickel Plating,
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EOIBON ELECTBtO DRILL MOUNTED ON TBIFOD.

Blasdel's Concentrating Belt.

An engraving on this page shows the patent

concentrating belt made by the Blasdel Con-

centrating Bait Co., 419 California St., this

city. The pecniiarity of this deWoe is that the

flanges or edges of the belt stand at an aoate

angle, inclining toward the center, and there-

fore readily conform to the change of direction

while passing over the end rollers, avoiding

breakage of the flanges. This belt, at intervals

of four feet, has a very slight riffled sur-

face for the space of three inches, which

tends to equalize the pulp on the belt,

and prevents it banking on the sides and

forming channels throngh the center. These

slight riffles also save very fine aulphureta and

qaioksiWer, which might escape from a belt

with an entirely smooth sarface. The out

shows the construotion of the belt very clearly.

Electric Percussion Drills.

The introdaotion of electricity in mining and

other underground work has not, until recent-

ly, kept pace with its other applications, not-

withstanding its peculiar adaptation to just

saoh situations. The reason for this has been

that so long as powes drills could only be suo-

oessfully operated by compressed air. It was

difficult to convince the mine operator of any

material advantage to be gained by the intro-

duction of the electric current so long as he

had to maintain at the same time his com-

pressed air plant. A practical and simple eleo-

trioal peroasaion drill was, therefore, the key

ri^\^

-j*»f.;

ELEOTRIO DBILL MOUNTED ON COLUMN.

to the eltnation. The Ellison General Eleotrio

Co. of New York, appreciating this fact, ob-

tained full control of an electric drill, which in

every way meeta reqniremente, viz., a drill

making use of the principle, of the " Marron

eyetem of percneaion tools.

"

The dynamo is of the ordinary Edison type,

and may also be nsed for operating motors, etc.

The moving parts of the drill are confined to

an iron plunger without commutator or col-

lector, and there are no electrical connections

that can he disturbed by jarring, or a£Fected by

moisture or dropping water. The only wear-

ing parts are the guides on which the drill rod

work..

Neither an insnfliclent nor an excessive feed

can result in damage to the drill, the peculiar

automatic electro-magnet action immediately

reducing the stroke to a qolver In case the drill

fails to reach the rock, and accommodating its

length to suit the situation when the normal

stroke is not permitted.

The frequency of the stroke permits of more

rapid work with less wear and strain on the

bit than in power drills of ordinary type. The

drill can be operated or taken apart and re-

placed by ordinary workmen with no knowl-

edge of electricity.

The drill, onts of which are here shown, con

eists simply of a reciprocating iron bar im-

pelled up and down by the alternating action

of two coils of wire. An iron envelope, con-

sisting of a piece of boiler tube seven inches in

BliBOTBIO HOIST FOR MINES. THE BLASDEL

diameter and about two feet long, contains two

solid coils of copper wire through which recip-

rocates an iron bar about two Inches in di-

ameter. At the forward end of the machine

this bar travels through a long bearing. The
outer end of the bar carries a chuck, into

which the bit or drill is fastened. The whole

is mounted upon a slide with a feed screw for

advancing the machine to the rock. The ma-

chine is mounted upon a column, tripod or

quarry bar, in the neaal manner. The ends of

the wire coils within the casing are brought to

the connecting plugs on the outside of the

casing. A flexible cable of any desired length,

compoaed of three insulated stranded wires,

leads from the source ef electric supply to the

drill, and a special connection piece on the end

of the cable connects the wires of the cable

with the connecting plugs on the drill.

To set the drill in operation it is only neces-

sary to thrust the cable connector, into its

socket on the drill, the machine then starts.

No switch is used. There Is no oommntating

or current shifting in the machine, and nothing

corresponding to a valve on an air drill. The
shifting of the current from one coil to the

other to make the stroke is effected by a pecu-

liar arrangement of dynamo conneotlons and

circuits. The drills are operated in parallel

;

three wires lead from the two drill coils to the

generator, comprising two distinct circuits,

each droult including similar coils in the drill..

Over these two circuits electrical Impalsee are

sent in alternation. One impalse

moves the iron bar or plunger

back, and the next movea it for-

ward ; thus the drills all move
together and in synchronism with

the generator. The drill makes

about 600 strokes per minute, and

the stroke of the plunger is from

three to four in ohes.

The drill will ont at the rate of

two inches per minute in the hard-

est granite with a one and one-

half inoh bit, and absorbs about

five horse power. It is adapted

CONOENTBATOB BELT. {CotUinued on page 60.)
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SORRESPOJMDEJNCE,

We admit, unindoraed, opinions of correapondents.—fiD3.

Loss of Gold in MilliDg.

Editors Press :—The article of Mr. Philip

MixBell, of Idaho Spiringa, Oolorado, would

have been sooner anawered bat for my absence.

In reply, I will say that if Mr. M. gets 85 and

90 per cent with his mill, working with water,

as he stateB, be does wondera; and here I mast

exproHB my doubt—not that I queetion his

word, but from the fact that he does not prop-

erly sample the ore so as to get the real value.

I agree with Mr. M. when he says :
*' When

you get 85 per cent on assay the proof has got

to be awful strong tn swallow it," and I will

add especially when 25 per cent is aulphurets,

and especially, again, when the base is zinc,

lead and copper. Now, as to his testing, he

"takes frequent samples every hour." There

is only one absolutely true way to test gold rook,

and that is to crush the entire lot you are to

work dry, and then sample the entire lot and

compare assays with milling results; or, if

working wet, run all into tanks and settle until

the water passes off clear, and then it will have

aome gold in.

There is no use of persona flattering them-

selves that they get 85 per cent of any gold

rock by a wet-working battery and use what

they may. I am done with stamps, except to

orushrook; outside of this they are the curse

of the miner—in fact I am about done with

wet'Working reduotion anyhow, and take the

stand that all gold ores must be reduced dry.

It is about time stamps were thrown one side;

they produce more failures than suooeases, and

it is time this dashing, splashing, flooding

system of handling gold rock was stopped.

It is all working in the wrong direotion, and

the vast number of failures and idle stamps is

the best evidence of this. There is only one

true way to handle gold rock, crush it dry, and

manipulate it in slow motioned machines, let

them be what they may, and work to get the

gold and not to do your best to splash it about

by high agitation so as to run the most passable

away. Stamps sometimes pay because their is

a large value in the rook, but then they waste

as much as is gained unless where gold is very

coarse.

Yon can combat these ideas all you please,

you will finally come to dry working. This

question of the loss of gold is important to the

miner and country, and the more discussed the

better,

Mr. Mixsell throws out a very valuable sug-

gestion when he says it would be a great hit if

your State geologist would take this matter up

and devote part of his most excellent annual

report to the different milling plants, and gives

as figures upon these different kinds of mills.

A full dificuasion by mill men on this moat im<

portant of subjects, oanliot but prove a great

boon to this great and growing industry and I

will add, make a critical investigation as to

the per cent of metal saved. It would be slow

work, but a very valuable one as it would im
part information productive of profit.

AlmarinB, Paul.
Middle Creek P. 0., Shasta Co . Ca?.

of years past, maktug a large and profitable

production of bullion. It is whispered about
that negotiations looking to a sale of the Oro
Grande Company's property are also on foot.

Judge James Walsh, pioneer mover on the

Comstook lode, is domiciled here, looking after

some mines situated off to the east, that he has
bonded, and, according to all accounts, on most
favorable terms. The judge has about effected

an arrangement with San Francisco capitalists

for shipping the ore from these mines on a large

scale. The enterprise promises to turn out

well, the ore being of high grade, easily mined
and very abundant. To what point it will be
taken for sale or reduction has not yet been de-

termined, though most likely to the Selby
Works, near San Francisco, This plan of ship-

ping ores is growing in favor, not only here,

but also in Arizona and even farther south,

there being a splendid field for this new indus-

try in Northarn Sonora, where the oonditions

are said to be exceedingly favorable to its prac-

tice.

In looking over the last report of the Califor-

nia State Mineralogist, it will be observed that

very little is said therein about these Calico

mines, wblob, as being the only large silver

producers in the State, it would naturally be
expected would have received more attention.

This omission was due to the following oiroum-
stance:

At the very beginning of last year. Mr.
Irelan, State Mineralogist, appointed James
H. Crossman Assistant in the field to examine
and report on the mines and the mineral re-

sources of San Bernardino county, a work that
he at once entered upon. After having been so

engaged for two or three months, Grossman en
tered the service of the Temeecal Tin Mining
Company, and the position he had held becoming
vacant, I>r. Kenry Dagroot was by Mr. Irelan
appointed to fill it.

Dc. Degroot, on reaching Calico, was given
to understand that Grossman had worked up
that dJBtrict he having spent some time in the
vicinity. As he had a vast extent of country
to traverse the doctor pushed on, in the con-

fident belief that his predecessor in the field

would furnish the Mining Bureau with all

needed information about this important locality

For reasons unexplained, however, no snob in

formation ever reached that institution; hence
this awkward and unfortunate omission. It is

hoped that in the next report of the State
Mineralogist this oversight will be duly atoned
for, J. R. M.

Daggett, May Sht,1891.

Letter from San Bernardino Co., Cal.

Editors Press :—The town of Daggett,

whence I write, is situated on the south bank

of the Mojave river, at a point 85 miles north-

erly from the city of San Bernardino, the

oounty seat, with which it is connected by the

California Southern railroad, the Atlantic &
Pacific railroad passing through it. Daggett,

which contains about 400 inhabitants, includ-
ing mill hands, is the receiving and supply
point for the Calico mining district, lying six

miles to the north, as well as for a consider-

able extent of country ad j scent. The Calico
constitutes the moat important mining district

in San Bernardino county, it being from these
mines that more than three-fourths of all the
silver produced in California is obtained.
Although not noted for its churches or literary

institutions, Daggett is a prosperous town, hav-
ing about recovered from the effects of the de-
structive fire that visited it nearly one year
ago. It Is a remarkably healthy place, the
climate, except during the summer months,
which are excessively hot, being mild and
agreeable. The water is good ^nd abundant,
being supplied by the Mojave river, here quite
a large and never-failing scream.

Situated in or near the town are four ore-
redp >ing mills, two of these, the one carrying
60 and the other 15 stamps, being owned by
the Oro Grande Company and run on ore from
their Waterloo mine; of the other two, one is a
10 stamp and the other a 5-stamp custom mill,

neither being operated with much regularity,

A local event muoh talked of here Is the
sale of vflast ia known as the Doe property to
an Eaglish syndicate for a large sum of money.
From all that can be learned, this sale is de-
pendent on the favorable report of James D.
Hague, an old California mining expert, npw
a resident of New York, and dally expected
here. This property includes the Garfield, Oc-
cidental, Mammoth, Ontario, Odessa and sev-
eral claims of leaser note. On the ore from
these mines, a 20-Btamp mill, located at the
town of Calico, has been ranning for a number

The Locomotive of the Fdtube.—^The

enormous mass of extra dead weight due ta the
carrying of the boiler, fuel and water in the
old locomotive will be entirely unnecessz^ry in

the railways of the future, which will be pro
pelled by electricity. Unquestionably the fu

ture eleotro-looomotion will show a motor on
every axle, or at any rate upon two axles of each
car, and every car running as a unit, in which
case they can run conpled together in a train

or not, as may be convenient—a strong protest
against carrying this enormous dead weight of

of a locomotive for absolutely no purpose. We
have the weight of the cars plus the passengers
or freight, for purposes of traction, even if we
make our care in future of lighter material. In
speaking of the lightness of the future convey-
ance by rail, a well-known authority says we
shall not only use steel and aluminum, but
paper, India rubber and other fibrous sub
stances, which will give us remarkably light

cars, far beyond anything we now speak of

practically. Jnat as a wheelbarrow is to a bi-

cycle, 80 will be our clumsy cars to the future
ones. To have a big motor car loaded with
tons of ballast to give it traction is following
the path of steam locomotion; in all probabil-
ity, the neoessary adhesion will soon be gained
by electricity.

—

Electric Power.

In a lecture delivered before the students of
Sibley OoUege, Mr. 0. Chanute, president of
the American Society of Civil Engineers, dealt
with the question of serial navigation, ilaason
ing from the results obtained by Captain Ren
ard, with **La France," he conoludes that with
a balloon 330 feet long, with a maximum diam-
eter of 55 feet, a speed of from 25 to 30 miles
an hour might be attained. Mr. Chanute
thinks, however, that the problem of flight is

more likely to be solved by means of the aero-

plane than with the balloon. To obtain a speed
of 25 miles an hour with aeroplanes he estimates
that 5.87 horse-power would be required per
ton of weigh^. The inclination of the support-
ing surface should be between X° and 2° to the
horizon. The great difiioulty, Mr. Chanute
states, is that of obtaining a light enough mo-
tor. The weight should not exceed 50 pounds
horse power, and the llghteat steam engine he is

acquainted with. specially built for serial naviga-
tion, weighed 13 pounds per horse power. We
may point out that Mr. Brotherhood has ob-
tained a horse power with but little over one
pound of weight in his tbree-oylindered engine
used in Whitehead torpedoes. These engines
work with compressed air.'

So FAR as known, the first death from arti-
ficially oondacted electricity was that of Pro-
fessor Riohman of St. Petersburg. He devised
what was practically the first lightniog-rod,
and was killed by it. He ran an iron to the
top of his house, in present lightning-rod man-
ner, and waited for a thunder-storm. It came.
There was a terrific flash of lightning. The
professor's appliance worked well, and be was
found dead by the side of it.

The New Land Laws.

General Land Agent Sheehan has received

an important communication from the Depart-

ment of the Interior In the shape of an Inter-

pretation of the recently enacted Timber

Culture Aot,

Attention is first oalled to the section of the

new law prohibiting the further entry of pub*
lio lands for timber culture unless the right to

make such entry had aoorued or was acoruing

at the date of this Act, March 3, 1891.

In dealing with existing entries the right Is

extended to persons having the following quali-

fications to oommute their, entries in certain

oases at the rate of $1,25 an acre : The person

shall have in good faith complied with the pro-

visions of the Timber Culture laws for four

years; he shall be an actual bona fide resident

of the State or Territory in which said land is

located.

Final proof for the oommntation of timber

culture entries ehall be made as other final

timber-culture proof is made, and shall aatls-

factorily exhibit the faots necessary to make
pnrohase. Returns will be made as in com-
muted homestead entries under existing prac-

tice, but with proper annotations to indicate

the transaction as a oommntation of timber

culture entry under this Aot.

The new Aot amends the Desert Land law of

March 3, 1877, in the following partionlars :

At the time of filing declaration a map of the

land exhibiting a plan showing the mode of

contemplated irrigation, which shall be suffi-

cient to thoroughly irrigate and reolaim the

land and prepare it to raise ordinary agricul-

tural crops, and the source of the water to be

used must also be filed.

Entrymen shall expend, for purposes stated,

at lea^ $3 an acre—$1 an acre eaob year for

three years—and shall file proof thereof each

year, the proof to consist of the affidavits of

two or more witnesses, showing that the full

sum has been expended and the manner in

which expended, and at the expiration of the

third year a map or plan showing the character

and extent of improvements. Failure to file

proof during any year shall cause the land to

revert to the United Sbateti, the money to be

forfeited and the entry oanceled.

The limit for making proof is four years from
date of filing declaration. The proof must show
the citizenehip of the party offering it, and the

cultivation of one-eighth of the land in addition

to the reclamation. Final entry may be made
and patent received at any time prior to expir-

ation of four years, when all requited proofs,

as stated, have been made.
Entries made under the old law may be per-

fected under either the old or new law, at the

option of the claimant.

Assignments are recognized, but the amount
of land that may be thus held, prior to issue of

patent, is restrloted to 320 acres. Assignees

must prove their assignments by filing in the

local Land Office an affidavit and certified copy

of the instrument under whioh they claim, and
make affidavit of the amount of land held. The
provisions of the original Act and the amend-
ments are extended to Colorado,

The right to make desert-land entry Is re-

stricted to resident citizens of the State or Ter-

ritory in which the land Is located.

The new Aot extends its provisions to set-

tlers under other settlement laws. In addition

to the pre-emption and homestead laws, and
admits of transfers for right of way for canals

or ditches for irrigation or drainage, church,

cemetery or school purposes, or for the right

of way of railroads.

The new Aot repeals all laws allowing pre-

emption of public lands by indlvidnale, but
provides for perfecting claims previously ini-

tiated, according to the laws under which they
were initiated.

A person already the proprietor of more than
160 acres of land in any State or Territory can-

not acquire a right under the homestead law.

Those proposing to commute their homestead
entries to cash must make proof of settlement

and of residence and cultivation of the land for

li months from the date of entry.

The Ventilation of Tunnels,

Mr, Josef Porzl, assistant city engineer of

Vienna, points out that the aim in every ra-

tionally designed ventilating arrangement for

tuunels is to utilize natural forces for the

movement of the air, and that only when these

prove insufficient or cannot be made available

mechanical means are resorted to. Accord-
ingly, a knowledge of the laws of these forces

alone can aid in determining the expediency of

heavy or light tunnel grades, and the question

of the admissible length of tunnel in which
there is to be no artificial ventilation. Baro-

metric and thermometrlc dlfferenoes are the

prime factors in the problem. To these must
be- added atmospheric motions or winds. Mr.
PurzU with this basis, enters Into a long

mathematical diaonsaion of the laws of nat-

ural ventilation, and applies them to the St,

Oothard, the Mont Cenis and the Arlberg tun-

nels. Of these, only the Mont Cenis tunnel

is provided with mechanical ventilation. It

was expected that with the difference in level

between the ends of the tunnel of 133 meters

(about 436 feet), there would, under all possl-

lale conditions, be a continuous onrrent of air

through the tunnel, from north to sonth.

This expectation, however, was not fulfilled,

and provisions were therefor? qiade for artifi-

cial ventilation. While the condition of the
atmosphere in the tunnel was not dangerous
to passengers, it proved troublesome to the
workmen. An eight-inch pipe was laid be-
tween the tracks from one end of the tunnel
to the other. It was supplied with air nnder
pressure from the Italian end, and was fitted

at Intervals with oooks from whioh the air

could escape. This arrangement Is presumably
still in uae. In the matter of grades in tun-
nels, Mr. Purzl directs attention to the cir-

cumstance ' that with a heavy grade, muoh
smoke will be emitted during up trips, and
practically none during down trips, and that
the latter, therefore, are always the more
agreeable ones, although the motion of a train

on a down trip frequently interferes with the
natural ourrent of air, which is in an upward
direotion. His conclusion, in the main, is that
for large tunnels, the lightest praotioable grades
are advisable, and that tunnels even longer
than any now existing could be operated by
having light gradea and natural ventilation.

The Tower at the World's Fair.

Passing the Woman's building, the visitor

can turn toward the northeast and Inspect the

foreign and State buildings in the northern por-

tion of the park, of which he is sapposed to

have oaught a general view from the steamboat

deck, or he can turn sharply to the west Into
Midway Plaissance and ascend the Proctor
tower. This will be constructed of steel and
be 1050 feet high, or about 100 feet higher
than the Eiffel. From its top the view obtain-
able of the Exposition grounds and bnildinga
and of the great city lying to the northward
will be magnificent beyond all description.

West of the tower, along the Plaissance and
overflowing into Washington Park, will be a
large and curious aggregation of structures, in-

oluding probably some of the foreign and State
buildings, and many of semi-private construc-
tion and of a nature that cannot yet be de-
scribed. Almost innumerable structures and
exhibits, such as reproductions of famous build-
ings, etc, most of them novel and striking In

character, have been proposed, and it is not
yet possible to tell how many or which of them
win be erected, That there will he an aston-
ishing array of theoi there can be no doubt,
and unquestionably some of them will he im-
portant and exceedingly Interesting features of

the great fair.

All of the important buildings will stand on
terraces four feet above the general park level,

thus greatly Improving the general landscape
effect and rendering their own appearance more
imposing. From eooree of domes and towers
and minarets, fiags and streamers will be float-

log, and both the exterior and interior of the
building will be " warm '* with a liberal dis-

play of color. The beautiful park, with its

magnificent array of architecture, will surely
present one of the finest apectacles the eye of

man ever beheld.

Early Railroading.

When railroads were first introduced, then

engineers, as we call them — or the engine

drivers, as they are called in England—ran

their trains almost as they liked, making up
time when they had fallen behind, picking up
such information as they could as to the state

of the track ahead of them, and, for the most
part, plunging ahead with their machines with-
out much more than a surmise whether they
should bring up at their destination, or at the
bottom of some high embankment.
Some of the results of this want of system

would have baen amusing, if they had not been
disastrous. Mr. Laurence Ollphant, an English
traveler and author, tells in one of his hooks a
rather grim story of a trip which he made by
rail, in 1885, from Chicago to New York.
Over a part of the distance the train made the
extraordinary speed, for that time, of 50 miles
an hour, and presently it ran cff the track.

Fortunately, the cars were Imbedded in a
soft clay ditch, and no one was seriously hurt;

and in the midst of the commotion, Mr, Oll-

phant says he heard the engineer tlius admon-
ish the switchman, whose careleaaness had
caused the accident:

"Now, Tom, this Is the third time youVe
forgot to set that switch, and the last time
there were 20 people went under and the rest

were bruised. So mind what you're about, and
don't forget that switch again, for if vou do
I'll tell the boss !

"

A Railroad on Tree Tops.—It may not be
known outside of the neighborhood in whiuh It

is situated, but it is nevertheless a fact that in

Sonoma oounty, Cal., there exists an original

and successful piece of railroad engineering and
building that is not to be found in the hooka.
In the upper part of the oounty named, near
the coast, may be seen an actual railroad bed
on tree tops. Between the Clipper Mill and
Stuart Point, where the road crosses a deep
ravine, the trees are sawed off on a level with
the surrounding hills, and the timbers and ties

laid on the stumps. In the center of the ra-

vine mentioned, two huge redwood trees, aide

by side, form a substantial support. These
giants have been lopped off 75 feet above the
bed of the creek. This natural tree bridge ia

considered one of the wonders of the Golden
State, and for safety and security far exceeds
a bridge framed in the most scientific manner.
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Human Capacity.

Is the bamaD rkoe endowed with tatentB,

tafetea And oapaoities ao as to famish to-day the

requUite namber to condaot the varied affairs

of life and bosiness, so that every department

oonld be properly filled, and all be occupied ?

In reply to this qaestioD, we may say that

hnman nature Is savceptible of varied culture,

and that all the /ticuUies exut in all men (except

Idlote), bat the faoulties are natarally developed

by the inoidents and ciroamstaooeB whioh may
aot upon given tribes or classes of people ; and

if the qoestioD were asked, ** Are all men now
qaallfied to adapt themselves to the different

economies of life?" we would say '*N0." A
great mtjorlty of mankind to-day is adapted

to the commonest dradgeries only, because the

majority of the race has not been oaltivated

10 maoh lo the faculties of philosophy, and

colonies on the false basis of bontioK for pre-

oions metalt, end their colonial civilization Is

faulty. The Eagllsb have oolobizsd for homes,
farms, mechanism ftod trade, and their foot*

steps have been firm, and the reaalts permanent
and powerful. France oultivatea ornaments
and fbithetics, and we have a nation of fancy,
style and decoration. The Soandloavlans, by
necessity, followed the sea, and they became
navigators and the explorers of the world.

If we could find a coaotry with the soil and
climate adapted to the development of every
useful trade, art, or occupation, doubtless the

public would become clabsified so as to adapt a

proper namber of persons to each department
of effort and achievement pertaining tn all the

phases of an excellentolTllfzitlon. New Eugland
could not raise wheat, and Illinois lacks the

water-power to be, like New Eagland, a manu-
faotarlng region. The faculties become oalti-

vated by practice, and practice Is invited by

The Buffalo Pitts Traction Engine.

The aeaaoD of special aotivity in traotion en-

gines is at hand. It seems likely from the many
uses to whioh engines of this sort can be pat in

CiUforola that they will become an all-year re-

sort for the large scale CjiliforDla farmer, but
at present their chief sphere is found In harvest-

ing our great grain crops. The engraving on
this page shows the Buffalo Pitts Traction
straW'burnlng engine, as especially built for

the Oallfornla trade, conducted by Biker <.^

Hamilton of this city and Sacramento. The
eogravinR gives an excellent idea of the de-

sign of the machine, three-quarter view, as the
photographer would say.

The Buffalo Pitta Traction engine has been
in use for aome time iu California for pulling

combined harvesters, plowing, eto,, and the

manufacturers in their otrouUr make the fol-

It is near the junction of the St. Clair river

with Lake Huron, and connects the towns of
Port Sarnia, Ont., and Port Huron, Michigan.
The railroad which rnns through the tunnel la

the connection of the Grand Trunk railway of
Canada with Its line in Michigan. The tnnnel
1b 6000 feet long and the approaches are 1950
and 2500 feet retpeotlvelv, making a total

length of over two miles. The approaohea have
a grade of 105 feet to the mile, and a heavy
locomotive is required to haul trains through
thr tannel and up the grade of the approaches.
The locomotives are known as tank locomo-

tives having no tender. There is a tank on
f>ach side of the boiler, and their capacity is

'2000 gallons. There are five pair of driving
wheels 50 inches in diameter. The wheel base
is IS feet 8 Inchee. The oyllndprs are 22 inches
in diameter, having a stroke of 2S inches. The
boiler is of steel g of an Inch thick, and Is six

feet two inohes in diameter. There are ISO flues

BUFFALO PITTS TBACTION ENGINE.

ethics, and jeathetics, and meohanicB, aa it

ought to have been ; hence aome nationa are

behind in arts, science and literature.

On the seacoastB we find men developed in

reference to following the water, and seaman-

sbip is chiefly the reault. and men have become

almost amphibioaa. In other Beotione we find

that the mechanical elements have been culti-

vated nntil the strength of the character finds

its outlet in meohauism. We know of a town

in Masaachuaetts where they nearly all tend

toward the ministry and missionary work.

Somebody has succeeded In that direction, and

others have followed, until the strong current

in that town Is toward the miniBtry, as in other

towna in the same State the current is toward

navigation, especially the fiaheriea, and in

others toward mechaniem. In Kentucky there

is a public sentiment that runa toward fine

horsea, and tine horses are the result. In other

sections, not denying Kentucky her share, law,

politics, atatesmanship, public affiirs seem to

be the aspiration of the people.andin California

and Colorado mining la the di ift, and million

airlam la the prayer. If not the song, of the peo-

ple. The Spaniards have made moat of their

neceaaity, and necessity ia met or not met by

opportunity, hence culture in diverse directions

depends largely upon the wants of the people

and the opportunities for such development,

A hundred yeara from now thia country may
illustrate a harmonious division of talent and

its adaptation to the different pursuits and

attainments of life,

—

Phrenological Journal.

Mechanical Improvements.—A writer in

an exchange saya tnat the past two years have

developed more Improvements in mechanical

devices than any 20 yeara preceding. Boring

that time almost every branch of business has

been more or less revolutionized by new me-

chanical appliances or new prooesaes. It is a

remarkable fact that it is more applicable to

the American people than to any other nation

that whenever any new device is brought out

or any new process introduced, even before Its

utility is fairly demonstrated. In many cases

hundreds and thonsands are found ready to

adopt it,

It will not do to run a oast iron fly wheel

faster than 80 feet per second.

lowing claims for it : lat, that it will pull any

horae oombinpd harveater built; 2i, that it will

pull twelve 12 inch plows or more, according

to condition of soil; 3d, that straw, wood or

coal can be used for fuel, and full ateam main-

tained with either kind of fuel; 4tb. by reason

of its large horse power and comparatively light

weight is a perfect engine for road hauling.

The Largest Locomotive Ever Built.

A huge locomotive, the largest ever built in

America and probably the heaviest ever built

In the world, is now at the Baldwin Loconotive

worka in Philadelphia, and will be ahippednext

wepfc to the St. Clair Tunnel company.

Four locomotives of the same kind have been

built at the Baldwin Works for the oompany.

Eiich is guaranteed to haul a load of 760 gross

tons of oars and lading up a grade of 105 feet to

the mile—equivalent to a train of 25 or 30

loaded freight oara. The St. Clair Tunnel com-

pany, for which the locomotives have been

built, controls the line of railroad running

through the tannel under the St. Clair river.

2:^ inohei in diameter and 13 feet 6 inohes long.

Toe fire*box is 11 feet long and 3| feet wide.

The locomotive ia too heavy for bome of the

bridges it will have to cross on the way, and
the cab, tanks, side rode, and other parts will

have to be taken off and shipped separately.

A Great Engineering Feat.—The greatest

engineering feat in the history of the anthra-

oite ooal mining is about to begin. Ibis the

commencement of what will be known as the

Jeddo tunnel, which will be driven for the pur-

pose of draining the flooded mines of Jeddo and
Harleigh. It will be conatrncted from Butler

valley. Pa., to the bottom of Ebervade mam-
moth vein, a dietanoe of three miles through
eolid rock, to be eight feet square in the clear.

The scheme of tunneling through the monnt-
ain first occurred to John Markle, who is to be

president of the company, which will bear the

title of Jeddo Tnnnel Co.. Limited. It will

open an inexhaustible supply of coal and fur-

nish employment for thousands of people for

many years to come. It will also serve the

double purpose of draining all the collieries

in the valley.
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The (oUowing la moBtly condenaed from joumala pubUahed
In the interior, in prozliulty to the mines mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.

Amador.
South Eureka.—if.^^^r, May 30: Work was

commenced on this property last week. A shaft is

being sunk at a point selected by the superintendent,

J. F. Parks, as the most available site. After reach-

ing a few feet, small bunches of quartz were encoun-

tered, which although of no special significance, be-

yond the mere fact that gold quartz exists there,

considerably elated some of those interested in the

movement. A very general opinion prevails that

there is a mine within the dimensions of this claim.

The surface is not disturbed, as in many other loca-

tions. The claim forms an elevated plateau, with

the surface comparatively level. This naturally leads

to the impression that underneath, the formation will

be found as unbroken as on top; so that if a quartz

ledge is discovered, it will in all probability be a
strong and continuous one. The machinery from

the Ilex mine at Rich Gulch, Calaveras county, will

be brought over and erected on the property as soon

as the workmen are ready to put it in place. This

machinery is first class in every respect, and cost

originally over $15,000, we are informed. The South
Eureka purchased it for $1700, from what we can

learn. It is as good as new. Reports reach us that

J. Griesbach has struck a rich vein of quartz in his

claim in Pioneer district. The ore is estimated to

go from $30 to $40 a ton. At the Clinton Con. it is

the intention to put up hoisting machinery and go
to sinking in the near future. So far the rock has

been taken from a tunnel and above the tunnel level.

While there is a large body of ore to operate upon
above the tunnel, still at the depth of 200 leet from

the surface it is only a question of time when it will

be exhausted. It is therefore wise, while the prop-

erty is on a good financial basis, to develop other ore

bodies below the tunnel. There is talk of putting

up hoisting machinery on the McAtto mine also.

Butte.

Quartz.—Oroville Mtrcury, May 28: Major
Reynolds of the American Eagle Quartz mine, situa-

ted near Merrimac, is in town en route to the mine.

His company has done a great deal more work there

than our people realize. They have gone in about

3000 feet on the ledee at a 300-foot level and will

crush an average of 25 tons a day during the coming
season. This company has expended in the neigh-

borhood of $40,000 in the development of the Ameri-

can Eagle, and Major Reynolds is now delighted

with his prospects ot getting back the principal with

a large interest. He thinks that the prospect for

Butte county quartz development is brighter than

ever before.

More Rich Rock.—Frank and Tom Salsbury

and Steve Henderson have struck it rich again in a

quartz ledge near Inskip. They found a remarkably
rich ledge a few weeks ago and, with a hand mortar,

two of them took out $760 in 16 days, and had to

carry the rock several hundred yards to wash it after

it was pulverized. This latter find is the third ledge

located by these young men in that neighborhood
and they stand a good chance of becoming bonanza
kings. They don't know the extent of their ledges,

but the rock is astonishingly rich in free gold.

Oslaveras.
Notes.—Calaveras Prospect, May 30: The Lloyd

mine on the Jackson lead has several men employed
in sinking a shaft and getting ready for more thor-

ough work. The Augostini and Spinola mine on
Central hill will, we hear, start up in a few days.

Central hill seems to be the center of attraction these

days, and all the mines are showing signs of activ-

ity. F. J. Haswell is all ready to commence mining
operations at Barker's Flat, on the Stockton road.

He has a boring machine in position to be operated
by two horses. The Orchard mine is still hoisting
gravel.

West Point.—Calaveras Chronicle, May 30
The Blazing Star mine Las just crushed rock that

yielded over $19 per ton. The Bardsley Brothers
have just crushed about 16 tons of ore that paid
well. Wickham's mill is now running on custom
rock. Three toads of machinery have recently

passed through town on their way to the mines.

EL Dorado.
Blair Claim.—Mt. Democrat, May 30; Large

teams have been engaged during the past two weeks
in hauling material from the Baker's Divide ranch
in Placer county to the Blair claim at the Nine Mile
House. Work on this claim is being pushed rapid-
ly, and when the improvements now in the course of
construction are completed, more men will be put
on, and the tunnel pushed at the rate of ten feet per
diy. That amount has already been driven several
times.

Nevada.
Mining at French Corral.— Grass Valley

Union, May 29: The Milton Mining Company at
French Corral, is now working gravel successfully
by the elevator process. By using a strong stream
of water the gravel is forced up an elevation of 32
feet and washed in sluices, and then the debris is

deposited in a restraining reservoir on ground that
formerly was washed out. The escaping water is

then clearer than that which is carried in the bed of
the Yuba. The elevator was experimented with for
some time before it worked satisfactorily. The
agents of the Anti-Debris Association, who make
regular visits to the mine, have found no fault with
this elevator process, as the washed gravel does not
escape to the river.

Shasta,
Middle CREEii.—Cor. Shasta CowrzVr, May 30:

Work on the Miller mill and concentrating works is

progressing. They are putting the machinery in
place, and the mill will soon be in full operation, as
they have plenty of ore on hand. The Eureka
Tellurium mine is shut down, and the directors of
the same are awaiting for the spirits to come forward
with the wherewithal to resume operations.
Attached.—Redding iv-cs /'^-m. May 30: The

Ottawa reduction works on the Shasta road have
been attached and the plant is for sale cheap. The
failure of the enterprise is due solely to the " soap ''

process introduced by a man unaccustomed to min-
ing, and does not in any manner reflect discredit on
our mines.
Good Ore.—The Conner mines near Middle!

creek, recently bonded by Biegle, Bugbee and oth-
ers, are producing some excellent ore. Specimens
of quartz submitted to our inspection were very rich

in coarse gold. Monroe Thompson, owner of the

valuable Thompson mine near the Swasey place, on
the Igo road, will commence operations in a few
weeks. This week he shipped a quantity of ore to

San Francisco to be tested.

Sierra.

Young America.—jI//. Messenger, May 30:
Word has been received from Sierra City that good
ore has been discovered in the Young America
quartz mine. The rock is said to be good $15 rock.

It was discovered at the point where No. 4 tunnel
taps the ledge. A chute was raised at this point
when first reached, but was only put up a few feet.

Since A. C. Busch has been there during the past

two weeks, he ordered the raise put up higher, and
witliin a short distance the good rock was found.
Fir Cap,—P. R. Gardner was down from the

Telegraph gravel mine at Fir Cap, on Sunday.
They had nearly finished repairing the old tunnel,

and will soon strike out into virgin ground.
Phenix.—Five men are now at work at the

Phunix mine, and there is every indication that the

claim will prove a very extensive one. There is

but little doubt but that a mill will be put up this

summer.
Poker Flat,—T, C, Corlett reported times livelier

than for sooje years past, at his mining camp. The
gravel in Mr, Corleit's drift claim yielded an aver-

age of $5 a carload this season. The last day the
boys worked Mr. Corlett panned out $10 to the pan.
His largest nugget weighed a little over two ounces.
The fineness is 90X. Patsey O'Donnell, John
Frazierand Jno. W, Clark, who have been prospect-
ing on the East Fork, of Canyon Creek, about two
miles northeast of Poker Flat had a ctean-up of

about II ounces. One piece was valued at about
$17.50 Mr. Rouse is building a dwelling at the
Carney quartz mine, at the head of Jim Crow
Canyon, in place of the one destroyed during the
heavy winter of 1889-90. As soon as he can get
lumber, he will repair and start the quartz mill.

Siskiyou.
Callahans.—Cor. Siskiyou Telegram. May 30;

The vicinity of Callahans is as good a district for

the thorough miner as any in the county. Because
we have had one or two failures in quartz mining,
it is no indication that there are no good quartz
ledges here. Some of these days good mines will be
found here but not by the faint hearted prospector.
Henley.—Water is getting scarce for mining

purposes, and the miners are making preparations
to wash up and it is hoped that all will be well paid
for their labors. Jillson & Co. are driving their main
drift tunnel day and night. This tunnel will soon
be on bedrock. Black Diamond Co. of Hornbrook
expects to have the diamond drill here soon and
commence to drill through the sand rock to get
blue gravel. This is a good move to prospect our
dep mines. A. Harvey has received the lumber for

his big reservoir. Several men from below are here
looking over our mines.

S. H. Mine.—Summerville is situated on the
south fork of Salmon river, about ten miles from its

source and 20 miles from its junction with the
north fork, known as the Forks of Salmon. The S.
H. is a hydraulic mine with four giants of different
sizes; the largest has a five-inch nozzle, carries a
thousand inches of water with 350 feet fall. The
flumes are three feet wide by three feet deep, with a
grade of six inches to twelve feet. No derrick is

used here, everything goes through the flumes. The
bedrock is granite and the surface is easily piped off,

which saves cleaning by hand. All races and bed-
rock cuts are made with the pipes. Several acres of
bedrock is cleaned each year.

Tuolumne.
Platt & Gilson.—Sonora Democrat, May 30:

Mr, A Trittenbach, superintendent of the Platt &
Gilson mine, informs us that a working force of ten
men were put in the mine this week, to drift 100
feet to the 400 foot level.

Dutch.—Twenty-six tons of reck from the Dutch
mine, situated at Quartz Mt., was crushed in the
App mill last week and yielded $3712. The owners,
Louis Lucas and the Fitzgerald Bros., are satisfied
that they have a valuable property, as the vein
increases in size as depth is attained. Mr. John
Sevenoaks, who has for many years been prominent
in mining business on the Pacific Coast arrived in
Sonora this week. He will remain here several days
inspecting the mines of the county. His special
object is to examine the Badger mine with a view to
purchase by himself and associates.
Golden Gate.—An extension of the Golden

Gate mine, situated on the east side of that mine,
and owned by Chas. Richards and Dick Phillips,
gives great promise of developing into a fine paying
sulphuret mine. Ore from the mine, which
contains a large vein, gives encouraging results.
The boys are laboring under a disadvantage, not
having the required capital necessary for the full

development ot the mine, but if it could be tickled
with a little coin, we opine that soon the stamps of
another mill would be chiming in with those of the
Golden Gate on ore of a similar character.

NEVADA

Washoe Dlscricc.
Alta.—Virginia Enterprise, May 30: Five stamps

of the mill are crushing ore from the old reserves be-
tween the 900 and 700 levels.

Overman.—Are running but one compartment
of the shaft &s yet, but expect to start the other as
soon as repairs to the shaft are finished.
Yellow Jacket,—Are extracting about 100 tons

of gold-bearing rock daily from the 1300 and 1400
levels, and about 40 tons of gold and silver- bearing
ore from the upper levels.

Scorpion.—The joint East Sierra Nevada north
drilt from the 900 level of the Union shaft was ad-
vanced 25 feet, making its total distance 67 feet from
the shaft; the face is in porphyry and c'ay.
Sierra Nevada,-63o level : West crosscut

No. I from the northwest drift, 571 feet from the
shaft, has been advanced 31 feet; total length, 44E
feet. The formation is very lough.
Chollar,—The south drift, 1400 level, from the

north Ime, is out 132 feet; face in hard porphyry.
The winze in the joint east crosscut, north line,
1400 level, is down 18 feet; the bottom is in por-
phyry. Extracted and sent to the mill the past week
S43 tons of ore, worth, as per battery samples $24.50

POTOSI.—The winze is down 117 feet below the

1400 level; the bottom is in porphyry and streaks of
quartz. 'The south lateral drift from the winze sta-

tion, 1300 level, is out 254 feet; face in porphyry.
The south lateral drift from the Chollar incline, 1100
level, is out 196 feet; face in hard porphyry.
Exchequer.—The east crosscut on the north

line, 600 level, is out 218 feet, face in porphyry.
Alpha.—The south drift, 20 feet east of shaft,

300 level has been repaired 36 feet. West crosscut,

100 feet north of the shaft, 500 level, is out 659 feet;

face in hard porphyry. ,

Silver Hill.—The southwest drift, 50 level, is

out from shaft 60 feetj face in soft porphyry,
South crosscut, 160 level, is out from winze 550 feet

face in hard porphyry.
New York.—North lateral drift, 600 level, is

in north of shaft 222 feet; face in porphyry. North
lateral drift, iioo level, is out north of shaft 509
feet; face in low-grade quartz.

Ward Combination Shaft.—The south drift

from the 1800 station is out 40 feet.

Sierra Nevada, Mexican and Union Shaft.
—West drift from the shaft, 900 level, is out 264
feet, making 52 feet during the week; the face is in

hard porphyry.
Utah.—Incline winze has been sunk 31 feet

total depth, 95 feet, continuing in porphyry, clay and
quartz of low assay value.

Seg. Belcher.—On the 600 level the west cross-

cut from the south lateral drift is out 72 feet. It is

still in soft porphyry.
Con, Imperial.—We are still following up and

taking out small streaks of ore on the upper levels

and prospecting in and around the old stopes, wher^
we find some fillings and bunches of ore of fair

grade, which is being shipped to the Brunswick mill

lor reduction.

Belcher.—The south drift from No. 2 crosscut
on the 200 level is now out 310 feet. The face is in

a mixture of cl -y and low-grade quartz. The north
drift from the main west crosscut from the shaft, 300
level, is out 186 feet. The face is in porphyry and
low-grade quartz. The east crosscut from the north
lateral drift on the 1500 has been advanced 13 feet

during the week. The face is all quartz, assaying
from $2 to $[2 per ton.

Challenge Con.—The jomt Confidence and
Challenge west crosscut on the 600 level is out
feet, 10 feet having been made during the week; the

face shows quartz oi no value. Joint Confidence
and Challenge north drift on the iioo level is in 273
feet, 20 feet having been made during the week; the
face being in porphyry.

Crown Point,—The east crosscut from the

south end of the 350 slope on the eighth floor has
been advanced 26 feet during the week and is now
out 32 feet. The face is in a mixture of porphyry
and clay. The east crosscut on the 1000 level has
been extended 26 feet since last report, and is now
out a total distance of 130 feet. The face is in vein

material composed of clay and quartz.

Hale & Norcross.—On the 1400 level the

winze from No, 3 east crosscut is down 120 leet, the
bottom in porphyry. The joint winze in No. 5 east

crosscut on our south boundary is down 10 feet.

We have put in a small hoisting engine at the top
of this winze and have the same running, which will

greatly facilitate the work of sinking. On the 1500
level the north and south lateral drifts from the sta^

tion are each advanced ten feet. The formation it

these drifts is porphyry.

•Savage.—We have hoisted 586 cars of ore from
the 500, 750, 800, 900 and 1000 levels. Shipped to

the Mexican mill S4t tons and milled 630 tons;

average battery assay, $17.25. We have bullion on
hand amounting to $22,488.06. On the 750-foot

level we are extracting rich ore. On the 950 level

the winze started 180 feet north of our south bound'
ary is down 40 feet; the bottom is in porphyry,

The south upraise from this level has been carried up
59 feet; from the top of this upraise we have started

an east crosscut and advanced the same 15 feet in

quartz and porphyry. On the mo level the west
crosscut opposite the east crosscut from the north
drift was advanced 35 feet; total length 60 feet; we
have stopped work on this drift and resumed work
in the face of the north drift. The north drift, 1400
level, was advanced 7 feet, making its total distance

north from the east crosscut 70 feet; we are sloping

fair ore from this drift. We have started an east

crosscut from the end of this drift, and advanced
same 12 feet

Andes, —On the 420 level, east crosscut from
main north drift was advanced 20 feet; face in

quartz and porphyry. During the week this cross-

cut has been passing through quartz that yields low
assays. East crosscut from south drift was extend-

ed 13 feet, face in quartz.

Occidental.—Extracted pay ore from the 300,

400 and 450 levels. South drift from No. i upraise,

500 level is in 91 feet, face in low-grade ore. North
drift from same point is 106 feet; face in quartz and
porphyry. The upraise from south drift, 600 level is

up 24 feet; top in pay ore. North drift from No, 2

winze, 650 level, is in 372 feet; face showing ore of

some value. South drift from No. i winze, 750
level, is in 101 feet; face in low-grade ore.

Elv District. •

Purchase Declared Off.—Pioche Record,

May 30: The people of Ely are once more keenly
disappointed in the hope of a speedy revival of gen
eral business there, the proposed purchase of the

Joanna mine by the syndicate of Montana mining
men, reported last week, now being declared off.

The immediate cause of the failure is the litigation

hanging over the property, which the purchasers

were assured was ended, but which on examination

was found to be still alive. They expressed them-
selves as very well pleased with the property, but

declined to assume or risk any litigation. The claim
against the mine is made by Mrs. Josephine Wol
cot, of San Francisco, who says she is entitled to a
half interest, through furnishing Watson, the pres-

owner, with a grub stake of $5000 to prospect with,

she to own equally with him in all properties locat-

ed. Watson says Mrs. Wolcot was to share only
in such copper mines as he might locate and in no
others; that she is interested in all such claims.

Last year Mrs. Wolcot sued for half the Joanna
property and the suit was dismissed on a technical

point in the district court at Ely. Mrs. Wolcot,
however, is seeking to have the judgment of dismiss-

al set aside and for a trial of the case on its merits,

and until it is settled uncertainty will attach to the

Joanna title. All who have examined the property
during the past two years report it as possessing
great merit, and its active working is regarded as

certain to develop the whole district and revive the
drooping interests of that section, as other good
claims lie close to it. The people of Ely are greatly
disappointed at this second failure ot a sale, and
we understand some are leaving the place in dis-
gust, under the belief that nothing will be done
there for an indefinite time,

Hawthorne District.

Lapanta. — Walker Lake Bulletin, May 29:
During the week the main northeast drift above the
tunnel has been extended eight feet. Same has been
stopped for the present and an upraise has been
started on the ore 25 feet back from the face. As
indicated in the last report, 10 inches of $100 gold
ore has been encountered in the incline below the
tunnel, and a drift has been started south on this
ore from the point of discovery.
Pamlico.—The lessees still continue to extract

good ore from the north tunnel and the stopes at
the long incline, and some rich ore has been en-
countered in the incline below the location tunnel.
Central.—Still stoping both ways from the in-

cline above 75-foot level, and sinking incline, which
is now down 150 feet on vein.

Mountain King.—The south drift from the tun-
nel has been extended 25 feet, and a crosscut run
through the ledge. Same shows very strong. The
main tunnel is being run ahead to cut the hanging-
wall vein.

Hartford.—Principal work done in this claim
during the week has been stripping the vein at the
south end of the claim.
Beacon.—Drifts are being run each way from the

incline and stopes being started on the ore.
Capital.—The drift from the crosscut is being

extended on the vein, showing the same character
of high-grade ore in the face.

Gold Bar.—The incline winze is down 55 feet,

the vein showing very strong, and a drift has been
started north from the bottom, following the vein.
Dictator.—Still engaged in opening the copper

and silver vein on the surface.

Confidence.—The incline from the northwest
from the main upper drift has been extended 15 feet,

the vein going down at an angle of 25 degrees and
showing very strong. Considerable second-class ore
has been sacked during the week.
Fairmount,—The main south drift has been ex-

tended 14 feet during the week. The ore still hold-
ing in the face and getting stronger. A stope has
been started above this drift which is producing con-
siderable 150-ounce ore.

Challenge.—A winze has been started below
the tunnel showing a good-sized vein, the grade of
the ore being about 6b ounces.
War Eagle. — Still extracting ore from the

stopes.

Ida.—A very nice body of ore has been exposed
in this mine in the winze below the tunnel. A drift

has been run east on the same 50 feet below the tun-
nel, which shows the same character of high-grade
ore,

Pioche District,

The New Smelters.—Pioche Record. May 30:
Work at the new smelter is progressing fairly well.

Stone masons are busy putting in substantial dust
chambers and flue, and the work of throwing up the
grade to the ore bins continues. Foundations for

two ore bins are ready and 45 feet of the main
building is up and covered in. When finished this

building will be forty feet wide by 120 feet long.
The south half of the building will not be raised
until the boilers and stacks are placed which will be
done as quickly as possible. A small boarding
house Is finished ready for occupancy and an office

and scale room is in course ol construction. The
course of the projected tramway line from the works
to west point and the Day mine is altered so as to
run almost straight from the works to the point
instead of running up and skirting the foot hills just
west of town. This it is found will shorten the line

somewhat and make the grade better.

Silver Klner District.

To Consolidate.—Pioche Record, May 30:
John F. Cupid, County Recorder of White Pine
county, came in by private conveyance Monday
evening and remained over Tuesday, returning Wed-
nesday by way of Silver King district, at which
place he is interested in several mining claims. A
movement is now on foot to merge all the claims in
that district owned by the Wheatly brothers, Cupid
and others, some ten in number, and make one sale

of the whole. Only one or two owners remain to be
seen about the matter, and it will probably be done,
when we may look for something far above the aver-
age there, as ore is plentiful, though mostly low
grade.

Taylor District.

Deserted.—White Pine News, May 30; We
made a brief visit to Taylor Tuesday in company
with J. B. Simpson. C. B. Wadleigb, Major Treece,
Fred Clark and F. X. Murphy, to attend the funeral
of Col. Fittoo. We found the place almost desert-

ed so far as visible signs go. Still, there are a num-
ber of people living there yet, and when the Moni-
tor miners come out and the other residents get to-

gether the place takes on a livelier appearance than
any one would think at first glance. One thing
about Taylor is particularly noticeable for a nearly
deserted place, and that is the good condition of
the vacant buildings and sidewalks. They appear
in just as good condition as when vacated nearly
three years ago.

Bonded.—The Argus mines in Taylor are said to

have been bonded by A. C. Cleveland, and the peo-
ple of that town are in hopes that a California cor-
poration will soon take hold of the property and re-

sume operation thereon.

Tuscarora District.

Navajo. — Tifnes- Review, May 29; The 350-foot
level stopes are looking well. Everything running
as usual.

Del Monte.— Joint west crosscut, 3d level, has
been extended 24 feet. Joint raise from same cross-
cut has been connected with north drift on the 2d
level.

Nevada Queen.—South drift from east cross-

cut, 4th level of Commonwealth, advanced 15 feet;

still in vein formation. Nineteen tons of ore worked
at Union mill; average battery assay, $215,79 per
ton.

Belle Isle.—West crosscut from the south drift,

350-foot level, extended 12 feet in favorable forma-
tion. The men have been put to drifting north and
south on the ore cut last week, progress 15 feet. The
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south drift shows over two feet of ore, most of it be-

ing very high grade.
COMMONW&ALTH.—North drift from east cross-

cut has been extended lo (eei on the vein. Raise

started and up xo feet, showing a sueak of fair,

grade ore; picked sample assayed $263 per ton.

South drift extended 15 feet Forty-three tons of

ore worked at the Union mill, battery assay,

$216.43. Forty tons of ore sent to the concentrat-

ing plant.

f North Commonwealth.—First level: Stopes

continue about the same. Seventy-six tons first-

class ore worked at Union mill, battery pulp assay

$198 per ton. Shipped bullion valued at $30,266;

crude bullion on hand about $15,000. Will ship

again Monday.
North Belle Isle.—North drift from Belle Isle

450-fool level extended 22 (eel. No. i winze, same
level, extended 11 feet, showing some good ore;

water very strong. South drift from No, i east

crosscut, 400-foot level, extended 16 feet. North

drift, same place, extended 9 feet, face showing some
good ore. The stopes above these drifts are improv-

ing. No. 2 east crosscut, same level, extended 30
feet. South drift, 500-foot level, extended 8 feet.

The stopes from No. 4 chute, 6oofoot level, are

yielding some very rich ore. Broke 7 cars of first-

class and 51 cars of second-class ore. The Union
mill has crushed about 50 tons of ore, assay value

$250.
White Pine District.

Prospecting.—White Pine A'nvs, May 30; Par-

ties in from Hamilton tell us that Supt. Read in-

tends to work 25 or 30 men this summer prospect-

ing in the Eberbardt tunnel. It is also said that the

indications for getting rich ore are very good.

ARIZONA.

Diamond Joe.—Aft^Aai/e Afiner, May 30: Nearly

two car loads of beautiful copper-silver glance ore

from the Diamond Joe mine, near Cedar, was

worked at the sampler last Tuesday. The ore is

rich in silver, copper and lead, and returned consid-

erable money to" the owners. The mine never

looked better than at present and the prediction is

made that it will be one of the steadiest producers

in the county, as the mine is opened up in a shape

to work. Quite a number of men sloping out ore and

still continue prospecting for more, a thing that is

seldom done in Mohave county.

Schuylkill.— Cross Bros, are preparing to com-

mence work on the Schuylkill mine at Chloride.

1 he Schuylkill is one of Chloride's oldest locations

and a smelter was erected on the ground years ago,

but owing to imperfect knowledge in the art of

smelting the smelter was not considered a success.

Thousands of tons of rich lead ore have been

shipped to the variuus smelters in New Mexico,

Colorado and Southern Arizona. The cost of haul-

ing and shipping cut an immense hole in the value

of the ore, but at the same time it paid much more

than the shipping expenses.

Tin and Zinc—Tombstone Prospector, May 26;

The discovery of a great vein of almost pure zinc

near the river and only 30 miles above Yuma is of

great importance. A vein 60 feet in width and a

half a mile in length with ore that runs from 75 lo

90 per cent of zinc is not met with every day.

Another very important discovery lately made on

the borders of Yuma Co., is that of two veins of tin,

each of which is about three feet in width. The
assays made, show the ore to be of a high grade.

Competent judges and experts believe idat this is

one of the most important discoveries ever made in

western Arizona.
. t, ,. ,, ,

Notes.—Prescolt Courier, May 29: J. B. Kelly s

team is constantly engaged bringing in ore (rom the

Wren and Blue Dick mines, Hassayampa district.

Catoctin, atadeplhof III feet, is eight feet wide

and very rich. Ore is shipped from the Prescott ore

works. J. O. Floyd, of Turkey Creek district, is

taking' out good ore. So are Reed & Watson. F.

Scopel works ore from the Gen. Crook ledge in an

arrastra, pays his way and has a snug bank account,

Lots of ore from the Belle and another Big Bug dis-

trict mine are at the sampler. Three fnrnaces are

running at United Verde. Fifteen large teams haul-

ing coke, bullion, etc. This is the camp to which

a railroad is being constructed. Blue Dick is send-

ing in good ore. Capitalists have made an olTer

for the mine. John S. Jones has started work on

his dam in Big Bug district. The dam will be 110

feet at top; 20 feet deep; 'twill give him water to run

bis mill, etc. Following facts concerning the Yuraa

copper mines are learned from C. W. Culver, who

came from there a couple of days ago: Tbey are

owned by rich men of St. Louis; eonsist of 32 claims;

opened by shaft, 450 feet; another, 350 feet; 4000

feet of tunnels and drifts; 50,000 loos of ore in

sight; carries gold and silver in moderate quantities.

There are two bored wells; the deepest is 800 feet;

both contain considerable good water. More water

is being piped from a spring in a mountain. A
50-ton smelter will be started running about the

first of next month. Two more smelters, of same

capacity will soon be set up. Tramway from mine

to smelters is being made. The camp is 75 miles

from Prescott; 95 trom Phoenix. The company will

give $150,000 or $200,000 to any company that will

construct a railroad on the Date creek route.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Frail Creek District.—Nelson Miner, May

ag- A district may have good indications for mines,

but unless the advantages of the district are brought

to the attention of prospectors and investors but

little headway will be made. That Trail Creek dis-

trict has good indications of mineral is not now dis-

puted, and no man can well dispute that to E. b.

Topping is due much of the credit for gettmg mm-

ing men interested in the district. Mr. Topping has

been untiring in his efforts, and he has been reward-

ed by selling the Le Roi to a Spokane company for

$2q.ooo. not in Spokane real estate but m good

money and bankable paper. He arrived at Nelson

this morning and reports the camp as quiet, but that

by the middle of June operations will have made a

start The company that purchased the Le Roi

also bonded the Center Star, the Idaho, the Harvey,

the Pride of Trail Creek, and the Chief of the

Mountains, and expects to have a force at work on

them by the 15th of June. They got a return of $72

in gold and 14 pe"^ cent copper from an average

sample taken from the Le Roi. and are well satisfied

with their investments. The ore in the claims on

the south side of Trail creek has changed m charac

ter and is now almost entirely galena. Of these
claims Hoover's Lilly May is probably the best
known. From a picked specimen of it an assay
of $500 in silver was obtained, an average sample
assaying $167. The surface ore of nearly alt these
claims carried gold and copper; but now little gold
is obtained and the copper is replaced by galena.
John H. Reed sold the Blossom to Mr. Topping a
few weeks ago. Since purchasing it Mr. Topping has
run a tunnel in on the ledge 32 feeL The face of

the tunnel ^hows four feet of ore, from which assays
of $47 in silver and $7 in gold have been obtained.
Several new locations have been made this spring,

Jack Buchanan making one which promises well.

From 60 to 75 men are in the camp.
Changed Owners.—The Boulder hydraulic

claim on 49 creek has changed ownership, H, F.

Keefer, D. McGillivray, R. G. Tatlow, and R. C.

Ferguson purchasing it ^(rom A. L. Davenport, M.
C. Monaghan, the Barker Brothers, N. Riopelt and

J. P. Lamotte. The consideration is said to be
$2000. The claim is believed to be a good one, and
if worked systematically will no doubt yield good re-

turns on the investment. The ditches are being
cleaned out, and operations will be commenced in

earnest next week. Vancouver men are thus bound
to gel in and make a kilting in the lake country.

Another Good Find Made in Goat River
District.—That "Jap" King's Alice is not the

only prospective mine in Goat River district Is evi-

denced by the samples of ore exhibited by C. C.

Sproule and George Long from a claim of recent

discovery. From three assays made, returns of over

$100 to the ton in silver were obtained. Besides

silver the ore carries large percentages of lead and
some copper.
About 100 Men Arriving Weekly.—About

100 men a week are arriving in the lake country. A
large percentage of these men are miners and pros-

pectors, and hail from every state and territory in

which mines are worked. One camp over on Rover
creek, near the lale galena discoveries, is made up
principally of arrivals from Idaho, thirteen of the

number being Cceur d'Aleners.

COLORADO.

Silver Age.—Idaho Springs Gazette, May 30:

They have struck a four-foot streak of ore in the 6th

level of the Silver Age. The rains lately have made
the road impassable and they have been unable to

mill any ore for two weeks. There are 100 tons

already sorted up at the mine and 120 tons broke in

the mine and not hoisted out. The placer mine
which is being worked at the mill looks as though it

would prove a bonanza. Two men ar^ taking out

% oz. per shift now and bedrock sloping off toward
the mountain, which proves that they have not yet

struck the deep channel. With expenses on high
bedrock, the deep channel ought to pay largely.

DAKOTA.

Galena.—iDeadwood Pioneer, May 27: There
are a number of properties in this camp that are
now being worked, and many others that are only
awaiting the advent of a railroad, when operations

will be commenced at once. This is pre-eminently

a low-grade camp, ten tons of ore not averaging
over $30 where one ton goes $80 or $100. Conse-
quently it will not pay to haul long distances, ship

to smelters and give up an exorbitant price for re-

ducing.
An Important Find. — A new find of 'free

milling ore has been opened up within the city

limits that will create a sensation. Experts will re-

port, and a free milling plant will be the next great

sensation.

Scotia.—Supt. Cassels, of the Scotia, is some-
what jubilant over the recent strike in that property,

and thinks that it will prove to be a find of magni-
tude. Five stamps of the Monitor mill are now run-

ning on the ore, which goeS'$6 per ton.

Monitor.— Indications at the Monitor mine are

favorable for a resumption of dividends at no dis-

tant date. The quality of the ore is steadily im-
proving and as the roads are in good condition,

the expense of hauling the ore from the mine to the

mill is greatly lessened.

IDAHO.

Atlanta.—Cor. Idaho Statesman, May 30: At-
lanta is patiently awaiting the revival of interest in

this long-neglected camp, which it is confidently ex-

pected will occur during the coming summer. The
wished-for transfer of the Atlanta Hill property

seems tjow to be an assured fact and the transfer

papers are all on record. It is expected that Mr.
Miller will add more stamps to the Tahoma mill and
work the mine more extensively than it has hereto-

fore been. Mr. Oglesby has lately arrived from
Boston, Mass., and is preparing to start up the Big

Lode mining property. Mr. Ogelsby intends run-

ning a tunnel to tap the ledge. Said tunnel wilt be
about 400 feet in length and three shifts will be
worked. The company already has a fine mill

just below where the drift will be, and as soon as

the ledge is reached will be able to go at once to ex-

tracting and crushing. The Buflfalo mill is at

present running on ore from the Buafflo mine and
still has about a month's run ahead. The property

was taken on a lease last fall, when the company
shut the mine down, by a party of miners consisting

of a dozen or more, and they have been working it

ever since. They have out 400 or 500 tons of rock,

which, according to the battery samples is good,
No, I rock, and each of the leasers will clean up
quite a little pile. Mr. Geo. Tims has had quite a

number of men working for him all winter and is

only awaiting the starting up of the Tahoma mill to

have his rock crushed, of which he has quite a large

amount. Messrs. Irvin and Shuliz also have out

quite a run of first-class ore which they are waiting

to get crushed. Water having been very scarce here

this season not much has been done in the way of

placer mining. Mr, R. B. Brown has been taking

out ore on the Atlantic hill as has also Messrs, Wm.
and Lee Abbott and Louie Frankey on a bar below
the town. Mr. Prey and son were mining on their

claim as long as the water lasted and did very well.

At the Bar everything is working along smoothly
and all of the different properties are slowly increas-

ing their working force. The old reliable Elmore
never looked better, and the same may be said of

the Vishnu. They are both working a full force

of men, and the stamps are kept working day and
night. The Ophir has lately started up under the

general management of Mr. Boyd, with Frank Les-
ter as foreman, and is looking fine. The Wide
West at Red Warrior is increasing in size and rich-

ness every day. Besides these there are a number
of minor properties working, all of which are look-

extremely well. Adam Gottsch has a five-foot vein

of No. I milling ore on his Richmond claim which
gets better and richer as he advances on the ledge.

Jake Ruser has several men employed on a fine

prospect above the town on Bear creek, and the

tjueen of the Hills, owned by Pierson, Adams and
Aberson, never looked half so well as it does at the

present time, and as it has always been one of the

finest prospects in the camp that, I think, is saying
a good deal. From the necessarily imperfect and
incomplete account of the above-mentioned prop.

erties it will readily be seen that everything points

to the continued and rapidly increasing prosperity

of Atlanta, the Bar, and indeed this whole section

of country adjacent to the two camps.

MONTANA.

In the Townsend District.—Townsend Mei-
sender. May 28; The Silver Star mine has an incline

shaft 124 feet deep, from which has been taken nu-

merous carloads of ore. There is now between three

and four carloads of first-class ore at the mine ready
to be and which will be shipped to Omaha In a few
days. The lode is four feet wide and the average
assay is $50. The work of running levels from the

bottom ol the shaft will be prosecuted with three

shifts, and it is expected that the mine wilt be in

shape to produce several carloads a week by the ist

of July. The company, which is a close corpora-
tion, has abundant capital, and the management is

in the hands of good business men who are deter-

mined to thoroughly develop and work systemati-

cally. It has been surveyed and the proper appli-

cation for a patent initiated.

The Dakota Mine.—Neiharl /f(fra/i/, May 28:

The Dakota mine is generally regarded by expert

mining men as one of the finest properties in the

State, and indeed it may be said that there are few

other mines in the Rocky mountains that have the

showing of ore for the amount of development done.

It is estimated by conservative figures that there are

300,000 tons of ore exposed in the workings, which

consist of three tunnels and a shaft, all of which will

not amount to more than 1500 feet of development.

The Lady Shallote is the extension of this enormous
vein and is one of the properties of the St. James
Con. Mining Co. The intention is to let a contract

to sink on this lead in the next few days, and as the

shaft is now at a depth of 16 feet, in six feet of ore

and the footwall has not been found, it is fair o

presume that some grand results will obtain from
further development of this property.

Boston and Montana's New Works.—Great

Falls Industrial, May 28: J. W. Cornelius, the

gentleman who has all the contracts for putting up
the buildings at the Boston & Montana Works, says

that he has now over 300 men at work and that the

buildings will be pushed to completion just as fast

as men are able to do it. In his opinion the works

will be finished this year and be in running order

by January i, 1892. The fact of the railroads forg-

ing ahead to the Barker and Neihart district makes
it imperative on the part of the management to push

work as rapidly as possible in order to be ready for

the great influx of ore that will come in when the

railroads once tap these districts. At a low esti-

mate the Boston & Montana Works will employ

1000 men.

NEW MSXICO.

Rich OR^.—Pinos Altos, May 29: The Dimmick
Brothers are taking out three classes of ore. The
first class runs $t8,ooo to the ton; second $10,000

and third $5,474. If 'here is anything in this coun

try that can beat their's in the way of a mine it is

not yet known. And that little property is one of

the many rich claims in the Pinos Altos district.

The Climax, the south extension of the Silver Cell,

is down so feet between well defined walls. At the

bottom of the shaft the lead is more compact and

valuable than any time since discovery. At 100

feet a diift will be run north to connect with the Sil-

ver Cell, when unless all signs fail, the two will meet

in a silver hall that will put the bridal chamber " to

blush:" The Silver Cell is now down 65 feet, all in

metal. At the bottom of the shaft the lead is more

compact and valuable than ever, demonstrating be-

yond a doubt that it is not, as many supposed, sim-

ply a pocket. The owners do not propose to drift un-

til down 100 feet. They have taken out about $10,000

while sinking, and should they desire, could take out

ten times that amount by stoping from the shaft

alone. The Alice mine, owned by Jim Woods, is

being worked by Fritter and Brakebill. These gen-

tlemen are taking out ore that may be classed sim-

ply as lead. At this writing there appears to be no

limit to the metal, and unless all signs fail the less-

ees have a bonanza.

mill. Lockwood's sawmill is busy cutting lumber
for the mill and a corps of surveyors are laying off

the site.

Hidden Treasure.—Wra. O'Neill has sold a
half interest in the Hidden Treasure claim lo F. W.
Wittenbrock & Co., of Spokane, for $1000.
WoKKiNG IN THE CoAL.—Wm. Stillwell, Geo.

Stillwell and Geo. Heller started this morning with
four pack horses loaded with provisions for the
Meihow. They expect to do considerable develop-
ment work on their coal properties this season.
The Lone Star.—The Lone Star shaft is rapid-

ly approaching the 40o-foot level, and its progress is

being watched with a great deal of interest by all

who are identified with the development of mines in

this district. Alien C. Mason and Henry Lawrence
for five years have bern pushing development work
almost without intermission, and now have about
1800 feet of tunnels, drills and shafts. A depth of

350 feet has been reached in the main shaft, and the
result shows that the ledge has been gradually in-

creasing in size and the amount and quality of ore
has continued to improve with every foot of depth
gained below the surlace. What was originally a
16-inch vein of comparatively low-grade ore, at a
depth of 345 feet (before the present work was begun)
had developed into a six-foot ledge of almost solid

ore. The grade of the ore has also improved in

nearly the same proportion.

List of D, S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors.

Beported by Dewey & Oo., Pioneer Patent
SoUcltorB for Paclflo Ooast.

WEEK ENDING MAY 26, 1891.

452,903.—Door-Securer—N.Cosman, Fremont,
Wash.
452,946.—Gas Governor—F. Ellis, S. F.

453,042.—Fruit Fitter—W. C. Evants, Oak-
land. Cal.

453.045.—Hinge Sinker—W. H. Gutzman,
Berkeley, Cal.

453'ii7-—Car Axle Box— D. B. James, S. F.

452,947.—Door-Securer—W. B. Morris.Seattle,

Wash.
452,948.—Straw Separator for Thrashers

—E. H. Nicholson, Santa Maria, Cal.

452,942.—Air Brake SYSTBM—Wm. W. Slater,

Oakland, Cal.

453.»65'—faucet—C. P. Smith, San Diego, Cal.

453,095.

—

Tramway— J. T. Vinton, Spokane
Falls, Wash.
452,818.—Sanitary Plumbing—F. A. Wein-

shank, Los Angeles, Cal.

The following brief list by telegraph, for June 2

will appear more complete on receipt of mail :levices:

Calirornia—San Franciaco, JamOB B, Stetson, J. Ham-
mond, W. L. Holman, J. W. Harris, cable gripping
merhaniem; John T. Smith, W. Copeland, tanning com-
eition; John A. Largstrotb, mechaaical ledger; Emery I.

Nichols, goTerooraDcI valve movemeot for gas eoginee;
San Diego, Elmore Stewart, car coupling; Santa Cruz,
Hiram M. Hanmore, non-heat-conduciing compoBltion;
Freano, James Porteoun, raisin and fig press.

Oregon-Salem, Michael J. McKlnnoD, tire tightener;
Taylor, Geo. W. Rowley, cable clamping device.
Washington—Seattle, John U. Frink, J. Readman,

loggiDg truck; CoUax, Legrand J>. Harding, shoe for de-
formed feet; Lacooner, Peter E. Frostad, rudder for
boats.

NoTB.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnished
by Dewey & Co , in tbe shortest tinle possiMe (by mail
for telegraphic order). Am'^rican and Foreign patents
obtained, and general patent business for PaoiSo Coast
nventors transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
rates, and in the shortest possible time.

UTAH.

Park Notes.—Park Record, May 30: Owing to

the late spring and the slow manner in which the

snow is leaving, many claims are still idle, which

will be actively developed during the coming sum-

mer. The snow is still deep enough in places to re-

tard operations, and many miners are working

under the disadvantage of short supplies, both as

regards necessities of life and mining supplies, as

but little hauUng can be done. The greatest draw-

back at the present time, however, is trouble from

surface water, which is handicapping almost every

property visited.

WASHINGTON.

ToUGHNUT AND HOMESTAKE.—Okanogan Out-

look, May 28: The statement of Col. Walace, in

the Spokane Review, that John W. Mackey and

others, of Comstock notoriety, have bonded the

Toughnut and Homestake mines in this district and

will commence mining operations here on a large

scale, naturally fxcites a great deal of enthusiasm,

and speculation is rife as to what mode of operations

they will pursue.

Black Bear and War Eagle.—The War
Eagle and Black bear mill site presents a scene of

bustling activity. A force of from 15 to 20 men are

pushing work on the water ditch which will be com-

pleted in a few days. A short flume will then have

to be built to carry the water from the ditch to the

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co. 's Scientific Press U. S. and For-

eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Air-Brake System.—Wm. W. Slater, Oakland.

No. 452942. Dated May 26, 1891. This invention

relates to an improved signal for use on railway

trains and means for operating the air-brakes there-

by. It consists of an electric conductor extending
through the train of cars, means for coupling the

ends of the conductors at points where cars are

coupled together, a means for completing the cir-

cuit from any point in the train, and the mechanism
whereby the completed circuit is caused to act upon
an electro-magnet and through it to open air-valves,

so that the engineer from his station may at any
time test the connections and be sure that the elec-

trical circuit and the air-pipes have been properly

coupled in making up the train, and also to operate

the air-brakes, while from the rear or any other por-

tion of the train the engineer may be signaled at

any time by completing the circuit. The usual

method for making connection between the front

and rear end of the train is by means of a cord ex-

tending through the train from end to end. In
practice it is found difficult and almost in^possible to

operate this cord through a long train when it is

often broken in the attempt to use it. By Mr. Sla-

ter's device electrical conducting-wires are used in-

stead of a bell-cord and they are so arranged that a
complete circuit is made between any number of

cars. Stops may also he made by means of the rear

valve mechanism so that the rear brakes are set

first and act as a drag from behind. This avoids

the irregular end motion of the train which results

from the opening and closing of the engineers valve

when that is used and which unavoidably causes a
jerky motion when coming to a stop.

Door Securer. — Wm. B. Morris, Seattle,

Washington. No. 452947. Dated May 26, 1891.

This is a novel device for fastening doors and
which may be used separately or in addition to and
in conjunction with the ordinary locks and fasten-

ing.". The construction is such that a traveler may
carry the device conveniently in his pocket so that

he may apply Jt to the door of any room
which he may be occupying. When applied to the

door it will be impossible to force the door open
without tearing the fastening out of the casing or in

some other way breaking or destroying it.

The mlne-owDers at MnllaD, Idaho, have or*

ganized in oppOBltion to the MinerB* UnioD.
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Prof. Swing on Immortality.

To believe well in ft Intnre beyond, it seems

eesential that we ahonld make the aBsamption

of spirit as a BtaTtinf; point, and then the whole

material world beoomee the servant of the spirit;

but if, with Haxley and Darwin, we begin with

the assumption of matter, there seems nothing

to throw us across the dividing ocean, and we
mast remain on the shore of dust, and hence

death; for, move to and fro as material does,

from wild rose to full-leafed rose, from ape to

man, it always brings us at last only the dust.

There Is no immortal rosa, however full leafed

it may become. Death is its destiny. To get

over this tomb of roses and of mao, it la essen-

tial that a spirit be assumed; a God, an essence

differing from the vital action of the heart or

of the roots of the wild flowers. In this study

of man, after we aeaume that he possesses a

spirit, the text enters with its single thought

that God is not a God of dead souls, but of

living ones. There is no manifest reason for

supposing a soul made in luoh a divine image

to he only an ephemeral oreature, going quickly

to nothingness, thus making God the Father of

the dead rather than of the living. All the

reasons for creating such a being as man remain
for continuing his existence. If, when the

Creator had formed such a universe as lies

around us here, of which our system is as a

grain of sand upon an infinite shore, He finally

concluded to make man a race to inhabit one

or more stars of the universe, a race in the

divine image, a human life of a few years would
seem wholly unworthy of such a boundless

material realm; fcr we cannot master its truthR

nor tast^ happiness in any three-score years'

career. Your children have shown their divine

natare, have spokeu a few words, have rtjoioed

in a few springtimes, and have gone hence,

leaving you heartbroken. A brief career is

thus not in harmony with the immense universe

in which this life begins, and of which man is

unquestionably the highest order of beings.

American Spectator.

A more philosophical theory to our thinking

would be the assumption that both spirit and

matter are eternal and co-existant—aa positive

and negative, intelligent and inert. That

spirit which we call God, through its intellh

genae, moved upon matter, and matter thns be

came the ^'eervant of spirit.*' With such ax

assumption there is no "dividing ocean'' to

cross; moreover, it as easy and quite as philo-

sophical to assume the two existences as the

one. All subsequent events might follow from

laws ordained by spirit, or by evolution, as

you please. Matter may move to and fro

** from wild rose to full-leafed rose, from ape

to man,*' but all must return again to dust.

The rose from the wild to the full-leaf would

fulfill its mission. There would be "no im,

mortal rose, however full-leafed it may bc'

oome." Bat after the rose the animal, and in

the fullness of time man, as the limit of evolu

tlon (creation if you please). Into man, as the

crowning work of evolution or creation, spirit

infused its divine or never-dying life, **and

man became a living sonl"—immortal in his

soul existence. Its earthly covering, like the

fall-leafed rose, must retnrn to dust from

whence it came, but the spirit "returns to God
who gave it " to continue its spirit existence

throngb all eternity.

Matter may change its form from gas to

rook, to tree, to rose, to animal, but it never

disappears—it is as eternal as the spirit which
aots upon it. There is a vegetable life and
there Is an animal life, but there is no essential

difference between the vital action of the heart

and the movement which sends the Hfe-glving

fluid of the vegetable from its roots to its

branches.

The spirit in man, which we call soul, is a

part of the original spirit which first acted

upon matter in the beginning—if we may
assume a beginning. That original spirit we
call God. It exists everywhere throughout the

universe.

The essential thing in man is his soul—his

spirit life—a life whioh is not in the brute. The
brute may think; may be affected by fear, by

love, by anget; but the brute has no aspira-

tions for the future. His thoughts do not pass

beyond the present. Therein lies the great

difference between man and the brute. Since

it has been given to man to look for and to

aspire to a life beyond the grave, there is no

manifest reason why the source of that aspira-

tion—the soul, whloh distinguishes him from
'ihe mere animal—should not attain its desires,

Everything In reason and our aspirations points

the supposed fact that God has endowed man
ith a never-dying principle, which, when it

irows off this earthly covering, will return to

the source whence it came, just ai the body

returns to the dust from whence it came.

We have assumed that spirit is intelligent.

That intelligence must have been infused into

man, as the climax of inert matter for a par-

pose. What purpose could be effected if man
dies as a beast dies ? The few years of his ex-

istence on earth, as is said above, *' would seem

wholly unworthy of such a boundless material

realm," as is the aniverse which we inhabit.

In very truth, there **i8 no manifest reason for

supposing the soul of man, made in such a di-

vine image, to be only an ephemeral oreature,

going eventaally to nothingness." Sach a brief

career ts not in harmony with the aspirations

implanted within, us by virtue of the God

spirit—the soul. Man is evidently the highest

order of being, and for what purpose could he

have come Into existence, with all his possible

and elevated aspirations, without it was to

pass beyond this finite life to progress in a

future existence, far beyond anything of which

he is capable of imagining while encumbered

with bis earthly surroundings ? WEE.

The Production ol Heat.

The marvels of scientlflo discovery and
mechanical invention crowd upon latter day
nineteenth century folk In a manner rivaling

the play of kaleidoscopic figures. One accepts,

nowadays, what he sees, as bis fathers did of

old, bnt, unlike them, he is not prepared to

dispute the possibilltv of anything within the
range of oonceptlon. One of the most wonderful
results of application of human reason in

employing an essential element of the universe
for human purposes is that described in the last

issue of Bradstreefs by Mr. Lorin Blodgett, a

well-known member of the Franklin Institute
of Philadelphia.

Air as Fuel.

This is nothing else than the use of

atmospheric air as fuel. Air is mixed with
coal gas, as everyone knows, and with hydro-
carbon vapors, and the compound when burned
generates a much greater heat than If the air

was absent. So, too, a powerful air blast Is a
crreat economizer In smelting and reducing ores.

Bat the new fuel Is the air itself, which in a
powerful blast is directed upon an incandescent
substance, say coal made white hot, pure
carbon or any other materials that can be made
to glow. Coal hydro-carbons or what not may
be employed to give the Initial incandescence,
but once the blast strikes the luminous body,
the utmost intensity of heat ia secured, ap-
parently by the combastion of the air, and
may be maintained for an indeflnite period by
merely preserving the incandescence of the
surface and this may be done by a slight
manipulation of the surface biougbt to
incandescence, and with some slight renewal of
carbonaceous material.

Another Heat Producing Conception.
Another most extraordinary discovery is that
claimed by M. 0. de Clausen, a Rassian
engineer, who has been experimenting in
London with a new stove. Finding that much
free oxygen etcapea with the unburned fuel
from chimneys, this experimenter concluded
that—contrary to the ordinary theory—less
draft and higher temperature are needed in
order to get perfect combastion. He seoures
these in a stove three feet high by one foot in
diameter, lined with fire-brick. Only the
lower portion of the coal burns, a very small
current of air being admitted to this, and
passing upward suffioiently hot to cause its

remaining oxygen to unite with the carbon
monoxide gas in the upper portion of the coal.
The products escaping into the chimney are
colorless and quite cool, and if the statements
made are to be accepted, less than three per
cent of the possible heat is lost, instead of the
so or 90 per cent ordinarily wasted.

The Sun's Light and Heat.—Does the sun
give light and heat to the earth directly, or Is
heat generated by the action of the sun's rays
upon the earth? is a question which has inter-
ested and pnzzled many of our best scientists.
The Scitniific American refers to the matter as
follows: -'The sun's heat is supposed to be
transferred to objects by ether waves. These
are not considered to be heat, but to be capable
of producing heat when they Impinge upon
matter. The atmosphere being attenuated and
thin in the upper regions, is less heated than in
the more dense portions near the earth. The
heating power of the sun is also very great at
high altitudes when radiating apon surfaces
properly prepared to receive and absorb the
heat. The nearer we approach the sun, the
more powerful are the radiations or ether

The March of 'Scientific Discovert.—Mr.
John Cox, M. A., in a lecture delivered recently
on "The March of Scientific Discovery," said
that although the importance of scientific dis-
covery was reooRnizad, it was questionable
whether the influence which it exerted upon
modern life was fully appreciated. He referred
to the great advantages which had taken place
during the present century, particularly men-
tioning steam and electric power, the latter
being, he thought, still in its infancy. By the

aid of science all quarters of the globe had been
brought In daily communication, and in every
department of industry, where mere brute force

was required, the labor was being taken from
the shoulders of men and placed upon machin-
ery, and great scientific discoveries necessarily

brought about great social ohanges. In the

course of the lectures which be would deliver,

his endeavor would be to draw partlcalar at-

tention to the intimate connection whioh existed

between the different branches of soience. The
simple laws of motion stood at the beginning
of the study, and when they were thoroughly
understood, they would be able to understand
the conservation of energy and the conneQtion
whioh existed between the different branches
of Bclenoe in relation to the methods by whloh
discoveries had been nfhde. From the time of

the Greek philosophers, until 200 or 300 years
ago, hardly any progress was made, bnt that

which had been made since was very great, and
it seemed likely to go on, because people had
learned to rely upon faots rather than upon
arguments and theories. In oonclnsion he said

that his object was not to give any description

of the latest modern discoveries, but rather to

accept the march of science as a whole from the
earliest principle up to the present time, keep*
ing in view the close connection between the

different branohes, and by means of illnstration

to show the method by which it bad moved
forward.

—

London Iron and Steel Trades Jour-
nnl.

n^ECHA^IQAL fRO@RESS

A Point About Steel.

The causes from whioh trouble may come
with steel are innumerable.
The rapid mnltlplioatlon of small, portable

forges is doing muoh to increase a certain kind
of trouble with It, and, in fact, this particular
cause of trouble with steel has assumed propor-
tions of considerable importance, and by point-
ing out, as we propose to do, some of the limi-

tations of these smalt forges, we hope to be
able to render a service to steel-users and
steel-makers, and to the makers of the forges
as well.

Mechanics understand perfectly well that a
hammer must bear some proportion to the size

and weight of the piece of steel that Is to be
forged with It; but it is not so generally un-
derstood that this Is also true of the fire and
forge in which the steel is heated. Of course,
we do not mean to say that a different size of

forge should be ased for every variation in

weight of work; but we do mean to call atten-
tion to the fact that a furnace suitable for heat-
ing for a steam hammer Is unfitted for temper-
ing small drills and tape, and that a small por-
table forge is utterly unfitted for heating a
steel die weighing 20 pounds or more.
Sach forges have their uses, to wbioh they

are well adapted, bnt when a large piece of

steel, such as a drop or trimming die, is to be
heated for hardening, the conditions necessary
to the sncceas of the operation oannot be
secured with such a forge. It is well settled

that when such a piece of work is to be heated,
there must be a good body of clear fire, and
that a considerable bed of the fuel must be be-

low the work, between it and the tuyero open-
ings. Then the character and distribution

of the blast must be such as to keep this body
of fuel at a nearly even temperature, and while
Its volume may be large, it must not be fierce

and sharp, but mild and gentle.

Just the opposite of these conditions are
present with a small portable forge. No large

body of fuel can be heated evenly apon it; the
blast coming from a few small tuyere openings,
closely grouped together, mast be sharp in or-

der to get sufficient heat, and the result is an
effect similar to that of a blowpipe, with intense

surface and local heating, instead of the even-
ly distributed low heat absolutely essential to
success in hardening such work. Then, too
often, when the work cracks to pieces in

qnenching, the steel-maker is blamed.
Of course, there Is little of this particular

kind of trouble in the large shops, for In them
regular ^forges are always fonnd, and it is to

the owners of the small shops, particularly

where "rooms with power" are hired for man-
ufacturing purposes, that this is addressed, in

the hope that it may show some one a cause of

trouble with steel, not previously suspected.

Such small forges as we refer to are excellent

for the class of work for which they are in-

tended, and small tools can foe hardened with
them as well as with any other forge, eepeoially

if charcoal is the fuel used; bnt it should be
recognized that they, like most other thing?,
have their limitations. It should bs remem-
bered, too, that pure, soft water is a good, if

not the beet quenching liquid, and that water
in which more or less washing of hands with
soap has been done is not pure water. The
water and the tub containingit should be clean.—American Machinist.

A Novel Steam Engine.—One of the moat
recent plans of engine oonstruotion assumes to

overcome some of the peculiar difficulties hith-

erto experienced, by a duplication of all the
moving parts. The engine is an upright, and
has one cylinder fitted with two pistons, these
approaching each other to within a very small
clearance in the middle of the cylinder. There
are three cranks, the middle one directly con-
nected to the lower piston, and the two outer
oranks set at 180* from the middle one, bo that

when the center crank is descending, the outer
cranks are palling upward; the outer cranks
are oonnected by rods to a trunnion ring slid-
ing over the lower oylinder, this ring being
moved up and down by means oE two rods ex-
tending to a cross head at the top of the engine
operated by the piston rod of the npper piston.
The engine is single-acting, and steam being
admitted between the piston, they are forced
apart, the npper one exerting power on its up-
ward, and tne lower one simultaneously on its

downward stroke, the return stroke being per-
formed by the momentum of the fly-wheel.
The steam is admitted by a doable piston
valve, the outer valve acting as a fixed cut-off
valve, the engine being governed by a throt-
tling governor and running at 100 revolutions
per minute. The arrangement of two pistons
moving simultaneously in opposite directions
has the advantage of completely relieving the
main bearings of any pressure. The pistons
are made extra long to reduce wear, whioh in
the case of the lower piston is a point of spe-
oial importance, since the oylinder itself aota as
a guide. Springs are introduced into the vari-
ous bearings.

—

£Ix.

Modern Boiler Shops.

In these days of enormous pressures, special
tools are required to handle the very heavy
plates of which boilers are now made. An
EogUah boiler shop is thus desoribed in Engi'
neering :

In the boiler shop the plates are taken In in
the center bay, and, having been marked off,

are planed on the edges, the edge planers tak-
ing 30 feet in length and 8 feet across. The
plates are taken up the center bay, the work
being done on them while in the straight. At
the top of the bay there are large vertical rolls,
recently erected, which will take plates 12 feet
wide and bend l^inch steel plates oold. The
end plates are drilled, manholes out, etc., in
the center bay. When the shell plates are
bent to the required radius, they are taken to
the next bay and bolted together. They are
then drilled in position by the ordinary drill-
ing machines dpsigned for this purpose. The
end plates are flanged by a hydraulic press,
furnace holes having been out, etc., and rivet
holes drilled In position. The back plates,
combustion chambers, etc, are then pot in,
and the whole riveted up. For the latter pur-
pose there are hydraulic riveters, one shell
riveter of 150 tons and having a gap of 12 feet
3 Inches. The work, as stated, is well ar-
ranged so as to prevent, as far as possible, the
same ground being twioe covered and there are
hydraulic cranes well arranged for handling
the parts.

Among other tools may be noticed another
hydraulic riveter with power of 90 tons and a
gap to take a ten-lnoh plate; an oval hole-
catting niachine for manholes, with variable
eccentricity up to seven inches; a boiler back-
stay drilling machine, with two standards, and
having a vertical range of 12 feet and a bed 30
feet long. The hydraulic flanger referred to
has a power of 150 tons, and is capable ol flang-
ing steel plates 1 9 16 inch thick. The shell
drilling machine has a range of ten feet
vertically and an angle of drill up to 25

Armor Plate.—It has been stated that
armor plate composed of steel containing an
alloy of nickel has shown a greater power of re-
sistance than plates of pure steel. In a more
recent oonteit, held at Annapolis, nickel steel
plates which had been subjeoted to a process of
supetficlal carbonization were shown to be
ereatly superior to the ordinary nickel steel.
Pour kinds of plate were tested—pure steel,
niokel steel; pure steel subjected to the carbon-
ization procesp, and nickel steel likewise
treated. The pure steel plate was smashed to
pieces; the treated steel plate stood the test
better, but the treated niokel plate was prac-
tically unlrjured, the projactiles being broken.
It is estimated that this discovery will reduce
the weight of armor by about 25 per cent; that
is, armor of 25 per cent less thickness will
afford the same degree of protection as before.
If the degree of protection formerly afforded is

allowed to remain as the standard, coal capac-
ity and other accommodations may be greatly
inoreased. The carbonization process was the
invention of H, A. Harvey of Newark, N. J.
—Ex.

A Woodman's Test for Axes.—A hint whioh
may he serviceable to ax-manafactarers as well
as buyers was given by an experienced Anstralian
buahman to a new chum, *'It may be nsefal
to you when you go into a store to buy an ax.
Take out your pocket-knife, open it, and hold
it as if yon were going to sharpen a pencil, but
with the back instead of the edge toward you.
Then run the back of the knife gently over the
edge of the ax. If the edge tarns ever so little,

80 that you can jast feel it, the ax is all right.
If it won't turn, it is too hard," Trying an
Eagliah-made ax lying at hand, he said, *' That's
no good," The edge would not tarn.

Wire Nails krom Steel Plate,—It has al-
ways been considered impossible to oat wire
nails from any material except wire, but it is re-
ported that an ingenious arrangement has been
introduced into a mill in Pittsburg whioh
enables wire nails to be made from steel plate.
This Invention may be attached to the ordinary
cut-nail machine, and is said to be capable of
producing perfectly formed nails in greater
quantitv than Is possible by the present wire
nail.

—

Philadelphia Record.
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Swallowing Pins, Twigs, Etc.

Several oases of aooidental BwaUowing of

tbiDga other than food have oome to notice

ainoe the lamentable death of Rev, Dr. Both*

welt of New York, who reoeotly died from
awallowing a cork, which lodged in hie wiod-

pipe. The first ie that of a locomotive en<

gioeer, who, several years ago swallowed a

piece of wood. He was subseqaently treated

for ooDsnmptlOD, on accoant of violent ooagh*

Ing. bat witboat the other asaal aooompani-

meota of saob a disease. One day the man
had an nnaaaally severe fit of ooaghlog, aooom-

panied by a violent pain in the trachea, in

which something seemed to have lodged. With
Ik supreme effort, be ejected it, and it was found

to be a piece of wood about an inch long and
of the thioknesB of a lead-pencil. It was
thickly coated with mocae and as black aa coal.

A slight hemorrhage followed, after which the

patient felt great relief. He then recollected

that one day while running his train he stopped

at a depot, beside which there grew an apple

tree, fie carelessly broke off a small twig and
pot a pleoe in his mouth. The train again got

nnder headway, and, while running at fall

speed, he eaw a boll on the track a few yards

ahead of the engine. He quickly applied the

airbrake and reversed hit lever, in order to

render the inevitable shock as light as possible,

Iq the sadden sarpriae, coupled with the strain

of throwing back the lever, he made a con-

valsive insplratioo, and unknowingly inhaled

the piece of twig, but, in the excitement, for-

got all about the swallowing until it was ejected

aa above. He completely recovered oeder the

oare of Dr. Downs of Brooklyn, New York.

Another case ia one which also closely paral-

lels that of Dr. Bothwell. It ia related by the

Baltimore Democrat, of a late date, that Annie

GlasBoer, aged six years, ie dying from the ef*

fectff of a pin sticking in her throat, whioh two
weeks ago she drew in with a breath in the

same manner in which the Kev. Dr. Bothwell

inhaled the cork. The accident occurred in

school. The ohild was saddenly seized with a

violent fit of gagging. After the paroxysm,

she informed the teacher that she had been

holding the pin between her teeth, when, in an

effort to yawn, she drew it down her throat.

She was taken to a hospital, bat as yet the doc-

tors have been unable to locate the pin. At
times the ohild suffers terribly, and then she

will not feel it again for several hours. The
throat ia swelling, and it Is feared that blood-

poifloning has set in.

We have not yot seen any report of the re-

salt; but each accidents should be a warning

against the too common practioe of unneces-

sarily placing such things In the month. There

Is always great danger in doing so.

Don't Get Seasick.—LBmons, oranges, obam
pagne—all these are recommended, says the

Ladies^ Home Journal, bat the beat recommen-

dation, the most practical and common sense, is

to let the seasickness have its way, and then

yoa are over with it. You can modify any pos-

sible attack by a little care as to diet a day or

two before sailing, by avoiding greasy and rich

foods, and this is wise. Bat don't go on board

with the settled idea that you are going to be

sick. Dismiss the thought. Keep on your feet

the first day out. Walk up aud down the deck

continuously. By this method yoa get acoas*

•tomed to the motion of the ship, tire yourself

out, and, if you are any sort of a sleeper, you

will sleep soundly the first night. Then the

worst is over. But if not, and you do get sick,

just accept it philoBODhically. Of course, you

will feel miserable. But let the spell ran its

course, and it ia done ; and yon are better for

it, and certainly wiser than to try and care it

by a mixture of things, which only give the

stomaoh a reason for a continuance of proceed-

ings. One of the leading medical authorities

in the world says that 15 grains of sulphate of

quinine, administered two hoars or four hoars

at the most before embarking, will completely

free even sensitive subjects from the horrors of

aeasiokneas,

Useful Information,

A Comparison of TonDg Mfohanics To-

Day and those of Former Times.

Few of the young meohanioe of the present
time appreciate the many advantages by whioh
they are surrounded, making comparison with
the situation as it was a generation ago. The
young mechanic who thinks it harder to take
the front rank at the present time than it was
for his father to achieve exoellence in the same
pursuit in his time, should be reminded of the
many advantages which he enjoys that hia

father knew nothing about. In his father's

time there were no technical schools. Text
books on mechanical subjects were almost un-
known. No mechanical papers were published.
Mechanical dictionaries were unheard of things;
large faotoriee never dreamed of maintaing cir

calatlng libraries for the benefit of the meoban-
ica employed. Popular lectures on mechanical
topics were not thought of. Free night schools

for Instruotion In drawing had never been at

tempted.
And these are only a few of the many ad-

vantages that surround the young mechanic of

the present time, the intelligent improvement
of which will lead him on to auooess. It ie with
him, however, as with children who frequently
have too many toys; they soon learn to think
so little of them as to fail to appreciate their

actual value. So many advantagea are
crowded upon the young man of the present
day as to leave him little opportunity of con-

sidering their value, or of learning to appreciate
their worth. It Is for this reaaon, with others,

that so few of the meohanios who are surrounded
with exceptional advantages reach eminence in

their trades.

A qualifioation that the mechanics of 40 or

50 years ago poBsessed, and which is sadly
lacking in the youth of the present day, is self-

reliance and enterprise. Our boys have so

many helps, and things are so generally pre-

pared for them, both in the public schools and
in other departments of our educational sys-

tem, that they acquire the habit of abjeot de-

pendence. They fail to acquire the habit of

asserting themselves and Investigating upon
their own account. To this difference is to be
aBcribed, in many cases, the failure of the me-
chanioa of the preset day to profit by the
unusual opoortunities by which they are sur-

rounded.

—

Blacksmith and Wheelwright,

Using Steam Expansively —One volume
of water heated nntll it Is converted Into eteam
at atmospheric pressure becomes increased to
101 1 volumes. A very ready way of remem-
bering this is, to put it that one cubic inch of

water converted into steam at atmospheric
pressure becomes one oobic foot of steam.
This Is BO nearly true that the figures may be
used for all praotloal purposes as follows

:

12112=144x12=1728; while the real product
of converting one cubic Inch of water into

steam li 1711—only 17 inches in excess of the
figures first given. The most economical way
to use eteam is to use it expansively. Where
this ia done, the cylinder is only partly filled

with steam, the remainder of the stroke being
carried out by that steam being allowed to ex-

pand. When hot steam is in contact with the
water it has been generated from, it is known
as eaturattd steam. There is no law governing
the relationship of its presaure to its volume.
The thing is empiric, so to speak, and has to

be determined by experiment for every temper-
ature. The results of such experiments are to

be found in published tables, bat it is not so

with steam that has been removed from the
surface of the water that generated it, but Is

kept as hot as the latter. Then it is known as

non saturated steam; then it acts as a perfect

gas. It is governed by a definite law known
as Boyle^s or Marriott'd law. Boyle, by the
way, was an En(;liahman and Marrriott was a

Frenchman. They both expeiimented, and
found the law ont at about the same time, so

they both get the credit of it. That law la this:

The volume of gases— air, coal, gae, natural

gas, hydrogen, steam in the non saturated con-

dition, etc.—v^tries inversely as the pressure

—

that Is, if you double the pressure you have the

volume, and vice versa.

Regularity of Habit.—One of the most
difficult of all minor habits to acquire, aaya

Iron, is that of regularity. It ranks with that

of order. The natural inclination of most per-

sons Is to defer work to be done until the last

possible moment, or to pat it off to another
time, where this can possibly be done. Yet
habits of regularity contribute largely to the
ease and comfort of life. A person can multi-

ply his efficiency by it. We know persons

who have a multitude of duties, and who per-

form a vast deal of work daily, who set apart

certain hours for given duties, and are there at

the moment, and attend rigidly to what ie In

hand. This being done, other engagements are

met, each in order, and a vast deal is accom-
plished, not by strained exertion, but by regu-

larity. The mind can be so trained to this

that at certain hours in the day it will turn to

a particular line of duty, and at other hours to

other and different labors. The very diversity

ia restful, when attended to in regular order.

Bat let theae run together, and the duties be

mixed, and what before was easy is now annoy-
ing and oppreasive, and the exact difference be-

tween persons is at this point. There are those

who confuse and rush, and attempt to do sev*

eral things at once, and accomplish little, while

others will quietly proceed from one duty to

another, and easily accomplish a vast amount
of work. The difference is not in the capacity

of two men, but in the regular methods of the

one, aa compared with the irregular and oon-

fused habits of the other.

How TO Avoid a Mad Dog.—A good thing

to know IS that a mad dog never turns aside

from the course he is running to bite anybody.

Bo if one ie rignt in the path of a rabid animal

he oan get ont of all danger by jumping to one

side and ont of the path of the dog. Bat if it

fa abaolntely Impossible to get out of the way,

the man or woman should stand perfectly still

and face the dog. Ha will turn aside then him-

self and run in a different direction, while if the

person in front of him screams and runs away,

AS nine out of ten will do, the dog will overtake

and bite tbe victim. Of course it requires cour-

age to stand still and face a rabid dog, terrible

as this animal always looks, but the result shows

that the real danger lies in taking flight—
Pittsburg Dispatch.

Danger in French Canned Goods.—Ex-
tenaive luvestigaiiuo by the Massachusetts

Baard of health into French canned vegetables

has resulted in the order prohibiting their sale

in Boston, In every sample tested, it was

found that metallic poison existed in the form

of copper, and 27 out of 37 samples showed

adulteration.

The
horses.

Grippe in London ia attacking the

A Hint for Cigarette Smokers.—We clip

tbe following from the Poughkeepsie Eagle, and
give It for what it may be wortb. We trust,

however, it will not result in any encourage-

ment of tbe pernicious habit of cigarette

smoking, as, even If it be true. It accompliehea

nothing in the way of removing the unhealthy
effecta of such practioe : A gentleman whose
lungs are not strong enough for him to enjoy

tbe fumes of tobacoo after a dinner party, took

with him to a friend's home a little lamp which
he set on a table when the cigars were lighted.

Over the flames of this little lamp was a ring

of platinum,which became red-hot in a very few
seconds, and which consumed the smoke of

dozen cigars as fast as It was made, so that the

atmosphere of the room was as olesr as it woald
have been had there been no smoking going on
at all.

Ten Cent Pieces.—The superintendent of

tbe Philadelphia Mint says that ten lO-oent

pieces, Instead of weighing as much aa a silver

dollar, as formerly, only weigh about nine-

tenths as much.

The Patent Office at Washington has a

printed circular which it sends to inventors of

machines for *' perpetual motion," setting ont

the fact that the thing is an impossibility,

VoLAPTJK,—Upward of 300 business bouses

throughout the world conduot a portion of their

correspondence in Yolapak.

Bright Thoughts for Steam Engineers —
No one furnace is best for all fuels, and rarely

for more than one. It pays to have men of

brains as well as brawn and muscle, even for

firing fael and watching water. It is to the

furnace we must look largely for the ability to

meet the audden flnotuatlons in demand for

steam. It is well to understand that thtra is

no snob thing aa**barniag amoke,'* but fur-

naces can be made to produce a mioimum
quantity. Set down all claims to tbe evap
oration of over 12 pounds water per pound of

combustible (nnleas it be oil, gas or hydrogen),

under any conditions, as made ignorantly or

with an intention to deceive. When we con-

sider that, in constant running, a boiler, to

speak figuratively, eats its head off every three

or four mouths, it is plain that a reasonable ad-

ditional cost for an economical boiler is a first-

rate baainesB investment. In other words, a

boiler which wonld save ten per cent of the

coal would pay 30 to 40 per cent on ics oost an-

nually, and would be cheap at a round price

as against another aa a gift.

—

Modern Light and
Heat.

A Novel Form of Condenser haa been auc-

cessfuUy introduced in Germany and other

parts of the Continent, The exhaust steam

from the engine paases through a series of brass

pipes immersed In water, to which it gives up

Its heat, and between each section of tubes a

number of galvanizsd diaka are caused to

rotate. These disks are cooled by a current of

air supplied by a fan, and pass down Into the

water, cooling it by abstracting the heat given

oat by the exhaust steam, and carrying it up
where it is driven oS by the air current; the

disks eerve also to agitate the water, and In

this way aid it in abstracting tbe heat from the

steam. With this arrangement, and with 85

per cent, vacuum, the temperature of the cool-

ing water ahowa about 130" F., and a consump-

tion of water for condensing ia assured to be less

than a pound for each pound of steam con-

densed. For an engine 40 or 50 inches, 70

revolutions per minute and 90 pounds preaaure,

there ia about 1150 Equare feet of condenaing

surface. Another condenser of 160O feet con-

densing surface ie used for three engines, 32

inches by 48, 27 by 40, and 30 by 40, respect-

ively. __^_

Danger in the Flues —After prolonged

official investigation, the most extensive and

complete destruction of steam boilers on record

has been attributed to the sudden Ignition of

coal gas, mixed with air, that had accumulated

in the flues. The explosion occurred July 25,

1887, in Upper Silesia, Germany. Twenty-two

boilers, each with more than 1000 square feet

of heating surface, were instantly blown to

pieces, buildings covering half an acre were de-

stroyed, and three men were killed.

An English Inventor, desiring better lu-

brication of indicator pistona has an internal

reservoir formed in tbe body of the piston, so

that the steam pressure, acting on the snrfaoe

of the lubrioant, forces it through small outlets

into a groove out on tbe outer surface of the

piston. The piston is thus continuously lubri-

cated and the oil under pressure in the groove

forms a packing. One piston fall of oil will

last while taking 24 diagramB,

Competition,—The close oompetition in the

machinery interests is what puts on the market

tbe best maobines human ingenuity can devise.

If it were not for this oompetition, there would

be little inducement for the machine-builders

to spend money in making inprovementa.

Shop Cotes.

The Accuracy ot Handwork.

A writer in a late number of the American
Machinist, ee^y a: "One of the principles upon
whioh the accuracy of handwork much depends,
is that having made a teat of the work, the
catting tool held In tbe hand, oan be applied
to reduce only the high places, without tonob-
ing the low ones. This can go on indefinitely,

so that the work finally becomes as accurate aa
tbe test is capable of dietinguiahing.

The teat of finding the high places by rub*
biog one piece upon another ia one of the most
delicate in the whole range of machine-shop
practice. In order to form an Idea of the del-

icacy of this test, let us rub a cylindrical piece,

one inch In diameter, upon a surface plate.

Now, if in the cylindrical piece we rub off a
flat place six one>thoaeandths inch wide, which
is the width of Hoes on a common scale, we
shall reduce the piece only one-hundred thou-
sandth of an Inch, Hence, with a perfect sur-

face plate, this test for the straigbtnees of a
cylinder is far more delicate than any other
that I have spoken of.

The perfection of surface plates Ib also an
example of this test. We have not yet made
a machine that will make plates as nearly per*

feet as they can be made by hand."

[The finishing of the object glass of a tele-

scope of the magnitude of that In tbe Lick tel-

escope at Mt. Hamilton is, perhaps, the moat

pronounced example of perfection in hand

finishing which can be cited. There are, prob-

ably, but two or three men living who oan do

such work as perfectly as in the case men-

tioned. No machinery could possibly be de-

vised that could make any close approximation

to it.

—

Eds. Press.]

" In every test,'' continues the writer al-

luded to, ** we may be met by difGcalty from
the elasticity or springing of tbe pieces. To
illustrate the elasticity of hardened steel, let

us have it in the forms of a one inch plug and a
cloaely-fittiog ring, Now, take another ping
a ten thousandth of an inch larger, and we shall

find that it can he put into the ring, when well

oiled, and that it may be moved easily, as if

not fitted tight,

**To file two templates so as to exclude light,

requires a toncb as delioate and as true as that

of a musician or of a painter, A minute's

watching an expert In snob work, will con-
vince any one that he must be eminent in hia

apeoialty."

And now cornea tbe thought that presents it-

self through a variety of phases—Can a man be
pre-eminent in any specialty without paying
too dear a price for bis eminence ? Is the faot

of this eminence a clog to bis being fairly pro-

ficient, or, perhaps, companionable In general

lines of thought? If this workmau carries

thoughts of bis work home with him in the

evening, and has them on Sundays, and is

never happy unless he is working to a thon-

sandtb or tbe ten-thousandth of an inch, it

seema to us that he is not getting qoite all out

of life that he ought to get, I should like to

be acquainted with him, to know what books

he reads, and how he thinks. I hope to know
more of him some time.

Awkward Mechanics, — Mechanics are

often addicted to what can only be called

awkwardneas. In getting at a new or atrange

piecs of work, some men make so mncb fuss,

and appear to such poor advantage, that

surprise is expressed that such an Incompetent

man should be employed. Most of this

awkwardness, or "fumbling," could well be

avoided by tbe man if he wonld only see himself

aa othera see him. His attention is too much
taken up by some detail of the matter, and he

does not comprehend the whole amount of his

work. A thorough mechanic givea a thing a

thorough thinking over before he proceeds to

execute any work. If the awkward meohanic
would learn to think more, he would appear

to much greater advantage, and would be

worth more money to hia employer.

Ball Bearings for Engine Shafts —
KoUer or ball bearings for engine shafts have

not met with success enough to warrant adop-

tion generally, A popular make of roller

bearing, recommended and used on oar wheels,

was tried on the air engine at the late

Mechanics' Fair in this city, but worked so

unsatisfactorily it was removed. While it

seems to work well enough for a oontinnoas

rotary motion it did not stand tbe thrust of tbe

connecting rod on the centres. This was where

the difficulty came. There is a chance here for

inventors.

—

Boston Journal o/Gom.

German Engineers are said to be adopting

new lining for bearings, composed of compressed

vegetable parchment. When labricated with

an emulsion of mineral oil and water tbe

parchment becomes impregnated with the oil

and will last for a considerable time.

Shop Hints.—Never lay tools or other

things on belts that are standing still, for they

may be forgotten and cause a break-down when
the machinery is started. If babbitt is used

for the boxes use only a good material; do not

adopt tbe oommon mixture of tin, antimony

and lead.
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Passing Events.

The deoisioD of the Supreme Court settling

ae nnooaatifeutional the purchase of miaing

shareB on a margin is quite a blow to the min-

ing-stook businesB on Fine street, and the

brokers are now conferring with counsel to get

a olear nnderstanding of the meaning of the de-

oieion. If as broad as it appears, it will Inter-,

fere greatly with mining-stock sales; and if of

general application, must affect speculative

sales in other branches of business as well.

Times are bad for miners at Butte and Ana-

conda, Montana, owing to the shutting down
of the mines and smelters at Anaconda, which

threw some 3000 men out of work. There are

too many miners also in some of the new Idaho

oamps. It is jast as well for miners elsewhere

to stay away from the Northwest for the

present.

The acquittal of Mr. Kerr, proprietor of the

Occidental foundry, for killing Edward Coogan
in defending himself, and an employe from a

gang of strikers, was to be expected, and is a

rebuke to those men of the unions who tried to

carry their points by riotous acta.

Mining Stocks on Margins.

The Supreme Court has rendered a decision

to the effect that selling mining stook on mar-

gins is not lawful, which has created quite a

stir among the brokers anil the stock ex-

changes. The particular section of the Con-

stitution under which the Court ruled, reads:

" All contracts for the sale of the capital stock

of a corporation or association on margin or to

be delivered at a future day shall be void, and

any money paid on such contracts may be re-

covered."

The appeal to the Sopreme Court, which

resnlted in this decision, was made in the case

of e-eo. B. Koot et al. vs. William F. Cashman.

Oashman dealt in mining stocks on margins

with a broker named Hooker, Hooker's busi-

ness went into the hands of an assignee, and
Cashman was sned for $2,347, the amount of

indebtedness which appeared against his name
on Hooker's books. In the lower court, the

plaintiff got judgment, Cashman appealed,

holding that the debt was illegal, and the con-

tract to pay void under the Oonstltntion.

The lower court held that the stock was

purchased by Hooker as agent of and belonged

to Oashman, and that Hooker never sold stock

to or bought from Cashman. No part of the

indebtedness, therefore, arose from the sale of

stock on margin or otherwise. The broker did

the buying and selling of the stock, and the

customer took the gains or paid all the losses

arising from the transaotions.

The Court calls attention to the fact that it

was to put a stop to just such transactions that

the qaoted clause was placed in the State Con.

stitntion, and such a prohibition, says the

Court, is of little worth if it can be evaded by

so simple a device. " A party wishing to pur-

chase on margins has but to interpose his

broker, who is to carry the stock instead of

the original owner. This would not diminish

the evil. In fact it is the very form of the

evil mainly intended to be prohibited,"

In the accomplishment of the unlawful pur-

pose, the Court holds, the broker put himself

in the position of vendor and carried the stock

as the vendor might have done, and the 6nd

was thus reached. The end attained, and not

the form of the transaction, must determine

the question. It is ordered that the judgment
be reversed, and a new trial be given. In so

deciding that In buying and holding stock for a

customer the broker takes the position of a

vendor, the Supreme Court makes every broker

in Pine Street amenable to the law of the Oon-

stitntion, and suits innumerable will resnlt.

CEniSEE No. 13 is to be bnllt at Bath, Me.,

and not In San Eranolsoo, as was hoped for.

The bids were as follows : Cramp & Sons,

Philadelphia, 82,745,000; Union Iron Works,
San Francisco, $2,793,000; Bath Iron Works,
Bith, Me., $2,690,000, The result was a com-
plete surprise to nearly every one, as the Bath
Iron Works Is comparatively a new competitor

in the construction of steel vessels.

E. N. RiOTTE, of New York, died in North
Carolina a few weeks since, where he was
building a gold mill. Mr, Riotte was for many
years a resident of this city, where he was
engaged in bnsiness as a metallurgist and
assayer with Mr. Lnckhardt and with Mr.
Kustel. He was known all over the coast as a

mining expert, having visited most of the
prominent districts on professional businese.

A PABTIAL eclipse of the son occurs an hour
and twenty minutes after sunrise on Saturday
morning. In San Francisco the total obscura-
tion will be about one-third and the eclipse will

last one hour and forty minutes. The eclipse

begins here at 6h., 10m., 42 sec. A, m. and ends
7h., 48m,, 28 sec.

Mrs. Lelakb SiANroBD's monument to
Father Junipero Serra, the founder of the Cali-

fornia Missions, was unveiled at Monterey, on
Wednesday last, with appropriate ceremonies.

Mb. W. E. West, manager of the sampling
works of W. J. Chamberlain & Co., of Austin,
Nev„ is arranging for the establishment of
sampling works at Carlln.

Charles Stephens, Secretary of the Trus-
tees of the Academy of Sciences, died suddenly
of heart disease while at work in his office, on
Wednesday,

Tlie Late J. M. Bnfflngton.

J. M. Bnffington, who was one of the best-

known mining secretaries on this coast, died at

his home in Oakland on Saturday, in his sev-

enty-third year, Mr. Buffington came from bis

birth-place, Somerset, Mass., to California,

June, 1849, and, like all the pioneers, immedi-

ately engaged in mining. He was fortunate

in his work, and in abont a year was enabled

to start in business In San Francisco, where he

became interested in a ship-cracker bakery,

which proved successfnl. After some years in

this business, he again engaged in mining, and

was Interested ae a stockholder in many of the

more prominent mining companies in this State

and Nevada.

During his life, he has had charge of the

financial affairs, as secretary of over a hundred

mines. He continued to act as secretary for a

number of prominent mining companies up to

the time of his death, although he had accumu-

lated a handsome fortune.

His residence on Oak street is one of the

finest in Oakland, and one in whioh he took

great pride. Mr. Bnffington was active in

church affairs and established the first Sunday-

school in Stockton, He was acting President

of the Young Mens' Christian Association of

Oakland for six years, and for the past few

years has been its honorary President. The de-

ceased was a prominent member of the Scottish

Rite of Masonry and was a thirty-third degree

member.

Mr. Bnffington has been quite feeble for

many months and his death was not nnex-

pected. He has always been a man of affairs,

active and industrious. He enjoyed the confi-

dence of the mining magnates of the coast and

was an officer of some of the most noted Oom-

stock mines during their palmiest days. He
was a man of exceptional personal integrity,

respected by all with whom he had dealings.

While quiet and nnassumjng In his ways, there

were strong points in his character which made

him many warm friends. Mr. Bnffington

leaves a handsome fortune to his heirs. There

was a large assemblage at the funeral, the Rev,

Drs. Dille and Benton conducting the cere

emonies. The Y, M. 0, A, quartet rendered

selections. The pallbearers were: E. W.
Playter, N. W. Spauldlng, W. E. Miller,

Hiram Tnbbs, E. W. Marston, George E.

Whitney, E. B. Deane and J. L. N. Shepard.

Mexican Lead 0ee3.—The Secretary of the

Treasury has concluded the consideration of

question of the examination and assay at El

Paso of ores containing lead, and which are

destined for other ports of entry or delivery at

which there are smelting works. The Collector

at El Paso is authorized to forward such ores

under warehouse and transportation bonds, the

examination, weighing and assay to be waived

at that port, and to be made at the port of

destination. Bonds will be taken in the usual

form, the penalty being fi^ed at double the

estimated duty. In estimating the duties, the

entire importation will be regarded as lead ore.

The merchandise must be forwarded to destina-

tion in sealed cars, and by duly bonded routes.

At Red Mountain Oamp, Colorado, a meet-

ing of American miners has been held to pro-

test against the action of the management of

one or two large mines, which, it is alleged, give

employment to miners recently from the old

country, in preference to residents and citizens

who have blazed the trails and opened up the

country.

Miners are Warned to stay away from

Idaho. There are said to be ten applicants for

every vacancy at the De Lamar mines, and the

Seven Devils country, although landed by the

Idaho papers last year, as one of the wonder-

ful mining oamps of the county, is now ad-

mitted to be a place that poor people should

keep away from.

Prentice Mulfobd, who has written many

stories of mining life and early days of Cali-

fornia, was found dead in his canoe on Sheeps-

head bay, last Saturday.

The Daily Atta Galifomia, after having been

published in San Francisco for 42 years, has

gone out of existence. It has been unprofit-

able for some years.

The personal property tax roll of San Fran-

cisco shows an Increase of $1,245,934 over last

year.

Electric Percussion Drills.

(OoTitinued from page 353.

to feed about 20 inches, and is designed for a

hand feed. Its weight, with tripod complete,

is abont 400 lbs,, and its length over all is 38

inches.

There is no valve arrangement, the shifting

of the foroe being independent of any move-
ment of the plunger, and is effected periodically

at the generator. This feature makes it possi-

ble to shorten the stroke almost indefinitely.

The plunger is automatically cushioned by the

magnetic action of the coils, and vibrates In

space without striking anything at either end

of the stroke.

Every part of the machine is easily renewed,

and a duplicate can be inserted in a few mo-
ments. The eleotrioal connections with the

colls are so simple, and of so evident a nature

that no experience is required to make them,

and they cannot be made wrong.

In introducing the wires through a mine, a

simple expedient insures the certainty of un-

skilled persons always making right connec-

tions of the wires.

Blasting is easily effected by touching the

wires from the blast to the connection on the

cable, and 50 or more blasts may be simnl-

taneonsly exploded, if desired. Owing to the

intermittent character of the current, it cannot

hold an arc, and there is thus no danger of fire.

The short, rapid stroke of the machine Is

very effective in cutting bard rock, and very

easy on the cutting tool. The coils cannot burn

ont, and are impervious to moisture, being

hermetically sealed. They are easily removed.

Another ont on page 353 shows the electric

hoisting apparatus for mines manufactured by
the same company that makes the eleotrlo drill.

The construction of the hoist is readily under-

stood from the engraving.

The Astronomical Society.

The next regular meeting of the Astronom-
ical Society of the Pacific will be held in the

library of the Lick Observatory, Mt. Hamil-

ton, on Saturday, June 13, shortly after the

arrival of the members. To attend the meet-

ing, members must take the 7:30 A. H, train

(broadgauge) from foot of Market street (via

Niles), arriving at San Jose shortly before 10

o'clock, on Saturday morning. They will be

met at the broadguage station by the stages of

the Mt. Hamilton Stage Co. The start from
San Jose will be made very promptly at 10

o'clock, in order to arrive at Smith Creek abont
half-past one. Here dinner can be had, and by
starting promptly, the summit can be reached

by about 4 o'clock. A meeting of the Board of

Directors will be held in the library immedi-

ately on arrival, and ae soon thereafter as may
be, the meeting of the society will be called to

order. •

At 7 P. M. the domes of the 12 Inch and 36-

inch Equatorials are opened, and all visitors

take their turns in looking at the most inter-

esting celestial objects which are in a conve-

nient situation.

Abont 10 F. M, the visitors leave, and the

members of the Society will then have a fur-

ther opportunity of seeing other heavenly

bodies. The stages will leave the summit
about 11:30 P. M. for Smith Creek hotel.

The stages returning to San Jose leave Smith
Creek as the members desire, in time to con-

nect with the various trains to San Francisco.

At the meeting on Saturday, the following

papers will be presented:

"The Solar Eclipse of June 6, 1991," by
Orrln E. Harmon of Chehalls, Washington.
" The Thermometrio Chronometer of the Lick

Observatory," by A. 0. Leuschner of Berkeley.
Review of Miss Olerke's " The System of the

Stars," by George E. Hale of Chicago,
Review of Dr. Dreyer's "Life of Tycho

Brahe," by Torvald Kohl of Denmark.
"The Period of the Rotation of the Sun Near

the Poles, as Derived from the Coronas of 1878
and 1889," Prof. F. H. Blgelowof Washington,
D. C.
" The Visibility of Interference Fringes in

the Focus of a Telescope,'' by Prof. Michelson
of Worcester, Mass.
"Observations of the Transit of Mercury,

May 9, 1891," by Messrs. Barckhalter, Moses
and Pierson (Oakland and San Francisco) by
Messrs. Holden, Burnham, Schaeberle, Keeler
and Barnard (Mt. Hamilton), by Prof. Sonle
(Berkeley), Prof. George (San Jose), Gen.
Irish (Reno, Nev.), Mr, Parmley (Ogden,
Utah) and others.

The new powder works at Clipper Gap ate

now ronning night and day.
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wtdgs pleos Q ooald be aied kt the buk oi the

top bran to keep the worm<plnion Id geir; and

when oat of geari the wedge ooald be abUted

to the (toot of the bran.

The Academy of Scienoes.

At the laat meeting of the Oalifornls Aoademy
of^Solenoes, Melville Atwood presented a paper

OD opals, with apeolmena in the matrix from
Washington, Mexico, Australia and Hangsry.

A brief memoir of the life and charaoter of the

late Prof. John Le Conte of the State UnN
verelty wae read by Theodore H. Hittell and

Metliods for MoviD^ Engines.

There are different methods that can be need

for taking engloea off the center or dead points.

In the last annaal report of the Secretary for

Mines of Victoria are some statements on this

object which are of general Interest and appli-

cation. The plan in common ase to tarn marine

engines when steam is down ooald be adopted,

viz., a worm.wheel is keyed on the crank-shaft;

Id this works a worm-plnloo, which is also keyed

on another short shaft, the top bearing of whioh

is a sliding one, and by this the pinion can be

shifted in or oat of gear, and turned by meane

of a hand'Wheel on the top.

Another method Is to fix a small anxlllary

cylinder vertically nnder the crank-shaft (if the

engine la a horizontal one). This cylinder

woald have a piston and rod, cylinder ends,

and a oonneoting-rod to the orank-pln of the

large engine, also slide-valve and rod, and a

large cock on each end of the cylinder. These

cocks and the valve oonld easily be worked by

one handle from where the engine-driver stands.

f—@t

assitt the large engine ; but In this case addi-

tional appliances to work the small slide-valTe

woald require to be added.

A method of moving an engine when the

orank is on the oenter is shown in Diagram No.

1, printed herewith.

The cylinder A is fixed vertically under the

oenter of the crank-shaft, and from the cross-

bead B the oonneoting-rod is fixed to the

orank-pln, whioh Is made a safScIent length

that will allow a journal oateide the journal of

the main connecting-rod.

The slide-valve ie worked by the handle D,
and when this handle Is in the center ol the

quadrant, as shown, both ports are covered; by
moving the handle D, the power is admitted

either on the top or bottom side of the piston,

as required. The handle D also works the two
Utrge cocks E E, whioh are so arranged that

opening the porta ahuts the cocks, and oloalng

the ports opens them. By this arrangement,

when the power is shut off, the open cooks

was ordered spread upon the mbutes of the

society.

The address of the evening was made by
Lieutenant FInley, in charge of the Signal

Service, whose subject wai " The Hot North
Winds." He said that the general Idea of these

hot desiccating winds that prevail in California

at certain seasons, and which do so much dam-

age at times to orchards, farms and gardens, is

that they are of local origin, hut he was pre-

pared to show this Idea to be erroneous. He
explained by means of a serieB of charts that the

meteorological changes In climate noticed in

the State proceed from conditions that are

created over an immense area of territory that

begins among the Aleutian Islands and that

ends only at Mexloo.

In order to have aoonrate and timely waro-

IngB of the approach of these hot seasons,

stations should be established In the Aleutian

Islands, at Sherlock, British Columbia, and be

connected by telegraph with San Francisco.

All this will require money, however, whioh

the Government does not see fit to provide.

Reports are made regularly in British America,

but they are not received here for six months,

so they are of little practical value. The
speaker then proceeded to show that the hot

winds are produced by certain ollmatic changes

In this part of the State preceding changes in

the oyDlonio centers of storm areas, which are

clearly marked and can be traced for days
before their effects are noted at the various
stations.

When certain barometric oondltlone occur
the Interior of British Columbia, Eastern Or-
egon, Washington and the interior valleys of

California are shut off from the trade winds for

days and weeks. When the entire extent of

lava beds, alkali plains and deserts receive the
full force of the snn'a rays, then these hot, des-

iccating winda sweep over the hind for three

i,±A^

METHODS FOR MOVINQ ENGINES WHEN ON A CENTER.

The opening of the valve would shut the oooks,

and via versa. The power need could be either

steam, compressed air, or water, and would be

ander perfect oontrol.

When a large engine la centered, the engine-

driver canlopen the port by the slide-valve,

and admit the power used on either the top or

the bottom of the pUton, to suit the direction

In which he required the crank to move ;
and

when it was off the oenter the porta wonld

then be closed, and the auxiliary oyllnder

would not be required again except the crank

again stopped on the oenter.

The disadvantage attending this plan Is, the

small piston would require to be propelled up

and down in the cylinder by the orank ; but,

the oooks being open, there would not be much

friction.

Instead of taming off the power, the small

oyllnder might be kept always st work, and so

prevent friction in the cylinder.

Another method (see Diagram No. 2) which

is used to move marine enginee when steam is

down oonld be adopted. The crank-shaft A
has the worm-wheel B keyed on it, and the

worm-pinion C being turned by the hand-wheel

D causes the crank-shaft to revolve. When

required to be taken out of gear, the step brass

swivels in the bottom bracket E, and the top

brass slides back In the top bracket F, A

days and inflict serious injury to every kind of

vegetation. The moment the conditions change
a sudden fall in temperature takes place,

whch Is frequently remarkable for its vari-

ation.

Lieutenant Finley said that the only remedy
for this wind is to plant trees or grass npon the

alkali plains and to cultivate the lava beds. If

farmers in the interior valleys woald plant rows
of quick-growing trees for wind-breakers, aa

was done in Nebraska a few years ago, there

will be something to proteot their cropi,
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VALTTABLB BOOKS FOR

SHEET METAL WORKERS.
The Sheet Metal Worker's Instructor /or

Zinc, Sheet Iron. Copper and Tia Plate Workers, aad
others- Geometrical Problems; Practical aud Simple

Rules for describing the various Patterns. By Keuben
H Warn, Tin Plate Worker. With Boiler Making,

Mensuration ofSurfaces and Solids, Kules for Calcu-

lating the Weigrhts of Different Figures of Iron and
Steel, etc. Elaborately illustrated. 8vo...'. $3 00

A Practical Worb8h«p Cnmoanion for Tin,

Sheet Iron and Copper Plate Workers. Containing

Rules for describing various kinds of Patterns used
by Tin, Sheet Iron and Copper elate Workers; Practi-

cal Geometry; Mensuration of Surfaces and Solids;

Tables of Areas and Circumferences oi Circles; Japans,

Varnishes. Lacquers, Cements, Compositions, etc. By
Leroy J. Blinn, 100 illustrations. 12mo $2.50

Galvanized Iron Cornice Worker's Manaal.
Containing instructions in laying out the different

Miters, and making Patterns of all kinds of Plain and
Circular Work. Also Tables of Weights, Areas, and
Circumferences of Cfrcles. By Chaa. A. Vaile. Illus-

trated by 21 plates. 4to $5.oo^ The above or any of our Books sent by ntailfree of

postage, at the publication prices, to any addre^ in the

world. , , n .

«W Our large catalogue of Practical aTid Scwn-

tifie Books, 87 pages, 8vo, and our other catalogues and
circulars, the tohole covering every branch of bcience

as applied to the Arts, sent free, and free of postage, to

any one in any part of the world who ioill furnish us

with his address

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
iNnusTRiAL Publishers, Booksellers & Ijuporters,

810 Walnut St., Fblladelphia, Pa.. U. S. A.

GREAT REDUCTION!

BATTERY~~SCREENS.
Best and Chespeet in America.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Eice Mills, Grain Separato^e, Revolving

and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all idnds of Mln
Ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass.

Zinc and other metale punched for all uses.

Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut
or burred and Slot Punched ScreenB.

Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (fine).

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
831 & SS3 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN W. QUICK. Proprietor.

J. K. FIRTH k CO.,

225 and 227 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

Compressed Air and Water Power

Machinery.

KNIGHT'S WATER WHEEL,

For Mills, Pumping and Hoisting.

OVBB 300 IN USB.
All estimates g^naranteed. Send for Circular.

The Best Mining District
On tbe Pacific Coast I

GRASS VALLEY. CAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the district le

Daily and Weekly edition. Givea all the Mioinp News.
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining: Supplies will

And THE TIDINGS the best medium for directly reach-

ing the owners or managers of mines. Investors in

mtaes will find it to their advantage to subscribe.

Many mines are in successful operation, and new
enterprises are being instituted and many others are in

contemplation.
DAILY, 36.00 a year; WEEKLY, S2.60, in advance.

H. S. SPAULDING, Publisher.

T. C. HOCKING. Editor.

^^^
QUARTZ SCREENS
A specialty. Round, slot

Or burred slot holes. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo-
geneous Steel, Ca8t Steel or
American planished Iron.

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes. Cali-

fornia Perforatlntr Screen Co., 146 ft 147 Beale St., S. F.

i?Tx^i .a^x:e%. dbxi.xjs:ec
Applies liquid pigment by a
jet of air. Highest awards
FrauklJQ and American In

L stitutes as a. legitimate art
1 tool. Successfully used by
I large numbers of the best
' ctayoD, ink and ivater-CQlor
portrait artiaty, and by tech-
nical draughtsmen. Saves 75

_ per cent of time In Bhading.
Descriptive pamphlet sent free. It points out oae way to
earn a living. Addresd AiB BRU8B M'FG 00.
9 liassau Street, Bookford, IlUnols.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO..
UANDFAOrnREBS OP

1 Steel CastiiB ^^ steei Form
UP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.

True to pattern and superior In atrength, toughnesB and durability to Oast or WrouttUt

Iron In Einy position or for any Bervlce.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAI KOAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.

ALSO Steel Bods, from i to 8 inch diameter and Flats trom 1 to 8 Inch. Angles, Teesi Channels and oUier 8h*pe

Steel W£^on, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery, and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths

STEEL BAlIiS from 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Ballroad and Merchant Iron, R^'ed

Beams, Angle, Channel, and T Iron. Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat

Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Bods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axlea and FiameSt

and Iron Forglnga of all kinds. Iron and Steel Bridge aud Roof Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOB SCBAP IBON AND STBEIi.

tW Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.. 202 Market St., San Jrancigco.

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES. Proprietors.

^^a.oo, S13 3?*a7e:

(ESTABLISHED IN 1865.]

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

—MANUFACTURBiUI OF

—

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-
Propeller Engines* either High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

MINING MACHINERY.—Hoisting Engines and

Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Care, Pumping Engines

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Colomna, Air Com-

pressors, Air Beoeivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.—Batteries for Dry or Wet

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers. Furnaces, Be-

torts. Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Bock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, eto.

MISCELLANEOUS MAOHINERY.-Flour
Mill Machinery, Saw Hilt Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINESiBOILERS
OF ALL KINDS,

Eltber for nee on Steamboats or for nee on Land.

Water Pipe, Fnmp or Air CoItuuiu, Flab
Tanks for Salmon Canneries

• OF BVKRY DBSORIPnON.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at very moaerate rates.

AQSKT8 FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR TEB

^ea,xxe Stea^zxx X^'uzxx'c^-
SPETIALTIES

:

Oorllas Engines and Tustln Ore Pnlverlzera. DEANB STBAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the LlErwellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
MANnFACTUEERS OF

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Manniactnre of Cement, Fertilizers, Faint

and all other nnrposes for vhicli grinding or pnlverizing is reanired.

Send for Cataloirue and Price List to

FRISBBB -LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

N. W. SPAULDING

Haniifactarers of

SPAULDING'

S

Inserted Tooth

CHISEL BIT

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MAOHINHRY
Of all kinds made to order. Send for Desoriptive Cata

topu. IT SBd 18 VremoBt St., 8>n Franolu*

AMERICAN MINING AND STOCK CODE

" KELLOGRAPH."
Indispensable to the Mlnlns Profession and

Useful in all Business Transactions.
A Complete System of Tranemitting Telegraphic Mes-

sages by Code Cipher Words in a Legible, Secret and
Economic Manner.

OVER 35,000 WORDS AND SENTENCES
Subject to transmission under infinite complication by
the use of over 70,000 code words.
No danger of publicity in teleeraphing matters con-

cerning operation or sale of mining property. The work
strictly alphabetical and classified. The handiest work
ever published lor mining operators.

PKlCE, $C. Forwarded postpaid on receipt of price by

DEWEY Sb CO..
220 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

IT •>«««•«««.*««»« Superior Wood

tngraving.&=rti«
Superior Wood and Metal Engrav-
ing, Bleotrotrplng and Stereotyping
done at the offloe bt tbU patief

.

lroii apd fflachipe hh
UNION IRON WORKS,

SAOBAMBNTO, CAL.

ROOT, NBILSON & OO.,
UASuPAmxmxaa of

Steam Engines, Boilers,
AXD ALL EINSB OF

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flouring Mills, Saw Mills and Quartz Mills Machinery

oonstnioted, fitted ap and repaired.

Front St., bet. N & O Sts., Sacraxuento. Oal.

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,

WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

ENOINBBKS AND BSACHINISTS.
No. 119 Beale St., - - San Francisco.

BUniDBRB OF

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging
Machioes, Rock Crushers, Cable Railway Machinery,
Ellithorp Air Brake Co.'s Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakes. POSITIVB
SAFETIES. Improved Bam Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E. Henrickson's Patflot Automatio
Safety Catches.

Machines of all kinda Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

Manufacturers of

CASTINGS OP EVERY DESCRIPTION
187, 129 and 131 Beale fitreet.

Between Mission and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO.
GAS WOKK A SPECIALXT.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.

Pioneer Mining: Office of the Nortbweat
Coaet.

Having the largest permanent brick aesay furnaces, cbem-
icallaboratory and mioiiig oQice on the Korthweat Coast',

witb a collection of about4ljOU samples of tbe ores of Alaska,
British Columbia, Oregon aud thy Northwest Teiritories,

aud having made personal examinations of nearly every
mining camp on tbe Pacific Slope, from California to
Alaska, I am prepared to do any class of legitimate and
honest mining work, such as EXAMINING, ENGINEER-
ING, SAMPLING AND KEPOKTIJNG uN THE VALUE
OF ALL MINERAL, COAL AND FIRE-CLAY PROP-
ERTLES, BUILDING STONES, EARTHS. ASSAYS
AND ANALYSIS OF ORBS, WATERS, CHECK,
SAMPLES OF ORE, POLPS, "ORGANIO ANALYSIS"
WORK, and iu fact auy work contacted mth the office of a
first-class miuiug geologist and chemist. Any information
mining men may desire to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL RESOURCES of the entire Pacific Northwea*^^

will be honestly givtu. Address I>r.Wllll<»E.KTerette
Consulting IViii^lug Geologist aud Chemist, 1318 E Street,

Tacoma, Wash.

A. 8. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 OAI.IS'OBMIA STREET,
Rooms 30 and 31, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Designers and Constructors of Gold and Silver Mills

Hoisting and Pumping Worlts, Tramways, and every-
thing pertaining to the Mining and Reduction of Ores.

BOSS E. BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

No. 807 Sanboub St., Sam Felakoisoo.

THE LAW OF MINES
AND

APPLICAnONS FOR MINERAL PATENTS
A SPECIALTY.

E. A. BEI.CHER,
Attorney- at-Law,

234 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Oal.

The Explorers' and Assayers'
Companion.

A Third Edition of selected portions of the
" IGxplorers', Miners', and Metal-

lar^ists' Companion.**

A practical exposition of the various departmenta of

GeoloEy, Exploration, Mining, Engineering, Assaying,
and Metallurgy.

Price, Sfl-00 post-paid. Sold by Dbwbt & Co., Publish-
ers, 220 Market St., San Francisco.

Bt J. S. PHILLIPS, M. E.

The work is divided into four parts—Rocks, Veins,

Testing and Assaying. The geological chapters are in-

tended to give miners a practical idea of the varions
formations. The chapters on mineral veins aie derived
from long observation, and the section on exploration
has been carefully considered. All that relates to dis-

crimination and assay of minerals has been kept as free

from ormulm aa poseible. The work ia written for

practical men. and all the explanations and descriptions
are clear and to the point. It is so prepared that it Is

useful to uneducated men as well as scientists.

W. H. CONLY,
Mining, Commission.

LEGITIMATE INVESTMENTS A SPECIALTY; 134
San some Street, Room 4, S«o Francisco; Telephone

No Mil.

J
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AMALGAMATING MACHINERY.

stamp Mills tor Wet or Dry Crushing.

Huntington Centrifugal Quartz Milt. Drying

Cylinders Amalgamating Pans, Settlers,

Agitators and Concentrators. Retorts, Bul-

lion and Ingot Moulds, Conveyors. Elevators,

Bruckners and Howell's Improved White's

Roasting Furnaces. Etc,

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY
IMPROVED CORLISS v^l~v°eIV^I^, ENGINES. 'Hf

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY.

Blake, Dodgeand Comet Crushers, Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls, Hartz Plunger

and Coltom Jigs. Frue Vanner & Embrey

Concentrators, Evans', Calumet. Collom's

and RIttenger's Slime Tables. Trommels.

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. Ore Sam-

^^^^^^mBk P'c Grinders and Heberle Mills.

D/^ll EDO HORIZONTAL. VERTICALDVIILtKO ... AND SECTIONAL

:]£]yi;^^ov"so m'^m^M.vm m^jLum^^
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water & Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Compressors,
Rock Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

MULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engmes
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Caiena&. Copper Ores,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

General Offices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.

BRANCH OFFICES
Qall. de Juarez.

NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER. COLO., 1316 Elshteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
7 W. Second South St. LONDON, ENC, 13 Thicadoeedle St., E. c. CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURC. TRANSVAAL, South Africa.
HBLENA, UONTANA, Room 38, Merchants' National Bank Balldtng.lNo. North Main St.

SOLE WESTERN AGENTS FOB TYLER WIRE WORKS DOOBLE ORIMPBD MINING CLOTHS.

JAMES LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wheels are designed for all purposes where limited quaotitlea of water and
hig^b heads are utilized, and are guaraoteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Being placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transmitted
direct to shafting by belts, dispensing with gearing.

E^stimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted io

capacity to suit any particular case.

Further Information can be obtained of this form of copstnictlon, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and In Iron Olobe Cases, free o* cost,

by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES
Springfield, Ohio,

.

LEFFBL & OO.,
or 110 liberty St., New York.

PHASER et OHALSIERS. General Asenta,
Ohlcaso, 111., and Denver. OoL

PARKE & LACT CO., General Agents, San Francieco, Gal.

KROGH'S MINING HORSE-POWER HOIST
la known to ba the
HrAi Horse-Powtr
Huint now made, mi'

It is atro-s aud "il"««imu>Ci:

durable.
TLe drum wIH

carry KOO feot of
livu- eighths eteel
roiic. It can be
H3>;d to run a
liunip or blower,
iu con] unction
vUh hoiati;
Manufactured

F,W.
& Co.,

51 BEALE ST.,
SiiD Francisco.

X ^'9W^^^

WATER TANKS >

CALIFORMA WINE
WINE TANKS I

COOPERAGE CO.
FUIiDA BROS., Proprletore,

SO to 40 Spear St., San Francisco-

ALL KINDS OF CASKS. TANKS, Etc.

IWShtp, Mininq, and Water Tanrb a Specialty.'^J

' The instrument represeDted in thfi above cut is a

new and grand little inventioo, being dcRigned to

save life and limb, and innumerable lawsuits, by
doing away with the dangerous operation of digging

out wet and unexploded loads where Giant Powder
is used in mining. The little instrument crimps the
cap onto the end of the fuse Firmly and Abso-
lutely Water-tight It is also used for cutting

the fuse. They are neatly gotten-up of the finest

cast steel, nickel plated, PrJc**. $2 each, or the

entire instrument finished in gold plate, 85.

N . W. MOODBY, Fresno, Cal.

DEWEY A OO., PATENT AGENTS, 230
Haikev Bk, SknFruiclBW. Elevator, U Front St,

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Uanufaoture Three Kinds of Powder, which are acknowledged by all the Great Chemiata of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the Market.

Of Different StrenKtbs as Required.

NOBEL'S BXPLOSIVE OEIiATINE," whiob contains 94 per cent of Nltro-Glyoerlne, and

GELATINE-DTNAMITE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Safe in Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
FOB KAII.BOADS AND I.ANI> CLEABINO. Is from three to four times Btronger than ordinary Blaat

Ing Powder, aod la used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as It breaks more ground, pulverizes better %nd.

saves time and money. It is as dry ae the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs <iB freely.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
OAP8 and FUSE for SalA GENFIRAL AGENTS. ^AN PRANCISOO OAL.

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay Oflace, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment. Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
of In the Open Market to the EigbeBt Bidder.

fUetalllirgy apd Oreg.

SELBY
~

SMELTING and LEAD CO..
416 Xont^mery St., San Francisco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Solphoreti.

MAnnPAOTURBRa or .

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.
AIiBO MANUFAOTURJIRJl OK

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Cbamb^rlin Patent

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..
IMPORTURS AND DBALBRfi IH

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS. AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 & 65 First St., cor. OIIsbIoq, San FranciMo.
^yr^ Wa would call the attention of ^^;p;=s=:^:~^

Assayers, Chemists, Mining Com- <^^;£;^^/
panics, Milling Companies, Pros- ^K^TERSE/
pectora, eta, to our full stock of \~—r^
Balances, Furnaces, ' MufHes, Cruciblee, Soorl*
fiere, etc, including, also, a full stock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged In furnishing these sup*

plies slnoi the first discovery of mines on the
Pacific Coast, we feel confident from our experi-
ence we can well suit the demand for tnese
goods, both as to quality and price.

Agents for the Morgan Crnclble Co.,
Battersea, England. Also for JG. 6. Dennls-
toa'B Stiver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly relia-

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taken
at bis lowest prices. Our Illustrated Catalogue and As-
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR A OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET,

Near First and Ma^ket^ Streets, S. F.

C. A. Ldoebardt, Manager. EaTABt.'8eiD IS6

Ores worked by any ProoeHB.

Orea Sampled.

AsBaying in all its Branches,

Analyses of Oves, Minerals, Waters, eto.

Working Testa (practical) Made.

Plana and Specificationa furnished fot oe

most suitable FrocesB for Working Ores,

*Speoial attention paid to Examinations

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

O. A. LUOKHARDT & OO^
(Formerly Huhn St Luokhardt,

Ulnlnir Encrlneere and MetallurflrlstB

Testing and Working Silver Ores

A VAI.UABI.B BOOK.
An illustrated work of 114 pages, for miners and pro8-

pectors, by Clias. H. Aaron. Mr. Aaron has managed
to pivo many useful hints and suggestions, free from
all technicalities, and in such a stj'Ie as to be easily

comprehended. It is written for the miner, with no
chemical sj-mbols or metallurgical technicalities to con-
fuse those who are not chemists or metallurgists. The
followiug summary of the contents of the work will give
an idea of its scope.
Under the heading of the first chapter, "Testing Orps

for Silver,' we find paragraphs on ore formation, test for

silver, ivith heat and water, acid or blow pipe. In speak-
ing of testing for a process, the extent and richness of
ore id considered, smelting ores, selecting and working
samples, appliances for testing, roasting, etc. Under
the head of "Working Ores" the author describes Aaron's
process, has something to say of superheated steam, pre-
paration of dichloridc of copper andprotochloride of cop-
per, use of copper and iron, quantity of chemicals, car-

bonate of lime, chloride ores, amalgam, Patohen's pro-
cess, etc. He also describes the methods of working
roasted ores, treatment of base metals, stirring, heat of
furnace, want of sulphur, etc. Under the head of

"Leaching Processes" are the titles Smelting, Mexican
process, Chilean process, Kroehnke's process, etc. Under
"Pulverizing Machines" are described the arastra and its

construction and operation, stamp batteries, screens,
Crocker's trip-hammer battery, Paul's pulverizing barrel,

Kendall's battery, Noice's pulverizer, a cheap rock
breaker, etc.

In speaking of amalgamators the author describes a
cheap amalgamator, grinding the ore, directions for mak-
ing a barrel, preventing mechanical wear, use of quick-
silver, copper in bars, Freiberg barrel, cheap barrel
trough, barrel on rollers, Aaron's amalgamator, separ-
tor, etc.

He describes an improvised retort, roasting furnace,
furnace tools and furnace building. Among the miscella-

neous mention may be found Aaron's leaching apparatus,
with two or three different, arrangements, a small mill,

sampling tailings, and settling tanks, dichloride of cop-
per, etc. Mr. Aaron is a practical miner, of long working
experience on this coast.

Price, post free, §2.00. Sold by Dbwby & Co., Publish-
ers, 220 Market St.

INVENTORS, TAKE NOTICE I

L. PETERSON, MODEL MAKER,
26S Market St. , N. E. cor. Front (up stairs), Son Francslco
Experimental machinery and all kinds of models. Tin

and bruswork. All commuDleationB- atrieU]/ confiden
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%f^KET Reports.

Local Markets.

San Francisco, June 4, 1891

It has been many years since the business com-

munity entertained a more hopeful feeling regarding

the general outlook for a prosperous season than is

now prevalent. The cool weather has insured a

much larger grain crop than a month ago was

thought possible, which with the certainty that

prices will average from 20 to 30 per cent more

than for three years past, inspires confidence

that the various industries will be greatly benefited.

To make the latter donbly certain, the large crop of

fruit, hay, etc., is being marketed at good prices.

The mining districts also report favorably. Present

indications justify us in stating that the money
which will be disbursed to farmers and orchardists

this season will aggregate fully 100 per cent more
than paid out for crops in the season just past.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is quiet at

QUICKSILVER— Receipts the past week ag-

gregate 209 flasks, and the exports by sea 100 flasks

to Mexico. The market is quiet but apparently

steadier.

SILVER—Purchases so far in this month re-

ported by the Department at Washington, aggre-

gate as follows:
Offered Purchased Price paid

Date. ounces. ounces. per ounce.

June 3 944,000 329,000 S .97

The market has not undergone any material

change. Our advices indicate a more hopeful feel-

ing of the metal, and acting on it, large operators

at the East and in Europe are not disposed to press

the market, but on the contrary are more reserved

in their offerings. The late stringency in the Eu-

ropean money markets was, it is said, taken advan-

tage of by a moneyed clique, which bought all the

gilt-edged securities they could whose value is largely

contingent on that of silver. On this coast no
perceptible increase in the output of silver is re-

ported, but that in gold is said to show a slight gain.

BORAX—Exports by sea the past week aggre-

gate about 1500 ctls to New York. The overland

shipments to the East are said to be quite large.

There is an easier feeling in the market.

LIME— Receipts the past week aggregate 9385
bbls. It is reported that concessions are obtainable.

The demand is unusually large for building pur-

poses.

LEAD.—The market is strong at an advance,

The low priced poor stuff on the market, it is said,

has been cleared up. The East is strong and high-

er owing to heavy purchases having cleaned up all

pressing lots on the market.

TIN.—Imports of plate the past week aggregate

14 987 boxes plate from Liverpool and 2400 bpxes
by rail from the East. The market for plate is

barely steady. For pig the market is weak,

COPPER.—The market has a stronger tone.

New York mail advices report stocks accumulating
and buyers offish. London cable to the Iron Age
May 28 is as follows: Active speculative buying
caused a further rise in prices of Copper early in the

week, and while business has been on a smaller

scale the past few days, there is yet a good consump-
tive demand that sustains the market.

IRON.—Imports the past week aggregate 300
tons pig from London. There is nothing coming
to hand from up north, the iron works in Washing-
ton and Oregon using the output. With us the

market is weak and unsatisfactory. The very low
freights from European ports to California admit of

free shipments.

COKE.—Imports the past week 1000 tons from
England. The market is barely steady.

COAL.—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lowa: Tacoma 8.400 tons. Departure Bay 7,855,
Sydney 3,300. Philadelphia 200, Coos Bay 1,150,

Nanaimo 7,497, Hakodati 2,360, Seattle 1,100,

Swansea 1,500, Newcastle, N.S.W. 1,220. Total 34,-

582. A reduction is noted in two brands. At $9.00 a
ton Wellington is selling for less than ever before in

this market. The coast collieries are sending more
coal to this market. This promises to be a season
of universal low prices for coals. Our large wheat
crop is attracting vessels, and not to come in ballast

they accept very low freights. It is claimed that a
vessel at Antwerp has been taken at 8s per ton for

this port and this is the lowest freight on record
from that port to this. This charter is given by us
to show the influence on the coal market here.

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
Nhw Tork, June 4.—The following are the cIob*

Ing prices the past week:
Silver In Silver in

London. New York. Copper, Lead. Tin.

Thursday.. .441 97 ^3 00 4 32^ 20 SO
Friday 44i 96J 13 05 4 324 20 40
Saturday ...

Monday 44 6-16 m 12 90 4 42^ 20 76
Tuesday 44 5-16 97i 12 90 4 45 20 70
Wednesday..44^ 97g 13 00 4 45 20 60

Borax is steady at last rates. Quiobeilver, 60@62c;
fair trade. Tin is higher but easy at the advance. Lead
is strong and more inquired for. Copper, although re<

ported unchanged, appears to be working Into better
shape.

Our Agents.

OtTB FanNDB can do much In aid ot onr paper and the
cause ol practical knowledge and solence, oy agisting
Agents in their labors ot canvassing, by lending their ln>

fluenoe and encotuaglng favors. We Intend to Bend nonr
but worthy men.

Gtvo. WniBOH—Sacramento Co.
J, C. HOAQ—San Fianclaeo.
F. W. Knapp—Amador Co.
G. B. Gill—San Luia Obispo Co.
B. L. RlOHARDB—Escondldo, Cal,
Frahk S. Chapis—Tulare Co.
B. P. Bblt—Sbasta Co.
J. H. P. Williams—Tulare Co.
A. S. CooLEY—Tehama Co.

. W. U. Wadswobth—Sutter, Yolo and Yuba Cos.
E. H. SoHABPrLE—Central California.
Wh.>L Hillbaet—Oregon.
Wu. HoLDBB—Oregon.

Mining Share Market.

The mining share market ruled heavy, with slight

fluctuations throughout the past week, but this has

has been according to the prearranged program, so

as to "freeze'' all outsiders they can out of stock. It

is still in the program to send prices to slightly

lower figures, and then start a new deal. So as to

facilitate outside selling, more assessments are in

order. The writer still has faith in the market, and
has good grounds on which to base bis opinion that

higher prices will obtain in this year than any time

since 1886, but that we are to have a market is out
of the question for so far nothing has been found
lately in any one of the mines to warrant more than

a deal. The writer has also good grounds on which
to base the assertion that there are other stocks that

will make a larger percentage to buyers than will

Con. Virginia, although the latter will doubtless be
used as a lever with which to handle the market for

with it, it can be done to better advantage. The
pool is using the summer vacation "racket" and
other plausible cock-and-bull stories to destroy con-

fidence so as to not only keep outsiders from buying
but get them to sell, both of which they are doing to

perfection. Nearly all who bought during the

recent advance have sold out—many at a heavy loss.

Of course they swear they will not buy again, but
experience has taught the pool that the fools are not
all dead. They throw out the bait and the latter rush
in and with their money soon part. Who the pool

will get to expert on the next ore development so as

to sell stock, as they did in Con. Virginia, is not
known. It would seem as if this method of
victimizing outsiders has been played enough,
Comstock superintendents experted on theTuscarora
district, reporting rich ore, etc, , and Tuscarora
stocks have not stopped going down from that time
to date. A $20 piece will pass current anywhere
and the holder will not sell it for $10. So it is in a
mine, insiders are not apt to have a mine expected
to sell stock, unless they have good reasons to

believe that the ore in sight is not worth the market
price of the stock.

The Supreme Court decision on trading in stock
on a margin, was a God send to the pool, for by its

publication they gained good lines of stock. The
decision in question is good and will do no little in

purifying the putrid air of Pine street. It is one
that all honest brokers should rejoice in, for it will

bring honesty to the front, and in so doing will al-

lay all fears now entertained by outside moneyed
men in investing in stock. That part of the Con-
stitution, on which the decision is rendered was evi-

dently framed to prevent any knowing or under-
handed way of doing business by a broker whose in-

stincts are far from honest. It is well known that
there are some broker firms that do not buy stocks
for customers when they have reason to believe the
market is going down. They report purchases, which
were never made, and, vice versa, when ordered to
sell stock and they have reason to believe that the

market is going up. It is these that the law is aimed
at. To bring the business within the confinesof the
Constitution and make the transaction a legitimate
business one, there are two ways, viz: In all pur-
chases of stock, the buyer or customer is entitled to

and should know the number of the certificate of

stock, date issued, from what broker purchased, and
the price, and this stock is held by the broker for the
buyer as collateral agamst all moneys advanced.
The buyer can at any time come in and get by pay-
ing all claims against it, that particular stock.

Again, the transaction can be closed by the customer
giving his note for the remainder of the sum due.
In this note drawn one day after date, an agreement
can be incorporated that the stock held, giving num-
ber of certificate, can be sold when its market value
falls below a certain percentage. Of course with
clippers this cannot be done, but as they close their

transactions almost daily, it is not necessary, yet
even with them some kind of written agreement is

best. By decision of the Supreme Court, proxy
voting at election is a thing of the past, for a person
can and should be prosecuted for voting stock not
his own, although standing in his or her name as
trustee. It is a good decision and all honest brokers
should rejoice it has been tendered.
From the Comstock mine our advices are of a still

more encouraging character and dealers will find

that what we have said about rich ore in some of the
mines, will be fully verified before many weeks pass.

One or two mines whose shares are selling below
$2 or $2.50 will come to the front before long. Con.
Virginia battery assays are higher, as are Chollars.
That they can be made still higher as can Overman
and other buUion-producing mines is not questioned
by any one. The prospect work along the entire

lode is of a very interesting and important character.
It is more extensive and better systematized than for

years. Good results are as certain to follow as the
sun will rise on to-morrow. From the outside mines
the news is of an encouraging character. In the
Bodie district rich ore is being taken out for future
milhng, probably after an assesssment is levied by
the Bodie Mining Co. In the Tuscarora district,

two or more of the mines have more bullion on hand
than the stock is selling for; why it is kept back is a
question and gives color to a report of a big deal
soon in that district. From the Quijotoas nothing
new is at band.

Goal and Coke.

SPOT PROM YARD—PER TON.
Wellington g 9 00
Greta 8 50
Carbon Hill 8 00
Nanaimo 9 00
Oilman 7 60
Seattle 7 50
Coos Bay 6 00
Cannel 9 50
Egg, hard 14 00
Cumberland, In sacks 14 00

do. bulk 13 00
Wallsend 9 00
Scotch Splint 8 50
Brymbo 8 50
Weet Hartley 8 50

TO LOAD—PER TON.
Australian S 7 00@
Liverpool St'm. 7 00@
Scotch Splint. . 7 00@ 9 00
Cardiff 7 00@
Lehigh Lump.. 14 00@17 00
Cumberland bk 10 00@
E^ff, hard 12 00@
West Hartley. . 7 50@

Cobe-English.

To load S12 00@13 00
Spot, in bulk.. 14 00@16 00

Don't Fail to Write.

Should, thla paper be received by any Bubacriber who
does not want it, or beyond the time M intends to pay
for it, let him not Jfail to write ub direct to stop it. A
pOBtal card (costing one cent only} will Buffice. We will
not knowingly send the paper to any one who does not
wish it, but if it is continued, through the failure of the
Bubscriber to notify ub to diBCOntluue it, or some -irre-
BDonBlble party requested to etop it, wa shall positively
demand payment for the time it is sent. Loos oaukfullv
AT THE LABEL ON YOUB PAPEb

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
COHPILBD BVBRT THURSDAT FROM AnVBRTIBSICBNn IN THE MlNINO AND SOIBNTIFIO PRESS AND OTHSR S. F JOURBALS

ASSESSMBNTS.
CoiyiPANY AND Location. No. Amt. Levted.Delinq't andBaxe. Secretary. Place of EuaiNEas.

California Iron & Steel Co., California.. 5....35o....April 27, June 6, June 27...FBoDancina ...438 CaUfornia 8t
CanneloLandSt Coal Co., California... 3.... 50c.... April 11, May 16, June 16...W T Baggett SH Pine St
Con Imperial M Co., Nevada 31.... 5c May 6, June 11, July 1 O L McCoy 331 PineSt
Cods Pacific M Co., California 13. . . .10c. . . .June 1, July 11, Aug 6 F E Luty 310 Pine St
East Sierra Nevada M Co.. Nevada..^.. 2 5c....April 14, May 22, June 15...G K Spinney 310 Pine St
Gray EagleM Co., CaUfornia 23.... 3c Apr 3, May 18, June 9 A W Barrows 303 California 8t
Guasucarao & Cal M & M Co., Honduras 5.. $5.00 May 12, June !7, July 6 Edward Oliver Montgomery Avenue
IdlewildM Co., California 2.,..10c....May 1, June 1, June 2U E P Stone SCepioeSt
Live Oak Drift Gravel M Co , Cal 13,...2ic...,AprlB, June 2, June 22 Jos Morizio 328 Montgomery St""

- - -- -
-- -- ..May26, JalylO, JuIy28....G W Luce 132 Califomia St

..April 27. Jime5, Juue29.,.A Halsey 328 Montgomery St
. .May 20, June 25, July 17. . . .J WPew 310 Pine St

. April 6, May 13, June 10 E J Ryan 230 Montgomery St
. .Ma« 29, July 3, July 23 NT Messer 309 Montgomery St
..April 24. May 29, June 18. ..A Waterman 309 Montgomery St
..May 21. June 30, July 22.... J J Scoville 320 8aQBomeSt
..April 23, May28, June IS...DO Bates 309 Montgomery St
..April 14. May 22, June 15... G R Spinney 310 PineSt

£0c May 13, June 17, July 7. ...E L Parker 309 Montgomery St
,30c....May 11, June 22, July 13....A W Barrows 303 Montgomery 8t

.May 6, June 12, June 30....A H Fish 309 Moutgomery St
April 13, May 18, June 8 W T Guraett 308 Pine St

Inyo Marble Co., Nevada 13.... 10c.

.

Midas M Co., California 2....10c..

Navajo M Co., Nevada 21.... 20c..

Oak CoubM Co.. California 8.... 4c .

Peer M Co., Arizona lu....lUc..

Peerleas M Co., Arizona 10.

.

Piedmont M Co., Nevada 2.

.

Silver Hill M Co., Nevada 28.

.

Scorpion SMCo., Nevada 26..

Sierra Nevada 3 M Co., Nevada 99.,

Union Con S M Co , Nevada 43 _._

Utah Con M Co., Nevada 12. ...25c..

Valley View M Co., California 2. . .

"

..lOc

. .200.

.

. .loc.

Yellow Jacket M Co., Nevada 48.. ..fiOc....April 14, May IB, June 20...W H Blanvelt Gold Hill

MBBTINaS TO BE HELD.
Company and Location. Seoretahy. Office in S. F. Meeting. Date.

Alaska Treadwell G M Co A T Corbus 420 Montgomery St Annual June 17

Bodie Cons M Co , California B L Burling 309 MontgomerySt Annual June 15

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Company and Location. Secretahv. Office in S. F. Amount. Payable.

Champion M Co T Wetzel 320 Sansome St 10 May 18
NorthBannerConaMCo., California...T J Mitchell Grass Valley TO Apr 20
North Star M Co., California D A Jennings 401 California St 50 Ajr 8
Pacific Coaefc Borax Co., California AH Clough ,— 230 Montgomery St 1 00 June 10

The Blining Companies' Financial

Standing.

The following is the financial standing on the first

Monday of the present month of the raining com-

panies listed on the two exchanges in this city:

ARIZONA MINBS,

Caab.

Crocker $ 4,739

Locomotive 1,871

Peer
6,625

. Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

S. F. Stock Exchange.

Debt.

Silver King
Weldon 1,165

BODIB MIHBS—CALIFORNIA.

Bodie Con 15,730

Bulwer 7,694

Mono 6,592

Standard 6,907

Syndicate 3 ,101

comstock minks—mbvada.

Alpha Con 22,451

Alta 13.747

Andes 29,194

Belcher 8,084

Best & Belcher
Bullion
Caledonia 16,809

Challenge Con
ChoUar '.

Confidence 981

Con. Cal. & Virginia Bl56,7B2

Con. Imperial
Con. New York
Crown Point
Exchequer 9,236

East Sierra Nevada 3,723

Gould & Curry c9,123

Hale Si. Norcross 3,892

Julia Con 1.&38

Justice
Keotuck 15.181

Lady Waehington 20.880

Mexican 14,774

Occidental 1.299

Ophir
Overman 3,015

Potoel
Savage
Seg. Belcher & Midea
Scorpion 7.962

Sierra Nevada
Silver Hill

Union Con
Utah

TUSOAKOEA MINES —NEVADA.

Belle iBle

Commonwealth
Del Monte
Grand Prize
Independence
Navajo
Nevada Queen
North Belle Isle

North Commonwealth

3,4/4

8,497
a35,2SS

28,595

'

7,673

41,412
43,367
11,663

d7,154
d4,395

21,631
5,436
6,652
7,477

El 2,800

8,119

MIBCBLLANBOUB MINES.

Eureka Con.,
Holmes

3,474

f87,332

(a) With bullion to arrive and assessment heing col-

lected.

(b) Bullion on hand valued at 370,765, with lurther

shipments to airive.

(c) Bullion returns not all In.

(d) Collecting assessment.
(Ej A sum of S12,800 due from other companies as an

ofEset.

(f) 9,637 ounces silver unsold and further shipmsnts
to arrive.

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exoliange.

Thursday, June 4, 9:30 A. M.

100 Alpha Con 90c
300 Alta 80c
750 Andes 2,05
120 Belcher 1.80@1.85
480 Best& Belch.. .4.05^4.10
350 Challenge Cod 1.60

400 ChoUar 2.50@2.55
1100 ConCaliEV.10.25@10.37i

50 Confidence 5.00
100 Con Imperial 15c

lOUO Con New York 20c
100 Crocker 15c
150 Crown Point...1.6!@1. 70
40(1 Exchequer 65c
200 Gould a Curry 2.10
80 Hale&Nor 2.15
100 JuIU 15c

200 Justice 85c
200 Kentuck 35c
300 Lady Wash 25o

300 Mexican 3.10

100 Nevada Queen 25c

100 a Com'Wlth 65c
300 Occidental 1.05

590 Ophir 5.00

1170 Overman 2,35@2.45
200 Potoai 4. 40

400 Savage 2.20(ff2.25
150 Seg Bel & M 0. . . .75@80c
220 8ierraNevada.l.95(a2.00
200 Union Con....2.15@2.20
100 Utah 65c

330 Yellow Jack6t.2.30t!»2.35

Complimentary Samples.

Pereons receiving this paper marked are r€>

queuted to ezamiiie its oontents, terms of eub-

aoription, and give it their own patronage^ and,

as far as practicable, aid in circulating the

jonmal, and making its valae more widely

known to others, and extending its influence in

the cause it faithfully serves. Subscription

rate, $3.00 a year. Extra copies mailed for 10

oentB, if ordered soon enough. If already s

aabsoriber, plewe show the paper to others.

Name of

OOBrPANY.

Alpha
Alta ,

Andes
Belcher
Belle Isle

Best & Belcher. . .

.

Bullion
Bodie Con
Bulwer
Commonwealth..,
Ooa.Va.&Oal...,
Oballnnge
OhoUar ,

Confidence
Con. Imperial
Caledonia
Crown Point

,

Crocker ,

Del Monte
Eureka Con
Exchequer
Grand Prize
Gould 4 Curry....
Hale & Norcross.,
Julia
Justice
Kentuck
Lady Wash
Mono
Mexican
Navajo
North Belle Isle..
Nev. Queen
Occidental
Ophir
Overman
Potoai
Peerless
Peer

8,B.&M
Sierra Nevada..
Silver Hill
Scorpion
Union Con
Utah
Yellow Jacket.,

Week Week
Ending Ending Ending
Moy H. May 21. May 28.

.90 1.201,25 1.50 1 00 1 .W
1.15 1 31 ,90 I.2II 90 1 Oil

2.75 3.45 1.7.1 3. 111! 1 85 2 40
2.80 3.4C 2 110 a,

91'
1 911 2 35

.60 .... .411 .70 .« 76
6.25 8.6C 4.60 9,3V 3.70 6 III!

2.25 2.91 l.HII 2 .61: 2 nil 3 Ol

1.20 1.35 1,011 I .30 1 06 1 20
.m .15 .30 .40 30 36
.85 I.OC .85 1 III! .m 6

15.76 19.6( 9.50 20.60 9.50 12.25
2.50 3.0.' 1,75 2 6b 1.80 *' 311

3.20 '3.95 2 16 3 X a S5 >. 71

6.50 7.3i S I'll 6 60 i> 25 6 37
.20 .25 ,I.T 26 16 20
.90 l.K .i;o ,8.6 60 66

2.10 3.0[ 1 911 2,76 1,76 2 no
.20 .25 16 20 16 20
.30 .35 .20 .3b .15

3 50
.20

.20 I.IC 66 90 70 86

.25 .3t .16 ,26 15
3.40 4.00 » 40 4 nil 2,10 2 65
3.20 5.96 2 115 3 96 2.15 2 95
.25 .... 16 20 .16 ,20

1.36 1.40 1 10 1 :tb 86 1 15
.75 .85 40 76 46 65
.40 .50 ,26 411 26 ;«)

.70 .... 4i ,711 60
4.25 6.12 3 16 5 37 2 911 3 611

.25 .40 2b 3b VII SO

.80 .85 B6 911 66 75

.40 ,5C ,20 40 m
1.30 1.6C 1 30 1 96 t 111 1 V6
7.12 9.O0 5 IKI 9 .611 4 86 6 17
3.65 4.40 2 611 3 nil 2,60 3 20
4.20 5 12 3 25 4 66 1 no 4 «!

.15 .2i 15 16 * 20

.20 .25 16 ,20 15 Jli

3.10 3.90 2 111 3 85 2,06 2 611

1.36 1.75 95 1 46 ,86 1 10

3.30 4.05 a 30 4 lb /, 16 V 311

.30 .35 li . 25 16 • 40

.40 .45 ,35 » 61) 35 • 411

4.00 4.80 /. 70 5 00 i m 9 n
1.30 1.46 H6 1 60 ,80 I no
2 80 3.25
ed.

2.40 •3.40 2.50 2 85

Wekk
Ending
June 4.

2. 45
2.15

.75

.85

.75

.55

.S5 4.65
55 2.70
.CO 1 15
.?5 .30

.70 .85

.60 11.87

.&b 1.95

.60 -2 85M ....

.15 ,20

.50 .60

2 00 2.55
•i 15 2.66

15 ,20

.60

3£0

4.95 5.J2
2.05 2.85
.'5 4.65
.15

.15

2.60
.95

1.85 2.40
.30 .10

.25 .30

2.15 2.65
65 .80

2.40 2.70

San franoisoo Metal Market.

Antimony
BOBAX—Refined, In carload lota
Powdered " " "
Concentrated " " "
All grades jobbing at an advance.

COPPEK—
Bolt
Sheathing
Ingot, jobbing
do, wholesale —
Fire Box Sheets 22

Lead—Pig 42
Ear — tg D
Sheet 7J@ -
pipe :. . . 63@ -
Shot, discount 10/^ on 500 bage Drop, ^ bag. 1 SO ^ —
Buck, sgbag 2 00 @ —
OhiUed, do 2 20 @ —

QuiOKSiLVEB—By the flaak 42 00 145 00
FlaskB, old 40 (g 50

Chrome Ikon Ore, ^ ton 10 DO w

17

7i@ -

22® -
22 -

17

16
24

-i

16 C

4i(3
, 6 50 (A

^ 50 f

Steel—Engliah, lb..

Canton tool
Black Diamond tool..
Pick and Hammer . .

,

Machinery
Toe Calk

TiNPLATE—B. v., steel grade, 14x20, to arrive.
B. v., steel grade, 14x20, spot
Charcoal, 14x20 6 50 (a

do roofing, 14x20 6 00 S
do, do, 20x28 13 00 ^
Fig tin, spot,^ Q)., irregular, nominal 20K°

Iron—Bar. base 3 ^
Norway, base 4}^

Spot. To
IBON—Olengarnock ton 30 00 @ 28
Egilnton, ton 29 00 @ 27
American Soft, No. 1, ton.. @32 00 30
Oregon Pig,ton @30 00 30
Puget Sound 30 00 @ 30

Ohiy Lane White 26 00 @ 24
Shotts, No. 1 30 00 @ 29
Langloan 28 00 @ 26
Thomolifle 29 00 @ 2.
Gartsherrle 29 00 @ S6
Barrow 29 00 @ 26
Cargofieet 26 00 (^ — 26

SucceBSful Patent Solicitors.

As Dewey & Co. have been in the patent soliciting boel*

ness on this Coast now for so many years, the firm's name
is a well-known one. Another reason tor its popnlarlty

la that a great proportion of the Pacific Coaet pateobl

Issued by the Government have been procured tnrough
their agency. They are, therefore, well and thoroughly
posted on the needs of the progressive industrial classea

of this Coast. They are the best posted firm on what
has been done in all branches of industry, and are able

to Judge of what is new and patentable. In this they
have a great advantage, which Is of practical dollar and
cent value to their clients. That this is understood and

appreciated, Is evidenced by the number of patents

Issued through their Soibntifio {^bss Patent Afrency (f>

P.) from "eflfc to week and vear to ve"?.

Baoe Files of the Mininb akd SoisHTiFia PrrbsKud-
bound) can be bad tor $3 per volume ot six monthB. Per

year (two volumes) 85. Inserted In Dewey's patent blod*

or, 60 cenfiB oddltlonkl pei volume.
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INYO MARBLE COMPANY.—LOCATION
of principal )>lac« of tiusiiiei<A, San Fr&Dcificu,Ca1iforQiii.

LocfttioQ of WMfkn, Ma'iuol, N'evud:*.

Nuticu i« Lercliy Ki*v>i. tljat at ft lutn^tjog of tliu Bouril of
Dir«cton), bettl on tiiu ttijlb day of May, 1891. an atuuM-
ment (No. 131 of Teo (10) LViiU [ler Bbare waa levied upon
tba Capital HttKk of tho Corporation, payable inin)ediat«Iy

Id irolted8tut«Hf{oldcoiu to tlieBecrotuy. attheofficu of tbo
Comptuy, 13'.' Califoruiu Ktreut. Son Frauoiaoo. Oalifomio.
Any atocic ujiO'i whieti t)d3 aBSvaBmentHballrtiinalii unpaid

ou tbe lotb day of July, 1S91. will be dellDi|U«nt, and
advcrtisod for ajUo at public auction; and uniesa payment in

niado before, »iU bo «oid .ui FRIDAY, tile Ktii day ..1

July. Iftll, to pay the deliniiueut aafle-Miueut, togetber witti

tbe coAta of odTertiaing and expeua^a of sale.

By order of tlie board of Directors.
O. W, Ll'CE, Secretary,

Office, 132 California Street, Sun Franciaco, California.

DELINQUENT SALE NOTICE.

GRAY EAGLE MINING COMPANY-loca-
tiOD Of principal place of business, San Francisco,

California. Loca.ion of works. Placer county, Caiiloroia
Notice— There are delinquent upon the followiOK de-

scribed Btodt, on account of Assessment (No. 23) levied

00 tbe 3d day of April. ISOl, tbe several amoants set

opposite the names of the respective shareholders, as

follows:

No.
Nomts. Cert.

fiurowB, A W, Trustee M7
669
5ia
603
668
509

" " " 670
" " " 678

Bo^art, O H, Trustee 424
473
4SS

Battin^ton, J M, Tniateo 495
Noroman, Leon fil4

Bosekrans,HM SO
Riordan, Jos U, Tnisteo 534
Stout, C S, Trustee 476

• 47!
Taylor, J N, Trustee 532

And lo accordance with law, and an order of tbe Board
of Directors, made on the 3d day of April, 1891, so

many shares of each parcel of such stock as may be
necessary, will be sold at public auction, at tbe otflce o.'

the Company, Room 11, No 303 California street, San
Francisco, Csliforn a, on TUESDAY, the 9th day of

Jtrne, 1891, at the hour of one (1) o'cioct p.m. of said

day, to pav ^aid delinquent assessment thereon, together
with costs of advertising; and expenses of sale.

A. W. BiRROWS, Secretary pro torn.

Olhce, Room 11, No. 303 California street, San Fran-
cisco, California.

No.
Shares.
1,000

1,000
600
60O

1,000
1,000
600
600
660
214
106
500
100
1500

5,000
2.0OO
953

1,040

Amt
«30 00
30 00
16 00
16 00
30 00
30 10
16 00
15 (0
19 60

16 00
3 00

18 00
150 00
60 00
28 6!)

31 •:o

XJXVIIDElSriD JSrOTICE.
OFFICE OP THE PACIFIC COAST

Borax Company, San Francisco, May 29, 1S91.

At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above-
named Company, held thiB day, a Dividend (No. 6) of

One Dollar ($1.00) per share was declared, payable
WEDNESDAY, June 10, 1891, at the office of the
Company, No. 230 Montgomery Street, Rooms 11 and 12,

Transfer books close June 6, 1891, at 3 o'clock p. m.

ALTON H. CLOCQH, Secretary.

SITUATION WANTED
As Engineer or Superintendent.

CAPABLE OP DOING THE SURVEYING AND
Asaaving of Mines. Highest testimonials. Address

"ENGINEER." Box 2E17, San FtarclBCO, Cal.

Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Presj

Patent Agency.

I
Our U. S, and Foreign Patent Agenoi

presents many and important advantages aa i

Home Af;enoy over all others, by reason of lon^
Bstablishment, great experience, thorough sys-

tem, intimate acquaintance with the sabjects ot

inventions in our own community, and our
moat extensive law and reference library, con*
taining official American and foreign reports,
files of scientific and mechanical publications,

etc. All worthy iaventions patented through
onr Agency will have the benefit of an illustra-

tion or a description in the Mining and Scien-
rmo Pbess,- We transact every branch of

Patent business, and obtain Patents in all ooan-
tries which grant protection to inventors. The
Urge majority of U. S. and Foreign Patents
issued to inventors on the Faoifio Ooast have
been obtained through onr Agency. We can
give tbe best and most reliable advice as to the
patentability of new inventions. Our prices

are as low as any first-class agencies in the
Eastern States, while onr advantages for Pacific

Coast inventors are far superior. Advice and
Oiroulars free.

DEWEY & CO.. Patent Agents,
220 Market St., Elevator, 12 Front St., S. F.

Telephone No. 658,

a. i. dewe7. w. b. eweb. «eo. h. stbon6.

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL CO,
MANDFAOTDBBKS OP

IRRIGATING PUMPS
AND

Machinery of all Kinds.
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS-

—

BABOOOK & WILOOX

Patent Water Tube Steam Boilers.
Estimates Furnished on Application.

OKNTBIPUGAL PUMP.

jVSend for Catalogues.

FIRST and sTeTenToIi STS.. S. F.

BOILER WORKS

HAMILTON & LEACH,
Main and Folsom Sts.,

SAN FRANCISCO, - CALIFORNIA.

(Suc^esBor to HeiDS & WilllAm),

Manufacturer of Leather and Fnlled Bawhide

BELTING,
ROPE, LACE AND PUMP LEATHER,

ETC., ETC.

134 MAIK ST., SAN rBAN CISCO, CAL.

GOLD MINES
STOCK IN MINES FOR SALE.

Dividend-paying Mines from $150,000 np.
CJndeveleped Mines from. $10,000 up.
Undeveloped MlneR on Bond.
Stock in Dividend-paying Mines from $1 up
Stock in Undeveloped Mines now being

opened from 25 cents np.

All situated in the GRASS VALLEY MINING DIS-
TRICT, the Oldest Quartz Mining District on the Pacific

Coast, and the Richest and most Permaneut in the

World. The mines of this district a*e practically inex-

haustible, as nearly half a cuntury of constant working
is proi f. Grass Valley has the deepest regular dlvideod-

payiDg gold mines in tbe world, and the end is not yet,

lor these same mines are ae rich to-day as at any time
during their hiatory.

Gold mioiuir, especially in Grass Valley, when under
honest and scientific management, is one ot the safest

and most profitable of all American industries. It is a
business that will return annually a profit of from 100 to

300 per cent on the Investment. Minini; is a science

acquired only by years of study, combined with practical

experience. Therefore, failure ia the rule whenever the
management is ignorant and unscientific.

The undersigned is a practical scientific and successful
miner, has made mining a life study and vocation, is

honest and trustworthy, and will not, under any circum-
stances, recommend or deal in any but valuable paying
property and properties that will develop dividend-

payers.
No Wildcat Mines; no Sharp Practice; no reasonable

chance for loss; Honesty and Square Dealing Guaranteed.
Correspondence solicited.

Full particulars by applying to

S. B. FOWLER, Supt. Hartery Mine,
Grass Valley, Nevada Co,, California.

JAMES M. HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary PubUc.

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. 030 California Street,

Telephone No. 1748. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

THE RUSSELL TrOCESS!
For ioforniation concerning this process for tbe re-

duction of Ores containing precious metals, and terms

of license, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROCESS CO.,
Park Olty, Utah.

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS ^J
ADDRESS ° P s

MENZO SPRING. g«|
o| 9 Geary St. l| -«Ss
^|SAN FRANCISCO, Cal. |a ^geg

C^AYTOtf
IMPROVED

i^ffl ca

AIR COMPRESSORS
For catalogues, ESTIf^lATES, Etc., Address,

Clayton Air Compressor Works
OF BROOKLYN, t* V.

43 PEY ST., NEW YORK.

DvcinsriisrG-
AND

Ore Dressing Machinery.
By C. G. WAUFOBD LOOK.

COHTBMTB.— Motive Power— Transmisaion of Power.
Quarrying — Prospecting, Shaft-ainkingt Coal-cutting,
Pumping, and Ventilating Machinery—Lighting—Haul-
ing and Hoisting Transport—Reducing—Dressing—Mis*
cellaneouB.

Price $21.00. Circulars and Catalogues on application.

E. & F. N. SPON, Publishers,
12 CoTtlandt St.. New York.

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, Mining, and Commission,
420 Montgomery St.. S. F.

Ships under advances to smelting works In Boston
New York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one years' experience in Shipping Ores and

Managing Mines.
Solicits Consignments of Copper Produce and Manage-

ment of Mining Matters.
All huBiness conducted on Cash Basis.

Purchase and shipment of Mining Supplies a Spbcialtt.
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Business Manager ot UNION COPPEa MINE, Copper-

opolis, Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE. Amador Co., Cal.

Practical Treatise on Hydraulic Mining.
Bt AUG. J. BOWIE, Jr.

This new and Important hook Is on the use and con-
struction of Ditches, Flumes, Dams, Pipes, Flow of Water
on Heavy Grades, methods of mining shallow and deep
placers, history and development of mines, records of

gold washing, mechanical appliances, such as nozzles,
hurdy-gurdys, rockers, undercurrents, etc; also describes
n.ethod9 of blasting; unnels and sluices; tallinf>e and
dump' duty of miners' inch, etc. A very practical work
for gold miners and users of water Price, 96, post-paid
For sale by Dhwiy & Co., PublisherB, 8?0 Murket St., San
Fnnoleco.

ttcatiooal.

Assay Office and Chemical Laboratory>
ROOMS 46 AND 47 MONTGOMERY BLOCK, 638

Mcuti^i-iuery Stiect, San Fraut-tEcu. For nearly 16
ynzv with Thom&a Price, u Cbief ot the Ore-Aiway aad
ADftlytical Departmeot Leesoos given in Assaying and
Chemistry.

School of Practical. Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Surveying, Architecture, Drawing and Assaying,

72S MABSBT ST.. SAN FBANOI8CO, OAU
Open AH Year.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, PreaiOent.
Assaying ot Ores, $26; Bullion and Chlorlnation Assay,

$26; Blowpipe Assay. 310. Poll course ol aseaylDg, V60.
ESTABLISHED 18M ta" Send for circular.

THE PIONEER COMMERCIAL SOHOOI,

O

LIFE SCHOLARSHIPS, 975.
No VlOATIOlia. DAT AITD EVBNIHS SlSBIOMB.

Ladies admitted Into all Departments.

Address: T. A. ROBINSON. U. A.. President.

BUSINESS OOLLEGE,
24 POST ST.. S. P.

FOR SEVENTT-PIVB DOLLARS THIS
College Instructs in ShorthaDd, Typewriting, Book-

keeping, Tel- graphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the
English braocheB, and everything pertainintr to buslnees
for six full months. We have sixteen teachers, and give
lndi%'idual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
its graduates in every part ot the State,^ Send for Circulak.

E. P. HEALD, President
C. 8. HALEY, Secretary.

ialllt MTi Co.
FACTORY:

Cor. Jefferson & First Sts., Oakland, Cal,

MANOFACTDBERS OP

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROOF
PAINTS,

Superior to anything of the kind in the market for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Duequaled for Submerged Timbers. Ked and Brown
Paints for Roofs. Warehouses, Stables, Fences,

Etc., mixed Ready for Use. Also,
Sheathing Paper, Portable Cal-

ifornia Mastic Roofing,
the Best in the

Market
for

AND UNEQUALED FOR

Teredo-Prool Pile

Covering.

This Company also Manufactures a Malthlne
Compound for

BENDESINO BOOTS AND SHOES
WATBEPEOOF.

The same is a superior article for Preserving Harness
rendering It Impervious to Moisture and

keeping it always pliable and soft.

4^ Send for Samples and Prices. Salesroom,

310 CALIFORNIA ST., S, F., Cal.

.A.*!? .A. ^.A.X«.C3r.A.XS7
For Sale Cheap, Six Second-Hand

FRUE CONCENTRATORS.
Good as New. Also Second-Hand

STEAM PUMPS
Of various makes.

RISDON IRON WORKS,
Cor. Beale and Howard Sta., San Francisco.
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L. C. MARSHXJTZ I. G. OANTRELB.

NATIONAL IRON WORKS
N. W. Comer Main and Howard Sts., San Francisco,

HAlTOFACTnREBS OF

Stationary and Compound Engines, Flour. Sugar, Saw

and Quartz Mill Machinery.

AMALGAMATING MACHINES. CASTINGS AND FORCINGS ^L%\7on
ALL WORK TBSTED AND GUAKANTEED.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

NATIONAL ROCKER aUARTZ MILL.
KENDALL'S PATENT, AUGUST 24, 1886.

MARSH UTZ & CANTRELL, Sole Manufacturers.
The Patentee and ManufacturerB

cordiaUy invite miners to critically

examine and pass judgment upon

this improved system of milling

and amalgumating ores io the fol-

lowing particulars:

1. The coat is less than one-half of

stamps of same capacity.
2. The freight to mine is less than

one-half of stamps.
3. The cost of erecting; is less than

one-fourth of stamps.
4. The power to drive it is less than

one-half of stamps.
6, The wear is less than one-quar-

ter of stamps.
6. There is no wear except on

shoes and dies.

7. In point of amalgamation it Is

superior to any other machine
in use.

8. In its simplicity of construction.

We challenge competition with

Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or and

other ore crushing machines now

before the public

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL.I^'Send for Circulars and Price LlBt.

VULCAN IRON WORKS
135-145 FREMONT STREET,

SIN FKANCISCO, C4I.

GOI.D AND SM-VBB MILLS, ROCK BBEAEEBS, PANS AND SBTTJLEBS, BOASTING
FDBNAC£S, COENISB ROLLS, PUMPING AND DOISTING MACHINERY.

For Conveying

Ore, Wood,

&c., &c.

CHEAPEST FORM OF TRANSPORTATION

NO ROAD NEEDED.

No Possibility of Load Slipping,

Spans 150 to 2O0O Feet

LIDGERWOOD MFG. CO.,
MAJTOFACTUREKS OF -

HOISTING ENGINES

300 styles aii Sizes, Over 700011 Use,

96 liiberty St., New York.
34 & 36 West IlIonToe St., Chicago.
197 to 203 Congress St., Bosten.

1 to 7 N. First St., Fortland.Oregon

PARKE & LACY CO.. Agts.
San Francisco, Oal.

Send for Catalogue.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical Works.
HENRY G. HANKS.

Practical and Industrial Clieniist, Assayer

and Geologist.

718 MONTGOMERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

CVWill report on the coDdltlon and value of any minlQg property on
the Paolfic Coast. Rare ChemJoals made to order. InstruotionB clven in
ABiAylnE and Praatloal Chemistry

.

NEWYORKBELTING&PACKINCCO.
JOHNH.CHEEVER, J. D. CHEEVER.F.CAZENOVE JONES. Managers. IC Dopb Rnw Mouf Vnnb

WW. T. BAIRD, Secretary. '^ rarii. nOW, IMtJW lOPK.
OLDEST and LARGEST Manufacturers in the United States of

^-^^Vulcanized Rubber fabrics
For Mechanical Purposes.

ExtraRubber Belting and Hose
For Mining Parposes.

SOLID VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS.

PaciHc Coast Agents, ARNETT & RIVERS,
IT & 19 MAIN STKEET. SAN FRANCFSCO, CAI..

A. J. VAN DRAKE.

Machinist and Mechanical

Engineer,

203 Fremont St., San Francisco.

SPUR AND BEVEL GEARS CUT TO ORDER.

And Experimental Machinery of All Kinds.

Shafting:, Pulleys and Boxes,
Engrines and Boilers.

DRAWINGS, PLiNS and SPECIFICATIONS made tot

new machinery.
Jobbing of every description promptly attended to.

PINE WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED.

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
ROCK DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING.

MINING AND QUARRYING

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

HOSKIN'S PATENT BLOW-PIPE AND ASSAY FURNACES.

Chemists, Assayers, Hetallnrgists, £n-

gineers, Jewelers, Dentists, £tc,

NO DUST ! NO ASHES

!

Portatilel Practical! Automatic: EcoioiM!

Will do fir every thine: that a Coal Furnace or Gafl

Furnace wUl, and WIIHOUT A BLOWKR.

Send for Price List and Descriptive Circular to

WM. HOSKINS & CO., si ^^2°^h^-st.. CHICAGO, ILL.

IT HAS NO EQUAL

Can Be Fat On

by Any One,

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adopted by the

Navy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOII^SIIS, STEAM PIPES, COt.I> STORAGE, and all places requiring

JNon-Heat-Oondncting Material.

P^O^wFd SuTvliSTS—O. B. JOHNSON & CO.—SANPBANOISOO.

BLOWING ENGINEER
tern , with bal-

anced steam slide valve gear, steam cylinder 14 in.

diameter, air cylinder 40 in. diameter, stroke 24 in. 1 to

100 strokes per minute; engine new. For price and par-

Ss;^^:JAMESiLEPFEL&CO.,Spriiigfiel(l,OMo.

Malleable Iron. All Sizes-
Theae Couplings are tlie beat In the world, moit pow-

erful and cheapest. They have a ball and aocket joint,

right and left screw and work freplv. We use them 6X-

teneively in our Tank Building Department.

WELLS, RUSSELL & CO.,

Mecjiaiilcs' Mills, Cor, Mission & Fremont Sts., S. I
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND MANDFACTOKBRS OP

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
HNQINB8, BOILERS, STHAM PUMPS,

AIR 0OMPRB8SORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S CRUSHING ROLLS,

OONOBNTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROOK BREAKERS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Taking: Pulp from 10 Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

_
BELTING, PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG BDGERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

ox:iax:zi..A.Xj .A.<3r:Bix^Ta xoozi

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
SALES DURING LAST FOUR MONTHS:

rSOMPOTT'Nrn <* engines, RTAlSmAPn 99 engines, TTTMTDR 166 engines.
\J\JlXXJr\JiJ ±'<IU, S215 HORSE FOWEB. _

K3 JLJXAM UJ:^.iy>±J, «500 HORSE POWER. O \J JM ±\J£\l, 4260 HORSE POWl
Grx-«.zi.d 'X'otA.l, 309 X3xielKi.eis, .A-egreB^tlxxe 13.9'7S XXoi^se :E>o-wex-.

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Oal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W.

THE FELTOIT "WATER "WHEEL
GIVES THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY OF ANY WHEEL IN THE WORLD. OVER 1300 IN USE.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all miaing and manufacturing machinery. Adapted to heads running
from 20 up to 2000 or more feet. From. 20 to .^0 per cent better results guaranteed than can be
produced from any other wheel in the country.

XSXjEiC'X'Xl.XC I'Xl.j^KrstlVEXSlSXOKr.

The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and reliable power, closn

regulation, and the facility of adaptation to varying conditions nf speed and pressure, have
brought it into special prominence and extensive use for this class of work.

All applications should state amount and head of water, power required and for what purpose,
with approximate length of pipe line. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

a*xzE3 i»:E3ija?OBa" x'^-A.rraai*. A7\7'xx£::e:xj
121-123 MAIN STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, C4L., U. S. A.

oo.

pri Tn|J ll/ATCp MnTflR^ varying from the fraction of l up to 15 and 20-hoise
rLL I Uil WlH I tn ITIU I Uriw, power, unequaled for all light-running machinery.
Warranted to develop a given amount of power with one-half the water required by any other.

SEND FOR MOTOR CIRCULAR. Address as above.

THE GATES ORE AND ROCK BREAKER.
UNLIMITED IN CAPACITY, UNEQUALED IN EFFICIENCY, UPWARD I Gives a fineness of product that increases the capacity of any mill from 25 to 40 per

OF 3000 NOW IN USE. cent without anv additional expense. THE BEST AND ONLY CRUSHER ADAPTED
Will do more than twice the work of any other with the same cost in wear. I TO MACADAM ROAD WORK. Send for Circular.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO., 121-123 Main Street, San Francisco, General Western Agents.

luSTINIAN CAIRE^^genT

521 & 523 Market St., San Franci*co»

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!
-DBALBR ai~~

js-^"viisr<3r Assayers' and Mining Material,

—HANUTACrnJRBR OP—IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL, OR PLACER MINES. MADE OP BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER

Our plates are guaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the beei in weight of Sii- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIKE CLOTH
ver and durability. Old Mining Plates Replated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSANDS
OP ORDERS FILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, ^e"* *<«^ HOSKIIfS'

68, 70 & 72 First St., San Francisco, Cal. HTDKO-CARBON ASSAY FXTRNACE?
SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD

In Q-u.A3^t!Z, Ora,-vel eixid I*la.c©r TSX.±rjL±xi.s-

PRICES GREArLT REDUCED ONLY REFINED SILVER AND BEST COPPER USED. OVER 3000 ORDERS FILLED. FIFTEEN MEDALS AWARDED,
old Mining Plates can be Replated. Old Plates Bought, or Gold Separated. Xheee Plates can also be purccased of .1OMM TAYLOR & CO., Corner First

and Mission Streets, San rranoisco. __^_^___^

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD. SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, RECEIVED EVERY MEDAL
853 & 655 MISSION ST., SAN FRANCISCO, OAL. Awarded on fhe Pacific Coaet

for f^ilver - Plated Amaleam

Our PlatoB have been used lor 20 years. They have proved the beat. We adhere strictly to contract in weight of Silver and Copper. Platea and Best Gold, Silver

SEND FOR CIRCULAR, and Nickel Plating.

B, G. DBNNISTON, Proprietor.
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PROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Best Ore Concentrator in the market, having doable

the Capacity and doing its work as oloee as the plain Belt
machine, while its concentrations are clean. It is ased in

a number of Mills, the most notable of which is the

Alaska M. & M. Co'a Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Frnea
are taking the Palp from 120 Stamps, crashing 350 tons

per day, and is giving entire satisfaction as against 48
plain Belt Machines, taking the Palp from the other 120

Stamps.

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f. o. b.

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

For Pamphlets, Testimonials and farther information

apply at office.

Protected by Patents December 22, 1874; September 2,

1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20, 1883;

September 18, 1883; July 24, 1888. Patents applied for.

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Thb Hontaha Coupamy (Limited), London, October 8, 1886.
Dkar Sirb:—HavlDg tested three of your Frue Vanoers in a com-

petitive trial with other Bimilar maohioes (Triumph), we have satiefied
auraelvefl of the superiority of your Vannera, as is evidenced by the
(act of our having ordered 20 more ol your machines for immediate
delivery. Youra truly. THE MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. 6.—Since the above was written the 20 Yanners, havicf; been
started, ^ve such aatlsfaction that ii additional Frues aod more
stamps have been purchased, ADAMS & CARTER.

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE \ Ca; ^.'^^^r; MACHINE CO., Room 15, No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Gal.

WM. H. TAYLOR, President. B. S. HOOBE, Superintendent.

Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works,
S. E. CORNER HOWARD AND BEALE STS.. SAN FRANCISCO.

MANUFAOTUBEBS OF ALL KINDS OF

Mining and Milling Machinery, Engines and Boilers,
SHEET-IRON WATER PIPE for Mining and Irrigation Purposes.

Exclusive Agents for the Pacific Coaet of HEINE PATENT SAFETY BOILER, MACBETH STEEL PULLEY and
COMMON SENSE STEEL WHIM.

AQBNTS FOB THE PACIFIC COAST OF

Bryan's * Roller Quartz Mill.

WE HAVE OK HASD AND FOB SALE CHEAP

A 50 H. P. PUMPING PLANT. CONSISTING OF
One 10" X 30" Corliss Engine; all pump gears; bob

irons; connecting rods.

One ( 1 ) 6" X 6" Plunger Pump.
|

One ( 1 ) 4" X 6' Jack Head Pump.
One ( 1 ) 25 H. P. Fire Box Boiler.

*

One ( 1 ) 1 0" X 36" Retort and Furnace.
One (1) Complete Assay Outfit.

One (1 ) Complete Outfit for a 2>^-ton capacity chlor-

ination Works.
Two (2) 600'^-gallon Circular Tanks.

One (
I

) Amalgam Barrel.

One(l)Batea. i

Three (3) Frue Concentrators.

One (1) 10" X 18" Slide Valve Engine.

MANUFAOTUBEB OF . fl

CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ MILLS,*
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Machinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Machines.

SEND FOB CIBODIjAR.

OentrUoKal Boiler Quartz srill. 8X3 z'xzv.s'r s'X'xueixi'r. *.A.xa^ X*] lMTOXSOO. OATi.

Adamantine Shoes and Dies
AND

CBIItOlNdlE o^sT STEEL
Gamfit Tappets, Bosses, Boll Shells and Crusher Plates.

THESE CASTINGS ARE EXTENSIVELY USED IN ALL THE MINING STATES
and Territories of North and South America Guaranteed to prove better and
cheaper than any others. Orders solicited subject to above conditions. When
ordering send sketch with exact dimeDSlons. Send for Illustrated Circular.

Maoufactured by CHROmE STBEX. WORKS, Brooklyn, M. T.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent, 220 Frismont St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to Clie purchitse of Mine and UUl Supplies. Stamp Oain.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Pair, 1884.

Sole Licensed Maoufactureni of the

UEDAKT PATENT WKOUGHT EIM PXTIXEY
For the States of Californfa, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, WoahlDgtOD

tfontana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Best Balanced Pulley In the World. 'Also Uanufacturera of

PA».oor.25,i88i. SHAFTING, HANGEBS AND APPtJRTBNANOBS.
HVSBND rOR ClROUIiABfi AJfD PKIOB LiBT.*^

Nob. 120 and 131 FREMONT STBBET. - - • SAN PBANOISCO, OAL.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Superior to all Others for Qnartz Mills, Smelters, &c.

Not Affected bv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils. Every Belt Onaranteed. Try It, Send

ior Circnlar and Samples,

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

DIAMOND DRILLS
THB PAOIPIO PROSPECTING CO.

will contract to prospect with Diamond C'^re Drill

for minerals, etc. or to here hnies for ventiia'ion or

dralnaga Agents for Diamond Drills, Rock Drilla, Minbis

ifachinery and Supplies of all kinds. Diamonds on hand.

Irtc^uirleiuid orden promptly Attended to. '18 Sanaome
btreet, San E1»dc1bco, CftL

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Constantly on hand a fall assortment of Manila Bope.
Duplex Rope, Tarred Manila Rope,Hay Rope, Whale Line,
etc., etc.

Extra Btzea and lengiihs made to order on short notice,

611 & 613 Pront St., San Prancisco, Cal
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Winding Indicator and Safety Hook.

Mr. JobD Bowea of Mftldon, Viotoris, has in-

vented a winding indicator, wbioh is In nae In

that Colony and wbioh is described In tbe re-

port of the Secretary of Mines, The engraving

shows tbe operation of tbe device.

In tbe end of the winding-dram shaft Q ia

tapped a screw E of tbe required leogtb (ac-

cording to depth of ebaft). Upon this screw

a square not D, with corresponding thread,

travels to and fro. V^on this nat tbe fork C,

with slot, rideB, and is kept In position by a

pin in the nat D. Tbe fork C, in connection

with the rod 5, sapported by two standards

RRi reaches the pointers AA on the face of

the indicator, which areadjastedby set screws.

Tbe pointer next tbe drums is adjusted to the

vartouB levels in accordance with the loose

drnm.

Tbe senior Inspector of Mines, Mr. Niobolae,

in bis report on tbe indicator, taya :
" Tbia

indicator is simply constructed and is aooarate

in its work. It is erected immediately in front

of and in close proximity to the engine-driver.

The signal or alarm bells strike sharply and dis-

tinctly, and so direct tbe attention of tbe

driver. It ie an economical and nsefal Indi*

oator.*'

Mr. Bowen has also invented a safety-hook,

which is described as follows:— Figure 1 of

the outs shows tbe outer plate or casing ; Fig-

ure 2 tbe eccentric plates, of wbioh there are

two, and which are placed within the oater

plates and secured by a center-pin passing

through each plate. To secure tbe top shackle,

the openings A^ A must be brought opposite to

each other and the pin dropped into the open*

inga. The eccentric plates are then pressed to

tbe right and left, when the pin of the shackle

SAFETY HOOK FOR HOISTING WORKS.

I

/ ^^/
=

/

^ li ,

[\\V\\V\\V^ <•- =; - IN
1

^

INDICATOR FOE MINING SHAFTS.

passes along to the extreme end of tbe slot D^

and tbe shackle is secured. In a case of over*

winding, the shackle paaeeB up through tbe ring

or circular opening in tbe plate O, Q Figure 4,

with which the wings E will oome into contact,

when the ahaokle-pins will travel along tbe

slots B and J> at bottom and top of tbe eccen-

tric plates, and at the lame time bring out the

wings Fy which are instantly secured on top of

plate Q, by tbe pin of tbe lower shackle fall-

ing into the drop <7, thus securing enspendlng

hcok and cage, which can only be released by

taking o£F tbe weight and lifting the abaokle-

pin ont of tbe drop C, Figure 3 sbowa the

book closed, and Figure 4 the book after having

passed through the circular opening In plate O,

O,

The present annual production of fuel In

Great Britain is 180,000,000 tons. It is cal-

culated on tbe lowest basis that the proposed

eight-hours day would diminish this production

down to 162^000,000 tons, and many of the

owners believe that the output would be re-

duced from 20 to 25 per cent. Tbe maunfao*

taring industries of tbe conntry consume some-

thing like 100,000,000 tons of the present out-

put, wbioh is less than sufficient for their de-

mand,

A NEW amalgamating machine, to go on the

Kae dredger on the Careon river, is shortly ex-

pected. It bat a capacity of handling 500

tons per day. Tbe river mining machine will

soon be given a practical test.

DuBl^a last week the Dexter Mining Com-

pany of Tuscarora shipped five bars of gold

bullion, valued at $15,000, tbe product of a

30 days' ran with five stamps at the De Frees

mill.

THB HAMILTON CORLISS COMPOUND TANDEM ENGINE.- -See page 377.
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SORRESPOJ^JDEJ^CE,

We admit, unindorsed, opinions of correBpondenta.—fins.

Mines of Lemhi Co., Idaho.

Editors Press :—Coneidering the extensive

minlDg developments, which are at the present

time being 80 profitably pushed forward in both

North and South Idaho, a few items on the out-

look of a central portion of this great mining

State miy be of interest to your readers.

Lemhi county ia situated on the western slope

of the Rocky and Bitter Root mountains; is

bounded on the ea?t by Baaverhead county,

Montana, and extends about 150 miles north

and south by 100 weafc from the divide. Salmon

City ia the county seat, from where there is a

daily stage running to R°d Rock, on the Utah

Northern R. R, Since 1866, L':mhi has pro-

duced, according to oflSoial reporta, ^16,000,000

in placer gold, which, by the way, ia a big rec-

ommendation to a county, coming as it did

from shallow digging surrounded by a primary

formation, and there still remains large areas

of ground that could be made to yield hand-

some returns by the intervention of capital.

The Lemhi river, which is a stream flowing not

lesa than 5000 inches of water 30 miles above

ita mouth, at its lowest stage, ruoa along the

base of the Rocky mountains for 60 miles only

separated from the same by a stretch of low,

rolling alluvial foothilla about six miles in

width which it has evidently been the means

of forming
Gravel Claims.

Trending down through these foothilla from

the rocky peaks of the main range, are numer-

ous small creeka, nearly all of which, after they

leave the narrow canyoos, and enter the aec-

ondary formation, carry a good hydraulic proa-

pect that only need a big head of water to make
them profitable minea. Moat of these streams

have been worked in a small way for the past

20 years. The one that has oroduced the moat

gold ia' known as Bobannan Bar, situated eight

miles above Salmon City. There has been about

150 acres of this gravel worked, that paid on

an average $5000 per eqaare acre, and the bar

still contains 1500 acres of the sime quality.

The gold is worth over $18 per ounce, of the

thick-scale order, scattered ail through the

gravel, with small nuggets on bedrock.

The bar constitutea an even stretch of

ground nearly one-half mile wide by ais miles

long, with eood grade. The gravel will aver-

age about 16 feet deep, with soft sediment bed-

rock that can be piped right into the flame,

and no bowlder but what will run right through

a small flame..

From the natural advantages surrounding

it, this gravel could be run off very rapidly

with a big head of water. There has been a

survey made, and it would take a ditch about

40 miles long from the L^mhl river to cover the

ground. The route is quite feasible—good dig

ging nearly all the way, and with the exception

of two or three deep gulchea to be piped or

flamed over, does not offer any serious engineer

ing difBcultiea. If this ditch were constructed as

far as Bohannan creek, and then extended eight

miles farther, it would cover two other creeks,

one having an estimated area of 1000 acres and
the other 500, the kind and quantity of gold

on these propertiea being about the same as

Bohannansand the conditions of ita occurrence

similar. Each one of these creeks is being

profitably operated at the present time.

Water Supply.

It is only for a short time when the snow is

melting that there Is sufl^cient water in these

streams to do any good; then each claim works
about six men and pipes off from ttvo-thirds to

IJ acres. These creeks are extensively devel-

oped from one end to the other by shafts, bed-

rook tunnels and patches worked off, and the

value of the gold they contain could be qnite

accurately and easily estimated, and, it would
seem, offers a big inducement for the investi-

gation of heavy oapitaliete. The ground is

held in 160*acre tracts by parties residing in

this coantry and could be bought up at a very
reasonable price per acre.

A Mountain Basin*

From Salmon City it la jaat 15 miles due
west acroBB the monntaina to the town of

Leesburg, which ia the dilapidated remains of

a once populous placer mining camp situated

in the center of an elevated inoontain basin of

that name 7000 feet above sea level. The basin

shows evident signs of glacial action, which has
doubtless been an important factor in grinding
out the precious metal from its parent lodes.

It is about 15 miles long by 6 across, with
gulches putting in from all directions. Tbeae
diggings were mostly shallow and yielded up
their duet very readily. The cream was taken
off daring the first few years after their dis-

covery and the ground has nearly all passed
into the hands of Chinamen, who make a good
living handling over the old gravel piles and
gouging around for rocker dirt. This basin has
produced not less than $12,000,000 since 1866.
The bedrock la mostly decomposed granite and
talc slate. There are dozens of large and small
quartz veins cropping out around the heads of
the gttlohes; some of them look very promising
and give a fair prospect In free gold, but there
has been very little development work done on
any of them.
The main stream that drains this basin is

known as Napiers creek and rnns Very flat

until it passes through a narrow gap in tbe

monntaina, there taking a plunge of aboat 2000
feet in lees than two miles; jaat before this

creek enters the canyon there is a olaim called

the
Bull of the Woods.

It was originally the site of a shallow lake,

and doubtless acted as a catch-pot for a good deal

of the gold that passed over the falls. The reason

why this ground was never worked is because
the bedrock in the canyon ia higher than it ia

farther back up the creek, and consequently
needs qaite a long bedrock tunnel to drain it,

which none of the early diggers cared to tackle.

There was an attempt made to drift tbe ground.
They sunk a shaft to bedrock eight feet square
near the upper end of the claim that produoed
$120 in heavy gold, but in going down they
passed through a stratum of quicksand, which
It was impossible to keep out, so they had to

abandon the attempt. Tbe ground above this

claim where bedrock was first struck, paid an
ounce a day to the man to ground sluice.

There ia also a bar running down one eide of

it that was very rich. The bedrock to be
driven through to drain this ground is a soft

viscid conglomerate, and ought to work easily.

This property can be purchased for a reaeona-
ble figure. It comprises 320 acres, is covered
by U. S. Patent and owned by Mr. Fred Phil-

lips of Challis, Idaho. Balon^ the falls Napiers
creek runs off comnaratively fiat again for

about two miles until it joins Big Creek. Above
the janction there ia aaother 320 acre tract

located. It has a ehaft down 21 feet, which
shows a bank of fine red gravel with a good
hydraulic prospect from grass roots increaeing
in weight as depth is attained; but they have
not got bedrock yet. The gold ia precisely the
same as that found in the basin above. This
property ia bonded at the present time.

The Tabor loveetnient Co.
Below the mouth of this creek 10 miles on

Big creek is situated the property of the Tabor
Investment Co. of D an ver, which was pur
chased laat January from David Limont, et al

of Dillon, Mont. The oompany have 40 men
employed at the present time under the tfflcient

management of Mr. W. H. Patterson. Their
object ia to get bedrock in the basin of tbe main
creek, to thoroughly proapect the ground, and
find out what they havo got before bringing in

any more machinery.
They also have an extensive bar area on both

sidea of the stream, on which there Is a crew
of men drifting and taking out money right
along. The gold is coarse nearly all small flat

nuggets and fine iu quality. It is the theory
of old miners who have worked on the bars and
tributaries of this stream that if they fiad
rough bedrock in the main channel it will be
fabulously rich, and judging from the nature
of the formation that cropa out and the bedrock
of tbe bars, it will be as rough as they desire.
The manager, Mr, Patterson is a veteran placer
miner and will doubtless come as near engineer-
ing the venture to a suocesful issne as any one
could.

The Moose Creek Claim.
We will now retrace our steps back to

Leesbnrg, and notice tbe Moose Creek claim,
which is situated on the main stream of a twin
basin to L3e6burg, that branches off in a north
erly direction. The outlet of this basin ia alao
fiat, but the creek rune parallel for a little way
with a deep gnlch separated only by a low
narrow divide which only required cutting
through with a abort tunnel to give a dump of
500 feet deep. This claim is owned and
operated by Mr. D. McNutt, who has taken
out over half a million of dollars sinca he came
into possession. The pay channel is about 300
feet wide and from 10 to IS feet deep small
gravel with soft granite bedrock. The gold is

of extra fine quality being worth a trifle over
$19 per ounce, shaped like coarse gun powder,
and is quite heavy and easily aavable. The
ground is worked with a 4 foot bedrock flume
and a six inch hydraulic giant using over 50O
inches of water nnder a pressure of 160 feet,
and there ia ground enough ahead of the ont to
last for 50 years. A great drawback to this
property has been their diflacultyin controlling
the water daring the spring rise. The basin is

covered with a dense growth of black pine
timber which at this altitude holds immense
banks of snow until late in the spring. Then
for a while the creek will run as mnch water
as a good sized river. It there was a large
reservoir formed (For which there is an excel-
lent site) eo as to keep the surplus water from
running to waste, and thus extend the piping
season, the yield of gold could be enormously
Increased and the claim made very profitable.
Mr. MoNutt is one of the original pioneers of
this country, and consequently getting pretty
well along in years and nnable to give the
property the personal attention it requires, and
will sell if the right man comes along and means
business. It is a fine opening for any one on
the lookout for a big gold mine investment.

Gold Quartz Bowlders.
In traveling over the mountains, back to

Salmon from Moose oreek, the wagon road
passes by a very peculiar deposit of free gold
quartz, right on the highest divide, 9,000 feet
in altitude. It is known by the euphonious
title of the Shoo Fly mine, and consists of a
mass of float bowlders, of all sfzss from a peb-
ble up to one that rougly squared 20 feet,
promiBcously scattered over about three acres
of ground, these were broken up and worked
in a tive-Btamp water-power mill built for the
purpose down on the creek. It is a red-stained
quartz of a granular texture perfectly free
milling and gave an average yield of $50 per

ton. The mine has produced $80,000, nine*

tenths of which was taken from the boulders.

There is very little development on this property

under the snrface, they sunk a shaft about 60
feet deep and found a 3-foot vein of the same
kind of quartz, only not quite so rich. At this

depth, the shaft made water rapidly which
they were unable to handle and had to quit the
operation for lack of capital. If they ehonld
happen to run on to the chimney that produced
those huge boulders while doing their annual
assessment work it will prove a veritable

bonanzo of free gold quartz, this property is

owned by Messrs. Hogan & Phillips of Salmon
City.

Salmon City

la beautifully situated in a level valley, at the
confluence of the Silmon and Lsmhi rivers,

surrounded by a fine farming and grazing coan-
try, where grain, vegetables and small fruits

grow to perfection.

The L3mhi has an average grade of 50 feet to

the mile wbloh affords excellent irrigating

advantages, and could be made to yield almost

unlimited water power for any purpose re-

quired.

From the carboniferous limestones at the

south end of the county in which the sand
carbonate deposits of the Viola mine have been
so profitably worked, to the Kentuck free gold

mine which is Bucoeaafnlly operated to a depth
rapidly approaching 1000 feet, in the granite at

the north end of the county, there is as fine a

natural section of "geological horizons," plenti-

fully sprinkled with their usual associated ores,

as it would probably be possible to find any*
where.

nnprospected Regions.

From the Kentuck mine, west 100 miles by
about 100 miles north and south, flunked by the

world famed placer camps of Florence, Elk
City and Warrens, in Idaho county, there is a

stretch of country practically unexplored for

quartz, which offers an exceptionally fine fleld

for prospectors.

This section of country, like most other

bullion* producers, has been victlmizsd by a

class of " fake " mining operators and promot-
ers who have given It quite a setback. Their
principal stock in trade ia a slick tongue and an
utter disregard for tbe confidence placed in

them. We don*t have any special antipathy

for the genus ''Middleman," provided he un*

derstands his business and is willing to aot

square, as such men are a boon to any unde-

veloped country; but I think If investors

would look a little into the credentials of min-

ing promoters and shy off from those of shady
reputation, they would save themselves many
a disastrous investment.

The air is thiok here with rumors of railroads

that are calculated to pass this way. If they

wonld only quit " rumoring," and materialize,

they would find here a country capable of a

wonderful development and furnishing an ex*

tensive traffio.

We have abundance of wet lead ores, dry ail-

ver ores, some mammoth outcrops of copper
and iron; extensive tracts of the finest timber,

water power in abundance, and every essential

(with the single exception of transportation

facilities) necessary to make a prosperoue

bnllion-producing country, which, judging from
an extensive experienoe and personal observa-

tion, will compare favorably (at the aurfaoe)

with some of the best-developed mining districts

in the Northwest. R. B.

Salmon City Junt ^, 1891.

Oro Blanco, Arizona.

Editors Peess:—There is but one reason to

show why the Yellow Jacket should be or is a

larger mine than others on the same lode, and

that is, there is more work done to develop it

as snob. Upon the surface this mine does not

show as mnch or as high-grade ore as some of

her sister claims.

On the northerly end of the above mine the

surface ia cut up by a good-sized canyon, which
passes through the ground transversely, show-

ing plainly a split in the ledge, and supposing

the Yellow Jacket the lower stem thereof the

northerly extension would form a plain letter

Y; the easterly branch of said letter still con-

taining principally gold, while on the westerly

arm silver predominates.

The first northerly claim on the westerly

branch ledge is owned by John Birtlett, and
although it has but a 15 foot shaft, shows up a

large ledge of gold and silver bearing ores.

The second claim on the same branoh is the

property of H. F. Dlehl, and shows up a large

deposit of silver-bearing ores. On this claim

can be found some high-grade silver ores, as-

says therefrom running as high as $25 an ounce

par ton. Five tons of ore shipped from this

claim netted the owner a little over $600, the

sampling works aasay being 195 ouncea per ton.

Allowing $50 per ton for transportation and
treatment, and deducting the percentage of

New York quotations generally allowed, you
have the above net proceeds.

This claim has a 50-foot shaft off tbe ledge

at the bottom of which there ia a 65 -foot cross-

out, with which it is Intended to tap the ledge

as soon as possible. On the surface there is a

four-foot ledge that will average 30 ounces sil-

ver per ton not including the higher grade of

ore.

The first extension on the easterly branch of

the Yellow Jacket lode is known as the Christ-

mas Gift claim, owned by H. F, Diehl. This

olaim is principally gold bearing and has a 25-

foot shaft showing about eight feet of ledge
matter, assaying from $15 to $25 gold par ton.
There is ore all along the surface. The full
length of this claim shows up well for the open-
ing up of a large low-grade gold property.
The second lociition owned by the same party

has no development work done as yet but
shows similar to the above olaim on the surfaoe.
The next piece of property and the last of

whioh I shall speak on the northerly extension
of this lode is the Yellowstone mine also owned
by H. F, Diehl.
There is a 50foot and a few 10 foot shafts on

this claim, showing in either place a ledge from
five to eight feet in width of gold-bearing ores.
The fiO'foot shaft is five by aeven feet, ahowa
ore the full width and no hanging wall. Assays
from this claim ron from $25 to $30 gold per
ton, and specimens assaying over $700 gold per
ton have been found. I think it safn to estimate
the average of this ore to be, say $20 gold par
ton; also about five ounces silver.

The same plea for not further developing the
above claims, is here given, that was spoken of
in my former pennlngs: No capital, together
with the fact that about a year ago the owner
was obliged to buy out his partner in order to
hold the property, which cost him several
thousand dollars, which has ont short his devel-
opment powers.
Here are a group of four or five claims in

oloae proximity to one another, worth tbe at-
tention of good business meaning and mining
capitalists, as I am reliably informed tbe owner
thereof is willing to risk his claims in having
them further developed, and will give reason-
able terms either for cash, purchase or bond.
The mining industry of to*day holds within

itself more reliable and inexhauetlble elements
of success than at any former period of its ex-
istence, and tbe fact that it has not heretofore
met with its merited portion in these parts, is

owing to a lack of honesty and proper manage-
ment by former representatives, or more prop-
erly termed, manipulators of capital, a too
well-known fact to other parts of the mining
country as well aa here, to make further men-
tion of.

This is by no means the extent of mining
properties of value in Oro Blanco district, and
in my next I will speak of other claims desprv-
iog of mention. I, c, U,

Cyanide in Amalgamating Gold.

Editors Press :—The article of Mr, C. H,
Aaron, in your issue of the 25th of April, has

just come nnder my eye.

Many years ago an Englishman, who had ac-

quired his experience in Columbia, brought to

my attention the advantage to be derived from
the use of cyanide of mercury with cyanide of

potassium solution in pan amalgamation of
gold.

Some time after, being engaged in milling by
battery amalgation, where the loss of gold was
excessive, not to be corrected by any nsnal
means, "and scarcity of water compelled the
saving of water and its continuous use, I ex"
perimented with tbe cyanide of mercury and
found excellent results, not equal to those de-
scribed by my Eaglieh friend as resulting from
its use in pans, but snch aa made a very im-
portant difference in the '*cleanup8," My
recollection ia (I have not the memoranda by
me) that the saving in comparison with 'car
samples was raised from about 55 per cent to
about 73 per cent,

I used habitually when milling nnder similar
cooditions (using water continuously) to make
the pulp slightly alkaline by use of soda, with
excellent results. The same use of an alkali
was made during the experiments wi*;h the
cyanide of mercory. XXX.

Lincoln, N M,

Mining and the Wor.d's Fair.

Editors Press :—In speaking of the Cali-

fornia World's Fair Commissioners in your Is-

sue of May 16th, the error is committed of stat-

ing that the mining industry had received no

recognition in their appointment.

Mr. Robert McMurray from the 2d Con-

gressional district ia an old Nevada county

miner for many years superintendent of tbe

Eureka Lake Water and Mining Co., and now
largest owner and manager of the famous Delhi
gold-quartz mine.

Mr. John Diggett, of the 1st distriot, who
commenced mining in El Dorado county in 1852,
and has been constantly engaged in that indus-
try since—spent two years In Nevada, superin-
tending silver mines and mills, and three years
In Calico, San Barnardino county—Is now prin-
cipal owner and manager of the Black Bear
gold quartz mine in Siskiyou county.
Mr. Irving M. Scott of San Franoiaoo, al-

though not a miner, is at the head of one of the
largest manufactories of mining machinery in

tbe United States; and I can say for tbe bal*

aoce of the commissioners, that they are fair-

minded men of liberal views, and desire to see

every Interest and industry of California well

represented at the Columbian Exposition.

Member.

The Plumas National says that the Shenan-
doah Mining Co. has just cootraoted for a ten-
stamp mill upon its mine in French ravine,
near Rich Bar,
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The New Road Law.

Id reepoDse to a qaite general demind on the

part of oar readers for the oew road law, we

give the followio^ tranBctlpt» prepared by the

Santa Rosa JRepublican. The Beotiona as

amended are as folio we:

2641. The Boards of Sapervisors of the sev-

eral ooantles shall divide their respeotive coun-

ties Into sattabie road districts, and may

change the boundaries thereof, and each super*

visor ithall be ex ollicio road oommiBsioner of

the several road diatriute in his suporvieor dls*

triot, and shall see that all oontraots made
with, and all orders of the Hoard of Sopervis-

ora pertaining to the roads and bridges in his

dlstrlot are properly execated; provided, when
In any ooanty the members of the B9ard of

Supervisors thereof are not elected by dia*

triots. It shall ba the duty of suoh B^ard, by

proper order, to be entered in Its records, to

divide such county Into aaperviaor dlstrlote, to

correspond with the number of members of

aaob Baard, and assign to each member thereof

one of suoh districts, of which he shall be suoh
Road CommlsBioner.

2642. From and after Monday following the

6r8t day of Jannary, A. D., eighteen handred
and ninety-three, the cfGoe of Road Overseer
shall ba abolished; provided, that whenever in

this Code the words Road O^erieer occur, they
shall be taken and ooostrned so as to read Road
CommlBsioner.

2643. The Boards of Supervisors of theaev-

era! ooontles of the State shall have general

aoperviBloQ over the roads within their reBpec-

tive coontiep. They most, by proper ordinance:

1. Cause to be surveyed, viewed, laid out,

recorded, opened and worked such highways
as are neoessary to public oonvenience, as in

this chapter provided,

2. Cftuae to be recorded as highways such

roads as have become snob by nsage or aban-

donment to the public. Also, all such streets

and roads as have been or may be declared sach

under section aeventeen hundred and sixty^four

of the Code of Civil Procedure.

3. Abolish or abandon lach as are not nee-

esaary.

4. Contract, agree for, parohase, or other-

wise acquire the right of way over private

property for the use of public highways, and
for that purpose institate or require the district

attorney to institute proceedings nnder title

seven, part three, of the Code of Civil Pro-

oedura, and to pay therefor from the dlstrlot

road fund of the particular district.

6. At the first regular meeting in Jannary,

eighteen hundred and ninety-three, and at any
regular meeting thereafter, advertise for sealed

bids for keeping in order, and repair all such

roads, culverts and bridges in the county, as

hereinafter provided; provided, that, the Board
of Snperviaors, in their disoretioa, may exclude

from such contracts the repairing of any or

all bridges.

6. In case no bids for contracts are re-

oelvad or accepted for work In any district, the

Board shall order the work to be performed by
the R^ad Commissioner of said district, as pro-

vided for in section twenty-six hundred and
forty-five of this Code.

7. If any contractor neglects or fails to per-

form any work provided for in his contraot, the

road commiseioner of the district in which
such neglect or failure occara shall notify such

contractor to immediately make such repairs

or do such work as ie needed; and if the con*

traotor does not use reasonable diligenoe in

complying with such notice, the Road Com-
missioner shall oaase such work to be done by
others, and the cost of such work shall be de-

ducted from the quarterly allowances of such

contractor.

8. The Road Commissioner, in all the road

dlatrlcts in his supervisor district, shall inspect

the work done under anch oontraots and orders

and make a written report thereon to the Board

in January, April, July and October of eaoh

year, whioh report shall include the amount
and kind of work ordered done by him during

the preceding quarter, under the provisions of

sabdivision seven of this section. The Board

shall thereupon cause the amount found due

ths contractor for the preceding quarter, lees

such sums as the Road Commissioner may have

neoeasarily spent by reason of the neglect of

aaoh road contractor, to be paid to such con-

tractor, from the funds of the road district

embraced in his contract.

9. The Board ahall cause to be kept a book

showing the number of seotions in each dis-

trict, their boundaries, length of roads fn miles

and fractions of milea, names of contractors,

amounts of contraot, and the cost of maintain-

ing the several sections of road in each district.

10. Lsvy a property tax for road purposes.

11. lu their disoretion, oause to be erected

and maintained, on the highways they may
designate, mile atones or posts, or guide posts,

and guide posts properly inacribed.

12. Cause the road-tax collected eaoh year

to be apportioned to the several road districts

entitled thereto, and kept by the treasurer In

separate funds.
, , .

13. Audit all claims on the fund of the re-

spective road distriote. when required to pay

for improvement thereon.

14. In their discretion, they may provide

for the establishment of gates on the public

highways, in certain oases, to avoid the neoes-

sity of building road fences, and preacrlbe rales

ftad regulations for closing the same, and pent

alties for violatiog said rules; provided, that
the expense for the erection and maintenance
of snob gates shall, in all cases, be borne by
the party or parties for whose immediate bene-
fit the eamo ohall ba ordered.

15. For tbe purpose of watering roads In

any part of the county, the anpervlsors m%y
erect, maintain waterworks, and for suoh pur-
pose may purchase or leaie real or personal
property. The coat for suob waterworks and
the watering of said roads may be charged to
the general ooanty fund, the general road fund
and the district fund of the district or districts
beuffited thereby.

2644. This section is hereby repealed.
2645. The Road C^mmlsBioner, under the

direotlon and pursuant to the orders of the
Board of Superviaors, must:

1. Take charge of the highways within their
respective distriote, and bv and with the con-
sent and approval of the Board of Supervisors
shall employ all men, tearap, watering carts
and all help neoassary to do the work in their
reapective districts, provided that no Riad
Commissioner shall be interested, directly or
indirectly. In any contract or work to be done
in the road districts under his charge and
control.

2. Keep them clear from obatructiona and
in good repair, and destroy or cause to be de-
stroyed, in the months of July and August of
eaoh year, all thistles, Mexican cockleburs, or
oockleburs of any kind, and all noxioaa weeds
growing or being on any portion of the public
highways or public roads in their respective
district?, provided that there be no contract to
that effect.

3. Cause banks to be graded, bridges and
oauBeways to be made, where neoeaaary, keep
tbe same in good repair and renew them when
destroyed, provided that an emergency exists,

or pending the awarding of any oontraots.
4. Make quarterly reports, under oath, of

the number of days they have been employed
during the preceding three monthF, the number
of days' labor performed on the roads and high-
ways in their respective diatriote, by whom
performed, and the wages paid per dav; filing

therewith a receipt or receipts, signed by eaoh
or all persons who have performed labor, stat-

ing the number of days' labor performed, and
the amount received for the same; also the
amount and value of the materials and the kind
of eaoh thereof.

5. When not otherwise provided for by the
law, he shall receive for his services as such
Road Commissioner, twenty cents per mile one
way for all distances actually traveled by him
ia the performance of his duties; provided that
he shall not in any one year receive more than
three hundred dollars.

6. The Boards of SuperviBors of each of the
several counties may, if they deem it to tbe
best interests of their respective oountlea, ap-
point one Road Inspector for eaoh euch county,
and preacrlbe bia duties and compenaatlon, sub-
ject to the provisions of this act, provided that
the compensation of suoh Riad Inspector shall

QOt exceed the sum allowed by law as the total

compensation for the Road CommiBsionera of
such ooanty. In case such Road Inepeotor be
appointed, no salary, fees or compensation ahall
thereafter be allowed to said Supervisors as
Riad Commissioners during tbe time that said

Road Inspector is serving as such. The salary,

tees or oompenaatioa of Buch Road Inspector
Bhall be paid from the county-road funde, and
ahall be as nearly as possible apportioned among
and paid from the road district fundi, accord-
ing to the amount of servioe perfoimad by him
In the several road districts of the county.
Said Boards of Supervisors may delegate to said

Road Inspector all powers conferred upon them
by law as Road Commiaaionera, save that said

Boards of Sapeivlsors shall not delegate to said

Road Inspector any power or authority to open
bids, or award contracts, as provided in this

Act, and no Road Inspector ahall be directly or
indirectly interested in any anch contract.

2646. The Board of Superviaors must:

1. Advertise for sealed bldB to maintain the
roads in the several districts in the county,
where contracts have not already been let, or
for the reletting of contracts, by notioe in a
weekly paper published in the county, or in one
published within the district In which the work
ia to be done, if there be one so publiBhed, and
also poet three notices in prominent places
within said dlstrlot, for four consecutive weeks
immediately prior to the day set for receiving
and opening said bida and awarding oontraots,

2. The notice shall contain a general
description of the roads in the district in which
the work ia required to be done under said

contracts, the boundaries of the district, and
explicit apeolfioationa as to the manner In which
tbe work shall be done in particular parts or
portions thereof.

3. The bida shall be made and contracts
warded for a term of not leas than one nor more
than four years. They shall be opened and
the contracts awarded at any regular meeting.

4. Said oontraots shall be awarded sepa-

rately for eaoh road district In the county and no
contraot shall be awarded to a person who is

not a qualified elector of the county.

5. Contracts shall be awarded to the lowest
responsible bidder, and a bond caused to be
executed in a sum equal to the amount of the
contract for the faithful performance of the
conditions of said contraot. The contractor
shall aleo be required to perform the duties
described in eubdivisfona two and three of
section 2645 of this chapter.

6. The Board may reject all bids.

2652, Tbe Board of Supervisors may^ an-

nually, at any regular meeting held between
the first days of January and March of eaoh
year, levy on each male porBon over 21 and
oi>der 55 years of agf>, found in each road
district during the time set for the collection ci

said poll taxea for that year, excepting all

persona who were honorably diacharged from
service in the army or navy of the United
States, at any time within the first day of

April, in the year of our Lord 1861, and the
first day ol Soptember, in the year of our Lord
1865, an annual road poll tax not exceeding
threedotlire; and from every suoh person not
above excepted, In a road district, who has not
paid the same in some other dletriot, must be
ooUeoted the amount of road poll tax so Uvled.

Said road poll tax shall be colleotcd by the
Oouoty Asaessor in the same macner that State
poll taxes are colltcted, and all remedies given
by law for the collection of State poll tuxes,

ahall apply to and be io force for the collection

of road pell taxes*

Road poll t&x receipts in blank, signed and
numbered in the same manner that other poll

tax receipts are eigoed and nomberet^, shall be
delivered by the Auditor of the county to the
County Assessor on or before the first Monday
of March of each year; and said Asseseor shall

ba charged with the amount of suoh road poll

tax receipts delivered to him, and be credited
with thoae returned, and shall settle with the
Auditor, and pay over the amounts collected,

in the manner provided In section 3853 of this

Code.
A aum not exceedlog 35 per cent of all the

road poll taxea eo collected may be apportioned
to the General Rsad Fund, and the balance
ahall ba apportioned to the several districts of

the county from whioh the same was collected.

Section 8. All Acts and parts of Acta in

conflict with this Act are hereby repealed.

Section 9. This Act ahall take effect and be
in foroa from and after the Monday following
the first day of Jannary, in tbe year of our
Lord 1893,

Opals.

At the laat meeting of the California Academy

of Sciences, the following paper was read by

Melville Attwood, M, E,:

Tbe precious, or noble, opal ia one one of the

most beautiful gems in nature. When held be-

tween the eye and the light, it appeara of a

pale milky.reddish blue, but when seen by re-

fidcted light, it displays all the colors of tbe
rainbow.

Opals are alwaya cut en caboehon, on both
Bides, and the true beauties of the gem only
display themselves when the stone is moved
about, as then a fine opal really appeara to have
an actual life within itself.

Fine etones of a large eize are rarely found;

they seldom exceed an inch in diameter. When
held in the hand to impart warmth to the gem,
it ia much more brilliant.

Some varieties of opal (the common) are

found with galena and blende in metalliteroua

veins. They also occupy the interior of foaaile

in sandatone. Its formation is due to the aolu-

bility of amorphous silica in water, especially

in hot water, or water containing carbonic acid,

the eilica being dtesolved out by spring waters
from decomposed silicates, and deposited under
favorable circumstances in a state more or less

approaching to purity.

Ab a former meeting I presented the Academy
with opals in the matrix from the Scate of

WashiogtOD. Since that I have cut another

mioroscoplc section of the Wachiogton rock,

which I now donate to the Academy. The
section shows the rock to be basalt, consiating

of a mixture of fine grains of labrador, feld

apar, angite, etc., with a small quantity of

magnetic iron.

Through the kindness of Adolph Sutro, Esq.,

I am now enabled to give the Academy speci-

mens of opalB in the matrix from Mexico, Aus*
tralia and Hungary.
The incloeing rocks of those from Mexico

and Aoatralla are so altered, or decomposed,
that I could not cut a satiBfactory section from
them. They are, however, without doubt,

trachytes. The two specimens from Hungary
are very interesting, being the same rock, but

the one much altered or decomposed and the

other fresh or unaltered. From the latter I

managed to cut a section sufBciently thin to

prove it to be a traohyte, with small crystals

of leucite in it.

The reEult of my examination of the incloBed

rocks of tbe different precious opal deposits,

and from all the information I can obtain by
papers written on the aubject, is that the

precious opals occur, or are found, mostly in

dykes of intrusive volcanic rocks, and In those

parts of the dyke near the surface, and where
the rocks are greatly altered or decomposed.

Miners Out op Work,—A press dispatch

from Helena, Montana, states that the last of

the employes of the great Anaconda Mining
Company have been discharged, even to the

watchman, and the company mines at Butte
and the mammoth emelter at Anaconda are

shut up tight. More than .3000 men are

thrown out of work. It was announced that

the trouble was a dispute with the Montana
railway over freight rates, and Marcua Daly
voacbsafed the information that work on a new
line of railroad would begin at once, which may
or may not mean that the works will not re-

sume until the road ie finished. Anaoonda is a

dead town and Butte is crowded with idle men,
all beoause of the shut down.

To Sound the Pacific,

It has been definitely decided by the Navy
Depirtment to use the ship Tbetia to survey
the route for a cable to Hawaii. Theroundings
will be made from San Franciooo to Honolulo.

She will begin work just as soon as the appro-

priation for that purpoBO becomes available,

which will be July first, and the work will be
c'mpleted In two or three mouths. Lieutenant-
Commander Glover, the bydrographer, saya
that since the Tuscarora took soundlcgs 16
years ago, there has been coneiderable diversity
of opinion as to the proper intervals between
deepaea soundings to ascertain the topography
of the bottom of the ocean. After giving long
and careful attention to this matter, Lieuten-
ant-Commander Glover haa devlbed a system
by which aoundlngs will be taken bt intervals
of one and two miles alternately, except when
shoals are diecovered, when soundings will be
taken every quarter of a mile or even leas if

neoeasary. This plan will be employed by the
Thetie. The Tuaoarora, in 1875, found a ahoal
or Bubmarine mountain in latitude 33 deg.
north, longitude 132 deg. 30 min, we»t. At
this point (near the California coast) a depth of
2282 fathoms ranged rapidly upward to 388
fathoms. The Tuaoarora found that the great-
est depth in the Pacific was along the coast of
Japan, at some pointa there being a depth of
more than five miles. A piano wire having a
length of five miles waa lowered, but failed to
touch bottom.
Admiral Belknap, in an article In a Japan

paper giving a deacription of bia survey work,
doubts whether a oable could be laid in auoh
great depths. But a more feasible route might
possibly have been found within 100 miles
north or south of the point where this aonnd-
log was made.
Mr, Glover says that piano wire is admirably

adapted for this work, and will be used by the
Thetis. On the end of the u ire will be an iron
plummet, ao arranged that the very moment it

touchee bottom it will become detached, and
the relaxation of the wire's tension, however
slight, is recorded on a delicate instrument on
the ship's deck. An iron cap Is also attached
to the end of tbe wire, and this brlnga up a
handful of sand, gravel, or whatever formation
lies at the bottom.

Outlook oil the Comstock.

The Virginia Enterprist aays: Some people

give up and Eqaeal and some don't.

There is absolutely no cause for complaint at

this end of the line. Many of us have engaged
in the maelstrom of stock dabbling—sometimes
called speculation—and we have emerged in
vastly different conditions. Some came out
untouched, some purified as if by fire, and
many more came out badly battered, but atlll

in the ring. But by thia time we all should be
pretty well trained to know how to take our
medicine.

So far as stock gambling is concerned, it mat-
ters but little whether we gaees them right or
wrong, Thoae who gueas them right don't In-

vest among ua. They go to Earope, or Califor-
nia, or the Eaat and inveet, and if they return
after many yeare, it ia a positive sign that they
are broke.

So far aa the bualneea men of this community
are concerned, they are all right. We will
positively have a heavy season of work. Con.
Oal, & Va. will extract from 2,400 to 2,800 tone
of ore weekly until Ice clogs the wheels of tbe
river mills; the Nevada mill will run the year
ronod; the Justice and Alta mills will have a
long and steady run; the Oocidental milt, we
predict, will be started before long; the Yellow
Jacket is experimenting on itB gold bearing
rook below the 1,200 level, and will ship about
100 tons of ore dally to the end of the season;
tbe tailings mills on the Carson river are all at
work. Savage and Overman will produce ore
until next winter, and Hale & Norcrosa, Bal-
oher and Crown Point will probably fall in line
before the milling season is over.

So muoh work and activity means a fair buel-
neas year, mattering not whether atocka go up
or go down.

She Runs the Mine.—Mrs. Ed C, Loftua
of Sonora, this State, haa the distinotion of
following a line of business that few women
know muoh about. She ia a mining superin-
tendent, and said to be a thoroughly competent
one. She does not really follow the profession
regularly, but only white her husband is absent
attending to other bnslness. Tbe Golden Gate
mine ia aaid to yield $168,000 net yearly. In
referring to bia wife's management, Mr. Loftns,
who is stopping at the Occidental hotel, said:
'* Well, I must confesa that she knows more in
some respects than I do about mining, and I've
had something like 20 years' experience in the
business. It waa my wife that advieed me to
take the property in tbe first plaoe, even when
it looked to be a risky venture, but I'm not
Borry now I took her advice. She's just about
aa good a manager aa myself, and it anything
should happen to me, she could work that
mine, and perhaps make more out of it than I
can."

—

Examiner.

Later developments in the HirBh mine, Rusa
DiBtriot, are even better than recently prom-
ised, and the outlook for the future Is most en-
couraging. Regular carload shlpmeuts of riobi

ore are being made,

—

Xliyo Index,
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The following Is mostly condensed from journals published
in the Interior, In proximity to the rnicea mentioned.

OAIilPOBNIA.

Amador.
North Star.—Dispatch, June 6: At the annual

meeting of the stockholders of the North Star Co,

held at Sutler Creek on the 3d inst, all of the difference

between the company and the owners was adjusted

and the mine will at once be reopened and work re-

sumed. The old bond on the property had expired

and the owners at first were not willing to give a new
bond so favorable to the company, but finally agreed

to. Both owners and stockholders have great confi-

dence in the property and will start anew with re-

newed vim. The Comet is also to be prospected
through the North Star.

South Eureka.—Amador Ledger, June 6: The
sinking operations at the South Eureka have reached

a depth of about 30 feet. Nearly all the hoisting

and other machinery purchased from the Ilex mine
is on the ground. At the Hardenburg the mill is

kept running steadily. No general cleanup has been
made as yet, but the appearance of the plates gives

every reason to hope for a paying output.

Calaveras.
Pioneer.—Mt. Echo, June 4: Work on the Pi-

oneer mine, owned by Hallock & Co., is progress-

ing rapidly. The shaft is now about 60 feet deep
and the ore being taken out is of a very high grade.

Mr. Hallock, the superintendent, is a mining man
of great practical experience and a thorough metal-

lurgist.

Grider.—Operations will soon be commenced on
what was known in earlier days as the Grider mine,
which is located on Smith's Flat. This mine was
discovered more than 25 years ago by John Grider,

but as he was not a man of means he failed to de-

velop it to any great extent. The present parties have
the money to work the mine and will no doubt suc-

ceed. There is not the slightest doubt as to the

paying qualities of the mine if properly managed.
West Point.—Away up in the quiet little burg

of West Point things are very lively. The mines are

running in full blast and turning out rich rock.

Three or four loads of machinery passed through
town on the way to the Lone Star {the Reed & Hill-

ary mine). The quartz mills in this vicinity are kept

busy crushing rock. Paddock & Morris had eight

tons ground; the returns were about $iooo. The
Barsley Bros, just had 18 tons ground. It turned
out more than they expected. It is currently re-

ported that a San Francisco company of large means
will begin operations on the Brunner mine near Al-

bany Flat in a few weeks.

El Dorado.
Russian Diggings.—El Dorado Republican:

June 6: S. A. Lane came down from Russian Dig-
gings last Friday afternoon and went below on Sat-

urday. Mr. Lane reports mining matters a little

quiet in that direction at the present time. There
seems to be some excitement about timber land which
may be of value to Mr. Lane and his company, as
they own 320 acres of mineral land most of which is

covered with fine sugar pine and other valuable tim-

ber. They have their tunnel in 900 feet. Four
hundred feet from the mouth of the tunnel they

struck a rim channel of cement gravel three feet

thick and 100 feet wide, all bearing gold. After

passing through this first bed of gravel, the bedrock
seems to pitch do\yn several feet below the level of

the tunnel. After running 400 feet farther through
a white lava cap, Mr. Lane sunk several shafts in

the bottom of the tunnel, finding at a depth of 13
feet a bed of quartz gravel three feet thick, contiain-

ing $2 per ton in gold. This, if properly opened,
would pay very well to crush in a mill but there is

evidently much richer gravel than that in the hill, as
it is a well known fact that all the ravines breaking
out of the hill have paid enormously during early

days and have since been worked over and over
many times, a great deal of gold being taken out.

There can be no question but that the rich deposits
in the ravines and flats making out of this hill were
fed from it. Drifting on the gravel beds either way
might soon develop richer gravel than has yet been
found.
Sailor Jack.—The centrifugal roller mill at the

Sailor Jack mine was put in operation on the 2rst of
May and has been grinding 12 hours a day since
that time. County Clerk Bosquit informs us that
everything is working nicely and that the mill is a
great success on the soft rock now being taken from
the mine. A. Woodbury concentrator is also in

operation and has saved about a ton of sulphurets
from the ore. Ten tons of quartz are being crushed
every 12 hours.

Kelsey.—Georgetown Gazette, June 4, Kelsey
mining interests are growing right along. The St.

Lawrence will soon be connected with the electric
dynamo which supplies power to the Dalmatia mine
and worked on an extensive scale. The Lady Liv-
ingston mine has been started up.

Inyo.
HiRSH Mine.—Inyo Index, June 3: This

property that for a number of years laid idle is now,
under the new working, fast developing into a
veritable bonanza. Returns have been received
from a carload of ore recently shipped showing that
the 10 tons worked $1,347.99. The assay gives

73K per cent lead. 66 4-10 ozs. silver and $10 gold
per too. A second carload was shipped yesterday.
The lode now shows 18 inches of solid lead. When
work was resumed on the mine, about three months
ago, the gold ore was on the foot-wall and the lead
ore on the hanging wall. These conditions are now
reversed, and both ores have increased in quantity
and quality. Five tons of the gold ore will be
worked in the local Maxim mill.

Nevada.
The Harmony.— rra?:jc?-;>jf, June 6: For about

a month past each tenth load of gravel coming from
the Harmony has been put aside with a view to
practically determining as to whether the bulk of the
gold in the dirt was being saved by the washing pro-
cess alone. A large quantity of the gravel thus saved
has been crushed at J. C. Locklin's mill and it yielded
$6.07 a ton, whereas only about two dollars a ton
has been realized from washing alone. There are
now several thousand tons of tailings at the mine,
and it is believed that with a mill on the property
the tailings can be crushed at a cost of not more

than 40 cents a ton. The gravel is of quartz forma-
tion, hence the necessity for crushing it. It is anti-
cipated that the Co. will be out of debt by the end
of this month. The stockholders are happy, which
is quite natural under all the circumstances,
California Mine.—Grass Valley Union, June 6:

The developments making in the California mine are
quite encouraging, as the quartz coming from both
the north and south drifts on the bottom level (180
feet) is of ^ood milling quality showing well in free
gold and sulphurets. The ledge is somewhat
broken up in the shaft and drifts, but it is evident it

will be found regular and of good size by deeper
sinking. Crushings will be made of the quartz from
the lower drifts as soon as sufficient is taken out to
make a good milling test.

The Minnie Co. W'ins.—Grass Valley Union,
June 4: The jury in the case of the Minnie Mining
Co. vs. Tilley et al, which was on trial in Superior
Court since the early part of last week, returned a
verdict on Tuesday night in favor of plaintiff". The
ground in contest, is situated on Cabin Flat, to the
west of Gold Hill, in this district, and embraces
about six acres of mining ground. The suit was
brought to quiet title, as the defendants had made
application for U. S. patent to the ground in
dispute. The case is likely to be appealed to the
Supreme Court,
The Nevi' Reduction Works.—Grass Valley

Tidings. June 4: The first *' charge" was put
through the Grass Valley reduction works at Union
Hill this morning. It consisted of tailings and was
put through merely to fill the interstices here and
there in portions of the plant and to test the bear-
ings, etc. The works will start up " for good

"

next Monday, and Manager Higginbottom informs
us that he is assured there will be no lack of ma-
terial to work upon. Seven lots of ore. concentrates,
and sulphurets have been received for sampling pur-
poses within the last few days.
Gravel Mining On a Small Scale.—Grass

Valley Tidings^ June 4: Down in Rough and Ready
township a number of gravel miners are making big
wages by the drifting process, working singly in
some cases and by twos or threes in others. Two or
three Portuguese are in particular doing well, al-
though their knowledge of mining is evidently lim-
ited. One cut a gravel channel in a side hill lately,
but instead of rnnning a tunnel in on the channel
and working the deposit systematically, he merely
makes a cut into the hill, drifts out about 10 or 15
feet of the channel, and then repeats the operations.
Notwithstanding the immense amount of dead work
done, however, he makes it pay.
New Shaft Almost Completed.—The new 3-

compartment shaft on the Peabody is down over 235
feet, and with 25 feet additional depth will cut the
lowest level of the old workings. The shaft is a very
large one and most substantially timbered. When
the work of development is again fairly under way
the Peabody will be frequently heard from, as the
outlook in the old workings is all that a miner could
desire. With a mill on the ground the Peabody will
pay dividends right along.
A Mill Certain.—We are informed by a mem-

ber of the St. John M, Co. that arrangements for a
10-stamp mill to be placed on the property have
passed the stage of negotiation and are all but con-
summated. The mill will be in operation before the
snow flies. Of late, work in the mine has been con-
fined to straightening the shaft and driving the west
drift, in which the ledge continues to average five
feet in width and the ore to improve.
Rich Quartz From the California.—Some

very handsome and rich quartz was brought in from
the California mine at D'eadman's Flat on Tuesday.
The ore came from the face of the north drift, which
is now in about 20 feet from the shaft, and shows
coarse gold freely. A small leaf of gold is also to be
seen. The vein at this point is four inches wide
and enlarging steadily. In view of the location of
the mine we would not be surprised if a bunch of
specimens is unearthed. In the south drift the
ledge is a foot wide, the ore full of mineral and evi-
dently of a good milling grade.

Plumas.
A Bullion Producer.—Oroville New Era.

June 3: Among the arrivals yesterdav were Messrs!
J. H. Frissel and A J. Greeley, from La Porte.
Both gentlemen are connected with the Union
Consolidated mine, the former as a one-fourth
owner, and superintendent. Another fourth is
owned by W, S. Chapman, of S. F. and the reraain-
mg half by an English syndicate. The claim is
located about five miles east of La Porte and is
worked by drifting. About 100 men are on the pay
roll, and the monthly expenses average in the
vicinity of $10,000. This large expense is met,
however, by a monthly bullion output of about
$20,000.
Savercool.—Greenville 5a//c^z«, June 3: Sever-

al days ago, Mr. Reed, of the Savercool mine, was
up from below to inspect that property. It is
rumored that steps will be taken immediately to put
the mill in operation. However, considerable will
be required to do this, as a plant for either steam,
water or electrical power must be put in.

San Diego.
An Important Silver Strike.—Julian Senti-

nel, June 4: No doubt it has been noticed that no
mention of the new strike, of which the San Diego
dailies made mention some time since, has not be-
fore appeared in these columns. The reason for
this silence is easily explained. News of this nature
should be given with a great deal of caution, and
up to the present time there has been no definite in-
formation obtainable. The Smtijiel is now in pos-
session of information which is deemed reliable,
havmg obtained it direct from the discoverer, Mr!
Dan Higgins, more commonly called among the
miners "Lucky Dan," from the remarkable luck
that has followed his efforts in times past. Lucky
Dan is an old silver prospector, and has discovered
and sold mines enough, had he but taken care of
his wealth, to have been numbered among the mil-
lionaries of fhe day. The new camp lies southeast
of Julian some 50 miles, and is near the Dos Cabezas
springs. A new district is to be formed and will be
called the Higgins district. The formation is lime-
stone and porphyry, and the belt extends from the
Mexican line some 30 miles northwest, and lies east
and almost, if not quite, parallel with the gold belt.
Its importance to the country cannot be estimated
at this writing. A. J. Burnett, former owner of the
High Peak mine in Julian, is associated with Mr.
Higgms in the nine locations already made in the
new camp, and we are indebted to him for the re.

suit of the assays made by W. S. Young, oi San
Diego, last week which are here given: Virginia

per ton $271.00; Charleston, $278,32; Washington,
$68.88; Silver Hill, $98.48; Silver Peak, $74.00; San
Diego, $83.33; California, $36.73. Quite a number
of prospectors left Monday and Tuesday for the

new field by way of Carrisso creek, that being
deemed the nearest and best route. They are pre-

pared to investigate and test the rock on the ground.

Siskiyou.

Quartz,—Yxe^& Journal, June 3: Active mining
operations are carried on at the Schroeder & Werner
quartz mines on the head of Deadwood creek south
of Yreka with good success. The mill is kept run-
ning steadily day and night, and a large force of

men are employed in both mill and mines, to supply
the necessary force of day and night shifts. In ad-
dition to taking out a large amount of paying quartz,

the other ledges owned by this company are being
well prospected this season. A company has com-
menced work on a blue gravel claim about three
miles this side of the Klamath river, near Ager, at

the Richardson boys' old place, and find very rich

prospects. This company is known as the Sacra-
mento M. Co., and comprises G. A Barr, formerly
of the Black Jack, Calderwood and son, Gerber,
Avery, and Pierson, of Sacramento.
Gravel.—Lee, Lash & Co. were obliged to sus-

pend work last week, on account of the breakage of

their wheel, but expect a new one from below this

week to resume work again. They struck some very
rich blue gravel when the breakage occurred, and
will have a good supply of water for washing, provid-
ed parties on the creek above them do not use it all

for irrigating purposes. The Yreka Blue Gravel
Mining Co. will receive stock books in a few days to

issue stock and commence work by sinking a shaft.

The place for sinking has been selected somewhere
near the divide at the Oberlin road crossing from
Yreka creek to Shasta valley. Should good prospects
be found, there will be a grand mining boom in

Yreka basin, which is destined to make times lively

in this city. Experienced miners who have been in-

vestigating this section, feel confident that rich dig-

gings will certainly be found, and that an extensive
ancient channel will be found running through
Yreka basin down to the Klamath river. Consider-
able quartz is being taken out from the quartz mill

at Long Gulch, a couple of miles north of Yreka,
and the mill at that place under the management ol

H. B. Green, is kept busily engaged in crushing.

Boyle & Co. are putting up a new stamp mill at the
head of Humbug creek, to take the place of thei*"

grinding mill, which did not give good satisfaction.

Old quartz miners think there is nothing equal to a
good stamp mill. Dave McCook, of the mill at forks

of Humbug, is assisting Boyle in superintending the
work of putting up the new mill. Hegler& Aldrich.

of Humbug creek, have struck a very rich body of

ore in their mine and are now running their mill

constantly in crushing the quartz taken out, expect-

ing to realize a large amount of gold this summer.
The McConnell & Quinn mine at Klamath river is

now being open for summer work under the man-
agement of A. Smith, an experienced river miner.
He keeps a force of men working day and night,

excepting Sunday nights, and is doing as well at

night as in daytime by using their electric lamps
which work well in supplying plenty of light. It will

not be long before the bedrock in the channel is

reached, when they will begin to take out pay gravel

for sluicing.

Ventura.
Oil Regions.—Ventura Free Press, June 5: The

development of the oil rfgion is yet in i^ infancy in

this county, and although the output is estimated at

30,000 barrels a month, it is safe to say that the

supply will far exceed that amount in a year or two
more. It means millions of dollars in wealth to this

county. In the county clerk's office to-day, articles

of incorporation of two new oil companies were filed,

one called the Far West Oil Co., and the other the

Rainbow Oil Co. Each one capitalized at $50,000
and the incorporators are Lyman Stewart, W. L.

Hardison, John Irwin, Alex. Waldie and T. R.

Bard. The place of business is at Santa Paula.

NEVADA

Washoe DlBtrloc.

Justice.—Virginia Enterprise, May 6; Shipped

147 tons of ore to the Washoe mill, worth $22.50 a
ton, as per battery assays.

Sierra Nevada.—630 level : West crosscut

No. I from the northwest drift has been advanced
90 feet; total distance, 447 feet. There is no change
to report in the formation.

Occidental.— Extracted pay ore from the 350,
400 and 450 levels. North drift from No. 1 upraise,

500 level is in 114 feet, face in low-grade quartz. The
upraise from the end of the south drift, 600 level, is

up 30 feet; the top is in fair ore. The north drift

from No. 2 winze, 650 level, has been connected with

the south drift run from the bottom of No. 3 winze,

and the circulation of air on that level is much im-

proved. The south drift from No. i winze, 750
level, is in io8 feet; face in low-grade ore.

Scorpion.—The joint north drift from the 900
level of the Union shaft was advanced 26 feet, mak-
ing its total distance 93 feet from the shaft. The
face is in porphyry and clay.

Andes.—East crosscut, 420 level, advanced 20
feet during the week; formation, clay and quartz.

East crosscut from the south drift, 420 level, has
been advanced 10 feet; formation, hard porphyry.

The main south drift has been advanced 6 feet; face

in vein porphyry.
Best.—Have 55 tons of rich ore at the mill. The

mine is opening out rich in an entirely new spot.

Alta.—Are running the mill on taiUngs, of which
there is a large quantity on hand.
Yellow Jacket.—Shipping 40 tons daily of sil-

ver ore to the Santiago mill, worth about $18 a ton,

and 100 tons daily of gold ore to the Brunswick mill

which is low grade.
Overman.—Shipping on the average 100 tons

daily to the Brunswick mill, ore worth about $15 a

ton. Are preparing to do important prospecting

work in the mine.
Seg. Belcher.—On the 600 level the west cross-

cut from the south lateral drift is out 83 feet. It is

still in soft porphyry.
Challenge Con.—The joint Confidence and

Challenge west crosscut on the 600 level is out 60

feet. 12 feet having been made during the week; the

face shows quartz of no value. Joint Confidence

and Challenge north drift on the iioo level \?- in 293

feet, 20 feet having been made during the week; the
face being in porphyry.
Crown Point.-the east crosscut from the

south end of the 350 stope on the eighth floor has
been advanced 26 feet during the week and is now
out 58 feet. The face is in a;mixture of porphyry
and clay. The east crosscut" on the 1000 level has
been extended 26 feet since last report, and is now
out a total distance of 156 feet. The face is in vein
material composed of clay and quartz.
Belcher.—The south drift from No. 2 crosscut

on 200 level has beeu connected with No. i east
crosscut. The north drift on 300 level is in a mix-
ture of low-grade quartz and porphyry. The 1500
level east crosscut is in quartz assaying from $rs to
$75 per ton.

Con. Imperial.-We are still following up and
taking out small streaks of ore on the upper levels
and prospecting in and around the old stopes, where
we find some fillings and bunches of ore of fair
grade, which is being shipped to the Brunswick mill
for reduction.
Savage.—Milled 440 tons of ore of the average

battery assay of $17.53. We have bullion on hand
amounting to $27,767.60. The E-street tunnel has
been repaired and advanced 60 feet since last report,
making a total distance of 650 feel. On the i40(>
level the east crosscut is in quartz and porphyry.
Have started an east winze in north drift in quartz
and porphyry. The west drift from the station on
the Potosi level was advanced 24 feet; total, y^ feet.
On the 750 level we are extracting rich ore.
Hale & Norcross.—On the 1400 level the

winze from No. 3 east crosscut is down 135 feet, the
bottom in porphyry. The joint winze in No. 5 east
crosscut on our south boundary is down 25 feet.
The bottom is in porphyry. On the 1500 level the
north lateral drifts from the station was advanced
40 feet; total 50 feet. The face is in porphyry. The
south lateral drift from the station was advanced 30
feet; total, 40 feet. Face in porphyry. Are con-
structing a double chute at the station on this level,
Utah.—Incline winze has been sunk 35 feet;

total depth, 130 feet, continuing in porphyry, clay and
quartz of low assay value.

New York.—North lateral drift. 600 level, is
in north of shaft 232 feet; face in porphyry. North
lateral drift, iioo level, is in 521 feet; face mostly in
quartz yielding low assays.
Silver Hill.—The southwest drift, 50 level, is

out from shaft 80 feet; face in porphyry. South
crosscut, 160 level, is out from winze 565 feet; face
in hard porphyry.
CHOLlar.—The south drift, 1400 level, from the

north line, is out 137 feet; face in porphyry.
The winze in the joint east crosscut, north line,
1400 level, is down 32 feet; the bottom is in por-
phyry. Extracted and sent to the mill the past week
524 tons of ore, the average battery assay of which
was $23.36 a ton.

Potosi,—The winze is down 132 feet below the
1400 level; the bottom shows porphyry and streaks of
quartz, The south lateral drift from the Chollar in-
cline, iioo level, is out 218 feet; face in porphyry.
Ward Combination Shaft.—The south drift

from the i8oo station is out 60 feet; face in clay
and porphyry.
Exchequer.—The east crosscut on the north

line, 600 level, is out 228 feet, face in clay and por-
phyry.
Bullion.—South lateral drift from the Potosi,

1300 level, is out 80 feet; face in clay and porphyry.
Alpha.—West crosscut, 100 feet north of the

shaft, is out 564 feet; face in hard porphyry.
Union Con.—West drift frorn the shaft, 900

level, has been advanced 55 feet; total distance from
shaft, 319 feet; face in clay and porphyry.

Oortez District.
Prospecting.—Battle Monn{a.m Nevadan, June

4: S. J. Jolin and Jack Houston have returned
from a prospecting trip to Cortez district. They
have prospected the mineral belt and find it to be -

about eight miles square, the center of the lode be-
ing Cortez. Outside these lines the country contains
barely a trace of good ledge formation. The exam-
ination of the district, lasting 20 days, has made a
good impression on Sam Jolin, but the section is

completely covered with claims. He purchased the
Badger mine in Mill canyon, five miles north of the
town and says there is ore enough in the croppings
to more than cover the purchase price. A quarter
of a mile above the Badger are the claims located by
the Norrie divining rod, that al present a new de-
parture in prospecting. Inside the stakes there are
no signs of ore, but the rod indicates a large vein
and on its merits the locators have recorded and
purpose doing development work. Id this canyon
the Wenban mill stood before the change. Some of
the claimants in the canyon are Ben Carter, a man
named Texas, Gilham Bros., John Ervingand Geo.
Engstrom. The Badger contains a vein from one to
three feet wide, carrying $46 to $342 in silver. As it

is only 30 miles to the Central Pacific, over a level

road, the property is a promising one. On their

way in the parties made the drive to Galena in a day.
They departed Tuesday to begin operations and the
extraction of ore for shipment to Selby&Co., San
Francisco,

Eureka District
Smelters Started.—Eureka 5£?;^2«f;, June 6:

The Eureka Con. Co, started up their smelters last

Wednesday. This will give employment to quite a
number of idle men who have been patiently wait-
ing for this event to occur.

Bevellle District,

Satisfactory.—Belmont Courier^ fune 3: Ar-
thur Delano recently hauled a load of silver ore from
Reveille district. Nye county, to the Eureka reduc-
tion works, and we learn from Mr. Enghouse that
the result of the crushing proved very satisfactory to

Mr. Delano. The net profits amounted to $Boo.
This shows that rich ore exists in that section of Nye
county.

Rattlesnake District.
Silver. — Belmont Courier, June 3: Charles

Kanrohat is at present developing his silver mine
in Rattlesnake district in Eastern Nye county,

Joseph Enghouse informs us that there is rich ore

in sight, and he believes that Mr. Kanrohat will ex-

tract considerable good ore from this mine during
the summer,

Indian Greek District.

Placers.—Silver State, June 4: Mr. J. B.

Foltz, who is extensively interested in placer mining
in Indian Creek District, came in yesterday, and
after attending to some business in town, left for

Verdi and Sacramento, to finish the purchase of
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lumber and other supplies necessary for his camp.
He stated that he had about half the material on the

ground at present, and that he has ten men at work,

in clearing the way, constructing and putting up the

flumes which are to carry the water some two miles.

Owing to the stormy weather he had been somewhat
delayed, but be expected to be taking out dust now
in a very short time.

Hawtbome District.

Lapanta. — Walker Lake Bulletin, June 3:

During the week the incline below the tunnel has

been continued, showing a strong vein of high

grade ore. The south drift from the incline has

been extracted 16 feel showing the same character

of ore all the way. An incline has been started

from the northwest crosscut from the main tunnel,

and is down 15 feet, the entire incline being in a

body of iron assaying %t% gold, 20 ounces silver,

with the exception of 10 inches on banging wall

which is $40 gold ore. Sloping above main tunnel

still continues, and a raise has been started above

the north drift, loo-foot level of the shaft, showing
18 inches of $30 ore.

Pamlico. —The lessees still continue to extract

good ore from Ihe stope above the north tunnel,

the incline below the location tunnel, and the slope

north of the long incline, and a new vein of very

rich ore has been discovered on the surface between
the location tunnel and the north tunnel.

Central.— Principal work this week has been
sinking incline and sloping above 75-foot level.

Two car-loads of gold ore shipped ihis week.

Mountain K.tNG.—Main tunnel still being run

ahead to cut the hanging wall vein.

Hartford.—An incline has been started on the

vein near the location point, ledge about eight

inches wide, half lead ore and half $40 gold ore.

Beacon,—Sloping each way from the incline still

continues.

Capital.— Still drifting on the vein.

Gold Bar.—Still drilling north from the bottom
of the incline winze showing very well.

Dictator,—Still engaged in opening vein on the

surface. Same is showing extremely well.

Confidence.—The ledge on the incline from

northwest drift running flat, and has been followed

15 feel during the week. Same has now been

stopped and prospecting is being done from the

vein in the canyon west of the old works. Forty-five

tons of ore being shipped this week.

Fairmount.—The main south drift has been ex-

tracted 16 feel, the total length of the drift being

100 feet on the vein. The last 50 feet having ore

all the way. The grade of the ore has improved

considerable during the week. Considerable 400
ounce ore is being extracted.

Challenge.—Winze below tunnel is now down
16 feet. An eight inch vein on the foot-wall, a six

inch vein on the hanging wall; the average value of

the vein being about 60 ounces, with occasional

bunches of 500 ounce ore in same. The main drift

is being run ahead, showing a five inch vein in the

face carrying some ore.

Tuscarora District.

Nevada Qm^^^.— Times-Review, Junes: South

drift from Commonwealth 4th level has been ad-

12 feet in vein formation giving low assays,

Del MONTE.^oint west crosscut, 3d level, has

been extended 25 feet; have a large amount of

water. Joint raise from crosscut put up 13 feet.

Navajo.—The slopes on the 35o-foot level con-

tinue to produce their usual quantity of ore. The
water has been raalerially increased by the prolonged

heavy rains.

North Commonwealth.— Ore produced from

slopes, 32 carloads first-class, assay, $210 per ton;

62 carloads second-class.

Commonwealth.—Slopes have produced 56 car-

loads of ore, assay $45 per ton ; total out, 130 car-

loads. 4tb level: North drift from east crosscut ad-

vanced in the vein 12 feel; seam in the face of high-

grade ore, picked sample assayed $989 per ton.

Crosscut in from north drift in 12 feet, average as-

says of three feet S14 per ton. In raise from east

crosecut have three seams of high-grade ore; assays

show high percentage of gold.

Belle Isle.—North drift on the ore recently cut

in the west crosscut from the 350-foot level is in 18

feet; the face is showing a large vein of rich ore, full

of ruby. South drift, same place, is in 23 feet; the

vein continues strong and high grade; producing n
cars of first-class and 28 cars of second-class ore. In

both drifts the showing is very fine, the ore is clean

and solid and has the proper pitch, with every indi-

cation of permanence.
North Belle Isle.— North drift from Belle Isle

4SO-foot level extended 7 feet and crosscut started

east 12 feet; rock very hard. No. i winze from same

level extended 12 feet and suspended. No. 2 east

crosscut from 400-foot level extended 18 feet; string-

ers of good ore are beginning to show in the face.

The slopes above this level continue producing 95
cars of second and 6 cars of first-class ore. Have
started crosscuts from the 600 station to cut the vein

east and west.of it.

ARIZONA.

Copper.—/cwrMfl/ Miners June 4: The United

Verdft Co. is turning out about two car loads of

copper bullion and matte daily. It is being shipped

to New Jersey to be refined. Over 70 car loads of

ore and bullion have been shipped out this month

over the Presscott & Arizona Central railroad.

This goes to show that mining operations here are

by no means on the wane.
Smelter.—The Commercial Mining Co.'s Big

Bug smelter has been started up, and a car load of

bullion was shipped from there yesterday. Ship-

ments are made by wagon to Verde Station on the

Prescott & Arizona Central railroad and thence by

rail.

Keystone.—Charles Wallace is cleanmgout and

retimbering the old shaft of the Keyhole mine,

seven miles south of town in the Hassayampa

district. This claim is one of the oldest in this sec-

tion of the country, having been located in 1865 as

the Benedict mine. A shaft was sunk to the depth

of 96 feet on the claim, and remarkably rich ore was

taken from it, some of which paid a profit for ship-

ment even in those days of wagon freighting lor

hundreds of miles, the freight on a ton of ore,

amounting to a small fortune in itself. Notwith-

standing the richness of the ore, however, it would

not bear shipment at a profit except as the ore was

sorted out very carefully, and the claim was

abandoned and remained idle until about three

years ago when it was relocated, as the Keyhole

mine. Mr. Wallace coming into possession of it

has placed men at work putting it in shape to be
worked, and he is confident that he has a bonanza
in it. His confidence is not a blind one by any
means either, but is based on the former history of
the properly togeiher with results obtained by ex-
ploring the ledge. Since commencing work he has
had a shaft sunk 18 feet deep on the north end of

the claim and has taken out galena ore, bearing
silver which givts an assay value of $1,500 per ton.

As soon as the old shaft can be cleaned out and re-

timbered he will commrnce taking out ore from it.

The ledge can be traced distinctly for a mile on the
surface of the ground.
SwrssHELM. — Tombstone Prospector, June 5:

C. F. Hine is in from the Swisshelm mountains and
is feeling jubilant over the looks of the Swisshelm
properties being worked by him. The main ledge
bus been struck and shows a strong four-foot of
carbonate ore which will average 60 per cent lead,

50 ozs. silver and $20 in gold. He says It is the
biggest thing ever struck in Cochise county. He has
two carloads out ready for shipment. But four men
are at work upon the mine at present, and the ore
taken out is simply what is necessary in develop-
ment work. Charles is always over sanguine, but
parties who have seen the property corroborate his

account of it.

Leased.— B. S. Coftman has leased a portion of
the Bunker Hill properly to George Goldsworthy and
others. He will also put a few men at development
work. This departure from the custom of shutting
down a property rather than lease it is a new one in

Tombstone, and the result will be watched with in-

terest. Mr. Coffman gives the chloriders the use of
the hoisting works. The Comet makes regular ship-

ments of manganese ore. The dry concentrating
works at Bowie, it is said, are not successful, and
other works will be put in.

COLORADO.

Gold. — Denver Tribune- Republican, June 4:
Probably the richest ore ever found in Colorado is

that disclosed by the recent strike in the Cabinet-
maker and Stenographer on White House mountain
near Ouray in the San Juan. Unfortunately there
is but a small narrow streak of it and it would take
a long time to get a ton. Pieces of the ore have as-

sayed as high as $200,000 per ton in gold, and a
small mill run of the rich pay streak gave $120,000
per ton. It is a gold quartz and parts of it are so
filled with free gold that a polished specimen on its

face seems to indicate that the rock is at least 50 per
cent of the precious metal, The mineral occurs in a
fissure vein. Parallel with the gold streak is one of

silver telluride, which carries 700 ounces of silver

and three of gold, and the entire vein between walls
gives a mill run of 13 ounces of gold and 25 of silver,

The properly is held under bond and lease by H.
G. Sayles of Denver and Mark Atkins of Ouray. A
syndicate of Denver capitalists was formed yester-

day to buy a six-eighths interest in the property. It

contains a number of leading real estate and mining
men of the city, but their names will not yet be
made public, nor will the price paid.

IDAHO.

Stormy Hill. — Idaho Avalanche. June 3:
Drifting south from the shaft and putting in stulls

for sloping, is being pushed on the Stormy Hill

mine. A large amount of good ore is out ready for

hauling to the mill as soon as the roads are repaired,

which, we understand, will be done this week. The
Black Jack mill will start up again, the pulp tanks
having been reconstructed. Gravity tanks were
placed in the mill when it was built, but owing to

the character of the ore, had to be taken out and
replaced by ones of different construction. The
Flint mill will shut down Monday for the purpose
of adding new machinery for increase of capacity.

This will require four or five weeks' lime, after

which a force of miners will be put in the Rising
Star mine belonging to the company. This mine
has over 50,000 tons of good milling ore ready for

sloping, with good ore in the face of every drift.

The Poorman Co. increased its force of miners dur-

ing the week, and it now looks as though the owners
meant business. It is well known by every man
who has been through this properly that the mine is

in shape to produce a large amount of good ore

whenever the owners so willed. The old New York
mill property has been attacked by a kind of decay
which has within a short time left the old Chariot

and Minnesota hoisting works nothing but holes in

the ground. One by one the buildings around the

old mill are tumbling down, and the lumber sud-

denly disappears. This property cost nearly $300-

000, but for 15 years it has belonged to a defunct
corporation of which some stockholders still exist.

There is no watch on the property and no sympa-
thy for its owners wasted here; but the " decay " of

the buildings is grand larceny all the same.

OREGON.

New Smelter for Mineral. — Bedrock
Democrat, June 3: Messrs. George A. Fitch, of

Tacoma, and C. C Wing, owner of the Sommer &
Wing mining property of Mineral City, are in town
on their way to Portland for the purpose of purchas-

ing machinery for the proposed new smelter to be

erected and in operation at Mineral within the next

sixty days. In case the necessary machinery cannot
be purchased in Portland they will proceed on to

San Francisco. We understand the mines of

Mineral are developing into wonderful properties

and it has become necessary to enlarge the present

faciUties for the reduction of the ore?. The
Porphyrite Smelting Co. will, however, continue to

operate and be supplied with all the ores its capacity

will accommodate.
Arbastra.—Jacksonville Times, May 29: Pro-

volt Bros, are preparing to put in an arrastra soon
at their ledge in Murphy precinct. Selph & Tay-
lor's arrastra is running at the March & Selph quartz

ledge in Sam's valley, on excellent ore. The Pat
ton mine near Talent has been running out some
very promising ore lately, which has been hauled to

Anderson's mill for reduction. Miners on Apple-

gate are encouraged in their search for the precious

metals by the sound of two steam whistles, one of

them belonging to Bailey's steam arrastra, the other

to Flannagan's quartz mill. Harry Lewis and Dr.
Kremer of Grant's Pass have bought out Schrimp

county, and will at once proceed to develop the

property to the fullest capacity. Simon Messenger
of Josephine county is succeeding nicfly with his

arrastra this season, but will put in a Huntington
mill this fall in order to be able to handle the entire

output of his mine with the least loss, The tested

rock from the ledge located last week by Messrs.
McCall and Porter, near Gold Hill, promises ex-

ceedingly well, and as the ledge seems to be almost
without limit, big things may be looked for from
that neighborhood. Mr. Porter has had many
year's experience in mining in the Idaho diggings,

and is of the opinion that the main ledge, of which
the pockets heretofore discovered in the vicinity of

Gold Hill are but spurs, has at last been found.

The ore does not show anything fabulously rich,

but the rock carries a great deal of gold.

LOWER CALIFORNIA.

Mexican Gulch.—Lower Californian, May 28;

Mr. A. M. Rickert came in from Alamo last Mon-
day on a business trip. He has been living in Mex-
ican gulch, five miles this side of Alamo, for the past

five or six months engaged in placering. In a con-

versation regarding the gulch, he said that the im-

pression among mining men here and at Alamo that

the placers in the gulch had been worked out was a

greal mistake. " I have been in the Alamo district

ever since the excitement two years ago," said he,

'* and have done belter in Mexican gulch than any-

where else in the vicinity. The placers there had

been abandoned before they had been thoroughly

worked, and for a long time the place was entirely

deserted, but since my partner and I went in there a

few months ago and got down to work there have

been others follow our example, until there are at

least a dozen men in the placers. All of them are

doing well, apparently, though of course hard work

is necessary in ground that has been gone over

once, in a claim that was deserted by its former

owner, and which we denounced about 10 days ago,

we have already taken out three nuggets weighing

II, 46 and 45 pennyweights respectively, besides a

fair quantity of finer gold. In my opinion Mexican

gulch is not yet worked out. Regarding the Alamo
mines, it seems to me that they are all right. Al-

though thi Indio has been shut down, the San Da-

vid, near by, is said to be in good ore, and several

of the other mines are prosperous. I look for a big

strike to be made in the Alamo district some of these

days, for it is plain that the mother lode has not been

found yet. Where there is so much surface gold

there must certainly be a big deposit near, and when

it is found the camp will boom in earnest.

Copper Mines,—Three hundred peons have been

secured in Colima to work in the copper mines of

the Boleo Co. in Lower California. For experienced

miners the company offered from $1.25 to $2 per

diem, and to men without knowledge of mining $1

to a trifle more. In addition, the men with their

families were given free transportation to the mines

and were promised free houses there. Colima pa-

pers seem to anticipate that the men are not strong

enough for the work.

MONTANA.

Castle District.—Cor. Mining Journal, June

3; The Armeda Co. has purchased and has enroute

from Livingston a steam hoist which will be set up

on the Armada lead. The company besides own-

ing the Armada, which lies north of the Yellowstone,

also owns the Smuggler, the Little V, located be-

tween the Yellowstone and Great Eastern, and the

Sleeper, which joins the Cumberland on the east.

The Hidden Hand Co. has let a contract to sink a

new shaft 100 feet on the Dunderberg. In the old

shaft a body of iron was encountered; the new shaft

will be sunk further up the hill, and will be sunk to

catch the same lead. On the road from Castle to

Robinson there are several promising prospects,

among which are the Gem, owned by Peters, Kertz,

Phillips and Shaffer, upon which a 40-foot shall has

been sunk in a fine body of iron ore suitable for

fluxing. The famous Hidden Treasure is next met.

The Shalt is 187 feet in depth. They have been

hoisting with a whim, but as it was slow work the

company concluded to put on 9 hoist. The

company has let a contract to run a crosscut at the

loo-foot level fifty feet, more or less, until the lead

is struck at the bottom of the shaft, when connec-

tions between the two drifts will be made for air,

A Strike.—Montana Mining /ournal, Jane 3:

It is reported upon authority that a very rich strike

of galena carrying sulphurets was made this week in

one of C. Vaughan's locations in the Vaughan

district, near the Peerless Jennie. An experienced

miner who had seen the strike, remarked that

Vaughan would yet wear as large diamonds as the

Peerless Jennie people; it is to be hoped that he

will be patriotic and wear Montana gems.

Barker.—The grade to Barker from Monarch is

quite completed and track laying will be commenced

eariy in the month, and July 4th may mark the date

when Barker's commercial isolation shall end.

Bell Boy. —Another car of ore is on the way

from the Bell Boy, in Tousley Gulch, above Marys-

ville. Shipments from this mine are occuring wilh

pleasing regularity, and the net returns are as fully

satisfactory. „ , . j j
The Lion.—The Lion Co. has purchased and

will have in operation this week, on the mine in

Deer Lodge Co. , air compressors to work the drills.

Work on the 3QO-foot level in the south vein has

drained the 200-foot level of the north, proving

some connection between the two veins, possibly a

union. ,

Placer Mining.—Another copious ram keeps

alive the joy in the hearts of the placer miners.

From all points come reports of work being pushed

to the utmost capacitv, day and night work being

carried on wherever there is sufficient water.

Montana will certainly not be behind any State in

the production of placer gold this season.

NEW MEXICO.

Different Bistricts.—Finos Altos, June 5:

Pete Wagner started up his mill yesterday afternoon

on ore from John McDonald's mine. Bell &
Stephens' mill has closed down for a few days. This

was rendered necessary on account of lack of teams

to haul ore. A gentleman in from Carhsle informed

the Finos Altos that that camp is almost deserted,

though a few claims are being worked. James

ore from the Alhambra mine, formerly the Jumbo,
at Carlisle, which runs away up in the hundreds.
The contractors are at work putting in the frame-
work for the stamps in the Mammoth mill and will

put in the irons as soon as they arrive, which are
expected every day. J. Kindell and J. D. Lee re-

port Cooney, although not being on any particular

boom at present, a good steady camp, and have un-
bounded confidence in its future greatness. On the
Kleptomania ihey are drifting both ways on the 350-
fool level. A rich body of ore was encountered at

the end of the crosscut in the drift, a test run of
which is now being made at the Aztec mill. At
present ihere are 25 men at work on this mine. N.
H. McCustian is taking out a goodly amount of ore
from the Geronimo mine at Carlisle which runs over

$500 to the ton, and had a carload ready for ship-

ment last week. The Birthday mine, the happy
possessor of which is Mr. J. N. Whilaker, has a 6-

inch vein which runs over $17 per ton in gold on the

plates. The shall is down 50 feet and the ore body is

widening out as depth is attained. There are three

men at work on the Ribbon mine, owned by H. M.
Stanley, hoisting out water preparatory to sinking.

The Ribbon adjoins the Mountain View, and in the

past some very rich ore has been taken out of it.

Pacific No. i, is working 40 men and taking out a
ton of ore to a man per day. This mine never
looked better than at this writing. Supt. John
Spiller says the Pacific mill is at present dropping
15 stamps, but would, he thought, in a short lime
be running at its full capacity of 30 stamps. The
mill is, wilh 15 stamps, putting through about 35
tons every 24 hours. The Harvey Bros, and Hol-
man are working on their Homeslake mine. The
shaft is down between 40 and 50 feet with a 12-inch

pay streak. Tuesday they struck a body of ore

which for beauty, variety of metals and indicated

richness is second to none in this section. It is full

of native copper, as well as silver, and carries sul-

phide of silver, gold, iron and lead.

SOOTH DAKOTA.

Grizzly Gulch.—Deadwood Fioneer, June 4:

Some day Grizzly Gulch will develop a
number of gold producing mines that will

rival the Homestake and kindred properties. It

has several quartz lodes of known value, and recent-

ly Joe Stahlcup discovered some rich placers yield-

ing coarse gold as high as $9 per nugget. He has
20 acres ol placer ground in the gulch, and has fre-

quently found spots which yielded 50c to the pan.
Last week he worked three days on one of these

patches and wilh only pick and shovel cleaned

up $i4,=;o. Above these places are some good
quariz mmes that only require capital to open up
and build mill?. The gulcb is only three and one-
half miles from Deadwood.
Richmond.—Deadwood Pio7ieer, June 3: The

Richmond mill was all ready to start up, when Supt.

Havens determined not to start it up, but to put in a
plant for oxidization similar to that described hereto-

fore in the Fioneer,and one of which Is now in course

of construction at the Montana mill. The process

is to roast the ores by means of petroleum, and then

to oxidize the metals by the application of sprays of

water. Mr. Havens is confident that the process

will succeed, and if it does, it will materially decrease

the price of working refractory ores.

Squaw Creek.—A party of Galena miners will

leave to-morrow for the new silver camp on Squaw
creek. A gentleman who recently came up 'rom
there says that the mineral is all found in the slate,

and that ihe only discovery of any importance is

that of Judd the original discoverer. He says that

the discovery was made in a draw, and nobody but

a farmer could have found it, as there were no out-

croppings or signs of mineral anywhere.

WASHINGTON.

More Kittitas Gold.—Eden burgh Capital,

June 4: Torkel Tweet came down from the Swauk
last Monday, bringing with him the result of three

days' work with a hand-mortar, in the shape of gold
amalgam, weighing 59 ounces and valued at $g6o.

This strike was made near the Pike claim, and when
found had the appearance of a fissure vein. It was
pounded out of decomposed quartz, a very limited

supply of water being available. This latest prod-

uct of the Swauck fields was greatly admired and it

was generally conceded to be a remarkable produc-
tion, and many were firmly convinced that the

mother lode had al last been found. The piece was
placed on exhibition in Rehmke's window prior to

shipment to the San Francisco Mint. Although
this is a remarkable find for any country, it is doubt-

ful whether it or the reports of it will attract the least

attention until it gets to the Mint, where its value

will be appreciated. It is very strange that after so

many years of successful prospecting, so few men
should be in the camp and so little interest should

be manifested in it both in the State and outside.

However, it will not take many strikes like this to

open the eyes of the people to the fact that this is a
gold-producing region.

The Paulson.—Ruby Miner, June 3: Another
shift has been added to the force on the Paulson on
Ruby hill, which is being operated on a working
bond by Hansen & Dice of Spokane. The tunnel is

now in 100 feet. These gentlemen express great

satisfaction with the outlook and by the time the

bond expires expect to have the mine looking like a

good buy.
A New Vein.— Bob Hargrove says that in run-

ning the tunnel to tap the Lake View ledge another
vein has been encountered, upon which he is now
running. The new ledge is six feet wide and carries

good ore. He thinks it is the Hardscrabble lead.

First Thought.—In the First Thought mine a
crew has been put to work sinking a winze from tun-

nel No. 2 to connect wilh No. 3. The contract to

drive 700 feet on No. 3 should have been finished

by June ist, but hard rock and an excessive flow of

water will delay its completion for probably 30 days.

A portion of the regular force in the mine was de-

tailed last week to thoroughly timber tunnel No. 4,

preparatory to driving through to the 3000-foot sta-

tion. Ore shipments continue regularly, the last

wagon train taking out three tons of high-grade sort-

ed ore.

Rainbow.—The force heretofore working on the

Coyote has been shifted to the Rainbow, both mines
adjoining and being under the same management.
The last-comer reports that the Rainbow tunnel is

Kremer of Grant's Pass have bought out Schrimp t^ougna lew ,c^*'™% **'= .^!^"'^|. "11"
takine out now running in first-class gold rock.

Bros.' interest in the North Star mine in Josephine Tong, Mr. Cook and I. Goldsmith are taKing oun b b
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EQECHA^hJiQAL Progress

Forging tjy Electricity.

Improved Armor Plates.

A New and Important Procesa.

A committee conaiBting of aeveral gentlemen

—prominent membere of the Franklin lastitute

of Philadelphia—were recently invited to visit

BoBton for the purpose of witnessing a new

and important applioation of electricity for

forging iron. The reader will bear in mind

that the welding of iron by electricity has already

become a matter of very general and most auc-

cesaful practice; but the present writing is de-

scriptive of forging iron by the same agency,

and is quite new and equally important.

This forging plant Is the property of the

Electrical Forging Co., Boston. The exhibition

to which we refer took place on the ISbh

ultimo. The plant consistB of a 60-horse elec-

tric motor. The current, which is alternating

may be used at a very low voltage, or increased

up to 12.000 amperes. The heating apparatus

conaista of a number of clamps, with electro-

des of peculiar design and construction which

hold the metal to be heated; there are also

numerous dies, preases, rolling machines, etc.

The Heating Apparatus

Is capable of giving a correct proportionate to

the work in hand and is completely under con-

trol of the operator. The exhibition is de-

scribed by the Boston Journal of Commerce aa

follows :

A bar of wrought iron inserted in the j iws of

the machine was in a few seconds at a white

heat, and finally melted, dropping to the floor

a liquid mass. Another piece of steel was

heated, one end fastened in a viae and twisted

in close spirals throughout its entire length, at

one heat. Other pieces, wound about a man-
drel, formed a spiral spring at a single heat.

A f inch rod of steel was heated in a few

asoonda, beaten into a knife blade, ground and

inserted in a handle \(ithin a short time. A
square bar of | inch iron was heated evenly

throughout its length and worked into different

shapes on the anvil and straightened again at a

single heat. Many other interesting tests were

made, all ahowlng the rapidity with which the

iron and steel can be heated by electricity and
heated evenly within any limits deaired.

The methods used being compaiitively in

the earliest stage of develop-nent, were necea-

sarlly crude, bo that the exhibition was of

vilue more particularly because of the pos-

sibilities it opened up. Forging of every des-

cription may be done, from that ordinarily

given to the blackamitb, to work now done at

the CKpenditure of considerable labor and time

in specially prepared machines. Its capacity

is limited only by the number of dies that can

be made for the different articles it is intended

to produce.

The Superiority of the Method,

Ltea in the evenneaa with which the whole
maas is heated. The blacksmith now heats the

outaide of hia metal to a white heat while the

inside 1b comparatively cool. Uader these con-

ditions the outside rapidly gives of ita heat and
the work mnat again be placed in the forge to

be reheated for further working. Then the

metal la unevenly heated throughout, and when
rolled or preseed into various shapes is entirely

unreliable beoanae of the nnequal internal

strains to which it is subjected by the unequal
oontractiou of the article in cooling.

In the electric method the passage of slow

alternating currents heats the interior of the

iron first. Thia even temperature is particu-

larly valuable in the tempering of fine tools and
is absolutely necessary. It then beoomea a mat-

ter of certainty instead of dependence upon the

akill and judgment of a single man, probably,

in a whole factory. The heating of the metal

is so instantaneous that it is only in the path

of the current and the projecting ends are barely

warm.
It looked [little short of marvelous to see a

workman hammering a bar of iron a foot long

held in hia bare hands, while six inches of the

other end waB red hot. This merely indicates

how readily any desired portioa can be heated

without affecting the reat, aimply becauea it haa

not time to conduct the heat, and also showing
how free the process Is from all those disagree-

able things that are inseparable from the pres-

ent blacksmith's forge or rolling mills.

The freedom of the metal from all gases is

another advantage, as it can be readily under-

stood that when a piece ia heated by a current

of electricity no gases are developed; moreover,

the metal, whether it be iron, steel, brass or

composition, after having been heated by this

proceas, is without scale, which is not pOBslble

under any other method. The question may
suggest itself aa to

The Difference Between This and the
Method of Heating for Electric Welding.
They are esaentially different. In the well

known welding proceas the two pieces are

brought end to end like the oppoaite polea of an
arc lamp, the imperfect contact of the two
pieces concentrating the current at the point of

greatest resiBtance, and heating that point at

once to the greatest extent. As the ends are

pressed together new paths for the electricity

are found until the whole of both ends
are heated and forced together until welded.
In the method for forging, however, the con-

tact is as perfect as posBlble and heats the metal
by the pasaage of the electricity through the
metal to be heated. Tho p^-ncees it the inven-

tion of George D. Barton of Boston,

SeiENTiFie FRoaRESS.
The efforts at improvement in armor plates

for war vesaels seems to be meeting with moat

unexpected succeas. The chief point heretofore

Bought for haa been to avoid perforation by im-

pact by Increasing the resistance of the armor

to penetration with very little thought in re-

gard to the effect which such resistance might

have upon the projectile.

An interesting test of armor haa recently been

made at Annapolis of plate manufactured upon

quite a new system, and with special referenoe

to the destruction of the projectile at the in-

stant of impact. The system ia founded on the

homogeneous steel of Schneider, and adopting

the admitted improvement of the nickel alloy,

but using a new process of manufacture deviaed

by Mr. H. A. Harvey of New York. The new
system la described in the Scientific American
as follows:

Thia process is that of decarbonizing the

surface of the steel plate ao aa to give It a very

high temper and extreme hardness, with a view

to breaking up even the beet projectiles. Tak-

ing a homogeneous plate of mild steel through-

out, or of steel with nickel alloy, the front sur-

face ia treated by thia proceas, with a gradual

diminution of it in the interior, while the back

of the plate remains untouched. The object in

not continuing the hardening proceas through-

out is to retain the toughnesa and tenacity of

the mild ateel at the back, so that if the pro-

jectile should break up the front, the tendency

to crack all the way through will be avoided.

The Harvey plate in the present triala was
manufactured by Carnegie, Phipps & Co. of

Pittsburg. In a preliminary tcBt of the Har-

vey prooeaa, made last February, a plate 10^
inches thick waa fired at by a six-inch gun. Six

rounds were fired, half with Holtzer and half

with Carpenter or Firminy projectiles. The
Harvey plate waa very severely cracked by the

end of the trial, but the naval autlrorlties had
grounds to believe that for a single shot a plate

made under thia process might reeiat better

than any other ever manufactured. In fact,

this armor had shattered two of the Carpenter

shells, wbich had penetrated less than half way,
and one of the Holtzar, which did not get quite

through. It was accordingly determined to

try several other Harvey platen, to be made for

experimental purposes by the Pittsburg firm.

In order te test thoroughly, not only the in-

trinsic strength of the Harvey plate, but Ita

relative efficiency, it was further determined to

try no fewer than five plates, two of which
should be of homogeneoua steel, one of steel

with a nickel alloy, and two of the niokel steel

manufactured by the decarbonizing Harvey pro-

cess, all made at the Pittsburg works, and each

eight feet long by alx feet wide, but with a

thicknesB of only three inches. This latter rep-

resents the protective decks and shields of aome
of our war vessels, and ia sufficient for illue-

trating the comparative merits of the ayatema

of manufacture. 01 course, they could not be

attacked by heavy guns, and a slx-pounder

Hotchkiaa rapid-fire gun waa substituted. The
platea were arranged at a distance of about 12

yarda from the gun, and 20 rounda were fired

againat each pUte, The result waa the com-
plete deBttuction of the two ateel plates and the

oenetration of the nickel ateel aa far aa the oak

bicking, which was entered and injured. But
the Harvey plates kept out the projectiles from
the oak backing, and though they showed aome
cracks, they completely broke up the proJ30-
tiles and gained a great triumph.
Taken together with the February teat of a

thicker Harvey plate, this trial makes it clear

that still another advance haa been made by
our naval ordnance bureau in the method of

manufacturing armor. It haa also practically

confirmed the conclusions reached last Saptem-
ber, aod in subaequent tests that an alloy of

niokel yields better results than ateel without
the alloy,"

The Mystery of tlie Ear.

**The' human ear," said a aclentiat to a

Washington Star reporter, "is an organ, the

true inwardnesB of which the physioiana have

never been able to get at. They can examine

the interior of the eye with ease by throwing

into its dark chamber a ray of light reflBcted

from a Uttle mirror, and of late they have

found it poaaible even to see the gray matter

of the brain by looking through the little canal

by which the optic nerve enters. The cavity

behind the nose they inspect with the aid of a

light placed far back in the mouth.

**They have no difficulty in seeing into the

stomach by an electric apparatus; the intes-

tines likewiee are readily enough Investigated

and the bladder also. Bat the ear, aa to Its

internal arrangements, is unapproachable. It

ia even imposiible to dissect it satisfactorily

after death; for the reason that the parts col-

lapse at once when the vital spafk leaves the

body. The drum, in a living person, bars the

way to observation, and even though it be

pierced, the winding passages beyond can not

be seen through. On the other side of the

drum are the three little bones— the mallet,

the anvil and the stirrup—which act upon each

other aa levers. The drum acts as a sort of

buffer, and the mallet, immediately in contact

with it, conveys the sound waves through the

anvil and the stirrup to the 'cochlea,* a spiral,

shell-shaped chamber just behind and above

the external opening of the ear.

"This shell is composed of filaments of the

auditory nerve, coiled spirally, and each one

erect and waving tremulously in response to

the slightest waves of sound. They carry the

sound impreasiona directly to the brain, and

ao delicate is their eecsitiveneaatbat the hearer

perceives not only the degree of loudness, but

even the finest quality of a sound, the harmony
of tones, and the distance from which it comes.

The moment that life becomes extinct, however,

the spiral shell of nerves collapaea and the

marvelous organ la a dead thing, unaatiafaotory

to the investigating anatomiat. If only it had

been found possible to examine the internal

struoture of the living ear, aural surgery might

perhaps amount to something to-day.

bull calves of but little value, and more heifera.

which are of the most value for dairy purposes.

We commend this to breeders as a judicious

course in every case whether the prodnoer is

male or female.

A CiRCtTLAB Saw That Planes.—Says a

Glasgow, Scotland, journal of late date :
*' One

of the aimpleat, although perhapa the most in-

teresting exhibits in the mechanical section of

the Glasgow Industrial Eshibition ia a circular

planing 8aw,exhlbited by the Planing Saw Com-
pany, Limited, Nottingham, which cuts and
planes all kinds of wood by the same action as

an ordinary circular saw, producing a beautiful

smooth aurface, equal to hand planing, with
little additional power and no more labor than
is required for ordinary aawing. The inven-
tion ia applicable to all kinds of circular aawing,
and has already been adopted by aome of the
principal railway oompaniea in their carriage
and wagon bulliing departments with the best
resultB in the saving of labor and expense.
There is no planing required, which should be
invaluable to patternmakers, cabinet-makera,
packing-case makera, carriage and wagon build-
ers, agrioultutal implement makera and all

workera of wood generally."

Blocking Saws.—Moat mechanics who for
thefiisE time visit a shop where large circular
eawa are made, are much interested in the
proceas known aa "blocking" saws. Thia is

the proceas by which they are straightened
and the proper tenaion imparted to them, and
is an operation requiring the exercise of excep*
tional skill and judgment as well aa a great
deal of experience.

Iron Rusts more readily when subjected to
alternations of hot and cold. When kept at
about the temperature of boiling water it cor-
rodes more rapidly than at any other degree of
heat.

Artificially Colored Flowers.

A^ the last meeting of the California State

Floral Society, Mr. Emory E, "Smith read the

following, which la replete with interest to all

lovers of flowers:

Every now and then some one atarta a story

of having aeen flowers of unusual colors, such

aa blue roaes, red oalU lilliea, green violeta, etc.

Theae aeeming freaka are always a seven days'

wonder to those who are not familiar with the

method by which they are obtained. For
many years it haa been a well-known fact that

flowers when dipped in certain ohemicale would
rapidly change colors to such a degree aa to be

almost unrecognizable as the same variety.

The public in general haa known but tittle of

the methods employed. M. Pipol, a distin-

guished savant, recently exhibited to the Scien-

tific AsBocIation in Paris the results obtained

by subjecting flowers to the influence of a mix-

ture of aulphuric ether and ammonia. A quan-

tity of ether Is poured into a glass and to thia

ia added a email quantity of liquid ammonia,

say one-tenth of the volume.

The fiowera are then plunged into the flald

and with the most aurprising reaulta. Those
which are naturally red or violet in color, take

upon themseWea a bright green tint, flowers,

the colors of which are variegated, assume as

many different shades; for inatance, the upper

petal of the aweet pea would become dark blue,

while the lower petala would turn a bright

green. White flowers usually aaaume a yellow

color. Red geraniuma turn blue, and red snap-

dragons become brown. Yellow is seemingly

the only color which the solution does not af-

fect. The action of the liquid is very rapid,

and colored apots can be procured upon the

flowers by pouring here and there a drop of

the solution. Fiowera which are many colored

are sometimea changed to the most remarkable

novelties that it would be possible to imagine.

After the flowers have been subjected to the

liquid, they should be plunged in pure water,

when they will retain their new tints for aev-

eral hours, but will gradually asaume their nat-

ural colore.

Controlling Sex. — In conaidering the

cauaes which determine aex In animals, we are

irreBistibly led to include the fact that the aole

difference between a queen bee and a neuter

gender worker bee, ia that to produce the first,

the egg ia given a larger cell, and the larva ia

fed upon a higher grade of food. There is no

doubt of this fact, and so we may use it aa an

illustration of one of nature's methods, and aa a

hint to utilize the knowledge so gained. If

extra care, extra food is required in one branch

of creation, why may it not be also as powerful

an agent in any other. Let cattle breeders

who especially desire heifer calves proceed on

thia plan. Keep the mother cow in perfect

health previous to copulation, give her the best

care, the best quarters, the most nutritions

food, and treat her aa if she was really to

produce a queen of the dairy, Thia proceaa

can do no possible harm, will insure a perfect

calf, and if it should reault in bringing a heifer

in seven caaea out of ten, there will be fewer

Telescope and Microscope Lenses,

R B. Tollca of Boaton, according to the St.

Louis Olohe-Democrat, waa the moat suoceasfal

maker of microscope lenses the world haa ever
seen. He recently died, but while living, occu-

pied the same relation to his business, as maker
of microscope leneea, as doea bis neighbor,
Alvan Clarke of Cambridge, to his businesa of

making telescope object' glasses,

Mr. Tolles, some yeara ago, produced a
microaccpe lena which magnified 7500 times.

It was the first and only one ever conatruoted,
and waa made as the result of a long contro-

versy with other mioroacopiste in regard to the
posaibiUty of resolving what waa known aa

Nobert's nineteenth band.
Nobert was a Frenchman, who, by mechani-

cal appliances, ruled on glaaa parallel lines at
the rate of about 100,000 to the inch. No
microaccpe lens then made waa anffioiently

powerful to count these linea, Mr. Tollea
started to make an objective that should mag-
nify 7500 times. This he succeeded in doing
about 1874. This objective waa one aeventy-

fifth of an inch in diameter, and h about aa

large as the hole made in a sheet of paper by
the point of a very fine needle. This lens waa
afterward sold for $600 to Major Woodward,
in the Government employ at Washington, He
aold it to Dr. Ephraim Cutter, in whose posses-

sion it now is.

Objectives that magnify 5000 tlmea are rare,

and it i^ a "powerful microscope'' that magnifies
even 2500 times. These are necessary In bac-

teriological research, and in testing blood
oorpuaclea to determine whether they are of

human blood or not. A looal paper recently
told of a Boston Physician who examined the
tubercle bacillus with a glaaa that magnified
900 timea. Ridiculous 1 Yon can't ace the
consumption bacillus with an objective that
magnifiea leaa than 1200 times. England la the
great rival of thia country in microsoope
making.

If an obj act-glass is ever made that will

magnify 10,000 times, it will be a more difficult

task than making a telescope glass twice the
size of the great glass in the Lick telescope.

The Reach and Scope of Intblleot.—
Every man is fitted to fill some position of

Importance. Every man's mind la more or leas

expansive, more or leaa reaching, more or leas

comprehensive. The man who loves his profes-
sion always posBesses an inquiring mind; he is

judiciously ioquiaitive; he guides his in-

quiaitiveneBS in the line of his profession; he fa

a learner and a teacher. If he bacomea a mark
among men, the mark is always in proportion
to hia aucceaa. If he confines hia investigatloua

to a aoientifio line, he discovers and applies the
truths which govern hia operations. Thia
makes him a successful man; if a farmer, he ia

ready for all emergencies, he aucoeeda becauae
he understands nature's laws and her demands.
His crops are always fair, almost always good,
generally superior, and he flouriahea like a

green bay tree,

A Curious Phenomenon in Elasticity.—If

a strip of gum rubber be heated, then expanded,
and quickly wound round and round upon a
metal tube or wire, and then oooled for a short
time in cooling mixture, it immediately loaea

all of ita elasticity and haa no tendency to con-
tract. If, however, it is then put into hot wa-
ter, it at once regains ita elasticity and returns
to its original length. Another way of observ-
ing this same phenomenon, ia to hold tho heated
rubber a second in an expanded condition when
unvulcanized, when it will retain ita shape.

If, however, it is now immersed in hot water,
it contracts to one-fourth or one-fifth of thia

length, and will remain contracted to one.third
or one-fourth of its original length. These are
what may be called the secondary e£Fecta of

elaaticity.

Telephoning Across the Atlantic.—Ex-
perimenta are now being made to ascertain If it

la pcsaible to communicate with America by
telephone. Of course the ordinary telegraphic
cables are being used, but it will, no doubt, be
necessary to lay a special cable for this purpoae
when it haa been demonstrated clearly enough
that converaation can be carried on from auch a
diatance. We nnderatand that sound can be
heard the other end, with theapparatua now in

use, but aa in telegraphy, so in telephony, a
apecially delicate form of Instrument will have
to be designed before perfect success will be ob-

tained. The telephone in London was recent-

ly connected through to Marseilles, and con-

versation was carried on with great aucceaa.

Why the Eagle can Look Steadily at the
Sun.—The eagle is enabled to look at the aun
by reason of a thin, semi-transparent veil,

which can be Instantaneonaly drawn over the
front of the eyea. It is known aa the nictita-

ting {«. e., winking) membrane, and acta as a
acreen to shut out the too great intenaity of

light, ao that with its assistance the eagle can
confront the aun even at noonday. The mem-
brane is 80 fine aa not to obstruct the sight

when drawn, like a curtain, across the pupil,

and when not in use lies folded up in the inner

corner of the eye.
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EOOD HEj^LTH.

Idiots.—An InterestiDg experimeDt wfta made
reoeotly at the great idiot aaylam of ParU. A
Liod of Paoch aod Jady ehow was exhibited
before the iomateB, witti a view to aaoertala
whether any impreasIoD coald be made by It

QpOD their dormant iotelligeDoe: *'Aboat 1100
idlota were aasembied in the gymDaaiom of the
InititatioD, moBt of whcm bad made some
Bilght progrees toward iatelligeace. Many of
them had learned to tie their own shoes; othera
ooaid dress tbemaelves, with a little aaaiataoce;
othera ooold feed themaelvea pretty well; all

had learned to ait still, and most of them conld
Imitate the easier motions of their instrootors.
When they were seated and in order, the oar-
tain rose, dtaoloaiog a small stage. The play
presented was called 'A Uentiat'e Pupil,' and
the fan of the piece waa obitfly doe to the
vigor with which the hero plied hia cudgel. At
first the physicians were inoUned to believe
that the experiment was going to be sncoeiafui.
The Dofortnnatea applaaded the oudgelloge in
their uncouth way, making loud ontcries and
laughing boisterously. It seemed that there
w&a but one perftct idiot in the whole assembly
—a dwarf, with a huge, misshapen head, who
bad been exhibited at fairs under the name of
the ' King of the K^kimoa.' He alone remained
quite pasaive during the whole play. When
the performance was over, the company re-

lapsed at once into their uanal silence and
vacancy. There waa no exchange of imprea-
aion, no after-glow of interest, and^ what was
more discouraging, they appeared to have no
recollection of what had occurred. The con*
dnotora of the experiment were obliged to
conclude that the play had had no effect in
rousing or stimulating intelligence."

Too Much Shade.—Houses in places other-
wUe nnexceptlonable are often so oloeely over-
hang with trees as to be in a state of humidity
by the prevention of a free oircnlation of air

and a free admission of the eon's raya. Trees
growing against the walls of houses, and shrubs
in confined plaoea near dwellings are injurious
aleo as favoring humidity. At the proper dia*
tanae« on the other band, treea are favorable to
health. On this principle, says Br. Jamea
Clarkf it may be nnderatood how the iohabi-
tanta of one hoase suffer from rheumatism,
headache, dyspepsia, nervous affections and
other consequences of living in a confined,
humid atmosphere, while their nearest neigh*
borv, whose houses are otherwise situated, en*
joy good health; and even how one side of a
large building fully exposed to the sun and a
free circulation of air may be healthy, while the
other side, overlooking shaded courts or gar-
dens, is unhealthy. Humid, confined aituatkius
snbjaot to great alternations of temperature be*
tween day and night, engender the most dan-
gerous of ail the phyaical qualities of the air,

and humidity in general la the most fnjuriona
to human life. Dryness, with a free circula-
tion of air and a full exposure to the sun, are
the material things to be attended to In choos-
ing a residence.

Cities Detrimental to Evesigbt.—That
**we are all poor cricters," aa the Widow Be-
dott quoted her late huaband'd saying. Is but
too well proved by noting the percentage of

thin, icrawny, pale and otherwiae defective
people in any crowd; but of late the doctors
have presented appalling proofs that city-bred
people are unusually " poor crittert." Their
greatest defect Is in the eyes. One-third of all

the city people are more or less near-sighted.
The tall buildings limit their range of vision,
the invisible dust, even more than the visible,

injures the eye, and the wearied organ is not
restored by gazing over the green fields and far

away. The narrow walla of the home or play-
ground or echoolroom abut the children in
during their growing yeara, and the eye, habit-
uated to 80 short a range, loses half Its capacity.
The truth of this is proved, and more'a the
pity-

The Chin in Walking.—Much care and
thougnt ahouid be exercised in walking. The
shoulders ahouid be kept up and square; the
chest should be expanded. The chin ia the
pivot upon which largely depends the polee of
the machine. Step out eaaily and firmly,
letting the ball of the foot atrike the ground
first, so that you get the benefit of that benefi-
cent little spring which Dime Nature has built
into your instep to save the rattle and jir to
the whole system, which people who will walk
on their heels iofilct on their anatomy,

GiELS WITH Their School books— The
habit of young girls carrying their echool-books
nnder their arms, or in bags or portfolios hung
from their arms, is aaid to he to distort the fig-

ure. German doctors are exhorting parents to
provide young girla between the ages of 11 and
14 with knapsacka for carrying their school-
books.
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The Blood im Pneomonia.—Dr. Kikodze, a
BpeoiallBt, has been devoCiog hie atteation to
the coDdition of blood in the bnman body dor-
lag pneumonia, and found that during the
coarse of this diaeaee, the white corpuaolea in-

crease in number as much as three times what
they are in healthy peraonF,

The Deep Creek mines, of which ao mnoh ia

being aaid at present, lie partly in Nevada.
The Dugway and Fiab Bpringa mines are wholly
in Utah.

Animal Iiitellig;ence.

Animal intelligence is quite as common and
pronounctd whether we observe it in the larg.
eat of the species or in the families of ioieots.
The ant is proverbial for its intelligence. Even
the loathsome spider la quite remarkable (or
the Intelligence it aometlmes exhiblta. Thia
inaeot ia quite aa aaeoeptible of being tamed as
any other species. A Karopean aemi.aclentifio
journal, the Month, relatea the following in
regard to

The Spider.

It ii a well-known fact that spiders have
power of discrimination, and are able to dis-
criminate between friends and foea, approach-
ing those whom they have found to be friendly,
while avoiding strangera. One lady auooeeded
so well in taming spiders to recognize her, that
they came down to be fed whenever she entered
the room where they were kept. Dr. Moaob-
ken, of Leipaio, relatea that in Oderwilz, where
he lived for a time, he noticed one day in a
rather dark corner of the ante-room a tolerably
large spider's web, in which a well-fed spider
had made its home.and sat at the neat-opening,
early and late, watching for some flying or
creeping food. He was accidentally aeveral
timea a witness to the craft with which It
caught its victim and rendered it harmlees, and
it soon became a regular duty to provide it with
files several times a day, which ho let down
before its door with a pair of pincers. At first
thia feeling aeemed to arouse small confidence,
the pincers, perhaps, being In fault, for it let
many of the fliea escape again, or only ae/zsd
them when it knew they were within reach of
its abode. After awhile, however, the spider
came each time and took the Sies out of the
pincers and spun them over. The latter bnsi-
nesa was sometimes done so superficially, when
flies were given qniokly, one after the other,
that some of the already ensnared flies found
time and opportunity to escape. This game
was carried on by him for some weeks, as it
aeemed curious. But one day, when the spider
appeared ravenone, and regularly flow at each
fly offered to it, he began teasing it; aa soon as
It had got hold of the insect, he pulled
It back again with the pincers. It took this
exceedingly ill the first time; however, as the
fly waa finally left with it, the indignant spider
managed to forgive him, but, when later he
took the fly quite away, their friendahip waa
destroyed forever. On the following day it

treated the offered flies with contempt, and
would not move, and on the third day it had
disappeared from its abode altogether.

The Elephant
Pasaing from one of the smallest orders of

creation to the largest, we oometothe elephant.
The London Spectator, in one of its late iaauea,
gives thefollowing in regard to an elephant which
could evidently count up to 20 and could not
be cheated out of hia count. One Arthur Clay
aends the following to the above-named
journal

:

It was told m;, he says, by Mr. Quay, at
the time a non commissioned officer of the
First Battalion of the Sixtieth Rflas, but now
one of her Majeaty'a yeoman of the guard. In
1853 hia regiment waa marching from Peshawar
to Kopulvie, and was accompanied by a train
of elephants. It was the duty of the mahout
in charge of each elephant to prepare 20ichu-
pattiel, orfiit cakes made of coaree flour, for bis
charge. When the 20 chupatties were ready
they were placed before the elephant, who, dur-
ing the prooeaa of counting, never attempted
to touch one of them until the full number
waa completed. On the occaeion related by
Mr. Qaay one of the eiephanta bad aeized the
opportunity of hie mahout's attention being at-
tracted for a moment to steal and swallow one
of the chupatties. When the mahoat, having
finished the preparation, began to count them
out, he of conrae diacovered the theft and pre-
sented hia charge with 19 in place of the usual
number. The elephant inetantly appreciated
the fact of there being one lees than he had a
right to expect, and refused to touch them, ex-
preesing hia indignation by lend trnmpetinga.
Thia brought the conduotor of the elephant
line (with whom Mr. Q lay had been in conver-
sation) to the scene. Having heard the expla-
nation of the mahout, the conductor decided
that he was in fault for not keeping a better
lookout and ordered him to provide the
twentieth cake at his own cost. When this
was prepared and added to the pile, the ele-
phant at once accepted and ate them.

E'LECTRieiTY.

Weiting on the Cars.—There are two ways
of writing on a train. The first requires that
the paper be laid upon a light board, perhaps
18 inches square; one end of thia will reat in
your lap and the other end fartheet from you
will be raiaed a few inches by a cord whioh
paaeea around the neck. The whole afforda a
eloping deek which movee with the body and is

fairly aatlafactory. The aimpier, and perhapa
the better plan, ia to place your tablet upon a
feather pillow in your lap, when yon will find
that the elasticity of the feathers reduces the
motion to a minimum and makes writing easy.

An AniOMATic Life Savino Belt has been
tried in the Thames. It can be screwed np
like a ball and fired from a cannon or thrown
by hand, the belt righting itself by contact
with the water.

A .VEW Stokaoe Batteky.—The Electrical
World of May IB, contains a description of a
new storage battery, whioh, it says, "promiaes
better things than haveap to the preaent time
been obtained " in thia fcrm of eleotrio traction.
The chief peculiarity of the new ayetem ia the
use 01 an improved form of the alkaline storage
battery, instead of the old lead accumulators
that have bten a constant sonics of trouble and
expense to those who have undertaken to nee
them for traction purposes. The chemical
actions in it are comparatively simple, and are
found to he almost completely reversible, so
that the tendency to deterioration ia very small.
Ita adoption haa enabled Mesara. Waddell &
Entz, the inventora, to redaoe the weight o(
battery required for a 50-mile run of a oar to
3000 ponnns, instead of the 4000 or 5000 which
have uaually been employed in care operated by
the ordinary batterlea. The motor is arranged
to be reversed and to operate a? a charging dy-
namo while the oar is running down grade or
stopping. In this way a certain proportion of
the energy spent on the car le recovered. The
experimental trips of the new car have been
unusually sucoeaafnl, and give promlae of com-
mercial practicability, whioh ia more than can
ordinarily be aaid of atorage battery care. The
eeoiet of succeaa probably ip, after all, the
llghtneaa of the whole car equipment, thue
greatly redaoiog the amount of power neceasary
to operate the oar.

ENQI]^JEEF^1NG I]OTES,

Electric Car.s, Liohts, Etc . Ron sy Wa-
TERFALL.S —in the town of Dover, on the
Salmon Falla River, on the diviaion line of
Maine and New Hampahire, the water power
furnishes not only light and heat to that town
but to several distant towns also. Power is

also furnished to a atreet railway seven milea
in length. The water wheel has a capacity of
500 horae power.

In Oreen«ood Springs, Colorado, the electric
lights, mills, pumpp, hoists and tramways are
successfully run miles away from the power
station at the falls. In Iceland, the Giant's
Caaseway eleotrio railway, eight miles in length,
derives its power from two turbines that drive
dynamcB whioh deliver electric power to the
motoie of the railway.
At Burgenstock, near Lucerne, Switzerland,

there is an eleotrio mountain railway a mile in
length, operated by two dynamos of 25 horse
power, worked by a water-wheel of 125 horae
power. Between Pazzila and Lugano, in Italy,
there ia a waterfall which sapplies 300 horse
power to rnn two dynamos, one for work-
ing tramway motors, the other supplying
nearly 2,000 lamps at the hotel and private
buildingp.

Device to Prevent Stealing of Tele'
GRAPHIC Messages.—The Belgian military tel.

ephone system has just been put into eeivicp.
The essential feature of such a service was that
messages could not be stolen by tapping of the
wires and the insertion of a receiver. This
danger was electrically without remedy by any
known appliance, so its solution was tempo-
rarily made by placing a peculiarily conatructed
bell at the receiver, which would aatomatically
tap at the precise moment of beginning and of

ending conversation. In this way operators
oould be sure, by a system of countersigns,
that they were in commnnication with the
proper parties before talking secrets. Then th&
bell woald sound an alarm in case the circuit

waa interrupted for any purpose.

Electricity in the United States.—One-
third of all the telegraph lines, one-half of all

the telegraph wire, and one quarter of all the
telegraph stations in the world are within the
United Statep. In 1890. there were 800,000
miles of wire and over 24,000 offices, quite a
contrast with the 80,000 miles of wire and less

than 2,400 ofScea in 1866. Now they tranamit
not far from 70,000,000 meesages In a year.

The submarine cable systems of the world
"tretoh over 120,070 nautical miles, the ten

European-North American cables representing

23,000 milea, over which 10,000 messages dally

pass between the two continents. Without
the co-operation of telegraphy what would the

bualnees of the world amount to?

Utilizing Niagara Falls for Electrical
Works has been Commenced.—The Falls

Park Commissioners have made an agreement
with a strong syndicate of Eoglish capitalists,

the owners of large elecfricsl works at Dept-

ford, England, who have deposited $20,000,
which is to be forfeited if the operations for

the utilization of the power of Niagara Falls

are not begun before March 1, 1892.

Electricity in Mining.—To day, there are

between 30 and 40 mines in this country uaing

electricity for either illumioatlng or power pnr-

poaes, and with euch auoceaa that electric min-

ing engineers look, in the immediate future,

for an immenae demand from many of the mines

of thia country.

Black Gravel.—The Ttinity Journal says

that proepectors in Siekiyou county have
lately atruok some black gravel on what la

called Greenhorn Galch, which containa a large

amount of the precious metal. The gravel and

gold is almost jet black and promises to equal,

if not excel, the famous blue gravel discovered

in that county

To Remedy Swaying and Oscillation.—
Frequenily the oaoillationa of the main belt in
a mill come in unison with the beat of the en-
gine, and a pretty perceptible slapping about
the belt ia noticeable, saya the Artisan. The
beat of an engine will often come in aympathy
With the rythmic away of the building, and ao
increase It aa to be very perceptible. If this
were continually going on, in exact time, it
would become ao great in time aa to be danger-
oua, but one or the other geta ahead and mixes
the movement, so that it gradually ceases until
they are again in unison. If the speed of the
engine is changed in either case, the swaying
will be kept mixed all the time instead of oo-
caaionally. On long lines of shafting thia will
appear alao, the pall on the belt at the com-
mencement of the atroko being in uniaon with
the spring of the shaft, thus oauaing a marked
oaclllation. The aame remedy ia applied here,
to mix the two movements purpoaely, and the
trouble ia partly removed, if not entirely.—,S?r.

Filter for Waste Oil.—Among the waya
for freeing oil from dirt and impnritiep, a good
one is to atir it up with a hot solution of wash-
ing soda, and seitle in a warm place until the
oil is quite clear; then run off the water at the
bottom of the vessel. If you prefer to filler it,
a very simple filter la made by knocking out
the bottom of the box and covering it with
gauze wire; then place a layer of cotton wool
over thip, and pour the oil through it. The
former process ia much preferred, although It
ia more troublesome, because it not only ex-
tracts the solid diit, hut alao extracta dirt out
of aolution in the oil.

In Cdtting Threads ik An Engine Lathe
where the lead screw is used, many have won-
dered why the clamp nut could not bo thrown
out and in instead of running the lathe backward
so much, nearly half the time at least. The
trouble all seems to be in looking in the clamp
nut at the right moment. With some threads
It would be Impoesible to lock it in wronp, and
with othera it would be hard to catch it at the
proper instant. In either caae, it is better to
leave a few extra threads as guides to show the
position of the thread tool before it comes to
the thread proper, and turn oflf the dummies
afterward whenever there ia a chance.

Gravity, it is said, always acts downward,
and so it doep, but the effect that it produces
is not always found in the same direction. A
weight attached to a fly-wheel huga toward the
center when it comes on the upper side, and
drawa away from it when it arrives in the
lowest position; but nnder a high speed the
force of gravlly geta belated to such an extent
that this in-and-out action oomes nearly hori-
zontal. The same thing is seen when a wheel
is running out of true. If an object Is held
up against it, the wheel seems to be affected
more on the opposite side than at the place
where the blow was received.

Skill in Using the Saw.—Almost any one
can run a hacksaw for awhile, but there are
a few who can make them hold out as long as
they ought. The knack is said to lie in a true
hand that can draw and drive them without
any sideways motion, and keep a constant
pressure on the woik; but we find that a firm
and ateady grasp has something to do with the
bnsineaa that will hold a aaw to its work and
not let it get the upper hande when stepping
from thick into thin stock.

Driving Shafting.—Why does it take eight
timea the power to drive a abaft of a given
diameter that it would one whioh ia only half
as large in diameter ? It Is owing to the weight
being increased four.fold whenever the shaft
has been made twice as large in diameter, and
the space the resistance has overcome being in
direct proportion to the circumferenoe in both

A good illustration of how the fibera of cot-
ton will catch on to everything ia shown in
the machine shop when a nut is tapped out a
little too small, or the adjustable die-plate left
a little large. A piece of cop waete Is wrapped
around the tap, and once more made to find its

way through the nut, with tlie result of mak-
log it more easy on the bolt.

An Old Belt —The West brook Chronicle
aaya: *"Thereisan old belt in the first mill
built at the Westbrook Manufacturing Co.'s
plant, that has been in conatant use since the
mill was built in 1831, and will stand many
years of wear yet." The cattle of '31 must have
had tough hides, or the tannera of thoee days
more skilled than thoae of the present day.

Belts,—It has been said that the best way
to run a belt ia to use three thin ones, one over
the other. About all the two outside belts
oould do would be to hug the inside belt to
the wheels and let it do all the work while the
others are being chafed to pieces. Better rivet
them all together into one solid belt.

The coinage at the San Francisco Mint for
the month of May waa as fallows ; Double
eagles, S88O.00O; standard dollars, §850 OOOi
dimes, $46 075; total, ?1,776,075,
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Passing Events.

It la noted elsewhere that the Anti-DebrlB

AasoclatloD is bringing more bqUb against hy-

draulic miners and actively continaing the fight

against this indnstry. In dne time, the me-

morial of the Legislature will doabtleBS be

acted upon by Congreas, and steps taken by

which the gravel miners may work the mines

without injuring the farming Industry along the

rivers.

River mining, which has not been prosecuted

to a great extent of late years in this State,

shows signs of a revival, owing to the fact that

there is less debris in the rivers tbkn formerly

.and the old method of wing-damming may be

h.more readily applied to get at the river bed.

There are rumors that the mints will shortly

oease the ooinage of silver dollars, here and

elsewhere. There are in the Branch Mint in

this olty $36,000,000 in silver—all dollars—bnt

there is storage room for as much more.

The scheme [of working the material in the

Carson river by means of a dredge will shortly

be tested, after a long delay.

California the Staid and Even-Going.

While the business of mining at many of its

Important oentres elsewhere seems to be just

now considerably depressed, no complaints of

this kind are heard from any part of California,

In the Wood Kiver oonntry, Idaho, as also in

some of the big camps of Montana, mining

operation! are less active than formerly, nor

do certain districts in Washington appear to

have made as rapid progress as was expected,

nor as rapid as their acknowledged merits

would seem to have warranted.

This depressed oonditlon of mining affairs is

Imputed to a stringent money market, tending,

not only to restrict investments, but also to

check operations in the products of these

mines, which consist mainly of lead and copper.

To this there might no doubt justly be added

an element of speonlatlon, something of a

"boom" having of late obtained thronghont

these several countries, where a halt has been

called In the growth of the leading cities as

well as in certain branobes of mining. 14 either

Denver, Hailey nor Laadville have forged

ahead the past year as in more prosperous

times was their wont. All have found it neces-

sary to slacken their pace somewhat, waiting a

little till the mining industries oatoh np. This

check is, of course, bnt temporary, nor has it

anywhere caused serious embarrassment to any

interest or branch of business in these great and

onward moving oonntrles.

Kecnrring to Oalifornia, it may be observed,

that we have experienced here no mining hitch,

nor has the business of late been at all

intermitted. Bullion production has every

where been steady if not rapid, one reason of

this being that the output of onr mines

consits mainly of gold, always marketable at a

fixed and remunerative price, which can hardly

be said of lead and copper, or even silver,

Mining with as is therefore characterized by a

certainty and a stability not common to the

business In the other States, mentioned.

And as mining has gone on with so little

change, so has the growth of onr cities and

towns been equally steady, this being espe-

cially true of San Francisco, which, if it has

not bounded ahead, like many other Western

cities, has increased year by year, keepiog

abreast of her business, without ontgrowing

the same, or drawing unduly heavy drafts on

the future. She has, In fact, never built much
beyond her actual and immediate necessities.

San Francisco has, in years gone by, had her

set-backs, but they were never ruinous. And
California has had her mining failures. But

these, too, are of the past. Not for a lon'g

time has any large amount of money been lost

through Investments In onr mines, nor Is it

probable that much willso be lost in the future.

Of all onr industries, gold-mining has come to

be the most safe and the most sober. Of this

once fast State it may even be claimed that

she has, as a whole, become eminently staid

and conservative, if not a little slow going.

Bat If some of her younger neighbors have

seemed to outstrip California in the race for

population and wealth,this hasnot excited in the

breasts of her people either jealonsies or heart-

burnings, so largely have these oonntrles been

colonized by us and so nearly are we all iden-

tified in Interest and feelings.

The Later Rains and Their Effects.

Commencing on Wednesday evening a driz*

zling rain, slight but continnons throughout

the night, fell in this oity, the precipitation In

various localities farther north having been
much heavier. This recent rain, with the oo-

oasional showers that fell all through the month
of May, has constituted this an exceptional

spring in California.

As the hay harvest Is now well advanced,
and that of grain already begun, these unusual
and nnwelcome showers have caused the hay-
makers much Inconvenience, and in certain lo-

calities, some considerable loss. It is onr wont
to lay great stress on these slight rains, which,
when they occur, fail not to provoke both com-
ment and complaint everywhere in California;

the long dry seasons on which we can count
with so much certainty, having tended to spoil

our people in this respect.

Throughout the entire Atlantic region a two-
days' steady rain in harvest-time Is a common
ooonrrence. There, too, heavy thunder showers
come np on the Instant, and falling In a deluge,
drench the hay and grain when, perhaps, just

well-oured and ready for the barn, necessitating

their being spread out and dried again, the

farmer being fortunate If this process of drying

is not forced upon him more than once, A lit-

tle experience like that would lead the average

Callfornian to better appreciate the many cli-

matic advantages he enjoys, If it did not cause

him to cultivate more painstaking, and serve to

develop in him more fully the virtue of patienoe.

Scarcity of Miners Abroad.

There are oomplaints in New South Wales

regarding the scarcity of good hard-ground

miners, and the progress of the mining indus-

try is retarded for want of snitable labor. The

fact that good miners are In strong demand is

sufficiently shown when the famous Broken

Hill Proprietary Co., one ol the strongest min-

ing companies in the world, is under the neces-

sity of advertising for steady men at 10 shillings

per shift of eight hours. This is a leading

company at a great mining center, so other

companies in more sparsely settled districts

must suffer even more for lack of competent

labor.

This seems strange when It is known that

never in the history of Australia has there been

a time when so much attention was given to

mining enterprises, or when so much labor and

capital was embarked In the industry as at

present. Miners are found, not as solitary

prospectors, but In strong parties and groups of

parties carrying on systematic work in nearly

every accessible area of the continent.

The Australian Mining Standard says that

one cause oontributing to the present scarcity

of miners is *' probably the faot that avast

amount of work which miners can best perform

is now being done in oonneotion with railway

sewerage and other public works in the mother

colony. Then again, the colonial youth does

not take kindly to the miner's occupation, and

the lack of inclination on his part, oomblned

probably also with lack of proper provision for

training boys In mines has left us without a suf-

ficient number of recruits to fill gaps in the

ranks of the older workers, and to meet the in-

creasing neoeasities of a growing industry."

Whatever the causes, it Is evident from the

local papers that the position in New South

Wales is a serious one, and in many instanoes

operations are either being oarried on at a great

disadvantage or are absolutely suspended for

want of competent labor. There are plenty of

men of a certain sort to be had, bnt they are

next to useless for the work required of them.

The climate in the dlatriots where labor is most

in request is favorable, and the general oondi

tions of life are such as to meet all reasonable

requirements. The wages of miners in the dis'

triots of Hillgrove, Bengera, Wellington and

Lewis Ponds are £2 IDs. per week, and Broken

Hill £3 per week.

More Mining Injunctions.

The special counsel for Sacramento county In

the suits against the hydraulic mines secured

recently an injunction from Superior Judge

Davis of Yuba City, against eight mines on

the North and Middle Forks of the American

river. The papers have been served and the

mines have stopped work. The agents have

been on the scene ever since, and state that np

to date the mines have continued to obey the

order. Two or more have signified their inten-

tion to fight the cause, but none of them ap-

peared to be willing to defy the order of the

court and run the risk of suffering the heavy

penalty attached to the violation thereof.

The parties enjoined are: S. M. Prague,

mine located on the ridge in Indian canyon.

North Fork of the American river; the olaims

formerly known as the Washington and Blue

Wayne; W. R. Morton, in the vicinity of In-

dian canyon; Rudolph Dekouse, on the North

Fork, whose tallhigs dump into Indian canyon;

A. Kosettl, on the North Fork of the American

river; Henry Del Ray, on Iowa hill, whose

tailings dumped into Indian canyon; Alexander

Rossi, Homeward Bound claim, which dumps

Into the North Fork; Q. M. Libby, near Indian

canyon; Parker, near Indian canyon.

In addition to these suits brought In the

State court, a number have been brought in

the United States Circuit Court in the name of

the Federal Government. In such of these

last named suits as affect the miners on the

American river, Sacramento county will push

the prosecution throngh its special counsel.

The Anti-Debris Association will prosecute

such of the oases as affect Yuba and Sutter

counties. The persons who have been pro-

ceeded against in the CIrcnit Court, and who
come within the jurisdiction of Sacramento

oonnty, are 0. J. Spencer, W. O. Spencer,

J. F. Brown, J. D. Putsley, J. F. Brown Jr.

and a man named Gleeson. Mr. Devlin, the

special counsel, states that he has several other

suits In preparation,

George Ohleyer, President of the Anti-Debris

Association, says there are 40 hydraulic moni-

tors operating In Plumas county, notwithstand-

ing the Injunctions. Other members of the

assoolatlon, of whom the MarysvlUe Appeal

has made inquiry, said the outlook is not very

encouraging.

Electric Roads.

Work on a new electric railroad was inaug-

urated at the junction of Page and Clayton

streets on Monday, C. K. Mayne, President of

the Metropolitan Railway Co., digging the first

spadeful of earth. The first portion of the road

will be built from Clayton St. east, as the

franchise calls for, to Market St., and a mile is

to be completed before July Ist, The real

estate agents present and those who have so

far expressed an opinion as to the effects of

this road upon South Side real estate predict

that Its effect will be most beneficial, and will

certainly stimulate a great activity in this sec-

tion before fall. The road should bring into

market great numbers of residence lots.

It is to be hoped, however, that the company

has carefully considered Its electric plant, for

we have had too many failures In this State

already. The last extensive electric road

built, that from Oakland to Berkeley, only

ran a few weeks, and then had to stop to have

an entire change of its electric plant. It Is ex-

plained that the motors burned out, or that the

power was insufficient; but whatever the cause,

the fact remains that, under the plan adopted,

the cars had to stop rnnnlng.

This is the fourth or fifth instance ol the

kind we have had in California, and It has

naturally caused a distrust of electric roads.

It is understood, of course, that they run

successfully elsewhere, and it ssems strange

that the electricians who have had charge here

have been unable to arrange its appliances

satisfactorily. Cable roads are built and oper-

ate steadily from the first day. There is no

apparent reason why electric roads cannot be

made to do the same. Bat the experience here

with electric roads has by no means been sat-

isfactory up to this time. Notwithstanding

this, more are projected and being built, and

some are operating all right. But the project-

ora should exact a guarantee from its electrical

supply companies, and they ought to get com-

petent men and proper maobinery in the first

place, and not experiment with other people's

money.

Silver Coinage,

It is expected here that the ooinage of silver

at the Branch Mint will shortly be stopped

wholly or In part, No orders have yet been re-

ceived by the superintendent to reduce bis work-

ing force, but it is intimated that the end of this

month, which closes the fiscal year, will see

the dismissal of a number of the coin-makers.

There are now In the vaults of this Mint $36,-

000,000 in silver, and there will be $1,000,000

more by the end of June, but there is plenty of

room for as mnoh more, so the reason for

suspension of coinage is not lack of vault

room.

This proposed stoppage Is the result of the

law passed by the last Congress. After the

1st of July the Mints will only coin what is de-

manded, and the rest will be stored. The

Mints are required to purchase monthly up to

4,500,000 ounces if presented for sale, and this

silver will be stored instead of coined. All the

silver in the Government vaults on this coast

and at the East has silver certificates Issued

against it and the certificates have gone into

circulation. This is to be the policy in the

future—Issuing silver certificates against all

silver bullion purchased, so that It makes very

little, if any, difference whether it be coined or

remain intact, so long as the certificates cir-

culate.

The Patent Office at Washington has a

printed circular which it sends to inventors of

machines for *' perpetual motion," setting out

the fact that the thing is an impossibility.

I
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Mine Timbering.

The eqaare system of timbering, in aee in

most of onr large mines here on this ooaet, was

first Introdaoed In AoBtralia by Mr. W. H.

PattOD, who adopted it In the Broken Hill Pro-

prietary mines, although It does not seem to be

10 aatlsfaotory to the people there aa to onr

miners, who are more familiar with it. The
accompanying description and plans were fur-

nished by Mr. Patton to the report of the Seo*

retary of Mines for Victoria:

" The idea is snppoaed to have originated in

the German mines, bat in a ornde form. It

was introdaced among the mines of the Pacific

Coast of America some 20 years ago, by a gen-

tleman named Biedesheimer. Its ase there Is

nniversal, and experience has evolved it from

the embryo state to Its present perfection. The

old system and its accompanying disadvantages

inches: they ftre moved from place to pUoe u
required, and npon them the men stand when
working in the stopes and in the faces. A
stope resembles a huge chamber fitted with

scaffolding from floor to roof. The atmosphere

is cool and pnre, and there is no dast. Stage

{B added to stage, according as the stoplng re-

quires it, and ladders lead from one floor to the

other; the acoesslbiltty to «ll the faoea la a

great advantage.

If, while driving, a patch of low-grade ore is

met with, It can be enriched by taking a higher

class from another face, and bo on, any grade

can be produced by means of this power of

selection. OpiniouB have been expressed that

this system of timbering 1b not secure, and that

pressure from above would bring the whole

Btractare down In ruins. Bat an opinion such

as this la due to miBcomprehension of the faotB,

If signs of weakening In the timbers become

Hamilton Corliss Engines.

We Illustrate on page 269, the Hamilton Cor-

liss engine of a oompound tandem type. These

engines ftre so well known that it is nnneoes-

sary to describe their perfect proportiouK, high

finlBh and general exoellenoe.

This company has one of the largest, If not

the largest works in this country for solely

manofaoturlng Corliss engines. Aa they con-

fine themaelves to the building of these engines,

they have been able to arrange their works with

a complete line of spedftl tools for their pro-

duction, insuring low cost, and at the same

time absolute accuracy in all details.

This company Is prepared to guarantee on

their engines a water coneumption duty of

13^ pounds of water per horse power, per hour,

on their triple expansion engines, and 15

pounda on their compound condensing. This Is

trio Light Company of St. Louis, eight. We
mention these two out of the many eleotrlo

light companies using the Hamilton Corliss en-

gines, as they are the largest companies in ex-

istence. Those engines are represented by

Mess. Rix & Blrrell, No. 38 and 40 Fremont

St., who are sole agents for the Pacific Coast.

Important Mining Decision.

Judge Hawley, presiding in the U. S. Ciroait

Conrt at Cireon City, Kev., has decided the

case of Waloott vs. Watson, involving a one-

half Interest in the celebrated Joanna mine 1q

White Pine county, Nev. The deolslon related

to the removal of the oase under the Aot of

Congress of Angust 13, 1888, from the State

Court to the Federal Court on the ground of

local prejadioe and Influence. Mrs. Waloott

brought the salt in the State Court tor one-half

PLAN AND SECTION SHOWING THE SQUARE SYSTEM OF TIMBERING IN MINES.

are well known. A drive would be put In for

a certain distance, when it had to be aban-

doned until It oould be filled np with waste

material and made secure. This process en-

tailed much expense. The stuff had first to be

broken on the aurfaoe, then sent below,

trucked along the drives, and finally shoveled

into place. Ventilation was impaired and the
|

drives were filled with dust. The men worked

in discomfort, and were not in a condition to

perform a full measure of labor. Under the

syatem aa adopted in the Proprietary mine,

these diaadvantagea disappear. The oost is

one-third less, ventilation is perfect, and every

portion of the faoes are accessible at all times.

Sawn timber is need throughout, the upright

and oroBB-piecea are 10 Inches by 10 Inches, and

stand 4 feet 6 inches apart; along the oonrse of

the drive, the cross-pieces are 5 feet in length,

and the bight of the main drives and aill-floor

Beta are 7 feet 2 inchea in the clear. In block-

ing oat the stopes, the uprights are feet 2

IncheB, just one foot ahorter than those in the

main drivea. The caps and atruts are of the

aame dimensions and timber aa the aill floor.

The pUnka need as ataging are 9 inches by 2^

apparent, the remedy is very aimple. Four or

more of the uprights are lined with planks,

and waste material is shot in from above, and

a etroog support ia at once formed, or if signs

of crushing are noticed, it is possible to go into

the stope, break down ore, and at once relieve

the weight.

Henry Edwards, the actor, died in New
York on Tuesday. He was well known in this

city where he was one of the founders of the

Bohemian Club, and a loading member of the

California Academy of SoienceB, of whloh he

waa for several years the honored vice president.

Mr. Edwards was an entomologist of diatinction

and had one of the largeat entomological col-

lections in the world. He made special studies

of lepldoptera and ooleoptera. Mr, Edwards
waa one of the most genial of men, greatly liked

by all who knew him. He wrote a great deal

on entomological snbjecta and described some
300 new Bpeoies in this country.

Thb British House of CommouB ie consider*

ing a propoaition to make the insurance of min-

ers' lives oompnlBory in Scotland, It is en-

forced In many of the EngUBh mines already.

It is proposed to pay the premiums by deduct-

ing a Bmall amount monthly from the pay of

the men.

the basis on whioh all makers of high-olaas

engines contract In the Eastern States, and is

almost nnknown on this coast. Thia insures

both a high economy and perfect proporttone,

and through this close oompetitlon on these

guarantees, the present high perfection of these

engines has been attained.

All theae engines are built by the UBe of jigs,

thus making all duplicate parts exact duplicates

of the parts furnished originally with the

engine. Their bandwfaeels are turned off on

the engine shaffca on whioh they are to run,

thus insuring their being absolntely true in

service.

The Company has built up to date more than

three thousand of theae engines, in many oaaea

receiving from the same Company orders that

run through several years, for five to ten en*

glues, showing the entire satisfaotion they have

afforded them. They have at this date orders

ahead for over forty engines at their worka.

These engines are apeoially designed for electric

light and road aervlce, and for the me of flour

milla.

In New York, the Manhattan Eleotrio Light

Company has twelve, and the Manloipal Eleo-

of the mine and an accounting. Watson filed

an answer In the State Court denying the olaims

of plaintiff and setting up a oounter olalm for

340,000againBtMrs.Waloott, Mra.Waloottthere

upon, being a oitfzan of California and Wataon
of Nevada, although ahe waa plaintiff on the

record, filed a petition for the removal of the

case to the Federal Conrt on the ground of

local prejudice and icfluence against her, as-

serting that aa to the counter claim she was
defendant. Judge Koowlea of Montana made
the order to remand and counsel for Watson
moved to remand. Judge Hawley held that

the case waa properly removed, and that it is

now and has been since the order of removal

in the U. S. Cironlt Court.

The State Court, notwithstanding the order

of removal, tried the caseex-parte and rendered

judgment for Wataon. The attorneys for Mrp.

Waloott relied upon the order of the Federal

Court and were not present at the State trial.

The deoision of Judge Hawley was a victory
for Mrs. Waloott and the cause must be tried
la the Federal Court. A, C. Ellis and W.
Beatty of San Francisco represented Mrs Wal-
oott, and Messrs. Wren, Cheney, Rives and
Beatty represented Watson,
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The -new Metal of the Present, no longer " The
Metal of ike Fu,turey

hmmm.
RECENTLY PUBLISHED.

AldTMINiuM.—Its EQstory, Occurrence, Proper-
ties, Meta^urgy and Applications, including its

Alloys. B/ Joseph W. Richards. M. A., A. C, In-

structor in Metallurgy at the Lehigh University. Sec-
ond edition, revised and greatly enlarged. Illustrated

by 28 engravings and two diagrams. 511 pages. Sto.

Price S5.00, 6y mail, free ofpostage to any address in
the world.

ew A circular of i pages, ilo, showing the full Table

of Contents of this thoroughly revised and recast treatise,

shovnng the state of the industry up to 1890, and which
has played an important part m the rapid development

of this New Metalt toill he sent free, and/ree of postage,

to any one in any part of the world who will furnish his

address.

t3r Our new and revised Catalogue of Practical and
Scientific Books, 87 pages, 8vo, as xoell as our other Cata-
logues, the whole covering every branch of Science applied

to the Arts, sent free and free of postage to any one in

any part of the woi'ld who will furnish his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
INDUSTRIALPOBLISHERS, BOOKJSELLERS and laiPORTEKS,

810 Walnut St.. Pliiladelpiiia.Pa.U. • . A.

FACTORY:

Cor. Jefferson & First Sts., Oakland, Cal.

MANUFACTUKERS OP

ACID, ALKALINE AND WATER-PROOF
PAINTS,

Superior to anything ot the kind in the market for

IRON, WOOD AND TIN.

Uuequaled for Submerged Timbers. Red and Brown
Paints for Roofs. Warehouses, Stables, Fences,

Etc., mixed Ready for Use. Also,
Sheathing Paper, Portable Cal-

ifornia Mastic Roofing,
the Best in the

Market
for

AKD UNEQUALED FOR

Teredo-Proof Pile

Covering.

This Company also Manufactures a Malthlne
Compound for

RENJDERINQ BOOTS AND SHOES
WATERPROOF.

The same is a superior article for Preserving Harness
rendering it Impervious to Moisture and

keeping it always pliable and soft.

4^ Send tor Samples and Prices. Salesroom,

310 CALIFORNIA ST., S. F., Cal.

GREAT REDUCTION!

BATTERY~~SOREENS.
Best and Cheapest in America.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Orain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all idnds of Min
lug and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass.
Zine and other metals punohed for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut

or burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Bllniog Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 16 (finej.

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
231 & 223 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN W. QUICK, Proprietor.

The Best Mining District
On the Pacific Cuast I

GRASS VALLEY, OAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the district ia

"FXXIE; TI3I>X3Xr<3rS,
Daily and Weekly edition. Gives all the Mining News.
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining Supplies will
find THE TIDINGS the beat medium for directly reach-
ing the owners or managers of miues. Investors in
mines will flod it to their advantage to subacribe.
Many mines are in successful operation, aud new

enterprises are being instituted and many others are in
contemplation.
DAILY, $6 00 a year; WEEKLY, S2 BO, in advance.

H. S. SPAULDING, Publisher.
T. C HOOKING, Editor.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
UANUFACTUBSBS OF

!l Casflis ^ Steel Firrti
UP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.

True to pattern and superior In strengrth, tougbnesB and durability to Oast or WrouBbt
Iron In any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAI KQAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORGINGS.
ALSO Steel Rods, from J to S inch diameter and Flats Irom 1 to 8 Inch. Angles, Toes, Channels and other Bhape

Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths

STEEI- RAIi:.S from 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Mercliaut Iron, Rolled

Beams, Angle, Channel, and T Iron, Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forglngs of all kinds. Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Speoialty.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOB SCRAP IRON AND STEEI..

t^ Orders will hare prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC ROIJJNO MILL CO.. 202 Market St.. San Francisco.

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES. Proprietors.

[ESTABLISHED IN 1866.]

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

—MANTTFACTUEBRa OF—

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-
Propeller Engines, either High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines,

MINING MAOHINEBY.-Holstlng Engines and

Works, C^ea, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.—Batteries for Dry or Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Furnaces, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, eto.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.—Flour

Mill Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Uacbinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINES^BOILERS
OF ALL KINDS,

Either for use on Steamboats or for ase on Land.

Water Pipe, Primp or Air Colnmiu, Fish
Tanks for Salmon Caimeriea

OF BVHRT DBaORIFTION.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at very moaerace rabeB.

A0BNT8 FOR THR PACIFIC COAST FOR TBB

^>eei/i3.e Steazxx X^xurxxta.
SPECIALTIES

:

Corliss Engines and Tastln Ore FalTeriiers. DBANB STBAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Peed Water Pnrlfler and Heater.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
- MANOFACTDRBBS OP -

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,
FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Manufacture of Cement, Fertilizers, Paint

and all other nnrposes for which grinding or pulverizing is reauired.

Send for Catalogue and Price List to

FRISBBB -LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

N. W. SPAULDING

Manulaoturers of

SPAULDINQ'S

Inserted Tootli

CHISEL BIT

Saws.
SAW MnJLS AND MACHINERY
Of all kinds made to order. Send tor Besoriptlve Cata
locni. IT and 18a4'«mant8t.,S»sVTaiialH*

AMERICAN MINING AND STOCK CODE

"KELLOGRAPH."
Indispensable to the Mining Profession and

Useful in all Business Transactions.
A Complete Syatem of Tranamitting Telegraphic Mes-

sages by Code Cipher Words in a Legible, Secret and
Economic Manner.

OVER 35,000 WORDS AND SENTENCES
Subject to tranamieaion under infinite complication by
the uae of over 70,000 code words.
No danger of publicity in telejrraphing matters con-

cerninfj operation or sale of mining property. The work
strictly alphabetical and claBsified. The handiest work
ever published for mining operators.
PRICE, SB. Forwarded postpaid on receipt of price by

DBWBY & CO.,
220 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

Engraving.
Superior Wood and Metal Engrav-
ing, EleotrotfplnK and Stereofcypins
done aft the offloe o( thli paoei.

Irop apd (liachipe tfork^.

UNION IRON WORKS,
SAOBAMBMTO, OAL.

ROOT, NEII^ON & CO.,
UANUFAOTDRBRS OF

Steam Engines, Boilers,
AKD AliL KOma OF

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flouting Mills, Saw Mills and Quartz Mills Machinery

oonstruoted, fitted up and repaired.

Front St., bet. N & O Sta., Sacramento, Gal.

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,

WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

£NGIN££RS AND UACHXNISTS.
No. 119 Beale St., - - Ban Francisco.

BUILDBRB OF

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging
Machines, Rock Crushers, Cable Railway Machinery,
Ellithorp Air Brake Co.'e Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakes. POSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Ram Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E. Henrickson's Patent Automatio
Safety Catches.

Blachines of all klndg made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

Manufacturers ol

CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
137, 129 and 131 Besle Street,

Between Mission and Howard, SAN FR&NCISCO.
GAS WORK A SPECIAIiTI.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.

Pioneer Mining Office of the Northwest
CoaBt.

Having the largest permanent brick assay furnaces, chem-
ical laboratory and miniog office on the Noithweat Coast!
with a collection of aboutiCOU samples of the ores of Alaska,
British Columbia, Oregon and the Northwest Teiritories,

and having made pursooal examiaatlons of nearly every
mining camp on the Pacific Slope, from California to
Alaska, I am prepared to do ony daaa of legitimate and
honest mining work, such as EXAMINING, ENGINEER-
ING. SAMPLING AND REPORl'ING uN THE VALUE
OF ALL MINER/VL, COAL AND HRK-CLaY PROP-
ERTIES, BUILDI&G STONES, EARTHS, ASSAYS
AND ANALYSIS OP ORES, WATERS, CHECK,
SAMPLES OP ORE, POLPS, "ORGANIU ANALYSIS''
WORK, aud in fact any work com ected with the ollict; of a
lirst-clabs mJniog geologist aud chemist. Any iDfoimatioD
mining men may d'='9ire to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL RKyOURCES of the entire Pacific NorthweB*
will be bontstly given. Address Dr.WUIla E.Kverelie
Consulting Mining Geologist and Chemist, 1318 E Street,

Tacoma, Wash.

A. S. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 0AI,IFOBNIA SXBDDT,
Booms 30 and 31, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Designers and Constructois of Gold and Silver MUla
HoistiEg and Pumping Works, Tramways, and every-
thing pertaining to the Ulniog and Reduction of Ores.

BOSS B. BROWNE.
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

No. 807 Sahsohb St., San Frajioisoo.

THE LAW OF MINES
AND

APPLICAnONS FOR MINERAL PATENTS
A SPECIALTY.

£. A. BEI.CHER,
Attorney- at-Law,

234 Montgomery -St., San Francisco, Cal.

The Explorers' and Assayers'

Companion.

A Third Edition of selected portions of the
" Explorers', Miners', and Metal-

lurgists' Companion."

A practical exposition of the various departments of

Geology, Exploration, Mining, Engineering, Assaying,
and Metallurgy.

Price, $6.00 post-paid. Sold by Dbwby & Co., Puhlish-
ers, 220 Market St., San. Francisco.

By J. S. PHILLIPS, M. E.

The work is divided into four parts—Rocks, VeiES,
Testing and Assaying. The geological chapters are in-

tended to give miners a practical idea of the various
formations. The chapters on mineral veins aie derived
from long observation, and the section on exploration
has been carefully considered. AH that relates to dis-

crimination and assay of minerals has been kept as free

from ormulEO as possible. The work is written for

practical men. and all the explanations and descriptions
are clear and to the point. It is so prepared that It la

useful to uneducated men as well as scientists.

W. H. CONLY.
Mining, Commission.

LEGITIMATE INVESTMENTS A SPECIALTY; 124
Sanaome Street, Boom 4, S*D Francisco; Telephone

No (057.

m.
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AMALGAMATING MACHINERY.

stamp Mills for Wet or Dry Crushing.

Huntington Centrifugal Quartz Mili. Drying

Cylinders Amalgamating Pans, Settlers,

Agitators and Concentrators. Retorts, Bui*

Mon and Ingot Moulds, Conveyors. Elevators,

Bruckners and Howell's Improved White's

Roasting Furnaces, Etc.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY

CONCENTRATINC MACHINERY.

IMPROVED CORLISS v^v^ElVi^M ENGINES. %

Blake, Dodge and Comet Crushers. Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls. Hartz Plunger

and Collom Jigs. Frue Vanner & Embrey
Concentrators, Evans', Calumet, Collom's

and RIttenger's Slime Tables. Trommels.

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. Ore Sam-

1^^^^^^^^^^^^ pie Grinders and Heberle Mills.

D/>|| P^O HORIZONTAL. VERTICALDi^lLtKO . . . AND SECTIONAI

x^a:lP>m,m^rm7^^ sTE:i^M s'FJL^mw'^
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water&Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Compressors,
Rock Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC,

Sectional Machinery
FOR

VIULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Eng(nes
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Galena& Copper Ores,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS,

General Offices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.

BRANCH OFFICES
Oalle de Juarez,

NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER. COLO., 1316 Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
7 W. Second South St. LONDON, ENC, -13 Thrcadneedle St., £. c CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG. TRANSVAAL, South Africa.,

HEIiENA, UOMTANA, Boom %8, Merchants' National Bank Buildlng.lNo. North Main St.

SOIiB WESTERN AGENTS FOR TYLER WIRE WORKS DOUBLE ORIMPBD MINING OLOTHS.

JAMBS LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These WtaeelB are designed for all purposes where limited qnantltlea of water aod
high beads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Being placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transmitted
direct to shaftlD^: by belts, dispensing with gearing.

Estimates (umlBhed on application tor wheels specially built and adapted in

capacity to suit any particular case.

Further intormation can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and In Iron Globe Cases, free o' cost,

by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES LEPFEL & OO.,
Springfield, Ohio, or 110 Liberty St„ Sew York.

FRASER ji CHALMERS, General Agents,
Cblcaeco, 111., and Denver, CoL

PARKE & LAC7 CO, General Aeents, San Francisco, Cal.

BALDWIIT LOCOMOTIVE WOKZIS.
ANNUAL OAPAOITY 1000. ESTABLISHED 1831.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES!
Adapted to ever>' variety ol service, and built accurately to standard gauge and templates. Like parts
ol different engines ofsame class perfectly interchangeable.

Broad and'Narrow Gaage Locomotives, Mine Locomotives by Steam or Compressed Air, Plantation
Locomotives, Noiseless Motors for Street Railways, Furnace Locomotives, etc.

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES

BURNHAM,WILLIAMS & CO., Proprietors, Philadelphia, Pa.

» The iDstniment represented in the above cut is a
new and grand little insrention, being designed to

save life and limb, and innumerable lawsuits, by
doing away with the dangerous operation of digging

out wet and unesploded loads where Giant Powder
is used in miniug. The little mstrumeut crimps the

cap onto the end of the fuse Firmly ftii<i » bsn-
liitely Water-tiKht It is also used ior cutting

the fuse. They are neatly gotten-up ol the finest

cast steel, nickel plafei, HricM. $2 earh, or the
entire instrument finished in gold plate, ?5.

N . W. MOODEY, Fresno, Cal.

QUARTZ SCREENS •

A specialty. Round, slot

or burred slot holes. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo-
geneous Steel, Cast Steel or ^

American planished Iron.

Zinc, Copper or Brasa Screens for all purposes. Cali-

fornia Perforating Screen Co.. 145 & 147 Beale St. S. F.

Applies liquid pigmeat by a

jet of air. Higtiuab awards
Frnukliu aud American In

, Btibute? as a letcitimate art

\ tool. Succesafully used by
I large uumbers of the beat
' C'uyoD, ink and ivater-color

portrait ftrtiets, and hy tech-
nical draughtsmen. Saves 75
per cent of time 'n sbading.

Deacripcive pamphlet sent free. It points out one way to

earn a living. Addresd AlK BRUSH M'F'Q 00.
9 Nassau Street, Rockford, Ulinols.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Uanufaoture Three Kinde ot Powder, which are acknowledged by all the Great Chemists ol the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the {Market.

GH-A-KTO? 3POW JJIESn. or X>"SrKr.A.»<Iia7ES,
Of Dlfiferent Strengtns aa Required.

NOBEL'S EXPLOSITE GELATINE," which contains 94 per cent of Nltro-Glycerlne, and

GEXiATINE-DYNAOllTE, Stronger tlian Dynamft* and even Safe in Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
FOR BAII.ROADS AND LAND CLEARING. Is Irom throe to tour times stronger than ordinary Blast

ing Powder, and is need by all the Railroads and Gravel Claima, as it brealm more ground, pulverizes bettor and

Baves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as (reely.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
GAPS and FUSE for Sale. GENERAL AOENTS, RAN PBANOISCO OAL.

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay Oflace, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled. Assayed, and Disposed

Of to the Open Market to the HiKbest Bidder,

fUetalllirgy and Ore^.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Snlphureta,

UAMUFAOTURUtS OF

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.

iLBO MANUKAOTURBRS OP

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Chamberlia Patent

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..
IUP0IITBR8 AND D8ALHRU IN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS. AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 & 66 First St., cor. Alisslon.San Franolsco.
Ay^ We would call the attention of
' ' ABsayers, ChemlatB, Mining Com- -^

panics, Milling Companies, Pros-
pectors, eto., to our full etock of

Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, Boorl*
flere, etc., iooludiog, also, a full stock of
Cheinicale.
Having been engaged In furnishing these sup*

piles slnoi the first discovery of mines on the
Pacific Coast, we feel confident from our experi-
ence we can well suit the demand for tJtiese

goods, both as to qualitj' and price.

Agents for the Morgan Craolble Co.,
Battereea, England. Also for E. Q. Dennis-
ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly relia-

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taken
at his lowest prices. Our Illustrated Catalogue and As*
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOK A OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET.

Near First and Ua.Ucd Streets, S. F.

0. A. Ldorha&]>t, Manager. CstaBu'sbid 180

Ores worked by any FrooeHB.

Ores Sampled,

ABsaying in all its Branches.

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, eto.

Working Tests (practical) Made.

Plans and Specifications furnished to\ oe

most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Special attention paid to ExaminationB

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

O. A. LUCKHARDT A OO^
(Formerly Huhn 8t Luokhardt,

UlnJxiB Engineers and MetallaivlBtf)

Testing and Working Silver Ores

A VALUABLE BOOK
Ad illustrated work of 114 pa^^es, for miners and pros-

pectors, by Clias. H. Aaron. Mr. Aaron has managed
to give many useful hints and suggestions, free from
all technicalities, and in such a style as to be easily

comprehended. It is written for the miner, wth no
chemical symbols or metallurgical technicalities to con-
fuse those who are not chemists or metal lurgists. The
follo\viug summary of the contents of the work will give
an idea of its scope.
Under the heading of the first chapter, "Testing Ores

for Silver,' we find paragraphs on ore formation, test for
silver, with heat and water, acid or blow pipe. In speak-
ing of testing for a process, the extent and richness of

ore is considered, smelting ores, selecting and working
samples, appliances for testing, roasting, etc. Under
the head of "Working Ores" the author describes Aaron's
process, lias something to say ot superheated steam, pre-
paration of dichloridc of copper and protochloride of cop-
per, use of copper and iron, quantity of chemicals, car-
bonate of lime, chloride ores, amalgam, Patohen's pro-
cess, etc. He also describes the methods of working
roasted ores, treatment of base metals, stirring, heat of
furnace, want of sulphur, etc. Under the bead of

"Leaching Processes" are the titles Smelting, Mexican
process, Chilean process. Kroehnke's process, etc. Under
"Pulverizing Machines" are described the arastra ana its

construction and operation, stamp batteries, screens,
Crocker's trip-hammer battery, Paul's pulverizing barrel,
Kendall's battery, Noice's pulverizer, a cheap rock
breaker, etc.

In speaking of amalgamators the author describes a
cheap amalgamator, grinding the ore, directions formak-
ing a barrel, preventing mechanical wear, ubc of quick-
silver, copper in bars, Freiberg barrel, cheap barrel
trough, barrel on rollers, Aaron's amalgamator, separ-
tor, etc.

He describes an improWsetl retort, roasting furnace,
furnace tools and furnace building. Among the miscella-
neous mention may be found Aaron's leachmg apparatus,
with two or three different^ arrangements, a small mill,
sampling tailings, and settling tanks, dichloride of cop-
per, etc. Mr. Aaron is a practical miner, of long working
experience on this coast.

Price, post free, $2.00. Sold by Dbwby & Co., Publish-
ers, 220 Market St

INVENTORS. TAKE NOTIOB

I

L. PETERSON, MODEL MAKER,
268 Market St., N. E. cor. Front (up stairs), San Francslco
Experimental machinery and all kinds of models. Tin

and bruBwork, All eommuoicatlona atrietly eonftden
(Ml.
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%f^KET Reports.

Local Markets.

San Francisco, June ii, 1891

The weather continues to puzzle the oldest inhabi-

tant, but all agree that while some slight injury may

result to early fruits from its cloudy, misty charac-

ter, but this will be more than counterbalanced in

its benefit to maturing cereals. General trade con-

tinues fairly active. The money market is reported

easy. In next month large disbursements will be

made on account of quarterly and semi-annual divi-

dends, interest, etc. There is no disguising the

fact that throughout the United States the outlook

is of a most encouraging character. At the East,

this is shown in the large crop prospects, prospect-

ive good prices for farm products and increasing

inland trade, traffic, and transportation.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is steady,

with a firmer tone at 77@77^c.

QUICKSILVER—Receipts the past week aggre-

gate 226 flasks. The market continues feverish and

unsettled. The receipts at this port for the first

five months of the year aggregate 6153 flasks, and

the exports 1581; of the latter, 1405 flasks went for-

ward to Mexico.

SILVER—The market appears to be steadily

gaining in strength, New York being reported to-

day at 98 cts. A press telegram reports a strong

moneyed syndicate organized at the East and abroad

for the purpose of controlling the surplus on the

market. That it is feasible and that it is altogether

probable such a scheme is on foot, is not to be

doubted, for it is in keeping with what this paper

has repeatedly stated .would occur. With silver

likely to be higher, there is big speculation in all

commodities and securities whose values are largely

dependent on its market price. It now looks more

than ever certain that the Comstock mines' output

will soon run largely into gold. This the Press has

heretofore said would be the case. All thoroughly

reliable advices from the Comstock are confirmatory

that active work is being done in several of the

mines to develop the west ledge, which is rich in

gold. It is also claimed that in an outside district,

which is all gold, work in the mines is being active-

ly pushed. With these districts opened up, the

eflfect on silver ought to be quite favorable.

BORAX—Receipts the past week aggregate 494
ctls. The market is reported barely steady.

LIME—Receipts the past week aggregate 11,400

bbls. The market is steady with a continued good
demand reported.

XIN—There were 4674 boxes of plate received the

past week from the East by overland railroad. The
market is reported steady for plate, but still weak
for pig. At the East and abroad the markets for

both pig and plate are reported strong. The strength

in plate abroad is due to the works in Swansea being

shut down for one month so as to restrict the out-

put.

LEAD—The market is strong with still better

prices looked for. Holders are not offering freely,

and concessions are not obtainable. At the East in-

dications point to a, more speculative movement
soon.

COPPER—The market appears to be steadying.

The surplus stock at the East is said to be placed.

Consumers at the East are taking more freely at the

following prices: Lake 13, Arizona ingot izH,
casting brands iiK@ii^Kc. London cable to Iron

Age, June 4, is as follows: Copper has been active

and prices have advanced still further, with free

buying for speculative account and for consumption
on the advance. Furnace material is also in active

demand, and anything offered was eagerly competed
for. Two smelters have purchased a total of 6900
tons of Anaconda Matte for delivery during the

balance of the year. European stocks have de-

creased 6617 tons during the month.

IRON—Imports the past week aggregate 52 pigs

from Oregon. The market is still in buyer's favor.

COAL—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows: Tacoma, 6080 tons, Departure Bay, 2301;
Coos Bay, 1150; Nanaimo, 120; Hiogo, 2050; Syd-
ney, 2070. Total, 13.771 tons. The market is

barely steady. No large buyer looks for any ma-
terial increase in prices, while many expect to see

an easy market to obtain well into the year. Our
large crop of wheat will continue to attract ships,

which will prefer to come with coal, when obtainable,

to coming in ballast. Coal importers at the close

report ships asking qaore money for this port. This
advance may be only temporary. The output of

coast coals continues large.

Goal and Coke,

BPOT FROM YARD—PER TDK.

WelliDgton $ 9 00
Greta S 50
Carbon Hill 8 00
Naoalmo
Gilman 7 50
Seattle 7 50

Cooa Bay 6 00
Cannel 9 50
Egg, hard 14 00
Cumberland, In sacks 14 00

do. bulk 13 00

WallBend 9 00
Scotch SpUnt 8 50
Rtymbo ,

West Hartley.. 8 50

TO LOAD—PER TON.
Australian 5 7 00@
Liverpool St'm. 6 50@
Scotch Splint. . 7 00@
CardifE 7 00@
Lehigh Lump. . 14 00@
Cumberland bk 10 00@
E^g.hard 12 00@
West Hartley.. 7 50@

Gofce—Bnglish.

To load 812 00@13 00
Spot, in bulk.. 14 00@16 00

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
New York, June 11.—The roUowing are the clos-

ing prices the past week:

Thursday.. .44g

Friday 44}
Saturday 44J
Monday 44§
Tuesday 44 9-16

Wedne8dav-.44§

The Metal market is ahapini; itself into better position.

Qopper, tin and lead bave a better tone both here and
abroad. The outlook is more favorable for copper than
tor a year jpast. Stocks are only fair, while the con*
jIumptloQ la tnoreasing.

w York. Copper. Lead. Tin.

971 13 00 i 45 20 60

97} 1-2 90 4 60 20 90

97? 13 00 4 50 20 90

97^ 13 00 4 52i 21 OC

97S 12 95 4 50 21 OC

97S 12 95 4 60 20 76

List of U. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors,

Reported by Dewey & Oo., Pioneer Patent

Solicitors for Pacific Coast.

WEEK ENDING JUNE 2, 189I.

453,557.—Logging Truck— Frink & Readmao,
Seattle, Wash.
453.338-- Rudder for Boats—P. E. Frostad,

La Conner, Wash.
453.354.—Non-Heat Conducting Composi-

tion— H. M. Hanmorp, Santa Cruz, Cal.

453,475.

—

Shoe for Deformed Feet— L. D.
Hording. Colfax, Wash.

453. 306.—Mechanical Ledger—J. A. Lang-
stroth, S. F.

453.263.—Padlock — G. W. Lucas, Tucson,

A. T.

453.204.- -Tire Tightener—M. J. McKinnon,
Salem, Or.

453 246.

—

Gas Engines—E. I. Nichols, S. F.

453,293.—Raisin and Fig Press—Jas. Porteou?,

Fre:,no, Cal.

453.378.—Cable Clamping Device—G. W.
Rowley, Taylor, Or.

453,295.

—

Tanning Composition—J. T, Smith,

S. F.

453,517.—Cable Grip — Stetson, Hammond,
Holman & Harris, S. F.

4';3.Si8.—Car Coupling — E. Stewart, San
Diego, Cal.

The following brief list, by telegraph, for June 9

will appear more complete upon receipt of mall advices:

California—San Francisco, James Addisoo, tool for

cutting holes and washers; August Kemply, safety

check-rein hook; Arthur E. Shattuck, adding machine;
William H. Vance, shutter for fire grates. Pasadena,
Edward A. Cochrane, pendulum bar treadle. San Jose,

Joseph H. Flicklnger and L. F. Graham, fruit-slicer or
cutter. Rosamond, David Rankin, door-checks.
Oregon—Portland, Chas. Phelan and H. Eldridge, de-

vice for steaming and bleaching fruit; Edward Hennetty,
bag-holder. Latourrell Falls, W. J, Arner and T. J.

Connaughton, plumb and level.

NOTB.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnished
by Dewey & Co., in the shortest time possible (by mall
or telegraphic order). American and Foreign patentt
obtained, and general patent business for Paciflo Coast
Inventors transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
rates, and In the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co. 's Scientific Press U. S. and For-

eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Mechanical Ledger.—John A. Langstroth,

S. F. No. 453,306, Dated June 2, 1891. This is

a means for conveniently keeping accounts such as
are found in the books of savings banks and other
institutions where there is a large number of contin-
ually-changing accounts. It consists of independent
sheets for each account and a series of properly
numbered cases, within which said sheets are con-
tained, with certain appliances for holding the sheets
in place, protecting them from injury and for indi-

cating the place of any sheet which may be moved,
together with the name of the person who has taken
it, and in certain other details of construction. In
institutions like savings banks, where many deposits
are made, there is a large number of individual ac-
counts, and these accounts are continually changing
as deposits are withdrawn and the names go out of
the books, while new accounts are being constantly
opened. This necessitates the employment of a large
number of ledgers in which to keep these accounts,
and after a certain time, when a large proportion of
accounts in any ledger has become closed, it involves
a great deal of trouble to handle the great number
of closed accounts, and final transferring of the re-

maining open accounts into new ledgers, where the
same difficulty again occurs after a short time. Mr.
Langstroth, who is a practical, skilled accountant,
has devised the method covered by this patent to
avoid this labor and trouble.

Raisin and Fig Press.—James Porteous, Fres-

no, Cal. No, 453.293. Dated June 2, 1891. This

invention relates to that class of iruit-presses the ob-
ject of which is to pack the fruit in the containing
boxes. The object of the invention is to provide
means for adapting the press to different depths of
boxes. When such fruit as raisins and figs are put
into boxes they require to be pressed therein. In the
ordinary machine the plunger above is not adjust-
able, therefore, to adapt it to different depths of
boxes, loose blocks are usually placed on the plate or
follower directly under the plunger. According to
the different depths of boxes different thicknesses of
blocks are used. This invention does away with
this practice, which is inconvenient, wastes time and
is somewhat uncertain, the plungers in this inven-
tion being made adjustable to suit different depths
of boxes. The object in having a series of platforms
and plungers in a single machine is to enable the
operator to put the pressure on each box success-
ively and then go back to relieve the first, by which
time its contents will be sufficiently pressed.

Mining Sbare Market.

The mining share market the past week advanced
sUghtly up to Monday, when it began to shade off,

under light business. The pool withdrew all orders
that were calculated to make the market active, and
instructed their confidential "brokers and outside
henchmen to have those who are known as brokers'
brokers, not to bid for stock but to take in all offer-
ing without exciting suspicion. While these in-
structions were being carried out, paid cappers,
stool pigeons and their friends were given orders to
systematically bear the market for a break. How
well this was performed the market shows. The
pool succeeded in buying large quantities of cheap
stock, for very few, if any outsider looks for an up
move until Con. Virginia and several of the other
stocks in each group, sell at lower prices than have
been touched at any time since the former sold at
$20.50 per share. The Press stated when prices
were very nearly top that there would be a break
of about 60 per cent; how near correct we are, let
each subscriber be the judge. We now afllirm, and
unhesitatingly too, that on the next up move stocks
will sell at considerably higher prices than was

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
CoMPlliSD BVBRT THURSDAY FROM AnVBRTISKMBNTB IN TOB MINING AND SCIBNTIFIC PRESS ASD OTHER S. F JonBNALS

ASSESSMENTS.
COBrP.VNY AND LOCATION. NO. AmT. LEyTED,DELINQ'T ANDSaLE.

CaliroraialrOD & Steel Co., California.. 5— 35c,

Oarmelo Land & Coal Co., California... 3— 50c,

Clara CoflsM Co., S Dakota 4.... 25c.

CoQ Imperial M Co., Nevada 31.... 5c.

Coos Pacific M Co., California 13 10c.

East Sierra Nevada M Co.. Nevada 2 5c.,

Gray Eagle M Co . California 24.... 3c.,

GuasucaraD ^ Cal M & MCo., Honduras 5.. §5.00.

Idlewild M Co.. California 2... 10c.

Lire Oak Drift Gravel M Co , Cal 13.

Inyo Marble Co., Nevada 13

Midas M Co., California 2,

Mammoth Sprinpa M Co., California— 20,

Navajo M Co., Nevada 21

SECKETAjnr. Place op Business,
April 27, June 6, June 27 ...F Bonancina 438 Califoreja 8t

..AprilU, Mayl6, Junel6.,,WTBaggett 31r4PineBt

.,June 2. July 20, Jug 15 A Cheminant 328 Montgomery St
. .May 6, June 11, July 1 C L McCoy 331 Pine St
. . June 1, July 11, Aug 6 F E Luty 310 Pine Sfc

..April 14, May 22, June 15...G R Spinney 310 Pine St

..June 9, JtUyl4, Aug 4 A W Barrows 303 California 8t

..May 12, June 17, July 6 Edward Oliver Montgomery Avenue
May 1, June 1, June 2ll E F Stone 306 Pine St

.10..

,. 6..

.26...

,.99..

,2ic....Aprl5, June 2, June 22 Joa Morizio 328 Montgomery St
,.10c....May 26, July 10, July 28....GW Luce 132 California St
,10c Apnl 27, June 5, June 29...A Halsey 328 Montgomery St
,.50c....Juye], July 6, July 27 RP Mott Forest City
.20c. , . -May 20, June 25, July 17. . . .J W Pew 310 Pine St
,.H)c....Mai29, July 3, July 23 N T Messer 309 Montgomery Bt
.lOc April 24, May 29. June 18...A Waterman 309 Montgomery St

,. 5c,...May 21, June 3i>, July 22 J J Scoville 320 Sansome St
.20c.... April 23, May 28. June IS...D C Bates 309 Montgomery St
.20c.. . .May 20, June 29, July 58. . . . J W Pew 310 Pine St
.lac... April 14, May 22, June 15...G R Spianey 310 Pine St
,.£Oc....May 13, June 17, July 7.. ..E L Parker 309 Montgomery St
> mills.. June 1, July 8. July 29 FR Wehe Duwnieville
.10c June 8, July 11, July 29,...A Cheminant 328 Montgomery 8t
.30o. . . .May 11, June 22, July 13.. . .A W Barrows 303 Montgomery Bt
,, 25c.... May 6, June 12, June 30.,..AH Fish 309 Montgomery St
.50c....Aprill4, Mayl6, Jun6 20...WHBlanvelt Gold Hill

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
Company and Location, SECBETAnr. Office in S. F. Meeting. Date.

Alaska Treadwell G M Co A T Corbus 420 Montgomery 8t Annual June 17

Bodie Cons M Co . California B L BurUng 309 MontgomerySt Annual June 35

Found Treasure M Co.. Nevada J W Pew ^*^^A"^i^ Annual June 18

Lone Jack M Co J J Scoville 4 Sutter St Annual June 15

West Con Ta & Cai M Co., Nevada P H Androsa 324 Pine St Annual Judc 24

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Company and Location. Seoretaky. Office in B. F. Amount. Payable.

Cbamnion M Co T Wetzel 320 Sansome St 10 June 15

NortbBannerConsMCo.. California...T J MitcheU Grass Valley TO Apr 20

North Commonwealth M Co., Nevada.. J W Pew. ......310 Pme St 25 June 17

North Star M Co . California D A Jennings 401 California St 50 Apr 8

PacS!: CoLt Bon^x Co.. California AH Clough 230 Montgomery St 100 June 10

Peer M Co., Arizona
Peerless M Co., Arizona
Piedmont 51 Co., Nevada
Silver Hill M Co. . Nevada
Silver King M Co., Arizona
Scorpiou S M Co., Nevada
Sierra Nevada S M Co , Nevada...
Telegraph Drift M Co., California,

Teresa M Co., Mexico 4.

Union Con S M Co , Nevada 43.

Utah Con M Co., Nevada 12.

Yellow Jacket M Co., Nevada.

reached in last May, but the next break, after top

prices are reached, will be from 6o to So per cent.

It is claimed by usually well-informed persons that

before the new deal starts in, the market will hang

around, and may even go lower, yet persons who

have their stocks paid for need not be afraid of not

coming out ahead, provided they do not hold when

the market goes up, for too high prices, as many did

during the last upheaval. There are three very

promising if not rich developments on the Comstock

—one in the North End, one in the Middle, and

one in the Gold Hill. The shares of the mines in

which the developments suffer the most, and two of

them may be assessed before the ore is opened out.

The pool is after these stocks, or at least, the action

of the market indicates it.

It is claimed that when Col. Mackay gets here he

will have the Con. Virginia officials get rid of the

$250,000 surplus by buying the Andes ground, so as

to let Com. Flood out of his Andes stock at a good

profit. As West Con. Virginia's patented ground

lies between Con. Virginia and Andes, we fail to see

what good the latter is to them, except to get the

money and not pay dividends. Time alone will tell

if the report be correct or wrong.

The managers of North Commonwealth surprised

the street by declaring a 25 cts. dividend, with

others to follow. Some of the other mines m that

district (Tuscarora) can and will pay dividends be-

fore long, for a small-sized deal in these stocks.

Bodies and Quijotoas are among the certainties this

year, but how soon to start is as yet an open

question.

It is asserted by many persons than the next move

in the Comstock share markets is to levy more

assessmetits, and soon after start the deal. Our

opinion is, if the market advances ic/bre the assess-

ments are levied, then the stocks are a good sell.

From the Comstock mines the news continues

encouraging. Developing work in some and pros-

pecting work in others is being vigorously pushed.

The outlook is of a more favorable character than

for over ten years. We will probably speak more

fully of the situation in our next week's issue—the

want of space not allowing it this week.

San franeisco Metal Market,

Thubsdat, June U, 1891.

22 «

Antimony •,**•;•,••.•—
BOEAX—Refined, in carload lota .

.

Powdered " " |, ••

Concentrated "
All grades jobbing at an advatfce.

Copper—
Bolt „
Sheathing ff
Ingot, jobbing
do, wholesale
Fire Box Sheets....

Lead—Pig _
Bar „.;&
Sheet Mg
Shot,' dioo'un't'id%'oii '560' bags ''Drop,S bag.

J
8° W

Bnck,^bag 2 00®
Chilled, do J Sim

QtnoKsiLVEB-By the flask « 50 ^
Fla8kB.old inSS»

CmOME lEON OEE,S ton 10 O" «
Iron—Ear, base
Norway, base ••

Spot.

Iron—Glengamock ton 30 00 @
Eglinton, ton ^^^:^^
Aierican Soft, No. 1, ton.. @32 00

Oregon Pig, ton ^ m 1- -
Puget Sound^. 52 m IZ
Cldj Lane White 26 00 @
Shotts, No.l 30 00 @- -
Langloan I? SS f~

~
ThomoUfle ?t SS S
Oartsherrie ^9 00 (&—

«@

3® 3j

To Load.

,.29 00 (

SS2Seit;;"";":::::;::;26oo#

Oar Agents.

ODR fRnroa can do much In aid of our paper and the

jauBe of practical knowledge and Bolence, by aeslBtlng

Agents In their Uboio of canvasamg, by lending their In-

fluonoe and encouraging favors. We Intend to send none

but worthy men.

Gio. W1L80H—Sacramento Co.

J. C, HOAO—San PranclBco,

F, W. Kmapp—Amador Co.

G. B. Gill—San Luis ObiBpo Co.

E. L. RicBARDS-Escondldo, Cal.

Frake S. Chapih—Tulare Co.

B. F. Bblt—Shaata Co.

J. H. P. Williams-Tulare Co.

A. S. COOLET—Tehama Co.

W. U. Wadsworth—Sutter, Yolo and Yuba Cos.

Samuel E. Watson—Sonoma Co.

Hhenan Staklet—Modoc Co.

E. H. SCHAEPFLE—Central Califomi

Wh. M. Hillbart—Oregon.
Wm. Holder—Oregon.
F. B. LOQAN—Arizona.

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

S. F. Stock Exchange.

Company.

Alpha
Alta
Andes
Belcher
Belle Isle
Best & Belcher. . .

.

Bullion
Bodie Con
Btilwer.
Commonwealth . .

.

Con. Va. SOal..,,
Ohallnnge
ChoUar
Oonlidence
Oon. Imperial
Caledonia
Grown Point
Crocker
Del Monte
Eureka Coo.
Exchequer
Grand Prize
Gould & Gurry
Hale & Norcross..
Juha
Justice
Kentuck
Lady Wash
Mono
Mexican
Navajo
North Belle Isle..
Nev. Queen
Occidental
Ophir
Overman
Potosi
Peerless
Peer
Savage
S, B. «M
Sierra Nevada....
Silver HiU. .

Scorpion
Union Oon
Utah
Yellow Jacket...,

• Assessment a<

Week
Ending
May 21.

1.00
.90

1.75
2.00
,40

4.60
1.80
1.00
,30

,85

I.BO

1.75
2.16
5.00
.15

.00
1.90
.16

.65

.15
2.40
.05

1.35
1,

3.00
2.90
.70

9.37
2. SO
1.30
.40

1.00
20.50
2.65
3.30
6.50
.25

.85
2.75
.20

.35

'!%
.25

4.00

.15
1.10
.40

.25

.45
3.15

25
65
20

1.30
5.00
2.50
3.25

15
16

2.10
.95

2.30
.15

.35

2.70
.85

.40 '

Week

May 28.

,90 1 20
911 1,11(1

1 «3 2 411

1.911 ',1,35

30 .76

3.70 6 on
2 IKI 3 IKI

1.05 1 ai
.30 .36

.;o >6

9.50 12.25
1.80 2.3(1

2 as 2 7(1

ii.as 6 37

16 211

6fl 66
1 75 2 Of

15 .IS

.1.6 21

3.60
.'70 ,86

.15

2 10 2 66
2,116 2 96
.16 2[M 1,16
46 66
,26 ;«

.Ml

2,911 3 ft

.2(1 ,m
65 .n
„1()

1 111 \ 2.6

4 86 6 12
2,60 3 2(1

;< III! 4 2(:

15 ".211

16 .2)1

2 06 2 60
86 1,10

2,16 2,311

16 • 40
36 • 4(1

2.30 2, '7(1

HO 1 III!

2.50 2.85

Week Week
Ending Ending
June 4. June 11.

.95

80
2.20

.95

.76

.85

1.75
65

3.65
" 66
1.00
.26

.70
9.50
1.65

2.60
6.00

15
60

1.65
15

2.45
2.15
.80

4.65
2.71)

1.15

11.87
1.95
2.85

2 00
2.15

15

3.05
.15

!25

1.05
4.95
2.05
4.05
.15

.10
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Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

600 Alpha Con 80c
530 Alta 60(8700
600 Andes 1.85@1.90
100 Belcher 1.5U
200 Belle Isle 70c
160 Best&Belch 3 4U
200 Endie 70c
550 Bullion 2.46[S2.50
300 Eulwer 35c
600 Caledonia 51c
400 ChoUar 2.30
490 Con Cal & V. . .9.00(89. 12J
150 Crown Point 1.4?
400 Exchequer 60c
350 Gould a Curry.l.80(S1.85
700 HaleSNor 2.00
100 Julii 15c

Thursday, June 11, 9:30 A. M.

400 .rustioe 70@75o
100 Mexican 2.70
300 Mono 40c
100 Navajo 15c
300 Nevada Queen 25c
600 N ComVlth 90c
150 N Savage 35c
220 Occidental 85@95o
250 Ophir 4.20
100 Overman 2.20
100 Peer 5c
550 Savage 1.80
500 Beg Bel i M C. . . .65lg70o
150 Sierra Nevada 1 60
100 Union Oon 1.90
100 Utah 75c
100 Yellow Jacket 2.15

Mines and Stock in Mines for sale. See advertisement
on page 381.

/I33e33|iiept flotice3.

INYO MARBLE OOMPANT.—LOCATION
of principal place of business, San Francisco, California.

LocatioD of works, Marmol, Nevada.
Notice is hereby given, that at a meeting of the Board of

Directors, held on the 26th day of May, 1891, an assess-
ment (No. 13) of Ten (10) Cents per share waa levied upon
the Capital Stock of the Corporation, payable immediately
in United StateR gold coin to the Secretary, at the office of the
Company, 132 California street, San Francisco, California.
Any 3tockupon which this assessment shall remain unpaid

on the loth day of July, 1891, will be delinqnent, and
advertised for sale at public auctiou; and unless payment is

made before, will be sold on FRIDAY, the 2Sth day of
July, 1891, to pay the delinquent aesecsment, together with
the costs of advertising and expenses of sale.

By order of the Board of Directors.
G. W. LUCE, Secretary,

Office, 132 California Street, San Francisco, California.

GRA-Y EAGLE MINING COMPANY.-Lo-
cation of principal place of buainess, San Francisco,

California. Location of works. Placer Coimty, California.
Notice is hereby given, that at a meeting of the Board of

Directors, held on the 9th day of June, 1891, an assess-
ment, No. 24, of Three (3) Cents per share, was levied upon
the Capital Stock of the Corporation, payable immediately
In United States Gold Coin to the Secretary, at the office of
the Company, Room 11, No. 303 Oaliforma Street, San
Frajicisco, California.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain un-
paid on the Uth day of July, 1S91, nill be delinquent,
and advertised for sale at public auction; and unless pay-
ment is made before, will be sold oo TUESDAY, the 4th
day of August, 1S91, to pay the delinquent assessment,
together with the costs of advertising and expenses of sale
By order of the Board of Directors.

A. W. BAEHOWS, Secretary.
Office, Room II, No. 303 California Street, San Francisco,
Oalifomia.
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ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION.
Made Available over Circuit Many Miles Long for Running TRAMWAYS, HOISTS, DRILLS, STAMPS, PUMPS LIGHT, &c.

FOE PAETICDLAES AND ESTIMATES, CALL ON OE ADDRESS

TliOMiSON - HOTJSTOJNT ELECTRIC CO.,
15 FIRST STREET. SAN FRANOISOO.

GOLD MINES
STOCK IN MINES FOR SALE.

Dlvldend-paylof; Mines from $150,000 up.
(jQdeveleped nines from $lO,000 np.
Undeveloped Mlnen on Rond.
Mtock In l>ivld*^nd-paying Alines from $1 up
Stock in Undeveloped Alines now being

opened from ZS cents up.

All situated in the GRASS VALLEY MINING DIS-
TRICT, the Oldest Cjuftrt/ Mining District on the Paciflc

Coaat, and the Rioh'^st and moat Permanent in the

World. The mines of this district a'e practically inex-

hiiustible, as nearly hair a century of constant working
is proi t. Grass Valley has the deepest regular dlvidenci-

paxing gold mines in the world, and the end is not yet,

lur thes*' same mines are as rlcli to-day as at any time
during their history.

Gold minium, especially in Grasa Valley, when under
honest and scientific management, is one of the safest

and most proQtable of all American industries. It is a
busineas that will return annually a proBt of from 100 to

300 per cent on the investment. Minin< is a science

acnuired only by years of study, combined with practical

experience. Therefore, failure is the rule whenever the
management is ignorant and unecientiSc,

The undersigned is a practical scientific and successful

miner, has made mining a life study and vocation, is

honest and trustworthy, and will not, under any circuni-

sianccs, recommend or deal in any hut valuable paying
property and properties that will develop dividend-

payers.
No Wildcat Mines; no Sharp Practice; no reaEonable

chance for loss; Honesty and Square Dealing Guaranteed.
Correspondence solicited.

Full particulars by applying to

S. B. FOWLER, Supt. Hartery Mine,
Grass Valley, Nevada Co,. California.

CLAYTON
AIR COMPRESSORS

For Working
Rock Drills, Coal Cutters,
Hoisting Engines and "Water
Pumps in Mines and Tunnels,
Sinking Caissons, Etc., Etc.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 6.

Clayton Air Compressor Worlcs,

43 DEY ST., NEW YORK,

H. EVANS & CO.
(Suooosaore lo THOMSON 4 EVANS),

110 and Hi: Beale Street. S. F.

MACHINE WOEKS,

Steam Pumps, Steam Engines

and aU kmdg ol UACHINERY.

f^ m

.£^1? jA. ^ .a. XI.O .^^ X 3>£r

For Sale Cheap, Six Second-Hand

FRUE CONCENTRATORS,
Good as New. Also Second-Hand

STEAM PUMPS
Of various makes.

RISDON IRON WORKS,
Cor. Beale and Howard Sts., San Francleco.

sm^ii^mmmmiici

RUPTURE AND PILES.
We Positively Cure all kinda of Rupture

and Kectal DlBeaBcs, no matter of how long
standing, in from 30 to 60 days, without the
uae of KNIFE, DRAWING BLOOD, Or DBTEN
TiON PKOM BUSINESS, Terms; Mo Cure,
no Pay; and no Pa? antll Cnred.
If afBicted, come and see ns or send stamp for
namphlet. Address:

DBS. FOBTBBFZBLD & LOSSY,

8S8 Market Street, Sb^ Franolaoo

We have now made arrangements to have
our new Concentrating Belt manufactured in

San Francisco; we can therefore fill all orders
on short notice. The length and \vidth of these
belts are the same as is used on the Frue or
Triumph Concentrating Machines, but can be made of any
length or wid'h desired. The advantages of these belts

over any others will be readily seen by practical millmen.
Firet, the flanges or edges of our belt stand at an acute

angle inclining toward the center, and therefore readily

conform to the change of direction while passing over
the end rollers; thus the vexation and loss caused by the
trequenc breaklnt; of the flanges of the old style bolt Is

practically done away with. Again, our belts, at inter-

vals of four feet, have a very slight riffled surface for the
space of three inches, which tends to equaIiz-< the pulp
on the belt, and prevents it from baniiinir on the sides and
forming channels throufih the center. Tliese slight riffles

also save very fine sulphurets and the quicksilver that
would otherwise escape wi h the tailings from a belt,
the surface of which is entirely smooth.

H G. BLASDEL. Jr., Manager, 419 California St., San Francisco.

PLACER AMALGAMATORS
Combined with Steam Shovel or Dredge.

isTE-c^ nvEETiior) or fl-A-ceh ivriisTiisro-.

Saves all the Gold. Uses very liltle Water. Treats large quantities at Low Cost.

BUILT SOLELY BY THE

BUCYRUS STEAM SHOVEL AND DREDGE COMPANY.
^TTO-K'H.TTS, OHIO, XT. SB. .A^

FRANCIS SMITH & CO.,
Manufacturers of

Sheet Iron and Steel

ALL SIZES.

130 Beale Street, San FrancUco, Gal.

Iron cut, punched and formed, for making pipe oc
grouzid. All kinds of Tools supplied for making Pipe,
Batimaies given. Are prepared for coating all slzea of

Pipe with a composition of Coal Tar and Aaphaltum.

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, Mining, and Commission,
420 MoDtffomery St.. S. F.

Ships under advances to smelting works In Boston
New York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one years' experieace in Shipping Ores and

Uan lining Mines.
Solicits Consignments of Copper Produce and Manage-

ment of Min<ng Matters.
All business conducted on Cash Basis.

Purchase and shipment of Mining Supplies A Spboialtt.
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Business Manager of UNION COPPER MINE, Copper-

opolis, Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co., Cal.

DEWKT A OO., PATBNT AGENTS, 220
Karket B^, SutFrudgoo. Elevator, U Front St,

DIAMOND DRILLS
THE PAGIPIO PROSPECTING OO.

will contract to prospect with Diamond Cnro Drill

for minerals, etc, or to bore holes (or ventilation or

drainage. Agents for Diamond Drills, Rock Drills, Mining
Machinery and Supplies of all kinds. Diamonds on hand,
^rauirieaand orders promptly attended to. '13 Sonsome
bt/eet, San Francisco, CaL

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.

(A Corporation.)

Constantly on hand a full assortment ot Manila Rope,

Duplex Rope, Tarred Manila Rope,Hay Rope, Whale Line,

etc., etc

Sxtra BlzeB ftnd lengths mada to order on short notice,

611 & 613 Front St., San Francisco. Gal.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For information concerning this process lor the re-

duction of Ores containing precious metals, and termi

of license, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROCESS CO..

Parte Oltyi Utab.

tdljcatiopal.

Assay Office and Chemical Laboratory.
ROOMS 46 AND 47 MONTGOMERY BLOCK, 628

Moutyotuery Street, Sao Franci Co. p'or nearly Ifi

years with Tliomaa Price, as Oliief of the 0re>As8ay and
Analytical Department. Lsesodb given in Assaying and
Chemistry.

School of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Surveying, Architecture, Drawing and ABBaying.

723 MARKET ST., SAN FRAN0ISCO,O&L.
Open All Year.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President.
Assaying of Ores, $26; Bullion and Cblorlnation As^ay,

Blowpipe Assay. $10. Full course of assaying, tSO.

ESTABLISHED 1864 " Send (or circular.

IF YOU WAftT A FIRST CLASS THOHv>UGH SCHOOL
and a pleasant, refined, safe home for your hoya,

send them to

HOPKINS ACADEMY.
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA. Next term hegins August
6th, 1891. Send for Catalogue to W. W. ANDERSON,
Principal.

BUSINESS OOLLEGB,
34 POST ST., S. F.

FOR SEVKNTT - FIVB I>OI,I.ABS THIS
College instructs tn Shorthand, Typewriting, Book-

keeping, Tel grftphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the
English branches, and everything pertalninir to huslness
for six full months. We have sixteen teachers, and give
Individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
its graduates in every part of the State.

US' Sbnd for Ciroular.
E. P. HEALD, President.

C. S. HALEY, Secretary.

AND

Ore Dressing Machinery.
By O. O. WAMFORO LOCK.

COHTENTB.— Motive Power— Transmission of Power.
Quarrying — Prospecting, Shaft-sinking, Coal-cutting,
Pumping, and Ventilating Machinery—Lighting—Haul.
ing ana Hoieting Transport—Reducing—Dressing—Mis-
cellaneous.

Price $21.00. Circulars and Catalogues on application.

E. & F. N. SPON, Publishers.
m Cortlandt St.. New York.

JAMES M. HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Puhlic.

HAVEN & HAVEN,

ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,
Xo. 530 California Street,

Telephone No. 1746. S&N FRANCISCO, CAL.

FOR SALE.
Vertical pat-
tern, with bal-

BLOWING ENGINE
anced steam slide valve s^Ski, steam cylinder 14 in.

diameter, air cylinder 40 in. diameter, stroke 24 in. 1 to
100 strokes per minute; engine now. For price and par-

SS JAMES LEFFEL&CO., Springfield, OMo.

COAL MINES OF THE WESTERN COAST.
A few copies of this work, the only one ever published

treating of Pacific Coast Coal Mining, have heen oh-
tained, and Eu-e for sale at this office for $2.50 per copy.
It was written by W. A. Goodyear, Mining and Civil
Engineer,
SniTey.

formerly o( the CalUornla State Geoloei»l
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JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
Not. 39 to 51 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

"HENDY" IMPROVED " OHALLBNQE " ORB PKEDBR
The best form of Feeder ever devised, and prononnoed by reputable mining men to be fai

Buperior to any form of *' Roller " Feeder manufactured. We refer to the follow-

ing gentlemen who have furnished us with testimonial letters to the
above effect, which can be seen at our office, viz.;

CJ. W. Ceooker, Supt. Bunker Hill Gold Min-
ing Co., Amador City, Cal.

W. G. RoBEBTS, Greenwood, El Dorado Co., Cal.

D. C.WiCKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal.

J. K. Tregloau, Siipt. South Spring Hill Gold
Mining Co. , Amador City, Cal.

WE ABE MANTJFAOTDREES OF THE

"CHALLENGE', "STANFORD", "TULLOCK,"& "ROLLER' FEEDERS,
And will fumifih descriptive Catalogues and quote prices upon applioation.

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
ROCK DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING.

MINING AND QUARRYING

]Vfl[ .a.OH 1 3Xr E3

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Superior to all Otbers for Qnartz Mills, Smelters, &g.

Not Affected by Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils. Every Belt Guaranteed, Try It. Send
ior Circular and Samples.

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

IT HAS NO EQUAL

Can Be Put On

by Any One,

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF,

Adopted by the

Navy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOIIiEKS, STEAM PIPES, COLD STORAGE, and all placeB requiring

JMon-Keat-OondiLcting: Material.

PAOmO&DivfsSTS.—O. B. JOHNSON & CO.—SAN FRANOISOO.

DEWEY & CO. {^^S,.^vi?^f,Wrolt.^l PATENT AGENTS.

Send for Catalogue.

ELECTRIC BLASTING.

VICTOR EI.KCTRIC l-tATINUME FVSES.
Superior bo all others for explodluff any make of dynamite or
blasting powder. Each fuse folded separatRly aud packed in
neat paper Voxes of 50 each. All tes'ed and warranted. Single
and double strength, with any leufith of wires.

VICTOR BI..4.NTINO ITIACIIINK. Made in tno
sizes. No. 2 fires 20 to 30 holes. No, 1 fires 5 to S holes. Adapted
for prospecting, stump blasting,qvnrry and general railroad work.
" PUL.L. iri» " BIi.4.NTINe ITEAClIINe. — The

stroHKest and <"ost powerful machine ever made f jr Electric
Blasting, No. i size fires 70 holes. No. 3 size fires 40 holes. Are
especially adapted for suhmariDc bla.sting an I large mining work.

Ninndaril Klectfic Piine nod BlnHtTeNter.WIre
Reels, new design, I<cndin&r and Connecting YVIre.

fllA-NUPAOTURED ONLY BY
JAMES MACBETH & COMPANY.

iSS Maiden l.ane. New Vork City.

PARKE3 & LaOY CO.. San Francisco, Cal., AGENTS

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

THE ABOVE OUT ILLUSTRATES inii IMPROVED FOBDI OP DOUBIiE-JOINTED HY-
DRAIJI>TC GIANTS which we manufacture. We giiarantee purchasers of this form of Giants against all

costs, expenses or damages which may arise from any adverse suits or actions at law. We are further prepared to

furnish Single-Jointed Giants when required. Prices, discounts and Catalogues of our specialtie of Ity'-

draulic Alining' Machinery sent on application.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39 to 51 Fremont St., San Francisco.

HOISTING ENGINES FOR MINES
1, 2, or 4 Drums, with Reversible Link

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.

MADB ONLY BT THB

v

UDGERWOOD M'F'G CO..
96 Liberty St.. New York.

84 and se West Mooroe St., Chicago.
197 to 203 OongresB St, Boston.

1 to 7 N. First St., Portland, Oregon.

PARKE & LACY CO., Agts., San Francisco.
S«T»d for Cfttalnernn.

Adamantine Shoes and Dies
-AND

Gams, Tappets, Bosses, Roll Shells and Crusher Plates,

THESE CASTINGS ARE EXTENSIVELY USED IN ALL THE MINING STATES
and Territories o£ Nortli and South America Guaranteed to prove better and
cheaper than any others. Orders solicited subject to above conditioos, When
ordering send sketch with exact dimensions. Send for Illustrated Circular.

Manufactured b; CHBOME ST£X)I, WORKS, Brooklyn, N. T.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent, 220 Fremont St., Sen Francisco.
Special attention given to the purchase of Mine and Mill Supplies.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Fair, 1884.

oxjiOo? tit? Aa:x3£3SEa,
Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

MEDART PATENT WEOTJGHT RIM PUIIET
For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Waehlngton

Uontana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Best Balanced Pulley in the World. Also Manufacturers of

SHAFTING, HANGERS AND
I^Sbnd fob OiR<n]LAas iw Priob List.^

129 nnd 131 FREMONT STREET, . - .

PAT. Oi/r. 25, 1881. APPURTBNANOBS.

SAN PRANOISCO, OAL.

URED ^^h,\^\^.
'<" —

lAVC";

i , I'c.DCOlm CORD"

3E».A.ODK.IISrC3".
MANUFACTURED FROM STRICTLY FIRST-CLASS FLAX AND PURE LUBRICANTS. HAS NO SUPERIOR

for all Hydraulic Work, Calico Watkr Works Co., Calico, Cal., Deo. 16, 1890.

W. T. Y. ScHENCK—Dear Sir: We find your "Red-Cord" Square Flax Packing the "Bops." Yours truly,
J. B. LANE. Secretary.

The red cord runs the entire length. Put up in boxes of 20 feet, or coils of 60 to 80 lbs. For eale by all

dealers. W, T. T. SCHBNCK, Sole Manufacturer, 222 and 224 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemical Works.
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Indnstrial Gbemist, Assayer

and Geologist.

718 MONTGOMERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

i^Wlll report on the oonditiOD and value of any mhalng property on
the Paolflc Coast. Bare Chemloals made to order. InstTuotions given in

^Baying >nd Praotioal Chemiatry

,
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PROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Best Ore CoDoeatrator in the market, having doable
the Capacity and doing its work as close as the plain Belt
machine, while its concentrations are clean. It is used in

a number of Mills, the most notable of which is the

Alaska M. & M. Go's Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Fruea
are taking the Palp from 120 Stamps, crashing 350 tons

per day, and is giving entire satisfaction as against 48
plain Belt Machines, taking the Palp from the other 120
Stamps.

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f. o. b.

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

For Pamphlets, Testimonials and farther information

apply at office.

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE CO..

Protected by Patents December 22, 1874; September 2,

1379; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20, 1883;

September 18, 1883; Jaly 24, 1888. Patents applied for.

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Tan HoNTAMA CoupANT (Limited), London, October 8, 1886.
Drar Sirs ;—Having tested throe of your Frue Vanners In a com-

petitive trial with other slniUar uiachines (Triumph), wo have satisfied

oureolvca o( the Buiierlority o( your VaiintTH, as it) evidcDced by the
tact of our havinif ordered 20 more of your mai^liitieR tor immediate
delivery. Yours truly, TUB MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B.—SI'ce the above was written the 20 Vanners, having been
started, ^ve such satlnfaction that 44 additional Frues and more
stamps have been purchased. ADAMS Si CARTEK.

Room 15, No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR with IMPROVED RIFFLED BELT.
The competitive trials which have been held between the

"Trinmph" Ore Concentrators, the " Frne" Vanners and
other forma of concentrating devices, do not warrant the as-

sertion that the "Frne ' Vanner ia the best ore concentrator in

the market. The fact that the "Frnes" have improved (cor-

rngated) belts does not militate against the eaperiority of the

"Triumphs;" for, when desired, they (the "Triumphs") can

be mounted with a superior belt known as the '* Blasdel "

Riffled.

Price " Triumph " Concentrators, with Im-

proved (Patented) Belt - - - $650f, 0. b.

Price " Triumph " Concentrators, with

Plain Belt $550 f. o. b.

We are prepared to guarantee the superiority of the " Triumph "

the " Frue " or any other form of ConceDtrator, for coin if need be.

Circulars and testimonial letters furnished on application.

'
1CaL j

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS.

39 to 51 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

d»-A-T:ES3\rTJE333 .)

Both the "Triumph" Concentrator and "Blaadel" (riffled)

Belt are protected by incontestable letters patent, granted
by the Government of the United States.

OriKinnl Empire Mill and Mining Company,
Principal Office, 401 California Si., cor. Sansome, S. F.

Lotation ol Worlts, Grata Vallev, Nevada Co., CaL J

Grass Vallby, Nrvada Co., Cal., Nov. 10, 1886.

Joshua Hendy Machine Wnrks, 30 to 51 Fremont St., S. F., Cat.:

Gentlkmbn—I anj pleased to state, in reference to tlie •' Triumph'
Ore Concentrators, that four (4) of them were placed in the m'll of the

. Original Emipre Mill and Minin^^ Company in April, 18S4, and a thorough
-' test made of their practical oper tion; and their efficiency havinjr been

J demonstrated, four (4) more were subsequently introduced as the comple-
r ment of the Twenty (20) Stamp Mill, and the eight (8) have been and are
' now ruoniny with entirely satisfactory results.

At the Ten (10) Stamp Mill of the North Star Mining: Company, un'^er

my superviiiion. four (4) are also in successful operation, and from my
observation of their practical workings, I am convinced that this form of

Concentrators is the equal, if not superior to any other style of Vannerfl

or concentrating devices. DA'^ID McKAY, Jr.,
[Signed] Sup't North Star and Original Empire Mining Co.

N. B. Wheu the stamping capacity of the two above named mills was in-

creased, more " Triumph " Concentrators were purchased, and twenty*
eight (28) are now in constant successful operation.

COMMON SENSE PULVERIZERISCONCENTRATOR.

i;;;

-X i
Jb

^Im-
i

This is the most snccessfal machine

yet discovered for working Gravel,

Cement, Clay, etc. It avoids crash-

ing the rocks which are washed

clean and at the same time pnlver-

izes the Cement or Clay and SAVES

EVEN FLOUR GOLD.

It is only necessary to have ahont

six inches of water to work 100

tons or over per day.

Fnll pariicnlars given by ad-

drersing:
^"^"^

S. K. SNODGRASS,

FROM 150 TDC5D REVS. PER MINUTE SECTION THRO, AB

L''!

Vallby Spring*^, Calavbras Co., Cal., .Tuly 19, 1890.

Mr. S. K. SNODGRAes—Dear Sir: We find your machine per-

feotly reliable for four to five tons per hour, according to size of

gravel. The work is well done, and not to exceed five per cent

gets by, which I believe is very cIo9e work for any machine.

Yours, L. A. SHEAD.

San- Frakcieco, March 25, 1891.

S. K. Skodorass, Esq.—Dear Sit: In regard to the

work done by jour machine, which we have had in

operation for the past three months, I caa say that

it has handled successfully all material as taken out

cf our ground, the only cement which was not per-
fectly broken up being an exceedini:ly hard cemented
material approachin£r rock in its hardn* ss.

For ali fee wjsh and moderately hard cement it

will do very good work, and must effect a great sav-

ing in working such gravels and cements, owing to
the tmall hfad of water required; and farthermore,
its great gold-saving qua itie<4, as I am satit-fled that
fully 95 to 98 per cent (if the gold freed in too ma-
chine is savtd. evpn to flour gold, and that too with-
out the use ci quicksilver.
The automatic n jrction of all rooks and material

by the revolving screen makes the hindling of the
gravel cheaper, as all hand culling of the material is

rendered unnecessary'. Trulv yours,
W. W. B. STEVENS.

220 Sutter Street, San Francisco.

WOODBURY ORE CONCENTRATOR WITH IMPROVED BELTS
More than DOUBLE THE CAPACITY with One-Half Less Power

and Occupying Less than One-half the

Space of any other Concentrator.

Built oi Beat Steel and Wrought Iron.

STRONG AND DURABLE.
Price $575 f. o. b.

Sent! for Catalogue acd Testimonials.

The annexed cut shows the belt in ita improved form,

which consists of corrugated edges, to form an ex-

panding top edge. Tbia exccBS io le gtb of material

effectUrtlly prevents the edgea from cracking; plain

edge bJts have toBtretch about one inch to the foot

as they pass around the drums. This cominuous
stretch cracks the edgea. The improTed belt obviatea

that difficulty. __^^^^^^^^_
PATENTED
Aug. 19, IS^U.

GEO. E. WOODBURY, ManTr, 213 to 219 First St., San Francisco.

H xji^T?inNrc3p"ro nxr.
MANnFACTUBER OP -

LLS,CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Machinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Sliingle Macliines.

SEND FOR OIROTJLAR.

OeatrUagal Boiler Qaarti MUl, ai3 I*IH.ST? STUJEIEST?. s.A.xar x-zt.A.xa'oxetco, o/\ti
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTBBS AND MANUPAOTUBERa OF

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
ENGINES, BOILERS, STEAM PUMPS,

AIB OOMPRBSSOES, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S CRUSHING ROLLS,

OONOBNTBATORS, PULVBBIZBRS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

BOCK BRBAKHBS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Takingr Pulp from lO Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS. INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING. OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS^

ROTARY PUMPS. GANG EDGERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

csrHxa-m*..AJj .A.GrjEns'na z*of(.

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES,
SALES DUBINQ LAST FOUB MONTHS:

rJOMPOTyNrrj 4* engines, STA'Mr)AT?r) 99 engines, TTTIMTOR 166 engines,
KJ\Jl}a.£^\J\Ji.\XJ, S»I5 HORSE POWER. O ±J^iM UXi.L\iU, 4S00 BORSE POWER. 0\Jl!iX\J.C\i, 4260 HOBSE POWER.

03ra.xic3. Tota,!, 309 XSnglxieis, .iaLegxreBa,«lxi.s 13.975 XXorise X'o'ctT-ex-.

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Gal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W.

THE FELTOIT WATER "WHEEL
GIVES THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY OF ANY WHEEL IN THE WORLD. OVER 1300 IN USE.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mining and manufacturing machinery. Adapted to heads running
from 20 up to 2000 or more feet. From 20 to 30 per cent better results guaranteed than can be
produced from any other wheel in the country.

The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and reliable power, close
regulation, and the facility of adaptation to varying conditions of speed and pressure, have
brought it into special prominence and extensive use for this class of work.

All applications should state amount and head of water, power required and for what purpose,
with approximate length of pipe line. SEND FOR OATALOGTJE.

rrxxxs i»:E3XiToi>a- -v^-A-rrEsi*. '\7\7'zxs3E3Xj oo.
121-123 MAIN STBBET, SAN FEANCISCO, CAL., D. S. A.

pri TAM U/ATPD MnTflR^ Varying from the fraction of 1 up to 15 and 20-hor8e
itLIUii nHltn IllUIUnO, power, unequaled for all light-running machinery.
Warranted to develop a eiven amount of power with one-half the water required by any other.
SEND FOR MOTOR CIRCULAR. Address as above,

THE GATES ORE AND ROCK BREAKER.
rM;^ S.-SJ'S^TO^T^T^J^aS^^^^^^^'

UNEQUALED IN EFFICIENCY, UPWARD I Gives a fineness of product that increases the capacity of any mill from 25 to 40 per

Sr • ,, J ii. ^ • .,. ^ r ,
cent without anv additional expense. THE BEST AND ONLY CRUSHER ADAPTED

Will do more than twice the work of any other with the same cost in wear.
| TO MACADAM ROAD WORK. Send for Circular.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO., 121-123 Main Street, San Francisco, General Western Agents.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.

521 & 523 Market St., San Francitco,

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

—DflALBR IM

—

Assayers' and MiniDg Material.

-MAHUl'AOTDRBR OF—
IN QUARTZ, QBAVEL, OB PLAOEB MINES. MADE OP BEST SOFT LAKE ST7PEBIOB OOPFEB

Our plates are guaranteed, and by actaal experience are proved, the beai hi weight of Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
ver and durability. Old Mining Plates Replated, Bought, or Gold Separated, THOUSAMiS
OP ORDERS FILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
68, 70 & 72 First St., San Francisco, Cal.^ SEND FOR CIRCDLABS.

Agent for HOSKIIfS'

HTSEO-CASBON ASSAT FTTENACES

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD
'PKICES GREArtT REDUCED ONLY REPINED SILVER AND BEST COPPER t'SED. OVER 3000 ORDERS FILLED. FIFTEEN MEDALS AWARDED.

OldMinint; Plates can bo Replated. Old Plates Bought, or Gold Separated. TIiobo PIsccb can also be purcbaaed of JOHN TAIX-OR & CO., Corner First
and Mission Streets, San Francisco.

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS.
B. G. DENNISTON, Proprietor. 653 & 855 MISSION ST., SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

Our Plates have been used (or 20 j ears. They have proved the best. We adhere strictly to contract in weight ot Silver and Copper.
SEND FOR CIB0UL4B,

RECEIVED EVERY MEDAL
Awarded on the Pacific Coast
for silver - Plated Amalifam
Plates and Best Gold, Silver

and Nickel Plating.
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U 5. GOVERNMENl BUILDING

WORU^'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION

P'r>

i^'-^^--^'^--^'^'''''^ ,^r^-#'hji»".V._rfJr

THE U. S. GOVERNMENT BUILDING. BUILDINGS OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS.

Columbian Exposition Buildings.

lUaatratioDB are given on this page of a few

of the many fine baildinge which are being

erected in Ghioago eepecially for ase in connec-

ticn with the oomiog World's Fair, The great

baildingB of the exposition

will be one of its chief attrac-

tions. Their gilded domes,

colossal pillaiB and splendid

proportions will be recalled

after the displays in them

have been forgotten. The

Qoblesc achievements of Am-
erican architecture will be

arrayed around a grand coart,

prodaoingan effect alike sump-

taoos ftnd inspiring. That

wealth of architectural aplen.

dor will cost something like

$12,000,000 with the attending

landscape effects. By common

consent, the buildings which

have been designed to bouse

the various exhibits have been

termed palaces, a title which

their magniffcent proportions

and artlstio lines have fully

earned. It is doubtful if such

an aggregation of palatial

etrnotttres has ever been gath-

ered together within such a

compass. Twelve stupendous

baildinge, any one of ten of

which will cover more ground

than the National Capitol at

Washington, monuments alike

to the genius of the arohlteota as well as the

progress of National architecture, fitting

temples in which to celebrate the anniversary

of an event of uneqaaled importance in the

history of the Western Continent, and soores of

other magnificent edifices—such will be the

World's Fair edifices at Chicago In 1893.

The United States Government Exhibit

bailding was the first Exposition strnotnre to

be planned. It will occupy a site near the

Lake Shore, south of the main lagoon and of

is classical In style, and bears a strong resem-

blance to the National Museum and other Gov-

ernment Buildings at Washlugton. It will

cover an area of 350 by 420 feet, will be con-

structed of iron, brick and glass, aud will cost

$400,000. Its leading architectural feature is

MACHINERY HALL AT THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

the area reserved for foreign nations and the

several States, and east of the women's build,

ing and of Midway Flalsanoe. The Govern-

ment Bailding was designed by Arohitect Win-

drim, now succeeded by W. J. Edbrooke. It

a oentral octagonal dome, 120 feet in diameter

and 150 feet high, the iloor of which will be

kept free from exhibits.

Machinery Hall, on which Peabody & Sterns

of Boston, have been working for months, has

been pronounced by many architects second

only to Richard M, Hant's Administration

Bailding in the magnifioenoe of its proportions.

This building will be 850x500 feet and cost

$450,000. It is located at the extreme south

end of the park, midway between the shore of

Lake Michigan and the west

line of the park. It is just

south of the Adminlstiation

Building.

The building Is spanned with

three arched trusses, and the

interior will present the ap-

pearance of three railroad

train-houses side by side, sur-

rounded on all the four exterior

sides by a 50-foot gallery. In

eaoh of these long naves there

is to be an elevated traveling

crane for mining machinery.

Steam power for this building

will be shipped from a power-

house adjoining. The two ex-

terior sides adjoining the grand

court are to be rich and pala-

tial in appearance. The two

facades of Machinery Hall on

the ooart are rich with oolon-

-- nades and other features.

The design follows classical

models througbont, the details

being followed from the renais-

sance of Seville and other

Spanish towns, as being appro-

priate to a Columbian exposi-

tion. An arcade on the first

story admits passage around

the building under cover. A colonnade with a

cape at either end forms the length between

Machinery and Agricultural halls.

The Agricultural Building is to be pat up

{Oonainued on page 393.)

PRINCIPAL FACADE OF AOBIO^LTaRAt B0ILDIN©, WORLD'S COLUMBIAN BXPOSITION.-FBOM THE ORIGINAL DRAWING.
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A Lixiviation Plant.

The Construction of Details for a Modern
One.

[Read by C. A. Stbtefbldt, Sau Fraocisco, before the

American iDstitute of Mining Engineers.]

A modern lixivlatlonplant for the treatment

of eilver-ores with hyposulphite eolation di£ferB

80 materially from its ancestors, that a critical

description of the improTements recently car-

ried out and proposed, will not be withoat in-

terest to metallargists. While the general

arrangement of sach a plant depends apon local

oircumstanceB, its details of oonstraotion are

more or less oonstaQt and can be described from

a general standpoint.

The plant consists of wooden tanks in which

the ore is treated and solutions are accumu-
lated ; apparatus for elevating and transferring

solatioDS, and for creating a vacunm below the

filters of ore'tanke ; filter-presiea and drying-

chambers for hacdling precipitates ; apparatus

for manufacturing sodium sulphide, etc.

1. Wooden Tanks.

Construction.—Tanks should be made of olear,

welUseasoned lumber. In the United States,

Oregon pine is the best material for this pur-

pose. The staves, from 3 to 4 inches thick,

according to size of tank, should be ordered out

to sweep of radius, and from 9 to 10 inches

longer than the inside depth, but not ** gained
'*

for the bottom, The gaining of the staves, 1

inch deep, is done by band, leaving a chine of 6

iaohes below the bottom. In all tanks the

staves stand perpandioular to the bottoms.

The bottom pieces, 3 to 4 inches thick, are out

to a diameter of 2 inches greater than that of

the fiaished tank ; they are grooved and jained

by a tongue. All joints must be fitted with

precision. White lead should never be pat be-

tween the staves, but may be naed in inserting

the tongues between bottom pieces. The under-

strnctures of substantial timbers, placed on a

solid foundation, should be suffioiently high to

allow access to the bottom in case of leakage.

The bottoms rest on joists, 3 to 4 inches wide
and 10 to 12 inches deep, placed about 2 feet 6

inobes apart, so that the staves are left entirely

free. Hoops are made of roand iron, | to 1|
inches diameter, the threaded ends, with hexag-

onal nuts, pasaing through forged or cast-iron

lags, giving preference to the former. In order

to get the fall strength of the rods, the threaded

ends are taken ^ inch larger than the diameter

of the rod. For tanks of larger diameter, each

hoop is made in two or three sections ; this is

neoessary to effect a more uniform closing of

the stave-joints by tightening the nuta in two
or three places.

After finishing, the tanks are painted on the

ontside, itaves and bottoms, with three coats of

white lead.

Dimenaions.—Formerly, the dimensions of

lixiviatton-tanks were taken quite small : Ore-

tanks not larger than 12 feet diameter and 3 to

4 feet deep ; preoipitating-tanks, solntion-sumps

and storage-tanks of corresponding dimensioos

In recent works, however, ore-tanks of 16 to 20
feet diameter and S to 9 feet depth, preclpl-

tating-tauks, solntion-sumps and storage-tanks

of 12 feet diameter and 8 to 9 feet depth are

put up. As can readily be seen, the care and
attention required to finish a charge in an orC'

tank, or to precipitate a solation in a preoipi-

tating-tank, are independent of the size of the

vessel ; hence, the great advantages of large

sizes.

The capacity of an ore -tank for 24 hours de-

pends upon the specific gravity of the ore, the
quantity of first and second wash-water, and of

stock-solutions required for treatment, but prin-

cipally upon the rate of lixiviation. Capacity
increases in proportion to diameter, but remains
nearly stationary as far as depth is concerned ;

that is, the same number of ore-tanks will be
required whether their depth is 9 feet or only 4
or 5 feet, in order to treat a stipulated quantity
of ore per day. In fact, should the rate of lix-

iviation Increase with reduced depth, the same
number of shallow tanks would put through in

24 boars more ore than deep ones. The princi-

pal advantage of increased depth consists, there-

fore, only in reducing the number of charges
treated.

Sluicing Tailings — Where water is abundant,
tailings are now removed by sluioing, and great
depth of the charge is no disadvantage. Even
where water is soarce, and tailings have to be
removed by hand, deep tanks should be ased,
It is only necessary to provide mechanical
means for moving above the tanks large backets
into whic'i the tailings are shoveled.

Filtersfor Ore-Tanki,—The false bottoms for

the filter, and the latter itself, are prepared as
follows : Wooden slats, 1| inches high and 1

inch wide, and separated 1 inch from each other,
are fastened to the bottom. This has, so
far, been done with iron screws, bedded
in white lead; I would suggest pins of hard
wood. The inside of the slats, next to the
bottom, is out out in many places, f inch deep
and 3 inohes wide, so that a free passage of the
solution below the filter is established. Be-
tween the ends of the slats and the staves a
clear space, 1^ inohes wide, is left. A strip of

wood, 1£ Inches high and 1 inch wide, previously
out with a saw in many places, and well
soaked in water, eo that it will bend easily, ia

now fastened round the slats, leaving an an-
nular space, ^ inoh wide, between the strip and
the staves. One thickness of stiff matting,
covering the slats and the circular strip,but not
the annular space, forms the foundation of the
filtor-oloth proper. The latter. No. 10 canvas
duck, is out to a diameter 6 inohes greater than

the ineide of the tank, so that the ends can be
pressed into the annular space described above,

and kept in position by forcing down a ^-inoh
rope.

Sluice Oaten.—A gate for sluicing tailings is

illustrated in the Trails.^ vol.xv., p. 359. The
discharge-opening should be IS to 20 Inohes
wide and 8 to 9 inches high. The door is

covered with a sheet of rubber, and should be
suspended by a counter-weight when removed.
For very large ore-tanks, say 18 to 20 feet

diameter, it is desirable to have two sluice-

gates diametrically opposite to eaoh other. The
bottom of the gate shonld be ffush with the
filter.

Solution Outlets for the Ore-Tanks.—These
are made of 2'inGh, six -ply, rubber steam-hose,
which is inserted in the following way : A
piece of olear plank, 3 or 4 inches thick, is fas-

tend to the bottom of the ore -tank with wood-
screws, and a hole, having the exact size of the
outside diameter of the hose, is bored through
the bottom and the plank, at a flat angle of
about 30°. Through this hole the hose Is

forced. All joints are made with thick
white lead, the wood screws being also
bedded in this material. A pin of hard wood is

finally driven through the end of the hose Into
the wood. If the solution-hose is permanently
connected with a Montejus (see 6) for pro-
ducing a vaoum below the filter, and leaching
with water from below the filter is desirable, a
second hose should be inserted in the bottom
of the tank and connected with the water-pipe.
Finally, a third outlet may be provided and
connected with a Koerting ejaotor or a geyser-
pnmp (see 7), if circulation of extra-solntion
is necessary.

Launders for Solution in front of Ore-Tanks.
These launders, 6 inches wide and 3 inches
deep, are made of olear l^inch lumber, and
painted inside and ontside with asphalt var-
nish. They are placed level, and should be
held together with properly constructed braces.
Connection with precipitating-tanks is made
by 3-inob, eixply rubber hose, which is in-

serted in the same way as the hose in the bot-
tom of the ore-tanks, but the hole is not bored
slanting.

Launders are needed as follows: One for
silver-bearing wash-water, one for waste water,
one for solution, one for weak solution. If it Is

desirable to treat ore at different periods with
cold and hot solutions, and to keep these sola-
tions In rotation separately, a fifth launder
must be added. Launders are either placed a
short distance below the ore-tanks (from bottom
of staves to top of launders, about 9 inches),
and above the precipitating-tanks (about 6
inohes from bottom of launders to top of pre-
clpitating-tank); or 5 to 6 feet above the top of
precipitating-tanks, and below the npper floor

round ore- tanks. The first position is taken If

no artificial means are used to increase the
rate of lixiviation; the second if the rate of
lixiviation Is increased by a Montejus with
vacuum, (See 6.) The high position in the
latter case is necessary to give snf&cient head
to the discharge through the 3-inch hose of the
launder; when the solution Is suddenly pressed
up from the Montejus.
Boxesfor Ghemicalt.—Solutions Introdnced

to the ore-tanks are first conductad to a
wooden box or barrel, with holes in the sides,
standing on top of the charge. This prevents
stirring up of the ore by a strong current of
solution. These boxes also receive the copper
sulphate and sodium hyposulphite for making
extra solntion in the ore-tank.

Tail Races.—If tailings are discharged by
sluicing, proper attention shonld be paid to the
construction of tail-races. Their inclination
depends, of course, on the specific gravity and
coarseness of the material; it should never be
less than finch to the foot.

Preclpltating-Tanks.

Stirrers.—For stirring by hand, an oar of
ash; 16 feet long, is used. Mechanical stirrers
are however, far superior to hand atiriiug. The
best form of a stirrer is a propeller-screw of
about 2 feet diameter, making 120 revolutions
per minute. The screw revolves about 1 foot
above the bottom of the tank. Since the lower
end of the propeller'Shaft can not be very well
left without a guiding bearing, and at the
same time should be protected against the cor-
roding iufluence of the solntion, it Is enclosed
in a heavy glass tube, held in position by rub-
ber nipples and iron washers. The guiding
bearing is made of lignum vitce.

Stirring solutions with air, as described in
the catalogues of the Koerting Bros,, is very
effective. Some trials have recently been made
with air stirring at the Marsao mill, but it re-
mains to be seen whether this method decom-
poses sodium hyposulphite In perceptible quan-
titles or not.

Decanting'Pipt9.~llhe decanting of the clear
solution, after precipitation. Is done by a swing-
ing two-inch gas-pipe, working through a
stuffing-box. An illustration of this arrange-
ment is found in the paper of Mr. Daggett,
Trans.y xvi., 446. The pipe is marked there
four inohes, which is too large. When a pro-
peller-stirrer is used, the pipe moving up and
down cannot pass through the center of the
tank, but must be shifted 18 inches away
from it.

Outlet for Precipitaies.—Freoipit&teB are dis-
charged by a two.inoh asbestos-packed angle-
cock, inserted close to the bottom of the tank
through the staves.

Launders,—In front of the precipitating-
tanks are launders, leading the decanted solu-
tion to the solution-samps, and running de-

canted wash-water or weak solution to waste.

If cold and hot solntions are kept in rotation

separately, two launders must be placed in

front of the silver preoipitating-tanks, one

leadiug to the sump for cold, the other to that

for hot solution. The launders at the back,

conveying precipitates to the storage-tanks for

sulphides, wash-water precipitate and lead

oarbonate, should be Inclined, with a fall of

about 4 feet in 100 feet. These lannders are

constrncted in the same way as those in front

of the ore-tanks, but need not be so large.

Storage-Tanks for Precipitates.

These are made about 10 feet in diameter

and 3 feet deep. A 2'iDch rubber hose forms

the outlet for preciptates through the bottom,

A 1-lnoh deoanting-pipe for solution is inserted

through the staves aboat one foot above the

bottom. Both outlets are connected with the

press-tank.

Solution-Sumps and Storage-Tanks.

These should be made of the same diameter

as the precipitating-tanks, but about one foot

less in depth. Two of each kind shonld be

provided, especially where solutions are

heated, and hot and oold solutions are kept in

rotation separately.

2. Preclpltatlng-Tanks for Wash-Water.

If it is desirable to precipitate silver and
copper from the wash-water by scrap-iron and
Bulphurio add, the process is beat conducted in

the apparatus deiorlbed and illustrated In my
book, "The Lixiviation of Silver Ores,"

page 159.

3> Sodium-Sulphide Tanks.

The sodium-Bulphide mixing-tank Is made of

cast-iron, 3 feet diameter and 7 feet deep. Its

great depth Is necessary because the con-

centrated lye foams considerably while adding
the sulphur. The bottom is covered one inch

deep with lead, to prevent its wearing out

where steam is admitted for beating the lye.

The two sodium-sulphide storage tanks, receiv-

ing the dilated solution, are made of 3-16 inch

boiler iron, about 6 feet in diameter and 5 feet

deep. All the tanks are provided with 1^-

inch asbestos-packed cooks. It may be desir-

able to Increase the contents of sodium hypo-

sulphite in the solution by rapid oxidation.

For this purpose a gas-pipe coil, perforated by

numerous small holes, is placed on the bottom
of the tank and oonneoted with an air-oom-

pressor. The air Is then forced in small bub-
bles through the solution. Material and size

of tanks for Solvay soda solution are not of

Importance.

4. Apparatus for Heating the Stock-
Solution.

Apparatus for heating stock solution can be

placed either In the solntion sumps or in the

storage-tanks, depending on the most con-

venient location of the boilers. Coils of lead

pipe, through which steam is conducted, are

very effeotire, but, unfortunately, not suffi-

ciently durable to warrant their cost. Although
lead is not attacked by a pure hyposulphite so-

lution, the stock-solution contains sulphates

and chlorides, and these may form lead snl-

phate and chloride, both soluble in hyposul-

phite salts. Besides, we have to consider that

the stock solution is never entirely free from
silver and copper.

At the Marsao mill heavy cast-Iron pipes one

foot In diameter have been aubstltnted for lead

coils with satisfactory results regarding dura-

bility and oost,

I suggest giving to these heaters the shape of

large, round, hollow disks, for a more econom-

ical utilization ef steam.
Either heaters should be provided with

steam-traps, or the escaping condensed water

and steam should be conducted to the feed-

water tank for the boilers.

(To be Continued.)

Gold in Nevada.—The Belmont Courier

says: Many discoveries of gold ore and gold

dust have recently been made in various parts

of the State of Nevada. The gold mines in the

counties of Humboldt, Douglas, Esmeralda and
White Fine are reported as looking splendid.

The quartz found In the southern portion of

Nye county carries considerable gold, and if

oapitalieta take hold, the mines there will be

made to yield yellow metal in good quantities.

The Carson Appeal says the following regard-

ing the latest discovery of gold ore made in this

State: ** The big strike recently made by W,
Zero, in the Pine Nat district, is richer than

first reported. Some of the ore has been

brought down, and is filled with chunks of free

gold. ^___

The West Ead Oil Co. has already struck

oil in the 16inoh well west of the city limita

of Los Angeles, and pumping maohinery Is be-

ing put in, The well is only down 175 feet.

If neoessary, it will be sunk deeper, the com-

pany having the facilities to sink it 3000 feet.

It is also reported that another well in the

same vicinity is flowing 40 barrels a day.

The folio ling directors and officers have been

elected by the Homestake Mining Company

:

Louis T. Haggin, President; Lloyd Tevls, Vice-

President; L C. Stump. J. B. Haggin and Geo.

J. Henry, Directors, The usual dividend of 10

cents per share, aggregating $12,500, was de-

clared payable June 25th, This is the one hun-

dred and fifty-fifth consecutive dividend paid

by this company.

Hydraulic Mining.

A Flea for an Extinct Industry.

A correspondent of the Plaoer Herald writes

as follows on the subject of the results of the

hadranlio mining contest and the desirability

of debris dams:—Our county papers are full of

horticultural and agricultural talk, bat nothing

much seems to be said about mining, espeoially

hydraulic. Without desiring to occupy maoh
of your space, I wish to call the attention of
our people to a question which It seems to me
should be thoroughly agitated before the next
session of Congress. Ever since the insane
decision of Judge Sawyer, hydraulic mining
has gradually died out, until to-day It is an
extinct industry. Every one concedes that
with the closing of the mines has come harder
times all over the State, The efifeot is being
felt in the cities especially. We all know and
realize tbe faot that if the mines could again
be worked, business would be better all over the
State. This feeling has been growing for the
past few years, since the close times Incident
to closing the mines have so forcibly taught
tbe lesson. Even Governor Markbam has
called the attention of the President to this
Important subject. Yet tbe people whose very
prosperity and happiness depend on tbe re-
habilitation of hydraulic mining are inactive,
plethorio. They all desire to see hydraullo
mining resumed, and so resumed that It will
not injure the farmers. That this is possible,
is evident from the report of the able corps of
engineers selected to make a survey and report
on this question. That dams can be built to
suocessfaliy restrain the debris, the engineers
say is entirely practical.. This the miners have
always maintained, and would have accom-
plished years ago when they were able to, had
they then been permitted to do so. They have
always been willing to meet the farmers half
way, and do what is just and equitable, but the
farmers had the upper hand and used it with-
out once considering the rights of their fellow
citizens, the miners. Had the miners been
traitors to the government, had they been at-
tempting to destroy our institutions and steal
from the people their liberties, they could have
been treated no worse by tbe farmers. Through
the leadership of a few fanatics, tbe farmers
were led to regard the miners as oatlawa who
iotended the destruction of their property.
They fought the miners bitterly, they conceded
them no rights, they never thought of the ruin,
desolntioD, and misery the accomplishment of
their ends entailed on one of the fairest por-
tions of our State, We might expect suoh
action from a semi-barbarous nation bent on
couquering and destroying another, but for
the citizsns of one portion of a State,
who love the same flag, who cherish
the same traditions, who believe in tbe
same principles of truth, justice and tbe eqaal
rights of man, is deplorable indeed. Especially
is this true when a difl'erent and more equitable
solution was attainable.

Little did the fonnders of our constitution
dream when they inserted in the preamble of
our constitution, the phrase, *'to establish
justice, and to secure the blessings of liberty
to ourselves and posterity," that the time
would oome so soon in tbe history of the gov-
ernment, that that very government itself would
become the Instrument of denying jaitice and
liberty to a section of country larger than four
of the States which then formed part of the
original thirteen. Little did they think that
that very government would be the means of
Inflicting a greater wrong on*a portion of its

people, than many for which they fought
England twice, and on a class of its citizens
too, than whom none were more generous, open
hearted or liberty loving ; than whom none
had done more to sustain that very government
in its hour of peril and need, simply because
the miners, engaged in an Industry for the
purpose of gaining a living, which to a certain
extent oonflioted with and Injured a small
portion of the State, which injury they had not
lutended, and which they were willing to do
all they could to avoid, they were prosecuted,
by means of the very government which they
dearly loved, which they had stoutly defended
and generously maintained. Spies were sent
among tbem to watoh them, for what purpose?
To ascertain whether they were plotting and
scheming against the rights of others, whether
they were endeavoring to destroy the govern-
ment? Oh no ! only to see whether they were
earning a living, that they might sapport their
fam lies and rear their s ns and daughters that
they might become good Aa-er.can c tizens.

And because they did this, the government
which had so'd them their property was used as
the means ot denying them this right, and so of
detoIatiDg their homes, destrojing their property
and iofl c ting un" old misery upon them. And
tf they icsieted on earning a Hviog they were
cast into prison. Was a greater injustice ever
dona to a quie^ peaceful class of American
cltz3ns? Tftia is n:t overdrawn, for I have
seen men who fought to preserve the Union,
who shed their blood for its defense, have their
property which it had taken 20 years of toil to
develop or accumulate, reodfred valueless. I
have seen tbem go to their graves, poverty
stricken and bowed down by the rank Injustice
done them, without giving them even a fair

trial, I have eeen happy homes broken up,
and tbe members ecatterfd to the four winds
like the Acadians in 1755. Of course they
were not compelled to go at the point of the
bayonet, but starvation Is as effective as the
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eword. I hive ceen men once proeperoDs and
bappy, driven in'ane, by the euddeo ohaage to

penary. I oan aee atoat me to day old men And
women, who began in yoatb, when no thooKhts
of injanotioDB or imprisonment menaced them,
If they wiehed to mine, to toil and aooamulate
mining property, expecting that It would
apport them in old age, I can lee them to-day

toiling, striving for a mere exletenoe, heoaaae

their property ia of no value.

I believe these are all unnecaaary, and for

that I believe the folly of the farmers approaches

a orime. Had they been reasonable, and had
they given the propositions of the miners a fair

trial, the mines might be running today and
all this ruin and misery averted. It is not yet

too late to try dama. It has been proven to be

feasible. The commisaionera report it so, but
they aay the miners ahonld build the dams,

Tbia is anreasonable because hydraulic mining
property ia of no value, oapttal haa been driven

away from It and other kinds of mining can go

on without dams. The Qovernment owes It to

the miners to build these dams for them, The
Government sold them the property Id good
faith, and then it said they oould not use It, so

made the property valueless, and oonsequently

the miners are not able to build the dame. If

the Government can afford to pay $300,000 for

the lives of a few Mongoliane,or if it could afford

$7,000,000 for Alaska, certainly it oan afford

even a million of dollars to make reparation for

the injury it haa infltoted on ft large portion of

one of its moat promising States. Thla ques-

tion should be agitated. The minera should

organize and see that their claims are presented

to Congress, that their righta be given which
belong to them. If the Government aanctiona

and assists in bnllding dams, certainly such an
insane deoree aa Judge^awyer's cannot be en-

forced. Let us demand our righta and strive

to obtain them. Let the farmers join with the

miners la giving the dama a fair trial, then if

ansuooesafnl let them close the mines and have

the government Indemnify the minera for their

property.

A Four Months Prospect.

The White Pine News aaya: B. B. Bird and

Sam Snyder of Taylor arrived here Wednesday
from a foar months proepecting tour to the

aoathern country. They left Taylor last

January well equipped for the tour, and pro*

ceeded aouth by way of Pioche, down Pabrana-

gat Valley, diverging west to the Pah Rump
oountry; thence west to Daath Valley.

They were at Camp Montgomery and

the much talked of Breyfogle mine. That

country they represent as very tough for both

man and beast, water being very scarce, and

what little there is of a bad quality. They
tell ua that the long looked-for Breyfogle mine

has been found, and that all it yielded ite

second discoverer was about $500, which he

took out la a few days, when the mine "petered."

Sometimes they traveled from 200 to 300 mllee

through the country without seeing a human
face. From Daath Valley they steered west

through southern Inyo county to Mohave, Cal.

Here they changed their course, traveling north

until they reached the head waters of Kern
river, where Mr. Bird had rained many years

ago, and where he still believes there are pay-

ing placers as well as ledges. He found, how-

ever, but very few men mining in that country

and tho mines stood just aa he had left them
twenty years ago. It was not until the return

trip that any sign of winter weather was en-

countered, when they experienced a good deal

of rain and badly -washed roads. Messrs Bird

and Snyder traveled over 1,200 miles, and they

aay that in all that country they have seen and

proapeoted, none of it compares favorably

either as a mineral or agricultural oountry with

White Pine county. 8o they came baok to

pitch their tent for good.

The Anaconda Co.—The Enginetring and

Mining Journal aays: We are reliably in-

formed that the great Anaconda sale la going

through. The debentare and preference shares

have all been '* underwritten,'* and only the

£1,000,000 of common stock is to be put on

the market simultaneously in London, Paris.

Berlin and New York. The Auaooada matte

In England is all sold, 5000 tons about two

weeks ago on a baste G. M. B. and G. M. 0.

over three months, and the other 5000 tons a

week ago; delivery extending over a year on

the same basis. As the remainder of the stock

is held by friends of the new Anaconda Co., and

the mine is shut down, the market price of

copper must improve. The prospectus is ready,

but it may be September before the money

market looks sufficiently auspicious to launoh

the new concern. The recent drop in copper

on the Exchange in London was due to the be

lief that the object of Mr. LIvermore's visit to

Europe was to place a large line of Lake.

There aeema to be a very erroneous impression

abroad about the stocks of copper in the United

States. They are, in fact, lighter than on the

first of the year, and are not likely to Increase.

The outlook for copper appears to ua to be

good, and higher prices may rule at no distant

date.

Theke are 16 gaa wella in active operation In

Stockton, and the supply seema to increase

rather than diminish. It ia supplied at 25 cents

a thouaand feet, and for manufacturing pur-

poses nothing can beat it. It has given a great

impetus to manufacturing, and the result la

that Stockton has a great boom.

Electrical Chlorination.

The first practioal demonstration of the ex-
traction of gold by means of chlorine, la due to
the late Profesaor Plattner, upon whose dis-
covery all lubeequent improvements are based.
The most noteworthy modifications and im-
provementa are those of Calvert, Jackson and
Ott, Meara, Daeken, Patra, Roeaner, Hauck,
Newberry and othera of less note. The Intro-
duction of electricity In the extraction of gold
is of more recent date, and the leading names
of those who first adopted this method are
Pichenor, Anoel and Marie, and C»Bel. The
latter patent wai approved by capable author-
ities, but although five years have now passed,
Cassel's process haa not forged Ita way to the
front.

Mr. Th. Ranft, M.E., of Sydney, aaya the
Australian Mining Standard, now Introdaoes
an eleotrio-cblorinatlon process, In which he
claims to have overcome the vital defects be-
fore exparlenced In electrical ohiorinatlon, viz.,

the getting rid of the sequent hydrogen and
sodium aa they are formed by the eleotrlc cur-
rent when passing through the electrolyte. In
all prooeseea where the hydrogen cannot be
kept separate from the ohiorine gas, the two
will combine and form hydrochloric acid, which
combination does not aolve gold and la ia every
way moat injurious to the process. The iu-
ventor does not claim or patent any new law,
but an apparatus by meana of which the laws
observed are complied with. The apparatus
consists of two cylinders, one withia the other.
The laner cyliader, made of a porona material,
servea four funotions, viz., lat, as a filter, 2d,
aa the negative pole or cathode; 3d, It aota as
a bnrrette to allow the precipitated gold to es-
cape along with the caustic aoda, and lastly It

allows the formed hydrogen gaa to escape at
the top. The outer oylinder, whloh ia air
tight (except at the placea where It la required
periodically to disoharge) serves three pur-
poses; firstly, it forma the poaltive pole or anode
of the battery; next, it aots aa a ohiorine gas
generator and store, and lastly, aa the chlorioa-
ting veeael.

The proceaa performed in the apparatas Is as
(oUowa: The ore to be treated (free of sulphur,
arsenic, lead, zino or bismuth) is mixed in cer-
tain proportions with oommoa aalt. It is then
fed into the outer chamber, where the anode la,

and the electric currenta enter. Water is then
added, which dissolves the salt in the ore, and
thla combined with the saline liquor, forms the
eleotrolyte. An electric current from a dyna-
mo it then led into It by the anode, and pass-
ing through the solution into the Inner cham-
ber or cathode, Is discharged baok to the dy-
namo. The ohemical actioaa produced by the
paseage of the electricity ia to decompose the
electrolyte into its elements. Hydrogen and
oxygen are the products of water, chlorine and
sodium those of salt. Hydrogen, being a posi-
tive substance, depoaita on the negative pole;
oxygen, on the other hand, being negative, de-
poalts on the poaltive pole. Chlorine and so-
dium deposit reapectively on the poaltive and
negative poles. In order to prevent the aoou-
mulatlon of oxygen and hydrogen, contrivances
are provided, which continually wash the sur-
faces of the anodes to prevent polarization,
which would stop the whole process, With
regard to chlorine, it has been establiahed by
Beguerel that ohiorine In Ita nascent atate ia

more active than afterward, so that if in the
ore ander treatment any gold Is present, it

would now be almost readily attacked by the
chlorine and form itself Into chloride of gold
(salt of gold] which again ia soluble in water.
The gold being now in aolntion Is readily

acted upon by the eleotrio current. The mole-
cules, as established by Grotthua, 1805, are un-
der the same condition as any other molecules,
whloh ia their transit to the negative zone be-
come split up into their elements, the chloriae
parting and returning to the poaltive zone,
while the gold is deposited on the aegatlve pole
ia a fine metallic condition in the inner cham-
ber. From this It Is washed and drawn off in
the contracted part of the inner chamber, in
conjunction with the caustic soda, and passed
through a filter. The powder is then calcined,
and the gold remasses.

The gold having been extracted from the
ore, the latter is drawn off at the bottom of the
enter cell, aad an equal amount entering aimnl-
taneonsly at the top from a hopper, In which it

has been mixed with the salt, makea the action
continuous. In a working plant, every ton of
ore will be virtually from 20 to 24 hours nnder
the chlorinating and electrical influence, and
travel about 20 feet, which will give sufficient

time for effective treatment.
As to the cost, it ia estimated to be about

one-ninth of the present coat of chlorination, or
that three shillings five penoe per ton should
cover the cost of auperviaion and sinking fund
for capital. The inventor estimates the outlay
for a complete plant to be £250, exclneive of an
engine to drive the dynamo.

A New High Explosive.—The ordnance ex-
perts have been invited to test another high ex-
plosive, the inventors of which claim for it all

the desired qualities, that is, perfect safety In
handling it by yourself and exterminating de-
structiveneea on your enemy. The explosive In
the present Instance haa the patriotic name of
Amerlcanite, and is manufactured over in Vir-
ginia. Amerloanite is said to be cabable of ex-
plosion by a gunpowder fuse, when strongly
confined, and oan be detonated without the
use of a fulminate, a feature of peculiar value
for ordnance purposes.

Free Coinage ol Silver.

The fight now on for free coinage la nothiag
more than a fight between capital and labor.
Labor Is demanding free coinage, whloh is

Inimical to capital, and is aa much an irre-

pressible conflict as was that between freedom
and slavery.

The Grange haa demanded the free coinage
of silver through Its representatives in the Na>
tional Grange. All farmer and labor organiza-
tions of any importance have demanded free
coinage, and yet with all the reaolutiona and
demauds that labor could make on the present
Congress, the bill for free coinage was defeated.
The aame crowd of financial wreckers that

were Instrumental In having silver demonetized
in 1873-74 are to-day fighting free coinage.

In demanding free coinage, labor ia asking for
hut very little more than the restoration of sil-

ver to the posltioa it occupied before. The bill

for the demonetlzatioa of silver waa sneaked
through Oongrees by men who, if they had
their jaat deserts, would be apending their time
in a State prison iastead of in Coagreaa, where
some of them are to-day still the obampioas of

orgaaized oapital.

The opponents of free coinage are working
and depending upon the forgetfulnesa and Igno-
rance of the people to carry their point.

The chief arguments of capitalists and their

willing tools in Congreaa are, that free coinage
will drive gold out of the country; the same
arenment was used prior to the Act of Feb. 28,

1887, as an iaevttable reaalt of a limited coin-
age of aiiver of $2,000,000 per month.
Paaa that hill said the gold bugs of Wall

street, and yon will drive gold out of the coun-
try; they are raising the aame ory aow. But
did it drive gold out, as they were aare It

wonld ?

No; but instead of having $167,000,000 of

gold coinage in the U. S., It has inoreased until

we now have $662,000,000.
That is how limited coiaage drove gold out

of the country from 1887 to '90. What reason
have the antl-oolnage men to base their pre-

diotiona on only the forgetfulnesa or Ignoranoe
of the people ? History has proven them to he
falae prophets aad they should be atoned out
of their position by the ballota of an outraged
people.

We tried free coinaee in thla country for more
than 80 years from 1792 to 1873, We had free

ooinage and found It a safe financial policy.

Upon that policy we built a great and prosper-

ons nation and carried oa oae of the greatest

wars ia moderu times; all industries grew to-

gether, each one retaining a just reward for its

labor; the equilibrium of each indnstry was
maintained, strikes among laborers practically

unknown, trasts and oombiaations to oppress
were wholly ankaowa.
But there Is another objection bronght

against free ooinage equally as absurd, and
when inveatigated shows that the anthora of

the objeotioas are either igaorant of the facta

or elae they take the people to be foola.

Wall street money bags, etc., are aredloting

a terrible calamity in shape of an influx of for-

eign silver, should free coinage be adopted.

France has 3,250,000,000 fraaos In silver,

which la worth la her juriadlctioa $644,695,000
In gold, 15.50 to 1.

Suppose America should adopt free coinage
and France should want to wreok venganoe
upoa us by seodiag her silver here aad flooding

our markets, uasome would-be statesmen would
try to make us believe, how would she suo-

ceed !

We aald she had 3,250,000,000 francs; if sent

here and coined at our mints at our ratio of

15 50 to 1 here, 3,250,000,000 would be worth

$627 250,000, a olear loss to her of nearly $20,-

000.000.

Spain, Belgium, Italy and Switzerland, which
coin at the same ratio, would sustain corre-

sponding losses on their silver.

India ooina at 15 to 1, has stock of silver

worth at home $1.352,000 000, and worth
at our ratio $1,269,000,000, will she flood

us with cheap silver and loae by so doing

$83,000,000?—that wonld be a money-making
scheme throughout. Where are those large

importationa of silver to come from that

threaten to engulf us ? Ooly from the Imagi-

native brain of Wall street tools.

The chief amoag them ataads Joha Shermaa
who seems to have beea the leader la smug-

gling through Congreaa the Infamous bill,

whloh practically stopped the coinage of sil-

ver; and when ia '87 the limited coinaze act

was passed, Sherman advised President Hayes
to veto the bill, 'tis said. Sherman is said to

he a great financier, but bla financiering haa

always been in the Interest of Wall street as

against the people; and In the fight now for

free coinage he ia aa true to Wall street as the

needle to the pole. But, says Wall street, a

aiiver dollar is only worth 72 cents. Admitting

that, it is only teohaloally so aad haa been

made so by restrictions placed upon it; remove

the restrlotiona and the silver dollar will be

all right. What does the farmer or laboring

man oare for teobnlcalities, so a silver dollar

will buy 100 cents worth of produce or pay 100

cents worth of debts. The truth of the matter

Is, the laboring classes would be thankful if

they only had plenty of good, old, aiiver dol-

lars, and they propose to have them.

The people are aroused upon this money ques-

tion and are beginnlag to aee through the hell-

ish schemes of Wall street money sharka, who
were inatrumeutal in destroying the greeaback

and saddling mllliona upon millions of dollars of

debts upon the people for labor to pay. Not con-

tent with the destruction of the peoples money,
they demonetize silver (by a dirty trick) there-
by destroying millionB,of dollars of property at
one fell swoop, bringing bankruptcy and ruin
on thonsande of innocent men and women; and
when people demand relief by free coinage the
pliant tools of Wall street say, 'twill drive out
gold, 'twill flood ua with silver from other na-
tions, etc. Pshaw ! Let her flood.— Am.
Orange Bulletin.

SpoiliDg a Mining Deal.

The Idaho Avalanche says: Quite an im-

portant mining deal was on the eve of being

closed here a few days ago, which would, in

all probability, have increased the output of
bullion and the bualness of the camp very ma-
terially, but just on the eve of the ooneumma-
tion of the trade, a man who had an old grudge
against some of the parties In the deal, got to
the ear of one of the purchasers, and, by tell-

ing what many here know to be a most willful
faleebood, stopped, or at least delayed, the
deal. The man who did this is trying to dis-
pose of a mining property himself, and when
parties come to inquire Into Ita merits, the
other fellow will have his revenge, and will
bring every Icfluence he can bear to prevent a
trade. Thus matters go in this camp, and thus
they have been going for many year?. Many
of the people have been here ao long, and this
praotioe of vaatiag personal malice has been so
long in vogue, that there is scarcely a property
owner ia the camp wishing to make a sale, who
will not find some one ready to give the prop-
erty a bad name. We have known of several
reoent iustaaoea of oapital being frighteaed
away from here by tbia cut>eachother's>throat
idiocy. Any man with a grain of sense ought
to aee that mining Is in no way a competing
industry, and every disparaging remark about
a neighboring property, indireotly injures the
entire Industry. The ownera of the Da Lamar
mines would be In no way the loaera If any of
the adjoining properties ahonld turn out to be
even greater than theirs. If Asucoeeds iu dis-

posing of his property, his neighbor B stands
all the the better show of finding a customer
for hia, provided A has not swindled the pur-
chaser. But here. If A finds a buyer, B will
try to apoil the deal by eaylng disparaging
thiogs about A's property, in the hope that the
buyer can be induced to take hia inatead. By
tbia meana the buyer ia frightened away and
neither make a aale. It is time to stop this

kind of idiotic procedure. This country ia full

of good mining properties, the greater number
of which belong to persons who have not means
enough to develop or work them. The major-
ity of auoh owners are willing to aell at reaaon-
able pricee, and no one of them ever improvea
hia obanoea by preventing the aale of hia
neighbor'd property.

Tlie state Fair.

We oan but remind onr readera that aa im-
portaat matter ia ooanectioa with the State
Fair at Sacrameato is the liberal premiums
offered now as farm produce premiums, There
is no doubt theee individual premiums will be aa
iucentive to farmers all over the State to join in
making their county exhibita, and have their
products in the county exhibit for a preminm,
and also an Individual premium " for the moat
extensive and varied exhibit of farm produce
grown by one person or firm;'* first preminm,
$350; aecond, $150, It ia hoped that liberal

premiuma offered for farm produce will in-

duce produoera throughout the State to take
advantage of It, and make this fair notable
in the llnea of farm produce, uniting the prod-
ucts of the State with the blooded stock of the
State. The management haa thia year decided
upon a new feature, and that ia to inoreaae the
race meeting from nine to eleven days, aix trot-

ting and five runaing. The increase from a
nine daya* to aa eleven days' meeting will be
watched with much interest. Purses and atakea
aggregating nearly $50,000 will be offered in

that time.

There aeema to be a wide dlapositioa to make
the State Fair to be held this year oae of the
most Bucceaaful In the hiatory of oar State,
The extra appropriation made by the last

Legialature, and the liberal premiuma offered

the counties and individuals for farm exhibits,

meet with wide oommeadatioa, A Pbess re-

porter called oa Secretary Edwia F. Smith last

week, aad learued that there bad beea more
applications by exhibitors up to date than for

aay previous year.

He noticed a full force of men working on
the pavilion, renovating and puttiug It in shape
for the coming fair. In anticipation of a large

following this year, the Board of Directors
have concluded to make several additional im-
provements, and the prospective aucoesi

will warrant some additional attraotlona for

those who wlab to spend a holiday at the oom-
iag fair.

Free Coinage.—The meetlag of the Free
Coiaage Silver Committee, which waa to have
been held in Waablngton, on the ISth, will be
held at New York instead. The propoaitioa

for a oompromlse oa the coinage of products of

Amerloan mines ia not regarded favorably by
the committee, who want free coinage in the
fullest aenae of the term. Senator Stewart
aaid to a reporter to-day that he was confident

that a free coinage bill could be passFid through
the next Congreaa and over the Freaident'a

veto.
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II]lNI]^iG SUMMAF^Y,

The (ollowing Ib moetly condensed from joumala pnblJBhed

in the Interior, in pronmJty to the mines mentioned.

CAIilFOBNIA.

Amador.
Bay State.—Cor. Amador Ledger. Juqe 13: The

picnic at the Bay Siale mine on Tbursday last pass-

ed o£f in the most pleasant manner. The cere-

many of naming the mine was performed in grand

style. At the appointed time two fair shareholders,

Miss Carrie E^ston and Miss Belle Summers step-

ped forward. One of them seizing a pick plied it

with right good will, unul quite a lot of rock and

dirl were loosened np. when the other yonng lady

threw out the dirt. After working in this way tmtil

they had formed the mouth of the new shaft that is

to be, they retired from their labors and the cere-

mony of baptizing the mine and giving it a name
was done by Mi^ Geneva Jones, daughter of W.
T. Jones, by naming it the Bay State Mining and

Milling Company, Limited, and breaking a bottle

of champagne over the point of a pidc Hon.

John A Eagon delivered a very interesting discourse

over the great wealth of this section as a gold-pro-

dodng part of the county. Mr. Parks of the Ken-

nedy mine gave the location a very careful examina-

tion and seemed to have a very favorable opinion of

the property, which gives great courage to the

shareholders, as Mr. Parks is known as one

of the most successful miners in the State and has

been instmmental in making the Kennedy mine one

of the best dividend paying mines in the State. W,
T. Jones is another of the directors of the Bay Sute

Co., and is well known throughout the State as a

successfol miner, foreman and present superinten-

dent o( the Plymouth Consohdated, a man that

never owned a foot of mining ground in the county

before, bat is at present interested in the Bay State

to about 34.000 shares, and expresses great confi-

dence in the outcome. Arthur Young, another

director from Placerville was well pleased with the

location. There was also present directors W, A.

Green, L. G. Norris, A }. Crain. Mr, Brown,

superintendent of the Great Eastern, and a very suc-

cessful mine boss in Nevada, Arizona, and Califor-

nia, also Morris Brinn of Sutter Creek, who has had

large experience on the mining belt. Thos. Morris,

an old mine foreman and miner in this Slate

and Pennyslvania, and hosts of miners from

all parts of the county. The general verdict

is that the location and present prospects are

good. The rock yielded S3- 74 at 50 feet deep, and
getting belter as it went deeper. The sinking will

be made in the foot wall, to avoid water, and a

crosscut will be run at 300 feet deep, when it is

expected that the rock will go S^ per ton. The esti-

mate is that it will take about eight months to sink

and crosscnt the ledge.

Kenxedy,—Amador Ledger, June 13: Mr.

Barton, the preisdent of the company, also Mr.

Judson and F. Reichling came up Sunday evening

on bu^ness pertaining to the mine. One of the

reasons of their visii was in relation to the sulpbnr-

ets works. The sulpburets. while carrying a large

percentage of gold, are heavily charged with arsenic,

which renders the smoke and fumes very obnoxious.

The flue that is designed to carry oflF the smoke is

defective, and the smoke consequently is trouble-

some to persons in the vicinity. It is the intention

to thoroughly remedy the evil either by building a

regular brick flues to the top of the bill to carry the

fumes high enough to obviate the difficulty or by

some other efFecual method. Everything in con-

nection with the mine is looking well. Sinking

operations at the south shad are progressing

favorably. The ore body on the lowest level is

opening op grandly, and is ajs far above the rock

encountered in the level above, as that level was an
improvement upon its predecessor. If in sinkiug

another 100 feet the improvement in quality and
aze of the ledge should continue, and there is every

reason 10 believe it will—it will insure a career of

prosperity for this leading mine of Amador Co. for

many years to come.
North Star Improtement Co.—At the an-

nual meeting of the North Star Improvement Co.

the flnandal statement for the p)a?t year ending June
ist, 1891, was presented, l"he shaft was sunk 128

feet (making a total sinking of 1030 feet) with 599
feet of drifts and crosscuts. All developments so

far have given the comoany but little encourage-

ment. Indications show better at 6oo-foot level,

south. Therefore the directors decided to obtain

a lease of the adjoining claim, Comet, south, and
continue explorations south at 600-foot level. Also
obtained new agreement, with original North Star

owners for an extension for five years, to June ist,

1896. The company became endowed with new
life and vigor, still hopeful of meeting success.

The old board of directors was re-elected as follows:

E. C. Voorheis. president; H. H. Towns, treasurer;

R. C. Downs, H. Rees, J. L. Mayon, secretary.

£1 Dorado.
Roller Mill.—Georgetown Gazette, June 11:

The Centrifugal roller mill at the Sailor Jack mine
was put in operation on the 21st of May and has
been grinding 12 hours a day since that time.

County Clerk Bosquit informs us that everything

is working nicely and that the mill is a great suc-

cess on the soft rock now being taken from the

mine. A Woodbury concentrator is also in opera-

tion and has saved about a ton of sulpburets Irom
the ore. Ten tons of quartz are being crashed every

xa hours.
GRA^'EL Claim. — J//, Democrat. June 13:

Johnny Davey, who recently purchased an interest

in the Larsen gravel claim, near the Six Mile House
was in town during the week, and seems to be well

satisfied with his l^rgain. He had with him a
medium-sized vial fiUed with coarse gold, the pieces
varying in size, and valued at s^St which was suf-

ficient evidence that he has good reason to be
pleased with his purchase.

Inyo.
Saline. — Register, June ii; J. H, Stouten-

borough came up from Saline valley a few days ago.
Works, equal in size to those of Conn & Trudo, are
bdng put up, on the north side of the marsh, about
four miles from Conn & Trudo's, With Mr. S, are
interested %fessrs. Roberts. Brockman, Lent and
MiUner. Though that country is barren and hot,
good water is obtained within a few feet of the
surface, and wood is conveniently near.

Nevada.
West Habmont Gravel Mine.—Herald, June

10: The West Harmony gravel mine is a busy
place now. The work of development, both above
ground and below, is being pushed as fast as men
and money can do it. Tbe incline is now down
about 270 feet. It is a two-compartment shaft and
is in hard blasting ground. It is a fine shafL The
hoisting works is as fine a building as was ever

erected over a mine. It was put up to stay and is

built in a most substantial manner. Steam-power
is being used for hoisting at present, but the frame
for a large Pelton water-wheel is being set up and as

soon as the South Yuba Co.'s new ditch is complet-
ed water-power will be used. The West Harmony
people propose to crush their gravel, and a mill wil

be built on the west side of the hoisting works. The
mine is situated on a very steep hillside and the

company has paid out a great d^ for the construc-

tion and repairing of roads. They have spent con-
siderable in repairing the county's road up that way,
also. Hon. B. J. Watson is personally superintend-
ing the work and he may well feel proud of it

Peaeody Mine.—Grass Valley Union, June 12:

The new shaft in the Peabody mine has reached the
lower level run from the old shaft and is now being
continued down on the vein into new ground. The
new shaft strikes the vein on the pay shoot, which
yields fine milling ore. The vein is several feet in

width. As the shaft is sunk the water will be
pumped up to the present lower level and run to the
sump at the bottom of the old shaft and from thence
pumped to the surface by water-power. A lo-inch
pump will be used in the new shaft, which is expect-
ed to be of sufficient capacity to handle all the water
that will be encountered for some time to come.
Califobnia Mine.—Grass Valley Union, June

17: The vein in the north drift of the Cahfomia
mine {Deadroan's Flat) is now showing a width from
12 to 15 inches. The quartz is a ribbon rock, hand-
some in appearance, and is showing well in free

gold. The point at which this rock is found is 70
feet deeper than any previous working done in the
mine. The prospects for the California may well be
considered as very encouraging,
Washington.—Nevada Transcript, June 11:

At the Washington mine, Ormonde, for the last 20
feet the 400 level has been in a chute of ore from
three to lour feet wide 5-ielding at the rate of $80 per
ton. As the drift has advant^ the chute has stead-
ily improved.
Centennial 'D&in:.— Tidings, June 12: It has

been about conclusively estabbshed that the latest

strike of gravel in the Centennial drift mine, this

county, is of the genuine blue gravel lead. The
gravel will pay handsomely. Comstock parties own
the Centennial and have spent considerable money
on it.

Fliunas.
New Manager.—Greenville Bulletin, June 10:

The Little Jamison mine has a new manager, Mr.
Cheney, who will push development work as fast as
possible. Much will be done at this mine this sum-
mer in the way of development and improvements.
The prospects of the mine are very flattering. Re-
ports have been in circulation that the Plumas
Eureka has been discharging men. thus reducing
their force. Mr. Cornell informs us that the report
is a mistake; that, on the contrary about 20 more
hands have been employed during the past ten days.
Very flattering results are reported from the mine
owned by Supervisor Thouipson, situated near
Quincy. The work of sinking the shaft in
the Crescent mine continues, and with
good success. The progress made is as
good as can be expected. Ate Buimell informs the
Bulletin that the mining outlook on the North Fork,
is much better this year than last, and that consider-
able money is being taken ouL The owners of the
Shenandoah mine, at French Ravine are pushing
work this spring. A ten-stamp mill will be erected as
K>on as possible. In development work and the neces-
sary preparations for the crushing of ore, consider-
able money will be spent this summer.

San Diego.
The Silver Strike.—Julian Sentinel. June 11:

Several parties who left for the deseri last week have
returned and others are on the way. They come
straggling in tired, hungry and disgusted. Some
brought samples of the ore and had them assayed
at Stonewall, but did not get satisfactory results.
The latest reports are not very encouraging to say
the least

Still ANOTHEa.—For the past two weeks reports
of a rich gold strike somewhere between San Ber-
nardino and Julian have been floating around in the
air. The new mine was discovered some two weeks
ago by S. A. Sniffen and is owned by W. P, Mere-
edith, Chas. McLoyd, S. A Sniflten and Wm. John-
son. It has been named the Mountain Qaeen and
is situated about three miles north of the Agua Cali-
eiite, some 25 miles north of Julian. Several prom-
ising locations have been made by the discoverers
and several parties are now prospecting in the neigh-
borhood. The quaHty of the quartz is entirely dif-
ferent from anything ever seen in this locality and
shows free gold in quantities that are not often seen.
When the discovery was first made 2^ pounds of
the ore was sent to San Diego and a $5 button was
the result This put the owners, who are poor men,
on their mettle, and they at once d^ided to take out
a few tons and have it milled here, this being the
nearest point, to ascertain its exact milling value be-
fore creating any stir about it. This they have done,
the ore having been milled last Sunday by W. O.
Havermale. The cleanup showed 5160 for the four
tons, or S40 per ton. The ledge is about a foot in
width and the gentlemen have only sunk a prospect
hole a few feel. The surrounding territory has been
prospected but litde, but we are informed that the
mineral belt is quite extensive. This find only con-
firms our oft-repeated assertion that the work of the
prospector is by no means finished in this mountain
country.

Sierra.
Thistle.—J//. Messenger, June 13: The pros-

pect drift at the bottom of the Thistle shaft is said
to be some six or eight feet above the bedrock, but
will immediately be sunk deeper to thoroughly pros-
pect the ground.
Gravel.— Supt. Meikle commenced to take out

gravel for the new large dump at the Battle Mount-
ain Ex. new tunnel, last Monday, and will begin
washing it on completion of the reservoir, near
mouth of the tunnel early next week.

Tt;NNEL. — Arraugements have been effected
whereby a tunnel will be driven from the Ante Up

claim in Woodruff creek to tap the Brush creek
quartz ledge, which was so rich when worked years
ago.

SlBkl70U.
Shaft Sinking.—Yreka /t'^r^c/, June 11: The

Vreka Blue Gravel M. Co. has set men to work sink-
ing a double-compartment shaft, 4x7 feet, at the

Horace Knight ranch, now owned by T. D. Bur-
rows, on the Oberlin road, about a mile south of
Yreka. It is started about 100 yards north of the
wagon-road and will be timbered. So soon as the
shaft is low enough down, day and night shifts will

be put to work so as to reach gravel as soon as pos-
sible. This, it is thought, may be done at a depth
of 100 feel or so. Should water interfere with the

working, a first-class pump will be brought into ser-

vice. When the blue gravel is struck side tunnels
will be run in from Yreka creek. The company
think they have commenced at the right place to
reach the main blue gravel channel running through
Siskiyou county. Chas, Jordan, an experienced
miner, is to superintend the work,
Qdicksilver.—Siskiyou Telegram, June 11: I

have it from good authority that there is to be a
wagon road built from somewhere near Cole's sta^

lion to the quicksilver mines on Beaver creek; that
the company will put up furnaces at the mine, be-
sides numerous other improvements. The road will

open up qtiite a mining camp, and a large amount
of valuable timber land; also good mineral springs.

There is already a crowd of men working in the
quicksilver mine, and they are undoubtedly good
mines if properly worked.

Trinity.

Canon Creek Mines.—TnmV^ Journal, June 13:
The mines on Canon Creek are looking as well as
usual and the output of bullion is as good as it has
been at any time since the camp started. The Chlo-
ride Mining Co., have struck their ledge in tunnel
No, 2, which they have been running to tap the
ledge at a greater depth, and the ore looks very well.

It is about a two foot vein and of good grade and
shows indira.tions of going down to a great depth.
hs, soon as the mine is well open on this level

another tunnel will be started to tap the ledge 100
feet deeper. The Bailey Co. is getting out rock to

be crushed at Chloride mill in order to get a good
mill test of the ore; they will probably have 100 tons
or more crushed. They are now drifting on the
ledge and it bids fair to give them a handsome
profit on the crushing. The Buck's Ranch Co., have
their mill shut down for a few days while they make
some changes in the track from the mine to the mill.

Their ledge looks about as usual, so we are in-

formed. Mr. Shattnck has put in an amalgamating
pan that will save much of the fine gold that they
think ibey have been losing. W. J. Grigsby in-

forms us that he has discovered another ledee a lit-

tle above and south of Little East Fork. He says
it is about a foot vein and is high-grade rock.

NEVADA

Wasboe DlsCrlot.

Best—Virginia Enterprise, June 13: An entirely

new find in this mine is making the new owneis feel

comfortable in their venture.

Yellow Jacket.—Shipping 100 tons of gold-
bearing rock daily to the Santiago mill, and about40
tons of mixed ore to the Brunswick. The gold rock
assays about $7 a ton, and the gold and silver ore
about 518 a ton.

Justice.—There has been no work done in the
face of the S22 level north drift since last report, as

the time has been occupied in putting in a chute
and timbering the north winze where the connection
was made with the drift Are sloping ore of fair

quality 30 feet back from face of north drift. The
675 and 722 Slopes on the south end of the mine are
looking well Shipped 167 tons and 585 pounds of

ore to the mill, worth $23.89 a ton as per battery

assay.

Seg. Belcher.—On the 600 level the west cross-

cut from the south lateral drift is out no feet The
face is in a mixture of soft porphyry and clay.

Kentuck Con.—The south lateral drift from the

1000 level east raise was advanced 13 feel; face in

low-grade quartz on the average but containing

spots of ore. The raise from the north crosscut on
this leii'el has been advanced seven feet, and is up 63
feet above the track floor; top in low-grade quartz.

The raise from the south lateral drift on the 950 lev-

el is up 15 feet; top is in low-grade quartz contain-

ing occasional bunches of ore.

Challenge Con.—The jomt Confidence and
Challenge w^t crosscut on the 200 level is out 12

feet, having been started during the week; the face

shows quartz. Joint Confidence and Challenge
east crosscut from the north drift on the iioo level

is out 22, feet, having been commenced during the

week; the face is in porphyry. Joint Confidence and
Challenge east crosscut on the 1000 level is out 12
feet, having been commenced during the week; face

shows porphyry.
Con. Imperial.—We are still following up and

taldng out small streaks of ore on the upper levels

and prospecting in and around the old slopes, where
we find some fillings and bunches of ore of fair

grade.
Crown Point.—The east crosscut from the

south end of the 350 slope on the eighth floor has
been stopped. Have slaned the main south lateral

drift which has been run on the 300 level to and
connected with the 400 raise. It is out 12 feet and
the face is in porphyry. Are engaged in cleaning
and repairing the 500 west crosscut preparatory to

resuming work there. The east crosscut from the

1000 level, south lateral drift has been extended 13
feet since last report, and is now out a total distance

of 162 feel. The face is in porphyry.

Belcher.—Have started a west crosscut from the

south drift from No. 2 crosscut, 200 level, equal to a
distance of about 160 feet north of the shaft It is

in 12 feet and the face is in a mixture of porphyry,
clay and quartz of low grade. The north drift from
the main west crosscut from the shaft, has been ex-

tended 33 feet and is out a total distance of 51 feet;

face is in a mixture of low-grade quartz and por-

phyry. The east crosscut from the north lateral

drift on the 1500 level was extended 17 feet during
the week, and is out 55 feet; face is in low-grade
quartz, mixed with porphyry.
Savage.—Milled 570 tons of ore of the average

battery assay of 5^7.25. We have bullion on hand
amounting to $7,000. The E-street tunnel has
been repaired and advanced 50 feet since last report,

making a total distance of 700 feet The west drift

from the new station of the Poiosi tunnel level has
been extended 22 feet, making its total 95 feet from
the shaft On the 750 level they are extracting ore
of good quality. On the 750 level the south upraise
has been carried up 73 feel. They are saving some
ore from this upraise. On the 1100 level the north
drift from Hale & Norcross side was advanced 15
feet, making the total distance 135 feet from south
boundary. This drift is in a solid body of clean
quartz, but not quite good enough to save or pay.
On the 1400 level have resumed work in the face
of the main north drift and have advanced the same
22 feet; face in quartz and porphyry. The east
winze from this level is down 19 feet; bottom in low-
grade quartz.

Hale & Norcross.—On the 1400 level the north
winze from No. 3 east crosscut is down 155 feet, to
the 1500 level. The joint winze in No. 5 east
crosscut on our south boundary has beea extended
15 feet, making its total 40 feet On the 1500 level
the north lateral drift was advanced 35 feet; making
total distance from the station 85 feet This drift
will soon be connected with the souih winze from
the 1400 level and will then be able to crosscut and
thoroughly prospect this level. The bottom is most
all in quartz giving low assays. The south lateral
drift from the station on this level was advanced 25
feet; total depth, 65 feet Face in quartz and por-
phyry. Have resumed work in the main incline be-
low the 1500 station, Have retimbered the same 25
feet below this level.

Utah.—Incline winze has been sunk 25 feet;

total depth, 155 feet, continuing in porphyry. clay and
quartz. At a point in the winze 140 feet down are
cutting out a station.

SiEKKA Nevada.—Have repaired the Kenosha
tunnel a distance of 130 feet. The west crosscut on
the 630 level from the northwest drift, 571 feet
from the shaft, is out 515 feet, 38 feet having been
made the past week.
Occidental. — Extracted pay ore from the

slopes in the 350, 400 and 450 levels. North
drift from No. 1 upraise, 500 level is in 123
feet, face in quartz and porphyry. The
south drift from same pbint is in 97 feel; face
in hard quartz giving low assays. The upraise from
the south drift, 600 level, has been connected with
the main tunnel en the 550 level. Have started a
winze in fair ore from the south drift on the 600
level at a point 100 feet south of No. i winze. East
crosscut from the north drift, 650 level, at a point
150 feet south of north line, is in 17 feet; face in
quartz and porphyry giving low assays. The south
drift. 750 level, is in 116 feet; face in low-grade ore.
Alpha.—The south drift from the west crosscut.

100 feet north of shaft, 500 level, is out 9 feet; face
in quartz yielding low assays.
Exchequer.—TTie east crosscut on the north

line, 600 level, is out 234 feet, face in porphyry.
CHOLLAR.—The south drift 1400 level, was ad-

vanced 9 feet; total from north line. 146 feet; face in
hard porphyry. The joint winze in the east crosscut.
1400 level, is down 50 feet; the bottom is in quartz
and porphyry. Sent to the mill the past week 529
tons of ore worth $23.09 a ton as per battery assays.

PoTOSi.—The winze is down 144 feet below the
1400 level; the bottom shows porphyry and streaks of
quartz. The south lateral drift from the ChoHar in-

cline, iioo level, is out 251 feet; face in porphyry.
Union Shaft.—West drift from the shaft 900

level, is out 369 feet, face in soft porphyry.
New York.—Northwest drift, 650 level, is out

240 feet; face in quartz and porphyry. North lateral

drift. IIOO level, is out north of shaft 533 feel; face
in quartz yielding low assays.
Silver Hill.—The southwest drift 50 level, is

out from shaft 100 feel; face in porphyry. South
crosscut, 160 level, is out from winze 575 feet; face
in hard porphyry.
Andes.—On the 420 level east crosscnt from main

south drift, after being extended a total length of

273 feet, was slopped. East crossciK No. 2 from
north drift has been extended a total length of 170
feet From the crosscut at a point 125 feet from
main north drift, a drift has been started north and
has been advanced during the week 12 feel in quartz
which yields low assays. East crosscut No. 3 from
main north drift has been started and is now in 16
feet; face in quartz, clay and porphyry.

Cherry Creek District.

Not Satisfactory.—White Pine News, June 13:
The new mill at the Star mine in Cherry Creek has
been shut down, the new concentrators not working
satisfactorily. A gentleman who thoroughly under-
stands the process has been sent for to Colorado,
and when he arrives work will again be resumed.

Osceola District.

Qdaetz and Gravel.—White Pine News, June
13: A gentieman in from Spring valley informs us
that minmg matters at Osceola are progressing very
favorably. The Cumberland Group has now passed
into the hands of the Boston syndicate, and it is ex-
pected they will put quite a force to work within the
present month. They will sink a shaft and run a
tunnel and do other development work on the
Cumberland. This mine already has a shaft down
100 feet and a tunnel 80 feet, and has openings at
other points, where considerable pay ore has been
found, that has averaged $30 per ton in free gold.
The Osceola mine, another of the group, has a vein
three feet wide that goes 525 in gold. It has a shaft
down 80 feet and drifts have been run boih ways,
and some sloping done. fhe vein has been strip,

ped on the surface for a distance of 600 feet The
Royal Flush, belonging to the same group, has a
shaft down 160 feet, with 18 inches of ore in the
bottom that mills $30. The Revenue, still another
of the series, has a vein two feet wide on which a
shaft has gone down 20 feet The ore in this mine
is said to be better than in any of the others, rang-
ing from S30 to $45 per ton. The four claims are
owned by the Boston syndicate, and with a reason-
able outlay promise to develop into a very valuable
property. W^e are further informed that all the
purchase money has been paid up. Boone Tilford
is getting rich on his dry-wash claim. He has six
or eight men at work, and it is said they average
Sio a day to the man. Boone is in luck and he de-
ser\'es it for he stayed with the camp in its darkest
days. The Gravel Co. has an abundance of water
and is tearing down a large amount of gravel, and
will no doubt make b'g cl' an-up this season.

Ploche District.

West Ham Mine.—Pioche Record. June 11:

The four months bond taken on the West Ham
mine by Sam T. Godbe last February for $5,000 ex-
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pired on Wednesday the 9th Jnst, but the sale was
not eflfcted. The prospecting work done on the

claim since the bond was ^iven shows up a ledge of

good tow grade ore, which cannot be profitably

worked, however, without the aid of cheap transpor-

laiion, and the uncertainty attending the construc-

tion of the U. P. road to this section is one of the

main reasons given by Mr. Godbe for not taking

the properly. The property possesses merit, how-
ever, and will come to the front with a reasonable
amount of work performed on it.

Safford District.

Comet.— Eureka Hentinii, June 13: A shipment

of two tons of ore from the Comet mine in Safford

district, this county, netted $300.

TuBcarora District.

Nevada huken. — Timei-Rcview, June 11:

South drilt from east crosscut on the fourth level of

Commonwealth, has been extended 12 feet in the

vein.

Navajo.—The slopes above the 350-foot level

continue to yield about the same, the seam is small

but very high grade. Sent to the mill 55 tons ore,

assay value $i97-93-

Del Monte.—Second level: Have started a

drift north from joint raise, also joint intermediate

drifts east and west, all of which show a little ore.

COMMONWEATH.—Fifst level: West drilt from

shaft in 40 feet, face all in the vein, t8 inches being

$40 ore. Hoisted during week 35 cars ore, assay

value $43 per ton. Fourth level; North drift from

east crosscut on fourth level extended 18 feel, still

showing bunches of good ore. Crosscut from north

drift in 20 feet, ore 20 inches wide, assays $16 per

ton.

North Commonwealth.—Fourth level: North

drift advanced six (eel, most of the week have been

timbering. Hoisted 11 cars first-cIass ore and 56

cars second class.

Belle Isle.—North drift, 350-foot level, ex-

tended 14 feet, vein getting larger and the grade of

ore continues high. South drift extended 13 feet,

still yielding good ore. Have now opened 68 feet

in length on this ore, all of which distance shows a

good-sized vein of rich ruby ore. The slopes started

over this drift are being pushed as fast as possible,

and show about a foot of solid rich ore. Have just

started to milling, a battery sample shows $305.39.

this is from ore culled from the ore shipped in

March. Concentrated 132}^ tons, assay value

$26.01, giving 18,200 pounds wet concentrates, es-

timated assay value $273. 36.

North Belle Isle.—East crosscut from the

Belle Isle 450-fool level extended 16 feet. No. 2

crosscut, 400-foot level, extended nine feet. South

drift from No. i crosscut extended 21 feet and con-

nected with No. 2 crosscut. North drift, same place,

18 feet. The stopes above these drifts continue about

the same. Six cars of first class and 74 cars of sec-

ond class ore have been broken. The slopes from

No. 4 chute, 6oo-foot level, continue to show some

very rich ore. West crosscut from the 600 station

extended 21 feet, rock very hard but breaks well.

East crosscut, same place, extended 14 feet; the

ground is short and extremely hard. Sent to the

Union mill 78 tons, assay value $255.19. Concen-

trated I70J4 tons, estimated value $15.45, yielding

19.43 tons wet concentrates, estimated value

$190.70.

ARIZONA.

Started \J -p.—Journal-Mifur, June lo: The
Copper Basin plant, owned by the Commercial

Mining Co., was started up to-day. The plant is a

very extensive one. The company has 125 men in

their employ at present. General W. O. O'Neil

recently received an order from New York for two

carloads of onyx from his Big Bug mines. The fact

is just becoming generally known that Arizona can

produce the finest quality of onyx in the world. A
piece of onyx weigbmg about 60 tons was cut out of

the Big Bug onyx claims recently. It is 20 feet long

by six feet wide and five feet thick. This is without

doubt the largest piece of onyx ever taken out of

any mine in the world, There seems to be scarcely

any limit to the size of the blocks that the Big Bug

mines are capable of yielding. Our correspondent

at Prescolt Junction writes that the article which

recently appeared in the Journal-Miner relative to

the new discovery of mineral in National canyon, a

tributary to the Grand canyon, has resulted in the

receipt of numerous letters of inquiry in regard to

it. The original discoverers will shortly make an-

other trip into the canyon, for the purpose of doing

some work on their claims. Other prospecting par-

ties have also gone to the scene of the new mineral

field. Geo. W. Sines and John Ross, on their re-

turn trip from the Bradshaw mountains, recently,

picked up a piece of float in Maple gulch which will

go away up into the thousands in silver. It is water

worn until perfectly smooth, and is what prospect-

ors call " the traveler," as it has the appearance of

having traveled hundreds and probably thousands

of miles. How it came to the place where it was

found, is of course a mystery, as it was found near

the summit of ihe Hassayampa divide, at an alti-

tude of about 7000 feet, where there has never been

any ore resembling it in any respect whatever dis-

covered within miles of the place.

OOIiOBADO.

The Little Annie.—Aspen Thnes^ June 11:

To-day seven teams are hauling ore from the Annie.

The force will be increased to 10 teams to-morrow.

Only three teams were hauling last week. All the

ore carrying 25 ounces and above is shipped togeth-

er. The grade of last week's shipments was 39

ounces. If the low-grade ore can be successfully

treated there are 5000 tons of 15 to 25-ounce ore on

the waste dump. The mine is now in condition to

work 20 men on pay ore and 50 more men can be

employed on the low-grade mineral. Development

work will be kept ahead of sloping.

The Midnight.—The Midnight shaft is now

down about 200 feet at a point near the east side

line and a few feet from the west line of the Iron

mine Some good-looking rock showing lead and

native silver has been reached. This is doubtless

mineral from the vein west of the porphyry.

Mining Sale.—Denver Republican, June n:

Three good purchases of Red Mountain mines have

iost been completed through the agency of Denver

parties. A total sum of $332,000 has gone into the

San Tuan in consequence. Attorney E. W. Way-

bright returned yesterday morning from Ouray,

where he had been to close the purchase of the Car-

bonate King mine for .Mr. James McKay of Pitts-
burg, Penn. The price paid for the properly was
$75,000, cash. The Carbonate King is located on
Ked Mountain, in the San Juan. The owners of
the properly had every confidence in it. They had
developed it and taken out about $40,000 worth of
ore while doing so, but recently encountered a good
ore body and a stroni; flow ol water at Ihe same
lime. Rather than go to the great expense of ma-
chinery they concluded to sell. Mr. McKay is al-

ways in the market for a good thing and he did nol
hesitate in takihg it at the price quoted. He will

at once put in about $20,000 worth of pumping
machinery and enter at once into the further work-
ing of the mine. The deeds have passed, titles

been examined and money paid. The former own-
ers were James E, Wood, L. R. Lindsey, J. J.
Crooke and others. The Silver ledge syndicate of
London, through its American representative. Judge
C. M. Campbell of this city, has secured a group
of rich Red Mountain properties. The negotiations
for thesame have been pending for over a year, but
they are now all but completed, judge Campbell
relumed from the camp yesterday morning. The
properties in the group are the Silver Ledge, the
Addie S., the Iron-Silver, the Morning Star, the
Blue Bird, the Turquoise, and the Lone Star. The
purcha-e of the first three is decided upon defin-

itely, and bonds have been taken upon the others
until the lilies can b"^ fully examined. The price
paid is $50,000 cash and $135,000 in the stock of
the company.

DAKOTA.

Iron Hill.—Deadwood Pioneer, June ir; A
gentleman, thoroughly reliable, who was permitted
to inspect all the levels of the Iron Hill mine re-

cently, said yesterday that there was an abundance
of good ore in the mine.
Stone Placers.—Under the recent ruling of the

secretary ot the interior, the commissioner general
of the land office is holding for cancellation all ap-
plications for patent as stone placers thai are valuable
only for stone for building purposes. This ruling
was based on the belief that such entries do not
properly come under the head of stone placers.
This action will unsettle title to a number of various
kinds of stone claims in the vicinity of Deadwood
that have become valuable as real estate.

Nigger Hill Tin.—A special dispatch from
Chicago announces that C. L. Brondon, who is

erecting tin plate works at Aurora, 111,, states that

his company has recently purchased an interest in

some tin mines in Nigger Hill, and will work them.

IDAHO.

Opal Mine. —Moscow Mirror, June 10: The
Opal mine, discovered last fall near Moscow, not-
withstanding the superstition that opals are unlucky
gems, is proving a good find for the owners. As
high as 150 carats, valued at over $ioqo have been
taken out in one day, and the yield of the mine to

date has been upward of $10,000.
Poorman,—Idaho Avalanche, June 13: The

lower tunnel on this mine is now within a few feet of
connecting with the shaft. When this connection is

made it will furnish perfect ventilation and enable a
large force of miners to work to advantage. Plans
and estimates are all finished for a new mill at some
convenient point near the mine. When the same
have been approved by the owners, it is said work
will be commenced. The present arrangement is

for a mill of 30 tons daily capacity, with power for

50 or more tons.

MONTANA.

Placers.—Phillipsburg I^ail, June 13: Placer
mining is taking renewed activity in the Flint Creek
valley this season. Several of the old diggings are

being explored again, and some very good results

have already been derived. A number of the old

flumes are under way of repairing, and some new
ones are being considered by the thrifty placer
miners in the valley. Several streams of water from
the hydraulics are playing upon the gravel banks,
and with the abundance of water assured for this

season there will be great activity in the placer

mining industry this year.

Granite Mountain Output.—The output of

the Granite Mountain Co. for the past week is 46
bars, containing 69,000 ounces silver and 165.6
gold.

WASHINGTON.

Discoveries.—Snohomish Eye, June 13: Sev-

eral new discoveries have been made in the vicinity

of the Vandalia during the past two weeks, probably

the most important of which was that by F. H. Coy
and Chas. LeFever, two young tenderfeet, who went
out prospecting for the first lime last week. On the

east side of the creek they found a 12-foot vein car-

rying a fine grade of galena with carbonates. As
has been the case in many of the best districts of the

country, this lode had been tramped over and over-

looked by many old-timers and experts for several

years. The boys, highly elated, came down with

samples for assay. They will return this week. Jack
Wesley is also said to have struck it rich '"n the same
vicinity. Geo. Milliken, mining expert, in the em-
ploy of the N. P. railroad company, and Mr, Rust
of the Tacoma smelter passed through town last

Wednesday on their way to inspect ihe Silver Creek
district. In conversation with a reporter Mr. Rust
said: We propose enlarging the plant this season

to meet the increasing buisiness and hope to buy
Silver Creek and other ores as soon as they can be

transported by rail. The R. R. Co. has at the pres-

ent time in the Silver Creek district several surveyors

and mineral experts. Their purpose is to examine
the mineral prospects of the district thoroughly and
report also on the practicability of building a line of

road into the district.

List of D. S. Patents for Paoifio Coast

Inventors.

Beported by Dewey & Oo., Pioneer Patent
Solicitors for Pacific Ooaat.

l-OK the WEEK ending JUNE 9, 1891.

456.767- — Tools For Cutting Holes and
Washers—Jas. Addison, S. F.

453i963. — Pkndulum Bar Treadle—E. A.
Cochran. Pasadena, Cal.

453.768. — Safety Guard for Cars—L. J.
De Puy, Phoenix, A. T.
4S3'859-—fRU't-Slicer.-Flickinger & Graham,

San Jose, Cal.

453.9P2.—Plumb and Level— Garner and Con-
naughton, L-itourell Falls, Or.

453.769.—Ore Furnace—J. L. Giroux, Jerome,
A. 1.

453.636.-Bag-Holder-E. Henreity, Portland,
Or.

453t84i. — Safety Check-Rein Hook — A.
Kempkey, S. F.

453,658. — Device for Steaming Fruit—
Phelan & Eldridge, Portland Or.

4S3.9*S'—Door Check—-David Rankin, Pasa-
dena, Cal.

453.778.—Adding Machines—A. E, Shattuck,
S. F.

453,765.-Shutter for Fire Grates—W. H.
Vance, S. F.

The (ollowing; brief Hgt, by telejfraph, for June 9
will appear more complete upon rccoipt of mall advices:

California— William H. Anderaon, Riverside, taj,' ami
parcel lyer; Matthew Arnold, San Francisco, rivetin>;

machine; Natbao Brown, Oakland, eafoty guard for

Bleeping cara; Charles C, Uavis, Los ADuelee, portable
burglar alarm; Geo. W. Hunter, Fresno, axle-sottioK ma-
chioe; John F. Kirby, San FranciBco. povernor; Hirry
H. Love, Sacramento, two patents, wrench and ruling
pen; David Lubin, Sacramento, writing-pen attachment;
James and William Patorson, Stockton, assignors to the
Benicia Agricultural Woiks, Bentcia, harvester; Edward
A. Rix, San Franciso, rock drill; Edgar F. Sanford,

Merced, thresher; John C. H. Stut, San Francisco, cable
railway grip; Frank E. Tremper and J. W. Elaeubuth,
assignors to Electric Vapor Engine Company, San
Francisco, electric pole in gas or vapor explosive
engines.
Oregon—Jacob A. Fulton, Astoria, filter.

Washington — William McLeannon, Port Angeles,
pump.
NoTi.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnished

by Dewey & Co., in the shortest time possible (by mall

or telegraphic order). American and Foreign patentt

obtained, and general patent business for Pacifio Coast

Inventors transacted with perfect security, at reaaonable

rates, and In the shortest possible.time.

Don't Fail to Write.

Should this paper be received by any aubacrlber who
does not want it, or beyond the time he intends to pay
for it, let him not fail to write ob direct to atop it. A
postal card (coating one cent only) will BiifticB. We will

not fenotvingly Benl the paper to any one who does not
wish it, but if It ia continued, through the failure of the
Bubscriber to notify us to discontinue It, or some irre-

aponaible party requested to fltop it, we shall positively

demand payment for the time It is aent. LOOK carefully
AT THE LABEL ON TODB PAPKfi

M1N8B and Stock in Mines for sale. See advertisement

on page 806.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press U. S. and For-

eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Adding Machine,—Arthur F. Shaltuck, S. F.

No. 453,778. Dated June 9, 1891. This adding

is one of that class in which the spring-actuated

plate or plates are controlled by means of a pawl,

and ratchet operated by keys. The invention con-

sists essentially of oppositely moving plates, one

moving varying distances and the other a given dis-

tance, as a result of which, combinations may be

made of the first four digits with the fifth to obtain

all the digits. The general object of the invention

is to materially simplify the construction and oper-

ation of this class of adding machines, whereby

greater rapidity and accuracy are obtained.

Tool for Cutting Holes and Washers.—

James Addison, S. F. No. 453.767- Dated June 9,

i8qi. The invention relates to the general class of

machine-tools designed for the cutting of holes in

metal plates, boiler-heads, tube-holes, ship-plates

and general purposes, andu'or the making of wash-

ers. The object is to provide a simple and effective

tool for these purposes, capable of rapid and steady

work by reason of avoiding the necessity of first pro-

viding a hole for the tool center to act as a guide,

and of taking all the strain and spring of the plate

upon said center, thereby removing it from the cutters.

In ordinary tools for cutting holes or cutting out

washers, it is customary to first make a hole com-

pletely through the plate. This hole is necessary to

receive the center, which serves as a guide for the

cutters.and as said center feeds downwardly through

the plate it must have a clear passage to move with m
the cutters. This necessity of making the hole first

is entirely avoided by the use of this new machine.

Moreover, with this machine, the strain and spring

of the plate are taken entirely upon the center,

thereby relieving the cutters, which have no more

than their legitimate functions to perform—namely of

cutting through the plate. Much more rapid and

efiective work can therefore be performed by this

machine, which is at the same time simple in con-

struction and readily operated.

Safety Guard for Cars.—Louis J, De Puy,

Phcenix, Arizona; assignor of one-half to R. A.

Gray, Colusa, Cal. No. 453.768. Dated June 9,

1891 This invention relates to that class of safety-

guards for cars in which fenders entirely surround

the lower part of the car, and inclosing the wheel

space, are employed. The invention consists of the

endless movable fender. This fender is normally m
a stale of rest having no movement relatively to the

car at all" but when it comes in contact with an ob-

structing body, said body being stationary or mov-

ing at a less speed than that of the car, it will readily

be seen that the fender will be caused to have a

movement lengthwise independent of the car by

reason of its contact with the body and the niove-

ment of the car. If, therefore, for example a body

falls up against the side of the fender, it will thereby

be moved on its pulleys while the car proceeds, and

the body will soon find itself at the end of the car,

where it will be free. Thus there will be no injury

to the body, as it will not be pulled or rolled along.

Shutter for Fire-grates.—Wm. H. Vance,

S.F. No. 453,765. Dated June 9, 1891. This is

a device which the inventor calls a shutter or door

for fire-grates, and which is especially adapted to

open so as to expose the fire in the grate or to be

closed so as to entirely shut it off from the room.

The sliding doors or shutters, which move in

grooves in front of the grate, are made double, so

Is to leave an air space between the two parts so

they will not be Injured by the heat. By the use of
these doors the rate of combustion of fuel in the
grate may be regulated, and at the same time the
heat of the room may be increased or decreased, as
desired, by opening or closing Ihe doors. These
doors make it possible to leave Ihe room when
there is a fire in the grate, without there being any
danger of fire falling out and causing an ac-
cident.

Mining Share Market.

Comslock mining shares the past week hung
around under light trading and fewer cross orders
by the pool. The falling off in cross orders was
probably done to confirm the prevailing belief that
lower prices will obtain before the fall deal sets in.
It is generally claimed that the heaviest setback in
prices will come in the Middle and North End
stocks, for Exchequer, Alpha, Belcher, Challenge.
Crown Point and Seg. Belcher, in the Gold Hill
group, are too low now to justify any decided break.
Those who know what there is in the mines stand
ready lo buy on a break, or when prices on a grad-
ual setback shade off more. For over nine months
about everything has worked in favor of the pool;
and they have not been slow to take advantage of the
favoring circumstances to force the market down as
low as possible to gain stock. After the very low
prices in last December, the upheaval in Con. Vir-
ginia in May ot this year to $20.50, and sending it

down again showed a master-general's hand, for by
the break Confidence was destroyed, and large num-
bers of outside holder? of stock sold out. And now
comes a report, apparently well authenticated, that
papers are drawn up by a mining company, whose
patented grounds are to the west of Con. Virginia,
to enjoin the latter mine from taking out the very
rich ore recently developed to the west on two or
more of its levels. Con. Virginia has considerable
rich ore of its own that it can take out, without
touching the above, yet the pool will undoubtedly
handle the injunction for all it is worth, to get more
stock at low prices. The pool now has over 150,-
000 shares, but will not object 10 having 200,000
shares of the stock. The writer still has tailh in a
good-sized deal, but lop prices may not be reached
before next September or Oclober.

In outside shares trading continues slow. The
public is seemingly taking very little interest in
them. Some day operators will find their mistake
and see that it is in them that the largest percentage
of gain was to have been made.
An Oakland operator bought Con. Virginia

around $5 a share, and when it got up to about
$19 and $20 did not sell. He thought Ihe market
would not he a sell until Senator Fair's real estate

or some other of his large successful speculations
were written up by the daily press.

The news from the Comstock mines warrants the
belief that the mine managers are pushing work to
develop the ore to the west in Sierra Nevada Union
and Ophir, and perhaps that in Mexican. In Con.
Virginia they are uncovering the very rich ore to the

west on the iioo foot level—a downward conlinu-
alion of that found on the 800 foot level. They are
also developing the 1750 foot level, where there is

rich ore. In Hale and Norcross they have run
into very rich ore on the iioo foot level, and are
pushing the work to develop the rich ore known to

exist about the 1500 foot level. In Chollar, Savage,
and Gould and Curry, Ihey are, apparently, making
slow progress in developing work— perhaps there is

too much stock out yet. There are rumors afloat

of a rich find in Potosi, and that in Bullion some-
thing good can be looked for soon. Whether the

reports are founded on fact or for assessment pup-
poses, we do not know. In Alpha they are pre-

paring to run on a lower level for the rich ore

found over a year ago. Quiet but interesting work
is being done in Exchequer, Challenge, and Con-
fidence. Miners are looking hopefully to the time
when Con. Imperial will start work on or about
the IIOO foot level. In Crown Point work is under
way to develop the 500 foot level to the west. The
superintendent, in his annual report, spoke favor-

ably of this level. The water in Belcher and Seg
Belcher is being lowered, which ought to admit of

very important work being commenced soon. In
Overman they can take out large quantities of rich

ore whenever the pool will allow the supposed
manager or managers of the mine to do so. In the

Alta group quiet but important work is being done.
Never within the history of the Comstock mines
was the situation in the mines as favorable as it

now is for exciting profitable times.

To-day's advices received from Virginia report

that the strike in Hale and Norcross is to the west

on the iioo-foot level, near the Chollar line. The
ore is rich and ledge large. The strike in Potosi is

in the Potosi Bullion south drift.
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II2echaj\ji(3al Progress

Brass and Copper Welding.

To temper copper has always been as great a

problem to the metal worker as the traoBmata-

tion of metals was to alchemiats. Seoond only

to this, and really of greater economic import-

ance, Is the question of welding copper, brass

and a number of other metals, Heated to a

certain point, brass becomes extremely brittle,

and bssidee oxidizes so rapidly on exposure to

the air as to render welding by the application

of external heat, a praotioal impossibiilty.

Bat an invention of Mr, J. H. Bevington, and

owned by the New Pfocess Welding Co., of

Chicago, does away with all difficulties, and
that in the simplest manner imaginable. The
heat necessary to soften the metal to the weld-

ing point is evolved from the metal itcelf,

through the application of friction.

Many says the Chicago Journal of Commerce
will wonder that the this prluoiple should not

long ago have been applied to the welding,

drawing and shaping of metals like brass. It

must ba remembered, however, that the essence

of invention lies in a wide, almost universal

observation, and an ability to see and take ad*

vantage of suggestions, which power, the com-

mon mechanic does not ordinarily possess to

any marked extent, Mr. Bsvington no doubt

possesses the power of utilizing suggestions and
of combining into something new and valuable,

principles already well understood. The in-

ventor, the company and the metal worker, are

alike to be congratulated upon this wonderful
achievement.

A Remarkable Run of Iron.—The Man-
oelona (Mich.) Herald eays: Stack No. 2, blast

No. 1, of the Antrim Iron Furnace, completed

the third year of Its present blast April 15.

Number of days in blast, 1,050, and the total

product during that time amounted to 66,347

tons of pig iron—a daily average of 63^ tons.

A trifle over a year and a half of this run, or,

to be exaot, 5S2 days of it, the stack was
blown with a small Weimer engine, with a

product of 32 326 tons—a daily average of 55i
tons. The balance of the run (463 days) was
made with a large engine of the same make,
during which time the product amounted to

34,021 tons—a daily average of 72§ tons. To
make this amount of iron, 115,410 tons of ore

was used, and 146,000 cords of wood consumed.

Had the stack been blown during the entire

period with the large engine, the total product

would, of course, have been much greater, but
tbe record is a remarkable one, nevertheless,

and it is believed that no charcoal stack in the

TJaited States has ever made so long a run or

BO large an amount of Iron with a single lining.

Large Steam Pipes Composed of Small
Ones.—The immense steam pipes which are

necessary for the largC'Sizgd engines in use at

the Ferranti stations, are composed of numer-
ous smaller pipes bunched together to give the

required carrying capacities. This arrange-

ment of the pipes was thought necessary on ac-

count of the numerous accidents which have
lately occnrred from the bursting of large steam
pipes in various parts of the world. Just how
this arrangement will be accepted by eugineers

remains to be seen. While there are several

good points about this kind of steam pipe, there

appear to be also several poor ones. The in*

oreaaed cost necessary for its constraotion, and
the larger amount of surface exposed for con-

densation, would appear to be somewhat
against its being commonly employed. Of the

increased safety assured by its use. The Station-

ary Engineer thinke, there can be no doubt, but
whether or not it can be called a commercial
anccees, is not so plainly evident. Those who
have had experience with it appear to think It

answers every requirement,

MisatJiDED Enthusiasm of Inventors.—
The patent office records testify, remarks a
oontemporary, to the misguided enthusiasm of

inventors in no more conspicuous manner than
in hand rock drill patents. There have bsen,

perhaps, as many patents taken out on hand
rock drills as on power drills. In every case
the inventor aims at something beyond reason.
He seeks to do more work with a machine in

the hands of a human being than that person
is capable of performing. He seems to labor
under the impression that a machine creates
power, when, as a matter of fact, it only util-

izes or transmits power. Every person has a
oertain capacity for work. He cannot exceed
that capacity. He is limited by power, which
is represented by strength, and by time, which
ia represented by endurance. In other words,
be is like a lever which may lift a heavy weight
slowly or a light weight rapidly, but In each
case the weight and the time, when multiplied
together, give a result which is the same,

—

£Ix.

Wire 1 500th of an Inch In Diameter,—
In an Interview recently published, a wire man*
nfacturer made the following statement :

'
' We

are at work just now on some pretty small
wire. It is l'500th of an inch in diameter

—

finer than the hair on your head, a great deal.

Ordinary fine wire is drawn through steel

plates, but that wouldn't do for this work, be-
cause if the hole wore away ever so little It

would make the wire larger, and that would
spoil the job. Instead, it Is drawn through
what is practically a hole in a diamond, to
which there is of course no wear. These dia-

mond plates are made by a woman in New
York, who hai a monopoly of the art in this

country. The wire is then run through ma-
chinery, which winds it spirally with a layer

of silk thread that is .0015 of an Inch in thick-

ness—even finer than the wire, you see. This

wire is used in making the receiving instraments

of ocean cables, the galvanometers nsed in test-

ing cables and measuring insulation of covered

wires.

An Improved Knitting Machine —A new
machine is being put on the market by a Dres-

den, Germany, knitting machine manufactory,
which, in some respects, resembles an ordinary

knitting machine, and can be employed as such
on round and flat work, but ia especially adapt-

ed for variegated patterns. It works variegated

pattern, oardigan stitch, purl cardigan, two and
two rib, also embodies the peculiarities of a

striping machine, producing in one piece of

goods single, colored, striped, and many ool-

ored patterns without changing the machine
itself. It is also claimed to be capable of pro-

ducing complete gloves. By the placing in or

out of the back thread In the slotted thread
conductor, it is claimed any desired number of

shades can be produced, which gives the im-

pression that these patterns had been the re-

sult of embroidery.

Improved Car Wheels.—A new and prac-

tical method for fastening steel tires to oar

wheels for railway service has been recently

announced, which will be looked at by con-

sumers of such with a good deal of interest, for

it is the first system ever Introdnced that gives

entire satisfaction. The system lays in placing

a email notched steel plate between the tire and
wheel, and bending each alternating projection

Into corresponding grooves in the tire, and the

remaining projections are bent over the edge of

the wheel, making a solidly fastened tire, and
one which will be capable of standing much
more wear than has ever been the case,

—

Manu-
faciurert' Oazetle.

A New Demand for Metallic Work.—

A

gentleman well acquainted in Australia re-

cently stated that "the people of that oon*
tinent are In need of metal furniture." He has
been In England to secure school desks and
seats of light metal which will be durable and
cheap, but neither in Eagland nor in America
has he been able to get what he wants. He
says " the past of Queensland is the white ant,

against the ravages of which sheet-iron roofing
and tin-covered chairs are the only protection
thus far devised. The ants eat wood of every
description, boring the doors and house rafters
until they are honey-combed, tables, bedsteads
and bureaus suffering similarly."

An Aluminum Boat.—A late meohanlcal
wonder of the age is a pleasure boat, to accom-
modate four persons, and which will be made
entirely of aluminum, and is to be propelled by
electricity, by means of a storage battery alio

made of this metal. It will be the product of
a Pittsburg (Pa.) plant. Since aluminum, as
per latest authentio report, has been reduced to

50 cents per pound, we may soon expect to see
this metal more generally applied to fancy
boats, yachts, etc.

A New Catling Gun.—Dr. Gatling is work-
ing on a new gun, which will knock the spots
out of his famous pepper-box gun. His object
is to make war so dangerous that nations will
have hard work to decide between it and base-
ball,

The London Engineering' for May 1st describes
a new method of making weldless steel chains
from a bar of cross'Shaped section, which is

drilled through diagonally and the links shaped
under presses by punching and shearing.

Ship Rivets.—So rapid is the production of
ship rivets by machinery that one train of rolls
feeds four machines, which turn out 16 tons of
rivets in 24 hours, the work going on night and
day,

Alaskan Mining Expedition,—The steamer
South Coast left a few days ago for Alaska,
with 57 miners for the Amilak and Pioneer
gold mines. The principal owners are J, C.
Green, who has been managing the mines for
the last nine years, and Captain A. M, Brown,
U. S. N. Working on a small scale, good re-
suits have been obtained, and now an attempt
is to be made on a large scale. With this ob-
ject in view, the company ie taking ap 55
miners, mechanics and laborers, a atern-wheel
steamer of 50 tons, a diamond drill for pros-
pecting, 15 horses, three 50-ton barges, 25,000
feet of lumber, and provisions for 18 months.
It is also the intention of the company to build
two ocean steamers. The latter will trade be-
tween San Francisco and Alaska, and the stern-
wheeler will oonneot with the mines, which are
40 miles inland.

California Mackerel.—It is said that sam-
ples of mackerel, caught off tbe coast of San
Pedro have been sent East and pronounced
superior to the bast Eastern mackerel. The
writer has seen the ocean between Catalina and
the mainland whiteoapped as far as the eye
could see with schools of these fine fish. Quite
a large pack of these fish was made at Catalina
last year, and brought the highest price in the
Los Angeles market. The fishing industry Is
bound to be an important one on the southern
coast of this State.

SeiENTiFie Frogress.

Counting the Dust in the Air.

One of the most remarkable contrivances of

modern times has enabled aoientlsts to oonnt

the dnat particles in the air, many of which

are readily seen by means of a sunbeam

allowed to enter a darkened room through a

small orifice. To Mr. John Aitken, an ingen-

ious Scotch physicist, the world owes this new

and interesting method of research. A report

of these experiments has been published in

Knowledget from which we condense as fol-

lows :

One of the most remarkable contrivances of

modern times enables us to count the minute
inorganic dust particles in the air. To Mr.
John Aitken, an Ingenious Scotch physicist, we
owe this new method of research.

Tbe bright motes that dance in the sunbeam
seem beyond the power of computation, yet by

a marvel of mechanical ingenuity Mr. Aitken

has counted them, the invisible particles being

brought within the range of vision, and even

within the limit of easy enumeration.

The method of numbering the Inorganic

particles depends upon a principle which was
established by Mr, Aitken in his determination

of the formation of fogs. He showed that

without dust there could be no fogs, no mist,

no rain. Without dust there would be only

dew on the grass and road. This principle can

be easily illustrated. Lst common air be

forced through a filter of cotton into a glass re-

ceiver, from which tbe air has been exhausted,

and let a glass receiver filled with common air

be placed beside it. If steam be now admitted

into the receivers, the one containing the com*

mon dusty air will soon be dense with fog,

while the other containing the pure filtered air

will remain perfectly clear. The particles of

dust, then, are the free surfaces, which, in cer-

tain conditions, attract the water vapor of the

atmosphere to form fog. Invisible before, they

are touched by the magic wand of a lowering

temperature and start Into visible existence.

The dust particles are clothed all over with the

moisture and become fog partioles. The above

experiment ia very simple and may be readily

understood.
It then occnrred to Mr. Aitken that if a small

measured quantity of the common dust-impreg-

nated air be mixed in a receiver with a large

measured quantity of dustless air, which has

been filtered through ootton, the partioles of

dust would be some distance from each other,

and when these particles were made centers of

condensation of vapor by lowering the pressure,

fog particles would be formed, which could be

counted by means of a magnifying glass. If,

moreover, these particles fell from a oertain

bight on a small, measured area, the number
could be accurately ascertained. That is the

secret I

This more definite experiment was accom-

plished by a very ingenious device carefully

manipulated, by which process Mr. Aitken

counted seven and a half millions of dust parti-

cles in a cubic inch of the ordinary air of Glas-

gow. In the air outside the Royal Society

rooms four millions in the cubic inch were
counted. Inside, at four feet from the floor,

but near the celling, after the gas bad bsen
burning for some time, no less than 49 mill-

ions were counted in the cubic inch. After the

two hours* meeting of the Fellows, the numbers
increased to six and a half millions. He
counted in a cubic Inch of air immediately

above a Bunsen flame no less than 489 millions

of dust particles. Of course, when the air is

very dense with dust particles, a fraction of a

cubic centimeter of the air is introduced Into

the flask for the experiment, and, when the air

contains fewer particles, more than one cubic

centimeter is introduced.

The air of Colmonell, in Ayrshire, has been

found to contain from 8000 to 155,003 particles

in the cubic Inch, At Hyeres, in the south of

France, he found from 50,000 to 400,000, ac-

cording to the direction of the wind. At
Lucerne, in Switzerland, the specimens of air

tested were remarkably free from dust, some
even as low as 3500 in the cubio Inch—the

lowest observation yet made.
The question next arises as to whether 3500

particles in the cubic inch of air is the lowest

limit which the atmosphere ever attains to.

Even away from the contaminations of smoky
towns and villages the air contains cosmic dust.

There Is always dust in the upper atmosphere,

for without the dust no clouds could be formed,

and of cosmic dust there must always be a con-

siderable quantity In the air produced by the

waste from the millionB of meteors that daily

fall into it.

"The gay motes that people the sunbeams"
are not, therefore, asMUton oonsidered, **num-
berlesB." They have been enumerated with

marvellous aoouraoy.

The Odor of tlie Soil After a Shower.

Some 25 years ago. Dr. T. L. Phipson, F. C.

S., devoted much time and study to the above-

named subject, but never published the result

of his inquiries. Quite recently he learned by
a paragraph in the Chemical News that Prof.

Bertbelot and M, Andre are now studying the

same phenomenon, but have not yet arrived at

any definite results. Under these circum-
stances. Dr. Phipson hastens to give to the
world hie notes upon the subject, which, he
says are dated 1865. They possess considerable
interest and are given as follows:

After a considerable number of observations,
I arrived at the conclusion that the odor emit-
ted by soils and sedimentary strata after a
heavy shower of rain in summer was due to
the presence of organic substances closely re-

lated to the essential oils of plants, and It ap<
peared evident to me that during the hot, dry
weather, these porous surfaces absorb the
fragrance emitted by thousands of flowers, and
give it up again when the rain penetrates into
these pores and displaces the various volatile
substances imprisoned therein, which are only
very slightly soluble in water. I believe that
many kinds of soil possess this property, but
those on which my observations were first made
were the chalk soils of Pioardy, In France. I
found that not only chalk, but also marls, com-
pact limestones, phoaphatic rocks, and some
kinds of schists and amphibolltes are porous
enough to possess It to such a degree as to emit
a decided odor when they are strongly breathed
upon.

Finding the property of which I speak very
remarkable in certain chalk rocka of Pioardy, I
endeavored to ascertain the nature of the eab-
stanoe or substances to which It was owed. I
dissolved a very large quantity of tbe chalk in

dilute hydrocloric acid, and passed the car-
bonic acid through various media, water, alco-

hol, weak potash solution, and dilute add; but
none of these liquids appeared to arrest the
passage of the odoriferous substance. The
only liquid which I found would retain it was
an aqueous solution of bromine. This arrested
it, and when the bromine solution was after-

ward carefully evaporated at a low tempera-
ature, a yellowish product, soluble in alcohol;
and having a strong odor of cedar wood, waa
obtained, which, from its chemical and physi-
cal properties, appeared to be very similar to,

if not identical with, bromo-oedren, derived
from essence of cedar.

Preserving Milk,

Many devices have been tried to so preserve
milk as to retain as near as possible its nat-
ural condition. The latest effort is described
by t\iQ Scitntijle American as follows: Fresh
and sound milk not later than one hour after

milking is placed in jirs made of a suitable
material.

The jars are made in three parts. The bot-
tom part, in which eventually the milk is pre-
served, is first filled; the other two parts to-

gether form what is called tbe mediator. This
is screwed Into the bottom can and acts as a
filler. For this purpose, even after the bottom
can is filled, the top filler Is kept three parts
full.

When a number of cans and mediators have
been fixed in a tray, they are filled, and the
whole lowered into water in a suitable boiler.

The milk is heated up to about 200° F. As
soon as the mediator and can are full, by the
milk expanding, a tap at the top of the medi-
ator Is turned, and the whole is thus hermet-
ically closed. The water in the boiler Is then
raised *'to an Intense heat, and this will keep
the milk for another 50 minutes at a somewhat
high temperature." The jars are next deposited
upside down in a cooler, and left In thla posi-

tion for 60—80 minutes. This insures the mix-
ing of the milk, as it is in the nature of the
milk that its fatty particles, and therefore the
buttermilk will rise to the surface. The cans
are finally placed in an upright position. The
vacuum above the milk in the mediator is

caused by the contraction of the milk. The
air-tight stopper between the can and mediator
is now turned, and as the ordinary temperature
li rather higher, the can will be full, and there
is little chance of the fat coagulating, should
the cacs be shaken, The mediator ii opened,
and the milk in it having been run off, it is

taken off and the process is complete. The
milk is said not to lose its freshness, pureness
and sweetness, even after 18 months or two
years in hot countries, and when opened tastes

like new milk, fresh and sweet.

Some Rabe Metals, possessing special qual-
ities, are required for certain work. Thus,
palladium is used In making some parts of
timepieces, and irridium for the points of gold
pens. Lithium Is the lightest of all metals.
Rhodium is extremely hard and brittle, and is

only fusible at a very high temperature, and
irridium Is the heaviest substance hitherto dis-

covered. The uninitiated have no idea of the
value of these scarce products, which are
most of them, far more precious than gold and
silver.

The Moon and the Barometer.—By a com-
parison of records extending over a number of
years, it has been concluded that the moon has
an influence in lowering the height of the bar-
ometer in the months from September to Janu-
ary, at the time of full moon, and in raising it

during the first quarter. No effect haa been
perceived in the other months.

Decrease of Mountain Hight.—No less than
four different mountain peaks in Idaho are now
from 13 to 23 feet lower than they were 15 years
ago. This settling Is supposed to be going on
in many others. The oause of the settling is

generally supposed to be the presence of quick-
sands at their base.
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ELECTRieiTY.

Electricity and Indnstry.

In the oenana taken tea years >go, n depart-

meot was devoted to the eabjeot of power ased

Id maoDfaotareB, but Its reports sod tables

dealt only with steam and water power, and

made no mention of eleotrlclty. Dailog the

ten years that have intervened, the applioation

of electricity to indnetrlal porpoaes has been

wonderfully rapid. Abont two yeara ago,

Electric Power, a New York journal, printed a

list of 150 induatriea to which the eleotrlo mo-

tor bad aotaally been applied in tbia country,

and one of the editors expreseea the opinion

that If a list were now prepared with equal

completeneaa, It would ahow that the electric

motor has found employment in connection

with nearly 300 bratfohes of productive Indus-

try. The electric motor baa been auccesafully

used to run the aewlng maohinea of glrla em-

ployed In glove making in their own homes,

and with the reported reault of enabllog each

worker to accoraplieh more and better work In

lees time, and under conditiona more favorable

to health and cansing leaa fatigue.

With theao facta before ua, the introduction

of electricity aa a power applicable to a great

variety of Induatriea, and available in the pri-

vate honae and at the individual work bench,

la no longer a dream or a prophecy, bat an act-

ual realization, of which the poaaible future de-

velopment and Indnatrial influenoea cannot be

foretold. One of the principal artlclea of be-

lief of the cheerful economic creed ao ably

propagated by Mr. Edward Atklneon, la that

natural forcea are oonetantly tending to a dia-

tribntlon of population more favorable to indi-

vidaal welfare. That where men have heea too

muoh laolated oa great farms and eparaely set-

tled tracta of land, the tendency toward higher

onltivation of smaller areaa, ia operatlag to

briog them into cloaer and better relations with

the world, and that, on the other hand, where

population has become too oloaely concentrated,

in crowded oitiea aud towaa and over-crowded

tenements, the development of rapid transit Is

operating to secure a diatrlbntlon over a larger

area, and to correct the evlla Incidental to a

congeatioa of pcpalatioa at iodaatrial centres.

In the latter dlreotioo, nothing could be

more efiBcaoloaa than the gradual adoption, ia

many induatriea and at many manafaoturing

centrea, of a form of power peculiarly suited to

snob distribution, as would do away with the

neceaaity for crowding hundreds of operativea

together in the workrcoma of great factorlea.

Bach a chauge could be made to briog with it

aa amelioration of many of the conditions which

now occasion moat complaint, and to secure

for a great maaa of workers, more wboleaome

aod cheerful anrroundinga, leaa crowded and

better lighted and ventilated. Such a change

aeema like a dream of a return to the daya of

the hand-loom and apinning- wheel, and its poa-

aibility ia an answer to much of the aentimental

lamentation conatantly heard about the changes

which time and development have wrought in

the condition of the tolling maaaea. Progreaa

in the application of eleotrioity to the employ-

meata of men, ia but oae of innumerable eyi-

denoea that an improvement in aooial and in-

dnatrial conditions ia to bo Bought in the high-

er development of mechanical invention, aiid

in the advancement of science, rather than in

vain regrets for the simpler life of the irrevoca-

ble past—N. T. Commeretal Bullftm,

Electric Locomtives, which have long been

anticipated, bat in regard to which expectation

has not been warranted by realization, may

soon be found In extensive service. The com-

mlasioners who have been for some time en-

oaeed in devising plana for increaaed facilitiea

for rapid tranait in New York city have de-

cided in favor of the oonatrnotioo of a four

track railway, ruaulog aodergrouod below

Caoal atreet aod elevated farther up town, to

be operated by Bergman's electric locomotlvea

of 300 horse power. Thia ia a new motor io,

which the power is applied directly to the

axles of every car, and it is claimed that

the force is capable of propelling a train of 20

oars at the rate of 40 miles an hour, and that a

train moving at the higheat apeed caa be

brought to a atandatill within 12 feet. So

much haa been claimed for electric niotors aod

so much disappointment haa rean ted rom

previoas teata that actual demonatration will be

required before theae olaima will be generally

accepted; but that electricity can and will be

BuocesafuUy applied to the running of trains not

only upon city railwaye bat aurface ™<1« °°"

operated, by ateam, we coutinue to have little

doubt. It doea not take extraordinary faith to be-

lieve the predictions of Edieon and others that ere

long coal burning and amoke and fire producing

engines on railwaye will be superseded by smoke-

leaa and Bteamleaa locomotlvea, whose power la

furniehed by that atill myateriona and wonder-

wonderfal agent eleatiiolty.-RailwayAge.

Weldaele by ELECTRiciTi.-Electrlo weld-

ing has proven quite unlveraal. Erperimenta

have shown that by thia means It is poasible to

make perfect welda with 18 dlSerent pare

metals, 22 diatinct alloya and 27 different coin-

blnationsof metals as copper to brats, tin to

zinc, etc.

Electkioal Litigation—While electricity

Is constantly increasing in usefulnesa to man-

kind in all walka of life the litigation over pat-

eota for diectrioal appliancee hu proven a
bonaoza to the lawyera. It is eatimated that
all the buUb growlnf; out of ooateited eleotrlo

patents in this ooantry and Earope bare gob-
bled up aboat 30 per oeot of tbe profits. Edl*
son and bU asaooUtes have paid about $3,000-
000 for profesaional aervloes and tbe oost of

litigation.

EooD Health.

Bananas as Food and Mkdicine.—Dr. John
Doagall of St. Maogo'a College, Glasgow, baa a

letter in a recent iesne of the Glasgow HeraXd
on the banana. He quotes from Stanley's ** Id

Darkest Afrloa," ebowiog that "for infants*

persons of delioate digestion, dyspeptioa and
tboae suffering from temporary derangements
of the stomach, the floor, properly prepared,
would be of universal demand, ' During Stan*

ley's two attaohs of gastritis, a slight gruel of

this flour, mixed with milk, was the only mate*
rial that oould be digested. It le odd, also,

as pointed out In Stanley's book, that la most
banana lands—Cuba, Brazil, West Indies—the

valuable properties of the banana as an easily

digested and nonriebing food have been much
overlooked. Dr. Dongall has made some ex*

perlmenta in making banana flour. He ood*

eludes that It ebonld be made from the ripe

fruit at Its place of production. In trying to

make It from bananas purchased in Glasgow,
he obtained on drying the pulp a tough sweet
mass like toaated figs, an appearance probably
due to the conversion of starch into sugar,

Bananas contain only abont 60 per cent of

palp, and of this about 75 per cent is water.

They would yield, therefore, only oneeigbth
part of flour.

Hunger and Infection.—It is a well-known
fact that banger predispoies to oertatn die-

eases, bat it haa been reserved to two Turin
doctors to demonstrate the increased liability

experimentally, Their obaervationa were car-

ried out with the viras of bacillus anthrax on
pigeons, a disease to whiob these birda are, un-

der ordinary oiroumalancee, refractory. They
found, however, that six days' total depriva-

tion of food rendered tbe birds amenable to tbe

virus, on condition that food waa atlll with-

held. If, however, food waa given at the same
time as the virus, then they still sucoesefnUy

resisted infection. Further, when starvation

was continued for two days after the Inocula-

tion« and food then given, tbe development of

the disease, though not prevented, ran a slower

oourse. Lastly, the virus proved capable of in>

footing birds well fed up to tho date of inocula-

tion, bat starved subsequently. The line of in-

vestigation ia evidently one which admits of

further reaearob, bat the moral is obvious.

Sanitary Science.—Sanitary aolence, says

the Sanitary News, la a solenoe that does not
relate to the earth we live on, or to tbe heav-

ens we live under, bnt to the conditions of the

homes we live in. We can live on the earth or

under the heavens, without knowing much
abont them, but to live beat in our homes, we
must know them well. Geology cannot obange

the conditiona of tbe earth beneath ua, or

astronomy those of the heavens above as, but

sanitary science can ohange from unhealthy to

healthy the conditions of the homes we live In.

Ia it not, then, a acienoe worthy of study ? It

touohea the higheat Interests of mankind,
cleanses and purifies the present generation,

and will strengthen and will glorify posterity.

The effects of obedience to Ita laws are not re*

mote, but Immediate. They touch tbe every*

day life of all, and enter into all the relations

of life. They give strength and vigor to what-

ever capacity in which human endeavor is put

forth.

To Prevent " Sour Stomach." — Some
physician prescribes the following as a pre-

ventive of *' sour stomach "
: Avoid eating

foods which ferment easily, such as sugar, pota-

toes, and the like. Drink hot water to wash
the stomach out, say one cup about one

hour before eating. This prepares the organ

for the kindly reception of the food. Avoid

fluids at meals, unleaa it be peptonized milk,

which really ia a semi-fluid food. It mfght be

well to use the peptonized milk for a few days

and eat nothing else. Should this not agree

with yoa, eat scraped beef, broUedf using with it

butlUtle salt, and dried wholewheat bread. Be
carefal to not eat too much meat in hot

weather, aa it is quite heating. Yon may try

for a drink a half-cnp of cold skimmed milk,

filling the cup with boiling water. Shonld

you DOt be relieved by following tbe above, you
had better hunt a sanitarium.

The Doctor Who Succeeds.—A physician

who understands human nature, who plays

with the baby, makes friends with the children,

and listens to the woes of the good wife and
mother, says a medical journal, la the fellow to

whom the master of the house most cheerfully

pays the largest bills. It isn't the medicine

that's bottled up, bat it's the comfort and con-

solation that are nnbottled that mark the broad

line between an nnsucoessful and a popular

physician.

We lose about tno pounds of water in 24

hours by perepiration, and the more we per-

spire the cooler we beoome. There are 27,000,-

000 pores on the surface of our bodies, whiob,

if placed in line, would extend 28 miles in

length.

Pacifio GoaBt Bridge Baildlng.

Bridge building on the Paclflo Coast baa be-

come quite an Important feature in our engi-

neering works. Tbe great steel bridge across

the Columbia river, at Vancouver, will be a

mammoth concern. It will be 60OO feet from

the Washington to tbe Oregon shore, and it

will be double-tracked, with roadway on top for

teams, and will be erected upon pneumatlo

piers. Tbe pivotal pier, or draw pier, will

support a draw which will give an opening of

200 feet space on either side for vessels to pais,

and the span immediately south of the draw
span will be 375 feet. Whole strnoture to be

of steel, built ten feet above tbe high water of

1876, and 40 feet above low water. On account

of the sandy formation, it will be neoesaary to

go down SO feet below low water to get a firm

(onndation. This gigantic structure will cost

over 54,000,000. It will be January X, 1892,

before the oars can pass over it. The company

is pushing the bridge, and also the road, as fast

aa men and money and their present perfected

plans will permit.

Another improvement in this direction Is a

new steel drawbridge of 315 feet span across

the tidal canal, Oakland harbor, which, when
completed, will form a very substantial

structure.

There are several bridge-construotlng com-

panies in San Franclsoo which are fully able to

perform the best class of work In that line

The San Francisco Bridge Co., In addition to

bridge building, are also largely engaged in

railway building and canal construction.

The California Bridge Co. has done some very

superior work In the construction of the

Downey avenae and First atreet bridges in Loa

Angeles. Among other bridges contracted for

by them is the steel drawbridge on the San

Francisco & North Pacific R. R. at Petaluma

of 227 feet span. A Baltimore truas bridge

built by the company near Salinas, Monterey

county. Is of two spans of 300 feet each, and ia

doubtless about the maximum size that has

been built in combination work. The combina-

tion cantilever over the North Umpqua river,

in Oregon, has a river span of 290 feet, with

shore arms of 147 feet, and, aside from being a

novelty in bridge constractlon, la tbe only

atrncture of thia type on the coast, excepting

the Fraser River cantilever.

The King Bridge Co. of Cleveland, Ohio, has

a branch concern in San Francisco in charge of

Col. G. A. Eberhardt, which has done more or

leas work in almoat every county in thia

State.

The Pacific Bridge Go, is the only one which

bnilds suspension bridges extensively. They

have bnilt some of 400 feet span for carrying

timber flumes across the mountain valleys. A
number of brldgea in the Sandwich Islands,

some work now under way in China, and the

recent completion of an iron pier at Ocos, Cen-

tral America, shows the extent of the com-

pany's buainesB territory.

As has been correctly stated by a cotem-

porary, the majority of the Pacific Coast engi-

neers have come here from the far East, adapt'

Ing, as far aa poaaible, Eaatern ideas to West-

ern material. Having an abandanoe of good

timber and of unlimited length on this coast,

fewer panels have been used and longer joista.

The engineer back Eist who cliogs to 12 or 13

foot panels, either from choice or from inability

to obtain long lumber, would bo surprised to

find that here panels of 25 feet are not at all

ancommon.

Modern Progress in Palestine and Syria.

—The work of laying tbe railway from Jaffa to

Jerusalem haa been actively resumed. The sec-

tion between Jaffa and Ramleh is on the point

of being finished, ita length being about 25

miles, or about half of the whole distance ; the

other half will take about a year to complete.

By the middle of next year, therefore, pilgrims

will be able to go by rail from Jaffa to the Holy

City, instead of hiring vehicles for which exor-

bitant prices are charged. On another part of

the Syrian ooast great improvements are in

progress. The new harbor works at Beyrout,

which had to be stopped on account of the

heavy weather of the past winter, are again in

full activity, and are expected to be finished in

two years. The new port will form a basin

nearly 900 yarda long, by means of a jetty of

this length almost parallel with the coast, and

connected with the latter by a mole of 160 yarda

at one end, and one of 328 yards at the other

end, with an entrance protected from the west

eriy currents. Like the railway from Jaffa to

Jerusalem, the harbor works at Beyrout are

being carried out by a French company.

the inciodesoent light sparkled in the shops
acd workrooms that the engineer foand any-
thing of special interest to him in the study of

eluotrloHy. Now be must study It whether he
will or no, and though the knowledge be most
rcqaires mu^t be of a practical nature, he must
have a goodly amount of theoretical or " book "

Information in order to understand what he U
doing.

QsEFUL Informatio.n.

Cause of Forest and Other Fires.

The increasing frequency and wide devasta-
tion oaueed by forest fires Is causing much un-
easiness in the Eistern States. To assign tbe
ciuse of such fires as a general thing is impossi-

ble. But there is a practical nnanlmity abont
the exoesafve carelessness. Many forest fires

are sopposed to be started intentionally In

sparsely settled districts by whortleberry pick-

ers, as it is well known that land where that

berry flourishes furnishes a largely increased

amount of snob fruit for several yeara after be-

ing burned over.

Farmers often debate the following question:
" Is it better to refuse a tramp lodging, and in-

cur his hatred, or let him sleep In a barn, and
burn it by smoking ? " Mining accidents have
often been caused by carelessness, but wlee

supervision has resulted in a marked decrease

in explosions. The way matches are scattered

about in private houses and basinesB oflioes is

appalling. Without knowing, it ii reasonable

to suppose that many forest fires are due to the

carelessness of smokers, or to the thoughtless-

nesB of men who fail to see that their camp-
fires are thoroughly extinguished. There will

always be incendiaries, but they form only a

small fraotion of eoolety. It ia not deliberate

crime ao maoh aa oareleasness that la reaponil*

ble for these outbreaks.

The annual statements of sums paid out by
fire-insurance companies seem large, but the

aotual marvel is that the number of fires Is not

mach larger than it really is. Recklessness

seems to be the rule, and prudence the excep-

tion. Boys scatter explosives for weeks before

and several days after the Fourth of July, In

nearly every faotory, the careless manner in

which kerosene is handled rouses dread appre-

hensions among tbe timid. Constantly, half-

consumed but still-bnining cigars are thrown
away. Thrown on a pavement, they are prob-

ably extinguished by the heel of the next

pedestrian, but if thrown on the dry leaves of

the forest, tbey may do terrible damage.

The Last Scheme for railway communioa-

Ion between Eagland and France provides for

a double tube, capable of containing two rail-

way tracks, sunk about 40 feet in the channel.

It Is proposed to utilize the displacement and

buoyancy of the tube to give the necessary sup-

port, piles being driven Into the channel, to

which the tube would be chained to prevent It

rising,

Engineers Must Study.—A few years ago,

e&yB the Stationary Engineer, no one dreamed

that in so short a time the electric light would

become a regular part of the fquipment of

mills and factories. It was only when the

dynamo found its place in the engine-room and

Wood Pulp Making, by the snlphite process

is thus briefly described: The wood is peeled,

discolored or decayed parts are removed, the

wood ia out across the grain Into thin obips,

which are elevated to the top of the mill and
dropped into large drums, about 14 feet In di-

ameter, 24 feet long, and strong enough to sus-

tain a pressure of from 75 to 200 pounds to the

square inch. When packed full of chips, the

drum is filled with sulphuric add and other

chemicalc, and the cotton-like product la

pressed dry and mashed, mixed with water,

rolled flat and out into shape for handling, be-

ing 60 per cant moisture and 40 per cent fiber.

Thus it goes to the paper-mill. One oord of

Bprace makes 1200 pounds of dry fiber, worth

from $1 to SI.50 a hundred pounds. Freight

is paid on the water contained rather than nee

dry palp> which packs hard. A sulphite plant

that will consume from 8 to 15 cords of wood
every 24 hours, will coat about $10,000,

A Perfectly Black Paint for bass tubes is

made as follows: Take two grains of lamp-

black, put into any smooth, shallow dish, such

aa a saucer or small butter plate, add a little

gold size, and thoroughly mix tbe two together.

Just enough gold size should he used to hold

the lampblack together. About three drops

of sach size as may be had by dipping the

point of a lead pencil about half an inob

into the gold size will be found right

for the above quantity of lampblack; it

should be added a drop at a time, however.

After the lampblack and size are thoroughly

mixed and worked, add 24 dropsof turpentine,

and again mix and work. It is then ready for

ose. Apply it thin with a camel's hair brush,

and when it is thoroughly dry the articles will

have aa fine a dead black as they did when tbey

came from tbe optlolan'e handa.

The Use of Luminous Paint appears to he

rapidly on the Increase, especially in some Eu-
ropean countries. The new luminoaa paint, of

German manufacture, by which oil or water

oolors, ahining at night with white, red or blue

tints, as may be desired, can be sold at retail

at about $1 a pound. At this prioe, the cost

of covering a square yard of surface would be

about 17 cents, so that it is likely to come into

general aee for painting the interior of cellars

and other dark places. The luminous paint

known as the Batmain paint, which ia manufac*

tured in England, haa been held at %9 a pound,

at which price it ia too expensive for general

use.

A New Boot-Cleaning Machine cleans

boots at tbe rate of a pair a minnte, and la

worked In the same manner aa a sewing

machine.

The period of a generation is said by a sci-

entist to have increased from 30 to 4S years.
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Passing Events.

An event of looal as well aa national Import-

ance la the reoelpt of the firat commercial ahip*

ment of pig tin from the minea in San Bernar'

dlno ooauty^ tbia State. Steady ahlpments are

promised and arrangementa are being made to

increaae the monthly ontpnt above what ie

now poaaible with the appllanoea at band.

The deoision of the U.S. Cironit Coart in

Montana, on the railroad and mineral land

oaaes ia a aevere blow to the mining Induatry of

that State. The Montana Minera' Association,

which baa actively oonteated the oaaea and

aaaisted the individual defendants, will carry

the oaae to the U.S. Supreme Court now that

the Circuit Court deoliion In an important suit

has favoured the railroad company.

The Plnmaa county miners have asaociated

themselves together to contest the injunctions

brongbt against the small hydraulic mines of

that region. It ia contended that these mines

do no harm to the men and might be permitted

to run without damage to farming lands.

Pkooeessite Minino.—The Central Ne-

vadan aays: 8. L, Coboon went to Austin,

Tuesday, to bargain with T. B. Hutchinson,

superintendent of the mines, relative to boring

holes by means of his artesian-well machinery,

from the anifaoe to a number of underground

croBBOata now lacking a aupply of air for work-

ing purposes.

We Shall Be Obliged.

The publishers of the Press would consider it a

favor for subscribers to renew their subscriptions

during the coming montii. Many of those whose

subscriptions have expired, or are about to, would

probably not inconvenience themselves but would

oblige us by promptness in sending in the money.

A settlement of this kind from several hundred

readers is of material assistance on occasion though

the amount may be small from each. The price of

the Press is sufficiently small so it should be little

trouble for our subscribers to answer this appeal.

The Railroad Defeats the Miners.

It win be remembered that in Montana there

baa been a long-continued contest growing out

of the mineral land oases along the line of the

Northern Pacific railway, where the railroad

oUlmed the mineral land in their grant. The

miners who had taken up and were working

claims on their lands have been fighting for

their rights, and there has been organized

action among them as against the railroad.

Now, Jndge Sawyer of the U. S. Circuit Court,

has rendered a deoiaion at Helena, wbioh. If It

standa, will give the railroad company title to

some of the best mineral land in Montana.

The case was that of the Northern Faoifio

R. K. vs. R. P. Harden et al. In 1888 Harden

took np a mineral olaim about three miles from

Helena, on a section of land granted the rail-

way by Aot of Congreas. By this Act mineral

lands were withheld from the railway. The
road filed its map of proposed route through

Montana in 1882. Minera of the State bave all

along contended that the exclnsion of mineral

lands included that known to be mineral at the

time the building of the road was in progreaa,

Barden'a caae waa backed by the Mineral

Land Asaooiation of the State, and waa aub'

mitted to Judge Sawyer, whose opinion is ez'

banstive, and Is, in eSeot, that to exclude any

lands granted the Northern Pacific railway,

they must have been known to be mineral lands

prior to the location of the line in 1882. Jndge

Knowles of the United Statea District Court

disaenta from thia opinion, and the case will be

carried to the Supreme Court.

Plumas Gravel Miners.

The minera of Plumas county recently held

a meeting at Qnincy to dlaouas the methoda of

diasolving the Injunotiona now exlating againat

the operation of the hydraulic mines of the

county. J. W. Thompson of American Valley,

Richard Thompson of Spanish Ranch, and A.

W. Whitney of Crescent, were appointed a

committee, with full power to act for the

the minora, to collect funds, employ counsel

and adopt auch other measures as they may
deem necessary to accomplish the reanlt

aimed at.

Concerted action of this character ia ex*

aotly what is needed by the miners of any one
section. The opposition ia thoroaghly organ-

ized, but the mining commnnlty is not. If, ai

the Plumas miners claim, their mines are

doing no Injury to the rivers, they should see

that the facts are properly presented to the

people of the Sacramento valley. There is

quite a difference between the big hydraullo

mines and the small onea of Plumas, which are

100 to 200 miles from MarysvlUe. If the de-

bris people cannot be made to see the justice of

the claims of the Plumas miners, then they can
fight the question out in the courts and abide
by the deoision.

The Mechanics' iKSTiTniE-—The agent of

the Mechanics' Institute reports that 20 firms,

representing all olaaaes of machinery except
laundry and woodwork, have applied for spaoe
in the ooming exhibition. He ia trying to in-

duce the State Board of Trade to plaoe their

exhibit in the pavilion during the fair and has
sent circulars all over the State calling upon
prodncera to send samples of their products to

the exhibit. Mr. Graves, the agent, also rec-

ommended that medaln be awarded for mer-
itorious inventions, and stated that 82 ap-

plications for 37,725 square feet of space were
on file.

The United Statea and Great Britain have
come to an agreement to prohibit the killing of

seals in the Bshring sea until next May. Mean-
time a number of sealing vessels have left this

port to engage in work in the Arctic, and rev-

enue cutters have been sent up to enforce the
law.

The Mining Display at Chicago.

Oallfornia Collections Already Made.

The Hoard of Control of the National World's

Fair Commission has confirmed the appoint-

ment of F. J. V. SkiS, of Colorado, as Chief of

the Mines and Mining Department of the

World's Fair at Chicago. This appointment

waa foreshadowed some weeks ago, but it is

now settled that Colorado gets this office.

We are not informed as to the Intentions of

the California Commission with regard to a

mining display from this State or if they have

given the matter any conaideration as yet, most

of the interest so far having been centered on

the subject oi horticulture. But if this State

Is to be properly represented in the mining de-

partment it ia time for the preliminary stepa to

be taken. It must bs confessed that as far as

individual miners are oonoerned, they are

rather apathetic on the subject, and it will

take several energetic men several months to

arrange for a suitable display.

There is one way, however, that California

could excel them all, and with very little trou-

ble or expense, and that is to send the present

ooUeotions belonging to the State, bodily, and

not attempt to make a special oolleotion. The

collection of minerals, metals, etc.. In the State

Mining Bureau Museum is the finest in the

country. The State University has the oolleo-

tion of the State Geological Survey, the Toy
collection, Hanks collection, Keene oolleotion

and several others. These are all classified,

arranged, identified and labeled. Each county

and dietrict in the State is properly repre-

sented. Every department of the mining in-

dustry has its separate place with locality

indicated. No other States or Territories of

the Union have any suoh collections as belong

to California now. There are no other mining

bureaus to make anob collections, nor have any

of them spent the money we have.

Special collections were made here for the

Paris, Philadelphia, and New Orleana Expoai-

tions, and many of those specimens are In the

Mining Bureau. The gathering of these sam-

ples has been going on systematically for years.

Meantime, they have been grouped and classi-

fied with oare and soientlfic accuracy. Unless

there are legal obstacle! to taking the col-

lections out of the State, there can be no reason-

able objections. The university could keep Its

working collections used by the Professors of

Mineralogy,and Geology,but all the rest could be

temporarily spared. The Mining Bureau Mua-

enm we could do without for a tew months, for

ten thousand people would see it at Chicago for

one person here.

In fact it would seem to be but justice to

the mining oommonity to ship these en-

tire collections to the World's Fair. Few
people here at home, have much idea of the

mining reaonroes of the State. The newer

mining States, and the more prosperous ones

snob as Montana, Colorado and Utah, will

make strong efforts to excel in this line, while

we have it In our own hands to excel them all

pnt together.

Of course it wonld be neoessary to send men

with their oollections to re-arrange them.

But it wonld be a simple matter in view of their

present condition, stamped and labeled as they

are. All the gold ores, silver ores, building

stones, quicksilver ores, borax, manganese,

ooal, iron, copper, etc., are not only grouped

in separate caaes, but there are county displays

as well, showing the varied mineral products of

each county. Then there are colored geological

maps, photographa of mines, published reports,

models, casts, etc., all relating to the mining

industry.

The State Mining Hnrean is intended to

advertise the mining Industry, and it oan do

no better thing in that direction than co-operate

in the manner auggeated. The whole collection

conld be in immediate charge of the State

Mineralogist himself. That from the Unversity

conld be nnder the supervision of some one

connected with that institution.

As to making a special collection, that is a thing

involving labor, time and expense. Moreover,

it is not possible to do this as easily as in

former times. The miners will not bother

with collecting specimens. This State has a

wider variety of mineral prodnota than any in

the Union. Several are obtained here only,

and we are etiU the leading gold-producing

region.

We have now an advantageous opportunity
|

which may never occur again. Our collections

are large and complete, and beyond all possi-

bility of competition. It will open the eyes of

miners from other aeotlons to see what Cali-

fornia can show. It is greatly to be hoped
that those who have the matter in charge will

consider thia suggestion, for it Is an aaaured

fact, if these collections can be sent, that

California oan carry off the palm of the mining
display at Chicago.

River Mining. /
In the early days of mining in thia State,

river-bed mining waa one of the most profitable

forms of the industry. Nearly all the rlvere

of the Sierra, in the gold belt, were worked
more or leaa where the circumstances permitted.

Of late years this Industry has been confined

more to the northern rivers, anoh aa the

Klamath, moat of the main rlvera and tribo-

tariea in the central part of the State having
been pretty well worked out. Some extensive

enterprises, however, have been inaugurated

for working large tracts of river-bed, but no
atartling sucoess has been met with so far.

These are tunnel or flame schemes by which
the entire water of the river is diverted from
the bed for some distance and are different

from the ordinary wing-dam plan by wbioh the
bed is nanally got at. In aome aeasons, when
the water runs unusually low, the river miners
reap a rich harvest; on other oooasions they are

apt to lose all their mining appliances and
the fruits of their labor for the summer by a
a rise in the river.

It Is stated by the Grass Valley Uniott that
river mining In the bed of the South Yuba will

have a revival this season, as since the stop-

page of hydraullo mining the river has sooured
out along its course, and below the junction

with the Middle Tuba down to the vicinity of

SmartsvlUe. This will permit the turning of

the stream by wing dams, and to get down to

bedrock without the renoval of large deposits

of gravel that a few years ago were accumulated
along the stream from the hydraulic waahinga.
For this reason a number of new locations

were made last season, and one company, con-

sisting of residents of Grass Valley and Pleasant
Valley, located two miles of the river bed be-

low Bridgeport, doing the necessary work to

hold the ground, and this year it ia proposed
to turn the river and carry on systematic

operations. A portion of the ground has never
been thoroughly worked, and the locators are

confident that they have ground that can be
worked to a good profit. The river is yet too

high to commence work, but in four weeks
more It is intended to start In for the season,

aa by that time the water will have fallen auf-

ficiently to commence the construction of wing
dams. It is the common belief that there is

plenty of gold in the bed of the Yuba that can
be taken out to a good profit by those who un-
derstand river mining.

Tail-Ropes.

Percy's "Engineering in Collieries" says that
when an engine is fitted with a oylindrioal

drum has a clear shaft, and a sufficiently deep
ahaft, good results are obtained by placing a
tall or balance rope under the cages. But with
any other drum, and when the shaft ia full of

pipes, etc., and when the sump is not suffi-

ciently deep, tall-ropes are not advisable.

Mr. 0. F. Olark, of the Garswood Coal and
Iron Co., Victoria, gives the Mining Com-
mlssioners the particulars of the pulley arrange-
ment applied to hia worka, and ahown in the
cut on this page. The pulley on the sump,
under ordinary circumstances is stationary, but
is free to move np or down as may be required
but it ia very effective in keeping the balance
rope right. The tail-rope makes the load
uniform, but adds very seriously to a somewhat
tender part of the winding rope—namely, the
capping with the usual winding arrangement
the load upon the capping is the cage and tubs
and fuel and thia load ia oonatant.

But with the tail rope arrangement we add
to the load upon the capping the entire weight
of the tail rope, which may amount to as much
as the load itaelf. Mr. Clark made acme ex-
periments yeara ago, with and without the
tail rope and found an nnqueationable gain with
it. The enginea started their load with a lower
presanre of ateam, and a winding could be
made with the same pressure of steam in oon-
aiderably less time. But the particular shaft
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was not ooaveoieat for the appliaDoe, Water
had to be wound Tery often with a tank awnng
ander the cage, and there were many landings,

pipes, etc., on the ahaft, whiuh made itaoaroely

safe to have a tail rope dangling about. The
diagram showa the general arrangement of the
balanoe or tail rope and pulley In the ramp.
Chalna Instead ol ropea are aometlmea adopted
nd they need no pulley In the anrap, form no
loops and work very steadily.

Preventing Dust Loss in Furnaces.

Joseph L. GIronx of Jerome, Arizona, has

just patented through the Mining and Scien-
Tiwo Press Patent Agency an Improved ore-

roasting faroaoe the objeot of whioh la to pre-

any material falling upon it will automatically
ailde down toward the front.

At one corner of this dust chamber Is an out
let stack which leads upwardly from the cham-
ber in a vertical direction and serves for the
discharge of the products of combustion alter
they have entered the chamber through the
supplemental stack. At the bottom and front
of the chamber Is the Sue-dust feed-opening,

leading Into a spout, the opposite end of whioh
dischargee into the furnace again. This feed-

spout Is about two and a half feet wide by fonr

Inches deep where It opens out of the dust
chamber and about two Inches deep where it

delivers Into the furnace, so as to prevent any
special draft through this passage.

Ore Is fed into the (arnace In the usual way,

Lansell's Balance.

393

On May 16th, we gave in the Peess Illustra-

tions of Lansell's mining balance which la for

the purpose of equalizing strains on winding
gears such as are used on mining shafts. The
invention consists mainly In coupling the
•miliary winding drum or spider to the shaft

of the main winding gears, and on attaching to

this aniiliary drum or spider a rope or chain
of Inoreasiog weight to act as a counterpoise to

the cage and hoisting rope. This rope or chain
hangs down either the pump shaft or down a
blind shaft or bore-hole, adjacent to the wind-
ing gears.

This Invention oan also be applied to an
elevator for office buildings or warehonses.

AR.RANCEMENT OF BALANCE ROPE SoPULLEY

ABBANQBMBNT OF TAIL-BOPB AND PULLEY. BALANCE FOB BLEVATOB OAQES.

'///

olpltate and aatomatioally return the lighter

dust particles Into the furnace and prevent

their being carried away and lost by the draft

through the staok. The main stack extends

up from the body of the furnace in the usual

manner, and is provided with an ordinary cover

or damper, by whioh its top may be closed. On
starting up and until the furnace Is in condi-

tion for operation, a free draft passes through

this main stack; but when work la commenced,

the cover is closed so as to prevent any more

draft through the stack.

An inclined supplemental stack extends out-

ward and upward from the side of the main

stack, and its mouth opens into a chamber situ-

ated at a saitable distance from the furnace,

and In Buoh a position that the supplemental

stack opens into it at or near the center. This

chamber Is about ten feet square on the top,

having the front upward of 11 feet in bight,

and the rear wall about four feet, the supple-

ment staok leading through an opening into the

front. The bottom of this chamber is inclined

Rharply enough by this oonstrnction, so that

and, the cover being closed |npon the main

stack, the products of oombustion will pass

through the inclined stack into the large dust-

chamber where the draft through the supple-

mental stack win be so deadened and reduced

that any dust which may have been carried up

through this stack will be deposited upon the

Inclined floor of the chamber, and this dust

win, by gravitation, slide down the floor and

through the dust-passage so as to be again de-

livered into the furnace to be properly roasted.

By placing the outlet stack in the chamber

out of line with the supplemental stack the

continuity of draft through these two is broken,

and the dust is delivered into a comparatively

quiet atmosphere in the chamber, which allows

It to be deposited, and returned automatioally

as described.

The out given herewith shows the appliostion

The rope / of the oonnterbalaeoe chain / is

simply wound in the reverse direction on the

drum or main shaft of the winding gear in a

I manner so that its whole weight will act as a

counterbalance to the rope and cage.

Tee Bragg Manufacturing Company of Cali-

fornia has begun suit for over $750,000 damages

against the cities of New York and Brooklyn

for alleged infringement of a horse-releasing

device patent obtained by Robert Biagg.

The Extension Drift Mine.—From a pri-

vate letter, we learn at the Bald Mountain Ex-

tension drift mine. Sierra county, the new
dump and reservoir will be completed in a few

days, when gravel will be washed In quantities.

This will afford the long-waiting stockholders,

who have been paying assessments some years,

an opportunity to obtain handsome dividends

at last. Already a large price is offered for the

stock, but the owners prefer to await divi-

dends. A large boarding-house will be put up

as soon as the working orew is sufficiently in-

creased to warrant It. The owners of this

claim have been patient and persevering, as it

has taken a long time to develop it properly,

and many thousands of dollars have been ex-

pended. From this time on, regular dividends

are expeoted.

Columbian Exposition Buildings.

(C'oii<inuec(/rom poj/e S85 )

very near the shore of Lake Michigan, and will
be almost sorroonded by the lagoons that load
Into the park from the lake. The building is

to be 500x800 feet. Its longest dimensions being
north and south. The north line of the build-
ing is almost on a line with the south pier
leading cut Into the lake, on which heroic col-
umns, emblematic of the 13 original States,
will be raised. The general cornice line Is 65
feet above grade. On either side of the main
entrance are mammoth Corinthian pillars, 50
feet high and 5 feet in diameter. On each cor-
ner and from the center of the bnildlng, pa-
vilions are reared, the center one being U4 feet
square, and those at the ends 64 feet square.
The main entrance leads through an opening

64 feet wide into a vestibule, from which en-
trance Is had to the rotunda, 100 feet in diam-
eter. This Is surmounted by a mammoth glass
dome, 130 feet high. All through the main
vestibule, statuary has been designed illus-

trative of the agricultural industry. Similar
designs are grouped about all of the grand en-
trances in the most elaborate manner. The
corner pavilions are surmounted by domes 96
feet high, and above these tower groups of
statuary.

Inside, broad staircases lead to a gallery 28
feet wide that extends around the building.
About 400,000 feet will be available in the
building, and by the widening of the gallery,
90.000 «quare feet of additional space may be
secured.
The State of Illinois, being the host, and

having made the largest appropriation of any
of the States, will have a specially fine build-
ing. The structure in the main Is 160 feet
Wide by 450 feet long, with the eohoolhouse
about 75 by 60 feet, taken out of the east end
and within the building. The dome will be
72 feet in diameter and about 200 feet high,
with a lockout about 80 feet high and another
in the lantern about 175 feet high. The side
walls are 47 feet high, while the centre wing
on the south will be 72 feet high, and both
ends 54 feet, with a still higher prelection in
the centre.

On the north the Memorial Hall will form a
wing 50 by 75 feet, while on the south will be
placed the executive offices in a wing 75 by 23
feet, carried up three stories, with a public
hall in the third story. In addition to these
offices there are to be others in each of the
four corners for the departmental officers. The
bnildlng is to be embellished with fine carving
and statuary, the material to be oast Mocks of
some approved composition. In front of the
entrance there will be stone terraces with
railings, statues, and stone steps leading down
to the roadway.

California Pig Tin.

The first shipment of American pig tin, con-
sisting of 207 bars, weighing about 56 pounds
each. Is now in this olty for sale. With the
quantity previously sent for exhibition, there
are now about seven tons on hand. This all
comes from the Temescal mines belonging to
the San Jacinto estate. Limited, San Bernar-
dino county, California.

This announcement is a very Important one,
since it proves the advent of a new branch of
the mining industry In California and in the
United States. Both CiUfornia and Dakota
have deposits of tin ore, but this State
is the first one to put the metal on the market
on a commercial basis. The amount is email. It

is true, but the company expects to be able in a
year hence to turn out 2500 tons of pig tin per
annum. When it is known, however, that the
average tin product of the world is only abont
9000 tons, the advent of a new producing region
is of recognized Importance.

The only drawback to the satisfaction whioh
we should all have in seeing this new California
product la the knowledge that the mines from
which it comes are under English ownership.
The mines belonged to Amerioans In this
State for many years, but were never devel-
oped, owing to litigation mainly. When legal
ownership was finally determined, the mines
passed almost immediately into the hands of
an English corporation, whioh la now develop-
ing them. American capitalists do not seem
to interest themselves in tin mines, and the
Dakota people expect their monied assistance
from across the ooean.

It remains now for Dakota to follow suit and
ship pig tin In commercial form. Little speci-
men blocks have been shown for some years—
in fact, both the Cilifornia and Dakota mines
were scarcely believed in because they had
been so long known and showed so little results.
California has now proved its position in a prac-
tical manner. The Temescal mines have tin for
sale and more coming. Now let us hear
from Dakota, -
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A Great Repository of Practical and
Scientific Infarmation.

One 0/ thp Fulksty FresJtest arid Most Yahuible HandbooJcs

of the Age. Imlispensalile to Every Practical Man.

EBCBNTLT PUBLISHBD.
Price $2.00.

Free of postage to any addreea in the world,

THE TECHKO-CHEtllCAL RECEIPT SOOSi
Coutajniag Several Thouaand Receipts, covering the Latest,

most Important, and most Useful Discoveries in Chemical
Technology, and their Practical Application in the Arts and
the Industries. Edited chiefly from the German of Drs.
Winckler, Eisner, Heintze, Mierzinski, Jacobsen, Roller,

and Heiuzerline. livifch additions by Wm. T, Brannt, Grad-
uate of the Royal Agricultural College of Eldena, Prussia,

and Wm H. Wahl. Ph. D, (Held.). Secretary of the Frank-
lin Institute, Philadelphia, author of " Galvanoplastic
Maaipulfttion''," Illustrated by 78 engravings, one volume,
over 500 pages, 12mo, elegantly bound in scarlet cloth, gilt,

closely printed, containing an immense amount and a g.eat
variety of maUer.

Price -$2.00, free ofpostage to any address in the luorld,

S^ A circular of 32 pages, shoiving t/te full Table of
Contents of this Important Book, sent by mail free of
postage to any one in any part of the World ivho will
furnish his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
Industrial Publishers, Eooksellers & Importees,
SlO Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa., U. 8. A.

GREAT REDUCTION!

BATTERY~^OREENS.
!Be§t and Cheapest in Amf<r]ca.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Graio Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all uinde of Min
Ing and Milling BJachinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, BrasB.
Zinc and other metals piinohed for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut

or burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 16 (fine).

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
8!3i St S23 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN W. QUICK, Proprietor.

WATBB TANKS . WINE TANKS I

CALIFORMA WINE COOPERAGE CO.
FUI<DA BKOS., Proprietors,

SO to 40 Spear St., San Francisco.

ALL KINDS OF CASKS, TANKS, Etc.

i^SEiP, Mining), and Watbk Tahkb a Specialty.*^

oi.Ayi^ojv
IMPROVED

AIR COMPRESSORS
Fob CATALOGl/ES, ESTIMATES, ETC., ADDRESS, . ,,

Clayton Air Compressor Works

'

43 PEY ST., NEW YORK.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope,
Duplex Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay Rope, Whale Line,

etc., eta

Extra Bizes and lenErtha made to order on short notice.

611 & 613 Front St.. San Francisco, Cal.

DEWEY & UOo PATENT AQENTa, 220
Uaiket St. SADFruelaeo. Elevator, 13 Fvont SI.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
UnTFAOTUKKRa OF..

IP
a.

UP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.
True to pattern and superior In BtrenBtb, tousbness and durability to Oast or WronBbt

Iron In any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAI ROAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL,
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.
AL30 Steel Roda, from i to 8 inch diameter and Flats trom 1 to 8 Inch. Angles, Tees, Channela and other shape

Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengtnB

STEEI. RAXLS from 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Ballroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled

Beams, Angle, Channel, and T Iron, Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat

Spites; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Foldings of all kinds. Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOK SCRAP IRON AND STBBI..

jpy Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.. 202 Market St., San FranclBco.

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINOKLBY. SPIERS & HAYES. Proprietors.

^fiQ.oe* 2X3
[ESTABLISHED IN 1855.1

J9a<xx IFx'A.xiolfiioo.

-MANUPACTDBREfl OP—

TUSTIN'S PULVEBIZBR.

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS—
Propeller Eugloes, either High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

MINING MAOHINBRY.-Hototlng Engines and

Works, CE^es, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Ent:ines

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes,

MILL MAOHINERY.-Batterles for Dry or Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Fornaoes, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers. Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, eto.

MISOBLLANBOUS MAOHINBRY.-Flour
Mill Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINES^BOILERS
OF ALL KINDS,

Either for use on Steamboats or for nee on Lanil.

Water Pipe, Funp or Air Colnmiu, Pish
Tanks for Salmon Canneriea

OF BVERT DBSORIPnON.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at very moaerate rates.

AQBHTS FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

33eci:Xie Steeixxx "^-^jlxxxx*-
SPECIALTIES

:

Corliss Engines and Tnstln Ore Pnlverliers. DEANB STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
-MANOFACTUBBRS OF-

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

Por Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Manufacture of Cement, Pertilizers, Paint

and all other onrposes for which grinding; or pulverizing is reouired.

Send for Catalo^e and Price List to

FRISBBB -LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

N. W. SPAULDING

Mannfaoturers of

SPAULDINQ'S

inserted Tootb

CHISEL BIT

CIRCIJLAR

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of all kinds made to order. Send for BeBorlptlve Cata
lotu. 17 uid ISVTemoBtSt.-.SuiFTmiislM*

DIAMOND DRILLS
THE PACIFIC PROSPECTING CO.

will contract to prospect with Diamond Core Drill
for minerals, etc, or to bore holes for ventilation or
drainage. Agents for Diamond Drills, Rock DrillB, MinioK
Machinery and Supplies of all kinds. Diamonds on hand.
Uiquiriea and orders promptly attended to. ''IS Sansome
street, San Frmnclaco, CaL

THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

No. 5S0 California Street,

Telephone No. 1746. SAN FBANCISCO, CAL.

UllQl ClV H Ig-done at the Si

Superior Wood and Metal Engrav-
iDg, Electrotyplng and Stereotyping
done at the <Mf» o( thii t>aper.

Ifop apd fffachipe M.
UNION IRON WORKS,

BAOBAMBNTO, OAL.

ROOT, NEILSON & CO.,
MAMnFACTDKHRS OF

Steam Engines, Boilers,
AMD ALL EINDB OF

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flouring HillB, Saw Ullls and Quartz Mtlla Machinery

oonstruoted, fitted op and repaired.

Front St., bet. N & o sts., Sacramento, Cal.

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,

WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

£NGIN£EKS AND MACHINISTS,
No. 119 Beale St., - • San Francisco.

BtnLDBEB OF

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging
Machines, Roclc Crushers, Cable Railway Machinery,
Eltithorp Air Brake Co.'s Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cushions and Air Brakes. POSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Ram Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. £. Henrickson's Patent Automatio
Safety Catchea.

Machines of all kinds Made and Repaired.
Orders Solicited.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

Maoufacturers of

CASTINGS OP EVERY DESCRIPTION
lar, 129 and 131 Beale Street,

Between Mission and Howard, SAN FKANCISCO.
GAS WORK A SPBCIALTT.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.

Pioneer Mining Office of the Northwest
Coast.

Having the largest permanent brick assay furnaces, chem-
ical laboratory and mining ofiice on the Northwest Ooast^
with a collection of about 4C00 samples of the oreB of Alaska,
British Columbia, Oregon and the Northwest Teiritorles,

and having made personal examinations of nearly every
mining camp on the Pacific Slope, from California to
Alaska, I am prepared to do any class of legitimate and
honest mining ivork, such as EXAMINING, liNGINEER-
ING, SAMPLING AND REPORTING uN THE VALUE
OF ALL aUNERAL, COAL AND FIRE-CLaT PROP-
ERTIES, BUILDING STONES, EARTHS, ASSAYS
AhD ANALYSIS OF ORES, WATERS, CHECK,
SAMPLES OF ORE, POLPS, "ORGANIC ANALYSIS"
WORK, and in fact any work connected with the office of a
first-class mining geologist and cliemist. Any Information
mining men may d^Bire to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL RESOURCES of the entire Pacific Northwes*
will be honestly given. Address Dr.WUllBE.Kverette
Consulting Mining Geologist and Chemist, 1318 E Street,

Tacoma, Wash.

A. S. GRANT. 3. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 OAI.U'OBNIA STREET,
Kooma 30 and 31, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Designers and Constructors of Gold and Silver Mills

Hoisting and Pumping Works, Tramways, and every-

thing pertaining to the Mining and Reduction of Ores.

ROSS E. BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

No. 807 SAN80UB St., San Fbamoiboo.

THE LAW OF MINES
AND

APPLICAriONS FOR MINERAL PATENTS
A SPECIALTY.

£. A. BEIiCHER.
Attorney- at-I^aw,

234 Montg'omery St., San FranclscQ, Cal.

.^."7 ,A^ 3S .^L :E1. G- .A. X XtJ

For Sale Cheap, Six Second-Hand

FRUE CONCENTRATORS.
Good ag New. Also Second-Hand

STEAM PUMPS
Of various makes.

RISDON IRON WORKS,
Cor. Beale and Howard Ste., San Francisco.

W. H. CONLY,
Mining, Commission.

LEGITIMATE INVESTMENTS A SPECIALTY; 124
Sansome Street, Room 4, San Franiisco; Telephone

No 6067.

INVENTORS, TAKE NOTICE I

L. PETERSON, MODEL MAKER,
258 Uarket St., N. E. cor. Front (up stairs), San Francalco
Experimental machinery' and all kinds of models. TId

and braaswork. All communlcatlonB strictly eonfiden
tial.
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AMALGAMATING MACHINERY.

stamp Mills for Wet or Dry Crushing.

Huntington Centrllugal Quartz Mill. Drying

Cylinders. Amalgamating Pans, Settlers,

Agitators and Concentrators. Retorts, Bui*

Ion and Ingot Moulds. Conveyors. Elevators.

Bruckners and Howell's Improved White's

Roasting Furnaces. Etc

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY
IMPROVED CORLISS va\^°e%V^Im ENGINES. « BOILERS

CONCENTRATING MACHINERr.

Blake, Dodge and Comet Crushers. Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls. Hartz Plunger

and Collom ilgs. Frue Vanner & Embrey
Concentrators, Evans', Calumet, Collom's

and Rlttenger's Slime Tables. Trommels,

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. OreSam-
pie Grinders and Hebcrle Mills. }

I

HORIZONTAL. VERTICAL
. . . AND SECTIONAL. . .

XOTiRKov^o m-^miikJat sxuslbs^s
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hoo1(S,

Ore CARS, Water & Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Compressors,
Rock Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

MULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engmes
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Calena& Copper Ores,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

General OfTices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.

BRANCH OFFICES
Oalle de Juarez.

NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER. COLO., 1316 Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
7 W. Second South St. LONDON, ENC, 43 TUicadneedle St., K c CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG. TRANSVAAL, South Africa.

BBLXSA, MONTANA, Boom 28, Merchants' National Bank Balldlng,INo. North Main St.

SOLE WESTERN AGENTS FOR TYLER WIRE WORKS DOUBLE ORIMPBD MININO CLOTHS.

JAMES LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wheels ftre designed (or all purposes where limited qQantltles of water and
hig;h heads are atilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
aoy other wheel made. Being placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transmitted
direct to shafting by bolts, dispensing with gearing.

Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in

capacity to suit any particular case.

Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the

ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free o^ cost,

by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES LEFFEL & OO.,
Springfield, Ohio, or 110 Liberty St.. New York.

FBASER S$ OHALMERS, General Asents,
Ohlcaso. 111., and Denver, CoL

PABKB & LAOY CO, General AeentB, San FrancUco, Cal.

B.The instrument represented in the above cut is a
new and grand little invention, being designed to

save life and limb, aud innumerable lawsuits, by
doing away with the dangerovis operation of digging

out wet and unexploded loads where Giant Powder
is used in mining. The little instrument crimps the

cap on to the end of the fuse Firmly and Abso-
lately Water-tight It is also used for cutting

the fuse. Tbey are neatly gotten-up of the finest

cast steel, nickel plated. Price. $3 each, or the

entire instrument finished in gold plate, S5.

N . W. MOODBY, Fresno, Cal.

QUARTZ SCREENS
A specialty. Round, slot

or burred slot holes. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo-
geneous Steel, Cost Steel or
American planished lion.

Zinc, Copper or Brass Soreens for all purposes. Cali-

fornia Perforating Screen Co.. 145 & 147 Beale St, 8. F.

^Fxxx:
Applies liquid pigment by a
jet of air. Highest awardB
Franklin and American In

, stitutes as a legitimate art

j tool. Successfully used by
I large numbers of the beat
' crayon, ink and nater-color
portrait artiste, and by tech-
nical draughtsmen. Saves 75

per cent of time in shading.

Descriptive pamphlet sent free. It points out one way to

earn a living. Address AiR BRUSH M'F'G CO.
9 Nassau Street, Rockford. Illinois.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Kinds of Powder, which are acknowledged by all the Great Chemists of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the Market.

Of Different Strengttia aa Eequired.

NOBEIu'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE," which contains 94 per cent of Nltro-Glycerlne, and

OBLATINE-DTNAAIITE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Safe In Handling,

JUDSON POWDER IMPBOVED.
FOB RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING. Is fromthree to four times stronger than ordinary Blast-

ing Powder, and Is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
CAPS and FPSE for Sale. GENERAL AGENTS, SAN PKANOISOO OAL.

HOSKIN'S PATENT BLOW-PIPE AND ASSAY FURNACES.

Chemists, Assayers, UetaUnxgists, En-

gineers, Jewelers, Dentists, Etc.

NO DUST ! NO ASHES

!

I Prantinal l Antfimafir i fmnnmiral I

Will do for every thinff that a Coal Furnace or Gag
Furnace will, and WIIHOUT A BLOWER.

ij„ Send for Price List and Descriptive Circular to

WM. HOSKINS & CO., s, s^gEifB^K'sT., CHICAGO, ILL.

FOSTSESESIIUTBOTEZ ^gs

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS fJ
ADDRESS '-' a S

MENZO SPRING, g«|
o| 9 Geary St. ||

"""^^

g.|
sAN FRANCISCO, Cal. |" ^'

gill

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For information concerning this process for the re-

duction of Ores containing precious metala, and terms

of license, apply to

THE EUSSELL PROCESS CO.,
Park Olty. Utah.

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay Office, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed

of in the Open Market to the Hisbeat Bidder.

fUetalllirgy apd Qre3.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 Montgomery St., San FranciBco.

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highest Prlcea Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Snlphnreta,

HANUPACTTTRIHa Of

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.
ALSO UAAnKAOrURHILR Of

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Uoder Chamberlin Patent

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..
lUPOKTSRS AND DBAJiKHS IN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS, AND PHYSICAL. SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 A 65 First St., cor. Mission, San FranclBOO.

fy.-^ We would call the attention of --;s===r-,
'

I

Assayers, Chemists, Mining Com- ^^^^^£^5/
panies, Milling Companies, Pros- ^K^teRSE^
peotors, etc., to onr full stock of N=:i:^i==^
Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, Soori*
flers, etc., including, also, a fall stock ol
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these sup*

plies einoi the first discovery of mines on the
Pacific Coast, we feel confident from our experi-

ence we can well suit the demand for these
goods, both as to quality and price.

1^. Agents for the Morgan Crnoible Co.,
^^=^^ Battersea, England, Also for E. G. Dennis*

ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly relia-

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders taken
at his lowest prices. Our Illustrated Catalogue and As*
say Tables sent free on applicatioo.

JOHN TAYLOR A OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.

NO. 23 STEVENSON STREBT,
Near First and Markets Streets, 8. F.

0. A- LuoRHARDT, Manager. Estabu'sbid ISA

Ores worked by any Prooess.

Ores Sampled.

Assaying in all ita Branches.

Analyses of Ores^ Minerals, Waters, eto.

Working Tests (practical) Made.

Plans and Specifications furnished foi oe

most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Special attention paid to Examinations

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

O. A. LUCKHARDT A CO..
(Formerly Huhn & Luckhardt,

MlDlns Eneiueera and MetallurvlBts

J. K. FIRTH k CO.,

225 and 227 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

Compressed Air and Water Power

Machinery.

KNIGHT'S WATER WHEEL,
For Mills, Pumping and Hoisting.

OVER 300 IN USB.
All estimates grnaranteed. Send for Circular,

The Best Mining District
On the Pacific Cuast I

GRASS VALLEY. QAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the distllct is

tot: 'X-XJI>X3?a-GrS,
Daily and Weekly edition. Gives all the Mining News.
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining: Supplies will
find THE TIDINGS the best medium for directly reach-
In^ the owners or managers of mines. lovestors in
mmes will fiod it to their advantage to subscribe.
Many mines are in successful operation, and new

enterprises are being instituted and many others are in
contemplation. ^^
DAILY, ?8 00 a year; WEEKLY, S2.60, in advance,

H. 8. SPAULDING, Publisher,
T. a HOCKI296, Editor.
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%F^KET Reports.

Local Markets.

San Francisco, June i8, 1891

General trade is good for the summer months.
As a rule interior merchants carry light stocks, pre-

ferring to " sort up " as wanted. Crop advices con-

tinue favorable. With large fruit, cereal and hay
crops, and their market prices above the average of

the past five years, ought to make an exceptionally

prosperous season. The mining districts will have

a fairly prosperous year, although many localities

will have a short supply of water. At the East pros-

perous times are assured, which will make itself felt

with us. Eastern mail advices are very hopeful, and
speak of the certainty of large imports of gold later

on. This opinion is based on Europe wanting our
surplus wheat, for the harvest throughout Western
and Central Europe will be late and of poor quality,

while the Russian harvest in many of its important
districts, will be a failure. The crops of Western
and Central Europe being bad and late, the price of

wheat will be high.

MEXICAN DOLLARS—The market is quiet but
firm at 77^77 %c.
QUICKSILVER—Receipts the past week aggre-

gate 174 flasks, and exports by sea 185 fiasks to

Mexico. There was shipped overland in last month
864 fiasks. The market continues heavy and in

buyer's favor.

SILVER—The market at New York appears to be
moving upward with slight fluctuations, A steady,

strong growth speaks more for a substantial higher
market than would a rapid move. The former indi-

cates a gradual absorption of the stock as well as

the output of the mines ; while the latter move
would indicate a speculation squeeze and therefore a
mushroom advance. Bi-metallism is forcing itself to

the front, not only in this country, but also in

Europe, and it would not cause surprise if a mone-
tary Congress would be called sometime in next

year to agree upon a double standard. France's
phenomenal prosperity since the German-Franco
war has furnished bi-metallism with substantial evi-

dence of what has been done by a double standard
country. It now looks as if the United States will

almost drain Europe of its gold when the latter

begins to draw freely of cotton, wheat, corn and pro-
visions. Aside from this, our large increased crops
will put American railroads into better financial con-
dition, which ought to induce European investments
in these countries. This would mean gold in payment.
With that metal again leaving England and Ger-
many, it is but natural to claim that they would be
forced to recognize the fact that bi-metallism must
become law.

ANTIMONY—The market is lowers and weak
at the decline.

BORAX—Overland shipments in last month ag-
gregate 193S ctls. The market is reported easy.

At the East the market is said to be in buyer's
favor.

LIME—Receipts the past week aggregate 2719
bbls. The market is steady under a continued good
demand.

COPPER—Overland shipments in last month
aggregate 45,880, pounds copper cement. The
market is steadily strengthening. Eastern mail
advices report an upward tendency, with the
markets being cleaned up of all cheap parcels^

From first hands Lake is not obtainable under 13
cents, while i3J^@i35i cents are named as the

lowest prices. /ro;i Age says : Holders of Arizona
ingot are asking 12U cts., but on actual sale i2j^@
laj^c has been reached this week, and there are yet
some sellers at the last-named price. Casting cop-
per is apparenilly the firmest of anything on the
list, gaining, as it does, more or less support from
the recent heavy sales of matte at stiff prices in the

European market. For good brands 1154 cts. is

named as being a close price."

IRON—The local market for both spot and to

arrive is weak and in buyer's favor. The consump-
tion continues large, but then the imports have been
and will probably continue heavy. At the East
Southern furnacemen continue to cut prices. In
England the market is under speculative in-

fluences.

LEAD—Smelters up north continue to send bull-

ion to the Selby Lead Co., this city, for refining.

The local market is firm. At the East the market
is well in hand, causing buyers to come to sellers'

views.

TIN—The first shipment, 207 pigs of California,

came to hand the past week. The local market is

easy under liberal supplies and the bulk of this sea-

son's wants met. Plate is without essential change.
The shipments to this country from abroad have
been enormous. Imports the past week aggregate
as follows : 402 tons plate from Swansea and 3274
pigs from Australia.

COAL—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows : Nanaimo, 5084; Newcastle, N. S. W., 4399;
Baltimore, 2545; Swansea, 1757; Liverpool, 2950;
London, 556; Tacoma, 2100; Departure Bay, 2400;
New York, 476; total, 22.267 tons. The market,
while reported steady and fairly firm by sellers, is

claimed by buyers to be weak with concessions
blainable. The consumption of steam is increasing.

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph,
New York, June 18.—The following are the cloa-

ing piiceB the past week:
Silver In Silver in

London. New York. Copper. Lead. Tin.
Thursday.. .44g 97.^ 12 S5 4 47 J 20 80
Friday 448 97g IJ 90 4 42^ 20 76
Saturday 44^ 97,^ 12 9) 4 45 20 70
Monday 44910 97;i 12 85 4 45 20 60
Tuesday 44 9-16 97g 12 85 4 45 20 66
Wedne8dav..44 9-16 9S 12 90 4 40 20 76

Quicksilver ia unsettled. Borax is steadier. Pig Iron
is easy. In Copper there appears to be a more buoyant
feeling. Lead bangs around at about $4,46. Tin is

stronger undtir European advices.

Let Ob Know
If you fail to get this paper. We prefer to send
missing Nos. Write soon and to the office direct.

It is important that we should know when the
paper miscarries.

MINING SHAREHOLDERS' DIRECTORY.
CoUPILItD KVSKT THURSDAT FBOM AnVBRTlSBUBNTB IN THB UlNJNQ AfiQ SOIKNTIFIO PBBSB AND OTHER S. F JotTRNALS

Company and Location.
California Itod & Steel Co., Califoruia.. 5....iJ6c..

Clara Cons M Co., S Dakota 4.... 25c..,

CoQ Imperial M Co., Nevada 31.... 5c..
C0U8 Pacific M Co,, California 13.... 10c.

.

Gray Eagle M Co . California. 24.... 3c..,

Guaaucarao & Cal M & MCo., Honduras 5.,S5-C0..
Idlewild M Co., California 2....10c..
Live Oak Drift Gravel M Co-, Oal.......l3....2ic..
loyo Marble Co., Nevada 13.,..lUc..
Midas MCo., Califoruia 2....10c..,
Mammoth Springs M Co., California.... 20.... 5(tc..

Navajo M Co., Nevada 21.... 20c..
Peer M Co., Arizona. 10 lUc.
Piedmont M Co., Nevada 2.... 5c..

,

Seg Belcher & Mides Cons M Co., Nev.. 8....25o..
S'lver King M Co., Arizona 6 20c..,
Sierra Nevada S M Uo., Nevada 99..
Telegraph Drift M Co., California 4.

.

Teresa M Co., Mexico 4..
Union Con S M Co , Nevada 43.

.

Utah Con M Co., Nevada 12.

.

Valley View M Co., California 3..

ASSESSMENTS.
No. Amt. Levied,Delinq't and Saxe. Secketajry. Place of Business,

..tOc.

.April 27, June 6, June 27...F Bonancina 438 California 8t

.June 2, July 20, ^uglG A Cheminant 32S Montgomtry St
.May 6. June 11. July 1 C L McCoy 331 Pine St
.June I.July 11, Aug 6 F E Luty 310 Pine St
.June 9, July 14, Aug 4 AW Barrows 303 California St
.May 12, June J7, July 6 tdward Oliver Montgomery Avenue
.May 1, June 1, June 20 E F Stone 3ti6 Pine 9t

. .Apr 15, June 2, June 22 Jos Morizio 32S Montgomery St
. .May 26, Jaly 10, July 28. . . .G W Luce- 132 California St
..April 27, June 5, June 29. ..A Halaey 328 Montgomery St
..Juuel, July 6, July 27 KP Mott... Forest City
..]Vlay20, June25, Julyl7....J WPew 310 Pine St
..May 29, July 3, July 23 N T Messer 309 Montgomery St
•May 21, June 30, July 22 .... J J Scoville 320 Sanaome St
.June lt>, July 20. Aug 10 ...EH Holmes 309 Montgomery St
.May20, June29,JiIyS8....J WPew 3 lO Pino St
.May 13, June 17, July 7 E L Parker 309 Moatgomery St

millB..June 1, July S. July 2a F R Wehe DownieviHe
.lUc....June8, July 11, July 29...,A Chemmant 328 Montgomery St
.30c.... May 11, June 22, July 13....A W Barrows 303 Montgomery St
.25c May 6, June 12, June 30....A H Fish 309 Montgomery St

.... 5c. . . .June 16, July 20, Aug 12. . . .W J Gurnett 3u8 Pine St

MEETINGS TO BE HEIjD.
COMPANV AND LOCATION. SECRETARY. OFFICE IN S. F. MEETING. DATE.

Goleta M Uo., California DM Kent 331) Pine St Annual June 29
Montecito M Co., California D M Kent 330 Pine St Annual June 29

Sterling M Co., California D M Kent 330 Pine St Annual June 29

West Con Va & Cal M Co., Nevada .P H Andross 324 Pine St Annual June 24

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Company and Location. Seoeetabv. Office in S. F. Amount. Payable.

Champion M Co T Wetzel 320 Sansome St 10 June 15

North Banner Cona MCo., California.,.T J Mitchell ....Grass Valley .ro Apr 20
North Commonwealth MCo., Nevada..J WPew 310 Pme St 25 June 17

North Star M Co., California DA Jennings 401 California St 50 Apr 8
Pacific Coast Borax Co., California AH Clough 230 Montgomery St 1 00 June 10

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales In

S. P. Stock Exchange.

COMPANT.

Alpha
Alca
Andes
Belcher..
Belle Isle

Best & Belcher. .

.

Bullion
Eodie Con
Bulwer
Oonunonwealth .

.

Con. Va. & CaL..
ChaUnnge
ChoUar
Oottfidence
Con. Imperial
Caledonia
Crown Point ,

Crocker
Del Monte
Eureka Coo

,

Exchequer
Grand Prize
Gould & Curry...,
Hale Si Norcrosa.,
Juha

,

Justice
Kentuck
Lady Wash
Mono
Mexican
Navajo
North Belle Isle.,
Nev. Queen.
Occidental
Ophir
Overman

,

Potosi
Peerless
Peer

a.B.&M
Sierra Nevada...
Silver Hill
Scorpion
Union Ooq
Utah
Yellow Jacket...
* Asaesament a

WaEK Wkkk Wbkk
Ending Ending Ending
May 28. June 4. June 11.

9(1 1 20 95 1 06 89 96
mi Mill 75 .81 .70 81

1 Kb « 41 1 Ka 2 45 1 80 2 21

1 !lll 2 35 1.75 2,15 I 46 1 91

M 75 .65 .81 70 .95

3 Vll .5 111: 3,85 4.95 3 39 4,21

i III! 3 III: 2 55 2.71, 2 35 2 91

1 115 1
21'

1 nil 1 16 76 1 III

:« 35 2.5 31 30
.70 •6 .70 .86 70 81

9,50 12.26 9.50 11. 37 8 87J 11 III

1 SO ' 31 1,B5 1.95 1.05 l,7f

2.25 2 71 •/. fill 2 85 2 25 2.76
.1 25 5 37 5 nil 4 76 6 26

K 21: 15 21: .10 • 16M .55 .511 91: 55 81'

1 75 •/. Ill: 1 fil. 1 91: P 35 1 8I:

1.5 211 15 10 21:

15 211 16 25
3 50 3 76
.70 .85 711 ,80 .89 ,75

.15 .16 ,21

2.10 2 05 2 00 2 .55 1.80 2 16

2.115 '2, 95 •2 15 2,05 2 119 2 41

.15 29 15 211 15
,«5 1 15 80 95 75 86
.45 .55 411 69 26 41:

25 an ,26 .26
.5(1 45 ,60

2.911 3 m i 116 3 .50 2 ,55 3 111

20 so 15 16 21:

.05 75 75 911

31) 25 V6 41:

[ III I 25 1 05 1 39 911 1 11:

1,R5 Ii,l2 4 95 6 12 4 15 6 25
2 50 3 211 •2 116 2 85 2 15 2 50
3.II0 4 211 4 95 4 86 3 90 4 89

15 '.29 15 20
.15 211 .10 16

2.05 2.90 2 10 2,80 1,80 2 20
.85 1.10 76 .95 05 ,89

2,1.5 2 :iii 1 85 2 411 1 611 2 Oil

.15 •,40 30 40 26 36
35 • 49 ,25 311 25

2.30 2 VII ,1 15 2 05 1 80 2 25
.80 1 III! 06 89 ,89 • 95

2.50
ed.

2.S6 2.40 2.70 2 15 2.60

Week
Ending
June 18.

1.40
1.4U
.70

2.75
2.35

70

1.90
1.65
.n5

3.40
2.65
1.05
.50

.70
9.75
1.50
U.60

1.25
15

3.06
50
15

1.50
1.75
,15

65
30
20
40

2.30

.85

3.75
2.00

.tiO

1.35
20

1.80
60

1.95

2.00
.70

"^2.30

.25

"2,40

2.15

San Francisco Metal Market.

WHOLESAiE.
THDR3DAT, Juue IS, ]

Antimony
,

Borax—Refined, in carload lota ;,...,
Powdered " " "

,

Concentrated " " "
All grades jobbing at an advance.

Copper—
Bolt
Sheathing

, . ]

Ingot, jobbing
do, wholesale „
Fire Box Sheets 22 ^

Lead—Pig 4a
(g

Bar
;

.

'. 5j(&
Sheet 7ft@
Pipe 6|@
Shot, discount 10% on 500 hags Drop, ^ bag. 1 80 C*
Buck, J^bag 2 00 @
Chilled, do 2 20 @QpiOKaiLVHB—By the flaak 41 00 la
Plaske. old 40 @

Chrodie Iron Ore, ^ ton 10 00 (a-
Iron—Bar, base 3@

rway, base 4S@
Steel—English, tb 16 M
Canton tool 9 @
Black Diamond tool . . .

,
9 at

Pick and Hammer '. 8 @
Machinery 4 @
ToeCalt u@

TiNPLATE—B. v., steel grade, 14x20, to arrive. 6 50 ^
B. v., ateel grade, I4i20, spot 6 50 (^
Charcoal, 14x20 g 50 (d>

do roofing, 14x20 600®
do, do, 20x28 13 00 @Pig tin, spot, ^ tt).. irregular, nominal 20i@

Spot.
Iron—Glengarnook ton 30 00 @
Eglinton, ton 29 OO @— -
American Soft, No. 1, ton.. @32 00
Oregon Pig, ton @30 00
Puget Sound 30 00 @
Clay I-ane White 26 00 te
Shotta. No. 1 30 00 @
Langloan 28 00 @
Thornoliffe 29 00 @
Gartaherrie 29 00 @
Barrow 29 00 @
Cargofleet 26 00 ^ —

To Load.
2S@ -
27 (fe

-
30 (a -
30 @ —
30 @ -
24@ -
29 @-

Goal and Coke.

SPOT PROU YARD—PER TON.
Wellington $ 9 00
Greta s 50
Carbon Hill 8 00
Nanaimo 9 oo
Oilman 7 50
Seattle 7 50
Coos Bay 6 00
Cannel 9 60
Egg, hard u 00
Cumberland, In sacks 14 00

do. bulk 13 on
Wallsend 9 00
Scotch Splint 8 50
Brymbo. 8 50
West Hartley 8 60

TO LOAD—PER TON.
Australian S 6 76@
Liverpool St'm. 6 50@
Scotch Splint.. 7 00@-
Cardiff 7 00@
Lehigh Lump.. 14 00@
Cumberland bk 10 00@
Egg, hard 12 00@
West Hartley.. 7 60@

Oofeo-BngfllBh.

To load $12 00@13 00
Spot, in bulk.. 14 00@16 00

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

Thursday, June 18, 9:30 a. m.

100 Alta 60c
50 Belcher 1.5u

200 Best&Belch 2.90
325 Bodie re's"
200 EuUion 2.50
50C Bulwer 40c
50 Caledonia 45c

150 ChoUar 2. 401^2^45
450 Commonwealth,. 65@
325 ConUal&V 8.25
300 Crown Point 1.35
100 Exchequer 55c
150 Goulds Ourry 1,60
250 Hale&Nor....2.15@2.20

100 Julia 16c

50 Justice 70c
110 Mexican 2.50

100 N Com'w*lth 60c
50 Occidental 90c

200 Ophir 3.80

600 Overman 2.15(82.25

50 Potosi 4.05
100 Savage 1.80
200 Seg Belcher 60c
200 SierraNevada 2.15
200 Union Con 2.20

lOltUtah 75c
200 Yellow Jacket 2.00

For comfort take the Union Pacific Railway. Turodqh
Pullman Palace SbBBPiifq Garb, San Francisco to Chicago
WITHODT CHAKOK, With DiNINO CaR8 THE BNT1R8 DlbTANCR.
Tourist excursions leave every Tuesday and Saturday,
with throngh Pullman Tourist Sleeping Cars to Chicago
without change. Reclining Chair Cars are a'ao run on
excursion trains. PateeDgers going via the Union Pacifio

Railway arrive in Chicago 22 hours in advance of all

trans-Continental lines. D. W. Hitchcock, General
Agent, No. 1 Montgomery St., 8au Francisco.

Baor Files of the Minino ams Soibhtifio PRRas.(un-
hound) can be had for 33 per volume of six months. Per

year (two volumes) 86> Inserted in Dewey's patent bind-

''T. 50 contn nddlblnnvl rtP't vnlnmo.

/I33e33|i)ept |iotice3.

INYO MARBLE COMPANY.—LOCATION
of principal place of business, San Francisco, California.

Location of works, Marmol, Nevada.
Notice is hereby given, that at a meeting of the Board of

Directors, held 00 the aSth day of May, 1891, an asseea-

ment (No. 13) of Ten (10) Cents per share was levied upon
the Capital Stock of the Conioration, payable immediately
in UnitedStates gold coin to the Secretary, at the office of the
Company, 132 California street, San Francisco, California.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remaiu unpaid
on the loth day of July, 1891, will be delinquent, and
advertised for sale at public auction; and unless payment ia

made before, wiU be sold on FRIDAY, the 2Sth day of

July. 1891. to pay the delinquent asseasment, together with
the coats of advertising and expenses of sale.

By order of the Board of Directors.
G. W. LUCE, Secretary,

0£Bce, 132 California Street, San FranciBco, OaUiornJa.

GRAY EAGLE MINING COMPANY.—Lo-

cation of principal place of business, San Francisco,
California. Location of works. Placer County, California.

Notice ifl hereby given, that at a meeting of the Board of

Directors, held on the 9th day of June, 1891, an asseaa-

ment, No. 24, of Three (3) Cents per share, was levied upon
the Capital Stock of the Corporation, payable immediately
in United States Gold Coin to the Secretary, at the office of

the Company, Room 11, No. 303 Califonda Street, San
Francisco, CaUfomia.
Any stock upon which this aBsesBment shall remain un-

paid on the 14th day of July, 1S91, will be delinquent,
.and advertised for sale at public auction- and unless pay-
ment is made before, will be sold on TUESDAY, the 4th

day of August, 1S91, to pay the delinquent assessment,
together with the costs of advertising and expenses of sale

By order of the Board of Directors.
A. W. BARROWS, Secretary.

Office, Room 11, No. 303 California Street, San Francisco
California.

ATTENTION.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GH'EN THAT ANY PARTIES

infringing patents granted me by the United States

on Air Compressors and Rock Drills, by manufacturing,
using or selling the same, will be prosecuted to the full

extent of the law. CHAS. CUMMIN6S,
411 Mission St., San Frcincisco.

SituationWanted
As Engineer or Superintendent.

CAPABLE OF DOING THE SURVEYING AND
Aesayiog of Mines. Highest testimonials. Address

* ENGINEER," Box 2517, San Francisco, Cal.

Van Ness Young Ladies' Seminary,

1223 PiD6 St., Sau Francisco.

A FIRST-CLASS PRIVATE SCHOOL UNDER THE
ownership and direction of DR. S. H. WILLEY,

aided by a corps of 12 experienced teachers. Numbers
limited; home care; instruction the choicest; music a

specialty. Only a tew vacancies; apply soon. Term
begins August 3d. Send for circulars.

BLOWING ENGINE
FOR SALE.
Vertical pat-
tern, with bal-

anced steam slide valve gear, steam cylinder 14 in.

diameter, air cylinder 40 in. diameter, stroke 24 in. 1 to

100 strokes per minute; engine new. For price and par-

SS JAMES LEFFEL&CO.,SpimgfieI(l,01iio.

tdlicatiopal.

Assay Office and Chemical Laboratory.
ROOMS 46 AND 47 MONTGOMERY BLOCK, 638

Montgomery Street, San Francisco. For nearly 16
years with Thomas Price, as Chief of the Ore-Assay and
Analytical Department. Lessons given in Assaying and
Chemistry.

School of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Surveying, Architecture, Drawing and Assaying,

723 MARKET ST., SAN FHANOISGO, O-^L-
Open All Tear.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President.
Assaying of OreB,@26; BuUioo and Chlorlnatlon Assay,

825; Blowpipe Assay, $10. Full course of assaying, $60.
ESTABLISHED 1864 US' Send for circular.

CHESNUTWOOD'S

SANTA CRUICAL
BEST EQUIPPED ON THE COAST. INDIVIDUAL

Instruction. No classes. Ladles admitted to all

departments. Board and room In private families, 91S
per month. Tuition, six months, $12.

J. A. CHESNUTWOOD, Box 48, Santa Cruz, CaL

THE PIONSSR COMMBKCIAK. SCHOOI.

O

I.IFE: SCHOI.AKSHIPS, 97S.
No VaOATIONS. DAT AND EVBNINa SbSSIONS.

Lftdiea admitted Into all Departments.

Address: T. A. ROBINSON, M. A. President,

BUSINESS OOLLEGB,
24 POST ST., S. F.

FOB SEVENTY - FIVE DOLI/ARS THIS
College Instructs In Shorthand, Type Writing, Book-

keeping, Teli^grajphy, Penmanship, Dramng, all the
English branches, and everything pertaining to business
for six full months. We have sixteen teachers, and give
individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
its graduates in every part of the State.

tS" Send for Circular.
E. P. HEALD, President.

C. S. HALEY, Secretary.

GOLD MINES
STOCK IN MINES FOR SALE.

Dividend-paying: Mines from $150,000 up.
Undeveloped Mines from $10,000 up.
Undeveloped Mluen on Bond.
Stocb in Dlvidend-payinjp Mines from $1 np
Stock in Undeveloped Mines novr being

opened from 26 cents up.

All situated in the GRASS VALLEY MINING DIS-
TRICT, the Oldest Quartz Mining District on the Pacific
Coast, and the Richpst and most Permanent in the
World. The mines of this district a'e practically inex-
haustible, as nearly half a century of constant working
is protl. Grass Valley has the deepest regular dividena-
paying gold mines in the world, and the end is not yet,
(or these same mines are as rich to-day as at any time
during their history.

Gold miniu.r, especially in Grass Valley, when under
honest and acibntific management, ia one of the safest
and most profitable of all American industries. It is a
buainusa that will return annually a profit of from 100 to
300 per cent on the investment. Minin< is ft science
acquired only by years of study, combined with practical
experience. Therefore, failure is the rule whenever the
management ia ignorant and unscientific.
The undersigned ia a practical scientific and successful

miner, has made mining a life study and vocation, is

honest and trustworthy, and will not, under any circum-
stances, recommend or deal in any but valuable paying
property and properties that will develop dividend-
payers.
No Wildcat Mines; no Sharp Practice; no reasonable

chance for loaa; Honeaty and Square Dealing Guaranteed.
Correspondence solicited.

Full particulars by applying to

S. B. FOWLER, Supt. Hartery Mine,
Grftsq Valley, Nevada Co,, California.

P^^icq
,^Ci220MARKET.ST.S.r.^
V_£L£VyiTaH la FJ10NJ.SJS.F.—Jf^
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Ore Dressing Machinery.
By C. li. WAMFOKD LOCK.

CoriEKTii.— Motive Powur — Tr»n8iui«ioo of Power.
OiuirylD^' — ProApectiiiK. Sh»ft-»inkiop, Coal-cuttinK,
PumpiDiT, and VuDtllfttloK Uucblnory— Llelitioi;—Haul.
iDjc and HoUtUitrTraoBport-Reducing-DresslDg—UiV'
celUweouit.

Prico lai.OO. Circulars and CaUlo^ca od application.

E. & F. N. SPON. Publishers,
18 Cortlandt St.. New York.

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, HiniDg, and GoDnnission,
4aO MoDttfomery St.. S. P.

Sltlpa under advances to amultlD^' worku Id BOBton
New York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Tweoty-one yoars' experleoce In Shipping Ores and

UaDBi^lDg Uioee.
Sollcltd CouBigDmoDt8 of Coppflr Produce and Manage-

meat ot Mln'o^ Uatters.
All busincsa conducted on Oaah Bafllfl.

Purcliaat- aod ahipment of Mining Supplies a Spbcultt.
Saltjsof Davelopt'J Coppor Mlut-a undertaken.
Bufllnew Mann^ror ->( UNION COPPKK MINK, Coppor-

opoIla.Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE. Amador Co.. Cal.

397

Malleable Iron. All Sizes.
These Coupling's arc tho I)(j8t lo the world, moat pow-

erful and cheapest. They have a ball and socket Joint,
rijlht and l«ft screw aud work frenlv. Wo use them ex-
tensively In our Tank BuUdinK Department

WELLS. RUSSELL & CO.,

1' Mills, Cor. Mission k Fremont sis., s, F

DHWBY A OO., PATENT AGENTS, 380
Msrket St.. Ran FranciRcn. RIevator. 13 Kront cfc.

LIDGERWOODMFCGO.
MANUFACTURKRS OF

ililMdlMtMJMHia

300 Styles am Sizes, Over 7000 in Use.
90 Liberty St., New York.

34 Ic 36 West lUanroe St., Chicago.
197 to203 CougressSt.. BOBtoo.

1 to 7 N. First St., Portland.Oreeon

PARKE & LACY CO.. Agts.
San Franciaoo, Cal.

Send for Catalot^ue.

L. C. MARSHUTZ T. O. CANTRELL.

NATIONAL IRON WORKS
N. W. Corner Main and Howard Sts., San Francisco,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Stationary and Compound Engines, Flour, Sugar, Saw
and Quartz Mill Machinery.

AMALGAMATING MACHINES. CASTINGS AND FORCINGS ^LX^iln
ALL WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

NATIONAL ROCKER QUARTZ MILL.
KENDALL'S PATENT, AUGUST 24, 1888.

C3.A.I».A.C3I"r-V. X2 X'OXLS In 2-a. XXo-ux-s. 3 H. I*.
MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL, Sole Manufacturers.

The Patentee and Manufacturers

cordially invite miners to critically

examine and pass judgment upon
this improved system of millinf;

and amalgamating ores in the fol-

lowing particulars:

1. The cost is less than one-half of
stamps of same capacity

2. The freight to mine is less than
one-half of stamps.

3. The cost of erecting is less than
one-fourth of stamps.

4. The power to drive it is less than
one-half of stamps.

6. The wear is less than one-quar-
ter of stamps.

6. There is no wear except on
_._^ shoes and dies.
;_- 7. In point of amalgamation it Is

superior to any other machine
in use.

8. In its simplicity of construction.

We challenge competition with

Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or and

other ore crushing moobines now
before the public

i;iiViVilrlM;)ifci

JOHN H.CHEKVER, .r. 1). CHEEVEIt, F. CAZENOVBJ0N'.S. Manjgerj. iC 0„_b D«... M V__l,wM. T. BAiiu), secrotar.v. 15 raPK Row, Ncw YorK.
^ OLDEST and LARUEST Mauulactururs in tlic United Stat«» o(

iSsawKwca-^^Vulcanized Kubber ii'abrics
]^^^ for Mechanlral Purposes. —-==-»^

g Extra Rubber Belting and Hose
For Mluiiif* Fu rijortfs.

SOLID VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS.
PaciHc Coast Agonis, ARNETT & RIVERS,

17 & IB MAIN STRiSKT. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,

VULCAN IRON WORKS
135-145 FREMONT STREET,

Sin FRANCIS CO, cai.

iS'Send for Circulars and Price List. MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL.

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL CO.,
IVlANUFAOTUBBBS OF '

IRRIGATING PUMPS
AND

Machinery of all Kinds.
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

BABOOOK & WILOOX

Patent Water Tube Steam Boilers.
Estimates Furnished on Application.

'* Send for Oatalosuea

OVNTBXFUOAI. FUtfF. FIRST and STEVENSON STS.. S. F.

nyciisriisrG- 3yi:^A.CEi:i]sj-EE,-^.
GOL,I> AND SILVER MILLS, ROCK BRKAKFRS, PANS ANU SETTLERS, ROASTING

FURNACES, CORNISH ROLLS, PUMPING AND HOISTING MACBINERT.

For Conveying

Ore, Wood,
;

&c., &c.

CHEAPEST FORM OF TBANSPORTATION

NO ROAD NEEDED.

No Possibility of Load Slipping

Spans 150 to 2O0O Foet.

We have now made arrangements to have
our new Concentrating Belt manufactured in

San Francisco; wo can therefore fill all orders
oD short notice. The length and width of theae

belts are the same as is used oo the Frue or

Triumph Concentrating Machines, but can be made of any
lengthorwidih desired. The advantages of tbeee belts

over anij others will be readily seen by practical millmen.

First, the flanges or edges of our belt stand at on acute

angle Inclining toward the center, and therefore readily

conform to the change of direction wbilr; passing over

the end rollers; thus the vexation and loss caused by the

frequenc breaking of the flanges of the old style belt Is

practically done away with. Aerain, our belts, at inter-

vals ot four feet, have a very slight riffled surface for the

space of three inches, which tends to equalizi the pulp
on the belt, and prevents it from bankintr on the sides and
forming channels through the center. These slight riffles

also save very 6ne sulphurets and the quicksilver that

would otherwise escape with the iailings from a belt,

the surface of which is entirely smooth.

H G. BLASDEL, Jr., Manager, 419 California St., San Francisco.

A. J. VAN DRAKE.

Machinist and Mechanical
Engineer,

203 Fremont St., San Francisco.

SPUR AND BEVEL GEARS CUT TO ORDER.

And Experimental Machinery of All Kinds.

Shafting, Pulleys and Boxes.
Engrinea and Boilers.

DRAWINGS, PLANS and SPECIFICATIONS made foi
new machinery.
Jobbine of every description promptly attended to,

FINE WORKMANSHIP (GUARANTEED.

DIAMOND ROCK DRILLS.
For proapecting Mineral Veins and Deposits, Boring Vertically, Horizontally, or at any angle to any desired

depth, taking out a Cylindrical Section or Core the entire distance, showing exact character, and giving a perfect

section of the strata penetrated. Also for Boring Artesian Wells perfectly straight, round aod true.

Machines for Channeling, Gadding and other kinds of Quarry Work, Shaft Sinking, Tunneling, Mining,

Railroad and all claeses of rock-boring. Manufactured by

THE AMERICAN DIAMOND ROCK BORING CO.,

15 CQBTLANDT STJJBBT, NEW YORK.
P, O, Box 144%, Send for Catalogues and Frloe List,
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WM. H. TAYLOR, President. R. S. MOORE, Superintendent.

Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works,
S. E. CORNER HOWARD AND BEALE STS.. SAN FRANCISCO.

MAN0PACTDRBBS OF ALL KINDS OF

Mining and Milling Machinery, Engines and Boilers,
SHEET-IRON WATER PIPE for Mining and Irrigation Purposes.

Exclusive Agents for the Pacific Coast of HEINE PATENT SAFETY BOILER, MACBETH STEEL PULLEY and
COMMON SENSE STEEL WHIM.

AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST OF

Bryan's Roller Quartz Mill.

WE HAVE OH HAITD AND FOR SALE CHEAP

A 50 H. P. PUMPING PLANT, CONSISTING OF
One 10"x30" Corliss Engine; all pump gears; bob

irons; connecting rods
One (1 ) 6" X 6" Plunger Pump.
One (1 ) 4" X 6' Jack Head Pump.
One (1) 25 H. P. Fire Box Boiler.

One (1) 10" X 36" Retort and Furnace.
One (1) Complete Assay Outfit.

One (1) Complete Outfit for a 2>^-ton capacity chlor-

ination Works.
Two (2) 6000-gallon Circular Tanks,

One (1) Amalgam Barrel.

One (1) Batea.
Three (3) Frue Concentrators.

One (1) 10" X 18" Slide Valve Engine.

DOW STEAM PUMP WORKS,
OFFICE AND WORKS, 114 AND 116 BEALE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO,

MANUFACTUEBBS OF

DOW'8 IMPROVED STEAM PUMPS, fk
""^p"'0!""' "'

SINGLE OR DUPLEX, ^^^1 FOR STATIONARY ENGINES OR STEAM PUMPS

For Every Possible Duty. s _,
POWER PUMPING MACHINERY.

SPEED GOVERNOKS,

Balance Valves and Pressure
Regulators,

FOR STEAM PUMPS, ETC., ETC

Mining Pumps,

IRRIGATION POMPS,

Artesian Well Engines.

Xlto., X3to.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
ROCK DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING,

MINING AND QUARRYING

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Fair, 1884.

Sole Licensed Manulacturere ol the

MEDART PATENT WROTTQHT RIM PXTLLEY
For the Stales of Caliiornia, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washlnirton

Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Caieapesl and
Best Balanced Pulley in the World. Also Manufacturers of

SHAFTING, HANGERS AND APPUBTBNANOBS.
l^SSND rOK ClROUIiARfi AMD PRICB Ll8T.*£A

Nos- 129 and ISl FEBMONT STBEET, - - - S^jj FBANOISCO, OAL.

PAT. Oin. 26, 1881.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Superior to all Others for Qnartz Mills, Smelters, &g.

Not Affected bv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils. Every Belt Gnaranteed. Try It. Send
for Circular and Samples,

»
27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Pacific Chemica
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Indnstrial Chemist, Assayer

and Geologist.

Works.

718 MONTGOMERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

jCrWill report on the condition and value of any mining property on
the Paolflc Goaat. Bare Chemicals made to order. Instniotione given lo

AsBiTing and Praotioal Chemistry,
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTBKS AND MANDFA0TDRKR8 OP

MINING, MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
ENGINES. BOILERS, STEAM PUMPS,

AIR COMPRESSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S ORUSHING ROLLS,

OONOBNTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

ROOK BREAKERS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Taking Pulp trojn 10 Stamps.

«:^Tr^:^nsl>

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING. PACKING. OILS. LUBRICATORS.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS;

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG BDGERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

G-XSHTZIZl.A.XU .A.GrHTTI'a X-OZl.

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
SALES DURINa LAST POUR MONTHS;

rJOMPOTT'NTi 44 ENGINES, .CIT"A NT) A T? r> ee engines, TTTTJTOR lee engines,\J\J1!I±J^\J\^±-H1J, S2I5 HOBSB POWER. O ± J^XH U.a.£\lU, 4S0O HOBSE POWEK. OUVIX\J£\l, 4260 BOKSE POWI
Ox-«.xi.c3. I'o'ta.l. 309 XSzLglzies, .A.esrres^»-*^^^e X3.075 XXoi^se Fox^T-ezr.

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal. 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W.

THS FELTOIT T^ATER TVHEEL
GIVES THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY OF ANY WHEEL IN THE WORLD. OVER 1300 IN USE.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mining and manufacturing machinery. Adapted to heads running
from 20 up to 2000 or more feet. From 20 to .30 per cent better results guaranteed than can be
produced from any other wheel in the country.

zixjxict'xixo •rxi.^.TCsivcxssxoiNr.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and reliable power, clo8«

regulation, and tlie facility of adaptation to varying conditions of speed and pressure, have
brought it into special prominence and extensive Use for this class of work.

All applications should state amount and head of water, power required and for what purpose,
with approximate length of pipe line. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

o^zzde: i»:ejijTpoiib" "^7V.A.rr3s»L '\7\7'zxe3:e:xj oo.
121-128 MAIN STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CiL., U. S. A.

pri TAU IJUATCD MflTHRQ varying from the fraction of l up to 15 and 20-hor8e
FbL I Ull Wn I Cn IIIU I UnO, power, unequaled for all light-running machinery.
Warranted to develop a given amount of power with one-half the water required by any other.

SEND FOE MOTOR CIRCDLAR. Address as above.

THE GATES ORE AND ROCK BREAKER.
UNLIMITED IN CAPACITY, UNEQUALED IN EFFICIENCY, UPWARD I Gives a fineness of product that increases the capacity of any mill from 25 to 40 per

OF 3000 NOW IN USE. cent without anv additional expense. THE BEST AND ONLY CRUSHER ADAPTED
Will do more than twice the work of any other with the same cost in wear. I TO MACADAM ROAD WORK. Send for Circular.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO., 121-123 Main Street, San Francisco, General Western Agents.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent,

521 & 523 Market SL, San Francisco,

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!
—DBALBR IN—

Assayers' and Mining Material.

IN QDARTZ, QEAVEL, OR PLACER MINES. MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER -MANDPAOTDRBR OP-

Our plates are guaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the bosi In weight of Sil- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
ver and durability. Old Mining Plates Replated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSANDS
OF ORDERS FILLED.

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, ^^^^ *<»' HOSKIITS'

68, 70 & 72 First St., San Francisco, Cal. HYSBO-CABBOH ASSAY FUBNACES
tm" SEND FOB CIBCDLARS.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD
PRICES GBKATLT REDUCED ONLY REFINED SILVER AND BEST COPPER USED. OVER 3000 ORDERS FILLED. FIFTEEN MEDALS AWAIU)ED.

Old Mining Plates can be Replated. Old Piatee Bought, or Gold Separated. These Places can also be purchased ol JOHN TAYLOR & CO., Corner First

and mission Streets, San franciaco. ^^^^^_^_-^^

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS.
B. Q. DBNNISTON, Proprietor. 053 & 655 MISSION ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Our Platea have heen used for 20 years. They have proved the beet. We adhere strictly to contract in weight ot Silver and Copper.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

RECEIVED EVERY MEDAL
Awarded on the Pacific Coast
for Silver • Plated Amalcram
Platea and Beat Gold, Silver

^ and Nickel Plating.
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PROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR.
The Best Ore Concentrator in the market, having doable

the Capacity and doing its work as close as the plain Belt

machine, while ita concentrations are clean. It is used in

a number of Mills, the most notable of which is the

Alaska M. & M. Go's Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Frues

are taking the Pulp from 120 Stamps, crashing 350 tons

per day, and is giving entire satisfaction as against 48

plain Belt Machines, taking the Palp from the other 120

Stamps.

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f. o. b.

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

For Pamphlets. Testimonials and farther information

apply at office.

Protected by Patents December 22, 1S74; September 2,

1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881; Febrnary 20. 1883;

September 18, 1883; July 24, 1888. Patents applied for.

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Thb Montaha Cohfant (Limited), London. October 8, 1S86.
Dkak Sirs :—Having tested three of your Frue YaDuerB in a com-

petitive trial with other similar machines (Triumph), we have satisfied

ourselves of the superiority of your Yanners, as is evidenced by the
(act ol our having ordered 20 more of your machinea for immediate
delivery. Yours truly, THE MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B.—Since the above was written the 20 Yanoers, having been
started, gave such satisfaction that ii additional Frues and more
ataman have been purchased. ADAMS & CARTEEL

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHflf^t! ^J^'3ol{oom 15, No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal

Joshua Hendy Machine Works
9

(INCORPORATED SEPTEMBER 20, 1882.)

ZSrOS- 39 TO 51 :FI?,EDyCOISrT STE-EET, S-A-IsT
I»roi>i-letor« of tlr©

CITY IRON WORKS.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

"ECLIPSE CORLISS" ENGINES.

"RUSSELL" AUTOMATIC ENGINES.

"ECONOMIZER" BOILERS AND ENGINES.

"ERIE ENGINE WORKS ' BOILERS AND
ENGINES.

"CLIMAX" BAND-SAW MILLS.

ROTARY AND CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
BUFFALO DUPLEX STEAM PUMPS.
OARLOCK'S ELASTIC SPIRAL PACKING.
"REEVES" WOOD SPLIT PULLEYS.
"SENSIBLE" HORSE-POWER WHIMS.
STEAM HOISTING WHIMS.
MACHINISTS' TOOLS OF ALL STYLES

FOR ALL WORK.

KaniifactnTers of N£W and Dealers in

S£COND-HAirD

BOILERS,ENGINES,PUMPS

m MACHINERr
OF E-VEB.-Sr XJESCRIFTIOIT.

HYDRAULIC MINING MACHINERY.
QUARTZ MILLING MACHINERY.
SAW MILLING MACHINERY.
HYDRAULIC GRAVEL ELEVATORS,
HYDRAULIC GIANTS AND GATES.
AUTOMATIC ORE FEEDERS.
"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATORS.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.

BELTING (LEATHER AND RUBBER).
LUBRICATING COMPOUNDS.
WATER PIPE, ETC., ETC.

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION.
Made Available over Circuit Many Miles Long for Running TRAMWAYS, HOISTS, DRILLS, STAMPS, PUMPS, LIGHT, &o.

rOS PARTICULARS AND ESTIHATES, CALL ON OR ADDRESS

THOlVrSON-HOTJBXOJSr ELECTRIC CO.,
15 FIRST STREET, SAN PRANOISOO.

HTJ]Nn?IlVrC3rT
MANUFACTURER OF

Kr.

CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ MILLS,
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Machinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Machines.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
(^.*lltrlfaea1 RollftT Quarts; Will. SX3 :E*XXI.lSn7 &t'I*ft.3EIS;>X'. ei.A.ia' vn.-A.TO'anacscy, «-i att.

IT HAS NO EQUAL.

Can Be Fat On

by Any One.

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adopted by th*

Navy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOILERS, STEAM PIPES, COtD STORAGE, and all places reqairlne

Aon-tleat-Oouductlng Material.

PAO?FIO&.r.AVlfSTS.—0. B. JOHNSON & CO.—SAN FRANCISCO. STAMP DI&9.

Adamantine Shoes and Dies
OSZE-ODVCEl ^SZsT STEEL

Cams, Tappets.Bos&es, Boll Shells and Crusher Plates.

THESE CASnNGS ARE EXTENSIVELY USED IN ALL THE MINING STATES
and Territories of North and South America Guaranteed to prove better and
cheape' than any others. Orders solicited subject to above conditions. When
ordering Bend sketch with exaot dimensions. Send for Illustrated Circular.

Manufactured by CBROME STEEL WORKS, Brooklyn, N. T.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent, 220 Fremont St.,SanFrBncisco.
Special attention jjflven to the purchase of Mine and Mill SuppUee. Stamp 09,a\.
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Gyrating Screens for Coal.

AntbraoUe coal as it comes from the"miDe is

not marketable. The "rnn of the mioe" can-

not, as in the oase of bitumiaoas coal, be eold.

It is deemed important to have the lamps of as

nearly nniform size as possible and also to make

as large a namber of different sizes as cao be

prodaoed without too great expense. It is

essential to remove all dast, which depreciates

the valne of the ooal on the market; and the

imparities, sach as slate, etc., mast also be

removed. For sizing the coal there are nsed

fixed or movable bars and 6xed or movable

aoreens. The movable eoreena are among the

most important parts of a breaker. They are

of two types. In the first type the screening

nrfaoe forms a oylinder and revolves about its

axis. In the other type the Bcreening sarface

is approximately horizontal, and the motion

and action very similar to that of an ordinary

hand'soreen. In many cases the screen Is

moved back and forth in an approximately

horizontal plane. In other oas^a the horizontal

screen receives a gyratory motion, like the

motion a molder gives to his sieve when

eoreening bis sand. This type of screen is used

in the iron breaker at Drifton Collieries, Pa.,

and has been desoribed by Eckley B. Coxe

before the Amerioao Institnte of Mining

Engineers.

Bath the single and doable gyratory screens

are shown in the acoompanying oat. The

great advantage of this form of screen is, that

the whole snrfaoe is constantly in action, while

in the revolving eoreen of say five feet In di-

ameter, only about eight inches of the entire

olrcaoiference is at any one time in action. The

problem of oonetraoting a gyrating soreeo,

when it is to be large and must make a great

nnmbsr of eizea, is to support It in such a man-

ner that it will gyrate easily and safely, and at

the same time that it will be self-contained, so

that the centrlfagal force will be counter-

balanced and will not shake the building.

This has been done suoceBsfully,

The method consists essentially in support-

ing one horizontal plane upon another by means

FRONT VIEW OP DOUBLE GYRATING SCREEN.

ofjtbree or more double cones, while the motion

of gyration is given to the apper plates by a

orank upon a shaft passing through and jour-

nailed in the lower plates. The cones roll

freely in a prescribed path on the lower plate,

while the upper plate moves upon the other

end of the double cone, its relative motion to

that of the cone being the same as that of the

bottom plate. The result is that every point

on the upper plate describes a olrcle of the

same diameter (in coal eoreens about four

iachee), but no two circles have the same

centers.

The oones are gnided in various ways which

the outs explain. In one form on the upper

and lower plate there is an annular V-shaped

track, whioh fits into a corresponding groove in

the cone. In another form the guiding is done

by an annular groove in the running plate and

SINGLE GYRATING SCREENS FOR GOAL.

a corresponding annular enlargement of the

oone at the outer edge. In two other types

the guiding is done by a ball and socket joint

at the two points of the oones. All these forms

work well in practice.

A large namber of the single gyrating screens

are running at the Cross Creek collieries. The

screen box is foar feet wide and six feet long

giving 24 square feet of screeu-surface per

shelf. From two to six screens are used. The

smaller the size of coal the closer are the shelves

put. The boxes are from one to two feet deep.

The double gyratory screen did not at first

work so well, as it was found that

when the number of gyrations per minute ex*

oeeded 110 to 120, a very serious shaking set

in. It was also found that the beat results re-

quired from 140 to 145 gyrations per minute.

Therefore, a comparatively light counterbal-

anoe was put on a shaft connected to the out-

side of each box, whioh removed the diffioulty

and allowed the screens to run smoothly at the

required speed. About 20 di£Eerent sizes of holes

have been used withooal to enit different circum-

stances. There is no clogging of the holes,

their circular form and the tendency of the

pieces of coal to move in a small olrolp, oause

the holes to clean themselves without diffiaulty.

Mines on Odd Sections.

One point made by Judge Sawyer in his de-

cision concerning the railroads and mineral

land in Montana is a very strong one. He says

in effect that the time at whioh the land must

be known to be mineral, in order to exempt It

from the railroad grant, must be fixed some-

where, or else a title to a given trftot that

might be found to contain minerals at any time

in the future would be insecure and valueless.

The principle conveyed here is doubtless cor-

rect. Judge Sawyer holds that the time fixed

by the preaent law ie the date at whioh the

map of definite location was filed and accepted.

Whether the Supreme Court will enatain him

in this view remains to be eeen.

The people of Montana are anxious to

have a final df finite decision from the Supreme

Court of tho United States eettUng this matter

of ownership of mineral land on odd seotlona.

If it is finally decided in favor of the railroad,

the company will own Immense tracts of mfn*

eral land and the miners must buy from them.

This is the case in certain parts of this S^ate

where there are drift mines. It la to be hoped

that the Montana people will foroe some init-

able case to ieane in the highest oourt.

OONES FOR MOUNTING GYRATING SCREENS.
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A Lixiviation Plant.

NUMBER 11.

f Read by C. A. Ststefbldt, Sau Francisco, before the

American Institute of Mining Engineers ]

5. Apparatus for Raising Stock-Sulutlon

to the Storage-TaukB.

Plunger-Pumps.—Pampe of the Knowles

type, an made and kept in stock by mannfao-

tares, are not durable in contact with hypho-

Bulphite eolations, none of the metals or their

alloys reeieting its corroding action. To make

such pumps durable, valves, valve-seats and

plungers should be made of hard rubber or

glass. It is difficult to induce manufacturers

to take Buch orders except at extravagant

prices. The same objections apply to centrifu-

gal and rotary pumps.
Pumps of the Kotrting Type.— Such pumps

mnet be made of material not affected by the

solution. Their principal objection is the

dilation of the solution by oondensed steam.

The Oeyser Pwrnp—If into a pipe, open at

both ends, and immersed in a well, compressed

air is introduced at the lower end, the solution

lathe pipe rlcea and is discharged, together

with the air, at the upper end. The invention

of this pump dates back several centuries, and

it has recently received from Dr. Werner Sie-

mens the appropriate name, * 'Geyser Pump."
In the Engineering and Mining Journal of

December 2S, 1889, I have fully deeoribed it as

Pohle's Air-Lift Pump, and, on the basis of the

investigations of Messrs. Bahrand Browne, of

San Francisco, recommended its introduotion

in lixiviation -works. After I had made actual

working-plans, however, for its introduction,

some disagreeable features presented themselves,

so that its application for raising stock-solution

was abandoned . The obj ections consisted

principally in the necessity of sinking a well,

30 feet deep, for the submersion-pipe, and in

supporting a vertical solution-pipe, 85 feet

high.

TheMoniejm SyBtem.—AM.oute-}a& is an iron

tank from which a solution 1b raised through a

pipe by admitting steam or compressed air

above the solution. (For protection of the in-

side, see 13.) With steam, the tank should be

in the shape of a long cylinder of relatively

Binall diameter, standing upright, to avoid con-

densation as muoh as possible. With compress-

ed air as motive power, the shape of the tank

is not material. It is then best to place it so

that the axis of the cylinder is horizontal. One

of the heads of the cylinder is put on with

bolts and a gasket, so that the interior oan be

eaaily coated with an asphaltic oompound.

These tanks have two openings; one at the

bottom, through which the tank Is filled and

discharged by a three-way cock, connected

with the pipes leading to the solution^sump

and the storage-tank; one on the top, through

which air escapes while the tank is filling, and

steam or oompreBsed air is introduced to elevate

the solution, which changes are also effected

by a threo'way cock.

For works of large capacity, two Montejus
are placed side by side below the solution-

sumpa, 30 that one is filling while the other is

discharged. They should hold about 200 cubic

feet. Oonveni^nt dimensions are: four feet

diameter and 16 feet in length, or ^leet dlame-

ter and 14 feet in length, with solution pipes

from three to four inches diameter.

For large works, oompressed air deserves

decidedly the preference. The sizs of air-com-

pressor, which should give about 30 pounds

pressure per square inch, is the same for a

geyser-pump as for a Montejas of equal ca-

pacity.

Although the effect of compressed air is bet-

ter if applied to a geyser-pump than to a Mont*
ejuB, the difference plays no important part in

economy, while the original outlay for installa-

tion is in favor of the latter.

6, Apparatus for Increasing the Rate of
Lixiviation.

Suction-Hose.—The means hitherto employed

for Inoreasing the rate of lixiviation, have been

to give the hose of the solution outlet below

the filter of the orc'tank great length, and dis-

charge the solution at considerable depth below

the tank, taking care that the hose remains

filled with solution, and creates a anotion by
the weightof thesolutlonoolumn. Thismfthcd
is objectionable, not only because it Is difficult

to get rid of all the air below the filter, but
also for the reason that the solution has to be

raised again to the precipitatisg-tanks, unless

a very steep mUl*site permits their position

much below the ore-tanks,

Pumps —These are not recommended for

reaoons given in section 5.

Koert'mg Ejectors.—A Koerting ejector is

effective provided it is not made of material

liable to be corroded by the solution. The
load-lined ejectors, sold by A. AUeu, New
York, are not durable; fiven the platinum

steam-nozzles wear out. Ejectors of porcelain,

with hard rubber steam-nozzles, are manufao-
tnred by the Koerting Brothers, Hanover,

Germany. The great objection to a Koerting

eJBctor is, however, the dilution of the solution

by oondensed steam. The apparatus also acts

intermittently, unleaa carefully regulated to

meet the capacity of the filter.

Montejus.—The best effect is unquestionably

produced by a Montejas. For this purpose the

opening at the bottom is oonneoted with a pipe
through which, by a three-way cook, the solu-

tion either runs in from the hose at the bottom
of thd ore-tank, or is raised to the launders in

oomAualcatioo with the precipitatingtanks

The outlet on top has a pipe with a three-way

cook, through which compressed air can be in-

troduced for raifting the solution, or a suction

ii created by a Koerting vacuum-pump for fill-

ing the tank, or communication is ahnt off

both from the air-compressor and vacnum-
pnmp, provided the apparatus is idle. Only
one Koerting vacuum-pump, produoing a

vacuum of 68 cm. quicksilver, is needed for a

number of Montejas tanks, the latter being all

In communication with a pipe, at the end of

which the Koerting is placed.

These vacuum-pumps are best obtained from
the Koerting Brothers, Hanover, Germany.

Necessarily, the operation of the apparatus Is

intermittent, but the discharge of the Monte-
jas takes such a short time that this is not

detrimental.

7. Apparatus for OirculatlnK Bxtra- Solu-

tion.

In circulating extra-solution of standard com-
position, only a quantity is used sufficient to

saturate the charge in the ore-tank, and this is

allowed to filter repeatedly and continuously

through the ore. As will readily be seen, the
Montejas system cannot be used for thin pur-

pose. Here we must rely either upon a Koert-
ing ejeotor, made of porcelain, or use the gey-

ser-pump. Which of the two deserves the

preference is doubtful, the geyser pump being

untried. Tdeir respective advantages and dis-

advantages may be stated as follows:

With the Koerting there is risk of deoom-
posing extra-solution with formation of sul-

phates and Cu2 S, the solution coming in con-

tact with the hot steam, and of weakening the
solution by dilution. The heating, however,
is benefioial. Circulation Is also quicker by
material increase of the rate of lixiviation.

In the geyser-pump, the extra-solution comes
in contact with air only whereby it may de-

teriorate through the conversion of the sodium
hyposulphite into tetrathlonate, bat without
affecting the cuprous hyposulphite. By this

reaction, and by the evaporation of water, the

extra-Bolntion will gain in concentration. On
the other hand, the solution will be reduced in

temperature, and oircnlation will be slower,

because the rate of lixiviation will not be
materially increased, even by taking the sub-

mereion-pipe as long as praotioable. The
original cost of installation, and the expense of

running, would hardly enter into calculation.

Only an actual comparative test can deolde

which apparatus ia the better.

8. Filter-Press and Prees-Tank.

For lixiviation- mills of various oapaolties I

recommend JohnFon*s filter-press, with 24 to 36
chambers, 15 to IS inches in diameter, without
dlctanoe-rings and with closed delivery. Clos'

ed delivery obviates the necessity of having a

sump below the press, the solution being at

onoe raised to the main solution-sump.

If it is desirable to free the precipitates from
adhering stock-solution, for reasons given in

my paper on, "KefiDlng of Sulphides," a filter-

press should be used in which the cakes can
be washed after the chambers have baen filled.

The chambers are of cast-iron, with a coat-

ing of asphalt varnish, which should be ocoa-
sionally renewed.
The proper way of charging the filter-press

is by a press-tank. In Mr. Daggett's paper,
(rraws., XVI,, 438,) a press-tank ia illustrated

and described, construe lied for steam-pressure.

For works of large capacity, steam should be
replaced by compressed air. In the latter case

the wooden diaphgram and the pipe extending
to the bottom are superfiuous, and the preclpi-

tatea are charged through an opening in the
side of the tank near Its top.

The construction, as shown in the cut, Is not
reoommended. The bottom as well as the top
should be made of botler-lron or steel-sheet,

not of oast-iron. At the Marsao mill, one of

these tanks exploded, by breakage of the cast-

iron bottom, at a pressure of SO pounds. For
compressed air the tank should be oonstrnoted
to be safe for 150 pounds pressure to the square
inch.

.

9. Drylns-Cbamber for Precipitates.

A drying-chamber for sulphides and other
precipitates, is illustrated in the paper just
cited, pp. 440 and 443. Its oonetrnctionia con-
trary to all rules for a good system of drying
by hot air. A chamber of this kind, in use at
the Marsao mill, has a very low efficiency.

Correct ptlaoiples of construction are to heat
the air by a coil of steam-pipes. In a separate
chamber attached to the dryer, to allow the
heated air to enter the drying-chamber at the
top, and circulate downward between the iron
pans charged with precipitatea, and finally to
withdraw the moist air at the bottom by a
Koerting steam-jet ventilator. Upon these
principles all modern apparatus for desiccation
is constrncted.
The outlet of the steam-pipe may be either

connected with a Bteam-trap or with the mud-
drum of the boiler. The latter can only be
done if the boiler ia so located that its mud-
drum is lower than the outlet of the coil. In
this case the coil works on the gravity princi-
ple, the moat economical method of utilizing
the heat of the steam. The ooil should be
tested for leakage at a pressnre of 80 pounds.

{To he Goniinued.)

else which radiates heat, through space, is

marvellous. An appreciable effeot is produced

on the radio-micrometer by a candle placed two
miles away, at which distanoe its light is

almost comparable to that of a barely visible

nebula. The latest measurements by Prof.

Biys show that the heat oi the lunar rays oan

be definitely determined aa 150,000 times

greater than those of a candle 20 feet away.

The difference of radiations between a moon 19

days old, which goes through the sky with its

dark edge foremost, and the nine day moon, in

which the bright edge goes forward, and the

diminished heat at the terminator, as compared
with the luminous part of the disc, show in a

wonderful way the discriminating power of the

instrument. Prof. Bays' experiments fully

confirm the inference drawn from earlier obser-

vations, that the heat of the moon does not ac-

cumulate by penetrating beneath her surface;

it lasts only from moment to moment, as sap-

plied by the sun.

The Malay (jold Mines.

Consul Rounsevelle WUdman, writing from

Singapore, contributes to the U. S, Consular,

reports the following :

Oa Sept, 22, 1890, I gave the Department
some details in regard to the newly-opened

gold field at Kaub, province of Pahang, Malay
Peninsula, and cited the result of the first

crushing of ore. On the 27th of Dec, 1890,

the following telegram was received from the

superintendent by the local secretary of the

Raub-Australian Syndicate (limited), in this

city:
KWALA KuBu, Dec, 27, 1890.

Crashing finished. Four hundred and ninety

tons stone yielded 760 ounces smelted gold. Left

to-day with gold for Singapore via Salangore.
BiBBY.

The above return does not average ont as

high as the previous one, but It Is stated that

the faot arises, not from any diminution in the

quantity of ore, but rather from the vein run-

ning through some former Chinese diggings.

The complete output of the Riub mine Is at

present about $30,000 in gold.

Mr. Blbby, the superintendent, oalled on me
to obtain data in regard to process of mining

by electricity in my own State (Idaho), In

oonvereation be informed me that the develop-

ment of gold in the Malay Peninsula was but a

question of a few months, and that their great-

est drawback at present was a soarcity of ex-

perienced miners; that, with a corps of Ameri-

can miners to direct the Chinese ooolies in the

building of timber shoots and in the handling

of the ore to the best advantage, the work
could be pushed to a rapid financial sucoess.

He further stated that the ground was of a

soft shale formation, with plenty of fuel and
water at hand.
They are now figuring with American firms

for a lOO'Stamp mill, water-wheel, and eleotrl-

cal maohinery, and hope therewith to open a

section of country that will compare favorably

with the old gold fields of the United States

and Australia.

ton, J. K. Phillips, P. R. Martin and Geo. E.

Hines,
JuDSON Dynamite and Powder Co., June 13.

(Oakland.) Capital stock, $2,000,000. Directors

—Egbert Judson, Thos, Bell, J. B. Randol, M. W.
Bflshare and lohn S. Doe.
Western Fuse and Explosive Co., June 13.

Capital stock, $50,000. Directors—Egbert Judson,
Alonzo Hayward, E. G. Lukens, Gustav Sutro and
L. L, Bromwell.
Lightning Filter Co.

,
June 16. Capital stock,

$350,000. Directors— L. T. F. Walter, C. J. Car-

roll, H. Adams, R. Drew, J. W. Sperry, H. Wells
and Frank Dalton.
California Investment Ass'N,, June 13. Cap-

ital stock, $200,000. Directors—A. M. Cor, J C.
Quinn, C. F. Curry, W. L. Stowell, E. W. Pea-

body, F. A. Kinne and D. S. Richardson.
California Excavating and Contracting

Co., June 13. Capital stock, $i,coo,ooo. Direct-

ors—J. H. L. Turk; L. C. Parke, F. Homer, E.

E. Tucker and S. W. Elliott.

Drobaz Fishing Co., June 13. Capital stock,

$100,000. Directors—M. Drobaz, J. Morizio, T.

J. Monyhan, A, Francovich and A. Mikulich.

Delicate Heat MEAsaRES,—The degree of
delicacy which has been attained In the appli-
cation of the radio 'micrometer for the measure-
ment of radiant heat, viz., from a candle, a
fire, the sun, ^be moon, the stars, or anything

New Incorporations.

The following companies have been incorporated,

and papers filed in the office of the Superior Court,

Department 10, San Francisco:

Pneumatic Street Car Co., June 2. Object

to construct and operate street cars, propelled by

pneumatic power. Capital stock, $500,000. Di-

rectors—J. J.
Scrivner, L. C. Pressley, W. S. Lott,

C. A. Henry and C. E. Staples.

San Antonio M. Co., June 3, Location, Mex-
ico. Capital stock, $2,000,000. Director?- 1. C.

Stump, Lloyd Tevis; L. T. Haggin, T. J. Schuyler

and F. G. Dunn.
Guanacero M. Co., June 3. Location, Mexico.

Capital stock,P$2,ooo,ooo. Directors— 1. C. Stump,

Lloyd Tevis, L. T. Haggin, T. J. Schuyler and F.

G. Dunn.
Assured Mutual Building and Loan Asso-

ciation OF San Francisco. June 3. Capital

stock, $2,000,000. Directors—D, L. Randolph, H.

M, Black, T. R. Bannerraan, D. Sheerin, W. E.

Reardon, B. J. Clinch, J. J. O'Farrell. J. J. Tobin

and J.
F. Shehan.

Live Stock Gazette Publishing Co., June 3.

Capital stock, $50,000. Directors—R. J. Crist, J.

A. Crist, A. D. Bell, E. Heymansand J. E. Slinkey,

TULLER G. M. Co., June 3. Capital

$500,000. Directors—D. W. C, Morgan,

Wilson, S, C. Mills, R. M. Anthony and

Lipge.
Imperial Jewelry Co., June 3. Capital stock,

$50,000. Directors—W. Trondfnrt, G. A. Tread-

well, M. J. Moriey, and Jno. C. Rice,

Pavilion Roller Skates Co., June 3. Capi.

tal stock, $25,000. Directors—L. Glass, B. W.
Bales, ]. Wreff, C. W. Nevin and F. T. Carroll.

Rapid Safety Filter Co., June 6. Capital

stock, $150,000. Directors—R. H. Lloyd, C. L.

Ackerman, W. D. Mansfield, Cbas. Hart and Albert

Cerf.

Woman's Club for Physical Culture. Di-

rectors—Abby P. Cheney, Alice Hastings, Joanna

M. Wright. Mary P. Murpbv, Hattie M. Morton,

Minnie C. T. Love, Ida F. Davis, Helen A. Carter

and Fannie W. Bancroft No capital stock.

Franco-American Whalebone Co., June 6.

Capital stock. $1,000,000. Directors—J. B. Bern-

stein, M. S. Eisner, James M. Seawell, Thos. E.

Ryan and Max Blum.
Poso Creek Fruit Co., June 6, Capi'al stock,

$32,000. Directors—T. K. Stateler, Cbas. L. Pat-

ton, W. R. Smedburg, Wm. E. Lutz and L. P.

Bolander.
Pacific Union-Alliance Publishing Co.,

Junes. Object, to conduct a general publishing

company in S. F. and San Jose. Capital stock,

$30,000. Directors—J. W. Hines, Wra. M. Lang-

stock

R. E.
C. F.

Machinery tor Handling Gravel.

Working Auriferous Material In Aus-
tralian Drlfc Mines.

The Cblltern Gold Mines Co. has, owing to

its suooess and the magnitude of its operations,

always occupied an important position, con-

tributing largely to the prosperity of Chiltern

distriot, Viotoria, Australia, They first began

to use steam maohinery in this field as far baok
as 1860, and several companies sunk shafts.

From a length of 2420 yards eight companies
took out £250,289. Moreover, very large

qaantltiea of gold were also obtained in the

dry workings on the Chiltern lead and tribn-

taries of whioh there ia no record.

The Sons of Freedom claim was registered in

.Tnly, 1860, in the names of 32 shareholders,

who obtained dividends amounting to £16,000.
It was subsequently formed into a public com*
pany under the nanie of the Extended Hons of

Freedom Co., and very profitably worked
under the management of Mr, Henry Nlckleea.

To convey an idea of the judgment and care

that must have been exeroiied to enable him to

carry to fruition the responsible duties attached
to the position, it may be mentioned that the
mine in a few years yielded gold to the valne of

£161,900. In the year 1870 an amalgamation
was effected with adjoining claim-holdere, and
a new company organized under the style of

the Doma Mungi Gold Mining Co. New and
more powerful maohinery was obtained, but,

unfortunately, through an error of judgment-
it was erected in a wrong position. The con-

tinuation of Chiltern lead was not discovered,

and although a considerable quantity of gold
was obtained, to the valne of about £137,328,
the ultimate result was most disastrous to the

shareholders, and the entire property passed
into the hands of the Hon. J. A. Wallace and
a Melbourne syndicate. The maohinery was
removed, and the olaim has been most suoceei-

fully worked of late years nnder the able man-
agement of Mr. John Cook. The quantity of

goldLobtained from the 4th of August, 1877,
till the 15th of October, 1889, was 82.022oz.

16dwt. Forty dividends were dpolared
during that period, amounting to £77}905.
The claim is held under miners' rights, and is

fully 1600 acres in extent. It comprises the

outlet of an area of about 72 equare miles of

auriferous country. Bounded on the north and
south by schistose ranges, it oooupies the nar-

rowest portion of the valley of the Black Dog
Creek; through it all the mineral leads origi*

nating in the surrounding country must neces-

sarily trend toward a main channel.

Comparatively little of the 23,100 feet of the

total length of the company's claim has yet

been worked. The lower portion of the work-
ings present strong indications of drifts pecu-

liar to the valley and principal sources of the

Black Dog creek. Previous workings are sup-

posed to have been exclusively confined to the
extension of the Chiltern lead, which originates

In a purely schistose country, while the rook
Formation of the valley referred to consists

largely of granite and palseozolo claystone and
sandstone; there are also considerable areas of

Silurian rock intersected with auriferous quartz
veins. It is reasonable to assume oonsiderable

gold must have been carried with the detritus

from the denudation of this area, and naturally

augmented the richness of the lead below the
present workings. In the present working
ahaft of the company, known as No. 2, the

bedrock ia 280 feet from the surface, and the

depth of overlaying drift or washdirt Is from
three to six feet, by a width of from 150 to 400
and occasionally 600 feet. About a mile and a

half westward, a series of bores have been pnt
down, where the depth of bedrock appears to

be about 320 feet, overlaid by about five feet of

washdirt, with good prospects of gold. The
company constantly employs about 180 men,
indepf^ndent of wood-cutters. The yield of

gold fiactuates greatly, depending on the width
of lead, but the output sometimes considerably

exceeds 1000 ounces per month. The method
of workiog adopted Is by means of main drives

conetrnoted In the slate and sandstone rock at

a lower level than the auriferous drifts. By
this system, large areas oan be mined with com'
parative safety, without injury to the per-

manent workings, and the heavy expenses of

new shafts are not incurred for long periods.

Besides the working shaft, there is the pump-
ing shaft, used for drainage and ventilation pur-

poses, also a balance shaft for sending down
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Umber, about ISOO feet diatant from the work*
log abaft. Thurt: have beta ooostraoted about
8000 feet of maio and branch lower level

drives. The maohioery couBleta of a 21-lnoh

oylloder pompiog eDfiioe. 42-lDob stroke. The
windiog eoglne is an 18-lQch cylioder eogiDo,

ffordlog snfficleot power to haul two trucks In

each cage.

The puddlloK eugioe is '20'boree power work-
log from paddling maobiDes and all other
maobinery oonneoted with sluioing operations.

The mine maoager, Mr. Cock, furnishes (or the
annual report of the Secietary of Mines of

Victoria detailed drawings of this maohlnery,
which ar« reproduced herewith on pages
And
The automatic elevator consists of a triangular

jramewori£ supporting drums, levers, etc..

PLAN

PLAN SHOWING ARRANGEMENT FOB
WASHING THE GRAVEL.

with pits at base. The trucks receive the

toad at the shoota leading from the puddling

machines and run upoa rails fixed to the frame*

work, disohargiog into hoppers near the top.

After 61Ung the truck, the lever A. (see nags

409) is put into poBitlon, causing the rod R. to

throw the clutch on top into gear, the sliding

weight assisting to hold It into position. At
the same time a grab is moved which holds the

lower truck and prevents the other from falling

to the bottom ehonld the disengaging catcher

fail to open the truck door. Attention is

oalled in this case by the lower trnck being
held In a position too high for filling, and to
release which it is necessary to first empty the
top one. The door of the descending truck is

closed by a wrought-iron bow attached to the
top hopper. The trucks travel at the rate of

210 feet per mlnnto.
The operation Is as follows : The material on

leaving the maohines falls into a hopper, and
is lifted at the will of an operator to a height
of about 70 feet by a most ingenious contri*

vanoe. It consists of two wsgon-llke trucks or
skips of a capacity of about 8^ cubic feet, fitted

with wheeh, which run on rails on oproslte
inclined planes, lined with sheet Iron. They
are attached to a wire rope wound round a
dram actuated by btltt from the driving shaft

of the puddling maohines. The skip to be
filled Is OBught and held firmly by a grab to the
outlet of the receiving hopper; the attendant
then lifts a small door, and when the skip is

filled be actuates a lever and It aaoends and
discharges its contents automatically Into

another hopper, the skip on the opposite side

having descended to be loaded in a similar

manner. The machinery works effectively,

and there is little or no danger to be appro*
hended from accidents. A stream of water is

introduced into the upper hopper, which causes

the puddled waahdirt to flow freely through
an aperture, in snob quantitv as Is required,

into a rotary cylinder screen 12 feet in length
and 5 feet Id diameter. It revolves about six

timet pBf minute, and has an Incline of about 1

foot in 8 feet toward the discharging end. It

is oonstmoted with rectangular steel bars, 2

inches by \ inch in sFotional ar^a, which are

easily replaced when required. The spaoes be-

tween the bars are less than 1 inch, through
which the detritus containing the gold falls and
is oarrled direct to the sluioe'boxes, the larger

gravel, which is thoroughly washed, falling

through the lower end of the screen into a
large truck to be wheeled away when filled.

The elulce*boxe8 are of I'-on, 54 feet in length,

fitted with cast-iron rifflles throughout, of a

pattern that baa been found by experience to

answer all practical purposes for saving gold.

The upper end of the boxes Is fitted with per*

for&ted cast-iron plates of special oonstruotlon;

these and a portion of the upper boxes are

secured by look and key, from which the gold

is removed daily, and the boxes are washed
down every alternate day. It will be seen the

entire work of sluicing is practioally attended

to by one man. which under the ordinary sys-

tem would have required the labor of four men,
thus effecting a considerable saving. The ap-

paratus throughout is admirably arrarged, and
refieota great credit on the designerp, Mr. John
Oaok, the manager, and Mr. Tbos Danoan, the

the company's engineer. The rotary cylinder

screen Is simple, not costly, and as arranged It

is undoubtedly moat eflfecttve, and Mr. Oook
certainly deserves well of the mining pntlio (or

TOP OP AUTOMATIC HOISTING APPARATUS

DETAILS OF TUCt^CK

Scale, 1%. huJies ^ OjwEaat

PLAN

THE TRUCK.

having re-introduced with many improvements
such a valuable accessory to sluicing opera-

tions. No attempt has been made to obtain a

patent for the invention and Improvements,

which oan be utilized by those who may wish to

apply them.

3

THE TRUCK FOR HANDLING GRAVEL, . GRAVEL TRUCK,
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The following la mostly condensed from joumala published

in the Interior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.

CAIilPORNIA.

Amador.
Suiter Creek.—Cor. Amador Ledger, June 20:

Operations have been resumed at the North Star.

The shaft is being repaired down to the 600-foot

level, from which point they are going to drift south,

a decision which meets with the approval of all

concerned. There is 150 feet yet to drift to reach

the line of the Comet claim. If nothing is met
with in this distance, they may conclude to run into

the Comet ground, which they have the privilege of

doing by paying jtooo for each 100 feet of drift.

The company have bonded the Comet for $18,000,

to be paid in instaDraents. If nothing is struck in

drifting south, they piopose to crosscut west. The
work the company have mapped out will take in the

neighborhood of one year to accomplish. Work at

the South Eureka is going ahead satisfactorily.

The shaft which is 5x14 feet in the clear, is down 30
feet. The water wheels for the hoist are in place.

Fifteen tons of pipe iron will be delivered in a few

days from the East, and C. O. Mitchell has secured

the contract to make the pipe, which will be 15

inches in diameter. Fifteen hundred feet of it will

be required. The contractors, Ed, Kay and V. S.

Garbarini, of Jackson, have commenced building

the hoisting works, and expect to get through with

.it in two weeks. Work at the Lincoln continues.

The mill is kept going, and is about paying ex-

penses. They are crosscutting in hope of striking

something of a more encouraging character. At
the Hector things are moving lively. The mouth
of the old shaft is to be retimbered at once, and
then the water will be taken out, and explorations

below will be commenced. D. K. Valentine will

remain here, and personally superintend the opera-

tions.

Bunker Hill.—Pumping operations at the

Bunker Hill have ceased, and the mine is filling up
with water. This is a bad indication. It shows
there is little prospect of a speedy adjustment of the

difficulties, and carries the impression that the pro-

perty is doomed to a lengthened period of idleness,

pending the settlement of its financial difficulties.

This is a severe blow to Amador. The Banker
Hill is considered a good mine, and was in a fair

way, as far as its underground development is

concerned, of entering upon a long career of pros-

perity when this unfortunate complication with the

Eastern stockholders occurred.

Mono.
The Bodie Mines.—Miner, June 17: The min-

ing outlook for Bodie at present is better than for

years past. More men are employed, and there is a

great deal of activity throughout the entire camp.
A feeling of confidence prevails, and all seem to

think that this summer will be an unusually lively

one. Many old Bodieites who left here years ago
have returned, and express themselves as having
faith in the future of the place. While Bodie will

perhaps never again be as lively as it was ten or

eleven years ago, there is every reason to believe

that she will continue for many years to be one of

the leading bullion-producing camps in the State.

Below will be found a brief review of some of the

principal mines.
Syndicate.—Here we find about 12 men em-

ployed, and the mine looking well. The mill was
started up on the sixth inst, and will probably run
the balance of the month. From the complacent
smile on Sam Tyack's countenance it is evident that

the cleanup will go a long way toward making a
millionaire out of that gentleman.
The Eva,—This mine adjoins the syndicate on

the southwest and is the property of Loose & Treva-
then. It was discoverad by them a little over a year
ago, since which time they have done a large

amount of work on it. They have now out a large

quantity of ore, which is being crushed at the Min-
ers' mill. The mill has been fitted up at great ex-

pense. If pluck energy and perseverance are deserv-

ing of success then Loose & Trevathen will surely

succeed.
Standard.—Everything is rnnningalong smooth-

ly. The different ore bodies in the mine are looking

extremely well. The bullion shipment for May was
$21,078, and Superintendent Benedict informs us
that this month it will be about the same.
The Bulwer has quite a large prospecting force

at work, and if street rumors prove true the Bulwer
will soon begin crushing ore again.

Bodie and Mono.—The character of the work
going on is such that an ore body is liable to be un-
covered at any moment.
The Sigourney, situated on Sigourney Flat, a

trifle over two miles south of the town of Bodie, is a
new silver mine owned by J. B. Skewes, and one
that is destined to make a stir in the mining world.
The ledge in the tunnel is about three feet, and 14
assays were recently taken that showed an average
of $40 a ton. The tunnel is in nearly 200 feet, and
there is considerable ore on the dump. As soon as
the mill be is now building at Copper mountain is

completed, Mr. Skewes intends to start in crushing
ore,

Nevada.
The New Reduction Works. — Transcript,

June 17: The lead bath reduction works which re-

cently began operations in the old Plaza foundry
building, near the narrow gauge station at this city,

give every promise of proving a practical success.

Supt. Howe is gradually overcoming the obstacles
that have presented themselves since the experiment-
ing began, and hopes to be able shortly to announce
that the process is an unqualified success. Encour-
aging results have been obtained so far.

PoTOSi Mine.—Grass Vallev Union, June 20:
Progress is being made on the Potosi mine, on Gold
Flat. The old shaft has been retimbered down to

the water level. Timber is arriving for the new
hoisting works. Two Pelton wheels are to be put
in for hoisting and pumping. Water power will be
used under a 3oo-fool pressure, which will be suffi-

cient to work the mine to any depth. The old shaft
is over 300 feet in depth, and it is expected to be
found in reasonably good condition when the water
is pumped out. Superintendent Skewes will push
the work as fast as possible.

Mining Items.—More rich rock was brought in

from the Cahfornia yesterday. The quartz showed
well in free gold and gold bearing sulphurets. The

vein improves as the drift is extended. The new
shaft of the Wyoming mine is down 35 feet and
everything is working smoothly. Three shifts of

men are engaged in the sinking.

St. John Mine.—The shaft of the St. John
mine is being sunk for the 250-foot level, and the

ledge continues large and the quartz of good
quality. The old shaft and drifts have been
straigtened, and the mine is now in good work-
ing condition throughout. The company is figur-

ing upon a mill, with a probability that one will be
erected this season.

PJacer.
Mayflower.—Mt. Messenger^ June 20: We

learn that Oscar Jones is running the Mayflower
drift gravel mine in Placer county. At a distance

of 8000 feet from the tunnel mouth a shaft was
raised for air. The channel has been worked near-

ly 2000 feet both up and down stream from the

point where the lead was first tapped by the main
tunnel. The company has nearly a mile of chan-
nel left on the upper end before reaching the Breece

& Wheeler line.* The Mayflower is paying largely.

Plumas.
Nugget.—Plumas National^ June 20: Thomp-

son and Thomas picked up a $90 piece in their dig-

gings, one day this week, which goes to show that

there are as good mines in Plumas to-day. as there

ever were; all that is required is to go deeper and
properly handle. We know of no better country for

capital to invest than Plumas county.

Sierra.
The Thistle. —A//. Messenger, June 20: We

learn that the prospect tunnel in the Thistle shaft,

below Gibsonville, is still being pushed ahead. At
a distance of three hundred feet from the shaft, a
prospect hole was sunk to bedrock, a distance of

nine feet, and a good prospect obtained. It is said

that the company will soon put in an electric plant

for lighting the mine. Parties who had the contract

to run the Excelsior Tunnel at Cedar Grove, gave
up the contract because the rock was too hard for

the price, $9.50 a foot.

Seirra City.—Good news has reached town
this week. The Buttes mine is about to be opened.
Stephen Thomas, acting superintendent of the

Buttes mine, has put a force of men at work to

repair the flume that supplies the mills of the
f

company with water. This flume is about seven
miles long and was badly wrecked by the heavy
snows of the hard winter. There are fine prospects
of the town becoming lively this summer, as it is

reported that four mills are to be erected thi*; sum-
mer, namely: at the William Tell, Sierra Buttes,

Buttes Saddle and Phoenix. The Chips mine is

giving promise of becoming a very valuable
property at no distant day. We hear that the

company has a vein of good ore five to six feet wide.
We hear of a ledge of good quartz near Middle
Waters, which is now being prospected.

Tuolumne.
Shipping Ore.—Union Democrat, June 20: Mr.

Hank Gale and associates report their mine, situated
on the Milton road below Tuttletown, as looking
exceedingly well. He is now shipping ore of good
paying quality to the reduction works, near Sonora,
to determine accurately its character and value.
More study should be given bv our mining men to
this point.

NEVADA
Wasnoe Dtscnot.

Yellow Jacket.—Euterprise. June 20: Ship-
ping 100 tons of gold-bearing rock daily from the
lower levels and 35 tons of silver ore from the upper
levels, and doing general prospecting work.
Oest—The owners are confident that they are de-

veloping a veritable bonanza. The Taylor mill is

running steadily on Oest ore.

Challenge Con.—The joint Confidence and
Challenge north drift on the 200 level is now in 754
feet, the face shows quartz having no value. The
joint Confidence and Challenge east crosscut on the
looo level is out 24 feet, 12 having been made during
the week; the face is in porphyrv.
Con. Imperial.—West crosscut No. i from the

main north drift on the 300 level is out lo feet. The
face shows quartz having no value. East crosscut
No 2 on the 500 level is now out 60 feet. The face
is in quartz having no value. We are still extracting
some filings and bunches of ore of fair grade.
Crown Point.—The south lateral drift from the

winze on the 300 level is out 25 feet; the face is in
porphyry, clay and low-grade quartz. Have cleaned
out and repaired where necessary 170 feet of the 500
level west crosscut, and have now completed to
within ten feet of the face. The 1000 level east cross-
cut from the south lateral drift is out 170 feet; the
face is in a mixture of porphyry and clay.
Belcher.—The west crosscut from the south

drift from No. 2 crosscut, 200 level, was run 25 feet
through porphyry and quartz of low grade. Have
started a raise 80 feet north of the crosscut from the
lateral drift, which is up 24 feet. The top is in por-
phyry with a little quariz in it. The north drift from
the main west crosscut from the shaft was advanced
30 feet; total length, 281 feet; the face is in porphyry
and low-grade quartz. The 1500 level east crosscut
is out 69 feet, having been extended 14 feet; face in
quartz giving low-assays.
Kentuck Con.—Have started an east crosscut

from the fouth lateral drift from the east raise, looo
level. Have run through and the face is still in
quariz of low grade on the average, containing spots
of ore. The raise from the south lateral drift, 950
level, is up 21 feet and the top is in quartz contain-
ing stringers of pay.
Justice.—Shipped i6i tons and 5r5 pounds of

ore to the mill, worth $18 per ton as per battery as-
says.

Seg. Belcher.—On the 600 level the west cross-
cut from the south lateral drift is out 132 feet. The
face is in soft ground composed of porphyry and
clay.

Sierra Nevada.—Have repaired the Kenosha
tunnel a distance of 200 feet. The west crosscut on
the 630 level from the northwest drift, 571 feet
from the shaft, is out 551 feet, 35 feet having been
made the past week.
Hale & NoRCROSS.-On the 1400 level they have

opened a station from the north winze below that
level and have started north and south lateral drifts
therefrom. The joint winze in No. 5 east crosscut
on our south boundary has been extended 15 feet,
making its total 45 feet. The bottom is quartz and
porphyry. On the 1500 level the north lateral drift

was advanced 25 feet; making total distance from
the station 120 feet. The south lateral drift from
the station on this level was advanced 25 feet; mak-
ing a total depth of 90 feet. Face in quartz and
porphyry. Are making good progress sinking the

main incline; it is now 40 feet below the 1500 level.

Scorpion,—The joint north drift on the goo level

of the Union shaft was advanced 25 feet, making its

total distance 144 feet from the shaft; face in soft

porphyry.
Savage.—Hoisted 587 cars of ore from the 500.

750, 800, 900 and 1400 levels. Shipped to the Mex-
ican mill 53oJ^ tons and milled 500 tons; aver-

verage battery assay, $18.58. We have
bullion on hand amounting to $14,505. The E-street

tunnel has been extended 22 feet, making a total

distance of 722 feet; are getting out some pay ore in

this tunnel. The west drift from this station, Po-

tosi tunnel level, has been extended 32 feet, making
its total 117 feet from the shaft. On the 750 level

they are extracting ore of good quality. On the 950
level the south upraise has been carried up 85 feet.

They are saving soms ore from this upraise. On
the 1 100 level the north drift from the Hale & Nor-
cross side was advanced 16 feet. This drift contin-

ues in quartz giving some fair assays. On the 1400
level have started east crosscut No. 2 from face of

the north drift; face is in quartz and porphyry. The
east winze on this level is down 28 feet; bottom in

low-grade quartz.

Utah.—725 level: Have continued cutting out

the winze station at a point 140 feet below this level

and are domg necessary repair work in the winze,

which is in swelling ground.
Potosi.—The winze is down 159 feet below the

1400 level; the bottom shows porphyry and streaks of

quartz. The south lateral drift from theincline,iiao

level, is out 228 feet; face in porphyry and streaks

of quartz.

Chollar.— The joint winze in the east crosscut,

1400 level, is down 65 feet; the bottom is in quartz

and porphyry. Extracted and sent to the mill 519
tons of ore, worth S20.39 per ton, as per battery

samples.
Bullion.—The 1300 level (Potosi) south drift is

advanced 28 feet; total from north line, 127 feet;face

in porphyry.
Union Shaft.—West drift from the shalt, 900

level, has been advanced during the week 51 feet;

total distance, 420 feet, face in porphyry.
New York.—Northwest drift, 650 level, is out

240 feet; face in porphyry. North drift, noo level,

is out north of shaft 543 feel; formation, quartz.

Ward Shaft.—The south lateral drift from the

1800 station is out 98 feet; face in porphyry.

Silver Hill.—The northwest drift from the

winze below the 160 level is out 7 feet; face in quartz

and porphyrv yielding fair assays.

Andes.—On the 420 level, during the week,
north drift from east crosscut No. 2 was extended
20 feet in quartz giving low assays. East crosscut

No, 3 from main north drift was advanced 18 feet;

face in quartz and porphyry.

Bernlce District.

LooiciNG Well.—Reno Gazette June 20: W. E.

Van Reed and Edward Storm, of Bernice, Churchill

county, are in town. They say the Antimony mines
in that district are looking fine. The gentlemen say
that the district is attracting the attention of Eastern

capitalists, who are trying to buy an interest. Mr.
Storm has shipped since May ist 70 tons of the ore

to San Francisco, and received for it from $60 to $70
ner ton. It costs $25 per ton to transport the ore

from the mine to San Francisco. Of this it costs $20

per ton for transportation to the railroad, a distance

of 65 miles, and $5 per ton from Lovelock to San
Francisco. That leaves about $40 per ton for min-

ing and profit, which speaks well for the district.

Oolumbus DiBtrict.

A Big Consolidation.—Walker Lake Bulletin,

June 17: The consolidation is just announced in

London of the Candelana Waterworks & Mining
Co., the Princes Mining Co.. the Georgene Mining
Co., of New York, and the Holmes Mining Co. of

Nevada. The name of the new incorporation will

be the Consolidated Candelaria Co., Limited. The
directors are Sir Wyndham Knatchbull. Bart., Sir

Edward Hulse. Capt. Chas. W. Hulse, H. J. Hulse
and Col. Wm. J. Sutherland. The Doris syndicate

continues to carry a heavy share in the properties,

the interests of which are now joined.

Hawtliorne District.

Lapanta. — Walker Lake Bulletin, June 17:

During the week the incline below the tunnel has

been continued, the formation larger, showing con-

siderable iron. Stoping above the tunnel and e.\-

tending the northwest drift above the tunnel. In a

raise above the slope above the east drift from the

bottom of No. 6 inchne have encountered an inde-

pendent chute of $90 gold ore, which runs in a
southeasterly direction. Twenty tons were shipped

lo Kinkead mill this week.
Pamlico.—Lessees still continue to extract good

ore from the slopes at the north end of mine. Main
tunnel is being driven ahead. Shipping ore to mill

this week.
Central.—Sinking the incline has been discon-

tinued for the present and the drift on 75-foot level

being extended. Sloping above this level still con-

tinues, the usual amount of ore being extracted.

Mountain King.—Main tunnel still being ex-

tended; formation softer, indicating proximity to the

ledge.

Hartford.—Still sinking on the ledge, the ore

produced being about half lead ore and half $50
gold ore, ledge about six inches wide in bottom.

Beacon.—The slopes from the incline still pro-

ducing lead and silver ore.

Gold Bar.—The south drift. Martinez tunnel

level, has been extended during ihe week eight feet,

showing nice ledge, and on Saturday very rich ore

was struck.

Confidence. — Sinking incline on vein found
west of canyon, the ledge about z% feet wide, car-

rying some silver, and looking very favorable for

rich ore; formation softer.

Fairmount.—Main south drift extended eight

feet during the week. Have commenced to open
the slope above the drift, which shows from five to

eight inches of 150 ounce ore with occasional

bunches of ore running 800 ounces.
Challenge.—Discontinued sinking for the pres-

ent; now running main tunnel ahead past old shaft,

followinp vein, which is looking well.

New York. —A tunnel has been started to inter-

sect the vein, and the cut and tunnel have been ex-

tended about 20 feet, and the first ledge has already
been cut, showing about 10 inches wide, the same
carrying very fine lead and silver ore and some gold
ore. The tunnel will be extended to cut the par-
allel vein when it is the intention to turn south and
follow the vein into the hill with a level,

Ida.—Vein continues strong and slopes produc-
ing very well.

War Eagle. — Taking ore from slopes and
mine looking very well.

Tuscarora District.

Nevada Queen.— Times-Revieiv, June 19: South
drift from Commonwealth east crosscut, 4th level,

extended 12 feet in the vein,

Navajo.—The 350 slopes are improving, the
grade continues high and the ore is getting wider.
Sent 52 cars of ore lo the concentrator.
Del Monte.—2d level: Joint east intermediate

drift extended 20 feet, expos'ng low-grade ore.

Commonwealth.— ist level: Ore hoisted. 20
cars; average assay, $35 per ton. Will commence
hoisting first-class ore this week. 4th level: East
crosscut advanced 12 feet. North drift from east
crosscut extended and timbered 9 feet in the vein.

23^ (eel of ore in the face assaying from $22.65 ^o

$170 per ton.

Belle Isle.—The slopes continue to look well
and have yielded 20 cars of rich ore and 33 cars of
second-class ore. Sent to Union mill izx% tons of
ore. assay value $335.95 per ton.

North Commonwealth.—ist level: In the
south end of slopes have cut into some very fine ore
which looks very promising for another body of ore;
now in six feet.

North Belle Isle. —The slopes abovethe/ 400-
foot level are showing much better in the last few
days; hoisted 3 cars first-class and 72 cars second-
class ore. Sent to the concentrator 211. 41 tons of
ore which yielded 24.4 tons of $167.40 assay value.

ARIZONA.

Progress in Various Districts. — Prescott
Courier. June 19: Bradshaw district is about 40
miles south of Prescott, in Bradshaw mountains, the
elevation of which is from 5000 to 8roo feet. These
mountains are tolerably well watered and timbered.
Principal mines now being worked are the Tiger and
Crowned King. The King is very rich in gold; ihe
Tiger, in silver. A letter from a friend of ours at
the Tiger enables us to give this information:
Width of ledge in raise from the 300-foot level, five

feet. In it is ore that assays 200 ounces to the ton.
In the drift south of station, there are 14 inches of

2So-ounce ore. In north drift, from bottom of
winze, there are four inches of ore that yields i.ooo
ounces of silver to the ton. The drift is all in

quartz, carrying high-grade metal. Not a bit of
country rock in face of drift. It is scarcely neces-
sary to say that all who are in any way connected
with the mine are in good spirits. The Crowned
King, a little east of the Tiger, is, as we said before,

a large and rich gold vein. N, C. Shekels is

managing operations at mill and mine, and doing it

well. He is saving more gold, by mill process,

than ever before, and making richer concentrates.

MONTANA.

Placers.—Mining Journal, June 17: The re-

cent rains have inspired the placer miners to re-

newed activity. From all districts come favorable
reports showing all possible advantage is being taken
of the water supply. M. A. TuUock brought in 13^^
ounces, the result of a seven day's run, with two
men, which brought $18 per ounce. Every available
water-right is being utilized and the result will be
that the placer cleanup for the season in Montana
will run into the millions.

Ida Mine.—E. A. Beattie left Helena last even-
ing wearing his mining boots, presumably enroute
to the Ida mines in the Boulder valley, it being re-

ported that a good strike has been made.
York Gulch.—T. H. Pratt is working the plac-

ers of York gulch, across the Missouri river, under
lease from the owners, the plentiful water sup-
ply giving promise of a good cleanup.
Homestake.— Mr. Jewell has returned from a

visit to the Stemple district, bringing in a substan-
tial and satisfactory gold brick, the result of the first

cleanup of the Homestake mill.

Snow and Placers —The clouds have had an-
other output of the placer miner's best friend, snow.
Miners in from the Upper Cataract Basin district

report fully a foot of snow having fallen the past
three days and the end is not yet, Already the first

cleanups are coming in, and the sight of an old
buckskin well filled brings encouragment to the

hearts of all.

NEW MEXIOO.

Hanover.— 5ou//ia/fij/ Sentinel^ June 20: The
approaching advent of the railroad into Hanover
has already imparled a stimulus into that somewhat
neglected camp, and now it would be difficult for

the prospector to find a vacant space in the whole
mineral belt available for the ejection of an initial

monument. When the construction of the road was
first mooted mining men foresaw the possibility of

realizing a small net profit over expense^; on the low-
grade products of the camp, when the reduction of

freight comes into operation,and accordingly appro-
priated all the old abandoned prospect holes show-
ing copper lead or iron. The railroad grade is com-
pleted to within two miles of the terminal point spec-
ified in the present contract. Worthen & Wake are

delivering ties in compliance with their agreement,
and at an earlv date the road will be in running or-

der. The NefF copper mine, under the able man-
agement of I. C. Johnson, is producing large quan-
tities of ore, and as soon as the new boiler is fixed

in place the smelter will have an abundance of ore
to keep it running continuously. Mr. Neff has bond-
ed a number of iron and copper mines containing
immense bodies of metal. The figures amount to

quite a plethoric sum for the group and, if the sate

be consummated, Jack Shanley and others will be
handsomely remunerated for some years of patient
toil. The zinc mines are producing as largely as
ever, but the Zinc Valley mine has proved to be the

great bonanza of the lot. and shows no diminishing
feature in its vast ore bodies. An expert examined
the great deposits of white and variegated marble a
few days ago. He pronounced the quantity inex-

haustible and the quality equal to the finest Italian,
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List of U. S. Patents for Paoiflo Coast

Inventors.

Reponed by Dewey St Co., Pioneer Patent
Sollcltore for Pacific Ooast.

hOR WEEK RNniSGJUNK l6, 189I.

454.»9S*—Ventilator— P. Abmhamson, S. h.

454.105.—Tag AND Parcel Tver—W. H. An-
derson, Riverside, Cal.

454,199.— RrvETiNG Machine — M. Arnold,
S. F.

454.ao2.—SAFETv Guard for Sleeping Cars
—Nalhan Biown, Oakland, Cal.

454.206.-Steam Gang-Plow—N. L. Darling,
Benecia, Cal.

454.033—Burglar Alarm—C. C. Davis, Los
Angeles, Cal.

454.340.—Filter—J. A. Fulton, Astoria, Or.

454.313. — Axle-Setting Machine — G. \V.

Hunter, Fresno, Cal.

454,218.—Governor—J. F. Kirby, S. F.

454,219.

—

Wrench—H. H. Love, Sacramento,
CaJ.

454,220.—Ruling Pen — H. H. Love. Sacra-
menio, Cal,

454.221.—Writing Pen Attachment—David
Lubin. Sacramento, Cat.

454.180.— Pump—W. McLennan, Port Angeles,
Witbh.

454 225.—Harvester— J. & W. Paterson, Stock-
ton, Cil.

454.226. — Wall Fixture for Electrical
Conductors— Piepcr & Watson, San Jose, Cal.

454.228.- Rock Drill.— E, A. Rix. S. F.

454.230.-Thrasher—E. F. Sanlord. Merced,
Cal,

454.235.—Cable Railway Grip—J. C. H. Siut,

S. F.

454,238.—Electric Pole in Gas or Vapor Ex-
plosive Engines—Tremper & Eisenhuth, S. F.

The following brief Hat, by telegraph, for Juno IC

will appear more complete upon receipt of mall advices:

Ca'ifornia-Ulrich Bachmann, Sao Francisco, ferment-
ing vat; Willis G. Dodu, San Franciaco, water-wheel
bucket; Carl A. Erlaml^oo, San Frauclaoo, saw setting
and filing machine; Henry P. Holland, assignor to .1. A.
Ficher, San Francisco, wave-power motor; Louis M.
Howe Gicenwood and L. A, Gatfs, assignors to H. J.

PoBtel. San Ftaocisco, apparatus for extracting gold and
silver from ores; Freuerlck Lamport, San Francisco, as-

signor of one-half to A. J. Levake, Ttcoma, Wash., coat-
ing for piles, etc ; Benjamin Marshall, assignor to
UarshaU Improved Window Furniture Company, San
Francidco, sash balance; Walter N. Sherman, Merced,
electrical pessary. Washington—George Brown, Waita-
borg, pump, Arizona—Dudley I. Craig, Silver King,
adding machine.

NOTB.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnished
by Dewey & Co., in the shortest time possible (by mall
or telegraphic order). American and Foreign patents
obtained, and general patent business for Pacific Coast
Inventors transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
rates, and In the shortest txissible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co. 's Scientific Press U. S. and For-

eign Patent Agency, the following are worthy of

special mention:

Writing- Pen Attachment.— David Lubin,

Sacramento. No. 454,221. Dated June 16, i8gt.

This invention consists essentially, in the applica-

tion to the pen of supporting or guiding ai'ms which
project downwardly beneath the pen-holder at a
point sufficiently behind the nib of the pen, so that

these arms will rest upon the surface of the paper
and form with the pen- point a triangular support,
which will relieve the wrist and fingers from strain,

will hold the pen at a constant angle with the paper,
and enable those who have unsteady nerves to write

steadily. In writing, the point of Ihe pen is moved
over the paper in the usual manner, and the attach-

ment or arms steady it while not presenting any ob-
struction to its free movement over the paper. These
arms may be made rigid or slightly flexible, so as to

yield under the natural pressure of the hand, and
are made adjustable so that the user may set the

point of the pen at any desired angle with the paper
By means of the clamp the pen may also be turned,

if desired to suit the requirements of the writer.

Harvester.—James and William Patterson,

Stockton, assignors to the Benicia Agricultural

Works. No, 454,225. Dated June 16, 1891. The
construction ol this machine is such that, as the

thrashing and cleaning machinery is supported upon
and by the bearing wheels of the traction engine
which propels the machine about the field and at

the same time furnishes power to drive the machinery,

no provision need be made for any irregularities of

movement caused by traveling over uneven ground;
and as the header by which the grain is cutis hinged

to the front of this rigid frame, so that the hinges

are in line with the shaft by which power is trans-

mitted from the engine to the header and the various

moving parts dependent upon it, the sickle may be

raised and lowered to suit the hight of the grain,

which is being cut, by any of the usual appliances

for this purpose without in any way disturbing the

connections. The whole machine may thus be sup-

ported propelled, and operated from the single set of

wheels which carry the traction engine.

Safety Guard for Sleeping Cars.—Nathan

Brown, Oakland. No. 454,202. Dated June 16,

1891. This safety-guard lor sleeping car berths is

specially applicable to the upper berths for the pur-

pose of preventing the occupants from falling out by

reason of the swaying of the cars or from other

causes. It consists of an adjustable webbing or net,

with a means for applying it or packing it out of the

way. The guard is a permanent attachment to the

berth and is readily adjusted for use or rolled out of

the way.

Wall Fixtures For Electrical Conduc-

tors.—Oscar H. Rieper and Frank M. Watson,
San Jose. No. 454,226. Dated June 16, 1891.

This is a device which the inventors call a wall fix-

ture for electrical conductors and it consists of a

means for more accurately and rigidly fixing said

conductors at points where they pass through plaster

walls or other supports. In running electrical wires

through buildings it is customary to bring the wires

through the walls at such points as are necessary

without regard to the proximity of a stud or other

firm support and the caps within which the electric

buttons are contained are fastened by screws which
olten only enter plaster and the whole of the attach-
ment is thus so loose that they frequently become
detached and the wires are apt to become deranged.
This wall fixture covered by the patent gives a firm
support to the wires so that they are not likely to be
pulled from their places or disturbed and prevents
any ingress of mice or other vermin through the
openings which may be made for the passage ol the
wires.

Cable Railway Grip.— J. C. H. Stut, S. K.

No. 454,235, Dated June 16, 1891. This cable-

grip consists in certain improvements whereby the
grip may be released from the cable for the purpose
of stopping the car without dropping the cable, while
at the same time retaining that construction which
allows Ihe cable to be dropped directly, in case of
necessity, from the bottom of the grip. A grip of
this kind is technically known as the " bottom " or
" center grip " in distinction from that class of grips
which the cable is removed from the sides of the
grip, and which are known as "side-grips." This
invention is designed to combine the valuable fea-

tures of that class of grips known as " bottom and
side grips ' and to overcome the objectionable features
of both these forms of grip. In what is known as
the ' bottom '' grip the jaws open and close horizon-
lally or nearly so, and when ihe cable is released it

drops directly downward below the grip and but
little space can be allowed lor the movement of the
jaws. By reason, however, of the compression upon
the sides of the cable the latter is pressed into an
oval section and by reason of the wear upon the
dies which form the jaws of the grip, the lower edges
of the dies soon become so sharp as to greatly injure
the cable when the grip is slightly released from the
cable while running. In what is known as the "side-
grip," pressure is also applied on two sides, which
flattens the cable and shortens its life. The upper
vertically-moving jaw closes and uncloses upon the
cable, and when it is opened for the purpose of re-

leasing the cable the latter has the support of the
lower jaw while it is traveling, but when it is to be
entirely released from the grip considerable space
must be allowed lor the grip to move to one side for

this purpose,and it is more difficult to pick up the ca-
ble after it has been released when this form of grip is

used. The distance between the dies of the grip and
the center line of the cable in its ordinary course on the
carrier sheaves is also considerable more with these
grips, because the lower die, with its support, has
10 clear the carrier pulleys in traveling. In this im-
proved grip one or more jaws close upon the cable
from above, and the gripping surfaces are approxi
mately evenly spaced, so that radial pressure is

brought upon the cable from three or more direc-

tions, and the cable is so nearly enclosed by the dies

that it is not pressed out of shape by the strongest
pressure.

Electric Pole in Gas or Vapor Explosive

Engines.—Frank E. Tremper and John W. Eisen

huth, S. F., said Eisenhuth assignor to Electric Va-
por Engine Co., same place. No 454,238. Dated
June 16, 1891. The invention consists in the novel
construction and arrangement of the electrodes by
which the electric spark is made for exploding the

charge of gas within the cylinder. The object is to

provide simple and durable electrodes for this class

of engines. The electrodes are rigid bars or rods,

and are more advantageous than the usual elastic or

spring form which soon wear out and have their

temper destroyed; but the necessary yielding of the

rigid electrodes before the stroke of the piston is ob'

tained by springs which control the sliding of the

electrodes, allow them to yield and throw them back
to place as soon as the pressure upon them is re.

lieved. The manner of mounting them is simple
and convenient, permitting their ready removal and
insertion.

Rock-Drill.—Edward A. Rix, S. F. No.

454,228. Dated June 16. 1891. The invention

relates to rock-drills of that class in which the drill

is connected with a piston working in a cylinder

under air-pressure and in which the valve mechanism
is so arranged that the reciprocation of the drill will

be produced automatically. The present invention

has for its object an improved arrangement of valves

and valve gear consisting of a main valve, a trans-

versely moving and independent supplemental valve,

with a stud engaging a cam groove upon the main
piston by which it is actuated, and an exhaust valve

common to the main and supplememtal valves, also

in a spirally grooved drill rod, a drill head having
radial slots pawls . moving in these slots and
engaging the teeth of a ratchet disk, and holding
springs, by which the drill is rotafed as it is re-

ciprocated.

Riveting Machine.—Matthew Arnold, S. F.

No. 454,199. Dated June 16, 1891. This machine is

usedj to rivet leather-belts, boot-straps and other

articles, and consists of a feed chute peculiarly

arranged to deliver the rivets in the proper position,

a vertically moving guide and plunger by which the

rivets are formed into the fabric to be riveted, a slide

moving transversely to transfer the rivets to a point

beneath the plunger, stops so operated as to arrest

the rivets at certain points and allow them to move
successively from one point to another, an upwardly
moving anvil upon which the rivets are headed, a
driver to deliver washers which fit the rivets and are

secured by the punch and anvil, and mechanism by
which these drivers are all actuated at the proper
time with relation to each other to produce the

required results with accuracy.

Axle-Setting Machine.—Geo. W. Hunter,

Fresno. No. 454,213. Dated June 16, 1891. This
invention relates generally to the class of machines
for manipulating metal bars of all kinds to bend or

straighten them as may be desired and especially to

those devices used for taking the bends out of vehi-

cle axles. With this machine the axle may be ad-

justed without taking the axle from its connections
with the vehicle. This machine has power enough
to straighten any axle and an ordinary wrench or

lever may be used to turn the nuts and screws. The
work does not have to be heated nor the axle taken

off the vehicle. The whole machine is a simple and
durable one for the purpose.

Governor.—John F. Kirby, S, F. No. 454,218.

Dated June 16, 1891. This is one of that class of

governors adapted to regulate the valves of the en-

gine according to, and by means of, steam pressure.

It consists of a cylinder communicating with the
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Steam pipe and having within it a spring-controlled
piston with projecting rod, a second cylinder having
a spring-controlled piston and piston rod, the latter

being adapted to come in contact with the piston

rod of the first cylinder whereby it is moved, a suit-

able connection between the piston rod of the sec-

ond cylinder and the engine valves, a valved aper-
ture in the piston of said second cylinder and
Uquid in said cylinder to control the return of its

piston.

Thrasher.—Edgar F, Stanford, Merced. No.

454,230. Dated June 16. 1891. This invention re-

lates especially to traveling thrashers and to such

Mining Share Market.

As indicated in last week's Press, mining shares
shaded off under cross orders. At the declining
prices the pool added largely to their already heavy
holdings. They will undoubtedly cause prices to

sink as low as possible under a very sick looking
market, so as to get if they can, more stocks; for

stocks they are after, and stocks they will have, if

low prices, bear points and a heavy, sick looking
market will cause outside selling. In well informed
stock circles it is asserted that the pool has from 75
to 90 per cent of the shares of the 26 mines that are

thrashers as are united with heading machines and P°"'^? ^°' »^^ ^'^ .^^^ this Fall when prices are
.... . ." ™-. .... In an frnm m In nn timps hi(Th*»r than (hou <:n\A «»

known as "combined harvesters." The chief ira

provement lies in a confined vertical open-ended
passage directly below the grated concave. Into

this passage such grain as is separated in the con-
cave, and such as is separated on the carriers and
returned, falls. A fan blower creates a blast of air,

which is divided by a directing board, so that one
portion of it passes above the open top of the verti-

cal passage and across the path of the falling mate-
rial thus blowing away the chaff; another portion

passes directly upwardly through the passage,

thereby suspending the chafT and holding it up to

the action of the cross current, while the grain drops
through of its own weight; a third portion passes
under the passage and blows away whatever chaff

may fall through with the grain. Other improve-
ments consist in a simple means for strengthening
the frame by the rods, and in the driving mechan-
ism; which avoids all strain andean be readily taken
apart for repairs.

Steam Gang Plow.—N, L. Darling, Benicia,

assignor to Benicia Agricultural Works. No.

454,206. Dated June 16, 1891. This steam
gang plow consists essentially of a main frame
with means for connecting it with a traction

engine and means for connecting with said

frame as many gangs of plows as it may be de-

sired to haul. Upon the frame a roller is placed
and adapted to travel freely up and down within a
slotted yoke, allowing the plows and the frame-
work to move with relation to each other and ac-

commodate themselves to variations in the surface

of the ground without forcing the plows too deeply
into the ground at one time or throwing them out
of the ground at another. This construction is ex-

tremely important where so many gangs of plows
are being hauled by the single framework and where
it would be impossible to otherwise regulate all of

the plows to make them do proper work.

Wrench.—Harry H. Love, Sacramento. No.

454,219. Dated June 16, 1891. This is a socket

wrench and consists of two independent bars,

adapted to slide over each other, carrying one-half

the socket which clasps the nut, a means for locking

these plates together at any desired point, so as to

form a nut socket of any size, and certain details of

construction. As the wrench clasps the opposite

corners of the nut, it will be manifest that the nut
will not be liable to have its corners twisted off, or

marred by any power that can be applied to the

wrench; and as the sockets are turned at right

angles with the intervening shank or handle, they

may be fitted over nuts which are otherwise out of

reach.

Ruling-Pen. — Harry H. Love, Sacramento.

No. 454,220. Dated lane 16, 1891. This ruling-

pen IS specialty applicable for the use of book-
keepers. It consists of a pen having points so

made that it is adapted to make either double or

single lines. By the use of this pen the double lines

used in book-keeping are alt symmetrical, and both

double and single lines can be made much more
rapidly than with ordinary pens.

Oar Agents.

Our Frunds can do much In aid ol our paper and the

canae of practical knowledge and science, oy asslatlng

Agents In their labors of canvassing, by lending their in>

fluenoe and encouraging favors. We Intend to send none
but worthy men.

Oio. WiLsoB—Sacramento Co.

J. C. HOAQ—San Frandaco.
F. W. Knapp—Amador Co.
Q. B. QiiiL—San Luis Obispo Co.

E. L. BiCQARDB—£scondtdo, Cal.

PRAHK S. Ceapih—Tulare Co.
B. F. Brlt—Shasta Co.
J. H. P. WiLLUMS—Tulare Co.

A. S. CooLET—Tehama Co.
Samuel E. Watson—Sonoma Co.
Hbenan Stanlet—Modoc Co.

C. J. Wade—San Bernardino Co.

J. H. Crossman—San Bernardino Co.

J. G. Underwood-Solano and Volo Coi.
E. H. SenABPrLR—Central California.

F. B. LoQAN—Arizona,
Wm. M. HiLLBARY—Oregon.
Arthur M. Mitchell—Oregon.
K. M. Newport—Oregon

,

to go from 10 to 30 times higher than they sold at,

on yesterday (Wednesday) or in other words the
person who buys more and pays cash, will make
from $10 to $30 on each and every dollar he invests;

but if a buyer purchases more than he can pay for

and has his broker to carry the stock on a margin,
he is liable, under an inside bear raid (o lose all.

It is overbuying that ruins outside operators.
Never within the history of the Comstock mines

was there a more favorable time to start a market.
The dead-work done in the mines has been on an
immense scale. They are honey-combed with
drifts and crosscuts, run to open up several levels

before showing up in one or more mines a large
body of rich ore, with, in the others, small but rich

lodes of considerable depth. This dead-work the
public paid for in assessments, and tiring of the
business just when the pool is ready for a large sized

deal, if not a market, they have sold out at heavy
losses—the pool buying. The ventilation and con-
nections in the various mines, were never so perfect
as now, while the mills for crushing ore have been
overhauled and put in the very best condition for a
long run. Aside from the favorable condition of
the mines, the financial and general conditions
throughout the United States favor a big bull

campaign. The crops are large and good prices

assured; the laboring classes are generally employed
and are fairly prosperous; the poor grain crops in

Europe assures to the United States large customers
for our surplus; thereby causing all the gold sent
from here and more besides, to return. The
London Statist, which is considered the best of

authority, says, that France alone will send to the
United Stales over $50,000,000 in gold to pay for

wheat, while England and Germany will send a still

larger sum. Aside from this, our large crops and
increased railroad freights will enable United States

railroad companies to make splendid returns; these
returns will cause European speculators to buy
American railway securities, and to pay for them,
metallic money will have to be remitted. All this

insures a plethora of money this Fall. To this must
be added a certainty in the price of silver reaching
about par before Congress meets. This advance
will be brought about by the discussion of free

coinage and the advanced stand taken m its favor by
larmers through the Grange and Alliance, and the

wage earners through their national organization.

Everything points to a large upward movement this

Fall, if not sooner.

The market opened this (Thursday) moving active

and higher with, Con. Virginia the leader. Chippers
and others claim that prices will gooff again, and
that in July the markets will be a buy for the big

deal in the Fall.

Comstock mining news not only confirms last

weeks advices, but adds that the development in

Con, Virginia, on the 1750-foot level, is much more
important than heretofore claimed. It is enlarging

and getting richer. In Hale & Norcross it looks as

if they are opening up a veritable bonanza. In two
of the Gold Hill mines that will probably be assessed

soon, they are developing something of unusual
importance. It is not likely the assessments will

cause well informed outsiders to sell, as the pool

desires.

On May 25th, the official records of the Con.
Virginia office report the bullion returns for May
account to that date at $51,185, and for this month
(June) show that the bullion returns to the 24th were

$104,279, a gain so far in this month of nearly

253,000 over the like time in May; and yet it is not

certain if the company will pay a dividend in July.

There are those who claim that the funds will be

allowed to accumulate so the company can start in

on $1 dividends. The net surplus in June will be

about $350,000.
A suit against the West Con. Virginia officials

has been commenced by a Mr. Steel, who alleges

fraud and conspiracy in certain stock transactions.

The parties against whom the suit is brought have

been prominently identified in the fight against the

mill ring, stock pool and mine managers.

The pumpa in the Gover mine, Amador ooun-

ty, are now operated by electrio power. It

ooatB $5 per day aa against a cost for wood
alone, with ateam pumping of 920 to $30 a day.
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II]echaj\ji(3al Progress

Phenomenal Friction.

Ae the Bubject of friction is one which ie jast

now attracting mnch attention among mechani-

cal engineers, the foUowiog result of some ex-

periments recently made by Mr. J. H, Cooper

Jr. of the Franklin Institute may be considered

of more than mere paising interest:

When makine experiments, daring the month

of February, 1891, with the Tfanrston railroad

testing machine, I noticed the ease with which

the axle-box could be made to slide longi-

tudinally upon the axle when the same was in

motion.
The several boxes tried had about 14 square

inches of surface in contact with the axle; thev

were variously loaded, with weight from 262

pounds upward, and the axle was running at

speeds varying from 160 to 400 revolutions per

minute. One box could be moved by a pressure

of one ounce when the axle was running, but

required 32 pounds to move it when the axle

was still.
, . ,

*
. .

Another box was moved by four ounces with

motion, but reqaired 40 pounds without motion

of the axle. A third box under considerable

pressure could be moved readily by a pull of

six ounces, but 50 pounds would not start it

when the axle was still, and, indeed, on trial,

all the muscular force I could apply to it by

my bands, with my foot against the machine,

failed to start it. A spring balance was used

in these experiments, for pulling the box in a

line Darallei to the axle.

Here we employ forces anywhere from 160 to

1, up to perhaps 1000 to I, for moving the same

body, under the some load and conditions, ex-

cept that of the revolving or standing shaft

beneath it. This phenomenon of friction

proved a marvel to all who witnessed it. The
temptation was great to theorize upon this ex-

traordinary performance, but no theory was

offered in explanation of it. A practical eug-

gestion was 'made, however, in reference to

planer bed motions, and the like, which drag

80 heavily upon their fixed ways If, as then

proposed, revolving shafts were placed in the

bed-ways, and the table fitted to them, a pound
pressure would move the table and its load

back and forth on the revolving ways, where

1000 pounds or more would be required to do

this work on the usual fixed V's ot planers, as

they are generally boilt. To the writer, this

unique action, as if the loaded box were float-

ing, was an instructive objct lesson In me
chanioB.

Why Does Solid Iron Float on Molten
Irox?— inio qutBCiOD, whicb nas puzzled a

good many observers, was satisfactorily ex-

plained by Dr. Anderson in a recent paper on

steel read before the Iron Institute, London.

When a piece of solid iron is thrown into a

pot of molten iron or steel, the solid metal at

first sinks, which shows that its volume is less

than the melted metal. Bat soon the solid

piece becomes heated, which causes it to ex-

pand, its volume is increased, and it rises and

floats on the surface of the molten mass. The
action is the same both with iron and steel.

Mr. Wrightson said: *'The experiment was
frequently made by throwing a piece of iron

into melted steel. They could see it go down,

and might think that it was on account of the

impetus which the iron had attained in falling

that bight, but as a matter of fact, if the iron

had attained in falling that hight, but as a mat-

ter of fact, if the iron were put upon a fork and

lowered, it would go down; but in the course

of a few seconds it came up again, and kept on

expanding until the piece of iron was a consid-

erable distance above the surface of the metal.

Then it decreased in volume, and of course be-

came of the same volume as the molten metal

which it joined. Any one could see by the dis-

tance that the piece of iron went above the

surface that it was of considerably less density

than the molten metal."

Where the Iron Grows —In the city of

New York there are about 500 miles of paved

streets, and it is estimated that there is in con

atant wear upon these streets about one billion

tons of iron, in the shape of wheel tires, street

car rails, horseshoes, etc.; not more than one-

half of which ever gets back to the puddling

furnace or rolling mill. Tons of iron ars worn
off from horaeshoes every day, perhaps 20 times

the amount is lost from tires of ordinary vehi-

oles. The surface roads give off tons from the

rails and car wheels; the elevated roads also

lose tons from their rails and car wheels. The
pedestrians grind off tons of naiU in the heels

of their shoes, and not an ounce of all this is

saved. It becomes dust and is blown every*

where, but the great majority fiods its way to

the bed of the ocean wltn street dirt and garb-

age, and until some great revulsion shall make
a radical ohange in ethereal matters the millions

of tons of Iron whloh are thus deposited in the

wild waste of waters will not again enter into

the useful arts of which they were once such

an important factor.

Checked Combustion. — '* The result of

ohecking combutibion is fully as uneconomical

as that of Incomplete combustion. In the com-
bustion of ordinary coal gas, as when need in

the gas range, a great deal of the tmconsnmed
gas escapes, as is shown by the odor that may
be noticed in the room. In this oase the com*

bustioQ la oheobed by the flame striking

the cold surface of whatever ntensll may be on
the fire at the time. This cooling down of the

gases prevents the full combination taking

place, because the oombination requires time

as well as temperature to become fully com-

plete. The same thing takes place in the

boiler furnace where, although the gasea and

air may be mixed in the correct proportions

for complete combustion, yet this cooling down
of the gases from striking the cooler surface of

the boiler checks the combustion at that point

and the different gases are delivered to the at-

mosphere uncombined after 'having passed

through the boiler tubes. The amoant of heat-

producing matter thus wasted is the most im-

portant factor in such cases, bat where gas is

used for cooking and lighting purposes the

gases which escape are deleterious to health.

This is a subject of considerable importance at

the present time, when gas stores and ranges

are being so largely introduced."

—

Stationary

Engiwer,

Iron and Steel Forgings.—According to

an invention by H. E hardt, of Dusseldorf,

Germany, hollow forgings in iron or ateel are

made from solid blocks of red hot or white hot

iron or steel. Several examples of the process

are described, from whioh the following are

selected: To prodaoe a hollow cylinder a piece

of hot sqaare metal is taken, the cross-section

of whicb, diagonally measured, corresponds to

the diameter of the hollow cylinder to be

produced, and a pointed core bar is then driven

into the metal by means of a hammer or press,

the lid of the matrix forming a guide for the

core bar. When desired, the matrices may be

formed with j iokets in whioh circulates a cool-

ing medium. The metal is thus forced to fill

the cylindrical matrix, and has an opening
through its centre in the direction of its

length. Hollow prismatic bodies may be

produced In similar fashion, an important
condition in all oaaes being that the metal to

be operated npon shall be traly csntred by the

matrix. For hollow bodies of unnaaal length

two core bars may be employed, entered into

the metal from opposite ends. Where steam
hammers or presses are need, their framea may
form guides for the matrix.

A FcoTCH Inventor makes a solid round
band of rope, for power transmission, by im
pregnating fiat webs of canvas or other fabrics

with a solution of gutta-percha, rolling it npon
itself, and wrapping with cloth, A fiat web is

made in a similar manner by folding the fab-

ric into layers of the desired width and pasolng

"t through pressure roll. Why, asks the Sew-
ing Machine News, cannot some ot those who
are connected with the manufaoture of sewiog
machine supplies take a hint from what this

Scotch inventor has done, and bring out a

material for sewing machine belts to take the

place of the leather belt that Is now in use?
Could not a woven chord be so combined with
gutta-percha or similar material that would
pro-^nce a cheap ai well as a durable belt ?—/n-

vtntion.

A Foundry Hint.—When cores run through
heavy bodies of iron, the hot liquid raises the
fosible element of the sand to such a high tem-
perature that the grains fuse together, so that
when the casting cleaner tries to get the core

out he finds it almost as hard as the iron. A
good thing to prevent this fusing of the sand is

to mix some sea coal or blacking in it and to
give the surface of the core a good body of black
lead or plumbago blacking. The outside coat
of blacking will prevent the liquid iron from
eating into the surface of the core aand, and
the sea coal or blacking, mixed in the sand
barns away and partakes of the forma of gas,

leaving a porous body between the grains of

sand, which assist in preventing its fusing.

—

Invention,

Invention.— A Western mannfaotnrer,
whose manufactures are covered by several

patents, expressed himself recently to the
writer to the effect that he had never really

invented anything; that he had simply com-
bined things to his purpose, and nothing more.
All of this shows a misuoderstanding of what
h really meant by the expression " to invent,"
No one can invent the sunshine, but it Is possi-

ble for any one to invent uses for the aunahine,
and to obtain a patent on so doing. Then he
will hear a lot of criticism, because the sun
shone before he was born.

—

Am. Machinist.

geiENTiFie Frocbress

A Cosmical Telephone.

We have already made brief referenoe to the

attempt which Mr. Edison is making to catch

the echo of soands from the sun. He calls the

device a '* coamical telephone." The *• wizard "

owns an iron mine in the town of Ogden, New
Jersey, whloh consists of a bed of magnetic

Iron ore about a mile long and 450 feet wide,

which he thinks runs down Into the earth for

five or six miles.

As would naturally be inferred, there is an

enormous intensification of magnetic forces at

that locality. Careful observations at the

Kew Observatory, near London, have shown
that such magnetic forces, wherever they exist,

are directly infinenced by the disturbanoes in

our luminary known as sun-spots.

Mr. Edison says that at his Iron mine be

will have a million times the concentration of

magnetic lines that there is at Kew, To record

the daily variations in bis own magnetio lines

at Ogden, Mr. Edison is constructing bis cos-

mical telephone.
** There are the most wonderful things going

on in the sun's spots all the time," he says,

"The disturbances are tremendous. Bursts of

hydrogen fly out of these apots 600,000 miles

long."

To construct his telephone he has sur-

rounded the whole bed of magnetio iron with

telegraph poles. On these poles he is stringing

a cable of 15 copper wires. The ends of this

cable run down into a little house and are

connected with the ordinary receiver of a

common Bell telephone. The idea Is that the

surronading of this enormous bed of magnetic

iron with the copper wires will make it a

gigantic magnet such as ia used in the receiver

of the eveiy-day telephone. Through this tre

mendous receiver EMson says be will be pot in

direct telephonic communication with the sun,

only the oommunication will be one-sided. He
thinks be can hear something of what is going

on up there, but he can't do any transmitting.

He believes that every disturbance resulting In

sun-spots are attended with loud detonations

and that they will oanse a corresponding

variation of the concentrated magnetic lines at

Ogden, and that this variation will be at once

detected in some way by the receiver of his

cosmical telephone.
** Yea, sir," he sava, *'I shall hear them with

this telephone. The next time there is a

violent change In the sun's spots whloh dis-

turbs the maguetlc linea on earth I shall know
It, and U 600,000 miles of hydrogen go chasing

away from the sun I shall hear It,''

The cosmical telephone la not yet completed,

but Boienttfic people other than Mr. Eiison

will watch with cnrions wonder to see what
success he will achieve.

Scoring in Bearings is likely to occur where
there is no end-way movement or at least this

is one of the reasons why such movement is

recommended ; but there are places
where the least endway movement is not al-

lowed, and places too that have all they
can manage, especially where bevel gears are
used. On long lines of shafting, where expan-
sion causes a movement in every hanger, there
must be a fine chance for some of the bearings
to get a new seat almost any portion of the
day.

Moulds for Casting Iron can only be made
in sand. Iron or other metallic moulds ohill

the iron, and it does not fill well. The great
heat at which iron melta will barn any other
material, or will stick so as to break the
mould.

Four pifths of the engines, including loco-
motive engines, now working In the world,
have been constructed daring the last 25 years,
and represent a grand total of 49,000,000 horse
power.

Agricultural Science—The Origin and
Uses of Humus.— Mr. Neeld of Florida, says

an tXLibange, is deeply interested in science ap-

plied to farming. We write this especially for

his consideration. When the putrefaction of

dead plants Is completed, there remains a soft

black mass, known as vegetable mold or humus.

One hundred parts of the humus of wheat
straw contains 26 parts of humic acid; the re-

mainder is lime, peroxide of iron, phosphate of

lime and carbonaceous matter. This bamic

acid contains carbon 47 parts, hydrogen 20

parts, oxygen 33 parts. Chemical action in

the soil converts part of this into carbonic acid

which ii absorbed by the roots of plants as part

of their food, while the phosphates, potash and

other simples have their effaot in diBSolving the

inert principles in the soil, independent of the

humus, redaoing the whole to plant food. Of

course, when we epeak of any acid or any al-

kali in the soil as having destructive action on

mineral, animal or vegetable substances, we
understand them to be in a very dilated form.

We all know that acids and alkalies In their

commercial forms are among the most powerful

deatruotive agenti known. The operations of

nature, espeoially in promoting vegetable

growth, are tonsd down to suit the tender,

delicate nature of the tissues to be acted upon.

In the rise and growth and in the fall and dC'

cay of vegetation there is no violence, the re

duotion of animal tisane and the extraction of

mineral properties from soils and rocks ia very

gentle.

Why Snow Is White.—The pure white

luster of snow la due to the fact that all the

elementary colors of light are blended together

in the radiance that is thrown off from the sur-

face of the crystals. It Is quite possible to ex

amine the individual snow crystals in such a

way as to detect these several colors before

they are mingled together to constitute the

compound impression of whiteness upon the

eye. The anew ia then clothed with all the

varied hues of the rainbow. The soft white-

ness of the anow is also in some degree refer-

able to the large quantity of air which is en-

tangled amid the frozen particles. Snow is

composed of a great number of minute crystals.

More than a thousand distinct forms of snow
crystals have been enumerated by various ob

servers. One hundred and fifty one were

noticed during eight days in February and

March, 1855, by Mr. Glashier, which were

carefully drawn, engraved and* printed in a

paper attached to the report of the British

Meteorological Society for that year. These

minute oryatals and prisma reflect all the oom

poand rays of which white light conalsts.
Sheets of anow on the ground are known to re-

flect beautiful pink and blue tinta under certain
angles of sunshine, and to fling back so much
light as to be painful to the eyes by day, and
to guide the traveler, in the abaenoe of moon-
shine, by night.

Light and Heat.—Light has been defined
as any effect on the sense of sight—a sensation
due to the mechanical effect produced upon the
extension of the optic nerve, which forma the
sensitive surface of the retina, Such mechani-
cal acUon mast have a mechanical cause, and as
far as can be judged with the present knowl-
edge the cause must consist of impacts on the
retina, due to moving matter. Tais matter
may have traveled all the way from the source
of light, or it may have been set in motion in
the eye by a disturbance which has traveled
from the source, As far aa can be oonceived
light must consist in the motion of particles of
some kind from external objects to the eye, or
in the propagation of some disturbance or wave
motion in an aa yet unknown medium. Heat is

a property of matter known by one of six very
distinct senses, Man has no definite idea as to
the nature of heat—whether it bs a subtle elas-

tic fiuid or a state of motion, or, possibly, some
modification of matter related to action of force.
The only hypothesis that at all acoorda with
the phenomena of the materiality of heat la

that it ia a form of motion.

—

Ex.

A Curious Instrument.—A very useful
kind of inscrument, according to the descrip-
tion given in the Faria Oenie Civil, Is the eryg-
matoscope, designed lately by M Trowe, and
intended for the convenient and accurate ex-
amioation of geological strata pierced by deep
boring. The apparatus Is entirely simple, con-
sisting of a powerful electric incandescent lamp,
inclosed in a cylindrical c se, one of whose
carved slides serves as a reflector, and the other,
made of thick glass, permits the illumination of
the bore hole, Aa elliptical mirror, set at an
inclination of 45 degrees in the bottom of the
case, throws its images vertically upward
through the open top of the case to the ob-
server, who examines them through a powerful
telescope. It is said that the appiratas works
satisfactorily to a depth of 1000 feet, and that
the Portuguese Grovernment has supplied it to
its expedition that is exploring the shores of
Mozambique,

Age of tbe Glacial Period.—In discuaslDg
the cause of the glacial period, Mr. Warren
Upham discards the astronomic theory, since
it seems wholly untenable In view of the geo-
logic evidences that not many thousands of
years have passed since the departure of the
Icesneets, The measurement of the gorge and
falls of St* Anthony, the surveys of Niagara
Falls, the rates of wave cutting along the sides

of Lake Michigan, the rates of filling of kettle

holes, and the rate of deposition in the Con-
necticut valley at Northampton, Mass., all in-

dicate that the time since the glacial period
cannot exceed 10,000 years. Mr, Upham cites

evidence in proof of the theory that the cause of

the glaciated period was great uplifts of the
glacial areas, probably In oonjanction with im-
portant changes In the course and volume of

the warm ocean currents.

—

Am. Oeol.

Submarine Discovery.—D.vera in the
harbor of ancient Syracuse have discovered a
magnificent marble building, whose highest
point is only three metres under the water.
The building contains great stairways and
columned halls. It is believed that the
edifice was once used as a bath or a
temple.

A Photoorapher in Pennsylvania obtained
a negative of the bottom of an oil-well in whioh
bad been exploded a glycFrine torpedo. The
instrument was lowered 1700 feet, and illum-
inated with an eleccric fi^ishlight, the result

being a distinct picture of a curious cavity in

the earth 14 feet long and 7 feet deep.

Artificial Malachite —A material closely
Imitating malachite is made by precipitating

a solution of cupric sulphate of potasBium or
sodium carbonate. When the precipitate has
settled and cohered, it is dried with gentle
heat, and may then be cut and given a beautiful
polish.

A NEW Sewing Machine, Invented by a Mr
Jones, of Cardiff, Wales, has no shuttle or
bobbin. The thread is supplied directly from
two ordinary spools and sews through the
assistance of a rotary looper. It Is vastly more
simple than any other sewing machine.

The Future of Chemistrt.—The chemist
will dominate comiog inventions. All our fuel

will presently be furnished in the form of gas.

In a quarter of a century more, we shall won-
der why man was ever such a fool as to carry
coal into the house and burn it.

The Barometer and Earthquakes —The
idea that a connection exists between an earth-
quake shock and the hight of tbe barometer has
been proved to be incorrect. This statement is

based on the observations of 531 earthquakes
recorded in Japan.

The Earliest Weatheb Record.—The first

known weather reonrd was kept by Walter
Meiic for the years 1337 to 1344 A few photo-
graphic copies of the original satin mannscript,
now in the Bodleian Library, have just been
made.
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(Z'OOD Health

The Physician as a Despot.

Without any pretenae of faith fo any dootor
who U not regular, and without prejudice to a
incere lotentlou of calling io a thoroughly in-

ttruoted and expert practitioner whenever oo*

oaelon demands, It la etill permissible to smile
amiably at the professional jealousy of quacks.
The Boccessfnl physioian, with exoeptions
which happily are muoh more numerous than
they were, is the most Intolerant despot on
earth, and we encourage him to be eo. VVe are
vaguely aware of the limitations of his knowl*
edge. We know that be has to guess first what
Is the matter with us, and next what will do
us good, and, that though there are faots his ao*
qualntanoe with which help him to guess right,

many theories that regulate his professional ac-

tioa are still hypotbetloal and may or may not be
oorreot. We know that he has discovered that
many of the methods bis father used were un*
wise and deleterious, and that the doses bis

grandfather gave often hastened the result

they were intended to prevent, and hindered
what they were designed to Induoe. We know
not onlf that be is a man, and therefore fallible,

but that his professional soienoe, like bis

father's and grandfather's, Is progressive and 1b

still very far from being exact. Nevertheless,
when anything ails us. In spite of all we know
of bis limitations, we fly to blm as though he
were all wise, and do aa nearly what be tells

us to as our flesh and our pockets permit, for

we believe that, erring and inadequate as he
is, he knows more than we do, and that his

knowledge is, on the whole, the best that is

at our command.
This childlike trust in our phyaiciaus ia a

phenomenon which is creditable to us and to

our doctors, and from whiob we both get ben*

eflt. Undoubtedly our physicians do us good;
and indeed they onght to, even if they knew
leas and guessed leas fortunately than they do,

else were faith a much leas potent virtue than
it is declared to be. But It is one thing (or us
to flock of our own accord to the doctors, and
quite another thing for those professional gen-
tlemen to hold that we shall oome to them and
to no one else, and that we may neither be
legitimately b9rn nor die legally except with
the ooncnrrenoe of the learned faculty.

—

Scribner.

Skin Grafting by Macbinery.—The prac-

tice ot akin-gratting baa become so common of

late, and the pain, difficulty and slowness of

taking grafts by the usual process of pinching
up the skin and clipping it by scissors is so great

that Dr. Mixter, of the Maseacbusetts General
Hospital, has set himself to devising machinery
to aooomplish this purpose. He baa succeeded

In producing what la pronounced to be a

wonderfully sucoeasful device, the flrst use of

which Is described snbatantially as follows :

l?be patient had been etherised and had
undergone an extensive surgical operation on

her breast. The instrument for the removal of

skin was applied to the anterior portion of the

right thigh, and three strips, about an inch

wide by six long, were taken off and trans-

planted to the exposed snrfaoe of the breast.

The operation of removing the skin and trans-

planting it to its new quarters did not occupy
more than six minutes. A very few days will

suffice to restore the dennded surface of the

thigh to its normal condition, leaving few
traces of the reparative process, while the

portion of breaat removed will heal over

rapidly by tirst intention. The thickness of

skin removed does not exceed one-sixteenth of

an inch. The advantages of the new over the

old method of epidermic detachment are obvi-

ous. It is expeditious, the sections of ahaved
oatiole are much larger and of a more uniform
thickness than can be obtained by the most
dexterous manipulator, and the chanoes of

successful grafting are enhanced by the faot

that the skin is transplanted while the cellular

elements are in their full vital activity.

Health of the State,—Reports to the

Board of Health from 66 towns and villagea,

having an aggregate population of 608,945

show a mortality during the month of June of

945, a peroentage of 18,60 to the 1000 per

annum. Among the cansea of deatba and the

number of decedents we flod the following :

Conaumption was fatal in 140 caeea, being a

reduction of 24 since April. Pneumonia was
the cause of death in 91, bronchitis in 21, and
congestion of the lungs is 11. There were 15

deaths from dlarrhcea and dysentery, 8 from

oholera infantum, and 34 from other diseases

of the Btomaoh and bowela. Diphtheria caused

33 deaths, croup 13, scarlatina 2, measles 3,

and whooping-cough 8, Typbo-malarial fever

is aooredited with 3 deaths, typhoid fever with

20, remittent and intermittent fevers 7, and

oerebro spinal fever 3. Cancer caused 24,

erysipelas 3, heart diseases 58, alcoholism S,

and all other causes 420.

man (all on hia side; whisky, and especially
Irish whisky, on the faon, and older and perry
on his baok, these disturbaoces of equilibrium
ocrrespondlog exactly with those caused by In-

jury to the lateral lobe and to the anterior and
posterior parts of the middle lobe of the oere-
bellum respectively.

Poisonous Dry Goods.—The British Consul
at Ohrlatlanls, in Norway, about four months
ago forwarded a letter oatting the attention of
the Foreign Office to the faot that, owing to
the Eoglieb printed fabrios containing arsenic,
there bad been a great deoline in the quantity
of such goods imported Into Norway, and the
British printed cloths were getting a bid repn*
tation in consequeooe of their containing suoh
ft large excess of arsenic. This letter was for^
warded to the Manobester Chamber of Com-
meroe, which procured samples of the goods in
question, and they were handed over to Mr.
Ivan Levinstein, who had the samples exam-
ined, and they were found to contain arsenic
in large quantities.

Chances IN Medicine.—A doctor says that
75 out of every 100 persons who fall Into a
physlolan'a hands wonld get well without any
help, and the majority of the remaining 25 are
past all human aid and the physician gets the
blame for not saving their lives.

Useful Information.

A Perfectly Black Paint for brass tnbes
is made as foUowa : Take two grains of lamp-
black, put Into any smooth, shallow dish, such
as ft saucer or small butter plate; add a little

gold size, and thoroughly mix the two to-

gether. Just enough gold size should be used
to bold the lampblack together. About three
drops of such size aa may be had by dipping the
point of a leadpenoil about half an inch into
the gold size will be found right for the above
quantity of lampblaok. It sbonld be added a
drop at a time, however. After the lampblack
and size are thoroughly mixed and worked, add
24 drops of turpentine, and again mix and
work. It is then ready for use. Apply it thin
with a oameVs hair brush, and when it ia thor-
oughly dry the articles will have aa fine a dead
black as they did when they came from the
optician's hands.

Mosquitoes.—The bill of a mosquito is a
complex Institution. It has a blunt fork at the
head, and Is apparently grooved. Working
through the groove, and projecting from the
angle of the fork, Is a lanoe of perfect form,
sharpened with a fine bevel. Beside it the most
perfect lance looks like a band-saw. On either
side of the lanoe two saws are arranged, with
the points fine and sharp, and the teeth well
defined and keen. The backs of these aaws
play against the lanoe. When the mosquito
lights, with hia peculiar hum, it thruste its

keen lance, and then enlarges the aperture
with the two saws, which play beside the
lance until the forked bill, with its capillary
arrangement for pumping blood can be inserted.
The sawing process is what grates upon the
nerves of the victim, and causes him to strike
wildly at the sawyer.

PosTAOE Stamps at Letter Boxes.—The
English Postmaster-General has (riven permis-
sion for an experiment to determine whether
postage stamps can ba supplied to the pub-
lic by means of an automatic machine attached
to the ordinary pillar boxes. The machine to
be need is about 18 inches high and a few
inohes rqoare, audit oan be attached to a pillar
box without difficulty. A person desiring to
purchase a penny postage stamp drops a penny
In the slot at the front of the machine, and a
white envelope comes out at the baok oontaln-
ing a memorandum book with a penny postage
stamp in a small allt in the cover. Such a de-
vice wonld be the most useful to which the
" slot machine " has yet been applied.

Science in Relation to Inebriety.—Dr.

Sborthonae has been diagnosing the effect of

various intoxicating liquors on different parts

of the cerebellum when imbibed ** not wisely

but too well," and the tendency of the result ot

his investigations ia to indicate that inebriety

can be reduced to an exaot science, so far as Its

Bubsequent demonatrations are concerned. Dr.

Shortbouse finda that good wine and beer indis-

oreetly Imbibed have the efifeot of making a

To Cleanse Dead Gold Surface,s, diseolve
80 grammes chloride of lime, 80 grammes
double carbonate of potash, and 20 grammes
common salt in about 3 liters of distilled water,
and set the mixture aside in bottles tightly
corked. Place the article to be cleaned In a
deep bowl, pour the cleaning flald upon it un<
til it la entirely covered, and let it soak for
some time, beating it if the article is excep-
tionally soiled and tarnished. Waah, rinse in
alcohol and dry in sawdust; it will look like
new goods. The cleaning fiatd must be thrown
away after the operation, as It will have lost
its efficacy. Javelle water prodnces the same
efifect, but it costs at least eight times aa much
aa the preparation described.

Another Leather Substitute.—The scar-

city of leather is causing inventors to seek for
substitutes for that important material. The
latest io this direction ia reported for a German
inventor who la aald to bave devised a new
substitute for leather in many of its uses. This
material ooniista of panels of wood with wire
netting between, the whole being glued to-
gether under heavy pressure. The sheets thus
made are said to be very tough and pliable,
and suited for making trunks and other uses
that require strength.

vented a new and obeap method for oonstroct-
ing wells and other olrcnlar brick work, for
which he has taken ont a patent. The secret
of the Invention lies in the use of specialty
molded dovetailed bricks with which no mortar
la required, and the bricks oan easily be fitted
and looked by nnskllled labor. The wells
would be both cheaper and stronger than those
built in the ordinary way.

^HOP Cotes.

System a Necessity.

The most celebrated but not always the most
extensive machine and engine works are those
where a correct system ia adopted and enforoed
through all the minor departments of the busi-

ness. Messrs. Whltworth, the celebrated ma-
cbioe tool makers of Manchester, England, and
the Brown ^ Sharps Manufacturing Company
of Providence, R. I., are noted for their rigid

system in the manipulation of their work, and
they set a good example in this respect to many
other proprietors of shops in which large Eums
of money are continually lost from the entire
want of system, order aod good regulations.

System in manufacturing consistp, not in
having small, cramped-up, badly ventilated,
dirty workshops ; not in hiring "obeap help";
not in using oastinge and forgings whiob are
slightly defective, rough and of doubtful mate
rial, because they come half a cent per pound
cheaper ; not in placing uneducated foremen
over a gang of men who think they know, and
often do know, more than their "boss"; not
in hurrying work off half finished, half daubed
over with paint, half packed ; not In working
tools ont of line or ont of true ; not in giving

orders to the men in place of tbe euperlntend
ent, foreman or head of a department ; not in

altering patterns without informing the
draughtsmen ; not In hurrying, fussing, pushing
and driving men and machinery until no one
knows where he stands or what to do for tbe
best, or how to please, or what to work to, or
whose orders to obey. Thip, and a great deal

more, is not system.
The statement of what is not system will

facilitate the explanation of what it consists Id.

The workrooms should be olean, neat and airy,

if not large; tbe shafting and tools kspt tight:

the wrenches, taps, dies and reamers for shop
purposes, marked and arranged in racks and re-

turned there when done with; the benohea
wept down dally, and a proper provision made
for the bands to wash. When a tool la broken
or out of order, it should be repaired or re-

placed Immediately. Order, oleanliness and
neatncEs should be instilled so thoronghly that

men "get used to it,'* and take pride In hav-

ing things look neat and systematic. Atten-
tion should be paid to certain standard sizes,

standard gages, standard diameters, lengths

and proportions. All orders should come from
the proper source, and be given to tbe heads of

each department.
First-class help ia always the best, cheapest

and most reliable, and that help should be

paid well and regularly. "Our prices won't
admit of this," says one employer. We ask,

do you turn ont first-class machinery, which
will wear and run well ? If you do, we answer
that you oan always employ good help and get

good prices.

Introduce system, we say, to all machine
builders. It matters net what pecnllaritiea

there may be in the particular one yon may
adopt, but, at any rate, bave system, not in

theory but in praotice; system which the hands
dare not encroach on; rules and regulations

whiob to break is to be highly censured. In-

troduce plan, method and quiet, firm, orders,

which the employes will respect, and for which
they will work harder; and at the end of the

year, there will be so much to add to your
profits, for you have a well regulated and sya-

tematic maobine shop.

—

Amtrican Engineer.

E'LECTRieiTY.

Dovetailed Bricks.—Gnnga Ram, execu-
tlve engineer, Lahore, saya JnveiUion, baa in-

Driving Pulleys on to an Arbor.—A
meohanio who ban been driving pnlleya on to

an arbor wonders what makes them oatch onoe

in a while and ruck up. Tbe two metals seem

to unite, and when tbe arbor is finally forced

out of tbe pulley. If it ia ever forced ont at all,

it leaves a bunch of the two metals so bard

that a file won't bave any impression on It. Now,
what causes the metal to harden ? Tbe trouble

is that these little bard spots are in tbe metal

to start with, and are not made ao by compres*

aion. They cause the boring tool to stand ofi"

while it is passing over them, and when tbe

arbor Is driven, tbey are the first to take tbe

strain, and soon gather up in front of them
quite a jam to resist tbe further driving of the

mandrel. It does not take much of a particle

to make a disturbance between tbe aurfaoea

when there are tool-marks and Imperfections to

contend with. This Is better seen in removing

shrunk fits; the least hard spot will gather

quite a bunch in front of it. The beauty of

reamed holes is that tbe force of tbe arbor is

spread over a surface large enough to do all the

driving that ia required by friction alone, with-

out causing abrasion on any portion of the sur-

face. In grinding plug gauges and trying them

on their rings, great oare must be taken to keep

them well oiled, or they will.take a notion to

"seize," and when they do, the more it is tried

to separate them, the firmer they seem to

hold.—£^a:.

It 1b poor management to use one machine

for half a dozen different things.

Coal Mining bv Klkctricitv.—Tbe Free
Brest, published at Nanalmo, B. C, tells as
follows of how coal mining ia dene at the
Union mines, Vancouver laland, by electricity:
'* A representative called on A. Dick, Govern'
ment Inspector of coal mines, on hia late re-
torn from an tffiaial visit to the Union Colliery
at Comox. Mr. Dick then gave a description
of the electrio machine—tbe first of the kind
he bad seen—as wonderful and doing ita work
with the utmost ease and tbe precision of
clockwork. He timed the machine while at
work and found that It 'mined '6 feet by 39
inohes and 4 inohes deep tn five mtnutea. It
also took five mlnntes from the time of finieh-
Ing out until it commenced work on tbe next.
To move It from one stall to another takes
about half an hour. Mr. Dick expressed fcke

opinion that it will greatly facilitate tbe min-
ing of coal, and also that tbe coal will oome out
in ft more merchantable condition. In fact
Mr. Little, manager, and Mr. Rnaaell over-
man, said tbe refuse from tbe machine was not
half that by the ordinary mode of mining. D.
N. Oayor, eleotrican of the Jeffrey Company,
of Colombus, Ohio, Is at present at Union
placing tbe machinery in order and instrnotiog
the operators. Mr, John Ead Is in charge of
the cutting machine, having one helper, who
with an engineer in charge of tbe dynamo, ia

the entire working force. The steam is sup-
plied from the colliery boilers, Mr. Osyor
says that in the long wall system of coal mining
tbe machine oan do a mnoh greater percentage
of work than in tbe small stall system. The
machine simply does the under-mining, then
tbe miner has to come along, drill the holes,
fire tbe shots, and load away the coal,''

An Electric Elevator —The American
Elevator Company, 15 Cortland Street, New
York, is manufaoturing an elevator which ia

run by an electric apparatus placed In the top
of tbe elevator shaft, and whiob occupies a
apace of only four by aix feet and four feet
high. The machine la very simple, of compar-
ative light weight, and as it produces no appre-
ciable vibration, there la no obataole to plaoing
it aloft instead of at tbe bottom of tbe abaft^
by which arrangement the pull on tbe car ia

always in a vertical Uoe. The armature shaft
of the motor is coupled direct to tbe worm
shaft and this oonpling ia also a brake wheel,
to which the brake Is applied automcUicaUy
when the current is cut off, and thus not only
serves the purpose of overcoming the momen-
tum of the armature when stopping, but also
serves to hold the car stationary, if through
acoident at tbe gearing station or from any
other cause, the current should be cut o£f. The
operating rope starts, reverses or stops the oar
at the will of the operator. There is none of
the noise and disagreeable jerking of the oar
which makes tbe belt macblnes and spur gear
machines so objectionable. Tbe motors are of
a slow speed type, made especially for elevator
service. As tbe motor rona only when the ele-

vator is in actual motion, no current is used
during tbe time the elevator ia atandlng, and if

any one will take the trouble to compute the
time an average elevator ia atandlng still, they
will be surprised to fiod how much it exoeeda
the time in which the current ia used. Another
Important point is the faot that while you have
here a motor capable of developing five, ten,
fifteen or twenty horae power, it actually de-
velops only tbe power required at the moment.

Safety of the Electric Current.—Grad-
ually the press of the country is arriving at tbe
conclusion that "tbe deadly electrio current''
is not eo deadly after all, and that, aa tbe
Chicago News expressed it in a recent editorial,

"a very large peroentage of the accidents and
deaths attributed to electricity have been due
to sheer oareleasneaa or wanton horseplay.''
This is a gratifying indication that the public
generally ia ceasing to regard electricity with
that panicky fear which has characterized It in

New York and some other large cities where
accidents due to electrio light wires bave oconr-
red. Like any other powerful manifestation of
energy, electricity should alwaya be treated
with an intelligent appreciation of its tremen-
dous latent possibilities, either for good or evil;

but when this feeling la replaced by a blind
and unreasouicg terror, the community in
which such a panic prevails is simply placing
obstacles in the path of progress upon which it

itself shonld travel.

Phosphorus by Klectricity.—Phospborne
is now manufactured at Wolverhampton,
England, by the aid of electricity. The
process consists In deoomposing the mixture of

phosphoric aoid, oracidphoapbates and carbon,
by the heat of an electric arc imbedded in the
maas, and tbe inventors urge that tbe local ap-
plication of heat in this form is more eoonomloal
than the heating of large retorts containing the
mixture in the ordinary prooess.

Electro Pneumatic Tubes.— Experiments
are fast bringing to a practical oonclualon the
proposition that mail matter may be forwarded
at a speed of 120 miles an hour for short distan-

ces, and by a system of quick transfer stations,

a speed of 100 miles an hour may be kept np
indefinitely. Tbe establishment of an ex-
perimental line between New York and Phila*
delphia aeema to be an assured faot.
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Passing Events.

Thia is the last number of Yolame LXII of

the Mining and Scientific Peess, and it is

proper to Buggest that this ia a good time for

the renewal of sabaoriptions and the oom-

menoement of new onea.

This week a nnmber of moldera arrive from the

Eaat to work in the local fonndrlea, and it is

thonght that thia will make a very material

ohange in affalra here, greatly etrengthening

the hands of the California foundrymen. The

new men ars membera of the Brotherhood of

Machinery Moldera and anderatand the aitua-

tion of the atrike here.

The Cabinet ia thia week coneidering the eub-

ject of ailver coinage to determine whether the

coinage of standard ailver dollara ahall oontinae

after July Ist. The prevailing aentiment with

leading Treasury officials ia, that the propoaition

will be adopted. New York banhera oppoae

further coinage.

Another California mine—the Gover in Ama.

dor oonnty—haa started its pumping works

with eleotriolty and water power in place of

steam. The nae of electricity for power in

mining operatiooa ia gradually extending.

We SliaU Be Obliged.

The publishers of the PRESS would consider it a

favor for subscribers to renew their subscriptions

during the coming month. iVIany of those whose

subscriptions have expired, or are about to, would

probably not inconvenience themselves but would

oblige us by promptness in sending in the money.

A settlement of this kind from several hundred

readers is of material assistance on occasion though

the amount may be small from each. The price of

the Press is sufficiently small so it should be little

trouble for our subscribers to answer this appeal,

Denvee ia to have a '
' Mining Oongress "

next September.-

Portland Agency.

Mr. Arthur M. Mitchell will act as agent and cor-

respondent for this office for the present, at Port-

land, Oregon. He has good recommendations and

will use his best efforts in behalf of the readers and

patrons of the paper in our North Pacific States.

Whatever assistance our friends can render him in

his efforts for us will be duly appreciated.

Close of tie Volume.

Volume LXII of the Mining and Scientific

Press ends with the nnmber iaaned this week.

The Fe£S3 ia the pioneer of all the mining j inr-

naia of the TJaited Statea, having appeared

weekly ainoe May, 1860.

The volume contains a pretty oomplete his-

tory of the mining induatry of the oonntry— a

hiatory that not only inoladea that of camps

and distrloti, but one of the various metallnr-

gical prooesaes, meohanioal applianoea of min-

ing, the snooesses and failnrea of each branch,

and the existing oondition of the business.

The experience of all those years enables the

proprietora and editora to obtain and prepare

suitably the information moat deaired by the

mining commnnity and most to its advantage.

Theae applianoea, both for mining and metal-

lurgy, are described and iiinstrated as they

oome to the front, enabling the miner, millman

and amelter to aee the advancea in his particu-

lar branch, and to keep abreast of the times.

Suoh new processes as are being tried with any

show of snooeis are described in these oolnmns

in a manner to be intelligible to all. Oar

nnmerouB correspondenta alao gather a maaa of

miacelianeoua information concerning different

looalitiea as may interest the mining reader.

The current news of all the districts and camps

is given weekly in a condensed form so as to

post people generally on the progress invarions

mines. The Press ia, perhapa, equally com-

mendable for what it haa excluded from its

columns, viz., puffs of wild oat mining

aohemea.

The laat page of the Press this week con-

tains the index of the volume, from a glance

at which may be seen the varied scope of the

contents of the paper. The aubjeota treated,

while more or leas technical, are submitted in a

popular form intelligible to all. The progresx

of the country in its mechanical and aoientifio

branchea ia chronicled in theae columna; and
such thlnga aa may be of value in the every-

day life of the indnatrial and progressive

claases are sought for and publiahed from week
to week.

The Press is a necessity to the mining and
industrial publio of the P,iciSc Coast, Those

who are already among Its readers should fur-

ther aaaist It by oalling the attention of others

to the paper. We shall naturally be glad to in-

crease our list of subscribers, that still further

improvement may be made.

California's Mineral Resources

A oall has been issued for a State Immigra-
tion Convention to be held in thia city August
24th, and delegates are to be invited from all

the oonntiea. The intention ia to promote in

aome aultable manner the work of inducing de-

sirable immigration to this State.

Most of the " immigration literature " which
has thus far appeared deals entirely with the

agricultural and horticultural poaaibilitiea of

certain tracta of land. The mining induatry of

the State aeema to have been entirely ignored.

Now while the counties are selecting their dele-

gates to this proposed convention it will be well
for those who have mining ground, and few
have not, to impress upon their representatives

the fact that attention ahonld be called to the
mining fielda. There ia plenty of land in all

the agricultural Statea, but few if any have
landa that can be devoted to both agriculture
and mining aa la the case in California,

Oar mineral field ia varied and large. Not

only is California the greatest produoer of gold

of any of the States, but ahe has maintained

that same position sinoe 1819. The State also

yields ailver, tin, copper, quicksilver, iron,

borax, coal, gypsum, manganese, aaphaltum,

petroleum, mica, aabestOB, salt, bituminous

rook, chrome, marble, building stones, graph-

ite, and a dozen other mineral products, many

of them in large quantities. It scarcely seems

possible that the existenoe and presence of all

these things should be ignored In pamphlets

and papers supposed to herald the resources of

the State. Vet such la the faot. They are

scarcely mentioned. So many pages are re-

quired to tell about the oranges, grapes and

other fruita that nothing is said of the mines

or mining industry.

The representativea of the mining oountiea

should see to it, in the coming convention, that

the mineral resources receive a fair share of

attention. They have not got them elsewhere

as varied as we have, and they should present

a powerful attraction for people who are look-

ing for a home in a land of plenty.

A Mineral Exhibit.

The first of the great Worid'a Faira waa that

of the Crystal Palace, London, in 1851, and it

waa there that the first practical demonatratioo

waa made of the value of a mineralogioal col-

lection aa an obj sot leaaon to the general pub.

lio.
" Few among the great crowda at that

Industrial Exhibition who awept by the aeriea

of iron ores brought together from all

parte of Great Britain by Mr. Blaokwell conld

have prophesied that the collection of half a

dozen of these somber stones would give rise

within a few months to an active industry

which bids fair to develop a new phase in the

gigantic phenomenon of the British iron trade.

An example, this, of the mutnal dependence

and assiatanoe of these interaoiences where geo-

logical reaaoning had to point ont the tract in

which a given formation was to be found,

mineralogioal observation to discover the

actual deposit, and ohemloal analyaes to de-

termine the value of the ore."

Thia quotation ft from the introductory leo-

tnre to the courae of mineralogy and mining in

the English Government School of Minea, de-

livered in 1852 by the late Warrington W.

Smyth, the famous geoiogiat. The haif-dozsn

apecimena alluded to were taken by Mellviiie

Attwood (now of thia city) from the newly

diaoovered iron ore beds in the Oolite forma-

tion, he having been appointed to assist Mr,

Blaokwell in making a oolleotion of North of

England iron ores for the Exposition of 1851.

Prof. G. Le Neve Foster, who took the place

at the head of the School of Mines left vacant

by the death of Sir Warrington Smyth, In his

introductory lecture, Jan. 19, 1891, speaks of

the Cleveland iron district as now producing

between five and six million tons annually.

Thia is the diatriot from which the half-dozen

specimens were shown in 1851.

No better illustration than this oonld be

given of the Importance of a oolleotion of min-

erals pnblioly exhibited. The specimens in

question attracted the attention of oapitaliata,

with the reault that thia immenae and profit-

able field was developed and has continued to

produce ever since.

A proper repreaentation of the mineral posai-

biiities of this State, before the hundreds of

thousands of visitors at the Worid'a Fair at

Chicago, is snre to redound to the benefit of

California. Aa we have suggested in a prevl-

oua number of the Press, suoh collections have

already been mode by State cfB;ials, and more

could be added, so that a magnificent display

could be made. It ia only to be hoped that

when atepa are inaugurated, we will have no

quarrels as to the man or the manner, but unite

in assiBtlng to make the mining exhibit of Cali-

fornia a suoceaa.

The new "Factory Law" in England pro-

hibita children under 11 yeara of age from

working in faotoriea. This will affect from

150,000 to 200,000 children now employed in

the factory distriota as half-timers.

The new Mills' building in this city will

have its front for two atoriea made of Inyo Co.

marble. The atair atepa and floor tiling will be

of the same material.

The C»lifornia buildings at the World's Pair

will oconpy about two acres on one of the beet

sites in the grounds.

Pacific Coast Patents.

There were 19 patents granted, In the week
ending June 16 ch, to inventors on the Paoifio

Coast, and of this nnmber, 14 were obtained

through the Mining and Scientific Press

Patent Agency. This la the oldeat establiahed

agency on this ooast, and it is but natural that

it should obtain and keep the bulk of the bnai-

neas. There is a anbatantlal advantage in an

inventor being able to explain in peraon to the

specification writer, instead of writing letters,

as ia the caee where Eastern agents are em-
ployed. Moreover, the inventor can read and
revise his completed papers and inspect the fin-

ished drawings, so that the case can be for-

warded to the Department, and embody all the

inventor's ideas, without errors or omissions;

and even where it ia neoeasary to carry on the

bualnesB by oorreapondence, it is not neoeasary

to lose muoh time In the interchange of letters,

and the coast inventor may revise bia speolfi-

oition before it is sent on. He also knows
where to find his solicitor if anything ever

seems to go wrong, or personal explanations

finally prove necessary.

On the last page of this week's Press Is an

index of all patents granted to Pacific Coast

Inventors for the half year ending this month.
Of the large nnmber of patenta there enumer-

ated, the largest proportion were obtained

through the Mining and Scientific Press
Patent Agency and most of them have been

deaoribed in these columns.

Having had an experience of over a quarter

of a century in the business of obtaining patents,

the proprietors of this agenoy are enabled to

save muoh trouble to inventora and obtain good
results. They can also insure promptness and
aconracy. The agenoy has the best teohnioal

library on the ooaat, with foil and oomplete

official filea, all of which la available to in-

ventors. Under these ciroamstanoes it ia no
wonder that Paoific Ooast inventors oontinae

to give the bulE of patent office business to the

Mining and Scientific Peess Patent Agenoy.

Timber on Mineral Land.

On May 16th (page 306), we published In the

Press the circular letter of Commissioner Car-

ter of the General Land Office, giving the in-

strnotiouB which govern in carrying into effect

the sections of the General Land Act of Maroh
3, 1891, relating to the catting of timber on

publio lands. The sections only apply to Colo-

rado, Montana, Idaho, North Dakota, Wyom-
ing and Nevada, the Territory of Utah and
Diatriot of Alaeka. Theae instruotlons show
that settlers, miners, farmers and other reai-

denta who have not a anffioient supply of tim-

ber on their own olalms for firewood, fencing

or building, or for neoessary use in developing

the mineral or other resources of their landa,

are permitted to procure timber from the publio

lands for these purposes, bnt not for sale or nae

on other landa or by other peraons. The law

specially provides that aawmill ownera, lumber-

dealers and others who get timber taken from

public lands are as guilty of trespass as those

who actually cut it.

Permits may be obtained from the Secretary

of the interior to cut timber on the public lands

for purpoaea of merchandiae, nnder certain con-

ditiona preaorlbed in the Act,

A certain claaa of poor and ignorant wood-

choppera, and alao wood purchasers, are apt to

get into tronble at onoe if this law is not oom-

plied with. Permits must be taken ont at onoe

if they are ontting timber on publio lands and
selling it. If a miner is using it on his own
oUlm he needs no permit ; but the Aot of June

3, 1878, relative to cutting timber to sell, on

the publio lauds, ia atill In force. All oaaea of

cutting for aale in violation of the provisions of

that Aot in the Act of March 3, 1891, will be

proseonted.

The new Aot of March 3, 1891 took effect on

the day of its approval, and is, of coarse, now
in force. The fact that a wood-ontter did not

know of the new law will do him no good in

oase of proseoution by the Government, The
regnlations will be enforced immediately.

C. 3. Eames of Pittsburg offers to pnt up an

Iron and atee) plant of 100 tone daily capacity

in San Diego, for a anbaldy of $200,000 in minea

and lands.

Work haa been resumed at the Black

Diamond minea. Wash,, thia week, the miners

having come to the terms of the oompany.
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CROSS SECTION

TOMATIC CLCVATOR

f E Ihrmtfo^lfuf Colttlt^ fat

^/^iMw ftutk Be*ra

t M'muA/ Irvn Bm frr ttesiA4

SBOTION SHOWING SEPABATINQ MAOHINB AND SLUICB-BOXBS.

LONGITUDINAL SECTION-
itflhbmc SHA^T,
POPt>ET HEADS

A B StnrUJvf Livrrj

ENGINE A HOUSE

AUTOMATIC BLBVATOB AND PUDDLING MACHINE FOR AUBIPBBOUS GRAVEL,—See Pages 402 and 403.

Lead and Silvkb.—A nambor of gentlemen

Interested in the importation of lead ore have

Informed the Treaenry Dapartment of a propoai-

tion to reausoitate the smelting scheme at

Vanoonver, B, C, and they dealre to know

where the most available ores are found within

the limits of the United States and near the

northwestern boundary, and if the same may be

exported and the resalting balllon brought back

to this country free of duty. AssUtant

Secretary Spaulding, who has been giving the

matter attention, aaye if the resulting bullion

should torn out to be ailver it could come in

free, but if lead duty muat be paid.

The Anaconda,—I. C. Stump, agent of the

Hearst estate, which Is known to have an in-

terest in the Anaconda copper mine, admits

that the property has been bonded to an

Eaglish corporation under the name of the

Exploration Co., and that the bond will expire

October 1, 1S91, He denies that aay ul« hag

yet been effected. Mr. Haggin, the principal
owner, also denies the reported sale.

R. W. GoEEn.1 has obtained the contract for
the now dam across the Tuolumne river abont
two miles from L» Grange. The work will «9(t
about $350,000.
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TECHNOLOGY OF ANIMAL, VEGETABLE,

AND MINERAL

Fats m Oils m [mum

SOAP ANDJIANDLES.

BRANNT.— A Practical Treatise on Animal and
Vegetable Fats and Oils; comprising both Fixed and

Volatile Oil--, their Physical and Chemical Properties and

Uses. The manner of Extracting and Refining chem, aid

Practical RuIpb for Testing them, aa well as the Manufac-

ture of Artifii:ial Butter, Lubricants, including Mineral

Lubricating Oils, etc., and ou Ozokerite. Edited from

the German and other sources by W. T. Brannt. 240 en-

gravings, 730 pages, 8vo. Price $7.50

BRAN N T.—A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture

of Soap and Candles; comptiaing the Chemistry, tlie Raw
Materials, the Machinery and Ucensila, and Various Pro-

cesses of Manufacture, including a great variety of form-

ula. Edited chiefly from the Gerinan by W. T. Brannt.

163 engiavings, 677 pages, Svo. Price 97.50

CREW.—A Practical Treatise on Petroleum; com-

prising Its Origin, Geology, Geographical Distribution,

History, Cberoistry, Mining, Technology, Uaes and Trans-

poitation; together with a description of Gas Wtlls, the

Application o( Gae as Fuel, etc. By Benj- J. Crew. With
an Appendix on the Oil Regions and the Geology of

Natural Gas in Pennsylvania and New York. By Chas,

A. Ashbuiner. 70 engravings and two plates, SOS pages,

Svo. Pri.e $5.00

CR18TIANI.—A Technical Treatise on Soap and
Candles. By &. S. Cristiani. 176 engravings, 5S1 pages,

Svo. Price $10.00

tS" Illtistrated circulars, gimng the full tables of con-

tents of alt the above loorkStSent free to any one who
mil apply.

t^ The above or any of our Books sent by mail, free

of postage, at the publication prices, to any address in

the iporld.

iStOur neio revised Descriptive Catalogue of Practical

and Scientific Bookn, 87 pages, Svo, and our other Cata-

logues, the whole covering every branch of Scieyice ap-

plied to the Arts, sent free and free of postage to any
one in any part of the world who will furnish his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
ndustrialPublishees, Bookselx-ers and Importebh,

810 WalniitSt.,Pliiladelphia,Pa.U.?.A.

GREAT REDUCTION!

battery'~soreens.
Beet and Cheapest in America.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving

and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all Jdnda of Mln
Ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass

Zinc and other metals punched for all uses.

Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot Cut
or burred and Slot Punched Screens.

Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 16 (fine).

Orders promptly attended to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
2a 1 & 3S3 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN W. QDIOK, Proprietor.

O. H. EVANS & GO.
(SncooBSOre to THOMSON tt EVANS),

110 and lis Beale Street, S. F,

KAGHINE WORKS,

Steam Pumpt, Steam Engines

and bU Mods of UACHINERY.

The Best Mining District
On the Pacific Coast I

GRASS VALLEY, OAL.
THE BEST NEWSPAPER published in the district is

"I7XXX3 "X"XX3X3NrGirj5,
Dally and Weekly edition. Gives all the Mining News,
Dealers in Mining Machinery and Mining: Supplies will
find THE TIDINGS the beat medium for directly reach-
In? the owners or managers of mines. Investors in
mines will find it to their advantage to subscribe.
Many mines are in successful operation, and new

enterprises are being instituted and many others are in
contemplation.
bAlLY, S6 00 a year; WEEKLY, S2.50, in advance.

H. S. SPdULDING, Publisher.
T C. HOCKING. Editor,

FRANCIS SMITH & CO,,
Manufacturers of

Sheet Iron and Steel

ALL

130 Beale Street.

SIZES.

San Francisco, Gal,

Iron cut, punched and formed, tor making pipe on
ground. All kinds of Tools supplied for making Pipe
Estimates given. Are prepared for coating at! sizes of
Pipe with a composition ol Coal Tar and Asphaltum

INVENTORS, TAKE NOTICE I

L. PETERSON, MODEL MAKER,
268 BJarket St, N. R cor. Front (up stairs), San Francslco
Experimental machinery and all kinds of models. Tin

fend braaawork. All communications strictly oonfiden

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
UANUFAOrnKBRS OF

t Steel CastiSi!^ Steel Form!
UP TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT,

True to pattern and superior In BtrerurtH, touBlineBS and durability to Oast or WrouBht
Iron In any position or for any service.

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAI KOAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
SOFT and DUCTILE,

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.

ALSO Steel Rods, from J to S inch diameter and Flats Irom 1 to 8 Inch. Angles, Toes, Channels and other shape

Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tties, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths

STEEL RAILS from 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled

Beams, Angle, Channel, and T Iron, Bridge and Machine Bolta, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat

Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Framea,

and Iron Forghiga of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Root Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STEEL.
g^ Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO., 202 Market St.. San Franoisco.

FULTON IRON WORKS,
HINOKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES. Proprietors.

[ESTABUSHED IN 1855.]

—MANUFACXURBRS OF—

TtJSTIN'S PUIiVEKlZBR.

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-
Propeller Engines, either High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

MINING MAOHINERY.-Hototing Eagines and

Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Enerlnes

and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILLi MACHINERY.—Batteries for Dry or Wet

Crushing, Amalgamatbg Pans, Settlers, Furnaces, Re-

torts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, et'a

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.—Flour

Mill Machinery, Saw Milt Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR DRY.

ENGINES^BOILERS
OF ALL KINDS.

Either for use on Steamboats or for ase on Land.

Water Pipe, Pump or Air Colnnuu, Pish
Tanks for Salmon Canneriei

OF BVBRY DBBORIPriON.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at v«ry moaerace ratea.

AGBirra FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

X>ea.]ae Stecixxx 1*-VLX3a.x>.
SPECIALTIES

:

Corliss Engines and Tnstln Ore Palverliers. DEANB STBAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL CO.,
MANUPACTDRBKS OP

Centrifugal Roller Steel Mills,

FOR PULVERIZING ORES, WET OR DRY,

For Amalgamation or Concentration, and for Manufacture of Cement, Fertilizers, Paint

and all other nnrposes for which grinding or pulverizing is reauired.

Send for Catalo^e and Price List to

PRISBEB -LUCOP MILL CO.,
145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

N. W. SPAULDING

Manufacturers of

SPAULDING'

S

inserted Tootb
AND

CHISEL BIT

CIRCULAR

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of all kinds made to order. Send for Desorlptive Cata
lOfOl, 17 and 18 Vramont 8t.i8>n FtuioIms

DIAMOND DRILLS
THE PACIFIC PROSPECTING CO.

will contract to prospect with Diamond Core Drill

for minerals, etc., or to bore holes for venti^atjon or
drainage. Agents for Diamond Drills, Rock Drills, Mining
Vacbinery and Supplies of all kinds. Diamonds on hand.
' r quiries and orders promptly attended to. ' 18 Sansome
bcreet, San Frftocisco, Cal.

JAMES M. HAVEN. THOMAS E. HAVEN,
Notary Public.

HAVEN & HAVEN,

ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,
No. 530 California Street,

Telephone No. 1746. S4N FRANCISCO, CAL

Engraving-SS
Superior Wood and Metal Eugrav-
ing, Blectrotrping and Stereotrping
done at the amoe of this paper.

Irop apd jVlacliipe hh
CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,

WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

GNOINEEBS AND AIACHINISTS,
No. 119 Beale St.. • - San FranclBCO.

BDILDBRS OP

Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Mining Machinery, Dredging
Machines, Rock Crushers, Cable Railway Machinery,
Ellithorp Air Brake Co.'s Patent Steam and Hydraulic
Elevators, Air Cushione and Air Brakes. POSITIVE
SAFETIES. Improved Bam Elevators, Sidewalk and
Hand Hoists. B. E, Henrickflon's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches.

QIaohlnea of all kinds Made and Repaired,
Orders Soliolted.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

Manuraeturers of

CASTINGS OP EVERY DESCRIPTION
IHT, 129 and 131 Beale titreet,

Between MlBsion and Howard, SAN FRANCISCO.
GAS WOKK A SPECIALTY.

Mining Engineers.

EYERETTE'S MINING OFFICE.

Pioneer Mlnlns Office of tbe Northwest
Coast.

Havlug tile largest permanent brick aeaay furnaces, chem-
ical laboratory and minlug office on the rjoitbwest Ooast:
with a coUectioo of about lOOU samples of tbe ores of Alaska,
British Columbia, Oregon aud the Northwest Teiritorles,

aud having made personal examiDutlous of nearly every
mining camp on tbe Pacific Slope, from Galifornia to
Alaska, I am prepared to do any class of legitimate and
honest mining work, SLicb as EX.iVMINING, ENGINEER-
ING, SAMPLING AND REPORTING uN THE VALUE
OF* ALL MINERAL, COAL AND KIRE-CLAY PROP-
ERTIES, BUILDING bTONES, EARTHS, ASSAYS
AhD ANALYSIS OP ORES, WATERS, CHECK,
SAMPLES OF ORE, PULPS, "ORGANIC ANALYSIS"
WORK, and in fact any work coutected with tbe office of a
first-clasa mining Rtiologist and chemist. Ajiy Information
miuiug men may desire to know relative to the MINERAL
OR COAL REbOURCES of the entire Pacific Nortbwea*
will he honestly given. Address l>r.Wllllii E. IJverelte
Consulting aiitiiug Geologist and Cheimst, 1318 E Street,
Tacoma, Wash.

A. S. GRANT. S. B. CONNOR

CONNOR & GRANT,
Millwrights and Engineers

303 OALIFOBKIA SXBEET,
Rooms 30 and 31, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Dealgnere and ConBtructore of Gold and Stiver Mills

Hoisting and Pumping Worlts, Tramways, and every-
thing pertaining to the Mining and Reduction of Ores.

ROSS E. BROWNE.
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

No. 807 Sansohb St., San Frakoisoo.

THE LAW OF MINES
AND

APPLICAnONS FOR MINERAL PATENTS
A SPECIALTY.

E. A. BEI.CHER,
Attorney- at-Law*

284 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

.A.a^ -A. :^ .^1^ XIo -A. X xa
For Sale Cheap, Six Second-Hand

FRUE CONCENTRATORS.
Good as New. Also Second-Hand

STEAM PUMPS
Of varioaa makee.

RISDON IRON WORKS,
Cor. Beale and Howard Sts., SanFrandeco.

W. H. CONLY,
Mining, Commission.

LEGITIMATE INVESTMENTS A SPECIALTY; 124
Sansome Street, Room 4, San Francisco; Telephone

No 6067.

TUBBS CORDAGE CO.
(A Corporation.)

CoDBtantly on hand a full asBortment of Manila Rope,
Duplex Kope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay Rope, Whale Lioe,
etc, etc

Bxtra sizes aod lengths made to order on shoit notice.

611 & 613 Front St.. San Francisco, Cal.

i)ATENTB!
Scientific Press Patent Agency

%5l8\fBkliy' 220 iaat<ketSt.S.p,
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AMALCAMATINC MACHINERY.

stamp Mills for Wet or Dry Crushing.

Huntington Centrifugal Quartz Mill Drying

Cylinders Amalgamating Pans, Settlers,

Agitators and Concentrators. Retorts, Bul-

lion and Ingot Moulds, Conveyors. Elevators,

Bruckners and Howell's Improved White's

Roasting Furnaces, Etc.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

MINING MACHINERY
IMPROVED CORLISS v^l~v°e%V^Im ENGINES. $

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY,

Blake, Dodge and Comet Crushers, Cornish

Crushing and Finishing Rolls. Hartz Plunger

and Coltom Jigs. Frue Vanner & Embrey
Concentrators, Evans'. Calumet, Collotn's

and Rittenger's Slime Tables. Trommels,

Wire Cloth and Punched Plates. OreSam-

BH^ilBIBB^Bk P*^ Grinders and Heberle Mills.

D/\ll IT DC HORIZONTAL. VERTICALD\/ILtKO ... AND SECTIONAL

x^a: ^'%rm'^ &^mjSLTm. mTM^woL^^
Hoisting Engines,

Safety Cages,
Safety Hooks,

Ore CARS, Water&Ore

BUCKETS,

Air Compressors,
Rock Drills, Etc.

GENERAL MILL AND

MINING SUPPLIES, ETC.

Sectional Machinery
FOR

VIULE-BACK
TRANSPORTATION.

Pumping Engines
and Cornish

Pumping Machinery,

IMPROVED
WATER JACKET

Blast Furnaces for

Galena& Copper Ores,

SLAG CARS AND POTS,

Roots & Baker
Pressure Blowers,

SUSPENDED
TRAMWAYS.

General Offices and Works: FULTON AND UNION STS., CHICAGO, iLL.
NEW YORK, Room 43, No. 2 Wall St. DENVER. COLO., 1316 Eighteenth St. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
7 W. Second South St. LONDON, ENC, 43 Ttarcadueedle St., K c. CHIHUAHUA CITY, MEXICO, No. I I

LIMA, PERU, South America. JOHANNESBURG. TRANSVAAL, South Africa.

B£r.i:NA, MONTANA, Boom 28, Merchanta' National Bank BalIdiDg,INo. North Main St.

SOLE WESTERN AGENTS FOEi TYLER WIRE WORK3 DOUBLE ORIMPBD MINING CLOTHS.

BRANCH OFFICES
Galle de Juarez.

I^etalllirgy apd Oreg.

SELBY
SMELTING and LEAD CO..

416 KoDtgomery St., San Francisco

GOLD AND SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highert Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Snlphareta.

_ . MANITPAOnTRIHa OP

BLUESTONE,

LEAD PIPE.

SHEET LEAD,

SHOT, Etc., Etc.
ALSO UANUyAOTTTRRIli OP

Standard Shot-Gun Cartridges,
Under Chamberlin PateoL

JAMES LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

These Wbeola are designed for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
high heads are atilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Being placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transmitted
direct to shafting by belts, dispensing with gearing.

Estimates furnished on application for wheeLa specially built and adapted in
capacity to suit any particular case.

Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and In Iron Olobe Cases, free o' cost,
by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES LEFPEL & OO..
Springfield, Ohio, or 110 Liberty St., Hew York,

PHASER ji CHALMERS, General Asents,
Ohicaso, 111., and Denver, OoL

PARKE & LAOY CO., General ARents. San Francisco. Cal.

BALD-WllT LOCOMOTIVE "WORKS.
ANNUAL OAPAOITY 1000. ESTABLISHED 1831.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES!
Adapted to eveiy variety o( serrice, and built accurately to standard gauge and templates. Like parts
of different engines of same class perfectly interchangeable.

Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine Locomotives by Steam or Compressed Air, Plantation
LocomotiYes, Noiseless Motors for Street Railways, Furnace Locomotives, etc.

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES

BURNHAM,WILLIAMS & CO., Proprietors, Philadelphia, Pa.

QUARTZ SCREENS
A specialty. Kound, slot
or burred slot holes. Gen-
uine Russia Iron, Homo-
geneous Steel, Cast Steol or ^

American planished Iron.

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes.

fornia Perforatlrtj; Screen Co., 146 & 147 Beale St..

The instrument represented In the above cut is a
new and grand little indention, being designed to

save life and limb, and innumerable lawsuits, by
doing away with the dangerous operation of digging
out wet and unesploded loads where Giant Powder
is used in mining. The little instrument crimps the
cap on to the end of the fuse Firmly and abso-
lutely Water-tight It is also used for cutting

the fuse. They are neatly gotten-up of the finest

cast steel, nickel plated. Price. $2 each, or the

entire instrument finished in gold plate, 85.

N . W. MOODBY, Fresno, Cal.

i*:^^i
Applies liquid pigment by a
jet of air. Highest awards
FraokliD and American In
Btitutes &a a, legitimate art
tool. Successfully used by
large numbera of the best
o ayoD, iuk nod water-color
portrait aitiats, and by tech-
nical draughtsmen. Saves 75
per cent of time tn Ghading.

Descriptive pamphlet sent free. It points out one way to

earn a living. Addresd.' AtE BftUSH fiTFG 00.
9 K^assan Street, Rockford, UUnoiB,

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Kinds of Powder, which are acltnowledged by all the Great Chemists of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives in the Market.

Of Different Strengths as Required.

NOBEL'S EXPIiOSIVB OEIiATINE," whioh contains ©4 per cent of Nitro-Glyoorine, and

GBX^ATINE-DTNAMITIGf Stronger than Oynamlte and even Safe in Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
FOB RAIIiBOADS AND LAND CLEARING. Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blast

ing Powder, and la used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
Bavea time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO.,
OAPS and FUSE for Sale. GENERAL AGENTS, RAN FRANCISCO OAL.

THOMAS PRICE & SON,
Assay Oflace, Chemical Laboratory,

BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed

Of in the Open Market to the HigbeBt Bidder.

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..
lUPOKTBRS AND DRALSRS IR

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

ALSO CHEMICALS. AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AUD
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.

63 & 60 First St., cor. Mis8ion,San Francisco.
(S--^ We would call the attention of -=

——~—
^

' ' Assayers, Chemists, Mining Com- C^^^^G^-/
panics, Blilling Companies, Pros- '^B.^TERSEy
pectors, etc, to our full stock of \r -^
Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Cracibles, Soorl-
flora, etc, including, also, a full stock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these sup*

plies elnoi the first discovery of mines on the
Pacific Coast, we feel confident from our experi-
ence we can well suit the demand for tnese
goods, both as to quality and price.

Agents for the Morgan Crucible Co.,
Battersea, England Also for E. G. Dennis-
ton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates. The plates

of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly relia-

ble, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Ordeis taken
at bla lowest prices. Our Illiistrated Catalogue and As*
say Tables sent free on application.

JOHN TAYLOR A OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works,
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET,

Near First and Harke«< Streets, S, F.

C. A. Ldobbardt, Manager. EBTAsa^HBD 18(0

Ores worked by any Prooess.

Ores Sampled,

ABsaying in all its Branches,

Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, etc,

Working Teats (practical) Made.

Plans and Specifications furnished fok^ oe

most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Special attention paid to Elxaminations

Mines; Plana and Reports furnished.

0. A. LUOKHARDT A 00„
(Formerly Huhn St Luokhardt,

Ulnlns Enslneera and MetallurfflBts

GOLD MINES
STOCK IN MINES FOR SALE.

Dividend-payln;; Mines from $1S0.000 up.
Undeveloped Mines from $10,000 up.
Undeveloped Mines on Bond.
Stock in Dividend-paying Mines from $1 np
Stock in Uudeveloped Mines now being

opened from, 25 cents np.

All situated in the GRASS VALLEY MINING DIS-
TRICT, the Oldest Quartii Mining District on the Pacific
Coast, and the Rich'^st and most Permanent in the
World. The mines cf this district a»e practically inex-
haustible, as nearly half a century of constant working
is pro, f. Grass Valley has the deepest regular divldena-
paying gold mines in the world, and the end is not yet,
for these same mines are as rich to-day as at any time
during their history.

Gold mioiu^r, especially in Grass Valley, when under
honest and scientific management, ie one of the safest
and most profitable of all American industries. It is a
business that will return annually a profit of from 100 to
300 per cent on the Investment. Minjn? is a science
acquired only by years of study, combined with practical
experience. Tiierefore, failure is the rule whenever the
management is ignorant and uoscienttfic.

The underaigoed is a practical acient.fic and successful
miner, has made mining a life study and vocation, is

honest and trustworthy, and will not, under any circum-
stances, recommend or deal in any but valuable paying
property and properties that will develop dividend-
payers.
No Wildcat Mines; no Sharp Practice; no reasonable

chance for loss; Honesty and Square Dealing Guaranteed.
Correspondence solicited.

Full particulars by applying to

S. B. FOWLER, Supt. Hartery Mine,
Grass Valley, Nevada Co,, California.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS.
For information concerning this process for the re-

duction of Ores containing precious metals, and terms

of license, apply to

THE RUSSELL PROCESS OO.,
Park Olty, Dtab.
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Local Markets.

San Francisco, June 25, 1891

Harvest work has so far advanced as to assure a

larger fruit yield than was gathered in 1890, and
also a larger yield of hay, wheat, barley, oats and
root vegetables. While the yield is larger, the

prices average higher, unless we except fruits and
potatoes, but even these are not being marketed at

lower prices. The outlook is favorable for a more
prosperous season than has been enjoyed for years.

The money market does not indicate any material

friction when grain begins to move freely, The up-

ward move in silver is accepted as a favorable sign

by trade in general.

SILVER—The Mint has been longer buying

4,500,000 ounces than in any one month in this

vear. This, taken in connection with the higher

prices paid, is accepted by financiers that the sur-

plus stock of silver has been reduced to very small

proportions. Let this be as it may, all advices tend

to warrant the assertion that the output of the mines

is less than in any one year for one or two decades

past. Unless there is an increase in the outturn of

silver, the consumption will soon be in excess of the

supply. Bimetallism continues to forge ahead, not

not only in this country but also abroad. Several

pronounced and leading mono-raetalHsts in England
have had a change of heart; even Lord Salisbury is

leaning towards silver. The President of the

Argentine Republic has come out squarely in favor

of silver as against gold. The lower house of the

Spanish Cortes has passed a bill giving the Bank of

Spain power to increase ihe notes issued based on
silver. A bill has also been introduced into the

Portuguese Cortes favoring the adoption of bimet-

allism. In the United States the advocates for free

coinage of silver are becoming more emphatic in

their demands, and with the aid of Grangers, Farm-
ers' Alliance and labor organizations, it now looks

as if the next Congress will be forced to re-

uionetize silver.

QUICKSILVER—Receipts aggregate the past

week 305 flisks, and exports by sea 35 flasks to

Central America. The market continues feverish,

with correct quotations difficult to gel owing to more
or less reporied cutting in prices.

MEXICANS—The market has been advanced in

symoathy with silver to 8oJ^@8i cts. Trading is

quiet.

BORAX— Receipts the past week aggregate 227
ctls. The market is steady with a good demand re-

ported fron the East.

LIME— Receipts the past week aggregate 3168
bbls. The demand is reported free at current rates.

ANTIMONY—New York advices continue to re-

port a downward market.

LEAD — The market is reported fairly firm.

Eastern advices report steady but dull markets.

IRON—Imports the past week aggregate 50 tons

of Oregon. This grade of iron is wanted for special

work. In foreign the market does not indicate any
material change. The supply on spot and to arrive

is in excess ot requirements. A speculative move-
ment in Scotch Warrants is reported from London.
TIN—The increased duties on plate go into effect

on next Wednesday, but so far there is nothing to

warrant the belief in higher prices soon, at any rate,

until after canners use up their large slock now in

band. At the East no marked effect is looked for

until after the present year. There are those who
claim that the next Congress will modify the duty
but this will, no doubt, depend largely upon the re-

sult of the coming election in Ohio, There were
received the past week by railroad from the East

7123 boxes of plate. Pig tin is barely steady.

COPPER—The market gives unmistakable signs

of working into better position for the selling in-

terest. At the East quotations remain the same as
given last week.
COAL—Imports the past week aggregate as fol-

lows: Tacoma, 6850 tons; Shield's, 1900; De-
parture Biy, 2250; Nanaimo, 2250; Coos Bay, 700;
Comox, 4200; total, 18,150 tons. The market ap-
pears to be gradually shaping itself into better posi-

tion for the selling interest. The consumption is

unusually heavy for the season of the year. The
prompt shipment from New South Wales sellers

are reported firm in their advanced views.

Goal and Coke.

SPOT PROM YARD—PER TON.

Wellington S 9 00
Greta S 50
Carbon Hill 8

Nanaimo 9

Oilman 7 50
Seattle 7 50
Coos Bay G 00
Cannel 9 60
Egg, hard 14 00
Cumberland, Id Backs 14 00

do. bulk 13
Wallsend 9 00
Scotch Splint 8 50
Brymbo. .. 8 50

West Hartley 8 BO

TO LOAD—PER TON.
Australian $ 7 00@
Liverpool St'm. 6 50@
Scotch Splint. . 7 00@
Cardiff 7 00@
Lehigh Lump.. 14 00@
Cumberland bk 10 00@
Egg, hard 12 OOC®
West Hartley.. 7 50@

Goke-EnffllBh.

To load S12 00@18 00
Spot, in bulk. . 14 00@16 00

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph,
New York, June 25.—The following are the clos-

ing prices the past week:
Silver in Silver in

London. New York. Copper. Lead. Tin.

Thursday.. .44$ QH^ 12 85 4 40 20 75
Friday '.45 99* 12 S6 4 45 20 70
Saturday....45i lOOj 12 85 4 45 20 75
Monday 4BJ 101^ 12 90 4 45 20 75
Tuesday 48 101 13 00 4 45 20 75
Wednesday.. 45^ 100^ 13 00 4 45 20 75

Silver is under speculative influences, with tendency
upward. Copper is steadying under improving markets
abroad. Lead is firm, as ia tin. Borax is stronger.
Quicksilver ia weak.

For comfost take the Union Pacific Railway. Timooon
Pnijl.MAN Palace Slkepi^g Cars, San Francisco to Chicago
WITHOUT CIIANQK, witll DlNlNG CARS TUB KNTIRK l)IhTA^CB.

Tounttt excursions leave every Tuesday and Saturday,
with ihrongh Pullman Tourist Sleeping Cars to Chicago
without change, lieclinintr Chair Cars are a'ao run on
excursion trains. Pa-sengers noing via the Union Pacific
Railway arrive in Chicago 22 hours in advanob of all

trans-Contlnentftl lines. D. W. Hitchcock, General
As^Qt, No. 1 Montgomery St., Ban Franoisco.

San Francisco Metal Market.

WHOLESAXB.
Thdesdat, June 25, 1891.

Antimony — @ 16

BOEAX—Refined, In carload lota 8 @ —
Powdered " " " 8@ —
Concentrated " " " 7k@ ~
All grades jobbing at an advance.

Copper—
Bolt 22 @ -
Sheathing 22 @ —
Xngot, jobbing... — @ 15

do, wholesale — @ 14

Fire Box Sheets ^2 (rt 24

Lead—Pig 45@ —
Bar 5i& —
Sheet 7m -
Pipe &m -
Shot, discount 10% on 500 baga Drop, ^ bag. 1 80 C* -
Buck, ^bag 2 00 @ -
Chilled, do 2 20 @ -

QoiOKSILVEB—By the flask 40 00 ftS —
Flaaka, old 40 @ 50

Chrome Iron Ore. ^ ton 10 00 (a

Iron—Bar, base 3 @ 3)

rway, base 4|@ 5j

STEEL-Euglish, a 16 (0 20

Canton tool 9@ 9

Black Diamond tool 9 @ 9

Pick and Hammer 8 ® 10

Machinery i ® 5

Toe Calk 4i@ —
Tinplate—B. v., steel grade. 14x20, to arrive. 6 50 @ —
B. v., steelgrade, 14x20, spot 6 50 @ —
Charcoal, 14x20 6 50 (a) —
do roofing, 14x20 600@ —
do. do, 20x28 13 00 @ -
Pig tin, spot, ^ lb., irregular, nominal — @ 21}

Spot. To Load.
[RON—Glengarnock ton 30 00 @ 28 (a —
Eglinton.ton 29 00 @
American Soft, No. 1, ton.. @32 00
Oregon Pig, ton @30 00
Puget Sound 30 00 @
Clciy Lane White 26 00 @
Bhotts, No.l 30 00 @
Langloan 28 00 @
ThomoUflEe 29 00 @
Gartaherrie i9 00 @
Barrow 29 00 @
Cargofleet 26 00 (» —

27 & -

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

S. F. Stock Exchange.

Company.

Alpha
Alta
Andes
Belcher
Belie Isle

Best& Belcher...
Bullion
Bodie Oon
Bulwer ,

.

Commonwealth.

.

Cod. Va. &OaL..
Ohallnnge
OhoUar
Confidence
Oon. Imperial
Caledonia
Crown Point ,

Crocker
Del Moote
EureHa Con
Exchequer
Grand Prize
Gould & Curry
Hale & Norcross.,
JiiUa

,

Justice
Kentuck
Lady Wash
Mono
Mexican
Navajo
North Belle Isle..
Nev. Queen
Occidental
Ophir
Overman
Potosi
Peerless
Peer.

S.B.&M
Sierra Nevada...
Silver mu
Scorpion
Union Con
Utah
Yellow Jacket...

* AsBessment a

Week
Ending
June 4.

.95

.75
1.85
1.75

55
S5

2 55
1.00
.95

.70
9.50
1.65
2.60
5.00
.15
.50

1.65
15

4.65
2.70
1.15
.30
.85

1J.87
1.9o
2 85

2 00
2.15

15

3.05
15

25
1.05
4.95
2.05
4.05

10

75
1.85

30
25

2.15
.65
.40

Week
Ending
June 11.

.70
1.80
1.45

.70
3.30
2.35

.75

.30

.70

8.S7i
1.65
2.25
4.75

10

55

3.75
.60

.15
1.80
2.00

.15

.75

.25

2.55
15

75

5.10
.20
.90

.40

1.10
5.25
2.50
4

1.50
25
25

Week
Ending
June 18.

.75

.55

1.40
1.40
.70

2.75
3.35
.70
.35

.50

.00
1.20
2.30

15
40

1.25
15

15
1.50
1.75
.15
.65

.30

.15

.60
.20

.85
3.75
2.00
:.85

.10

.05

1.60

1.80 "2.40

.60 ".80
1.95 2.15

Week
Ending
June 25.

.05

60
1.10
1.35

.85

.75

1.65
1.85
.95

a. 15 3.05
' 00 2.60
.75
.40

.65

6.00
1.05

-SO

.45

.70
8.75
1.55
2.50

3.75 4.00
15 ....

45 .65
1.30 1.75

'.'ih
'.'.'.'.

.15 ..,

i.25 l.f

1.80 2.;

.30 .35

.20 ....

.35 .50
2.05 2.6U

25 .HO

55 .70
25 .30
90 1.25
00 4.15

1.95 2 55
3.50 4.15
10 ....

1.50 i!96
.50 .75

1.80 2.25
20 .25

1.90 2.30
.55 .80

1.65 2.20

Sales at San Francisco Stock Exchange.

Thursday. June 25, 9:30 a. m.
100 Alpha Oon 65c
150 Alta 70@75c

1250 Andea 1.10@1.15
200 Belcher 1.4'.

8u0 Be3t&Belch...2,25@2.30
2C0 Bodie 75c
1150 BuUon 2.20
150 Challenge Con 1.20
200 OhoUar 1.70^1.75
1C95 Con Ual& v.. ..6.50(96.75
205 Cro^VD Point.. .1,25^1. 35
55(1 Exchequer 50c
300 Gould ii Curry 1.40
350 Hale&Nor 1.90
100 Julia. 10c

400 Mexican 2.20(9i2.25

150 Nevaaa Queen 25c
200 North Belle Isle 55c
50 Occidental 90c

900 Ophir 3.20@3.30
500 Overman 1.90
100 Peer 5o
203 Potosi 3.50
25U Savage 1.60
100 Seg Be'cher 60c
600 Sierra Nevada. 1.95{g2 05
50 Silver Hill 15c
BO Union Con 2.00

50(t Utah 60c
350 Yellow Jacket.l.75@l. SO

Mines and Stock in Minea for sale. See advertisement
on paife 396.

0^.220 MA RKET.ST.S.r.
V_tLEVATOR 12 FflONT.ST.S.F.

MORE ATTENTION.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT ALL PATENTS

T?°1
Inventions of Charles Cummings for Compressed

Air Rock Drills and Air Compresaors are the property of
TheCummlncs Rook Drill Company, by contracts and
MBinnment from Charles Cummings," duly recorded in
the U. S. Patent Olfice, and any infrinffements thereof
will be prosecuted by THE CUMMINGS ROCK DRILL
CO., 69 and 61 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

BLOWING ENGINE
J . ,., tern, with Dai

ancod steam slide yalye gear, ateam cylinder 14 in,
diameter, air cylinder 40 in. diameter, stroke 24 in. 1 to
100 strokes per minute; engine new. For price and par

FOR SALE.
Vertical pat-
tern, with bal-

/l^^e33ine|it flotice3.

INYO MARBLE COMPANY.—LOCATION
of principal place of businesa, San Francisco, California.

Location of works, Marmol, Nevada.
Notice is hereby given, that at a meeting of the Board of

Directors, held on the 26th day of May, 1891, an asseaa-

ment (Nn. 13) of Ten (10) Cents per share waa levied upon
the Capital Stock of the Corporation, payable immediately
in United SI atcH gold coin to the Secretary, at the office of the
Company, 132 California street, San Francisco, California.
Any stock upon which this assessmentshallremuiu unpaid

on the loth day of July, 1891, nlll he dehnquent, and
advertised for sale at public auction; and unless payment is

made before, will be sold on FRIDAY, the 2Sth day of
July, 1891, to pay the delinquent aSBe.sment, together with
the costs of advertising and expeuBf>s of aale.

By order of the Board of Directors.
G. W. LUCE, Secretary,

Office, 132 California Street, San Francisco, California,

7.--r ,.i „1 """"' •="t;"J'' "ew- i'or price ana par-
'™'™ JAMES LEFFEL&CO.,Spriiififlei(l,01iio.addresa <

pRAY BAGLB MINING UOMPANY.-Lo-
VT cation of prinoipal place of business, San Franciaoo,
California. Location of works. Placer County, California.
Notice ia hereby given, that at a meeting of the Board of

Directors, held on the dth day of June, 1891, an assess-
ment. No. 24. of Three (3) CeT^ts per share, was levied upon
the Capital Stock of the Corporation, payable immediately
in United States Gold Coin to the Secretary, at the office of
the Company, Koom 11, No. 3u3 California Street, San
Francisco, California.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain un-

paid on the 14th day of July, 1891, will he delinquent,
and advertised for sale at public auction; and unJeas pay-
ment ia made before, will be sold on TUESDAY, the 4th
day of August, ISdl, to pay the dellnqutnt asseaameut,
together with the costa of advert' sing and expensea of Sftle

By order of the Board of Directors
A. "W. BARROWS, Secretary.

Office, Room 11, No. 303 California Street, San Francisco
Oalifomia.

Declaration of Levy Brown on Spiritualism.
Spanish Camp, June 16, 1891.

Mr. Barren came to my place in 18S7 and brouKht with
him two men who desired to examine two quartz ledges,
which they wiahed to prospect and, if eatiafactor.i , to

purchase ihe same. One of them liktd the ledge on the
east side of Bitr Canyon and wag anxious to buy, but said
hia money was East. He wrote for the monoy, but failed

to get it until his bond expired. A(ter thty left I felt

fatigued, and laid down to rest and fell asleep. Woke up
Boon. When I got on my feet I heard the noise of a
quartz mill. The stamps struck one, two, three. After
tnat there was a general roar from the stamps. Ran one
or two minutes ana then struck three, two, one. In
about two minutes I heard three distinct whiatles from
an engine. I wish to eell this ledge and all the land east
of the canyon, about 15 or 18 acres. 1 also wish to soil

my ranch west of c*nyon cootiioing about 140 acres,
about 9000 bearing vines and 50 fruit trees of different
varieties; also berries of different kinds. House, out-
building, with cellar well filled with wine, with all im-
plementt necessary to care (or the wiue. Terms, half
cash, the balance on time, with seven per ceut interest
per annum. His

LEVY X BROWN.
Mark.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 16th day of

June, 1891. JOHN McOARTY, Notary Public.

The German Savings and Loan Society,

536 California Street.

IDI"VIIDE3SriD ISrOTICE.

For the half-year ending June SO, 1891, a dividend has
been declared at the rate of five and four-tenths (6 4-10)

per cent per annum on term deposits, and four and one-
ha'f (44) pet cent per annum on ordinary deposits, pay-
able on and after Wednesday, July 1, 1S91.

GEO TOURNEY, Secretary.

iDi-vii^EisriD isroxicE.

SAN FRANOISCO SAVINGS tJNTON, 632
California St., cor. Webb; branch, 1700 Market St..

cor. Polk.—For the half-year ending 30th of June, 1891,

a dividend has been declared at the rate of five and four-

tenths (5 4-10) per cent per annum oo term deposits and
four and one-half (4i) per cent per annum on ordinary
d posits, free of ta\es, payable on and after WEDNCS
DAY, July 1, 1891. LOVELL WHITE, Cashier.

ATTENTION.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT ANY PARTIES

infringing patents granted me by the United States
on Air Compressors and Rock Drills, by manufacturing,
using or selling the same, will he prosecuted to the full

extent of the law. CHAS. CUMMINGS,
411 Mission St., San Francisco.

RUPTURE AND PILES.
We PosiTTVELY OUHE all kinds of Rupture

and Rectal Diseases, no matter of how long
standing, in from 30 to GO days, without the
uae of KNIFE, DRAWING BLOOD, or DETEN'
TION FROM BUSINESS. Terms: Bfo Care.
no Pay; and no Pay until Cared.
If afflicted, come and see ua or aend stamp for
namphlet. Address:

DBS. PORTBRFIBIiD & LOSBY.
SSfl Marteet StrA«t. San FranclBCO

Back Filbs of the Mrama amd SorEUTipio PRRBs'(un-
bound) can be had for 83 per volume of six months. ' Per
year (two volumes) $6. Inserted In Dewey's patent biad-
fiT, GO cnntB rvHrlltlnn*! hot volnnn*'.

tdlicatiopal.

Assay Office and Chemical Laboratory.
ROOMS 46 AND 47 MONTGOMERY BLOCK, 628

Montgomery Street, San Francifco. For nearly 15
years with Thomas Price, as Chief of the Ore-Assay and
Analytical Department. Lessons given in Aeaaying and
Chemistry.

VanNessYonng Ladies' Seminary,
122S PlDe St.. San Francisco.

A FIRST-CLASS PRIVATE SCHOOL UNDER THE
ownership and direction of DR. S. H. WILLED,

aided by a corps of 12 experienced teachers. Numbers
limited; home care; instiuction the choicest; mueic a
specialty. Only a few vacancies; apply soon. Term
begins August 3d. Send for circulars.

School of Practical, Civil, Mechanical and

MINING ENGINEERING,
Surveying, Architecture, Drawing and Aasaying,

723 MARKET ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.
Open All Year.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President.
Assaying of Ores, $26; Bullion and Ghlorlnatlon Assay,

$25; Blowpipe Assay, SIO. Pull course of assaying, |50,
ESTABLISHED 1864 i^ Send for circular.

IF YOU WA«T A FIRST CLASS THOR^>UGH SCHOOL
and a pleasant, refined, safe home for your boys,

send them to

HOPKINS ACADEMY,
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA. Next term begins August
Bth, 1891. Send for Catalogue to W. W. ANDERSON,
Prlnclijal.

BUSINESS COLLEGE.
24 POST ST.. S. F.

FOR SEVENTY -FIVB DOI.I.ARS THIS
College instructs tn Shorthand, Type Writing, Book-

keeping. Tel-graphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all th
English branches, and everytliing pertaining to busines s

for six full months. We have sixteen teachers, and give
Individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
its graduates in every part of the State.

t^ Sknd for ClHCni^AR.

E. p. HEALD, President.
C. S. HALEY, Secretary.

nvciisriDsrGi-
AND

Ore Dressing Machinery.
By C. G. WAAIFORO LOCK.

Contents.— Motive Power— Transmission of Power.
Quarrying — Prospecting, Shaft-ainking, Coal-cutting,
Pumping, and Ventilating Machinery—Lightiug—HauN
ng and Hoisting Transport—Reducing— Dressing—Mie-
cellaneous.

Price $21.00. Circulars and Catalogues on application.

E. & F. N. SPON. Publishers,
12 Cortlandt St.. Me\r Tork.

HORACE D. RANLETT,

Ores, MiniDg, and Coimnission,
420 Montgomery St., S. P.

Ships under advances to smelting works in Boston
New York, Baltimore and Liverpool.
Twenty-one years' experience in Shipping Ores and

Managing Mines.
Solicits Consignments of Copper Produce and Manage-

ment of Mining Matters.
All business conducted on Cash Basis.
Purchase and shipment of Mining Supplies A Spkoialtt.
Sales of Developed Copper Mines undertaken.
Business Manager of UNION COPPER MINE, Copper-

opolis, Cal.; NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co., Cal.

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

THE ABOVE CUT ILLUSTRATES injc: IMPROVED FOBU OF DOUBLE-JOINTED HY-
DRAULIC GIANTS which wo manufacture. We guarantee purchasers of this form of Giants against all

costs, expenses or damages which may arise from any adverse suits or actions at law. We are further prepared to
furnish Single-Jointed Olants when required. Prices, discounts and Catalogues of our speeialtie- of Hy-
draulic Mining Machinery sent on application.

lOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39 to 51 Fremont St., San Francisco.
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-^^^» ELECTRIC BLASTIWIC.

No4-

PULL UP

VICTOR EI,ECTRI€ PLATIWVn rrWEM."
p'll'-^rior to all otbt-rs for oxpltxilua imy niikw of dynftiiilU; or
I'l.i-llin: powder. Each fus* foMe.l wp^rat-ly aoj iK*ck«Ml In
rj. lit PM;tr hoxrs -f 50 each. All tWwl ttml wtrruuWd. SIdbIc
iuMi doiiNlo atrtugtb. with auy \vanth of « lr«.
VKvroR B1.4NTKNC} .nArillMK. - Mftde iu two

-1/,. ^.> 2 tirtisL'0to30bok-s. No I tlr«H 5 to S Jiolos, Atluutixl
ii>ri.r.)n'cctuit,-,«tiiim.t>I;uUui.'.i|Uirryaiidyeui'rnlruUroatlw.jrk

"PlTtt VH" BI.ANTINO 91 ACIIINK. - Tht.-
^!ru!iKi-Htand<"o*t iH)wcrful inadilnu cvy' mutk- f.;r Kltctrit-
BIiwtuK-. iNo. 4 8i/.cilri-a7Uh(.k'w. N.i. 3 ..i/o (in,* 4u lioU«. Are
fsito-ially adapted for siibroarlrio blaattDt; mi I Iufko lujiiiiin work.
Ntnndard Elevlrlo Fiim«> nnil BlititlT«Nter.Wire

Reels, new dvHiKu. Letidlai; iind <'unavetluir Wire,
p^.^^ >r \Ni r\i 11 lu.n ..m,v hv
-% JAMES MACBETH & COMPANY.

I2S nalden i^unt'. 9ivw York ('lly.
PARKE & Lai;Y CO.. San Fraucltco, Cm.. AGENTS

WILLIS 0. DODD. Vice'E^esideDt and Maoagcr. IRA P. RANKIN, Preeldent

PACIFIC IRON WORKS
EST.4BI.ISHKri IK.-,o.

-T H K-

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
Not. 39 to 51 FREMONT STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

HENDY" IMPROVED " CHALLENGE " ORB FEEDER.
The best form of Feeder ever devised, and pronoanced by reputable mining men to be faj

superior to any form of '* Roller " Feeder manufactured. We refer to the follow-
ing gentlemen who have furnished us with testimonial letters to the

above effect, which can be seen at our office, viz.:

N. W. Cbooker, Supt. Bunker Hill Gold Min-
ing Co., Amador City, Cal.

W. G. RcBERTS.Greenwood, El Dorado Co., Cal.

D. O.WiCKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal
J. R. Tkegloan, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold

Mining Co., Amador City. Cal.

127 FIRST STEBET, SAN FRANCISCO.

MINING MACHINERY,
ENGINES AND BOILERS.

MACHINERY FOR REDUCTION OF GOLD,
SILVER, LEAD AND COPPER ORES

BY THE

Milling, Smelting or Concentration Process,

Of Uoet Improved Desien and Conitructiot).

WBEELOCK'S AOTOMATIC CUT-OFF
ENGINE.

HAZELToN STEAM BOILERS
IRON-FBAME STAMP BATTEBIES,
ORE CaUSBERS. CORNISH ROLLS
ROASTING AND OHLORIDIZING

rnRNACES.
WATERJACBET SMELTING FaPNACES

FOR COPPER AND LEAD ORES.
DUNCAN CONCENTKATORS.
BAKER'S HORSE-POWER HOISTS,
WATER WHEELS.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR S.

PLACER AMALGAMATORS
Combined with Steam Shovel or Dredge.

Saves all the Gold. Uses very lillle Water. Treats large quantities at Low Cost.

BUILT SOLELY BY THE

BUCYRUS STEAM SHOVEL AND DREDGE COMPANY.
^TJOTrn.xTs, <:>xxxc>, xr. s, -a-

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

'CHALLENGE', "STANFORD", "TULLOCK,"& "ROLLER' FEEDERS,
And will furniBh deacriptive Catalogues and quote prices upon ipplioation.

We have now made aTrangemeDts to have
our new Conuentratiog Belt manufactured in ^ ^

—

San Franciaco; we can therefore fill all orderB ..^^?^t^
on short notice. The length and width of these ^^~-—-^
helts are the same ne ia used on the Frue or

Triumph Concentratiog Machinca, but can be made of any

length or wid h desired. The advantages of these belts

over ann oth^ra will be readily seen by practical millmen.

First, the flan[;cB or edges o( our btlc stand at an acute

angle Inclining toward the center, and therefore readily

conform 10 ihe change or direction whil f ppsainp over

the end rollers; thus the vexation and loss caused by the

frequent breaking of the flanges of the old aryle belt is

practically done away with. Again, our belrs, at inter-

vals ot four feet, have a very Blight riffled surface for the

apace of three inches, which tends to equaliz i the pulp

on 'he belt, and prevents it from banking on the sides and

forming channels throuiih the center. Thes? slight riffles

also save very fine Bulphurets aud the quicks Iver that

would otherwise escape wi h the tailings from a belt,

the surface of which is entirely smooth.

H. G. BLASDEL. Jr., Manager, 419 California St., San Francisco,

Adamantine Shoes and Dies

Cams, Tappets, Bosses, Roll Shells and Crusher Plates,

THESE CASTINGS ALIE EXTENSIVELY USED IN ALL THE MINING STATES
sfAMp SHOES, and Territories of Nortli and Soutli America Guaranteed to prove better and

cheape' than any others. Orders eolicited suhject to above conditions. When
ordering send sketch wltli exact dimensions. Send for Illustrated Circular.

Manufactured by CHBOMIE STEEI, WORKS, Brooklyn, N. T.

H. D. MORRIS, Agent, 220 Fremont St., San Francisco.
Special attention given,to the purchase of Mine and Mill Supplies.

KIIMIililiini!

Stamp Oaut.

LEVIATHAN COTTON BELTING.

Superior to all Otbers for Quartz Mills, Smelters, &g.

Not Affected bv Wet, Steam, Heat or Oils. Every Belt Guaranteed, Try It. Send
for Circular and Samples,

27 TO 33 CALIFORNIA STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
ROCK DRILLING. AIR COMPRESSING.

MINING AND QUARRYING

3M[-A.OJE3:i]XrE3R

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,
U. S. A.

IT HAS NO EQUAL.

Can Be Put On

by Any One.

POSITIVELY FIRE -PROOF.

Adopted by the

Navy.

MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING
For BOILERS, STEAM PIPES, COtD STORAGE, and all places requiring

^on-Heat-Condnctlng Material.

PA0?FI=0-'^d1^?I'sTS.—C. B. JOHNSON & CO.—SAN FHANCISCO.

DEWEY & CO. {""°m^vi!Sf?/Frolt.^} PATENT AGENTS.
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PARKE & LACY COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND MANUFAOTURBBS OP

MINING. MILL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
BNGINBS, BOILERS, STEAM PUMPS,

AIR OOMPRBSSORS, ROOK DRILLS,

WALL'S CRUSHING ROLLS,

CONCENTRATORS, PULVERIZERS,

TURBINE "WATER WHEELS,

ROCK BREAKERS, DRY JIGS.

Bullock's Diamond Drills

GOLDEN GATE CONCENTRATORS,

GREATEST CAPACITY OF ANY CONCENTRATOR MADE,

One Machine Takingr Pulp from 10 Stamps.

SAW MILLS, MACHINE TOOLS,

PLANING MILLS, INJECTORS and EJECTORS

BELTING, PACKING, OILS, LUBRICATORS,

FIBE EXTINGUISHERS,

OBNTRIPUGAL PUMPS

ROTARY PUMPS, GANG SOGERS,

CAMPBELL'S STEAM FEEDS,

MILL and MINE SUPPLIES.

GrX:S3'Z:Xt..A.Xi .A.GrUXiT'nst z*ox«.

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
DOMPOTTWn ** ENGINES,
yjyjixi-jryjyjXHXJ, 5215 hobse power.

SALES DURING LAST POUR MONTHS:
KTA "NTT^ A "RT^ 99 engines, TTTTVTTriT? 1 66 engines,
K>-L.£^±\±JX^l^i±J, 4S00 BOBSE POWER. U U J.N iV^XIi, 4260 HOBSE POWEB.

OxTAXLcl 'Tota.l, 309 XSZLBlxieis. .A-esi^egAtlxiB X3.9'7S ZZorse lE'ox^T'ex-.

21 and 23 Fremont St., San Francisco, Oal, 189 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S, W.

THE PELTOIT T^ATER TVHEEL
GIVES THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY OF ANY WHEEL IN THE WORLD. OVER 1300 IN USE.

Afforda the moat aimple and reliable power for all mining and manufacturing machinery. Adapted to heads running
from 20 up to 2000 or more feet. From 20 to 30 per cent better results guaranteed than can be
produced from any other wheel in the country.

x2Ijx:cx'x«.xo a:'ft..A.ia'S3VEXssxo]N'.

The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and reliable power, close
regulation, and the facility of adaptation to varying conditions of speed and pressure, have
brought it into special prominence and extensive use for this class of work.

All applications should state amount and head of water, power required and for what purpose,
with approximate length of pipe line. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

a?xa:3E2 x>:E3Xja?ozia' -w.^7£3z%. ta7'X3:x3s:xj oc^.
121-128 MAIN STREET, SAN FBANCISCO. CAL., U. S. A.

PELTON WATER MOTORS.
Varying from the fraction of 1 up to 15 and 20-horse
power, unequaled for all light-running machinery.

Warranted to develop a given amount of power with one-half the water required by any other.
SEND FOE MOTOR CIRCULAR. Address as above.

THE GATES ORE AND ROCK BREAKER.
OF SS'I^w'^t^^SqS^^^*^-^'^^'

unequaled in EFFICIENCY, UPWARD I Gives a fineness of product that increases the capacity of any mill from 25 to 40 per

Will hIJI = fv, * • *!. u r ,
cent without anv additional expense. THE BEST AND ONLY CRUSHER ADAPTED

Will do more than twice the work of any other with the same cost in wear. | TO MACADAM ROAD WORK. Send for Circular.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO., 121-123 Main Street, San Francisco, General Western Agents.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent,

521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco,

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

—DflALHK IN—

Assayers' and Mining Material.

-ttAMUFAOTURBR OF—
IN QtJABTZ, GRAVEL, OR PLACBB MINES. MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR OOPPEB

Our plates are guaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the beet in weight of 811- BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
ver and durability. Old Mining Platea Eeplated, Bought, or Gold Separated. THOUSANDS
OF ORDERS FILLED.

f
.

e
.

f

SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS, ^^^^ *« HOSKINS'

,ra- SEND FOR ciRcuLAM '
^'^ ^'"^ '''''** ^''^'" '''^"'''"'''''*'' HYDRO-CAEBON ASSAY FUEKACES

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD

3^:"^ <^Ti3La.rt!Z!, C3rra,-<crei and DF»la.o©r DMClxxlxis;-

''^'^^^m'iiSS^p,?'.^.^,?^.'^^^^'^'?' nS^T "EPINED SILVER AND BEST COPPER USED. OVER 3000 OKDEKS FILLED. FIFTEEN MEDALS AWARDED,
and Mission StreetsfSan FrancisM^

Bought, or Gold Separated. These Plates can also be purchased of JOHN TATLOR & CO., Corner f-lrst

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
G. DENNISTON, Proprietor. 653 & 656- MISSION ST., SAN FBANCISOO, OAL.

Out Platea have been used for 20 years. They have proved the best. We adhere strictly to contract in wight of Silver and Copper.
SEND rOR giBOXn.AB,

RECEIVED EVERT MEDAL
Awarded on the Pacific Coast
for Silver • Plated Amaleam
Plates and Best Gold, Silver

and Nickel Plating.
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PROVED BELT FRUE ORE CONOENTRATOR.
The Beet Ore Conoentrator in the market, having doable
Ihe Capaoity and doing ita work as oloae as the plain Belt
machine, while ita concentrationB are clean. It is need In

a namber of Mills, the moet notable of which is the
Alaska M. & M. Go's Mill, where 24 Improved Belt Fraea
are taking the Palp from 120 Stamps, crashing 350 tons
per day, and is giving entire satisfaction as against 43
plain Belt Machines, taking the Palp from the other 120
Stamps.

Price of Improved Belt Frue Vanner, $825, f. o.b.

Price of Plain Belt Frue Vanner, $575, f. o. b.

For Pamphlets^ Testimonials and farther information
apply at office.

Protected by Patents December 22« 1874; September 2,

1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881; Febrnary 20, 1883;

September 18, 1883; Jaly 24, 1888. Patents applied for.

There are Over 2200 Plain Belt Machines now

in Use.

Thb Moktaha Compakt (Limited), LomxiK. October S, 1885.
DsAR SiBs:—HftvlDK tested three of your Fnie Vannera In a com-

petitive trial with other similar machines (Triumph), we have satisfied
ourselves of the superiority of your Vannore, aa la evidenced by the
fact of our having ordered 20 more of your machlneH for Immediate
delivery. Yours truly, THE MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).

N. B.—Since the above was written the 20 Vannera, havlnff been
started, gave such satistactioD that ii additional Pniea and more
stumpe have boon purchased. ADAMS & CARTER.

ADAMS & CARTER, Agents FRUE VANNING MACHINE CO., Room 15, No. 132 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR w'th IMPROVED RIFFLED BELT.
The competitive trials which have been held between the

"Triumph" Ore Concentrators, the " Froe" Vanners and
other forms of concentratinK devices, do not warrant the as-

sertion that the "Frue ' Vanner is the best ore concentrator in

the market. The fact that the "Frues" have improved (cor'

raf^ated) belts does not militate against the superiority of the

"Triumphs;" for, when desired, they (the "Triumphs") can
be mounted with a superior belt known aa the ** Blasdel '*

Riffled.

Price " Triumph " Concentrators, with Im-
proved (Patented) Belt - - - $650f. 0. b.

Price " Triumph " Ck)ncentrators, with
Plain Belt $550 f. o. b.

We are prepared to guarantee the superiority of the " Triumph " over

the " Frue " or any other form of Concentrator, tor coin if need be.

Circulars and testimonial letters furnished on application.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
39 to 51 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Both the "Triumph" Concentrator and ''Blaedel" (riifled)

Belt are protected by incontestable letters patent, granted
by the GoTemment of the United States.

Original Empire Mill and MiDing Company,
)

Principal Office, 401 California St., cor. Sansome, S. F. [
Location of Worka, Grata Valley, Nevada Co., CaL )

'

Grass Valley, Nevada Co., Cal., Nov. 10, 18M.
Joshua Bendy Machine Works, 30 to 51 Fremont St., S. F., Cal.:

Gentlbmbk—1 am pleased to state, in reference to tbe " Triumph'
Ore ConcoDtratotB, that (our (4) o( them were placert in the m'll of the
Oriclnal Emipre Mill and Mining Company in April, latiji. and a thorough
test made of their practical operation; and t^heir efficiency baviog been
demonstrated, four (4) more were subaequeotly introduced aa ttye comple-
ment of the Twenty (20) Stamp Mill, aud the eight (8) have bettn and are
now runniog with entirely satisfactory resuUe. (

At the Ten (10) Stamp Mil! of the North Star Mininp Compiny. un^er
my superviRion, four (4) are also in auccessful operation, an^ from my
observation of their practical workings, I am convinced that ^Ms form of

Concentratore is the equal, it not superior to any other style' of Vanners
or concentrating devices. DAMD McKAY, Jk.,,

[Stened] Sup't North Star and Original Empire Mining CO.

N. B. When tbe stamping capacity of the two above named mills waa in-

creased, more ** Triumph " Concentrators were purchased, and twenty-
eight (28) are now in constant successful operation.

O I^C3r 1ST ivr oe;

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION.
Made Available over Circuit Many Miles Long for Running TRAMWAYS, HOISTS, DRILLS, STAMPS, PUMPS, LIGHT, &c.

FOR PARTICULARS AND ESTIMATES, CALL ON OR ADDRESS

TH:oM:soivr -Houston electric co.,
15 FIRST STREET, SAN FRANOISOO.

i=crj2\rTi3xrc3rTO ivr.
MANUFACTURER OP

CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER QUARTZ MILLS,
Concentrators and Ore Crushers,

Mining Machinery of Every Description. Steam Engines and Shingle Machines.

SEND FOR CIROULAB.

Oeotrlfneftl Roller Qnartz Mill. SX3 X^XXliS'X' IS1?n.lBl-JES1f

,

s.A.]Nr ^•^^..A.va-onacict. cs.a.jc^

PERFECT PULLEYS
First Premium Awarded at Mechanics' Fair, 1884.

oxjOT eks ax£3£3s:e3.
Sole Licensed Hanufacturers of the

MEDART PATENT WROUGHT RIM PXTLIEY
For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washlngtan

Uontana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona. Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Best Balanced Pulley in the World. Also Manufacturers of

SHAFTING, HANGERS AND APPUBTBNANOBS.
t^ Sbnv ?0B ClKOimABa iXl> PRIOB LlBT.'Si

No8. 139 and ISl PBBMONT STREET, - - - SAN PBANCISCO, CAL.

Pit. OOT. 25, 1881,

ESTABLISHED 1868.

Pacific Chemical Works.
HENRY G. HANKS,

Practical and Indnstriai Chemist, Assayer

and Geologist.

718 MONTGOMERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

M'WUl report on the oondltton and value ol any mining property on

the Pacific Coast. Rare Chemloalfl made to order, Inatraotlona Blven In

^Bl^lng and Ptaot'o^l Cbemlatry.

HOISTING ENGINES FOR MINES
1, 2, or 4 Drums, with Reversible Link

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.

HADB ONLY BY TBS

UDGERWOOD MT'G CO..
96 Liberty St., New York.

S4 and 86 West Monroe St., Chicago.
197 to 203 Congress St, Boston.

1 to 7 N. First St., Portland, Oregon.

PARKE & LACY CO., Agts., San Francisco.
Send for CntBlo?n«i.

"RED CORD"

M
sqxt.i^£c:e3 iF'Xj-ia^SE i».A.o:^inrc3-.

ANUFACTURED FROM STRICTLY FIRST-CLASS FLAX AND PURE LDERICANrS. HAS NO SUPRRIOK
(or all Hydraulic Work. Calico Watbr Works Co., Calico, Cal., Deo. 10, 1890.

W. T. T. SOHEKCK—Dear Sir; We find your "Red-Cord" Square Flax Packing the "Bo8b." Yours truly,
J. R. LANE, Secretary.

Tbe red cord runs tlie entire length. Put up in boxes ol 30 feet, or coils o( 60 to 80 Iba, For sale by all

W. T, T. SCHENCE, Sole Manulacturer, »»9 and »»* MkrketlStreet, San FranclMo, Oal,
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Tat 00 Marks 151 Can Capping M achine, M.
'Terraced Basins 215 Jensen 188
Terrorite 291 Can Labeling Machiae. H.
-Timbering in Mines .. 377 Albert 77
Timber on Public Lands. ,.306 Canal Digeer, McMxdlen,
Tin, Btock 327 Wood & Krusi 12

Tin, Calif irnia, 193, 200, Cane Music Stand and
275,296.393. Holder, Hardens &

Tin, California Concentra- Fleishman 18S
ting". 193. 20l:car A.xle. L. Hall 2i;8

Tin. American 275, 339lCar Axle-Box, D.B.James,357
^Thinolite i rystals. .. .296, 297'Car Counlin^.R McMahon,172
Trees, Nam '^s of 322jnar Coupling, E Stewart, i8)
T ees in Gravel Mines 339iCar Cou .ling, G.W.Mil'er.ll7
Tornado's Energy 54 Car Replaoer, Stephens &
Tools. Annealing 103' Mott 188
'Traction Engine 3S5,Card Exhibiting Device. J.
Traveling Facilities I'^I W. Fawkes 141
Truckee Mines 339iCard Shuffler. E. FaUdng-
Tub Dg 54 ham 236
Tunnel, Cast Iron 38 Carbon for Electric Lamp,
Tunnel. Hudson River, 39, 167! W. H. Bums 141
Tuonel, Irifh Channel.. ..327'Carpet Stretcher. D. H.
Tunnel, R yalty ]u4 McFallfl 68
Tunnel System 23 Carriage. Child's Foldioflr.

Tunnel Proposed 323i F. B .roeman 268
Tunn-^l. Ventilation 34 Cash Box and Tray. B. F.
Tug-B"at Charges 136 Carman 293
Tuilumne Mines 146 Chatf Separator. G. E.
*Tuna 147 Minges 204

II Chair. J. W. Craig 117^ Ch*-ck - Rein Hook. A.
?7 ) , ound Wires So; Kempkey 389** ^i .aire, Copperopoiis,l30iCicarette Machine. H.
Uuaw .line Accident... .24, 34 Bohls 77

w Clay to Presser. Delivering.
-, . ,. * ,,. E. T. Mapel 141
Vaccination IJ^Clevia.J Duncan 8VagantLaw 211 jotbes Drier. Ansley &
Varnish 23 g,.yfi 172
Vege'ableG'Owth

,^^ Clothes Drier. J. McKin-
^Veutilatmg Alines 137 pon 332

'Xl?i^,n-
^''^ Ropeway, ciothea'HangerV'E.'Lun-

177,18d.
; berg mlW iCoin Wrapper, W. &. Gage, 92

Walls, Drying 7|Coin Up-rated Chair, L.

War Ships 216, M. Est 188

WashiDcton Mines, 130.162, iCoffee Pot. G. A.Williams, 60

168. Collar Pad, F. M. Lim-
Water and Temperature. . .246 baugh 60

Water S erilizing 323 Compass Attachment for

'Waterman, Governor..... 241* Field Glasses. E. G.
"Waterioo Mill 17 King & Co 60

Weal her Forecasts '91 Conductor. Electric (2), J.

We IherMaps 242 B Williams 349

Weather Servica 83 C' nductor for Electric R.
Weighing Foik 39 R . E. W. Mitchell 349

Welding Phenomenon 7i Conductor f. r Treatmg, J.

Weatinghouse Electric Car. 87 B.Williams 332

White Oak District 242 Concentra' or, .X. H, Millev 23

•Wild Flowers ig.Cuncentrotor, F. B. Mor8e,23d
Wire Bolting 38 Concentrator. J. TuUooh.
WireNaila 7 12.28.

Wire Rope 182,311 Cul ivator. D. E. Borton.293

Wire Spr Dgs 7 Cultivator, B. P. Wbitney,188
Wire on Housetops 246 t^u't'^ator Beam, D. E.

Wire-Wom-d Gun Sid Barton 293

Windows ld9;Cttllivator Clamp. D. E.

Wind vR. Steam 23i Bart n 293
^ ood Carving. 22'Cul ivator Attachment (2).

Wood, Coinp-tssed 247 I>- K. Barton 293

Wood. Uniuflam-Jiable. . . .299n>en*al Engine. Electrical,
Wor d"s Fair 243, 354

1 p F E. gera 252
World's Fair and Mining. Derrick. D. F. Oliver. ...44, 60

1 iO. 3J6. 31',;. 370. 392, Desk and Seat Support. J.
World's I'air Appropri- p McElroy.

.

349
ation', 211. 264. Divider Attachment for

World's Fair Buildings.
1 iUowers, M. Anthoi>y....ll7

385. 393. .DoorCh'Ck. D. Kankiu...389
Worid.Endof L'^O Door Check apring, F.J.
Wrenches 166 u ood 28

Y Do r Manipulation, F.

,„ » iu 1, , o 1
Schmitz 332

"Yoaemite National Park, poor Spring, Harvey &
112-121. Root 268

\ uba County almes 87 Door Securer, N. Co3sman,357

2 Door Securer, W. B. Mor-

Zone •r Lode ^
jj, ^j^' p-p-g fo/ Buildings,

J. L. Crittenden 332

PATENTS. "lir^'!".''. ."!-. ."=:. ^"'.^32

ikAA- „ Tir<.^>„-„<. A V iElectric Conductor |2), J.

ShLttuck '389' B. Williams ...317

Afr'sSe'si^i^m.' W. ' W.^'^'El^"?'™ !-»"'«» = J™-^,,

Ai^rCompres's'n'r'.'Hydr'auiic,'"
Electric 'Laip,

'

n! C. Fer-

W R Philh'nB «!) K"SOD 183

A"-S?.ntSfipp'ar'atus;'''iEl-.n«Lan.p, L. H. Eu-
f T? Ui'illi ima 117 CUanan i/i

A, i'Jll Trnu T Pi'r'i'r'd" 317 Electric Lamp, J. A. Hayes 92

\nn™cS' J E Miller 156
'=^'"=°"''= L""P' ^ W.Kippy 60

tSS^i- ^? „„.„ "V"^;'™ Klectric Pole in Gas or Va-

PfiSe"
^"'°""' •'• '3.9. nor Explosive Engine.,

rnste ^. .......y....M3 Tremper" Eisenhuth....4'?5

^wSf-r
Fastener. H. M,

electrical Undulations In-
Martin . . .

.
•..•.•• • .- '«> tensifying. J. C. Ludwig,188

W aSEsr
'''"''"'"'

'"jn. Elevator Door,, Opciating:

Bag Holder, E.'Henrettyissg «.,^-,/!l Pnrtah??'r" Ai'^'
Ball Tie Fastener, D. W. '''IJ'

°'' '^"""•""J' ''• *"
,,

Lxisn. . -. ...••• -*o°j£ievator Valve Mechanism
Baling Press, G. B. Allen, q j tj„jj

28

Mining Bureau, Utah..
Mining BusiO'SS
Mining Oorporationa.

.

'^moke Nuisance
Smoke Prevention.

.

Suow Worms ,

,.145. 281]2th page Weekly.,
Mining Summary, (see 4th
ami 5th page.s Weekly.) Smoke Prevention. 151

Mining Stocks and Mar- Snow Worms 1S2
gins 360 Soap Bubbles 247

Mining Re-discoveries 325 Soapstone 179. 19J
Mining and World's Fair. .12ii Soda Creek District 18
Mint Directors' Report.... 152 "Sinora Piacers, 226. 242,
Motht Process 18 249, 259. 29J. 291
Molesworth Process 227 Sonora Mines 338
Money. Lack of 3 Sonoia Notes ,.93
Money of World 119. 344 South. Development of.... 92
Monkey Language 6 Springs, Spiral 311
Montgomery District, 243. Springs, Welding 198

306, 323. :Stanford University. 201,
"Mon'erey, Cruiser 289 22/, 259. 312. 322.

Molders" Strike 297 State Fair 387
Moldirg Sand 54, 19- Staybolts, Making 326
^Mo-mtain RR Construc'n 4l!Steam Cylinder 70
Musk, Artificial 86'Steam Expansion 359

»! .Steam Fittings 576

„ '^ Steam Jackets 183, 295
Nail Manufacture 7C Steam Hammers 81
Natural Gas 61. 31f iSteam Navigation 39
Naval Designing 2n Sttam atid Wind 23
Naval Engineering 119 Steam Wastn 70
Needle Manufacture 38iSteel, Age of 182
Nerves, Mygteriea of 263 Steel. Freaks of 23

,.277R«2'i?^\v A Tirtrf 05 Engine, M. B Dodge.

bIS Haii.ner D
'

" 'j Engine. E. W. Curtis 236

^t^Ln^"'^:...^- ^;i88^-feK°^"^- >^-^ \^
Bath. Invalids'. M. De- Env^pe'Fasi^neV,' C.-'h.'''

tsarr n^ Voll 77

''pgfrl'
^"' '*' ^'sojEic.viti'ng'Ap'paratusl'J.'

Be'ar?ng,"Xnii-'rri'cu'on,-E. «. IVhitcomb 349

Sterapel 60 Farm Gate, L. Johnson... 236
Bed. F H. Babbe 188 Faucet. M. Anthony 236

Bedstead Tablet. C. H. Faucet. O. H. Meiritt 277

Murray 332 Fauc t, Moore & Grim 319

Beer. Drawing, C. Harth..2c2 Fauce', Meaney &. Bodie, 77

Bell, Pneumatic, G.F. Kin- Faucet. 0. P. Smith 357

caid 101 Fred Mill. H nry i: Wood.23'i

Bell Ringer, W.W. Slater. .252 Fender, E astic. GO, Stein,M
Bench Clamp. O.V.Greena- ,'='ence Post, T. S. Riddell,188

myer -60 Fence Picket, Pointing, J.

Bier Sandejs ft Raffetty.277 M.Vance 28

'Bird Cage Perch. J. F. File for Documents, G. ¥.

Sweeney 156. 201 Schultze 293

Bill File F Butler 12 Filter (3). E. M. Knight, 60, 92

Boiler Alarm. A. W. Gill- Filter. J. A. Fulton 405

fillan 349 Fish Net. L. A. Johnson.. 141

Boras Manufacture. N. Fireplftfe. Hood f-r, L. E.
M. Bell 221 ClawsoQ... 236

Borini; Machine (4), A. M. Floor- Washing Machine.
Jewell 117,317 L. Graham 141

Breech-Loading Gun, H. Flour Holder. J. Martin.. 221
W Whitelaw 252 Flush Tank, L. W.Miller. ..21

Bricks. E. L. Eansome... .188,Fiy Book, J. S. Benu....44, 60

Bricks, Straiitied. L. A. Fold.ng Bed, C. Eo.ter... .349

Stv'iger ?17 Foot Ka p for Horses, G.
Broom Crate, F. Zan 277 Tompkins 268

Broom Shield, F. Zan 277 Fruit Drier. A. Conkliug.221

Broom Com, Coloring, R. Fruit Picker, A. Fogelli...332

M Donovan 60 F.uit Fitter, J. T. Ish, 101,117

Building Construction, P. Fruit Fitter,W. C. Evant8,357
H. Jack 1=00 236 Fruir. Slicer, Pleckmyer &

Burglar Alarm (21, 0. C. ,
Graham 389

Davis 349, 405, Fruit Steamer, Phelan &
Cable. Car Brake. J. F. ' Fldridgo
WaitB 117'Fuel-savinR Device, M. B.

Cable-Car Brake. C. E. ' Dodge 77

Naylor 332iPuniigatiog Trees. Wall,
Cable Clamping Device. G. !

Jones & Bishop 92

W. Rowley 380 Fuse, Blasting, D.B Jamesl56
Cable Grip, J. J. Graff... .317 "Fu^e-Cap Fastener. N.V.
Cable Grip, C. Hazard.... 188' Moodey 121

Page. Paoe.
Fu'nace. Ore, J. L. Giroux RidirgPad,W.C.McNeeIy,252

389. 393. Riveting Ma.biue. M. Ar-
€)ame Puzzle (2), C. P. nold 405
Harris 6'

, 319 ock Dril. E. A. Ris 405
Gang Plow, J. & W. Pat- Rowock. J. Williami 252
terson 236.252 Rudder. P. E. Frostdd. ...380

Gang Pliw, Steam, N. L. RuliugPen, H N Love... 405
Darling 405 Sad Iron. D. B. Baker. ... HO

Gas Burner, Selfdosing Safe. P. Wilhelm 277
(2). W. Ten Eyck. . . .1 1, 236 Safety Guard for Cars. L.

Gas. Impregnating Liquids J. D=' Puy 389
With. IT. Bacbmann 349 Sash Balance, S N. Goldy, 60

Gas Eugiue.M. A. Gr.ham, 71 Sa h Balance.J.P.Magney, 92
Gas Engine, E. Narjot 221 Saah H Ider. G.A Coop r. 293
GasEugine, E. J. Nichol8,38 SawGiude,W.A.Campbell,252
Gaa Engine Attachment, Screen. A A. Palm 44,60
M. M Eassett 332 Seaming Machine, M. Jen-

Gate, J. W. Fisher 77 sen 12
Gate, J F. MiUerick 156 Seat for Vehic'es. W. H.
Gla-ss D^^coration, West- ; Wright 188
wood&MalloD 188See ing Machine. D. M.

Globe. J. Lyman 60 Baldwin 60
*Goll-Saviug Apparatus, Separac r. Cook & Parson, 16
O. H.Baguy 277, 28l!Separator. F.H. Wheelan. 204

Governor, E. Thompson.. .156;SeparatingCroi^B-Head Tie-
Governor, J. F. Kerby....4i'.'t Wires, G. B, Baer 101
Grain Separator, L.H.Hill, 77 Set Tricger, O. A. Bresner, 156
Gun. Breech Loader, W. iSewer Manhole. F.WalKer,277
R. Finch 349 Shade Adjuster, H. Du

Gun, Raoeatiag, W. H. ' Fresne 236

Ostrander 277|Shears. T. O'Neill 101
Harntss, J. A. Brad3haw,2fiS Shears, Sectional. Hains &
Han ess. J. E. Foster 92 Thomas 23S
Harv ster, G. W- Haines.. 77 Shingle. R. P. Taylo'. .317
Harvester,J.&W.Paterson. 40 Shingle and Shake Ma-
HfttBox, A, 0. Mack ISJ chine, C. W. Babcock...l01
Hose Reel, W. P. Bowers,22l;Shoe for Defoimel Feet,
Ho36 Reel, W. T. Y.

I L. D Ha ding 380
Schenck 141jShow Table and Bureau,

HorcB Controlling Device,
j M Rofenbmm "i??

E.J Fraser 20J:Shutter for Camera. G. P.
Horse Tciil Holder, J. W. Kincaid 60
Lindtfay 317 Shuttle Motion for Looms.

Horte Shoe Gage, W. C. X W. Babe -ck 156
Price 204 'Shutter f.r Grates. W. H.

Hyiraot.T.W Brooks.... GO, Vane- 389
Hydrant, W. Lacy 236 Signalling Apparatus.Mor-
I e Cream Freezer, J. A.

( gan a Crossley 77
Buffer J72Sinker, Hioge.W.H. Gutz-

Index. W. A. Judge 141, man 357
Injector for Powders, W. ''^kate. S S. Black 141
H. Rowland 28 Slag. Disintegrating, J.

Ink Braser, W. H. Robin- ! Colquohoa 28
son 268 Slate Attachment, Maud

Irrigating Implement, S.S. W>man 252
Black 96 Shepiug Car Safety Guard,

Insul tor Holder, B. Jen- ' N. Brown 4^55

ninga 3J9|Snap Hook, F. White 293
Jewel Setting Cutter, A, SnowPlow.Smatl& Heintz-
Hastinga -. 317, elm-rn 293

Joint for Dredger Suction Sofa B^ds. A. G. Philips. 141
Pipes (2), W. P. Humph- Spreader for Horses J. R.
reys 60i Phelps 60

Journal Box. J. S. Si» ith..277 Spiog Hinge, W. R. Web-
Kitchen Cabinet. Brown ster 349
& Smith 236 >:priDg,Vehicle, H.Timken,252

Knife. Fruit Picker's, T.B. Stencil Machine, G. H.
Jordan 12| Tietzen 349

Knife Sharpener, A, Dud- iSteamer. Mary S. Hart-
den 60 manu .349

I-addcr. G. C. Campbell.. .317 Steering Apparatus, J. B.
Ladd r. Extension. J. P. Jardine 60
Small 28 Straw Separator for

Lathe. E. W. Jones 22ij Thrashers. E. H. Nichol-
Lawn Sprinkler, R. Prank- I son 357
en 12!straw Dump Attachment

Lawn Sprinkler, D. C.Wil- I fur Hanestera, A.W.Mc-
gus 28 Donald 28

Ledger, Mechanical, J. A. Street Car Teader& Brake.
Langscroth 330 G. T. Hull 117

L**n8 for Illuminating Ist-eet Paver, Power. F. A.
Tiles. P. H. Ju k80Q....117l Hun iugton 332

Letter Box. E. Hudson 332 Street Sweeper, J. A. Welt, 28
L-tteiing Device, L. A. Stirrup Detign. G. B.
G-tPS 10 ,117| Moulton 349

Lock Valve and Faucet. C. Striki ir Bag. H. E. Cook. 101
B. Mason 188 Stone Sawmi.l, F. H. Kesa-

Loggi g Truck, Frink & : ler 193
Headman 38Ci;Stove Tnp. P. Hearst 101

Mail Big Fasteniog, O. P. Stump Puller W.B Morri3.252
Callahan 6[ Sulpho-Ohlorinat d Oils,

Mailing Machine. G. B. Neutralizioe. A.Somiuer.317
Baer 141 Surf Power Pump, H. E.

Mailing Machine. S. E. > Thomas 268
Whiteside 141 Suspenders. Elliott &

MnpCas". E. B. Strong... 188, Beames.. 349
Match Box and Cigar Snitch, Railroad, A. M.
Punch, E. Heinrich ^8 Grubbs 60

Metal Roofing. J.O. Bnyer,317 S"itch Stand, J, S. Wal-
Metillic Beam, Lengthen- lace 121
ing (2), P. H. Jacks jn... 60 Syringe. Electro Therepeu-

Metallic Lsth Machme, J. li . E Eartsch 236
Weichart 1' 6 Table. J. S. Eirden 50

Middlings Puiifier, Miller Taok.Storage, J. Farabam, 28
& W-lke' l£6,Tanning Composition. J.

Mill, Grinding, A. Hard-
i T. S<i ith 380

ing 252 Tension Cut-Out for Elec-
Milk Cooler. W.W.Cinder,293: trie R. K., B. Jennings, 293
Music Leaf Turner. E. W. Tether Pin, L. P Carl. .. 60
Burnham 156 Thrashing Machiue, E. Mc

Needle for Grain Binders, ; Donald 117
T. C. Wilkin 28 Timber Clasp. H. A. SaliB-

Newspaper Cover. J Davis.^36; bury 188
Nippers. D. A. Eimilton 317JTi e Tightener, M. J. Mc-
N n-Conducti g Compo-

I Kionon 380
aitfon. H. M. Hanmore, 380 Tool for Cutting Hole>' and

Oil Buner for Furnace. J.
i Wanhers. J. AdJison... .389

H. Jones 60 Tr^ctino Engine, N. L,
Oil Mil, C. S Jones 268; Darling 317
Ore^ Separating. E, L. [Traction Wheel. J. R. Du-
Craig

?8t iial 268
Parking, J. T. Smirh 277|Tramway, J. T. Vinton. .. .357
Padlock, 6. W. Lucas 38i .Trade Mark, R. D. Hiune, 101
Paint, Fireproof.I. F. Mer- iTr- e Pro. G. F. Andrews, 92

rill 166;Twi.,e Machine, J. W. Per-
Paiel for Concrete Floors,

; kins 156
E. L. Ransome 221 Typewriter, L. E. Baker..'! 92

Panornmic Device, E. W. Typewriter Attachment,
Keeler 141 H. O. Hooper 92

^Wmiamr""''''^'
^' ^141 Vaginal Atomizer. W. E.wuiiams., .... .... ...... Hi TOai,-!^., 1

Pendulum Ear Treadle, E.
Weldon 101

A- Cochran 389'^5l S^riS °" "'""I'

V

?'e?a™ O'
?' filr?°"^°°''?S vapor BaS.'o.'Person'.::,"

I« arT.'E: W- W^S,-M.::: f:y.''P?'.Engine,D.a_Re,an,20i

Petroleum Burner. D. C.
Wilgus

Piano. A. Graff.

Vehicle. Three - Wheeled.

, 28
C. H. Coffin.. 1.349

141
_ 252"^®°^®'" Cutter. E. Din

RanoActio'n^'j.' Rudolph, 60 r7™flf„:„ T'i,"iV-"D*"'^"
Piles.Prese.ving.F.Ba ter.349T^^^"'?*'7 Inhaler. H. T.

Piles, Protecting. J. Clark, 28 "®"=° 317

PiocuBhion, G.F.Atkinson, 28 Wagon-Train Connection.
Pipe Wrench, G. W. Greon- W. H. Thurman 252
amyer 6f Washing Machine, J. N.

Pipe Wrench.J L.^alahan,296 Bu ch 188
P'ow. G. W. Phmney 236Wa-l)iug Machine. Lam-
Plumb ng, S nitary. F. A. born & Rickards 104
Weinsb nk 357 Washing Machine, Z. W.

Plumb and Level, Ganer & Shields 317
Connaughton 389 Water Ckset, J. M. Hollo-

Propulsion of Veeaels. J. way 101
Schroeder 12, 28 Water Closet Cosing De-

PropeUer. O. J. Boerltfle, 25v lice, W. R. Websttr 349
Pruner. Perry & Dixon. . . .204 Water Gage. Mi;Farland li

Pump. W McLellan 405 Bas'ett 349
Pumping Apparatus.White Wa er Wheel, L. M.Shaip, 12
k Miller 349 Wat r Wheel, J. & O. Dal-

Punch for Fares, W. D. quest IPS
Eitel 60, 77 Wave Motor. L. M. Lloyd, 12

Rail Cleaning Attachment Weat er Strip. A, La
for Locomotives, H. T, Jeunease 332
Currie 60 Weed Cutter, F. E. Lux... 188

*R«ilway Crossing. W. M. ^Wheel, R. E. Jeffrey 141

Axtell 201 Whpel, G. G. McAlp)ne...)88
Railway Drain and Tie. H. Whiffletree. B. B. Allen... .188

P. Sweet 156 Whiffletree Coupling, J.
R'dlway Rail Joint, J. B. , J. Kocher 60
Walker 141 Wind Engine. G. S. East-

Railway R ail Couphng, J. man 28
T. Wicker 317 Windmill, W. M. Craig... 141

Railway Kail and Pave- -Windmill. E L. Kenyer... 204
ment. P. Bargion 332,WiLdow Sash.A Rudolph, 252

Railway Tie and Chair, H. [Window Shade. T. Chope, 12
P Sweet 156!Wjndow Screen. Beloit it

Raisin and Fig Press, J. ! Pilot 172
PorteouB 380!Window Screen. F. Walker,204

Razor Strop. M. E. Reilly. 33, Wiring AUa^ hnient for
Reaper. M. S.Cody 277 Balers. J. H. Kruse 141
Respiration, Device for In- Wrench, G.VGreenamyer. 60
dueing, O. C. Davis 12|Wrench, T. D. Keith 188










